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---oOo--I'd like to welcome everybody here today to this very historic occasion. The
following people will be giving evidence today. Mrs Magashule, Mrs Molokwane,
Mrs Ngcobo, Mrs Nakele, the Sibankhulu family, Mandla Cele, Mrs Msisazwe, Mrs
Kherni, Marcel Gerrard and Sharon Velkort. In all these cases, except for two,
the witnesses lost members of their family who died violent deaths. Of the other
two, one of them underwent torture and one was injured in a bomb blast. And they
will be giving their evidence starting in a few minutes. We will probably finish
up at about 4.30 or 5.00 today.
I want to make a brief announcement about the headphones which you have with
you. There are three languages - sorry, four languages, English, Afrikaans, and
on the third channel you have a choice between Zulu and Sotho. Please don't at
any stage put this item in your pocket or under your clothing because you won't
hear anything, and please at the end of the day do not remove these headsets,
they are very expensive.
Finally can I just ask you to please switch off cellular telephones. It's very
disruptive.

There will now be a ceremonial lighting of the candle, which will remain lighted
for the duration of these hearings. Thank you.
--------------------CHAIRPERSON: I greet you today. We welcome you with warm hearts at this fourth
meeting of the commission, of the Truth and Conciliation. We welcome you to the
fourth public hearings of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission after the
meetings in East London, Cape Town and Gauteng.
(Incomplete) ... you to the co-ordinator of our
/regional
regional office, Wendy Watson, the regional manager, and all our other
Commissioners and Committee Members from this region, as well as our regional
and national staff members. In a sense it has been touch and go whether the
hearing could be held at all. Our staff and colleagues must be warmly commended
for their dedication and determination that likely victims and survivors of
gross human violations would be afforded the opportunity to tell their stories.
We are sorry that we were not able to hold these hearings as originally planned
in the Mahatma Gandhi Hall for security reasons. It would have particularly
significant for the contribution that the Mahatma made to the struggle for a
dispensation of justice and democracy in South Africa. But we are enormously
grateful to the Jewish Club for making available these splendid facilities for
these hearings. It seems in a different kind of way particularly appropriate
that the venue should be a Jewish one, given their peculiar capacity to
remember.
I want to express yet again our appreciation to the media for carrying out a
quite crucial ministry, especially SABC TV for its sensitive and unobtrusive
relaying to the nation of what is happening in these hearings. We comment the
radio for ensuring that thousands, if not millions, especially of the so-called
ordinary people, are being reached.
We want to thank the police for helping to provide security, especially as they
must be stretched in this province.
We do want to express our deepest sympathy to those who are suffering as a
result of the ongoing violence in this province, and express our distress that
violence
/seems to
seems to be endemic in these parts. We hope that work of the Commission may make
some kind of contribution to the ending of violence, and to the promotion of
reconciliation in these parts.
A particularly warm welcome to those who will be testifying, and to their
families. Thank you for your generosity, and in this province particularly, your
courage in coming forward and exposing your pain to the gaze of the world. Only
those who will find what they are looking for can, with any hope of credibility,
accuse the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of bias, or of being a witch
hunt. The previous three hearings have shown how determined we are to be
completely even-handed and unbiased. The whole political spectrum has been
represented in those hearings, and I am certain these hearings here will be no
exception to that characteristic. All sides of the conflict of the past have
been, and will be, represented. We cannot pretend that we are not sad at the
fact that a very substantial, very important role-player in the IFP at the
present time does not seek to co-operate with the Commission. But if no one
comes from their side to tell their story it won't be the TRC that has to bear
the blame for being one-sided.
We wish to stress again that we have not rushed to subpoena alleged perpetrators

because of not wanting to be seen to pursue them as if we were a witch hunt. We
have deliberately sought that this first set of hearings should be victims'
hearings, affording people, many, many of whom have never before had such an
opportunity of telling their story. Those who may be named will be given, or
have been given, what we consider to be reasonable and timeous
/notice,
notice, so that they
we will, as soon as
side of the story,
examination of those

can make representations. We want to give an assurance that
possible, give such persons the opportunity to tell their
and perhaps accord them the privilege of limited crosswho have so accused them.

The whole purpose of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission is to make a
contribution to the healing of our nation. The promotion of national unity and
reconciliation is the title of the Act that brings us into existence. Almost all
who have heard the testimony given at the previous hearings have been deeply
moved, and believe that these hearings are indeed contributing to a national
catharsis, are contributing to the healing of our nation. The wounds indeed are
being opened and cleansed, and balm and ointment is poured on them, and they are
being bound up so that they can heal and not fester.
I repeat my urgent appeal to everybody, but mostly to our brothers and sisters
amongst the Afrikaans-speaking community. Everybody knows that when an Afrikaner
sees the light, and recognises it to be the light, then nothing can hold him
back, he becomes very enthusiastic. An Afrikaner gives his best. We are a very
odd community. We were created by God the Father out of His love for us all, and
we were redeemed from evil by the blood of Christ. He led us out of the slavery
of sin, and now God, the Holy Spirit, dwells in us all. We are people of grace.
Almost everybody who has testified before us thus far are people who are not
looking for revenge. They don't carry hatred around in their hearts. They simply
want to know the truth, and then they are prepared to
forgive. The Afrikaner can make a huge contribution to
/the healing
the healing and reconciliation which is taking place in our country. There is a
great challenge and a big role for him in our life in this country, and I
therefore repeat my urgent appeal to all of us. Please if you would just repent,
if you would just confess, people will be prepared to forgive, then we can all
be healed. We have the example of the Churchman whose letter we have read.
(Incomplete) ... are only the first four, and because they have been of symbolic
significance they have been fairly large hearings. After these we intend to
split up as the Human Rights Violations Committee, perhaps one Commissioner with
one Committee Member, and to have often simultaneous hearings in as many parts
of our country as possible, to give as many people an opportunity as possible to
tell their stories. We will not make an immediate finding in these hearings.
That will happen a little later.
Those who give evidence here enjoy the same privilege as would happen in a court
of law. If a witness deliberately gives the Commission false testimony then he
or she will be guilty of an offence, as would be the case in a court of law.
This is not a court, but we know you will conduct yourselves with proper
decorum. As I have said before, I do not wish to invoke the powers vested in me.
Thank you to all who uphold us in their prayers as these hearings get under way,
and so I declare this session of the hearings open. I want to hand over now to
Dr Borraine, but before I do so may I first of all
introduce the panel that is here with me. On my left is
Dr Borraine, Alex Borraine, the Deputy-Chairperson of the

/Commission
Commission and a member of the Human Rights Violations Committee; Richard
Lyster, a Commissioner and members of the Human Rights Violations Committee, and
co-ordinator our regional office. Next to him is Dr Khoza Mgojo, a Commissioner,
member of the Reparations and Rehabilitation Committee from this region. Next to
him is Dr Mapule Ramashala, Commissioner and member of the Reparations and
Rehabilitation Committee out of Western Cape. Mdu Dlamini, committee member of
the Human Rights Violations Committee from this region. Virginia Gcabashe,
committee member of the Human Rights Violations Committee from this region. Dr
Sibangele Magwaza, a committee member of the Reparations and Rehabilitation
Committee from this region. Dumisa Ntebeza, Commissioner and head of the
investigating unit. He comes from the Western Cape now. And then Ilan Lax,
member of the Human Rights Violations Committee from this region. I now hand
over to ... (incomplete)
MR LYSTER: Thank you very much, Chairperson. Before I call the first witness
this fourth hearing in KwaZulu Natal I would like to say a very special word
welcome to Judge Hassan Mall, who is the Chairperson of the Amnesty Committee
the Truth and Reconciliation Commission. We are delighted that he is able
join us today. I would be very grateful if he would stand just for a moment
we could recognise him. Thank you very much.

of
of
of
to
so

CHAIRPERSON: Some are still looking to see him.
MR LYSTER: Well, he's a very distinguished person, so they can't miss him.
--------------------/I call
I call now the first witness, Mrs Emily Sikadi Magashule, and I would ask her
please to come up to the witness stand. Mrs Magashule, can I just ask you
whether you can hear my voice in the earphones?
MRS MAGASHULE: Yes, I can hear them.
MR LYSTER: Thank you very much. Then my word to you must be a very warm word of
welcome on behalf of the Commission. It's not a very easy thing to be sitting
where you are sitting. I am sure that you are feeling just a little nervous and
uncomfortable, because you are the very first. You can't watch and see what
other people do, and where they stand, and where they sit, and you are a pioneer
today, and that makes you very special. And we hope that you will be relaxed and
feel that you're amongst friends, and that you can at last tell your story, not
only to the Commission, not only to this audience in Durban, but throughout the
country. We are very, very glad to see you today, and we wait to hear your
story. Before you do that I must ask you to please stand.
--------------------EMILY SIKADI MAGASHULE (Sworn, States)
MR LYSTER: Thank you, you may be seated. Mrs Magashule, for everyone who comes
before the Commission we ask one of our Commissioners or Committee Members to
assist that person as they tell the story. We want to underline, however, that
it's your story, and only you can tell that story. And today I am going to ask
my colleague, Dr Khoza Mgojo, to assist you, and I am going to hand over to him
now. Thank you.
DR MGOJO: (Inaudible) --- Good morning, Sir.

(Inaudible) --- I am fine, and how are you, Sir?
/Mrs Magashule,
Mrs Magashule, can you just help us a little. We know that you've been deeply
hurt, you want to come here and tell us everything. I will ask you to start
relating your story to us. You can now start. (Pause) Let her remove her
earphones so that she can tell us her story. (Pause) --- The reason why I am
here is the fact that I want to talk about my brother, who went to exile. I went
to see him in exile. We went to search for him while he was in exile and we
discovered that he was already buried. We wanted to see the grave. They took us
to where he was buried, and I said to them, "Can I please get his body? I don't
know how did he come here." They said to me, "If you want his body he has to be
burnt first." Well, we went back and I asked them to give me his clothes. They
gave me his clothes, but they were so shabby. And then we went back home. We
only got the shabby ones. We didn't even get his identity document. What we only
got was a letter. He wrote a letter. We came back home. We don't have a proof
that he is dead. We don't have a proof that he is the right person that's been
buried, because we don't have any proof. We wanted his death certificate, we
couldn't find any. We couldn't find his belongings at all. We went to Lusaka and
they said to us, "You will get everything in Gauteng." We were in Tanzania at
that time. We came back to Gauteng, and the people in Gauteng told us they don't
have any material. We're still going up and down searching for documents. Can
the Commission please find out is he the real person? I want to be sure that he
is really dead. I am here for help. I will rest if I only know that he is the
person who has been buried there. We don't have
/parents,
parents, we are just left as orphans, and we would like to make it a point to
know that our brother has been buried.
Emily, can I ask a very short question? Before your brother disappeared was he
involved in any organisation? --- He belonged to the ANC.
When did he join this organisation? --- It was in 1984 when he started working.
Before joining this organisation had he been to any other organisation? --- He
used to sing for the Gospel Choir.
Did you report at the police station during his disappearance? --- No, we didn't
report.
Did you report this to any person at the organisation? --- He disappeared in
1988. That was after our mother's death. He just disappeared, we didn't know his
whereabouts.
Do you think there is any reason that led him to disappear? --- I only realised
that he was in exile when I received a letter. That's when I saw and realised
that he is out of the country.
Many times you go to the police and report if someone has been missing in the
house. Did you do this? --- We didn't report because the police were busy
chasing the people during that time. I only ended with the news that he was in
Sebokeng, visiting my uncle.
When you arrived in Tanzania you received a letter. Do you know when was the
letter written? --- It was written in May, but I can't remember the day. The
only thing that I received after the letter was a telegram. It was in the same
month, in May.
Did he write this letter while he was still alive?

/--- Yes,
--- Yes, he wrote this letter while he was still alive, but I was surprised
after two weeks to receive a letter that he is now dead.
You said that you believe that he is dead, but you want to make sure whether it
is the right person. Is that all you want from Truth Commission? --- Yes, that's
the only thing I would request from the Truth Commission.
Any other questions?
--------------------Mrs Magashule, I just want to ask a couple more questions to help the Commission
in its work. Firstly, when did your brother go into exile, do you know? --- I
don't know. I only received a letter and that's when I realised that he was in
exile.
And that letter you received in 1988 or 1989? --- It was in 1989.
Thank you. And how did you know that your brother had died? --- I received a
telegram informing me that he is dead.
Who sent you the telegram? --- It's Simangele.
And does this person belong to any organisation? --- She was in the ANC.
Thank you very much. Just a couple more questions. You said that when you got to
Tanzania they gave you a letter that Isaac, your brother, had written. What did
the letter say? Did it say that he was not well, or had he had problems, or what
did it say? --- Are you referring to the letter that he wrote?
Yes, you mentioned that when you got to Tanzania they gave you some clothes and
a letter which was written by Isaac. --- The letter was about his complaints.
/What were
What were his complaints? --- The only ones that I can remember is that they
were eating rice with milk.
So he complained about the food. Can you tell us, did anyone ever tell you what
was the cause of his death? Did he have an accident, was he sick, or how did he
die? --- The person who told me said he was sick.
Thank you, and then just one last question. You mentioned that you've been
trying very hard to get either a death certificate or some evidence of your
brother's death. Have you spoken to anybody in South Africa about this? --- I
have been talking to people. Nobody offered assistance.
Have you applied to the ANC offices, either where you live or in Gauteng? --- I
went to Gauteng two times and they told me that they will post everything. Even
to this day I haven't received anything from them.
When was the last time you made inquiries in Gauteng? --- It was in 1994 and in
1995, because I cannot go to Gauteng every day. I am not working.
Ja, I understand. Can you remember any names of people you spoke to in Gauteng?
--- No, I can't remember their names, but they were elderly people.
Thank you very much, that's been very helpful. Thank you.
---------------------

DR MAGWAZA: Mrs Magashule, the Commission would like to help you as much as
possible. You mentioned the name of one person here, Moma Kethe. She gave you
the letter. Do you know where that person is? --- She is in Koppies. She grew up
in Parys, but she got married in Koppies.
Moma Kethe, was she the person who was in Tanzania,
/or she
or she was a person you went along with? Who was she? --- She was in Tanzania.
Up to now you haven't heard anything. Do you have any knowledge of whether she
came back to South Africa or not, or have you made inquiries about where she is?
--- She came back to South Africa. She went to her place of birth, and from
there she moved on to Koppies together with her husband.
Do you think she is still in Koppies? --- Yes, she is still in Koppies.
The second question, you mentioned that when you went to Tanzania you asked them
to exhume the body because you would have liked to bury your brother in South
Africa. If he is found to be the person who died in Tanzania would you still
want to bring him back to South Africa? --- Yes, I would like that.
Okay, thank you very much. That is very important to us, because as a Reparation
and Rehabilitation Committee we want to get as much information as possible as
to how to go about doing it. Thank you.
--------------------Thank you very much for coming to the Commission. We will try by all means to
help you, and we would like you to help us as well because we want to
investigate about the disappearance of your brother. And if he is really dead,
and if he has been buried in Tanzania, we will try to help, to work together so
that you can arrange him a funeral in South Africa. Thank you very much.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Ms Molokwane, can you hear my voice?
MS MOLOKWANE: Yes, I can hear you.
COMMISSIONER: Thank you very much. I would like to welcome you very warmly on
behalf of the Commission. We are grateful that you have come a long way to tell
us the story about your son, and you will tell that in a moment. First can you
tell us who is with you today?
MS MOLOKWANE: This is my mum, and I am her daughter.
COMMISSIONER: May I say a very warm word of welcome to your mother as well, and
I am very grateful that you have somebody with you together with one of our
briefers. Before I ask a fellow Commissioner to help you to tell your story I
have to ask you to please stand, and I am going to ask you a question on the
oath, and then I would be glad if you would make your response.
--------------------MARIA MOLOKWANE (Sworn, States)
COMMISSIONER: Thank you very much. Please be seated, and I am going to ask Mr
Lyster, one of our Commissioners, to help you to tell your own story. Thank you.
MR LYSTER: Mrs Molokwane, you have lost a child, which is the saddest thing
which can happen to a parent, and the Commission expresses its deep sympathy to

you. You have told us in your statement that your son was harassed by the police
during the rent boycotts in Thumahole township in 1984, and that after an
incident when the police came to your house, and broke down the door, and threw
tear gas into the house, your son was arrested and detained. You have also told
us that when he was in detention that he reported to you that he had been
tortured by the police, and that he was released on bail. Is that correct? Can
/you confirm
you confirm that part of your statement? --- Yes, that's true.
And it was after this incident that your son decided to leave the country and to
go into exile, is that right? --- Yes, he went to Zambia.
Can you tell us what happened after that? --- He arrived in Zambia and he stayed
there for six years, and he didn't write us a letter. We didn't know anything
about him. After those six years it was in 1990, and we received a letter that
he is dead. (Pause)
Please take your time to recover, Mrs Molokwane. Do you know who the letter came
from? --- Happy gave us that message.
(Inaudible) ... Happy? --- He is one of the fellow Comrades.
And did he give you that message by letter? Did it come to you in a letter? --He was also in exile. We received a telephone call.
And he told you in the telephone call that your - sorry, I have been referring
to him as your son, it's your brother - that your brother had died in Zimbabwe.
--- Yes, the message said he died in Zimbabwe.
And did Happy tell you how he had died, or why he had died? --- There wasn't any
further information about his death.
You've said in your statement
that you were not allowed to
was also difficult to get him
dead the ANC people came and
few days

that his remains were brought home for burial, but
see his body. Can you tell us about that? --- It
into the country, because after hearing that he is
they explained everything in details. We took some

/going up
going up and down together with the ANC. After getting to a conclusion on the
third day they organised a meeting with Nelson Mandela and Walter Sisulu, where
we met these people. Mr Mandela and Mr Sisulu gave us a solution, but they also
asked us a question how are we going to get this person. I said to him, "No, we
want him here. We want to bury him here in South Africa."
You said in your statement that his remains were sent to you, is that right? --I can't say it was his remains because the coffin was sealed.
So you're asking the Commission to try and find out exactly what happened to
your brother, and whether the person that you buried is in fact your brother? -- Yes, I am here to request the Commission to help us. The first point, was he
sick or did he die in war, because on his arrival he was appointed to be a
commander?
And are there any documents or other letters, or other documents which you have
in your possession which will help the Commission's investigative unit to find
out this information? --- Yes, I have documents. While searching his belongings
we received two photos. There's a girl there, and the other one is Happy. In
1993 we received a photo. We couldn't actually reconcile because we were told
that he has been buried, now is he now dead to send us this photo?

Was that a photograph of him that was sent to you? --- Yes, that's his photo.
And do you know who sent it to you? --- No, we don't know. The photo was put
inside a card, because he used to send my mum a card every month - every year in
May, but it didn't have any information as to who it was.
/Mrs Molokwane,
Mrs Molokwane,
copies of them,
will attempt to
very much happy

we will take those photographs and those documents and make
and we will give those things to the investigative unit, and we
get to the bottom of what happened to your brother. --- I'll be
to assist.

Are there any questions that the other Commissioners or Committee members would
like to ask?
--------------------DR RAMASHALA: Good morning, Mrs Molokwane. --- Yes, good morning.
I have only one question. When your son left the country to go into exile how
old was he? --- He was born in 1962. He is a boy.
Can you please explain us, this Barnard, is it your son or is it your brother? -- No, he is my brother.
--------------------DR MGOJO: I see here in your statement that when the remains of the body of your
brother were returned you were not allowed to view the body. Do you know the
people who refused you that gesture of review? --- Yes, I know them perfectly
well.
Do you know where they stay? --- Yes, they reside in Thumahole.
Did you say anything to them to inquire why didn't they allow you to see the
body? --- Yes, there was a piece of paper placed on the coffin, and it was
written that before the coffin can be opened there has to be a pathologist. If
we don't have a pathologist we cannot open the coffin.
(Inaudible) ... should be pathologist before you open the coffin? --- No, they
didn't give us any
/reason.
reason.
--------------------DR BORAINE: Mrs Molokwane, I want to go back to the time before your brother
went to exile. You told us that he was arrested. Can you remember why he was
arrested, what the charges were? --- He was arrested on the 15th of July in
1984. It was during the rent boycott.
But you don't remember on what charge? Who got the bail for him when he was
charged? --- His organisation organised him a bail.
Thank you. And when he came out he told you that he was tortured. Which police
station was it? --- It was in Parys, in Parys Police Station.
Thank you. Did he describe what the torture was that he had? --- He said there
were two policemen, and they assaulted him, they kicked him. They wanted to
remove him from his statement, and they said to him they are going to kill him

if he is still on this rent boycott issue.
Thank you very much.
--------------------MR LAX: Ms Molokwane, do you know the place in Zimbabwe where your brother died?
--- No, I don't have an idea.
Thank you.
--------------------DR MAGWAZA: Mrs Molokwane, again I wish to let you know that the Commission
would like to ease your pain as much as possible. We would still like to know
from you what do you think the Commission can do to ease the pain? --- I want
the policemen who assaulted him to appear public so that they can be known, and
justice has to be done.
/Well, thank
Well, thank you very much. The Commission will do its best to grant your wishes.
--------------------Thank you very much for appearing here. We don't make any promises that we would
be able to do everything, but we will try. We will try to bring our condolences
to you. We thank you very much. --- Thank you very much, Sir.
--------------------DR BORAINE: May I say how glad we are to see you. I understand that you are from
Umlazi, and that you have come to tell us a very, very grim and awful story, and
you have obviously suffered a great deal, and we want you to know that you are
very, very welcome, and that we are ready to hear your story, and in a moment I
am going to ask one of my colleagues to help you to tell that story, but first I
must ask you to please stand so that you can take the oath.
--------------------ADELAIDE NGCOBO (Sworn, States)
DR BORAINE: I am going to ask my colleague, fellow Commissioner Dr Ramashala, to
guide you now in the telling of your story. Thank you. Dr Ramashala.
DR RAMASHALA: Mama Ngcobo, we greet you. What happened to you is very painful
because we are not speaking about one person, we are speaking about two people
who died, Gogo Nzama and Zenzele Ngcobo. Am I speaking the truth? We are also
speaking about the injured, Baba Vincent Nzama and Sithembiso Ngcobo. --- Yes.
We are requesting you, Mama, to go back and tell us how this whole thing
started, how the harassment started, when the police started harassing you.
Could you tell us about what is happening? Take your time. --- I used to stay at
58, and that was in 1990, until my husband died and I remained with my children.
And Baba Nzama arrived, who is my in-law, and we stayed with him. In 1990, when
the children were grown up ... (inaudible) ... in standard three. I brought up
Zenzele, I used to sell paraffin and vegetables, until he finished schooling and
he became a policeman. He went to be a policeman in Johannesburg. I
/went to
went to the office, I asked for the superintendent to write me a letter so that
Zenzele can come and work at home, because I am on my own with children, because

Baba Nzama used to work at night working night shifts. The superintendent did
write that letter and send this letter, and Zenzele came back to wait until
there was a post either at Isipingo or the other area so that he could be nearer
me. He was very young at that time, and Zenzele came back and stayed. While he
was still waiting the confusion started, and they said he has come with guns
because he is a policeman. There were some ZP who came. They said he must join
their organisation, and Zenzele said, "No, I am not going to join any
organisation because I am SAP." They said, "No, join our side." They looked
around on the walls. There were posters of Mandela and other posters that he got
of guns. These policemen used to come, and I also requested Zenzele to join
their side. And then there were neighbour's children, they used to say, "Ah, now
Zenzele thinks he is better because he is a policeman." They used to shoot at
him with home-made guns until I called our neighbour. I said, "Please, let us
reprimand our children not to do this thing. I suffered, I brought up Zenzele
very difficult." And their mother said, "Why doesn't Zenzele run away or hit
back at them?" I said, Zenzele is trained. It's not a good thing that he should
hit back at them." And their mother said, "Zenzele calls them first-years." I
said, "Of course they are not educated, that's why he's calling them by firstyears." But they used to harass Zenzele all the time together. The police used
to come, and the police would say Zenzele must join their side so that he can
build himself a big
/house
house and buy a car. Those were the KwaZulu Police. Zenzele didn't agree. He
said, "I cannot join another organisation which my mother didn't instruct me to
join." Police used to harass me. Eventually he couldn't even sleep at home, he
would sleep with the neighbours. He used to sleep at Mama Khumalo's home at 140.
On the 19th I was coming from getting my pension. I was asleep. It was about
one. The children woke me up. They said, "Here are the soldiers." The soldiers
had surrounded my home. I asked the soldiers what they were looking for. They
said they were looking for guns which Zenzele had brought them. I said, "Come
inside, come and fetch those guns." They took axes, they took even bread knives,
and took everything and left with it. Those were the soldiers, and it was on the
19th. Could I apologise, because some of the things I remember them, some of
them I don't remember them. I am old already. After this these soldiers left.
There was a huge concrete fence when Zenzele started working. We had locked the
gate and they couldn't go in. They came back and said no, they want the keys. I
said, "But how did you come in?" They said no, they jumped over the fence. I
said, "No, jump again out of the fence." And this sergeant said, "Now we are
going to shoot all of you if you say that," and the children cried, they said,
"Mama, give them the key." I said, "No, they must jump. They jumped coming in."
The children said, "Mama, give us the key, we will open for them and let them
out." The soldiers took everything in this house which was a resemblance of a
weapon. I said, "No, we should have kept these soldiers inside our house until
dawn," but the children said, "No, Mama, they would shoot us." On the
/22nd, that
22nd, that was 2.00 am in the morning, there was a knock and said no, they are
police. I said, "Please come back in the morning, my children. I don't open for
policemen at this time of the night." They said, "So you don't want to open."
They hit the door with a gun and the door got opened. In the dining-room there
was Sithembiso. He was playing the video at night until he fell asleep on the
sofa. When this policeman came in they pour acid over Sithembiso, and pour acid
over all the clothings. And Nzama came out on the passage, and the other one
said, "Why are you asking questions?" and they started beating him and they tore
his mouth with guns. And Sithembiso just slept there, he didn't do anything.
There was acid all over the house. When they had finished they said, "Yes,
Zenzele, we finish with you today." They thought it was Zenzele. They said,
"Today we finish with you," and they went out. When I went out together with
them they hit the house. I don't know what they hit it with. In the dining-room
there was a huge whole and the house started burning. When I was in the kitchen
one started shooting in the kitchen. There were bullets all over in the kitchen.

And I went back and I realised that my house was burning. I tried to hide under
the bed because I realised the dining-room was already burning, I couldn't go to
my bedroom. I went to the kitchen and they started shooting, and I crawled on my
knees. We had already extended a four-room at that stage, and I crawled outside
towards the other house. I found the boys there. I said, "Please just hide under
the bed. Don't get out." We all hid under the bed and the house was burning.
There was nothing we could do. And I remembered that Ma Nzama was
/there,
there, and I ran back to the house. That is why I cannot see today. I tried to
drag my mum from the bedroom, so that's how I got disabled. My eyes can't see
now. And Sithembiso woke up and he tried to jump on the concrete fence in
between the houses, whereas there was also somebody waiting around the corner,
started shooting him, and Sithembiso fell there. We phoned the police and the
police didn't come. And I remembered that maybe we should phone SAP near
Merebank, and I phoned them and they arrived. But our local police didn't come.
They only came back the following morning. It's only Merebank that came and
called the fire fighters. Sithembiso Nzama went to the hospital, and we remained
behind. After that the neighbours started shooting at us, and they came back and
they took everything inside the house. I was just wearing my nightdress. The
only person who helped me put some clothes on me it's by Malindi from AA. That
was Malindi Njabu. They also put some clothes on me because I only had a
nightdress, and they took me to the clinic. Our superintendent said he was going
to help me find a two-room at C Section. That's where I went with the children,
and that's where I am even now. Zenzele, on the 18th of April, said, "I am going
to check at home because I have heard some rumours that our house is falling
apart, people are taking every remains of our house." I said, "No, please don't
go." He said, "No, I will go with some friends," and he didn't come back on that
day. At about three in the afternoon I heard police hitting our area. They said
Zenzele was in hospital, he was injured, and he was attacked by our neighbours
in the area we had moved. So I went to Mshiyeni Hospital and I found that he was
/very injured.
very injured. He had been stoned, and his head was swollen. When I came back I
said, "But my child is so injured. Has he been taken to Wentworth because he's
been injured in the head?" They said, "Yes, he's already been to Wentworth
Hospital." I went the following day, I went to Wentworth. They said a person
called Wellington Ngcobo Zenzele has never been here in this hospital. Here is
the list of people who have been here. So I went back to Mshiyeni. They said no,
I couldn't see him, I must go back home. I went back and stayed. On the 20th
they phoned and said Zenzele was no more, and I went to there and I started
making funeral arrangements. Up until today I have got nowhere to stay. (Pause)
All my children are disabled. I am looking after them from my mere pension. My
last-born went to Cape Town. I have got no food. I sent some money that I have
to him. I am praying for God to come inside me so that these people who did this
can come back to me, so that I can apologise to them, although I don't know how
I have sinned them. If they could give me the reason. They must also tell me so
that I can also go to heaven, because I also want to go and see my children.
Because I went to the police, the police didn't explain anything to me. They
don't call these people, but they know who they are. These are the children who
grew up in front of me. These are the people who are attacking us. If they could
come to me and tell me what have my children done to them, I am prepared to pay
them whatever price they need. My child got a stroke from that time, and today
he's disabled. He is not working and he is not earning any pension. Things are
very difficult for me, but those people who did that, nothing has happened to
/them. If
them. If you could please
try and do get rid of the
and start shooting at me.
sinned to them, because I

go fetch them, because I know them. Even now when I
... (inaudible) ... in my original home they come out
If they just come here and explain to me how have I
have never requested anything from them. Even though

my husband died I suffered on my own, struggled to bring up my children on my
own.
Can we continue? Mama, I would like to know if these Ngcobo's children, are
those your neighbour's children? --- Yes, they are.
Were they soldiers? --- No, no.
Are these the boys called Sipho Kehla, Tholagale Ngcobo? --- Yes. Tholagale even
got involved intimately with the ZP so that they could come and burn us.
I would like to go a bit back and ask that when they shot at Sithembiso how old
was he? --- Sithembiso was 23 years old, although I might not recall exactly.
Yes, Sithembiso was 23 years old, because he was still doing some piece jobs,
part-time jobs.
In your statement, Mama, you said there are eight children. Can you tell us who
are these children and what are their ages? --- Their ages I can only remember
when I've got their birth certificates. The older one, who was born when our
house was already burnt out, he started getting stroke, getting sick. He was
born in 1960. I used to go around with it in 1960 during the time the congress
was burned. This child now has got a stroke, is disabled, and cannot work. For
now he has just gone missing, and he was eventually discovered at Umkomaas.
/When he
When he gets sick he loses his mind and he goes away and you can't find him.
Is it a boy or a girl? --- It's a boy. Yes, it is a boy. Sithembiso is a twin
with Bhekithemba.
How old he is? --- No, I cannot remember. I will only need to refer to their
birth certificates. I think Sithembiso was born in 1969. And the other is
Thobokile. Thobokile died. And then there are twins who came after Zenzele.
Zenzele died and now there is Nelson. And there's Gugu who is still alive. And
then there is Zenzele's child, and Sithembiso's child. He gave birth to this
child during the time he was still doing these part-time jobs, but the mother
brought this child to me. This child is six years old.
And he is being brought up by you? --- Yes, I am bringing up this child on my
pension. She is already at school, and it's a girl.
Mr Chair, I will yield to the Commissioners for questions. I may come a little
later.
--------------------MR DLAMINI: Thank you, Mama Ngcobo. I would like to ask a question of where
Zenzele was - was he still working for SAP? --- Yes, he was.
At that time when he died were there some monies that were paid out to you to
assist you? --- No.
Those others who are disabled, is there nothing - is there no grant that they
get from Government? --- The money from Sithembiso is R400,00, so all in all we
get R820,00 per month.
Thank you.
--------------------/MS GCABASHE:

MS GCABASHE: I have heard you reporting that you know that Zenzele was shot by
the neighbour's boys. Were these boys arrested? --- No, they were not arrested.
Nobody was arrested. From the time when they burned the house up until I left I
started making charges at the police station on this issue, but there was
nothing that was done. I even went to CR with my sister, Ma Khumalo, who was
accompanying me.
Another issue I would like you to explain to us is that you said he's disabled,
he's got seizures. Have you ... (inaudible - end of Side B, Tape 2)
--------------------Could you tell me a little bit more about the time when Zenzele was shot - was
injured and killed. Was there an inquest? --- No, there was no such an inquest.
(Inaudible) ... no examination, no reason as to how he died and who killed him?
--- I used to go to court and find out, but they said to me - they kept on
saying I must just go back, and come back, go back, until I eventually gave up.
--------------------DR RAMASHALA: I would like to know about these soldiers. Are there some you
would recognise among them, and that you even know their names? --- The soldiers
I don't know because they were white soldiers. The soldiers I do not know. They
were white soldiers who came on the 19th.
Mama, we know it's very painful. We thank you for coming in front of this
Commission and relate this.
--------------------DR MGOJO: Mama Ngcobo, I heard you saying there was an organisation that your
son was being persuaded to join.
/That is
That is the KwaZulu organisation? --- The ZP people wanted him to join the ZP,
the police.
Are you referring to the police when you say an organisation? --- Yes.
And this Ngcobo's boys, how were they related to the ZPs? It would seem you were
being harassed by two organisations. --- The ZP were looking for the guns to
shoot us. I think they are the ones who went to request the ZP to assist them
because they didn't like Zenzele, but they had grown up together with Zenzele.
Mama Ngcobo, we thank you very much for coming. I have been repeating this over
and again to say that we empathise with you. We request in God that He may heal
your wounds and your pains through His ointment, and bandage your wounds that
you have got. This Commission it has powers, but it hasn't got all the powers.
We'll try to achieve your request. We'll think God will empathise with you.
Thank you very much.
--------------------DR BORAINE: Ms Nakedi, thank you very much
long way, and you must feel quite strange,
are amongst friends, and we are very, very
will feel quite comfortable in telling a
brother, Johannes.
---------------------

for coming today. You've come from a
but you are not a stranger here. You
glad to welcome you, and we hope you
grim story about the death of your

DIMAKATSO NAKEDI (Sworn, States)
DR BORAINE: Please be seated. Mrs Nakedi, we're going to ask Mrs Gcabashe to
help you to tell your story, and I hope you will feel very relaxed and at ease
as you start. Thank you.
MRS GCABASHE: Good morning. --- Yes, Good morning.
Can you please tell us briefly about what happened until your brother lost his
life, and I would like you to tell us briefly do you have parents, why are you
here, why are they not representing their son today? --- My parents are still
alive, both of them, but they are sick. That is why they didn't come. They sent
me on their behalf. My brother has been sought by police for quite some time. He
went to Gauteng and he stayed there for a while. We heard that he had a clash
with one of the police, and they were engaged in a fight. The police arrived and
they shot him, and they just missed his friend. We went to the hospital after
receiving the news that he has been shot, and then we went to the police station
and we found him there at the mortuary. We wanted his clothes. His clothes were
wet. We didn't know actually what happened.
Take your time. Relax. We will wait for you. We
/know it's
know it's so painful, because the memories are now coming. --- While busy
arranging for the funeral the police came in and out, day and night. They would
come during the day to tell us to fill the forms. They restricted the funeral to
only 200 people, and that the funeral should take place during the week, not the
weekend, and they said, "If you don't agree with this we are going to disrupt
the funeral, we are going to shoot at the people." We went through that week and
we decided to bury him on Monday. It was a holiday, and we didn't bury him on
that weekend. On Sunday my parents went to fetch the body. When they arrived at
the mortuary the police didn't allow them to take the body. They arrived late on
that day with the body. During the proceedings of the funeral, on our way to the
church, the police arrived and they started shooting at the people. They even
arrested the ministers who were supposed to conduct the sermon.
Take your time. We feel the same pain. --- After the funeral of my brother they
arrested my younger brother and they - it was under section 29. As I am talking
to you now he is mentally disturbed. He told us that he has been shocked and he
doesn't feel anything thereafter. The police used to come and fetch my younger
brothers. They would arrest anyone they find at the home. Have you finished
telling us your story? --- Yes.
Thank you very much. Can you please answer some few questions so that we can
help you. The first question that I want to ask, your brother who died in the
hands of the police, how old was he during that time? --- He died at the age of
23.
/The other
The other one who is mentally disturbed, how old was he? --- He was 19 years old
and I was 21 years old.
In your speech you said when the other one was arrested they would come to fetch
the other one. Do you have any reason behind all this? How many were you at
home? --- We were five, but there are four left behind. I am the only daughter,
and three boys.
In your statement you say he had a clash with the police during the rent
boycott. Will you be able to identify the police? --- Yes, I know them.
You said they arrested the ministers, the reverends who were at the funeral. Do

you know the names of the reverends who were supposed to conduct the service. -- Yes, I know them.
Let's go back to this brother who is mentally disturbed. Do you receive any
grant, disability grant, or does he get any assistance? --- No, nothing up til
now.
Have you tried to get him some assistance? --- Yes, they went to Johannesburg to
see the doctors. Even in Parys Dr McLarry attended to him, he gave him some
treatment.
What is your request? What would you like the Commission to do for your family?
--- I would like the Commission to find out the reason why my brother has been
killed, because the policeman who killed him was a member of the A-Team before
joining the police. From school we have been in conflict with each other. Maybe
there is a reason why he killed my brother.
You say the policeman was a member of the A-Team before. Do you know him? --Yes, I know him.
/If we
If we would ask you his name you would give us the name? --- Yes, I will.
I am ready to allow our colleagues to ask any questions.
--------------------DR BORAINE: Ms Nakedi, could I go back to the 24th of September 1988 when your
brother was shot. You said that at that time they not only shot him, but they
narrowly missed shooting someone else. Who was that person? --- It's Mr Marumo
Lepho.
And where is that person now? --- He is alive as we are talking now.
And do you know where he is so that we can contact him? --- He is in Thumahole.
And if we ask you afterwards to give us the address or contact would you be able
to? --- I don't know the address where he stays, but I can take you to his
place.
That will be very helpful. The other question, only one other question I have to
ask, is your brother was detained in the Heilbron Police Station, is that
correct? --- Yes, that's correct.
And you say he was severely tortured before he was shot. Did he ever tell you
what happened? --- Yes, he used to tell us. He said while in detention the
police assaulted them every day. They even shocked them with electricity.
And these are the police you say that you know their names? --- No, he said
those were the police from Heilbron Police Station, and some of them were from
Welkom.
Thank you, we'll make all the inquiries. Thank you
/for your
for your help.
--------------------MR LAX: Thank you, Chairperson. Ms Nakedi, you spoke about a witness that left
the country in your statement. Is that the same person that you just mentioned,

Marumo Lepho? --- Yes, that's the Marumo I referred to earlier on.
Is he the witness that left the country? --- Yes, that's him.
Now, where was this case reported? --- At Parys.
And one last question. The police who you say shot your brother, where did they
come from, which police station? --- The same Parys Police Station.
--------------------DR MAGWAZA: Ms Nakedi, I would still like to know more about your brother. Did
he belong to any political organisation, and at the time he was shot what was he
doing? Was he working, was he a scholar? --- Yes, he was in the ANC. During that
time he was a field worker for the advice office.
--------------------Thank you very much. We are trying to feel the same pain that you felt. We want
to give our deepest sympathy. We don't want to promise you miracles, but we will
try to solve these cases so that we can come up with an information as to who
the perpetrators are. Thank you.
--------------------Chairperson, the next incident that we are going to hear concerns a man whose
name was Professor Hlahlalane Sibankhulu, and I understand that there are three
members of the family who will be coming up to testify, and I would like them to
come forward now. Veli Katherine Sibankhulu, Thabile Clarissa Sibankhulu, and
Zanele Hazel Sibankhulu. Would they please come forward. (Pause) Now I have to
ask you if you can - those of you who are using the headset, can you hear my
voice?
INTERPRETER: None of them is using it.
DR BORAINE: And you are going to testify in Zulu or in English? In Zulu? Please
put on the headsets then. Now, I would like to make sure that I know exactly who
you are, so please - first of all, can you all hear me? Good. All right, now am
I right in assuming that Mrs Veli Sibankhulu is the mother of Professor
Sibankhulu?
INTERPRETER: Yes, she is.
DR BORAINE: Thank you very much. You are very, very welcome. We're going to hear
a little later about the death of your son. And then we also have Zanele Hazel,
who is the sister, is that correct?
INTERPRETER: Yes.
DR BORAINE: And finally there is Thabile Clarissa, who actually identified the
body and will testify to that, is that correct?
INTERPRETER: Yes, that is true.
DR BORAINE: Fine. Thank you very much indeed. Sorry about all the questions, but
it's important for us to know exactly who is who before we start. Because all
three of you are going to give testimony, even though the one is only going to
testify about the identification of the
/body, I
body, I have to ask all three of you to take the oath, and I suggest we do that
one by one.

--------------------VELI KATHERINE SIBANKHULU,
SIBANKHULU (Sworn, State)
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DR BORAINE: Thank you very much for your help and co-operation. The story you
have to tell is a very distressing one, and we want you to know that we are
sympathetic towards you, and are hoping that you will feel relaxed as much as
possible as you tell this story, and I am going to hand over to my colleague, Mr
Dlamini.
MR DLAMINI: Thank you, Mr Chairman. Can I first mention to the members that the
statement which is written Clarissa, in fact it should be Zanele Hazel. Can you
please correct that? Instead of Thabile Clarissa it should be Zanele Hazel.
That's the second statement. Thank you. Mama Sibankhulu, as the DeputyChairperson has already said we thank you for being here. We also thank your
daughters for coming to be with you. We also hope that God will give you
strength. We know you are in a very painful situation. May God give you strength
to relate to this Commission. In your statement you first explain that you were
with relatives in Diepkloof at the time when you heard this news. Could you just
relate how you got this news up until when you buried him and other related
matters? --- On the day he died I wasn't at home, I was in Diepkloof. I was in
Johannesburg in Diepkloof. Other people heard it on the news as one of the
persons I spoke to, Mrs Mgoma, who heard it on the news. I got a telephone from
Zanele telling me that Pro was chased by police the previous day, and on the
/following
following day. Zanele didn't tell me, she just said they were being chased by
police. When I arrived home I had already heard on the radio news. I asked my
cousin to speak ... (inaudible - end of Side B, Tape 2) ... I found Thabile, who
was in the house. And on the following day he was taken and brought to Durban so
that we could examine his body. In his body - when Pro died it means he was put
at the back of his car. We do not know if he was put at the back of his car
while he was still alive, or maybe he was dead. It was at the back seat of his
car where he was burned.
Take your time, Mama Sibankhulu. Would she give you some water. --- Thank you.
We went to mortuary, where we found that his body was burned. It was only the
head that had remained, and the torso, the upper body up until the beginning of
the lower legs - of the upper legs. That was the body we found. The eyes had
bursted, he didn't have arms, he also didn't have the lower limbs. We went back
at Anville, which was our senior home. We went to Anville, where we made
arrangements for the burial.
Don't rush yourself, take your time. --- The police arrived. the police said to
us they have come to get statements from us. I asked from the police - at the
first thing when they arrived they went straight to the car. They didn't ask any
permission from us if they could examine the car. My family asked them where did
they get permission to go and check in the car. From there they came to me in
the house and said they were asking if they could examine the car so that they
could gather evidence. What I asked from them, I said, "This person it's already
a week since he died and you didn't come, you didn't come
/"to gather
""to gather any evidence. On the second week you are only coming now to say you
are coming to gather evidence. Why don't you go to the person who phoned the
radio and gave all the full names and the information that a person had died?
That is the person who has got information who killed Pro." They said, "That is
the reason we have come here." Since they gathered that evidence and went away
with it they never came back to me to tell me what did they find, what evidence
did they get there.

Have you related all your story? --- Pro was harassed while he was still alive.
He was harassed by Inkatha until he was arrested. While there was still a state
of emergency he was arrested, but they were not satisfied that he had been
arrested. Up until the previous day he had been chased by the police with his
sister, and on the following day Pro was no more. What I would really like to
know, what he had done to who? Because I became suspicious that there are senior
members who had planned that Pro should be killed, because Pro was the chairman
of ANC and he was in a higher position within ANC. So I became suspicious that
it was planned that Pro must be killed.
Maybe we will come back to the questions, because some of the questions might be
answered once all the others have related their story.
--------------------Thabile, we believe that you are the one who went into the car and saw the body,
and you saw that it was your brother's body. Could you relate this to this
Commission that what did you find out when you went to look? --- The first thing
I found the car that had
/been
been completely burnt. Fortunately there was some remains of the paint which
showed to me that it was Pro's car. When we got closer inside I found the body
lying at the back seat of the car. That was lying upside-down on his stomach.
His head was put near the petrol tank to make sure that he would be burnt
completely. His body was lying on the seat at the back seat of the car. What
really surprised me was that my brother, as tall as he was, he wouldn't have
been able to fit completely at the back seat. I didn't touch the body after
that, but when they turned the body over we did see that even if it wasn't easy
to recognise him, but when they've turned the body over to check if there was
any remains underneath we found that there's no flesh left. But how we managed
to recognise that he was ours it was the structure, the bones of his face. What
had remained, the head bones, the front head bones and the neck, right down
towards the neck and the stomach up until the waist bones. The arms there was
nothing. There wasn't even a sign whether they had been burnt until the bones
remained. The lower body also wasn't there. That could indicate to us that even
if the legs are burnt there were bones or even the ashes that were the remains.
Near us, where the car was found, there was a group of KwaZulu Police, who when
they saw us started towards us. They laughed aloud. They didn't even car about
us. After that we left and went back. We left our brother lying there. From
there we prepared ourselves to tell Mama, because she wasn't at home. Because I
was also at work I made preparations to go and report at my work that this had
happened. When we were already at home there was no police who came to tell us
about this
/occurrence,
occurrence, but when people started coming to see they said they had heard on
the 7 o'clock news that Pro was found burnt. What really surprised us is that at
about seven we had not yet known, we were still looking for him. Please give her
some water. --- We were really surprised at home. Who was this person who - how
does this person who had issued the news on the radio that it was Pro who had
died in the car, because it was even very difficult for us as the family, as
sisters, to identify him and recognise him when he was burnt. What also appeared
to us is that the person who ran to radio to listen and to report to the news at
radio, what was his intention, because this person had not told us, but he told
the whole world what had happened? Another thing that appeared to us, we were
expecting that the police would come and officially tell us about this thing
that had happened, but the police didn't come to us. They only came late at
around three in the afternoon. There were only two policemen, senior police from
the KwaZulu Police. When they came in the afternoon nobody realised that because
we had already gotten to know this news in the morning, and also from the radio.

Do you know who took this news to the radio? --- It would seem like it was the
police who phoned the radio station, but I haven't got all the information as to
which policeman did this, but it could be the Madadeni Police Station, but we
thought they were people from the Madadeni Police Station, because that is our
local police station.
Thank you, Thabile. Do you still have any further information?
--------------------/Zanele,
Zanele, there are other things that happened before your brother met this fate.
Could you relate all those things that happened? --- It was on the 11th November
1990 at about seven. We were together with my brother. We were going to another
family where there had been a death of a member of the ANC. This boy died while
my brother was away, and then my brother said he was going to go and give the
condolences to these people. On our way we were stopped. My brother didn't
switch off the car. He said he was scared of being stopped by cars. He didn't
switch off the car, but we stopped on the side of the road and some people came
out. When they came out they had guns, they had firearms. My brother was looking
at them through the mirror of the car, and then he pulled off. And these people
who had guns, when we moved off in our car they got back into their car and
chased us until - and we thought the better thing was for us to go to the police
station, where we would get assistance. Indeed we rushed to the police station
at Madadeni. When we arrived there we got out. The car was searched by these
very same people who were chasing us. My brother went to the station commander
at that time, who was Mr Mbele. He asked them, "Why are these people chasing
us?" Mr Mbele said, "Maybe it's rushing you for a ticket that you didn't pay at
Mooi River." I don't know what date was that for the fine ticket. It seemed it
was a speed ticket. My brother said he paid for that ticket. And then they
searched our car. They didn't find anything. The very same guys who were chasing
us they told the station commander that we started shooting at them, and my
brother, "If we were shooting at you where is my gun,
/"where is
"where is the gun I used, and why are you not arresting me and find this gun on
me?" We left and my brother said he will come the following day to understand
more, and we left and went away. On our way we met another gentleman who is our
relative, who is called Vincent. We told him about this thing. We went to his
home at Kwezi. We stated at Kwezi until at about 11. From there we left. We
thought maybe we better go back home and check what's happening at home. While
we were on our way home, before we arrived, my brother said, "No, let us go back
to where we come from, tell them that, "We were coming to you, but this is what
happened to us"." Indeed we called the sister, her name was Priscilla Mlambo, at
section three. We told them that we were formally coming to pass our condolences
to them. From there we went home. When we arrived home we found that nothing had
happened there. There was nothing that was suspicious. We were not even
suspicious that anything could happen, because it was quiet by that time. It was
at about 11. When we arrived home I said, "I am afraid of sleeping here at home.
Maybe I had better go and sleep to another place. Maybe these people who were
shooting at us will come back." And indeed I parted with my brother, and my
brother went to sleep at section six at his friend's place, Dumisani. That was
the end, because I only heard the following day what had happened.
These people who were in the car, if you don't tell us their name today, are
they people you identified from this car that was chasing you? --- Yes, I
recognised one person when we arrived there. Yes, I do know that person.
/At the
At the time when you were chased by this car what time was it? Around about what
time if you can't remember exact time? --- It was around about quarter past

seven, because we left at home at about seven.
The announcement that was made on the radio in the morning, did you hear that? -- No, I didn't hear because I had not put the radio on.
According to those who heard it, if you compare the times, was it the time you
had not yet found him, or you already knew by then? --- No, we had not yet found
him, we were still looking for him.
Mama, how old was Professor at that time when he died? --- He was 28 years old.
Could you repeat the age? --- He was 28 years old.
What job was he doing? --- He was working for the unions.
You said he was the leader of the ANC. --- Yes, but he was working.
Those people who came to search at home, searching the car, do you know their
names of them? Even if you don't tell us those names do you know them? --- No, I
didn't know them.
Thabile, are they people you know, are they people you can identify? --- No,
those were not the people we knew, but they were white policemen, but they said
they came from forensic team.
(Inaudible) ... Commissioners.
--------------------MR LYSTER: Mrs Sibankhulu, is it correct that your son was continuously harassed
and detained by the police in
/the 1980s?
the 1980s? --- Yes, it is the truth.
And is it correct that he was ... (intervention) --- Yes, it was the truth, he
was once detained.
(Inaudible) ... the police for certain offences for which he was acquitted after
a long trial? --- Yes.
And he held several positions in the community in Newcastle youth organisations
and the trade unions and - he held several senior positions in the community in
the Newcastle area, is that right? (Pause) Sorry, is it correct that he held
senior positions in the community in Madadeni and Newcastle, where he lived? --Yes, it is so.
--------------------MS GCABASHE: Just a little bit, Mama Katherine. In your statement you spoke
about petrol bottles that were found under the body of the deceased. You also
spoke about a bullet that had already been used which was found in the car. Was
it established from what gun did this bullet came from, and also how did these
petrol bottles come to be here? --- The person who saw this was Thabile. Thabile
saw all those things, the petrol bottles.
Could I direct this question to Thabile? --- The bottles which were found were
under the body of our brother. A that time when they picked him up we found that
there were petrol bottles that were under his body.
Another question was that this bullet had been used. Was it followed up to
establish from what gun it came from? --- The bullet you are talking about we

were told by the police was with this forensic team, that they picked up during
the time when they picked other pieces from the car, but then we didn't find out
from what gun
/did it
did it come from.
Thank you.
--------------------DR MAGWAZA: Mama Sibankhulu, at that time you were speaking ahead you were
saying that Professor was harassed by a certain organisation, and he was also
harassed by the police. I also hear that when he was in problems, being followed
by people who were out for his life he ran towards the police station. Was that
police station not the same police station of the police that were harassing
him? --- The police had arrested him, but they didn't harass him. It was Inkatha
that was harassing him. In 1986 the police had arrested him, and this case went
on up until 1987.
Meaning you had confidence to the police? --- Yes, we trusted them because they
are responsible for law. We would also hope that since he had gone to report
there it was a place that he should have been protected from, but he didn't get
any protection from them.
Another question I would like to ask is was there an inquest held after he died?
--- There was a case hearing that happened last year, but what was reported on
the newspaper was that it would be held for three days, they'll be hearing for
three days. On the first day there were lots of good questions. We began to hope
that it's moving towards a particular direction, but on the second day it was
early in the morning it was over, the hearing was over. Whereas it was written
that this court hearing would be held for three days, but on the second day that
they can't get any evidence as to who had killed him.
The last thing that I have said, we are feeling very
/touched
touched by Professor's matter. We would like to hear from you that since the
whole family was harassed and suffered such great pain, and I do know that
people in your area were very, very touched, so what is it that you would wish
the Commission to do to assist you so that we do not forget Pro, that he was
there and fighting for the struggle? --- I have an unhealed wound in my heart.
The first thing I would like to know what had he done, and to whom, for him to
face such a brutal killing? And they were not satisfied that they just killed
him. His body organs that disappeared, what I would like the Truth Commission, I
would like them to assist them to give me back those remains so that I can take
off the stone and put his remains there, and have those body organs buried
together with his body. I would like to know who are these people, and if they
had been instructed they should also inform me why had they been instructed to
do this, and what had he done to deserve that?
We hear that, Mama. Thank you very much.
--------------------DR BORAINE: I'd like to address a couple of questions to Zanele, if I may
please. Zanele, you were the last member of your family to see your brother
alive, is that right? --- Yes.
(Inaudible) ... travelling with him you were stopped by a car. Can you recall
what kind of car it was, the registration number? --- At that time that was

driving I didn't see, but I only saw it when we arrived at the police station.
It was a Mazda 323, numberplate NN 4529.
(Inaudible) ... or any of your family or friends check as to who owned that car?
--- No.
/I want
I want to ask you just one or two other questions quite quickly, because I know
this is not easy. You mentioned that a Mr Moses Sithole, a friend of your
brother's, actually found the burnt car, is that correct? --- Yes, it is the
truth.
Do you know where Mr Sithole is now? --- I don't know where he stays, but I do
regularly see him.
(Inaudible) ... find that out from you. --- Yes.
You also mentioned that there was a court case, and I just want to know did you
ever attend an identity parade? --- There were six people, but the person I had
seen was not among those I had to identify.
(Inaudible) ... that person you saw coming out of the Mazda car? --- Yes.
(Inaudible) ... be included in the parade? --- No.
(Inaudible) ... last question. I am not sure if you can answer this, but any
member of the family. Did you ever receive a death certificate? --- (Incomplete
- end of Side A, Tape) ... I didn't look at it.
When you talked with the police or anyone did they say he died from being burnt,
or did he die from being shot, or did they say anything? --- No, they didn't
explain anything.
--------------------MR LAX: On the evening when - sorry, I direct this question to Zanele please. On
the evening when you were at the police station, once you'd sought shelter there
after being chased by this car, the three people who got out of that car, would
you be able to identify them again? --- One of them is the one I said I know.
/I just
I just want to ask you one question in relation to that. Did those people who
got out of that car, did they appear to be known to the police at that police
station, or were they - did they appear to be strangers to those police? --They were known. They were also policemen.
--------------------Mama and your daughters, it's become very difficult how to say to a person they
must accept the situation when you remember of such a brutal and painful thing
that happened. We've been given a task to assist our nation to heal the pains
that all of us got as we are already free today. We pray that God may in His
grace give you strength to empathise with you and strengthen you so that we, as
the Commission, we can try to assist you, so that your wish can be achieved.
Thank you very much. We thank you Thabile and Zanele.
--------------------DR BORAINE: Mr Cele, first let me welcome you to the Commission hearings. We
thank you for coming. You've had quite a long wait, and we're glad that we can
see you now before the lunch break. I understand that you come from Newcastle,

so you've come quite a long way, and you've come not to talk about someone
else's suffering or death, but your own experiences, and in a moment we are
going to listen to the story that you have to tell the nation. Before doing so,
though, can I ask you please to stand for the taking of the oath.
--------------------MANDLA CELE (Sworn, States)
DR BORAINE: Thank you very much. Please be seated. Mr Cele, my colleague, Mr
Ntebeza, is going to guide you as you tell your story, but, as I have reminded
others, it is your story and we need to hear from you. Thank you.
MR NTEBEZA: (Inaudible) ... these proceedings you put in proper perspective what
they are all about, that these hearings are for victims, and for that very
reason we have heard painful stories of killings. The story you are going to
hear now is the story of personal suffering by Mr Cele, and perhaps it is
historic for that reason, and historic also for the reason that this is the
first time that these hearings are held in this region. And it is also historic,
Sir, that on this very day in The Hague the whole world's attention is drawn to
proceedings of another kind, where one Tusan Tadic, a Bosnian Serb, is facing
the War Crimes Tribunal. But then that's a tribunal of a different type. But
it's for the first time since the Nuremberg Trials that the world will be
hearing evidence of war time atrocities against ordinary people. But the
/one
one similarity between what is happening in that tribunal and your Commission is
that both of The Hague's War Crimes Tribunal and your Commission, we are hearing
heart-rending incidents and stories and accounts of man's inhumanity to man. We
are hearing heart-rending stories of arrests, tensions, tortures, murders, rape,
and many, many more tales of pain and suffering. The story of Mandla Cele, the
young man who is now before you, is one other such story. Mandla, we are now
going to speak in Xhosa. I hope you understand me. I am going to ask you to tell
us who you are. --- I am Mandla Cele. I was born in Maphumulo area. I only ended
up to standard eight after I was expelled from school in 1976. I went further on
and I joined the union. I worked at the union from 1979. I worked with people
such as Sipho Gcabashe, Magwaza Mapangane, people like Professor Sibankhulu. And
I moved from Durban, I went to Newcastle. It was in 1982. I was organising the
workers. I was teaching them about their rights. That is where I met Professor
Sibankhulu and we worked together.
Just excuse me. Are you referring to the Professor Sibankhulu we have listened
to his case now? --- Yes, that's the same Sibankhulu. Now, during those times,
as we have been harassed, I was more tortured in my life after hearing that he
is dead. I have to say that we worked with him from 1982, and in 1983 we formed
a new organisation. It was called Newcastle Youth Organisation. We continued
together working with him and we formed another organisation called Newcastle
Residents Association. During all this time it was our duty to see to it that we
teach the community about their rights. We
/were
were supposed to teach the youth about their rights even at schools. This led us
to organising ourselves because the IFP was harassing us. There were times we
couldn't sleep at our homes. Me and Prof would sleep in the veld. We couldn't
sleep at home because we knew there was harassment from the IFP side. Even their
leaders were involved. Even the ZP were people working hand in hand with
Inkatha. Some of those people who were harassing us, burning our houses, were
ZPs, and they were at the forefront of harassing our people.
Thank you for this evidence. Now let's go to June 1985. Is it in this year where
you said you and others - well, I think Professor Sibankhulu was also there did you start Newcastle Youth Organisation in this year? --- Yes, it was in that

year.
This organisation, how was it related to United Democratic Front? --- After
forming this youth organisation we deemed it fit that this organisation will not
work on its own. So that it can be functional, so that it can be involved with
the chief organisation we wanted them to join UDF, and then the two worked
together.
You said something about IFP. Was IFP against your organisation and this United
Democratic Front? --- Since it's beginning, NYO, IFP never wanted anything to do
with it. The Security Branch at that time suspected that it was the wing of the
African National Congress.
You were now in trouble during those days? --- Yes, we were in deep trouble.
Do you know any person who is here who was your representative? --- The person
who represented us, especially when we were harassed, the person whom we used
/- the
- the Mxenge lawyers. We used people like Kwenza Mlaba.
Can you please go back to the date when your house was burned. Do you remember
the date? --- Rumours spread that NYO is not wanted around KwaZulu area, but
Inkatha Brigade has to take over. I don't want to take out names today, but
there were leaders of Inkatha during those days. This led to a situation that my
house was burnt. It was during the day. Even up to this day nobody was charged
with that.
Did you take that matter to the police, the KwaZulu Natal Police? --- I went to
report this to the Madadeni Police Station. I reported the matter to the station
commander of the time, and he was Mr Mthethwa.
What happened to that report? --- Nothing came up. The only thing he said was,
"If you don't want your houses to be burnt leave all the things that you are
doing, listen to what the Inkatha leaders are saying, forget about what you are
doing because that's nonsense."
Can we go back to the date 21 June 1986? --- On the 21st of June 1986 I was here
in Durban. I was detained by the police. It was about two in the morning. They
took me and they went over to Westville and they went back to Newcastle. During
this time nobody said anything to me. We went to Newcastle Police Station and
they told me that, "We are arresting you under a certain Act, which is the
Violence Act." They said, "No, you don't have any right to a lawyer, you can't
say anything to anybody." I said to them, "Can I please call my home to tell
them that you arrested me?" They said, "No, you don't have any right whatsoever
to tell your family that you are arrested." I said, "Take me home so that I can
get
/"something,
"something, some clothes to change." They said, "You don't have the right. You
only wear those clothes that you are wearing now."
Were they police from KwaZulu or were they the SAP? --- They were the members of
the Security Branch.
Do you know their names? I am not saying you should name them here, but do you
know their names? --- Yes, I know their names.
What happened on your arrival in Newcastle? --- After telling me that I have
been arrested they removed me from Newcastle and they took me to Waterval Prison
in Utrecht. They said, "Before we send a person into the cell he has to be

cleaned, he has to be purely cleaned." They made me undress, even the shoes. I
was naked. I was put into a shower. They said they were cleaning me. I asked
them, "Do I look dirty?" They said, "No, we don't have any time to answer your
questions. You will do as ordered." I was taken into the cell, a very small
cell. You couldn't move.
Can you tell us how big was this cell? --- It was a very small cell. From one
wall to the other you can walk two feet. There's a toilet inside. There's a sink
where you can drink water. Everything you have to do in this small room. It was
cement on the floor. They undress you and you have to be naked in that very cold
room. The windows are so high you cannot see outside. You cannot even switch the
lights on. Only a person from outside can switch the lights. That is how this
cell was designed.
How long did you stay in that cell? --- If I remember well I stayed in that cell
with those conditions
/- it was
- it was about a month.
Were you alone in that cell or were there other people with you? --- I was
alone. I wasn't allowed to read any newspaper. I couldn't listen to the radio. I
would stay there. You had to speak to all the insects that were in the cell. I
was alone, nobody was there.
Did they give you any time to go and stretch yourself or just to exercise? --No, they only allowed me to exercise after eight months, because my lawyers
challenged this. They really reacted towards the behaviour of the prison warders
towards the detainees. Well, we were told to exercise whether the Security
Branch likes it or not.
Can you tell us a little about this horrific experience inside the cell? --- It
was difficult to be in the cells because you wouldn't do anything that you
wanted to do. They would ask you one question. The police came to ask me. They
ask you one question, and they would interrogate you for an hour. If you tell
them what you know they would say you are lying. This continued until it was
Sunday. During this time they beat you up, they make you exercise. They would
say you have to sit on air. Then you would fall because there is no chair, and
after falling they would kick you, they would say, "Stand up. We want you to
give us answers."
Can you demonstrate this issue when they said you should sit on air? --- (Pause)
Your hands had to be up. Your hands are up. Now, if it happens you fall - if you
fall you would be kicked. You have to stand up and then continue. Otherwise they
would take a two cent coin and they would say you take your thumb and swing.
After
/some time
some time you would go dizzy and you would fall. Now, these Security Branch
people would be standing there kicking you, telling you that you are lazy. They
would ask you, "Do you think you have offices here? You have to know that we
don't accept any person who is against the Government."
How were other experiences about electric shock and others? --- There was an
incident that took one week. I was taken into an office and they said I should
stand against the wall. They put a bag on my head and I can't remember what
happened. They took me outside and they took me into the car. I was made to lie
at the back seat of the car, and one of them was trampling on my shoulders and
one of them trampling on my legs. I didn't know where they were taking me to,
but I could feel I was now out of the prison, out of the cell. I can't remember
what place did they take me to. They took my clothes off and they took
something. They put - on my every finger they put a cord, and my hands and my

feet were tied together. They even connected this to my private parts. I don't
wish to go through the pain I felt on that day. They did this on different days.
They would kick you, they would assault you, and they would say to you, "Tell us
the truth." They would ask us do we know anything about the ANC people. They
asked us about the MK soldiers. They asked us about the hand grenades. They
would ask us, "Where have you put the hand grenades?" It was really difficult.
From there I wasn't allowed to sleep for a week. I would be interrogated. They
would come in shifts. Each shift would take close to seven hours. From Monday to
Saturday I couldn't sleep. There were times I could remember well
/I fell.
I fell. Not because of the assault but because I wanted to sleep.
Mandla, what did they say during those times? The Government of the day said no,
we cannot allow such things to happen. Now, what do you request? --- We only
heard that the security were in control of everything. If they felt that they
don't want you to see the Magistrate or the lawyer you would not see the
Magistrate, you would not see the lawyer. Because they even controlled the
doctors. I used to report to the doctors who visited me, but nothing took place.
They would say, "Tell the police the truth, they will leave you." These are the
so-called district surgeons.
There was a time in this whole incident that you wanted to go to court. Have you
been to the court? --- Yes. Yes, I was charged. They said it was a Terrorism
Act.
(Inaudible) --- Yes, that's right.
(Inaudible) ... in this country, was it not? --- Yes, that's true.
(Inaudible - end of Side B, Tape 3) --- There was a R10 000,00 bail that had
already been paid. I wasn't allowed to meet more than one person, I wasn't
allowed to attend meetings, I wasn't allowed to - the restrictions said I had to
stay at home.
So you were from another prison to a bigger prison. --- Yes, that's right.
(Inaudible) ... of those charges? --- At the end it was discovered that the
evidence from the Government side did not exist and I was discharged.
(Inaudible) ... which you have described so
/graphically,
graphically, what effect did they have on you, and your memory and everything
else, if any? --- I have to say that I was affected in a way. Before I was
arrested I used to write things down. If you would give me a number I wouldn't
even write it, I would keep it in my memory, but after having been tortured my
mind is not working perfectly well. I have to write everything in details.
Now, what would you like the Commission to do if it was possible for it to do
anything at all? --- Maybe it would be very nice for the Commission to
investigate who these people are. I want to know why did they do such horrific
things, because at the end I still don't know who they are. I know the people
who chased me, the people who detained me, but the ones who really assaulted me
I don't know who they are. I feel this was the violation of human rights.
--------------------MR LAX: Mandla, while you were in detention what sort of food were you given? -- While in detention we used to eat all kinds of food. It wasn't the normal
food. Soft porridge, samp mealies. They were just normal food, but prepared in a

different way. You know, we would stay for two weeks without food, because we
used to tell the authorities that we are not satisfied with the food.
Besides your memory, and problems with your memory, have you suffered any other
ill effects from this torture and harassment while you were in prison? --- I
have to say the other thing that really disturbed me, my right leg cannot
function properly because I am now forced to use a flat shoe. I can't wear any
shoe that has a heel. Some of the exercises I cannot do as I used to. Even the
/football
football that I used to play I cannot play now.
--------------------What are you doing now, Mr Cele? Are you working, or what are you doing
actually? I was asking are you employed now? --- Yes, I am. I am working for the
municipality union affiliated to COSATU.
I have a very sensitive question. Are you married? --- Yes, I am married.
Now, this torture, how did it affect you? --- I have to say from my family's
side I used to be a very patient person, but I cannot do that now. I get angry
very quickly.
--------------------DR MGOJO: I am going to ask a few questions, very short questions. I heard you
saying you were arrested in Durban but the police were from Newcastle. Were you
used to being followed by the police? --- Everything that I did the police would
be after me.
Another short question. During your detention when did your family know that you
are detained? --- They only knew after eight months that I was in gaol.
Who informed them? --- They heard that from the lawyers, because we went to the
Legal Resources.
Did you go to the doctors to get any medical certificate thereafter? --- Yes,
there are doctors that I went to, two of them in 'Maritzburg, and the other one
here in Durban.
Did they give you certificates? --- Yes, they did.
--------------------Could I start by just following up on that last
/question
question asked by Dr Mgojo? Would it be possible for you to remember the names
of the medical doctors who saw you after you came out of prison? --- Even if
it's not so easy the one I can remember was Dr Diliza Umjee(?).
Thank you very much. And the names of the lawyers who represented you when you
were charged and were found not guilty? --- Mlaba and Shezi's company
represented me.
You mentioned that whilst you were being tortured from time to time you were
visited by district surgeons or doctors, is that right? --- Yes, that's right.
Would you be able to remember who those doctors were, or is that asking too
much? --- I still remember their names. One of them it's Dr Kotze, but all of

them are based at Utrecht.
Thank you very much.
--------------------Thank you very much, Mandla. We don't have words any more to keep on saying
we're really sorry and we sympathise with you. We thank you that you managed to
come. We only ask God to really bless you, to embrace you with His grace. We
want to thank you for appearing before the Commission, and we are very glad that
you brought us freedom together with other people. Thank you.
--------------------Welcome to you in this first afternoon
coming. The story that you are going
arson and shooting, and in particular
Khumbulani Dlamini. Before you tell us
stand so that you can take the oath.

session. We are very grateful to you for
to tell is one of harassment, assault,
that concerning the death of your son,
your story I'd be very grateful if you'd

--------------------JOYCE NOMVUYA MSISAZWE (Sworn, States)
Mrs Msisazwe, you have listened to a number of other witnesses, and you will
know that it is our practice to ask one of the Commissioners to ask you
questions to help you tell that story. This afternoon I will be doing that, and
I would be very glad to know, first of all, who you are, where you're living,
and something of your background. Thank you. --- Good afternoon. I was born in
Kokstad. My maiden surname - I am from Mantolweni. I was born at home. My mother
was not married so I am Mkhize, my surname is Mkhize. From there I came to
Durban. I got married. I am married to the Dlamini, where I gave birth to three
children. The boys their names were Sipho, Musawenkosi, and Khumbulani.
Khumbulani was my last-born.
Thank you very much. It always helps just to know a little bit about who you
are, and I know that it is very distressing, so there's no hurry at all. Just
take your time and we'll wait for you. --- There's a time when I went to stay at
home in Kokstad in 1987. I was selling some things there because I was
unemployed at that stage. So I got a telephone while I was still at home. I was
told that my sons Khumbulani and Musawenkosi, both of them
/I will
I will not be able to see them again. I took my two sisters from home, we came
back here to Durban by car. We arrived here at night. We didn't find my child at
home. We didn't find any of them at home. We looked - for three days we were
looking for them. Two of them I did find, Musawenkosi and Sipho, but I couldn't
find Khumbulani. I looked for him. I found him in some other house. I don't know
this house, but I know this house is at Umlazi. I think it's at B Section,
because that's where you cross Umfonkosi River. That's where I found my child
and I took him. We came back. We went home. This thing continued, it didn't end
there. I remember one day I had not been at home and I was told that my children
used to hide at 269 at KwaSabelo - 259. These children used to hide there
because they were running away from the police and the soldiers. They used to
harass them every night. They would come twice or so. One day I rushed at home.
They had assaulted my children, they even cut off their hairs. They were so
badly assaulted I didn't know what to do. But what really hurt me on, one day
when I arrived I found that these soldiers had been to my house again. They left
their torch. They broke my flower vase. It was a huge one, it used be on the
coffee table. The dining-room window frame had been broken and had fallen down,
and the children were in pain, and moaning and groaning in their bedroom. When I
asked them what had happened they said that these policemen who usually come
here to assault us, these police used to come at night at around half past 11

and take my children away. There is a place that's a drive-in. They used to take
them there and assault them there. They used to assault them there all the time,
and
/after
after assaulting them, when they powerless, they used to take them to an Inkatha
area and dump them there. This would happen at night, maybe at half past one or
so. And they would leave them there and say, "Go now," at a place that is very
far from home, where they had taken them. They did this a number of times. They
came wearing Balaclavas. They took all these three children and went to the
Sabelos. At Sabelo they took the child there called Mbongeni. They said they
must cover their heads with a shirt so that they hide their faces. They sneaked
them through in between houses. They took them to far off places where they had
left off the vans. There was God's grace, because by the time they got nearer
these vans ... (incomplete - end of Side A, Tape 4) ... when they were closer to
the vans some police from Amanzimtoti came by. They were with a detective who
knew me. He saw these children and asked them, "What is happening? Why have you
covered your heads, and you, you have also covered your heads?" They said,
"These children are UDF. We are going to investigate about them." And the
detective said, "It's all right if you are going to investigate about them. If I
can just get your number so that I know who you are." From there they left, and
they took these children and they assaulted them as usual, and they dumped them
at an Inkatha area round about the same usual time. But these children, God
saved them until they arrived at an ANC area. And they asked to sleep at one
family called the Zulus, because they could not longer walk until they arrived
home. I was very, very worried when they arrived in the morning. I was very
angry. I took these children to Amanzimtoti Police Station. When I arrived there
the
/station
station commander there said I must make statements, and he took my children to
Dr Mletsane at H Section, and they were taken to the doctor. And on one day they
asked them to come and identify those soldiers who had assaulted them, and the
children pointed at these soldiers. From there I made an interdict. We went to
Linda Zama. She's the one who helped me, and we went to the judges and to the
police. That's where we got a court order that the soldiers should never ever
come to my place. That's when I got a little bit of rest. But I didn't know that
that was the end, that there was still going to be more trouble coming. On the
14th of March 1988, when they established the ZP in KwaMakutha, it was quarter
to five. I was still asleep, because we couldn't sleep at night, we used to
sleep during the day. At night we will be on guard against Inkatha. We used to
alternate guarding, and we would put off the light and just guard. We would keep
on opening the curtains slightly and check if Inkatha wasn't coming. But on that
day, it was a Friday, the Inkatha came. The Inkatha came. They arrived to us on
Friday in the afternoon. Well, there was just a street separating us and
Inkatha. We used to fight just over crossing the road or walking on the street.
When we got out we heard that there was a woman from across who came out, and
she said, "Amaqabane, you are going to die." When we got out on that day we
heard the ululating. There was ululating at that time. When there was this
ululating, and then the Inkatha boys were coming. When these boys came they were
singing. They used to say, "We are going shoot Musa." Musa was my son. They
said, "We are going to stab Ndoda." Ndoda was another friend's child who was my
comrade. We
/were
were together with him. He was just a child. When they arrived I got up. I went
to tell the children that, "Did you hear that they are coming?" The children
said, "Yes, we can see them." When they arrived at our place then they started
fighting. There were gunshots because they were armed, there was lots of
firearms. There was somebody who remained behind, or he remained behind but he
just came through in between houses. His name was Zindela, surname. When he came

the children got very angry. They beat him up. Another one that I remember he
took a knife and stabbed him. I cried a lot because it was the first time I saw
my child taking a knife and stabbing somebody. I cried because this violence
taught our children to kill, because Inkatha was attacking us. At that time
these boys left and fell on the other house at Mbela's house. This was the
Inkatha house. This woman who was ululating during this time when these boys
were coming she started crying when this boy was stabbed. That's when I asked,
"What's happening? Why has ululating turned to crying? You were just ululating
right now, now you are crying again." She cried. She stopped the soldiers. She
stopped the soldiers. The soldiers had just come in at that time. They asked
what had happened. I told them that we had been attacked by Inkatha and they
asked me what had happened. I said to them Inkatha had attacked us because they
were excited, they were installing the SPs(?). It wasn't for the first time that
they attacked us. They had attacked us one day until we called the police from
Amanzimtoti.
If I may interrupt you there. Forgive me for doing that. You have told us about
very serious harassment by
/many
many people, but could you tell us what happened when your son, Khumbulani
Dlamini, in 1990 - what happened there? --- I was still coming there. There are
lots of things that happened. And others I am starting to remember them, and
others I have forgotten them. It's just so much that happened during that time.
My Khumbulani, on the day he was killed there - the fighting started on the 7th
of April 1990. There was a fight every morning. We were told that there was
fighting at section 14. It's an area far away from us. We were very far, we were
on section 2. I wasn't at home on that day, I was with my relatives around on
section 14. Inkatha was going to have a funeral on that day. They were going to
bury a boy called Thami Sindane. After that it was around about 2 o'clock when I
saw ZPs started shooting. What I did see, I was around there at that time, we
were forced - we were all crawling on our knees running away, because they were
shooting on all directions. I can't say there was no place where a bullet wasn't
coming from. I don't even know how I arrived home. It was on the 7th. It was on
a Saturday. The people at section 14 they ran away and came to our area, and
others ran to the furrow. Because other children were killed, Simakahle Miyeza
and Makhanya, a boy called Mlungisa, was also shot. They died on that day. On
Sunday the situation got very bad, but it was quiet. You could hear the
situation was tense even though it was quiet. Many people ran away, others ran
to town and to hide in town, and other section 14 people came to our section at
section 1. While we were still there on Monday morning at around 10 we just saw
many vans all over. The vans were fawn in colour. They looked like the C cars,
/but I
but I didn't see them on that day. There were lots and lots of them. When I
heard I heard that they had beaten Msesha Habanyane. The detective, Msesha
Hlabanyane was beaten on the other side. When he was beaten, the Detective
Hlabanyane, at around about one there was shooting all over. We just couldn't
move. There were even aeroplanes above us. You couldn't even hide under the tree
because there was lots of wind blowing, and they would expose us even when we
were hiding. The situation was very, very tense. We couldn't even go to our
neighbours to ask for telephone. When I tried to phone the phone wouldn't even
work. When I tried to go to the neighbours to phone there I just heard a bullet
which hit at a pole, and then I crawled down and went back to the house. At
about three there was a voice, but I don't know whose voice it was because at
that stage we were all confused. It said all the boys must just run away because
the ZP and the soldiers are going house to house shooting them. So my child and
his brothers, the three of them left and ran away. They ran away, but at the
time when they had left they ran to a place called Mkazini. I was not there
because I was at home. I was telling myself that they are hiding where they are.
While I was still at home it was in the afternoon.

Your memory is very distressing, it's about your own son, so please don't hurry
at all. (Pause) --- Late in the afternoon there was my other boy whose name is
Nkosi, Musawenkosi. I asked him, "Where is your younger brother?" He said, "I
don't know, Mama. We got scattered because we were running away." Later on Sipho
arrived. I said, "Where is the child?" He also said he didn't
/know.
know. While I was still there I phoned Eden Mngadi, who is a neighbour, and because we were told that our children had run towards that direction. I asked
him if he had not seen my child, he had also run away from home. There was
nobody, nobody could answer the telephone. After a while there were boys who
came, and they came in and knocked. They told me that my child had been shot,
shot by white police. I asked where. They said at Mkazini area. It's a place
which is about one kilometre from our place. I was very confused in my mind. I
left, I went to another person called Sipho Makhanya, who has got taxis. I asked
him to take me with my other friend called Doreen Ngcobo, who has also passed
away. I said they must please accompany me where my child was. When I arrived
there I couldn't even reach near. I said, "I don't want to see my child full of
blood and soil, because it will be a picture that will stay in my mind forever."
I stood far off. I saw people crying, and my children were also crying. I just
sat down there where I was. I sat there for a long time. Eden Mngadi took my
child and one other Ngidi boy. They took him to Amanzimtoti. I was happy because
I didn't want my child to go to the ZP, because they were happy, they were
laughing as they were going past my house, saying they have killed a very
beautiful boy of this woman, of this nasty woman of UDF. I was really happy that
my child was not taken by the ZP. My child stayed there at the mortuary until we
buried him on the 21st. That is ... (incomplete)
I just want to make sure that you tell the whole story, because even after this
very distressing death of your son something else happened in 1992, when
somebody
/set fire
set fire to your house. Could you tell us about that as well? --- We were asleep
at night with a child. We had my son's child from Ntuzuma. When I got up at
night I was suffocating from the smoke. I asked her what was the light in the
other small bedroom. She said, "I don't know." When we opened the door in the
bedroom we saw there was fire burning, and the flames were high up. I managed to
escape - because my other child was no longer staying at home, Musawenkosi. He
had also been shot in 1991. He had been shot on his legs. So he was no longer
staying at home, he was staying at Umlazi. I managed to get out and went to my
neighbour, Mbatha. That's where I made a telephone. When I made this telephone
call I was phoning my son, telling him. He phoned at Merebank, phoning his
friend who was an SAP. His friend came with the other policemen, but before the
policemen arrived the ZP arrived. The ZP came and said to me - it took a long
time before I got out. I didn't call the ZP people because I am not related to
them. They said I must come inside the van. They said, "You woman, you nasty
woman, you think you are a man. Today these Comrades are burning you. These are
your comrades who have burnt you because you think you're clever. You have been
thinking you're clever all along. Today it's the last. They are going to shoot
you in the head. You are safe because you didn't get shot by us." I stayed at
the police station of the ZP, and they were busy saying all these nasty things
to me until this policeman came from Merebank. When these police arrived from
Merebank they took me and put down the fire, and took all the remaining property
and they put them in bags, and we left and they put all those things in
/their
their cars. I went to stay at Sweetie's house at Umlazi, at Mnyandu Station.
There are houses there that are ... (inaudible) There's a relative of mine that
was staying there. That's where I stayed for a while. From there I moved, I went
to build a shack in Lamontville. That's where I am even now.

I have just a few questions. I know this is very distressing. You've told us of
continual harassment, the death of your son, the shooting of the other son, the
burning of your house, but just a few questions to help us that we may be able
to help you. First can you tell me the names and the ages of your three sons? -- The elder one is Sipho, Sipho Dlamini. He is 22 years old - no, he is 24 now.
The one after him is Musawenkosi, and he is 22 years old. The one had died at
the age of 17, but he was going to turn 18.
(Inaudible) ... when he was shot was there any court case or inquest or inquiry
as to Khumbulani's death? --- No, there was no court hearing. The court hearing
only happened during the time when he had been arrested. There was a time when
they were arresting him. They had assaulted him. They arrested him and said he
had eight charges. But he was acquitted on all of them because he had not done
anything, he was sleeping at home, but they said he had burnt some houses. They
met him walking with a girl from Makanya whose name was Zanele. They were just
selling clothing in the streets. One Inkatha man arrived. He said this Dlamini
child they must arrest him because he had burnt people's houses. That's when he
was arrested, and that's when he was assaulted a lot. And I laid a charge
against the police, but nothing happened up until
/he died.
he died.
(Inaudible) ... about his shooting. --- No, there wasn't.
Thank you. Khumbulani was very young. When he was shot was he still at school or
had he left school? --- He was doing standard 10 at Sibusisiwe.
Was he involved in any politics, any organisations? Did he belong to any of
them? --- He was UDF, and then when the ANC was unbanned in 1990 he became an
ANC.
(Inaudible) ... two sons, what are they doing now? --- One is studying at
Umbumbulu College. He's in his second year. The other one is not working, he's
at home. He has passed standard 10, but he is just at home.
(Inaudible) ... you, are you employed or are you staying at home? --- I am
working as a part-time at Savell's. I am not working.
Thank you. Just one last question before I hand this back to the Chairperson. If
the Commission was able to be of help to you what would you like to see them do?
--- I don't know who killed my child. If I can know that. Because even those who
used to assault my children every night I don't know who they are. I want to
know them.
--------------------MR LAX: Mrs Msisazwe, you said that during one of the raids on your house by
soldiers they left a torch behind. Were you ever able to charge anybody, or
follow up on who that torch belonged to, or use it in some way so that you could
use it as proof of who had come to your house and done these things? --- Sorry,
I did not hear the question well.
/I'll repeat
I'll repeat the question. It relates to this torch, and whether you were ever
able to use it as some kind of evidence as to who it belonged to? --- Yes, I
found this torch on the day my children had been assaulted. They said the police
had left it behind. We took it as evidence at that time when we were making the
court interdict.
---------------------

DR MGOJO: There is somewhere in your statement where you said at the time when
the boys were taken by SADF and they had covered themselves with Balaclavas,
when they came closer to the vans there was a man who knew you. Is this
Detective Mbele still there? --- Yes.
Is he still at Amanzimtoti? --- Yes, he's still there. I am not sure if he is
still working there.
And he took all the details from all these? --- Yes, the children said so. I
wasn't there, but my children said so.
Have you not met this Mr Mngadi after that? --- Yes, I met him.
And he said he knew them? --- Yes.
Thank you.
--------------------MR DLAMINI: Just one question. Mrs Msisazwe, among these police who were making
a laughing stock about killing your child do you know their names? --- No, I
don't know them because they were just passing on a van. What happened on the
day that my child was killed, they were just passing along the street. Others at
night, as there were other mourners who were together, the soldiers arrived and
everybody who was in the house screamed.
/People
People were running away because they thought these soldiers were still coming
to shoot them, because people were scared. That is what happened, but I just
didn't see who they were.
Thank you.
--------------------MR LYSTER: Mrs Msisazwe, the other detective who you said assisted you,
Detective Sergeant Hlabanyane, was he from Amanzimtoti? --- Yes, he was a
detective at Amanzimtoti. I am not sure if he is still working there now.
(Inaudible) ... SAP. --- He was a detective at Amanzimtoti.
(Inaudible) --- Yes.
(Inaudible) ... he was assaulted in KwaMakutha. Was that by - was he assaulted
by members of the KwaZulu Police? --- Yes. Yes, he said so. When he was relating
to me he said he was assaulted by the ZP on that very day, on the 9th of April
1990.
(Inaudible) ... when there were a lot of policemen going
(incomplete - end of Side B, Tape 4) ---------------------
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---oOo--CHAIRMAN: (Incomplete) ... based in this region; Mdu Dlamini, a member of the
Human Rights Violations Committee in this region; Dr Mapule Ramashala,
Commissioner and member of the Reparations and Rehabilitation Committee based in
the Western Cape; Dr Khoza Mgojo, Commissioner, member of the Reparations and
Rehabilitation Committee based in this region; Richard Lyster, Commissioner,
member of the Human Rights Violations Committee, and co-ordinator of our Durban
office, and obviously based here; and then Dr Alex Boraine, Deputy-Chairperson
of the Commission, and a member of the Human Rights Violations Committee. Now I
do hand over to him.
--------------------DR BORAINE: Thank you, Chairperson. The first witnesses in today's session are
Patricia and Philip Quinn, and we invite them to come to the witness stand. I
understand that they will be joined by Jane Quinn as well. I would like to
extend a very warm word of welcome to the Quinn family. Are you all able to
hear?
MR QUINN: Thank you, yes.
DR BORAINE: You won't really need the headphones. I was going to start in Zulu,
but I'll stick to English if it's all right with you. It's always more difficult
for the first witnesses of a day to come forward. It's nervous-making. I hope
you will feel as relaxed as is possible under the circumstances. We are very
grateful to you that you are willing to share something of your own pain and
memory with the Commission, with those who have gathered here today, and of
course with people throughout the country and beyond. You are going to tell us
about the death of Jacqueline Quinn, your daughter and sister, in
/1985 in
1985 in a cross-border raid into Lesotho. In a moment you will be able to tell
your own story, and so that I can get clarity I'd be very grateful if I could
know who will be speaking, so that we can have the swearing-in.
MISS QUINN: We're all going to be speaking, but my father's going to ...
(inaudible)
DR BORAINE: Well then, to make matters easier why don't we swear you all in one
by one, and then you can decide as you go along.
MRS QUINN: I wonder if I may ask my son to come up and sit with my daughter?
DR BORAINE: Of course. Mr Quinn, would you like to join your family?
MRS QUINN: Thank you very much.
DR BORAINE: All right. I think that we, as a Commission, have found it
particularly helpful when members of families, friends, come along. It's very
heartening and strengthening, and thank you for doing that. So, Mrs Quinn, if
you would stand then for the taking of the oath. This does not mean that you are
compelled to speak later, but it means that if you do you are under oath.
--------------------PATRICIA QUINN, PHILIP QUINN AND JANE QUINN (Sworn, State)

DR BORAINE: Thank you very much. Please be seated. I think by now it is fairly
well known that in every instance, whilst not trying to put words into people's
mouths, and allowing people to tell their own stories, we have found it helpful
if a Commissioner or committee member guides the witness, asks the relevant
questions,
/and then
and then it is thrown open to the entire Commission. I say this now so that all
of those who will be coming forward will have some idea of how we go about it.
And I am going to ask my colleague, Richard Lyster, if he will take over from me
now. Thank you.
MR LYSTER: Thank you all very much for coming in today. At least six of the
people who came to give evidence yesterday lost members of their family, and I
think most of them in fact lost children, so we have some understanding of the
tragedy and sorrow that that means for parents, so we have some way of
understanding what you have been through. Could you start off, whichever one of
you chooses to do so - Mr Quinn - just to give us a little background on your
family and on who Jacqueline was, just to enable us to have a picture before you
tell us ... (incomplete) --- Well, Jacqueline was our second daughter, born in
1955, and she'd done extremely well. She'd been head girl of her school, and
thereafter went to Cape Town University, where she took a BA in languages, I
think majoring in Sotho. And then she worked as a teacher up in Lesotho, and
then eventually got married to Joe, who we later found out was Leon Meyer(?). We
didn't know at the time she did that, I think for security reasons. I think she
realised that they were under threat. Anyway, we went to go for Phoenix's first
birthday.
Sorry, Phoenix was their daughter? --- Phoenix was their daughter, yes.
And they lived in Maseru, did they? --- They lived in Maseru, yes. So we left
Mooi River on that morning and went to Maseru, stayed at the local hotel. What
was the hotel's name? I can't remember. Whatever,
/a hotel
a hotel in Maseru. And Jackie wasn't there to meet us, and we waited and waited,
and eventually some friend came and told us that Jackie and Joe, or Leon, had
been shot the previous evening. The first thing was that - we assumed it was the
neighbours. They had told us that Joe had said "It's the Boere," or something.
That's all that he managed to get out of them before he passed out or died, and
that was - so we naturally assumed it was a hit squad from South Africa.
And was Joe a member of the ANC in Maseru? --- Joe, as we discovered afterwards,
was a member of the ANC, and I presume Jackie, sort of ipso facto, the fact that
she was married to him, Joe would have - she wasn't a paid up member of the ANC
though.
And that's how you came to get the information of your daughter's death? --Yes.
You were told by somebody who came to the hotel? --- A friend of the family's
came to the hotel and told me. We had been waiting for hours and wondering where
she was. Nobody had told us. They must have known at the border post, and I
assume at the hotel, but nobody had given us any indication at that stage.
And were you then called on to go and identify the body, or to ... (incomplete)
--- Yes.
Could you tell us something about ... (intervention) --- It was locked in the
mortuary. We went along to the mortuary and then - oh yes, we met Debbie there
and we had to wait. I can't remember now. It's about 10 years ago -trying to
remember all the details in order. But our daughter, Debbie, came and we were

eventually taken to the mortuary to go and identify her. I can't remember the
/sequence
sequence of events. Would you like to carry on? Perhaps my wife could carry on.
I can't remember the sequence of events exactly.
Could you speak into the microphone so that the audience can hear you? --Debbie met us at the hotel. They had heard - the children had heard before we
knew, and ... (incomplete)
Please take your time, Mrs Quinn. --- It's okay. Thank you. And she had already
been to see Phoenix in the hospital. The headmaster of the local school looked
after us, who was wonderful. Everybody was very good to us, and found us a place
to live for the next few days. And the next morning, I think, we were taken to
the mortuary to identify Jackie. And the hospital had been looking after
Phoenix. They were very good, because we didn't know whether she was safe or
not, and eventually they could see by Phoenix's reaction to Debbie that she knew
us, and they gave us Phoenix.
How old was Phoenix at that time? --- She was a year and two days.
And she was present when both her parents were killed? --- Yes, and she was
found in her cot. She had a bruise, but nobody knows how. And the next-door
neighbours were frightened to go in, I think, for a while, but then everybody
looked after her and after us.
And was she buried in Lesotho? Do you want to
The ANC sent a delegation to say - what they
they said, "Jackie's not one of ours, but she
loved her, and we would like to bury her with
her away

tell us something about that? --told us at that time was that has been sympathetic and we have
Joe." And we didn't want to take

/so we
so we allowed that. She was - they were buried 10 days later because they wanted
to make a State thing of it, so we were advised not to stay in Maseru. We went
back to our farm with our family, and friends took us to Maseru for the funeral.
But at the border post people were incredibly obstructive and they wouldn't
allow us through.
Was that going back into South Africa? --- No, I am sorry, this was when we went
back for the funeral.
Oh, when you went back for the funeral. --- Ja, the South African side. They
appeared to be wilfully obstructing us. We had to wait for well over an hour
before we could get through, and we got to the funeral very late. We didn't
really know what was happening, we just went wherever we were told.
And have you ever had any follow up in any way from any member of the
Government, the then Government, or the army, or were you ever given an
explanation as to what had happened, or why it had happened? --- No. No. There
was a coup in Lesotho just after that, which meant everything went into chaos, I
presume. But we felt we knew who'd done it, and we never wanted to see the
people themselves, so there didn't seem any point in investigating it. We
wouldn't have known how.
Do you want the Commission to take this further, to investigate why this
happened, why those people were killed? --- We'd certainly like to hear who the
higher-ups are who gave those orders, and I think they should be exposed. I mean
we can - you know, they must be exposed and find out - not the people that did
it, but there must have been somebody in the Government that knew the
implications of the whole thing.

/Is there
Is there anything else that you'd like to say to the Commission? Your
granddaughter, Phoenix, now lives with your other daughter, Deborah, is that
right? --- Yes, and she's been brought up to know the whole story and to accept
it. And we really would like to thank the Commission for this from - I think
from all the victims. Richard, I'd quite like a chance to read the statement.
Yes. Yes, certainly. What we normally do is we ask any of the other
Commissioners or committee members if they would like to ask any questions, but
perhaps we should reserve that until you've read your statement. --- Okay.
And then if there are any necessary questions just to elicit information we
might ask a couple more. --- All right.
Thanks. --- I'd prefer to read it, I think.
Ja, that's fine. --- I feel clearer.
"In December 1985 I was 26 years old. My older sister,
Jackie Quinn, was 30 years old, married to Leon Meyer,
known as Joe. She was teaching high school in Maseru and
the mother of a one-year-old baby, Phoenix. Two days after
Phoenix's first baby the family were at home together,
obviously preparing for Christmas in a week's time, because
the present Jackie was making for Phoenix was at the sewing
machine. In the middle of the night, under cover of
darkness, disguised, camouflaged men with silencers on
their guns burst into Jackie's home and murdered her, an
unarmed, defenceless woman in the supposed
/"sanctuary
"sanctuary of her home. They murdered Joe too, who survived
long enough to drag himself to the neighbours and tell them
what
had
happened.
They
left
12-month-old
Phoenix
traumatised and alone with her dead mother in their home,
splattered with blood all over the place. It was
disgusting, brutal, deceitful, treacherous, cold-blooded
murder. Jackie was where she was at that time of her life
because of who she was. At school she was head girl in her
matric year and a Rotary scholar the year after. She got a
BA with African languages at UCT, teaching in the mountains
in Lesotho between and after her studies. At the time of
her death she was already a very clear thinker, with an
innate sense of right. She was also supremely happy because
she had her baby daughter, Phoenix. Jackie was a person who
lived
according
to
her
conscience.
She
fully
and
determinedly, in a way that added good into the world, very
clearly against all that was bad and negative and
prejudiced. So now I am 36, Phoenix is an 11-year-old
orphan. My parents are living the rest of their lives
without their bright star of a daughter, and Jackie never
got past 30. But the people who decided to extinguish her
vital life, and that of Joe, and the seven others in
Maseru, through ordering her death, or through firing their
bullets into her, are still carrying on their lives. These
people
/"are
"are presumably accepted by family, friends and work
associates. Their diabolical and cowardly actions even
earned them silver medals for bravery at a Vlakplaas

ceremony, of all the hideously ironical things, and they
might even be proud of them. Just how sick is our society
that we accept among us murderers, takers of other human
beings' lives? We need to know who these people are, from
the top of the chain of command to the people at the bottom
who carried out the murderous act. They must be branded for
what they are, murderers. This is difficult to say, but in
my heart of hearts I'd like to see them forever in a cage,
where people could spew their disgust of such creatures on
them. I want our society to redevelop the moral attitude
that to kill another human being is a totally and
absolutely unacceptable sin. I don't care what they've been
through in their lives, what they'd been taught as children
to believe, etcetera. They were adults who murdered my
sister. They made their own choices, and like every other
human being they had a duty to be awake, conscious people,
striving to be something better than bestial animals. Why
else do they have life? And I want our country to be a
place that never again allows people to damage the lives of
others, especially not because of their colour or because
of their living belief in justice
/"and
"and goodness, which is ultimately the reason why Jackie
herself was killed."
Thanks.
Thank you very much, Jane. Are there any questions which any of the other
Commissioners would like to ask?
--------------------DR RAMASHALA: Miss Quinn, we are concerned about Phoenix. How is she doing? --Phoenix has been brought up by my sister, Deborah, and her husband, Martin.
She's here in the audience now. She's always known what amazing people her
parents are, the circumstances under which they died, and she is luckily a very
well-adjusted child, obviously though carrying the sadness of what her history
is. But she is a happy girl.
Thank you.
--------------------DR MGOJO: Thank you, Miss Quinn. As a member of the Reparation and
Rehabilitation Committee we always want to know what we can do. For instance you
have just mentioned a young girl who was left as an orphan. What do you think we
can do as the Reparation Committee? Any suggestion maybe from the family? --- I
would just like some sort of memorial so that their story is not forgotten. I
want people to remember why they died. --- I would very much like to have the
people exposed. I think that's the main thing. There's nothing we can do about
it now, but it would be nice to know who perpetrated these deeds.
--------------------CHAIRMAN: Dear friends, thank you very much for coming and exposing your anguish
and your pain. Yesterday we heard from another family who the end result of
their
/request
request was much the same as yours, and especially the last statement that you

read, and I greeted Phoenix, and she is beautiful. Would you like to stand?
Thank you very much. There isn't a great deal often that you can say that
doesn't seem facile. I mean in the face of anguish and pain. It's such a deeply
personal and intimate thing, and when anyone outside of that circle of pain
speaks then you sound almost like a Job's comforter, it being easy on a full
stomach to praise fasting. But I would hope you have a sense of people being
supportive. --- Oh, we do have that, yes.
And the community, our society which has gone through hell, somehow we are being
borne up by the love and the prayers of so many whom you do not know. And of
course you will be aware too that very many, certainly the majority of the
people of this country would look on your daughter as one of the heroines of the
struggle that has helped to bring about what we now see and experience. And you
say you would like a memorial so that people would remember why she died. --- I
just want to say that she died for love of people.
Thank you very, very much, and God bless you. --- Thank you. May I just say
something? Sorry. When the ANC was elected to power it was a sort of very mixed
thing for us. We were very excited and pleased that the changes were happening
in the country, but it was terrible that Jackie and Joe weren't there, that they
had lost their lives for it. So in a way it's amazing that today the new
Constitution is being signed, the day that we're having a chance to tell this
story. Ja, it's just very fitting. It's great. Thank you very much indeed.
--------------------DR BORAINE: First let me say to you how very grateful we are to you for coming
here today. You've come from a long way. it's not an easy thing. You have gone
through much pain. You are going to be telling us the story of the death of
someone whose name became a household word in South Africa. His name was James
Moeketse Siphe, but he was known by many as Stompie, and you must be carrying
within your own heart and mind a great deal of distress. I am going to ask you
please if you will stand so that you can take the oath.
--------------------JOYCE MANANKI SIPHE (Sworn, States)
DR BORAINE: Thank you very much. Will you please be seated. Mrs Siphe, when you
tell your story Mr Lax, who is sitting ... (incomplete - end of Side A, Tape 5)
MR LAX: (Incomplete) ... about this painful event in your life. Could you
please, by way of starting, just tell us a little bit about your son, about your
family, about the things that he did, so we can get a picture of him and of your
family. --- I am Mananki Siphe. I live in Orange Free State, Thumahole. I am
Stompie Siphe's mother. Stompie was my first-born, and we lived in a very poor
family. Until standard two I have been struggling to raise him. He met his fate
in standard two. In 1985 the police took him. They took him to Parys Police
Station. It was suspected that they robbed the bottle store. Until in 1986 I saw
the police coming to him in large numbers. On entering they said, "Where is
stompie?" I said to them, "He is not here." They said, "Take him out. He is
here. We don't know is he a child or is he a person. Why do you let him go into
politics?"
/On the
On the 9th of July in 1986 it was very early in the morning. Stompie was from
the shop to buy bread. They met him. It was the Special Branch Police. They said
to me Stompie must get warm clothing, and they left with him. Stompie was
detained in many prisons. He had been to Sasol, to Leeuhof, Heilbron, he went to
Koppies, and he was in Potchefstroom. On the 26th of May in 1987 Stompie came
back from Potchefstroom. In 1987 on the 25th of June that was the first time I
see Stompie. He left Thumahole. He was being chased by the police and he decided
to run away. He went to Johannesburg because he was running away from the

police. He was in Johannesburg and he came back. There was a Comrade, Master
Nakede who passed away. Stompie had to come for his funeral. And in 1988 he was
arrested and he was sent to Koppies. When he went back to Koppies - he went back
to Johannesburg. In 1988 on the 1st of December Stompie appeared in court in
connection with the burning of municipal cars. We used to call them the green
beans at that time. Stompie went to Johannesburg. I was searching for him. I
wanted to see him on the 1st of December. I was asking his friends, "Have you
seen Stompie?" I was so afraid to go to the police because he didn't like the
police at all. On the 12th of January 1989 there was supposed to be the next
hearing for Stompie, but he never pitched up. There was another lawyer at Parys
who asked me am I Stompie's mother. I said yes, I am. While listening to him the
lawyer told me that Stompie was dead. I was puzzled. Contrary to that Stompie's
friends did not tell me that he was dead, they said he is alive. As time went on
I met people and they said to me, "Are you freely moving here?
/Don't
Don't you know your son is dead?" I wasn't sure whether Stompie was dead or not.
I was a woman fighting for the human rights. I couldn't feel anything that
Stompie might be dead. One woman told me that I should go to one of Stompie's
friends and ask him where is Stompie. I went to see him and I only got his
father. His father said to me, "They are all lying. Stompie is still alive."
Stompie used to ride a BMX bicycle. He said to me, "He only has a small bruise
on his leg." I stayed in 1989, expecting something to happen. Sometimes I would
go to town, and that is where I received the news that Stompie is dead. I fell
into the water, and that gave me an indication that he is dead. But nobody from
the organisation who came to tell me the truth. In 1989 on the 30th of January
two ministers from Johannesburg Methodist Church arrived. It was Bishop Peter
Storey with Paul Verin. They told me that they are seeing me in connection with
Stompie. They said it was on the 29th of December in 1988 when Stompie was taken
from the Methodist Church together with his friends. They were taken to Mrs
Winnie Mandela's house. They said to me they don't know, they are still
searching for Stompie, they don't know whether is he alive or is he dead. And
they told me that his friends told them that his brain was leaking. I stayed at
home, expecting something to happen, but they said to me, "If the police arrive
and they want to give you help about Stompie, you have to agree with them,
because they are the only people who can help you." On the 13th of February the
police came to me. On their arrival they asked me - they said,"Is he Moeketse?"
I said, "No, he is Moeketse." They said to me, "We will come tomorrow and fetch
you so
/"that we
"that we can go to Johannesburg." On the 13th of February 1989 they took me and
we went to Brixton. We went to Diepkloof Mortuary. That's where I identified
Stompie. His body was decomposed, but your son is your son. I was fighting for
my rights. There were signs that really indicated to me that it was Stompie.
After having been killed he was thrown into the river between New Canada and
Soweto. You couldn't even identify him. I looked at Stompie because I am his
mother. I had a deep look at him. I saw the first sign. I said, "I know my son.
He doesn't have hair at the back." His eyes were gouged, and I said, "This is
Stompie." The time Gotso(?) House was bombed Stompie was involved during those
times. He had a scar on his eye. I looked at him at the nose, and he had a birth
mark. I looked at his chest and I could see a scar, because he fought with
another boy in Thumahole. And I looked at his left hand. It was identical to
mine. I looked at his thighs. Stompie was very fit, just like his mother. I
looked at his private parts, and my sister just winked her eye. His left leg is
similar to mine. Underneath the left leg there was a birth mark as well. And
they asked me, "How much does Stompie weigh?" I said, "No, the police would know
that." They asked me, "Was he short or was he tall?" I said, "He was very
short." But because he had been thrown into the water like a dog that's why he's
stretched. They brought his clothes. I said, "I can see these clothes." There
are two things that I realised as well that indicated to me that proved to me
that it was Stompie. His white hat was there. I looked at his shoes, a new pair

of running shoes. I said, "Yes, they are Stompie's." I said, "He used to wear
size
/"four."
"four." We went back to Parys together with SB van der Merwe with Richard
Malambo. We went back to Thumahole. On their way they were telling me that they
don't believe it is Stompie. The next day they fetched me, they said Dr Koornhof
and Joubert indicated that it is not Stompie. I had to go back to Johannesburg.
I was supposed to fight for the rights of my son. I went back to Johannesburg.
They asked me many questions. "Was Stompie suffering from anything?" I said,
"Yes, he had tonsils. He had epilepsy, but when he was five years he was
healed." They said, "Did he have any problem with his eyes?" I said, "No, when
he was released from Koppies Prison he already had this problem with his eyes.
He had the eye problem because he got it from the prison in Koppies." They said
to me, "We don't believe it is Stompie." He was very young, he didn't have an
identity document. He was 14 years. They said to me, "Do you think we should
believe you that it is Stompie?" I said to them, "Yes, you have to." They came
back and they gave me hands. They said, "He is your son. We could identify him
through his fingerprints." They said they will help me to bury Stompie. I said
to them, "No, I will first speak to my family. I won't take law into my hands,"
because Stompie was falling under a certain organisation. We went to Parys. I
told them that my family doesn't agree with their help, because you wouldn't say
anything in those days because of apartheid. Even the mother of the child you
wouldn't speak anything in front of the police because you'd think that they
would harass you. There was a mortuary called Bosman Mortuary. I went to that
mortuary together with Sergeant Nel. I told the owner, Mr Msipidi,
/that they
that they should go and fetch Stompie from Johannesburg. They said no, they
can't help me in any way because my family will help me. On the last day, it was
a Friday, the reporters came to me. They said to me, "Stompie is alive. He is in
Botswana." They said Mrs Mandela told them that Stompie is alive, he is in
Botswana. I said to them, "I am not bearing a zombie, I am bearing my son. I
know his birth marks. I raised him from childhood. Nobody will ever tell me
anything about my child. We went to the mortuary to see him for the last time.
He was decomposed, he had a bad smell. We couldn't bring him to the house.
Together with my family and my father we went to see him and he was the real
Stompie. But Mr Msipidi said to us, "This is not Stompie." He said he appointed
one member of his staff to take a very good look at Stompie, and he said that
day there were many people from Stompie's organisation. They were spreading the
rumour that Stompie was an informer. I spent so many years raising Stompie. I
have spent so many time talking to Stompie, and after that I was told that he
was an informer. On Saturday - the very same night people from overseas came.
They asked me, "Do you remember in 1987 when Stompie was released from prison we
came to see you at 241?" I said to them, "Yes, I remember." They said, "Remember
the police were just after us. They didn't want us to speak to Stompie?" I said,
"Yes." They showed me a picture, a photo of Stompie, together with his friend
Gili Nyatela, and they said to me, "The owner of the mortuary says the person
who died is not Stompie." I said, "Those are news to me. The person that I am
going to bury tomorrow is my son." We went to the church.
/Something
Something happened that really hurt me. The same person, the owner of the
mortuary, said, "I took a look at this child and I discovered it was not
Stompie. I called a member of my staff and he also said it is not Stompie."
Reverend Mabuza stood up and he said, "I am here to bury Stompie Siphe. I don't
care whether is he Stompie or not, but I am here to bury a 14-year-old child,
Stompie." One reverend stood up and he said, "I don't know Stompie as much as he
had been portrayed here. I know him. He was a very friendly person." Reverend
Pulverain(?) said, "I lost a very deep friend. I lost a real friend." Saturday
night I never slept. The same organisation - we know that Jesus Christ had been

betrayed by one of his disciples There was a rumour Saturday night that I should
be happy that Stompie is alive. They toyi-toyied outside my house. Isabella
Siphe stopped me from going out. Sunday morning they arrived again. They were
crying. They said, "Mrs Siphe, that is not Stompie. We were told that that
person didn't have teeth." I just kept quiet. My grandmother tried to chase
them, because she said to them, "Listen, if you keep on insisting that the
person we buried is not Stompie we will call the police," and they kept quiet.
Monday morning another woman came and she said to me, "You buried a very wrong
person." And she said, "You will receive a call on Tuesday from Botswana.
Stompie will tell you that he is going to send you money." I was so desperate,
and I left the woman, I went home.
Mrs Siphe, this story is very painful for you, and we understand that. I need to
ask you some questions just to clarify some aspects. Did you receive a death
certificate of any kind for Stompie? --- Yes, I
/received
received a death certificate.
Are you satisfied that you buried your own son? --- I am satisfied. I buried
Stompie. I buried no one but Stompie.
Now this lawyer, Mr du Toit, was he from Parys? --- Yes, he was at Parys.
Did he tell you how he came to know that your son had died? --- He didn't say
anything. He just said - he said Stompie was ill for a short time and he died.
You've also told us that some boys insisted that Stompie wasn't dead. Did you
ever speak to them and find out why they thought that he wasn't dead, what basis
they were making this observation on? --- They said they heard from the news,
and Mrs Mandela also kept on saying, "Stompie is alive, Stompie is alive." That
gave them strength.
Okay. So they were just hearing this from other people, they didn't have any
personal knowledge of the thing? They didn't have any personal knowledge of this
information, they just heard it on the news and so on. --- Yes.
You said that Stompie was a member of an organisation. What organisation was
that? --- They had an organisation - during that time it was - they had a Khozas
organisation. He was a leader of the so-called 14s, the young ones.
Was that organisation connected to any other organisations? --- During that time
we used to call that organisation UDF, but they were connected.
Thank you. Since that time it would appear there was quite a lot of feeling
against you and your family for
/burying
burying Stompie when people wanted to believe that he wasn't dead. Have those
feelings in the community gone away, or have you still experienced any further
problems? --- People still refuse. They say Stompie is in Botswana. They say I
buried a wrong person.
You told us a little bit about Stompie being in prison, going to Leeuhof,
Sasolburg, Heilbron, Koppies, Potchefstroom and so on, and in your statement you
told us that he was inside for approximately 11 months. Did he ever speak about
that time? Did he tell you what happened to him when he was inside? --- Yes, he
told me. The first time I saw him at Potchefstroom he told me that they
assaulted him, because his eyes were swollen. I asked him, "Stompie, what
happened?" He said, "The SB fetched me from here and they shocked me on my
private parts."

I want to just get a bit of a clearer picture about your family. How many
children have you had, or do you have? --- I have two children now. It's
Matabelo. She is doing standard three. I gave birth to this child during the
state of emergency. The other one is Matsidiso. She is two years old.
How does Stompie's father feel about what has happened to him? It's all right,
it's working. We can hear you. --- Stompie's father died in 1979. He died in
Johannesburg. He didn't marry me. The one that I am living with now is the
father of my two children. Stompie's father passed away while Stompie was five
years old.
Thank you, Chairperson, I have no further questions.
--------------------DR MAGWAZA: Mrs Siphe, what you have told us is a very
/heart-rending
heart-rending story. I would like to hear from you, after all this suffering and
pain how would you like the Commission to help you? --- I would like the
Commission to help me a lot. There is something that's really hurting me. I
don't get deep information about Stompie. There are people whom I know, there
are people whom I do not know. Stompie was very young. He would be working for
me now. I wouldn't be suffering. Can the Commission do something to help me?
Ja, I understand that you want the Commission to help you financially. Is that
what you are saying? --- Even if it doesn't help me financially, but something
has to be done. I am staying in a shack, I am a very poor woman.
Thank you very much, Mrs Siphe. The Commission understands your situation and
they'll help where they can. Thanks.
--------------------CHAIRMAN: Just to point out she was saying that she wants to get to the bottom
of this whole story, to know the truth. That was her main concern. We've seen
this story in the newspaper, and it's been on the media for quite a long time.
Many people know about your son. Mr Boraine has already said we are together
with you in this big problem, especially when others still say you are lying,
you buried a wrong person. It seems as if these people are still opening up the
wounds and pouring some salt. Now, as the Commission we bring our condolences,
we say may God be with you. Let Him wipe away your tears. We thank you for your
presence here. We thank you very much. --- Thank you very much, Sir. I want to
thank the Commission because I could come and bravely open my chest to tell you
the story.
--------------------DR BORAINE: Chairperson, before I call the next witness I want to say how
delighted the Commission is to see some schoolboys and girls and their teachers
in the audience. Part of the mandate of the Commission is to try and uncover the
history and the truth of the last 30 years from whatever side it may come, and
it is particularly important that young people know where they are coming from
in order to build a new future, to make what has happened so often impossible to
happen again. We are delighted that you are here.
Secondly, Chairperson, we have received a number of messages, many of them
verbal and telephoned, of good wishes to the Commission since we've arrived in
Durban. This morning we received one such message from the Manning Road
Methodist Church, and inter alia they say, "May the Truth Commission be God's
instrument of healing in our country." It is of tremendous support to the
Commission to know that they are being borne up in this way.

Now, we're changing the programme slightly to accommodate someone who has to
leave, and we are inviting Mrs Kerney to come to the witness stand please.
Ms Kerney, may I welcome you on behalf of the Commission. We are very glad that
you are here. We understand that you were going to be here yesterday, but were
prevented from coming from other responsibilities, so we're particularly glad
that you could find time to be with us today. You will know that two sisters of
Marcel Gerrard, who died in the bomb blast at Magoo's bar, were here yesterday,
and we heard about their own grief and pain. You were actually there. They
weren't, so it's very important for us to have you as an eye witness, and I want
/to welcome
to welcome you very warmly, and thank you for taking the time. As is our custom
we ask a member of our Commission to lead witnesses as they tell their story,
and in a moment I am going to hand you over to my colleague, Mr Ntsebeza. But
before I do that could I ask you to please stand to take the oath.
--------------------HELEN KERNEY (Sworn, States)
DR BORAINE: Thank you very much. You are now under oath. Thank you very much for
coming, and I hand you over to my colleague, Mr Ntsebeza.
MR NTSEBEZA: Thank you, Dr Boraine. Helen, I will add nothing to what Dr Boraine
has said by way of introduction ... (inaudible - end of Side B, Tape 6) ...
before we go into the events of the 14th of June 1985 I would like you to tell
us about yourself shortly, very briefly. --- Well, I was born in Durban. I went
to St Joseph's School up to standard five, and I had a very good friend who left
and went to the Transkei, and went to the Holy Cross Convent in the Transkei. So
I asked the family if I could go to school in the Transkei, and I grew up in the
Transkei. I finished matric. I qualified as a qualified florist, but I joined a
circus. I've always been a people's person, and I joined a circus, and I was the
first South African trapeze artist ever, 35 years ago, and we travelled the
country. And I love people, and when I got married I joined an ice-skating
school in Johannesburg and I skated for seven years. I had three lovely
children, which I have. Unfortunately 18 years ago I got divorced - and worked
in hotels. I have been in hotels for 22 years, working with people, and that is
basically
/my life.
my life.
Thank you. Now, I would like you to throw your mind back to that fateful day,
the 14th of June 1985. What time was it that you had begun to work on that day?
--- Well, I was night shift, so the night shift starts at six.
I see. --- Six in the evening, until midnight - 1 o'clock if we were busy,
whenever. But what I'd like to say first is the overall picture. I worked at
Magoo's, Parade Hotel, for nine years. In the first five years, which led to
that point of June - you've got to know when you work, even if it's in a pub,
you get to know your clients. They become - it becomes like a second family.
They come to drink there, and to relax. You're their psychologist, psychiatrist,
you're their moneylender. They have tabs and they pay you at the end of the
month, and tip you terrifically. But you get to know them each and every one.
And with me being there five years I knew all these people in Magoo's and the
Why Not Bar. It's a regular bar, and they went there to relax and enjoy
themselves. This is the point that we're trying to make, and this is the reason
why I am here. I knew each and every one of them intimately, with their
problems, their personal problems.
Yesterday we were told that one of the persons who died was in fact going there

to celebrate an occasion. --- That's correct.
She was meeting some of her friends, and I am sure you must have known that. --That is correct.
Yes. --- We also had another table of 19-year-old schoolgirls who were
celebrating one of the friend's 21st birthdays, and that they'd passed most of
their
/examinations.
examinations. We had the usual Saturday night crowd, the usual crew in on
Saturday, and we were quite busy actually. And at about 10 past 10, as my mind
goes back, everybody - it was very full and very busy, and what I had to do was
run from Magoo's, to the Why Not, to Garfunkels. There were three bars that I
was in charge of, and if they needed help in any one of the bars I would be
there. I was the go-between. And fortunately for me in the Why Not Bar we have
two structures that are concrete, but they're panelled into wooden beams, and it
looks like wooden beams. No one knew that these underneath were concrete, and as
I passed one of the concrete beams this is when all hell let loose, and that was
about quarter past 10 on Saturday night.
Now, it might be painful to do so, but are you able to ... (intervention) --Yes, I am. It's still very painful even after 10 years, although I was there. I
was injured slightly. My ears are not too good today, but I get by - and my
legs, but I was one of the fortunate ones, I must admit, and the concrete pillar
saved me. There was this enormous explosion. What I remember is seeing flashing
lights of all colours - red, blue, green, and a horrendous noise that actually
went right down into your body. But there was like a vacuum after that. There
was silence, and then all of a sudden there was this swooshing sound and
everything just went berserk. I don't know - when I spoke to the Bomb Squad
afterwards they told me it's an impact. There's a fraction of a second, or two
seconds, before it actually takes everything away in its stride. It happened so
fast, and you actually - we didn't know what had happened. It was so tremendous
that for the
/moment
moment you don't know what - what had happened. Then we saw it in its full
colours. It was a massive blood bath, with flesh and blood dripping from the
walls. I remember seeing half a head on an optic. I remember smelling burning
flesh, and dragging people out. There were people walking round in circles. They
had splinters of glass, enormous, through their heads, through their backs. They
didn't know what had happened. One minute they were enjoying a beer and laughing
to the music, and the next minute there was this chaos. We had no idea. Even I
never knew it was a bomb. We had no idea what it was. But then Mr Davidson, who
was the owner of the hotel, told everybody to please leave as fast as possible,
and get the victims out in case there was another explosion. He was scared there
was going to be a second one. We had help from the Holiday Inn, the next hotel.
The police were there very soon. The ambulances came very soon. It was two
minutes and they were there. It was incredible. But it was getting the injured
out fast and quick before we thought there would be another explosion. And it
was coming back inside, being hurt myself, but not badly, and looking at this
devastation. I've seen movies, horror movies. I've experienced horrific things
in Rhodesia. I have never seen this in my life. The inside of the Why Not Bar is
- I cannot explain it to you. It has lived with me for about 10 years now. I
still have nightmares, because you wake up and you see this in front of you
again. I know how the victims must feel. I feel for them. And this all came
together, I must admit - we'd forgotten about it, I must admit, and everybody
went their own way, until the victims, well, some of them, opened a
/newspaper
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eventually they got to know where I was, and they said to me, "Helen, how can we
allow this? Read such and such a paper and have a look inside it, please. We're
not going to stand for this." I must have had 30 phone calls in one day. And I
had gone to the newspaper and opened it, and I understand their feelings.
What was the news? --- The heading was, "McBride Chosen as Ambassador for South
Africa." I understand their hurt and their feelings and how they felt, and I
suppose because I worked there and I was part of this, I tried to help
everybody. They said to me, "Please, we cannot accept this. Something has to be
done. We will not accept him in this post." If we've listened to the Quinn
family, as we did today, there is a woman who is actually a heroine. She was
killed for the cause of peace and justice, and a man who is a murderer and a
coward is nominated to represent South Africa. Very two different stories here.
I cannot put them together.
Do you still have any links with the Magoo's Bar? Have you been able to go back
there to work there, or ... (intervention) --- No, we went back once before, but
I can't bring myself to go in there. It is horrific.
Yes. --- Even with the changes. It's not a place where we had good memories, you
know. It used to be. It was the most incredible bar in Durban. It had a fabulous
vibe. The people were happy. They used to come there to let their problems - to
shy away from their problems. But every time I pass, even whether it be in a
motor car or walk past, I can't bring myself to go back in. It's too horrific.
/Now,
Now, lastly, in your statement, and in our interviews, you have felt that the
least that should happen is for McBride to be withdrawn from the post that he
holds. --- Oh, that is the foremost on the top of the list. This is for the 26
victims. May this be their victory for the 10 years that they still suffered,
and are suffering for the rest of their lives.
Now, in your statement also you said, "We have tried approaching Robert McBride
to no avail." Could you expand on that please? --- Well, I had a visit from the
BBC, and he apparently did an interview and he said he contacted McBride. One of
the victims contacted McBride as well. And he - there was no comment. He
promised somebody that he would see them and talk to them, and we waited for
this, but nothing has come of it. I don't think he's ever contacted one of them.
And I feel - we don't wish him any harm - I've always said this, because it's
not in our values - but we just feel that his post is wrong, and that he feels
no remorse. He has no conscience about these people. Has he ever seen any of
them, what he did to them? I don't think he's ever seen or spoken to one of
them. And this is what the problem is. How can a man like this become who he
says he is? You've got to have some Godliness somewhere.
You also stated that you would wish that he should apologise. --- I think that
would be a very good thing, but I think the first thing is for him to step down.
This post is not for him. It's for a man of standing, a man that stands for
something in South Africa, and it's not a very good light for us to take and
look upon if this is the kind of man in the position he's going /to be
to be in. I think he needs to apologise to a couple of the bomb victims, or an
open apology, if he can bring himself to do so. And I feel that there are so
many victims that are still badly off. They need some kind of help. They
definitely need some kind of help. We have Rashid, the little Indian flower
seller. I think he was 14 at the time. He's now 26 or 27. He can't get around.
He was blown away from the stomach down. He has no compensation. He has no life
and he has no future. What are they going to do for him? There are many like him
that need support, whether it be medical support, financial support, or even
counselling, just to get this away from them. They need it. And I think if
McBride turned himself into a helper we might feel differently towards these
people. We might just feel differently.

Is there anything else that you would like to ask the Commission to do were it
in their power to do so? --- All I am concerned about are the victims that are
left with suffering. They have suffered the last 10 years, and all I want them
to do is perhaps, if they need medical assistance - I know Rashid needs
transport, a form of a wheelchair that he can get around and have a bit of a
life. There's a lot of the ladies who have enormous injuries. They need medical
help. There's one Pretoria girl I know. Her breast and her arm was blown away.
She was 19 at the time. She's gone into recluse. She is hiding. What kind of a
life has she got ahead of her? Her parents cannot afford to put this correct.
They don't have the facilities in South Africa, or don't have the money. So I
think these victims need to be traced, sought after, and looked after somewhere, somehow.
/I notice
I notice that you don't say anything about yourself. Your concern seems to be
about the others. --- No, that's correct. I'm old now. I've had my good times in
my life. I'm fine. I just want to see - the deafness, well, I am going to be
more deaf in 10 years time, but who cares? It doesn't really matter. And the
legs don't matter any more. I don't wear bikinis and that sort of thing, so it's
okay. I would like to see something done for these people. I have started a
fund. I am going to do my own collection. We are going to do it through some
bank, nominate who's ever got the highest bid to start, whatever bank it is, and
I am going to do a fund-raising campaign. And that is it.
Well, Helen, you are a remarkable woman. But if you were Tina Turner I'm sure
you would worry about those legs. --- Oh, I wouldn't worry. I would be able to
give the first million.
Thank you, Mr Chairman.
--------------------DR MAGWAZA: I am raising my hand now because I want to follow up on what Mr
Ntsebeza has just said, that when people are exposed to the type of trauma to
which you were it's not only physical injuries that matter. There is a lot of
mental suffering, mental pain and trauma as well. I've heard you talking about
nightmares. I've heard you saying that you can't even get yourself to go back to
the Magoo. I've seen you - I've seen the pain. I'm almost in touch with it. I've
seen you cry. I am just wondering if you could just reflect a little bit in
terms of how this thing has - how has it affected you mentally? --- Well, I'll
tell you a little story. I'll tell you a quick
/one. I
one. I know you've got a long day. The worst side of this for me was I have - at
the time I have a daughter and two sons, and my daughter used to go across the
road to Panda Inn, just across the road from the Parade Hotel, because Mommy was
working 24 hours a day. And they used to have their little sessions across the
road, 14, 15, 16 years old at Panda Inn. And I told them 10 o'clock on Saturdays
was their night out. 10 o'clock to come across to the hotel, show their faces
through the door, and I knew they were safe, put them in a taxi and send them
home. Every Saturday was their night out. And this is the most horrific thing.
They were late that Saturday night, thank God, because my daughter and six other
girls whose mother's worked there would have walked through the door at 10
o'clock in the evening. So I might have lost her, plus the girlfriends. And, you
know, although it didn't happen, when you close your eyes and you visualise this
whole bomb effect, I visualise my child walking through the front door, and that
scares me more. It's just a memory, but I can't lose it because it was so
horrific. If they weren't held back for some reason I think we would have lost
six teenage girls coming through the front door, and this to me is horrific. I
used to sit up screaming at 3 o'clock in the morning, and my mother running
through, bless her heart at 84 years old, and say, "I can't go on like this much
longer. You're going to give me a heart attack. I can't keep running through and

helping you. I can't." And this happened for months. I still close my eyes and I
hear it and see it. And that's me. What about the other people? They're the ones
who sustained all the injuries, so they have to live with
/those.
those. How do they do it? How do these people survive with the injuries and the
mental - and mental sometimes is worse than physical, and they've got both. And
this is the question I ask.
Thank you very much. What I would like to say is that I would like to see you
take care of yourself. Thank you. --- I'm fine. Thank you.
--------------------DR MGOJO: Your story is very painful and touching, and now I am very much
concerned about your children - even more than you. --- My children are big
enough now.
Because as you are telling it it just frightens me. Has not it affected your
children? --- It did affect the three children horrifically for about a year.
They asked me to leave the job, but unfortunately being a single parent you
can't just try and leave a job that you're so together with. And they hated
every moment of me going back to the Parade Hotel. They were terrified. But
they're good children, I brought them up the right way, and they understood.
--------------------DR RAMASHALA: Mrs Kerney, you have identified a list of people who were injured
during that bomb blast. --- Yes.
Which suggests to me that you are in touch with them. --- Yes.
On an ongoing basis. --- yes.
Would it be possible for you to provide us with a list of all of them? --- No
problem.
In case they don't come before the Commission. --- Yes.
/And we
And we might want to follow up. --- Yes, certainly.
Find out how they are doing. --- Certainly.
Thank you.
--------------------CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much. We are enormously grateful to you, and, as my
colleague Advocate Ntsebeza has said, you are remarkable. We have been meeting
remarkable people. One of the privileges of sitting here, and you are one of
those, and we are enormously grateful for the suggestions that you have put
forward, and we hope you don't give your mother a heart attack. --- We hope not.
Thank you.
--------------------DR BORAINE: Chairperson, the next witness is Ms Martha Raseko. (Pause) Mr
Raseko, I understand that you are representing your mother. Your name is
Johannes. You are very, very welcome, and I apologise for the mistake, which I
must tell you was not of my doing. You're going to give your evidence in what

language?
MR RASEKO: Okay, I prefer to speak Zulu.
DR BORAINE: Fine. Thank you very much. So if you would make sure that the
headphones are working before we start. Can you hear me all right?
MR RASEKO: Yes.
DR BORAINE: And the translation?
MR RASEKO: Yes.
DR BORAINE: Thank you very much. Then let me say again a very warm word of
welcome to you. First of all tell us, your mother was unable to come, or she
felt that you would be able to represent her?
MR RASEKO: On Friday when she came back from work she felt sick and she went to
the doctor, and she decided that I should become because she wouldn't be able to
come.
DR BORAINE: Thank you very much. Would you please take the love and good wishes
of the Commission to your mother, and hope that she will be feeling better soon.
You're going to tell us about your brother then, Lefu. Is that right?
MR RASEKO: Yes, that's right.
DR BORAINE: Thank you very much. This was a brother who was brutally murdered in
terms of your statement, but before you tell that story I would like you to
stand to take the oath please.
--------------------/JOHANNES
JOHANNES RASEKO (Sworn, States)
DR BORAINE: Thank you very much. Please be seated. Mr Raseko, Dr Ramashala, a
fellow Commissioner, is going to lead you as you give evidence about the murder
of your brother, Lefu. Thank you.
DR RAMASHALA: Thank you, Mr Chairperson. Good morning, Sir. I am not saying sir
because you are old, it's just a sign of respect. --- Yes, I agree with you. In
Sotho I am "nthathe"(?).
We are just sorry that your mum couldn't come before the Commission to speak to
us. Please tell her that we are together with her. I am going to mix languages,
English and Sesotho. I hope we will understand each other. Can we go back and
tell us a little bit about Lefu. How was he? What kind of a person was he? How
old was he? Which organisation was he in? Just give us a picture so that we can
understand until he was killed by the A Team. --- He was 21 at that time. He was
still a student. He was a member of UDF in Parys. This was an organisation
fighting against the police and the other organisation formed by the police
called the A Team.
What kind of a person was he? --- He was very quiet. He wasn't an outspoken
person.
What we want to know is what was the story in Parys during that time? --- One
house belonging to one of the A Team members was burnt, but during that time
Lefu was not present. He was in prison together with Lefu Nagedi. They were in
prison called Kwaarboom. Now, when the house was burnt they were not present.
Two days after that they were released and they came back to Parys. If I

remember well it was a Friday, and he was supposed to
/move to
move to Welkom on that same day because the family decided that he should go and
rest. He used to have nightmares because of the experience in the prison, and as
family they said no, he should go to Welkom so that he can relax. It was a
Friday. He was together with his friend, Lefu Nagedi, who has already passed
away, and the other friend was Sizwe Mbalo ... (inaudible - end of Side A, Tape
6) Were there witnesses when the house was burnt, or even when he was killed? -- Yes, the close witness was Nagedi, who passed away. The other one was Sizwe
Mbalo.
(Inaudible) --- Yes, Sizwe Mbalo is still in Parys.
If we want to speak to him can we get hold of him? --- Yes.
How old was Lefu when he was killed? --- If I remember well he was 21 years old.
Do you know the people who killed him? --- As I have already mentioned it was a
group of the A Team. They were in large numbers. But when they were supposed to
appear in court they were only four. They were four, and they were relatives.
Do you know their names? --- Yes, we know their names.
In the statement you refer to Mr Mbali who was an investigating officer for the
SAP. Where is he? --- He is still available. He is in Parys, but he is not
working because of unfitness.
If we want to speak to him can we get hold of him? --- Yes, you can.
Was there any inquest held with regard to Lefu's
/death?
death? --- The case went to court two times, and my family would attend, and it
was postponed. But it was remanded the third time and we saw these people freely
walking the streets. They never even went to prison.
Did you get a death certificate? --- I think yes, but I don't know what the
contents of that death certificate were.
Before I give other Commissioners the chance to ask questions, how - I heard you
saying your mum is not feeling well. Was she affected? --- Yes, she was very
much affected. One thing that I can tell you, how I heard about Lefu's death and
how I feel now. Two of the people who killed him joined the police force. I also
derived some means to join the police, and I joined with an aim of killing them.
But most unfortunately I never succeeded to join the police force. I had an aim,
I wanted to revenge.
Your aim before was to revenge, but how do you feel now? --- Seeing that the
Truth Commission is here I want the case to be re-opened. Justice has to be
done. That's what we want. One other thing. As we are speaking the Commission
and the Government say they are healing the nation, but something puzzles me.
There were people in those days who were arrested just for selling liquor. A
person would be arrested and would be sent to gaol. But something surprising, a
person killing another person would be just left free. To make it a point that
such things do not happen again those people have to be punished. One thing that
I am requesting from the Commission when investigating, the Judge or the
Magistrate who was in charge of the case, I don't know was he mad or was he
drunk, because he couldn't find anybody to be
/blamed.

blamed. I think he was inefficient. If he is still working at present he has to
come before the Commission, and he should be asked does he know the difference
between a good and a bad thing.
The last question. We have heard that many times when people had been killed by
the police while busy preparing for the funeral there would be harassment from
the police. Did you get anything? --- No, I don't want to lie. The police never
came to our house, but there was a little - one of the A Team wanted to pass by
the house and the Comrades attacked him. He ran away. The police came, but they
never did anything wrong, no harassment of any sort.
We understand that you want the case to be re-opened. I am now asking this. Is
there anything that you would like the Commission to assist you with? --- No, I
don't want - I don't choose anything, but it will depend on the Commission how
to help my family. But what I want to happen is the Commission should help us to
re-open the case, and if those people are found guilty they should be charged
and sentenced. And that will give us an indication - or it will lead us to
reconciling.
Was Lefu your brother or was he just younger than you? --- He was my brother.
We thank you very much. We would see if there are any Commissioners who have
questions.
--------------------DR BORAINE: Thank you very much for your very clear description of what was very
tragic. You must have been very young when your brother was killed. Can you tell
us how old you were? --- Okay, I am 28 years old now, so
/you can
you can just take the ... (incomplete)
Ja, we will get a computer and work it out. I want you to tell me just a little
bit more. Parys in the 1980s was, like many other parts of the country, very,
very stormy, but you and others who have appeared before us, and who will appear
before us later today, talk a great deal about the A Team. Please tell us was
this a branch of the police, was it people outside of the police, was it a
combination? Who was the A Team? --- Okay.
I am sorry, do you want me to repeat the question? --- No, I have hear the
question. I will now speak in Sotho. This was an organisation supported by the
police. Why am I saying this? It's because everything that they reported to the
police would be taken into consideration. If they were attacked at their houses
the police would go and protect them. This means they were part of the police.
It was a gang supported by the police, because some of them are now policemen.
(Inaudible) ... just to help us get the fullest information so that we can try
and help you. You say that when "they" were attacked, or "they" needed help,
they would go to the police and the police would - now, who's "they"? I mean is
it another organisation? Is it a group of young people? Who are these people who
combined with the police? --- Most of them were elderly people. Even if there
were youths, but it was mainly elderly people. The one who chopped my brother's
neck was a very, very elderly person.
Thank you very much.
--------------------Thanks, Chairman. My question in fact related more
/exactly

exactly to the question of the composition of the A Team. From what I hear you
say you're saying they weren't police. Do you think - I mean were they quite
specifically set up as a force for political ends? --- Yes, it was a group
supported by the police, and it was a group formed by the police.
--------------------CHAIRMAN: We thank you very much and we understand your request. We are not
saying we will do as you have requested, but we will try, because we have to do
something about the stories that we hear from the witnesses here. Thank you very
much. Pass our regards to your mother. We wish her good luck and we wish her
well. Thank you very much.
--------------------CHAIRMAN: (Incomplete) ... and I'll ask him please to come to the witness stand.
(Pause) Could I ask the witness please to put on the earphones so we can check
and make sure that he can hear? Can I check that now? Can you hear my voice and
the translation? Okay, well then you can relax. That's better. You're very
welcome. Thank you very much for coming. You have been listening, so you know
how we operate and how we do things. Your story is about yourself, but it's also
about assault and murder committed, and we have just listened to the story of
Lefu Raseko, and you knew him, or you knew of him. You knew about the A Team,
you're from Parys. You have a grim story to tell. Before you do that would you
please stand to take the oath?
--------------------DAVID MHLAPO (Sworn, States)
DR BORAINE: Thank you very much. Please be seated. David, Mrs Gcabashe is going
to lead you as you tell your story, so I am going to hand over to her now. Thank
you.
CHAIRMAN: Can I just announce that I gather there's a technical problem. There
is not going to be a Zulu translation until after Mr Mhlapo. So don't break the
machines there because they don't produce Zulu, and you think - they can't
produce the Zulu yet, but after Mr Mhlapo, who is going to be speaking in
Sesotho - I am sorry about that. I do apologise.
MRS GCABASHE: Good day, Mr David. I know even if you are Mhlapo you are a Free
Stater, you speak Sesotho. Now, we will communicate in Sesotho. We have already
heard that you are representing yourself, and the Vice-Chairman has already
indicated that your case is similar to the one who
/have just
have just give evidence. But before telling us your story just tell us about
your family and about yourself, who you are and how are you? --- I am Selelo
Mhlapo. My father is from the Mathuli family. He is Mathuli, but I was born in
the Mhlapo family. I grew up in this Mhlapo family. Until I joined the UDF
organisation I was in schooling in Mmabatho. That was from 1984. While in the
UDF my other sister was in love with one of the attackers, one member from the A
Team. I didn't want to join this organisation. We came from different families,
but she was my sister.
You said you were schooling. When did you leave schooling and how old were you?
--- You mean when I left school? I left school while I was 16 years. I was
arrested under the state of emergency.
Okay, you can carry on. --- After being released I left schooling because of the
positions that I held at school. I met Lefu Raseko.

In your statement you said the A Team tortured you. --- Yes, I am coming to the
A Team issue. I met Lefu, and they were driving their Chevrolet car. I can't
remember the registration. There was a street next to ours, Muthibedi Street,
and I ran towards Ace Mahahle's area, and I got into his house. These boys were
coming with different cars, Stanzas. They grabbed me, but I hid under the bed. I
have to say the granny in that house couldn't see clearly. I didn't want to let
loose to where I was handling under the bed. They assaulted me with spears and
hammers. I escaped through the window. I was dizzy, but I kept on running. I was
dizzy because of the beatings I got. I wasn't aware that I was running towards
/their
their direction. I met a woman as old as this one, and she took a jungle and the
stabbed me.
Who stabbed you? --- Yes, it's that woman. She was belonging to this A Team
group. I could walk a distance from here to the candle, and I was now powerless.
I was bleeding when I fell down. This knife was still in my body, and when I
fell it went deeper. I don't know who rescued me, but when I woke up I saw
pipes. While I was breathing the blood would come out of my body into a bottle.
After two days I was taken out because I was in hiding. I never went to the
hospital. The doctor who operated me, I don't know what place was that, but he
operated on me. That was very close to Ace Mehahle's area. Because I didn't want
to go home because I knew they would kill me, because they thought I was dead.
My parents at that time only had an information that I am dead. I don't know who
told the police where I was hiding, but they took me and they said I am a
springbok. There were no doors in that place where they took me. They said I was
getting married. I couldn't even walk, they made me crawl. The bottle was now
out of my body. While breathing one could feel that I was breathing heavily.
They took me to Parys Police Station. They removed me from the police station,
they took me to Vredefort. In Vredefort while I was in detention I couldn't see
anything. I was alone in a cell.
When they took you to Vredefort were you healed? --- No, I was not yet healed. I
was still in that condition. After four days they released me. It was going to
be Starfish' night vigil. I could see, but just a little. I am referring to Lefu
Raseko. I didn't have
/any
any information that Lefu was dead. I only ended with him
while they were chasing us. I am still bleeding at that time, but I could manage
to go to the night vigil. I was full of stitches on my face. After two months
the same group came back. They were now attacking me. I don't have to go into my
house. If I want food I have to hide myself next door and start shouting,
because they were threatening my parents, saying, "If you don't bring him to the
police station we are going to kill him." They arrested me under the state of
emergency again. I met Mr Mothaung. They took me from Parys to Sasolberg. That's
where they put a tyre on me, poured with petrol, and they said I should be
naked. I undressed myself and they said, "You are now going to feel the pain
that the other policemen felt." There was a very small tape recorder on the
table with a very small cassette. As I was talking it was taping. I was being
assaulted for many things. The first one they were asking me, "Where is
Ace Magashule, where is Tait Magoyi? When did they skip the country?" Because
even if I told them everything I knew they kept on assaulting me. I remember one
of them, it was Mr Mothaung, stationed at Welkom, you would never say he is a
policeman. He used to wear a coat. He took me into a car, in the boot of the
car, from Sasolberg to Heilbron. And he went back to find another car, a threelitre van without a tent. I was handcuffed at the back. They said to me I should
take out Ace Magashule. And they put another one on my penis. They took the
cords, electric cords, put them on my finger again. They took another bag, they
put it over my head. They said to me, "You have to tell us where Ace Magashule
is." I said to

/them,
them, "Gentlemen, I don't know his whereabouts. They took me to the high
building. He put me again at the back of the van. You know, he was so dirty I
thought he was taking care of the bandits, not knowing that he himself is a
police. When interrogating me I saw a gun, and I said, "This is a policeman." He
handcuffed me at the back of a van until we reached Heilbron. I was half-naked,
and you know when handcuffed you feel pains, because he said to me, "You don't
have to raise your head, you have to lie. If you raise up your head I am going
to shoot you." He stopped at the road and he said to me, "This is now a pump
station. Go and have a look at Mr Masipidi. He is lying somewhere there."
Who is Mr Masipidi? --- He is staying in Parys. He was the first to be detained
under the state of emergency. And he said to me, "Go and see him because he is
dead." You know, my face was already developed, it was swollen. He used his
torch, he said, "Follow the light," and as I was following the light he took a
gun and he shot. Mr Masipidi was a heavily built man. I thought he was sleeping
there, because it was so dark I couldn't see clearly, but in actual fact it was
a stone. He said to me, "I am going to shoot you. You are going to die next to
Mr Masipidi." I said to him, "I want to see my parents." He shot, and I knew
that nobody was around and I felt that I am going to be killed as well. He
handcuffed me and we left. When we arrived at Heilbron I didn't even know where
we were. He took me into the cells, half-naked as I was. My body was full of
lice. After ordering some meal at the shop you normally get bread at the table.
They gave me that kind of bread. My
/parents
parents didn't know where I was.
Are you finished? --- Yes.
Thank you very much. I think you have indicated to us the harassment that you
got. In your statement you referred to the A Team. Can you please tell us
briefly how come did you say they are the A Team? Where did they start? How did
they function? Who were the members? --- I only heard that there was an
organisation called A Team. They were people against us, I mean the UDFs. They
used to drive in the township in their cars. They started this organisation
working together with the police. I stayed one year, six months, two weeks in
prison. It was detention without trial. On my release I realised that this was
continuing. I think I have mentioned Malulu Mbele. That's the man I met. I met
him the second time. It was round about past eight, the same A Team group, even
a person who has been assaulting me. I think every year he was getting
promotion.
Can you tell us were you together with Malulu Mbele? --- No, he wasn't belonging
to the A Team. He was with us. The same person who assaulted me is getting
promoted at work. I don't know is it the promotion that he killed many people.
Every year he gets promoted. He is the only person who gets promoted.
Can we go back to the A Team? You said the A Team was working with the police.
What really showed you that the A Team was working with the police? --- It's
because they don't get arrested. They kill a person now. After killing a person
there would be a case held, but you will never know the end of the case. Even
now ... (inaudible - end of Side B, Tape 6) ... I think their
/shocks
shocks have affected me a lot.
If the A Team was working hand in hand with the police do you have any idea how
they chose them? --- I want to be transparent. We were murderers. We didn't take
any bribery. If we said this is what we want we didn't want many organisations,

we wanted only one organisation, because when the police were together with the
A Team they would put them at the forefront so that they kill, and the police
would never appear in court. They were not the police, the A Team. After
murdering people they would never appear in court. There would be nothing nothing would be done. Some of them are now lieutenants and adjutants. I laid a
charge while I was injured and I was taken to Gotso House, but even to this day
nothing has been done.
In your statement you said you don't see clearly, and you said you sometimes
feel mentally ill. --- Yes, sometimes I would be talking to you and I would just
reply in a very manner that is not appealing. When I was released from the state
of emergency I went to Gotso House. On my arrival there - when we were released
it was me, Stompie Magashule, Makoetsi Siyagude. They took us to Gotso House.
They wanted to check whether we have been injected with slow poison or not. We
waited for a long time because the doctor was not there. Within a few minutes
the police were there. I said, "No, I am not going to wait here and be arrested.
Can we go back to Parys? We have waited so much for the doctor but he doesn't
pitch up. Let's now go."
In other words you are telling us that you have never received any treatment. -- Yes.
/Can I
Can I ask this question? Seeing that you have appeared before us what do you
think the Commission can do for you? Do you have any idea? --- I don't know what
can be done, because I can say the Commission should find where they are and let
them appear. But as I am talking to you now they is still full of hatred. One of
them is so soft I can communicate with him perfectly well. But what do I say to
them about the problems or the conflicts that we had?
Do you have any wish about your eyes? Do you want to be taken to the doctor or
be treated? --- I think the doctor needs money.
So in other words you don't have any money to go to the doctor? --- No, I don't,
because my mum is not working, my father has divorced with my mother. What can I
do?
You said your sister was in love with the A Team. --- No, she left them, she is
now all right.
Thank you very much. As the Commission we have heard your story, and about your
friends who suffered. I will now take back to the bishop. --- Thank you very
much.
--------------------MR LAX: Thank you, Chairperson. Mr Mhlapo, you said that when you were detained
you had to leave school because of the positions you held in school. Could you
explain to us what you mean by that? What positions were these? --- When I was
released I went back to school. Mr Mkolosane, the headmaster - we only saw
strange notice boards. They were written in Afrikaans. Those were funny rules of
the state of emergency. There were police at the
/gate.
gate. And I went to see him in his office and he told me that, "You are now
back. Do you want to go back to gaol? You have to remove yourself from the
premises of this school." I didn't object, I kept quiet and I left the school,
because when I objected I would be detained because they knew me as being a
poison around the school.
(Inaudible) ... question as well if I may. You've told us about this person you

met who was killed, Malulu Mbele, but could you - do you know when this
happened, and could you give us a little bit more detail perhaps of what
happened to him, who his family were, whether there was an inquest, things of
that nature? A little bit more detail if you know it. If you don't know it
that's okay, we'll try and find that information somewhere else. --- Malulu
Mbele originated from Parys, just four streets from where I stay. His parents
are still in Parys, but they didn't appear before the Commission when Mr Piso(?)
was in Parys. He was so fond of our organisation. Malulu Mbele was killed
because he used to sing the slogan songs. He was a very friendly person. Musuge
arrested him, and they slipped(?) him with their Chevrolet and they threw me
behind a fence. As you understand I was assaulted before I was arrested, and
after being released I was assaulted. Are you aware that I have been detained
many a times here in South Africa?
(Inaudible) ... that. Could you just give us some idea of the date - the time
when this happened? --- The one connected to Lefo Raseko happened in 1985. I
can't remember very well about Malulu Mbele, but it was in 1987. Sikalego, after
assaulting him, came home and he told my parents that if he can see me in court
giving a
/statement
statement I should know that I am going to die. And I never went to court
because I have been threatened. In early saw the death the first time, and I
didn't want to see it the second time.
(Inaudible) ... last question from me, and that is do you know whether there was
ever a case or an inquest around the death of Malulu Mbele? --- There was a
court case two times, but I couldn't go because of the promises that I would be
killed. It took place two times and it ended up nowhere. It was only at the A
Court level, it didn't go to the regional.
Thank you.
--------------------DR MAGWAZA: Mr Mhlapo, I just want to ask one or two questions. Are you working?
--- No, I am not working.
Are you able to hold a job, because from what I have heard is that you are not
well physically and mentally? Are you not working because you are not well? --I am not saying I am unemployed because of my state of health. I had a problem.
Everywhere where you want to apply for a job you get checked. They check you. If
I have a problem with my eyes - sometimes when I write I have to be very close
to the writing material, I don't have to be far. I have strength, I can work for
myself, but I don't get enough check-up.
Just to follow up on that one, you said, "Sometimes I feel mentally ill." If you
could just clarify that. What did you mean? --- Sometimes I feel pain in my
nerves. If a person comes running after me I would just fall, not knowing the
reason why. I think these electric shocks affected me a lot.
/Okay,
Okay, with all the type of problems, your health problems, how would you like
the Commission to help you to ease your situation? --- I want to go to the
treatment. Maybe that's the help that the Commission can give me. I am not
saying I can be taken to the treatment, but if there is anything that can be
done I welcome that stand. But I want to know from the people who attacked me
the reasons why they attacked me, why did they kill my friends?
Thank you very much.

--------------------CHAIRMAN: Thank you, Mr Mhlapo. We have listened to your requests, and as a
Commission we will try and see where can we help you. Thank you.
--------------------DR BORAINE: Chairperson, I call Dumisani Phungula. (Pause) Could we make sure
that the headphones are in place please? Mr Phungula, can you hear me all right?
MR PHUNGULA: Yes.
DR BORAINE: Oh fine. A very warm welcome to you. Thank you for coming and
sharing your story with us. Can I just ask who the lady is that is sitting with
you?
MR PHUNGULA: It's my mother. It's Mrs Phungula.
DR BORAINE: Mrs Phungula, if you can hear me on the headphones I want to welcome
you very warmly. I am glad that you are here with your son. I understand that
your son is going to tell the story, and it is the story of Leonard Phungula,
Sibongiseni Phungula, and yourself, Dumisani - father who was killed, a brother
who was killed, and yourself assaulted and beaten. It's a very grim story, but
before you tell that story I'd be grateful if you'd please stand to take the
oath.
MR PHUNGULA: (Inaudible) ... together with my mum.
DR BORAINE: I see. So both of you would like to speak.
MR PHUNGULA: All right. Well, while you are standing let me ask you.
--------------------DUMISANI PHUNGULA AND MRS PHUNGULA (Sworn, State)
DR BORAINE: Thank you very much indeed. Now, the Reverend Dr Mgojo is going to
lead you, and I will hand over to him now.
DR MGOJO: Mrs Phungula, and your son, Dumisani, you have come to this Commission
because you want to speak out about the terrible things that have happened to
you. But before we go into that could you tell us about your family? Just relate
a little bit about your family so
/that we
that we get a very good picture about your family. --- I am married. I had seven
children. I live in KwaMashu.
You could go on, Mama. --- Three girls are married, and Dumisani is also
married. Now I have got two boys, because one of them left.
Thank you. At KwaMashu - Kwamashu has got a big history here in our area,
KwaZulu Natal. Which section? --- I was living at E Section.
You were living at E Section. So what happened? --- In 1986 it started on the
23rd in May. There were police who came to search. They said they were searching
for weapons that Dumisani had because he was the leader of the youth of the UDF.
They searched and didn't found anything, so they left and I thought that was the
end of it because they didn't find anything. But at night on the 24th I heard
some noise. It was about 12, at about 12 at night I think. I heard a lot of
noise. I thought there was thunder or stones. I jumped and peeped over the
window. There were the people, they were stoning windows and hitting at our

doors. And I woke up my husband, I said, "Here there are people, they are
killing us." And he woke up. He said, "What have we done?" and he went through
to the kitchen. I didn't hear what happened thereafter, but when I peeped
through the window I saw that they had gotten hold of Dumisani, and I told the
one who died, Sibongiseni. He said, "Hau, they have taken Dumisani." And he
said, "Hau, what are we going to do?" And one of the amabuthos, the warriors,
said, "Let me see who's got an axe," and I heard they were chopping down our
doors, and they got inside. I don't know when Khumbulani died because at that
stage I was hiding. I didn't hide
/under
under the bed, because I realised that if I hide under the bed they will kill be
cruelly, so they better kill me standing, so I stood behind the door and I was
hiding, and they got inside. They chopped him. They chopped him in his face with
an axe or hew-like, and on his chest. They opened up his chest with an axe.
Take your time, Mama. Don't hurry yourself. (Pause) --- When these warriors,
amabutho, came inside they took Sibongiseni. Sibongiseni said, "Why are you
taking me away? What have I done?" They took him away. And others just looted
any clothing or things inside the house. They took radio, they took the video,
they also took a carton that had things in it, and they left. And the one who
came after the deceased, who is also here, and they said, "Here is another one."
And the other one said, "No, quickly let's get out before they get a photograph
of us here." They took him away, roaming around with him. I don't know for how
long did this one - we found him, I heard, on the opposite street from our home.
He had been shot. I don't know if they were stabbing him with knives all over
his body, because the T-shirt he was wearing had holes all over it, and the pair
of pants he was wearing had been cut underneath. I don't know if they had cut
off his private part for muthi purposes, because that used to be their tendency.
And the soldiers arrived, and they told us here is another body they had found,
and they brought him back. I don't know if they were trying to burn him, because
there was some little grass that had been put on top of him, and maybe they
realised that they were going to waste their time and then they left, and then
we went to fetch him.
/You are
You are talking about Sibongiseni? Is it Sibongiseni you are talking about that
his private parts were taken off? --- Yes. I just recognised through the pants,
because they had already torn the pants in front.
When you found him did you find that there were some body parts that were
missing? --- I didn't have the courage to have a look at that.
Dumisani, in your statement here you said you were taken. They wanted to put a
tyre on you. What saved you that they didn't necklace you? --- Maybe I can start
by saying that a number of times they didn't end up by chopping off my brother.
They also took the rim of a car and broke his legs with it so that the left leg
was completely broken with the rim. On my side maybe at that time - at home I
was sleeping in the outbuilding which we called a shack, "umjondolo." When they
opened the door of this shack they saw me, and there were two guys who came in,
and they grabbed me and took me out. When they took me outside their leader
said, "We mustn't touch this one. We will need to necklace him, put a tyre on
him." I got very scared about that. I realised that things were getting very,
very difficult. I think I thought very fast. I got very soft and agreed with
what was happening, because they said I must go there. The one who was in front
of me was standing almost at the edge, like at the edge of the stage like this.
When I softened my body they agreed with me. I got such strength, because I
completely grabbed myself loose, and it was a huge warrior, and I ran, passed
through and in between the legs of the guy who was standing on the edge, and I
ran outside. That's how
/I escaped.

I escaped. They shot at me. There were lots of bullets passing through me, but I
don't know how I survived. I jumped the neighbour's fence and I ran through in
between houses until I was outside the following street, there where I met the
kombis, which I suspected they were in one of the kombis. And then I hid a bit
until those kombis had passed, and then I continued to run, and jumping the
following fences. I was running in between houses. I was just avoiding the
lights until I was by the shops, where there were four Hippos of the soldiers.
But they also didn't see me, so I hid in between them and I ran up until I had
reached my friend's place. That's where we hid a bit until my brother came, who
had come to tell them that something wrong had happened. When I came back at
home - I went back at home after that - I realised they didn't kill my father
and my brother only, they had already found him as they had taken him. The
continued and went ahead. They didn't only come to our house only, as we will
also go to - we will hear the Mshengu family, they were also onto the Mshengu
family. And another person was found dead in another street who is not known ...
(inaudible - end of Side A, Tape 7)
When you're talking about amabutho in your statement what is this amabutho? I am
not saying you should say their names. What is this amabutho? --- Amabutho are
the people who are armed, armed to go to the battle. When people are armed they
arm themselves with weapons. It could be spears, it could be axes, and also
guns, because now people are fighting with guns as well. They usually are male,
because women are never usually there, and even on that day there were no women,
there were only men.
/Dumisani
Dumisani, according to the Natal speak(?) do you think these amabutho are
another political organisation? --- Yes, I do believe that, that they are part
of a political organisation.
Could you say which organisation? --- This is IFP. At that time we were calling
it amabutho - Inkatha, sorry.
Here I found that your brother who was hit - where is your brother now, and what
is his condition, Sithembiso? --- He is here in this very house. He wasn't very
much hurt, because on that day - it was in 1987. It was on a Sunday morning. On
that day I was getting ready to go, and some boys came to me and said, "Hau,
here is your brother. Here is your brother. The councillor wants to take him
with." He was with other two - this councillor was with other two men. When this
happened they had already started assaulting him. I ran towards them. They were
not hitting him with weapons, they were just hitting him with their hands. And I
asked them, "Guys, since you know Zulu the know the Phungula family. If there is
something that this child has done why don't you come at home?" They seemed to
be sort of doubtful, and the councillor came out. He said, "If this matter is this guy is getting involved in this matter let us leave it. This issue is
heavy." And then they started running away. I think their intention was to take
him away with him. I don't know what were they going to do to him, but I don't
think it was a good thing they were going to do to him.
And in your statement you said amabutho and SADF they disturbed the funeral. --The funeral did go
/ahead.
ahead. Maybe if I can go a bit back. Since the time when
they attack our home generally there's usually a night vigil, which starts when
there's been a death in the family. At home there were telephones that people
were making us call, and these were threatening calls that there will never be a
funeral there, and they are still going to come back to attack us. But on that
day we had already told ourselves - we had told ourselves that if they were not
satisfied with what they had already done let them go ahead, these boers. So it

became difficult for them to come during that time. I think these threats
continued throughout that week, and then on the day of this funeral I went to
church. I couldn't go to the cemetery because I was told that the amabuthos are
already at F, because we live in the E section, but the cemetery is at the F
section - that it is not safe for me to go ahead to the cemetery, to the
graveyard. So I wasn't able to proceed to the graveyard, but those who went to
the graveyard, many people were hurt and injured on that day because they were
assaulted, and the soldiers were also shooting at people who were from the
funeral. And there was also tear gas as well. They threw tear gas at people.
What was the organisation that your family was involved in, or maybe you were
not involved in it? --- I can't say now our family at that time, but I myself
was a member of the KwaMashu Youth League. The KwaMashu Youth League was
affiliated to the United Democratic Front.
Here in KwaMashu when did you leave and went to Newlands? --- At KwaMashu we
haven't left. My mother is still living at KwaMashu. I am the one who is no
longer living at home, because as my mother said I am
/already
already married. I have got my own home.
Thank you. The last question, your wish, what would you want to see the
Commission do for you? --- According to me, but maybe my mum will have something
else to say. I would like to get clarity on who were these people who were doing
these things, because according to me the soldiers were implicated, and the
police in these matters. I am a bit confused there. Even the case, we reported
it but it just evaporated. There was never any investigation that was pursued,
even though things were very clear. I would really like to see something
happening. These people who are the perpetrators must come forth and say where
they are. I don't know if my mum would like to say something.
Mama, what would you like to say? --- I would also like to know who are these
people who did this thing, because it didn't end in 1986. In 1987 they
threatened my children to an extent that they couldn't walk freely. They took
Sithembiso twice and arresting him, where he was assaulted by police until his
ear drum burst. At the moment one of his ears is deaf, it can't hear. And Sipho
also was arrested. They said there were lots of bombs at home. They came with
one bomb and said there was another nine bombs at home. There were about 12
vans. There were also dogs, police dogs, who had come to sniff out these bombs.
I said they must search around. They looked around and they said to me no, I
must uncover these bombs. So I said, "No, you go ahead, look, because you are
the ones who know where these bombs are." They went to fetch the dogs. The dogs
ran around, but they didn't find anything, but they still took Sipho. They took
him to
/another
another Ticky's friend. They said he must show them where Ticky stays in Inanda.
Where they lied them down and assaulted them while they were lying them down.
From there they took them to Phoenix Police Station, and then they brought them
back again and brought them to KwaMashu. That's where Sipho was saved, because
my employer at that stage asked them - he asked the station commander, saying,
"Could you tell me what is his charge?" If he doesn't tell them what Sipho's
charge was he will go ahead. That's how Sipho was released that day. One of the
guys who he was arrested with stayed in detention for 18 months.
Thank you, Mama. We have heard all those things. We were asking you what would
you like to say? Maybe I must remind you of something else you have already
forgotten, because we want to help you. In your statement you said Dumisani said
he wants his mother and his brother's wife who was killed to be on pension. I
would like to know does your brother's wife work, or how old is she? (Pause)
Maybe, Mama, you didn't hear well. The statement says here, written by Dumisani,

"My mother and the wife of my brother." Those are Dumisani's words. --- I think
there's been a mistake then. My brother was not married at that stage when I was
married, so it means there's a mistake here.
So you would like your mum to get a pension. I was just reminding you. --- Yes,
I would greatly appreciate that, because it's very difficult for me to be a sole
breadwinner, because these boys are not working. It's very difficult to find
employment. And the other one is still trying to get - he's going to take you to
try and /get
get employment. On these things that I am trying I am trying to educate the
other ones.
Thank you, Mama. We will try and pass on your request. Thank you. I will hand
over.
--------------------CHAIRMAN: Mama and your son, we thank you very much for your being here. We are
saying may God console you in the difficulties you have been through. As already
Dr Mgojo has said that the Commission hasn't got lots of powers, but there are
things that we could plan, or maybe tell the President of this country that we
are saying, "Perhaps here and there you could do this to help the victims." We
will do that and pass on forward your wishes. Thank you very much.
--------------------DR BORAINE: Can you hear my voice?
MRS MSHENGU: Yes, I can hear.
DR BORAINE: Thank you very much. Now, Mrs Mshengu, you have come to tell a
story, but you have brought somebody with you. Who is that please?
MRS MSHENGU: My son.
DR BORAINE: And your son's name is? What is his name?
MRS MSHENGU: Musawenkosi.
DR BORAINE: Mrs Mshengu, are you going to tell the story, or is your son going
to tell the story, or both?
MRS MSHENGU: I will relate this thing, but I wasn't there. He was the one who
was present.
DR BORAINE: So we will hear from both of you then. But we will start with you.
All right. Will you please stand. --------------------BEATRICE NIKIZIWE MSHENGU (Sworn, States)
DR BORAINE: Now, let's start with you, because you are going to tell the story,
and then if necessary we'll come back to your son. And the story that you're
going to tell is a story of horror, the death of your husband, of your son, and
your grandson, and it happened very much in the same way as the people that we
have been listening to, the Phungula family, a few moments ago. I am not going
to ask you about that, I am going to ask Mr Dlamini if he will help you to tell
your story. You are very welcome. Please feel very relaxed, you are amongst
friends. Thank you.
MR DLAMINI: Mr Chairperson, can I confirm whether the Vice-Chairperson would
like to ask Musawenkosi to take the oath before, so that if in case he has got
to add something, and he does that under oath, or whether he

/would
would like to do that later on?
DR BORAINE: Let's do it right away then. Will you stand please for the taking of
the oath. In case you are going to add to your mother's story we have to do that
under oath.
--------------------MUSAWENKOSI MSHENGU (Sworn, States)
DR BORAINE: Thank you very much. Please be seated. Mr Dlaminni?
MR DLAMINI: Hello Mama Mshengu and your son. Before you start relating your
story as far as you know it, after the neighbours had contacted you, could you
tell us how many children do your have with your husband so that we get a full
picture of the family? --- I have got six children, two girls and four boys.
Among these children that you have those who passed away, how do they follow one
another? --- The one who died comes after the elder one, and then the one who
left us is the elder one, and then comes another boy of my daughter. He's the
second one.
Is this Thembinkosi who is your daughter's child? If you could relate to us when
your husband left - because you have got two homes. one is in Mtwalume, one is
in KwaMashu - and the report that you got. --- I have got a house in KwaMashu,
and I got married at KwaMashu. And the time arrived when we wanted to go back to
the countryside, and my husband went to the countryside, but he was going to
come back so I remained at home waiting for him to come back. But then I got
this telephone at night from KwaMashu, and my neighbour phoned me, said there's
a terrible thing that has happened at home, I must
/just
just come back immediately. It was at about two at night, and I was already
asleep, so I got up and went to our neighbour and asked him if he couldn't take
me to KwaMashu by car. My neighbour took me and put me KwaMashu. We arrived at
KwaMashu at dawn, and they had already taken away the bodies. We just saw the
blood and the remaining children. He related to me what had happened after they
had taken the bodies, and he also told me that they said they were coming back.
So we realised that we couldn't sleep, and they had damaged everything at home.
They had broken the window, they had broken down the doors, they have also
broken down my husband's car. And I was also scared, I couldn't sleep at home
because I had been told that they were coming back. I went to my sister's place
at F, and my sister allowed me to sleep at her place. That day was on a
Saturday, the following day was Sunday. On Sunday we stayed there at my sister.
We were waiting for Monday to go to the mortuary, and we went to see them at
mortuary. We saw them. We found that they were completely injured, and my
husband had been killed and my son had been chopped off all over his head. And
my daughter's child had also been shot a lot, many times on his head, and there
were lots of bullets. I then planned that I will bury them at Mtwalume, because
I was afraid of burying them at KwaMashu, that they will attack us again. I
planned to bury them at Mtwalume. Our priest really helped me with all the
arrangements. The priest helped me to make all the funeral arrangements, and
they helped me with everything because I didn't have anything. I really didn't
have any financial resources. The priest helped me with that. From after the
funeral I went to KwaMashu, and
/I went
I went to report what had happened at my home. And the councillor said to me, he
said, "Your house something had happened." They said it was just unfortunate,

that's not what they had aimed for. He said even if he showed me the list my
house wouldn't be in that list of the houses which had been written. I didn't
know what to do because those people were dead, because I was told that it was
unfortunate. I don't know if he knew these people or not. I also went to report
to - I didn't go to report to the police ... (inaudible)
INTERPRETER: We can't hear. --- We just went at home. I stayed a long time until
I got very sick, so I went back to my children at KwaMashu. So that's how I have
managed to get this opportunity to relate my story here. I have been suffering
for a long time bringing up these children, because when my husband died all
these children were still at school. Some of them passed and some of them
couldn't go ahead because I couldn't afford. The older ones said - the other one
said, "I am going to try some bursaries to help them," when he arrived at
school, but then we couldn't have money for other things. On the second year he
came back again, he said, "Mama, we've been dismissed from school because we
can't pay for the school fees." Another one also is still at school, but he is
saying he can't go any further because he doesn't even have books. He is going
to look for an employment so that he can further his own studies. All these are
difficult things in my heart. They really had wanted to continue their
schooling, but others ended up stopping schooling and they are just at home.
They are still not yet employed.
/What do
What do you survive on, Mama? Are you working? --- No, I am not working. I just
survive on pension. I get some pension.
Is this the Government pension? --- Yes, it is the Government pension.
How much? --- It's R400,00.
At the time when you went to the councillor, Mama, and he apologised that they
were not aiming for your house, was there somebody you were with when this
councillor apologised? --- No, I was alone. I went alone to the councillor. But
there were men who were with him. There were lots of men with him. Even when I
reported this matter all these men were on top of me. They asked me what I am
coming to do here because my house is in the rural areas, this KwaMashu home is
not mine, it's the children's house. So I also failed there. I couldn't go any
further. I went home.
Your husband and the children, was there an organisation that they belonged to,
the political organisation that they belonged to? --- No, we were not under any
organisation, but when I heard that my children - I heard that my children were
killed because they were UDF.
Were the children UDF, you and your husband were not? --- No, my husband was a
priest, he wasn't a member of any political organisation. But because my
children were involved then now I have joined my children in ANC.
And now your children, you say they are no longer at school. What classes are
they doing, even the one who is continuing? --- The elder one he was doing B
Ped.
/That was
That was going to be his second year. The other one he's at the technical
college. He was doing management at technical college, personnel management. But
he is still trying, but now he is also going to stop because he doesn't even
have books. He will try to look for an employment so that he can still further
his own studies once he is working. But he is still at school now.
Mama, if there was any kind of assistance what kind of assistance would you
request from the Commission? --- I would like to request - because I have got
difficulty about these children. These are the real children I am worried about,

because they are at home, because if I take my little pension and give it to
them then we die from hunger. I am just at home. All those things are on my
shoulders because I never know what to do. The house which was attacked when
they attacked your home, have you rebuilt it? --- No. We are not able to rebuild
it, we just put card boxes around, because I was also at home. That's how the
home still is. We haven't managed to rebuild it. I thought once my children had
finished schooling we can all start rebuilding our house together.
Thank you, Mama. Could I ask Musawenkosi to say something, if you would like to
add anything, because you were there when there was this attack, so that the
Commission can get a full picture. --- It was on the 24th in May in 1986. I was
asleep at home at night. I was fast asleep. When I woke up I thought there was
thunder and lightning, but when I got up - I was woken up by stones being thrown
through the window, and then I got up. When I looked through the window I saw a
huge crowd of people. The whole house was surrounded by people.
/When I
When I looked towards the door - I got out of the room where I was sleeping, I
went towards the dining-room, and I was trying to escape and run away and see
how I could escape there. At that stage I was very confused. I could also hear
some other one chopping the door. The dining-room door was being chopped off.
When I went to the kitchen I saw the door wide open, but there was just a small
gap. They didn't manage to open wide open, but those who were outside didn't
realise that the door was already open. I could hear them talking. Another one
said - another one was saying, "No, let's go. There's nobody in this house."
Another one said, "No, I heard people speaking inside the bedroom. I think there
are people inside the bedroom." I realised when I looked through this gap inside
the door, I realised that I couldn't manage to escape, I will not be able to
escape through this crowd of people. I said, "Let them kill me inside the
house." So I went back to the bedroom where I was sleeping, I hid myself ...
(incomplete - end of Side B, Tape 7) ... the bed I kept quiet. I could hear this
bed I was sleeping on, they picked it up. Another one said, "Ag, but there is
nobody who can hide under such a small bed." The opposite bed in this room there
was a small boy, my sister's boy, was sleeping there. They took this boy
outside, and I thought he's going to say, "Ay, there's another one hiding on the
other bed." He also kept quiet. They said, "Dress up, let us go." Another one
said, "No, bring the gun here, let's finish him off right inside the house." The
other one said, "No, let's take him away. We're going to burn him." And they
said, "Dress up." He got dressed up and he was crying. They
/took him,
took him, and I was also under the bed, but I could hear these people talking. I
couldn't see at them. But I then - and the other one said, "But where is the man
of this house?" During that time they had already killed - they had already
killed my father. It seems like they didn't know it was my father that they had
killed. They were asking, "Where is the man of this family?" and they took this
other boy with them. And I kept on hiding there until it was quiet, and I got
out. When I woke up, when I tried to come out of the dining-room, I saw our
property was upside-down, and cushions of sofas and windows were broken. When I
looked through the window I could see those people. They were coming through
another road on the right-hand side front in the front of our house. They were
wearing the Zion clothes, and others had their stick of the Zion Church. The
other said, "Are you still here? Move away, because they are still there."
That's how I managed to escape through the back door, and I went to hide at one
of my friends. I only went back at home and it was dawn.
Thank you very much, Musawenkosi. I would like to ask two questions to clarify.
Your sister's child, Thembinkosi, how was he? Are there any of those people you
identified who attacked your home? --- Thembinkosi was only 14 years old. Those
who had come to attack us I didn't know because I was under the bed. I could
only hear their voices. It was only later on when I saw them, and I saw them far
off in the street, what they were wearing. So I don't know who they were because

it was at night, and I was also just trying to escape and save my life.
/Thank
Thank you.
--------------------CHAIRMAN: Mama, I do not know what to say. This is a shocking situation. When
you're listening to this you think - when you're listening to this you realise
how terrible the situation in the past on all sides. There was evil. It's like
we were embraced by this evil, all of us. We'll ask God to be with you. We ask
God to soften your hearts that are painful, and help you to come through and
give you strength. We hope through this Commission - perhaps God will make use
of this Commission to heal all the evils that was all over in our country. May
God through His grace be with you. Thank you very much.
--------------------DR BORAINE: May I welcome you both to the witness stand on behalf of the
Commission. I thank you very much indeed for coming. I understand that, Gary,
you will be talking about your brother and his wife, your sister-in-law, and -I
am not sure if I should call you Kasavan or Terence. Which would you prefer?
MR ARENGASAMY: Terence.
DR BORAINE: Terence. You are the son of the couple who were killed. Fine, thank
you very much indeed, and we are very grateful to both of you, and I am assuming
that both of you will speak.
--------------------GARY GOVINDSAMY and KASAVAN TERENCE ARENGASAMY (Sworn, State)
DR BORAINE: Thank you, please be seated. Now, you have been here and you have
listened to other witnesses telling their stories, and you will know that one of
the Commissioners or committee members is appointed to help in the questioning
and telling and the unfolding of the story. That's my job today, and I am very
pleased to be able to work with you on this occasion. The story that you will
tell is a story of a couple who were simply walking along the Esplanade and were
killed in a bomb blast. It was the 3rd of April 1984. I wonder if you, Gary,
would - or who wishes to speak first? --- I'll speak first.
Fine. Why don't you take up the story and tell us about it? --- I have prepared
a - or I have written up something.
That's perfectly all right. --- And I'd like to read it if I may, and perhaps
later the Commission can ask
/a few
a few questions.
Of course. Please go right ahead. --"On Tuesday, the 3rd of April 1984, at about 7.30 in the
morning a powerful blast rocked Durban. Three people were
killed and several injured. I was a student at the time and
was a freelance reporter for several newspapers, and was
also co-ordinating a newspaper in Durban. I took some time
off from classes and went along to take photographs of the
bomb for my newspaper. It was late in the afternoon and
there were several bomb scares in the area. I left the

blast scene and went to investigate or write on a bomb
scare lower down the road, when somebody stopped me and
asked me if I had heard what had happened. When I said no
they told me that my sister-in-law was indeed injured in
the blast, but they could not find my brother. He asked me
to rush to Addington Hospital, where my sister-in-law was.
Upon arrival there I asked a nurse where my sister-in-law
was. She then broke the news to me that my sister-in-law
had died in the blast, and that they could not find my
brother. I then rushed to a telephone and tried to contact
my family and other relatives. Every phone was engaged
until I managed to get through to my office, where they
confirmed that members of my family had died in the blast.
When I got home I found hundreds of people there. Everyone
was
/"hysterical.
"hysterical. We suspected that my brother was also killed,
but we were unsure. A few hours later I went to the Gale
Street Mortuary to identify them. The mortuary attendants
told me that my family members' bodies were not there, but
that they had two African victims in the morgue. I pleaded
for about an hour for them to allow me to see the bodies.
When the attendants eventually allowed me to see the
bodies, to my horror I found two badly- burnt and
disfigured bodies on a tray. I took a long time to identify
my brother and sister-in-law. I identified my sister-in-law
by her thali, a sacred string she wore around her neck. I
had to look at my brother for a long time to ensure that it
was indeed him. I later made certain statements to the
media condemning the P W Botha Government, and placed the
death of my brother and sister-in-law on the hands of the
Nationalist regime. I called on them to unban the ANC and
other banned political organisations, and to allow all
exiles to return home. I also called for the release of
Nelson Mandela and other political leaders. I called on the
Nationalist Government to earnestly begin talks to stop the
carnage which was at that time engulfing the country. I
said we could not allow innocent people to be killed by
these types of atrocities. I understood that the ANC was to
have made a statement the day
/"after the
"after the blast, and was waiting for the cadres to report
back to the ANC headquarters in Lusaka so that a full
statement could be made. I have no doubt that the ANC
planted the bomb that killed my brother and sister-in-law.
The ANC knows full well that they planted the bomb on the
Esplanade, and that they refused to accept responsibility
because of certain statements I made. The ANC has a duty to
accept responsibility for the blast. They created an orphan
in the name of Terence sitting here by me. The ANC also
caused the death of my father, who worked for the railways
at the time, and who had to pass this death spot several
times a day. My father was a humble man who was an ordinary
labourer, and was fit as a fiddle. His job forced him to
cycle past the spot daily. He could not bear passing the
spot, and six months later after my brother died he too
died from a stroke. My mother, shattered by the death of
her eldest son by the hands of another person, suffered a
stroke and died 12 years later. She was a helpless woman.
She cried for her children every day until the morning she

died. I want to at this stage mention that we had one of
the biggest funerals for my brother and sister-in-law. It
was the biggest funeral in the Indian community. They were
the first victims of a bomb blast in Durban. The ANC played
no role in this funeral. They never
/"offered
"offered us any money, no sympathy card, nothing. They knew
full well that they had planted the bomb there, and knew
that they were to take responsibility for this. The only
organisation which sent us a telegram of sympathy was the
Azanian Peoples Organisation, AZAPO. It is sad that even
people who are now in Parliament, and people who knew us so
well, failed to arrive at the funeral. They failed to even
pass a word of condolence. To date nothing of this nature
has happened. I understood later that two days after the
blast Comrade Oliver Thambo went Radio Freedom and
apologised. I don't know if that is true. I only heard
about this. He was in London at the time, and a London
newspaper carried a report that the victims of the blast
were carrying a bomb in their car when it exploded. The ANC
was in London, and did nothing to clear the names of my
brother and sister-in-law, or the other person that was
killed. I approached a few senior ANC members in the
country regarding the bombing and possible monetary help.
This was futile. None of them even came back to me. Many of
those people, I may say, Mr Chairman, are sitting in
Parliament who were activists at the time when I was an
activist in Durban. The P W Botha Government at that time
created a State President's Fund for victims of the blast,
and I made an application for help, but they
/"refused
"refused to help us. The refused only because of the
statements I made against the system, and for calling for
the release of Mandela and the unbanning of the ANC and
other banned organisations. We want to know the person who
planted this bomb. He must tell us why he did so. He must
tell us why he did not warn bystanders to flee the area. He
knew the bomb was lethal. He must apologise for what he had
done. I want to say that my family had brought up my nephew
totally without any support from the State or from the ANC.
The ANC had a duty to support my family, or at least
inquire as to my nephew's wellbeing. They did not. Had I
not denigrated the Nationalist Government, and placed the
death on the hands of the Botha Government, we would have
benefitted from the State President's Fund. I made a
statement. The statements I made were totally in conflict
with the political beliefs of other members of my family
and relatives. I was branded a traitor and a betrayer. How
could I support the ANC which killed my brother and sisterin-law? I was called upon by many political bodies to
support them in other racist elections to keep the blacks
and the Africans out of the political arena. This I did not
do. It was against my beliefs, and I could not betray the
black struggle. I was completely ostracised from my family.
I understood exactly how my
/"relatives
"relatives and family felt. I think differently about the
struggle, and I know for a fact that people get killed in

the struggle for liberation. It was unfortunate that my
brother, who supported the struggle for liberation in a
peaceful means, got killed. He believed in a free and just
society for all South Africans, a society where everyone,
black and white, could live in harmony. I want to plead
through this forum, Mr Chairman, for an end to all the
atrocities committed, whether in Sri Lanka, the Middle
East, in Africa, or in KwaZulu Natal. I urge the leaders to
get together and avoid the bloodshed. We cannot allow
children to become the victims of the atrocities to the
satisfaction of the politicians. There has to be an end to
violence so that all of us can live in harmony, and let not
the death of my brother be in vain. He wanted a free and
just society, where everyone can live happily. I want to
ask for President Nelson Mandela and Chief Mangosuthu
Buthelezi to stop the carnage in KwaZulu Natal so that
other people, other children, are not left orphans and
belittled, and live in squalor like some of us are doing in
this province."
Thank you.
Thank you very much for a very moving statement. I want to return to some of the
comments you have made, but perhaps Terence would like to complete the picture.
And
/Terence,
Terence, I know it's very hard for you, you were only six years old when this
happened, and you were made an orphan, but we would be glad to hear from you if
you have anything to say. --- I was small at that time, I was six years old. I
do not remember much. But I would like to say that I don't like to see other
kids now, especially today, ending up an orphan like me. It's hard if you're
alone and you do not have any brother or sister growing up, and you do not have
parents. But I had my family which supported me throughout the years, and I am
grateful for that. I'd like to know the person that planted this bomb. I would
like him to come forward, and I would forgive him if he tells me why he did it.
Terence, you will obviously have a chance to say something more if you wish, but
do you want to stop there for the moment? Thank you. That's very brave, thank
you. You have told us a little bit about your brother and his wife, who were so
tragically counted amongst the victims of random and calculated violence. What
ages were they when they died? --- My brother was about 34, and my sister-in-law
was about 10 years younger.
Thank you. You mentioned that your brother had a commitment to - the liberation
of the country, I think is the words you used. Was he involved - he or his wife,
in any particular way with any particular party or particular commitment? --There are some doubts about that, but some of us who knew my brother at the time
would recall some instances where he was involved with the then 1974 incidents
when SASO or BPC was around, and he was not an -he was an activist at the time.
My sister-in-law was apolitical. She never knew what was happening in terms of
/politics.
politics. But at the time of his death my brother was a family man. He had a
brilliant job. As a black man he went right up in his job, much to the hate of
white people, and he prospered in his life. Coming from humble beginnings, a
humble background, my brother had gone a long way. He was about to have bought a
house. His wife was pregnant at the time she died, and he was to have taken an
insurance policy of about R100 000,00 - I read in the newspaper - the day after
the death, because he confirmed the day before the death that he was going to
sign these papers.

It compounds the tragedy. You mentioned that in your own response, apart from
your personal grief, which is very understandable, that you made a powerful
political statement. Were you in any way involved in politics? I know that the
ANC, for example, was a banned organisation in 1984, so clearly you couldn't
have open membership of that party, but just tell us about why you made such a
strong statement? Was it revulsion of violence, or political commitment, or
what? --- It was a situation - when one looks at the political arena at the time
you find there are bomb explosions. The perpetrators were not blowing up pylons,
they were not blowing up bridges, they were not blowing up Government offices,
they were not blowing up the army barracks. In this instance innocent people
were being affected, innocent people were being killed. And I know for a fact
that in a struggle like this innocent people get caught in the crossfire, but I
couldn't allow the death of my brother to go in vain, and the Government of the
day had a responsibility - not to put people in gaol and chase them overseas in
exile, but
/they had
they had a responsibility to start talking to the leaders of the respective
communities, the leaders of organisations which were rightly and justifiably which justifiably belonged to this country. Any by banning the organisation and
putting people in gaol they couldn't achieve what was the right thing to do, and
these type of atrocities would have continued. And I thought it best that I make
a statement like this, much to the detriment of myself in terms of my family. It
was difficult to have made a decision to speak out in that fashion, more so when
my own brother and sister-in-law were killed.
Can I just ask one last question about that? When you made that statement in
support of negotiation politics, resolution of conflict, were you aware that the
allegation would be that the ANC had planted that bomb? --- Of course. There was
no doubt in my mind that the ANC had planted the bomb. Who else would have done
it? The AWB?
What I am asking is you made that statement condemning the Government and its
policies knowing that the ANC had planted the bomb, or did you only hear that
afterwards? --- I knew full well the ANC had planted the bomb, and I knew full
well that the ANC planted the bomb as a means to an end. But it was unfortunate
that people were killed.
You illustrate the terrible dilemma of so many, many thousands of people in this
country who wanted change so desperately, but were also appalled at the high
cost, and you of course felt it personally, and we are sympathetic towards you
and feel some of that pain, particularly as you had to bear a great deal of
criticism. Now, did you
/take
take Terence into your family almost as a son, or has he lived with some other
members of the family, or have you brought him up? --- He was basically brought
up at my - at our home. My problem is that he gave me a hard time from the time
now he's bigger than me. I have to look after him in a fashion and make him into
a big boy. So he was my responsibility from the time his parents died up until
now.
Did you have any other children? --- I have two children of my own, but they are
very young. But I didn't marry, only because I had a responsibility.
You mention that you would like to know who planted the bomb, and I think you're
expressing something of your deep disappointment that nobody came forward to at
least say, "Hey, I'm sorry about what happened." --- I feel disappointed that
the perpetrators of this blast haven't come forward in these 12 years to
apologise or take responsibility for it. And the ANC didn't take responsibility
only because of the statements I had made, only because I had said that we were
part of the struggle, and we were ironically affected by this.

I suppose that - I mean I don't know if the then president of the ANC actually
made that apology on behalf of his party that you referred to, and I suppose
that people inside the country were banned or weren't allowed to be members, but
have you been in touch with any of the ANC leadership since they have returned,
and since the banning has been lifted so they could act as a normal party? --- I
did make - take up the issue with certain people and nothing had happened, and I
feel more disgusted at that.
/Ja, I
Ja, I am sure that we are sympathetic to the fact that not only has this tragedy
visited you, but there seems to have been so little compassion. Terence, you
have been brought up by your uncle. As he indicates you are almost bigger than
he is now, and you are very lucky that you had someone to take the place of your
parents, although no one can do that entirely. Do you want to say anything more
about how you feel, or how the Commission may be of some help to you as an
orphan? --- I'd like the Commission to like name a memorial service, or like a
hall or something, after my parents.
Anything else? --- And probably the funds that you should give it to the needy
people like - what's it, Stompie Siphe's mother, who needs it.
We certainly are going to try to do that, and in the Act under which we fall
there is what we call the President's Fund, which, as the hearings develop, we
will advise the President on a policy, and then money would have to be voted by
Parliament to try and see in terms of memorials, or scholarships, or pensions,
or any small way in which to try to relieve - and I am very grateful that you
point to other people's needs rather than your own, because you could quite
easily have done that. Can I ask you one last question, Terence? You're a young
man of 18 now. You were six years old then. How do you feel now about the
situation in the country as a young man with a future ahead of you? If you don't
want to answer that, that's fine, it's not a problem. --- There is a lot of
violence going on in this country at the moment, and I'd like it to stop. As you
see in parts, on Saturday I think, in town, there was lots of bloodshed, guys
getting
/killed.
killed. We don't want that, we want to live in a peaceful world.
Thank you very much. Do you want to add anything at all? --- (Incomplete - end
of Side A, Tape 8) ... he'll think about it and come back to me. He came back to
me, he says, "Okay, we forgive them." And I felt proud that he thinks in that
fashion, and not like a - like we were brought up in a system with revulsion and
revenge and that.
Thank you, I find that very encouraging. Thank you.
--------------------CHAIRMAN: Thank you very, very much. We are very deeply moved by your testimony,
Terence, and especially your concern for other people, and your desire, which is
one that is shared by many, that violence could end and that we should be able
to live in a society that is peaceful and prosperous, and has a place under the
sun for everybody. But thank you very much, and God bless you.
--------------------DR BORAINE: Mr Haffajee, welcome.
MR HAFFAJEE: Thank you.
DR BORAINE: We're very pleased to see you, and are grateful to you for coming to

the Commission to share something of your own personal loss and pain. Now, you
also have someone with you, and perhaps you could tell us who that is.
MR HAFFAJEE: That's my son, my youngest son, Bilala.
DR BORAINE: Well now, let me welcome him very warmly. Can I ask whether you are
going to give testimony, or whether both of you are?
MR HAFFAJEE: I'll be doing it.
DR BORAINE: You will. Thank you very much. Well, let me say how marvellous it is
to have somebody next to you, and it's not an easy time and, as we've said
before, to have a family member is very, very important for all of the
witnesses. In a moment I am going to ask my colleague to lead you as you give
your evidence, and yours of course goes back a long way to 1977, and you are
going to tell us about the death of your brother, Dr H M Haffajee.
MR HAFFAJEE: Yes.
DR BORAINE: Before you do that you know that I have to ask you to take the oath,
so will you please stand.
--------------------YUSUF HAFFAJEE (Sworn, States)
DR BORAINE: Thank you very much indeed. Again thank you very much for coming. We
look forward to hearing your story, despite its sadness and its tragedy, and in
order to assist you I am going to call upon my colleague, Mr Lax.
MR LAX: Greetings, Yusuf, and greetings to your family
/as well.
as well. --- Thank you.
And please pass on my regards to your parents, to your mum. --- I'll do that.
It's ironic that you and I are going through this process together, I on behalf
of the Commission, as we are neighbours almost from the same city, and we do
know one another quite well. --- Yes.
CHAIRMAN: Can you speak into the microphone? I think you are - you are too
cultured.
MR LAX: I will try and project. It will be helpful for us, before we start to
tell your brother's story, and the horrible facts of what happened to him, if
you could, just by way of introduction, give us a brief outline of your family
and how your brother fitted in, what sort of a person he was, and so on. --Certainly. I am Yusuf Mohammed Haffajee, the eldest brother of Dr Hoosen Mia
Haffajee, who was killed in Security Police detention on the 3rd of August 1977.
I have a brother in Pietermaritzburg who is a teacher, and I have a sister
living in Johannesburg, and at the moment my mother lives with my sister. My
father passed away 10 years ago today. Hoosen was born on the 6th of November
1950. He attended the St Paul Primary School, Mariann School, and matriculated
in 1965 at the Woodlands Secondary School. Thereafter he left for India and
commenced his studies, and in 1975 he qualified as a dentist. While he was in
India he represented his university for hockey, and I was told that he was the
first foreigner to be elected the president of the Students Representative
Council. Before returning home he hitch hiked to London to visit an aunt and
friends there, flew back to India, packed his trunks
/and came

and came back home. After a little bit of effort he managed to get a job at the
King George Hospital in Durban.
Now, I know you have prepared a statement, and it's a fairly lengthy one, and if
I could ask if you could try and be reasonably brief if possible, rather than
take a long time. We still have quite a number of witnesses to do. But I don't
wish to curtail you in any way. --- Certainly. On the morning of the 3rd of
August 1977 four white policemen came to our place and ... (intervention)
If I could just ask you to please just bring the microphone a little closer to
you. They seem to be having a problem. --- Four white policemen came to our
business and informed me that my brother was dead, and that he had committed
suicide. When I asked them where this had happened they told me it was in a
police cell. And I was surprised, and they asked me, "Didn't you know that your
brother was in gaol?" Of course I didn't know that at that time. After breaking
the news to my mother and my friends - by that time my neighbours had come - I
phoned Professor Gordon, a Professor of Forensic Medicine and Dean of the
Medical School in Durban, because he was going to perform the autopsy. I phoned
a friend and asked him to get a private pathologist to observe on our behalf.
After taking care of a few things I left for Durban, and at the Gale Street
Mortuary I met my aunt from London, Ravia, and her friends, Gaza and Ramina
Motala. Two Indian security police came up to me and asked me to accompany them
to my brother's flat because they wanted to search it and others were waiting
there, but as the post-mortem was going to be over soon I decided to wait. I
/asked
asked Professor Gordon, when he came out of the room, whether my brother had
injuries on his body, and he said yes. And I asked him whether he knew how they
were caused, and he said no, he had taken samples of tissue and he would make a
report later. He had to satisfy himself that my brother didn't get those
injuries while doing gardening over the weekend. He did tell me that there were
multiple knots round his neck, and his exact words were, "The knots were so
tight that I could not undo them. I had to use a razor blade to cut the trousers
off." And when I asked him whether the injuries were in any way related to his
manner of death he said, "I cannot tie them up with the manner of death." While
at the police mortuary I phoned and spoke to Brigadier Hansen, the CID chief,
and he told me very little. He quoted me the Criminal Procedure Act. And I told
him I don't know what that means because he quoted the number and the year.
Subsequently I got in touch with Colonel Francois Steenkamp and asked him what
happened. And there was disparity in the two versions. One of them said that the
trousers was tied to a bar of the grille door, and the other said that the
trousers was tied to the door knob. When I asked Steenkamp about this, and asked
which is the truth, he shouted at me, "I don't have to tell you anything," and
he slammed the phone on me. I identified the body, and when we were putting it
into the hearse on a bier I was terribly shocked to see that he had a lot of
marks, which appeared to me to be burn marks, around both his knees. My father
was not in 'Maritzburg on that day, but fortunately we had found him and he came
back. He flew down and arrived home in time. At 9.30 that night we
/buried
buried my brother at the Mountain Rise Cemetery. Now, when we first arrived home
I discussed with a friend, and because we did not get a pathologist in Durban Dr Chetty had not been able to make it - I contacted my school mate, Attorney
Morgan Naidoo, from the firm A K South, Morgan Naidoo & Company, and asked him
to please come down. He came down with Advocate Harry Pitman and Dr Motala. We
had a discussion, and as a result of that Advocate Pitman tried to get the
services of a pathologist. He failed. Then he tried to get the services of any
medical specialist, and didn't succeed there either. It became clear to us that
most specialists, members of a very noble profession, had no intention of
tangling with the Security Police. Morally reprehensible conduct comes in all
colours. Eventually Dr David Biggs, an orthopaedic surgeon, fearlessly rallied
to our assistance. Helped by Dr Motala he conducted an examination and he took

down notes. Then he guided the photographer in taking of the colour photographs,
which I subsequently tendered as evidence at the inquest. Some time after the
burial I had a consultation with Advocate Pitman, and he asked me to get hold of
the various reports, and it was quite an effort. We only managed to get the
reports on the 13th of December 1977, and on checking I found that not one of
them was dated beyond the 29th of August. Advocate Pitman had phoned Professor
Gordon to request the microscope slides of the tissues, and a lengthy
conversation took place between Advocate Pitman and Professor Gordon, at the end
of which Advocate Pitman was very optimistic about the evidence that Gordon said
he would give at the inquest. The inquest into my brother's death took place in
Durban
/in February
in February/March 1978. The presiding Magistrate was one Trevor Blunden. Both
Professor Gordon and Dr Biggs submitted a report to the inquest. Although in the
inquest Professor Gordon said he had not counted the wounds, a quick count of
his schedules in the report showed that there were closer to 60 than the 40/50
which he estimated. Dr Theo Lourens, a specialist surgeon from Johannesburg,
drew a diagram, which I have given to you all. He had an artist draw that, and
the injuries reflected on it are drawn to scale. The dark marks represent
abraded bruises, and the lighter marks represent bruises. As you will notice
that there is a large concentration around the knees, around the elbows, the
back, the small of the back, and to a lesser extent on the shoulders and the
ankles. Also in the report is mentioned that during the autopsy a large area of
extravasation was found in the brain. This was the sort of thing that happens
when a person gets a very heavy blow, and Dr Lourens told me that in most cases
he would be very surprised if a person receiving such a blow did not become
concussed. Also there was extravasation of the mesentery, which was consistent
with a heavy blow to the midriff, possibly a kick, something which will cause a
person to become winded. I won't read out to you the medical report, because I
don't understand them very well myself, but I will tell you what Dr Biggs wrote
at the end of his report.
"I left the examination with many questions I could not
answer. Some of these were related to the post-mortem
procedure and others about the marks I
/"had
"had observed. It seemed likely that death had been caused
by a tight, constricting band around the neck. It further
appeared to be death by suffocation, rather than by sudden
arterial occlusion, yet it was stated that the band around
the neck had to be cut to remove, the knot being too tight
to loosen. How could this have been achieved? How the
constricting bands around the neck came to be divided into
two? How the multiple and very similar marks had been
produced? For what purposes were the incisions on the inner
aspects of the thighs made? What was the reason for the
removal of pieces of skin?"
Some of these questions, of course, were answered at the inquest. Dr Biggs also
conducted an investigation to try to determine how those marks that he saw on my
brother's body were caused, and his report said,
"I attempted to produce similar marks on the skin by
subjecting specimen to various forms of electrical current,
and failed. Application of heat only damaged the local
skin. Because the sites of most of the lesions were over
joints I attempted compression of a joint between the jaws
of a vice grip. This did produce some impressions on the
skin, but no lesions comparable to those

/"found
"found on the body. Next, direct compression of a fold of
skin was tried. It was found that considerable pressure had
to be applied to produce an impression which persisted. By
further experimentation of using various instruments I was
able to produce impressions which corresponded to those I
had observed. The implement used was of a type used to
compress lead seals onto string or wire,"
very much a device like this one here. When Professor Gordon gave his testimony
at the inquest Advocate Pitman was astounded at the hostility shown by Professor
Gordon towards the legal representatives of the Haffajee family. This was in
sharp contrast to his earlier attitude when he spoke to Advocate Pitman in
December. To this day we have not been able to understand the hostility of
Professor Gordon, nor the volte face in his attitude. A large contingent of
security
police
were
present
at
the
inquest,
including
one
from
Pietermaritzburg, with his informer colleague in tow. Unlike the whites, who
kept their distance during the breaks, the Indians would congregate near us and
taunt us with remarks like, "Bloody terrorist. He was a coward." Considering the
arrogance of their head, Colonel Francois Steenkamp, their conduct was not
surprising, though vexing. Discipline filters downwards from above. Blunden's
conclusion left no doubt that he was part of the country's repressive system,
with its cowardly and spineless judiciary. He accepted what the Security Police
said, no matter how flimsy the evidence,
/and
and regarded the assertions by our counsel as either unsupported by evidence or
mere speculation. He agreed with the senior counsel representing the Security
Police, Advocate Willem Booysen, that Hoosen faced the prospect of a long term
of imprisonment, and that this motivated him to take his life. Advocate Booysen
was then a member of the Broederbond, and subsequently a Judge of the Natal
Supreme Court and a resigned member of the Broederbond. Whenever there is a
death in detention of a political detainee that death is attributed to the most
ludicrous of reasons - slipping on a bar of soap or stumbling down a flight of
stairs. Where a detainee appears to have taken his or her life the stock
explanation is that the deceased preferred taking his or her life rather than go
to prison for a long period. How amazing. There have been many thousands of
persons sentenced to long terms of imprisonment for offences, both political and
non-political, over the decades, yet we know of less than six deaths in
detention which had the appearance of suicide. But Hoosen had not even been
charged, let alone tried and convicted, yet that is what the inquest Court did.
En route to finding a possible motive for the suicide he was, in effect,
posthumously found guilty and sentenced. The Professional Provident Society of
which my brother Hoosen was a member refused to honour an insurance policy
payable on his death to my parents. They refused to make payment on the grounds
that Hoosen had committed suicide, and that suicide within two years of the
policy being taken constituted a ground for repudiating payment. The attitude of
the Professional Provident Society was carefully discussed with the family
attorney and Advocate
/Pitman,
Pitman, and we came to the following conclusions. We did not rule out the real
possibility that Hoosen was murdered. Even if Hoosen did take his life it was
only done because he was compelled to do so by the unlawful action of others on
him, and that is murder. We did not, and do not for one moment, believe that the
60 wounds found on his body were sustained by him during two scuffles due to his
reluctance to enter motor vehicles, both of which could never have totalled more
than two minutes. That explanation is a clumsy lie, but was given in the
arrogant confidence that everything to the contrary would not be accepted by the
inquest Magistrate. We believe that if Hoosen did take his own life then he did
so because he was so sadistically tortured that he sought refuge in death,

rather than undergo further torture. Based on this reasoning it was the
unanimous opinion of our legal advisers that, in the claim against the
Professional Provident Society, my father could claim that a "suicide" is not a
suicide where a person is driven to taking his or her life because of unlawful
conduct of others on that person. That is called murder. With a claim of this
nature the onus would then fall on the Professional Provident Society to
establish that Hoosen did commit suicide. To prove that the Professional
Provident Society would have to call most, if not all, those persons who gave
evidence at the inquest. It would have meant Hoosen's interrogators, one Taylor
and one du Toit, would also have to enter the witness box and give their
testimony all over again, and be cross-examined. But on this occasion we would
have a number of advantages. The matter would be heard in the Supreme Court,
hopefully
/before
before a Judge of integrity. We would have before us the record of all the
evidence given, and would therefore be in a position to spot inconsistencies and
contradictions. Witnesses who had lied would not remember all that they had said
at the inquest. The objectives of the action against the Professional Provident
Society were twofold. Firstly to compel the Professional Provident Society to
honour the insurance policy, and secondly to highlight once again the
circumstances surrounding Hoosen's death, the system of detention and
interrogation, and the vast powers of the Security Police under the Terrorism
Act. Summons was issued in a hurry to avoid prescription, but we came up against
an obstacle, a lack of funding to proceed with the matter. The matter was raised
with the Reverend Bob Clark of the Pietermaritzburg Dependants Conference, on
which I served. He considered the strategy of proceeding against the
Professional Provident Society a good one, but try as we could no funding was
available, not even from the Osingeni Trust, which was headed by our Chairman
here. The action had to be abandoned because my father could not afford the
Supreme Court action. The Haffajee family and friends have received no
satisfaction of any nature regarding the circumstances which led to Hoosen's
death. Previously we did not have an opportunity to publicly express our
gratitude and appreciation for the moral support and assistance we received from
many organisations and countless people, many of them unknown to us, who
identified with us. We have wonderful friends and neighbours, and do not know
what we would have done without them. Hoosen's friends and colleagues were no
less wonderful. We remember the late Dr David Biggs, a
/quiet
quiet and unassuming person, for his bravery in the face of fascism, and Dr
Motala for coming immediately when we needed his help, our attorney, Morgan
Naidoo, for his commitment to justice, and of course the late Advocate Harry
Pitman. There is so much one can say about him. He was one of the most
courageous lawyers in the pursuit of justice. It was his formidable reputation
as a human rights lawyer which made us turn to him. Without a moment's
hesitation he plunged into the investigation surrounding my brother's death. The
efforts of Amnesty International in London were also very much appreciated. The
world is a better place because of such people. Concerning the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission, we were sorely tempted to join the families of Biko,
Ribero and Mxenge. However, we chose to come to this Commission because we agree
with two of its functions. We agree that there should be a record of all human
rights violations and atrocities, and not just from 1960 only. We agree that
wherever possible there ought to be reparation to victims or their families.
Concerning the granting of amnesty to those who caused my brother's death, we
are totally opposed to it. Murderers, torturers and human rights abusers must be
given no amnesty. There can be no forgiveness for such people. Hoosen was our
... (incomplete - end of Side B, Tape 8) ... and torturers must be hunted down,
arrested, tried, and punished. It is also of some concern to me that the Amnesty
Committee of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission meets in private. This
hearing here is open. A perpetrator is free to attend and listen to this
testimony and allegations. There may be a few present here. Similarly victims

should
/be accorded
be accorded the right to hear testimony of the perpetrators. On behalf of the
Haffajee family and friends of Hoosen we thank the Commission for giving us this
opportunity of recording the circumstances surrounding Hoosen's death. Thank
you.
Thank you, Yusuf, for a very clear and precise account of what, even after so
long, has been a horrifying experience for you and your family. We've certainly
heard, as you know today, and as you've seen in the press, some horrifying
stories of similar things that have happened to many, many other people in this
country, and we will be hearing a similar story - I think it's the next one
we'll be hearing from the same police station as your late brother. But before I
hand over to the Chairperson I have a few short questions to ask. The first is,
even though you have in your own hearts accepted that your brother was driven to
suicide, was he the kind of person who, under normal circumstances, would have
committed suicide? --- No, he was not that type. We know it, and all his friends
and colleagues confirm it.
The second question relates to a follow up on what you think you would like the
Commission to do, and how it should go about following up your evidence and your
family's request. Would you like us to investigate this matter once again and
look at it in much more detail? --- Yes, certainly I would like it to be
investigated. I would also like the Commission to assist us in our quest for
justice, and maybe thereby help us to achieve the peace and happiness that we
need.
As you are aware one of the committees of the Commission is a Reparations and
Rehabilitation Committee,
/and its
and its purpose is to recommend measures for reparation and rehabilitation. Is
there anything that you or your family would request from that committee, and
from the Commission in that form? --- Unfortunately that was not an aspect that
I queried with my mother when I last spoke to her, but if there is anything I
will certainly take the opportunity to let you know.
Thank you. --- And any advice and assistance which the Commission can give us in
pursuing our matter with the PPS will be appreciated.
--------------------DR BORAINE: Mr Haffajee, I want to express what I am quite sure a lot of
Commissioners would like to do, but because of time pressure one has to be quite
brief, and that is that I am extremely grateful to you for your candid views.
Apart from the story of your brother's death you have expressed your
reservations about the Commission, and let me say that we are possibly the first
to acknowledge that this is an imperfect instrument, that it has certain powers
and objectives, but there are always limitations, determined in large measure by
the nature of the political settlement which took place in this country, I
appreciate your comments and sharing with us your reservations about coming
here, and yet coming. Because I hope that this is going to be an encouragement
to others who have similar reservations, but for the reasons you advanced
decided to come. Now, you've asked us - or rather in response to a question
you've said that you would like the Commission to investigate this one more time
to try and see if one can't get to the truth. I want to ask you a question, and
I have no expectation of an
/answer
answer one way or the other. I would value your comments. What we have found

being experienced by many people who have come to the Commission is over and
over again they have said to us, "We want to know the truth. We want to find out
what happened." Earlier today, "Who planted the bomb? Who was responsible for my
parents' death? Who killed my child?" etcetera. And I think that over and over
again we've come to understand that there is a tremendous need to know. Now, one
of the ways in which one can know is by investigation, by trying to find out, by
having trained personnel, not hiding, but uncovering, and we will certainly do
that. I want to ask you, if someone came to the Amnesty Committee, which
incidentally is open - if they came to the Amnesty Committee and said, "I was
there. I was there when Haffajee died," and explains the nature of what happens,
and asks for amnesty for whatever role they played, how would you feel about
that? --- In one sense I will be relieved, because I will now be learning
something which I did not know before, but it's very much possible that my anger
may come to the surface also, and my behaviour thereafter I hope will be
gentlemanly.
Again I appreciate your candidness with the Commission. Thank you very much.
--------------------Mr Haffajee, just one brief question, which ties up your case in fact with a
number of cases that we heard in Gauteng last week, where the phrase that arose
out of similar instances of so-called suicide was in fact "induced suicide." I
just want to ask, do you think there can be any doubt from the inquest in the
minds of the
/State
State pathologist, the doctors, the lawyers, the Special Branch who were
involved in that inquest - do you think there can in fact have been any doubt in
any of their minds about what had actually happened? --- No, there could have
been no doubt in their minds. I think the evidence was very clear, and they
chose to look at it from another angle.
--------------------CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much. Just to add our own deep condolences, for what
they are worth. We have been listening to very harrowing accounts, and hearing
about the pain of so many people. We hope that just the fact of having people
listen to you, without seeking to pass judgment on how you feel and how you
react as a result of your pain, may to some extent help to assuage that pain.
And I am glad that you have said that this is the first chance that you have
had, as it were, of unburdening yourself and having an official body listen so
that you could put, as it were, your side of the story, where you have carried
this for all of these years since 1977. And we have heard the views that you
have expressed, and we take those very seriously into account when we work out
what the recommendations are that we want to bring to the President. Thank you
very much. --- Thank you.
--------------------DR BORAINE: Mr Mayi, you have somebody with you. Could you tell us who that is
please?
MR MAYI: He's the person who is accompanying me. I am on my own.
DR BORAINE: I am very grateful you have a friend and have somebody to come with
you. That's very reassuring, and I hope that that's going to make you feel more
relaxed, at ease. We are not as bad as we look. We are your friends. We want to
only hear what is in your heart. And you have come to tell us about your cousin,
Bhayampini Mzizi. Thank you very much. I am not going to ask you any more
questions, except I have to ask you to please stand so that you can take the
oath.

--------------------MAMELA MAYI (Sworn, States)
DR BORAINE: Thank you very much. Please feel very, very relaxed now, and I am
going to tell you who is going to help you, and I am going to call on my
colleague and fellow Commissioner, Dr Mgojo, and I hand over to him now.
DR MGOJO: Thank you very much, Mayi, that you managed to come before this
Commission, especially because we so wish to be at the place that you have been
to. We are very happy to see you here. What I want to know, can we hear from
you, give us a brief introduction who are you, how are you related to this
person? --- How I am connected, Mampani is my cousin. I grew up with him. He is
a person who was an inyanga, living on herbal things. He went to Richmond from
his home. After that ... (intervention)
I am still going to ask how big was your family. I just wanted to know the
relation. --- Yes, he was my
/cousin.
cousin.
Now, tell us about his family. How big was his family? --- It was too big
because he had two wives. His first-born is Musweni and Mfikilelo, and his
daughter called Jengisile. I don't know the others because they are so many.
Because he had so big family, where is his family? --- The elder one said, "No,
I don't want the children to come here." It was so difficult, because I went to
see the children. They could have been here, but because of the large numbers
they can't be here.
Mr Mayi, as you are here we are at a very delicate function here. Didn't you get
any recognition, any permission from the family that you should come here and
represent them? --- Yes. His wife said she is afraid of the children. She
doesn't want to appear here, but I should come on her behalf. I said to her,
"How can I come to see you because you have so many boys?"
We'll go ahead even though ... (inaudible) ... we usually prefer that the person
get permission from the family before they come and speak on behalf of the
family, because it might happen that your talk here would create problems for
the family. Are you still free to speak on behalf of the family without having
been authorised by the family to come and speak here on their behalf? --- Yes, I
am prepared to come and speak here because I was very hurt by his death. His
wife has got no problem with me. It's just that he needed to consult his elder
son, because I have sent a word to her. She said to me, "That's all right. You
should consult my elder son," but I was afraid to go to the elder son and get an
/authorisation
authorisation to relate this. (Pause)
Just tell what you know about our cousin. --- What I do know about my cousin, he
left home, he had gone to do his work as an inyanga. And after he left, it was
quite a while after he had left, there was a policeman who arrived who was
looking for him. This police was called Grant. He used to work at Highflats
Police Station. But this police arrived there and found that he had already
gone. He asked from his senior wife, because there's something that is very
difficult, because his cousin's wife wasn't well, and they wanted him to go and
help. His senior wife said no, he has already left. They said he was in a rush
to go to Richmond. He has gone to practice his inyanga medicine there. He said,
"Maybe try and run. He might even catch up with him, because he was going to
catch two buses." From there they left, they followed him, and they did found

him at the bus stop where he was going to change buses. They took him. They said
they are taking him back at home because there's an urgent thing that was very
important, but the didn't tell him what was this important thing that they
wanted him to go back home for. From there he came with them and they took him.
When they came back they gave him over to other policemen, and these policemen
took him to Brighton Beach. At this Brighton Beach that's where he ended, and
his wife talked with these other people where he was originally going to. They
said, "Bhayampini was coming to you, but he is not yet back home. What's
happening to him? Now people say they don't know where he has gone to." And
those people said, "No, he didn't arrive," whereas they took him along the way.
And from there he looked for him, looking from
/this
this policeman who originally came to home to look for him. They were looking
for this Bhayampini, because they couldn't trace him from where he had said he
was going to. These policemen said no, he had been arrested. They said, "Hau,
why was he arrested?" "No, he is the criminal." And the woman wanted to know
where he had been arrested to. This other policeman said, "No, they took him to
Durban." So now we didn't exactly know what happened, and the wives started
crying and jumping up and down at the police station. And one day they came with
the soldiers. The soldiers were with him from Durban. They said he must take out
all the bombs he had with him, and he said no, he doesn't know any bomb. And
they brought him back again. And they brought him again and said, "Take out
these bombs," and he said, "No, I don't have any bombs. I don't know of any
bombs." From there he came back because he was going to be buried, and one of
his eyes had protruded out. It's as if he had been hit with something that this
eye got inside. We buried him at home. That's all I can say.
By the way, you live at Umlazi Hostel. Where is that hostel? --- At Te Huis. I
live at Te Huis Hostel.
You said it was difficult for you to meet the son of the deceased at section 17.
Can you explain a bit more? Why is it difficult for you to go to the elder son
at section 17? --- It's because here and 17 we dare not go there. We get
assaulted and beaten up when we go there.
Just continue. --- In section 17 we cannot go there. It usually happens you must
tell everything where
/do you
do you come from. When you say you come from the hostel, or at Thuyhuis, you
will never go back again.
What's the distinction between Thuyhuis and the other hostel, because they are
all in one township? --- And in Glebelands there is Congress, that's ANC, and on
the other side is Inkatha.
You say you live at Umlazi Hostel, but where is your home? --- It's in High
Flats.
At High Flats. --- It's a black school at Nhlabatzana.
Where does Bhayampini come from, where was he born? --- He was born on the
farms. From there he went to the homeland. That's where he died.
According to your statement you say that you've heard at the station when you
were asked where is Mzizi you were told that he's no longer at High Flats, he's
at Brighton Beach Station. Did the family know that he was no longer at High
Flats but he was in Brighton Beach? --- It is his wife who went there and didn't
find him at that police station. He had gone there to find out from Gilandi.

Is there any investigation that was done about his killing? --- No, it's just
that all the people who died - I know they did investigate about other people
who were killed except him. That's the reason why I am here, because it would
seem there has been some threat that people were told, "Anybody who talks about
Mzizi will be killed," so that nobody pursued the matter.
The gentleman was an inyanga, and he was working as an inyanga, and he had many
wives. Was there an organisation he was involved in as far as you're
/concerned?
concerned? --- No, I didn't know about him being involved in any political
organisation, because he was a traditionalist, he was an inyanga.
But the organisation around there was it UDF that was there, and this very
Inkatha? --- I see the ANC, but I can't say he belonged to any organisation. I
didn't know him belonging to any organisation.
Thank you. And his death certificate, was there a death certificate? Has his
wife gotten a death certificate? --- What I remember in the death certificate, I
don't know if it's there or whether it wasn't there, because we were threatened
by the police.
Now, you don't know anything about it? --- No, I don't know anything.
At the time when you were talking to his wife, and when she asked you to go to
the elder son, what did she say you must come and ask from this Commission? --What I really request from this Commission is that maybe if the Commission can
look after her children. Her children, if there is some assistance that they
could give.
How many children are these, because ... (intervention) --- Oh, maybe there are
20 or more. I have got no idea. There's so many children, many, many.
Do you know how old are those ones that are not yet working? --- No, I don't
know. I don't even know which ones are working and which ones are not working,
but I do know some elder sons are working. But there are others who are just
unemployed.
I think we, as the Commission, we will try and meet the family. --- I will be
very grateful to that,
/Because
Because we haven't even been to Ixopo Springfield. We are planning to go there.
At the moment for us to get full information we will need to get this from the
family, but we are happy that we came here. And also give us courage and
strength to go to this family. We are going to try and reach them and see what
we can do for this family, and get all the information. --- Yes, I am very happy
about that. But what made my heart sore was that I didn't hear anything about
his death.
Is there anybody with a question?
--------------------DR BORAINE: Chairperson, I'd like to ask - well, I'll wait until the earphones
are in place. I'd like to ask Mr Mayi - when your cousin was taken by the
police, and you mentioned a name of a man by the name of Grant, did you ever
hear whether your cousin was charged or arrested for any particular offence? Why
did they take him? --- They said he is a terrorist. I don't even know what a
terrorist is.

And when they told you that he was dead can you remember what was the cause of
death? --- They used to say somebody has hung himself with his own shirt.
Can you tell me was there any doctor, or any court case that you can remember? -- (Incomplete - end of Side A, Tape 9) ... I'll be very, very happy if you
could investigate what happened.
Thank you very much.
--------------------CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much, Baba.
--------------------DR BORAINE: Mr Ndedelwa, we'd like to welcome you very warmly to the Commission,
and we want to thank you for coming. You have come to talk about what happened
to you, not about a member of your family, and you want to tell the Commission
of times when you were brutally attacked. Now, before we hear your story you
have to take an oath that you will tell the truth, so could you please stand.
--------------------SILELANE NICHOLAS NDEDELWA (Sworn, States)
DR BORAINE: Thank you very much. Please be seated. Mr Ndedelwa, Dr Magwaza, who
is on the Commission - she is sitting over there - is going to help you to tell
the story of what happened in your own life, and I hand over to her now. Thank
you very much.
DR MAGWAZA: I greet you, Mr Miya. We want to welcome you here, and we are
grateful that you are one of the people who could come and give us evidence
here. In your statement you said you are here representing yourself, together
with another person called Mpanza, is that right? --- Yes.
I am
where
about
--- I

going to ask you, Mr Miya, to start with yourself. Tell us who are you,
do you come from, so that we can know you. We don't want to hear anything
Mpanza now, we just want to hear something about you. Yes, you can start.
am Silulane Nicholas Ndedelwa. I come from Inanda.

Are you finished? --- Yes.
Before getting into your story I want to know, this Mpanza you want to talk
about, is he related to you, or was he just a friend? --- No, we were not
related at all, but I knew him because I knew all the youth. He was
/still
still very young, he was 15 years old when he met his fate. I think on the 17th
of September it was on a Sunday. It was round about 4 o'clock. We were returning
from a meeting called by the organiser. He called everybody who was a leader of
the street, because at that time I was also a leader in our community.
Can I interrupt you a little? Can you tell us what you were? Can you please tell
us this thing? You said you were something. Can you clearly indicate? --- No,
there is nothing I am afraid of. I am going to put everything clear, but if I
make mistakes I'll request you to please forgive me. At about four, when we were
coming from the meeting, I saw many people running, whereas they were - the one
they were chasing was on the river. I didn't see this person. I saw those people
who were chasing. As I just parked the car at home I saw this one running from
below, and I parked the car and I went to peep. As I was peeping, before I
arrived to him, I found that this one had already been grabbed by two men. These
two men who had grabbed him it was Cele and Mthembu. I went to them. I said,

"Oh, guys, what is happening? Why are you grabbing this man?" And also all this
other crowd also running towards him. They said, "No, he was running away. We
were trying to chase him so we can find out." This boy said, "No." He said,
"These people came at home and they attacked us at home. When I tried to run
away I ran towards the back of the window and ran away. They saw me running.
That's why I was running away. So now why are you coming here?" At that time he
said, "No, I was running towards this man because I saw he might save me,
because I know he is a person who is always at home. So
/"I came
"I came here because he's a person I trust who can really mediate and help me."
He was pointing at me. At that time I had just arrived. I said, "But why are you
catching this person?" This person said, "We want to hear from him. We found him
running. Now we want to hear from him." I said, "Please leave him alone," and
when these people are chasing him they will do whatever they want. Maybe they'll
hurt him. I said, "Please leave him because I also don't know, you also don't
know, because you can see people are running away, so may you please leave him,
let him run." They grabbed him and the first person came, and I said, "Please
don't do it." This person respected me. The second person came, and the third
one. When the third person arrived he said, "What are you waiting for?" He said,
"No, we're being disturbed by this man. We've got this kid now." While he was
still holding the other one stabbed at him while the others were just standing
there. They stabbed at him, and he jumped and fell towards the house. When he
got up he was dizzy. They chased him towards the street and he fell, and they
stabbed and stabbed and stabbed him, and lots of them came now at the place
where he had fallen. I went there again. I also was confused, I was frightened.
I was confused by this death, because the people who were doing these things
were children. While I was still trying to reprimand them they said, "You are
the one who will follow this person because you are reprimanding us doing our
work. We don't need you. Could you just keep quiet and leave this whole thing,
because if you try to reprimand us we are going to continue with you, but we are
going to go away and we will come back." But I said, "What you are doing in
front of
/"me I
me I don't like it. I am not used to this kind of thing. I have never seen a
person being killed this way." They didn't do anything to me, they respected me
and they left. I stayed there. Later on, because this thing happened about four,
and at around six I got worried about this person who was lying here. I left and
I went to the one who had grabbed him first. I said, "But now the person you
grabbed that person is still lying there. It's better for us to go and call the
police car so that they can take this person to the mortuary. But now because he
is lying there he needs our help. Now he is dead there is nothing we can do."
The second thing, we had been called to the meeting that when we see such things
we must try and hold together and work together, we shouldn't just leave these
things. And he respected me and we went to the other person who had also grabbed
at him, and when I arrived at that person I found lots of people there. And when
I came in the other one said, "Hau, you men, are you crazy? Why are you here?
Please get out of here. Please get out of here, this is a meeting. A meeting of
ours like this one does not need a person like you." I was confused, but anyway
I managed to escape. When he was still talking to me another child stood up and
insulted me, and he grabbed at me and pulled me out of the door. And I had a
knobkerrie. When he tried to hit at me I hit back with this knobkerrie. The
other one said, "Be careful of him, he's a dangerous person when he's got his
knobkerrie." They took my knobkerrie. That's where they stabbed at me, stabbed
me all over. I didn't even see how I was stabbed and by who because there were
lots of them. But later on they stabbed me, they stabbed me and pushed me
towards the
/door.
door. That's where I fell and they finished off with me. I could hear that they

had finished with me and I couldn't get up there, and I thought I was going to
follow the other guy they had stabbed. While I was still lying there there were
two people who tried to help me. They put me next to the street. That's where I
got some kind of assistance, but I was unconscious ... (inaudible) .. my mind
had escaped me and I was confused according to how I had been stabbed. I think I
was just fortunate, I managed to get up again and walk towards home. When I
arrived home they nursed me. I couldn't even go to the doctor on that day as it
was on the 17th, and on the 18th, the following day, and on the 19th. There was
no way I could go. On the 19th this Thembi arrived with Cele at night. They said
to me, "Hau, you survived." I said, "Yes, I survived." They said, "You've very
fortunate in what happened to you there." And the other one said, "No, it means
you are a Xhosa indeed, you are not part of this group. But we had told you you
were going to follow up this other person who died." That was about nine. And
then they left. After they had left it was nine, it was 10, and 11. At 12 the
petrol bomb came in. My whole house was surrounded. They hit my house. They
petrol-bombed my house, and there were bullets all over. There were lots of
bottles inside the house. But what I really saw, they were burning - they hit
them. When they hit them they were burning, but when they fell inside the house
they stopped, the fire was extinguished. I think because of this what happened
as an inyanga my house was protected, because petrol bomb it's weaker than the
muthi. That is why I didn't die. That is why the petrol bomb
/didn't
didn't explode into my house. It's because my house was protected with the
medicine. They disappeared into the darkness. They disappeared into the
darkness, and I was worried because I thought my children would die because of
the smoke. I tried to pull them outside. They came back. When they came back the
second time they tried to burn my house. They kicked my door. The door opened
and they pushed themselves in. They went into the house and they were thrown
outside. They tried to push themselves in, but every time they would be thrown
outside. They went outside to my four cars and they lit them up. As the cars
were burning I managed to get out of the house as well.
CHAIRMAN: Order please. If we say order, please listen. Every person must be
given the opportunity to tell us his story. Please don't interrupt. If you don't
want to listen it would be better to go out, because we are here to listen to
the stories, to listen to everybody. Please don't interrupt. When I ask for
order please do respond properly. I wouldn't want to ask you to leave, because
we have to be given the opportunity of hearing each person's story. Thank you.
DR MAGWAZA: You can continue, Sir. --- When they came for the second time they
tried to carry on with their mission, but they just stopped. They went out to my
cars and they lit the cars. All the cars were burning, and during that time I
managed to get out of the house. I don't want to make any mistake here. One of
them saw me and he said, "Is this person still alive?" One of them said, "Get
aside. You didn't kill him inside his house, you will never kill him outside." I
went out and I left the house. I left everything in that condition and they
/removed
removed themselves from my premises. I came back to have a look at the damage.
The house was still all right, but the cars were burnt. And I went into the
house. I said, "If I die I would die in my house." I stayed at my house until 6
o'clock in the morning. I was wide awake throughout the night. At about 6
o'clock a car arrived at my place. It was from KwaMashu, a person whom I cured.
This person helped me a lot, because he took me to the police to report that my
cars have been burnt. While busy giving the statement an investigator,
Ntshangase, arrived, and I said to him, "Ntshangase, I was hurt, I was injured
at home, as you see me here. I want to give my statement in. I was attacked last
night, but before I was attacked I actually rescued a person who nearly got
killed." The investigator was really surprised to hear that. And I said to him,
"I don't know, because things are now bad." The investigator, Ntshangase, went
direct to my place. He came back and he said to me, "There is nobody at home.

You have just said to me that your children were at home, but they were not at
home." And I went back home. It was true, my children were not at home. Well, I
left the statement, I searched all over the place for my children. They were
with my brother at Mbhambhayi. Every time there was harassment at my family they
would run away to see their uncle. I came back to give my statement. I was there
throughout the day until it was dark.
Can I please interrupt you? Can you please summarise? Can you summarise your
story? Say everything you want to say, but summarise. --- On my way back from
the police station to give them my statement I was going straight home. My house
was now in flames. My
/house
house was completely burnt down. That was the end of the 19th. I escaped because
one of my friends helped me to escape. I went to section B. I only stayed one
day at section B. There was also fighting. I don't know what the fighting was
all about. I moved over to the place where I now stay. Since my arrival in
December in 1990 I never left that place any more. That is where I am based now.
As I have already explained to you that was my story. I never took any
initiative to lay a charge. I didn't know what to say, because nobody was there
to be charged. I thought it was unwise to lay a charge against a person whom I
do not know, but I only pray to God to strengthen me, and I am grateful that I
survived.
Thank you very much, Sir. This is a very sad story, and it touches all of us. I
will ask a few questions just to clarify a few points here in your statement.
Sir, in this whole story were organisations fighting? Do you agree they were the
political parties, even if we don't mention their names, but everything that
happened it was because of the fight between the two organisations? --- Yes,
it's true.
I would like to ask you a question about the Mpanza family. Where is the Mpanza
family now? What happened to them after their son was killed? Did you see them
ever after? --- It was in September when all these things happened. It was on
the 17th when this boy was killed. Since that time I have never seen the Mpanza
family, and I never ever had any contact with them. They were living at the
Mamba Store, very close to the Mamba Store. I don't know whether to contact them
so that they can appear here, but I only saw them during that time.
/One other
One other thing that I would like you to clarify for us. It seems as if you know
the people who did this thing, because some of them you even named them, but at
the end you said you never laid any charge because you didn't know who to
accuse. --- I think I have to explain there. Among the people who were chasing
the deceased I didn't know anyone among them, but the ones I spoke to are the
ones who grabbed the person who was running away. And then we saw those people
were chasing. They were the ones who grabbed the person who was running away, so
I can't say they were chasing him. They were grabbing this person who was
running away to ask, "Why are you running away?" But I complained to them and
said why were they grabbing this person who is running away. If I can just put
it clearly there that I cannot hide who are these people, because I didn't even
follow them up because they were also grabbing at a person who was running away.
If it was a wild animal they wouldn't have eaten this animal, because they had
not - they were chasing it, they had just got hold of it.
Do you know the people who attacked your house, and even the two who grabbed
this person who was running away? Do you know them? --- I am very happy to
receive that question. The people who burnt my house, I don't want to make
fault. If there was one among them whom I know I wouldn't hide his name. Even
the people who said I should be left alone because I defeated them, I cannot
identify them because it was dark. Everything happened at night. The second
point that I want to say, I was also scared. I was confused in my mind. That is

why I want to clarify that. The people who chased that child on the 17th, I
/couldn't
couldn't say anything to them any more. Even the ones who were at my place on
the 19th, I can't say anything about them because it was dark, I couldn't see
them. Even the one who stabbed with his knife, he did that just in front of my
eyes, but I couldn't recognise him.
We are very happy to have a person like you coming to the Commission, telling us
the whole story. We know that there is so much violence in this area, and we are
happy to have people such as you. We might be in a position to get a solution to
the violence. What I am going to ask from you, you lost your house, you lost the
cars, and maybe some of the things that we do not know. According to your vision
what can the Commission do to help you? --- I have a request. What I would
request, if things are possible I would like the Commission to help me rebuild
my house. I know I couldn't lay charges against anybody because there was nobody
to lay charges against. My cars were burnt and my house was burnt. I still have
the documents. I would only request the Commission to help me rebuild my house,
or help me with the cars.
The Commission has only limited powers. We will see where we can help. Thank you
very much.
--------------------MR NTSEBEZA: (Inaudible - end of Side B, Tape 9) ... let me put it this way. The
things you spoke about to the Commission people at that time when you gave your
statement, you called things by their names and people by their names. Is it not
so? The thing you call by its name, you said, "It was so-and-so of this - I was
this thing, and at that time I was that." Now, what I want to
/find out
find out now, have you got a problem as we are here so that you can tell us the
same story you told us before? If you have got a problem you must tell us so
that we don't ask you things you're not prepared to talk about them here in
public? --- In the things that I had written down I know them. I don't think I
have dropped them. I just like want to be polite on certain things and not say
certain things. I don't want to talk about this organisation or that
organisation.
I will ask you again. Can I ask you about things that you said in your
statement? I don't want to ask you things that you're not free and feeling
uneasy about talking about them. For an example, I can say according to this
statement you said at the time when this incident happened you were a member of
Wesley - or church. For an example can I say that, that you used to say you are
a churchgoer of Wesley Church, or Presbyterian Church? If you have got a problem
with that tell us so that we don't ask you those things, because we do have this
statement. I also want to explain to these people who are the press people that
we're talking about this or talking about that, or not talking about that. --- I
see what you are saying. You can say I was the leader. I was the councillor of
an Inkatha. I was the chairperson of Inkatha. That you can put it. I am not
hiding that.
Thank you very much. --- I was the chairperson of Inkatha. This child was
running away. He said, "Because I was running towards this man, this man knows
me, because he would be at home because this is the man who could say I am the
criminal," but he was running to me because I am not a criminal. I am not making
a mistake on
/that.
that. I am very happy, Sir, because I thought this whole thing was trailing off,

we were not explaining it. But what I can put here, I want to explain
clearly. During that time there wasn't ANC that was fighting Inkatha, but it
UDF that was fighting Inkatha. UDF has been closed down now. Those people
were chasing this boy were the UDF people. This boy, this child, was in
organisation, was in Inkatha organisation, and running towards me because I
the chairperson of Inkatha.

it
was
who
the
was

CHAIRMAN: I am giving you the last warning. If this happens again I am afraid I
will have to ask the hall to be cleared. --- Okay, there are words that were
said by Mthembu and Cele. There were some words, very hot words they said, which
I said, "If you say that Mthembu you've been telling me that I must depart from
Inkatha, you should have told me that you've now joined UDF. I would have also
joined UDF if you had told me." And they said to you, "You, as you are Inkatha
now, and you are not in UDF, you will meet your death." They also were Inkatha,
but then they crossed the floor and went to UDF. I used to lead them in Inkatha,
but now they pulled off from Inkatha and went to UDF. I said, "If you had told
me that you're crossing the floor to the UDF I would have also crossed the
floor. I didn't go to that meeting because you didn't tell me." That's why that
I was explaining it, so that I just don't write these things down.
Thank you very much, Sir. I didn't want you to say things you didn't feel like
saying. --- No, I am not scared.
--------------------/DR MGOJO:
DR MGOJO: Mr Miya, as you have said I don't hear anything from you about your
family being attacked. You talk about yourself surviving. Where was your family
when all this was happening to you? --- I had explained that we were all
attacked inside the house, but at the time when these people left, as I have
already said that I took my family out because I realised there was a lot of
smoke inside the house when they were throwing in the petrol bombs. So I took my
family out and then I went to stay inside.
Nobody was injured in your family? --- No, nobody was injured on that day.
Nobody was injured in my family. The person who was already injured it was me. I
had gotten injured on the 17th, but when this other incident happened at my home
it was on the 19th.
At that time when they were stabbing you and injuring you until you were
unconscious did you see the doctor? --- I went to the doctor on the 21st at
Verulam, because there was no way that I could go to the doctor at that time on
the 17th. I was nearly killed in my house. It was because of my traditional
medicine, because I drank some of my traditional medicine. On the 18th I
couldn't see properly. My eyes were swollen and my whole body was sore. And on
the 19th they came at night. They were coming to burn my house as they were
stabbing me on the 17th.
--------------------CHAIRMAN: Thank you, Sir, for coming here, that you came to give your
explanation here. We have listened. We have also listened to your wishes. We
will try as a Commission to do what we can do. Thank you very much.
--------------------DR BORAINE: Mrs Jokweni, can you hear me?
MRS JOKWENI: Yes, I can hear you.
DR BORAINE: That's great, because I want to welcome you, and to thank you for
waiting such a long, long time before we can hear your story. And you are the
last today, and we are looking forward very much to hearing what you have to

tell us because you have personally experienced torture and detention and arson,
and it's not easy to talk about these things, but we are grateful that you have
come because we want to have the widest possible picture of what has happened in
South Africa. I would like you to please stand in order to take the oath.
--------------------TRIFINA JOKWENI (Sworn, States)
DR BORAINE: Thank you very much, you are now under oath, and I am going to ask
my colleague, Mr Hugh Lewen, who is from Gauteng, and is working with the
Commission as a committee member of the Human Rights Violations Committee, and
he is going to take over from me now. Thank you.
MR LEWEN: Thanks very much, Dr Boraine. Mrs Jokweni, can you hear through your
earphones? --- Yes, I can hear.
Again I'd like to thank you very much for your coming here. It has been a long
day. We'd like to thank you for your patience. It's also - as the Archbishop
mentioned at the beginning of the day it's quite an auspicious one in terms of
our history. So much in fact is happening very quickly, and I think that it is
both useful and apt that we should remember more slowly some of the things that
happened in our history. And I would like just very briefly to put the context
of your story as I
/understand
understand it. If we look back, particularly at the history of the 80s, where
we're talking about the history of the struggle inside the country was very much
a mixture of people inside and outside. Those outside in exile, many inside
could be said to be in internal exile, those in prison. And then apparently, as
in your case, an internal activist against the system. And I would like to say
that your story in many ways brings together the outside and the inside part of
our history. And I'd like to welcome you as one of the first, and I am not sure,
possibly the first, person to come as a woman combatant to appear before the
Commission. I'd like to thank you for that, and welcome you on that note, and
then ask you please slowly, in your own words, to tell us your story. --- Thank
you very much. Thank you very much for having this opportunity to come to this
Commission, especially to come here and relate my story. Although I am getting
old, I have forgotten other things, but I still remember others, although I
might have forgotten some. But what I will emphasise on, I am going to relate a
1987 incident on March 23rd, when I was arrested on that day. But what I can't
remember, it's when I was released. I have forgotten the date on which I was
released. I was sent on the 22nd. It was in April. On 22nd of April I was sent
to my children. My children are people who were outside. I was asked to go and
fetch my children from outside at the station in Umkomaas. Somebody just made a
telephone in the morning. It was my neighbour. My neighbour said I must go and
fetch the boys because they were in danger. I stood up, and this person took me
by car. I went to Umkomaas Station. This person said I will be able to
/recognise
recognise him by what will be written on his face, which is a Mobil cap. It was
written Mobil. That's how I will greet this person. It wasn't for the first
time, I was very used to doing these things. As I was still waiting at Umkomaas
Station the first train passed. I got out of the car. When I got out of the car
there was a car that was waiting at Umkomaas Station. It was white, but I don't
know the model of the car. I went to the station and I sat down. Just within a
minute, it was a long minute, this boy he came with another boy, a young boy.
When I grabbed this boy, greeting him warmly, I saw this other boy. That's only
when I recognised, "Oh, are you with another boy?" The other one was saying,
"Oh, I know you. But I know you, Mama." I said, "No, I don't see you." I said,
"The secret - the rosary secret I am not going to talk about it because you are
with somebody else," and I left. I went to phone the person who had asked me to

come there. I said, "I didn't get the banana." But when this other boy went to
notify the other people in the car - it was a coloured and Special Branch Mbatha
and this boy, but I didn't know the fourth person. While I was on the phone
telephoning, to say, "I didn't get the banana," I heard a lot of sirens, car
sounds, and I am not going to get on at Umkomaas Station. I took the station at
Mkabeni. I was going to catch a taxi at Umgababa. I went to Umgababa. When I
arrived at Umgababa I got into the taxi. It was still early, it wasn't at night,
and I arrived at home very early. When I arrived at home there was a boy who was
also my child from on the other side. I said, "There's something I didn't like,
my child, which I saw at Umkomaas," and I explained. "But I
/don't
don't know what happened. I can't explain this." He said, "If you are going to
be called by God," he said there are so many of these things. While we were
still staying there at home, it was at about eight, it was the story of Sigidi
we were listening to on the radio, boys knocked. "I really don't like this
thing, my children. I don't want you to sleep. I think you'd better be here with
me. I am old. I don't want you to sleep here, the three of you, because we're
going to be on fire right now. There's going to be trouble. You shouldn't sleep
here." And they were free. I tried around to go and get a car so that they could
go somewhere. I tried to phone other people. Mrs Mxenge wasn't there, because
she used to help me. I could phone her any time of the night. She used to send
children, and she would do what I needed. Now Mrs Mxenge was dead, so I tried to
phone other people, but I couldn't get a car, and we slept. We slept very late.
They were still singing for me, singing all those songs, the songs from outside.
There were two guns, the workers iron, and the hand grenade. It was on me. It
was under the bed. I was sitting on it so that when there was any sound I would
kill myself. I said I was too old, "I am not going to play with the boers, I'll
just kill myself." When the third boy arrived I said, "Here, my child, because
these two are already having something, they are holding something, and you are
not holding anything." They slept in the small room. At about half past one, if
I am not mistaken, or quarter to two, I heard a loud sound noise, a calling. It
was said, "Trifina Jokweni, open up with all the terrorists you've got inside."
They were fast asleep. When I tried to get up I saw the door was
/wide open.
wide open. They kicked it and opened it. At the front there were burglar guards.
There was a huge padlock. When I woke up I realised that we are already dead, we
are gone. I saw there was one of my child who was not very well, he was sick. I
said, "Raise up your hands" and he got up with the hands, and I was inside the
house. This other police outside was like shouting at me, saying, "Why don't you
put on the light?" I said, "I can't find the matches." I tried to find the key.
I was trying to wake this up by delaying. So when I opened the door I got out.
Before I got out I hit the door. These kids got up. I think they were already
up, because the word that I heard is - Vusi said, "Mama, what are these dogs
saying?" That was the last word he said. I managed to get out, and I tried to
evade. Them took me and lied me down. They put their gun on me here, on my upper
chest. There was shooting, there was fighting. The police are fighting and my
boys were hitting, but my boys were hitting with a different metal. I could hear
my own metal. I could hear also the South African gunfire. It was a long time
while this fire was going on. I came out with a nightdress. I just had a
petticoat, a very small petticoat underneath, because they were boys, and I put
a thick nightdress on top. I didn't put anything, I just had slippers on me, and
the hat for hiding my bald head. When the firing was going on the firing went on
for a long time. When I heard the last fire I could feel it, it was the last
fire from my children, my children had run out of their fire. These other ones
started shouting, and the boers were shouting. But I could hear a little bit,
but I don't understand English very well. I don't understand English very well.
/One of
One of them said, "One of ours has been hurt. One of ours has been hurt." The

police were saying that. I could hear in English, although I don't know English
very well. And then another boer he threw something inside the house. That's a
thing that exploded. When the machine from our side was silent I realised that
was their death. But one of the senior had a gun on top of me. I thought that
was my death. I tried to rise up and jump. I wanted to ululate because I saw my
soldiers were dead. That's when this other boy, this other boer, turned around
and shoot me, and I hit amen, I wanted to die, but I couldn't die at that stage.
God didn't want me to die at that stage. They took me there. My other child was
sick. They took both of us in the car. They put us across the road. When we were
across the road there was another old man who is a cop. They took out. My child
said, "Mama, are they going to kill you?" I said, "That will be better if they
kill me rather than going inside, because I know they will torture me, there
will be a lot of problems. I would rather die now than have to go through the
problems they'll put me through." They took me. They took me to a police station
in GG. They found something on your - the sack that they put on your head and
suffocate you. They drove with me for a long time. I was the only one, and two
policemen. For a long time. They had handcuffed me. When they arrived at GG they
took off the handcuffs and handcuffed me from behind tightly. They took me for a
long time. They were from Umlazi. It's only the Sunday morning that I was in
Amanzimtoti. I didn't know where I was. And we arrived there in the morning and
they didn't even open anything. These police did all the cruel things
/to me.
to me. They did everything to me. There was an African police who was Doyisa. He
used to visit, and he would walk up and down. He said, "This old lady won't talk
until there's a tokoloshe, a zombie." Tokoloshe is an electric shock. They put
it all over my body. I used to call it the belt of Johan. If it was pressing two
seconds I would have died. I fell, I collapsed. I was pissing myself. I stayed
there for on Friday and Saturday and Sunday. They didn't even give me food, they
didn't give me any water. The only thing I wanted was water. I was so thirsty
for water, but at that stage I wasn't hungry. They came back to me and they took
me again at night. I couldn't distinguish between night and day. I didn't even
know it was Saturday. I didn't even know where they took me. It was the sea. I
didn't see the sea, but I could feel it was by the sea. The other one was
holding me and pushing me ahead as if I could fall, and I was praying that, "I
wish I could fall over and die." They did that to me, they said, "Take out.
Produce the weapons. We've heard that there are lots of weapons. You don't want
to produce these weapons." They took me back and put me inside the house, and it
was Sunday. On Sunday they took me. I was wet already. They took me to Pinetown.
There was a new style. There were very nice cells there. It was a big area. You
would sit here. There were wires all over. I stayed there in Pinetown, and there
was a black gentleman there. Everyday I used to wake up, I used to go right
upstairs for interrogation. I didn't wash this nightdress. I am pissing on this
nightdress, and this nightdress is smelling. They said to me I am smelling. And
there was also an African guy called Kleinboy. When
/he was
he was pulling - he would pull out the snot and throw it at me, and spit on me.
For a long time they did that. They used to make statements, but I couldn't see
without my glasses. Mbatha used to pressurise me that I must sign. I said, "What
can I sign? You're the ones who have written. I cannot write," and my arms were
stiff because they had been torturing me. They had handcuffed me behind. For
three days they had handcuffed me. I said, "God, if you can let me die." They
said, "You mustn't say, "Oh God help me," say, "Oh devil help me." You don't
even go to church. Why call God?" I tolerated all of this, but on the day when I
left there was an undertaker of Mpayisa. I knew that my children had died, all
the three children. It was Vusi, Tutu and Thekani. They took them away. I stayed
there, but I don't know how long I stayed there, and they said I must go back, I
must go and identify them at the mortuary at Gale Street. I walked there in this
nightdress. I took Mbatha and another special branch of girl. She used to stay
at Ntuzuma. They took me to the mortuary. They phoned, they said, "Those people
who died had number so-and-so. Take them outside and line them up," and I

identified my children. There were two of them that you could identify. The
third one you couldn't identify. They had burnt him completely. He was ashen
white. His whole body was ashen white. There was no skin. I don't know what had
happened to him. I said, "Go well my children, you are dying for the children,
you are not robbing anyone." They took me back to Pinetown. Every morning we
used to go for interrogation. They would ask me all sorts of questions.
Eventually I agreed, I said, "There are weapons." They
/beat me
beat me up. I think I was unconscious, I didn't see what happened. From there I
became unconscious, and I said, "I will tell you." From there I said they were
under the bananas. They weren't under the bananas, and of course there was no
truth. They came, they said, "Where did you use them?" I said, "Who had taken
them?" and then they hit me again. I thought they were going to kill me. I said
I had put them at my friend at such and such a place. I was hoping that by
delaying my friend will get time to take away those weapons. They went for her,
and when they arrived in Pinetown van Ruys came and said, "You, old lady, you
said they - you told your friends that they must take your guns to such and such
a place." I said, "No, I didn't say." They said, "Open up." They opened the
door, I saw my friend. I said, "My friend, you've got an operation, you can't
see me. My legs and hands are hurt. I said, "Please, bring those weapons up ..."
(Incomplete -end of Side A, Tape 10) ... I stayed there for many months without
having clothes. I think somebody got - released in the paper that I was being
tortured. One time a white man came. He said he was not a police, but he heard
that I am being tortured, who was beating me up? I told him, "If you're staying
in someone's house can you say this person is beating me, because you are going
to leave me here now and they will continue to assault me?" I said, "They are
not assaulting me. Why are you loving me so much." They are the ones who came to
me and said there was a letter from a senior attorney that I shouldn't be
assaulted. And at that time I was real relieved because they were no longer
assaulting me. I realised that I could take the issue further if they continued
to
/assault me. So
assault me. So after I had identified Mboyisa, and I had identified their
bodies, it was very painful because those were my children. Those were really
like my children. But that wasn't their intention. They didn't want to kill
them. They wanted to kill other boys. This was just by mistake. I don't know who
let the information out that I had gone to fetch the boys among those who had
sent me, because when these were died they said, "No, we were looking for
Mkolisa and Mkhize, who killed Sokena, the Special Branch at Z Section." I don't
know if there's somebody who exposes information. That was the end of it for
that time. I stayed in gaol for a long time. The lawyer brought clothes for me,
but they wouldn't give me these clothes. They were still building this gaol. I
saw a person from Clermont. I called out to this person, I said, "Please, tell
Brother Archie that I have got no clothes and I am cold and it's May." It was
around about May, about June. "Since I arrived with a nightdress I can't wash
this nightdress. What am I going to dress?" because these other boers which I
don't even know, when they brought my clothes from another girl from the lawyer
the other one signed that I had gotten those clothes, whereas this other boer
took it and gave it to another prisoner. And these other boers who had signed
said, "Where are these clothes, because I have signed for them?" but I never
found those clothes until the lawyer - until the church people met and they
brought us track suits. It was the only time that I wear clothes and wear some
warm clothes. They had kicked me at the back. I am old already. Mbatha took me
to the doctor. He used to take me to the doctor regularly. When I heard that - I
/complained
complained that I have got a problem with my ear. He said, "This doctor said
there's no problem with your ear." One day they throw a tear gas. They threw
tear gas at me. The doctor said to me, "The tear gas is very good. It will

relieve your chest if they throw tear gas at you." I stayed there. I was very
sick, and they took me to Westville Hospital and gaol, when I was still in gaol
at hospital. I stayed there for a long time, I don't know how long. I heard my
name being called out and I went there. They asked me if you've got clothes. I
had track suit. They took me to the doctor, and the doctor said what do I feel?
I showed my back that had been kicked by van Riebeck, and my back is very sore.
This doctor said, "Ag, it's just old age." He gave me a little piece of paper. I
don't know what was that date, I can't remember. I have really forgotten all
those details. So that's how I got out. I rest my case here, because I have
forgotten about other issues, like since 1982. In Umlazi in 1980 there was an
organisation called Esol Umlazi(?). There was GM there. GM, they killed him on
the 19th. We were going to go to the court hearing on 20th of November. The
township manager had complained. We were told that water and services should be
included in the rent, but because the KwaZulu Government they took out the
water, rent and rates, and we said, "Why are these things separated?" And GM
took up that case, and they killed him. We couldn't go to the Court hearing on
the 20th. These other guys opened their organisation called IFP. I did get
involved in IFP when it was established. They said it was our brother outside
that had given instructions that this one inside must organise, because people
had forgotten about the
/organisation
organisation in 1960. Now people had forgotten that they must struggle. That's
when I went to IFP, but once I was inside I said, "I don't know." I said, "Uhuh, they never talk like this in ANC." When I tried to make this comment there
was a man who stood up, who's already passed away. He hit me with a - slapped me
with a clap. And other people had also stand. They didn't start killing then,
they would just beat you up. So I ran away. I could also run at that time. So I
ran until I rested at 426 at Shande's section. But after killing Mxenge, "But
now we say you must pay for water." "How can we pay for water when there hasn't
been a court hearing? You seem to be agreeing with the boers now. I used to
trust you, but now what's happening?" I have forgotten other things, but they
also used to hit me in my head. They said, "We are going to hit you in such a
way that the doctor won't be able to recognise that you have been beaten and you
are a dirty old woman."
Mama Jokweni, I would like to say thank you very much for that testimony. You
keep complaining about not being able to remember, but what you have remembered,
and what you have given us, I think is probably one of the finest and most
eloquent tributes to those people you call your children. And I feel that on my
behalf it would be disrespectful for me, as one of the younger men, to ask any
further questions. I would prefer to hand over to the Archbishop. Thank you.
--------------------Mama, we have listened to you. There are no people who would like to ask any
questions, but they are very grateful that there are people like you who have
tried,
/through
through the pain that they have gone through, and being tortured, who have also
helped us to reach the stage where we are today, that today we have got a
government which is ours, which was chosen by us. Thank you very much. --- I've
got a question to ask. I've got a question to ask. The question I would like to
know I would like to ask from Baba P W Botha, because he is still alive, because
in 1987 he was the one who was still ruling. If you could speak to him, you as
the Commission, that as an old woman like that where will my coffin come from,
because they have destroyed my house? I am living in a shack.
We thank you, Mama. As a Commission that has been established by the President
of this country there are things we are going to pass on to him and tell him
what are the people's wishes. Maybe he is going to go and speak to that old

friend PWB, we don't know. We are going to pass on your wishes to Madiba. --- I
really am requesting you. I am not satisfied. Even Samson got his eyes gouged
out. These people's eyes must be gouged out.
Thank you, Mama.
---------------------
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DR BORAINE: Welcome to the third day of the KwaZulu/Natal, Free State hearings.
The following people will be giving evidence today. Mrs Nombuso Majola,
Mrs Rosemary Cele, Mr Amos Hlatswayo, Mrs Florence Mbatha, Mr Jerico Nzama,
Mr Sibongiseni Linda, Mr Haroon Aziz, Mrs Buyele Zungu and Mr Krish Govender.
PROCEEDINGS OPENED WITH SINGING OF HYMN AND PRAYERS

CHAIRMAN: May I add my own words of welcome to all of you, but especially to
those who will be testifying and to their families and friends, who have come to
support them. We also want to say thank you to the people who are upholding the
Trust and Reconciliation Commission in their prayers and those who are
continuing to pray for this set of hearings in this province. I now declare this
session open and hand over to Dr Boraine.
DR BORAINE: Thank you, Mr Chairperson. On behalf of the Commission I would like
to welcome very warmly Archbishop Hurley. We are delighted to have him with us
today and any other colleagues and friends who might be here, as well as
Mr Bheki Cele, a member of Parliament, and Mr Chairperson of the Safety and
Security Committee in KwaZulu/Natal. We are particularly glad to have anybody
who is concerned about Safety and Security. Thank you for coming. The first
witness that we are calling is Mrs Nombuso Majola and I will ask her to come to
the witness stand, please. Whilst the witness is taking her place, I understand
Mr Cele has only just walked in now, so we anticipated your arrival. We've got
our eye on you and we are grateful to you for attending the session of the
Commission today and any other dignitaries who may be
/very grateful
11A/2 here. Is Mr Cele here? I would be very grateful if you would stand just
for a moment. Thank you very much. We are just waiting for the earphones to be
put in place before we start. Mrs Majola, can you hear me on the earphones? You
can hear the translation?
MRS MAJOLA: Yes.
DR BORAINE: It's very important that you can hear, so that we can also hear you
and listen to your story. So let me just make absolutely sure, Mrs Majola, you
can hear me all right.
MRS MAJOLA: Yes.
DR BORAINE: Okay, thank you very much. Mrs Majola, I'd like to welcome you very
warmly to the third day of the sitting of the Commission. As I have to everyone
who has come as the first witness at the start of the day, it's much more
difficult for you, because it's new and you haven't watched other people, but
you have really nothing to worry about. Please relax and we are very grateful to
you for coming, telling about the killing of your brother, Austin Majola, in
1990 by people, in terms of your statement, who have claimed to be the police.
Now, Mrs Majola, you have somebody with you. Perhaps you could tell me who that
is. I can't hear the translation. I understand it's your grandmother. That's
wonderful. It's very, very good to have her with you today. I'm sure you feel a
lot better and I hope you will feel that we are part also of a family who are
committed to trying to heal a country which has been so badly bruised and
battered. As is our custom, we ask a Commissioner or Committee Member to lead
you in your story and I am going to ask Dr Mgojo to do that, but before he does,
would you please
/stand, in order
11/5 stand, in order to take the oath?
NOMBUSO MAJOLA (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
DR BORAINE: Thank you very much. Please be seated. You are now under oath and I
ask Dr Mgojo to take over, please.
DR MGOJO: We greet you, my daughter. We are happy that you have been able to
come here to relate your story and reveal all what is inside you with regard to
your brother. I would request you to give me your brief history about your
family. Who are you, where do you stay, all those things. I am Nombuso Majola.
Austin is from Zwane. It's Austin Zwane. Austin was my mother's child. We live

at Zwane's in Lamont. We live with our grandmother. That's my grandmother's
place. Austin was the boy who was born on the 10th June 1971. He died on the 7th
1990.
Would you remember the month? --- Yes, it's in August. We were living with our
grandmother. We were brought up by my grandmother. This is my grandmother that I
am with here.
If you like, you can tell us where are your parents. Where is your mother and
father? --- Our father died. My mother got married to another place in Transkei.
Have you been staying in Lamontville for a long time? --- Yes, we were born
there.
Are you still studying? --- No, I am no longer studying.
So you are no longer at school? --- Yes.
While you were still at school, who educated you? --- It's my grandmother.
We thank your grandmother for looking after you. Now, tell us what happened at
the death of your brother.
/If you
11A/9 If you could just relate everything. --- It was on Tuesday, on the 7th in
1990. Austin used to go to school at Menzie High School in Umlazi. On that day
he didn't go to school. He had a problem because on Monday at school at midday
there was Siphiwe Mvuyane looking for him. He went out and ran away. He didn't
go to this person, because this person was standing by the office and had
requested him from the office. On Tuesday he decided not to go to school. It was
the day my Granny was going to go to the doctor. She wasn't well.
Before you go
Apparently he
him from the
him. They had

on, whom did he ask him from? --- He asked him from the principal.
spoke to the principal and then they sent a boy to go and ask for
classroom. The boy told him that Siphiwe Mvuyane was looking for
parked there at the parking area.

Is this principal still there at Menzie? --- I have got no knowledge of that.
But you do know him? --- No, I don't know him.
You can go ahead. --- When Austin ran away, on Tuesday he didn't go to school.
In the morning, when Granny had already left, at about eight, after that we
heard a lot of people that surrounded our house. They were knocking loudly at
our house. At that time Austin was still asleep. They said they were police. The
door was open but the burglar guards were closed and there was a padlock. I woke
up and came to the kitchen and they said they were police - I must open up. They
had guns. All of those who were in front of the door had huge guns. Before I
left the bedroom there were others that I had already seen passing through the
window by the bedroom and
/I heard a
11A/12 I heard a lot of noise and I realised there were a lot of them, so I did
open the door, as they ordered me. They asked me if I know him. He said he was
Siphiwe Mvuyane, he is looking for Austin. At that time Austin was already up.
He didn't even give me a time to answer whether Austin was there. Just as I
opened the door they immediately rushed into the bedroom and others went to the
dining room.
Before you continue, where was Granny at this time? --- She had already left.
She had gone to the doctor. While it was still like that, they grabbed at

Austin. They emerged with him from the bedroom and took him through to the
kitchen. They didn't even give him an opportunity - they said, "Yes, why did you
run away yesterday? Why didn't you go to school today?" He said, "No, I didn't
run away". They said, "We were there, looking for you". He said, "Well, I wasn't
there by that time".
Did they say what they were looking for him for? --- No, they didn't initially
say that. They beat him up and took him out of the door. They were assaulting
him while they were taking him away. He kept on falling and getting up and up
the drive-way and into the street. I went and peeped through the window in the
dining room. I saw that there were three private cars in the street. There was
no police van. They went to the car that was in the middle. I thought there was
somebody inside, because they didn't get into the car. They just stood outside
the car and talked to somebody, and then they brought him back inside our house.
There were lots of them. They were swearing at people who were going past and
everybody who
/was coming
11A/14 was coming to pass through, they were swearing at them and saying they
must go back, they must go away. They were swearing at the people a lot. They
brought him back inside the house and said, "Produce the gun". Austin said, "I
don't have a gun". They assaulted him and said he must tell the truth, where is
the gun, and the other ones came inside and started searching in our house. They
turned everything upside down, but they didn't find any gun they were looking
for. They were busy beating him up. While things were still in that situation
they took him outside and continued to beat him up, to the extent that the Tshirt he was wearing it was completely torn. He only had a nick (?) on him.
What was that they were beating him with? --- They were hitting him with their
hands and also with a gun butt, the back of the gun. While things were still
like that, they came in. They went to our grandmother's bedroom. They had looked
for everything and they couldn't find anything. At my grandmother's bedroom I
was with other people, who were with Siphiwe. They had been looking in the
bedroom. Suddenly I heard Siphiwe said, "Are you shooting me, my boy?" Austin
said, "With what can I shoot you?"
Please don't hurry. Take your time, my daughter. --- I then heard - I heard a
gun fire. Austin said again, "Please don't shoot at me. But how could I have
shot you, because I don't have a gun? You've been looking for the gun, but you
can't find it". After that I heard a second gun fire. He said, "Please ...",
Austin said, "Please, don't shoot at me. Why are you shooting at me?", and the
third time I heard this gun fire again. I tried
/to get out
11A/16 to get out of our bedroom and tried to go to my grandmother's bedroom.
The one who was in front of me stopped me. He was standing in the passage. He
said I must sit down.
As a person who grew up in Lamontville, among these policemen, did you recognise
anyone? --- No. No, there was no one I knew. Even this Siphiwe I didn't know. I
didn't know him at that stage. After that I heard somebody saying, he said,
"This dog is going to die". They got out. Those who were in the bedroom with
Austin came out. Even the one who was in the passage got out. When I went to
Austin, the other one said, "I sit down. You go and sit in the bedroom. What
kind of help do you think you can give to him?" I cried, because I had seen
Austin, that he was lying down on the side and he was bleeding. They came back
again from outside. They said, "Where is the telephone? We want to phone". I
allowed them to phone. I opened the telephone, because I thought they were going
to phone for assistance for Austin. I didn't know what they wanted to phone
about. Whilst things were still like that they phoned in the bedroom where I was
and that's where the telephone was. I heard that they were phoning for some more
police people. These were the Umlazi Police. They were from ZP. What I heard

Siphiwe said, he said, "Because we will not be able to, we are going to move out
of here. Please meet us at Easy Way, as you enter Lamont. We'll wait for you
there." Indeed they left. At the time when they left, they all left with all
their cars. I was there with Austin in the house.
Before you go ahead, there's something that must be
/cleared. You
11A/20 cleared. You said the police from ZG. Could you explain, who are these
police? Who are these ZG Police you are talking about? I will help you. The
police we have here in Natal, there's SAPS and KZP. Which ones are these ZG? --These are KZP.
Thank you. --- When they left, I went into the room where Austin was. There was
no assistance I could give to him. They left him there because they could
realise he was dying. The neighbours, when the police had left, the neighbours there was a boy who came at the very minute just when they had left, with
another man. They came to try and help. I told them they must please leave. They
shouldn't stay there because these policemen said they were coming back again.
If they come back in the house they could also harm them. I said, please, they
mustn't touch Austin because the police also said I mustn't touch Austin, I must
leave him lying down there. They left, as I said. After a while these people
came back. These cops came back - the same policemen, with the police vans from
Umlazi, with an SAP van. When they got inside the house they came in and they
were with other boys who also come from Lamont. They said, "Pick up your friend.
Pick up your friend and go and throw him inside the van". When I heard apparently these boys had been picked up along the way just in the township, so
that they must come and pick up their friend. They told them when they were
already inside the car.
Do you know these boys? --- Yes, I do. These boys, they picked up Austin and
they were told to put him inside the van from Umlazi - from Umlazi Police.
Indeed, these boys did as they were instructed. I was very, very
/hurt when
11A/24 hurt when they took him to the ZP van, and the SAP were there. I didn't
know where they were taking him. I wasn't sure if we would be able to get his
corpse.
Where did they take him to? --- I didn't know then where they were taking him.
They didn't say where they were taking him. Even the SAP didn't explain to me.
And how did you eventually get the corpse, the body? --- We found him at the
Government Mortuary.
[Break in recording] --- They took me to the police at Wentworth, where I made a
statement. They said this matter would be handled by the investigators from
Wentworth. I made a statement there and they brought me back home. After that,
as days went by, there were lots of telephone calls coming through. When I
remember one of the people who phoned was a woman. She said she was phoning from
Ulundi. She works at the offices there. I shouldn't try and go ahead with a case
because I will be in trouble. Going ahead with the case will not bring Austin
back.
Did she say the name, who she was? --- No, she didn't. I asked her what her name
was. She didn't want to tell me who she was. There were lots of telephone calls
we received. They were asking us what steps had been taken with regard to
Austin's death.
INTERPRETER: Excuse the interpreters there is cutting off the sound system. --At home, I was forced to stay at home because my Granny wasn't there at home
some of the times, even after the burial of Austin. My granny is a person who

survives on selling second-hands. I was also forced to go with my granny where
she was selling.
Excuse the interpreters, there is a total cutting
/now - there
11A/29 now - there is a total cutting of the sound. Excuse the interpreters.
11B/0 Start from, "Granny where she was selling". The interpreters couldn't hear
you. Excuse the interpreters. It's cut off again.
DR MGOJO: If you could start all over again and see if we
Granny sells second-hands. I was forced to go with her to
these things, because they were worried about my safety,
that Siphiwe would come back when I was alone at home. As
a while ... (intervention)

will hear you. --- My
where she was selling
because they thought
things went on, after

INTERPRETER: Excuse the interpreters. It's cutting again.
DR MGOJO: Please continue. --- There were newspaper people. There was a
telephone call that there will be people from Johannesburg who would come to
take photographs. Indeed, those people came in midday. They took photographs
inside the house and outside and in the street. In my grandmother's bedroom
before the day of the funeral, just a day after this had happened, there were
bullets that were found, which had cracked. On the wall on my grandmother's
bedroom there's a hole where the bullet had entered. While the investigation was
continuing, there were lots of incidents that were happening, done by Siphiwe
Mvuyane, because he had not been arrested. While the situation was still like
that, after a while, after a long time we heard that there was going to be a
court hearing, although I wouldn't be able to go and give evidence. They just
told us when it was going to be the following week, that it was going to be on
/a Monday.
11B/2 a Monday. On that week-end and the court hearing was going to be on a
Monday, we heard that Mvuyane had died - that he had also been shot.
When you heard, who had shot him? --- I never knew. After that there was never
any court case. I had expected that the court hearing would continue, because
Mvuyane wasn't alone. Those who were with him had participated. Those he was
with also harassed me.
How did they harass you? Could you explain that? --- They were nasty. They were
swearing at me. Even if Mvuyane, I think even those other people also had guns.
They were also guilty. Even those people - our neighbours were harassed by them,
who were just innocently walking in the street.
Could I ask you some questions? I know this is very painful and I empathise with
your pain, because your brother was killed in that way, in that manner. I'll
just ask a few questions. Was there a death certificate? Was there a medical
certificate? --- Yes, there was. Yes, it was done.
In your statement you were speaking about Dina. Could
about this Dina, Austin's colleague, Dina, who came with
excuse me, it is not Dina. I didn't want to talk about a
boys who they had taken along the street to come and pick

you tell us something
the police? --- Please
name. He is one of the
up Austin.

INTERPRETER: Excuse the interpreters. We cannot hear.
DR BORAINE: I am sorry to interrupt you, Dr Mgojo. We are still having trouble
with the interpreters. Could we please have some alternative arrangement. Whilst
I'm making this announcement, could I make sure that all cell

/phones are
11B/4 phones are switched off, please. They are very disturbing. I have been
informed that the microphone is faulty. They are getting a new one. We apologise
very much for this interruption and especially to the witness. I have also been
informed that cell phones are interfering with the microphones, so please make
absolutely sure that all cell phones are switched off. Thank you.
DR MGOJO: Was there any organization that he was involved with - any political
organization? --- He didn't have a card, although most of the youth in
Lamontville were followers of the ANC.
I think this is the last question. You said in your statement - you were asking,
you were requesting the TRC to educate the son of the deceased. How old is this
son? --- When Austin died there was a girl he was involved with. It was
discovered that at the time when he died this girl was pregnant. She comes from
Umlazi. This child at the moment is with us and my Granny at Lamontville and his
name is Fuyele.
Has he already started schooling? --- He's at pre-school.
Where? --- At KwaGijima (?) Primary School. He was born in March 1991.
Is there any other thing you would like to request from the Commission to do for
you besides this? Granny can't speak, because she didn't make an oath. --- I
would request the Commission to help us whichever way it deems fit.
Like what, for instance, my daughter? If you could be free and just clarify,
even if we cannot do it, but, please, do state it. Don't be afraid. --- With
regard
/to Austin's
11B/6 to Austin's son's life, because I would say we were brought up by my
Granny. This child is also under Gran. My Granny is old. She can no longer work.
She survives on pension.
CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much. Dr Boraine.
DR BORAINE: Mrs Majola, let's get the earphones on. Can we just test that? Can
you hear me all right? I want you to go back to 1990, on the day that Austin was
killed. I want you to think what happened on that day. It's very painful, but
just to help us. Some people came into the house at about 8 o'clock. Now, think
back, what were they dressed in? How were they dressed? --- They were wearing
private clothes. None of them was wearing any police uniform.
Thank you very much. The second question is, Siphiwe Mvuyane - you've mentioned
his name several times - was he a private person? Was he a policeman? Was he a
member of an organization? Who was this man who you say killed Austin? --- He
works for the KwaZulu Organization.
Just to make absolutely sure, so he wasn't a policeman? --- He was a policeman.
With the SAP or the KwaZulu Police? --- It was KwaZulu Police.
And when he was killed on the week-end before the court case, there was no more
court case? --- No.
Thank you very much for your help.
CHAIRMAN: When they are asking questions then you can switch off. Thank you.
DR MAGWAZA: I have got a question directed at you personally. During the time

all this was happening you
/were very
11B/11 were very young. How old were you then? --- I'm 28 years old now. This
happened in 1990.
You look very young. As you have been relating I will talk about what I felt
inside me. It would see like you were alone throughout this situation. Was there
some kind of support you got from your family, because you kept on saying, "I
and my grandmother. I and my grandmother". It would see you were all on your
own, facing this situation. --- It doesn't mean that the family members were not
there. We do not live with them. There is my aunt, who lives in KwaZulu. There's
also another one who also stays in Lamont, although we are not staying in the
same house. I'm talking about my Granny, because she's the person I live with in
the house. There is also another boy and my children, two children.
I will continue, because to me you are like people who are victims, because you
were harassed, you suffered. If you look in your life, how were you affected by
this situation as far as your health is concerned? Is there some that happened
that affected your health? --- Yes, there is. After all these things that
happened to Austin it took me a long time for it to pass in my mind - for me to
come to terms with it. I used to wake up at night and feel very scared. I kept
on seeing the picture of Austin lying down and I was helpless. I couldn't help
him. I didn't want to be in a situation where I would have to talk about Austin.
I only spoke because I was forced to speak about this thing, like for instance
going to the police, giving the statements there. My Granny is a person who has
got diabetes. This affected her greatly, because she is a person who has to get
treatment all the
/time, and
11B/14 time, and they said she had high blood pressure. I am tortured. I don't
know how I could put this. The most painful thing is that I do not have peace. I
don't have peace with Mvuyane and I'm not able to make peace now because Mvuyane
is no longer there, because they said there is no peace beyond the grave.
Mvuyane was an old person. He knew what he was doing. If Austin had done
something, even if he had killed a person with a gun, I think the law - as a
legal person, he was required to arrest him, not to kill him himself without
fighting.
Nombuso, we respect the way you
concerned, is if you and your
psychologically and emotionally,
people who can give you that kind

feel, but what can help you, as far as I'm
Granny need assistance with your health and
maybe when you leave here you must contact
of assistance. Thank you.

MRS GCABASHE: Nombuso, we have heard about these events. I've got a small
question. Mvuyane came home. You said, "Mvuyane said, 'Are you shooting at me?
Are you shooting at me?'". If you could tell us, had you already heard the
gunfire at that time? --- I heard the gunfire and then he said, "Are you
shooting at me?" Austin answered at that time. He said, "How can I shoot you,
because I don't have a gun? You have searched for it. You didn't find it". He
answered very clearly, because I could hear all his words. After that there was
a second gunfire. Austin cried and the gunfire went for the third time. He said,
"Please, don't shoot at me".
Thank you.
CHAIRMAN: Any other questions? We thank you very much, and Granny, very much for
coming here. We are going to
/try and see
11B/17 try and see if there could be any assistance that you can get. We request

that God give you peace. Thank you.
--------------------DR BORAINE: Mr Chairperson, I call the next witness - Mrs Rosemary Cele. Could
we have the earphones on, please? Can you hear me all right? Thank you very
much. If you could speak up a little bit. Let me say how pleased we are to see
you and thank you very much for coming to the Commission. We want to hear your
story and it will be a story about the killing of your son, Bongani Edwin Cele
and we know that this is very painful, but we are glad that we are trying to get
the whole picture of what has been happening in our country and hope it will
help you by simply having a chance to talk with us, with this audience and,
indeed, with the country. Before I hand over to one of my colleagues, could you
please stand for the taking of the oath.
ROSEMARY CELE (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
DR BORAINE: Thank you. You may be seated. You are now under oath. I am going to
ask my colleague, Mr Lyster, to take over from me. Thank you.
MR LYSTER: Thank you for coming in, Mrs Cele, today and you have heard the
previous witness telling about the death of her beloved family member and we
understand some of the pain too that you have experienced. Please will you start
by telling us something about Bongani and the rest of your family. How old was
he at the time? Was he schooling? Just that sort of thing, so that we have a
picture of who he was. --- Bongani was my son. I gave birth to him in 1966, on
the 18th July. In 1980 the police started harassing me. Every time when they
came to harass me, they would say they were looking for ... (inaudible). I
didn't know where they were. They wouldn't let three days pass by. They would be
all in my /house
11b/22 house with huge guns, big ones and short ones. Some of them, they would
put them on the floor. Round about 1981, 1982 - it started in 1983, they started
chasing around Bongani. Bongani ran away to my home. When the police arrived at
my home they would say, "This whole family is troubled", because they said my
brother was an ANC trainer. We didn't know anything about that. We didn't even
see him carrying a gun. Even if he came to fetch them, he wouldn't be carrying
anything. They arrived at my place to search for the exiles. They wanted to see
the exiles. They said to me, "If your children arrive here, don't keep them
here, otherwise you would spend ten years in gaol". One day they arrived while I
was dressing. I only had petticoat and my bra, because I was preparing myself to
go to work, and they picked me up. They took me into their van. I was half
naked. They said I should just go in that condition. They searched all over for
Bongani and ultimately he went to stay at Izingolweni. He would come to my house
and stay two days, and the police would come and Bongani would run away. He used
to sleep outside. In 1987 they were searching for him for the last time now. I
didn't know his whereabouts, because I heard news that he had died at home. He
was accused - he was told every time that he is an ANC member.
Mrs Cele, can you just tell us, when you say he had died at home, do you mean
your home at Izingolweni or in Lamontville? --- He used to go home at
Izingolweni. That's where we have a farm, at Izingolweni. He would run away from
my home at go to the other farm at Izingolweni. In 1987, it was early in the
morning. It was in the month of July. They called my home, asking for Sikumbuzo.
/Sikumbuzo
11B/28 Sikumbuzo is Bongani's brother. He came into the house and he picked up
the telephone and they asked Bongani. There was one friend of Bongani who is
Malinga. He spoke to Bongani and he said he want to go to the other Bongani.
He's afraid to go alone, can he please accompany him. That time Bongani was
renting a house - was staying at Eqolweni (?). He was not even far and the
police came in, where we thought they were calling from very close ... (pause)

12A/0 Please take your time to recover, Mrs Cele. Perhaps you could also just
tell us where these police were from. Were they South African Police or KwaZulu
Police? Do you know that? --- They were the SAP. They pushed him and they took
him out. In those few minutes I tried to send a message with one boy who knew
the place where he was. I said to him, "Go and tell them that they've arrested
Sikumbuzo". He was trying to get to the place where Bongani was. There were two
in hiding and the boy could find them. They were at Shabalala's place. When this
boy arrived there to tell them the news that Sikumbuzo had been arrested the
person who was with Bongani - who was hiding with Bongani - ran away, and
Bongani said, "I am now tired of running away. If it is possible, I would leave
tomorrow". Sikumbuzo never arrived on that day. Maybe if he could have run away,
he could have survived. Sikumbuzo said the police harassed him, they tortured
him and the next day he went together with them to pinpoint where his brother
was. The police took Bongani. It was the following day at about 10 o'clock in
the morning.
Mrs Cele, according to your statement, you said that on that day they took him
to prison and you didn't see
/Bongani
12A/2 Bongani - you were not allowed to see Bongani in prison. Is that correct?
--- The day they took me, they have not yet arrested Bongani, because they
wanted me to take him out and they dropped me off the road and I went back home.
Sikumbuzo arrived at home at 12 o'clock. He couldn't walk. When he was coughing,
he would cough blood. I said to him, "Sikumbuzo, what happened?", and he said,
"Mom, they've picked Bongani". I gave him money and he went to the hospital.
When he returned from the hospital, he was so scared and he said, "Mom, I'm now
going to Izingolweni. I want to go and stay there. I'm afraid the police might
come back and harass me and torture me once more". We tried to find Bongani at
the police and every time they would say no, they don't know his whereabouts. I
went to Mr Mlaba. Mr Mlaba tried to search for Bongani. They took Bongani in May
and it was June - towards the end of July the police arrived. He was handcuffed,
heavily chained on both the hands and the feet. They said he should take out the
weapons, because his uncle gave him those weapons. They searched, but no guns
were found and he pointed at a furrow where the water pass. They left and they
told me that Bongani will never be seen again. I was sleeping. It was Wednesday
morning at 9 o'clock. I heard people knocking at my door. It was a harsh knock
and I could realise that it was the police, because they used to come to my
place. I woke up and I opened the door. A policeman gave me a card and he said
Bongani had been shot by the police. "If you want to know everything, details,
you'll go the police station". I wasn't alone in the house - I was alone in the
house, because my children all ran away. They were scared. I
/sat quietly
12A/5 sat quietly down, because I was also scared of the neighbours. One of my
neighbours who used to help me was not present at that moment, he was at work. I
dressed up and I thought of Mlaba on that day. I went to him. On my arrival at
Mlaba I showed him this card that Bongani had been killed. Mlaba gave them a
call. You would think that at that moment they were just behind the house,
because in a few minutes they arrived. Mlaba asked them questions. He asked
them, "Had he been shot?". They said, "Yes, we are only here to give you the
message that he'd been shot. We don't know what really happened". Mlaba asked me
whether will I be able to go and see him. I said, "Yes". They said they will
take me with their car. I said, "No, I will walk". I walked on my own and I
found them sitting there, waiting for me. They said I should sign. I said, "No,
I don't want to sign". I went inside. I saw my son and I came out. They first
pulled two shelves out and then the third one I could identify Bongani. When I
arrived at home I sat down and I waited for any person who might come in. My
next-door neighbour was not present. He was the person who used to help me a
lot. In the afternoon my daughter arrived. They were crying and they found me
sitting, waiting, reading my Bible.

Mrs Cele, can you tell us what explanation the police gave for Bongani's death?
--- I didn't talk to the police myself. I went to Mr Mlaba, because he was an
ANC lawyer. I was expecting that there would be a court case, because of the
whole situation, because I thought my son would be arrested like anybody else
and would be sentenced and would come back home, but they released him according
12A/7 - according to the information that I got, I was told that the policeman
left with Bongani and he shouted, he said, "The dogs are now leaving with me. It
might happen that I don't come back", and it is true, he never went back to the
cell he was in. This disturbed me a lot. I've been going to Mlaba for a few
times, because I wanted to know the reason why had he been killed. Mlaba
searched for evidence all over. Because the police would come to my home with
heavy chains on Bongani's legs and hands, searching for guns and they couldn't
find any gun. I never heard what was the reason for Bongani's death, why had he
died. I so much wanted to hear the information that led to his death. After
Bongani's funeral it was almost a year. We received a call that we were to
appear in court. Two young men came in and they put a map on the table. I didn't
know were they magistrates and prosecutors, because I'd never been to a court
before. They were reading this map. After reading that map, Mlaba said can he
please go out. We went out and when we arrived outside he said, "Bongani's
charge has been dropped. You know that the ANC cases are not listened to". I
asked Mlaba. I said, "Mlaba, what am I going to do with Bongani's son, because I
am very poor? How is this child going to survive with the education?" Mlaba
said, "The ANC doesn't have any help. It is only allowed to help people who are
married". I went back home, because there wasn't anything I could do.
Ultimately, when the truth came out I wanted to come here to speak about this
thing, because I've been carrying this burden, not knowing who could help me,
who could explain everything to me about the brutal killing of Bongani,
/because
12A/10 because I even asked at home why did they attack my house only. I've been
to Mlaba many times, but I never received any help and that's where I gave up. I
was wondering what am I going to do with Bongani's son, because he has to go to
school, because he would come to me and say, "Granny, could you please give me
money. I want to go to school", and I wouldn't be having a penny in my wallet.
Mrs Cele, I was going to ask you what you felt that the Commission could do for
you. Can you just tell us how old Bongani's son is? --- He is doing standard 5.
He is 9 years old. He was born in 1984.
And is he living with you? Are you looking after him? --- But that doesn't mean
anything because I don't have money.
Mrs Cele, I'm very sorry to have to interrupt you here. We have another five
witnesses to hear before lunch. We've heard your very, very tragic story and we
express deep sympathy for you. We've heard you tell us that you feel unable to
look after Bongani's son and we have made a note of that and we will see whether
we can make recommendations as to whether you can be assisted in his education.
If there is anything else you would like to say before you leave the stage, as
to what you think the Commission may be able to do for you, please do so, but if
you feel that you have said enough then thank you very much. --- What's really
very difficult and painful for me is the education of Bongani's child. This
child is not alone, but the other one I don't know where is the mother, because
it's not in the statement. I cannot find the mother of the other child.
Apparently the mother was taken by her aunt, but it's not easy for us to /see
the
12A/14 see the other child. What is very, very hurtful for me in my heart, I'm a
suffering woman, I cannot fulfil the achievement the way I would like to. My
child is lying there. I couldn't even put a tombstone on his grave as a memory
to him. I couldn't do that. It was very difficult for me, because I do not have
means, but I would really appreciate if they can just educate Bulelani,

Bongani's child until he's an old man.
Thank you very much, Mrs Cele.
CHAIRMAN: Siyabonga, Mama. Any questions? Dr Mgojo.
DR MGOJO: Mama Cele, there's something I'm going to ask you about Bongani's
grave. You had wanted to put a tombstone. Where is this grave? --- He was buried
at Mgijima.
I think the Commission will also have a look at that request - the tombstone
request.
CHAIRMAN: Dr Boraine.
DR BORAINE: Mrs Cele, Mr Mlaba was your attorney. Is that right? --- Yes,
Mr Mlaba was an ANC lawyer.
Did he ever try and explain to you how your son was killed or shot when he was
actually in gaol? --- He never explained everything to me. I only heard that he
was taken from a cell and he had been shot at Charlesworth (?).
Did the
because
reading
said he
because

police ever explain why they shot him? --- No, they never said anything,
even on the day of the hearing nobody said anything. They were only
the map. I thought that there was something they would ask, because they
tried to shoot at them and I asked them how could he shoot at them,
his hands and his feet were handcuffed.

/Thank you
12A/19 Thank you very much.
CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much, Mrs Cele. There isn't anything much that we can
say, but seeing that you've appeared before the Commission that would help you
and it will help us a lot, because we will investigate as to answer the
questions that you ask. Your request with regard to Bongani's child we've
already heard that, and about the tombstone also. We don't say we will be able
to provide everything, but we are going to try and be of assistance. May God
help and may God bless you.
--------------------DR BORAINE: Mr Chairperson, before I call the next witness, could I welcome
Mr Roger Hulley, the leader of the Democratic Party in KwaZulu/Natal, and I
would be grateful if you would stand just for a minute. Thank you very much for
being here. Roger Burroughs. I should know, shouldn't I? Thank you. The next
witness is Dual Amos Hlatswayo, and I invite him to come forward, please. Could
I just make sure that the witness can hear my voice. Can you hear all right?
MR HLATSWAYO: Yes, I can hear you.
DR BORAINE: Wonderful. That gives me a chance to say to you a very warm welcome
and to express the gratitude of the Commission for your willingness to come here
today and to tell your story. It's never easy, especially in public, and you are
maybe a little bit nervous, but I hope you will relax and feel that you are free
to tell your story in your own way. Before I ask you to do that, which is your
own story about your own harassment and arson which is taking place, would you
please stand for the taking of the oath.
DUAL AMOS HLATSWAYO (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
DR BORAINE: Thank you very much for that assurance. You are now under oath and
my colleague, Mr Ntsebeza, will take over from me.

MR NTSEBEZA: I greet you. You understand Xhosa? --- Just a little bit. There are
other things I may not understand, but if you speak I can hear you as you're
speaking. We will understand each other.
I will start by asking you to speak a bit louder so that people can hear you. Do
you understand each other there? --- Yes, we do.
Yes, we must understand each other. I will try to speak a bit louder. I am
asking you, Baba, before you tell us about the incident which brought you here,
which happened in 1984, if you can just tell us about yourself. Tell us who is
this Hlatswayo? Where were you born and grew up and where did you work up until
you are here in Durban? When did you come to Durban and why did you come to
Durban? Just before we go into the incident that brought you here. --- I was
born at Gwamhlaba uya Lingana, but why I came this side, I was already a young
man. I was a grown-up. I came and worked at Tongaat Sugar Company from 1947. I
only retired now in 1992, when I went on pension. It was in 1992. I was married,
I had a family at Tongaat Sugar Company. I had a wife and children. When I was
staying there I had seven children. There are three boys and four girls. There
is one who passed away. The others are still alive. What has brought me here, my
younger boy, when he had grown up - he was already in form 5, that was during
the UDF time. One day, as I was sitting - I was staying with them at home, there
were some people who arrived and said my boy was guilty, he had written some
things on the wall, and now that he's going to pay revenge. I didn't even know
what was this revenge about, because I didn't know what was involved, and the
Inkatha people spoke in the township. While I was still listening to that one
day some boys arrived ... (end of tape)
12B/0 ... situation, many other people arrived. When I hear a little bit about
this, apparently some buses came to the township to attack. They were looking
for all the houses where there were UDF boys. My house was also burnt while I
was still asleep at about eleven. I heard stones being /thrown
12b/1 thrown all over the windows. What helped us - saved us that day - we could
have been severely injured, but there's something that saved us were the burglar
guards - how the stones were hitting and bouncing back, they couldn't get
through the windows, until at dawn. After they had been throwing stones, they
kicked the door and came in. They damaged my hi-fi and broke it down. After that
they hit the TV and broke it down and we were still paying for this. Even the
hi-fi, we'd just finished paying it off. They also burnt some other property
there. One of them came with a very sharp stick, looking for my boy that they
said was guilty. He had joined the UDF, but according to what we heard is that
if this boy is here he will not survive, the way they were speaking about, so
we'd taken this boy away. He went to Johannesburg to his friends, so that he
would stay there. When they came, looking for him the one who had a sharp
instrument, we didn't know, but apparently he came from another area, so that
even if they killed him we wouldn't be able to know who had killed him. They
looked for him under the bed and all over and they didn't find him and they
left. We slept with my wife on that day. Although they had burnt things, there
was a smell of smoke, but the following I woke up and went to work. While I was
still at work there was a boy who came that they were saying they are coming
back to your house. If we cannot produce this boy, we parents are going to be
killed. I became very, very disturbed and I left my work at that moment. I
looked for a car so that I could go back and start moving my things. It wasn't
only me. There were other people as well and the other people brought their
cars. We found a small car and they /brought
12B/2 brought me another second van that we managed to go home and put all our
belongings on that van and we left. We went to stay at Hertford (?) near
Verulam. That's how we left the township. Even my house I was living in, I left
it behind, up until today. I'm still living in a shack. I haven't found a house.
If I could ask you, the burning of your house, where did this happen? --- It
happened at Tongaat Sugar Company. The name of that township is called
Hambanathi.

You had built your house at Tongaat? --- No, these were the township houses,
built by the company for us. We were paying some rates for these houses. Many
people were staying there and some people took over those houses and they are
selling those houses but because by the time we left they were not yet sold. I
just left things as they are.
According to law, if such things happened, you should have reported this. --There was no way we could report this thing at that time, because if you
reported such matters nobody took them seriously. We did make a statement, but
nothing came out of that.
When you said you made a statement, who did you make a statement to? --- There
were some investigators, CID, we made our statements to them, but after that
nothing happened. They didn't do anything. The whole case ended up.
These were investigators from
investigators from Westville.

which

police?
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I
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In other words, were these SAP or KwaZulu Police? --- These were SAP.
This son you are talking about was Thulani? --- /Yes, it
12B/4 Yes, it was Thulani. He is the one who was a member of UDF.
Yes, where is he now? --- He died. He died when I was at Umlazi. He was knocked
down by the car. He had already started working. He'd been working for about a
year when this happened.
Now, who is this person you are saying told you that he told the hostel people
to come and attack you? --- The person who called the hostel people, it's a
woman, together with another man called Mabuyela and Petros. He is a man. Those
are the ones who went to fetch the Inkatha people from Inseleni to burn the
township.
On the day when they attacked, if I've heard you well, they were attacking
another UDF person? --- Yes, they were looking for this boy, Thulani, that I've
been referring to. They were looking for him so that if they found him they
would kill him, bare-hand. As I have said, there was one person with a sharp
instrument, who came in. They had planned that this was the person who was going
to stab him there and die, but because they didn't find this boy - they couldn't
find him, we had already begun to realise that if he stayed here at home that
was dangerous for him. He couldn't stay at home.
The last question. You say you are staying in the shacks? --- I'm at W, Umlazi.
If there was a way the Commission could assist you, how would you expect it to
assist you? What would you request? --- I do not know. They can use their
discretion, because if the Government was building houses, but even any house or
other structure built for me I would be grateful to the Commission. If it also
possible that
/all those
12B/6 all those property I lost I could get that, but I leave it on the
Commission's discretion to see how they could assist me.
Thank you.
CHAIRMAN: Thank you. Is there anyone with a question.
Ilan Lax?

MR LAX: Just one question, Baba Hlatswayo. You mentioned that these people who
came to your township, to Hambanathi, came in buses from Inseleni. Do you know
where those buses were from? Do you remember them? Do you remember the name on
them by any chance? --- I don't know. These buses were outside the township.
They offloaded these people and these people walked to the township and they
would do what was their mission. From when they had finished they would go back
to their buses and especially because it was at night, we were not able to see.
We only heard that in the morning, that they had arrived on buses, because it
was a huge crowd that came. The numbers indicated to us that they had come on
buses.
But these were not people from your area, as far as you know? --- No. No, they
were combined with some people from the township, together with those who were
brought by buses.
Thank you.
CHAIRMAN: Any other? Baba Hlatswayo, thank you very much for coming to this
Commission. We've listened. We are going to try and see if we can meet some of
your wishes, but not us, because what we can only do is to tell the President of
this country what we think, how people can be assisted. It is the President who
is going to take a decision on the kind of help that will be available or
/not available,
12B/7 not available, but we do thank you a lot for coming here and sharing your
pain and exposing your pain here. Thank you.
--------------------DR BORAINE: Mr
Florence Mbatha,
the earphones to
my voice in your

Chairperson, the final witness before the tea break is Mrs
and I'll ask her to come forward, please. We are waiting for
be put into position before we start. Mrs Mbatha, can you hear
ears now?

MRS MBATHA: Yes, I can hear now.
DR BORAINE: Thank you. I welcome you very warmly to the Commission. Thank you
very much for waiting. It's always difficult to wait. One gets a little nervous,
but are you all right? Are you comfortable?
MRS MBATHA: Yes, I am.
DR BORAINE: Good. Thank you again for being
Commission and the nation about what happened
going to tell us about the tragic death of your
you do, as you know, I have to ask you to please

willing to come and tell the
in your own life, and you are
son, Stanley Mbatha, but before
stand to take the oath.

FLORENCE MBATHA (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
DR BORAINE: Thank you very much. Please be seated. You are now under oath and my
colleague, Mrs Gcabashe, will lead you as you tell us your story. Mrs Gcabashe.
MRS GCABASHE: Thank you. We greet you Mrs Mbatha. As the Vice-Chairman has
already said that you are appearing before us with a certain matter. We really
feel sorry for that great loss. Before telling us your story, tell us where you
come from, tell us your family, tell us how many children you have, so that when
we speak to you we would be in a clearer knowledge of who you are. --- I was
born at Escourt and I came to Durban as a worker and from there I got married
and we moved on to Umlazi. Mbatha passed away in 1981 - that's my husband. I
stayed at M in /Umlazi
12B/12 Umlazi with three children and my boy got married. In 1990 he started his

own family and he worked at a railway station.
Is that the boy whom you are representing today? --- Yes. My daughter-in-law
said I should come, because she is working now. That is why I am here. In 1990
on the 9th they were in a Putco bus in the afternoon. They were going home to
their homes and they were shot on their way. They said they were heading to
Duff's Road and one person - a white man - shot at them and my son died on the
13th. Well, we buried him. This was a famous matter and I couldn't hear the
whole information. People were telling me different stories. Some of them were
telling me that they heard over the radio. I was working at that time. I'm not
working at this moment. My daughter-in-law is the only one who is working. Even
to this day we were never called to any case. They said that white man was
arrested - the person who shot them.
Can I ask you a question? In your statement you said the people were driving in
their car. Do you know who those people were? Were they the police? Were they
people from an organization? --- No, they were white people.
Do you think they were representing any organization? --- This became a very big
matter and people were talking and one person said they were the AWB members.
Can you tell us exactly? --- They said it was a white organization. They were
arrested after the funeral, but I never heard anything, because people would ask
me, "Have you heard? They've been arrested", and I would say /to them,
12B/13 to them, "No", because there was no court case. I only heard from the
people that they've been arrested and that was the end of the story. I want to
appear here so that I can tell the Commission that my son died tragically, but I
want to know the truth, because I don't know the truth up to this day.
Were you requested to appear before Court? --- No.
Now, where did you hear that they are arrested? --- People told me that they had
been reading in the papers the matter regarding our children.
Did you report this to the police? Did you go as a family to report? --- Yes, we
went to Durban Station to explain, but nothing took place thereafter.
You said your son was working. Did you get any of his money - compensation of
any kind? --- Yes, they did help a little, but I don't know are they still
providing my daughter-in-law with compensation or not.
Did you get a death certificate explaining the cause of his death? What was on
the death certificate, if you remember well? --- The certificate said he'd been
shot.
Thank you, Mr Chairperson.
CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much. Any more questions? Mdu Dlamini?
MR DLAMINI: Thank you, Mrs Mbatha. How many children does your daughter-in-law
have? How old are they? Are they studying? --- The other one is doing standard 5
and the other one is doing standard 8.
Where is your daughter-in-law working? --- She is teaching.
Thank you, Mr Chairman.
/CHAIRMAN
12B/16 CHAIRMAN: Thank you. Dumisa Ntsebeza.
MR NTSEBEZA: I just want to be clarified here. Do you know who shot your son and

why was he shot? --- No, I don't know anything.
Was he in any political organization? --- No.
Thank you.
CHAIRMAN: Dr Boraine.
DR BORAINE: Thank you. Thank you, Mama. Were any other people killed in the bus?
--- (No audible reply)
How many were killed? --- I don't know how many there were.
You are right when you say this was a very famous case, because there was much
publicity and there was a big court case and you were never called to that court
case? --- No.
I think I should at least tell you because one of the tragedies that we have
listened to over the last four weeks is that victims of killings, murders,
assaults, deaths in detention are so seldom ever told what's happened and many
don't or can't read newspapers and I want to tell you that the four men were
arrested. They were found guilty and are now in gaol. You didn't know that? --No.
Well, at least now you know something of what happened and perhaps one of our
staff members can give you more details a little later on. Thank you.
CHAIRMAN: Richard Lyster? Virginia Gcabashe?
MRS GCABASHE: My last question that I have, because we have heard that these
people were arrested and convicted, they have asked for amnesty for what they
have done and what is your wish? What would you expect from the
/Commission
12B/25 Commission - you and your daughter-in-law and the children? --- If they
can just assist me educate these children. That's my request.
We have heard your request, even though we may not promise you, we are
listening. Once we come together we are going to discuss among ourselves and we
will see if there is anything that can be done to respond to people's requests.
CHAIRMAN: Mama, we thank you very much for coming here. As has already been
said, we are going to try to help you, whichever way that will be accessible to
us. Thank you.
--------------------CHAIRMAN: Let's take a tea break up till half past eleven.
SHORT ADJOURNMENT
--------------------ON RESUMPTION:
JERICO NZAMA (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
DR BORAINE: Thank you very much. Please be seated and try and be as relaxed as
possible under the circumstances. It's not a dentist's chair, so you can relax.
That's better. Dr Magwaza, a colleague, will now take over from me and she will
help you to tell your own story. Thank you.

DR MAGWAZA: We greet you. We also thank you that you are able to be here today.
Before we start ... [break in recording] ... situation, tell us about yourself
and your family and your son. Tell us who your family is, who is your son, how
old is your son, everything about you and your family that could assist us to
give a clearer picture of who you are. --- I will explain that here in Durban I
grew up in Durban, but I was born in Potchefstroom in 1936. From there I came
here to stay with my father, who was working at King Edward. At that time he was
a clerk there. I went to school here in Durban and my father took me to King
Edward. I also became a clerk in King Edward. During that time I joined the ANC.
That was the most famous organization in King Edward at that time. I worked
there and in 1963 I was arrested. We were arrested with regard to ANC, but I did
get released by this lawyer called Austin. After that I had left King Edward. I
went to do the taxi job. I didn't like this taxi job and I went to the firms
(?). I educated my children and they went to Ongoye. The elder daughter went to
do a B Ed and the boy - the boy who was here, who was injured, was doing B Sc at
that time. When I was working in the factories there I was working at the
national key point. Those were /the very
12b/29 the very strategic areas the Government focused on. Those were oil tanks.
When we wanted to have a union inside the factory, it was very difficult because
the management didn't want the union. They said if the union is involved these
petrol tanks would be burnt out, so I organized, then pressurised that the union
be allowed to exist. I'm the one who organized the union. So I started being
hated by the owners of this firm, because I'm putting the union which is aligned
to ANC and the tanks could be burnt. At the time when I was working there used
to be soldiers coming, patrolling there as a place that was a national key
point. These were two places. One of them is in Fynnland. There's a checkpoint.
If someone wanted to go you would have to pass through the Railway Police. I got
so pressurised and harassed and the soldiers used to come at this national key
point and the Railway Police also used to follow me up. I realised that I must
leave this job, because I was in danger. I left this job in 1990. I went to stay
at home. While I was still staying at home - I think it was about two months - I
asked the union that if they could assist me to work as a trade union organizer,
because I realised that the soldiers and Railway Police were following me and I
wanted the union to help me to be an organizer of the union. While I was still
at home ... (end of tape)
13A/0 ... They broke down the front doors, dining room doors, and I saw two
Hippos that were waiting on the gate and they hit me with guns and pushed me
down and they were pointing guns at all my children. My other son that I'm
talking about, he came out from the bedroom. He had just arrived the previous
day from Ongoye. They also pointed
/guns at
13A/1 guns at him and they assaulted us. They said they had been sent by my
former employer that I must produce all the weapons there at home, like AK-47. I
must also show my car - they wanted to take out the weapons. I showed my car and
opened my car. They said, "Where is this AK-47 in this car?" I said, "No, I
don't have an AK-47". They assaulted me and kicked me and they got me up and
took me back to the house. They pointed guns at all my children. My boy was also
in the bedroom. He was also being assaulted and they took me outside to the door
and beat me up and they took off all the dockets of the car and they took me
back and they were assaulting me all that time. Once I was on the door the
police kicked me and my spectacles fell and the soldiers trampled on them and I
went back to the house. When I arrived in the house, all my children - they were
pointing guns at all my children. The other boy was being assaulted. When I went
back inside the house the second my boy had been so terribly assaulted I
couldn't ... (inaudible) ... was already swollen. They assaulted us for hours. I
think it was about an hour. When my neighbours tried to come out they pointed
torches at him and he went inside. I was also swollen and was very injured. For
about an hour we were being assaulted. From there these police they left and
these soldiers left. We were all completely so injured. I can't even begin to
explain that now. I heard from the children that they had taken my boy, they put

plastic on his head and they took him away with them. So there was a visitor at
home who took me with his car and put me in hiding in another house. I stayed
there and I came back the following day. They said Sibongiseni was brought back
/towards
13A/2 towards dawn. He had been taken by the soldiers but now he's at Mshiyeni
Hospital. I've also rushed there and went to the police to report this. The
police gave me a form and I took this to the hospital and I was treated by the
doctor. They said no, they would not admit me, I would be treated as an outpatient. They took X-rays and I asked, "What happened to my boy?" They said he
had been admitted. I went to the ward where he had been admitted. I found him
that he was there. He was completely swollen. I couldn't even recognise him, he
was so swollen. It was the nurse who had to show me, "This is your son", and
eventually he was discharged from the hospital and I went to report this to the
union. The union took me to the Legal Resource Centre and I reported this issue
at the Legal Resource. This case stayed for a long time and there was no court
case about this issue, the case I had reported, but just before there was a
court hearing, Mr Lyster said he was going overseas, but he's going to hand this
over to another lawyer. This lawyer will meet him in court, but if this lawyer
required to meet us before that he was going to write to us. This lawyer didn't
write to us, but just two days before the court hearing my son went there. He
said the lawyer said he had telephoned us to say, "Come", but we didn't get this
message and then the lawyer said he dismissed the case, "Because you didn't come
to me after I had made a call for you to come". Another thing that I forgot to
mention was that my property was damaged. The soldiers broke down everything,
furniture, radio, television. They were just like breaking down everything. The
police came and they took statements from us and asked me could I point out who
/the soldiers
13A/4 the soldiers were. I said yes, I could point them out. They said there was
going to be a parade on Thursday. I must come and identify these soldiers. There
never was such a parade. That was the end of the whole thing.
Thank you, Baba Nzama. Are you finished? --- Yes, I am.
There are a few questions I would like to ask, so that you can clarify certain
things. You said in 1963 you were arrested? --- Yes, I was arrested.
Could you explain to us why were you arrested? --- When we were arrested at that
time it would seem that there was some kind of announcement that was made by
Mr Leballo with regard to the whole South Africa and then they collected us and
arrested us. I just saw in the morning the special branch came to arrest us. At
that time the charge was three months without trial. I think at that stage it
was through Mr Vorster, who was still ruling.
I didn't hear, it's Mr
Mr Leballo in Lesotho - Potlako Leballo. They
arresting us. They were

who? --- It's Mr Leballo. There was some rumours that
Mr Leballo of PAC, he said there is something he'd said
said it was because of what he had said that they were
arresting everybody.

How long were you arrested then? --- I was arrested for two months and the third
month my family involved lawyer, Mr Austin.
Another question I would like to say is that in your statement you said there
were soldiers in your family and surrounded it and they were with one ZP. --Yes.
How did you realise that the other one was a ZP?
/--- He had
13A/5 --- He had a camouflage, but the hat he was wearing, it looked like the
ZP, but even the soldiers did say, "We are with a ZP guy here".

Another thing I would like to know is that from these people who came to harass
you at home is there any one of them you can identify and recognise? --- These
soldiers, at that time I could identify them, but I don't know now. A long time
has elapsed.
You are not clear now? --- I don't know, because a long time has elapsed since
then.
In your speech again you said they came to your house because they had been told
by your former employers that you have got weapons in your car. Who were those
people you were working for who told the soldiers that you had weapons? --- I
think I would say those were my employers, because we were in conflict with
them. We were fighting over Cosatu.
Your employers? --- Yes, where I was working.
You are not free to say them? Is there no such? --- No.
Those were your former employers? --- Yes, that's what I suspected, because the
soldiers also told me that.
Another thing I would like to ask you, as your son was injured, they took him
away and they had covered his face, during the time when they covered his face,
does he explain what they did to him? --- Yes, he explained what they did to
him. He said they discussed with him, interrogated. It was around June 16, they
were asking him. They said would he go and report to the police that he and his
father - they asked if he was going to report
/to the
13A/6 to the
"No, we are
cliff and he
his way back

police that they had assaulted him and his father and my son said,
not going to report this thing". So he said they threw him on a
rolled over and got up on the other end and he started looking for
home.

The last thing, as we are a Commission here, the most important thing to ask is
that from all those victims we should hear from them that since they were
harassed how could we help them heal those wounds. As far as you are concerned,
how can we help you and your family? --- I got harassed, as I said, that I lost
my job, but I also got injured as well and my property was damaged by the
soldiers. I was really very much harassed by that.
Job-wise, your property and your body. Is there something that happened in your
body that maybe disabled you from being able to work? --- No, I got sick at that
stage, but now I'm all right.
Thank you very much, Baba. I will pass on to the Chair.
CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much. Is there somebody with questions. Dr Mgojo.
DR MGOJO: Baba Nzama, as your son was affected in his education while he was
doing his second year at a university, where is he now? --- He is here.
Was he able to further his education? --- No, he only managed to finish now,
because his sister started her working and is helping him. He is now at the
Technikon.
So it's the sister who's educating your child? --- Yes.
Why I'm asking you is because we're trying to help you. We need to help you
where we can manage. Didn't you /think that
13A/7 think that there was a need for him that since he was affected that he

could have some kind of request? --- I think he has some request.
CHAIRMAN: Baba, we thank you very much that you were able to come here to come
and give this testimony. We are listening. May God be with you. We are going to
try to meet your request and see how we could help you. Thank you very much.
--------------------DR BORAINE: Mr Chairperson, the next witness that I call is Mr Sibongiseni
Goodlord Linda, and I will ask him to please come to the witness stand. We are
just waiting for the earphones to be put in place, so that the witness can hear
and follow the questions. Can you hear my voice all right? Fine. Sibongiseni, is
that the name you would like me to call you, or Goodlord?
MR NZAMA, JNR: Sibongiseni.
DR BORAINE: Thank you very much. You are very
immediately, are you related to Mr Jerico Nzama?

welcome.

Let

me

ask

you

MR NZAMA, JNR: That is my father.
DR BORAINE: It just confused me a bit by all these different names, but now we
know. And you are the same young man that we heard about from him? Is that
correct?
MR NZAMA, JNR: In fact, Linda is one of my first names.
DR BORAINE: Okay, that helps a lot. So you are Mr Nzama, Junior?
MR NZAMA, JNR: Yes.
DR BORAINE: Thank you, now we know where we are. So I'm going to call you
Mr Nzama and say to you how pleased we are that you are here. We have heard from
your father, but we are very pleased that we can hear from you as well. You are
a very young man and you must have been even younger when all these terrible
things happened and we are going to listen to your story with great interest,
but before we do so, would you please stand to take the oath.
SIBONGISENI GOODLORD LINDA NZAMA (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
DR BORAINE: Thank you very much. Mr Nzama, my colleague, Mr Lax, is going to
take over from me now and
/he is
13/11 he is going to help you help us to know exactly what happened, so that we
can know what the truth is. Thank you.
MR LAX: I'll speak English, because I don't speak Zulu very well. We have heard
your father telling us about the events of that night. What we would like to
hear from you is, from your own perspective, what happened to you that night. We
have the general outline of the story, as your father has described it, so we
know more or less what happened, but we would like to hear from you what
happened as far as you saw it and experienced it. --- As my father has already
explained, the soldiers arrived and they way they came in. All the things that
happened to him ... (inaudible). With me they put me in my father's bedroom.
That's where they put me. That's where they started interrogating me, asking me
where were my father's guns. I told them my father doesn't have any guns, and
some of them lied me down and pressed me down. One of them hit me - slapped me
with an open hand in my back. They asked me again, "Where are these guns?" I
kept on saying, "My father doesn't have guns". During that time they were
searching. There is a huge belt they found that my father had while he was still
working at the security. They hit me with this belt and it was very painful.

When they started hitting me with this belt I screamed aloud. They started
hitting me and they were asking me, "Where are these guns?" I said I didn't know
where the guns were. It continued. From there they got very angry. They threw me
down on the floor. That's where all of them started attacking me. They were
kicking me, hitting me with the gun butts and hitting me against the wall,
/banging
13A/15 banging me against the wall, hitting me with their fist. They assaulted
me in every way they could. They were attacking me and then they would give me a
chance to speak to say where the guns were and I kept on saying, "I don't know".
This thing continued for a long time. They were beating me, asking me questions,
they were beating me. There was a time I feared that I was going to die. I
started telling them lies. I said, "There are guns". I said, "There is a gun
here". I said it was on top of the wardrobe. They ran on top of the wardrobe and
they didn't find any and when they came back they were very angry. They said I'm
making them fools. They attacked me again. From there, they said, "These guns
you are talking about, what kind of a gun?", so I said it was a small gun. They
said no, they were looking for an AK-47. They showed me one of the long guns
they had. They said, "We want a gun that looks like this one". I didn't know
that gun. I said to them, "I don't know that kind of a gun". They called my
father back while they still were dealing with me. They told him that I had
already told them that there is a gun. When my father was inside I said I was in
such pain I said that because I was in such pain, there is no such a gun I know
of. They started beating me in front of my father. They also assaulted my father
and kept on taking him outside. They were still asking me where these guns were.
After about an hour, while they were assaulting me like this, they took me
outside. It was very cold on that day and I wasn't wearing warm - I just had
pyjamas and it was a short-sleeved pyjama and even the pants of this pyjama was
short, but it was very cold and I was in pain. They went inside the house and
started
/searching
13A/16 searching. They came out and told one another that they couldn't find
anything. While they had put me down outside on the door, there were others who
came there from a Hippo that had been parked outside in the street. There was a
plastic that's usually used for garbage or rubbish. They put it over my head and
they pushed me - took me to the Hippo. I couldn't even see where I was going,
because they were holding my hand. They put me inside the Hippo. They drove for
a short distance and it was very close from home, but it was an area where the
grass had been burnt out. From there they said they are going to give me a lot
of money if I showed them where the guns were. I kept on saying I didn't know of
any guns. They kept on assaulting me. Near where we were there was a cottage of
a shop. There were nearby shops and there was a cottage. They went inside that
and got out two guys and they beat them a bit, but I don't know why they were
beating these other guys, and then they came back to me and they were asking me
the same questions. When they took me to the Hippo, they said they were going to
kill me if I don't tell them where the guns were that they were looking for, so
I was very scared at that stage that they were going to kill me. Things went on
for a while where they had taken me and they didn't beat me for a long time
after that. I heard them talking among themselves. They came back to me and they
told me that should it happen that I report that I've been assaulted they were
going to come back and kill us. They asked me, "Did we beat you? Did we assault
you?" I said, "No, you didn't assault me". They asked me again, "Did we assault
you?" I said, "No, you didn't assault me". I was very scared. I was scared for
my life. From /there
13A/19 there they asked me what had been planned in the township, because it was
going to be June 16th, the day now that we call Youth Day. They told me, "What
are the plans in the town for June 16th?" I said, "I do not know", but after
that they didn't do anything to me. They pulled me and put me on the edge. They
put me on the edge of a high place. They put me on the edge. They kicked me. At
that time I fell down and rolled over and I couldn't even stand up. They left me

there. That's where I tried to wake up. I kept on falling and trying to get up
and falling and I was falling and I was very cold and until I arrived home. When
I arrived home, I found everything was upside down at home. Things were broken.
The house was just completely upside down and in a disarray. My father wasn't
there. My sisters told me that my father had gone somewhere because he was
afraid they were going to come back and attack him. They organized transport for
me to go to the hospital. At the hospital they made X-rays on me, all over my
body and I was admitted and I slept there for two days. There were drips put on
me. I was very, very swollen. My head was double its normal size. My back was
full of bruises and green marks, because of this huge belt, buckle of the belt
they were beating me with. They discharged me from the hospital after two days,
but when they discharged me I was not yet all right. I wasn't feeling all right,
because I also went to the clinic at Clermont for further treatment. It took me
a long time to recuperate, because I was still in pain for a long time. Even my
left ear I couldn't hear for a long time on my left ear because of the injuries
I got in that assault. I will request to stop here now.
/Just to
13A/21 Just to ask you a few follow-up questions, you said that these people
were soldiers. How did you know they were soldiers? What made you to think that
they were soldiers? --- It's an SADF uniform - brown, and also the Hippo's. They
were on these Hippo's. These were SADF Hippo's.
How many of these Hippo's were there, if you can remember? --- The only one I
saw was the one I was on, but the neighbours said that they saw other Hippo's.
Now, you've said that they took your father and pushed him out and they also
questioned your sister. That's what you told us in your statement. What did they
do to your sister? Did they do anything? --- In fact, they asked my sister what
she was doing, before they started assaulting us. She told them that she was
still at school. They also asked me what I was doing. When they heard that I was
a student at the university they started talking nasty to me and they said, "You
are also a member of the ANC". At that time the ANC had just been unbanned. It
had just been unbanned.
Now, you've told us that your hearing wasn't very good after this incident. You
had problems with your ear. Do you still have those problems or is your ear
better now? --- No, I no longer have a problem.
The other thing is that you've said to us that they had turned your house upside
down, damaged all sorts of things, and your father told us a few of the things
that were damaged. Did they take anything from your house or did they steal
anything from your house? --- I heard my father saying that they stole an amount
of about R400,00. I may not remember the exact amount.
/Was that
13A/26 Was that money that was kept somewhere in your house? --- Yes.
Now, you went to hospital and had X-rays done. Do you have details of those Xrays? Would we be able to obtain them, just to get confirmation of all your
injuries? If we went to the hospital, would you have the numbers so that we
could get those documents from the hospital? --- Yes, I could try looking for
the card I just for being admitted at the hospital.
At that time were you involved in any political organization? Were you active in
any political organization? --- No.
One of the questions being asked people who give evidence before us is how do
they think the Commission would be able to help them - in what way do they think
we would be able to assist them. How would you respond to that question? --What I would like to say, I would like to be compensated for the injuries I
suffered on that night. Also this incident disturbed my father a lot as far as

income is concerned, but after that he couldn't get employment because he was
too scared that we would be attacked again. He was too scared. He feared for his
life. But I also was not able to finish my studies at the university. I would
like to finish my studies.
Thank you. No further questions, Mr Chairperson.
CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much. Dr Mgojo.
13B/0 DR MGOJO: If it could happen that you are able to go back to university,
what year would you do? --- I would have to do the second year.
The second year? --- Yes, that's where I left off.
/Thank you.
13B/1 Thank you.
CHAIRMAN: Thank you, Linda. We had already heard from your father. We have also
heard from you. May God be with you, help you. Here now we've got a democracy.
Maybe those things that happened we don't ever want to see them happening again.
That's why there is this Commission, so that we can investigate the truth. We
hope that you would get an opportunity to go back to finish your studies. We
need educated people. We need people who are doing science, so that the new
South Africa can succeed and be prosperous. Thank you.
--------------------13b/2 DR BORAINE: Mr Chairperson, the next witness is Mr Haroon Aziz and I will
invite him to come to the witness stand, please. Mr Aziz, I'd like to welcome
you this afternoon to the Commission and to thank you for giving up the time and
being willing to come to us and to tell your own story. The year that you are
going to go back to is 1974/1975 and, although it's over 20 years ago, I'm quite
sure it's still very vivid in your mind, because of what happened then. Before I
ask you to tell us a little bit more about that, would you please stand for the
swearing of the oath.
HAROON AZIZ (Sworn states)
DR BORAINE: Thank you very much indeed. Mr Aziz, it's my task to ask you to tell
your story and then perhaps to put some questions to you. From time to time I
may interrupt you, but only in order to make sure that I understand but, as far
as possible, I won't. Could you tell us just a little bit about yourself and
then in your own words and your own time tell us what happened in 1974. Thank
you. --- May I just go a little bit behind 1974? My first arrest took place in
1964. It was for a few hours at the Berea Police Station. In 1965 I joined
Umkhonto we Sizwe and I led a major student demonstration in Stanger and also I
ran the underground structure for the ANC in Stanger and I was also part of the
sabotage unit, and during this student boycott I had painted some slogans, which
at that time was considered sabotage. I was arrested and interrogated for almost
a whole day in 1965 and thereafter the special branch were regular visitors to
my home. In 1971 when Ahmed Timol was arrested and killed I was also subject to
police special branch scrutiny. That was in 1971. In 1974, on the 28th 13B/4
September, I was arrested under the Terrorism Act, section 6, and I was taken to
the Fisher Street headquarters of the special branch and there I was
photographed, fingerprinted and verbally abused. Thereafter I was kept in a
prison cell in Greenwood Park Police Station. That was on a Saturday, and on the
Monday my interrogation started. It used to usually start at about half past
eight in the morning and last till about four in the afternoon. At this time the
interrogation - during this time of the interrogation there was no physical
torture, just mental torture, and for two weeks I was interrogated and obviously
the police were not happy with the answers that I gave to them and then they
decided to torture me physically and there was a ritual to the torture the
police used to do, and that was to force me on to the ground with my - both my

hands and my feet and they used to tie my shoes around my neck and the
interrogation used to begin and, in order to extract the information they were
looking for, they used to quite often grab me by my head and bang it against the
wall. Then the other form of torture that used to take place was they used to
make me sit on what they used to call an invisible chair. An invisible chair is
you pretend that you sit on a chair, but there's no chair there, and you hold
your hands out and you flick your fingers. They interrogate you and you have to
answer the questions and this invisible chair position was quite close to the
wall, but not - I wasn't allowed to lean against the wall and in front of me one
of the special branch policemen used to hold a knife at my navel, so as to
prevent me from falling easily to the ground and if they were not satisfied with
the answers I
/used to
3B/6 used to give, from time to time they used to hit me on my penis, sometimes
squeeze it, and it used to be very difficult to fall down, because of the knife
in front, but eventually, when I fell, I was kicked and this kicking used to go
on and I used to scream and shout and they used to laugh at me like mad hyenas
and once I had gone unconscious and after that I decided that I should lay a
charge against the policemen, for whatever it was worth, and I complained to the
station commander that I was assaulted and then he reported the matter to the
head of the special branch and the head of the special branch scolded me. He
said I was lying and he said I should disclose the information they wanted, and
the information they wanted was admission that I was part of Umkhonto we Sizwe,
I was a member of the ANC and the South African Communist Party, and at that
time I was in charge of the library of the SACP and they wanted to know where I
used to hide it, and they also wanted me to admit all the sabotages that I had
committed over the years, and after laying the complaint they took me to the
district surgeon and the district surgeon examined me while my interrogators
were present in his surgery and the district surgeon took samples of my blood.
Apparently he suspected that my kidneys were damaged, and up to now I don't know
the result of that blood test, and when I was taken back to Fisher Street, in
the lift I said to the policeman that one day when they'll become our prisoners
we will treat them with compassion and they laughed at me. They took me upstairs
and they beat me up for that and then they said there's a very high-ranking
policeman in the next office. I should go to him and lay a formal charge with
him. So
/I was
13B/8 I was taken into the next room and made a statement to the policeman and
he asked whether I wanted the special branch to be charged. Obviously I said,
"No, I don't want them charged", and then after that the interrogation, together
with this torture, continued for about another week and, because I was trained
in counter-interrogation technique I realised that they knew very little about
me and then I decided to make a statement to them, which, to me, was just
political fantasy, and after I had made my statement they were still not
satisfied and they started interrogating me on the basis of the statement that I
made and that interrogation lasted for something like four months. That was from
September to round about January and after that I was transferred to Norwood
Police Station for a while, in Johannesburg, and then to Pretoria Central
Prison, where I was kept for nine months altogether. That's what I have to say.
Thank you very much for a very clear statement of what must have been a
terrifyingly brutal time in your life. I have only got a few questions, because
you've been so clear, but just to make sure that I understand. You spent a few
weeks in the Greenwood Park Police Station, where you were not physically
abused, but mentally tortured? --- That's right.
I'll come back to that, but just so that I'm clear, when they started the
physical torture were you still at Greenwood Park or were you back at Fisher
Street headquarters? --- No, no, the Fisher Street headquarters were - that's
where the interrogation took place, but the police station is where I was

detained.
Okay, so they took you there every day and then back /again.
13B/11 again. --- Every day.
Now, I think some of us are aware that the Government, in their determination to
overcome resistance to their system, introduced a number of laws. There was
first the three months and then six months and then, under section 6, of course,
you could be held forever and, under the State of Emergency, they could lock you
up and throw away the key. You were there for nine months. You mentioned the
mental torture. Can you describe for us, if you would care to, any of the aftereffects after that very long time in solitary confinement and how you feel
today? --- Yes, after my release I never trusted any white man and I looked at
every white man, especially in safari suit, as a special branch person. It took
me a very long time to overcome that and I think I've overcome that now.
Thank you. The interrogation team consisted of several members of the special
branch. Is that right? --- Yes, that's right. They used to work in rotation.
Would you be able to identify any of those who participated in the torture? --Yes, I can.
In particular, can you remember the name of the person to whom you made a
complaint, either the station commander, or later on to his superior? --- No,
not.
Thank you very much. The district surgeon who examined you - you went to his
surgery. Is that right? --- Yes, taken by the special branch.
Can you remember where that was? --- No.
Can you remember the name of the district surgeon? --- Yes, his name was Dr
Buchanan.
Dr Buchanan. Thank you. And, according to your
/testimony,
13B/13 testimony, you were actually examined by the district surgeon in front of
your interrogators? --- That's right.
And you never got any results of the examination that took place? --- No.
Thank you. If the Commission was able to be of any assistance to you, what would
you like to see us do in relation to what you went through? --- Right now, we
are carrying out a monologue. I would like the Commission to create a dialogue
between the people who committed tortures and their victims.
You think that it would help if the people who were the interrogators or the
perpetrators and their victims come face to face? --- I think so.
What would you hope to achieve by that? --- Reconciliation, ultimately.
As you know, these first hearings are focused on victims, survivors - you really
are a survivor. I would see you as a victim. You are very much a strong
survivor, but whatever term one uses - but you also know that the Commission - I
hope you know that the Commission has the power and the authority to subpoena
interrogators, perpetrators, to come and appear before the Commission. We have
deliberately focused on the first four of four hearings on listening to the
stories of those who have been so badly abused. Now, could I ask you quite
specifically, the people whose names you recall who were part of your
interrogation team, who forced you and hit you and tortured you, would you be

prepared to meet with them? --- Yes.
Thank you. You've been very candid and very helpful /and we
13B/15 and we will certainly do everything we can to try and see if we can't
arrange the exact thing that you've asked for. Thank you. I have no further
questions, Mr Chairperson.
CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much. Any questions? Ilan Lax.
MR LAX: Thank you Mr Chairperson. Mr Aziz, after this long and torturous bout of
questioning and detention were you ever charged with any offence? --- No.
CHAIRMAN: Mdu Dlamini.
MR DLAMINI: Thank you. Mr Aziz, after hearing your story, one just cannot help
but to think that possibly there were other people - the family - how were they
affected and how are they now? Are you comfortable to tell us something about
that? Then and now. --- Yes, at that time my family was antagonistic towards me
and the special branch quite effectively used my parents to pressurise me to
give up my activities, but after my release from prison we reconciled.
And the immediate family - wife and children - if they are there at all? Sorry
if I am being ... (inaudible). --- Yes, there is a wife and two children and
there's no problems.
CHAIRMAN: Dr Mgojo.
DR MGOJO: Thank you. Mr Aziz, according to your statement here, which you also
have articulated, that is very unusual, when you were having the examination by
Dr Buchanan to be done before those people who were torturing you and then you
said you never knew the results. Are you still interested in knowing the results
or not? --- No, it's only academic now.
Could you repeat your answer again? --- I said, /"No,
13B/17 "No, it's academic".
CHAIRMAN: Richard Lyster.
MR LYSTER: Thank you, Mr Chairman. During the nine months that you were in
solitary confinement, did you have any access at all to your family? Did you see
your family? --- Only twice. It was just for a few minutes.
And otherwise were you held on your own? --- Yes, that's right.
Alone in the cell? --- Yes.
If, on investigation, we find that the people or some of the people who tortured
you are still holding high office in the police, how do you feel about them
continuing to hold that high office? --- If they clearly repent for their past
that shouldn't be a problem with me, but if they don't and if they are there and
continue to abuse their positions, then I would have a problem with that.
CHAIRMAN: Dr Boraine.
DR BORAINE: Just two questions. First, do you know whether the people who were
directly responsible for your torture, do you now if they are still around or
still alive or have you any idea where they might be? --- Yes. The one person I
noticed in the Government Gazette some time ago. He had applied for an
indemnity, so I assume he is still in the Police Force.
And we can get that information from you? --- Yes.

Thank you. The last question that I have, the district surgeon, Dr Buchanan,
have you any idea of his whereabouts? --- No.
/Thank you
13B/20 Thank you very much.
CHAIRMAN: Ilan Lax.
MR LAX: Sorry, Mr Aziz, to prolong this, but it was a practice during all these
periods of detention for prisoners under detention to be visited either by
district surgeons or magistrates or sometimes even judges. In the nine months
that you were inside, were you ever visited by any of these people? --- A
magistrate used to come once a while, but it was a big joke.
It was a futile exercise? --- Yes, that's right.
CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much. We are grateful to you for coming and for sharing
with us all of the anguish that you underwent and obviously we are humbled by
how you are now - your own attitudes - and it is things of these kind that one
hopes will contribute, as they must, to the healing of our nation. Thank you
very, very much indeed.
--------------------CHAIRMAN: Mr Aziz was the last witness before lunch and I suggest that we take
the break and come back at two.
LONG ADJOURNMENT
--------------------13B/24 ON RESUMPTION:
DR BORAINE: Buyele Patience Zungu Mthembu. We will wait until the headphones are
in place, so that the witness can hear and also have the translation. You have
given your name as Zungu Mthembu. Would you like to be called Mrs Mthembu or Mrs
Zungu?
MRS MTHEMBU: Mrs Mthembu.
DR BORAINE: Mrs Mthembu, thank you very much, and welcome. You've been here all
day and now your time has come and we are very grateful for your willingness to
appear before the Commission and we hope that you are going to find your time
with us helpful, as you tell a story which needs to be told. It's a story in
relation to the disappearance of your brother and we're going to hear that story
in a moment but first will you please stand for the oath.
BUYELE PATIENCE ZUNGU-MTHEMBU (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
DR BORAINE: Thank you very much. You may be seated. You are now under oath and
we are looking forward to hearing the story that you have to tell and Mr Lyster
will take over from me.
MR LYSTER: Thank you, Mr Chairman. Thank you for coming in, Mrs Mthembu. Like
many others, you have come to tell the story of the loss of a loved one - in
this case the disappearance of your brother Ndo Mthandoyethu. Can you just tell
us briefly something about who he was and where he fitted in in your family,
just to give us a background picture? --- Mthandoyethu Zungu is my brother. He
is the last-born in the family of Aaron Zungu, who is our father, and our
mother. We come from Eshowe Ridge at the /district
13B/28 district of Mpaphala. Mthandoyethu - we used to call him Ndo for short -

he is the last-born among five boys. His two other brothers at the time he
disappeared had also disappeared. Biyalin Zungu disappeared in 1961. The second
one, he disappeared in 1972, and then after that our other sister and after that
came Ndo and then in 1991 and the last one was our sister who disappeared in
1983. When Ndo left, we didn't know how he disappeared. We don't know how he
left and how he eventually disappeared, but we eventually did hear from the
family that he was in Tanzania. That we heard from our elder brother, who was in
New York. He was involved with the ANC at some stage. He used to go from New
York to Tanzania regarding the ANC activities and our father and the whole
family knew that Ndo was in Tanzania. We were happy to know that he was still
alive and that he was in Tanzania. In 1987 he was seen - Ndo was seen arriving
at KwaMashu. That's where I am. I've got my own family in KwaMashu. He used to
arrive at relatives near my place and then I would be told that he said I must
come at that place where he was at certain times. He regularly did that at
night. He would be there for a short while, greet us and ask all of us how we
were - ask everybody how they were at home - and then he would disappear and
usually there were two of them. He wouldn't tell us who he was with. We were
just happy and then he would just be in a rush. He really used to be in a rush
and then he would disappear again. He wouldn't tell us where he was going to. He
didn't even tell us how he would get wherever he was going to, but we would be
satisfied because we thought he knew what was pressurising him. He appeared ...
(end of tape)
/...Long time.
14A/0 ... Long time. For about two or three months. I cannot remember exactly.
After that he appeared again. He was arriving at night. He was always in a rush.
He came to my place and it was during the day and he would stay at my house.
When I asked him where he had been, since we had not seen him for a long time,
he would say he had been arrested by the boers. At that time he was no longer
anxious. He would come to our place during the day. After a few days I saw him.
He stayed at my place that time when he appeared in November and he didn't seem
to be scared that time. He was driving a Golf. He used to change this Golf after
two weeks. I would see him in another Golf. A few weeks he would be coming again
in another Golf. Those were new Golf cars he was driving, but sometimes he would
come and ask me to cook for him and he would give me some money. He would be
giving me very new notes of rands. I thought they came from the bank, because
they looked very new. I became very suspicious because when - we knew that if a
person had been in exile was arrested inside the country they used to turn the
boys to make them work for them. First of all, they would get information from
them and then he would be called an, "Askari". I used to read those kind of
things from newspapers and I did become suspicious but all the time when I tried
to ask him he never explained anything to me. He stayed to me for about five to
six months. At all those times he was driving Golfs. He would disappear for two
or three days and then come back again. Sometimes, when he arrived, I would see
the police van, SAP, passing by. I became very surprised why he was so free. He
was no longer worried about anything. I suspected that he was /working
14A/1 working for the boers. I used to be very worried about that, because I
knew how he was enthusiastic, working for the organization and working for the
liberation of black people, but I felt sorry for him. I didn't know how to help
him in this condition that he was in, because it seems he was torn in between
two and that he has got new masters, but in his heart maybe it wasn't like that.
I didn't know what to do, because he wasn't speaking to me, even when I asked
him, "But Ndo, what has happened? Why are you no longer anxious?", he never said
a thing. He just kept quiet. If he realised that I continued talking to him or
asking him questions he would just say, "Good-bye" or just go and stay with his
colleagues and friends. That was the usual thing in the township, is hanging
around along the poles under the trees. Then they would just stay there and he
would leave me along. So I also didn't want to pursue this matter, but I was
worried about this. He really showed that he was no longer happy. There was a
time when he would look at me and start - tears would roll down his cheeks, but
I didn't want to ask what was happening. Those things continued for a while,
until the end of 1988. From there he told me that he was going to disappear for

a while. He was going to disappear for a few months and he will come back again,
but he was still driving these new Golfs and changing them all the time, but I
never took any numberplate of those Golf cars he was driving. The last time I
saw him he came back even from our home. At that stage we didn't have mother.
Our mother died in 1983 and all of us looked at our father as the only member of
the family. From there he'd been coming from our home, from our father. It was
between
/March
14A/5 March and April. I cannot remember the dates, because I didn't record
those things down. I didn't even know at that stage that there would be a day
like this, when I would have to recall those things. I think between March and
April in 1988, one day after he told me that he was going to disappear for a
while, he came. He wasn't driving a car on that day. He asked for a bag - my
bag, just among my own bags I had. He packed a few things. It was a very small
bag. He put all those things in his bag. He sat down with me and he bade us
good-bye, to me and my children, and he said he was going. He was going to
disappear for a while. I've got his picture in my mind, when he was walking
down, disappearing in the street, and crossing the street above. When I stood
there, trying to check what he was using as a form of transport, I didn't see
him and I didn't see how it ended up. I don't even know what picked him up. That
was the last day I saw him. In 1990, when the people in exile came back from the
organization, when they released President Mandela, my brother also - my elder
brother came back - the one who had left in 1961. He came back. He told us that
he was going to try to find out where Ndo was. He used to tell us that he had
contacted Chris Hani. They are trying to investigate where he was, but after a
while we didn't hear anything. I've got also something else, which I forgot to
say. At home our father - there was a police of the special branch - the special
branch used to come at home since when our elder brother disappeared. There were
certain police from Eshowe. My father used to go and ask about Ndo to these
policemen. I can't remember their name. They said, "He's alive. He's around".
That was in /1991.
14/8 1991. They said, "He's there. He's alive. He's in Transvaal", but even this
police didn't give us all the information and the verification of how we could
find him. When Chris Hani died - after Chris Hani had died, one of our brothers
of our family, Themba Zungu, and also our brother Yelef (?), they spoke to
Mr Zuma - Jacob - and explained to him that we lost Mthandoyethu. I think that
since we haven't heard anything from Jacob Zuma it hasn't been established where
he is and where he ended up.
Mrs Mthembu, was your brother, Ndo, was he ever known by any other name that you
are aware of? --- There's a name I know, he used to have his ID, it was written
Elliott Khuzwayo. He was known by the name of Elliott Khuzwayo.
And do you know anything about that name? Is that a strange name to you? --It's a strange name. I don't know that name.
And when your brother went away for those four periods, do you have any idea
where he went? Did he go out of the country, or did he go to the Transvaal, or
do you have any idea where he went? --- I don't have the information of how far
he went or how near, where he was, because after he left - after having been
arrested by police he never said a thing. He wouldn't talk. I begged him, but he
wouldn't talk. He wouldn't say anything to us. He never told me anything when I
asked him and I knew - I could see he didn't want to talk about anything.
You said, "When he was arrested by the police". Do you know when that was? Was
that in 1986? --- It was in 1987. Around about July, August. I can't remember
the exact dates. And then he disappeared for about two to
/three months
14A/11 three months.

So are you just assuming that he was arrested by the police or did he actually
tell you that he had been with the police? --- I have got full information,
because when he left here - because when he came and he stayed with me publicly
he used to - he was oozing blood on his left ear. He always had cottonwool in
his ears and I asked him what was happening with this oozing ear. He used to say
he'd been beaten up by the boers. That's the only thing he ever said to me. He
never said anything to me that during that time he was arrested he was injured
by the boers.
If you can just try to throw your mind back and give us some clarity in the
dates. In your statement here you said that in March 1987 he disappeared. That
was the last time that you saw him, whereas just now you said that he was
detained in July 1987. Is it possible that you were incorrect there? --- I think
it is a mistake that the last time I saw him it was - the last time I saw him it
was in 1988. I remembered that because at that time we were extending the fore
(?) room where I was living. When he left he said his room, this room, he was
going to buy furniture for himself - as he was leaving he was going to send me
money. I knew it was in 1988. It was just a mistake in my statement when I said
he left in 1987. In 1987 that's the time he reappeared, after he disappeared for
a long time in 1980 or since he had left in 1981.
And you also said in your statement that your elder brother, Yelef, had
attempted to trace him through the ANC after the unbanning of the ANC and that
Yelef had told you that he thought that he was somewhere in the Transvaal.
/Is that
14A/13 Is that right? --- Even now, we're still hoping that he's alive, but at
the same time our minds tell us that he might not be alive. There's nothing that
is heard about him, because all the exiles who had left this country during the
organization's time, they all started coming back - all those who had
disappeared. We wanted to believe that, but we're beginning to lose hope that
maybe he is no longer alive, but even that we've got no evidence for until we
have been able to establish as to what happened, we don't know what happened. We
want to know what happened - what eventually happened to him. How did he
disappear, where did he go to. If he's alive, we want to know what kind of life
he's living, where he is, how he is living. We need him. We miss him. We also
realise that if he's alive he must be having a terrible life, thinking and
missing us. If he's dead we would want to know when did he die, who killed him,
by who, when and how.
Thank you, Mr Chairman.
CHAIRMAN: Thank you. Are there people with questions? Dumisa Ntsebeza.
MR NTSEBEZA: Thank you, Mr Chairman. I was requesting from you, my sister, if I
can follow you properly, your brother, you say there was a time when he came
back and he had something oozing from his ears and there was cottonwool in his
ears, but before that he used to come and disappear, he would come and
disappear. He would come at night. If you could speak. --- Yes.
Now, you say after you had seen this cottonwool with pus oozing from it he said,
"I had been beaten by boers", when you asked him? --- Yes.
/But what
14A/16 But what you recognised after that the whole thing of him coming at night
ended and he stayed with you publicly, but after that he had lots of money? --Yes, yes, there are times when he had money and he was driving a car, a Golf.
That's the thing that really made you concerned and think that this person had
been turned around - he was an askari. So your wish is to know that whether if
he was - even if he was an askari you would still want to know what happened to

him? --- Yes.
Thank you, Mr Chairperson.
CHAIRMAN: Dr Boraine.
DR BORAINE: Mrs Mthembu, right at the very beginning of your statement, quite
quickly, you talked about the disappearance of other members of your family. I
didn't quite follow that. I wonder if you could help me. You mentioned, I think,
that one or two brothers, as well as a sister, disappeared earlier. Could you
please help me? --- Yes, our elder brother in the family - his name is Yelef
Zungu - Cap is another name that he was called by in the organization - he
disappeared in 1961. After that my other brother who follows the ones after me he is the second brother to disappear in our family. It was in 1972. After that
Ndo disappeared. That's the one I'm referring to. That was in 1981. Until my
sister who disappeared in 1983. All these other brothers and my sister we knew
where they were when they had left. Even now we know them. The only person we
didn't know what happened to him is Ndo.
Thank you. That's very helpful. So they left and came back and it's only Ndo
that is still missing? --- /Yes.
14A/20 Yes.
I'm also a little confused. You mentioned that when your brother, Yelef, tried
to trace Ndo through the ANC after the exiles came back and Mr Mandela was
released and so on, and that some information was given, but it wasn't very
satisfactory. But you also then said that your father - or I thought you said
that your father went to the police and they said, "Oh, no, he is alive", and
that he was in the Transvaal. Did I get that wrong? --- It's because maybe I
also heard from my father. From when our elder brother disappeared in 1961,
there was a special branch from Empangeni used to come to my father at home. It
would mean that there is someone among those special branch that my father got
to know very well. They didn't come and harass us like other families used to be
harassed. I would say my father - they would come to my father, sit down with
him and discuss with him, until that police, when Ndo had disappeared in 1981,
until he appeared again in 1987, my father saw these police at Eshowe.
Unfortunately, I do not know his name, but my father does know the name of this
police. My father told this police about Ndo and he said his young son had
disappeared. These are the people who used to see each other and they would
discuss about these people who had disappeared. My father told the policeman
that the younger one didn't come back. We don't know where he is. This is the
police who said, oh, he knows about Ndo. He is there somewhere in Transvaal.
Thank you. You say that you know the policeman, but you can't remember his name
or where he is. Perhaps you can find that out from your father. Where is your
father? /--- He is
14A/26 --- He is here with one of my sisters in Durban. We can find out the name
of this policeman, because he knows this policeman.
Thank you. That will be helpful. We really want to help you to find Ndo, if he
is alive, and we just wanted to make clear as to who we should ask. When was the
last time that you talked with the ANC about Ndo? --- When my brother came for
the last time, they went with my other brother, Themba. They went to Zuma.
That's what we gathered. They reported this to Zuma that we haven't seen this
boy, Ndo. We don't know how we could go about establishing his whereabouts.
Thank you very much.
CHAIRMAN: Dr Mgojo.
DR MGOJO: Thank you. Mama Zungu, there is something I would like to understand
here. You said two things. The first thing you said that at the time that your

brother arrived at home and
suspicious of him, he was able
that the truth? --- Yes, it is
He used to talk to them, the
outside our house.

then he was free, but you also began to be
to meet other boys there who are neighbours. Is
the truth, because now he was no longer scared.
neighbour's boys. He would sit down with them

Among these boys, was there somebody who had befriended him very well? --- There
was one who is also still crying about him when we talk about Ndo. He really
seems to sympathise with us, since we don't find Ndo, but in their friendship I
don't know if there was anything they had organized. Ndo was a very open person.
He was a very sociable person. That was his nature. But when he came back and he
wasn't scared with them, he
/stayed
14A/28 stayed with me and my family. He was showing his real nature, being
sociable, discussing with people. That was one thing he didn't talk to me about.
When I asked him about his disappearance and these cars he was driving he
wouldn't say anything to me at all. He just kept so quiet. Even when I tried and
tried just a little bit, he would say nothing to me. He never ever talked about
what was happening.
The last question. Ndo of MK, as you've already said, in the township the boys
in certain ages or stages those who were with him, what were they? Who are these
boys? Those neighbours, what organization did they belong to? --- In the section
where I live, most of those people, they are ANC people.
CHAIRMAN: Ilan Lax.
MR LAX: Thank you, Chairperson. Mama Zungu, just one question. I didn't catch
your answer very well to the situation where Yelef and Themba went to speak to
Mr Zuma to find out about your brother and I didn't catch clearly what Mr Zuma's
answer was to you about where your brother was or whether there was any answer.
Perhaps you could help us, please. --- I just heard that they had done that.
They had gone to see Zuma. I didn't get what Zuma had promised them. I didn't
get that he got any information from Zuma. I personally didn't get that, but I
do know that they did do that. They went to Zuma, because I heard about it, but
what Zuma said or promised or anything he said I didn't get myself. I really
don't know.
I see. Just by way of following up the ... [break in recording] ... where in
your statement it says that the /ANC
14A/30 ANC told you he was in the Transvaal, is that a mistake? Because you
heard he was in the Transvaal, you've told us, from this security person that
your father knew. So I'm just confused. In your statement it says that the ANC
told you he was in the Transvaal. We just want to clarify that issue. --- I
think that the problem here, it's the information that's also been related to
me. The person who's got the full information about where he is it's my elder
brother. When he arrived for the first time at the end of 1990 he tried to
establish - I think that was the time with him and Chris Hani, they were trying
to trace where he was. That's what gave us the picture and the information that
he was somewhere in Transvaal.
One very final point. Where is your elder brother now - Yelef - and would he be
willing to come and talk to us and give us whatever information he might have? -- I think if he was here he would have wished to be here to talk to you. At the
moment he is overseas. He hasn't come back from overseas. He's still overseas.
It is important that our elder brother stayed overseas for a long time. It was
me who was looking after our parents. Now that our father is still alive, I am
the one who is responsible, as the elder girl in the family and my other
sisters, but what worries us a lot is that our father really wishes - he is
worried about this, as he is old. He said he is not going to die until he has
heard about his child. As Yelef is overseas he wants us to make means - make

efforts to show that we are looking for Ndo, as he wants to know where is Ndo.
Thank you.
CHAIRMAN: We thank you, Sisi. Maybe your efforts,
/combined
14B/1 combined with our efforts, we might all find him where he is. We thank you
very much for coming here to us. Please pass our regards to your father.
--------------------14B/1 DR BORAINE: Mr Chairperson, the final witness in today's session is
Mr Krish Govender. Mr Govender, we'd like to welcome you to the hearings of the
Commission. Your situation is somewhat different - indeed entirely different
from any other witness that has appeared in the last four weeks. I understand
that you come to us not as a victim or survivor in the strict sense of those
words, but rather as someone who has been very involved in cases and something
about the legal system which operated during the span of years under the purview
of the Commission. You have submitted a statement. We have asked one of our
colleagues to assist, in so far as it may be necessary and to ask the initial
questions, but before I ask him, obviously I would like you to be upstanding and
to take the oath.
KRISH GOVENDER (Sworn states)
DR BORAINE: Thank you very much. You are very welcome and Mr Dlamini will take
over from me. Thank you, Mr Dlamini.
MR DLAMINI: Thank you, Mr Chairman. Welcome, Mr Govender. --- Mr Dlamini, may I
please intervene on a matter of clarification and correction, please, through
the Chairperson. There was a document that I had submitted, which was circulated
to everybody. After discussions this morning with the president of the
organization that I belong to - that's the National Association of Democratic
Lawyers - there were certain minor changes that were made to the document. I
have prepared the corrected document and I have handed as many copies as I could
make in the short time that I had, to members, I hope, of the Commission. Some
may be amongst
/other members
14B/3 other members not directly seated in front. I would like to appeal,
through the Chairperson, to everybody to please take the corrected version, in
that the original version in one or two words here and there might have come
across a bit harshly and I've tried to moderate it a little bit. Thank you.
Mr Chairman, can I confirm that we have received an amended copy. Unfortunately
the copies were not enough for every member of the Commission, but we will make
sure that everybody gets an amended copy for own records.
CHAIRMAN: Unless they get too upset. They don't look too awful. You will get
your copies subsequently.
MR DLAMINI: Especially the two gentlemen next to you, Mr Chairman. Mr Govender,
thank you very much. We went through the statement that you presented earlier on
and we have taken note of your request that we should ignore that one and stick
to the amended copy, and I just want to thank you, although the Chairperson will
do that afterwards, and the effort that you took to put together the scenario,
which situates the human rights violations that we have heard for the past three
days, and I think that would be useful. Can I ask you to perhaps, rather than
reading the statement, which is well-prepared and documented, but to just pull
out the scenes from your statement and talk to the statement and also include

your expectations from the Commission as a result of your presentation. Thank
you. --- Thank you very much, Mr Dlamini. Mr Chairperson, I think we've heard
and we will continue to hear so many serious violations and humiliations that
people have suffered and their testimony has already spoken loudly and will
continue to do so, but /I think
14B/6 I think what has disturbed me over the past few weeks is that our country
may be a little unaware that, in my opinion I think that the perpetrators who
have been named or even identified broadly have come across as mainly the foot
soldiers, in my opinion, who have carried out orders of their superiors and
masters and there are many others that have been unnamed and I would like to say
that the whole purpose of this document is to try to contextualise, to place in
a broader perspective the activities and the operations of those people who have
committed these horrific crimes against the people of this country, and one
needs to, in my view, question whether these people who were behind these
soldiers and operatives, whether they should escape scrutiny and whether they
should go unchallenged and unquestioned and whether, in the final analysis, they
should examine their consciences and, if necessary, be called upon or even asked
themselves to come forward and maybe absolve themselves or attempt to at least
clear their consciences before this Commission, in whatever form it may take.
And I want to say that I am aware that many of us have debated in many legal
forums and elsewhere the options of Nuremburg and these things had to be
dispelled - these ideas had to be dispelled, in view of the transformation that
took place in this country, and the whole concept of truth and reconciliation
had come across in our organization as well - that's the National Association of
Democratic Lawyers. We were amongst the first, trying to work through the
process of encouraging a reconciliation process, in view of the turn that our
history had to take, in order to facilitate our democratic transformation. Now,
in the South African
/context,
14B/8 context, I would submit that the so-called security forces were very
broadly based and they were located within the whole machinery of the State
under the command, ultimately, in the broader sense of the Broederbond and I say
that this was the brains trust - or the brains trust belonging to this
particular shadowy group who chose political leaders and determined in many ways
the events that happened in this country, and I say that the Broederbond
designed and controlled the Government policy and directed the strategies and
tactics to maintain these policies. They exerted such a control that it was
almost all-embracing, in that all aspects of our lives were touched or in some
way controlled by them, in that they influenced aspects of politics, religion,
education, information, media, law, sport, culture, economics, health, housing
and everything. But for the purpose of this document, I want to focus on the
role of the legal and judicial processes and how they would have exerted some of
that control in some way. At the highest level of the Judiciary and the legal
system were a relatively select group of judges, who were responsible for most
of the judicial executions or murders of political activists, freedom fighters
or terrorists, as they were called by the agents of apartheid and the ignorant.
This same group of judges dealt with most of the political trials that led to
the conviction and incarceration of many political activists. In many of these
cases these judges allowed evidence that was extracted under conditions of
extreme torture and routine torture to facilitate a conviction for the apartheid
state. Their trust and support and loyalty for their cruelly-efficient security
police in rounding up /the so-called
14B/11 the so-called terrorists was displayed when they refused to accept the
evidence of victims of torture. These judges condoned the barbaric practices of
the security police and they gave the savagery of the infamous section 6 of the
Terrorism Act and the following section 29 of the Internal Security Act their
blessing and the veneer of legitimacy. Now, whether the evidence was concocted,
false or tailored to secure a conviction didn't matter much, but these judges specific judges - played a very powerful role in legitimising an illegitimate
and evil system of government. One may ask, "What were their motives?" I am sure

I have many answers, but I would hope that they would or some of them would
probably come to this Commission and say what their motives were themselves. I
want to highlight one case which I think we have heard about already, and that's
of Andrew Zondo - a very young person, who was found guilty of the bomb blast at
Amanzimtoti and was sentenced to death. There were extenuating circumstances in
his case and in many other cases, but the one extenuating circumstance that
stands out was the factor of his youth. He was a very young man, and I think
evidence has already been led before the Commission about his background. This
factor of his youth alone would have spared him his life in any other civilised
court of the world, but this did not happen. His particular case and the manner
in which it was conducted was very distinct from - in the way it was, as I would
put it - steamrolled. It went very fast from the time of his arrest, to trial,
to conviction, to appeal, petition, and his very swift execution. Before even
the normal progressive groupings in the country could gather
/themselves
14B/12 themselves and try to campaign, he was sentenced and he was executed.
There was obviously a lot of hostility and anger, and people were crying out for
revenge, and I think I must mention that during even a short recess in court a
member of the public went up to him and assaulted him and that was the kind of
atmosphere that existed at that time. Many others before and after him were
executed on the orders of judges, as it was, and a lot of political activists
and detainees who were tried and were sentenced to death were saved because
towards the latter part of the 1980s campaigns were conducted, largely at the
international level, which highlighted the plight of these people who were
sentenced to death by this regime and many, many of them were saved, and one can
highlight the example of the Sharpeville six, which received a great deal of
international attention. There were judges as well who did not impose the death
penalty and they were a tiny minority, but what one found was that in the nature
of the insidious set-up that operated in this legal system was that these judges
who were known to be partial to the struggle of the people in a way, or slightly
sympathetic or not happy with the erosion of the rule of law, these persons
never or hardly ever handled a serious or contentious political case. And,
amongst all the progressive lawyers in this country, I believe, it was a common
fact that specific judges and magistrates were selected to deal with political
cases and others were bypassed if they were seen to be neutral. One of the
judges who come to mind is the late Mr Justice John Milne, who was a Judge of
Appeal when he died. He had acquitted many activists in a long drawn-out case
and it was the
/treason
14B/15 treason trial held in Pietermaritzburg and whilst being Judge President
he encouraged a liberal approach, which was different from the other provincial
divisions of this country during the mid-1980s, during the height of oppression.
And one recalls in Pietermaritzburg, in particular, many interdicts were granted
against the warlords of that region and liberal interpretations of the harsh,
repressive legislation were given by certain judges in this province and this
eroded a lot into the apartheid thinking and the apartheid jurisprudence. This
was obviously unacceptable to those in power and Judge Milne, being the
brilliant and the kind person that he came across as, was conveniently, in our
opinion, promoted, as it were or called to higher office and was taken to the
Appellate Division, where he was made an Appellate Division Judge and in the
Appellate Division he was neutralised with about 11 to 15 judges with a Chief
Justice that was unsympathetic to the cause of the people and, in effect, that
was the end of Judge Milne in terms of the influence that he could have brought
to bear on the judiciary of this country and he was not heard of again until his
death. After Judge Milne had left - again this highlights how the judiciary were
manipulated - another judge, who was next in line for appointment, was a person
who was perceived to be of the similar liberal type. He was overlooked for
appointment as Judge President, very deliberately, and a judge whose reputation
as a person - as a system person - and this was an amendment I had made to my
earlier document, please - whose reputation as a system person preceded him, was

appointed Judge President and in this province the status quo was restored
again.
/I want
14B/16 I want to touch on another case of how the judiciary worked and that was,
again the case of the late Mr Joseph Mdluli. He was killed in detention.
Different from all other examples of murders in detention, here the person or
persons allegedly close to him while in detention were charged and were tried in
the Supreme Court, and one may ask, "Why did this unusual event take place?"
Well, what had happened was when this detainee - when he was killed, Mr Mdluli's
body lay in a mortuary of an undertaker. This undertaker, who was also a
sympathetic person to the struggle, had seen his body and had seen the wounds on
his body, took photographs and brought this to the attention of people, lawyers
and others, to say that this is what had happened to this person. Through the
underground network these photographs reach London. They were published in
newspapers in London and had gained international attention. In many ways that
forced the Government of the day and maybe the authorities to show that, "Yes,
we don't condone murders of political detainees, so we should charge someone",
and that person -a senior security branch police officer, was charged with one
or two other policemen who were his juniors. Of course, the security policeman
was not found guilty and the persons were acquitted and in a broad sense the
finding was the detainee had injured himself and died while falling off a chair.
Now, we know many of our leaders today had escaped sentence of death as a result
of maybe a change of heart by some judges, but many others were sentenced to
death, but those leaders who escaped are very prominent in leading our country
into a democratic future and one may well ask what role those who were
/sentenced
14B/19 sentenced to death could have played in the rebuilding of our nation.
Now, that doesn't leave us at the point where we just need to focus on the
judges. One must look at the whole apartheid legal system and I don't want to go
into too much of detail here, just to highlight the different categories of
people who played a role in making all the evil of apartheid go smoothly in
those dark days, and I would highlight the role of the attorney-general and
their staff and the many advocates who worked under them, who relished their
task in prosecuting political trials, where they really tore into people who
were put on trial and used every means possible to secure convictions. The
second categories is the state attorneys and their staff, who defended and
covered up for police brutality in thousands of civil claims over the years and
who provided the legal defence for perpetrators of violence against people
during those days. The many senior magistrates - this is the next category - in
the regional courts, who did as much and more than the judges in the Supreme
Court in terms of the volume and their enthusiasm. Justice in the lower courts
was not meted out with the finesse of the Supreme Courts in those days. One does
not have to remind ourselves of the post-mortem hearings and the mockery that
they made of justice in this country, where all the detainees who were murdered
were subjected to this sham of a post-mortem hearing. The cases of Steve Biko,
Ahmed Timol, Dr Haffejee, Neil Aggett and many other detainees who were tortured
to death. This reinforced the violence of apartheid and gave support, protection
and gumption to the foot soldiers and policemen of apartheid. What about the Law
Societies and the Bar Council, which were the
/legal
14B/21 legal profession's watchdogs of apartheid? These societies and councils,
with senior lawyers, moved the Supreme Court and the judges to strike off
political activists who were convicted of apartheid crimes. Many lawyers were
barred from earning a living or were forced into exile. The late Braam Fischer,
Ntobeka Maquabela, Kader Hassim, the late Mr M D Naidoo and Roley Aronstein, who
died just about a week ago, are a few of the cases that come to mind.
Mr Aronstein, in particular, after being struck off the roll, was even barred
from working as an ordinary legal clerk in the offices, I recall, of Mr Ravi

Bagwandeen, and this is how far the evils of apartheid extended. There were also
minor people, like the registrars of the Supreme Court, who worked with these
judges, but then I must touch on also another category, and these are defence
lawyers, and in that field I would count myself amongst them, who in the name of
justice and morality, subverted the truth wherever possible to minimise the
consequences of the morally correct struggle of the Kaders and the liberation
movements. There are other categories, but they are probably too many to mention
and I won't go on any more. I think the question that arises out of all this is
what legacy have we inherited? I see it as a rotten legal order with morallycrippled participants - a future legal order that is riddled with villains of
apartheid, which is being allowed to go, save for a few exceptions, unchecked,
unchallenged and with impunity into the future to uphold truth and justice and
the sanctity of the State in this new democracy. Without a form of redemption I would use this word not as a person with any theological training,
/but I
14B/24 but I hope it will be understood in the context that I use it - that
without a form of redemption I believe that this leaves us with a recipe for the
continued undermining of the moral fibre of our society - the entrenchment of
judicial corruption and deceit from the highest to the lowest levels. Our
society will find it difficult to develop a true human rights culture with those
who have flagrantly violated it still in charge without them having accounted
for their conduct, showing remorse and committing themselves to truth and
justice for the future. The judicial legal system was a vehicle that delivered
apartheid for its architects in the Legislature. The policemen, soldiers and
killer operatives with their chiefs and generals drove this vehicle, until it
went out of control. Why should only these drivers be the subject of attention
before the Truth and Reconciliation Commission? One can mention the people in
the Bantustans, the SAIC and the CRC as well, but if we want to build a future
for this country without the necessity of Nuremburg trials then the full extent
of apartheid wrong-doings must be contextualised correctly, honestly and
courageously. I believe all these people have to account for themselves. I just
want to touch briefly on other people, not just the lawyers and the legal, who I
hope, through public pressure, will be made to account for themselves as well.
(1) The medical profession, with its district surgeons,
doctors who covered up the apartheid torture and murder.

nurses

and

(2) The teachers who victimised and punished opponents of apartheid.
(3) The architects, builders, engineers who built for
/apartheid
14B/26 apartheid.
(4) The prison service, which so cruelly incarcerated and abused the
captive victims of apartheid.
(5) The churches and their powerful leaders, who defended and prayed in
the pulpits for apartheid.
(6) The artists, academics, musicians, journalists and all cultural
apologists, who caricatured and lied for apartheid.
(7) The scientists, bankers, captains of industry, stockbrokers,
business persons, etcetera, who profited handsomely from apartheid. This
particular category, I don't expect them to come before this Commission,
but I hope that they would dip into their pockets and their profits and
say here to this Commission, "Take a R1 million or take R100,00 or R1
000,00 and hand this to the victims of apartheid". I think that's the
least that they should do.

If there are other role-players who played a role in apartheid I hope that they
too would in some way come forward and redeem themselves in some way.
Finally, I want to touch on the last case in particular, and that is the case of
Mr Dimitri Tsafendas. He was a person who was found to be insane after having
plunged a knife into Dr Hendrik Verwoerd in Parliament in the 'fifties or in the
early 'sixties. I can't recall the date. I hope that the TRC will visit this
person, who I believe is a victim of apartheid. He is under State care whatever that may mean. He's been there for many, many years - I would say
probably more than 30 years. He was not placed on trial and one can only say
that the answers for not placing him on trial are obvious. He was declared
/mentally
14B/28 mentally unbalanced, I don't know by whom, but all the decisions,
documents and material concerning his case must be reviewed, I believe, and
investigated thoroughly. He should be visited by members of the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission, by the Commissioners and others, to reassure him that
mechanisms for justice for him are taking shape. The public needs to be
reassured about his safety, well-being and state of mind before something
happens to him. In conclusion, I would say that every lawyer, every judge, every
person in the legal field should come forward and commit themselves to upholding
the truth in a future South Africa. The legacy of the past, of lies and
deception, is a false culture that must be shed if the new foundations of
democracy and justice are to be properly laid. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr Govender. I am sure, to a certain extent, some of your
observations were borne by the evidence that we've heard here, that are
perpetrators both by commission and omission, as you highlighted when you
mentioned the categories which some of whom did not do what they were supposed
to do. Mr Chairman, I would like to hand over to you.
CHAIRMAN: Are there any people who want to ask questions? Dumisa Ntsebeza.
MR NTSEBEZA: Thank you, Mr Chairman. Mr Govender, as the Deputy Chair indicated
at the beginning of your testimony, yours is a testimony of a certain type. In
fact, it's distinct from the rest and I'd just like to canvass your views on
certain aspects which touch upon what you have just said, and invite your
comments. Now, there is another lawyer who has sought to talk about the
/work of
14B/29 work of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission and that lawyer's name
has been as an advocate - Kieron O'Malley of the IFP's research unit. He has
given extensive use of the TRC in an article in the Daily News of the 8th May
1996. Now, he takes the view, for instance, that the TRC is going to sacrifice
justice for reconciliation and that, in fact, the truth that will be heard here
will be that which will be determined by what he called the political tribunal,
overwhelmingly aligned with the ANC and it's so-called liberation struggle and
without even one Commissioner remotely sympathetic to the IFP. Now, what are
your views on that, seeing as you have taken a very anti-apartheid stance in
your papers or in your delivery? Wouldn't your testimony - I'm saying nothing
about whether it is appropriate or not - wouldn't it lend credence to this sort
of allegation? --- I thank you. Through you, Mr Chairperson, I think even until
this morning I had a great deal of doubt myself as to whether I should actually
come and say what I said. I thought of even withdrawing, because I felt that why
should I say it. There are hundreds of very prominent lawyers and organizations
of various types that should have indicated that they would want to produce this
kind of evidence or say something about this - what I thought needed to be said
- but I couldn't be sure and one really didn't know whether this may pass
through Durban and maybe elsewhere and it may not be said, but yesterday I read
the same article that you referred to Mr Ntsebeza in the Daily News, and I
brought it along with me in case I needed to refer to it, and I believe that we
in this country, all of us, are not defending any wrong-doings of individuals
and /I wholly

14B/30 I wholly believe that the Commission, for that matter, is not a
commission that is taking sides. We will want history to judge the moral
correctness and the justification of the people who embarked on this struggle,
but the bottom line to what you have raised as a question is this, that this is
the Commission that is hearing everybody and, I believe, anybody who has a
serious story to tell or a point of view to make and I think this very same
article is an important point of view for the interests of the IFP and these are
lawyers as well, and I would believe that they have a moral obligation
themselves to come to the Commission, and the last thing they should do is judge
the Commission. The history will judge the Commission as well, and I think the
people on the Commission will be judged as individuals as well but, certainly,
they should present the same submissions that they make, their point of view,
their political party - if it's a party - political perspective, but I believe I
am not just putting an anti-apartheid view from a limited South African
perspective. I would say that there have been jurists all over the world who
have in many ways criticised this process that we are going through, because
they believe that the Nuremburg trial process of bringing the perpetrators of
violence to trial, to justice, from political leaders, judges and so on, to
trial should have been the way to go, but I think we are showing the world and
Africa, for example, the African experience - what has taken place in Zimbabwe
and the ... (end of tape)
15/0 ... want this country to be plunged into death and destruction. So I would
say everybody would appeal to anyone with a point of view to come forward and I
hope
/that Advocate
15/1 that Advocate Kieron O'Malley would be the first to say that they still
have this opportunity to put this case before the Commission from their point of
view.
Now, you must have read that when the Commission sat in Johannesburg one of the
witnesses, Miss Friedman (?), actually named of the judges who she would like to
come before the Commission and explain what she perceived as a conduct on his
part that steered away from the perpetrators of violence that took the life of
her partner. Do I understand the context of your talk this evening as, in fact,
supportive of that view by Miss Friedman? That even judges like Louis Harms
should, in fact, avail themselves of the opportunity to come to the TRC and
explain their point of view, so that we have a sense of balance? --- I think
that's absolutely imperative for anybody - any of the judges, who feel that they
may have been misled or may feel that they had a belief and I think it is a duty
that they owe to the victims, like Maggie Friedman and many others and I
sincerely hope that what I have said is not seen to be an antagonistic point of
view, but an appeal to people and, in my view, they owe it to this country and
they owe it to a future judiciary and they owe it to the world that they cannot
be seen to be immune from answering for deeds that they would have covered up
for or condoned.
Thank you.
CHAIRMAN: Yes. Dr Boraine.
DR BORAINE: Mr Govender, thank you very much for your presentation. Just for the
record, the Commission some months ago made a press statement in Cape Town,
where it -the Commission, as a full Commission, invited political
/organizations
15A/2 organizations and any other organization that wished to make presentations
to the Commission to do so. So we are well in line with the situation that you
have described and our consistent approach has been that the door is open for
all. So I have no problem with the fact that you have presented a picture which

some, as you well know, would describe as one-sided. I have no problem with that
at all. I don't think the Commission will either. I think if there are other
people who feel strongly that the views that you have represented, and any
others who come before this Commission are incorrect or unbalanced, then they
have every opportunity to come and say so. I think when we arrived the
Chairperson made that very clear, particularly in terms of KwaZulu/Natal, where
the conflict still rages. We welcome any and every contribution.
The second point I want to make is that the Commission is instructed and
mandated by the Act to write a report, which it has to present to the President,
who will lay it on the table of Parliament, which means it becomes a public
document. In that report we are requested and, again, ordered to present as
complete a picture as possible of the violations of human rights and any of the
underpinnings which made violations possible. Once again, it is only when the
Commission has received all representations it will then try and write a
balanced picture of what actually took place in South Africa.
The last point I want to make - I just want to make that absolutely clear, so
there would be no misunderstanding - I have only one question, and that is you've been crystal clear in your presentation. There's one interesting
paragraph which, I think, needs some
/expansion
15A/5 expansion and that is on page 5, paragraph 7, of your amended statement.
This is quite a tough statement, as are many others, but I wonder if you would
perhaps read that paragraph and then enlarge upon it so that I really know and
understand fully what you are saying. --- Just for my clarification, the first
words of that particular paragraph read - so that I have the same paragraph you
are referring to. Is it the one ... (intervention)
"What about the many defence ..." Is that the one? --- I see. The No 7?
No 7. --- I see, yes. Yes, I think - and I can't obviously say that this is what
would have happened for all defence lawyers, but when one thinks about the days
of Nazi rule in Germany, if somebody knocked on somebody's door and if they
opened the door and there was an SS policeman standing outside and said, "I want
so and so", I think the whole world would sympathise with those who believed in
justice and were against the savagery of fascism, and apartheid for that matter,
would sympathise with the person who said, "Look, I am sorry, this person is not
here", even if that person was hiding under the bed or hiding in the roof. So,
likewise, I believe that when a person who was arrested or charged and in
custody needed a lawyer to defend him- or herself in court, many of our lawyers,
who were political activists and opponents of apartheid would have been the
first to stand up and many of them did stand up and actually suffered as well. I
think Mr Ntsebeza here, who is amongst your Commissioners, felt that harsh whip
of the apartheid justice, when he was carted out of his office, while working,
and dumped in a
/little
15A/7 little village far away with no light, water and put into a form of
banishment. He acted for one of the people who were brutally killed in Umtata.
And it's that background that I think all the lawyers came from who defended
political activists and for us to say to the person - or a defence lawyer to
say, "Look, I don't think this evidence is going to help you", or, "I don't
think you should say this", or, "I think that we need to protect you by not
calling you as a witness", strictly speaking, would be seen in an isolated
manner in some remote island on earth that this is wrong as a lawyer. You should
not be involved in your own client's case and you should just say what your
client wants to say and present the case and defend the person. I think it does
not work that way. When one is faced against a brutal, unjust regime one would
do everything to assist victims to bring that regime down and if there was an
apartheid legal system that was aiding and abetting that evil regime then the

political opponents and the opposition lawyers, as one may call them, did their
best to try to save many of these political prisoners or people who were
detained - political trialists - from the gallows, from longer terms of
imprisonment than they got and in those rare cases they may have even been able
to get them acquitted and get them free, so it's like trying to take a bird out
of a cage where the brutal regime put them in, and I think in that context I
would say that the lawyers are coming into a future South Africa now, with
having done that within the legal system as well, and I would hope that those
lawyers now commit themselves to this new order and not say that, "Well, if we
were able to do that then, that we should do /so now",
15A/8 so now", even if, for example, I would say an ANC activist today is
charged for some violent activities in terms of this present regime, in terms of
our new order, in terms of our new democracy, the duty of a lawyer today would
be to say to that person, even if that lawyer is sympathetic to the ANC, "I'm
sorry, we have a law, we have a Constitution. We have truth and justice to
uphold. Now, if you are not going to obey the law of this land and if you're
going to assault or even hurt somebody, I am sorry, you must speak the truth.
You must put an end to this and if you have to go to Court, you will have to
explain your conduct in court". The most a lawyer can do is plead in mitigation,
and I would say that should be the kind of approach that I hope our new legal
order would take and would take along with it all the lawyers - those who
perpetrated and supported apartheid conduct and those who tried to resist it.
Thank you very much, Mr Govender.
CHAIRMAN: Thank you. In addition to what the Deputy Chair has said, one of the
factors that we are asked to take into account is - would be recommendations
about structures that would ensure that such violations will not recur and your
submission is helpful in so far as it highlights one of the critical structures
of a free and democratic society is the Judiciary and the judicial system and
that we would be looking into things of that kind when we make our
recommendations about the sorts of things that might, in fact, be considered in
order to prevent a like occurrence of violations of human rights. We hope, of
course, that we would get people giving another perspective, because the Act
requires that we
/would look
15A/11 would look into patterns of human rights violations and to seek to
understand the perspectives of the different role players and you have given one
such. We would hope that we would get a representative submission. Thank you
very much. --- Chairperson, may I just say something?
Yes. --- And I say this with great respect. I think we should not apologise for
hearing a point of view, but I also don't wish to even feel intimidated by
another point of view of another political party. There is only one approach to
justice and morality. There cannot be two sides to justice and morality, with
great respect, and I do appeal to the Commission not to feel intimidated - not
to even think that you have compromised yourself by hearing me today or a point
of view, because I think history has recorded this kind of conduct in many parts
of the world and I would be most interested and I would wait with bated breath
to hear whether there can be another point of view for the role of people who
upheld an unjust regime. I understand the context in which you are placed in
this particular province, but I say with great respect, we should never be
afraid of the truth and I believe this is what this Truth and Reconciliation
Commission is about and I do believe that, strongly - I just cannot believe that
there could be some point of view that is on the other side. The best that one
can hear is that, "Well, there were factors that caused me or other people on
the other side to take a different perspective", but certainly there cannot be
another morality and another justice. I am not saying that this is the one, but
I do believe that the Commission will identify only one justice and one morality
for this country, for Africa and for the world. /Thank you.

15A/13 Thank you.
Yes. Order, please. I didn't give you permission to clap. But I would need to
say that as a commission that is a commission of the nation, we need to hear
from all sides and that is what I am underscoring, that each set of people have
the right to put forward their point of view. We have not yet indicated what our
own point of view is. It would be utterly counter-productive if we were out of
hand to reject other points of view and this is what we are saying. One of the
problems about our country has been our - I mean, the intolerance - I mean even
the intolerance of those who know that they are right. That if we are right then
we cannot be scared about rivals coming into the arena. That was all I was
saying. --- Thank you. I appreciate it.
Thank you for your submission. I've got to hear - I mean if the AWB wants to
bring a submission we've got to accept that, because we are sitting to give or
to have as broad and as accurate a picture of the history of this country's
violations of human rights and your submission is a very, very useful
contribution to that. Thank you very much. --- Thank you.
--------------------CHAIRMAN: We adjourn until 9 o'clock tomorrow. Please stand as the witnesses and
family come.
PROCEEDINGS ADJOURNED TO 1996/05/10
---------------------
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DR BORAINE: Welcome to the fourth day of the KwaZulu/Natal, Free State hearings.
The following people will be giving evidence today. Mrs Gabela, the Tshabalala
family, Mrs Mkhize, Mrs Khuzwayo, Mr Hlongwane, Mrs Madikizela, Mrs Dlomo, Mrs
Zondo, Mrs Piye, Mr Thunthulwana, Gertrude Mbambo, Mrs Dube, Avra Ndluli and
Bongikele Sithole.
CHAIRMAN: Dr Boraine will light the candle. Thank you. PROCEEDINGS OPENED WITH
SINGING OF HYMN AND PRAYERS
CHAIRMAN: I add my own warm welcome to all of you and especially to those who
will be testifying today and their families. I now declare this session open.
Let me introduce the panel, although it hasn't changed the audience changes. At
my extreme right is Ilan Lax, a member of the Human Rights Violations Committee
of this region; Dr Simangele Magwaza, member of the Reparations and
Rehabilitation Committee of this region; Virginia Gcabashe, member of the Human
Rights Violations Committee of this region; Mdu Dlamini, member of the Human
Rights Violations Committee of this region; Khoza Mgojo, Commissioner and member
of the Reparations and Rehabilitation Committee here; Richard Lyster,
Commissioner, co-ordinator of our regional office here and a member of the Human
Rights Violations Committee; Dr Alex Boraine, Deputy Chairperson of the
Commission, and a member of the Human Rights Violations Committee in the Western
Cape. I now hand over to Dr Boraine.
DR BORAINE: Thank you, Chairperson. Before I call the first witness, may I say,
on behalf of the Commission, how pleased we are to have Mrs Di Oliver, known to
many of us
/also as
15A/2 also as Di Bishop, formerly of the Western Cape, now of KwaZulu/Natal, who
knows a great deal about the kind of work that we are trying to do. I am
delighted that she is here. Mr Chairperson, the first witness that we call is
Thuli Gabela, and I would ask her please to come forward. We are waiting for the

earphones to be put in place before we start, so that the witness can hear my
voice in English and also the translation into her own language. I'd like to
test that out now. Mrs Gabela, can you hear me on the earphones?
MRS GABELA: Yes.
DR BORAINE: You can. That's wonderful. And you can leave the red light on all
the time, because it will not interfere with this mike. Mrs Gabela, sorry for
the delay. I want to extend a very warm word of welcome to you this morning. You
are the first witness on the final day and possibly feeling a little more
nervous at the start of the day and also you have a very shocking story to share
with us, which I know will not be easy, and we share in your pain and in your
memory. You are going to tell the Commission of the killing of not only your
father and your mother, but also your brother, in 1992. In a moment I am going
to ask one of my colleagues if he will guide you as you tell your own story.
Before I do that, I must ask you please to stand for the taking of the oath.
THULI GABELA (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
DR BORAINE: Thank you. Will you please be seated. Now I hope you can relax as
much as is possible under the circumstances and I'm going to ask my colleague,
Mr Lyster, to take over from me. Thank you.
MR LYSTER: Thank you, Mrs Gabela, for being here today.
/Like many
15A/5 Like many of the other people we have heard this week, you have lost
family members in a violent manner, but unlike those people who have lost their
loved ones, you have lost your brother, your father and your mother, and we can
only begin to understand the grief and the sorrow that you feel. Just to help
you begin your evidence today, you say that at the time when your parents were
killed you were living in Esikhaweni Township near Empangeni and that you were
living in an area which was regarded as a stronghold of the Inkatha Freedom
Party. Is that correct? --- Yes, it is true.
Would you tell us what happened in 1992. --- They first killed my brother at
work. They killed him at the stop. From there they went to attack my mother and
my father. They killed both of them.
Do you feel able to carry on now? --- Yes.
You were saying that at this time your brother, who was living with you and your
parents in Esikhaweni, was working for a factory and he was a member of a trade
union. In fact, you said he was a member of NUMSA, which was a COSATU-affiliated
trade union. Is that correct? --- Yes, the firm of RBM.
Would you like to try and continue and just to tell us the story? --- As he was
coming from work at about eleven they shot at him at the bus stop. They killed
him. Nobody was arrested. My mother and father were still alive. It was on the
4th April and in December they killed all of them - my mother and my father.
They attacked them. Other children, they were disabled. They hit at them with
stones. They were very young children. You've said in your statement, Mrs
Gabela, that this
/was on the
15A/8 was on the 1st December 1992 that the attack on your house took place. --They attacked them at night. On the 2nd they were dead.
And who was killed that night? --- My mother and my other younger siblings.
Others managed to escape. They were at the hospital at Ngwelezana and they
followed my father at the hospital and they finished him off at the hospital at

Ngwelezana.
Mrs Gabela, how many of your siblings died that evening? How many of your
brothers and sisters died? --- Six of them.
And your father was injured in the attack. You said in your statement that hand
grenades were thrown into your house. Is that right? --- Yes.
And that your father was injured and taken to hospital. --- My father wasn't
injured. They just went to the hospital and finished him off. I just found him
with a bullet wound, but in the morning he didn't have anything. I spoke to him.
He asked if I was there. He said he met the police, but these were the people
who shot him.
Did your father tell you who it was that attacked the house or do you know who
it was that attacked the house? --- My father said he was attacked by police. He
said he saw them.
And which police were those, do you know? --- These were the ZP, but I do not
know them.
By the ZP, do you mean the KwaZulu Police? --- Yes.
And where were you at the time that this happened, Mrs Gabela? --- I was hiding
at another place, but I
/could see,
15A/12 could see, although I couldn't see everything that was happening, because
there were houses in between, but I could see.
And did you know then or have you ever found out why your house was attacked? -- I just heard that they attacked us because we are ANC and we are in the
Inkatha stronghold area.
And was there ever any court case or any inquest of any sort that you knew of or
that you went to? --- There's never been anything that happened thereafter.
Did you assist with the burial of your family? --- Yes, I did.
And did you have death certificates? --- Yes, I have them. I do have their death
certificates.
And do you know what the cause of death on those death certificates is given as?
Do you know how your family members died?
INTERPRETER: Excuse us - excuse the interpreters. We didn't hear the answer.
MR LYSTER: Do you know what the doctor wrote on the death certificate? It
doesn't matter if you can't remember. --- I don't know.
And after this
and explain to
taken place or
to me. Nothing

happened did any member of the KwaZulu Police ever come to you
you what had happened or give you any reason why this attack had
any other ... (intervention) --- No, the police have never been
happened after that.

Where was your family buried, Mrs Gabela? --- They were buried at Dlangezwa
graveyard - at Dlangezwa.
And will you be able to give us any document that
/you have,

15A/16 you have, relating to your family's death, such as death certificates, to
enable us to try and follow this matter up? --- Yes, there are some documents I
could give you.
Have you thought what you would like the Truth Commission to try to do for you?
--- What I'm thinking about, I would like them to assist me to educate my
younger sisters and also help us with the house, because we are living at other
people's homes.
Are these sisters that you talk about, are these people who survived the attack
on your house? Who were there at the time, but survived that attack? --- Yes,
they are younger children that survived, but they are disabled.
You said in your statement that the people who attacked the house threw stones
at them. Is that right? --- No, it wasn't stones. They were shooting at them.
They were throwing bombs and shooting at them.
Mrs Gabela, we've taken note of what you've said. We've heard your very terrible
story. We - the Truth Commission - part of the job of the Truth Commission is to
make recommendations to the Government as to how victims of these sorts of
incidents should be assisted and we have heard what you said. We've made a note
of it and we hope that we will be able to help you at some stage in the future.
Thank you very much for coming in today and I hand back to the Chairman.
CHAIRMAN: Thank you. Any questions. Dr Mgojo.
DR MGOJO: Thank you, my daughter. There are things that I would like you to
clarify so that we've got good records. In your statement there was somebody Betty was
/harassed. Who
15A/22 harassed. Who was Betty? --- Betty is my mother.
And who is Jameson? --- Jameson is my father.
And who is Jethro? --- Jethro is my brother.
INTERPRETER: Excuse the interpreters. We do not hear the question.
DR MGOJO: And Zebron also is your brother and Zingkle is also your brother.
Thank you. I just wanted to be clear about all these names here.
CHAIRMAN: Ilan Lax.
MR LAX: Thank you, Chairperson. Mrs Gabela, I know it's difficult to talk about
these things, but how old are you at the moment? --- I'm 34 years old.
And how old are your surviving siblings? --- There is one who was born in 1973.
There is one who was born in 1978. There is one who was born in 1990. There is
one who was born in 1991. There is one who was born in 1984 and 1982.
Are these children schooling at the moment, the older ones? --- Yes, they are.
Yes.
You've told us that you're living with other people and you would like to have
your own place. That seemed to be implied in what you were saying. Is that
correct? --- Yes. Yes, we are staying at different places. I am living at
hostel. There are two of us who are living at a hostel. The other one is at the
university.
And the very young ones? --- The younger ones I asked for them to stay at
Hammarsdale at some other people's places.

Thank you.
CHAIRMAN: Dr Magwaza.
DR MAGWAZA: Mrs Gabela, the first thing, if I could get
/clarity on
15A/27 clarity on the number of people who died. I thought I heard you say there
were six. I thought you were talking about the people who died in the house they
were six, but all in there are seven people who died? --- Yes.
You also said some children were shot, but they didn't die. --- Among the
children who died, there's only one who died. The other ones managed to escape,
but they had been shot.
Another thing that I realise here, it seems like a whole family was harassed by
this - was affected by this. Is there some kind of help you are getting at the
moment with regard to children or with regard to anything in your house? --- We
never got any assistance. We just got some money from my father's workplace, but
now it's finished.
Is there somebody who is working at home? --- No, there's nobody who is working
at home.
But how are you surviving? --- I survive by selling.
Thank you. You say you survive by selling. Are you the only one working? --Yes.
You said your sister is at the university. Who is educating her? --- We took my
father's money to educate her.
Thank you, Mrs Gabela. We are just wishing to get a very full picture of what
happened to your family so that maybe the Committee of Rehabilitation and
Reparation, if it can recommend any assistance it should have the full picture.
Thank you very much.
CHAIRMAN: Dr Mgojo.
DR MGOJO: And your sister who is at the university, what
/university is
15A/29 university is she in? --- She's at Ongoye.
What year is she studying? --- She's on her first year. My mother left her at
the college. After she got disabled she got a bit insane. She's just been
released from a sanatorium, but now she's ... (intervention)
Fort Napier? --- Yes.
When you said she got disturbed, what do you mean? --- She got insane.
Is she better now? --- Yes, now she is better.
CHAIRMAN: We have run out of words that we can say to you to help to ease the
pain you went through. We do empathise with you. Although words may not be of
any assistance to you, you must know that you are among the colleagues and
friends, people who really sympathise with you. Thank you very much for coming
here. We are going to try by all means at our disposal to meet your wishes and
see how we could assist you, so that maybe you can achieve your wishes. Thank
you very much.

---------------------

/DR BORAINE:
15A/30 DR BORAINE: Mr Chairperson, I would like to say a special word of welcome
to Judge Andrew Wilson, who is the Deputy Chairperson of the Amnesty Committee.
We are very grateful and glad that he's amongst the audience today. We have
adjusted the programme slightly, to accommodate some people who were a little
late in arriving. We will come back to them after they have had a chance to
settle a little bit. Therefore, we will now call as the next witness, Ms Nxumale
Dube. Could I ask the briefer to make sure that the small mike is handled very,
very delicately. Could you please make sure the earphones are put on. Thank you
very much. Mrs Dube, can you hear my voice in your earphones?
MRS DUBE: Yes, I can hear it.
DR BORAINE: And you can hear the translation into your own language?
MRS DUBE: Yes, I can hear them.
DR BORAINE: Well, that means I can speak to you and begin by thanking you very,
very much for coming and to welcome you most warmly to the Commission. You were
probably told that you were only coming before the Commission this afternoon and
we are very grateful that you have been willing to move up, as it were, in order
to accommodate people who were a little delayed in getting here. Thank you again
very much. Now, you have somebody with you. Could you tell us who that is,
please?
MRS DUBE: She is my sister. I come after her.
DR BORAINE: I welcome your sister also. It's good to have somebody with you at
such a time as this, because you have come to tell us about something that
happened in 1987, when your husband, Sipho Senkose Dube, was killed.
/Before I
15B/1 Before I ask you to tell that story I have to ask you please to stand to
take the oath.
NXUMALE DUBE (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)

DR BORAINE: Please be seated. Please make sure that you are relaxed as much as
possible and are comfortable and I'm going to ask my colleague, Ms Gcabashe if
she will take over from me. Thank you.
16A/0 MRS GCABASHE: I greet you, Mrs Dube. How many children do you have and all
those kind of things. --- I have got three children. The first-born was born in
1972.
I can hear about the first one. --- The first one was born in 1972 and he ran
away from school. He is no longer studying. And I've got another boy, who was
born in 1979. He is here. He is going to start at Sandton in May, and then
there's a girl who was born in 1985. Now she's doing standard 2 at a primary
school.
And do you work? --- No, I do not work.
Could you relate as to what happened on that day? --- It was on the 22nd in
March, that was in 1987. It was on a Sunday. My husband's full name is Sipho
Senkose Dube, but we used to call him Sipho.
Take your time. We understand that is painful to remember all these things. --He was known by the name of Sipho. He had rented a shop which was in Clermont in
a place called Fannin. It was known as Ndalwani Shop. He left home in the
morning at about six, as usual. He left to go and open the shop. I wasn't going
to go that day, because we used to alternate. I was just at home. I was going to
go to the church. At about twenty to nine or twenty-five to nine a telephone
call came. I was preparing to go to church. It was him phoning me. He
/said, "There
16A/2 said, "There was a boy who has just been here who told me that I'm going
to be attacked". He was on the car registered as NC with somebody else who was
working at Hammarsdale. At that time Hammarsdale was a place known as an IFP
stronghold and he was told that he was going to be attacked because even the
previous day they said they had seen some IFP men coming out of the shop.
If I could ask you a question. This boy who want to the shop, did he say who he
was? --- He didn't say, because when I asked him, he said, "He didn't say his
name, but if I explain to you, because you know our customers, you will realise
who it was". So I said, "No, don't talk over the phone. We will discuss it in
the evening". I said he must close the shop and run away and come back home. He
said no, he wasn't going to do that, because he hasn't quarrelled with anybody
and what they are accusing him of he doesn't know. He asked me, "If you were
working previously, who are these men who had arrived?" I said, "I didn't see
any men arriving in the shop who are IFP". That's when we stopped talking and we
were going to discuss these things further in the evening, so that he could
relate everything to me. I went to church. I came back from church and I just
stayed at home. I was preparing for him to come back, so I cooking nicely,
because it was on a Sunday. At about five or maybe six in the evening another
telephone arrived and there was - this woman who was helping me look after my
baby picked up the telephone call. She said, "Do you this phone I was talking
on, it's saying that the shop was attacked. The car was burnt and they cannot
find your husband". We didn't know who was making this call to us.
/That's why
16A/4 That's why I took the telephone. I phoned my other friend who was staying
at KwaDabeka. I was asking for a transport to go to the shop and find out what's
happening. At that time my friend arrived. We went to the clinic at KwaDabeka
first and we heard that he wasn't there. We left and we went to the shop. When
we arrived at the shop, we found a lot of police cars. There were lots and lots
of them, but the person I saw, it was just a man who used to be a mechanic who
used to help us. I went to him and asked him, "Where is ... (inaudible) ...

father". He said, "There he is in the police van". He said he was no more. I
said, "What has happened to him?" He said, "No, he has died". I got confused
after that, because the next thing I was at the police station at KwaDabeka. The
police told me to come the following day in the morning. Indeed I went at
KwaDabeka with my neighbour and my sister here, next to me, and her husband. The
police took us to the Government Mortuary. I identified my husband there. What I
could see on him, because I wasn't so brave to see - to take a look at him - but
his throat was wounded. I wrote a statement and we went back home to make
arrangements for the funeral.
Mrs Dube, your domestic worker told you that there were people who wanted to see
your husband. Is that person still alive? --- I don't know where is that person,
because she left immediately after the death of my husband.
Your friend who told you that he passed away, do you know where is he? --- No,
he left Clermont. He's not residing at Clermont any more.
Let us go back to the time when you discovered that
/your husband
16A/6 your husband had died. Were there people arrested? --- I went to the
investigators, who were investigating this case, but they told me that there
were people who have been arrested, but after that I never knew what happened to
them and what happened to the case.
Were you not called to appear in the court? --- No, I was never called.
Do you know the name of the investigator? --- I don't know whether he is still
working, but I don't know his name.
Can I ask you a question? Seeing that you've been harassed, is there anything
that you would like the Commission to do as to assist you, if there is anything
that the Commission can do? --- I want to thank the Commission a lot, but I want
to thank God first of all, because the Commission is here because of God.
Because in my whole life my husband was not involved in the politics. I want to
say this, because I know he was not involved in any political organization, but
he was affected in that way. If things are possible, I would request the
Commission to help me. I want to know the perpetrators. I want to know the
killers of my husband. I want to know what happened - why did they kill him. I
want to know what was within their hearts. I wasn't working, Sipho was
supporting me. Now the children are my burden and my sister here next to me is
also helping me. I don't even have a place to stay. I stay with other people. I
wish to see the killers of my husband. I need them to explain to me. Maybe I
will be at peace with my heart. Maybe my heart will forgive, because the pain
that I felt and the pain that I'm still feeling now is really so big.
/Do you have
16A/10 Do you have any documents that would help us investigating this matter?
Maybe a death certificate and other documents? --- Yes, we have a death
certificate.
What was written on the death certificate? --- I can't remember well, but I have
it with me.
You said you are not working? --- Yes, I am not working.
We sympathise with you Mrs Dube. If there is anything that we can do, we will
try by all means to help. Thank you that you could come to appear before the
Commission. I want to take everything back to the Chairman now. Thank you very
much.

CHAIRMAN: Thank you. Any questions? Ilan Lax.
MR LAX: Sorry, Mrs Dube, just one little question, the investigators that were
investigating the case, which police station did they come from? Do you know? -- It was the KwaDabeka Police Station at Clermont.
Thank you.
CHAIRMAN: Dr Boraine.
DR BORAINE: Mrs Dube, you mentioned that your husband was working in a shop and
that he was not involved in any political party. Is that right? --- Yes.
Thank you. But the people who killed him, whoever they were, what did they think
of his politics? --- Could you please repeat the question?
The people who killed your husband, why do you think they did this to him? What
did they think about his politics? --- At the beginning I thought I explained
that there were rumours, as this boy came to explain to him that they were
suspicious that he was a member of the IFP, because he was driving a car
registered NC, where
/there was
16A/11 there was a lot of - that was an IFP stronghold. They also say they saw
an IFP man coming out of the shop the previous day.
Thank you very much. That's very helpful.
CHAIRMAN: Dr Magwaza.
DR MAGWAZA: Mrs Dube, I have a question to follow up at what you have said just
now. The first one, seeing that you are not working, is it because you don't get
employed or is it because of the state of health? --- I tried to get the work,
but seeing that I am not educated I cannot get employment, so I am selling, so
that I can get some funds. My sister tells me every time that, "If you ask me to
help you with the money, I will, but on top of what you have already gathered".
You said the child is not at school any more, but the other two are still at
school. Who is really educating your children? --- It's myself.
Thank you, that's what I wanted to know.
CHAIRMAN: Dr Mgojo.
DR MGOJO: No questions.
CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much for coming to us. We don't know is there a remedy
that we can give you, a remedy that will soothe your heart - a remedy that will
ease the pain that you have, but you know that there are many people here who
sympathise with you. We've listened to your requests as well and maybe we will
try to investigate, so that we get the perpetrators and we know that you would
like to meet them, so that they can tell you what really happened. Thank you
very much. May God bless you. Thank you.
--------------------/CHAIRMAN:
16A/12 CHAIRMAN: You may not take photographs inside. Thank you.
DR BORAINE: I call to the witness stand, Vuka Mswazi Tshabalala. I gather that
you will not be using the headphones and let me begin, Judge Tshabalala of the

Transkei Supreme Court, I want to welcome you very warmly to this Commission.
It's not often that you are being welcomed. You normally are presiding, and
therefore we are particularly glad and grateful that you have seen fit to come
to this Commission. As we have stressed many times, this Commission has its
doors wide open and we hope as many people as possible will come forward and we
are glad that you are here, but you are here on a very sad mission, because this
has to do with the death of your wife, Pearl Tshabalala, in 1988. Before I ask
you to take the oath, perhaps you would be good enough to tell us who is with
you today.
MR JUSTICE TSHABALALA: Yes, this is my son, Ayanda. He is my second-born, and my
daughter, Vuye. She is one of the twins - the twin girls.
DR BORAINE: We are very delighted to welcome them as well, because, of course,
we are talking about their mother and we are pleased that you have them to
support you on this occasion. Would you stand, please, to take the oath.
MR JUSTICE VUKA MSWAZI TSHABALALA (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
DR BORAINE: Thank you very much, please be seated. My colleague, Dr Mgojo, is
going to take over from me now and I hand the mike to him.
DR MGOJO: Our brother, we know that we are opening up
/your wounds.
16A/20 your wounds. We know that the death of Pearl didn't only touch your
family and your children, it touched the whole Clermont family. It touched so
many other families and other communities here at KwaZulu/Natal, but we are
happy that you are able to come and expose this - expose your pain that you feel
inside yourself. We also thank your children that they are here. I know your
family is a very close family. I will follow stages as I am asking you to relate
this story. The first thing I would request you to tell us about your family and
your children - who are they, and so on. That's the first thing. --- I have got
six children. The first one it's a boy. He is Zakiwu. He is 30 years old. The
second one is Ayanda. He is 28 years old. And then two girls - they are twins.
They are 27 years old. And then there's a boy, Simphiwe, who is 25 years old,
and then there is Zanele, the last-born. He is 13 years old. The first boy, he
was studying at Rhodes. He was doing B Com in 1987. The second one, he was here
at the University at Westville, doing BA. The girls, one of them was doing B
Journalism at Rhodes and the other one doing B Sc Computer Science at Rhodes,
and Simphiwe, he was at Cassim (?) College. He was doing standard 9. Zanele, he
was not yet at school at that stage, when his mother died. He was still at preschool. He was 5 years old. We were a very close family. Even the community knew
that. Even if there were occasions, we used to go together as a family. Pearl we've got businesses at Clermont. My wife, Pearl, was in charge of the
businesses. I was an advocate here in Natal at that time.
Thank you very much, Meshengu. Could you give us a
/brief history
16A/25 brief history of Clermont, the background at that time? What was
happening at Clermont just before your wife died? Just give us a background. --Clermont, it's a place of people who own their places - they are owners. They
have bought the place, although, as time went on a lot of people were looking
for jobs, there were people who had rented there. The owners would build houses
and then they would hire these houses out, so a lot of people then were people
who had rented places. There was an advisory board at Clermont. The first thing
the Clermont community didn't like to unite with this advisory board, but as
time went on myself and others we realised that it doesn't help that we don't
get in advisory board, because there would be things that would happen at
Clermont but we wouldn't know about them. So I myself and Mr Nyembezi, who was
the chairperson, I was the vice-chairperson. There were other people like

Mr Pele, Mr Khuzwayo - Emmanuel Khuzwayo - and Mr Buthelezi. We discussed that
we must be involved in this board, so we were united. We went to the board and
we started campaigning. The first time we won the election. The people who were
in opposition to them called themselves, "Sofizonke". All of us succeeded and
the others failed. As time went on it emerged that Clermont was going to be
taken by the KwaZulu Government and then there was an inquiry. There were people
looking from Pretoria who came to Durban to make this inquiry. Many people from
Clermont went to this inquiry with evidence and they said they don't want
Clermont to be under KwaZulu. Nyembezi was speaking on behalf of the board, but
we were all there. He gave his evidence, giving reasons why we didn't want
Clermont to be under
/KwaZulu. After
16A/28 KwaZulu. After that - I think it was round about 1985 or 1986 Mr Nyembezi was attacked in his home. They bombed his home. They shot. Luckily
he and his wife survived that. They were not injured, but they lost a lot of
things. Their house got burnt. Those people who were there, we couldn't
establish who were they - the people that caused such damage - but according to
him it was a huge crowd of people, who had come there to attack. After that
there were elections. In the second elections we also participated. Those who
got involved, who were in opposition to us, they were in opposition to us on the
ticket of being Inkatha, but they all failed, except Mr Makhathini, who took out
Mr Buthelezi's position. Many people - as I've said, we were a united group. All
of us were thinking alike. We had businesses, except Mr Nyembezi, but all others
had businesses. Even also I am affected in business because in the family we had
businesses. In 1987 they attacked Khuzwayo. Hopefully, she is here. She will
tell you - his wife. They attacked Mrs Khuzwayo's husband and he died at the
shop. At that time we didn't think what was happening and that there were some
suspicions. We really didn't know what was happening, but in 1988 in October or
round about September, October, my wife told me that she had been told by Ngema
- Ngema was a customer of the bottle store of our home - that Ngema told her
that he, Ngema, was at a meeting at Jamile with other people. At this meeting it
was discussed that they must kill me. Many people who were at that meeting said,
"But Tshabalala we can't get all right". I don't know what was the reason. Maybe
it was because I grew up there - grew up in Clermont and
/many people
16A/29 many people knew me. Maybe they thought it would be difficult for them to
take a decision ... (end of tape)
16B/0 ... thing. We both didn't take it seriously. We thought, "But how could he
do such a thing and plan that they will kill a person". We really ignored this.
After that, when my wife closed the bottle store, just after closing the shop
and she was starting the car, they shot at her, but luckily they didn't manage
to hit her. They shot at the car. There were some bullet holes in the car - on
the car. When she was at home - she arrived and we discussed this thing. We
thought maybe they were robbers. They were coming to rob my wife. It really
didn't occur to us that they were looking for her but in February, on the 10th,
we, as the board, we were in Clermont. We had divided Clermont according to our
membership and also according to the areas. In a particular ward a member - my
member had started a committee, which would work with us as the members, because
the members were only eight. So according to that we thought we could be closer
to people and know their complaints and their needs, but on the 10th we had
called the committees of the wards. We were going to meet them at the hall - at
the community hall. My wife, as a person, was very directly involved with
people, in particular women. I said I will not have time to look for members of
my committee and calling them to a meeting, I will request my wife to do that,
so that I will meet them at the community hall at six. My wife did that and she
phoned me and said, "I've organized all the members - all your members will be
there at the meeting, so you must be there". At about five - it was about ten to
five - my wife phoned ... (inaudible) ...

/said, "Are
16B/2 said, "Are you still there?" I said, "The meeting is at six. I am coming".
She said, "Please go. I don't want people to say I've called them to a meeting
and then you're not there". Those were her last words that I heard from my wife,
because after that I went to the meeting. While I was still at the meeting
Ayanda came running and other members who were they. They said, "My mother has
been shot". That's when we ended the meeting abruptly. I drove to the bottle
store to check what had happened. When I arrived at the bottle store I found the
car alone and there was blood all over. They told that Mama had been taken by
Leon Cele. Leon Cele is one of our colleagues who also had a business. He came
with his van and rushed her to the hospital. And Dr Mji - Delisa Mji -arrived. I
don't know where he came from. I just saw him right there. He says to me,
"Please, don't touch your car. I'll drive your car", and we left with my son,
Ayanda and Dr Mji. We went to the hospital. When we arrived at the hospital we
saw Cele's van. It was just parked right in front of the door. My eldest son,
Zakiwu was crying, because I had heard that he had gone with Leon's van and his
mother. His mother died on his hands. So his situation was very, very bad and
other people told me that the doctor examined her in the van and found that she
was already dead. So we went back. So we made a statement at KwaDabeka and they
called the mortuary van and the police at Murchison (?). After a few days they
called me to go and identify her at Chatsworth and I went and saw her there.
Okay, if I could just interrupt you. Are there people who were arrested with
regard to your wife's
/killing? --16B/3 killing? --- Yes, there are. Jamile was arrested and Msizi Hlophe. The
case took a very long time, because it wasn't the case of my wife that only they
had been arrested for.
Before you go ahead, could you tell us who is this Jamile? Just a short
explanation. --- Jamile at that time was the Deputy Minister of the Interior at
KwaZulu Government. As I've already said, Inkatha was involved in the election.
He was staying in the ward I was staying in, so I was really directly in
challenge with him in the elections. In the nominations you were nominated by
ten people, so that you could be in the board. He got less than 10 votes. I
think he got about 7 votes. It was very - well, it wasn't clear to us how did he
get involved because he didn't get 10 nominations.
In your statement there were so many people at that stage who were harassed in
Clermont and some of them you have touched upon them. Were these people in an
organization and the others were in Sofizonke and others were Inkatha Party.
Which organization were these other people? --- You will remember that at that
stage there was no political organization, because political organizations had
been banned. So we, as the community, we took ourselves as a civic organization.
Perhaps it could happen that since now there was UDF. Maybe some of us were
sympathising with the objectives of the UDF, although we were not members. We
were not card-carrying members of the UDF.
We thank you very much, Mshengu. Your family was harassed quite a lot. Could you
tell us about the harassment of your family? Just give us a picture and
/what effect
16B/6 what effect this had on your family - your children and everybody in the
family. --- As I've already said, that some of the children were studying at the
University at Rhodes and the girls they came to me and said, "No, you can't stay
alone as our mother has died". If you can make an arrangement with the
University of Natal so that we can come back here that we will not be worried
about. I realised that they were making a sacrifice by doing that, but these
courses they were doing they didn't have them at the University of Natal. They
didn't have B Journalism. They didn't have B Sc Computer Science, and now they

had to start all over and do other things they had no intention of doing and
Vuye started doing social science. They gave her some credits - a few credits and she continued on that. And Dudu, she started doing B Com. She also got a few
credits, but she continued to do B Com. These others were harassed, but the
elder one he stopped studying at the university and he took over the businesses.
I said, "Since your Mom had died I won't have time to run the business, because
I'm an advocate". I couldn't be an advocate as well as run businesses. So the
elder son said, "It's all right", he'll be in charge of businesses, so he came
back and started running the businesses. It was very difficult for him, but
after a while he went back to the university. He ended up doing B Com and
finished it at Westville, but even now he's running these businesses - in charge
of the businesses.
The last person you said the people who killed Pearl were arrested. Are they
still in gaol and how many were they? --- There were two of them. There were two
people. Jamile got compensation, which is called
/indemnity. The
16B/12 indemnity. The other one is still in gaol. Jamile had been sentenced had been given life sentence three times. The other one had been effectively
sentenced to 32 years. The other one is still is gaol but Jamile is out.
Do you see him? --- I saw - the last time I saw him was in court. No, we haven't
seen each other personally.
How long did Jamile spend in gaol before he got this indemnity? --- I'm not
sure. It could be about three years. Could I also say something? In fact, my boy
who was 5 years old then, because when my wife was shot, he was with her. When
they shot he was running. He was running and said, "Mama, Mama", and they were
busy shooting at her. This thing, over and above all of us, affected him. It's
still in his mind a lot, because he was a child then. He had not even started
schooling. When he started schooling at Eshowe, where all the others were
studying, he stayed for about a year and the sister said they couldn't keep him
because he relieves himself on himself like, so they can't stay with him,
because he used to relieve himself - pass faeces on himself, and I took him out
of there. I took him to a private school at Hillcrest. Even there stayed. Within
a year the principal said, "Uh uh, there's something wrong with your child. He
continues to pass faeces on himself and the main problem he used to hide these
things. He used to hide these faeces. It will start smelling all over", and they
could not stay with this kind of a situation. I took him to a paediatrician, Dr
Jolobe. He looked at him. He said there's nothing physically wrong with him, but
he'll give him something so that just to hold back, that he
/doesn't shit
16B/10 doesn't shit on himself. Even that didn't work. And then Jolobe said I
must take him to a psychologist. I took him to a psychologist. For a few months
he was with the psychologist, because at that time the principal of Highbury
said he must come back at home and stay at home and see if I could help him at
home. He continued with the psychologist and this psychologist left and went to
England. He took a holiday to England. I spoke to one of my friends, who is a
doctor. I asked if there was anybody who could help. My friend took me to a
psychiatrist. He treated him and gave him medication and then he started being a
bit better. It was just a bit better and I spoke to the principal to take him
back to school. You see, at school, when we came to see him, he would cry. He
would cry at night. He would say at night he had had nightmares. He had heard
people shooting guns. He was there. He saw this thing. This thing severely
affected him. That's what I recognise.
CHAIRMAN: Thank you. Any questions?
MR LAX: Judge Tshabalala, in your statement you have made reference to some
newspapers articles which appeared and which relate to the testimony of one Alex

Khumalo in the Malan trial. Would you like to elaborate on that for us, please?
--- Yes. When I came here to this Truth Commission, it was caused by those
articles. I saw the article in Ilanga newspaper, where they said Alex Bhekisiso
Khumalo, who had been sent to Caprivi by Inkatha, was one of the people who had
attacked my wife. So I saw that in the Tribune newspaper. In Tribune there's a
full story. So when I thought about this and speaking to my colleagues about
this thing I felt that
/maybe I
16B/16 maybe I should come to the Truth Commission, because here is the person
who has exposed this thing, that he was there. So if he's a person who is
speaking it might happen that if the Truth Commission call him to explain that
at that Malan they didn't talk about my wife's case and Malan. They were talking
about Malan and his colleagues. In this Malan case they didn't talk about the
thing that happened in Clermont, but if Bhekisiso was there and he is called
upon here to come he would give the whole story, because he says - because in
this Malan case he said he had been sent to go and kill the business people at
Clermont. He says who are these people who had mandated him - authorised him to
do this. He knows the people he was with. Maybe it might happen that this thing
doesn't even come from that Clermont community. It seems it had been authorised
somewhere. He might have all that information, so if he comes I and my children,
we might find out the whole story as to what happened, who did this thing, and
why did they do this thing. Maybe we can forgive him.
There is another aspect that I thought might be valuable to clarify and that was
Jamile and his co-accused were charged with a number of murders, but they were
not convicted for all of them, as far as I understood. My recollection is a bit
vague on that. Was your wife's murder one of those that he was convicted for?
I'm not clear about that? --- No, no. He was not convicted for my wife's murder.
So that still needs further clarification then? --- Yes.
CHAIRMAN: Dr Boraine.
/DR BORAINE:
16B/18 DR BORAINE: Thank you, Chairperson. Judge Tshabalala, you mentioned that
you and your family are anxious to know who actually was responsible for your
wife's murder and why and you mentioned right at the very end, in your reply to
my colleague, that you may be able to forgive that person if you knew who it was
and why he did it. Do you want to say a little more about that? --- If you'd
know why - what motivated a person who did such a thing, I think all of us on
earth we've got witnesses - all of us have got witnesses, and if you've got
witnesses it might happen that there's something that influenced you to do
something. So if I know why these people, who had influenced them, for them to
do such a brutal killing, maybe I could understand what had caused them to do
such a thing, so I could forgive him if I know the truth, because now my heart
is very sore. I don't know why was my wife killed.
Thank you very much.
CHAIRMAN: Baba, we thank you very much that you've come and exposed your pain to
us - and exposed your pain in public. There is very little that we might be able
to do, but we are going to try, because you say you want to know. Maybe we can
call the witnesses who can assist us. Maybe we can investigate things that you
need to know and you would be in a situation to know, but over and above that we
would like to say that we are passing our condolences to you. May God be with
you and strengthen you and your children, especially the younger one, who is
still severely affected by this. May God heal all of you. Thank you very much. -- It would seem that there is a letter they are passing. My daughter made a
statement.
/She is just

16B/23 She is just requesting if she could just insert this statement. She is
not going to talk on to this statement. There are may be a few things that are a
bit different from my statement and my son has also made a statement, because
the main - the gist of what I've already said, it's there, but there are other
aspects on the side they might want reflected. Mr Chairman, another thing I
would request. I didn't count another person who is still in gaol. I have heard
that he also wants to expose and reveal some things, but we do not hear what
eventually is happening. He apparently wants to reveal some things, but if you
could also find out from him. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Baba. Thank you very much.
---------------------

/DR BORAINE:
16B/25 DR BORAINE: Chairperson, the following witness is Ms Zamiswazi Mkhize.
I'll ask her to come forward, please. Let's make sure that the headphones are
put in place, please. Good morning, can you hear my voice all right? You can?
MRS MKHIZE: Yes.
DR BORAINE: If you could speak a little louder, it would help us and help the
interpreters as well. You are Mrs Zamiswazi Mkhize?
MRS MKHIZE: Yes.
DR BORAINE: You are very welcome here this morning and we are very pleased that

you are not alone. Perhaps you can tell us who is with you today.
MRS MKHIZE: It's my son, Sifiso and the cousin of my husband, Thandi Memela.
DR BORAINE: We would like to welcome them as well and thank them for being here
in support of you. You have come also to tell us, this time, about your husband,
who was killed in 1988. Before you tell the story, which is a story of great
pain and distress, I would like you to please stand to take the oath.
ZAMISWAZI MKHIZE (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
DR BORAINE: Thank you very much. Will you be seated, please. Mrs Mkhize, my
colleague, Mr Lax, is going to take over from me and he will ask you to tell
your story. Thank you.
MR LAX: Good morning, Mrs Mkhize, thank you for coming and I just add my
greetings to that of Dr Boraine. Before you tell us about the tragic events that
happened to your family, could you briefly give us a picture of your family some idea of your background, where you come from, where
/you are living
16B/26 you are living at the moment and how many children you have and a little
bit about who your husband was. --- I was born in Swaziland. I was born at
Nzima. I got married to Mkhize. I've got three children. I've got Nonhlanhla,
who was born in 1971. I've got Mabuse, who is here in this house, who was born
in 1973. I've got Sifiso next to me, who was born in 1977. I stay with these
children at home, although I am no longer in the same house where my husband was
killed. Because of harassment we ran away from Clermont.
Now, what was your husband doing before he died? --- My husband had taxis at
Clermont and before that he had a shop at Umbumbulu. That's where he was born.
He was a boxer for many years - professional boxer. He was also very connected
to the community. He was involved with the community in Clermont because it's a
poor community. He was supporting them. People would come to him to ask for
assistance and elderly grannies who wouldn't have any financial means, he would
assist them to get pensions, so that they could support their families.
Mrs Mkhize, I'm not wanting to break what you're saying, but could you try and
speak up a little bit? It's not coming through the system very clearly. So if
you could just go a little closer to the microphone, that would help us a bit.
Now, thank you for that very complete background of your family. I would ask you
to turn to the difficult events that happened and try and tell us the story of
how it was that your husband came to be killed.
DR BORAINE: We have a slight problem with the communications system. They are
just looking at the
/channel.
16B/29 channel. If we can be patient for a moment. --- It's all right now.
MR LAX: Mrs Mkhize, I will repeat what I was saying before, because it seems
clear you couldn't hear me very well. Thank you for that background and would
you now continue with the story of your husband's very tragic death? --- It was
about 1986 in Clermont. There was some violent in Clermont between the youth and
the police. Many youth from the UDF used to come and hide at our places because
in their homes they used to be harassed. We used to take these children and give
them some hiding place. As time went on we got telephone calls, claiming that we
are aligned to UDF. These people wouldn't say what their names were. They used
to threaten us that they are going to kill us because we are giving refuge to
these UDF children. Those threats continued ... (end of tape)

17A/0 There were some youth - some elderly youth. We stayed there. The things
continued up until 1987. Mr Zazi Khuzwayo died. We were one of the families that
went to the funeral of Mr Zazi Khuzwayo. When we came back from this funeral we
didn't sleep. We were phoned many a time and we were called that we were
comrades, because we had gone to that funeral - we had gone to the chief of the
comrades' funeral and until I told my mother-in-law. My mother-in-law said I
must come back home. My husband phoned to make flight arrangements so that I
could run home, but we couldn't get any flight. We stayed there and then
somebody came to tell us that since we have bought the house from this man, an
MP of KwaZulu, he said the MP is complaining. "He says he sold you this house
and once he has sold you this house, you've taken this
/"house and
17A/1 "house and you've made it the comrades' house". My husband said, "But if
you have sold something that becomes your property after you've bought it.
You've got a right of doing anything, because you bought that property. It's
yours. You can do anything on that property". He said, "You'll see, because you
bought this house from MP. Please don't say I've said this to you, because I
could be one of those people who will be killed". And in 1988 on the 15th July,
it was on a Friday, we were making arrangements for travelling. We were going to
go to Johannesburg. My husband came home, because I was still busy packing in
the bedroom. He had not been there at that home. There were some mechanics, who
were busy fixing our cars. My husband came upstairs - came to the bedroom. I
said, "Please get ready, because at half past seven we must all go out", and he
asked where Sifiso was, because he didn't part with Sifiso. I said he must look
for Sifiso downstairs. That's when he got out. After six - after a short while it was just about ten minutes after he had left, I heard the voice calling,
"Sifiso, Sifiso". Just in that short time I heard some explosion and I heard
another explosion again. My other younger boy came in - my younger brother came
in. He was running. He tried to open the wardrobe, but the wardrobe would come
in. He tried to open the safe. I said, "The keys are with my brother, Mandla.
Maybe they have already left". I said, "What is happening? Why are you in such a
rush". He said, "Please don't talk. Let's just try and hide". I got very
suspicious, because I was in a bad situation. I opened the window - I opened the
upstairs window. I heard the voice of Sifiso. He said, "Why are you killing
/"my father?
17A/2 "my father? Why did you kill my Dad? What has he done?"
You can take some time to recover yourself and we do understand it's a very
difficult story. I went downstairs to enquire about this shooting. On the stairs
I fell and I was affected at the spinal cord. I was now crawling. Sifiso was
red. He was cuddling his father in his hands. People stopped me. They didn't
want me to come very close to him and after that I collapsed. When I regained
consciousness the doctor was very close to me. At about 10 o'clock at night,
Doreen - my sister who got married at the Mnguni family - told me that my
husband had died, and I discovered that there was also a telephone call from an
MP member of the KwaZulu and he asked, "What happened to Mkhize?" My sister,
Doreen, answered the telephone and she said to him Mandla had been shot and they
didn't see the person who killed him. The following morning - it was on a
Saturday - the KwaZulu MP arrived and said he wanted to hear what happened the
previous day. They related the story to him. He was together with members of the
ZP. Our members of family were not happy about this issue and they asked him why
is he in the company of ZPs. He said to them they have just escorted him. Well,
we buried my husband. We were living that terrible kind of life, because every
time when we were mourning the cars would come and there would be shots from
those cars. In 1990, I was busy hanging the washing on the line. I saw a man
coming to my house. It was a long time that I've since saw him, and they greeted
me. He was together with our neighbour's boy, and he told me that he was a
chauffeur for the MP and he asked me do I know the killers of my husband. I said
to him, "No, I don't know them", and he

/asked me,
17A/6 asked me, "Do you want to know them?" I said, "Yes, I want to know them".
I said, "I just want to know who they are and after knowing that I would die. I
just want to know who killed my husband". He said to me, "Don't go anywhere. I
will come back and I will tell you who they are". I waited. He arrived during
the day and he told me who killed my husband and he went to Mr Phiri. He gave me
a few documents. He said he wrote a letter to the Government of that day, the De
Klerk Government, and he wrote a letter to Vlok, informing the Government about
the killings at Clermont, and he even indicated in this letter why were these
people killed and there was also a hit list, but Vlok never gave him answer, but
there was an answer from De Klerk, and I asked him to make us photocopies of
those letters, because we wanted to have them in our possession. I read De
Klerk's answer, and he said that's all right, he will investigate this letter
further. Even to this day I haven't heard anything. There was also a cassette
that he taped. He taped that this person is in gaol as we are now talking. In
that tape there was a conversation that he killed Mkhize. He was together with
the ZP. They first came during the day to survey the house. To see which point
will they use to get into the house. The cassette explained further that Pearl
Tshabalala had also been killed and how she was killed.
We will just give you time to recover. --- I received a telephone call from
Major Nkabinde and he told me that he will arrive at my place, together with
other policemen, to investigate the matter of my husband's killing. He arrived
with Magaza and Captain Dutton and
/they surveyed
17A/10 they surveyed the place where my husband was lying and the place where
the car was parked and they said they would come back to me. It was on a Sunday
and there was report in the City Press. It was a report on how a person arrived
at Clermont and how he killed the people. There was also a revelation about this
Member of Parliament at KwaZulu. The person who came to inform me about this got
attacked on that day. There was a telephone call at my home and they said to me,
"Mrs Mkhize, we are being shot at". I called Captain Dutton and within a few
minutes he arrived at that scene. When we arrived there one boy from that family
had already been injured. They were taking him to hospital and they came back
with another one and they said I should hide him. The police escorted us
throughout the night until it was morning. The following day the police called
me, telling me the date of the court hearing. We found Mr Jamile there and Mr
Hlophe. The case was taken from Pinetown because there lots and lots of people.
The school children were deeply hurt about the killing of these prominent
people. Then we went to Supreme Court at Pietermaritzburg. This case was on for
about two years. One day while we were at the court I went to the toilet. It was
tea break. Mrs Khuzwayo was accompanying me and I heard a voice calling at me.
The voice said, "Sis Thandi, Sis Thandi". That was the name I also got while I
was harassed. That was not my real name. And I looked around. I looked up and I
could realise that it was from the cells. That person peeped. It was Msizi
Hlophe and he said, "Please don't hate me". He said, "I was sent to kill
Mandla". He said, "Jamile is also inside". Mrs Khuzwayo ran outside to call all
the
/people that
17A/14 people that were outside and the police. The police went to him and they
said, "Speak". We went back. The case continued until the two men were acquitted
- were sentenced. The other one was sentenced to 22 years for killing and the
other one 12 years for pointing out Mr Khuzwayo, but the ZP members who were
together with them I don't know their names. Even now I don't know who they are,
but I know because I was told that they were together with the ZPs. Because the
person who came to tell me the story told me again that he was asked by
Mr Jamile to be involved in the killings as well, and that when we heard that
Mkhize had been killed.

Mrs Mkhize, there are just a few small questions that need to be asked to follow
up on some of the details you've told us. If I could just take you back to just
before your husband was murdered. You spoke of two different people - they may
be the same person - who came to warn you of these attacks, who came to say,
"You must get rid of these young boys, otherwise you will be attacked". Do you
know who those people are? Could you identify them? --- Yes, I can.
Now, you also mentioned that there were cars driving past your house while you
were in mourning. They were firing shots at your house. Is anyone able to
identify those cars in any way? --- No, nobody. The situation was tense, but we
were still preparing for the funeral. This car came up and down and was
shooting, but it also came back at night when we had heard that he was already
at the mortuary. Nobody was outside. Everybody was inside, but this whole
shooting incident happened at night while we were still busy making funeral
arrangements.
/You spoke
17A/17 You spoke about these letters that were written to Mr De Klerk and
Mr Vlok, and the tape recordings, and you said the tape recording went to a
Mr Phiri. You mentioned that name. Could you just explain a little bit about
that? I am not sure what you meant when you said he went to Mr Phiri. --- He
went to Phiri to show these letters he had written to De Klerk and Vlok,
together with the tape, where he had taped the killing of Mr Mkhize with Pearl
Tshabalala, because Phiri is one of those people who were attacked during those
days.
Now, you've indicated in your statement that your son who is present here still
has nightmares and a difficult time about this incident, and one can understand
that. How is it that we, as the Commission, could try and offer some assistance
to you? What would you want from us in that regard? --- I would like the
Commission to assist me because my child keeps on crying - cries quite a lot.
When we ask him what is he crying for he says he is missing his Daddy, and
sometimes he says, "Here is my Daddy. Mommy he is full of blood. Please take the
washing rag and wipe him. He's full of blood". I think this thing disturbed him
mentally. One day I phoned Mrs Khuzwayo that she must come and help me because I
wanted her to accompany me and find out what's happening. He keeps on saying,
"Here is Daddy. He is bleeding" at night. I also phoned his aunt, Dr Vivio (?),
who came and assisted me. He told him that Daddy was gone and you must forget
and you mustn't talk about him. My younger girl, Mabuse, she also used to have
that image and that nightmare in the house. She doesn't want to talk about it.
She doesn't want to talk about her father's death.
/She has also
17A/21 She has also been severely affected, emotionally.
Has anyone in your family had an opportunity to go for counselling, for help to
try and work through these difficult problems? --- No, we've never got any
assistance, because in the family we suffered quite a lot. Even the elderly
women really got severe - and we usually just go to Dr Pather (?) if I realise
the situation gets worse, but the one who is Johannesburg, my mother-in-law has
been sick ever since that occurrence. She is not well, and his mother eventually
died from heart-related problems because of that incident. The other thing that
I would like the Commission to assist me with is that even in that cassette it
is said that he wasn't alone, he was with the ZP. Could you please come forward
- these ZP come forward? I would like to know them, because I still have got a
wound inside me, which I don't know where it comes from.
One very last question from me before I hand you back to the Chairperson, and
that is, there was a case involving Mr Jamile and Mr Msizi Hlophe. Were they
convicted in relation to your husband's murder and sentenced for that murder? -- Msizi was sentenced for killing my husband. That's what he's been sentenced
for and for identifying Mr Khuzwayo, but Jamile was never charged because he's

the one who sent Msizi, together with the ZP he had authorised to come and kill
my husband. That's another thing that's worrying me, because how can it happen
that a person can hire people to kill other people and then he doesn't get
charged for that? Because they had no intention of killing my husband. They were
hired by this person to kill my husband. Why wasn't he
/charged with
17A/25 charged with hiring the people for killing my husband?
Mrs Mkhize, we will do our best to look into this matter and try and get to the
bottom of the truth of what happened and maybe that will help you know what
happened. Back to you, Chairperson.
CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much. Dr Boraine?
DR BORAINE: Mrs Mkhize, just one or two questions to help us to try and do what
you have asked us to do, namely to try and find out who was responsible for the
death of your husband. First, could I ask you, the man who brought you the
documents and tape recordings, do you know where he is now? --- Yes, I know
where he is. He's in a hiding place, because he's also been harassed, because
this issue was in the City Press and on that day the issue was revealed in the
City Press, they were shot on that very day and he had been with us during the
week, but on the Sunday when this issue was revealed, on the Sunday they
attacked his family, so he ran away. We hid him with all his family and his wife
and children.
Thank you very much. I don't want you to tell me his name, because I don't want
to put his life in danger, but could you tell me, if we could get his name from
you privately, would that be all right? --- Yes, I can do that.
Thank you very much. The second thing is, the documents and the tape recordings,
do you still have those? --- Yes, I do have that.
Do you think we can have a look at those and listen to that later? --- The
cassette is in the court. It's with the investigators of this case.
Thank you. We will follow that up. Just one last
/question. The
17A/29 question. The man who spoke to you from his cell, that was Mr Hlophe? --Yes, it is.
And you say that you think he is willing to testify before the Commission? --- I
got from the newspaper that he is prepared to come forward and speak, but I
don't know if he wants to speak in front of the Commission or where he wants to
reveal this, but we have read in the newspaper that he's prepared to reveal
things.
Yes, we will follow that up. Thank you for your help.
CHAIRMAN: Dr Magwaza.
DR MAGWAZA: Mrs Mkhize, in your statement here we established that you have
reported that there are people who threatening you, giving you death threats,
which started in 1992. Are these death threats still continuing? --- It's always
there. That's why I left Clermont. Even where I'm staying, I can't even put a
telephone because even now we've through - when we heard about this Truth
Commission we did get threats with Mrs Khuzwayo, that they said they know we are
going to come forward to this Truth Commission. We got death threats since the
establishment of this Truth Commission. Our lives are in danger, together with
Mrs Khuzwayo. Our lives are in danger. We are not safe.

I've also noticed that you've requested that the Commission should give you
protection, because your life ... (end of tape)
17B/0 Maybe what you could do now is that once we have finished here now, you
must contact us about this problem of witness protection. The last thing I would
like to say, as a member of the Rehabilitation and Reparation
/Committee is that
17B/1 Committee is that since your family was harassed we do have a way to those
who are suffering, specially who need counselling and therapy can contact us.
Thank you very much.
CHAIRMAN: Virginia Gcabashe.
MRS GCABASHE: Thank you, Chair. Mrs Magwaza's questioning has covered my ...
(incomplete)
CHAIRMAN: Somebody else? We also are bringing messages of condolences. We are
very painful. We are very hurt together with you. May God be with you and help
you. We are going to try, as you have already heard. We do not have much powers,
but those powers that we do have we are going to try to assist you, including
the issue that you could be assisted to look after you, to also see to it that
you are also not harmed. The Commission does have a witness protection programme
and we are going to contact the office here to point towards these people who
are going to give you protection to come to you and guard you. Thank you very
much.
--------------------CHAIRMAN: We are a little late on our schedule for tea. Can we take a 15 minute
break.
SHORT ADJOURNMENT
---------------------

/ON RESUMPTION:
17B/2 ON RESUMPTION:
DR BORAINE: The next witness that we call to the witness stand is Mrs Khuzwayo,
and I would ask her please to come forward. Chairperson, whilst we are waiting
for the headphones to be in place and for the witness to be comfortable, let me
just say a word of welcome to Mr Ndebele, who is the Minister of Transport in
the KwaZulu Government. We are very pleased that he and others from various
parties and affiliations have attended these hearings. We've also received many
letters of encouragement. One, in particular, that we've received today from the
Faith for Daily Living Foundation, who send, through the Reverend Arnold Walker,

their warmest greetings and support to the work of the Commission and also
special prayers for the work that the Commission is attempting to do. Mrs
Khuzwayo, can you hear me all right?
MRS KHUZWAYO: Yes.
DR BORAINE: That's wonderful. This gives me an opportunity of welcoming you very
much to the Commission. We have heard from other witnesses earlier today of the
events which took place in Clermont in 1987, 1988, and we are grateful that you
can give us also some more information, although it's a very sad story - the
death of your husband, Zazi Khuzwayo. Perhaps you could start by telling us who
is with you today.
MRS KHUZWAYO: I am with my son, Hopewell, and my daughter, Nkosazana Princess
Khuzwayo. There are also my relatives who are sitting there - my aunt, the
sister to Khuzwayo.
DR BORAINE: I would like to welcome them as well, very
/warmly, and
17B/5 warmly, and thank them, not only for being here, but being of comfort to
you. They must have felt very deeply the death of their father, and also to your
cousin and any other members of family who are here. The one thing that we have
noticed over and over again that someone is killed and it's not only the wife or
the children that are deeply hurt then, but it goes on and on and many, many
people are affected by one act of violence, and we feel for you very deeply. Mrs
Khuzwayo, would you please stand to take the oath.
PHILISUYA KHUZWAYO (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
DR BORAINE: Mrs Khuzwayo, I'm going to hand over now to Mrs Gcabashe, and she is
going to lead you as you tell the story of your husband's death. Thank you.
MRS GCABASHE: Thank you, Chair. I greet you, Mrs Khuzwayo, and your family. We
greet you. We are happy that you are able to come before this Commission. We
greatly appreciate that, because we really do like to hear and the whole country
should hear about what really happened in the past years. The Deputy Chair has
already said that we are going to request you to relate your story, but before
you do that I would like you to give us a background about your family. I know
you've got your children, but also you've got other children that you are still
looking after. Just tell us about your family. --- I am very happy to be before
this Commission, so that I can explain about my family. My husband, Zazi, he was
a traditional man. He had three wives. Therefore he has got many children he
left behind. We also have got children that are here. There are 32 children he
left behind. He left when all these children were still very
/young. There
17B/7 young. There was none of them who were at the university then, but now
there are seven children at the universities and others at colleges and others
at lower primaries and others at higher primaries. All these children eat at
home, they live at home. Another thing is that he left another woman in an
accident which happened in 1991, so we are also with another woman where Zazi
was born, Mam Thethwa. Thank you very much. I have explained what a big family
we have.
Thank you. We've already heard that the situation -the time you are going to
talk about, there was a lot of chaos in Clermont, as you've already heard from
those who gave this morning before you. Could you relate what happened up until
your husband was killed and what happened thereafter? Just relate that to the
Commission. --- If I could request that we've written this statement down. I
would like my son, Hopewell, to read it so that I don't leave other details
outside. If that is possible.

DR BORAINE: If I could just interrupt for a moment, if your son, Hopewell is
going to read that, and we have no objection, but then I must ask you to take
the oath, because he will be under oath when he makes that statement. So,
Hopewell, if you would please stand. Then I'll hand you back to Mrs Gcabashe.
HOPEWELL KHUZWAYO (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
DR BORAINE: Thank you very much. You may proceed, Mrs Gcabashe.
MRS GCABASHE: We thank you, Hopewell. We are then going to request you to relate
what's written here. --- I am also thanking you for this opportunity of being
before this Commission. I will start by reading the statement,
/which has
17B/10 which has been written by my mother. (Witness proceeds in English) Judge
Tshabalala's testimony has covered much of the background and the events leading
up to the murder of our father. I will read the statement, after which my mother
will take questions on clarification and further amplify her statement.
"I, Mrs Philisuya Zazi Khuzwayo, widow of the late Zazi Khuzwayo. My
husband, Zazi Khuzwayo, was gunned down in his office on the ground
floor of his shopping complex in Clermont on the 9th May in 1987. Zazi
was for many years a prominent businessman, community leader and an
ardent supporter of black economy and educational empowerment. His
achievements in this regard include being a member of many school
boards, the Clermont Advisory Board, Inyanda Chamber of Commerce and
Ukhamba Liquor Association. He built a primary school for the rural
community of Oqaqeni in Stanger, where he was born. He also sponsored
many children and university students who could not afford fees and
books. He provided free office space for community organizations on his
properties. These include, amongst many, the Muthanda Society for the
Aged, and sports organizations. In his last years he was an active
sympathiser of the UDF. It was during this time that he was murdered
amidst much confusion and uncertainty. I am at much pains recounting my
husband's murder, as I have relived his murder
/"every day
17B/11 "every day since 9 May 1987. My soul is not at peace as I am
still unaware to date of the full circumstances surrounding my husband's
murder and why he was murdered. I trust and pray that the Commission
will unveil this tragic episode of my life in full for the sake of my
family and the community, of whom Zazi Khuzwayo was a strong pillar. On
the 14th June 1986, during the height of political violence and the
state of emergency my husband and I were woken up at about 3am by
outrageous knocks and kicks on our house doors and windows. I woke up
and opened the door to a heavily-armed contingent of SAP and SADF
members, one of whom pointed a gun at me, asking me where Zazi was and
demanding to be taken to him. I led them to the bedroom, where they woke
him up at gunpoint. The rest of them frantically raided and searched
every patch of space in the house. During the search one officer said to
me, 'You must move fast, you fat bitch'. I was engulfed by fear and felt
tramped on. My anger at this cruel treatment has not subsided. On the
following morning at about 11am, while going about our usual business, a
heavily-armed contingent of SAP and SADF officers ... (inaudible) ...
our complex. Others were on the roof and in all the passages. My husband
paged me to come to his office and I found him besieged at gunpoint. He
was whisked away into a police
/"van and I
17B/13 "van and I could not see him or know what had happened to him for

three full days. There is not a word to describe the torment of living
for three full days without knowing where my husband was or whether he
had died or what was happening to him, or at least whether he had had a
meal that day. I could not sleep. My life came to a sudden standstill. I
felt utterly helpless against the system. On the fourth day, however,
our family lawyers informed us that my husband had been detained under
the state of emergency regulations. He was to stay in prison for three
full months. During this period his shop in Oqaqeni was reduced to ashes
and a considerable portion of his 250 head of cattle mowed down by
unknown people, armed with automatic assault rifles. Upon his return
from prison, his bedroom was petrol-bombed and the truck on the yard was
set alight. On another incident, shots were fired into the building. It
appears the focus was on Zazi's bedroom. The attackers seemed to be
well-informed of the house plan. At this stage my husband expressed that
he was being hunted down. He said he knew that they would eventually
close in on him. He said he was ready for it any minute and that he
would not budge to pressure to turn him into a fearful refugee in his
own house and community. On the 9th May 1987 two armed men walked into
his office. Two remained outside
/and two
17B/15 "and two simultaneously fired a flood of shots into my husband.
As a result, he could not be seen during his funeral and a photograph
was placed on his coffin instead. During the time of the attack he was
preparing wages for his workforce of about 50 at the time. The attackers
did not take any money. I was on the first floor of the building during
the shooting and I was called to the scene, where I found my husband in
a pool of blood. I fainted and lost consciousness and do not remember
what happened thereafter. My understanding is that the local police were
called, but did not arrive for two hours, after which the C R Swart
Police had arrived. The police, on arrival, opened my husband's
briefcase and safe, going through several documents and items. I believe
certain documents were seized and I call upon the Commission to ask the
police to testify here. My husband was buried on the 16th May, amidst an
unusually heavy contingent of police and army officers, including a
helicopter at the graveside, which rendered the service barely audible.
Many people, relatives and friends, who had come from far, were harassed
and barred from attending the service by the police. Prior to my
husband's murder, two females had arrived to inform him that a certain
KwaZulu MP had been spreading word and vowing that Zazi will not see the
10th, 11th
/and 12th May
17B/17 "and 12th May of the same month. On the 11th, or thereabouts, my
husband was to attend a Supreme Court matter, in which he was a
respondent. The said MP was the applicant in the matter, and it centred
around that my husband had proclaimed publicly that the Member of
Parliament was running a hit squad group called the, "A Team", a
notorious and heavily-armed group that terrorised and murdered the
community, particularly youth activists. As a member of the Clermont
Advisory Board, my husband was at the forefront of a campaign to prevent
Clermont from being put under KwaZulu Government. My husband became
unpopular with the KwaZulu Government and particularly the said Member
of Parliament, as a result of his views and his support for the UDF. In
1990 it emerged that a KwaZulu Member of Parliament had been responsible
for the murder of my husband and other prominent Clermont leaders. He
was formally charged in the Supreme Court in Pietermaritzburg with a 22year old accomplice, Msizi Hlophe. I was a State witness during the
trial and, as a result, I received numerous death threats. I had to move
from Clermont and could not effectively run the businesses my husband
had owned. I even had to disguise myself from time to time. The
situation was grave and the prospect of death did not seem remote. The

situation,
/"however, is
17B/18 "however, is not better today, as this Member of Parliament was
granted amnesty and released. I still live in fear and the threats have
not ceased. I'm convinced that, as a result of my testimony in the Truth
Commission the threat to me and my family is even greater and
accordingly urge the Commission to do all it can to ensure our safety
during this time. In the current Makutha trial in the Durban Supreme
Court a certain witness has uncovered details of how he and others
executed my husband's murder. He alleges that an undertaker's vehicle
was used. I urge the Commission to further uncover the whole truth about
my husband's murder. The loss of my husband, mentor and friend is beyond
conception. I shall not rest until I know the truth and what to say to
my daughter, who was present during my husband's murder. She was 5 years
old at the time and to date she still asks me what happened to her
father and why he was murdered."
MRS GCABASHE: I thank you, Hopewell, for relating this to us, but for us to get
further clarification, there are a few questions that we are going to ask. We
are going to point these questions towards your mother, but since you are also
under oath, you are also free to answer these questions where you feel it's
relevant. My first question that I would really like to ask, which you could
start from is when you said they came - some time in June they came to raid. If
you could tell us, did they have a
/search warrant
17B/21 search warrant and did they find anything when they were raiding? --- It
was on the 14th June. It was just before June 16 of the youth. We had closed the
businesses and were asleep. Because it was about 3am we were asleep. We heard
them knocking. They didn't even give us time to ask them if they had a search
warrant, but I was also scared of talking to them, because my husband was fast
asleep, but when he got up they had surrounded the house and they were pointing
guns at him. He got up. He put on some shorts and he asked them, "What's
happening?". They said he must get up, they're looking for something. They
didn't say what is it that they were looking. They even went inside the roof.
They were breaking the doors. They were not opening them, they were breaking
them down. When he realised that the door was being broken, he asked please they
shouldn't break the door. He's not using this shop and he gave them some iron
metal so that they opened there. When they came out they took out rubbish out of
the rubbish bins. There was no time that we could ask for a search warrant from
them.
Another thing, you're also relating what happened during the time - at the postmortem. You said the shop was burnt down. There were also cattle that were shot
down and a truck that was burnt. I would also like to know if you reported this
to the police and what did the police do about this incident, and also if there
was anybody who was arrested with regard to these incidents. --- It was the most
painful thing. We realised that our husband had been taken away. When this
telephone call arrived at night they said the shop was being burnt down and the
cattle had been shot here. We rushed with the
/family to check
17B/23 family to check there. We found that the sky was lit with fire and the
shop was burning down and the children were shaking, as if they were wet,
because they didn't even have food. They burnt down every food. Mama was very
shocked. Up until today even if we reported to the police, they burnt up until
they burnt the safe and there was a gun on top of the safe. The police took away
this gun and said it would be easy to trace this person and who shot and burnt
the shop. This gun was taken. They said they were going to take it to Pretoria
for investigation, to establish whose gun it was. Up until today we haven't

heard anything. There was never any court case hearing that we attended with
regard to this matter.
If we can come to this very painful incident of the 9th May, the day your
husband was killed by these people you've already named, what time was it and
were there people who were arrested with regard to this matter? --- On the 9th
... (pause).
Take your time. Don't rush yourself. --- On the 9th May 1987 things were all
right. We were just together. We were in the business premises. There was just a
short time when we were at the office. I just felt very paralysed and then I
wanted to go to the house to drink tea. What I do remember, I did something that
I wasn't used to - I was just tickling him and I made him laugh and when he
laughed I went out. As I was still sitting and I was going to drink tea, a boy
came in. He said, "They have already killed our father". I had not even drunk my
tea. I rushed to see, although, when I rushed there, I just fainted there. It
was just a big confusion, because even the shop was just about to close.
/One of my
17B/26 One of my sons rushed to see who were these people who were shooting. He
fell into the - he got into the glasses. He nearly died because he rushed
straight into the glasses, but fortunately he just got injured and even these
glasses still have got this body shape, but that's where he really got injured.
After he had left the police were phoned by Mama Rosemary, the late Mama
Rosemary. She called them from KwaDabeka, but they didn't come back until we
phoned C R Swart, and it was the C R Swart that came, but even on a Sunday,
after they had taken his body on Saturday, the police arrived. They took the
bullets which they found around. There was one bullet which didn't go inside his
head and it was found down on the floor. They did say it was a 9mm kind of a
bullet. They also explained to us that there were six people - it would appear
there were six people, but that was the end of the day that the police came
inside the house - our father was killed on Saturday - up until we heard this
issue in 1990 that a certain MP is the one who is suspected.
If you can go back to the same day, what do you think was the intention? Was
there something that was taken or stolen from the shop, because this was the
shop? --- He was at the shop. This was the shop office. He was going to pay the
wages of his workers. There were lots of monies there, paper money and coin
money. At the time when they shot him there was lots of money. There was a girl
who was sitting in front of this boss. She says those who shot, there was smoke
and there were some lights that came up. There's none of those people who shot
who took any money or even turned round. They saw the money. They just shot at
him. They didn't take
/anything.
17B/29 anything.
You've also said that the police didn't arrive, but the C R Swart Police came,
but when I'm listening to the statement it would seem that they came with the
intention of searching. Did they have a search warrant on that day? --- Those
who came, at that time I wasn't in a good condition. When I hear from other
people, they were phoned - one Mama phoned them and explained to them what had
happened, but what really frightened them, when they got into the office where
my husband ... (end of tape)
18A/0 ... which was on top of the table, from what it was said, they had
searched everything. They searched the safe, but at that time I wasn't time, but
that had really worried the whole family, that they came in and touched things
up and took some things. They didn't even explain this to anybody in the family
that they were going to do that.
Among those things that they took, are there things that they brought back? ---

No, I do not remember that.
There were no things that were returned to you? --- No.
Did you get a letter, which is like a death certificate, which explained what
was the cause of his death? --- Yes, we did get the death certificate.
Do you understand how it was written? --- Yes, we did.
When you spoke, you said there is an MP who you say is a KwaZulu MP. Did his
name get available to you? --- Yes, we do know him.
Is it easy for you to say out the name or not? You are not forced to say this. -- Yes, I can say the
/name. It is
18/1 name. It is Jamile.
This is an MP that you've been stating here? --- Yes, it is.
You have already said that in your life you are not safe. Even now you don't
feel safe here. You would like the Commission to assist you with some kind of
security with your family. Did you say that? --- Yes, I did say that.
Besides that, is there something else that you would like the Commission to
assist you with? --- Yes, thank you very much for the establishment of such a
thing while I'm still alive. I've always prayed and I've always wished that I
should not die before I know the truth that can be known by the whole world,
because we women, once your husband died you, people sort of start to suspect
you and speculate that it was you, but this Truth Commission it's like the blood
that's coming to wash and cleanse us. What I really do wish is that this person
who's affected, who was not arrested, even if these things were revealed about
him, we want to know what did he want. What did he want to get from my husband
for him to choose to hire people with such little money to go and kill a person,
but which meant so much to us? Why did they remove him from this earth before
his time? Why did they kill him? What had he done for him to hire people such
little money to kill him? If the Commission could assist us so that he can come
forward here and say why did he hire people, because even though they've
arrested this other person who had pointed him out there are those who say they
took the undertaker's car and put it by the car and asked the people to go and
check if he was there to kill him. But
/why did he
18A/2 why did he do such a thing, because these boys - there are older men who
are really younger than these men and also that the Commission and that our
business, that since this business died they are not going very well since he
died, because if you are a woman you are - because when you are a wife your
husband is always doing all the things I heard and he had not planned anything,
but now you suddenly find yourself in big difficulties because he had not
prepared for this and that you cannot educate your children and you would hope
that if at least he had had an opportunity to educate these children, because
now I'm not in a position to educate my children and they must get loans or I
must sign for loans and then I get arrested if I don't pay back. If they can
really help - I don't know how the Commission could assist me.
We thank you. If I can go back to this undertaker's car, were you able to
establish whose car it was, this undertaker's car that they came on? --- It is
difficult for me to talk about this undertaker's car, because it's just been
revealed in the last few weeks from this person who has exposed all these
things, that he was there when they killed him and also that they used the
undertaker's car, but I don't even know who had authorised the undertaker's car

to come and bring in people to assassinate and kill. I don't know from what
undertaker this car came from.

/I don't know,
18A/4 I don't know, Hopewell, if you've got something else you would like to add
from what your Mom has said. --- What we would really wish and what we are
expecting that the Commission could do for us, we would like to say, although we
are not speaking on behalf of the whole family, that it is clear that many
people who come from different families were victimised, especially the women
and children do need assistance, that they can adjust to their situation that
they are in now. That we also do know that the financial assistance might not
bring back the person and will never close the gap in our hearts about our loved
ones who were killed in this way, but we would really like the Commission to
assist other people who lost their breadwinners in their families and then also
assist them with opportunities so that they can be independent and stand on
their own. We also do think that the Commission is here and that those whom we
lost were the foundation of the new South Africa that we are on now. We do
really like the Commission to strengthen the human rights programme of our new
Government that is existing at the present moment, so that the foundation that
has built and our families died for must not be in vain.
We thank you greatly for coming here to expose yourself in front of this
Commission. We hope that there will be some way that could assist you and to
heal your wounds. I will now hand over to the Chairperson.
CHAIRMAN: Thank you. Any questions? Dr Mgojo.

/DR MGOJO:
18A/6 DR MGOJO: It's a very short question. The second wife you were with, where
is she now? --- Yes, she is here among us. Yes, she is here. She's in front.
Has she also got children who are at school? --- Yes.
And her children are much younger? --- Yes, her children are very much younger.
And yours that are still at school, all of them are still at school? --- Yes.
I felt very touch when you said he educated other children while he was still
alive, but yours you cannot educate now. If we could get details, we need full
information about the children that are still at school, including the other
deceased wife. --- Yes.
Thank you.

CHAIRMAN: Dr Magwaza.
DR MAGWAZA: Mrs Khuzwayo, you have said that at the time when Khuzwayo was
killed there was a 5-year old child, a girl. This question I would really like
to pursue, because we have seen children get very, very much harassed but
sometimes we overlook how children have suffered. In the morning I did establish
from other witnesses that children really suffer, especially when they are very
young when such occurrences occur. I would also ask about this 5-year old child.
At the time when she experienced this - what is her life? Are there some
symptoms of not being well? --- I think at the time when her father died, when
she was 5 years old I didn't recognise anything, but she used to come me, "Are
you missing Daddy?" and I would also say, "Yes, I'm missing Daddy", but one day
when she was very sad to me she said, "You
/know, father
18A/8 know, father they killed". She also said, "But why don't they come and
shoot us, so that we can be with him in heaven?" She said they have sent people
who killed father must come and shoot her as well so that she can be with the
father in heaven and one day she said, "Now that I'm 6 years old, when I'm 10
years old I will see my father in heaven". Pumulala said - she said, "I will see
him". I said, "No, you will never see your father again". I tried to correct
these things that when she was 10 years, because she kept on saying when she was
10 years old she will see her father. I said, "You will never ever see your
father until you also go to heaven, whether you are 20 or 30. I don't know how
old you will be". But what I recognise now that at the time when her father died
she was very much fond of her father. She always sat with her father, even at
the shop. Anything she wanted, the father would run around and get it. When her
father had gone, she wrote a letter. She put it at the office. She said,
"Because my father is no longer there, Dear Lord", she said, "Dear Father
Christmas, could you send me all the nice teddy bears because my father would
buy these things for me. He is no more". I took this letter, I read this letter
and I put it on her file. I went and bought the teddy bear and I wrapped and
folded it nicely. I said, "Here is the teddy bear from Father Christmas for
you", but these days, when she is at boarding school, from there she told the
sisters at Greytown, she said she no longer wants to be at boarding school, she
wants to stay with her Mom. She stopped schooling at Easter. She said she
doesn't want to be at boarding school any more. She said, "My father doesn't
want me to be at boarding school.
/"Every time
18A/10 "Every time when I go to school the car gets broken. I think my father
wants me to come and stay at home and look after you, so that when you die you
die in my presence, because my father also died in my presence". It does show
that her life is affected. I went to Pinetown. I looked for a school in Pinetown
and I did tell them that this child no longer wanted to be there and I must do
what she wants. One thing that I haven't even told my children. She said she was
going to kill herself. She said, "If I cannot stay with you here at home, I'm
going to kill myself. When you get sick I must be next to you". They took her at
Greytown and she is doing standard 7 there.
We hear your pain. I don't have any words to sympathise with you, but I can only
say if there's any assistance you need, please, we are here. Contact us. Thank
you. I will hand over to the Chair.
CHAIRMAN: Mama and your children, thank you so much. We've tried to say words to
empathise with you. We thank you very much for the words from your daughter. May
her wish be successful. Thank you very much.
---------------------

/DR BORAINE:
18A/6 DR BORAINE: Mr Chairperson, the next witness is Mr Patrick Hlongwane. I
would ask him to come forward, please.
CHAIRMAN: Order, please. It is important that everybody knows this. This
Commission is meant to find out the truth and we must hear every single person
who wishes to come before the Commission and is invited to do so. The last
witness spoke about the culture of democracy. Part of that culture is the
tolerance of different points of view. I will not tolerate people being howled
down. I warned yesterday that I might have to clear the hall, because we are
meant to hear and nobody must be intimidated from saying what they believe. It
may be unpopular to many, but it is their democratic right to hold their
particular point of view. I hope that you will demonstrate that you are people
who know that we have adopted a new constitution and that every single person
has constitutional rights - rights even to points of view that may not
necessarily be those of the majority. So please don't tempt me.
DR BORAINE: Thank you, Chairperson. Just whilst the witness is having the
headphones - you don't need them, fine. I'll come back to that. If you'll
forgive me for one moment, I did welcome Mr Ndebele, Minister of Transport
earlier, but I gather he was still outside. If he is in the audience, perhaps he
could just stand for a moment, so that we can welcome him. Thank you very much.
Mr Hlongwane, thank you very much for coming to the Commission. Like any other
witness you are welcome, and we are grateful to you and will listen to your
story as you tell it. I understand that you are going to give your
/evidence in
18A/15 evidence in English.
MR HLONGWANE: Yes.
DR BORAINE: That is right. And you will be telling us about your going into
exile and the torture that you endured in the camps. In order to assist you in
this, I'm handing you over to Mr Lax, but before I do that I must ask you to
please stand and take the oath.
PATRICK HLONGWANE (Sworn states)
DR BORAINE: Thank you very much. You are now under oath. Mr Lax will take over.
MR LAX: Thank you, Chairperson. Mr Hlongwane, just for the record, you presently
reside at Zwide Township in Port Elizabeth. Is that correct? --- Yes.

And how were you at the time you went into exile? --- I was 28 years old.
28 years old. This was in December 1986. Is that correct? --- Correct.
Okay. Would you take us through your story as briefly as possible and you will
realise that we are behind time with our witnesses. I don't wish to curtail you
and to cut short your story, but if you could restrict yourself to the details
relating to your situation while you were in exile. --- Yes. I left South Africa
in 1986. That was in December. And the reason for me to leave South Africa was
nothing else but I went into exile to see the African National Congress
leadership, including PAC and the PCLA leadership in exile, because by then in
Port Elizabeth, where I'm coming from, we had a problem with the members of the
UDF and myself I was a member of the Port Elizabeth Black Civic Organization by
then and, therefore, I would say I was one of the people who were
/opposed to UDF,
18A/16 opposed to UDF, because we realised that UDF was the forefront of the
African National Congress. So we had some problems and even a split within the
organization itself. So some, they favoured UDF, and then because we have been a
splinter group and therefore we were also backed by the South African
Government. I would say the police at the time, when we fought against UDF, and
then therefore I left Port Elizabeth for Johannesburg. I went to Johannesburg
and Germiston and I went to stay in Germiston 1986, and from then I went to
Khotso House, whereby I spoke to Mr Sakkie Maqazoma, because by then I was
looking for Mr Beyers Naude. So he was not there because at that time he the
Secretary-General of the South African Council of Churches. So then I spoke to
Sakkie Maqazoma. Sakkie Maqazoma gave me some money, in order I should go to
Botswana. Really, I left South Africa for Botswana and so then when I arrived in
Botswana I went to the offices of the United Nations. Then I reported myself to
them and then I explained my problem. Then they contacted a rep of the ANC by
the name of Oupa from Gaberone. Then really I met Oupa the following day. Then
myself and Oupa, we went to Francistown. When in Francistown then I wrote my
biography in front of some of the ANC members and from then and then we drove to
Zimbabwe. Then from Zimbabwe to Zambia. Then I asked actually the members of the
ANC in Zambia that I would like to see the leadership also to explain my problem
and also to tell them what is really happening in Port Elizabeth by then. And
therefore I wrote my biography and the man who was responsible by then, it was
Mr - shall I say it's Legdonite (?). I don't remember his surname.
/And then also
18A/20 And then also Jackie Mabuza. Jackie Mabuza was a bodyguard to the former
President of the ANC, the late Mr Oliver Tambo. So I wrote my biography and I
confessed to them. I told them actually about my role that I played in Port
Elizabeth. So then they were not happy, you know, about my statement that I made
to them and from then and then I was taken to the place called RC in Zambia, in
Lusaka. So they in Zambia then - that is when I was questioned by Legdonite,
Jackie Mabuza and then the late -the guy by the name of Chicks. You know, he
died in 1987. So I wrote my biography, but they were not satisfied. Then I was
told to take off all my - actually, my clothes. Then from then and then beatings
started, you know, and then I was made to admit, you know, a forced confession,
you know, and I told them, "No, actually, myself, of course, yes, I did work
with the police in Port Elizabeth, because the police they had been assisting us
in order to deal with the UDF". So confessed that right, you know, actually
myself I was one of the people that have co-operated with the police. It's the
truth. So now they wanted me to commit myself with some other cases that I don't
even know, you know. And from then and then that is when the torture started.
Then I stayed almost about three months, you know, actually in the underground
cell with the other cellmates, etcetera. Until then Jackie Mabuza contacted the
offices of the Deputy State President presently, Mr Thabo Mbeki, because by then
he was the head of the DIP. DIP stands for Department of Information and
Publicity. And so from then and then Jackie Mabuza told me that Mr Mbeki has
instructed that I should, you know, conduct a press conference and confess,

/actually confess
18A/21 actually confess to the world, you know. In fact, then I agreed and then
the conference was conducted. Then I thought that - I remember it was on the
Saturday morning and then the former - the late - actually former SecretaryGeneral of the ANC, Mr Tito Mkobe (?), came. Then he asked me - then I told him.
Then from then, you know, he also gave me a smack. Now I was shocked, because I
thought, you know, being a senior person he is going to save me from this
situation where I was. From then and then he said to me, you know, these boys
are going to deal with me, you know, and then he left. Then, you know, beatings
continued and you will find that - I will eat maybe once in a week and then the
prison warders that were there, you know, were the people who didn't have any
mercy for people like myself, because they said no, they've big fish, you know.
And from then and then I still remember Mr Nzo came there - Foreign Minister to
South Africa, Mr Alfred Nzo. He also came there and I had a hope that he was
going to help me. He also, you know, dealt with me physically. And then from
then and then I really lost hope.
Mr Hlongwane, as part of your evidence, if you are going to name people, I think
you should - we are required to give those people notice, whoever they might be
if you are going to accuse them of acts. So we are here to hear what happened to
you. You can tell us outside of this forum who those people are, so that we can
inform them, according to the law. We are under a court order to do that. So if
I could ask - I'm not wanting to stop your story. You're welcome to tell your
story, but we are also pressed for time and I would like you to try and, as far
/as possible,
18A/25 as possible, stick to the incidents that happened and where you moved,
from which place to which place and so on. --- Okay, and then through the
recommendation from Mr Mbeki and then I was informed by the officers of the actually of the late - the former President, Mr Oliver Tambo, that I should be
moved from Zambia to Angola and then from then and then that was when, early
1987, then I was moved to Angola and then in Angola I was kept in the maximum
prison by the name - I think it is Nova Stellasou. Nova Stellasou, that is
Portuguese, which means new installation. So then from then and then I stayed
there about two weeks. Then from there then I was moved to a northern part of
Angola, the place called Kibashe, in the camp called Quadro Quadro. It's
Portuguese. In English it's, four. So I served my punishment there from 1987 to
1988 and then through my punishment I was doing hard labour and then I
understood the situation pertaining food, because we had a problem of food there
and then I would say the ANC didn't deprive us food. I would be lying if I say
so, but because Angola was in the civil war whereby Unita was very strong in
Kibashe and therefore the trucks that were supposed to bring food to us, I would
say were ambushed by Unita. So then even Mr Oliver Tambo himself visited us and
then he asked us about food and then we told him, you know, "Right, we do get
food, but, you know, not like in the other camps", etcetera, etcetera, because
Kibashe was really in the war. And then from then and then 1988, after the New
York Accord between Soviet Union, Cuba, Angola, South Africa and for the
independence of Namibia then that is when now the ANC was moved from Angola to
Uganda. So then in Uganda we were
/kept in another
18A/27 kept in another concentration camp and then, quoting the background,
which was run at some stage by Idi Amin. So we were kept there until 1991, when
the State President, Dr Nelson Mandela, visited the camps in Uganda in 1991.
That is when he decided that, right, there should be a tribunal, because, you
know, I would say the MK, as the army, they had their own code of conduct of
which the tribunal - it was not a civilian tribunal, it was a military tribunal.
So then myself and one of the people, you know, who were also charged, and then
the Premier in Mpumalanga, Mr Phosa, was there as my lawyer. And myself I was
sentenced to 15 years' hard labour. So from then and then I told the panel that

I want them to try me in the International Court of Justice, but not in the
kangaroo court, etcetera, and therefore then I decided to embark on a hunger
strike. I staged my hunger strike on the 18th February and my hunger strike
lasted almost about 29 days after I was sentenced to 15 years. And then after
that hunger strike and then Mr Tholi Mongali, who was the judge in that
tribunal, then he came and then he visited us and then he told me that I should
stop my hunger strike and then the ANC is going to arrange a plane ticket for
me. Then I will be sent back to South Africa and then I will be indemnified by
the South African Government. So really, myself I was so happy, then I stopped
my hunger strike. So that was March and March, April, May. Then on June then I
was victimised by a prison warder while I was still waiting, because I thought
maybe I've been pardoned, now I'm a free man, so I cannot be treated like
before. Then I was, you know, I was entreated (?) again and then I decided to
embark on another hunger strike again and the
/date was the
18B/1 date was the 16th June and I was still weak by then, so my hunger strike
lasted ... (intervention)
CHAIRMAN: Order, please. --- Pardon? So then my hunger strike lasted 33 days.
Then I collapsed. Then I recovered in the military hospital in Uganda, in
Kampala. So while I was still in hospital and then the doctor asked me what was
wrong with me. So then I told the doctor that I was in the hunger strike, you
know, after I recovered from unconsciousness. So from then and then the doctor
said according the report the ANC says I'm suffering from AIDS, which is
Acquired Immunity Deficiency Syndrome. I said, "No, I am on a hunger strike",
and from there again.
MR LAX: Mr Hlongwane, you spent some time in hospital? --- No, no, no, that was
a day's.
One day? --- One day, yes, because that doctor requested the ANC that I should
be admitted to the hospital but the ANC refused. They said I was going to run
away. And then from then they took me to another safe place. Actually I would
say a safe house of the ANC, and then from then and then I spoke - I told the
doctor that, "Please, if there any possibilities, can you just go to any embassy
or to the offices of the United Nations and tell them there is a person like
myself and the others, who are in the ANC prison camps?" And then the doctor - I
would say the doctor did play the role, because on the 17th August 1991 then we
were released from prison. So when I arrived back in South Africa then we were
welcomed by the African National Congress, including the International Red
Cross. Then I related my story to the ANC, because we had a meeting with the
State President presently, including the late Mr Chris Hani and Mrs Winnie
/Mandela.
18B/2 Mandela.
Mr Hlongwane, since you've been back in South Africa your story is well publicly
recorded. --- Yes.
You had a lot of press coverage and we don't need to discuss all of that at this
point in time. --- Okay.
Again, as you're aware, we are pressed for time and you've related your
experiences during the time that you were in exile and the time that you were
out of the country. --- Yes.
You have indicated to us that you would at some point like to apply for amnesty
for other matters that you had been involved in. Is that correct? --- Yes.
That is all, Chairperson.

CHAIRMAN: Thank you, Dr Mgojo.
DR MGOJO: Just for records, Mr Chairperson, I see here in the statement,
Mr Hlongwane has just told us that he was sentenced for 15 years, but in the
statement here you say that you were sentenced to death. Which is correct? --Actually, I would say I was sentenced to 15 years as the - actually as the
minimum sentence, because the maximum sentence was the death penalty, firing
squad. I think that what was supposed to be mentioned in my statement.
CHAIRMAN: Dr Boraine.
DR BORAINE: Thank you. Mr Hlongwane, since you've been back in South Africa have
you appeared before any commission of inquiry that was set up by the ANC? --Yes.
So you have given this story to that Commission? --- Yes, in the ... (inaudible)
... Commission, yes.
Fine, so that we can get those records as well, in
/case we need
18B/3 case we need any further information? --- Yes.
Final question. You are now living in Port Elizabeth. What are you doing now? -- I would say, firstly, when I returned back in South Africa I contacted my
people in Port Elizabeth because myself I'd been in Johannesburg. Then I
discovered that my mother was necklaced to death and my home was destroyed.
Because also my statements that I have made publicly, I could not go back to PE
1991, until 1992. I went to Ciskei and Oupa Gqoza provided me with his military
guys and then I went to my home. Then I could only see my father for 10 minutes
only, because I didn't want the people to see me around the area, because people
were looking for me. And presently - and then from then I came back to
KwaZulu/Natal. Presently, I'm the person who is living in Johannesburg, because
I've been living in KwaZulu/Natal, but after I had made a statement that I will
appear in the Truth Commission I had some death threats from some other people
that I had been working with, thinking that I will be here to reveal, you know,
other things that Mr Lax already said I actually should not talk about them
presently, you know. So actually, presently I am the person who is not living in
one place and then, as now, today, I have to go back to Johannesburg again
underground. So that is the life that I'm living.
CHAIRMAN: I am giving you the last warning. Order, please. If that recurs whilst
this witness is on the stand, I will not permit you to return. Please.
DR BORAINE: Thank you, Chairperson. That is all.
CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much. We have heard your story and we will take into
account what you have said and we
/will also
18B/4 will also look at the Motsanyane Commission report and when you appear
before the Amnesty Committee there are some things that we will probably be
wanted to reveal to that committee, in order to receive amnesty for whatever it
is that you want to receive amnesty. But, thank you very much for coming. --Thanks.
---------------------

/DR BORAINE:
18B/5 DR BORAINE: Chairperson, the next witness, which will be the last witness
before the lunch break, is Mrs Sabatha Madikizela. Mrs Madikizela, could we
please have the earphones in place. Could we just test that out, to make sure
that you can hear my voice in the earphones. Can you?
MRS MADIKIZELA: Yes.
DR BORAINE: Thank you very much. Then can I, on behalf of the Chairperson and
the Commission, welcome you very warmly and thank you very much indeed for
coming to the Commission. You have had quite a long wait this morning. I hope
you're not too tired, but at last you are here and now it's your chance. I a
moment I'm going to ask Mr Dlamini to help you as you tell your story and to ask
you perhaps a few questions. Before I do so, as you know, every witness has to
take the oath. So if you'll stand, please, then we can do that.
SABATHA MADIKIZELA (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)

DR BORAINE: Thank you very much. I hand over now to Mr Dlamini.
MR DLAMINI: You can take your earphones off. I greet you Mama. You are welcome
here in front of the Truth Commission and we are very sorry because your son has
disappeared. Can I just ask you briefly, do you have a husband? --- Yes.
What is he doing now? --- He's on pension.
Do you have children? What are they doing? --- I am Mrs Madikizela. I would born
at Mount Eleven and I moved at Bizana at Madikizela family and I got five
children, four boys and one girl. In 1989 the other one was at Unitra and he
died in a car accident and the other
/one in 1983
18B/7 one in 1983 was at Ongoye and he was expelled from the university because
he belonged to an organization and he got employed in Johannesburg. When he came
back to bury his brother who was involved in an accident he also died on his
way. The one that I'm seeking disappeared in 1987. He arrived in 1987 in
January. I have already heard that there was a strike at Beatrix (?). It was a
faction fight between Zulus and the Xhosas and the Sothos, and he informed me
that, "Mom, I'm going to leave the job, because I'm scared. They know that I'm a
Zulu and they've once arrested me and they said I should get aside because I'm
now a Mofatla - a Sotho person". He said, "I'm now going to Gauteng to get
another employment". That was in January 1987. Towards the end of January he
went to Gauteng. I never received any letter from him during that short period
of February and March. In April I received a letter and I was told it had been
kept for a long time at a supermarket, because we are in the rural areas. And he
said to me, "Mom, can you please make an application for me, because I would
like to be a nurse". His sister wanted to be a nurse as well and she had a D
symbol in English and we went to fill in the forms. When we came back, we met a
boy with whom he was together.
Are you referring to Mamingcazwe Madikizela? --- The boy whom I met, they were
together in school. He asked me whether do I know that he joined the ANC. I
said, "No, I don't". Because his brother went to Gauteng to check for him to
find his whereabouts, but he couldn't find him. We stayed that way and I was
asking his father, "What do you do about the disappearance of your son?", and he
couldn't give me any answer. When people came back
/from exile,
18B/11 from exile, I was called by Dolomisa Idumi.
Can you tell us briefly, who is Dolly? --- Dolly was an MP at Bisho and she was
injured in a car accident. Dolly called me, because we are related. We call each
other by ... (inaudible) ... names because we are Xhosas. If a person is from
the Hadebe clan that person is a very close relative of yours. Dolly was Hadebe
and I was also Hadebe. And she said to me, "I wanted to tell you that Sabatha
joined the ANC", and she said to me, "I know because you lost two sons your life
had been affected", and she took me to Mrs Mandela.
Take it slowly. Don't rush yourself. Try to remember. Try to recall everything.
We know it's a very sad thing to lose your son. At the time when we came ...
(inaudible) ... Madiba, she went - he went to put the tombstones to the
relatives. That's why I met Winnie Mandela. I told about my two children who
died, because she knew them because we were together in Johannesburg. She said
she didn't hear about that. I also told her about my child who died. I said,
"He's the one I had during the time Mandela was being arrested, when it appeared
on the Sunday Times". That's when I got injured in Faraday (?). Winnie didn't
say to me she didn't know this child. She said, "It's all right, my sister, I'm
going to Lusaka next week". I couldn't meet my brother-in-law, Madiba, because a
lot of people were looking for him. After that we never met with Winnie eye to

eye personally. She didn't give me any answer. I also went back to Dolly, her
cousin. Mrs Mandela was born at Inzidume and Dolly also was born there. Even
Dolly was not telling me the truth, because she spoke - she told me
/that Sabatha
8B/15 that Sabatha will be joining the first or second group that will be coming
from Lusaka. I left Durban. I went to Magwa, at the ANC in Transkei. I met a
girl, but I don't know if I should mention their name.
You don't have to mention them, but after that we will need them so that we can
contact these people. I met the Memela girl. She was also in Magwa. She said,
"I've just heard they were talking about Sabatha". I went back to Dolly's mother
in Transkei and asked her to assist me, if Dolly comes back she must contact me.
Indeed Dolly's mother contacted me. I woke up in the morning. It was on a
Saturday. I found Dolly in the room with other boys who were called comrades.
They were talking. Before her mother had told her that I was in the house, I
heard Dolly said, "ANC, they are really so negligent. Did you see how sad is the
Sabatha story?" I stood up when I heard that. I didn't know which Sabatha they
were talking about, because I also knew that ... (inaudible) ... Sabatha had
died in exile.
Please give yourself time. Don't rush yourself. We are just going to end now. -- Dolly came. I asked her about my child. She said, "No, there's one exile who
came back. I will try and make contact for you with this exile", and she said she told me the date on which I will meet this exile and, indeed, I went to this
exiled person. When I went to Dolly, Dolly was going to come to Johannesburg. I
did see the person she was with. They said, "This one it's Mama's Sabatha who
disappeared". I was surprised when she said to me, "This is Sabatha's mother who
disappeared", when she had told me that she was going to Lusaka the following
week. This boy said, "Who
/"are you?"
18B/17 "are you?" I said, "I'm Madikizela". I (?) said, "There's a boy who died
in Dinage and we realised that we had to take this boy. I went with a boy who
looked like this mother. I said who she is. She said she came from Bizana. Where
we are we're not calling ourself by each other's name". He said, "If you are
looking for this boy, you are going to try another name called Dawu". I didn't
ask who her home name was. I came back to Umtata. I came back to Durban, because
I'm still her in Durban because of my life. I went to the soldiers. I went to
Point soldiers. I reported this matter to them. They phoned APLA. They phoned
the person who is in charge of APLA, and I was told that he wasn't there. They
said I must leave the telephone number where I stay, and I left this telephone
number. I came back to these soldiers in Smith of ANC. When I arrived there they
said it would better if I was bringing his photograph so that they can look at
the photograph. Indeed I went back. I brought back his photograph. The first
person took this photograph and looked and nodded - I mean shook his head and
went to other people, and asked them if, "Didn't you see this boy in exile?"
They said, "Well, his face is familiar. I think we've seen him. But when we
parted in different directions, because others went for further education and
others went to different training". They said, "Maybe he's furthering his
studies. We're not sure". I came back. I was very worried. There was a burial there was another Madikizela's funeral. When we came back I tried to meet Winnie
Mandela. She didn't want to meet me. She got into the car.
Mama Madikizela, who are the people you could advise
/us to contact
18B/20 us to contact them, who might have some kind of information about your
son? If you could give us their names afterwards, if you're not feeling safe to
give those names here in public. If you can just give us names of people we can
contact. Another thing that I would like to get information on that here in

Umlazi do you have your address and your telephone number, so that the
Commission could contact you? --- Yes, there is a telephone at Umlazi, but I
can't remember it immediately.
But we could get it from you once you've verified the number and the house
address. --- The house number is A122.
I think we should contact all these other people who might have information,
even the ANC office here in Durban. Are there other names of people you can give
us who might perhaps lead us to some kind of useful information for
investigation? --- On the 30th I was from Bisho and I was told that this funeral
had passed. On the 30th I asked one of my sister's-in-law, Madikizela, to
accompany me. As I was still sitting there in the morning at about quarter past
four when the car was there that would take us, I saw a boy greeting me, who
said, "Good morning Sabatha's mother". I got frightened and worried. Is this the
Sabatha I am looking for. I looked at her. I said, "Who are you?", and the boy
asked, "Are you not Jolihlanga's mother?" I said, "Yes, I am". I asked this boy
who he was. He said he was the Gebe boy, Gebezani. He said to me, "There's a
story that I know about him". I said, "Please accompany me but you'll go back. I
would like to ask you what do you know about Sabatha". I asked him if he wasn't
the one who run away
/University of
18B/24 University of Cape Town, who went to exile - from the University of
Natal. The mother came and we used to cry together. I asked, "When last did you
see Sabatha". He said, "I went to Zambia. That's where I left Sabatha. Because
it would seem we who joined in 1991 whereas Sabatha had already been there for
some years because he escaped in 1987, round about March. I had a friend I came
back with from Cape, as I was coming from Cape. I heard from another meeting
here in Bloemfontein who had tried to escape and come back. When he was in
Hammanskraal the white people arrested him. They said he hung himself in the
cell. There was no proof if this person had hung themselves in their cell. Now I
am scared when you said Sabatha had never returned."
We thank you, Mama, for the indications you have given to us. We can see that
it's very difficult for you to relate the story. Your pain is beyond what you
can bear. I think maybe we will get some more details once we are with you
privately, to get all the details, even the names of all the other people who
might have some information and where we could find them. I will hand over to
the Chairperson. Who would give you some words to console you. --- My husband
said you would know where my child is.
CHAIRMAN: Order, please. Mama, we do not have words that we could say to you to
console you, but you are among friends here - people who sympathise with you,
even if there isn't much that we can do - to say, that can ease your pain. We
are going to try to follow up on those indications you've given to us so that we
can establish what happened, and then we'll explain to you. May God be
/with you
18B/28 with you and strengthen you. (End of tape)
19A/0 --- ... They said, "Where are you going?" I said, "I'm going to the
Commission. He got lost". That's Winnie's brother.
Is there something else you would like to say, because we have heard - we are
going to try that those who are supporting you, the lady next to you must go out
with you, if you haven't got any more to say. --- My father, I'm a Christian,
I'm a believer, but it's very difficult for me to deal with the situation. I
don't know how the Commission could assist me, because even the money we do not
have. The Madikizela group all came together. They hid this money. It was about
R56 000,00. I don't trust any person in the family. I'm scared of going out of
here because my sister might not allow me there.

We hear you, Mama. We are going to try. Please don't lose hope, because it's
been a long time that you've been trying and following up all directions. We are
also going to try and help you. --- Thank you.
--------------------COMBRINCK J: Please stand.
LONG ADJOURNMENT
---------------------

/ON RESUMPTION:
19/2 ON RESUMPTION:
DR BORAINE: We are just waiting for the headset to be put on properly, so that
the witness can hear all right, and then we can start. Mrs Dlomo, can we just
ask, can you hear me all right?
MRS DLOMO: Yes.
DR BORAINE: Well, then let me say to you how very pleased we are that you have
come. You also had a long wait, since early this morning and we thank you very
warmly and appreciate your presence here. You have had much grief in your life,
not only the murder of your husband, which was very bad, but also the attack and
the burning of your home, and you are going to tell us about that in a moment,
but before you do I must ask you to stand for the swearing of the oath.
EUNICE DLOMO (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
DR BORAINE: You may resume your seat. Mrs Dlomo, you, I think, know that we
always have one of the panel to try and assist people to tell their stories and,
in this instance, Dr Magwaza will help you to do that and I'm going to hand over
to her right away.
DR MAGWAZA: Mrs Dlomo, we thank you for being here. --- I also thank you.
We are happy that you are prepared to come here today and share with us what
happened to you. We also hope that this might help you in some way. What I would
first like us to do - we would also like to know you and your family. Just
briefly give us a brief history of your family who are your children and what
you are doing - the whole situation about your family, so that we can also get
this information. --- I am Eunice Dlomo. At the
/moment, I'm

19A/5 moment, I'm staying at Newlands West. I was born in Umbumbulu. I have got
three children, who are my children, and one who is my brother's child, so I've
got four children. My first-born is studying. He is studying in Sweden. The
second girl is studying standard 9 at Hillgrove High. My last-born is doing
standard 10 at Hillgrove High. I'm not working. I'm at home.
Thank you. As far as the statements are concerned, there are two things that
happened to you. You were harassed by having your house burnt down and you also
got injured, but again you suffered when your husband was killed. Mama Dlomo,
could you please tell us the whole story of how this happened. --- In 1990 - it
was on June 29th, it was in the afternoon. My husband was coming back. He had
been paid his salary. He took us for groceries and he told me that he was going
for a special duty. He left at about eight. I stayed there with my children four children - at home. I was the fifth person inside the house. At about
twelve - I never used to go to sleep before he arrived - I just heard something
hitting over the house and when I looked I saw light. As I was still checking
what's that, I hear gunfire. I ran back. I checked all the bedrooms. I said, "My
children, we are being shot and we are also burning. Please follow me". I got
out of the bedroom. As I was in the passage that goes into the dining room, I
saw the kitchen was burning. I went to the dining room and in the dining room
the door was burning, but the window was not burning. I said to the boys, "Hit
the window", so that we could come out of the window. The two boys - elderly
boys - hit the window. They escaped - they managed to escape. After
/that the little
19A/6 that the little boy, who was 13 years old then - I didn't see which
direction he had gone out to. After that I was the last one to come out. They
shot me on my leg. I fell. It was as if something was stinging me. I fell and I
crawled on my knees and I hid behind the garage. I called the neighbours. The
neighbours didn't open. I opened again (?) and then I kneeled and I crossed the
street and I hit at Cele and Cele opened the door for me. When Cele opened
others saw - saw that people were opening at Cele. Those who were attacking us
ran away when they saw Cele opening the door. They got into the car which was
outside my gate. It was a Granada. That was the car next to our house. After
that Cele asked me what had happened. I said, "I don't know". After that my two
boys came back and asked, "Where is Mdoda?", and I said I didn't know where
Mdoda was. They ran away because they were not hurt. They met Mdoda by the
garage, he was also crawling on his knees. They took him. He said to me, "My
mother, they have shot me". In his stomach he was full of blood. After that he
got sick. He vomited. Mr Cele phoned the police. Before the police arrived the
other two boys remembered that there was a two-year old child who was still
inside the house. They ran back to the house. When they arrived the bed had
started but the child had not yet started burning, but there was a lot of smoke.
They took this boy and got out through the window with this boy. That's how this
child survived and they brought it. When the police arrived they took us with
all the survivors and the younger child. Mrs Cele said, "Please, leave this
child alone. I don't know where you're going". Mrs Cele looked after this child
and we
/went to the
19A/8 went to the hospital. I went to King Edward Hospital the following day.
The boy went to King Edward the same day. They operated the boy in the stomach
and they took out the bullets from the stomach. That's how the boy survived. My
husband arrived at night when I was at the hospital. He asked what happened and
I told him. He took these children. He was going up and down with them and one
of his brothers said, "You can come to my place", and then they went there. They
gave him some of their clothes to wear - his brothers. The second week we were
discharged from the hospital, but the younger boy was discharged on the 3rd ...
(inaudible). We went to stay with my husband's brother. At Ndelazi they said we
must go and stay at Malendeni in hospital. In hospital there were very small
beds. We used these small beds in hospital for a month. After a month he got a

salary and then he bought some blankets for us. We stayed at the hospital from
1992 up until 1993 and in 1993 he used to go and fetch other workers at Lamont.
Could I just disturb you, Mama, because I would like to ask you some questions
before you start talking about your husband's attack. Those who attacked you,
why do you think they attacked you? Was it maybe because you were involved with
some organizations? --- No, there was no organization we were involved with. I
didn't know anything about organizations then. It was my husband who was working
as a police. I didn't have any knowledge of the organizations at all. From what
I realised, I think it was because he was a police.
At the time when they attacked you, are there people you saw and how many were
they? --- I didn't see any.
/I just saw
19A/10 I just saw one boy, because when I came out he was in front of me.
Otherwise I didn't see. I didn't even know how many were there. I was confused
at that stage.
So you stayed in Malendeni for two years and then after what did you do? --While we were still staying in Malendeni, after that that's when my husband
died.
Could you continue now what happened to your husband? --- On the 12th May before the 12th - it was in April, one man came to me. He was a policeman. He
told me I must tell my husband not to go to Lamont because there could be some
danger that could befall him. I told my husband that, "Please don't go to
Lamont. So and so told me that there's some danger that could befall you". My
husband said, "How can I not fetch other people who are working there? I can
hear what you are saying". He continued working and fetching these workers up
until the 12th May. On the 12th May he woke up early in the morning. He took
children and he took them wherever they were going - to their schools. He left
them at their schools and he went to Lamont. (Inaudible) ... for me, at about
eight I heard that he was no more, but before I got the message who had told me
that I must reprimand me to tell my husband not to go to Lamont, he told me I
was being called at the station. He asked me where is Vusi's father, and he
didn't tell me. So I asked for another police boy to take me to the station.
This boy took me to the station. When we arrived at the station they said they
didn't call me. If there is something else that had happened they would call me.
They got me a car that would take me back. The car took me back home. Just when
we arrived at home there was one man called Mbhele, who the
/superior of
19A/12 superior of my husband and another Mr Mbambo. They told me that my
husband was no more. He was shot at Lamontville at about half past seven in the
morning. I then left and asked them what should I do. They said I must wait for
them. I waited for them. On the following day I found out that the police at
Umlazi had arrested people whom they believed had shot - had killed my husband.
These police from Durban Station arrived. These were the SAP. They let these
people go. They said no, these were not the people who had killed my husband, so
they let them go. Because I was still mourning I didn't see the SAP people.
After about three weeks I went to Durban Station. I was going to find out about
what happened with my husband's case. I found the investigator Goba and also
Gasa. Gasa said to me what made these people to be allowed to go free was not
the people to be killed. They said it's because they didn't want the pursue the
case. That's why they let those people go. I was satisfied with that explanation
to me. They said they were still looking for the killers. One husband had died.
That person they had gone to fetch who was working with him was changed from the
police. When my husband died he'd already been changed. He'd been taken to
Nongoma, but they didn't tell me that this person he'd fetched had gone, but on
the day of the funeral he'd already left - he'd already been put at
Mpungamhlophe. I didn't know what was the reason for them to do this. Why did

they change him immediately and what was the reason for him not even to go to
the funeral, because my husband was fetching him. After that they didn't arrest
anybody. That was the end of the case.
/The person
19A/15 The person who told you that your husband was in danger and the one who
called you to the police station and told you that he had been injured, was he
your husband's friend? --- Yes, we were staying together - we were staying in
another room at the hospital. He was driving one of the police cars.
Have you been able to see him? --- I saw him after my husband had died. He was
completely strange. He was no longer prepared to meet me and discuss things with
me.
What I'm going to ask from you, Mrs Dlomo, could you just tell us what are your
suspicions? What do you suspect? What do you speculate? What are your
speculations? --- What I suspect is the one who was contacting me had already
heard that there were plans to kill my husband and he became very human enough
to tell me and also that my husband, according to me, he died in his work. He
died for his work. What made me say that why did they change this girl and make
this girl escape? She didn't even tell me - come to me and tell me what had
happened. This girl ran away. Up until today, I don't know where she is. Why did
the superior - when they change policemen, most policemen, they don't just
change them overnight. It takes some time. They give them notice, but why did he
just immediately get a transfer within two weeks?
Do you suspect that his colleagues were colleagues of your husband? There was
something that they knew, if they were at all implicated in what happened? --Yes, I suspect that.
What I'm going to ask, did you get any pension from
/your husband's
19A/16 your husband's work? --- Yes, I did get some pension when my husband
died.
The last thing, when you've related your whole story here in this Commission,
what can the Commission do for you to ease this pain and make things better in
your situation? --- I would like the Commission to assist me and help me
establish who killed my husband, so that I can hear and understand what
happened, why did they kill him, what was the problem, and also this pension I
got I didn't have a house at that stage because we were living at the hospital.
I went to buy a house at Newlands West, because I was running away from the
situation. That's why I bought the house there in Newlands West. That was the
end of that money. I don't have anything left from that money. I would request
the Commission to assist me whichever way it could and also that we should see
these people and they must explain what had happened.
We thank you, Mrs Dlomo. We feel the pain with you. The Commission will be able
to do things that are within its disposal, but it hasn't got all its power, but
what it can do we will do. We will hand over now to the Chairperson. --- Thank
you.
CHAIRMAN: Thank you, Mama. We are saying sorry in Xhosa. We are requesting you
to tolerate this situation and learn to accept the pain. We are going to try and
establish and get some remedy that could heal your wounds. Thank you very much.
---------------------

/DR BORAINE:
19A/20 DR BORAINE: Chairperson, the next witness who will be heard before the
Commission is Miss Lupina Nozipho Zondo. Could we please put the headphones on.
Mrs Zondo, I'd like to test to make sure you can hear me all right. Can you hear
me?
MRS ZONDO: Yes, I can hear you.
DR BORAINE: Thank you very much. And the first word to you is a word of warm
welcome. We thank you very much for coming to the Commission, and we look
forward to hearing your story, which is about the execution of your son, Andrew,
and also some attacks on your house, which happened to you. Before we hear the
story though - a story of great pain - I want you to please stand to take the
oath.
LUPINA NOZIPHO ZONDO (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
DR BORAINE: Thank you very much. Mrs Zondo, we always ask someone to help the
witness in telling their own story. Today I am that person for you, so I'm going
to you to tell something about your life. Can you hear all right? --- Yes, I can
hear you.
Fine, if at any time you can't hear, just wave at me and I will change that and
we'll help you to hear properly. Now, you live in KwaMashu. Is that right? --- I
live with my family. It's my husband and four children. It's Irene. She's now
working. Sandile, he is studying and Lecon and the other one are at the primary
school.
You had another son, whose name was Andrew, and he was doing his matric. Tell us
about that. --- Andrew left home when he was 16 and we searched all over for
him, but we couldn't find him. After his disappearance we
/stayed at
19A/25 stayed at home. We were not free. We did not know whether was he still
alive or not. One day the police arrived and they told us that they got him they found him. The police told us it's better to go and see him where he had
been arrested. When we went to see him he was at Westville Prison. We had been
visiting him many times and there was a court case and we went to Scottsville,
where the case was listened to for the last time. Andrew asked us not to come,
me and his father, because he said he doesn't want us to be there. He doesn't
want to be sentenced while we are in the same room. There was a lawyer, Bekker
(?), who represented him, and he came back. He told us that he's been sentenced
to death five times, because of what he did at Amanzimtoti. They took him to
Pretoria. They transferred him to Pretoria. We visited him quite a few times as
well. He didn't spend quite a long time at that prison. The police arrived at
home to tell us that the day has arrived for him to be hanged, and they said we
should go and see him. We left as a family to go and see him at Pretoria. We
stayed there a few days. We stayed for the week-end. They said we can stay in
Pretoria, but we will never see his body. We said, "Yes, that's better. Can you
make it possible that we can see his body?" They said, "No, you will not see his
body. You won't be allowed to see his body. You can go and attend the church
service, but you will never see the body". We felt that if we go and don't see
the body, because it's our tradition - before a person can be buried we have to
have a look at him and be sure that it is the right person and thereafter we
came back and they buried him. They said
/they would

19A/29 they would bury him at Mamelodi and they said they would give us a death
certificate after that, but we never received any death certificate. There was
this heavy burden in our hearts, why didn't they give us the body, because they
already hanged him. They said no, it's the law, they have to bury him. (End of
tape)
19B/0 ... Young and old people attended the service, especially the ones who
were UDF during that time, where there were others who did not belong to any
organization, but most members of the UDF were there. A week had gone by before
he could be buried. I don't know whether had he been buried or not, but even
after the burial they would come to my house. One day when they were leaving my
house two children were shot dead. These are the children who attended the
memorial service. And one day, when the memorial service was continuing the
police arrived. On their arrival they surrounded the house, and that time we
were singing Nkosi Sikelel' iAfrika. We were just about to finish the service,
and the police came in large numbers. Others were at the door - all the doors
and all the windows. They beat up the youth. They didn't touch me. They
assaulted the youth that were in the house. Mduduzi, my boy - my son - was also
there. He was heavily assaulted. During that time he had epilepsy. Since after
that incident he gets these attacks, and he passed away. Every time since that
day he would go to bed and he would cry and he would say, "Mom, here are the
police. They are attacking me", and every time when he cried I would go to his
room to make sure whether he was all right. He was attacked by epilepsy till he
died. I was now left with the remaining ones. They are still alive. But I must
say
/during the
19B/2 during the service the police assaulted the youth terribly. The blood was
full in the church and me and my husband were supposed to clean that blood.
Dishes were broken.
Don't rush. When you are ready then you can continue. Is that your story? --Yes.
Thank you. I won't keep you long, because you have carried a very heavy load,
and you have been very brave. Just one or two short questions. I won't be long.
How old was Andrew when he died? --- He was about to finish his 20 years.
Mrs Zondo, do you remember ever having a meeting with a Mr Smit, whose child
died in the bomb attack in Amanzimtoti? Do you remember meeting him? --- Yes, I
remember.
Was that a good and helpful meeting for you? --- Yes, that helped me a lot.
Mr Smit came before the Commission in Gauteng, and he told us about what had
happened to his child and he said that he had forgiven Andrew and that he had
been very pleased to meet with you, so I thought I would just ask how you felt
about that. I want to ask you just one or two short questions about the police
and attacking your home and the memorial service. Where did these police come
from? --- They were from KwaMashu.
Thank you. Do you remember any of them? Did you know them? Can you tell us who
they were? --- I don't know who they were.
Mrs Zondo, the Commission is here to share with you in your pain and your
distress. Is there anything that you would like the Commission to do, if the
Commission had
/the power to
19B/5 the power to do that? Is there anything more you want to say? --- I would
request the Commission to replace the furniture that belonged to the church. And
we don't have a death certificate and we cannot go to the place where my son is

buried.
Mrs Zondo, we will certainly consider your request and we will very definitely
be able to get hold of the death certificate so that you can have it. We will
also make enquiries - I'm really not sure what the law is, but we will make
enquiries about your son's body and we will come back to you and we will report
to you and tell you what we have found out. I hand you now over to the
Chairperson. --- Thank you very much.
CHAIRMAN: As Dr Boraine already said, we all feel the same pain. We will try and
help up to a point where we can help. Thank you very much.
---------------------

/DR BORAINE:
19B/6 DR BORAINE: Chairperson, before I call the next witness, may I welcome
Mr Jacob Zuma of the KwaZulu Government, and I'd ask him to please stand for
just a moment, and say that we're glad to see him.
CHAIRMAN: You clap only when I give you permission to do so. I won't punish you
for clapping, but please.
DR BORAINE: Chairperson, I call now Eugenia Thandiwe Piye. I ask her to please
come to the witness stand. Sometimes the Chairperson says that he sounds like a
cracked record when he has to say some words, although they are deeply meant. I
am sure some of you must think I'm doubly cracked when I keep having to say,
"Please put on the earphones", but it is impossible for us to continue without
that, so I say again, please put on the earphones. Mrs Piye, can you hear me all
right?
MRS PIYE: Yes.
DR BORAINE: I hope you are feeling comfortable, even though it's a very
difficult thing coming and sharing your own experiences and your own pain with a

lot of people, and I want you to know that one of the purposes of the Commission
is to make it possible for people like you and others to tell their stories,
which have never been heard, and that you will be heard not only in this
audience but through the media and particularly right now through the radio you
will be heard by many, many people throughout the country, and it is right that
the nation should hear you. I'm going to ask my colleague, Dr Magwaza, to lead
you in a moment. You have come to talk about your own son, who was sentenced to
death, and the threats and the attacks that you have experienced. Before you
start, would you please stand for the oath.
/EUGENIA THANDIWE
19B/8 EUGENIA THANDIWE PIYE (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
DR BORAINE: Thank you. Please be seated, and I hand over now to Dr Magwaza.
DR MAGWAZA: I greet you, Mrs Piye. Thank you that you could be with us today. We
didn't come to know the Piye family. Today it's your chance to tell us so that
we can know who Lucky was. Can you briefly give us a picture of the Piye family
and Lucky's picture, so that we don't forget? --- Yes, I have seven daughters,
who got married. This was my last-born that I got in 1963. This child
disappeared in 1981. I went to church and when I came back I would be at home
and he didn't want to go to church. He said he is going to play soccer. When I
came back from church he wasn't at home. I told myself, "Maybe he went to play
soccer". It was 6 o'clock. It was then dark and I went to bed, because I was
alone. We were staying, the two of us, in a house. I knew that he would never
sleep at somebody's house. The following day, on a Monday, I didn't go to work.
I went to the police station to report that my son has disappeared, because I
never felt that he would do such a thing not to sleep at home. The police said I
should go and search for him. They said, "Go and search for him. You will get
him". I went on my own, searching for him all over. I even asked his friends.
Every time I would speak to his friends, they would just ignore me. I didn't
know what were they hiding. I went to mortuaries, but I couldn't find him. Well,
I just left everything and I continued working. It was so difficult to ask
permission at work, you know, to be in and out every time. I would go to his
friends. I
/would go to
19B/11 would go to the families, but everybody told me that they have never seen
him. I was nearly mad. I went to an inyanga so that they could do divination and
tell me where would he be. I went to the sangomas. I thought maybe they would
tell me where he was, because he was still very young. He was 17 years old. I
didn't find him. I went to the Zionist people. They said he was under the water.
It was very difficult. I continued going to different people. I didn't find him
from 1981 up until 1984 and it was very painful for me, and it was a very
difficult time. It was during the UDF time.
Take your time. I know you are feeling the pains. --- In 1984, when I was at
work, the people came and they said I've been called at the office. We were so
scared, because every time you get the message to appear in the police office
you would be scared. When I got there, two gentlemen were waiting. Because one
of them knew me he called me in very quickly. I sat there and he said to me, "We
are being sent to you to tell you that your son is at Maritzburg. He's been
arrested there". We went to Maritzburg and he was detained there. Well, on our
arrival, they asked us many questions. They said to me, "You can go. We will
come and tell you when to come and visit him". This affected me a lot and I had
to leave working. I was so lonely in life. In two weeks I received a letter and
the letter said I would be given a ticket to go and see him at Pietermaritzburg.
They said I should take one person to accompany me. It was so difficult to see
him. They said we should stay at the verandah. Two hours went by without seeing
him. Well, when he arrived I didn't ask him anything. I told him
/about the

19B/15 about the family matters - about how terrible the situation was without
him. We were sitting there, discussing the family matters and I was told to go
back. This continued. They said, "You can come to visit him". I went to visit
him in December and I was told the case would be in January. They said, "You
should come again on the day of the hearing". It was now the 28th February.
Every day I would be at the offices. I wouldn't even afford to be in court every
time. I was running out of money. They said to me he would be transferred to
Pretoria. There were two of them. He wasn't alone in this case. They said we
should come and see them. We went to see him the next morning at 7 o'clock, but
they only arrived at 1 o'clock to see us. We went back to KwaMashu. We had to go
to St Andrew to get permission to visit him in Pretoria. They did give us the
permission, but they said I should be accompanied by another person. Every time
they'd give us the tickets to get into the bus. He was at maximum prison. Until
1986, that they were going to hang him in 1987. That was the last time I saw him
- I saw Lucky. I'm staying very painful. We used to run away. I used to take my
property to hide somewhere and eventually I had to leave this house and I went
to stay with the relatives, because I was staying alone in this house when Lucky
left me. We didn't go to the graveyard where he was buried. As Mama has already
said they wouldn't let us go. Those people who were with told us that we will
not see him - that we will never see them. The police said they were going to
bury them. We asked them even if we couldn't see him in his coffin. We stayed at
the hospital at Mamelodi. We used to go to Mamelodi
/and stay
19B/18 and stay there. We stayed there the whole day and we eventually realised
that they had buried them and we had to go back. We never saw their graveyard
where they had been buried. We were never even given their death certificate.
That was the only last time I talked about this issue. I couldn't talk about
this at KwaMashu. They used to say we are bad people, we are UDF women. We
couldn't talk about this, but I really didn't know anything about UDF. I don't
know anything UDF, but for us black people it's always been difficult. Even if
you were ignorant of what was happening, life was still difficult, and we
couldn't deny our children and we had to go back and live with our enemies, who
didn't like us. That's where I got a lot of harassment. My property is still on
the farm but there is no way I can go and fetch my property. I have been
sleeping at different people's homes. I don't even have clothes to wear, because
my clothes were all over - scattered all over. Even the places I don't have to
stay at the moment. That's what worries me, that if there's anything I can go to
and pray for him, I don't have a place to pray.
We hear, Mama, it's very painful, but if you could help us, give us a full story
of Lucky I will say briefly that Lucky was hanged on the 7th September 1986. He
was killed because he had been accused of killing Ben Langa. --- We just heard
that after their sentencing. We didn't know about that.
What I would request you, Mama, it was a most painful thing for you. Was there a
way that you could go and speak to the Langa people? --- We were very scared,
Mama, because I didn't even know who these people
/were. I
19B/21 were. I only heard it from rumours that he'd killed Ben Langa in
Pietermaritzburg, in Georgetown. That was the only time I got clear about what
was happening. I still don't understand.
Would you be prepared now to see the Langa family? --- Yes, yes, I would like to
see them, but I didn't feel free to see them at that stage, because this was a
most painful thing. We were all crying, because these people are the neighbours
of my uncle. Even all of us were Christians, but I was very concerned that my
child got involved in this matter.
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suffering. There are people who are harassing you. Who are these people? --During this time, it wasn't even the Langa family, it was just because we were
associated with UDF, these people used to harass us. I really don't know all
these things. These things just suddenly happened upon me.
We hear your situation. As the Commission is here we are trying to look at what
happened, but all of us we would like to understand what had happened. When
we've been hearing cases, different cases we've been understanding because
understanding would bring about conciliation. Thank you very much. --- I would
also take it from today to try and go to the Langa people, even if it doesn't
mean anything. I'm not sitting with peace. I've got this conscience in me. They
would say what had happened.
If I could just give you an answer. If it has come to a time when you feel you
want to contact this Langa family, but if it is difficult for you to contact the
/family of the
19B/24 family of the Langa you can come to the Commission, so that it can
mediate between you and the Langa family, to make it easy for you to contact the
Langa family.
CHAIRMAN: Are there other questions? Mama, we are with you. We feel with you. We
thank you very much - your wish that you would like to meet with the Langa
family. Thank you so much. May God help you - assist you and give you strength.
We are also going to try with all our means at our disposal to help you. Thank
you very much, Mama.
---------------------

/DR BORAINE:
19B/26 DR BORAINE: Chairperson, the next witness is Gregory Tuntulwana and I'll
ask him to come forward, please. We are waiting for the earphones to be placed
properly, so that the witness can hear and we can follow the telling of the
story. Mr Tuntulwana, you are Gregory? Thank you, you can hear my voice clearly?
Good. Thank you so much for coming - welcome to the work of the Commission. You
know we are here to listen to you, to try to understand something of your
distress and the suffering that you and so many others have been going through,
so that we can get a better picture of what has been taking place in this
country, and try to help the situation. In a moment I'm going to ask my
colleague, Dr Mgojo, to help you as you tell your story about your son, who was
killed. It's a hard story, but we want you to tell it. Before you do, would you
please stand to take the oath.
GREGORY TUNTULWANA (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
20A/0 ... --- Mkoliswe Tuntulwana is my younger brother. He is the last one at
home.
DR BORAINE: We are very glad that you have your brother with you and we want to
welcome him. We are glad to see him. I will hand over now to Dr Mgojo.
DR MGOJO: Thank you. You can remove your earphones now. Mr Tuntulwana, just
shortly, we are very happy to be having people from Kokstad appearing before the
Commission, because we would like to go to all places. Kokstad is in
KwaZulu/Natal and we are happy to see people from that area. I am going to ask a
question because the statement is - can you give us a brief story about your
family, just briefly? --- I have a wife and three children. When this thing
happened I have just been from
/my place of
20A/1 my place of birth to my own house now. I am working. Unfortunately, others
coming behind me are not working. They are still very young. My children are at
school and the last-born is 3 years old.
I will quickly lead you with questions so that we can proceed. You are here to
speak about your son, who was killed by the police in 1990. Where were the
police from? --- These police were from Pietermaritzburg. They were called the
unrest unit. These are the police who shot and killed my son.
Are you sure they were from Pietermaritzburg? --- Yes, I am certain, because
there were police at Kokstad, but these ones were driving two cars that were
different from ours. It seems as if they were going to support the Kokstad
Police. They were driving in those cars - different cars from the ones we used
to see.
Mr Tuntulwana, you said that they were coming to support the police at Kokstad.
What was happening at Kokstad? --- Unfortunately, I wanted the Commission to
help me. There's never been a thing indicating or implicating the police. I
think there were May Day celebrations because it was in May. Maybe they didn't
like anything to do about May and they arrived. I think they had been called to
be around at Kokstad. To do what, I don't know.

You said your son was shot during that time. How old was he? --- He was more or
less 15. He was born in August 1975 and he died in May 1990. It was only four
months to reach 15.
Have you seen your son carrying a gun maybe? --- No, I've never seen him
carrying a gun, because I didn't
/carry a gun
20A/4 carry a gun myself.
In your statement you said there was an inquest to investigate, and it is said
here the police killed your son because they were protecting themselves. --- Can
you please explain? Can a 15-year old boy be killed for self-defence.
This boy was shot by the police because the police were defending themselves.
Did you ask the police why did they kill a 15-year old boy and accuse him of
shooting the police? --- In that inquest Tuntulwana's surname was not reflected
there. We were not there as a family from the beginning to the end. It was
supposed to take place on the 12th. I was working at a town outside Kokstad. On
the 12th, when I arrived, they said the inquest was the previous day, on the
11th. Even the lawyer who was supposed to be representing the family never came
to us. This really disturbed me a lot.
Do you know the lawyer - do you know his name? --- Fortunately, I received the
documents. Yes, I know his name. He is Mr Greenan (?). He was at Kokstad.
There's a firm of attorneys called Ellington (?) and Walker. He knows me. He
knows where I stay. He was supposed to come to my place or call me to come and
discuss this case with him.
Did you ask him why he continued with the case without your presence? --- Those
were the Cosatu lawyers representing that case. I asked them, "How can a lawyer
represent a family and never go to the family to inform them about anything?" He
said he was in Gauteng. He'd been fetched from Gauteng to come and represent the
family. Fortunately I have documents with me. I know the
/lawyers and
20A/6 lawyers and I know the telephone numbers.
Was he a student or was he a scholar? --- Yes, he was a scholar. He was at
standard 7 at Carmel Commerce.
Did he belong to any organization? --- I don't know how to put this. That was a
place and people were scared, maybe because of the farmers. There wasn't an
organization, but there was a youth organization that was to be started to be
called Mbongeni Cultural Organization. I don't know whether was he involved. He
was a curious person. He used to ask me questions. He asked me, "What is it,
this Mbongeni Cultural Club all about?", and I said to him, "It's a South
African youth organization". I want to say he didn't have a card organizational card - at that time. He was enquiring about that youth club. I
must say he challenged everything.
The last question that I have, did you get a death certificate? --- Yes, I got a
death certificate from the funeral undertakers, because we asked the post-mortem
not to be done at Kokstad and we sent him to the lawyers and the lawyers took
him to Port Shepstone, but he was transported by the police. I don't know how
are we going to solve this thing, because it still disturbs me. There was not
even one member of the family during the post-mortem. We can say the doctor
belonged to Cosatu. He did a perfect work. The police never gave me a proof of
death. I've been searching all over for it and they would tell me it's in that
van. We would move from one van to the other and I said, "I want a death
certificate".

The last question, as you were sitting, you listened to the Commissioners when
talking to other witnesses.
/What is your
20A/8 What is your wish? What do you want the Truth Commission to do for you?
I'm not saying what you would request will happen, but what is your wish? --This affected my family. I am anti-white where I am working and the promotion
was very close and I can never be given a position of trust. I've been working
for 20 years in that company, but I will be trusted. I will never be given a
position of trust. I would be told that I am anti-white. There is a rumour that
I am anti-white. My father is not working any more. He doesn't work in town.
He'd only get employed in the township. I don't know how can this problem be
solved. The last thing, my wife was very much affected. There is nothing that
she can do. She is not working. She is just at home. I would request the inquest
to be started again. That person who killed my son knows himself. Let him come
up. Let him come forward and say, "I did this". They are the people who killed.
We didn't make anything wrong.
The Commission is going to try its best. Do you know that there were people on
that day who were also killed? I just want to help the Commission, so that when
they investigate those people should also be included. --- Yes, many people were
shot on that day, but one person died on that day. I think one of the children
who died was killed by the teargas. Many of them were shot but they only
received multiple injuries.
Thank you, Mr Tuntulwana. The Commission will try to investigate this, because
you say there is something that puzzles you. You said in your statement your son
was shot by shotguns. We are going to try and get the inquest in order and see
whether we can restart it. We want to
/thank you
20A/12 thank you very much. --- Thank you very much.
CHAIRMAN: Anyone with a question? Ilan Lax.
MR LAX: Just one quick question. This inquest, you said you had some documents
relating to the lawyers and the inquest. Can you make those available to us,
please? --- In the statement that I gave in yesterday I also submitted those
documents. I think you have them.
CHAIRMAN: May God be with you, bless you, console you. We thank you very much
for your narration, which is very clear, which you brought here. Thank you.
---------------------

/DR BORAINE:
20A/13 DR BORAINE: Chairperson, the following witness is Mrs Gertrude Mbambo,
and I'd like her to please come up to the witness stand. Thank you, Mrs Mbambo.
Can we just check to make sure that you can hear all right. Can you hear the
voice coming through the headphones?
CHAIRMAN: Order, please.
DR BORAINE: Can you hear me all right?
MRS MBAMBO: Yes.
DR BORAINE: Thank you very much and thank you so much for coming to the
Commission. Sometimes we wish that there was some good news, instead of the
sorrow and the sadness that witnesses have to bring with them, but the good news
is perhaps that at long last you are able to tell other people about what
happened. We are going to listen to you in a moment about the death of your son,
Muntuwenkosi Khanyile, but we will come back to that in a moment. Let me first
ask you please to stand to take the oath.
GERTRUDE MBAMBO (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
DR BORAINE: Thank you very much. Mrs Mbambo, you live at Chesterville? --- Yes.
And you had a son by the name of Muntuwenkosi Khanyile. Is that right? --- Yes.
Can you tell me, do you have any other members of family? --- Yes.
Please tell us about them. --- It was in 1986 at night. We were all sleeping.
One of my children, Bonginkosi, was in Johannesburg. Now, these other two went
to - he was in a shack and these other two went to visit him in his shack. On
that same night they died. There were six, because he used to have visitors and
they
/would go after
20A/16 would go after watching TV. At 10 o'clock I called the other ones who
used to sleep with me in the house, because the deceased slept always in the

shack. I said to them, "It is now late. Come and sleep". They came in. It was at
about 2 o'clock. I wanted to go and urinate and I went into the toilet. I
switched on the light and I tried to relieve myself. I heard a loud noise,
sounding like a machine gun. It was a terrible sound that I couldn't understand.
I cried and I went into the children's bedroom and I said to them, "Please, we
don't have to go out". We were afraid even to peep through the window. We hid
ourselves underneath the bed and we kept quiet. We heard, when it was just about
to be morning, that people were talking outside. When I got out I found many
children lying dead on the ground. Their brains were scattered. I didn't know
what happened, because they were dead. Their parents arrived at my place and
they were all crying. I didn't know what happened, because they would come and
visit him, watch TV and thereafter leave. I asked myself, "What happened now
that they should be killed on this night?". Their brains were scattered all over
the wall. There was the other one who tried to hide himself under the bed, but
his body was full of bullets, all over. Two of them survived. Those are the
children that we said they should go to give a statement what happened to them.
I am just here to give testimony on what I didn't see. I only heard of this.
After relieving myself in the toilet I heard these sounds. I didn't know what it
was. Our children were so badly damaged they were like porridge. The whole shack
was full of bullet holes. They were so big. I think it was a machine gun,
because
/it wasn't
20A/20 it wasn't the shotguns that killed those youth. And these children didn't
have anything with them. They were not armed. So we just really can't understand
what had happened. That's the only thing I can say to the community here.
It's a very hard story to tell and I'm very grateful to you for telling it to
us. Just a couple of very short questions. First, how old was your son when he
died? --- He was 20 years old.
And his friends who were with him were more or less the same age? --- I don't
know. Their parents would know. It would be the parents who would say, "Even
mine or here was this old or that one was that old".
Thank you very much. Did your son belong to any organization? Was he interested
in politics at all? --- Yes, he had joined UDF.
Were you able to - I know that you've told us that this happened as a great big
shock - did anybody see who these people were? How were they dressed? How many
were there? Did they come in a van? Any information at all? --- I really did not
know, because we were inside the house. We had closed the door. This thing
happened at round 2am, towards dawn. I didn't see anybody. We were very afraid
to peep out. We just ran and hid under the bed. Nobody opened the door to check.
I didn't know if they were white people or whether they were African people,
whether they were wearing uniform or private. We were so scared. We were
petrified. We were shaking. We just hid. We also thought they were coming to us.
We thought they were also going to smash everybody, because this sound was heard
all over the place.
/Have you
20A/22 Have you heard anything or read any newspapers or any radio report about
who could have killed your son? --- I haven't heard anything. That's why I'm
requesting you. We used to go to the court hearing, but nothing came out of it,
until we gave up. Even those who were going inside, those people who used to
come inside the court for hearing, they used to cover their faces. We only saw
their shoes, but the whole case was never pursued. The next thing I heard people
that were putting down their names, so I came here. I thought maybe they would
explain why they shot these children, because I really don't know anything.
Can you remember where the court hearing took place - which town, where? In
Durban? --- It was in Durban.

We can make some enquiries about that. You say there was a court case but nobody
was ever found guilty of killing those children? --- We used to go to court.
These people were covered in their face - they were hidden. We just saw their
shoes. We didn't even see their surnames. They don't even seem to be local
people. Their surnames are strange surnames. Some of them sounded like Sotho
names. They just looked like some animals. I don't think they were human beings
from here. They're not even common names, but they used to hide them. We never
saw them, only the shoes we saw.
Thank you. Let me just ask you one final question. Have you heard of a place or
a case called Vlakplaas? --- I don't know what is that.
There was a big court case where a number of people, who were in the police and
former police who confessed that they had murdered many people, and some of them
/mentioned this
20A/25 mentioned this place. So we are going to try
soon as we have some information, we will come
grateful to you for coming and we are very sad with
children who were killed so tragically. I hand back

and find out for you and, as
back to you again. We are
you and with the other three
to the Chairperson.

CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much. Is there someone with a question? Ilan.
MR LAX: Sorry, just one question. You said it was at a court in Durban, this
case. Which court was it? Was it the Magistrate's Court or the Supreme Court?
Are you able to tell us? It will just help us narrow the search for the records.
--- I do not remember well. I will go back to the parents of these other
families and I will see if I get some more information from them, then I'll
bring it back to you. I have forgotten - we had forgotten about this issue
because the case wasn't pursued. I had given up myself. I had forgotten about
these things.
We appreciate that. Thank you.
CHAIRMAN: Thank you, Mama. We know these are shocking things that happened to
you. May you please be healed and God help you. Thank you very much.
---------------------

/DR BORAINE:
20A/27 DR BORAINE: Chairperson, I call Avra Mdluli to the witness stand. Could
you please indicate which of you is Avra Mdluli? Could I ask you to please
identify yourself? Are you Avra Mdluli?

INTERPRETER: Avra Mdluli is not here. There is Mazwi Mdluli and Siza Mhlongo.
20B/0 DR BORAINE: You have come to talk about the troubles in Chesterville. Is
that right?
MR MHLONGO: Yes.
DR BORAINE: We know that there are many, many people who suffered in
Chesterville, and we are going to have to have more hearings, where other people
can tell their story as well, but I'm going to ask you if you will tell your
story today about the house that was attacked and burnt and a child killed, but
before you do, I will ask you to please stand.
SIZA CYRIL MHLONGO (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
DR BORAINE: Thank you. Please be seated. Just so that I can make absolutely
sure, could you please tell the Commission your full names, please. --- Siza
Cyril Mhlongo.
Thank you. I'm going to hand over now to my colleague, Mr Lax. Thank you.
MR LAX: Thank you, Chairperson. Mr Mhlongo, are you going to speak on behalf of
the Mdluli family? Just so that I can confirm this. --- Yes.
Thank you. Before I proceed with your evidence, let me just say that, for the
sake of those assembled here, the Commission has received a number of statements
from a number of families from Chesterville. We apologise that they can't all be
heard today and, with the Chairperson's
/permission, if
20B/1 permission, if I could just mention those families and their relatives who
died in Chesterville and ask them if they could just stand up as I call out
their names, please. Jeanette Ngcobo, who lost a son, Siphiwe. Fawu (?)
Ngomezulu, the brother of Russell Ngomezulu. Mrs Ngubane, who lost a son Kuzu.
Mrs Nxumalo, who lost her son-in-law and had her house burnt and her car
destroyed. Ntololo Mazibuko, who had her father Zinti and her brother Zama die
in Chesterville. And then Thandi Memela, who lost her home. Thank you very much.
Mr Mhlongo, where do you live at present? --- I stay in Chesterville ... [break
in recording].
And how were you connected to the Mdluli family? --- My mother is from Mdluli.
Are you a son of that family or not exactly? --- My mother of - the mother of
Mdluli, the woman of Mdluli and my mother are born in the same place.
The story you are going to tell us about took place during January 1987. Is that
correct? --- Yes.
And involved an attack on the household of the Mdluli's, where the house was
attacked and burnt and a child was killed. Is that correct? --- Yes, it is true.
Can you please tell us about that? --- On that day I was looking at the card
from the hospital. It was on the 9th January. I was asleep on that day. It was
at night. Let me just explain a bit. There is a four room that had doubles.
There is a four room this side and the other side it's - and this side it's
Mdluli and on the other side it's also Mdluli as well. When I was asleep I got
frightened, but I can't say what frightened me. I got
/up. I was
20B/3 up. I was near the window. The headboard is near the window. When I got
up, I saw the curtain burning, and whilst I was still frightened by that I

opened the curtains. I took off the thing I was wearing and when I tried to get
out I met a boy who had some spots. I met this boy on the door and I asked this
boy, "Bheki, what is happening?" He didn't answer me. He was wearing a jacket.
As people we knew that they were harassing the community, I suspected that they
were the ones who were burning our house. As I was asking him, "What is
happening, Bheki?", he came straight to me, because he was a bit further from
me. He came towards me. Because I took out some sticks, I had them in my hand,
but when he came to me I threw them at him and he bent over and they passed over
him, and when he woke up I grabbed at him and when I tried to grab at him my
jacket - the jacket he was wearing - he wasn't wearing the arms. He had not put
the arms on his jacket, he was just hanging it over him, because the following
day I found that it had pegs. When I helded him he ran away and I remained with
the jacket. It fell down. During that time he had an axe with him. He hit. I
don't know how I managed to escape but he just hit me on my hand. I tried to
grab at him. He then ran away. At that time when he was running away I tried to
look at the back as the house was burning - at my aunt's place, at Mdluli. There
was fire. The whole place was burning and the fire was coming out of the windows
as well. The people were inside. There were children as well. There were cries.
I was trying to find a way - I think they were trying to escape, and it would
seem they were suffocated by the smoke inside. At the place where
/I was standing
20B/5 I was standing at the back there was a child that was sleeping there. I
could hear the child crying. At that time I don't know where I got this bravery.
I pitched through although there was smoke inside. I could hear the child crying
inside. When I tried to go through the window and the window was on the other
side, I grabbed at this child and this child is called Brenda, he is here. When
I tried to hold this child and I was just standing there - I tried to hold this
child - I think the skin was falling off. When I was trying to put my hands on
him, the skin was falling off. I got hold of this child. As we left here at
Mdluli at the back I tried to go to the front of the house. There was some
grass. I put this child on the grass. This child - I think this child was
burning. He was badly burnt. He was a child who had hair, but I can't explain
the hair of this child. Even the neighbours were coming because they could hear
this fire burning out. The neighbours were trying to help us. While they were
trying to open the taps, to open for water, there was no water. We were
surprised what had happened to the water. We went to the neighbours. The
neighbours had water. We started getting water from the neighbours. We scooped
water from the neighbours. I also saw the neighbours helping. It would seem that
they had closed the meters - they had closed the water from the meters, so that
we could not get water. It would seem this thing was planned when they did this
thing. We tried to put out the fire. While things were still in that condition
there was a boy from our neighbour near our home - he is from Mngadi - he also
appeared when he heard that something was happening, because it was around that
time
/when there was
20B/7 when there was a lot of harassment. When he arrived even at his home he
also said this A-Team arrived there. There was some damage they did at his home.
When they arrived here he found that at Mdluli's place it was also burning. He
ran to the police station. He reported this matter. We were at home. We were
trying to put out the fire, and other neighbours tried to take people out inside
- who were inside the house. Others were already outside, but they didn't know
how they had managed to get out. While things were still like that the soldiers
came. The place was still burning. The soldiers came. We said there were two
small children that were still inside and other children inside who were burned.
Mr Mhlongo, I want to try and help you focus a little bit on what has happened
and you told us about this boy that ran to the police station. Who was that? --I didn't say he ran to the police station. He was the boy of my neighbours. He
found that they had already damaged things at his home. He was planning to go to
the police station to report that these things were happening in his home and

only to find that things were also happening on our side as well. They were the
very same people - they were the same people who did the same thing at his home
who had come to attack us as well.
Now, you spoke about a person called Bheki, that you recognised. --- Yes, it's
the Bheki who hit me on my hand.
And did that person belong to any group, as far as you know? --- He belonged to
the A-Team.
Now, the A-Team was a group of people who were operating in Chesterville at that
time. Is that correct?
/--- It's
20B/10 --- It's a group that I could say they were terrorising the community in
Chesterville.
Without mentioning names, what sort of people were in the A-Team? --- It was a
mixed group. They were people ... (inaudible) ... by the community. Some of them
were just low boys, you know.
So you are not able to say from which part of the community they came? Perhaps
you could help us? --- They were people who grew up in Chesterville.
We will obviously have to investigate this much further and contact all of these
people and we would appreciate it if you could give us some names in that
regard. Now, perhaps you could just explain to us where Avra Mdluli is and why
she hasn't come here today. --- Avra Mdluli?
Yes, she was the person who was supposed to talk to us now. --- I explain that
is it is Mazwi Mdluli not Avra Mdluli. It's Mazwi Mdluli. He is here.
Okay, so is there no such person as Avra Mdluli? --- Avra?
Correct. --- Maybe there is just a mistake and confusion and they meant to say,
Mazwi Mdluli.
Thank you for helping us clear that up. How many people that you know of died in
that double house that you spoke of in that fire that night? --- One of them was
my contemporary. He was born in 1961.
What was that person's name, please? --- Nokwazi Mdluli.
And who else that you are able to help us with? --- It's Bongi Mdluli, who is
the mother of these, and Brenda and Stabile.
/Do you have
20B/13 Do you have any idea how old Bongi Mdluli was? --- It's a boy called Bo.
I think he was 5 years old. Stabile, I think he was 6 months old. Brenda was 2 Brenda was 2. Nokwazi, I think he was 25, because he'd been born in 1987.
Thank you. Did anyone go to the police that night and try and call them to come
and help you and intervene in this attack, as far as you are aware? --- There
were things where the soldiers came, who were taking that time to the hospital
together with all those children - the children were taken first and we followed
after that with Nokwazi and Bo.
So, if I understand you correctly, it wasn't the police that came anywhere near
the place, it was soldiers that came? Do you know where those soldiers were
from? --- Those were the soldiers who were on the camps nearby.

Just one thing to help us clear up - the person who gave this statement to us,
was that Mazwi Mdluli? Do you follow me? The person who gave us the statement
originally, was that Mazwi Mdluli? --- Yes, this is Mazwi Mdluli.
Did he make a statement to us? --- Yes, he made a statement. He made a statement
to those people who were writing us down, who were registering us.
Thank you. No further questions, Chairperson.
CHAIRMAN: Thank you. --- I was requesting that since this thing happened I got
injured in my hand. It was the hand that was already affected and that's the
hand I got injured on. I got attacked on. Now, most of the time, even if I try
to get part-time jobs many people say, "No, you will not be all right here,
because your hand is not
/"strong. It
20B/17 "strong. It won't be strong enough to do this job". Now, because of that
I don't know as the Commission, if it could perhaps - if perhaps there could be
some kind of assistance that they could give me, since I got harassed in this
way. If they could just maybe assist me with something I can do - some light job
that I will be able to do with my difficult hand, because I'm not able to use
both my hands. I can only work with my on hand, which is also not in a right
condition. I don't know what could happen around that issue.
Thank you. Any more questions? Order, please.
MR LYSTER: Mr Mhlongo, do you know, with regard to the A-Team, did they work
with the police or were they associated at that time with the police in
Chesterville? --- Another thing that I had forgotten, while there was still a
vigil of those people who had died, Nokwazi Mdluli died first, and Brenda and
Bongi. They all died. The three of them died. While we were still having a night
vigil the police, together with these A-Team people - well, we hold the night
vigil throughout the night - I think it was before ten in the evening, the
police came with this A-Team and together with the mourners who had come to be
with us the police threw teargas and people started running away - got
scattered. The police were with the A-Team when they did that, and as they were
leaving they were laughing. After the A-Team had done this - a few days after
they had burnt our house, they used to walk up and down and nothing happened to
them. They used to undermine us and be nasty to us. They used to say, "Oh, we've
burnt the cats". That was Bobo Mfene who said that. I know him.
/So that does
20B/21 So that does partially answer my question as to whether the A-Team worked
or co-operated with the police. Was that the pattern during the time that the ATeam operated in Chesterville, that they used to move around with the police or
seek refuge with the police? --- Yes, because when you were at home you could
see this A-Team street at 13. You would see the police together with the A-Team
boys.
CHAIRMAN: Dr Boraine.
DR BORAINE: Thank you, Chairperson, just one question. Am I right in saying that
there was a court case about this attack? --- Yes, there was a court hearing.
The case was heard by the Judges. What actually happened, the Court found that
the investigators of that court he left the court case in the middle. Those were
the human rights people something. They were the ones who wanted us to tell the
lawyers about what had happened. Okay, the human rights people wanted us to
pursue this matter because they saw the case had not been pursued, so these
human rights people took the statements and the court case started all over
again. Somebody was in charge. An investigator, Tshabalala. The first
investigator, Dlomo - I can't remember his name - but he's also a police in the
township - this other second investigator investigated until the case was taken

to the Judges. When the case was continuing then this Bheki was there and this
Bheki was arrested, but when the case was before the Judges even this jacket
that when I tried to hold him he ran and left it behind with me, they kept it.
Even on the day of the hearing it was part of the evidence, an exhibit. They
took this jacket and they made him fit it and indeed it
/fitted him
12B/24 fitted him because he was trying to deny this jacket, that it wasn't his.
They said, "Do you know this jacket or not?" He said, "No, I don't know this
jacket". When the Judge asked him, "Why does this jacket fit you?", and he
didn't have anything to say. He says, "No this jacket won't fit me", and this
jacket was given to him and indeed it fitted him.
Thank you very much. --- The police was investigating this matter, he didn't put
this matter in a clear case. One day they had to suspend the case until the
Judge wanted to go the following day to see that place. We had to wait at home
that the Judge would arrive there. The Judge did arrive with his assessor.
Thank you very much. We really don't want to know all about the case. I just
want to know if Bheki was found guilty and, if he was, what was the sentence? -- He was found guilty and the doctors came to examine these children who had
been burnt out. The doctors explained how they had examined these children and
how they had been burnt and so on and that it was fire that had killed them. The
case eventually ended up in Pietermaritzburg and that's where the sentence was
passed. At Pietermaritzburg he got 27 years and death sentence three times, but
after that within two years we saw Bheki walking freely outside. Another thing I
was requesting, why would they give a person such a heavy sentence, death three
times and 27 years but within two years that person was walking freely outside.
That's another issue. If it could be investigated how come such a thing
happened, when a person got such a heavy sentence and then within two years he's
already walking out freely. If you could investigate that
/matter.
20B/27 matter.
We will go into the matter very fully, because there were many people who were
very badly hurt in Chesterville. We will look at this and we will come back to
you. Thank you.
CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much, baba. Together with you who are accompanying him.
You have already heard that we are going to try by all means at our disposal to
investigate this matter, together with this matter you're raising and the wishes
you've put before us. Even though we are short we are going to try. May God
bless you and may God be with you. --- I was just wondering if he cannot give
more information to you.
Yes, we have heard the whole story, but if there is something extra we need they
are going to take a statement from him. Thank you very much. To the Chesterville
people whose names have been raised here, we want to give an assurance to you
that this is not the end of the hearings today. We hope that we will have some
more hearings where many people who didn't get an opportunity today to bring
their testimony this week will get an opportunity, together with you. You are
going to get an opportunity, some of you, at that time. Thank you very much.
---------------------

/DR BORAINE:
20B/28 DR BORAINE: Thank you, Chairperson. The final witness for the session
this afternoon is Thelakuhle Bongikile Sithole. Could we have the earphones on,
please. You are Thelakuhle Sithole?
MRS SITHOLE: Yes, I am Thelakuhle.
DR BORAINE: Thelakuhle Sithole. Thank you very much and you are very welcome. I
must say that you have been very patient. You have been here for a long time.
You have waited all day and we are going to give you the same attention that we
have tried to give everyone else and we want you to know that when you tell us
the story of the death of your brother in 1990 it is as important as though you
were the very first witness. Thank you very much for coming and thank you for
your patience today and will you please stand for the oath.
21A/0 THELAKUHLE BONGIKILE SITHOLE (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
DR BORAINE: Thank you very much. You have somebody with you. Perhaps you could
tell us who that is. --- Thank you. The person I'm with it's Sisipinde. She was
born at Sibise. She was from Dube. She married at Dube. She is our home
neighbour but she is also a family friend.
I'm very grateful that she's with you, and thank you very much indeed for coming
and you are welcome here as well. Now, my colleague, Mr Dlamini, is going to
take over from me and he will help you to tell the story that you have given to
us. Thank you.
MR DLAMINI: Thank you, Mr Chairman. I greet you Bongikile, and we would like to
thank you for your patience. I just want to clarify a point here. Are there any
family members or are you alone? --- Yes, my
/younger brother
21A/1 younger brother is here. He is 34 years old.
Where do you
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I'm going to ask you to relate the story to the Commission about what happened
when your brother was discovered at the university swimming pool. --- Thank you
very much. My brother is Njengabantu Sithole and I come just after him. He was
born in 1958 and I was born in 1960. He worked for a SACTU union, that's a
clothing union. He started working there in 1988, towards the end. He was in
love with a white girl called Bridget. I can't remember the surname. He worked
at this union and the members were so fond of him, because he protected human
rights. He arrived where I stayed and he told me that he's really working at the
union, but he's not free at all, because every time he was fighting for the
rights of an employee he had to go back to the company and report and every time
the employers they wouldn't welcome the decision. They wanted him to side with
the employers and he didn't like this. I said, "If you're no longer free like
that, you must leave this job". He said yes, he did want to leave that job, but
he wanted to work, because he doesn't have a home any more. Our mother died. Nje
was involved in politics. He was working as ANC. He was very involved at

KwaMashu Township, but one day I got a report at home - it was in the morning on
a Saturday - that our mother was sick, that our mother was at the hospital at
home. When they said I must be urgent, she was sick, she was at the hospital,
but I must go home, I felt something
/was wrong.
21A/3 was wrong. When I arrived at home I found that the house had been burnt
down at KwaMashu. Our mother had been burnt down completely. She was in ash. Our
mother died in 1987, but in 1996 Nje was arrested for political activities. It
was on a Saturday and I went back. On Monday - I can realise this thing is
getting a bit confused. I'm mixing it up. I've been going forward and backward.
Please go on. Don't be worried. Your mother - did you establish who burnt your
house with your mother? --- I really don't know who these people were, but as
they knew that this was a politician house I did suspect that they were burning
this house because Nje was - they wanted that when Nje is released he would have
no home to come back to. They didn't want him to come back to any home.
(Inaudible) ... after him and so on, but he used to come back home. On a Monday,
when my mother had died on Saturday, I went to check at Verulam. I really found
that she was completely burnt. All our property was burnt. There was nothing
left, but I don't understand what was used to burn this house, because there was
nothing that survived. Our mother was just an ash. But our burglar proof - there
were padlocks that were locking inside - it would seem they got inside and
killed, although I didn't have the courage to look at her, but I didn't see her
head. I don't know if they cut off the head and then they put things on top of
her and then burnt her. I made funeral arrangements. I couldn't bury her from
home, because we didn't have a home, so I went to bury her where I was living.
At that time Nje was still in gaol. We planned with my sister that we should not
inform Nje how
/our mother
21A/5 our mother died, because he really loved my mother very dearly. So we said
to him our mother got sick and died. We thought maybe it would be better for him
just to know that she got sick and died. We used to go and visit him while he
was still in gaol. When I wasn't working I would go and see him all that time.
When I went to see him one day in gaol I found Nje was in a state. He said, "I
have trusted you. How could you not tell me how our mother died?" I said, "Nje,
I told you that our mother was sick". He said, "I knew you were cheating at me.
My mother came in my dream and she told me what had happened. As I am here I
know how my mother was killed. My mother said my enemies came - the Inkatha they killed her and they her and damaged her and then they put things on her
which she didn't know what it was and they lighted and put on fire. They got out
and locked the house. That's what my mother told me in my dream. If you come out
of here there will be no home for you". That was what Nje told me. He said Mama
came to him through a dream and told him these things. At that time he cried and
he asked for the permission from the police to go and see his home. Indeed, he
went to see our home. They chained him and handcuffed him and they allowed him
to go and see in that condition. When he arrived at home he just saw the veld
and he just collapsed, because there was nothing. The police picked him up with
a van and took him to the hospital at St Augustine. That's where he was admitted
for a long time. He was in a coma. He wouldn't come to. After that he was
released, because he was no longer very healthy. When he came back there was no
home for him. Even his mind was very disturbed. He was very much
/involved in
21A/7 involved in the struggle. He was very much active, but when he came back
he was just very disturbed. He used to stay at different people's places. He
wasn't working. He didn't even have food. Comrades would give him food here and
he would sleep at different places from day to day, and he didn't have a home.
He used to come where I was living. He would just stay for a short time. He
would say, "Sisi, I don't want you to be involved or implicated and I don't want

them to destroy your home here. So I will just come and visit you and not stay
for a long time". That's how he used to come and have short visits with me and
eventually he got a job. He worked for this trade union, but he was complaining
about how he was working and I said to him, "Okay, since you want to fix things
you also want to build your own home now, and our father is no more" - our
father died in 1989 - he died on the 15th December. Because he heard about the
death of his wife, he just got a heart attack and a stroke and he became very
sickly until he died. While he was still working there, he had this girlfriend
he was in love with. They used to come together at my home and they didn't stay
there, they would just visit me for a short while and go. On the 20th January it was a Saturday - there was a telephone in the morning, before half past
seven. This girl phoned. She said, "There is terrible news. Your brother is no
more". I just cried. I didn't know what to do and I just put down the telephone.
I was very confused. I didn't know. Our father died and Nje after a month just
died but now I was all on my own and I didn't even have money. This girl phoned
again. She said, "What should we do?" I said to her, "Let us meet in town.
/"There's nothing
21A/9 "There's nothing I can do, because you are explaining to me that you were
at a party at Thusini". I might be mistaken, but I think it was at a party at
the university when he tried to swim and he drowned and he died at King Edward
Hospital. So we must go and get his clothing where he was staying. There are
some houses in town, which I didn't know them well. He was one of the people who
was renting this house. We went to get his clothings with this girl. We came
back home. I made funeral arrangements and I went to report this at my company.
In my company I found that in my company that if your loved one has died there
are some benefits that they give you - death benefits. Yes, they made those
arrangements and gave me some of those death benefits. What we noticed when we
went to the mortuary on Saturday. We were too scared to look at him. He died on
Saturday. We went to see him at the mortuary on Monday. They brought him on a
stretcher. They said he got injured while he was swimming, but he was wearing a
suit. Even the shoelaces were tied. I said, "But how could this person have been
swimming?", but I kept quiet, because I had been harassed because of the
struggle, but I wouldn't know what to do. I don't know if these things were done
through the death or through these companies that were complaining about him,
because he was an active person. I didn't tell anyone, this person, but I
complained inwardly. How could a person who was swimming be wearing a suit with
shoes? The second thing, the place he was at they said there were white people
and there were even doctors, but I couldn't understand what kind of ...
(inaudible) ... they could have given while he was wearing a suit. I thought
about
/all these
21A/11 all these things, that something suspicious seemed to have happened in
this party. It would seem this party was the party that had been organized to
kill him, because of how I saw him in the mortuary. He was very tall, that he
could drown in a swimming pool. He was also a lifesaver. He had training. He
wouldn't have drowned or sink in a swimming pool. But I didn't say anything
about these things. I was just too scared. I was too worried. I didn't know who
was the enemy and I realised that I was all on my own, if I tried to do a follow
up on this and how safe could I be to follow up this matter. When we were making
arrangements to bury him I got a death certificate. Here is the death
certificate I've got. There is a stamp. The stamp says 1991 and 1993 in the
first month. While it was still being investigated but there were still some
funeral arrangements. I was surprised how they were going to continue with the
investigation when we were burying this person, but I was too scared to raise
this issue. I just didn't want comrades to hear this. They were very angry. They
were furious. They were very upset. They just couldn't understand how could Nje
just die like that. They had faith in him. They were looking up to him. He was
their hero. I just realised that at that stage I shouldn't raise all these
issues. I was also afraid for my life, because I didn't know what was the cause
of his death. I didn't understand if it was the company involved or other people

were involved in his death.
Do you know if a post-mortem was conducted and the inquest? --- Post-mortem they removed him from King Edward because we had seen him. They took him to the
/Government Mortuary.
21A/13 Government Mortuary. He stayed at the Government Mortuary and they said
they were conducting a post-mortem. After that I got this certificate, which I
couldn't speak about it. I just stayed with this certificate in this condition.
Another problematic thing to me, as a person who was with this girlfriend, they
had been invited to this party. Not that it came to us as a family and said,
"Please let us organize and show you where Nje died". Nobody organized that for
me. I don't even know where they said he sank, but even in his workplace they
didn't come to us. They didn't come to sympathise with us and pass their
condolences. I was just in the middle. I really don't know how Nje died. Again
in this company, when we were making arrangements for getting his money they
made a comment that I shouldn't get this money, because I was a married person I was married before. They said my other sister must get this money. They said
there was Nje's money which they'd taken to make funeral arrangements. I said,
"How could you have made funeral arrangements with the money that was due to
him", anyway the company does if they bury him. They said they saw that as a
need for them to take this money. And last year - this person died in 1991 they deducted this money. They gave this to my sister. Now, I've got a problem,
because all our parents are dead. In 1992 I was retrenched. They haven't fixed
the graves of these people. They said there have been lots of rains. I didn't go
to check their graves in that condition that they were in because I knew I
didn't have money. I couldn't fix them.
Where is Bridget at the moment? --- I don't know
/where is
21A/16 where is this Bridget, but I think she is somewhere in Durban. She was a
social worker. It would seem it's the house that she's moved. She's moved houses
because when I tried to phone there there's nobody who takes the call.
Bongikile, you have said you would like the Commission to assist to investigate
how your brother and your mother died. Is there an idea you could give us that
who are people whom we could contact to start our investigation or certain steps
we can take in this investigation? --- I would really like the Commission to
investigate how my parents died, because I really do not have any information. I
would just come and I found these things having happened. I would like to find
out where is Bridget so that she can explain and together who are other people
in the party so that we can ask why didn't they show us the place where Nje
died. Even the company, if I could establish what happened from the company
about these funds, because the company he was working for it's here and still
working with SACTU.
And the police? Did you report this matter to the police? Maybe they were
investigating this matter and we could follow up with them. --- I didn't contact
the police as far as Nje was concerned, because I cannot explain that. Maybe
because the way I was harassed I took no steps because the whole thing I was
afraid of. I thought if I took any step I shouldn't be followed by an enemy. I
just left things as they are. I didn't investigate.
Thank you very much, Bongikile, by giving us all the information. You've been
courageous to give this clear story. I will give over this to the chair.
/CHAIRMAN:
21A/18 CHAIRMAN: Thank you, sisi. Are there people with questions? We thank you
very much that you were able to come here to come and reveal all these painful
things and your painful experience you've gone through after such a long time.

We hope that with the little powers that we have we might be able to assist you
to investigate and establish what actually happened when your mother was burned
and also the time when your brother died. We will try by all means at our
disposal. We ask God to be with you and God to strengthen you and God to bless
you and God to give you strength. --- Another thing I'd like to request that, as
a person who is no longer working - since 1992 I haven't been working - if there
could be no way - I'm not forcing issues - if I could just get a job, because I
do sewing, but I do have children who are still at school. One is doing matric,
and I would like my child to conclude the studies. There is nothing that I can
do. If I can be employed somewhere. I'm not going to wait for any hand-outs. If
I could just get some jobs that I can do and support my family with. Even those
who have left me behind would rest if they know that I'm working for myself.
Thank you. We thank you very much.
---------------------

/CHAIRMAN:
21A/21 CHAIRMAN: Mrs Zondo, Andrew's mother, is waiting for a person from the
ANC's office to fetch her. We don't know, is she around here? Yes, she is here.
I want, first of all, to express our appreciation and thanks to the churches and
to the members of other faiths for the service that was held on Sunday, on the
eve of this hearing in this province, and to say thank you to all those who have
upheld the hearing and the TRC in their prayers. We express our very deep
appreciation and thanks to the witnesses and their families for their
willingness to expose their hurt and pain to us and to the public of South
Africa. We have been touched by your courage, generosity of spirit and
magnanimity. We have heard from people like Terence, who spoke of the needs of
others, rather than of his own need. We saw Phoenix - a girl who was a baby when
her parents were killed in Lesotho. We have been asked by people like Helen
Kerney, concerned not for herself but for others, as well as Haroon Aziz, Judge
Tshabalala - Judge Tshabalala speaking about his readiness to forgive. Thank you
to the interpreters and to the police and all who provided us with security,
especially in this province racked by violence, especially when we think of what
happened last Saturday here. And we thank the public, who have been present in
very good numbers here, particularly because it was uncertain up to the last
moment whether we should go ahead with the hearings. So we thank you for your
support. Thank you also to those who have been catering for the Commissioners,
committee members and for the witnesses and their families. We want to say a
very big thank you also to the trustees and staff of this Jewish Centre. Thank
/you to Wendy
21A/25 you to Wendy Watson and the regional staff, the briefers, the
counsellors, the investigators, the administrative staff and others. We are
deeply grateful again to the media for helping to tell the stories so that many,
many who are not present here might be able to gain knowledge of our horrendous

past. I want to thank our media liaison persons - John Allan, Ndu Lembede,
Christelle Terblanche and Pila Ncumba, as well as Cyril Rabothatha. Thank you,
Richard Lyster, co-ordinator of our office here, and your fellow Commissioners
and committee members. You have done a splendid job of work. Thank you.
It has been, in a sense, an auspicious time for this hearing to happen, because
it happens in the week in which our Constitution was accepted - a Constitution
to ... (inaudible) ... a society and democratic dispensation in which human
rights will be respected and upheld. Perhaps it is not entirely auspicious,
since there has been the announcement of the withdrawal of the Nationalist Party
from the Government of National Unity. Coalition politics are difficult, but we
seem to over the hump in our transition from an oppressive dispensation to this
democratic one. The sky did not fall in when a black-led Government came into
power and on the whole the sky should still remain firmly in place. More
familiar and more conventional is the pattern that will happen when we have one
party clearly in the opposition. It is important for democracy that there is a
vigorous opposition, to keep the Government on its toes and to guard against
abuse of power and the erosion of the liberties of individuals and the
community, and erosion of the rule of law and order.
We have been shocked and filled with revulsion to
/hear of the
21A/27 hear of the depths to which we are able to sink in our inhumanity to one
another, our capacity for the sadistic enjoyment of the suffering we have
inflicted on one another, the refinement of cruelty in keeping families guessing
about the fate and whereabouts of their loved ones - sending them carelessly in
a run-around from police station to police station, to hospital and mortuary in
a horrendous wild goose chase. That is one side - the ghastly and sombre side of
the picture that is emerging thus far, but there is another side - a more noble
and inspiring one. We have been deeply touched and moved by the resilience of
the human spirit - people who, by rights, should have had the stuffing knocked
out of them, refusing to buckle under intense suffering and brutality and
intimidation. People refusing to give up on the hope of freedom, knowing they
were made for something better than the dehumanising awfulness of injustice,
oppression, refusing to be intimidated to lower their sights. It is quite
incredible the capacity people have shown to be magnanimous, refusing to be
consumed by bitterness and hatred, willing to meet with those who have violated
their persons and their rights, willing to meet in a spirit of forgiveness and
reconciliation, eager only to know the truth, to know the perpetrators, so that
they could forgive them. We have been moved to tears. We have laughed. We have
been silent and we have stared at the beast of our dark past in the eye and we
have survived the ordeal, and we are realising that we can indeed transcend the
conflicts of the past. We can hold hands as we realise our common humanity. We
are touched by those who have been moved to ask for forgiveness, as did the
/dominee (?).
21A/29 dominee (?). That gives me great hope for this beautiful land, where all
are now truly Africans. The generosity of spirit will be full to overflowing
when it meets a like generosity. Forgiveness will follow confession and healing
will happen, and so contribute to national unity and reconciliation. We believe
that by now all will be convinced that this Commission intends to be evenhanded, that this Commission has no bias, except the bias of caring about
victims. The lack of bias, the even-handedness of the Commission must be patent
to all, except the perversely blind.
We want to announce that these are not the end, these hearings. It is the first
round and from now on we intend to have different kinds of hearings. We want to
have event hearings, when we look not so much at individuals but at an event, an
occasion where a community has suffered the violation of its rights. We intend
to have hearings when those who have been named to their detriment may have the
opportunity of giving their side of the story. (End of tape).
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---oOo--COMMISSIONER: Mr Molehe, you are in one way making a bit of history today, because you are the first
witness ever to appear before the Commission in the Free State. Some of your colleagues and friends have
appeared in Durban, but you are the first in the Free State, and we welcome you most warmly. It's not easy
to be first, and you're probably feeling a little bit nervous, but I hope that you can relax and realise that the
Commission, appointed by the President, is here on behalf of the nation, and cares about you and your own
pain. We identify with you. You have come to tell us about the death of your son, which is a very, very hard
thing to do and a very heavy burden to carry. Before you do that I must ask you to take the oath, and I'd be
grateful if you would please stand now.
---------------------

MR MOLEHE (Sworn, States)
CHAIRMAN: Mr Molehe, we always ask one of our Commissioners or Committee Members to be of
assistance to witnesses and survivors, and in this instance my colleague, Mrs Virginia Gcabashe, is going to
lead you and to assist you in any way, but she knows, and I know, and we all know, that it's your story and it
belongs to you. I am going to ask her to take over now. Thank you.
MRS GCABASHE: Mrs Molehe, we greet you. I hope that even if you've come to relate a very painful story
you are prepared to tell us all that you know about losing your son. We sympathise with you in your loss. In
short I will request you to try and explain and give us a background as to what happened to your son, that is
the circumstances surrounding his disappearance. We would also like to know about your family background
in brief.
/--- My
--- My name is Mr Molehe. My son went away in 1980. It was after the burial of Makotho in Pahameng. The
police arrived at my place at 1 o'clock. They were driving in eight vehicles and four dogs. They knocked and I
opened the door. On the table there were peanuts, and they accused me of selling dagga. They opened
everything on the table and they discovered it was peanuts and they took it. The next day two policemen
arrived to fetch me. They wanted me to go to the Special Branch, and they told me that, "Your son is in
Lesotho. He ran away. We are now giving you this letter so that you go and fetch him." They gave me a letter
and I was given a special passport. I left with my wife. We went to Lesotho. And then we found our son in
Europa, Lesotho, and he said to me, "I will not come back because the police are looking for me." The man
who was on the gate said to me, "Your son is old enough." He was over 18 and he decided to leave the
country. And I came back home, I informed the police that he is now in Tanzania. Towards the elections I
joined the ANC and I got a card. Mr Motsabe came to me and he said to me, "Your son is dead, but we don't
know where, and you don't have to expect anything from the ANC." That was the first point. And the second
point, I remember Mpanjani, who was one of the people who tortured my son. The white man I don't
remember any more. Mpanjani used to come and fetch my son. My wife was at home and I was at work.
Mpanjani would come to my house via our next-door neighbours. My son realised that it was Mpanjani and
he jumped over the fence and he ran. When Mpanjani got into the house my son was not there. I was deeply
hurt, and I even got a heart attack. I will never forget Mr Motsabe's
/words.
words. He was together with Mr Maleke from Johannesburg when he told me that my son was dead, and he
said I shouldn't expect anything from the ANC, there will not be help of any sort. And I said to him, "I wasn't
expecting any help. I just wanted to know where my son died, because I do not even know his grave." Since
my son left I have never cut my hair, because we believe when death has befell your family you have to cut
your hair, but I cannot because I don't know whether my son lives or has he died. I really don't know.
Thank you, Mr Molehe, from hearing of your testimony. I would like to ask you just a few questions so that
you can elaborate on your story. You said you got a letter that said you must go to Lesotho. Who gave you
the transport or the fare? When you got to Lesotho you met with a Commissioner of Refugees. Who
arranged this meeting? --- When we got to Europa they showed us - when I got there I came across a person
who was holding a gun. He is the one who told me that my child is at Monthaka.
You said an SB arrived at your home. Do you know his whereabouts, this Mpanjani? --- I normally meet
Mpanjani in town. I think he is still around.
You said that the ANC told you that your son had died. Did you get any death certificate? What means have
you done to get a death certificate? --- Mr Motsabe told me that my son died and they don't know where he

died, and I just lost hope, I didn't know where to go. Because I was told that his death certificate will be sent
to the Premier and the Premier will pass it over to me, but I didn't even know the Premier then, and I lost
hope
/and I
and I didn't do anything. While I was listening to the news on the radio I heard that the Commission is going
to be in Bloemfontein, and I went to the St John Presbyterian Church to submit my statement.
Have you ever had any visit from the ANC after that? --- No, not after that.
Mr Molehe, we are listening to your story. Is there anything else that you would like to know, besides the fact
that your son is dead and where is he buried? Do you think there is any assistance that the Commission
might give you, even though that there isn't much that we can do? --- No, I have a request. I don't know what
to ask from the Commission. The Commission will see what kind of help will they offer.
Thank you very much. I want to say once more we sympathise with you, we really sympathise with you.
--------------------DR MGOJO: Mr Molehe, according to your statement here it would appear that you son, when he was in
standard eight had a type of experience. Is that true, that he was still in standard eight? --- Yes, that's true.
Thank you. And then he left to join the ANC in exile, is that true? --- That's true.
And it would appear that later you too joined the ANC. Is that true? --- Yes, that's true.
Before this happened you were involved with the Security Police. Was there anybody in your family who was
an activist? --- No, nobody.
So were you surprised that you and your family had to get this type of treatment from the Security Police? --Yes, I was really surprised.
/Thank you,
Thank you, Mr Chairperson.
--------------------MR LAX: Sorry, Mr Molehe, just one small question for clarification. You mentioned that two people from the
ANC visited you to inform you of your son's death. One was Mr Motsabe. I didn't catch the other name very
clearly. If you wouldn't mind just telling it to us again please. --- They said it was Mr Maleke from
Johannesburg.
--------------------Mr Molehe, we thank you very much for coming here. We also thank your effort of having come to give your
testimony. As I have already pointed out when I was praying, we ask the Lord to comfort you. May He be the
one who gives His holy spirit to strengthen you. We shall try by all means to act according to your wishes so
that we may try to solve your problems, so that we may see or find out as to where your son has been buried,
as to what has happened where. We thank you very much.
---------------------

COMMISSIONER: Mrs Mhlabende, can you hear my voice in your earphones?
MRS MHLABENDE: Yes, I can hear you.
COMMISSIONER: I want to say good morning to you, and to welcome you very warmly to the Commission.
We are very glad that you took the trouble to come to the Commission and to tell your story to our members
of our staff, but now to tell it to the Commission itself and to the people who are in this City hall, and to many
more people outside. It's very important that people tell stories of what happened to them, whatever that may
be, and we are very grateful to you for coming. You are going to tell us about the time when you were in
great distress when your own was burnt down, but before you do that I would like you to please stand for the
oath.
--------------------THIWE MAGADALENA MHLABENDE (Sworn, States)
COMMISSIONER: Thank you very much. Please be seated. Dr Mgojo is going to take over from me and lead
you as you tell your story. Thank you.
DR MGOJO: Mrs Mhlabende, I want you to relax and tell all what is causing your pain as far as the burning of
your house is concerned. Don't fear anything, just say everything. But before I do that can you just tell us
about your family, the background about your family? --- Can you please tell me - say what to do.
Do you speak Zulu? Okay. If you speak Xhosa you will understand me, because Zulu and Xhosa are close.
You will help Mrs - please tell us all that you went through. Tell us the pain you felt when your house was
burnt down, but before you tell us that could you just
/give us
give us a brief background of your family. Who are you, where do you come from, etcetera? This is a very
painful experience that you went through, having your house burnt down. Especially if you are a black person
it takes a long time for you to rebuild that house . --- You have taken quite a long time to build that house,
and at the end of the day you have it burnt down. We sympathise with you very much. I request you to tell us
who you are, where you are coming from, etcetera. --- My name is Thiwe. I am from Butsabelo. My name is
Thiwe. I am from Butsabelo. I was staying at Butsabelo. That was section K in Butsabelo. They burnt my
house in 1993. They started throwing stones at my house. That was in November. It was on a Friday. On a
Saturday we slept in the house, and the Sunday we slept in the house, and then on Monday they threw the
petrol bomb. Only the bedroom got burnt. We were able to run away, but we came back to try and extinguish
the flames. All that was in the bedroom got burnt. Thereafter we were sleeping outside because we didn't
have any place to sleep, and we were keeping a vigil as to what was happening. A week thereafter my
husband, as well as my brother, were staying outside so that I could get inside and sleep because I was
looking after my father-in-law. They burnt my place for the third time. That is they heard one of the
perpetrators - there are trees in my hard, so he was hiding in the trees. So when he got in there they don't
know how he came in there, they just heard noise in the bushes. When they looked they caught a young
man. When they asked him what he wanted he ran away. They chased him. At that time I heard there was
some noise because I
/was inside
was inside the house. Then I went outside to investigate. They asked him who he was. He ran away and they
actually chased him. When they got him they assaulted him. We later called on the police that night. When
we called the police the police came, but I said they mustn't come into my house because I am afraid the
Comrades would burn us later and they would also kill my children because they were burning the houses.

The policemen came. They took us to the police station. They took this would-be perpetrator to the police
station. We also went there. My husband opened a docket, but that docket didn't really materialise because
he did not appear in court. The docket got lost, and my husband was sentenced because they said he had
assaulted the would-be perpetrator. They were sentenced to two years inside - outside, and one year. They
spent six months in prison, and nobody was working at that time. They were the breadwinners. I sold my
house because I couldn't make ends meet. My husband got out in July of that same year. (Pause)
Have you finished giving your testimony? --- I feel as if I am suffocating. I am getting dizzy.
Bring her forth. (Pause) --- It was like that. That's how it went on. It was very difficult for me to make ends
meet. It is still like that even now when my husband had come out of the prison. I believe I have finished.
Thank you. I'll ask you just a few questions. Please tell me if you can't hear any of the questions. In your
statement you said the people who burned your house were Comrades. Who are the Comrades? --- It was
Mahlo and Mainline, as well as Maputhi.
/No, I am
No, I am not asking the names, but I am just asking what are the Comrades? Is it - it's ANC? --- Yes, it's
ANC.
How old are these people who burned your house down? --- The other one was quite old. The other ones
were just juveniles. But they were quite grown up, but I don't know how to explain their ages. I just know their
ages, but ... (incomplete)
When you think that amongst all those houses in Butsabelo why did they choose your house? What do you
think was the reason? Did you have an altercation with the Comrades? --- My husband never collaborated
with them when they wanted to arrange or stage stay-aways. We were working and we never wanted to take
any part in stay-aways because our bosses were promising us that they would chuck us away if we don't turn
up for work. So we never used to go to their meetings. Maybe they took offence because we didn't.
In your statement you said your husband was arrested because he wanted to revenge. How did he want to
revenge? --- He was arrested when he was trying to revenge. He was arrested when they were trying to burn
our house for the third time. The first time they threw stones, the second time on a Monday they burnt the
house down. A week thereafter I believe - I should think it was on the third week - they had come to try and
burn the house down again, but they couldn't really do it, so my husband got arrested at that stage.
We don't seem to be seeing eye to eye. In your statement Ms Magdalena it says your husband wanted to
revenge. Now what I am trying to say, what was he using
/when he
when he wanted to revenge that caused him to be arrested? --- He never wanted to revenge. I think the
person who wrote the statement did not understand me because I speak Xhosa, and the person who was
writing the statement spoke Zulu. I'll put it in that way that we didn't actually understand each other.
Thank you.
--------------------DR BORAIN: Mrs Mhlabende, just to try and clarify that last part, I think you mentioned that on the third
occasion there was someone hiding in the bushes or in the trees, and who obviously was wanting to attack
your house again, and I think your husband chased him. Did you say that he assaulted him, and for that

reason he was arrested. --- (Inaudible)
(Inaudible) ... for assault of someone who was trying to attack your house, and was sentenced for two years,
and served for six months in prison. Did the police ever catch the people who tried to burn your house down,
or assault you or stone your house? --- (Inaudible) ... arrested them.
They did arrest them? They didn't arrest them? --- Yes.
Your husband was defending the house and he is arrested, and the people who tried to burn your house go
free. Is that what you're telling us? --- Yes, he was arrested for that.
One last question. You mentioned that there was a docket that your husband must have laid charges against
the people who burnt your house. That docket was lost. Who lost the docket? --- I don't know who lost this
/docket
docket because this docket was not available, because when this guy went there and then he told the police
that he was assaulted by my husband. My husband stabbed him, and this guy said my husband was trying to
take his watch, but my husband's docket wasn't there.
Thank you very much.
--------------------MRS GCABASHE: I've got a question ... (incomplete - end of Side A, Tape 1) ... we all sympathise with you.
We want to encourage you as well as in your pain. We sympathise with you and your family. We shall wait
and see whether we can actually help your or assist you in your wishes, but you should know that the
Commission doesn't have the authority or the powers. We will have to tell the President, come up with
suggestions or recommendations as to how to help you, then at the end of the day he is the one who passes
this to the Parliament, and it's the Parliament that makes the final decision as to what assistance we should
give you if you are going to get any assistance.
We thank you for being present. We ask the Lord to anoint your wounds and also help you in your difficulties.
Thank you.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Mrs Mohali, just let me make sure you can hear me, and that I can hear you. Can you
hear me through the earphones?
MRS MOHALI: Yes, I can hear you, Sir.
COMMISSIONER: All right. To help me, and to help the Commission, and also to help the people who are
here to hear your story, I would ask you to try and speak as loudly as possible, because everybody wants to
hear you. May I, on behalf of the Commission, welcome you very warmly to this hearing. You have not one,
but two very distressing and sat stories to tell, which involved your two sons, Bokile and Christopher, and
we're going to listen to that in a moment. It's a very heavy story, but you are amongst friends, and we will
hear you and we will sympathise with you as you tell that story. Before you start will you please stand so that
you can take the oath?
--------------------GLADYS MOSIDI MOHALI (Sworn, States)

MR BORAIN: Thank you very much. Please be seated. Mrs Mohali, you have been sitting and waiting for
your turn, and it can make one very nervous, but this is not a dentist's room, not even a doctor's room, it's a
Commission appointed by the President to hear your story, and I hope that you will be very relaxed as you
tell it, as much as it is possible to be under the circumstances. I am going to try and help you to tell that story,
and I may well have some questions for you, but first tell us your story, tell us who you are, where you come
from something of your background, and then tell us first about the death of your son, Bokile, and when we
have finished there you can tell us about the torture of your son,
/Christopher.
Christopher. We would like to hear from you now. --- My name is Mrs Mohali. I come from Rockland. When I
start relating this story of Bokkie. Bokkie's my son. He was at high school. At all times when he was still at
school the police used to come and trouble him at home. They used to arrest him and say he's an ANC
member. And at some stage it happened that he was arrested when he was with Christopher. They arrested
him and they kept him in a flat, and at times he would come back and at times I would run after him.
Thereafter in 1978 Bokkie skipped the country. I didn't even know that he had skipped the country. I looked
for him. I even went to the charge office to go and tell them that my son has disappeared and I don't know
where he's gone to. It was on a Friday. The following Monday a policeman came to my house. The
policeman was from the Special Branch. Then he came to tell us that my son had skipped the country. As we
were still sitting, not knowing where our children are, they told us that our children had gone to West
Germany, only to find that they were not in West Germany, they were in Lesotho. From there they came and
told us that we must go to Lesotho to look for our children in Lesotho, and we must come back with them.
They made special passports for us and we went to Lesotho. When we got to Lesotho we found them in a
camp. There was nobody at that camp. When we told them that the police had told us to bring them with they
told us that they cannot come back to South Africa because the policemen were assaulting them and were
troubling them, so they were not prepared to come back home. As we were still there he attended the school
at Lesotho. When he finished his matric they said he had got
/a scholarship.
a scholarship. I didn't even know where this scholarship was. He was still in Lesotho. We stayed without
them, and on a certain day we went to Lesotho once more. He phoned, he said the Maseru Cafe. He said I
will get them at the Maseru Cafe. Then he told me that he was still in Tanzania. Then he came back home.
Thereafter the police since 1978 never stopped troubling us. They would wake up in the morning, kick the
doors. When they get into the house they would cause confusion, break everything. We didn't know what
they wanted. They didn't even want to see Mr Mohali. That is when I opened up a case, because I realised
that they were going to kill my husband so I took it upon myself to continue with the case. From there in 1986
there came another lady by the name of Ma Stilo, Ginelwe Stilo. When she got me at home she said to me,
"Bokkie has died." I was surprised as to where was Bokkie when he died. She told me that he died in Thaba
Nchu. I asked her what had killed him. She told me it's the Thaba Nchu police who killed my son. I went to
Thaba Nchu. When I got to Thaba Nchu I asked at the charge office in Thaba Nchu as to who was killed.
They told me it was a terrorist from Lesotho. They further told me that I should come on the following
Monday. I asked them where my son had died. They told me about the Thaba Nchu location by the name of
Ramahale. I went to Ramahale. I asked this lady as to where does the person come from who died. She told
me that it was Steve's friend. Steve Bonganchu is my friend. Then they said he dumped - he left them and he
said he was going to pick them up later on. Thereafter I told her that according to my knowledge that was my
child, and as I am speaking you must look at
/this person
this person because he looks exactly like me, he is my son. On a Monday I went back to the Thaba Nchu
charge office to ask them about my son. I met with Captain Buckall. Captain Buckall is an Afrikaner and he

shouted at me. He kept on telling me that I shouldn't come and ask him about murderers, I must go out of the
office. I was very surprised as to what he meant. I didn't know what to do. I went out of the charge office. As I
was going out of the charge office I went to Mr Motsabe. When I got to Mr Motsabe I told him that Mr Buckall
had chased me out and told me that that wasn't my son, it was a terrorist from wherever he came from. I
went back to where he had died. When I got to where he had died they told me that he was in the house and
somebody came and told him that he must stay right there. The people who must come and fetch him, that is
the ANC people, will be there. Then he remained there. As he was still sleeping, according to the way the
son of that house was telling us, he said a man arrived in a car and told him to just stay there because they
were coming to fetch him. Only a few moments thereafter two cars came. Then he said, "Here are the two
cars that have come to fetch you." When he got there it wasn't two cars, it was many cars that had come.
When he tried to escape through the back door there were more cars with white people inside, and most of
them were Ladybrand cars having Ladybrand registrations, as well as Bophutatswana cars. At that time
when he tried to escape they shot him, and he rolled and rolled on the floor until such time that he got into
the toilet of the back opposite house. When he got in there they came and finished him off right inside the
toilet. They shot him, but he
/managed to
managed to get out still. As he was going out they threw him with a bomb, and the bomb exploded. When
this bomb exploded he was in tatters. That is from the chest, the arms. He looked very terrible. At that time I
went back to the police when I heard this message. I told the police that may they please give me the corpse
so that I can go bury my own son. They never ever wanted to talk to me, they didn't even want to give me the
corpse. They didn't even know that I knew about the corpse, I had already heard as to what had happened.
They refused to give me my son's corpse. I went there several times seeing my son's corpse. I couldn't get
my corpse. Mr Motsabe said to me he is going to get me an attorney. He went to Mr Kittens. Mr Kittens gave
me his partner, who was Mr Holtshausen. Mr Holtshausen took me or went with me. We went to Thaba
Nchu. When we got there I actually showed him that, "There's the man who killed my son. It is Mr Buckall."
When we got to Mr Buckall Mr Holtshausen told him who he is and where he comes from. He actually chased
him out of the office and said he didn't want to speak to him. He chased him out of the office. Thereafter we
went with Mr Holtshausen to where my son had died to go and fetch some statements. We wrote the
statements then came back. As we were coming back towards home - I stayed, I believe two days or three
days - my cousin came to me and said to me we should go right away. She has had news that the corpse my cousin is Doreen Sibuko. When Doreen got to me she told me that they say the corpse is in Moroka
Hospital. We went to Moroka Hospital to get the corpse. When we got to the hospital we met with the sister in
charge. We asked her
/as to
as to whether they did have an unknown corpse. She said yes, they do. We asked her as to where he is the
one who was killed by the police. She said yes. She said we should wait, she is going to speak to the
superintendent, because the superintendent had given orders that if anyone comes to look for the corpse
they should wait until they talk to him. For about an hour waiting for this sister. It was quite a long time, it
could have been more than an hour. When the sister came back she was very hurt. Apparently she was not
supposed to have told us that the corpse was there, and probably she was going to lose her job. She told us
to go to the superintendent's office because the superintendent wanted to see us. We went out to the
superintendent. When we got to him the superintendent told us that he is very sorry about us and the corpse,
because that corpse wasn't my son's it was a YB's corpse. They were controlling it and they had actually
taken it. I told him that the sister had told us that there was a corpse. He actually denied and said no, they
had taken the corpse. We were very surprised as to the contrasts. We went out crying, very confused, not
knowing what to do. I told Mr Motsabe. Mr Motsabe sent us to Red Cross so that we may find the corpse.
When Mr Motsabe came the Red Cross people they took the case. They took it to the Thaba Nchu Police

Station. They went there personally. They were told to go to the Bophutatswana headquarters. When they
were supposed to go there it was when they were told to go out to South Africa because they didn't know
what had happened to the corpse. I stayed. Last year we were told to wipe or take people who had died out
of the house permits. Now I had a house
/where he
where he had grown up. When I went to look for the death certificate from the ANC offices I was supposed to
take it to the court. The Court said they don't want that death certificate, they want a real death certificate as
to where the child had died. When I came from the ANC offices I went to Thaba Nchu. From Thaba Nchu I
told them that I am seeking my son's death certificate, and at Thaba Nchu they gave me a death certificate of
unknown corpse. They didn't write anything. They even gave me a grave number as to where the child had
been buried. I brought it with. When I got to court the Court couldn't accept. They further sent me back and
said they must make a proper death certificate, not a death certificate that have got a lot of unknown,
unknown information. Thereafter an MK member, Blackie, had helped me to obtain the first death certificate
that had unknowns. Now, when I couldn't get it I kept on going back to Mr Motsabe. When I went to
Mr Motsabe I told him that they had given me the death certificate at Thaba Nchu by Captain Mokubi. They
had given me that death certificate as well as the grave number. He said to me he will look for Colonel
Erasmus, who would go there, and I told him that I had told Captain Mokubi as to why he gave me such a
certificate because my son had a file there, and I had seen the file. When we got to Colonel Erasmus he took
us to Thaba Nchu, where I wanted to show him my son's file. And they refused to show me the photos as
well as the post-mortem report. The colonel went up and down with me. We even went to the grave. When
we got to the grave that grave had its own owner. It was written Maria Selamoni. It wasn't my son's grave.
The colonel went back to look for the file but he
/couldn't
couldn't get hold of the file. He left me and he told me that Buckall is in Bethuli, so we must go and look for
him in Bethuli. When we got to Bethuli Buckall was shown where the file is and he came out with the file.
Mr Motsabe said we should just leave the file as is, they'll see about it at the Truth Commission. I never knew
where my son's grave was. I don't know where his death certificate is. I don't have it in my possession.
I wonder if we could just pause there before we hear about Christopher. Just a few questions. You have told
a very terrifying story, and a very sad one, but you have been very, very brave. (Pause) Are you okay? Just
take your time. (Pause) Can we continue now? --- Yes, we can continue.
Thank you. Your son, Bokile, how old was he when he went to Lesotho in 1978? --- He was born in 1958.
So he was 20 years old. He was a young man. Was he very interested in politics as a young man? --- Yes,
he was very interested in politics.
Okay. And you went to see him in Lesotho. --- Yes, I went to look for him in Lesotho and I found him there.
Did he go with his brother or did he go on his own? --- He was together with other boys who were schooling
together with him. They left in a group.
And whilst he was in Lesotho he went to school and he got his matric, is that right? --- Yes, that's correct. He
went to school and he passed his matric. And I even asked him, "Who is paying for your school fees?" and
he said they are being subsidised by the interior.
Fine. And did you - were you in contact with him
/from time

from time to time, either by telephone or letter or friends, in any way? --- I personally went to Lesotho to visit
him.
Thank you. Now, in 1986 is that when he came back to the country? --- When he came back in 1986 he
wanted to see his brother in Lesotho, because he was now an MK member.
Which brother is that? --- Christopher.
Thank you. Now, when your son Bokile - Bokkie, I think you call him - when he came back to South Africa
was he working underground or was he - what was he doing? Was he in touch with you? --- He came to
Lesotho as an MK member, and then he wanted to see his younger brother. When he was supposed to go
back the Lesotho Government was overthrown by Leganya(?) and they couldn't get into any international
plane, so he had to come to South Africa so that he can go back.
I see. And you got a message that your son, Bokkie, had been killed, and that started a very, very, very long
journey from police station to police station, from mortuary, Red Cross, hospital, houses, townships, all
desperately trying to find out what had happened. Is that right? --- Yes, that's correct, because after receiving
the news that he had died I went to the police stations and they didn't allow me to see him. I even went to
Lesotho to find out whether had he been to Lesotho, and they said yes, he had been to Lesotho, but he is
now back. And I said to them, "No, he is not back, he is now dead." They said, "No, we don't believe you."
And to this day you don't know where Bokkie was buried, but tell me a little bit more about the person who
/told you
told you how he was killed by the Security Police. Who was that who told you that when you went to the
house? --- This house I got when I asked another policeman as to where my son had been killed. This
policeman told me it's Haramakari(?), and I must look for Mrs Matheho. I went there, I looked for the place
until I got the place, and I got Mrs Theko. That is where they told me what had actually happened. That is
Mrs Theko as well as her son. They told me how Bokkie had died, how come the police killed him. And when
the police went there they told me Bokkie, my son, had a bag, a travelling bag. That bag contained
ammunition as well as bullets. And when I saw this file this file was with Mr Motsabe. He is the one who
showed me.
(Inaudible) ... at all? --- No, I never saw the handbag, I just saw it in a photo.
(Inaudible) ... the Moroka Hospital because you heard that your son's body was there. Can you remember
the name of the superintendent? --- Yes, I still remember, but Christopher, my son, can tell the name. I have
forgotten the name.
(Inaudible) ... that later. Thank you very much. Now, who is Colonel Erasmus? --- Colonel Erasmus is the
person that Mr Motsabe got. Only Mr Motsabe knows who Colonel Erasmus is.
(Inaudible) ... to help you to find the file, and at last at Bethuli you saw the file, did you, on your son? --- Yes
... (inaudible - end of Side B, Tape 1) ... so that Buckall may point where he put the file.
And did you get to see the file? --- Yes, I did see the file. It was the second time I was seeing the
/file. I
file. I saw it when they were refusing to give it to me. They just showed it to me when I was at the Thaba
Nchu charge office. This file had my son's photos, as well as how the bomb had actually ripped his body

apart, but I couldn't see the face. At some of the photos he was sleeping on his tummy. I couldn't see his
face, I could only see his back. His body was destroyed savagely.
(Inaudible) ... more questions. You mentioned that there was a post-mortem and there was also an inquest,
but was that also in the file, so you haven't got copies of the findings of the post-mortem? --- (Inaudible) ...
that file. There was this bag which they say had ammunition. There was also where he fell, also where the
bomb had exploded. It's just two or three photos inside that file that I saw.
(Inaudible) ... very much. You've given us quite a lot of clues, and the Commission is obviously going to try
and contact the various police stations that you've mentioned to see if we can try and find out exactly what
happened, and very especially to try and find out where your son was buried, because I know that's very,
very important for you and your family. But now just before - and you've been very brave, and I don't want to
prolong this, but you did want to tell us, I think, about your second son, Christopher, who was detained, and
you said he was tortured. Could you tell us quite briefly what happened there. --- After Bokkie had gone they
went after Christopher, my younger son. At each and every time they were just on Christopher's neck. They
were trying to torture him because now his elder brother wasn't there. In 1980, when I realised that my child
can't go to school
/properly
properly any more, I went to Lesotho to try and seek a school for him to attend. He attended the school, and
they took him back to JC until he went to senior matric. He passed his matric in Cambridge. When he
finished his matric in Cambridge he had already got a scholarship. They had given him a scholarship that
they would give him a bursary because he had got distinctions in all his courses. When the schools were
closed Christopher came back home. When he came back home it was in 1984 now. When he came back
home the schools were closed. We went to work, that is my husband and I. We left Christopher asleep.
When Christopher was still asleep I got a call when I was at work. They told me that Christopher had been
handcuffed by the police. They also put a Balaclava on his eyes. I didn't know what was happening. I went to
tell my boss as to what was happening at home. My boss gave me money and she said I must hurry up and
see what was happening. I never went straight home. Just as I was from work I went to Fountain. When I got
to Fountain I asked to speak to Captain Prinsloo. They told me that Captain Prinsloo wasn't present at that
moment. Then I asked them as to whether there wasn't any male who was arrested. The policemen told me
that there wasn't any person of that description. As I was still talking, standing there, they were taking him
from the back. He heard my voice and they took him out, they took him to the cars. He didn't see where he
was going because they had put a Balaclava over his eyes. As I was standing there once policeman who
was at the door told me that I must go to Fuchsware to look for my son. They told me that that is where they
always keep our children. I went home to my
/husband
husband to tell him what had happened. He left his job at that time. We went up and down trying to look for
my son. We just couldn't get him anywhere. Others told us that he went to Oosvlei(?). We looked for him for
about three days in Oosvlei, but we couldn't get him. From there Christopher - that was after three days now.
I got a trunk call from Lesotho from our family. It said, Ma Mohali, please hurry and come and see your son. I
hurried and I went to Lesotho. When I got there ... (incomplete)
INTERPRETER: The interpreting service shall resume as soon as the witness is ready. (Pause) --- When I
got there Christopher was grievously assaulted. He said he was taken by Captain Prinsloo, as well as
another policeman by the name of Marapo. He said they had been kicking and assaulting him. They were
saying he must speak the truth because he was an ANC member because he was attending school in
Lesotho. He asked them - they said he must work for them when he gets to Lesotho. He must look for the
ANC members and inform them. He said he doesn't stay in Maseru, he is outside Maseru. He doesn't even

know where the ANC members are, he doesn't know anything about the ANC. They continued assaulting him
until he bled through his mouth, as well as his ears. Where there are holes blood was spilling out. He said
they told him to wash the pyjamas that he was wearing because he had bled on them. He couldn't wash the
pyjamas because he was swollen all over the place. Then they threw him outside the borders of Ficksburg.
As he was there he didn't know where to go. He was given an emergency passport which says, "I am sick,"
so he was
/taken to
taken to Quintu Hospital in Maseru. So they made a passport that he could go and see his mother, but I was
looking for him. Because Christopher didn't know where he was going he remembered the phone numbers of
one of the members of the family, that is the Maheta family. He phoned the Maheta family at Apatamayi(?),
where they took him to a doctor. They enlisted the help of a doctor to come and - when I got there I made this
passport in Takastad(?). I showed it to Captain Prinsloo. I said to him, "Look, I am still looking for my son.
You are keeping him here. Where does this passport come from?" They told me that my son was an ANC
member. I told them that my son was a student and he wasn't an ANC member, and he wasn't going to tell
me what was happening. He had already assaulted my child. I even said to him my child had died. Then he
was - he took out my son's watch that he had taken earlier on and gave it to me. Then I told him my son was
alive. And I told him that the doctor who had examined him had told me that if I had the means I could open
up a case, but now I am afraid. I am afraid of the forces that be. Then I left the case as it was. One day
Prinsloo sent me to my son. They said they wanted to see him because I was asking to take my son back.
When we got to the border - I was with Captain Prinsloo when we got to the border. They asked my son as to
whether he still agrees with what they told him earlier on. They said they wanted him to work for them. He
totally refused. He said that he won't work for them because they were killers as they had done to him. He
pointed out that assaulted him and he will not do it to other people, or help them do it to other people. Then
Prinsloo said to
/me, "You
me, "You are going back to Lesotho. You are never ever
are never ever going to come back to Bloemfontein." So, since 1984 my son has never been coming to
Bloemfontein. He didn't have a passport, he was staying in Lesotho until when the President, Mr Mandela,
came back. It's only then that he requested that he be made a passport to come back home. That's only then
that he came back.
Thank you very much. I will not keep you very long. --- Oh, I'm sorry, there's something that I left out. My
husband wasn't working because they were always troubling him. I took the case over because I realised that
they were going to kill my husband. We were in such difficult times. Even now my husband isn't working. We
are still pulling very hard because of the Afrikaners who were always troubling us. He got work at the location
at Mr Makofane's place. Mafisa and Mpanjani used to go there and go and insult him where he was working.
They used to violate him. Mafisa also used to harass me at work. He wanted to - he kept on fetching me from
work to ask me some questions. We pulled so very hard as from 1978 until 1991. We didn't sleep at nights.
We were being pointed with guns. They used to refer to us as dangerous people of the ANC. They would
knock at night, kick the doors. Some would even sleep outside. The neighbours were keeping an eye
because they were scared that they would throw a bomb or do something to us. I don't know what was
happening.
Tell me, your son, Christopher, where is now and what is he doing? --- He is working for the ANC.
Whereabouts? --- He's in Sanlam Plaza.

(Inaudible) ... Bloemfontein? --- Bloemfontein.
/A final
A final point. You mentioned that your daughter was
very disturbed by all the - the death of her brother, and the torture and the harassment and so many other
things. Has she been into hospital, or under a doctor or a psychologist? --- Yes, this child went to the doctors,
that is physicians. The physicians referred her to Orange Hospital, but she never came all right. My brother
took her to Johannesburg at a mental hospital. That is where she became better. I had already spent a lot of
money trying to get her to back to normal, but it didn't help.
Is she staying with you now? --- No, she doesn't stay with me. She got married in Gauteng.
Thank you very much. You've been through a horrible experience, and, as I said earlier, you've been very
brave. I have no more questions, and I am going to ask the Chairperson to take over.
--------------------CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much. Any further questions? Dr Mgojo.
DR MGOJO: Thank you very much, Ma Mohali. I am not going to be long too because I feel that you have
undergone a strain derived from your experiences. I just want to ask just a few things just to fill up.
Somewhere in your narrative you said that when Bokile was arrested he was kept in a flat. --- Yes, I said that.
Where was that flat, and whose flat was that? --- This was the Municipality flat in the township. It was called
the Native Affairs flat. We used to call it flat.
Thank you. You said again that the police once asked you to go and fetch your son in Lesotho, and when you
went there you found that he was in a camp which had
/nobody,
nobody, and he refused to come back. Did the police ask
you to give a report about your trip since you were sent by them? --- When I got to the police station I never
told them that I had got my son at the camp. I told them that I had got him from the street.
And did they ask you why he had refused to come back? --- He said he was scared that they would kill him.
He said he didn't want to come back, he was scared that the police would kill him.
Mrs Mohali, you know that these police were very inquisitive people. The question I am asking, when you
came back, since they knew that you had gone there, they had encouraged you to go there, did they come
back and say that, "Why did your son refuse to come back?" This is what I want to establish. They never
worried you about why he didn't want to come back? --- The police, when they said that we must go to
Lesotho, they said I must go to Fountain and tell them as to how I went. Then they asked me as to where my
son is. I told them that he refused. They asked me why. I told them that he was scared that they would kill
him. They said they wouldn't kill him, he must come back.
(Inaudible) ... your narratives you have mentioned the Security Police. I am not sure which Security Police
they are. You mentioned those from Thaba Nchu and those from Ladybrand. Were they the SAPs or the
Bophutatswana Government Police, or a mixture? --- According to what they said to me, that is where he
died, they said all the police came together. It was police from Ladybrand, as well as YB, as well as

Bloemfontein policemen were there, but the most were white people or white policemen.
/(Inaudible)
(Inaudible) ... now you know that the Truth
Commission is interested to the families too. How much has this affected you as a mother, these
experiences? --- They affected us so terribly, because each and every time we were in pain. I even had
diseases or suffered from certain illnesses because of what had happened. We lost so much due to running
from pillar to post trying to trace my son.
Thank you.
--------------------You have already heard from Mr Borain how we sympathise with you in all the troubles that you've been
through. It's not easy to comfort people, but we are trying. Even if we are weak, but we always say let God be
the person who comforts you, let Him be the person who takes car of you, because the story that you have
told us today is a very sorrowful one that your son had been killed in that way, and thereafter you didn't even
know where he was buried. To add to that the one coming after him was also tortured as you have indicated.
We want to thank all the women, because they are brave. You women are very powerful women. You are
forgiving, and that surprises us. May God be with you and your family in this time of trouble. We all know that
He is Emmanuel and He will be with you. We are free today, we have freedom today, because most people
sacrificed themselves. Your children were also sacrifices. We thank you. May God bless you. We want to
thank you.
--------------------MR BORAIN: Mr Kaloti, could you put the earphones on please. You have your sister with you today.
MR KALOTI: Yes.
MR BORAIN: We'd like to welcome you both, and I know your name, Elvis Kaloti, is that correct?
MR KALOTI: Yes.
MR BORAIN: I am not sure about your sister's name. Perhaps she could tell me, or you could tell me your
name, or you could tell me your sister's name.
MR KALOTI: She is Ellen Kaloti.
MR BORAIN: Thank you very much. Now, are you both going to speak, or just you, Mr Kaloti?
MR KALOTI: No, she's speaking.
MR BORAIN: She's going to be speaking?
MR KALOTI: Yes.
MR BORAIN: And you as well?
MR KALOTI: No.

MR BORAIN: No. So it's just - okay. All right, that's Ellen Kaloti. I want to welcome both of you very warmly to
the witness stand. Thank you for waiting. I suppose you wondered if you were ever going to have your
chance. You can hear me all right on the earphones, no problem? Wonderful. Thank you very much indeed.
This is a story about detention, torture and harassment. That is the story you're going to tell, but before you
do I must ask you to take the oath, so I'll be grateful if you will please stand.
--------------------ELLEN KALOTI (Sworn, States)
MR BORAIN: Commissioner Lyster is going to help you to tell the story, and I am going to hand over to him
now.
/MR LYSTER:
MR LYSTER: Thank you, Mrs Kaloti. I understand that the evidence that you will give relates to the assault
and torture or your brother, Elvis, who is with you today, and that he has requested you to speak and tell us
about this because you were there when this happened. Can you tell us that story, and before you do that will
you just tell us something about where you lived, you and your brothers. Just give a short background to this
incident which you're going to tell us about. Thank you. --- We are staying in 1160 Mogwane Street, Bathu
Location. In that year when we have this pain it was in the evening when the police came in. It was white
police. There were also black policemen, but they were outside in the van. They knocked at the door, and
when they opened they said they were looking for Edwin. When they knock Edwin said we must hide him.
We did that. When they get into his bedroom we told them that, "This is Elvis, not Edwin." They pulled him
while he was still sleeping. He was beaten up. He was bleeding profusely through the mouth and the ears. In
front of the door where they were beating him there was some pool of blood. He couldn't even scream, he
was so quiet. We thought that he was dead. One of the police came inside the house and then he took a
bucket of water. It was very cold in that day because it was winter. He just threw the water over his body.
They took him. They put him inside the van. When I was prepared to sleep I couldn't sleep, it was very
painful, and then I woke up my sister and then I told her that we must go to Philonomi Hospital, maybe they
are taking him there. Then my sister said, "Let's go. There was no - the street was so quiet, it was very dark
outside. Our parents said to us, "How
/"are you
"are you going to reach that place?" I said to my mother, "God is there. He is going to accompany us." It was
like that, and then we went there. When we arrived at the Philonomi Hospital there were security guards
outside. By that time we were not allowed - if you are sick you are not allowed to get inside the hospital. I
said to her we must just - we must plan as if I pretend as if I am sick. They allowed us to get inside. When we
were in Philonomi there were police in the passages of Philonomi Hospital. Then we came back. We met this
other girl on the way who is a nurse in Philonomi Hospital, who asked us what is it that we are looking for. I
told her that - I asked if the police didn't came with a boy who was bleeding. They said he is inside. And then
I said I was afraid to go in and check, and then she said, "You must go in and check." When I tried to look
one of the policemen was looking at us, and then I had to go back again ... (inaudible - end of Side A, Tape
2) ... and I couldn't hear what was going on. I told my sister that, "This is not going to help. Rather go back
home." We went back home. He was in the hospital for three days. There was - he was unconscious, he was
in a coma. We used to go there just to watch him, and then we'd go back again because we couldn't
communicate. After three months he was still in hospital. On that particular day when I went to see him I
found out the police had taken him. I went back home and I told them that the police have taken him. We
couldn't sleep at night, even during the day. Even where I was working the police were always coming too,
but each time when they go to fetch me at work they said to me they are looking for Edwin. I used to tell them
that I don't even know where

/is Edwin.
is Edwin. Since I last saw him during that particular night I never saw him again. They were always giving me
a hard time. One day they came to my workplace, they said I must give them Edwin's photos, and I told them
that I don't have Edwin's photos. They said to me ... (incomplete)
INTERPRETER: The interpretation service will resume as soon as the speaker is ready. (Pause) --- They
said to me they knew, they heard where he is, he was in Lesotho. They said to me I must go to Lesotho and
bring him back. I told them that I don't even know Lesotho and I am not going there. I don't even have
relatives there. I told them that I am not going there. This Prinsloo came to me. He said to me he is going to
arrest me. I said to him, "Instead of arresting me, I don't even know because I am not always with the kids,
you'd better kill me because I am not going there." I never saw him again.
MR LYSTER: Thank you, Mrs Kaloti. You said Elvis was in hospital for about three months, and was he
discharged after that, and what happened to him after he was discharged? --- When we were in Philonomi
looking for him we got the message that the police took him. I've been to each and every police station, I
couldn't get him. But what was surprising, there was this other lady whose children were also arrested. They
said even Elvis was in their case also with her children. She always tell me when she was going to court, and
I went there with the hope that I will get Elvis. And then I asked where was Elvis. The Judge told the police
that he is somewhere in Bathu. He said they must go and fetch him. They brought him. When I asked why
didn't they brought him before then
/he said
he said the police were always taking him to assault him somewhere else. They always asked him where
was his brother, whether he belongs to any of the political organisations, who were those people who were
always recruiting them in those organisations?
And eventually did Elvis come back to the family house? --- He came back on the day of the case. It was 14
or 16 of them. One of them was released by the name of Madlathela.
(Inaudible) ... convicted of anything, or was he released by the Court? --- He was released without any
questions. There were no questions that were asked to him. It was the only children who were being
questioned, because when the police started to visit us they were not looking for him, they were looking for
Edwin, therefore he was the one who was being tortured.
Just to clarify that, Edwin is the older brother of Elvis, is that correct? --- Yes, it's true.
(Inaudible) ... the police were looking for Edwin? --- I didn't know the reason, and I didn't know where were
they going to take him to.
Was Edwin a member of any political party at the time? --- He was a member of the ANC.
And you mentioned a policeman by the name of Prinsloo. Is he from the South African Police, the SAP, or
Bophutatswana Police? --- He was in the Fountain offices from the Special Branch.
And another witness this morning has also mentioned the word Fountain Police, and in many of the
statement that we have taken from people from this area they have mentioned Fountain Police. What was
Fountain? --- It
/is a place

is a place where the Special Branch police are posted.
Also you didn't clarify which year this took place, Mrs Kaloti. Can we just clarify that. When was Elvis taken to
Philonomi Hospital? --- It was in 1979. It was just after a local policeman's house was burnt down, and his
name was Mojaki. He was staying in Malay Camp. On the same night when his house was burnt Elvis was
assaulted. They were actually looking for Edwin, not Elvis.
(Inaudible) ... at the time of this assault? --- He was 18 years.
(Inaudible) --- Yes, he was still schooling at Lekayi Primary School, and his brother was in Sifunelo High
School.
Has this experience, his assault, has it affected him in any way that you are able to say? --- Yes, it affected
him mentally, because even now he is at home. He is doing nothing. He is unemployed. Our mother is taking
care of him. She is doing everything for him. Even he is sick my mom has to take him to the doctor, and
every time he is sick we know that it is a mental disorder. In 1990, it was in December on the 24th, he was
sleeping. I don't know what was happening to him, and I don't know how did he feel, but he was shouting,
and when we got into his bedroom he was a changed person. And when we asked him what was the matter
he fell, and we called an ambulance to take him to Philonomi Hospital. He was released the next day on the
25th, and then he wasn't - he wasn't okay. He has a mental problem if I have to indicate that.
And is he taking any sort of medication for that? --- No, he is not under any medication.
/Is he
Is he receiving any grant of any sort, disability grant? --- No.
Mrs Kaloti, do you remember the names of any of the policemen who you witnessed assaulting your brother?
--- I can't remember their names, but I can identify them.
(Inaudible) ... working, or where they are based? --- I didn't know where do they live, but what I know it was
white policemen.
How did they actually assault him? --- They were hitting him with guns, big guns, and they were hitting him
right on his head. And they used to point us with those guns so that we can go back inside the house.
And what became of Edwin, Mrs Kaloti? --- Since Edwin left and we didn't even know where he was until the
day when they came and said to me I must go to Lesotho. That's when I said I am not going to Lesotho. And
I heard that he was in Tanzania until the day he came home again to stay with us.
And is he staying with you presently? --- He is not staying with us.
But is he back in the country, he's living here, is that right? --- Yes, he is around.
I'll hand over now back to the Chairman and ask if there are any other questions that other people would like
to ask.
--------------------CHAIRMAN: Thank you. Any further questions? Dr Mgojo.
DR MGOJO: Thank you very much, my sister. Are there any reasons that Edwin has been away from home
for such a long time when most of the people were very anxious to get home? That when he is back in South

Africa he does not go
/home and
home and stay at home? Have you inquired from him why he cannot come back at home and stay at home?
--- I never asked for any reason because I didn't know where he was. But I wanted to the police where were
they going to take him to, and they didn't tell me where they were going to take him to.
You said that Edwin is back now. When Commissioner Richard Lyster was asking you you said that he is
back now in the country, and the question was that is he living with you at home, and you said that no, he is
not at home. Now, it means that now he has got a freedom of movement now because of the new South
Africa now that things have changed. Why I am interested, is there any reason why he does not stay at home
now? --- There's no reason. It's just that he feels that he is going to stay wherever he stays right now,
because sometimes he is working. He is working for the Umkhonto we Sizwe, so he decided to stay where
he stays right now.
In the statement here it is said that Elvis Kaloti does not have a permanent job, and he would like to have a
permanent job. What type of a job would you think that he would do, because you have already said that he
is mentally sick ... (inaudible) --- With hands he can work. Any kind of job he can do. Things like cleaning.
Any job that he is capable of doing he feels that it's right for him.
Thank you, Sir.
--------------------CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much for the evidence that you have brought forward. We don't know at the
moment, maybe the Commission can help as he is not well. Maybe there is
/something
something that he can get. As we are still telling the others that God be with you, and we can also try that we
be of assistance to you. Thank you very much.
--------------------MR BORAIN: Mr Mekwe, can you hear my voice all right on the earphones?
MR MEKWE: I can hear very well.
MR BORAIN: Good. Thank you very much. I can hear you too, so we can make a start. You are very
welcome. We are pleased to see you. You are going to tell a story about what happened to you, not about
what happened to someone else, and in telling a story it brings back many memories, and some of those are
very painful, and we hope that in the telling of the story it will not a distressful experience but a healing one,
because please remember that you are telling this story to people who have been asked by the President to
hear what you have to say so that South Africa can know, and indeed the world can know, what took place
during many years in our country. We feel deeply for you, and so many others like you, and we wait to hear
what you have to say. Before you start would you please stand for the oath?
--------------------RATSEBE JEREMIAH MEKWE (Sworn, States)
MR BORAIN: Thank you very much. Mr Dlamini is going to assist you in the telling of your own story, and I

hand over to him now. Thank you.
MR DLAMINI: Thank you, Mr Mekwe. We appreciate the opportunity that you have accorded us to share your
experiences, which go back to 1971. And before perhaps we could ask clarifying questions can I ask you to
relate this story as it happened. Thank you. --- It was on the 7th of May 1971. It was on a Friday. I was at
work. As I was going out of my office, proceeding to the toilet, my co-worker called me and told me that
police were
/looking
looking for me. As I got there I saw quite a number of guys, there may have been 24 or 25. They were all
white and they asked me what my name was. I told them my name was Jeremiah Mekwe. They handcuffed
me, they put me into the car. I told them to phone somebody and tell her that I have been arrested. They
refused. They took me to the police station. I told them it was the first time that I was being arrested, I don't
know anything about the police station. They told me about 180 days. As we came they asked me where I
was attending school. They asked me when did I come to Welkom. I told them it was in 1982. They asked me
names of people that I knew all of them. They said to me I should know these people. They asked me quite a
number of persons. Each time I told them they used to say the right person, the right person. Thereafter they
said I should show them where I slept. I showed them my bedroom. They took my school books. They took
all these books. I thought I had stolen books. They took me on a Friday, and Monday they came back to me
and said they were taking me to Virginia Police Station. That is where they assaulted me, they said I must
talk. They said I had said at some stage that I am going to put all the white people in the sea because I didn't
want them. They assaulted me repeatedly. They took me to Virginia River. They put me into a sack and they
threw me in there. They kept on saying I must speak the truth, I must admit that I at some stage said I will put
all the white people in the sea. When I went to court I told the Court that all the things that I had said before I
had said them under duress. I was sickly. Then I was taken to a doctor. I was very much afraid. Each thing
they said I
/admitted.
admitted, even if I didn't know. They told me that they didn't actually want me, they wanted six people. They
wanted Mr Malema, Mr Rabushaba, Mr Libenya. There were five actually. They said if I could get all those
people they'll leave me. I said, "Oh, you're hitting me, you're assaulting me because you want other people."
It's only then that they charged me. I don't know what they were charging me for. In 1971 they told me that I
am supposed to appear in court. When I got there I got all papers which were alleging that I was a PAC
member, I was trying to overthrow the Government. When we got to court the court was held in
Bloemfontein. Accused No 1 was John Coetzee, No 2 was Lithiyane, No 3 was Mr Mekwe, No 4 was
Rabushaba, No 5 was Libenya, 6 Malema. The three of us got four years, the other five got five years. On
the 2nd of December - on the second week they told us we should prepare ourselves, we were going to
Pretoria. We saw a Land Rover coming. There was a man who was speaking Afrikaans. I thought it was a
white man, but it wasn't. I saw this car proceeding upwards. We went in this Land Rover, we went past
Bloemfontein to Beaufort West. When we got there the gentleman who was inside told me that we were
proceeding for Robben Island, but he was afraid to speak. When we got to Cape Town, in Newland Prison, at
6 o'clock I said, "I am very young. Where are you taking me to?" We got so many people there. We looked at
the blackboard and it was written 1 016. I was surprised that I could be taken as Robben Island as young as I
was. I regarded that as a misdemeanour, not a serious offence, so I was surprised why they were taking me
to the Robben Island. I met Steve Tshwete and all the other people who
/were there
were there. These old men told me, "My child, we can see that you don't know anything about politics." I
admitted that I didn't know anything about politics. I said to them, "No, I don't know what I have been arrested

for, so I just want to sit and think." They said to me I must join the organisations because when I go outside I
will be harassed by the police. I ended up joining the organisations. Then they told me that I was going to do
one year in Robben Island. When I went out I was taken to Pretoria - Port Elizabeth. I stayed for quite a few
weeks. They took me to East London Juvenile Prison. I stayed for a few months. They took me to Welkom.
They took me to Ligwa(?) maximum prison. I stayed for a few weeks. They took me to Bethlehem. I stayed
three days. It was like I had stayed there for three years, because I was being thrown in and out of every
prison. They took me and they said I was going to be interrogated, I am going to be taken to Welkom, to
Qua-Qua. I was even given a house there. I asked, "What is actually going on?" because I was being to
another country now. By then the Minister of Justice was Mr Ben Johnson. He allowed me to come to
Welkom. When I got there they were following me. I got my mother. My mother was sick, she suffered a
stroke. My father had also left the police force because he was sick. I met another gentleman who said
whoever was coming from Robben Island could be helped financially. He gave me an address as 81 Jureson
Street in Braamfontein, South African Council of Churches. It was still being led by John Rees. When I came
back I was arrested once more. They said to me I was taking money from the communists. When I came
back from there they said, "We said to you you
/"must deal
"must deal with the mines, don't get into the towns." They took me another time. They arrested me for two
years. Then in 1977 I said to them, "If I come out of this prison please don't harass me any more. I have just
had enough of your harassment." Then they took me, they said, "There comes a communist."
Thank you, Mr Mekwe. I just want to ask a few clarifying questions. You mentioned that when you were
arrested you were too young to understand what was happening. How old were you? --- I was born in 1946 in
January on the 21st.
And also you said that you were coming from work. What type of job were you doing at that time? --- I was a
clerk.
Can you tell us more about the organisation and the duties that you were performing as a clerk? --- I used to
do quite a number of jobs. I would be a clerk, an accountant, because at that time they used to just give you
work, just ordinary work, ordinary office work. I was doing quite a number of jobs. When they see that there's
something that - I was also a storeman. When they see that there's an odd job they would give it to you.
(Inaudible) ...the company you were working for? --- It was Welkom Engineering.
Thank you. Can you also tell us about your family, the wife and the children in particular? I know that at the
moment you are staying with your mother. --- I had a wife, as well as kids. When I remember quite well,
according to the old laws when you get arrested the Security Police would go and tell your wife that she must
divorce you because he is going to die in Robben Island.
/So women
So women used to listen to that, so when she came back she divorced me.
Thank you. And the children, where are they and how old are they? --- Since they ran away with their mother
I have never seen them. Even when my father died they never came to the funeral. I never saw them again.
--------------------The conviction that was imposed on you by the Court in Bloemfontein, what was the nature of the conviction?
What was the offence? --- When the Court told me - according to my attorney they said to me I don't know
anything. They said to me I must tell the Court as to how I was arrested. I told them that I was assaulted, I

was never told - I was just told that I was a member of PAC, I was a member of all those organisations. So
the Court threw away such evidence, they said to me I was vague.
In your opinion what do you think was the real reason behind your arrest and sentencing? --- That question is
a very beautiful question that should be asked. When we asked the gentlemen with whom I was arrested
there was a Council here in Welkom. This Council used to harass people, and there was also another
Council in 1969. We followed up that Council. As we were following it up unfortunately the people with whom
we were arrested, Moses Libenya and John Coetzee, they had a book called, "Cry Our Beloved Country." At
the time that book was banned. Now, these police got this clue that this gentleman who we were attending
school with, that is me, we had this banned book in our possession. Now the police told me if I point out the
people who were in possession of that book they would release me. Now, I saw it was
/difficult
difficult because they ... (incomplete - end of Side B, Tape 2) ... myself how could I have handled such a gun.
I don't even know where Tanzania is. I don't know even know Bloemfontein, I am from Welkom. I know
Welkom. You can ask me about Welkom.
One more last question from myself and then I'll hand over to the Chairperson. Are you presently employed?
--- I am not working at all. When I work I work only for three weeks, then they tell me that they don't want me.
Now I am working as a volunteer in the offices. I help in the welfare department, especially in the pensions
department, especially when the white people rob them. I help in so many ways, as well as grants. Now they
help me financially because they know that I am not working.
(Inaudible) ... Mekwe. I'll now hand over to the Chairperson.
--------------------CHAIRMAN: Thank you. We thank you very much. We can see that you are grown up now. We thank you for
the story that you've related to us, and the manner which you were harassed. We hope that this Commission
would perhaps be able to assist you in any which way it can. We will help. We thank you very much.
--------------------MR BORAIN: Good afternoon, Mrs Matsunyane. Can you hear me all right?
MRS MATSUNYANE: I hear you perfectly well, Sir.
MR BORAIN: Good. Thank you very much. I would like to say a very warm word of welcome to you. It's been
quite a long morning, and we are delighted that you are finally at the witness stand and ready to tell your
story, which goes back to 1988 and '89, when your house, according to your story, was petrol bombed.
Before you tell that story, and the suffering that that brought about, will you please stand for the taking of the
oath.
--------------------METABO ADELENA MATSUNYANE (Sworn, States)
MR BORAIN: Thank you, please be seated. Mrs Matsunyane, my colleague, Mrs Gcabashe, is now going to
take over from me and she is going to help you to tell the story. Thank you.
MRS GCABASHE: Good morning, Ma'am. We are really delighted that you could come to the Commission.
Can you first start and, you know, tell us more briefly about your family, and thereafter you will tell us about

what happened to your family according to the statement you have given us. Can you hear me? --- I think I
cannot hear you perfectly well.
Can you hear me? --- I will request you to speak a bit louder because I don't hear you.
Can you please just explain briefly about your family life, as well as all that happened until now, whatever
you've written in your statement. --- Shortly I can say as from 1988, that is in 1988, I was with my children in
the house. It was towards 10 o'clock. As we
/were still
were still sitting I was actually preparing them for their concert. Just before we finished we went into our
bedrooms, we prepared ourselves to sleep. Now, I have a five-year-old grandson, who used to remind me
that we should pray. Just as he started praying he said amen, then we heard a loud noise, a loud bang on
top of the roof. Many stones were being hurled on top of the roof, as well as through the windows, and the
stones were falling into the house. By God's mercy there isn't even a single stone that hit any of the children.
I stood and held the door. I tried to shake the door as if I was going to go out just to scare them, but I didn't
actually go out. When we looked through the windows we saw girls and boys, many of them, quite a group.
They were going out of the window. Some were going out of the gate. When it became in the morning I heard
that these children slept at the reverend's place. That is our elder at the Catholic Church. That is where that
group went to sleep at the reverend's place. My child woke up. That is my granddaughter, went to the police
station. The policemen came in and they just looked scantily. They asked what happened. We didn't even
know who had attacked us. It was at night, we couldn't identify any of them. But we slept. We didn't have
windows, we had to sleep using doors to close the windows. We thought they would come back for us, but
well, they didn't come back. The police did not help me in any way. They just looked and did nothing,
because I said to them, "I don't know who the people were." They were not old people, they were very young
children. They said I should find out who the people were so that I can open a case. It was in 1980,
/and in
and in 1989 they burnt my house.
Can I ask you a question? You said it was in 1999. Do you want to say it was in another year maybe? --They started in 1988. They only threw stones, and in 1989 they burnt my house. In 1990 again they burnt. It
was three years consecutively.
Are you finished telling your story? --- I think I was still on the 1988 issue. In 1989 after they have burnt my
house we went to the police station, and the police came and they took photos. They went all around the
house, they took photos, they saw everything that was burnt to ashes, and they asked me whether do I know
those people. And I said to them, "No, I do not know the people." But there was a boy who used to come and
help me at home. I would send him to go and fetch me water with a barrow, and he told me, he whispered to
me who the people were. And the police were also there at the time he was telling this story. I regretted the
fact that I took his name to the police because he was severely assaulted and he had to run away from his
home to go and stay in Lesotho. He left schooling. He was a young boy. I was so hurt, my heart was
troubled, and I said to myself it could have been better if it was my child. I felt sorry for this boy for what
happened to him. He came back home after quite a long time. The police would take me and put me into the
van together with him, and we would drive around the township in the B Section, and they would say to us,
"Point the boys who did this to your house." But this boy couldn't identify any one of them. I didn't know one
of them, but I had to be in the van every day they were conducting their searched. And I was then
/accused

accused - the boy was then accused, because they said to him, "We saw you in the police van. We saw you
with the police. You were going to tell them that we burnt Mrs Matsunyane's house," and they would assault
him and they would harass him. In 1990 I was sitting in front of my house, and I called another neighbour so
that we can go to a funeral. While we were still talking, discussing this issue of going to the funeral, I saw a
group of young people coming, and they stopped right in front of my house. It was in the afternoon at about 4
o'clock. And they made a circle, and after that they talked. It was right in front of my house, and I said to this
woman, "Let us go and sit on the stoep." We didn't hear anything that they were saying. Then they dispersed.
They chased away the young ones, they said, "Go, go." The young ones went off, and the elderly ones
stayed behind and they were talking. After a while they dispersed and they all took different directions. I said
to this woman, "I am now scared. I have asked you to go to the funeral with me, but I am not relaxed at all.
Can you please go," and that woman left. It was on the 16th of June. The same night we heard bombs. It was
just after we've enjoyed our supper. My house was surrounded, but luckily nobody was injured in that case.
All the things in my bedroom were burnt, but something surprising - there was a small table. We used to put a
Bible on that table, and some few books. This table was burnt into ashes, but the book, the Bible, was not
even affected, it just fell on top of those ashes. It was not affected by the fire. Even the police, the sergeants,
were pointing - were looking at this, were showing the others, because there were ashes, but the
/Bible fell
Bible fell when the table was burning, but the Bible was not burnt. It was a long story. I lost everything. I was
mentally disturbed. The police even in that case did not help me. Everything ended up nowhere. I didn't find
any assistance of any kind. I think I am finished.
We thank you, Mrs Matsunyane. I think you've said everything you wanted to say. --- Yes, I think I have
finished everything I wanted to say.
And we are grateful to hear that your Bible was not affected in that fire. It shows exactly the grace of God that
is for each one of us here. I have a few questions to ask so that we can get clarity on certain issues. If I
listened to you carefully you said you were busy preparing yourselves for a leader who was to come. Do you
know the name of the leader? --- I think it is Dr T K Mobede.
The second question that I still want to ask.
INTERPRETER: The speaker's mike is not on.
MRS GCABASHE: Can you please tell us what was this ... Dikwankwetla(?)? --- Are you asking me who
were they? Can you please tell us briefly about Dikwankwetla? --- I have to tell you that I was so fond of the
Dikwankwetla. It was a party.
I didn't quite understand you. --- I think I have a problem with my ears.
Did you hear my question? --- Can you please repeat your question.
In your statement to referred to a party called Dikwankwetla. Can you tell us a bit what this party was all
about? --- I stayed in Thaba Nchu for quite a long time. I didn't have any place to stay for quite a long
/time, and
time, and every time I would go and find a place to stay they would refer me to Qua-Qua. I didn't know
anything connected to politics, I wanted a place to stay like a mother who's got children. I didn't want to be
lodging all over Thaba Nchu. Now, this Dikwankwetla party gave us a place to say in Butsabelo, and I
decided to join. There was no any good reason to follow this party, but I wanted a house to stay in and I
joined them.

You stayed in Butsabelo? --- Yes, we stayed in Butsabelo. We are the first people to stay in Butsabelo.
You even further said that the children who threw stones at your house, who burnt it, went to stay with the
reverend, the father at the Roman Catholic Church. Do you remember the name of the father? --- His name
is Mr Motsula.
Now, these children who burnt your house, did you have an idea of whether they belonged to any party or
not? --- Yes, they were the ANC. Yes, they belonged to the ANC.
If I may ask you a question. Is there anything that you would like the Commission to help you with, even if we
don't have those powers? --- I lost so many things, and being a single woman without a husband I would
request the Commission to help me with the house. I would like my house to be repaired, and if I can be
given money so that I can buy the furniture that got damaged. Because even at the police station they have
information regarding the value of the furniture.
The last question that I have. The policemen you reported this matter to, were they the Bophutatswana
Police or the South African Police? The police station
/that you
that you went to report this matter to? --- It was a police station in Butsabelo.
Were they the South African Police or Bophutatswana Police? --- No, they were not Bophutatswana Police,
they were Butsabelo Police.
Thank you very much. We have listened to your story, and then I will now take everything back to the
Chairman so that he can conclude.
--------------------Mother, I just want to pursue that question which was asked by Mrs Virginia Gcabashe about the children
who burnt your house and they were kept in the mission of a Roman Catholic father. What was the
connection between this father and the children? Do you know of any connection? --- I don't know. I don't
know their relationship. I was told by his child, because he woke up the next morning early to come and tell
me that the youths slept at his home.
Did this father know that these children were involved in burning people's houses? --- I don't have any
information. I don't know whether he knew that these youths were burning houses.
You never complained to him, asked him why he was keeping the people who were burning? --- I went to
him. I went to him after receiving the news that the youths slept over at his house. He also came to inspect
my house, and I told him, "I heard that they were overnight at your place." He said, "Yes. While I was
sleeping I heard a group of people getting into my house, into the bedroom where my children were
sleeping," and he could hear them saying, "Can you please switch the lights
/"off," and
"off," and they switched the lights off. They all slept at his house.
To put the record straight maybe, so this was not the Catholic priest. It was the Catholic elder, not the priest.
Is that true? --- It was the Catholic elder, not the priest.
---------------------

CHAIRMAN: We really feel with you for the tortures that you have been through, and we try to explain to
people that this is a Commission that has been put in place to listen to the different stories of our country. We
don't want to put anybody aside. We have to listen to both sides and then we have to understand that people
suffered a lot and they were harassed. Some of them were harassed by the police, and some of them were
harassed by the ANC and some other parties. As the Commission we have to find out the truth, and then we
have to listen to all people. I am trying to say this, that even if we are listening here we are not allowed that if
a person belongs to a different party then people should now start groaning, because if that is the case I will
have to clear this hall, because we are here to listen to different stories from different people. If a person is a
Nationalist Party we have to listen to him. If he is white we have to listen to him, because we say this is a
Truth and Reconciliation Commission. You do not reconcile with your friend, you reconcile with your friend
you hated before. Now, the President of the country has put us here to listen to everybody. I am now
requesting that we do not react when we hear the stories that we don't associate ourselves with. We don't
have to feel any bad at all.
/By so saying
By so saying I want to say to you, Mrs Matsunyane, that we feel sorry for what you have been through. We
don't mind which party you belong to, but you have the right to come before the Commission, you have the
right to get a sympathy from our side. As we have been saying throughout, we would ask God to be with you,
we would ask Him to console you. We want to thank you.
--------------------MR BORAIN: (Inaudible) ... to see you. You have a story to tell about your son, who died in very mysterious
circumstances, and we are going to listen very carefully to your story. It is a story full of grief, because to lose
a son is very painful. I would ask you please to stand to take the oath.
--------------------ERICA DOREEN MOTSABE KOKUNSI (Sworn, States)
MR BORAIN: Thank you very much indeed. Mrs Kokunsi, Dr Mgojo is going to lead you as you tell your
story, and I hand over to him now.
DR MGOJO: Can you speak Zulu or Xhosa? --- I speak Sotho.
Ma'am, just relax and be free to tell all what you want to tell the Commission. Don't reserve anything. This is
your only chance where you can tell your pain. Can you please tell us about your family and the background,
and when you have finished then tell us about this story, what happened? --- I was married in Zeerust. I am
talking about something that I didn't declare in my statement. My surname was Mnisi. As I was married in
Zeerust I stayed at home for 11 years, staying with my mother. After my mother had died - during those 11
years of staying at home I had a person that I got involved with because my husband had left me for quite a
long time. That is Lindikile Mnisi. I had two children. As I was still at home after my mother had died I asked
my boss - there was absolutely no life at home, so I asked my boss to get me a house in Rockland. My boss
couldn't get me a house in Rockland until I got this partner that I got involved with. I ultimately got divorced.
Thereafter I
/went to
went to stay in Rockland with my partner. We had a child, a son. Thereafter my son, Lindikile, I don't know
whether he realised that we didn't have a life, so he wasn't very impressed. My son disappeared. During that
time of his disappearance I heard stories that he was in Botswana. They used to name it Munsiwa at that

time. I think my child was staying quite well with his stepmother. When he came back he was totally
destroyed. When he came back I tried to do some cultural cleansing so that my child could be fixed. That is
our culture, it's part of our culture. Then he became fine. He went to night school, he attended night school,
because at the time he left he was in standard seven or eight. As he was still attending this school he
disappeared, and we didn't know where he went to. That was in 1976. That is when he started disappearing
and reappearing. He would disappear for quite some time without us knowing where he was. At some stage I
heard that he went with his friends. That was two children, Mr Madiba's children. They went with my son,
they went to Lesotho. As I was preparing myself to go to Lesotho to go and see my son I met Mr Shele. He
told me that he had met my son and my son had asked me to send him a denim or a jean. He told me I
mustn't go to Lesotho any more because they had gone to Tanzania. That very night I just couldn't sleep, I
was crying, because I was preparing myself for Lesotho to see my son. Since then I haven't seen him, since
they said he went to Tanzania. The very same year I was surprised when they inaugurated the President
Mandela they said our children who had gone would come back. I was looking forward that my son would
also come back. I saw all the children had come back to
/Bloemfontein.
Bloemfontein. I went to ask. There is another one who was a friend to my son. I asked this boy as to whether
my son was coming back or not, because all of them had come back. I wanted to find out where my son was.
This friend told me that I shouldn't actually bother myself, because if my son wanted to contact me he would
contact me, because he is alive. Then I went to Mrs Muthibi at UB Centre. I asked Mrs Muthibi whether they
couldn't help me to look for my son, because since he went to Tanzania all the other children had come back,
but mine hadn't come back. Way back in 1990, especially 1995, my younger child told me that she had met
Basi Muwadira. She told me that my brother had died. I felt very had because I didn't know what was
happening, and apparently our children do drink or take intoxicating liquor, so I didn't know what happened.
Now, as we were told that we tried to make a follow up. I met Basi. Basi told me that my son, Lindikile, had
died. I tried to ignore him, and I told him that all the children who had died were brought back to be buried by
their parents and their loved ones. How come my own son wasn't coming back to be buried? Even Basi's
relative - all the children were buried in Bloemfontein, so my son should also come. I want to bury him, so I
don't believe that my son is dead, or my child. Muwadira came to me. He explained to me. He said he was
always scared to come and tell me. He told me that he didn't have a good life because he wasn't working.
Then he tried to get work. Then he even got a partner. Then now he has joined the police force. On that day,
it was quite a few months ago, I felt my shoulders going down, I felt very depressed. I prayed that the Lord
would try and
/heal me
heal me because I felt as if there was a hole in my heart, because now it was dawning on my that my child
had died in 1985. But what surprised me was I didn't know what had killed him. They alleged that he was
killed by malaria, but now how come I didn't get a report as to where he died? That surprised me quite a lot. I
don't have anything further to say.
Thank you, Mama. Thank you for your narrative. I am just going to ask just a few questions. You spoke about
a certain Machel who brought a message to you from your son in Lesotho. Who is this Machel, or who was
this Machel? --- His name is Shele, but I have forgotten his surname. Shele, that's the name. I just made a
mistake because I never went around looking for their names or trying to get their names. I didn't get enough
time because I had to come to the Truth Commission, and I just didn't have the energy or the means. Even at
yesterday my bosses released me so that I can prepare myself for the hearing. I was a little bit mentally
disturbed. I feel like I am going mad because I don't know where my son died. Maybe if I could know where
his corpse is and what killed him I could rest. (Pause) I have got no more questions. I just want to know how
can you help me to know the whereabouts of my son or his corpse, because since he died in 1985 I don't
know anything about him.

--------------------MR LAX: Thank you, Mama. Just one small question please. You mentioned a friend of your son's that told
you that he was still alive and that had known him in Tanzania, but you didn't tell us the name of that friend.
/Could you
Could you please, if you can remember, tell us that name? --- That friend is Basi Muwadira. He told me that
my son had died in Tanzania. He said he had heard it from the other ones. When I think I just cannot
understand. It's as if they are trying to hide something, as if my son had been killed or something had been
done to him, but nobody is prepared to own up. They said he was killed by malaria.
(Inaudible) ... try and look into the matter for you.
--------------------There are no words that we can use to heal your wounds, and there are no words that we can use to heal a
broken or wounded spirit, but we would like you to accept our comfort, even though the words cannot
measure the pain that you've gone through. You've gone through so much pain. There are two things that
affect you emotionally - because you don't know what happened to your son. That's the most devastating.
Maybe he died, and he died a long time ago, but you don't know, you don't have any details as to how he
died, or where he died. You've got no testimony as to what killed him. You've got no evidence whatsoever
that confirms as to whether that is true or not. The second one is that you don't even know whether he is
really dead, and if he is where are his bones or his corpse.
This Commission shall try by all means to help you by asking the ANC whether they can explain or elaborate
or give any knowledge whatsoever as to what happened. But during all times that we are trying to help you,
to see what we can get with regard to your son's death, we ask
/the Lord
the Lord to be with you and your family, to strengthen you, to comfort you and console you, to give you His
grace. Thank you.
--------------------MR BORAIN: I'd like you welcome you. You've had a long morning, and I understand that Mrs Thapedi is a
little tired and would like to go home as soon as possible, so we have brought you forward. Mr Thapedi, I
understand that you are going to tell the story about your son, and that if there's anything else that needs to
be said then Mrs Thapedi will confirm that or add her own views and understanding of that. Is that right?
MR THAPEDI: That's fine.
MR BORAIN: Fine, thank you. You're very, very welcome, and you have a very difficult story to tell, and we
feel for you very much as you start to tell that. Would you please stand for the taking of the oath, and you can
both stand together.
--------------------MR AND MRS THAPEDI (Sworn, State)
MR BORAIN: Thank you very much. Please be seated. My colleague, Mr Lyster, is going to take over from

me, and he will guide you as you tell your story. Thank you very much.
MR LYSTER: I also welcome you, Mrs Thapedi and Mr Thapedi, and you, like many other people who have
given evidence today, and who will be giving evidence over the next two days, are telling about the loss of a
family member, a grandson and a son, and we know this is a very difficult burden to carry and we express
our sympathy to you. Mr Thapedi, I think you, as the Deputy-Chairman has said, are going to start and tell us
about your son and his death. So if you are able to give a little background as to where you live, how many
children you have, that sort of thing, what motivated your son to go into exile,
/and then
and then the story, as far as you know it, of his death, you are now welcome to start. --- Thank you very
much. Thank you very much. I thank you for giving me a chance to give evidence, because I am the one who
knows about my son. I have three children. Two of them have passed away. One of them was schooling at
Larago. I was working outside, outside the country. When I came back I got Mary, who told me what is
happening at home. My son was born in 1962. It happened because of some of the conditions that my child
can go away, go to Lesotho. When I tried to follow him I was longing to see him. When I was in Lesotho I got
his file. They told me that he is in Tanzania. Even the message that I got in that office of the Interior I was told
not to follow him. I was told not to follow him always. I was told that we will see when he comes back. Now I
have a request. I am here to request the Commission to help me. I am not even sure - because I have been
told that he died I am not sure whether is he the right person who had been buried. I heard from people who
were talking. It was on the 18th in Paper Street in Haydida(?). An ANC spokesperson said that a person had
been shot, and I didn't know that it was my son and I couldn't even think whether was it my son. After quite
some time - I think it was a year - I heard this from people when they were talking. I was told that the person
who had been shot was my son. You know it's difficult to believe in rumours. I am now appealing to the
Commission to help me so that I can be satisfied. My heart is not at ease, because when he left he was still
alive. I won't be satisfied for seeing the bones only. Now I didn't want to say too much, I want to be very
short. I am going to
/briefly
briefly give you some of the few things as well. The first thing that I want the Commission to do for me, I want
to know how was my son buried, because the family was not even informed. The ANC, together with the
previous regime, they should compensate me. I don't know what are they going to do, but they have to
compensate me because I am deeply hurt. I want them to come closer to me and investigate this matter,
because I was only given the bones, and it's hard for me to believe that it was my son. The family was not
informed, as I have already mentioned. The previous regime only buried my son without my consent. I am
not totally satisfied. They should try, both the ANC and the previous Government, they should come up with
something so that I can be satisfied. I am not satisfied as you see me now. The rest you will hear from my
mother, because she has got something to tell you. And I also want to pass my condolences to all the people
who suffered the same thing. I am referring to the people who lost their loved ones. It's not only me who
came across such a thing. I sympathise with everybody who suffered. I want to thank you, and I will expect
anything from the Commission. I want his belongings, because I also heard that he had a few belongings. It's
impossible - if you die as a person you die and you leave the loved ones behind. I want to put matters clear. I
heard again that he had a car. I want the investigations to be done thoroughly, and if there is a car it has to
come back home. I don't want to say anything. There are so many of us who have to give their evidence.
May God please add to what I didn't say to you today. I think I will end up there. Thank you.
/Thank you,
Thank you, Mr Thapedi. We will certainly try and investigate what happened to your son, but I want to ask
you one or two questions. You said that he was buried by the State. Where was he buried? --- The ANC did

some investigations and they managed to get his bones. I didn't even know when they were busy doing
those preparations. I only knew later that it was my son. They brought me his remains and we buried those
remains, and I don't want to go further by exhuming the body. That I don't want. I think our enemies should
tell us exactly what happened because I don't know, I am in the dark.
(Inaudible) ... body was exhumed and reburied. From where was it exhumed, or don't you know that? If you
don't know that just say you don't know that. --- They exhumed the body in Pahameng Cemetery.
(Inaudible) ... Pahameng? --- Pahameng, it's one of the townships in Bloemfontein. You go straight - you go
past Rockland and then on the left-hand side that is Pahameng location.
And who was it from the ANC that assisted you to - with that process? Do you remember the person who
assisted the family to exhume the body, and for the body to be reburied? --- I still remember him. His name is
YT Mohapi.
And you mentioned in your statement that someone from Bloemfontein, a Mr Mdewe, Oupa Mdewe, had
notified you of your son's death and your son's burial, is that correct? Mr Mdewe works at a pharmacy, he's a
pharmacist, is that right? --- Yes, he was also involved, but the person who gave us a clear indication was YT
Mohapi.
After you son went into exile, after he went to
/Lesotho
Lesotho and to Tanzania, did you hear from him after he had gone there in 1982? Did he make contact with
you? --- I personally went to Interior and I found his file there, and I was told that I am late. They didn't tell me
how late I was, but they told me that he was now in Tanzania. I personally went to the Interior.
(Inaudible) ... formal death certificate indicating that the person who was buried was in fact you son? Do you
have a death certificate like that? --- I tried to find a death certificate, but the previous Government didn't take
me into consideration. But the evidence that my son died is there, because there was a funeral service.
As far as you know there was never any inquest or any sort of court case about the death of your son. Is that
right? --- There was no court case. We were never called.
Thank you, Mr Thapedi. I am going to ask any - hand over to the Deputy-Chairman to see whether there are
any other people who want to ask questions, and then we will go to your mother and ask whether she will
confirm what you have said.
--------------------MR BORAIN: I wonder if I could suggest that we ask the mother to speak first, because she may be able to
give the ... (inaudible - end of Side B, Tape 3) --- The police came to our house and we were sleeping, but he
was not there, I must say. They interrogated me. They wanted to know his whereabouts. You know, when
they come they would come in large numbers, and each one of them will occupy an entrance, and they would
even stand at the windows. I am saying he is my son because I raised him up, and I said
/to him,
to him, "Can you please leave these people because they will end up killing you," and he said to me, "It
doesn't matter whether they kill me or not." We received a death certificate from the church. They asked me
whether do I know that Abel Lethaba had died. I didn't follow the death certificate, but I was told that it was a
death certificate from the Anglican Church. They took photos of him. I have the photos with me. You can

have a look at them if you want to.
Mrs Thapedi, were those photos taken after he had died, after your grandson had died? --- The photos were
taken when we unveiled the tombstone. I have the photos with me here. And the death certificate. You can
take them and have a look at them. Even today I have never heard anything. I have never heard anybody
coming to tell me what happened to my son.
Mrs Thapedi, thank you. We will definitely have a look at those documents after you have given your
evidence. Are you satisfied ... (intervention) --- Can you please bring the documents.
Are you satisfied, or are you not satisfied, that the person - that the body that you exhumed and reburied was
your grandson? Are you satisfied that that was your grandson? --- I was never satisfied. He died here and
they didn't even tell me when they buried him. I don't know anything. Where are those photos?
(Inaudible) ... absolutely sure you get them back. I promise you. Mrs Thapedi, so what you would like the
Commission to do is to investigate how your son died, and whether the body that you exhumed and reburied
was in fact your son, is that correct? --- I was never satisfied
/with the
with the bones. Those were not the bones of my son.
Mrs Thapedi, the Commission will do whatever it is able to do to try and investigate that matter and to try and
clear up this confusion, this mystery as to the death of your son. I now ask - unless you've got anything else
to say I'll ask the Deputy-Chairman to ask the other Commissioners whether they would like to ask any
questions.
--------------------MR BORAIN: Thank you very much, Mr Lyster. Are there any other questions? Yes, Dr Mgojo.
DR MGOJO: Just short questions just to get the whole picture of this. Mr Thapedi, you said that you were
working outside the country. Was it Lesotho? --- I think I've toured the whole country, but there are parts of
the country that I couldn't reach, especially the very violent areas.
You said in your story when you wanted to follow your son, when he had left, you were told that you must not
follow him. Who are the people who said that you must not follow him, and did they give you the reasons why
you should not follow your son? --- Yes, they gave me a reason. They said he will end up at the hands of the
police. And then I thought to myself this is true, because I don't know who was really after his back.
Thank you. The last question but one about the exhumation of the body. Did you ask these people that they
must exhume the body of your son when this process took place? --- Yes, I agreed with them because I
wanted to be satisfied. Because I couldn't go to anybody to complain. I thought my heart would be at ease,
but I
/have realised
have realised that I am not satisfied at all. I am still not satisfied, because he left in one piece, but when he
came back he was in pieces, he was in bones. I don't have any evidence whether have we buried the right
person or not. I think I have already said that I don't want us to go and exhume the body, it's not necessary,
because we have already put a tombstone, but I must say the enemies must come forward and they should
confess so that I can be satisfied. If they tell me a different story I might be satisfied, but at this moment I am
not.

(Inaudible) ... last question. You said during your testimony that you received a death certificate from the
church, and even suggested that it was said that it was from the Anglican Church. Do you know which
church, where it is situated, and who is the priest - or who was the priest or who is the priest for that church?
--- We didn't follow this issue. We only knew that it was from the Anglican Church.
Any reasons, Mama, why you didn't follow it, because this is an important thing. You get this certificate, you
are hurt, your son has been buried, you're not sure that it's your son, and then you get a clue that it is the
church which has buried him. Was it because of fear or what that you didn't follow this when there was a
certificate? --- I was scared. I was afraid of following up this matter, and I didn't do anything. You wouldn't say
any word. As the father of this child I went to the mortuary to find the death certificate, but they didn't give me
any clue. We have to get the death certificate at the mortuary, but they couldn't give me one. I even went to
the police to find out what happened,
/and they
and they said, "We don't want to involve ourselves with people who skipped the country." It was difficult
because nobody wanted to listen to me. It was difficult for me then.
Thank you. --- I think I wasn't at home when my mother received the latest news and the death certificate. I
have tried my best. I have been to places to find help, but no help was given to me, and she only received it
by post.
Thank you, Sir.
--------------------MRS GCABASHE: Mr Thapedi, can you please go back when you said something about the exhuming of the
body. When you exhumed the body was there a doctor, or was there a person who could tell you whether
those bones were those of your son? --- No, they didn't want me to get that kind of information. I want to tell
you - that is at the mortuary. I was only shown the bones, and I saw them at the mortuary, and that was the
last time. Even when they were at home I didn't want to open the case to have a look at the bones.
--------------------MR LAX: Mr Thapedi, attached to your statement is a burial order that was given to us. Firstly, can you
confirm that this is a copy of the burial order that was actually given to you? --- We received that letter very
late. That person was just telling me that he will give me an information as to what happened to my son.
Even the names that are on that letter I do not know them. Those are fictitious names. I know my son's
names. He is Abel Thapedi. Those are just fictitious names. I do not
/know them.
know them.
One other question. Who is the person that actually gave you this letter? --- I was given the letter by
YT Mohapi. He called me to the ANC offices and then he gave me the whole in formation. The documents we
got them from him.
(Inaudible) ... follow up with him about that. Thank you.
--------------------MR BORAIN: Mrs Thapedi and Mr Thapedi, your son and grandson died under very mysterious

circumstances. One of the worst things is not to know, not to be sure, and you have heard my colleagues tell
you that we are going to do everything we can. We will try and talk with Mr Mohapi and also with Mr Mdewe,
and we will do everything we can to establish as much of the truth as we can, and as soon as we do we will
be in touch with you again.
In the meantime we give to you our love and our condolences in the loss of your son. We have noted your
requests. We will do everything we can to assist, and we trust that God will give you strength and grace to
continue. And thank you again very much indeed for coming.
--------------------MR BORAIN: Good afternoon, Mr Olifant. You can hear me all right?
MR OLIFANT: Yes, Sir.
MR BORAIN: No problem?
MR OLIFANT: No problem.
MR BORAIN: Excellent. Thank you. A warm welcome to you. Thank you very much for coming. In a minute I
am going to try and guide you as you tell your story, but we need for you to take the oath, so will you please
stand.
--------------------SHADRACK THEKO OLIFANT (Sworn, States)
MR BORAIN: Thank you very much. Please be seated. I hope you will feel as relaxed as is possible in a
setting like this. It's a very big hall, there are lots of people. Some of us you don't know, but we are here on
behalf of the nation, appointed by the President to hear your story, and I hope you'll feel very relaxed in
telling that. Now, you are Shadrack Theko Olifant. --- Yes, Sir.
Tell me just a little bit about yourself before you tell the story of how you were tortured and when it happened.
You may start. --- My name is Shadrack Theko Olifant. I used to tout the youth for the ANC, and I used to
canvass school children or students. I was working under Steve Bohatshu. On the 29th he came to me in the
evening. It was 2.00 am. When Comrade came to me he told me that the police were looking for them. I went
with him. He stayed next to the shops. He asked me to get into the shop and do his important things. He
gave me money. I went there and took certain things. He told me that he won't be in for the following
afternoon at the
/shop. He
shop. He owned the shop actually. So he told me where I would get him. He went away, he left me. On the
3rd police came. I was at the wholesale to order some stock for his shop. I was the only one who knew where
he was. All the other people didn't know where he was. As I was in the wholesale buying the stock there
came three Afrikaners. When they got to me they arrested me. I was pushing the trolley, because the
students were using the shop to eat their lunch. They asked me where my friend was. Then they made me
leave the trolley. They arrested me, they took me to the shop. The children or the students who were eating
there at lunch time were also arrested. They believed that I was working with the students. Another one was
an elderly man. His name was Mr Mohumutsi. The children were assaulted. I got other Afrikaner-speaking
people who were in the office. The office was inside the shop. They asked me why I was in the shop, why I
was busy in the shop if Steve wasn't there. They also assaulted me. They said I knew where Steve was.
They searched the shop. There are certain things that they got, but I don't know particularly what the things

were. Then they went away and they left me. It was during the day. In the evening when I went back home I
heard that the police were looking for me. I asked my mother why were they looking for me. Then I went to
the Comrades with whom I was living. I told the Comrades that they were looking for me as well as them. In
the evening I went to Comrade Steve. I told him the events of the day. I had to look for a place to stay, I
couldn't go back home. Thereafter the Comrades with whom I was working, that is the Vulamasango
Comrades, they were also
/wanted.
wanted. All in all we were 22. We went to stay at my grandfather's place, all of us.
Whereabouts is your grandfather's place? Which town or which township was it? --- He stayed in
Bloemfontein. We stayed there with the other Comrades. We also had female Comrades. We were all
wanted. We stayed with my grandfather. We could only go during the night or in the evening. During the day
we had to stay inside. He used to run up and down getting us food and whatever we needed, because we
couldn't get out because we were still being hunted by the police. We were hunted until the 6th of April 1986.
It was approximately 1.00 am in the morning when the kombis came. They took us into the kombi. We drove
in the kombi and we got to Ladybrand. When we got to Ladybrand we got into the farms in Ladybrand. My
grandfather is the only one who knew the Lesotho route. As we were travelling we saw poles and we realised
that we were towards a soldiers' camp. And the soldiers sort of dispersed and they allowed us to get some
space to move. We moved in between them. It was late at night, it was 2.00 am in the morning. Others were
able to run away, but I was amongst the ones who were arrested. Some of the Comrades came in the
morning. We stayed there. We started to plan that we were going to pretend that we were a religious group.
We told them we were a religious group, we came by church or we had some church affiliation, until the
soldiers took us to the soldiers' camp in Ladybrand. That's where we were assaulted. They even changed our
names. They told us different names that we should address ourselves in. As we were still in there they kept
on calling us into certain rooms. We kept on
/being
being assaulted. You would just feel somebody kicking you, you wouldn't even know who was kicking you.
Thereafter they called the Ladybrand Special Branch. When the Special Branch came they took us to the
soldiers' camp. From the soldiers' camp they took us to the police station. It was then in the afternoon. It was
a Monday on the 6th. We sat there up til they transferred us to Bloemfontein. When we got to Bloemfontein
they took us to Ramkraal. They also took us to the Fountain Police Station. It was black policemen as well as
white policemen. They put us into a certain room. When we got into that room they took me and Jewel
Makubalo out. Jewel was my co-accused. They were accusing both of us. Then they took us to separate
rooms. That's where they started torturing us, assaulting us, violating us. They wanted Steve. They wanted to
know from me where Steve was. I told them that I didn't know where Steve was. Then they asked me where
was I going, because they arrested me during the day and I had told them that I didn't know anything. They
closed us there and they kept on assaulting us until they told us that I was - they told us that I was the one
who was involved more than the others because I knew where Steve was. So they sort of separated us. They
charged the other ones with terrorism. On the Wednesday I was assaulted, I couldn't see, my eyes were
swollen shut, and two policemen from the location came. The other one is Tsilwani, the other one I have
forgotten what his name is. They asked me where are the other ones. I told them that we were very
scattered, we were at different places. The person who was killed was the person that we were staying with.
His name was George
/Musi. I
Musi. I said I didn't know anything about anyone who had died. Even my family wanted to see me, but the
police had hidden me. Nobody could see me until my mother came to see me. She asked me whether I had

killed my grandfather. I denied that. She told me that according to gossip I had killed my grandfather. I said I
don't know anything about that. The murder case never went forth. The other cases of terrorism and the rest
went forth. Mr Blakey and Mr Foreman accused me and Ober. The policemen turned all the other corps
Comrades into State witnesses so that they can testify against us. When they got into court they could not go
further with the testimony because they said it was forged. Then it was a whole lot of confusion. We were in
and out of court with the fabricated statements and testimony. The person whom they said I had killed was
suspected of having killed my grandfather. There was gossip that I and my friend had killed my grandfather,
but according to our knowledge we left him intact when we went away. From there the case started until it got
to an end. When it went to the end Mr Soman(?) took me to my uncle because my life wasn't safe in
Butsabelo. So I went to my uncle. My uncle was a traditional healer so he wasn't staying at home, he used to
go in and out of the place. I went back to my mother, and her life wasn't quite well because they used to
chase her also. I didn't know what I would do because the police would still come searching for me. They
wanted to get Steve. They always wanted Steve from me. Thereafter I went and enlisted some help from the
Comrades, only to find there were no Comrades. All the Comrades that I knew I had lost contact with. Now I
was constantly assaulted until my uncle stood up.
/Thereafter
Thereafter they continued coming, they continued harassing my mother. At times they would come and
search the place, saying they were looking for weapons, they were looking for guns, and I would tell them
there were no guns there. Even at night they would just come. I would just be taken to an office. Even if I
hadn't done anything they would just put me in that office without eating, without doing anything, just sitting.
Thereafter they would just chase me away and say I must go, so they did that continuously quite several
times. The policemen that I can remember it was Captain du Plooy, it was Nick Swanepoel, it was Lieutenant
Terblanche, du Plessis. They were the people who kept on harassing me day in and day out. Even when I
got arrested I went to a mental hospital. That mental hospital was in Orange. I stayed for one month in
Orange and I kept on seeing these people who were harassing me. There was another nursing staff nurse.
At some stage I saw Swanepoel and Mafisa, and the staff nurse told me that I was wanted, so they tried to
change my room. That is where I was admitted. I was taken and put into another room because she had told
me that they would come looking for me. I went to Thaba Nchu. They fetched me from Thaba Nchu and
brought me back. That's where I'll end.
Thank you very much. There are a few questions which I'd like to ask to make sure I understand your story.
First, just to help me, what was the name of your grandfather? --- His name was George Musi.
Thank you. Now in 1986, when you and your fellow Comrades tried to leave the country, how old were you
then? --- I was 26.
Now, you mentioned that you were first picked up by
/the soldiers
the soldiers and you were in a soldiers' camp, and then the Special Branch came and they took to you a
police station in Ladybrand, and then on to - back to Bloemfontein. That's right? And where you were badly
assaulted in the camp, but also at the Fountain. Now, you were charged, were you, under the Terrorism Act?
Were you ever found guilty, or were you acquitted, or what happened? --- The police were looking for the
Comrades. The Comrades when they got to court they never testified according to what they told the police,
or in accordance with what they told the police.
(Inaudible) ... what happened at the end of the trial? Were you just dismissed, or did you spend time in gaol?
What happened? --- The case just ended there and they just released us. As we were free we continued
being harassed despite that the case just ended there.

But you were badly harassed, but you were never put back into gaol? --- After we had finished in court we
were taken - I was taken to my place. I never went back to prison. I was taken to Rockland.
Now, you were very worried because some people thought that you had been responsible for the death of
your grandfather. Now, your grandfather was the one who helped you, who looked after you, and then you
left to try and cross the border. What did the - there was no court case about the death of your grandfather?
Was there no trial, or nobody accused of killing him? --- No, there was never any court case. It was just talk,
common talk, that I killed him. It was just a rumour, and that's where it ended as a rumour.
(Inaudible) ... did he - was he shot, or was he
/assaulted,
assaulted, or knifed, or how did he meet his death? --- My father was woken up in the morning. Apparently he
was shot and doused with petrol and set alight.
(Inaudible) ... feel badly because people thought that you were involved? --- Yes. Even my family, my father's
family. I can't get to them because they always have this suspicion that I killed my grandfather.
We've heard that - and you've named a number of names. Amongst the names that you've mentioned were
those who harassed you, or arrested you, or were also - were they some who beat you up and gave you
electric shocks in prison? --- It's Nick Swanepoel and Terblanche. They were the ones who violated me, who
assaulted me and electrocuted me.
Thank you very much. You've had a very rough time, not only because you were assaulted and beaten up,
but I think the dark cloud which has hung over you about your grandfather, and we will do what we can to try
and help. But my colleagues may have other questions, so I am going to ask if they would like to ask any
more.
--------------------MR LYSTER: Thank you, Mr Chairman. Mr Olifant, you, like others who have given statements and who will
give testimony tomorrow, have talked about Fountain, where the Security Branch had their headquarters.
Was it at Fountain that you were tortured by means of electric shocks and beatings? You did mention
another place in Bloemfontein, Ramkraal. --- Yes, from Ladybrand they took us to Ramkraal. At Ramkraal
that's where they just keep people. It's not a prison, it's not a police station. From there we were taken to
Fountain. That is
/the Special
the Special Branch. That's the office of the Special Branch. We were taken there. That's where we were
tortured. But they kept on torturing us from Ladybrand up to here. That is the soldiers now who were doing
the torturing.
How did they administer electric shocks to you? --- What they did, they electrocuted my private parts. The
other one switched on the light. The other one kept on asking, "Do you want to tell us where Steve is?" I kept
on telling them that I didn't know where Steve was. They kept on electrocuting me, telling me that I should tell
the truth, until such time that I lost consciousness. They were using these electric shocks. They were also
strangling me with a towel.
(Inaudible) ... a towel round your throat, or was it a bag over your head? --- They were actually strangling me.
The other one was holding one end of the towel and the other one was holding the other end of the towel,

and each one was pulling to different sides. That's when I lost consciousness.
--------------------DR MGOJO: Thank you, Sir. Mr Olifant, it would appear that what is more hurtful is the accusation that you
murdered your grandfather, even more than the tortures you received in those police stations. You just made
one statement that it is suspected that the person who said that you killed your grandfather is the one who
killed him. Can you say something more about that? --- I didn't hear that quite well. Could you kindly repeat it.
In your statement, your narrative, you said that it is suspected that the person who said that you killed your
/grandfather
grandfather is the one who killed him. Is that correct?
--- That was a rumour that was circulating at that time I was being tortured, but I got it thereafter that the
actual person who was involved was the person I was related to. He was pointed out, but I didn't have any
information as far as that was concerned. I only was told that later, because when my grandfather died I was
arrested, I was in custody. I was in custody at that time. We were arrested on the 6th, so I wasn't there when
he died. So that person was telling me - the one who was torturing me told me that he was going to kill me
like my grandfather. At that time I didn't know what he was referring to. I only discovered it later on.
The last question. I am just going around this thing. You have said in your statement that some of your
Comrades became State witnesses. It means that they were working against you now. Do you think that
maybe they are the ones who spread this rumour that you killed your grandfather? --- I don't think it's them.
--------------------MR BORAIN: Mr Olifant, we have already expressed our sympathy to you for the treatment you have
received. I hope very much that your family will become re-united, that they will accept you back, and that
they will put behind you and behind them this ugly rumour that has caused you so much pain. We, on our
side, will do everything we can to try and see what we can find out about that, and thank you again for
coming, and may God empower you. Thank you. --- Thank you, Sir.
--------------------MR BORAIN: Mrs Motsaneng, good afternoon. Can you hear me all right?
MRS MOTSANENG: Yes, I can hear you.
MR BORAIN: That's good. Sometimes we have trouble with the headphones, but today it looks as though
we're really doing very well indeed. Thank you so much for coming. You have waited a long time today, and
there are still others who are waiting, so we would like you to tell your story and what happened - and
particularly what happened to your son, Ernest. But before you do that I would like you to please stand for the
taking of the oath.
--------------------DIKALEDI ADELAIDE MOTSANENG (Sworn, States)
MR BORAIN: Thank you very much. Please be seated. There are so many from this part of the world who
had sons, and sometimes perhaps daughters I suppose, or fathers, or mothers, who went into exile, and
there seems to be such a mystery surrounding some of their journeys, and indeed their deaths. That's part of
the story that you are going to tell, and Mr Ilan Lax is going to guide you now. Thank you.

MR LAX: Thank you, Mr Motsaneng, for coming to talk to us this afternoon. Before I take you through the
story could you just confirm - your son was born on the 1st of March 1962, is that correct? --- Yes, that's
correct.
Thank you. Could you tell us a little bit about your family and where you're from? --- My name is Adelaide
Motsaneng from Bloemfontein, Rocklands. My child, Matzifiso Motsaneng, was born in 1962. He was
schooling at Ikalelo in 1980. In the morning we discovered that he was not there. We asked ourselves what
/happened
happened to him. We went to work. After work he was still not there. We asked his brothers. They have been
looking all around, asking the friends. They didn't know him. Before work in the morning the father reported to
the police that Matzifiso is not there. His boss - his father's boss said that he must first go to the police and
report. His father went to the police and report the matter. The police told him to look for his son, and they'll
also help him to do so. Until the other day the police came and told his father to go to Lesotho, his son will be
there. They made arrangements, passport for his father to go to Lesotho. Matzifiso was not - the following
week we went there. Both of us had passports to go and look for him. We went to Lesotho and we find him
there. We talked to him and said he must go back home. Matzifiso said, "Mum, I am not prepared to go home
because I know that the police are going to kill me there." He told me to bring him a bag. There's nothing else
he would like to say. I went to buy a bag. It was on December. I took the bag to Lesotho. He told me that,
"Mum, I am going to school." I said, "Matzifiso, you are going to school. You know that your father doesn't
like all this situation." He was doing standard eight then. Matzifiso left in December 1980. He didn't even tell
us where he was going. After that we heard nothing from him. We never received any letter. All what was
happening was we were always having regular visits from the police. They were looking for Matzifiso, and
they were also telling us that they were going to help us to look for him. In 1982 his father passed away. I
was left alone. I was expecting anything from Matzifiso. Unfortunately I didn't
/get anything
get anything from him. In 1990 some young boys from Angola they brought me some message from
Matzifiso. They told me that they were with Matzifiso in Angola. After that letter in 1990 some boy came to my
place. He actually sent his sister to tell me that Matzifiso said I must phone him. I asked myself, "How am I
going to phone Matzifiso because I don't even have his numbers?" She assured me that she's got these
numbers, she is going to help me. She said I must also phone him 11 o'clock, but before 11 o'clock he wasn't
in that particular place. One day, it was on a Saturday, this girl came. She said he is going to help me to give
me the numbers that I can be able to contact Matzifiso with. He came and he gave me those numbers. I
managed to talk to Matzifiso, and he asked me where his father was. I said, "Matzifiso, your father is not
around," and then he asked me if his father is in town, and I said, "No, he is not available." He asked me
another question again, if his father is no longer coming around. I told that his father passed away in 1982.
He kept quiet, and then he said that he is sorry and he'll be coming home soon, but he told me that he's got a
car and a house there. Then he told me that when he has sold the cars and the house he'll be coming back
home. After that I never heard anything from him. In 1993, when I was off from work, children told me that - it
was on June. They told me that the ANC people were at home. They never came that day, and even the
following day they were never there. On a Friday they came. They find out I was not yet home. They told the
children that they must tell me that they were there to tell me that Matzifiso has passed away, and they were
in a hurry, they couldn't wait for me
/because
because they were going to Brandfort. The children were left crying until I got home. They told me that
Mr Malebu was there to tell me that Matzifiso has passed away. I thought that Mr Malebu will come back
again to tell me how did this happened. He didn't come the following day. Instead he was there on a Monday.

He told me that he left a message with the children, but he was in a hurry, he was going to Brandfort to tell
the other parents about their children. I said, "Mr Malebu, that was not right. You were supposed to wait for
me. You were not supposed to leave that kind of a message with the children. You were supposed to wait for
me and tell me." He told me that Matzifiso had passed away, and they are still making some arrangements
for him to come home. On that particular day when Matzifiso passed away it was the day when he was
supposed to come to Bloemfontein. I was so surprised. On a Monday he came. They were still preparing in
Angola for the body to come home. On a Tuesday other ANC people came again to tell me that they are
preparing, together with Luanda, for a child to come home. Every day these people were always coming to
my place with different stories, and I told them not to come to my place again because every day they are
telling me all the painful things. Every day they are coming with different stories. They must only come when
the body is here, because the body was in Gauteng. The other day they'll tell me that the body's in Namibia.
All the stories about Winnie Mandela in Namibia and Luanda. They will tell me that there's a fight in Angola,
they won't be able to bring him home. That happened from the 23rd of June until the 23rd of July. It was
always all those different stories. That's why I
/decided to
decided to tell them not to come to my place any more. As the days goes by I asked for those days - I asked
for a lift at work. I told my son to go to ANC office in Gauteng to ask what was happening about this body,
because I was getting tired of getting their different stories. So one of my sons and my cousin went to
Gauteng in ANC offices to ask about this body. When they were in the ANC offices they were told that the
body is only coming from Luanda. They went back home again. They told me all. They told me that the flight
is still coming, the body is in Gauteng with the - they didn't know when the body will becoming to
Bloemfontein. On the 17th of July Mr Zandi, who is working at the mortuary, he came home asking for the
photo of my son. He wanted to make some arrangements for funeral. It was already becoming late. I asked
Mr Zandi, "Where is the body of my son?" and then he said, "They are still preparing. If the body has arrived I
am going to call the family to go and identify." On the 19th or on the 20th Mr Zandi brought a kombi and he
told me that he is prepared to take us to the airport to see the body. The aeroplane was coming at 2 o'clock
in Rockland. We went to the airport. When we were at the graveyard in Heidedal the kombi was stopped. The
kombi was turned back. The hearse was from the Heidedal Cemetery. And then we followed it, and then we
all arrived at Zandi's place. The box was taken out of the hearse and it was my son's body. They asked us
whether to open the box or not. We said, "Yes, you have to open it so that we can see." They tried to open.
We were together with the two ANC people. The other one was called Macdonald. Macdonald was together
with the other one, and he said, "We are not
/going to
going to wait here. We have to go to the hospital because we have to see one of our Comrades who had
been shot." We were puzzled. How can these people leave us here? As the family we were left behind. The
people at the mortuary opened the coffin, and they asked me all the signs that I know on his body and I told
them everything, even the marks on his teeth. He was badly damaged. They closed the coffin and they took
us back home. I asked the people, "If a person is your soldier what happens to his belongings?" They said to
me, "Don't worry. The people who are behind are busy taking all his belongings and they will be brought back
home. Don't worry." I was not worried, knowing that his trousers, his jackets, will be brought back home.
Even today they were never brought to my house. I am now requesting the Commission, I want to know they arrived in Johannesburg and there was a boy who told me that according to the ANC my boy was not
supposed to come alone at home. There was supposed to be at least two or three. I want the Commission to
investigate how did my son die, because this one who was in Gauteng was called in to come and tell about
Ernest's death. Now, this gentleman in Johannesburg said they were in a house and it was in the evening.
Now, this one from Gauteng went out and he discovered that there was an exchange of words. And when he
went back to the house he found my son lying on a pool of blood. Now, I want the Commission to find out

happened, how did my son die? This should be investigated. The information will be received from the other
person in Johannesburg. He told me that they took him to a clinic and he even paid $1 000,00. They were
together with another girl.
/Have you
Have you finished what you want to tell us? --- Yes, I am finished.
Can I just ask you a few questions to clarify some aspects please? This person who told you about this
words and finding your son's body, do you know his name at all -the person from Johannesburg? --- I do not
know his name, but I think the ANC office in Gauteng will know his name.
Now, together with your son's body there were some documents which came back which you've given to us.
Do you remember those documents? --- Yes, I have the documents.
We have made copies of those documents. You're aware of that? Now, one of those documents is what
appears to be a death certificate in Portuguese. --- Yes. I asked them. "These papers are written in
Portuguese. I don't have any idea." They said, "Keep them safe. Just before the funeral is over we would
have changed those into English," but it never happened that they changed the documents.
Well, perhaps we can get that done for you. Apart from the story of an exchange of words and your son being
found outside in a pool of blood, in your statement you also tell us that someone else told you that your son
had a stroke. Is that correct? --- The ANC people told me that my son had been killed because he had stroke.
I asked them, "Is it possible that you could die of stroke and his bones be broken?" because he had a
fracture in his bone.
Now, you told us about - sorry, before I move on, who in the ANC - do you know who the people were who
told
/you your
you your son had a stroke? --- It was Mr Malebu who told me that my son died of stroke.
Now, you spoke about two or three people that should have come back with your son. Who are these people
you are talking about? You said he wasn't to come back alone, but he was to come back with two or three
other people. --- It's what they told me, that if one is supposed to come home he can't be alone, there should
be two of them or three of them.
You don't know what that means? His friends, or his family, or people of that kind? --- I think they are talking
about the Comrades.
You don't know whether your son had any - a wife maybe in Angola, or any children there? --- He was
staying with a girl and they had a kid.
Have you had any contact with them at all? --- I have only photos. I don't even know her and she doesn't
even know me.
I've also been led to believe that the police in Angola were investigating your son's death. Do you know about
that? --- The Comrades told me so. Even Macdonald told me.
(Inaudible) ... had any further reports about that investigation? --- I got only one.
(Inaudible) ... there's nothing coming through. --- I have never received any report from him, and nobody ever

came to me to tell me what happened to him.
Thank you. We can possibly follow that up for you. Thank you, Chairperson.
--------------------MR BORAIN: Thank you very much. Is there anyone else
/who would
who would like to - yes, Dr Mgojo.
DR MGOJO: Just one question, Ma Adelaide. In your question just now you have mentioned - you have
made mention of a girl. There's a girl who gave you Matzifiso's - your son's telephone number when he was
out of the country, and then there's a girl who stayed with your son, and they had a kid when he was outside
the country. Is this one girl or two girls? --- The one who had the telephone number stays here in
Bloemfontein, and the one he has a child with stays in Angola.
This one in Bloemfontein, do you know how she came to know about your son's telephone number? --- The
Macdonald that I have referred to is the brother to this girl. He is the brother to this girl.
Thank you, Sir.
--------------------MR BORAIN: Any further questions? Thank you very much. What we have discovered so many times on this
Commission is that the situation in our country, particularly in the 1970s and 80s, was so turbulent, so much
conflict, so much confusion, and so many young people leaving the country, trying to resist the system at the
time. Many of them have come back, and it's very, very hard for people like yourself, whose son was away
for such a long time, you hardly ever heard a word, and then you have a promise of him coming back and
then he doesn't come, and you wait, and when he does come it's a body in a coffin, and you don't understand
what happened to him, and that's perhaps the hardest thing of all.
And my colleagues have already told you that we are going to do everything we can. That is why we ask the
/questions.
questions. Not because we are inquisitive, it's just that we need to know so that we can help you. We will try
our best, and we will do everything we can to assist, and once we've made the inquiries, and when we have
some information, we will come back to you.
Thank you very much for coming, and I hope that in the telling of the story something of the burden that you
have been carrying for so long will be in a small way lifted. Thank you very much.
--------------------MR BORAIN: Mrs Jakila, we welcome you, and can I make sure that you can hear me through the
earphones.
MRS JAKILA: I can hear you.
MR BORAIN: Loud and clear?
MRS JAKILA: I can hear you clearly.

MR BORAIN: Thank you very much. If you can put the mike as close to her as possible please. Mrs Jakila,
we have been talking this afternoon about not really knowing sometimes where our loved ones are and what
happened to them. Your situation is about the disappearance of Andries Gorape, and you're going to tell us
about that in a moment. And it's a long time ago, but I am sure it's very, very painful for you still. Would you
please stand to take the oath before we start.
--------------------BERNICE JAKILA (Sworn, States)
MR BORAIN: Thank you very much. Please be seated. Mrs Jakila, my colleague, Mr Dlamini, is going to help
you as you tell us the story of your son's disappearance. Thank you. Mr Dlamini.
MR DLAMINI: Thank you, Mr Chairman. Mama Jakila, thank you for the time that you have accorded us. I
would request you to tell us your story. It is a painful story, as the Chairperson has said already, but for us to
be able to make an attempt in helping you it's only when you try and tell us as clear as possible, giving us all
the clues that you think will help us to assist you. Thank you, and may I request you to start telling us about
the circumstances around which your son disappeared, and any other relevant information that you think
would be of use to the Commission in order to help you. Thank you. --/In 1964
In 1964 I moved from home and I went to Gauteng. I left my children with their grandmother. As I was in
Gauteng I heard that my children were also in Gauteng, but I was staying in Orange Grove, where I was
working as a domestic worker. As they were still there in 1976, when there were riots or uprisings in 1976 in
Soweto, after about a few days Jeremiah - that is his brother - came to ask me where Andries was. I said I
didn't know anything because I was staying at Orange Grove. He told me that nine days has lapsed since he
disappeared. I told him I hadn't seen him. I told him to go back to the location to try and find out, because I
could not go out. We were being arrested in terms of the pass laws. But I went to the police stations in town. I
went to John Vorster Square. When we were still coming they just chased us away. They told us that they
knew what we wanted and they were not interested to assist us. I went to Number Four. They also refused to
help me. I went to Modder B Prison. There they tried to look at their documents, as well as files, but they said
the couldn't locate him. That is when I felt I couldn't get him. I had a hope that when the others were coming
back he was also going to come back. As time went on I realised that he wasn't coming back. I was now
reaching my tether, because I just couldn't get any help. Right now my heart is very sore because I don't
know what is happening to my son, or what happened to him. I don't have any more to say.
Thank you, Mrs Jakila. Perhaps a few clarifying questions. When you say that you were hoping that your son
was going to come back together with others who were returning to the country, is it because you were under
the
/impression
impression that he had been on exile? --- Yes, I thought so, because he wasn't the only one who had
disappeared from Soweto. Quite a number of kids had disappeared, so I thought the was part of them, or he
was one of those who disappeared, but I really didn't have any clarity.
Thank you. Did you have any clues from his friends or people who were close to him as to when they last
saw him what he was doing and where he was? --- His brother, that is Jeremiah, I urged him to try and find
out in Soweto as to what happened to his brother. Then he came back and told me that they said since he
went to work in the morning, and there's nothing that they heard from him thereafter. Even today we haven't
heard anything, not even the slightest rumour or clue.

From his brother, Jeremiah, was he involved in political activities or youth activities? --- I really don't know
because I wasn't staying with them. But what I know is that they had just arrived in Gauteng and he was only
16 years old, he didn't have a pass or an identity document.
Thank you, Mr Chairman. Can I hand over to you?
--------------------MR BORAIN: Thank you very much. Any other questions? Mr Lax.
MR LAX: Thank you. Mrs Jakila, did your son, Andries, have any nicknames or other names that he might
have used which might help us to trace him? --- His nickname was Baba. That's what we affectionately called
him.
Might he have used a different surname maybe? --- He was using Gorape.
/Your other
Your other son, Jeremiah, where is he at the moment? --- Jeremiah is in Thembisa at the moment.
So our people could maybe speak to him and try and get some information from him. --- Yes, but I don't have
his full address. I am not really sure where he stays, but I know where he works.
Perhaps you could give that to our people later if that's possible please. Thank you.
--------------------MR BORAIN: Thank you, Mrs Jakila. It's 20 years ago. It's very hard to get any information from what you
have told us. You are still in the dark today as you were then, but, you know, it occurred to me once again
that when we had this uprising in 1976, where so many young people went into exile, or disappeared, or
were killed, or were in gaol, and like so many mothers you, when you heard about the disappearance of your
son - it becomes almost like a refrain, almost like a song. "I went to the prisons, I went to the police stations, I
went to the hospitals, I went to the friends, and I couldn't find him." It's a very sad song that many, many
mothers have had to sing, and we feel deeply for you.
We can't make promises that we can't keep, but we will try. We will try and do whatever we can to see if we
can find at least what happened to that young 16-year-old. Thank you very much for coming, and may God
comfort you in your loneliness. Thank you.
--------------------MR BORAIN: Mrs Butsibo, would you please identify yourself. Have you both got the earphones on?
MRS BUTSIBO: I am Paulina Butsibo.
MR BORAIN: Thank you very much. So you must be Ester Tsetsi. I hope I'm pronouncing the name
correctly. If I am not please forgive me. The reason why we have asked you to come together is because you
both lost your sons, and they were both killed on the same day in the same event, the same incident, so we
thought it would be helpful to hear your stories together. Mr Lax is going to guide you in a minute, but again it
was 1992, after the President was released from prison, after many people had come back, and it's very
tragic - but that is your story, and we'd much prefer to hear from you. Would you both please stand together
to take the oath.

--------------------PAULINA BUTSIBO and ESTER TSETSI (Sworn, State)
MR BORAIN: Thank you very much. Please be seated. Mr Lax.
MR LAX: Thank you, Chairperson. Good afternoon and greetings to both of you. --- Good afternoon, Sir.
If we could start with Mrs Butsibo first, and just -if you could tell us a little bit about yourself and about your
family, and if you could just confirm your ... (intervention) --- I'll be very brief, I'll tell you what I know, because
I wasn't staying at home, I was working in Sasol. On the 22nd of July, round about 5 o'clock, I got a call from
New Vaal. My mother had phoned my relative's child, and my relative's child was scared to phone me. She
waited for her husband to come back, and the husband is working in New Vaal. When her
/husband
husband came he is the one who phoned me and said, "Aunt, Granny says you must come together with the
kids." I was working with my daughter. The schools were closed as they are closed right now. Now my
granddaughters and grandsons were with me at work, so I took them with. My husband died in 1986. So the
children were with me. Now, when I asked how did they expect me to come with the children, what was the
matter, what had happened, she told me that she didn't know what had happened. Then I told my boss. My
boss said I must phone Heilbron and speak to my mother. I phoned Heilbron, I asked to speak to my mother.
My mother came. I asked her as to why she wanted me to bring all the children, what had happened? My
mother answered me, she said she is scared to tell me, but I must come home. She told me that Champagne
had been shot on the legs. I said to her she must explain to me. She asked me whether I was strong enough.
I told her I was strong enough because I had encountered such experiences before. Then she told me that
my son had died. I couldn't finish speaking. The phone fell down and I collapsed. My boss or madam picked
up the phone. She gave me some cold water to drink and she took the phone, she tried to phone my
daughter, who was working on the Third Street at Vaalbank. She phoned Mrs Kelly to let my daughter know
that her brother had died. When I regained my consciousness I found that my daughter was there already
with the two children who had visited us, as well as her madam was there. They phoned - my boss phoned
my husband. Round about half past six they came back from work. (Pause)
As soon as you're feeling better we can continue. --- When I regained consciousness I discovered that my
/daughter
daughter as well as her madam and my grandchildren were there. It was quite a tale in the street where I was
working. She came with her madam, who was comforting her, as well as the children. Now they were going
to take us in a kombi and bring us to Heilbron. When we got to Heilbron, that was my daughter and the
grandchildren, we arrived at night, we discovered that there were no taxis, there was absolutely no transport,
and I met another gentleman that I know from the NCD. Then he took us and he gave us a lift to our place.
On the morning of the 23rd I woke up together with my mother. We went to look or find out where
Champagne - that is my son - where did he die. I got a pool of blood there where he had fallen, where he had
died. The blood had already dried. I took a shovel and I took this blood and put it in a plastic. I took it with.
Round about 10 o'clock I took my daughter, as well as her aunt. We went to the police station to see the
deceased. When we got to Mapetla we saw Comrades. They blocked us, they said we shouldn't go there
alone because the Afrikaners were angry in the town, so we wouldn't be able to get into the town. So we
went to Mr Mabena's place. Mr Mabena promised to take his car and accompany us to the police station. We
went to Mr Mabena's place. We stayed, we waited for each other. From there they gave us a lift to the police
station. When we got to the police station I got that my son had died. He was bleeding through the nose as
well as the mouth. I will end there momentarily. Now the witness is Mzimbi Moloi, but he hasn't come.

This witness you talk about, is that a person who actually saw what happened to your son? --- I was at
/work. I
work. I just heard that they were together, that is Mzimbi and my son.
How old was your son? When was he born? --- When he died he was 25 years old. He was born in 1968 on
the 5th of May.
Thank you. Have you receive any documentation with regard to your son's death, any death certificate, or do
you know of any cases that might have happened? --- What I got was a death certificate. I do have it. I got it.
In 1993, on the 23rd of February, I got a letter which said I must go to court. They also phoned me and asked
me whether I had got the letter. My boss released me so that I could attend to this matter. I told her that on
the 23rd of February I am supposed to be in court with regard to my son's death. I went to the court. Our
names were called, but nothing happened. Even the person who shot my son, that is Ronnie Mudikwe,
there's nothing that he said.
(Inaudible) ... was this? --- That was in Heilbron.
Since then have you heard anything more about the case? --- There is nothing I ever heard thereafter. Up til
today I know absolutely nothing.
(Inaudible) ... will look into that and be able to try and get back to you with what actually happened about that
case. Chairperson, just for a moment, with your guidance, should we proceed with the other statement before
we ask questions, or do you think we should ask questions at this stage? I will just wait for your instructions.
MR BORAIN: I think it would be more helpful to the
/witnesses
witnesses to continue and then have the questions afterwards. It's a very painful thing this. And also we
might be able to get a little more information and save duplication. Thank you.
MR LAX: Thank you. If we could turn to you now, Mrs Tsetsi. If you could tell us firstly about your son, Kipi.
How old was he when this event happened? --- He was 14 years old when this happened. It was 12 o'clock
in the afternoon. He was just playing outside. He said he was scared to roam around the location because
the soldiers were... (incomplete - end of Side B, Tape 4) ... the other street. I got a car on that street. I asked
that person, the driver, to give me a lift and take me to the hospital. We got to a main road, where we met
people from the Civic Association. They were coming from the court and they were in a kombi. They said to
me, "There is my son," and they told me that my son had been taken to Mapetla. That's another location.
They gave me a lift. I thought I was going mad a that time. I didn't know what was happened. When we got to
Mapetla we found that there were police cars as well as police Casspirs. They took me there. When we got
there they said - the Comrades requested the soldiers to disclose the whereabouts of my son. They said they
didn't know the whereabouts of my son. Thereafter they said the car had turned at Izulu Street. By that time
we tried to follow it. Then they said, "No, there it is. It's speeding up, it's going towards town." Then they put
me again in the kombi, they said, "We must follow these people." We followed them. All of a sudden they
disappeared. Then we rushed off to the hospital. When we got to the hospital, as we were
/crossing
crossing the railway station just approaching the hospital, we saw an ambulance flicking its little red light.
When we got to the hospital I asked the ambulance drivers as to where my son was. I don't know who started
by telling me that my son was in Kroonstad, but there was a group of people. I asked them, "How could my

son be in Kroonstad within five minutes?" They told me to go back home, and I was a little bit mixed up
because I didn't know what was happening. They took me, they put me into the kombi, they directed me to
go home. When I got home I sat there, and my mother asked me where my son was. I told her that they had
told me he's in Kroonstad. I sat outside wondering. Now I was totally - I didn't know what to do because I
didn't know what was happening. Then my mother said to me I must just wait and see. Nobody showed up
except for a young girl whose name was Busisiwe.
(Inaudible) ... please take your time. (Pause) --- These children came. They had brought my son's T-shirt. It
was soaked with blood. I took the T-shirt and asked, "Where is my son when my T-shirt is like this? How is
he?" Then they said a policeman shot him. I took the T-shirt and soaked it in water. I lifted the T-shirt up and I
saw quite a number of holes in the T-shirt. Then I started to wonder how is my child if a T-shirt can be so full
of holes. I went to sleep. Round about 7 o'clock in the evening I woke up and went to another member of the
Civic Association. When I got to him I said to Mr Ndio, "Where is my child?" He told me that we were going to
try and hire the car and go to Kroonstad. Approximately at 9 o'clock I saw the kombi. They said I must go to
Kroonstad. I said they must take my sister as well as my
/other son,
other son, because I wasn't able to go. Then they went to Kroonstad. As we were sitting until 3 o'clock, at
3 o'clock they came back. They looked at me. Each and every one of them just looked at me. Then I asked,
"Is he dead?" They said, "Yes." I asked whether he was in Kroonstad. They said no, he wasn't at Kroonstad,
they said he was in Heilbron. I asked them how did they know that he was in Heilbron. They said the Civic
Association members phoned to try and find out where my son was, so they went to Bloemfontein. They
actually threatened the police. They told them that, "If we don't get him in Bloemfontein you are going to be in
trouble." When they got there we didn't know what to do, we just stayed for the whole morning until dawn. I
couldn't sleep. I was told to go to the police station to go and report that my child had died or had been killed.
I went to the police station. There was a man who was working at the mortuary. He was also expecting me.
When I got there they pulled my child's corpse. I stood there in silence and I looked at my son. He had a lot
of holes in his body. Blood had seeped out of his back. He wasn't even wearing a T-shirt. This gentleman
asked me whether I was satisfied, I had positively identified my son. I said yes. My sister said she wanted to
see if it really was him. Then she wanted to find out about post-mortems, as to where they should be taken
for a post-mortem. She was told that they were being taken to Gauteng for a post-mortem. My sister told
them that they must know that we are also going to take him to a pathologist, who was going to try and find
out the cause of death. They told us that we would get the corpses on a Thursday. They took the corpses.
The
/corpses
corpses came back. We buried them. From there we stayed until 1993. That's only then that we were told
about our children. They told me that my child had died due to loss of blood. That was all they could tell me
about my son.
Are you finished, Mama, for now? Can I just confirm something with you? You received a letter to come to
court to an inquest hearing. Do you remember that? --- Yes, I did get the letter.
Did you actually go to court? --- Yes, I did go to court.
What happened there? --- When I got to the court we sat there. We were read a Bible, a very big Bible by the
Magistrate. From there he told me that my child had died. He told me that he had lost blood. That's all that he
told me.
Do you remember when - what date that was that you went to court by any chance? --- It was on the 23rd in

1993.
Thank you. This person that you spoke about as a witness, Busisiwe Moloi, is that the Busisiwe you're talking
about? --- Yes, it is the Busisiwe that I have been talking about, Busisiwe Moloi.
And do you know where we could find her if we wanted to get some information from her? --- She stays in
Heilbron, but she ran away because she was scared to come and testify. I did let her know that I was going
to come and testify, but she never turned up.
Do you know of any other possible witnesses we could talk to? --- I don't know of any other people. Busisiwe
knows those people.
Thank you. Have you received a death certificate in
/relation
relation to your son's death? --- Yes, I did get the death certificate.
And you've just confirmed for us that he was at Heilbron Hospital where he was treated and where he died. -- Yes.
Thank you, Chairperson. Thank you, Mrs Tsetsi.
--------------------MR BORAIN: Thank you. Anyone else? Yes, Mr Dlamini.
MR DLAMINI: Thank you, Mr Chair. Also under the same point of witnesses, according to Mrs Butsibo's
statement there is a name of Fosewa Mputhi that is mentioned. Can he be one of the witnesses who could
help us in investigating? --- Yes, he is a witness.
Do you know his address where we can contact him in case we need to talk to him? --- I am not really sure
about his address, but I believe that the person who was taking the statement took all the particulars of the
witness.
One more question to Mrs Tsetsi. It's of concern that your son reportedly died of excessive bleeding, and
when one looks at the times as recorded in the statement, between the time that the incident took place
when he was shot and the time that he actually got to hospital, can I confirm those times, because it looks an
unusually big gap. What time was he shot roughly? --- He was shot at about half past 12. Then he went to
the hospital at approximately one - approximately one.
So he was not shot in the morning? --- No, he wasn't shot in the morning. He was shot during the day.
Thank you, Mr Chairman, I was concerned because according to the statement he is reported to have been
/shot in
shot in the morning, and only to be admitted at half past one. Thank you.
--------------------DR MGOJO: Chairperson, some of the questions have been articulated by Brother Mdu Dlamini, but I just
want to check whether maybe it's my hearing which was wrong. Paulina mentioned one of the witnesses as
Mzimbi Moloi. Is there any person like that, or maybe I didn't understand what ... (inaudible) --- Yes, that is

true, it is Mzimbi Moloi.
Is there any reason why in your statement you didn't write him as a witness, because in your document here
you wrote as a witness Fosewa Mputhi? --- I do not know of any Fosewa Mputhi. I know Mzimbi Moloi. On
the 13th when the Truth Commission was in Heilbron Mputhi was there.
(Inaudible) ... correct this document so that we put the right witness. Thank you.
--------------------MRS GCABASHE: Mrs Butsibo, according to your statement you talked about Mr Mapena. How is Mr
Mapena involved in here? --- Mr Mapena was a Comrade. He is the one who was helping us to run up and
down, go to the police stations to try and find out what happened.
Thank you.
--------------------MR LYSTER: Either of the two witnesses could answer this one. You said that at that time there was
shooting, the soldiers were shooting in the townships. Do you know what was going on at the time in the
township? Why were there soldiers there and why were they shooting at people? --- At that time there wasn't
much. It was just the Sasol
/students.
students. Now all the Comrades were trying to sort out
their matters, their organisation's matters. They had been arrested. Now we don't know who called the
Casspir from Harrismith. They just came and shot, but there wasn't any altercation. There was absolutely
nothing that - the policeman said they were stoning his house, but that's unbelievable because it was just a
quiet march. Our children were killed by the Heilbron police. That soldier made a mistake of taking him
around the location. That's how he lost blood or bled excessively.
You think that he was shot, and then he was put in the Hippo and they travelled around with him while he
was still alive in the Hippo for some time, and only after some time they took him to the hospital. --- Yes,
that's what I said exactly.
And you said that when you examined his body, when you identified his body, it was evident that it had been
rolling around in the Hippo because it was very, very dirty. Is that correct? --- Yes, I said that.
Now, this policeman, Shidiso Hlongwane, do you know where he is? Or is he a soldier or a policeman? A
policeman. --- It's a policeman. I don't know where he disappeared, because he is no long working in
Heilbron. I don't see him any more.
And was it Busisiwe Moloi who told you that the name of the policeman who shot these two boys, your sons,
was Hlongwane? --- Yes, she is the one who told us, as well as Feddington saw him.
(Inaudible) ... Busisiwe Moloi the same person as Mzimbi Moloi, or are they two different people? --- No, they
are different. It's two separate persons.
/And the
And the death certificate, what does that read as

the cause of death? There's no death certificate, is there? --- No, the Magistrate told me by word of mouth. I
didn't get any death certificate.
Thank you very much.
--------------------MR BORAIN: It's not easy to find words after listening to the story. It's tragic when a young man is killed, and
possibly even more tragic when it's a 14-year-old boy who probably was just shot in the crossfire in a time of
conflict. We heard that you would like some tombstones to be put to commemorate the deaths of your sons,
and perhaps even a creche in memory of perhaps your son, and other young people who were killed. We will
certainly take that message to the right people and see what we can do. Nothing can bring your sons back,
but we are grateful that we are now living in a time where it is less likely that this will happen again, and one
of the reasons why we have this Truth and Reconciliation Commission is to remind all of us of the heavy,
heavy cost and the heavy price that we have had to pay, and to remind us that we must work together so that
it never happens again.
I hope that just by virtue that you are sitting together, that you are mothers united in a common loss, that this
will be of some strength to you, and that so many other mothers and so many other families together will help
to build a new South Africa, so that young boys and young men will never die in vain again.
Thank you very much indeed for coming.
--------------------MR BORAIN: Good afternoon, Mr Marais. You can hear me all right?
MR MARAIS: Yes, I can hear you.
MR BORAIN: Tell me, who is the lady who is sitting with you?
MR MARAIS: This is my mother.
MR BORAIN: We are very, very glad to welcome you also, very glad to see you. Now, you've have a very
long wait, and it's long in the afternoon, and you are the last witness, but your story is as important as
everybody else's, and you're going to tell us about what happened to you. Not about someone else, but
about what happened to you, particularly at the time when you were detained and also tortured. But before
you do so I'd be grateful if you, Mr Marais, would please stand for the oath.
--------------------EZEKIEL MATSIDISO MARAIS (Sworn, States)
MR BORAIN: Thank you very much. Will you be seated please. My colleague, Mrs Gcabashe, is going to
lead you and assist you in the telling of your own story, and I am going to hand over to her now. Thank you.
MRS GCABASHE: I greet you, Matsidiso. Mr Chairperson has already said that you've been waiting since
this morning to appear before the Commission. I want to thank you for the patience. I want to thank you for
waiting to come and appear here so that we can all know the truth of what happened to you. Is your mother
going to help you as you relate your story? --- Yes, I am going to say a few words, and she will also add
something.
Is it fine if I call you Matsidiso? Tell us briefly where do you stay, where do you come from, who is your

/family?
family? --- I stay in Bathu location, a section called Four and Six, but I use the Rockland address where I am
staying. I live in a shack close to Mangawung School, but I actually come from Rockland.
You said ... (incomplete) --- My home is in Rockland,
There is something - you've just said now you live in Mangawung. Can you please elaborate? --- I erected a
shack close to the school in a ground. Yes, I have two places where I stay, but it's two years now that I have
been staying at Four and Six.
You are here to tell us about the torture at the Fountain Security Branch. --- Yes, that's right.
I have a question that I would like to ask you. You said you joined the ANC in 1976. --- It was around 1977
when I joined.
What happened then in 1980? --- In 1980 I was arrested. It was '79 when I remember well. The schools were
closing on that day. I wanted to say we were closing the shops down because we wanted to mourn for the
June 16 day. The police arrested us. We've already closed down all the shops around Mangawung. I think it
was the last shop that we were supposed to go to, and the owner of that shop called the police. Very close to
the hostel the police came and they arrested us. They asked us what have we done to the shop owners, why
do we tell people to close down their shops? I intimidated that gentleman. I said, "What have we said to
you?" He said, "You told me to close down our shops." They took us to Fountain Security Branch, and on our
way a black policemen slapped one of the people who were arrested, and he used his elbow to
/press him
press him against the seat. He left him and then he looked at me. He also slapped me. I just looked at him.
We were now getting into the town. He was now talking nicely to us, and he asked us what do we want to be
in the future. And then I can't remember what answer did we give him. When we arrived at Fountain Security
Branch we parked on the other side, and the other side was Fountain Security Branch. This hefty man was
holding me and I was just on my tiptoes. When we got into the building Hendrik Prinsloo came in, and he said
to me he thinks he knows me. And he quickly grabbed one of the Comrades, or one of the people who was in
our company, he started assaulting him. He hit him against the wall. He even used his fists.
Matsidiso, I want to take you back. You said the Amabutho attacked you. Can you please tell us who do you
refer to when you say Amabutho? --- The first time when the Amabutho attacked me it was in 1986. I was
from the ANC training.
Who are these Amabutho? --- These were the police under the leadership of Mayor Matobisa.
Thank you. You say you've been in gaol for six months. --- No, I was arrested because - can you please
repeat that question. No, the ANC Comrades arrested me. He was an MK member.
You said to us you were injured. Did you go to the doctor? Did you go to the doctor because you were
injured? --- Are you referring to the attacks by the Amabutho? Yes, I went to Philonomi Hospital. I only woke
up at Philonomi Hospital. I don't know who took me to the hospital. These people who assaulted me, they did
all
this at ... (inaudible) ... they had a police dog with
/them.

them.
Can I please take you back once more. Do you know the name of the doctor who examined you? --- No, I
don't know the doctor's name, but I think the files are still there.
Now, the name of the hospital you went to? --- I went to Philonomi Hospital.
Do you have any record that will tell us that you've been admitted to the s hospital? If we want to know
further about your stay in hospital shall we get any document? --- No, I don't have any document with me, but
there is information. Even at the hospital I saw the policemen who tortured me, together with Gerrard who
used to search my home. I wanted to run away, but another girl took me back to the bed.
Matsidiso, we want to thank you. We have listened to the way in which you were tortured and we feel very
sorry. You said to us you even went to the hospital to see the doctor. We will try to find out from the doctor
what kind of help can we give you. Are you still under medication? --- No, not at this stage.
Are you employed? --- No, I was expelled in 1980.
Thank you very much, Matsidiso. I will now take everything back to the Chairman. --- I think I didn't mention
most of the things that I wanted to say. I was told that some of the things I will come and say before the
Commission. The torture that they did to me I didn't talk about. I think the people who tortured me were from
the Inkatha, because they were speaking a different language.
/Thank you
Thank you very much. We will try to find out from the hospital what happened.
--------------------MR LYSTER: Mr Marais, you said that there were three separate occasions where you were tortured or
assaulted. One was in 1979. That was when you were taken to the Fountain Security Branch headquarters.
Again in 1980 you were taken to the Fountain Security Branch headquarters, and again in 1991 when you
were attacked or assaulted at your home by the Amabutho. Is that correct? --- When the Amabutho assaulted
me it was in 1990.
But is it correct that you were taken in 1979 to Fountain Security Branch and you were tortured there, and
again in 1980? --- Yes, that's true.
Do you want to just tell us briefly the manner in which they tortured you in 1979? --- How did they torture
you? You said that you were taken there with a colleague or a friend of yours, and the policeman slapped
you in the car, and then at the Fountain Security Branch it was a policeman by the name of Prinsloo, was it,
who started assaulting your friend. Can you tell us what they did to you? --- The first day when they picked
me up they tortured me. They had a warrant of arrest at first, and the other one who was interrogating me
slapped me. He was busy interrogating me and I didn't pay attention, I was looking outside. When I was still
looking outside he slapped me again, and he took out his gun, he pointed it at me. And then I paid full
attention. There was one policeman who was passing by, and then he was called in and he was shown this
letter. And then I asked this friend of mine from Gauteng what this letter
/was all
was all about, because we've been fighting the whites in those years about the system of education that was
in place. And it was difficult for me to find out the real reason for me being in the cell. Apparently there is
something that I have written in the letter that led to my arrest. Now Gerrard was hitting me on my chest. And

the letter further stated that the whites have been oppressing us for quite a long time, and at a later stage
they were joined by our brothers now, who were now engaging themselves in the evil deeds of the police. I
think those words were very uncomfortable for him. And then he handcuffed me and they also tied my feet,
and he made me lie on the sofa, and he used the electric shocks on my ears and he electrocuted me. I think
during that time Mrs Mandela was in Brandfort. I couldn't stand for two minutes. I shook, and ultimately I fell. I
shifted from the drawers that were close to me until to the next wall. He took out his stick and he continually
hit me with this. He was still interrogating me, and I was giving him answers. "There is nothing I know, there
is nothing I know." I must say that Sivonelo School had been burnt down, and I didn't know what the school
had been burned because I was in Gauteng, and when I came back I was told that the police are looking for
me because I took part in the burning of the school. When we arrived here I personally went to Fountain, and
this black policeman was attending me. Now, when I was tortured this white policeman got out of the room,
and when he got out I felt that my hands were sore. They were as if they were chopped. He came back in.
He was angry with me. He used this stick furthermore to hit me, and I told him, "Sir, I
/have an
have an operation, I have an appendix operation." When I said that to him I was really giving him the freedom
to do whatever he wanted to do. He left me. They put me into the Volkswagen and then I was transferred to
Brandfort. I stayed in Brandfort for a week and then he came back. He took me out of the cell and he gave
me a cool drink. The cell was situated very close to the charge office. He wanted me to confirm what he
heard from other people. I said to him, "I don't want to endorse anything that those people have said. I think
we will talk in the court of law." And he said to me, "I know you are scared of talking. I will tell you what to
write on the paper." I agreed with what he was saying, and he gave me a pen and I started writing. He took
me, together with an interpreter, into the Magistrate's office and I stated my case, and then I told them that
there is nothing that I know. I know nothing of what happened. And I told the Magistrate that this person had
been torturing me, and he forced me to write this statement. That is why I wrote this. And then we went out
with two different statements now. It was a corridor with a door on the side, and he pulled me into this room.
He said, "What did you say to the Magistrate?" and I heard him slapping me. It's since then I cannot use my
ear. For three years I have been hearing funny sounds with my ear, but after some time it was quite well.
There was another policeman who came to me. His name was Hendrik and he was together with the
interpreter, and we went into the office and we put on our clothes. When I realised we were in the veld. The
tar road was far, and then we were tipped into the veld. They interrogated me. I was fastened to the car.
They said to
/me, "You
me, "You don't want to speak the truth. Now go," and they released me. They said, "Go to Botswana." They
wanted me to go deep into the veld, but I refused, I said to them, "No, I am not going to do this," because I
knew what happened in different places like in Gauteng, and we have been reading in newspapers that a
person was on his way to the shop with his girlfriend and then he was shot dead, and then they took the girl
with them. So I thought they were going to do the same with me, and I refused, I didn't go into the veld. They
said to me, "You are going to die and rot in that veld. It was during those times when Dr Matata Mohlana and
them were in the leadership.
(Inaudible) ... can you take us now to 1980. You said that ... (incomplete - end of Side A, Tape 4) ... it said
that there was rent boycott in your area, and that you were arrested for that and taken to Fountain, and you
were tortured and you got injuries to your neck. Is that correct? --- In 1980 we were busy closing the shops
down when we got arrested, and I was taken to Fountain Security Branch. There were four of us. When we
arrived in Fountain the other police said he knows me. It was Hendrik. And the others went back. He looked
at me and he said, "It's you again." It was the second time now that I had been arrested. And he was pulling
me with my pairs of trousers in his office. He was slippering (sic) me on the floor. When we got into his office
he trampled on me as much as he could. I was rolling on the floor. He continually trampled on me, and he

said, "I am going to kill you." And he said to me, "You are a kaffir," and I said to them, "What do you want?"
He asked me what is it that we wanted, and I told him about the education that
/was in
was in poor conditions, and I told him that we didn't find anything wrong with closing down the shops. And he
continually told me that I was a bad kaffir. He had already trampled me enough on my neck. He was hefty, he
was well built, and I was a young and upcoming youngster, and my neck had been giving me trouble since
that day until now.
(Inaudible) ... you were assaulted at your house by the Amabutho in 1991. Is that correct? --- 1991?
1991 you said ... (inaudible) --- Yes, I think it was in 1990. I didn't mention the ANC trial. It was in 1985. But I
think I indicated that in my statement.
(Inaudible) ... you mentioned that in your statement. If you can just finally tell us about how you were
assaulted by the Amabutho, and then we'll ask your mother if she has anything that she wishes to say or to
confirm. In 1990 or 1991 you were beaten, you said, by the Amabutho, is that correct? --- No, I didn't mention
anything about the ANC. I was poisoned, I even went to the doctor, and my ankles were swollen. They were
supposed to interrogate me, but when we were on our way they discovered that I couldn't walk, and they
asked me, "Why are you walking so slowly?" I told them that my legs were swollen. I didn't want to tell him
what happened because I knew that I was going to revenge at one stage, and they took me to a doctor called
Dr Oosthuizen. I tried to tell this doctor everything, but he didn't want to listen to me. The policemen also
encouraged me to tell the doctor what happened. They were begging me to eat, and the Fountain Police
wanted to know why was I not eating, and I would only keep quiet and ignore them. I
/didn't
didn't realise that they were poisoning me. At night when I am asleep I would feel my head going round. I
would as if there is a person trampling on me. At times I would even feel like, you know, a train is just driving
on my body. And I was told that the food that I ate affected me. They took me to the doctor then, and the
doctor gave me an ointment and some few tablets. They did not give me tablets. I went to Burke Road Police
Station, and that's where they gave me the tablets. I didn't trust this policeman any more when he called me.
You know, I was suspicious, and I thought he was going to tell me something funny and I didn't give heed to
what he was saying. I took the tablets and I swallowed them. I pretended as if I swallowed them, but I put
them under my tongue. And then I showed them to one of my friends. I said, "Look, here are their tablets. I
am not going to drink them," and truly that was the end of it.
(Inaudible) ... about all those things, and we have got all that information in your statement, which you've now
confirmed. Thank you very much for sharing all these terrible things with us. This is something that's been
happening to you since 1979, it's over 15 years, and we understand the pain and suffering that you have
experienced. Is there anything that your mother would like to - just to confirm now? She is on the stage with
you. Is there - she hasn't made a statement, and we don't normally allow people to give evidence unless they
have made a statement, but if there is something important and brief that she would like to say ... do you
want to say that? She will have to be sworn in first.
MR BORAIN: Could I ask you, Mrs Marais, do you want to
/add anything
add anything at all? Do you wish to add anything?
MRS MARAIS: I just wanted to indicate that the condition you see him in ... (intervention)

MR BORAIN: ... interrupt you, but I cannot hear you unless you have taken an oath, so would you please
stand to take the oath.
--------------------MRS MARAIS (Sworn, States)
MR BORAIN: Mrs Marais, we have heard at some length from you son, and if there is something new that
you have to say please tell us now. --- I just want to say that I was very hurt, because when my son was
released from the cells he wasn't himself any more. I was so hurt. Why did they take his penis and
electrocuted him? He was a man and they had to do that. Why did they do that with him? As you see him
now he is not the child I gave birth to. I cannot understand him any more. He doesn't understand whether he
is living or he is dead. And the police did this to him because they continually picked him up at home, and
they would torture him, they would assault him. They have really destroyed the life of my child. He can hardly
do anything. He stays with the chickens and the doves and pigeons in the house. My house is so dirty. He
doesn't want to live with people. He prefers to live with these birds that I have mentioned. That is why he
doesn't stay with us. I thank you. There is nothing more that I would say to you.
Thank you for that. I just have to ask you one question. Your son, is he receiving any medical treatment at all
at the moment, either at a clinic or at a hospital or from a doctor? --- No, he refused to go to the
/doctors
doctors because he doesn't want any white person. He goes to the hospital. The day he feels he has to go to
the hospital he just goes.
I can understand that having suffered as much as he has, and having these dreadful experiences, that he
would be very suspicious of anybody, of any person, and perhaps that's why he finds it difficult, and we may
be able to see what we can do, to talk to the local medical people to find out if we can offer some help.
Now, I want to thank Ezekiel, and thank you as his mother, for coming. So much of what has happened has
destroyed so much in our country, and it's particularly tragic when we see young people who have been so
badly damaged. We will do everything we can. We have listened very carefully to those experiences, and in
particular we will discuss the situation with the medical people here in Bloemfontein and see what help we
can do. Thank you again very much indeed for coming. God be with you. --- Thank you very much, Sir.
---------------------
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---oOo--DR BORAINE: Good Morning, Mr Tshabalala. I gather that you can hear me all right? Can you just switch on
the microphone please? Thank you. You can hear me all right?
MR TSHABALALA: I can hear you quite well.
DR BORAINE: Thank you very much. Mr Tshabalala, you have brought somebody with you. Could you
please tell me who that is?
MR TSHABALALA: This is my mother, Emily Charles.
DR BORAINE: I'd like to welcome you, Mrs Tshabalala, very much. We are glad that you have joined your

son whilst he is talking to us. Mr Tshabalala, you're going to tell us about a cousin, Edward Viyu Charles,
who was killed, and even though it's not a brother or a sister, a father or a mother, it's a part of you, a part of
your family, and we know that you feel this deeply, and we are very glad that you've come to tell this story
about your cousin. Now, I have to ask you please to stand to take the oath.
--------------------MR TSHABALALA (Sworn, States)
DR BORAINE: Please be seated Mr Tshabalala. Mr Tshabalala, you are first today. I am not sure if you were
here yesterday, but we always ask a member of the panel, one of my colleagues, to assist whoever is giving
their story, and on this occasion, to assist you wherever you may need it, is Mr Ilan Lax, and he is sitting on
my far left, and he will take over from me now. Thank you.
MR LAX: Good morning, Mr Tshabalala, welcome. --- Thank you very much.
(Inaudible) ... we start this morning, and before you go into the story of the sad death of Edward Viyu
/Charles,
Charles, could you tell us a little bit about the Charles
family, how many children there were, and so on? --- The family of Charles is comprised of six children.
(Inaudible) ... them. --- The family of Charles is a cousin who grew up at my father's place.
Would you now tell us what you know of the death of Edward Viyu Charles please. --- My cousin was a
student at that time. He looked very brilliant, he had a very bright future. My cousin could see the problems
that we were going through at our home. He could also see the problems that the black nation had. Then he
took a decision that amongst all other things he will work for his nation, especially strive for freedom. In other
words he got involved in politics. At that time when the UDF started he was the chairperson of the UDF in
Welkom. In 1983 Edward Viyu Charles was arrested for the very first time. His second arrest was in 1985,
near Welkom and Odendaalsrus, on the way to Kroonstad. In 1985 it was a little bit difficult during those
times. His life was a little bit more in shambles, and he spent most of his time in prison, and he related how
difficult it was there. He even told us about the torture that went on in the prison. At that time he was in
Mpohadi College, and his parents wished that he should finish is education. There were people who kept on
harassing him. Those were the law people. They were using constant death threats, and they threatened that
they would wipe the whole family out. And there came a time where he was told that he would go because he
did not want to leave the cause for freedom. He used to talk with us to make us aware as to all that the
previous regime was not protecting his nation. He
/took an
took an oath and he told himself that he will continue
with the struggle, he won't turn back. Amongst the tortures that he went through the most painful was when
he was taken into a bath, put inside the water, and he was electrocuted. In 1985 he went to Lesotho. At that
time we heard that they were threatening they would wipe the whole family if we kept him in the family. At
that time he stayed in Lesotho until he crossed ... (incomplete)
When you're ready we can continue. (Pause) --- It was very difficult because the parents were expecting that
he should finish his education, but he did explain to them and they did understand he had to leave the
country. It was then that we actually resolved and told ourselves that it was the last time we saw him.

You can take your time. We don't mind waiting for you. (Pause) --- The last time we heard him talk was when
he phoned us and he told us that he was on his way to Lusaka. That was the last time. He went to Lusaka.
Throughout we were dreaming we were also expecting him, we were also - we also encouraged ourselves.
We told ourselves that whatever decision he had taken we were in line with it. We were being supportive
because he always explained to us the problems that he was going through. He went to Lusaka. We heard
rumours that he was around, but we never saw him. In 1987, on the 16th if I am not mistaken, that is the 16th
of December, we heard rumours that there was a terrorist who died in the vicinity of Brandfort and
Bloemfontein in a farm. He was termed a terrorist. We never thought it could possibly he him. It took us a
very long time to know that it was him. This was being hidden away from us. I think it was in 1990
/when myself
when myself and his elder brother we made some
investigations. We heard rumours that amongst the people who died Edward Viyu Charles was amongst
them. We made some investigations and we discovered that he is the person who was killed in 1987. We
were not notified about his death, we only heard it from people. It looks as if there were some people who
were with him, but one of them is in Bloemfontein according to rumour, the one who was with him at that time
when he died. The other one survived and he surrendered, but my brother was killed by the boers. They
killed him in a very painful manner. Amongst all other things when he was being buried he was buried by the
police. I believe they just buried him like a dog or a puppy. They were just seeing a corpse, an unknown
corpse. There were two policemen who couldn't - who had a problem burying him. This was a very painful
experience. The most cruel of them all was that when we last saw him he was fine and alive in flesh, but now
when we had to see him for the last time he was only bones. We buried his bones in 1991. We were not
burying him in person. That's all I can say.
Thank you, Mr Charles. Just for the record could you confirm Edward Viyu Charles' date of birth as
20 October 1964? --- It is so.
So at the time he left the country he would have been 21. --- It is so.
Now, you spoke about some inquiries that you made. Could you briefly tell us what sort of inquiries you made
to discover that the ... (inaudible) ... you subsequently reburied was in fact Edward Charles? --- His elder
brother is a teacher at Ladybrand. He heard that there
/was somebody
was somebody who had died. He went to Bloemfontein to
come and see if there was anything he could find about his brother. He got information that he was the one
who was killed in Brandfort. We went to Brandfort. We could not get any information as to what happened.
Thereafter we discovered that according to rumours a certain person was being buried in a certain grave by
the Comrades. It could be possible that it was him. Further investigations that were made in Bloemfontein
confirmed that in reality the grave was his.
Thank you. Now, you spoke to us about a witness, one of the comrades of your cousin as someone who
survived that incident, and you said that that person was somewhere in Bloemfontein. Do you know that
person's name so we can maybe try and trace him? --- I think they talked about Mohapi. That is the name
that I remember.
The elder brother who is a teacher from Ladybrand, what's his name please? --- It's Ezekiel Themba Charles.

Thank you. You spoke of arrests during 1983 and 1985. Were those arrests for specific charges, or specific
activities that you're aware of? --- Those accusations we are not clear as to what they entailed, but at that
time they were electing a councillor in Thabong. That was the second arrest.
Now, from the statement that we have it seems clear that there was no death certificate by the family as a
result of this death. Can you confirm that? --- It's difficult that we don't agree with it, because we never saw
him, we just accepted what we were being told. That's what made us agree and resolve it is so.
So, if I understand you correctly, you're saying
/there's
there's some doubt in your hearts that this is in fact the right person. --- We do agree according to the
knowledge that we were given, or the information. Because they were bones we couldn't identify him, so
there's nothing that really encourages us to agree that it was really him.
(Inaudible) ... must be some doubt in your hearts. Let me just check with you. According to the statement,
and you can confirm this for me please, you were never called to any cases or inquests of any kind that you
know of? --- We were never called to any inquests or any courts of law.
Okay. We will do our best to try and track down the official records if they're still around, and to see whether
we can help you clear up this confusion for you. With that I hand back to the Chairperson.
--------------------DR BORAINE: Thank you very much. Any other comments, questions? Can I just make absolutely sure that I
understand you? You mentioned that your cousin was exhumed. Now, where was the burial site before you
moved him for the second burial? Where was that? --- He was buried at Brandfort.
(Inaudible) ... that in the local cemetery, or where was that? --- It was there at the local cemetery.
We are grateful to you for coming and for telling us your story. We have made a number of notes so that we
can follow this up, and Mr Lax has told you already that as much information that we can get as possible is
important so that we can try to assist you to find out more details of what happened, who killed him, who
buried him, and
/whether
whether it really was your cousin. We'll do our very best to help in every way, and we just want to thank you
and we want to thank your mother for coming here today. Thank you very much.
--------------------DR BORAINE: Mrs Lowape, can you hear me through the headphones?
MRS LOWAPE: Yes, I can hear you perfectly well.
DR BORAINE: Mrs Lowape, we welcome you very warmly to this second day of the hearings. We are very
grateful that you have taken the trouble to come and share with us, and share with the nation, your own pain
and suffering. You are going to tell us about the shooting of your son, Papiki, and before you do that you
have to be under oath, so I'll ask you to please stand.
---------------------

BETTY LALIWE LOWAPE (Sworn, States)
DR BORAINE: Thank you, Mrs Lowape, will you please take your seat again, and my colleague Mrs
Gcabashe is now going to take over from me.
MRS GCABASHE: Let me start by thanking you. Are you coming from Welkom? Thank you for coming here
to give us evidence to help us, all of us, so that all the people can know the truth of what happened in the
past. I sympathise with you as you have lost your son. We have your statement here. I would request you to
start. You give us the details about your family background. Can you hear me? --- I have 10 children. He was
the sixth one.
Are you working? --- No, I am not working at the moment.
Are you working? --- My husband is sick, he is not working.
Is Papiki your son? Can you tell me the date of birth and his age during this accident? Can you give me the
birth details? --- He was only 16 years old when he died. He was only 16 years old.
/In your
In your statement here you said Papiki was shot by the police in 1984. Is it like that? --- Yes, it is so.
Can you briefly tell us what happened until - that led to his death? --- He was coming from the hospital. He
was under medication. He was paralysed. He was under hospital medication. Can you tell us everything that
happened on that particular day? I want to get all the details from you. --- On that particular day, 17th of
August, he was coming from the hospital. On the way home he met the police. The police were spreading
tear gas and they were shooting children. He was shot on the way home. Though he was walking with
crutches he was shot, because he was paralysed. I think they shot him round about one, because I was
fetched by my children when he was already shot. That was a boy and a girl. They told me that their brother
had been shot by the police and he had fallen there, they can't wake him up. I was given permission from
work to go back. I went to where he was shot. I found him sprawled on the floor.
You can take your time. --- I found him sprawled. The artificial limb had fallen out. I asked what had
happened because he was just coming from the hospital, and now his medication had fallen also. I asked
what sort of a policeman could do that. A white policeman came, as well as a black policeman. They told me
that it's a long time, this is long overdue, that we should have collected our children, they must stop moving
around the street. I told them that my child wasn't in the street but he was on his way back from the hospital.
They had shot him in the stomach, as well as on the shoulder.
/They also
They also stabbed him on the tummy. He stayed there for the whole day. They took him round about 4
o'clock in the afternoon. At the time when they took him they said I will get my child at the police station
mortuary. We went there the following day. When they had taken him from the ground I went to the funeral
parlour, but I turned on my way there, I went to look as to whether there wasn't any blood there. I got a white
man there who was looking there. I asked him what he was looking for there. I asked him whether he was
looking for the bullets with which he had shot him. Then he was startled, then he stood up. At that time I left
him and I went away. When I tried to get to where my son was they said to me I mustn't get in there. They
told me that I'll get him at the police mortuary. The following day I went there. We took him and we buried
him. Ever since then we have never heard anything about his case, but the police were harassing us. They
were also harassing my husband at work. That's where it ended.
We thank you. There are certain questions that we would like to pose to you so that we can get some clarity.

In your statement you talked about your two children who came to you and told you about what had
happened after you had left. What were their names? --- It was Enette Rapi as well Ephraim Lowape.
In your statement you referred to your son who had only one leg. --- Yes, the other one had an artificial limb
because he did not have a leg.
Can you please explain to us why he found himself without a leg? --- His foot was a little bit paralysed on the
ankle, so when he went to be amputated he came back
/like that.
like that. Each and every thing was just controlling itself. He had no control over himself.
Was he born with the foot like that? --- Yes, he was born with the foot like that. Then he went to the hospital
to get this foot fixed. Then he came back condemned. Everything in him was condemned. They amputated
his foot below his knee - his leg below his knee.
Which hospital was doing this? --- It was in Welkom Hospital.
Which year? Which year? Do you still remember? --- I don't remember quite well because he underwent the
operation when he was still very young.
INTERPRETER: The speaker's mike is not on.
MRS GCABASHE: You said on that particular day the police were pouring tear gas over people. Can you
please explain what was happening? Was there a boycott, a strike, or an uprising? --- It was when the
students at Tito started fighting.
It was students? --- Yes, it was Tito students.
In your statement you said the police who shot your son you can actually identify them even if you don't know
their names. --- I said I could not identify them because they were white policemen.
The one who went back, who survived, who came to look - who came to inspect the site of death, is it
possible for you to identify him? --- No, I cannot identify him because he was actually looking down. I couldn't
see him properly.
After your son's death did you get any letter that told you as to how he died? --- No, I never got
/anything.
anything.
Were there any court appearances or inquiries or an inquest? --- There was nothing, absolutely nothing.
In your statement you said your son was getting R100,00 a month. What was that for? --- He wasn't getting
anything. I wasn't getting anything.
In your statement that's where you speak about R100,00. You were not getting any money? --- No, I wasn't
getting any.
As you are on pension how much are you getting for your pension? --- I get R410,00. R410,00.
What about your other children, are they still at school or are they working? --- The elder ones are working.

Only two are attending school. I am educating them.
We know that we can't really help you besides tell you that we sympathise with you, because it is apparent
that your son was quite an ordinary child, and he was very sickly. In your statement you said he was from the
hospital to take his medication. Who was examining him or who was treating him? --- He used to fetch his
medication from the hospital.
Do you have any documents or cards to indicate? --- I never went to the hospital to look for them.
Is it possible for you to get them? --- I don't know whether it's possible. The records should be there. Even
though we don't have much that we can do, but we would like to know if in your mind what would you like us
to help you with? --- I really don't know. I can't say what I want the Commission to do.
What happened to his clothes? Did you get them
/thereafter?
thereafter? --- Yes, I got the clothes.
What did they look like? --- They had a lot of holes, but it seems he didn't bleed. There were holes on his
shoulder as well as the tummy. He bled internally.
Were the other children involved in the student organisation? --- No, they weren't.
Thank you very much, Mrs Lowape. We sympathise with you very much. We shall try to hand over to our
Chairman. Thank you for having the courage to come and tell us what happened to your son. If there's any
help that we can offer we shall try by all means to find out who did this. The Commission will help you in that
manner.
--------------------DR BORAINE: Thank you very much. Any other questions or comments? Dr Magwaza.
DR MAGWAZA: We are aware that this is a very difficult time for you. I have one more question just to clarify.
Was your son involved in any political movement? Did he go to any gatherings for any political party? --- He
wasn't involved with any political organisations.
The second thing, I am concerned about you and your family. How did this affect you, how did it change your
life and that of your family, the death of your son? --- It was a very painful thing because we all loved him. We
had accepted what God had given us.
Okay, thank you.
--------------------MR LYSTER: Mrs Lowape, do you know whether anyone else was killed on that day along with your son? --No, he was the only one who was killed on that particular day. It's only after a few months that other children
started
/dying.
dying.
In your statement it is written that there was an inquest that was held after your son's death. Now, do you

recall that there was any court case? --- There's absolutely that happened. Nothing happened.
What address were you living at at that time, Mrs Lowape? --- I was staying at 251 in Thabong.
What is the nearest Magistrate's Court to Thabong? --- There is a police station in Thabong.
(Inaudible) ... big town to Thabong? Is it Welkom, Bloemfontein. --- It's Bloemfontein.
Okay. Well, we will make inquiries at the Magistrate's Court in Bloemfontein to see whether there are any
documents relating to an inquest. Did the shooting take place in Thabong township? Is that where you were
living at the time that your son was killed? --- Yes, I was staying in Thabong at that time.
--------------------MRS GCABASHE: Can I make a correction?
DR BORAINE: Yes, please, Mrs Gcabashe.
MRS GCABASHE: Thabong is a township of Welkom. It's just like Bloemfontein and Butsabelo.
DR BORAINE: Mrs Lowape, we have listened very carefully to your story. In the case of someone dying
through shooting there's usually an inquiry made by the police, even though it was the police who shot him,
and why we were asking exactly where were you living is because we want to try and find out if there are any
court records or any details of what happened on that 17th of August in 1984. It sounds as though it may be
that they were firing and your son was an innocent victim walking past, like so
/many other
many other people who have died in cross-fire in our country. But we don't know, so we have to try and find
out. If we are able to find out we will then come and tell you, so that at least you know exactly what
happened. Because if they were responsible then they should accept that responsibility publicly, and also
there should be some proceedings. We will try and do our best.
But to have 16-year-old son who already not strong, with one leg, and to have him killed so brutally, is much
pain, and we feel for you very deeply, and we are so grateful that you have come to tell us. We hope that
even in the telling of the story, in the sharing, some of the burden will leave you, and at least you will know
that the Commission appointed by the President and the nation knows what happened to your son. Thank
you very much for coming.
--------------------DR BORAINE: (Inaudible) ... you can hear me clearly?
MR PHEHLANI: Yes, I can hear you very clear.
DR BORAINE: That's very good. I can hear you as well, so we're now ready to start. We want to welcome
you very warmly on behalf of the Commission, and we are grateful to you for taking the trouble to come and
sharing with us what sounds, from your statement, to be a very, very grim and horrifying experience with the
death of your wife, severe assault against your son, destruction of property. This was a very, very, awful,
awful experience, and we are going to listen to you very carefully. Before you start though would you please
stand for the taking of the oath?
MR PHEHLANI: I don't need an interpreter.

DR BORAINE: Okay.
--------------------MORGAN SABATHA PHEHLANI (Sworn, States)
DR BORAINE: Would you prefer to give your evidence in English as well, or in Sotho, or which language? --I will give my evidence in English, Mr Chairman.
Thank you very much indeed. Well, without any further ado I am going to ask Mr Lyster if he will take over
from me, and put some questions to you and help you to tell this horrifying story. Thank you. --- Thank you,
Mr Chairman.
MR LYSTER: Thank you, Mr Phehlani. Now, the incidents which you have highlighted in your statement took
place in July 1991. --- That is correct.
But before you tell us about those incidents can you very briefly give us some background about yourself. I
understand that you were involved in political activities much earlier than that. So, without going into too
much
/detail
detail just give us some background as to your activities. --- Mr Chairman, I'll just give a short history. I joined
the South African Communist Party in 1939 when I was still a scholar, and I stayed in Johannesburg in '39. I
made about six months there in Johannesburg there. I was staying with Ruth First and Joe Slovo. I was
staying with them in Johannesburg because I was a member of the Young Communist League by that time.
And then ... (intervention)
Excuse me. I am sorry to interrupt you. Could you pull the microphone a little closer, because everybody
wants to hear. --- Oh, I see.
Thank you very much. --- And then after that I decided to join the main party itself, the Communist Party, so I
was briefed to be the organiser of the Communist Party in the Free State here. And then it's that time I joined
with Bram Fischer, and then the others, all the leaders of the Communist Party, Moses Gutane and the
others, Sam Khan and so forth and so forth. And then I came in the Free State then, organising the
Communist Party, and after some years again I went to Johannesburg, came back again to the Free State as
an organiser on the Communist Party in the Free State here. And then I decided to join the Advisory Board
by that time, because I thought that they are getting these things right. Once you'll get into these
organisations - our townships were so bad streets, no water, no houses, all such things. Well, I was a
member of the Advisory Board for about a year, and then I again was chased out of Brandfort, you know,
under the pass laws, that I was not working, just a loafer in the township here, and intimidating people to be
/against
against the Council and so forth, and just like that. Then I was sent back again to Johannesburg, where I
came from, because they said I was a loafer. So there's a word in Afrikaans that, "Ons gooi op jou oor die
luin" - "You must get out of this area because you are a loafer." And then again I came back in the Free
State, I started again organising trade unions and so forth and so forth. I started organising the Brandfort
Workers Union. I found that people were just working there, you know, for nuts, and it was necessary to
organise them into a trade union there. I started to form what they call the Brandfort Workers Union. Well, I
went on just like that until comes right again. Just not - to be very short, in 1989 - no, let's say 1976, when
these young kids started to be against the Afrikaans. In Brandfort we had what they called the Khosas, the
students formed themselves into a group, and then it was called the Khosas. Then these Khosas were, you

know, fighting each other in the black townships. The others did not like the Khosas, and then the police have
to intervene just like that. And then they started to have what they called the anti-Comrades. They were
fighting now, the schoolchildren, by that time. We had a group of about 15 children who were against the
scholars, fighting the scholars. And then it's where again the clash started again with my wife. She was in
there. I couldn't get too much in the whole thing because I was restricted and banned and house arrested,
because I was being restricted and banned from 1946, when I was in Johannesburg. And 1950, when these
organisations were banned I was also banned and house arrested and restricted not to go to the churches,
and it was just like that. And
then it happened that Winnie Mandela encouraged us again that we should join with these Advisory Boards,
the so-called town councillors. And then we started to join up with the Town Council. My wife went in there as
a councillor. I couldn't get in there because I was on the banned list, I was restricted not to attend those
things. And then she was there for about two, three years as a councillor, and then they, the people of
Brandfort, they encouraged us that we should get in there because they know what kind of people we were.
Well, we tried to get them houses, to put everything in order, so they were very much pleased with us. And
then at a later stage again they said I should also join with my wife there, you know, to fight for our local
rights in our black area there. So I got in there too. Well, we got fightings with the local authorities in
Brandfort, fightings with the Provincial Councils, to get sites for us there. Well, I managed to get about three
locations at Brandfort there through my efforts and my wife. So then in 1989 those small kids, or those young
boys were fighting the scholars, the so-called Khosas. Then those anti-Comrades, they started to join with
the ANC in Brandfort, and then they started to call me that I am a communist, I am a sell-out, all such things,
because before they did not like me, because the white guys were telling these youngsters and Brandfort
people that, "You must hate this Phehlani ... Afrikaans sentence ..." So some of these youngsters, you know,
they were encouraged by whites that they should hate me because I'm a communist. And then in 1989 they
started to be ANC members, and they too now they started to hate me that I'm a Communist, and then they
started to say that, "This man
is a sell-out because he does not want to work with us." I said to them, these youngsters, "I can't work with
children. I am only working with your parents, not you, you youths, because I am not a youth, I am a grown
up man. I can't do youth work during this time when I am so grown up." And then they started to say that we
should resign from the Council. Well, I said to them, "We can resign from the Council, but as soon as we
resign everything's going to be at a standstill in your township here, because you can see what we have
done for you, you people here, you youngsters." Well, that group who were the anti- Comrades, four, five, six
of them, they were now the people really, you know, after us, howling, harassing us, swearing at us, doing
anything to us, making petrol bombs and all such and such. And then I have to report the matter to the ANC
out in Johannesburg, and then they said they knowing all about those children, or the so-called youth at
Brandfort. Because I make a report to the ANC that, "These children or these youngsters they used to be just
hooligans, dagga smokers, rapists. How can you call them youths of the ANC?" And then they sent some
delegation to Brandfort there. They found they couldn't do a thing about it. In 1992 the squabble was just on petrol bombing my place and harassing us, and fighting each other. And then they started to kill some other
youths in our township there, the very same guys who were calling themselves ANC youths. Then it
happened that in 1991 again they said we should resign from the Council. In July, on the 14th of July, I was
at my place there, and I left during the evening. Because my son is a taxi driver I thought of going to the
station to go and help him with some passengers who were coming into our area there. Well, I went to the
station to help my son. It was around about half past eight. At 9 o'clock, when I was from the station, I find my
place burning there. The whole cafe was in flames, and I went there shouting, looking for my wife, I couldn't
find my wife there. I called the police, the police said, "No, we can't do a bloody thing, man, your place is
burning." "So where is my wife?" No, the police couldn't do a - couldn't help me, so I have to get myself into
that burning cafe, drag my wife out there, out of the cafe. The police were standing there just looking,
because they themselves they did not like me in Brandfort of the previous cases I had with them. And then I
asked them, "Is them no way of helping me put the flames away?" They said, "Ons kan nie jou help nie, Mnr

Phehlani. Jy wiet ... Afrikaans ..." so my cafe have to burn to ashes. My wife was right inside there, she was
stabbed with a knife, burnt in the cafe. That's what happened that night.
And, Mr Phehlani, was your son - your son was also attacked, I understand, is that correct? --- My son was
busy delivering the passengers from the station.
You said in your statement that your young son, Patrick, was also ... (intervention) --- My young son, Patrick,
they were all sitting in the cafe with my wife there, they were three in the cafe when I left there, and he was
the only person I find there. We dragged him out of the cafe there, we find that he has got about eight stab
holes on him. He couldn't speak, he was very weak that evening.
Now, according to your statement there was a court case after this incident. --- That's correct, Mr Chairman.
And certain people were convicted for this attack. --- There were actually eight of them were.
And who were they? Don't mention their names. Were they from - what grouping within the township were
they from? --- Well, they said they were the youths of the ANC.
Now, just to correct a couple of things. You and your wife at that stage were member of the Municipal Council
of - is the name of the council Majemasu. --- Majemasu, that's correct, Mr Chairman.
Which is a township of Brandfort. --- You are correct.
And you also said in your statement that the ANC Youth League in that area regarded you as a sell-out
because you and your wife had joined the Council, is that correct? --- You are right, Mr Chairman.
Mr Phehlani, does the - what is the name of the group, the Eagles or the Three Million Gang, mean to you? -- We did not have that Three Million at Brandfort. We had the Eagles and those who were calling themselves
the ANC Youths. The Three Millions were the guys from Kroonstad, not in Brandfort.
So the Eagles were a group within the township that you were living? --- The Eagles was another movement
which was run by the Government, because it seems to me it was sponsored by the Government by that
time, not the local people. And then we had some young youths, or youngsters, who were the members of
the so-called Eagles, but actually it was the movement of the Government.
And what contact did you have with that movement, the Eagles? --- Well, I did not have any contact with it
because it was something of the youths. I was not interested to join with youths.
So you know nothing about the Eagles in that township? --- The Eagles were there, but it's a movement
which was run by the youngsters from the area, and then it was sponsored by the Government as I am
saying.
And what did they used to do, the Eagles? --- Well, they used to have some functions, take these other guys,
you know, for picnics and so forth.
As far as you know were they involved in any violent incidents? --- Yes, at times they were, because the antiComrades they were also fighting those eagles, and then the scholars, who they were also fighting these
Eagles. Because in the long run they thought that just another body of the Government, you know, to ...
(incomplete)
Now, after this incident, this tragic incident in which your wife was killed and your shop was burnt down, did
you remain in that township or did you leave? --- Yes, I am still in the township, I am still living there.

And people who were convicted of that, are they still serving prison sentences? --- It's only one of them that
is serving a prison sentence, because the others were sentenced for malicious damage to property, and then
they were sent for two years in gaol, then with some suspended sentences, and then they are back again
with me in the township. I do see them daily, and we are always having clashes with them.
And your son, Patrick, has he suffered as a result of that attack? --- Yes, he's suffering from brain troubles
and so forth, you know.
How old is he presently? --- He is born in 1978.
So he was 11 years old at the time of the attack. --- You are correct, Mr Chairman.
So he's a teenager now. --- He's a teenager.
Did you resign from the Council after this attack on your house? --- No, I did not resign.
So did you continue to be a councillor until it was dissolved? --- Correct, Mr Chairman.
And are you still running a business in that township? Did you rebuild your business? --- Well, I am trying to
run a business there, but it's very poor because now I am financially embarrassed. Everything is burned
down, and no money. The money was also burnt out in the shop there.
Mr Phehlani, thank you very much for coming to us today to tell your story. It's a very sad story. I am going to
ask the Chairman to take over to see whether there are any other questions other Commissioners would like
to ask.
--------------------MR LAX: Thank you, Chairperson. Mr Phehlani, I wasn't clear on your wife's political activities. Perhaps you
could just give us some indication of what her political allegiances were, or whether she was involved
politically at all, or so on. --- Well, during that specific ... (intervention)
Besides being on the Council per se, but I am saying what ... (intervention) --- She was also a politician just
like myself previously.
And in what persuasion, if you understand my question? Which party was she involved with? --- You mean
politically or in the Council, or what?
No, politically. --- Politically?
Yes. --- Well, she was also interested within the rest of the township there, the running of the township and
so forth and so forth, you know.
So she was just involved in local issues and not in broader ... (intervention) --- Local issues and politically.
She wasn't a member of any other political party or anything like that? --- Well, we were both members of the
South African Communist Party.
Thank you.
--------------------DR MGOJO: Thank you, Sir. I just want to get clear - did I hear you saying that you were encouraged by
Winnie Mandela to join - to be the member of the Council, and also encouraged by the community? Did you

say that? --- It's correct, Mr Chairman.
By the time they encouraged you were you still a member of the Communist Party? --- By that time the
parties were all banned. I was restricted and banned. All the political parties were banned during 1950s.
How much contact did you have with Mrs Winnie Mandela then when she encouraged you to join this
movement, or the Council? --- We used to meet underground with her because we could not meet just
openly.
Were there any other Comrades apart from the youth, the ANC Youth who were called the Comrades, in
Brandfort during this time when these things were happening to you? --- Yes, we have the grown-ups who
are actually members of the ANC. I worked very much with them, the grown-ups, the mothers and fathers
and so forth, not youths.
When you were receiving this type of treatment from the young people, as the people who had encouraged
you to become a councillor what did they do? --- By that time there were not so very much against what I was
doing in the township there. It's only - the trouble started only when they started to fight with the scholars.
Would you say to me that you have the sympathies of the community of Brandfort? --- It's correct,
Mr Chairman, because I had so many cases against the police there. I was taking my cases with Priscilla
Jana. She was the one dealing with the cases against the police for those children who were tortured and
assaulted, just like that.
The last question. Commissioner Richard Lyster has asked you about the Eagles. Among these people who
were convicted, these people who are put here in your statement, are they not them, do you know maybe,
who were once the members of this group called Eagles? --- No, they weren't members of the Eagles, they
were all the anti - previously they were anti-Comrades. It's only recently, '89, that they joined with the ANC.
Thank you.
--------------------MR DLAMINI: Thank you, Mr Phehlani. Just one question or two. Are you still a member of the SACP or any
other political organisation? --- I am still a member of the South African Communist Party.
Can I make a follow up. In the light of the relationship or the alliance between the SACP and the ANC has
there been any effort to try and reconcile you with the Comrades who were disillusioned with your role in the
Council at that time, now that things are normal? --- Well, with other members of the ANC we are all in good
books. It's only about three to four of these youths, you know, who seems to me, you know, mainly as being
hooligans. We just ... (inaudible) ... hooligans in there. It's very hard. They are uneducated, you know, and it's
very difficult to get them right.
--------------------MRS GCABASHE: Dr Mgojo has asked some of the questions that I was going to ask about the Eagles, but I
still want to go back to the Eagles. You said in your statement, Mr Phehlani, that the Eagles used to have
functions. Now, I would like to know whether they were a working group or what kind? How did they have
these functions? Who funded their functions? --- To me it seems to me that it was funded by the South
African soldiers, because - the Defence Force, because they were sending trucks to Brandfort to go and
fetch this group of children to picnics and so forth.
My other last question has reference to what you said about the youth, that they were rapists and they were
taking drugs. Now, I would just like to know whether you as a councillor, or as the body that was looking after

the affairs of the township at that time, what steps did you take to deal with ... (intervention) --- I tried to report
these things to the police, because most of our residents bring such complaints to me, and then I report the
matter to the police, and then we find that the police they themselves are doing nothing about these youths.
That's the trouble we are having in the smaller towns, you know, that you find these youngsters - they call
themselves that they are young leaders, they are leading on a section, but looking at them you find that they
are so terrible, they are hooligans, they are undisciplined. That's what is happening with me there.
--------------------DR MAGWAZA: You have had a difficult time. I am concerned about you and your son. I would like you to tell
me how is your son, Patrick. You said he has a mental problem. I would like to know more about that
problem, what type of mental problems he's having, and for how long has he been seen by the doctor? --Well, he's taking some treatment with the local doctor there, because the doctor said that it will take him
about four to five years that his brains will function correctly. You know, he goes and forgets. He forgets now and then he forgets. You must always remind him. That's the trouble we are having with him.
You also said you see the doctor because you have to take injections and tablets to stop you thinking. Are
you also feeling -having some mental problems? --- Myself?
Yes. --- I don't have mental trouble but, you know, I have just got what I can call heart attack when I am
thinking of these things.
You also said you were financially embarrassed. Who is working home now? --- At present I am not working,
I am just trying some means with that - what I get from my son as a taxi driver and so forth.
Okay, thank you.
--------------------MR LAX: Thank you, Chairperson. Mr Phehlani, I just want to pick up on something that you were asked
about earlier, and that was you - I couldn't hear you clearly unfortunately, so if I am repeating myself please
excuse that - or repeating things that you've already said. You said that these accused people that were
charged with the burning of your house and the murder of your wife, and then some of whom were convicted,
were members of - and I think you said an anti-Comrade organisation. Is that correct? --- Previously. They
were previously, and then '89 they started to join with the ANC Youths, then they called themselves the ANC
Youths.
Okay. Now, clearly you would previously have been seen as possibly an ally of theirs in the sense that the
Comrades prior to this incident, and prior to these people joining the Comrades, were against you, and these
people were against them, so in a sense ... (intervention) --- They were against me ... (incomplete)
... they were your allies. --- That's correct. It seems to me they were - the so-called anti-Comrades, it seems
to me they were used by the police, you know, to harass the students that they should forget about their
Afrikaans and so forth.
Now, what I find difficult to understand, and maybe you can help me here, is how people who were previously
your allies then turned against you, and maybe you can help us understand how that happened. --- After the
'76 strikes and so forth, and then this movement of theirs, after they have killed one of the youngsters in our
area there, then they dissolved themselves, those anti-Comrades, and then they started to make friends,
saying that they were making peace with the students now. So those students they said, "No, you can join
with us," and then they started joining the ANCs and so on and so on.
What I am interested in is why should they attack you personally? --- During that time, '76 and '89, they did

not attack, but they started to attack me through 1990 up until 1991.
Yes, I am just interested because after 1990 President Mandela was released, things started changing, the
tensions started easing somewhat, and then this incident happened in 1991. And so I am just curious as to
how the alliances between you as an SACP person, here are the ANC Youth and other ANC Comrades in
your township, and suddenly there's this quite serious attack on you. --- I am getting on all right with the
grown-ups, but I am not interested to join with guys which I know that they have been used by the police to
hunt me or, you know, to do things against me, and they were actually being paid by the police, you know, to
do such things to me.
So you think this was a plot by the police to use these people against you? --- That was what was happening
before.
Thank you.
--------------------MR LYSTER: Just one final question, Mr Phehlani, and it's a difficult thing to ask you, but I think I must just
put it to you. Our investigators have made inquiries in this area, and there have been allegations made that
you were involved with the Eagles Gang ... (intervention) --- No.
... and the Security Branch in Brandfort. How do you respond to that? --- No, it's very wrong, because the
very Security guys they were the people hunting me.
Sorry? --- They were the people arresting me. How can I be in favour of them who were arresting me? My
house has been broken so many times there by the Security Police. They are searching my house every now
and then for guns, they said I've got guns from Mozambique, guns from Durban, just like that. My house still
remains there with damaged doors by the Security Police. Making cases against the Security Police, there's
nothing happening there.
Okay, thank you very much, Mr Phehlani.
--------------------Is there any organisation where you are of the ANC now? Is there any ANC organisation in the place where
you are now? --- Yes, we are having ANC there at Brandfort now.
Does it have officials? --- Yes, they do have officials there.
Have they dealt with your case, especially now that everything is transparent, is open? --- They are so afraid
of these youths. They are afraid.
You say the ANC is afraid of the youth? --- They are afraid of these youths.
Okay. --- Even in the police they themselves are afraid of these guys, these youngsters.
--------------------Mr Phehlani ... (intervention) --- There are cases which I reported to the police, but there's nothing happening
there.
Mr Phehlani, you have been very patient, having many questions put to you, and I think it's partly because it's
a very confusing picture, which of course was true of many, many areas in South Africa, of different loyalties,

different groupings, different struggles. I have only just one last question. You mentioned the names of the
people who were arrested. They were there when your shop was being burnt, they were there when your son
was stabbed, they were there when your wife was killed, when your other son's car was set alight. A very big
case, very serious, and many of them were charged, but some of them turned State's witness and three of
them, I think, were convicted. Now, in an answer to a question earlier you said that two of them got light
sentences for damage to property, but one I think was actually - was he found guilty of murdering your wife?
Was that the charge? --- It's correct, Mr Chairman.
Can you remember what the sentence was? --- I've got the press cuttings here.
Can you just remember was it five years, 10 years? --- He was sentenced to 10 years, I suppose,
Mr Chairman. He was sentenced for 10 years. It says here, "Afrikaans quotation" That's the press cuttings.
Thank you, that's very helpful, because the question I want to know is, these people, some who turned State
witness, some charged with damage to property, one for the murder of your wife, did you know any of them?
I mean were these people that you knew before? I mean had you met them, had you worked with them, or
had they worked against you? Were these strangers or did you know them? --- Mr Chairman, they were not
strangers. They were actually the people who were being helped by my wife, because every day they were
going there asking for food. The very same day they killed her they were there in the morning session going
to ask for some food.
Thank you. So they were part of the group that used to be the anti-Comrades and now had become
Comrades. --- They had become Comrades.
Okay. Thank you very much. In all the questions we mustn't overlook the tragedy of violence which has
gripped this country for so long, and has still gripped this country in many part of South Africa. There can be
no excuse for murder, and for arson, and for killing, and you carry a very heavy load. Whatever your political
allegiances were, to have a wife who was murdered, to have a son who is now not well as a result of severe
stabbings, to have your entire property destroyed, is very serious, and we don't want you to think for a
moment that we don't sympathise deeply with your loss. And we have heard you, we have heard also the
requests that you have made, and we will certainly be passing that on.
As you know, and perhaps I should explain so that everybody can understand the procedure, we do not
make a decision now. We have to think about all of these issues very, very carefully, and we make a
recommendation to the President of our country, and he then has to look at this and, with the help of his
advisers, he then makes a recommendation to Parliament, and Parliament then decides what should happen.
Now, it's unfortunate that all of this always takes time. I wish I could tell you that tomorrow we will make a
decision and all is well, but bureaucracy doesn't work like that. All I can tell you is that we will look into the
situation very, very carefully, and we will bear in mind the requests you have made, and I think you very
much for coming today. Thank you. --- Thank you, Mr Chairman. Thank you very much, Mr Chairman.
--------------------DR BORAINE: You are Pumla Marina Mashoang?
MS MASHOANG: Yes, Sir.
DR BORAINE: And you live at Opkomps in Bloemfontein?
MS MASHOANG: Yes, Sir.
DR BORAINE: A very warm welcome to you. You have been waiting quite a while already, but there are
many others who are even waiting for the rest of the day. We want you to know that you are in a friendly

environment. You are here to be heard, whatever your story is, and we look forward to that. But please tell
me, you have brought somebody with you. Can you tell me who that is?
MS MASHOANG: It's my ex-husband.
DR BORAINE: Your ex-husband? Well, I think we should say to him that we are very grateful to you, Sir, for
coming and for supporting your former wife in this tragedy. I assume that you were the parents of the son?
MS MASHOANG: Yes, Sir.
DR BORAINE: It was your son as well. Thank you. You're going to tell us about son and what happened to
him, but, Mrs Mashoang, I must ask you please to stand to take the oath.
--------------------PUMLA MARINA MASHOANG (Sworn, States)
DR BORAINE: Thank you. Will you be seated please. Mrs Mashoang, my colleague, Dr Mgojo, is going to
take over from me now, and he will assist you in the telling of your story. Thank you.
DR MGOJO: (Inaudible) ... we are sorry that this has happened to you and your family, as the Chairperson
has already said. I really want you to give us your background, family background, even before you come to
the narrative itself about this incident about the death of
/your son.
your son. Can you capture for us your historical family background? --- Well, Mpho was my first-born son. I
have two other kids who are both mentally retarded. So he was doing his third year at Vista University here in
Bloemfontein.
When was he born? --- He was born on the 22nd of March 1964.
So he was your first-born? --- Yes.
Okay. And when this happened how old was he? --- He was 24.
Pardon? --- He was 24, going for 25.
24. Just tell us about his life, the political associations or such things. Just tell us the story. --- Okay. Before
he came to Vista he had been at Mabopane Technikon, and there was quite a lot of violence then, but I didn't
know that he was involved in any political organisation until he came to Vista. Then I noticed that he was
somehow inclined politically. I sat down with him and asked him if he is involved in politics, and he said to
me, "No, it's not a political organisation, it's just a students' organisation."
When he said that it was not a political organisation, it was a student organisation ... (intervention) --- I was
asking him. In fact I was saying to him, "I can see that you are involved in politics, and I would rather you
complete your studies before involving yourself too much in politics." So he said to me, "It is not a political
organisation, it is just a students' organisation." And I believe he was holding a prominent position because ...
(intervention)
Did he tell you what this student organisation was
/called?

called? --- Yes. He said it was SANSCO.
And did he tell you what its function was? --- No.
Okay. --- He said it was just a students' organisation, and I believe he was holding a prominent position
because he had a van that he had been given, so I think he was organising for the Free State. In fact he said
he has been given this van, they are using it to organise for this organisation in the whole of the Free State.
Yes. --- So on the - he left on the 6th of February 1989, saying to me he is getting to Johannesburg, because
this organisation doesn't have enough funds in the Free State and they have promised to help them with their
education. So he said in order to meet us halfway he is going to Johannesburg to get funds from the
organisation in Johannesburg. And he had got a telegram that was signed Joe - signed by Joe, that he was
coming. So when this Joe came they came in the morning. There were two of them in an Opel Kadett car.
When this Joe came there were two of them, and I can't remember what he said this other one's name was.
But normally he used to take me to work, so this other one, the one who died with him, accompanied him and
they took me to work. But this other one remained home and said he was tired, so Mpho prepared his
bedroom for him for him to sleep there whilst they were taking me to work. At 4 o'clock when I knocked off
Mpho, together with this one ... (incomplete - end of Side A, Tape 6) ... all three of them were there. They had
supper and they left. During the night - we hadn't locked the back door for them to come in, so that they don't
/disturb us.
disturb us. During the night at about 9.00 pm I heard that there was somebody in the house, so I got up,
switched on the light. This other one who had said he was tired when they came in the morning was sitting in
the lounge on the couch in darkness. Then I switched on the light and asked him, "Why are you sitting in
darkness?" He said, "No, I don't want to disturb you." But what I noticed was that he was hiding his face, he
didn't want me to be able to see him. Then I asked him where the other two were. He said they were coming.
All right, I left him and I got back to bed. At about 12 midnight I could hear that Mpho and the other were in
too. Then I asked Mpho, "Are you here?" He said, "No, Mum, I didn't want to disturb you. We are leaving
now." That was the last I saw of him. In fact I heard from him. The following day when I came back from work
I asked if Mpho hadn't phoned, and they said he hadn't phoned. Then I suspected that there was something,
because he never used to leave home and not phone for such a long time. Then I started asking his friends,
"Where do you think Mpho is?" None of them knew, and then I said to them, "Okay, I am now going to the
police for them to help me look for Mpho." And what they said was, "Please, Mama, don't go to the police,
because the minute you go to the police Mpho will be harassed. Every time there's something he'll be taken
to gaol." And from what people used to say, people who had been in gaol, then I felt I would rather not go to
the police, because I didn't want him to go through what the people said they go through when they are in
gaol. We started trying to look for Mpho until towards the end of February. Unfortunately I can't remember the
date well.
/In The
In The Sunday Times there was an article that three schoolchildren, three students, were killed. The names
were there, but fortunately Mpho's name was wrongly written, so I didn't recognise it. Then that Friday we got
a telephone call from Nelspruit SACC offices to say we should please come to the SACC offices at Nelspruit.
So that Friday night we drove over to Nelspruit. When we got to Nelspruit we got there Saturday at about
11.00 am, so when we got there those gentlemen who helped us said they think they have a clue as to where
Mpho is, but now we would have to go over to Swaziland, and because it was a weekend we couldn't go, it
had to be the Monday. We had driven over to Nelspruit being four. It was my husband, myself, and a friend of
mine, a Mrs Ramagaga, and when we got to Virginia we picked up another gentleman who's my friend's
husband. So we all drove over to Nelspruit. So on noticing that we had to stay over for the weekend my
husband and this gentleman from Virginia came back, and I remained with Mrs Ramagaga. The Monday

morning we left for Swaziland. When we got to the border I couldn't cross over, I didn't have a passport, so
they said we could get emergency passports at the offices, which were about two kilometres away. We drove
back to those offices. When we got there they said they didn't have forms for emergency passports. Then I
remained at Nelspruit Hospital. I had a colleague there I knew. Mrs Ramagaga and these two gentlemen
from the SACC offices of Nelspruit crossed over to Swaziland. I stayed in the hospital that whole Monday,
until in the evening when they hadn't come back they prepared a bed for me and I slept in the nurses' home.
Tuesday morning at about 9 o'clock Mrs Ramagaga came in.
/They said
They said they couldn't come to me the previous day because they came back very late from Swaziland. So I
asked her if she had found Mpho, and she said ... (incomplete)
Okay, take time, Mama. --- (Pause) She said they found him at the bush, and the body was decomposed and
she could only identify him by his haircut. So then we had to come back to Bloemfontein to prepare for the
funeral. Then I phoned these people from the SACC at Nelspruit to find out if there couldn't be an inquest,
and they said from the experience they have with the Swaziland Police there won't be any inquest, because
they normally say they have a backlog with their inquests, so that - that was all.
Thank you, Mama. It is a really painful experience indeed. Did you have any chance maybe of knowing the
contents of this telegram from Joe? --- No, it just said, "We are coming on the 6th."
Up until now you don't know who this Joe is? --- No, I don't.
You don't know him. When they left, Mpho and his other colleagues - can you name these other people who
were his friends? --- The only one I remember is the one who died with him. It was Mohale. This other one I
can't remember.
Did you know of any person called Portia Shabangu? --- Portia is the one that they picked up at Nelspruit,
Mpho and Mohale and this Portia. They picked up at Nelspruit Training College from Johannesburg. I don't
know what made them go to Swaziland from Johannesburg.
Do you know where Portia Shabangu is now? --/She died
She died together with Mpho and Mohale.
So when they left they left in a car, is that true? --- They left in a car, and the people who went to identify
them, who went over to Swaziland, said the car was in a forest in Swaziland with the three bodies. But the
bodies had already been taken to the mortuary, so these gentlemen from the SACC offices asked the
policemen, "All these three children are not from Swaziland. If you say they were running away because they
had a fight with another group in a hotel, how do you think they could run to such a place when they don't
know Swaziland?"
You say that there was a report from The Sunday Times that three students have died? --- Yes, Sir. I still
have the cuttings.
And they are not named? --- They were named, but Mpho's name was wrongly written.
Thank you. Did the report say what has caused the death of these students? --- No, the report - yes, the
report said they were found dead in a forest in Swaziland, but the death certificate that we got was that the
body was riddled with bullets.

Thank you. Did you say what part of Swaziland? Swaziland is so big. What part were the bodies found in
Swaziland? --- They just said in a forest. I don't know whether it's in - I can't remember whether it was
Mbabane or - I don't know.
The name Mbunya, does it say anything to you? --- Mbunya?
Mbunya Forest, does it say anything to you? --- I can't remember the name of the forest, Sir.
--------------------/DR BORAINE:
DR BORAINE: Thank you, Dr Mgojo. Are there any questions at all? Yes.
MRS GCABASHE: I do notice that you are in real pain, and what has touched me a lot in your statement is
when you said, "My whole life changed since his death." Can you tell us exactly how did your life change
after the death of your son? --- I took time before I went to church, because he was a church choir member.
So the church choir sits in front. For about three months I couldn't go to church because I didn't want to see
that empty space where he used to sit.
So that was the main change that happened to you? --- That was the main change.
Okay. The other thing which I wanted to clarify was that you were not aware that he was an ANC member
until ... (intervention) --- Until I saw it in the newspaper.
... you saw it in the newspaper. --- Otherwise I knew that he was a SANSCO member.
Have you made any attempt to speak to the ANC organisation or members? --- About?
In case they would know about whatever happened to him, because having been an ANC member? --- No, I
haven't made any attempt.
Okay. Ja, I think that's all I would have liked to clarify from you. Thank you.
--------------------MR DLAMINI: Thank you, Mr Chairman. May I know, Mrs Mashoang, whether you know the parents of the
other two students who were with Mpho, whether there is any contact? --- Well, when we met at Nelspruit we
were
/with
with Mohale's father from Johannesburg, and Portia's uncle, because Portia happened to be an orphan who
was being educated by her uncle. Otherwise I saw them there for the first time, and I have never seen them
thereafter.
Do you perhaps have their contacts in case we want to find out from them whether they have any information
that could assist in the investigation? --- Unfortunately no.
Thank you, Mr Chairman.
--------------------DR BORAINE: Thank you very much. It's difficult to know what to say to you. To lose your only son is very

heavy. --- Sorry, Sir, he was not my only son, he was my first-born.
He was your first son? Your first son. I am so sorry I made that mistake. It's still a very, very heavy burden to
lose your first-born, or any member of a family, and not to know what happened and how he came to die is
an added burden. We have found many times that sometimes when people know what happened it helps. It
doesn't heal entirely, but it helps to carry the burden, and we will see what we can try and find out from the
various reports that have been made. And we will have to inquire from the Swaziland Police to see if there
was a record in their files as to any information which they might have.
You mentioned that you feel - in your statement that is, not today, but in your statement - that somewhere
there should be a monument to remember, particularly perhaps, the young people who died during the
struggle. --- Yes.
This is something which we have been thinking about
/very deeply,
very deeply, and we will certainly try and consider and then make a recommendation to the President that
somewhere, somehow, and some place, there should be a visible sign of the nation's gratitude and the
nation's memory of people who died during the whole time of the great struggle and conflict in our country.
We thank you again very warmly for coming. You've been very brave and we trust that the experience of
coming here today will in some way assist you. Thank you very much. Thank you.
--------------------MR LYSTER: Bhaki George Morake, okay. Thank you, Mr Morake. Before you give your evidence I am going
to have to ask you to take the oath, and I'd like you to stand to do that please. Can you hear me sufficiently?
Can you hear me well?
--------------------BHAKI GEORGE MORAKE (Sworn, States)
MR LYSTER: Mr Morake, you are here to tell us your story, which relates to the attack and burning of your
house in August 1987 in Botshabelo township. Thank you for coming to Bloemfontein today to tell us that
story. It's a sad story, and it speaks of political intolerance, which was the order of the day, which was very
common in this country at that time, and of course is still very common in many parts of our country
notwithstanding the political changes that we have seen. I am going to ask one of my colleagues, Mr Mdu
Dlamini, to assist you in taking you through your statement today.
MR DLAMINI: Thank you. Good morning, Mr Morake. --- Good morning, Sir.
And again we are faced with a situation where, because of differences based on political and ideological
affiliations, people had to suffer, and you are one of those cases. And we are grateful that you have offered
to share your experiences with the people of South Africa so that we know what has been happening, and as
one of the objectives of the Truth Commission we make sure that things of this nature should not take place
again. It is a sad thing to experience loss of your property at an age of 50, when this happened, and with your
wife who was 49 when she suffered the injuries and all the pains. Would
/you like
you like to tell us what happened on that particular day, and all the subsequent events? --- Before I start,

there was a boy named Aron Mohutu. He was an ANC Youth League member. He used to come to me and
recruit me to join them and stop being a member of a Dikwankwetla. I told him that I wouldn't be able to join
them. It took time, and thereafter he came to me. He said they were talking about me at the Catholic Church,
that if I don't join the ANC Youth League they were going to attack me after two weeks and they were going
to kill me. I will never ever get any forgiveness. He said he talked to them not to do that, then he was giving
me two weeks to decide. I refused and told them that I wouldn't join them. On that very same year that I had
my supermarket I lost my supermarket. I tried to earn some living, so I went to Cape Town, to Johannesburg,
as well as Durban. When I came back in August 1987 I saw Casspirs in my yard. It was on a morning. That is
when I saw my property burning. That was my bedroom suite, as well as saxophones, trumpets, trombones
and base tenor, together with property to the value of R4 000,00. By then I had already opened up a tuck
shop which had stock that was worth R6 000,00. They told me that I was an informer. The Comrades kept on
harassing me. My life was now in danger, and by then I was a member of - a parliamentarian during T K
Mopede's reign. They kept on harassing me and attacking me until 1990. By then I bought a kombi, and they
prevented the people from boarding my kombi, until 1990 they attacked my home for the second time. It was
round about quarter to eight when I went to J Section. I met with my wife along the way. She was bleeding.
She had hired a car and she
/told me
told me that our home was being attacked. When I got there I found the furniture burnt down. The windows
were broken with stones. I don't know how big were these stones. There was absolutely nothing that was
salvaged. All my property had been burnt down. I asked her about the children, then she said she had hidden
them in the toilet. Then they were saying to me why can't I call Mopede to come and help me. I kept on being
attacked until I took him to Qwa-Qwa. I still feel very painful about my property that got lost. My contract was
stopped. I still remember it was Mr Tele Shuping. I had bought stock to the value of R33 000,00. They told
me I must go to Qwa-Qwa because I am a Sotho. He threw me with my identity document and told me that,
"It's been long that I have been telling you to go to Qwa-Qwa." I went to Botshabelo and I lost that R33
000,00-worth of stock. And at some stage I got my shop broken into and all the stock stolen. From 1987 my
first wife had lost her mind - until the 1984 elections (sic), when we separated. I was helping the students at
that time. State President P W Botha had a law that said the children shouldn't eat during break time. During
that time I was hiding those students in my offices in the storeroom. When the police came they used to ask
me why I didn't give them permission to come in and assault the children. I told them I was against the
government of the day. Thereafter I felt very bad when the youth of Botshabelo turned against me, whereas I
was fighting for their rights and I was fighting that they shouldn't be assaulted. I feel very bad. It's a wound
that will never heal to me, because I left my house in Thaba Nchu that I had recently built, which could
/be to the
be to the value of R39 000,00. I had a double garage. I had to leave the house because I was a Sotho, and I
had to go to Botshabelo or Qwa-Qwa because I was a Sotho. Throughout my life I have lost so much. Thank
you.
Thank you, Mr Morake. Can I ask a few clarifying questions? Can you tell us more about your family and the
children, and also in relation to this incident? Are they okay? Did they suffer any injury or whatever illtreatment? --- They were treated very badly. Even the schools refused to admit them because they were
children of a Dikwankwetla members. The teachers, as well as the schoolchildren - they were being chased
away and they just didn't enjoy their school lives. Thereafter it happened that my other child was affected
mentally, ended up smoking dagga.
You mentioned that your first wife became mentally disturbed. Was it as a result of the bombing or the
burning of your house? --- Yes, I could say that, because immediately thereafter she changed so drastically.
She might have suffered some anxiety, because she didn't really act like a normal person.

What is she doing now? --- She doesn't work at the moment.
And yourself, you mentioned that your business initiatives were destroyed. How are you earning a living?
What is your occupation? As well as the children. What is everybody else in the family doing? --- At the
moment I have started opening up a tuck shop. I am trying to earn a living by selling in the tuck shop. I've
opened it in my yard.
From people who attacked your house you mentioned
/Aron Mohutu
Aron Mohutu, but I am not sure whether you mentioned him as somebody who came to recruit you, or
whether he was part of the people who actually attacked your premises. Can you tell us more about the
people you identified from the group who attacked you on those particular occasions? --- He used to come to
me and ask me as a member of the ANC Youth League. He used to ask me to come and join them and leave
the Dikwankwetla party. Thereafter the people who attacked my house, according to my wife's version, I don't
know them, I have never seen them. But during the day I used to meet quite a group of people, and they
used to go around my yard wanting to kill me. I don't see some of them any more, but there is a Tsyetsi
amongst them. I know some of them right now, but I don't know their names. They are still there.
(Inaudible) ... to give us some identifying particulars if we were to make a follow up? --- Yes, I can point some
of them even though I don't know their names. Some of them, when we were making the rallies, they used to
come and wreak havoc in the rallies, and insult us in many occasions. I know them by seeing them.
You mentioned that the matter was reported to the police, but there was no - no progress was seen. Can you
tell us more of the action that was taken by the police and the subsequent progress? --- As I had already said
the police came. I thought they would take further steps. They came the second time, but there was
absolutely nothing that they did until now. I have also mentioned that during our meetings I took the reports to
the police, but there was nothing that was done.
Which police station did you report to? --- I
/went to
went to the Botshabelo Police Station.
Thank you, Mr Chairman, can I hand over back to you.
--------------------MR LYSTER: Thank you. Thank you, Mr Morake, I just want to ask my fellow Commissioners and Committee
Members whether they have any questions which they want to put to you.
For our records, by the way the police at the Botshabelo Police Station, what type of police? You know our
land was so fragmented that there are so many different types of police. What type of police were these? --It was SAP Police.
You have said that you were a Member of Parliament. Was there any attempt to protect you from these acid
experiences which had confronted you from your Government? --- Our Chairperson, Dr T K Mopede, spoke
to the SAP to protect our homes, so they protected our homes as from that time.
So you did get bodyguards later. --- Yes, we did.

--------------------Mr Morake, in your statement you said when you were in Thaba Nchu you were being harassed because you
were Sotho-speaking people. I want to know, when you say your children were being harassed at school,
what school was that. Was it Thaba Nchu School, or what? --- I had hired or leased Mr Shuping's shop. We
had a contract. Then when I was 10 months in the shop he told me to vacate his shop. I asked him what
were the reasons. Then he said he wanted to open up a supermarket with another person called Mr
Sihumed, who was in the Bophutatswana
/Parliament
Parliament. Then I said we had signed a contract. He
told me that as soon as the month ends I should vacate the property because he needed the shop. An
attorney called Mr Tekula tried to take the case, but I told him not to do it.
Were your children in Thaba Nchu at that time? Did they attend school in Thaba Nchu? --- Before we went to
Botshabelo they were in Thaba Nchu. That was in 1978/79.
Thank you.
--------------------DR MGOJO: Just one question I forgot. In your statement you have yourself, George Morake, and Hilda
Mogapi, who I think is your second wife, isn't it? And you have just told us that your first wife has suffered
mental disturbance. Didn't you consider her as a victim, your first wife? --- Yes, I think she is, because at that
time when our house was petrol bombed the bomb fell on the bed on which she was sleeping. Then I noticed
thereafter that she was quite depressed. I took her as a victim, or I am taking her as a victim too.
(Inaudible) ... ask us to add her here too as a victim, because in the statements here she does not appear as
a victim. --- I would be very grateful if you would include her as a victim.
Is she getting any treatment? --- She isn't getting any treatment.
What is her name by the way? --- Her name is Constance Gile Bogile.
--------------------Mr Morake, thank you very much for coming to the
/Commission
Commission today and telling your story, which we have heard is a sad story, and as I've said, it talks very
loudly about political intolerance. The telling of the story can, I hope - the telling of the story by yourself in
public, I hope it can be of some assistance to you in lifting the burden which you have carried, and I hope
also that it can be of assistance to those who are listening in this hall, to those who are listening on radio and
on television.
Our country has been nearly destroyed by political divisions, political intolerance, and you have been a direct
victim of that political intolerance. And I hope that the telling of this story will send out a message to those
listening of the tragedy and the misery that is the consequence of political intolerance. And it is ironic that
those people who attacked you, destroyed your property, were in a general way themselves protesting
against the political intolerance that was represented by the apartheid Government, and it's ironic that they

too acted in a violent and undemocratic way.
You will have heard Dr Borain this morning talking about what the Commission could do for a person like
yourself, and you will have heard him say that the Commission has no power to offer you immediate
assistance. Our job is to make recommendations to the President, who will in turn discuss this matters with
his Cabinet, and the Cabinet will then request Parliament to put into effect their policies and their
recommendations. So we cannot here and now offer you any immediate assistance, but we hope, as I have
said, that the telling of this
story has assisted you in some way, and I feel sure that
/it has been
it has been of assistance to those listening here and around the country. Thank you very much, and we wish
you well. --- Thank you very much.
--------------------MR LYSTER: Can you hear me, Mrs Daseko?
MRS DASEKO: Yes, I can hear you.
MR LYSTER: Thank you. Thank you for being with us today. You have come to tell us a story about the
death of your son, and you, like many, many other people who have appeared before this Commission, not
only here in Bloemfontein, but in many other parts of the country, have suffered the loss of a family member,
very often a son. And we - through the experiences of others, and through the public suffering that they have
undergone, we know something of the suffering that you too are undergoing. And I am going to ask you to tell
us about the death of your son, but before that I'll ask you to stand please, so that you can take the oath.
Could you stand up please.
--------------------MRS G S DASEKO (Sworn, States)
MR LYSTER: Thank you, Mrs Daseko. I am going to ask one of my colleagues, Dr Magwaza, to assist you in
the giving of your evidence. Dr Magwaza.
DR MAGWAZA: Mama Daseko, before I start I would like to say to you that the saddest thing this morning is
to have to listen to the number of young people who lost their lives simply because they were fighting for their
rights, and I want to say that the loss of sons is not for you as a mother, but is for all the women in South
Africa, because we all are mothers and have sons. And to be humble enough to say that we can never fully
understand the experience and the pain you have gone through, but we are here to support you. Mama, can
you begin by telling me more about your family? I would like to get a good sense of who your son was. --- My
son was Sam Daseko.
/Your son
Your son was Sam Daseko. I would like to know how old was Sam, what he was doing at the time of his
death, does he have brothers and sisters, does he have a father? --- Sam was a student. He was my son. He
was the only one. I have got two children. The other one is older. I was staying with Sam. At that time he was
in standard nine. Every Saturday when he was at home he used to get piece jobs, then he would further his
own education with the remuneration that he got. It was on Saturday and I was in Bloemfontein when Sam
got injured, and I heard from Brother Montsiwa. Sam was at Mr Groen's farm, at his grandmother's house,

and grandmother's son came to me. It was on a Sunday. It was late in the afternoon when I came back from
Bloemfontein, and he came to me and he said, "Can we please go to the police station. We have to go and
look for Sam, because the police came, they took him, and they beat him up. He was already injured and we
tried to stop them. The two policemen left and they came back. When they came back the kicked the door at
Granny's house and they picked Sam up. One of them - they held him with both his hands and his feet, and
they threw him into the van and they drove off." When we arrived at the police station on Sunday we didn't
find them, but we did ask them. We did ask a few policemen who were there. We asked them, "Do you know
anybody who is called Sam?" They looked into their files and they didn't find anybody by the name of Sam,
and they said to us, "No, we don't have Sam on our files." It was Sunday afternoon and we had to come back
home. On Monday we went back to the police station. We wanted to meet Mr Morakile and Shele. We only
got hold of Morakile, and Brother Montsiwa asked him,
/he said,
he said, "Morakile, where did you take Sam, because you picked him up yesterday?" Morakile's response
was, "We took Sam and we dropped him off at number one. Brother Montsiwa asked him further. He said,
"How could you drop him off at number one after having assaulted him in that way? You should have taken
him home." Morakile said to him, "I promise you we dropped him off zone one." After a while that we've been
there speaking to Morakile another gentleman came in. He was working at the municipality, because he used
to drive these big lorries, these lorries with big tanks to sprinkle the water in our roads so that there is no
dust. And he said, "We've seen a body in the bush," and he said, "I think it's a boy." I said to them, "I am sure
that is the body of my son." The police said to me, "No, don't mind, you will go to the hospital so that you can
identify whether is it your son or not." Truly we went with my brother, Mr Montsiwa, we went to Maroka
Hospital, and when we arrived there my son was there at the mortuary. I think they have been kicking him
around like a ball. He was full of soil. You couldn't look at him. (Pause)
Okay, Mama. Take your time. (Pause) --- We found him at the hospital. Because I had nothing with me I told
my sister's children in Bloemfontein, and they came to take him from the hospital to the - from the mortuary
hospital, and they took him to Bloemfontein and they helped me with the burial arrangements. I think we went
to court two times, if not three times. When we were supposed to go for the fourth time we were told that the
case is no longer there, the charges have been dropped. And Morakile is still working, he is still a policeman.
/I stayed
I stayed with him in the house. I don't have a husband. He was the father in the house. I don't know what will
these people think today. They are still working and I am starving.
Mama Daseko, that's a very painful experience. I think you have been through a very, very difficult time. We
would like to know more about what happened to Sam. I will ask you just a few questions. Could you tell us
on what date was Sam arrested by the police? --- It was on a Saturday. He was from a temporary job that he
was doing. I was in Bloemfontein, and I left him at home. I think he was from home, heading to his
grandmother's house, and on his way the police picked him up. You know, the police wanted to know why did
he have blood on his shirt.
(Inaudible) ... grandmother's place? --- The police picked him up and they took him to the grandmother's
house, and the grandmother told them, "No, this boy was on his way to my home." The police left him there.
And Granny gave him clean clothes, and after a few minutes after he had gone to bed the police came back
and they kicked the door. They did not knock at the door, they just kicked the door, and they picked him up.
The other one picked him up with his hand and a leg, and the other one the same, and they threw him into
the van and they drove off.
Had they harassed him before, or were they known to you? --- When I saw them the first time I knew them.

(Inaudible) ... they done anything to him before? --- Nothing. It was their first time to see him on his way to his
granny, and they just picked him up.
/One other
One other thing, Mama. What - he had some bloodstains on the shirt. Where did those bloodstains come
from? --- These were the origins, the bloodstains. He was bleeding through his nose.
(Inaudible) ... by the police? --- The police saw him with the blood on his chest. He was bleeding - just
bleeding from the nose, the original bleeding from the nose, and they accused him of the blood on his shirt
and they assaulted him for that.
(Inaudible) ... political organisation at that time? --- Sam used to tell me that he was going to meetings, but I
couldn't understand him what meetings was he - which meetings was he going to. I think it was fond of the
ANC.
I would like also to know at that time when Sam was assaulted were there other people in the area that were
being assaulted? What was happening at that time in Thaba Nchu? --- Sam was assaulted alone on the farm.
He was on his own.
But was it a time when other kids were being assaulted at different times at different dates in Thaba Nchu?
Was this thing that it was common for young kids to be assaulted in Thaba Nchu? --- I have never heard of
any kids that have been assaulted around Thaba Nchu. Nothing of that kind happened.
I've heard you more than once refer to this policeman, Morakile, who assaulted and killed your son, and that
he is still working. Where is Morakile now? Where is he working? --- He is working at the police station in
Thaba Nchu. He is a policeman.
The last question I would like to ask from you is, now that your son, Sam, is dead, and you were saying that
/Sam was
Sam was your son who was also supporting you, who is also - who is supporting you now? Are you working,
are you getting a pension? How do you make a livelihood? --- I am not working. I don't get pension. I am a
vendor. I sell oranges and peanuts.
Tell me lastly, what has changed in you since the death of your son? Are you still the same person? What
has changed in you? --- There is a lot of difference, because at times I would feel my heart shaking, and
sometimes - so many things have changed in my life. I get terrible headaches at times.
(Inaudible) ... doctor? --- Yes. I normally go to the doctor after getting some income from selling the peanuts
and oranges.
Your grandmother is the only witness now, according to what you have here, because your brother has died,
who was also a witness. Is there anybody else you can think of who could be a witness to this case? Were
these the only two people who saw what happened? --- Yes, I think those were the only to people, because it
was in the evening and he was at their place.
Thank you very much. I would like it over to our Chairperson here.
--------------------MR LYSTER: Thank you, Mrs Daseko. Can you just confirm for me when this happened? You said it

happened on a Saturday, but you didn't tell us the year in which it happened. It's important for the purposes
of our records that we know which year it was. Can you remember? It doesn't appear in your statement
either. Can you remember what year you buried your son? --- It was in 1990. It
/was in
was in July, on the 8th of July, if I still remember well.
And that happened in Zone One, Thaba Nchu, is that correct? --- Yes, in Thaba Nchu.
Mrs Daseko, thank you very much for sharing your story with us today. We've heard stories similar to yours
from so many - particularly so many mothers about the deaths of their children, and previously when we
heard about these things, particularly for those of us who did not experience suffering over the past years, we
would read about it in the newspaper, or we would hear it on a radio that this person or that person had died,
and it would come across to us as a number, as a statistic. And what is important about your story is that we
realise that for every number, for every statistic, for every person who died, that there was a mother and a
father, and perhaps a family who mourned those people, that for every person - the person who died was
precious to somebody else who was left behind. And if we think of how many people like your son have died
over the last 10, or 20, or 30 years, we get some idea of the amount or the extent of emotional loss and
suffering that his weighing down on this country like a grey cloud.
And so we hope that just by telling your story, not only to us here, but to those people in the hall, and to the
many, many people, the thousands of people who are listening to it on the radio now, we hope that it makes
your burden a little bit lighter, and that it will make those who are listening to your story even more
determined that this sort of thing should not happen again in our country.
The Commission will do its best to try and find out
/further
further details about how your son died, and why he died, but that cannot be done immediately, these things
take time, but details will be given to you when we are in possession of those details.
So thank you again very much for coming, and we wish you well and we wish you strength. Thank you.
--------------------MR LYSTER: Can you hear me, Mr Moyhilwa?
MR MOYHILWA: Yes.
MR LYSTER: Can you tell me how to pronounce your name correctly? Is it Moyhilwa?
MR MOYHILWA: It's Moyhilwa.
MR LYSTER: Thank you for coming to tell us your story today. You, like the person before you, will be telling
us a story about the loss of a family member in December 1989. Before you tell us your story I'd ask you to
please stand and take the oath.
--------------------MODISI ELIAS MOYHILWA (Sworn, States)
MR LYSTER: Thank you very much. I am going to ask my fellow Commissioner, Dr Mgojo, to assist you in

the giving of your evidence. Dr Mgojo.
DR MGOJO: Thank you, Sir. Mr Moyhilwa, I am sure it must be very sad for you to have lost your brother.
You know, when you grow as brothers you support each other, you fellowship together, you have jokes and
everything in a family, and the life in the family becomes exciting. And you were deprived of the privilege.
Can you please tell us about your family, your mother, brothers, sisters, etcetera? --- The first thing I would
like to say is as from 1982 we went to Botshabelo.
(Inaudible) ... just tell us about your family. How many are you in your family? Do you have a mother, do you
have a father, etcetera? Just the family, before telling us about the story of what happened. --- Yes, I have a
mother and a father, and four sisters and three brothers.
(Inaudible) ... they live. --- They all live in
/Botshabelo.
Botshabelo.
Thank you. Just now tell us about your brother and what happened to him. --- My brother started getting
involved in politics in 1987 in Botshabelo. He joined the South African Youth Congress under the ANC. In
1989 on the 25th of December he went to the U Section, visiting for Christmas or for the festive season. On
that very same night of the 25th of December - there was a political organisation called Dikwankwetla. They
also call themselves Mopede's Reserves. On that very same night they attacked my aunt's home and my
brother was there. When they were asked as to what was the problem they said they were looking for the
Comrades. My aunt never wanted to open the door, she refused. Thereafter they kicked the door. They bore
holes into the door. It was no longer a door. Then they went away and they promised that they were going to
come back on the 26th of December. My aunt, as well as my elder brother, as well as my aunt's children,
they just thought they were threatening, but the following day at 8 o'clock in the morning there came a group
of people. They were more than 100. When my aunt went outside to ask them as to what they were looking
for, they were still looking for the Comrades. They said she must take the Comrades out of the house
because they were looking for them. My aunt flatly refused. They held her, they took her to another man's
place where they made arms or weapons. I asked what the name was, they told me it was Mr Mokwena.
When they took her to Mr Mokwena's place at U Section they harassed and assaulted her and said they
wanted the Comrades. They left her, they went to try and attack my elder brother, as well as my aunt's
children.
/They wanted
They wanted my brother mainly because they said they were burning houses. But when I look at the U
Section there wasn't even a single house that was burnt down. When they got there they stabbed my elder
brother, they shot him with arrows. My brother tried to run away, he ran to my other aunt, but they chased
him, they followed him with spears. My aunt's children also ran away. When they got to my other aunt at the
W Section my aunt closed the door and they remained outside. She said that she didn't want her house to be
destroyed. There was a shack outside at my aunt's place. My brother went into this shack. My aunt's children
were able to get into the house. When this mob came, this very same Dikwankwetla mob, they tore the shack
apart because they were looking for my brother. When my brother came out they chopped his head with a
panga. My brother tried to run away, but he fell on the street. Each and every one of them wanted to take his
part or to make his share. Then they started stabbing him each one of them. When we went to report to the
police the police asked us whether my brother was dead already. They came after three hours. When one of
my aunt's children went to report to our other elder brother at home - he's also staying at the W Section - my
elder brother went to my home. It was round about 10. When he went to my parents he told my parents, but
they just couldn't believe it. He didn't die at that very same moment. He was taken after three hours. He was

taken to the Universitas Hospital in Bloemfontein. That's where he died at 12 o'clock in the evening. Our
father went to Universitas to look for him, as well as my other sister. They were told that only my father could
see my brother
/because his
because his condition was not satisfactory, he was critical. That was the end of my brother.
(Inaudible) ... indeed, and very shocking. Now, because I want to help your record to be straight, so that
when investigations are made we'll ask certain questions. Mosala Petros Moyhilwa is your eldest brother. --No, he is the one - he actually comes after me.
(Inaudible) ... your younger brother. And you have named here in your narration about eldest brothers. What
is their name? --- The eldest one is Jonas Moyhilwa, the second one is Chidi Moyhilwa.
(Inaudible) ... in now? --- They are working at a mine in Welkom.
Did they belong to any organisation when this was happening to your younger brother? --- No, they were not
members of any political organisation.
And you, did you belong to any organisation? --- I was a member of SAICCOR under ANC.
And did your father belong to any organisation, or your mother? --- He was just an ordinary person. He didn't
belong to any political organisation.
Thank you. You mentioned two aunts, one living in U Section and one living in W Section. Can you tell us
their names? --- The one who stays at the U Section is Matseko Agnes Raputsi. The one who stays in W
Section is Maria Raputsi.
Thank you. You said here there were two invasions. There was the first one, which happened at U Section.
Was there any report then during the first one which was made to the police? --- In the first attack the police
were told. My aunt's child went to report, but they said he
/was just
was just drunk and they won't respond to that.
(Inaudible) ... for the sake of the record, at Botshabelo what type of police were they, SAP or some other type
of police? --- They were the South African Police.
South African Police. So they used, these people who killed your brother, knobkerries and also pangas,
according to your later statement. Is that true? --- Yes, that's true.
Do you know these people who belong to this apartheid agents(?) or Mopede's Reserve? Do you know
them? --- Yes, I can identify them, but I only know two of them by names.
Who are those? --- It's Mokwena and Mokala.
(Inaudible) --- Yes, one of them stays at U Section and the other one fled. He ran away from the township.
(Inaudible) --- No, I don't have an idea.
Here in this area what was happening between the Comrades and the Mopede's Reserve? What was
happening? --- I want to start by relating what happened in 1988. Mopede had gone to Dewetsdorp. I don't

remember which month it was. He said Botshabelo needs people who will help the Dikwankwetla and
support them so that they could be reserves. They were busy threatening people at the U Section. People
couldn't go out freely in the streets.
(Inaudible) ... you family. Were the other members of your family intimidated by the police? --- The police
used to come regularly and they used to threaten us just before my brother was buried. They told us that he
shouldn't be buried in the ordinary manner that Comrades
/are buried,
are buried, he should be buried just like an ordinary man in the street.
(Inaudible) ... was he buried? --- It was just an ordinary burial, a politician's burial as we are used to.
(Inaudible) --- On that day of the funeral, that was on the 6th of January, the police came when we were from
the cemetery. They came and dispersed people using the tear gas. Other people didn't even go to our home,
they just went to their respective homes.
(Inaudible) --- Yes.
What is the state of your mother and father at the present moment? --- My mother and father, after the death
of my elder brother, both of them suffered from high blood. They are still very sick, but my father is working,
as sick as he is.
(Inaudible) ... any treatment, medical treatment? --- No, because there's no money. They can't afford to get
medical attention.
--------------------I just have one more question. You said that your brother was taken to hospital after three hours. Why did it
take so long for him to be taken to hospital? Was it because of the police interference? --- At that time the
police were working with the apartheid organisations, as well as the Kwankwetla, as well as the other parties.
That is why it happened like it did.
(Inaudible) ... take him to hospital as soon as he was assaulted as a family? --- I stay at the J Section, and it's
very far from the place at which this took place. It could be five kilometres or more.
/You said
You said your two other brothers were working at the mines. Which mines were they working at? --- The
other one was working at Hardmon, the other one was working at Reetrix Mine. It's Harmony Gold Mine and
Beatrix Mine.
--------------------MR LYSTER: Mr Moyhilwa, the fact that you have come here today to tell us your story indicates that you
loved your brother. He has been taken away from you and the rest of your family. You have lost his support,
his company, forever, and it was political intolerance engendered by the policy of apartheid that has caused
that. In the Free State you are fortunate that those days have passed, and in most areas in this province
people are free to express their political views.
As you know, in some areas of this country that is still not possible. In many parts of KwaZulu-Natal, for
example, people are still murdering each other because they support different political parties, and we know

about the terrible suffering that that causes, and we hope very much that the day will come very soon that the
people of that area will also be able to experience the political freedom that you now experience, and that
has been brought about in part by the sacrifices that were made by people like your brother.
So we thank you very much for coming here today and telling us your story, and we hope that having told us
that story, not only to us, but to the nation, to those who are listening, that you are able to carry the burden of
the loss of your brother a little easier. We will do what we can to find out more about your brother's death,
/why he
why he died, and that will be done over the course of the next months, and those details will be conveyed to
you.
Thank you very much for coming.
--------------------MR LYSTER: Thank you for coming to be with us today, Mrs Tshale. Could you please fit the earphones onto
Mrs Tshale. Can you hear me through the earphones, Mrs Tshale, can you hear my voice?
MRS TSHALE: Yes, I can hear you, Sir.
MR LYSTER: Could you please tell us who you have with you today?
MRS TSHALE: This is my daughter, Sir.
MR LYSTER: But as we understand it you will be giving evidence today, not your daughter, is that correct?
MRS TSHALE: Yes, that's correct.
MR LYSTER: Thank you. You, like many, many others, have come again to tell a tragic story about the loss
of a loved one, this time your husband, and we express our deep sympathy to you, as his wife, and to you as
his daughter. Before you give your evidence, Mr Tshale, please can you stand to take the oath.
--------------------MAMARAMA TSHALE (Sworn, States)
MR LYSTER: I am going to ask one of my colleagues, Mr Ilan Lax, to assist you in the giving of your
evidence. Mr Lax.
MR LAX: Thank you, Chairperson. Good afternoon, Mrs Tshale, and welcome. --- Good afternoon, Sir.
Before we start would you just briefly tell us about your family, how it is made up? We know you are from
Botshabelo, but just some details of your family and your children and so on please. --- I have seven children.
It's four boys - it's eight children. I have four boys and four girls.
Now, your husband was born in 1943 on the 22nd of
/January,
January, is that correct? --- That is the correct date, Sir.
Thank you. Would you - the other thing about your husband which I would like you to confirm was he was a

trade union member, is that also correct? --- Yes, that's correct, Sir.
Thank you very much. Would you now please tell us about the events and circumstances that led to his
death. --- It was on a Thursday morning. He went to a meeting because he belonged to an organisation
called Dikwankwetla. They had a strike for seven months and they weren't going to work. Then there were
PAO lorries, as well as the lorries - GG lorries. Only a few tractors were working on that day when the seniors
came from Bloemfontein to negotiation on their behalf to go to work. All the lorries from the PAO, as well as
the tractors, were followed by the Hippos. And they went to the meeting, and that is where my husband was
shot. They were sitting waiting for the members of their organisation to come and negotiate on their behalf.
He was sitting down with other gentlemen. He was the fourth one. They shot him while he was still sitting and
they were playing a certain game. They shot him five houses from where he was. It was on a Thursday, and
the women from the Roman Catholic Church were in their large numbers because it was their day of prayer.
If I am not mistaken it was at about 3 o'clock or two a certain lady came to me and she said to me, "Mrs
Tshale, know that Mr Tshale has been shot dead and he had three wounds on his chest." That is the version
I know. I will end up there.
Mrs Tshale, now just very briefly, you talk about
/PAO vehicles.
PAO vehicles. Is that Provincial Administration vehicles? --- Yes, those are the PAO, Provincial
Administration cars.
And the GG vehicles, is that Government Garage? --- It was then called GG, but it's now called PAO. Yes,
that's correct, Sir.
Now, this incident happened outside the Roman Catholic Church Hall in Botshabelo. In what section is that? -- It's at E Section - at C Section.
C Section? --- Yes, Sir, that's at C Section. It is at the St Charles Roman Catholic Church.
Thank you very much. Now, do you have any idea of which people witnessed the shooting of your husband
directly? --- I know of people who saw the incident.
Would you kindly give us their names please? --- Maketa was their leader. The other one is Mr Richard, and
there was a lady called Maysie. Well, I do not remember some of them because there were so many of them
coming to my house.
Where would we be able to get hold of Mr Maketa, for example? --- He is working at the PAO offices in
Botshabelo.
Now, I can just confirm that you have given us a copy of your husband's death certificate, is that correct? --Yes, I gave you a copy.
Do you know whether any inquest was held in relation to your husband's death? --- Three times we've been
to the court, but on the last I was taken because there were no witnesses, and I was then told - the
Magistrate told me that he was informed by the police that he was defending himself and he decided to
shoot. The church door was full
/of bullet
of bullet holes. Five police were giving evidence, were testifying. There were two black policemen and three
white policemen. The policeman who shot my husband, and I did see him, and I was told that that will be the

end of everything. And they consoled me, they said I should forget about that, and they didn't ask me what
my plans were with my husband. Nothing was said to me. I wasn't asked anything. The next day there was
another court case and I was told that everything will stop there. Even if I don't come it doesn't matter. The
policeman who shot my husband got himself a lawyer ... (incomplete - end of Side B, Tape 7) ... yes, there is
a Magistrate's Court in Botshabelo.
Thank you. Now, since this time that your husband has died how have you and your family made ends meet?
How have you been able to look after yourselves and so on? --- I have been battling since, but my eldest son
was working at the mines at Harmony, but he was one of those retrenched. And one son of mine was 19
years old, he was doing standard nine, but because of the problems in the family he had to leave schooling,
and then he was employed in the army. He worked two years and then they were also retrenched. He was
the person helping me. He is now sick, he is at SANTA Hospital because he is suffering from tuberculosis.
Do you receive any pension, or grant, or anything of that kind to help you? --- I came to Bloemfontein after
receiving my husband's blue card money, and then I went to the Department of Manpower. They referred me
to the Commissioner at Botshabelo. They said I should tell him to help me with the children. I have five
children
/who are
who are still schooling, and the other one is here next to me. I went to the Commissioner and he wanted the
children's reports from school, and then he wanted my marriage certificate, and then I gave everything to
him. It took two years before I could get the money. I am presently getting money for two children, but the
other three I do not get anything for them. I am working for a black person, and this person is helping me a
lot.
(Inaudible) ... information. I think at this stage I will hand back to the Chairperson.
--------------------MR LYSTER: Are there any other questions from my ... (incomplete)
DR MGOJO: There's no time. I just want to know the name of the lawyer who was handling the case when it
was said that you had no lawyers. I think that is important. --- I didn't even ask who the name of the attorney
was. He was a white attorney, and there was also a black attorney, and I told them that I don't have any
money, I don't have power, I cannot get myself an attorney.
--------------------MR LYSTER: Thank you very much, Mrs Tshale. It is a very, very difficult thing to lose a husband and a
father, and again we express and extend our very deep sympathy to you both. Your husband was killed while
he was participating in a strike, and the fact that at that time people could be killed while engaging on
something like that tells us a lot about the lack of freedom, the lack of individual and organisational freedom
which people were experiencing in the Free State in those days. Generally these things - things like that don't
happen today, and if they do, if the police behave in that manner, they are far more likely to be punished than
they were in the past.
The Commission will examine the documents from the court case, and we will investigate as to why the
policemen that shot your husband were acquitted, and we will convey that information to you. You have
heard me earlier on today, and you've heard Dr Borain speak about what the Commission can offer to
witnesses and victims who come before this Commission, and you will know by now that we are not able to
offer you immediate assistance. We will examine your case and we will make recommendations to the
President and to the Cabinet, and they in turn will give effect to those recommendations.

In the meantime we thank you again for coming here today and sharing your story with us and the whole
country, and we again hope that by the telling of that story we hope that it in some way eases the burden that
you have had to carry. Thank you very much. Thank you very much, Sir.
--------------------MR LYSTER: We thank you for being with us today, Mr Pistol. If we could just arrange the equipment so that
we can communicate properly. Are you able to hear me now? Can you hear me talking to you?
MR PISTOL: Yes, I can hear you, Sir.
MR LYSTER: Thank you very much. Thank you very much for being with us today. You have come from
Thaba Nchu to tell your story. It relates to an assault, a brutal assault upon you which took place in February
1990. Before I ask you to give your evidence I would like you please to stand and to take the oath. Please
stand up. Thank you.
--------------------MR PISTOL (Sworn, States)
MR LYSTER: Thank you, Mr Pistol. I am going to ask one of my colleagues, Mrs Virginia Gcabashe, to assist
you in the giving of your evidence. --- I thank you, Sir.
MRS GCABASHE: I greet you, Mr Pistol. How are you this afternoon? --- We are still fine under the grace of
God. I want to first thank you for appearing before us to give us exactly the kind of harassment you went
through. We know that sometimes when we speak it's as if we are now bringing back the pains that actually
went by, but because we want the real truth we are supposed to go back a bit and ask people to tell us their
stories. Please indicate if you cannot hear me, because I will raise my voice, and I will ask you also to raise
your voice up so that we can understand each other. It is indicated that you were born in January in 1920. --Yes, that's correct.
Can you please tell us a bit about your family background. Do you have children, do you have a wife?
/Tell us
Tell us that kind of information. --- Yes, I have children. Five of them passed away. The ones that are left are
married. They are staying in different places. I am now staying with the grandchildren.
Do you still have a wife? --- Yes, I have a wife. We got married in a church.
Are you referring to boys and girls? --- I have two boys.
Are they married? --- No, the two boys are not yet married. The other one is still at school.
What is the other one doing? --- He is at home. He is not feeling very well. He is now deaf, he cannot hear
perfectly well, and this affected him because he is also mentally disturbed.
And how many daughters do you have? --- I have three daughters, and all of them are married. I am staying
with a grandchild and another daughter.
In other words you have four daughters? --- Yes.
Can you briefly tell us about everything that you've put down on your statement? --- My story is this. It was on

a Sunday when T K Mopede had come to Botshabelo. It was a Sunday. On that Sunday I didn't go to church,
and I went to listen to T K Mopede's speech with regard to us being Dikwankwetla. When he had finished
delivering his speech we went back home. We dispersed, we went to our respective places. On our way back
apparently there were Comrades who were watching us. There were two of us. As we were on the way home
they came and they grabbed me by the neck. I thought they were just joking, but when I looked I realised that
it was quite a group. There were children, boys and girls. They picked up stones. They
/were busy
were busy following us. We even went into another man's yard. The woman there chased us out of the yard.
We didn't even know the people. They kept on harassing us. They even pelted us with stones. They pelted
me with a stone on my right shoulder because I was trying to protect the gentleman with whom I was going.
As I was doing that the stone hit me on the ribs. I felt a terrible pain on the ribs. I tried to go on as if I wasn't
feeling any pain. I tried to fight back, but they were busy pelting us with stones. At that time police appeared.
They were driving the big kombi. What surprised me was that they didn't come to where we were, but they
just went around the street, which meant they gave the Comrades a chance to run away. They chased them
and the Comrades ran away. I had fallen down at that stage, and the person I was with had also fallen down.
I dusted myself off and I was taken by the people who know me. I was taken home. When I got home I found
that I wasn't feeling well, I couldn't breathe properly. My grandson heard. He took me in his car to the
hospital. When I got to the hospital I spent a long time without being attended to. By the time they came to
me it was already in the afternoon on that Sunday. Then they took me to the x-rays. They just gave me
tablets and said I must go home, they'll see what to do with me. I was taken home. I slept at home. The
following day I could not bear the pain. I couldn't breathe properly. My shoulder was very painful. I came to
Bloemfontein to see Dr Smith. He is the one who tried to help me. Because I did not have money I couldn't
go back to be re-attended. Because of my ribs that were broken Dr Smith told me that had I delayed I could
have
/died, but
died, but he helped me tremendously. So I went to him twice and I got much help. I was supposed to have
gone to him again but I could not afford to, because my health isn't quite well. Thereafter we were called to
the offices in Botshabelo. When we got there we found that it was a group of people. There were attorneys
from Bloemfontein. We couldn't discuss anything because the ANC members asked that this case be
dropped, and that the Dikwankwetla group shouldn't be assaulted. This matter ended unresolved. Thereafter
I got a letter that said I should go to Botshabelo office. Then I went there. Then they asked me about this
whole thing that took place. I explained it to them. That's where I'll end.
Thank you, Mr Pistol. In order for us to clarify certain issues we'll ask a few questions. You said in February
1990 that is the day on which you were assaulted. You told us that we were next to Emmen, or you were
close to Emmen. That is a place. Just explain what sort of a place is Emmen. --- That place where we were
assaulted?
Yes, the place called Emmen. Just tell us more about it. --- They just told me it's Emmen, but I wasn't aware,
I didn't know it was Emmen.
Is it the name of the area? --- No, it's the name of the street. It wasn't explained to me as to whether it was a
place or what, because I didn't know the place, but it's not very far. It's in the M Section, from where Mopede
was delivering his speech.
You said you were taken to the hospital at Universitas. Who took you to the hospital? --- Yes, the hospital in
Bloemfontein, Universitas. It was another

/boy that
boy that is my grandchild. He took me in his car and took me to the hospital.
What's his name? --- The name of the son? The name of the grandson is Thoko. It's Thoko. It's the son of my
daughter.
You said when you were at the hospital they took you for x-ray tests. --- Yes, they did.
Did they ever explain to you as to what were the results of the x-rays? --- No, I was never told anything.
Were you given your records? --- They never gave me anything. They never gave me the papers. Dr Smith
asked me where they were. I told him that I don't have any knowledge as to where they were. Dr Smith
wanted to get the doctor who was treating me, but I didn't know, I had no details, but he was at the
Botshabelo Hospital.
You said a Casspir arrived. Were there any people arrested amongst the group? Were there any arrests
made on that particular day? --- No, they never arrested anyone. They didn't even make a follow-up, none
whatsoever.
You said you went to Dr Smith. Do you have any report from Dr Smith that he attended to you? --- I do have
a report from Dr Smith. I do have them at home. I even know where he stays.
If we would like you to give us those papers would you be able to do so? --- Dr Smith is next to - opposite to
Listen, where there is SANTA. There is a house where he is having his surgery.
Do you have any letters or documentation? Do you have a report as to his examination? --- Even if they
/were there
were there probably the children had already thrown them away.
You said you were called to Botshabelo, you were called to where there were attorneys. Who called you to
this meeting? --- You mean the attorneys meeting? I don't know who called us, because when we were
called on that day we just went there as a group. The attorneys were from Bloemfontein. If there were not
three, there were four or five. I don't know any one of them, but they addressed this matter. That's where it
ended with these attorneys.
Were they talking about the assault by the youths? Were they addressing you with regard to the assaults? --Yes, they had come to address that matter.
Thereafter what did they do for you? What did these attorneys do to help you? --- Absolutely nothing. It just
ended there, because they were saying ANC had said that this matter must never ever happen again. That's
where it ended. They said they were requesting us - they were requesting the ANC never ever to trouble
people again, and that's where it must end.
In your statement you gave testimony about Nthako Vusi Johannes. You said he's your witness. You said
he's the one you were with when you got assaulted. Is he still around if we would like to talk to him with
regard to this matter? --- I can't understand your question.
If we would like to speak to Johannes is there any way we can get hold of him? --- Maybe you can get him.
He is still around.

Mr Pistol, I thank you very much. I feel for you. You were a victim of circumstances, but we hope that these
/days are
days are now gone by. They belong to the past. I thank you very much. I'll hand over to our Chairman.
--------------------MR DLAMINI: Thank you, Mr Chairman. Babu Pistol, can I ask one or two clarifying questions? What is the
present relationship between Dikwankwetla Party and the ANC? Do you still have harassment from the ANC
Comrades? --- Right now it seems as if they have actually subsided. They are no longer as wild as before. It
seems as if they have gone down. They are not as violent as before, because at that time you couldn't even
go outside without requesting permission from them.
(Inaudible) ... or not that a culture of tolerance is developing in your area, and we appreciate it, we hope it's
going to continue on that note. My second question. You made a request here from the Commission to help
you with - in order to be able to support your family. Can I check whether you do get any State pension or
grant? --- Yes, I do get some pension money.
How much is it? --- It is R405,00. It's R405,00. I am not making a mistake, it's R405,00. I get that at the bank
in Thaba Nchu.
Thank you, Babu Pistol. Thank you.
--------------------You said that you have got two sons, one is mentally disturbed. Is he getting any medical treatment? --- No,
he is not under any medical treatment. I took him to the doctor for quite a long time, but they couldn't find
anything wrong with him.
What is his name? --- He is Charlie Pistol.
--------------------/Mr Pistol,
Mr Pistol, thank you very much for coming to tell us your story today. It is a very sad thing that one of the
common themes that we have noticed during the course of listening to evidence around this country is the
deep lack of respect shown to elderly people during the course of political conflict. One can explain this - or
one can analyse it and explain it to some extent by saying that as this country moved towards political
liberation many young people became angry and frustrated at the unwillingness or the failure of some older
people to join in their struggle, but nevertheless it is very sad to hear about an old person like yourself being
beaten with iron bars merely for attending a political rally.
We are fortunate now that we have a constitution and a police force to protect our right to express ourselves
freely, and we must work hard and vigilantly at protecting the system that so many people have fought so
hard for.
You have said that you were assaulted by Comrades who belonged to the ANC, and we've also heard
evidence this morning from ANC members who were beaten and killed by members of the party that you
belong to, the Dikwankwetla Party. Now, our job is not to lay blame, but our job is to record the evidence and
to analyse the evidence, and to note that it was the political system that operated in this country at the time
that allowed these sorts of violations to take place, and to make recommendations to the Government to

ensure that these sorts of things can never happen again.
So thank you again for coming and giving us your evidence. I feel sorry for you, and I am sure there are
many out here in the hall, and those people who have
/listened
listened to your evidence on the radio, who also feel sorry for you. Thank you very much? --- Thank you very
much, Sir.
--------------------MR LYSTER: If you could just take a seat and put the earphones on, Mr Motlale, and please confirm whether
you can hear me while I am speaking. Are you able to hear me well enough? Thank you very much for
coming in today. You are from Thaba Nchu, and you will tell us a story about what happened to you in June
1984,. Before you tell your story please will you stand so that you can take the oath.
--------------------SHUPING JOSIAH MOTLALE (Sworn, States)
MR LYSTER: I will be assisting you today in the leading of your evidence. Your full name is Shuping Josiah
Motlale, is that correct? --- Yes, that's correct.
And you live in Zone Three in Thaba Nchu, is that right? --- That's correct.
Now, this event that you will tell us about took place in Thaba Nchu in June 1984, is that right? --- Yes, that's
correct.
Can you just tell us briefly, at that time were you married, were you living in Thaba Nchu? Tell us a little bit
about your personal background. --- I am married, and I am staying in Thaba Nchu. I am working in
Mafikeng.
(Inaudible) ... us about what happened to you in June 1984. I understand at the time that you were a member
of the Bophutatswana Police, is that correct? --- Yes, that's correct.
Okay, thank you. Can you tell us what happened in June 1984? --- In June 1984 I was working in Mafikeng. I
was in the Parliament. I received a telegram from home which reported that my father - my brother had died.
I took this telegram and gave it to the sergeant with whom
/I was
I was working because it was late. He released me and told me that he'll report on my behalf that I had left, I
must hurry home. I hurried home. We didn't actually talk as to how many days I would take off. (Pause)
Sorry, I know that these are painful memories for you to go through again, Mr Motlale, so just take your time
in answering and just try and relax. We're here to listen to your story in a supportive way and to sympathise
with you. --- Then I took 19 days so that I could be able to prepare for the burial, go to insurance companies.
When I went back to Mafikeng I got there and I reported at the charge office that I was present. I was told to
go back to the Parliament. I was working at six in the morning. When I got there at 6 o'clock in the morning to
start my duties two sergeants came in. At that time when they came they were already insulting me, swearing
at me, and they were telling me that I am an informer and I am poor. I could not answer them. Until one of
them said they were going to arrest this dog. I didn't answer them. They took me to the cells, they took out

my uniform. That is when they told me that they are going to search me for my cards, or ANC cards. I
explained to them that I was not a member of the ANC, I didn't even belong to any political organisation, but
they nevertheless arrested me. They kept me in custody. Maybe they thought that I was going to give a
statement and explain to the Magistrate as to what was happening. On the very same day of the arrest,
round about 12 midnight, two sergeants arrived. It was Mutsamayi and Marume. When they came they took
me, they put me into the back of the van, where there was a dog, and there was also a sack. They made this
sack wet
/and they
and they started assaulting me with it until they took me back to the charge office. When we got there they
got out some electrocuting equipment. They told me that I should tell them about all the other organisations
which were affiliated to the ANC. They told me I was an ANC informer. It was on the very same week that
Mangope was arrested. That was when Metsing was going to sign a contract. I believe I stayed for two
weeks. I couldn't appear in court, I couldn't do anything. One evening they came to me. Then during the day
they would give me rice water. After that two weeks my mother heard news that I had been arrested. (Pause)
Mr Motlale, we know that this is upsetting for you. You said your mother had heard that you'd been arrested,
and did she assist you in being released from prison? --- I must tell you I don't have parents. It's actually my
sister who heard that I was arrested, and she went to Mafikeng to search for me. When she arrived in
Mafikeng she stayed in Mafikeng searching for me for three consecutive days. (Pause) On the fourth day
they took her at about 6 o'clock in the afternoon and they dropped her at Schweizer-Reineke River. They
undressed her and they assaulted her.
(Inaudible) ... policemen were, Mr Motlale? Were they members of the Bophutatswana Police Force? --These were my colleagues. I know them perfectly well.
(Inaudible) ... after you've given your evidence. --- They undressed my sister, they assaulted her, and they
just left her there, they came back. After two weeks I appeared before the Court and I was given - I was
sentenced to 15 days or R15,00. There was another chap
/from the
from the ANC who was arrested, and he said, "You don't have to pay this. When you receive a card on your
release you must come to us, we'll assist you." Those 15 days were reduced to 12 days, and I managed to
come home. But I went back to my work. I told them to give me money, to give me my salary, because I
wasn't working for them now. They didn't give me anything. When I tried to talk to them they said I should go
and get everything from Mandela because I was his informer in Bophutatswana. I didn't have any place to
sleep, I didn't have food to eat, until one person felt sorry for me and he gave me money until I reached my
home. Even when I was here they kept on promising me that they would arrest me. At one stage I went to
Mafikeng to ask them whether can they give me anything. They said no up to this day.
Sorry, can you - are you indicating that your ear phones are not working? Can you hear me? --- I can hear
you.
Is that the end of your - sorry, can you not hear me? --- I am requesting - because I didn't get anything from
them. I am not working. I get lifts when I have to go to Mafikeng.
Mr Motlale, were you discharged from the defence force when you were sentenced? We you dismissed?
Sorry, not the defence force, the police force. Were you dismissed from the police force? Did you get a letter
informing you that you were dismissed? --- They took me to the head office in Mafikeng and I was then told
that I am dismissed.

Did they give you reasons? --- No, they didn't give me any reason whatsoever.
/But when
But when they were beating you and assaulting you and torturing you did they say that you were an
informer? I think that's what I understood you to say. --- Yes, that's what they said.
Do you have any idea why they said that, why they should have said that? --- This happened because I was
at home when Mangope was arrested and taken to the stadium. I was at home. Now, they thought that I went
home to inform the ANC people what was happening in Bophutatswana.
(Inaudible) ... at home assisting with the burial of your brother. --- That's correct, Sir.
Have you been employed since then? --- No, I have never been employed because I am now sick.
What sickness do you have? --- I think the electrocution has affected me, because I even had an operation.
(Inaudible) ... that they got some electrical equipment. You didn't tell us what they did with it. What did they
do to you? You said that they tortured you by means of hitting you with a wet sack, but you didn't tell us what
they did with the electrical equipment. Can you tell us? --- They broke my finger, two fingers on both hands.
These fingers are not working. And here my private parts are not working perfectly well. I even have a hole
on my thigh.
(Inaudible) ... electrical equipment, electrical torture equipment. --- Yes, that's where they applied the electric
equipment.
And did you make a statement to any other police about this? Did you lay charges of assault? Did you do
/anything
anything about it at the time? --- I couldn't go to any policemen during those years because Bophutatswana
was still oppressing the people.
At which hospital were you treated for your injuries? --- I went to Maroka Hospital.
Mr Motlale, at this stage I'll ask my colleagues if they wish to ask any questions.
--------------------In your statement you said that you were arrested because they felt that you went ... (incomplete - end of
Side A, Tape 8) ... says that you did inform - get a permission from Sergeant Motsibe to go home for the
burial of your brother. Did you go to the sergeant who had given you permission to ask him to rectify this
suspicion, because he knew that you had gone to bury your brother? --- When these people were harassing
me like this I couldn't meet him at all, and I didn't see him.
Did he know that you were expelled because it was said that you had gone home because you had gone to
be an informer? --- I can say he knows, because I sent people to him but he never came.
He never came. Can you give us the date of your arrest? --- I can't remember the date very well. It was on a
Saturday if I still remember.
(Inaudible) ... the month of June. --- Yes, it was still in the June month.
Thank you.

--------------------Mr Motlale, did your sister make any statement to the police? Did she lay any charges as far as you know? -- When she arrived at Wesselsbron she went to the
/police
police station, trying to lay a charge against the policemen, and they asked her where will they get those
policemen if she doesn't know them.
Where is your sister living at this time? --- She is married in Botswana at this present moment.
It would be very useful if you could request her to get in touch with us to also make a statement relating to
what happened to her if that's possible. --- I don't know whether will she receive the post quickly, because
they don't have any telephones in the area they are situated. I'll have to write her a letter, and then they take
three weeks to reach them.
It doesn't matter. We're still going to - the Commission is still going to be working for many, many months to
come, and it would be useful to supplement the evidence that you have given by her evidence as well. So if
you feel that you can do that it would be useful for us if you could write to her and ask her to make a
statement. --- I will do so, Sir.
Yes, one of my colleagues has mentioned that she can do it through the embassy in Gabarone if she wants
to make a statement there, if you can inform her of that, in Botswana. Thank you very much for coming to
see us today to tell us your story. We will follow up this story. If you are able to give names of the people who
assaulted you and assaulted your sister to our staff, who are down below where you were sitting, so that we
can add to the statement that you made to us some weeks ago in Bloemfontein. That will certainly be very
useful for us. We will try and follow up to see why that took place, and to confront the people who were
responsible for that.
/And, as
And, as I've said, it will be useful to have the statement of your sister.
The role of the police in this country has - in our country's history has always been a very controversial role.
Instead of protecting the rights of all citizens, and upholding those rights, in the past the police in reality
served the interests of only one political group, and this of course was made more difficult by the fact that
they created - the Government created lots more police forces in the various homelands which were created
at that time, and you worked for one of those homeland governments, one of those homeland police forces.
And what happened to you at that time should never ever have happened, and we now have a constitution
and a police force which will ensure that those sorts of things do not happen ever again and, as I said earlier
on, we must all work hard and vigilantly to uphold those rights, which so many people have fought for.
We express our deep sympathy for you at the terrible things that happened to you, and the injuries that you
received. We will do our best to get to the bottom of what you have told us. As you have probably heard me
and Dr Borain say today, we cannot offer you any immediate assistance. Our job is to make
recommendations to the President and to the Cabinet, and they in turn will make recommendations to
Parliament to put their policies and their recommendations into effect.
So we thank you again very much for coming today, and we wish you well. Thank you very much.
---------------------

MR LYSTER: Thank you for coming in today, Mr Molatseli. Could you please put on the earphones which
you see in front of you. Can you hear me? Are you able to hear me well enough?
MR MOLATSELI: I can hear you.
MR LYSTER: Thank you very much. You have come to us today from the Tweefontein area, where you live,
which is near ... (intervention)
MR MOLATSELI: A little louder please.
MR LYSTER: Sorry, I'll speak a little louder. You've come to us today from Thaba Nchu, where you live, and
you've come to tell us about harassment, torture and detention which you suffered in 1978. Before you give
your evidence I'll ask you to stand to please take the oath. Could you stand up and take the oath. Is that
better now? Can you hear me clearer now? Are you able to hear me? If the briefer can just indicate whether
she can hear me. Okay. Could you please fit the earphones again, Mr Molatseli, and tell me whether you can
now hear me.
MR MOLATSELI: Yes, I can hear you.
MR LYSTER: That's good. Can you stand up please.
--------------------MR E MOLATSELI (Sworn, States)
MR LYSTER: Thank you, Mr Molatseli, you can sit down, and I am going to ask my colleague, Mr Dlamini, to
assist you with your evidence today. Thank you, Mr Dlamini.
MR DLAMINI: Good afternoon, Mr Molatseli. --- Good afternoon, Sir.
Can I confirm if I've got the right person? The person that we are supposed to hear was born on the 18th of
August 1914, and you look very much younger than that.
/--- Yes,
--- Yes, you are talking to me.
Can I confirm that you are 82 years of age? --- Yes, I am 82, but they've made a mistake, they've added
three more years.
Thank you. We really appreciate your presence here, and the time that have accorded us, and ...
(intervention)
Can you repeat that, Sir? --- We really appreciate your presence this afternoon, and thank you very much for
the time you have given us. Can I ask you to start by telling us about your family. Is Mrs Molatseli still there,
and the children, what they are doing? --- Mrs Molatseli is still alive. My wife is still alive. I have two sons.
Can I carry on?
Yes, tell us more. We are interested. --- I have two sons. The other one is in Transvaal. He is now married
and he is a teacher at a school, in a high School at Sebokeng. And the other one was at Vista University, and
he completed his degree this year. He is now working.
May I know again whether Mrs Molatseli is present here? --- She is not here, she is at home. She is at home,

she is not here with us.
Can you please convey our regards to her. --- I will do so, Sir.
Thank you. Can I now get into the incident that took place in 1978, which is one of the sad and unfortunate
parts of the past history of our country, where at your age you were harassed the manner you were. Would
you please tell us what happened and what were the reasons for the experience that you incurred on that
particular day? --- Please bear with me. I am a bit deaf. A policeman that I have indicated in my statement
/injured my
injured my ears and I cannot hear perfectly well. Do you hear me, because I can't hear myself?
Yes, I can hear you. --- I think you heard me when I told you that my ears are a bit affected now. It was early
in the morning in April in 1978 and I was on my way. Just before the sun could rise I was on my way to
school, and I heard a knock at my door. When I opened the door I discovered that it was two policemen, and
they pushed themselves into the room that I was staying in at Selosesha. I was a principal at a place called
Kroondraai. The people that are at Botshabelo presently were first living in Kroondraai. I had a few teachers
assisting me. Those were the people who sacrificed a lot. I was staying in Selosesha and I had a small room.
My original home is far. It's about 40 miles from Tweefontein to that place. Now, every morning I would be
preparing myself to go to school. On that particular morning the police came in and they wanted my identity
document. I gave them and they started searching the house, and they found a book called, "Up from
Slavery," that was written by T Washington, who was a principal at Etuski College(?). They took that book
and they said, "Get out of this house because you are a terrorist. You are teaching at a Kroondraai school.
What are you teaching those children? Are you teaching them terrorism?" And they were behind me, coming
- you know, pushing me, and they pushed me into a big lorry that was parked there. I found many people in
that truck, and they took me to Selosesha Charge Office. I was accompanied by one policeman to the charge
office, and he said to the other policemen there, "This is a person who has been
/"teaching
teaching young pupils politics at Kroondraai." They showed me a place to sit, and then I sat there the whole
day. I didn't know why did they pick me up. I didn't even realise that the book, "Up from Slavery," was such a
bad thing to be arrested for. When the sun sets the police released me, they said, "Go, but tomorrow you
have to be here at 8 o'clock." I left the charge office. They gave me my keys and my identity document, but
they kept the book with them. The next morning before 8 o'clock I was at the charge office, and they said to
me, "We are taking you, we are going to your place now," the place that I have referred to which is 40
kilometres from Selosesha. The police said, "You terrorist, we are taking you to your house, we are going to
search." We drove until we reached my place. When we arrived there my wife was not at home, she went to
the church meeting. Now, the person who was at home gave us the permission to get in. It was a police
officer and two other policemen. They searched the house. Together with our officer we were sitting in the
lounge, but there was another room in which my two sons slept. The other one was attending Fort Hare
University, and the other one was at Jordan High in Sebokeng. And they came out with something from that
room. They said, "Look at this." They had Steve Biko's portrait. His hands were handcuffed. His hands were
handcuffed, and they showed me the picture, they said, "Look at this. It's from inside your house." I said to
them, "I am from Thaba Nchu. My two sons sleep in that room. The other one is at Jordan High School, the
other one is at Fort Hare. You picked me up at my small shack from Thaba Nchu and you pushed me with
your rifles, and
/you are
you are here to tell me that I know this Steve Biko photo." It was even my first time to hear the name Steve

Biko. They showed me that photo with his hands handcuffed. That photo was taken from the room where my
two sons were sleeping, and I said to them, "That is my sons' room." They asked me, "Which son? Which
son can we associate with this photo?" I said, "I don't know." And they took one of his photos, they asked me,
"Who is this person the photo?" I said, "It's my son, and he is at Fort Hare University." They took that photo.
Up to this day I have never received that photo. And they said, "This Steve Biko's photo, it's a very dirty
photo that we got into your house." I was escorted. I want to thank God because my wife was not at home,
and she doesn't want anything to do with such situations. You know, I was like a criminal. I was escorted into
her house. I don't know what could have happened if she was there. I thank God she wasn't there. They took
the photo, the Steve Biko photo with his hands handcuffed, and they took one of my son's photos. They said,
"This photo must belong to one of your two sons," and I said to them, "I do not know whose photo is that."
The third point that they indicated was very bad. The Secretary to the Bantu Education, that's where I
complained. It was a letter because I was complaining. It was just a copy of the letter I wrote, and they had
this copy with them. They said those were the three items that they found unacceptable in my house, Steve
Biko's photo, the letter that I wrote to the Secretary of Bantu Education complaining. I was asking him to
intervene. I was asking him to see how the parents were involved because they built a school, but I was
/chased
chased away because I was a Sotho person, and I was told
to go to the other Sotho-speaking people. Now, those three things led to the police thinking that I was a
criminal. And that book, "Up from Slavery," because I was then painted a terrorist. Their senior asked me
what I did want at Komdraai, because I was a member of Dikwankwetla. I said to them, "You can inquire from
any political organisation. I have never been a member because I know the Sotho-speaking people do not
involve themselves in politics." But I told them that, "When you took a different direction from the Sotho
people they would kill you because they would disagree with you." They wanted to know about my presence
at Komdraai. I told them, "You took the letter that I sent to Pretoria." I want to tell you that I taught - I taught
children and I taught teachers. I don't know what to say, but some of them are very successful people. I was
telling you that we came back to Thaba Nchu, and when we arrived at the charge office I was told that the
three items that were found at my house were really bad. They told me that the next morning ... (inaudible witness now speaking Sotho and English) ... not later than 8 o'clock in the morning, and not later than 6
o'clock in the afternoon, every day until further notice. That was the instruction I got from those people. If you
fail to do that, I was told ... (inaudible) ... and banish you from Thaba Nchu. And they told me that my children
will never see me again if I can't report ... (inaudible) ... o'clock in the afternoon every day, through all kinds of
weather. It doesn't matter whether it's raining or what is happening, but you have to be there. And I did just
that. I am now telling
/you the
you the most disturbing thing. The following day ...
(inaudible) ... not later than 8 o'clock. I still remember very well. 20 to eight I was standing in front of that
office. And the man who was supposed to open came a little late, and when he opened he opened the door
and he got into the room. I followed him ... (inaudible) ... time lock or some register to show that I was there. I
said nothing. Then I waited there. I have been standing here not knowing what to do. The children at school
were waiting for their teacher, because I had to give them lessons. While I was waiting there - I waited there
for about 30 minutes, not knowing what to do. I didn't know what to do, because they told me that I should be
here, and I was expecting them to give me a register to sign so that I can leave. I will tell you the name if you
want, but this policeman was there on his own, and he said to me - and he asked me a question all of a
sudden. He said, "Yesterday ... (inaudible) ... I was shocked. I said I am faced here with a difficult person ...
(inaudible) ... insulting, humiliating questions. I ignored him totally. I had nothing to do with him. I found that
this is not my class.

MR LYSTER: Can we have order please?
MR DLAMINI: Yes, Babu Molatseli, we know that those are memories that you wouldn't like to recall. Thank
you. --- I can't remember where did I end. Now this person, when he realised that I was ignoring him he
started hitting me with his fists, and he was a hefty person and I fell. My head was swollen. This table was full
of my blood, and my clothes were full of blood. The jacket that I had on that day, and my shirt, everything
was full of
blood as
blood as if a cow has been slaughtered. You know, the floor was full of blood ... (inaudible) ... a lot of soap or
whatever they use to scrub the blood out. The whole office was simply full of my blood. I didn't provoke this
man in any way, I just kept my peace. I just kept quiet. I said not a single word, but he just found it ...
(inaudible) ... or whatever that people who keep quiet they teach them in that type of way. That's how they
teach them. They will teach you how to talk here in ... (inaudible) ... now after all that, when the chief officer
arrived, really I was - you know, I cried like a little boy, like a child, asking for help when I was reeling round
on the ground, unable to stand up because of my knee. And I stood up and tried to support myself. I did at
long last manage to steady my legs and to stand. And then the chief most fortunately arrived, and was
shocked and said, "What is happening?" He asked him. He never answered. And then he asked me, and I
pointed at home, I didn't talk. And I still remember what that man said. I respect him for that phrase. He said,
"Man, you are not a Magistrate," and I turned and I said to the man, to the office, "Please let me go to my
wife, because my children are not here, and I want to show them that what you are doing to me." He said,
"The people of Komdraai have asked me to go and teach there, because the School Board of Thaba Nchu
have sacked me, and my children - one is at Fort Hare, the other one is at Jordan High. I have no money to
pay for the fees. Now, please go to Komdraai so that they can pay you something. Now I want to go and
show him that you say - which this policeman of yours what he have done to me. That's what you do when
people come
/"and look
"and look for work." And he said no. And then at the same time my face was swelling up, you know. It was
terrible.
Those who saw me really ran away at the hospital. Then I was bleeding from my noose, I mean through my
nose, through my ears, all over. My whole face was bruised and bleeding, and I was not steady on my legs, I
didn't know - I looked terrible. Then he simply ordered a police van to take me to the hospital. I was taken to
the hospital, rushed there, because they were too frightened. I was bleeding. The bleeding had to stop. They
couldn't do it, and I was taken there. When I got to the hospital many people thought I was dead because I
was just punch drunk. I just didn't do anything. And you know what happened to me at the hospital? Nothing.
I arrived there in the morning, and was fetched by the police at sundown. Not a single nurse saw me, not a
single doctor attended to me, and I was taken back to the police station. At the police station just - it was just
- the whole thing was just a mess. I was told to go home. Nobody had time for me there. "Just go home." I
went to Selosesha. You know about Selosesha at that time, a tsotsi infested place, limping, punch drunk,
hardly knowing what I am doing. And so far really I don't know if you have made any sense with my scattered
remarks. I just don't know how far I've gone.
You have made a lot of sense, Babu Molatseli. I am now interested in the ... (intervention) --- Let me just
make a correction there. My name is Molatseli, M-o-l-a-t-s-e-l-i.
Thank you for that, Babu Molatseli. --- I beg
/your pardon,

your pardon, yes.
Babu Molatseli, the person who did this to you, is it the same Abraham Ohane who is reflected in your
statement? Can I confirm? --- Yes, that's the same person.
Secondly, which court did the case go through? --- We went to Thaba Nchu Magistrate's Court at Selosesha.
At the time when the police were interrogating you you denied belonging to any political party. It wasn't safe
at that time. Can I confirm are you a member of any political party now? --- I will never have to do with
anything with that.
Thank you. Can I also ... (intervention) --- I you mention politics to me I have nothing to do with you. Just go
away.
Thank you very much, Dada. Can I also confirm, one of your requests to the Commission is to be helped with
the hearing aids. The Commission has noted that. The Chairman will refer to it when he summarises.
Secondly, you also made a request that you would wish to meet the perpetrator so that he can explain to you
why he did what he did to you, and that has also been noted. The Chairman will refer to it when he
summarises. Thank you very much Mr Molatseli for sharing with us. I know it's a painful and humiliating
experience, but the manner you have shared with us we have all learned from it, and we are a lot wiser than
we were before it. Thank you. Can I now hand over to the Chairman.
--------------------MR LYSTER: Thank you very much for coming in today and telling us your story. It was a very coherent
story,
/contrary
contrary to what you believe. They were not scattered remarks at all, it was a very coherent story, and a very
sad one. And it's a story which tells us a lot about the
previous government in this country. You had in your house a very famous book by Booker T Washington ...
(intervention) --- I am listening to you, Sir.
... "Up from Slavery," and you also had a picture of Steve Biko's hands in handcuffs, and these two items
created such fear and insecurity in the police that they detained you, they subjected you to assaults, and they
made you report daily to the police station for a period of months, and they accused you of propagating
politics in your school. And that's very sad, and as I've said before hopefully we now have a police force
where that sort of thing, that sort of interference with private citizens, can never ever happen again, and we
have to work hard at protecting the system which we now have in place.
As my colleagues have mentioned to you we will try and assist you insofar as the impairment of your hearing
is concerned. We have, since we have been in Bloemfontein, entered into an arrangement with the Ministry
of Health in Bloemfontein, and they have undertaken to assist people who require urgent treatment arising
out of injuries and assaults that they received arising out of incidents which took place under the scope of the
Commission, so we can refer you to somebody in the Ministry of Health who may be able to assist you.
But we thank you very much for coming here and sharing your story with us, and we wish you and your wife
well. --- I want to thank you, Sir.

--------------------MR LYSTER: Thank you both for coming in today. Please will you confirm that you can hear me through the
earphones. Can you hear my voice? And are you both going to be giving evidence, or will just one of you be
talking today? Both of you will be giving evidence, and you will be giving evidence together about an incident
which took place in June 1990 in Botshabelo township, and it relates to an assault upon you both by the
police. And you will be giving evidence together because you - this thing happened at the same time. Before
we proceed could you stand and take the oath please.
--------------------SHADRACK RATABA and JONAS MOLEHE (Sworn, State)
MR LYSTER: I am going to ask one of my colleagues, Dr Magwaza, in the leading of your evidence. Have
you decided which one of you will be talking first? You are Mr Rataba? --- I am Mr Molehe.
Mr Molehe. Okay, thank you very much. Dr Magwaza.
DR MAGWAZA: You are still very young. I can't help feeling that at a very tender age you were subject to
gross abuse, and such violation will leave scars, or has left scars that will take a long time to heal. We are
here today to listen to your story, to acknowledge your pain, and to give you support. You can begin to tell us
your story. Probably, Jonas, you can begin by telling us more about yourself. --- I am Jonas Molehe. I am the
son Mr Molehe, who was a teacher in Botshabelo. At this moment he is on pension.
At the time when this incident happened did you belong to any political party? What standard of education
were you doing at school? --- In 1990 I was doing
/standard
standard nine. I was just a supporter of the ANC, but I had an organisation at my heart which is the South
African Communist Party. Now what happened in that year, in 1990, we were a group of youths, and then we
formed a gospel group. It happened that one evening while we were still at the practice - I think you must be
aware that every group has a constitution. We were both girls and boys singing in this choir. And then every
time we would meet our parents to brief them about the activities of this gospel group, and the parents would
give us advices so that we cannot just be misled. While we were still at Retsamagile School(?) we saw police
coming in. There were two guys who used to pester with girls every day. One day at 5 o'clock from the
practice these two guys were waiting at the gate, and they had knives with them, and they had another sort
of weapon in their hand. And they said, "We want a girl." We told them we are not going to allow any member
from our group to go out with boys because we have to escort them until they are home, and then they can
leave their homes on their own. They attacked us, these two gentlemen, but because we outnumbered them
they tried to run away. We chased them and we managed to get one of them, and this one was involved in he was supporting this other gentleman who wanted a girl. We didn't have any dangerous weapons, we were
bare-handed. We grabbed him and then he - our aim was to take him to our parents, because he also stayed
in our area, so we wanted the parents to ask him why did he support his friend. We caught him at a place
between Section C and Section W. Now, while we were passing a place called Simpowani - it was past
seven to six, and then we heard a Hippo coming
/behind.
behind. And we did not run because we knew we were innocent because we only had this person in our
company, we wanted to take him to the parents so that the parents can talk to him. The police arrived and
they stopped. When they got out of their car they were pointing their guns at us. They asked what happened.
We explained everything to them. They insulted us. They said, "You Comrades, you've decided to take our

jobs now. We are going to show you," and they threw us into the Hippo. We were so many, but we could all
fit into the Hippo. On our way we were trying to explain to them what happened, but they assaulted us. They
let us put our hands on the chair, and they took an empty bottle of cool drink and they started hitting us on
the fingers. They had bottles of beer in the Hippo and they were drinking. They took us to Section H. The
policemen on duty would take turns hitting us. We drove with them until we went to the police station at
Botshabelo C Section. The Hippo stopped. They couldn't let us out of the Hippo as normal people. They
escorted us and they took their guns and they hit us with the back of their guns. They took us into the police
station, and we thought that they would take us to the cells. No, they didn't take us to the cells, but they took
us to a room called Room 13 ... (incomplete - end of Side B, Tape 8) ... to assault us. While standing against
a wall they would pull us. They continually assaulted us, tramping on our bodies, and they were insulting us,
telling us that our mothers are bitches and they will only feel where they are asleep that we are in trouble.
They took something and they started assaulting us with that. When we tried to stop they would
/use their
use their heels to trample your hands, and I felt that it was so heavy on me. They would let us stand up, and
took our penis from behind and they would hit us with something, and we couldn't identify. You can imagine
yourself, you don't see this person assaulting you. I was clever enough to take a look at them, and at one
stage they decided to take a look at us, and two of the policemen were assaulting us. It was a violent area,
and they have been evicted from their houses, and I told them, I said, "Please, can you please take me home
because I am not feeling well." It was to 12 in the evening, and I said to them, "Take me home so that I can
take my medication." I continually asked them, but they refused. But one of their surgeons came and said,
"Take this gentleman home so that he can take his medication." They first took rounds in the township, and
while doing that they were continually beating me, and they didn't want to listen to anything I was trying to tell
them. It was at night and I couldn't identify the section. We drove past Simpowani again until we reached our
section. You know, I wanted to run away. I said to myself, "Should they make mistake I am going to run
away," but one of them said, "If you can try to run away we are going to shoot you." We had a dog at home,
and I fluted so that my dog could realise it was me, and I got into the house, I took my tablets. They escorted
me, but I could manage to write down a note. And I said to them, "Gentlemen, there is a key that my sister
puts here," and I knew that my sister wakes up very early in the morning, and I took the key that I had with
me, I put it on top of the note and I left it there. When I arrived at the police station my friends
/were so
were so badly assaulted. I remember one old man who was in our company. He wasn't actually our group
member, but they hit him until he urinated on himself. Some of our officials from the choir were not arrested,
and they managed to go home to report to our parents that we had been arrested. They went to the school to
fetch my father. He went together with them to the police station, and we were told that we would write
statements. My hand was so swollen, and I said to them, "Look what you have done to me." They said, "We
don't take care." We opened a case at the police station at Botshabelo, but we don't know what happened to
those charges we laid.
(Inaudible) ... it's very, very sad. I have just a few other questions to ask. This group, the gospel group, it was
purely a gospel group? Was it a group that had a specific political affiliation? Did you all feel the same about
politics or about an organisation? --- No, we never had any intention of politics, we were just a singing group,
because I remember well we even went to the studio to record some few cassettes.
At that time what was happening in the township? Why there were Casspirs moving around? What was
happening? --- It was that violent area. It was a conflict between the ANC and the Dikwankwetla Party.
When you went to the police station you said you did have an opportunity to see the police. Can you identify
them? Do you know who they were? --- I know their full names because the same night there was a person

who was arrested with us, and one policeman said to the other policeman, "Come and see. Here is Chaka." I
know Chaka and Mazibuko.
/Do you
Do you know where they are now? Are they still police, are they still acting as policemen? --- Yes, they are
still working. The other one is working at the police station at the industrial area, and the other one is at the
Section C Police Station.
And what you also said, you said the charge was laid against these policemen. What happened? --- Yes,
that's true, we laid a charge.
What happened? --- I couldn't write my exams. I have to start by saying I was taken to Botshabelo Hospital,
and I was transferred to Philonomi Hospital, where I was operated. And when I was released I went back
home and we laid a charge, and we were told that we will go to a parade to identify them, but that didn't take
place. Because, you know, I would go to school because I was so fond of schooling. I couldn't write anything.
My friend used to take notes for me. The CIDs would come and they would tell us, "Let's go because the
people are now there. Let's go and identify them," but every time we would be at the police station we would
be told to go back home because the people are not there. If I remember well it was in '91 when we were
called, and then we tried to identify the policemen we thought assaulted us, but this other one, Mazibuko, we
managed to identify. But we told them that Chaka was there and they said, "Okay, that's fine. We know of
Chaka."
Which police station did you report your case? --- It was at Botshabelo Police Station.
(Inaudible) ... the name of the person who was dealing with the case? --- It was Mr Mathobisa. He was
transferred to Bloemfontein.
/You also
You also mentioned something about the fact that you had a lawyer who was acting on your behalf, but you
said he was a bit reluctant. What do you mean? --- My father came with a lawyer, I think it was Cooper &
Son, and together with my father we went to that firm, and then they referred us to a Mr Venter. We gave him
the statement and I gave them everything, the particulars, and he said to me - he said everything that the
police say to me I should take it to them, but I couldn't because I didn't have money to be coming to
Bloemfontein every time, and I wanted to continue with my studies.
Those lawyers, are they still around? --- I can't remember.
Well, regarding your treatment you mentioned that you had your hand operated, and that that interfered with
your schooling. Did you stop schooling after the operation? --- In 1990 I was doing standard nine. The year
after that Mr Sajake, who was the school principal and the school committee, decided that I should go to
standard 10 because they knew my performance. And they decided that I should go to the next standard. I
tried to keep up, but I couldn't, because even my methods of studies have changed, I couldn't concentrate
any more, because I would feel terrible headaches and I would be attacked by the veins(?).
Do you still feel that way now? Do you still have those headaches? --- Yes. Every time when I get disturbed
the headaches come back.
Do you have any hospital records about your operation? --- Yes. Philonomi Hospital have my records.
/You also

You also mentioned that when you were detained in the police station you had to go home to take your
medication. What medication, what was it all about? --- The way we were being assaulted I wasn't in a
position to bear the assault any more. Even animals are not punished that way. A friend of mine was also
there. At this moment he's in Welkom. You know, we wanted a plan, you know, so that they can stop the
assault for a time being.
Tell me, Jonas, what do you do now? --- I am not staying at home now, I have my own house, and I am an
upholsterer. I have a person that I stay with, and we have a child, and I am not working. That is the kind of
work that I am doing.
Okay, thank you very much, Jonas. That's quite a very difficult situation you are in.
--------------------DR MAGWAZA: Shadrack, if you could just tell me more about yourself. I have heard most of the story from
Jonas, then I will just ask you a few questions. --- Shall I start from the beginning?
(Inaudible) ... you are, your age, your family, and also your political affiliation if there is any. --- I am the son
to Mrs Disebo Rataba, Madisebo Rataba. My father passed away. We are 10 at home. I am the eighth child. I
am one of the persons who also got injured, or who got involved with what happened to Mr Molehe. As he
has already indicated I was belonging to the ANC, and I was a supporter thereof. I was in this gospel group
when the two gentlemen came, and they wanted a girl, because she was going out with one of those two
gentlemen. And we refused because we had - we had a rule. We didn't allow
/anybody
anybody - we didn't allow a girl or a boy to attend to his private matters during the practice. Now, these two
boys arrived and they were armed. They were in a fighting spirit. And then we chased them until we were
between the W Section and J Section, and we caught them just in the middle. We actually caught the
innocent guy, because he was invited by his friend to come and fight us. We left with this gentleman to the J
Section. There's a place called Simporoneng. There's a factory called Rubex there, and a Hippo approached
us. And the police didn't ask anything. They just picked us up, they said, "Comrades," and they pushed us
into the Hippo. That's where we felt the pain. That's where we felt the pain, because they didn't want to listen
to our story. I remember there was a cool drink bottle, and they used that to hit us on our backs. They
continued assaulting us. That was a group doing a night shift. When we arrived at Section H there was a new
shift coming in. This outgoing team told them, "A group of Comrades belonging to Satan is here." It was after
eight, I remember well. We left. From H we went to Botshabelo Police Station, and they had already started
assaulting us. They first got out of the Hippo and they formed sort of a guard of honour, and when we got out
of the Hippo we had to pass through each one of them, and we didn't know where they were taking us to, we
just saw ourselves in an office. When we were in that office they said we should raise our hands, we don't
have to look them in the face. It was cold, it was in June. I remember very well they pulled us with our ankles
and we could - then we fell. And every time you use your hands to protect yourself they would say, "Come
on, start afresh."
/And when
And when they do this the second time, you know, the cement was so cold. They ran, they trampled on us
with their boots, and they would - and they said we were clean, they wanted to make us dirty. They used
broomsticks. The first one broke, the second one broke, and they were busy trampling on us. If you tried to
turn your head to take a look at them they would use their boot so that you can face down. When the second
broomstick broke they took a plank, because the policeman used his two hands to handle this, and they
would give us a hiding.

(Inaudible) ... no, I think you went through a very horrendous. If you could just tell us exactly, with all this
brutality what - did you have any physical injuries? What happened? --- This thing affected me and it still
affects me, and my body is sore at all times. Especially in winter I could feel pains. When it's summer I get
tired. When I wake up in the morning I am already tired and I cannot think, because my mother doesn't have
money to take me for treatment, and I thought now I am disabled.
You have never had any treatment at all? --- No, not treatment, no treatment at all.
(Inaudible) ... identify these people who did this to you? --- I know two of them, Chaka and Mazibuko. These
were the two gentlemen whom we identified.
You also - you also had a charge against them in the same way as Jonas? --- Yes, we laid charges against
them.
You had the same lawyer? --- This one's father sought a lawyer for him, but we didn't find any lawyer.
(Inaudible) ... now? You are still very, very young. --- I went back to school, because I left
/school
school earlier on and my parents said, "Please go back to school."
(Inaudible) ... to school? What standard of education? --- Standard 10.
Standard 10. Okay, thanks very much, Shadrack. Thanks very, very much for your story. I would like to hand
it over to our Chairperson now.
--------------------MR LYSTER: Thank you, Dr Magwaza. Are there any questions that anyone else would like to ask? Thank
you both very much for coming here today and telling us your story. I made some remarks earlier on today
about the police force and the role that the police force played in our country over the last - over the past
years. And the defence force has also played a very negative role in our country, and it was used to support
the work of the police, and to harass and assault people who opposed the policies of the Government, and
this should never have been allowed to happen, and we must guard against that sort of thing ever happening
again.
And it's very ironic that in two short years the defence force has changed from being the sort of organisation
that you have described, it has changed, transformed into the sort of organisation which by and large is
playing a role in protecting and preserving our new democracy here. We from KwaZulu-Natal have recently
had our local government elections, and it was stated in the paper after those elections went off successfully
that the defence force played a very, very crucial role in ensuring that violence did not happen, so we are
certainly very glad that the defence force has managed to start
/transforming
transforming itself from the organisation it was when you were detained and assaulted, to the sort of
organisation that it is now.
We will try and investigate what happened to the cases that you initiated against the people who assaulted
you, and we will try and find out who was responsible and why those things happened. We will also make
recommendations to the State President concerning assistance to people like yourselves who have suffered
injuries as a result of human rights violations.

So again that you very much for coming in, thank you for being patient. You've waited a long time to give
your evidence today, and we hope that by the telling of your story in public that you feel that you have lifted in
some way some of the burden which you have been carrying for these years. Thank you very much.
--------------------MR LYSTER: Thank you very much for coming in today, Mr Bolane. Can you hear me through the
earphones? Are you able to hear me? Thank you. Thank you for being patient. You are the last person who
will give evidence today, and you've waited the entire day, and we thank you for that. You will be telling us a
story relating to what occurred to you as an ANC member in exile, and it's a story which took place over a
number of years, five or six years. We don't expect you to relate every incident in any detail. You have, as
you are aware, given us a detailed statement. It is late in the day, and there are witnesses who have to travel
a long time to get home. We certainly don't want to rush you through your evidence, but because yours took
place over a long period of time we'd like you to try and highlight the most important incidents - highlight
those incidents which you feel are the most important that you'd like to tell us. I am going to - before you give
your evidence I am going to ask you to please stand and take the oath.
--------------------MR B BOLANE (Sworn, States)
MR LYSTER: Thank you very much. One of my colleagues, Mr Ilan Lax, is going to assist you in giving your
evidence.
MR LAX: Good afternoon, Mr Bolane. --- Good afternoon.
Thank you for coming. Can you just tell us briefly your age please? --- I am 36 years old.
Thank you. You've told us in your statement that you left South Africa in 1985 to join the ANC in Lesotho, is
that correct? --- Yes, that's correct.
/Why did
Why did you do that? --- I went after a long period of oppression that I went through when I was still in South
Africa. What made me take this decision was that I have suffered, and I couldn't get my identify document as
from 1977 up to 1985. Where I was staying in Thaba Nchu each time I go to get a pass they would tell me
that I am a Xhosa from Transkei. I asked them, "How can I get to Transkei and get an identity document,
because I wasn't born in Transkei?" They told me I am a Xhosa, I should go back to Transkei. I was working
in Mafikeng. I went to Mafikeng to get an identity document. They referred me to Bloemfontein so that I could
get my identity document there. In Bloemfontein they made me a temporary document. My ID took a long
time. I went - I took this temporary ID and went to look for work because I couldn't get any work. Luckily I got
work. It had already expired. I went on trying to change the date so that it would be extended so that I could
get some work. When I went to check if my ID had arrived they told me that I must go to the nearest South
African town, which was Lichtenburg. I went to Lichtenburg. When I got to Lichtenburg, after standing in a
long queue for my ID, when I got to the window I was balancing on the window as I am indicating. There was
a black person at the counter. He asked me what I was looking for. I told him I am looking for an ID. He just
closed the window without any care. He told me that I should see that it's lunch time. I told him I didn't know it
was lunch time, but he nevertheless closed the window and left me standing on the counter. We waited until
such time that he came back from lunch. He started attending to me. He told me that I
/wasn't

wasn't supposed to be there, I was supposed to be in Transkei. I told him, "I don't know anything about
Transkei, I wasn't born in Transkei. I was born in South Africa, so don't keep on referring me to Transkei."
(Inaudible) ... a moment. Can you tell us when did you eventually get an ID document? --- I ultimately went
outside of the country without getting my ID. I only got it when I came back from exile in 1992.
Would you now - there are a number of incidents that happened while you were in exile that you told us
about, which start in Dakawa Transit Camp in July 1985, is that correct? --- Yes, that's correct.
Would you, as briefly as possible, try and tell us about what happened there? We will then thereafter move
on to the other incidents that you've told us about. --- We were in transit in Dakawa. I had said that I was
going to a university, so we were waiting for scholarships. The others were going for training. It so happened
that one day when I got to Dakawa I had a problem with the ANC alliance as well as the South African
Communist Party. When I encountered this problem I approached the authorities. I had made a decision that
I wouldn't be able to be a member of ANC because of its alliance with the South African Communist Party.
When I got to this authority, who was a Pioneer, he was a security. The security was dealing with everything
that was happening there. I told him my problem, then he called all the others, as well as the co-ordinator of
the transit camp. They sat down. They said I should explain my case. I went on to explain, and I told them
that I had joined the African National Congress, but I learned later on that it
/had an
had an alliance with the South African Communist Party, and according to my beliefs I don't go along with
that, so I felt I should resign from the South African National Congress. They told me that they would call me
later on, but that I knew what was happening so I wasn't supposed to communicate it to anyone else. I told
them that I knew it because that is why I had approached them. So I went back. A day thereafter somebody
came to me. I was called to the office once more. I went. He introduced himself as Nthu. Nthu was a security
from Mazimbo. He said to me I should relate that - I felt I should resign from the African National Congress.
They persuaded me that I should not resign, because if I resign life is going to be tough for me in Tanzania
as a refugee. So they didn't want to see people from South Africa suffering in Tanzania. I said I don't know
about that, but it's going to be difficult for me to go on in something that I don't believe in. They said to me I
should go and rethink the matter over, then they would call me once more. I should go and sleep over it.
From that day on I observed something that wherever I was going there was always surveillance. Whether I
was going to the bush or whether I was going to relieve myself there was always somebody watching me. I
approached the security to find out what was going on. He told me there was nothing going on, and he asked
me why should I ask such a question. Then I left him alone. Nthu came back. Then they asked me what was
my decision. I told them that I had made the final decision. They left me alone, they never said anything, then
they went. I stayed there without encountering any problem. Life was normal. Then it so happened - I think
/it was
it was - I am not sure about the times at which this happened. It was in August. We were taken in buses from
Dakawa to Mazimbo. At that time the then President of the African National Congress, Oliver Thambo, was
coming, so we were going to meet him. He was going to address us. Everybody was happy. I was also happy
too, because it was going to be my first time to see a man who had been referred by the boers as a terrorist
or somebody who was abominable. I was happy to go and see him. When we got to Mazimbo there were a
lot of people. Mazimbo is just outside Morogoro. The place was full. We had come to see the President. Our
bus arrived a little bit late when he was about to finish his speech, so we were standing at the far end. We
couldn't see him properly. At the time that he was leaving, when he was getting into his car, everybody tried
to rush and have a glimpse of the President. Where I was standing, when I moved on to get a glimpse of the
President I felt somebody pulling me from the back. When I looked I saw a Pioneer. He asked me where I
was going. I said I wanted to see the President. He said I mustn't do that. He said just like that. Then I said

what did he mean. He said to me I shouldn't do it. I didn't understand what he meant. By that time people
were getting into their cars. He got into his car. The convoy left. We got into our buses. I was very troubled by
the Pioneer's behaviour. I was asking myself as to what was happening. We went back to Dakawa. Life just
went on as normal. Nthu paid me regular visits, but he wasn't saying anything in particular. We stayed there
until December, if I remember well. It happened that we went out with other Comrades to a village. So we
went to
/that village.
that village. We came back a little bit late. When we got there we found that the supper had already been
eaten, but we couldn't get any supper. When we got back we were so hungry. I decided to go to the dining
hall. When I got to the dining hall I went to the logistics and I spoke to one Comrade Kenny Rogers. I told him
that I was hungry, please organise me something. We know that we are late. He started talking funny
language, then he asked me who sent us out, we are not going to get any food. He further told us that there
was food, but we weren't going to get it. I pleaded with him to give us some food. He told us that he wanted
us to feel that he was the boss in the logistics. He was in charge and he could do anything, and there was
absolutely nothing we do about that. We kept on begging him. Comrade kept on talking and we felt very
disturbed by what he was saying. I started answering him. I told him, "This is not your food, this is the ANC
food, so we want the food so you must give the food to us."
(Inaudible) ... interrupt you again. Can we just move on to when your troubles really started, because we're
having these long stories before the actual incidents take place. If you could try and move ahead to - is it
correct that after this argument with Comrade Rogers he reported you to some other Comrades, and then
your troubles really started? Is that correct? --- Yes, it is correct.
Can you carry on from there please? --- He went to report me to the security. A Comrade by the name of
Vusi came. He was also a security. Then when he got to me he held me by the hand and said we should go.
He took
/me to
me to the admin block. When I got there he said I should sit down, he is coming back. He went away, then he
came back with Nthu, as well as two others, or three. They closed the door behind them. They told me that,
"You are going to tell us who you are." I asked them what they meant. They told me that I am going to tell
them who I really am. They took out some rods, some very heavy rods. They told me to sit down flat. They
started assaulting me, and they started hitting me with fists, and I fell down, and they told me to sit down.
They started using these rods, hitting me on the whole body. They were telling me I should tell them who I
am, what was happening? I was causing confusion, and why was I causing the confusion? I asked them what
confusion I was causing because I was merely asking for food. They kept on kicking me, they kept on
trampling on me. I started bleeding through the nose, as well as the ears. They kept on assaulting me, and
they told me that I am going to tell them who I really am. I asked them why they were doing this to me. They
couldn't understand, they kept on assaulting me. They assaulted me throughout, kicking me, using these
rods. They were also trampling on me, and I was bleeding at that time, and I was lying flat on the floor and I
kept on pleading with them. From there they told me that I am going to tell them who sent me to the ANC.
They told me that I was going to tell them. They continued assaulting me. When I had fallen down and I
couldn't stand they stopped assaulting me momentarily. They kept on repeating the very same thing, that I
was going to tell them. One of them came back. They dragged me on the floor, dragged me through the door
and out. I
/don't know
don't know where my shoes ended, but they dragged me. There's an engine room. They put me inside the

engine room. They put me in there, they shut the door behind them. It was late at night. The place was full of
grease because there was an engine. I was dizzy at that time, I didn't know what was happening. Later on
they switched the engine off. After some time I felt like - I was asking myself why should this happen to me,
and I was beginning to suffocate. I was able to break the door and I went out. When I went out I proceeded to
the tent where I was staying. When I got there I was asking myself why I was assaulted. Then I decided to go
and report them. I went to Mazimbo to report them. When I got into my tent I was walking on foot, I didn't
have any shoes, so there were boots in my tent that we were using to work there. I took my boots, I put them
on, then I decided I was going to Mazimbo to report the police, because they said they are going to assault
me. I went there to the village. When I got to the village I couldn't walk properly. I got another man at
Mazimbo village. He gave me headache tablets, he told me to rest a little bit. I think I stayed there for about
three days, sleeping there. The other thing that they did was they had assaulted me or hit me underneath my
feet with these rods, so it was difficult for me to walk. But after about three days it was fine, then I was able to
go to Mazimbo. When I got to the gate in Mazimbo I got some Tanzanians. They called them FF. They asked
me where my permit was. I told them I didn't have it. They said I couldn't get in. I asked them to call a certain
guy for me who was in there. I told them I didn't have permit but I wanted to see him. I tried to
/speak to
speak to them but they just couldn't understand. When they speak to you and you don't respond they always
take action, so I went away, I left them alone. I went back. On my way back to Dakawa I thought that the
people were going to assault me so I turned back. I waited at the bus stop. I was waiting for a bus. As I was
waiting there I saw a car. I stopped the car that belonged to the ANC. Fortunately it was Nthu. I climbed into
the car. Then he told me that they said they didn't know where I had gone to. I told him what had happened.
Nthu took me to Morogoro. When we got to Morogoro he left me in another house. I stayed and he left. Then
there came two Comrades. One of them was P4, the other one I don't know, I don't know his name. They
took me. We went to the office of the ANC. When we got in there they put me in another room. I sat there all
by myself. Then they came back and took me out of that room. When I got into the room there were people,
Comrades, sitting there, quite a number of them. I don't remember how many they were. When I got in there
P4 indicated and said, "Here is this man. He is going to tell us today who he is, what he wants, why is he
causing so much confusion." I was dumbfounded, I just didn't know how to respond. They took me to another
room, where they said I must sit down on the floor. As I sat on the floor P4 came to me holding knobkerries
as well as sjamboks. There came another five. They said I must put my hands inside my thighs. They kept on
assaulting me then. I was kicked and assaulted. I kept on begging them, I kept on urging them to spare me,
but they kept on telling me that I should disclose the identity of the person who sent me to the ANC. They
kept
/on assaulting
on assaulting me. I was already bleeding through the nose. They kept on kicking ... (incomplete - end of
Side A, Tape 9) ... assaulting me on my whole body, kicking me all over. I told them that I will tell them who
sent me. They said I must tell them. I told them that I didn't know what they were talking about. They started
once more to assault me. They assaulted me and I told them that I would tell them. They said who sent me? I
said Muleme had sent me. They said, "Fine, now you are prepared to talk, now we will leave you." They gave
me some papers.
After this, all these assaults, you made what you say was a false confession to them. You made up a long
story about how you'd been sent there as a spy, and what you'd done at school, and a whole lot of other
stuff. --- Yes, I agreed to that.
And then after that it was decided that you would be taken to Dar es Salaam. --- Yes, that was taken there.
Will you tell us what happened in Dar es Salaam. In fact after that you were - you were placed in house

arrest in Dar es Salaam, and then after that you went on to Zambia. --- Yes.
Can we then pick up the story at the place called Rest Two in Zambia? --- When we got to Rest Two it was
myself, Comrades - and two other Comrades. When we got in there we were told to sit at separate places,
we mustn't mix. We sat like that and they told us not to communicate with each other. The following day there
came other people. One of them was Jomo, as well as Kwesh. I don't know where the other two ended. They
took me into another room. They said I am going to give them full
/details as
details as to why I was causing confusion in Tanzania, and who sent me to create such confusion in the
ANC. I pleaded with them. I kept on asking them. I told them that I didn't know anything about that. I told
them that I had actually made a false statement due to being threatened. Then there came another hefty guy.
His name was James. They called him Dada because he was the head of the security there. He told me that
whatever they did to me wasn't the real thing, the real thing was coming to me. He said to me I must look
behind me. I saw knobkerries, sjamboks. They indicated that I could see them. I also saw spears, and they
told me if I didn't want to talk they would sort me out. They left me there and they told me that they were
coming back, and when they came back I should be very prepared to make a statement. They went away
and they left me inside the room. As I was sitting there I realised that these people may kill me. The person I
was left with probably is the one who was keeping guard on me. I realised that he was a bit intoxicated. I
realised that here I can escape. When we were coming I realised that the main road wasn't very far from
where we were, and I had seen an office of UNH, so I told myself that when I leave there I am going to the
UNHCR office to ask for assistance. I went out, I went down the street until I got to the office of UNHCR.
They asked me what I wanted. I told them that I wanted the High Commissioner for Refugees. They told me
to sit. Thereafter they took me and put me into another office, where another woman came in, a white
woman. If I am not mistaken I think she introduced herself as Mrs Zulu or Mrs Phiri, one of the two, I don't
remember quite well.
/Then she
Then she told me she is the High Commissioner for Refugees, then she sat down. I explained to her the
hardships that I gone through from Tanzania up to Zambia, and these people were threatening to kill me. I
urged her to assist me because whatever they were alleging wasn't true, I knew nothing of it. So I urged her
to speak to them because I knew nothing about the allegations. She told me about a certain brigadier that I
should go to who was in Lusaka. Then I said these people were going to meet me along the way and they
were going to assault me. Then she told me she was coming. She said I should wait. I went to the reception.
I waited for quite a long time, then she called me in. She said to me she was going to attend to me, I should
go out side and sign and she will say that they should call me. I stood outside the building, just next to the
door. As I was standing there, it wasn't a long time, a car just came in speeding through the gate. It went
straight - it came straight to me. At that time they opened the doors and I realised these were the people.
They pulled me and put me inside the car. They said I thought I was clever, I am going to the United Nations
and to all those places, and the people had told them that I was there. They took me, put me inside the car.
They said they were going to teach me a lesson. They took me back to Rest Two. When we got to Rest Two
they put me in a room. They started assaulting me, and they assaulted me up to such an extent that I
couldn't stand. They left me. When they left me there there were other rooms just behind. They took me, they
put me in one of the rooms. Those rooms looked like cells. I stayed there locked up in there until we went out
of Zambia and
/went to
went to Angola.

(Inaudible) ... 1986, is that correct? --- Yes, that was in 1986.
(Inaudible) ... taken to a transit camp called Vienna, you tell us. --- When we arrived in Luanda we were taken
to a transit camp called Vienna.
Thereafter you went to a camp - or you called it a prison camp called Kibashe. --- It was quite after a long
time that we have been to Vienna. We were picked up at one stage and we were told to get into a Land
Rover. We were two, and some of the commanders, and we were heading for Kibashe, but we didn't know
that we were being taken to Kibashe.
But you got there eventually, and there they changed your code name to Ginger, is that correct? --- Yes,
that's correct.
Now, tell us what happened at Kibashe to you. --- In Kibashe we were put into certain rooms, where we got
other people who were also there locked up. They told us that there we are not supposed to say who we are,
where we came from, and we were given new names. The following day I was taken to the administration
block. I met a recording officer, who told me his name was Edison. Edison started speaking to me and told
me that I had come to Camp 32, and I was going to tell him my complete story, and if I don't co-operate with
them they were going to make me co-operate. They told me it was going to be up to me. He took out some
papers, he said I should write. He said I should write my biography. Then he said these are not the things
that I had written when I was from Tanzania. He took me to the camp commander. The name of
/the camp
the camp commander is Pro. Pro told me that, "Here we can do anything that will make you talk. We can kill
you, we can destroy you, nobody will know whatever happened to you,so you are going to act in accordance
with your instructions." He called others. When the commanders came in they said I must stand in the centre
of the room. They told me I should write on these papers. I pleaded and told them that I didn't know anything.
They took out coffee. Coffee is what they were referring to was sticks when they said coffee. Then they
started assaulting me on the back with what they called coffee, and they kept on kicking me with their reef
boots. I was severely assaulted. I fell down. When I fall down they would pick me up and say, "Continue,
talk." I would tell them I didn't know anything. They threatened me and told me that they were going to show
me. They told me that whatever I was against they were going to make me to be along the lines. I told them
that whatever I had written was true, that I wanted to resign because of certain reasons. They said they were
going to teach me to do whatever they wanted to do. They made me frog jump. They call it number nine.
They would make me stand as I am indicating. I had no sense of balance whatsoever, I was falling all over
the place, and they would make me stand erect. They kept on assaulting me. When I fell down they ceased
assaulting me. They went out and I was left with only one. That was the commander. The commander said to
me I don't want to talk. He told me that these people hadn't done anything to me, they were going to do the
real thing to me. He told me, "We are going to do something with you." He came to me. He took out his pistol.
He came to
/me, he
me, he pointed it on my forehead. He asked me if I was prepared to talk. I was very scared, I was shaking. I
asked myself as to what am I supposed to say. He said I should open my mouth. He put his pistol inside my
mouth. He told me he could do anything to me, am I prepared to talk. I was really shaking, and I said to him,
"All right, I will talk," and then he removed the pistol, he took some papers. And he said to me, "Tell me, what
brought you here? What were you doing inside the country? Who sent you to this mission outside the country
so that you can infiltrate the ANC?" He wanted me to tell him the missions, all the missions that I undertook
in the country. And I started creating stories. I told them all the things that I did, and I told them the people I
reported to while I was still in the country.

(Inaudible) ... stop you again there. You've given us the full details of the story you told them, and in the
interests of time I am going to ask us to carry on and speed up a little bit. The story you've told them is
recorded here, and after that story was given to them they seemed to have accepted that story, and then you
were sent to a prison. --- Yes, I stayed there. They didn't allow us to call it a prison. That was Camp 32.
Camp 32, thank you. --- It's a camp outside Kibashe. It's in the bush. They call it Camp 32. I was there at that
time.
(Inaudible) ... were made to do hard labour, and you were beaten from time to time, is that correct? --- Yes,
that is true.
Now, you've also told us that in 1988 you became unwell and you developed hypertension. --- Yes, it is
/true.
true.
Just tell us a little bit about your treatment and so on. --- As we were still there we were given tablets,
Diazapan. That was what they were giving us for hypertension. I continued being like that. My condition didn't
improve. Even now I am still taking the treatment.
Now, in 1988 and 1990 you were taken to Gokalota town, is that correct? --- Yes, we were taken from
Angola, the bases of ANC, then we were taken to Uganda. Just outside there there was a camp where we
were taken to.
(Inaudible) ... when the ANC pulled out of Angola. --- Yes.
And you say that you were released in 1991, and then you resigned from the ANC and you returned home, is
that correct? --- Yes, that's correct.
Now, somewhere in here you mentioned that you were tried at a tribunal. If you can just fit that in for us,
because it's not clear exactly where it fits in in the time frame. --- Before we went out of Angola in 1988, if I
remember quite well, we were taken. I think we were 21 or 22 from that camp. We were taken to Luanda.
When we got to Luanda we were given charge sheets and they told us that there was going to be a tribunal.
On that day of the tribunal they told us that we would get attorneys from the ANC who would represent us.
We waited for the tribunal. On that particular we were taken to - initially we had cleaned a hall where they
said the tribunal was going to be held, but later on we were taken to a house. We got in there one by one.
They would tell us to stick to our stories. They said, "Whatever you said at the camp
/"you stick
you stick to it, and if you don't stick to that story you know what's going to happen to you. If you stick to your
story we'll be lenient to you." When we got in there with all the counts that were listed on the charge sheet I
had about six counts listed. I don't remember some of them. One of them was infiltration, then other one was
trying to desert the organisation. I don't remember the other ones, but they were six in all. So we appeared in
front of the tribunal. When I got in there they just read the record that I had written at the camp. They asked
me what I expected from them. From there you went back outside. We were taken back to the camp
thereafter, after the tribunal.
(Inaudible) ... outcome of the hearing or anything? --- No, we never go it.
Now, you said that you resigned from the ANC after you were released in 1991 and then you returned home,
is that correct? --- I got out of the ANC in 1991 when I got to Tanzania, and I arrived home in 1992.

And then you applied to rejoin the ANC once you came back, is that correct? --- Yes, it's true, because when
I got here I realised that I wanted this matter to be investigated further, so - I just want to explain that little
part. I started in Uganda when they had just unbanned the liberation movements. I said to them, "I want this
to be reinvestigated because it wasn't true." I realised that the ANC had been unbanned, though there was a
difficulty to investigate the matters back home. So it was going to be easy now since the unbanning. They
made me write my biographies, but nothing happened thereafter until we came out. When I arrived in South
/Africa I
Africa I said I felt that I had been treated unfairly by the African National Congress, so I reckoned that I
wanted the matter to be reinvestigated. I wanted the truth to come out. I wanted my name to be cleared,
because the allegations were not true. I realised that I should go back to the ANC, because if I was outside it
would not be possible for me to clear the matter out, so I re-applied in 1992.
Okay. What would you like us to do for you about this terrible story that you've told us? --- What I would like
the Truth Commission to do for me is that I would like the truth to be revealed. I want the ANC to come with
the truth. I want further investigations to be done. I want them to dig out for the truth. I want to know whether
it's true what they are alleging. I want my organisation to apologise for the appalling treatment that they gave
me. I want them to apologise, because I wanted to go to school but I could not go because of the treatment
that they gave me.
Thank you, Mr Bolane. What we will try and do from our side is try and investigate the matter to the extent
that it's possible. We also understand that the ANC will be coming with their own submission, where they
intend to deal with a lot of issues that happened in some of the camps, and with a bit of luck they might tell us
something about your story, or we may be able to uncover something about your story as well. I hand over to
the Chairperson.
--------------------I just want to clear one thing. There's no time, I know that. Mr Bolane, there are strange names here to me,
the people who are mentioned here in your statements. Are
/these
these people South Africans? Names like Jomo, James, Kwesh, Abba, Pro, P4. All those people, are they
South Africans? --- They are all South Africans. These are pseudo names, because when we were outside
we were using pseudo names. They are South Africans, all of them.
(Inaudible) ... people. --- I know some of them. They are here. I don't know their real names. I only know
them according to their pseudo names. Some of them are in top positions here.
--------------------MR LYSTER: Thank you, Mr Bolane, for giving us that story. Thank you for being patient and having waited
all day to give this story. It's clearly a story that you needed to tell very badly, and we are glad to hear it. It is
a sad story, and it is sad that you, having left the country with such enthusiasm, should have returned a
disillusioned and a sick person as a result of what happened to you, and it seems to me that your life has
changed substantially as a result of that decision that you took to go into exile. Those things should never
have happened to you, particularly at the hands of an organisation which has always had such strong views
about that sort of arbitrary violence.
I note from what you said in your evidence that you have rejoined the ANC, and it does indicate that there is

some reconciliation between you and that party, and we can certainly continue a mediation process between
yourself and the ANC if you wish. We can arrange that for you. Furthermore, if you require treatment, further
medical treatment - I note that you are getting treatment from the Botshabelo Health Clinic. If you are not
satisfied with
/that treatment
that treatment you may be able to get treatment through the route that we have organised with the Ministry of
Health here in Bloemfontein.
So thank you once again for coming in and for telling us your story, and we wish you well. Thank you very
much.
--------------------MR LYSTER: That is the last witness that we will hear today. We will be meeting again tomorrow morning at
9.00 am, and tomorrow will be the final day of evidence. We will have slightly less people giving evidence
tomorrow. Today we had 13 people, I think tomorrow we'll probably have 11 people. We will finish slightly
earlier because we have to leave to return to the various places that we are going to. Thank you very much
for being with us today. You are most welcome to join us tomorrow, and to hear the witnesses who will be
giving evidence tomorrow. Could we please stand while the remaining witnesses leave the room.
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---oOo--(Incomplete - beginning of Side A, Tape 10) ... in court. Until today nothing has been done.
MR LAX: You actually saw the body of Mrs Tswabisi? --- I saw Mr Tswabisi's body, as well as my sister's
body. They were sleeping next to each other.
Can you confirm what sort of injuries they had? --- I couldn't see properly, but Mr Tswabisi was bleeding
through the nose as well as the ears. My sister was bleeding. There was a wound, an open wound in her
neck.
Thank you. As far as you know has any case ever happened about your sister's death? --- We were never
notified. I know absolutely nothing.
(Inaudible) ... death certificate? --- Yes, we did get the death certificate.
Would you be able to make that available to us please? --- I didn't bring it with.

(Inaudible) ... from you later. Now, you told us that there was no children in her house. Did she have
children? --- She had three children.
And who's taking care of those children? --- I am the one who's taking care of the children.
Do you receive any assistance? Are you working? --- Yes, I am working.
And do you receive any assistance for those three children from anyone else, or from the Government? --No, I am not getting any help from anywhere.
Thank you, Mrs Hadebe. Can I now ask Mrs Tswabisi please to tell us her story.
--------------------Good morning, Mrs Tswabisi. --- Good morning.
/Can you
Can you please try and speak a bit closer to the microphone, otherwise we can't hear what you're saying.
That's much better, thank you. Mrs Tswabisi, you were married to Steven Molefe Tswabisi, is that correct? --Yes, that's correct, Sir.
And your husband was killed in a shooting on the same day as Anna Hadebe. --- Yes, that's correct, Sir.
Can you tell us a little bit about your family, how many of you there were or are? --- I have six children, two
boys and four girls.
How old was your husband when this happened? --- He was born in 1924. I don't remember quite well how
old he was when this took place.
(Inaudible) ... helpful for us to have the date. Now, please will you tell us what happened on that day that your
husband got shot. --- There was a boy caught on that particular day. My husband got shot whilst he was
outside. He was washing. He got into the house. He went into his bedroom. That's where he prepared
himself. He was combing his hair. That's when I heard a gunshot. The gunshot went for the second time.
Anna was also shot. When he got into the house I was in the kitchen. I had taken the child. He went out of his
bedroom. He went out through the kitchen door. He told me that he was going to town. Just as he was going
out of the kitchen door I heard a gunshot. He turned back and he was sort of staggering. When he got to the
bedroom door that's where he knelt. I put the child down to try and attend to him. I held him. I asked him,
"Have you been shot?" That's when he bled through the mouth. The blood was just seeping out. Then when
he was kicking that's where his
/strength
strength started to wane. I was very confused at that time. I ran outside to enlist some help. I couldn't get
anyone to help me. I got back into the house. I found that he was still bleeding through the mouth. (Pause)
(Inaudible) ... take your time just to recover. Nomusa, can you help her? (Pause) Are you feeling all right
now, Mama, that you can continue? --- Yes, I can continue, Sir. When I went out for the second time I saw
another man, but I have forgotten what his name was. I called him in. He got into the house. He found my
husband sprawled on the floor. He asked whether my husband was shot. I said yes, he was shot. This man
went out. He came back in a car. He took my husband. Then I saw quite a number of men in the house. My
husband was put into the car. They were taking him to the hospital. Mr Lepaka is the gentleman who took my
husband to the hospital. When they got to the bridge they came across the car that had the occupants who

shot at my husband. They took him from there, they put him into an ambulance and took him to the hospital. I
was left behind, I never went to the hospital, because I was very confused and I was all by myself in the
house. I had a small child. Nobody went to the hospital to actually find out whether he was shot or he was
just sleeping. When Mr Lepaka came back within a short while there came the police. They took me. They
said I must go and make a statement. I went with them. I told them and related as to what had happened.
Then we came back home.
What happened after that, Mama? Please take your time ... (inaudible) (Pause) Do you feel not able to
continue? Would you like to stop there? --- I will
/just end
just end up there because I can't remember things very well. I can't remember what happened thereafter,
after having written the statement at the police station, but I remember when I got home my two boys were
back, they were at home, and they've been the ones who were going up and down going to the doctors and
to the hospitals and to the mortuaries to find out exactly what happened. I just sat at home, and I was
mentally disturbed and I was so confused.
Thank you for that. Are you able to confirm that there was a strike on on that day, and that there was quite a
lot of shooting in the area? --- Yes, there was a lot of violence in the township. The youth took the barricades
and they put everything on the roads, and they were singing. There was a lot of violence I must say.
Are you aware that there was an inquest into your husband's case? Do you remember that? (Pause) Do you
not understand the question? (Pause) Sorry, can you just stop for a second? I can't hear a thing. --- The
police came to my house and they picked me up. They said I should go and write a statement, and thereafter
they came to my place now and then to tell me that I should go and appear in court. And every time they
would tell me that the case has been postponed, and I was then told that my husband died in a conflict. He
was caught in the middle of a conflict and he died like a soldier, and they just left me there.
Thank you. If I can tell you that we have been able to get the court papers from that inquest. We have only
recently got them, so we haven't had a chance to look at them properly, but we will try and tell you what they
say. /After your
After your husband died who looked after you, who was able to support you after that? --- Nobody helped
me. I survived on the donations from the people, and I applied for pension and that was organised. It was in
1991 when I started getting pension and the money where my husband was working. He was working at
National in Boksburg.
So did you get a pension from them as well? --- Yes, they used to send me a cheque. Every month they
would send me a cheque. Since last year they haven't sent me anything.
Have you made any inquiries to find out why? --- Yes. My son went to Boksburg to inquire. He went to ask
them what happened, and they said to him no, they thought that I was dead.
So have they started again? --- No, Sir, not now.
Perhaps someone from our office can help you follow that up. Okay, I have no further questions. I will return
to the Chair.
--------------------DR MGOJO: Just one question. In your statement you say that you have suffered painful headaches ever
since the incident. Do you get any medical treatment for these headaches? --- No, I don't get any medication.

I only get a few tablets from the chemist. I told them about my headaches and they said I should come and
buy some medicines if I have money.
Okay, we'll try and attend to that too. Thank you.
--------------------Mrs Hadebe and Mrs Tswabisi, thank you very much for coming in today to tell us your very, very sad story.
You
/have both
have both lost your loved ones, your sister and your husband, and you have suffered pain and sorrow
together, and we hope that it has been of some small comfort to you that you are able to sit together on this
stage and give your evidence to the Truth Commission. Your sister, and your husband, Mrs Tswabisi, died in
terrible circumstances during those times in our country, when the police were permitted by the Government
to act in a violent and unrestrained way, and we are thankful that in most parts of the country those days are
over.
We will try and make investigations to see why the people responsible for the death of your family members
were not brought to justice, and if we discover any more details than the details that we already have we will
contact you.
I see from your statements that you have requested compensation for the loss of your family members. Now,
the Truth Commission does not have the power or order compensation to be paid to people. Our job, or part
of our job, is to make recommendations to the President and to the Cabinet, and it is up to them to decide
what assistance or compensation should be given. However, in the short term, if you feel that you need
medical treatment, like my colleague, Dr Mgojo, has suggested, or if you need counselling, we are able - one
of the committees within the Commission is able to arrange for you to see somebody, to see a counsellor in
this region, someone that you can talk to about the loss of your family members, in the hope that it may make
it a little easier for you to carry that burden. And if you would like to see a counsellor, a psychological
counsellor, please will
/you tell
you tell us before you go home today, and we will try and arrange that.
So we thank you again very much for coming here today. We feel deep sympathy for you, and we wish you
strength. Thank you very much.
--------------------MR LYSTER: Mr Molebalwa, are you able to hear me through the earphones? Can you hear me clearly?
MR MOLEBALWA: Yes, I can hear you clearly.
MR LYSTER: Good, thank you very much. You have come from Selosesha township in Thaba Nchu today to
tell us your story, and this story relates to your assault and shooting by members of the Bophutatswana
Defence Force in November 1990. Before I ask you to tell us your story can you please stand and take the
oath.
---------------------

MR MOLEBALWA (Sworn, States)
MR LYSTER: Thank you. Please sit down. I will be assisting you today in giving your evidence. Very briefly
can you just tell us where you live, something about your family background, are you married, are you
employed, just a few sentences. --- I am married. I am also working. I have three children. I have a family as
well as my own relatives. I am working at Thaba Nchu Sun. I am a chef there. Thank you.
Now, this incident took place in November 1990. What were you doing at that time? Were you in the same
job as a chef at the Thaba Nchu Sun? --- I was from a course. When I was from the course I was with other
people whom we were training with. We went to my place. We sat. As we were still sitting there we were
having some drinks. Just as we opened the drinks there came a soldier. I do know this soldier who came into
my house. He said that he wanted other people to go outside. There was a couple in the house, so he said
he wanted the man to go out of the house. I thought there was going to be a search. Then we went outside. I
was the last one to go
/out. As
out. As I was going out they were making something like a guard of honour outside. It was just green with
soldiers. I just waited to see what was happening. All of a sudden we were assaulted with sjamboks. We kept
on asking as to what was happening. One of the soldiers, his name is Blackie, he shot. That's when we
scattered and we tried to run to different directions. As we were running there was another Casspir that was
coming. When I turned around I just heard gunshots. I fell down. There's a boy who came to me by the name
Gufuthi. I asked him whether he realised that he had shot me, but he didn't speak to me. He took me out to
the street. I wasn't even aware that there were barricades in the street. He took me there, he said I should
remove the stones and the barricades. When they realised that they had shot me I also saw that they had
shot me. That's when I started getting very angry. Then I wanted to fight back as a man. I became very
stubborn. I asked them whether they realised that they had shot me. Then he started running away. (Pause)
I am sure these must be very painful memories for you to live through again, so just relax please and take
your time, and carry on when you are ready. --- Then when I started to be stubborn I stood amongst them,
and they kept on assaulting me with these sjamboks. I pushed one of them away. I told them that they had
shot me, and they had shot me right inside my house. One of them got out of the way and I was able to get
into the house. I got one inside the house who was insulting my wife, calling her a bitch. I got very angry. I
asked him what he wanted. That was Blackie Mahoti. I was bleeding.
/Then he
Then he ran away. As he was running away everybody went out. We also went out, and when we went out
we discovered that they were no longer there. As we were sitting there came a police van. That was my
brother-in-law. Then my brother-in-law took me to hospital. As I was at the hospital I arrived there at about
eight. I went to the theatre the following day. Then came other guys who they said were leaders of the
soldiers. I don't remember their names. They came to me to ask me what had happened. I told them that I
was not in a position to tell them what had happened because of my condition. Then they left me and went.
They came back later. They asked me what had happened. Then I related the story to them. They were
writing. When they left it only dawned on me that I shouldn't have told them what had happened. I had a fear
that my case would end without being sorted out. Thereafter there came others. They were CIDs. They also
asked me what had happened. At that time I told them I wasn't going to say anything, I wasn't going to give
them any information, I was prepared to talk in court. Then they told me they had come to take a statement
from me. They went away and left me. I stayed in hospital for four months. I wasn't paid at work. I just stayed
like that, and I was having children and a wife. I was discharged, I went back to work. When I went back to
work I was told to go to Mr Mapatswane, who's an attorney. I was taken by the ANC members who had
caused the strike. I took the photos. I was told that I could get some help. Thereafter I discovered that all the

documents were no longer with him, but they were with Mr Mthembu. I have been waiting since then that Mr
Mthembu was going to fill
/me in.
me in. When I was supposed to get the results I got a
letter. I got a letter that said the case had been heard in 1995, May, and the case was finalised. I met a
Captain Magapela. He told me that the case had been finalised. Then he gave me some phone numbers that
if I wanted the case to go back to court again I should contact that person in that number. Ever since then
nothing has happened.
Mr Molebalwa, do you know - in fact you do know the names of the soldiers that - or the names of some of
the soldiers who assaulted you. You've given us the names of Blackie Mahoti. Was he one of the people who
... (incomplete) --- Yes, he's one of them who assaulted me.
(Inaudible) --- I know Gufuthi, Musi. Mashibene pulled me out of the house, and Blackie Mahoti.
And you've also given us full details of the medical treatment which you received. I have here a copy of the
account from Philonomi Hospital in Bloemfontein after your operation, so we have all those details. We would
also like to get from you the letter which you have just referred to. We don't have that in our files, and we
would like to get a copy of that after you've given your evidence. Someone can make a photocopy of that for
you, and we will follow it up. In fact I've just been reminded by one of my colleagues that we do have that
letter, and we will use that letter to investigate the case which the captain said was finalised in 1995, and we
will convey to you what we find there. Is there anything else that you would like to say about this incident?
Perhaps you can
/tell us
tell us what was happening in Selosesha township in Thaba Nchu at the time. Why were there armed
policemen sorry, armed soldiers moving around in Casspirs? And let me just clarify one thing. Were those soldiers from
the South African Defence Force or from the Bophutatswana Defence Force? --- Those were the
Bophutatswana soldiers. It was a stay-away, but I didn't know because I was at work. I had gone to my
course, to do my courses. I wasn't aware that there was something happening at the location. When I came
back that's when the whole thing happened. That were there barricades I only realised when I was taken to
the scene. I never saw what was happening outside.
The friends that you were with, the friends that you had been on the training course with, were they also
assaulted, or were any of them shot? --- Yes, they were assaulted severely. I met them before I came to this
Truth Commission. I told them that I was going to tell my story. They said I should go on. To them all this
belongs in the past. I told them that I should go to the Truth Commission because I can't work as I used to. I
can't discharge my duties properly because my foot is always aching, it's always giving me problems. I
realised that I had been disabled or somehow crippled.
(Inaudible) ... they want to make a statement to the Truth Commission all they need to do is to go to our
office in Bloemfontein, and in fact later today I will make an announcement as to the address of that office,
and there will be statement-takers who will take their statements. They're not obliged to, but we would very
much like to hear from them. And just to get clarity, you /were shot
were shot in your foot or your knee? Can you just confirm? --- I was shot at the knee.

You can show us if you like. And did the bullet go right through your leg? Thank you. I'll just ask my
colleagues if there are any questions that they'd like to ask you.
--------------------DR MGOJO: Just one question. I hoped that I was going to hear more about your brother-in-law who was a
police, who came with the police. I'd like to hear the reaction really apart from taking you to the hospital. Your
brother-in-law is a police. What did he ... (incomplete) --- He didn't do anything.
--------------------MR LAX: Mr Molebalwa, just for the record, that letter you've got is actually a letter which confirms that the
Attorney-General declined to prosecute anybody for the offence involving your shooting, is that correct? --Yes, that's correct.
--------------------I just want to clarify one question regarding your health. You are saying here that you have to absent yourself
from work from time to time, and that you need medical treatment. Is it just about your knee? --- Yes, it's
because of the knee.
At the moment are you getting any treatment from the doctor or from the hospital, ongoing treatment? --- No,
I normally go to special doctors, and they would give me medication and I would go back to work.
Well, what we would like to have is also to get the records of your treatment.
/MR LYSTER:
MR LYSTER: Thank you, Mr Molebalwa. You suffered a
terrible indignity, being shot in your own house while relaxing with your friends, and it's also terrible that you
were shot not by thugs, but you were shot by Government employees paid for by your own tax money.
Yesterday I made some remarks about the Defence Force in this country, and how it was used by the
previous Government to harass people and to suppress them, and we are very thankful now that by and
large, and in most parts of the country, the Defence Force has transformed itself into a very different
organisation that is here to protect all South Africans, and to protect the new institutions in our country.
We thank you very much for coming here today and for telling us this story. It helps us to put the picture
together that we are obliged to put together when we report to the Government, and your story has painted a
very vivid picture of what was happening in Thaba Nchu in 1990. We will be in touch with you once we have
followed up the case, the details of which you have given us, and as soon as we have those details we will
come back to you again. Thank you again very much for coming in.
--------------------MR LYSTER: Thank you very much for coming in today, Mrs Sesele. Please put the earphones on so that
you can
- are you able to hear me? Can you hear the translator speaking to you?
MRS SESELE: Yes, I hear them.
MR LYSTER: Thank you very much for coming in. As I understand you live in Gauteng, is that right? Are you

staying in the Free State?
MRS SESELE: I stay in Vereeniging.
MR LYSTER: And this story that you will tell us today relates to the death of your daughter, who was killed in
1987, is that correct?
MRS SESELE: Yes, that's correct.
MR LYSTER: Before you give your story can you please stand and take the oath.
--------------------MRS SESELE (Sworn, States)
MR LYSTER: Thank you very much. I am going to ask my colleague, Dr Magwaza, to assist you in giving
your evidence. And it's clear that the memory of the death of your daughter is very, very upsetting to you.
Please remember that you can take your time, and you can interrupt your evidence whenever you feel that
you cannot go on. Dr Magwaza.
DR MAGWAZA: Mrs Sesele, I know that losing a child is one of the difficult things that any parent could face.
It was so tragic that your child should have been caught in a conflict which it didn't even understand. We
know your pain is very profound, and we are here to acknowledge it and support you. Could you tell us more
about your family at that time? Do you still - to start with, do you
/still live
still live in the same address where this happened? --- No, not now.
Okay. Could you tell us about your family? --- (Incomplete ... end of Side A, Tape 10) ... at about past six I
heard gunfire outside. The gunfire was so strong. I went outside to go and look for my children. When I went
out I met two children with their friends. I asked them where Lani was. That's my daughter's nickname. They
showed me a certain direction that they were chasing each other towards that direction, and she was driving
a bicycle, she was cycling. It wasn't even a long distance from my gate. I saw her bicycle there. When I
looked a little bit further I saw her lying face down on the ground. I took her, I turned her up. I thought I was
going to resuscitate her. I lifted her chin up. I saw a big hole in her neck. (Pause)
We understand your pain. We really do. --- I lifted her up. At that time her father was still there. I took the
child into the yard. As I was getting into the car I saw Joe Mamasela standing direct opposite my kitchen. He
was standing at the fence that divides our houses. He had a revolver in his hand. I went into the car, I got into
the car. I asked my husband to rush my child to the hospital. As we were driving away we left Joe there and
went to the hospital. When I felt my child's pulse she was still breathing. We went to the hospital. At the
casualty they resuscitated my daughter They took her to the theatre, because at that time there were no
doctors at the casualty. She was having emphysema, she was getting swollen, so she was taken into the
theatre. I went out to tell her father what was
/happening.
happening. I went into the theatre, I got the doctors resuscitating my daughter. I saw them throwing their
hands, indicating that they couldn't do anything to help my daughter. We went back home.
This is a very, very painful time for you. Just take your time. We'll give you the time. (Pause) I'd like you to tell
us more about what was happening in this time. Why was your little girl caught up in this crossfire? And why

was Joe Mamasela there that particular time? --- On that Saturday when my daughter died it was a funeral of
a certain Comrade who was staying close to us, and apparently Joe Mamasela had killed that Comrade. I
would like my ex-husband to help me wherever I don't have a clear recollection of the events.
MR LYSTER: Thank you. Are you the father of the young girl who died.
MR SESELE: Yes, I am the father.
MR LYSTER: I see. Okay. Are you just here to support your ex-wife? You're not going to give evidence
yourself?
MR SESELE: Ja, I am here to support her.
MR LYSTER: Okay, then it's not necessary to swear you in. Thank you. You can just be there to support her.
Thank you, can you please continue. --- Joe Mamasela had killed the Comrade on a previous week on a
Saturday, and the following week there was a funeral. The aim of these Comrades was to burn Joe
Mamasela's house after the funeral of that Comrade. At about 5 o'clock the Comrades were coming with
petrol bombs, and there was absolutely no fighting, children were playing outside. This group of Comrades
threw the petrol bombs into the yard of Joe Mamasela. These petrol bombs came from the direction of
/the opposite
the opposite houses. They threw the petrol bombs in Joe Mamasela's yard. Joe Mamasela went out and he
shot at random. He shot at the opposite direction from where the Comrades had thrown the bomb. He just
shot at random there.
DR MAGWAZA: The question also which I would like to pursue is it looks like it is a continuation of
something, some conflict that was taking place. The day when the other boy was killed, what was happening
at that time? You said the other boy had also been killed by Joe Mamasela? --- Ja, the previous week.
The previous week, yes. What was happening at that time when this boy was killed? --- I can't remember
well.
(Inaudible) ... can't remember, but I just wanted to get a sense of what was all this tension, and why was Joe
Mamasela reacting in this way. --- Can I ask Mr Sesele to help me?
MR LYSTER: Mr Sesele, is there something short that you wish to say? If you're going to say something I
must ask you to stand and take the oath.
--------------------RANSEHU SYLVESTER BERNARD SESELE (Sworn, States)
MR LYSTER: Thank you very much. Could you just restrict your remarks to that which your wife is not able to
remember? --- Okay. On this particular day of the killing of my kid I can't really say what happened with the
previous incident that happened the previous week, but there was so much of a commotion by the SAP with
the same Joe Mamasela in the same street. They were running around, and when we inquired from the
neighbours it was
/alleged
alleged that Mamasela had killed one boy somewhere down our street at a shebeen, and the cause thereof I
really can't say. It was just what we heard that happened the previous week, on a Saturday too, before the

killing of my kid the following week on the 3rd of January 1987.
--------------------DR MAGWAZA: Joe Mamasela was your neighbour. After the killing did you speak to him, or did he speak to
you about the killing? --- I last saw Joe Mamasela on that Saturday when I was coming from the hospital. He
never said a word to me. On Tuesday we left for Kroonstad to bury my daughter. I last saw him when I was
coming from the hospital.
You have said that there was a court case in your statement. Can you tell us briefly what happened?
MR SESELE: On that particular day there were a lot of cases, and what really puzzled me is the manner in
which the Magistrate was so - I am trying to look for the right word. He didn't actually care for any case, and
all the cases that were put forward to him his statements or his remarks were all of them were dead because
they were drunk, because there were cases of cars and so on. And every one of the deceased was drunk,
and I was just waiting for him to tell me whether my kid, an eight-year kid, was also drunk when she was shot
by Joe Mamasela. They way he was seated, you know, it was just a don't-car attitude from the Magistrate. I
had on my own to call him to order, that he doesn't know what he's speaking about in this particular case,
whether he really knows what he's actually talking about regarding my kid, and whether he knows what
happened to my kid. I told him that my kid was
/shot, and
shot, and that's why we were there at court. He had now to wake up from his seat, with all respect to this
Commission, and he said he was going to arrest me for contempt of Court. I stood up and I said to him, "Go
on and do it immediately." The prosecutor had to intervene, and he had to correct the magistrate, telling the
Magistrate exactly what my case was all about. And it was said that the killer or the killers were unknown up
to this day.
Did you have a lawyer acting on your behalf? --- No.
Do you still have details on that case, the Magistrate and all the proceedings? --- Yes, the court case I have.
The details of the court case? --- Not the details, just the number of the case.
Okay, you have - has it been submitted to the Truth Commission? --- I am not sure. Yes, it has been
submitted.
Okay, thank you very much.
--------------------This has been quite a very tragic, tragic story. What's more tragic to me is the way it affected you as a family.
I can see that Mrs Sesele was profoundly affected, and I would like to know, when you are ready,
Mrs Sesele, if you will just let us know what changed your life, how your life has changed? How as your life
changed by this tragic incident? --- Since my daughter's death I am very confused, I am depressed. There's
absolutely nothing that interests me. They are my children because I brought them up, but there seems to be
nothing that
/interests
interests me in life. I am always forgetful. (Pause) There's nothing else.

(Inaudible) ... pick up one issue which you mentioned, that the death of your daughter did affect your
relationship with your husband at that time. --- Yes, it did. It's true, because we used to share the children
during the holidays. We were in joint custody. At times they would go to Soweto, at times they would visit
Kroonstad. I am saying this because I was not aware that my husband was accusing me of being the killer of
my daughter. He told me that he had asked me to take the children to Kroonstad during December holidays,
but I refused, I said I wanted to stay with my children during the holidays. During the holidays they would go
to his mother's place, as well as to my mother's place, alternatively. When my child died he blamed me for
the death of my daughter because I had refused to allow my children to go to Kroonstad. I feel had I allowed
them to go to Kroonstad probably my child wouldn't have died, so each time he used to accused me and say
Joe Mamasela and myself have killed his child. I asked him how could I give birth to a child and then kill the
very same child. There came a time when I felt these accusations were quite unfounded, and we argued a
lot. We realised that the relationship was getting sour by the day. We decided that we should part ways. We
divorced in 1991.
(Inaudible) ... a tragic story as I have said. I think when the family is affected by this type of tragedy then I
think it becomes very, very serious. But what I would like to say here is that it's quite clear that both of you
were deeply affected by the death of your daughter. /I understand.
I understand that your husband even got psychiatric
treatment. --- Yes, but not long.
Not long, but it indicates the extent of trauma you both experienced. And also up to this moment you're still
very traumatised. I would suggest that you take this seriously and see the counsellor or the therapists. I think
both of you are well educated, you'll understand the seriousness of this and how it's affecting your life, and
how it might end up affecting the lives of your own children, the two remaining children. If you need any
assistance we are there to help you in connection with your own health. Is there anything else which you
would like to say? I would like to hand over to our Chairperson.
--------------------Just one question. This is a serious, painful thing. I don't think that it can just be left as it is. Joe Mamasela
had shot a neighbour. Do you know the name of this neighbour? --- Unfortunately not.
You don't know? Thank you. And Ransehu Sylvester, you have just said that the Magistrate adopted a don't
care attitude. --- Yes.
Do you know the name of this Magistrate? --- Today, no, Sir, I don't.
You don't know the Magistrate? --- No, but I think from the case number we can ... (incomplete)
You can what-do-you-call. --- Ja.
And the prosecutor, you don't know his name? --- No. No.
Thank you. I think that will need to be investigated by our team. Thank you.
/Thank you,
Thank you, Mr Chairman. Just one question. On a few occasions Joe
media confessing to some of the stories that he was involved in.
yourselves, whether he has said anything to either of you to the effect
forgiveness. --- No. And just to end on the note that I think has been

Mamasela has appeared through the
What I would like to establish with
of confessing and perhaps asking for
set here. To make matters worse he

was actually gunning for me when I was busy making the arrangements for my kid. The following Monday I
was right from seeing a doctor out in Vereeniging, I was on my way to Sebokeng. He was just driving in front
of me, I was coming at the back, and when we were approaching the four-way stop, that's the one that's
getting into Sebokeng, the other one's getting into Potchefstroom, the other one is getting into Vanderbijlpark,
because I was from Vereeniging. He just all of a sudden - I didn't see him rush in front of me. He moved to
my side and I almost bumped him, and I knew what his intention was, so that he could get even also possibly
with me, because I couldn't see any other intention of him acting or behaving in that fashion.
--------------------MR LYSTER: Mr and Mrs Sesele, thank you very much for coming and telling us what you have told us
today. You have lost your daughter, your beloved daughter, who was only seven years old at the time of this
incident. You lost her in tragic circumstances, and perhaps it is a more difficult thing to accept the death of
one so young and so innocent. From what you have told us it seems clear that she was killed by Mr Joe
Mamasela, a man who, as you know, has admitted killing people, beating people to death at
/the instructions
the instructions of his employer, the Security Police, and that also must make it more difficult for you to
accept, to know that she died at the hands of such a man.
It's clear that you have both been very traumatised by this incident, and we can arrange counselling. The
Reparations and Rehabilitation Committee of the Truth Commission can arrange for you to see counsellors if
you want to, so please, before you go, make sure that you have spoken to us if you would like to take up that
opportunity.
We are very sorry to hear that this incident caused the break-up of your marriage, and it must be of some
comfort to you to be able to sit here together, giving each other support, as you tell us about this very tragic
story.
We will follow up the details about the court case that you have given us and try and find out why the case
resulted in an acquittal, and we will convey those details to you.
Thank you very much for coming in.
--------------------MR LYSTER: Thank you for coming in today, Mrs Tipe. Can you please put on the earpieces and please tell
me whether you can hear my voice? Are you able to hear me talking now? Are you able to hear me?
MRS TIPE: Yes, I hear you clearly, Sir.
MR LYSTER: Thank you very much. You have come to us from Kroonstad, and you have come to tell us
about the death of your husband, Jacob Tipe, who was killed by the Three Million Gang. Before you give your
story please could you stand up and take the oath.
--------------------MARTHA TIPE (Sworn, States)
MR LYSTER: Thank you very much, Mrs Tipe. I am going to ask one of my colleagues, Mrs Virginia
Gcabashe, to help you with your evidence now.

MRS GCABASHE: Good morning, Mrs Tipe. Mrs Tipe, I know that you come from very far away in
Mangaung. I know that the story that you're going to relate to us is very painful. That is the death of your
partner, the partner that you've lived with for so many years. Then this partner leaves you when you need
him most, when you were expecting a lot. I want to thank you for the courage to have come before this
Commission to share your story with us, and to hear the truth of what took place. I'll ask you to take your
time, but try to give us some details as to what happened. You came here to tell us about your husband.
Before we hear about what happened just give us a brief background about your family - have you got
children, where do you stay, are you working - so that we may have a picture as to how you live. (Pause) If
you can't hear me well please do tell me that you can't hear
/me. (Pause)
me. (Pause) As I have already said we feel very sorry for what happened to you, and we praise your courage
for having come to this Commission so that the truth may be revealed. Before we can even go forth and talk
about what happened to your husband just give us a brief history of your family - where do you stay, where
do you come from, do you have any children - so that when we talk about your husband and what happened
to him we have a clear picture as to what type of a family you had. I shall request you to start there, giving us
a brief ... (incomplete) --- I do have a family. They are staying in Kroonstad. My in-laws are also there. I have
five children with the deceased. It's three boys as well as two girls. The eldest of them had to leave school
because of the lack of funds after his father had died. I wanted him to help me as far as finances were
concerned, because my in-laws are not helping me in any way. When my husband died my in-laws turned
against me, they chased me. He chased me together with my children. I never had a place to stay.
It is fine, Mrs Tipe. You can take your time. This is quite a painful experiences. We know how you feel,
especially with the lack of support from your in-laws. (Pause) --- Until now I am with the children. The eldest
one is trying to look for work. The others are attending school. The girl is doing standard seven and the boy is
doing standard 10. I am still in hardships because I can't further their education.
I do understand, Mrs Tipe. When you are ready you can tell us more about what happened up until your
husband met with his untimely death. --- My husband went on a Friday. He had knocked off at half past four
from work.
/He went
He went to a shebeen. When he came back he got into my neighbour's house, Mr Ramahale. When he was
still in there - I believe it was at about 12, I was already asleep with the children - we heard some noise
outside. After that noise - we heard the noise, but I couldn't go outside to investigate what was happening.
Just after some time we were awoken by Mr Tsatsi. He woke me up. I asked him what was happening. I
woke the children up to accompany me to investigate as to what was happening. When we got there we got
a Three Million Gang. I saw him. He had been attacked by the Three Million Gang. When I tried to turn him
the blood spurted on my face. I asked him what was happening but he could not answer me. He was
bleeding profusely. I tried to shake him to wake him up. There was nobody to help me there. I was all by
myself. I called onto my children to come and help me. At that time he started kicking violently. Thereafter we
decided to phone the police to come and take him. They took him to the hospital as he was kicking and
gasping for breath. When we got to the hospital we were told that he had been stabbed several times and he
had been fatally wounded.
I can hear, Mrs Tipe, this is a very traumatic experience. --- That was the end. I struggled to get funds to bury
him. Now I am left with the children and we are destitute.
Are you through, Mrs Tipe? --- Yes, I am through.

Thank you very much, Mrs Tipe. Let's just go back a little bit to Mr Tipe. How old was he when he died? --- I
am not sure how old he was, but I have got his birth certificate. It's in my handbag.
/Can you
Can you please show us after some time. I heard you saying you were chased by the in-laws and you were
evicted. Where are you staying now? --- I am staying at No 389. I am leasing the property.
I heard you talking about Three Million Gang. Can you please just tell us briefly what is Three Million,
because I am familiar with the name? Can you just please tell us briefly what sort of people were the Three
Million? What were they doing? --- It was a group of people who were violating the community. It was a group
of hooligans who were attacking people, and they got my husband and stabbed him to death.
What did the police do to them? --- A that time the police were not present. They only came later on when the
group had run away, when they were called to come and take Tipe where he had fallen. He was taken by a
policeman by the name of Ndundu Nkire. He took him to hospital. The Three Million Gang wasn't there any
more.
I do understand. According to your knowledge you said they were violating people, attacking them. What
were the police doing about this? --- The police were not there. They never came. They stabbed my husband
until they finished him off and left. The police only came to fetch my husband because we phoned them.
At the time of your husband's death do you know if he was affiliated to nay political organisation? --- No. No,
he didn't belong to any political group.
On that particular night when this happened you told us that it was 12. Was it 12 midnight? --- Yes, it was 12
midnight.
Are there any events that took place in the location
/that indicate
that indicate that there was some sort of violence before this event took place? --- No. When these people
came as a group they got into my neighbour's house. They went straight to my neighbour's house. That's
where they started attacking my husband, and they left thereafter.
It seems as if you went to court. --- Yes, a few weeks after he had been buried I was called to room No 8 in
court, but I did not understand as to whether it was attorneys who called me. They asked me whether I knew
the people who had killed him. I told them that I didn't know anything because I was asleep. When I went
there to the scene the people had already fled. They left me alone until today. There were no further
investigation whatsoever.
Which court was this room No 8? Was it in Kroonstad? --- Yes, it was in Kroonstad.
Did you get the death certificate? --- No, I never got anything. They just called me and I came back.
You even buried him without having got the death certificate, or without knowing what had happened. --- No,
we never got anything.
Do you know or are you aware of any inquest that was done after your husband's death? --- No, I never got
any letter.
Are you working, Mrs Tipe? --- I am not working. I am a sickly person. I got violently ill after my husband's

death. I am also very sick. I get these terrible headaches. I am sickly.
How old are you now? --- I am not getting any pension.
Do you qualify for pension? --- No, I don't. I
/am still
am still very young. I am 49.
You lost your husband at a very early age. Who is helping you financially to further your children's education?
--- I am being helped by my parents, who are in Hennenman. At some stage I was helped by the welfare
officers. I am only getting money for the seven-year-old because she's the youngest. The other one is 17, so
I am no longer getting anything.
I do understand that you are going through so much pain. You told us that your life, as well as your health,
have deteriorated. Are you able or can you afford to see a doctor? --- Yes, I went to see a doctor in
Kroonstad twice. He told me that I was having a heart problem, as well as a problem with vessels.
Did he ever say you've got high blood? --- No, he never said anything about high blood.
I do understand. We'll try to help you in any which way we can if you are in need, or you need to see doctors
and get medical attention. You said your eldest son left school after your husband's death, but you said he is
not working. --- No, he is not working, but he went to Henny to work there.
When last did you see him? --- He left his job last year in February. That's when ... (incomplete - end of Side
B, Tape 10)
We cannot promise that we would do that for you because we do not have the necessary authority, but we
can pass our recommendations to the President, who in turn will see what to do.
--------------------MR LAX: Mrs Tipe, just one little aspect I'd like to try
/and clear
and clear up if you can maybe help us. You mentioned the name of a Mr Tsatsi, who came and knocked on
your door and told you about what had happened to your husband, and called you to come. Who is Mr
Tsatsi? --- His surname is Lusiya. He is our neighbour.
(Inaudible) ... your neighbour. --- Yes, he is our neighbour.
(Inaudible) ... at his house that your husband was stabbed? --- No, it's not at his house. He was also a visitor
in that house. Where my husband was killed is at Ramahale's place.
Ramahale? --- Yes, Ramahale.
Okay. You also mentioned to us that when you came out the Three Million were still there, the people from
the gang were still present, and they were standing around. --- Yes.
How did you know they were the Three Million? --- I saw their knives and I saw their spears and I could
realise they were the Three Million, because they didn't just pierce you with their spears, they would even
chop you with their pangas.

So these were people that were known to operate in that way in the area? --- Yes, that's correct, Sir.
Thank you. We will try and follow up with these other people and see whether we can get any further
information. Thank you, Chairperson.
--------------------This has raised another question now from the last speaker. Is there any reason why, when you were asked
in the Magistrate's Court whether you knew the killers, and you said you did not know them, yet you realised
that it
/was the
was the Three Million who had killed this person? --- I was scared. I didn't want to mention their name. I was
very scared.
You felt that they will come back and murder you? --- Yes, that's what I thought.
Thank you.
--------------------MR LYSTER: Mrs Tipe, briefly. Do you know how long did that gang operate in Kroonstad for? --- It's difficult
to determine, but they have been existing for quite a long time. But I think they were working underground.
And are they still existing? --- No, not at this moment, because if they were there we would never be free at
all.
Thank you very much, Mrs Tipe. We have watched you suffering here today, and we feel very, very sorry for
you, deeply sorry for you. It is a terrible thing to have lost your husband, and particularly to have had to watch
him die in such awful circumstances. As my colleague, Mr Lax, has said, we will investigate the inquest or
court case and see what became of this matter. We hope that just the process of telling your story here in
front of everyone who is here today has made the burden that you have to carry a little bit lighter.
We note your request for compensation and, as Mrs Gcabashe has said, the Truth Commission doesn't have
the power to give you compensation, but our job is to make recommendations to the President, and we will
make those recommendations on your behalf.
If you feel that you want counselling or medical assistance we will try to arrange for somebody in the
/Kroonstad
Kroonstad area to assist you in that way, so if you want to do that please speak to one of the ladies who have
been assisting you today and tell them that you would like to take that opportunity.
Thank you very, very much for coming in today.
--------------------(Incomplete) ... from time to time. They used to come and fetch him when there were going to be rallies and
riots. They used to take Thabeng and arrest him. Then when he comes back he usually comes back very
tired, very confused and very traumatised, because he said the police were always assaulting him. These
things made me feel very bad. (Pause)

I do understand as a parent too the feeling you are having. --- (Pause) We always had a problem with his
father. There was no understanding between us. He always accused me and asked me why was his child
being taken by the police regularly. He used to accuse me at all times. In 1990 it was on a Friday when he
died. He was at work. He was killed by the Three Million gang. It was on the 1st. As from that day we had
problems in the house. We had arguments, continuous arguments. He was buried. After his funeral there
was absolutely no life in the house. His father accused me of being the cause of the whole event.
(Inaudible) ... was on the 1st of June 1990. You don't remember the time when your son was killed? --- It was
at 6 o'clock on a Friday.
(Inaudible) ... Million Gang killed your son? --- He used to tell me that the Three Million Gang used to
accused him of being active in the ANC, he thought he was a better leader.
(Inaudible) ... he was killed you reported the matter to the police. --- When this happened at 6 o'clock the
police came the following day on a Saturday. My brothers were there guarding the corpse, and when they got
there they were busy kicking him on the head, asking
/him where
him where did he think he would end with the ANC.
What was to your knowledge the relationship between the Three Million and the police, because you have
just said that your son used to be harassed by the police, but this time he was not killed by the police, he was
killed by the Three Million? Do you think that there was any relationship between the Three Million and the
police? --- At that time I hadn't yet noticed whether the Three Million Gang and the police had any
relationship. We only noticed thereafter, because the corpse was taken by the police the following day. Then
we thought they would come and investigate and tell us as to when we were supposed to appear in court, but
they never came. We were the ones who took the initiative and went to the police station to tell them that it's
the Three Million Gang than killed my son, and we wanted to find out as to when the case was going to be
heard. Since then they have never come to us until today.
(Inaudible) ... that when the police came the following day, and were kicking the corpse, they were
celebrating the death of your son which had come through? --- I believe so, because they were always
harassing him at all times, and they hated him. In 1986 they arrested him, they kept him in custody for the
whole year. They refused us permission to see him. They didn't even want us to bring things for him. That's
the time when we realised.
(Inaudible) ... because a corpse is something which is very much respected. It means that the police
themselves in the old South Africa had become really animals. It is the animals who could do such a thing to
/a corpse.
a corpse. Now, let me ask you another question. In your statement somewhere you have mentioned the
name of Madzela Georgie Ramasimongo. Can you say any more about that person? --- I didn't understand
the question.
Is the name Madzela Georgie Ramasimongo familiar to you? --- Yes, I know this name. These were the
leaders of the Three Million Gang.
So he was a leader? --- Yes, he was the leader.
Do you know where he is now? --- He was killed in Kroonstad.

He was killed in Kroonstad by who? --- We don't know, because we only heard that he was shot in town. We
never came to understand who killed him.
(Inaudible) ... the matter was reported, and then up to now nothing has happened. --- There's absolutely
nothing that was done. In 1992, if I am not mistaken, there came policemen from Sasolburg. They took us
and they said they wanted to put back on roll the cases. They sat for about two weeks investigating and
asking us questions. They even asked us where the dockets were. But that's where the whole investigation
ended. Nothing ever came of it. We don't know what happened to them.
(Inaudible) ... death certificate about the death of your son? --- Yes, I did get the death certificate.
(Inaudible) ... did get it. What do they say was the cause of the death? --- They told us that they were still
going to investigate as to what the cause of death was.
(Inaudible) ... you don't know. --- Yes, up to today I don't know anything. When we checked the statements
we found that the death certificates were
/identical,
identical, but they told us that they were still going to investigate. The details in the death certificates were
similar in all the certificates.
(Inaudible) ... they didn't say that he was stabbed. --- No, they never said anything. We saw it from the
corpse, as well as the clothes that my son was wearing. They indicated that he had been stabbed quite
several times.
Where is your husband now? --- He is in Kroonstad.
Are you still living together? --- We are staying together, but we don't talk to each other. He has absolutely no
peace with my two children because they always accuse him of being the cause of the whole fracas.
(Inaudible) ... as the Commissioners before have said that we know in your statement there are the things
you have asked for that the Truth Commission could help you with. Our duty is to take these and pass them
to the State President, and make some recommendations, and he is the one who makes the final decision,
and his Cabinet. We are very sorry about your situation. Thank you. --- I am always sick. Even yesterday I
went to the doctor. I was taken there by my brother. Even my husband doesn't care about my health. He is
always depressing me even more.
--------------------MR LAX: Mrs Xhoso, I've just got one or two questions that you might be able to help us to take the matter
further. Firstly, how old was your son when he died? What was his date of birth if you know that? You can't
hear me? Can you hear me now? --- Yes, I hear you,
/How old
How old was your son when this happened to him, or what was his date of birth? --- He was born in 1966 in
August.
Thank you. Now, do you have any idea of the witnesses who might have seen what happened to your son? -- Yes, there are people who saw this, especially the one who used to work with him. He saw everything that
happened.

(Inaudible) --- Yes, we went to him to inquire. We asked him whether was he prepared to be a witness, and
he gave us his addresses and his identity documents. He gave us all his particulars.
(Inaudible) --- Yes, I don't have them with me here. They are in Kroonstad.
That will help us to follow up the case and maybe have it re-opened again. Thank you, Chairperson.
--------------------Mrs Xhoso, I am very concerned about you and your family. You did say that you have to see the doctors
and get some medication. What's wrong with you? --- My body is always aching. At times I feel like I am
losing my mind. I am so forgetful. If I put something I never know where I put it. I always give things to my
children to put away for me, because if I can put them I never ever remember where I had put them.
(Inaudible) ... you are getting is it helping you? --- I am taking treatment at the hospital, but it doesn't really
help. There is another treatment that I get from a private doctor. I think that helps me a little bit.
I also want to express to you that we don't want to
/forget
forget about your sons, because they are part of the family and they did lose a brother. How are your sons?
Have you noticed anything that shows that they were badly affected by this? --- They have been badly
affected. The other one was doing standard nine, but he failed. He was also forgetful, he wasn't
concentrating in class. He passed the following year. Even the last-born, he always used to talk about his
brother and he would cry. When he was in gaol he got a baby boy who was Nkosinathi. The second-born
was born after he had died. They are always talking about him. That's why I cannot bear it. It makes me not
to forget him also, because whenever they see his photos they always remind me of him.
(Inaudible) ... two children? --- Yes, he has two children.
Who is taking care of those children? --- I am taking care of these children. My sisters as well as my father
help me with his pension money.
We will give you our support as much as we can, but I would like you and your family to get some
counselling, because I also think your husband was affected. --- Yes.
Thank you very much.
--------------------MR LAX: Sorry, Mrs Xhoso, just one other question just for the record. Implied in your story is the fact that
your son was a member of the ANC. What was his actual political affiliation, just so that you can help us
there please? --- It seems as if this other organisation was a youth organisation, but I am not sure as to the
name of the organisation, but it was a youth organisation.
--------------------/MR LYSTER:
MR LYSTER: Thank you, Mrs Xhoso, for coming in today and speaking to us. Again we express our very
deep sympathy to you. We have watched you suffering here as you relive the memory of your child's death. It
must be particularly hard for you to relive the memories of how he died, particularly of how he was abused -

his body was abused after he had died by police, who should have been there to give you support and
sympathy.
As Dr Magwaza has said, we believe that you should take the opportunity to get counselling. It's clear that
you have been very traumatised by the death of your child. And we will arrange for you to see somebody in
the area in which you live if you want to spend time talking to somebody about how you feel.
And, as Mr Lax has said, we will follow up on the inquest or the court case to see what became of that, and
why the people who were responsible for your son's death were not convicted.
Again thank you for coming in to talk to us, and we wish you courage and strength as you go. Thank you very
much.
--------------------MR LYSTER: Thank you for coming in today, Mrs Bosch. You've come from Selosesha township in Thaba
Nchu, and you have come to talk to us about the death - sorry, about the detention, assault and torture of
your brother, Raymond Siboto, at the hands of the police.
MRS BOSCH: Yes, that's true, Sir.
MR LYSTER: Before you give your evidence could you please stand and take the oath.
--------------------NOMVUYO BOSCH (Sworn, States)
MR LYSTER: Thank you. Please take a seat. I am going to ask my colleague, Mr Mdu Dlamini, to help you in
giving your evidence today.
MR DLAMINI: Thank you, Mr Chairman. I greet you, Mrs Bosch. How are you? --- I am fine, thanks, and how
are you, Sir?
(Inaudible) ... opportunity that you have accorded the Commission to share the experiences that your brother,
and yourself as the family, went through. First, before you can tell us what happened, and how it happened,
would you firstly tell us about the family, the parents, as well as your brother, and also what we are interested
in is that how is he now, and is he in hospital or at home? So the family background first. --- My name is Mrs
Bosch. I am the elder sister to Raymond Siboto. There's only the three of us at home. I am the eldest. At the
moment the one who is after me is in hospital. He has suffered a stroke. He was staying between Thaba
Nchu Sun and Tafes(?). Where he was staying he was staying with a little boy. His name was Gufuthi.
The one who has suffered the stroke, are you
/referring
referring to Bafane? --- Yes, I am referring to Bafane.
And you also mentioned in your statement that Bafane has children. Can you tell us more about his own
family now? Does he have a wife, and how old are the children, what are they doing, who is looking after
them? --- Bafane was married, he had a wife before. He has two children. He has been divorced by his wife.
(Inaudible) ... the children now, and how old are they? Are they at school? --- The other one is staying with
the mother. He is doing grade A. The other one is staying with my mother. That is Bafane's mother. She is

doing standard four.
Thank you. You may now proceed and tell us what happened on this - in 1986 when your brother had to
suffer the tortures and the injuries. --- He was arrested in 1986. I don't remember the month, whether it was
April or May, because he wasn't staying with me. The person who was staying with him came to tell us that
he had been arrested and taken by the police in Ladybrand, but even the Bophutatswana Police were
involved. Then he said I should go and see where he stays. I went there. The ceilings were torn apart and put
down because he was suspected that he had kept guns in the ceilings. When this boy came to tell us that he
had been arrested I went there to see. I discovered that the ceilings were torn down. He told me that the
manner in which they had assaulted him he doubted whether he was living or not. I went to look for him at
the Bophutatswana Police quarters. They told me that they didn't know anything, they were not the ones who
arrested him. We kept on searching for him
/without
without any success. We went to different prisons without any success. One policeman told me, but he said
we shouldn't tell anybody what he was about to tell us because he would lose his job. We went to Ladybrand
with the policeman's wife. When we got to Ladybrand I asked as to whether there was any person. The
policemen there denied and told us that he was not there. I don't remember the name of the policeman I
spoke to. We waited there. They phoned a white policeman to come. When he got there he asked me what I
was looking for there. I told him I was looking for my brother, the police in Bophutatswana had told us that he
is in Ladybrand. But the policemen in Bophutatswana had not told us that, I just believed that if I said it he
would actually help me. He told me that he had no knowledge of such a person. After a moment he said I
should produce my identity document, and my brother's wife should take out her identity document. He asked
us whether we were the ones who sent him to be a communist. We denied, and we said we were just looking
for him because it was three months now since he disappeared. As he was still holding my identity document
he told me that he knows me very well. He said it in Afrikaans, and he said, "I know you. I know where you
are staying, you black." He said he could arrest me. I asked him why would he arrest me. He told me that I
was harbouring communists in my house. I told him that, "You are accusing me, and yet my brother is not
here. How can you accuse me if you say the person you - you didn't arrest the person?" I said to him he can
arrest me if he wanted. We argued until he threw us with our identity documents and told us to leave the
place. When we were
/going out
going out there was a policeman who was sitting at the security gate. He looked more like a coloured. He told
me that my brother is there in Ladybrand, but he is not supposed to talk because he was going to lose his
job. He told me that he had been severely assaulted and they won't show him to me. We went back home. I
kept on pestering him and they kept on denying it. Six months lapsed without us knowing the whereabouts of
my brother. I kept on pestering the Bophutatswana Police to tell me where my brother was, and they denied
knowing his whereabouts. They told me they would not help me look for my brother, I must do it on my own,
because they were not the ones who arrested him. One day we saw him coming. He had signs that indicated
that he had been assaulted. He had scars. We asked him where he had been. He told me that he had always
been there, and he had always been assaulted, and he further indicated that the policemen had told him that
we were looking for him. He was always taken regularly at night to Kroonstad. They said he should reveal the
whereabouts of other communists from the ANC. They took him to Lesotho. He said at times along these
travels they would assault him along the way to Kroonstad. At times they would take pliers, a pair of pliers,
and they would squeeze his private parts, his penis, that he should speak the truth. He should also say if we
as a family are involved in this. On the first day that he arrived he started having fits. He was emitting some
white substance from - through his mouth, and he collapsed. We thought maybe he was excited, he was
relieved that he had arrived finally at home. We realised that he had been mentally affected. He kept on
having these attacks. The doctor

/said that
said that there was a clot in his brain. He was taken for treatment for fits. He even had high blood pressure
until he suffered a stroke. As I am speaking now he can't do anything, he's a human cabbage. He can't speak
properly. I had asked the hospital if I could not take him so that you can see him, but due to his conditions I
could not bring him with. His mother is 80 years old this year. She is staying with his children. She is a
pensioner. She is going through a lot of hardships.
Does your brother get any disability grant? --- No.
Has the application been lodged with the Department of Welfare? --- I went to apply for pension on his
behalf, but he is still in hospital. They had given him a date for the 24th to come, because they said they
wanted to take his fingerprints. So he is still in hospital so we are not able to do anything.
(Inaudible) ... if they could assist by getting all the details from him in hospital, so that whilst he is in hospital
the processing of the application is in place as well. --- No, we haven't been to the social workers.
I would recommend that you go to the offices of the social workers. If there are any problems please let us
know so that we can see whether we could assist you in expediting the application for a disability grant. And
another question that I would like to ask. When he was still able to recollect, to remember everything that
happened, did he mention any names of the people who were torturing him? --- He only spoke now when he
was very ill, when I was asking him as to who the policemen were. He only told us about one person. He said
the name of the
/person is
person is Janki Thulwa. He said he was a policeman in Ladybrand.
And the police officer who was arguing with you when you were looking for your brother, can you remember
his name? --- I don't remember his name, but I can identify him if I can see him.
How old is your brother now? --- He is 36 years old.
(Inaudible) ... you might not have the answer, but it strikes me that your brother is the third or fourth case of
somebody who was working for Thaba Nchu Sun and was detained, tortured by the police. Is it a
coincidence, or were Thaba Nchu Sun employees targeted as far as you know? --- I should think so, because
at that time he was working at Thaba Nchu Sun.
(Inaudible) ... suspect that the Security Forces were targeting at Thaba Nchu employees? --- Yes, I suspect
so, because I met that policeman in Thaba Nchu Sun. After I had gone there to look for my brother I saw the
policeman I argued with at Thaba Nchu Sun.
Thank you very much, Mrs Bosch, for the concern you have shown towards your brother, and also helping us
in the manner you have done, which is very clear about what happened, and also the action you took to try
and help your brother from the time he was detained. We have also noted your request for assistance with
medical expenses, as well as the support of the children. I am sure the Chairman will refer to that when he
summarises the case. May I now hand over to the Chairman.
--------------------MR LAX: Mrs Bosch, there's just one or two aspects that

/you might
you might be able to help us clarify. In your statement you spoke about your brother, Bafane, being returned
or dropped off some two weeks after you had been to Ladybrand Police Station, and in your evidence today
you've told us that there were six months that elapsed after that time. Can you just clarify that for us please?
--- I went on the same day that he was arrested. We went to check as to where he was. We went to many
police stations then we didn't get him. We took three months searching for him without getting any clue as to
where he was. I think we didn't understand each other, that is the person I gave the statement to, because he
was speaking another language and I was speaking another language, so there was some
misunderstanding.
(Inaudible) ... total he was detained for six months, is that what you're telling us? --- Yes, it was six months.
Thank you, Chairperson.
--------------------DR MAGWAZA: I have one more comment, Mrs Bosch, as I have said earlier that we don't want to forget the
family and the children. You talked about the fact that your brother had two children. How old are they? --The other one is eight years old, the other one is 14 years old.
From your observation were they in any way affected by what happened to their father, towards their father?
--- They have been badly affected, because the boy is staying with his mother. My mother is 80 years old,
and the little boy is the only one who can be helping my mother because he is 14 years old. He has even
been
/affected
affected as far as his education is concerned. He was supposed to have been in standard six or seven by
now, but he's only in standard four. I would have desired to take him to psychiatrists so that he can undergo
some tests. I could see that he was badly affected. At his age there's some deficiency that we notice. Other
children who are the same age as him are in higher standards, whereas he's still in a lower standard.
Thank you very much. We'll take that one into consideration. Thanks. --- Even the younger one is affected.
She has got the same problem as her brother. She behaves basically in the same manner. She's also behind
with her schooling. She has been mentally affected. Bafane was always having these epileptic fit attacks until
such time that he got divorced from his wife. She felt that she couldn't take it any more.
I thank you.
--------------------MR LYSTER: Mrs Bosch, like many other people your family has suffered tragically at the hands of people
who were there to - who should have been there to protect and support you, the police. Although with the
change in our political situation in this country the police are now playing a constructive and positive role in
most parts of our country, it will still take many years for some people to see them as our protectors, rather
than our persecutors. There seems to be no doubt that they have destroyed your brother's life, and this in
turn has placed a heavy burden on you and your family.
We have noted your requests for assistance and compensation. As you will know by now the Commission
/cannot

cannot order compensation to be paid to people, but, having listened to the situation that your brother and his
children are in, we will certainly take those recommendations to the State President on your behalf. I am sure
your brother must be glad and proud that you are able to come here and speak on his behalf today.
Thank you very much for coming in, and we wish you well. Thank you.
--------------------MR LYSTER: Thank you for coming in today, Mrs Phole. Can you hear me? You've put the earphones on,
and you can hear me well enough? Thank you very much. You have come today from Botshabelo township
to tell us the story of how you were shot by the police in February 1990 in Bloemfontein. Before you give your
evidence can you stand up please and take the oath?
--------------------MALEFU MIRIAM PHOLE (Sworn, States)
MR LYSTER: I will be assisting you today with your evidence. Can you just tell us briefly where do you live? -- I stay in Botshabelo in the F Section.
(Inaudible) ... something about your personal circumstances. Are you working, are you married, do you have
children? --- I stay in Botshabelo in Section F5. I have got two brothers. I have one child and I am married. At
home we are five. There are three boys and two girls. I have one child. I am married.
Thank you, Mrs Phole. Will you tell us now what happened to you on 15 February 1990. Tell us briefly what
you were doing at the time and what happened to you on that day, what were you engaged in on that day. --At that time I wasn't working, I was still attending school. We were coming from Bloemfontein Court.
Botshabelo was still under Qwaqwa. It was the day that they were staging a coup against Mopeli. When we
got to the cross between Botshabelo and Bloemfontein there were police. They were administering tear gas
to disperse us, and we ran away. As we were still running away we saw a Casspir coming and we saw some
shots coming from the Casspir. I ran into another house. As I was running into that house I was
/shot.
shot. Thereafter they took us to the A Section at the hospital. The police were at the hospital and they were
busy arresting people who had been shot. They left me there. I was shot at the K Section in Botshabelo,
because when we came back they were already shooting. Then we tried to run for cover.
And where on your body were you shot? --- They shot me in the eye.
And we can see that you have lost your eye as a result of that shooting, is that right? --- Yes, it is true, I lost
my eye.
Now, on that day were you - can you just explain was there a march? Were you taking part in a march? I
think you said that in your statement. Is that right? --- Yes, I was present.
Who was marching? What organisation was that? --- It was the ANC organisation.
And had you planned a march from Botshabelo to - where were you going? --- We were heading for
Bloemfontein.
And the purpose of the march, if you recall that? --- We were staging a coup against Mopeli and we were
heading for the court.

Now, I think you have given us details of your medical documents. You were admitted at Philonomi Hospital,
is that right? --- Yes.
Was there any court case of any sort which followed this shooting? --- No, we never went to the police,
because whenever you tried to open up a case against the police you would be arrested.
(Inaudible) ... people, if you can remember, were
/injured in
injured in the same incident, injured on that day? --- There were many people, but I was taken with another
girl.
(Inaudible) ... recall the people who shot at you? Were they policemen, were they soldiers, were they from
the Defence Force? Who were they? --- It was policemen.
Which police were those? --- I am not very sure of where the police came from.
(Inaudible) ... they were Bophutatswana Police or South African Police. --- It was South African Police.
You said in your evidence a few minutes ago that you were going to stage a coup. Were you in fact marching
to Bloemfontein in protest? What was the real purpose of the march? --- Yes, we were against the
incorporation of Botshabelo into Qwaqwa.
Was that the purpose of the march, that you were protesting against Botshabelo township being incorporated
into the Qwaqwa homeland? --- Yes, that's true.
I am going to give my fellow Commissioners and Committee Members an opportunity to ask some questions
if they'd like to.
--------------------In your statement you are asking the TRC to investigate this, and also to compensate you. What type of
compensation are you thinking of? --- I am not able to work. I went to look for work, then they told me that I
couldn't work because I couldn't see with both my eyes.
There are these days these things which are called artificial eyes. You never thought about that when you
were thinking about the compensation? --- My father once took me and he showed the papers to his bosses
to try
/and get
and get me some work, but they lost those papers.
I say most of the people who have lost the eyes they do get the artificial eyes put in them. You have never
thought about that yourself? --- I would love to have that sort of eye, an artificial eye.
--------------------MR LAX: Mrs Phole, what is your age please, just for the record? --- I am 21 years old.
I just want to follow up on where your march was going. You say you were marching to the Bloemfontein
Court. What was happening at the court? --- They were going to stage a coup against Mopeli.

--------------------MR LYSTER: Mrs Phole, thank you very much for coming in today. What's tragic about your case is that you
are sitting here in front of us having been injured, lost an eye, for taking part in a protest that would have
been perfectly legal today. And only six years ago it was regarded as so illegal, the State was so threatened
by such an action, that they set armed soldiers against people making a legitimate protest. It seems that you
were probably only 15 or 16 at the time of this incident, and it's a tragic thing that the Government should
have seen fit to unleash armed soldiers against children like that.
You will have heard me say earlier on that the Commission does not have the power to award compensation
to people like yourselves, but certainly it will be part of our recommendations to the State President to ensure
that people like yourself are properly taken care of, the injuries are properly taken care of.
/So thank
So thank you again for coming to us today and sharing your story with us, and we wish you strength. Thank
you very much.
--------------------MR LYSTER: Thank you, Mrs Gyeswe, for coming in. Please put the earphones on and tell me whether you
can hear me. Are you able to hear me talking now?
MRS GYESWE: Yes, I can hear you.
MR LYSTER: Thank you. Like so many other people you have come to tell about the death of a child, of your
child, who died in 1992 in Bloemfontein in very, very sad and tragic circumstances. Before I ask you to tell
that story please will you stand up and take the oath.
--------------------MRS GYESWE (Sworn, States)
MR LYSTER: Thank you. I am going to ask my colleague, Mr Ilan Lax, to help you in giving your evidence
today. Mr Lax.
MR LAX: Good afternoon, Mrs Gyeswe. Welcome. --- Good afternoon, Sir.
Before I ask you to tell us about this terrible story that you have to tell us can you tell us a little bit about your
family. How many children do you have, are you married? --- I am staying at Selosesha, Rapulani Street. I
don't have a husband. I separated with my husband. I have four children. He was working at Smart Centre.
He was 28 years old.
Was your - your son, was he married at all, did he have any children? --- He wasn't married, he didn't have
any children.
Can you then tell us about the tragic events that happened on the 10th of July 1992? --- On the 10th in 1992
my son had gone to work. It was on a Friday. He was working at Smart Centre. It was on a Friday. I am not
sure about the date. When he knocked off he didn't go
/straight
straight home until sunset. We slept without him arriving home. The following morning it was on a Saturday.

In the morning his friend came to ask me whether I had seen Thoboko. I told him I hadn't seen Thoboko. I
was shocked, because I thought he had been to his friends and he would come back, and then I told him that
he told me that he would go away with work. His friend's surname is ... (incomplete) (Pause)
(Inaudible) ... time. We do understand. His friend surname is Thapedi, but I have forgotten his name, but the
surname is Thapedi.
Thank you. --- Yes, that's Mogetsi Thapedi. Mogetsi left because he was schooling in Durban. He was just on
holidays. He left me, he didn't say anything. It was now a Saturday just toward sunset. At about 5 o'clock I
went to my next-door neighbour's. I said, "Can we please call the hospital and find out. He might be in the
hospital." We called the hospital and they couldn't find him, and then we called the police station and we
were told he is not there. It was a Saturday. On Sunday morning - on Monday, still puzzled about his
whereabouts, I went to another boy called Spaceman Moroka. I asked him, "Spaceman, what happened to
Thoboko? I haven't seen him." Spaceman was also puzzled. He said, "What have the whites done to
Thoboko?" We searched for him for a few days. He disappeared on the 10th of July. We continually
searched for him, and a friend of mine said, "Let us call Botshabelo Hospital." We called the police station at
Botshabelo. They said, "We have a corpse here in our mortuary. We don't know the identity of this person,
we just picked him up." We said to them, "Tell us his
/"clothes."
clothes." We searched his belongings and we discovered that his shirt was not there, and then his pair of
trousers was not there. We told the police at Botshabelo the clothes that were missing, and they said - they
kept quiet for a minute, and I said to my brother's wife she should go to Botshabelo and find out what
happened. They didn't want to tell me on the telephone. When she got to Botshabelo they discovered that it
was Thoboko, he was in the mortuary. His head was disfigured, he didn't have an eye. They came back to
me and they wanted to tell me the news. Even if they could tell me the story they were already crying, and
they told me that Thoboko was dead and they found him at Botshabelo Mortuary. Immediately I was taken to
the hospital to be admitted. We found him on the 27th of July. We buried him on the 27th of July. I wanted to
find out will I be released to attend his funeral. The doctor said, "No, no problem, we'll give you a permission
to go and bury him, and then after the funeral you come back to the hospital." On the 27th it was a Saturday.
We went to bury him. It wasn't a smooth funeral. The Bophutatswana Police were shooting at the old people
with tear gas, people were running, and they said the corpse should go back. We were on our way to the
cemetery. We didn't go back, we forced out way through to the cemetery. Then we were told that the minister
should conduct the ceremony very fast so that we can disperse. We buried him and we went back home. And
I asked, "Who actually did this?" and then I was told, "Three white - three policeman, white of them, did this."
Seemingly Thoboko and his friends were looking for a place where there was a party, and they couldn't find
the place.
/Unfortunately
Unfortunately they knocked at the white man's house. It was Piet Buys, Hendrick Myburgh and Johnny Grant.
They took him in to the truck, they took him to Botshabelo, and that's where they assaulted him and killed
him. They even burnt his bank book.
(Inaudible) --- Yes, that's the part I remember. I can't remember the rest because I was at the hospital. After
the funeral the police came and they said to me I should go to Botshabelo, there was going to be a court
hearing. They didn't come to fetch me. Then when we arrived in Botshabelo there was no case and I went
back to Thaba Nchu. I've forgotten the date, but other policemen came to me and they told me that I should
go to the Thaba Nchu Police Station. I will find a kombi there, and then they will drive me to Bloemfontein,
there was going to be a court hearing. They said it was going to be at the Supreme Court. We came to
Bloemfontein. Nothing took place. We went back home. And they kept on picking me up for court cases for

the hearings, but nothing would take place and I would be taken back home. I only read in the newspaper
that the case was finalised, and I have been in that kind of a situation not knowing anything until today.
Mr Buys, Petrus Cornelius Buys, was sentenced to nine years for the murder of your son, and in 1995 he
was given what is called correctional supervision. Part of his sentence was changed to correctional
supervision, which means he was allowed to come out of gaol, but subject to certain very strong conditions.
As far as we are aware the other two were acquitted. Was your son involved in any political activities of any
kind? --- I didn't know becaue I wouldn't be with him every time,
/but the
but the Saturday his coffin was held high up, and then that's where I realised he must have been belonging to
any party.
(Inaudible) ... or he must not have been? I am not quite clear. --- I have never seen him with my eyes,
because every time I would be at home, but his coffin was held high above, and it was my first time to see
that.
Did you think that that meant there was some political connection in the way he was being buried? --- Yes.
They were singing, and the police started assaulting them and telling them they are not allowed to do that.
Thank you. I have no further questions, Chairperson.
--------------------Just one question or two. You say that during the time when you spoke to Spaceman Moroka his remark
was, "What have the whites done to Thoboko?" What was happening? Was it very common that the whites
were attacking black people? --- I would say yes, the whites were attacking the blacks, because Thoboko
wanted to inquire about the whereabouts of the party, and they saw these white men following them. And
then the other one managed to run away, and he went to the party and he told the others that Thoboko had
been chased by the white people. They went to different police stations to find him, but they couldn't. Then
Spaceman said, "What have the whites done to Thoboko?"
Were there any other incidents when the whites in your area had attacked some of these blacks? --- Yes, I
would say it was the tendency, because things were not nice for us in Bophutatswana. The whites didn't want
any
/black
black people in town.
Is it correct that they ran over his body in a bakkie? --- I read in the newspaper. I only read in the newspaper
that they drove over his body. I still have that article even today.
Thank you. The last question, you said that the minister who buried him was instructed to be very quick by
the police. Do you remember the name of that minister? --- The police said he should quickly conduct the
sermon. They were already facing their guns towards the people.
(Inaudible) ... name of the minister was doing the burial, who was conducting the funeral? --- I've forgot his
name, but he is the minister from the Roman Catholic Church in Thaba Nchu.
(Inaudible) ... he lives? --- Yes, I know where he stays.

(Inaudible) ... for full particulars you could get us full particulars? --- I don't know whether shall I get the
particulars from him, because I was confused. They were pushing us. They said, "Minister, come on, be fast."
I mean if you could get the particulars about where he is and what his name is. Do you think that you could
assist us about that? Anyway, if you cannot we can make investigations about what his name was. Thank
you. --- I won't be able to help you, Sir. Thank you.
--------------------Mama, I am quite concerned about your health. You mentioned that just before the funeral of your son you
were in hospital. Can you tell us more? Why were you
/admitted
admitted in hospital? What was wrong with you? What happened? --- It was high blood pressure and my
chest. My whole body was sore, and they told me that I had a high blood pressure.
(Inaudible) ... had it before? --- Yes, but I was under the treatment.
How is your health now? --- I still suffer from high blood pressure. I am living on medication.
Who is paying for your medication? --- I have a girl called Elizabeth Gyeswe. She works at Cheapermans,
and she is the only one working
Right. We would like you to provide us with your records, and we do hope that we can offer some help to you
regarding your health. Thank you very much.
--------------------MR LYSTER: Mrs Gyeswe, we have all been shocked to hear about what happened to your son, and we can
only imagine how sad it must be for you to live with this memory. It was the system of apartheid which killed
your son. The people or the person that killed your son was raised in such a way, he was raised in an
environment in which racism was an accepted part of our national life, and it was this way of life, this
environment, which poisoned their minds, or poisoned his mind to such an extent that he could commit such
a horrifying act - to take an innocent person and to assault him, and then to kill him in the way that he did,
and we express our deep sympathy to you.
You have heard Dr Magwaza say that if you wish to get further assistance from the Commission for your
health we will be able to do that, and we would like you to speak
/to one of
to one of the staff members before you go today.
We thank you again very much for coming in and sharing your sad story with us, and we wish you every
strength. Thank you.
--------------------MR LYSTER: We apologise for the delay. The witness who is coming to the stage has an artificial limb and
he is taking some time to get to his seat. While we are waiting I would like to announce that we have a small
sub office her in Bloemfontein. It's situated in the Stabilitas Building, which is in Maitland Street, right
opposite the OK Bazaars, and that office will be open from now onwards for the whole of this year, next year

as well. If there are people in this area, Bloemfontein, Botshabelo, Thaba Nchu, who want to make
statements, please go to that office and speak to Mr Pitso or the Reverend Bosman, and they will assist you.
And if there are many more people from this area who wish to appear at public hearings like this one it is
certainly possible that we would have a further hearing here in Bloemfontein. That is aside from the hearings
that we intend to hold in other parts of the Free State, such as Harrismith and Welkom.
Thank you Mr Mohlahle. You have come here today from Qwaqwa, and you have come to tell us about a
bomb blast in which you were involved in 1990. Before you tell your story I'd like you please to stand, or if it's
difficult for you to stand please take the oath as you sit there.
--------------------MR MOHLAHLE (Sworn, States)
MR LYSTER: Thank you very much. I am going to ask one of my colleagues, Mrs Gcabashe, to assist you
now in giving your evidence.
MR GCABASHE: Good afternoon, Mr Mohlahle. How are you? Let me start by thanking you that you've
come from Qwaqwa to come to this Commission and explain to us what happened
/to you.
to you. I want to sympathise with you for what happened with you and the injuries that you sustained. Will
you please tell us about your family background? Tell me how old you are? --- I was born in 1961, July.
Thank you. I will request you to just give us a brief family background. Are you married, do you have any
children, do you still have parents? --- We are eight at home. I am married. I have a mother. My father
passed away.
Are these your sisters and brothers? --- Yes, they are my sisters and brothers.
Do you have any children? --- No, I don't.
Do you have a wife? --- Yes, I do.
Are you working? --- No, I am not working.
Mr Mohlahle, just tell us what happened to you that made you to be here today. --- It was in 1990 in July on
the 14th. I was at the Roodepoort Hotel. After about 10 minutes I heard a loud bang. I heard a loud
explosion. Thereafter I don't know what happened. I found myself lying flat on the ground. I crawled. There
were no people there. I saw the fire extinguishers, and the firemen took me to the hospital. I was taken to
General Hospital in Johannesburg. I stayed there for a week. After about three days it's only then that I
regained consciousness and I was told what had happened. I was told that they would have to amputate my
leg. Then I had to sign. I refused to sign the document because I said I didn't know who signed for the first
leg to be amputated. Then they left me. I stayed two weeks. On the third week they gave me - they
transferred me to Roodepoort Hospital. I stayed for three months. As I was still there the other
/people
people with whom I was injured came. I asked if they had opened a case. They told me they hadn't yet
started, but they will be notified later. Since then nothing has happened until I was discharged. I went to
make a statement. They refused. They said I was limping so I couldn't come to them. I went there three
times. Each time I was using my own money, and each time they were refusing to take a statement from me.

Until I went to Johannesburg to seek some help. At Johannesburg they phoned them. They came and asked
me who were phoning them. I said I didn't know, it's the people I went to for help. They said to me they were
phoned by certain people who said I didn't want to make a statement. I ended up making the statement. I
requested the case number. They asked me who told me that they would give me the case number. I said I
wanted it on my own accord. They took the statement and went away, and nothing came out of it. They
asked me whether I knew that I had to be paid for being injured. I said the hotel should be responsible for the
payment, it's the law. They left me then. My boss at that time told me that I would have to leave my work. I
asked him why would I do so. They said I wouldn't be able to discharge my duties. I told them to pay me for
all the 12 years that I have worked there. They told me I wasn't going to get any money. They gave me an
amount of R1 276,41. The evicted me out of the hostel. I realised that I wasn't going to get any help. Then I
left until today.
Thank you, Mr Mohlahle, for relating this very painful story. Before I ask those questions, in your statement
you have written that you are staying at a
/certain
certain police station. Can you please explain as to why you are staying at a police station? --- My
explanation - I never said that I was staying at the police station. I said I was always going to the police
station regularly, and they were refusing to take my statement.
Where do you stay now? --- I stay in Qwaqwa.
Is that not a police station? --- No. I gave the ... (incomplete - end of Side B, Tape 11)
You said there was an explosion where you were. Did you ever get any clue as to who planted the bomb? --I never knew who had done that. I heard some rumours that the bomb was planted by white men, but they
were never found.
You also said there are other people who came to you. Do you still remember who these people are, when
you were in hospital? --- Yes, I do.
Please give us their names. --- It was Stefan.
What's his surname? --- Mohlahle.
What is he to you? --- He's my uncle.
With who was he? --- He was with Julius Mohlahle.
What relation is Julius to you? --- He is also my uncle.
You went on to say certain people refused to take a statement from you. Who are these people? --- It's the
people who said they were handling my case, so I should go to them after being discharged. They were in
Krugersdorp.
Were they policemen or ... (incomplete) --- Yes, it was policemen.
/Do you
Do you remember any one of them? --- I think I remember one black person who came with them. I don't
remember the other ones.

Do you know their names? --- No.
You were amputated after your injuries. When were you amputated? --- I was amputated in July. If I
remember well it could have been the 15th or the 16th, even the 17th. I don't remember quite well.
In your statement there's where you allege that it was a hotel frequented by black people. Is that so? --- Yes,
it is so.
Can you remember whether during the time of the bomb explosion is there any specific thing that you can
remember that relates to this explosion? --- I don't understand your question.
Let me just rephrase it. In your statement there's where you say it was a time when the political parties were
unbanned. Do you still remember that? You said it in your statement? --- No, I did not.
But do you remember? --- Yes, I do remember.
I will just remind you that there is something of that sort in your statement. At which hospital were you
amputated? --- It was Hillbrow Hospital - Hillbrow Hospital in Johannesburg. They call it General Hospital.
Just tell me about your work now. What company were you working for? --- I was working for a mine.
What was the name of that mine? --- It was Durban Deep in Roodepoort.
You went to the Roodepoort Hospital? --- Yes.
What were you doing there? --- I was driving what they call a winch at the mines.
/You said
You said they told you that your services had been terminated. --- Yes.
According to your knowledge or ability could you have been able to continue doing that job? --- I wouldn't
have been able.
What did the mine give you when you were told that your services were terminated? --- I was given an
amount of R1 620,00.
In your statement you talked about an amount of R1 276,00. From who did you get this amount? --- No, I
didn't get that amount. In my statement I said it was R1 620,00.
Did you report your case thereafter? --- I went to report the case.
Do you remember who the investigating officer was? --- Yes, I do remember.
What was his name? --- His name was Gaga.
You spoke about an investigating officer whose name is Chris Dodden. Do you still remember him? --- If I
remember well I think Johannesburg was the one that was handling the case.
Were you ever given the case number, or were you told as to how the case was finalised? --- He phoned
them to come. They asked me who was phoning them. I told them that it's the person who was taking my
statement. I requested the case number.
After working for 12 years in a mine you only got R1 620,00 only? How are you able to make ends meet? --- I

can't make ends meet because I can't work.
Besides being amputated are you suffering from any other illnesses or ailments that you think could be
/attributed
attributed to being injured in a bomb explosion? --- Yes, there are.
Just tell us about those ailments. --- On my left hand, in the ankle. My ankle was broken and my whole side
was burnt. The other foot with which I use to balance is the one that troubles me most because it carries so
much weight.
Are you getting any treatment from anywhere? --- Yes, I am taking treatment from the hospital, at Manapo
Hospital.
Where is that hospital? --- It's in Qwaqwa.
Who is paying for your medical expenses? --- It's the Government.
I understand you, Mr Mohlahle. I feel very bad that after having worked for a period of 12 years that you
emerged out of the whole situation penniless. I hope that's where I will end. I still repeat that we really feel for
you. We really sympathise with you for what happened to you.
--------------------MR LAX: Thank you, Chairperson. Good afternoon, Mr Mohlahle. --- Yes, good afternoon, Sir.
Do you know what happened to the other people who were in that hotel with you that day? --- Yes, I know
what happened to them.
Can you tell us please. --- One died, according to the information that I got when they came to see me at the
hospital. One of them had a broken leg, the other one sustained a broken hand or arm, the other one just got
injured. That's how it happened.
So as far as you know there were five people
/affected
affected by this bomb to the extent that you're aware. --- Yes, according to my knowledge I know of only five
who got injured.
You spoke about these policemen who came to see you who said you should come and make a statement,
and then when you went to see them to try and give them a statement they simply refused to take that
statement. Where were those policemen when you went to see them? --- Those police were all there.
Where's there? What place is that? --- They were at the Krugersdorp Police Station.
These policemen, were they white policemen or black policemen, or both? --- It was white policemen as well
as one black.
How many did you speak to altogether? --- If I remember quite well I spoke to four policemen.
(Inaudible) ... three white people and one black person? --- Let me just correct myself. There were four white
policemen and one black policemen.

Now, you said that you then went to see some other people who then made some phone calls for you. Who
were those other people? Was that a lawyers' organisation, or some assistance centre or something like
that? --- I think it was the attorneys, Legal Aid attorneys.
(Inaudible) ... we do have a letter from the Legal Resource Centre that was attached to your papers. Would
that be the place? --- Yes, I do know about that letter.
And then in response to those telephone calls and those letters the police then did take your statement. --They took my statement thereafter.
/But to
But to date you've heard nothing about a case? --- Absolutely nothing.
Thank you. We will try and see if we can follow that up for you.
--------------------Mr Mohlahle, you said that the hotel where you were injured was frequented mostly by blacks. Who is the
owner of this hotel? --- I don't know who the owner is. I tried to ask who the owner was. They didn't want to
give me his name. They said he said he didn't care whether we were injured, he was not involved.
So you don't know whether the owner is black or white. --- I think it was a white person.
How much damage was done to the hotel? --- There was great damage, windows were broken, but by the
time i came out of the hospital it was already renovated. People who worked there said the insurance had
funded the rebuilding.
Thank you.
--------------------Thank you, Mr Chairman. Mr Mohlahle, I am just interested in the condition of your two uncles who were
together with you. I think you mentioned in your statement that you had Stefan and Julius who are both your
uncles. How are they now? Where are they? --- Only Julius is there.
When you say only Julius is there, I think you mentioned two people, Stefan and Julius, and what happened
to Stefan? --- Stefanus is at work.
--------------------MR LAX: Sorry, just one last question, Mr Mohlahle.
/What was
What was the name of the hotel if you can remember? --- It was Roodepoort Hotel.
--------------------MR LYSTER: Mr Mohlahle, thank you for coming in today to tell us your story. What happened to you on that
day in Roodepoort has changed your life completely. You were sitting enjoying the company of your relatives
and friends and a bomb was detonated, and, as I have said, it changed your life forever.

Like the people who took the life of Mrs Gyeswe's son, the people who planted that bomb were raised by and
in a system, a political system, which made them so afraid of their fellow South Africans that they were driven
to do what they did - placing a bomb in a hotel, killing and injuring innocent people.
As you have probably heard me say earlier today to other people who've come and given evidence, that we
don't have the power to compensate you immediately, but we can make recommendations to the State
President on your behalf concerning steps that should be taken to assist people like yourself, and I have very
little doubt that people like yourself, who have been injured in the manner that you have described to us, will
receive assistance from the President's Fund.
Before you go I'd like you to make absolutely sure that the contact address that you have given us is a proper
and reliable address at which we can contact you, so that you can be assured that we will contact you and
that you will receive correspondence from us.
Again thank you very much for coming in today, and we wish you everything of the best as you go home.
--------------------MR LYSTER: Thank you for coming in today, Mr Matselane. Please will you assist her with the earphones.
Can you hear me, Mrs Matselane? Can you hear me well enough.
MRS MATSELANE: I hear you perfectly well, Sir.
MR LYSTER: Thank you. You have come from Bohlokong township in Bethlehem to tell us about the
shooting of your daughter in 1990 by the South African Police.
MRS MATSELANE: Yes, that's correct, Sir.
MR LYSTER: Before you give your evidence can you please stand up and take the oath?
--------------------MAYSIE MATSELANE (Sworn, States)
MR LYSTER: Thank you. I am going to ask my fellow Commissioner, Dr Mgojo, to assist you in giving your
evidence today.
DR MGOJO: I greet you, Mrs Matselane ... (inaudible) ... caused you much pain, this experience which you
had about the death of your daughter. About the crippling of your daughter, I am sorry. Your daughter is
Sithekile Hadebe. Can you explain, because your name is Matselane but the daughter is Hadebe? --- I was
married to Hadebe. Matselane is where I was born. It's my maiden surname. I had sent my daughter to Loso.
She went to Loso.
(Inaudible) ... Mama. Just give us more about the background of the family. You say that you were married to
Hadebe and then you went back home. What really happened? --- I separated with my husband. I have six
children, three boys and three girls. We separated with my husband a long time ago.
(Inaudible) --- Yes, he is still alive.
Thank you. So can you tell us about what happened
/on the
on the 29th of January 1990? --- On the 20th of January I sent my child to Loso. She went to Loso. Until

sunset she didn't return. I woke up and went to work. When I returned from work I was told that there were
certain children who were shot and they had died. I went to the police station to see if my child is one of the
dead children. I was told three children had died, one had gone to Bloemfontein. The following morning I
went to the hospital to investigate. They told me that the one who had been shot in the eye is in
Bloemfontein. I devised some means to see what help I could offer my child. My boss phoned the hospital at
which my child was admitted. We managed to trace her. At Bloemfontein they told me I should come to see
my daughter because she was going to undergo an operation. We went to Bloemfontein. I signed some
papers for her to undergo the operation, then I came back. When I got home she came back quite some time
thereafter. They gave her a letter that she should go to Bloemfontein for treatment. My boss said she should
not go to Bloemfontein any more, but she should receive her treatment at Bohlokong Hospital.
Where were you working? Are you working now? --- Yes, I am working.
Are you still working where you were working when your daughter was crippled? --- Yes, I am still working at
the same place.
What is your work? --- I am a domestic worker.
Do you know the name of your boss? --- Yes, I do know the name of my boss.
Is it true that when your son was shot by the police - I mean your daughter was shot by the police she
became
/crippled
crippled and lost an eye? --- Yes. She has got only one eye.
(Inaudible) ... explain to us how she was crippled? --- As I have already said she had been shot. She
underwent an operation. I don't know whether the bullet came through the eye or through the stomach,
because apparently she had been shot in the stomach.
(Inaudible) ... when this happened where? --- She was 20 years old.
What was she doing? --- She was attending school.
Do you know what class? --- She was doing standard nine.
Was the matter reported to the police, or to any police station? --- When she came back from the hospital we
were visited by a reverend as well as another lady. This lady works for an attorney. I don't know who the third
person was. They said I should go to see a lawyer. I went where they had told me to go. The attorney told me
that I should pay him an out front fee of R5 000,00.
(Inaudible) --- It was du Plessis.
So he wanted a sum of R5 000,00 before he could attend to this case? --- Yes. I said to him if he could
handle my case I would pay him as soon as the matter was finalised.
(Inaudible) --- No, he never took the case.
This name of Morodi, do you know him? --- It's Reverend Mavundla.
Do you know the name of the ... (inaudible) ... church where he is a minister? --- It's Wessel
/Methodist

Methodist Church. Yes, that's Mavundla.
And do you know where he stays if he were to be contacted? --- He is not in Bethlehem at the present
moment. He moved.
How many children do you have, Mama? --- I have six children, three girls and three boys.
Do they go to school? --- One is working. The two have gone to their father's place. The other one is not
working. One is attending school. The one who was shot only finished school last year.
(Inaudible) ... responsible for their education, all of them? --- Yes, I am the one who is responsible.
Just one more question. Is there any person who saw the police when they were shooting your daughter? --The one she was walking with died. I can't remember quite well the other one. The other one is Disebo,
Disebo Besa.
(Inaudible) --- No, she was not injured.
Where is she now? --- She is not around.
You don't know where she might have gone to? --- She is in Bethlehem.
Well, thank you. Maybe she might be the one who could be investigated to give us the true story of what
really happened if she was there. I think the Truth Commission will try to see if they cannot get hold of her to
get the full story about this. So, Mama, if you were to ask the Commission to do something for you what
would you expect the Commission to do for you? --- I would like the Commission to assist me in claiming for
my child's injuries.
Do you mean ... (intervention) --- I arranged that she should have an artificial eye.
/(Inaudible)
(Inaudible) ... artificial eye. Thank you. I hand you over to the Chairperson now.
--------------------MR LAX: Thank you, Chairperson. Mrs Matselane, this place Loso that you say you sent your daughter to.
What is that place? Is it a town, is it ... (intervention) --- It's a township. It's the name of the township, Loso.
Is that place near Bohotlong township where you live? Bohlokong - sorry - township where you live. Did you
not hear the question? --- Yes, I understood the question.
Sorry, we can't hear anything.
INTERPRETER: She said yes. She said yes.
MR LAX: Oh, you've said yes, okay. Do you have any idea about what the circumstances in Loso were so
that there were police shooting on the streets that day? --- I don't know because I was at home. Whether the
police were shooting at random, or whether there was some commotion going on, I don't know. It was quite
far from my place.
You haven't been able to find out from anyone else? --- There were children singing in the streets. They were
chanting.

(Inaudible) ... amongst those children that were singing in the streets? --- I really don't know, because that's
where she got injured.
(Inaudible) ... what she was doing there. --- She told me that she was on her way back home. On her way
back she got shot.
Now, was your daughter ever involved in political activities? Was she a member of a political party
/perhaps,
perhaps, or a students' organisation? --- No.
And you've never heard anything further in terms of cases or investigations about the follow up to this
incident, about what happened to the other children and so on? --- There was a case. There were certain
Indians who were always going to this case who were from Johannesburg. Each time we would get in there
and then they would just tell us that the case has been finalised.
(Inaudible) ... were they lawyers, or who were they? --- Yes, they were attorneys.
You don't remember any of the names by any chance, do you? --- No, I don't remember any of the names.
(Inaudible) ... question. This person who was walking with your daughter when she was shot, who has
survived, Disebo Besa that you spoke of. Does her family live in the same township as you? --- Yes.
Would it be possible for you to give us their details so that we can try and follow up? --- Yes.
Thank you very much. No further questions, Chairperson.
--------------------What's your surname? --- It's Matselane. Matselane.
Thank you. Mama Matselane, we would like to help as much as possible. We would like to know the state of
your daughter now, because you have said she is crippled and that's causing a bit of a concern to us. What
does she do now? Can she work, can she help at home, can she take care of herself? --- Yes, she is able.
Does she go to school? --- She matriculated last year.
/Is there
Is there anything at the moment which is causing some difficulties in her life? --- No.
Thank you very much, Mama.
--------------------MR LYSTER: Mrs Matselane, you have been very patient, waiting all day to give your evidence, and we
thank you for that and for coming all the way in from Bohlokong in Bethlehem. As you know, probably better
than a lot of us, the police in those days were - very often behaved in the reckless and violent way that you
have described, where they could just shoot people in the street, and your daughter was a victim of the
system that permitted that sort of behaviour to take place.
As you know, and as you have probably heard me say, we cannot assist you immediately with compensation,
but we will take your story and convey that story to the State President, and we will recommend to him steps

that he should put into place to assist people like your daughter, and we feel sure that steps will be put in
place to assist people like her.
So thank you again for coming in to be with us today, and we wish you every strength as you go home.
Thank you very much.
--------------------MR LYSTER: Thank you for coming in, Mr Thayisi. Can you please tell me whether you can hear me through
the earphones, you can hear me well enough? Thank you very much. You've come to us today from
Mokwena village in Thaba Nchu, and you've come to tell us a story about assault and torture by the police
which took place in 1990, in August 1990. Before you give that evidence I am gioing to ask you to stand to
take the oath.
--------------------WILLIAM THAYISI (Sworn, States)
MR LYSTER: Thank you. And now I am going to ask my colleague, Dr Magwaza, to assist you as you give
your evidence.
DR MAGWAZA: Mokama, you are here today because you want to share with us your suffering, and you
want some justice to be done. We are here to listen to you and support you throughout. Could you start by
telling us more about yourself. How old were you at that time? Were you at school, were you involved in
politics? --- I was 19 years old when this happened. I was attending school at Direko. In 1990 our schools
were closed. I was not affiliated to any political organisation.
(Inaudible) --- I was in standard eight.
Tell us about what happened on that day. --- We were from Nalethi Sun(?). It was myself and my three
friends. When we were in Nalethi Sun we met other people, our neighbours. When we left we left together
with my friend, as well as the fourth one. We were with another gentleman who is staying opposite my place.
We went when the disco closed during the night. When we got at the gate in Nalethi Sun we were accosted
by two policemen in
/a police
a police van. They asked us where we were off to. They said we should get into the van. One of them
opened up the van and they said we should get into the back of the van. The others were put at the front. We
were going to Mokwena. We went to another police station in town. The van got into the yard. Two policemen
got off the van. They left us in the van. They came back with some sjamboks. They opened the door of the
van. They also opened for the three girls who were at the front of the van. They started assaulting us. We
started running. We were scattered as we were running. There was a new road that was being erected that
was under construction. They accosted me and they took me and put me inside the van. They took me for
about 30 minutes. When they arrested me there was a gentleman who was knocking off from his duty. They
took him together with me. They drove for quite some distance. We didn't see where we were going to. We
went to the police station. They took us into the charge office. Only one got into the charge office with us, the
other one was left in the van. They asked this gentleman whether he was with us. He said no, he was from
work. They asked me where my friends were. I said I don't know, because I didn't see where they were
headed to when we were running. There was another female ... (incomplete - end of Side B, Tape 12) ... me
with an object on the head, and I fell. They started kicking me. As they were kicking me and assaulting me
they were asking me questions as to whether I knew where my friends were staying. When I tried to answer
them they kept on assaulting me. They even asked me where I attended school. They told me that I had

come to teach the Thaba Nchu children about
/politics.
politics. They kicked me even in the ribs. I couldn't breathe at that stage and I lost consciousness. I only
regained my consciousness when they were taking me to the tap and they opened some water. It was very
cold and the water was cold. They put my head under the tap. I sort of regained consciousness. They started
kicking me once more, and they chased me, they said I must fuck off. The gates were locked, I couldn't get
out. Two of them came to me. When the other one was trying to open the gate the other one was assaulting
me, and I couldn't run. As I was on the way, I wasn't very far away from the police station, they drove towards
me. There was this girl in the van, and I was walking very slowly. They got out and they further assaulted me.
I fell on the new road that was under construction. They left me there. I struggled to stand up and walk. I
couldn't even see because my eyes were swollen. I could only see through my left eye. I got to a certain
house. It was round about past six in the morning. I told them at home that I had been assaulted by police.
As I was still explaining and relating this story one of the girls came in and asked me how I got home. I was
so swollen I couldn't speak. They took me - they took me to the hospital. As we were at the hospital my
mother went to fetch some forms at the police station, because the doctor wanted to fill the forms in so that I
could be able to open up a case. They refused to give my mother the forms. The following day on a Monday I
went there. There was another girl who was also involved. When they asked where this other girl was nobody
knew where she had gone to. I was ultimately able to get the forms. I took them to the doctor, the doctor
/filled
filled them in. I took them to the police station. They didn't want to take the forms, they said I must bring all
the people who were involved. On Monday - that was only on Monday when they released that other girl, and
she went on Tuesday. We all went to make some statements. They said they were going to let us know as to
when the case will be heard. I was never notified. A month lapsed. After about a month there came another
policeman. He said he wanted the statement from the witnesses. I took him to the witnesses. I was awaiting
to be told as to when the matter was going to be heard. That policeman paid me regular visits and told me
that he was handling the case. A year lapsed with a few months. One time they came and got my mother.
They gave her a letter that said the person had been acquitted and the case had been finalised. The
policeman said he didn't know how the case ended because the people had sought the help of an attorney.
That's all.
Thank you very much. It's a sad story and you are still very young, still look very young. You have been
through such a difficult time at your age. Which police station was this one, the name of the police station? --It was Thaba Nchu Police Station.
I would like to ask a few other questions. You were accosted by the police at 2.00 am, which was the early
hours in the morning, but you also say they released you in the early hours of the morning. At what time do
you think you were releasd from the police station? --- They didn't arrest us. It was only one girl who was
taken into custody. They only called us, but we managed to run and they assaulted us.
(Inaudible) ... in the police station? --- I didn't stay long. They kept on assaulting me until I left.
You also mentioned that there were these girls. Do you know their names? Where are these girls? --- The
other one is Masisini, and Mpayi, as well as Sarah.
You've also given the names of the witnesses, people who actually witnesses this incident, as Jacob and
Richard. Were they part of the group? Who is Richard and Jacob? --- They are my friends.
Were they with you when you were assaulted, or were they the people who ran away when you were being

assaulted? --- They are the ones who escaped. When I was assaulted it was the second time that they had
got to me.
You said there were two police who assaulted you and you mentioned one as Warrant-Officer Michael. Who
is the second one? --- I don't know the second one.
Do you know where Warrant-Officer Michael is now? --- I heard that thereafter he got transferred, but it
seems as if he has come back now.
You mean come back to Thaba Nchu, or come back to where? --- Yes, Thaba Nchu.
Okay. You also mentioned that you had some kidney failure and some headaches. Can you tell us more
about that, and whether you did get treatment for that? --- Yes, I paid regular visits to the doctors. This year I
suffered from kidneys as well as constant headaches.
We would like to have the records of your treatment as well. --- I believe they are in the hospitals at which I
have been treated.
Can you tell us which hospitals? --- On the
/first day
first day I went to Moroka. Thereafter I went to Philonomi.
To which police station did you report it? --- Selosesha Police Station.
And do you know the name of the people who were involved there? The names of the people who were
involved in this investigation. --- I don't remember their names.
Can you identify them? --- I think if I can see them I can point them out.
The last question which I would like to ask from you is, at the moment what's your state of health and what
are you doing? --- I get constant headaches as well as kidney problems. I had to stay for the rest of 1991 not
going to school. I couldn't write my final year exams. The following year I went back to school. That was in
1992 and 1993. In '94 and '95 I had these constant headaches again. This year my mother took me back to
the school.
We understand the pain you have suffered, and we will try as much as possible to help, especially in relation
to your health. I hand it over to the Chairperson.
--------------------MR LAX: Thank you, Chairperson. Mr Thayisi, you mentioned that this was the second time you were
assaulted. Where was the first time? --- The first time we were at the police station, but in the yard, not in the
charge office.
(Inaudible) ... same evening, but just in two different places? Thanks. Sorry, I misunderstood you.
/DR MGOJO:
DR MGOJO: Mr Thayisi, just a few questions. You said that there's a policeman who frequently visited you
and said he was handling the case. Do you know the name of this policeman? --- Yes, I do.
When the case was dropped did he have to say anything to you to give the explanation why the case was

dropped? --- He never came. I later on heard that he had already been transferred, but now he's around.
So you know where he is. What is his name? --- His name is Likalakhe.
You don't know his address? --- No, I don't know his address.
You also said that the case ended because the people had secured the assistance of an attorney. Who were
those people? --- I said whent he case was finalised somebody came to my mother to give her a letter, and
he was asked as to how the case was finalised without me going to court. Then the policeman said he didn't
know how the case was finalised. Then he said if I wanted to take the matter on appeal I needed to get an
attorney.
Thank you. I beg your pardon. Did this girl who was put into custody ever shared any experience which she
had in the custody? She is ... (inaudible) ... the victims now. --- She told me that they just locked her in. They
only brought her food on Sunday afternoon, then they only came back on Monday morning to let her out.
(Inaudible) --- No.
Thank you.
--------------------MR LAX: Sorry, this girl that was kept in custody, was she ever charged with anything? --- No, they just let
/her out
her out without charging her.
Did she make a case at all about being kept in custody? --- We were together with her when we went to open
the case. Then they said I was the only one who was supposed to open up a case, they are going to be
witnesses only.
--------------------MR LYSTER: Mr Thayisi, again the story that we have heard from you, like so many others, relates to
unlawful activity by police, people who were put in place to assist and proctect us, but instead spent so much
of their time persecuting, assaulting and harassing people.
We will try to follow up and see what happened to the case that you instituted against the police, and we will
certainly ask the Attorney-General why he declined to prosecute.
I want to thank you very much for coming in today, and for being so patient. You were the last person to give
evidence today, you've waited the whole day. And thank you for reliving those events of six years ago. It
helps us in our job of painting a picture of what happened in the Free State over the past 30 years, and once
we have looked at the statements which you made to the police five or six years ago to confirm your version,
we feel sure that your story will form part of the final report which we will give to the State President.
So once again thank you for coming in, and we wish you well as you go home.
---------------------
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MS IRISH: (Incomplete) ... document looks at a brief background and history to
the area, and just briefly to comment that the town, that the Port Shepstone
town itself was established in 1982 - sorry 1882, and developments in the area
led to an accelerated movement of people into the area. In 1980 the area
experienced a serious boom, which led to further influx into the area, which in
turn led to the undermining of traditional structures that were unable to cope
with the massive influx of people.
The Port Shepstone area has 36 tribal authorities under is control, and most of
the violence has actually taken place within these tribal authorities. And if
one looks at the initial origins of the violence it could be traced back to the
conflict that arose between youth and traditional authorities. Traditional
authorities were called upon to administer vast, well-populated, rural areas
with little revenue. Youth accused traditional structures of maladministration.
Collection of revenue was not at issue, but it was the abuse practices that were
used that were.
And if one looks at the actual incidents of violence, the one incident that can
be looked at in terms of what sparked off the violence was in 1989 the killing
of Induna Blose, where the community had called a meeting with Community Blose
to discuss his involvement in alleged corruption and abuse of powers. At the
meeting Community Blose returned to his home to say he was going to gather books
to present to the meeting. When he arrived at his home he failed to return to
the crowd. When the crowd approached his home he came out and stood in his
doorway. He apparently produced a firearm, and the crowd then
/killed
killed him. This was an incident that then sparked off a series of killing and
revenge killing during that period.
What happened in the end was that within this process youth had aligned
themselves to the UDF and ANC, and at the same time the vast majority of
traditional structures became inextricably linked to the IFP and the KwaZulu
Government, making it difficult for them to carry out any neutral role.
By February 1990 a number of areas around Port Shepstone were under the control
of youth and emerging ANC structures, while traditional leaders in many areas
had retreated to areas like Mobotsha and Umzumbe. In 1990 traditional leaders
openly went on the offensive to reassert their control of the area.
The next section looks at the question of the issuing of G3 rifles and the
proliferation of automatic rifles in the area, which we believe directly
impacted on the intensification of violence. And what one sees from 1990 is that
there was a marked increase in the use of high-powered assault rifles, and a new
pattern emerged where political opponents were hunted down and killed.
During this period G3 rifles were issued through the Department of the then
Chief Minister, M G Buthelezi, to headmen and chiefs. These headmen and chiefs
were then able to pass these weapons on through use of permits to members under
their control. The G3 rifles were officially issued for the protection of
KwaZulu Government property, however numerous shooting incidents have been
reported which involve persons allegedly issued with these weapons.
In Murchison in the 1990s the first reports of men
/armed
armed with G3s were received. The men attacked a home which allegedly sheltered
ANC supporters. Since the introduction of high-powered rifles conflict in the
Murchison/Bhoboyi area intensified, where people were seen openly carrying such
assault rifles. Reports of the carrying of these weapons also surfaced in
Umzumbe, Izingolweni, and conflict in those areas equally coincided with
increase in these rifles.

It would not appear that adequate records were kept of the issuing of G3s, which
has made the retrieval of these weapons a problem that exists in current day.
If one looks at the intensification of violence between 1989 and August 1993,
more than 1 600 people died in political conflict in the lower South Coast.
Initially the conflict centred around the Mzindini Valley and areas south of
Port Shepstone, however it soon spread to areas north of Port Shepstone.
Dweshula, Mehlomnyama and Umzumbe recorded severe atrocities. In the period June
1989 and December 1990 more than 989 people were killed.
Some of the factors that - some of the trends in violence that were picked up
around this time were night camps, forced evictions and extortions. Night camps
were initially set up as a defensive strategy where men gathered in order to
defend the area from attack at night. However, very quickly these became
offensive, and people who refused to participate in night camps then faced
subsequent punishment. Monitors also received reports at that time of money
being extorted from people to pay for inthelezi(?), a traditional muthi normally
used in conflict and war situations, and for things like buses to bus people to
places like Ulundi and Durban.
/At the
At the same time in many areas people were forced to leave their areas as a
result of not subscribing to the dominant political party in that area. Refugees
and displacees became a major issue, and between 1990 and 1991 it is estimated
that some 5 000 refugees fled to different areas. Many hundreds of families
moved to safer areas in and around Port Shepstone. The sudden mass movement of
people gave rise to new settlements being created in neighbouring farms. Some
farmers who had been experiencing financial difficulty as a result of the
drought took advantage of these people's desperate plight and rented homes out
and sections of their property, wherein makeshift homes were set up.
What also emerged during this period was a breakdown of the rule of law. For
many people justice was not seen to be done. The community's lack of confidence
in the police and judicial system and their ability to deal with violence was at
an all time low. As a result cases were reported to monitors of the frustration
that individuals had when they tried to follow the normal course of law.
Individuals and communities resorted to taking the law into their own hands, and
the practice of people's courts arose. Between 1992 and 1993 cases of
individuals and communities involved in brutal people's courts arose in both
Gamalakhe and Murchison. Revenge killings became a frequent practice, and these
killings then set in motion a cycle of violence. Once again a lack of faith in
the judicial system fuelled this conduct.
Between 1989 and 1993 at least 10 massacres took place on the lower South Coast.
The first was on the 4.9.1991, when the home of a prominent IFP organiser,
/James Zulu,
James Zulu, was attacked in the Nsimbini area. Four members of his family were
killed. On the 16.1.1992 the home of the Mbuzo family in Mtwalume was attacked.
Seven people were killed. One of those killed was an ANC interim structure
representative. On the 4.7.1992 the family of Cyril Shezi, an ANC organiser, was
ambushed outside their home in Bomela. Seven people died in the attack. On the
3.9.1992 10 people were shot in Bomela when armed men attacked them. The 10 were
waiting for transport to attend an IFP rally at the time of the attack. On the
14.10.1992 six people were killed when the kraal they were staying in was
attacked at Ushubeni. The attackers were wearing balaclavas. On the 3.1.1993
seven people were killed in an attack in Wella ward, Harding. On the 21.3.1993 a
van carrying children from Izingolweni was attacked by armed gunmen. The driver
and three children were killed. On the 5.4.1993 10 people were killed in
Murchison, Bhambayi ward, when armed gunmen attacked the kraal they were
sleeping in. On the 15.6.1993 at about 4.45 pm gunmen attacked a home at Oribi,

Paddock, killing six people. On the 20.6.1993 13 people were killed in three
separate attacks on homes. It appears the attackers moved from home to home. The
attackers were wearing balaclavas.
One of the characteristics of these massacres was the sophistication with which
these attacks were carried out, fuelling allegations of the possibility of the
involvement of hit squads. In a number of these massacres the attackers wore
balaclavas, while in others perpetrators were known to the victims. What has
concerned NIM, and other human rights organisations was
/the seeming
the seeming lack of enthusiasm on the part of the South African Police to solve
these brutal crimes, particularly in case where victims identified and named
perpetrators.
But if one looks at the violence on the South Coast it would be simplistic to
see it purely in terms of ANC/IFP conflict, and not to look at other factors and
forces involved in this violence, and one of the major factors that has
contributed to the intense levels of violence has been the role played by the
Security Forces. Numerous submissions have been made to the Goldstone Commission
and to the Commissioner of Police and the Ministers of Police at different times
around the role played by these Security Forces. In particular the role played
by the Internal Stability Unit during the period of 1989 to 1993 needs to be
isolated and looked at for serious investigation.
The Internal Stability Unit, under the command of then Colonel H A Fourie, had
been accused of being sympathetic towards the IFP, and this was evident from the
special relationship that existed between senior IFP members and the Unit.
Fourie was so blatant in his support for the IFP that he allowed certain IFP
members to be in possession of an official police radio. During the duration of
Fourie's command as commander of the ISU there were serious complaints of
incidents ranging from intimidation and harassment to what some community
members allege was the extra-judicial execution of suspects. The majority of
victims in these cases had little remedy from the law.
The next unit within the police that deserves special mention is that of the
Murder & Robbery Unit and
/the Unrest
the Unrest Crimes Unit. The network of independent monitors has for some time
had suspicions regarding the violence on the lower South Coast. The continuing
killing of people despite the increased police and military patrols, plus the
extremely poor record of what was once a very effective detective force has left
much to be desired. What became very apparent was the lack of enthusiasm with
which such cases were investigated as compared to certain others. Monitors have
always been suspicious of the conduct of police and the role that certain South
African Police members have played, especially in regard to the investigation of
politically motivated crimes, and the collusion of perpetrators of politically
motivated crimes and unrest.
NIM is further of the view that ordinary people of civil society have become
drawn into a cycle of violence as a result of deliberate manipulation by
elements within the South African Police, and/or shadowy forces acting with the
knowledge, and perhaps approval, of the Security Forces. We firmly believe that
certain members of the community, some of them implicated in multiple murders,
have been provided with police back-up in some instances in order for them to
carry out such attacks without being apprehended by Security Forces present in
the area at the time. In cases where suspects have been arrested members of the
South African Police were instrumental in securing their release by, amongst
other things, giving evidence in mitigation of sentence.
NIM and other local organisations have made numerous requests for independent
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investigation has been conducted into the progress of investigation or the
conduct of certain policemen. We've cited a number of cases which we would
request the Truth Commission look into and investigate, which we believe backs
up the allegations that we have mentioned so far.
Another aspect which has fuelled the conflict on the South Coast is allegations
of hit squads. During 1991 allegations emerged of hit squads operating in the
Port Shepstone area. These hit squads were alleged to be involved in the
targeting and eradication of political opponents. In submissions to the
Goldstone Commission made by the Local Dispute Resolution Committee in 1993 the
following comments were made.
"It is again beyond our ability of the LDRC to produce
conclusive evidence of the existence of hit squads. It is
nonetheless our belief that apparent professional type
assassinations and well executed massacres may well be the
work of hit squads."
A number of cases and factors fuelled of these allegations. The first was the
exposure of paramilitary training camps that existed throughout the province.
The second was an allegation made by Mr Koener in the Vry Witblad in 1992, where
he alleged to have been part - together with the South African Police, to have
taken part in hit squad activity on the lower South Coast.
The sophistication with which some attacks were carried out, and the use of
balaclavas, the repeated involvement of the same group of people in a number of
different attacks in different areas, and the use of
/vehicles
vehicles and men from outside the Port Shepstone area in carrying out these
attacked also fuelled allegations of hit squads, and we have cited two cases,
the case of Wiseman Mthembu on the 10.12.1991 and the case of Caius Nzindlela on
the 20.2.1992, which we believe an investigation into these cases could shed
some light onto the allegations of hit squads.
In submissions made to the Goldstone Commission by the Local Dispute Resolution
Committee the question of peace initiatives was raised. In their submissions in
1993 the Peace Committee said,
"From the circumstantial evidence at our disposal it is our
reasonable belief that there are those who are intent on
fomenting violence and derailing initiatives aimed at
reaching peaceful settlements on the ground. The level of
investigations required to uncover such activities is well
beyond the realm and jurisdiction of the LDRC."
However, in July 1992 the Local Dispute Resolution Committee initiated peace
talks between the ANC and IFP. By late August the talks had reached quite a
significant level, and in early September progress seemed to be - they seemed to
be making significant headway. However, three incidents took place between the
3.9.1992 and the 5.9.1992 which effectively derailed these processes.
On the 3.9.1992 four people were killed in attack. The victims were allegedly
ANC members. On the 4.9.1992 10 IFP members were massacred at Bomela. On the
5.9.1992 Wilson Cele, an ANC member, was shot and killed by the ISU
/in Gamalakhe.

in Gamalakhe. Shortly after these incidents, and largely due to the attack in
Bomela, the IFP withdrew from the initiative and subsequently suspended
participation in the LDRC.
In November 1992 the Commonwealth Monitoring Group, in consultation with
traditional structures and parties, launched a peace initiative in the
KwaMavundla area and the KwaNdulane area. This initiative led to a serious
reduction in violence in these areas. However, there was an increase in violence
in other areas, such as Izingolweni, Dweshula, Mehlomnyama and Oshibeni. The
Practical Ministry's report dated August 1993 comments,
"There was no apparent reason for the violence to flare up
in these places, but there was a marked pattern throughout
the period of unrest. When violence decreases in one area
it increases in another."
Finally, in conclusion - in conclusion we just want to add that the violence
that was experienced between this period continues to exist in present day. Many
of the people who were accused of being perpetrators during that period are
facing accusations of being involved in violence now, and we would recommend
that the Truth Commission take seriously the circumstances in which these
hearings will be held, and the fact that there maybe cases where witnesses and
victims may wish to meet with the Commissioners directly in camera or without
the public or press being present.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Thank you very much for that - for that
/background
background on the Port Shepstone area. I just ask the commissioners or committee
members whether there's any questions which they want to ask. Perhaps start off
with - could you say something briefly about the role of the white right wing in
this area? I know that's not something that was mentioned, and I understand that
there has been a role played.
MR CHETTY: I think we - in the complete submissions we will be - we will include
some information on that, but it became - we only became aware of the white
right wing as late as 1994, of their involvement, but there has been suspicions
of the involvement of the AWB the IFP and the SAP in some kind of a unit,
perhaps unofficial unit that was operating. And that became very clear in the
form of affidavits from people that are now being charged.
MS IRISH: What we have done with the submission is every single allegation we've
made we would have cases to back it up. Unfortunately the cases related to the
involvement of the right wing relate to the period of 1994, which ...
(intervention)
QUESTIONER: Just one question for the
translation here? There's no translation.
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QUESTIONER: Excuse me, with the first speaker we had some problems because she
was running too fast and we couldn't catch up, so we just let it go. We tried to
ask, there was nobody to talk to. Thank you.
QUESTIONER: For the sake of records here, you just said that the Internal
Stability Unit was under Colonel Fourie, is that correct?
MS IRISH: That's correct.
QUESTIONER: And then you have mentioned the Murder &

/Robbery
Robbery Unit.
MS IRISH: That's correct.
QUESTIONER: Under whose command was it?
MR CHETTY: Under the command of then Warrant-Officer F P Breedt.
QUESTIONER: F P Breedt.
MR CHETTY: The Unrest & Violent Crime Investigation Unit's a unit separate to
that of the Murder & Robbery, which investigated politically motivated crimes
only.
QUESTIONER: Thank you. Is this Colonel Fourie still around in Port Shepstone?
MS IRISH: He's been withdrawn from Port Shepstone. However, he is serving in the
provincial of the now POP Unit as a strategic planner.
QUESTIONER: Thank you. And F P Breedt?
MR CHETTY: We understand that he was medically boarded some time late last year,
but our suspicions are that it is because of increasing evidence of his
involvement in crimes committed.
QUESTIONER: I think that can be investigated, where he is. You have mentioned
here that there were monies which were paid for inthelezi and that interests me
as the person in the Reparation and Rehabilitation - what-do-you-call Committee. Is there any idea where this inthelezi was found? Where did they get
this inthelezi?
MR CHETTY: It would appear that they would be - I mean they would be found at
different places. We had reports of it coming from somewhere south Izingolweni, Harding areas, and we also had reports of it coming from Ulundi,
and some were in the townships in the Durban area. And people had to pay - local
communities had to pay for
/someone
someone to go and fetch that particular muthi and come back, the transport and
the cost of purchasing it.
MS IRISH: Most of the information that we have about that comes from people who
were forced to pay, not necessarily people who were actually using the
inthelezi, so as a result they would not necessarily know where it came from,
but would have been forced to pay, and the affidavits and statements that we
have are in that regard.
QUESTIONER: You have the names of those people?
MS IRISH: We have, ja.
QUESTIONER: Thank you.
COMMISSIONER: Can I just ask - we seem to have - you mentioned the commanding
officer of the Murder & Robbery Unit. Who was the commanding officer of the
Unrest Investigation Unit?
MR CHETTY: Well, at one time it was one unit, and later on - I think some times
around '92 or so - they separated and they had a separate office in a separate
building away from the police station. And I understand at that time the head of

Murder & Robbery was Colonel Koekemoer.
COMMISSIONER: Colonel Koekemoer?
MR CHETTY: Yes, but the Unrest & Violent Crime was F P Breedt.
QUESTIONER: Just one more question if the other comrade has finished. You have
here mentioned the cases of murder like Wiseman Mthembu and Cayfus Nzindlela.
Are the families of these people still around here in Port Shepstone?
MR CHETTY: It is possible to locate them, but it would take a bit of time
because there's been a lot of movement. With the conflict there's been a lot of
movement around
/the Port
the Port Shepstone area, but I think it would be possible to trace them.
QUESTIONER: I think that will be very important, because if we were to heal the
land we need to trace where these people are. They must be traumatised where
they are and they need to be traced. Thank you.
DR MAGWAZA: The question I was going to ask was related to the community. You
have already answered that one. I wanted to know that in Port Shepstone there
was disruption of community life and people ran away to different areas. To what
extent have people come back to resettle themselves? If not do you have an idea
where most of the people are now?
MR CHETTY: We have around 1991 when there was - with the introduction of the G3
rifles, and of course we had a lot more illegal weapons coming in, like AK47s,
home-made weapons, the fighting intensified. We had estimated 5 000 displacees.
A lot of people had moved to neighbouring farms, and some of them moved to safer
areas that was not as badly affected by the violence, and some them are - you
would see shack type settlements in the areas of Louisiana, and closer to the
Oshibeni areas. It is very visible, and most of these people come from the
Murchison and Bhoboyi areas. The other is that many of the people from the
Murchison conflict had fled to the Gamalakhe area and became refugees there.
Some of them have been absorbed into those communities, and with the peace
initiative at the end of 1992 one of the agreements of the peace initiative was
that the refugees be allowed to return to their homes, and we had a lot of
people coming back, and so we have now a peaceful co-existence in the
/Murchison
Murchison/Bhoboyi area of both ANC and IFP people.
MS IRISH: I think the problems experienced in terms of dealing with the problem
of displacees in this area is similar to that experienced throughout the
province, where you have entire communities displaced at one time, where a whole
entire community, or possibly up to 20-30 people fled their homes. Very often
those people would move into church halls or whatever as a temporary situation,
and would stay together. The problem arises when you have individuals forced to
flee their homes, and in particular when it came to youth who were forced to
flee their homes, and often landed up in Durban, or staying in somebody's back
room, and it would be very difficult to contact and find out exactly what those
people's situations are. But in many of the instances where those people fled to
some of the areas around Durban they've been unable to attend school since their
displacement, and some of them have not returned to the areas.
QUESTIONER: One last question. You'll understand that one of the duties of the
TRC is that they must not be partisan, so this makes me to have an interest in
what has happened to the Induna Blose's family. Where is Induna Blose's family?
Is it still around, or where?

MR CHETTY: To be honest I cannot say exactly what is location is at the moment,
but I think that it may be possible to locate either families, if they are still
alive, because there has been a lot of fighting in that particular area, and it
is practically impossible for us to keep actual accounts of each family members
that might have had - you know, been victimised as early as 1990 or 1989 because
of the constant movement of people and the
/continuous
continuous fighting.
QUESTIONER: I think maybe it will be good if you do - what-do-you-call - make a
follow up. I mean an induna is a high profile person in the community. It's easy
to get where that family is of that induna.
MS IRISH: I mean we would be happy to co-operate with the investigation team in
following up whatever witnesses are needed as a result of the report.
COMMISSIONER: Just one last thing. I know it's quite difficult, but has any
research that you might be aware of been done to try and quantify the extent of
the displacement of people, how many people involved roughly?
MS IRISH: The Regional Peace Accord in 1994 attempted to conduct some research
throughout the whole province. I think the figure that they came up with at that
time was 500 000 people throughout the province being displace. They came up
with the same problems that we did, that where communities as a whole were
displaced and kept together in some way they were much easier to address than
where there were individual people, mainly youth, that fled. But I think the
other group that would be possibly useful to contact in this is the Trauma
Centre for the Victims of Violence in Durban, where they have been doing some
research into this area and trying to work with some of the youth who have been
displaced.
COMMISSIONER: Thanks. Thank you both very much for that very valuable input, and
if you could please make copies of the document available to our researchers,
who are at the back of the hall.
MS IRISH: Thanks.
COMMISSIONER: Thanks very much.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Mrs Nzimande, can you hear me as I speak to you through the
earphones? Can you hear me and understand me?
MRS NZIMANDE: Yes, I hear you.
COMMISSIONER: Thank you very much for coming to talk to us today. I know it must
be very, very difficult for you to relive the memories of what happened to you
in 1992. You are from the Murchison area. We've recently, in the last few
minutes, have heard about the terrible violence in the Murchison area, and you
were affected there in 1992 by an attack on your house, and that is what you
have come to tell us about today. Before you tell us that story could you please
stand and take the oath.
--------------------THEMBANI CATHERINE NZIMANDE (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
DR MGOJO: Good morning, Thembani. Please just sit down. We are so happy that as
soon as you heard the announcement that the time to verify has come you stand
fast and came forward before the Truth Commission. We'll just go along with you

because there's still a lot that we would like to hear from you. Firstly, I
would like you to tell more about yourself - where were you born, how big is
your family, and so on - before you start telling us more about your evidence? -- I have a very big family.
Yes, you may continue and tell us more. --- I have a very big family. I am from
the Nzimande family. I am a cousin to Ndelani family. This means that I was born
at Mbojwa at the Ndelani tribe. My mother got sick. She was working at Murchison
Hospital, and that was 1986.
That was the year in which she died, and we were still
/staying
staying at Mbojwa. After her death it became clear that my elder brother
suggested that we have to leave the place because my mother died. We went, left
the place, and went to Murchison. That was 1980. We stayed at Murchison, and
that it was wonderful. During 1976 this other brother of mine with whom we left
Mbojwa said that we have to change the place to Murchison, and it happened that
he passed away.
At the time you were at Murchison at which place were you staying in Murchison?
--- We were staying at Mbhayimbhayi.
How many were you? Do you have a child? --- Yes, I do have a child.
Do you have a child? --- Yes, I do have one child. It's one child.
Will you please raise up your voice so that the people can hear you. Please
speak directly to the mike. --- I only have one child.
At the time when all this happened, July 1992, did you belong to any political
organisation? --- All I can say is that at that time - at the place where we
were staying at Mbhayimbhayi we were under the ANC.
The ANC? --- Yes, the ANC.
Can you explain further exactly what happened on the 28th of July 1992? --- On
the 28th of July 1996 ... (intervention)
Is it not 1996? I would like to remind you? --- Yes. Yes, I am sorry, I mean
1992. It was on Wednesday, somewhere in the evening about 7 o'clock, and it was
winter. I was sitting just staying at home, and then an old lady came to my
place. She was my neighbour.
/Do you
Do you remember the name of this neighbour? --- I don't know well, but I just
know her surname is Mampoja.
So it means that the name that you used to call her is Mampoja? --- Yes, it was
Mampoja.
What was the surname? --- The surname was Numako.
Yes, you may continue. --- As I said it was cold. I was just sitting on the fire
at home. This neighbour came to my house. She said, "My child, things are bad
outside. You don't have to sleep before - make a prayer before you sleep. I
would like to ask you to come to my place so that we can make a prayer before we
sleep." I said to her, "Mother, I am sorry that I am still busy at the moment, I
am still washing," but she said, "No, just finish wishing, you can come and join
us at home." I did that. I washed and I finished. I took my young child and I
went to her place.

How old was your child? --- At that time he was five years old.
Yes, you arrived at your neighbour. --- As we were entering the neighbour's
place they were already finished dishing out the food. The food was on top of
the table, and the younger daughter said, "Let's sit down and eat because we
have just prepared the food." I told them, "I have already eaten at home. The
only thing I can take is just tea."
Who is this Mazini? --- This Mazini was the daughter to Mampoja, and she said,
"Since you don't want to eat then I will put the tea aside for you, the others
will continue eating." Yes, they started eating, and she put some - boiled some
water for tea for me. While they
/were still
were still eating we heard some noises outside.
These noises, has it happened before you prayed? --- Yes, it was the time before
we started praying.
Were you singing, or what? --- Not yet. We hadn't started singing at that time.
When they finished eating my tea - this neighbour of mine started preparing my
tea. Before she can place my cup on top of the table before me - we were sitting
in the dining-room with the grandmother - she started a song, a chorus, a church
song. We started singing in that house, we were singing these choruses. While we
were singing a young lady and her mother gets into the house. They told us they
are hearing gunshots outside the house.
Where was this young daughter from? --- This daughter was from another neighbour
by the surname of Jama. And they suggested that we lower our voices. They didn't
enter the house, they were just standing in the door, because the door was open.
And they went back where they came from. The way they were walking you could see
that they were also running away from something. As things were happening just
like that after some few seconds or minutes we heard some shots, gunshots. This
didn't worry us much because we were used to gun sounds. And we heard another
shot. The second shots awakened us and we could see that the people are coming
nearer. While we were sitting there and we heard the third gunshots. When we
realised at last we find that like the noise was just outside the house, with so
many in the house, and there was a lot of noise inside the house, while we were
trying to get out of the house the people were shooting just outside the door.
We tried to run away. Since the
/door was
door was facing the other side I have to go to the other side of the corner, and
the other grandmother we were with in the house ran to the opposite direction
from the house.
Before you started running is it true that one person entered the house before
you started running? That is one of those people who were attacking. --- Yes. At
the time while I was trying to get out of the door I met him. I didn't know who
he was, but I could see that he was wearing a big ... (intervention)
What was he wearing? --- He was wearing a big, long coat, black, long coat.
You started crying and running? --- Oh yes. As I just finished the corner of the
house I realised that I was hit. I was holding my child and I realised that I
was bleeding heavily and I was sort of like losing strength, and I fall on top
of my child. I slept there. I could feel the warmth on my stomach. When I
touched the place I saw the blood and I realised that I was injured. I saw
someone standing next to me afterwards, but I couldn't recognise the person.
After that I started running again, and I was just limping because I was hurt by
this time, and I ran to a neighbour's house.

Which neighbour is this? --- This is the Cele neighbour.
After you entered the Cele family house what happened? --- When I entered the
house there was someone coming behind me. I didn't know who the person was.
Since the door was open I just got in and closed the door and this person
couldn't enter. He pushed the door. I also pushed the door to close it. So he
couldn't force the door to open it, and then I locked the door while I
/was inside.
was inside. There was fire burning in the house, and I sat next to the fire.
When did you get help from Daphne Nzimande and Mazini Nxumalo? --- They started
to help me after I realised that I was about to die as I was sitting at the Cele
house. So I sent my child to go and talk to Daphne, who was our sister-in-law,
to come and help. The child went out and he said, "These people are coming
towards us." So she came back we waited for them to come in, and I realised now
I was losing my breath, and I said to my daughter that, "I am dying."
Can I remind you as to what you said in your statement? You said at the moment
you were bleeding so heavily you started shouting, and you realised you were
becoming powerless, and you were being helped by Daphne Nzimande and Mazini
Nxumalo, who took you into a house. Can you explain to us briefly? You are now
in the house and you are bleeding. Do you remember the time the soldiers
arrived? --- Yes, I do.
Where were they coming from? --- I am still coming to that point. I sent my
daughter to go and call our sister-in-law to come and help. My child did so. My
sister-in-law came. My daughter-in-law came to the place where I was in the
house I was in, and she asked me what happened and they took me back to my home.
As I said previously I was becoming powerless. Then my daughter-in-law went to
another house, the Mbambo family, because we saw some soldiers standing there
during the day. So we sent her to go and ask for help. And it so happened that
when she arrived she find the soldiers, and she explained exactly what happened
to me. My daughter-in-law came
/back.
back. I was sleeping at that time, but I heard the sound of a car engine running
outside the house, so I saw the soldiers coming to me. They asked me, "Where
were you injured?" and they also asked who injured me. I just told them I didn't
see the person because it was at night. My daughter-in-law asked them to take me
to hospital. They said - the soldiers said they are not allowed to take people
to hospital, but they will try to make a call to make arrangements so that the
ambulance must come to pick me. They telephoned the Murchison Hospital.
Unfortunately the ambulances were all out, and I was just lying on the ground
and I was burning. And later an ambulance arrived and took me to hospital at
Murchison. When I arrived at the hospital one of the black policemen said, "The
way she is injured she doesn't have to be sent to hospital." They ran straight
to the theatre, and then they rushed me into the theatre, and then they put me
on top of the bed and they started operating on me. (Pause) INTERPRETER:
Interpretation will continue as soon as the witness gains composure. (Pause)
DR MGOJO: Can you continue? --- Yes, I can continue.
At the time they were trying to extract the bullets did they take out all the
bullets? --- I don't know, because normally the wound it's painful, and I
normally have to visit doctors to check me.
Do you still feel the pain in your body? --- Yes, I have pains on my body, and
sometimes get swollen.
Can you tell us briefly about the soldiers who arrived at your place? What kind

of soldiers were they? Were they black or white soldiers? --- There was one
white soldier and there were two black soldiers.
/What kind
What kind of soldiers - what kind of clothes were they wearing? --- I can't
remember exactly the type of clothes they were wearing.
In your statement you said that at that night while you were in hospital you
came to know that there was about five people who were killed in the same
incident. Do you know these people? --- Yes, I know the people.
Do you know their names? --- No, I don't know their names, but they stay next to
us.
Do you remember their surnames? Do you still see them around? --- Some of them
have passed away.
How long did you stay at the hospital? --- I stayed there for about five months.
Did you get a letter from the hospital? Do you have it? --- Yes, I do.
Since you have come before the Commission what would you like the Commission to
do for you? --- (No reply)
Maybe I should help you. Is it true that you would like the Commission to
investigate as to who were those people who shot at you? I get this from your
statement. Is this true? --- Yes, this is true.
Do you suspect any person as the people who shot you? --- Not exactly. Yes, I
don't suspect - I don't know the suspects.
About your health what would you like us to - how would you like us to help you?
I can't hear you well. What about - you told us that you have been shot and
injured, and what kind of help do you need? --- (No reply)
You say it is fine, that the doctors have operated on you and you are healthy. -- No, I am not satisfied
/because
because I can't do hard work at the moment. I can't do the work that I used to
do while I was still fine. And this hurts me a lot.
And how do you live at the moment? Since you are no longer working how do you
manage to support your family? --- I am staying with my elder sister. She helps
me in most of the things.
How many children do you have? --- I have one child.
How old? --- He is 10 years old now.
Is he studying? --- Yes.
Who is supporting your child? --- Yes, my elder sister is supporting my child.
Which means it might happen that you might like the Commission to help you to
connect you to some doctors who might diagnose further illnesses. --- Yes.
--------------------Thembani, what I know ... (inaudible) ... is that most young children were
victimised and harassed. You told us at the time you were shot you were holding

a child who was six years old, and you said when you fell you fell on top of the
child, but you never told us exactly what happened to the child at the time you
were shot. What happened to your child? How is your child at the moment? --- My
child is healthy and there is nothing wrong with her. I was the only one who was
injured.
Beside physical injuries didn't you recognise anything psychological injury to
your child? --- There has been some changes in my daughter, because sometimes
when they asked her, "Where is your mother?" she said, "My mother is dead." They
asked her, "What killed your
/"mother?"
mother?" She said, "My mum has been shot by people and I
don't have a mother."
Beside that is there - or has there been any changes in your child's life? --There has been no changes besides that when I take off my clothes and wash because normally I wash in her presence, I normally see her looking at me, and
after that she will cry. In other words I think she remembers the time as the
incident was happening.
In your statement you said at the time you were injured you sent this child to
your daughter-in-law that you were injured, and it was at night. Is that true? -- Yes.
Did you ever try to ask for pension? --- Yes, I tried, because when I left the
hospital the doctor wrote me a letter. I took this letter to the headman, and
what hurt me the most is that after all these injuries I didn't even get a cent.
Yes, I hear what you are saying. It means you didn't get any pension. --- Yes, I
didn't get any.
Thank you.
--------------------Good morning, Thembani. I wanted to ask you a question about your child, but it
seems so far you have already explained much about your child, but it seems as
though you haven't told us much more about your family as a whole. You mentioned
your elder brother who is helping you. Are there some other brothers and sisters
at home? --- My elder brother is married. My elder sister, I am sorry, is
married, and she is no longer living with the Nzimande family.
/Where is
Where is she working? --- She is a teacher.
Do you stay with her? --- No, I don't stay with her.
You once mentioned this daughter or young girl by the name of Jama who came to
tell you that there were some people outside. In your mind do you think that she
was also working closely to these people who were attacking you, or she was just
someone who was coming to warn you? --- As I explained that this child came with
her mother. They were from the direction of my house. It seems that they were
running from the volatile situation and coming towards us and telling us that we
should lower our voices because there are some gun sounds outside, and from
there they just disappeared. They went away.
In other words you're saying they were also running away? --- Yes, they were
running away. After they had disappeared then it's then that we started hearing
the gunshots, and after the third gunshots and then it's then that we were

attacked.
You said you reported the matter at Port Shepstone Police Station. Did they open
any case on the matter? --- I will say that investigators came to me while I was
in hospital. They asked me whether I know the person who shot me. I told them
that I didn't know the person who shot me.
What did they ask you? --- They asked me whether I know the person who shot me,
and I told them I didn't see the person who shot me. I told them that however as
I fell down I saw someone standing next to me, but I couldn't recognise the
face. I don't know the person.
Did it all end like that? --- These
/investigators
investigators went away and they told me that they will come back again.
Did they come back again? --- Yes, they did come back again, and I told them the
same story, that I didn't see who shot at me.
And it ended there? --- Yes.
Thank you.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Mrs Nzimande, you said there were a whole group of you in that
house that evening who were involved in the singing, and that had had a meal
together. How many of you were there? Can you remember at all? I'll repeat the
question because you didn't have your earphones on. How many of you were
together that evening before the shooting started? --- We were so many. I can't
remember exactly the figure or the number, but we were many. During those days
we used to ask her daughter to go and collect all the girls so that we can all
meet together, so we were many together with the children.
How many were either shot or injured or died of this group that were together
with you that night in that particular room? --- I would like to say that people
were shot during that day. Some of them died, some of them survived. Five of
them died.
Mrs Nzimande, thank you very, very much for coming in to talk to us today. Is
there anything more that you want to say about what you have said? Is there
anything further you want to add, or have you said what you want to say? --- No,
I don't have anything.
We can see how difficult it has been for you to tell us what happened to you on
that day, and how difficult it
/has been
has been for you to relive that experience. It's also very difficult for us to
understand what makes a person come into a house and shoot women and children,
to shoot a woman holding her child. It's very difficult to believe that people
can do that, and we express our deep sympathy to you. You were very lucky that
night because you could easily have been amongst those five dead, and it seems
as though that is what that person intended, whoever shot you, that he intended
to kill you as well. We will certainly do our best to investigate as to why this
happened, why those five people were shot on that night. It's a terrible thing
that we don't already have this information. In most other countries in the
world if five people are massacred there's a huge police investigation, people
are arrested and charged and put in gaol, but that's not how things happened
here in Port Shepstone, and in many other parts of our country. So we will try

to get to the bottom of what happened to you and to those other people who died
that night. And so we want to thank you very much for coming and sharing with us
that story, and we wish you well. Thank you. --- I also like to thank you.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: (Incomplete) ... like the previous witness in the Murchison area
in 1991, and you are like many, many other mothers across this country who have
testified before the Commission about the loss of your children. sion about the
loss of their children. There are many other women like you who have lost their
sons, usually their sons, in the violence which has affected so many parts of
our country, and we express our deep sympathies to you. Before you tell us your
story please can you stand and take the oath.
--------------------LANDELWA IVY RADEBE (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
DR MAGWAZA: We greet you, Mrs Radebe, and we thank you in a special way for
being here. Today you are going to tell us about the harassment and all that
took place leading to the death of your son. First of all please tell us about
our family. Tell us about your children and how many they are, and after that
tell us about the late. --- My children - I have four children, and Bhekithemba
was the fourth. Now I have five children.
In 1991 how old are your children? Just explain. Be clear. The one after
Bhekithemba is 1962. The third one is in 1965. The next one is 1980, and then
1968, and I have one other born in 1972. That's it.
Is their father still alive? --- No. He died in 1971.
At the time when Bhekithemba was being attacked is there any other organisation
that he belonged to? --- Yes, he belonged to ANC.
It looks like Bhekithemba was so much involved with
ANC. --- No, he was actually not so much involved with /the ANC.
the ANC. He was working somewhere else. He was employed, but now at the time he
was on leave.
How old was Bhekithemba? --- It's 1958.
We already have the details, now we would like for you to relate what happened.
--- I left home headed for work in the morning. I left him at home, and I asked
him to please soak and cook the beans because I will come back late from work.
When I had left for work at 25 past nine I took my tea break. I got a telephone,
and the telephone message was telling me that I should rush with an ambulance
because - it was the neighbour who called me, and then I asked her, "What do you
mean should I come with an ambulance? What's happening?" and then she said,
"Your son has been injured." I said, "Can I please ask who did that?" She said,
"Don't ask me too many questions, just rush." And I left to the casualty, to the
nurses. I reported the matter and I asked for an ambulance as my son was already
injured. And as they were looking for the driver suddenly my last-born came in,
my very last son came in and said, "Mum my brother is now late." I prayed
suddenly. I suddenly prayed. I prayed. And Mdlalose, Pastor Mdlalose came in,
and Pastor Ndladla came in, and they were also praying for me as well. I was
continuously praying. And they took me, and the nurses and the matrons came, and
the house was packed with doctors as well. I was continuously praying. And they
gave me an - they injected me and they said I shall go to sleep at two in the
afternoon. At three my family came, my members of the family came and I left, I
went back home. When I arrived at home the neighbours came to mourn, also to
relate what

happened. They also told me that it was the IFP that
/killed
killed my child. That took place in the morning, and everyone could see. People
witnessed his death. As I was sitting there they came, they jumped the fence and
they said, "We are finishing all of the Comrades today. We are putting all of
them to death." In the afternoon - at night I could not sleep. I left, I went to
the hospital. When I got to the hospital I also heard that my brother was
injured and admitted into the hospital, and I was taken to another house, to
another room, and the doctor said we should not mingle with other people because
it's just confusion going around. Beds were taken into our rooms. I was not at
home when all this was happening during this period. Every time I would be at
the hospital. Now, when we tried to go out we will see them at the gate, and we
got back to the rooms again.
A few questions I would like to ask inasfar as your son's death is concerned.
You have said when you heard that he was injured after - what happened? --- I
was unconscious for five hours, and I was injected and I slept, I took a nap at
the hospital.
At the hospital that's the place you were kept when - each time you were
harassed at home? --- No. Yes, I am working at the hospital. I was working at
the hospital, and that's where I was usually kept all the time.
And another thing that you have said, you have just said something about your
brother. What happened? --- Yes, I got a message that my brother was also
injured, and I tried to go to look for my brother at the hospital and they said
he was already dead.
Now, where was your brother injured? Was it at home /or somewhere?
or somewhere? --- No, he was injured at home. He was injured at home.
Let's come back now to your son. What exactly happened to your son? When they
have explained to you what exactly did they tell you about your son? --- They
said people approached. They came to our neighbour, our opposite neighbour, and
the back opposite neighbour. People just came suddenly, and one guy said, "Don't
leave him alone." There were so many massing. He asked, "What have I done?" He
tried to escape, he tried to run away up to Sister Ngcobo's place, and they
killed him in the garage of that place, of that house.
When they were killing him what did they use to kill him? --- They used assegais
and weapons, and they contacted the police to come fetch the corpse.
Were there any people who eye-witnessed this? --- Yes.
Do you know them? --- Yes, and one neighbour of mine came to tell me that he
witnessed the incident, and some other people of course are hiding. They don't
want to come forward and tell me as to what exactly happened. They also told me
that they stabbed him, they shoved the assegais through the body.
The man that you were not so free to disclose his name, would you happen to know
where his whereabouts? --- Yes, he is my neighbour.
Is he still your neighbour? --- Yes, he is still my neighbour. I did tell him
about this, and he said, "Yes, I will tell the truth because I witnessed this
thing."
Among those who injured your children are there any
/who are

who are known? --- Yes.
Where are they? --- They are just here also.
Are they still alive? --- Yes, some are alive, some are dead.
You also go on ahead to tell us that after that you reported the matter to the
police. --- Yes, I did. I went to the police and they were just making me a
laughing stock. They laughed at me, and I left for the ANC offices. And the boy
who was just here right now, he took all the details, the boy who was just right
here with Chetty. He is the one who took all the details, and I used to contact
him so often, and he would attend to me and take me to the hospital as well. He
is the one I do all things with.
Did you also - you also reported to the ANC, but the matter was not taken to the
police. --- No, it never was taken to the police. I therefore ran. I left to
live in Gamalakhe at the garage. That's where I was with my kids. Okay, I took
my kids to Durban. That's where I had some kind of a shack there with the kids
occupying it.
Let's come back to the police. It looks like your matter did go to the Port
Shepstone Police, because according to history it looks like they were aware,
they know about the death of your son. Do you have any knowledge inasfar as this
is concerned? --- Yes, it looks like Ngcobo went to give the statement to the
police as the police were asking. Now, Mr Ngcobo was my neighbour. I was always
at work.
Is there anything that you gave to the police? --- No, nothing.
Let's come back now to your family. You also say
/that you
that you went to Gamalakhe and you were separated from the children. --- No, I
took my children with.
It was hard, I had - the situation was just so volatile I had to take my
children with. Every morning I will go to work at six. I board the bus to work.
I thought you were saying you built some - you rented some shack or something. -- Yes, I did, yes. My son was doing computer science in 1991. He was staying at
Gamalakhe. That's where I had - he was hibernating. After that he went to Durban
to his uncle.
Yes, it seems to me that your family was scattered all over. Tell us just
briefly about your children. How were they affected about this, the loss of
their brother and not having a home and being all over in the city. --- Yes, my
children were highly affected, and one, the other younger one, also wanted to
commit suicide on the day when his brother died.
Is there any other thing that you could tell, any change that you could tell
from your children? --- Yes. Often times they are naughty they always say - make
mention of the fact that this person and this person has killed our brother. You
know, they often talk about this issue. Even at the hospital - one other is
suffering from sugar diabetes will always come to the hospital, and just look
down and avoiding to look at me complete. He is also a relative. He is the very
one who's alleged to have shoved the assegai through my son.
How is your health? --- I have a sugar diabetes since that time.
Is there any treatment that you get? --- Yes, I take tablets from work.
/Are the

Are the children fine and going to school well, or working well? --- No. The one
who was studying computer science is still looking for the job, he is not
employed yet.
Yes, I get your story quite well. It's so hard and difficult to lose a child. We
are just trying to figure out how can we be of help to this situation so you
could also feel that we are by your side. In times like this people do say this
is what you can do for me to help me get out of this situation. What are you
saying? --- I don't know really what to say because I have this load. My
children are not working. The other girl is working somewhere in the industrial
site and gets paid R70,00 weekendly, and the other girl is attending school.
We do hear. What I will say is that as we are here, coming here to listen to
everything, and taking the requests of every witness, we want to compile all
this what we hear in these hearings and take it forward to the President, and
the President will take a decision and see what to do. Thank you very much.
--------------------There is one thing I want to follow here, but if you are not free to say this we are trying to get all the truth. You keep referring to the person who was the
first one to shove the assegai through, and you keep seeing the person, and I
want to go back to this, because we want to gather every single thing to write.
Please tell us about this person who had the assegai. You also tell us at times
you want to - you look at him but you don't feel like looking at him. Tell us.
If you don't feel like maybe you should not say. --- I may say this here, but
/some people
some people here who are sell-outs will go and tell him.
Will you also tell us about the person who said he witnessed this, he saw this,
so that when we try to investigate the issue further we may get in touch with
him. Who is he? --- The name I don't know, but the surname is Ngcobo. I have
just forgotten his name.
The people you say were affected and died from this incident, would you happen
to know their names? --- You mean the ones who died?
Yes. --- I know them.
Who are they? You know the sell-out has no work here because you are telling us
the names of those who died. --- They have their - they do appear in the list.
We will go through the list.
--------------------Landelwa, we have heard your story. I just wanted you to explain to me.
Somewhere you make mention of the name, of the attacker's name. In the statement
there is the name appearing there. Is that person still around, or what happened
to the person? --- You mean the one who killed him?
No, the one who instructed the people to kill. --- No, he has died. Yes, he has
died.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Mrs Radebe,
kidnapped by this group.
more about that. You said
witnesses away and then
Malinga, Nchengizwa

you mentioned in your statement that some people were
Do you remember that? Will you tell us a little bit
after they had killed your son they chased some of the
they kidnapped three people. You mention the names

/and Jabulani
and Jabulani as being people who were kidnapped by this group. --- (No reply)
Do you follow the question? --- I am listening.
Now, what happened to those three people that were kidnapped? Are they still
around? --- You mean the ones who killed my son?
You said that after your son was killed. Okay, so you don't know what happened.
--- The child who saw this is here. Mana Dladla, that's her name. She is the one
who saw and witnessed this.
Mrs Radebe, do you know the name of any policemen or police officer,
investigating officer, who looked into this case? --- No, I don't know.
When you said that the police laughed at you, made a laughing stock of you, was
that the last time you had anything to do with the police? You said you reported
it to ... (incomplete) --- No, I never got hold of the police or went onto the
police after that.
So as far as you know there was no case ever held with regard to your son's
death? --- No.
Do you have your son's death certificate? --- Yes, I do have.
We'd like to get a copy of that death certificate from you. Do you have it with
you here? Oh, sorry, we do have it. --- I don't have it with me now.
We do have it already. And you said that you made a statement and you got
assistance from the young man who was sitting at this table earlier this
morning, is that right? --- Yes. I gave the statement to them.
Mrs Radebe, thank you very, very much for coming in to see us today. As my
colleague, Dr Magwaza, has said,
/it's a
it's a very, very difficult and a hard thing to lose a child, and we can see
that your memory of him from over six years ago, or five years ago, is still
very much alive in your mind, and we express our sympathies to you. We will make
investigations. You have mentioned the name of the person who you believe led
the attack on your son, and we will follow this matter up. We will hand it to
our investigative unit to see whether they can get to the bottom of this - who
did it and why it happened. Have you - are you still working? You said at the
time of your son's death you were working in a hospital. Are you still working
in the same hospital? --- Yes, I am still employed at the hospital.
Thank you, Mrs Radebe, very much. We again thank you very much for coming in
today. We again express our deep sympathy to you on the loss of your son, and we
promise you that we will try and do what we are able to do to get to the bottom
of this and find out who was responsible for your son's death. Thank you very
much for coming in to talk to us today.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: (Incomplete) ... about something that has happened to them. We do
have statement-takers here today, and they will be happy to take your statement.
QUESTIONER: We remind you that if there were any people who were tortured,
harassed, who did not get any opportunity to give their statement there are
statement-takers amongst us. Please go forward, get in touch with the statementtakers so you can open up.

COMMISSIONER: And please can I just ask anybody here who has got a cell phone to
please switch them off, because when it rings it interferes with the television
cameras. Thank you. Mrs Dladla, thank you very much for coming in. You have also
come from Mkwanezi, which is in Murchison, like the other two witnesses before
you, and this relates to a death of a family member as well, like the witness
before you, and we express our sympathy to you. Before we ask you to tell us
that story please can you stand up and take the oath.
--------------------MANA BUSISIWE DLADLA (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
MR LACKS: Good morning, Mrs Dladla, thank you for coming. Before we proceed to
hear the story of the death of your uncle could you just tell us a little bit
about your family. How are you related to the person that died, Robert Dladla? -- It's my uncle.
And how many of you were living at home at that time, or how was your family
made up of? --- I have two sisters. We were six.
Are your parents still around, or are they still
alive? --- No, they died.
/Your uncle,
Your uncle, did he have any children, was he married? --- He was not married and
he had two children.
The mother of those children, where does she live? --- She died as well.
Who looks after those children at the moment? --- My eldest sister who's working
is the one taking care of the children.
Now, at that time you were living at Nkanyezini. --- Yes.
Did your family always come from that area, or did you come from another place
before that? --- We were born at Nkanyezini at that place.
Now, was the deceased a member of any political party, was he involved in any
politics of any kind? --- No, he was not a member, and he knew nothing inasfar
as politics are concerned.
Thank you. Now, you've told us in your statement that this incident happened on
the 11th of April 1991. --- That's correct.
And you said that earlier in that day your cousin, Bhekithemba Radebe, had been
murdered. --- That's correct.
That's the same person we've just heard about now. --- That's correct.
Please tell us as far as you know what then happened that evening, you said
round about 9 o'clock, when this second incident happened. --- We stay with my
grandmother. We arrived to my grandmother that night and they told us that we
have to sit in one place, and they told us a man should go to a camp. It was in
that evening
/as we
as we were sitting, and then two men came into the house and they said - one of
them said, "We would like to get into your house and light a cigarette." The
other one said, "No, we mustn't do it here because when the attackers come here

they will find us here. They might even end up injuring these female people
inside here." After they went out of the house we just heard some sound, and he
was crying, crying, he was calling his mum, and after that we didn't hear any
cry. I asked from my grandmother to go outside to relieve myself, and she said,
"You mustn't go outside because it's dangerous outside," and then I couldn't go
outside. It was early in the morning and it was dark, and I insisted that I
should go out and relieve myself. When I get out and I meet one of the
neighbours from the Dladla family and they said that they have taken my uncle to
hospital. They told me that one aunt from the Mfeka family they have carried my
uncle to hospital with a wheelbarrow, and I decided to go and see him at 10
o'clock. When I arrived I realised that he was badly injured.
It's okay, you can take your time. (Pause) Do you think you can continue now? -- I tried to ask him as to, "Who hurt you?" He told me that some other men
attacked him, and I asked him their names and he gave me their names. He was
injured on the face there, and I went to see him on Friday. Later on Saturday we
went back to see him. Unfortunately when we arrived there was some liquid oozing
from his mouth. He was stabbed all over the body. On that day he couldn't even
talk, on Saturday evening when we went to see him. We used to sleep at the
hospital, and in the morning we decided to go home from
/the hospital
the hospital and we went home. My dad sent me to go and tell the relatives that
my uncle's dead.
(Inaudible) ... the names of the people that he told you that's fine, you can
tell it to us later, but if you feel free that's okay. Could you tell us who he
mentioned, the people who attacked him? --- I think I included the name in my
statement.
You've mentioned to us in your statement there were a group of you inside the
room that were staying together that night with your grandmother. --- Yes, that
is true.
You said there were about 10 of you. --- I don't remember well the figure.
(Inaudible) ... and come to your grandmother's house. Did I hear you correctly?
You said you had run away and gone to stay at your grandmother's house, is that
right? Did I hear you properly? --- Yes, that's true.
Where did you run away from? --- I was from my home and I ran to my grandmother.
What made you to run away? --- There was fighting, and one of my aunt's sons was
killed.
You uncle spent how many days altogether before he died in hospital? Can you
remember? --- I will say he stayed for one day, because he was injured on
Thursday and he died on Saturday morning.
By the time you saw him on Saturday evening he had passed away? --- When we
arrived he was not yet dead. They were still trying to treat him and he died at
that time.
Now, did you ever report this matter to the police? --- No, we didn't.
/Do you
Do you know whether there was ever a case about his death of any kind? --- There
wasn't such a case.
Now, you said to us that your uncle had been told, together with other men, to
go to a camp that night. --- Yes, they were from a camp at the time they arrived

at the house.
Do you want to explain to those of us who don't know about these things what was
the camp, what were they doing there? --- They were camping because they
normally fight during the day. Then they wanted to try to prevent the people who
are coming to attack during the day. Unfortunately these people arrived at
night.
So the camping was a grouping together of men for the sake of protecting the
area? --- That's true.
(Inaudible) ... during the day and the people gathered together for protection?
--- That's true.
Do you know whether anyone else died on that day besides your cousin? --- No, he
was the only one who died.
--------------------Busisiwe, as you have already told us about the loss that you suffered, you said
that you uncle did have a meeting with police. Which police force from which
government? --- I will say they were soldiers wearing brown uniform. During the
day, after the attacks, they sit down and tried to talk for peace and they
started negotiating for a peace settlement.
As you say there were two groups, which group was he? --- There were two
sections separated by a road. On the other side was the ANC, the other side was
an IFP, so they came together to talk, to reach a peace agreement.
/Unfortunately
Unfortunately at night they injured the people ... (inaudible) ... started
killing people.
During that time where were the police? --- At the time they started shooting at
us the police were not there. They only arrived after they heard that the IFP
people had kidnapped other people who were there.
Who were these people who were kidnapped? --- It was Malinga, my uncle, and my
brother-in-law, Jabulani.
What happened to them? --- After the police had arrived they brought them back.
Actually I won't say they brought them back. I think they ran away from the
kidnappers.
Thank you very much.
--------------------I would like to ask you a question. When these people met to try to negotiate
for a peace settlement do you remember the names of those people who were ANC
and IFP members? Who were they? --- It was Kehla Luthuli and this other
gentleman I can't remember.
Kehla Luthuli, to which organisation he belongs? --- He's an ANC member.
Who was the leader for IFP? --- It was Mr Mdagazwa.
Where are these people at the moment? --- Mr Mdagazwa is around. Kehla ran away
to Transkei at the time of the violence.
You are saying Mdagazwa is still around. --- Yes, he is still around.
Which means if we ever would like to come and ask some questions we can find

him? --- Yes, you can.
--------------------/Was there
Was there any sort of case of any kind which arose following the death of your
uncle or your cousin? Did you attend any court? --- No, we never even opened a
case.
Did you not report the matter? --- No.
Well why? Why is that? --- It's because the police were also against the people
who were killed.
You said in your statement earlier, at the end of your statement, that you felt
that the police in fact were acting together with the IFP member in Murchison at
that time, is that correct, in many of the killings which took place? --- Yes,
that's true.
The police and the IFP were acting together. Is that the reason why you did not
report it? --- Yes, that is true.
Do you have a death certificate? --- No.
Where were your relatives buried? Were they buried in Murchison or somewhere
else? --- He was buried at home in the yard.
Further questions? Mrs Dladla, thank you very much for coming in to talk to us
today. Like the two witnesses before you you are from the Murchison area, and it
is quite clear from what they have said and what you have said that that area
has suffered terribly over the last five or six years, and one would have
expected in areas like that, where people from different political parties were
fighting and killing each other - one would have hoped and expected that the
police would have been ready and willing and able to become involved assisting
people, bringing peace to the area, arresting those people that committed these
crimes, and trying to ensure that the killing in those areas stopped. And it's
quite clear from
/what we
what we know about the Murchison area, and many other areas around Port
Shepstone, that the police did not do that. They did not work in the interests
of the people, but they worked very often with one political party in order to
assist in the defeat of the other political party, and we hope very much that
those days have gone now, although we know that in some areas the police are
still not playing a correct and proper role. But we hope that in time, and as
our new country grows, that the police will be forced to play a proper role in
our society. But in your case they did not protect you and they did not protect
your family, and we sympathise with you. We will do what we can to find out who
killed your cousin and your uncle, and we thank you very much for coming in to
tell us the story that you have told us today. Thank you very much.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: The following witness then is Makhosezwe Mthethwa, if he could
please come up onto the stage. Earphones first please. Thank you. Mr Mthethwa,
can you hear me, can you understand me?
MR MTHETHWA: Yes, I do hear you.
COMMISSIONER: Thank you very much. You are also from Nkanyezini in Murchison,
and you have come to tell us today about the time in June 1992 when someone

tried to kill you.
MR MTHETHWA: That's very true.
COMMISSIONER: We are very glad that you were lucky enough to survive that, and
that you are here today to tell us that story. Before you tell us the story can
you stand up and take the oath?
--------------------MAKHOSEZWE MTHETHWA (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
COMMISSIONER: Now, Mr Mthethwa, you said in your statement that this happened in
June 1992, is that right? --- That's correct.
And that you were on your way to work at that stage. Just tell us where were you
working? --- At Umzimkulu Lime.
(Inaudible) ... the river. --- Yes. Just along the road towards the bus stop.
Now - and do you still live in Murchison? Do you still live in that area? --Yes, I am still there.
Are you married? --- Yes.
And are you staying with your wife and your children, or are your children old
now, have they left
home? --- Yes, one is already working and one has
/married
married already, and I have grandchildren at the same time.
And are you still working at Umzimkulu Lime? --- No, I am not longer working. I
am on pension.
You're on pension, right. Thank you, Mr Mthethwa. Can you tell us then what
happened to you on that day, on the 22nd of June? --- I left in the morning
going to work. As I was going just along the stop they were three. I met them. I
tried to greet them, and the next thing there was a gunshot that responded. They
never responded. And I was shot.
Do you know who those people were? --- Yes, I do know them very well. Some
already have died, and there's one I usually meet in town. I don't know where he
- his whereabouts.
So at the time that they shot you you knew all three of them? --- That's
correct.
Were they active in one political party? Were they members? --- Yes, they
belonged to Inkatha.
Were they from the Murchison area? --- Yes, they are neighbours.
And do you have any idea why they should have shot you? --- I will say I was
shot because I tried to ask why were we camping.
So were they trying to tell you at night that you should go with them on this
night camp business? --- That's correct. I even asked, "Why are we camping? Why?
What for? What good reason?"
So when was the last time they told you that you must go on a night camp? --- We

used to camp until I
just refused completely and I told them, "I am no longer
/"going to
going to camp because I don't know we should camp in the first place," and I was
beaten up. Then they assaulted me.
And then after that you refused to attend any more camps, and then ...
(incomplete) --- I never camped any more because I was already assaulted and I
went to the hospital.
Where did they shoot you, Mr Mthethwa? Where on your body? --- They shot me on
one side, on the left-hand side, and the other one on the right-hand thigh, and
the other one on the left arm through.
Did they shoot you with guns with bullets, or was it a shotgun which shoots
small pellets? --- They were shooting me truly using the rifles.
And do you think that they intended to kill you on that day? They fired bullets
right at you? --- They intended to kill me. They actually praised themselves,
saying, "We have already started." Little did they know that I was safe.
So did they believe that you were dead? Were you lying on the ground, lying as
if you were dead? --- Yes, they thought I was dead.
And then you heard them saying things to each other, praising each other because
they had killed you? --- Yes, they did praise themselves. One other said, "I
feel like just shooting you again."
And then what happened? How did you manage to survive? Did you go to hospital?
Who took you to hospital? --- I was admitted into the hospital. They operated
me, getting out - extracting the bullets from body.
/Who took
Who took you to the hospital? --- The police came and they called the ambulance,
and the ambulance came and took me into the hospital.
And did you make a statement to the police? --- Yes, I gave them the statement,
but I never got to see it.
And did you mention the names of those people who had shot you? Did you give the
police those names? --- Yes, I did make mention of the names.
And what happened about that? Was there a court case in which those people were
charged? --- No further steps were taken.
Which police did you report it to? Was it Port Shepstone Police Station? --- No,
the very police who are here, from here in Port Shepstone.
So is there a station here in Marburg, or did you report it in town? --- No, we
were still using the police station in town, in Port Shepstone, not the one
here.
I see. And do you remember the name of the policeman who was meant to be
investigating this case? --- I would be lying, because when they were
investigating I was still injured, lying in the hospital.
How long did you stay in hospital? --- I was admitted on Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday, Friday. On Saturday it seemed like they were discharging me. On Monday
I was discharged, and the person who shot me was already dead because he was

shot as well.
And before you were shot how many of these camps do you think you attended? How
many did they make you attend? --- I used to go often, and at the same time this
was against my wish, you know, my will, and I started
/saying,
saying, "No, I am not going to go to the camp any more."
What did you used to do at those camps. --- No, you just sit back and they will
tell you you are watching, watching the neighbour. Then you will wonder what is
it that you are watching.
And were you required to be armed, carrying some arms or weapons? --- No, you
will just bring your weapons and sticks the Inkatha use. They used to have guns.
The ones who were forcing us to go camping they used to have guns.
And who was organising those camps, do you know? Was there one person or some
people who were organising them in that area? --- That's the very one who got
shot who was after the camping.
And then after you recovered were you able to go back to work for some time
before you retired? --- Yes, I did go back to work, and I was working for a long
time. But at the same time I could feel that I was no longer fine and in a good
condition as I used to be, and I got on pension.
Thank you very much, Mr Mthethwa. I'll just ask my colleagues if there are any
questions that they wish to ask.
--------------------MR LACKS: Thanks, Mr Lester. Mr Mthethwa, one of our investigators got hold of
the police, and they mention a case. Do you have another name, a second name at
all? --- What name? What about the name?
The initials we have is M E Mthethwa. --- I have two names. It's Makhosezwe and
Elliot.
Just for the record, and so you can know this, your
/case was
case was referred to the police and we've got the reference number of that case.
The investigating officer was a Detective Sergeant Mngadi. --- Yes. As I have
said I was not there. I just heard that they gave a statement.
According to information we've been able to ascertain so far a person by the
name of Mbongwa Shezi was charged at court. Do you know that person? --- Yes, I
know him very well, but I never heard anything. Because I never even talked to
him. I don't know what happened in the court of law.
Was he one of the people that attacked you? --- That's correct, at the camp, and
also he was one of the three who shot me, but I never saw him when he was
killed.
The case against him was withdrawn in court, it didn't proceed. --- Those were
there, I saw them, but I know for sure he was one of them.
In your statement to us you've mentioned three names, Majola, Mhlongo and Nzama.
Now, which one of those is Shezi? --- Shezi is Mbongwa, the very Mbongwa. That's
the Shezi.

I am confused because we've got three different names here, Majola, Mhlongo and
Nzama. --- Those are the ones I saw. I did not see him in person. I used just to
see him in the camp.
I see, so in other words there were more than just those three that attacked
you? --- I only saw three, and there was a car parked and Majola's wife was in
the car when I was being shot.
So you don't know how it is that Shezi came to be charged when you didn't see
him at all on that day? --/They
They belonged to one group, but when I was shot I didn't see him but I saw the
three.
We will try and follow that up further to see why
court when he seems to have had nothing to do with
didn't appear in court. Thank you. --- I never even
I was shot. Maybe it's one of the other things that

he was the one that went to
the case, and why the others
talked to him inasfar as why
he used to do as well.

--------------------COMMISSIONER: Mr Mthethwa, you said that you retired early because you could no
longer work as you used to work. Was that because of your injuries, your bullet
wounds, or do you just feel that you retired because you were getting old? Why
did you ... (incomplete) --- Yes, the bullets did contribute.
Did you receive any medical treatment as a result of your shooting, or ...
(incomplete) --- The last time I went to the doctor it was the time when they
were extracting the bullet, and I know I can no longer go to see the doctors for
any treatment because I am not employed.
Do you feel that you still need - you should see a doctor? Do you want to see a
doctor? Are you still suffering in such a way that you need to see a doctor? --Yes, I think doctors will be of great help. I do feel pains from my operation.
It tells me I am - something is not yet right.
Anything else that you wish to add to what you've said here, or what you've said
in your statement? Is there anything else you wish to say about this? --- I will
not say I will like to add anything to what I have
/already
already said, because what I told you is exactly what happened and there is
nothing beyond that.
Thank you very much, Mr Mthethwa, for coming in to see us. Just like I said to
the last witness, you are the fourth person who's come from Murchison today from
Nkanyezini, and it is an area which has seen terrible violence. It's one thing
to get people to come and join a camp, but it's another thing to try and kill
them because they refuse to join that camp. That shows absolute complete lack of
belief in another human being, and it is a terrible thing that ...
(intervention) --- More especially that we could not even sleep at night because
of this camp. Every time we will be told to go to the camp.
We understand that, and I just want to repeat that it really shows absolutely no
respect for another human being that you should try and kill another person
because he or she does not agree with you. And, as I have said earlier today, we
hope that that sort of thing has by and large passed. We will try and get to the
bottom of this. We will try and find out why the correct person was not charged.
I see from your statement that two of those people have already died, Majola and
Mhlongo. We will follow up with the third person to see why he was not charged,

and we will also try to make arrangements for you to see a doctor. If you speak
to one of the briefers after you have given your evidence today we will try and
ensure that you see a doctor in this area so that he can assess whether you
still need treatment for your wounds. Thank you very much, Mr Mthethwa, for
coming in today. We're very grateful for the fact that you came and shared your
story with us. Thank you. --- I also thank you.
COMMISSIONER: Can you hear me, Mrs Ngcobo? Can you understand me as I talk to
you?
MRS NGCOBO: Yes, I do.
COMMISSIONER: Thank you very much. You are also from the Murchison area, from
Mbhayimbhayi,a nd you have come to tell us today about the death of your
husband, Isaac Ngcobo, who was killed in April 1990. We extend our deep
sympathies to you. You are one of many people who has come to the Commission all
over this country to talk about the death of their husband or their child, and
we know how difficult it is for you to come and repeat that story in a public
place, so thank you very much for coming in. Before you tell us your story can
you please stand up and take the oath.
--------------------BATHINI NGCOBO (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
Good morning, Mrs Ngcobo. Please try to speak up. How many kids do you have? --I have four children.
How old are they? --- The eldest is 10 years old.
Are they schooling? --- Yes, they are schooling, but at the present moment they
are no longer attending school.
Are they staying at home? --- Yes, they are staying at home.
Yes, we'll come back to that point. While you were at Mbhayimbhayi at Murchison
did you belong to any political organisation? --- No, we were just staying
there.
With your husband? --- Yes, with my husband.
Explain to us what happened on the 4th of April
/1990.
1990. What happened? --- People arrived while we were sitting in the house. They
pointed us with firearms and they told us to get out.
Please try to help the witness to be closer to the mike so that we can hear her
well. --- They pointed guns at us and we started running out of the house.
Where were the people from? --- I don't know.
At what time? --- It was somewhere about 8 or 7 o'clock in the evening.
You said they came and pointed firearms at you. Was it your husband and you and
your children? --- Yes, and my sister-in-law.
When they arrived what did they do? --- They just pointed guns at us and they
pulled my husband out of the house.
Was the house closed? --- It wasn't closed.

So they just get in, they didn't even knock? --- Yes.
What were you doing? Were you having supper? --- Yes.
In the statement you said at the time while you were having supper they arrived
and they started knocking at the door. It means then we have to correct the
statement. --- Yes, they didn't knock, they just pushed the door and come in.
What happened when they were in? --- They pointed the gun at my husband and they
told him to get out of the house.
And what happened to you? --- We get out and started running to the nearby
houses.
They took your husband out? --- Yes, they took
/him out
him out and stood under a tree.
And you said you entered into other houses. --- Yes, we went to these houses and
get into the rooms.
Could you see what they were doing to your husband? --- Yes, we peeped through
the windows. They talked to him.
Did you hear what they were talking about? --- No, we couldn't hear anything,
but we heard later. We heard him saying, "Don't touch me here. I don't have a
gun." While we were still listening he was saying, "Don't touch here, I don't
have a gun."
Were the other people who were there with him holding guns? --- Yes, they were
having guns.
Were they big guns? --- No, I couldn't see because they were wearing these long
coats and they were wearing Balaclava hats.
So you couldn't see who they were? --- Yes, we couldn't.
What happened then? --- While we were still there we heard a gunshot. We waited.
We heard the second shot and then they started running away.
At the time you heard the gunshots what was happening to your husband? --- He
didn't fall. He fell at the second shot.
And what happened from there? --- They started running away.
How many were they? --- They were three.
After they ran away what happened? --- From that time I was able to run out of
the house, and went to the place where he were. I asked him what happened. I
tried to turn him, and then he was lying on the floor facing up. /When you
When you say you went there to turn him, where were you at that time?
(Interpreter: The witness is pointing at a position where we can't see, but she
is saying that they shot him at the eye.)
When you found your husband in that situation did you try to call neighbours to
come and help? --- I cried and cried until I was powerless. Not even a single
neighbour came to help me.
What do you think was the reason why nobody came to help you? --- I don't know
why.

Was it a usual thing that when your neighbour is crying people wouldn't come
out? --- I don't know. Maybe it just happened to me. But after that the police
arrived.
You said you called your neighbour to call the police. Is that true that you
called the neighbour? --- No, I didn't call the neighbour. I didn't ask him to
call the police, I just saw the police arriving. I don't know who called them.
In other words you are saying that it's not true as it's stated in your
statement that you went to your neighbour to call the police? --- No, that's not
true.
Yes, the police arrived. What did they say? --- They asked us questions, started
photographing the place, and then they went away.
Did they take a statement? --- They took a statement on the next day.
After the matter was before the police did they try to investigate as to who
killed your husband? --- I didn't hear anything from the police.
These policemen, from which city were they? --- /These
These were black and white policemen.
Do you know them? Do you know one of them? --I don't really know them. I don't really remember the investigator, but I can't
remember his name. I just remember his face. No, I don't remember the name.
But if comes before you can you identify him? --- Yes, I can.
After this incident you were afraid, you ran away. Where did you run to? --- We
ran to my brother's house just next to our house. We stayed there for one day
and came back to our place. We stayed at our place.
In your statement you said after two months your house was burnt down. Is that
true? --- Yes.
Who burnt the house? --- I don't know.
When did they burn the house? --- I wasn't there at the time. We were sleeping
at the hospital. When we arrived back we found that the house has been burnt
down.
You said you were at the hospital. What happened to you? Were you sick? --- No,
I wasn't sick, but that's the place where we used to go and seek refuge and we
slept at the hospital.
It means when you came back the house was burnt? --- Yes, that's true.
In your statement you said some of your cattle were stolen. How many were they?
--- They were five.
Can you tell who did this? --- No, I can't remember. I don't know. Everything
happened at night.
When all these things happened I didn't hear anything as to what the chief's
reaction was. Are you under a chief? Who is the chief? --- Yes, it's Chief
Ndwelane.
/Did he

Did he happen to know all the incidences that you experienced? --- Yes, he did.
What did he say? He didn't say anything? --- Yes, he didn't say anything.
You said you have four children and they are not attending school. Why are they
not studying? --- After their dad passed away I was not able to send them to
school.
You say the first one is 10 years old. --- Yes, that's true.
The last one, how old is he? --- I have mentioned in my statement, like I have
written their ages, and I also brought their certificates, birth certificates.
Have they ever been to school? --- Yes, the other one was doing standard five,
the other one was doing standard four. The other one was still young, but he was
doing standard one.
At the moment they are at home? --- Yes.
But you wish that they must go to school. --- Yes, that's true.
And how do you survive yourself? --- (No reply)
Take your time. --- (No reply)
Take your time and we will wait for you. --- (No reply)
Can we now start? These people you said they help you support yourself in the
shacks, who are they? --- These are people who just come in and leave.
Your children, did they see the people or the whole incident when your husband
was shot dead? --- Yes. I also think they were psychologically affected, because
it looks like they were affected, and the way they were
/asking
asking questions during the funeral. (Pause) I am sorry.
We would like to apologise. We would just like to
ask some few questions as to how we can help you. These sufferings that you went
through, how did these impact on your life as you have already told us that your
husband was killed in front of your children. --- This has caused us much pain.
Most of the time when things go touch the children always say, "If Dad was alive
things were going to be better."
Does it mean that they always talk about their dad? --- Yes, they always say if
he was around he was going to help us.
Here you requested the TRC to assist if possible to help you to send your
children back to school. Is that true? --- Yes, that is true.
Because your husband was the breadwinner at home. --- Yes.
This food that you get from the other shacks, is it enough for the children? --It's not enough, but there's nothing I can do. I just take whatever I get.
After all these sufferings that you have gone through have you ever been in
contact with psychologists or other doctors to help you? --- We went once to one
place.
I can't hear you well. --- We just went somewhere
distributed and we get some small portions of food.

where

like

food

was

Sorry, I am talking about your psychological problems, things like worry, like
you have nightmares, seeing all the incidents what happened before. It's
necessary that you get into contact with people who can
/help you.
help you. Did you ever go to such people? --- No, we didn't go to such doctors.
Maybe you need to be put in contact with them so that they can help you. --Yes, we'll appreciate that.
--------------------MRS GCABASHE: Mrs Ngcobo, we pity the whole situation, especially your
harassment and the loss that you have suffered. You also told us that you are
not working. In your statement it's written you were born in 1983. Can you
exactly tell us exactly as to what is the correct date of your birthday? --- I
don't know because I am not educated.
But in your view do you think that you are someone who is ready now to get
pension? --- No, I don't know.
Did you ever try to get pension? --- No, I never tried to get pension benefits.
Did you ever go to welfare services to get some help? --- No.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Thank you for coming to talk to us today. You have suffered a
great deal. We have heard many, many stories from people who've come to this
Commission, but yours is one of the saddest stories I've heard. We've all
suffered in some way during our lives, to think of how you have suffered, you
have watched someone shoot - murder your husband right in front of you, you have
had your house burnt down, and you have had all your assets, your cattle, stolen
from you. And that is a terrible burden to carry, and we really do extend our
deep sympathy to you. I would just like to ask do you have any idea of why those
/things
things were done to you, or to your husband? Do you have anything that you'd
like to tell the Commission here today
why you think - why did that happen? Do you know? Do you have any idea? --- I
will say that I don't know exactly the reason behind this.
Do you have any idea of who those people were, or who sent those people, or why
they did it? Do you have any idea of who those people might be? --- I don't even
know the people or whoever sent them.
You don't know where they come from? --- I don't know.
When you discussed it with your neighbours did they share any ideas with you as
to who it might have been, or didn't you talk to your neighbours about it? --- I
couldn't stand for what I get from other people because people told us a lot of
stories.
Thank you, Mrs Ngcobo. We will try and see if we can uncover any details on why
your husband was killed and who killed him. We again extend our sympathy to you
for the suffering that you have had to undergo, and we thank you very, very much
for coming in and telling your story with us - your story to us today. It showed
great courage for you to come and tell us that story of how you watched your
husband being murdered right in front of your eyes. Thank you very much for
telling us that today, and we wish you strength as you leave us now. Thank you
very much.

--------------------COMMISSIONER: I believe she is here. Is it Hlongwane, Saraphina Ntombifikile
Hlongwane? You have come to tell us about the tragic death of your daughter in
1992. You are like many, many other people who've come to this Commission who
have lost their children, and we extend our deep sympathies to you. Before you
give your evidence can I ask you to stand please so you can take the oath.
--------------------SARAPHINA NTOMBIFIKILE HLONGWANE (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
MR LACKS: Good afternoon, Mr Hlongwane. Welcome. --- Good afternoon, Sir.
Before we proceed with your story please just tell us a little bit about
yourself. Are you married? --- No, I am not married.
How many children do you have? --- I have two children.
How old are they? --- The first one is 1971, the second one is 1973, and the
other is 1981.
Now, Nonhlanhla was - when was she born? --- She was born in 1973.
So she was your middle child? --- Yes.
Now, are you working at the moment? --- No, the firm has closed down.
Are your children - your other two children, are they at school? --- Yes, one is
at school.
The other one? --- No, he is not at school.
Now, can you tell us about what happened as far as you know as far as Nonhlanhla
is concerned? --- Nonhlanhla left home going to Gamalakhe to visit her father.
She was already looking for another school to
/attend
attend at that place, Gamalakhe, and she went to see her father at Gamalakhe. I
was at home, hoping that she was with her father and already got the school. One
day one lady came to me and asked me, "Where is Nonhlanhla?" I said, "Nonhlanhla
is at Gamalakhe." She said to me, "Just stand up and look for the child. Be sure
and ascertain that the child is there." And another one came to me and told me
that she heard that Nonhlanhla got killed in Gamalakhe. She was taken forcefully
by a group. And I suddenly left and I went to the police. I told the police the
matter. The police said they did not know anything, and they told me to go to
another place where I could probably locate Nonhlanhla's corpse. I went to that
place. They checked from their records. They said it was not going to be easy to
be located because the people who are here are the ones who are known,
Nonhlanhla is not know. I left, I went back home. One day the police came to my
place and told me to go to Port Shepstone to approach Goldstone. I went truly to
Goldstone and he asked me what clothes was she wearing on that day. I explained
back, and he said to me the child who's sort of similar to what I am explaining
had been seen, but they cannot locate the child. And finally it was heard that
she was buried in Dabeka.
Please take your time. --- (Pause) The police she was buried at a place called
Dabeka. I went in search of that place, looking for that place in Isipingo, and
I asked from the police - I asked the police to exhume the body so that I can
take her and bury her, and they said that's not possible because that will cost
a lost of money, and they showed me the grave where she was buried.

/I couldn't
I couldn't believe that that was her grave. I asked them "If someone is dead how
do you bury the person? Do you just throw the person into a hole?" (Pause) I
asked the people working at the graveyard how they buried my child. They told me
they just threw the body into the hole. They didn't even wash the body, they
just threw the body into the pit. This is painful to me. They told her that she
doesn't know her mother. They heard the child crying at night, saying she wants
to know her mother because I am not the mother. She wants to know the truth what
happened to her mother.
In your statement, Mrs Hlongwane, you mentioned that you were told some stories
as to two possible reasons why your daughter was killed. Do you remember that
you told that to us in the statement? --- They said because she fell in love
with a police.
You also said there was another reason, and that was that some boys had got hold
of her and had insisted that she do their washing for them. --- (Inaudible) ...
one girl who's already late. They said to her she must do the laundry. They
would do the laundry, the clothes - they will wash up the clothes which they
were wearing when they were committing all this crime.
Who were these boy? Do you know any of them or do you know who they might be? -- I just heard that one of them was Zakhele, but I don't know exactly.
The Zakhele you're talking about, is that Zakhele Xaba? --- That's correct.
Now, do you know whether your daughter did in fact have a relationship with a
policeman or not? --- I did not know that she fell in love with a police, or
dating a
/police.
police.
Now, if I can just go back and ask you some small questions please. You've
spoken about her going to visit her father. Who is her father? What is his name?
--- His name is Dennis Mushaba, working for KZ.
As far as you know she never got there on that day? --- It looks like she never
reached the father, because the person who told me about her death also told me
that she was killed putting on the very same clothes that she left home with.
Have you spoke to her father about this and asked him whether he saw her at that
time? --- No, the father apparently never saw her.
Now, you said that in June a certain lady came to see you and asked you to go
and inquire about your daughter. Who was that lady? Do you know? Can you
remember? --- That lady comes from Murchison.
You don't know what her name is? --- Her name is A G Hlabisa.
And then you said that after that another lady came and told you that she
thought that - she'd heard that your daughter had been killed at Gamalakhe, a
second lady. Who was that lady? --- I don't know the second one, but we used to
work together. I have just forgotten her name.
If you are able to remember that at some point in the future perhaps you could
try and let us know so that we could follow that up please. --- Yes, I will do.
Now, it is correct that you went to the Magistrate's Court at Port Shepstone and
you got from them a death certificate, which we have before us. --- That's
correct.

/As far
As far as one can see from the death certificate there is reference to a police
docket, a police investigation. Do you know whether any case came from such an
investigation? --- No, I don't know. The last time they told me that they were
going to investigate this issue, but I don't think they ever did.
Were the people from Goldstone in any way able to help you with their
investigations? --- They never helped me in any way, because they just showed me
where my child was buried and that was it.
This person referred to as Zakhele Xaba, is he still around? Is he still from
this area? --- No, he is late.
Who was he? What sort of a person was he? Was he involved in politics or ...
(incomplete) --- He was an ANC leader.
Okay. Now, this child of your daughter, how old is the child? --- Is eight years
old.
Give me the child's name please. --- Portia.
Is the child going to school at the moment? --- Yes.
And what class is the child in please? --- She's in standard one.
Who looks after the child? Do you do that? --- I look after the child.
Have you applied for any grants to try and
maintenance? --- No, I haven't applied for any.

help

you

with

the

child's

Do you know perhaps whether you can contact the child's father and ask for some
assistance there? --- Yes.
Would you need some help to do that? --- Yes, the father does play his part.
Questions? No further questions.
--------------------DR MGOJO: I just want to check on a small thing here. In your statement that's
before me it says Nonhlanhla was killed on the 29th January 1992. The third
paragraph it reads her death certificate of the Magistrate's office in Port
Shepstone she died on the 21 October 1992. Which one is correct here? --- We
have to rectify the statement. Something is wrong here.
The dates have to correspond. I wanted to get the dates straight here because
they do not correspond.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Mrs Hlongwane, thank you very much for coming in to talk to us
today. We understand and recognise that it has been very painful for you to
remember about the death of your daughter, particularly as you had to spend so
much time searching and trying to find out where she was, if she was alive, and
then discovering that she was not alive, and then having to find her grave in
such miserable circumstances. So we do extend our deep sympathies to you. It's a
sad story. It's also a confusing story. We don't have any clear idea as to why
she was killed. We will try and follow up from the pieces of information that we
have got. As my colleague Mr Lacks says, the death certificate does refer to a
police investigation, and we will try and follow that up, whether it's here in
Port Shepstone or whether it's in Durban, where she was finally buried, and we
will communicate that information to you. But in the meantime we again extend

our sympathies to you, and thank you very
/much for
much for coming in to talk to us today, and we wish you well as you leave us.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Nomusa, can you hear me? Can you understand me as I am talking to
you? Okay, thank you. You are from KwaSithole in the Port Shepstone area, and
you have come to tell us a very tragic story about the death of your mother,
Siziwe Ngcobo, and your brother, Henry Mthunzi Ngcobo, who were killed in 1992.
MRS NGCOBO: That's correct.
COMMISSIONER: Before you tell us that story can you please stand and take the
oath.
--------------------NOMUSA SIBONGILE NGCOBO (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
COMMISSIONER: Nomusa, you are presently living at KwaSithole. Whereabout is
that? --- It's at Mbhayimbhayi.
Murchison area? Near Murchison? --- Yes, that's correct.
And is that where you were living at the time that your brother and your mother
died? --- That's correct.
Are you married? --- No.
Do you stay in the family house? --- That's correct.
Who are you staying with? Is your father still alive? --- No, I don't have a
father.
Do you stay with other members of your family? --- Yes, I have my child and my
brothers and sisters.
And are you working? --- No, I am not working.
And when - in 1992 was your brother living with you, your brother Henry Mthunzi?
Was he living with you? --- That's correct, yes.
With your mother as well? --- Yes.
/Okay, can
Okay, can you then tell us what happened to your mother and your brother in July
1992. You said it was the 7th of July 1992. Perhaps you can just tell us what
age was your brother then? You said here he was born in 1967, is that correct? -- 1967, that's correct.
So he was about 25 years old. --- Yes.
27 years old, sorry. And was he a member of any political party? --- Yes, he was
an ANC member.
And was he working? --- Yes, he was working.
Where was he working? --- At Fresh Meats.

All right. Would you like to tell us then what happened on the 7th of July as
you recall it? --- It was around 25 to seven. We were sitting at home and we
just heard the gunshot. We did not see what happened, and my mum went out, went
to the dining-room to check, and to see what's happening. But she never
survived, and also my brother was the next one, because he tried to go out to
see what was happening. We did not get to see who the perpetrators were.
So your mother - you said your mother heard a shot and she went out into the
yard to investigate. --- Yes.
She went out the door, and then ... (intervention) --- No, she got shot in the
dining-room.
She was shot - what, through - did the bullet come through a window? --- No, the
door was opened.
And did she fall in the dining-room? --- That's correct.
And is that where she died? --- That's correct.
And your brother, what did he do? --- My brother died in his house.
/At the
At the same time? How soon after your mother was shot was your brother shot? Was
it immediately afterwards? --- My brother got shot first, and my mum, after
hearing the gunshot she tried to go out from the bedroom to the dining-room. We
also heard another gunshot and we started hiding. We could not get to see the
people who did this.
Sorry, I am just confused. So your brother was shot first, and that was the shot
your mother heard, and then she was shot immediately after that. --- Yes.
And then did you all hide in the house? What did you do? --- Yes, we all hid.
And did you stay hidden for some time? Did these people come into the house, or
into then yard, or did you hear them say anything? --- We never heard anything.
Also they did not come in.
And then what happened after that? Did you call the police, or did you call the
ambulance, or did you - what happened? --- We called the police.
Did they come and ask you questions or take a statement from you? --- No, they
just came and they asked what happened. We told them. We related the whole story
that my mum and my father got shot by the people who are unknown, and they
simply left after that.
And did they remove the bodies? --- Yes, they did take the corpses with.
And was there any sort of case after that that you were called to to testify at
any case? --- No, there was no case that was opened.
Did you never go to a court, to an inquest or any sort of court case about your
brother and your mother's
/death?
death? --- Can you please repeat your question?
Did you go to court for an inquest, or did you never go near a court concerning
your brother and your mother's death? --- No, we never went to the court of law.
Did you obtain a death certificate for your mother and one for your brother? ---

Yes, we did obtain.
Does that just indicate that they died from bullet wounds? What does it say on
the death certificate? --- Yes, it does state.
Were they shot more than once, or were they just shot once each as you recall? -- I don't know, but the only bullet hole was just one on the head.
In respect of both your mother and your brother? --- I didn't want to look any
further from there.
Now, you've said in your statement - you said you didn't know the identity of
the people who killed your mother and your brother. --- Yes.
But you said that you knew that they were from the IFP, is that correct? --- I
wasn't too sure whether they came from IFP, but we just believe that those were
from Ulundi.
You also said in your statement that the police told you that the bullets that
were used in the attack were from Ulundi. Is that what the police told you? --Can you please go through ... (incomplete)
The police told you that the bullets that were used to shoot your mother and
your brother were from Ulundi. Is that correct, is that what the police told
you? --- That's correct.
Do you remember the names of any of the policemen who took statements from you?
--- No, I don't remember.
/And do
And do you remember which police station they came from? --- They were coming
from ... (incomplete)
Where were they coming from? --- From Port Shepstone.
Was your mother working at the time also? --- No, she used to have part-time
jobs, and also she was getting some funds from the pension fund.
And you said your brother was working. Was he supporting - helping to support
the family? --- Yes.
Did he have any children himself? --- No.
So he was helping to support his brothers and his sisters, is that correct? --Yes, that's correct.
Thank you. I'll just ask the other commissioners and committee members if they
have any questions they would like to ask.
--------------------DR MAGWAZA: Nomusa, there is one question I would like to ask directed to you.
It is clear that you were so harassed and you went through difficult stages.
Especially after losing your mum and your brother, faced with the siblings and
you have to bring them up, this is terrible and this is hard to bear. As I am
looking at you I feel troubled and it looks to me that you are not so healthy,
your health condition is not so good. Is there anything that is wrong, or what's
happening, Nomusa? Can you please tell me about your health condition
spiritually as well. (Pause) I could see that you are not well, but I will like
to say that it looks as though you need some help. I understand since you lost
your mum and your brother you don't even have time to think much about yourself
because you are helping your other brothers and

/sisters
sisters and your child. Since you are still young we believe that if you can get
people who can help you psychologically you can still cope well with life. You
have brothers and sisters whom you do support. As you have already stated
everything before the Commission the Commission will take over your wishes and
requests to the higher authority, and the authority will decide as to how they
can help you and your brothers and sisters. When you get out of this place you
must know that we are with you and we'll always support you. --- Thank you.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Nomusa, we can only imagine how terrible it must have been for you
to see your mother shot in front of you in her own house, and also to find out,
probably only minutes later, that your brother had also been shot. As my
colleague, Dr Magwaza says, we do extend our deep sympathies to you. We are with
you. It seems from the manner in which they were shot and killed that it must
have been a very professional job. It sounds as though it was somebody who knew
exactly how to handle a gun, which leads us to believe that it was a deliberate
political assassination by somebody who was well trained in the use of firearms.
And it is quite clear that this sort of terrible violence, this political
intolerance was taking place very, very frequently in those areas in those days.
As I have said earlier on Murchison certainly had its fair share of tragedy and
violence in those years, 1990, 1991 and 1992, and your family was certainly a
victim of that violence. We will do everything we can to try and find out who
committed this terrible act, and, as Dr Magwaza has said, we will take steps to
ensure that you get the
/sort of
sort of treatment that you need so that you can recover properly from this
tragedy. Thank you very much for coming in to see us today.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Can you hear me, can you understand me?
MR MAPHUMULO: Yes, I do.
COMMISSIONER: Thank you for being so patient and waiting the whole day to give
your evidence. You have also come from Mbhayimbhayi in the Murchison area, and
you have come to tell us about the death of your father. Like the witness before
you, who told us a very sad story about the death of her mother, you will tell
us about the death of your father, who was an ANC member in the Murchison area.
Before you tell us that story I'd ask you to stand please and to take the oath.
--------------------PETER MAPHUMULO (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
MRS GCABASHE: Good afternoon, Peter. We would like to thank you for having been
able to come before the Commission to tell us more about what you suffered in
your family. Before we get deep more into what happened can you tell us more
about your family? --- Before I start explaining can I ask that I am protected?
Is there any security?
I just want you to tell more exactly - tell us more exactly where you were born,
do you have brothers or sisters? At the present moment that's what I ask you to
tell us. --- Yes, I do have a mother, and we are six children at home including
myself.
Are you staying with your mum? --- I am staying with my mum.

Are you still staying in Bhambayi? --- True, yes.
When you explained about your children at home you said there's one who's
psychologically ill. Can you tell
/us more
us more about this child? --- This is my elder brother, the one before me. He
had some psychological problem during that time when my father was still alive.
How was he born? Was he well? --- Yes, he was perfectly well when he was born.
After some time he fell sick. I didn't know how it happened. I just saw him
behaving like that, showing that he was sick.
At school how far did he go? --- He dropped out at standard four.
Was it because of his sickness? --- Yes.
What sickness was that? --- It was fits. He had fits.
What about the others, are they still at school, all of them are they still at
school? --- Yes, they are still at school.
And including yourself? --- Yes.
What standard are you doing yourself? --- I am doing standard eight.
Peter, can you explain to us. As you've come before the Commission can you tell
us exactly what happened up to the time your father was killed? --- As I've
already asked that am I protected if I have to give witness before the
Commission?
Maybe if you are afraid about your safety I will try to lead you through and
question. Is it true that your father got injured? Are you free to talk about
this? --- We were at home, myself and my mother and the young children. My dad
went to see his big wife, his elder wife. It was on Sunday.
In your statement you said you said you went to your elder mother to see your
father. As you said when you had
/to come
to come back your father will follow you. --- Yes, I visited him and I left
back, I went back home. It was still early. He left to go to a neighbour to
watch TV news.
This TV was - is it in your other mother's house? --- No, it's a neighbour's
house where we watch TV.
How far is the place? --- It's very close, and the surname it's Dumisani.
He sat there and watched TV, and what happened? --- They said that he left the
place at about half past seven. We heard that while he was sitting at home
people knocked at his place. He opened the door.
Where was this happening? At the place where you were residing or where your
father was? --- No, at my father's place. Then my father talked to the people
who knocked at the door. They said that he must dress. They took his torch.
Was it at night? --- Yes, it was at night.
Did your father have a torch? --- Yes, he did have a torch.

What was this torch for? --- During that time it was winter, so the torches were
normally used like walking around at night. They talked to my dad. They went
outside, and after some few minutes they came back in and shot him.
Where did they shoot him? --- At the place where he was residing with my elder
mother. We heard in the morning that he has been shot.
In your statement you said your elder mother couldn't come and tell you about
the news because she was also taken away by these people. --- Yes, that's true.
/They took
They took her that night, and she could only tell us the news early in the
morning, the next morning.
Did your mother tell exactly what they did to her? --- Yes, she told us that
they took her to a faraway place and just left her there, and they told her that
she must go back.
Does it mean that your father was left dead at that house? --- Yes, he was.
You said at the place Ntungwane it was an IFP stronghold. Do you know anything
about your father's political affiliation? --- Yes, he was an ANC member.
How long had he been in the ANC? --- For a long time he's been an ANC member.
What happened after you heard that your father had been killed? --- I went to a
neighbour to call police. They started photographing him before they take him
into the police van.
Your other mother didn't see the people who killed your dad? --- I won't talk
much about that because she also passed away.
How did she die? --- I don't know.
It means therefore that you won't know the people who did this or wherever they
come from? --- I will say that's true, but they mentioned one name whom I can
mention his name at the moment.
No, if you don't want to mention his name it's okay, you don't have to. After
the police have taken the pictures did you open any case? --- Yes, they took
statements, but they did nothing. No, the police just took a statement and we
were not called to court and we just buried.
/Did you
Did you get your father's death certificate? --- Yes, we did. We got it from the
police station.
What did the police say? What was written in the certificate? --- I didn't
examine it. I don't know what was there.
Was there any inquest conducted to find out as to what happened to your father?
--- I don't know. At that time like I wasn't concentrating much thinking about
what could be done, but I was thinking as to what happened.
Therefore it means from that time you didn't know exactly what happened, you
don't have any information? --- Yes, that is true.
Was your father working at that time? --- He worked before and he got injured
and he left the job. He was not working any more.
Was he receiving any pension? --- Yes, he was getting pension from work.

After he passed away did your mother get any benefit from that pension? --- Yes,
she got some money, but I don't know how much it was.
Your mother, is she working at the moment? --- No, she is not working.
And how do you survive since you are all studying, you are at school? --- We are
helped by my aunt.
What is her name? --- Her name is Mrs Shezi.
Is she the one that's helping the whole family? --- Yes, that's true.
You said you would like if you can get bursaries to continue with your eduction,
is that true? --- Yes, that is true.
/Yes, we
Yes, we hear all your evidence, but we still have to ask you more about your
other brother or sister who you said is psychologically affected. Does he or she
get any benefits? --- No, he doesn't stay at home.
Does he know that your father passed away, and does he really understand exactly
what happened that your father passed away? --- Yes, he does.
You said he is psychologically affected. Did you ever try to contact the welfare
department to help you in this regard? --- We didn't try any assistance. Nobody
ever wanted to try this.
Can you start now and try to sort of get some help? --- I don't think that's
going to work because we think he has been bewitched.
So, if this thing was done by people or the witch why aren't you trying to get
help? --- Oh, unfortunately we don't have the money to get assistance.
Since you have arrived alone where is your mother? --- She is at home.
Did you agree with your mother that
Commission? --- Yes, we did agree.
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We have heard you, Peter, and all the difficult times you have gone through, and
we can see now that you are the one who is bearing the responsibility at home.
This is a difficult situation for you and we feel for you, and we believe that
there could be a solution in such a situation. All we're trying is that all the
information that we have before us we will place before the President of the
country, who is going to decide as to what could be done. However, with regard
to the child you said who is
/psychologically
psychologically affected, we would like to ask you
psychologist or psychiatrist to get some medical help.
her like that and saying that he has been bewitched.
doctors. They might help you. We would like to thank
over back to the MC.

to try and contact some
Please don't leave him or
Just try to take him to
you, and I am taking you

--------------------COMMISSIONER: (Inaudible) ... protection. --- That's correct.
Do you feel that what you have said here, or what you are saying here, may cause
you to be placed in some danger? --- No, I still feel fine because I haven't
made mention of any name here.

Now, you said earlier in your statement that the people that killed your father
wanted to take him to go on a camp, is that right, a night camp? --- That's
correct.
Was that something that was going on a lot at that time in Murchison, that
people were being called - the men were being called to go on camps? --- Yes,
they will forcefully take people to the camp.
Was that being done by which party, the ANC, or the IFP, or both, or ...
(incomplete) --- Inkatha.
Because we heard evidence earlier on today from another man, an elderly man by
the name of Mr Mthethwa, who was called - forced to go on these night camps
again and again, and eventually he refused, he said that he didn't want to go on
these camps, and he was shot because of that. Do you feel that this is also what
happened to your father, that he was shot by people who were trying to force him
to go on camps? --- I will say he was the
/person
person who never wanted to attend those camps, and like I have said earlier on
that they were saying, "There's one who does not want to join us in the camp."
At any stage if you feel that you do not feel secure because of your presence
here you should contact one of us. We will give you telephone numbers and
cellular phone numbers so that you can contact us. If you feel that anything
that you have said here has placed you at risk then you should just contact the
Truth Commission. Do you hear? --- Yes, I will do.
So just in conclusion we thank you very, very much for coming in, for having the
courage to come and tell us that story. It's a very sad story to have lost your
father. At that stage you must have been 14 or 15 years old - 13 or 14 years
old, and it must have been a terrible shock for you to have lost the person who
was providing for you, who was the breadwinner of your family. As my colleague
has said that we will make recommendations to the Government as to how people
like you, families like you should be assisted, families who have lost their
breadwinners. We'll make recommendations to the Government as to what should
happen. And we extend our sympathies to you and to the - please extend our
sympathies to the rest of your family, and we thank you again very much for
coming in and telling us your story. Thank you very much.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: We welcome you today, Mr Govender. You have come to tell us your
story, which relates to assaults and torture at the hands of the South African
Police way back in 1980 according to your statement. Before you tell that story
I'd like to ask you to stand to take the oath please.
--------------------PETER GOVENDER (Sworn, States)
DR MGOJO: Good morning, Mr Govender. --- Good morning, Sir.
I want to welcome you and your wife. --- Thank you.
Mr Govender, you have such a lot to tell this gathering, but I would appeal you
because of the time we have you'll have just to summarise some of your stories.
By the way, can you tell us about your family? You have a wife, you have
children, etcetera? --- Mr Commissioner, first of all I would like to place on
record my sincere thanks and appreciation for allowing me to come before this
Truth Commission to expound what has transpired to us over the many years. My
beloved wife is on the extreme left. Her name is Cynthia Govender. We are

married for over 36 years. We have no children, but other people's children are
our children.
Thank you, Sir. What is your work by the way? What is your profession? --- My
beloved wife is a housewife by profession, and she stood with me in times of joy
and in darkness.
I mean your profession? --- My profession, Mr Commissioner, was a former
building contractor, a social worker and a community leader for many, many
years. /By the
By the grace of God I won the biggest election on the South Coast that is on
record, and I fought in the liberation struggle all my life.
What organisation did you belong to? --- Mr Commissioner, with respect, I was
the public relations officer of the Marburg and Port Shepstone Ratepayers and
Civic Association for many years. I was the chairman, and thereafter I became
the executive member of the Natal Indian Congress, which is a completely nonracial organisation. I was executive member for over nine years. I took active
part in the Release Mandela Committee. Over many years I was an affiliate to the
United Democratic Front and all its affiliates, and as such I fought in the
political and civic arena for many years.
How did this affect your relationships with the regime of the time? --- I was an
ardent opponent of racial discrimination, and I was a sure recipient to the
South African Police, and also in conjunction with the members of the Security
Branch, and all those people that supported autonomous areas for this area. I
was a sure target, and I was continuously harassed, which I will expound as we
go along.
Okay, then can you just tell us - you had so many experiences in 1980, can you
just tell us what happened to you on Wednesday, the 7th of May 1980, and you go
with your story? --- Mr Commissioner, I will try. It's quite a comprehensive
affidavit which I have given to the Supreme Court in 1980, when I took the
members of the Security Branch, and Mr Richard Lester said that I should
condense it, so can I - because of affliction of time can I kindly read the
pertinent points from the affidavit?
/Okay, so
Okay, so long as you are going to choose those most important things, because
you have heard that we don't have enough time. --- Thank you. Thank you. I made
this application in the Supreme Court of South Africa in May 1980, and the
respondents were - I was the applicant, Peter Govender. The respondent was
Sergeant Breedt, Sergeant Kerry, Lieutenant Paul Bunyan and the Commissioner of
Police. The application was heard on or about Friday, 30th of May 1980. I asked
the Supreme Court that the respondents be and hereby interdicted and restrained
from assaulting, threatening or interfering, questioning in any manner other
than that prescribed by law, subjected to any form of unlawful duress, employing
any undue unlawful pressure on me. I made the affidavit. It was a launching
affidavit.
"I, the undersigned, Ramakrishna Govender, also known as
Peter Govender, do hereby make oath and say:
1. I am the applicant in this matter and the facts deposed
to in these affidavits are all within my own personal
knowledge unless otherwise specifically stated.
2. I am an adult male ...
at that time,

"... builder, and reside at 3669 Oscar Borchards Road,
Marburg, Port Shepstone, an area with the jurisdiction of
the Honourable Court."
I shall leave page 2. I get on.
"On Wednesday ..."
/(intervention)
(intervention)
Just give us your story. I think we are interested on your story of torture. --Okay. On Wednesday the 7th May 1980 at approximately 2.30 am my wife and I were
rudely awakened by continuous banging on our front door. I peered through the
window and saw the first, second and third respondent outside. I recognised them
as members of the Security Branch at Port Shepstone because I had been
previously interrogated by them on approximately five to eight times. None of
them were dressed in uniform. The first and second respondent has holsters, in
fact they were armed, and the first respondent also carried a knobkerrie. They
continued banging persistently on the door until I opened it. The second
respondent then demanded that I should come up with them. In fact he used vulgar
words. He says, "Come on, come on, move it up. Don't waste time." I insisted,
however, that I be given an opportunity to dress and wash my face, which they
grudgingly permitted, urging me to hurry up all the time.
And in fact I had - they put me on the back of a bakkie on a cold winter's night
and I was moved out. I was taken to the special branch offices at the corner of
Aiken and
Lexicon Street in Port Shepstone, a place which I had become familiar with in
view of the number of occasions I had been taken there by the security police. I
was taken into the office of the second respondent, who began the interrogation
by seeking information about my links with the Natal Indian Congress and other
organisations to which I am linked, as well as my role in the recent school
boycotts in Port Shepstone. I pointed out that I am the public relations officer
of the Marburg and Port Shepstone
/Ratepayers
Ratepayers and Civic Association. And while I spoke the first respondent walked
around the room brandishing his knobkerrie, and in a threatening fashion he came
up to me and jabbed me several time with his elbow and said, "So you are the
South Coast politician." Mr Commissioner, they used vulgar words. Must I repeat
those words, the vulgar words?
Okay, if you want. --- Okay. "We are going to deal with you properly. So you are
the character that writes letters to the local press and newspapers. You mustn't
think we are sleeping. We are fucking wide awake. We have a thick file about
you. We know you better than you know yourself." The second respondent then went
into another room, came back a few seconds later with a newspaper cutting which
contained my photograph, and in which I called upon the voters to boycott the
Marburg Town Board elections. The second respondent launched into a scathing
criticism of my role in local political affairs. I attempted to explain myself
to the first respondent, but he lashed out against me in a violent verbal
diatribe, attacking the principles which I stood for. At this stage the second
respondent grabbed me angrily by the collar, punched me in my stomach, and
pushed me against a wall, saying, "We whites give you the opportunity to run
your own affairs and you fucking coolies don't want it." Sergeant Breedt then
came behind me and pushed me in the back. I was stunned by the blow and remained
panting and breathless, unable to speak. The third respondent thereafter warned
me to keep out of politics, saying, "Because of your politics you are being
deprived ... (inaudible) ... person. You are a good builder and you

/"should
should stick to building." They then took me to another room and shut the door
behind them. Mr Commissioner, I must say at this time they were fully armed and
there were several others there also, and I couldn't make a move so I had to
succumb to their way of torture. Sergeant Kerry grabbed me by the chest and
shook me, saying, "You are the spider and you are getting webbed because of your
politics. You know Steve Biko, you know what we did to Steve Biko. We put him on
4X4 bakkie. We made him sleep on his own urine. We tortured him. You know Timol.
Timol was the one that jumped over the balcony. He would never jump. We threw
him down. The same treatment you'll get if you don't stop your bloody nonsense.
You see that balcony there. You will go over that balcony like Timol did and
then we will say that you tried to escape. You are alone here, and nobody can
prove a thing." I then pleaded for them to allow me one telephone call to
contact my attorneys. He retorted saying, "You coolie, you don't have a
snowball's chance in hell to contact anybody. We Security Branch don't allow
this. You must bear in mind our powers are great." The second and third
respondents then left the room, leaving me alone with the first respondent, who
said, "So you think you are clever, huh?" He then punched me on my right side
and I fell down. He then said, "You bastard, stand on your one foot and don't
move from that square," referring to a floor tile which was approximately nine
by nine. "You know what happened to Rick Turner? My God they say they put Rick
Turner out of the face of the earth. We will pull a job on you too." He then
began questioning me about my report that I made to the South Coast South
African Police commander at Port
/Shepstone,
Shepstone, wherein I had complained about police treatment. They did nothing
about it. In fact one unjust system supported another unjust system. And also
about certain charges which I laid against the police. He warned me not to make
any further complaints to the prosecutor relating to the South African Police,
telling me that in any case nothing would come of it. So the South African
Police, with the security, Mr Commissioner, and the prosecutors, and even those
Magistrates and Judges, were all in this same style. The second and third
respondents came into the room and the first respondent left, closing the door.
The second respondent threatened me to make a statement, saying, "We have the
power to question you and detain you for 180 days." At that time there was
detention without trial, and they say, "You've got another 179 days to go. You
can avoid all this if you make a voluntary statement and be a good guy." He then
asked me to make a statement in terms of which I would indicate that I had
resigned from the various bodies to which I belonged to on the basis that I had
been misled by the Natal Indian Congress. He then requested me to become a
police informer. This, Mr Commissioner, I detested. As a committed Born Again
Christian I detested to be a police informer. I bluntly refused and said that I
would under no circumstances betray myself, my people and my country. When I
refused to become - when I refused he became angry and punched me on the chest,
saying, "You petty politician, you are mad." I fell to the ground as I had been
swept off my feet by the violent blow inflicted upon me. At this stage the third
respondent entered the room and requested that I write a letter about my
involvement
/with the
with the coloured community and the Natal Indian Congress. He then left the
room. An African policeman dressed in plain clothes - it's shocking how they
indoctrinated even the blacks to work against us - while I was writing the
statement said to me, "You came to the wrong place." He's a black man. "My
friend, we deal with people like you here. People who oppose us don't leave this
place safe." I pointed to him that my concern was for him too, and that I was
against the dom pass, I was against permits, I was against discrimination in
salaries. At this stage the first and second respondents came into the room, and
when they were informed by the African policeman - that's the black man - about
what I had said to him they were furious. The second respondent punched me and

said, "What, so you bloody politician, you're politicising my man." The first
respondent then took his knobkerrie, tied an electric cord to it with some
string, and pushed it against my mouth until it hurt my lips. I was in pain and
agony. The first respondent then grabbed my shoulders and butted my forehead
several times. The second respondent then clutched the hairs of my chest in an
attempt to try to uproot them, which they did, and it was a painful process. The
first respondent grabbed me by the shoulders from behind and started shaking me
vigorously. I'll leave that certain part. A short while later the first and
second respondents entered the room. When the first respondent read the
statement - you know, in that statement I embraced that we should have a
national convention, we should release Nelson Mandela, we should have all
authentic leaders to have a national convention whereby we can formulate a
policy for all and sundry to
/live
live peacefully and harmoniously in our beloved land, South Africa. He seemed to
lose control over himself. Without warning he grabbed me by the neck, swung me
out of my chair and started dragging me to the next room, all the while punching
me in the back. In the next room he punched my chin against the wall and lifted
up my face to pictures which he had placed on the wall of Dr Dadoo, Nelson
Mandela and others. Then he said, "You bastard, you've got a nerve to say that
such terrorists" - he said, "Nelson Mandela is a black kaffir. He's a terrorist.
He will rot in Robben Island. And all political prisoners who are the recognised
leaders of all races must participate in a national - you must be mad." He
grabbed me back into the other room. The second respondent then said, "You dare
not support the Release Mandela Committee. He is going to die in prison. He's a
terrorist," and thank God he's free and he's the President of South Africa.
"This terrorist will rot in Robben Island. You know Bram Fischer? We kept him
inside until he had 12 days to live. We only sent him home to die. We have the
power to fucking put you away you coolie bastard." The first respondent then
ordered me to stand on my one leg. Now, this is the torture. I told him that
because my leg was injured, I got a compound fracture, he became angry and
kicked my legs, causing me to fall and trip over a chair. As I got up he
shouted, "Stand up you blood coolie." I had no alternative but to do so as
ordered. While I was standing on my one leg they kept on questioning me about
Nelson Mandela. They were afraid of Nelson Mandela. They were afraid of one man,
that is Nelson Mandela. They didn't want me to support Nelson.
/They didn't
They didn't want me to even talk about him, not even to hold his photograph. I
gave the answers and explanation to the best of my ability. Throughout this
period I had to stand on one leg, and when I attempted to put my foot down I was
punched by the first respondent until I picked it up again. The second
respondent then referred to a local personality, one Dr D M Naidoo, saying, "You
know Dr Dilly," referring to Dr D M Naidoo, "we silenced him. He was a prominent
Natal Indian official. He is now very quiet because we tamed him." They tried to
tame me, which they failed. "You know P Doolay? We also put him in his place and
silenced him." He then looked at this watch and said, "After all this time, 13
hours already, we have hardly had any sleep, tell me are you still going to
continue with your lousy politics?" I replied that I had to do justice to my
political convictions. Whatever I did or said was motivated by Christian
principles. I was then punched once again by the first respondent several times
on my side. The second respondent then left the room, stating that they were
going to use torture treatment on me. He returned a few minutes later with a
steel box. It was a large steel box, Mr Commissioner, and in that steel box, Mr
Commissioner, there was a doctor's stethoscope, and there were other security
members there who were fully armed. I can't make a move. And the first
respondent pulled off my coat. He took my coat out. Then they put a thick pad
round my neck, Mr Commissioner. They put a thick pad round and they put a steel
clamp - they put a steel clamp and they started pressing that steel clamp, and
it pressed my neck in such a way that it never leave no mark, but the pad was
helping, and then it hit me into

/my nerves
my nerves and I fell giddy, and then I nearly passed out. I was in pain, and
eventually he released the clamps and he removed them. The second torture, Mr
Commissioner, ladies and gentlemen, at this stage the second respondent put a
mask, a special mask with some odious chemical inside the mask, and they put it
and they bound it up. They said, "Breathe now." I said, "I am not going to
breathe because I can feel this thing is having an adverse effect upon my moral
structure. And I was forced - I couldn't breathe and I had to breathe, and it
hit me inside and I just passed out. And right up to this day, Mr Commissioner,
ladies and gentlemen, I am suffering from a nervous breakdown, I am suffering
from loss of memory, and also emanated epilepsy. He clamped against my - ordered
me to inhale. I tried to avoid it by holding my breath, but eventually I was
forced to inhale it. I screamed just as I passed out. The next thing I remember
was that I was being warned by the first respondent as follows. "If you ever
open your mouth, you say what happened to you, you must remember that you are
fighting with fire and you can't win." I told them that when I left I was going
to see my lawyers. The first respondent then got furious and shouted, "You
fucking coolie, you do that you will see whether we play with you or not. You
don't know what hit you. The law is made to suit us, not bastards like you." At
that time, Mr Commissioner, the Magistrates, the Judges, the prosecutors were
all on these people's side. They were not on our side. "Even the Judges and
doctors are on our side. The next time we won't bring you here. We will take you
far away, and just remember, and we - we will get even with you if we have to
/"frame a
frame a case against you." Mr Commissioner, before this they blindfolded me
during the night and they took me to unknown prisons. They put me into prisons
with long-term prisoners, and, Mr Commissioner, they allowed the long-term
prisoners to assault me. I saw in my very own eyes black - my black comrades.
They tied something - they clamped something on their testicles and the man was
spinning like a top. Another person they tied him upside-down, another black.
They put urine in his mouth, Mr Commissioner. This is the torture that we ...
(incomplete) (Pause)
Okay, Mr Govender. --- I saw my black brothers suffering. They used to give us
infested blankets with fleas. They used to throw us brown bread, black, cold
coffee. They used to keep us in solitary confinement. They used to tell us to
write statements over and over and over again. Because of this I was financially
embarrassed. My dear wife went through a trauma. This is how they brutalised us.
Mr Commissioner, I had not endeavoured at that time to obtain medical assistance
in respect of the assaults inflicted upon me, inasmuch as the torture which I
underwent was rather more - page 12 - a mental one than a physical one. The
respondents did not inflict any injuries upon me of such a nature as to indicate
that I had been beaten up by them. I verily believe that the nature of the
assaults was designed to prevent detection by medical personnel. In all the
circumstances, while I underwent tremendous pain and suffering, I verily believe
that the respondents were skilful enough to inflict injuries upon me that would
not be immediately imminent or apparent. I was unaware until
/I was
I was advised by my legal advisors that I would obtain relief of the present
nature against the security police through the courts. I humbly submit, with
respect, that the present application has now become increasingly urgent,
inasmuch as I am self-employed as a builder in Port Shepstone, and I am
presently involved in a major building contract. Due to my fear of the police,
and because of my harassment, I have not been able to attend to my daily
business. I have been presently living in fear of my life, and because of my
campaign of intimidation by the respondents ... (intervention)
When you say that do you mean in 1980? --- Yes.

Ja. Why don't you just summarise it, rather than reading it, because some of the
things are no more applicable now. --- All right.
If you just said at that particular time. --- At that particular time.
I was what-do-you-call. --- Yes.
Just say it in a short paragraph. --- Ja. At that particular time my house in
Port Shepstone was standing deserted and I am living under cloak of anonymity. I
can no longer tolerate this, and I made this application. And I was a nervous
breakdown. I lost hundreds of thousands of rands because of what happened ...
(inaudible) ... pick you up any part of the day and night, and I lost a lot of
contracts, a lot of money. My wife went through a trauma, and that is - but in
spite of all this, Mr Commissioner, the Judges at that moment they treated the
matter in such a willy-nilly manner. I had advocates and lawyers. They came and
did it on a pro amico basis, free of charge, right, but it cost me time
/and so
and so on, but they had top counsels, they had top senior counsels paid by the
State. But they just treated it
anyhow and they just merely said, "Oh well, the security will not harass you any
more." They gave that assurance. But they still continued, Mr Commissioner.
Okay. Let's go now through this. Is it true that the first respondent of your
tortures was Sergeant Breedt? --- That is right, Mr Commissioner.
Where is he now? Do you know his whereabouts? --- This is it. I understand from
reliable sources, Mr Commissioner, that all these people like Sergeant Breedt,
Sergeant Kerry, are holding important positions in the State Department. Right
up until now they never show no repentance, no remorse. This is how I
understand.
So they are having important positions? --- They are holding important
positions, and also at this juncture I must say the person who was in charge
there was Captain Lawrence, who also played a pivotal role because of my
harassment.
Thank you. Is it true that one of these people who was the third respondent,
Lieutenant Paul Bunyan, was once your friend? --- Yes. As a Christian he
attended to that particular church. He moved with me, but I didn't realise his
modus operandi, that he had hidden agendas. He came into my home and he moved
and he wanted to see my movements and everything, but I regarded him as a
friend. But he played a silent role and he transmitted all the messages to his
other counterparts.
Did you ever share this with your minister because you belonged to the same
church? --- Yes, I did say this, Mr Commissioner, but he was so influential and
/nothing
nothing has happened, because they never see anything bad about it.
So you think that the minister was afraid of him too? --- Yes, regrettably at
that moment in time the ministers never do justice to their spiritual
convictions. Now, when you were tortured from here in Port Shepstone is it true
that you moved to - where did you go to? To Durban? --- I had to go to Durban.
And did you have these people worrying you when you were in
didn't know where - I was living in a cloak of anonymity.
was living, so when I came back they started harassing me.
unknown security members harassed me. Not the same people,

Durban? --- No, they
I didn't tell them I
Unknown - thereafter
unknown people came,

and they usually come at night and put me into unknown - blindfold you, put you
into unknown prisons.
How many times were you detained, Mr Govender? --- I was detained over 20 times.
20 times. Were you detained in different places? --- Yes. The majority of those
places, Mr Commissioner, I didn't know where I was going, because once they
blindfold you they take the right turn, left turn, right turn, right turn, they
go fast, they go slow, and then they lose you, you lose where you are going, and
they get into you, put you in the cell with long-term prisoners, sometimes in
solitary confinement. You don't know where you are. They blindfold you.
You didn't ask other prisoners when they had removed the blinds that where were
you? --- No, they were strictly instructed not to talk to me.
Oh. You did mention that even an African police was /part of
part of that group. Do you know his name? --- Mr Commissioner, with respect, I
don't know his name, but
if - I am sure there is records in the South African Police. This happened in
the 1980s, round about May. I am sure you will get their names.
You say that you were instructed to stand on one leg, and you told them that one
of your legs was injured. What had injured your leg? --- They were not concerned
about that. The more they torment me the more - they had an insatiable obsession
to torment me.
No, I mean, Mr Govender, what was the cause of the injured leg? --- Oh, my
injured leg?
Your injured leg. --- Oh, I fractured it. A brick wall fell on my leg many years
ago ... (INCOMPLETE -CHANGE OF CASSETTES) ... Yes, I am still under medical
treatment because of this mental torture and because of these chemicals. Right
up til now I am taking medication.
Who is your doctor? --- Sorry?
Who is your doctor? --- My doctor is the Port Shepstone Hospital, Scottburgh
Hospital, King Edward Hospital, and Wentworth Hospital.
Has your neck been examined after those steel clamps? --- At that time I didn't
know, Mr Commissioner, that I must go to the medical, but the medical - they did
it in such a way that there was no external injuries. It was more of an internal
torture.
You must have suffered, Mr Govender. What about your wife? Did your wife suffer?
--- Yes. She stood with me thick and thin. I am grateful to her. To compound
this problem we suffered with autonomy. I want to elaborate on this. You know,
the Port Shepstone Town
/Council
Council and all the others gave us autonomy in Marburg,
and because of that it's amazing, it boggles the mind, how the security branch
knows every move of mine. I fought against racial. They said, "You're bringing
the kaffirs into this town. You want completely non-racial town councils." And
then also I tried to report this to the local press, that is the South Coast
Press. I've got cogent evidence of support that the South Coast Press is also
biased in their reporting, they don't give balanced reporting. All this has
compounded my problem, Mr Commissioner. Even right up to this very moment I send
pertinent letters to the South Coast Herald and they don't even worry about

publicising the atrocities and the injustice.
Okay. Anyway, we don't need that now because there is the Truth Commission. --Yes.
In your statement you said that you were helped by one of the legal counsel,
Congress attorneys on the pro amico basis. --- Yes.
Do you remember their names? --- Yes. It was Mr M J Naidoo.
Was your legal counsel? --- Yes.
Where does he live? --- He's in Durban at the moment, M J Naidoo. He's still in
practice.
M J Naidoo. --- And Advocate Aboobaker.
Advocate ... (incomplete) --- Advocate Rajesh Chowdree.
Yes. --- Advocate A B Mohammed also assisted me. Advocate Micky Naidoo.
Okay, don't worry ... (intervention) --- And various others, and Professor
Gearing.
/So how
So how do you feel that you have said your story to the Commission? --- Mr
Commissioner, ladies and gentlemen, I sincerely appreciate that you all - you
know, much of my burden is out, but what I am rather peeved and grieved is those
perpetrators are still holding high portfolios and they never repent or show
remorse, so how I as a born-again can forgive them when they never ask for
forgiveness? Some of these people they only have lip service, but the heart
never change.
So what is your request to the Commission? --- I appeal to this Commission to
seriously look into this matter of checking up on all these perpetrators. On
what moral and legal basis can they hold important positions in the State
Department when they did certain horrendous deeds on us, which is the height of
hypocrisy, and this is some of the things. And some of the members are joined in
IFP and various other organisations that - I don't want to elaborate further
here, but I feel that you should look into this matter, and I prevail upon this
Commission if it's possible, that this Commission will look upon that we'll have
a neutral media where we can articulate our viewpoints and our problems, than
going to these biased presses.
Well, Mr Govender, thank you very much for your story, and you have really
suffered indeed. We can feel for you and your family, and I think you need your family too needs some kind of psychological attention. --- My wife needs it
very badly.
Ja, both of you in fact. --- Mr Commissioner, at this juncture, with your
permission, I seek the indulgence if it's possible that - this medical treatment
is costing
/me hundreds
me hundreds of thousands of rands, and I hope that if this Commission can make
it possible for me to go for expert medical treatment and control my emotions
and epilepsy and loss of memory, I will sincerely appreciate it.
Okay, thank you very much, Mr Govender. We have heard. We shall take your
requests, as we shall be doing with others, to the State President to see if you
cannot get any help. We don't guarantee, we just recommend the requests of the

people. Thank you very much. --- Mr Commissioner, ladies and gentlemen, thank
you for hearing my side of the story. I appreciate it.
---------------------
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---oOo--COMMISSIONER: Can you hear me and understand me, Mrs Memela?
MRS MEMELA: Yes.
COMMISSIONER: You have come - it says you came yesterday from the Murchison
area, and, like those witnesses who told terrible stories and sad stories to us,
you have come to tell us the story of the death of your husband, Elliot Memela.
MRS MEMELA: Yes.
COMMISSIONER: And your son, Nelson Memela, who were both killed in December
1991. Before you tell us that story can you please stand and take the oath.
--------------------HILDA NONSIKELELO MEMELA
DR MAGWAZA: I greet you, Mrs Memela. We are grateful for your presence here. I
will say that you are one of the people who have lost so much. You have lost
your husband, you've lost your son in one month. This is so bad. We know that
you are going through hard times even as you are seated there. We will just ask
for Almighty God to give you strength so you may relate to us your story. Before
we get into the story I would like for you to tell us briefly and concisely
about your family, and how old was your son and your husband when they died, and
how many children do you have now. --- My husband died at 42 years old. I have
one child by the name of Emmanuel Nkosinathi.
This means you had two children. Now is only one left? --- Yes.
I will just also want to ask that where you were residing it looks like it was a
place where there were
/some meetings
some meetings or organisation going on. --- Yes, there were two meetings, two
organisations, Macawu(?) and Inkatha.
Is that the area which had the combination of the two? --- Yes.
According to you were you also members? --- Yes, we eventually became members
because of the circumstances.
Go on and tell us which organisation you belonged to. --- Because my son was
Qabane we also as a result of that became Qabane members along with the father.
Thank you, Mrs Memela. Maybe you'll want to tell us what happened to your
husband in December 1991. --- In December 1991 in the morning of that day he had
already left on Thursday. It was the 5th. I was not feeling well that day. I was
relaxing in my lounge. I was there, and we also had a helper who was working.
She was just coming to help me in the fields at around 10 in the morning. I
heard the telephone ring and I got hold of the telephone. I spoke through and
those were the colleagues at work. They said they don't see him, where is he?
The last time they saw him it was Thursday. I said to them they shall go and ask
from the location where we used to reside in Ekwezi.

I will just want to say something. Were you not living together? --- No. He will
just come to visit or something. He used to come because he had a car. One day
he would go to the location where they were working. I received the telephone
and they said he was not around. After a few minutes, as I was relaxing - I had
said to those whom I said they shall go and look for him in the location, I
asked them to call me back, but they never
/called
called me back. After some time, after one, my sister, who was working at the
hospital in Murchison came, and I told her the story and she said to me she will
go and ask for permission from the hospital and go and look at the location,
especially that Bhekani was also there. My sister left, went to the hospital and
asked for permission to leave, and she went to Harding. When she got there she
found Bhekani, and Bhekani apparently was coming back home to tell us, to give
us the report that the father was missing. After quite some time they came, my
sister and Bhekani. They told me that they cannot locate Memela. Even at work
he's not known and he's not there. After some time my parents came, the Nzimande
family, to find out what was happening. In the morning of Saturday we came back
and hired a kombi and we went to Harding. When we got to Harding we went to the
mortuary. We could not find him. We went to the courts, we could not find him.
We went to the police, we could not find him, and they promised to help us
search for him. On Sunday afternoon -because he went missing on Thursday, then
on Sunday afternoon we had heard nothing. Bhekani said to me, "Mum, let's just
go and find out from the people. The people in the neighbourhood probably could
help us and tell us the whereabouts of my father." And as we were leaving the
house the telephone rang, and we quickly ran back to get the telephone. The
telephone message told us to go to Harding, and when we went to Harding, when we
arrived in Harding they said, "Memela is in the mortuary, but you are not
allowed to see him, the way he is so brutally injured." Truly we stayed in
Harding, and after some time we left, we went back home and reported the matter
that
/Memela
Memela has left us, has died. And at Harding it was said that he cannot be kept
for quite some time in the mortuary because he was brutally injured. (Pause)
Take your time. --- We went back home, and when we got home we waited for the
funeral day. We were told that he will arrive at 12 and we won't be allowed to
look at him because he was so brutally injured. Even when he got home we could
not see him. This is a painful thing, you know, not to be allowed to look at
your husband until he was buried without us seeing and looking at him.
It looks like this has left such a wound in your heart. --- Yes. yes, I have
such a broken heart because I never saw him. We only heard that he was so
injured we could not even see him.
Let me just go back. At the time when the telephone message came to tell you,
who called you? --- It was one guy who was his co-worker at Port Shepstone.
Did you ever find out how he got to know about his death? I mean Mr Gary, the
one who called. --- No, it was from the office, we got the message from the
office when we were leaving on Monday.
Mr Gary called to tell you that Memela was not there. --- Yes.
And then from the office they also called you to tell you that he was dead.
Would you happen to know who gave you that call? --- No, I don't know because I
am not the one who received the message.
One other thing I would like to ask. Did you by any way get the idea of how he
was killed or were there any people who witnessed his death? --- No one
witnessed, especially from the family. Even his brothers never saw

/him, because
him, because he just arrived in the coffin and that was it.
I mean regarding his death. How did he die? That's my question. Who killed him,
if you happen to know? --- All right. The police said there were people who
arrived in the morning and asked has Memela left. They said yes, and apparently
those people waited there by the gate for Memela until late in the afternoon,
because it looks like when he got there he got off the car and he met those
people, and he went to them smiling and laughing because he knew those people
apparently. And the police said, "I was going to tell him that don't go to those
people," because when Memela was talking to those people the other person went
to tell some others who were hiding in the bush to tell them that, "Here's
Memela, he has arrived," Just when the police was going to tell Memela not to go
he could not because the person was just there already to Memela to tell him.
Do you still remember the police? --- No. I just happened to - I just used to
see the police, I don't know the police as such.
Did you ever gain any knowledge of some kind where he was found? --- Yes. He was
recovered in the bush after four days at around four, half past four. He was
found on the fourth day.
Let's go back also. It looks like there is some direction as to who killed your
husband. Please, if you can, tell us who were the suspects, where are they? --They are still around. They are still around and alive.
Do you know their whereabouts? --- Yes.
What surprises me is that these suspects it looks
/like they
like they attended the funeral. --- Yes, they did attend the funeral of the
father. It's only the son that they did not attend his funeral.
When they came to the funeral did you know that they were suspects? --- No, we
did not know, but we already heard from the hearsay.
The suspects, did you know the suspects very well? --- Yes.
And were they also used to your husband? --- Yes, because one of them is the
brother-in-law.
After that, after all this happened, was there any case that was opened? --- No,
there was no case that was conducted.
Did you report the matter to the police? --- Yes, we did report the matter to
the police and nothing was done. It was just absolutely quiet.
The police that you reported the matter to, would you happen to recall them or
one of them? --- No, I don't know those police, because Harding we went to Port
Shepstone. But it was something that was to no avail, it was not taken serious.
Well, let's pass this one. Let's go back to when your husband was killed. It did
not end there, and it also continued to your son right in December. How did that
happen? Let's go to your son. Was your son someone who was involved in
organisations? --- Yes, he was involved in the organisations. He was going to
school to Gamalakhe, and he was being called to Qabane. Our neighbours were
calling him Qabane, so that tells me and it's obvious to say he was a Qabane
member. And the people around were not Qabane members.

/How old
How old was he? --- In December he was 21 years old the very year he died.
I would like for you to explain what happened. --- In 1991, on the 24th in the
afternoon - I think it was about five - my son came and told me that there are
some boys he was attending school with, because he could not see them, and said
one other guy was taking some money to Madlala family, and he said he wanted to
accompany them, and they left. He accompanied them to the house. After some time
they have left the house we were just relaxing at home, because my mother-in-law
was still at home since the funeral of my husband. Around seven my son,
Nkosinathi, said, "Just turn on the TV, Mum, please." When I turned on the TV I
just heard the gunshot. It was around seven. And I heard the gunshot three
times. I ran, I went to my mother-in-law. We switched off the lights and we were
in darkness. We were there up until around eight. We heard the knock suddenly.
It was dark, and you can imagine one is knocking and we were there sitting. Yes
it was my sister-in-law, and she came in and asked, "Where is Bhekani?" I said
to him, "He had left with a group of young men, telling me that they were taking
some money to Madlala." He said, "There were some shootings around that house,
and it looks like Bhekani was also there. Some others ran away, but it looks
like Bhekani was affected. Where is he?" Then one said, "Just call to Mbanjwa."
We called Mbanjwa's place, asking where were the boys. Yes, the boys were there
already. And we called Mbambo's place and they said Mbambo's boy was there
already. And then I asked around, "What should I do now because Bhekani is not
yet back, especially after those
/"three
three gunshots?" We were there up until the next morning. We could not sleep. As
we were still there we just heard
a knock suddenly, and it was one of my sister-in-laws telling me that Bhekani
was sleeping around somewhere in the neighbourhood, lying down. We went there.
When we got there I found Bhekani lying there, and we sat down. We sat there for
quite some time up until the police arrived, and the children said they can
actually show us the perpetrators, those marauders, and the police said, "Where
will you live after pointing those people, after identifying those people,
because it won't be peaceful?" Then that was scary enough for the children not
to identify those children. They were still around, the perpetrators. After some
time the car that carries the corpse from the police station came and took the
corpse, and there is nothing that we gave to the police. There was no statement
whatsoever that was made to the police up until to this day.
Your story is pathetic and very sad. If I should ask, I know spiritually you are
not feeling well, your soul is disturbed. Bhekani left with some boys. Were they
belonging to one political organisation? --- Yes.
They went to Madlala. Was that a house or what? --- Yes, it was a house that
also belonged to the same organisation.
At the time when you called to these houses to find out where was Bhekani did
they have any knowledge as to what happened to your son? --- No, they did not
have any knowledge or idea as to what happened to my son, because in the morning
they were running, they came to tell us that something has happened around the
ground.
/It looks
It looks like there are some suspects here, those who shot Bhekani, and the
surnames of the suspects are the same that shot your husband? --- Yes, they are
the same.
And it also appears as if the one who shot Bhekani used others' cars, not his
car, or what? --- I know the people who were in the car, and one of them since

flee, and one of the children said he was going to identify the perpetrators and
he flee, and up to this day we don't know where his whereabouts. There is one
other, but he is not around.
But do you know his name? --- Yes, I know his name.
Maybe you should
you please tell
Yes, there's one
Bhekani's place,

furnish us with the names. Those who said witnessed this, can
us the names if there were any who witnessed this scene? --girl who was getting out, because those people were coming from
where Bhekani's big brother was.

And that girl, tell us about that girl. Just explain clearly. Does that girl
know the names? --- Yes, she knows the names.
We'll also like to have those names. One other thing you are saying is that
during his funeral the police were there present, apparently watching and moving
around. Why? --- No, it's because the situation was not stable at that time. We
were sleeping at the hospital. That's where we were going all the time. Things
were bad. That's why we were under the police security. We had actually asked
the police to secure us.
Did you open any case or something? --- Yes, we did go to the police, but it was
just to no avail. Up
/until to
until to this day we have heard nothing, because each time you say anything
about ANC they will say, "No, don't say anything, just keep quiet." Nothing was
ever done.
The police that you went to are the same police that you went to in Port
Shepstone regarding your husband? --- We went to report in Port Shepstone, and
Harding as well. It looked like in Harding the perpetrators are from Murchison.
That's the picture we got. They left Murchison for Harding.
So it means even now no police that you know, or what? --- No.
Now, I would like to direct all this to you now, because it appears like you
health condition is not good. What changed in your life after these events? --In 1993 I was attacked by the sugar diabetes. I used to go to another doctor in
Port Shepstone. He told me - he diagnosed me and told me that I have the sugar
diabetes. After that I went to Murchison to some doctors, and they told me that
I have BP. I am not so well, especially after this. Spiritually I am affected,
and physically I am affected. There is just nothing good for me, because it was
about the time when my child was going to complete, so all this affect me and I
went through difficult times, especially that he was the eldest.
Are you working? Do you have any part-time jobs or what? --- No, I am not
working. Even when my husband died at the time I was not working, I was a
housewife. And now it's even worse because my health condition is not good. The
Nzimande family is helping me.
Emmanuel is a student. In what standard is he? --- Standard three.
/Thank you
Thank you very much, Mrs Memela, for everything you have told us, and explaining
this in such a difficult situation. We have heard and we have seen your requests
in your statement, one regarding your health, one regarding the assistance for
financially for Emmanuel's fees at school. As we always say to other witnesses,
we gather all this information and we will forward it to the State President,
and we will put forth the recommendations as well, and we will take it from
there and see what happens and what assistance you get. Thank you very much.

We'll give over to my next colleague.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Mrs Memela, it's difficult to know the words to say to you because
of the terrible suffering that you have experienced. To lose your husband and
your son, both of them brutally murdered, is a terrible thing, and we can only
imagine how you must feel. We can also imagine how helpless and powerless you
must feel when you know that the people who did this are still walking around
freely, and there must be many other people in this country who feel that same
sense of helplessness when they know that so many people who committed these
terrible crimes are walking around free today. We will try to investigate why
those people who killed your son and your husband were not charged, and we will
request the police to investigate them. We note also from your statement that
your husband was working at the time of his death, and he was the breadwinner of
the family, and now you have lost his support as well as his companionship. And
we will - as my colleague, Dr Magwaza, has said, we will be making
recommendations to the Government as to how people
/like you
like you should be assisted. So we thank you very much again for coming in and
telling us your story today. Thank you very much.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: We welcome both of you here today, Mrs Bashadile Agnes Vezi and
Mrs Balinganisile Vezi. You have come to the Commission today to tell us a story
about the death of family members, and you are related I understand, and you
will both be telling about different aspects of the same incident, where both of
you lost members of your family.amily. The first person to give evidence then is
Mrs Agnes Vezi, and before you tell us that story please could you stand and
take the oath.
--------------------BASHADILE AGNES VEZI (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
MRS GCABASHE: I can see you well, Mrs Vezi. Good morning, Mrs Vezi. Can you hear
me? --- Yes, I can hear you.
Firstly I would like to thank you, both of you, for having been able to come
before the Commission to tell us about your painful experiences, especially you,
Mrs Bashadile, because of the loss that you have suffered. Maybe before we get
deep into the matter may you please tell us more about your family. Are you
married, do you have children, and so on? Thank you. --- Firstly I would like to
thank you for having given me a chance to come openly. I am Mrs Vezi from
Jolvedi, at Hlatsuthankuku. I have five children. I am married in the Vezi
family.
Can you tell us more about your children? --- The first one is Elizabeth Vezi.
She is born in 1972. One passed away, I am not going to mention her. I am only
going to mention the ones who are still alive.
What is Elizabeth doing at the moment? --/Elizabeth
Elizabeth is looking for work, and she is not working at the moment.
Who is the next one? --- The next one is Nhlaganipho Obed Vezi.
What

is

this

one

doing?

---

He

is

studying.

He

is

doing

first

year

in

management. He is studying through Damelin. The second one is doing standard 10.
I am sorry you said - you said the one was doing standard 10. He is the third
one. What is his name? --- His name is Nhlaganipho.
The third one is doing standard 10. What is his name? --- His name is Thabani.
The fourth one is Thandiswe Vezi. He is doing standard seven. The fifth one is
doing standard four.
What is his name? --- It's Zanele.
Standard four, yes. She is doing standard four. Are you working? --- No.
Is your husband? --- Yes, he's working.
How old was Xolani at the time of the incident? --- He was 18 years old.
Can you explain to us exactly
like to ask what was happening
nothing was happening. It was
morning, about half past five
children to leave for school.
from a hill, above the hill.

what preceded before the incident? Maybe I would
at the community at that time? --- I can say that
during 1990, March the 6th. It was early in the
in the morning, and I was just preparing for the
We heard a woman shouting from a distance, just

But before we get into the story can you tell us more about Xolani, about his
involvement up to the stage where you get the message that he was killed? --The
/previous
previous day we were with him. It was on Monday and we were burying one of the
members of our family.
Is it a relative? --- Yes, this is a relative. During the evening, at about half
past two, after the funeral, Xolani came to me to tell me that he is going back
home.
Where was this home? --- It was Hlatsuthankuku.
This funeral was not at Hlatsuthankuku? --- No, it was there, but it was a
different place.
You may continue. --- When I left the place for home I couldn't see that not all
my children are at home. Besides I was tired, I just went into my bedroom. I
couldn't even wash myself.
Early in the morning, as the children were preparing to go to school, I heard a
shout from a mountain. They were asking whether Xolani is at home, and one of my
children said, "I am still going to look for him," and then later he came back
to say he is not around at home. And then they told us that we should go to the
mountain to search. When I get out they told me that I should take a blanket,
and then I went back to the house to get a blanket. And I thought maybe
something bad has happened. I took out a bath and poured some water to wash. I
took this blanket and followed the other people as they were running towards the
mountain. When I arrived at the scene I realised that my son was lying on the
ground and he was dead. I tried to turn him and took off his shoes. The others
said I must sit down, and the people started arriving. While I was sitting on
the ground my brother-in-law went to call the police. He was accompanied by
other men whom I don't remember. People were crying, but
/I was
I was confused, I wasn't even crying. When the police arrived my brother-in-law

was just walking around picking some cartridges on the ground where he was
killed, and then he showed these cartridges to a policeman by the name of
Khumalo, but he said these would not assist them because they don't have the
numbers. The policeman called the young boys who were standing by and he asked
them where were they from together with Xolani, and they told him that they went
to attend a meeting, an ANC meeting in that area. They said while they were
coming back from the meeting they were shot. It was becoming dark and they
couldn't see the person who was shooting at them. They were just chanting and
going home. "We scattered at the time of the shooting and we didn't know where
the others ran to. We ran to our homes and we didn't know that Xolani has been
shot dead. We just heard the next morning when he was found that he was shot
dead." The police took the body away and we went back home. Then we started
calling relatives to tell them about the death. The first one to call was Sipho
Vezi and other people. Then they came back home and we started making
preparations for the funeral. That was on Tuesday and Wednesday. Then on
Thursday my brother said they were going to the meeting with ANC where they will
arrange for police to come and guard the house during the funeral because we are
afraid. Then on the day of the funeral they brought the cops back. After the
funeral there were many people. There were children from different schools. They
came with buses. There were so many people. As I said, after the funeral my
brother-in-law, Sipho, took his in-laws into a car to take them back home
because it was late. He took his
/child who
child who was three years old. It took a long time and he didn't come back, and
we were starting to worry as to what had happened to him. As we were sitting
down confused, not knowing what was happening, some people came running to
report that there had been some shooting. We get confused because he didn't come
back. Then another person came to tell us Sipho has been shot, and we asked who
shot him. They said he has been shot by Chief Kawulengweni Mkhize. He was
accompanied by his brother and his son. We asked what happened when he was shot.
He asked the attackers what he had done. They just followed him and shot him,
and he fall on the road, and they came back and stabbed him with some spears.
When we asked whether he was dead they refused to tell the truth, saying that he
didn't did, but that was a lie because he really died. And we asked where is the
little child. One of my brothers-in-law started running towards the place. We
heard that Sipho's wife was travelling in another car. After Sipho's wife had
arrived they just discovered that Sipho is dead and he was lying on the road.
After that time we heard that the other one has been killed too.
Who is this one? --- This is Malachius Vezi. So many things happened at the same
time. After we discovered that Malachius has been shot ... (intervention)
What happened to Malachius? Did he survive the shooting? --- We didn't know at
that time whether he survived or not. After some time he came to be with us. The
chief at that area said we have to leave the area because he's coming to burn
down our houses. When Sipho's wife arrived we could not believe what had
happened, and then we waited until the next morning. People arrived and
/they were
they were surprised that Sipho has been shot dead, and they said we mustn't go
anywhere, and then we had to stay at home the whole day.
Who is this person having family at Umlazi? --- It's Sipho's wife. At about half
past two in the evening we asked people to take us by their cars out of the
place, and people refused to take us and they said we have to come to the road
to get the car. But it was difficult to get there because we have to pass the
place where Sipho was killed. While we were still sitting there we heard a group
of people singing the Inkatha songs. This was an Inkatha stronghold, and we have
already heard that they were coming to burn us. We got out of the house together
with my mother-in-law and my husband, and my husband was very confused at the
time, and we started running away. We couldn't even lock the houses, we were

just holding a lamp and we were running away. We didn't know which way to take.
We ran up the hill and we decided to go to my family where I were born. We
didn't know how to reach the place, we just have to run up the hill, and these
people could see us running. When they arrived at home they could see that there
was no longer anybody there, they could only see the stock and the houses, and
when they looked up the hill they could see us, and they were shouting, "There
are the people we are looking for." And we continued to run. They ran so fast I
got so tired I sit down. They waited for me, but I catch up with them. We
started running and get into the bushes. We get inside, there was mud, and we
hide there. Then we heard a car passing. We ran out of the bushes and went to
another place. We were running through the bushes, we
/couldn't
couldn't use the roads or the paths. And then we ran to the family, where we
didn't use the gate, we have to come from the back yard to get into the house
and hide.
Did they follow you? Were they running after you? --- Yes, they were running
after us. They were driving a car. We could only hear the sound of an engine,
but we couldn't see the car. When we were in the house my mother came to greet
us. They had already heard the news that we have been attacked. After some time
people came to ask whether we were not in the home, and my mother refused,
telling them that there were no people in this house. In the evening we were
preparing to sleep. I was so tired myself. While we were still sitting there
Malachius arrived. He had bandaged his hand. We didn't know whether he was still
alive or not, but it happened that he arrived, and he said to us our house is
burning. He said when he reached to a neighbour's house he was told that we ran
away, and he was told that he must also run away because the people are coming
to search for our relatives, so they might find him. Therefore he started
running, following us. At home my father tried to arrange a transport for us to
run away, but most of the people refused to give us their cars. Later the next
morning we got a car and we ran to Umlazi location. And we stayed at Umlazi.
Are you still staying at Umlazi? --- Yes, we are still staying there.
Let's go back a bit. You said you find some cartridges which were used. Did you
ever get an answer as to which kind of gun was used? --- No, we couldn't get any
information. You said Xolani had his friends, one of
/them was
them was Thembelani. Do you still remember these friends? Are they still around?
--- Yes, they are still around.
Do you know where Thembelani is? --- Yes, I know where he is. However, there is
not a single one of his friends who could come out and tell us, because most of
them have - after the incident they decided to join the Inkatha, so they never
wanted to meet us again. They just didn't want to mix with us after the
incident.
You said when you ran over the hill there were some people with you. Who were
they? When you went to inspect the body. --- Malachius Vezi was one of them, and
his sister, Albertina Vezi, and some other people. There were many, I can't
count them.
Are these people still around? --- Yes, they are still around.
Did you ever reported the matter to the police? --- We couldn't go to police to
report the matter. The last police we saw are those Khumalo, who came to pick
the body after they found Thulani's body.
This Khumalo, is he the one who said these bullets cannot be identified because
they don't have numbers? --- Yes, it's him.

From which police station was he? --- He was from Highflats. And he also told us
that he is not going to handle the case, the case will be under Mr Mthembu. We
don't even know this policeman, Mthembu.
Do you know where this Khumalo is at the moment? --- I don't know. I last saw
him at that time.
Did this Mthembu came to see you? --- No, he didn't.
You said he was shot by the chief, Chief
/Kawulengweni
Kawulengweni Mkhize. Is it the chief who shot him? What did he say? Is he still
alive? --- No, he is still around. He's not around, but there are some people
who are working with him.
Would you like to mention their names? If you don't feel like it, you don't want
to mention their names, you don't have to. --- I'm afraid I can't mention their
names.
Thank you, it's okay if you can't mention their names. --- The chief himself,
when we were going to the court, he was harassing me.
Can you explain how he harassed you? --- Normally when he used to see me when we
had to go to court about this case he used to say, "I am going to shoot you,"
and I used to ask him, "What have I done? Can you tell us why you are killing
us?" He said, "I am still going to kill you because I now know where you are
staying." He said, "I will search you until I find you, and I will kill the
whole of your family because you are bad people." Therefore we couldn't attend
Sipho's case.
May we just go back? Did you get a death certificate, Xolani's death
certificate? --- Yes, but because we were running, always running on the move,
it got lost. The police who helped me to acquire the death certificate was Mr
Mlawu.
Do you remember what was written in the death certificate? --- I can't remember.
Was there any inquest conducted in relation to the case? --- They didn't conduct
any inquest. I always wanted to know as to who killed my child and why he was
killed, but I don't know at the moment as to what
/happened.
happened.
You mentioned all the names of your children. How were they affected by the
death of their brother? --- The children were greatly affected, especially his
younger sister, Elizabeth. She was grown up at that time. She got confused at
that time, and during that day she was doing standard 10, and she had to drop
out from school the whole year. She have to leave the school and attend another
school. Even there she couldn't go to school very well, and it was also
difficult for me to send them to school because I wasn't working.
How is she at the moment? You said she is now working. How is she at the moment?
--- Yes, she is not working. She would like to go back to school.
Mrs Bashadile Vezi, we have heard the evidence as to what happened during those
days as you have suffered losses as a family. As we can see the person sitting
next to you is coming to tell the same story I will take back everything to the
Commissioner.

--------------------COMMISSIONER: Thank you, Mrs Vezi. Is it your sister who will now continue with
- sister-in-law will continue with her story. Before you give your evidence can
you please stand and take the oath?
--------------------BALINGANISILE VEZI (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
MR LACKS: Good morning, Mrs Vezi. Thank you for coming. --- Good morning.
Can you hear me properly through that? --- Yes.
We've heard your sister-in-law tell a lot of the story so far, but there are
some aspects that you know about that I'd like you to tell us about if that's
possible. Before you start if you could just tell us a little bit about your
family, your husband and your children and so on. Your husband was Sipho
Chrisentos Vezi, your late husband. --- Yes. He was 30 years old.
How many children did you have together? --- One child.
How old is that child? --- He is nine years old.
What work was your husband doing at the time? --- He was studying at Ngoyi,
doing his junior degree in social work. He was in the third year in 1990.
Your nine-year-old, is he at school at the moment? --- Yes, he is at school.
And what do you do? --- I am a teacher.
And you're presently working as a teacher? --- Yes, that's correct.
Now, we've heard the story about the sad death of Xolani, your nephew, and it
was following on that, and
/following
following after the funeral of Xolani, that your husband took some people to
their homes. --- Yes.
And he went to a different area. Tell us where that place was that he was going
to. --- At that evening after the funeral he has to take his mother back home.
That was my mother, his mother-in-law. He said, "I am leaving," and I asked him,
"Why don't you ask your brother to borrow you the bigger car so that you can
carry all the people?" He said, "I am busy now, I am in a hurry. I will just
take the small car." And then he took his car. And then the young child started
crying, saying, "My daddy's coming," and then "I want to go with you, Daddy."
And then my husband said, "Bring him in," and then they took the child with
them. We sat at home waiting for him to come and pick the others back to their
homes, but he never returned and we got so worried. Later one gentleman came - I
don't remember his surname - and he said there has been some shooting up there.
He said some went down the slopes. We were so confused because Sipho went to the
same direction. After some few minutes someone again came to say that Sipho has
been shot. They said he was shot next to the chief's place, and we asked who
shot him. He said the chief was also there. I was so afraid and confused, then I
started running towards the direction of the chief's place. When I arrived at
the road I stand trying to stop the cars. The cars didn't stop and I started
walking on foot. Another car came and I tried to stop it, and he asked me where
I am going and I told the driver that, "I heard there's been some shooting, I am
just going to investigate," and the man said, "No, go back. I will go and
investigate myself." And I said to

/him, "Look,
him, "Look, there is my child in the car. I have to go." And he said to me,
"Okay, you can come in." And I got into the car and we started moving. When we
arrived at the scene there were so many people who were singing. There was
noises, this kind of violent noises. When we were about to reach the chief's
shop I said to the driver, "There is Sipho." I could see his body lying on the
road. And then he said, "We mustn't stop then. We have to pass," and I said to
him, "No, we have to. I have to go to him." And he said, "No, we have to go to
the police first." We got off and there were police at the moment at the scene.
There was an ambulance. People were moving up and down and everything. It was
just confused situation. He insisted that we should first go to the police to
escort us to this place. Then we went to the police. We asked them that, "We are
looking for a gentleman who was driving on that car which have just overturned,
it was the car that was overturned." And the police said, "No, okay, we'll try
and look for you." They left the place. Just as they left we heard two gunshots.
I became so afraid, and the driver said, "Don't be afraid. The police are
around, they won't shoot us." We waited, and the police came back to say that
there is no young child there. At that time we could see people running as if
they were sort of running after someone, and they were coming towards our
direction. They were making noise, someone saying like, "I have been defeated by
someone. Someone has defeated me." It looked as if they were following someone,
but we couldn't see the person. They passed us and the chief was in their
company. This driver asked the chief's brother, and he asked them respectfully,
"The Honourable, we would
/"like to
like to ask you something," and he asked, "That car which you have overturned,
there was a child inside. Do you know exactly where the child is?" They said to
us, "Go and look for the child somewhere at the shop." Then we asked the police
to escort us back to the crowd. It was becoming late and dark. We went to the
direction of the shop, and when we arrived we stopped and parked the car. I got
off the car. I knew the place because I was staying there, and I know most of
the people who were at the shop, and one gentleman by the name of Cele came to
me. He said, "You mustn't make noise," as I was shouting, asking for my child.
And he said to me, "You keep quiet, shut up, you're making noise here." He
pulled out something like a knobkerrie. He acted as if he wanted to hit me with
this knobkerrie and I ran back to the car. And the driver of the car said, "No,
what are we going to do?" and he started the engine of the car and we wanted to
run away, and then someone advised us not to run away because they are going to
shoot at us. And the chief came back and he asked us, "What's happening? What do
you want here?" The driver explained that, "I am with my neighbour and we are
looking for a child." The chief said, "Come and take the child." No, first he
asked us where are we coming from, what's our surname, and we told him from the
Vezi family, and he said, "Which Vezi?" I kept quiet, and he said, "Who is your
father?" and I said, "My father is Mathewu," and he said, "Come." I told him, "I
am afraid," and he said, "Come, they won't do anything to you," and in the
company of the chief we went up the stairs in his shop. When I arrived I found
my daughter, and she was asking, "Where is my father?" My child was in the
company
/of one
of one lady, and I took my child from this lady. The chief accompanied us, and I
said to the chief, "He was with his father. Where is his father?" and the chief
said to me, "We have shot that one." Those are the words from the chief's mouth.
We got out and he said to me, "Your child is clever." I said, "Thank you," and
he said to me, "Then listen to me. You must go and tell your relatives that I
don't want them in my place. If they don't go away I am going to burn them. They
have to leave my place." I went back into the car and we drove back home. When I
arrived at home I explained to them what happened. They couldn't believe it.
They said, "This cannot happen." My brothers went to Highflats at that night.
When they arrived there they were told that Sipho's body has been taken to the

mortuary. We stayed at home and some relatives started arriving, and they
couldn't believe the chief's words. They said, "They can't do such a thing. They
can't burn these houses. They have already killed someone. How they come and
burn our houses?" We stayed at our home until Sunday. The situation was bad. I
told them, "I think we should go to Umlazi at my place." Unfortunately the elder
people didn't believe that anything could happen so they insisted that we stay,
and we stayed until the evening. In the evening then we got some messages that
the chief is coming to kill us, and then we decided to look for a car to leave
the place. We sat their waiting.
The story now is about how you were chased, and you ran and you went to another
place. Just in the interests of time if you'd allow me to interrupt you so that
we could move on to the story. Now, in your statement the
/matter
matter was reported to the Highflats Police Station, is that correct? In other
words your husband's death. There was a case that was actually opened. It
started at Highflats Police Station, and then at a later time they went to the
Scottburgh Court. Is that correct? --- Yes, that is true. The case was opened at
Highflats. Since we ran away we didn't even know where to bury the deceased, and
we had to bury the deceased at Mariannhill. He spent about two weeks at the
mortuary because we didn't have a place to bury him. All this troubled me. We
started preparation for the funeral and we find a place at Mariannhill, and we
had to go to Ixopo to fetch the deceased, and he was buried at Mariannhill, and
a case was opened at Highflats. The first hearing of the case was at Ixopo. We
went to Ixopo. The way the people in the company of the chief were treating us
was so horrible. On the first hearing we were told that the case would be
postponed and we would be told when to come back to court. During 1991, in that
year, we didn't know what was happening, everything just got quiet, until 1993
January we got a message that the case will be heard at Scottburgh Court. We
went to Scottburgh. At that time I was at school and studying. I was doing my
final year doing a teaching diploma. I went to college during 1992. In 1993 I
was doing my third year. And we were told that the first hearing will be on the
2nd of February. We attended the case. We were badly treated in court by the IFP
people, and that is still something that I can't forget. And they insulted us
and called us by different names, and they used to say I mustn't get into to
court, I have to stay outside. And then the case just finished like that.
/I didn't
I didn't know what happened. And it was decided on the 17th of February. We used
to go to court every day. Somewhere on the 8th - someone who was traumatised by
this matter was Sipho's mother, and she died at the time at home, and there was
nobody at the time of her death at home. We were not at home because we went to
court for the hearing, and when we came back we were told that our mother has
passed away.
We really do sympathise. If you could just help us, what was Sipho's mother's
name? --- It was Valencia Mashezi Vezi. She died in our absence. We were at
court. As I have explained when we arrived at home they told us she died at
about two in the afternoon. The people, those who were in the chief's side,
harassed us. We were seriously harassed. I don't know whether we also got
psychologically affected, but it was a serious situation. When I had to go back
to school I was confused, and the rector had to release me, saying I must go
back home, I mustn't study during that year, and I have to stay for a year out
of school. During 1993 I couldn't go to school and I couldn't work, and I had to
go back to school during 1994. I can say that's the end of this traumatic story.
Thank you, Mrs Vezi. Just if I could ask one or two other questions just to
follow up on one or two issues please. The people that were accused ...
(inaudible) --- Yes, that is true. We were trying to call the people at Ixopo to
sort of give us a death certificate. Their reply was not good. They were saying
to us that, "Go and fetch the death certificate at the Comrades." We didn't know

who wrote the reply, but what we got is that we should go back to the Comrades
to find a death
/certificate.
certificate. And we tried to ask them and kindly request them to give us the
certificate. We only used the removal of a corpse to collect his body. The
problem was we couldn't bury him without a death certificate. We used to phone,
call them and try to get them to give us a certificate. They said, "We won't
bring the certificate to you, you must come and pick it up." Unfortunately we
are afraid to go because we have to go via the place where we were attacked, and
we asked them to meet us halfway so that we can meet on the way so they can give
us the certificate. Therefore we had to meet them at Umzinto. We were from
Umlazi and they were from Highflats, and we met at Umzinto to collect the death
certificate after the body had spent about two weeks at the mortuary.
You also
help you
--- Yes,
That was

told us that you had to get the assistance of the lawyer, Mlaba, to
get that death certificate. Do you remember that? Do you confirm that?
that is true. We went to the lawyers to ask for Xolani's certificate.
- yes, that was Xolani's certificate.

Just one or two other small questions. You've indicated, and it's obvious to us,
that you yourself have been quite affected about these deaths and about the
burning of your homes, and having to go back to Umlazi and be chased away from
that area. How has this affected your child, this nine-year-old? It must have
been quite difficult for her to see what happened to her father. --- The child
was still young at the moment, but now since he has grown up he said, "Now I am
grown up I will take a gun and shoot the people who killed my dad." This shows
that really it's in his mind that there are some
/people
people who killed his dad. He always complained that, "Now that I am grown up,
and I will do something, I will kill them."
Just for the record, what was the outcome of the court case? --- I will say that
I couldn't even get into court. They were always saying things, saying like, "A
Comrade cannot stand before us." And they said that Sipho was trying to shoot
the chief and the chief's people shot him. And they were saying they were
protecting themselves, that it was self-defence. Unfortunately I am afraid
because I don't know why Sipho was - we heard that Sipho was shooting at them,
but I wasn't satisfied because we didn't know that Sipho had a gun, and they
just have to keep me outside of court. They said, "Since you are the one who
instituted the case you have to stay outside of court," and then from the
beginning until the 17th I was always outside the court.
Who was it at the court who told you to stay out? Was it the Magistrate or the
prosecutor, or ... (incomplete) --- This was a policeman by the name of Dlamini
from Ixopo.
Was he the investigating officer? --- I should say so, because he was the one
who used to come, and every time we got to court he was always there.
You see, if I could just explain to you so you understand. Normally in court
when a person is going to be a witness they usually wait outside so they don't
hear the rest of the evidence and then can make up their story to suit that
evidence. That's just a rule of the court. But it's sad that nobody sat down and
explained this to you properly. --- What worried me a lot is that I
/didn't
didn't even get a chance to get into court. I just stayed in court until the end
of the case, and I was just told the case is over. They didn't even ask me a
question. I couldn't answer anything. Even now it's still a question. I don't

understand how that could happen. That worries me a lot. I still need an answer
as to why they kept me outside of the court.
I am sorry the prosecutor didn't explain to you what he should have told you. I
don't have any further questions, Chairperson, thank you.
--------------------DR MAGWAZA: I would like to ask Mrs Vezi, after you lost your son how were you
affected by this? --- My health deteriorated because I couldn't do some of
things that I used to do at home. I used to be a hawker, but because I was
physically and psychologically affected I couldn't continue with the work. And I
don't know how to support my children. They are going to school and my husband's
pay is not enough.
Does it mean that you were so affected that you couldn't do anything to help
yourself? --- Yes, I can't do anything, like my elder - my sister is the one
who's helping me. I don't know what to do to help me to survive and continue
with life.
What I would like to say to both of you is that as you are sitting there we all
can see that you have been victimised and harassed, and we know that normally
people like you who have through such difficulties are normally affected
psychologically. There is a need therefore for you to get some medical help,
either from psychologists or psychiatrists. One other thing is that we as
parents we
/normally
normally don't see that also our children they get affected because we don't
observe them at the early ages of their life. Therefore I would like to ask both
the families to try and seek help to be treated psychologically. Thank you.
--------------------DR MGOJO: When you talk about the Nhlakuku place it's a place that I know
personally. I also know the time. I know what happened at Ixopo. People were
shot at Ixopo in town. I would like to go back to Xolani's incident. You said he
was in the company of this young man, Thembelani. Where is this Thembelani? If
we may like maybe to contact Thembelani where can we find him? --- He is at
Umlazi.
Where in Umlazi? --- At G Section. He is working. He is working in town at Lake
Victoria, Jabulani Security.
What is this Jabulani? --- This is a butchery.
Is this butchery at Umlazi? --- It's at Durban, at Victoria Street.
This woman - I am back now onto Balinganisile Vezi. Do you know this woman who
was with your child? --- It was at night and I didn't recognise her looks, but
she knows me. My child said she was always comforting the child, saying,
"Thula," to this child, so that means that she knows me, but I didn't see her.
Does it mean that it's a woman who's staying just like in that place? --- Yes.
This gentleman who wanted to give you a clap. Where is he? --- Yes, he's at
Jolivet. I think he's still staying there, but it's a place which we don't
frequent, so I don't know.
/Since
Since
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Magistrate who was trying the case? --- I don't know the name.
Who is the chief in that place at the moment? --- I don't know, since the one
that I know passed away.
You said your house was burned down. Who is staying in that place? --- I don't
know, but there were some people staying there. We heard that some people had
started building their houses in that place, but they haven't yet built anything
where we were staying.
Was this garden yours? --- Yes, it was.
Bashadile said you would like some help to find a place to stay. Are you still
prepared to go back to that place? --- No, I am not prepared to go back. I am
afraid.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Mrs Vezi, just for the record, is it correct that after you had
picked up your child from Chief Mkhize's house it was the next evening that your
house was burnt down? --- The day in which Sipho was shot is the day I got my
child. The house was burnt on the following day. It was Sunday. Sipho was killed
on Saturday. The following day, as the chief had already said that he doesn't
want us at his place, he's going to burn us, he burned the house on Sunday. And
he took all the belongings which were in the house because we couldn't take
anything while we were running away.
Were you in the house when it was attacked by the group of people who burnt it?
--- No, we heard them coming. We heard the noises and then we ran out of the
house. When they burnt the house at that time we were all
/gone.
gone. There was no one in the
belongings and some livestocks.

house.
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We want to thank you both very, very much for coming in today to tell us this
very, very sad and tragic story about the death of your son and the death of
your husband. It's a shocking thing that that happened, that after your son was
killed that somebody who attended the funeral, somebody who was assisting with
funeral-goers, should himself also have been shot. And this is a theme that we
have seen all over this country, where people have died in political violence,
or as a result of assassinations, and at their funeral, which should be a time
for quietness and mourning, and for people to be together, a time when they
should be respected, it often has happened that they have been attacked at those
funerals, and even the funeral-goers themselves have been killed. And this is
what happened to your husband, and it's a terrible thing that people are able to
do this to each other, that there is such disrespect for human life, and such
hate, and that there are such high levels of political intolerance in our
community. And in many parts of this province, of course, that has not changed,
and we think of the victims of the Shobani massacre, who cannot come to this
Commission because that happened beyond 1993. And we think of the people who
died in massacres recently in Donnybrook, and we realise that there are still
very powerful forces in this province of people do not want reconciliation at
all, but people who want total political domination. And when we hear stories
like yours it should make us all the more determined that these sorts of things
should never ever happen again. So you have both given us a very clear picture
of what life was like in those days, and we hope that you have got some strength
and support from each other by the fact that you have been able to give your
story together on the stage. You've heard my colleague, Dr Magwaza, saying that
people like you really should seek psychological assistance, and if you want
assistance in that regard you can contact the Commission, and we will be able to
point you in the right direction and to assist you with that. So once again we
thank you very, very much for coming and having the courage to share your story

with us today. Thank you very much.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: You are Felix Thulani Kheswa, is that right?
MR KHESWA: Yes.
COMMISSIONER: Can you hear me? Who is with you on the stage today, Mr Kheswa?
MR KHESWA: My mother.
COMMISSIONER: We welcome and greet you both. You have also come to tell us more
details about this terrible story which we have heard from Mrs Dlamini. Mrs
Dlamini, as you heard, lost her daughter in that incident. You were lucky enough
not to lose your life, and you can tell us some of the terrible things which you
experienced on that day. Before you tell us that can you stand and take the oath
please, or if you find it difficult to stand - I see that - can you manage to
stand? Or please be seated. --------------------FELIX THULANI KHESWA (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
MRS GCABASHE: Good afternoon my son, Thulani, and your mother. It's difficult to
keep listening to such sad stories, but we would like to thank you for, after
having gone through this, still you are brave enough to come forth to tell the
truth, and open up and ventilate. We consider very brave. Because Thulani is the
one who will be testifying I would ask you, Thulani, to tell me concisely about
your family. I have already seen your mum, but please tell us briefly about your
family. --- I don't have a father, I only have a mother, and I have my sisters
and brothers, and also nephews and cousins.
How many are you in your family? Let's first begin with your brothers and
sisters. How many are you? --/If I am
If I am not mistaken ... (intervention)
No, in your family, just your family, not remote. --- We are eight.
How many are the boys? --- Three.
Girls? --- Five.
Are there any who still attend school? --- Yes, my one sister is attending
school, and she is in standard seven.
Is she the youngest? --- Yes.
What about others, what are they doing? Are they working or ... (incomplete) --Yes, one is working and others are no longer working.
One is working and others are no longer working. Oh, so that it's one who's
working? What about mother? --- No, my mum is on pension, is no longer working.
Thulani, we've already heard briefly about what happened that day when preparing
to go to Ulundi. Now I will ask you to tell us about what concerns you. Tell us
what concerns you about that day. Where were you coming from that day, and how
did you get there to Dlamini, where you were injured? --- You know, there was
going to be a trip to Ulundi, a youth trip, and I also left home and I went to
where the youth was gathered so we could board the bus.
Were you alone? --- Yes, I was alone. When I got there I found that they were

singing, the youth was singing, but I was not singing for the choir, I was just
standing outside the yard. Others were singing inside. When they were singing we
heard gunshots.
Where were you at that time when you heard the sound of a gun? --- I was
outside, as I have said, because
/part of
part of that house was completely built and the other was not, so I was outside.
So as they were still singing we just heard the gunshots. When we heard that as
I was outside we just saw people approaching running, storming in from corners,
shooting already, coming to us from the house that was not completely built.
Did you see those people? How were those people? --- No, I did not see those
people exactly because they had the uniforms on, the camouflage sort of thing
on. When they approached they were already shooting. Those who were outside ran,
and it was difficult for me run because I was going to be so obvious that I am
running, especially as I was standing under the light, electricity light. So one
of those who were shooting followed me, just approached, came to me, and shot me
- and shot me at my foot. Suddenly I could not use my foot, it was numb. I went
to my sisters, the other girls who were sleeping already, they were lying down
there, and I went to join them, and I just knelt. I knelt and I tried to crawl
to the bedroom inside the house to hide.
Where were you hit? --- No, I was shot on my right foot.
Down or upper? --- No, just down, lower.
And what happened after that? --- This went on. They were shooting for quite
some time, and now there was just confusion and we were running around, and they
were also running away.
According to you how long did it take for these shootings? How long did they go
on? --- I think five minutes went on as they were going on shooting. They were
already running away, and after they had left I tried to
/stand up
stand up. I could not stand up properly because my other foot was already
injured. And one boy came by who was my neighbour by the name Sikelu Mkhize, who
came to me to give me some assistance, to just try and hug me and try and let me
walk slowly towards the passage, the hallway. These shots just went on. You
know, we heard a lot of them going on, and he finally left as well.
Sikelu, was he one of you who were - one of your group who was going to go to
Ulundi? --- No, he was not going to go with us to Ulundi.
He left you there? --- Yes, he left me there and he flee. After some time the
community members came. After all that incident they came to help. The first boy
who came there was Bheki Mbele. He is the one, and Mr Mkhize.
This Bheki Mbele and Mr Mkhize, are they still around? --- Yes. The other one is
Mr Mkhize.
I mean the very Mr Mkhize. Is he still around? --- Yes, he is still around.
Are they available? Can we get hold of them? --- Yes.
Go on. --- They are the ones who took me, who helped me, and they took me to the
clinic.
When you got to the clinic? --- When I got to the clinic I received the first

aid from the nurses, and they called the ambulance and we were waiting for the
ambulance. And my mum already had come, because she had already got the message
that I was in the clinic. I was the first one to be taken by the ambulance, and
Linda as well. My mum was there.
Who is Linda? Was she injured as well? --- Yes, /She was
she was injured.
When you say it's your sister, is she your sister or is she just ...
(intervention) --- No, she is not my sister, I am just saying. We were the first
ones who were taken to the hospital, Port Shepstone Hospital.
When you got to Port Shepstone what happened? --- When we got to Port Shepstone
I don't recall. I just remember entering the casualty, looking at the doctor,
but I don't remember very well. I was injected, and after that I was under the
state of drowsiness. I don't know what happened.
Did they operate on you at the hospital to extract the bullet from the body? --Yes, they did, and my foot was badly injured. They operated me more than six
times.
Can you say how long were you in the hospital? Three months? --- Yes.
They operated you at that time during that duration? --- Yes. But after three
months they kept calling me. After discharging me they still kept calling me to
visit the hospital.
Even now are you still going on with your treatment? --- Yes, I am.
Where? --- In Port Shepstone Hospital.
What did they do now, your treatment? --- They usually give me pills,
painkillers, and they take me to the x-ray to check on my bone. It's going to
take some time, so they say, because it was badly injured.
How old were you when this took place? --- I was 20 years old.
Were you still a student? --- Yes.
/Now are
Now are you still a student? --- Yes.
What standard are you in? --- Standard nine.
Where? --- At Ngwemabala School.
Where? --- Ngwemabala School.
Besides that injury how do you feel physically? Is there anything that probably
is a problem? --- No, that's about it. I was just hurt there. I am not free. I
am no longer as comfortable as I used to be because I wish to know who the
perpetrators were, those marauders.
But at school are you faring well? --- Yes, I am faring well.
In other words this did not disturb you academically at school and so forth, you
just feel good about your school work? --- Yes, I am just fine mentally.
Was there any case that was conducted inasfar as those is concerned as to who
were the perpetrators and something? --- No, there was no case as such. The last
time I remember giving the statement is in the hospital.

Who did you give the statement? --- One sergeant came to the hospital. I don't
quite remember his name. He said he was working for Commission of Goldstone. He
came to the hospital to take my statement, and that was it. That was the last
time. I had never heard anything from that time.
Besides that one of Goldstone was there any other who came to you? --- No. No.
You have already said here that you do wish that you can get some assistance of
some kind. Are you still saying that? You also said you wish that there could be
a community centre built in the neighbourhood. Is that
/your wish?
your wish? Are those your wishes? --- Yes.
Do you have any other wishes besides this? --- I just want to be assisted
financially, because there is nothing I can do. I am just - I cannot do any
other kind of labour in my life because I was injured.
You know, I like your idea because you still want to go to school. This is quite
rare. Now you always use that stick when you walk. Did they ever try to tell you
about other means of walking better than that? --- No, before I was using
crutches, but now I am using just this stick, walking stick.
Thank you very much, Thulani. As I have already said you are not the only who
got injured. You are just one of those who were fortunate. Maybe the reason why
you survived this is because you were not inside, you were outside the yard, but
it's bad that you have lost friends and colleagues in that incident. Maybe you
still miss them. But we will promise that we as the Truth Commission we've heard
what you have said, and your request that you still want to further your
studies, you need some assistance, and finally we will gather all this
information and forward it to the State President, who will take decisions and
he will see how you get out of this predicament. Thank you. I will hand over to
the Chairperson.
--------------------I have just one thing that I want to explain to you because you are still young,
and you are so ambitious, you are such an ambitious young man. As you go for
your treatment at hospital do you pay? Do you pay, or you are just treated free
of charge? --- No, before I used to
/pay, but
pay, but since it's the new South Africa I am no longer
paying. I just go, I don't pay.
Secondly you've already made mention of the fact that you cannot do any hard
labour now because of your state. Do you at times think - what is it that you
want to do exactly? Tell us what do you envisage to do? --- What I usually think
I want to do is work that I could do using my hands, but not hard labour as
such. Something like computer.
Thank you.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: (Inaudible) ... more witnesses will be coming to tell us today
more details about this massacre, about the loss of their children and
grandchildren, and when they have given their evidence then I will make some
remarks to all the people who suffered as a result of that massacre. So thank
you very much for coming to share your story with us today, for having the

courage to do that. Thank you very much.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: You are from Gamalakhe township here in Port Shepstone, and you
have come to tell us today about the death of your son, Nthokozize Mapumulo.
MR MAPUMULO: That's correct.
COMMISSIONER: In 1991.
MR MAPUMULO: That's correct.
COMMISSIONER: Before you tell us that sad story please can you stand and take
the oath?
--------------------GILFORD MAPUMULO (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
COMMISSIONER: Just before we start with your story, Mr Mapumulo, your son who
died in 1991, did he have brothers and sisters? Do you have other children? --Yes. There are five of them.
And are they all young, or are they working, or are they schooling? --- They are
still at school, but one has completed.
And your wife, is she still alive, or are you still with your wife? --- Yes, my
wife is still - but she is paralysed. She is still alive, though she is
paralysed.
And are you working, or are you unemployed, or are you retired? --- (Inaudible)
(Inaudible) --- As a result of an illness.
(Inaudible) --- Yes, as a result of this event.
I see. Please extend our best wishes and our sympathies to your wife, who can't
be here today. Now, Mr Mapumulo, can you tell us in - this incident took place
in April 1991. Well, the first incident in your story, and your house was
apparently burned down. How old was your son at the time of this incident? That
was in 1991. That's five years ago. --- He was 19 years old.
/Okay.
Okay. Well, if you'd tell us what happened in April 1991. Where was that? Where
was your house burned down? What area was that? --- It was at Thafeni, at
Mzimbini, Greener Park(?).
All right, would you like to tell us the story in your own words from there,
April '91. Just tell us also a little bit of background, what was happening in
the area at that time, so we can understand what the circumstances were like in
those days. --- I am so grateful that you have given me this opportunity to
relate this story, because we were suffering so much. I was at home, and the ANC
people were allowed to come to community, and we will have meetings, and the
roads were under construction as well, fighting for the municipal issues. After
some time, it was on Sunday when that day there was going to be a meeting, and
the boys were told not to attend the meeting and they were told to go. Now I was
at home with my wife, and with my kids as well, and they came at night with
assegais and guns, and they will make me to stand up. One other will stand by
the door and pointing the gun at me, and others will be carrying their assegais,
threatening me, wanting to shove them through my legs. Some others will come and
do exactly that. And my wife said, "I am not free here. I am not comfortable

here." And then I said to my wife, "Well, I am a man. I will have to be here. I
cannot run away from the situation." My wife cooked some food and took food with
to Gamalakhe to hide. I was left at home. I could not even eat, my appetite was
so much destructed because of not knowing, and could not anticipate what was
next. I could not even go along with them, I had to be at home. And they told us
- it looked
/like we
like we could not even get the pension as well, we had to get Inkatha tickets. I
got Inkatha tickets. They came at night.
Sorry, just - sorry to interrupt you. When you say that you couldn't get your
pension without - what do you mean? Was it an Inkatha card, an IFP card you had
to carry before you got your pension? --- I am talking about the IFP ticket to
join IFP, that when they come at night I could produce my ticket to show them
that I am also one of the members so they could leave me alone. And I took those
tickets and I produced them to them, and they said, "We don't want those
tickets," but they wanted a person to take along with during the night and
patrol. I am sick, I could not walk around. And one day they came back and they
said they wanted my wife. My wife was not there. They said they wanted to take
my wife. It was far away where they were supposed to be going and my wife was
not at home. They wanted my wife. And they said now they'll have to get me. They
were so numerous in number, so amazingly many. When they took me I had already
put on my clothes. One came out shouting and screaming and saying, "I know this
man. This man is not well. His health condition is not good," and they pointed
at me with the assegai, they said, "Go back to the house." I went back to the
house and I sat down. They left me alone. They kept coming back. They kept
coming back, harassing me. One day, it was on a Friday, they passed by and we
were seated by the door. They said, "This house, we need to torture this house
and burn this house, because the people who belong here are sort of not going
along with us." And I said to my wife, "Don't sleep here. We shall
/"go to
go to Gamalakhe." And I said to my wife, "But I cannot
come with you." She begged me, "Come along with me to Gamalakhe. Leave the
house." Well, truly I joined her. We went to Gamalakhe to sleep there. I said,
"In the morning we will go back home." My wife said, "No, you need to rest
because you are sick. You cannot keep walking around at night. You need to rest.
We'll go with my children and look what's happening, and go have a look at home
what's happening." And they left. They left, they went to check on what was
happening. They discovered that everything was burnt down. We wouldn't know, we
wouldn't be so for sure that everything was burnt or they took some stuff, our
possessions. And the police came to ask me who burned my house. I said, "No,
those are people who belong to IFP for sure," and they sort of argued with me,
saying, "No, it could not be IFP." I said, "I know for a fact it should be IFP."
They know much better. We looked around and we discovered a big torch. And the
sergeant, the white sergeant, said, "We will take this torch with. We'll take it
with. We'll get the fingerprints from the torch." I said, "Yes, that's fine with
me." They looked around, they left finally. I remained at home. I waited to find
out if there's any case that will be conducted. But I had nothing at that time.
I was at the location, I never went back to clean up. I went to the location.
1990 went, left, and one day my son, unexpectedly they saw him going around the
neighbourhood and they killed him. They stabbed my son everywhere, even in the
eyes, everywhere you can imagine. Everywhere. The kids went to report the matter
at home, saying he has died, and my wife said, "I'll go," and my
/13-year-old
13-year-old boy left. He ran, and my wife was walking.
He saw the people who were just leaving the scene of crime. He saw the people.

And I know those people. Even now they are still alive, healthy and going on.
The van came and took the corpse and left with to the mortuary, and the police
came and they took us with to the police station to give the statement. We gave
the statement. I told them exactly and explicitly clear the names of the people
who witnessed and who did this, and there it looked like they were going to be
arrested from what I gathered from the police. It went on like that even up to
this day. I left Greener Park I never - since 1990 I am a lodger. I rent some
places. I have children that I have to educate at school. I cannot take a risk
of going back to that area because I may be killed. Since then up to this day.
In your statement that you made, Mr Mapumulo, you said that your wife was the
first person to arrive on the scene when your son had been stabbed, is that
correct? --- That's correct.
Was he still alive when she arrived there? --- He was still alive then.
And did he die while your wife was with him, while she was holding him? Is that
correct? --- Yes, he died on the spot, and they tried to see if they could
rescue him, and the Indian said, "He has died."
Did your wife make a statement to the police as well? --- Yes, we did, and she
did as well.
Now, do you know the names of the people who ... (incomplete) --- Yes.
Are these the names that you have given in the
/statement
statement? Is it Mzwandile, Mzwandile Shezi? --That's correct.
And Vusi Shezi? --- No, not Mzwandile Shezi. Vusi Shezi.
Are they still living at - or where do they live? --- They are still at Greener
Park.
And you say that even though you gave statements to the police they were not
charged? --- Absolutely nothing.
And since that day you have not gone back to that area, you are living in
Gamalakhe township? --- No, I am afraid. I cannot go back because they may kill
me.
And presently you are renting a house in Gamalakhe? --- That's correct. Since
that time they burnt my house I have been a lodger. I cannot go to Greener Park.
The situation there could get volatile.
And your state of health, Mr Mapumulo, has it deteriorated since your son's
death? How were you physically at the time of your son's death? Were you working
then? --- No, I was not working. I was already sick. We had broken hearts after
that, because after that my wife got paralysed.
Was your son working at the time? --- Absolutely right, and he will give us
monthly each time he gets paid.
Do you remember what he was doing then, where he was working, what he was doing?
--- He was working for a security company in Margate at COSATU. What is it? I
don't know. I think it's called Sal, ja. Ja.
And did he have any dependants. Was he married or did he have a girlfriend? Did
he have any children? --- No, he was not married. He was still young, young. He

/was working
was working only.
And he was assisting you and your wife every month with money, was he? --- Yes,
each time he gets paid he will assist us in the house.
Do you remember the name of the police at Port Shepstone who you made the
statement to? Do you have any documents from that time? Do you have any
reference number, a CR number, a CR crime report number, anything like that that
you remember after you reported the case? --- They gave me nothing, not any
number, but I know them. I know the police themselves, and there's one police
that I have kept in my mind.
And who was this? Or do you just know him by sight? --- It's Ngakhe(?).
And did
explain
helpful
helpful

he
to
to
at

ever explain to you why this case didn't come to court? Did he ever
you why the two people you have mentioned were not charged? Was he
you or was he not helpful? Why do you remember him? --- He was not
all. He just took the statement and we parted that day. That was it.

Mr Mapumulo, I will just ask my fellow commissioners and committee members
whether there are any questions which they would like to ask you.
--------------------MRS GCABASHE: Mr Mapumulo, you've already explained about the harassment and
what you went through. I just heard as if you said you are not employed and your
wife as well is not working. How do you make it in life? --- Through pension.
Oh, you get pension? --- Yes, we get pension, we receive pension.
/Do you
Do you still have children at school? Do you pay
their fees with your pension fund? --- Yes.
I see. Mr Mapumulo, I am asking regarding your health, because you have said
already that your wife was so highly harassed, and also traumatised after this
incident. Besides being paralysed do you think she also suffers from any kind of
disease or something? --- Yes, she also has sugar diabetes and high blood
pressure. She attends treatment at Gamalakhe.
Do you pay? Does she have to pay? --- No.
That means there's no cost really that you are facing inasfar as the doctors are
concerned, or medical treatment. --- No, not so much.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Just one last question, Mr Mapumulo. The people who came to your
house telling you that you must go on patrol with them at night, did you ever go
with them? --- No, I never joined them. I refused completely because I could not
walk properly, especially as I was not feeling well.
Because we have heard many other witnesses tell the same sort of story
yesterday, particularly in areas like Murchison, where people were forced to go
on night camps, and if they did not go some of them were assaulted and even
killed. And it seems as though that you were being forced into the same sort of
thing, to go on an night camp, is that right? --- Yes, that's correct.
---------------------

DR MGOJO: Mr Mapumulo, is Greener Park under some chief? Who is the chief? --It's Samelo. Samelo is the chief. Samuel is the chief. Samuel Mavundla is the
/chief.
chief.
Your place is still there? I've heard that your house got burnt, but you still
have your area, some space there in Greener Park? --- Yes.
Are you prepared to go back some time? --- No, I am not prepared. I am not going
to go back. I'll be taking a risk.
Is there any violence still going on in Greener Park? --- Maybe I shall say
this. You know things now are - they are just - the situation has changed as
such, but there are still those who are marauders.
As the chief, Samuel Mavundla, did he have any words after all what happened in
Greener Park? --- Yes, he did have a word, especially he went on to say, "Anyone
who is a coward must be left alone. You must not pursue any cowards. Just leave
the cowards alone. Don't harass the cowards. Because this thing of IFP is not
right to play around with people's feelings."
Did he put a stop on that? --- Yes, he did.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Mr Mapumulo, we want to thank you very, very much for coming here
today and telling us this very tragic story. It's very, very difficult for us to
understand how people can do that, to attack elderly people in their house, to
burn the house down, and to kill their child. It's very difficult for us to
understand that, but we have heard so many stories like that. We express our
deep sympathy to you and your wife. You have lost your greatest asset, your
house, your greatest physical asset, and you have lost another asset in that
your child has also been killed, has been taken from you,
/and instead
and instead of being able to relax in your retirement in your home with your
children around you you are now forced to rent a house. You said in your
statement that you are paying R340,00 a month for the rent of the house out of a
pension of R410,00 a month, and it's very sad that at this stage of your life
you should be placed in that position. We will try and investigate why those
people weren't charged, the two people that you have mentioned. We will try and
follow that up, and we will also be making recommendations to the Government as
to how you, and other people like you, who have been so badly dealt with, how
you should be assisted, and we will be making those recommendations to the
President. So we want to thank you again very much for coming in to talk to us
today. Thank you.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: We welcome you and greet you this morning, Mrs Dlamini. Can you
hear me and understand me through the earphones?
MRS DLAMINI: Yes.
COMMISSIONER: Thank you. I see that there's somebody else who's with you on the
stage today. Who is that?
MRS DLAMINI: It's one of the family members.

COMMISSIONER: One of your family members?
MRS DLAMINI: This is Mrs Mavundla, Esther Mavundla. She is accompanying me.
COMMISSIONER: Thank you very much. Mrs Dlamini, you have come here today, along
with several other people who are in the audience today, to tell us about a
terrible incident which took place in Nsangweni near Port Shepstone.
MRS DLAMINI: That's correct.
COMMISSIONER: In April - sorry, in October - no, sorry, in September 1992. I
apologise. It was a massacre which took place at Nsangweni, and 11 people were
killed in that massacre, and you lost your daughter, Thandekile Goodness
Dlamini.
MRS DLAMINI: That's true.
COMMISSIONER: Before you tell us that story can you please stand up and take the
oath.
--------------------TOKOZILE DLAMINI (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
COMMISSIONER: I'd just like to mention that Mrs Mavundla, who is with you on the
stage, is the mother of somebody who died, the mother of a child who died in
that incident. --- Yes, that's true.
/DR MGOJO:
DR MGOJO: Good afternoon, ladies. Mrs Tokozile Dlamini, where do you stay? --- I
am staying under Chief Samuel Mavundla at Zolwini.
With whom are you staying there? --- I am staying with my children.
How many are they? --- They are 10.
Are you saying they are 10 at the moment? --- yes, I mean the whole family we
are 10. I am the 11th.
So it means you had 11 children and you were 12 in all? --- Yes, that is true.
Where are your children at the moment? These 10 children, are they schooling? -- Yes, four of them are schooling. Others don't go to school, and the other
three are the children of my elder children.
Is your husband passed away? --- Yes, that's true.
How long since he passed away? --- It was 1985.
Was he sick? --- Yes, he was sick.
What kind of work are you doing? --- I am working as a temporary worker at St
Michael's store.
At the time when all this happened did your family belong to any particular
political organisation? --- yes.
Which organisation? --- It was IFP.
What form did you play in the organisation? --- I was the Women Brigade's leader
within the IFP.

You mean at your area? --- Yes, at our area at Nsangweni.
And on 1992, September 1992, can you tell us briefly what happened? --- It was
on the 4th of September 1992. We were to take a journey to a youth conference at
/Ulundi.
Ulundi. Before the 4th of September as a mother I had to accompany the youth. I
organised the youth, telling them that they should form church choirs. And it
happened like that, they used to come to sing these choruses. Then on Thursday
it was the appointed day on which we had to leave to Ulundi. And the youth have
to go back to their homes on Thursday, they had to come back on Friday. And they
started preparing their song. This means that they were to leave the place to
Ulundi on Friday, not Thursday. While the youth were busy rehearsing their songs
one of my younger daughters - I think at that time she was about 12 years old the others asked her, they wanted her to accompany them because she has a good
voice, so they wanted to accompany her in the rehearsals. They continued their
songs.
You said you were not happy about taking your young daughter with you. You said
she might be killed. Do you have any experience of killings? --- Yes, I could
feel it in my bones at the time before that happened. I wanted to sleep and wake
up. I wasn't feeling well. After that a man came. He was also a leader of the
Men's Brigade, and they had to go to the induna, the headman, to ask for an
inthelezi in order to spread it on us before we go. This headman from whom you
have to ask the inthelezi, was he the one who was using the inthelezi? --- No,
he wasn't using it, but we used to think that he's the one who have this
inthelezi.
Was it the normal thing that used to happen before you go? --- Yes, we used to
go and get inthelezis before we go. My sons went to the headman to ask for
inthelezi. Before they came back - at my home this house
/is divided
is divided into two. There is one side which is completed, the other one is not
yet complete. I was sitting in front of the complete building, opposite to the
unfinished house, and the children were singing at that time. I heard a sound.
At what time did you hear the sound? --- It was about somewhere 7 to 8 o'clock.
When I heard this sound I thought, "Oh, maybe it's one of these children are
raising a home-made gun," but after that I heard a rumble of guns and there were
gunshots all over. And the children started running, calling and saying, "Mum,
we are dying." Some of them run on top of me, and they ran into the house. The
other one was crying, and the child was trying to get through the window, but
they couldn't. They all fall down, and everything was happening so fast, and it
was as if I was dreaming. I didn't know what was happening. After that I was
thinking. I thought, "Maybe they have thrown a bomb on us." I decided to creep
on the floor and went to one of the bedrooms. I couldn't see the condition of
the children at that time. The first boy I noticed that is injured is the Kheswa
boy. His legs was seriously injured. After that I went up to see. The boy was
trying to get out through the window. I took some water, trying to pour the
water over him. I tried to do that, and I went out to investigate to see what
was happening to the other children who were singing. And I could still hear
these sounds. When I looked around the girls were lying all over the floor. One
of my daughters was lying down and she was dead. The Mtolo girl too was lying
there, the Linda girl was also lying there, the Zulu girl was also lying on the
floor dead, and also the other
/one from
one from the Mbele family, and Ndlovu. And that one of mine had the very big
wound, and I couldn't see very well.

Take your time. We understand the painful situation you are in. We can imagine
those children lying down on the ground. (Pause) After you had seen these
children lying what did you see? --- I wanted to look at the side of this man
who was supposed to accompany us to the conference.
What is the name of this man you are talking about? --- His name is Steven
Gcaba. I shouted, saying, "All the children are dead, they are finished."
You may take your time. We know that this affects you deeply. (Pause) --- When I
came back the neighbours have already arrived. They tried to help us. We had to
carry some of these children to the clinic. Some tried to contact police.
At the time when you saw them how many were they, those who were
was the Mavundla child, one from Mtolo, the other one from Mbele,
Nyawusa family, one from the Zulu family. I can't remember well.
were about six, because my daughter died at the clinic. One
hospital.

dead? --- It
one from the
I think they
died at the

The shooting, the sounds of guns, how long did it take to subside? --- I can't
remember well. It was about five minutes, but it was just a rumbling of guns,
and we could hear the groaning of the children, and they were shouting, "Yes, we
are finished, we are dying."
The people who were shooting, you couldn't see them, you could only hear the
sound, is that true? --- No, we didn't see them.
The children said they have seen some shades of
/people.
people. They said they were wearing police uniform. Were they wearing police
uniform? This is the people who shot. --- Yes, that is true. Yes, we see the
children, lying there. Some are dead, some were injured.
What did you do to those who were injured? --- We took them to hospital. Some of
them survived. some of them, a few of them, died. One of them who survived, the
Kheswa child, is here. He was injured on the leg. And all those ones that I am
just mentioning they just got injured on their legs. The Zulu child was injured
on the hand. The Mkhize child was shot, he had to go to King Edward Hospital.
And the other one from Mkhize had to go to hospital, and the other one from
Nyawusa too had to be operated.
Who took these children to hospital? Were they taken on an ambulance? --- Yes,
it was an ambulance, and also the police.
These police, where were they from? --- They were coming from Paddock.
Their uniform, was it similar to the ones that were seen by the children worn by
the people who were shooting? --- No, the uniform was not the same, because the
one that was weared by the attackers is the one which is the camouflage uniform.
Yes, they were wearing this camouflage uniform, and the others, what kind of
uniform were they wearing? --- They were wearing a green uniform.
Does it mean that's an SAP? --- Yes, they were SAP Police.
Is it true that your daughter was pregnant at the time she was shot, was seven
months pregnant? --- Yes,
/that's
that's true.

During the funeral where did you bury all these children? --- One man from
Mambilini gave us a place. He gave us this place, and then we got a graver to
dig a big grave and we buried them in a mass funeral. And the others were buried
- a few of them were buried at their homes. And those were - I am talking about
those were the ones who were killed before they arrived at the scene where the
shooting took place, those who were killed while they were going to board the
bus which was coming to collect us. These killers, they killed us. After that
they went towards the bus and they meet those who were coming to assist us and
they also killed them.
Was there any investigation? --- There wasn't any investigation, because this
happened on Friday, and then it was Saturday. A lot of police came, and also
they came with a helicopter. And on Monday they said, "We have to go to site,"
and they took us to site on Monday on their cars, and they started taking
statements, but I couldn't - I don't know the results of what had happened. And
they were two investigators, a white and a black investigator.
Do you know their names? --- No, I don't know their names, because when we
arrived at site they questioned me. I explained to them. They asked me about one
child who was my neighbour. I tried to tell them about this boy and they took me
to another investigator, who is now on pension. He was from Mvuchini. This
investigator asked this boy exactly what causes all the problems in the area.
They said it's because this is political affiliation. And this young man said,
"I hate
/"this
this woman because she is an IFP," and he was asked to which organisation did he
belong and he said, "I am an ANC member."
Was there any inquests? I am saying there has been an inquest concerning the
death of your daughter. I have it in front of me that. Those police who were
helping, where were they from? --- They were from Port Shepstone.
You said there were police from Paddock. --- Yes. Our place or area is under
Paddock.
And thereafter you said like they went to - you went to Port Shepstone Police
Station. --- Yes, that is true.
It is true that you developed hypertension? --- Yes, that is true. My health is
not good. Even at work my madam advises me about my health because now I depend
on tablets, pain tablets like Panado, and she advises me that I mustn't overuse
them. I use at least three of them a day. I also have high blood pressure, and I
think that is very dangerous.
Where are you staying at the moment? --- I am still staying at Nsangweni.
Is it true that when you look at your house or the graves all these sicknesses
comes back to you? --- Yes, this is true. When I see this grave all the things
that happened before comes back to me, and I could remember and thank God
because I remember when I was in there one bullet passed in front of me and hit
on the other side of the wall. When I see this grave I see the children who were
left behind by their parents, some of them who died on that day. This Thandekile
left a child
/who was
who was doing standard one, and the Linda girl also left a child. The one from the girl from the Zingi family left two children behind. And because of all this
my spirit is disturbed. Well I remember well this child from Zulu, the in-laws
were coming from KwaNongoma to pay lobola and only discovered that she has died.

Which simply means that so many people were the victims of the day, and also
parents were also affected by this incident. What would you like the Commission
to do to help the community? You said you will need some counselling to help you
to cope with the tragedy, and also that you would like to know who the
perpetrators were. You also asked for the building of a community resource
centre to be built in the community. --- Yes, that is true. I always have a
question in my heart that during this time of development some children are grow
up in warm families, while what about those who have lost their parents? Where
are they going to get development, education? When their grandparents die where
are they going to acquire education? When you look at them you can distinguish
them that they don't look like those who are in happy families.
We would like to thank you, Tokozile Dlamini. We will try to take over your
request to the President and his Government. Our job is to recommend. It might
be possible that you might get some of the things that you would like to be done
for you. However, that will come from above. We are also - we also pity you for
all this what had happened, and believe that this will never happen again. Thank
you.
--------------------/I would
I would like to say that this is not a question, but I would just like to pass a
comment, because your situation is different to others who came because you
witnessed the dying of many children at one incident. All this it's behind your
shoulder. As I look at you you look like a person who is badly affected by this.
Maybe it's time for you to tell us exactly how you can be helped personally. I
would like to ask you that when you leave this place you must try to find some
professional help. Thank you.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Mrs Dlamini, I know that there will be other friends and
colleagues of yours who will be testifying about this same massacre. Normally as
the chairperson I make a few comments after each witness has given their
evidence, but I will wait for the other three people who will be testifying
about the same massacre before I make those comments. So thank you very, very
much for being with us today, and I know that over the next hour or so we're
going to hear more about this terrible incident which you have told us about. So
thank you very much for coming in today, and we will now call the next witness
who will come, and that is Mr Thulani Kheswa.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: I'd like to ask all the people who have given evidence, or
certainly the last two people, not to leave before the other witnesses have
given evidence. Thank you.
Mr Linda, thank you very much for coming in today. Can you hear me and can you
understand me?
MR LINDA: Yes, I do.
COMMISSIONER: You are also from the Nsangweni area, and you lost your daughter,
Sindisiwe Linda, in this terrible massacre in September 1992.
MR LINDA: That's very true.
COMMISSIONER: Before you tell us about what happened on that night can you
please stand and take the oath.
---------------------

DALIMBI SIMEON LINDA (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
MR LACKS: Good afternoon, Mr Linda. Thank you for coming. Before we start with
you will you tell us who is sitting with you on the stage please. --- It's one
of the parents who lost a child in this massacre.
What is her name please? --- It's Shayiwe Zulu.
We greet you as well, Mrs Zulu, and thank you for coming to be with us. Before
we proceed, Mr Linda, will you just tell us a little bit about your family. --We are 11 at home. The 12th one left us, died.
(Inaudible) ... yourself, your wife, and how many boys and girls? --- Yes, and
also a daughter-in-law.
How many boys and girls do you have? --- I have six boys and I have two girls.
No, it's one girl. It's one girl.
Thank you. You also have your late daughter's child
/staying
staying with you, is that right? --- Yes. She is among the ones I've already
counted.
We heard that she is presently in standard five from Mrs Dlamini. --- No.
What standard is she in, if you could just help us there. --- She is in standard
one.
Standard one, thank you. Now, we have heard what happened on that day, and you
have told us in your statement that you were at home that night. You must have
been close, because you said you had heard the gunshots when they were going
off. Is that right? --- Yes.
And can you tell us a little bit about your daughter, Sindisiwe. What was she
doing at that time? --- She was working at the time for Sweet(?) here at
Marburg. Now this trip came up about Ulundi, and she heard about that and they
gathered at one place, and as I was at home relaxing I just heard the gunshots
suddenly, you know, things I have never heard before, horrifying noise. And I
also went out, not knowing where I was going. I went. I just saw kids crying,
and some were lying down. I didn't know what's happening.
You found your daughter inside that unfinished house when you got there. --That's true, yes.
And at that time she was still alive. --- Yes, she was still moving. There was
some vitality signs.
And what happened after that when you ... (incomplete) --- She died at the
hospital. Behind the police took the other corpse. We could not sleep that
evening because we did not know that those people who killed will still come
back and kill us or what.
Now, you say that you are employed at the moment. /--- No,
--- No, I am not working. I was fired from work.
Are you getting any pension or unemployment? --- Nothing.
Okay, and your wife, is she working? --- Yes, she has part-time. You know, those
unclear, part-time jobs that she gets from time to time.

And do any of your other children work, maybe help out at home? --- Only one is
working. The other one she was shot and got injured. I cannot - she was operated
at the hospital. Now she is that kind of a person who often visits the hospital
more than any other thing.
This other child of yours that was shot, how was she shot? What was that? Was it
in a different incident? --- No, at the very same place. He was outside together
with Kheswa's boy.
What is this child's name, if you could just help us please? --- It's Raymond
Linda.
How old is Raymond? --- 20 years old.
So in fact you had two children shot that night? --- That's correct. The other
one died.
Now, do you know that there was an inquest that took place in relation to this
case? --- No, the last time we were just supplying the - giving them the
statements, but nothing was done.
So you were never informed that there was going to be an inquest held? --- No.
(Inaudible) --- They used to come at home as visitors, just spend some time with
us asking us questions, and from there they will just leave peacefully and they
will not take any initiative towards conducting any investigation regarding our
children who died in that
/massacre.
massacre.
If it's any help for you to know, on the 7th of July 1993 the Magistrate at Port
Shepstone, a Mr Maharaj, held an inquest and made some findings. Unfortunately
the perpetrators were unknown, but they did actually hold an inquest, so you can
at least know that it happened.
Now, you have indicated to us that you would really like this case to be more
fully investigated, and we will obviously try and see whether we can follow that
up for you. It will be difficult because nobody can identify anybody, but we
will see what we can do. --- We will be very happy if this can happen, you know,
because we are still not comfortable, we are still not happy and peaceful about
what happened.
I understand that. Mr Linda, how has this whole incident affected you
personally, your health, your wellbeing, and so on? --- I got ill. I was
admitted into hospital. The funeral was on Saturday, and on Sunday I was not
feeling well. On Monday I went to the hospital at Murchison. My head was just
mentally disturbed. Even to this day I am mentally disturbed.
Are you able to go for any counselling or get any help for that? --- At times I
do go to the clinic, and they will give me painkillers, and I will go to the
other one, the private doctor, and he will also give me some tablets. They think
it looks like I have the high blood pressure. When it's cold, especially in
winter, I sweat, and that is not normal.
You've also indicated in your statement that you would like some assistance with
a pension, either a sick pension or an old age pension. --- That's true. I'll
/be happy.
be happy. I'll be highly excited if that can be done,

because even my child, my daughter's child, I can't help her any further. She
has to go to school, and my other son who is working, the load is just too much
for him. If I go to the pension to ask for some pension fund they tell me I am
still young for that, so we do need some financial assistance.
Just bear with me one moment. (Pause) Sorry, Mr Linda, I just needed to check
something with the Chairperson. Thank you very much for coming to tell us about
your situation. We haven't gone over the story because, as you've heard, we've
already heard it three times already, but is there anything you want to add
about that situation that you might have wanted to tell us that I haven't asked
you yet? --- No, I don't know what to say because there is nothing much to say.
As I am here I am just a person. You know I have nothing. I don't even have five
cents. You know, I have struggled to get to this place for the hearings. I will
appreciate anything.
Thank you.
--------------------Just to finish up, when I was asking questions to Mrs Dlamini I talked about the
women. We are talking here about Daleen Dlamini, but we've heard nothing about
the mother of the children, about her state. How is she feeling? --- She is also
concerned and bothered and worried, and she is in such a state. She is just like
Mrs Dlamini.
Does she attend some treatment of some kind? --- Yes.
How is she faring mentally? --- Yes, this has
/traumatised
traumatised her so much as well. Each time she thinks
about this incident she gets all highly disturbed, just like Mrs Dlamini, the
one who is seated right down there.
Is your wife here? --- No, she is at home.
Here we see your child was shot at 20 years. --- No, my son who usually gets
part-time jobs, the one who's at 20 years here, he ... (incomplete)
Did he pass standard 10? --- Yes.
So does that mean he has a standard 10 certificate? --- Yes. Yes, he is still
prepared to go back to school, but financially we cannot further his studies.
Don't you think you want to request that the Truth Commission should see that he
furthers his studies? --- Yes, I so wish.
Yes, we'll make that part of your request as well as we forward them to the
President. Because even though he was injured he can still do something. --Yes, thank you.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Thank you, Mr Linda, very much for coming and telling us that
story. We will be hearing after lunch one more witness who lost her
granddaughter and her child in this massacre, and after she has given her after she has told us her story I will make some comments to all the witnesses.
So I want to thank you very much for coming in and telling us your story today.
---------------------

COMMISSIONER: You have come along today to tell your part of the story that we
have already heard, the story of the massacre of the 12 young people, and you
lost your daughter, Nthombinkhulu Charity Mzindle, and your grand-daughter,
Gimbi Mzindle, both of who died on the 4th of September 1992. Before you tell us
that story please can you take the oath. I can see that you are having
difficulty walking, so you don't have to stand. Don't stand if you don't want
to.
--------------------PHOSIWE LINA MZINDLE (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
COMMISSIONER: Now, from the statement that you have already given us you weren't
actually present at the time. --- I was at home. I heard gunshots, shooting, and
that noise of shooting, and the kids had already left. Then we left the house
with the children and my husband. We were trying to run to the scene, and we
found ... (intervention)
Sorry, let me just interrupt you there. Sorry, Mrs Mzindle. You lived with your
husband and your daughter, is that right, and your grandchildren? How many other
children did you have, or do you have? --- I have 10 grandchildren and three
children.
And at that stage were you all living together in Nsangweni in the same house? -- Yes, we were living in the same house.
And so it was one of ... (intervention) --- Now, the grandchild was accompanying
the aunt going to Ulundi, and their children. When they got there they were
singing. The mood was so jubilant. After some time we
/just heard
just heard gunshots. We left the house, we ran to the scene. By the time we
arrived we found they were all lying in that house, Dlamini's house which was
not built, completely built. They just died. My grandchild and my daughter they
were not yet dead. They were taken by other children who rushed to the scene,
and the neighbours, and they were taken to the clinic, and they died there. I
never even went there. I had no strength to go there.
It must be very difficult for you, Mrs Mzindle, to remember these terrible
things, so please take as much time as you need to recover yourself. We know
that it must be very difficult for you. (Pause) I see from your statement that
at least you were able to say a few words to your granddaughter and to your
daughter before they died. And that must have been of some help to them. --- You
know there were some others who were injured, but they made it, they survived
this attack. And now they came back, the children, and that was it, and that was
the end. We never heard anything from then except the two police who came, and
we did not know them, they were unknown. They came and asked us questions, and
they also asked the child, my other boy who was attending school, and the boy
said, "I did not see anything. They were putting on the camouflage kind of
uniform." I had no strength, no power as such, that day. I can't do anything
even to this day. I am just hopeless.
Mrs Mzindle, how old was your daughter when she died? What age was she? --- You
see, I am not learned. I am not educated. I will just bear children, and I don't
know how old she was at the time.
I see from your statement you said that she was born
/in 1969,
in 1969, so she was just a little over 20 years old. And your granddaughter must
have been much younger than that. Mrs Mzindle, this happened in 1992, and you

must have talked often about it. You must have talked with other people who lost
children. --- You know, the children trouble me so much. Each time, you know,
when I wake up even at night I think about them, and I feel so troubled. You
know, this attacks me, this feeling keeps attacking me, and it leaves me so
hopelessly.
We understand the terrible trauma that you've been through, Mrs Mzindle, and we
would certainly recommend that you get some assistance. --- You know, I was
attacked by these headaches since that day, and I still get the pain even now.
Have you been seeing a doctor, or have you been going to the clinic, or have you
been going to the hospital for your health and for the way that you feel? --- I
do go to the doctors, even the clinic, and they tell me I have sugar diabetes.
And I also have the disease that ... (inaudible) ... disease.
Do you feel that you need to see another medical specialist, or a different
doctor, or do you feel that the treatment that you're getting is sufficient? --Yes, I would like to get proper treatment.
You're receiving a pension now, Mrs Mzindle? --- Yes, I do get pension, and
that's the very one I use to educate and pay the fees of my children. I also
clothe myself from the same pension. What bothers me most is that the other
older child of mine was attacked by this trauma up to this day, you know, he's
highly affected, and he's not functioning properly.
/So are
So are you saying that there was another child of yours who was present there
and who was injured and did not die? --- One got injured and the other did not
get injured, and it's the other boy who was injured on the ankle, and he is
attending school. And at times this thing attacks him even highly, and he cannot
walk properly and he's having problems, experiencing problems.
What is his name? --- Sibonelo.
How old is he? If you don't know ... (incomplete) --- He's the seventh one.
And is he at school or is he working? --- He is still young. He is in sub B.
And he was injured, he was shot in the leg, is that correct? --- Yes, he was one
of those. Yes, he got injured. The ankle was ripped apart, but now he tries to
walk. It's difficult though. At times it gets better, but at times it's worse.
And the bullet went through the hip and got out the other side.
Mrs Mzindle, we'll get further details about him after you've given your
evidence, because you didn't mention him in your statement. Mrs Mzindle, have
you ever heard anybody expressing any views as to who did this, who attacked
you? I know that you don't know, and nor do any of the other people know, but
have you heard any of the other people who suffered the loss of their children have you heard them giving their views or their opinions as to who did this? Do
they think it was the police? Who do they think it was? You said the people ...
(incomplete) --- I wouldn't know. I don't know really, except that the white
police who came in a helicopter, on Friday came - that was on Saturday when
/they came
they came in a helicopter, and we just heard that one has been shot in
Gamalakhe. So I don't know any further thing than this. I don't know how they
even discovered that. I don't know those whites, what they were up to.
As my colleague Mr Lacks said, there was an inquest into this incident, but the
Magistrate could not find out who was responsible. I don't know whether we on
the Truth Commission will be able to find out who was responsible for this

terrible thing, but we will certainly try to do that. And we have heard all the
other requests from the other witnesses who have been here today about what they
would like the Commission to help them with, and we will take all those requests
to the Government, to the State President, and we will make recommendations as
to how we think you and other people like you should be helped. Now, I am just
going to ask my colleagues if they want to ask any questions about this case.
--------------------MR LACKS: Mrs Mzindle, you mentioned that there were two boys that were
affected. You told us the name of the one who was shot, Sibonelo. Who was the
other one that witnessed the event? --- The other one is the girl. The elder one
is not doing fine healthwise. That bullet was extracted, but since then he's not
so healthy. She does go to school.
What is her name please? --- Silindile.
--------------------Mrs Mzindle, I want to ask you something. I want you to explain a little bit
about your family. You say Nthombinkhulu, the one who died, had children. How
many children did she have? --- Two.
/Those
Those two were not affected? --- Yes, those two were affected, but they did not
die, they made it.
And they are the children of Nthombinkhulu? --- Yes.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Mrs Mzindle, we want to thank you very, very much for having the
courage to come here today and tell us about all these terrible memories, to
relive these memories. Since the Truth Commission started holding hearings in
KwaZulu-Natal we have heard many, many stories, dozens and dozens of stories of
shooting and death and torture and the burning of houses, and almost all the
people that have come to give evidence have been members of the ANC ...
(intervention) --- That's true.
... or other organisations that existed in the 1980s, like the UDF. And you and
the other people, Mrs Dlamini, Mr Kheswa, Mr Linda, you are the first large
group of people from Inkatha who have come to the Truth Commission, and we want
to welcome you here today. We know that many members of Inkatha, many ordinary
people, suffered a lot over the past years, and that many of them have been
killed, and have been affected in the way that you have been affected. The
massacre that you have described to us is one of the horrifying events that we
have had to listen to. Your descriptions of this happy group of young people,
eagerly waiting to go on their journey, being killed by guns, those visions will
live with us for a long time, and we should ask ourselves what did that violence
achieve? What it achieved is that it destroyed at least 12 families, it made
people bitter, it made them sad, and it left them with awful memories that
/will never
will never leave them. And the evidence that we have heard today from both
members of the ANC and members of Inkatha has been very similar. It's been about
the killing of innocent people. And we are very glad that you and the other
people from the IFP were here today to listen to the members of the ANC and
their families giving their stories about how they suffered, and we are very
glad that they were here today to listen to how you suffered. Both of you, both
groups, know that the only thing that this violence has brought to you is grief
and tears and a sense of loss, and we hope that this experience of sitting here

and sharing this together will bring about an understanding, a mutual
understanding of how useless the violence is, and that this understanding will
maybe bring you together, and that it will help to promote reconciliation in our
province.
So I want to thank you, and to thank all the other people who came and told us
this story today. I think that there are some other parents who lost children in
that massacre at Nsangweni who we could not fit in today because there were so
many people wanting to give evidence, and if they are here we also extend our
sympathy to them. If they would like to stand up and be acknowledged they may do
so, so that we know that although they did not give their evidence that we
express our same sympathy to them. Would you like to stand up just so that we
can see who you are? You don't have to if you don't want to.
INTERPRETER: Those who have children who were affected in this massacre who
never came forward to give evidence, may they kindly stand up so we may also
extend the words
/of sympathy
of sympathy to them.
COMMISSIONER: We extend our deep sympathy to you all. Thank you for coming in
today. Thank you.
INTERPRETER: We thank you for coming today.
COMMISSIONER: Thank you again, Mrs Mzindle, for coming in to tell us your story.
--- Yes.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Thank you, we welcome you and greet you today, Mrs Shabalala. Can
you tell me who you have come along with? There is somebody else on the stage
with you.
MRS SHABALALA: It's my sister.
COMMISSIONER: Thank you, you're welcome, and we greet you as well. Mrs
Shabalala, you have come to tell us about the disappearance and the death of
your husband, Mbuso Shabalala.
MRS SHABALALA: Yes, that's true.
COMMISSIONER: Before you tell us that story can you please stand and take the
oath? I presume it will just be you who's going to give evidence today, not your
sister as well.
--------------------MAY-ROSE SINDISIWE SHABALALA (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
DR MGOJO: We would like to thank you, Mrs Shabalala. How long have you been
staying at Gamalakhe? --- I started staying there in 1989, and after my husband
disappeared I left the place.
Where were you staying before? --- I was staying at Umzumbe, at my home.
Can you tell us the history about the background of your family? --- You mean
the people with me?
No, I mean about your family. How many children do you have? --- I have three
children, two girls and one boy. The daughter is 12 years old, the second one is

eight, the boy will be turning six on September. When I was pregnant by the
third boy his father disappeared.
Are you working? --- Yes, I am working.
Where do you work? --- I am working at Gamalakhe
/as a teacher.
as a teacher.
At which school? --- (No reply interpreted)
At that time when your husband passed away did you belong to any political
organisation? --- Yes.
Which organisation? --- ANC.
Can you explain before the Commission what happened to your family, starting
from July 1990? --- It was during the June holidays, and we were off on holiday
to Durban. One Sunday we decided to go to Port Shepstone, and at the family we
didn't find anyone. We stayed there. My husband left, saying he's coming back to
pick us at 4 o'clock. 4 o'clock struck and he didn't come back to pick us,
therefore we went back to M Section.
Which township are you talking about? --- I am talking about KwaMashu township.
Then he didn't arrive until the next morning.
This uncle, your husband's uncle, where was he staying? --- He was staying in G
Section at KwaMashu.
What happened thereafter? --- On Monday I went back home because the schools
were opening on Tuesday. I didn't tell them at home what happened because I was
afraid. I thought maybe my husband had gone somewhere. I thought maybe if I say
something I will be mentioning his secrets.
Where were you staying? --- We were staying at Umzumbe.
And then you arrived home and your husband didn't come back, and you were afraid
to mention as to his whereabouts. --- I talked to my younger sister, trying to
explain that I can't see him, I don't know what has happened to him. On Tuesday
we went to KwaMashu Police
/Station
Station to report the matter. They tried to investigate, trying to look out at
the mortuary whether he's not there. I tried to describe to them how he was
dressed, but they couldn't find him, and thereafter we had to go back home. On
Friday the 13th I was coming from school. I met about 10 cars driven by white
people. I wasn't aware that these people were looking for me. When I arrived at
home and alighted from the bus a car stopped just behind me. They greeted me.
They greeted me as Mrs Shabalala. I was so surprised because I didn't know them,
and I was afraid.
At what time was it? Was it in the evening or morning? --- It was in the
afternoon. They asked me where was my husband. I told them, "He has disappeared
on Sunday." They asked me to whom have I reported the matter. I told them I went
to KwaMashu Police Station to report the matter. I thought maybe they're going
to give me the message that he has died, because it has been sometimes a long
time after he disappeared. They said to me they were looking for him. There was
an accident that happened in 1983, and all the people who were in the accident
are being sought to be given some compensation. What do you know about Mr
Luthuli? --- I went to Mr Luthuli, it was on August, because the car which

stopped behind me I just explained has a numberplate registration number of NPS.
I will say that this Luthuli it's a police. Someone told me about this Luthuli,
that I must go to Luthuli, I might get some leads. Yes, I know this person who
told me this. He's staying in Gamalakhe.
Luthuli did came to you to ask the whereabouts of your husband, is that true? -- Yes, it's true.
Why was he looking for him? --- He said he was
/looking
looking for him in connection with the accident which happened in 1983.
And he found out that you didn't know where your husband was? --- Yes, that's
true.
Can you tell us about the two policemen who arrived on the next day? At what
time did they arrive at your place, and where were you at that time? --- Luthuli
arrived on the 13th, Friday. The others arrived it was on the 20th early in the
morning. I was lying on my bed. They knocked on the door. My dad asked them who
was it and they said it was police, and we opened the door. They didn't say whom
they were looking for. They get into the house. They found me sleeping in the
bedroom. They said, "Here is the damn woman we're looking for."
Is it the police who were saying this? --- Yes, it were the police.
Where were they from? --- I don't remember where they were coming from. They
said to me, "You don't have time to dress, but you have to take off this
nightdress." I took the nightdress off and my mum went to fetch some clothes so
that I can wear. When they were asked where they were taking us they said, "We
are going somewhere far."
Where were they when you were dressing? --- They were in the dining-room.
Where were you dressing? --- I was dressing in front of them. They said there's
no time for me to dress in the bedroom.
It means you changed your clothes in front of them? --- Yes, that's true.
Were they males? --- Yes, that's true.
/Were your
Were your brothers at home at that time? --- When the police arrived we didn't
see them, so my brothers saw the police arriving so they got out of our home in
another car. When they see the police car coming in they came back. When they
arrived the police pointed guns at them, telling them to lie down on the floor.
And they lay down on the floor? --- Yes, they did that.
After you were dressed what happened? --- They took us to C R Square.
Were you together with your brothers? --- Yes, together with my brothers. While
we were on the way they were calling each other, calling the C R Swart, telling
them they mustn't close the room where they're going to lock us in, telling that
they are bringing us in.
At the time when they took you away did they explain exactly the reason why they
were taking you away, because at the time you were the one who was grieving
because you lost your husband? --- They didn't explain. They just said ...
(inaudible)

What does that mean? --- I don't know what that means.
When you arrived at C R Swart what happened? --- One of my brother's friends
came in and they started beating him, asking him the whereabouts of Mbuso. We
couldn't hear exactly what they were asking him, and we were not allowed to talk
where we were sitting. Then my chance came to come out and talk, because they
were tired of listening to my brothers because they were telling them the same
story. They talked to me and they got tired, they slept, and when they wake up
they said, "We have to
/"go." They
go." They were talking to each other, thinking that we don't hear them, and
saying, "These people don't know anything."
Didn't they harass you? --- They just told me that - they didn't harass me, they
just told me that I will give birth in prison.
At KwaMashu did you visit ... (intervention) --- I didn't hear you.
Did they ever visit the KwaMashu place to break into some house? --- Yes, they
did. They started at Gamalakhe.
What did they do at Gamalakhe? --- When we were coming back from C R Square they
came. They normally used to come to our place at night. They found my younger
brother and they asked where was Mbuso's room. He showed them the room and they
asked for the key to open the door. He said the key is not there. They break the
door open and came in. They turned the house upside-down and they left at about
four in the morning.
Is there anything that they took from Gamalakhe? Did they take anything from the
room? --- They didn't take anything from Gamalakhe, but they took some items at
M Section in KwaMashu. They took some kitchenware at that time.
Did you ever reported the matter to police? --- I went to Hibberdene to report
the matter. The police told me that I must go and search for my husband at a
casino.
Was he used to casinos? --- No.
In your statement, Mrs Shabalala, you said you went to Port Shepstone Police
Station to ask for help. Do you
/still
still remember that? You said you met Luthuli Mthunjane. Do you still remember
that? --- Yes, I still remember.
Who is Luthuli Mthunjane? --- This is the Luthuli who came to me and identified
himself as Luthuli.
Why did they refer you to Luthuli Mthunjane? In your own opinion why do you
think they referred you to him? --- The one person who I talked to said I can
get some help from Luthuli.
Did this Luthuli help you? --- When I asked Luthuli he said he doesn't know the
whereabouts of Mbuso. I just went to him just to find out what he can say. He
said I must wait, he's going to talk to the captain. He talked to the captain,
and they were laughing together with the captain. When he came back to me he
said I must go to C R Swart to ask for a letter which gives me permission to go
to the prison to see Mbuso. I didn't go to the C R Square because I was afraid
that I could be arrested.

You mentioned the name of Mr Mkloli. --- I met him in 1994. It was a mistake, it
was in 1992. I met him in 1994.
Who is this Mkloli? --- He was working for the Goldstone Commission.
Tell us the time when you arrived at him you were together with Mbuso's friend,
Sandile Bulani? --- Sandile Bulani was my husband's friend. He was trying to
help me to connect me to people who can give me some help. He was trying to
trace the whereabouts of my husband. During December 1994 he came back to tell
me that Mbuso has been killed by police, and that his car has been cut into
pieces at Camperdown.
/Who was
Who was saying this? It was Sandile? --- No, this was the Goldstone people.
Did they mention exactly where the police were from? --- No, they didn't.
In your statement you said Mkloli did investigate the police. Did they say they
really killed your husband? --- Yes.
Do you remember who sent the police to kill your husband? --- What I have just
discovered from my lawyer as to what had happened, it was that an answer from
Pretoria was that de Kock has not been charged in connection with the death of
my husband.
That he has not been charged. Does it mean that the police will stand by de
Kock? --- I think so.
You also mention Charles Indaba. Can you tell us more about him? --- Charles
Indaba was Mbuso's friend. He disappeared on Friday and Mbuso disappeared on
Sunday.
You mention an amount that had been paid, an amount of R10 000,00. Who paid this
money? --- This money was paid to the person who caught my husband.
Was he bought with this money? --- Yes.
Who was this person? --- No, they didn't tell me the name of the person.
You said you contacted some lawyers. Are they still around, those lawyers? --Yes.
Do you know their names? --- The one I am using at the moment is Ndulwane.
Is it Nhlanhla? --- Yes.
Did you get a death certificate? --- No, I didn't. They didn't give me a death
certificate.
Which means even at the moment I don't know where is
/your
your husband? --- Yes, that is true.
You don't even know his grave? --- Yes, I don't know his grave, and I would like
to know where it is.
You have done a good thing by coming before the Commission to come and explain
to us about the disappearance of your husband. Can you summarise exactly what
you expect from the Commission so that we can be able to write down your
requests and send them over to the President? Is there anything that you would

like to ask from the Commission to take over to the President? --- I would like
them to give the death certificate, because they know, those who killed him. And
I would also like them to show me his grave.
Is there anything else you would like to ask? --- And also that they help me
with my children, because I want them to grow up like other children.
Wouldn't you like the Truth Commission to investigate as to who did this act? -- I would like them to do that.
We have heard you, Nonhlanhla, and we will try to take all your requests to the
President, that you get a death certificate, and also that you be shown his
grave. It is a painful experience to be married to someone and not even knowing
where he was buried. The third thing is that you get some help with your
children. And also for the Truth Commission to investigate as to who were the
perpetrators of this crime. Is that true? --- Yes, it is.
And we will try, as I have already mentioned, to take over these requests to the
President. Will you say the way you were affected by this. How do you feel at
the
/moment?
moment? Like your children don't know their father, they don't know his grave,
and you as the wife you don't know. How are you and your children affected by
this? --- Normally I have got problems with headache, and I normally forget
things, and this started at the time when my husband disappeared. And normally
when I pass graves my children will ask me, "Is our dad lying in graves like
this?"
Did you get any help? --- Yes, we would like to get some help in this regard,
thank you.
I think that can be done as soon as possible. We can get you some counsellors.
We don't even have to take this to the President, and you can get that as soon
as possible. --- Thank you.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Mrs Shabalala, you said in your statement that your husband,
Mbuso, was - you said that he was a member of Operation Vula, an operative in
Operation Vula, which was an ANC underground initiative. Is that correct? --That's true.
Had he been working inside the country or outside the country before he was part
of Operation Vula? Was he in exile or has he been here during the years of the
struggle? --- He was working within.
And what job was he doing at the time of his disappearance? --- He was a
teacher.
And were you aware that he was part of Operation Vula? --- Yes, I was aware, but
at the time he was hiding.
Now, the other person who you mentioned, Charles Indaba, where is he? --- He
also went missing. The
/police
police said he died.
So it's your husband, Mbuso Shabalala, and Charles Indaba were the two Operation
Vula people who went missing? --- Yes.

And they've not been seen since. --- That's true.
I'll just ask the other commissioners if they have any questions to ask committee members. (Pause) Mrs Shabalala, we have heard many stories similar to
yours over the past month, in the sense that they have been made by people whose
family members, or husbands, or children, have simply disappeared, and they have
described to us the empty feeling that they have not knowing whether their child
or their husband is alive or dead. So we do have some idea of what you are
experiencing and what you are going through, and we will certainly do everything
that we can to get the bottom of this. I recall the Operation Vula incident when
it took place, and I recall the two people who disappeared, one of whom now we
understand is your husband. And it is absolutely essential that we get to the
bottom of what happened to these people and where they are buried, and I am sure
once you know that you will have a sense of - some sense of relief, rather than
not to know at all where he is and where he died and how he died. You heard my
colleague, Dr Mgojo, say that our job is to make recommendations to the
Government as to how people like you should be assisted. You have lost your
husband, who was the breadwinner, joint breadwinner of your family, and he has
left behind you and three small children. And we will certainly be making
recommendations to the State President as to how we thing you should be
assisted. So
/we want
we want to thank you very much for coming in today and telling your story to us,
and we are glad that you were able to share the platform together with your
sister, and hope that she was able to give you some support. Thank you very much
for coming in today. --- Thank you.
If there's anything else that you would like to say, please say it, but if you
feel that you've said enough then you may go. --- There is nothing.
Thank you very much indeed.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: (Incomplete) ... Sibiya, which took place in 1991. Before you tell
us that story can you please stand and take the oath?
--------------------SIGQANYA SIBUSISO SIBIYA (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
DR MAGWAZA: We greet you, Sibusiso. We are happy to be with you today. Sibusiso,
we know that it's not easy. We would like for you to explain the atrocities that
you underwent. Before we get there just concisely tell us about your family.
Where are you parents? --- My father has died, my mother has died. I don't have
a mother, I don't have a father. It's me and my sisters. My elder sister is
alive, and the others have died.
You parents have died, that's what you say? --- Yes.
And the ones who are still alive? --- I have one sister who is alive and myself.
It's myself and my sister. And she also is - I may not say she is with me
because she got married. I am alone. I live alone at home. I also am co-habiting
as well.
You are at home with a girlfriend, cohabiting? Who is feeding you or supporting
you? --- I used to receive pension, but that died off and my brother - I have a
few brothers who help me, who see that I am helped and I have something to eat.
Are you related to the brothers you are talking about? --- No, we just belong to
one organisation.

It's just your brothers in an organisation setting? --- Yes.
Just tell us now, Sibusiso, about that day which
/changed
changed your life. --- What I remember quite well, we were coming back from
town. We were drinking up until late in the day, and I said, "I would like to
sleep. I think it's late now." And I said, "Okay."
Sibusiso, your story is important. Won't you please raise your volume . --- You
know, I can't raise my volume. He came back at 12 and he knocked at the door. He
calls me Mthembu. He said, "Mthembu, are you sleeping already?" I said, "Yes, I
am sleeping." I said, "We'll see what we haven't finished today tomorrow," and
he said, "Well, I am also going to sleep." I said to him, "Oh, you go well,
Kehla. Sleep well." He asked, "Are you going to sleep somewhere else, or here?"
I said, "No, I will sleep here at home." And it looked like he had already left
the place, and I slept with my girlfriend here. And the child woke up at night
and was crying, and we attended to the child.
Let me just bother you, interrupt here. At the time when you were at home
sleeping who were you with? --- I had Bhiyo, who was dating my sister, and my
sister, and also my girlfriend whom I was dating at the time, and my child, and
my brother who was in another bedroom. At about 20 to two we heard a knock, and
I could not - it could not ring in me to ask who is it. And I said, "Well, let
me ask who is it?" They said, "It's us. It's us, the guys." And the other one
said, "Where is Msani?" And they said, "No, you are inside. You open the door.
We want you. Don't disguise here," because I was trying to disguise. And I heard
many movements, and I could tell from the movements that it's not one guy, there
are many. Just when I tried to stand up, trying to peep from the
/window,
window, I found out that it's enormous people outside, numerous in number, many.
And I was wondering where were they coming from.
Let's just stop there.
organisation? --- Yes.
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When they said there were some Qabane members wanting you what made you alert
that they were lying? --- I knew. I could tell because there were people who
were sleeping at - the Qabane members were sleeping in some bushes away from
home, being scared, so I suspected. Just when I was trying to stand up to peep,
and I just heard some voice suddenly, my brother who was the one, saying, "No,
it's not the one. And then the other one said, "We have already assaulted that
one. What should we do?" I did not know what went on from there, you know,
because there was some shooting, heavy gunshots, and I was hit on - shot on my
head and I was shot also in my body, and I was unconscious, and recovered
consciousness -and recovered my conscious in the hospital. When I tried to
remember what happened I cannot recall exactly what happened since I got
unconscious.
Now, about your brother, were you the only one who got hurt? What happened to
others like your brother? --- No, the one who said, "No, he is not the one we
are looking for."
Who got hurt besides you? That's my question. --- No, there is no any other
person who got hurt. One died and I got shot.
Your brother died on that day? --- Yes, he died in the hospital, because he got
shot on his stomach and the intestines burst open.
/You are

You are talking about Makhotavane Cele here? Which organisation was this guy
from? --- Well, as we were drinking and hanging together he was a guy who was
just living his own life. I don't think he could have been the one who will
betray me.
According to you in your own opinion you think he is the one who called people
to come shoot you? --- Yes, now I begin to think so, because when - after those
people left - after I had left my bedroom to the other one where I was going to
peep I heard his voice. They were asking him, "Why were you joking, playing
around with us?" He said, "No, he is inside. He is inside, because I left him. I
know we were drinking together, he must be in. He is lying. And I confirmed that
he was in there."
Out of the people who attacked you are there any that you can recall, probably
that you remember? --- From amongst them, among the attackers? No. Because
others - because we used to also sleep in the bush. He told me that it was
Nkupugeni who was coming to shoot me, and I was wondering how he knew. He said,
"No, I am always with them. We do these things together." So he never told me
exactly where he got that story from.
You know, I want to ask you so many questions, because your voice is so low I
can't hear some other things that you are saying. He told you that there were
some others that he knew? --- No, he only said it's Nkupugeni.
He told you the name? --- Yes.
You left the hospital, you were discharged from the hospital, and what happened
after you were discharged? --- You know I won't remember exactly what happened
/after I
after I was discharged from the hospital because I - somehow mentally I could
not think right at that time, and there was no way also of going back to the
hospital for treatment. Like even now I still have bullets in my head that
haven't been extracted.
Let's go back. You said you've seen Xelisa, who had with him an assegai.
Yes, I did see him. I saw him because it was bright outside and they
torches, and where we were - you know, when I was trying to go outside,
know, confused, and my girlfriend said, "Don't go out, because outside there
many people. There are police having guns."

--had
you
are

Xelisa, tell us about Xelisa. Where is Xelisa? --- Yes, he is the one who's
still alive.
Do you know his whereabouts? --- Yes, although I don't know his house, but I
know he is in ... (inaudible)
Maybe you will give us more details inasfar as this subject is concerned
afterwards. Let's go back now to your being attacked the second time. --- I was
attacked at home. You see, with the second attack, although I don't remember
very well even now. I get confused at times. I am in such a state that I lose
memory, I can't recall properly events that happened in the past. I take lots of
treatment, lots of tablets, and at times - often times I have to take rests and
sleep. I have this severe headache, and I don't know - I cannot say whether it's
because of the bullets that are in my head. It looks like the bullets are so
much close to my brain.
It's clear that that was such a torture, your being shot at the head definitely
has traumatised you a big
/deal. But

deal. But would you remember with the second attack where did they attack you
and how? --- I won't remember, because yesterday I tried. You know, yesterday I
was disturbed. The bullets disturbed me in my head, I could not - I was not
feeling well, and I took some tablets. Even now my eyes feel bad, and I just
don't feel well and I just don't feel good.
I hear you, Sibusiso, and I think I should not bother you with many questions
that you definitely won't be able to answer my questions because of your state.
But what I have already gathered from your statement is that the way you were
attacked you were just a healthy man, a young, good man - young enough, and
ambitious, so much ambitious, but after you've been attacked you became hopeless
and also close to useless. When I look at the things that harassed your life and
tortured your life - you say now you have fits? --- Yes. I feel numb at times,
and especially where I got shot, in that area, and at times I will feel that
there are veins which got disturbed so much and cannot function properly. I get
that feeling often times. And at times when I try to turn my head I will feel my
neck so much in pain. Again this attacked min the hospital. That's when I
discovered and realised that, you know, I am not longer the man I used to be.
Things have changed, my life has changed.
When I go back now to your life, your health, you can see properly now? --- Yes,
I can see properly.
You get those pains from the neck? --- Yes, when I try to turn, turn my head, I
can feel my neck, that pain in my neck.
You get that pain, severe pain? --- Yes.
/You also
You also say you cannot talk properly? --- Yes, at times, you know, when I try
to talk I don't know suddenly what has happened. Suddenly the voice fails me and
I will be speaking so low, like I am going right now, going on and on right now,
and I wouldn't know what the cause of that is.
You lose memory? --- Yes, I can talk to you right now, but a few minutes later I
have forgotten what I have said to you.
Also you say you get confused, you get mentally disturbed? --- Yes, especially
when it's hot. Especially when it's hot I get more confused.
Of all the things that have happened, you have lost also your brother. --- Yes.
Today you are an orphan without parents. --- Yes, I am an orphan today.
What I am saying to you, Sibusiso, today is that as we are here as the Truth
Commission we do see the pathetic situation that you are in. We will try all we
can to see how we can help you, to appease you. We will forward all what we have
gathered here to the State President, and of the things that we think we could
do them immediately now, without even waiting to forward them to the President,
maybe things that regard your life, your health, your state of health and how
you go on with life as a pensioner, we will see how to help you. I thank you
very much, Sibusiso. I will give over to the chairperson.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Thank you very much, Sibusiso, for coming in to talk to us today.
We have heard many other stories, particularly yesterday, from people from the
Murchison
/area, and,
area, and, as I said to those people yesterday, Murchison - the people of

Murchison suffered very, very badly over the past - particular 1989, 1990, 1991.
We heard stories of people whose homes were burnt down, people who were driven
out of their homes, people who were forced to go on night camps, and if they
refused to go they were killed. And you were among those people who fled.
Because of that political oppression in Murchison you were forced to flee from
your home to KwaGcaba, where again you were attacked and assaulted by the
police. So you have given us a clear picture of what life was like in those days
in that part of Port Shepstone, and that is very useful for us because it helps
us to write the report which we have to write for the Government. And when we
write that report you can be sure that the stories that we have heard from the
people of Murchison will feature very much in that report. As you have heard Dr
Magwaza say, part of our job is to make recommendations to the Government as to
how people like you should be assisted, and we will be making those
recommendations on your behalf to the Government so that you can be assisted. So
we thank you again very much for coming in today and sharing your story with us.
Thank you very much.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Is that the one in the middle? Okay, and then who is Sithembiso
Nzama? That's you. And you are Kayiya Cele on the left. Sorry, who is Mr Cele?
Oh. And Thembinkosi Dwayisa? And who will be talking first? Dwayisa, okay, thank
you. I think if you - and are you all going to be talking today? Are you all
going to be giving evidence today, or is it just Mr Dwayisa? Dwayisa, okay. If
there is anything that you want to add you are welcome to. If you do you'll have
to take the oath, but if you're happy that Mr Dwayisa talks on your behalf
that's fine. Okay. Mr Dwayisa, can you - okay, can you both stand to take the
oath.
--------------------THEMBINKOSI DWAYISA and KAYIYA BOY CELE (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
COMMISSIONER: You are from the Murchison area again, like the witnesses before
you, and like many other witnesses we have heard. You are from the Mbhayimbhayi
area and Nkanyezini area, and you have come to tell us about a lengthy period of
harassments, attacks, shootings which you and other members of your community
suffered at the hands of the South African Police and the IFP, and this was in
1991. I am going to ask Mrs Gcabashe to assist you with your evidence.
MRS GCABASHE: I would like you to greet the three of you. Good afternoon. You
have already explained that Thembinkosi will be speaking mostly on your behalf
throughout the story, and I believe that if some few things - if there's
something that's left out they can help. As you were sitting with us together
since from the morning listening to other witnesses, all the big things
/that
that happened before, as now is your time to come forward to tell more about
what you experienced. It also affects us, and we also get upset to hear all the
troubles and the problems that our people have gone through. I would like to
start with you, Thembinkosi. Can you tell us more about the surrounding area
where you come from, and also tell us more about your family. Tell us about your
family first. --- I will say that there is only one person still alive at home.
May you please raise up your voice. --- I am only left with my dad and my
mother, and I am the only child.
Are you just alone at home? Were you born alone? --- We were two. Another one
passed away.
At the present moment what are you doing? --- I am not working.
When this happened I believe you were still young, still at school. Where were

you schooling? --- I was schooling at a place called Elihlaze at Murchison.
Up to what standard did you study? --- I studied up to standard five.
How old were you at the time when you left school? --- I was 17 years old.
As we have already heard that the issue that brought you here before us is that
there was violence in your place. Can you briefly tell exactly what happened. -- I will say my harassment started at 1987. During '87 there were some athletics
at Murchison in one of the playing grounds. That's where the police started
harassing us. There had been a problem at the playing grounds. During the
athletics police started shooting at
/us. They
us. They starting shooting, it was about from half past three until seven in the
evening.
Where were you at that time as it's a long time they have been shooting? --- We
were at our homes in Murchison.
Where they were shooting - they were shooting at the grounds, and what happened?
--- Yes, they started shooting at us at the playing fields, and thereafter they
followed us to our homes. Time went on until 1990. There was some change to us,
and also other members of the UDF. That was the time Nelson Mandela was
released. I think that was the time people began to realise the truth, and they
all turned to become members of the UDF.
In your statement you mentioned that in 1991 you were harassed by IFP and
police. Was it the correct time? --- Yes, that was the correct time. After the
release of Nelson Mandela there has been some change. We stayed together all as
comrades. In 1991 things started to change. Even somewhere in the middle of 1990
there was a spirit that we had was moving around that the IFP was preparing to
attack us. We stayed on guard, waiting to see if every they're going to attack
us. Most of the comrades decided to meet and go for camping because we didn't
know what was going to happen at any minute.
You mentioned that it happened that you have to leave Ezikaleni. Did you get out
of that place? --- Yes, we moved of Ezikaleni at that year. In January 1991, 27,
there were some of our friends were sitting together. They used to call
themselves UDF members. On that night of the 27th January we heard that people
have died in a place called Madagala. Three people died at that place.
/We tried
We tried to investigate as to the cause of their deaths. After their deaths we
had a meeting where all the members of the congress in Murchison have to meet.
Then the whole community went to that place to find out exactly what had
happened as to how the three people were killed. When we arrived at the meeting
there was no resolution, or we couldn't find out the reason why they were
killed, and the meeting just dissolved like that. It happened and happened until
1991, and all those brothers who were attacked were attacked by the IFP.
You said ... (incomplete) --- I am saying they were attacked by the IFP. I mean
those three brothers or comrades who died. It's then that we as comrades
realised that there is no way out, we have to come together in unity and see
what we can do to protect the people. They started - they continued to attack us
in the company of police, and when they came to us they normally say that they
were looking for young boys. We had meetings, trying to find out as to how we
can solve the matter. On April somewhere the IFP attacked us. They were in the
company of police. That was April the 10th 1991. After they have attacked us two
people died. It was Mr Dladla and also -Mr Dladla Damkoka, and the other man was
Mr Makhanya. This Mr Dladla and Makhanya, were they injured? Were they injured
during the attack? --- Yes. I think they were attacked early in the morning.

Did they survive? --- No, they didn't. They died. The other one was Bhekithemba
Radebe.
Was he also injured? --- He died.
You may continue. --- After that there had been some attacks from both sides.
/When you
When you say you were attacking each other, who was attacking who? --- They were
attacking us. I am trying to say the IFP people were attacking us. They
continued attacking us and harassing us, and people lost a lot of belongings,
including furniture and livestock, because when they arrive when we run away
they take anything that they could find. As we were sitting waiting to find a
solution as to the problem we tried to call the police, the police from
Shepstone Police Station. We talked to the station commander, telling him about
our problem. He did come to our place.
Do you remember his name? --- Yes, I do remember.
What was his name? --- They used to call him Mr Fourie. After that Station
Commander Fourie arrived we tried to explain to him our problem. We told him
that the IFP is attacking us and harassing us, and they are also accompanied by
the police and we don't know what's going on. And he asked us when did they
attack us. We told him, "Here are the people who died, Bhekithemba and those I
am mentioning, and this man from the Dladla family." He just kept quiet after
that.
Do you remember you said - you mentioned a captain who was with him. Do you
remember his name? --- No, I don't remember.
Was he a black man or a white man? --- He was a white man. He talked to us,
trying to find out as to how he can help us. We explained to him what happened
to us. He agreed as to what we were telling him. However, he asked us why don't
we want to become IFP members. We told him we can't be IFP members because we
are UDF members.
/After
After that Mr Fourie said so many things, and we asked him as to why the police
are always assisting the Inkatha in the attacks. He said we mustn't ask him that
question. And he took off a shirt that he was wearing. He was wearing a white
shirt. When he took off this shirt he showed us some wounds, showing how the
comrades have injured, and we told him, "We don't know about your incidents, but
we are trying to explain to you about the people who have died here." From that
we differed in views. He took out his gun and R4 rifle. He cocked it and put it
on top of his shoulder and started walking away. He was walking on foot, and the
IFP members were standing somewhere from a distance and he went towards their
position. We were so confused we didn't know what was happening. And he left us
and said, "You can do whatever you want to do." After he left we were attacked
and we didn't know what to do.
Did you see the people who attacked you? --- Yes, we used to see them, and we
also know them. After that people attacked us, and the police were gone at that
time. We used not to sleep at home. We used to go back to the forest at night
and come back during the day. And it continued like that. On the 6th of May 1991
the IFP again, together with the police, attacked one family. That was the
Ngcobo family. The father of the family was Ngcobu Ngcobo. On that day when this
happened I was outside at the gate. We were just sitting with some of my
friends. We were just smoking, sitting outside just watching exactly what was
happening around us. It was about quarter to 10 or 10 o'clock in the evening. We
saw a police car passing. It was from a place called

/Crossing.
Crossing. It was going to Mtengwane. During the time we were watching this car
as it was passing. After it had just passed it shined its green light on top of
it. At about a few minutes, about 10 minutes the started attacking us. That's
where we discovered that there were police in their company, because they were
also accompanied by soldiers because they left their cars and came on foot from
the other side.
Can you go back to the 22nd of November 1991 where Momomu Ndelwane, an IFP
leader, was killed? Can you tell us something about it? --- On November the
22nd, it was 1991, one woman came shouting at this place, Ezikaleni. This woman
stand on top of the hill and started shouting that the IFP together with the
police they are coming to look for Momomu.
Do you still remember this mother? --- No, I don't remember. After that we sat
together with my friends and we decided to go and investigate as to where were
these people, the police together with the IFP were coming from which direction.
We rushed towards the place to find out as to who were those people. We wanted
to find out because the place they were coming in it was in our place, the
comrades area, it was not an IFP area. We saw the car.
Are you still talking about what happened on the 22nd? --- Yes, I am talking
about the 22nd. The car came. Some of our comrades went towards it to find out
exactly as to what are they doing there. Before we arrived - as I have said
there were some of my friends were in front - the people from the car started
shooting, and some police alighted from the car and they started
/shooting
shooting at us. They continued shooting, and those comrades tried to defend and
protect themselves. Some ran to hide, some fired back. They continued shooting
at us and we didn't know what was happening. And then so many people came out
from the houses and we were becoming many in number. These police it was one
white man and three black man.
You mean is it those people who shot Sifiso? --- Yes, they are the people who
shot Sifiso.
Did you ever find out exactly who were in the car? --- Yes, we saw them when
they were coming back for the second time.
Is it true that it was B P Cele? Do you remember their names? --- Yes, I do. The
first one it was investigating officer B P Cele. It means ... (inaudible) ...
and the others who were in his company, and also a white man. They left after
shooting us on the first time they started shooting, and after some few minutes,
about 20 minutes - after some few minutes, like 20 minutes, they came back with
police, and some other police were at the back of the car, and they were holding
their guns. Again people started shouting as they have seen them coming down,
and they said, "There is the car that killed us." Since we were from the forest
then we came out of the bushes to find out exactly why is the car back in our
place. When we came out of the bushes they started the very same story that they
did before. When we arrived at the scene they started shooting at us.
Is this the time where you got shot? --- Yes.
After you were shot what happened to you? Did you go to hospital, or what
happened? --- I went to
/hospital.
hospital.

Which hospital? --- I went to Shepstone Hospital.
What did they do to you in hospital? --- They treated me, and they told me that
I was so badly injured and it will take a long time for me to recover. And I
stayed for about three months in hospital and thereafter I was discharged. I
went back to my place at Gamalakhe.
You said you were operated. Did they extract any bullet from your body, or what
happened? --- I don't know, because I can't remember how I arrived at the
hospital as to when and how.
Was there any case opened on this matter? --- No, there was no case.
Didn't you report the case to the police? --- The police came to me while I was
in hospital.
Do you know those police who came to you while you were in hospital? --- I don't
remember them well, but I can identify them if I see them.
In your statement you gave names, lists of people who harassed you. I am not
going to mention them, but do you know them? --- Yes, I do know them.
You said you would like to know the perpetrators, and also that they must be
brought to justice, and also that you would also like to be given a sick
pension. Can't you work? --- Yes, I can't work.
Maybe your brother next to you would like to add something. --- I think he would
like to say something because we are coming on the same issue.
--------------------/KAYIYA
KAYIYA BOY CELE (Previously Sworn, States) (Through interpreter)
MRS GCABASHE: Now, let's hear from you. What would you want to say, or probably
add on top of what is already said, especially that you are relating one story.
This is in line with what he was already saying, so please do not repeat what he
has already said. Is there anything that you want to add? --- What I could add
are the - I just want to fill in the places. It's that at Murchison we were
still highly harassed, differently, because police were collaborating,
especially with the IFP. We've heard that even somewhere were the UDF. I was
also - at Murchison we were attacked. There were police - there was a time when
the police came in with the IFP, and that place was UDF area. During the day we
were assaulted.
Tell us about that place. What about that place? Tell us about that area. --No, it's a place called Ndluthaweni in Murchison. That's where the police came
with the IFP and the soldiers and the Stability - in the morning, if I am
recalling right. We were assaulted and we were taken out, and we were also women
and ladies there, and only IFP was left. Some of our brothers did attempt to
fight the situation. When they went to the police it was of no use, because the
police and the IFP were collaborating. So there was no use to go to the police
because the police knew very well what Inkatha was doing.
No, just go on if there's anything new. --- In 1990, on the 5th of May, at home
at the place called Mbhayimbhayi we had already heard that the IFP was going to
attack. We were there with the neighbours. At 2.00 am /the IFP
the IFP came. They came in a gravel road, they were

driving through the gravel road, and they came into our house. They could not
see that I was not at home, I was outside. When they got inside they found out
that there were three people inside the house. It was my father and his brother
- you know, please let me try to explain this way. You see the other one, so we
just decided that he shall just die alone instead of the whole family to be
killed. Now, they did not have a way of coming inside the house because this
other one was coming out of the house. Then they were more focused and
concentrating on this guy. It's Mazinio. At home there was my father, Samuel,
and one other called Mkhonde. Well, we left the place and we could see that
there's nothing else we could do because we were being so attacked so severely.
In the afternoon there will be taxis who will pick us up to take us to Ngwojini.
That's where we were putting up for the evening, and go back to Murchison at
night. We will leave Murchison ... (incomplete - end of side A) ... stay in
Murchison we will be there during the day. But one day in the morning - I think
it was around four or six - we were coming back from where we were sleeping.
Now, these two taxis got stopped by the IFP members, and they were shooting, and
one brother of mine by the name of Zakhele got hurt in the thigh. He was shot in
the thigh.
What is his name?
thigh. You see the
When we arrived in
should just go our
go their own

--- It's Zakhele Xaba. He was hurt, he was injured in the
drivers did try so much to save us from the whole situation.
Murchison we just said there's nothing we could do. Maybe we
way. One should go his way, I shall go my way, and the others

/way. Now
way. Now when they were - my other brothers left, these
other guys left, on the third day the IFP attacked their place where they were
and two friends of ours died there.
Who were those who died? --- Like Mbambo.
And who else? --- And Majozi, Majozi Mthembu. We separated, we went on our own
way. I said there was nothing that we could do. We were attacked even there in
Malodi, and we tried to go our own way, every man for himself, God for us all.
And some of our friends they went to Gamalakhe, others went to Durban. We went
to different places. After some time we met again. As we separated in Malodi we
met again. Still we were harassed in such a way, and the police of Stability and
the soldiers made it a point that every day they were attacking. And we know
very well that after seven they were coming. Once seven struck they will come.
Please, you've already said that. Why don't you say something that you haven't
said? --- Well, if that is it I would like to go on then and take over.
We've already heard. --- One other thing that he has forgotten that I would like
to put forward, and probably also ask for help from you. Those two taxis. Well,
we've heard about those two taxis. They used to take you out of the town and
back to town. --- You see now, I am talking about something different. Those two
taxis were driven by police. Another one was red, another one was cream-white.
You see those police they used to attack. They will not want any - they will
attack the natives. We will go to Gamalakhe to meet and gather and the police
will come and attack, killing our brothers, friends, colleagues. Many things
were happening, taking /place
place there. And we were told in the morning that we
won't see the Christmas Day. The Christmas Day - we will have our Christmas Day
in the bush. Those are the police telling us that. And then these other taxis,
the red and the cream-white, were used by the camouflage and the Stability. And
some other friend's brothers died, and some were coming from Murchison and they
never got to go back to their places after that.

Well, we've heard
been harassed at
probably that you
asking the three
oath.

already what you are saying, and well, we know that you have
this age especially. You are so young. Is there anything
would like to put forward as a request to the Commission? I am
of you now. Is there anything perhaps? You did not take the

COMMISSIONER: Would you like to add something to what has been said? What are
your full names please?
---------------------

/SITHEMBISO
SITHEMBISO NZAMA (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
MRS GCABASHE: I will also request you, Sithembiso, please, please, please don't
talk about what already has been said. We will just ask you concisely to tell us
about what they have not told us yet. --- See what happened is that I have a
brother called Jeffrey Nzama.
Who is that? --- Jeffrey Nzama. He was a member of the SAP. I used to live with
them. I was a refugee. I will leave and come back, and go and come back. It was
1983 at Zwikele.
Where is that? What is that? --- 1873. That's the house - the residential
number, 1873.
Where is that location, residential area? --- Gamalakhe. I used to live there,
and during the day I will go to the comrades and come back and go to his place,
and I was staying with him. Now, one day Captain Fourie came. Now they call him
differently. And when he got home he will ask Sergeant Nzama.
Who is that? What are you saying? Is that Sergeant Nzama? --- Yes. And they will
talk, you know, go on talking, chatting, and I will not know what they were
talking about. Now I hear that Captain Fourie was looking for me, he wanted to

talk to me. I went to Captain Fourie. When I got to Captain Fourie he said he
had already spoken to my other brother. Now he took me - he told me that he was
taking me to some place. When we got to the police station at Port Shepstone
there - you see, there are offices there of the police investigating unit. We
went to the second floor with Mr Fourie, together with other three white men I
did not know. They were driving a Cressida. When we got there he asked me that
as I come
/from
from Bhoboyi, and I am here in Gamalakhe, where are the guns that belong to the
Qabane. I said, "I don't have any knowledge." Each time I go there I don't look
for guns, I just go and visit. You see the comrades were residing at some church
somewhere. The church that was occupied by these refugees it's in Gamalakhe.
What was the name of that church? --- I don't know the name of that church. You
see all the refugees were residing and just staying there in that church. I
don't know the name. I told that I don't know where the guns were, and he said,
"You are going to tell the truth because you are also a Qabane, and my brother
is the police but you are a Qabane." He took me into the car and we left. We
passed by the bridge at Umzimkulu. When we passed that bridge at Umzimkulu we
took a left turn at Gulf(?), and we passed Gulf and we went right into the bush.
When we got to the bush they took out some tubes, you see those things that they
used to cover our faces with. Then they put one on me, they covered my face.
They asked me and they said, "Where are the guns? Did Mr Nzama give guns to the
Qabane, and who did he give the guns to?" I said, "I don't know." They said,
"Now you are going to tell the truth." Then they put the tube on me. You see I
could not talk. If I was agreeing with them I should raise up my hand. I lifted
up my hand. Then they set me free and they asked me again, they said, "Tell us
the truth." I said, "I don't know." Again now they assaulted me from there. They
took me back into the car and they took me back to the police station, and I was
there for two days. The third day my brother came and he told me that according
to his work there is nothing he
/could do
could do to those white guys, the policemen, because he will also get himself
into trouble. That was detrimental for him. He told me also that the people who
are leaders of ANC - he told me the names, Dr Kwele ... (intervention)
Who is that? --- Dr Kwele. He said he will try to get in touch with them and
explain this problem. I don't know really how far he had gone with that. He
came. Fourie came also, and I had ran away. I had ran away at that time. I
escaped from the prison. No, I escaped and I just disappeared, because I knew
that he was going to be running after me. I just disappeared. One day at night,
when I was passing by from another house, I was shot suddenly. Being shot I was
unconscious, and regained my conscious in the hospital the following day. When I
looked at myself I could see my intestine. I saw my intestine.
What hospital was that? --- Port Shepstone Hospital.
Go on. --- When I asked - after regaining my consciousness I asked my wife and
my mother - I asked my brother and my mother what has happened, because they
were already there. They said, "You were trying to steal a car at Mr Nxamu," if
I am not mistaken. I think it's Nxamu. Truly the police came and I was arrested.
They put on handcuffs on me as I was lying in the hospital bed. Mr Nxamu had
lost is car, or what? --- No, they said it was an attempt, trying to steal that
car, otherwise the car was there.
In other words this means you were shot by the police claiming that you were
attempting to steal the car? --- Yes, it was the police from Margate that I
don't
/know.

know. After I was discharged from the hospital a case was opened, and on April
24 I was sentenced. I was sent to Simpson Prison for nine months.
At Mafusa? --- Yes, at Mafusa.
You were there for nine months? --- No, I spent six months and they sent me back
to Shepstone.
And that's where you finished up your sentence? --- Yes. You see, there in
prison the conditions were unacceptable, and I was discharged in October 23. It
was 1992. I was released. I went back to Gamalakhe. When I got there I found out
that the comrades had gone back to Murchison, and I also went back to Bhoboyi,
because I was born in Bhoboyi. After that between IFP and the police who were
attacking us, up until what my brothers have already said right now.
We have almost missed an
the way the police were
ourselves that we will go
was in 1995, June, on the
When was it?
(incomplete)

---

1995,

important story from you. --- You see another thing,
so troublesome, irksome to us, one day we just told
to the police, and we went to the police. That day it
5th.
on

the

6th

-

on

the

5th

of

June.

We

found

...

The violence was still going on in your area? --- Yes, it was not so much going
on, but still the police were irksome, troubling us all the time.
According to this Commission we go as far as 1993, not beyond that. --- You see
the letter is the one we received when we went to the police. The police we
found there was Captain Cabiner. It was the first police we - and that is the
police we saw when we took ourselves to the police, and he gave us this letter.
/That letter,
That letter, what does that letter say? Maybe we will get a copy of that letter
later on. --- No, I think even if you can take this copy, because I have another
copies. You can have it.
We have already heard the way you have been
through, and the people who went through this
this question. What is the - let me hand back
questions, and then we could find out at the
the Commission.

harassed, and what you have gone
with you. Maybe we should ask you
to the chairperson. There would be
end what their wish would be from

--------------------COMMISSIONER: Any other questions?
DR MGOJO: Sithembiso, I want you to explain this. You say you were shot because
they thought you were attempting to steal Mr Nxamu's car. Who is this Nxamu? --He is in Gamalakhe. I don't know his whereabouts now, but then he was residing
in Gamalakhe.
What was he doing, this Nxamu? --- I don't know his work and I didn't know then.
But he is holding some position in Zulu Government long back, but I don't know
what that position was.
Now, do you think they had heard from him that you were attempting to steal his
car, or where did they get that? --- I will say he is the one, because when I
was in the court of law he was there with his family, and the other one was the
police who shot me, so I think he's the one.
Even though you don't know where he was working where was he residing though,

where was his house? --- His house is closer to a place called Sikhotipola in
/Gamalakhe.
Gamalakhe. You know it's those houses that are built recently with five rooms,
not so far away from the clinic.
Do you think he's related to Inspector Nxamu? --- Yes, I think so.
Do you think he's the brother, or he's the one? --- No, I think he is the one
with the bald head. Then he was driving a yellow Mercedes.
Did you ever have any altercations with him? --- No.
When you were sentenced to nine months' did you have any fine? --- No, I was not
granted any fine.
Now I would like to ask you, the three of you, the last question. You are still
very young, you are still young men. I have already heard from the other one, he
said he wanted pension. I am not saying there is anything wrong with that, but
you are still very young. If you were to be sent back to school, because you are
still young, now there are many ways of going back to school, I mean many ways
of learning. You cannot be going - I mean education is not the book, but you can
also learn some skills. You are still very young for pension. Why don't you ask
something in this regard? --- You see, I haven't got an opportunity yet to
explain my position, but my request is that I would like to learn some skills,
to know at least some skills for work. If the Commission would assist me in this
regard I will appreciate, yes, to learn something I could do with hands.
And what about you? --- What I will request from the Commission, as my uncle has
died, and he was the breadwinner at the same time, and helping my grandfather
and the family at large.
/I don't
I don't hear you. What are you saying? I am trying to put you in a condition
where you will be helpful to your families, because you are very young, so be
clear, talk out. What is it that you are saying? We do trust and hope that we
could help you, and as you were harassed, and you are still very young at the
same time. The other one already has asked for some help that he wants to go
back and learn something, gain some skills, and what about you? That's the very
question I am asking you. Then talk up. --- Well, I think I will also appreciate
the very same thing he has said, because I am not working, I am just home.
And what about you? --- I wish the commission could help me in this problem
because I can't get anything done myself. I just wish that the Commission could
help me. I still want to go back to school.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Sithembiso, Thembinkosi, Kayiya, we thank you very, very much for
coming in today. We are glad that you could be here together. You suffered
together, and it is very good that now that that period of harassment is over
that you can share your experience here before the Truth Commission. You have
been here today the whole day, and you will have heard most of the stories that
have been told. Most of those stories have been about specific incidents which
took place on a specific day, whereas you have all given us a description of
life over a period of a year, or more than a year. 1991/1992. You have told us
what it was like to live in that area of Murchison for a long, long time, and
it's given us a very clear idea of what life was like there. You have also named
the names
/of a

of a policeman whose name has come up many times from other witnesses, Major
Fourie. His name has been mentioned by other people, and from what you have told
us it seems that he, Major Fourie and his fellow officers, in co-operation with
certain local IFP members, set out to destabilise that area of Murchison in
order to prevent and discourage any political activity in that area which was
critical of the Government or was opposed to the Government. And this action of
theirs, this coalition between the police and certain Inkatha members, caused
very extensive disruption in Murchison, as it did in many other areas, and it
cause many hundreds of people to flee their homes. And, as we have heard, many
people also lost their lives. And you are amongst those who had to flee from
Murchison to other areas. So, as I have said, you have given us a very clear
picture of what life was like in those days, and when we write our report, as I
have said to earlier witnesses, you can be sure that the people of Murchison and
their stories will feature in that report.
You have also made certain requests to us in response to Dr Mgojo's question,
and we will be making recommendations to the Government as to how we think that
you could be assisted. So again thank you very much for coming in and explaining
your stories to us. Thank you very much.
---------------------
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---oOo--COMMISSIONER: Mr Madela, we greet you and we welcome you here today. You have come - you live in Ntuzuma township, near
KwaMashu, and you have come to tell us about the torture that you experienced at the hands of the South African Defence Force in
1987. Before you tell us that story I'll ask you to stand up and take the oath.
--------------------MICHAEL MADELA (Sworn, States)
COMMISSIONER: Dr Magwaza will assist you.
DR MAGWAZA: Good afternoon, Mr Madela. We thank you very much for having come here before this Commission. We wish you to
tell us about your family, your family background. --- I am Michael Madela and I am staying at Ntuzuma. I have four children. Actually
my children were five, but my first-born died, so all of us were six initially.
How old are your children now? --- The eldest one is 22 years old, and the second one is 17 years old, the other one 15 years old, the
other one 12.
Are they all schooling? --- There is only two who are still at school. The other one stopped going to school for certain reasons. I am not
working.
When last did you work? --- I last worked in 1987, toward the end.
What happened that caused you to stop working? --- It started when I was tortured by the soldiers. I was working for the Corporation,
for the Municipality, and I knocked off on the particular day. When I got off the Municipality bus, heading for KwaMashu location when I got into the bus there was a certain car that was approaching, and as the bus stopped this car also stopped,

/and there
and there were certain soldiers, three, who got into the bus, and they pulled me out of the bus. I asked them as to what the matter
was, but they did not explain to me. And I struggled for them to let me free, and I kept on asking them as to what was happening, and
they assaulted me with the butts of their guns. And I tried to grip on the bus rails so that I couldn't go out. I tried kicking and screaming,
but that did not help, because all the other ones who were in the Casspirs came out to assist the three. And the bus driver asked as to
what was happening because he recognised me as a bus driver. They told him that he should keep quiet because he was also going
to be assaulted. And they picked me up and they put me inside the Casspir. And I fell into a hole which had the spare wheel and I hit
my legs as well as my other limbs. And they started assaulting me as well as kicking me. And they were doing this at intervals. Each
one of them just wanted to assault me. There is another one who also got injured. Then he said they should take me because I was
also a member of the UDF and I deserved to be killed. I heard that I was going to be killed, and there were two Casspirs. I could not
see as to which direction we were heading to because it was dark at that time, it was round about half past six. And they drove off with
me for quite some distance, and I don't know where we were heading to at that particular time. I heard some noise and I heard that it
might probably be at the residential area. Then they came with two cases of beer as well as a bottle of brandy, and they put it next to
me. And the Casspir drove, they continued. I saw one of them, and I suspected that he was the commander because they were
/listening
listening to whatever he was saying, and I tried to plead with him to leave me. And I realised at that time that they were all drunk,
because they were drinking this beer that they had bought. I tried to plead with them in English, but now I realise that they were not
sympathising with me. I tried to speak Afrikaans, and I kept on saying,. "My baas, my baas," to them. And I kept on denying that I was
not a member of the UDF, and they told me that they had already heard - they got information that the NDC drivers were UDF
members as well. I did not know anything about the UDF as well as politics. They started kicking me at that particular moment, and he
was right at the top - the one who was kicking me was right at the top, and he kept on kicking me from the top, and I was right at the
bottom. And I kept on pleading for my life, and I told them that I had six children that I had to take care of. I was assaulted for quite
some time, and I kept on pleading for a number of times. And after some time the Hippo stopped and the other one who seemed to be
in charge initiated that I be taken to the police station. I felt somehow relieved that I was going to be taken to the police station. Then
the Casspir was driven towards the police station at KwaMashu. I did not even see that we were getting to the police station, I just saw
the lights at the police station, because they were slightly brighter than the ones along the street. They told me that I should get out of
the Casspir. As I got out there were certain policemen who were full. We used to call them "blom," and there were a number of them,
and they knew me because I was a driver. And they did say that I was a driver for the Municipal buses, and at that time I was
/very much
very much swollen. My whole body was aching, and I was bleeding profusely. And they pulled me inside their police station.
Can you please explain to us as to what the "bloms" are, why do you call them the "bloms"? --- They used to wear green uniforms. I
don't know whether they are blackjacks or policemen, but they used to wear green overalls or blue overalls. That's why we call them
blom. I was taken into the charge office, and when I got there they made me stand right at the corner and they kept on talking to each
other. Whenever I tried to intervene and tried to clarify the issues I was told to keep quiet. One of the soldiers and put me inside the
charge officer, and I asked them as to why I was being arrested, and I had to be formally charged. I told them that if they wanted to
arrest me or put me in custody I had to be formally charged. And I was worried because I did not have an attorney at that time. I said
to them I wanted to get in touch with my attorney, but I wanted them to tell me as to why they were arresting me. And one of them said
they will not be able to arrest me because I seemed to know too much, I was also talking about attorneys. Then I was chased - I was
told that I should wait outside together with two policemen, and there were KwaZulu policemen inside the charge office. I stood there
up until past 10 or quarter to 11, since they accosted me at about six. They told me that they could not charge me, and I told them that
I wanted to go home. If they wanted to arrest me they might as well arrest me and detain me, but if they weren't doing that they were
supposed to take me back to where I could transport to go back home. They said that
/was none
was none of their concern, they had absolutely nothing to do with that, they couldn't take me back. And I told them that I had been
injured and I could not go all by myself. Then after some time came a certain station commander called Nthanjana(?). I think he had
just come to take his rounds at the police station. Then he looked at me and asked me as to what had happened, because he
recognised me as a Municipality bus driver. It told him that I was taken by the soldiers, and he asked me what had happened to me
because I was bleeding and I was swollen. I told him I had been assaulted, but I didn't know what I was being assaulted for. And the
other policemen said they should put me in custody and release me the following day. Then the station commander said to me I
should go. I didn't know where I would get transport because it was very late at night at that time, and Ntuzuma is quite a distance
from that place, and there was no longer transport at that time. He said I should try and ask the police to take me to wherever I was
going, but he left me there also. I stood there waiting for somebody to take me home. I could not speak to the police because they
were also hungry to assault me. They said I should wait for any van that was going out so that it could also give me a lift to Ntuzuma.

They never dropped me off at Ntuzuma, but they dropped me off on the main road, and I had to see to finish as to where I was
heading to. Then he dropped me off there and I went on my foot to my place. My brother said I should go and report the matter to the
police. I woke up the following day and I went to the police station to open up a case with regard to what had happened the previous
day. I submitted a statement and I
/explained
explained that the police were also there when this happened. And I went back to work. I was still swollen and I was still very injured.
When I got to work I related what had happened to me. I told them that the soldiers had taken me and assaulted me. Let me just
explain my work situation. Maybe it can clarify as to how I got to be assaulted. There was a certain union at work. It was FOSATU,
before COSATU came into place. Then this union was a Municipality workers union. Now, as drivers we were discussing and saying
we should not join this particular union. I was also assisting in mobilising people to join this particular union, and FOSATU at that time
was falling apart, and it was falling under COSATU, and we ended up being members of COSATU. That is where the whole thing
started, because I was also a leader of the COSATU union. And we were all painted with the same brush. I think the soldiers were told
as to who I was because they came straight to me. It means they knew me. Then I went to relate this to Mr Ntenza, who was our shop
steward. That was in Ntuzuma. I told him what had happened and he also told me that I should lay a charge. Then he advised me to
go and see an attorney. Here are the documents that I got from my attorney, Martin & Kemp. We went to Martin & Kemp, and Martin &
Kemp took my statement and said he was going to institute civil action against the then Minister of Defence. I gave him the go-ahead
because I also wanted to know as to why I was being assaulted. My attorney said I should pay if I want to institute civil actions. I was
prepared to pay. Then he told me to go and take photos as I was as part of the evidence that I was injured.
/Now, was
Now, was there any case that took place? --- I am still coming to that. Then I went to take these photos, and these photos were sent to
Martin & Kemp, that is my attorney, and he said that he was going to take the statement himself at the police station, he was going to
go and fetch it. And I waited. Each time I had to pay R100,00 a month. At times it was R40,00-R50,00, but I was paying him every
month. I kept on paying, and I kept on asking as to the outcome of the case. At first he told me that the soldiers were not supposed to
assault me. Even though I had sinned or I had transgressed, but I was not supposed to be treated in the manner that they did. He also
told me that his son, Michael, is a soldier, and he was not in the country, he had gone to the border. Now he said he was going to find
out from his son. He was just conversing with me, just telling me that his son was also a soldier. I came back the second time now and
he told me that I should come with some testimony or evidence that I was assaulted. He said he wanted some witnesses. Then I went
to get one of the girls who was there when I got assaulted. And each time I paid, and I kept on asking him as to how my case was. He
kept on telling me that he had sent some letters to the Minister of Defence.
I want to disturb you just a minute. Just tell us the outcome of the case. What happened at the end of the day? --- No, I don't know
what happened, because I paid but nothing came out of the case. I was never paid. The case was never finalised. He came to me and
told me who am I to bring civil action against the State, but I told him that he has taken the case initially and he had advised me to
institute civil action.
/Let me
Let me just ask a few questions to try and clarify the matter, because this seems to go far beyond what we think it is. Are there any
other drivers who were also harassed and tortured just like you? --- I wouldn't know, because thereafter I stopped working for the
Municipality. I was taken by certain investigating officers from work, and they took me to another police station. They told me that I had
killed a certain man by the name of Cy. They said I had shot him whilst he was watching TV in his house. And I was taken by the
police. I told them that I did not know anything, and they told me that I was going to speak the truth. I told them that they should just kill
me because I hadn't done any of the things that they were accusing me of. Mr S A Dlamini, who said I am the one who had killed that
person, was called by the police. They made him sit behind the door, but I could see him through the space between the door on the
wall that there was somebody behind the door. There was Mike Gcabashe. And I was released thereafter, but the police said that they
were coming back to me because they knew that I was one of the gang members.
We can understand that you were tortured and you were harassed, and it's quite a circle of harassment. The people who harassed,
did you ever see them? Can you identify them? Do you know their names? --- In my attorney's file - at the time that I submitted the
statement I still remembered all the names, but now I don't remember the names. All the details are with my attorney, because at the
time I remembered their names.
In other words if we get hold of your attorneys all the information that we need we will get? --- That is
/correct.
correct.
Where are the attorneys now? --- They are at The Daily News. That is on the 14th floor, at Martin & Kemp firm of attorneys.

We shall try to get hold of the attorneys so that they can shed some light as to what happened, and as well as the essential
information that we need with regard to your case. You were obviously tortured. How did your life change after you had been tortured?
Let me just start from the time of the assault, when you were being assaulted in the Casspir. Did you get injured, and what happened?
Did you get any treatment? --- As I have said you could not recognise me. My head as well as my face was swollen because I was
being repeatedly hit by the butts of the guns. I did receive treatment from a private doctor, and I went for treatment at the clinic.
How was your life affected thereafter? --- Yes, somehow I have lost sight. I cannot read. I have to bring the paper closer to me. I am
very short-sighted after this happened.
Did this happen after the assault? --- That is correct. And after that I was having fainting spells. I also do get dizzy at times, and I went
to see a private doctor with regard to that, but he said I could not be cured, and early retirement was arranged for me. But he said to
me I could only the pension for one year, and I got this money twice. Thereafter I did not get anything, and I don't know what has
happened. I have got a family to maintain. My wife is not working. My child had to leave school and go and look for some work
because we couldn't make ends meet.
/For how
For how many years did you work after you had beenharassed? --- I stopped that very same year that I was assaulted because I could
no longer go on. And I did not trust anybody at that time because I did not know who had gone to the police, so I decided to stop
working at that place.
What are you expectations from the TRC as you say your life has changed and you were harassed? What requests would you like? --I would request the Commission to try and find who these soldiers were so that they can answer certain questions that I have. I want
to know why they assaulted me, where did they get the information that I was a member of the UDF? I would also like the Commission
to investigate the attorney who took my case, and who took my money, and at a later stage decided that I did not have a case at all,
because I never appeared at court. Now my daughter, who comes after the one who went to work, she could have continued with her
education, but now she cannot because I have got no means to send her to school. She had failed her matric exams. Now I wanted
her to continue with her matric and complete it, but she could not because I did not have any more money for her to further her
education.
Just two questions. Do you know the driver of the bus out of which you were taken by the soldiers? Was it not the Municipality bus? --No, it was a Putco bus, and I do not know the name of the driver.
Is it possible for us to get your medical certificates as to where you are receiving treatment? --- I do have those certificates.
It is very obvious that you were traumatised, and we /do hear
do hear your request. We shall collect them and makethose recommendations to the State President. He is the one who takes a
resolution. --- I have got one request. I shall ask you to investigate the attorney who took up my case.
I shall hand over to the Chairman.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Thank you, Mr Madela, very much ... (inaudible) ... in January 1987. It seems from that day on your whole life was
turned upside-down. You were sitting on a bus, on your way home, wearing the uniform of your employer, and that was sufficient for
soldiers of the South African Defence Force to brutally assault you. These were people whose job it should have been to protect
people and to uphold the law, but because of the system of apartheid it was their job to uphold that system, and they spent much of
their time and their energy harassing and assaulting people, and it is little wonder that ordinary people have so little respect for the law
and its institutions today. As Dr Magwaza has said, we are not in a position directly to assist you, but we will make recommendations
to the police as to how people like you may be assisted, and we will be passing those recommendations on to the State President.
And we certainly will look at the court documents, or the papers, affidavits that you filed with your attorney, to see why no action was
taken in that case. And we will look at the documents from the Durban Corporation to find out why you were placed on early
retirement, to see whether this was in fact linked with your assault. Again thank you very much for coming in and telling us your story.
Thank you very much. --- Thank you.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Mr Bonginkosi Aaron Mzobe. Thank you, Mr Mzobe, very for coming in. Can you hear me and understand me
through the earphones?
MR MZOBE: Yes, I can hear you.

COMMISSIONER: You are here from Amawoti.
MR MZOBE: That is correct.
COMMISSIONER: And you have come to tell us about your experience, harassment at the hands of the Self-Defence Units in
KwaMashu. Before you give your evidence can I ask you to stand up and take the oath.
--------------------BONGINKOSI AARON MZOBE (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
COMMISSIONER: Mrs Gcabashe will assist you with your evidence.
MRS GCABASHE: Good afternoon, Mr Mzobe. I thank you that you have remained in this hall up until this time so that you can appear
before this Commission. Before we even go further into your story I want you to tell us about your family. --- My name is Bonginkosi
Aaron Mzobe. I was born in 1953. I was born at Nkhumbane. That is where I grew up, and we relocated to Newlands with my parents.
Presently my parents have since been deceased. I have got two children, Nthokozisi as well as Kohliswa Mzobe. It's a boy and a girl
respectively. As well as their mother. I am from Mapumulo. That's where I originate from.
You said your wife is still alive. --- Yes, I do have a wife. It's only my - my mother is alive.
Are you working? --- No, I have stopped working. I think it's about nine years now since I've stopped
/working.
working.
You told us that you've been harassed by the Self-Defence Unit. You can now start relating as to what happened, or what culminated
to the harassment. --- I think at the time that I submitted my statement certain things were left out because I was harassed by the SDU
as well as the SPU as I am here. I think if I can leave the SPUs out I would not be satisfied.
All right, let's start with the SDU, because you've submitted a statement about the SDU. --- I was working for Spoornet at that time at
Congella. At that time I was working as a shop steward under union. I was staying at KwaMashu at that time. I was very much well
vested with regard to human rights, as well as fighting for freedom, and I lost my job at the railway. I was hired by a certain company,
Shunter's Arms. That is a restaurant, and I was also a shop steward there. And at that time when I was working for Shunter's Arms the
people were now politically aware, and as a shop steward I was working twofold as a person who is fighting for human rights at work,
as well as within the community itself.
Let us now go back to the KwaMashu incident. That's when you started being harassed. --- In KwaMashu we had a problem with the
SDU, the Self-Defence Unit, because the Self-Defence Unit was disturbing us as we were working for the community because they
had certain misgivings about us. They felt that we had been specifically trained for the struggle, and they had trained themselves to kill
people. And now they did not have the support within the community, because they were having their own interests as opposed to the
interests of the community, and whenever
/there was
there was anyone who was opposing them they wanted to remove you, that is by killing you.
You said they were deducting taxes from the community. --- Yes, that is what caused the clash, because they were collecting monies
from each and every house, and they were killing children as well as residents. There is another gentleman by the name of Gaba who
was also killed by the SDU during broad daylight, and they burnt him. That is also one of the reasons that caused a clash, because we
felt that as the community we could not accept what they were doing. They were killing certain people and calling them targets, and
they were burning them right before our children.
What was Gaba doing? Who was he? --- Gaba was one of the residents at the L Section, but his family was in Lindelani.
Why did they kill him? --- He had a clash with one of the members of the SDU. They were at a certain shebeen when this took place.
And now the other thing was that he was very close to me, and he was supporting me in whatever I was doing, and they decided to kill
him.
Let's now go back to where you said you were taken to a kangaroo court. --- At the L Section I was never taken to the kangaroo court,
but I went to the kangaroo court in Ntuzuma. At L Section they had come with the intention to kill me. They surrounded the house and
they were all armed.

Was it at the L Section? --- Yes, that is correct. When they got to the L Section they wanted to kill me, and they were at a certain
house No 1056, where they were waiting so that it could be dark, and they were
/having
having some sort of a party or celebration. The houses at the L Section are two rooms. There is A and B, and he came and said today
was my day, they were going to take me. And at the time I had not yet fallen asleep, and I could hear them talking outside. I heard
another woman talking outside. Her name was Xamisile. She asked as to who was going to be killed, and they pointed at me. They
said I am the one who was going to die, and she asked them why was I going to be killed. That's when I got wind that I was going to
be killed, but I just could not believe that I was going to be killed. As I heard that I was going to be killed I wanted to devise a plan. I did
not know whether I wanted to escape or I wanted to remain, but at that particular point I saw people surrounding the whole house. And
they started breaking the windows, but they were quite scared to get into the house because it was dark and they didn't know who was
in there. That's when I got a chance to escape, to go out. I went out through the window, and at that time I had dared myself and I had
told myself that come what may. As I went out I grabbed my wife and I helped her to go out through the window. And I was passing in
their midst and I was leaving them behind. They kept on threatening to attack me at that time. I went to Sibisi's place, where I sat at
the edge of the fence, and I told my wife to sit down there because I wanted to check whether there was any escape route, because
whenever they attacked people they closed all escape routes. And when I looked around I realised that the whole of block eight was
blocked, so that even if I was able to run away I could not be able to escape out of the block.
/Where
Where were your children at the time you took your wife out? --- At that time we were already scared, and we knew that we were going
to be killed, so I had taken my children to my home, so that if we happened to die we may die alone, and the children may remain.
So you survived on that particular day, but there was a time when you were called to the kangaroo court. Just tell us about the
kangaroo court. --- When I was called to the kangaroo court it was for the second time now, and there was also a clash between the
Inkatha and myself, and they wanted to kill me. And I was able to escape at that time, and when I came back I sat beside the road and
I thought that it was three months now that I haven't been having a place to sleep. I was sleeping next to the beach. I was not able to
go to the L Section, because that's where they wanted to kill me. And on the fourth month I got a place to stay, and just as I was
settling down I was attacked by the same type of gangsters who call themselves marshals.
Let's go back to the kangaroo court, because there are certain names that you have mentioned. That is Julius Mkhize, as well Mandla
Ngidi. Are they still alive? --- Yes, they are still alive, but they were staying at L Section. Julius Mkhize is my brother-in-law in some
sort of way. They are the people who had come to kill me.
You said you went to Leonard Mkhize's place. --- Yes, I want to Leonard Mkhize because I grew up with him. Then I wanted him to
help me, because at that time I was in dire straits. He told me that I should go to KwaMashu Police Station, and they told me that they
did not want to be involved with ANC matters because they knew the
/L Section
L Section was an ANC stronghold. They talked about things which did not concern me, and it was very clear that I was not going to get
any help from them. Now they asked me as to why they should help me. I told them that my house had been burnt and I had nothing
to do with the ANC. He said to me I should go to the Magistrate to get an interdict, a directory interdict that they can accompany me to
fetch whatever was left of my possessions. That was on a Sunday, and there is no court that works on a Sunday. And at that time I did
not have any clothes. I had absolutely nothing with me, and they said they could not help me without the interdict. Then I went to
Leonard Mkhize, and Leonard Mkhize phoned some riot police. The riot police came, and they accompanied me to the house to fetch
some clothes so that I could be able to have some clothes to wear. That is how I went out of the L Section.
You told us that you ran to Nsuze. --- That is where I was born. I went back to my place of birth, and as soon as I arrived there the
Inkatha was busy conducting meetings, planning how to kill people, as well as children, to such an extent that on the second month
they were quite suspicious of me, and they said if they could leave me they would not be able to get the ANC. They knew that I was a
member of the ANC. And at that time I was not sleeping at my place. I used to sleep at the mountains, or wherever I could get refuge.
We went to about five meetings where they were planning their strategy for killing the residents, that if they were not killed what could
they do with members of the community. At that time we had a clash with the Chairman of the Inkatha Freedom Party. His name was
Nqupeni Zulu. That
/is the
is the Chairman of the Inkatha. Now I realised that I did not have a place to stay. I could not get any peace, because Inkatha was
everywhere. Then I got in touch with the Resources Centre, and we tried to lessen the violence that was being fomented by the
Inkatha members.

Just on the part of legal resources, you said you took a report to NADEL. --- Yes, I did take a report to NADEL.
Who did you speak to? --- I think at that time I spoke to Jeff Hadebe. He is the person I spoke to at the NADEL offices at that time, and
I made an affidavit as to the attack that took place. And we wanted to try and lessen the level of violence that was taking place,
because people had died in large numbers.
You further went on to say that you were also harassed by the SPU. Just tell us briefly what sort of harassment did you receive from
the SPU? --- Now, it was at the time that I was going to the Legal Resources Centre. I was actually fighting with the SPU because
these people had come from being trained, and they had come back to kill members of the community and whoever was opposing
Inkatha. So these are the members that I was opposing and fighting against. They also wanted to kill me. They were also working
hand in hand with Inkatha members. There were many people who were killed, and at times I witnessed those killings. I could see cars
going to certain houses, where they would then attack and kill people. And you find the women gyrating and ululating that there were
some members of the community who were killed.
You said the members of the SPU had leaders of
/Inkatha.
Inkatha. Do you remember who those leaders were? --- It was Dumisani Makala.
Is he still alive? --- Yes, he is alive.
Where does he stay? --- The last time he was staying next to my place.
At ... (incomplete) --- Yes, he was staying at Nsuze.
Is that something which you can help us with? --- Now this is a list of their names that I have written down. I think that this can assist
you. I can leave the list. The first one was Nqupeni Zulu, but he has since been deceased. Sikoliwe Ngidi, Thandeyakhe Magwaza,
Thulani Nxumalo, Mbekeni Vilakazi, Nkuzeni Ndlovu, Hlomuza Vilakazi.
Mr Mzobe, because you do have this list would you like to leave the list with us? --- Yes, I do have the list and I can leave it with you.
As you are so busy preparing the list is there anything that you wanted to say with regard to the SPU as well as their harassment? --- I
think I have finished with regard to the SPU, because the violence that was conducted by the SPU was legal. They were not operating
underground. Apparently they were acting lawfully according to the past laws.
Are your children still attending school? --- Yes, my 11-year-old is still attending school, but what happened to their mother really
disturbed the child. I took the child to the mother, and the youngest one - I used to sleep with the youngest one in the forest. Then he
was hit by a car. He was paralysed on the left-hand side. But he is able to wash himself, as well as do
/things
things for himself. His left side is not functioning properly. If we had not been subjected to this harassment probably he would not have
been knocked by a car.
You said he's attending school. --- He is doing standard four.
What about the youngest one you were sleeping with in the forest? --- Her name is Kohliswa. I am staying together with these children
where I am. He is also attending school. One of them are attending an Indian school. They say he's in class two.
What is the name of the school? --- It's Mahatma School.
Whereabout is it? --- It's in Phoenix.
We hear this pathetic story, Bonginkosi. As you have already told us that you've been severely harassed and traumatised is there
anything else that you would like to point out that changed your lives after this type of trauma, that is with you, as well as your
children? --- Our lives were changed so drastically. We were all affected because the trauma that we went through. I used to run
around with my child, sleep in the forests, to such an extent that the Council of Churches, as well as the ANC devised a plan, as well
as my attorney who was working at the Legal Resources. He found a place for us at Belgica. That is a hotel in St Georges. We slept
there for about two days, and thereafter we had to move out of the hotel because it was quite expensive to live there, and we went to a
certain building. From the hotel we moved to a Catholic building which was converted into some place of refuge where they served
meals, and we stayed there for about three days. And we had to pay also there, so I had
/to move.

to move. We were taken to a certain Roman Catholic priest, and even there we had problems because we were an expense. I had to
go back to the streets with my child.
How about your health now? How are you feeling, emotionally as well as physically? --- I have been emotionally traumatised. I have
been harassed. I am very aggressive now. I am still angry, and I am very sensitive and very touchy. I just cannot stomach anything. I
feel so angry inside because of the trauma that I went through.
Now, as you've already related your story to us what do you think the Commission can possibly do for you to compensate you for the
trauma that you went through? --- If the Commission could help me. The first thing is my house was taken by these thugs and given to
another person, and now when I want my house back I was told that I should do it legally. I should institute some action against the
person who was occupying my house. I do not have money for a protracted legal action. I just want my house back, and I feel very
bad. I think I could even kill the person who is occupying my house now.
Where was your house? --- It was at extension next to the training college.
Do you know the family who is staying in your house presently? --- I do not know them, but I was told that Mrs Ngcobo sold the house
to them. I was told that the house was sold by Mrs Ngcobo.
Do you know Mrs Ngcobo? --- Yes, I do. She was together with Langa.
Where did they get the right to take the house and sell it? How did they do it? --- I think they got it from the thugs who evicted me. That
is Langa.
/What was
What was Mrs Ngcobo in the whole equation? --- Mr Langa was a prominent member, one of the prominent thugs in that place, and
they were members of certain structures governing the issuing of houses, so they are the ones who colluded with Mrs Ngcobo and
they sold my house.
You've already pointed out that you wanted to get your house back. Is there anything else that you want the Commission to do for
you? --- If the Commission would be able - I have never been to my grandfather's grave. I could not go there because they wanted to
kill me there. And some of them are now in prominent positions, they are in Government positions, but they are the killers who were
involved in eradicating some members of the community. And some of the people who were involved in those killings still have
inherent powers even presently. So I would like this Commission to collect all those people to come forward and tell the Commission,
as well as the whole world, as to why they wanted to kill me. And I want justice to be done, because at that time the law was on their
side. Now I want the law to be on my side.
You have already told us your pathetic story. This story is very much similar to others that were brought before this Commission. We
shall take your requests and file them in a report and pass them to the State President for his resolution or decision. I shall hand over
to the Chairman.
We have a problem in that we are running out of time. There's a lot of things that we wanted to ask to clarify certain issues and to
reveal the truth. Can you tell us about one of the people who are now occupying high
/positions
positions who was involved in the killings? --- Yes, I do know of one, especially the chief, Chief Nxumalo. He was one of the killers at
that time. They were planning strategies at the chief's house as to how they were going to attack the members of the community. His
name is Mhlabunzima Luthuli - Mhlabunzima Muthuli.
Now what about Ngcobo, where is she now? --- She is staying at Extension C, where I was evicted by the thugs.
What was your house number? --- I do have the title deed. The number is there. It was 192 at Ntuzuma. My house was at Ntuzuma.
They called it Extension C.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: (Inaudible) ... Self-Protection Units and Self-Defence Units, and there's no doubt that if we lived in a normal society
these organisations would never have arisen, and you would not have found yourself in the position that you are today. As we heard
earlier on, Self-Defence Units were set up because communities which were oriented towards the UDF and the ANC were under
continuous attack from the police and members of the IFP, and they set up defensive structures in order to defend those communities.
However, it was inevitable that these structures would soon become uncontrollable, and that the members would start committing
serious crimes themselves, and that's exactly what happened, and they became little more than vigilante groups. And with regard to

the Self-Protection Units, there doesn't seem to be much evidence that they were ever intended to be protective or defensive. In fact
these people were sent on military training, which was paid for by the KwaZulu Government and
/the South
the South African Defence Force, and they were always intended to have a very offensive capacity. There is no place for these sorts
of organisations in this country today, in our new democracy, and we have to ensure that we insist on the building up of a proper,
professional police force that will defend every citizen of this country, otherwise the sort of situation that you have described will
happen again. So, no matter whether it's SDUs or SPUs, or PAGAD from the Western Cape, we don't have a place for these sorts of
institutions in our society. As Mrs Gcabashe has said, we are not in a position to assist you directly. We've heard how you have
suffered, how you have lost your house, but we will be making recommendations to the Government as to how you, and other people
like you, should be assisted. So we thank you for coming in today and telling us your story. Thank you very much.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Good afternoon, Mrs Khumalo. We welcome you here today. You are from Umlazi township, and you will tell us
today about the death of your son, Mfanafuthi Khumalo. Now, you are here today with someone on the stage. Who is that with you?
MRS KHUMALO: It's Mafuthi Khumalo.
COMMISSIONER: Is that a relative?
MRS KHUMALO: My son.
COMMISSIONER: That's your son. I see. Oh, sorry, it was - your son didn't die, Mfanafuthi, he was shot by the police. Now, before
you tell us that story can you please stand and take the oath.
--------------------THERESA KHUMALO (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
COMMISSIONER: Just briefly some background about your family. Do you have more than one son? This is your son with you here,
Mfanafuthi. How many children do you have? --- I have six.
What is the age of Mfanafuthi? What is his ... (incomplete) --- 21.
And the others, are they older or younger than him? Are they all younger? --- This is the second one. My first one was killed in 1990.
This is the second-born.
Are you working at the moment, Mrs Khumalo? --- I am not working. I am self-employed.
Could you tell us about the shooting of your son, and just give us some background as to what happened prior to his shooting. You
said that from 1991 to 1993 he was continuously harassed by the - victimised by the police. Could you just tell us what happened
leading up to his shooting. --- The shooting of Mfanafuthi Khumalo by
/Siphiwe
Siphiwe Mvuyane was followed my first-born. The whole thing started from my first-born, who was killed by UDF. You see, this thing
was confusing. We could not understand UDF because we belonged to ANC. We used to say, "You are comrades," and they said,
"No, we just use necklace. We are not." That's what they will say. This started 1990 up to the time when they killed him, and they were
20 in number. They call themselves UDF, also with the ZP. When I went to report to the ZP they just ignored the whole thing up to this
day. They threw him in the river at Umlazi. After some time - because then it was 1990. In 1991 the brother was now the victim. He
was one of those who called. What this one did also - he wanted to revenge for what they did to the brother. He stabbed the other one,
and they started now going to the ZP to report this thing, and the ZP took this matter so serious, and they were looking so furiously for
Siphiwe Mvuyane. And they kept telling me that you must start right away to buy a casket, a coffin, because your son is going to die.
And Siphiwe will come, changing cars and using the old cars, and he will just park his car outside. And he used to go with Mthambo,
one of his colleagues he used to come to my place with. And we went to the same church, we belonged to the same denomination.
When I asked him what was wrong, "What's happening?" they said, "We are looking for Thafu." I asked, "What happened? What's
happening? Why are you looking for him, like you just told me that you should buy a casket, a coffin, because your son is going to die?
As an investigator why would you do all these things?" He said to me, "I still say this. You must just buy a coffin because your son will
die." I said
/to my

to my son. "You must run away, you know, escape, because things are bad." Until Thafu decided to flee, and he left. What Thafu did,
went to this place at Section C, where he was hiding. He got himself a place of refuge. After some time I just heard - it was around four
in 1992 - no, I am not sure. It was 1992. I just heard a knock. They said, "Theresa, open. Siphiwe did locate Thafu." They said, "You
come. He is still alive. He is still breathing. He is not dead yet. Just come. Rush." He kept saying, "You rush, because he is still alive.
He wants to talk to you." I said to myself, "No, let me just go and rush and see what's happening," until I got there. When I got to the
scene of where the whole thing took place, the scene of crime, I found him lying down on the sofa in blood, a river of blood. I just
heard him talking, whispering, saying, "Come in. Come in, I am still alive." Siphiwe was not there, but there were some other
policemen there. Mthambo was there. He used to go around with Siphiwe a lot of times - often. And he said, "Come in. I am still alive."
He showed me the bullet holes, and I told him that just - I am not going anywhere, and he started shooting me. He shot me all over on
the chest. He was shooting me from very close, from a very close distance. He insisted that I shall go home. I refused. I asked, "Why
are you keeping this child here?" He was shot at 4.00 am. and now it's around six, but you are still keeping this child here," up until
Siphiwe arrived, and Siphiwe came with the station commander, who is still working at BB. I think he had gone to fetch him. I said to
him, "Oh, we are so happy because you are not going to die. Why would you kill this child so brutally
/"like this?"
like this?" He said, "Oh, this dog is not dead. I thought it is dead." I said to him, "Oh, you intended to kill him." I said to the station
commander, "Please take this child to the hospital," and the station commander was just quiet and standing there. He was just
standing there looking at me so timidly. I said, "Time is running out. Please rush my child to the hospital," until the station commander
could see that I am getting out of control now. I was even shaking him. He said, "Mvuyane, take this person. You see his health is not
in good condition. Take him into this car." It was himself, Mthambo. You see, my problem was that I was not properly dressed, I was in
nightdresses. I said, "I will go and dress up, and I will join you." When I got home I felt so helpless. I said to the sister, "Go to
Mshiyeni." When she got to Mshiyeni she could see and find out that Thafu was not there. I said - she told me that Thafu was not
there. I said, "No, where is Thafu now?" I got so mad. I was so annoyed about the whole thing. I called Nthuchini(?) and I could not get
any response until I sent Nhlanhla. I said to Nhlanhla, "I don't know what's happening to this, to my son." They saw a car and they
said, "There is him, inside the car, and the car is locked up." And they went to ask inside, "We thought this person was Mshiyeni, and
he is still here. Why don't you take him to the hospital." Until one other police said, "No, we'll see what we can do." They went back to
the car, they tried to knock and tried to open the car. They could not, and the one other helped and opened the car, and they found out
that he was there with his eyes opened, widely opened, and the heater was on. And I said, "Now I am going with you.
/"We are
We are taking him to Mshiyeni." And Nhlanhla also insisted that I shall join and we go to Mshiyeni. I forced matters. They did not want,
but I said, "I am going along with you to Mshiyeni." We went indeed. He was admitted, and I was like this, "Why is this happening to
me?" You know, I said to myself, "I can die. Come what may." I went to Mlaba, one of the attorneys. I reported the matter to Mlaba. I
told him the whole story. Mr Mlaba knew my background as well, and he asked, "Where is Thafu now?" I said, "He is in hospital." He
said, "No, he should be discharged," and we tried all means to ensure that he was discharged from hospital. Truly that was done. You
see, Mvuyane will patronise all the hospitals, trying to locate him so he can finish him up and just kill him, but he could not. We take
him to Ulundi, we were taking him all over to try to get some place of refuge for him. I met him, Mvuyane, in town one day at West
Street. He said, "Where have you been? Where have you been hiding? I haven't seen you?" I said, "No, you can kill me if you want to.
You know, you have been doing all sorts of things, misbehaving. You can do whatever you want to do now." You see, I was the first
one to go to Supreme Court to open case for him, and he died thereafter. But Mthambo is still there, and the station commander is still
alive.
What is the condition of Mfanafuthi now? Is he able to - how have the injuries that he received, how have they affected him? --- His
right arm is not functioning. Even now he tries to do some aerobics exercises. You see, when the bullets penetrated into him they went
through - like you can see here. He was
/operated
operated about six times. When he tried to exercise the bullets will move upper. He has been operated many a times, and the other
one has been extracted from the back. I think he has been operated about six or seven times. His right arm is not functioning.
How old was he? --- He was 16 years.
And you said in your statement that because he was continually harassed and victimised by Mvuyane he dropped out of school. Is that
right? --- Ja.
Has he been able to go back to school? --- Yes.
(Inaudible) --- He cannot write. He went up to standard nine, but now he cannot write since his right arm has been injured.
(Inaudible)

MFANAFUTHI KHUMALO (Sworn, States)
COMMISSIONER: Now, Mfanafuthi, your mother has told us the background to what happened, and exactly what happened to you,
so we don't want to go through that again, because we are running a little late, we have at least five more witnesses, but if there's
something that you want to add which your mother hasn't said please say that. --- You see, my mum was not present at the time when
all this happened. He took one other guy into his car. No one saw this when this happened. At the time I got injured, and I was told by
my uncle that something had happened, and they said they wanted Thafu - that is my brother - and I was left by my brother. That is
where I was sleeping. He told me that if I did not want to disclose Thafu's whereabouts he was going to show me. There were six men
who were supposed to have come. He said he was going to show me as to where these people had parked. Then he got out and he
assaulted this man. When I was shot I fell down, but I was able to look but I could not see anybody. Then I went back to the bed and I
slept. And at that moment when I was still sleeping I heard somebody knocking at the door, who was one of the six men who had
come earlier. He knocked and I opened the door, and I asked him as to where the gunshot was coming from. He told me that it was
from section W. Then he told me that there were certain people in a car who went around shooting, and I asked him as to whether he
had seen who these men were. He said he didn't see, and I invited him in to come in and sleep. We slept on the sofa. At that place it's
a four-roomed house. That is my friend's place. I heard his mother scream, only to find that Siphiwe Mvuyane was there
/and he
and he was assaulting this lady. He wanted to see where Thafu was, and he took Sbu from the house and he said he should
accompany him. He is the one who was going to open up the shack. They went to the shack. They knocked. And by that time I was
already awake due to the gunshot, and I heard his voice. And when I looked through I saw that this was the boy I was with, and he
was with police, and the police were now kicking the door. He was pushing this boy forward. He had told this boy to switch the lights
on, and he switched the lights on. And I just kept on sleeping together with the other boy who had joined us. He opened the blanket
and he recognised me. We were with Themba Khanyile. We were at Themba Khanyile's place, and Themba Khanyile woke up. He
knew Siphiwe Mvuyane and he asked him as to what he had done. And at that time he was scared. He even asked, "What had I done,
Siphiwe?" Then he just kicked him, and he said they should all go because he did not want any witnesses. When he tried to take his
clothes with they hit him with the butts of the gun. He said to me I should wake up and go sit on the sofa, and I told him that I would
not be able to go out, he would rather kill me, because I knew that if I gave him my back he would kill me. He said to me I should sit on

the sofa, and I asked him what he wanted from me. He said I should not ask him many questions, I must just sit on the sofa. And I
moved from the bed and I went to sit on the sofa. As I was sitting there he started insulting me. He abused me verbally and he started
hitting me on the chest. When I asked him the reason why he was hitting me he did not answer me, he just asked me where I was
shot before. I said on the knee. As I was still answering him he shot me
/on my
on my other knee. He said to me he knew that I didn't die due to gunshots. Then he gave me a knife and he said I should kill myself.
And I have five wounds. I stabbed myself because he was pointing a gun at me, telling me to kill myself. And I threw the knife down
and I told him that I was not able to kill myself. Then he continued to shoot me. He shot me on the right arm. I stayed there from 4
o'clock in the morning. He did not take me to the hospital. Then I realised that I should just pretend as if I was dead, because I realised
that if he saw that I was not dead he was going to continue shooting me. I pretended that I was dead, and I was bleeding profusely. He
left me there, believing that I was dead. He was talking to a certain station commander, and he told this guy to keep watch on me and
he went away. As soon as he went away they also went away, so I was left all by myself, and I tried to scream for help. I saw two men
passing by and I screamed at them to come and give me some help. I told them that I had been shot. And they tried to carry me. They
wanted to go and find some help, and at the time that they were carrying me out of the house he was also coming back to check
whether I was really dead. I pleaded with the people to throw me down so that I could pretend to be dead. I told them to leave me, and
they left me there and ran away. I could feel him trampling on my body. He asked me who were these people who were carrying me
out. I kept quiet, pretending to be dead, and at that time he had come back with the station commander. And I thought the station
commander was there to help me, only to find the station commander was his friend and he did not want to help me. The station
commander said,
/"Where
"Where is the knife? I want to stab, Siphiwe. I want to finish him off." I did not answer because I realised that I was with them and they
were not going to help me. Once I talked they would realise that I wasn't dead and they would kill me. And now it was in the morning
and people kept on coming to investigate as to what had happened. That's when I regained my consciousness. I asked people to go
and call my mother, and Siphiwe Mvuyane did not want anybody to come into the yard, but my mother forced issues to come into the
yard to come and see as to that had happened to me. I was lying on the ground at that time. And my mother came and pleaded with
some people to help me, take me to the hospital. When they were supposed to take me to the hospital they took me to the GG Police
Station. They set the heater on they locked me inside the car. But because I was injured I could not open the doors. I was unable to
open the doors, until such time as I had to relieve myself in the car. They took me to Prince Mshiyeni Hospital, but they delayed there
also, but I was ultimately admitted.
(Inaudible) ... have a disability grant at the moment because of your arm? Are you getting a grant or a pension from the Government?
Are you able to use your arm? --- No, it's not working. My arm is not functioning. There is no money I get, no compensation of some
kind.
(Inaudible) ... should apply for. And are you not working? You didn't go back to school after this incident. --- I cannot use my arms.
Even my mum has her saloon, but I can't - I can't work.
(Inaudible) ... other committee members and
/commissioners
commissioners if they want to ask any questions.
DR MGOJO: I just have one question. You see this thing is so difficult and so painful, and it also affects us and is making it difficult for
us to ask questions. I would like to ask Theresa that your other son who was killed as a result of this violence, you didn't wish to say
anything about him. Why? --- You see, I could not comprehend and I could not even understand. You know, I was in such a state I
didn't know where to start, whether with this one or the late one when I was giving my statement, and that resulted in me forgetting
about the other one.
What makes me to say this is that the Truth Commission's task is to get people to open up and ventilate and take it all out, all the pain
out. Others also ask from the Truth Commission that the Truth Commission should investigate as to who were the perpetrators. You
must think about this, because you didn't say anything about that. You must think about it, because that may impact on your health.
Maybe you may want to come back again and give another statement. This Mthambo, where does he stay? --- He stays at G,
Section G.
He is at G. What number? --- No, I don't know the number.
Do you still see him around? --- Yes, he has been seen around. I once also asked, "Who is this?" They said Mthambo. They said,
"Why would you ask about Mthambo? Are you his friend?" I said no.

The station commander who was fetched, do you know his name? --- Yes, he is still around, but I don't know his name.
/But he
But he is around? --- Yes, he is around.
He is the station commander where? --- At BB, Umlazi.
--------------------One question I have for you, and directed to you. You know, as you have said you cannot use your arm so much now, is there any
way that you think you can get some help, or probably get some light work to do that you can afford - that your arm can afford to do?
Which kind of work can you think of? --- You see, at home we have a hair salon. I think that's something light that I could work, but still
it is a problem because my right arm is not functioning completely.
Now, what about the other arm, the left arm, is it functioning, is it fine? --- Yes, although the muscle was affected. It's not properly
functioning, like you see.
I ask this question because it also bothers us that young people, especially like you at this age don't have any qualifications or don't
have any skills, or cannot survive. You see we always want to help people like you, young as they are, that something must be done in
light of this problem. At least you must be able to use your arms, or be able to acquire some skill of some kind that you may make a
living from. You want to think about this.
--------------------We have another question here. We didn't ask the name of your other son, your late son. --- He is Gadi Khumalo. I can be very happy,
because when we went to fetch his corpse from the Umlazi River we got one of the perpetrators. He was in blood - his clothes were in
/blood.
blood. We asked, "Where do you come from?" He said, "I come from Lindelani at F." We asked, "Do you know this
person you have killed?" He said, "No, we don't know this person." What I am trying to say here is that they did locate and they did find
one of the perpetrators, but they never went further on to investigate. Even to this day I cannot even be brave enough to go and ask,
because the police are still the very same.
Which police station was that? --- It's GG, Umlazi. Even to this day.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Mrs Khumalo, I just wanted to try and confirm. From what you've said though it seems clear there was no inquest
or court case. Sorry, I'll repeat that. From what you've just said it seems like there was no further investigation of Gadi's death. Is that
correct? --- Yes.
There was no inquest or case of any kind. So you confirm that there was nothing? --- They did open the case, and they arrested one
of the boys, and they told me they'll let me know what happens thereafter, but that was the end up to this day. They never got in touch
with me.
(Inaudible) ... members of the KwaZulu Police during the 1980s. When he died he claimed to have killed about 30 or 31 people, and
because he had become so notorious even the South African Police in those days had started to investigate charges against him, and
he had something like seven murder charges pending against him. However, instead of being suspended from duty he was allowed to
continue as a policeman even while he had murder charges pending against him, and he was regarded widely as a hero
/by the
by the police, and certainly by the IFP in the township. In fact when one cabinet minister, senior cabinet minister
in the KwaZulu Government was approached and asked about him, what they thought of him, they said, well, that they thought he was
a good shot. Now, there are many people of this calibre in the police. We think of people like Eugene de Kock, who was recently yesterday was convicted of six murders, various charges of attempted murder, 66 counts of fraud, and other charges, and really
Mvuyane was not very different from a man like de Kock. And it is - as I said, he enjoyed great popularity amongst the police, amongst
the KwaZulu Police, and it is disconcerting to think that those police who supported him and were loyal to him are still members of our
police force today, many of them in senior positions.

Now, as my colleagues have said, we are not in a position to assist Mfanafuthi directly with assistance, but it is our job to make
recommendations to the Government, to the State President, as to how people like him should be assisted. It's clear that he has been
very badly affected by this, and we will be making recommendations as to how he can be assisted by the Government. So we thank
you both very much for coming in today and giving us the evidence that you have given us. Thank you very much.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: (Inaudible) ... an announcement. If there are people who want to make statements - earlier on I said that we could
take their statements here. In fact there aren't sufficient tables and desks for us to take statements here in this building, and if people
want to make statements please can they go to our offices at the Met Life Building, that's 391 Smith Street, just opposite the big
Checkers in Smith Street, and there will be statement takers there who will take your statements if you want to make statements.
Thank you. The next witness is Mr Mandlinkosi ... (inaudible) ... Umlazi township, and you have come to tell us about the death of your
son in 1985. Plus - who is that with you on the stage? That's your wife with you, right. Oh, sorry - sorry, I said Umlazi. In fact you're
from Ntuzuma, but in fact your son was killed in Umlazi township. We greet you both today, Mrs Khumalo as well. Before you give
your evidence can I please ask you to stand and take the oath.
--------------------MANDLINKOSI KHUMALO
COMMISSIONER: Dr Magwaza will assist you now with your evidence.
DR MAGWAZA: We greet you and welcome you, Mr and Mrs Khumalo. We appreciate your presence. We know that this is a very
difficult time for both of you, but we want to stress that we are here to encourage and support you. Just before we start can you just tell
us and give us a background of your family. --- My name is Mr Khumalo. We are from Nongoma. We grew up attending church. We
were christians, and my father was a pastor there until he
/was referred
was referred to Glencoe, transferred to Glencoe, and he went to 'Maritzburg thereafter. I used to work at the factories until I got a
house at V Section, 244, in Umlazi. That's where I stayed for quite a long time, and I had two children at that time. I also got other two
children. Presently I am working at a factory.
Even before we go on further can you just please explain to us about the family. You are with your wife only today. --- Yes, that is
correct.
Is your present wife the deceased boy's mother? --- No, she is not. She is working and she hasn't come.
I just wanted to clarify that issue. Now, the deceased were two. They had a separate mother? --- That is correct.
Now you can tell us briefly as to where you are working? --- I am walking at Umgeni Water in New Germany.
Thank you very much, Mr Khumalo. Can you briefly tell us about your son, Mandlinkosi. --- No, it's Thubelihle, not Mandlinkosi.
Thubelihle and Mandlinkosi are one and the same person.
At the time that Thubelihle got injured how old was he, and what was he doing at that time? --- Thubelihle was 15 years old at the time
that the incident took place. As Mr Gasa had already said that at that time the situation was quite volatile politically, and the youth was
politically active, and Thubelihle was the leader of the youth group which was under the UDF at that time. They were very politically
active, fighting for freedom.
Was he attending school at that time? --- Yes, he was attending school, but at the time when he died he
/was no
was no longer attending school because Inkatha, as well as the Special Branch, were hunting him down and he could no longer go to
school.
So can you please tell us about the incident that took place. Just give us a full history as to what happened. --- Thubelihle at that
particular time was no longer staying at home. He was being hunted down by police as well as Inkatha members. Some of them I'll
even mention their names because they threatened my son. On the 28th, if I am not mistaken, we were attending my father's funeral,
who had died on the 23rd of June 1986. He had died at 'Maritzburg, where he was already pensioned. I took my family with to
'Maritzburg to my father's funeral, but we could not get hold of Thubelihle because we did not know where he stayed at that particular
time. He was running away from the police, because the police used to come to our place every time looking for Thubelihle. He

ultimately had to run away. My father died on the 23rd June 1986, so we went to 'Maritzburg to the funeral. Thubelihle was left
because we could not get hold of him. In 'Maritzburg we waited for Thubelihle, but he did not come. We buried my father on the 28th
June 1986, and Thubelihle was nowhere to be seen. It was on a Saturday, the 28th of June 1986. We finished burying my father, and
we got a message immediately after the funeral that we had to rush back to Umlazi because Thubelihle had died. I went with my
brother to Umlazi to go and investigate as to what had happened to Thubelihle, and we got to Umlazi. We asked my wife as to what
had actually happened that culminated to his death. She related to me that at about 4.00 pm on the 27th Thubelihle had come back
/home.
home. We used to leave the key at my neighbour's place, Msani, and Thubelihle took the key from the neighbour's place and opened.
He got into the house. Just a few minutes thereafter his friend came. That was his comrade. He said they should go to Section M,
where there was a meeting. That was a UDF meeting. According to the story that we got is that the friend had been sent to go and
entire Thubelihle. He was sent by the Special Branch, and he was no longer a member of the UDF.
Let me just disturb you. What was the name of the friend who came? --- We never got the name of the friend. They did tell us the
name, but I have forgotten it already. The friend enticed him to a certain spot, where there were other members of Special Branch who
were waiting for him. This friend of his went away with him with the intention that they were going to a UDF meeting at M Section in
Umlazi. According to rumours they never went to the meeting, but they apparently went to a certain place where there was a group of
people who were called Amabutho. When they saw Thubelihle together with his friend they chased Thubelihle. There is a place called
GO, a taxi rank where there were taxis, and they chased him towards a certain place, and they were all armed when they were
chasing Thubelihle. According to the rumour that we have they were having assegais as well as other traditional weapons. They
chased him up until a place called Ebukweni. That is where he got tired. And they started stabbing him and assaulting him. When my
neighbour tried to intervene they turned and they threatened him, and they told him that they were going to burn his house down, he
must keep away from the whole
/issue.
issue. They kept on stabbing Thubelihle with assegais and chopping him with all other sorts of weapons, and that's when he died on
that spot. He had 52 holes. He had also been chopped with an axe on the head. His whole body was full of holes. His eyes, his body,
his feet, his legs. Even animals are not killed in this manner. He was actually slaughtered. I got him at the mortuary at Gale Street.
What was even more nauseating and unbelievable, if you could have seen his body you would not have believed that the people were
normal, that they could kill a young person, a 15-year-old, in the manner that they did.
What actually provoked them? Was it because he was a member of the UDF? --- We even told Mr Gasa, the one who has just given
evidence. We went to him where he was in hiding and we told him what had happened. There was also Mrs Nyembe. As Mr Gasa had
already said that now children were burying other children we could not go to the funeral. Even my neighbours never went to the
funeral because they were scared to go to the funeral. They were scared that they would be victimised. It was quite a scary situation. It
was like something from a horror movie. We reported the matter to the police, but as it has already been said that the police were in
collusion with Inkatha, as well as Amabutho, because according to what we are told was that Amabutho was comprised of about 200
members. They were the ones who were chasing my son. There were certain threats that we received later on. These were from well
known people like Wellington Sabela, as he has already been mentioned. He even said to me that I must watch my dog, because I will
/miss it.
miss it. My dog should stop doing whatever it was doing. Even my neighbours at V Section knew that I had those threats, because he
said Thubelihle was a big catch. Even a member of the Council at the A as well as the V Section he also told me that I should restrain
my dog, because when his house was burnt down at A Section my dog was there, so he said that something was going to happen to
my dog. I was very shattered. He is one of the people who threatened us. His name was Cele. He was a member of the Council. He's
the one who threatened me at some stage, and I know that he is a member of Inkatha. And I was not surprised when Thubelihle died,
and I was not surprised at the manner in which he died. He wasn't attending school any more because he was scared that they would
get him at school. He would at some stage run, and decided that he would go to Tanzania. They couldn't study even at school, so they
decided that it was better for them to run to Tanzania, but I dissuaded him from going to Tanzania, but I gathered that his friend went
to Tanzania. Now I regret it today. I feel that had he gone to Tanzania probably he would have been alive. I was very harassed and
tormented, because at the time when this happened I wasn't working any more, and when we buried my father I discovered that even
my son had died. That is all I can say.
We do hear this very painful story. It's always very painful to lose a child, especially the manner in which he died is even more
sorrowful. It is our wish to get a true and clear picture as the Truth Commission. I want to ask just a few questions so that we may
clarify certain issues with regard to your son's death. Are there eye witnesses that you know of who witnessed this
/incident?

incident? --- I only know of the friend who came to fetch him, but it later transpired that the very same friend was sent, and that
particular boy who went to fetch him was also killed after about a week.
Do you have any idea as to who killed him? --- No, I don't.
You further talked about Mr Vanto. --- Vanto has got some knowledge with regard to what was happening to my son. He is the one
who knows the story from start to finish. He is the one who can relate it even better than I.
Is Mr Vanto alive? --- I hear that he is staying at Isipingo, but I can get hold of him if he is needed.
You further went on to talk about a certain neighbour who tried to intervene when they were attacking your son. --- I know the house,
the house is still there at Ebukweni, but I have forgotten the surname of the person who intervened. Because he is the one who tried
to intervene when they were killing my son. These people were so many, and he asked them as to why they should be following a 15year-old as many as they were, and they were quite old men. So he is the one who showed us where my son was killed.
Who told you about this whole incident? --- This is the person who intervened. He is the one who saw, and he is the eye witness.
Are there any other people who saw what was happening, or did he identify any of the attackers? --- It was dark at that time so he
could not see properly, but they were all blacks.
Now, with regard to the case, you said you went to
/report
report the matter to Umlazi Police Station. --- Yes, I did report the matter. I even have the inquest document. They even sent me a
notice. Nobody was found guilty in that matter. These were the results of the inquest.
Do you remember who the investigating officer was? --- I don't remember him quite well. I am not sure whether his name is written in
those documents.
It is quite clear that your son had also received threats, but there is somebody else that you didn't make mention of. That is Mr
Dlamini. --- Mr Dlamini was a Special Branch. He is the one who used to come to my place looking for Thubelihle, and he never used
to get him. Even all the other police force were always coming to my place looking for Thubelihle, and I was asking myself as to what
he had done to deserve to be hunted down in the manner that he was. All sorts of police used to come. Even the soldiers in Casspirs
used to come. Dlamini also threatened me, and he told me that he will ultimately get my dog.
And you moved from Umlazi, you went to stay at Ntuzuma. Does that have anything to do with the death of your son? --- I was also
hunted down by the Special Branch. That was way back in 1972 or '73. When you are working in a factory if you don't see eye to eye
with the people in the factory they call you a communist, and at the time I was referred to as a communist, and the Special Branch told
me that they have been investigating me for quite some time, and now I realised that our lives were in danger because my son was
also hunted, so I went to Ntuzuma. Even my son used to go to Ntuzuma to seek
/refuge.
refuge.
There is another question that I want to ask you. Did your wife ever get a call that told her that the son was dead? Who was phoning
your wife? --- The person who phoned my wife never identified him or herself, but immediately thereafter there came a car. I think it
was a grey or white car. These people had come to tell my wife that her son had died. This person did not identify himself. He just
drove his car and went away. She also did get a telephone call as well as a car that came. When she tried to find out more about the
death of her son the person just drove off without explaining.
Is it the same person who told you that your son had died? --- Yes, it's the very same person.
How did you know that your son was at the mortuary? --- We never heard that he was there. This man just told us that he has died,
and he was no longer there, we should go and look for him.
Now, coming back to your family's welfare. According to you or your own opinion how did this affect the whole family? --- In 1986 that
year was a very difficult year for us as the Khumalo family because we had just buried my father on a Saturday, only to find that my
son had died on a Friday. I was severely tormented. I was depressed. I got so disorientated I didn't know what was happening to me.
Even my daughter, Nokhulunga, was affected, and I do suspect that she was severely harassed. At times, whenever we speak about
Thubelihle, she would cry because they were the only two children with my other wife. She is now a teacher, she is teaching at
Umlazi, but I can see that she has been psychologically affected.

/She does
She does have some traits of being psychologically affected, even though at times she tells herself that she can cope and she is
coping with it. I think she was severely affected.
One other thing that I would like to find out from you is - Thubelihle had two mothers. Now, can you please tell us about the other one,
because she never came to give testimony as to how she was affected. --- She was also affected because she believed that she
would have a son who would take care of her, and she believed that her daughter would also have a brother, but whenever she thinks
about this she is very - she had some growths in her stomach and she ended up being operated on.
We thank you, Mr Khumalo. My last request after hearing to story is according to your own opinion what do you think or what do you
expect of the Commission? What do you expect the Commission should do for you, as well as Thubelihle's mother? --- I think if the
Truth Commission can investigate properly and see as to who killed my son and why they did it, and that they should come forward to
this Truth Commission to give their reasons as to why they did what they did. What had he done to deserve such death? Maybe I can
be satisfied and reconciled. I have never seen them. I do not know them. It was alleged that they were so many, and it's not easy for
me to know who they were. If this Truth Commission has the power it can bring them forward. I think I would appreciate that very
much.
What about his mother? What do you think his mother expects from the Truth Commission since she has lost a son? --- I do see that
my wife has been shattered.
/She is
She is suffering from depression. When you have a son you always have the hope that your son will maintain you when you grow old.
Now with girls, girls get married and they move away from home. Now she had a hope that she had a son who would look after her
after she has got her pension. Probably Thubelihle could be working by now and he would be maintaining his family. Maybe I could
also lean on him, he could also help me in many ways. As you know that when we grow old we do put our trust, as well as our hope, in
our sons. If the Truth Commission could help me. I still have other children who are still very young. He could have probably put them
through schooling, or university.
We do hear your request. We take these requests and make the recommendations and pass them to the State President. He makes
the final resolution as to what should be done in each particular case. We would like to thank you very much for the courage that you
have shown by coming here and giving this testimony. We also thank your wife for having come to support you in such a difficult time.
We also request you to bring Thubelihle's mother so that she could also get help.
--------------------I am sorry that I will be forced to ask you this question. We want to know as to where Thubelihle's mother is? Where is she staying? --She is staying at V Section.
As well as the daughter? --- Yes.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Mr Khumalo, we want to thank you very much for coming here and telling your story to us today. Like
/the first
the first witness, Mr Thusi, you have given us a very good description of what life was like for people who were opposed to the
Government in the 1980s. In your case it was not you, it was your son who was an activist, a youth activist, and it was he who lived
and worked and died in Umlazi township. You said in your evidence that he did not die, you said that he was slaughtered like an
animal, that he had 52 stab wounds, and we have heard a lot of evidence like this before in other areas. We heard evidence, for
example, in Port Shepstone, where somebody was attacked because he belonged to the UDF, or because his son belonged to the
UDF, and the attackers killed a one-month-old child, or a one-year-old child and burnt the body and put it into a pit toilet, and we were
left wondering what drives people to do such terrible things, and we, like you, are left wondering what made do what they did to your
son. It is evidence of a deep contempt for human life, and also contempt for the dignity that a person should have after he or she has
died, and it is also evidence of the deep divisions in our society. Like the last two witnesses you have also mentioned the name of Mr
Wellington Sabela, and as I have said, although he is dead, the party of which he was a member, the IFP, must take responsibility for
the things that he said and the things that he did. You also mentioned two other members, one who as an IFP councillor, Mr Cele, and
a member of the Security Branch, Mr Dlamini, all of whom wanted to see your son dead.
So thank you for having the courage to share the memory of your son's ... (inaudible - end of side A) ... wife today, and that you get
some comfort from being able

/to appear
to appear here together. We will do our best to investigate your son's death, and hopefully we can - after we have investigated we can
provide you with some answers as to why he died and who killed him. So finally again, thank you very much for coming in to talk to us
today and sharing that story. --- Thank you.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: The next witness is Mr Dlamini, and his son. Are you able to hear me and understand me through the ...
(incomplete)
MR DLAMINI: Yes, I can hear.
COMMISSIONER: (Inaudible) ... township, and you have come to tell us about the death of your son, Jacob Dlamini, and your
harassment by the IFP.
MR DLAMINI: That is correct. That's my other son.
COMMISSIONER: (Inaudible) ... you here today as well. Thank you. Now, before you tell us this story can you please take the oath. I
can see that you are having some difficulty. You don't have to stand up if you don't want to.
--------------------J DLAMINI
COMMISSIONER: Mrs Gcabashe will help you now with your evidence.
MRS GCABASHE: I do greet you, Mr Dlamini, as well as your son. Is your son going to testify, or he's just rendering support? --- No,
he's just accompanied me. He's not going to give testimony.
As the Chairman had already said that you have come to relate to us about the death of your son. Even before you go on further to
talk about your son, we know that you lost a son, and could you please just give us a brief background as to your family, whether you
still have a wife, how many children do you have, all that has to do with your family. --- I was in Gauteng. I was staying in Krugersdorp.
I had a cinema there.
Please just give us a brief background about your family. --- My family is my son. His name is Induna
/Dlamini.
Dlamini. I also have a daughter. Her name is Sana Dlamini. As well as Moses Dlamini, who was left after my son had been killed. That
is at Lindelani.
You had three children. --- No, I had five children. The two were killed. There is not even a single one who got ill, but they were killed
by certain people.
What about their mother? Do they still have a mother? --- Their mother has recently died. That is in 1995.
Do you have any grandchildren? --- Yes, I do have grandchildren, I have plenty, but they are not staying with me.
Even before we move on further you said your children, that is your sons, were killed. --- That is correct.
What about the other ones there too? How many are alive? Did this have anything to do with politics, or they were just killed? --- The
other one was killed by Thomas Shabalala at Lindelani.
We are still going to get to that, but we are still trying to get the background as to the other children, because you said they were also
killed. --- That is correct.
Now, my question is did it have anything to do with politics? --- It has something to do with politics, that is correct.
Now, amongst those who died what were their names and what were the circumstances surrounding their deaths? --- The youngest
was Nthombolongwani Dlamini. His other name was Jacob Dlamini.
/What
What happened to Jacob? --- Jacob was at Lindelani Station. He was about to take a taxi home. As he was still at the station he saw

Inkatha Freedom Party. He was asked as to what he was waiting for, and they started assaulting him at that point. He tried to plead
with them and he told them that his father was very well known. He mentioned my name. And at that time when he mentioned my
name that's when they decided that they should kill him, because they said I had organised a vigil for Mrs Nxengi. He stayed for four
days at the hospital, and thereafter he died. He had been assaulted and he had injuries all over his body.
I am listening. You can continue. --- After that had happened - he was killed because he had mentioned my name, and that I had
allowed Mrs Nxengi's funeral to be conducted at the Umlazi Cinema, which belonged to me. That is why he was attacked.
So that we get a clearer picture, you were talking about the fact that you were in Krugersdorp. --- That is correct. When I was still in
Krugersdorp Dr Verwoerd introduced a discriminatory law that the black people should not have any businesses in urban areas. Then
I was told that I was supposed to go back to my place, and they told me that I should go back to Natal, Umlazi, where I could erect a
cinema. When I got to Umlazi, and I was supposed to start operating on the cinema, I was told that there could be a certain Mr
Swanepoel who could be posed as a front, and I was going to work under Mr Swanepoel. I had 15 years' experience as a cinema
owner in Krugersdorp. Then I ended up being under Mr Swanepoel, and at that time I was hated by the community because I
/was working
was working under Mr Swanepoel. At that time the Special Branch came and they wanted to help me. They wanted to get me a house,
and they were asking me as to where they could get me a house, but I totally refused to have dealings with them because I knew that
they wanted to get where I was staying. They came to me and they asked me as to why I hadn't gone to Mr Luthuli's funeral, and I told
them that at that time I was working. They had a certain apparatus, which is I think a tape recorder. I think they wanted to record me
whilst i was talking to them. And when I was talking to them, and telling them as to why I was there they saw Gatsha Buthelezi's photo
or portrait, as well as King Zwelithini. It is not because I liked Gatsha Buthelezi, but I liked King Zwelithini. That's why I kept the
portrait. King Zwelithini was wearing red, he was in red. They said King Zwelithini was Gatsha's wife, that's why he was standing next
to him, and I protested their comments. And I asked them as to why they had the tape recorder. Then I asked them to replay it and
they said it is not functioning. Apparently there is a certain person who was hiding across the road. This apparatus that they had was
merely a transmitter which sent the message through to the one who was on the other side of the street. Now, at that time the
community regarded me as a traitor. There is also a certain organisation called Gaffer's Fools Conglomerators(?).
Let's just go back a little bit. As I am listening to you you were being followed by the Special Branch. Could you just explain as to why
they kept on following you. What had you done? --- As from the time I was staying in Krugersdorp I was a member of the Advisory
/Board,
Board, and I was also a politician, and I was quite outspoken about my ideologies.
Just hold a bit. You were a member of the Advisory Board. Where? Whereabouts? --- That was in Krugersdorp. That was in
Manziville. Now, when I got there I was called by the Special Branch, and they told me that they had gathered that I was busy
mobilising people against their Government, and they wanted to get my photo so that they may get me whenever and wherever I held
meetings. I told them that I was not going to give them any photos. If they wanted to have my photos they might as well take a photo
of me. I took these photos. That is why then when I got here they kept on following me. That was from Krugersdorp, Manziville, where
they started following me. Now they pretended as if they wanted to get me a house. I could not hide where I stayed because I was a
prominent member of the community, and I was very well known by the community, so I could not totally hide where I was staying. So
I gave them my address as to where I was staying. After I had given them my address I never saw them coming back to do anything,
because they only came to ask me as to why I hadn't gone to Mr Luthuli's funeral.
Let's go a little bit back. You talked about a certain Swanepoel. How did you meet Swanepoel? --- It was said that Swanepoel was
going to manage the cinema and I was going to be his assistant manager.
When you came into Umlazi you wanted to operate a cinema. --- No, I started in Pretoria, and in Pretoria they told me that they were
going to give me a cinema in Umlazi. When I went to Umlazi to take over the cinema I
/was told
was told that I was first going to work under Swanepoel.
What was Swanepoel? --- Swanepoel was apparently my manager. He was also coming to the cinema.
How was he chosen to come and operate? --- I think he was from the KFC. The KFC brought Swanepoel.
Did you ever ask to get any assistance from Swanepoel? --- No, I never asked to get any assistance. They told me that they were
going to give me the cinema at a later stage, but they never did that. I also have documentation, as well as letters that I was writing to
them, but they are with Mr Mlaba, an attorney. Because at that time their manager wrote me a letter, and he told me that if I wanted to

own a cinema I could buy it, and they were not going to charge me anything because the money that I had been paying for rent would
be contributing to the initial deposit, so they were not going to charge me anything. When he died they flatly refused to give me the
cinema.
Who died? --- The manager who was in charge at that time at the KFC. That is Dr Olivier.
In your statement you mentioned that you met Chief Buthelezi in Mpumalanga. Can you just tell us briefly as to what the meeting was
all about. --- What I meant was I had to go to Buthelezi because we kept on being attacked by the Inkatha Freedom Party. So I went to
him to approach him and tell me how to broach the subject. When I got to Mr Buthelezi he came towards my car. Just as I was
opening the door he told me that I should occupy the back seat. Maybe he feared that I was going to shoot him or attack him. I sat at
the back seat and I related the whole incident to him. He never gave me an answer.
/Can you
Can you just explain as to what you were telling him? --- I was telling him about what was happening at my cinema, which was done
by his thugs. I wanted him to know that the members of his political party were conducting a reign of terror.
Now, when you tell us about what happened at the cinema, what had happened at the cinema? --- There is a lot of things that
happened at the cinema. At times they would break into the cinema. At times they would want to gain entry without paying for the
films. There is quite a lot of incidents that I cannot count one by one that took place at that time.
In your statement you further said you wanted to ask him about the death of your son. --- That is the one I was referring to.
The truth is you wanted to talk to Chief Buthelezi about your son. --- That is correct.
Let's - yes, you can go on as to what took place between you and the chief after you got into the car. --- I went on to relate the whole
thing took place, but he didn't look very enthusiastic to listen to my story. Apparently he was not free. He thought maybe I was going to
shoot him. At that point when we were still talking two men approached us, and they were Inkatha Freedom Party members. These
members were thugs who were taken to terrorise people. These people did not want to work hand in hand with the community. He
was just like Sabelo, because my life was saved from Sabelo, as Mr Gasa had already mentioned. I was there on that particular day
when they attacked the cinema.
As you have pointed out, what happened at the
/cinema?
cinema? Were you already there at the cinema? Were you managing the cinema at the time this took place? --- That is correct. I had
given them permission to hold a memorial service for Mrs Nxengi.
You can go on. Yes, when you were with Chief Buthelezi in the car. --- Yes, we had our conversation, and he just got out of the car
without telling me anything or answering me, and two men approached us. The other one was from KwaMashu. He clapped me, and I
was surprised as to why he had to clap me because I was so old. I am just an elderly, frail man. He knew me as a friend, but now that
he had joined the Inkatha group he had now to impress Gatsha Buthelezi. He appeared in the World Trade Centre.
Let's talk about that particular incident now. You wanted to say Gatsha Buthelezi. --- No, I feel I am quite correct to refer to him in that
name, because he has been into so many groups. He would get into a certain group and go out, so he has always been in and out of
certain organisations.
You said two men approached you. Do you remember both of them? --- That is correct, but I don't remember their names. I know them
facially. I know the other one because he is a member of the Council in KwaMashu. He also has a business in KwaMashu. I can't
remember his name. Now they started assaulting you, and what happened thereafter? --- After I had been assaulted I decided to go
back home. They never followed me. That is where it ended.
In your statement you further pointed out that after this assault you were harassed by the KFC. Just give us
/a brief
a brief explanation as to how they harassed you. --- On this particular day I was heading for my cinema, and when I got there I found
them tearing down the projection equipment. And when I got in there to ask as to what was taking place I was told that this was done
by a court order, that I had to be ejected from the cinema, but I did not know what culminated to that because I knew that I was leasing
the place, and now that people should come and tear the place down. I was not even called to be notified that I was going to be
ejected. It was just an order purported to be made by a Judge that I should be ejected. They were taking the contents of the cinema,
as well as certain machinery and projectors. They were being thrown outside of the cinema because they wanted to stay there
because the order of the court, or the purported order, said I should be evicted. I think this led to this disagreement.

Now, what about the equipment? What was the cost of the equipment? --- It was in the region of R80 000,00. Mr Mlaba has the full
details, as well as the cost of the equipment that was destroyed at that particular time. I don't know whether you would be interested
for me to call Mr Mlaba to give those details.
No, we can contact Mr Mlaba. You also pointed out that they said if you paid the rent that would be sufficient for you to be given the
place, or ownership of the cinema. --- But there's absolutely nothing I got from the whole deal. This is what I am fighting for, because I
want to get back my money. Because I was also ejected from that place, because I was actually leasing the place out whenever they
were stage plays, functions,
/as well
as well as memorial services. This cinema was a service to the community. I was helping the community. Now the community has got
to go to Durban to watch films or to use the cinema, whereas I had a cinema in Umlazi.
In all that you have said I can gather that you were harassed, that is from Krugersdorp up to here. You have been continually
harassed up until such that you lost your son. Now, if I may ask how was your family affected by the whole incident? --- I don't think I
do have any sort of - my son is also confirming that h's quite well, there's absolutely nothing wrong with him, and there's also nothing
wrong with me except for the ... (incomplete)
We thank you very much when you feel quite unharmed. Do you have any expectations as you have come before this Commission.
What expectations do you have? If we have to report to the State President and give some recommendations what would you like us
to say to him? --- Yes, I do have a request, because I was evicted unlawfully at that time because I was not given any notice that I was
going to be evicted, and the reason that they put, that the roof was leaking and it was going to call on the people and injure them. I
want this matter to be taken further, and I would like to make a claim that I want all the equipment that I lost, or the equivalent thereof
to be paid.
Is that all that you want the Commission to do for you? Are these your only expectations? --- I think that's with regard to KFC. I am
quite satisfied if they could pay me back all that I have lost. I would like to be reimbursed. Now it reminds me that KFC should rebuild
the cinema. If he does not do that he should reimburse me
/the money
the money that I was paying, which they said was an instalment towards buying the building itself, as well as my losses.
Now, is this building still under KFC? --- That is correct, it's still under KFC's control.
Thank you very much, Mr Dlamini, as well as your son. We thank you very much for having taken your time to come and appear here.
Are you getting any pension? --- Yes, I am getting pension money.
We thank you very much. We shall hand over to the Chairman.
--------------------Mr Dlamini, we are running out of time, but we want to set the record straight. In your statement you said two sons - you lost two sons,
but what is not clear is that you are not talking about your other son. The only son you are talking about is Jacob Dlamini, who was
killed, but you do not talk about the other son. --- That is correct. I did not mention him, but he was killed in Gauteng. The Special
Branch heard that the son of Dlamini, that is my son, had gone to wherever - I don't know where he went to, but he was killed. When
we went to bury my son in Gauteng the place was filled with police. They were milling around, and they told me that I must be only an
hour at the cemetery. They actually restricted us as to time, and they accompanied us to the cemetery because they heard that it was
my son who was being buried, because I was a freedom fighter.
Was he killed by the Security Police in Gauteng? --- That is correct. The Security Police were involved.
Now, don't you think that you should also talk about
/your son
your son in your statement? --- I think that is correct.
Or maybe you don't want the Security Police to be brought to book. --- I think that's quite a wonderful idea that he should also be
mentioned.
So you must go back to the office to give a statement with regard to the other son ... (inaudible - end of side A) ... to that. --- That is

correct. Which offices should I go back to?
Our offices, the TRC offices. If you could just give us his name. --- His name is Petros Bongani Dlamini.
My last question, Mr Dlamini. You said that the closure of your cinema robbed the Umlazi community of their right to have amenities.
Now are you still prepared to continue with the cinema business as you said you wished the cinema to be rebuilt? If it could be rebuilt
could you go back and operate it? --- Yes, that is correct, because even now I still do order occasional films that I show around the
schools, for instance Julius Caesar, or the set book films. I do take them to play them in different schools so that they can be assisted
in their end-of-the-year exams. I still do that, but I don't have a cinema any more.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: (Inaudible) ... Mr Dlamini. You heard Mr Gasa this morning. He stated that the attack on the cinema where 15
people were killed was led by Mr Sabelo. Is that your recollection as well? --- Yes.
(Inaudible) --- ... memorial service, and then they were knocked by the Inkatha Freedom Party group that
/was outside.
was outside. They even went into the cinema. They were trying to burn the cinema. Unfortunately for them it's all concrete, cement.
They could not burn the walls of the cinema. (Speaking English)
And you confirm that there were police and soldiers present at the time? --- Yes. (Speaking English)
Mr Dlamini, thank you very much for coming in an sharing your story with us. As a result of the political violence you have lost not only
your business, your means of earning a living, but you have also lost your son Jacob, and your other son in the Transvaal, and we
extend our deep sympathies to you because of that. --- Thank you very much. (Speaking English)
You have also confirmed what one of the other witnesses has said about the event at the Umlazi Cinema. As I said earlier this was a
very, very important event in that period of history of Natal, and your evidence there is also very important. As you know, as Mrs
Gcabashe has said, it's our job to make recommendations to the Government as to how you might be assisted. We are not in a
position to assist you directly, but we will take those recommendations to the State President, and he will act on them as he sees fit. --Thank you very much. (Speaking English)
Thank you very much for coming in today.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: We welcome you here today, Mr Mbambo. Can you hear me through the earphones? Can you hear me and
understand me?
MR MBAMBO: Yes.
COMMISSIONER: You are also from Umlazi, Malugazi North near Umlazi, and you have come to tell us about the death, shooting,
burning, killing of your friend Bongani Xebexulu in 1991. Before you tell us that story can you please stand and take the oath.
--------------------B V MBAMBO (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
COMMISSIONER: Mr Lax will help you with your evidence. MR LAX: Good morning, Mr Mbambo. Thanks for coming again. What Mr
Lister also didn't mention was that you're coming to tell us about your own injury as well, is that correct? --- (No reply)
Can you hear me through these earphones? --- Yes.
Speak up so we can hear your voice please. Now, just for the record, you were born on 4 March 1972, is that right? --- (No audible
reply)
Sorry, if you could just speak up a little bit so the people in the audience can hear you, because everything you say goes through the
microphone in front of you. --- It was on the 28th of February in 1991. It was on Tuesday. The previous day there were fightings
around in the neighbourhood. The shacks which were called Malaza were attacked before by Inkatha members at Malaza, and then
the following day things were still not right, and the situation was still volatile. As we were still confused about the situation the soldiers
approached.
/They were

They were running, going up the road. I am talking about the road that separates the two locations. They were using that road. Still we
were standing on the hill sort of place called Masizini.
(Inaudible) ... a little bit closer to that mike. Maybe move your chair a little bit forward. That's much better, thank you. --- Right at that
time the soldiers were coming running, approaching us. We were standing there and scared, wondering what was happening. You
know we were preparing to go to school. I was attending school. I was schooling at Shumayela at section Q, Umlazi. At that time when
the police approached those who were in front of us, we saw them running, coming back, and we also ran. We ran to section Z,
because now they were shooting, they started shooting. When we got there we could not - they closed the door. They closed the gate.
We could not get through the premises. And when we were looking around we could see the soldiers now. They were there. They told
us that we should just climb up and come up to them. There was an open space there like a parking - like a park sort of place. That's
where they told us to go to, and they told us to lie down on our stomachs and sleep, and just lie there. And there was a lining where
you hang your laundry on, and they used that lining and they were hitting us, assaulting us, beating us. They took us into Malugazi,
where we were, and there were police already who were in there. They were SAP using some vans. They were also driving one white
Sentra. Those soldiers came and they handed us over to the station commander, and he is still a station commander at Umbilo Police
Station. And they handed us over to two policemen
/by the
by the name of Naidoo and Reddy. We went with three other soldiers whom I could not see their names, because they did not have
their name tags on. They took us home. On the way they were assaulting us still using the guns, the back of the guns, and still that
wire that they were using, electric wire. When we got home there were no people there. There was no one at home. The house was
just to let. They kicked the door and they could not find anyone at home. We went on to Bongani's place, who was mentally disturbed
already at that time from the assault. You know, each time they asked him questions he could not answer, he could not even
understand what they were saying. I had to answer on his behalf. When we got to his place the house was to let. There was on one at
home. We went back to where the vehicles were parked, and they told Naidoo, who was the driver driving one of the vans, telling him
to get into his van and he will follow us. He was driving in front of us with other police and other soldiers that he was with. And they
went to the people that we were fighting, that is Inkatha, and the van that we were in followed. We found them so many, numerous in
number, and that place was a playground before, and there was an Indian school just around that place. And it's still there even now.
When we got there the Inkatha members were there packed. There were weapons like butcher's knives, and guns as well. The van
drove in and parked there, and there were soldiers that just arrived, who were not there where we were coming from. You see we
were with Mr Nxumalo, who was a constable, a black constable, and Mr Reddy, who was an Indian police, and also Naidoo, who was
driving. We were in this van.
/Mr Haripersad
Mr Haripersad was talking to these Inkatha members who were there. After a few minutes he requested Mr Naidoo to get - to drive his
van in and tell us to get out from the van, and we got out from the van and we stood outside. And they took the weapons which were
there and they loaded them into the van. After a short while, when we were still standing there, even though I did not hear exactly what
he said to them, he left. He went into the Sentra, the cream-white Sentra, and he left. In that minute, instantly, the soldiers - other left,
also followed, and the soldiers were left. And I just asked one of the coloured soldiers. He could not speak Zulu, and I asked him now
that the police have left us here, and the people who are here are enemies to us, how can he be of help, and how can he help us in
this situation? He said, "No, Haripersad has already instructed, and we have to do as he has said." In that minute the soldiers also left.
Now, when the soldiers were leaving the Inkatha people, Inkatha members, now started walking towards us, and when they got to us
they got hold of the one whose mind was lost already, and I asked immediately, "What have we done?" In that minute, that very
minute, I just managed to escape, I ran, because they were already shooting, but I was shot, I was wounded on my right-hand foot.
And I was taken to Isipingo because I got a lift. And the driver who gave me a lift could see that I was trying to run as fast as my feet
could carry me to escape from the situation. He was kind enough to help me. And the roads were not safe then because the people
were scattered around, the Inkatha people scattered around, and there was this lady who knew us so well, and knowing my family as
/well, and
well, and she went to my place and explained what happened from what she saw to my family. And the community gathered together
to listen to what has happened. Immediately I came also, and they were still shocked, surprised. I had to explain to them what exactly
took place. I could not go to the hospital because of the situation. Because of how the things were it was not even safe for me to go to
the hospital. Upon Bongani's death comrade Mrs Ndebele came. She used to come to us and listen to our problems and try to enlist
some help, and also tried to see if she could not get some police to come and at least give us security. She asked Haripersad to come
on that very day. He came around four in the afternoon. When he came he was asked about the boys he took, two boys, and asked
what were they accused - why were they accused and what was going on. And he said no, we had guns in our possession and we
had to be taken and to be arrested because of that reason. And we opened a case in that regard, and for some time nothing was
done, and we gave the statement, and two weeks later I was called at Merebank, where I was connected and I was introduced to one
of the police from Amanzimtoti, by Mr Hunter, who took my statement. You know, it seemed like it was going to be handled and go on,

but up until to this day nothing has been done. After two weeks Bongani disappeared. They tried to look for him, they could not see
him, and finally they located his corpse. He was already dead, lying along the road, burnt.
Thank you, Mr Mbambo. If I can just put one or two questions just to clarify certain aspects of your story please. The area that you
were living in was Malugazi, is
/that right?
that right? --- Yes.
And this whole incident happened in that area? --- Yes.
Now your friend, Bongani Xebexulu - that was his surname, is that right? --- Yes.
And as far as you knew he was born in 1965. --- Yes.
Where are his family now? --- They are at Malugazi.
Do you think you could ask them and speak to them to come forward to see us about this incident? --- They work. They are working.
You see the parents both of them have died, and the elder brother is the one who's the breadwinner taking care of them, and there is
one other younger brother who is also present here.
(Inaudible) ... speak to him later on and make arrangements to take a statement from him. --- Yes.
About yourself, you said that you were shot in the leg or the foot. Could you just clarify that for us? --- Yes, I was wounded here on my
leg, on my foot. But I did not go to the hospital for any treatment. I got better with time. I still walk, but I do experience pains and
problems there and then.
You said the situation at the hospital wasn't safe. Perhaps you could explain that for us. --- You see, when one was taken to the
hospital or King Edward they will tell the person that anyone who got injured should be taken to Mshiyeni. And when they were taken
to Mshiyeni they will be harassed still at Mshiyeni. Being injured like that the enemies will get an opportunity to be harassed, or at
times even get arrested from that place.
/You see
You see there was no - it wasn't safe even at that Mshiyeni.
(Inaudible) ... understand that. I mean places like hospitals. We've heard stories from other places where hospitals were not secure
even for people who were injured and damaged. Somehow there was connivance between certain political organisations and people
in hospitals and the police. Now, you've mentioned a number of policemen. The first one you spoke of is a person called Haripersad,
and you've told us that he was the station commander at Isipingo Police Station. --- Even now he still is.
We will arrange to speak to him about this incident. --- Yes, I am prepared.
You've also said that there was two other policemen. You've mentioned a Reddy, somebody Reddy. What was his rank, do you know?
Was he a sergeant, or are you not sure? --- He was constable, and Naidoo and Nxumalo.
In your statement the name Xulu is mentioned as opposed to Nxumalo ... (inaudible) --- Xulu/Nxumalo is just one thing. It's Xulu.
And do you know where those three policemen are, Naidoo, Reddy and Xulu? --- Yes.
Are they still at Isipingo? --- Yes.
And they were SAP policemen? --- Yes.
Now, you've mentioned a nickname for this group of IFP people in your statement. --- Yes, they called themselves - no, we used to call
themselves disguisers, because they would disguise when they attack.
And you've told us that there were a lot of attacks in that area. You mentioned that they day before this happened there were lots of
attacks. --- Yes.
/You've
You've also spoken about some soldiers. You said one of them that you spoke to was a coloured person. Do you know where these
soldiers were from, where there bas was perhaps, or which area they came from? --- No, I did not know where they were coming from,

but they were using cars written 121.
And you never got to know any of their names as far as you know? --- No.
Okay. Now, you mention - and this might have been an interpretation problem, but you spoke about an Ndebele, someone called
Ndebele. --- Yes.
Which Ndebele was that? --- Sbu Ndebele. He is the one I told this thing, and he is the one who called the police, because we had no
way of talking to the police. So he is the one who called the police and asked them about the incident. You see, he is the person who
could come and talk to us each time we had a problem, or probably attacked, and also go around and call the police to give us
security.
(Inaudible) ... man who is now Provincial Minister of Transport? --- Yes.
Thank you. Now, you people belonged to which political party at that time, or which political organisation at that time? --- I used to
support ANC, and I was not yet an ANC member at the time.
Do you know whether there was any inquest into this case, an inquiry into Bongani's death? --- No, nothing was conducting, except Mr
Hunter was called to take the statement, and that was the end.
(Inaudible) ... in your statement that Hunter was accompanied by another policeman called Mhlongo. --/Yes, Mr
Yes, Mr Mhlongo. He was the translator, interpreter, telling me what Mr Hunter was saying, interpreting.
(Inaudible) ... they were from the Amanzimtoti Police Station? --- Yes, Mhlongo was a sergeant working at Merebank, and Mr Hunter
was in charge of the police from Point to Amanzimtoti.
Thank you very much. Now, tell us a little bit about your family. Are your parents alive? Brothers and sisters? --- I still have my mum
and my dad. They are still alive. My mum is a housewife. She is just working for RDP in the community. And my father is on pension. I
have three brothers. One is still at school, and myself I am still at school, and the other two are home. And my eldest sister got
married, and I have one other sister who is in Johannesburg with my uncle at Zolo township. And the other children, kids, are there still
attending school, schooling. I am schooling at Gagazinya. I am in standard 10. We stay at Malugazi. We have a shack of about four
rooms. You see I have my own room where I just read and study from.
(Inaudible) ... what would you like to do when you - if you finish studying? Would you like to study further, or ... (incomplete) --- I am so
ambitious, and what I had planned is that after my standard 10 I would like to go and further my studies at the university. And I'd be
something in the community and be of much help at home.
(Inaudible) --- I want to be an attorney, advocate, lawyer under the human rights.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Thank you very much for coming in today. What you have told us sounds very familiar. We have heard /many other
many other stories like yours in other parts of the country, and these stories have never been told before. You never hear stories like
yours on television or in the newspaper or on radio, and that's why it's very important that you have come to tell your story here in a
public place like this. It's very important that we have a description of what life was like in those years of conflict, so that we never ever
forget what life was like for people like you, who struggled against an unjust system. And of the co-operation that you've told us that
existed between the police and political parties. In this case you have described very close co-operation between the police and the
IFP. And that sort of thing has happened in many other places. We've heard stories like that, where the police have detained people
and have taken them to areas where they know they will be very badly dealt with, assaulted or killed. In this case you and your friend,
Bongani, were taken to an IFP area, and you were very lucky to escape with your life. And it seems that Bongani was no as lucky as
you. He was brutally killed, and his body was burned. So again that's why it's important that you have come today to tell us here, the
public, in front of television, to tell us what happened in those days so that when we write our report stories like that go into the report,
and we - and the generations that come after us are all the more determined that those sorts of things should never ever happen
again in this country.
We will try to investigate what happened to Bongani, and who was responsible for what happened to him. That will be very difficult, but
we will make an effort to do
/that, and

that, and we will also make contact with these police and ask them why they did what they did, and ask them to give an account of
themselves.
So we thank you again very much for coming in. We wish you well in the future. We hope that you are able to succeed with your
ambitions, one day become a lawyer, and spend your life protecting the rights and interests of other people. Thank you very much for
coming in to see us.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: We welcome you here today, Mr Thusi. You have come from Umlazi township, and you will be telling a story about
your detention, harassment by the Security Branch of the South African Police during 1986 and 1988, and the factors that caused you
to embark on a hunger strike. Before you give that evidence can I ask you please to stand and take the oath.
--------------------SANDILE THUSI (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
COMMISSIONER: You can give your evidence in obviously the language of your choice - in Zulu. Dr Khoza Mgojo will be assisting
you in leading your evidence, so if you want to give your evidence in Zulu please do so. Thank you very much.
DR MGOJO: Good morning, Sandile. How are you? Are you feeling quite fine? Where do you stay, by the way? --- I stay in Umlazi at
No 5. Now, I am staying in Durban because of discrimination.
Just give me a picture, the background of your family. Just give us a brief background about your parents, your sisters as well as your
brothers. --- I have both parents. They used to stay at Swaaiman(?), but because of the situation that prevailed at that time they were
being harassed, so I fetched them to come and stay at Umlazi, and presently they are staying there. And they are quite old, they are
on pension now.
Did they go back to Swaaiman? --- No, they are staying in Umlazi. I have two sisters. The one is staying in Gauteng. That's where she
is married. And the other one is staying in KwaZulu-Natal. She is also married at Avoca. And I also have two brothers. They are
/still
still alive. The other one is staying at Umlazi and the other one is staying in Chesterville. My brother's children as well, I took them to
their grandparents, and the other ones are with my sisters-in-law. We asked them to take the children because their husbands had
died, so there are also other children who are in Clermont. That is my brother's children, my deceased brother's children. I am
presently working at the NGO Centre for Community and Labour Studies. We are involved in progress and development of the
community. That's about all I can say. No, I am satisfied. You have quite a big family. You have come to the Truth and Reconciliation
Commission to tell us and relate to us as to what happened to your place or to where you stayed which you thought the police were
behind. You were also harassed at some stage. That is from 1985, is that correct? --- That is correct.
Now, I will ask you to tell us briefly as to what happened. Just start from scratch, that is from the morning September 1985. What
happened to your family? --- The police used to come and visit my place, especially the Flying Squad, to such an extent that each time
they came to my place whenever I was not at home my parents knew that these police were coming, and they used to come at
different intervals.
What happened that led to the police frequenting your place? Were you involved in political organisations, or were you politically
active? --- I was part of the Umlazi youth, and we belonged to the Umlazi Youth League. Because I was involved in politics it so
happened that the police decided to frequent my place.
What sort of organisation was the Youth League?
/--- We
--- We started this Youth League when we had finished school because we wanted to participate in the politics that were taking place
in this country. Then in 1983, when the United Democratic Front started, we became part of the United Democratic Front.
You can continue. --- It was on a Saturday morning, that is in September 1985. There was a group of about 10 to 12 people who were
armed to the teeth. They approached my place and they were running. They were divided into two groups. Some came into the house
and the others ones surrounded the house in the yard.
Now, what do you mean that they were armed? What were they having? --- They were having guns, automatic rifles. Each and every
one of them. This now was related to me by my sister-in-law. I thought she was going to come today, but she isn't in. I was not present
at the time when this took place. I wasn't staying at my place any more, so all this was related to me by my sister-in-law. Each and

every one of them had a hand gun as well as an automatic rifle.
When they came who did they say they were? --- They never introduced themselves. They never told anyone as to who they were.
They asked for me. It was obvious that they did not know me facially. They went around looking into the house, and when they were
asked by my deceased brother as to who they were looking for, and who they were, they said they were looking for me, and they
asked as to where I was. At times white policemen would come, but these were youths. I think they were about 25 to 30 years old, and
they were all black.
What language were they speaking? --- According
/to my
to my sister-in-law they were speaking a mixed language. It was obvious that some of them were not Zulus. They were speaking some
tsotsi taal or township lingo.
Some were speaking Afrikaans? --- No, nobody spoke Afrikaans, but they were speaking township lingo, which is a mixture of quite a
number of languages. They were mixing Xhosa, Sotho, Afrikaans, as well a broken English. This is the language that you use in the
streets. It's not a pure langauge.
What did they say to you when they came to your place? --- When they got into the house they were asked as to what they were
looking for, and we were not used to people coming in this manner, especially armed as they were. My deceased brother asked them
as to what they wanted, and whether they could be helped in any way. They never answered him, they just went around the house
and they took out a photo and showed it to my deceased brother. This photo was Mrs Nxenge's photo, which was taken during a
funeral, and my face was showing on the photo as if I was looking at Mr Nxenge's coffin, so it is apparent that this little photo was
actually an article which was cut from a newspaper.
What's your brother's name, the deceased one? --- His name was Bucks. That was his common name.
What about Manqoba? --- Manqoba is not my brother. He is my nephew.
Was Manqoba also involved in politics? --- Yes, we were with him in the Youth League, but he was still at high school at that time and
he belonged to an organisation called Khozas.
Can you briefly tell us as to what they did to your
/sister
sister when they arrived? --- When they got into my place they asked as to where I was, but my family says when they looked at this
critically they asked themselves as to why didn't they hear these people coming. It was possible that they had not parked before our
yard, or in front of our yard. Then they realised that they had parked the cars at a far away place, and they came on foot to our place.
And as they were going out they saw that there was a kombi which had NPS registration, and at that time it was a Port Shepstone
numberplate. My brother asked them for their identification. If they were police they had to identify themselves. After that these people
kept on searching the house. They turned the house upside-down. As they were still turning the house upside-down they saw my
brother's child, who was about six months old. He was playing with City Press, a newspaper. Now, at that time you were not supposed
to be seen reading or handling City Press because it was believed that the City Press was against Gatsha Buthelezi. They used to
make negative remarks about Gatsha Buthelezi. They got angry.
Who did you say the paper? --- At that time they did not want to see City Press. They aligned you with the United Democratic Front if
you read City Press. When they saw this infant playing with the City Press they said, "This place reeks of politics." Now, at that time
they went into the bedroom and they came back with our family album. That's where they started paging through the family album, and
they looked at the photos. They even saw Manqoba's photo together with me. These were the photos that they took out of the album.
And they asked my sister-in-law as to who was helping her with the child
/because
because she was a teacher, and they asked her as to who was helping her. She was surprised as to how they knew that she was
being helped, because that person who was helping her had just come, had just started working for her. And that person was a young
woman from Ingwavuma. On that first day they took the two photos which had me, as well as Manqoba, my nephew.
Is it true that they abused you verbally, they abused your sister verbally, who was two months pregnant? --- That is correct, but that
happened on the second visit. Now they went away.
What happened on the 23rd of October? Is it correct that on the 23rd of October people unknown to you came to your place? --Thereafter they came again on the 23rd of October, and at that time my sister-in-law had decided that she was going to sleep at her

neighbour's place, she was scared to stay in the house. And when they came in they came in at about - I don't remember the time
quite well, but it was in the evening. I can't remember what time it was.
Is it correct that when they came they shot at the door and they burned your house down? --- No. That was a different occasion. That
was on the third occasion when they burnt the house down. On the second occasion they pulled my brother out of the house, and my
sister-in-law saw them when they were doing that. She came into the yard from my neighbour's place, and when she came they swore
at her. They swore at her. This is a phrase which is used in the bible which refers to a bitch. They said, "You are the one who phoned
Manqoba during the day. We heard you speaking on the line." She said yes, it was
/correct
correct Manqoba had phoned, but how did these people know that Manqoba had phoned? That is where we realised that they had
some connections with the Flying Squad, because at that time the Flying Squad used to bug the phones and listen. They were
bugging the telephones and listening to the conversations that were going on in private homes. So we realised that they were having
certain connections with the police because they knew so much. Now, one of the members of the gang hit my sister with the back of
the gun and she fell onto the ground. Thereafter one of them threatened that he was going to shoot, but the other members apparently
restrained him from shooting. Apparently the other one who was restraining him was their leader, and he said, "This is no time to
shoot. I will tell you as to when you are supposed to shoot, because if you can start shooting now we would not be able to get
Sandile." They were having these automatic rifles. And after quite some time - thereafter they never came back, because they wanted
me and they could not get me at that time, and I had stopped living at my place because I knew that they wanted me. On the 23rd of
October my sister-in-law was told by her helper that there were certain two boys who came into the house and they never spoke to
anyone. They just looked around the house and they went outside and looked at the yard, then they went away. This was related now
by the helper to my sister-in-law. It was at about 9 o'clock, if I am not mistaken. They heard gunshots from outside, and when they
went to investigate as to what was happening they realised that the whole house was on fire. The gunfire went on and on, and they
were trapped inside the house. They couldn't get out
/because
because they were hearing gunshots. When they tried to open the door they could not, and they realised that it seemed as if the door
was tied or locked from outside so that they couldn't open it from inside. There is another neighbour called Fanfani who was
screaming outside and asking them to release the people who were inside because there were babies or infants inside. Then the
neighbours started screaming, and as it was like that this group went into - the neighbours went into the yard and they broke a
window, tried to pull the burglar guard in order to rescue the people who were inside. My sister-in-law threw the baby out of the
window, and they left Fanfani so that he could take the child with, but they were trapped. The rest of the people were trapped inside,
they could not go outside. And at that time when the house was burnt my brother was suffering from asthma, and at that time he was
suffocating. My sister-in-law was trying to protect my brother, because at that time he was getting burnt and she was trying to undress
him because he was on fire, and they had poured petrol underneath the door, as well as on top of the roof. So the house was burning
from below as well as above.
How many people were left inside, trapped inside the burning house? --- My house had been extended. There was the main house as
well as back rooms. My brother was inside, as well as our helper. At that time my brother was able to get hold of the helper and open
the door, and they both escaped. According to him he says at the time that he went out he was accosted by a man who had an Uzi
gun, and this person was sort of stunned to see people escaping from the house. Then he was able to run away.
/What
What about the people inside? Who was inside? --- It was Bucks, as well as my sister-in-law.
When they came out were they burnt? --- No, I said my house had been extended. There were those who were in the main house, as
well as my deceased brother, as well as my sister-in-law, who were in the outside building. When the others came out from the main
house they couldn't, but the kitchen door wasn't locked or shut in any manner, so that's why he was stunned to see people escaping
right in front of him.
Now, I want you to clarify us. What about those who were left inside the house. --- Yes, there were two people left inside the house
who were still trapped.
What do you know about Makwane? --- When my brother had already escaped he crawled, and when he came back it was quiet,
because he wanted to investigate as to what had happened to the rest of the people who were in the house. And when he came back
he saw a certain policeman which we knew, and the name of the policeman was Makwane. We saw a police car, and Makwane was a
CID. He was working at the GG Police Station, and we knew Makwane very well because he used to be friends with my elder brother,
who stayed in Chesterville. So we knew him as a family. He ran to Makwane and asked him to take our family to the hospital.
Makwane replied and said he was not prepared to help dogs who were members of the UDF.

Before you even go on, where is Makwane now? --- Makwane has since died. Apparently he died in a car accident. That is the
information I got.
Now, your brother was taken to the hospital. --- My brother went out to the neighbours to try and enlist
/some
some help. The neighbour came and took my brother. He took them all to the hospital, all those who had been inured. When they
were taken out of the house they were naked, and they were taken to Makhulusi's place, and at the time that they were at Makhulusi's
place soldiers came and saw them in pain, but they just looked at them. They were sort of surprised as to how did these people
survive, because according to them they had planned to kill them. They were taken to the hospital. My other brother asked the
neighbours to take these injured to the hospital. They were taken to Prince Mshiyeni Hospital, and when they got there they were
referred to King Edward Hospital. The three of them - it was my sister-in-law, my brother, Bucks, as well as my other brother,
Hlaganipani. When they got in there they were put in different wards. That's when, after some time, my sister-in-law got wind of the
news that my brother was injured.
Now, amongst the people who went to the hospital Bucks died. Hlaganipa and your sister-in-law survived. --- No, Hlaganipani is dead
now. No, he was injured. My sister-in-law is still around.
Now, let's move on further. Let's come to you now when you were working at Natal University. You have told us about your detention.
--- After October the 23rd I did not stay at home any more. I could not go back there because I knew that we were wanted, and our
family was divided because the picture that the community got was that it was my doing that resulted in our home being attacked and
people dying. So I ended up being a vagabond, going around staying everywhere I could, because of the division that existed in the
family. Now people
/sort of
sort of ostracised me, because they were scared to be associated with me because I was highly active in politics, and I was not
supposed to be seen with other people in the community because they were scared that they were going to be victimised. In 1986
there is a certain house at which we were staying, and at about 2.00 am in the morning we saw that the house was surrounded by the
Flying Squad, and they knocked very loudly. We were taken and we were detained in terms of section 29 of the Internal Security Act.
We were taken to the police station. Apparently the Flying Squad came out to search for us. We were taken to the charge office, and
whilst we were there we were joined by a group, a very big group of people. I think we were about 15 or 20.
How long did you stay there? --- We stayed for about three hours, and we started being tortured by the police who were at the GG
Police Station. They assaulted us and they were laughing at us. We were a laughing stock.
When you say you were tortured, what actually did they do to you? --- One would just come, walk across the room and clap you with
the back of his hand. It's quite a long time and I don't remember any one of them, because at that time the police never used to put
their identities.
Now, could you please tell us about your detention for three months. --- We were taken to C R Swart. After had photos had been taken
we were taken to the Westville Prison for three months. Now it was not three months. It was the first time when I was detained for
three months, but the second time ... (inaudible - end of
/side A)
side A) ... yes, I think it was section 29 of the Internal Security Act.
Your statement is not very clear. Let me just tell you. Now I have to clarify certain issues, so I have to ask a lot of questions because
the years don't go according to the sequence in which you relate them. Now we have to clarify certain issues. In your statement there
is somewhere where you tell us that you were put in solitary confinement. Is that correct? --- Now, that is when - yes, that is true, but
it's when I was detained for the second time now.
Is it correct that they used to put liquid paraffin in your meals? --- No, I was given liquid paraffin because I used to have a problem with
constipation. So they used to give me liquid paraffin to ingest after I had taken the food.
How was the liquid paraffin? --- Well, it was difficult taking the liquid paraffin, but I think it did help me. But it was terrible because it
made the food tasteless.
Is it correct that you embarked on a hunger strike at some stage? For how long did you embark on this hunger strike? --- It was for 38
days.
Where were you at that time? --- I was at a prison in Gingindlovu. After about 14 days whilst I was there I was taken to the Durban

North Police Station. It was at night when they took me. I realised only in the morning that I was at Durban North Police Station.
At the time that you were suffering from this stomach problems were you taken in for medical attention? --- No, I was never taken to
any doctor, but I remember
/being
being taken to a medical officer. And there were so many of us who were actually sick. We were about 100, but it took the doctor 30
minutes to examine us all, and I realised that we were just being conned.
In your statement you said you were in a hunger strike for 38 days. After that you were released. --- Yes, they did release me, but I
was not supposed to go out. I had to stay at home. Lister was also one of the attorneys who helped us. The other was Eunice
Mohammed & Associates. There were so many of us, as well as the attorneys were many.
Now, when you went out of the prison you went home. Did the police come thereafter? --- No, they used to come because the
restrictions that were given to us were that I should go to the police station and report twice a day. That is in the morning between
eight and nine, as well as in the afternoon between three and five. And at the same time at 8 o'clock I should be inside the yard. From
5 o'clock in the afternoon up until eight in the following morning I was supposed to be at home and not move out of my yard. And
between nine and five in the afternoon I had to go to the police station to report, come back home. At 3 o'clock again I was supposed
to go to the police station. Then by 5 o'clock I should be back at home.
At night did they ever come to check on you? --- They used to come every time in the evening to check on me. At times I would just
wake up in the middle of the night and go wait for them outside, because I used to - I wanted to avoid the manner in which they
knocked when they wanted me. I took them as part of my family. I just woke
/up and
up and went to them.
Now we just want to finalise because we are running out of time. I just want to find out from you, those incidents which took place at
your home that affected you as well as your family, did you ever report this to the police? --- At the time when I was detained I told one
of the SB members, and he told me that I should report it to the police, but I told him that I could not report it to the police because
they were the ones who were victimising us, and they were the ones who were hunting me. And I also pointed it out to him that
Makwane was also there, and he was a policeman, so I could not go to that police station.
What about your attorneys, did they ever help you to report this matter to the police? Isn't there ever anything that they did? --- It was
difficult because Mr Gumede at times would also get arrested, so they couldn't help us in any way at times.
The police as well as Inkatha were united against the community and against us, so we could not really go to the police to report,
because it was a well known thing that police were colluding with Inkatha and terrorising the community, as well as UDF and ANC
members.
Now, you have come to this Commission. What are your expectations? After relating your story what do you expect the Commission
should do for you? --- I don't know where to start, but what I can say to this Commission is it was quite acceptable that we were
fighting for freedom at that time, and the political situation was quite volatile at that time, but the violations as well as the tortures that
used to go along with it was that not
/you as
you as a person or as a politically active person were victimised, but your family was also victimised.
We know that very well, Sandile. We are quite aware of that fact, but what I want to know is what are your personal expectations?
After relating the circumstances to us what are your personal expectations? --- Well, the people who were involved in burning my
house down, we want them to come forward so that they should talk this over. I want to look them in the eye so that they should tell us
as to why they did this. Maybe we could be paving the say for reconciliation. My sister-in-law is still very young, and she had severe
burns, and I would love her to be able to undergo plastic surgery.
What's her name? --- It's Thithi. It's Mrs P Thusi.
You say you want her to undergo plastic surgery. --- The second thing is that when my brother died I had to support my brother's
children. Now I am asking the ... (intervention)
Are you asking the Commission to help the children? --- Yes, I am requesting this Commission to help them to further their education.
That is Bucks' children.

Is there anything else that you would like to say? --- Also my house was burnt down. It's still in the very same state. If this Commission
could help me to rebuild our house. I did rebuild the house, but it's not in the same condition that it was before it got burnt down. I also
incurred a lot of costs, because the people now were asking as to where we were when our house looked like that.
Now, as a person who had been tortured, you had been
/tortured
tortured physically, some mentally or psychologically, and who need to get the help of psychiatrists as well as psychologists. Now,
according to you who was more affected, or were there any people who were affected psychologically by these tortures who needs to
get some attention? --- I think I was the one who was tortured severely physically, as well as psychologically. After I had stopped the
hunger strike I was grounded to my house.
Do you think you need psychological help? --- It's difficult for one to see himself or herself as to whether he or she needs psychological
attention, so I don't know whether I do need psychological attention. I think I can appreciate it, because I have never talked about this.
I have never talked to my sister-in-law. I have never asked her as to how she feels about what happened. We've never talked about
the whole incident even with the children. I think she still feels that I am responsible for all that happened, so we might probably all be
affected. It's the first time that I talked about this incident today.
Before I hand over to the Chairman, Sandile, we have heard your requests. There's five of them. You said, one, you want a proper
investigation as to the perpetrators, so that if there's a need for reconciliation you can be reconciled. You also said your sister-in-law
was burnt on the face and you would request that she gets plastic surgery. You also pointed out that your brother's children were left
fatherless, and you wanted them to further their own education. How many are they? --- There were two from my sister-in-law, and
there were others from outside the marriage. He has four children
/outside
outside his marriage.
In what standards are the children? --- My sister-in-law's children are still at primary level, and the other ones should be at tertiary level
by now.
Where are the children's mothers? --- They are alive. They do work, but I do not think that they can be able to put the children through
tertiary level because they are working at factories.
You said the other request is you would appreciate it if you could be helped to rebuild your house. With regard to yourself getting
psychological attention you said you are not sure because you do not know as to whether you do need it or you do not need it. You
also said that your sister-in-law is pointing a finger at you that you are the one who caused all this pain. Now, our main job is to pass
these recommendations to the State President, as well as the Parliament. We do not offer any instant help, but we pass suggestions
as well as recommendations of the requests made by the victims, as well as witnesses. We appreciate the fact that you had all the
courage to come in front of us and relate this painful story. You are on the road to recovery, you are in the process of recovering,
because now you can talk about this as you have said that it's the first time that you've spoken about this. That is where I will end.
--------------------I will just add on to what Dr Mgojo has said with regard to your health. Many a times when we have been harassed or tortured
psychologically it is difficult for one to see or realise that he or she needs help. I do realise from your statement that you do have
certain
/symptoms
symptoms of being psychologically tormented. Now, from that it can be seen that you do need help. Now, I have been looking at what
happened to you when you were still very young. Your house was attacked, you were detained, you went into solitary confinement,
you embarked on a hunger strike, as well as house arrest. This is too much to happen to one person and that the person should
remain unaffected. I think you should get some attention.
--------------------Mr Thusi, just for the record, we don't have your date of birth. If you would kindly give that to us please. --- I was born on the 11th of
the 11th month in 1961.
(Inaudible) ... detained a number of times under section 29. You've told us about at least two instances of having been detained under
section 29. Were you ever charged? --- (No reply interpreted)

--------------------Just to add onto what happened. You said you were working at the Natal University when you were detained. Are you working at the
present moment? --- Yes, I am working at the NGO, called CCLS, Centre for Community and Labour Studies.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: (Inaudible) ... giving us your story today. You have painted a very clear and vivid picture of the life of a young
activist in the township in the eighties, and you have also told - in telling us what life was like as a young activist you have also told us
the tragic story of the death of your brother, who was attacked, shot at and burned in his own house. It really
/makes one
makes one wonder how the people who called themselves policemen could have actually had the effrontery to call themselves
policemen. You've mentioned one policeman, Makwane, who was present when your house was set on fire and bullets were fired into
your house, with a young child inside. And, as I understand, you said he was from GG Police Station, which is the name given to the
KwaZulu Police Station at Umlazi, is that correct? --- Ja.
These were very difficult times for you, and it must be of some satisfaction to you that it was because of young people, young activists
like yourself, not only here in Durban, but all around the country, that, along with other factors, led to the collapse of apartheid. I recall
the days when you were in detention, and anyone who lived here on the Berea, Glenwood, will remember that your friends and
colleagues at the University of Natal launched a campaign to have you released, and there was writing on many of the walls in these
areas saying, "Free Sandile." And if you go to the corner of Bulwer Road now you will still see a faded sign saying, "Free Sandile," so
that's something to remember you by.
So again thank you very much for coming in, telling us that story. It helps us to get a picture of what life was like in those days, and to
make recommendations to our new Government so that these things can be remembered and can never happen again. Thank you
very much for coming in. --- I have a question. Mrs Magwaza said I should take care of myself. I did not understand that. What did she
mean by it?
MRS MAGWAZA: What I meant was that if there's any help that you think you need with regard to your mental health, /as well
as well as your physical health, you should take the help
that will be rendered to you. If you do take that help it does not mean that you are a weak person, but that denotes that you are a very
strong person who is actually trying to cope with the events or incidents of the past, and you should take the help. Let me just help
you. You must come back to the offices so that you may get in touch with our people, who are going to show you and help you as to
how to go about getting this help.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: We greet you and welcome you here today, Mr Gasa. You have - like the previous witness you are from Umlazi
township, and you have come to tell us about the attack, burning of your house, and the tragic death of your wife in August 1985.
Before you tell that story please can you stand and take the oath.
--------------------DAVID S GASA (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
COMMISSIONER: Mr Gasa, can you hear me and understand me through the earphones? --- Yes.
Sorry, I can't hear you, so could you just repeat that so I can hear you. Can you hear me? --- Yes, I do hear you.
Mr Gasa, can you just tell us briefly, are you still living in Umlazi? Are you living with your children? Do you have children? --- Yes.
And are you employed at the moment? --- Yes.
How old are your children? --- The eldest one is 38 years old. The youngest is 14 years.
Where are you working at the moment? --- No, I am not working. (Speaking English)
You're not working. (Inaudible) ... can understand you in English through these earphones. Thank you very much. Now, if you can just
tell us basically what were you doing in 1985 before this attack on your house. What were you involved in? Were you involved in
organisations? Just tell us some background to what occurred in August 1985. --- I have been active in politics and been an activist

even at the time in August. Even before August I have been active under ANC.
Now, what was happening in Umlazi at the time which
/led to
led to this incident? --- My mind was not so much concerned about Umlazi, but I was concerned about the nation at large. But what I
will say now is that before August I used to be - I was always in prison, always arrested. Before August I was on house arrest for about
10 years, being arrested and released just like that. I never fought things that concerned Umlazi township only, but I also fought things
that concerned the nation at large.
And were you involved in a specific organisation, or was it Umlazi-based organisations, or was it national organisations? --- As I have
already said I was not only fighting for Umlazi township only, but I was involved in the fighting of the whole nation, South Africa, and I
was also fighting for whites, because also whites were oppressed. Even de Klerk himself was oppressed.
Now, you said in your statement that you had given a press statement about a massacre which took place. Can you tell us the
background to that? What led to that particular shooting? I think it was - the reason for the gathering was related to Mrs Nxenge's
death, is that right? So perhaps if you just sketch that background and give us the background of what happened to Mrs Nxenge, and
then the Umlazi Cinema, and then how you became involved in that and how it affected you personally. --- First of all I was scared
when I heard that Mr Nxenge was found dead in Umlazi. That's where this whole thing began. Things got out of - hell broke loose at
that time, and that led to the burning of my house. At the time I was in house arrest. I was not even allowed to talk to any other person,
any person more than one. I will only be allowed
/to talk
to talk to one person at a time. I was harassed, and when all this took place that led me to feel so depressed, and I could not even
associate with people I used to associate before. Well, this went on and it passed, and the time came when I felt that I was so heavily
harassed, and also I heard immediately that my wife, or the wife of Mr Nxenge, Mrs Nxenge, the leader of the community, a very
humble man - when I heard that that man was chopped and died by men who were not known I was disturbed. It was my first time to
hear that blacks can attack other blacks, especially women. It was the first time in the history of the blacks to have this kind of incident.
I therefore made an arrangement to meet the Umlazi township as a chairman of the organisation that was known as the Umlazi
Association. I made these arrangements to call forth the residents of Umlazi township to meet so we can pray, and also criticise that
act, that brutal act. It had never taken place before in the black community. That was the first time. We met, and we were so numerous
in number where we were going together and praying. People who came to attend were so many that half of them were facing the
soldiers, confronting the soldiers, because the soldiers were trying to - wanted to start shooting at the people who were gathered there
to pray. As the chairman I took the responsibility upon my shoulder that the people were there, and I had to be responsible. I went to
confront those soldiers, and I demanded that I should see their leader.
Just tell us where this took place, this prayer meeting. --- This took place at Umlazi Cinema. I said to the soldiers, "I am the leader of
these people that you
/"see in
"see in front of you. They respect me. To prove that they respect me I am the one who invited all of them to come and gather at this
place. Also tell me who is the leader, who is responsible for you here? I want to talk to your leader, not to talk to the whole lot." They
finally pointed the leader. I went to the leader, confronted the leader, and I spoke to him. I said, "I am leading this group and you are
leading this group, so please talk to your soldiers not to come to us and disturb us, and I will also talk to my people not to disturb you."
It looked like we agreed to this. After a while, as we were carrying on praying and worshipping, the pastor who was in the charge of
the sermon, S A Khumalo, left, and as he was marching out of the hall hell broke loose. We just heard shootings. Tear-gas was
sprayed. Cars were damaged outside. My car spent two days at that area because it was completely damaged. After that, as an MC
one came to me to whisper, telling me that, "No, the Inkatha is around, has come now, but don't announce this to the people. Let's just
say it's police, because people are so scared of Inkatha. Let's just say it's police." I could not lie, but I did not say who they were, who
those people were standing at the door. What I am saying to you leads to the burning of my house. What was most painful, when the
cinema was sprayed with tear-gas, and people could just smell tear-gas all over, one will just jump from up there down here. You
know I watched this happening. Professor Fatima was seated next to me. We had no ways even ourselves to escape from the
situation they way it was. This Indian lady who was next to me was shivering. I also felt I should die. She was our guest speaker at
/our prayer
our prayer meeting. After that I saw them coming, and they opened - the door burst open and they stomped inside. I feel I am obliged
to give the names of the people, because we are here to ventilate and tell the truth. I don't know what will happen after I tell you the
names, but I don't care. Let what happens happen. When they came in Wellington Sabela was leading. He had guns, two guns on the
side - both sides, two on each side. There was one who held the gun in this position, pointing at people. They came in. I hugged this

Indian lady seated next to me so she could not panic. "There's nothing that will happen to you. Please keep calm. Just tell yourself
God is there and God is in control, He will help. Just tell yourself this, that God will make a plan." What was most painfully is that those
people who were jumping from up there down here died, and people - and those people shoved assegais through the people and
people died in that cinema. After a short while I decided to take Professor Fatima to just hide behind the curtains. I will go to these
people, because you can see a person after he has been shoved with an assegai that she or he is so much in pains. Maybe I could
help. I tried to rush to those people who have been shoved with assegais to try and give some help. And Professor Fatima did hide
and I went down to try and enlist some help to these people. Bheka Shezi, who was an attorney, did help in a large extent as well to
save the souls of those who were already stabbed. After a short while there were comments on the newspapers, and untrue. There
were just false statements saying they were people who were unknown, what this and what this. That irritated me so much, that there
should be some people who
/will go
will go to give statements to the newspapers that were not true, and lying about people. I explained this thing. I went to the newspaper
and I explained to them exactly what happened and what took place. As I explained, even as I am explaining to you now, the results
were telephones after telephones, which were threatening my health, my life, that I will die, I will be killed. Those telephones were so
many, one after another, threatening me and even saying all sorts of things, vulgar languages, so that each time when the telephone
ring I will be sceptical of going to answer the telephone. I will say, "Don't answer the telephone because I know those are threats."
What was surprising, the police who were known as Security Branch were visiting my house all the time, more than three times a day,
coming to harass people who were living with me. Medical students at Wentworth will come at my place to just look at what's
happening at my place, and they were arrested at the end. Those was arrested, those medical students, asking them, "What do you
want here? Is this your problem, or what?" They could come and search and take anything that they felt like taking. Even a stick they
could take. When we went to bury Mrs Nxenge I was one of the prominent speakers, and when I was coming home after the funeral
from Khoza I got home so tired. I could not even put on my pyjamas to sleep the way I was so tired after driving that long distance. I
just slept in the clothes I was wearing. At about half past two I was so scared severely it just felt like the heaven was just falling up my
roof, my house. You know, it was so bright at home. The house was burning. Kids were crying. The house was in flames. I woke up, I
did not even know where
/the door
the door was. I did not know where I was and what was happening. It looked and it seemed to me like the house was moving. I could
see flames all over. After that, now that my mind was collected, I said, "Okay." That's when the flames were just moving around. This
is why I thought it was the house moving. I had so much difficulty that I had never experienced before. I tried to run around, because I
could hear kids were screaming, crying in the house. Even myself I was burning, I was in fire. By the God Almighty we could manage
to escape this excruciating experiences. I was there, remaining in the house. I had lost my conscious, my mind, I could not think right,
but finally we managed to escape this. And my wife thought about a hose pipe, and they used the hose pipe to calm the flame. They
connected the hose pipe to the kitchen tap, and that's how we managed to escape the situation. This was so painful, and it was such
an excruciating experience. After this there was just that part of the house which was no so much burnt. One part of the house was
severely burnt, and the other was not so much burnt. When we were approaching the door, running away, we saw the kombi just
parked by. They did not shoot. When they saw us coming out they just drove off. Let me say this, Mr Chairman. I just left something
that is so important. Just before the house got burnt, after those telephone calls, after I had already explained that what happened, I
did get the response, which came from a person who was so respected, is such a prominent figure in the community, even
internationally. That person that I will use his name here. There's a person who's being respected internationally by the name of OD
Dhlomo, who was the
/secretarysecretary-general of Inkatha at the time. OD was respected, but what I say today is that OD Dhlomo's hands are in blood. That's what
we are saying, us as an ANC, because after my statement OD Dhlomo appeared on television, commenting on the television,
responding and answering me from the television, national television. OD Dhlomo was saying, "We do hear and understand that David
Sibonono Gasa, who says it was Inkatha which attacked the cinema. We do not know that David Gasa and what leads him to say that.
He has a nerve to say that, coming from Umlazi and knowing very well that the Umlazi is predominantly Inkatha, and he speaks
generally that it's Inkatha. Doesn't he know that Inkatha will get irritated and agitated from this? Doesn't he know that Inkatha will be
devastated, and after that the Inkatha - lo and behold where will he run to, because Inkatha will take control?" Indeed Inkatha did get
irritated and devastated as he said, and when Inkatha got irritated, lo and behold, it decided that Gasa should be killed, and the
Qabane members should be killed. Our children died in numbers, thousands. My house was the very first one to burn. Yes indeed the
Inkatha got devastated. You know it will be children ranging around 14 or 12 years going to attend the funerals, because older people
will not go to any funeral because of fearing Inkatha. You know the kids will be so brave to attend the funerals because they knew they
could run as fast as their feet could carry them, more than older people, so older people will be keeping to themselves now because of
what OD Dhlomo said. Now I would like to make mention of this. Well, I went to hide, but I went back to Umlazi, and as I was still there
at

/Umlazi
Umlazi my wife - maybe I should say that I don't have my wife today because of what Inkatha did, because from that day - it was on
the 12th when my house got burnt, in August in 1985. On the 23rd of August 1985 they came during the day. Now they were fuming.
They came during the day, not even at night. They were so many in number. They were in a bus, Putco bus, and also in a truck. I had
already escaped the previous day. They came on Saturday, and I had already escaped on Friday because I already heard from
hearsay that something is going to happen here. They found my wife and my mother-in-law, who was old and ill at the time. They
came and they sprinkled petrol around the premises and in the house. Also that very Sabela. People were watching. You know, this
sounds like a myth, and this really happened. After they have done that they burnt my house. What a big house, what a beautiful
house that they burnt, that took me so much to build. You know I will be arrested and be released, and go back and build my house.
You know this is what it took for me to build my house. I could be arrested, and after being released I could go on and carry on with
extending the house. Now my wife and my mother-in-law - my mother-in-law spent about two months after that incident and died. My
wife was in pieces - was so ill up to the point when she died. This day my wife is late. You know I still think that my wife will be still
alive had it not been of OD Dhlomo's comment on the national television. Oh, I am forgetting something here. This concerns me direct.
I am someone who is peaceful, and that's my nature, that's just how I am, but since that time when you touch me I move. You know, I
am that kind of a person who
/will be
will be just so irritated. Touches, move. You don't touch me because I blow out of proportion. I am completely changed from what I
used to be before. I have even said to myself maybe it's because I spent so much time in prison, and the times I will be in solitary
confinement, those probably resulted to what I am now. You know, I could not even laugh. I will just play around with ants. Those are
my friends. I will take the towel and just beat up on the fly, and play around with the fly in the end. That was the game I was playing
whilst I was in the solitary confinement. And then laugh out of this. Two full years going through that. Now I get to a point where I say
probably as a result of that this is why I am what I am today. But this has created so much wounds. What I have gone and what I have
been through, the atrocities that I have been through caused me to be what I am today.
I just want to ask you a couple of questions about the cinema. Do you know how many people died in that cinema massacre? Do you
know how many people died? --- 15 people.
And how were most of them killed? --- They were shot and also they were stabbed.
And you said in your evidence that you recall seeing Mr Wellington Sabela leading that group into the cinema, is that correct? --- Yes, I
saw him.
(Inaudible) ... Mr Sabela at the time? What position did he hold at the time? Was he a member of the ... (incomplete) --- He was a
Member of Parliament of KwaZulu.
The Legislative Assembly? --- Yes. You know, he
/had also
had also many other positions.
Where did you go after your house was burnt down, and after your wife died? --- I went to hide. I went to lodge from the ... (inaudible end of side A) ... place, Masinga. Even there I was told to leave. They told me I should just leave the family. Professor Fatima found
me a place at Umbilo. That's where I was, at Umbilo. After some time I could not even stay longer there. I therefore decided, because I
had an office at Dhanjee Centre, I decided to work during the day, and at night I could sleep. When other co-workers leave I will just
remain and sleep there, and my wife will bring everything there. And my wife will come at night to bring me some food at Dhanjee
Centre at night so that people could not see and locate them. Even there I was chased, I was told to leave, because those people
came at night, coming to attack at 1.00 am. What helped me, I picked up my telephone and called a friend who has just been buried
recently by the name of Gumbi, and my wife also, I told her that, "Here are these people. Please come and rescue me. They are here
attacking me once again here in the office at 1.00 am." Gumbi did come, and I therefore thought it's dangerous still be there, maybe I
should leave and go to Umlazi. I went back to Umlazi, as I am still alive today.
And have you bought another house, or have you rebuilt your house in Umlazi now? --- Yes, I was renting a neighbour's house. I
occupied that house up until I got another house at Section C, which I was using it as my office, conducting my business from there. I
spoke to the township manager. That's how they gave me
/that house.
that house. But my house that was burnt it's just now that I am trying to renovate it, to build it once again, because I am not so free
where I am. It's just - it's only a four-roomed, and, you know, coming from a bigger house now, occupying a four-roomed house it's

something - it's a nightmare. I cannot even be free. I just need a bigger house now.
I just want to ask one or two questions about the Umlazi Cinema incident. You said that there were soldiers there, or policemen,
before the ... (intervention) --- Both.
Both. Were they SADF soldiers and - what, SAP or KZP, the KwaZulu Police or the South African Police? --- It was just confusion.
So were they there before the people were killed? Were the police and the army there at the cinema before the attack took place? --People died at the time when the attackers came. You know, they came to damage the cars outside, and the police were there
present, in the presence of the police and soldiers, and helped them. And now they were using tear-gas. You know, when they came
in we were already dying.
So did the police and the army attempt to disarm this group that you said was led by Mr Sabela? --- Oh, no. No, it was just one thing.
They were just united and doing this act.
And, Mr Gasa, when your house was attacked you said people came in buses, or a bus, a large group of people came and attacked
and burned your house. Do you know who they were? Do you know where they were from? Do you know whether there were any were there any people there whose
/names
names that you know? --- This is a hearsay because I wasn't there in person, but those people were Inkatha people. Mr Sibiya was
there, the Inkatha cornerstone members, and the other one that I mentioned his name, and also the people from Lindelani. It was the
day of the funeral of the people who were killed at the cinema, so they were being buried on that day. The aim - the intention was to
disturb the funeral of those people who died at the cinema. They were just there to destruct and cause confusion. Because they knew
that ANC will be there, so they wanted to destruct and cause commotion at the funeral, and after that they intended to go and attack
Gasa's place.
Mr Gasa, these terrible events which you have told us, how have you managed to keep yourself going over the past eight to 10 years?
Have you been living with your children? How have you coped? We see today here, although you have given us a very disturbing
story, you still sound as though you are a positive man and you are in control of your life. How have you managed to cope with your
life since then? --- Even when we are not in church here, we are not talking about church issues here, but I would like to say this.
When there is something within you, you know, that is your hope, something that is your hope, you know, something that you are
always counting on. What can I say? I don't know how to put this, but you know that hope you have, when you are holding firm on that
hope, that hope makes you feel stronger. You know, even when things are tough, but when you keep hoping to that clasp, the clasp
that I am holding here. But in my case my hope is with God. I keep hoping
/in my
in my God. You see when things happen, and when things transpire, I kneel and pray to my God. I have never said "God, put me in
this wicked earth, but now that I am here in this earth, Lord, take control of me." You know, I believe in my God, and this is so much
helpful to me, that when things happen left and right and centre I know my hope is with God. You know, I have this hope within me
that here is - that's my God who brought me here. Or even when people can do things, events can transpire, one thing I know for sure
is that my God is with me, and I worship him. And my God will see me through, because I always mean well. I never mean evil. I never
want to do evil or intend evil. I always mean well, and I struggle. I struggle because I know very well that God cannot come to me and
even provide me with food, so I have to struggle even for life.
Thank you, Mr Gasa. I will just ask my fellow commissioners and committee members if they want to ask any questions.
--------------------Mr Gasa, the power you have is so inexplicable. I don't know what I can say about this. As the pastor I feel so great and good about
what you have just said. What I usually say is that you cannot be a politician not believing in God, not being a believer. You know, we
used to walk around with Luthuli still boys way back then. You know this struggle was initiated by the believers. Even Jesus Christ
himself did struggle in this earth, and he was the son of God. You have made mention of the people who attacked you, that Mr Sibiya
was one of them. Is Mr Sibiya still around? --- No. What he was trying to
/do, that
do, that evil he was trying to do, he was the one who was affected. He died.
Are you trying to say he was killed, or he died in this violence? --- Yes.
Amongst the people you've said who were others? --- It's Mr Shabalala. He is still alive.

You mean Shabalala of Lindelani? --- Yes, Shabalala of Lindelani is still alive. You know, if they were clever enough they should come
back and ask for forgiveness. They still have an opportunity.
When things were going bad there, and you told them that you are the leader of this group, and you wanted to see the other leader of
the soldiers, do you remember his name? --- It was Botha. He said he was Botha.
Do you know his whereabouts or where he stays? --- They told me he is Botha, but I don't know his whereabouts. And he also said he
was Botha. Even though I did not write somewhere, but I still have it in my mind that he was Botha.
You have said that you had to fight tooth and nail because the newspapers had wrong information. Which newspapers were those? --No, they were talking about the fact that unknown people attacked, and attacked people who were unknown. You see, The Mercury
newspaper said there was just havoc. Suddenly there was conflict. They did not explain. They could not explain, yet that was not true.
In other words you say they were lying? --- Yes.
You say when your house was burned you saw a kombi. Did you see that kombi before? --- No.
Was it the first time you saw that kombi? --/Yes, it
Yes, it was the first time, and it was the very first day we saw.
Did you see its registration? --- No, we did not see. We could not even take the registration numbers because of the situation we were
in. We were in such a state we could not even take any registration, or even think of taking registration numbers.
Mr Gasa, from what you have said I find out that you have been severely harassed and tortured, and your wife and your mother-in-law
also died as a result of this. I just want to follow shortly about your kids, your children. Talk about your children. Tell us about the
children in this whole experience. --- The most unfortunate thing that transpired is that after that my first daughter left home. Usually
this is done by youth saying, "I am going to hide." Yes, my daughter left home.
What was her name? --- Holiness. Holiness Gasa. She left home so that what she experienced and what she witnessed she may not
witness it again. She went to Red Hill. It was not long. We just heard from radio that there was a girl who was killed and is with the
police at Chatsworth who was stabbed to death. "We did not know - we could not identify this girl, and we cannot even tell where she
came from. At times some said it's Holiness Gasa, but some said it's Thembi. Now we are pleading, we are announcing to the parents
to come and identify this corpse." Three days went past whilst we were still talking and trying to get our heads together as a family
discussing this, and we decided finally let's go to Chatsworth Police Station. And we found out she had seven holes, and we buried
her. She was trying to escape the
/situation.
situation. We don't know how far she escaped, how far she ran, how far she went with all this that she was trying to do, and where she
was we had no relatives. And some of my children were not affected, this did not impact so much on them. By the way, two of them I
took them to Zambia at the ANC headquarters, and they joined the soldiers, Umkhonto we Sizwe. My children were part of MK. I in
person I took them to Zambia to join the MK. You know, even if I was young I was going to go myself and join the MK, and come back
as a soldier. Yes, they are back now. They are MK members. They came back. They came back.
Finally I would like to say - I would like to ask you the question I asked the previous victim - witness. I know you've already said that
you have anchor. You know you have this hope, and your hope is God, and I am so glad to hear that, but it seems to me that you have
been so harassed, you know, and as I am looking at you you look so brave and you look so strong. I don't know whether you do think
at times - you know, I am trying to quote you. You said you'll never forget what you've gone through, and the fact that you've lost your
wife. You said you will even die you'll never - you will never forget this, so this tells me - this goes on to tell me that you have been so
severely harassed. I wonder if you will appreciate any help, you know, like psychologists who can help you, because you have this
trauma. Psychologists could help you through and deal with this trauma you've suffered. You know, your coming up here to share your
story with us, you've ventilated, you've opened up, you've said everything that has been within you, and this - truly to tell you this is a
healing in itself. You are never the
/Gasa you
Gasa you used to be before you came here today. Now I wonder if you could appreciate if we could get you some psychologist to help
you because you've suffered this ordeal. --- I can appreciate so much. Maybe I should say this. I don't trust Truth Commission that
much. You know, I should say this. I am not shy to say this. But still I shall say this. What you have said, my pastor, maybe I should
say yes, this is the very first step that I envisage that my coming to the Truth Commission has helped me, because I do believe that I

have been so harassed and I have gone through this traumatic experience, so that I will appreciate to see the psychologist. You know,
I want to concentrate on what has brought me here.
Finally this Truth Commission that you have come here - you have already said that you don't trust this Truth Commission, but what
would you wish for this Truth Commission to do for you even though you don't trust this Truth Commission? What would you like to
request from the Truth Commission? What should the Truth Commission do? --- First of all I have used a word that will give this
Commission a question mark. Let me explain this first. You know when you talk about intention that we should reconcile, that is it's
intention that we should reconcile, and after that they say no, let's share water now. Who are you going to share water with? Maybe let
me just leave that alone. Things that happened to us, my pastor, you know things that took place, people who experienced those
things, not people who watched this, not people who did not experience this, I am talking about people who experienced this what I
am talking about, if
/you could
you could empathise - you have got to empathise to understand this. You know, at times you will intend to say "thee" and you will say
"the." I am trying to say if this Truth Commission could get and pull OD Dhlomo and say - and get OD Dhlomo to come forward, and
say to OD Dhlomo, "Someone is talking about you that many people have died from the things you have said on the national television
about Inkatha. Inkatha was not going to get devastated, but you provoked Inkatha, and Inkatha got provoked and decided to do
something, and people, many people died from what you've said, trying to prophesy. What are you saying to the people who have lost
their beloved ones?" because we are not going to lose our beloved ones if Dhlomo did not appear on the national television trying to
provoke Inkatha. My pastor, if you could stand before the church and say, "Church members, here we do not do these things. If you as
a church member you do this, don't do it, because if you do it you will see and then live." You will see what will transpired after that in
the church. Even myself, if I could call the people around together and say, "The Gasa, the Miyagi nation, the Miyagi people, the
Miyagi tribe, the Gasa tribe, you will see them." Automatically you will see the people who belong to the family now trying to take
action. What I am trying to say is that Dhlomo, if this Commission could call Dhlomo and say, "Out of many people one has pointed
you by finger and said - he was Sibonono Gasa. You said this and this and that on the certain day, and this is what resulted from that,
and what are you saying now in this regard?" You know, I will also ask Dhlomo and ask him in person, "What were you trying to say
on that day?"
/One other
One other thing that I am trying to say here. You cannot bring back the dead, but my house can be renovated and built once again.
There are things that are impossible to do and there are also things that are possible to do. Well, let me be happy once to just prove to
you that Truth Commission is something. I would like for the Truth Commission to forward this to the President. I would like to hear the
President saying that, "Oh, Gasa's house will be renovated and Gasa will see his nine-roomed big house." Then I will appreciate the
Truth Commission after that.
--------------------Mr Gasa, I am not going to say too much, but what I would like to say is that, as you have related your story you have related it in such
a way to talk about what the community of Umlazi went through. You know, you are a person who was fighting for the community, not
only for your family, and you have given us a picture of what the community was going through. And we also know that all the things
that happened transpired from that time, which brought many things at Umlazi to get out of proportion and to be damaged. This results
to us as the Commission to look into these things precisely, and especially that you have already said that there are about 15 people
who died, and we don't know the members of those people who died, their whereabouts as to where they were. Maybe you could help
also if you could think that you should bring forward the request to the Truth Commission that for Umlazi township this should be done.
Maybe something for the township should be done. --- You've said a mouthful, lady. What bothers me is that I don't have knowledge
as to where - as to the parents of the children who died in
/the cinema
the cinema jumping from upstairs down to the floor, what the parents did after that. But now that we have this - you know, at the time
when these things were happening many people did not believe that they were still alive and they were still people. The way this thing
happened people lost hope and never thought there were still people who were worth living, because this picture was so hopeless that
people were killed in front of the police. The police and the soldiers witnessed this. They were present and they collaborated with the
killers, with the attackers. I want to tell you this, that some of them, some of the children were not buried by their parents. Most of the
Umlazi children, as a chairman of Residents Association, even though I was not allowed - or as I say the children of Umlazi were
buried by children around 12 to 14 years. Those who died, only the children will go and attend the funeral because the parents could
not attend the funeral. Parents decided not to attend the funeral, and only children could go and attend the funeral. But I don't know you know, the question you have asked - what can Umlazi do? What can be done for Umlazi to show that you are sympathising with
what Umlazi went through? You know, people are saying people should feel good about themselves, and you as the Truth
Commission, probably you can do something in the light of this problem. You should come and listen to people discussing when they

are just chatting amongst themselves. They have lost hope. They don't trust Truth Commission, they don't trust Government, they
don't trust any pastor. They just trust in beer, the liquor. That's all they trust.
/I thank
I thank you, Mr Gasa. What you are saying is that the situation is so difficult now, and we have to look into this, especially Umlazi
community.
--------------------I greet you, Mr Gasa. To clarify our record here, according to your statement the gentleman you are talking about is Oscar Dhlomo in
the statement, but I just heard you saying Odi Dhlomo. Is that the same person? --- You must remember that you are talking to
someone who is now a pensioner, you know, who cannot think right ... (incomplete - end of side B) --- (Incomplete) ... will clarify the
whole thing, but we just have one OD.
No, I thought you were saying Odi, I didn't think you were saying OD. --- No, I am talking about capital O, full stop, D, full stop.
Secondly, you told us about your daughter who was found dead - stabbed to death. Was there any investigation that was conducted
leading to the reasons why she was killed, what had happened to her? --- What I discovered and what I found out when I was
conducting the investigation myself is that where she was staying at Red Hill there were some conflict and contradictions in the
community, and they were trying to - others were trying to run and escape to go to some other place, but evidently what happened, my
daughter did run away with a certain group, and met another group of women. You know that place is a farm like place, and they met
and the other women said, "Oh, this one comes from this one," but then they started attacking her, they stabbed her. She did not die
as a result of what happened at Gasa's place, but she died from that incident. You know, when the
/inquest
inquest was conducted at the court of law I did go, and I saw those who were arrested who murdered her. On the other day, the next
day when I was supposed to go again to attend the case, I found out that they had escaped. They ran away, escaped from prison.
Well, that made me think that no, these are some of the things that happen in our lives. But I just said that - I mentioned that because
of what my pastor asked me to say. You see, this was a result of what happened at my house. This is why my daughter ran away. She
was not going to run away if the situation was just calm and right and perfect, but because there was also sorts of things going on at
home she decided to leave the house. We were all over. I was also going anywhere I felt like going.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Mr Gasa, just one question. Where did this inquest take place, your daughter's inquest? Which court was it at? --- It
took place at Chatsworth Court of law.
Was there any - sorry, just to help us, what month was that of that year? You mentioned it was - your house was burnt during August.
About how long after that was that inquest? Just so we can trace it. --- I will be fooling you really if I can tell you exactly when this took
place, because I just wished that these things could pass, you know, not to entertain these things.
On last question. Was there ever an inquest or a court case arising out of the - firstly the actual cinema massacre itself? --- That's a
myth you are talking about. I am finished. You are talking about myths. That's it.
/And then
And then secondly your own situation at your home, where your house was burnt and your stocks were destroyed and so on, was
there ever any case involving that issue? --- In my story I had attorneys, Wenza Mlaba, Bheka Shezi. Also there were affidavits. But I
did get an opportunity. After my hiding I went to Umlazi charge office. I did not mention my name, I did not tell them I am Gasa. I just
went there as Msomi, because I knew that there could not be any charge, also any kind of forging, you know, because I am still Msomi
and I am still Gasa still. You know that's our culture as black people. And I asked - I came at the right time when they were talking
about those things. Police were saying, "We will finish this riot and everything that was taking place." And I came. After saying that I
am Msomi I said, "I want to know about D1187. What happened about the whole thing? What happened, because the house got burnt
and what happened?" As Msomi they were trying to look for my file. It automatically happened that I said, "I am Gasa and the owner of
the house." They chased me away so rudely. They said, "We are not talking to ANC here. You are just coming in here to philosophize.
You are this ANC, you are Khoza, coming here to philosophize." You know, it was a matter of must that I should leave the charge
office because I had no chance at all. After leaving the office in my car I said, "No, I have just made a blunder. No, these are just boys
who are chasing me now. Let me just go back to the station commander." And also they said the same thing. So they were saying one
thing, saying, "We are sick and tired of ANC." I never went on.
(Inaudible) ... there at the time? Do you remember

/his name
his name at all? --- I don't remember quite well. You know, there were so many station commanders who have come in and gone.
Mr Gasa, we want to thank you very much for coming in and telling us your very long, sad story today. Your name was one of the
household names in - not only in Umlazi, but also in Natal, as it used to be called in those days, and you have consistently fought for
people's rights over the years. You told us about one of the most important events of the 1980s, that was the Umlazi Cinema
massacre, and you left us with some very vivid and terrifying visions of what happened on that day, with police outside, soldiers
outside, and hundreds of armed men, men armed with assegais, knobkerries, bursting into the cinema, killing people, stabbing people,
people jumping off the higher level onto the lower level. It sounds like a scene from hell. And after the death of Mrs Nxenge, and after
the Umlazi Cinema massacre, this province entered one of its darkest periods. A state of emergency was declared, thousands of
people were detained, dozens of people died or disappeared, and townships like Umlazi, where you come from, were completely
controlled by the police, the Security Branch, the KwaZulu Police, who, as you have described, and many other people have
described, were working very closely with Inkatha. One of the leaders that you've mentioned, one of the Inkatha leaders that you have
mentioned, who led this massacre, was Mr Wellington Sabela, who at the time was a member of the KwaZulu Legislative Assembly,
and although he has died now the organisation of which he was a member must take political responsibility for events like this, tragic
/events
events like this, where 15 people were murdered. We are very sad that you have lost your wife, that after having been in and out of
gaol so much, having watched the house that you built being burnt down twice, we are very sad that she is not with you to share your
old age with you. But we have seen that you have come to us in a positive spirit today, that you are still a strong and positive person,
and we hope that with your children that you still have many years in front of you.
As Dr Mgojo has said, our job is to make recommendations to the Government as to how people like you should be assisted, and we
will be make recommendations to the State President and to the Government as to how you should be assisted. So again, finally, we
want to thank you again very much for coming in today. --- Thank you.
Thank you very much. --- Thank you.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: (Inaudible) ... we greet him today as well. Before you give your evidence please will you stand and take the oath.
--------------------T MBOTIWE (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
COMMISSIONER: Thank you very much. Mr Lax will assist you now with your evidence.
MR LAX: Good afternoon, Mrs Mbotiwe. --- Good afternoon.
Thank you for coming. Briefly before we start, is it correct that you were born on the 7th of October 1935? --- Yes.
And you live in Umlazi? --- Yes.
Now, the son you're going to tell us about, Sibusiso Jerome Mbotiwe, was born on 29 November 1971. --- That's correct.
Can you tell us briefly a little bit about your family please? How many children do you have, are you married, etcetera? --- I am married
to Mbotiwe. I have Thulani, who is the first born, and Fanfani, the second born, and I have two boys, and all my girls are married now.
We left Mtwalume for Umlazi, and that's where we bought a house from KFC, and we occupied that house with my family. I gave
back(?) to Sibusiso here in Durban.
Now, this incident with Sibusiso, as Mr Lister has said, happened on the 28th of January 1990, and in the morning, at about 8 o'clock
in the morning. --- Yes.
Please tell us what happened. --- In the morning Sibusiso woke up, and the sister was baking and frying koeksister, and we heard
some noise outside and we saw a
/group of
group of people approaching and having weapons, different kind of weapons, assegais and other traditional weapons. Sibusiso went
out and stood outside the house watching at the people approaching. --- One boy was shouting, saying, "Sibusiso, run away. Those
people are going to harm you, are going to injure you." And Sibusiso said, "I am only a child. I am only a small boy. They cannot hurt

me or do anything to me." When he tried to run away they ran after him. He went into one of the neighbours and he - one man
screamed, shouted and said, "Don't close that door you woman," and the lady said, "I won't close the door." They got inside the house
and they took him out. They pulled him out with an arm, and there were about 20 people present there. They went down the road to
Kaliphas School, where he fell down after he had been assaulted, and he was beaten brutally on his head. And he fell down on his
face and they started stabbing him using assegais. And they stabbed him all over at the back with the assegais. There was no place
where he wasn't injured. He died instantly. One man said, "Let's cut his head off." Rasta Ndwandwe, the warrant of Umbilo, said, "Now
that you have killed him why would you cut his head off. Just leave him alone." They left the place. They went to the other side where
there were taxis, and the van was parked there. Two police vans were parked there, accompanying these men. They kept claiming
that they were killing Amaquabane. My son was the first one to be killed by an assegai at that time. They left him there on the spot. At
that time only the Zulu policemen would only pick up the corpse, not the SAP. One of the neighbours called the grandmother and said,
"Come and fetch the corpse lying
/"down there
"down there, because there's no one who's concerned about this." Sibusiso was taken to Shozi, Edward Shozi, and he was kept there
for two hours. They took off his clothes. They took out his trousers that were soaked in blood, and he was taken to Gale Street naked,
and he was left there. He was buried on February 4. When we came back from the graveside at the funeral day there were shootings.
The buses went around dropping people. They could not take people to their places because there were shootings going on, because
they kept saying they were killing - they were in a mission of killing the comrades. They came home. Edward Shozi was a believer,
was a christian. He belonged to the Roman Catholic church. I got home, I gave him a telephone call, and I was in pain. Yes, he did
receive the message. I asked him, "Why did you kill my child? Did we have any kind of altercations or so? Why would you do
something like this?" He said, "No, this was not intentional. It just happened because people were divided there, the nation was just
divided, the community." He kept saying no, he did not intend to kill my child otherwise there is nothing wrong. I said, "Listen now what
God said after Cain had killed his brother." I said, "Things will go and pass, but I want to tell you also that the way you did what you did
I am not impressed, and all what you have, your cattle and your family, will come to pass and you will suffer just like Cain did suffer."
Exactly what I said it happened like that. He lost everything, all the possessions he had just disappeared, and I said, "It's because of
what you did to my son."
This Mr Shozi, that you've told us about, Edward Shozi, what was his position? Did he occupy any ...
/(incomplete)
(incomplete) --- He was the leader of Inkatha at Section Z.
You said that there were two police vans accompanying these people when they were going round. --- Yes. After they killed my son
the vans left. They went down to Shozi, where they had a braai. They were eating and drinking some traditional beer. Wellington
Sabelo joined also, and that's where they were having fun and they were merry and rejoicing.
And these people in those van joined them in that process, is that what you're saying? --- Those police came from Umlazi, and I
believe that they are still there at Umlazi Police Station, the very police who were there leading the whole thing.
(Inaudible) ... Ndwandwe, was he present? --- Rasta Ndwandwe was an SAP. He is the one who calmed the situation when they
wanted to cut his head off. He said, "Why would you do that because you have already killed him," and then they could make sense
from that, they left.
Do you know whether he witnessed your son's assault and murder? --- It was during the day around eight in the morning when they
were killing my son. Everyone witnessed that. The neighbours also, and myself, although I could not come close.
Now, just for the record, you have given us a copy of your son's death certificate, and you can confirm that. --- Yes.
Do you know whether any inquest was ever held into your son's death? An inquest is an inquiry into somebody's death. It's not
necessarily like a proper case, where someone is charged. --- Nothing took
/place,
place, but the person who was in charge of the case was Goge, a sergeant, the one who left his clothes at Shozi's place. He is the one
who was in charge of his this case, and when he was coming to get the statement he took the statement with and he left everything
like that. He never went on with the case, and one other SAP police went to BB Police Station and took Sibusiso's docket to CR,
where it was kept, and nothing after that took place.
Do you know the name of the SAP person who took the docket to C R Swart? --- It was SAP. He went to Isipingo, although WarrantOfficer Mofokeng, he knows his whereabouts.

Just so I can get it straight, this Goge you said he was a sergeant, is that right, at that time? --- Yes, he belonged to BB. He is the one
who took my child with. Just listening to it you refer to him as a CID not as a sergeant, but that's okay. Since that time have you had
any further trouble at your house where you were staying? --- At that time nothing happened at home. I was just - I felt harassed and
ill-treated, and also I lost my eyesight. You see this affected me so much psychologically because I could not rest, but always think
about things that happened to my son, and that affected my eyesight. Even the way I walk, I just - even when I go to places I always
take my husband with, the one who is seated next to me.
(Inaudible) ... you're under medication for hypertension. Do you get any help with that medication? --- Yes, I go to health clinic for
treatment, and after that I was also - I was affected with cancer as well, and at King Edward Hospital that's where I go for treatment
/and get
and get assisted. I acquired many diseases as a result of this thing.
(Inaudible) ... questions. I hand you back to the chairperson.
--------------------DR MGOJO: We are running out of time and this is a pathetic story. You have been harassed and you went through difficult times. I
want to know about Thulani and Fanfani, where are they? --- Thulani is now married. And Fanfani could have been married now, but
he is not working.
But he went to school? --- Indeed, standard nine. I wonder if he is looking for any job and cannot find any job, but he is just not
employed, he's at home. And I think he is drinking.
What you have gone through now, did you ever take time to go and see the psychologist, because you have gone through such a
traumatic experience? Have you consulted any psychologist or what? --- No, I haven't been to any psychologist, but inasfar as the
cancer I have I went to King Edward, where I was helped. But in these other things regarding these other sicknesses that I have I
never took any steps. And Precious Mkhize helped me regarding my eyesight so I could be able to see.
Now can you see? --- Yes, just a little bit. You know, I always rely on my husband. I will never leave my husband because he is the
one who helps me get things done.
Was it ever - did you ever get any treatment for your eyes that now they are healed? --- No, I don't have much, because we just earn
money from pension.
/We will
We will write that one down and we'll see if you cannot see the optician.
--------------------DR MAGWAZA: Mrs Mbotiwe, I can see that you are deeply troubled, and the way you are relating this also one can gather the fact
that you are not feeling well. And the way you relate this story one gets affected, you know. It does impact even us. It would be a
wonderful thing that you consult some psychologist so that you may be healed, because you need some healing. Where was your
husband when all this took place? How is his health faring? --- We were together. He can say also what he wants to say.
No, it's fine, because you've already explained. Is there anything that you want to say, because if there is anything that you want to
say you'll have to take an oath? The reason why we keep talking to your wife is because she is the one who took the oath.
MR MBOTIWE: No, what she said ... (intervention)
DR MAGWAZA: Do you want to say something? We'll have to get you sworn in before you can say anything.
MR MBOTIWE: No, there is nothing I want to say. She has already related everything. She said a mouthful inasfar as this is
concerned. You see often times I was not at home. I would be just home for a few days, and after that I will be gone. I was always
away from home up to this time when I've got my pension. There's this thing we have in our tribe, it's a Zulu thing, that we do get
consent about things that have to do regarding the deceased people, the deceased ones, like the clothes where they are now.
DR MAGWAZA: What happened to the clothes.
/MR MBOTIWE:
MR MBOTIWE: No, they did take the clothes. He didn't keep the clothes. I am just thinking that there are things are okay, and we call -

we say these are ancestors and they wanted my son's blood. So also they can use it to fight against the enemies. I say this because
one said this to me, and said, "Just keep quiet. They just wanted your son's blood so they can mix it with some tribal medicine so they
can fight against the enemies." They said, "The first boy who died in 1990 we had his blood, and others cannot fight us because we
have this strong medicine that we mix it with this blood to fight enemies."
DR MAGWAZA: Well, I thank you so much. I can see you are so much in pain, but through it all, what you have gone through also with
your husband, you still thank the Lord that you are still alive and you are still fine and intact.
--------------------MR LAX: (Inaudible) ... forgot to ask you about, and that is your son's political involvement. Was he involved in any political
organisations or youth organisations? --- I may say he was a UDF supporter, because he was still at school. I don't think he was a full
member, he was only a supporter, just a follower of UDF.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Mrs Mbotiwe and Mr Mbotiwe, we thank you both very much for coming here today. Like many other witnesses
who have given evidence, not only today, but in other areas of this province, and indeed in other areas of the country, you have told us
about the death of a child, and one thing that we in this Commission have learnt from people like you, and other people around the
country, that
/it is a
it is a terrible thing for a parent to have to bury a child, and we extend our deep sympathies to you. And we are very glad that you
could come here together, and sit here together and tell us that story, and we hope that is of some comfort to you.
Again, like other witnesses, you have told us about the close co-operation at the time between the KwaZulu Police in Umlazi and
senior members of the IFP like Mr Sabelo and Mr Shozi, and those names have been mentioned by many other witnesses, and we've
heard of this close co-operation between the police and the IFP not only in Umlazi, but in many other areas of Natal, such as
KwaMashu, Port Shepstone, Imbali, Popomeni, Trust Feeds, and other areas. And, as I have said earlier today, that political party
must accept a very large measure of responsibility for this, and for the terrible human misery and suffering that resulted from this
alliance, and your son was a victim of that.
So we again extend our sympathies to you and thank you very much for coming in, telling us that story. It gives us a clear picture of
what was happening in Umlazi at that time, and this is important when we write our report at the end of our period of office. So we
thank you again and wish you well as you go. Thank you very much.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Mrs Mabaso, can you hear me and understand me through the earphones?
MRS MABASO: Yes.
COMMISSIONER: We greet you and welcome you here today. Thank you very much for waiting the whole day. You're the last person,
you've waited very patiently. You have someone with you on the stage. Who is that?
MRS MABASO: It's my son.
COMMISSIONER: What is your son's name please?
MRS MABASO: Jabulani Jerome Mabaso.
COMMISSIONER: We welcome Jabulani today. You have come to tell us about the killing of one of your other sons, Sifiso Mabaso,
who was killed on Sharpeville day in 1992. After you've taken the oath Mrs Gcabashe will help you with your evidence. Can you stand
up and take the oath.
--------------------N V MABASO (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
COMMISSIONER: Mrs Gcabashe will help you.
MRS GCABASHE: Good afternoon, Mrs Mabaso. Good afternoon to you, and your son as well, good afternoon. We know it's been a
long day. We thank you for your patience. We know you are here to tell us a very sad story. You know at your age you shouldn't be

going up and down about sad things like this, but unfortunately you find yourself in that position. You have come to the Truth
Commission about the killing of your son, Xolani Mabaso. You had already said in your statement that he was injured during the
Sharpeville day celebration. Can you concisely tell us what happened? --- It was in the morning on the 21st of March. They left, they
went to the stadium. There was a celebration of Sharpeville day.
/When they
When they were coming back, from what I heard, I was going to the clinic, Umlazi Clinic, they met a kombi with NJ registration.
No, just tell us didn't they - did they see the number or they just saw NJ? --- No, it was just NJ, that's it. And that kombi stopped
immediately, and Sifiso, with other boys - they were four in number - they were leading in front, and the rest were following behind
them. And they said when they stood to see what was happening four boers(?) came out, and one black man, and they did not ask a
word, they started shooting. They ran, trying to run as fast as their feet could carry them, and they went down the road, and that's
where they tried to hide. Sifiso was the one lying on top of the rest, because they fell down, and he was shot at the back. And they
stood up again, trying to run again, going across to the shacks, and one police came by the name of Justice, coming from
Amanzimtoti. They say that police ran after him until he found him. He got hold of him, and they pulled him towards the forest, towards
the bush. And the lady of that house where he was found, and where the police tried to pull him - was trying to pull him, the lady from
Mrs Ngcobo said she witnessed this. The police took him into the forest and he cut his head off, and she witnessed this. One boy who
was with my son came to my place to report this at No 750, and when he was telling us this, that his head was cut off, I could not run
to that scene. But my son right next to me did run to see what was happening. He found out that truly the head was cut off from his
body, separated from the body, and the police were just surrounding the scene, and police vehicles were
/there
there parked. According to my son he said - when he asked he was told that he was killed by IFP Inkatha because he had Mrs
Nxenge's T-shirt on. After that I went to consult my attorneys, and ... (intervention)
Just before we get there, I know this is painful, but I would like for you to tell us about Ma Ngcobo. Is Ma Ngcobo still around? --- No, I
wouldn't know, but usually when I pass there I see there that house, but I don't know whether she is still living in that house because
she had to escape at some point in time.
She was occupying a shack at D Section? --- Yes, just towards the clinic.
Can you point that shack? --- Yes, I can. I know it. I can identify it.
These police, and the police by the name of Justice, as you say they were in private clothes. --- Yes, they had dungarees on.
Where were they coming from if you may happen to know? --- I just heard that they were coming from Amanzimtoti, because I did get
hold of one who told me that they were working and coming from Amanzimtoti.
All of them? --- Yes, all of them.
Now go on and tell us and relate this story. --- Some boys told me there that he was coming from Amanzimtoti, because the other
black police they did know him. They knew that he was coming from A, but working at Amanzimtoti.
What was his name? --- Yes, they did say his name, you know, but I don't remember quite well.
The boys who were with your boy, are they still alive? --- Yes.
/What are
What are their names? --- The one I remember very well is Bongani, who was the one who came to report the matter?
What was Bongani's surname? What is Bongani's surname? --- It's Bongani Khuzwayo.
Others, who were others? --- Well, I don't remember others. I know the late - my son knew them very well. They were close.
Yes, is Bongani still around? --- Yes, Bongani is still around. I was with him last week as a matter of fact.
We would like to get it from him, you know, the horse's mouth. Can we have a way of talking to him? --- Yes, even though I don't know
his place now, but I think son seated right next to me will know where to get him.
Was there any case that was conducted regarding the killing of your son? --- Yes, I did give so much evidence, and when I tried to ask
other people to give evidence they said they were scared, they were afraid, they cannot risk this. That was detrimental to them. I think

my son knows even the police, the detective.
Did you go to the police station to report this matter also, so was there any case that was officially opened besides your trying around
to get evidence? --- No.
Did you say something about the doctor, or did you take - have any report from the doctors? --- When I was taking him from the
hospital to the mortuary I was with another girl, and they took him out and they put him on top of the table, and this girl kept turning
him around, and was writing what happened to him, writing
/everything
everything in detail. That was the girl doing that.
But you were never called after that? --- No, we were never called. This happened in 1992, but to date we haven't heard anything.
Well, you have said what you said, and we heard and understood. Things that we happening those days, we do trust and hope that
they won't occur again. What I would like for you to do is for you to tell me about your family. Where are other children? --- God
blessed me with 12 children. Three of them passed away. Sifiso is my grandchild. My daughter got married and left Sifiso at home.
Usually I just take him as one of my sons, but he is my grandchild. He was the 13th one. Now he was the 10th one. I have nine
children who are still alive.
Can you say how many girls, how many boys? --- I have five girls and four boys.
Do you have - are there any who still go to school, who are still schooling? --- No. They all completed last year. Sifiso was in standard
six during the year he died on. There is another girl who was supposed to come here to give evidence to the Truth Commission, but
she could not make it, because she is the one who was so traumatised.
Is she your child? --- Yes, she is my eighth child. She is Innocent Mabaso, her name. Since 1985 Innocent was one of the UDF
supporters in UDF.
What are they? --- Supporters, UDF supporters. As Mr Khumalo had already said before they were together with his child, and my
husband died around that time as well. I went through so much pain because of all the things that took place. The way things
happened about
/Innocent,
Innocent, in 1985 Innocent left in November 18th. She disappeared, we did not know her whereabouts. After her disappearance we
were still wondering what had happened. In 1985 I got a telephone call from Shifa and they said Innocent was looking for me, wanted
to speak to me. I went to there, going to the attorney to report this matter, and the attorney said, "Because you won't be welcomed ..."
(intervention)
Please tell us about this attorney. What is his name? --- I have forgotten his name, but he was an elderly person. You know, I have
forgotten most of the things here.
Was he black or white? --- He was a white man. I went to him. He took me to Shifa. When I got there I opened the door, I saw my child
lying there crying, and the attorney said he was get inside, because I was refused entry. I tried to find out more information what
happened to her. They said she was shocked electrically by the police and she was taken to Shifa Hospital for operation, and she was
there admitted. And she told me that they were arrested in Botswana trying to escape, and they were taken back to South Africa. She
said they got to CR and they were assaulted so severely, and she was the one who was brutally assaulted more than the rest, and
was taken to another room, where she was shaved. They shaved her hair and fed her on her hair, they made her to eat her hair. And
the doctors managed to get that hair out from the system, digestive system. One of the police by the name of Dlamini ... (intervention)
Who is Dlamini now? --- No, Dlamini coming from - he was from CR.
/Was he
Was he a police? --- Yes, he was a police. They said - I got this message on the 23rd, and I left on the 24th. I was severely harassed,
because when I got back the attorney asked me, and I did not know what was happening. I was lost. Fortunately my neighbour came
and talked to me and asked me, "Why are you standing here?" I explained to her. She said, "Come along with me." People were so
excited, in such a jubilant mood. She took me with and we went into the bus and we got back home. I was there at home. I used to go
to Shifa to check on her until she was discharged, and she went to Westville and she was there for quite some time at Westville. She
was there for the whole year under the state of emergency. One full year, 1986. 1987 she was released. When she got back home the
police used to visit, coming to my place. Now I even got used to the police, and also the way they would knock I would know that, "Oh,
there they come again, part of the family." It was most painful, you know, because we were just in the same neighbourhood with

Inkatha. My house was so much hated by the natives, and my daughter said, "Mum, I want to go and I will disappear." That was in
1989, and she disappeared. She left home. For the whole year I did not know here whereabouts, but I heard after that that my
daughter was in Tanzania, and she just got back after Mandela was released.
Is she at home now? --- Yes, she is with MK. She has joined MK. She is in Pretoria around.
You know, Mrs Mabaso, your story is complicated, and it is getting more complicated the more you are relating it. Was there a way
that you could open a case about the
/people
people of CR? --- I just could see that if I tried to do that they were going to kill the nation - they were going to kill us. But I could
suspect that my Innocent will want to open a case for this, but when she did that she was going to run away, escape, and we were
going to be left as victims here.
How do you feel? Let's just talk about you now before we get to the children. How do you feel, and the children as well? --- Well, I had
high blood pressure, but after that I had renal failure. So that's just how much I was affected from this. And also I have this heart
problem. Especially Sifiso. Sifiso's incident is the one that worsened my condition, my health condition.
You have already told us about blood pressure and the heart attack. Do you have another one? --- Yes. Psychologically I am affected.
My children know there are those times when I just get so annoyed, so agitated, and they will not even handle me. I just do things, you
know, the way I would not even do them if this did not happen.
Is there any help, medical help, even from the doctors, or probably psychologists, any kind of help that you have been through? --- No,
I have never had any kind of help. I usually get pills, high blood pressure tablets, medication.
What about other children? How did this impact on them? --- Oh well, all of my children were affected, and severely harassed as a
result of this thing. Xolani's incident had caused this. Each time we recall it you see the situation, the mood changes.
We've heard and we understand what you've been through. We will try to get the psychologist to get in
/touch with
touch with you. Maybe you should come forward to our office and we'll advise you even further, and we will put up a report and
forward it to the State President, and we will recommend things. Just rest in peace. I'll hand over to the chairperson.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: You said that a woman doctor looked at Sifiso's body. Which hospital was that at? I didn't catch the name of the
hospital? --- No, they were not at hospital. He was in the mortuary. The doctor who was trying to look and taking care of the corpse
was coming - came along with me to the mortuary at Isipingo. That's when she got to do this.
(Inaudible) ... the previous witness who gave evidence, Busisiwe Xaba, we find it difficult to find enough words to express how we feel.
We can only imagine how difficult it must be for you to carry these memories with you about your grandson, who was only 18 years old
when this happened, with his whole life in front of him. From what you have told us it seems clear that what happened to Sifiso was
done by the police, people who were - should have been there to help us, to protect us, to uphold the law, and it is horrifying that such
people could have shot a young boy and then cut his head off. It really is horrifying to have to believe that. And this story, and the story
that you told us about your daughter, makes us, as citizens of this country - or should make us, all the more determined to ensure that
by every means possible we must force our present Government to support -to establish and to support a police force which we can
all be proud, and which we can all turn to with confidence
/when we
when we have to.
As Mrs Gcabashe has said, we will be making recommendations to the Government as to how people like you should be assisted, and
in the meantime if you think that you need some counselling, some psychological support, we ask you to come to our office just down
the road in Smith Street, and we will try and see that you are assisted. So we thank you very, very much for coming in and talking to
us today, and we wish you well. And to Jabulani as well. Thank you very much.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Thank you, Mrs Xaba, for waiting patiently all day to give your evidence. You are from KwaMashu and you have
come to tell us about the death - the murder of your parents.

MRS XABA: That is correct.
COMMISSIONER: In April 1990.
MRS XABA: That is correct.
COMMISSIONER: Before you tell us that story please will you stand to take the oath.
--------------------BUSISIWE E XABA (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
COMMISSIONER: Dr Mgojo will now assist you.
DR MGOJO: We welcome you and also greet you. I am just going to lead you, and we just mention the most important facts because
we are running out of time. Now, you can just briefly tell me about your family. From there we fire ahead. --- My name is Busisiwe
Xaba. I was staying at D Section in KwaMashu. We were seven at home. My eldest brother is married, then there's Thembi, myself,
Nombuso, Themba, Thandazile, as well Phindile and Bhekumuzi, who is my son, as well as Silindile, who is my sister's child.
Mzwandile is also my sister's child, so that is the whole family.
They are all grown up now? --- No, some are grown up, but some are still very young.
How many of them are still attending school? --- Bhekumuzi is still attending school, as well as Mzwandile, Silindile, Phindile. The
other one had to stop school because she had certain problems that led to her not going to school any more. There is another one
who could not continue with her studies.
/What standard
What standard did that one leave? --- She had done matric, and wanted to further her studies, but she could not continue.
Does she want to further her studies? --- Yes, she would like to further her studies.
At the time when this incident took place did your family belong to any political organisation? --- No, we did not belong to any political
organisation. We were just ordinary citizens.
What about your parents? --- As well as our parents. They were not involved in any political activity.
When were your parents born? --- I don't remember their dates of birth, but it is in their death certificate.
I'll remind you wherever you have forgotten. In April 1990, that is on the 11th, at night, what happened? --- It was at about quarter to
10 in the evening. Myself and my younger sister we were sitting in the living-room. My parents had already gone into the bedroom, but
they were not yet asleep. As we were just sitting we heard some movements outside, and we heard some movement on the roof.
Then I stood up, because I was sitting next to the door. I stood up and I saw some shadows outside, and I heard - I could smell some
petrol at that stage. When my sister tried to stand up she couldn't because she is paralysed. That is Nombuso Xaba. She is paralysed,
so she could not stand up properly. She was knitting jerseys and I was doing dressmaking. The children were asleep at that moment.
At the time I stood up I went to the dining-room door because I could hear
/them hitting
them hitting the back door. I peeped through the curtain. Outside it was dark, but inside the house there was some light. I switched off
the lights inside the house and I switched on the lights outside the house, and I could see a group of people. They were full in the
yard, and they were busy hitting the door, and I went into my parents' bedroom and I found that they were awake already. They asked
me what was happening. I told them I did not know what was happening. Just at that moment the door was kicked open, and when the
door got opened the group of people came inside the house and they met me. Just as I was waiting there they opened the other door.
Now I was caught in the middle. They were getting in from the back as well as the front door.
Did you see them? Can you identify them? --- Yes, I knew them. I could see them.
Amongst the people who forced the door open is it true that there was Big Boy? --- Yes, it is correct. Big Boy's surname is Shezi. --That is correct.
Is it correct that there was also Mapipi? Mapipi's surname was Shezi. As well as Qeqeza. Qeqeza's surname was Shezi. And Nana.
Nana is a male. Is it correct that there was also Siphiwe Jiyane? --- That is correct.

As well as Lunga Zwane, as well as Peter Shangase? --- That is correct.
And Bhekizenzo Cele. --- That is correct.
All of those people were staying in the neighbourhood? --- Yes, they grew up in front of me, because most of them were younger than
me. I could say that we grew up together, but I regarded them as children because they were younger than me.
/Was there
Was there any clash that took place between your family and them? --- No, there was no clash that took place. They never liked us,
but there was no clash in particular.
Is there any reason why they did not like you? --- I could say it was jealousy, because I don't have any reason that I could pinpoint for
their behaviour.
What jealousy were they having? --- I think because my parents were hard workers, and they had actually refurbished the house and
they had done some renovations, and we were trying to make life better for ourselves, and I think that's where their jealousy stemmed
from.
Did they belong to any political organisation? --- Yes, they were ANC comrades.
Is it correct that one of them pointed a gun at your head? --- That is correct.
And the other ones had assegais, axes, as well as knives? --- That is correct.
What did they say to you? --- They said, "Bitch, we want your mother." They said they wanted my mother, and I asked them as to what
they were going to do with my mother. They told me that I should not be asking them questions, and they were pointing guns at me,
knives, as well as axes, and I reversed towards my mother's bedroom and I opened the door. As I was opening the door I discovered
that my mother, as well as father, were now standing, they were on their feet, and my mother asked them as to what they wanted.
They never asked any questions or answered. One of them, that is Big Boy, who was having a large axe, went and chopped my
mother's head
/right in
right in front of me. He chopped my mother's head. At the time when he hit my mother with the axe I saw my mother lifting her hands
up, and she came to my chest, she staggered and put her head on my chest.
You must take your time. We do understand that you were traumatised, and this is a very painful experience. You should take your
time. (Pause) It's a very traumatic experience to see your parent being hacked to death right in front of you. It's very traumatising. She
was hacked to death like an animal. Now you grabbed your mother. --- At that time they were pulling me as well as my mother, and I
was also pulling her, because at that time she was powerless, and I was sort of dragging her out of the house. The other one was
having a panga, and they hacked her with a panga. Whoever had a weapon was busy hacking my mother as I was holding her. I took
her outside the house. As I was at the gate I turned my back towards the house. I do not know what happened at that time in the
house. Then I went out, and as I got to the gate my mother was not screaming or crying. She was quiet all the time, and I thought she
had died at that time, but when I got to the gate my mother jumped and she fell.
Is it correct that they still stabbed your mother whilst she was outside? --- Yes, they continued stabbing her. They only stopped
stabbing her when she fell to the ground.
Is it true that at that time she had fallen down they started setting her alight? --- At that time Peter poured petrol over my mother, then
Mapipi set my mother alight.
Peter? --- Peter Shamase, not Shangase. Peter
/Shamase
Shamase poured petrol over her, and Mapipi set her alight, and they were pointing firearms at me at that time. They forced me to
watch my mother being set alight, and they wanted me to watch her burning until she burnt to ashes. I saw her burning until she
crimped, she decreased in size. When I closed my eyes they said I should open them and watch my mother burning. They wanted my
hands to be on my sides because they did not want me to close my eyes with my hands. Then she burnt down to ashes. Just as my
mother had burnt they started running. Then the other one said, "Why aren't we killing this one, because she is an eye witness and
she is going to see us and identify us and we should kill her?" The other one restrained them from killing me. At that time I turned back
to check as to what was happening at the house. When I turned around I saw that the house was on fire. I went to the back yard to try
and see as to whether I could not help my father. I heard my father screaming inside the house, and I tried to kick the door, but the

door was shut from inside so I could not open the door. And there was a pot. I tried to pour water, but the flames just go worse. My
brother said we should try to rescue my father. I tried the door handle because I wanted to help my father. They had actually locked
the door from inside, and he was burning inside, he could not get out. I stood there very confused, and I went into the street. I was
very confused, very disorientated. I didn't know what to do. I was just running, not knowing where I was heading to. I left my father
burning inside the house and I left my mother burning at the gate. I did not know where the children were because at that time my
mind was not
/had pushed
functioning. My sister told me at a later stage that they had pushed her and kicked her outside the door. Somebody screamed at me
and said I was naked. It's only then that I realised that I was not wearing anything, and at that time somebody was having a Balaclava,
and this person gave me a shirt to cover my mother. I asked his person who he or she was, but he said he would not tell me who he
was. I went out, and when I came back they also came back to pour petrol on my mother for the second time, and they were burning
her for the second time. I could not see my mother, it was just ashes, and I could only see her feet. I could not see the rest of the
body, it was in ashes. I just saw the feet. And I went away. I don't know where I was heading to, and I was very scared at that time. I
went to F Section. I was told later on what I had said, because I was not functioning properly. They said I came and I told them that my
parents had died, and I went to F Section to report the matter to the police. They said we came back and we saw the ashes of my
mother, and the house was still burning. Then we went into the bedroom. My father had stuck. I just saw the frame of his ribs, as well
as pieces of burnt flesh, because I got a telephone call that I should come and fetch my fathers remains. They were taken.
Where was your mother? --- She was also ashes. Only the feet remained. My father only the skeleton was left, his frame. They were
taken to the mortuary at Verulam.
Was there any case that was held with regard to your parents' death? Was there any inquest? --- Yes, there was an inquest, as well
as a case. The matter was
/investigated
investigated by different people, but at the end of the day certain perpetrators were arrested. They were sentenced to 30 years'
imprisonment, but they were released within three months.
Were they released? --- I don't know how they got released because the matter was held at the Supreme Court. They appeared at the
Supreme Court, and Attorney Bagwa was about to institute an appeal.
Was the attorney Mr Bagwa? --- Yes, it was Mr Bagwa, as well as an Indian attorney, but I've forgotten what his name is.
What about Detective Mthembu? --- He was the investigating officer in my case.
Now, what you are telling us is that all the people are outside now? --- Yes. The only person who died was Big Boy. He was shot by
the police at Ntuzuma. He was shot whilst he was trying to steal a car.
What about the other ones? Are they still at their respective homes? Even if we want them could we possibly get them? --- Yes, the
last time I knew they were staying at their places, because the other one went out and he ran away. I never saw him thereafter. He
never even appeared at court.
It is obvious that you have been severely traumatised. When you hear other people relating their stories the gravity of the trauma
seems to increase with each and every victim that testifies before this Commission. It should have been a very traumatic experience
for you to have watched your parents being killed right before your own eyes. This is not supposed to happen in a healthy community.
It doesn't matter who
/does it,
does it, whether it's the IFP or the ANC, this is not humanity, this is just animalism. People have now turned into being animals. Now,
as you have come to the Truth Commission to relate your story and tell us about your pain, what is it that you expect from the
Commission? --- What troubles me even more is that the baby who was sleeping at the time, I think she was traumatised. She is 13
years old now, but she is still doing second year.
What is the child's name? --- It's Silindile. It's my sister's child. I think she was very traumatised, because when you talk to him he just
doesn't answer what you are saying. He has changed totally. Also Nombuso is showing signs of emotional as well as psychological
trauma. The other one got heart problems ever since this took place. He got very ill.
What about the other ones in the family? What happened to them? Were they affected? --- I think the ones that I've counted,
especially the two, Thandazile as well as Phindile, their problem is that - even though they don't speak to me is that they did not know

what was happening to their parents. They met me when they were coming towards home. This happened whilst they were at school,
and they were heading towards home for the holidays, and when they got to the taxis they were told that they should go back. They
were not told the truth about their parents.
How are you feeling? --- I don't know how I feel. I really don't know.
Are there some things that are troubling you emotionally, physically or ... (incomplete) --- I like staying alone. I am some sort of a
social recluse now.
/I am very
I am very sensitive, and I am not sensitive to the children's needs. I am just short-tempered. I am supposed to be listening to the
children, but I just don't know because I never ever have the patience. And the picture remains with me. As I've told you about this I
will not sleep, because the picture comes back so vividly as if it happened yesterday.
What else would you like the Commission to do for you with regard to the investigation? --- The case went on, the perpetrators were
arrested, but even though I may not go back to where I stayed I felt that my parents had worked hard for us to be what we are today,
and we asked my brother to go and stay where we were staying, and he was also harassed because they used to steal his cars, they
used to traumatise him also. Apparently they don't want anybody to stay where we used to stay. Now nobody can stay in that place.
We do not have a place to stay. We are all scattered. I have put the children at different places, and they are having problems
adjusting because they are separated, they are staying at different places. They are not staying as a family.
Is it true that you said that you want the Commission to conduct an investigation as to why the perpetrators were freed even before
they served even half of the sentence? You want to know as to why they were freed so early? Is it correct that you want the
Commission to investigate the reasons surrounding the release? --- Yes, that is correct, I would like the Commission to investigate. I
will not get my parents back, but I would like to know the truth about the release of the perpetrators, and why they were released
before
/serving
serving their sentences.
I think you need psychological help. It is apparent that you've gone through so much trauma, and you have been disturbed emotionally
as well as mentally. But we take the recommendations and pass them to the State President. He is the one who makes a decision at
the end of the day as to how people like you could be assisted. You may not understand that you have been traumatised, or you may
not know it, but it is apparent from the way you talk that you really do need help. You need to talk to someone about what happened.
You need some therapy. Maybe if you talk repeatedly about them they will tend to sink and you would be on your way to rehabilitation
as well as acceptance of what has happened. We want to recommend that you see psychologists so that they can help you with
therapy sessions, but the rest of the requests are passed to the State President so that he can take the final decisions.
--------------------DR MAGWAZA: I have got just one question to ask from you. I did not hear you talking about your parents' funeral. What happened to
the frame and the bones as well as your mother's ashes, because it is our culture to see our loved ones burial places? --- The police
came. They collected the ashes. They came with certain plastics, they collected my mother ashes as well as her feet, and we also
went into the bedroom. We collected my father's bones as well as the ashes. They were put in separate plastics and they wrote
outside that this is my mother and the other plastic was my father. These were taken to the mortuary. And they were buried at
Umzimkulu. We buried the ashes.
/The other
The other thing that I would like to say to you is many are times when people are in your position, a position of responsibility. Because
of the responsibilty that you have you don't realise how traumatised you were and traumatised you still are. We are very surprised that
today you are sitting here. You look quite healthy, and you can still relate and talk about your parents' death. It means something
within you gives you courage, you've got an anchor. You've got some inner strength that keeps you going and makes you able to talk
about this, and we thank you very much.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: It is difficult to know what to say to you. Your story that you have told us is one of the most terrible stories that we
have heard in the last four months that we've been hearing stories around Natal and the Free State, and it is a great tribute to your
courage and your strength of character that you can come and tell us the story in the way that you have told us today. As Dr Magwaza
says, you certainly do have an inner strength that enables you to survive the way you have. We don't understand what it is that makes

people behave like these people behaved. Dr Mgojo said that they behaved like animals. I don't even think that's correct, because
animals don't do that to each other. They behaved worse than that. They have descended to a level of barbarity that most of us do not
understand at all.
Now, I won't add anything more to the advice that has been given to you by Dr Mgojo and Dr Magwaza, save to say that I think that in
the long run you will need some psychological assistance to help you over this trauma and
/to help
to help you live your life, and we all wish you well as you go now. Thank you very much.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Thamsanqa Ndimande - Templeton Ndimande, if you could please come onto the stage. We welcome you, Mr
Ndimande. Thank you very much for being so patient, waiting all afternoon to give your evidence. You have come to tell us about the
shooting of your son, Sibonelo, who was shot during the Shaka Day celebrations in 1992. before you give your evidence can you
stand and take the oath?
--------------------THAMSANQA TEMPLETON NDIMANDE (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
COMMISSIONER: Is this Sibonelo who's with you on the stage now? --- Yes.
Thank you. Mr Lax will assist you now with your evidence.
MR LAX: Thank you, Chairperson. Good afternoon, Mr Ndimande, and good afternoon to you as well, Sibonelo. Thank you for coming
to share this story with us. It can't be very easy for you. Now, before we proceed if you could just tell us a little bit about your family.
How many children do you have, where does Sibonelo fit into the picture, and so on? --- Concisely I will say we were born at
Umkumbane, and we left Umkumbane for KwaMashu. And my parents died and it's me and my children.
(Inaudible) --- Seven.
(Inaudible) ... how does he fit in amongst the seven? --- He is the second one from the last.
Now, you yourself were born on the 22nd of January 1949, is that correct? --- That's correct.
And we have Sibonelo's date of birth only as
/September
September 1977. What date was that? --- Correct.
Do you know the date itself? --- I don't know it exactly, but I know for a fact he's a 1977 one, October.
Now, as Mr Lister says, this incident that you're going to tell us about happened on Shaka Day in 1992. Is that correct? --- That's
correct.
And people had been to the KwaMashu Princess Magogo Stadium, and as the crowd were leaving the stadium this incident
happened. Will you tell us what happened as far as you are aware? --- It was September 1992. I don't remember quite well the date,
but I know for a fact that it was Shaka's Day celebrations. There were many people, thousands, and there were buses also. I was just
arriving, you know, walking by, and suddenly I saw those people who were coming back from the stadium on that very day. When I
was going home, approaching home, because my home is not so far away from that area, I heard people screaming, shouting. When I
was trying to listen attentively I just heard, "Here's my son being shot. He's being shot." I tried to listen attentively to get the facts, and I
just heard, "Yes, he's been shot," and I left. Suddenly I saw two buses which were passing, and the third one opened the windows and
they started shooting, and that bus was not in motion, it was parked. I just heard gunshots. They were just shooting randomly. When I
rushed to the scene I saw my nephew, Thulani, who was working for Daily News. When he appeared he said, "I hear they are
screaming, shouting, and they are mentioning the name of Sibonelo." And he said, "How can this happen? Maybe I should follow them
and lift up my hands." Maybe they thought - some people who thought we belong to the
/other people,
other people, the attackers, they started hiding away from us who was around. When I was trying to approach the bus I saw one of the
Zulu policemen having his gun. Just before we crossed one was standing by the gate of the relative's house. We went direct to the

neighbour's house. We saw the tap, the water was running through the tap. When we tried to look around we saw some fountain, and
we just saw one girl lying down in that fountain of water. And we tried to get hold of this little girl who was just lying there, and we tried
to see if we can help in any way, and we say her closing her eyes and we could tell right then that she is dead. Well, we left that, we
went on. When we were just walking by I saw a passage just towards my place. I saw my son. I saw him walking, staggering, and so
frightened, and also bleeding profusely. I tried to hug him, and I took him to the tap, trying to wash h is wounds and the blood, and we
saw the ambulance. And we approached, we went to the ambulance. When we got to the ambulance there were soldiers already
there, and KwaZulu Policemen were there. It was just confusion. Many police people were there. There was one in the ambulance,
and he was taken into the ambulance, and I also went into the ambulance with others who were also affected and injured from that
incident. I just saw one white man, the policeman. He asked, "What are you doing inside?" I said, "No, I have one who has been
injured here." He was bleeding so profusely, and this white man said, "Are you the one who got injured or this one? Then if not get out
from the vehicle, from the ambulance." I said, "But this is my son. I cannot leave him alone." He said - he insisted, he said, "You get
out." And one boy
/that I
that I did not know came and said, "Well, let's all die. If this is the procedure then we are all prepared to die," and they call came into
the ambulance and we left. All the buses had disappeared then, and we went to King Edward Hospital. On the way I could see that he
was complicating. Others were much better, but he was in a serious condition. Each time as he tried to breathe one could even think
that he's gasping, he's just about to die, and they also put oxygen thing around his nose up to the time we got to the hospital. And the
hospital said, "There's an other form here. When you have an opportunity please go to the nearest police station and you will get this
J88 form." I am not too sure if that's the one. I think that's the one though. I thought about this at home when we were discussing it as
a family. I said, "Well, let me go and look for this form, but how do I look for this form from the very police station of KwaMashu, and
yet it was the closest, nearest to the station? These are the very people who caused the whole thing, and how can I go to the very
same police station? How will they assist me? How will they give any help to me yet having caused this?" Well, I did go, and I told
them about the form, and they asked me, "How do you know this form?" and I told them that the doctor said I should bring this form.
And they kept coming in and out of the room, and I could see that now I am being a centre of attraction. You know, at the same time a
laughing stock. They were just coming in and out, exchanging. They asked, and I explained also that this is what took place and this is
what happened. I told them that the doctor said the bullets and the pellets are different, and apparently I need to get this
/form and
form and fill it. It looks like these were the policemen who shot, so I would like - we would like to know further. I could see that this was
helpless, I wasn't getting anywhere. I decided no, let me just leave this whole thing. I went back home. Because they were also
changing the attitude as well. So that was the end. I left and I went back home, and we were trying to talk about this once again with
the family, and suddenly we've just heard about the Truth Commission. This is why I am here.
(Inaudible) ... questions for clarification and see whether we can just get a little bit more of the story. Firstly about Sibonelo. How long
was he in hospital for? --- He wasn't there for long. It was just one day.
Do you have details of his hospital card, his numbers and so on? We can get all of that from you, can we? --- Not now, but I can
furnish you with all that information.
(Inaudible) ... that, so we can get a copy of his records and so on. Did any case follow on this attack outside that stadium? From what
you've told us a number of people died on that day and were shot on that day. --- I know about this one little girl I just told you about,
and thereafter there were some others who also were affected, those who were so close to the whole scene. And we went together to
the hospital.
As far as you're aware, roughly, do you know how many people might have been killed that day from what you've heard around? --- To
my knowledge I just know of this one little girl. I have forgotten her name, but if this is important, so prime, I will make a way that I get
her name.
/(Inaudible)
(Inaudible) ... her family and see whether we can assist them at all. --- What I'll do, I'll get in touch with her family. Can I do that?
(Inaudible) ... that. So as far as you know there's been no cases about this thing? --- As far as I know nothing happened.
These buses that you've told us about, where were they from? Do you know what kind of buses they were? --- They were coming from
the stadium. We don't know where they were coming from before then. You see these are farm buses.
(Inaudible) ... name Washesha. You said they were Washesha buses. --- That's true.
I just wanted to confirm that for the record. Now, how has all of this affected your son, Sibonelo, or has it affected your son? --- You

know we have observed after some time this. You know at times you talk to him, you will tell that he cannot remember what you've just
said. He loses memory, he forgets. It looks like he was disturbed, mentally traumatised. You know the bullet went through here and
got out here. He almost got severely injured.
(Inaudible) ... psychological assistance to maybe have him counselled. Do you think that might help? --- No, I hadn't taken any steps,
but what I just discovered now is that, you know, you talk to him about this, he tells you about something else. Now, that goes without
saying that his memory gets lost at times. He cannot recall things you've said. He's disturbed mentally.
(Inaudible) ... of your family, have they been affected at all? Your wife perhaps? --- What I will
/say is
say is that yes, this did impact on them, especially the brother.
What is this brother? This brother you're talking about, is he a younger brother? --- He has brothers, you see, and there are many of
them. They are five boys.
Sorry, if I could ... (intervention) --- Yes, they were affected, and ... (incomplete)
(Inaudible) --- What happened? No, I did not understand your question. No, no one was affected emotionally, psychologically affected.
He is the only one.
I hand back to the chairperson.
--------------------DR MAGWAZA: Sibonelo's father, we usually appreciate to get what the victim would like to say. We will just like to hear one or two
words from you, Sibonelo, because you are old enough, you can talk to us, even though you haven't taken the oath. Just briefly,
concisely tell us something. What would you wish for the Truth Commission to do for you?
SIBONELO NDIMANDE: What I would like the Truth Commission to do for me ... (intervention)
DR MAGWAZA: Let's hold it right there.
--------------------SIBONELO NDIMANDE (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
DR MAGWAZA: What are you saying, Sibonelo, now? --- I would like the Truth Commission first of all to arrest Gatsha, because he is
the one - when all this was taking place his car was in front, leading. They started shooting from the stadium, shooting people outside,
and he
/was there
was there addressing. And as his car was leading the buses they still shot, they were still shooting around.
Okay, we see, Sibonelo. What's your request, the second one that has to do with you as a person as you have got through all these
traumatic experiences and so on? --- As my father has already explained I would like the Truth Commission - you know, as my father
has explained I have this problem about my memory, and I forget, I keep forgetting. I was injured on my head so severely, and also on
my feet, especially my right foot.
Where is your mum, Sibonelo? Where is your mother? Usually mothers do come forward. Where is your mother? --- My mum is at
work.
Is she healthy and fine? --- Yes.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Sibonelo, thank you for coming in today and telling us your story. Your son was standing - Sibonelo, you were
standing in the yard of your house watching a bus go past and you were shot from the window of a bus. This sort of violence has been
responsible for the death of thousands of people in this country. Whether it is train violence in the Johannesburg and the East Rand,
where people were thrown of trains; whether it was a massacre in a shebeen, such as happened up in Donnybrook; whether it was an
attack on innocent children, like happened in Shoboshobani or Trust Feeds, it all comes down to the same thing. These sort of things
are very obviously politically inspired, and they are intended to scare and intimidate people, and we cannot allow this sort of thing to
happen in our country, and we have to do everything possible to ensure that this sort of

/thing stops
thing stops, and that we have a proper police force that will arrest the perpetrators of these sorts of incidents. Because if it does carry
on happening it really will destroy this province. It will destroy us, and it will destroy what remains of our economy.
So we thank you both for coming and giving us this very vivid description of what happened on that day in 1992. As Mr Lax has said,
we cannot assist Sibonelo directly, but we can make recommendations to the Government as to how he should be assisted, and we
will be making those recommendations. Thank you very much.
---------------------
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---oOo--COMMISSIONER: Mrs Luthuli, we welcome you here today. can you hear me through the earphones and understand me? MRS
LUTHULI: Not through the earphones.
COMMISSIONER: Maybe it's not on the right programme. (Pause) Is that better? Can you hear me now? Can you understand me?
Are you hearing anything?
MRS LUTHULI: I can hear you.
COMMISSIONER: Are you hearing my voice translated into Zulu?
MRS LUTHULI: I am speaking Zulu.
COMMISSIONER: The witness should be understanding me now in Zulu through the earphones. Okay, do you hear me now, Mrs
Luthuli? Can you understand me?
MRS LUTHULI: Yes.
COMMISSIONER: Good. Thank you very much. Sorry about that. You are from Umlazi township, but you have come to tell us today
about experiences in Chesterville, where you were harassed and intimidated by members of the A-Team in Chesterville. Before you
give that evidence I'd like to ask you to stand please to take the oath.
--------------------R G LUTHULI (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
COMMISSIONER: Dr Magwaza will now assist you with your evidence.
DR MAGWAZA: We greet you, Mrs Luthuli. We thank you for having come here. Even before you tell us about your story could you
please relate about your family. Tell us more about your family. --- I am sorry, I have got flu. We grew up in Chesterville in

Umkumbane. That's where we stayed with my family. But unfortunately or fortunately I never grew up in Umkumbane. I was staying
/in the
in the rural areas with my grandparents, who later died. I had just finished my first year, and I grew up in an orphanage. I went to
school at the orphanage, and later on I came back to stay in Chesterville. That is where I had got my uncle, because my father had
been deceased at that time, and my mother had also been deceased. That is where we got involved with my husband, who at that
time was active, and also very close to Chief Luthuli from Groutville. They were freedom fighters both of them. They were very active
in fighting for human rights. At the time my uncle was not literate. He always used to encourage me to read newspapers, and he
encouraged me to read for him and translate or interpret, and he would later on tell me what was meant in those newspapers. He
made me somehow politically aware by reading newspapers. And at that time I realised that we were an oppressed nation and I
decided that I was going to be a community helper because I was against oppression and I was against harassment.
Even before you go on further just tell us about your family. As you are staying in Umlazi together with your children how many
children do you have? Where is your husband? Just give us a brief picture of your family. --- I got married to Mr Mkhize, and I was
quite unfortunate because there were family fights. They were fighting for inheritances, and my husband gave me a chance to take
refuge together with my baby, and I flee with my baby. At that time when I was away my husband was influenced or poisoned by his
family and he died in 1975.
How many children do you have? --- I have only one child. That is Mduduzi. But now I do have a daughter
/who is
who is handicapped. I had adopted her after she was abandoned by her mother, so I have two children at this stage.
Just tell us briefly, and stick to your story to what happened. Just give us a brief history as to what happened to you. --- The most
difficult part of the story started in 1981. That was in May the 1st. That was when my sister died. She died whilst staying at the rural
areas, and I had to go and bury my sisters. There are no mortuaries at the rural areas, and I got a telephone call that my sister had
died and I got myself transport to go home and bury my sister. I went and buried my sister. I stayed there for about a week after
having buried my sister. She died on a Sunday. I am sorry, it was on a Saturday and I was told on a Sunday, and I buried my sister on
a Monday. When I came back after having buried my sister I came back to Chesterville, and when I came back there was a lot of
confusion, and I discovered that somebody in the family had been killed. And I went to that person's house because we used to go to
church together with that family, and we were quite close, and I wanted to go and see the family.
Could you please tell us as to who died, and how did he die? What has he got to do with all this, because you say in 1985 there were
many people who died, and they were being killed by the A-Team as well as the police. --- That is what I am coming to, because that's
where the whole thing started. It started when this person died in 1981, and after the death there was a lot of clashes, fights, as well
as a lot of confusion in the residential area, because the person who was killed was killed by
/certain
certain people who were not known. Then in 1985 there was another fight that broke out. I don't know how this fight started, but at the
end of the day there was a certain bottle store, as well as a bar, which was burnt down and converted into a police station. And police
were staying there, and when the police started there it's then that people started dying. The first one who died was a certain man
from the Mthembu family, who was killed and was run down by a police van. And at that time the person who was in charge was
Commander Visagie. After this little boy had been run over by the van we started asking ourselves as to what was happening in the
community. Within a week thereafter Phumu from Road Seven, KwaZamisa died. Within a short while thereafter at Road One a
Madonsela boy also died. And now this became a usual occurrence that young men died in that area. All of them were quite young.
Let me just interrupt you. Who was killing these young men? --- They were being killed by certain people. They would be surrounded
or circles and they would be killed. For instance the Madonsela boy, as well as the Zamisa young man, they were attacked. Their
house was surrounded, and whenever they tried to go out or escape they were shot on the spot. I wouldn't know who was actually
shooting them or killing them, but police were involved, as well as certain members of the community were working hand in hand with
the police.
Are you referring to the A-Team when you say some people? --- These people were working and colluding with the police, and the
community named them the A-Team because the A-Team was a TV play. Whenever there was a
/problem
problem in a certain community this A-Team would be fetched to come and rescue the community and then disappear. Now they were
given this name by the community because they were colluding with the police at that time. These killings went on. The young men
were being killed day in and day out. At times others would receive telephone calls in the afternoon, or in the evening, and they would

be threatened with death. Immediately thereafter they would be killed. I also received a similar telephone call at round about half past
11. I was sitting in the living-room and reading a certain book. Whoever was on the line said to me, "We are coming and we are going
to kill Mduduzi because he does not want to join our group." Now I didn't know who was talking to me because he never wanted to
introduce himself to me, but what I noticed was that his voice was that of a very young person. I told him that, "My son, what has
happened between you and Mduduzi? Is there any altercation that took place?" He refuted that and he told me that as there two
groups in Chesterville my son did not want to join our group, and he was probably joining the other group, and that is the reason why
they wanted to kill him at that time. I told the person over the line that so many young people had died, and they died after receiving
telephone calls, and I told him that, "Whenever you come to kill Mduduzi he must be the very last one to die. You must not continue
this reign of terror." He sounded a bit calm and convinced, and I sort of gave him as an advice as an old person, and I found myself to
be wiser than him. I told him that this group which was conducting a reign of terror was ripping the community of its right of living. I told
/him not
him not to involve himself in such killings. Luckily, up until today these people have never come to kill Mduduzi. He was at home at
that time. I never woke him up to tell him that I had received such a call.
I want to try to guide you so that you come back to your statement, so you mustn't be startled when I try to restrain you. Now, you
decided to form a prayer group. Tell us more about that prayer group. --- Yes, just at the midst of that confusion on a particular
morning I was preparing myself to go to work and I saw a group of women, and I asked myself as to what was happening. They came
to my place and I told myself that I would wait for this group of women, speak to them, and hear as to what their problem was. They
came to me crying, and their plight was also my plight, because they were also worried about the youths who were dying daily. They
said to me they had come so that we could devise a plan to save our children. "We are being harassed at our homes. We do not know
who to turn to." I felt powerless. I did not have any ready-made plans, but I decided that I should pray to the Lord Almighty to give me
strength and wisdom to be able to decide as to what we should do with the women. We prayed, and I asked them to excuse me
because I was going to work, and that I would come back to them. When I came back home on that day I had got a plan. Then I took
my robe and I put a pillow inside my tummy and I pretended to be a pregnant woman. I went around asking women that we should
form a formal prayer group so that we pray to save our children. They responded positively, and it was on the 15th of May we went
around praying with the women together with the children. We stood in the street underneath the
/street
street light and we prayed. We prayed until dawn. At about 1.00 am we stopped praying. Somehow we had this fear, and we kept on
asking ourselves as to who was next, who was going to be killed next amongst the youth? As we were still praying we felt as if the
earth was shaking. When we looked up we noticed that there were cars, a lot of private cars, police cars, as well as police vans and
Casspirs, which were heading to the police station, which was a little bit further up. And we asked ourselves as women what was
happening. We thought maybe somebody had called the police because we had gathered, and probably they thought we were doing
something out of line, but we were just praying on that particular day. We went on praying. As we were still praying under the street
lights there came to Casspirs, being followed by one police van, and this police van came straight to us. We were not even able to run.
We were arrested, and the soldiers also came and they cocked their guns. They formed a circle around us. We stopped praying and
there was some quiet. Nobody was speaking to anyone. The police did not talk to us. We also did not talk to them. There is a certain
policeman who was wearing a police uniform, and the others were wearing brown uniforms. It was cold that day. I took out my coat
and I threw it right in front of the policeman, as well as my scarf and my hat. I took out everything and I was left only in my dress, and I
lifted my hands and I asked as to who the leader of the soldiers was. The other one who was wearing the police uniform came forward
and said he is the one. I asked him what his name was. He told me that his name was Bernard. I asked him whether he was the
leader. He confirmed that. I told
/him that
him that as I have lifted my hands I am a woman, and we are all women. We are not armed. As I am indicating I do not have not even
a fork. I do not have any arms, so we want to talk with the police without them pointing their guns at us. We want them to put their
guns away so that we can talk freely. We started talking with Bernard, and Bernard asked us as to what we were doing that time of the
night. I told him that we had come to pray, to pray to the Lord to save us as well as our sons and daughters, because there was a
certain group called the A-Team which was notorious for conducting a reign of terror in that residential area. So we were praying to the
Lord to answer our prayers so that this particular group can put down the arms and stop killing the people. He asked us as to whether
we knew the members of this group. They said they knew the members of the group, and they said we should choose three women
who would come to the police station and make a formal statement and say who these people are. I totally refused because I did not
want anyone to be singled out to go and make a statement at the police station. We wanted to do this collectively as a group. We
marched away as the women, following the very same police van, and we got to the police station. And the very same gentleman who
was speaking to us was no longer there, and at that point we were introduced to another person totally different from the one we
spoke to. We got into the police station and another policeman, a very young one, came to us, and I told him that I wanted to see
Bernard. He went away, but Bernard never came back to speak to us. There was a very long chalk board. It was long, but not wide. It
had a list of names, as well

/as their
as their ranks and works. That is the people who belonged to the A-Team. And one of the women said, "We must not tell them
anything because the names of the people were on the blackboard." And at that time one policeman jumped over the counter to
conceal the board.
Now, according to your statement you said you continued being harassed by the police up to such time that they killed your dogs
because they said your dogs are giving them problems during the night. Now, relate to us at the instance at the time where you had to
run to Umlazi, and they harassed you even there. --- From that day we continued to have the prayer meetings until we were joined by
the women of Black Sash. We continued with these prayer meetings, and at that time I think I was singled out because I was the
leader of the woman. One time when I came back from work I heard some gunshots, and I discovered the following morning that my
dogs had been shot. I went to call the SPCA, and they told the SPCA that they had killed my dogs because my dogs disturbed them
during their work at night. I think it was on the 4th of June when I was from work I went to a certain house and we conducted a prayer
meeting. That was at Khuzwayo's place. Just before we finished praying the lights went off and children were arrested outside. We left
the prayer meeting and went out to investigate. We discovered that the soldiers had arrested our children. Each and every one of
them had a youth in his hand. I asked them as to what the youths had done. They left the youths alone. The youths ran away, and at
that time it was dark. The lights had gone off. We decided to wake other neighbours and tell them that, "Here is an attack that has
/"taken place."
taken place." Women started screaming and waking up the neighbours. Just as it was dark we heard there was a lot of gunshots.
Luckily I was saved, I survived. There is also a friend of mine who is in this hall who was shot on that day. We ran away and went into
Khuzwayo's house. Just as we were there the electricity came back, and the soldiers came an knocked. Mr Dubazana opened up the
door. When they were still knocking I had made a call to the Parliament. At the time we were not represented at Parliament. There
were certain members of the DP whom we used to tell that we were now being harassed. And we indicated that the police were
harassing us, and I made that call and told them that we were being attacked by the police at that time. That is when they barged in
and got into the house, and at that time many people were already hiding. They got inside. They got the people out. Whoever was
hiding was taken out of his or her hiding place. They started searching the house and they pointed out that they were actually looking
for a certain woman. There was a soldier, a white soldier, but he was speaking Zulu, and he was saying they want a certain very
dangerous woman who was staying in Chesterville.
Did they ever say who the woman was? --- He never mentioned the woman's name, but I believe they did not want to mention the
woman's name. But they came to me and they surrounded me. They said I looked like the one I wanted. Then I said, "I am happy. If
you people could be looking for me I could be happy." But there is one who had a great suspicion that I was the one they were looking
for, and he ultimately went out, and at that time i did not go back home. My sisters and I went away. I knew
/that the
that the police were searching for me, and we were on the wrong path. So we started to be on the run. We went away from our
homes. My son at that time also ran away from home, and we were not seen thereafter. We only came back in 1988. We were not
hiding in Umlazi. I only went back to Umlazi in 1987 when I had got a house. When I got there I told myself that all was behind me, the
past belonged to the past, but on the 7th in 1990, during the night, I heard some knocks all over the windows. People were saying that
they were police and that I should open up the doors. I heard that the voices that were speaking outside were white people's voices,
and the knocks were noticeably violent, and I told my children to sleep so that whoever came at that time should kill us whilst we were
sleeping. I told my children that we shall die inside the house defenceless, even if they may tell lies later on, but the truth will come out
at the end of the day. They started throwing tear-gas canisters inside the house through the windows, and they even sprayed through
the open windows, especially the bathroom window. And at that time we started suffocating, but luckily it never really affected us.
Apparently it affected them. Just when I was trying to grab a towel - I wanted to protect myself, as well as my children - but it did not
affect us at the end of the day. There was a two-year-old child at the time, but nothing happened to the child. They started once more
threatening us that they were going to throw tear-gas canisters again. They threw in more tear-gas canisters. I said whoever was
scared amongst my children must come to me. They came to me and I protected them. I started praying because I lived by prayer.
They started
/... (incomplete)
... (incomplete - end of side A) ... it was open. They directed us to come out. They threatened us that they were going to bomb the
place and we should come out. They said it for the third time. They kept on repeating it until they climbed on top of the roof, and at that
time I get very scared because the windows were broken, the doors were broken, and they were climbing on top of the roof.
Everybody was scared at that time. I went out. I was in my nightdress. I went out so as for them to see that I did not have any arms.
When I went out into the kitchen I heard somebody screaming that I should come out very quickly. I went out. I saw white men, as well
as two black men. Just as I went out they all stood up. There were so many of them. They were surrounding my house. Some were

behind the house, some were at the neighbours' places. They started pointing their torches at me, and they loaded their guns and they
pointed their guns at me. I asked them as to what was left of me, because they had already broken into my house. I looked at them
and I told them that they should fire, they should shoot me. I faced them in all these directions telling them that they should kill me,
because I felt very annoyed at that time. But they never shot me. I saw two white people coming, and they tried to strangle me. They
dragged me into the house. Just before we got into the house they said I should take everybody - or direct everybody to get out of the
house. There was a two-year-old boy, my cousin's child, my sister's daughter, who had come to visit, as well as my adopted daughter.
Nhlanhla was also there. He was in standard six and he was staying at my place. They pushed me inside the house, and I went on
switching the
/lights on
lights on because it was dark when we got into the house. They looked around, searched the house, but they never got anything. And
another group came in, a very big group. I started screaming, and people started coming out, and the soldiers started running. They
held me and they said to me I think that they are thieves, wasn't I aware that they were police? I told them that they were killers, they
were housebreakers, they were thieves. They were harassing people. I asked them where Stanley was, because he was also a
policeman and he ended up being a criminal. And at that point they did not know what to say to me. They went inside the house with
me. They went in through the safety hole which was in the ceiling. They went through that and disappeared. I don't know where they
disappeared to. And at that time I saw five elderly men, very old men about my age. They came, and they were boasting, and they
came into my yard. Because I was very angry I grabbed one of them and asked them as to what I had done. This one was very tall,
and he looked down upon me and asked me as to whether I didn't know that I was hiding terrorists in my house. I exclaimed and I
started screaming and calling everybody, and I told him that, "The only terrorists that I know are you. You are the only terrorists that I
know who have been terrorising my family. I have never terrorised anyone." We went into the house. They went around searching.
They looked at the walls and they asked me what my name was. I asked them who were they looking for. They said I should tell them
my name. I told them my name. I told them that my name was no secret, but I told them that as they had come into my house they
were supposed to introduce themselves
/to me.
to me.
Because we want to save time can you please summarise the whole thing. --- He gave me his card, and his name was Martin Fivaz. I
also wrote his phone numbers down, and when I tried to call him I was told that that person was not known. They went into my
bedroom, they pulled the drawers, they started searching. They also went into the bathroom. I got very annoyed when they went into
my bathroom, because I told them that this is a very private place. They thought that I was joking. Then I sat on the seat.
Now, where did it end, where did the harassment end? --- The harassment is that they broke my windows, they broke my doors, and
they destroyed my house totally. Up until today I am struggling to rebuild the house. They had taken out the doors, as well as the
windows, and you know the cost involved in trying to rebuild a house. They had also taken tiles from my roof, and I had to spend a lot
of money trying to re-roof my place. But I did not know who to turn to for this sort of help, and I told them that I was going to report
them so that they would come and fix whatever damage that they had done. And at that time the President had just come out of
Robben Island, and they told me that I should go to Mandela and Mandela was going to fix my house. That is when they went out.
This is the sort of harassment that I got, because I kept on being threatened that I was going to be shot and going to be killed. I always
lived in fear. I ended up losing a great deal of weight due to the fear that they used to instil in my family as well as my children. They
also tormented me psychologically, and this was an ongoing
/process
process of harassment, as well as torture. Now I want to recover the cost of refurbishing my house.
I need to clarify certain issues, as I have already indicated that we are running out of time. There are certain people whose names you
have mentioned, and you said that they were harassing you. --- Msuthu Mliphe, Mpemba Mpanza, as well as - the list is quite long,
and these are policemen. Bernard and Swanepoel. Do you know where they are at present, or where they are working? --- I don't
know where they are working, but Swanepoel was the leader of the group that came on a particular night to attack in Chesterville.
Martinus Fivaz was the leader of the soldiers who came to attack my house in Umlazi.
In which police stations were they? --- I do not know. They never told me. Even when I asked them they never wanted to tell me. They
just made me a laughing stock. Swanepoel was very angry at me for having asked as to who they were.
You were really harassed at that time. Not only your family, but even the violence that was taking place against children and youths.
You have counted certain houses where the youths died - Mthembu, Madonsela, as well as your friend who was shot. Where are
these people now? Did they ever come to make statements here in the Truth Commission? --- My friend who was shot is present at
the moment. The other one whose son was killed by Bernard ran away, and I don't know where she is now. The other ones whose

sons also died I haven't seen them. I don't know whether they came to the first Truth Commission or they are still coming. I am really
not certain.
/You almost
You almost said as to what your wish was, or your wish is with regard to your harassment and how this changed your life. What is your
expectation that you want us to be aware of? --- My biggest wish is that these people who harassed - let me just say it straight that the
boers who were harassing and torturing us during their reign are still there. They are still walking freely. I wish that they could come
forward and come and answer certain questions in front of the people and the community or the South Africans, and tell us whether
they still want to fight and harass us, or what do they want out of us. Because I feel that in my heart I have forgiven, but I do not know
what they want from us, because even until today we are still being told about things that happened in the past, that we are people of
a certain calibre that they did not want to associate with. Now I want these people to come forward and tell us what they want out of
us, and that we should go towards a road of reconciliation. And they should stop going around and wreaking havoc amongst black
people. The costs that I incurred in trying to rebuild my house I would like to recover.
How are you feeling now at the moment? How is your health or your life? --- I still do have some fears. I still do have some anger. As a
result thereof I don't go to certain funerals because I am scared. I have got so much empathy. Whenever something happens I just
burst into tears because of the things that I have seen in the past. These things haven't hardened me, but they have made me very
sensitive. I get panic attacks and I am always scared. I don't know whether I could attribute this to old age, but I have a lot of empathy
ever since
/these things
these things started happening. I do not want to see a bad thing happening. Even when I see the Truth Commission hearings
appearing on TV I don't watch because of the empathy that I have now.
Maybe you would need some psychological help, or you would need to see some social workers so that you can talk to them about
your harassment. I shall pass on to the Chairman.
--------------------DR MGOJO: We are running out of time, but there are certain factors that we would like to put into perspective. At the time when you
were in Umlazi you received a certain letter that was written by Zakile Malinga. Do you know who this Zakile is? --- No, I don't. It was
after my house was attacked. Two policemen came into my house, two black policemen. They had a letter with them, and they told me
that the letter had been written by Zakile Malinga, and he wrote it whilst he was in Swaziland, and they wanted to know what the
connections were between me and Zakile. I never even allowed them to go into the house. I got very angry and annoyed, and I asked
them as to what Z41 was there, but they never answered me. And I asked them as to who had opened the letter. They did not want to
answer me. And I chased them away.
The politics of Chesterville are not like the others in other residential areas. In order to get an understanding you need to dig a little bit
deeper. There are comrades as well as Inkatha. Now, I want you to tell me as to whether you knew the parents of the A-Team gang,
and whether their parents participated in the prayer
/meetings
meetings or what happened? --- We knew their parents, because Chesterville is quite small and we knew each other, but the parents
of the A-Team were never involved in the prayer meetings.
Did you ever invite them to come to the prayers? --- We invited everybody to come to the prayer meeting, but some of them decided
not to take part in the prayer meetings.
What about the A-Team gang, are the members still alive? --- Yes, they are, and I know them.
If we want to get them can we get them? --- I do not know where they are at the present moment, but they are still alive.
You are a very brave woman. You are very courageous, and your courage has made you survive this long harassment. We do admire
you for your courage.
--------------------Mrs Luthuli, where you said you were phoned by a certain Lieutenant Lawrence. He even asked you to give him the quotation of the
damage that took place in your house. Did he ever say where he was phoning from? Did you ever make the quotation? --- He said he
was phoning from C R Swart. Maybe I am the one who spoilt the whole thing because of anger, because at that time I was angry.
When he phoned me I told him that if he had a problem with me he could come personally or send somebody to come and kill me, and

his problems would be over. Or if I heard I was a problem to his Government he might as well come and shoot me. I was really angry
over the phone. I never made the quotation, because at that time I was angry and I did not trust them. I found that to be
/degrading
degrading for me to take the quotation to the C R Swart.
--------------------Mrs Luthuli, good morning. I want to ask you a few questions. As Mr Lister said I am out of this area, so you must forgive me my
ignorance. You said that when the trouble started you dated it back to 1981, but the prayer meetings only started in 1986. But a
number of people had died in that period. Can you tell us how many people you think died during that period, number of young
people? --- I am sorry I didn't a list. I had this list in my notebook. They were in the - some were in the A-Team, as well as in the other
group, that is our youth, because to me I was a parent to all the children, the A-Team as well as the other group. I do have the
notebook, but I do not have it with me today. They are about 21 who died during that period.
Can you please explain to us. You said earlier on that ... (inaudible) ... prayer meetings. Were you a member of the ANC? Were you
also harbouring, as they said, people who were freedom fighters, or terrorists as they were called? Was it because - why was your
home attacked so many times? Why were you attacked so many times? --- I could say that even in Chesterville, that is my home, in
1986 was at some stage surrounded by the soldiers because it was alleged that I was a youth leader in Chesterville. They said I was
controlling the youth. I was not controlling the youth, but I was controlling the youth in my church, not the youth in the community. But I
got used to all the youth due to my responsibilities in church, and I used to teach or educate the youth about the circumstances that
we live in, as well as the situation in
/our land,
our land, and I was taken or regarded as a freedom fighter, and I never disputed that.
Can I then ask you directly, were you an active member of any political organisation? --- That is correct. From the beginning my family
was a member of the ANC before it got banned. When it got banned my family belonged to the ANC. After it got banned, when the
UDF started, I was a member as well as a supporter of the UDF. I was a fully-fledged member, but I was a member who was bringing
peace because I wanted to fight for the rights of the people, but at the same time not breaking the laws.
(Inaudible) ... last question. When you were talking about what you would want from the Truth Commission you said, "they" removed
your tiles and "they" removed your windows. Who were these "they"? Was it the policemen, or people in the community, army? Who
was it that actually took things away from your house? --- They were white soldiers who told me that they were police.
Soldiers who removed things from your property? --- That is correct.
(Inaudible) ... in the area that soldiers had removed windows and doors and other things? --- No, I was the last one. I was the first one
it happened to, and I was the last one to whom it happened.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Mrs Luthuli, thank you very much for coming into today. You have described to us some of the activities of the ATeam in Chesterville during the 1980s, and your story is very similar to stories which we have heard from people in the Free State,
where we heard about
/similar
similar gangs. We heard about gangs called the Eagles and the Three Million gang, and all these gangs were set up in the same way
and had the same aim, to intimidate, to harass, and to kill politically active members of the community. And the police cynically used
these gangs, these surrogate forces in many parts of the country for several years. And in Chesterville, as we know, and as you have
told us, many people were brutally assaulted, and more than 20 people were killed by the A-Team in Chesterville. And this evidence is
important because it provides us with a background about the A-Team and how it co-operated with the police, and when we write our
report at the end of our period of office your evidence will be there to tell us about the history and the activities of the A-Team. And
you've also given us a very vivid description of what life was like for a politically active person in Umlazi in 1990, and this is also
important for the purposes of our report.
So we thank you very much for coming in, and we wish you well as you go. We will take your requests and we will be making
recommendations to the Government, and we have heard what you have asked us and we will be making recommendations to the
Government as to how people like you may be assisted. Thank you very much.
---------------------

COMMISSIONER: We welcome you here today, Mrs Ngobese. Can you hear me and understand me through the earphones?
MRS NGOBESE: Yes.
COMMISSIONER: You have somebody with you on the stage. Who is that?
MRS NGOBESE: It's my daughter.
COMMISSIONER: What is your daughter's name please?
MRS NGOBESE: Molly.
COMMISSIONER: Welcome Molly, and Mrs Ngobese. You have come to tell us about the death of your son, Mxolisi, who died in
1990. Before you tell us that story can you please stand to take the oath.
--------------------B NGOBESE (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
COMMISSIONER: Now, just before you start, Mrs Ngobese, just tell us how many children do you have? You have your daughter
Molly with us today, and you son, Mxolisi, he died in 1990. Do you have other children? --- Yes, I do have other children. I have six
children.
Yes, just take your time. I know it's very difficult for you to tell that story, and we understand how you are feeling. And are you living in
Durban North, as you have said in your statement? Is that right? --- Yes, I am still staying there.
Are you working, Mrs Ngobese? --- Yes, I am working.
Are you a domestic worker? --- I am a domestic.
Now, you've said in your statement that in 1990 Mxolisi was schooling at Ndwedwe, is that right? --- That is correct.
How old was he then? --- I don't remember how
/old he
old he was at that time because I got confused immediately after the incident. I think he was about 21 years old, or 20.
You said in your statement he was born in 1969, and this happened in 1990, so he was ... (intervention) --- That is correct.
Now, you said that on the 9th of May he didn't come home from school. You said that he used to go to school in Ndwedwe, and then
come home for weekends. Is that right? --- That is correct.
But he didn't come back from school. --- That is correct.
Tell us what happened. Can you tell us how it happened in your own words. You said in your statement you started to become worried
about him. --- It was on a Wednesday, on the 9th. I was supposed to go court in Ndwedwe, and I was supposed to pass at his school,
but I was not able to go to him at school, then I went straight to court. He was staying with my sister-in-law, and I was staying here in
Durban, and each time I would go past his school, then on Fridays he would come back, and he had a temporary job that he did on
Saturday as well as Sunday, and then he would come back home and leave on Monday for school. So that was routine, that's what he
used to do. He used to come back on Friday. I went to Ndwedwe on that particular day, and I came back home without going to him at
school. And then on Thursday I went back to work, and when I came back from work I was told that two males had come from
Ndwedwe. They were the Mthembu males, and they gave them cool drink as well as biscuits. I went to pay them money because they
had taken these things on credit.
/On Friday
On Friday I said they must go fetch his reference book. They went to fetch his reference book at Ntuzuma. When I came back on
Friday I said they should show me his ID even before he came back, and each time I come back on Friday I would get him at home.
Just as I opened his reference book I heard a voice that said, "The owner of this reference book is no longer alive."
(Inaudible) ... that you are too upset. Just take a few minutes to recover. We know it must be very difficult for you now. (Pause) Then I
told my other children to close the ID and put it away, and I asked them whether he had come. They said no, he had not yet come.
And it was quite a surprise because it was the first time that he hadn't come home, because it was late already. And I kept on talking

to myself, wondering as to what had happened. I slept, and we woke up the following morning and I went to my relative's place where
my father's sister had died, and I asked my sister-in-law as to where my son was. She told me that he had gone on Wednesday, and
she thought that I had taken my child. Then I said to my sister-in-law probably my child was dead, because if he went away on a
Wednesday, and by Saturday he was not yet at home, there could be something wrong that had taken place. I came back to Durban
and I told my neighbours as to what had happened. Then on Sunday my neighbours accompanied me. We went around looking. I
didn't even know where to go. My sister-in-law at that time had earlier told me at the funeral that my son had received a letter from
certain males who were staying at Amawoti, and these youths were comrades, and he had been called by these youths. We went
around looking for him at
/hospitals
hospitals as well as mortuaries. We went around explaining, but we did not seem to be accepted. I think the corpse was there, but the
way we described him probably led to some confusion or misunderstanding. We went back without finding him on that particular day.
Then on Monday my husband's relatives came. They said they wanted to help me look for my son. We went to school where he was
schooling. We were told that he had gone to Amawoti together with that group of people who were comrades, because there were a
lot of comrades at that time, as well as Inkatha members, who went around burning people's houses. We went around looking for him.
We even stayed at Ndwedwe without getting any help. We went back home on that particular day, and we were doing this up and
down looking for him. Then on Tuesday we went to Verulam and we tried to get some clue as to where he could possibly be, because
we were told that he had gone to Amawoti, but nobody was prepared to volunteer any information to us. We searched for him until the
afternoon on that particular day, until we reached a resolution that we should go ask some soldiers to help us look for him. Then on a
Wednesday morning we went to the soldiers. They accompanied us. We went to Amawoti together with my other daughter. My
daughter went with the soldiers. I was left at that place called Entabeni. At about 1 o'clock during the day they got a telephone call the police station got a telephone call from Amawoti that they should come and collect a corpse. The policemen from Entabeni told us
that they had received information that there was a corpse at Amawoti, and we should go and identify the corpse. We followed the
police
/car together
car together with my brother's child. When we got to the police station we saw the corpse, but it was not my son's corpse. We reported
this matter to the police station that we were also looking for a corpse, and we described my son, and that we had suspicions that he
had died in Amawoti. The policeman I was speaking to said there is a corpse that was discovered on a Thursday morning, but they
were not the ones who took the corpse. The corpse was taken by the Phoenix police, so we should go to Phoenix to investigate. We
went to Phoenix, and we were given the number of the corpse, and we went back to Verulam with the number. And when we got to
Verulam we identified him, but it was difficult for me to identify him because he was swollen all over the body. I was relieved to see the
corpse because I wanted to buy my son. I wanted to give back to God whatever he had given to me. I was relieved, and I waited for
the funeral and I ultimately buried him. After the burial I was never quite the same because my son was the apple of my eye, and he
was the most understanding child amongst my other children. He was quite different from them. Then I started getting heart problems.
My heart started getting sore, and I now recalled that there were certain youths who came who were bought cold drink, and I thought
probably the two youths who had come had killed my son, because I don't know what they wanted in my house. Even today I still tell
myself that they were not the only ones. Probably it was a group, and the two were sent to come and look for my son. And what pains
me even more is the fact that my children tried to entertain them by buying them cool drink and biscuits, only to find they were the
ones who were looking for my son. And whenever
/I saw
I saw schoolchildren, especially wearing their uniform, I couldn't bear to look at them, because when my son died at that age he was
still at school. And each time I went past a certain place called Bester I usually saw my son crossing the street, proceeding to school.
Even though he was not there, but he was in my imagination. Even after I had counted years, and told myself that by now he should
have probably finished his matric, he could be working and he could be helping me, and I keep on counting years and imagining the
things that he would be doing for me if he was alive. Because he was my only hope. He was very constructive as a child. He showed
some signs that he cared so much for me as a parent, because even when he was holding this temporary job he used the money to
help with the household expenses. He would give me the money and I would give him some pocket money, and we would use the
other money for the other children. So I knew deep down inside my heard that at the end of the day he would be the one amongst the
other children who would help me. And I took him as the breadwinner who would take care of his sisters as well as other brothers.
Now this troubles me so much
Was your son a member of any political organisation? Was he active politically as far as you know? --- I don't know anything that
involves him in politics, because even if he did want to join he never had a chance because he was so busy. Each time he came back
home he would do the house chores and he would help his father. And thereafter he would go back to school, and on Saturdays and
Sundays he had this temporary job. So there would probably be no time for him to be involved in any
/political

political activity even if he was interested. I do not really think - he had time for that.
Now, you've said in your statement that Ndwedwe was an IFP area, is that correct? --- That is correct.
Do you think that because he was seen coming from that area that he was possibly identified as a supporter of the IFP? Is that right? -- It could be possible, but I don't think it is like that because I am staying with ANC people. But they do not behave in the fashion that
Inkatha behaved. They knew where he was coming from, and at that place it was an ANC stronghold where I was staying.
And after his death did you ever find out who had killed him, how he had died, why he died? Did you ever find out anything about it?
Are you any the wiser as to ... (incomplete) --- I never got any information, because I never asked anyone and nobody volunteered any
information, so I cannot say who killed my son. I don't even know why they killed him. There was even no case thereafter.
Does the death certificate how he died? --- Yes, it does. They say he was stabbed on the neck and his jugular vein was severed.
You said that his body was found at the Phoenix Police Station. Was there never a ... (intervention) --- Yes, it was taken by the
Phoenix police and taken to Verulam.
Was there never a case, an inquest at the Verulam Magistrate's Court that you know about? Were you ever called to go to any sort of
court case about your son's death? --- There was a day when I came in the
/afternoon
afternoon and I was told that a certain policeman had come and said I should go to the police station, but I never went there because I
was working. And he could not come and tell me in the evening that he wanted to see me the following day if that was a case, and
there never came back anybody to tell me anything.
Which police station did he tell you to go to? We would like to ... (intervention) --- They said I should go to Verulam Court.
And where was your son buried, Mr Ngobese? --- He was buried in Ndwedwe, the rural areas.
I'll ask the other members of the panel if they want to ask any questions.
--------------------DR MAGWAZA: Mrs Ngobese, I wish to get a whole picture as to what was happening in Ndwedwe at that particular time. You have
already told us that some of the youths had already run away to stay at Amawoti. Is there anything you know about clashes that
existed? --- Yes, there were certain clashes that took place, and certain youths had been killed in Ndwedwe.
Who was fighting? --- It was the political organisations that were fighting.
At the time of those fights were there any youths or students just like your son who were killed that you know of? --- I do not know of
any personally, except that some were neighbours' children who had died, but some were not attending school, they were just youths.
How did you get to know that these were the people who killed your son? --- There's another one that I saw at Verulam who was born
at the same place where we
/were staying,
were staying, and when I asked him he laughed at me. And at the time when he laughed at me I wasn't alone, and when we got home
we discussed this matter that we had seen one who was staying at Amawoti, and who said he knew my son, and had he seen him he
would have told me. And certain males that I was staying with in Durban went to fetch him from Verulam, and he explained, and he
had a certain piece of paper from which he was reading as he was explaining. Was he explaining to you? --- Yes, he was explaining,
and these youths were there. He was telling us as to how my son died.
Even though the case never took place did you know about the people who killed your son? --- Yes, I did.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: (Inaudible) ... to the previous witness, Mrs Ndlovu. We've heard so many mothers like yourself and like her telling
stories about the death of their children, and, having seen how people like you and other mothers have suffered, it's correct to say that
they are -you are as much a victim as the children you have told us about, whether they killed or whether they were assaulted,
because you have to live for the memories for years and years afterwards. The process that you have described to us of going from
hospital to hospital, and then from mortuary to mortuary, must be a terrible thing for a parent to do, and it is something that we have
heard all over this country from witnesses like yourself. It seems that you are not sure as to who - as to why your son died. There's

some suggestion in your statement that because he came from an IFP stronghold in Ndwedwe that he may have been killed by people
in Amawoti, which was an ANC area,
/and if
and if this is the case then it's another indication of the terrible political intolerance that we have lived with in this country.
We are very glad that you could have been here today with your daughter, Molly, is Mxolisi's sister, and we hope that you were able to
give each other some comfort here today on the stage. We will - as part of our job we will be making recommendations to the
Government and the State President as to how people like you can be assisted, and if there are any specific requests that you want to
make to the Truth Commission we will consider them and pass them on to the Government as part of our recommendations. We thank
you very much for coming in and having the courage to tell us your story today. Thank you very much. Is there anything more that you
want to say? --- My request is - whenever I am sitting and thinking when a person dies there is some compensation that that person
gets. Now I don't know what I can request from the Commission, because when my son died he was not working as yet, and
whenever I see other children working for their parents I always feel that if my son was alive he could be working for me.
Yes, we understand that. Thank you very much for coming in, and to Molly as well.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: We greet you. At last you have had a chance to come to the Truth Commission to tell your story. We know that
you've been waiting for a long time. You, like other witnesses who have given evidence today, are from Chesterville, and you, like
many other witnesses, have come to tell about the death of your child, your son, Thabani. Before you tell us that story can you stand
and take the oath?
--------------------THANDI MEMELA (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
COMMISSIONER: Thank you, Mrs Memela. Dr Mgojo will assist you.
DR MGOJO: How are you, Thandi? I am glad to see you here to ventilate and tell us what you have gone through. Thandi, I will be
very glad if you would give us a picture of your family, that who are you, and how many are you? --- I am the first one, and I have
another six brothers and sisters, five brothers and one sister.
What I am saying in - with your children. Not your sisters or brothers, but your children. --- All right. I am the single parent. I have three
children, and my first one is a son, who is doing his last year in psychology, and I have a boy and a girl. And Thabani is the one who is
late, and one girl who is right here present by the name of Gugu. And also I have a boy who will turn 16 on the 3rd of November.
Do you still have children who are attending school? --- Yes. The younger one is in standard seven.
You said the other one is doing what? --- The girl has completed matric, she hasn't got a job, and the elder boy is doing his last year in
psychology.
/Where?
Where? --- He is studying with Unisa. Because he was at Natal doing chemical engineering until he dropped out because they were
looking for me. He was harassed.
Who was harassing him? --- He was harassed by Andy Taylor, Nyeza, Ntombela, and others.
They were harassing him whilst he was attending school? --- Yes.
Until he left school? --- Yes, he had to leave school as a result of this harassment.
Did you ever report this matter to the police or somewhere, that your child had to leave school? --- Each time they will take me I would
ask, "Why wouldn't you deal with me and leave my children and my family alone, and concentrate on me?"
What did they say? --- No one doesn't know in this country, because then - that then we are not being listened to. Instead if you say
something that will worsen the situation.
I will talk more later. --- That's fine.
Are you working? --- Yes, I still have a part-time, but I never used to work before. I just have a part-time now.

Are you paying for the children at school? --- Yes.
The other one who left after standard 10, is it because of the financial problems? --- Yes, it's because of the financial problems.
We'll come back to that later. Thandi, relate to us - it looks like at your place the one who was most harassed was you since 1981.
Just start there. Begin
/there and
there and relate to us. --- Around 1981 the Special Branch was following me all the time, believing that I had weapons, and also giving
way to the children of the country to escape South Africa to go outside of the country, and I had terrorists in my house.
Which organisation was that? --- UDF.
They used to say you recruit? --- Yes, that's what they used to say, that I am recruiting, meaning I was the one in charge of getting
children out and in the country, escaping.
Did you know that? --- Yes, I knew it.
So you do admit that what they were saying it's true, and you were doing that? --- Yes, I used to do that. I will import weapons inside
and outside the country, but I refuted all that each time they asked me.
So they harassed you because of that job of what you were doing, and what happened? --- Yes, it went on up to the time where
Chesterville was surrounded by an army. When this started there were many people who were harassed, tortured. Some even died.
As a result of torture and harassment? --- Yes.
Who was doing this? --- At the time the soldiers were doing this. It went on until it was discovered that one of the high school - there's
some rumour, and the students already had started to fight for their rights for education.
Did they have their own organisation or something? --- Well, they were youths, a group of youths, at the same time being members of
the UDF.
What was the name of this organisation? --- It was Khozas, and that was the beginning of Khozas.
/So the
So the children were called Khozas who were harassed. Who were harassing those children? --- The teachers were harassing the
children, and also recruited other students, and the A-Team began.
Before you go on just wait there. The teachers were harassing students at Chesterville High School. Who was the principal? --- The
principal was Agrippa Penser Xebexulu. His assistant was Teacher Hani, who was transferred from the Transvaal to Natal.
Those teachers are still around? --- Yes.
Are they still at Chesterville? --- Penser is on pension. No. Hani ended up being an inspector of schools.
Were those teachers affiliated to any of the organisations perhaps? --- I would request not to say anything, not to disclose any
information now. So the police or soldiers got permission from the teachers to enter the school.
Were the teachers aware that there were soldiers on campus, harassing the children? --- Well, I wouldn't know, but every parent
believed that. The community believed that the teachers knew the presence of the army on campus.
And the children who were harassed at school were harassed by the police and the Special Branch? --- Yes.
Go on. In 1983 where did Thabani go to? --- Let me say before 1983 there was a time when one bottle store was burned.
What year was that? Do you still remember? --- I think it was beginning of '83, end of 1982. Towards the
/end of
end of 1982. Ntombela of the Special Branch came, and other policemen of C R Swart. Zawuzi was there, coming from Mayville.
Who is Zawuzi? Is that the police? --- Yes, and Ntombela is a Special Branch. And many others. They came with a group of boys and
they knocked at my place. I asked who was that, because it was 12 midnight. He shouted Zawuzi, and said, "You, Thandi, open. We

know that you are so stubborn. Just open the door." I asked, "Why should I open?" They said, "We are looking for your boy, the one
you are working with. We have his friends with us here outside." When I got out I found out that there were many boys - from the
neighbours, Mabaso, Thipe, Nxumalo, and others from Road Three. I asked, because I saw they were bleeding, "What's happening?"
They said, "We are being assaulted. They were asking where are the weapons, the guns."
Were those children still attending school? --- Yes, those boys were still attending school. I said, "Yes, I know that, Zawuzi, when you
are here should anything happen or occur to these children you must know that you and I will be faced with each other at the court of
law." He said, "Well, let's hope that you will be still alive then." I said, "Yes, I am still alive." Most unfortunately I am still alive and he
has died.
Why did you pick on Zawuzi? --- Because he was in front.
Go on. --- Well, they took the kids with and they left.
And yours? --- Yes, and mine. They came back the following day, and I had to go to work. I was then
/working
working for Dr Malahlela at Clermont surgery. Just before I got out I saw the boys approaching, coming, and they were bleeding,
swollen, and so on. I said, "Gugu, please take care of this. I have a medical kit in the house. And after that get some money and take
them to the hospital," and I went to work. They called me and they said the police again came back and fetched all of them, and I
asked, "Where did they take them?" He said - he told me that they were taken to C R Swart. This was in 1983. And I tried all I could to
get in touch with Daya Pillay, the attorney. I reported the whole matter to him. He said he will follow and see what to do, and also he
called me back and said they were released, they were back home.
Here at C R Swart who is the head at the station, police station? --- I will say the head was Andy Taylor, because he was the one who
was always in front. After that this thing became a routine, you know the children to be taken, and to be assaulted, and to be brought
back home, up until the day when one day Thabani was at school.
Did you report this to the Department of Education, because these are schoolchildren we are talking about? --- Mr Mgojo, that's very
true what you are saying. That's your opinion. I should have done that, but you know very well that the procedure in the country then
would fail every effort I will take.
So in all the Department of Education and Training did not get to know about this? --- I don't know if they knew or were aware about
this. I did not know whether they know about this or were aware. Well, we
/gathered
gathered as parents from different locations and see what we could do in light of this problem. But still the soldiers intervened, so it
was confusion. It went on up to the time when I was going to the market on Saturday. I heard that Thabani was fighting the Pemba
Mpanza.
Themba Mpanza? --- No, Pemba Mpanza. When they were fighting I do not know who defeated the other, but what I know is that
Mpanza's mum did come to attack my place.
Pemba was at school? --- Yes, they were both at school.
So the family came to Chesterville. Which road? --- The Mpanzas are in Road 13 and we are in Road 12. There were vulgar words
that were uttered, and also threats. And I asked her, "Why should we intervene as parents, because these are children.? Why should
we get into the whole thing?" Well, I took an initiative, I went to the place, and I found out that these people who are here are so rude,
and I asked, "Is your father here, and your mum here?" They said, "Yes." During that time Mrs Khanyile came, who was the teacher at
Chesterville High School. I think she is the one who instigated this whole thing. Children used to ask, "How can we be taught by this?"
Are you talking about Mrs Khanyile here, or who? --- Yes. The husband was a teacher, Impiwane. Impiwane was the husband. The
wife was already there, but Impiwane was already late then. He had died. Unfortunately he died at Mzisi's funeral, Lamontville.
Was he sick or something? --- No, he was killed by children.
/You're
You're talking about Impiwane. What is his other name? Oh, it's okay, it's fine. Let's go on. --- Mrs Impiwane said, "There is nothing
you can talk to Thandi, Mrs Mpanza, because the situation is in this condition because of her. You see, Mrs Memela is the one who is
provoking the situation in the location." We had altercations. We were quarrelling and in a heavy argument, and finally the others said,
"Just get out, you bitch, or else I will stab you." I said, "Don't call me bitch, and you won't stab me." The said, "We will see where you

will stay." I said, "I will be here in Chesterville," and I am still in Chesterville.
What about Thabani? --- Thabani was not at home then. I left. I went to work on Monday. As I was at work the telephone rang, and I
heard that Dan Mthembu and Darky Mbongwa and other members of A-Team were there attacking Thabani, and they had stabbed
him.
What year was that? 1983? --- Yes. Darky was the one who stabbed Thabani. He was given the knife by Dan Mthembu, the okapi. I
said, "Where is he now?" They said he was taken already. The ambulance could not enter the location because the children were all
over blocking the traffic. I said to the kids, "Tell Thabani to go, to find a way out and go to the hospital, and when he gets to the
hospital please he should call me." I had reported this to my employer, Dr Malahlela, and he asked, "What will you do?" I said, "No, the
community people are there. They will see a way out, but I will continue this day." When I got back home the police were all over,
already waiting for me. Myeza was ready for me right on the entrance, and so sure that they were arresting me. I
/said to
said to them, "I will ask for the warrant of arrest." They said, "Don't tell us about our work." I said, "That's what I want." I went inside the
house and closed the door. They left. After some time the situation got worse, and Thabani said, "Mum, I am going."
Was Thabani better now, or what? Where did he go? --- No, Thabani left the country. He went through Maputo, and others followed.
After that Phumuza Dlamisa came to tell me that, "Mrs Thandi, please be alert because they are conspiring." I said, "Oh well, it's fine.
If I die, I die. They will see what to do." At that time that's when many kids, children were being killed. I think what made the situation to
get worse it's because I was so much in touch and close the community of Chesterville. A child who was 14 years old, one of those
who were killed, seven of them, and one of those who were killed had no parents to bury him or her. The father was injured and died
from being assaulted by the police, and we had to put our heads together and see how we would bury this child who was an orphan.
And the community agreed and said I should stand as a mother and represent her mother. I went to her place, and it was badly
situated because it was at the corner of Road Eight and Road 11, and those places were ruled by A-Team, and they were
predominantly A-Team.
Is it true that you would be taken by the police to C R Swart? Was that routine? Did that become some routine or something? --- Yes.
And Allan Taylor was deeply involved? --- Yes, Allan Taylor was.
Tell us about 1981 when you were taken from the
/surgery.
surgery. --- It was 1985. I was busy on duty. I was on duty attending to one of the patients after giving her treatment. Suddenly I saw
the curtain opening, and when I tried to see and look what was happening I saw this guy facing at me, and this guy was a white man,
a boer, who said he was coming from Carolina. I said to them, "Please get out because I am still busy with a patient in here." They
said, "No, we have already spoken to the doctor." They said, "We are not going out." I went to the doctor, I told the doctor that, "The
police are here, telling me that they are here to fetch me," and the doctor said, "You know the whole surgery is surrounded by the
police. Better you should go with them." I left the surgery, and the patients were there wondering as to what was happening. When I
got out I saw seven cars, Cressidas, and 11 vans. Some were coming from Dabeka. I was taken and I was told I should go into Allan
Taylor's car, which was the third one. At the back there were two boers, who were pointing their guns direct to me. In the car I had
already seen Ntombela, and in another one there was Myeza. We went back to C R Swart. I was taken by Taylor, and he took me into
a small room, and the walls were in blood, red. That's where he told me that, "This is the end of the world for you today." I am quoting
him now. That's what he said. "This is where I killed Ndluli, and I am going to kill you as well." I said ... (intervention)
Who is Ndluli? From Lamontville? --- Yes, Ndluli from Lamontville. And they left and they were playing their tapes, and those tapes
were playing songs of - freedom songs. They asked me, "Do you know those songs?" I said, "Yes." They asked, "Who are the
/"singers?"
"singers?" I said, "ANC." They asked me, "Who are you?" I said, "Anything you want me to me I am that." I remember suffering from
flu that day, and when he was giving me some treatment I said, "No. Maybe you will give me some poison. I don't want any treatment,
any pills from you." They took me out to the office and they said I must give a statement. During the time when he was asking me to
give him this statement I picked up the telephone, I called the attorney to tell them.
Who was your attorney? --- Daya Pillay. It didn't take long, I heard he was already there, and he was released. But it did not end.
What did they want from you? --- They said I should give the statement and say I am importing the weapons, and these are the
weapons which are killing the people, and I am harassing the community. And I said, "I don't harass any community, but if anything
should happen I will try by all means to protect myself."

And after that you left the whole thing. You said, "The things are bad," and you left Chesterville? --- No, I did not leave Chesterville. I
did not have work after that, and shortly after that my house was burned.
Do you know who burnt your house? --- I know very well. It was the A-Team, Dan Mthembu and the Ntombeni family, and the Mpanza
family, and the boy from Xebexulu, Xebexulu's boy, and many others, and the Isaacs. I won't forget those, Mouser and Bupini.
When they were burning the house where were you? --- I was at home. It was half past 11 at night. I was inside the house. I
remember quite well, because I was watching the soap. When I switched off the light I just
/heard some
heard some noise. The windows were sort of breaking, and I could smell petrol, and I said to the kids, "Wake up," and to my sister and
my brothers I said, "Wake up." And Gugu, who was sleeping on the sofa, I saw the blanket in fire. I said, "No, my child cannot burn in
front of me. I had to pull my child. She jumped and took off quickly her clothes. Fortunately she did not get burned. The house was on
fire, in flames, and it was burning. I went quickly to the kitchen as I have already said that - I told myself, "I will die if it calls for dying." I
had a big pot with boiling water in the kitchen, and my eldest son - I said to my son, "Break the kitchen window," and I saw Xebexulu's
boy standing there, and Mpanza's boy there, and I just poured the boiling water through the window. They ran.
You poured them with boiling water? --- Yes, I did. When the others came they were trying to come to the kitchen. They tried to set the
... (incomplete - end of side A) ... so foolish, because when you throw the petrol bomb at one other, setting it in fire, the flames will
come towards you, and that's how they were burning. Now they ran towards Road 13. And the house was in fire, and the police
suddenly came, and they said to me, "Get the weapons, the guns out now." I asked them, "Which guns are you talking about?" They
opened up, put the dogs to get inside the premises. I was standing outside. I saw Dan taking out a black plastic that he had on.
Who is Dan? --- Dan Mthembu, who was a neighbour. I am thankful, because usually neighbours do have differences, but my
neighbours were so supportive that they tried to put on their - to irrigate and try to
/extinguish
extinguish the fire.
Those who burned your house, those people who burned the house, are they still alive, or what? --- Xebexulu's son is around. He is
staying somewhere in the area. And Mbongo is somewhere in Umlazi. Mouser is in Westville Gaol as I am talking. Bupini is in Umlazi
at AA. Mhluthu Mliphe could be in Ulundi, because he joined ZP subsequently. Others are teachers.
Are they still teaching? --- Yes, they are still teaching. Dan Mthembu is with Old Mutual. Pemba Mpanza is with SAP.
Where is Ntombela? --- Ntombela is a Special Branch, and I don't know his whereabouts.
Is he still working? --- Yes, he is still working. Myeza is around, and Taylor is also alive.
Well, we'll come back to you as soon as we want those people. After your child left the country according to you statement you say
after some time you heard that he was shot and died. Where was your child shot? --- You see I was also harassed as one already
have said, witnessed that I was shot at Chesterville. I left a three-year-old and I was all over trying to escape the situation, because
even people were saying that, "You should be alert and see if you can a place of refuge." I had to come back because there's
something I wanted to do. I wanted to cancel my bank account so my family could get some money to survive. I went to
Johannesburg, Gauteng. It was now during the news time. I heard that there were four people who were shooting with the police at
Quarry Road, and one of those was a trained terrorist. I therefore said, "This sounds like this is my child," and
/I contacted
I contacted a few people in Durban, and they told me, they said, "Yes, that is Thabani."
So he was shot in Durban? --- Yes.
Oh, so he was back now? --- Apparently. I got back and tried to get in touch with the family, and they said after the news Andy Taylor
kicked the front door and was shouting for Thandi to get out, and they said Thandi was not there, but my sister went to the door and
answered him and said, "Thandi is not here." And he showed my sister the photos of Thabani, and Thabani was in blood, was
bleeding at the time. And they said, "If she does not come forward I am also going to kill her as I killed her son."
Is that Andy Taylor? --- Yes.
Andy Taylor is still alive. Is he at C R Swart? --- Yes.

Now, I hear you saying you could not bury your child. Is that true? --- Yes, that's true.
Do you know where he was buried? --- Yes, in Chesterville.
The relatives - did the relatives bury him? --- He was buried by the soldiers, and they said they were not going to release his corpse.
When I went to the Government mortuary, along with other women of Chesterville, I was taken by car. When I got there I found out
that the person I was supposed to talk to was Msimanga, who was a Special Branch from Lamontville, and I also saw others who were
working at C R Swart. I asked, "Why wouldn't you release the corpse?" He said, "There was no one who came to claim and identify
the corpse." I said, "But that's not true, because the sister - his
/sister did
sister did come with my elder brother, and they signed the
form to acknowledge that they knew the corpse," and he gave me a form to sign and I signed the form, the identification form, and I
hold onto it. I said, "I would like to see the corpse." He said, "But there's no key to the room. Taylor has the key, and he is in C R
Swart." I handed over the form finally, and I said, "Okay, go and call Taylor." And I told the other women that I was with, I told them to
go back to the car. I know from C R Swart to where we are it's about 10 minutes. I will go even if I did not see my son.
So you never saw your son? --- Yes, until he was buried. I asked the central if there were any means they could make so I could come
at half past three in the morning to see the corpse. When we came and approached the central I looked on the other side. I saw them
sleeping, and the guns were there. I told these women, "Let's go back. I'll try to tell myself that I cannot get to see my son."
Is it true that after the funeral they used to come visiting you a lot, and harassing you? --- Yes, it's true. I already had a way of
contacting my relatives, because after Thabani's funeral - just before his funeral, when they had come to kill the boys at Road 16,
those who killed the boys came to my place where Shasha was, and Nofomela, and others. The girl came and showed them the
magazine of 9mms. Luckily at that time I was not at home, but they continued harassing us, to such an extent that my daughter on
another day was accosted by certain boers. They were driving a certain car with the Transvaal registration. They asked her as to what
type of socks I
/wear, and
wear, and what type of perfume that I use, and where could
they possibly get me. Gugu at that time ran away, and she was no longer staying at home. There is nobody at home who did not get
harassed, up until such time that I felt that we were helped by Mr Mandela, though we don't know how liberated are we.
We thank you very much for having related this story. You have also got a good recollection of the people who harassed you. You
have come to the Truth Commission, what are your expectations of the Truth Commission? --- I will just say that I want to request the
Truth Commission to investigate the A-Team and try to find out as to in reality who were behind the A-Team, who were sending them
to conduct this reign of terror, because they were youths, so there was somebody behind the A-Team. And I want to know what they
were promised for conducting a reign of terror. I even wrote to the Attorney-General, the then Transvaal Attorney-General, the one
who was saddled with the duty of investigating the third force. He replied to my letter and told me that he will conduct an investigation,
and he will come back to me, and according to my own investigation, when I followed de Kock's case, de Kock did admit that he had
something to do with the death of my child. Nokkie also admitted that he was given certain weapons at Vlakplaas so that he could
come and plant them with the four corpses so that there would be a suspicion that they had come to kill people in Durban. Andy Taylor
was the spearhead of the Vlakplaas unit in Natal. Now I want to put it to the Truth Commission that I know that you do not have a
lengthy opportunity or much time. I want an investigation to be
/conducted
conducted insofar as the Attorney-General of the
Transvaal is concerned, that there are so many atrocities that had been committed, but nobody had been brought before the law.
Justice was not done. And I want an inquest to be re-conducted with regard to the death of my son, because Andy Botha did admit
that they had to kill my son.
Did you ever get a death certificate? --- I got it recently because I went to demand it.
We thank you very much for having come before this Commission. Our job is to pass these recommendations or requests to the State
President in consultation with Parliament. He is the one who will give the final decision as to how to help victims like you. We are very
disappointed and dismayed to hear that there are such things which have been happening in Chesterville which certain people were
not aware of, because these things have affected the community and divided it into two.

--------------------DR RANDERA: Mrs Memela, I just want to make two comments first before I ask my question. The one is that it must feel very good and I say this because earlier on you said you don't know how liberated we are, but it must feel very good to be able to stand here
today and to be able to openly say, you know, "I was helping people to leave the country in order to fight for the liberation of our
country." My second comment is really related to your statement, and perhaps you can also comment on it, and that is to say that, you
know, you have told us so many things today which doesn't appear in your statement, and yet of course it would help us - this is going
to go onto
/our records
our records what you have spoken today, but there are many
other people who are also probably doing the same as you are doing, and we won't have the benefit of the oral history that you're
giving us today, and I just want to know why people still feel that they don't have to give the full statement when they're speaking to
our statement-takers. My question comes back to this period we're talking about, and you were intimately involved at that time. We are
told that between 1980 and 1993 that 35 000 people died in our country. We are also told that 1978 to 1990 was a period of reform in
our country, and we also know that part of that period of reform, and extension which went before already, was the homeland structure
that was in existence already. I would value your opinion actually as to what you felt, why you actually in a sense rejected on the one
side this period of reform that people talk about, and at the same time rejected, it seems, the homeland structure that we know existed
in this part of the country. Although not accepted as an independent state, but nonetheless there was a Legislature, people were
allowed to vote for that Legislature in other parts of the country, people recognised these independent structures. I wonder if you
would be willing to actually comment on that? --- Should I answer in Zulu? (Speaking English) Dr Faizal, were you in South Africa at
that time? We were not free, we were slaves at that time. We were oppressed. Our children were deprived of proper education. We
were forced to take a certain type of education which was not going to equip our children in future. The homelands that you are talking
about were some of the ways in which to oppress the black nation
/completely.
completely. If you tried to show that you were against or
opposed to oppression you were a dog that deserved to be killed. Some of us decided to try and fight for freedom, as well as the rights
of the people. We taught our children about our history, our history of oppression. This new phase of reform, which indicates that
there's something that has changed, or there are certain things that have changed, there is absolutely nothing called reform. We were
even more oppressed than before. To me reform is a myth. It is just a dream that never came true. That is why we tried and devised
means so that we can be liberated, so that Africa can come back to its owners so that we can be really liberated. I don't know whether
I have answered your question for you.
--------------------DR MAGWAZA: We have run out of time, but I do realise that if I fail to say this to you I would have failed myself as well. We were with
Mrs Luthuli from Chesterville, and now we are with you. Both of you are women, and you were harassed. We usually get males who
were harassed, but today we have come across women who were harassed whilst trying to fight for the rights of their children. You
make us proud as the womenfolk up until today. You and Mrs Luthuli, today you are winners for us all. We thank you very much.
--------------------MR LAX: Thank you, chairperson. Mrs Memela, just one factual question. What we don't have is the date round about when your son
was killed. If you could just assist us with the date round about when your son was killed. Unfortunately we don't have it on the record.
--- It
/was the
was the 7th day of the ninth month in 1986.
COMMISSIONER: Mrs Memela, we thank you very, very much for coming to speak to us today. You were a political activist for many
years in Chesterville, and because of this, and because of your son Thabani's activities, you were continually harassed by the police.
You were frequently detained for questioning, your house was set alight, and tragically in the end your son died. The policeman who
instigated much of this reign of terror against you was a very powerful person, and for many years held a senior position in the
Security Branch in Durban. His name, as you have told us and as we know, is Andy Taylor, and he is presently facing charges of
murder for the death of Griffiths Mxenge. This is the calibre of policemen that the regime used to intimidate and harass courageous
people like yourself. You have provided us with a valuable commentary on those years in Chesterville, and we are grateful for that.
And as Dr Randira says, that your commentary will find its way into our reports, and it would be so much more valuable if many of the

other people who came and gave statements to the Truth Commission could give the sort of background that you have provided to us,
rather than just telling us about the specific incident that they were involved in.
So we thank you again very much for coming forward, and we certainly are investigating the A-Team in Chesterville, as you have
requested us to do so. We have already started investigations into the A-Team, and we hope that at the end of the day we can come
up with some coherent answers as to why this organisation existed and who was responsible for its existence. Thank you very much
for coming here today.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Mrs Ntuli, are you Khanyisile Ethel Ntuli? Can you hear me, Mrs Ntuli?
MRS NTULI: Yes, I do hear you.
COMMISSIONER: Are you Khanyisile Ethel Ntuli?
MRS NTULI: Yes.
COMMISSIONER: And you have with you on the stage?
MR NTULI: It's my son, Mbusi.
COMMISSIONER: We welcome you both here today. You are from Umbumbulu, and you have come ... (intervention)
MRS NTULI: No.
COMMISSIONER: Where are you from?
MRS NTULI: I am destitute. I don't have a place to stay.
COMMISSIONER: You and your son have come to talk about some of the events which led up to the massacre in KwaMakutha,
where you lost your husband and your three daughters and grandchildren. Before you tell us about that tragic story can you please
stand to take the oath. Will you both be giving evidence today, yourself and your Mbusi?
MRS NTULI: Yes.
--------------------KHANYISILE ETHEL NTULI and MBUSI NTULI (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
COMMISSIONER: Mr Lax will help you with your evidence. MR LAX: Good afternoon Mrs Ntuli, and good afternoon to you, Mbusi. --Good afternoon to you.
Mbusi, if you need to you could wear these headphones. They will help with the translation into Zulu. --- No, no ... (inaudible)
I understand that, but if you will talk in Zulu so
/that the
that the people present can hear, so that those that don't understand English will hear the Zulu, and those that don't understand Zulu
will at least hear the translation in English, so that way we can have as many people to understand as possible. Before we move on to
the story of the tragic events which you will be telling us about, which include both of you personally and members of your family,
could you briefly for us just tell us how your family was made up, how many people, and how many children you have had, and so on.
--- I had seven children.
You were married to the late Willie Ntuli, is that correct? --- That's correct.
Could you assist us by just, if you know, giving us your husband's date of birth at all? --- I think he was born in 1924.
Thank you, that's very helpful. Now, your family lived at KwaMakutha, is that correct? --- That's correct.
And your husband was a church minister. --- Yes, that's correct, but I would like to say something before we go on. Unfortunately
today I won't relate the story because I did not see my attorney, but what I would like to continue and tell you about is what took place
before -after the attack.

When you say after the attack, you want to talk about the harassment of your family after that attack? --- After the attack there were
many things occurred and that took place and transpired. First of all what hurt me and what was most painful to me, I lost hope in our
law, in the court of law. The mayor came and said the police will come and secure us. They mayor left for
/Amanzimtoti,
Amanzimtoti, and when he came back he said the station commander of Amanzimtoti said I should come in person to him. I asked
and said, "What will I do and say, because there are police there, and the police will ask as to who I am and why I am looking for him?
He does not know me, I don't know him either. I don't even know his office." Victor took me with to Durban. Although I don't remember
quite well as to who we spoke to, but I know very well it was a white man. He explained and gave me a report, a letter to take to
Amanzimtoti. I went to give the police at Amanzimtoti that letter, and I was taken to the station commander's office.
The white man you went to see, was that a lawyer who gave you the letter? --- I think so today. Then I did not know, but today I am
convinced that was an attorney.
You may proceed. --- We got there and we sat around the table with that white man who was there, and I gave this white man the
letter. He read it and asked me didn't the mayor tell me that he was looking for me. I said, "Yes, he told me." Then he said, "Why didn't
you come, because I was looking for you? You went around to your friends, and after that you get this letter to take it to me," and he
tore that letter apart and said, "You are a bitch." And I said, "You shit." I said, "You should come to me alone, and you went around to
friends and contacting other people, and you are coming after a long time." And even what I was trying to relating to him he could not
understand me because he was so furious and fuming. Each time I would say something, utter a word to him, he will respond
immediately. He asked me who were investigating the case. Because I was confused and
/shattered
shattered I did not know who were investigating, and there were investigators standing suddenly. I did not even know when they came
and who called them. He asked them what did they know about Makutha's issue, and there was one police I knew, it's Hadebe,
because he was my neighbour, and Hadebe explained and said at 18 it's Inkatha which is leading. And they were talking, talking so
many things that I can't recall. After some time he turned and looked at me, this white man, and said to me - and said, "Take this lady
out of my office," and these police took me out of the office. I left that place. I was confused, I did not know what was happening. You
know we drove a long time, and I did not even know where the taxis to KwaMakutha were because it was such a strange place that
we were at. I left - but I am not going to dwell in this matter.
Mrs Ntuli, if I could just interrupt you for a moment there. The policeman that spoke to you, was he the station commander of
Amanzimtoti Police Station? --- Yes.
Do you know what his name was by any chance? --- No, I don't know his name.
Do you know whether he was a station - was he in plain clothes or was he in uniform? --- He was in uniform, and had the medals on.
After this - this mayor that had spoke to you and told you to go and see the police at Amanzimtoti, his name was Shabalala, is that
correct? --- That's correct.
What area was he mayor of? --- Makutha, Makutha location.
Was he involved with any political organisations as
/far as
far as you are aware? --- I wouldn't know.
Now, this was in 1987, is that right? --- That's correct.
And at that time most political organisations except for the IFP were opposed to being part of those structures. Do you remember that?
--- Can you please repeat your question.
At that time in 1987 most of the political organisations, particularly the UDF, were opposed to people being involved in those
structures, to be mayor of townships and so on. Do you remember that? --- There is nothing I can say and remark about inasfar as
these groups are concerned, because I was not a member of any group.
So you were just an ordinary citizen, not a member of any party. --- Yes.
Thank you. Now, as far as the actual attack on your house is concerned, you yourself weren't present on that day. --- Yes.

That's partly why you are able to be here today. --- Yes.
You told us that you went to Izingolweni to prepare for a church meeting there. --- Yes, at Izingolweni.
Right. Now, it's no secret that your house was attacked, and that ... (intervention) --- Yes, it's no secret.
... people were killed at your house. --- That's correct.
And in fact the subject of that attack is presently the subject of a court case in the Supreme Court. You're aware of that? --- Would you
please repeat your
/question.
question.
The attack which we are talking about is the subject of a court case in the Supreme Court. Do you confirm that? --- Yes.
Now, can you tell us, as far as you're aware, which of your family members and which of the people who were living at your home at
that time in separate accommodations, that were part of your - let's say of your family dwelling? --- Thusini was there living.
Which are the people which actually died in that event, if you could assist us there? --- Mrs Ndwelane and Ndwelane.
Your husband also died. --- Yes, my husband also died, and my three daughters, and my grandchild did not die, was injured, though
critically, and survived. And my other - and another child who attended survived, but the mother died.
(Inaudible) ... Khumalo family who survived as well, some people of that family. --- Ma Khumalo did not lose any relatives or members
of her family.
(Inaudible) ... Nduli - Ntuli? --- Nduli, N-D, Nduli.
His daughter was shot in that incident, is that right? --- No, Nduli is the one who died, and Jabu Nduli - the child survived. Jabu Nduli
died, but the child survived.
(Inaudible) ... as far as you know how many people actually died in that incident? --- There were 13, because in one of the shacks
there were six.
(Inaudible) ... in that incident. --- Thusini's child was brutally injured, although I did not understand
/what happened
what happened to her, and my grandchild also was severely injured, and Nduli's child got injured on the arm.
(Inaudible) ... in evidence to say that the house was attacked by people trained by the army, and there's been more than enough
evidence. What can you tell us as far as you know of that? Can you tell us anything? --- What I know - yes, I do have things to say to
you.
Then you can. --- After that I left my house. I went to Folweni for two weeks, and the person I was with said I should leave because
they were not safe because of my presence. I went to Umlazi, and I was there for a few months, and I went to Izingolweni. That's
where I built my house. You know I don't think my family is safe enough there because people are scared of associating with us, and
to be seen as people who are close to us. I took Mbusi to some other place in Impendle, and also rented a house for - I came back to
Durban, and I was looking for -he said he was staying at KwaMakutha in Mr Nxwensa's house, and I asked him as to how safe the
place was. He said the place was not safe, but he was also scared to go to school because the schools could not accept him because
of his past. I was at my wits end, and I left him there to attend school. Then in 1988, as well as in 1989, he was staying there. Then in
1989 he sent a message that I should come to him because he wanted to see me. I went there to see him, and I also sent a message
that I had arrived. He told me that it is now 1989 and he had passed his matric, and he promised me that he was going to build me a
house, because all this that took place was because of him. He admitted that he knew about political organisations, and he was sorry
that I did not know
/anything,
anything, but I ended up being a victim. He further told me that he had had an altercation with Mrs Mtshali, and I asked him as to what
problem there was. He told me to listen carefully. He related to me that he got involved with Mrs Mtshali's daughter in 1985. This
shocked me because I had not seen anything amiss. After the family had separated I went away. Then when I came back I discovered
that the lady I was involved with had now been involved with another person. I told him that that was his own problem. And he further

told me that this woman was involved with a KwaZulu policeman, and he did not want the relationship to end between him and his
girlfriend. And I realised that his life was not safe now after he was the policeman's rival, and I left him at that place. I think it was in
October or November during the year 1989 when I left. I went away. Then towards December I went back and I tried to look for my
son. We had a conversation and he told me that he had had an altercation with the policeman. They were walking with the girlfriend,
and at that time they came across the policeman, who said they suited each other. And he abused him verbally, and he ran towards a
certain Mr Mtshali's place. Victor went to where he was staying. That was at No 23. Then immediately thereafter he said the girlfriend
came back to tell him that he was going to be evicted at that place if he continued with the relationship. Then Victor had to give the
relationship up so that he could have a place to stay. And at that particular time he was not working. It was towards festive season,
and in January, immediately after the new year, it was on a Sunday, I woke up and went to our church service. I
/received
received a telephone call that Victor had been
shot. He did not identify himself or say who he was, but he told me that Victor had been shot the previous day. I did not have money at
that time because nobody was working. Victor was the only one who was at least old. I got a collection from the church so that I could
go to investigate as to what was taking place. Then on a Monday morning I received another telephone call, and it was Mrs Msani
from Lamontville, who said - I did not speak personally over the phone, but the message that I got was that I should go to Mrs Msani
before I proceeded to KwaMakutha. And I did exactly that, I went to Mrs Msani. When I got to Mrs Msani she told me that she had also
received a call that she should tell me. I also told her that I received the same phone call from an unidentified or anonymous caller.
They decided that they were going to take me to the scene, but just before we went Mrs Mtshali phoned, an Mrs Mtshali said I am
sitting there and she is waiting for me at her place. I told her that whoever was calling did not say who he or she was, and I could not
have known that it was Mrs Mtshali. And I further told her that the area in which she was was very dangerous, and I could not come all
by myself, and she put down the phone on me. And Mrs Msani took me with at Nxwensa. We made preparations for the funeral, and I
stayed in that house. On the day of the funeral, just when we were at Shabalala's place, we saw seven vans, as well as police who
were in the street. We could not go past. The funeral procession could not go past, we had to stand and wait. They told us to get off
the buses and walk on our feet. Linda Zama got out of the buses and went to
/Mr Shabalala's
Mr Shabalala's place to phone the soldiers, and the soldiers came to accompany us to proceed to the cemetery. All that I know about
Victor was that he was a rival to the policeman. Besides that I know nothing else besides that they had planned to have a meeting or a
peace meeting. Thereafter I did not see him, all I saw were wounds on his chest, indicating that he had been shot. And thereafter I
could not sell my house or stay in my house because went in there to stay. When I sell the house whoever comes to view the house
cannot buy it because there are people occupying the house.
What we've been able to gather from your statement previously was that a meeting had - this is in relation to Victor's death. A meeting
had been arranged and called by the IFP for a peace meeting between the different groups in that area. You confirm that? --- That is
correct.
And then the people came together for that meeting, and it was at that meeting that Victor was shot. Is that right? --- That is correct.
Do you know whether any inquest or court case has been held in relation to Victor's death? --- There was nothing.
Do you know whether there were any police people present at that meeting where Victor was shot? --- I am not sure because I was
not there.
Okay, we can investigate that further for you. Now, with regard to your house, you've told us that there are some people who are living
in your house. --- That is correct. They have been staying there all those years.
Do you know who gave them permission to stay there? --- I don't know, but I hear rumours that - no, I did
/not hear
not hear rumours, but I was told by the police who were investigating the case that when they went there, thinking that I was still
staying there, they were told by the occupants that they were put by Mr Mkhize, who was a councillor and my neighbour as well.
This Mr Mkhize was involved in some harassment of your family before this massacre. --- Before the massacre. I think it was in
December. It was towards Christmas. It was in 1987. A youth was shot from the Mkhize family. Not Mkhize my neighbour, but another
Mkhize within the area.
You told us in your statement that his name was Thulani Mkhize. Do you confirm that? --- That is correct. On the very same day in the
morning - excuse me, it was in the evening, because I remember my husband was working night shift. Mkhize, my neighbour, came to

me and he said he had come to tell me that Victor had looked at him - had looked down upon him, and the people around looked at Mr
Mkhize, and when he dies he will know that we were involved in his killing. I told him that, "Victor was only a child and you are an
elderly person. Whenever something happens you should come and approach us as parents, and we should call victor." He said he is
not going to discuss the matter any further because he had gone to report to Nyosi. But this came as a surprise to me as to why he
had not gone to the police, but he had gone to Mr Nyosi. And he went out at that time.
Who was Mr Nyosi? --- Nyosi was a leader of Inkatha in that region, but I do not know what position he held within the Inkatha.
Mbusi has a story to tell us about his own situation
/with Mr
with Mr Mkhize, and we will come to that shortly, so if we don't dwell on that for the moment. Now, you've told us that Victor had had
some troubles previously when all this harassment happened. He had to stop his schooling. He then continued his schooling, and by
the time he was shot he had got his matric. Do you confirm that? --- That is correct.
Now, what was he doing after he'd got his matric and before the time that he was killed? What was he doing? --- He told me that he
had been given some equipment so that he could type. He had been given a typing machine, and he was going to start working ...
(incomplete - end of side A)
--------------------MBUSI NTULI (Previously sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
MR LAX: Thank you. If we could move to you, Mbusi, and if you could just briefly tell us - time is quite short, and we still have a lot of
people to get through. If you could briefly tell us about what had happened between yourself and Mr Mkhize, and as far as we can see
it started in December 1986. You confirm that? --- That is correct.
You've indicated that there were two groups in that area. There were the people from Nyosi area, and there were the people from
Section 18, or 18 Section, as it was called. Now, the Nyosi people were IFP people. --- That is correct.
The Section 18 people were predominantly UDF. --- No, that was not it. The Inkatha Freedom Party felt that all the members of the
football club were members of the
/UDF because
UDF because they were youths. We were youths and members of a certain football club. Most of the members in the football club
were UDF members, so probably they took it that all of us were UDF members. At some stage we went on a camp because we were
going to play football on the following day. We had a tournament. We went to camp. As I have already said that Mkhize had realised
that everybody who belonged to the 18 Football Club was a UDF activist. We went to the camp, and at night whilst we were still
sleeping we heard some noise outside, and when we woke up they were breaking the windows. And they continued breaking the
windows and they gained entry through the kitchen.
(Inaudible) ... sleeping. --- We were inside the house.
Which house was this? --- It's a certain house called izimpohleni. It's a bachelors' residence.
Is it a hostel? --- It is a hostel. They came in during the night. They broke the windows and they threw in petrol bombs. We were 13
inside the house. We were 13 in ages, 13 and 12. Some went out through the kitchen, but I was not able to escape at that time and I
hid myself underneath the bed which was next to the door. This member of Inkatha poured petrol over the frame and the bed started
burning, and I was hiding myself underneath the bed, and the bedspread started burning also. And everybody else in the house had
escaped, and they came in, they lifted - they first shot before they lifted the bed under which I was hiding. When they came to my bed
my bed was burning, and they neglected to lift it. This other one tried to handle the frame, but the
/frame of
frame of the bed was hot because it was in flames. But I could see their feet as they were walking past, and I could see they were
wearing police boots. They attacked and they left. I was left inside the house. When the house was now in smoke I managed to get
out and escape. They went away, and I also got a chance to escape from the house. I went to sleep at a certain place. Then the
following day we went to the playgrounds. When I got there I - I think Thulani was 11 years old, and he had been shot. He was
wearing a white T-shirt. Thulani had been shot on the chest, as well as in the heart. There was a big hole. It looked as if they had
actually tried to rip the bullet out of the flesh. His fingers were missing. His private parts were missing. They had cut them out and they
had placed a liquor, a home-brewed beer box on his private parts, and there was a big hold on the chest. His tongue was also
missing. I went to make a statement because I was the one who was there. I went to the police to submit a statement as to what had

happened. Before I went to submit the statement I saw Mr Mkhize, and I saw some tyres in front of Mr Mkhize's car. I saw him taking
some red meat from the tyres, and I was surprised as to what that red meat was doing. It was in a certain plastic, and he noticed that I
had seen him. He looked at me with some surprise. I asked myself as to what the meat was doing in a green plastic and between the
tyres. When I got to the police I submitted the statement. When I came back from the police Mkhize chased me. He tried to shoot me,
but he missed. I was having a steriliser in my hand, and he shot part of the bottle and I was left handling the neck of the bottle. But I
didn't notice that
/he had
he had shot the bottle. I only realised later on that I was left with the neck of the bottle thereafter. And after that there was this serious
harassment, as well as disturbances between Mr Mkhize and myself. That's when they ended up attacking us. I could not stay at
home at that juncture because Mkhize, as well as Inkatha members, were harassing us. What causes me to say it was Inkatha that
was at my place to attack, they were singing their war cry. They have some war cries that they utter, and they were uttering their war
cries. They have particular war cries that they utter whenever they attack. And I had seen one of Inkatha members having something
that looked like a baton, and the Inkatha members shot us - shot at us and they ran to Nyosini. And the ZP Police used to go to that
place at Nyosini. That's where they used to meet apparently. And thereafter I could not go to school. I ultimately had to go away from
the school, and whenever they looked at my document that said I was Ntuli family, and I was coming from KwaMakutha, I would not
get a school, I would not be accepted because of my past and the place at which I was staying. I went away in 1989, and that's where
I schooled. That's all I can say.
One last question around - you said you reported this case of the attack at that hostel and of Thulani Mkhize's death. Was there ever
an inquest or a court case about the attack, or anything of that nature? --- No, there is nothing that happened, but when I came back I
was attacked by Mkhize for that. He told me that I thought I was brilliant for having gone to make a statement against him. But I was
not fighting against Mkhize.
No, we hear you. Thank you very much. I hand back
/to the
to the chairperson.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Mrs Ntuli and Mbusi, we thank you both very much for coming here today and telling your respective stories. As Mr
Lax has said, only two kilometres from here, in the Supreme Court, a large number of people - I think there are 22 of them, including
the former Minister of Defence, Magnus Malan, the Chief of the Army, and many other generals and senior officers, are on trial for the
murder of your husband and daughters, and your father and sisters. We don't know if these people will be found guilty of the murders,
and if they are found guilty we will subpoena them to come to this Commission to tell you, and to tell the members of the public, why
they did what they did. It is also possible that even if they are not found guilty we will subpoena some of those people in order to shed
light on the terrible massacre which took place. As you know the evidence against these people is that Chief Minister Buthelezi, as he
then was, requested the Defence Force to provide him with a covert or secret offensive unit which could be deployed against the UDF,
and the evidence contained in the docket is that the South African Defence Force acted on this request, and that they recruited a
number of IFP members in the townships around Durban, and they sent them to an army camp in the Caprivi Strip to be trained in the
use of weapons. And the evidence is that these people were then sent back to Durban, and they were housed in army barracks of the
Defence Force. And the docket goes on to state that these people became impatient, and they wanted to practice their newly acquired
skills, and that, with the help of the
/Secretary
Secretary of Inkatha, Mr M Z Khumalo, a target was chosen, and the target was a certain Mr Thusini, who was a tenant in your house.
And the evidence goes on to state that a Defence Force vehicle with false numberplates dropped off a number of armed men near
your house in KwaMakutha in the middle of the night, and that they attacked and killed your family.
Now, it must have been very difficult for you to have waited - lived for so many years without knowing who killed your family and why
they killed them, and we hope that this ordeal will come to an end soon for you. I am sure that you and many other members of the
public are awaiting the outcome of this trial, which is due to be completed next week.
Mbusi has also provided us with very graphic evidence of his own suffering and harassment at the hands of people like Mr Mkhize an
other members of the IFP, and of the terrible mutilation and death of an 11-year-old boy. We have heard many stories from witnesses
at this Commission, and this surely must rank among the worst of them. We have heard your mother's request - we have heard her
say that she is destitute, she doesn't have a place to live, that there are other people living in her house and your house, and we
presume that this is one of requests that she will make to the Commission, that she should be compensated for the loss of her house.
And when we make our recommendations to the Government this is certainly one of the recommendations that we will be making.

Is there something else that you want to add to what you've already said? --- I want to ask a question. I
did not understand you when you said there were people who /were targeted
were targeted. I don't know - there's something you said about targeting. And one other thing that I wanted to ask is with regard to
compensation. If this thing happens won't it affect the case as the case is still going on? What I want to understand is, is it not possible
for it to affect - if a person lays a civil claim after having given testimony here won't that affect the civil claim?
No, it won't affect it at all. It's quite clear that you were innocent victims of this thing that took place in - whenever it was - in 1986, and
one of the jobs of the Truth Commission is to make recommendations to the Government as to how people should be assisted. So
there's nothing that you have to be concerned or worried about. And also no evidence that you've given here can be used in any other
court of law. That is part of the Truth Commission's - part of the Act under which the Truth Commission was established. And also, as
Mr Lax pointed out at the beginning of your evidence, what you have said is common cause. The court in Durban, the Supreme Court,
has heard that your house was attacked by armed men, that people were killed. No one disputes that. Not even the police themselves
dispute that. They are just disputing that they themselves did it, or that they were involved in it. So you don't have to worry that
anything you have said will jeopardise any claim you want to make. --- I want to say something else. The harassment that took place is
still going on even now. I am in the Protection Unit even now, because after the case the people with whom I was staying at that time
said they could not - even the people I was staying with were harassed because they kept
on coming to the place looking for me. And there are
/people who
people who phone, and they say they are from the ANC offices and they wanted to help me. And I am not free any more, because
wherever I go they tend to follow me and harass me, and harass the people with whom I am staying. It's still happening even now.
(Inaudible) ... we understand that, and we are glad that for the moment anyway you are safe, in the sense that you have been placed
in the witness protection. Unfortunately the Commission is not in a position to assist you with things that are happening now. If you are
no longer in witness protection, or if you seek witness protection, we can assist you at that, but I understood you to say that you have you are in protection at the moment. But if at any stage you feel that you need protection from the Truth Commission's witness
protection programme that can be arranged.
Thank you very much for coming in.
--------------------OBED MTHEMBU (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
You have come here to tell us about the killing of your son, Joseph Russell Mthembu. --- No, that's another story.
Oh, we have two Mthembus here. No, there is a mistake here. Lax should be leading. We would change it, but we'll leave it like this.
Mr Mthembu, Dr Magwaza will lead you.
DR MAGWAZA: Mr Mthembu, we thank you for joining us today. We know that what you have come here for is from the other part of
Clermont community. Today we have been concentrating on Clermont and Umlazi. In the past hearings there are people who have
come forward and enlightened and gave us some picture of what has gone through. As you are here as well you are here to tell us
also about the harassment and the torture you've been through. Before we go on we would like you to give us a brief picture of your
wife and the family. --- I have older children already, and one died in a car accident already. I have a place in Clermont, but after some
time I left Clermont and now I stay in Westville. Briefly at Clermont were families who lived in peace, peacefully, but after some time
we went through difficult times now, harassment and so forth, although I wouldn't even know where this started. When I bring this
picture forward, Clermont is a place where people have bought themselves sites. It's not like a location, where people will pay rent and
already occupy houses that were existing. People were buying sites and built for themselves. And I also grew up and I bought myself
a site. Through it all, as people who know where we come from, we were people who
/will appreciate
will appreciate to live in peace if anything. No violence or no harassment should go on. But when time went on things started to
happen now as a result of Clermont being under the Zulu Government, KwaZulu Government. Many people did not like this, but since
people are so different, and have different interests, but most of us, the majority did not like the idea, because we knew that if we were
under the discrimination, racist government, we will not exercise our rights. To this day what brought me here is one of the things that
led to our harassment. One time there was a Commission that came into place that disclosed the truth, asking why didn't we want to
go to KwaZulu Government. Many things were listed, and I am one of those who were present at the Commission in Durban at Four

Seasons. My cousin accompanied me, who already is late now. After a while we arrived there. Some girls came. I know one of those
girls, although I don't quite remember her because this happened some time ago. I asked her, "Are you also here? I never thought you
will come here." She said, "No, I got off from a car, Jamile's car." Now I asked, "Where is he?" She said, "He is not here."
Let me just disturb you, Mr Mthembu, so we can clarify some things. Who is Jamile? --- Jamile is a person who instigated all what
went on in Clermont. Through the difficulties that we've been through it was because of him. He provoked things.
Who was Jamile? Did he occupy some kind of position in the community or in the Government? --- He had a position that had to do
with schools. He was a chairman for schools, and also he had another position in Inyandeni
/in the
in the Chamber of Commerce, and we used to work together at Inyandeni. He was able to get that position because I left it, and
therefore he took over because he was my secretary. When I left this position he took over. When I was promoted from that position I
therefore said he should take over. Then he became a secretary. After some time we heard that he was now Inkatha representative in
Clermont. After some time again there were voting going on in Clermont. Suddenly we heard that he was the Member of Parliament in
KwaZulu. After a while we heard that he has already been promoted. That was shocking. Suddenly he was a deputy. He was a Deputy
Minister of Interior in KwaZulu Government. That's where I think he felt he could become the head and the lord and the king in
Clermont. Even when he was walking you could tell that he was so arrogant because of the position now he held. He tried to get into
Advisory Board, but because the community of Clermont are people who are very - who keep a very low profile, and who are so - who
respect, they therefore decided that that Advisory Board will belong to the community of Clermont, and Mr Makhatini was left outside.
And Mr Jamile tried to get into this Board. Unfortunately he got only seven votes in the whole of Clermont community. In other words
what I am trying to say here, the only position that he was left with is this one of being a deputy in the Zulu Government.
Let's go back, Mr Mthembu, to your story that pertains to you. Tell us now about what happened to you as a person. --- It was a
funeral of Mrs Shabalala. We were at a meeting just before the funeral. We were at a meeting of the Clermont community at night.
Just when
/the meeting
the meeting was going on Shabalala's boy came and said, "Rush, Dad, my mum has been shot already." We left the meeting
immediately. We rushed to the scene and we found her. Truly she was shot, and she was lying there in the river of blood. It looked like
they had slaughtered three sheep, but she was already taken to the hospital. We went to Mariannhill and we got there. We found out
that she was not inside, but still in the van outside. The doctor saw that she had already died. But what was the most painful thing to
see is the way she died. She died brutally. I was one of the speakers at her funeral, representing the businessmen of Clermont. My
speech was not so long, it was brief, because there wasn't much to say. But what I think brought enmity for me are the things that I
said. I remember one time when we heard ... (inaudible) ... on an Indian in Durban who had already finished people. Many people will
remember this. I think one day - what I am telling you is that one day he was arrested. I remembered Mavini, who finished the whole
world killing people, but he was finally arrested. And I said this person who committed this crime - because we knew, we suspected
someone, and there was one we suspected so strongly that he had committed this crime, and I said, "God will disclose the person
who has done this. We will get to know about the person who did this." And when I got outside after my speech I met Mr Makhatini
outside, who was Jamile's friend. And I said, "Mr Makhatini" - he is my cousin by the way, I said, "You go and tell your friend, because
you know each other and you know very well that he did this, but finally he will get arrested. He must know that." And after that my
cousin dismissed all
/what I
what I said and went on. Then after a few days, because the funeral day was Tuesday - Wednesday, Thursday, Friday - Saturday
morning, it was just during the day Saturday, I visited one of my friends, who was a businessman in Pinetown. We were just chatting. I
told him the danger of what transpired, and also I went on to say that, "I am sure those people will get so agitated and so annoyed and
so angry from what I have said in my speech. I know they will be after me." Now, one time we were sleeping at night, as I have already
said that all my children have left home because they are older. We were there with the helper, with my wife and myself and the helper
at night. I heard my wife waking me up, saying, "Obed, wake up. There are people talking outside, making noise." When I tried to open
my eyes I stood up. It was around half past 12 on the 21st of February 1988. When I woke up, went to the passage in the house, I just
saw this rainbow. It was green-red in the house already, and I got back. I said, "Wake up, wake up, we are being bombed here." My
wife woke up and I approached the door, the kitchen door. When I was opening the door I saw people standing out there in their
uniforms, police uniforms, and their caps. One other was so fat and the other was so tiny. When I tried to do this he shot me just once,
and it just got into my thigh. It grazed my thigh. They were shaking, and you could tell that the things that they were doing were evil.
And he shot me once again, and that hit me. That one was scaring. I could see smoke, and I got shot. And I tried to hold onto the
door, and I could feel that I have some kind of fracture on my foot. And I said to my wife, "Let's call the police quickly." I tried to hold
onto my

/wife, walk
wife, walk slowly towards the phone, and I picked up the receiver. As I was trying to dial I saw my wife dropping something, and I saw
her running out. When she was trying to run out there those people came. This other one looked at me. My wife managed to escape,
to run away from the situation. Right at that time when that guy was trying to hit me, beat me, I held him tight. When I was trying to
even hold even stronger, trying to get his cap off so I could see him who he was, he refused and he shot me again. And I said to
myself, "He got me this time." I said, "Yes, he got me." The house was in flames. You see, before I came home, before I went back
inside - maybe let me say this. Before all this transpired we used to rehearse and say, "When people come to shoot us what will we
do?" We had a basement. Now, my friend's child fell there on that basement, and that's just how my wife fell, just like that child, to the
basement. Well, as I was there shattered, in pain still, it was dark at home, but you could see one another because of the flames, fire.
They ran away, the fled. When I heard from people they were 19. 19 people were outside and two inside. In all they were 21. I just
heard that from people. I just heard that figure from people. The house was burning, the curtains in fire, the headboards in flames,
smoky all over. I said to myself, "You know, I once said when I die I should be cremated, but I never thought I will die alive like this in
this way." But suddenly I recalled and my memory got back, and I went to the dressing table and I tried to open the window, and the
air got in now and I could breathe properly after that. You see I could feel that I have lost my arm and my foot as well. I cannot
/even walk
even walk or do anything. I tried to walk and I did. When I was trying to shake I could feel the bone. I held onto the bone so strongly
and struggled with my other left foot to walk. And in the passage it was wet because my wife was trying to extinguish the fire using
water. I crawled, crawled up to the kitchen, and there was a steps towards the basement from the kitchen side. When I got to the steps
I said, "Now I am outside even when the house is burning and in flames, but I am outside and safe." But after some time the geyser
exploded, and hot water was all over, splashing all over, and I was burned from the geyser water. And I wasn't dressed, properly
dressed, I just had a pyjama top, because I had already taken out my trouser, my pyjama bottom, because it was soaked in blood. I
tried to go out. There was a tap down there, and I am burning, and the house also is falling apart now. The ceiling was beginning to
fall. I was burning on the other side. Now I said to myself, "No, let me just get down." And also I said, "How will I get down to the steps.
Maybe I should devise a plan to get down the steps," and I held onto my thighs so tight and I went down slowly. When I got down
there there was a pipe, but fortunately I did not disconnect the hose pipe from the tap, so the hose pipe was connected to the tap. I
moved slowly towards the hose pipe to get hold of it so I could open the tap, and I sprinkled my body all over with water. That's how I
survived that fire, the burning. And one gentleman came and said, "What's happening?" I said, "Don't ask me questions, just try to get
me out of this place." He looked at me, and I think he just said to himself, "Things are bad here." And I tried to move, but I could not,
but
/the neighbours
the neighbours came suddenly. My neighbours were standing watching this, so that when I was outside they quickly rushed to me. I
don't know when they came, but they were there suddenly. The car almost caught fire, but it did not get burnt. And the neighbours
tried to help us and see how they could get us save from the situation, and they took me. Now, when I were outside now by the street,
and waiting for the ambulance, I remembered where's my wife. I did not know where my wife is, and I went back to the house and
there was no way to see where my wife was at the time. The house was in flames, burning. Suddenly a boy came and said - told me
that my wife was out there. She survived. She was shot four times. The other one grazed on the head, the other here. Her ear is not
functioning properly. The other one the shoulder, the other one on the thigh. Fortunately, by God's grace, I don't know how she
survived this. And after that they took us into the ambulance, we were taken to the hospital. Most fortunately when we got to the
hospital I called one doctor who was a friend of mine, and they told me he was not on duty, but he was called. He came. I won't
mention his name because I know they'll be after him. He contacted other doctors and they helped us, they attended us. My wife could
not even talk. You see I talk a lot. I have a verbal diarrhoea. I talk a lot. Well, the weekend passed. On Friday - because they left me
before they could do anything to my leg, to my thigh and to my foot until a certain time. They said they will just hold on before they
could do anything further or complicated on my thigh. But they put a pin in my thigh, and it's still there even now. During the day
around 12 - I was not
/eating yet.
eating yet. They used to bring me food at the hospital. I will take food and try to eat, and I could not eat it. You know, I could not even
get the taste. I will try an apple, I will try a banana, especially that I like bananas, and I will manage to eat banana and take the second
banana, but I don't remember if I finished the second banana. But at around one I felt powerless. Because I was right next - my ward
was right next to the duty room I went to the window to knock at the window, and when the nurse came she asked me, "What's
happening, Mr Mthembu? What's wrong? Oh, please call the doctor. I think he is dying." I touched my tongue. I could not feel. I felt
numb. And the doctor marched in suddenly and asked what was happening. You know, what completely finished me, the doctors were
working 24 hours. They did help me a lot. After that I was discharged.
Well, Mr Mthembu, we hear your story. It's such a sad story, but you are gifted, because the way you relate your story you also related
it in such a way that it becomes a joke and people can laugh to it. Let's come to the poison, because you have said something about

the poison. --- No, the nurses thought the poison came from the hospital. That's when I called for the nurse to call the doctors,
because that's when, after eating my bananas, I thought I had eaten poison. And my doctor said, "It's poison definitely." And I asked,
"Is this poison?" The doctor said, "Yes, it's poison." But let me explain this to you. You see there are two things now that are
emanating. There is this leg, we have a problem with this thigh, and also a poison.
But the poison story is finished, it's all over, but
/let's concentrate
let's concentrate now on your leg. --- Just before I go even further let me go back to this day when we were injured. You see, the
people who were shooting at home - you see the road passes Nazane's store. There were police there, and the police were just
standing there, and they gathered there. They were in the verandah. And when they came back from my house they started shooting.
I tried to pass on the message to one of the police at 391 to tell them that they were police, that I usually forget to report, that they
should come and relate the harassment that they went through. Because they were shot also, but they managed to survive and
escape, but one died. Well, not from the incident, he died in the rural areas, but the two others survived, and the other one cannot
properly walk even to this day. And they were older people. That I would wish to also let you aware of this.
Well, thank you very much, Mr Mthembu, because we are still listening to you and what happened ... (incomplete - end of side A) ...
find them. Did you get to see them, or later on did you get to identify them? --- No, I never got to identify them or know them, because
even this man - well, because of the way the police were so clever they did not even touch my case. But it's quite clear that he has
something to do with this. Definitely he has something to do with this, because it was a person who will have altercations at times with,
because I remember this time I was a chairman at Stanger, and he came so stubbornly and critical as well, never wanting to be
supportive. So I think strongly that he has something to do with this.
This Makhatini, where is he? --- I don't know
/what I
what I will say now, because I was still at the hospital. I just heard that they were talking at the rank, and Jamile was there, and
Makhatini left to his business at Clermont. And after some time a few boys came and they shot him, and he died there.
I would like to know now about your health and your wife's health. How did this impact on your health, both of you? --- I will say this is
so fortunate, and I do believe that when it's not your time yet to die you will survive whatever incident that transpires. The way that
happened, the way this whole thing took place, and my wife's eardrum was severely affected, but she survived the incident. At times I
forget, you know, that she cannot hear properly. You will hear me now shouting so strong that she cannot hear me. You know we have
been severely harassed, but thank God, because we are still brave and we are still intact. As I have already said that I have this pin in
my leg. I do get pains from it. Even though I get pains I don't show it that I am going through pains. I am always in a jubilant mood.
And one other thing. As these boys or these gentlemen woke me up at one, since then, since that day, every time when one strikes I
open my eyes and I wake up. We left Clermont. Not because I was afraid or scared, but I will always imagine - I had those
imaginations seeing those people attacking, so I had that kind of picture in my mind, so I decided for me to have peace of mind I
should leave this place. But every time I want to assure you this, I wake up at one. Each time one strikes I wake up, probably up until
four, and that's when I will fall asleep again since that day.
Now, what about your wife. It's only the ear, the
/eardrum?
eardrum? --- Yes, it's the ear. And also when she thinks about this and the past she will ask me, "Why were we attacked that bad?
What did we do? What had we taken from other people? Why? Because we had no altercations with other people. What was the
cause of the attack?" But we are glad that there are people who can enlist some help and help us to a great extent, like psychologists,
because having gone through what we have gone it's so serious. You cannot just take it normal. It's an abnormal situation, so we
would like and we are happy because we still have psychologists. Even the people who did this, and the very one who sent them, we you know, you must know as a person that you have a conscience, and God has created us in such a way that we have those
conscience, guilty conscience, and I think he is the one who is undergoing atrocities more than I did because of the guilty conscience.
Did you report this matter to the police? --- Yes, we did at the Dabeka Police Station. It took so long for a long time before these police
could attend this case, so that if we didn't even try to take some initiative no one would have go to know who the instigators were. We
eventually went to the police station to report this, but what surprised me was that not even one said something about this thing. It just
died a natural death. That was it.
Do you happen to know of any of the policemen, probably the name of a policeman or something? --- Well, the police were from
Dabeka Police Station. There was one who used to come to get statements from me at the hospital. I think it's Dlamini, but I am not
too sure.

/But the
But the case was sent to Madlala by me, because he phoned to ask the case number. I think he has the information. Well, something
else that you could give us some - you know, we'll appreciate if you could give us some hospital records for our records. --- Yes, I
have those records, the hospital card. I can supply that to you.
Lastly, finally, what is your wish, and what would you like to request from the Truth Commission? --- My wish to the TRC is the one
that we will - is this one. We will be very happy to have the perpetrators come forward, the ones who attacked us. Those perpetrators
must come forward. I just want to look at them, even I know I can't do them anything. Just to look at them, that will be fulfilling to me.
And second this person must say as to why he did this, and who sent him, and how much was he going to earn from committing this
act. And also one thing that I think about is that he could have killed us, but he did not know our children's whereabouts. He did not
know where our children were, and that was foolish of him, because he, yes, could have killed us, but our children were going to
survive. I would like for the Truth Commission and the police also to investigate even further, because it's known that things cannot
just transpire and happen, events cannot just take place with no one behind them.
We thank you very much. You have just reminded us of what Clermont went through. The Truth Commission investigation will be
dealing with this. They will investigate this matter even further, and we will make some recommendations and forward them to the
State
/President,
President, and I will hand over to the Chairperson.
--------------------Thank you very much, Mr Mthembu. We have heard your story. You have touched something about your wife, that your wife was also
affected from this. I would like to know if your wife was attended by psychologists or doctors since she was affected in this? --- Yes,
she went to King Edward Hospital. It was at night she went to King Edward and she got treatment, and when she went to the specialist
they said something like the eardrum blast. Yes, that's what she said, that her eardrum punctured.
Where did she go for this help? --- When she was running away she was crawling. You see, her story is also pathetic. She said it was
raining, pouring, and she was crawling all the way - all the way to one of our friends, neighbour in the neighbourhood, but I cannot
mention her name, and she is also here, the very neighbour that my wife crawled to. Because we don't know these marauders if they
are here, some of them, or what. But I just think that she is also here. That's where she went, and the neighbour enlisted some help.
She knocked at the door and she was on her knees. The lady of the house was not there, but the husband was there, and the
husband said, "You drunkard, what do you want here?" and he suddenly said, "No, but I think you are clean. Oh, by the way it's you."
Then he recognised her and opened the door. Fortunately my son was there, because he had already heard that the house was
attacked. They tried all they could to get the ambulance to take my wife, and from my wife the ambulance came to me and took me.
We went together to the hospital in the same ambulance. But the truth is she was
/affected
affected from this, and the sister in charge at the hospital was so troublesome to my wife. And that sister is our neighbour at Clermont,
and she took an early retirement, that sister who was so troublesome to my wife, waking her up and telling her, "You go and wash the
bathroom," and giving her such ill-treatment. Nevertheless we prayed to God that God should let this pass.
--------------------DR RANDERA: You've mentioned this Mr Jamile several times in your story. Just for the sake of completion can we please have his
full name? --- It's Samuel Bhekisizwe Jamile.
You've also mentioned ... (inaudible) ... connected to your shooting? --- No. I was trying to give you the background of something that
took place. These people were killing people, and it took so long for them to be discovered, as even in Clermont this went on. Children
died in Clermont. Assaulted, children were assaulted. Some died in Clermont, and the police hid this, hid all these evil deeds. I don't
even think anyone was accused of this. They were shot. And the perpetrators were known, using the kombi and grabbing the children
and do all sorts of things to them. Now I was trying to give the picture that even so and so will be known, because even the Indian,
Beleni, who was in town, was discovered as well.
My third question is you said earlier on that you are a man of peace, and that you belong to a business group in Clermont. Did you
belong to any political party? --- Yes. When Inkatha was formed I was recruited by my
/neighbour,

neighbour, and told me all the beautiful good things about Inkatha, telling me that Inkatha was trying to imitate the ANC, fighting for the
rights of the blacks. That sounded so good and wonderful I felt maybe I should join Inkatha, and thus I joined. Many people were
afraid, did not want to join any of the political organisations, especially Inkatha, but when we heard that they were - IFP and ANC were
having some altercations and so forth then I started doubting IFP, and the UDF was formed, but I never thought and I did not want to
be the member of UDF. I just decided I should withdraw from all these political organisations and just be myself and live my life. When
the ANC was unbanned I joined ANC. I am just a member of ANC, not to say I am probably active or something.
You said earlier on that your wife had asked you many a time what the motive was behind the shooting of your and your wife. I mean
it's now eight years since it happened. Perhaps you can just tell us again, as briefly as possible, why you think this happened. --- I
don't know really, but what I could say is that since Clermont was against the fact that we shall be under the KwaZulu Government, so
there were those understanding and conflicts. I think all the people who belonged to my group were harassed severely, because there
was a time where at Clermont we formed a group and we had these two-way radios, that when there was something you suspected
you should get in touch with your other friends, so that we could have this network and be able to overcome what they were trying to
do. When all this transpired, and after that, after all this transpired the situation got back to normal. I was - and we were against those
who
/wanted
wanted Clermont to be under the KwaZulu Government.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: We have heard several witnesses from Clermont - not at this hearing, but at the previous hearings, who told about
the shootings and killings in that township in 1988, and all of the people that we heard evidence from were opponents, as you have
said, of the incorporation of Clermont into the KwaZulu homeland. And, as you know, that campaign to have Clermont incorporated
into KwaZulu was run by the then Deputy Minister of the KwaZulu Government, Samuel Jamile. He attacked and killed some of his
political opponents, and he was sentenced to life imprisonment for those murders, and he was pardoned and released after serving
less than three years of his sentence. It's terrible to hear how ordinary, law-abiding, peace-loving people like yourself and your wife
were shot at like animals, and had their house burned down and lost all their possession, and we hope that those days have passed
now in Clermont, although it's clear that in many other parts of KwaZulu-Natal those days have not passed. We hear your request, and
we will certainly do everything that we can to find out why this happened to you, who ordered it, and we will - if at all possible we will
subpoena the people that we think are responsible so that they can tell you and others why they did it and who sent them to do it. So
we thank you very much for coming in today and telling us your story. Thank you.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Mrs Mthembu, we greet you and welcome you here today. You have come also from Chesterville, like many other
witnesses this morning, three other witnesses this morning, and you have come to tell us about the murder of your son, Joseph
Russell Mthembu in 1986. Before you tell us that story can you stand and take the oath please. Russell Mthembu was you son, thank
you. Not Joseph - Russell. Thank you. Can you stand, Mrs Mthembu, and take the oath.
--------------------A MTHEMBU (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
COMMISSIONER: (Inaudible) ... now help you in leading your evidence.
DR RANDERA: Mrs Mthembu, good afternoon. Will you introduce the young man who is with you? --- It's my youngest son.
Welcome. I see, Mrs Memela is also on the stage. I welcome her as well. Mrs Mthembu, you're going to tell us about Russell
Mthembu, who was 20 years old I understand at the time when he was killed. I want you to just take your time and tell us the story. I
will interrupt from time to time if it's necessary, but this is your time, so make what you want of it. Thank you. --- I was not present at
that time, I had gone to Ntuzuma, but my child went away from me and went to the grandmother's place in Chesterville, because every
vacation they visit their grandmother at Chesterville. And I heard whilst I was in Ntuzuma that the children had died in Chesterville, but
I didn't have any details as to what had happened. But according to what they told me they said SB police officers came, and they said
they were looking for a
/certain boy.
certain boy. And they were given a permit to get into the residential area and they went to street No 16, but I don't know whether they
got whoever they were looking for. But later on I was told that the very same police who went to street No 16 to look for a certain
person got to the youths, and they told my son to go and look for other youths. And after looking for those youths he must bring them
with to them, and they must go to a certain shack. And they wanted to take them to be trained as soldiers, and they told him to recruit

quite a number of youths, because at that time it was very difficult for the youth to go out of the country and be trained as soldiers. My
son went away to look for other youths to no avail. They were told to get into a certain house at No 16. They went there. I think they
were about five. They went into this shack, and when they got to the shack which was pointed out by the police they were shown
guns. That is according to what was related to me, because I was not there. And in the street there was a certain kombi with dark
windows, and it was also dark, it was in the evening. Most of the lights in the houses were off because it was late at night. The only
people who were not asleep were the ones who were staying in the shack that my son went to. There were certain vans waiting at a
certain bridge next to a certain village called Masixanga, and the police as well as the SB were waiting there, as well as at the
cemetery, and vans were lining the street. The youths went into this shack, and some other police who belonged to the SB, as well as
one female - there were two females. They went into this particular shack and they were shown guns. They were asked as to whether
they knew what these were, and
/the children
the children said they didn't know anything about guns. And they were asked whether they wanted to skip the country. The youths said
they wanted to skip the country, and the policemen said to them they should wait there. As they were still waiting there for the
policemen to come back they shot them through the windows of the shack, and everybody else inside was shot. One of the youths
escaped through the window. He was shot in the knee. The other one was stampeded upon, and my son was just in pieces. And
people were running away because they did not know what was happening, and they did not know where the SBs were. That is the
story that I got, and the following morning the boy on which they had fallen was still alive, and he screamed from beneath the other
bodies. And police from Cato Manor came and they retrieved the bodies that were there. There were about four. That is all I know
about this incident.
Mrs Mthembu, thank you very much. I am sure you have relived this story many a time. Can you please tell us, because you were not
there, who related the story to you? Was it one person? --- I came the following morning because somebody rang me. He phoned me
and told me that this had happened. Then I went there to have a look. Then I came back home thereafter. When they were buried I
was - when they were taken to the mortuary I was also there. Even when the children were buried I was there already. Then from
there we went to court. I was also present at court. I did attend it.
I just want to repeat what I said earlier on. You were not there at the time. Can you just tell us who told you the story? Was it one
person or many people? --/I was
I was told when I got to street No 16, as well as how the police went away I was told. I was told by the survivors. There were two
survivors who related the story to me.
Can you remember the names of these survivors? --- One is present today. Probably he is going to appear and talk on his own behalf.
And the other person? --- I don't know about the other one. I don't know where he is, but his parents are still staying at street No 16.
(Inaudible) ... we'll come back to that for that information. Can you tell us something about Joseph himself? Oh, sorry, Russell, is that
right - Russell himself. What was his involvement? Was he working at the time or was he at school? --- He was attending school and
he was doing standard nine at that time.
And you say four other people were killed, is that right, in that ... (incomplete) --- That is correct, he was the fourth one. The other ones
were staying at street No 16.
Can you tell me whether there was a post-mortem or an inquest? --- We were told that they had been killed by the boers.
MR MTHEMBU: Can I say something?
COMMISSIONER: You must be sworn in if you want to add something to what your mother has said.
--------------------MR MTHEMBU (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
COMMISSIONER: Just restrict your remarks to - or please just add to what you feel your mother has not mentioned. We don't have
time to hear another full piece of evidence. --- I will just add onto what my mother has said. The
/police were
police were SB police. There was a case. We were told that these police were working for the Government. And at court they were not
showing their faces, their faces were covered. So we could not identify them. My grandfather also asked as to why they could not be

identified because they were killing people, and he was chucked out of the court. He was told to go out. Up until now we never saw
them or never could identify them.
DR RANDERA: Thank you very much for that. Mrs Mthembu, it says here that there was a death certificate. Can you tell us what was
written on the death certificate? --- (No reply)
Can I repeat the question? --- You mean the death certificate of my son. They had written that he had died due to gunshots, because
he had been shot all over the body. And some of the empty cartridges were taken by the police. All of them were killed by gunshots.
My last question is, can you tell us something about yourself? Are you married? How many children do you have? --- I am married. I
had five children, and one has died. I am left with four now.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Mrs Mthembu, thank you, both of you, very much for coming in today. The incident that you have described to us is
a famous one in the history of Chesterville, and many of us here know about it. It was a classic set-up or a trap which was laid by the
police for those young boys, and as far as we know, the information that we have is that the whole episode, the whole incident was
arranged - organised by members of the Vlakplaas unit in the Transvaal together with members of
/the Security
the Security Branch here in Durban. These boys were murdered in a situation where it was impossible for them to have even
defended themselves in any manner. And, as your son says, the inquest Magistrate - I recall from the time - he allowed the witnesses
to give evidence completely in camera, with their faces covered, and this should never ever have been allowed.
We are glad that the two of you were able to be here today, and that you were able to be supported by your son, and we hope it was
of some comfort to you. We will do everything possible to find out why this happened, and if necessary to call those people who
caused this to happen to come before this Commission so that they can explain themselves. So we thank you very much for coming in
today. Thank you.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: (Inaudible) ... you hear me through the earphones?
MRS MABELE: Yes, I hear you.
COMMISSIONER: Who is that with you on the stage today?
MRS MABELE: It's Ntombifuthi.
COMMISSIONER: Is that your daughter?
MRS MABELE: No, it's my sister's daughter.
COMMISSIONER: (Inaudible) ... is that right, and you have come to tell us about the disappearance of Mkazimulo Mabele, who is your
nephew.
MRS MABELE: That's correct.
COMMISSIONER: The brother of Ntombifuthi.
MRS MABELE: No.
COMMISSIONER: Before you tell us story please can you take the oath. There's no need for you to stand, because I can see you're
having difficulty with your crutches.
--------------------N D MABELE (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
COMMISSIONER: Mrs Gcabashe will assist you now.
MRS GCABASHE: Good afternoon, lady. --- Good afternoon to you.
I see that you don't walk properly, but I still want to thank you for your patience to wait up to this time. We would like a briefing about

your family, and we have your children here, Zakile, Vuwisile, Mkazimulo, all those. Are these your children? --- Yes, they are my
children, but Zakile is late.
The father is still alive? --- Yes, he is still alive, but he is ill. He has fits and heart attack.
You've come here to relate the events of the 23rd August 1992. --- Yes.
/We'd like
We'd like to know. You may get started. --- We hadn't gone to our bedrooms to sleep yet. It was at night. We heard this noise, and this
noise scared us. There were people who were there who were watching, children, and saying that they were children who had joined
UDF. And when we heard this noise we thought those are the people who were guarding in the area. We did not know what was
happening, and we all woke up, thinking that all - I was with every member of my family trying to run away, but Mkazimulo was left
back at home. I thought we were all together. I did not realise up until after some time that Mkazimulo was left at home. When we went
back home, trying to go back home after hours, after a long time, that's when I discovered that Mkazimulo was not with us, and he is
not there, and I kept asking even the neighbours that, "Where is Mkazimulo?" I was asking everybody, "Where is Mkazimulo?" and no
one could tell. Mkazimulo disappeared that way. We even thought maybe those people who were guarding the neighbourhood are the
ones who took Mkazimulo. And I thought that I will get a message or something afterwards to tell me and notify me about Mkazimulo's
whereabouts, but up to this day that was to no avail.
Tell me about the people you say they were guarding the neighbourhood. What were those people doing and who are those people? -- I don't know who those people were, but one thing I know is that they were Inkatha people.
Oh, they were Inkatha people? --- Yes.
Now, what did you do after you had seen that you cannot get your child, he is missing? Did you report
/this? --this? --- Yes, I did report the matter to the police, and I told them I will like their help, I will like my child to be found, but I could not
open a case because there was no one I could open the case or accuse. You know, things that were happening were hurting to me.
That even led to me leaving the place and going to another area.
Where did you go? --- I left one part - the other part of Makutha to another part of Makutha, but I am still in Makutha. It's just that I
changed areas.
Now, was there any case that was opened regarding the disappearance of your son? As you have gone to the police did they do
something? --- No, they did not open any case, because they asked me, "Would you like to open a case? Are you going to open a
case?" I said, "I don't know who I can accuse," but what I would like for them to do is to help me find - recover my child.
So you never opened any case? --- Yes.
How old was your son at the time? --- He was 12 years old.
Oh, he was still young. What you have told is so sad, what a young child to disappear at that age. But did you ever get some rumours
or probably hearsays from the Inkatha people as to where his whereabouts were? --- No, I had never heard a thing. Even now I still
keep thinking and keep hoping that he may come and just appear, and at times I will see people and think, "Oh, maybe he is with
them." You know, I just cannot get over the fact that my son disappeared. Zakile was buried, and the body was exhumed from one
other place, but I did see him being buried. At least I can deal with that, but I just cannot
/deal with
deal with this other one. Zakile was with his friends, telling himself he will come back later, and he never got back. Now one day when
we had started looking around for him, and after even reporting to the police, and we thought probably he got injured, or even
something happened to him not knowing. After some time we heard that there were people who were buried at some place, and the
police exhumed the bodies, and that's how we found out that he was one of those who were buried after they had exhumed the
corpse.
Mrs Mabele, what you experienced is difficult and it's sad. Now I will ask you about Zakile now that you told us that he also
disappeared in the same manner. Did you manage to find out the reason leading to their death? --- No, I never got to know why they
were killed. I am still waiting. Even though I did not open any case, but the police who exhumed the body did promise that they will try
all and everything as to what happened, and find out what happened.
Where are those police coming from? --- From Khomhazi(?).

I think even you - I don't think your health condition is satisfactory because you are using crutches. What happened? --- That's true. I
got a car accident. I was involved in a car accident on the 3rd of this very month.
Did you experience some change of life or in health as a result of all that transpired? --- Yes, I had some problem with my heart, and
the doctor told me that it's because I think a lot, I am always worried, and I have this arthritis. At the hospital they told me that my
/bones have
bones have problems. And the pain - and what I feel, even my head, I get such strange feelings. I can't not even explain. This is
inexplicable how I feel. I also lose memory. I forget often times. I even forget at times what I want to say.
I hear, Mrs Mabele. --- Also my husband. I brought my child with because he cannot wake up. He cannot even walk as a result of his
health. It's failing him. He has treatment that he is taking. Well, his feet, he is suffering from feet, but they do respond to the
medication, to the treatment.
What about the children, the other four? --- Well, the children are healthy. At times they will get depressed, you know, when they think
about the past, and I will try to appease them and try to console them and tell them that God is there, and God is alive.
I hear, Mrs Mabele, but I think you should consult some doctors, or probably the health experts and psychologist who help those who
have undergone the trauma. --- I will appreciate that.
Now that you have come to the Truth Commission, if you had a way what would you ask for from the Truth Commission? --- I would
like the Truth Commission to help me raise my children, because all of them are not employed as a result of the unemployment rate in
our country. We live on one pension, on my husband's pension. If the Truth Commission could look into this, and perhaps also go on
further to help me get the pension as well.
I hear, Mrs Mabele. How many children do you have that are still attending school? --- I have three, and grandchildren, five of them.
/And the
And the grandchildren are at school? --- Yes. In all they are eight in number.
Who is the eldest in those who are attending school, who are still schooling? What standard is he? --- Standard eight. The youngest those who come after him, or I say those who are younger, two of them are in standard five, some others are in standard seven, and
one other is in standard three, and two are in standard two.
Thank you, Mrs Mabele, I heard everything you said. Won't you like the Truth Commission to also give some help to look for the child
who disappeared, and to get his whereabouts? --- If that can happen I will be grateful. You see I can't live with this. It's much better - I
can live with the other. When you've seen your child dying and you bury him that is something one can comprehend, but the other I
cannot live with that.
Mrs Mabele, the Truth Commission will do its best to help you, and we will compile a report and forward it to the State President, and I
will hand over now to the Chairperson.
--------------------(Inaudible) ... because we are running out of time I would like to ask - you've told us now about a serious story that has to be
investigated about Zakile. Would you remember when Zakile died? --- Zakile died this year. This happened recently. We parted when
he was - it was April this very year. He was buried on the 4th of May 1996.
Oh yes, I just wanted you to clarify that for me. According to your statement - I wonder if it's a mistake -you say you wish for the Truth
Commission to investigate
/and find
and find out about your son. Who are you talking about? Are you talking about your niece, Mkazimulo? --- Yes, I am talking about
Mkazimulo.
No, I just wanted to rectify that. --- It's Mkazimulo.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: (Inaudible) ... your story today. We have heard many stories in this Commission about violence against children,
and this has been one of the most terrible aspects of our country's history. It is tragic for a child to die, and for those children who were

not killed, but just exposed to violence, it also has a lasting effect on them. It changes their attitude towards the communities, and very
frequently leads to a perpetuation of the cycle of violence, and those young people very often themselves become perpetrators.
We understand what you say that it is better for a parent to know and to have seen where their child is buried than never to know, and
we understand some of the suffering that you are going through, and we will try to find out what happened to your son.
So again thank you very much for coming and speaking to us today. Thank you.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Good afternoon, Mrs Khawunda. Can you hear me and understand me through the earphones? Thank you very
much for waiting so patiently all day to give your evidence. You are from KwaMashu township, is that right?
MRS KHAWUNDA: That is correct.
COMMISSIONER: You have come to tell us about the death, the shooting, killing of your son-in-law, Jerome Khuzwayo, by members
of the IFP.
MRS KHAWUNDA: Yes, it's my son-in-law, my daughter's husband.
COMMISSIONER: Husband, thank you. Before you tell us your story can you please take the oath? Can you stand and take the oath?
--------------------E KHAWUNDA (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
COMMISSIONER: Mrs Khawunda, Dr Magwaza will assist you now.
DR MAGWAZA: Good afternoon, Mrs Khawunda. We welcome you before this Commission, and we do appreciate your presence.
Even before we start talking to you, and talking about your son-in-law who was shot dead, my first question is where is Bhuwile? --- I
have come to speak about my son-in-law.
Now I want to know as to where your daughter is? --- I told her yesterday that i would be coming here, but I think she was just not
concentrating. She said she was going to look for work. When I looked for her in the morning she was not around.
We usually ask about the whole family before we even proceed, because Bhuwile lost her husband, who was - I
/thought
thought probably you would bring her with so that she could come and testify. --- She is at home, but she said she was going to look
for work.
I'll just ask a few questions. These questions were supposed to be answered by Bhuwile. Does Bhuwile have children? --- Yes, she
does. She has four children.
These were children she got within the marriage? --- That is correct.
I would like you to start relating the story and telling us as to how this incident took place, how Bhuwile's husband got injured. --- I
received a telephone call. That was in the evening. It was in 1993 on a Monday, Monday evening. It was at about quarter past eight or
half past eight, thereabouts. I was phoned and told that my son-in-law had been shot. Two youths got into the house. They were
wearing coats, and they said they were policemen, and they said they wanted to see Thami. And they were told that Thami was
already asleep, and they went around searching for him in the house and they got into the bedroom. They said to him he must take
out the guns, because they had come to get the guns that he was manufacturing. He directed them to look for the guns themselves, to
search if they wanted to, because he did not know anything about the guns. They told him to take out the guns, and he said they
should search for them because they said they were policemen. They did not even go into the other bedrooms to search, they just
shot him on the chest. And each time he asked them as to what he had done they kept on changing and they kept on shooting him.
When he tried to run away they held him - they held her and they said she should watch her husband being
/killed,
killed, and she was forced to sit down. She sat down and watched as they shot her husband several times, until such time that he fell,
he collapsed. She was not sure as to how many bullets were pumped into his body. So I am staying with his children presently. I was
staying them even after the accident, and I asked as to where he was. They told me that he had been taken to the hospital. I phoned
King Edward Hospital, but I could not get any reply. My husband told me not to phone because probably he was at the theatre. Even if

we wanted to visit him we would not be able to see him. We tried several times to phone, but nobody answered the phone. Then at
about 5 o'clock in the morning I tried once more, and I asked as to where my son-in-law was and I told them the name of my son-inlaw. I also introduced myself as well and I told them that I was his mother-in-law. They told me that he had died at 10 past 10. They
had tried all they could, but they could not save him because he was bleeding profusely due to the wounds, and he died at 10. But the
most disturbing thing is that I am staying with his children and I am maintaining his children. I don't have the power to maintain the
whole family single-handedly, because I have to put them through school as well, and at times when they ask for things as children I
cannot be able to give them whatever they ask for, and this makes me feel so bad. Because I don't know who can help me to raise the
children because the money that my husband gets cannot be able to make ends meet for the whole family. It cannot keep the whole
family above water. I don't know how or where I can get help. Then I said to my daughter we should go to Thembalihle in KwaMashu.
When we got
/there they
there they were accepted, they were welcomed, and now I was scared to stay at the sister-in-law's place so we had to come back.
She told them as to where the husband was working. They required the address of where the husband was working. They told her to
take the children's birth certificates and submit them to their offices, and she duly did that. When one of them was being stamped at
the post office we were told to go to the police station, and we went to the police station to have one birth certificate stamped. When
we went to Thembalihle to submit the statements they did help us, because my daughter is also not working, she lost her job where
she was working before. The officer at Thembalihle Welfare told her to stay for five years and they would phone her and give her a file
number.
This is a very terrible story that happened to your daughter. There are a few questions that I want to ask from you, but this is going to
be troublesome because Bhuwisile is not here and she is the one who is supposed to be answering these questions. Let's just go
back. How old was your son-in-law when he died? --- I think he was 32 years old, but I am not very positive about that. I am not sure
whether he was 35, but he was in his early thirties.
Did he belong to any political organisation? --- He was a member of the ANC.
In your own opinion what was the reason for the attack? --- My daughter told me that the policemen who came there told him that he
had moved from a certain place to come and be a comrade there, and comrades were not acceptable there. And when he asked what
a comrade was
/they said
they said he knew exactly what the comrade was, and he had come to that place with comrade tendencies.
In your statement they said he must take out some guns. Did he keep any guns? --- No, he didn't have even a single gun.
One other thing that's in your statement is that after they had killed him they said he must go and rest in heaven together with his
comrades. I don't know how this happened because you said he died in hospital. --- The people who had come to shoot him said they
had killed the dog when they were going out. They said that on their way out.
Had he died at that time? --- No, he had fallen, but he had not yet died. He did not die at the same time, he died at the hospital.
The attackers, who did they say they were? --- They said they were police, but Bhuwile says she suspects that they were IFP
members.
What made her suspect that they were not police but IFP members? --- She says they asked whether she was a comrade.
According to Bhuwile does she know the people? Had she ever seen them before? --- She cannot identify them. That's what she said
to me. I also asked her as to whether she could identify them because they did not disguise in any way. She said no, she could not
point them out.
Who else was in the house at the time the incident took place? --- The children were present, but they were very young at that age.
Her children were with me. There was the youngest one who was with her. She was two
/years old
years old at that time.
I want to go back to Bhuwile, and I'll explain to you as to why I want to dwell on Bhuwile, because this troubles me that Bhuwile never
came to submit a statement, and even today she is not here. According to your own opinion what is her problem? --- I think her mind is
not functioning very well, because after this incident she sort of lost her mind. She is not of sound mental health. I believe it's due to
the worries, because she usually says she is going to the shops and she never goes to the shops, she goes around getting into other

people's houses, or neighbours' houses. And I believe that this started in 1995, and even my husband commented that she is not of
sound mental health.
What else does she do that is out of way, that makes you suspect that she is not sound mentally? --- I usually see when I ask for
money from her then she would ask me as to where is she working. She does not have money.
But where would she get money if she was not working? --- I would say she should give me money, because even my son-in-law used
to give me money and maintain the children.
Was the son-in-law not working? --- Yes, he was working.
Is there any money that Bhuwile got from the son-in-law's work? --- She told me that she was going to earn whatever money for four
years from her husband's work. I think she is earning some money, because it's four years now since. She does not take anybody
along when she goes to get the money.
/Are you
Are you not scared that she will get injured when she goes alone? --- No, I never get scared. I always leave her to go alone. I put all
that in the hands of the Lord.
Now, we come back to you, as well as your son-in-law. Are you working? --- No, I am not working.
How is your health? --- I stopped working due to ill health because I got injured in a bus accident. I was hit by a bus and I could not
stand at work, and I was using a sewing machine, and the doctor told me that I should stop it because I was suffering from arthritis
and I would get swollen every time.
Is your husband working? --- No, he was working, but he is no longer working.
Is he on pension? --- Yes, he is getting pension from work.
Then what about Bhuwile's children? How old are they now? --- The one is 16 years old. The other one was born in 1979, the other
one in 1980, and the last one in 1985, as well as 1980. The other one is 16 years old, the other one is 15, the other one is 12. The one
who was born in 1985 is 12, the other one is five years old.
As you have already said, are you the one who is maintaining the children? --- Yes, I am.
This is a pathetic story, but I have a little problem because I would have appreciated it if Bhuwile had come before us so that we can
get the full story, as well as the background or the circumstances surrounding her husband's death, as well as get knowledge as to
what is happening to the monies that she was supposed to receive after her husband's death, so that we could pass on full
/information
information to other wings of this organisation. Is there any way in which Bhuwile could come to us? --- Yes, I believe so, but there are
so many instances during which I have requested her to come and appear before this Commission. Each time she would tell me that
she is fed up with the whole thing and she wants to go and look for work.
Thank you very much, because it's very difficult for your daughter to come, but you took the initiative to come and speak on her behalf.
We appreciate that very much. Thanks.
--------------------Are you still staying with Bhuwile? --- That is correct.
Who is maintaining her? --- I am.
As well as her children. There's nothing that she can offer them. --- No, she is not working. There's absolutely nothing that she can
offer her children except when she gets certain temporary job.
What about the money that she was supposed to earn? --- Yes, she would buy certain foods in the house, and I would tell her to buy
school things and she would tell me that the money is not enough to buy school clothes.
Now, what about the 16-year-old? In what standard is he or she? --- He's in standard seven. The one who is 15 is in standard six, the
one who is 12 years old is in second year, and the five-year-old is at pre-school.
In KwaMashu? --- That is correct.

Is it correct - it is true that your daughter should come to our offices and submit a statement. We believe that she needs psychological
help. She has been
/traumatised.
traumatised. Her behaviour denotes that she needs psychological help, and she should get some attention even from the social
workers or psychiatrists.
--------------------DR FAIZAL: Just one question please. You say that when these people - in your statement you say that the two people who came
knocking on the door identified themselves as policemen. This is what your daughter said to you. Were they in uniform or in plain
clothes, or did they identify themselves with ... (incomplete) --- I was told they were wearing police coats.
--------------------MR LAX: Mrs Khawunda, was there ever any case in relation to your son-in-law's death, or an inquest of any description? --- (No
reply)
Can I repeat the question. Can you hear me? Turn it down a little bit. Volume down please. That's why it's feeding back. Can you hear
me now? --- Yes, there was. No, we never went to court, but Bhuwile went to report to the police about her husband's death, but no
further steps were taken. Only the statement was taken, and nothing further was done.
(Inaudible) ... make a statement. Which police station? --- At KwaMakutha Police Station.
Now, which hospital was your son-in-law taken to? --- At King Edward Hospital.
Thank you. Thank you very much.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Mrs Khawunda, thank you very much for telling us your story. We could see how difficult it was for you, and we can
see that you are carrying a heavy
/burden.
burden. Not only are you raising your daughter's children, but you have to raise them with the memory that their father was murdered
in tragic circumstances, and this will be difficult for them to accept and understand. Also you have the problem of your daughter, and it
is quite clear that she has been very badly affected by this incident. Most of the stories that we have heard, that you have heard today,
took place many - not many years ago, but several years ago in the eighties. This one took place only six or seven months before our
first free elections in this country, in late 1993, and it reminds us that we still have to be very vigilant about the terrible political
intolerance that affects our province because these things are still continuing in parts of this province.
As you know, and as you have heard me say today, we don't have the power to make recommendations - we don't have the power to
assist you directly, financially or otherwise, but our job is to make recommendations to the Government, and we will be making
recommendations to the Government on your behalf and on behalf of the children that you are raising, because it seems clear that
your son-in-law was killed as a result of political intolerance and political violence.
So thank you for coming and speaking on behalf of those small children today, and we hope that your daughter will be able to come
and talk to us as well. Thank you very much.
--------------------MR MNGUNI: (Inaudible) ... yes, I do.
COMMISSIONER: You have come from KwaMakutha, like other people today, and you have come to tell us about the death at the
hands of the KwaZulu Police of your son, Mbongeni, in 1991. Before you tell us that story please can you take the oath.
--------------------S M MNGUNI (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
COMMISSIONER: Dr Randera will help you.

DR RANDERA: Mr Mnguni, good afternoon. Thank you for coming. Before I ask you to relate the story about your son can we just
clear something up. Was your son killed, or was he paralysed and he's still alive? --- He is still alive, but paralysed. He is confined to
the wheelchair.
Thank you very much. Can you go ahead and just tell us about what happened to your son? --- My son was going to school at the age
of 12. Each time he gets back from school he had a friend who had a taxi, and he would help him when he was on duty. Now, one day
after hours, when they had stopped working, he took the bottom of cold drink, an empty bottle of cold drink, going to go to the Spaza
shop to buy some cold drink, and yet there were people already waiting for him outside. And they shot him. They shot him from the
back, and the bullet went through and came out from the front. And one other on the head, but fortunately it did not penetrate into the
head. And some people who saw this they took him immediately to the King Edward Hospital. When he got to the hospital he's been
there since 1991 to May 1995. He is at home presently. He is lying. He can't do anything. He cannot
/do any
do any chores. He'll just be lying or be taken back to the wheelchair. That's his life. That's what he does.
(Inaudible) --- That's it. That's about it. I end there. I don't know how the Government could be of help here because I left work due to
my health failing me. I am home now. Even my child, since this incident I tried to open the case twice at the KwaZulu Police, but to no
avail.
(Inaudible) ... please tell us something about your family. You say you're at home now. Is your wife alive, and how many other children
do you have? --- I have eight children, and the older one died. And the seventh one is the one who is paralysed, and the other six are
fine, intact. And my wife is alive, but critically ill. She is also at home. She is not working due to what happened to our son.
(Inaudible) ... what work you did before you stopped working? --- I was working for Romatex as a weaver.
In your statement you say - you mention one guy who was not in a police uniform shot him. Can you just explain to me why you make
that statement? I mean was he shot by the police, or do you think he was shot by somebody else? --- According to my son he said he
saw the police shooting him. It was the police. He knows him.
(Inaudible) ... your son involved in any political activity in the area? --- We are in the area of ANC, and the one who shot him is coming
from the area of Inkatha. And in KwaMakutha each time you come from the other area the other group would attack you. So he was
shot because he was in the stronghold of ANC, the area
/which was
which was predominantly ANC.
(Inaudible) ... can you say - you say your son is paralysed. Does that mean he is paralysed on one side, or his legs are not moving?
What do you mean by that? --- From the waist downward he is not functioning, that part is not functioning. So the only part of the body
that is functioning is from the waist up to the head. We usually put him to his wheelchair - he cannot walk - and take him to the bed, or
on and off like that.
Thank you very much ... (inaudible) --- That's what brought me here.
--------------------Mr Mnguni, what I would like to ask is about the grant. Did he get some kind of grant, compensation maybe? --- Yes, I took him to
Umbumbulu, where he was listed in the pension place. Are you talking about pension? Yes, I am talking about that. --- Yes, he did get
that last year.
One other thing that you have made mention of in your statement is that there's so much expenses regarding his illness. Won't you
please clarify and expand in this regard? --- Yes, the costs are high, and the expenses as well. I wanted to bring him along with here,
but because of the cost that surrounds that I decided no, let me leave him at home. He goes to the hospital to the doctors for checkup, and there are things that they put inside him through his stomach, and those are the things which are expensive. Because he goes
to the hospital every month to change those things that they have put inside the stomach, so I have to hire a car every month.
Whereabout is the doctor? --- He is at King
/Edward,
Edward, and we are coming from Makutha, but the doctor is at King Edward.
Thank you.

--------------------COMMISSIONER: Mr Mnguni, thank you very much for having waited so patiently the whole day to come and talk to us. You came to
speak to us on your own behalf and on behalf of your son, who lies paralysed at home. It is very difficult to believe that your son must
now lead the life that he leads because someone disagreed with what they thought his political views were. A democracy means that
we have the right to disagree with each other. Your son was raised in an era when democracy was denied, and when opposing
political views were dealt with by the previous Government by detentions, torture and assassinations, so really we should not be
surprised that your son became the victim that he is today.
It is very clear that he is a victim of the political intolerance and the violence that has affected our province, and we will be making
recommendations to the Government, to the President and his Cabinet, as to how he can be assisted. I don't know whether your son
is able to comprehend and understand anything, but if he is please extend to him our deepest sympathies and our best wishes, and
we thank you for coming and speaking on his behalf. Thank you very much.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Can I just remind people who do not have earphones to follow the translation, simultaneous translation in English
and in Zulu, these earphones are at the back of the hall.
Good morning, Mrs Khumalo, and we welcome you here today. Can you hear me through the earphones?
MRS KHUMALO: Yes, I hear.
COMMISSIONER: You are from Folweni, and you have come to tell us about the death of your son, Nxolisi Innocent Khumalo in 1985.
MRS KHUMALO: I'll ask to speak in Zulu.
COMMISSIONER: Can you take the oath before you tell us that story. Can you stand and take the oath.
--------------------GLADYS KHUMALO (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
COMMISSIONER: Mrs Gcabashe will assist you now.
MRS GCABASHE: Good morning, Mrs Khumalo. --- I hear you clearly.
Thank you very much that you came forward to the Truth Commission this day. We know very well that to go through the past it's
painful, it's not something that is exciting. You've got to be brave to want to repeat the things that took place before, and tell the truth,
and we do trust and hope that the truth will bring healing to our nation. Before we start I will kindly ask you to concisely tell us about
your family, if you do have a husband, or how many children you have, and so on. --- My parents have died, passed away. When I got
to Durban I had a job.
Do you still remember what year that was? --- That was 1958. When I got here I got work, and I worked
/as a domestic.
as a domestic. Whilst I was working there I got a daughter, and I got a second daughter, as well as a son. I had three children whilst I
was staying with my boss in the suburbs.
What are their names? --- The first one was Nonzamo, the second one is Nonthando, the third one is Innocent Xolani. Innocent was
born in 1972.
What about the two others? Are they working or are they at school? --- They are grown up now, but at that time they were still at
school.
I mean now. Are they at school now or ... (incomplete) --- No, they are grown up now. They are staying at different places. Nonthando
went to Johannesburg and she never came back.
Are you still working as a domestic? --- No, I am not working any more. I am on pension.
Are you getting your pension money? --- Yes, I am.
Now, let's - is it Xolani or Nxolisi? --- It's Xolani.

Now, you've come to tell us about Nxolisi's harassment. You said he was born in 1972. --- That is correct.
Now you may relate your story to us, or is there anything that you would like to say that happened before 1985? --- When I was still
working as a domestic we got rumour that there were certain open stands which we could buy for building. I went and got the stand. I
stayed with my children in the shack. It was a small tent. Then thereafter there was a development of the Urban Foundation which built
us houses. I went to the
/Urban
Urban Foundation to put my name that I wanted a house, and I ultimately got the house. And at a certain time we were told that they
wanted to establish a certain residents' committee, and I was also chosen to be a member of the committee for that particular place.
Throughout that time I was working. I would wake up in the morning at six, leave my home, and come back at six in the evening, and I
was always commuting to and from work. And on a certain day we were called to a meeting of the committee. It was at night, and I
went to that meeting. When I got to the meeting I was told that there was a certain ground where certain youths, UDF youths, were
conducting meetings.
What was the name of the ground? --- Just at the end of that area where the shacks are, where they call it "mshayi aziyaphe"(?). They
told us that we should accost these children who were conducting meetings, and that was the resolution that was taken at the
meeting. Thereafter I continued going to work. One day at night whilst I was sleeping already I heard a knock from one of the
neighbours. It was Mr Masikhane. He was co-parishioner. We attended church with him. When he got in he told me that he saw my
son amongst the UDF youths who were conducting a meeting, and he told us that if I wanted my child I should go and look because
they had been assaulted. And he warned me not to tell anybody that he had told me that. I stayed for quite a few days and my son
was not coming back home, and I was somehow scared to go and look for him, but I went away and I looked for him but could not get
him. I came back home, and I had to go back to work. I would go to work at six in the morning, come back at six in the evening.
/How many
How many days did you spend looking for your son? --- That was two days. Then on a certain day I just saw him coming. He had been
assaulted severely. I took him to doctors for treatment.
Which doctor did you take him to? --- I took him to my employer's doctor. I was working for Mrs van Beuke. He got better with time.
Then on a certain night whilst we were sleeping, it was in the middle of the night, I heard some stones being thrown on the roof.
Which year was that? --- That was in 1985. I heard some noise, and the roof was being pelted with stones. As that was still happening
I saw something hitting the window, and my bed was just next to the window, and something was poured. It looked like water. It was
poured inside the bedroom, and it started taking fire. My house now was on fired, and we ran into the dining-room. As we were still
standing there my house was installed with burglar guards. We just saw some fire coming from beneath the door, and I managed to
extinguish that fire. When we peeped through the window I saw a group of people outside, and they were yelling at me to come out of
the house. They were screaming at me to come out.
Was Xolani there? --- Yes, Xolani was inside the house. And Xolani told me to open the door because they wanted him. I opened the
door, but I did not open the burglar door, and when I peeped through I saw a group of people who were standing outside. And he
directed me to open the burglar door so that he could go out, because he knew they wanted him. I opened and he skipped and he
went out. Just as he went out they surrounded him, and I was
/able to
able to go out, and I was wearing only a nightdress. There was a five-year-old child in the house. I don't know how that child escaped.
The name of the child is Sithembiso.
So in the house it was yourself, Sithembiso and Xolani. --- Yes, that is correct. I got a chance to escape. I fell, and I picked myself out
and started running. As I was running in the road I saw this car moving slowly, and to me it seemed as if this person was looking at
this burning house, and he called out to me and asked me who I was, and he asked me whether this was my house that was burning. I
confirmed that, and he said that he should take me to the police station. He took me to Entabeni Police Station. I was still wearing my
nightdress. I went to report the matter to the police. The policeman who spoke to me told me that my house had been burnt down
because my son was a member of the UDF, and I was being told by this policeman. I don't know who this policeman was. I don't know
his name.
Do you remember who took you to the police station? --- No, I do not know the person who took me to the police station. He just
picked me up and left me there. The policeman told me that my house had been burnt down because my son was a member of the
UDF, and I told the policeman to accompany me so that we could go and see whether there wasn't anything we could salvage. He
pulled out a sheet that had a list of names, male names, and when I looked through this paper I saw my child's name. It was third on
the list.

Were there any other names that you recognised? --- No. I think they were his friends, but at that time
/I was
I was still very shattered so I did not take notice of any. The police refused to take me back to my place up until morning. I was
wearing a nightdress only, and I was naked until the policemen for the morning shift came in. When the morning shift came they
asked, "What is this naked woman doing here in the police station?" The morning shift police took me home, and when I got home
there was only debris of the house that was burnt down. There was absolutely nothing at that time, no doors, no windows, just the
naked walls. When I looked outside I saw my little suitcase which was on top of the wardrobe in my bedroom. I saw certain letters that
indicated that the suitcase was opened, and my reference book was in there.
Did you house burn down completely? --- Yes, it burnt down completely. When I looked at the suitcase apparently they wanted to use
the suitcase to take some of my possessions, because the suitcase was not burnt.
What about Xolani and Sithembiso? --- I don't know where Xolani and Sithembiso went to. When we came back they asked me as to
where they should drop me off. I was scared. I did not know where I should go. I said they must leave me along the road to Ntuzuma.
They put me - dropped me off along the road to Ntuzuma.
Then you met Makhiya. As I was still sitting on the stone there I could not walk because I was almost naked, only wearing my
nightdress, and there's a certain woman who came to me and asked me as to what the matter was. Then she went away back to her
home to get me something to wear. She brought me a skirt and she took me to her place.
What I Makhiya's surname? --- Makhiya is the
/surname.
surname.
Do you still remember the house number? --- No, she was staying in a shack.
Is she still alive even today? --- I think she is. I stayed at Makhiya's place for quite a few days without knowing where Sithembiso and
Xolani were, and as I was still there I saw some people resembling them passing and I called out their names, and they responded,
they came towards the shack. We stayed in that shack, and Makhiya gave me some clothes for me to go back to work. I kept on
working and staying at Makhiya's place. As I was still working I heard that there were certain places at Bhambayi that were open for
buying and erecting shacks. I submitted my name and I got myself an empty stand. I built a two-roomed house there. I came back and
stayed with my children, as well as my daughters. Ever since I have been working I never stopped working. When I was in Bhambayi I
got wind that he was no longer a UDF member, but he was now an ANC member, and I kept on asking him what he actually was. He
was a UDF member and my house got burnt down, and thereafter he got to be a member of the ANC and my house was being
threatened once more. Now, where we were it was an Inkatha stronghold, and the chairman of the Inkatha was Mr Maphalala.
Is he still alive? --- No, I have never seen him because I am not staying there any more. Then there was an Inkatha youth leader by
the name of Michael Zulu. Whenever there was an Inkatha meeting they would come in front of my yard and they would march in front
of my yard looking for Xolani, my son, and they would take him with. Then I would see him coming back running, and they would
/be chasing
be chasing him.
Who were chasing him? --- It was the Inkatha youth which was being led by Michael. This happened several times where he had been
assaulted, and he ran away from home several times. He was being chased in and out of the house, and he ultimately ran away. And
later on they kept on coming to me and they said I should tell them where does ANC get its strength, and at that time when the house
was burnt for the first time Xolani was 13 years old, and when we got the second house now he was 21 years old. And at this time he
was very stubborn. We were taken to Mr Maphalala's office. I was taken together with Xolani to Mr Maphalala's office, and they would
ask him about the ANC and he would answer them because he knew, and I didn't know anything about politics and political groups.
And they would come in and say, "As soon as you've finished asking him questions you must give him to us. We shall deal with him
accordingly." But Mr Maphalala sort of intervened, because he was an elderly man and therefore he was reasonable, much more
reasonable than the youth. And at that time I could not sleep in the house any more because I had had this experience, so I would
sleep under the tree, and Xolani used to sleep on the roof. And I would go underneath the tree and sleep. At times they would just
come and fill the yard, and they would look for everyone else in the house, and they would not get anyone and they would go. I would
wake up from underneath the tree, wash myself up and go to work. At times I would get home and hear rumours that he had been
chased and had been assaulted, and they would do all sorts of things to him. Whenever I came back from work I used
/to pass

to pass through some hawkers, and they would each time tell me, "Here's meat. Buy some meat," because they were hawkers, but on
this particular day when I went past them they did not sell me the meat, and somehow I felt something was wrong. I felt it in me that
nobody was selling me anything today, say probably there is something wrong. Just as I looked I noticed that I was being escorted
somehow. There was a youth behind me, a youth on my left as well as my right hand, and there was a youth right in front of me. I
suspected that they were surrounding me. At some stage I decided to stop, and whenever I stopped they also stopped. We went up to
a certain hillock, and as we descended the hillock I saw a group of me who were standing. And there ensued now a shooting spree.
They were shooting each other. That is these youth as well as another group of men. And I ran away. Just as I was running away
these other youths came to me and said they were accompanying me because I was going to be killed and my house had been burnt
earlier on.
INTERPRETER: There is something wrong with the mikes ... (inaudible) (Pause)
COMMISSIONER: Can you hear me now?
INTERPRETER: Can you hear me? --- I can't hear ... (inaudible) (Pause) My first house was at the A Section, A782 - 84. That was in
Newtown. The second one was in Bhambayi, D445.
MR LAX: (Inaudible) ... can be clear. Around about the time you then moved to Bhambayi these people then began harassing Xolani
again in the new place now. --- Yes, that is correct, because thereafter they started assaulting him even when we were in Bhambayi.
/Then that
Then that house was also burnt to ashes. --- That is correct, with all my possessions inside.
Then you went back to Umzimkulu. --- Thereafter I ran back to Umzimkulu, and he refused to come with me.
He then rebuilt that house. --- He rebuilt the house himself, and I don't know where he got the material from. That is where he stayed
with his friends now.
Okay, and you continued to live at Umzimkulu at that time. --- That is correct. I stayed with my brother in Umzimkulu.
(Inaudible) ... returned after he had been murdered. --- That is correct.
Thank you very much.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Thank you, Mrs Khumalo. You have given us a very vivid picture of what life was like for you in the 1980s, and your
story is very typical of the events of that time, where people were assaulted, murdered, or had their houses burnt down because of
their support for the UDF, or because one or some of their children belonged to the UDF. And the reaction of the police which you
have described to us is also very typical. The police refused to come to the assistance of UDF members and, worse, they often
participated in the attacks. You have suffered a lot. The image which we have of you sitting on a roadside in your nightdress next to
your burned house will stay with us for a long time, and it is wonderful to see that you have the strength and courage to come and
repeat your story to us today, and we are sorry that at the end of this long tale of misfortunes that your son was brutally killed. As Mrs
Gcabashe has said, it is our job to make
/recommendations
recommendations to the Government as to how you, or people like you, should be assisted, and we will be making
recommendations in that regard. So we thank you very much for coming in and tell us your story today. Thank you very much.
--------------------(Incomplete - first section of tape blank) ... they said they wanted the documents from the mortuary. I asked them, "Who are you?"
They said they were UDF members, so they would like to have all the documents or reports regarding Sipho. I asked them, "Hau,
really Sipho was the UDF?" They said, "Yes." Finally yes, I did give them all the reports the documents, and they took me to some
place I did not know and I gave the statement regarding UDF, and we left, we went back home. And there was a funeral on Saturday,
and at the graveside there were so many soldiers. We did not know why they were there, how we could conduct our funeral when the
soldiers were present in that many. On Friday at home they sprayed tear-gas at my place. I went to Makhotha because I was
suffocating. That passed, and my white lady, my employer, took me and we went to give the statement, and the case was opened.
(Inaudible) ... if I could just stop for a moment. Please take your time. If you need to just stop for a second and recover yourself.

You've said this was on a week between the 26th - round about that time, but you didn't tell us what month it was. --- It was May 26th
1986.
(Inaudible) ... Monday, and you buried him on the Saturday of that same week. --- Yes, that's correct.
Okay. Now, you said you were taken by your employer to a police station to open a case. Which police station was that? --- Firstly we
went to Gagido(?), but we did not give statement, but we went to Makhotha. The sergeant in charge explained to us and that's the
sergeant we gave the statement to - Overport.
(Inaudible) ... from the tear-gas. --- That's
/true.
true.
Okay. Do you remember the sergeant's name at all? --- No, I don't remember.
Was that after the funeral that you went to do that? --- No, it was before the funeral.
You've said in your statement that the ANC helped you with the funeral costs, and helped you to conduct that funeral. Is that right? --That's correct.
You yourself, do you belong to any political organisations? --- No.
Now, are you still working at the moment? --- Yes.
For the same employer? --- Yes.
Do you know whether there was ever any case or inquest arising out of Sipho's death? --- Yes, there was a case that was opened at
the court of law.
(Inaudible) --- C R Swart in Durban.
(Inaudible) --- Yes.
Did you ever get any letters about that case with numbers on that might help us to trace the case? Maybe you've kept them. --- No, but
my attorney is van George.
(Inaudible) ... name again please, your lawyer's name? --- (No reply)
Would you be able to go to your lawyer and try and get us his name so we can follow up the case and see what happened? --- Yes.
Yes, I can.
We would appreciate that. Now, you've indicated in your statement - sorry. So the lawyers you went to were from the Legal Resource
Centre? --- Yes.
Thanks. If you could just turn that - the earphones
/for the
for the witness down a little bit, just the volume down a little bit. It's creating a bit of feedback. Thank you. You've said in your
statement that you would like some sort of a pension to help you with the loss of your son. Do you confirm that? --- Yes.
(Inaudible) ... Chairperson, I have no further questions. I hand back to you. Thank you, Mrs Ndlovu.
--------------------Mrs Ndlovu, we have heard what you wish the Truth Commission could do for you, but there's one other thing that we usually
emphasise, because we do feel people must get help from the Commission. Many people have been harassed and traumatised and
never got an opportunity to consult with a psychologist. People will think that they are healthy and fine, and yet they don't know deep
down in their bodies they are not healthy. How do you as a person feel? --- I feel so much disturbed, and I don't think I am fine
mentally, and my child was affected even at school.
You mean your son - your daughter? --- Yes, my daughter. She was highly affected at school and she keeps failing. The other one
who died in 1993 as well, he was so highly affected as a result of this.

So really it will be great for you to consult the psychologists who have given their voluntary services to serve people like you. Would
you appreciate that? --- Yes, I would highly appreciate. Thank you.
--------------------DR RANDIRA: Mrs Ndlovu, just two questions. My first one is that - just for clarification, you know. Our democracy has created a
situation where many parties are
/legal now,
legal now, but you say in 1986, at the time of your son's funeral, the ANC paid for it. The ANC was a banned organisation at the time.
Are you talking about the ANC or the UDF? --- It was UDF at the time.
My second question is related to your son. He was 14 years - how old was he at the time? 14 - no, 20 - sorry 24. --- 24
24, yes. Sorry, my apologies. Did he have any children? --- No, he did not have any children.
--------------------MR LAX: Thanks, Chairperson. Mrs Ndlovu, you indicated there was something you forgot to tell us about that you wanted to add to
this story. Please do so. --- At the court of law he did agree that he was the - the police was the one who killed him. He said yes, he
killed him. Small, Mr Small, his surname, the one who admitted that he killed him.
Was that person convicted in the court? Do you know what the outcome of the court case was? --- No.
(Inaudible) ... interpreters can hear you. --- He did admit that he's the one who killed in front of the judge at the court of law, at the
Magistrate, that he is the one who shot him.
(Inaudible) ... convict him? --- No, he was not convicted.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: (Inaudible) ... to thank you very much for coming and being brave enough to tell us the story of your son's death
today. As I said to witnesses yesterday, we have heard so many mothers telling us about the death of their children, and, as you must
know better than anybody,
/it is a
it is a terrible thing to have to bury a child, especially in your case, where Sipho was an only child. Yesterday I commented on the role
that the Defence Force played under the old government, and that instead of upholding the law and protecting people they spent much
of their time and energy, and much of the taxpayers' money, pursuing the political opponents of the previous Government, harassing
them, assaulting them, and, in the case of your son, killing them, and we hope that we have passed that era forever.
As Mr Lax said, we have heard what your request is. Our job is to make recommendations to the State President and to the
Government as to how victims of the violence, people like yourself, should be assisted, and we will be taking those recommendations
to the Government. So thank you very much again for coming in today, and to your niece. Thank you.
---------------------
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---oOo--COMMISSIONER: We welcome you here today. You are Mr Nundlall Rabilall, is that correct?
MR RABILALL: Yes.
COMMISSIONER: And who do you have with you on stage?
MR RABILALL: On my left is my mother, and my elder brother is on her left.
COMMISSIONER: Your mother and your elder brother. We welcome you today.
MR RABILALL: Thank you.
COMMISSIONER: You have come to tell us about the death of your brother, Krish, who died in Mozambique in a cross-border raid in
1981, is that correct?
MR RABILALL: That's correct.
COMMISSIONER: Are you going to be giving evidence yourself?
MR RABILALL: Okay.
COMMISSIONER: Before you give your evidence an you stand to take the oath please.
--------------------NUNDLALL RABILALL (Sworn, States)
COMMISSIONER: Mr Rabilall, before we begin, briefly - you've explained you have your mother with you and your brother. How else
is your family made up? Your father's died, I understand. --- Yes. Actually there are 10 children in the family.
10 children. --- Yes. Seven brothers - that's including my brother who died - and three sisters.
You mentioned that your father died prematurely, you believe. --- Yes.
Not too long after the death of your brother. Is that right? --- That's right.
/And do
And do you think the death of your brother had something to do with your father's death? --- Yes, it definitely contributed to his
premature death.
Did he change very much after the death of his son? --- Yes. Yes, very much so.
Now, Krish Rabilall, your brother, how old was he at the time of his death? --- He was 27 years old.
Can you just tell us who he was, something about him, so we have an idea of who he was? --- Yes. Actually I've prepared a document
which, if I read through, probably will answer most of the questions that you want to ask me.
Okay, can I just ask you to - I am not sure how long the document is. We're trying to give each witness about 20, 25, 30 minutes.
Some witnesses unfortunately have had to take much longer than that to give their evidence. If you could - if you feel happier talking
from a document that's fine. I would just request you to - if it's going to take a long time, to edit it and just give us the main features of

it. --- Okay. My brother, Krishna Rabilall, was born on the 6th of November 1952. He was a brilliant student at school, excelling in
mathematics and physical science. He had a level of maturity far beyond his age. Very early in his life he saw the injustices in South
African society, and the degree to which all black people, including coloureds and Indians, were oppressed by the white Afrikaner
minority. So strongly did he feel about this issue that he refused to study Afrikaans, knowing full well that if he failed Afrikaans he
would fail the entire examination and be forced to repeat standard 10. He referred to Afrikaans as the language of
/the oppressor.
the oppressor. It was not surprising then to find that he received a conditional merit pass, failing Afrikaans outright with a G symbol.
Despite his good pass my brother refused to study further, thus ending his ambition to become a doctor, but became fully involved in
community issues. This inevitably involved politics. He fully identified with the black students protests against the teaching in the
medium of Afrikaans which culminated in the 1976 student uprising. He saw that attempts to get the white government to change were
futile. He often told me that a nation that continued year after year to spend more money on military defence than on programmes of
social uplift was fast approaching spiritual death. He now began to talk in terms of a just war, and he was now inextricably involved in
politics. He would bring banned books home, books on Karl Marx, Fidel Castro, Martin Luther King, Chekhova, and so on. In fact my
own political enlightenment came from reading these books. (Inaudible) ... Merewent Ratepayers Association, Merewent Ex-Students
Society, Merewent Community Centre, Merewent Bus Passengers Association, the Natal Indian Congress, and also in the production
of a community newspaper called The Sentinel, which had a strong political slant, evoking community consciousness on issues such
as the bread price, workers' problems, etcetera. He also did a great deal of social work with families of exiles and detainees.
His deep involvement in politics led to constant harassment by the Security Police. They would often raid homes of his friends to find
copies of The Sentinel. It
/came to
came to a stage when I was entrusted with the task of hiding the duplicating machine, which I did. The Security Police then began
harassing him at work. They raided Dayglow Stationers in Durban, where he worked, and also the premises of Bargain Furniture in
Beatrice Street, where he also later worked. They kept a very close check on him, and even began monitoring his movements from
home. Due to the intensity of harassment he, together with a fellow activist, Vis Pillay, fled South Africa in August 1977. Both of them
entered Botswana illegally, but were arrested by the Botswana Police and detained. When they proved that they were genuine
refugees they were released after one night into the custody of the Refugee Committee in Botswana. Later we learned that they had
joined the military wing of the ANC, Umkhonto we Sizwe.
On the day he disappeared, which we incidentally knew nothing about, two Security Branch officers came home, one white and one
Indian. The Indian man was called Chris. It was a school holiday and I was at home in the outbuilding. The white man asked me if I
knew where my brother Krishna was. I told them that I didn't know. He told me in a very sarcastic tone that we would never see him
again. When I asked him what he meant he replied that my brother had fled the country. It was a great shock to me. The Indian
Security Branch policeman asked me if I too was involved in politics. I replied in the negative. He told the white officer that it would be
a good idea to put the entire Rabilall along the front wall to face the firing squad. They both laughed. Then they took details of each
and every member of my family. Before leaving they reminded me that they would be visiting the family
/again.
again.
In the evening, when I broke the news to my parents, and told them that they would never see my brother again, they wept openly. It
was as if a funeral was taking place at home. My parents, who were not highly educated - in fact my mother is totally illiterate - and
therefore largely conservative as far as politics were concerned were stunned with disbelief. They had an inherent fear of white
people, and to a very large extent I was conditioned by this fear myself. My parents became depressed and began to age visibly. I
could see that they would never be the same jovial people that they once were. My mother would often cry, especially in the evenings,
because that was the time my brother would return from work, have his bath, and then my mother would bandage his arthritic knee.
Their depression lifted to some extent when, several months later, we received a secret note from my brother. It was brought by a
friend who had visited Swaziland. My brother wanted us to meet him in a secret venue in Swaziland. My parents could not contain
their excitement. Despite our financial predicament my parents bought various items of clothing for him. They prepared excellent food
dishes to take to him. The secret venue that we met was on the side of the road. I think it was near a hotel in Swaziland. But we had to
wait for darkness before he arrived. He was too scared to meet us during the day, and he never showed us where he lived in
Swaziland. In fact he stayed with us for those few days at the Timbali Caravan Park, which is a holiday resort in Swaziland. When he
jumped off the car my parents ran towards him and hugged him, shedding tears of joy at this
/temporary

temporary reunion. The few days we spent in Swaziland were the happiest days of my parents' lives.
We met in this clandestine fashion a few times between 1978 and 1981. In this period Security Branch Police would often come home
and harass my family, especially my mother, who was alone while the rest of us had gone to work. They would want to know if we had
received any communications from my brother. This was a traumatic period for all of us, especially my mother. It was obvious that the
police were keeping tabs on all of us. For instance, in January 1981 we made another trip to Swaziland to see my brother. The officials
at the border post gave us a torrid time. They demanded to know why we were going to Swaziland. They refused to believe that we
were going on holiday. They turned us back, saying that my son, who was two years old at the time, did not have a passport. When
my brother and I pleaded with them, saying that my son was a mere child who could not do anything wrong in Swaziland, they became
abusive. One of the chaps threatened my younger brother. So we were forced to go back, but I knew that my mother and father were
devastated by the fact that we had to go all the way back to Durban. Fortunately my wife suggested that I leave her and my small son
at Piet Retief, so I drove at breakneck speed to Piet Retief, which was one hour's drive away from the border post, and here I found
the greatest difficulty in obtaining accommodation for my wife and son in a predominantly conservative Muslim community. There was
only one Hindu family apparently in Piet Retief at that time, a Mr Singh, but he was not in town. So I carried on driving around the town
until one of the families took me
/in. I
in. I then drove back again at breakneck speed, this time through lightning and thunder, to beat the 4 o'clock deadline at the border
post. The officer grudgingly allowed us to go through.
I have described this incident in detail deliberately because this was the last time any of us would see my brother alive again. In the
same month after we returned from Swaziland, January 1981, I heard a knock on my bedroom window in the early hours of the
morning. Two of my brother's closest friends, who are here today, and I want to thank them for the moral support in coming here, had
come to tell me that my brother had been killed by a South African Defence Force raid into Mozambique. I was devastated. I didn't
know what to tell my parents. My brothers and I eventually decided to lie to them that he was injured, and that we would be going to
see him. We were afraid that they would break down and not have the strength to go to the funeral. We went by plane to Swaziland,
and from there a car took us to Mozambique, but we were delayed for more than eight hours at the Mozambique border post, and I am
convinced to this day that the South African Government had applied pressure on Mozambique to block our passage. During our long
wait at the border post we met other family members of some of the other 11 comrades who were also killed in the raid. I think it was
then that my parents sensed that we had spoken a lie to them, and that my brother was in fact killed and not really injured. I could see
the tears rolling down their faces. It broke my heart, but we never spoke a word for the rest of the journey.
We were taken to a house, where we met the families
/of the
of the 11 other comrades. We spent the night there. Oliver Thambo, the President of the ANC, came there to sympathise. He held my
hand for a long time, not uttering a word, just shaking his head until tears began rolling down his cheeks. He then comforted my
parents, who by now were convinced of my brother's death.
But the finality of my brother's death was only really felt when we were taken to the mortuary the next morning. The 12 coffins lay on
the floor. I have the names of those 12 people in the article that appeared in Drum. I can give those names later if you wish to know
them. Only my brother's badly swollen face was visible in the coffin. The rest of the body, I would assume, was covered because it
was too gruesome to see. When my parents saw my brother's face they broke down completely, and I want to thank God for giving my
brother and I the strength, the emotional and physical strength that day, in preventing my parents from collapsing.
The funeral was conducted on Mozambican soil, and was attended by thousands of people, and President Samora Machel was there
was well. At this point I would like to take this opportunity of thanking the ANC for the moral and emotional and physical support they
gave us during our stay in Mozambique. The ANC gave the 12 comrades a dignified burial with full military honours. My family was
also allowed to do the last rites according to Hindu tradition.
The South African Government had stubbornly refused to allow us to bring the bodies to South Africa for fear of raising the political
consciousness of the oppressed people.
/After the
After the funeral the ANC took us to the place where the 11 comrades were killed. It was in the residential district of Matola. We were
stunned by the savagery of the attack by the SADF soldiers. Three houses were involved in the attack. They were first mortarbombed, because there were huge holes in the walls of the buildings, walls had collapsed. There were several tear-gas canisters on
the premises outside. The SADF soldiers' faces were painted black, and we heard had bribed the Frelimo soldiers with alcohol and
women then entered the building to look for survivors. The level of brutality was evident all around. There was blood on the floors,
shattered glass everywhere, and broken furniture, and hundreds - this is not an exaggeration - hundreds of bullet holes on the walls

and ceilings. These soldiers were obviously bloodthirsty beasts. I cannot describe the anger that raged inside me.
My brother had apparently survived the attack, although he was badly wounded. He had crawled to a cupboard and hid inside, leaving
behind a trail of blood. But the SADF soldiers followed the trail of blood and opened fire into the cupboard without opening it. My
brother's body was found inside this cupboard with several bullet holes. We later learned that it was my brother's friend, an ex-teacher
from Pietermaritzburg named Sipho, who actually turned traitor and led the SADF soldiers to the houses where the 12 comrades were
staying.
On our departure one of the ANC officials - I cannot remember who it was - gave me an envelope and said to me, "Keep this as a
memory of a wonderful comrade." I have this envelope with me. This is the envelope that was
/given to
given to me, and inside this envelope was my brother's watch, my brother's bloodstained watch. I haven't cleaned it yet. The dried
bloodstains are still on it. Nobody knew that I had the watch with me, no member of the family. I kept it a secret until now because I
realised that it would have evoked painful memories, especially for my mother. The time on it is 10 o'clock, and I would assume it is at
night.
The journey home was indescribably sorrowful. My parents couldn't get over the fact that the South African Government had refused
us permission to bring the body to South Africa, and that he now lay in foreign soil. Ever since that day my parents lived in a state of
depression. My father's health gradually deteriorated, until he died of a heart attack a mere six years after my brother's death. My
mother gets frequent black-outs, and has to visit the hospital every month for pressure and other related problems.
To aggravate matters, on our arrival home she had to endure the stigma of my brother being labelled a terrorist, not only from the
white press, but also from the largely conservative Indian community, and even some of our relatives. At that time even freedom
fighters were labelled terrorists, while the SADF soldiers were lauded as heroes for protecting South Africa.
Events after my brother's death did not create a climate of peace at home. We were shattered to hear that Griffiths Mxenge, who was
the attorney handling the Mozambican raid by the SADF was murdered. Worse was to follow, which I am now going to briefly relate. In
1982 we heard a one-year memorial service at St Michael's
/Church in
Church in Merebank for the 12 comrades who were killed in the raid. Victoria Mxenge and Paul David of the NIC were among the
guest speakers. Before we could start the church was surrounded by riot police. They warned us to call off the memorial service.
Victoria insisted that we go ahead. The service was almost nearing completion when the riot police invaded the church. The major in
charge had already apparently sent for reinforcements, and the church was now surrounded by Casspirs as well. They capsized the
prayer lamps and the candles that were burning, ripped off the posters and banners that hung on the walls, and confiscated the
camera and video camera that were being used to record the event. One policeman with a loud-hailer gave us three minutes to
disperse, failing which he was going to give instructions to the rest of the police, who had their machine guns ready, to fire. This
created total panic, and the congregation of mainly Indian and black people began to flee in all directions. The riot police only left after
everyone had gone. It wasn't long afterwards that Victoria Mxenge was also killed.
This had a traumatic effect on the entire family. I will briefly relate the effect it had on me, because it symbolises what - the same kind
of effect it had on other members of the family. I became bitter towards white people, and the fact that the majority of them voted for
the National Party election after election. I could never understand how they could sleep easy with an easy conscience at night
knowing that black children were dying in the homelands, when black people were given the most menial jobs, and that the
Government they voted for used
/every
every conceivable kind of dirty trick and brutality to suppress the legitimate resistance of black people against the oppression of
apartheid. In short I became anti-white, and this attitude was reinforced by an incident I also had when I was travelling in a train to
Durban. I had accidentally walked into a white compartment, and the white conductor came and swore at me, called me a coolie, and
told me as soon as the train stops at the next station I must get into the next coach, which I had to do.
I taught at an all-Indian school and had no white friends. I became ecstatic whenever a black boxer knocked a white boxer down, or
when the South African rugby team lost its rebel tour matches. This anti-white obsession grew, and I would dream about burning down
white businesses and farms, but it was sheer fear that prevented me from doing these things. I then began to fantasize, and while this
may seem laughable I sincerely prayed to God to make me invisible for just one day so that I could do the things I dreamed of, and
when God did not comply I reduced the time to one hour, and in that one hour I was determined to go to Parliament and shoot every
one cabinet minister.

As time passed, however, I realised that this would negate everything that my brother stood for, his ideal of a non-racial, non-sexist,
democratic South Africa. I grew to realise that hate is a boomerang that circles back and hurts you. The turning point came when I
read in Martin Luther King's book called Strength to Love. Now, I cannot remember the exact words used in the book, but it goes
something like this,
"Hate for hate multiplies hate. Darkness
/"cannot
"cannot destroy darkness, only light can do that. Hate cannot destroy hate, only love can do that."
I also started reading books on Mahatma Gandhi. In another book about Martin Luther King which I read - this also helped to
transform my life, and I would just like to briefly refer to that.
In January 1956 while Martin Luther King was addressing a mass meeting he received news that his house had been bombed. A huge
crowd of blacks gathered outside the devastated house, many carrying weapons and threatening the police on the scene. Martin
Luther King sensed the potential for violence, and stepped in the rubble of his house, pleaded emotionally. "My wife and baby are all
right. I want you to go home, put down your weapons. We cannot solve this problem with retaliatory violence. We must love our white
brothers no matter what they do to us. We must make them know that we love them. Jesus still cries out across the countries, "Love
your enemies." This is what we must live by. We must meet hate with love."
So I changed my philosophy of life. I realised that I could not hate white people. It dawned on me that most white people were to a
large extent by-products of apartheid just as much as the freedom fighters were. I learned also that there were many white people who
sincerely hated the obnoxious system of apartheid, and that some of them had lost their lives fighting it. I admired people like Vic
Turner, Neil Aggett, Joe Slovo and Beyers Naude. I also realised that I wasn't being true to my religion if I hated somebody. Knowing
the power of
/vengeful
vengeful thoughts Mahatma Gandhi had said, "Fight without malice." This meant a great deal to me. We have the right to fight injustice
without hating the personalities or circumstances involved, and to taste the sweetness of life one must have the power to forget the
past.
There is no one in this country who personifies this ideal better than our State President, Nelson Mandela. For me he is the most
amazing man in the world. Despite his 27 years of incarceration he has not a trace of bitterness towards his oppressors. I won't be
long now. Were it not for him our streets would have been rivers of blood. For me he is the greatest living human being on the planet.
He is unique. In Hinduism we would regard him as "avatar." "Avatar" is a God who descends to earth in human form. We all of us in
South Africa, black and white, should humbly bow down to this saint and try to emulate the character of this remarkable human being.
He is the very embodiment of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission.
In conclusion, on behalf of the 12 comrades and their families I would like to thank the Truth and Reconciliation Commission for
affording us the opportunity of exposing the truth, and for the magnificent work it is doing. Through the Commission I would like to
appeal to all South Africans to set aside their differences, and to live in peace and harmony with each other. The differences between
us are superficial, and are simply a manifestation of the rich, variegatedness that God has created to make our lives more interesting
and meaningful. We are born equal and we die equal. Let us realise that violence as a way of achieving racial justice is both
/impractical
impractical and immoral, because it is based on hatred
rather than love. Let us not insult God's intelligence by fighting with one another. Let us reinstate God in our hearts, from where He
has been dethroned. We must all learn to show equal respect to all religions. Not mere tolerance, but positive respect. We need let
God be a co-designer with us of the new life we want to live, and when we do we will be surprised at the assistance that will be
forthcoming. We need to realise more than ever before that when God's power and love are allowed to act as a solvent even the
deepest bitterness can be washed away.
May God bless South Africa and all its peoples. Thank you.
COMMISSIONER: Mr Rabilall, we thank you very, very much for that very moving account, and for your very profound thoughts on
your brother's death, and what it meant for you and your family.
Are you aware of any of the senior policemen or soldiers who participated in that raid, conducted it? --- We have some knowledge that
the instruction came from the Special Branch in Durban, and I stand to correction, I think it was Jan Buchner who actually gave the

instruction, but I am not sure about that.
In fact it is a matter of public record that Jacques Buchner not only - well, whether or not he ordered it or organised it, he certainly
participated in it. He not only participated in that rate, but he also participated in the first Maseru raid, where 41 people were killed.
Have you ever had any word from the South African Defence Force about this raid? Have they ever approached you as
/a family
a family ... (intervention) --- No.
... to explain why it happened, what happened? --- Nothing whatsoever.
Nothing at all? --- No.
Now your brother's body. Krish was buried in Mozambique. --- Yes.
You've expressed a wish in your statement that his remains should be brought back to this country. Is that something that you would
like to pursue? --- No, not really. I have had second thoughts on that. But what we would like is for all the 12 comrades to be
remembered in some tangible form in South Africa, maybe by a tombstone, a street name probably, a school name, because they
have made the ultimate sacrifice in the attainment of a democratic country, and we felt that this would be a symbolic transfer of their
remains to South Africa.
(Inaudible) ... ask my colleagues if they have any questions they want to ask you.
--------------------Well, I just want to show my brother that in the Reparation Committee we are working a policy we should help those people who want
to rebury their loved ones who died somewhere, but that recommendation will also have to be made to the President. And also we are
working a policy which is quite relevant to what you are saying. The memories, maybe walls or something else, about the people who
died somewhere and were buried. What you are saying is very tragic. Maybe this becomes very tragic to me because we in the SACC
were involved. In fact I was in charge of the refugees then, and Desmond Tutu was the secretary of the SACC, and that was my
department when we
/made it
made it possible for your brother to leave to the Refugee Committee ... (inaudible) ... into Mozambique. It shook
us when we heard that he and others were among those who were killed in Matola Base. In fact we did go there too to Matola and we
visited those graves. I have the picture of those graves together in Mozambique. We feel with you in the tragedy, and you have spelt it
very well, the tragedy which was created by the South African Government. But I am very pleased that you say that you have found a
new philosophy, a philosophy of love. That is very exciting indeed, and I want to thank you for that. I don't have any other question.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Mr Rabilall, we were struck - I was certainly struck by the similarity between your brother Krish and another victim
who we heard about this morning, Lesli Naidu. --- Lesli Naidu, yes.
They both were from Durban, they're both from the Indian community, both young people from good homes who did voluntary
community work, became politically aware and left the country. And, like Lesli Naidu, your brother was murdered by the Security ...
(inaudible - end of side A) ... together. The fundamental aim of apartheid was to force people apart, was to force people into their
separate race groups, and in fact what apartheid did, ironically, was that it drew its opponents together, and we saw black, white,
Indian and coloured South Africans working and fighting together against apartheid. And your brother was one of these people, and
we hope that you and your family are able to take some comfort from the fact that he was and is regarded as a hero by many people
in
/this country.
this country.
The person who led the raid, the Matola raid, was,
as you have said, a man called Jacques Buchner, who also led the first raid into Maseru, where 41 people were killed. This is a man
who was head of the Security Branch in Pietermaritzburg for many years, and it is also a matter of public record that the political
murders, assassinations increased greatly during his period of office. He was taken from there and transferred to Ulundi, where he

became the Commissioner, the head of the KwaZulu Police. And we all know from evidence that has been given to this Commission
of the violent political thuggery which police force unleashed on this province.
We have heard your request that a monument, or something to remember, not only your brother, but the other 10 people who died in
Mozambique, should be erected, and we will certainly be making that recommendation to the Government on your behalf, and on
behalf of the families of the other people who died.
So we thank you all very much for coming in today and sharing your story with us. Thank you. --- Thank you very much.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Good morning, Mrs Mkhize, we greet you, welcome you here today. You are from Inanda, is that right, and you
have come to talk - to tell us about the death of your son, who was killed in Inanda in 1991. Is that another one of your children on the
stage with you?
MRS MKHIZE: Yes.
COMMISSIONER: And we also welcome him here today. Before you tell your story can you please stand to take the oath.
--------------------FLORENCE MKHIZE (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
COMMISSIONER: Dr Magwaza will help you now.
DR MAGWAZA: We greet you, Florence. We thank you also for coming forward today. What is your son's name? --- It's Siphamandla
Mkhize.
We are happy to see you as well. Florence, we will ask you to begin with your family. First relate to us your family. We are a family.
We have three children. Two died. We stay in - we reside in Inanda. Before we were in King Edward.
How old are your children? --- Siphamandla Mkhize is 11 years, Ngcobi is eight years, Sisulu is four years.
You are here to tell us your story about the killing of your son, who was very young at that time. Please tell us as to what was
happening at the time that this transpired. --- It was in 1991. There was violence in King Edward. It was on the 13th March at night. I
wasn't at home, but this child seated next to me was at home. Whilst they were still sleeping - we had an eight-roomed house, big
house, and there are burglar guards installed
/on the
on the doors. You see, what the children told me whilst they were still sleeping at night the heard the burglar door being shaken, the
noise, and Phindile woke up due to the noise of the burglars. When she woke up she heard footsteps approaching. You see it's a big
house. She could hear footsteps approaching the last bedroom, and she tried to leave the other bedroom to go to the next bedroom
and hid under the bed. She heard voices. They were talking.
Let's just stop right there. Tell me, at that time when this was happening how old were the children, because they were alone, you
were not there? How old were they? --- The one seated next to me was five and a half, and the other one was one year eight months
old. The third one was not born yet.
Do you have an elder one? --- Yes. That one got injured, Andile, and eight years old.
So there were three children and the helper? --- Yes. When Phindile left the bedroom to hide under the other bed they entered the
children's bedroom. When they entered the bedroom they asked, they said they were looking for the comrades. They started shooting
suddenly. Andile, who was sleeping, and the other two-year-old, woke up and cried - started crying. When Andile woke up they had
knives and they started stabbing, and they also had axes and they started chopping. They started chopping them. That's how he got
injured, because they had stabbed him so brutally on the head. The one who is next to me, the five-year-old, witnessed this. This other
one said, "Don't leave me alone inside," because there were so many attackers. These people were so many. They had assegais
/and different
and different weapons. And also the other one said, "We have the sister here, Phindile. We do not know where Phindile is." They
started looking for Phindile in the house now. With the assegais they were turning the house upside-down looking for Phindile. And
when Phindile realised and heard this she started crying, and they started shooting. And they shot her under the bed. They said, "If
you came out before we started shooting we were not going to shoot you," but they shot her there and they thought she had died

already. They left her and they took the other child with. They went into the other bedroom. My bedroom was locked, and they shot the
door and the door fell. They looked around inside and they took some of my possession in the house, in my bedroom. We used to sell
some paraffin, and they took money. This child got into the cabinet to hide. When they were approaching the door, trying to open the
door to run away now - this child told me that they were so many, numerous in number, in the house attacking. When they were
opening the door they tried to break to burglar so they could escape, and they took the child with. The child said, "Don't leave me
alone here because I am scared." They said, "No, you just go to this house. There's a granny here you can stay with." He went to this
other house that he knew better than the other one that they were pointing him to. They said, "You go and disappear from us because
you are going to get us into trouble." He went to Mbatha's place and started to knock at the door, but they could not hear the knock.
He had to stay outside there by the door until dawn. In the morning when the children were getting ready to go to school they saw him
sitting outside. They asked
/him, "What's
him, "What's wrong? Why are you sitting here?" The child related what happened about the attack, and also explained that he tried to
knock at night but he wasn't heard. They gave him some clothes to put on, and some food. And Phindile, who was shot in the house
then, she regained her consciousness and saw the other two-year-old, and the other one also who was stabbed from the head way up
to the bottom, and she started calling Andile and Andile could not respond. She realised that Andile was fatally injured, and the other
two-year-old who was there was in blood. The two-year-old was awake, seated right next to Andile. He could not walk, and Phindile
tried to get the child and crawled with the child a distance, trying to go to some other neighbours. Blood was oozing from Phindile as
she was trying to crawl along with the child as well. And they went to the Khumalo's place. They knocked and the lady responded.
They opened the door and she asked, "What's happening?" Phindile related the story as to what happened. That's where they spent
the rest of the evening. In the following day in the morning they tried to report the matter to the chief. Phindile was so much in pains
because she got shot, and the bullet penetrated throughout the body. They went to ... (inaudible) ... and tried to call the ambulance.
She was taken to Montogwelo(?), and the keys remained at the neighbour's place, at Khumalo's place. Other members of the
community did try to get in touch with me. I was working at Kupugani in the nutrition department. That day I was not at home. My
husband was at Inanda, working there. So that's where I spent the night. I spent the night at Inanda with my husband. In the morning I
woke up to go to /attend a
attend a conference. One of the community members went to Umlazi to our relatives to relate to them what has happened back at
home, and she was wondering how she could contact my husband. They called my husband and told him to rush home, this has
happened. My husband went home. On Thursday, when he was in the bus, he was asked - they were asking him, "Why are you in the
bus at this time?" He said, "No, I just got this message that my house was attacked." They said they will accompany you. They
accompanied him to his place. They could see from a distance that the house was being looted, and the house was just upside-down,
and they could see the burglar bars were fallen. They went inside, they saw the house was upside-down up to the bedroom where the
child was. There was a police already from the chief. They covered the child with a blanket. When my husband got there he saw the
child there. The child was lying on the stomach. He looked at the child and said, "Well, it has happened. I will accept it. Please
accompany me to the police to report this." He went to King Edward, accompanied by these other police. When he got there there
were altercations also still. They did not want to take his matter seriously. They went back home and they took the child. And he was
taken to King Edward and he was taken to the Phoenix Mortuary. We prepared for the funeral, and the child was buried at Inanda
Cemetery. We went to King Edward after that to open up the case. Phindile was there in King Edward, though she was in pains,
especially during the funeral. She was operated from the chest way down to the stomach. She was so much in pains and could not
even realise, and also did not attend the funeral. She was
/kept by
kept by my sister in Ntuzuma. When she started getting
from Empangeni, coming to assist me as a helper at my place. She did not know many people in the area, although she got used to
some people around there. Phindile gave her statement and we went to King Edward. We did not see the police doing anything about
this. The police never took this matter so serious or as an important issue up to this day. And I had brothers that we used to live with
before, but they left us after some time, they went to Empangeni. Those brothers tried to get in touch with the attorney to attend this
matter, but up to this day nothing much was done. The case never went on. We don't know what happened.
This is a pathetic story. I know this day is a most painful day for you because you are recalling what happened in the past. What I
would like to ask you, Florence - when those people came they asked for comrades. Do you probably think that there was one who
was a comrade, or maybe one of the political organisation's member? --- No, I would not say there was a member, or a political
member then, or a comrade or something then. They had left to Empangeni, because we had another home at Empangeni. I used to
be at home there with my children, and the father will come during the weekends because he was working from another area, in
another place.
What was happening at that time at Ndwedwe? --- At that time at Ndwedwe there were - it was a violent place, a violent place then.
There are some other things that transpired, killings and attackings, but we were not aware as to whether there were altercations

between the political organisations or what, but still that was not
/taken up.
taken up.
Were you affiliated to any of the political groups or something? --- No.
According to you, and in your own opinion, why do you think those people attacked your place? --- In my opinion I think that perhaps
maybe we had a beautiful house, a big house, and young children. That's why our house was attacked. That house was destroyed.
What surprises me is that they killed an eight-year-old. But Siphamandla survived this, and they took him with.
Why do you think this happened, and it happened in this manner? --- From what I think I think they wanted to do something so much
painful us that we should never even think of going back to that house, and leave and leave that house.
Did Phindile see some man that you say is Mr Khumalo? --- Yes, she saw Mr Khumalo, but I don't know Mr Khumalo's whereabouts.
Besides Mr Khumalo do you know of any others who were there? --- I wouldn't be so sure and certain about that, but there are people
who know a few who were there.
Where is Mrs Khumalo who rendered some help to you? --- She left Ndwedwe for Mandini.
Let's go back to the case. You went to open the case. Would you by any chance happen to have the case number or some
investigating officer who was in charge of this case? --- Yes, we do have the case number, and my family tried to get us in touch with
another attorney here in town. He tried, and the last I heard of this he was intending to go to Pietermaritzburg to the Attorney
/General.
General. I don't know whether the docket got lost or what, but there was some problem.
The attorneys that were representing you, where are they and who are they? --- The attorney who was in charge of this was Mr Ntuni.
Where is he? --- He is in Townsend Centre.
When last did you get in touch with him? --- It's quite some time that I have been in touch with him, because when I got back from
Ndwedwe we tried to build another house to stay, and I could see that my life has changed. I went back to school to the training
college. Whilst I was still at school it wasn't as easy for me to follow up, to keep up with this matter, because I would be disturbed as a
person who was a breadwinner as well.
Where is Phindile now? --- Phindile is at Empangeni, Mbonani.
Do you know her whereabouts? --- Yes, I know where she is.
Mrs Mbatha, who discovered your child in the morning outside, where are they? --- They are no longer in Thafamaza. They left that
place, they went to Mzinyathi.
I'll come back now to your family and the harassment that you've been through. How are the children? --- Because it's for the first time
for me to have the children experience what they have experienced. When I look and concentrate on my family there are things that
do transpire and do take place. I do explain to the teachers what happened to the children, and they do follow up with my children, and
they have told me that they have those spells when they get frightened, and they have noticed and picked that one up. This child has
changed. Even when
/she plays
she plays with other children her behaviour is very strange. They will go to the bedroom and get the assegais and run after the other
children that they are playing with, and that is very strange. I sat down and this bothered me. Even where I am now people tell me that
the child is very rude and very indecent. Because I know the background and what happened to my child I can tolerate what they are
going through, but other people cannot. I can't get a job nearby at my place, I'll have to work far away.
Where you are now you think that place is safe? --- I think it's a safe place because we haven't experienced anything.
What about Ngcobi, the two-year-old? --- He was still very young then, but when you related to him what happened he does recall
there and there, and he will even ask me, "How old was I when my brother got killed?" And I will tell him, "You were still very young."
And he will ask, "How did I survive?" You know, those are the kind of questions he asks, and I can't explain much.

You as a person, I can tell that you are traumatised. How did this impact on you? --- Yes, this did impact on me, but what I will still say
again is that I have changed the place and I have gone to another place, and I still keep remembering things that happened and the
pain that I have gone through, and wish that if I could help the situation I would go back and refurbish that house that I left, or probably
take it and put it where I am now, that other big house.
Do you go and see some doctors? --- No.
Thank you, Florence. Your story is very sensitive,
/especially
especially that children were affected in this. But what I will say is that through it all you are still looking decently, and you also had that
mind and that thought of going back to school and try to further your education. We usually note a few things from people who have
been harassed and who have gone through excruciating experiences, and we still find you intact and in a good position. I realise that
you come from a far away place, but I know very well that psychologists will be of help to you and the children. I would like for you to
contact the psychologists and relate your story, open up to them. Thank you.
--------------------Briefly, Florence, you said you went to a training college as a teacher, you were trained as a teacher, but you are not employed, you
are not working, or you are looking after your children. You said you come from Inanda. --- Yes, I come from Inanda.
Did you ever try to get employment, probably to go to schools around, as a teacher --- Yes, I have tried, but I haven't succeeded.
Who is the inspector at Inanda in your area? --- There are inspectors in town, there are inspectors in Ndwedwe. Mr Dlomo is the chief
inspector. And there are inspectors in town at Nedbank House. I have forgotten the chief inspector there. Msimanga is the chief
inspector.
Where will you wish to be a teacher if you were to choose, if things were to happen according to your wish? --- I do not have a
problem as long as I will get a school that is close to my place or around in Inanda. That I would appreciate.
/We'll try
We'll try to get in touch with the inspectors and take this matter up with them. You have gone through your training but you are not
employed. You are a qualified teacher and not employed. Something is not right with this. Your other home, can't you sell it? --- It's not
easy for me to sell that house because it's in the area of the - the chief's area, and it was so damaged in such a way that I'll have to
spend so much money to refurbish it and get it ready to be sold. The chief in charge in that area tried to get us someone who probably
would occupy the house, but that did not work out eventually.
Is there anything that you would like to ask from the Truth Commission? --- I have a wish. I would like the Truth Commission to get
those people who attacked my house, to get those perpetrators and bring them forward and ask them why they did what they did.
Even at Ndwedwe the police did not put so much effort in even showing me that they were concerned about this matter. There are so
many things that happened, transpired in our area at Ndwedwe, but the police did not take so much effort to work in them. And also
we had a home before, it's true. You see, if you come from another house which is much better, and you go to a worse house you
can't help but keep thinking of the loss you've gone through. And still the worst thing is we don't know the reason why we had to be
attacked and end up leaving that better house for where we are now. If there could be a way, because even where we are now it's a
three-roomed house, and the only reason why we managed to build this three-roomed house it's because of the relatives who helped
so much with the
/expenses.
expenses. Even the kids, I do encounter problems with them, because they will ask, "Mum, buy us this. Mum, get us this," but I cannot
afford that. Even when I go to town they will ask me, "Why did you take so long in town?" It's difficult for the children to let me go my
way, or probably take time in town and get back. They cannot get over that.
Thank you, Florence.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: (Inaudible) ... and to Siphamandla, who's with you today. We really cannot understand the brutality of those people
who did this. To kill an eight-year-old boy, and to do so in front of another little child like that, who was five years old at the time, it's
really shocking. We hope that with your guidance and your love that Siphamandla is able to get over this trauma, and from what you
have told us it seems that he really would benefit from some psychological counselling, and we would ask you to get in touch with us
at our office so that we can try to help you arrange that. We also went you to send our best wishes to Phindile, and please to ask her

to come in to make a statement to us, so that she can also apply to be registered as a victim, because it sounds very much to us as
though she was a victim.
It's also shocking that the police at Ndwedwe - and you have confirmed that it was the KwaZulu Police - did not take this case, but we
know from what went on in those days, and from the evidence of many other victims, that it was commonplace in those days for the
KwaZulu Police to refuse to take and register matters where the complainants were perceived not to be supporters of the KwaZulu
Police,
/or supporters
or supporters of Inkatha. So we will try - although it will be difficult we will try to find out who this person was, and why they did what
they did to you.
Our job is to make recommendations to the Government as to how people like you should be assisted, and we will be making
recommendations to the President and the Government as to how we think you should be assisted. We thank you very, very much for
coming in today to tell us your story. Thank you.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Mr Naidu, we welcome you here this morning, and you have someone on the stage with you.
MR NAIDU: Yes, it's my dad.
COMMISSIONER: That's your father. That's the father of Lennie as well.
MR NAIDU: Yes.
COMMISSIONER: We welcome you too, Mr Naidu. It'll just be you that's talking, is it, Lesli?
MR NAIDU: Yes.
COMMISSIONER: You have come to tell us also about the death of you brother in the same incident that we have just heard about.
Your brother, Surendra Lennie Naidu, was also killed by the security forces in 1988 at Piet Retief. Can you please stand to take the
oath before you tell us that story.
--------------------LESLI NAIDU (Sworn, States)
COMMISSIONER: Mr Lax will assist you.
MR LAX: Good morning both Mr Naidus. Welcome to you. Thank you for coming, and thank you for being willing to come forward and
share this experience with us. Before we start with the actual story, and we have already heard some of the story from the last
witness, Ms Nyoka, can you tell us a little bit about your family. Your father is here. --- That's right.
Your mother, is she well, is she still alive? --- That's right.
And about your siblings? --- I have three brothers. I am sorry, three sisters, and all younger than me.
Three sisters and - sorry, I didn't hear you. --/And I
And I am the eldest.
You're the only surviving son. --- That's right.
Is it correct that Surendra Lennie Naidu was born on the 12th of April 1964? --- That's right.
And, as we have heard, he died on the 9th of June 1988. --- That's right.
Now, tell us a little bit about Lennie. What was he doing before he left the country, and what led up to his leaving the country? --- Well,
there again the circumstances to him leaving the country was not very clear ... (intervention)
If I can just interrupt you and ask you to try and speak up a little bit so that people can hear what you're saying. --- Sure. The

circumstances of Lennie leaving the country was not very clear to us at all, even up to right at this point in time. We weren't sure
exactly what was the reason for him to leave the country, and there are still lots of things that we need to - we've got unanswered
questions on that regard. But he was involved with the UDF. Of course he started off in his - should I say community work from the
time he was a young boy in high school, and he worked with the Helping Hand Society in the Bayview area. He worked with the
Bayview Residents Association, and of course was also, I think, in the - with the inauguration of the UDF was one of the first
members. That's when the UDF started to be in - at that time.
He was a student at Durban-Westville University. What was he studying there? --- He was doing a Bachelor of Arts degree.
A Bachelor of Arts? --- Ja.
/Did he
Did he complete his degree? --- Well, he never got to - I have prepared some notes, and if I can perhaps go through them that will
make it a lot simpler.
Please go ahead. --- And there's also - there's something that I prepared that I want to - I felt needs to be said.
Please go ahead. --- Thank you. Of course we come to this - you know, I come to the Commission as the spokesperson for my family,
and whatever I am going to say will be a recollection of events surrounding the death and life and circumstances of my brother. Firstly
I was very pleased to hear of the establishment of the Truth Commission, and it was something that we prayed and hoped for for the
last 10 years, and it has been actually almost 11 years since - or 10 years since I last saw my brother alive. We always believed in
truth and justice, and it was something that we always thought will - that truth and justice will always win, whether it's today, tomorrow,
or in 10 years' time. And it was this philosophy that really made me think about myself and look into myself after Lennie had died, and I
asked myself, firstly, do I want justice - as we believed in this philosophy of justice and fair play? Do I want justice to be served onto
the wrongdoers, especially those that had administered justice the way they did to my brother, and the people of this country? Do I
want it to be meted out in the very same manner? And there were times I wanted this type of justice, I wanted this jungle justice, blood
for blood, and an eye for an eye, but fortunately there were times I wanted to learn the truth. And those times that I wanted to learn the
truth actually calmed me in my need for such
/justice.
justice. Truth is what we all want, and truth I think is what we deserve now. But the most soul-searching part comes after truth, and
that is forgiveness. I had to think long and hard about forgiveness. I am still fighting with this. It's not an easy battle. There are times I
seem to be losing - losing the battle. At this time I am compelled to know the truth, but in knowing the truth I will obviously at one point
in time have to forgive. But what do I forgive, who do I forgive? It seems this road of forgiveness, or this battle that I have with
forgiveness seems to be a round going around in circles all the time. Until this road straightens up perhaps I can forgive. But through
this Commission I hope that these perpetrators will give us the truth, and only the truth.
Since my first visit to the Commission's office I placed great faith in this Commission. I placed faith in the investigators and the advice,
so it was with great regret that I learned through a radio phone-in programme last Friday that some procedure to apply for amnesty
was long and complicated. I am talking specifically of those that are now serving prison sentences. I urge the Commission to find ways
of making this process as user-friendly as possible. It seems that there are still forces out there waiting to taint this Commission. Let us
not give them this pleasure.
I was also amazed to hear on the very same programme that a certain group of people feel it is a waste of money. To them I say
remember Eschel Rhoodie, the information scandal, the toilets in the veld, etcetera. Now, that was a waste of money. Did you
complain then?
/No, you
No, you went on to vote the Nationalists back into power. This Commission is a small price to pay for the truth.
And then there were people who feel, some people who feel, that it will open old wounds. I find it strange that most of these people are
the ones who are not carrying the wounds. I want to say to these people our wounds have never healed. It festers with infection of
uncertainty and sorrow. Let us bleed these wounds, root out the infection with truth, stitch it up with reconciliation, let it heal with time,
and let the scar be the reminder of that wound. And also let this be a history lesson for our children, and not of hatred.
As I explained a little earlier on, Lennie belonged to these societies, the Helping Hands, the Bayview Residents Association ...
(intervention)
Just for the sake of the other people in the audience, the Helping Hand organisation, just explain what that is. --- It's a charitable
organisation. I think they align themselves with the Cheshire Homes for the disabled, and so they - and of course that just being one of

the projects that they undertake, but it's generally a community-based organisation doing charitable work and community work in and
around ... (intervention)
I just wanted you to explain essentially that is a non-political organisation. --- Oh no.
Focused solely on benevolent work within the community. --- Of course, yes. Yes.
Okay. And there again he was also a member of the UDF. In 1982 he obtained a matric exemption, and the very next year started at
the University of Durban-Westville. Lennie's main aim or his dream was actually to study
/veterinary
veterinary science, and of course you would understand how difficult that was - or still is, I think, at that time, being - with the medium
being Afrikaans, and I think I am right in saying that he did apply and was turned down. I think it would have been basically based on
the fact that Afrikaans being as a first language, and of course we never did Afrikaans as a first language medium. And that I think
started to make certain things grow in Lennie's mind. He could see the discrepancies of the system in every way everywhere he
looked. I think at one time in the early eighties we started to watch a lot of television, and rugby was playing, you know, a lot of rugby,
we were inundated with rugby, and himself and his friends got together and they wanted to just play rugby. You know, it's a new sport
to us. And then they looked around and there was no facilities, nothing, and there again these inequalities that seemed to have been
growing - or should I say this awareness growing in his mind all the time.
And of course he was involved in the school boycotts in the early eighties, and there again one of the principal aims of the boycotts
were to rid us of this Afrikaans, which went far beyond just being an ordinary or a normal language, but of oppression and of hatred.
Mr Naidu, if I can bring you to the time just before Lennie left. In your statement you've told us that he went into a sort of a hiding. He
didn't stay at home any longer, he moved around from place to place. Obviously as he became more increasingly involved in politics
so the attention that he got from the security forces, and the Security Branch in particular, increased, and you tell us
/in your
in your statement of surveillance, of tapping of phones and stuff. --- That's right.
You confirm all of that? --- Of course. I had stayed with my gran for many years prior to Lennie - well, since I was a young boy, and we
lived out in Isipingo Beach. And since living with my gran I moved into a flat of my own, and often Lennie would come to study, and to sometimes when I went to visit my mum he would come to me and say, "Listen, you know, I just want to cool off," and of course
Lennie was never a person of many words, so I did to a certain extent understand what he was implying. But we never believed that
he was heavily involved in - or deeply involved in politics until the Security Branch started appearing. And when all this started - when
the Security Branch started coming and harassing us fortunately not many people knew that Lennie had another brother, and so I was
- to a certain extent my place was almost a safe haven for him until later on, when he had to move on because of - there's again a few
circumstances that came around where my mother confided in somebody about the plight of these - of course for one the families
being harassed, and of course looking for Lennie. And so I got home one afternoon - one evening, and there was this person there
trying to talk to Lennie about this - you know, about giving himself up to the Security Branch, and apparently he said he knew people in
the Security Branch, and he would make things easy for him. And of course Lennie was adamant, because he would - it meant he
would be implicating his comrades, and that was the last day that Lennie stayed with me. The next morning he packed up and off he
went, and then he was living wherever he could.
Now, eventually
Now, eventually he did leave the country. --- Yes.
He went and joined the ANC in exile. --- That's right.
And there's - that's not a secret, that's a well known fact at this stage. --- Yes.
It came out in the inquest. --- That's right.
Now, I want to take you to the time round about 1988. It's a well known fact that Lennie and his three colleagues were the first group of
people that were coming back into South Africa. --- That's right.
And they were coming from Swaziland. They had two contact people with them, whose affidavits were presented at the inquests, and
you'll know of that. And they indicated in those affidavits that the four people were completely unarmed. The one person actually sat
with Lennie while he was packing his bags, and confirmed in an affidavit that he had no arms on him whatsoever. --- That's correct.
Now the four of them, accompanied by two others, were taken to the spot on the Swaziland border where they were to be met by the

person collecting them on the South African side. --- That's right. I believe that was a Lieutenant Mossais.
That's correct. Now, previously there had been another person they were supposed to meet, someone by the name of Amos, who was
their contact. --- Actually I am not - we're not very aware of that.
Familiar with that? --- Not familiar of it.
But that part of the story has been reasonably well researched. And instead of Amos coming there this Lieutenant Mossais picked
them up. You're aware of what
/happened
happened after that. They were driven by him in a
vehicle. --- That's right.
And at a police roadblock they were stopped. Now, as you know from the inquest there are two different versions of what happened. -- That's right.
Eugene de Kock and his colleagues say that the vehicle was stopped by a Warrant-Officer Pienaar, that your brother came out of the
vehicle with a firearm and started shooting at them, and they then opened fire and shot all four of them. Somehow the driver of the
vehicle miraculously escaped any injury whatsoever. --- That's right. This is where we find these discrepancies within the inquest, and
there's lot of these discrepancies that we found with the inquest. I also find the - well, I also question the credibility of the Magistrate at
that inquest. In her judgment to many things, and how she wouldn't accept - at one time she wouldn't accept an affidavit from
somebody that left the country with Lennie, by the name of Richard Valahoo, and he apparently was the last person to see Lennie.
Yes. That is the person who sat with Lennie when he packed his bags. --- Packed his bags. And so there again I - just the very
credibility of that inquest is flawed in many aspects that we - because I saw through most of those days in the inquest.
Just for the record, how long did the inquest take? --- It carried on for about two years. It was always off and on, a few weeks there, or
sometimes just four hours and then they would adjourn for some or other reason, a postponement.
Your family was represented by Advocate Zak Yacoob,
/is that
is that correct? --- That's right.
And Advocate Moerane represented the other families. --- The other three, yes, that's right.
Now, just to complete the picture, what was the inquest finding? --- Well, the inquest finding was that they couldn't hold the policemen
accountable. They felt that the police acted within their jurisdiction, and so in the result it was - you know, it was just that. There was
nothing they could do, not in any way. And there again we couldn't - there was not much we could do after that.
Right. Just as a matter of interest did your family bring a civil action against the police at all? --- No, not at all.
At any stage? --- No, not at any stage.
Okay. Obviously you were waiting for the outcome of the inquest to see if there was any possibility of that. --- Yes, of course.
Now, obviously the other version that would have been mentioned at the inquest, and which is the one not accepted by the inquest
Magistrate, but I want to place it on the record, and perhaps you can confirm it, is that the four people were in the vehicle, the vehicle
was stopped, and they were then just murdered in cold blood by these police officers. --- That is what we believed happened, and
there was also there again another discrepancy that it didn't really happen where the police said it happened. And so it was there
again again de Kock's way of trying to shift - or maybe putting his own justice in in a way, just moving things around all the time, taking
the Courts for granted. We had inspected one
/place, and
place, and it later emerged that the - I actually called it an ambush, the area where this happened was somewhere else, because our
forensic people went in and found spent cartridges and things like that.
At the other place? --- At the other place.
Now, just one other aspect of this particular incident and then I'll get to the next incident, because there was an incident four days

later. --- That's right.
Arnold Nafumela has given an affidavit in that inquest where he confirmed that his duty was to wait at the border and assassinate the
two individuals who had accompanied the four of - the three people with your brother. And we know that one of those people escaped,
injured but alive, and subsequently spent a couple of years on Robben Island. That was a Mr Sindane. I don't know if you're aware of
that. --- We actually - the stories are very sketchy to us. There was some talk of it at one time, but it was never as if it was an official
such. I do remember Nafumela's input in the inquest, but I thought it - for some reason I felt his input was just as if to confirm Eugene
de Kock's modus operandi.
Yes. But in fact he was more directly involved than one realises, and I think we would certainly want to talk to him at some point to
confirm that. I then want to just briefly turn to the other incident, which happened four days later, where, in a very similar operation to
the one in which your brother was killed, the five other people whose names were mentioned by the previous witness, that was Sifiso
Nxumalo, Boxer Joseph Mthembu, Nkosinathi Innocent Bruce Thenjwayo, and Themba Khumalo and Jabulani
/Sibisi,
Sibisi, were murdered in a similar fashion, almost identical to that in which your brother and his friends were murdered. And again de
Kock's unit was involved in that, Pienaar was involved in that, and - we are still trying to get hold of the inquest records of that
particular case, but I understand it was heard quite soon after the other inquest was completed. --- From my recollection, yes, it was.
Mr Naidu, obviously this has been quite a traumatic experience for your family. How have your parents coped with it, and how have
you coped with it? --- We're still - there again the uncertainty of things. We're not certain, there are not definite answers to our
questions, and we need to know a lot more. We need for them to come up. We need to see or to hear what they've got to say, exactly
what happened there. And there again, like you said, you know, we've got two versions of this now, one - the one version we would
like to believe it is what it is, and it's the police version, and it's - it's there again this uncertainty what is the truth exactly what
happened there.
Mr Naidu, have you been informed by the State in any way that they intend prosecuting any of the people involved in this incident? --Not at all. Not at all. I did - if I could place on record I did remember some time last year, when I heard de Kock was being charged,
and a case was being put forward - if I can remember I phoned the Attorney-General in Pretoria and I said to him, "Please, this is who
I am, and perhaps if I could just throw some light on de Kock's case, our case as well," and he said, "Well, I am fully aware of that." He
/read through
read through the inquest documentation and there's not much, you know, he can see there, but all the same understands how de Kock
seemed to have worked, or the way he worked, and that was the last I heard of him - or heard from the - or actually we never heard
from the State, it was what I had - when I phoned him.
Ja. We understand from what you've said today, and from your statement - you've more or less implied it today, but in your statement
you said it much more directly - you would like us to investigate this incident in particular, and the other one, and to try and give you a
complete picture of what actually happened. --- Definitely.
I just want you to confirm that. --- Yes.
Well, we will do our best to try and do that. Is there anything else you'd like to add before I hand back to the Chairperson? --- There
are a few people who I feel need to be put on record in that - the case of Warrant-Officer Pienaar. My dad - when they went up to
identify the body, and of course we went up on two occasions to identify the body, the first occasion being my mum - my parents
couldn't identify Lennie because of the state of the body. It was just badly decomposing, the refrigeration was non-existent. And on the
second occasion - they came back home, then they went back up to Piet Retief a few hours later, after we told my mum - or reminded
her of birthmarks and spots on the body. And she phoned - then they phoned back to say well, they did identify the body. And my dad
asked Warrant-Officer Pienaar where is the clothes of Lennie, and of course anybody else. And Lennie always - he was given a gold
/chain for
chain for his 21st birthday, and you know, "Where is the gold chain, and what else did he have on him?" Well Pienaar just - as a
matter of fact just said, "Well, the clothes it's in the bin out there. We burnt it because of the threat of AIDS. And there was R300,00 on
him, and in any case you all can't have that money because it belonged to the ANC," but it was fine for him to have it I suppose. "And
the gold chain, he didn't have a gold chain on him." Now, these little things I would like to know what happened to. These are the
things that I feel can give us a good idea of how they were not just ordinary murderers in my opinion, they were also thieves. And even
thieving from dead bodies was something I don't think I can stand to accept at all at any level.
Just for the record, Lennie had about R3 000,00 on him. --- I believe that was ... (intervention)

And that seems quite clear from the evidence so far that we've been able to look at. --- That's what I believe emerged.
And they only admitted to R300,00 being on him, so one wonders what happened to that other money. Just one other thing I wanted
to ask you about, which you indicated in your statement which I overlooked, was the funeral and the sheer pandemonium that the
police appear to have wrought at Lennie's funeral. --- It was actually chaotic, it was ridiculous, it was - you couldn't describe it. And to
let out tear-gas on old people, pensioners, and really old - old people coming walking up a hill and there was this tear-gas to meet
them as they came up. You had people running around. It was unbelievable. These were the people that Lennie had - did a lot of
community
/work in
work in the area for the aged, and the under-privileged people. And we couldn't perform any of the burial rites according to Hindu
customer. There was a constant helicopter hovering up all the time on - you know, even when he laid in state at the temple. And when
we moved to the cemetery of course Lennie was declared a restricted person ... (inaudible - end of side A) ... there were others, other
people having their funeral services at the cemetery. They were actually rushed out by gunpoint and told to, you know, finish off their
funerals as quick as possible, and they were actually pushed out of the cemetery and the cemetery was locked up then, and then
searched, and then only we were allowed to go in. And it was just 200 people. There again we - we had a brigadier, I think it was, that
came down by helicopter and landed just about a few metres away from the body. He got out. He pulled out the flag on the coffin - of
course it was a sealed coffin - and even went as far as preventing us - taking a box of matches away from us, which in normal Hindu
rituals, especially in ... (inaudible) ... where we light blocks of camphor.
Who was that brigadier? Do you know who he was? --- I can't remember. I believe he was at that time the head of the police in - in C
R Swarts I would think.
Ja. Lesli, thanks very much for giving us that story, and I will hand back to the Chairperson.
--------------------DR RANDERA: Sorry, Mr Naidu, I want to raise two questions relating to your statement and relating to the ANC. If we go by the
version that all these young MK soldiers were killed by the police it sounds to me as if
/there my
there may have been a leak somewhere along the line. Now, you are raising also, as far as the ANC goes, the question of why people
were being brought into the country at that time. Have you made these inquiries with the ANC? --- You know, it was only after 1990
that of course we could even utter the word ANC in this country, and before that we had - there were lots of people that used to come
and go, became family confidantes, would come and share meals with us. It was only after Lennie died did we realise that these guys
were activists as such, and they knew a lot more. But still they were very evasive about things. They acted they themselves didn't
know about anything, you know, and I always tried to establish, you know, at least some - "What was your line of communication?"
And it was never - it was always sketchy, never direct answers. And this is another thing that plagues the family, the fact that since
Lennie left home there was not a message, not one word from Lennie. Not at all until he died. And I always tried to question, you
know, "What line of communications do you guys have?" At least a phone call or - be it not a phone call, I had some letter or
something to say that, "Listen, he is well, he is fine." My mum was very concerned about the fact that Lennie was a total vegetarian,
and just to see how he was doing, you know, how he coped with being out of the country, and just the fact that is he still keeping on
with his diet, or still a vegetarian? You know, just these little things that we wanted to know, and we just couldn't seem to get
anywhere.
Thank you.
--------------------/COMMISSIONER:
COMMISSIONER: Mr Naidu, both Mr Naidus, you heard the
comments that I made earlier to the witness before you, Gloria Nyoka, and I repeat those for your benefit as well. We can only imagine
what you and your family must have gone through to have to identify your brother, and your son, in the condition in which you found
him. He was a young person who, as you have said, devoted much of his younger life to doing voluntary work for others. He became
politicised, as was inevitable for an aware young person in those days. He left the country. If you just consider that if he had been
arrested and charged according to the law in those days, charged for being a member of the ANC, charged for leaving the country
unlawfully, or without a passport, there's no doubt that he would have been alive and free today. But that's not how it happened in
those days, and the overwhelming probabilities are - taking into account that both these groups died on different days in exactly the
same circumstances, the overwhelming probabilities are that they were simply murdered, and placed - as I recall from those times - on

top of each other in a prison cell, where you had to identify them.
We know that Mr de Kock and Mr Nafumela have applied for amnesty, and we will be having a very close look at those applications for
amnesty to see whether they make full disclosure, as they are obliged to do, and to see what their version is of these events. It is also
possible that when de Kock gives his address in mitigation of sentence - as you know he's just been sentenced on 89 charges,
including six of murder - when he gives his address in mitigation of sentence it is expected that he
/will refer
will refer to other incidents, and that also may be some
lead in to find out what happened in June 1988 to your brother, to your son.
So we thank you for having had the courage to have come forward here today and to have made the remarks you did about this
Commission and its work. Thank you very much indeed.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: We welcome you. Thank you for coming in. How do you pronounce your name please?
MS PEARCE: Aline.
COMMISSIONER: Aline Leanne.
MS PEARCE: That's correct. Just Aline is fine.
COMMISSIONER: Yes. And you have with you on the stage today?
MS PEARCE: Mrs Beth Coohal. She's one of the missionaries from our church.
COMMISSIONER: I see. We welcome you both today. You've come to tell us about this incident which took place in Durban in
October 1990 which resulted in the stabbing and death of your friend, Ryan Kruger, is that correct?
MS PEARCE: That is incorrect. Ryan is not dead, but he is ... (intervention)
COMMISSIONER: Oh, sorry. Sorry, the stabbing of Ryan Kruger.
MS PEARCE: And myself.
COMMISSIONER: And yourself.
MS PEARCE: That's correct.
COMMISSIONER: Before you give that evidence could you stand please to take the oath?
--------------------ALINE LEANNE PEARCE:
COMMISSIONER: Dr Mgojo will assist you with your evidence.
DR MGOJO: Good morning. --- Morning.
The old man is interviewing you. You need to come close to this when you are speaking so that I can hear well. Well, it's nice that you
could come here, because I get worried when we have to be interviewing one group of
/the people
the people when the other groups are not coming, so it encourages us when we see that some other groups too who have suffered
have courage of coming to tell their stories, especially now that we have become a rainbow nation. It really fulfils the dreams of this
nation as far as the Truth Commission is concerned. So I want to welcome you with all the excitement I have that you have come, and
also that you have been accompanied by somebody a little bit older than you. Maybe I need add in just to have a background about
your own family. --- Certainly. Well, I have a brother and a sister. I have a brother that lives in the Eastern Cape with a family, and at
home I stay with my mum and my dad, both working. My sister works for an insurance company, and so do I. That's about it.

Okay. Can you give me any background about - okay, before I go there, are you still in school? --- No, I am not. I am studying and I
am working.
Where are you studying? --- I am studying at Technikon South Africa, and I am ... (intervention)
Technikon? --- Ja, Technikon South Africa, and I am working for Auto & General.
Thank you. Can you just give me a little bit of background about Ryan? --- Ryan Kruger?
Yes. --- Well, Ryan was a friend of mine which I knew before the incident occurred. He was at the brother school to the school that I
went to. He was basically in the same sort of social group that I was in. Well, a very happy guy, well known amongst the friends,
popular. Since the incident unfortunately he is not what he used to be. He's a lot more insecure, and I just feel
/that he
that he suffers - he has suffered a lot more than what I have.
How old is Ryan? --- Ryan, at the moment he must be about 22.
22. --- Or 23 at the moment.
Does he have any parents? --- He does. He has a mother and father who are separated. The last I heard of Ryan he was living with
his mother.
Living with his mother. Okay, you have come to the Truth Commission to tell them about one of the nasty, unacceptable incidents
which happened in October 1990. That incident was well publicised also in the press because of the grim picture it gave to the
country, and I believe you have come to say something about it. --- Certainly.
Can you just tell us what happened on October 1990? --- Well, it was during October holidays. At the time I was 15 years old and I
was in standard seven, and Ryan and I were walking to the beach together. We were walking - we just crossed over the intersection of
- Brickhill - I think it's Brickhill Road and Point Road, where the intersection meets. We were walking towards the beachfront. While we
were walking, chatting and carrying on, and as we walked past a curio shop ... (intervention)
What time was it? --- It was quarter past nine in the morning.
Quarter past nine in the morning. --- That's correct. We were walking past a curio shop and suddenly we were surrounded by about - it
could have been 20-30 men. At the time I didn't think anything of it because I was a well-balanced person. I was never nervous or
scared
/or - you
or - you know, I was the sort of person that had a lot of faith, you know, in what was happening. I was ... (intervention)
How old were these men? Were they of your age group, or what? --- No, these - well, I didn't take much notice at the time when - you
know, when the people surrounded us. The way I saw it was that they were just people - you know, a whole big group of people that
had walked out of the store together. When they walked out the store we continued walking, and I noticed that there were men walking
in front of me who had knives in sheaths, and they were hiding them - or putting them under their clothing, but still I didn't think
anything of it, I just presumed ... (intervention)
Were they walking quietly or they were making noise? --- No, they weren't - as the men in front of us walked out, no, they were walking
pretty quickly, but they looked - you know, I didn't think anything of the situation at the time. It was only once the group of men walked
behind - another group of men with the same group walked behind me, and I heard a man scream something got to do with Africa,
that I kind of got a bit nervous and just started looking around, as I saw people were like - you know, seemed to be moving very fast.
Well, then as I continued walking Ryan and I were walking together ... (intervention)
What were they saying about Africa? You can't remember? --- I just - all that I remember - because at the time it happened so quickly,
I just remember the man screaming something Africa. I didn't hear if he said anything before or after Africa, I just heard the word
/Africa.
Africa. Consequently the men separated Ryan and I. Ryan was pushed more towards the right, towards the road, and I was separated
more towards the building side of the actual road.
Were there any other people around apart from you? --- Well, at the time I think I got such a shock, and if I close my eyes I can still the

direction which I was walking in, you know, they way I had been forced to the one side, but - I am sure there were other people there,
but at that particular time I saw no one but the men around me. Well, as soon as I heard the man shout something about Africa I
turned around to see what it was, and I consequently saw a knife coming towards my head, and that was the last I remember. The
next time I actually came around or - you know, woke up, it must have been - I had moved about, say, 10 metres from the last place,
you know, I was conscious of where I was standing. And at that time I used to do a lot of boogie boarding, if you want to call it that,
and I had a board with me at the time, and I had a bag on my back, and as I fell it so happened that I fell that I was able to shield
myself with the board. And I just lay there, and I didn't scream or I didn't do anything, I just lay there and thought to myself, "This has
never happened before." You know, "This can't be happening. What's going on?" But as I actually - it was just before I hit the ground,
just before I actually stumbled or - I noticed that Ryan had been pushed towards the one direction, and I saw a man actually stab him
in the back. And that was the last I saw of Ryan. As I was lying on the ground a youth, he must have been my own age, 15-16, he
plunged at me with a knife, and luckily
/- if I
- if I didn't have that board with me I am sure I would have been more seriously injured, but I was stabbed in my leg with the knife. It
went in the left side and it came out the top of my leg. But that wasn't - the injury wasn't the thing which really traumatised me. Once I
actually realised what had happened, and I decided to get up and actually go and find some help, and I stood up, and obviously I was
- you know, just in such a state. I was screaming, and actually ran into the Lonsdale Hotel, just asking someone to please help me, or
just to do something for me, and the people probably there were so shocked that they were too afraid to help. They were just - you
know, it's not something you see every day. It's things you hear about, but you don't see it. It's not something that you expect to
happen.
So you say there were many people around who were witnessing this, but they just ... (intervention) --- Yes.
... didn't do anything. --- No, there were people that saw what had happened. By the time I actually got up on my feet once I had been
stabbed it just appeared that hotels, shops, whatever was around there, they just seemed to close their doors and they were just afraid
- afraid of you, kind of thing, although I hadn't done anything. I had been unfortunately involved in an incident which just happened to
be coincidental.
These men, what kind of clothes did they have? Was there anything particularly about what they were wearing? --- The only person the only sort of clothing I can remember was the boy, the youth that stabbed me had a peach shirt on. That's all I can remember. But
they
/dressed
dressed pretty civilian - you know, in civilian clothing, just pants and shirts and stuff. So I can remember, but that's about it.
In your statement you said that you saw another lady. --- Yes. While I was lying on the ground shielding myself a lady had obviously
been caught in the same sort of - in the same group that I had been caught in, and she crouched behind me. She must have been
about in her thirties somewhere. She was actually trying to hide under me. She was trying to hide under my body, and she had
consequently also been stabbed in the back at the time. While we were actually lying there we could - you know, we could see the
group following up on the road, and it was only once that I stood up and walked into the hotel, into the Lonsdale Hotel to see if I could
get someone to help me, that when I came out - at the time I didn't know who the man was, but I saw him firing shots at the - at the
same man who had stabbed Ryan. And I wasn't sure who the man was, but later on it was revealed that he was a training - a
policeman who was in training school or whatever, and one of the - his accomplice was down from Pretoria on holiday with him. She
had also been stabbed at the time.
When these people were attacking you were they saying something? --- Well, I don't know if you've ever been in a situation like that,
but when you're in a situation like that your mind just - everything just stops. It just seems to just go so, so, so slowly. It's like a movie
that is running so slowly, that even if there are sounds and sights, and cars going past, you're not going to hear that because all that
you can think of at
/that present
that present moment is, "I have to survive." Because, you know, your life has been put on the line, and although you're not ready for
that, you know, it's not something that you're ready - you know, you wake up in the morning and you think, "Well, today this is going to
happen to me," you know, or, "I am in this situation. I am running at a high risk job," or, "I'm this sort of a person, I've got be careful of
things like that." You know, I was a - I was still very much of a child. I didn't think of things like that, and in a situation like that your
mind doesn't think about looking out for certain people's faces. You're not bothered about what's happening. All that you're thinking
about is, you know, "I've got to live through this."
Were these men white people, yellow people, black people? How did they look like? --- They were all African men.

They were all African. When you say African men you mean black? --- That's correct, ja.
In your statement you also speak about an old man who was stabbed. Can you say something about that? --- Well, the old man that
was stabbed - I didn't know the man, I didn't see the man, but once I had been taken to the trauma unit at the hospital my parents - my
mom came round to see me, and while she was sitting in the waiting room a very old lady, she must have been in her eighties, came
in and she said to my mom, "Ah, you know, I've got a call from the hospital to say my husband's here." She says, "I just wish he could
go to the bank without tripping and falling or something, because it always happens that I've got to go and collect him from the
/"doctor
doctor because he's so clumsy, and he's probably fallen and hurt himself quite badly." And it so happened that this man in fact - you
know, he had not fallen or he had not been ill, he had actually been stabbed in the shoulder. He was pretty helpless, an 80-year-old
man which, you know, can't do much. He's a pretty peaceful person. And he consequently died of the situation.
Okay, thank you, Aline. And you say that these people were about 20. --- At the time it seemed like it was about 20. It appeared like
that. I may have been that, you know, I misjudged or miscounted, but if I think of a group of 20 people standing around me then yes, it
seems like they must have been a group of that size.
What was happening in the area during that time? Was there anything happening - or in the country? Can you remember? --- Well, in
South Africa as such at that particular time was when South Africa first started going through our phase of - from transformation from
the old to the new, so yes, there was - historically, yes, there was a lot of things happening in our country at the time. But on that
particular day, in that particular area where I was walking, it was a normal Tuesday morning. That was it.
Was the matter reported to the police? --- Yes, the matter was reported to the police. It was in investigated. It so happened that some
of the perpetrators were arrested at the actual site of the incident, and they were consequently obviously put in prison for a short
period of - for the period of time until we could in fact actually trial - you know, go through a trial. But it so happened that the man that
/stabbed
stabbed my friend Ryan was injured, I think he was shot four times, and it so happened that they were both in intensive care unit, and
something which was quite shocking to all of us is that both the victim and attacker lay in beds next to each other.
And did they die? --- No. Neither Ryan nor the attacker - no, neither of them did die. Only the one man died, which is the old man.
The old man died. --- That's right.
If you remember, how many people were stabbed on that day? --- Eight people.
All whites? --- That's correct.
During the investigation was it ever discovered to which political grouping did these people belong who stabbed you? --- Well, it was
Mr Ngcobo who was the perpetrator of the group. He apparently was a member of the Pan-Africanist Congress, and that was at the
time what was said. That's what he admitted to, but apparently the actual incident had not been an organised attack by the PanAfricanist Congress, it was a member of the Pan-Africanist Congress that actually did this. Apparently what happened was that he
gathered a whole lot of youths the night before the incident and he promised them food and a place to stay for the evening. But what
was said during the trial is that there was a shopowner who was in the area that had been told of the incident months before, and he
had circled it on his calendar, and he knew that it was going to happen because this man had told him that they were going to do this.
The youths at the time that carried out the attack with Mr Ngcobo apparently had no knowledge of what they were going to do. It was
said that
/some of
some of them said they did know, some of they said they had some sort of idea, but weren't quite sure. But the motive for the attack
was that Mr Ngcobo said that he was doing this in order to show the rest of the white South Africans that Africa was here for the
Africans, and that they wanted the white people to leave.
Do you know what happened to Ngcobo? --- Well, once we actually had the - once the trial was carried out, and the whole proceeding
went through, they said that Mr Ngcobo had a - I don't know if you want to call it a psychological problem or a mental problem, but he
was tried and he was put into - he wasn't - how to say - for example he wasn't put into prison, but he was going to go to a place where
they would assess him. I don't know if it's sort of like a mental prison or whatever. But the actual youth that attacked me, and
destroyed my life, was let off the hook. He was - you know, I don't even know if that man was ever found. No one ever said to me - no
one ever approached me and said to me, "The man who did this to you, or the boy who did this to you, you know, this is who he is, this
is why he did it, and this is what's going to happen to him." The proceedings in the - we went to court. Firstly I had to go to Westville

Prison to testify - not to testify, to go to an identification parade. They contacted me and asked me - or told me I needed to come, and
they said to me at the identification parade I'd be sitting behind a glass window, I need not to be afraid. If I just saw anyone that I
recognised or knew all that I needed to do was to point them out. Well, I spent the entire day at Westville Prison, and by the time I
actually got to go and do my identification of the
/so-called
so-called perpetrators I had to walk through the actual prison itself, and I went into the chapel at Westville Prison, and to my absolute
amazement there was no glass window. I was standing face to face with a group of 50 men, which I had no idea who were the people
that had attacked me. I did not see my attacker's face. All I knew was that he was young and he had a peach shirt on. So I recognised
Mr Ngcobo. I saw him standing there, he had a blue robe on, but at that time I was in such a state, because they had told me that I
wouldn't worry about having to be seen, and I went in there - I didn't have - I had the support of a policeman I didn't even know, and I
went in there and was faced with all these people. And I started to cry because I was afraid, and I wasn't prepared for this, and as I
started to cry so the prisoners started laughing and throwing - and shouting comments, and so that was - it was a waste of time
because I couldn't even look at the guys and try and see who the man was. But we did go through the prosecution, and unfortunately
Captain Hurter, who was the detective at the time, was killed in a car accident. I don't know how it happened, or what happened at the
time, but once he actually - once he died it just seemed the case just kind of took a back seat. It went through to proceedings, I
testified, and afterwards - I'm sure you all have probably seen in the papers that there were two men that were found guilty, and Mr
Ngcobo himself. But those were only three men. What happened to the other five? There were eight of us stabbed, not three, and the
perpetrator who - the man who attacked me and did what he did to me, why should he get away - why should he get away with it? He
may have
/said, "Yes,
said, yes, but he didn't know what was going to happen that day, but yes, I was 15 at the time, and he could have also been 15, and I
sure knew the difference between right and wrong, and what that was was definitely wrong.
Were you attended by the doctors? Let me say Ryan. Was Ryan attended by any doctor? --- Yes. Well, once we had both been
comforted by staff at the Lonsdale, yes, paramedics did arrive and stabilised us, and Ryan was taken off to Addington Hospital. And I
was later taken by ambulance to Addington Hospital too, where I waited until late afternoon until - you know, someone basically
attended to my wounds and just made sure that I was - you know, I was okay still. And then I was sent home.
And Ryan? In your statement here you say that Ryan's liver was damaged. Is that true? --- Well, Ryan lost one of his kidneys, and
yes, his liver was damaged, but most importantly I think his soul was at that day ... (incomplete)
And is it true too that he lost his speech? --- That he lost his ... (incomplete)
Speech. --- He didn't lose his speech. It's just that Ryan before the incident was like any other 17-year-old guy. Popular - you know, he
was outgoing, friendly, and after that actually happened not just Ryan, but myself, became very withdrawn. He - you can hear when he
speaks to a person he stutters immensely. He was extremely intelligent at school, and once that actually happened he left school, and
I think that intelligence unfortunately was just overwhelmed by emotions. Unfortunately he wasn't as lucky as I was, he didn't have a
family who was there to support him. He didn't have /you know,
you know, he didn't have a family behind him encouraging him all the way. Although even if you do have a family behind you in a
situation like that there's no one who can come to you and say, "I know what you're going through, it's happened to me before, or it's
happened to someone I know." You know, things like that just didn't happen to white people. White people just aren't victims of
violence. That was the thing. And Ryan didn't - I don't think Ryan had all the support I had. And if you see him today he is - it's a pity
that he didn't have that support, because he was truly a marvellous person, and he has been - he's just not the person he was. He's
been scarred with a terrible amount of, I think, torment.
Where is Ryan now? --- Ryan at the moment - I don't see him often, but when I do see him he's got an odd job, or he's coming and
going quite freely.
Does he know that you did come here to speak about yourself and about him? --- No, he doesn't know. I don't think any of the victims
know. I didn't think it was my duty - or I don't think it was my doing to go to those witnesses and say to them, "You should go to the
Truth Commission," because it is how they feel. If they want to come to the Truth Commission and let people know that things like that
did happen, and yes, we all know because we saw it in the press, and it was well publicised, and supposedly it was taken to court. It is
their choice if they would like to come here. If they prefer just to leave it and forget about it, and just not worry about it, then that is their
own business.
So you chose Ryan because he was your special friend? --- Pardon?

/You chose
You chose Ryan because he was your special friend? --- Well, it's just that I knew Ryan. I didn't know any of the other victims. The
only reason why I knew - I got to know the victims was through seeing them at Westville Prison, or seeing them at the court hearings.
Here you say - let me come to you now. --- Yes, Sir.
You say that you have never recovered from this incident which happened some time ago when you were 15 years. Are you getting
any treatment? --- Well, after the incident I did receive a little bit of treatment. I was put onto Prozac, which is a medication to try and
basically calm your nerves. I did see psychologists, I went to doctors, but I felt that none of that really helped, because what I needed
to do was I needed to get a grip of the situation and I needed to accept what had happened. It was no use getting someone to try and
talk me around the situation. I needed to face the situation and say, "Well, it's happened. There's nothing I can do. I am just going to
have to accept that it happened and get over it." But you must realise that, although a person can forgive other people what had
happened a person will never forget. I was 15 at the time, I was very young. I was still moving into my teenage years, I was still
learning to become a young adult, and after something like that happens you just - about what, five, six, seven, eight years, you just
seem to mature overnight. You've got to handle a situation which only you can face. There's no one else that's going to help you face
that situation. It's not like my mum here has died, or my sister has died, where I can actually console with the
/whole family,
whole family, and we can get - as a family work together how we're all going to, you know, work around that. It's you yourself. You
have stared death in the face. You cannot just say, "Well, it's happened, and I'm going to forget about it, and let's just be happy."
Because you do try. You try to do that. You try and forgive and forget, and luckily I'm a christian, so I have been able to have one
counsellor, and I think that counsellor is the only counsel I do need, because if I've got this far I am sure that I don't have to worry
about anything coming up because the worst is behind me. And the biggest thing is that I've accepted what has happened, and I've
got on with my life. I haven't let it - you know, I haven't let it hold me back, or I haven't let it dampen my life in any way.
Do you know if Ryan is getting any treatment? --- No, I don't know. After the incident Ryan would also say, "Ah, you know, I don't need
help. I'm fine. You know, I don't care what happened." And there's no ways a person can say that, that they don't care, because you
do care. Although you try not to care it's going to affect you. It's - you know, your emotions are shattered. At night you cannot sleep
because you keep imagining that you see things and you hear things. You walk down the street you can't walk in a - you know, you
can't walk without looking behind you, or being suspicious of people. So no, Ryan doesn't receive - I don't think has ever received any
sort of help, no.
Thank you. I am about to finish you. Aline, you have come to the Truth Commission, what do you want the Truth Commission to do? -- Well, firstly I would like
/to know
to know from the Commission what is - not from you, because I am sure you won't know, but I'd like to know, the youth that attacked
me personally, what has ever happened to him, where is he? You know it's not a long time ago, the man must be still walking around.
If he is known, although he was a juvenile at the time, you know, I'd just like to know who he is and why he did what he did. Surely he
saw what was going on, and he must have thought, "Wow, you know, this is wrong. Maybe I shouldn't be getting involved with this."
Did he do it because it was politically motivated, or was it under pressure that he did it, or for what reason? Surely he had a reason to
do what he did? Yes, the leader had a reason, and we all know the reason, but what was the reason of that man? Why did he do it?
Okay, another thing? That's all? --- That's it.
Well, Aline, thank you very much for your narrative. --- Thank you.
Sad as it is, unfortunate as it is, because I don't think that this is what we want to see in our country. --- Definitely not.
Especially at this time, when the President of our country is really trying by all means to create what we call a rainbow nation, where
people can feel together, South Africans. Unfortunately, because of the past, which is apartheid, it's very unfortunate that these things
had to be planted in the ears of people, so people see other people by colour, not see them as people created in the image of God. I
think your request is well received. It will be passed - an investigation shall be made. --- Certainly.
/Because
Because this is your request, and an easy one too, because it really lies within the field of investigation. And we appreciate again - I
want to say again, I want to appreciate this that you, as a white person, has come forward to tell your story, so that it does not just
appear, this thing, that it is the Truth Commission of a certain group in South Africa. I mean many people have suffered in different
ways, and I think those who have suffered must have courage to come forward. Thank you. --- Thank you.

--------------------COMMISSIONER: Aline, thank you again. As Dr Mgojo has said, thank you very, very much for having the courage to come forward. It
must have been a terrible shock for you as a young 15-year-old girl on the way to the beach with a friend to have been - for not
apparent reason to have been attacked by people with knives. And I think, as Dr Mgojo has said, what happened to you and your
friend, to Ryan, is one of the legacies that apartheid has left this country. It caused deep divisions amongst people - hatred, mistrust
and suspicion, and it caused people to do the sorts of things that you've heard about this morning, and it caused people to do what
they did to you and the other people on that day in 1990 when you became a victim. And we hope that we are moving to a situation
where we see each other as common human beings and not as black people or white people.
We don't know how this has affected you emotionally, or how in the long run it will affect you, but we see today that you are here as a
positive young person, and we hope that you are able to put this trauma behind you in time. Thank you very much indeed. --- Thanks.
COMMISSIONER: Good morning, Nelly, we greet you. Thank you for coming in to see us, to talk to us. You have come from
KwaMashu, and you will tell us about the death of your sister, Makhosi Kalisiwe Nyoka, who died in a massacre with other young
people in Piet Retief in 1988. Before you tell us that story can you stand and take the oath please.
--------------------NELLY NYOKA (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
COMMISSIONER: Thank you, Mrs Gcabashe will help you now.
MRS GCABASHE: Morning, Nelly. We appreciate your presence that you have come before this Commission to relate your story.
It is obvious that you are deeply hurt and deeply grieved for having lost your sister. Even before you start talking about your sister I
would like you to relate to us - give us a brief description of your family. --- We are six at home, three boys as well as three girls, but
one died. We grew up staying with my father. We were not staying with my mother. Even now we still are not staying with my mother. I
am the fifth one at home.
You are staying with your father. Where is your mother? --- My mother is still alive, and they had a separation so we grew up staying
with my father.
What are you doing presently? --- I am doing public administration at Technikon SA.
Can you please tell us as to what happened, the circumstances surrounding the disappearance of your sister. --- She was attending
school at Nzuvela, and she was a member of khozas. They used to attend certain
/meetings
meetings together with their friends, Lindani Zama as well as Thule Bona. Then after some time our relatives from Pietermaritzburg
came to see us, the Makhubane family. It was Nomkonzo Makhubane, as well as Nomvu Makhubane. Then on Thursday morning I
saw my sister having a paper bag and taking it with. I asked her as to where she was going to. She said she was accompanying
Nomkonzo.
What time was it? When was it? Was it - which year was it? --- It was in 1982. It was at about nine in the morning. I don't remember
the month quite well. When I asked her as to where she was going to she said she was accompanying Nomkonzo and she was going
to come back that afternoon, but she never came back up until today. And whenever we tried looking for her we even went to
'Maritzburg, but we were told that they never came, she never turned up. A long time elapsed without us hearing as to what had
happened to her, and we heard rumours that she had skipped the country.
You said in 1982 she joined Umkhonto we Sizwe. --- That is correct.
Did she tell you that she joined Umkhonto we Sizwe? --- No, we were told by other relatives with whom she went on that particular
day, and we were told by those relatives that they went together and they skipped the country.
In your statement you said she sent you photos, as well as money. Do you know where she got the money from? Where was she
working if she was? --- She never even explained anything, but she would write us letters asking us as to what we needed, and she
sent us one photo. She was at a party in Swaziland.
/What about
What about the letters? Did it indicate whether - where the letters came from? --- The letters came from Swaziland. On a particular

Thursday morning we received a telephone call, and my elder sister went to answer the phone. It was a certain Mr Gwenza Mlaba
who had phoned, and he is an attorney. He said we should come to his office. My elder sister went to his office and she was told that
Makhosi and eight other people had died. Amongst them was Lennie Naidu, as well as Malindi Mthembu. It was Makhosi Nyoka, as
well as Lindiwe Mthembu, Glenrose Xothoza, Jabulani Sibisi, Sifiso Nxumalo, Boxer Mthembu, Lennie Naidu, as well as Sifiso
Thenjwayo.
How did they die? Do you have any idea? --- We were told that they had died, and they never explained anything. And the following
day my sister planned to go to see the attorneys once more. Then in the same evening, when the neighbours child had come to play, I
was asked to take him back to his place and help him cross the street. When I got out of the yard I saw a white kombi parked before
the yard, in front of the yard, and when I came back from taking the child halfway I was accosted by four boers, who asked me as to
where my sister was. And I told them that she was not there. They asked me whether I had heard that she had died, and they asked
me as to how I got to know that, but I never told them. And they accompanied me into the house. They went around the house, and
there were certain black people who were wearing Balaclavas, and they said to me I should tell the people inside the house to come
out of the bedrooms and sit in the dining-room, and that I should ask one of the people inside the open the door. And they got into the
house. They sat down
/and they
and they asked as to who was the eldest. We said we were alone, because my father had died by then, and they asked me as to
where my sister was. They told me that they were seeing Mlaba's work. They were the ones who had killed Mlaba. We told them that
we did not know anything about anyone who killed anyone. They showed us certain photos. They showed the photos of our sister, as
well as other people who had died. They were all naked, and they said we should point out my sister, but her photo was not amongst
the photos that we were shown. He actually asked me as to how I could not identify my own sister, and this other boer showed me my
sister's photo. I could not identify her because of the injuries that she had sustained on the face. They actually showed me my sister
on the photo. From there they went away. When one of them went out the other one came in and said they are going to get even the
others. They were going to get them one by one and kill them and finish them just like the others. And they then went away. Thereafter
we went to see attorneys, and we were at the same time preparing for the funeral. My sister woke up the following morning and went
to the offices. My brother also went to make some funeral arrangements, and during the day these boers came and asked me as to
when we were going to bury my sister. I told them that my elder brother, as well as sister were not around, so I could not answer them.
I did not know anything about the funeral. When neighbours came to comfort us during our moment of grief they were chased away by
the boers, and they could not stay and comfort us during that moment. Then on a particular Friday the boers came back. We were at a
night vigil, my sister's night
/vigil, and
vigil, and the neighbours were afraid to come and attend the night vigil because the boers had come and parked their cars in front of
our yard, thereby preventing the neighbours from gaining entry. Then on Saturday it was the funeral. My sister was buried. Thereafter
the attorneys phoned and said we should come and institute some civil action, as well as criminal proceedings. My sister is in
Kimberley, and most of the time she was not at home. So they went together with the other bereaved families of the deceased. They
went to see Yakoob and Moerane, and when they came back they related to us, and we were told that amongst the killers that was
Eugene de Kock, as well as Nofumela. Then after some time they went back and they were told that the case was postponed, and
when the case was finalised I was told by my sister that the Judge had said he fears for his life, then he will not announce the
conviction, he will not convict the accused people, but he will pass the matter on to Pretoria. He reserves his judgment. Thereafter
nothing went on.
And this kombi that you said was parked in front of your yard, were you able to identify the people who were inside? --- No. I could see
them, but I cannot really say who they were, but they were calling each other by names, and they were saying Mr Botha. At some
stage they called a certain Mr Botha. But what I am positive about is that Mr Mlaba has all the details, because they knew about all
that took place during that time.
In your statement you said you, Sidney, as well as Patrick, went to Piet Retief. Who is Sidney and Patrick? --- Sidney is my elder
brother, and Patrick is the
first-born at home. Both are my brothers.
/When you
When you got to Piet Retief what did you see? --- A kombi was hired so that we could go fetch the corpses. When we got at the
mortuary we saw certain boers who were paging through an album, and they were busy pointing at certain photos and saying they
were going to get them one by one. And they told us that our corpses were here and they were going to give them to us.
Can you identify the boers? --- I am not sure, because Mr Mlaba is the one who was writing everything down, and he has all the

details. Even the docket is with him.
Did you get the death certificate? --- We never got any death certificate.
So you never got to know the cause of death? --- We did hear as to how they died. They were coming from that country and they were
heading for South Africa. It was a private car as well as a kombi. There were three girls, my sister, Lindiwe Mthembu, as well as
another one, Glenrose Xothoza. Then there was Lennie Naidu. Lennie Naidu was a male.
Where were they going to? --- We heard that they were from Swaziland and they were coming to South Africa, and apparently they
were being watched. The police were waiting for them, because according to the information that we got later on was that they were
separated into two groups. The others went before the others, and when they got to a certain place they were killed, and they were
killed at different days. My sister is amongst those who died first, that is the first group, and then came the second group and they
were also killed.
Was there any inquest? --- Yes, there was an
/inquest
inquest that was opened with regard to their death. According to the inquest report they were shot. --- Yes, there was an inquest. We
went to see where they were killed, the scene of crime, as well as the kombi which was full of bullet holes. Now, when the case
started, and when de Kock was asked as to why he did this, de Kock said he was killing a dog from the ANC, and he was asked as to
how many times he shot them. He said he did not take any regard as to how many bullets he fired. All that he knows is that he was
killing ANC dogs.
You said the Judge said he reserves his judgment because he fears for his life. What court was that? --- I don't remember quite well,
but that was in Piet Retief. That was in Piet Retief. Do you remember the name of that Judge? --- No, I don't remember, but I think Mr
Mlaba does have all the details.
I do hear, Gloria, that you were harassed emotionally by losing your sister. You said just before the funeral the boers did not allow
people to come and pay their last respects. Do you know these boers who came and blocked the entry and parked in front of your
yard? --- We could not get their names because they just got into the house and flocked(?) the house, and most of the time I was the
one, and I was young at that time, and whoever was getting into the yard would be accosted and turned back. And each time they
used to ask as to who was the eldest, and they would walk around the house, open windows, as well as curtains.
Were they police or members of the Special Branch, or were they wearing any uniforms? --- They were
wearing SAP uniforms.
/On the
On the day of the funeral how did the funeral proceed? --- Some were injured and some were arrested, because we were told and
restricted that we should not have more than 250 mourners, and they told us that we should not conduct a mass funeral, the corpses
should be separated.
Is it the same funeral where you said some were arrested? --- Yes, they were at my sister's funeral, together with a certain person
from the Sibisi family.
Do you remember how many were arrested? --- I do remember. It was an Mthembu gentleman who was arrested in that funeral, and I
know where he stays. And he was released after quite a few days.
You said others got injured. --- That is correct.
How did they get injured? Were they shot, or what? --- There was an altercation between the mourners as well as the police at the
cemetery, and later on they got assaulted. They were assaulted by the police.
In this case did you ever get any form of compensation, or you never pursued a civil claim? --- No, we never got anything, because we
were waiting for the attorneys to tell us as to what was going on.
And that was the end of it? --- Yes, that was the end of it.
This is a pathetic story, because even besides the fact that your sister had gone out of the country, but she did help you, she did
maintain you as a family. Now, as you know the trauma that you've gone through, and your father died, and your sister now died also,
what are your

expectations from the Commission? What do you think the
/Commission
Commission can do to help you? --- I wish that this case can be re-opened, and I want de Kock to appear before the Truth
Commission, as well as Nofumela and other boers, because we want them to tell us as to why they did what they did.
You said you would also like to be helped to further your education. How many are you? --- The other ones have now got jobs. I am
the only one who is attending school now. All are working.
Are you - at this moment do you feel that all of you are healthy? We do understand that you've been traumatised emotionally, as well
as mentally. How do you feel about you and your family physically and emotionally? --- We have tried to forget, but what disturbs us is
that nothing is going on with regard to the case. We would like to know as to the circumstances surrounding our sister's death.
What makes me ask you is that people may not notice - or you may not know it that you have been tormented, or maybe you need
psychological help. Is there anything that you notice with your sisters or yourself? --- No, I haven't seen anything.
I think what makes that is because you have told yourself that you want to put this behind you and go on with your lives. Maybe you
can also speak to social workers and they could see what they could recommend, whether you need any psychological help or not.
--------------------I am going to ask you just two questions in order to clarify certain issues. According to this statement it's said that in 1982 Makhosi
was a member of the ANC. Are
/you referring
you referring to UDF. --- At that time there was an organisation called Khozas.
Was it under the UDF? And ANC was a banned organisation then. I want to correct the records. You also said the funeral was
prepared for by Mlaba as well as the ANC. You mean UDF? --- That is correct.
I did not hear you when you counted the people who died with your sister, you were quite fast. You counted the people or the corpses
which came back with Makhosi's corpse. Amongst the people who died was Nomkonzo there - Nomphumelelo? --- No, Nomphumelelo
is still alive. They were left in Swaziland. By the time she came back from Swaziland she was with other people. They separated in
Swaziland.
How related were you? --- They were related to my mother.
How? --- Because they were both Mbathas. They were from the same clan.
You said when the police showed you photos of the corpses they said they were going to finish them one by one, and there were
many of them. Were there any faces that you could identify on the photos that you knew at that time? --- I heard after they had left that
my sister knew one of the people in the photos. He was staying at J Section, but he has now come back and he is staying at J
Section. He is staying in Durban.
My last question. All these people who were killed, were they members of MK? --- That is correct.
You said you are attending school, and you are the only one who is attending school. Where are you attending school? --- I am a
student at Technikon SA. I am
/doing my
doing my first year.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Nelly, we thank you very much for coming here and repeating your story. Many of us here remember the news
reports from that time in 1988 which highlighted the brutal manner in which your sister and her friends died, and particularly the
shocking manner in which the bodies were treated after they had been shot. And it must have been terrible for you to have witnessed
your sister in that condition, and also to have had ongoing harassment from the police at the night vigil and at your sister's funeral.
In your statement you mentioned the name of de Kock, and you probably know that he has just been found guilty of 89 charges,
including six charges of murder and two charges of attempted murder, robbery, theft, fraud, and other charges, in the Supreme Court
in Pretoria. Now, he was not charged with the murders of your sister and her friends. As you have requested we will take this up with

the Attorney-General in this province and in the Transvaal to see why he was not charged for those murders.
Are there any other requests that you want to make of the Truth Commission? Is there anything that you think that we could do for
you? We don't have power to assist you directly, but our job is to make recommendations to the Government as to how you can be
assisted. You have mentioned that you want us to investigate. I that your primary request? Well, we will certainly do that. So we thank
you very much for coming in today and talking to us. Thank you.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Good morning, Mrs Mdluli. We welcome you here today. Thank you for coming in. You are from Umlazi township.
Can you hear me, Mrs Mdluli? Can you hear me and understand me?
MRS MDLULI: Yes.
COMMISSIONER: We greet you. Thank you for coming in. You've come to tell us today - you're from Umlazi, you've come to tell us
about the death of your husband, Joseph Mdluli, in 1976. Before you tell us that story please can you stand to take the oath.
--------------------KHANYISILE MDLULI (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
COMMISSIONER: Dr Randera will now help you with your evidence.
DR RANDERA: Mrs Mdluli, good morning, and a warm welcome to you. Thank you very much for coming. Can you hear me? --- Yes.
Thank you. Mrs Mdluli, you've come to talk about Joseph Masobiya Mdluli, who was born in 1925, and had he been alive today he
would have been 71 years old. You are going to tell us what happened on the 18th of March 1976, but before you tell us something
about that night and what happened I would really appreciate it if you just told us something about yourself and how many children you
have. --- (Pause) One died two years ago.
(Inaudible) ... Mdluli, would you like to drink some water? (Pause) You were telling me that one of your children died two years ago.
Do you have any other children? --- I have grandchildren.
How old are you, Mrs Mdluli? --- I am 69 years
/old.
old.
Can you tell us something about Mr Mdluli, what work he was doing at the time, and what happened on the 18th of March 1976? --He was not working any more, because he was working for railways, then he got arrested and he was convicted. I think it was '67,
February. He was working at Point and got arrested, and he was there for 90 days, and he was sentenced, he was sent to Pretoria.
And when I went to Pretoria they told me he was a Leeukop, and they told me when I got there that he was in Cape Town. And I got
back, I came back. It was a year and three months when I combine all this, and also the period he spent at Point. He came back.
When he got back he could not work again because he was burned, and I was working, self-employed.
Okay, Mrs Mdluli, just take your time. --- Since I was a dressmaker I will be just working from home, and that's how we survived. We
could make ends meet because of what I was doing as a dressmaker. He will go to get some pills and sell them, and watches, selling
those. And that's how we managed to live. Time went on, and they were bothering him. They will always come, Twala and others that I
did not know, coming to check on him. That was the life we were leading and he was leading. Time went. On March 18th at night
Blackjack, Mr Khumalo from Lamont office, came. As a person we knew we could not suspect anything. He went outside the house to
meet him, and we did not know - little did we know that there were Special Branch with Khumalo, and they took him with. I thought
they were going to talk, you know, men's talk outside, to converse as men. I did not know - we were not
/aware inside
aware inside the house that there were some Special Branch with Khumalo outside. I was thinking they were still talking outside and
yet they had already taken him. I don't know where they took him to. On Friday morning my son came. He had gone to see - visit his
wife, and I told him that, "Khumalo came last night and they took your father. You must go and look and see what is happening." He
was a building contractor. He will go to Umlazi. That's where he was working as a builder. That very Friday morning van Zyl and Taylor
and Makhanya came. I have their names in my bag. I think there were four or five. They came to search the house, and they could not
gather anything. They also searched our son's room. They could not see anything. And van Zyl said, "I'll fix him today." I said, "What
did you see here? What did you find from your searching? Why would you say those things and swear that you will fix him?" He said if
he was the one who was going to sentence him he was going to sentence him three years. But he was fortunate because he was not

the one, this is why he got one year sentence. He said he was going to fix him, and then they left. I said to myself, "Take some clothes
with so you can give my husband," because he was not warmly dressed. He just had raincoat. He did not have pyjamas on, although
after that they changed and said he had his pyjamas on. It was not pyjamas, it was raincoat. I said, "Since he was wearing a raincoat
please won't you take some clothes with," and I tried to get some clothes for him, decent clothes for him, so in case he goes to the
court of law he can appear decently dressed. He never got to wear those clothes. They took those clothes with. Saturday, the
following day
/in the
in the morning, one person came. He said, "What's happening with Mdluli?" I told him what happened, and he said, "It looks like he
has died." I said, "No, I don't think so. Van Zyl should come here and tell me if he has died or what. I cannot take stories from people."
He left, that person left. Another one came and told me the very same thing. I said, "Who are you and where are you coming from? If
Mdluli has died van Zyl and Taylor and the others should come and tell me. Mdluli left this place and he was just fine, healthy and
intact." And the neighbour came, Mrs Njo, and she said, "Let's go." I think they were not free to tell me because they already knew
what had happened. She said, "Let's go to town to Mxenge." I don't remember if I responded to that, but we did go. We got to
Mxenge's office Saturday morning. There was no one, but Mxenge was there alone. He was just there looking as if he was writing, and
two gentlemen approached, David Gaza and George Sithole. And they came in sort of talking, you know, something that was not so
much serious. I think they knew they were not free. They were scared of telling me the truth. I don't know how far this went. I think
there was a car which took me to the mortuary. I don't remember. I don't remember whether I started home first before I went to the
mortuary, but we went to the mortuary eventually, and I asked, "What do we want here?" They said, "Well, we shall search all over,
even here at the mortuary, because he has disappeared." And we were there searching, looking around, and I could tell that they were
playing around with me, just fooling with me. We went back home, and I saw many people at home. And Mxenge suddenly came as
well and he asked, "How
/"did you
"did you go where you have gone to?" I said, "Mdluli was not there." And he said, "He ought to be there. Let's go. Come along with
me. Let's go and look for him." We went with Mxenge and some others that I cannot recall their names. We got there. He said a few
words. Because they knew that he was an attorney they respected him, and one white gentleman came and opened the door, and we
found him there in a green box, in a green coffin. He was swollen. He was swollen in that glass box. I don't know what they did to him,
and Mxenge interrogated them. And we went back home. The Special Branch never stopped coming to my place, but this van Zyl
never appeared after that. Only strange policemen kept coming, also and the journalists. Reporters kept coming to my place. They will
just come and ignore and dismiss every single thing I tried to say, and I kept calling for van Zyl. Moran Moore(?) tried all he could to be
of assistance. Each time I say something Jimmy Kruger answers and responded. Each I time I send messages to the newspapers,
and comments to the newspapers, van Zyl kept commenting. Time went on. One Sunday one of the funeral scheme people came, and
Mxenge had already taken him to the King Edward Mortuary then. He was already there. This funeral scheme of Umlazi said they did
not like the idea of him being in that mortuary, they would like him to be at the central - central mortuary just around here in town. I will
remember, I have just forgotten. That's Prince Edward. They were asking me if they could change him and transfer him from the other
mortuary to Prince Edward Central Funeral. I agreed to that because I knew them, and I also had my own funeral scheme as well as
them. Monday morning
/they said
they said I shall go and transfer him from the other mortuary to King Edward - to King Prince. Truly we went there and the white man
refused, kept arguing. He said I cannot transfer the corpse. I explained to him that I had to. He kept arguing and disagreeing, and
some boys who were there said, "You must insist. Just be adamant. You must get him out of this mortuary." Finally he agreed, and we
went to Prince Edward, and they transferred him. I said, "Now that he will be transferred from this mortuary to the other I would like to
see him." Truly I saw him. His body was wounded brutally. He was going to be buried on the 27th March, and I said, "No, he should
not be buried then, because if I say something they are going to refute that. I'll see when we will bury him, but not yet." They agreed. I
wanted experts who were going to get pictures of this corpse. The Indians listened to me. I went back home. They did all the
arrangements, made all the arrangements, and they got the expert to take the pictures, and that was professionally done. I was
satisfied. Soon after that those photos were sent or mailed overseas. I did not know who did that, and they kept accusing me that I
was in charge, I knew everything, and I am the one who mailed - posted those photos overseas. I went to the men, I asked them, "Did
you do that job and taken those pictures good - professionally?" They said yes. I said, "Now I am satisfied. We can have the funeral
now. I have this as evidence, the pictures." I said, "On the 3rd we will bury him. No one will deny any act because I have this evidence
of pictures with me." On the 1st April Archbishop Hurley sent me some money and said I should go to the boutique and buy myself
beautiful
/clothes.
clothes. On the 2nd we went to the city centre and we started - first went to see the attorneys first, and we proceeded - went to the
boutique and we bought many clothes, and we took some to Mxenge's place. After that the boers came to Mxenge's place and they

said they were already coming from Lamont, and they said to Mrs Mxenge, "Where is she?" Mrs Mxenge told them that I am around,
but I am still in town. When we were trying to do the final touch-up one person came and told us that the boers were looking for us,
and we went there to see what was happening. And they asked me why am I - why did I do what I did, taking pictures of the corpse
and sending them overseas? I said, "I don't care. Leave me alone. And those pictures belong to me. It's part of my possession, it's
none of your business. Mdluli is mine, my husband, and the pictures belong to me as well." As we were still having these altercations
and so forth my son came driving his car. When he got there he asked, "Where is my mum?" They told him that, "Your mum is in that
office with boers." He said, "Oh, are those boers the ones who came home?" He went. He just pushed the door and got inside and
pulled me out, and said, "Mum, get out of this office and carry on with your funeral arrangements. Leave these boers alone here." We
went back home. It was the final day now, Friday. We were making the final touch-ups, and people were flocking in, coming in from
different places and different countries. I was already coming from Sydenham. There were some Indians of that place who were
assisting with groceries for the funeral. They donated many things. The boers were all over. They kept coming to my house even at
night, frequenting my house,
/patrolling.
patrolling. And I have relatives in Johannesburg. They arrived as well, and the boers refused them entry. And they asked, "Why won't
we come in? Why won't you let us -give us entry?" They said, "No, no one will come in," but they forced their way in. Finally they did
come inside. The following day it was the funeral day. They installed tape records in the hall, and that hall was surrounded with tape
records. People came in, and some others were seated on top of the wall because there was not enough space. They tried to stop
people from coming in now, but people refused and they were insisting their way in. The boers tried to stop them from coming in. Mrs
Mandela as well came, flew in. And we went on, we buried Mdluli. After that I never had peace of mind at home up until this day. They
did all sorts of things. Each time I would send some comments to the newspaper, talking to van Zyl, and Jimmy Kruger will respond.
And some boers came at night to tell me that they received a message that Jimmy Kruger said there will be a prominent person who
will be flying in the morning. It was June then, winter time. Six will strike at night. And I had to go to Ulundi to meet that prominent
person who was bringing a message for me from Jimmy Kruger. And the messenger said I should keep quiet, and if I have anything to
say I must say it to him in person and stop sending messages to the newspapers. They spoke to my sister. I had locked the house. My
sister kept asking them questions, and they said, "Whenever she comes back please tell her that at 6 o'clock we'll come to fetch her to
the airport to explain to this prominent person and say her claim." My sister opened the window and said, "Are you there, my sister?" I
said,
/"Yes, I am
"Yes, I am here." She said, "Did you hear everything that was being said here?" I said, "Yes, I heard everything from A to Z." She said,
"You locked yourself inside deliberately?" I said, "Yes, I did that deliberately." I said, "I heard everything." She said, "They told me that
you were not in." I said to her, "But I am inside. I just did not want to open the door for them." She said, "You must know then
tomorrow morning at six you have to go with them to the airport because they are coming to fetch you." I said, "I am not going. I
cannot be having my attorney and still do my own things without consulting my attorney. I am not going anywhere." She asked me,
"What are you going to do?" I said, "At 5 o'clock I will wake up and leave." Truly at 5.00 am I woke up, I went to Mdluli's place in the
neighbourhood. They went to my sister again. They said they don't know why I keep doing these things because they have explicitly
emphasised the fact that I shall be taken to the airport and meet Jimmy -and talk to this person who has been sent by Jimmy Kruger,
and I should know the fact that the attorneys are not going to help me, but Jimmy Kruger is going to help me. My sister told them that,
"She is not here, and there is nothing I cannot do." I saw them from where I was at Mdluli's place leaving the place, and then I went
back home after they have gone. I did not know how far these things went, but after some time - you see, I was not safe, and there
would be marauders who will come to place frequently with weapons and so on. Jimmy Kruger wrote and sent the comments to the
newspaper, and said "Lydia has gone overseas with Masondo." Masondo was in Robben Island then, and the comments were saying,
"Lydia had left the
/"country
"country, and just when I was trying to fix her claims up she left, she decided to leave the country with Masondo," the Masondo who
was in Robben Island, but originally coming from Soweto. And we left the country for America, for overseas. Moran Moore came and
said, "Did you see the newspaper? Did you see what has been written here?" He showed it to me and asked me, "Get dressed. Get
dressed and get some baskets and I'll take your pictures." I had my basket and he said, "There is Mrs Mdluli going to the market," and
after that Jimmy Kruger never sent any messages or comments to the newspapers. The Mercury newspaper said, "There goes Lydia
to the market place." I have forgotten a lot of things. Please pardon me for this. These things transpired a long time ago, 20 years
back, so I have forgotten a number of things.
Mrs Mdluli, thank you very much, you've done very well in what you've told us already. It still seems like the memories are very strong.
Can I just help you along in terms of some of the questions that we would like you to help us with. You said you had only one son, is
that right, and he passed away two years ago? You have only one son? --- He died in '94, May. He was ill. I am not done. The ...
(incomplete - end of side A) ... by heart attack, and Dr Chris Barnard responded and said they were not telling the truth, he will come
and exhume the body. They are lying. They kept quiet after that. I was called to the court of law in Pietermaritzburg. They said I should

come and explain about the pictures that I had sent overseas, because this was an insult to them. I took Phyllis Naidoo with. When we
got to Pietermaritzburg they said my son shall come in first and explain the pictures.
/Unfortunately
Unfortunately my son did not know a thing inasfar as the pictures were concerned, and the prosecutor of Pietermaritzburg said it's my
son who wounded the corpse, and now they are saying it's them - and now it looks as if it was them, and that's not true. I said, "That's
not true," and my son said, "Mum, come along with me. They are not telling the truth inside. They are just saying their own things." I
went inside the court of law, and one white lady brought many pictures, photos, and put them on the table, and said I should pick my
photos. I did that. I picked about four or five photos and I left the rest. And they said, "Those are yours?" I said, "Yes." And they asked
what had happened to them. I told them, "I took these pictures so that tomorrow these can serve as evidence against anything that will
be said. Now you are telling me about the heart attack, and there is no heart attack which can cause wounds on the body and injuries
on the body," and they kept quiet. I have forgotten some other things although, but I did not have peace of mind after that. I was being
bothered up to this day, and I had no house after that. In Lamontville I had a wonderful time. I had never had any altercations with
people around. The mayor wrote a letter and said I was behaving so well in Lamontville, and said wherever I'll go he had that in
writing, saying wherever I'll go I shall be given a house because my behaviour is so exceptionally well. He had never seen anything or
ill things that I have committed before. I was always a good citizen. He said I had never had anything that I was commenting or
accusing people about, I was always a peaceful person. I have forgotten other things. The case went on in 1979 - 1979,
/March.
March. Before the case started - I think it was Saturday - I had visited Mxenge. I was at Mxenge's place. We got a telephone message
and they said they will ask Lydia to be present on Saturday, to come on Saturday. The case will be on Monday. Truly we went there
on Saturday, and they said, "We do admit that we killed him. That did happen, but now we would like you not to come and not to
stand, because we have already admitted. We'll give you whatever you want," because I had asked for R39 000,00. When we got
there on Monday they gave me a R10 000,00 cheque, which I did not know what to do with it. That R10 000,00 got finished. It's more
than 20 years ago now. All what this means is that they are owing me, especially Jimmy Kruger, because each time I will say
something in the newspaper he will respond every time without fail. This tells me that Jimmy Kruger is owing me R30 000,00. What I
am saying, I want that money, for he is owing me, and he deceived me with a R10 000,00 cheque because I am illiterate. I have
forgotten other things. I don't know now. But what I can tell you is that I never had peace of mind thereafter.
Mrs Mdluli, thank you very much. I just want to ask you a few questions. From what you've told us your husband had been harassed
for a long time. You said he was arrested under the 90-day law, he was sent to prison. Can you just tell us a little more about his
political involvement? --- When he was sentenced he was asked why did he go to Mandela's meeting. He was sentenced for that
reason, that why did he attend Mandela's meeting. That was it. We never heard a reason, a sound reason.
So he was a member of the African National Congress,
/was he?
was he? --- That's correct, since 1952.
And was he looked upon as a leader in this part of the country? --- He was just a middle-man in the middle, but he was not a leader.
But when the newspaper got out they alleged he was the leader. And that confused me, because that brought about enmity, because
there were leaders who were present at the time, but they turned around and said he was a leader. That was the newspaper.
Can you just tell us, in 1976, when he was arrested, was there unrest in the township where he was living? What was happening in the
areas that you people were living in at the time? --- Just like Lamontville, where we were staying at the time, there were unrest.
George Mbele - people were being troubled. Many were being troubled.
I just want to go back to that day when Mr van Zyl and others came to your house after your husband had been arrested. Did they
search the house properly, or did they just throw everything around? Were you spoken to properly by them? --- When I got back?
I am talking about the - on Friday, the 19th of March you said, "Mr van Zyl and others came to my house and ran through and did a
thorough search." On that day after - the day after your husband was arrested. --- They did not get anything.
What were they looking for? --- They wanted ANC documents.
I know this is going to be difficult, but can you please describe - you said when you saw your husband's body there were brutal
wounds on his body. Can you please describe to us what wounds there were? --- Some
/appeared

appeared like they were caused by the butcher's knife. I think the obvious ones were the ones that were cause by the butcher's knife.
Now, you said earlier on and in your statement that the police said that he died from a heart attack. What was your husband's health
like before he was arrested? Had he ever been to the doctors with heart problems, or to the hospital? --- He had never got ill before.
He never was ill before.
(Inaudible) ... post-mortem that was done at King Edward Hospital or by your own doctors. --- That I cannot explain, because he
already was in this glass box. Is it a plastic or a glass, but something like that, transparent, because when you entered the room you
could see him from afar. It was not the usual coffins.
Was there an inquest that was held? --- You mean at the court of law?
Yes. --- They said they will not appear in front because they've already admitted to the fact that they killed him. Now they were asking
and pleading with me not to go forward, but they would like to pay the claim. And still that claim is not the one that I asked for.
You say in your statement that certain people, Captain David Frederick van Zyl, Andrew Russell Cecil Taylor, Sergeant Madla
Khayise, Patrick Makhanya and Constable Zeblon Ngobese, were found guilty. --- That's correct.
Are you sure about that? --- Yes.
And were they sentenced for this? --- They were arrested for those days, few days. I do have their photo. When they were in a car
coming from the court someone took
/the picture
the picture and I got that picture. I still have the picture at Attorney Mlaba's office.
Thank you, Mrs Mdluli, I don't have any further questions. Maybe my colleagues do.
--------------------DR MGOJO: Mrs Mdluli, I'll ask you a few questions about your husband. I remember we were still young then at Lamontville. I was a
teacher then. I do feel bad that you went through these atrocities. I would like to ask a few questions. I will ask about a few people
here. Makhanya and Ngobese, are they still alive from what you hear? --- I don't know.
You don't even know their whereabouts or where they live? --- I don't know. I know that they come from Umlazi.
When we look for them they'll be found at Umlazi? --- I don't know, but I know they come from Umlazi.
Thank you. When you wrote to van Zyl and Kruger responded what were his comments? Do you still remember? What did he say? --Yes, I remember. Firstly he was so arrogant when he replied me, he was just dismissing things that I was saying. But the second time
he sent those who said I shall go to the airport.
Let me ask you, Mrs Mdluli. You've talked about women who were coming from Gijima, who told you that there is a message from
Ulundi that you have to go to the airport. Is that true? --- Yes, that's correct.
Do you remember those women? --- Yes, I do. They are still around, they are not dead.
Won't you please give us their names? --- It's Mrs Nyenge and Mrs Xasani. Mrs Nyengwa. They are
/neighbours.
neighbours.
Are they still at Gijima? --- Yes.
Xasani is a Member of Parliament of Ulundi? --- Yes, it's the wife.
These are the ones who said you were to go to the airport at six in the morning? --- Yes.
This Masondo that was sent by Kruger - that Kruger said that he had gone to overseas with you, is that Andrew Masondo? --- No, I
don't know.
He was in Robben Island? --- I think so. The wife was a teacher in Soweto.

This Moran Moore you are talking about, who took photos, pictures of you disguising to be going to the market, is that the late
Mthiyane? --- Yes, it's Mthiyane who came from Lamontville.
Did you get any death certificate for your husband? --- Yes, I do have.
Do you remember what's the reason they put of death? --- No, I don't know. You see I am not so educated, and I can't read.
I think you should give us a copy of the death certificate, because that will help us, because you say firstly they had alleged that your
husband died from the chair, and secondly it was the heart attack. Now we have to get the fact that what the doctors had said. If you
could kindly come to our office and supply us with a copy of the death certificate that will help us a lot.
--------------------Mrs Mdluli, there are a few things that I would like to ask from you. I don't have to know where you stay, but it is important that I should
know that the house that you
/occupy
occupy is it yours, or what? --- I don't have a house.
Who do you live with? --- Any relative. I am destitute.
Secondly you said you had one son. Did you have one son, or just one child? --- No, I had one child.
That means you don't have any child now? --- Yes.
One other thing that we focus on as the Truth Commission is that the most important thing of our task is the harassment that you've
gone through. As you are seated there we can tell that you've gone through difficult times. This thing has traumatised you so badly.
Even your voice, one can tell from it that you are not comfortable, you are not as healthy. Is there anything that you would like to say?
--- I still want to emphasise on the van Zyl issue. They were not the only ones. There were some others. When the Magistrate asked
how many were they they said they were many, and the Judge asked, "Why did you come in numbers?" They could not answer that.
Well, I do get the point, the fact what you want to say, but my concern is about our health. After that what happened? --- Well, I don't
have any diseases except I am destitute and I am poor.
Thank you, but we can see that you do suffer from psychological effect, or your behaviour it's not excellent. We would like for you to
contact our psychologist. Would you like to consult a psychologist? But one request that you put forward is the one that you are
destitute and poor, but what is another request that you may want to put forward? --- Well, I'll still
/think about
think about that one.
Well, when you go and consult the social workers later on you must open up and ventilate and tell them what you wish the Truth
Commission to do for you.
--------------------Mrs Mdluli, we know what you have been through. Do you know about what went on in Lamontville, and about the proverb that was
being - that was saying there is no money? Do you know about it? --- Yes, I know about it, and Dube was the one in charge of that.
Like you have already said that the prosecutor in Pietermaritzburg said it is your son who injured your husband and suddenly they
were claiming it were the police. Do you know the name of the prosecutor who said all that? --- I don't know.
Do you know about Jimmy Kruger, the one you keep referring to him, saying he's the one who kept responding? Do you know about
him? Was he a police, or what? --- I think he was the head police.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Mrs Mdluli, thank you very much for coming in and having the courage to tell your story to us today. Your husband
was a very well known man in Lamontville, not only in Lamontville, but in other parts of this province, and when he died in detention,
and more particularly when the pictures of his mutilated body were sent overseas, his death and the circumstances of his death were
widely reported around the world. He died whilst he was in the custody of the Security Branch. And these are people who should have
upheld the law, but instead they often did the opposite, and harassed, tortured and murdered people. We

/note from
note from what you have said that one of the people who helped to find your husband's body was the lawyer, Griffiths Mxenge, and he
in turn was also brutally murdered by the police some time after that. And we hope that you are aware of, and can take some comfort
from, the fact that the person who searched your house, Andrew Taylor, is now on trial for the murder of Griffiths Mxenge.
You lost your husband and your companion, your breadwinner, and we can see that the memory of his death is still fresh in your mind,
and we are glad that you had the courage to come here and tell us your story. We note what you said about the amount of money
which was paid to you after you lodged a civil claim against the Government, and we will make recommendations to the Government
as to how we think that you should be assisted. So we thank you again very much for coming in and talking to us. Thank you. --- I also
thank you.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Mr Mthetwa, we welcome you here today. Thank you for coming in. You have come to us - you live in Lamontville,
and you have come to tell us about the death in custody of your son, Ephraim Thamsanqa Mthetwa, in 1984. Before you tell us what
happened can you stand to take the oath please.
--------------------ERNEST MTHETWA (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
COMMISSIONER: Thank you very much. Dr Magwaza will help you now.
DR MAGWAZA: We greet you, Mr Mthetwa. We do apologise for having kept you waiting up until this time. We thank you very much,
and appreciate that you are here with us today. You have come before this Commission today to tell us about your brother,
Thamsanqa Mthetwa. Before you start relating to us as to what took place at your home just give us a brief background about your
family, as well as your brother. Do you still have parents? --- I originate from Nambithi, but at present we are staying at Lamontville.
My parents were church-going people, they were christians.
Are they still alive? --- My father is still alive, but my mother has since died.
Just tell us about your family. How many are you? Do you have any brothers? --- We are eight. There are three boys.
What are their names? --- It's Thamsanqa, Prince Mthetwa, as well as myself, and I am Ernest.
I am asking your brothers' names because they seem to have been involved in this matter. Did you belong to any political
organisation, or were you affiliated to any? /--- Yes,
--- Yes, we were members of the UDF, as it's the ANC
now, because then the ANC was banned.
The three of you were members of the UDF. --- Yes, we were affiliated to the UDF.
Tell us briefly about your brother, Thami. How old was he when he died, and what was he doing at that time, or what activities was he
involved in? --- Thami was born in 1960, and at the time when this happened I don't remember quite well as to how old he was, but he
was a member of the church choir, he was a chorister, and his choir used to tour many places, and he was also involved in certain
organisations.
Did he have a family? --- No, he was still very young so he did not have a family at that time. He belonged to certain organisations, as
well as being a parishioner, and he was still very young.
Now you can go on further, relating to us as to what happened to him. --- When I picked up the telephone on that particular day I
realised that our line was off, and I asked my sister as to what was happening. And she told me that I shouldn't pay much attention to
it, probably the line would be working later on. Then we went to sleep. In the middle of the night we saw torches and we heard loud
knocks at the door. A white man came in wearing a khaki coat, and he asked as to where Thami was, and we told him that he's
asleep. He went into the house and sat on the bed, and we woke each other up. But Thami was the last to be seen, and he directed
Thami to dress up. And he went to a certain suitcase that had Thami's clothes, and there were certain photos that they used to take
when they were on their tours with the choir, and they asked
/him as to
him as to how he got a certain photo, and Thami said he got this photo at the seaside. They took him with, and they wanted to take the

radio as well as cassettes that were there. And they wanted to know what was happening in those organisations, so they took the
cassettes as well as the record player. They put these in a pillowcase. They handcuffed him and they took him with to the car. Thami
got into the car that was behind the other one. We went to C R Swart and we sat there up until the following morning. And on the
following morning they brought an exercise book. They wanted to test our handwritings, and they asked us certain questions. At that
time there was a certain white person who was wearing a white safari suit - I don't know what his name was - and he would fire us with
questions with regard to certain organisations. And if you do not answer satisfactorily, or in the manner that he wanted you to answer,
he would hit and assault us with an open hand on the face. And apparently Thami did not want to disclose any information, and he
was told that he was going to explain certain things. There was a certain photo. In this photo they used to take - especially the youths
who used to skip the country used to have Thami's photos, and they would always show this photo in order to gain entry or to leave
the borders of South Africa, and certain youths were caught with this photo of Thami, and this is what caused all the problems. After
they had interrogated us they brought us food, but Thami didn't want to eat at that time. And they said to me they had discovered that I
was innocent, and I was supposed to go back home. And I was not satisfied. I wanted to ask them to let me see my brother so that I
could bid him goodbye,
/and they
and they asked me as to why I was saying that. I told them that I had no hope of seeing my brother in future, because they had killed a
certain Mr Mdluli and they would probably do the same to my brother. They told me that they would not do anything to my brother.
They forced me to go home. Then on the following day I heard that my brother was dead. They said he had hanged himself. When we
went to see him he had a scratch or a laceration on the neck, and they said, "This is the laceration that resulted from him hanging
himself." Then I went to Gale Street. When I got to Gale Street with the death certificate they put me in an empty office and they kept
on talking to each other. And I went to the reception to inquire as to why I wasn't being attended to. They told me that I had to go to C
R Swart to submit this death certificate. I went there, and I never got any information as to how Thami died and I never got the death
certificate.
This is a very painful story. It's quite pathetic, but there's a few questions that I would like to ask you. I want you to clarify certain
issues. When they came to your place had they come to look for Thami particularly, or just they had come to look for all of you? --Apparently, according to my own opinion, I think they had all the information and they were searching particularly for Thami.
Did you also know that Thami was active in politics and he was helping youths to skip the country? --- No, we knew nothing about that.
All that we knew about is that he was a parishioner.
What about the photo that you said they got from the youths? --- It was an ID photo, Thami's ID photo, that
/they had.
they had.
You mentioned a certain Msimango. You said he was a member of the SB. How connected were they with Thami? --- They were
neighbours, and they used to go to the seaside, and he would take the youths to the seaside, only to find that his photo - the photo
was taken by Thami up until such time that it was discovered.
Did you know that Msimango was a member of the SB? --- Yes, we knew, and Thami knew as well. Thami knew that Msimango was
an SB.
Where did the money come from, the money to go to Mozambique? --- I don't know much about the money, but I got it from a money
box, and I always wanted to exchange the coins, because at that time I wasn't mature enough. I think Thami knew what the money
was for.
Let's just retrace your steps. You said when you got to C R Swart they said they wanted to examine your handwritings. Why did they
want to examine your handwritings? --- There were certain letters that were discovered when they arrested the youths, and they
wanted to test as to who had written those letters. Probably they suspected that one of us had written the letters, and probably they
wanted to test our intelligence.
The letter that you said you got when you went to the mortuary, what document was that? What document are you referring to? You
said when you showed this document they made you sit in a certain office all by yourself. --- It was the State Pathologist's report that
was sent to us which determined the cause of death, because they said he had hanged himself, but we never got the death certificate.
/Let's just
Let's just go back to your statement. What was happening in the community at that time, the Lamontville community? --- I think it was
during the era of Msisi Duba, so there was a lot of violence.

Had they ever come to you to harass you at your place? --- It was the first time that the soldiers came. The soldiers came the first
time, but the second time it was the police who came. They assaulted us. They told us to get into the house.
What about this white man who came to your place to fetch you? Did you ever get to know him or his identity? --- No, I never knew
him, but I could identify him if I could see him. Some of them we are still having problems. Even today we are having clashes. When I
went to Smith Street they told me that my telephone was going to be cut. They know that even today I have come before this
Commission to testify, but I don't know their names.
Let's just go back a bit. How do they know that you are here? --- I don't know, but I know that they do know, because they phoned me.
They phoned me in the morning at 5 o'clock.
What did they say to you? --- They asked me as to what time I was going to arrive here. I told them that I was not told as to when to
come to the Commission, and I asked whoever was talking as to who he was, and he did not tell me. He did not want to disclose this
information.
This is quite a problem. It poses a problem, because usually that information is kept by us and known only by us. --- I think it's my
relatives who told them as to the fact that I will be here today.
/You know
You know where these people are, and who they are? --- Yes, we do meet along the way. I do see them.
I think it will help us if you could shed some light and tell us as to who these people are. Where do you see them? --- I do have a
house in Umlazi, and at once I saw one of them and he asked me as to whether I was staying there. I said yes, and I asked him as to
where he was working. He said he was serving summons. I don't know his name. The other one I know his name. He is very close to
me, he is staying nearby my place.
Now, if you know them I think you will submit the names to us, but we will not force you to submit such names. Was there any case? -- Yes, there was a case, but just when the case began Attorney Mxenge was killed.
I saw in your statement that you've made mention of Skweyiya. What happened? --- That was the end of the case.
Was the case ever finalised? --- No, they kept on postponing the case, and we were never told as to whether the matter was finalised
or not.
Who was handling the matter, or investigating the case? --- The case ended up with Mrs Mxenge.
Tell us about Skweyiya, because Skweyiya is still alive. --- Skweyiya never got to finalise the matter, and Skweyiya was working
together with Mxenge, but the matter was never finalised and we were never notified.
This is one of the most painful stories, and it's a very common occurrence. We know that these things have happened before, and
people were alleged to have killed themselves or hung themselves in detention. --- I know
that my brother did not kill himself, because there is a
/friend of
friend of his who was an MK soldier, but he is in Johannesburg now. This friend was taken out of detention on that particular day, and
they were fighting with him, and at that time he said he knew that he was going to be killed. He went into prison, but I don't know what
happened because he ended up being an MK soldier.
Do you know his name? --- No, I have forgotten his name.
What I wanted to say to you is that the main objective of this Commission, as well as the Committee of Reparation and Rehabilitation,
is to clear people's names. Many people who died during detention it was alleged that they had committed suicide, but today we want
to put the issues straight and clear. We want this Commission to show that these people had been killed, and we want to know the
reasons for their deaths. Are there any expectations that you have of this Commission? --- My main request is that my place - the
place at which I am staying now is not very safe, an I feel my life is at stake because this is an ongoing cycle. Now I feel that I am not
protected, my life is not safe.
In your statement you said you stay in Lamontville, but now you have just said you stay in Umlazi. --- I am staying in Umlazi.
Do you not feel safe in Umlazi? We do hear your request, but it's not a very easy one. But that is not up to us to decide. We take these
requests and pass the recommendations over to people with authority. We shall take your request and pass it forward. We thank you

very much.
--------------------/I did not
I did not hear your request when you said you do not feel safe. What do you want? Is it protection under the Protection Unit, or you
want some help? What is it specifically that you want? --- I want to be protected, so that even if I want to change places I may be able
to get a place easily.
--------------------DR RANDERA: Can you hear me? --- Yes.
I just want to clarify something from your statement. You say that you were all arrested, and then you and Fo were released, and at
the time of your release you asked to see Thami, and then he died a few months later. Is that right? --- Right.
So he didn't - it wasn't over the next few days that he died, he died a few months later after, so he was in custody all that time? --- He
died after a few days.
After a few days. Because your statement says a few months. --- No, after a few days.
At the time that you saw him ... (inaudible) ... did he show any signs of ... (inaudible) ... was his face swollen or anything of that sort? -- I saw his corpse after he had died. I never saw him alive thereafter. I just saw his corpse, and he had this laceration like a burn
wound on the neck.
(Inaudible - speaker's microphone not operating) --- We were not allowed to see him.
(Inaudible) --- He was always very happy and he loved music. He always wanted to socialise with peaceful people, and he was quite a
decent person.
(Inaudible) --- I do not believe that my brother killed himself.
/(Inaudible)
(Inaudible) --- It is my belief that he was
killed by the police because he did not want to answer some of the questions that the police were asking him. They even got cassettes
and some evidence, but he never answered their questions, and they assaulted him, but he nevertheless refused to answer their
questions. he was assaulted from the evening up until the following day. When I was released he was still being assaulted, but he
never answered their questions.
(Inaudible) --- I don't think so.
--------------------Mr Mthetwa, I want you to clarify me on this aspect. You said you don't feel safe, and once more you say you know the people who did
this and who make you feel unsafe. Now I want to ask this question. Are there any steps that you have taken to try and speak to them
about this situation, or try to protect yourself from them, because you know them? --- I don't know, because we have not yet
confronted each other. I spoke to only one, who asked me as to when I have arrived.
Did you ever report the matter to the police? --- I have never gone to the police, but I know that they are planning something behind
my back, because as from that time I was in Lamontville we were not in good terms up until now.
In other words you say that they are not involved. --- They are involved. They have a hand in my brother's death.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Mr Mthetwa, thank you very much ... (inaudible) ... today. As Dr Magwaza has said, the story
/that you
that you have told us is not a new story in our country. There's a long, long list of people who fought against apartheid and who died in
detention. I can think of people like, in the sixties, Immam Haroon and Ahmed Timol, Joseph Mdluli, who we heard about today, Steve
Biko, Neil Aggett, Dr Hafferjee in Pietermaritzburg, and there are many, many more, and the police gave different reasons for how

they died, ridiculous reasons. They jumped out of windows, they fell over chairs, they slipped on pieces of soap. But we know that they
didn't die in those ways. Most of these people were murdered by the police. You've said that you believe that your brother was
murdered. We'll never ever actually know for sure. It is even possible that he committed suicide, but we must ask ourselves what
drove him to commit suicide, what caused him to commit suicide, if indeed he did commit suicide? So it's not really important whether
he was murdered or whether he committed suicide, because if he committed suicide things must have been so terrible for him in
detention that he was forced to take his own life. And it is the system that killed him one way or another, and if he had not been
detained without trial he would have been alive today, and we must never - we must guard against that sort of system every being
introduced in this country again, where people are detained without access to their families and lawyers and doctors.
We will try and find out what happened to your brother. You have mentioned an inquest. Which court did that inquest take place at? --I don't remember quite well which court it was, but I did get an attorney, Shezi, and Shezi has got all the details. He was working with
/the Mxenge
the Mxenge family. I think it's Khubeka, not Shezi.
(Inaudible) --- That is correct.
(Inaudible) ... thank you very much for coming and sharing the story of your brother's death with us. Thank you very much.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Good afternoon, Mrs Msomi. We welcome you here today. You are from Inanda, and you have come to tell us
about the death of your husband. You have someone with you today on the stage. Is that your son? (Pause) Can you hear me? Can
you understand me?
MRS MSOMI: Yes, now I hear.
COMMISSIONER: You have somebody with you here on the stage. Is that your son?
MRS MSOMI: He is my son, Bhekithemba Ngcobo.
COMMISSIONER: (Inaudible) ... welcome him here today. Before you tell us that story can you please stand to take the oath.
--------------------MAVIS MSOMI (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
COMMISSIONER: Dr Mgojo will help you now.
DR MGOJO: Good afternoon, Mrs Msomi. Please be relaxed. Mrs Msomi, I will ask for you to give us a brief picture of your family. It's
you, and how many are you? Don't tell me about your brothers and sisters, I am talking about your children and your husband. --- Oh,
it's myself and three children.
What are the names? --- Sibongumusa, the first one.
How old? --- He was born in 1979.
What standard is he? --- Standard six. The second one is Pretty. It's a girl.
What standard is she? --- Standard five.
When was she born? --- 1983. The third one it's Happy, was born in 1986.
It's a girl obviously. --- Yes.
What standard is she? --- Standard two.
/What is
What is your husband's name? --- He had many names. (Pause)
Let me remind you. Is he Stephen? --- Yes, he is Stephen.
At the time when Stephen died how old was he then? --- I don't remember, because I have forgotten our marriage certificate.

Oh well, it doesn't matter. I find out that at Inanda there were two groups, especially during this year of 1980-something. Was your
husband one of the members - or which group did he belong to? --- Inkatha.
Did he have any position? --- Yes, he had a position. He was a high-ranking official of the IFP.
COMMISSIONER: Please let the witness continue. Please don't be disrespectful to her.
DR MGOJO: What is the blowing of trumpets you were talking about? --- It's the trumpet that has been blown to gather all the men of
the area.
So that means he was quite intelligent. --- Yes, he was the only one blowing the trumpet in the area, not any other person.
Were you one of the members? --- Yes, we were together, both members of this group.
What was happening at Inanda around that time? --- Houses were being burned and people were being killed.
Who were burning the houses? --- That was ANC.
And who were killing the people? --- The ANC.
Tell us what happened in 1989 to your husband. --- It was Tuesday morning he woke up.
What month was that? --- January the 6th 1989.
What happened? --- He left, he went to work, and
/late in
late in the afternoon one Inkatha police came and said, "Mlambo will be involved in a fight."
Who was Mlambo? --- Mlambo was sort of a leader in the community.
You mean the eye of the chief? --- Yes.
Go on. --- In the afternoon my husband came, and I told him that Mlambo was here, telling us that everyone should go to war and to
fight.
Where was that, and what was that? --- That meant the fight between IFP and ANC.
What was the cause? --- We don't know, and we didn't know what the cause was. The ANC came from on the other side, and we will
go and put our inquiries to the chief, and we will be asked to pay some money, and we gave some money, R5,00, R10,00, R15,00,
and that money was taken to Ulundi.
What about the money? Who were paying this money? --- No, the community people. It was community people who were taking out
this money, giving the money.
From what organisation was that? A must, a matter of must? --- Yes, we were obliged to. We paid out that money, and it was a lump
sum. It was quite a big amount. So one day one man came and he had altercation and he was fighting with the wife, and we were
there, and this other gentleman was busy tearing apart the envelopes. And he was chased away, and he said, "You go away."
Who is the one who says go away? --- That was Mlambo chasing the man who was fighting with the wife, because the man came
there for help. So it looks like he was busy with the money, with the envelopes, tearing the envelopes apart, getting some money from
it. So he was
/disturbing,
disturbing, he had to chase him away. We found out that Mlambo was the one embezzling the funds that we kept paying. The money
never went to Ulundi. They insulted us ... (intervention)
Now, before you go any further let's stop right there. When you heard that it was never sent to Ulundi, but it was used by the people
there, did you know about that? --- Yes, but we could not say anything towards that. We had to keep quiet, and there was no man who
could stand face to face with that man. That man was being feared by every member of the community. Now, one day Msomi was
shot, and came home and said, "I almost died, my wife." I asked him why.
What day was that? --- No, before he died. That was before he died.

Was it on the 6th? --- No, it was not on the 6th.
Do you remember when he was shot? --- It was on Sunday, and he died on Wednesday. So it was around three, because they died on
Wednesday, the 7th. The ANC group said, "We will kill the people."
Now, let's go back again. When they were killed on Sunday did they survive that, or was there any person who died? --- No, no one
died.
Was it ANC shooting Inkatha. --- Yes, it was ANC shooting Inkatha, and the Inkatha was running away.
Msomi was there? --- Yes. He came on Tuesday and I explained to him that, "Tonight it's war, it's ANC fighting IFP." I told him that
Mfushane came and told us that Mlambo said you should ... (intervention)
Who is Mfushane now? --- Mfushane is Mthethwa,
/is Mr Mthethwa.
is Mr Mthethwa.
He belonged to IFP? --- No, he was just the community police. And Msomi said, "I am not going there. I won't go there. I won't set my
foot there. Tomorrow I am going to work." Truly he slept. He did not go anywhere, he just said he wanted to have his supper and he
slept. The following morning he went to work. Around quarter to five I heard people knocking at the window. They said, "Makabhayi,
Makabhayi." I said, "Yes." They said, "Where is Msomi?" I told them, "Msomi has already left. He went to work." They said, "What time
did he go, and what time did he board the bus?" I told them at four. I looked at the watch and the watch was quarter to five. They came
back after a while. They said, "Ma Nkosezwe, Nkosezwe's mum." They said, "You go to the bus stop. I hear there is some attacks."
They left again. They passed my shack and they went to the third shack from my shack. There were all sorts of assegais in that
house. I had my walking stick. They said, "You rush to the bus stop."
Who had the assegais? --- The ANC had the assegais. Truly I went to the bus stop, and I waited just for a while, and also took on - I
saw this woman running, approaching, and she said, "What's happening?"
Do you know this woman? What was her name? --- She was Mrs - Ma Zondi. She was Mrs Zondi. I don't know her name. She was a
single lady. She said, "What's happening to you now, Mrs Msomi?" She said, "Msomi has died and he is lying there at the bus stop."
You see, I did not know whether I was coming or going now when I heard that. I went past those men, because I had already
/got the
got the truth now. I knew what was happening. I went back home and I woke up the children, and I told them to go to their aunt, who
was at Lindelani. We went there. I saw - my family came. As we were still preparing our clothes so we could take off the following day
one child came and whispered to me, saying, "Mum, there are some boys going to Mlambo's place." I didn't know how to hide my
child. I went finally to board the bus to go to Inanda.
Those were your two brothers, or what? --- No, those were my two sisters.
And where were the husbands? Were you together? --- Yes, we were together going home now. We went home. He died on
Wednesday, and the funeral took place on Saturday.
Now, when he died - when he was lying there when did you fetch the corpse? --- Bhekizela came. He had gone to check on his store.
Who is Bhekizela, and which group did he belong to? --- He belonged to ANC.
What is his surname? --- His surname is Mbele. He came in his car and asked, "Who has died?" They said, "It's Msomi. He said, "Oh,
this is my cousin. So this is my cousin who has died." Then he went to call the policemen from his place. The police came, and C R
Swart. There were 12 cars. We were not aware, and yet there was one other person who was dying in fire on the other side, being
burned. And the police asked one guy at the bus stop, asking, "Who is the person who is burning there?" He answered that it was Mr
Mhlope. And one lady went to cover that corpse, the burning one, to cover it.
/So Mr Msomi
So Mr Msomi was killed at the same time. This happened concurrently, these two incidents, the burning one and Mr Msomi? --- Yes,
that happened and took place at the same time.
What happened after that? --- The police came and took him.

Where were the police coming from? --- They were coming from Mtshabeni. And Mr Mbele is the one who gave them a telephone call.
You mean your cousin? --- Yes, our cousin.
He was taken to ... (incomplete) --- He was taken to the mortuary. They asked for my ID and his ID book.
Did they have any post-mortem or something conducted after that to prove what killed him? --- Yes, they did specify that he was killed
from being stabbed many times, and also all over most of the places in the body and on the head. They explained to me that he had
fatal wounds, but I never got to see him. I was scared, I was afraid.
Did you get any death certificate? --- You mean death certificate?
Yes, I mean death certificate. --- We have it. It's at home.
Did it also state that he died from wounds, fatal wounds? --- Yes.
Was there any kind of investigation in this regard? --- No, no investigation whatsoever.
Did you report the matter to the police? --- Yes.
Which police station? --- Mtshabeni Police Station.
/Would you
Would you happen to know who was the station commander then? --- No.
Did you bury him? --- Yes, I buried him.
Where? --- At Ndwedwe, at Newsel.
Your cousin, Bhekizela Mbele, the ANC member, did he attend the funeral? --- No, they did not get the opportunity to attend, because
they died on Wednesday, and on Saturday we buried them - buried him. He didn't spend time in the mortuary.
Dying in this manner, how did this impact on your life? --- Yes, it did impact, and it disturbed us, and it was such a traumatic
experience.
What happened besides this crying? --- After his death I experienced problems with my heart. I would at times feel I am being
attacked. You know, I had this heart attack, and I got this problems with my eyesight. My eyesight is so poor I cannot see. Things are
not visible enough to me.
What about your children? Were they severely harassed, and how did this impact on them? --- This harassed them, because even at
night they get frightened as if there's something attacking, or there is something they see approaching.
Do you get some kind of help in this? --- No, and no one is helping.
Did you ever consult the psychologist? --- You mean social workers?
Yes, also social workers and psychologists. --- No.
Would you wish to be in touch and consult the psychologists or social workers? --- Yes.
/What you
What you need to do, after this - do you know our offices by the way? They are at Smith Street. --- The place where we gave our
statements?
Yes. In case you don't manage to consult the psychologist or social workers today please you must go to our offices and get in touch
with this doctor, Dr Magwaza and she will help you a great deal. Your children now, who is educating your children? Are you working?
--- No, I am not working.
How do you survive? How do you make ends meet? --- Well, there is some white family who gave us some money.
Is that enough? --- No, that's not enough. You know I could be working, but this lady said I should not work, I should be home and take
care of my children.

Now that you have come here to the Truth Commission what do you wish to ask that the Truth Commission should do for you? --What I will request from the Truth Commission, they should support my children, maintain my children.
You mean putting them back to school, paying for them at school and so on? --- Yes.
Mrs Msomi, your story is touching. I will repeat what I said on Monday, that killing, whether you are ANC or IFP, it just boils to one
thing - it's bad. It's evil. It's just evil. Whether it's done by ANC or IFP it's an evil act. This burning, killing people with fire and so forth,
it's evil. People were never killed in this manner. This thing is completely new, what's happening. It never used to happen a long time
ago. But what you have said and asked for, we'll compile a report and
/forward it
forward it to the State President. He will come up with a resolution. Thank you.
--------------------DR MAGWAZA: What I will say here is just to wrap up this whole thing, and everything that you have said. Also we would like to thank
your son that he accompanied you to the Commission. What I will thank you for is your being brave, for you are such a brave woman.
And when I am looking at the people who came forward today it's the first time we've listened to the persons who come from your
group, and I do trust and hope that all of us in this hall will respect all the witnesses, irrespective of their group and affiliations. We do
not encourage anything that will bring division in our society. Thank you.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: (Inaudible) ... Dr Magwaza has said. We are very pleased that you had the courage to come and tell us your story.
You will know, having been here today, that most of the people here were supporters or members of the ANC or the UDF, but, as Dr
Magwaza has said, this Commission was set up by the Government to hear from all people, all people from South Africa who suffered
human rights violations over the past 30 years, and we know that many Inkatha members also suffered. As you have told us today you
suffered the terrible death of your husband.
We have heard your request, and we will be making submissions - recommendations to the Government, to the State President, as to
how people like you should be assisted. So we want to thank you very much. You have helped us to get a more complete picture. We
know that there was suffering on both sides, and you have given us
/information
information which will enable us to paint a more complete picture when we make our report to the Government at the end of the day.
Thank you very much to you and your son.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Mr Ndimande, we welcome you here today. You had to wait the whole day to telly our story, and we thank you for
being so patient. You are from Folweni, is that correct?
MR NDIMANDE: That is correct.
COMMISSIONER: It's about the murder of your wife, Duduzile Eunice Ndimande, and the injuring of your twin daughters, Thulile and
Thulisile. That was in 1993. Before you tell us that story can you stand to take the oath. Can you stand up to take the oath.
--------------------GILBERT NDIMANDE (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
MR LAX: Thank you, Chairperson. Good afternoon, Mr Ndimande. --- I greet you also.
(Inaudible) ... to talk to us, and if you could remember just to speak into the microphone as we are talking and as the people are
hearing. Now, if you'll excuse me one moment. (Pause) Mr Ndimande, we understand that you've just lost your mother, and we extend
our condolences to you for that. Are you feeling okay to continue with your evidence today though? --- I can continue.
Before we go into the story can you just tell us a little bit about your family. From the statement we understand that you have three
children, Xolisile, Thulile and Thulisile. Are there any other children that have not been mentioned in the statement? --- I have quite a
big family. I have 16 children. But unfortunately four died and I was left with 12. The eldest is Sibonelo, the second one is Bhekisani,
the third one is Jabu, the fourth is Xolisile, the fifth one is Mduduzi, the sixth one is

/Thulile.
Thulile. Thulile and Thulisile are twins, and there's another one, Lungile, following by Sithembele, Nogwanda, Fanele, Ngimangele. I
have seven children with the deceased. I've got three wives. The second wife has got one child. Two sons died and one daughter was
left. With my third wife I have one son and three daughters.
And yourself, are you presently working? --- I was working at AECI, but I was retrenched in 1990. I am no longer working.
Thank you. Now, at the time all these incidents happened you were living in Umbumbulu in the Mahlabatini area, and the Nkanga part
of that. --- That is correct, as I have already said that I have got a big family. My first wife, the deceased, was staying at Mahlabatini,
the second one at Folweni, and the third one we had a house at Ifracon, next to Umkomaas.
Now, tell us a little bit about the area that you were staying in at that time, Nkanga. --- At Mahlabatini and near Nkanga, on that
particular night - because the situation was not quite well, so I was not at Mahlabatini, so I was in one of my wives' houses. Because of
the situation that was there my wife, together with the children, decided that she should not sleep at home because it was not safe.
There was a faction fight between ANC and Inkatha. They wanted members. My wife ran to Nkanga, where there was a Dlomo family,
who is my cousin. They slept at that house. Because the children had to go to school the following morning they woke up very early
the following morning, and she was preparing for the children to go to school. Before they even got home they were followed by
certain men. According to the
/children
children they said these were three men who were wearing Balaclavas. They started shooting them. My wife was shot at that time,
and she fell in front of the yard. My twins were also shot, Thulisile and Thulile. They were shot in the legs. The elder daughter
managed to run away, and she hid herself behind the trees. Thulile and Thulisile also followed suit, they went to hide with their sister.
They hid there for quite some time, and they were waiting for the people to disappear. Thereafter they proceeded home. That's where
Xolisile went. She took a shawl and she went to cover her mother. And my neighbour, who had a shop, went and took the twins,
Thulile and Thulisile. Thulisile had been shot in the leg only. Thulile has got a wound just below the scapula, as well as on her right
leg. After this had happened the police got a message, the Isipingo police got a message, and they went to fetch my wife's corpse to
the mortuary. Apparently they were sent by my son, Mduduzi, because he also nearly died because he had slept at a certain house
opposite the Dlomo family, and he was following them. When this was happening he was behind his sisters, and when he heard
gunshots he realised that his mother, as well as his sisters, were injured and he went back to raise the alarm, because the police in
Isipingo came to fetch the corpse. After they had been discharged from the hospital - I asked the hospital to discharge them because I
wanted them to come back to their mother's funeral. This happened on the 13th, and that weekend went past. The following weekend I
asked for them to be released so that they could come to their mother's funeral. The police took the statement. Thulile also submitted
a statement. I took the children to the police,
/and that
and that was the end of the matter. I was never filled in as to what has happened. That's why I have come before this Commission.
Thank you.
(Inaudible) ... just ask you some questions to clarify one or two aspects please. That area you were living in there were people of
different political persuasions all living together, if I understand your statement correctly. --- That is correct. It was Inkatha as well as
ANC.
And you're not actually sure, from what I understand in your statement, who these people were that shot your family members. --- I am
not very positive because myself, together with my family, I was never involved in any political organisation, and none of my family
was affiliated to any. Because I always believed that I did not want to be involved in politics because these political organisations are
not for illiterate people. Because I am illiterate, and I thought the political organisations were gunning for people who were literate.
Now after this had happened I do not believe these are people who were literate. I think these were just thugs who were hiding behind
political organisations, because if I had to control an organisation I would choose who would join a particular political organisation.
Because the people who killed my loved ones, I do not think they know anything about politics.
(Inaudible) ... Ndimande. Now, how old was your wife when she was killed? --- We were both born in 1948.
Your two daughters, have they recovered now? From their injuries that is? --- I cannot say that they are
/well. From
well. From looking at them I could say they are well, but last year they failed standard six, and I think something is happening in their
lives because they have never failed before.

(Inaudible) ... has affected them, you think, definitely affected their school work and so on? --- I can say that, because they are not lazy
at school, but I saw them failing.
Has Xolisile been affected by this at all? --- Xolisile was not affected, because at school she is faring quite well. She is in standard 10
now at Umlazi Commercial.
(Inaudible) ... that paper you've taken out, or is there something there you want to draw to our attention? --- It is true. There is
something that I want to say, because the way my family had been traumatised, I am still traumatised even now. Now I am even more
traumatised. I am traumatised by the Government itself.
(Inaudible) ... please. --- I want to say as I am part of the community I am not harassed as an individual, but as a community or a
member of the community. Lungile Ruth Ndimande is here with us. He is at Natal Durban campus. He is doing his second year in
accounting, cost management. He passed his standard 10 in 1994. Up until now he has not yet received his certificate. I want this
Commission to take further steps on behalf of our children, because as it is now I am walking up and down at Umlazi Commercial, but
I am not getting any answers. My child is being harassed at school. They promised her with expulsion because I do not have money,
and I do not know what to do at this juncture.
/(Inaudible)
(Inaudible) ... what I would suggest you do is come and see us in the office about these additional things, and we can try and point you
in the right direction to get assistance with them, but they are not matters directly within the Commission's work. But we will definitely
point you in the right direction with them. If I could just follow up. You've indicated that since you have been retrenched from work, in
your statement, you've been getting some support from one of your sons, your eldest son in fact. Is that correct? --- That is correct, but
now he has also lost his job, and he also wants to go back and further his education next year, because he got a standard 10
exemption and he wants to further his studies. And he also has three children.
As far as you know has there ever been a case by the - or an inquest following up on your wife's death? --- I have not heard anything
up until now, so I don't know what happened to the police in Isipingo. They never contacted me thereafter.
(Inaudible) ... made to the Isipingo Police Station were made quite soon after your wife was killed, is that right? --- That is correct. I
reported it immediately after my wife was attacked and killed.
(Inaudible) ... can try and trace the records of that there for you. I hand back to the Chairperson.
--------------------DR MAGWAZA: You have been harassed and traumatised. The main objective of the Commission is to look at this other aspect or
facet of trauma that the families go through. I want to know as to how old were your twins when they got injured, or how old are they
now? --- At the time that
/they - they
they - they were born in 1981, and they got injured in 1993, which means they were almost 12 when they were injured.
How old is Xolisile? --- Xolisile was born in 1979.
As they were 12-year-olds, and they have now lost their mother, who is staying with them now? --- They are staying with my son. They
went back to Umbumbulu, where we were born.
When you look at them you see them as healthy human beings? --- That is correct.
It's not very usual that when children have been through such trauma would thereafter be normal. If it's possible for you we would
request you to go to school and try to find out what their performance is like, because it's possible that at times, as a father, you tend
to overlook certain things, especially with regard to children. You may not be very close to your children, especially that they are girls.
Maybe it could help if you could go to their teachers and find out as to their progress. --- I will do that, because I do have a sister who
is teaching at that particular school, and I have never got a negative report, but I'll nevertheless follow it up.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: (Inaudible) ... all day for us. I said earlier on, when Mrs Sithole gave her evidence, that there was something
particularly awful and cowardly about a woman being shot, and your wife was a victim. Not satisfied with that they then shot your two
little daughters. And, as I have said before over these past three days, it's very difficult for us to understand and come to terms with
that sort of behaviour. You have said that the people who killed your wife knew nothing about politics, and I think that you are quite
correct. Politics and democracy is about learning to live with each other's political differences, and there are a lot of people in this

country, and particularly in this province, who believe that they are politicians, but in fact are no more than thugs.
As Dr Magwaza and Mr Lax have said, it's our job to make recommendations to the Government about how people like you, your
family, especially your two little daughters, should be assisted and rehabilitated, and we will be making recommendations on your
behalf. So we thank you very much for coming in to talk to us today. --- Thank you very much. I would appreciate it if you would pass
these requests forward to the State President. Maybe he could help me, support me with my children's education. Thank you.
Mr Ndimande was the last witness today.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: The next witness is Jabu Ndlovu, Mrs Jabu Ndlovu. Mrs Ndlovu, we welcome you here. Thank you for waiting for
so long to tell us your story. You are from Newtown, Inanda, is that right?
MRS NDLOVU: That's correct.
COMMISSIONER: You have come to tell us about the murder of your husband, Bhekukwenza Raymond Ndlovu, in 1983.
MRS NDLOVU: That's correct.
COMMISSIONER: Can you stand up to take the oath before you give your evidence.
--------------------JABU NDLOVU (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
COMMISSIONER: It's Mrs Gcabashe now who will help you with your evidence.
MR GCABASHE: Good afternoon, Jabu. --- Good afternoon to you.
I will thank you for your patience. Since this morning you've been waiting, and also thank you for being brave enough to come in front
of this Commission. We know very well that you've brought a sad story that may perhaps bring the past back to you and make you feel
even more bad. Before we get started I will first ask you to tell us concisely about your family. --- I have three children.
What are they, girls or boys? --- It's one boy and two girls, twins.
What's the boy's name? --- Simu.
The other one? --- Thembeka, the girl, and Thandeka.
Oh, you have one boy? Are they still schooling? --- Yes, they are at school.
/All of
All of them? --- Yes.
What standard is Simu? --- Simu is in standard eight.
And the other one, Thembeka? --- Is in standard two.
What about Thandeka? --- Both of them are in standard two. They are identical twins.
You are so fortunate you have twins. Are you working? --- No, I am not working.
How old was your husband at the time of his death? --- He was born in 1959. I don't know the exact age.
Now, relate to us that before this took place in 1983 how was the situation at the time where you were living? Please raise your voice.
--- We were staying at the tents at A. He was a member of IFP.
Was he a member of IFP? --- Yes, he was a member of IFP. Now, around that time UDF was already formed, and UDF proclaimed
that they were sweeping, and they wanted to get rid of IFP in Inanda. The day when he got injured he was going to work when he got
murdered. It was on Saturday. I think it was going for seven, or quarter past six, around there. We did not have a house at the time.
We were staying at a sister's house. We just heard a voice, a screaming voice, screaming and shouting - and shouting and saying,
"Brother-in-law, brother-in-law, I am dying." We got out to see what was happening, because we could identify that it was his voice.
We could not speak and talk to him because he was already lying by the gate. When we were looking we saw a group of young men

running away, far away. We could not even chase them or run after them. We wanted to attend to the one who was lying down.
/Suddenly
Suddenly his sister and the husband suspected he had died already. They were whispering. They did not want me to hear that. They
rushed to look for a car, and it was late, the car could not - we could not take him into the car, but the police vehicle came. He was just
stabbed once. There were not many wounds, just on the left-hand side. It did not look like he was stabbed by a knife, it looked like it
was a screwdriver. His mother had come already, and she gave the statement at the Police Station Mtshebeni, but I don't remember if
there was any case conducted.
Let's go back and retrace. According to your statement you say it was not the first time that he was harassed by the UDF. Tell us
about the other incidents. --- Oh, the first time it was before we got married. It was in 1981. They stabbed him several times that day. I
found him at the hospital already. I was at home, because we were no married yet. I went to King Edward. That's where he was
admitted. He was under critical care, probably in the ICU. How long was he admitted in the hospital? --- A week or so.
Why was the UDF after him? --- He was a prominent figure in the area.
What was he known of? --- He was someone who was intelligent, and people knew him to be very intelligent. And also he would stand
for his rights.
In your statement you make mention of Thembeka. Who is Thembeka? --- Thembeka is my child.
What happened to Thembeka, because she is mentioned in the statement? --- No, the statement-taker was asking me how many
children do I have. Then I mentioned
/her.
her.
Now you say you went to the police. Who reported the matter to the police? --- It was his brother-in-law.
The police are the ones who took him to the mortuary? --- Yes.
Was there any case opened or something, or probably others being arrested due to this? --- I don't think there was anyone who was
arrested. This died off.
No policemen who came to your place? --- No.
Did - was there any kind of inquest, or probably the doctors who came to tell you about his death? --- You mean did they call us?
Yes. --- No, they did not call us.
Did you get a certificate, death certificate? --- Yes.
What was written on it? --- No, I did not read much from the death certificate. You see the death certificate we received is the abridged
one, and they said they were still investigating the matter.
Was there any result of the investigation? --- No.
You said you are not working. --- Yes, I am not working.
Tell us how do you survive, how do you make ends meet at home? --- I am self-employed. I am selling vegetables from home. At
times I go to New Germany and I buy second-hand items and sell them.
That's how you make a living? --- Yes.
Since your husband died it's clear to us that you have been harassed, and you also know of the times that
/the UDF
the UDF was after him. How did this impact on your life? --- I have a problem with the dreams. My dreams are very strange. I don't
know how to explain this. And also I have the problem with my headache. I get these terrible headaches. And BP, blood pressure. And
Simu as well has been affected a lot by this. He will cry and scream at night, and say he is seeing people, he is seeing some figures
around.

What about the others? --- No, they are not affected.
What about at school? How are they faring? --- No, at school they are okay. They are faring well. The older one will complain about
headache, especially during examination time. Even this last time Simu missed his one exam, he could not sit for his exam.
It looks to me Simu has been highly affected by this more than the rest. --- Yes.
Now, as you have already recited and related the whole story to us, the police that you reported the matter to, would you by any
chance happen to know their names, or whether they were the KwaZulu policemen? --- If I am not mistaken it's SAP.
You didn't get to know who they were? --- No.
Well, we've heard your story, Jabu. You have heard other people relating their sad stories, and we also can see that you are one of
those. Did you ever try or endeavour to see and consult doctors after this happened? --- We often and usually go to the clinic, and
that's where we will see the doctors there at the clinic.
Did you ever think of consulting the psychiatrists or counsellors to find out the cause that leads to the child being restless at night? --No, we haven't been.
Would you like to? --- Yes, I will be thankful.
Yes, you see when you ignore these kind of things after a long run it will be difficult for us to treat them, or for the psychologist expert
to treat them. It's much better to attack these things and attend these things at an earlier stage like this, so it's quite important that they
get attention. What would you wish the Truth Commission to do for you? What are your expectations? --- I will ask the Truth
Commission to assist in paying and educating my children at school.
Do you manage right now? --- I am trying, but their grandmother is helping because she gets pension money.
We have heard your request, but like you have already heard even from others that we as a Truth Commission don't have that
authority to do things or meet your expectations, but one thing for sure that we can do for you, that is our task and objective, is to
compile a report and forward it to the State President, and they will take resolutions and see that you are helped. We will forward this
to the State President, we promise. --- Thank you.
I will hand over to the Chairperson now.
--------------------I want to follow your request, your expectations from the Truth Commission. At the time when your husband died did you probably get
some kind of compensation from his place of work? --- No, when he got injured in 1981 he stayed the whole year at home not working.
His left arm was paralysed, not working at the time. The second
/time around
time around now, when he got injured and murdered, he was only two months old at his place of work.
Secondly, usually when one has lost her husband the social workers usually try to get grant for the family. Did you ever bother yourself
to go and see the social workers? --- No, I haven't been.
I think it will be of prime help for you to go and consult and see the social workers, and then there is something that they do for you.
Finally, Mrs Ndlovu, you are also one of the people who have been highly harassed. These are things that are surprising us still, that
we see you so much in a good condition and intact, and these are things that make us see that you are worth help from the Truth
Commission. You have already showed us that you are a brave woman, and you are strong enough. We will do all we can to help you.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: (Inaudible) ... for coming in and telling us your story. Your story is very similar to that of Mrs Msomi, Mrs Mavis
Msomi, who gave evidence earlier on today. Her husband was a member of the IFP, and he was killed by a group of young men. And
your husband was in the same position. He was a member of that party as well, and he too was brutally attacked and killed by a group
of young men in Newtown.
We are grateful that you've come to tell us your story because it helps us to understand both sides of the conflict. We know that many
ordinary members of the IFP died, and when we write our report it is important that we reflect exactly what happened in this province,
and stories like yours will assist to give us a full picture.

/You lost
You lost your husband, your companion, your breadwinner, the father of your children, and we extend our deep sympathy to you.
We have heard your requests and, as Mrs Gcabashe has said, our job is to make recommendations to the Government as to how you
should be assisted, and we will be making those recommendations. So finally we thank you again very much for coming in, and
waiting all day and telling us your story. Thank you very much.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Mrs Sithole, we welcome you here today. Thank you for having the patience to wait so long to give your evidence.
Can you hear me? You've got two people on the stage with you. Are those your daughters?
MRS SITHOLE: They are my daughters.
COMMISSIONER: (Inaudible) ... here today. You are living at the moment in New Germany, is that correct?
MRS SITHOLE: I stay in Clermont.
COMMISSIONER: You've come to tell us about an attack on your house at Inanda by members of the IFP. Please can you stand up to
take the oath before you tell us that story.
--------------------EUNICE SITHOLE (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
COMMISSIONER: Dr Randera will help you now.
DR RANDERA: Mrs Sithole, good afternoon to you and to your daughters. You're going to talk to us about what happened to you in
1988, but before you do that I was wondering if you can just give us some other information. Can you tell us about your family first? --It's myself, my husband, as well as my six children.
Can you also tell us which political party do you belong to, and your family members, if they were involved as well? --- That is correct. I
was involved in politics. I was a member of the ANC.
Were you just a member, or were you more intimately involved? --- I was a supporter of the ANC.
And your family members? --- My husband, as well as my sons, were members.
Can you please tell us what was happening in your area at that time in 1988 in terms of the conflicts? --- /It was
It was actually from 1987. My son was attending school at Umbuzana, and his name was Sifiso. He was from Umathiwe, and when he
got to Umbuzana in the middle of the year, whilst he was still attending school, there was a certain kombi that used to come to his
school, and it used to follow them, together with his friends Fano and Mbuso and another group of youths. And they used to ask them
whether they were still continuing in that school, because members of the UDF were not accepted at that school. And they denied this,
they said they were not affiliated to any political organisation. And these people told them that they should go back to where they
belong because they were not accepted. Each time there were certain people who used to come to their school, and they would call
them, say they wanted to talk to them, until they got a certain hole through which they used to escape whenever these people came to
their school. And these people used to accost them and ask them about being members of the UDF, and they kept on denying these
claims. And at some stage the drivers of this car wanted to take them and put them into the car, and they related the matter to us that
there was this car which kept on chasing them. I said it was towards the end of the year, and he was going to change the school the
following year, so he should continue for that particular year. And in the neighbourhood there was a certainly family called the Dlamini
family. They made a meeting and they said all male children should go to that meeting. We refused our children permission to go
there. We said we did not have any weapons, and we were told that they had a lot of weapons, they would not run short of weapons.
All we
/should do,
should do, we should send our sons there. And thereafter we kept on being checked on by the members of Inkatha, because they
were telling us that we had sons and we did not want to send them to the meetings of Inkatha. And we ended up sleeping in the
garden now because they always used to come, especially in the middle of the night. At times we would sleep in the garden, wake up
the following morning, get into the house and wash, go to work, and the children would go to school. In the evening we would come
back, have supper, and go and sleep in the garden. On a particular day two buses came, and we heard people saying the Inkatha had
arrived, and we went back into the garden where we used to sleep. My husband said he was now tired of running away and he would

sleep in the house. He would run away when he heard them coming. I saw them coming and I ran into the house. I knocked on the
window to warn my husband that the Inkatha people had come. I knocked violently on the window, and my husband woke up and he
ran into the garden. We hid ourselves there. Life went on like that, because we used to sleep in the garden. We decided to go and
look for a certain place called Congo, and we took our clothes with and we went to look for a shack. We hired a shack, and this shack
was a one-roomed shack. We just wanted to be safe so that we could not sleep outside any more. And at that time we believed that at
the shacks we would not be known as to where we came from. We stayed there, and the family was quite big for a shack. And each
time we went back home we would be told that there was a certain car that was moving around asking as to our whereabouts. And at
that time I had taken Sifiso to Impendle, and I was left with two girls and
/Sithembiso,
Sithembiso, who was very young at that time. We stayed at those shacks, and we experienced problems because they were stealing
at the shacks and they were breaking into the shack. And we went to ask as to what the situation was like. Apparently it looked calm at
that stage, and we decided to go back to our house. We went back together with the children, and we stayed there, and it was in 1989
by then. We stayed for quite a short while and we realised that it looked as if the situation was calm and it was safer later on. And I
brought Sifiso, because each time Sifiso came back people would come and ask about him, that he had come, and I would always
deny that he was there. Then on a particular night in 1989 we heard a knock. It was 11.00 pm in the evening. But we were still
somehow scared. We heard somebody knocking at the door at 11 o'clock, and I could gather that these people were many. It was not
only one person. My husband wanted to go and open the door, but I restrained him and I told my husband that I should be the one to
open the door. I went to open the door. When I got to the door I saw a certain man. His name is Mr Sibiya. I saw Mr Sibiya. He had a
big gun, as well as an assegai and a knobkerrie. We greeted Sibiya, and my husband also greeted Sibiya. And Sibiya took only two
steps towards us in the dining-room, and at some stage he put down his weapons and he said, "Sithole, I do not want to get into your
house with weapons." At that time we were scared because the children were asleep, but we felt - we suspected something and we
asked him as to what he wanted. He told us that we should not be scared, he had come to look for Fano, and Fano was my son's
friend and he was also suspected of
/being a
being a member of the UDF. On the day that Sibiya had come Sifiso was at home on that day, and he was going to go back to the
rural areas the following morning, and they were hiding in the bedroom at that time together with his friend Fano. He said that he knew
that Fano was at our place, but my husband said Fano is not there, but in reality he was there but we had hidden him. And they said
they wanted Fano, and they had seen that Fano had come to our place. My husband denied that Fano was around, and Sibiya said, "It
is fine if he is not there," and we told him that they had gone to the rural areas, and we denied that Fano was around. We said Fano
had gone with his mother to his mother's workplace. Sibiya then took his weapons and he decided to go out. I closed the door. Just as
Sibiya was getting out I peeped through the curtain in the dining-room to see as to who he was with. And Sibiya did not fight when he
came, he just said he was looking for Fano, and when I peeped through the curtain I saw so many people surrounding our house.
They were even more than the people who are in this hall today. All of them were having guns and weapons, as well as knobkerries. I
stood there in the dining-room and I looked through the curtains, and I heard Sibiya talking at the door. And this person asked as to
why Sibiya did not kill Sithole, and he said he was not going to kill Sithole because he was sent to go and ask for the key so that they
would get a way of killing Sithole. The others said they would not kill my husband because Sibiya had failed to kill my husband. He
said he was not directed to kill Sithole, but he was directed to look for the boys, and they said Sibiya was selling them out. And they
said to him he was an ANC
/member, why
member, why did he not want to kill Sithole. Had he shot Sithole, Sithole would probably have told them where the boys were. I once
more opened the door because I did not feel safe. I went into the bedroom. I told them that they must take a different direction. They
must get underneath the bed and we were going to sit on top of the bed. We wanted to hide them. And these people went away. They
were followed by a certain car, a kombi, but I am not sure of the colour of the kombi. I could not even see the registration plate,
because I did see that it was the kombi that the boys had told me about. They went around a certain corner, an we had already heard
them asking Sibiya as to why he did not kill my husband. At 5 o'clock the following morning I told them to pack and go without even
washing. I accompanied them. I gave Fano some money to go because his mother was not around. I gave him money and told him he
should go with my son to the rural areas. Then on the following day I phoned to inquire as to whether they had arrived. It was
confirmed that they had arrived. After about a week after Sifiso as well as his friend had gone we saw certain people passing in front
of my house at about 11, and they kept on saying they had seen Mr Sithole's house before. And I was listening to them at that time,
and I told my husband that we should go and hide, they would not kill the children, they would have mercy on the children. We hid
ourselves underneath a peach tree. That's correct.hey went past, they never got into the yard up until they went to Sibiya's place.
They were so many. It was a large group. Then on the following week very late at night, at about 11 - my husband was working night
shift, and whenever he was
/working

working night shift I used to sleep with the children. Dudu was sleeping with me, and we slept in one room because we were scared.
And we heard some footsteps outside, but nobody was knocking or coming in. At about half past 11 I could hear the sound of
shattering glass. That was in the bedroom. My child's uniform was hanging there, and I could hear something hitting me, and I asked
myself as to what had taken the uniform from its hanging place. I woke the children and we put the lights on. I picked the uniform up
and I put it into the wardrobe. Then I decided to get dressed, and we stayed there. I was dressed during the night. At about 1.00 am,
at dawn, I saw a gun, the front of a gun, pointing at our heads, and I heard them say, "We have now come. You think you are brilliant."
I looked at this person. He was very dark. I had never ever seen him before. He said we thought we were clever. I realised that this
was a gun I threw myself down and I lied flat on the floor, and I directed my children to lie down on the floor. Some of them got
underneath the bed. Now the bedroom was opened. They started firing at us. He shot for the second time, and when he shot for the
third time we started screaming. We could hear some gunshots at the dining-room door, and we decided to scream and not go in that
direction. They kept on shooting through the window, and after some time there was quiet and we thought they had gone. And
thereafter we heard Mr Blose screaming and saying they should come and help us because we might probably be dead. I could hear
them when they were talking. And the neighbours gathered. Thereafter I decided to take my daughter, Dudu, and when I went into the
dining-room I saw that by now it was dawn, /and there
and there was some light. I opened the dining-room door.
Initially I had thought that we should go to Mrs Gasa's place so that we could get some refuge there. After quite a short while, whilst
we were standing there together with Dudu, just as I was getting to the verandah, we heard some footsteps and I ran backwards,
running away from those footsteps. (Pause) There was a flight of stairs.
Take your time. Would you like to drink some water? --- Just as I was reversing I was shot, and I was wearing a nightdress. He shot
me on the stomach, and I bled at the same time. Then at that moment I thought I was going to die. I got out and I looked at this person
properly. It was a short person, and he was limping, but I do not know him. I went into the bedroom. I took a sheet and I wrapped
myself because I was bleeding profusely at that time, and I closed the door at that stage. I went back together with the children and I
lied down on the floor. And Dudu collapsed at that time because she was behind me.
(Inaudible) ... allow your daughter to be taken away by the briefers, if that's all right with you? (Pause) Ma'am, hello. Won't you take
this young lady away. Mrs Sithole, I am just going to - after you were shot you were taken to King Edward VIII Hospital, is that right? -- That is correct. And later on, when the neighbours realised that the attackers had run away, they came to investigate as to what had
happened, and my children told them. They went to get a car that was going to take me to the hospital, but I did not get the car quickly
because the neighbours were scared that they would also be attacked. Then they went to another neighbour, and
/ultimately
ultimately we got somebody to help me and he took me to
the hospital together with my daughter, Nthokozo. We went to King Edward Hospital. When I got to King Edward Hospital it was in the
morning at about 7 o'clock, and I was going to be taken to the theatre. I was operated on. They were trying to retrieve the bullets,
because they only saw holes and the bullets disappeared in my body. When I was discharged I asked as to whether they got any
bullets. The doctor told me that they could not get the bullets, but she had - but that I had 15 holes in my intestines, but he could not
get any bullets. I was admitted.
(Inaudible) ... did you stay in hospital? --- I stayed for two weeks, and I was discharged on the third week.
And your daughters were all right, they weren't injured at all during this attack? --- No, they were not injured.
You say in your statement that the harassment continued even after that. --- Yes. My daughters at that time never got injured, but
Nokuthula, the one who was born in 1979, suffered from epileptic fits as from that day. Dudu had something that happened to her.
She's got a continuous headache. Nthokozo was disturbed mentally, and I was also disturbed mentally. Thereafter when we were no
longer staying at Impendle they continued to harass my husband. They used to got to Dunlop and ask for my husband. My husband
was sleeping at Dunlop, where he was working, because he was not able to sleep at home after we had been attacked. At times he
would sleep at Dunlop and come to me and see me at the hospital. And at
/Dunlop the
Dunlop the attackers could not come and attack him in
there, but a certain car used to come and they used to ask for Sithole. And after I had been discharged from the hospital my husband
had to go and look for a place because we could not stay at home. We ended up having to go. My husband looked for a flat at Point.
We stayed at that flat. It's only then that I went to fetch the children. I took them back to Umathiwe. Then the caretaker told me that I
was overcrowding the place because I had many children. I had to take my children away, but I did not know where to take them. I
explained my situation to the caretaker. I told him that I wanted my children to further their education, and that he should give me a

chance to look for another flat because I was not going to be able to throw my children away. He gave me a chance to look for another
flat.
(Inaudible) ... just relax, take your time. Can I just say that it is remarkable and incredible that you are able to come and tell us this
story today, and that you still have the strength and the resolve to come and tell us the story with your daughters. I just have one
question to ask. You said earlier on that if you didn't belong to a political party our children couldn't go to that school. Does that still
remain today? I mean this happened in 1988/1989. --- When I got to Clermont my children were not admitted at school because the
schools were full. I do think the reason was because they were having this past with politics.
--------------------DR MGOJO: Mr Sithole, are your children Nokuthula, Dudu, as well as Nthokozo and Sifiso and Sithembiso and Sabelo? /--- Yes.
--- Yes.
What are their ages? How old is Nokuthula? --- Nokuthula is 17 years old. Dudu is 19 years old. She was born in 1978. Nthokozo was
born in 1973.
And Sifiso? --- Sifiso is 25 years old. Sithembiso is 21 years old. Sabelo is 13 years old. He is the last-born.
How many are still attending school? --- Four are attending school.
And who are they? --- It's Sithembiso, Nokuthula and Dudu. Sithembiso is at university. He is doing second year. He's at the University
of Cape Town.
And what about Sifiso? --- Sifiso is working.
Has he left school? --- Yes.
What about Sabelo? --- Sabelo is in standard four.
Nthokozo? --- Nthokozo completed her matric last year.
What about Dudu? --- Dudu is in standard nine.
What about Nokuthula? --- Nokuthula is in standard 10.
You say you are staying at another flat now. Were you chased away from that flat? --- We are no longer staying at the flat, because
when we were told that we were overcrowding the flat we looked for some land to build. We got an estate agent which was going to
build us a house together with my children, so we are staying at Clermont at the present moment together with my husband. But my
eldest son is staying in Lamontville.
Is your husband still working where he used to work before? --- Yes, he is still working at Dunlop. I am
/working also.
working also. I am working at a place of safety. I
started working there in 1992.
(Inaudible - end of side A) ... amongst the audience, so you were not alone. There are people who sympathise with you, and there are
people who feel your pain. You are lucky, because even the people who are sitting in the audience were also harassed, and you are
lucky to be alive. You said there were certain bullets that penetrated your stomach. Were they taken out? --- Yes, they were taken out,
because I ended up having an abscess on my right leg, and I was operated on and the bullets were taken out. My right leg is troubling
me. I am limping. And you have already said that Nokuthula suffered from epileptic fits, Dudu has got a headache, yourself and
Nthokozo are mentally disturbed. What about the rest of the family? --- Sabelo also has a problem.
What about the other ones? --- Sifiso also is very irritable, especially at work.
If there is any help that you can get, because I do realise that you have been traumatised emotionally, are you receiving any
psychological help? --- No, we are not getting any psychological help, but we used to go to private doctors whenever we got the
headaches. And we all have this headache, it's common.
Have you ever been to see psychologists? --- No, we've never been anywhere to get psychological help.

I think you will need psychological help, and I would like to refer you to social workers as well as psychologists. You should come and
make preparations with Dr Magwaza at our offices, because you look really traumatised mentally, as well as physically and
/emotionally.
emotionally. I hope that you can get some psychological
attention, see some specialists who can assist you in your problem. You said - what did you say your expectations from the
Commission were? --- No, I did not say.
As you have come what are your expectations? --- I would like the Commission to facilitate our rehabilitation, because we are having
these psychological problems. At work I have this bad report that I am always having altercations with people. I am always having
arguments with people. I am very irritable at work. I am very nervous. Now I think this is due to the problems that I have experienced. I
am living separate from my family. My children are scattered. If the Commission can help us I hope we can get some psychological
help. I would like the Commission to also help me to get a place to stay so that I can collect my family.
This Commission does not really help people, but it takes all the requests and compiles them into recommendations and passes them
over to people with authority. At times it does help that after being traumatised there is somebody whom you can rely on. How is your
husband now? --- He is very irritable. He is much more irritable than us, but we do really - he is very irritable. I think he is even worse
than us. Even he is present.
We would suggest that all of you come. --- He is present. We have come together with him.
--------------------MR LAX: Mrs Sithole, just to clarify one aspect. You've indicated you were in hospital for a couple of weeks. In
/fact that
fact that was a couple of months, is that not correct? In
other words I am saying to you you were in hospital, as far as we know, for about three months. --- No, it was not three months. I think
there was a mistake when I submitted the statement. The mistake was on my part. It was only two weeks.
--------------------You said your husband is around. Where is he? (Pause) You are not going to testify. I just wanted to see you. You have all survived.
God is great.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Mrs Sithole ... (inaudible) ... for coming in here today, and we also welcome you, Mr Sithole. You have given us a
very, very vivid, clear picture of what life was like for you in Inanda in the 1980s. It is ridiculous that people should have to have lived
like that, sleeping in the bush at night, fearing the knock on the door at night. Not from the police or from the army, but from your own
neighbours, and it's evidence of very, very deep political intolerance.
From what you have told us you were very, very lucky not to have been killed that night. I am sure it was the intention of that person to
kill you, and you could so easily have died. You've heard evidence from many other people today who were killed late at night by
people attacking their houses, and you are one of the lucky few. The fact that you didn't die doesn't mean that you haven't suffered
substantial trauma, and we've see what affect it's had on you, and of course on your daughters. We've heard so many stories like that,
of women being attacked at night by armed men. And whenever this sort of violence /affects one
affects one it's terrible and it's unacceptable, but there
just seems to be something so much worse about somebody in a vulnerable position at night, in their nightdress, being attacked by
men with guns. It really is difficult for us to believe that these things happen so often.
You have told us - you have told Dr Mgojo what you would like the Commission to try and do for you, and as he has said we don't
have the power to do that directly, to facilitate that, but we will make recommendations to the Government as to how we think you
should be assisted. So we want to thank you all very much for coming in, and we are glad that you were able to be here together to
support each other. Thank you very much.
---------------------
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---oOo--COMMISSIONER: Thank you, Father Shange, for coming in today. You are from
Madadeni township, is that right? Osizweni, I apologise, and you're from - was I

correct in saying you are from the Anglican Church.
FATHER SHANGE: Before you say your piece could you stand please to take the
oath.
--------------------FATHER SHANGE (Sworn, States) (Speaking English)
Thank you, Mr Chairman, members of the Commission, distinguished guests, ladies
and gentlemen. I am not too sure which language I'll be using. I think I'll any
one that comes in my way, so it will be either Zulu or English.
COMMISSIONER: Mr Dlamini is suggesting that because of the audience to use Zulu
if you're comfortable with that. --- Yes, I will be.
And I can follow through the earphones, and those who don't follow Zulu all that
well can follow through the earphones. --- I am very happy to get this
opportunity to come and give you a brief background as to why we are here today.
As a black person, and a Zulu too, we knew that whenever the men were fighting
they would go to the river and try to wash and heal their wounds. So this is
what this is all about. We are talking about reconciliation, as the Chairman has
already pointed out. Newcastle, or Northern Natal, is a place that is renowned
for peace. I don't know how far true that is, because we had this bad luck that
whenever anything happened the media never cared to report whatever was
happening here. But most of the incidents took place in 1984, and before then
there was nothing that happened that
/was quite
was quite as shocking as the events that took place in 1984.
I will start talking about the incident that took place in Hlobane. That is at
the end of November. Then they started COSATU working in Durnacol, as well as at
the Hlobane Mine, and there were certain elements who were not satisfied with
the operations of the COSATU, and another organisation called UWUSA was made.
That started in 1986, and many people died. That is when there was conflict
between these two organisations, not because the ordinary civilians were
fighting.
And we go back to Newcastle. We know that during that time the then government
was involved in oppressing the people, especially the black nation, and we knew
that at that time if that did not happen we would not be here today. And
whenever there was a political organisation which was fighting oppression, as
well as discrimination, these people would get detained and they would be killed
in detention, assaulted, and some were survivors. That is when there was a
mushrooming of a lot of political organisations which were fighting the
Government, whereby they felt that they should kill everybody that's got
anything to do with the Government so that the people should be liberated. That
is when there was a court in Newcastle, and thereafter the Newcastle Court was
bombed, as well as the railway station and Pick 'n Pay, and there was a lot of
bombings up to Madadeni Police Station that took place. They also bombed the
police barracks.
But here in Newcastle, despite of all those things that happened, there wasn't
even a single day where the Inkatha or the ANC fought each other. There has
never
/been an
been an instance where the IFP (sic) attacked Inkatha and Inkatha attacking ANC.
But it so happened that some policemen who were known to the community, and who
were very hard-hearted, were working in such a way that one organisation would

have an altercation with another, and they were creating a crack between the
organisations, and there was no relationship whatsoever. And there were certain
names which were mentioned which were called Ebony and Khoyoni. These were the
organisations which started fighting with the IFP together with the police.
And thereafter many people got injured, some got killed, because if we remember
quite well when the court was bombed many people were detained. Some were
arrested. Some even went to Robben Island, but they ultimately came out, but
some of the unluckily, or most unfortunately, have already passed away. We know
that the first one was killed by certain gangsters. The second one was shot by
Councillor Nxumalo at Osizweni, and he died on the spot.
I can just put it in this way, that there were certain elements within the
organisations which were fomenting the violence. There has never been an
instance where it's the organisations or the structures that were attacking
people
As I had already mentioned the Hlobane incident I shall come back to the
Madadeni matter. We want to commend the councillor in Madadeni for his wisdom,
because when the UDF started being formed he invited the UDF as well as the
community, so that the UDF could get an opportunity to explain to the community
as to what the UDF was, and what was its main objectives.
At Osizweni things started getting sour when we were
/going
going towards 1990, when certain members or youths at ward five had a fight with
Councillor Nxumalo. That's when the violence started, because even the
schoolchildren got involved at that stage. At that time he helped and
contributed in the signing of the Peace Accord in September 1981, and that is
when all the reverends, as well as Father Stephen O'Kerr, who had gone back to
Kenya, they convened the town council of Osizweni and wanted its opinion as to
what was going on in that particular place. They called ANC as well to come and
voice its own opinion. They also called IFP to come and contribute as to the
solution of whatever was taking place, because they wanted there to be
negotiations as well as a reconciliation. And at the time all the political
organisations were convened, as well as the chairman, Father Stephen O'Kerr. And
at that time a significant incident took place. Whilst Minister Sithebe was
speaking one youth stood up and spoke whilst he was speaking, and there was an
altercation until such time that there was gunfire. And at that time a youth
from Shabalala Osizweni died. But luckily, because the political organisations
had come together, Mr Khumalo, the IFP chairman, as well as Makhosini Hadebe,
who was the chairman of the ANC. We went to the family of the bereaved, and
somehow the violence was quelled.
I believe that the coming together which took place between the political
organisations did contribute somehow. Harry Gwala came and spoke, and all the
people were united despite the fact that the political organisations at that
time now were cracking. I know that by saying these things I will be opening up
some wounds, but we have to because that is where we come from, and we
/know that
know that many of you don't have houses.
And, referring to the Chairman, it's quite a painful situation that some people
don't know, or were not informed as to when and where to give their statements
so that they can possibly appear before this Commission, because there's far too
many people who got involved and who were affected by the violence. I would be
happy if they would be given a chance to come and give their stories.
There were certain police who were extremists and who were contributing to the
violence. I know there are some people referred to as right-wingers who are

existent here in Newcastle, but I don't have any testimony or any information
with regard to that, but I know that at some stage they went to stay next to
Pick 'n Pay, where they were keeping a vigil. I know one who is still there,
staying in a right wing area. That is people who hate black people. We do get
that there were two consultation rooms whereby there would be blacks getting in
there, and a separate one for whites. We still get this even in surgeries in
Newcastle.
COMMISSIONER: (Inaudible) ... does give us a very useful background to this
area. I note that you said that the violence in this area only started much
later than in many other areas, in 1986, and this is typical of other towns in
Natal. We were in Port Shepstone some weeks ago, and the people there said that
before 1988 and 1989 the place was completely peaceful, but that through the
manipulation of certain people, politicians, participation of certain members of
the police force, in the space of one year a quiet, rural community was turned
into a very, very
/violent
violent community. And it seems as though a similar pattern happened in
Newcastle, that this place knew peace for many, many years, and it was only
through certain incidents, and involvement of certain people, that it became an
unpeaceful place, and that many people died.
So again thank you very much for sharing your views with us today, and of course
you are welcome to be with us today and the other days if you have the time.
I just - are there any questions that any of the other committee members would
like to ask? Mr Lax.
--------------------MR LAX: Thank you, Chairperson. Father Shange, how would you describe the
Newcastle area at the moment? Is it relatively peaceful? --- (Inaudible speaking English) ... very peaceful, because in that Peace Office in SA Perm
Building you will get ... (Changes to Zulu) ... at the office you get the IFP as
well as the ANC sitting. I remember at some stage where they did not have money
to buy food I bought them a bunny chow and they ate together, so I believe that
there is peace.
--------------------Maybe just to wrap what was being said by Commissioner Lyster. He was thanking
Father Shange for the commentary, the report that he gave us about Newcastle as
well as the neighbouring areas. He also pointed out that this situation in
Newcastle is quite like the others, especially the small towns that we have been
visiting, just like Port Shepstone, that a rural area or a quiet rural area was
now turned into a violent area because of certain elements, politicians, and
some which were used by the then Government, who were sowing some seeds of
hatred
/amongst
amongst the community so that each political group would not see eye to eye with
another political group, and then that blood started pouring out because of
these altercations and the violence that existed between these political
organisations.
Mr Lax also asked a question as to how the situation is in Newcastle presently,
and Father Shange also replied that there is relative peace now, especially with
the contribution of the Peace Office that brought the political organisations
together and made them negotiate and talk and sort out their differences so that
they could live peacefully.

--------------------COMMISSIONER: Thank you, Father Shange, very much. We will now call on the
second witness to come and give his evidence.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Mrs Msibi, we welcome you here today. Can you hear me through the
earphones? Can you understand me? MRS MASIBA: Yes.
COMMISSIONER: Sorry, it's not Msibi, it's Masiba, is that correct? Mrs Masiba.
MRS MASIBA: Yes.
COMMISSIONER: And you have somebody with you today. Who is that with you on the
stage?
MRS MASIBA: My sister.
COMMISSIONER: Your sister. We welcome you both here today. You are presently
residing in Inanda in Durban, is that right, or do you live here in Newcastle?
MRS MASIBA: I am living at Inanda in Durban.
COMMISSIONER: I see. The story that you have come to tell is about the murder of
your husband, Mr Justice Masiba, in February 1991 at Durnacol, is that right?
MRS MASIBA: Yes.
COMMISSIONER: Now, before you tell us that story can you please stand to take
the oath.
--------------------KATE MASIBA (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
COMMISSIONER: Mr Lax will help you now with your evidence.
MR LAX: Thank you, Chairperson. Good morning, Mrs Masiba. --- Good morning.
It's nice to see you here for a change, rather than where we last met. Are you
feeling comfortable and okay? --- Yes.
Now, before we start if I could just confirm with you that you have five
children, is that correct? --- That's correct.
/And their
And their ages are 21 years, 18 years, 16 years, 11 years and seven years. --Yes, that's correct.
Please take your time. It's all right. We really do understand. We know that
it's difficult for you to come and talk to us about these things. Now, just for
the record, your husband, Justice Masiba, was born on the 27th of November 1949.
Do you confirm that? --- That's correct.
(Inaudible) ... of his death he was working as a senior clerk at Durnacol Mine
in Dannhauser. --- That's correct.
Now, please just take your time. When you're ready if you could tell us a little
bit about what happened, and how it was that your husband came to be killed in
the end. --- (Pause) It was in July, towards the end of July. It was at Durnacol
Mine. It's a mine that has different cultures of employees. Even my father was

working there. This mine people were able to work co-operatively, but on the day
when the President Nelson Mandela was released from prison in July workers asked
for increase. When they were fighting for this increase they even went to Iscor
in Pretoria. When they arrived in Pretoria they told them they must come back to
Durnacol Mine and they will give them the money, and the whites in Durnacol Mine
realised that these people are going to get a lot of money, and they said to the
Zulus the Zulus must kill the Xhosas. And my husband was a Xhosa, but he started
working in that mine in 1975 while he was still young. I made a mistake, it was
in 1971. I also grew up there. When my husband related to me this he told me
that he is so worried because one senior member, his name is Pius Khumalo, was
/talking
talking to another Khumalo who is a security. He said to him, "I don't care what
you can do because I don't have household things in my house." So my husband got
worried. They used to have meetings. In August, when they were supposed to
receive the money, the Zulus started getting together, having their own
meetings, and one day they told us we couldn't sleep there. I was staying at
Pelindaba. We were worried, and we told ourselves, "No, it's just something that
will pass." One night we ran away to Dannhauser House, which was owned by an
Indian, because this Indian guy was my husband's friend. We asked them if we
could sleep over, and we explained to him because the Zulus were angry so we
were scared. We went back. When we arrived there we met one guy who was from
church. He said to my husband, "Justice, how can you run away with your kids? I
mean this is nothing, it will pass." So Justice said, "Oh, because you are
saying so now I have hope." We went back to my house, I prepared supper. I heard
a sound and my husband asked me if I know why is this sound. I said to him, "No,
I don't know," and he said to me, "Something terrible is going to happen." My
husband said to me, "We must run away with the kids." When we were at the gate,
when we were there, Zulus were already there with spears, pangas, lots of
weapons, but except for guns. And I called one guy, I said to him, "Mhlanga,
what's going on?" He said, "No, nothing will happen, because I have a gun and
all these people don't have a gun so nothing will happen." I went to another
neighbour who was also my husband's friend, and other neighbours came as well,
and they had told the Zulus that they must put red bandannas in their heads so
that they
/could be
could be easily recognised that they are Zulus and they won't be killed. And my
husband and other neighbours asked them, "What's going on really, because we
consider you as our brothers-on-law because we've married the Zulus? We've been
into this area for a long time." And they asked them, "Why are you having all
these weapons with you? Are you going to kill us being our brother-in-law?" And
he answered back and said, "No, nothing will happen." Soldiers came and they
tried to resolve the thing. We went back to our houses, and all the Xhosas the
next day when to the company manager. And the company manager told them that
they must go back until the Zulus come down. We went back. The next day at 1
o'clock we saw a very big car, and one person was shouting, telling us, "If you
are Xhosa you need to run, to leave the house." So we were supposed to leave our
houses there and then. We ran. We took our children. We got into the car. We
left our houses just like that. They told us they were taking us in a safer
place. When we asked they told us we are going back. They told us to leave
behind everything. I saw one security guy. I said to him, "Brother Mhlanga,
would you please take care of my house," and I told him I am not going to
Transkei, but I am going to Madadeni. I went to Madadeni. We left everything
behind. We left our belongings. I went back, I took my belongings, and I went to
Newcastle. When I arrived at Newcastle I put my belongings, everything, my
household in their house, and then I heard an announcement on television and
radio that we should go back. My husband called, and one guy at work said, "No,
you mustn't come, it's still bad." My husband decided to change his
/employment

employment because he was scared to go back. We went to Durban. It was then in
January. Gaja and Gozo went to Durnacol in attempts to resolve this issue,
because - they wanted to resolve this because they knew that whites were behind
this. I heard that there was a list which was written, and one person who was
also involved in this thing who was with the whites, Mr Zondo, he is still alive
even today, and Pius as well. They were doing this because they were getting
instructions from whites. He wanted my husband to work alone even though they
had almost equal position, so that led to a quarrel, and one manager told my
husband to go and open another shaft so that he can work nicely. In 1990 my
husband had written a letter to Iscor, and Iscor sent back forms to Durnacol,
because he wanted a transfer to Durban. Mr Buthelezi, who was in shaft five,
said to him, "No, brother, I trust you. I know you will send me forms." And then
later on he said, "No, they said you must come yourself personally to sign the
forms. They won't send you the forms down to Durban." So I told my husband that,
"No, you should go, because some members have went there to take transfer for
their children, and some to apply for their pension, and nothing happened to
them, so you must also go and fill those forms." In February, on the 12th, it
was on Monday - I am not certain whether Monday or Tuesday - I told my husband
to call first before he goes there. He called. He called one guy, white guy who
was a labour control, and he said to him, "No, you must come and fetch the forms
personally." And he said he can't send them by mail, he must come and sign
there. So my husband decided to go there personally. He left at about 10
o'clock, and he
/wasn't
wasn't so worried because he had heard that it was now safer. He went there. At
that time it was peaceful, and they have already hired other people to work.
When he arrived there it was about seven. When he was approaching the place
where we were staying he was seen by Mr Zondo, and he greeted him. And then one
lady went to call Mr Xulu, and then they were talking together now that, "Oh,
here's one person who's also on the list, and then they went to hostels to call
others. Most of the people who killed my husband they didn't even know my
husband. They were new employees of that mine. They didn't even know him. One
bakkie from Mr Khumalo they were 26, and they were singing at Zondo, and Zondo
gave them spears and even forks. I heard that his wife gave them forks. When
they arrived there they found him inside the house. I heard he tried to ran. He
hid behind the wardrobe. They broke the door in my brother's bedroom, and
neighbours were there watching but they were scared to do anything. They broke
the wardrobe, and that's how he was killed. He had 26 wounds. They cut his
tongue, they cut his genitals, they took his teeth out, they left him there.
They put muthi all over his body. After I received a message I went there, I
went to look for his corpse, and I was so scared because it was terrible. And
they told me they don't want to see me and my family, and they wanted to kill
everything that belonged to him. Police took his body. After the funeral they
followed us, because one night when I was at Madadeni they knocked, and
fortunately my sister had a bulldog. And the neighbours saw the car, and Mr
Khumalo was there. The person who was trying to resolve this thing, who never
liked the struggle, was
/Mr Mseleku.
Mr Mseleku. They chased him away from his office, because he was the one who was
telling them that, "We mustn't fight. We are all blacks." They went to Madadeni.
This other person was staying at Madadeni, and they destroyed my household, and
there was no one because my sister was in training and her husband was at work.
Sergeant Komandu, who was handling the case, said there was nothing that he
could say or do because whites refused him to arrest those people who killed my
husband. So he said there was nothing he could do. That's how he left, and up
until today nothing happened. I am suffering. My husband left me with kids. My
first-born finished her matric in 1993. I can't pay for his tertiary education.
Now he is staying at home doing nothing. Whatever money that I was left with I
bought a new house because I didn't have a house any more. We had planned to
stay in a new house, but that - everything vanished when this thing started, so

I took my money and I bought a new house. I am not working at the moment. I have
got stress, I really can't work. My adult child has also finished matric last
year and she is at home. Another one is also doing matric, and the same thing
will happen with her. After finishing her matric she'll stay at home because I
don't have money to pay for their education. The mine people promised that they
will take care of my children, but they never did.
(Inaudible) ... a pension in respect of your husband's death? --- Yes, they said
they will me give me money, and then when they gave me the money it was too
little. They aren't supporting me. My children are now finished school, and I
can't pay for their education. When my husband was still alive he could take
care of my
/children.
children.
Have you been back to them at the mine and asked them whether they can increase
what they pay you, or tried to negotiate with them at all, or has that been too
difficult for you? --- No, it was difficult for me to do so. I tried to apply
for money and the lawyer ate that money. I went to another lawyer in Durban and
he also did the same thing.
Do you remember their names? --- One is Paul Crawford. Mrs Joseph took me to
this other lawyer, because this other lawyer is working with Mrs Joseph's
husband, so I don't really know his name. I didn't receive anything up until
today. He is running away with this money.
I need to ask you one or two questions just to try and clarify the facts, the
long story you've told us, and I wonder if you could try and help us if it's
possible to answer the questions. Was your husband a member of any trade union
at all? Was there a trade union on the mine? --- No, he wasn't. They were not
allowed to be a member of union. There was no politic involved in that area.
Maybe they were going to start, but at that time there was no politic going on
in that area.
You've said that this trouble all started around increases, and people's demands
for increases on the mine. --- Yes. Yes, because people were fighting because
they were not happy that they would get R250,00 a month. But Iscor employees
were getting better. They were under Iscor, because in that mine it was Durnacol
and Iscor.
You said that they went to Pretoria to some place,
and I didn't catch the name of the place that they went
/to. --to. --- Iscor in Pretoria.
Now, you've said that this policeman, Sergeant Komandu, was investigating the
case. Where - which police station was he from? --- Dannhauser Police Station.
And as far as you know no one has ever been arrested for your husband's murder?
--- No one.
(Inaudible) ... happened. --- Yes, but they were peeping through the windows
because they were scared, because people knew that they were killing him.
Do you know whether Komandu got the names of who the perpetrators were, because
it seems from what you said to us that he wasn't allowed to arrest people? You
said his superiors wouldn't let him arrest people. --- One person was taken by
Mr Elser, and he is the one who sent people that they must come and kill my

husband, he's there. And these people who killed my husband were just new
employees of the mine. I am not quite sure whether he's the mine manager. He was
working with Mr de Wet. I am not sure whether he was a labour control.
You say that Mr Elser was the one who sent someone to go and see where your
husband was. --- Yes, that's correct.
(Inaudible) ... Madadeni, and it was then some time after that that all your
possessions were burnt at your sister's house. What month was that? Do you
remember? If you're not sure really it's okay. We can try and work ...
(incomplete) --- May/June.
It was May/June? --- Between May and June.
Thank you.
--------------------Mrs Masiba, you have said something about Mr Pius.
/Who is
Who is Pius? --- He is Mr Khumalo from Madadeni. He was the one who talked with
the whites. Pius and Zondo were the ones who were working with the whites,
because Pius was educated. He was getting along with whites because he was
educated and he could speak English.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: You spoke a lot about what happened in the beginning before you
had to leave the mine, and you said that some people came and fetched you in
trucks and then took you back, and so on. You spoke about a big car. Do you
remember that? You said that the Zulus threatened you, and then you were going
to flee, and some people came with a vehicle, and you got onto that vehicle, and
they said they were taking you to a safe place. Who was "they"? Who were these
people? --- We ran to Madadeni. One car came. It was driven by Mr Khumalo. Not
the same Mr Khumalo who is the secretary, but another Khumalo who was working
also at No 12 shaft. When he saw us he drove, and my sister said, "No, nothing
will happen here because here there are police." And at my sister's place there
was one policeman. And when they came there the dog started barking and a
neighbour called and said, "Eh, I am so worried because last night there were
people around your house," and then they ran away.
I am talking about the time when - after the first trouble. --- This big truck
was driven by a white man, and there was a small car behind it, and there was
also a helicopter, and a white man said we must come and get inside the car
because people are coming to kill us inside the house. If you had left your pot
in the fire you would leave it like that. There was no time because we were all
/scared.
scared. This was a grey car. We got inside the car, and when we got into No 5
the buses were there, and they said we must get inside the buses. If we don't
want to the dogs were going to bite us. I refused to get inside the bus because
I didn't want to leave my household goods behind.
(Inaudible) ... Mhlanga. --- I met Mhlanga and I told him - I gave him my keys
and I said he must take care of my belongings.
(Inaudible) ... these people were soldiers that came to help you, to take you
out of that place. So if I understand you correctly the people that came with
this very big car were soldiers. You said it was a grey vehicle looking like a
soldier's vehicle. --- Yes. Those people were sitting at playground. They didn't

want to go back to the hostel. They wanted to get inside our houses and kill
everything, everyone.
Thank you very, very much for coming in today, for having the courage to come
and tell this terrible story that you have told us again. And the story that you
have told has been repeated in many areas around this province, and also in
certain parts of the Transvaal where there were Xhosa- and Zulu-speaking people
working and living together. We know that certain members of the police, and
also certain mine officials, especially the security officials on the mines,
encouraged the view that Xhosa people, Zulu-speaking people, were different and
should be separated because this helped them to control the labour force. We
also know that they encouraged the view that people who were members of the
COSATU unions were Xhosa-speaking, and people who were members of the UWUSA
union
/were
were Zulu-speaking, and in fact this view was also encouraged by UWUSA itself.
However, we also know that the COSATU unions comprised people who were Xhosas,
Zulus, Sothos, and also English-speaking people who were Indians and coloured,
and that they were working together towards one common goal, which was to
improve the conditions of employment. But the previous Government did everything
possible to emphasise the difference between people, and those policies led to
the division of this country into bantustans or homelands, and that has brought
us nothing but division and hatred, and the new Government that we now have has
got a very big task in front of it to create a single South African nation where
we respect each other, not because we are Zulus or Xhosas or Sothos, but because
we are fellow South Africans.
Your husband was a victim of apartheid. You have lost your husband, he was the
breadwinner for your family and your children, and we extend our deep sympathies
to you. We note that you've said in your statement that you want some sort of
assistance for your children for their education. We haven't got the power to
give you that assistance, but we will make recommendations to the Government
that you should be assisted. So we want to thank you again for coming to tell us
that story. We are glad that you could have your sister with you, and that she
could help you to be brave here today as you told that story. Thank you very
much again.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: We welcome you here, Mr Kubheka, and members of your family. Are
these members of your family that you have with you, are these your children?
MR KUBHEKA: Yes, they are my children.
COMMISSIONER: (Inaudible) ... them here today. Can you all hear me through the
earphones?
MR KUBHEKA: Yes, we can.
COMMISSIONER: Mr Kubheka, you have come with your family from Madadeni township,
and you have come to tell us a story about harassment of your family, the attack
and petrol bombing of your house, and the murder of your son by members of the
IFP in 1986. Before you give your evidence can you stand to take the oath.
--------------------JOSHUA KUBHEKA (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
COMMISSIONER: Mr Kubheka, just before you tell your story, how many children do
you have - just to give us an idea of who you are and who your family is? --Only four left. They were eight initially.

(Inaudible) ... still alive? No, she - I think you mentioned in your statement
that she died after your house was petrol bombed, is that right? --- Yes.
And your one son died. What happened to your other children? Did they also die,
or ... (incomplete) --- Yes.
Did they die from natural causes or illnesses, or were they killed also as a
result of political violence? --- They were killed. On the 20th of April in 1986
my eldest son he was working at Carbo Chem. He was a member of NACTU. When they
went to work they were retrenched. I thought he must go to college because I was
scared that
/if he
if he loses his job I'll also lose my job and no one will take care of us. On
the 20th they were supposed to meet in a hotel at Madadeni. IFP was at committee
wall, and IFP went to a hotel to attack them. And then they left the hotel
because they were scared that they were going to die. They went back home. When
I came home after church I found a lot of people at home. I asked them what was
going on, so they told me that IFP wanted to kill them so they didn't continue
with the meeting. So they re-arranged the meeting for the 27th. They went to
St Louis to ask for venue. That Sunday morning when they were getting ready to
go I went to Mahlaba because my aunt was sick. I stayed there until I was
supposed to go to church. When I went back home I saw IFP. They had stones
inside boxes. The IFP youths had carried those boxes, and when I went home I
found my children were not there, and I told my wife that, "I am not feeling all
right, I feel like going to that meeting." And my wife told me that I mustn't go
there because she is scared that I might get hurt. So I made a call to section 4
and I found that there was no one. I also made another call to another family
and there was no one as well. In the afternoon after church, I think was half
past two after church, when I was approaching my house I saw my son, and when I
tried to stop him he didn't want to stop. So I told my son why is he carrying
... (inaudible) ... and I heard that cars were stoned by IFP, and I went to the
police station. When I arrived at the police station I found that cars were
stoned outside the police station, and the station commander didn't allow those
cars to be parked inside. And I realised that there was a problem.
/And one
And one policeman came out and shouted at the IFP members, and I went inside the
court. And when I arrived there I found the commissioner fighting with them, and
when I asked them, "What's going on?" so they explained to me that cars are
finished, people were stoning cars. So I told my sons that day they must come
back home. After they finished giving their statements they came back home. When
they arrived at home we talked about this. My wife prepared a meal for me, I
ate, and then I went outside, I sat under a tree. And my children brought cool
drink for us. At about half past five we saw a group of IFP members approaching
to our house. They went into Xulu's house. Xulu is my neighbour. We sat there
because we wanted to see what was going on, and then late in the evening we went
inside the house. After supper we sat for a while. My wife went in the bedroom
to sort out her laundry. I was sitting in my sitting-room, facing in the
direction as I am sitting today. I only saw fire coming from my bedroom to the
sitting-room, and my children stood up and went outside. My elder son, Dumisani,
went outside first, and then my other son followed him. The curtains were
burning in my bedroom. When I went there with my wife, trying to - when we tried
to put out the fire we couldn't because the whole house was now alight, and we
heard gunfire. My house had 13 windows. All 12 had broken and my house was on
fire, the ceiling. At that time my wife was also burning. We made one mistake.
We were supposed to take her into hospital, but we were dumb, we took her to
another place. That's where she died. When my son came back there was no
policemen even though we called the police. Inkatha came. One station commander
by the name
/of Mthethwa

of Mthethwa came and said to me, "I am here to take you to go and make a
statement," so I told him, "No, I don't want to because you have arrested these
people and how come now they are here?" So he insisted. I refused. My son
pursued me to go with him, so I went with him. And Mr Mthethwa said, "It's so
bad because she is already dead now." When we arrived at the police station when
I was supposed to give the statement gunfires were all over the place. My house
is nearer the police station. We went by three vans. We found Inkatha members in
my house, and they were firing guns. They took a bag which was on top of my
headboard. They took that bag. Up until today from 1986 - I reported this case
to the Zulu Police. No one was arrested up until today. Mthethwa came, and
Inkatha members saluted at him and told him that we are the ones. Then they were
scattered thereafter, and the police also went away. We were left in the house.
The house had no windows. The curtains were burnt together with the house, but
at that time we were there at night we just couldn't sleep because the house was
open. The car was also burnt. There is a certain policeman who took a statement
from a certain male. He said that in the statement we were asleep, but it was
half past eight when the house was burnt and at nine we went to the police
station. But he insisted that we were sleeping at that time. I found that to be
gross corruption because he was not telling the truth. The case of the car never
got any further, and they came back the very same night, and I realised that
there was no way out, I had to phone the police, and when they came back I
phoned a certain nephew of mine. I told him that my house had been burnt, as
well as my car, and
/he asked
he asked me as to when this happened. He helped me out because he took a certain
white person. They went into the police statio, and as they were coming they
started shooting. That's when the Inkatha people ran way, and they didn't come
back thereafter. But we never slept on that day, because at about 3 o'clock
Chris Mkhize passed by, and my children were very angry at that time, they
wanted to go and attack, but I restrained them. Then there is Mdlalose. Mdlalose
also came. He came to check as to what was done by his members, that is the
members of the Inkatha. Because at that time he was a Minister of Health, and he
was not a minister of people who were not members of the IFP. Then in the
morning of the following day I went to the police station to report about the
damage. We submitted statements, but we did not submit full statements because
we did not trust them. My wife was admitted to the hospital, then on the 4th of
May, which was a Saturday - I went on the 3rd of May, that was on a Friday
afternoon. Then she took me halfway to the gate. She was having drips. And then
on the 4th, that's on a Saturday, I went to see her after dinner, and her
condition had deteriorated and I asked as to what had happened. The nurses also
said they did not know, because the following day when they came they discovered
that her condition had worsened. She said to me I must look after her kids. I
looked at her and I kept quiet. I could feel tears streaming down my face, and I
went out. It was at night. I went back the following day, we were from church,
and she was very serious, her condition was quite serious. And at that time she
once said again that I should look after her children. I went away that Sunday.
/Then the
Then the following day on Monday at seven I received a telephone call that I
should go to the hospital, and I knew that by then she was dead. When I arrived
I was told that she had died that morning. I took her clothes and I came back to
prepare for the funeral. But the most disturbing thing is that on the Monday
morning when I received this telephone call there came certain people who were
supposed to take fingerprints, and they were coming from Dundee. They pitched up
and dusted for some fingerprints. I think the policemen were - the bottles were
- there were 16 bottles which were put on top of the roof. At the time that they
were shooting they did not want to be seen. So they dusted for these
fingerprints, and at that time up until now I have never been told or informed,
as a person who lost his wife as well as his possessions, as to what has
happened to the people who bombed my house. The police KwaZulu Police as well as

the police in town took the statements, and made the statements their
possessions, but they never followed the matter up. I knew that the police were
used by the station commanders. They were the ones who directed them as to what
to do. And after the funeral - just before the funeral the police came to keep a
vigil, and some were nearby the office. There is a spokesman for NACTU, Paulos
Nkosi, who did not sleep at his place on that particular day because after the
funeral, when he went back to his home, the police were waiting for him, and
they were asking him about the statement that he made at the funeral, and he was
arrested. But I don't remember how long he stayed there, but he was detained.
After I had buried my wife I kept on checking as to what was happening
/to the
to the case, but there was absolutely no report that I was given. I went to
Mthethwa, who said that I should write a formal letter, because at that
particular moment he was still busy. He never replied to my letter. I never got
any response. And later on, after I had forgotten about the letter, I received a
letter from Mthethwa, who said I should come and see him at the police station.
I went to him on a Tuesday. At quarter past two I was getting to the police
station, and I went to talk to Mthethwa, but I could not see him. I stayed there
up until five without seeing any trace of Mthethwa. Then at that time I decided
that I should go, but it was dark and I was thinking that I could possibly be
killed, and I told one policeman that I was going. Then this policeman said to
me I should not go straight to the gate, but I should walk along the fence and
try and get some place to escape, but I should not go through the gate. Then I
realised that Mthethwa had planned this that I should stay until late at the
police station, and they had planned to kill me also and they were going to get
my corpse thereafter without knowing who killed me. I listened to this young
policeman, I went along the fence until I got an escape route, and when I got
home I phoned Kwenza Mlaba and he said he would phone Kwenza Mlaba. He phoned,
Kwenza Mlaba - he phoned Mthethwa and spoke to him. He further came back to me
and told me that he had phoned Mthethwa. Then they came during the day, they
would assault my children, and they would also come at night and fight with my
children. That's the life that I have lived ever since they were terrorising my
family. I was working three shifts, from six to two and from two to 11, as well
as from 11 up until
/morning.
morning. And in the morning when I go to work - my bedroom is in the front whenever I put the lights on I would hear people whistling outside. And I was
scared because I felt that I was not safe from the KwaZulu Police, so whenever I
went to work I never took a straight route. And most of the time I did not put
off my light in the bedroom because they knew. And one time they came across me.
I saw them, and they just looked at me. I knew that they were armed, but they
never did anything. I went to work on that particular day. That is the life that
I have lived. Whenever I was working night shift, especially 11 to seven, every
time on Friday, or every Friday the police would come and swear at my children,
they would kick the doors, they would assault them. But at night it was not the
KwaZulu Police but it was de Kock, as well as other boers. They would traumatise
and terrorise my family. And they would search the house, they would turn it
upside-down. But they knew my bedroom, and each time they used to go straight to
my bedroom. They never went into my bedroom. They would go into the other rooms,
but they never went into my bedroom. At times when I was working the day shift
they would come after lunch and they would say we should all get out of the
house, and there were quite a few black policemen who were with them. There was
no case whatsoever with regard to the incident that took place earlier. And Mr
Dube went to open up a case, accusing my children of having broken his windows.
This case was heard, but there wasn't enough evidence and my son was acquitted.
Thereafter he was accused of having assaulted certain children, and they wanted
to attack him. Later on he was accused of having
/ridiculed

ridiculed some other people, saying they were Inkatha members. And when I went
to the police one policeman who was from KwaZulu said to me, "When I talk about
Inkatha I talk about God." I said, "At my place there is no god except the
Almighty." Then I told him that I was going to phone Mlaba in Durban. I phoned
Mlaba in the morning, and he was released on bail. Then when the case went on he
was also acquitted in that matter. Now, I kept on being arrested and my children
kept on being in and out of prison, being accused of doing certain things and
offences. Then on a certain Friday I was using a certain machine and the machine
got broken, and we were told to knock off and go back home, and at 12.30 the
policemen came to my place. When they got to my place they said they wanted to
see Ephraim. I told them that Ephraim was at college and they told me that they
had heard that he was not at college, because there were many informers. I was
not an ANC member, I was a activist in the union, that is SEAWU at Falkirk. And
when they came to knock they knocked using their guns, and now I realised that
the police were somehow protecting me because they were coming to my place
almost every day. At times they would search and say we were hiding ANC
documents, as well as banned books, and they were told that the books were being
kept in the chimney. The went into Zwelinjane's bedroom, Zwelinjane at that time
was not at home. They searched, and de Kock called me outside. I don't know
whether my younger or my elder girl went out, but we stood on the grass and de
Kock said the law says that all of us should be arrested if we did not want to
disclose Zwelinjane's whereabouts. They said we knew where he had gone to
/because
because he was not at the college. I explained to him
that Zwelinjane had a girlfriend, he might probably be at his girlfriend's
place, but I didn't know where the girlfriend stayed. They said I should look
for another male, and I realised that if we got arrested the Inkatha would come
and burn down the house. And I told Nhlanhla to go and look for Zwelinjane, and
Nhlanhla went together with the police. They went to Mountain. When they got to
Mountain they did the very same thing that they did in my house. When they got
into the house they got Zwelinjane, and they wanted to search him but he
refused. And he undressed, he took out some money, approximately R400,00. He
took everything out and he was left naked. He was throwing the clothes at them
so that they could search the clothes and search everything. They said he was
stubborn and he was arrogant, and they said he should get dressed. They took him
and they detained him. And I had told them to bring my son so that I could see
whether he was still alive. They threw him along the road and they said they
were in a hurry. The following morning I went to tell my nephew what had
happened the previous day, and they were taking photos. I went to de Kock and I
asked him as to whether he had acted in terms of his promise. He said he was
busy with my son. There is a certain male - I don't remember his name, I think
he was from the Sibisi family -and this boy said to me, "There's no smoke
without fire." Then he said there's fire at my place, that is why there's so
much smoke. I should not make fools of them. Then I went to de Kock. De Kock
said I am not going to get my son back. Ultimately de Kock said I should get my
son back, but the police kept on refusing. And the police put /us in
us in a police van. It was myself, that policeman,
Sikosana, as well as Zwelinjane. We went out. Along the way I asked this
policeman to take us out of the van because I did not want to be killed. I
suspected that we were going to be killed. The manner in which they were driving
leaves a lot to be desired. The car hit a pole when it was taking a turn, and he
was driving at high speed. My boy went out and we were left in the car, and we
were left there with Sikosana. And I asked them as to why they were arresting me
because they had no evidence that I had done anything. That was the last time
that they arrested my son, but they kept on hunting us. They would come home,
harass us, traumatise my family. They would swear at us, assault us, up until
such time that every time in the evening I would put a spotlight, and whenever
they were singing outside, saying, "Kill Inkatha, kill," I would put the
spotlight on. Then in December, on the 31st at night, I called my children to

come back home. This one was still young at that time, and the two were left in
the street just a few minutes when I was sitting underneath the tree. I heard
some gunfire and I went out. I discovered that Dumisani had been shot, had been
shot in the street. I phoned the police. Mlojwa came and wanted to take the
corpse, but my children refused. I begged them to let go of the corpse up until
Mthethwa had taken the corpse and took him to mortuary, because at that time he
was dead already. That is the case now when the Minister of Inkatha said there
should be some investigations because his police were being harassed. This is
the only investigation that was done. Attorney Gaja was representing the State,
and when the witnesses
/were
were being called we were told that the evidence that was
given was not satisfactory so Mthethwa was convicted. It was alleged that this
investigation was going to be taken to the KwaZulu Government, and the case was
changed to Dundee, was transferred to Dundee. When my son was killed he had
three children. Now these children are being maintained by my own kids. There is
Siphelele. These children are being maintained by my children. Vusi Khumalo is
working, and he is maintaining his own parents, but my child is dead now. After
all this had happened I tried to find out as to the progress in the
investigation, but I was told different stories each time that the statements
were taken to Ulundi. Buthelezi was busy and could not look at the statement.
And from then I was harassed by the police. They said I was creating havoc by
coming to the police station each time. I went to Mbele, and Mbele looked for
the statement but could not get the statement anywhere, up until such time that
I went to the prosecutor, who told me that he knew nothing about the matter. He
said that I should go and speak to the ANC. That is the prosecutor who said. I
said that I had not come to talk about the ANC, I had come to investigate about
the cases that I had reported, and he threatened that he will arrest me. I
stayed without knowing what was going on with the cases. I started from scratch
buying household goods because all my possessions were destroyed in the fire. I
had big windows, so it was easy for them to destroy everything that was in the
house. They also confiscated certain possession. They shot at the house, and
they also broke all the windows, and they put on a fire from the stoep. I had to
put on a new ceiling as
/well as
well as new planks before I could put the roof. I waited
that the case would be heard, but absolutely nothing came out of it. Mlaba also
tried to help me. He also tried to write to the KwaZulu Police, but he would
tell me that he was not getting any reply from the KwaZulu Police. And Mthethwa
said there's absolutely nothing that he could do at that time because there was
no response from the KwaZulu Police. I was told that I should be arrested
because I was Mkhize's enemy. Then thereafter Alfred Kubheka, my brother, was
also killed. He was shot and killed. Alfred was present when my house was burnt.
Alfred, as well as Mkhize, were shot, and apparently we were supposed to be
investigated with regard to the shooting of Mkhize and Alfred. They said I was a
suspect. I told them that they got any guns at my place so how could I have shot
Mkhize? Because I was a working man, I was an ordinary civilian. I had no guns
and I did not belong to any political organisations, so I had absolutely nothing
to do with the shooting of Mkhize and Alfred. I left the police at that juncture
and I went back to work. I kept on being told that anyone who was not a member
of Inkatha was not welcome in that particular residential area. I lived that
life, and my children grew up in that situation. My other one is still at
school, and I decided one should leave school because the Inkatha members would
go to where he was attending school, and Inkatha would be deployed in that area
so that they would accost him. And on a certain day there was a fight that
ensued and my son was nearly injured, but he survived that day. That's why I
decided that he should stop going to school because he

/was no
was no longer safe. The Inkatha kept on troubling him. But due to God Almighty
he finished school. He should
have finished a long time ago, but he kept on failing because of the situation.
And that was an Inkatha school that he was attending, and I was also called by
the headmaster and I was told that the school belonged to Inkatha members only,
and my son was not welcome because he was a member of the ANC. And they said any
child who is not an Inkatha member should not be accepted in the school.
(Inaudible) ... just take you back
were having a meeting - your son
Catholic School, and the vehicles
the hotel in Madadeni on the 20th.
Louis.

to the first incident you described when they
was having a meeting in the St Louis Roman
were ... (intervention) --- They started at
Then on the 27th there was the meeting at St

The vehicles were stoned by members of the IFP, is that right? --- That is
correct. That was the same day.
(Inaudible) ... the names of some of the IFP youth people who were there. Do you
remember who those people were? --- It was Sikananda Mabuso, Dudule Xulu. I made
a mistake somewhere. On a Monday the 28th the police came to my place, and
Dudule was also there when my house was burnt. He is the one who threw the
petrol bomb. Then on Monday they made other bombs and they said they would not
stop to bomb my house until it's burnt down to ashes, because they wanted
everything to be burnt down.
(Inaudible) ... when the cars were attacked the ... (intervention) --- The cars
were stoned up to St Louis, as well as St Louis. They broke the windows at
/St Louis.
St Louis. Some were already at the meeting and some were following behind. They
did not go there all at the same
time. They shot the windows and the Inkatha fixed the windows.
(Inaudible) ... mentioned that the son of the then Minister of Health for
KwaZulu Government, Dr Mdlalose, you mentioned that his son was also present, is
that right? --- That is correct, Thabo was there, but he has since been
deceased.
(Inaudible) ... Thabo, is that right? --- That is correct.
(Inaudible) ... present when these cars were stoned and when your house was
burned? --- No, he was present when the cars were being stoned during the day.
(Inaudible) ... after your house was burned that Dr Mdlalose came round, drove
round past your house? --- Yes, that is correct, in the morning. No, he was just
passing by. He looked at my house. Somebody was driving and he just looked at my
house because the car went on slowly, and my children swore at him and I
admonished them. He went away, he never got into my house.
(Inaudible) ... you mentioned the name of a policeman by the name of de Kock.
Was this man a member of the South African Police? Was he SAP or KwaZulu Police?
--- He was here in town.
(Inaudible) ... head of the Security Branch here in Newcastle? --- That is
correct.
And the name of the policeman who shot your son, Dumisani, that was Vusi ...
(incomplete) --- Vusi Khumalo.

Vusi Khumalo? --- That is correct.
/KwaZulu
KwaZulu Police. --- That is correct.
He was arrested and charge for that, but he was
acquitted, is that right - or was there a trial? --- He was not arrested, but we
did attend a case. It was an inquest.
And he was not thereafter charged? He didn't face a charge of ... (intervention)
--- From the inquest, no, there was nothing that was done. They said this lay in
the hands of the KwaZulu Government because the testimony had already shown the Magistrate asked as to how he had shot him on the back, because he said
Dumisani was chasing him. He said when Dumisani saw the gun he turned his back
away from him. That's how he shot him at the back, because he was having the gun
and he wanted to shoot him in the heart. And the Magistrate was quite surprised
by this explanation.
(Inaudible) ... Khumalo now? --- He is in Dundee. He was transferred immediately
after the case. He was transferred to Dundee.
Mr Kubheka, do you know why your family was targeted by the members of the IFP
and the police? --- No, I have got no idea.
(Inaudible) ... because of your son Zwelinjane's trade union activities? --- I
think that could possibly be the case, but at the time that he was a member of
the union they could not burn my house because that was a union matter. It had
absolutely nothing to do with being a member of a political organisation.
Are you still living in the same house? Have you rebuilt that house? --- Yes, I
am still staying there.
(Inaudible) ... working? --- I am not longer
/working.
working. I left work in 1988 on the 15th of July. We got retrenched. I never got
into pension, but we were
retrenched.
How are you surviving at the moment? Are you receiving a pension, or how are you
surviving? --- I am not getting any pension. They said I do not qualify, I am
still young.
(Inaudible)
correct.

...

with

your

children,

your

surviving

children?

---

That

is

(Inaudible) ... assisting you? --- They do.
And are you bringing up the children of your son, your grandchildren? You said
Dumisani left three children, is that right? --- It's my children who are
maintaining them because I am not working any more. Even this one I am with is
not working. It's only my eldest son, who is a teacher in Standerton.
(Inaudible) ... said in your statement that you expect the Truth Commission to
assist you with bursaries for these children, is that right? --- That is
correct. That is correct.
(Inaudible) ... want to know who the perpetrators were of these things, who
burnt your house and ... (intervention) --- That is correct. I want them to come

forward so that I may see them, and I want them to explain as to why they did
whatever they did, because even the youths that were being used I want them to
come forward and tell the community, as well as me, as to why they were doing
this. As well as Mthethwa. I want Mthethwa to come forward and explain as to why
he withdrew from the case and why he was transferred.
(Inaudible) ... station commander of the police
/station?
station? --- That is correct.
(Inaudible) ... now, do you know where he is? --He has just died. He died this year.
(Inaudible) ... colleagues if they want to ask any questions. --- Ndudule was
arrested by the police, but the case never went on because Inkatha, as well as
the police, were now colluding, and I was not even told as to what had happened,
whether he came back or he never did.
--------------------MR LAX: Thank you, Chairperson. Mr Kubheka, just two questions. The first is
just to clarify the situation that this chap - you spoke about a Chris Mkhize.
You mentioned the name Chris Mkhize. Who is that person? --- He has since died.
He was a member of the council, or a councillor. He was a councillor at section
two.
You then spoke about another Mkhize later in connection with the death of Alfred
Kubheka and Mkhize. You said that they were both shot. --- He is the same one.
The second ... (intervention) --- Chris Mkhize was shot first, and Alfred was
shot later on when they had already buried Alfred. He is the one who was a
councillor.
So this Mkhize that was a councillor, was he a member of a political party? --He was a member of Inkatha.
Now, let's talk about Mr Alfred Kubheka for a minute if we could please. You
said that he was your brother. --- He was an Inkatha member, a councillor at
section three.
(Inaudible) ... just that he was your brother, is
/that
that right? --- No, he is not my real brother, but because we share the same
surnames.
Okay. So he was just another IFP leader in the area? --- That is correct.
You've spoken a lot about Mlaba. He is the lawyer, Kwenza Mlaba, is that right?
--- That is correct. He is in Durban. He is working at Casanova.
(Inaudible) ... to get the details of all the cases where he represented your
family would you have any objections to that? --- (No reply)
Would you give us permission to speak to him to get details of all the cases
where he represented your family? --- That is correct, as well as Gaja.
(Inaudible) ... Gaja? --- he is an attorney who was brought to me by Mlaba. He
is also in Durban.

In Durban? We know who you're talking about. --- He was also representing Vusi
Khumalo. You can get all the information from him with regard to Dumisani's
death.
Now, one last question. Have you had death certificates in respect of your wife
and in respect of Dumisani? --- I do have it, but I don't have it in my
possession presently. My girl says she was - they said the cause of her death
was fire.
--------------------Mr Kubheka, they have already asked you questions, but there is one thing that I
just want to clarify. How old are Dumisani's children? Tell me whether they are
attending school. --- The eldest one is in standard seven. She is 14 years old.
Nxolisi is 13 years old. He's in standard three. Siphilele is nine years old and
is in standard one.
/One other
One other thing that I want to ask you about the children. Are they getting any
support or are they their mother is getting any support from the welfare? --- No, they are not
getting any.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: (Inaudible) ... here today with your children. You have given us a
very vivid description of what life was like for you in Madadeni township in
1986. As Father Shange has said, before 1984/1985 townships around Newcastle
were peaceful, and it was in 1985 and 1986 that trouble really started, and we
can see through the very clear descriptions ... (intervention) --- He was
speaking the truth.
... that you have given us that 1986 onwards were bad years in Madadeni and
Osizweni. You suffered ongoing harassment from members of the South African
Police, the KwaZulu Police and members of Inkatha. Your house was attacked,
petrol bombed. This led to the death of your wife shortly after the petrol
bombing of your house. Your son's car was burned. Your house was continued
searched by the police. Your children were detained, and eventually your son was
shot. And it's a tribute to your strength that you and your family were able to
come here and repeat this story, to relive all those memories from 1986.
As I've said before in many areas that we've been to it's tragic that members of
the police, the KwaZulu Police and the South African Police, who were trained
and were meant to protect citizens, and to uphold the law, that they engaged in
these unlawful activities, and that they assisted certain members of the IFP
that you have named
/and contributed
and contributed to your harassment.
We note the request that you have made of the
Commission that you require assistance for your son's children, and that you
want the perpetrators named, and you want them to come forward to explain why
they did these things to you and your family. We don't have the power to - we as
a commission don't have the power to award scholarships or bursaries,
compensation, but we will be making recommendations to the President as to how
we think people in your position should be assisted, and we will be making those
recommendations.

So we thank you very much for coming in today and giving us that very clear
picture, and we wish you and your family well. Thank you very much.
--------------------(Incomplete) ... Buwisile. The second one is Earnest Bheki Mnyazana.
What is Buwisile doing? --- He is a teacher. Earnest is also teaching. Then
James.
What is James doing? --- James is a driver for the hospital. Then there's
Excellent. Excellent is also a teacher. And then there's Blessing. He is the one
who disappeared. Then there's Madoda Spice. He is a driver at 'Maritzburg. I
also do have daughters-in-law.
Thank you very much for the brief picture that you have just given us. Could you
please tell us about Blessing's disappearance. That is from the time when he was
at Ohlanga, where he was an active member of the students organisation. --- He
was a student at Ohlanga High School in Durban, and he participated in the
students boycotts which took place in 1976, and that's when he disappeared.
Before he disappeared they were arrested at Ohlanga High School during those
boycotts.
Just to remind you, this boycott, did it have anything to do with the June 16
boycotts? --- That is correct.
Were they supporting the
arrested by the police.

Soweto

students?

---

That

is

correct.

They

were

When Blessing was arrested what happened to his schooling? --- He was taken to
the police at KwaMashu Police Station. They later released him to go and write
his final year exams. He was doing standard 10 at that time.
Did he write his final year exams? --- That is correct, he did, and he passed
his matric. He came back home after writing the exams.
/At the
At the time when he was at home what was he doing? --- He used to go to report
to the police on a daily basis.
Who was he reporting to? What sort of police were these? Were these SAP Police
or Flying Squad? --- It was the SAP. It was at Madadeni Police Station.
When he reported at the police station what was he reporting for? --- They were
told that they had to report because they were released on their own
recognisance, and they did not want to keep them in gaol so the conditions for
his release were to report on a daily basis at the police station. They reported
once a week - twice a week. He would go on a Tuesday, as well as on a Thursday.
So he reported twice a week at the police? --- That is correct.
Was this a conviction or was it a condition of his release? --- I think so, I am
not sure, because the case was remanded at that time. He had not yet been
convicted, so these were the conditions I think.
So he stayed at home during the holidays, reporting to the Madadeni Police on
Tuesdays as well as Thursdays. Then can you please tell us what happened
thereafter. --- Towards Christmas time, whilst he was still reporting at the
police station, just when we were approaching the festive season, he stopped
reporting at the police station and he disappeared whilst at home.
Do you remember the day, the month, as well as the year on which he disappeared?

--- It was on the 22nd of December in 1976.
According to your statement you pointed out that you
/did not
did not suspect anything amiss before
correct. It was just like any other day.

his

disappearance.

--- Yes,

that

is

When did you discover that he had disappeared? --- We went to sleep on that day,
and on the following day we realised that he was not up, because he used to be
up and about quite early in the morning, and we went to check in his room as to
what was happening. That is at the back rooms, an outside building.
You can continue. --- When we got into his bedroom the door was closed but the
room was not locked and we went inside. And we discovered that his clothes were
not there. Each and every one of his belongings, especially clothes, were not in
his wardrobe. We reported this matter to other members of the family, that my
son had disappeared and we didn't know his whereabouts. We further went on to
report this matter to the police that my son had disappeared.
Which police station did you report to? --- We reported the matter to the police
in Madadeni. It's Madadeni Police Station. The police never came to investigate
or take any statements to indicate that they were interested in the matter, or
as to what had actually happened. They never paid much attention to the matter
that we reported to them. Then thereafter there came the Special Branch. They
used to frequent my house together with police, white policemen.
Where did these white policemen come from? Did they come from the SAP or the
Special Branch? --- I am not very sure. I don't know where they were coming
from. I have no idea.
/There
There were certain police who were coming to your place. Did you ever get to
know any of them? --- No, I never used to trouble myself because I really didn't
care much for them. I just saw them coming and going.
Are there any black police that you could identify? --- I can identify Zulu, but
he has since died.
How did he die? Was he sick, was he killed, or what happened to him? --- I have
no idea, but I heard that he had died.
Besides Mr Zulu are there any other police? --- There is another one called
Maqwa. He also used to come.
Is he still alive? --- He has also died.
Maybe there are some of them who are still alive amongst the police who used to
come to your place with regard to your son's disappearance whom you perhaps know
their surnames, who could help us with this investigation. --- They say it's
Nkosi Babina.
Is it a policeman? --- He was Nkosi, but I don't know what his name was, but
they used to call him Babina.
We'll ask your son to give us the proper name after this, that is during break.
You can continue. At the time that they used to come to your place is there
anything that happened thereafter? Did you get any ... (intervention) --- When
they used to come to my place they would come in large numbers, especially the
boers, and they would speak Afrikaans, not caring whether I could hear Afrikaans
or not. At times we would be eating, having supper. Most of the time they would

come during supper time, and they would spill the food and we would not have our
supper on that particular night. And they would ransack the wardrobes, and they
would look in the
/wardrobes
wardrobes even though they had been told that this was not my son's house, and
they would turn everything upside-down looking for whatever. I don't know what
they were looking for. And they would take everything out of the wardrobe and
spill it on the floor. Each time when they came they would just gun straight for
the wardrobes and spill everything down, but they would never get anything. And
each time we asked them as to what they wanted. They never told us what they
wanted, they would just say they want to find out where Blessing was.
Is there anything that they said to you lastly with regard to your son's
disappearance, whether he had been arrested, detained, or he had skipped the
country? --- They came and told us that they had detained him.
Who came to tell you that your son had been detained? --- It was the Special
Branch.
Where were they coming from, from Newcastle or from outside? --- I don't know,
because I do not care much about these things, and I did not care much about the
boers, but they would say they were coming from Newcastle. And there were some
who came in large numbers, and they would surround my house.
At the time that they told you that they got Blessing did they tell you where
they got him, or whether he was alive? --- Up until today I have never heard
anything about Blessing being found. I was just told that he was detained.
Which year was that when he was detained? --- I think it was 1977.
Did they ever tell you at which police station was he detained? --- No, they
never shed any light.
/Did they
Did they ever tell you of what he was being accused of? --- No.
Thereafter is there anything significant that happened? Did you ever see him, or
did you ever get anything or hear anything? --- No, we never saw him up until
today. We don't know anything about him.
Was Blessing married at that time? --- No, he was not. I was hoping that I would
get a daughter-in-law. Thank you very much, Mr Mnyazana. I'll hand over to Mr
Chairman.
--------------------(Inaudible) ... members would like to add to what Mr Mnyazana has said? --- Yes,
we would like to say something.
If you want to say something you'll have to stand to take the oath please. Can
you give us your full names please.
--------------------VICTORIA MNYAZANA (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
I have asked the family members to add something because Mr Mnyazana is quite
old, he might have probably forgotten some of the important information. We
would like you to just add bits and pieces wherever he has left out. What we
want are clues or to shed some light to help us in our investigations, because

we need this information to conduct our own investigations. --- After he had
been detained they continued harassing us, coming to our place looking for his
photos, and most of the time they would come with guns, and whenever there was
any relative who had come they would come looking for him
/having
having guns, and they would ask this particular relative as to where he was
coming from. At some stage there was a relative from the Eastern Cape, and at
some stage he was interrogated and asked for an identity document, and they
discovered that it was not Blessing. This went on, and they used to come and get
my mother-in-law, and they would swear at my mother-in-law, they would harass
and do all sorts of things. Now, we want to request this Commission to
investigate as to whether he is still alive, and if he is alive where is he? If
he has died where was he buried? Maybe we could fetch him and bury him in a
decent manner.
Thank you. We sympathise with you. We know how important it is for a person to
get his or her relatives remains. We want to hear about the cousin who was
coming from Eastern Cape. How close was he to Blessing? Could he shed any light?
--- No. At that time they were not very, very close, but they looked so much
alike.
Mr Mnyazana in his statement referred to a certain Mr Makhubu. Is there anything
that you got from David Makhubu, and when last did you speak to David? --- David
is working in Johannesburg, and he was Blessing's friend. And he did not know
most of the things because they were not attending the same school. I think his
friends were those who were attending at Ohlanga, especially the June 16
victims.
Maybe we could get help from them. --- I would agree with you in that.
Are there any of his friends that you know he grew up with and he attended
school with at Ohlanga? --- No, we have no idea. He has never told us about his
friends.
When last did the Special Branch come to your place? /--- They
--- They last came in 1978 or '79 when I was coming from work, and when I got to
my place they had ransacked the house. They had searched it and they were
surrounding the house. They were armed.
Is there not even a single policeman whom you recognised? --- On that particular
day there wasn't a black policeman. I only knew of this Mr Zulu.
--------------------DAVID MNYAZANA
MR LAX: Can you hear me now, Mr Mnyazana? --- That is correct, I can hear you.
You've said in your statement that after the unbanning of the ANC, and when the
exiles came home, you were sort of expecting him to come. Do we understand from
that that you had thought that maybe he went into exile? --- I had that in mind.
I thought he had skipped the country. I always entertained that idea and the
hope, but I never ever got any information because he never came back up until
now, and we never got any light as to where he was.
(Inaudible) ... follow up on that. Have you made any inquiries with the ANC, who
have quite good records of their people? --- No, there is no investigation
whatsoever that I did. I did not do any follow up.
(Inaudible) ... try and do that for you, speak to them and see whether we can go

through their records and maybe find a trace of him. Were there any nicknames
that he might have used, names he would have been known to his friends by, or
that you might have used in his family? --- He used to be called Mazambani.
--------------------/COMMISSIONER:
COMMISSIONER: We have heard stories like the one that you have told us from so
many other parents who have talked about the disappearance of their - mainly
about their sons, and when we hear these stories we realise that we lived in a
very unusual, abnormal society, where parents had no expectation that they would
see their children grow up securely and safely in their own houses. So many of
these young people were forced into exile, into strange places. Some of them
returned after their training, and they were killed or they were arrested by the
police. A small number of them were imprisoned in camps run by the ANC in Zambia
and Angola. Many of them came back in 1990 and 1991, and some of them simply
disappeared and have not been heard of. It seems like your son was one of these,
and it must have been very difficult to have spent this long time wondering
about where he was, worrying about where he was. In fact some parents have told
us that they would even prefer to know that their son had died. At least they
would have some rest, rather than to go on worrying about him.
As Mr Lax has said, we will try to investigate what happened to your son. It's a
long time, it's 20 years, so we can't guarantee that we will be successful, but
we've -in fact Mr Lax has already taken steps through our investigation unit to
contact the ANC to see whether they have any information on their books as to
where your son might be, and we will certainly pass that information on to you
as soon as we get it.
So we thank you and your family very much for coming in her today, sharing your
story with us, and we hope very much that we will be able to bring you some good
news in the future. Thank you very much indeed.
COMMISSIONER: Mrs Madela, we welcome you here today. You have come from Mndeni
village near Newcastle to tell us about the death of your husband, Thomas
Mabhoyi Madela, who died in February 1992. You have got somebody with you today.
Who is that person who is sitting with you on the stage?
MRS MADELA: It's my sister.
COMMISSIONER: (Inaudible) ... today. Can you stand up to take the oath now
please.
--------------------DORIS MADELA (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
COMMISSIONER: Mrs Madela, now your husband who died in 1992, did you have any
children together with your husband? --- It was before we could have children.
And how old was your husband at the time of his death? --- He was 38 years old.
(Inaudible) ... employed? --- Yes, he was working.
He was working at Rheingold Furnishers in Newcastle. Okay, and where were you
living at the time, Mrs Madela? Where were you and your husband living? --- No
697, Section 1, in Madadeni township.
Can you now tell us what happened on that day in February. I think you said it
was the 29th of February, when you received a phone call? Can you tell us - take
up the story from there and tell us what happened? --- In 1992 it was about 10
midnight I received a call, a person who identified himself as Mr Thango from

Eshowe. He called for my husband, he said he wants to speak to my husband. So I
said to him, "You can talk to me because he is still busy." So he insisted and
said he needs to speak
/to him
to him, not me. I called my husband, and then after he spoke to the telephone he
said to me - he looked scared, and I said, "Why are you scared?" So he said,
"Some people are coming to kill us." So I said to him, "Let's run then." He
said, "Ja, we must run." And I asked him, "Who are coming to kill us?" He said,
"Inkatha people are coming after us." So at that time lots of things have
happened from 1989 to 1990, and I could see that they were fighting with
Inkatha, even though I didn't know why they were fighting. I said to him, "We
better run," and Mrs Dlamini said we mustn't run away. And she said, "If you run
away now then you'll always run away for life, so better stay inside the house."
So he said to me if he could die I must know that he has been killed by Themba,
who is a member of Inkatha youth from section 1. I said to him, "I think it's
going to be difficult because I don't even think that I'll survive myself." So
he said to me, "No, we will survive. They are just scaring us." So he said we
must go to bed, we must go to sleep, but I was too scared to fall asleep. There
was my child - his child actually, and a child who came to visit. So I told them
that they must close the windows and the doors because we are scared that we
might be attacked. At about quarter to 11 we heard a gunfire. I am not sure
whether it was windows. He woke up quickly and went to the door, and at that
time they were smashing the windows and we realised that these people were many.
I went to the telephone in my bedroom. I called 92689. That number was Madadeni
Police Station number. The person who answered the phone said it's not Madadeni
Police Station, so I said to the person, "Okay, can you please do me a favour,
call the
/"police
"police station and tell them that in No 697 in Madadeni we are in danger?
People are smashing windows, burning, and many people are outside armed." And
that person said to me, "It's okay, I'll do you that favour." I don't know
whether that person called the police station, but what I can tell you is that
it was actually at Madadeni Police Station. They broke the windows, they broke
the doors, both doors, and my husband said to them, "Okay, you can come in now."
So they didn't want to come in. They started speaking to each other, saying,
"You must go first." And one person shouted out and said, "We've been looking
for you for a long time," and this person said, "We must get inside and kill him
inside the house. And my husband said to me I must hide myself under the table,
and he was now crying, and I could see that it was the end and I realised that
all of us were going to die. I really don't know what actually happened. Those
people who were standing at the kitchen door came inside, and then he left the
house, he ran to the neighbour, and one guy shouted out and said, "Come this
side. Here's the dog this side." And then they attacked him. He was screaming,
asking them what exactly did he do, why are they killing him. They chopped him.
They had forks, spears, lots of weapons. Some weapons I can't even name them. I
am not quite sure. Other people are calling some weapons as bayonets. And then
one of them said, "Guys, you think we are actually going to kill this man, or
what?" and then one person answered back and said, "Ja, we are here to kill
him." And then I realised that he is now dead, and I heard one person saying,
"It's okay now, we've killed him." At that time the house was on fire. I went
out through the front
/door,
door, and I could hide myself in that smoke. And then one guy said, "There's
another target," and one person answered him back and said, "No, we've killed
the person we came to kill. We don't want to kill women." I ran, and then two
guys chased me. I ran to a third house. I hide myself under the tree. They
passed, they couldn't see me. I crawled to the door, I knocked. But people at
that time were scared, scared for their lives. They said to me, "Don't wake up.

Just lie down there as you are, because they will see you and they will kill
you," and they asked me, "Where are your kids?" I told them, "Maybe they have
ran." And then when my kids left the house they ran into the direction where
they attacked their father, and their father was still breathing at that time.
He spoke to them and said, "Deli, where's your mum?" and they said, "She ran as
well." So he said to the kids - he actually asked the kids if I was still alive,
and they said they don't know, and then he said to them they must take care, and
that's when he died. After 30 minutes this group of people went to Sikananda
Mavuso's house, and they also went there as if they were going to attack him,
but nothing happened except that they broke his windows, and I am sure no one
got hurt there. What I heard afterwards is that they were singing, singing a
song that says, "Thank you, Father. Thank you for saving us from sinning." And
then I stayed there. They didn't want people to come as I was grieving, and then
after a day police came. I was surprised who called them, because when I called
they said it wasn't at the police station. Now I was surprised who contacted
them. When they arrived there they took my husband's corpse. They came to me and
/asked me
asked me questions. I stayed there until my relatives and my husband's relatives
came. Sometimes at night I couldn't stay inside the house, and I was scared
because they used to come with weapons. When I saw them I was scared, and people
were also scared to come and stay with me. On Sunday we decided to go to my
husband's home where he was born. That's where he was buried. After a week I
went to KwaZulu Police, I asked them if something was going on or investigation
was conducted, and then they - because my husband before he died told the police
that, "If I die Themba Nkabinde will be the one who would have killed me." And
then one policeman said to me, like he was teasing me, that, "Guys who are real
guys are dead." And I asked him, "All I am here for is to - I want to know
what's going on. Is there any investigation about my husband's death?" And they
said, "No, this is a difficult case." I told the police, "It's not a difficult
case because he told you who would have killed him if he died." After seven
months after I buried my husband I went back to my house, because my husband's
family advised me to go back to my house. After four months having been in my
house a Ford Granada came, and people who were driving that car asked me if I am
Mrs Madela, and I said, "Yes, I am Mrs Madela." So they said, "Are you sure?" I
said, "Yes, I am sure." They said to me, "We are referring to Madela, the one
who was killed here." So I said, "Yes, I am the one." So they said to me, "We
are here to tell you that we are coming to fetch you tomorrow morning. Where you
are going you will see. We won't tell you now." So I started crying, and the
driver said to me, "You mustn't cry, I am Mr Matha." And then the other one
said, "I am
/"Mr Mkhize."
Mr Mkhize." The other one said, "I am Mr Majoze." I told them that I can't go
with people that I don't know, and they said to me, "If you refuse that you will
come with us we will take you now." So I said to them, "No, I don't know, but
I'll see tomorrow, but where are you actually taking me?" They said, "You will
see." And then after they left I told my neighbours that, "These people who came
here they now want to take me," and then I took my clothes, I left the place. I
didn't even know where to go. (Pause)
Please take your time, Mrs Madela. We know that this must be very, very
difficult for you to go through. (Pause) Where did you go to after that? Did you
in fact leave Madadeni? --- I went to Nambithi in my sister's house, and I told
them that people came to my house, told me that they were coming to take me. So
my sister said, "You can stay in my house for a while." My sister asked me what
am I going to do with my household goods, so I told my sister that, "It really
doesn't matter. My life is more important than my properties." I stayed there
for four months, and my family advised me to go and rent in town. I went to town
at Aboo Park(?). That's where I rented a flat. One day I went to my house, and I
had asked people to take care of my house. I received a letter from a
superintendent asking me to come to his office and talk to him. I went to his

office at Madadeni, and Mr Jele said to me, "Mrs Madela, do you know that I was
supposed to take you out from that house a day after your husband had died?" So
I said, "No, I didn't know that. And how were you going to do that, because I am
his legal wife?" So he said to me, "The law says I must take
/"you out.
"you out. Now I am calling you to tell you that I am taking that house." I told
him that, "No, don't do that because that's my house, and I have spent so much
money to renovate the house." He said he is taking the house, and he said to me
what he can do for me, he can look for a stand for me, for a site. And then he
said to me the reason he is taking the house it's because I didn't pay the rent.
So I told him, "But this is the usual thing. We only pay rent once a year, and I
am still prepared that I am going to buy the house." And he said to me, "That's
okay, you can leave now and you'll see me another day." I explained to him that
the reason I am not in that house it's because I am scared, not because I don't
want that house. And then he said to me he will look for another house in
another section where he is going to put me, because someone had bought that
house. And I was surprised because I was still alive, and whoever bought the
house didn't buy the house from me. He sold my house on his own. As I am talking
today there's a woman who's staying in my house who is single, and he chased me
out of my house.
(Inaudible) --- I am staying at Nambithi with my mother, and when I am here at
work I am staying with my sister. I am working at Shoprite Checkers temporarily.
Now, this person whom your husband mentioned, Themba Nkabinde, do you know
Themba Nkabinde? --- No, I don't.
(Inaudible) ... to the police when you reported your husband's death? --- Yes, I
did, and my husband also left a statement with the police before he died that if
anything happened to him Themba is the one responsible.
/(Inaudible)
(Inaudible) ... he was a member of the IFP youth you don't know who Themba is? -- No, I have never seen him.
This phone call that you got from this person from Eshowe, what was his name on the night that your husband died? --- He said he was Thango
(Inaudible) ... organisation he was from? --- Thango said he sympathises with us
because he had heard that Inkatha youth was going to attack us. In section 1
there was Inkatha. In my house at Savuka an Inkatha youth came to my house, and
the leader of these youths was Themba Nkabinde. Even at the police station my
husband told them that Themba Nkabinde will be the one responsible for his death
if anything happens to him, even though I don't know what actually happened
between my husband and Themba. My husband was secretive. I don't even know
Themba Nkabinde. I only know the name and the last name.
(Inaudible) ... time of the attack on your house and your husband's death did
you say that you were living in section 1, Madadeni? --- Yes.
And the IFP people also lived in section 1, is that right? --- Yes, there were
members of IFP, and a lot of them, in section 1.
Do you think that they knew that your husband was not a supporter of the IFP?
Was he a supporter of the IFP, or did he support the ANC or the UDF? Which
organisation did he support, your husband? --- He was a member of ANC, or a
supporter.
(Inaudible) ... youth people wanted to drive you out of that area in section 1,
to make you go and live somewhere else? --- Yes, because they used to shout

/and say
and say that they don't need us in that area, they don't need Madela's house in
section 1. That's why we even decided not to bury my husband from Madadeni, we
went to his house in Chugisa, because they have said they didn't need us there.
They didn't want us there, and that's why - that's the reason they took my house
away from me.
(Inaudible) ... Mrs Madela, you've mentioned that in the house with you at the
time was your husband's daughter, Delisile, is that right? Was that your
daughter or your husband's daughter? She was 17 years old at the time, Delisile.
Who's daughter is that? Is that your daughter or your husband's daughter? --- My
husband's daughter, but I am the one who raised her up. I took her since she was
a child because her mother left her when she was eight months old. Now she is 21
years old and she is still with me.
(Inaudible) --- With my husband's family.
(Inaudible) ... any idea whatsoever about the identity of the people who killed
your husband? Does she have any idea of the identity of the people? --- I am not
sure whether she can mention or identify them, but because she was still young,
she was a youth at that time, she might be able to tell who exactly she saw. All
I heard myself is that one person called a name out, Phiri, which I don't know
whether Phiri was the name or Phiri is the surname.
And have you given this information to Sergeant Ndlovu? You said in your
statement that a certain Sergeant Ndlovu told you that he was investigating the
case, is that right? --- Yes, I did tell him, and he said to me I must only talk
about something that I know
/that is
that it exists, not something that I heard. So I told him that, "What I am
telling you is what my husband told me, and the truth is I believe that Themba
Nkabinde is the one who killed my husband."
Mrs Madela, was there a court case or an inquest that was held to investigate
your husband's death? Did you go to court and tell the same story that you're
telling now to a Magistrate? --- Nothing happened. I went there to ask the
police. I was never called in court or in police station not even once. I don't
remember a single day hearing that there will be an inquest or court case.
And can you tell me what was the situation like at the time in section 1 and
elsewhere in Madadeni? Was there a lot of fighting or killing, attacking? --- In
1992 and 1991 we had violence between Savuka and Salala. I can't tell whether it
was politically motivated or it wasn't, because Salala seemed to be criminals
and Savuka they were like Inkatha youth. But eventually they joined Savuka and
Salala together, they became Inkatha youth. Everyone knew that they were bad,
they were criminal, and they were youth.
Is Sergeant Ndlovu from Madadeni Police or Newcastle Police? Is he ZP or SAP? -- Ndlovu came to my house. I am not sure in which police station was he working.
I am not sure which police station he was from. I was scared to talk everything
with him because I didn't actually know him that well.
You've mentioned your cousins, Nokuthula and Nontandazo, who were in the house
at the time that this happened. Is that - were they your cousins or your
/nieces?
nieces? They were your cousins. Where are they now? --- Nokuthula is from
section 7. Nontandazo was my brother-in-law's girlfriend. She is now in Durban.

(Inaudible) ... Ndlovu, do you know? --- Yes.
I'll ask my colleagues if they want to ask any questions.
--------------------MR LAX: Sorry, what was Nontandazo's surname please? --- Ngubeni.
--------------------MR DLAMINI: Mrs Madela, I would like to ask you three questions just to clarify
some things. You said when these people who came to attack your house, after
they did that they went Sikananda Mavuso's house. What actually happened there?
--- I heard they smashed everything, and then they came to the direction of my
house, and then they were singing. They were singing a certain song that says,
"We thank you, Father."
The reason I am asking you is that I would like to know in which organisation is
Sikananda Mavuso? --- IFP. I had heard that they will kill people who were not
IFP members. 20 men were selected to raid the streets to fight against crime.
Among these 20 men my husband was the only one was an ANC member. These other 19
members were IFP members. I think that is why they only killed him, and then
they were just pretending when they went to Sikananda's house.
This Granada that came to your house, did you take the number or registration
number? --- No, I couldn't. I only took two numbers, NN 111. I couldn't take the
rest.
/This
This Salala, was it an organisation? --- No, it was just a group of criminals.
Were they identifying themselves with any organisation? --- Yes, they were.
Salala was not linked with any organisation. Savuka was the one which identified
themselves with IFP. Delisile is still at school doing standard eight. We
received money and it's helping us for her to further her education.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Mrs Madela, you said that you are employed on a temporary basis at
Checkers, is that right? --- Yes.
(Inaudible) ... money from your husband's employers? --- I received a lump sum.
I am not getting any money monthly.
And this happened fairly recently, it was only four years ago. Are there any
other ways that you manage to cope with the terrible thing that happened to you?
Do you have any other means of support, whether it's a church group or something
like that? How are you able to cope with this? --- At the moment I am a casual
employee at Checkers. That how I am trying to make ends meet.
How do you survive? I mean since after your husband's death who is helping you?
--- I have never been to a doctor after this traumatic event, but my relatives
and my family are the ones who are helping me. I am not quite sure, I can't even
tell that I have high blood pressure or I don't, because I am on and off.
Do you sleep at night, you don't have nightmares or problems? --- Sometimes it's
okay, but sometimes I am not well, I can't sleep very well, I sweat. Emotionally
/I am
I am not well. Sometimes even if I walk I feel that I am not like other people.
Sometimes I am okay when I am with other people, but when I am alone in my

bedroom I cry.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Thank you very, very much for coming and having the courage to
tell us this very sad story here today. It really is terrible to know that these
sorts of things happen to people in their own houses, and we can only imagine
the fear and the helplessness that you experienced to be surrounded by a group
of armed men and to watch your husband being killed. And we see you here today
looking very strong, and it is a credit to you that you have been able to
recover from such an awful incident, so much so that you can come here and tell
us your story today. It is also a shocking thing that you received no help from
the police, and we know from other statements that we've received from people in
Madadeni how the KwaZulu Police behaved in those days, that they did not come to
the assistance of people like yourself, and very often they assisted and took
part in the attacks on people who held the views that you and your husband did.
And by doing that they made a mockery of their uniform and of their profession.
From the information that you've given us we will try and trace this docket
which must have been opened by this Sergeant Ndlovu. We will try and find out
whether he collected any statements. We will try and find out who Themba
Nkabinde was, and we will try - although we cannot guarantee anything we will
try to find out the perpetrators were of your husband's death. And we will
/make a
make a follow-up with the township manager in Madadeni about your house as well.
So we want to thank you again very much for coming in today, and we are glad
that you were able to bring your sister with you to give you support. Thank you
very much indeed.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Mr Dlamini, we welcome you here today.
understand me? You are also from Madadeni township.

Can

you

hear

me

and

MR DLAMINI: That is correct.
COMMISSIONER: (Inaudible) ... the harassment that you experienced also from the
IFP.
MR DLAMINI: That is correct.
COMMISSIONER: Please will you stand to take the oath.
--------------------BONGINKOSI DLAMINI (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
COMMISSIONER: Mr Lax will help you.
MR LAX: Thank you, Chairperson. Good morning, Mr Dlamini, or should I say good
afternoon? Thank you for coming. Now, before we proceed with your story is it
possible for you to give us a very brief picture of your family, your children,
and so on? --- I don't have a big family. I have a wife as well as two children,
a boy as well as a girl. The boy is not working. He was attending school at
Siyamugela at Bettamoya, and my girl is training at the Baragwanath Hospital.
Thank you. What are you yourself doing at the moment? --- I am not working at
the moment, I am staying at home.

(Inaudible) ... pension or anything like that? --- No, I am not.
Mr Dlamini, just for the record, you were born on the 11th of January 1943, do
you confirm that? --- That is correct.
Now, you're going to tell us about two different incidents. The first was some
harassment that you
/suffered
suffered at the hands of the Special Branch, and one Constable Mhlongo in
particular. That was in 1972. Will you tell us about that briefly please? --- In
1972 I was working for the Beares Group in town, and at that time we used the
transport at a certain taxi rank, and we used taxis at that particular time, or
buses. But on a certain day when I was waiting for the taxi then I saw a certain
investigator for the Special Branch. His name was Mhlongo. He asked me as to
where I was headed for. I told him that I was going to work, and he further
asked me as to whether I was late or I could go with him. Then he offered me a
lift. As he was driving along the road he was driving very slowly, and many of
the cars were passing him, overtaking him. I even asked him that I suspected I
was going to be late because I was supposed to start work at eight, and I
thought maybe if I took a taxi I would reach work quite quickly. He said he
wanted to ask me something, and I said he should be free, he should ask anything
he wanted to. He asked me as to where I was attending school in 1960, and I told
him that I was attending school at Shalstone. And he asked me as to who was the
headmaster at that time. I told him it was a certain Mr Sithole. And he asked me
as to whether there wasn't anyone who was a headmaster before Mr Sithole, and I
told him it was Mr P V Mbatha. And he asked as to what I was doing at that time,
and he asked me where P V Mbatha was. I told him that he could not ask me as to
where P V Mbatha was because I did not know, but I could give him leads of who
he could approach and try to find out about P V Mbatha, because I knew nothing
about P V Mbatha. By the time I got to the school he was at Rhodesia. He
/told me
told me that some people were saying they were working for the community but
they were actually killers. I told him I did not understand what he meant by
what he was saying. He said some people alleged that they were helpers of the
community. For instance certain people were coming with AK-47s and killing
people, but they would later on claim that they were protecting the community.
And he went on asking me as to how we could kill people, and I told him that I
could not answer those questions because I knew nothing. I did not know what he
was referring to. He said to me I must not answer him on the basis of being an
investigator, but I should answer him just as an ordinary person. I asked him as
to what he was referring to, and why was he asking me. Did he suspect me of
having done anything? He said he asked me because he could see that I was
involved in the community, and I knew quite prominent people in the community.
He said to me I knew people who occupied high positions, and I asked him as to
what he meant by that. So he further pointed out that I was always present at
the meetings which were held and where these prominent speakers were presenting
statements. And he asked me about the children who had skipped to Cuba, and I
asked him as to what had that got to do with me. He told me that there was a lot
happening. For instance Frank Mdlalose was probably busy helping the children to
skip the country. I further told him that I do not understand what he was
getting at, and I wanted to go to work because I was late. Then he let me get
off. Then on another day he said he wanted to see me, and at that time he was
with other people in the car, and he said he wanted to see me very urgently. And
time went on. By
/that time
that time I was working for an insurance company. And when I went to the
hospital to work I came across his wife, who also said she wanted to see me

because she wanted to take a policy from my insurance company. I made an
appointment with her for the following day, and she said she was going to be off
duty. And I went off to see her, and when I got there she was busy with the
house chores and I sat in the sitting-room. Just after a few minutes she came
and she greeted me and went away. And later on Mhlongo came, and Mhlongo was
wearing a gown. He sat in front of me and he greeted me. And I asked myself as
to what was happening because his wife had actually called me to come and do a
policy for her, but now it was Mhlongo who was now sitting with me, and I
suspected that there could possibly be a trap. And we continued with our small
talk but we did not go any further, and I decided that I should go because there
wasn't much we were talking about. He wanted to accompany me to show me out.
Then he went into his bedroom, he came back. He was fully dressed and he was
having his car keys, and he said to me we should get into the car. We drove out.
He started and he drove in the very same place that he was driving on that day
that he gave me the lift. I started suspecting that he had something to tell me,
maybe he wanted to say something. And we drove to my place. He stopped at the
gate. I asked him as to what his problem was because I could see he wanted to
talk to me about something. His response was that he did not want to say
anything to me, but he just wanted to explain to me that as I was a person who
was very prominent, who was very popular, and who used to attend meetings, maybe
if we could get together it
/would be
would be for the benefit of both worlds, that is his world as well as mine. And
I asked him as to what he meant by this. He said, "The Government can even buy
you a car, or give you a car, buy you a house." And I started suspecting. I
asked him as to whether he was referring to me being an informer. He refuted
that, but he said if I could work hand in hand with him, and report on whatever
was being said at the meetings that we attended, there is a lot that the
Government could do for me because the Government paid.
What was the outcome of this meeting? What was the outcome of the meeting? --On that day I told him that I could not do what he wanted me to do, and
thereafter he stopped troubling me. But at the time - it was in 1973 and I was
staying at section 27. I was Dr Frank Mdlalose's neighbour. He was staying at
27/72 - maybe he is staying somewhere else now - and I was staying at 27/78.
Then in 1975 there was a certain Inkatha group that was formed, then there was a
certain sergeant at the prison, Sergeant Khumalo. He has now moved to Durban
Central Prison. And Khumalo asked me to join Inkatha. I asked him what was the
significance of the group, what were the objectives of the group? He said to me
it was a cultural as well as a community group, which was going to be the
channel through which the grievances of the community were going to be
addressed. He went on further to explain that since I was involved in the
community this would be a good organisation to join. And he said he wanted me to
attend a certain meeting, an Inkatha meeting, and the chairman of that meeting
was Mr Mdlalose, who is the present premier. I went to that meeting, and I heard
/that
that there was going to be elections, and I also got elected, I got a position
in that Inkatha. And the position that I got was that I was Chief Buthelezi's
deputy, who has since now been deceased, and he was a circuit inspector at that
time. I was told that I was going to be his deputy secretary. And we formed a
certain committee. As we were still working under this committee we were told
that we should try to hold certain cases, that is neighbours' matters or matters
of the community. We were quite united at that time, and I knew that the Inkatha
organisation was a cultural organisation which was acting in accordance with the
requirements of the community, and I never knew that at a later stage it would
turn out to be something that was fighting against the community. We did our job
with quite a lot of resilience, and there was a certain Sergeant Khumalo who was
our chairman. After discovering that my mother was all by herself I decided to
go back home to my mother's place. I did not want to take her from her place and
bring her to where I was staying. As I was at my mother's place at that time

Madonsela was a councillor in that area. And at that time I grew less and less
interested in politics, and I was just staying, not being affiliated to any
political organisation. Then in 1987 there came a certain councillor, D A
Bhengu. He was the councillor at that time. And when he got there he said he had
come to ask me to take his position and be a councillor because he was being
transferred, he had got a post at Ondini and he was going to be an MP. I told
him that I was less interested in politics and I did not want to take part. He
begged me to take the position because he said I was the candidate
/that he
that he first thought of who could take that position. Then I said to him I will
sit over it and I will decide later on. He asked me to attend the meeting which
was going to be at 2 o'clock that afternoon. Then I went to DNC. Just as I got
there the members of the church were going out, and I turned back with them, I
came back. And he said to me, "Let us now go to the meeting." When I went to the
meeting I discovered that Bhengu was not there, but he had sent certain people
who were candidates, who had been chose as candidates for this position. And
when we got to the meeting there was an election. I was also nominated and I was
chosen to be a councillor. Then thereafter I discovered that the mayor was
Jeffrey Nkosi. No, it was Zondo. He has since died. At that time when I got to
the meeting there was some conflict amongst the councillors themselves, because
they felt that there was some favouritism that was going on with regard to the
elections. And we continued in that spirit of non compliance as well as non cooperation. After about two months Nkosi was also chosen. He was elected as a
mayor. And I did not see eye to eye with Nkosi, because the things that he was
doing I was challenging them, and I used to tell them whenever he was acting
wrongly. That's how we got to be on the opposite ends of each other. Then there
was a Chief Magistrate, Mr Webber. He convened a meeting. At that time there was
a political group called the UDF, and he convened a meeting where he said he
wanted all the leaders of the political groups so that we could thrash out
certain issues. He wanted to resolve the matters because there was so much
conflict and so many people were dying, and he wanted us to come with
/suggestions
suggestions as to how to quell the violence that was taking place in the
community. I went to that meeting because I was also a leader. This meeting was
held at a certain hall next to the court building. Just before Webber opened
this meeting he said he wants everybody who is going to talk be a constructive
speaker and try to quell the violence. He did not want to entertain any
destructive criticism because he wanted to get a solution to the present problem
of violence. Somebody started talking, then when he opened the meeting F J
Siwela lifted up his hand. He said, "Mr Webber, I think the UDF is having
problems with the IFP, because the UDF was busy following and chasing members of
the IFP." Webber said he should sit down because he was not being constructive.
He told him that he wanted somebody who could bring a solution to the problem,
and not a problem to every solution. He again lifted his hand, that is Siwela,
and Siwela continued to talk in this manner, and he was admonished by Chief
Magistrate Webber. And I lifted my hand to be the next speaker, and Webber
allowed me the platform and I said whatever I had to say at that time. And
Webber asked as to whether they had heard me, and he asked as to whether they
supported me, and they supported me and they gave me a round of applause. I sat
down and people continued talking, different speakers getting the platform. I
lifted my hand once more and Webber pointed at me to give me the platform. And
he further asked as to whether they had heard what I had said and they supported
me once more. I think I stood about four times or more. Then thereafter the
meeting was adjourned. After the meeting there was rumour that there was going
to be a
/special
special meeting which was going to be held at the council chamber, and we were
told that everybody should be there at 6 o'clock at the council chamber for this

very special meeting. The community members also went there, as well as members
of different political groups, and when we got to the council chamber the very
first speaker who took the platform was Jeffery Nkosi, who was the then mayor.
Jeffery Nkosi addressed the community and told them that he had called them to
try and resolve the problems that were prevailing within the community, but
pointed out that there were certain members, or certain people in this meeting
who were informers, but he did not want to mention as to who these people were.
He referred to the Chief Magistrate meeting and he said, "There is a person who
was very prominent and he was busy talking to a certain Professor Nzimbankulu,
and they were showing that they were colluding, but we were not going to mention
any names." I did not pay much attention to that because I did it in good faith.
When I spoke I did it in good faith. He further pointed out that he was going to
give Mr Siwela the platform, and he should tell us as to what is going to
happen. And Siwela stood up and addressed the members of the community, and said
the mayor was going around in circles and not pointing out as to who the
informer is. Then he pointed at me and said I was the informer.
(Inaudible) ... understand we don't want the exact details of the whole meeting,
and every time who spoke, and what you said, and what someone else said. We want
you to try and get to the point a bit more. Now, you've told us in your
statement that after this meeting there
/was trouble
was trouble that started. Am I right that this was in about September 1993,
these meetings that you're telling us about? --- That is correct.
You've said that because of these different meetings friction developed between
yourself and Mr Siwela, is that right? --- I am sorry, I think I wanted to start
somewhere because I wanted to connect this. I have got a very long talk, because
there are certain people who are implicated, and I wanted to start from scratch,
and I wanted to explain to the Commission as to how they get involved.
(Inaudible) ... understand there are many people after you, and you are eating
their time as well, and that's why I want you to be fair to them. Now, tell us
about how you've suffered, and what has happened to you as a consequence of
that. Okay? We do understand the context that there was trouble in your
community. We do understand that, and you've given us a picture of that, how it
started. In your statement you tell us that at that time you were IFP, and there
was friction between you and other people in the IFP, and these developed around
various community meetings. Am I right? Do you agree with that? --- Yes.
(Inaudible) ... the time when, arising out of that friction, you were
subsequently attacked in your home, and how that attack happened. --- Before I
got attacked I just wanted to explain that when the violence started. This
violence started because the council took Mr Siwela to section 7 and said he
must give people sites, and when he gave those sites to the people he is the
first person who formed Inkatha in that place at that time. And
/Inkatha
Inkatha was running around day in and day out calling their war cries, and they
were also carrying Inkatha flags, especially the Inkatha youth. They were always
having this flag in the mornings. Then I approached Siwela and asked him as to
why he was using the youth to run his mile. He said he wanted to be protected.
Then on that same day when we were in the meeting Themba Nkabinde, who was in
the meeting, came to me and said, "Mr Dlamini, do you know that I can quell the
violence that was at section 7?" He said he could quell the violence which was
prevailing in section 7. Then on the following week when I met him Themba came
to me and said he had already devised a plan, and there was a group called
Savuka which was harassing people at section 1, and he said he wanted to take
these youths from the Savuka group and recruit them to be Inkatha members. And
he said if he could recruit these people and make them Inkatha members they will
stop being this group of vagabonds. He wanted to make them Inkatha members, and

this group was a group of criminals and they ... (inaudible - end of side A) ...
this was a group of rapists. They were raping all the females in the community.
Whenever they raped women they wanted their men to watch whilst they were raping
the women. They were so brutal in the manner that they were conducting their
rapes. That was happening every day. Now I'll come back to the point, because I
seem to be having a very long story. People were dying in large numbers and
nobody knew who had killed them, but the police would come in their vans and
take the people to the mortuary, the corpses to the mortuary. And whenever you
went to the police to report a certain crime or offence
/they never
they never paid any attention. And we had no recourse at law, because whenever
we went to report, even before the murders took place, the police never paid any
attention. Then on the 3rd of September 1993 the community at section 7 was
attacked by the very same Inkatha criminal groups. These criminals came at about
half past six. It was in summer and it was just slightly dark. And they would
get into houses. They started looting houses. They would take TV sets as well as
radios. At my neighbour's place they took the radio as well as the TV. If you
were selling they would take anything that you were selling, and that was in
1993 on a Friday, on the 3rd. The following day, on the 4th of September, we
convened a meeting to try and get a solution to the violence that was quelling
the community. As we were discussing the issues we decided to postpone the
meeting to the 5th, that is on Sunday, and there's a certain place called The
Block where they were trying to build a school, but now the school was not built
at the end. We got to The Block on a Sunday at about quarter to seven. It was
myself as well as other members of the community. As we were still talking the
criminals approached. They were a large group. When they got to us I said we
should choose one person who was going to talk to them because we were not
supposed to talk all of us. They said I am the one who was supposed to talk, and
I approached this big group and asked them as to whether we could help them.
They said they had come to the meeting, and we told them that this meeting was
for specific people, and it was not meant for them because it was a meeting for
people who were sent letters to attend the meeting. And I told them they should
go back to their
/places
places and tell their parents that there was a meeting and it was not a meeting
for the youths. They went back. And the people were angry at that time. They
were asking as to why we had left these youths to come and control us, we should
have dealt with them accordingly. And from there people decided that they wanted
to fight. They went to fetch their weapons and they started assaulting the
youths. They chased the youths up to Iscor, and on that day - it was on a Sunday
- these criminals were assaulted. Thereafter there was an investigating
policeman called Malinga. He said he was sent by Major Mthethwa, because Major
Mthethwa had heard that there were certain people who were dissatisfied, and
these people should stay in that meeting, they should not leave, they should
wait for him. He ultimately came, and he said that he wants these people to be
told. He said these people should elect a leader who was going to be a
spokesperson for them, because he could not speak to all of them, and he did not
want them to speak so they must elect a leader. They chose a leader, because he
said he didn't want to speak to everybody, he wanted to speak to one responsible
person. And the major came. He asked as to whether Malinga had told us. Malinga
said yes, and he asked as to who the leader was. They said they had chosen
Dlamini. He said they had chosen Dlamini. He said they had chosen a person who
fits the position.
(Inaudible) ... let's not listen about you being chosen. Please come to the
point. As I've spoken to you now it's over 45 minutes you've been talking.
Please, I don't want to be rude to you, but let's get to the point. --- I was
attacked by Inkatha at night. It was at about
/quarter

quarter past one in the morning. I never saw the people who attacked me, but I
saw one of them, because at the time that they came I woke up and I peeped
through the window and I could see one of them. It was a person I knew. It was J
C Msibi, and J C Msibi was leading the people and they were standing alongside
my window. And J C put something down. I could not see what he was putting down.
And he went back, he went onto the fence, and he cut my fence and came back and
locked the door from the outside. And he picked whatever he was picking up.
Apparently these were petrol bombs, and he started throwing the petrol bombs.
The petrol bomb went in through the window and it hit the floor. There was a
carpet on the floor and the petrol bomb hit the carpet, but it did not break. It
was a bit bottle, a litre. He threw in another litre and it also hit the
carpets, it never broke. When he realised that he was not being successful he
said something to his followers and they started taking out guns. And they
started shooting for quite some time at my house. There was a fridge, a very big
fridge, a double-door fridge, and I used this fridge as a shield. And they shot
the fridge so many bullets - it had so many bullets. The bullets were coming
from all directions, but it was only one bullet that hit me. It hit me on the
leg, on the foot. That is the only bullet that hit me. There was a female in the
house, and that person is the one who got injured. She was shot in both arms,
the left as well as the right arm, and the leg as well, and she was amputated on
the right leg. That's how she got injured.
(Inaudible) ... correct? --- It was my
/girlfriend.
girlfriend. I was staying with her. We were not married.
Please can we have some order? Please. We can't continue if you don't show some
respect, please. Thank you. --- After we had been shot there came some members
of the community, as well as neighbours. They had come to see whether we had
survived the attack. We were taken to the hospital. It was at night when we got
to the hospital. I think it was at about 2.00 am. When we got to the hospital
just as we were getting in we also saw Warrant-Officer Nkabinde. He asked me as
to whether I was surprised. He asked me whether I wanted to open a case. I said
it was still too early because I had just been injured. I think he knew about my
attack, he was also involved. Immediately thereafter I saw Dr Mdlalose.
Dr Mdlalose also came to see us, but I was surprised as to why he had come to
see us, because I wanted to give a picture of Dr Mdlalose that I knew him very
well. I was surprised when I was shot and Dr Mdlalose never came to me to see
that I was shot, but he went to the female who was with me and he interrogated
her and asked her some questions. As I have haven't got the time to talk about
Dr Mdlalose, Dr Mdlalose went to open a case after we had fought. We fought on a
Saturday and Msibi went to speak to Mdlalose. Whatever he did Msibi always went
to Mdlalose, and Mdlalose would act on the basis of the information that he got
from Msibi. Even if Msibi would get a policeman who was on the phone he would
grab the phone and said he was talking to Ulundi, and he would never be
arrested. And Mdlalose opened up a case against me. He opened up a case because
he said I had gone to a meeting that was convened by him where they were going
to
/choose a
choose a branch leader or a region leader. When I got to the meeting I went to
Mdlalose and told him that people were being killed at section 7. They were
being finished by a certain Mr Msibi, and whenever we spoke to Msibi, Msibi
would tell us that he was an untouchable because he was under Mdlalose's wing.
So I told Mdlalose that he was Msibi's protector. Then he said that wing was
Ulundi, and Mdlalose seemed to be surprised by this revelation. Mdlalose called
R M Shabalala in that very same meeting. He also called D A Bhengu, as well as
Mthethwa. There were about eight people that he called, and he said I should
repeat what I had said to him and repeat it to the whole group. And he
reiterated my statement and said that they were being troubled by Ulundi. And he

said to Mthethwa the following morning at eight on Monday there should be a
meeting where we were all going to meet, the eight of us, and they were going to
thrash out this issue. The meeting was adjourned. The following day at eight we
got to the police station. I was with about 400 people who heard that Mdlalose
had called me. They said they wanted to go there and hear as to what was going
to be discussed. Before we discussed the matters Shabalala R M got in, and he
was followed by two other people, his son as well as another man. When he got in
through the door Mdlalose called to him and asked him as to who was accompanying
him. Shabalala said,"It's my father as well as my son. They were called by me."
He asked them as to why they had come. Mdlalose said, "We do not need any
witnesses. Mdlalose said Shabalala was hijacking his meeting. He said he was
calling the meeting and he was hijacking it, and he said if he wanted he could
also call
/his own
his own witnesses to come and give testimony. He went out and said he was
handing the meeting over to Shabalala, and Mdlalose went out to report to the
police that I should be arrested. On that day I was arrested. When all the
people went out the police kept on looking for me and they arrested me.
(Inaudible) ... you're making a very long story about what can be quite a short
statement, and I must just say to you, what were you arrested for? Just briefly,
what were you arrested for? --- I do not know.
(Inaudible) ... charged? --- No, I was never charged.
(Inaudible) ... that you were arrested again, is that right? You were charged
... (intervention) --- That is correct.
Charged with killing someone called Khuzwayo. Is that ... (intervention) --That is correct.
And no case ever came of that, is that right? --- They said the chief prosecutor
in 'Maritzburg had dismissed the case or withdrawn it.
Now, let's just get back to the person that you were living with who lost her
leg. Where is she now? --- She is in Harrismith.
(Inaudible) ... receiving treatment there, is that right? --- Yes, she is still
receiving treatment.
(Inaudible) ... anyone charged for these acts against you? --- No, no one. I
went to Nkabinde. I wanted the cartridges, the empty cartridges, and I told him
to give the cartridges to me. He took them out of the drawer and showed them to
me, and I asked him as to why he was keeping them with him. He said he was
waiting for the
/case to
case to be heard because they were part of the evidence. I said I was surprised
because I had opened up a case. I said I was opening up a case and I wanted the
person who shot me to be arrested. I knew him, it was Msibi, and he said he
could not arrest Msibi.
If I could cut you short. To this day no one has been arrested and there's been
no case? --- No, not even a single one.
Thank you. Chairperson.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Mr Dlamini, thank you for coming and telling us your story. We

know that you wanted to tell us a much, much longer story, but as Mr Lax pointed
out we still have a number of witnesses who have come here today. Some of them
have come from a long way, and we are not able to allow people to go on for too
long. You have told us the experiences which took place in - way back in 1972
and 1973, when the police attempted to get you to work for them, the Security
Police, and one of the reasons why the police, and particularly the Security
Branch, in this country were so successful is that they were able to persuade or
force some black people to work for them, and to your credit you refused to do
this, and by this you avoided being taken into that world which is inhabited by
people like Mamasela and Nofumela and Chikalanga. These were people who spied on
opponents of apartheid, and killed them on the orders of the police. And, going
further, to your experiences in the eighties and nineties, it seems that your
unwillingness to support the IFP and participate in its institutions after
having been a member was the reason why you were subjected to harassment and
/attack,
attack, which resulted in the very terrifying attack on your house and the
shooting of you and your wife, your common-law wife.
You have also mentioned the name of Mr Themba Nkabinde, who was an IFP youth
leader, who was also mentioned by the previous witness, Mrs Madela, as being the
person possibly responsible for her husband's death. And you have also given us
a very vivid description of the activities of the organisation that was known as
Savuka at the time, and its links with the IFP youth.
So, in conclusion, we want to thank you for filling us in on what happened in
Madadeni in those days. We have to write a report to the State President, to the
Government, at the end of our period of work, and the information that you have
given us is valuable for that report. And you have given us the names of people
who you believe perpetrated violations against you, and it is our job through
our investigation unit to take those investigations further and to try and find
out who did those things and why they did them, and your information has been
very valuable. So we want to thank you again for coming and sharing your story
with us today. Thank you very much indeed.
--------------------VUSUMUZI NTULI (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
COMMISSIONER: Mr Dlamini will assist you.
MR DLAMINI: Vusumuzi, we would like to thank you for the opportunity that you
gave us to come here before the Commission and tell everyone about what happened
to you. We know that it's a very sad story, especially when something like this
happens to someone who's very young like you. Vusumuzi, we would like you to
give us a picture of your family. --- I do have parents. I am only left with my
mother, I don't have a father. I have a mother and a brother.
Is there any family member inside here? --- No.
Is your mother well? --- Yes.
Is she old? --- No, not that old, but she is grown up. I have a sister who's 22
years old.
What is she doing? --- She is in the military force. She is a military soldier.
The one after that she is 18 years old, she is still at school. No, Nthombeko is
a boy. He is in standard seven.
Are there any brothers and sisters? --- Yes, I have an elder brother, Sipho. He
is a driver. He is in Standerton.

Are there any other members? --- No. I have a kid, her name is Gugu, and my
brother's kid as well.
Thanks for giving us this picture. Now we would like you to give us a picture
about what really happened on the 8th of November 1993. I will disturb you as
you go on so that I clarify some matters. Thank you. --- I would like to start
by saying I am a member of ANC. I was a member of executive committee for ANC
Youth League. I was an organiser. What happened is that after I left - I
/had received
had received some threats from Inkatha that they will kill me. I knew why they
wanted to kill me. That was because Inkatha and ANC never saw one eye. Police,
ZP, were always for Inkatha, they didn't like ANC. In 1993 we were harassed all
of us ANC members and supporters at Madadeni. We were harassed. This went on
until in 1993 one day, it was late at night, I think it was about half past
eight - comrades at that time, ANC comrades, never used to sleep home because
they were scared, so they used to run away. Up until today there are a lot of
cases which were opened and they were never investigated. One day I went and
visited a friend opposite the street opposite mine in section 5. I am staying
from section 2. As I was approaching section 5 I saw a group of people who were
coming, and I just didn't think that those people were Inkatha supporters or
Inkatha members so I kept on walking. When I reached to this group of people, I
think it was just a distance of a metre, I stopped and then they also stopped. I
didn't pass them. When we were facing each other one person said, "Here's
Mandela's dog." I didn't even want to take an interest. One person chopped me at
the head. At that time I saw a person, in fact three people who were talking to
someone in a police car. It was an NP Cressida and a blue Golf. Those cars
belonged to ZPs. This blue Golf was parked there, and I saw - I realised that
those policemen who were driving that Golf were the very same police who warned
me that they were going to kill me, so I realised that I was going to die. I
went to one house nearby. As I was running that Golf turned and then they
started shooting at me. One bullet went through my hand and one through my
/back.
back. And then they thought the gates of that house were locked. They left and
they were laughing. At that time the comrades heard and then they started
following them. Police as well followed Inkatha supporters and left them
somewhere where Inkatha used to go, or to take someone who wasn't supporting
them to that area. That's where they used to kill people who were not supporting
them. In that house I asked one lady who was renting there, I asked her to go
and tell my parents that I have got hurt. So they came, they brought a car, they
took me to hospital. When we were going to hospital there was a blue Conquest
which used to be driven by Inkatha people, and there were also two cars, and the
driver tried to get away and we went up until to the hospital. One car that was
following us left us there. And then in hospital they stitched me, they gave me
stitches. What I told the people in the hospital is that I don't want to be
admitted and sleep over there because it wasn't safe in that hospital. Even the
security guards were scared of Inkatha, so Inkatha used to come to that
hospital. So I left, I refused to be admitted. And Comrade Mbele came and
Comrade Mboyisa. They took me. They didn't take me home, because at home at that
time police were around the house, so things were really bad. I went to 16
section, where I had a girlfriend whom I had a child with. The ZPs used to
arrest people who were not Inkatha people and tell them that they were accusing
them of things that they didn't know. They came, they were driving a Golf. They
said they were looking for me because I was involved in a certain offence. So
the nurses at hospital told them that I wasn't there. In 1994 Inkatha came to my
house. They
/attacked
attacked my house, they broke windows, and the ZPs were there. I even know the
KwaZulu Police who shot me, because one of them told me that he's Bravusi, and

he's from Durban to kill me. Now they aren't driving that Golf, they are driving
other cars, but they are still around. That Golf disappeared. Even that
Cressida, that white Cressida, disappeared. We don't know where they took those
cars to.
Do you know the Golf registration number? --- It was NN 15997.
Of these 30 people who attacked you did you see people that you can identify? -- Some of them I can, like one guy who's my neighbour. His name is Zinhle. He's
now in prison. Zintho, that's his name, Zintho Jiyane.
You said he is in prison. --- Yes, he is in prison.
Which one? --- I am not sure whether here or in Waddervaar.
Why was he arrested? --- He was arrested because they were harassing ordinary
people.
In which court was he sent to prison? --- I am not quite sure whether it's
Madadeni Court or Newcastle.
Besides Zintho is there any other person that you can identify? --- No.
Were there people who were arrested for whatever happened to you? --- No,
because the following day one comrade, Dudu Sibiya, went to police station to
open a case, but nothing happened because I was scared, I never wanted to go to
the police station, because I knew the police were looking for me and I didn't
know why except
/that
that they wanted to kill me.
When you were discharged, or when you ran away from Madadeni Hospital, did you
go to another hospital or to another doctor? --- I went and saw Dr Zazi, who is
in section 1. He referred me to other doctors in town because my hand couldn't
work.
How is your hand now? Is it working? --- Yes, a little bit. It's not as it used
to be. Sometimes I have cramps.
Are there any other pains that you feel in your body? --- It's only where I got
hurt and nowhere else.
You mean your shoulder? --- Yes, from my shoulder and the rest of my arm.
And then emotionally how do you feel? Do you have nightmares or sleep problems?
--- I have hatred for police. After this incident I got worse. I haven't
forgiven anyone. Even today when I look at the police, or even them when they
look at me, I can tell they still hate me.
If you say you still have this hatred, do you see these policemen who did this
to you? --- Yes, I do sometimes. I do meet them on the street. And sometimes
they just pass very slow and then come back past me again. They are still
police. They are here at Madadeni Police Station.
Do you know their names or their surnames? --- Yes. One is Nhlanhla, and then
this other one is Bravusi. I don't know his surname.
But if one can take you to Madadeni Police Station can you identify them? --Yes, I can because I know them very well.
/If you

If you are saying you haven't forgiven and you still feel this hatred, is there
anything that a person can do to make you better? --- What they did was terrible
bad. I think the only thing that will make me relief is that if I can see them
in prison, or if they can come here before the Commission and tell why they did
what they did, and who sent them to do what they did. I want them as people who
are working for the community, so that people can trust them tomorrow they must
come before the Truth and Reconciliation Commission.
You also said that in Madadeni Hospital comrades were not safe. Are there any
other comrades that you know that were hurt after they were admitted in
hospital? --- Yes. One comrade from 11 section was admitted there and he was
almost killed, and after that comrades were scared of sleeping in that hospital
or being admitted in that hospital. No, I am not working.
Why aren't you working? --- I couldn't get that one.
Why aren't you working? --- There are some other means that a person can survive
with. It's not just a job. Like selling something.
How far did you go to school? --- Up to standard eight.
Are you trained for any job? --- No, I am not.
Did you try to look for a job? --- I once worked for SANDF, and then I left
there because of my arm and my hand. I have cramps, so I couldn't continue
working there.
When was this? --- In 1995.
When was your last time? --- In June.
/It was
It was because of this hand? --- Yes. I can hold with my hand, but I have
difficulties in doing so because I have cramps.
Did they tell you to stop working or you decided to stop because of your
problem? --- Yes, it's me. I decided to stop because I could tell that I can't
handle. Even when the weather is cold I have a problem.
Is there any doctor that you are seeing, or a physiotherapist? --- The last time
I saw a doctor is when I went to Dr Sprinter.
--------------------MR LAX: Sorry, did you ever have - or was any case ever brought about your
shooting? Was anyone ever charged? --- Yes, someone opened a case, and my mother
told me that Sergeant Dlomo was the one who was handling this case, but no one
was arrested.
From which police station? --- Madadeni Police Station.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Mr Ntuli, thank you very much for coming to talk to us today. Your
evidence shows that right up to 1994 - 1993 and 1994 there were very similar
patterns of behaviour taking place in Madadeni as were happening in 1986, and by
this I mean the very close relationship between the KwaZulu Police and the IFP.
We have heard many, many stories like this all around KwaZulu-Natal,
particularly from places like Port Shepstone, and also the townships around
Durban, like KwaMashu, KwaMakutha, Umlazi, Ntuzuma. In these areas the
relationship between the KwaZulu Police and certain elements within Inkatha was
very, very close, and it seems to us that it was a

/deliberate
deliberate policy of that police force, the KwaZulu Police Force, to support and
assist one side, the IFP, and to harass and detain and undermine members of the
ANC. The remark which you made about how you feel about the police is also very
important and very revealing. Many young people like yourself have got a lot of
suspicion and mistrust and hatred for the police, and this is understandable,
but it's also very problematic, because we're now moving into a new era where
there is ongoing transformation of the police force into a community police
force, and in many areas of this country the police are dedicated to assisting
the community and upholding the law. However, there are also areas of this
country, particularly here in this province, KwaZulu-Natal, where there has not
been that same degree of transformation, and there is still a lot of suspicion
between communities and the police. However, we at least do have a sympathetic
ministry, and it is very important that any biased behaviour by the police
should be reported immediately to structures like the Peace Accord and the
Community Policing Forums so that this sort of behaviour on the part of the
police can finally disappear.
We note from what you have said that you have been disabled to a certain degree
by the shooting, and that it seems as though you lost your job in the Defence
Force from that shooting, and it is our job to make recommendations to the
Government as to how people like you could be assisted, and we will be making
those recommendations on your behalf. So we thank you very much for coming to
tell us your story today. It gives us a clear picture of what life was like for
young activists
/like
like yourself right up to 1993, and that information will go into our report.
Thank you very much.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Mr Nene, we welcome you here today. You have come with some
members of your family, is that correct?
MR NENE: That is correct.
COMMISSIONER: Who are they?
MR NENE: It's my wife on my right-hand side, and on my extreme right is my
sister.
COMMISSIONER: We welcome them here today as well. You have all of you come from
Madadeni township, like all the other - most of the other witnesses today.
MR NENE: That is correct.
COMMISSIONER: You have come to tell us about the bomb blast which took place at
the Newcastle Magistrate's Court in 1986, as a result of which your legs were
amputated. Before you give that story can you just raise your right hand to take
the oath please.
--------------------VUSUMUZI NENE (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
COMMISSIONER: Now, Mr Nene, you are married. Do you have any children? --- I
have three children.
(Inaudible) ... age, or are they left school? --- They are attending school. One

is in class one, the other one in standard three, the other one in standard
eight.
And you are obviously no longer working, is that correct? --- I
working.

am

still

Oh, are you still - are you still working for the SAP? --- That is correct.
An administrative or clerical job, is that right, or what sort of job are you
having? --- That is correct, I am doing clerical work.
(Inaudible) ... in Allen Street in the now - in the
/police
police station, or where are you ... (intervention) --- That is correct. I am
working in Newcastle, Allen Street.
Now, can you tell us then what happened to you in November 1986 in your own
words? --- On the 11th of November 1986 I was at court. I had gone to a case. I
was a witness, a State witness in a certain case. As I was just sitting there on
top of the dustbin I heard an explosion just nearby, and I stood up and I wanted
to go and see as to what was happening, but I saw nothing. And at that time the
senior public prosecutor approached - I think it was Macintosh if I can remember
quite well - and he said I should move away from the dustbin because he wanted
to look inside. He checked inside the dustbin and he could not find anything.
Then I sat on top of the dustbin. After quite some time I heard another
explosion and I could not see. I thought I was running, but when everything had
cleared up I realised that I had fallen just next to the dustbin, and I just saw
some bricks falling from the wall and they were falling on top of me, and I
tried to manoeuvre myself to move away from the falling bricks and I realised
that I had been injured on the legs.
(Inaudible) ... terrible for you to relive these memories, and you can just take
your time, and breathe deeply and we can wait for you. (Pause) When I looked at
my feet and legs I just saw bones. The flesh was ripped from the bones, and I
could not see my knees. And after quite some time ambulances came, and we were
taken from the scene of the explosion and we were taken to the hospital. At
hospital I was given an injection, and the next moment I woke up I had been
amputated. I was not
/married
married at that time. (Pause) I was still staying with my mother at that time at
Osizweni. I stayed for about a month and a half, because I was released on the
23rd of December, and on the 24th I was taken to Pretoria at a military
hospital. That's where they gave me artificial limbs. I tried using these
artificial limbs, but I was discharged the following year, that was in 1987 in
May, on the 15th. I could not use the artificial limbs, so I had to use the
wheelchair. And I went back to work in August 1980 (sic).
(Inaudible) ... with you at the time who was injured, Mr Nene? --- There was a
boy from the Simelane family.
(Inaudible) ... suffer injuries? --- His whole body was ripped, but he still
does walk. He is walking on his own feet.
(Inaudible) ... at the time? --- He was a student at that time, he hadn't
started training.
Did you come to learn who was responsible for planting that - I presume it was a
bomb that went off and blew the wall over and injured your legs. Do you know who
was responsible for placing that device there? --- I never knew at that time,

but I later discovered that there was a certain boy from the Nkosi family, as
well as two others, because the case was investigated and it proceeded to the
Supreme Court in 'Maritzburg, and they were convicted. One got 15 years, the
other 16, and the other one nine years, but they were released immediately
thereafter. President Mandela at that time had not yet been released from Robben
Island. From that time I feel I had been traumatised and tortured because I
always have
/to have
to have a person to help me, and at that time nothing was done to try and help
me. Now friends are always helping me, but they are not always reliable,
especially when I want to go somewhere where I have to do important things, as
well as run my errands.
(Inaudible) ... around. How do you get to work and things like that? Do the
police provide transport for you? --- They do fetch me at times from home, and
drop me off at work and bring me back from work to my home, but over the
weekends I do have problems, because taxis do not want to take people like me on
their taxis because they say I pose a lot of work for them.
(Inaudible) ... able to use the artificial limbs at all? Was it because the
amputation was too high up your leg? --- I tried using the artificial limbs, but
they became tight because I grew bigger because I wasn't exercising, so I grew a
little bit fat, so the artificial limbs grew smaller.
Just looking back on this incident, which took place nearly 10 years ago, do you
- you must have had a chance to reflect on what happened to you, and do you have
any understanding of the motives which drove this person to put that bomb at the
Magistrate's Court? Do you have any understanding of what made that person do
that? --- This was planted by ANC members. I think their victims were some
people who were in the court, but I do not have anything to do with politics and
I do not know what their motives were because I was just an ordinary policeman.
And I was not sitting there because I was having anything to do with politics, I
was just like an ordinary civilian. Because even the person I had arrested was
supposed to
/appear
appear in court.
(Inaudible) ... had a chance to see or confront the person that did this to you?
--- I do know this Nkosi boy. He grew up right in front of me.
Has he ever said anything to you about what happened? Has he seen you since this
happened, or has he not been able to face you? --- I saw him at the police
station in Pretoria, and I had gone to another case after I had been injured. He
said it was not his intention to injure me, he had just planted a bomb.
Do you know what was going on in Newcastle at that time? Were there political
trials going on, or what was going on at the time? Was there trouble in
Madadeni, Osizweni? What was happening? --- There was some violence, but there
wasn't much because it was in 1986. It was the first time that I had this
experience of a bomb exploding.
How long had you been in the police force when this happened? --- I was already
five years in the police force.
Now, it's very common in the police that when somebody is involved in an
accident on duty that they receive a lump sum compensation. Did you receive
compensation at that time from the police? --- No, I never got a lump sum, but
they said to me they were going to give me some pension and I was going to
receive it monthly. This amount cannot keep me up until the end of each month.

(Inaudible) ... receive that pension from 1986 until you started work again in
1980? You said you started work again I think in 1980. Is that right? Sorry,
1990. --- /No, I
No, I started working in 1987 in August. I started getting pension in 1988.
(Inaudible) ... still getting that monthly pension? --- That is correct.
As well as your salary? --- That is correct.
And you've said in your statement here that you expect further compensation if
possible from the Truth Commission, is that right? --- If the Government can do
something for me I would welcome any help because I am really in need. It
doesn't matter what the amount is, but I want to be able to get a living wage.
Are you able to drive any sort of vehicle? --- I could drive, but I do not have
a licence. I used to drive then.
I'll give my colleagues an opportunity now to ask questions.
--------------------Mr Nene, how do you feel healthwise besides the fact that you are now
wheelchair-bound? Are there any illnesses that developed after you got injured
that need treatment? --- There is plenty, because my right-hand ear got affected
and I am partially deaf on the right ear. And I have got a backache problem
because I never get to exercise, and I don't walk, I am always on the seated
position.
Is there any treatment that you are receiving presently? --- Yes, I do go to see
the doctor whenever I am experiencing any pains.
Where is the doctor that you visit? Is it a specialist or just an ordinary
practitioner? --- It's Dr Makubane, just an ordinary practitioner. He is working
/at Extension
at Extension 5.
You further said that one of the people who planted the bomb is known to you.
Without repeating what you've already said I just want to find out as to whether
you will be able to sit down and talk with him, or have you ever got that
chance? --- Unfortunately he died before I even talked to him. I do not know
where the other one went to.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: (Inaudible) ... wants to say, Mr Nene? --- No, they do not want to
say anything.
Anything further that you want to add to what you've already said? --- I think
that's about all that I could say, but what I have to point out is that I am no
longer the same person that I was before the accident. I am very intolerant,
very insensitive, and I've got mood swings.
(Inaudible) ... very, very much for coming here today, waiting all day to tell
us this very sad story. We know that people who opposed apartheid went sometimes
to terrible lengths to show their opposition. People became angry, frustrated,
and they acted very, very irresponsibly. We know that there were bombs that were
placed in many part of this country by both sides, and some of those bombs were
aimed at installations like electricity pylons, where know one was injured.
Other bombs were placed irresponsibly in public places, and you unfortunately
became a victim of one of those bombs, and there were many other innocent

victims like yourself on both sides.
And I think it's important to understand what made
/people
people do these sorts of things. You probably heard the young man who gave
evidence before you, Mr Vusi Ntuli, and he said because of the experiences that
he had had at the hands of policemen he harboured a deep suspicion of policemen,
and it's probable that the person who did this thing, planted this bomb, had a
similar feeling, that he was prepared to go to any lengths to show opposition to
what he saw as the system, and in the process of doing so people like yourself
were very seriously injured. And we see today that you have - you obviously have
suffered, and you've told us that you are a different person to what you were,
although you have demonstrated considerable courage to come here today and to
share your story with us and with the public in front of the television.
We will certainly make recommendations to the Government about how you should be
assisted. You've lost your legs. It's a very, very major part of what makes you
a whole person, and money can't compensate for that, it cannot make it better
again, but it certainly can help, and we will be making recommendations to the
Government on your behalf. So we are glad that you were able to come here with
your wife and your sister. We're glad that they are supporting you so well, and
that since this terrible incident that you have managed to find a supportive
wife and to father three young children. So thank you again very much, and we
wish you well, you and your family.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Mrs Sithole, we welcome you here today. Thank you for being
patient. You have waited the whole afternoon, the whole day to give your
evidence. You have come from Osizweni township to tell us about the death of
your son, Mthunzi Sithole. Is that correct that he was your son? Before you tell
us that story can you stand and take the oath please? Can you stand up and take
the oath?
--------------------LINDIWE SITHOLE (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
COMMISSIONER: Mr Dlamini will help you now.
MR DLAMINI: (Question not interpreted) --- He was born in 1963.
He was 28 years old, is that correct? --- Yes. You mean in 1986? Oh, you mean
when he died?
Yes. --- He was 28 years.
Would you please put us to a picture of your family. I am a single parent at the
moment because I am now a widow. My husband died in 1989. He left me with two
boys and one that I adopted, so all in all there were three. My husband died in
Louwsburg. After he died my mother went there and brought me to Osizweni with my
children because my husband had died. I tried to raise my children without a
husband and without a father and brothers.
Is your mother still alive? --- No, my mother died in 1991 as well. My mother
got scared after Mthunzi had been arrested, and my mother was now sick. She used
to pray that the Lord should help her to see Mthunzi before she died. Mthunzi
was released in April and my mother died in May.
These other kids, are they still alive? --- Yes, they are. Even though I was
struggling I tried to take

/them to
them to school, and the youngest one went and joined the military force. And
then the girl is at home, she is not attending school, and she has got a child
now.
Thanks, Mrs Sithole. Would you please tell us more about Mthunzi up until when
he died? --- I was very much disturbed when I lost Mthunzi. I also get very much
worried when he was arrested because he was the only child that I could rely on.
He was in standard 10 and he was repeating standard 10 at that time. I was
struggling. I didn't have a house of my own. I was with my mother at my mother's
house with my children. And while Mthunzi was still attending school in 1986
November I was at home. I think it was about 10 o'clock. I can't remember the
date. That was the day Mthunzi was arrested.
In November is it the day when police came to your house? --- Yes. Yes, police
came and they searched my house. They wanted to know where was Mthunzi, and
Mthunzi was there. He was busy doing his laundry. They searched the house. I was
amazed what was going on and I tried to ask them what was really going on. No
one explained to me because these policemen were busy searching. And then they
took Mthunzi with them. They closed his eyes, they handcuffed him, they took him
to the car, and one - all of them were white except for one policeman. I asked
one guy, whom they said he was their boss. I said to him what was going on, what
did he do. The only explanation that they gave me is that he was terrorist. I
went there the next day. I had his jersey with me. And they asked me if I was
his mother. I told them yes, I was his real mother. It's been a long time since
this thing happened. Lots of information I cannot actually retrieve it now,
because
/even my
even my health I am no longer very well. My memory is not that well.
Take your time, Mother, because this is really a bad time for you, and you never
thought you need to keep all this information to tell to the Commission because
you never knew that there will be such a thing as Commission. So don't rush
yourself, take time, think about it. --- After I came back from that police
station where Mthunzi was police came to me and my mother. They told us we were
needed to go to the police station because they wanted to take a statement from
us. And they were asking us questions, even though I cannot remember those
questions very well. And then they took us back home again. When Mthunzi was
supposed to appear in court they never told me that he was appearing in court
until I heard when he was appearing for the second time. One person told me if I
knew that Mthunzi was appearing in court, and I said no. And then I went there,
and in that case the case was transferred to 'Maritzburg. In 'Maritzburg that's
where I used to go for his case. He stayed there and then he was sent to Robben
Island. Even there also I tried to make money to go to Robben Island and visit
him. I went there. I went there for the second time. The third time I couldn't.
When he was released it was in April 1991. He stayed only four months with me
and he was killed. What really made me feel so bad and sad is that there was no
one who came to me to tell me that, "There was your child lying on the street
dead," but when my child was arrested police came and asked me that I am the
mother, I should come and make a statement. But now the very same police who saw
him being stoned - everyone saw because it
/wasn't
wasn't that late at night. People who knew me they never came and tell me this.
And people who knew him they saw that he was being killed, but no one came and
told me. ZP took him there late, and took him to hospital. They knew who he was
and where was he from, but they never bothered. He used to tell me whenever he
leaves, or to tell me what time he'll be back. A week before he died we received
a telephone early in the morning before I left for work, and this telephone said
- this person said to me, "Do you know the person from Sithole family who is

dead?" And I said, "Sithole who?" And they said a person from Sithole family,
and I asked them, "Who are you?" They said, "We are police." I contacted an ANC
president. I think his name is Makhosini Hadebe. I asked him, "Do you know
Mthunzi, or do you know where Mthunzi is? Is Mthunzi with you?" And then he
said, "No, Mthunzi is not with me, but I trust he is somewhere with his
girlfriend." And then I said to Makhosini, "Makhosini, I leave this matter on
your hands. Now you can do." And then later at work they called me, they told
me, "Don't worry because here he is, he is with us." The following week on the
14th on Saturday he was from my aunt's funeral. 2 o'clock after work I met him
at the gate. That was the last time I saw my son. He said to me he was going to
see his aunt. My sister told me that my son left early, and because he left
early people didn't know who was being killed there. But I still believe that
this was someone's aim that he should be killed and no one should say anything.
Late in the evening he couldn't call, and I got worried because he used to call.
I went to my neighbour the next day. I told my neighbour that, "I can't see my
child and he is
/"not calling
not calling me." It was on Sunday, and then the next day I wanted this neighbour
of mine to accompany me to go to hospitals and mortuaries. And then the
neighbour advised me to send Makhosini to do this. I asked Makhosini. Makhosini
came to Madadeni. Initially he called the police, and then police from Madadeni
told him that he is not in their custody. And then Makhosini called again, and
then the police said, "There is a person that we took from one farm called
Jugglers(?), and we didn't know who he was." Makhosini went to Newcastle, and
when he came back to Madadeni he brought a box. Inside this box there were his
clothes full of blood, and he was in the mortuary now, lying there dead. At
about half past four Sihle left, and then came back with one shoe, and then he
said to me, "Mum, don't you think is Mthunzi's shoe?" And then I said, "Oh,
maybe he was running," and I only discovered after a while that the shoe was
left where he was being killed. The people who killed my son whom I don't even
know up to today. The only person that I was shown that he's the one who killed
my son is Bhaleni Nkosi, even though I don't trust that he's the one who killed
my son.
When you received a call that the person said, "Do you know the Sithole person
who died?" was Mthunzi still alive? --- Yes, he was.
The people who called, did they identify them? --- They said they were police.
Among these people who were watching while others were killing Mthunzi are there
others who came to you to see you and tell you that, "We saw whatever happened"?
--- They said he even cried that, "You mustn't kill me."
/This Bhaleni
This Bhaleni Nkosi who agreed that he killed Mthunzi, who is this Bhaleni? --No, I don't know Bhaleni. The first time I saw Bhaleni it was in court.
In your statement you said you doubt that Bhaleni is the one who killed your
son. What makes you doubt? --- No, I saw Bhaleni. Bhaleni had a big wound in his
head and he's weak. He couldn't have killed my son. His head was terrible
injured. They don't want to come forward.
The names of the policemen who brought the corpse, or who took the corpse to
Osizweni, did you ever get the names? --- I was taken by three males and we were
trying to get the names of the police who took the corpse, as well as get the
van, because we wanted to go and speak on the spot where he died as it is our
culture to go to the scene of the murder. We were told at Madadeni that he was
brought by the police and we should go to the police to find out as to what had
happened earlier on that led to his death. And we told them that we were from
the hospital and we wanted to see the person who had brought him or had taken
him to the mortuary. We were told that he had gone out. Up until today we never

got to know who he was.
Maybe this is a very painful question that I am going to pose to you, but I just
want to clarify certain issues. Is Mthunzi involved in the bomb that exploded at
the Magistrate's Court? --- Yes, they said he was involved, he had planted a
bomb at Game.
Is this the same bomb that injured Nene? --- No, they said he planted the bomb
at Game. That is a different place from the Magistrate's Court. And I am quite
happy because Reverend Shange knew me, and he knew
/about
about the incident. And the very same Mthunzi was a youth leader within the
church. I don't know how he got involved in politics.
Was it the Church Youth League? --- Yes, it was the Church Youth League.
Your health, you just said that you have physical problems. I have BP since I
lost my husband, and people who knows me like my doctors can tell you more.
Are you still working at old age home? --- Yes, I am.
We've noted that down, even your request that you are asking for a pension,
early pension. We've noted that as well. We do have a committee which helps
people who are emotionally disturbed, and I would like to ask you if you have
seen a psychologist or psychiatrist? --- No, I didn't. I lost my mother and I
didn't have money for funeral.
Are there - we do have psychologists and psychiatrists. Did you see them? --No, I didn't.
Okay, after this we will refer you to them.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Mrs Sithole, thank you very, very much for coming and telling us
your story today. As I said to the previous witness, Sergeant Nene, there were
many young people who, in their anger about apartheid, they often did
irresponsible things which resulted in their being sent to prison, and your son
did something in terms of which he felt he was making a statement against the
system that was prevailing at the time. He was a very young person at the time,
and he was arrested and he was sentenced for this, and he spent some time, as
you have told us, on Robben
/Island,
Island, where you visited him twice and learned from him why he did what he did.
He served his sentence and he came home, and we have learnt how sad it must have
been for you that he was only with you for four months before he died.
Now, you've described to us the circumstances under which he died, and it is
clear that you are not satisfied with those circumstances, and from what you
have told us -without looking at the court record, but from what you have told
us, it does seem suspicious, and it is possible that he was taken to that place
and he was deliberately killed. We don't know that, but I am sure that is what
you want us to investigate, to find out the real circumstances under which he
died, and we will try and do that. We have an investigative unit, and we will
try and take those steps and see if we can find out what really happened there.
With regard to yourself and your personal circumstances, we will make
recommendations to the Government as to how we think that you should be
assisted. In the meantime we thank you again very much for coming and telling us

your story. Thank you very much indeed.
---------------------
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---oOo--COMMISSIONER: Good morning, Mrs Dube Zulu, we welcome you here today, and your is it your daughter that you have with you today? We welcome both of you. Thank
you very much for coming in. You have come to tell us about the murder of your
son, the death of your son, Sifiso Blessing Dube, who was killed in October
1993. Before you tell us that story can you stand to take the oath please.

--------------------NOMALISO DUBE (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
COMMISSIONER: Mr Dlamini will assist you.
MR DLAMINI: Mr Chairman, I would like that the males who are inside the hall and
wearing hats would please take off their hats. Thank you. Well, you are welcome,
Mrs Dube, and your family. Before you can tell us your testimony would you
please tell us more about your family. Where is your husband? --- I had six
children. Two are dead now. The first one was shot by a guy from Durban who had
run away as a UDF member. Now I am only left with four children.
How old are your children? --- The first one is here with me. She is 20 years
old. She is already 21. The second ... (intervention)
Is she at school or working? --- Yes, she is still at school. She
Technikon. The second one her name is Mbali. She is 14 years old.

is

at

The one after Mbali? --- Her name is Kethagile. She is eight years old. The one
after that one is Mthunzi, and he is six years old. They are all at school. The
last one he is still attending creche.
What about your husband? --- Yes, my husband is still alive, he is in Jo'burg
working there. I am married
/to Mr
to Mr Zulu. Dube is my family last name.
When Blessing died how old was Blessing? --- He was 20 years old.
Was he still at school? --- He had matriculated at that time.
It's very sad that one would lose a child. I would like you to tell us more
about your story, what had happened. --- When my son died it was on Saturday, on
the 23rd of October on a Saturday. He was supposed to come to see me in town
because I asked him to come to see me so that I give him those goods, because I
was going somewhere. On the same day there was going to be a rally at the
stadium. Chief Buthelezi was coming over to that rally. What happened is that
Sifiso went there next to Zenzele General Dealer. It's also a bus stop. That's
where we catch taxis and buses, right in front of that general dealer. His
friend came. He was driving a car. He spoke to Sifiso. Sifiso was together with
his friends. What happened is that while he was talking to this guy, after they
were saying goodbye to each other he closed the door of that car. Inkatha people
were approaching behind them, and he wasn't - he didn't notice that. He only
heard people screaming, and when he turned and moved back he didn't realise what
was going on. There was a girl. Her name is Nonozi Mthethwa. This girl was my
neighbour. I know her very well. She is the one who pointed at Sifiso and said,
"Here's another comrade," and then they started attacking him. Everyone who was
at the rally started attacking at Sifiso. He ran and they ran after him. The
only place he could run into was Zenzele Shop. He went there. On woman came. I
think it was the lady
/who was
who was owning the shop, Mrs Mkhize, who is an MP in KwaZulu now. And Mrs Mkhize
told Sifiso to get out from her shop, and he had no choice but to leave the
shop. And he left the shop, going to the Inkatha people. That's when they
started attacking him, assaulting him, stabbing him. He tried to ran. He ran
opposite - the house opposite the general dealer. What happened there, police
were there and they were escorting the Inkatha supporters who were marching. He

ran and they ran after him, and he went inside one house, and the owner of that
house, the woman, said, "No, leave the poor boy please," but they didn't, they
continued stabbing him inside that house at Nkosi's house. This woman said
that's where he fell. After they stabbed him police came, and they were there
watching all this thing. They came and they called the Government mortuary that
it must come and fetch one body. These police, were they escorting people who
were going to a rally? --- Yes, they were ZP police. They were from Madadeni
Police Station. After the police had called the Government mortuary the
community was there, and they could see, they were crying, they were screaming.
And the rally people continued to leave, and the community were screaming at the
police that, "Here are the people who just killed this person and you are
leaving them going just like that after they killed someone." The community took
the stones and started throwing the stones at the buses because they were angry
at the police behaviour. That's when the police started - after they have
stabbed him the doctor said what really killed him was four wounds. Two wounds
were at his left and two at his right. They also cut his nail - finger. The next
day on a
/Sunday
Sunday houses were burned. I didn't know whether Inkatha people were burning ANC
houses or ANC people were burning Inkatha houses, but all I can say is that most
of the houses were burnt. I think it was a war between Inkatha and ANC. Children
left their houses. Some children left Madadeni and went to Jo'burg. And other
children had threatened me that I can't bury my son at Madadeni because he was
an ANC youth. What happened, because I was also confused, is that they came back
to see me because they were accusing me of hiding ANC youths. I called police,
Newcastle police. I called them to come over. I told them I had a problem and I
told them I was scared, and I told them I've been receiving threats that I can't
buy my son at Madadeni. They told me I can't bury him at Madadeni, I must see
where to bury him. I tried to call my mother in Jo'burg. I asked her to make
arrangements for me so that I bury my son back home in Johannesburg. People were
scared, they were running away. They couldn't sleep in their houses. I asked the
police that they must watch us. The police helped us. They used to come from
6 o'clock, and they will ring the siren that they are here and they are now
leaving. I also asked buses from police. I asked them to offer me buses, and to
escort those buses because people were scared to go to a funeral in Johannesburg
now. When buses came police came as well from Newcastle Police Station. They did
as I asked them. Police from Madadeni couldn't do anything for me, and I didn't
want to ask any assistance from them because I knew I wasn't going to receive
that. The second thing was that I buried my son in Johannesburg. After two weeks
I came back. Because I was so confused I went to Mkhize General
/Dealer.
Dealer. I found police in his shop, and they were like guarding the shop because
they were scared that people will burn Mkhize's shop. And I told the Zulu Police
that, "You are happy because today you are here to safeguard Mkhize's General
Dealer, but you let my son die before your eyes." And then I left. I stood. I
told them, "I am here. You can call Inkatha people to come and kill me. I am not
scared."
You can take your time, Mrs Zulu. We know you are going through a hard time. --(Pause) The very same year there were children or youths from Zenzele who ran
away from Zenzele and they went to Johannesburg. They stayed at my mother's
house. We didn't know how to help them. I went to ANC offices to tell them that
we have a problem because these children are supposed to come back to Madadeni
to attend school, and they are supposed to write exams, but there was nothing
that anyone could do. Those children didn't even write exams. And then they came
back the following year after their parents came back to their houses.
Thank you, Mrs Zulu. You have also stated in your statement that your son by the
time of his death he had been expecting a child. How old is the child now? --Two years old.

Who is taking care of the child? --- His mother, because I asked her that I'll
support the child but she must stay with the child. I am the one who is
supporting the child. Even at my work they know. She comes and do grocery for my
child.
After the funeral was there any inquest or anything that was done? --- No,
nothing happened. It was
/quiet.
quiet. It was so quiet, nothing happened.
They didn't call you for any inquest or investigation? --- No. I went to
Madadeni Police Station and I asked who was in charge of the case. I was talking
to Mr Mthethwa, and he said he was going to look for the person who was handling
that case, and ... (intervention)
You didn't get hold of the person? --- No, I didn't. Even now - in 1995 they
called me and they said to me I must bring a name and everything because now
they are investigating all the cases that they were never taken after. So I went
to the police station and then I gave them a statement. We went to the court.
Who was responsible for this investigation? --- No, no one gave me any details.
The only thing they told me is that they told me that all the cases who were
never investigated they are now taking care of them. The boys who were there,
the Inkatha youths, they denied, they said they were not there on that day.
Another thing what happened in court is that on the last day before the case was
finalised the boy said he didn't know anything, and one of them is now dead. And
they found them not guilty.
You mean the Court found those people who were accused not guilty? --- Yes.
Who was responsible for the investigation? --- The detective or the sergeant. I
can't remember his name, but the police was from Newcastle Police Station. I
still do have a case number. I think it's written on my statement.
Thank you very much, Mrs Zulu. We also heard that you asked for assistance that
someone should help you
/supporting
supporting the child. There's nothing that we as Commission can do. What we can
do, we'll send all the requests or make the recommendation to the President, and
they are the ones who are going to look and see if there's anything that they
can do.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: (Inaudible) ... for coming and telling us this story. We have
heard so many stories from mothers of children, especially of their sons, who
died in the political violence over the years. And those children, those sons,
are victims, and the mothers too who are left behind with the memories are also
victims, and we extend our sympathy to you. It's a difficult thing to lose a
child, and we thank you for having the courage to come and talk to us today.
Another story that we've heard so often from people at this Commission all over
Natal is about the KwaZulu Police, and how they have consistently supported and
sometimes assisted the one side, the IFP. And you have told us that they saw the
people who killed your son and they did nothing about it. They didn't arrest
them, and they went on providing them with support and assistance in going to
the rally. And it is behaviour like this from those police that has helped to
create an atmosphere of lawlessness today. If people see the police failing to
do their duty, refusing to arrest people, then people have very different and

wrong ideas about what is right and what is wrong, and what is law and what is
order, and they have a lot to answer for. They are responsible for a lot of the
current lawlessness today which we see in many of the townships.
/You mentioned
You mentioned that you did receive support from the South African Police from
Newcastle, who provided you with assistance when - before you buried your son,
and we do commend them for that.
As Mr Dlamini has said, we will try and find out, we will look at the inquest
documents to try and ascertain what went on at that inquest and how it was that
the people were found not guilty. We will also, as Mr Dlamini has said, make
recommendations to the Government about support for the children that your son
left behind.
So again thank you to you and your daughter. We are glad that your daughter was
able to be here today to assist you and support you, and we thank you both very
much for coming in and sharing your story with us. --- I would like to say thank
you to the Truth Commission. At least I have got a chance today to tell someone,
because I have been living with this thing. Now I trust that after this day I'll
be better than before.
(Inaudible) ... we do hope that this has helped you to - as I said to the last
witness, to come to terms with your son's death, and also to get some idea that
perhaps you are progressing closer towards finding out why it was done and who
did it. Thank you very much.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Good morning, Mrs Khumalo, and welcome today. Thank you for coming
in. Can you hear me properly?
MRS KHUMALO: I can hear you.
COMMISSIONER: (Inaudible) ... Madadeni township, and you have come to tell us
about the attack on your house and the burning of your house by members of the
IFP in June 1993. Can you stand please to take the oath before you tell us that
story.
--------------------CLARA JABHILE KHUMALO (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
COMMISSIONER: Thank you very much. Mr Lax will help you.
MR LAX: Thank you, Chairperson. Good morning, Mrs Khumalo. Thanks for coming
again. Before we talk about the difficult times that you experienced in June
1993 can you give us a brief picture of your family, your children, are you
married, and so on? --- My maiden surname is Mtshali. I was married to the
Khumalo family. We separated with my husband in 1980.
(Inaudible) ... do you have? --- I have three children.
(Inaudible) ... ages please. --- The eldest was born in 1960, the following one
in 1975 and the last one in 1976.
(Inaudible) ... mention a son, Mdeni. Which one is he? --- Mdeni is my lastborn.
And then you mention another son, Xabangani. --- Xabangani was born in 1975.
Your first-born, what is his or her name? ---

/It's
It's Mhlonipheni.
Now, this story of yours happened on the 8th of June 1993, is that right? --That is correct.
And at about 11 o'clock that night you were woken up by disturbances, is that
... (intervention) --- That is correct.
Tell us what happened. --- The Inkatha had been troubling us for quite some
time. They had been attacking my children at school.
Why were Inkatha attacking your children? --- It's because we were ANC members.
Thank you. Please continue. --- When he was coming back from school in May 19
... (incomplete)
INTERPRETER: I think the witness is listening to me, so she listens to me and
waits for me to finish before she starts talking. There's something wrong I
think with the tuning. --- Yes.
MR LAX: Okay, let's continue. So you were saying your son - on the 19th of May
your son had trouble on the way home from school. --- That is correct, and when
he was coming back from school he told me that he had fought with certain
members of Inkatha, and the one that he had fought with was Vusi Mapanga. The
Inkatha youth were staying at the school of Ndumiseni, where the vice-principal
was the premier's son, that is Dr Mdlalose, and each time Ndumiseni went to
school they used to trouble him, as well as other children. And he told me that
he cannot be able to stay there because of the Inkatha youths which was
troubling the schoolchildren. Then on the 19th of May he told me that he had
fought with Vusi Mapanga, who had gone to fetch an Inkatha group, and they had
been waiting at
/the gate
the gate and they wanted to attack him, and he was helped by other schoolmates.
And when he told me this I told him that I am suspecting that they would be
coming to my house, and on the 18th of May they came to my house at about past
seven in the evening. And the person did not want to identify himself, but he
said he wanted to see Xabangani. And I asked as to who he was, but he flatly
refused to identify himself. Mdeni wanted to go and investigate who was at the
door, and I restrained him. I asked for the third time and he said he was a
comrade. And I asked which comrade was he, and Papi went to the door to
investigate, and when he talked my son told me that this was Papi, and Papi was
one of the people who were killing the schoolchildren. Mdeni said we should
switch off the light, and as we were just about to switch off the light they
threw a stone through the window. And they started breaking all the windows, and
lastly we could hear that the stones were now ceasing to be thrown, and they
said to me I should come and see the people who were throwing the stones. And
when we looked there were about a group of 40 people, but Mandla Mdlalose and
Vusi Mapanga, as well as Sikhumbuso, were the last ones to leave my yard.
Thereafter the police came after they had gone, and we told them the names of
the people and they said I should get into the car so that they should take me
to 2707. And at that time the neighbour's children were convened at my place,
they met at my place. And my mother said I should go to the police station to
report the matter. Then at the police station when I was there they just took me
as if I was mad or insane or just crazy. They did not pay much attention to me,
they never even
/arrested
arrested the people that I had told them about, the perpetrators. The following

day the police came, and each time it would be different police coming. Some
would say they were coming from Nqutu, but they never arrested the people. Then
on the 7th of June, when I was coming back from work, I was told that the
KwaZulu Police were with the Inkatha group, and they went to all the comrades'
houses searching for the comrades. And I told them that probably they were
coming to my place. I slept very late that night keeping vigil, and I just could
not sleep because I was somehow scared. And just when I was about to fall asleep
I heard the sound of shattering glass at the sitting-room, and I realised that
probably they were starting to attack us. And I heard the window shattering, and
I could see some petrol pouring. And just when I was about to run away I saw
some fire. The house was being set alight. Mdeni as well as Sifiso Mpusula were
sitting in the kitchen, and they said they heard the sound but they never paid
much attention. But when they went to look through the window they could not see
anyone, and they went to investigate at the dining-room and at the sitting-room,
and they found that the place was set alight at that time. And we met at the
passage. He was coming to tell me that the sitting-room was on fire. And at that
time the whole house now was on fire. I went to check on my grandchildren. The
other one was six and a half and the other one was two and a half years old. And
I tried to pull the blanket on which they were sleeping. The elder one managed
to escape on his own, and when I opened the bedroom, just when I was about to go
out I realised that I was burning, I was on fire at that time, and my clothes
were also burning. When I went into the kitchen I decided to roll myself on the
floor so that I could extinguish the fire, and I saw Mdeni pulling out the
bedspread, and he threw it over me to extinguish the fire. I picked myself up
and decided to go out because I did not want to die inside the house. And the
children refused me permission to go out, but we ultimately went out through the
kitchen door. And as we were still standing on the stoep I heard a voice saying,
"Here are the dogs," and by that time Xabangani was saying that and they were
running towards the gate, and they were picking up some bricks and stones. And
when they came back running I thought they had come to take some weapons in the
house, because when we went out we were unarmed, only to find that at that time
they had been shot. Just when I turned around to look at them when they were
from the house I saw Sikhumbuso, who was in front of me - Sikhumbuso Mabaso.
There were two of them but I don't remember the other one. I looked at
Sikhumbuso because I knew him. Sikhumbuso shot four times. He had a gun.
Xabangani at that time was standing in front of the door, and he kept on urging
me to come back into the house, and at that time my clothes were burnt up and I
was naked, and I was just standing there on the stoep. And I looked at this
person in the eyes, because I always told myself that if you look at a dead
person there is always that picture that remains embedded in your mind. I don't
know whether I shut my eyes, but later on I saw them that they were no longer
there. I put on a hose pipe, trying to put out the fire in my bedroom. And
Xabangani told me that he had been shot at that time, and I came close to him
and I saw that his arm was bleeding and I could see that he had a
/fracture,
fracture, and the other bullet was on the right arm, and I said he must point
out to me which place else he was shot. Then I said, "You are not going to die.
Let's go and get you a car to take you to the hospital." We went to Simelani's
house and we asked him to take my son to the hospital, and he duly took us to
the hospital. When we were at the hospital the security who was on duty was
Mr Grey, and each time when I had visitors they used to come to the ward. And
they could not sleep at the hospital, they could not be admitted on that night
because the hospital got attacked the very same night. And each time when there
was a visiting hour my relatives could not come because they were always blocked
from coming in, from getting into the hospital.
You spent, you've told us, two months in hospital, is that right? --- That is
correct.
(Inaudible) ... quite extensive burn injuries on your body. We have a medical
report that says that. --- That is correct.

What happened to your son, Xabangani? Was he treated for his injuries? --- Yes,
he was treated.
(Inaudible) ... discharge him? --- No, we were sent to Nqutu, both of us, but
even in Nqutu we were not safe, and we were sent to Prince Mshiyeni. And in
Prince Mshiyeni he remained only a month. I got discharged on the 2nd of August.
And when we came back we were having problems, because at that time we could not
get any rest, and my children had gone to section 27. And the police, ZP police
used to come, and we knew that thereafter the Inkatha group would come to attack
us. And ultimately the community at Madadeni said their children should come and
/keep vigil
keep vigil and keep security in my yard. We could not get any rest. We only got
rest when Msadafi(?) came. The first time they tried to attack us, but the
second time I undressed and showed them that I had been attacked and I had been
burned, and we were the ones who got injured, so they could see the injuries and
they promised that they would secure us. But we had problems because the KwaZulu
Police used to come. At one stage they took Xabangani whilst he had the plaster
of Paris and they said he was attacking certain houses. And we even fetched my
brother, who was a policeman, and he is the one who went to the station
commander who was on duty that day, and he got some documents from the hospital
that proved that at the time this attack took place Xabangani was at the
hospital. They thereafter didn't want to speak to me, they wanted to speak to
Xabangani. That's when they started harassing us, because even after Sikhumbuso
went around shooting ANC youths we discovered that the ZP Police was arresting
our children, and they were made to do frog jumps from one area to the other.
And Station Commander Mthethwa at that time, when we approached him as parents
as well as ANC members he threw tear-gas canisters at us. That's when they went
to fetch other people to come and release our children. We never got any rest,
because even at work I was being harassed. Whoever was speaking to me would be
ostracised and would be regarded as an enemy, and they would ask the person as
to what he was saying to me. Even today I don't have rest at work. I am working
at Madadeni Hospital.
What work do you do there? --- I am a nursing assistant.
/Now, was
Now, was there ever any follow-up? Was there a case involving this attack on
your house? Were people charged, did it go to court? --- After my house had been
burnt Sikhumbuso was arrested for breaking the windows. He was the only one who
was arrested, and Vusi Mapanga and Mandla Mdlalose were never arrested. And we
knew them, we told the police who they were, but they were never arrested. They
only got convicted when the ANC youth said if he doesn't convict him they were
going to kill him. That's only then that he was given eight months or R800,00,
but he was supposed to pay on a monthly basis, but I do not know whether he paid
that fine or what happened. Then as far as the burning of my house is concerned,
the Magistrate said the witnesses were not able to put the case forward because
they were scared for their lives. As a result the evidence that was given was
not satisfactory. Then the Judges as well as the Magistrate said they were not
to be involved in any politics, so Sikhumbuso was not guilty, he was found not
guilty.
Where is Sikhumbuso now? --- He was arrested for other cases.
(Inaudible) ... in custody? --- Yes, that is correct, but not with regard to my
case.
(Inaudible) ... go and have another look at the cases and see whether they can
be re-opened or followed up in some way? --- Yes, I would like an investigation
to be conducted.
(Inaudible) ... at the moment? --- He is present. He is at Madadeni.

(Inaudible) ... Mdlalose? --- I don't know where he is, but they would show me my son would show me that,
/"This is
"This is Vusi Mapanga," when I am walking in town. One other thing was that the
police, Mlamli Zungu, who was staying next to my section, that is where they
used to meet, the KwaZulu Police as well as the Inkatha. They would go to
KwaMthethwa having guns in their hands, and they would pass just before my yard,
and they would be accompanied by this particular police. And it was in section 3
where we were after we got attacked.
(Inaudible) ... Mlamli Zungu is a policeman? --- Zungu?
Zungu, that's right. --- Yes, he is a policeman. (Inaudible) ... station is he
at? --- I don't know where he is presently, but he was at Madadeni all along.
Now, where are you living at the moment? --- I went back to my house.
(Inaudible) ... manage to repair your house and fix it up? --- No, it's not been
repaired, but I just fixed the windows as well as the roof.
Now, in your - attached to your statement was a letter from the police giving us
details of the case. I just want to confirm this for the record. They said that
the value of the damage caused by the fire was over R20 000,00. Is that right? -- That is correct. They had not counted the damage on the house, but the damage
of the household goods.
(Inaudible) --- Yes, that is correct.
(Inaudible) ... much more than that? --- That is correct.
(Inaudible) ... that were on the bed at that time, did they manage to escape
harm? --- Yes, they were
/able.
able. The other one was taken by Mdeni. They were taken to the neighbour's place
and they slept there.
Have these harassments of your family, have they stopped now, have things eased
up a bit for you? --- After 1994 votes we felt the situation was easing a bit.
Just one last question. You mentioned a vice-principal at the school that your
son was at who was involved with the IFP youth. You said his name was Mdlalose.
What was his proper name, his full name? --- His surname was Mdlalose, but I
don't know his first name.
(Inaudible) ... of that school? --- Ndumiseni High School.
(Inaudible) ... Chairperson. I have no further questions at this stage. Thank
you, Mrs Khumalo.
--------------------How is Xabangani now? --- He is just fine, but I wouldn't know other things, but
he later didn't want to go back to school because he was harassed at school.
How is his arm? --- His arm is quite fine, but he gets easily tired.
Is he getting any treatment from physiotherapists? --- No, he never went to get
any treatment.

Has he gone back to school? --- No. We were planning to take him back on next
year. He had gone back to school, but he left school in the middle of the year.
Was it due to being harassed, or he just left school? --- No, he just decided to
leave school. The one who is still traumatised mentally or psychologically is
Mdeni, because he is the one who was left at home. He is getting these constant
headaches, and I have been taking him to doctors up until such time that I had
to
/take him
take him to specialist.
Because he would bleed through the nose? --- Yes, he would bleed through the
nose, then thereafter he would get this splitting headache, and we took him to
Dr Thembele and he was given certain tablets and the nosebleed was better. And
Hlosile, my granddaughter, when it gets dark she screams and says, "Granny,
here's Inkatha."
Amongst the specialists or psychologists have you ever taken your grandchildren
there? --- No, I have never.
As soon as you are through, we have psychologists as well as psychiatrists who
can give you some advice.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: (Inaudible) ... coming in today. You've given us a very terrifying
story, a very vivid description of what life was like then in 1993. It was less
than three years ago. We have heard that your house was on fire, your son threw
a blanket over you, saved your life. You ran outside almost naked, and people
were then shooting at you. It's difficult to understand how people can act in
such a terrible and cowardly manner towards unarmed people, women and children,
and we are glad that you have survived this ordeal sufficiently to be able to
come here bravely and tell us your story today.
You heard what I said to the previous witness about the KwaZulu Police, and I
will repeat those feelings here, that they do not deserve the name of policemen
because they did not act - many of them did not act in any way like policemen,
but acted like armed thugs.
You have heard what Mr Lax has said, and Mr Dlamini
/has said
has said about the fact that it's our job to make recommendations to the
Government as to how people like you should be assisted. We've heard that you
and your son were traumatised by this event, your house was burnt down. We do
not have the power to assist you directly, but we will be making recommendations
to the Government as to how you should be helped.
So we want to thank you again very much for coming and tell us your story today.
Thank you very much.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: I notice that there are people in the audience who are non-Zuluspeakers. If people want to follow the evidence which is going to be given in
Zulu there are these simultaneous translation machines at the back of the hall,
and you can get a simultaneous translation from Zulu into English. So please get
these machines at the back of the hall if you want to.
We welcome you here today, Mrs Nkabini. Can you hear me and understand me? You

are from Osizweni township and you have come to tell us about the attack and the
petrol bombing of your house in July 1992. Before you tell us that story can you
stand please to take the oath.
--------------------THEMBISILE RITA NKABINI (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
COMMISSIONER: Thank you very much, and Mr Dlamini will help you.
MR DLAMINI: (Inaudible) ... to do so quietly. We would like you to tell us more
about your family, put us in the picture of your family background, every family
member. --- I have a mother and brothers. I have a mother and brothers and my
children.
How many children do you have? --- I have four children. The fifth one died
after they shot him in Jo'burg.
These four children are still alive? --- Yes, they are.
Are they in school or working? --- Three of them are working and then the last
one is still at school.
The one who was shot in Johannesburg, what was happening down there? Was it a
political quarrel or
/fight,
fight, or criminals. --- No, it was political.
Can you please tell us more about that event as well? --- I can't explain
because I wasn't there. He was found dead in his flat where he was staying in
Johannesburg. He left two children.
Where are these children? --- With me.
These two grandchildren, are they staying with you? --- Yes.
How old are they? --- One is five years old, the other one is four years.
Who is supporting them? --- I am the one who is supporting them.
Is there
nothing.

any

assistance

that

you

are

receiving

from

the

Welfare?

---

No,

Did you ask for? --- No, I never asked for any assistance.
We would advise you to go and see the Welfare. You go to the Welfare Department,
you ask the social workers to help you, what exactly do you need from the
Government so that you raise the children. Today you are here to tell us or to
give us the testimony about what happened when your house was attacked in 1992.
Would you please tell us more, put us into the picture? --- The truth is I can't
really tell what caused that because it started in 1991. In 1992 mine was burnt.
It was late at night.
Go on. Explain more to us. Try to clarify this thing to us. --- It was late at
night. I was asleep with Thoko and Zinhle. It was early in the morning. I think
it was after 2 o'clock. I heard a loud noise and I heard one thing falling down,
and when I checked it was a petrol bomb and the house was on fire. I woke up, I
took
/these

these two children outside and I woke my mother up. These kids were Thoko's
kids. Thoko is my child. I opened the door, I threw the kids outside. I woke my
mother and we also ran out. I only took the mattress bed and everything was
burnt inside. My mother came out. We tried to call the police. We found them.
When we ran to the neighbours we were trying to fetch the hose pipe to
extinguish the fire, and we heard people shouting at us, swearing at us. Police
arrived at about 20 to three in the morning. We also called police from town,
and when they arrived there they also discovered a petrol bomb which was not
used. It was next to the garage. The next day in the evening police came, white
police came to search our house because they said we had bombs and guns, and
they broke doors. Some of them they were wearing Balaclavas, and one
commissioner from the town - yes, these police were from Newcastle Police
Station. I am talking about the ones who came and broke our doors and said we
had guns and petrol bombs. We told them that, "We are the ones who were being
attacked. How can we have petrol bombs because we were being attacked?" Then
they took me to the police station to open a docket.
And what happened about the case? --- There was not enough evidence so the case
never proceeded up until today.
Take your time. We understand that this is very sad. It's not easy for one to
relate such a sad story. (Pause) You can continue if you're ready. --- I was
confused because I never quarrelled with anyone. I was never involved in ny
conflict. I heard that people were fighting, IFP/ANC were fighting, but I was
never involved
/in any
in any of those. Because the only thing I can recall is that I was a witness in
one case at Madadeni. That's what I thought maybe my house was burnt because of
that, because I was a witness in a certain case.
At home are you IFP? --- Yes, me and my children we are Inkatha, but I can't
tell about my brother.
Is it true that you were never involved in any quarrel with ANC people? --- No,
I wasn't, except that I was a witness in a case. I wanted to witness that case
because I was there. Whatever happened concerning that case I was there.
Can you please explain to us what case was that? --- Sikhumbuso Mthethwa was
involved in a case where he was alleged that he shot someone, so I went to the
court to tell them that Sikhumbuso wasn't there, how could he have shot someone
if he was in Pietermaritzburg?
So in other words your house was burnt because you were a witness in that case?
--- Yes.
These people who came and attacked your house, were there any people that you
can identify or people that you knew that they were ANC people? --- No, it was
late at night. Even if I suspect the identity of people, police said no, we
can't give that evidence.
Do you want the Commission to take over this case so that they come with proper
investigation and investigate about this crime? --- Yes, I will be very much
happy if the Commission can do so. And another thing as well is that people used
to come and break our windows, harass us. In 1994 as well our house was
attacked. ANC attacked our house. At home there was no one who was active, who
was an Inkatha member who was active, except for me. My
/brothers
brothers aren't like that. Even now I can't walk alone at street. I am scared.
Even though I know I have never fought with anyone, but I am scared walking
alone in the street. Even now I don't know what to do.

Mrs Nkabini, it's so sad to hear that even though we have passed that era you
are still scared and being harassed. --- Yes. Even though I have never
quarrelled with anyone, but I am still scared, and these people aren't coming
forward to face me. I want to find the truth.
This harassment that you are receiving, is it words people are swearing at you,
or people are breaking something? --- No, people are harassing me, swearing at
me.
These people who are doing this thing to you, do you see them, do you know them,
can you identify them? --- Yes, I can.
Do you have their names? Do you want to give us their names now, or you want to
give us their names afterwards? --- Yes, I can give you the names.
Mrs Nkabini, it is children who were with you when the house was set alight. How
are they? --- Thoko is not well. She is always having headaches because she was
hurt at her head. She is the one who is always sick.
This house - I mean your house, is it now okay? Did you fix the house, renovate?
--- It was only my part of the house which was burnt, not the whole house,
because they knew I was the one who was Inkatha. I only painted this darkness
from the smoke and nothing else.
I know that your other request will be that you are asking the Commission to
help you that you renovate your
/house.
house. As we have told other witnesses as well we don't have the powers to
promise or to do that for everyone. What we can do is that we give the
recommendation to the State President and tell him, and he is the one who is
going to decide what to do. We as the Commission we can't finalise that. We will
do the report and we will give it to the State President, and we will also try
to check with the police who were handling this case and find out if the
evidence which was put forward was satisfactory or not. It is also sad that
people - more especially if a woman is being harassed. It's very sad. I also
agree with you that if people do not agree with you it's a good thing that they
must come forward and talk with you. This is how things can be sorted out. Again
I will also like to say from all these places where we've been in most cases ANC
people are the ones who are coming forward to give evidence, and that thing
makes it difficult to find evidence, and I'll also like to thank you for your
courage as an IFP member to come forward and give evidence so that we can see
that it wasn't just IFP fighting alone, they were fighting with someone. It's
not just IFP, it was IFP/ANC. No one came out innocent. ANC people thought they
were the ones who were just being killed and no one else, and women and children
died. This picture that you just gave us, I am sure that even the ANC will
realise that they were not the ones who just lost children and wives, but also
Inkatha people. In the name of the Commission then I will like to say this kind
of pain we would like to see it end. Before I'll give it to the Chairperson is
there anything that you would like the Commission to know? --- Yes. Most IFP
members ran
/away
away from Osizweni because their houses were being burnt by
people ran away. And I also like to thank the Commission that
would come forward in my life and tell someone, because this
eating me alone. Today I have a chance of telling everyone how I

ANC people, so
I didn't know I
thing has been
feel.

You didn't explain more about your mother. How is she now? --- This is a new
experience for old people. My mother was very, very worried and she got ill
afterwards, and now she is doing nothing. My father got injured. It's not

because of politics, he was at work.
We will also like you to pass these words to your parents at home. --- Thank
you.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Mrs Nkabini, thank you for coming here today. We are very glad
that you feel that by coming here and telling your story you have got something
out of you, and we're glad that the Commission could provide you with that
opportunity. You heard - you must have heard the evidence of the lady before
you, Mrs Khumalo. She told a similar story to you about being attacked in her
own house, the house being set alight, and in her case she said it was members
of the IFP who did that. In your case you said it was members of the ANC. And
our view is that from wherever this violence comes it's wrong, and that you and
Mrs Khumalo are sitting here together, you are members of different parties, but
you have both been victims of violence. And what has that violence brought to
you? Nothing except sadness, fear, misery. And we hope that the message will go
out from this Commission that violence doesn't help anything. It makes - it
drives people
/more
further apart, and makes the job of reconciliation even more difficult in our
country.
So, as Mr Dlamini has said, you have given us another side of the picture. We
know it was not only the ANC people who suffered in Madadeni and Osizweni, we
know that some IFP people also suffered, and you are one of those people, and we
will be making recommendations to the Government as to how people like you can
be helped.
So we thank you again very, very much for having the courage to come here and
tell us your story today. Thank you very much.
--------------------SAMUEL SOTSHA NKOSI
MR LAX: Good morning, Mr Nkosi, welcome. Thank you for coming to us. Before we
go into your story, and the sad death of your son, there's just some background
details we would like to ask you about your family, about yourself, and so on,
and maybe about your son as well. Firstly, what is your date of birth please? -- I have a wife. I was born in 1947.
(Inaudible) ... your family. You have a wife you were saying. --- I have a wife
as well as six children. I had seven initially. One died.
(Inaudible) ... picture. --- I know the one who died. I don't know the other
ones' ages. I know the one who died as to how old he was when he died, but the
eldest one was born in 1970.
Now, how old was Stephen when he died? --- He was 14 years old.
And I take it he was at school at that time? --- Yes, he was at school.
Now, the other children of yours, the six remaining children, what are they
doing? --- One is working and one is at school. The others are not at school and
they are not working because of financial problems and the harassment that used
to take place.
Thank you. What do you do yourself please? --- I am working at a certain garage.

Thank you. Now, the story you will be telling us about took place on the 29th of
May 1993, is that correct? --- That is correct.
At that time you were living in Osizweni. --- That is correct.
/And you're
And you're still living there? --- Yes, I am.
Please tell us what - before we start, what was going on in the area at that
time? Was there violence, was it calm, just so we can get a picture of what was
happening? --- There was some violence in that place. There was a certain place
called Umlazi where certain youths were staying. That is the IFP youths. They
were staying at Nxumalo's place, and there used to be sporadic outbreaks of
violence. What I have submitted in my statement I haven't yet said. I am just
giving you the background of what was happening. There's a certain youth who was
staying just next to my place, and he apparently was the boss - it's about the
eighth house from my place -of the Inkatha youth which was harboured at
Nxumalo's place.
(Inaudible) ... name. --- I don't remember his name quite well because he was a
youth, but he was staying at Masibini.
Thank you. If you could then move on to the details of the story about your
son's death and the attack on your home and so on. --- He was the only one who
was a member of the IFP, and he was not staying at his place, he was staying at
Nxumalo's place. And I am under the union, COSATU. I had joined under NUMSA.
Whenever there were stayaways I never paid much attention, and the residents
would ask me as to what was meant by the stayaways, and I used to explain to
them because I was a member of the COSATU, because NUMSA is - COSATU is
affiliated under NUMSA. And they knew that I was a member of COSATU and I would
explain to them whenever there were stayaways, and they would ask me what I was
gaining out of the whole
/thing,
thing, and I would explain to them what the objectives of the unions were,
because it was to fight the apartheid system as well as the oppression of the
people. And when we boycotted work the Government used to lose taxes, and I
would explain it to the people that that's how we benefited as the union when we
organised some stayaways. That was part of fighting for our liberation. I never
paid much attention that this could possibly trouble the community. And there's
a certain boy who was staying at my place, and Nxumalo went around attacking
houses in that area, together with his youths. And we heard rumour later on that
there's a certain youth who was no longer staying at his place but he was
staying at Nxumalo's place, because his granny used to come, and he hated the
ANC, and he used to say it's his son only who was an IFP member. And the
children would also tell this grandmother that she should more or less join the
ANC, and she never wanted to see the ANC, she wanted to remain with the IFP. And
at some stage when Chris Hani died this boy was a delinquent. I don't know where
they got him, and he went to this particular boss. There was an altercation
between my son and this boy was injured. I was at KwaMakuku's place when this
granny went past Makuku's place, and we were standing next to the gate. He
called on to me. He calls me his son-in-law. I am not really his son-in-law, but
we are distant relatives somehow. Then he told me that, "Son-in-law, they had
killed so-and-so." And we went to that granny's place to the bereaved family,
and his mother cried and said the Lord was going to answer her, and those who
had killed her son would pay. The mother died during the week, and the granny
said the IFP was going to come
/and bury,
and bury, and we were going to see as to who had killed the child. And the
people were now scared to go to the bereaved family because she was threatening.

The funeral went on, and we did not sleep at our respective places, we went out
to sleep at different places because she had threatened that there were going to
be attacks. And the people - the community remarked that Nkosi had brought ANC
into the area, as well as Buthelezi, who was the chairman of the ANC. And they
said the ANC was non-existent in that area, he had brought the ANC, and my son
told me that we were being accused of bringing ANC members, and that the youth
which had died was killed by ANC members. He said he should now pay more
attention to what the community was saying. I told him that I am under COSATU, I
am a member of COSATU, I did not have anything to do with the ANC, but my
children were in the youth league. I don't know how many weeks lapsed, it's
plus/minus three weeks after the burial, and there was going to be a rally at
the stadium. I think Sithebe was going to be a prominent speaker, but I am not
very sure about the exact details. And Chief Mangosuthu Stadium, that's where he
was going to arrive. Then on a Saturday afternoon, just when it was getting
dark, my four sons went to church because they had gone to section 42. And we
said they should go quickly and come back quite quickly. They went to section 42
to the church, then we were left watching TV. I was in my bedroom watching TV, I
was just about to sleep. I think it was at about half past seven to eight. My
children were in the kitchen and the doors were already locked because we were
preparing ourselves to sleep. And I could hear them screaming that there were
three people
/who were
who were getting in the yard, and the other one picked up the dustbin lid, and I
saw the children peeping through the window, and they were remarking that there
were three people suspicious looking, and they started breaking the windows, and
especially the front windows. They started at the kitchen, and I switched off
the light and I went around switching all the lights in the house. And they were
holding the dustbin lid and they were having pangas with them. And they went
out, running out of the yard. Then there is a certain lady called Dolly who was
staying at that granny's place, but she is not related to that old woman. Then
my neighbour, Mr Ndebele, came to investigate as to what had happened. I told
him that I did not know what had happened. I thought of an altercation that took
place between my son and Nathi, a KwaZulu Police, and they said he had hit and
stabbed the KwaZulu Police. And they said I was the one who was teaching them to
be members of the ANC because I had something to do with COSATU. As he was going
down there was nothing wrong, and he went to fetch these boys from Nxumalo,
these IFP youths, and they were coming towards my direction. Some are 20, some
are over 20. And they divided themselves into groups, and there were more than
20. And at the time when this lady, Doreen, was with these youths she was no
longer talking to us. And there's another neighbour at my back opposite came to
investigate. And as we were just talking we saw the Inkatha members getting in
through the gate, and we started locking the doors, as well as my wife, we
started bolting the doors as well. And when they came they started kicking the
doors as well as chopping them with their weapons, up until such time that a big
hole was made
/through
through the door and my wife started praying. And when the door was broken down
he had something - I think it was a gun - and my wife started screaming at that
stage, and they went out. There is another church house which is nearby, and we
heard later on that Doreen was at that church house. And my sons had not yet
come back from church. They just came back a little bit late, and we were
surprised as to what had happened to them. And this boy, the deceased, was the
first one to come in, and they went to the back rooms. I was just explaining
that my children came back from church. The story that I got was that my boys
came in thinking that the IFP had gone. When we were talking to Ndebele he was
asking me as to what was happening. Then we saw four youths coming in, and my
boys were back now from church and the two of them ran away to the back side.
They chased them up until such time that one of them had to skip the fence and
go to the opposite house, and the other one got into the wardrobe and hid
himself. They pulled the wardrobe, they opened up, and they put him out of the

wardrobe, and it was a group of people. They chopped him with axes all over the
body, and I went out at that stage to find out what was happening. I got him. He
was slumped on the ground and I didn't know what to do at that stage. And I saw
a car and I asked this driver to take him to the hospital. He asked me where I
was taking him because he had already died, but I just had that hope that he
could get some help. And we took him to the hospital, and I stayed at the
hospital for quite some time and they told me that my son had died, there was
nothing they could do to help him. I came back, and my wife was sitting outside
at that time. All the
/children
children had run away. There was absolutely nobody except for my wife. And I
told my wife that my son had died. The windows were broken and the house was
just in shambles. There was so much destruction, and Mrs Mntambo, a member of
the ANC came with her sister, and she is the first one who came and got into my
house because the neighbours were scared. And she spoke to my wife and tried to
comfort her. When I was in hospital the police came, because my wife went to the
police station to report that the windows were broken. And the neighbours had
already told her that my son had died because they had seen the whole incident
taking place. And he showed the police that these were the youths who had killed
my son, but the police never went to arrest them. And the youths went to a
certain place - I think it's Zwane's house, who was a councillor - and Zwane
called me and told me that they had come into his place.
Mr Nkosi, just take your time. It's not an easy story, I understand that.
(Pause) We understand how painful it is to lose a child, we really do. (Pause) -- The police said I should get to the police station to submit a statement to
them. It was on a Sunday, and at about 12 in the afternoon. There's another one,
a detective who came, and there were women from the ANC, and they asked him as
to what he wanted at that place and he said he was the one who was responsible.
Then I said we should give him the statement because he said he was the
detective, and the women were swearing at him and insulting him, and telling him
that he was the one, he is actually the perpetrator. And he took the statement
of the damage, and they said I should also come to the police
/station
station to submit a statement with regard to my son's death. I went on that very
Sunday to the police station, Osizweni Police Station, and I introduced myself.
They kept on arguing between each other as to who should take my statement. Then
they said I should the following morning to submit a statement. And they took me
in a police van, and along the way in the police van I said, "There's the IFP,"
and they were from the rally. They were marching towards the stadium, as well as
the shops and the police station. They were from the stadium. As we were driving
they were coming towards us, and I told the police that they were going to hurt
us because they were members of the Inkatha. I tried to hide myself, and we went
past the Inkatha group. Just as we were about to get to Enhloweni, just next to
my place - this quite disturbed me - then they started loading their guns, and I
asked myself as to why they did not load their guns when were going past the
Inkatha group. And they dropped me off at my place and they went away. And they
told me to come back the following morning to submit a statement. And the
following morning they were still continuing with the argument of the previous
day. Then ultimately one detective took the case, and he said I should explain
as to what had happened. I related the incident as it took place, and he wrote
down the information, and he told me to identify the people, to disclose their
identity as to who did what, and where did they go thereafter. And he said I
should not tell him where they were coming from, I should only tell him about
when they were at my gate. But I told him that that information was crucial to
this case, because he had to know where they came from in order to
/understand
understand who they were. He said to me I should only write what they did when

they got to my place, and I ultimately submitted to that. And he said I should
get some witnesses, and he said I should report Doreen, as well as Ndlovu youth,
and that they should disclose the identities of the rest. He said he could not
do that, it was not legal for him to arrest people who had not done anything
even if they had knowledge of an offence that was committed. And there was a
certain meeting, they called it a Peace Accord, and there were certain people
who were staying there, and this person's father said he did not want to get
involved in that matter. And Icecream(?) came to me and denied that he did not
want the case to continue. These people came from Nxumalo's place, that is the
Inkatha youth. It was on a Tuesday, and they were moving and prancing up and
down the street, and we decided to call the police. We phoned the police and
they promised us that they were coming. And the ANC league members said they
wanted to keep a vigil on my house, they wanted to surround my house and protect
me, because the police were not protecting us, they were protecting the Nxumalo
family where the Inkatha youth members were. And some of the neighbours also
kept an eye on my house, and the police used to come and search, and they would
take whatever weapons, even if it was a knobkerrie. We decided that we should
bury my son at Top Rank, but the ANC Youth League said we should bury my son
where I was a resident. We went to see Chairman Buthelezi together with the
women of the ANC. They are the ones who encouraged me and told me that I should
bury my son at Osizweni. We went to bury, and the funeral went on quite well.
The members of
/COSATU,
COSATU, as well as ANC members, came to me during my moment of grief, and the
police wanted to harass them. The funeral went on quite well, and we came back.
After about three days the police came. It was white policemen, and the
detectives were busy running up and down the street next to my place, and at
some stage they came into my house and they said they were looking for guns. And
my wife speaks Afrikaans perfectly well, and she spoke in Afrikaans to the white
policemen, and she told the policemen that I do not have any guns, because if I
had guns we would have launched a counter attack on our attackers. And we told
them that they knew that we did not have any guns. My son would not have died if
we had guns. And I was the one who was being accused of bringing ANC members
into the area.
Has there been any case surrounding the death of your son, or an inquest that
you might know of? Have you been called to give evidence? --- In the Peace
Accord they were trying to make a follow-up as to whether there was any case,
and nobody was coming forward with any information. When I went to the detective
who was responsible he would always say I should bring my son, the surviving
one. And I used to tell him that he had absolutely nothing to do with the death
of my son, but they said to me probably I had a hand in the killing of my son. I
told them that it had absolutely nothing to do with that. My son was killed
because of politics, and I would not bring my surviving son to come and say
something because they would possibly kill him as well. Then he said the case
would not continue if I did not want to bring my son. He said he wanted
testimony from my son and
/not from
not from anybody else. And I told him about the three people that I have already
mentioned, that he should fetch them because they knew more about the incident.
This policeman, is this the Mr Mapalala that you've
statement? --- He is the one who was handling the case.

spoken

about

in

your

From which police station? Osizweni? --- Osizweni Police Station.
(Inaudible) --- Yes, he was at that time, but I haven't seen him for quite some
time.
You've told us about this granny who was connected to the IFP, and who had this

connection with the youths from Nxumalo's place. What is her name, this granny
that you spoke of? --- It's his son who was a member, and he was staying at
Nxumalo's place, but I do not remember this granny's surname, as well as her
son's name, but - I have forgotten the granny's surname, but their clan name is
Msibi or Masibi.
(Inaudible) ... mentioned a Ma Shabalala who was escorting ... (intervention) -- Ma Shabalala is Doreen, who was staying at that house and who went to fetch
the youths. The name is Doreen, and her clan name is Ma Shabalala.
(Inaudible) ... Doreen you've been speaking about so far, the same person? --That is correct.
Now, do you - or were you able to recognise any of the people that attacked your
house on any of the two occasions you've spoken about? --- It was at night and I
couldn't identify them.
(Inaudible) ... Doreen and this person you've just spoken about, an Ndlovu youth
you've said, who is this
/Ndlovu
Ndlovu youth? How does he fit into the picture? --- Ndlovu was also staying at
Nxumalo's place. He was a youth who was staying at Umlazi. This granny features
into the whole thing, because they were coming from her place and they went to
fetch Doreen, then they went to Nxumalo's place and they came back to attack my
home.
Just for the record, you have given us a copy of a provisional death certificate
for you son, in other words not a final death certificate. Have you ever
received a final death certificate? --- Yes, this is the one I submitted. I
never got the original copy.
(Inaudible) ... the death certificate you've given us is one that you get when a
death is still being investigated and it hasn't been finished yet, so clearly
there's been no further investigation of this case. --- No, there hasn't been
any.
Mr Nkosi, we will follow up why the police didn't investigate this case any
further, particularly when you say there are witnesses who could give them
better information, and we will see what we can do about that. Now, in your
statement you've told us that what you would really like from us is for this
thing to be properly investigated so that, in your own words, justice can be
done. Is that right? Do you confirm that? --- Yes, I do confirm that, because I
want to know the circumstances surrounding my attack, why was I being singled
out? As well as this granny and Doreen. They also know something, and I want
them to explain as to why they did this to me.
These people, the granny and Doreen
Osizweni? --- They are no longer

and

Ndlovu,

are

they

still

living

in

/at Osizweni.
at Osizweni. When my son died Doreen was staying at that granny's place, and
when my son died they moved out of that place.
(Inaudible) ... do you have any idea? --- I think the granny went to Madadeni,
and Doreen is working.
Do you know where she works? --- She is working at Vega. It's a factory which is
situated in Nova. It's opposite Nova. They are opposite each other.
Mr Nkosi, thank you for telling us this difficult story. I know that it's very

hard for you, and it has been quite painful for you, and I hope it has been
helpful for you. I hand back to the Chairperson. --- May I just ask something? I
want to say to the youth I do not know whether these youths had anything to do
with this, or maybe my involvement with the COSATU led to my child being killed.
Because COSATU had nothing to do with politics, and I want to apologise to my
children, as well as my wife, because I think this is the whole thing that led
to the attack. They used to ask me a lot about the 1976 uprising, and I used to
explain to them. And later on they saw things for what they were. I want to
apologise to the youth, as well as to my children, because they could not
continue with their education because of the things that took place, and at
times I blame myself for whatever happened, because later on my children did not
want to continue. The way they had been traumatised and harassed they never
wanted to go back to school later on, and I keep on blaming myself for whatever
has happened to my children. And I am saying this to my children as well as the
youth at large, that education is very important. In whatever circumstances they
should continue with their
/education,
education, because that's how they'll get their liberation. I am saying to my
children, sorry, and I am saying to my wife, I am really sorry. I did not
realise that by being a member of COSATU I was spoiling my children's future as
well as my children's - I am saying to them they should persevere. I am saying
to them they should keep on fighting the oppression, but they should never
forget where they come from, and they should never forget that they should
continue with their education in whatever they do. They should not allow
circumstances to disturb or trouble them. So I just want to say it might
probably have been a mistake for me to be a member of COSATU.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Mr Nkosi, we thank you very, very much for telling us what you
feel, and for those very moving and profound words that you have just spoken to
us. You were also struggling during those years, and you were doing what you
felt and what you believed was best, so it would be wrong to blame yourself for
everything that happened to you and your family. You are one of many, many
parents who has come to the Commission and have told these frightening stories
about your house being attacked, your door being chopped down, and a family
member - this time your 14-year-old son, being killed in front of you, and we
can only imagine the terror that you must have felt then, and we are very glad
that you feel sufficiently recovered to come and tell us that story today. As I
said to Mrs Nkabini, who was the previous witness, that violence is wrong from
whichever side it comes, and it drives people apart, and it makes the task, the
very big task of
/reconciliation
reconciliation in this province so much more difficult.
It's also necessary to comment on the behaviour again of the KwaZulu Police.
These are people whom we should have been able to rely on to do the right thing,
to do the proper thing to assist you in your time of need, and to arrest the
people who were responsible for killing your son, but they didn't do that. And
we hope that we are moving to a stage now where we can have a police force that
we are proud of, and that every citizen, irrespective of their view, can turn to
in their hour of need.
We are also grateful that you were able to receive assistance from Mrs Mntambo,
who you mentioned in your statement, who was the first person to come to you
after you son had died and after your house was - had been reduced to chaos by
your attackers, that she could come and give you assistance, and we want to
thank her on your behalf as well.
Thank you very much for telling us that story. It gives us a very clear picture

of what things were like in that area only three years ago. This is not a story
from the eighties, this is only three years ago, and we hope that Osizweni and
Madadeni never have to go through those experiences again, and by telling your
story to the public makes us even more determined that we should not go
backwards again into that sort of situation. Thank you very much for telling us
your story and for coming here today.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: We welcome you here today, Mrs Mntambo, and you are also from
Osizweni township in Newcastle, and you have come to tell us about an attack and
burning of your house by members of the IFP. Before you tell us that story can
you stand to take the oath please.
--------------------HARRIET MNTAMBO (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
COMMISSIONER: Now, Mrs Mntambo, if you can just tell us briefly you have - how
many children do you have? You've mentioned six of your children here,
Nkosimphile, Xelokuhle, Vukani, Sipho, Xolani and Nonkululeko. Is that right, do
you have - is that all your children? --- That's all.
Are you married? Is your husband still alive? --- Yes, he is still alive but we
are separated. He is staying in Jo'burg, I am staying alone.
(Inaudible) ... which was in February 1993, were you alone with your children? -- Yes, I was with my children alone.
Now, before you tell us about the attack on your house which was, as I have
said, in February 1993, perhaps you can just tell us what was happening in
Osizweni at that time. Was there fighting? Who was attacking who? What was going
on? --- What I would like to explain is that they started attacking me in 1990,
then in 1993 they burned down my house.
(Inaudible) ... who are you talking about? You say "they" started attacking you
in 1990, and then in 199 "they" burned your house. --- I know them because I saw
them.
What political group are they from? --- IFP.
/From
From Osizweni IFP, or from Madadeni, or ... (incomplete) --- Yes, Osizweni.
And do you know why they were attacking your house? --- They used to pass near
my house, and they used to pass remarks that in my house I am holding meetings
for ANC. They used to tell me that I am supposed to leave that place because I
am a Xhosa. This is the Zulu area, this is not Xhosa area. As time goes on they
came one day and they broke my house windows. It was on the 4th of June 1990.
Again on the 7th of June they came and they burned my house. Only my boys'
bedroom got burned, not the whole house. In December 1991, it was on the 21st, a
certain guy from 'Maritzburg was shot by the name of Nganda. He lost his eye. He
was sitting in the kitchen. I saw them again on the very same day, IFP members.
On the 20th in 1992 IFP people came again. They were having a rally at the
stadium. I am not quite sure who was there at the rally, I think it was Themba
Khoza. When they came from that rally they came to my house, they broke my house
windows, and one guy from Khambule family got injured, glasses got into his
eyes. In 1992 again, August, IFP members they had a rally again. They were with
Mr Nxumalo, who was a councillor at Osizweni, and other members from Madadeni.
And they came and they beat me. I saw them again that they were IFP members
because it was during the day, and I was surprised because no one - we never had
a case about this even though I used to go to the Osizweni Police Station to

open a docket, but nothing was happen up until in 1993, February, on the 6th,
when they burnt down absolutely everything from my house. IFP members came. It
was early evening. They were from
/Mambatheni
Mambatheni Mortuary to fetch Thembe Mbatha's kid. They passed next to my house.
They were singing. They had traditional weapons with them, and also guns, and
they promised that they are coming to burn my house. And they said, "We don't
need anyone who's Xhosa here. This is Zulu's land." Then they passed. They went
to Mambatheni, where they were going to have a night vigil. In the early evening
before sunset I was sitting outside my verandah with Xolani and Fikile. They
came again, and they were also singing, Inkatha members. And I said to Fikile,
"Fikile, you must leave because you are pregnant. We are better, because even if
we are left behind we can run, and I am used to them coming to my house, beating
me." And then Fikile left. I was left with Xolani and Vukani, before Vukani
died, and Nkosimphile, Nosipho, and Xelokuhle. I was left with them. When we
were asleep I couldn't sleep because we were now going to bed with our clothes
on. We couldn't take off our clothes because we were scared, and I used to tell
my children when I go to my bedroom that, "My children, you must please wear
your clothes when you go to bed. Don't take off, because Inkatha will attack us
and they will never stop." And I told them about the event that happened during
the day when they told me that they will come and burn my house. I told my
children to go to bed with their clothes. At 2.00 am I heard the gate opening
and then I woke up, because I was ready because I knew they were coming. And
when I peeped through the window I saw it was dark, full of people, so I told my
children to wake up. I said, "Wake up, wake up, there's Inkatha." And then my
house was burning all around. My doors were smashed down,
/windows
windows were destroyed. I was with my children in the kitchen. The house was
burning now. My house was burning all over. I was holding my children,
Nonkululeko, Nosipho and Xolani. I took a chair. I took this chair and I told
Xolani to hold one thing and I hold Nonkululeko. So they thought it was a gun,
and then that's when I got a chance of running away. I got under the grape tree.
I got under the grape tree, I hide myself there. Now they were fighting with my
children who were inside. They were swearing at them that they must come out,
because they have been warning us that we must leave that area, this was Zulus'
area. I was with the small children outside. I saw them. The house was alight. I
saw Sikhumbuso Mthethwa, I saw Thulani Dube, I saw Mbekheni Mthethwa. And these
others I couldn't tell their names, but I know their names now. They were from
KwaMbatha. I couldn't see my children. One other person that I saw it was Tess
Khumalo. He was the IFP member. He's the one who shot my son. I don't know who
contacted the police, but the police came. When they were approaching we heard a
gunfire and these Inkatha members ran away. I only left with what was in my
body, I didn't take anything. Even my children had nothing with them.
We know it's very difficult to ... (inaudible) ... terrible things, Mrs Mntambo,
so please just relax if you can and take your time. (Pause) Perhaps you can tell
us how Xelokuhle was shot. How badly was he injured, and what happened to him? -- Xelokuhle was shot while he was running from the house outside. I only saw
him when he was trying to jump the fence. That's when he got shot, when he was
trying to jump the fence. Sithelo Khumalo is
/the one
the one who shot him. I was under that grape tree and I saw that happening. He
ran away. I don't know where he went to because I was also confused. I heard
neighbours crying, and I heard afterwards that other members went inside our
neighbours' house and killed a boy from that house, and we discovered that
Bafana from my neighbour had been killed. We heard the police went to
Mambatheni. After that I had nothing. I had no money, nothing to eat. My
children had nothing to wear. They had nothing, absolutely nothing. On that day

neighbours gave me food because I didn't have food to eat.
(Inaudible) ... to the police? --- Yes, I did report. Police came the next
morning after my house had been burnt early in the morning. They came in the
morning. Also police from Nqutu. They found bullets and they said they were Zulu
Police bullets. That's what they told me, and I heard that they were arrested.
Afterwards I saw them. I went to Mr Dlamini, a police who was a station
commander, and I asked him what was going on, and he told me the senior
prosecutor has dropped the case. After that I was staying in people's houses,
and people were helping me, giving me food and giving me clothes, a bed to
sleep, pots. Red Cross as well also helped me. They gave me blankets. I was
staying with Lindi Mhlungu.
(Inaudible) ... now? Did you ever go back to that area in Osizweni? Did you
rebuild your house? Did you move from that place? --- Now I am staying there. I
am trying to renovate my house, because before I wasn't working. I only used to
design and knit clothes and everything, and I used to sell those things. But now
I am working. I am working at Sandown Bolt. What really makes
/me sad
me sad is that today I have to start it all over. I am working just to feed my
children. It's difficult for me to rebuild my house. I don't have power. When I
think of what I have lost I just don't have power. I don't have a chair to sit
in my house.
(Inaudible) ... it must be for you, and you say that you don't have power, but
although we know that you have suffered and are still suffering we see that you
are powerful today, that you have gone back to your house, that you are
rebuilding it, that you are still looking after your children, and that you have
stood up again and that you are moving forward, and we think you are very brave
to have done that. Is there anything else that you want to say about what
happened to you? --- What's really sad is that I don't know what to say. I thank
the Truth and Reconciliation Commission. Other people they may not know how
difficult it is to have problems and not having someone to tell your problems.
Now I have a chance to come before the Commission to tell my story. I am saying
this because I am a woman who tells the truth. If Rita Radebe says she is still
receiving remarks at streets I am the one who is usually passing the remarks,
because when her son died my house was burnt down as well. I am the one who
usually passes remarks to Rita, because they were also saying I should go back
to Xhosa land because that was not a place for Xhosas. Because I am a woman of
her words, when we talk about reconciliation I want to come here and speak the
truth. As she is saying that she gets remarks, I am the one who is always
remarking because I still have anger within me, because this happened after her
son died. Because I started from scratch. I am
/working
working from hand to mouth. I had three machines when I was still working, and I
would go out and sell whatever I was making. Now I am destitute.
Thank you, Mrs Mntambo. I am going to give
(inaudible) ... questions they might like to ask.

my

colleagues

a

chance

...

--------------------I wanted to ask you, you said the Mbatha family came to testify. Is the Mbatha
family the same family as Nkabinde? --- Yes, that is correct.
You are neighbours? --- That is correct.
I know that I am opening up a wound, but I believe that it cannot continue
forever. Maybe you can come together as a family and talk this over so that you
can share your pain, and see whether you cannot reach a resolution that this all

belongs to the past, and you should continue with your lives. The pain that you
went through is basically the same because both of the families lost. Some lost
their sons, some lost their possessions. Maybe you would like to come together
and talk this over. --- Yes, I would love to come together with this family so
that we could talk this over.
With permission from the Chairperson I want to point it out that if people who
had been involved in human rights violations in the past, and who have appeared
as witnesses could be brought together so that they could resolve their problems
amicably. I do not know how we can do that, but we would have failed this
Commission if we wouldn't do that. --- We shall try to do that.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: I won't add much to what Mr Dlamini has
/said.
said. Thank you very, very much for coming and telling us your story today. We
do extend our deep sympathy to you, and, as I have said, although you think of
yourself as having no resources and no power, we see somebody in front of us who
has managed to pick herself up from those bad days in 1993 and to go forward.
And you are working and you are still managing to look after your children, and
we hope that things get easier for you.
You are a victim of apartheid. There's no doubt about that. That's what I said
to a witness yesterday. If people go around saying to you that you must leave
the area because you are a Xhosa it is because apartheid emphasised and
emphasised and emphasised the differences between people, Zulus and Sothos and
Xhosas and Tswanas, and whites and blacks and Indians and coloureds. And
apartheid was a policy which, as I have said, emphasised those differences, and
people were then taken in by that and were able to go around saying that, "This
is a place for Zulus and not a place for Xhosas." That's not what democracy is.
Democracy is where you are able to be whatever you are, whatever you want to be,
and, more importantly, to feel safe and secure in being that person, speaking
that language, exercising that culture. That's what democracy is, and we hope
that we are moving towards a situation where we can one day say that we are
truly democratic.
We will try and follow this case up. You have given us the names of some of the
people who were involved. You have even given us the name of the person who
actually shot your son, and that person has not been prosecuted, and we will
investigate that. We will also be making
/recommendations
recommendations to the Government as to how you might be
assisted, because you have suffered and you have lost a lot. So thank you very
much for coming in to talk to us today, and we hope that you feel empowered by
telling your story here today. Thank you very much.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: (Inaudible) ... because you were injured in the bomb blast which
took place at the Newcastle Magistrate's Court, and the policeman who was
injured with you, Mr Nene, was here yesterday, but we understand that you
weren't able to be with us, so we welcome you here today. And you will be
telling us about that bomb blast as well. Before you give the evidence can you
stand and take the oath.
---------------------

JOHANNES SIMELANE (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
COMMISSIONER: Mr Lax will assist you.
MR LAX: Thank you, Chairperson. Good afternoon, Mr Simelane. Thank you for
coming. We're sorry you couldn't be here yesterday when your colleague, Mr Nene,
gave his evidence, and we also had, ironically, one of the mothers of one of the
people who planted bombs in Newcastle at that time who was present, and who gave
her evidence after Mr Nene. Now, before we move on to the actual story can you
tell us a little bit about yourself. Are you still working with the police at
the moment? --- Yes, I am working in the police force. I am at Newcastle charge
office.
(Inaudible) ... Zulu so that the people can hear. Those of us who don't
understand Zulu so well can listen on the earphones. (Inaudible) --- No, I am
not married.
(Inaudible) ... children or dependants. --- Yes, I do have children.
How many please? --- I have two children. One is five years old, the other one
is three years old.
/Thank you.
Thank you. Sorry, can you please raise your voice a little bit so that people
can hear, because everything is coming through this microphone in front of you,
and if you don't speak up they can't hear you. Now, the events that you have
come to tell us about happened on the 11th of November 1986, is that correct? -- That is correct.
We have in quite detail heard a lot about that story already from Mr Nene, and I
am going to ask you in the interests of time not to tell us the story again so
much, as to tell us how you saw it and how it affected your life, if you
understand me. --- Yes, I do understand you. In 1986 on the 11th of November I
was at home on that day because I was sick, and Sergeant Gunene came to me and
he was fetching me to the hospital, taking me to the doctor. I went to Dr Waite
because I was suffering from tonsillitis, and he said to me I will get him at
court because he was a witness in a certain matter. And from Dr Waite I
proceeded straight to the court, and that's where I got him. And we just sat
there at the courthouse waiting for the transport to Osizweni, because the
police used to come and bring prisoners. As we were just sitting there it was at
about 3 o'clock in the afternoon, and we heard a loud explosion as we were just
sitting there. Then Gunene stood up and he went around to look as to where the
explosion was coming from, and he said it sounded like a bomb. Because I hadn't
heard a bomb blast or heard a bomb explosion, so I could not identify the sound,
and he came back and sat. Then we saw one of the court orderlies, and the court
orderly directed him to move away from the dustbin and he looked through
/the dustbin,
the dustbin, and he didn't get anything and he went away. And we continued
sitting where we were sitting. Within a few minutes we heard the second
explosion, and at that time I did not know that it was a bomb that was
exploding. I heard the loud explosion, but I lost consciousness. I later woke up
and realised that I had been injured. Then we were taken to the hospital in an
ambulance. And I regained my consciousness the following day not knowing what
had happened the previous day. I only heard the explosion. I stayed at the
hospital, but I don't remember how long I stayed, but I was told that I had to
be referred to Wentworth in Durban because I had internal bleeding. Gunene was
left because he was amputated by then, and I was taken to Wentworth Hospital.
And I stayed only a week there and came back to Newcastle. I received treatment
and I was discharged on the 24th, a day before Christmas. I went back home, and
I would just go to the hospital for check-ups, until I got a lot better and I
was just receiving treatment from the doctor. I only got hurt on the chest, as

well as on my leg, and that is all.
At the present time are you quite fit? Are you in your normal state physically?
--- I wouldn't say I am fit because my leg always troubles me. My muscles - I am
always getting cramps, muscle cramps. I am not 100% better.
Have you had any other side effects that you've been affected psychologically,
or headaches, or other things like that that you're aware of? --- No, I do not
have anything except for my foot.
(Inaudible) --- It's my foot. That is at the ankle, not the leg as it is.
/Now, you've
Now, you've told us that you received R2 000,00 compensation from - was that
from the police themselves? --- I wouldn't know where the money came from,
because what I can remember is that I received an amount of R500,00. They did
explain it, but the R2 000,00 they never explained anything, they just said to
me I was going to be rich and I was going to be rich, but I was never told who
the money came from.
Can we just settle down please. Thank you. As you are aware we've already heard
that three ANC people were convicted in Pietermaritzburg Supreme Court for
planting this bomb and other bombs in the Newcastle area. You're aware of that?
--- I heard about that later on because I went to the 'Maritzburg Supreme Court
with regard to the matter, and I knew that they had been arrested at that point.
Have you ever spoken to any of these people, met any of them, or discussed with
them what happened, why they planted those bombs? Have you had that opportunity
ever? --- I have never met any of them, and I have never had the opportunity to
ask them.
You've said here that you would like the Commission to compensate you for your
pain and suffering, because you feel you've never been compensated for that
sufficiently. Do you confirm that? --- Yes, that is correct, because I do not
know the origin of that R2 000,00. If that is the compensation to me that is not
enough for the injuries that I've suffered.
Thank you, Chairperson, I have no further questions.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Mr Simelane, thank you for coming and
/telling
telling us your story. We heard in more detail about this event yesterday from
your colleague, and I said to him yesterday that people did many irresponsible
things in the name of opposing apartheid, and one of the very irresponsible
things, criminal things that people did was to plant bombs in public places.
People have come before this Commission and have - some people who did those
sorts of things have come to this Commission and have tried to explain in other
forums why they did those things, what drove them to do it, their anger at
apartheid, their frustration at apartheid. And whilst what they did may have
been understandable from one point of view, it could never be justified that
they could put a bomb in a public place and injure innocent people. And you were
one of those victims, and you were a luckier victim than Mr Nene, who sat here
yesterday in a wheelchair with no legs at all. And we are glad that you were
able to recover so well from that incident.
As Mr Lax has said, we have the power to make recommendations to the Government
as to how you should be assisted. You have received some compensation, it
doesn't sound very much, certainly not enough to make you a rich man. I am not

saying that we will make you a rich man at all. We have no power to award any
damages or any money to you, but we do have the power to make recommendations to
the Government as to how you might be assisted in some way.
So thank you for coming to talk to us today. It would have been nice if you
could appear yesterday with Mr Nene, but that wasn't possible, and we are glad
that you could make it today. Thank you very much.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Good
understand me?

afternoon

and

welcome,

Mr

Sithebe.

Can

you

hear

me

and

MR SITHEBE: Yes.
COMMISSIONER: You're from Dundee.
MR SITHEBE: Quite correct.
COMMISSIONER: And you are going to tell us about what happened to you when you
were a youth activist in Sibongile township in Dundee in 1985. Can you stand
before you tell us that story and take the oath?
--------------------MZWAKHE EZARD SITHEBE (Sworn, States) (Speaking English)
COMMISSIONER: Now, just to give a background to your evidence, you said that you
were at Misinga High School. Is that in Sibongile township in Dundee? --- Quite
correct.
That was in 1985, and you were involved in class boycotts because of the quality
of the education which was being given in black schools at that time, as well as
what you saw as corruption from the school leadership. --- Quite correct.
So, perhaps just with that as the background you can tell us your story, and
just go from one event to the next. You mentioned your activities at school,
then in 1983 - or was it 1983 when you worked in a trade union - and then the
state of emergency in 1986, ending up with your period of imprisonment in
Kandaspunt Prison. Just deal with those main issues. Thank you very much. --- I
think first and paramountedly one must correct one mistake. I was studying at
Misinga High School in 1982, where I happened to be involved in school - many
student
/activities.
activities.
Mr Sithebe, just for the benefit of the audience, and it's your choice of
course, but it would be easier if you spoke Zulu. --- Okay.
Okay? --- Okay.
Those of us who don't understand Zulu as well, we can follow it, and then the
audience can follow everything that you say. --- (Witness now speaking Zulu) I
would like to rectify just a minor mistake. It was in 1982 when I was an
activist in school. I was doing matric in Misinga High School in Tugela Ferry.
What happened there is that we didn't approve or like the way or the kind of
education that was given to us. The decision-making was not very impressive. We
were able to try and organise certain meetings amongst ourselves as students, as
well as the teachers, and we brought forth our grievances, as well as the system
of teaching at that school at that time. We had a problem at that time because
the teachers did not accept our grievances, and that we wanted to talk to them.

From there they tried to organise some vigilantes to come and attack us as
students at the school. We went to the circuit office for that particular
boarding school I was attending at Misinga and we put forth our grievances that
we had a problem at that school, and we wanted to talk to them and explain what
our problem was. And along the way when we were talking we had some preliminary
talks, and they said they would come to our school and they would speak to us as
well as our teachers so that we can get a solution to our problems. They gave us
a particular date and they never turned up on that date. And we were sent to go
back to talk to them once more, and we were
/representing
representing the students. When we got there we could not get any of the people
that we spoke to before, and it was apparent that they had spoken to our
teachers. When we went back to the students to give them a report as to how the
meeting went it was apparent from our discussions as students that we were not
going to be heard, and we decided to organise a school boycott so that the
circuit inspectors could come to our school to intervene. We entered into a
class boycott, and this school is in Msinga. The place is infamous for violence.
There has been sporadic outbreaks of violence due to political reasons. And our
teachers organised that they were going to fetch people from Msinga, or the
Msinga community, to come and deal with us accordingly, and part of that was
that we should be shot. They came and they told us that they were sent to come
and kill us because we wanted to burn the school down. And we wanted to sit down
with them. We pointed out to them that our grievances had nothing to do with
politics, and we were not fighting, but we wanted solutions to our problems. And
they understood our problem, they accepted it. On a particular night, that very
same night, we heard some gunshots within the premises of this boarding school.
We tried some means of going to the circuit inspectors to alert them as to what
was taking place at the school, and we organised a march to the circuit office.
The circuit office was about three and a half kilometres away from the school,
and when we got there there was nobody. The inspectors were not there, and we
spoke to the clerks who were present on that day, and they said we should wait
for them because they were going to be on their way quite soon. We waited
/until
until late and we had to go back. And the very same night there were shootings
at the school, and the following day we realised that we were not safe and we
decided to go to the Magistrate to tell him the problems we were encountering at
the school. And we were approaching September holidays, so we decided to go home
on that day. When we came back from the holidays we discovered that there were
certain vigilantes who were resident in the school, and some of the vigilantes
were our schoolmates who had been used to turn against us. And we saw that these
people posed as if they were people from outside who were going to come and
cause some havoc within the school. And they were going to start assaulting us
because they were fully armed. It was on a Saturday morning, and we were from
the dining hall. Some of the students ran away when we came across the
vigilantes who attacked me. When they attacked me they left me for dead. I had
lost consciousness at that time and they thought that I was dead, and they they rushed to the dormitory. At the time that they were chasing the others at
the dormitory some other classmates of mine came to fetch me. They took me to a
certain cottage. At that time when we were attacked by these vigilantes my
classmates or schoolmates ran to the girls' dormitories and they heard there
that I was not dead, I was taken to a certain cottage. I was hidden in Mrs
Sithanza's cottage in 'Maritzburg. That's where I was receiving treatment as I
was injured. What happened thereafter was that they wanted to gain forceful
entry into Mrs Sithanza's cottage, and I thought it would be safe for me to go
out, but the people that I was with inside the house restrained me from going
out. And some
/people
people went out, and at the girls' dormitory they were also chased. Some ran

from Tugela Ferry up to Newcastle in their pyjamas. Some went to 'Maritzburg,
Johannesburg respectively. And at that time the police were starting to stream
in, as well as the ambulances. We decided to go into the forest. I was taken
through the forest. We crossed the River Tugela on foot, and they were trying to
take me to the hospital. As we had just crossed we kept on stopping - they kept
on stopping the ambulances to check as to whether we were not there and being
ferried to the hospital. Luckily we were not in those ambulances. I went to the
hospital and I received some treatment and I was admitted. Within 10 minutes of
being admitted one gentleman came, and it was apparent that he knew a lot about
violence. And I saw them indicating using their eyes and their fingers pointing
at me. They were actually using body language. And some had already alerted my
mother that I was injured and I was at the hospital. I was taken to Dundee
Hospital. I was no longer able to write my exams in 1982 at Misinga High. One of
the things that I can say to this Honourable Commission is that at the time when
we were negotiating with our teachers they used - my mother used to receive some
phone calls from the school headmaster, who was warning my mother that if she
did not fetch me she would fetch me later in a coffin. And in the meantime there
were these sporadic outbreaks of violence in the campus. I got work in 1983,
working in a cable firm.
(Inaudible) ... to the next incident, which is when you were working. Just tell
us briefly how were you assaulted by these vigilantes? What did they use to
/assault
assault you? --- They were using stakes, knobkerries,
knives, as well as pangas and butchers' knives. And the people who were present,
I would meet a group of eight people or more.
(Inaudible) ... they people from the rural area of Msinga, were they political
party supporters? Who were they? --- What happened is that at that time we had
closed our schools for September holidays. The headmaster arranged a certain
group of vigilantes to plan an onslaught on us.
(Inaudible) ... that was your first job, was it, after you left school in 1983?
You were working for a cable firm. Okay, take it up from there. --- I got to
that firm in 1983, and I worked. It was in Dundee. When we were working in that
firm - it was called Alu Cable, under African Cables - we observed the manner in
which the workers were being exploited or oppressed, and the way that they were
being chased out of work, the treatment as well as the working environment, and
we realised that this was a violation of workers' rights and we wanted them to
join certain unions. And at that time, as I have already mentioned that it was
way back in 1983, the only union that was existing at the time was SAAWU. It's
South African Allied Workers Union. And we tried to mobilise these workers to
join the union, and there was one worker who was chased out of work. We decided
to come together as workers to support this worker who had been chased away from
work. We said, "This is the time to show solidarity as workers. We should not
withhold and support, and we should withhold our labour so that our bosses may
realise how important we are in the workforce." And one of the
/white
white people had to be chased out because he had no
absolutely no reasons why he chased one of the workers away. Thereafter we
started negotiating about wages, because our wages remained the same, whereas
the cost of living was getting higher and higher. We negotiated up to a certain
extent that we went into a go-slow. That was the very first go-slow to take
place in that particular company. And it so happened that we got into
negotiations with the union office. We decided that there should be certain
things that we should do. We came into a conclusion that we should stop the
boycott or the go-slow. After we had fixed the problem of workers being
exploited we went on, we moved further to the community, where the councillors

were increasing rent, which was initially R26,00 and it was going to R28,00. And
we realised that we should help the community, we should talk and have
negotiations as well as meetings with the community. And we came together as
workers from Alucab, and we wanted to expand this to the community so that we
can come up with a strategy to deal with this. And we discussed it as the
community that we have never been consulted with regard to the rent increase,
and it was not going to help up for the rent to go up because we had no
facilities that would make the rent increase. And we divided our work into
different categories. Some were talking to the workers from different factories,
some were going straight into the community, and some were mobilising part of
the community to join the unions and be part of the struggle. They decided that
we should spray some graffiti which passes some message with relation to the
strategy that we were going to take as workers as well as community members, and
/the leader
the leader was Dumisani Oscar Zulu, who was leading in the
spraying of graffiti. And there is a certain person, that is myself, I had to go
into the community to mobilise the community towards this. Whenever there was a
meeting, whether it was between the political groups or within the workers
themselves we would visit those meetings. We would attend those meetings from
time to time. And we would also go to meetings where they would discuss the rent
going up. And we realised that the conditions in that residential area were not
healthy and they were not acceptable. We still used the bucket system and we did
not have proper taps, we shared the taps. We decided that we should sit down and
talk to the people, show them the negatives of the residential area in which
they were staying, and we decided to boycott rent. We told the community that we
were not going to pay rent from that particular month, and we went to certain
attorneys to try and give us some advice. We sent some of the delegates to go
and see some attorneys. They gave us a report back as to what the attorneys had
said. And at that time the attorneys could not tell you to go on and boycott. We
decided that the boycott was the only solution that would bring change. What
happened was we went on with the boycott, and the administration agreed to lower
the rent. And we saw that there's a lot that we could get at that time if they
could agree to lowering the rent. What I experienced as a student I also
experienced as a worker. The behaviour of the councils was the same as that of
my superiors at school, as well as the headmaster. They said we were people who
had come to sow some seeds of hatred within the community and we deserved to be
arrested or to
/be killed.
be killed. This was a directive from the then
councillors. We were arrested in 1985, and we were arrested on different
occasions. When we were arrested some were left out, and when we were released
some would be arrested. Our charges were different. They would be public
violence and illegal gatherings. Even our bails were quite high, but the
community came together. When they said they wanted R5 600,00 the community
collected that amount of money within 30 minutes and they bailed us out. This
place was still Natal, and there was not yet a state of emergency. It was only
implemented in the Eastern Cape as well as the PWV area. And in 1986 as we went
on with the struggle, and after Comrade Moses Mabhida had died, who was general
secretary for the South African Communist Party, we attended his memorial
service at Edendale Cemetery. And when we got there we came back with some
pamphlets that we had to distribute in the residential area as well as at
factories in Dundee. And thereafter I started being harassed. I was living like
an animal being hunted by predators. I was hunted by Security Police as well as
the Flying Squad and the SBs. Whenever they wanted me they had to even come to
my workplace, and I could not even walk around the residential area, and I
decided at that moment that I had to leave the country. And when I was speaking
to some attorneys in Durban I told them, and they said to me there was no need

for me to skip the country, I had to remain in the country and they would defend
me whenever I was accused of anything or arrested. And I lived a life of a
hunted person. I had to hide myself at Lamontville,
/together
together with other comrades, because I was running away from the police. And
there was a certain meeting that was
organised by the UDF which was in Cape Town, and I had to take some of the
activists with to attend this meeting. There was a youth meeting that was
organised in that residential area. I was phoned and told that it was very
important that I should get there to attend that meeting and address the
meeting. We went to that meeting and I came back. We organised a programme of
action in which we wanted to implement some clean-up operation as the youth of
that residential area, and we wanted to clean that residential area to show the
councillors that they had failed in their jobs to keep the area clean. As we
were starting to plant the trees, as well as planting grass, a state of
emergency was declared, and I think it was about in May on the 20 - on the 20th
of May, somewhere thereabouts. Just as we were still cleaning and doing the job
a state of emergency was declared. And then in June 11, 1986 we could not sleep
at our places because we were wanted by the police. We were sleeping at certain
houses within the township. Then at about half past 11 the Flying Squad would
come, and they got to the house where we were hiding. We were arrested and put
in the back of the van. It was winter and it was very cold. They drove around
the residential area for the whole night in that cold, and then at half past
five in the morning they drove us from Dundee to Newcastle Police Station. And
when we got to Newcastle Police Station we were put in a certain cell and we
were interrogated. When we were asked these questions we were interrogated for
about seven days, and they started giving us porridge every day in the morning.
/And we
And we told them that we never used to eat this type of food, and they would
give us phuthu and black tea during
the day or for lunch. And we wanted to be charged. We wanted them to tell us why
they had arrested us. We asked whether we were being arrested for speaking the
truth. We decided to go on a hunger strike for about seven days, and they sent
the district surgeon. They sent the district surgeon, whose name was Waite, to
come and beg us and reason with us to start eating. We told him that the food
was not healthy for us to eat. Some of the things that happened was that they
separated us. Some were left at the police cells in Newcastle, and we were taken
to Waterval. When we got to Waterval we came across others who were involved in
the struggle. In Waterval that's where the police started interrogating us, and
what happened there, that's where we realised that there were certain things
that we were supposed to say and reveal, but there were certain things that we
could not say. We warned each other. And most unfortunately there were certain
people who were now informers, and they went to tell the police what we had
discussed earlier on, and the police realised as to who was actually the source.
They further separated us. I was taken to Hlobane Police Station, which was
called Draaifontein, Matthew Simathi was taken to Dannhauser, Professor
Sibonkhulu was taken to Paulpietersburg, and Dumi was taken to Waterval. When I
was transferred from Waterval Geldenhuys said to me I should be happy because I
am inside in prison. If I was outside he was going to send Inkatha to finish us
off, so we should be happy that we were inside. These words were further
reiterated by a certain policeman who was
/interrogating
interrogating us. His name was Olivier. He repeated the very same thing that was
said by Geldenhuys earlier on.
These words started making us aware of the situation that was prevailing
outside. What happened thereafter was that we remained in prison. And luckily I

had appeared before Court because they were - they had charged me after a year
and a half of staying in prison. They were charging me with possession of
prohibited publications, and thereafter I was released. And I still continued
with the struggle even thereafter. But the most disturbing thing is that when we
looked at the violence that took place in this province of KwaZulu-Natal, when
we tried to scrutinise and see as to how this was planned, we realised that the
people who planned this were people from the then government. They were using
all positions - or people from different positions to try and sow seeds of
hatred and violence. When I start from school I see the role that was played by
the headmasters, as well as the inspectors of the schools. Going further to
Ongoye(?), some of the people who were involved are now in parliament. When I
look at some of the institutions, and look at the leaders or the people who were
in power at that time, what role were they playing? And when you look at the
bosses at workplaces, what role were they playing in oppressing people so that
they may not voice themselves out? I'll take the case of the MC ... (inaudible)
... as well as Hlobane, and all other places. Then we come to the councillors
themselves. The councillors - in order to oppress people they wanted to make
sure that the councillors were using every method possible to oppress the
people. We've got cases of people who have come
/before
before this Commission to testify about the councillors who were involved in the
killing of people, because they
were given guns. When we proceed to the rural areas, the roles that were played
by the chiefs, the chiefs were armed, they were given guns so that the change
may not be implemented in KwaZulu-Natal. And what makes us even more disturbed
about the past is that this is still continuing. When we were coming from the
Local Government elections we were asking ourselves as to whether our people had
voted properly. It is very apparent that it was not done procedurally. But what
is the solution? What I would like to request this Honourable Commission is that
when I look at the background of whatever was happening, is that human rights
were not respected, and human life was not sacred. I am asking that whoever is
in a position or a certain position should respect human rights as the
Constitution which came out in May, which further goes on in chapter two talking
about human rights. That is our shield, and that is what should be implemented
as well as respected, because everybody has got a right to voice himself or
herself out. Everybody has got a right of association. Everybody has got a right
of doing what he or she wants to do.
Thank you very much for that very articulate and, if I may say so, very moving
overview of your life as an activist over the last 14 years from 1982. Many of
the people who have come to this Commission have talked about a specific
traumatic incident which has affected them, such as the death of their child or
the burning of their house, and you have given us the social context in which
these things happened. You have given us an overview of /what took
what took place over a period of 14 years from your days as a school activist,
where, as you say, every element of
society worked to suppress what activists were doing in those times, whether it
was the school principal, whether it was the police, whether it was vigilantes
who were drafted in to assist them. And it provides us with a valuable insight
into the lives of people during that turbulent period in our country's history.
I am just going to ask my colleagues if there's anything that they wish to ask
you arising out of your evidence.
--------------------MR LAX: Mr Sithebe, apart from that one being brought to court on that pamphlet,
were you ever charged with any other offences or anything like that? --- I was
never accused of anything thereafter after I had appeared in court.

Thank you.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Mr Sithebe, again thank you for having given us that overview of there were three main incidents which you mentioned, the attack on you in 1982
by vigilantes who were bused in by school authorities, your imprisonment as a
trade unionist in 1983. You mentioned in your statement that you were teargassed while you were in a police cell. Is that correct? --- Yes, quite correct,
in 1985.
'85, sorry. Could you just briefly just tell us what they did there. --- In 1985
we were arrested for an illegal gathering. It was a Saturday afternoon at about
3 o'clock, and we were at Dundee police cells. As we were in the cells a certain
policeman came, opened up
/the cell,
the cell, and threw a tear-gas canister and closed the door. We coughed, we
suffocated, and there was not even
a single policeman who came to help us. We stayed inside being suffocated by the
tear-gas, and they came back after about three hours. We reported the matter and
nothing was done about it. I think that was part of violation of our human
rights.
(Inaudible) ... you mentioned the third incident was your arrest in 1986 during
the state of emergency, when you were detained at Newcastle, Kandaspunt, and
then you were charged for possession of SACP material. --- That's true.
You mentioned also that members of the Security Branch, Mr Geldenhuys and Mr
Olivier, said to you that you were lucky that you were inside, because if you
were outside they would send Inkatha to finish you off, is that right? --- That
is correct.
(Inaudible) ... something that we've heard in other areas, where members of the
Security Branch spoke in that way, and this indicated that they were in a
position to call on IFP people to go and act against activists, again showing
the very close relationship between that party and the Security Branch. You've
said in your statement that when you - you were released - how long were you in
gaol for by the way? --- When I was sentenced I got a suspended sentence, which
was for two and a half years.
(Inaudible) ... Commission assist the victims of apartheid, particularly those
who are unemployed. Now, as you know the Commission isn't in a position to
assist by giving people financial compensation, or by organising them a job, and
our brief from the Government is to make
/recommendations
recommendations to the Government as to how to assist the victims of apartheid,
the victims of human rights
violations, and we will be making those recommendations, and your evidence that
you've given, as I've said, is very important. It provides us not with just
evidence of a single traumatic incident in your life, but it provides us with an
overview over many years about the life of a political activist, as a student,
as a trade unionist, and as a member of the community, so we thank you very much
for coming in and sharing your story with us. Thank you.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: (Inaudible) ... they will be describing the same event, which was

the massacre at the Hlobane Mine, we are going to ask them to come up onto the
stage together, and that is Mr Siyolo and Mr Ngcobo.
Good afternoon Mr Siyolo and Mr Ngcobo. We welcome you here today. You have come
to tell us about a very important event in this province's history, which was
the massacre at the Hlobane Mine, and we have asked you to come up onto the
stage together and to each give evidence, but not to tell the same story. If one
of you says something, and the other feels that he has left out something, then
when it is his turn to give evidence he may fill in where he thinks the other
one left out. Before you give your stories can we ask you both to stand together
and to take the oath.
--------------------CLIFFORD MENDISI SIYOLO and EPHRAIM NGCOBO (Sworn, State) (Through Interpreter)
COMMISSIONER: We're going to start with the evidence of Mr Siyolo, and Mr Lax
will help you.
MR LAX: Thank you, Chairperson. Good afternoon, gentlemen, thank you for coming.
As I have explained to Mr Siyolo I have some personal knowledge of some of those
events that happened at that time, and so I will help you through the stories.
Obviously each of you has an individual story that involves what happened to
each of you individually, but what happened at Hlobane Mine didn't happen out of
the blue, it happened as part of a much bigger picture that was going on in the
country at the time, and in particular in the mines in that area at the time.
And so I am going to ask Mr Siyolo to start off to
/give a
give a short context to the build up to what happened and how the massacre
subsequently took place. So if you could start with that, Mr Siyolo, and then
what we will do, when we talk about the individual stories we will then take
your personal details at that time. (Pause) Maybe I can help you. Let's do your
personal details first. You were born on 24 April 1953, is that right? --- That
is right.
(Inaudible) --- Yes, I am married.
And do you have children? --- Yes, I do. Four.
(Inaudible) ... do? What are their ages and what are they doing? --- Three of
them are still at school. One is not working and not at school. The first-born
was born in 1970, the second-born 1986, the third-born - I made a mistake. The
second-born was born in 1976, the third-born '78, the last-born 1982.
(Inaudible) ... at the moment. --- I am working at Spin and Win. There's a
casino there.
Now, you joined the mine in 1972. --- Yes.
(Inaudible) ... there was no trade union on the mine. --- There was no trade
unions which grouped all the employees together, even though there were unions
where individual workers can go and join.
Please continue with the story from there. --- Because if we are talking about
the Hlobane people are confused, they don't know what actually happened, but
what I will like to explain here before the Commission is that there was no
union which grouped all the employees together at Hlobane up until 1983. It was
on the 12th, it was on Monday. There was a confusion at Hlobane. There was an
electricity cable which was called 84. 68 people
/were killed

were killed in that mine on that day. Three of them were whites. The employers
said we were supposed to work on that day even though people died. That's when
people - employees started saying, "No, we can't do that. We can't work when
people had died like this." A lot of people got injured as well. Some people
went to Rand Mutual Hospital in Johannesburg. After other employees went to
visit their relatives they met a general secretary. At that time that general
secretary of the union was Cyril Ramaphosa. He was there because he wanted to
find out what was actually going on. Employees tried to explain to him. He
introduced himself to the employees and he also introduced his union. So
employees realised that this union had objectives which were good for them, so
employees decided to join the union. Employers said employees were going to die
if they joined this union. They said they were going to give us only R500,00, it
doesn't matter if you have a large family or a smaller family. We as mineworkers
we had no light. We didn't know our rights. Besides, even if we knew our rights
those rights were not our rights, they were white people's rights. People who
died received money. People who didn't have dependants received R14 000,00 for
his parents. Those who had children I am not quite sure how much they received,
but at least people received money, and this is why we were so interested to
join this union. All of us Hlobane employees in 1984 we became the union
members. In 1985 in October - if I am not mistaken, it might be August - that's
when we had negotiations with our employers concerning increase. Mr Watson was
the manager at that time, and he was stubborn. At that time people
/who were
who were working right underground they were so underpaid, they were getting
less than R200,00 even if they worked more than 30 days, or 30 days. Employees
decided and agreed that they should stop working, they should go on a strike.
That strike took three days. We agreed with all of us employees that police were
going to work, people who were working in the kitchens were going to work, and
the administrators were going to work, but those who were working underground
are not going to work. Nothing happened after three days even though we received
what we were fighting for, but we were not satisfied. In 1985, it was on the
30th of November, the federation was formed which grouped all the unions
together. It was called COSATU. NUM was one of the unions which was affiliated
there. The employers were now angry. They were calling us terrorists, they were
calling us names. We couldn't understand what was going on. In 1986, if I am not
mistaken it was in March, if not February, there was an announcement which said
that there were people who were coming from KwaZulu Government and they were
asking to meet mine employees. Because we as mineworkers we were one, so we were
happy, we were looking forward to meet these people from KwaZulu Government even
though it was the first time. These people, even though I couldn't even see them
before, some people said - I heard people saying one of them was Gideon Zulu and
Mr Ntombela. Maybe what actually happened there was in that meeting we also had
women who were married to mine employees. This man, Gideon Zulu, put it clear
that if you are a Zulu there's no need that you should join any union or
organisation, because there is an organisation for the Zulus, and that
/organisation
organisation it's Inkatha. We were confused whether we were right as Xhosas to
be there in that meeting or we were supposed to leave, but he put it very
clearly that these organisations were organisations for other people, not for
the Zulus. The women from locations were angry because they were married to the
Sothos, to Xhosas, and now they couldn't understand why this person was putting
it like that. We were many who were worried. So we saw these women leaving the
hall because they couldn't stay there an listen to that nonsense. We also
followed these women. There was a second man by the name of Madela Qesa(?). He
was an executive. He had a question that, "Now that you are saying so, Mister,
in 1983 people died here. What did Inkatha do?" That's when it got sour, because
this person got angry that how come this person is asking him such a question.
After that it became clear that the union or the - that workers be caming
together or united was one thing which was going to lead to problems. So one
day, it was myself and one guy from - Jack Senele, he's a Xhosa guy as well -

our chief called us. David his name. He said he would like us to explain to him
because he was disturbed. He wanted us to explain what exactly did we say to the
union. So we asked him to explain to us. So he said to us he heard by Ncube that
Xhosas are saying - I would like to with your permission to say this, because he
was swearing at us, but I like with your permission to say exactly his words. He
said, "Xhosas are saying that the king of the Zulus, Goodwill Zwelithini, will
be Mandela's teaboy, and Mangosuthu Buthelezi will be the garden boy for
Mandela." We were surprised because we didn't say this, and we asked him, "Who
said we said so,
/"because
"because it's so clear that you heard it from someone?" "That's why I am
confused, because I am also Xhosa, that's why I am asking you." When the meeting
was held this issue also came up. He wanted to know who were those Xhosas who
actually said those words. They said it was Phumelani Mdletshe. Phumelani
Mdletshe was the organiser of the NUM. John Shangase was also an organiser.
Maxwell Nxumalo. Maxwell Nxumalo is a chairperson of the union. All these people
are from Nongoma, and Madela from Qesa, Fanisile from East London, Jonas - I
have forgotten his last name. They said, "These are the Xhosas." And the chief
said, "I have a problem, because among the six men that you have mentioned there
is only one Xhosa. Why now are you saying the Xhosas are saying this, because
you should have said the Xhosa said, not Xhosas? After the meeting there was
this picture now, because this issue came with the people who were working for
the Welfare Department, the administrators. Now, this became a very hot issue.
As you've said before that I will say something, and if I leave something my
brother here with me will fill in the gaps.
Who was this Chief David - what was his surname, that you spoke about? This
chief called a meeting that you went to, and you said his name was David, but
you didn't give us his surname. --- I have forgotten his last name.
(Inaudible) ... before the troubles really started, and that was that in May of
1986, as you've told us in your statement, UWUSA was formed. Can you continue
from there and just tell us that. --- Okay. In that meeting people who were left
behind decided that they will
/from a
form a union for the Zulus. In 1986, 1st of May, we took this day as a Workers
Day and we didn't go to work as usual, but we heard that people were going to
Kings Park and they were going to form an organisation or a union. We took a
decision then that as NUM's members we will work this day. Many of us went to
work on that day. Unfortunately other people went to Kings Park. There employees
came back and explained to us that they have buried COSATU, now the union now
it's NUMSA. If you are still holding on COSATU then you are in trouble. But what
the chief said is that if you've killed a COSATU member then you've killed a
communist. And this was put in our agendas if we had meetings, and they used to
say even if we are many they will be able to destroy us because they have
soldiers, because they don't want COSATU in South Africa.
MR NGCOBO: I think there are a few things which he didn't mention.
MR LAX: (Inaudible) ... so we can get to the actual incident. --- When he
explained about the meeting which was held in Arena Mine Stadium. On that day
after the meeting, because we couldn't agree on one thing, because others had
beliefs on NUMSA they didn't want to agree that they - they kept on insisting
that it was Xhosas' union. They were interested in forming their own Zulu union.
One of our colleagues was stabbed. I think that's the only event that he left,
because one of our colleagues was stabbed. If I continue explaining as he
explains I'll explain, I'll try and put and fill in if there's something left.
MR LAX: There was one thing that you mentioned in your

/statement,
statement, if I can get back to Mr Siyolo, which you didn't mention this time
round, and that was you said that after this meeting, but before UWUSA was
formed, the attitude of management changed quite substantially, and they became
quite difficult and they fired certain people and so on. Maybe you can just
briefly cover that issue. MR SIYOLO: The truth is that after UWUSA was formed we
had a welfare department inside the mine. This UWUSA union and Mr Ntombela
received offices in that department, welfare department, so they were working
together. He was working together with the administrators. If he wasn't there
administrators will be there. This led to difficulties, more especially on the
side of the NUM. Say, for instance, if there were employees who were fired we
had difficulties because we, as shop stewards, NUM shop stewards, we were
supposed to go and see Mr van Zyl, who was white, and he was the had of the
security. Or we were supposed to see Mr Zachariah, a Sotho guy. He was also
difficult. He was so difficult that if a mine employee had a visitor this man
will make sure that they'll arrest that visitor. We also had a police station
near the mine, Driefontein Police Station. Workers didn't like his behaviour.
They decided to negotiate and sit down and talk about this issue. They were
confused why is this black person doing this thing, because we were fighting for
our rights and we were being oppressed by whites, but now here's a black person
doing this to us. We decided that we were supposed to go to the manager and
explain to the manager that we need him to fire this person. Of course all Zachariah, the Sotho guy, was also the head of the securities. As they were
leaving the office - our
/office
office was outside the mine. It was a place where we were selling home-made
brew, iJuba. They gave us that place to sell liquor. When they left there they
went to see the manager, the hostel manager. Lucky enough they saw Phumelani
Mdletshe. He was from town. I think it was about 10 to 11. Phumelani on that day
he was from town to buy a tie. So they told him that we are going this way. They
went with Phumelani. They told the manager their grievances. They told the
manager that they want him to fire this person today, not any other day. So the
manager did that.
Was this before the 5th of June? --- Before.
Okay. --- Before. It was early in May. van Zyl came. He came with his rules and
regulations that as from that day there will be no person that will go and see
the manager before he sees that person. The problem was that when you come from
underground you will pass the manager's office, but when you are going to Mr van
Zyl's office you are supposed to go a distance like from here to Nxanthu(?). It
wasn't a nice thing for employees to accept it. Phumelani Mdletshe was never
wanted in the mine, and this was also another problem, because this guy was the
one who was resolving our problems. He was the organiser of the NUM. He was
employed full-time by NUM ... (inaudible - end of side A) ... we realised that
we couldn't do anything. We were now forced to meet the manager because the shop
stewards have failed to negotiate with the manager. They have tried up until the
5th and they have failed, and workers had been fired. And we also realised that
- after they have fired an employee we have realised that they were trying to
promote NUM so people
/couldn't
couldn't go to UWUSA. There were few workers who wanted to join UWUSA. What
happened was that on the 5th we took a decision that before we go underground on
the 6th we will ask the manager to explain to us that how are we going to work
because the organiser has been fired, shop stewards are not called back to work.
Because in Pretoria we agreed on the negotiations that NUM will - if I am not
mistaken on the 13th when Cyril Ramaphosa was there we agreed that NUM was going
to negotiate for the workers. Black workers were there and NUM was there for
them.

Can you come now to the actual day of the massacre and explain to us what
happened? We understand the background now, but we are running out of time, and
I don't want to be unfair to other people. I want to be fair to both of you, so
you can tell that story now. --- On that day, as I have explained that we came
to a conclusion that we were not going underground before we go and talk to the
manager, and that's exactly what we did. At half past five, because the usual
closing time was 6 o'clock, we waited for the manager. We were told that we must
wait, he'll come and talk to us. At about nine - between nine and 10, if I am
not mistaken, shop stewards were called. Mr van Zyl was there. After they called
the shop stewards those people who were working in that welfare department - Ace
Mngadi was one of them, he was known or he is known as a soccer star. He is the
one who called them, the shop stewards and everyone. Mr van Zyl opened the door
and they came to us. They told us that we nearly died there. Now they told us
that Mr Mngadi had a spear. We got worried. After that we heard that buses are
coming from Nongoma, from Qesa, from Newcastle.
/That's
That's when we realised that we had a problem. And fortunately enough we
realised that there were so many police around and we were at least relieved, we
thought we were safe. And Mr Struwig, the mine manager, came and told us that
he's asking for all the workers who are Zulus to go to the playground, there are
brothers who wants to meet them. Maxwell Nxumalo, who was a chairperson, told
them that if they have a problem those people they must come and join us because
we are also in trouble. He called them to come over so that they can come and
solve the issues. Struwig failed, and then he left. At about half past one they
asked us that we must leave the entrance. We left that entrance to the
underground. We left that entrance and we went to the offices nearby. I think
what happened is that we saw people, a lot of people wearing tackies, having
spears in their hands, and these people as they were coming, passing us, they
went to the police and they shaked each other's hands, and that's when we
realised that - that's when we realised that these people knew each other. After
they were all left we saw another group approaching as well, and they just stood
nearby. Those police who were there, I think they were nine if not seven, went
to them. Lucky enough there was a certain man by the name of Mthethwa. This man
came and he was singing. We were all confused. Nxumalo was the one who was
announcing, telling us that it's war, we must leave the place. And then we
started leaving. That's when they threw a tear-gas canister and I was hit by a
stone. I tried to crawl and I went inside a hole. We were a lot. Other people
were assaulted, were stabbed. I was fortunate because when I got underground I
could see
/because
because there were lights. I don't know how many kilos, because I walked from
Bongla One(?) to Bongla Two. And afterwards I realised that people were
injured,and others said when they tried to cry for assistance from police,
police told them they didn't care about them because they are still alive. All
they were looking for were corpses. And those corpses which were there, it
wasn't just that people were assaulted or stabbed, because some corpses had just
one wound. What I can say is that these people were first being shot and then
being stabbed. There were people there who were saying that they were there
because, "You Xhosas, you're blocking the Zulus from going to work or from going
underground." And others tried to explain to them that no, that wasn't true. I
will like to just explain that. I think what really confused these people is
that there was no quarrel or fight between the Zulus and Xhosas, but the
employers themselves are the ones who did this. They made us to believe that we
were fighting with each other, we were enemies. As I am here I am Xhosa, and
Ngcobo here with me he is Zulu. We never fought a day. We were friends all
along, we are still friends.
Just to follow up on one thing. From your statement it looks as it the police
opened fire on the group of people that were there. Is that so? --- I think I am

not mistaken on that. I am not sure how true it is, but there was one police who
is now a head, he's a station commander. He was a Flying Squad, Mr Geldenhuys.
He's the one - he's one of the police who were there on that day, and I think if
you get hold of him he can tell the Truth Commission more.
/From your
From your statement it looks like you got shot in the ankle, but in fact you got
hit by a stone, is that right? That translation I heard of what you were saying
was that you were hit in the ankle with a rock or a stone. Or were you shot?
We're just trying to clarify that. --- I think it was written wrongly, because
what I said is that police were shooting, but I was hit by a stone. They were
using tear-gases.
--------------------MR LAX: Mr Ngcobo, just for you to tell us what happened to you on that day. You
were also present on that day, and you were also injured on that day. --- Mr
Siyolo had already said ... (inaudible) ... Gideon and James Ntombela came from
KwaZulu Government. We met with them as shop stewards. We agreed that we were
supposed to go and meet with the management. We did that. We negotiated with the
management. As we were there negotiating about a case, a certain case, worker's
case, Madela said, "Mr Elliot, what's going on? Why are you sending people to
come and kill us at the mine? On a Saturday we had people who came to kill us."
He was the assistant general manager of Hlobane Mine. He was a shop steward.
When Mr Madela realised that Elliot had sent his dog to come and bite us as
mineworkers Elliot stood there and said, "What? What are you saying? I am
calling Ulundi right now," and then he took the telephone, he called. He said he
was calling the chief of KwaZulu. He called Ulundi. He did mention that he
wanted to talk to Mr Buthelezi. He talked to him. He was using English language.
After that we could realise that he was angry. A week didn't pass, a chief came
and three guys. They said they were the
/securities
securities of the king. They came to the hostel to fetch Madela to go and answer
back about his swearing at the kind and the chief. This was so confusing because
it wasn't true. We've heard that the king was going to be a teaboy, and the
chief was going to be a garden boy. Every time when they wanted to fight they
will say this thing. They came with Mr Madela to go and fetch his son at Ulundi.
We gathered together as shop stewards. We decided that we mustn't agree that
Madela should leave because we were scared that they might hurt him. This was so
difficult because the management had allowed him to go, because they said they
were going to pay him. That's when we realised that this won't help, because if
we let him go to Ulundi they will kill him. So we refused, and we said if he
wants to go home he mustn't go with these people. Because it was so obvious that
Elliot wanted to kill him, so we didn't want him to leave with them.
(Inaudible) ... Elliot ever go, or did he stay? --- He didn't go with them. We
refused. We contacted the head office general secretary and the president, Cyril
Ramaphosa. We asked them to come down because one colleague of ours got injured
when we left the stadium, so we said if we let it go this thing will continue
happening. Then the general secretary and the president came. The management
denied all this, they said there was no employee who was injured. We had to go
to hostel and fetch that employee to show to the management and the president
and the secretary that, "Here's the person who's injured," so that's when the
management agreed that that thing happened. We realised that this mine situation
was getting worse. It was obvious that the management had a
/problem
problem since from 1983 when those people died, because the workers showed them
that there is something that they can do as long as they can get together, be
united. And again I'll also like to emphasise one event that happened on the 6th

of June in 1986. As Siyolo has mentioned here that we got together and we had a
meeting, and we agreed in that meeting that workers who were going to work at
night were supposed to go to the offices of management so that whatever we're
going to say there we're going to say there all as one. We agreed all of us. We
went there early in the morning. The first person that we met was Mr van Zyl. I
am not sure what was his position at that time. What I knew is that he was a
security. If we were supposed to meet the management he was always there
blocking us. We were not supposed to go to the management but via him. So we
explained to him that we wanted to meet with the management. At the end we met
with the management. We went to the office and we started to negotiate. We saw a
group of people, men with shields and spears. It was for the first time in my
life seeing that thing even though I am a Zulu, I grew up with Zulus. I am a
Zulu myself, but it was for the first time that I will see someone carrying a
spear just like that. One person that I can identify is one person. I stood up
inside the hall. Van Zyl went to the door and he closed the door. We opened the
windows. Van Zyl opened the door because he realised that others were leaving
his office through the windows. So as we were talking to the management people
with spears came, but in the negotiation we were talking basically about that
employees should go back to work except for the administrators, and the workers
said they
/couldn't
couldn't go back to work, especially underground. Now, we realised that if we
didn't run away through the windows, try to escape through the windows, those
people were going to kill us. We realised at the end that it was true what
employees were saying. We tried to contact the offices of the UM. The management
came back to us and told us that our union has contacted them, and they asked us
to sit down and negotiate with them, so we said to them, "We can't do that,
because if we try and do so you call people to come and attack us. What we can
do is that if you can give us another venue where we can go and sit down and
negotiate with you we can do that, because we are scared now sitting down here
with you." Then he left, and then he came back to address us.
(Inaudible) ... you said, "He left and then he came." --- Mr van Zyl. When he
came back to address us workers took the microphone from him. They didn't want
to let him talk. As time goes on they explained to us that, "If you are a Zulu
you must go down to the mine grounds. Zulus are meeting down there." And this
came surprising to us, because to us it really didn't matter who you were.
(Inaudible) ... Siyolo has already told us. What we would like to know is what
happened to you. --- Okay.
Because you're adding now - repeating the same things. You've added the thing
about van Zyl and about the armed people while you were meeting with them. Just
one thing you can tell me. You said you recognised one of those people. Who was
that? --- I would just like to tell you now exactly what happened.
(Inaudible) ... on that first group of people that
/were armed
were armed with spears and shields. --- When we were at the office I saw Mr
Mngadi.
(Inaudible) ... talking about? --- I am not quite sure whether we meant one
person, but the person I saw was Mr Mngadi.
(Inaudible) ... Mngazi Buthelezi. Now, that could just be a writing error or a
reading error, but that's the name mentioned in your statement. --- Yes, he is
the one I am talking about, Buthelezi. He was working at Shaft 17.
(Inaudible) ... time now. --- I think I got confused when I realised that there
was a group of people coming armed, and they were being led by Mr Mthethwa, who

was working at the kitchen, and Mr Dlomo, who was driving a goods car going
underground. When they came I got confused, because it was for the first time
that I had seen people carrying spears and shields. When I stood there watching
these people I saw police going to them. I thought the police were going to stop
them because they were carrying weapons, but I got scared when I saw police
coming and these people were following the police. The police were leading them.
That's when I saw police shooting. I think they fired three times. Because I was
so scared I couldn't even move. A person could have killed me because I stood
for a while. I don't even know what injured me. Whether it was a spear or a gun
I can't tell. All I did is that I ran afterwards. I left those steps and I
started running. And I jumped a certain place - it wasn't that high - and I
continued running. I saw a van, and Mr van Zyl was driving the car, and there
were people inside this car. And when this car passed these
/people
people were armed, so I realised that Mr van Zyl was delivering or deploying
these people, because he knew we were running into the forest so he was
deploying these people so that when we run we meet them forward. I ran through
the forest. I ran up until Louwsburg. I went into a family whom I know, and
that's where I slept. Even though in my statement I couldn't make the events
follow each other coherently, I can't even now tell what I have left or I have
said everything. I don't know.
(Inaudible) ... much what you said in your statement. What I want to know from
you is, you said that the following day you learnt that 11 people had died in
this incident. Is that right? --- That's correct, although I didn't believe that
the number was the correct number, but I heard 11 people died. But I realised
that people who got inside the forest trying to run ... (inaudible - end of side
B) ... this made me sad, because I didn't know in that mine that we were Xhosas
and Zulus, but at the end, at the final statement said that it was a war between
Xhosas and Zulus.
(Inaudible) ... plenty. If we understand both yourself and Mr Siyolo clearly
there was no - originally no problem between Xhosas and Zulus or between Sothos
and Xhosas, or vice versa. Are we right about that? Now, you said that after
this all the employees were placed in hostel No 2, the ones who had been injured
or had run away from that place. Is that right? --- People who were sent to
hostel No 2 were those who were attacked. They were not allowed to go to these
other hostels because people were scared. Management gave them money to leave
the place.
/One other
One other thing you haven't told us is that you lost all your property in the
previous hostels where you'd been because you weren't allowed to go back there.
Is that right? --- Yes, I lost my property, because when I left my place where I
was staying in hostel I was just wearing my mine uniform, so I lost my property.
Thank you very much, Mr Ngcobo, for that. Now obviously many, many people were
injured, and some were quite seriously injured to the extent that they couldn't
work again. Do you know what's happened to those people, how they were looked
after? Did the mine look after them, did the union look after them? Can either
of you maybe help us there? --- Nothing was done for them. They are still
suffering, and those who were lucky enough to recover from their injuries they
looked for other jobs and they are working, but nothing had been done for them.
(Inaudible) ... was an inquest or a case arising out these deaths, whether
anyone was charged?
INTERPRETER: Speak up.
MR LAX: I beg your pardon. Do you know whether there was an inquest or a case
involving these killings? --- No, not that I know of. We tried to follow, to go

to lawyers, but nothing was done. There was no inquest, no case, nothing.
Thank you. Mr Siyolo, is there anything you want to add to what I have already
asked of Mr Ngcobo?
MR SIYOLO: I would like to thank you. I would like just to add on just a little
thing that I have forgotten. It's this question of asking whether do we have a
case. There were lawyers from Johannesburg, Thompson lawyers, who tried to take
this investigation or this case over, and
/they
they transferred this case to Mr Peter Rush. The case was concerning dismissal
of employees. Unfortunately nothing was done. In 1987 the workers who went to
Johannesburg to general secretary, Peter Rush was called as well because he said
he had a problem, he can't contact the NUM union. After that meeting he said
things were going to be all right from then, and unfortunately up until today
there was no case. There is still no case, and when we realised that Peter Rush
is not doing anything we went to see Mr Mahlombo. He was working together with
van Hildam(?), an advocate from Pietermaritzburg. Even then nothing happened. We
went and asked Mr Mbele, who is a lawyer in Durban, and Mr Mbele did a little,
because he said if we talk about dismissal it was going to be a problem. He
called people who were injured and been crippled there, because they got injured
when the mine people were no longer fighting. They were beaten, and I am sure
people left them there thinking that they were dead. Mr Mbele took this case and
he filed a case. Some of us went back to the mine. Even though I am not quite
sure, I don't know how true it is, I heard that those people who Mr Mbele took
their names, and those who put it very clearly that they needed money, and at
that time management and employees were quarrelling because they were saying
that the management had paid a lot of money to lawyers, and how come they can't
pay money to them. One of the employees who is from Newcastle, he is the one who
heard this issue very well. I mentioned his name because he is one of the people
that I know he knows this issue. I am not quite sure how true it is. It made me
so sad that people can just die and not receive anything, and
/others
others being crippled and not doing anything. Maybe Peter Rush can explain
what's going on really. And another thing is that I had enough time having this
pain with me inside, and even when I am at home where I am from they are asking
me how do I survive, or how do I stay with the Zulus. I have known one thing,
that if you are a Zulu-speaking person, and people who aren't staying with the
Zulus they have this picture of a Zulu person that it's so terrible that they
think you can't live a life like others, you don't think for others. But because
I have stayed with the Zulus I know the Zulus. I know now that the Zulus are
part of us, and I am still insisting that whatever happened in that mine it
wasn't because the fight between the Zulus and the Xhosas, and it wasn't because
the Xhosas said the king will be the teaboy and the chief will be the garden
boy. I still want to know who came out with this thing, because I am also a
Xhosa and I know I never said this thing. I got this job because Zulus and
Xhosas were always together. One other thing which makes me sad again is that in
1988, if not '89, there were soldiers who were being trained at Hlobane. They
were being trained by the South African Defence Force, and in 1989 people died
there. And statements were given. I think those Xhosas who were there were minor
for them to cause a confusion in that mine. There were many Zulus than Xhosas.
So this wasn't true. Whatever was written in newspapers it wasn't true. I still
wish people should come before the Commission and say all these things, because
Mr van Zyl, the management of Hlobane - Mr van Zyl is the master of this. He is
the one who can explain more, because he is the one who knew from where to
where.
/(Inaudible)
(Inaudible) ... we will try and contact Mr van Zyl, and we will try and ask him

some questions when the time comes so that we can get to the bottom of this
story, because it worries many of us. We will also try and speak to all the
lawyers that dealt with the case and find out why nothing further happened. We
will also speak to the NUM people to see whether that is possible, because they
will give us some ideas, people like Mdletshe and others who were your
organisers at that time, and find out why they never followed those issues up.
So I think at this stage I have no further questions for you. I am going to hand
back to the Chairperson.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Just before I summarise, can you just tell us who was the Hlobane
Mine owned by at that time? --- Mr Watson. The mine is under Iscor, but the mine
manager was Mr Watson at that time.
Mr Siyolo and Mr Ngcobo, today we are struggling to come together as one nation,
and to forget about the fact that we come from different cultural and language
groups. But many of the people at that time that you have told us about, many
people and many organisations, including the Nationalist Government, UWUSA,
through Prince Gideon Zulu, who spoke to you at that meeting, they preached a
different message in those days, and their message was that there were certain
organisations for Zulus and there were certain organisations for Xhosas, and
that Zulus should not join Xhosa organisations. And many people resisted that
and didn't believe that, and workers like yourself, who were Zulus and Xhosas,
they joined organisations not because they were Zulus or Xhosas, but
/because
because - they joined those organisations because they were trade unions and
they wanted to improve their conditions of employment. And they resisted this
message that we are different. You also mentioned some women who walked out of
the hall when Prince Gideon was speaking because he was saying that Zulus should
not join Xhosa organisations, and these women were married to Xhosas and to
Sothos, as well as being married to Zulus. And they showed great independence
and commonsense, and they indicated quite clearly that people from different
language groups can live together quite happily. But, as you have told us, there
were forces which were more powerful than that, and as we heard this obsession
with ethnic differences between Zulus and Xhosas, which was encouraged by UWUSA
and also encouraged by mine officials, it led to the massacre of 11 members of
the National Union of Mineworkers. And those 11 members, those 11 people who
died, and the many people who were injured, were victims of apartheid, because
apartheid was based on the idea that people were different, whether they were
Zulus, or Xhosas, or black, or white. Apartheid told us that people were
different, and this policy of apartheid has left us with a terrible legacy, and
we must now struggle to come together as one nation and to find reconciliation.
And it just strikes me that you two people there today, Mr Ngcobo who is a Zulu,
Mr Siyolo who is a Xhosa, you represent the best vision that we have of a new
South Africa. You've said that you were always friends, you never fought, you
are still friends, and you both belong to the same organisation, which you
joined to improve your conditions of employment, not because you were Zulus or
/Xhosas,
Xhosas, and you can all lead us and show us a very good example of how people
can live and work together.
So we thank you both very, very much for coming in and telling us your story,
and we are very glad that you could tell us your story together today. It;s very
important. And we will do - as Mr Lax has said, we will try and follow up these
events to try and help you and the people who were injured, and the families of
the people who died in that incident. Thank you very much for coming today.
---------------------

COMMISSIONER: Mrs Mdlalose, we welcome you here this afternoon. Thank you for
being so patient. You've waited all day to tell your story. You come from the
Blaauwbosch area, which is near Osizweni, and you have come to tell us about the
assault and attempted murder of your son, Elliot, by members of the IFP, and
that happened in April 1991. Can you stand and take the oath before you tell us
your story.
--------------------BELINDA MDLALOSE (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
COMMISSIONER: You have somebody with you on the stage there. Is that a relative
of yours? --- It's Lena Mdlalose. She is one of the people we were with, she is
one of the victims.
(Inaudible)
As the Chairman had already thanked you, I also thank you for being so patient.
Do you have any children? --- Yes, I do.
Could you please give us their names as well as their ages? --- I am not sure
about their ages. I am not very literate so I do not know much about the years.
Fortunately it's the last one whose years I know.
What are they doing? Are they at school or what? --- They are older than the one
who got injured. The one who got injured is the last-born. I got him in 1969.
This is a very painful situation that the children that God has given us for us
to take pride in, and according to our culture we believe that children will
always maintain us in our old age, and we always believe that they will bury us,
and now that your hope, your only hope, that is your son, got injured in this
manner. So we
/would
would like you to relate to us as to how he got injured. --- My husband had just
died in 1988, and I struggled after my husband died. Then in 1991 I went to look
for some work so that I could maintain my children. And the elder ones were
already staying all by themselves, they were no longer staying with me, and i
was left with the four younger kids. Then I came back during Easter because I
was working at Hendrina. Then my employer gave me permission to go home for my
Easter holidays. And when I got home there was apparently a party. It was
Baseka's party, who was born during Easter. And my children said they were
hungry, they had no food in the house, because they were expecting me to come
the previous day so they slept without food. My son, the one who got injured,
was with another one who had just got a child and was no longer going to school.
I gave them some provisions that I had from my workplace and they went on to
show out some of the guests who were at the party that day. It was Baseka, as
well as Mavuthuka. They took these boys halfway and they went to B section, and
on their way back from the B section, just close to the road, there was a
family, a Khanya family. That is at my uncle's place. And now my youngest son
was speaking to Mrs Khanya, but Mrs Khanya has now been deceased. As they were
still talking apparently the Mthambo boy had an altercation with the boy from Mr
Zulu's place, and now when my boy was standing and talking to his granny at the
Mthambo family the Zulu boy came with an iron rod and hit my son on the head
with this iron rod, and he lost consciousness. And Dumazile came out with a
bucket of water to come and pour over my son, who had now fallen down. And there
is
/another
another woman who came to call me to tell me that my son had been killed by the
boy from the Zulu family. And I went out to go and investigate as to what had

happened. The very same woman who came to alert me had already been deceased by
now. I went to the scene. I felt very tired, I did not want to go there, and
just as I was about the approach the Khanya family I met Mavuthuza together with
my son. He was bleeding, but he was not bleeding profusely, it was just little
drops of blood coming. He was bleeding through the nose, he was not bleeding
from the head where he had been hit. I said I was going to my uncle's place to
find out what was happening, and they told me that this boy was talking to the
granny, and this boy who came with the iron rod hit my son. And apparently this
boy was a member of the IFP and my son was a member of the ANC. I went back
home, where I wanted to see what was happening to my son. He was not bleeding
through the wound on the head, but he was bleeding through the nose, and it was
starting to get dark at that moment. And I collected some money which I had in
the house and I took him to the clinic. He was having dizzy spells, and I took
him to the clinic. We got to the clinic at about 10, if I am not mistaken. He
could not walk. He said he had a terrible headache and he could not walk
properly. The clinic is quite a distance. It's a distance approximately from
here to Livingstone. When we got to the clinic they asked me as to why I had
stayed with such an injured man for quite a long time. Then they treated him.
They said they were going to call an ambulance which was going to take him to
Nqutu. Then at about 1 o'clock the ambulance came and he was taken to Nqutu. We
arrived at Nqutu at
/about
about 3 o'clock, and he was admitted at Nqutu and they asked me what had
happened. I related the story. And at that time it seemed as if he was losing
his mind. He was confused, and he started vomiting. And I told the nurses that
he was vomiting. They said he must go and wee, but he threw up. They wanted me
to show him as to what he had thrown up. Up until morning I was there, and in
the morning we left. The following day I went back to the hospital at Nqutu. He
was very confused and he was still in tremendous pain.
Did he get the doctors at Nqutu? --- Yes, he did.
Are they the ones who transferred him to Durban? --- Yes, that is correct. He
stayed for two weeks in Durban - that is Nqutu, and they were trying to help him
but they just could not help him. They transferred him to Durban. I am not sure
whether it was Wentworth where he was taken to. There he was operated on and
they tried to drain the blood, because he had bled internally. And I kept on
phoning to hear as to his progress, and some other time I sent people to go and
phone and find out as to how my son was, and I sent a neighbour. His father also
died in Durban, and when he was transferred to Durban I had some gut feeling
that he was going to die there. My neighbour helped me and went to phone, and
they came back, they said he had lost consciousness, he had gone into a coma. He
was not speaking, he was not eating, and his eyes were closed. I think I cried
too much until I collapsed, because when I regained consciousness I was on the
floor and the neighbours were surrounding me. They gave me some tablets. I felt
slightly better at that time. We phoned the following morning and they said he
/was at
was at least looking, but he was not talking. I kept on phoning the hospital,
trying to get as to whether he was progressing or he was getting any better. I
never even went back to work thereafter. Ever since my possessions have been
left there. I never went back to work.
How do you make a living? --- I had left my child who had just given birth.
Let me just disturb you now. How do you earn a living? Are you getting any
pension? --- Yes, I am getting a pension, but it really cannot meet the expenses
that I have.
You pointed out in your statement that Elliot does not get any pension for his
injuries. --- No, he is not getting it because he doesn't have an ID. We are

still trying to get him an ID, but it has not yet come back. The doctors advised
me to try and speed it up.
What about the social workers, have you ever contacted them? --- Yes, I have,
but there is absolutely nothing that they do. They go to certain houses but they
don't go to some of the houses.
We will try to get in touch with the social workers before we leave this place,
so that they can get in touch with you to speed up the ID application so that he
can get some money or some compensation or disability grant for his injuries,
because that's important for him to see doctors. How is he at the moment? Did
you bring him with? --- No, he is not even at home. He had gone to his sister's
place at Hlobane. His condition is very terrible, because at times he somehow
faints and falls. I think he is having some sort of fits, because he would start
by shivering and shaking then he would fall down.
/Is he
Is he receiving any treatment? --- Yes, I have tried to go to doctors, but his
condition still hasn't improved. When I ran away from Mondlo and got to
Newcastle I tried to see some doctors, as well as witch doctors, but his
condition is still the same. When this thing starts he looks like he is losing
his mind, because he starts laughing hysterically, and then that indicates to me
that he is going to start having these fits.
What do the doctors say? Is there any help that he can get from the doctors, or
... (incomplete) --- I do not think there's anything that can be done because I
have been to Vryheid, I have been to Newcastle, and there's absolutely nothing
that has helped so far. He always falls, and the doctors always give him tablets
as well as medicine. That's all there is to it. At times he gets these attacks
even though he is taking tablets. The situation sort of subsides and comes back
once more. At times the tablets just don't help. These Inkatha people use muthi,
and had he come to help my son at that moment probably my son would be better by
now.
Is he staying at Blaauwbosch, the one who attacked your son? --- No, he was
staying at Mondlo. At that time I was staying at Mondlo. Now, after Elliot's
story my house was attacked and burnt down. Thereafter the Inkatha youth kept on
attacking us, and they said they did not want to attend school with comrades.
And at times they would chase our children down the river. They would always
assault them from 1991 up to 1992, and in 1992 they started burning our houses,
and that's when people started dying. And at the shop they assaulted him on the
hip, and somebody came to tell me that they had already assaulted
/my son.
my son. I went to the shop to check as to what had happened. He was lying on the
floor, and the Inkatha women were singing and ululating. We took him. He
couldn't walk. We carried him home. That was the second time now. That's when he
was - after he had been discharged from the hospital. It was an Inkatha rally
when the houses were being burnt and people were dying. That's when I decided
that I had to leave that place, because I was told that the Mdlalose family
should go out of that place, it was no longer affected. Jabulani was the chief
of that particular place.
Why did they say the chief was going to get into the houses? --- Because the
chief had already run away. He was staying in Johannesburg, and they had already
burnt his house as well as his car, and his house was burnt down to ashes.
What about Jabulani Mdlalose, who had burnt his house? --- It was the Inkatha
youth when they came from the rally.
Was he a member of Inkatha? --- No, he was not. They said he was going to come
back from Johannesburg and he was going to get into the houses. I sent my

daughter -my other son was working at Secunda at the mines, and I sent my
daughter to go and ask for money, whatever amount of money, so that I can be
able to move from that place.
Presently where are you staying? --- I have erected a shack at Blaauwbosch, and
this shack was not properly built.
If we connect with the social workers how can we get in touch with you? --- They
can get me if they can travel along the road to Osizweni. There's a certain
/place
place called Itheku where it's a market, people are selling. They cross the
railway station. There's a red house. It's just ... (intervention)
Who's the owner or the landlord there? --- I am not sure about his name, but I
think it's Sonny Sibiya. We are staying at the Sibiya site. It's just in front
of the bus stop. There's absolutely no life there. I am staying all by myself,
and I have had so many diseases ever since these things happened. I am staying
with the youngest child who got asthma after the violence took place at Mondlo.
We were no longer sleeping inside the houses, we were sleeping in the gardens or
outside, and that child was five months old at that time.
What about Themba Zulu, who hit Elliot? Was there any case that was held? --- We
never reported the matter to the police because they said he had actually
assaulted a comrade, so there was nothing that we could say to them.
The ones who assaulted him the second time, were they identified? --- By the
time we got there they had already run away. He was on the floor and the Inkatha
women were singing.
We've heard your story. This is a very terrible story that you've just told us.
I do not say that there are words enough that we can comfort or console you, but
what I can promise you is that we will get in touch with the social workers so
that he can get a disability grant to meet the medical expenses for your son.
What about yourself, how do you feel? You have obviously been traumatised, and
all this that has happened has traumatised you emotionally. Are you going to any
/psychological
psychological doctors? --- I do not have the money to visit psychologists or
psychiatrists.
We shall try by our own means to see as to how we can help you so that you can
be seen by social workers, psychiatrists, as well as psychologists. In certain
places at the Free State the Minister of Health gave us permission that whenever
there are people who need help, just like you, we should contact his department,
and such people can be rendered help quite timeously. So you can be helped as
far as psychologists are concerned. How did your husband die? --- No, he was
sick. He had asthma.
There isn't much that we can say besides that whatever we have promised. We
shall try to make a follow up and try to keep in touch with you. --- One other
thing that I am leaving out is the destruction of my household contents.
We have already taken note of that, and that will take quite some time to be
sorted out because we still have to file a report that is going to be submitted
to the State President, Mr Mandela, together with his Cabinet. Then they are the
ones who shall take a final decision as to how people like you are going to be
helped and assisted. That is beyond our powers. We cannot grant you or promise
you anything, but we do have that in our report that you need some help with
regard to your possessions.

--------------------COMMISSIONER: (Inaudible) ... you very much for waiting all day to tell us your
story. It's a sad story that we've heard, and we've heard many, many stories
like that from parents like you who have lost their children, or whose children
have been disabled or assaulted, and you
/are another
are another one of those people. You have told us that as a parent you tried to
do the best for your son, and you did take him to the clinic and to the hospital
as soon as you could, but it seems that he was so badly injured that he became
permanently disabled from the assault. And he was disabled as a result of
ignorance and intolerance. He was assaulted because he held views which were
different to the views of the person who assaulted him, and we really wonder how
that person feels to know that he has ruined the life of another human being.
But we are glad that you are still strong enough now to come and talk to us
today, and, as Mr Dlamini has said, we will be making recommendations to the
Government to see how you can be assisted. So we thank you very much for coming
in and telling us your story today. Thank you very much.
---------------------
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---oOo--COMMISSIONER: (Inaudible) ... Newcastle, and you will be talking about your
experiences at the hands of the Security Police, torture at the hands of the
Security Police, in 1992 after your arrest.
MR VEENENDAL: That's correct.
COMMISSIONER: Before you give that evidence can you stand to take the oath?
--------------------LEONARD VEENENDAL (Sworn, States)
COMMISSIONER: Thank you very much. Mr Lax will assist you with your evidence.
You're welcome to have your wife on stage with you if she wants to come.
MR LAX: Good afternoon, Mr Veenendal, welcome. --- Good afternoon. Thank you.
As you've heard it's customary for us to get a picture of you and your family,
and before we start you - just for the record you are 30 years old. What is your
date of birth please? Sorry, just if you press the red button. --- The 9th of
April 1966.
Thank you. Is it correct that you are presently a Conservative Party councillor
in Newcastle? --- That is correct.
Having been so elected just in the recent Local Government elections. --- That
is correct.
Now, you are married, and you confirm that you're married, and your wife is also
a councillor in the Newcastle Council? --- That's right.
Just for the record, you may speak in Afrikaans if you so wish. We do have an
Afrikaans interpreter. I know you told us that you prefer to speak in English at
this stage, but just for the record's sake we'd like you just
/to be
to be aware of that. --- Thank you.
Are your parents still alive? --- Only my mother.
Your mother. And do you have brothers and sisters? --- I have. I have a younger
brother and a younger sister.
Do you have any children? --- Yes. I have three children, a daughter of 10 and a
son of six and one of - turning four.
Thank you. Now, in July 1990, when these events commenced for you, you were in
Johannesburg at that time, is that correct? --- That's right.
And will you just tell us what you were doing at that time which might have led
to your arrest and so on. You were obviously involved in some political
activities. What were those? --- I was involved in what is termed right-wing
politics. I was involved in para-military - I was involved ... (intervention)
It will help you if you put the earphones on, then the translation won't
interfere with your thinking and speaking. (Pause) All right, can you hear me
now? --- Yes, now I can hear you.

Now you'll hear yourself, and what will happen is that the translation won't
override your own voice because it's simultaneous, so it'll allow you to speak
freely. Thank you, you may continue. --- I was involved in para-military groups,
and the political objectives we wished to achieve - I don't think I at this
stage want to elaborate on that. I would at a later stage elaborate more
extensively on that in terms of indemnity or amnesty application.
/Thanks.
Thanks. Now, if we can then move to July 1990. If I read correctly from your
statement you were arrested in Rosettenville, which is a suburb of Johannesburg.
--- That's right.
At that time - take us through what happened to you from there onwards please. -- I was staying at a friend's house, and at about 4 o'clock in the morning we
noticed that the house was being surrounded by a large contingency of police,
and we could also hear a helicopter. We rushed out of the back door and managed
to get into the covers of the shadows and darkness, and we knew that the police
were there to arrest us. We were both armed, and we were in two minds whether we
should shoot and fight our way out, because we felt that we had managed to fast
enough move into this shade. And in front of me there was one young policeman,
and he was sitting looking in the wrong direction, pointing his rifle towards
the house which we'd come out of. And I knew that the only way that we could get
away was if this policeman had to be shot. But we were of the opinion - it was
our belief that we were not at war with the police, that they were not part of
the political structures, that they were supposed to be merely policemen. I
could not be part of such a thing, so we surrendered and we threw out our
weapons. We were then told to lie on the ground with our hands behind our heads,
and I remember that as soon as we were on the ground the same policeman we had
no intention of any form of aggression against viciously started to kick us
while we were on the ground.
If I could just interrupt you there. Who is the other person that was with you?
--- His name is Darryl
/Stopforth.
Stopforth.
Thank you. Please continue. --- We were then arrested and told that we were
being placed under section 29, the Internal Security Act, and we were then
loaded into separate vehicles and taken to Sandton Police Station. They didn't
really speak to us much. We were just held there until about 8 o'clock in the
morning, or about half past eight in the morning, when we were taken to see a
district surgeon. He examined us and we went back to Sandton.
Do you remember who the district surgeon was? Do you remember his name at all? -- No, I don't remember.
Where was his office? Do you have any idea? --- It was in Johannesburg, central
Johannesburg.
Thank you. Carry on please. --- On arriving back at Sandton Police Station, at
what they call the Security Branch, the whole situation changed. I was screamed
at, verbally abused, I was slapped around, I was punched, I was told to shut up,
sit in a chair, then I was questioned. When I answered the questions I was told
that I was lying. I was smacked again. And this carried on to an extent where I
actually jumped up off the chair and started fighting back. Four, maybe five
policemen viciously knocked me down, and they put me back on the chair and
handcuffed my hands through the chair, which resulting that I could not get up.
I was then continuously smacked and punched, and despite the fact that I was cooperating, I did not have need to lie to them, this treatment carried on. Later
during the day I was taken to a farm in Krugersdorp, where I had undertaken

/to co-operate
to co-operate and point out where there were explosives. They loaded me into a
vehicle with three Security Branch members and they tied a jacket over my face,
smothering me, and over that they pulled a Balaclava which was the wrong way
round. The whole time since that morning at 4 o'clock my hands were handcuffed
behind my back and my feet were in leg irons. We went - in that condition we
went to Krugersdorp, where they removed the things from my face and I showed
them what I came to point out. When we were finished the policemen, two of them,
proceeded - the one held me up and the other one proceeded hitting me in the
stomach.
Who were these two policemen? --- The one's name was Sergeant Chris Lombard and
the other one was Sergeant Eugene Pitout.
Where are they from? --- They're from - at that time they were stationed at
Sandton Security Branch.
Please continue. Sorry, just before you do, what were the things that you
pointed out to them at that stage? --- It was an arms cache, and despite the
fact that I was co-operating with them they proceeded to assault me with my
hands tied behind my back and my feet in irons. I couldn't understand this
because I was co-operating. They loaded me back into the vehicle and took me
back to Sandton Police Station. They again - on the way they put the Balaclava
back over my face, and all the way back they would shout and scream and swear at
me. They would tell me how they were going to kill me, they would tell me that
they've killed many other prisoners like me, and that nobody would even miss me.
They told me that they could explain it so easily. They would say I
/tried to
tried to escape. But nothing came of it besides being punched a few times. We
got back to Sandton and again I was put into a chair and chained to the chair,
where the questioning continued, and irrelevant of what answer I gave I was
smacked every time. I was punched every time, and my feet were chained and my
hands were chained. And I asked them to release my hands and they said, "You are
a brave man," and they smacked and punched me again. I had not had food that
day, although I don't think I would have been able to eat. They then took me to
a cell and left me there for a while, I don't know how long, still in leg irons
and in handcuffs. Later that evening they came and fetched me from the cells and
took me up to the Security Branch floor again. Nobody spoke to me. They took me
into an empty office and there were three black policemen standing there. They
were told to me - or it was said to me that they were askaris from Vlakplaas.
They never spoke to me, they never greeted me, they showed no emotion, although
I tried to - I greeted them, I tried to speak to them. And when the white
policemen had left the room these three black policemen started assaulting me
with their fists. They would knock me down numerous times, and it was hard to
maintain my balance whilst my hands and feet were handcuffed. I don't know how
long this went on, I just remember one would hit me, I would fall, another one
would pick me up. A second one would hit me until I fell, and this would
continue. I was left on the floor. I don't know if I was unconscious, or I fell
asleep of tiredness there, and how long I was on that floor. My face was
bleeding, my body was hurting all over. I was woken up by the Security Branch
members, and
/they
they removed the handcuffs for the first time from my hands. They told me that
they cannot remove the leg irons because that is standard practice, and they
took me to a small room where I could wash my face and my hands. Then I was
taken back to another office, where I was told to sit. People started coming
into the office, and yet nobody greeted me, nobody spoke to me. I could hear in
the passage that there was laughter, and one of the members said to me that if I

behaved myself I might even be able to join them in the bar afterwards. After a
while these three askaris and the members of the Security Branch came into the
office and they told me to remove my clothes. I refused, and I was again smacked
around and assaulted. I took off my clothes and I stood there naked.
Who were these people that came into the room? Do you know any of them? --- I
don't know all of them. There was a Major Johan Pretorius, there was a Chris
Lombard, Sergeant Eugene Pitout, and then there was a man who was - he was a
warrant-officer then, Nick Dieklifs(?). He still laughed and he introduced
himself as "die swart kat."
What happened thereafter? --- When I was naked they pushed me into the chair and
they tied me ankles to the legs of the chair with tube. They tied my arms to the
arm rests. They put which looked like a wire - they put toilet paper around the
end of the wire, they wet it, and they put it inside of the tube, one in my
ankle, one underneath my armpit, and one they put between my genitals. They put
a gas mask over my face which was painted black, and then they threw a bucket of
water over me. I then experienced being shocked. Then the current
/would
would come through my leg, then through my armpit, then through my genitals,
sometimes they would come all three together. And this would carry on for quite
a while. They would ask me questions. Despite the fact that I would answer the
question they would still shock me. They would ask me if I would co-operate. I
would say yes. They would torture me again. They later removed the gas mask, and
the major said that I will sign an affidavit linking me to the assassination of
Dr David Webster. I refused, and they carried on. I don't know how long this
carried on, but suddenly the questioning and the pressure that they put on me
ceased. This Warrant Nick Dieklifs went and sat in front of me on his hinges,
and told me that I was a disgrace of a man, that I had never taught my wife and
my family to respect a police officer, that they had phoned and were inquiring
where I was and how I was, and that they had spoken to them in a way that not
befitting a officer of the police, and because I cannot discipline and teach my
wife manners and respect they will teach me. And he laughed and the proceeded
with the electrical shocks. He told me - while this was going he shouted at me
why don't I call my God to release me from the chair, and that I would see that
they, the Security Branch, they are God, that not Mandela, not Treurnicht,
Terre'Blanche or de Klerk ran this country, but that they ran the country. I
could not speak, my mouth was very dry, my tongue was swollen, and they would
give me little sips of water, and I would become unconscious. They would then
throw water over me again and they would proceed with this shock treatment,
although I was co-operating, although they weren't even asking me questions.
They then
/untied
untied the tubes and told me to stand up, to put on my clothes. I tried to get
up out of the chair but I couldn't. My legs could not hold me and I collapsed on
the ground. They laughed at me and kicked me. The major put his foot on my head
and he said he can squash me like a bug. He called them all around me, they
stood in a circle around me, and they all proceeded to urinate over me because
they said I am a dog, that is what you do to a dog. Major Pretorius was laughing
at me, and he told one of the askaris, "Fetch a limpet mine, then we blow him
away." He said to me that they could put me into a car and detonate the limpet
and it would look like I had an accident. He took out his pistol and he cocked
it, and he told me that he could shoot me right there and then. They brought in
a black woman, and he put the gun in my mouth and he said to me I will have
intercourse with this woman or he'll kill me, and then they just laughed at me.
They took the woman away. I remember seeing the fear in her eyes. They told me
to get dressed, and I sat in the room. The major, Nick Dieklifs, they were all
consuming large amounts of alcohol. In fact the major said I must just wait,
he's going to get himself a new drink. He came back and he told the members, the
askari members, to return to Vlakplaas, and he told Eugene Pitout and Chris

Lombard to take me - to transfer me to John Vorster Square. He also told me that
I must - that I will be going to see the Magistrate the next day, and that when
I go to the Magistrate I must not say anything because they have my friends and
they know where my family is, and it doesn't matter what I say to the Magistrate
I would still be in their custody. I don't think I went to the
/Magistrate
Magistrate the next day. I remember staying in John Vorster Square a day,
then I went on the Sunday. (Inaudible - end of side A) ... police stations,
I was kept in solitary confinement in cold, wet cells. When I had asked
blankets they would say that they aren't available, and every day
questioning would carry on.

and
and
for
the

Can I just interrupt you there for a moment? You said that these - they were
going to take you to the Magistrate, and you said you don't know if you went on
the next day, but on the Sunday you went. Did you actually go before a
Magistrate? --- I went before a Magistrate.
And what did you tell the Magistrate? --- They had briefed me in what to say,
and they said it was merely formality. The Magistrate, he barely looked up at
me. I don't think he was really impressed working on a Sunday.
Do you know who that Magistrate was? Do you remember his name at all? --- I
can't remember him.
But was it a Johannesburg Magistrate, a Sandton Magistrate? --- A Johannesburg
Magistrate.
You were obviously afraid, you didn't say anything about your assaults at that
point? --- That's right.
Now, this questioning continued for quite some time as you've said.
Approximately how long were you in detention for? --- I was in under article 29
for about three months. I did see a doctor in that time, who had treated me, and
I told him what they had done to me. He just listened, he never answered me, and
he said he would prescribe medicine, and that was it.
Where did you see this doctor? --- The first time I saw a doctor was very late
in my detention. After they moved me around I eventually - the last place they
/kept me
kept me was at Protea Police Station in Soweto.
Is that where you saw the doctor? --- Yes.
You don't know who the doctor was, do you, by any chance? --- No.
So that was at the Protea police cells. --- That's right.
Now, you said - is that the only time you saw a doctor during your whole
detention, or did you see one later on again? --- No, I saw again afterwards,
but prior to me getting to Protea I was held in Krugersdorp, I was held in
Klerksdorp, in numerous places. I had never seen a doctor, I had never seen a
Magistrate. I later found out that I was supposed to have seen a Magistrate, but
I never saw a Magistrate.
Now, finally you appeared in court. --- I was taken to court. I did not mind. I
was happy to go to court. It felt like you got your life back, some form of
control of your own life. I appeared in Johannesburg Magistrate's Court and was
then sent to Johannesburg Prison, or Diepkloof Prison.

Now, in your statement you say that when you got to court you told that
Magistrate before whom you appeared of your treatment. You at that point felt
confident enough to say what had happened to you. --- No, I did not tell the
Magistrate.
Not at that stage? --- No.
So when did these rumours come out, or when did the story come out? --- When I
was held in prison, and I realised that all my co-accused were in prison, and
that we were basically not - that we could be article 29-d again, I informed my
family and my political parties.
/Okay, just
Okay, just for the record it's public knowledge that once you'd informed the CP
and the HNP at that time the matter was taken up at the very highest level. --That's right. F W de Klerk appointed a commission of inquiry, and there was a
piece in The Sunday Times whereby a general said that he had visited me to take
a statement, which was not true. The only time I ever saw a policeman was one
day at prison. Two - I don't know who they were - policemen came there. They
said that they were investigating this matter and they asked me to make a
statement, which I did. They asked me to identify the members of the Security
Branch. They had a large file. I paged through the file and identified each one
of them. They asked me to identify the blacks. I could not because there were no
photos of them. I asked them if this file was a Security Branch file or if it
contained photos of askaris. They said no, only photographs of policemen. They
told me that they would return with a file of askaris to continue the
investigation, and then I could identify the three askaris. They never came
back. I tried to inquire what happened to the case, and being in prison, or
being detained in prison, it was very hard to follow up the case. Until today
nothing has come from that investigation.
Mr Veenendal, we will obviously try and get details of General Joubert's report,
and of his Commission and what actually happened with that. We will follow that
up, so at least that can - you can know the outcome of that. Did you actually
lay a charge in respect of the assaults that you suffered? --- I laid charges. I
tried to follow it up.
/Where
Where were those charges laid? --- I was in prison. The police came to me in
prison. From where they were I am not sure.
So that was in Diepkloof? --- That was in Diepkloof Prison. I was detained for I
think about two years, which - when I got to prison I discovered I had a problem
with my vision, especially when I tried to read or concentrate for a while, and
I was referred to a optometrist. When he investigated me he said that my eyes
had gone through some or the other form of shock, and he made a report
available. The Security Branch was kind as to give me these glasses I have
today.
Now, you - well, did you ever appear in court and get charged and convicted for
any offences relating to the stuff they were questioning you about? --- The case
was at various times postponed. It was then at the turmoil of the political
events at that time, and I was never - I was actually indemnified on those
specific charges. But remembering that two years in prison, and they would
confiscate our letters. We would go and visit our family behind glass. My second
son was just born when I was detained. He was almost two when I came home. I
could never see him or touch him. Constantly our cells were being searched for
no reason. We were woken up at night, our cells searched. When we'd come back
from visits we were told to strip down, and they would body search us. We were
degraded, humiliated, and from time to time the members of the Security Branch
would visit us at prison and they would sarcastically ask if we were enjoying
our stay in Sun City.

Mr Veenendal, it's public record that you and other
/prisoners
prisoners went on a hunger strike thereafter. --- I went on numerous hunger
strikes in prison. Some of them were for reasons of ill-treatment, of the way we
were treated, of the exceptional rules that were given to us. There was one set
of rules for us as detainees, and as awaiting-trial prisoners, compared to
others, and only when we go on hunger strike were these things addressed. Then
in 1991, when we were given indemnity, I had applied for bail on the second
charge, which they did not give me indemnity, which was refused. We embarked on
another hunger strike and bail was granted, and I was at home approximately
eight months, maybe a year, and I was again brought before Court. And the ruling
was that I was to stay in detention for the Minister to resolve the matter. He
never resolved the matter. That was then Kobie Coetzee. I again embarked on a
hunger strike, and during that hunger strike I was put into solitary
confinement, I was harassed 24 hours a day by the prison warders. They would
leave the lights on in the cells, they would keep me awake, they would chain me
to the bed. Then they would unchain me from the bed. When I was later taken to
hospital the Security Branch insisted that I was a high-risk prisoner, and that
I should be treated as such. Despite the pleas from the medical people that were
looking after me they never stopped harassing me, putting me under pressure, and
after my release the harassment never stopped.
Mr Veenendal, when were you finally released? --- I think it was in September or
October '92. Constantly I was under surveillance, and the effects it had on my
family - I can still see those scars today, and it makes
/me cross.
me cross. In '94, I think it was in January, I was in Pretoria. I was with some
friends. Suddenly we were surrounded by police. I was arrested, taken to - I
think it was Sinoville Police Station. I was held there for a couple of hours,
no explanation, no warrant, and then just released. In that same week later on I
was - my wife and my family were still at home, and she came from home, from
work the evening to find that somebody had broken into our house. She could not
get into the house, and she went and fetched my uncle. They then went and laid a
charge that somebody had broken into the house and literally plundered it. They
were then informed that the Stability Unit had, as they termed it, penetrated my
house. With nobody there they had searched the house without issuing or
submitting a warrant to us. They then told my wife that she may not enter the
house until they had instructed her. She had to get permission from the highest
authority - I am not sure, I think she phoned the Minister's office, to get
permission to get baby clothes for the children, and nappies, from the house. I
was arrested in Pretoria, brought down to Newcastle. Never was a warrant given
to me. And they said they were doing a routine investigation of my involvement
in training members of Inkatha. I asked them if it was against the law, and they
told me that the law has nothing to do with it. I was never charged, I was just
taken back to Pretoria. Never was an excuse rendered, never was an apology
rendered, and the charges we laid were never investigated. I later got to
realise that the people we are dealing with is something I could not understand.
It was in my opinion people with a barbaric, cowardly streak. And I started
looking and
/examining
examining the situation. Things that bothered me were things like Steve Biko. He
was arrested. His warrant said, "Arrest and detain." We can argue the merit of
the political objectives, or whether he was right or whether he was wrong. The
warrant said, "Arrest and detain," the warrant did not say, "Kick him to death,"
and I am sure on my warrant there was never said to teach me manners by
torturing me, or any other detainee. I thought that maybe it's time for me to
add a contribution to this. What actually brought me about was I one day visited

the police station to get fingerprints for a job I was applying for, and there
was a young policeman who was taking these fingerprints. He said to me that he
is a supporter of mine, and then he said to me that he was - a few days prior to
that him and a colleague had arrested a black man. They had handcuffed his hands
through the bumper of the vehicle, and then they took wires from the alternator
and shocked him. This is not my people. I told him, "My people have dignity,
they have respect, and they have honour," and if he was any form of man he would
remove those handcuffs if he wanted to be a sadistic and allow the man the
chance to defend himself. I later was elected as deputy chairman of the
Newcastle Policing Forum, and on a visit one day to the cells - and this is in
1995 - there was one prisoner short. When I inquired they said that it was a
black woman that was out on investigation for shoplifting. Whilst standing in
the charge office she came in, and I asked her if she had eaten and she said no.
I asked the police official there to get her food. He told me that the kitchen
was closed and that she'd have to wait until the next morning. This was not
acceptable to
/me. She
me. She had a human right. The attitude has never changed, and the shift has now
become from the liberation movements of the left, they shifted these acts and
they are starting to implement those procedures, that culture. Despite the
efforts of trying to reform that they're just redirecting that. The Commission
earlier said - referred to the Security Branch as the elite of the police. I
call them cowards, Mr Commissioner. I call them scum of the police. They are
responsible not only for what they have done to me and my family, they are
responsible to that that's happened to the whole community. Nothing has changed.
Mr Veenendal, thank you for that story of yours that you've told us. You've sat
here this morning and heard the stories of other people, and I know that you
were moved by those stories and you could relate to what they experienced. I am
going to hand back to the Chairperson.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Thank you again, Mr Veenendal, for telling us that - having the
courage to come forward and tell that story. You've made shocking allegations
against the police, similar to many of those that we've heard this morning. Now,
you know very well that many Security Branch policemen in the past, and perhaps
even now, belonged - or were supporters of various so-called right-wing white
organisations. Many were supporters of the Afrikaner Weerstandsbeweging, and in
the past no one ever heard organisations like the AWB protesting against police
torture which was being administered to black people. In fact many AWB
supporters complained that the police were not being firm enough. So there is
some irony that we now
/hear a
hear a very sincere, a very passionate condemnation of police abuse, police
excess, from you now that you have become a victim of that system. I am not
saying this in any way to minimise the terrible things which happened to you
over those two years. Whoever the police torture, whether it's opponents of the
Government or opponents of apartheid, or supporters of the Government or
supporters of apartheid - whoever they torture it's wrong. It destroys the
credibility of the police, and it destroys any proper notions of what the rule
of law is. Ordinary citizens who come into contact with that sort of policing
experience will be justifiably mistrustful of the police. And, as you will have
heard over the past few days, they will justifiably hate the police, as we heard
from a young man who gave evidence this morning. You heard evidence this morning
from those four people from Sibongile township in Dundee, who were detained also
for two years, tortured by the police - not as badly as you were. Yesterday we
had evidence from people who suffered at the hands of the KwaZulu Police, who
supported one side in the social or physical conflicts, and often participated
in the criminal acts which were being perpetrated by members of the IFP. Now,

that is not proper policing, and if that sort of thing, that sort of policing
persists in this country, we are going to continue down our present path towards
lawlessness and chaos, and unless ordinary citizens trust the police, are
prepared to work with the police, we will not see an end to what is happening in
our country.
So it's important that you've come here and given us that perspective. It's very
important, because we are
/obliged
obliged to provide the fullest possible picture of human rights violations in
this country when we report at the end of our period to the Government. And the
things that you have told us certainly give a very new, quite dramatic
perspective to human rights violations, and we thank you for that. And we are
glad that you are now involved in some worthwhile pursuit such as Community
Policing Forum, and we wish you well in that venture.
Is there anything else you wish to say before you leave the stage? We are
running a little late, because there are other people to come onto the stage? -- Mr Chairman, the harassment and the spreading of mistrust, of suspicion, has
not ended. You yourself ... (incomplete - tape damaged)
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Mr Maphumulo, we welcome you here this morning. Can you hear me?
Can you understand me? Thank you. You have come today with your - is that your
wife with you?
MR MAPHUMULO: Yes, that's my wife.
COMMISSIONER: From Blaauwbosch area, which is near Osizweni, and you've come to
tell us about the killing of your children in 1992.
MR MAPHUMULO: That's correct.
COMMISSIONER: Before you give your evidence can you stand to take the oath.
--------------------MZOTHULI MAPHUMULO (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
COMMISSIONER: Mr Dlamini will now help you with your evidence.
MR DLAMINI: Mr Maphumulo and Mrs Maphumulo, I welcome you. Mr Maphumulo, you are
here because three of your children were killed and one person who was a tenant
at your house. You are staying in a township. Your case is one of the saddest
cases we've heard, and people who are coming from townships and other
settlements they know how you are feeling because some of them have experienced
that. When I am looking at this testimony I realise that organisations were used
just because people wanted to. We understand that your wife also got injured in
this attack. You cannot answer because you haven't yet taken the oath. --- I
would also like to point out one thing, that when I am here I am not someone
from here, I am someone from Germiston. I put my statement here because I am
scared to go to Gauteng. I am from Germiston. Here people don't
/know me
know me very well.
Don't worry about that. The President allows anyone to be anywhere. You can give
your testimony anywhere. You are at home. You can give your testimony here. How
are the children, the children that you left home? --- My children are well, but

I only have one child and the other one is disabled. She had an operation and
now she has got fits.
How old is your child? --- She is 16 years old.
Is she still at school? --- No, she is not at school.
After you've finished here I would like you to see the psychologist and the
social workers that we have here so that they can refer you to the Reparation
and Rehabilitation Committee, so that you can get appropriate medication. You
must explain to them everything after this. --- I'll also like to say I have
three children who were left by my late children. I have three grandchildren who
were left by my late children. One is in standard eight, the other two are in
standard seven.
Are these grandchildren? --- Yes, they are my grandchildren.
We also read here that you ask the Government to help you in providing support
for these children. How old are you? Are you well? --- I am well, but whatever
happened keeps on coming. I relive the event. Maybe it's because I never cried.
I am not well. I keep on thinking about whatever happened to me.
When you see these people after this you must talk about it so that they can be
able to help you. Now you can please tell us what exactly happened that led to
the
/attack
attack and the killing of your children. --- This is very difficult for me to
explain. It's very difficult. I don't know how to relate this thing, because
another thing, I am old. My neighbour, we've been neighbours for a long time. I
was sick, and my wife was the only one who was working. I was with my children
and they were working for me. I sold my old stove to my neighbour and she bought
it. Her name is Nora.
What's her last name? --- I think her last name is Nora Ndebele. She is selling
in her house, and my wife as well was selling. People used to come to my house
and pee in my yard, and I used to tell my neighbour, Nora, that, "You must
please tell your customers not to pee in my yard." After that we were not in
good terms. She came to see me and said to me she is asking me to lend a pick. I
gave her a pick. I left for work. When I was at work I heard a loud noise, and
when I went back home in the morning I heard that Nora's son went to put off the
main switch, electricity main switch at the street, and Nora accused me of
bewitching her son. And I was confused, I didn't understand. And then she said I
am just denying it because I am Inkatha member. I was surprised how come she is
saying all these things, and my wife said to me we must go to see Nora. Things
never got any better.
This Nora, is she also a member of any organisation? --- Yes, she is an ANC
member. I have tenants in my yard. Now Nora was telling my tenants that they
must leave my place because they are going to die. They are going to be burned
because I am Inkatha. Then my tenants told me. Others didn't. I kept quiet. One
day early in the morning, I think it was about 10 o'clock, I was
/standing
standing outside my yard. Two people came. They were wearing ANC T-shirts. One
was tall, the other one was wearing a shirt. And they asked me if I am Mr
Maphumulo and is this No 147, and I said to them yes, so they said they are
looking for someone. And this person told them they must come to 147, that's
where they'll find this person. I asked them what person. They said a Swazi
person. So I told them that, "No, I don't have a Swazi tenant, I only have Zulu
tenants." They said, "Okay, we will see." They left. On Sunday I left at 7
o'clock, I went to Mr Mhlongo's house to tell him that I was going to Newcastle.

Before I could even finish telling Mr Mhlongo I heard gunfire. I said to
Mhlongo, "Mhlongo, I heard gunfires coming from my house," so Mhlongo said,
"No," but I insisted to Mhlongo that it's in my house. Mhlongo said, "You
mustn't go to your house." I said, "No, I have to go and see. My children are
dying." I didn't know what to do, and then eventually Mhlongo and Mrs Mhlongo
let me, and then I went to my house. As I was going there my children were lying
down, and the youths was coming out from my house. They went opposite my house,
to the direction opposite my house, and I didn't know where to go. And I heard
someone crying from my house. I didn't go to my house, I followed these people.
At the corner one person by the name of Magubane told me I mustn't follow these
people because they'll kill me. I was confused. When I arrived there I heard my
wife calling me. I didn't say anything, and it was burning. I saw Dumalile, my
child, lying down, and her child as well next to him. When I looked I saw a
kombi taking them, two ladies and their mother.
/Whose
Whose kombi was that? --- Zimani's kombi. It was a taxi. When I went inside
Nzimande's room everything was messed up and electricity was ... (inaudible) ...
I went outside. It was like I was dreaming. My neighbour said to me I must calm
down, and I said to one of my neighbours we must take a car and go and fetch the
person from the mortuary. They said "No, police are coming." Police came, came
by Hippos. They came and searched our house. I stood there and I was looking at
them. Then they left. They told me that the mortuary car is coming. They came
and they took Nzimande's body and my child's body, and then we went to hospital.
I found one still alive. Sizeni and Gushiwe were already dead, and she had a
child. Her child didn't die even though she was shot. I was confused. I didn't
know why my children were killed. Nora left, and the next day she wasn't there,
and the next day as well she wasn't around. And then I asked neighbours why Nora
left. They said no, they didn't know. And then one day - nothing came to help
me. I heard people are being helped by Red Cross, but not with me. I went to the
police station, and then that's when I discovered that people are harassing me
because I am Inkatha member. Then I asked the police to come and guard us
because I wanted to do a funeral for my children. I didn't get any assistance
from them. People from the hostels, and neighbours who were Inkatha members, and
neighbours who were ANC, came and assisted me, and they also came to the
funeral. After that I left everything, everything in my house. I left as I am,
and then I sent someone to go to my house and take my refrigerator and use it,
because I didn't want to waste that refrigerator. But
/Nora came
Nora came and stopped that person from taking the refrigerator. So I left just
like that as I am today.
Thank you, Mr Maphumulo. You have just told us a very sad story here. There's
just one thing that I want to clarify. This child that you said he has fits, is
there any pension that he is receiving? --- No.
Did you try to talk to the social welfares? --- No. I tried to send him to
Johannesburg to some people who were helping him, and they sent him to hospital.
And they said his mother must take him to police and to the social welfare. They
also asked for my receipt, my pension receipt, but I couldn't give them because
now I am receiving my pension at bank. I have to go back to Johannesburg to ask
for it.
Maybe this thing can be fixed right here, there's no need for you to go to
Johannesburg. If we can only try and talk to the social workers and social
welfare people maybe they can try and do something rather than going to
Johannesburg and waste money. Maybe people - social workers from Blaauwbosch can
help you. Another thing that I'll like to know, where were this Nzimande family
coming from? --- From Zakele, the wife from Nqutu.
You also said that your neighbour, Nora, said you were IFP member and this is

what led to this attack. Are you an IFP? --- Yes, I am because I am a Zulu. They
told me that I wasn't supposed to go to work, and I told them that I came to
Johannesburg to work.
Let's just clarify one thing, Mr Maphumulo. To be a Zulu doesn't mean you are an
Inkatha. You can be Zulu and not be Inkatha. You can be PAC, ANC, AZAPO, or even
NP. What I want to know is that are you an IFP member?
/--- I am
--- I am because I am not affiliated in any party. I am an IFP member.
One other thing that I would like to find out from you is I want to get to the
roots of what caused the fight between yourself and your neighbour. Is there
anything which took place between the ANC and the IFP where you were staying?
Maybe you got involved in those attacks. --- No, I was helping the ANC instead,
because I would be taken by members of the ANC and they would say I should go
and talk to the youth of the ANC, maybe they would understand me because I was
an elderly person. And at times I would tell them that I should not be treated
as if I was a member of IFP as well as the ANC. I was a member of the IFP, but I
would go and sort their problems out for them.
As we've already said we've noted your request that, even though compensation
will not bring back your children, but you would like to be helped with regard
to your grandchildren who were left by your children, and that you need medical
attention, as well as your wife, and that one of your children needs medical
attention with regard to epileptic fits. We've noted these requests and we shall
pass them over to the Government, who will make a final decision as to how you
should be helped. And after we've done the work for the Commission we are going
to file a report, as well as recommendations and suggestions to the Government.
But what I can stress is that a fight between the neighbours ends up being a
political issue and some lives are lost in the process. I think it was a good
idea for you to be able to quell the violence between ANC as well as the IFP. -- I thank
/you very
you very much because it is true. I will not try to drag the ANC's name through
the mud, because the President is not involved, he is not doing what the youth
of the ANC is doing. He is preaching peace. And I cannot make ends meet with the
money that I am getting for my pension. This country is being ruled by children,
and Mandela does not approve of whatever they are doing.
--------------------MR LAX: Thank you, Chairperson. Mr Maphumulo ... (inaudible) --- Yes, I can hear
you.
(Inaudible) ... on one aspect, and that was, was there ever a case or an inquest
that you know about arising out of this killing? --- Yes, I did open a case. I
went to report the matter to the police.
(Inaudible) ... was there any subsequent actual
inquiry of some kind? --- There was no inquest.
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Thank you.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Mr and Mrs Maphumulo, thank you both very much for coming in
today. It's a terrible thing to have lost three children, especially in those
tragic circumstances. In your statement you said that you do not have words to
describe the pain and the sorrow of losing three children, and we sympathise

with you and your wife very much.
This thing, this terrible incident, happened in Katlehong in Gauteng, where you
were living, and we know the political intolerance between the IFP and the ANC
was not limited to this place, but it spread, particularly to the East Rand. You
said that after the death of your
/children
children you were assisted by members of the IFP and the ANC, and that
neighbours from both these parties attended your children's funeral. And it is
ironic but encouraging that in that time of grief that people were able to come
together.
We know that this incident will leave you sad, it will leave you with sadness
that won't leave you, but we hope that you are able to progress, and to use your
age and your stature and your maturity to continue working to bring both sides
together, because, as you know, political violence of this nature brings nothing
to people except misery and grief, and we hope that if anything is learnt from
this that it is that people should - despite their differences they should live
and work together.
So again thank you very much for coming in and sharing your story with us. Thank
you.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Mr Buthelezi, we welcome you here today. Can you hear me? Can you
understand me?
MR BUTHELEZI: Yes, I can hear you.
COMMISSIONER: (Inaudible) ... not able to come yesterday when many other people
from Osizweni township came.
MR BUTHELEZI: Yes, I was at a meeting.
COMMISSIONER: (Inaudible) ... to fit you in today.
MR BUTHELEZI: I appreciate the opportunity.
COMMISSIONER: You have come to tell us about the attack - burning of your house
in April 1993.
MR BUTHELEZI: I can't hear.
COMMISSIONER: Can you hear me now? You have come to tell us about the attack on
your house in April 1993, is that correct?
MR BUTHELEZI: That is correct.
COMMISSIONER: (Inaudible) ... story do you want to stand please and take the
oath.
--------------------MANDLA DOUGLAS BUTHELEZI (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
COMMISSIONER: Thank you. Mr Lax will assist you.
MR LAX: Good morning, Mr Buthelezi. Thank you for coming and welcome. Before we
go into your story can you tell us a little bit about your family? Are you
married? --- I have got a large family. I have got 12 children. I have a wife,

as well as a mother. My mother is still alive. But I have not brought my family
along because they are very emotional, and I did not bring them with because I
do not cry when I speak.
We hear you. If I may say this it's not - there's nothing wrong with crying if
the story is sad for you, so
/just feel
just feel at ease and feel that if this thing gets tough for you it's quite all
right for you to cry. We don't mind that in this place. At the time in April
1993 you were living at Ngagane in Newcastle, is that right? --- That is
correct.
If I understand your statement correctly there was conflict between the Inkatha
Freedom Party and the African National Congress in that area at that time. --That is correct.
If I can also assist you, it seems that the area that you were living in had
people from both different groups living together. Is that right? --- That is
correct.
Now, you yourself at that time, were you a member of any political party or
involved in any political organisation? --- Yes, I was involved in politics, and
I am still involved even now. I am a member of Inkatha.
(Inaudible) ... you were the branch chairperson at that time. --- That is
correct.
Now, please tell us what happened on the 24th of April 1993, and in doing so if
you can just give us some of the context that led to the attack on your house. -- In 1993 it was on the 24th of April. It was on a Friday when Dumisani
Nyawose's house was attacked. I think it was at about 12 midnight, and as a man
I went outside to investigate to see as to where the screams were coming from,
and to see who was attacking. Then I saw Dumisani. He went past my yard, and I
think he was going to my neighbour's place, that is Mr Mhlungu's place. When he
went past he said my will had been done. I did not even pay much attention
because I didn't know what he was
/talking
talking about. I had never sent anyone to attack members of the community. Then
on Saturday, the following day, police were called, and that Saturday I came to
town to buy some groceries. Then when I went back home in the afternoon I found
that certain members of Inkatha were going to be attacked on that particular
Saturday. And I went to contact some other members of Inkatha to tell them and
warn them that we were going to be attacked that evening. And waited there, and
then at about 12 midnight I was tired but I was not asleep because I could not
sleep, and I heard some movement. I could hear sound of shattering glass outside
as well as gunfire, and I just woke up and jumped out of bed. When I looked
around I discovered that my house was on fire, and I woke my wife to take the
child and run away with the child. I told the children to escape through the
back door, and I was left all by myself with Rex, that is my dog. It was quite a
vicious dog and it kept on barking, and they tried to shoot and throw stones at
it. Luckily I never got injured even though they were shooting at me. I still
don't have any telltales of what happened on that day. We phoned the police and
they said they did not have any vans, they could not come to my place. When I
went outside they ran away, and when they realised that I was not armed and I
could not protect myself they came back and they went to my car. They set my car
alight. They set my house alight as well, and they looted my groceries. And they
said they got Gatsha's dogs. At about 2.00 am in the morning the police came,
and when these police came a member of Inkatha was assaulted, and we did not
talk much with the police. They went to Mr Xulu's place because it was at

/night,
night, and the members of the other group were running away and being chased by
the van. They proceeded to another house, and each time the police were running
around trying to save the people who were being attacked. The following day was
a Sunday, and we got rumour that many Inkatha members' houses had been attacked
and burned. That is the sort of harassment that I got and went through, and
later on my dog was killed. And I opened up a case with regard to the killing of
my dog. The case number is CR 12240/93, and I brought the matter to the
Newcastle Police Station. It was the case of the burning of my car, the killing
of my dog, but nothing was done. They can laugh if they want to, I do not care.
I had saved my dog before, because the previous owner of that dog was going to
kill the dog.
Please do not disturb the witness whilst he is rendering his testimony. There
are certain things which may sound as jokes, but please these are very serious
issues. Let's not make them trivial. --- They said they were killing a wizard's
dog. I saved that dog because the previous owner was going to kill the dog
because it was suffering from rabies. And the police, after I had saved that
dog, wanted me to sell them this dog, and this dog was so close to me. We had a
special relationship. Then on the 19th that is when I was attacked by the ANC
early in the morning whilst I was on my way to work. Chris Hani was going to be
buried on that day, and they had blocked the roads and they said we were not
supposed to go to work. At that time I still had my car. I drove my car, and
along the way when I was at Osizweni - because I saw the road was full of glass.
As
/I was
I was still waiting there somebody threw a stone at me and I ducked. It broke
the window. That was the day on which Hani was being buried. I was attacked by
ANC members. We made attempts and we went to see some priests so that we could
reach a resolution, leaders of the ANC as well as leaders of Inkatha. There was
an ANC leader, Makhosini Hadebe. He was removed from his seat because they said
he did not know how to lead people, so he will not be able to continue with his
job. And we could not continue with the peace meeting because at night, just
before we were going to go to the meeting, we heard the sound of gunfire and we
decided that it was no longer safe to go to the meeting. We abandoned the plans
of going to the meeting. At that time Inkatha was suspected of colluding with
the police. We were in contrast with what the ANC was doing, boycotting classes
as well as work, embarking on go-slows. We did not want to do the very same
things that the ANC was doing because we wanted to go to work. They never asked
us. They used to direct us and tell us that we are supposed to do this and that.
So this is what caused the whole violence because we did not want to listen to
them. We used to contact the police, and we told the superiors at the police
station that we needed to be protected whenever the ANC was putting barricades
on the roads so that we could not go to work. The police used to help us remove
those barricades. These are the things that made people believe that police were
colluding with us, because they were helping us remove the barricades so that we
could go to work. Some of the things that disturbed me were that when we were
told about the attack on Inkatha members, as Mr Twala, who was also attacked,
and people
/who attempted
who attempted to bomb his house were arrested - VV Nkabinde, Ngubeni's house,
Mthethwa's house. Makhosane Mdlalose's shop was burnt. Mr Mkhize was shot. The
children of Inkatha members, Thulani Buthelezi from Osizweni, was killed because
he was in the Inkatha Youth League, and they said they were killing Gatsha's
dog. They were killed by members of the ANC. Mr Khubeka, who was next to
Zenzele, was killed. These are the things that we wanted to prevent. But when we
look at this critically, Dr T F Mdlalose came to my place after I had been
attacked. I never heard him saying that I should retaliate, but he encouraged me
to accept the situation as it was. Buthelezi had told us that we were going to

be attacked, and he told us that we were going to be killed for all those things
that we were doing. And at that time we thought that he was joking, but when it
happened in reality we realised that Buthelezi is a man of his words. Whatever
he says does happen, because we were being killed. Even now the members of
Inkatha are being killed at present. That is a very well known fact, but I am
not going to delve on that at the moment. What I am saying is Gatsha Buthelezi
has never encouraged us to be violent. I remember we were fighting with whites
because we wanted Ingwavuma, and some people in Johannesburg said Buthelezi was
delaying the progress because he wanted to negotiate most of the time. Now what
I am saying, such a leader is a leader who is helping us. He is restraining us
from doing bad things and encouraging violence.
(Inaudible) ... you've given us quite a picture of what things were like in your
area. You're now moving on to broader political issues, and I have certainly
given
/you enough
you enough of a platform so far to say some of those issues, but if you could
tell us a little bit about what you lost. You said you had a vehicle. What
vehicle was that? --- It was a Toyota Corolla. The registration number was NN
17074.
What model, what year? --- It was a 1984 model.
In terms of your house, did you lose everything in the house? --- I lost
blankets, as well as children's clothes.
(Inaudible) ... list there with you of people that you know about who had their
homes destroyed, or who were burnt, or lost people and so on. Can you make that
list available to us so we can follow up? --- No, I do not have the list, but I
can try to get hold of it. I do not have the list at present.
(Inaudible) ... appreciate if you could please let us have a copy of that list
so we could follow up some of those instances. Since this attack on your house
have you been back to your home that you were living in? Have you been back
there? Where are you living at the moment? --- I am staying at house No 8.
(Inaudible) ... back there? Is this a different house from that? --- I am
staying to where I got refuge.
(Inaudible) ... you old house that was destroyed? --- No, I never went back to
my previous house.
Did you own that house? --- It was not mine, it was Mr Mthethwa's house.
(Inaudible) ... opened a case at Newcastle Police Station, and you gave us the
CR number. Was there ever any court case to follow up on that? --- No, there was
/no case.
no case.
(Inaudible) ... prosecuted for that? --- No, nobody was prosecuted.
Did you recognise any of the people who were attacking your home or burning your
vehicle? --- It was at night and I could not see any of them. It was a group of
youths, so I could not identify them.
I hear you. You've said that this has affected your family very badly, and your
family are very emotional about this issue. --- Yes, it did traumatise my
family, because when they went to my mother's place they did not get me. They
went there at night and I wasn't there, and I was coming back from Johannesburg
because we had organised a rally in Pretoria. At that time when I came back my

mother cried when she heard gunfire, and that I was being attacked. They went to
house No 8, that is my house, and when I came back I saw a number of people,
white people as well as black people, who told me that there was a lot of
gunfire there. And there is a certain policeman who saved my life, because he
never pointed my house as to where my house - or which one was my house. And I
thanked him for having saved my life. But my family was severely traumatised,
and they asked me what I was getting from Inkatha, because I was busy with
Inkatha and I was being attacked day in and day out. I said to her, "Inkatha to
me is like going to church and being a member of the parish."
Have your family had any counselling, have you had any counselling to try and
help you deal with these issues? --- No, I never got any counselling.
Do you think you would benefit from some help, some
counselling
counselling of that description? --- I think that can
help if we can be compensated. Even if we are not compensated it doesn't really
matter. God will answer.
Thank you, Mr Buthelezi, I hand back to the Chair.
--------------------Thank you. Mr Buthelezi, when you were relating you also pointed out that you
have tried to get together with the ANC and to talk and reach one conclusion. I
would like you to tell me if you've started something like that now, or you
haven't? --- No, we haven't. After we failed we never sat with the ANC. I only
heard the Newcastle community had tried, but we haven't. It's quiet, no one is
standing up and trying to negotiate with each other.
I would like to say this to the community, to the Reverends, and to the
community in general, and ANC and IFP people, that this was a good thing for
them to do. They can still do it. They can sit back and try to have peace and
put their past behind and sit down and talk. In that way they can reconcile. I
will also like to mention one thing. When people are fighting they need someone
to stand up and talk about it with them. Thank you.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: (Inaudible) ... as I said to IFP members who came to the
Commission yesterday and the day before, people like Mrs Rita Nkabinde, I said
that violence is wrong from whichever side it comes. It is counter productive.
It divides and it often destroys communities, and it affects people's lives for
many, many years. Communities like Osizweni, Madadeni experienced years of
violence, and both sides, ANC and the IFP, suffered
/extensively.
extensively. One would expect people to shy away or to
shrink away from violence because of the destructive and the misery that it
brought to their communities, but the thing about violence is that it is selfperpetuating and it sets up cycles of revenge and counter attacks. And we hope
very much that we are now reaching a time where people are making a commitment
to live together, and that we can start the slow process of reconciliation which
is so badly needed, especially in this part of the world.
So thank you for coming in and giving us the other side of the story, which we
don't hear often enough. The party of which you are a member has not openly
encouraged its members to come to this Commission, and we are glad that you had

the courage to come forward and tell us your story. Thank you very much indeed.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Mr Masondo, can you hear me, can you understand me?
MR MASONDO: Yes, I can hear you.
COMMISSIONER: (Inaudible) ... are also from Sibongile township. In fact you are
the fourth and last person who will be giving evidence about your detention by
the Security Branch in 1986, along with the other three witnesses.
MR MASONDO: That is correct. I would request you to give me some more time
because I was the most tortured and harassed person in Sibongile.
COMMISSIONER: (Inaudible) ... take the oath please.
--------------------MDUDUZI MASONDO (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
COMMISSIONER: (Inaudible) ... also want you when telling your story to bear in
mind that there are many people who will be coming after you, and so we don't
want you to take too long and to use their time, because they will then feel
unfairly treated. Okay? Mr Lax will help you.
MR LAX: Thank you. Good morning, Mr Masondo. --- I also greet you.
(Inaudible) ... your wife sitting next to you. --- That is correct.
MRS MASONDO: I also greet you.
MR LAX: Before we start with your story proper, just for the record you were
born on the 28th of November 1938, is that correct? --- That is correct.
(Inaudible) ... that your wife is with you. How many children do you have? --- I
have three children.
And what do your children do? --- The other one finished school whilst I was in
custody. In actual fact
/it's two,
it's two, and the other one is still at school.
What do you yourself do? Are you working at present? --- I am not working
presently.
At the time of this incident were you working? --- I was working at that time,
yes.
(Inaudible) ... work, please? --- I was working at the hospital from 1971, and
then in July 1979 I was transferred to the NPA regional laundry in Dundee. That
is where they arrested me and detained me later on.
So at the time of your detention you had worked for the NPA and for the hospital
since 1976. --- That is correct.
What was your role in the Sibongile community? Were you involved in the civic? -- I was involved in the civic organisation. It was for the community of Dundee
which was fighting the oppression of the residents. For instance I would recount
one of the incidents. We were using the bucket system at Dundee, which used to
be taken only twice a week, and on holidays they would not come to fetch the

buckets, and ... (intervention)
If I could cut you there. We've heard about the bucket system from a previous
witness, so we've heard all the problems about it. Let's rather focus on some of
the other issues that you dealt with. One of the other things that came up was
increased rentals with no services, poor roads, things of that nature. Is that
right? --- That is true. There is something that they left out. It was the taps.
There were only two taps for the whole street.
(Inaudible) ... very helpful to have that extra. Now, you've told us that you
were detained on the 17th of June 1986. --- That is correct.
/Please
Please tell us about that. --- On the 17th of June 1986 I was fetched from work.
Even before then Mr D A Mann, who was the manager where I was working, when it
was at about quarter to five he came straight to me and he told me that I was
going to work overtime on that particular day, and I wasn't going to knock off
at the usual time. That quite surprised me because I had never worked overtime.
And he also told some other workers that we were going to work overtime all of
us.
(Inaudible) ... this man's name again please. I didn't catch it clearly. The man
who told you to work overtime. --- It's the manager. It's Mr D A Mann.
Please continue. --- Just immediately after he told me that I saw Security
Branch from Newcastle. It was three white policemen as well as two blacks. They
were in two cars. When they got to my work place they went straight to Mr Dunn,
and Mr Dunn called me to him. Then he pointed me out to the police. I did not
know what was going on. Then I realised that he was actually delaying me so that
they could arrest me. As they were still talking to me he told the other workers
that the overtime is no longer there, they could go home. Then the Security
Branch took me. They handcuffed my hands to my back and they took me into their
car. They went home with me and they searched my place. I was in the van at that
time and I was pointed with guns. They were following me behind, having their
guns. It was a white policeman as well as Zwane. They were standing outside
whilst the other policemen were searching my house.
(Inaudible) ... there. You've said there were three whites and two blacks.
You've given us the name of one of
/the black
the black policemen, who were the rest? Do you know the other names at all? --It was Zwane, Gama, van Huyssteen, Olivier. I don't remember the last one, but
he was a white person. They never got anything. They said they were looking for
guns because they had got some information that I had some bombs with me,
explosives, as well as guns. They took me out and they manhandled me to the van.
We drove to Newcastle and I was put there. We were made to sit at the top of the
building, and they were talking over the phone as well as using - there came a
certain Mr de Kock, who said, "Ja, I've got you now. You are going to speak the
truth here in Newcastle. We don't take shit." We did not know what he was
referring to. He showed us a window, a certain window, and said we were going to
go up to that window and we were going to be interrogated, and he showed us this
window. He said could we see down there, and if we did not speak the truth he
was going to throw us down there, and there were many who had been thrown down
there and killed. He further told the other policemen to take us to the police
cells. We were given two blankets as well as little mats, which were dirty and
full of lice. And at that time it was cold because it was winter. We had not
eaten. Even the following day we were not given food up until the second day.
The food that we were given was porridge, very light porridge. I think it was
about four spoons. That's what we had for breakfast, as well as for lunch, and
there was no supper at that time. I even fell ill, I had gastric problems as
well kidneys, and I was passing on blood. I told them that I was sick and the

police at that time - there were SAP police as well as the Security Branch, and
/we would
we would report to the SAP, Mr Makhubu. He was the prison warder. And he would
go to tell Major de Kock, and Major de Kock came to see us on the first day. He
said he didn't care, he wanted me to die, and I was not going to see a doctor.
And there is another black one who was called Sithebe. Sithebe also reiterated
de Kock's words that he wanted us to die in prison. That's the life we lived for
quite some time. I never saw any doctor. We were not allowed visitors. We became
filthy, as well as our clothes, because we were not allowed a change of clothes.
We became filthy and we were now smelly, we did not have soap to wash ourselves.
Thereafter we heard that there were certain attorneys who had come, but we were
quite confused because we never consulted with any attorneys. And we were told
that our attorneys were present and we were introduced to our respective
attorneys. And they had come to take our grievances. There was absolutely no
change at that stage. And I was still sick. The attorneys went away. A number of
months passed by, then there came a Judge called Justice Cumleben. He is the one
who brought about change to the conditions in which we were living. We were
allowed to buy books as well as newspapers, and we were allowed visitors to
bring us a change of clothes, and we were able to buy our own food. This went on
and on, and we could buy bread if we wanted to, and buy anything that we wanted
to. I hadn't yet seen a doctor by then. Then one time I was taken to a certain
doctor called Dr Wait next to Checkers Stores. I will never forget the torture
and the ridicule that went on at that time. We were handcuffed. Our feet were
handcuffed, we were put in chains, our hands /were
were handcuffed, and we would be made to parade, and people would laugh at us
and they would push us when we were going to Dr Wait's surgery. The very ones
who were called SAP police were putting us in the van. They would drive the van
very roughly, in such a way that we would be falling all over the place, and we
did not have any balance whatsoever because our hands were tied to our backs and
our feet were also put in chains. We were being made to parade, and they showed
people - we were being made some sort of a show of. Then in November 1986 we
were transferred to the Waterval Prison. When we got to Waterval we were put in
certain police cells, and I was put in a place called the hospital. At that time
the condition was a little bit better, but the food itself in Waterval was so
filthy and dirty. It had worms in it, and there were certain insects in the
food, and you wouldn't know what method was used to cook the food. It looked
like dog food, and we complained to Major Klein. Major Klein told us that we
were going to eat the food whether we liked it or not, because this was prison,
it was not a holiday resort. We ended up eating that type of food. Then came a
certain Judge called Judge Nienaber. That was in 1987, though I don't remember
the month quite well. And when Judge Nienaber came we were just about to have
our meals, and we called Judge Nienaber to come and see the food that we were
eating. He saw the worms, the insects, as well as the mould that was on the
food. Our attorneys also came and we showed the attorneys the food. Our
attorneys instituted some claims against the prison, but I don't know where the
matter ended. But I was later told that the Judge, as well as Bhekashezi Mlaba
and
/Advocate
Advocate Derek were fighting that I should be taken to
some specialist for medical attention because I was very sick at that time. I
was taken to 'Maritzburg Medical Centre. It was on a Sunday that day, and I was
taken from Waterval by Gama, van Huyssteen, as well as Major de Kock. As we were
driving they were threatening me in all sorts of ways, and abusing me verbally.
When you go to 'Maritzburg you via Colenso, but they did not take that route,
they took the route to Winterton. And it had rained at that time, the rivers
were full. And we saw Spioenkop Dam, it was full and overflowing, and they were
threatening me that they could possibly put me in that dam. But it did not
happen, we got to 'Maritzburg quite safely, and I was taken to the police cells

in Alexandra Police Station and I was put in solitary confinement. I could not
sleep that day because there was a ghost which was assaulting me. I could not
sleep. The following day I complained that I had not slept the previous day, and
they just laughed at me and I was taken to Dr Schoeman at the Medical Centre.
And Dr Schoeman asked them as to why they had kept me for quite a long time
until my condition deteriorated in that manner. They could not answer him, and I
was taken back to Waterval. And I was supposed to be taken back to that doctor
the following week, but they never did. The attorneys kept on coming, as well as
the Judges, until they were forced to take me to a certain medical practitioner.
That is Dr Breytenbach.
(Inaudible) ... show us the medical report from Dr Breytenbach. We do have a
copy of that already. He conducted - he was a radiologist doctor, in other words
he took x-rays of you, is that right? --- That is correct.
/(Inaudible)
(Inaudible) ... on you. --- That is correct.
(Inaudible) ... happened after that please. --- Thereafter they were forced to
take me to a hospital in St Augustine in Durban. Let me just retrace my steps
with your permission. When I was sick in Waterval, and when I had gone to the
hospital to ask the doctor to examine me, I was always chased away by a certain
Mr Vilakazi, who told me that I was not sick, I was just pretending to be sick,
I was afraid of being a prisoner. Up until such time that I was taken to St
Augustine, because it's Mpunzulu who made attempts to get me sent to St
Augustine, and he would steal medicine and give medicine to me because Vilakazi
did not allow me to be seen by a practitioner. I was taken to St Augustine. It
was on the 17th of the 6th month in 1987, and I had gone to undergo an
operation. I don't know whether I can show you this operation with your
permission. Am I allowed to show you the operation?
(Inaudible) ... just tell us about it rather than show it to us please. --- It's
the operation from the small of the back up to the front just below the tummy.
They took out some kidney stones. And it was discovered that I was already
suffering from ulcers, as well as throat ulcers. There were a lot of diseases
that I got whilst I was in prison, and I am still suffering from these illnesses
even now. And a person who's been detained before is not acceptable at work.
When I came back from St Augustine I was taken back to Waterval, and Dr Naude,
who had operated upon me, had written a letter to the Waterval Prison so that
they should give me a certain type of food, or a prescribed diet. And I gave
/them the
them the letter from the doctor and they told me that I wasn't going to get any
special diet. They phoned Major de Kock, and de Kock came to the prison and said
I was going to eat the very same food that I was eating before, and I drew his
attention to the letters that were written by the doctor and he said I will die
if I have to. I stayed for 11 days without food, drinking only water, and the
prison officials did not want to give me the food or the diet that the doctor
had prescribed. I stayed for 11 full days without any meals. And later on a
certain Judge, Justice Louw, came. I also reported the matter to him that it was
11 days now without me having any food. I was changed, I was taken from Waterval
back to the Newcastle Prison. Even before I got transferred from Waterval the
prison officials in Waterval came together and discussed the situation, because
they said they did not have facilities to cook for me alone, so I should buy my
own food. I started buying myself some food for some time. It was about two
months when I was buying my own food, and they allowed me that I should have
food from my family, and my family was permitted to bring me food, but they will
not be able to prepare me the special diet. And my wife was now moving up and
down from Dundee to Waterval bringing me food. And at some stage she got
involved in a car accident whilst on her way to Waterval, and she got injured on
the neck because of that accident. I was then transferred from Waterval to
Newcastle Prison. When I arrived in Newcastle the official in charge was Captain

Westrand. He treated me quite well. The situation was quite different from
Waterval Prison, and whenever there was any mischief he would call the policemen
to order.
/Except
Except for Chief Mthethwa, who was an informer, and whenever anything happened
he was informing de Kock as to what was happening inside the prison. And in 1988
de Kock came and revived the state of emergency. I asked de Kock to charge me
formally and make me appear in court, and he told me that he would not charge me
formally. We got arrested because our community wanted us to get arrested, and
he was not going to charge us formally. We were going to be kept in prison. I
don't know whether I'll be allowed to speak the same words that Zwane said. He
said to me I should undress and show him my genitals, and he asked me as to when
last did I see a naked woman. And if I could be his informer and arrest Mrs
Mhlungu, as well as Sithebe, he would take me in his car and I would live in the
way that he lives, because he had a wife and he had children. And he was saying
this in some rude language. I told him that I would not be an informer. I would
rather die in prison rather than be an informer. But what traumatised me even
more was that my father died, and I never saw my father because he died whilst I
was in prison. He came to see me thrice and he was chased away. He tried by all
means to organise that I should see him, because he was very ill at that time
and he wanted to see me before he died. De Kock refused me that permission. Then
he died in May 1988, and he was buried on the 12th. But they did allow me to go
to the funeral, and I buried my father and went back to the prison.
From Newcastle where were you taken? Did you stay in Newcastle until you were
released? --- I stayed in Newcastle police cells, and then in November 1986 I
was transferred to Waterval.
/You've
You've already told us all of this. You then were
taken back to Newcastle Prison from Waterval, where Captain Westrand looked
after you quite well, you said. So I am saying once you were at Newcastle were
you transferred after that to another prison, or did you stay there until the
end of your time when they released you in November '88? --- I stayed there in
Newcastle until I was released.
(Inaudible) ... what happened? Were you put in house arrest like the rest of
them that we've heard so far, or were you charged? --- I was also put in house
arrest. I was not allowed to be outside my yard after 6 o'clock. Even during the
day time I wasn't allowed to have four visitors. If I wanted to go to town from
Dundee I needed permission from them.
Did they also restrict you - you've just said they restricted the number of
visitors you were allowed as well. Did you have that problem as well? --- Yes.
Now, I just thought I would, for the sake of the record, read a letter which
you've given us a copy of, which is a letter addressed by the then Minister of
Justice, or in fact they went by a different name at that time, the Minister of
Law & Order, Mr Vlok. Your lawyers had written to say why were you being
detained, and in reply to that he said that you were, amongst other things,
responsible for the breakdown in law and order in the communities in which you
were living, and that - I'll quote here,
"He and the committee, that is the Sibongile Civic
Association, exercised pressure on the Sibongile Community
/"Council
"Council for the abolition of higher house rentals. He and
the committee was also responsible for the dissolution of

the aforesaid community council by means of intimidation."
Were you ever charged for intimidation?
Vlok has written down it's not true. No
person. That's why I can say that if
Adriaan Vlok I'll be very happy, because

--- This is not true. Whatever Adriaan
one was intimidated by us, not a single
I can have an opportunity and see Mr
I will want to fight him.

I think if I could say this to you, that the reasons given in these letters for
your detention have never been followed up with any legal action in terms of
which evidence is brought in a court of law to convict you of those things. Is
that right? --- That's correct.
Now, you've said that since and as a
changed. Do you confirm that? --- My
arrested I used to go to church every
that the community - people are looking
church?

result of this detention your life has
life has changed a lot. Before I was
Sunday. Now I am scared because I think
at me as a criminal. Now how can I go to

You've also said that you've not been physically well as a result of this. --That's correct.
You can't work and you've been dependent on your wife to help support your
children. --- That's correct.
You said that you've been assisted by an Indian friend who's paying for school
fees and helps you a bit. --- That's correct. He is the one who made it possible
that my two kids can finish school. And this other one my /wife is
wife is taking care of.
Now, just to confirm this, you've said that you would like some compensation
from the previous Government for the job that you lost and for securing a
pension and so on, is that right? --- (Inaudible - end of side A)
There were two medical orderlies in the prison. You mentioned a Vilakazi, and
the other one I didn't catch his name, the one who helped you by stealing
medicines for you. --- (Inaudible)
And the other one who helped you, what was his name? --- Mpunzulu.
I hand back to the Chairperson. Thank you very much.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Mr Masondo, thank you very much for coming here to tell us your
story. You, as I said before, are the fourth person who came from Sibongile
township today. We also had another person who came yesterday, Mr Mzwakhe
Sithebe, who told us - I think you know him, who told us a long story, very
detailed, articulate story, about what life was like in Sibongile in those days.
And when we hear from all four of you that the demands that were being put
forward were about normal civic responsibilities, like taps, roads, the state of
the houses, toilets, this is evidence of a community that is making responsible,
very ordinary demands, and it is a sign of the Government's deep insecurity, and
in fact immaturity, that these sorts of responsible civic demands led to people
being tortured and detained for up to two and a half years without trial, in
fact without even being charged with any sort of offence at all. And it's very
sad to hear that your
/parents,
parents, just like Mr Hadebe's parents, visited you on
three occasions, and on each occasion they were chased away, I think you said by

Major de Kock, and that ultimately your father died while you were in detention.
You also lost your job of many, many years' standing. And it's quite clear to us
that this two years that you spent in detention did, as you say, change your
life completely.
You've heard me say to the other witnesses that we will be making
recommendations to the Government, and it is up to them to make a decision as to
how people like you should be assisted. So we want to thank you very much for
coming in and telling us your story, and to your wife as well, and we hope that
you are able to find employment and to go forward in life. Thank you very much.
--- Thank you.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Good morning, Mrs Mhlungu, we welcome you here today. Can you hear
me properly? That's good. You, like the other two witnesses, Mr Zwane and Mr
Hadebe, you are also from Sibongile township in Dundee, and like them you were
detained and tortured under the state of emergency in 1986. Can you stand up and
take the oath before you tell us your story.
--------------------JABULISILE MHLUNGU (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
COMMISSIONER: Is this members of your family who you've got here with you on
stage? Is that your daughter? --- My niece.
Now, just before we hear your story, Mrs Mhlungu, have you got children - to get
an idea of who you are and who are your family. --- Seven children.
Is your husband still alive? --- Yes, he is still alive.
And are your children schooling, or have they left school? Are you still
supporting them? --- They are still at school. Two of them finished school last
year, the other five are still at school.
Now, you said in your statement that you were a member of SAAWU, which is South
African Allied Workers Union, from 1983. --- Yes, that's correct.
You were still a member of SAAWU when you were detained in 1986, is that right?
--- That's correct.
Tell us the what happened to you. Just tell us. I think you said you were
detained on the 11th of June, is that right, '86? Were you working at the time?
Were you employed? --- Yes, I was working at Lewis Furnishers.
/(Inaudible)
(Inaudible) ... Dundee? --- Yes.
Right. And did they come to arrest you at your work or at your home? --- At
home, late at night. We were asleep. We were asleep. It was late at night,
though it was before 12 o'clock. We saw a light, a bright light. I think seven
cars were in my yard. A lot of police were there. Sergeant van Huyssteen and
Sergeant Gama were there from Newcastle. When they arrested me in front of my
children they went right inside my bedroom while I was sleeping with my husband.
They said to me I mustn't move. They started searching my house. Me and my
husband we were in my bedroom. It was cold because that year it was real cold.
After they were satisfied searching my house they even took my novels. Up until
today they didn't bring them back. They told my husband that they were arresting
me. My husband said, "If you're taking my wife she must take the child, because
she is still breast-feeding." My child was one and a half years, and I knew it
was my last-born. And usually when I was going to Durban for meetings I never

used to take her along, so my husband said I must take my child with me. The
child was crying. Van Huyssteen left my house and he was talking on a radio with
other police from Newcastle Police Station, asking them if they are allowing me
to come with my child. He came back in the dining-room. My house was full of
police. I can't even tell how many there were. There were also policewomen. Van
Huyssteen came inside and said they don't allow children who are above six
months. My husband asked them, "How long are you going to arrest my wife?"
Sergeant Gama told my husband that he won't tell how many. They handcuffed me. I
couldn't even move. It
/was painful,
was painful, and it was also cold. One of my childs put a blanket over my
shoulder. They handcuffed my hands very tight. They took me behind the van. I
couldn't balance because my hands were handcuffed. We drove up until Newcastle
Police Station. I didn't even know Newcastle that well. They took fingerprints.
They made me to stand for the whole night. I think it was in an office. The next
morning they took me to a cell. It was filthy and there was nothing I could do.
I was never given any food. I had a headache. There was no tea. I wanted tea
because I am used to drinking tea. The next day it was on Thursday. That's when
they gave me food. After two days, if I am not mistaken, I was taken to a
certain floor. That's when they started interrogating me, asking me who I was,
what my position was, and what were we doing at Sibongile township. I couldn't
hide anything. I told them the truth that we wanted decent place to stay,
because they used to raise rent and they used to promise us they were going to
do this and this, but nothing ever happened. So I told them the truth. On a
certain day during the same week which they arrested me van Huyssteen used to
interrogate me and harass me. I think he hated me. Even today if I can meet him
I would like to ask him why he hated me that much. He told me that I will die
like Mr Mxenge, Victoria Mxenge's husband. So I asked him, "Do you know how he
died?" After two days after he told me that I had a stomach ache, and I started
having a running stomach. I went to see Dr Wait and we also embarked on a hunger
strike because it was difficult in those cells. And my tummy was still terrible
painful, and the treatment that I received from Dr Wait I took it with
/me to
me to Utrecht Prison. It looked like an old yard belonged to a white man. I had
pains on my throat because I wasn't talking to anyone. One child was brought to
accompany me there. I stayed at Utrecht Prison. I persevered because I knew that
I could die any time. In 1986, when they allowed people to come and visit us, my
husband came with police from Utrecht. He was there listening to us as we were
talking and checking the time. My husband realised that I was filthy. He cried
when he realised that I was filthy. That's when he started bringing clothes for
me to change. They would allow us only 15 minutes and once a month. As time goes
on relatives and families were allowed now to come and visit us. I made an
application to a Judge that I was old, and I was - I am a mother. If they can
release me what bad can I do outside? Because all my life I knew that a prison
is a place for criminals. I didn't know that me, being a non-criminal, I will
end up in prison. I never killed, I never stole anything. I wanted him to tell
me what actually wrong I did. My application went through. In 1986 I was told
that my application went to Bloemfontein. I stayed there. In 1987, I think it
was between January or February, my mother-in-law passed away. I wasn't told. I
was in prison, and I didn't know why I was in prison. When my mother-in-law died
I asked how come are the SB or the Security Branch telling me at that manner?
When they arrived there two of them, Sergeant Gama, the other one I have
forgotten his name, but both of them were black. They took me to the funeral.
After the funeral they took me back to prison. After the funeral they told me
that my ring had disappeared. I would like to go back a little
/bit and
bit and clarify something. When they take you in prison they take everything,
your belongings. They take your rings, your jacket, buttons, pins. They take

everything -belts. From me they took my earrings. They took my earrings, my ID,
my wedding ring, my pin which I had pinned my jacket. My wedding ring, of all
the things that they kept there it was the only thing that was missing. I asked
to see Mr Alison, Warrant-Officer Alison, and then he was surprised when I told
him that it's missing. So he said - he asked me if I was sure. I told him yes, I
was. Warrant Alison told me I must make a statement, which I did. He told me my
lawyers will take one statement and he'll have one, and Sergeant de Kock will
have one as well. Up until today my wedding ring never came back to me, and I
was never told about it, and I can tell you it was a nine carat ring. The
harassment which I received, and my losing the ring, made me to quarrel with
Mrs Botha. What makes me so sad is that I meet her sometimes at Dundee. She is
staying at an old age home somewhere in Dundee, and what makes me so sad is that
I know she knows my ring. Her daughter was Sergeant Starrett's(?) wife. These
are the people who were looking after me. That is the daughter as well as the
mother. They know where my wedding ring is, but because it was that time they
have never revealed the whereabouts of my ring. According to them they just took
a wedding ring from an animal, but according to them animals are far better than
us. I want to know where my wedding ring is. I am staying in Utrecht now, and
white people were in good terms and they were supporting each other in
oppressing us, and I was transferred from Utrecht because I had already opened a
/case with
case with regard to the loss of my ring. We were taken to Newcastle in 1987. I
stayed in Newcastle Prison, and there was also torture and harassment there.
They never allowed me to buy Vaseline at some times, because it was winter at
that time and they told us that we were not allowed to have Vaseline Blue Seal
in the prison. At times they would not allow my husband to bring me any food.
There was a lot of torture, a lot of torment. I stayed in Newcastle in 1987, up
until the end of 1987. Then at the beginning of 1988, I think it was in March,
my application came back from Vlok, in which I had asked him to detail to me as
to what I had done wrong. And then Mxenge attorneys were handling my case. They
kept on postponing the matter up until September in 1988, and by then it had
been transferred to 'Maritzburg at College Road. In October 1988 they were
forced to release me because they had not formally charged me. The torture, the
harassment, and the trauma that I went through in Newcastle was just tremendous.
At some stage I had a cracked tooth and they wanted to extract it. And we had a
fight about that because I did not want to have my tooth extracted, and they
were forcing issues that I should extract my tooth, and I wanted them to be
filled in, I did not want to extract my teeth. I was tortured, I was harassed
under the state of emergency. As I am having seven children the eldest one
decided that he should not go back to school, and after I had been released he
decided that he would go to school. And that is a problem even now, because
Lewis dismissed me and they never gave me my blue card. And I could not go and
get my blue card, because when I was released I was put under house arrest.
/And my
And my father-in-law died in 1989 October. I still had
restrictions at that time and I was not allowed to go anywhere, not even to my
father-in-law. I was not able to visit my father-in-law because they kept on
coming to check as to whether I was still at 717. That is where I was staying.
Even when a relative died I had to apply, to make an application and report that
there was a death in the family, and I would be permitted to go to that place
for the burial. When I put an application for my father-in-law they never gave
me the reply, and I went there without getting the reply. When I was put under
house arrest and given certain restrictions I reported twice a week to the
police station. I had to report between nine and 10 in the morning. I had to go
on a Saturday as well as on a Wednesday, and I was not permitted to go beyond
the borders of Dundee, not even at Umzimkulu, not even to my mother, who was
staying at Nqutu. I was very traumatised by this situation, because even if it
was the Government that perpetrated this, but what do my children say about me
as a parent? The first thing I was handcuffed, and my eldest son, his last words

when I was put into the van, he said may the Lord guide me. I always remember
those words whenever I think of the time that I went through. The torture, the
trauma, the harassment did not only affect me, but it affected my children as
well. My last-born is not attached to me, he is very attached to his father,
because I left him at quite an early age, and he believes that I did not like
him that's why I left him.
(Inaudible) ... for you to remember all these things. Not only to remember them,
but also to still be living with some of the effects of that. Is there
/anything
anything else that you want to say, Mrs Mhlungu? When you came out of detention
in October 1988 did you find that your services had been terminated at Lewis
Stores? --- Yes, I had been dismissed, and they did not want to accept me back.
And I am still angry at Lewis Furnishers, because each time van Huyssteen wanted
to come and detain me my manager was always the one who knew first that they
were going to come and detain me, and he used to say the SBs were my friends.
And I realise that he was also involved and active in getting me detained
because I was a member of SAAWU, and I was also active in the civic
associations. But that did not give him the right to collude with the SBs to
such an extent that he knew before I even knew that I was going to be detained.
So I still have a grudge and I am still very angry at him. And at the time that
I was under house arrest I was not allowed to go anywhere. I did not have a
chance to go back to Lewis.
(Inaudible) ... that manager from Lewis? --- I don't remember his name, but he
was Bischoff or Boschoff. It was Boschoff I think. I worked at Lewis, but I
never bought anything. I worked for quite a long time for Lewis but I never got
my blue card. And I had seven children. I have never even taken maternity leave.
I would just be off sick. I never got my money. Maybe they can say I still owed
the deep-freezer, but as a staff member I had a balance of R900,00 or R1 000,00.
I had paid the better part of the amount. Even my salary was left behind. I
could not get anything. I did not get any of the money that was due to me.
(Inaudible) ... ask my colleagues if there's
/anything
anything that they want to ask you. You've given us a very full story.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Mrs Mhlungu, we want to thank you very, very much for coming here
and telling us that story. We can see that it's been painful for you to go
through some of those things again, and also to have to tell us about what some
of the effects of you being detained for two years and four months. You've said
that you feel that you don't have a proper bond with your youngest child, and
that's very sad, and we hope that over the years you will - you and he will
manage to grow closer.
When I think back on the scene that you described to us on the day that you were
arrested, or on the night that you were arrested, it really is - it's laughable
in one way, and pathetic. Seven police cars full of armed policemen coming to
arrest one woman and her one-and-a-half-year-old child. It really makes us want
to laugh. But the sad part is that you were taken away from your family for two
years and four months, and it had long-lasting consequences for you and your
family, as you have told us, and your husband. You lost your job as well, and
you said that you lost an item of great sentimental attachment to you, your
wedding ring.
Now, the Commission, as I have said to the other witnesses, we will make
recommendations to the Government as to how we think people like you should be
assisted. I don't think that we will have the power to find your wedding ring.

We will make inquiries, but this is a long time ago, as you know. It's 10 years
ago. We can also make inquiries at Lewis Stores, but we can't guarantee
/anything
anything. But it's very important that you've come here and told us the story
about your arrest and detention. In 1986 the police would have us believe that
they were arresting and detaining dangerous people. The last three people that
we've heard from, you, Mr Zwane, Mr Hadebe, don't sound to me to be dangerous
people at all, and it's very important that you and the others have told your
stories here today so that we get a full and a better understanding of what was
going on in those days.
So we want to thank you again for coming here, you and your niece, and her
little child. We're glad that they could be here to support you, and we wish you
well as you leave us now. Thank you very much.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Good morning, Mr Hadebe, and welcome. Can you hear me and
understand me? You are also from Sibongile township in Dundee, and you have come
to tell us about similar facts to what we've just heard about from Mr Zwane. You
were also arrested, detained and tortured in June 1986, shortly after Mr Zwane
was arrested. Can you stand to take the oath before you tell us that story.
--------------------JOHANNES HADEBE (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
COMMISSIONER: Thank you very much. Mr Dlamini will assist you now in giving your
evidence.
MR DLAMINI: Welcome, Mr Hadebe. Must I call you Sikulu or Mr Hadebe? Oh, okay,
I'll call you Sikulu. As Mr Chairman has just said that you are here to tell us
your story about how you were detained and tortured. I would like us to start the problem that we have here is that sometimes we forget to tell about
families. Would you please tell us more about your family. Are you married? --Yes, I am.
Is your wife here? --- Yes, she is here.
How come you didn't ask her to come with you here? --- I also wish that she was
here next to me.
I'll ask Mr Chairman to allow us so that your wife comes. (Pause) In the name of
this Commission, Mr Lyster, Mrs Hadebe, you are welcome. How many kids do you
have? --- Five. I can't tell their ages.
It's a usual thing. Men don't usually know their children's age. --- The firstborn was born in 1971.
Is he at school? --- No, he is at home. The second-born was born in 1974.
Is she at school? --- No, she's at home. The
/third-born
third-born was born in 1976. He is in standard 10. The fourth-born was born in
1977. He was at school. Now he is at Technical College at Madadeni. The lastborn is in standard eight.
Thank you very much. We also like to thank Mrs Hadebe as well, because she is
the one who took care of these children while you were in detention. In 1986 I

think you were 36 years old, because you were born in 1950. You were arrested.
This Commission would like to hear what happened when they detained you. --When they arrested me I was at work. It was on the 24th. I was working at Consol
Company.
What were you doing there? --- I was sorting the bottles. They arrested me at
work. Police came. They were two white police.
Do you still remember the names of these two white policemen? --- No, I don't
remember their names. I don't even know their surnames. They didn't show me
their identities. The people who made this possible that I must be arrested, it
was Mr Stocks. They called me into his office. When I arrived in his office ...
(intervention)
I would like to disturb you there. Who was Mr Stocks? --- Mr Stocks was the
white guy who was working at Consol Company. I can't remember his position
there, but he was a senior management. He's the one who called me to his office.
When I arrived in his office behind his door there was a police, and he just
handcuffed me. When I asked what was going on they told me they are taking me,
they are arresting me under the state of emergency, and they told me it's only
14 days, and then afterwards I'll be released. My question was to
/Mr Stocks,
Mr Stocks, "How come that you are handing me over to the police, because this is
against the rule of the company?" Mr Stocks said, "There's nothing that I can
do. The Government has sent the police to come and arrest you. You will come
back after 14 days and you will still have your job." Then they took me. When
they left with me, when we arrived at the car - they were driving a van. They
tied me in two irons at that van. They left with me to a certain farm. They were
looking for someone. They took me at about 10 o'clock, and they were looking for
someone whom they heard he had been hidden in a certain farm. They couldn't find
that person so they came back with me, they locked me at Dundee Police Station.
And then they left me there, they went for meal. I was there without meal. They
came back at 2 o'clock, they took me to Newcastle Police Station. We stayed
there. As we were staying there no food was given to me. They took me to
Newcastle Prison. That's where they locked me up in that prison. I was wearing
what I was wearing at work. My wife came the next day to visit me, so they
chased her away. She couldn't see me. I think it took a month. When we left at
work for home for them to search my house, because when we came from that farm
they said we must go to my house, so they searched my house. They took T-shirts
which were written USAWU, which was a union for employees. They took those Tshirts. Then they wanted to arrest my brother-in-law, and then I asked them
that, "How can you arrest my brother-in-law and myself? Actually who were you
looking for? Was it me or someone else? Then leave me and arrest him." They
denied, and then they took me alone, they left my brother-in-law. After that
while
/I was in
I was in Newcastle I stayed in that prison. I think three months passed, because
after two months they allowed my wife to come and visit me, even to bring
clothes for me to change. After three months I wasn't even sent to the court. We
asked Mr de Kock or Sergeant de Kock that, "How come after three months we are
still locked up, after we were promised that after 14 days we will be released?
Are we will going to find our jobs back?" They just sweared at us. We tried to
go on a hunger strike. De Kock came back and he said to us if we continue on a
hunger strike he will distribute us. Others are going to go to Johannesburg
Prison, others to Barberton Prison. So we discontinued our hunger strike because
we wanted our families to come and visit us nearby. What was so sad is that my
mother and my father came to visit me, but they were not allowed.
We understand, Mr Hadebe, that this was sad for you that your parents would be
denied visiting time, because as a child you always want your parents to be

there for you in times of troubles. --- It went on. I was detained until my
parents died. They just wouldn't allow them to visit me.
They died while you were in detention? --- My parents died in 1988. My mother
passed away in January 1988, my father died in 1988 on the 11th. That was the
day I was released in prison. My father died at 5 o'clock after I was released
in the morning. Even then my wife had called them to tell them that my father
had died. They didn't tell me anything, because when I was released from
Kandaspunt to Newcastle I went to the township. When I arrived there that's when
I heard the news. I was just
/released
released from prison. I was tortured in prison.
We would like you to tell us more about the torture and the harassment that you
received in prison, because some of us thought that you were just being
detained, and we only found out when people like you come back and tell us how
you were tortured, harassed. And also tell us about the people that actually
harassed and tortured you. --- The torture in prison was too much. I was
tortured the first day when they started searching me or interrogating me. They
asked me many questions. Some of the things I knew, but I just didn't want to
tell them because I knew that they knew. I only told them that if they wished to
know what was going on they would have came to meetings, because in those
meetings which we used to held they were open. Everyone was allowed to come in.
What meetings were these? --- SAAWU at Blaauwbosch.
Did you have a position, or you played a certain role in those meetings? --- No,
I didn't have any position, I was just a member.
Why then - why they arrested you? --- The reason they arrested me I think it's
because I was a member of SAAWU, and they didn't like SAAWU because they said
SAAWU is the reason people are going on strikes. And also SAAWU used to go for
civic association meetings. That's why they were after us, because they wanted
us to talk more about what was going on at Sibongile township. We were born
there at Sibongile township, but we were not happy as the community of Sibongile
because of the toilet system that we had, because other townships which were
developed after Sibongile improved more. They got more improved
/toilet
toilet system than ours. Our houses were bad, and rain could come inside the
house, so we were not happy. We were not happy at all as residents from
Sibongile township. The whites who were administrators they used to promise us,
and they use to raise rents and they didn't do anything.
Would you please tell us more about what happened to you when you were detained.
--- In detention they interrogated me. They didn't allow me to smoke. I am a
smoker. For the whole day they didn't allow me. They were busy interrogating me.
I was handcuffed the whole day. At about half past five they took me to prison,
or to my custody. I was hungry. They didn't allow me to eat. When I was there
when I tried to smoke I only pulled twice and I collapsed. That's when I
realised that I am going to die, I am going to leave my children behind, because
I lost conscious up until half past eight in the evening, and police were
surrounding me, and the prison warders. The senior prison warder asked them what
was going on, so I explained to him that they were interrogating me and they
didn't allow me to smoke. He made me to make a statement. They gave me food. On
the 24th they didn't give me food on that day. They arrested me and they didn't
give me food. Another thing, on the day when they - my problems are dates, I
can't remember the dates. On a certain day they took me from Newcastle to
Waterval Prison. When I arrived there I found Mr Geldenhuys. When I arrived
there he interrogated me, and when I asked him what wrong did I do to him for
him to do this to me he told me, "Nothing happened to you. You were only

interrogated. No one beat you. I want you when
/"you leave
you leave this place to know very well that you mustn't go to Vryheid because I
am going to shoot you. I don't want to see you." I kept quiet those days. They
put us in small cells in solitary confinement. I was in solitary confinement.
While I was there I was thinking about Mr Geldenhuys, what actually did he mean
when he said I mustn't go to Vryheid, and if I do he'll kill me. He came back
the next day. He came there to harass us. They opened our cells, they told us to
take off. We took off our clothes. They told us to go outside our cells. They
searched the cells and they couldn't find anything. Our clothes, which were
ironed, were thrown away. We were supposed to fix them afterwards. We didn't
have the power to fight them. This is how they harassed us.
The time that you spent in detention, how long was it? --- It's from the 24th of
June in 1986 up until 1988 on the 11th of November.
When you were released you were given a house arrest. --- Yes, and it was for a
long time, because Sergeant Gama used to come and visit me at home, who was the
one that I asked that I wanted to see my father. I used to write letters to
Newcastle and they used to tell me that they my father is still alive, and my
father died the next day after he said my father is alive. I can't even meet Mr
Gama at street. I don't even know if I can meet him today what am I going to do
because emotionally I am really disturbed.
If Sergeant Gama can come here and say to you, "Mr Hadebe, we were struggling.
You were struggling for freedom or for rights, and I was also trying to have
bread, I was struggling for the Government"? --- I can
/"forgive
forgive him if he can tell the truth, if he can tell me why he did what he did,
because we know that other people were being used. Because of money people would
do so many things, bad things.
Is Sergeant Gama still alive? --- I can't tell because I don't even meet him.
You also said you are no longer the very same who you were before. What can you
tell us about you? --- Emotionally I am not happy at all. A lot of things
happened to me. Police changed my life. Today I can't even stay at home being
happy. My children aren't happy. I don't have money. My rights were taken away
by the police, by oppressing me. Today my wife here next to me -as you can see
she is still young - she is now having high blood pressure. My staying at home
... (incomplete)
Is your wife getting any treatment for her BP? --- Yes, she is. She does attend
some treatments at the hospital, and she is taking some BP tablets. It is very
well known that BP is not curable, but it's controllable, and she can die at any
time. And if she can leave me in this condition that I am in I am not really
sure about my children's future, as well as funeral expenses. Because the very
same police destroyed my prospects of being a good worker, because I never got
my money. I worked at Consol, and I started in 1969 up to the time that I got
arrested in 1986.
Were you ever accepted back at work after you were released? --- No, I was
never. They just sent me a cheque to the amount of R2 400,00.
Did they ever explain what that money was for? --- They said it was my money.
That's all I was worth.
/I am

I am going to ask the Commission to write to Consol so that we can see whether
there are any attempts that we can make in order to persuade the Consol
employers, or your ex-employers. I can see that you are very traumatised. I'll
give you an advice that there are people like psychologists, as well as
briefers, who can advise you as to how to go about seeing psychologists. I will
take you back to the Chairperson.
--------------------MR LAX: Thank you, Chairperson. Mr Hadebe, just two small questions for
please. Firstly, you've mentioned a policeman called van Huyssteen
(inaudible - end of Side A) ... okay, we'll just wait a second while
correct that for you. Which police station was he from? --- He was
Newcastle Police Station.
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(Inaudible) ... up on that. You've mentioned Sergeant Gama. What other policemen
were involved in your interrogation and in your arrest? Do you know any of the
other names at all? --- I don't remember quite well. There is another policeman
who was involved at that time, but I don't know what his name is. I don't
remember quite well.
The second question was which other people were detained with you at that time?
--- My wife says the other policeman was Sibisi. He was also from Newcastle.
Who else was detained with you at that time? Which other people that
remember? --- Some were from Glencoe and others were from Sibongile, as
Reginald Zwane. I was with Reginald Zwane and Masondo, and Oscar, as
Professor. We were together at Waterval. Mandla Cele was also with me.
Sithebe.

you can
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/(Inaudible)
(Inaudible) ... do you remember? --- It's Zulu. Zwane.
Thank you.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Thank you, Mr Hadebe. You heard the remarks which I made to Mr
Zwane, who came before you on the stage, and these remarks also apply to you.
The decisions that were made to arrest people like you, they rested with the
local Security Branch people, people like Major de Kock. We know that from that
time. And we wonder how these people feel knowing that the - knowing of the
sadness and the hurt and the misery and the pain which they caused to people
like yourself, who were in detention for two years and eight months, and you
lost your job which you had held for 17 years before that. The behaviour of the
police during those days has left a lasting impression on thousands of people,
and it has undermined their view of authority. Policemen who behave brutally and
unlawfully don't deserve respect, and in places like Newcastle, where some of
these policemen still hold senior positions in the SAP, it is not surprising
that the relationship between the police and the community is not what it should
be, and we hope very much that we are now entering an era when that relationship
can be slowly changed, and that people can start again to trust the police. But
I know that for many people that will be a long journey.
As Mr Dlamini has said we will try and get in touch with the people at Consol.
We also have the power to make recommendations to the Government as to how
people like
/you might

you might be assisted, and we will be making those recommendations. So we thank
you very much for coming in
and telling us your story today, and we are glad that your wife could be here to
assist you. Thank you very much. --- Thank you.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: (Inaudible) ... we welcome you here today. Can you hear me and
understand me through the earphones?
MR ZWANE: Yes, I can hear you.
COMMISSIONER: (Inaudible) ... from Sibongile township in Dundee, and you have
come to tell us about your assault, torture, whilst you were in detention in
1986. Before you give that evidence can you please stand to take the oath?
--------------------SIPHO ZWANE (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
COMMISSIONER: Mr Lax will now assist you.
MR LAX: Thank you, Chairperson. Good morning, Mr Zwane, welcome. Thank you for
coming once again. Before we start with your arrest and your detention and the
things that happened to you during that time can you tell us a little bit about
yourself? Just for the record, you were born on 18 August 1944, is that right?
These events happened to you during and after 1986. --- That is correct. Can I
go on? Thank you very much for the opportunity that I have got today to speak.
This opportunity I got ... (intervention)
(Inaudible) ... carry on let me just ask you one or two small questions. Are you
married? --- Yes, I am married.
And how many children do you have? --- I have got three children.
What are your children's ages, just for the record? --- The first-born is about
22, but I am not sure, I am not exactly sure.
(Inaudible) ... younger than that? --- The other one
daughter. My other one is eight years old. It's a son.
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/What do
What do your children do? Are they schooling? --- Yes, they are all schooling.
Thank you. Are you working at present? --- I am no longer working.
And your wife, is she working at all? --- Yes, she is working.
Thank you very much. Now, you've told us that round about 16 June 1986 at that
time you were employed by the Blood Transfusion Centre in Dundee as a clinic
operator, is that right? --- That is correct.
Please tell us what happened on that day. --- When I started working - on the
16th of June 1986 we were under a state of emergency at that time. That was in
1986, June. There's something that I want to explain. I don't know whether I am
making a mistake. That is the date on which I was arrested. I think I said on
the 18th. It was on the 17th of June 1986.
That's not a problem. We can correct the record for that purpose. Thank you. --I will start relating on the very first day that I got arrested. I was at work
and I was from Khombe Hospital. Khombe is next to Nqutu on the way to Nkandla.

On our way back from Khombe Hospital - and I was a driver at that time, I was
driving one of the cars from the Blood Transfusion Services - just as we were
passing by Nqutu Hospital, we were between Nqutu as well as Nzinyathi, and we
saw a roadblock which was made by the security forces. They were in two cars.
They stopped me at that time and I stopped the vehicle. And Mr van Huyssteen,
who was leading the team of the Security Police said to me he was arresting me
under the state of emergency. As I was starting to explain he handcuffed me
/on top
on top of my watch. My other colleague was asked to take out the watch, the
wristwatch, and that he should not talk, because he was going to be arrested if
he talked. They took me out of my car and they put me into their own cars. And
they had handcuffed me to the front, and they changed that and handcuffed me to
the back. And we were on our way to Dundee. They asked me whether I wanted to go
home or I wanted to proceed straight to Newcastle. They went along abusing me
verbally and telling me that I was going to tell the truth, and they were
threatening me at the same time. Along the way they asked me as to where Mr
Masondo was working, and I told them that he was working at the laundry. They
went to fetch him from the laundry, and it was in the afternoon now. He was also
arrested. We were both detained, and we were handcuffed together. They asked us
if we would like to go to our respective places so that we could report that we
had been detained. They took us to our respective homes. They first started at
Mr Masondo's place, and they handcuffed Masondo only and they took him inside
his house. I was left inside the car. I don't know what happened inside
Mr Masondo's house, but apparently they searched the house extensively. And we
proceeded to my house. The very same thing happened to me. They took me inside
my house and they started searching the house. They threatened my wife and asked
her as to why she did not restrain me when I was getting involved in politics.
My children were so traumatised by the situation, as well as my wife. They took
me to the head office in Newcastle. Along the way they were threatening us and
verbally abusing us, and there were also black policemen at that time. When we
got
/to the
to the head office in Newcastle we were asked whether we wanted to be kept in
one cell, and we agreed that we would like to be kept in one cell. They took our
possessions, as well as belts and wristwatches. There was a major now, Major
Eugene de Kock. He is the one who was verbally abusing us and showing us blood
on the walls, splattered on the walls, and telling us that if we did not speak
the truth our blood would also be on the wall. From there we were taken to the
cells. We slept in the prison cells. The blankets had lice, they were dirty, and
we slept on the floor. There was a small little mat that they gave us to sleep
on that mat. We slept without food on that night, and they told us it was none
of their concern that we were hungry. On the following day we started getting
interrogated. They interrogate Masondo as well as myself. At times they would
interrogate us during the night, and they would show us down there. They put us
at a top level of the floor, showing us down that if we do not want to speak the
truth they were going to throw us down. We stayed there without food. All the
food that we had was porridge. And we would have that porridge twice a day, that
is in the morning as well as during the day, and in the evening there would be
no food at all. We were not allowed to speak to each other as detainees. We were
told to keep quiet just like corpses. During the interrogation they would fetch
you in the evening, very late in the evening, and they would interrogate you
whilst you were standing, and you were not allowed to sit, move or balance
yourself. At times we would say that we want to go to the toilet even though we
didn't want to because we wanted to get some rest. We would stand until we get
dizzy and
/fall.
fall. Whenever you had fallen you would be kicked. We were being interrogated
whilst we were handcuffed.

What were they interrogating you about? What were they asking you, what sort of
questions? --- During the interrogation they were asking me as to what I was,
what position I had in the location Sibongile. I told them that I was a member
of the Civic Association and I was a secretary there. And they asked me as to
whether this bucket system that we throw, why do we throw the buckets. We told
them that we do not do that, but we ask certain members of the community to take
out this bucket system because we wanted a better system of toilets. Because at
times they would not come to fetch the buckets for weeks on end. Especially
during the holidays they would not come to fetch the buckets, and we would spend
the weekend with these buckets until we dug holes. And we were fighting as a
civic association to get a better system of toilets, as well as better roads and
water facilities. And we wanted them to fix our roads, put tar. That is all that
we were fighting for. And de Kock did not like this idea of fighting for our
rights. He said he was the one who was supposed to fix those things, we were not
the ones who were going to tell him what to do. That is what got us arrested.
And we were put in solitary confinement.
(Inaudible) --- I stayed for six months.
(Inaudible) ... confinement? --- We were at Waterval Prison.
(Inaudible) ... statement you said that you moved to Waterval on about the 23rd
of June as far as you could remember then. --- I was moved from Newcastle to
/Waterval.
Waterval.
Right. That's where I stayed at Waterval, and I was released on the 11th of
November 1988 since I had been in Waterval.
(Inaudible) ... November 1988, and you were arrested on the 17th of June 1986.
Were you in detention for that whole time? --- That is correct.
(Inaudible) ... charged or brought to court at any time during that period? --No, I never appeared in court. I was never charged formally.
Now, you've told us - just to go back a little bit, you said when van Huyssteen
arrested you you said they eventually took you home, they searched your house,
and so on, and then you returned to Newcastle, and you said there were some
black policemen with you at that stage. Do you know any of those people? --Yes, I do.
(Inaudible) ... please. --- It was Sergeant Gama, Sergeant Zwane.
(Inaudible) --- Yes, the black ones.
(Inaudible) --- It was Olivier, van Huyssteen. I have forgotten the other one's
name.
(Inaudible) ... while you were being interrogated that happened at the Newcastle
Police Station, is that right? --- They interrogated me at Waterval and not in
Newcastle.
Thank you, just to clear that up. Who was involved in your interrogation, which
policemen? --- It was Sergeant Gama as well as Olivier.
Now, you ... (intervention) --- And Vorster.
You've told us that a Major de Kock, and you said his name was Eugene de Kock is this the same Eugene
/de Kock

de Kock that's been in the newspapers? Have you seen his picture? --- I think
that's the one.
Could you describe him to us? --- At that time he used to change. A times he
would come with blonde hair and at times he would come with dark hair, looking
like an Indian. You wouldn't really know what sort of a person he was. He
changed his identity from time to time.
(Inaudible) ... person, a short person? --- He is tall, very tall.
(Inaudible) ... glasses or not? --- Yes, at that time he did, but at times he
would appear without glasses.
Okay. Now, you've told us that while you were in detention you were visited by
various people round about September 1986. Do you remember that? --- Yes.
De Kock came to see me, but I don't remember the date very well. He had come to
ask me to be his informer. He was with two white men, and he said to me he would
release me if I would be his informer. He would build me a house, buy me a
beautiful car. And he would allow me to go back to my workplace, and he would
also give me a salary. And I told him that I would not be able to do that, I
need some time to think it over. And after I had gone he told me that as soon as
I have decided I must contact Major Klein from Waterval and speak to him. Then
he would come see me whenever he had come to do some inspection, and I would
confirm that I wanted to be his informer. Two weeks lapsed without me
responding. Then he came personally to me to ask me as to what my decision was
with regard to what we discussed beforehand. I told him that I was not going to
be able to be his informer. He said he regretted ever having released me, and he
regretted ever
/having
having taken me back to my place because he would have killed me, because he
used to kill people who were like me. When he said that he said I would never
ever be released, I would die in custody. I said that would be fine as long as I
was not an informer. And he told me that I would not be buried at my place or my
home, I will be buried with other detainees. And I told him I did not care,
because if I had died I would have died. And he said to me I will only be
released when the state of emergency came to an end. There were so many ways in
which he threatened me, verbally abused me and traumatised me. And he is the one
who was traumatising me, and he was telling me that my wife was sleeping around.
He was telling me that we are sitting there in gaol and our wives were being
used an abused by other men. That is what traumatised me, because I thought he
knew something about my wife sleeping around. Even the food that we were given,
he told the controllers to change the food. They used to give us cobs, mealie
cobs, so that we could eat those mealie cobs. At time we would eat some pork, as
well as intestines. We never got any meat.
Mr Zwane ... (inaudible) ... stated in your statement that at some point during
September 1986 you were visited by your lawyers, and you mentioned the name of
those lawyers. Do you remember their names? --- Yes, I do remember. Our
attorneys were initially not allowed to come and see us, but they fought their
way through and they were ultimately allowed to come and see us, because even
our families could not see us. Our attorneys advised us that they had fought for
our families to come and see us in custody, and that our families would
/be coming
be coming to see us. We were further told that certain Judges would be coming,
and we should reveal everything to the Judges, and we should tell the Judges
about the lives that we were living in custody. The Judges came, and as well as
the Mxenge attorneys and Bheka Shezi from Durban, as well as Mlaba. The first
Judge who came was Judge Konenberg. He is the one who got us out of solitary
confinement, and he gave us some right to read and visit the libraries and get

some physical exercise, and we were allowed visitors in, and that the visitors
should be able to bring us food from our places. All those rights we got through
those judges, and even the ones who wanted to further their education in
custody, they were allowed to further their education. I am one of the people
who took that opportunity, and I studied my matric through Damelin. Other
attorneys also came, as Mr Lyster. I think he can remember coming there, because
we were under him. There were other attorneys as well. These were the attorneys
who fought for our rights.
(Inaudible) ... 1988, is that right? --- That is correct.
(Inaudible) ... happened once you were released? --- Ever since I had been
detained I have got these panic attacks, I've got anger, I've got intolerance, I
am very insensitive. I am very angry inside and I fight. I like fighting because
I also fought with the boers when I was in custody. And I still have that within
me, I still have that anger. Whenever a person speaks to me in a certain manner
I still feel I am a laughing stock, I am still being laughed at, because I lost
my job and I could not go back to my job, and we struggled thereafter. We
/had been
had been dismissed from our workplaces, and when we asked de Kock to assist us
in getting our blue cards, because we were no longer employed, he told us that
we knew nothing about the blue cards. As I was a member of the unions I knew
that I was supposed to get my blue card. We were stripped of our rights. Even
after the Judges had requested that we should write some letters to our former
employers de Kock refused us that permission.
(Inaudible) ... told us in your statement that when you came out of prison they
put you under house arrest for a while, where you had to do reporting every day.
Do you remember that? --- That is correct. They put me under house arrest. I was
not allowed to go anywhere, and I had to report twice a week that I was still
around Dundee.
(Inaudible) --- It was almost three months, if I am not mistaken, but I don't
remember quite well. One other thing that disturbed me was that after I had got
a job at Consol they went to Consol and they smeared and spoiled my name that I
should not be hired because I was a troublemaker.
(Inaudible) --- Yes, it's Major de Kock.
(Inaudible) ... job at Consol? --- Luckily I was dismissed for only one day, and
the following day I was called once more to come and work.
(Inaudible) ... working at Consol? --- I started working in 1989, that is June
1989, and I stopped this year in April.
(Inaudible) ... or anything like that? --- Yes, I did get my pension.
In your statement you said that you were paid R3 000,00, and you felt that that
wasn't enough. What was
/that about?
that about? Where did that money come from? --- Where I was working before, that
is where I got dismissed whilst I was in prison. I was given R3 000,00. They
said that was my pension money, and I had worked there for 18 years. That also
troubled me, that after working for 18 years, getting dismissed and getting R3
000,00 after so many years of working.
Mr Zwane, thank you very much for telling us your story. You have given us a
picture of what it was like to be detained during the state of emergency, and of
the kinds of things which the police would do to people like yourself, who were

activists and working for human rights in the townships at that time. I am going
to hand you back to the Chairperson to see whether any of my colleagues want to
ask any questions.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Thank you, Mr Zwane. If I remember correctly the last time I saw
you was when I came to see you in detention at Waterval Prison, where you were
being held with Mandla Chelae and Professor Sibankhulu from Newcastle. The story
which you have been told could have been told my thousands of people around this
country around those years, 1986/87, after the declaration of the state of
emergency. Thousands of people were detained for lengthy periods, and in many
areas it was standard practice for people to be assaulted and tortured,
sometimes even before they were interrogated. If we think of a place like St
Alban's Prison in Port Elizabeth, it was revealed in that place in a Supreme
Court interdict which was brought with the assistance of a district surgeon, Dr
Wendy Orr, that several hundred detainees were
/routinely
routinely assaulted and tortured on entering the prison, even before they were
interrogated. And when we think of senior members of the police force, the socalled elite Security Branch, armed policemen, detaining people like yourself
because they wanted the Town Council of Dundee to change from an old fashioned
bucket toilet system to a more modern system, it's so ridiculous that it's
almost laughable. But what is not laughable is that people like yourself were
detained, interrogated and tortured, locked up for six months, and you lost your
job.
So, as Mr Lax has said, you have given us a very clear picture of what those
times were like in places like Dundee, Newcastle, Waterval, and we will be
hearing evidence from other people today who were detained and tortured in the
same way as you were, and the remarks that I have made now to you also apply
very much to them. We don't have the power to give you compensation as a
Commission, but we have the power to make recommendations to the Government, and
they will decide whether people like you should be assisted.
So thank you very much for coming in and talking to us today, giving us that
clear story. Thank you. --- I also thank you.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Sibusiso, welcome here today. Can you hear me and understand me
okay?
MR MHLUNGU: Yes, I can hear you.
COMMISSIONER: (Inaudible) ... Osizweni, and you have come to tell us about the
time in 1987/1988 when you were arrested, detained, tortured by the South
African Police. You have come with someone today. Who is that who is with you?
MR MHLUNGU: It's my mother.
COMMISSIONER: That's your mother. Welcome to her. Before you tell us your story
can you take the oath, can you stand up and take the oath.
--------------------SIBUSISO MHLUNGU (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
COMMISSIONER: Now, you've said in your statement, just by way of background,
that you were politically active here in Newcastle from in the late 80s, 1988. -- That is correct.

At that stage, during the time of your arrest, were you working, or were you a
scholar, or what were you doing? --- I had finished school.
And you said that because of your political activism here, and the arrest of
some of your friends, that you decided to leave Newcastle, is that right? You
went to Utrecht. --- That is correct. It was in 1986.
Okay. Do you want to tell us the story from that time? --- Yes, I can start from
that time.
(Inaudible) ... tell us something about your family. You're here today with your
mother. Do you have brothers and sisters? --- I do have a mother, she is sitting
right next to me. Her name is Lindiwe. I have two
/brothers
brothers who come after me. I am the first-born. The second-born is Thulani, and
the third one is Caspian. We are all members of the African National Congress at
home. I am also one of the prominent members in the African National Congress,
as well as in the South African Communist Party, and I was involved in peace as
well as crisis committees, and I was one of the founder members. I was also sent
by the South African Communist party to go and represent it in the Peace
Committee in Newcastle. Presently I am working at the Osizweni Development
Forum, and I am sitting as the head of opportunity for job opportunities. From
1991, when I came back to Newcastle, I got involved in a workers union known as
NAAWU. That's where I worked as a volunteer from 1991 up to 1993.
(Inaudible) ... picture of your life, and who you are and what you have been
doing. Now, this incident which you talk about in your statement happened in
1987, was it, when you were arrested? --- 27 April 1988.
All right. Can you tell us what happened on that day? --- It was on a Wednesday
on the 27th of April 1988. The Security Police came to my place. They were
wearing Balaclavas and they had disguised themselves. They were wearing gloves
as well, but they were speaking Afrikaans and I could not identify them whether
they were white or they were black. The cars in which they were driving - I
still remember the car in which I was put. That is an white Ford Sierra. And
there was another one, a kombi, which I could not see the colour but it was a
Ford Husky. I was taken from home on that particular day, and it was just after
10.00 pm. I think it was 20 past 10. I was taken to the Newcastle Police
Station, and just
/before we
before we got there I was made to take off my coat, the coat that they said I
should wear earlier on because it was cold. They had told my parents that they
would bring me back. They wanted me to show them something and they were going
to take me back home. What happened in that night was that when I got to the
police station I was told to take off this coat and cover my face, and I was
taken out of the car. I had to go and follow them as they were going, because I
could hear their footsteps. But what I did not notice was what sort of a place
that I was walking on, because it was for the first time for me to be in that
place. I did not know whether it was a flat place or there were a flight of
stairs, because I would go up a flight of stairs, and the next moment I was on a
flat surface. And at some stage I fell, and after falling I was manhandled and
kicked, and I was told that I could see that I was walking on a flight of
stairs. But I do not know how they expected me to see the way because my face
was covered. That's then that I noticed that the place had a flight of stairs. I
was put in a certain room which I do not know whether it was an office, and I
was blindfolded with a damp cloth on the eyes and I was taken to another place.
When I got there I was told to kneel down on my knees, and when I knelt on my
knees that's when I felt something hitting me on the chest. I thought it could
probably be a shoe, somebody was kicking me, but I could not really detect what
it was. And some people were speaking at that time and I could hear their voices

when they were assaulting me. And they were saying that they had found the
problem. And they asked me as to what I knew about the death of a certain
Sergeant Mazibuko, and
/what part
what part I was playing in these political organisations. I would like to
retrace my steps and tell you about the Osizweni Youth Organisation. We were
three when we founded this organisation, but some of the people who were
involved in fighting for the freedom of a black man, who were Thembinkosi and
Basil, and at that time they had been arrested. We made contact. We wrote
letters to each other. That is how I got information as to how we could form
certain organisations. That is how we founded or started the Osizweni
Organisation, and it was known as OYO by the community. And OYO was a very
powerful organisation which threatened the Government at that time. When I was
at the police station they wanted me to tell them as to what I knew about the
death of that policeman. It was very clear to me that there were a lot of things
that were needed, because what they told me at that time was that as from 1986,
when Thembinkosi and Basil were arrested, they were trying to follow me up. They
even got rumour that I was detained in Swaziland for public violence, because I
was trying to skip the country. And I did not know how they got that information
because it was some secret information between us as members. I went on to
explain to them that I did not have any knowledge as to the death of that
policeman, and who killed the policeman. I was tortured even further when I
denied any knowledge. I was tortured and interrogated up until the following
morning when the new shift, that is the morning shift, was coming to work. I had
not seen some of them, but I could hear their names when they were calling each
other. Basson was one of them, also Venter, and I could hear them calling
Simelane. On the following day, that
/was now
was now on the 28th, that's when the situation started changing, and I was
forced to talk and interrogated. I was forced to fabricate a statement with
regard to the death of the policeman. That is during that night when I was given
something. I don't know what it was, it was an equipment or an apparatus which
was used to electrocute me, and it electrocuted me. I fell down, and I was
manhandled, kicked and assaulted a that time. And during the day I was
handcuffed. My feet were put on chains and I was taken back home. I was told
that I should show them the weapons with which I had killed the policeman. I was
being threatened that even though my colleagues were arrested I was going to be
taken in also, and I was going to be hung by the neck. They started searching my
place extensively, looking for certain weapons which they did not get. They also
took some of my important documents, as well as my matric certificate as well as
birth certificate, which were never recovered up until now. They took me back to
the police station and they told me that they were going to arrest me. When we
got to the police station all of the people who were in that office went outside
and left me all by myself in that office, and they came back. They said I should
tell them as to how I had killed Mazibuko, and at that time I did not even know
Mazibuko. I don't even know Mazibuko today. I continued being harassed, and when
they realised that I knew nothing about the death of Mazibuko they said to me I
should tell them about the organisation, as well as the strategies employed by
Osizweni Youth Organisation. And I could not disclose such information because I
knew that the objectives, as well as the strategies upon which this
/organisation
organisation was based - our main objective was that we wanted to achieve
national democracy, and we were busy with all the communities, white as well as
black communities. And I could not understand as to why they felt threatened by
this organisation, and I declined to disclose any further information, and
that's what led to my torture. I was asked as to how I was feeling physically. I
told them that I was not feeling fine. I was further asked whether I wanted to
see a doctor. I told them that if they wanted to take me to a doctor they could,

and if they didn't want to they might as well not do it. I was taken from that
place on that particular day and I was abandoned next to Public Works. And I
think the distance could be about two kilometres from that place to my place,
and I could not walk because I had been severely beaten. Luckily I arrived at my
place and I collapsed thereafter. The following day I was taken by my mother, as
well as my brother, Oliver. They took me to the doctor, and when I got to the
doctor the doctor said there was nothing he could do, he could not help me, and
he referred me to the hospital. I collapsed thereafter, I lost my consciousness.
I was discharged from the hospital. I don't know even remember how many days I
stayed at the hospital. And they came once more to my place and they asked me
what my intentions were with regard to politics, whether I wanted to work with
them as an informer or I wanted to continue with my political organisation. And
they said to me they had the powers to influence my comrades to turn against me
and be State witnesses. And I could see that that was a threat, and I was not
going to be intimidated. After some days
/Mr Simelane
Mr Simelane came, and I was with Comrade Thulani at that time. And he was the
one who used to come to my place, because my other comrades were scared to
associate with me because they feared being arrested, and they could not talk to
me because they were scared that they would be victimised also. When Simelane
came to my place for the second time that's when I realised that as they were
doing this I was going to end up getting annoyed, because they never got the
weapons that they were looking for. Now I was living like at animal which was
hunted by the predators, and I felt fed up and I screamed at them, and they said
they were going to laugh last. Quite a few days thereafter I could feel that I
was physically not well. I went twice to the hospital to tell them that there
was something wrong. The doctor on duty on that particular day took me and eh
examined me. He said there was nothing wrong with me, and even on the second
occasion he told me there was nothing that he could see wrong with me. The only
doctor who helped me was Dr Denis, and presently I still go to Dr Denis, but now
he is on pension, he has retired. But due to the changes that took place in my
body I realised that I could no longer stay in Newcastle because my condition
was deteriorating. I told my mother to phone my father so that he could come and
see what he could do with the situation, and he took me with. (Pause) He was
from Johannesburg. That's where he stays. He came and he took me with to
Johannesburg, and he tried to get me some medical attention. I was taken to the
Baragwanath Hospital, and I couldn't relieve myself. And I don't remember what
happened thereafter, but I regained my consciousness at the ICU. There is a tube
that was
/inserted
inserted and it was full of blood. I think that's the tube they used for me to
relieve myself. But the most traumatising experience that made me to come before
this Commission is that - it is not important that I was tortured, or how I was
tortured, but what I want to put before this Commission is that this harassment
resulted from the fight for freedom. We wanted our people to be liberated from
the oppressors, and my friends were also fighting to protect whatever they had.
That is not very important also, but I want to point out that thereafter I saw
human rights attorneys, that is Priscilla Jana & Attorneys. They are also based
in Johannesburg. They are the ones who continued with the case, and the case was
taken to the Attorney-General, and the Attorney-General said the case may be
prosecuted. The case went on for a year. It started in 1990, but I don't
remember the date very well. The case went on, but the judicial system in
Newcastle, as well as the judicial system in South Africa as a whole, was
corrupt, because when the case was supposed to be finalised I was never
contacted so that I could institute civil proceedings thereafter, and I was
never told about the outcome of the case. This is what traumatised me even more.
If I had the means or the money I would have instituted the proceedings in a
Supreme Court, but because I do not have money I did not continue with the case.
I shall request this honourable Commission to find out from the Magistrate, Mr
Bruwer, as to how he reached the final decision or finalised the case without

ever having told me, and without me appearing before the Court, because I later
on received a certain document that the police did not give enough evidence that
I was
/injured,
injured, and I also did not give satisfactory testimony
that I had been injured by the police. But what surprises me in this whole
matter is that this sounds as a joke, because I have never heard of a case where
it is said there is a draw in a case. Because different testimonies were given
by psychiatrists as well as doctors who treated me at that time when I was
injured, but despite all the evidence that was given they said it was not
sufficient.
(Inaudible) ... have any medical documents from that case which describe the
condition that you developed following your torture? Do you have any documents
that can give us a better understanding of what happened? You said that there
was evidence from psychiatrists. --- If I remember quite well I do have certain
documents, but they are with my attorneys, because most of the documents were
taken by the attorneys except for the Madadeni Hospital, where I was sent by my
attorneys to ask for the documents. I was told that the documents had been lost,
and I still wish to know as to whether the records of the hospital do get lost
whenever there's an investigation.
(Inaudible) ... your attorney we would very much like to see those, you see. As
you probably heard me saying to other witnesses, it's our job to make
recommendations to the Government about how people like you, who get affected in
this way, should be assisted, and it would help us very much if we were able to
have access to those documents so that we know how you have been affected by
this torture, and we can then make recommendations as to how you should be
assisted. So if you can get those documents to us, you know where we are, you
know our address, we would like you very much to send
/us those
us those documents. Now, are you - you said earlier on
when you started your evidence that you were working in Osizweni for the
Development Forum, and you were represented on the local Peace Forum. Are you
able to function properly from day to day? Do you find that you are still
affected in your daily life? How are you at the moment? --- What I can say is
most of the things that happened I try to forget them in order to be able to
cope with my daily duties. As I have said before, it was not because we were in
good terms, or asking for something, we were demanding our freedom. That's why I
am saying I am trying to forget in order to heal myself, but it's not easy for
me, so it still traumatises me. I was advised by the psychiatrist that I should
keep myself busy so that I could not think or occupy myself with the thoughts of
the torture. Maybe these are the reasons that help me cope.
Just to get some details of that torture itself, was - the main part of the
torture was it electric shocks? Was that what it was as far as you can remember?
You mentioned here that throughout the night while you were handcuffed they beat
you, the kicked you, and the electrocuted you. Is that correct? --- They
electrocuted me, and it was not clearly written in that statement because the
electrocution started on the following day. On the first day they were just
assaulting me, kicking me and hitting me with their fists.
The electrocution started on the second day, is that right? --- That is correct.
(Inaudible) ... the names of any of the policemen who were involved in that? --I did give a list of the policemen that I still remember.
/Is that

Is that Simelane, Captain Pelser, Basson, Nkosi, and
then there's a name - is it Ndlamenzi? --- Ndlamalenzi.
(Inaudible) --- That is correct.
(Inaudible) ... Sibusiso, to what you've already said? --- Yes, there is
something that I would like to add. After we had started arranging meetings for
Peace Accord at Osizweni I was the one who was harassed at that time. I think
that emanates from that time that ... (inaudible - end of side A) ... follow
this up I could not get an explanation as to how the case was finalised. Nobody
told me anything about the case. Now this is another thing that disturbs me,
because I was looked upon as a criminal by the community for having killed
certain policemen, because I was taken to be a very violent person, and a killer
as well. But I don't know what made them keep on coming to me whenever there was
a policeman who was killed or who was injured. I think this emanates from my
past that they kept on accusing me, and it's still continued.
--------------------MR DLAMINI: Sibusiso, you have requested to be assisted with regard to your
education. What standard did you leave school? --- I got my matriculation
certificate.
Did you undertake any studies? --- Yes, I am doing some courses. I am doing
computerised business management.
Is it this course that you are requesting to be assisted? --- Yes, I do have
some other courses in which I would like to be assisted. I would like to do a
Bachelor in Business Administration.
--------------------- /COMMISSIONER:
COMMISSIONER: (Inaudible) ... to add to what you have said? She doesn't have to
at all. If she says something she must take the oath. Mrs Mhlungu, do you want
to say something?
MRS MHLUNGU: Yes, I would like to say something.
COMMISSIONER: (Inaudible) ... to add something to what Sibusiso has said. Can
you stand to take the oath?
--------------------LINDIWE MHLUNGU (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
COMMISSIONER: Okay, thank you. --- What I want to say is from the time that
Nthokozo is referring to life was never quite the same, and I started developing
high blood pressure, and before then I was quite healthy. The life that we live
changed very drastically for the whole family, and he does not have a clear
recollection, he does not know what happened after he had been detained, because
I was always harassed by the police on a daily basis, up until such time that I
also had to be rude in order to protect myself. After they had taken him in, and
after he came back I took him to the doctor, and the doctor said his condition
was beyond him, and that I should take him to the hospital. This is one of the
reasons that when I went to the court they asked me as to why I stayed with my
son when he was so ill. And I was earning so little money, and I did not even
have money, and I had to hire cars. I was earning R152,00 per month at that
time. And what traumatised the family was that my mother was also admitted
because of the trauma that we went through as a family. And when I went into the
hospital he was shivering as if he was getting cold. The following day when I
went back to the hospital my mother was going to

/undergo
undergo the operation, and Nthokozo was also in the same hospital and he could
not eat. Now I think this is the cause that led to my mother's death due to a
heart failure. She had to go and see Nthokozo and feed him because he could not
eat at that time. And I contacted his father and told him about his son's
condition. And at that time Nthokozo had changed drastically. His condition had
deteriorated, and he cannot sit up straight. He says he has got a kidney
problem. And at that time his legs as well as feet were swollen, and when you
press him there would be a hole in his flesh. I think when his father came to
take him to Baragwanath was in June 16, and one of the incidents which disturbed
me was when he was left at Baragwanath Hospital. The police kept on harassing me
even when he was not at home. They would come looking for him even though they
knew that he was not there, and I ended up telling them that he was at the
hospital, and they said I should submit a statement to them. I don't remember
whether it's Mbuthu who came to my place. I went to submit the statement on that
particular day, and it's this statement where I was told that I had fabricated
the statement. They changed the statement which I had written and put in their
own information, and towards the finalisation of the case I was told that I was
going to wait for Swanepoel's decision, and I don't know what Swanepoel was in
the equation. That was the end of the case. I only started getting some rest
when Priscilla Jana came into the picture. And in 1990 some other things started
now, and it was as if some people were informing the police about us. We were
now trying to protect ourselves from the police, from the KwaZulu Police, from
/the Inkatha,
the Inkatha, and I was in quite a predicament at that time, but I realised that
this originated from Nthokozo's past. I think it was June 1990 when a certain
man who said he was a councillor at that time, that is Mr Nxumalo, who
encountered a problem. But I think the problem was actually Nthokozo, because
each time they sang their songs they were saying they wanted Nthokozo's head.
And I did not know who to run to for help, because whenever I went to the police
- one time I came to my place and I got some information that we were being
threatened, and I went to report this matter to the police station. And I came
across certain police and they were - as I was stopping the van to tell them
that I had a problem, I was being attacked - and when I went to the police
station the warrant-officer took me to the police station and he said he wanted
me to tell him all about the fight. When we got to the police station I realised
that we were not the ones, but my name, as well as my children's names, were
listed there. When I got into the police station a certain station commander who
had been assigned to come and quell the violence at Osizweni, which was
allegedly started by the ANC - when I got there to seek some help the station
commander who got in told me that, "We thought that this country was a
prisoners' country." He said that he had come especially for us. He asked me as
to what I was. I did not know what to say because I did not understand his
question. I told him that I was a woman, and the other one said they wanted to
know my political affiliation, as well as my children's political affiliation.
From that time onwards I started being harassed, and they said I should go to
the councillors to
/tell them.
tell them. And I told them that I was not in good terms with the councillors
because the councillor had told me that he was going to attack my house. I told
the councillors that I was - that were present at that time, I told him about my
problems. Now I am relating this from 1988 up to now how we were harassed. Each
and every moment we could not sleep because the policemen used to come at that
time, and they used to threaten us, telling us that we were not going to rest
until they got what they wanted. And when we asked them what they wanted they
did not know, they said we should go and ask Venter. I don't know what they
wanted even today. And I went to report the matter, thinking that there would be
a case. That was in 1990. And this man had told us that he was going to kill us.
Then in 1991 certain youths who were in Robben Island came back, and that's when

the problems started. Whenever the police came they would ask me even for
information that I did not know anything about. They would ask me about certain
Mrs Mhlungu, and I would tell them that I knew nothing, and they said the
Mhlungu family was a family of troublemakers. And we experienced some problems.
Up until now Nthokozo has got a big problem. He is so forgetful. He has got a
constant headache.
(Inaudible) ... according to the documents that we have Nthokozo is suffering
from what is called post-traumatic stress disorder, which is a disorder or a
syndrome which is brought on after exposure to a very traumatic event. It's
something that some people are susceptible to. Not all people who have undergone
a traumatic event develop this, or they develop it in varying degrees, and it
seems as though Nthokozo is still
/suffering
suffering after these many years from this emotional problem, post-traumatic
stress disorder. In fact he is not well at the moment, and there is a doctor
seeing him. So I think that's a good time for us to end, and to take a lunch
break.
But it's clear that what has happened to him was brought about a style of
policing that was used by the South African Police which didn't involve real
policing at all. It involved brutal assaults, torture, electric shocks on
people, in the hope or the expectation that that person might give them some
information. People frequently made false confessions in desperation, and
Nthokozo said he too made a false confession about the death of a policeman that
he'd never heard of, Mazibuko. And he was - it seems as though he's been
permanently affected by that very traumatic event, and although he has suffered,
he still is suffering, we do - we saw here today quite a positive young man, who
gave us a very articulate and clear story about what happened to him, and it's
wonderful to see that despite what happened to him, and despite the emotional
problems that he is having, that he is able to function, that he is involved in
two organisations which are aimed at uplifting the community, the Osizweni
Development Forum as well as in the - his work with the peace office, and that
is a credit to him, and to you as his mother.
So we thank you both very much for coming in today, and for telling us that
story, and we will convey that to him when he is all right. Thank you very much,
Mrs Mhlungu.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Good afternoon, Mr Makhanya. Thank you, you also waited a long
time to give your evidence. You are from Madadeni township, like so many other
people who have been to this Commission, and your story is also about harassment
and torture by the police in 1993. Before you - can you hear me now? Is the
voice getting through to you now, can you hear me? Good, thank you. You have
come to tell us about your torture - arrest and torture by the police in 1993.
Can you stand to take the oath before you tell us that story?
--------------------VUSUMUZI MAKHANYA (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
COMMISSIONER: Mr Dlamini will help you.
MR DLAMINI: We thank you for your patience. Vusi, you look very young to have
experienced so much harassment and torture. When were you born? --- In 1974.
So are you 22 now? --- Yes, I am 22 years old.
How many members of family? Do you have both your parents? --- Yes.

Are they here with you? --- No. I am the only child. I have no brothers and
sisters.
Were you working or were you at school? --- Yes, I was at school. I was
attending at section 4 at Madada. Before I went to Madada - I started school at
Madada up until standard four, and Inkatha and ANC got involved into a conflict.
I continued attending school, but I had problems because I had to fight every
afternoon and every morning as I was going to school because we were fighting,
ANC and Inkatha members. And then I realised as time goes on that it was
difficult, I can't fight every day of my
/life.
life. I stopped attending school, I stayed at home together with my brothers.
After that on a Thursday at about half past three ... (intervention)
Vusi, you said when you left school IFP and ANC were involved in a quarrel or a
fight. --- I was an ANC member. So along the way every time when I was going to
school I would fight with IFP members.
We would like you to continue and tell us about what happened on the 9th of July
1993. --- Before this what happened is that Inkatha came from section 5 to
section 2. Section 5 and section 2 are nearby. We heard that Inkatha people were
coming to attack on ANC people. We realised that it was true they were coming
and we went to Ntuli's house, and ZP police came there. I know some of those ZP
police who came to Ntuli's place. When they arrived there there were also women
from section 2, and they were asking the police, "Why are you quiet when people
are attacking on people's houses?" They didn't answer back. They started
throwing tear-gas canisters and we ran away. Late at night we decided not to go
and sleep at home because we were scared. We decided to go on camp because we
wanted them to found us all together, because we were scared, we knew that they
will come and attack us at night. At about half past three late at night I heard
a knock. I fact I heard knocks from the windows, both doors, everywhere, and we
were 18 inside that house.
This house where you were, whose house was it? --- It was Mr Ngwenya's house.
Who was Mr Ngwenya? Was he an ANC member as well? --- Yes, he was.
I woke these other guys with whom I was. I tried to
/check
check if the doors were all locked, because we were scared. Sometimes Inkatha
was accompanied by police. So as they were knocking I told them that they must
come tomorrow morning. Eventually they kicked the door. I was at the kitchen
that time. I ran to my bedroom. They came inside. They were white police. They
were many. I think they were 14 to 15, because as they were inside it was full
inside, and they were grabbing all of us and they were kicking at us. We were
crying.
Vusi, I apologise, I just want you to clarify one thing. From where were these
white policemen coming? --- From Newcastle Police Station. The continued kicking
us and they searched the house. They asked us our names, and they had a list
with house numbers. But we didn't tell them our real names. As they were kicking
us other whites, Piet and Venter, came inside the bedroom. I don't know what was
going on inside the bedroom because they were taking one by one. With me they
just put a long tube inside my mouth, and they said to me if I want to say
something I must shake my head and they will realise that I want to say
something. They continued hitting me. I told them I don't know any guns, and
they continued telling me that I will point the guns to them. Later I think they
were going somewhere to pick other ANC members as well. They took the list. They
asked my name and they looked at the list. I am not quite sure whether my name
was on that list at that time, but I told them my name, and unfortunately my

name was on the list even though they didn't tell me that my name was on the
list. After that they realised that they can't find anything inside the house.
Piet and Venter were left inside the house, the
/others
others left. Others were wearing moon hats. I think they were wearing
Balaclavas. They left the house with me. Outside they asked me if for real I
don't know where are the guns. I told them no, I didn't know any guns. They left
with me. I was unconscious, and the only time I regained consciousness is when I
was behind the police van. And they put me inside a sack and they told me they
were going to kill me if I don't point guns to them. Others were told to sleep.
They went with me the whole location looking for others or other members, and
they couldn't find other members of ANC. And then in the morning they took me to
the police station, Madadeni Police Station. They took a statement, and they
were busy hitting me. Everyone had a gun. And when we arrived at the police
station that's when I realised that the driver of the car was a black policeman
and the others were all whites. I was hurt. They looked me up. They took a
statement and they didn't ask me anything. Piet and Venter just wrote that
statement.
Who were beating you? Was it Piet and Venter, or others were beating you and
then Piet and Venter were just there? --- I don't know these other policemen. I
only heard Piet and Venter names, because these two were the bosses, they were
calling them every time they were asking me a question. If I answered they were
calling them. Even when we went to the police station, when they took a
statement they were the ones who were writing that statement, not me. They
didn't even ask me anything. I tried to ask this other black policeman to ask if
- to explain to me what was the charge, and he couldn't explain. And they
brought me back. They didn't want to
/leave me
leave me at home. When I asked the policeman why I was at the police station he
didn't tell me. The next day I was beaten by Piet and Venter. I don't know why.
They didn't take me to court up until when they could tell that I was better.
Then they took me to court, and the Magistrate didn't even ask me anything
except to tell me that he is remanding the case and I'll be out on R1 000,00
bail. And I didn't have that kind of money because my granny receives pension.
Later on my family raised this R1 000,00 for bail and then they bailed me out.
It was on a Thursday.
How long were you in custody? --- I think one week. After I was released
comrades came and fetched me here in town, and then I explained to my parents at
home ... (inaudible) ... I went, I was scared to sleep at home. We changed the
place because we were scared to go and sleep where I was arrested initially. At
about 12 o'clock ZPs came. We refused to open the door, and then they told us if
we don't want to open the door they'll force us to do so. They threw a tear-gas
canister and we didn't want to open the door. They only broke one window. I
realised that this tear-gas was now too much and it was getting worse. I opened
the door. This other person ran and left. I couldn't run. They took us and I was
arrested. I heard - because I asked them what was wrong, "Because I was arrested
and I am only out on bail, and why are you arresting me again?" They said,
"There are other members too who are arrested as well, so you are with them." So
I told them I wasn't there when the policeman was killed, I was in custody. They
said they needed R500,00 bail, and I also didn't have that money. Even then I
couldn't go
/to court
to court because I was still sick after inhaling that tear-gas the previous
night. They didn't want us to bathe, not even to wash our faces. All these cases
I asked the prosecutor - in fact I explained to him that, "Police have assaulted
me, and I also want to open a case for that," and he said, "Yes, it will." And

these cases went on by just like that. They were final ... (inaudible) ...
appearing in court and explaining.
You said you were prepared to file a case or to open a case. What happened? --I went to Madadeni Police Station and I reported the matter, but because I was
an ANC member they didn't take that. They used to take statements from Inkatha
people. I told police from Newcastle Police Station. They sent me back to
Madadeni Police Station, and Madadeni Police told me I must go back home, they
will come and fetch me. After a week I realised that they were not coming, and I
couldn't go because I was still sick, and again I was also scared because
Inkatha people were all over the place.
When you went to Madadeni Police Station did they write anything down? Did they
take a statement from you? --- No. I can't remember his name, but I know him. If
I can see him I can identify him. He didn't write anything.
Venter and Piet, are they still in Newcastle? --- The last time I saw them it
was in 1993.
We will try by all means and check if we can find these two policemen. Did you
see a doctor after you were released? --- The only hospital I was supposed to go
to it wasn't easy for me to go to that hospital because these Inkatha people
were also there all the time, so I
/was scared.
was scared. I knew if I will go to the hospital they'll attack me. The only help
I used to get was to buy tablets from chemists.
Are you still in pains? --- Yes, I am.
Can you please explain to us? --- Firstly I have a terrible headache because I
was injured. I was also hit by a gun, and I got swollen even though I never
bleed. And also my rib. I think one of my ribs is broken. I don't know what
caused that. I think it was the kicking from the police. And I also am having
these terrible headaches all the time, and also my arm gets tired more often.
We will try and see if maybe you can see doctors, and if they can find something
and maybe if they can help. We will try and do that. --- I will be very much
happy if you can do that for me, because I would also like to hear from these
policemen why they did what they did to me.
Thank you.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Thank you, Mr Makhanya, Vusumuzi, for coming in an telling us your
story today. Like so many other people that we have heard from in the last three
days you were assaulted by those people who were employed and trained by the
Government to protect us and assist us, the police. But in fact, as we have
heard from so many people during the life of this Commission, many police didn't
do that. They did the opposite of protecting us and assisting us, they
assaulted, harassed and tortured people. I don't know how many stories we've
heard where the police in effect acted as prosecutors, judges and
/executioners,
executioners, where they tried people, convicted them and punished them, but in
fact they didn't charge them at all, they just meted out their own punishment.
We hope very much that we are moving to a stage where we have a police force
that we can respect and that we can trust, and this is something that we should
strive for very, very much, because without a police force that we can trust,

without a police force that we can turn to when we need to, we are going to
continue seeing the lawlessness which we already see in this country.
So, as Mr Dlamini has said, we will try to carry out the investigations that you
have asked us to, and we thank you very much for coming in and giving another
perspective of what life was like in Madadeni township in 1993, and we hope that
those things don't happen again. Thank you very much.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: We greet you and welcome you here today, Mr Mbhense. We had hoped
to hear your evidence yesterday, but in fact you couldn't make it. And you have
come to tell us about the death of your brother, Elliot, who was killed by the
police in 1987. Can you stand to take the oath before you tell us that story?
--------------------DUMISANI MBHENSE (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
COMMISSIONER: Thank you. Mr Dlamini will assist you.
MR DLAMINI: I greet you once more, Mr Mbhense. As the Chairman of the Commission
has already said that the KwaZulu-Natal province, together with the Free State
region, we were expecting you yesterday to come and give your testimony. Even
though we are running out of time, but we appreciate the fact that you were able
to come here before us. You have come to tell us about your brother, Elliot, who
was shot by a certain policeman. In your statement that you submitted it was as
if they were gambling, and then this policeman came to shoot your brother.
According to the rules, as well as the law governing the Commission, this matter
does not have anything to do with human rights violations, but we shall hear as
time goes on whether it's got anything to do with politics. Was your brother
involved in any politics? --- No, he was not a member of any political group. It
was just a gambling thing, but he was shot by the policeman.
As I have already pointed out this matter does not fall within the ambit of the
Truth Commission or the Act governing the Truth Commission, because this seems
to just have been a gambling fight. What we shall advise
/Mr Mbhense
Mr Mbhense to do is that we sympathise very much with your family. This is a
very sad and painful story. Nobody has got a right to take another person's
life, and a policeman's duty is to arrest a citizen, but not to kill that
particular person. We want you to take this matter to the attorneys so that they
can follow this matter up. Is there anything that you wanted to say to the
Chairman? --- I wanted to say - I wanted to explain to the Commission the manner
in which this happened, because I had just arrived.
As I have already said, Mr Mbhense, we would be wasting your time because this
is not within the ambit of the Truth Commission. You should seek some advice
from attorneys. There are also human rights attorneys who deal with such
matters. I think even here in Newcastle or in Durban you can be able to see the
attorneys in order to be advised as to what steps to take thereafter. --- What I
was explaining is that the person who was shot was not gambling, but the
policeman wanted to shoot one of the people who were gambling. They had had
clash before with the police, and now the one who was shot was not involved in
gambling.
Yes, this is a matter for the attorneys as well as human rights lawyers.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: (Inaudible) ... thank you for telling us that story. It was only

through your explanation that we were able to ascertain, as Mr Dlamini has said,
that the shooting of your brother did not arise from a political motive, and
that is our work under this - the Act - the Act under which the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission is
/constituted
constituted we have to look at deaths or assaults, torture, which arose from a
political motive, and it's quite clear that the very sad death of your brother
did not arise as a result of any political motive. And we hope that, with the
assistance perhaps of an attorney, you may be able to get closer to what
happened to your brother, and to perhaps see that the perpetrators face justice
in some way. And if you like you can get an address from us afterwards and we
will refer you to an attorney who may be able to help you. So again thank you
for coming in and explaining to us.
---------------------

/COMMISSIONER:
COMMISSIONER: (Inaudible) ... primary theme over the last three days has been
very serious allegations made against the police. We heard from five civic
leaders from Sibongile township in Dundee, people who had very reasonable and
legitimate civic demands about the quality of life in their township, who were
treated like dangerous terrorists. They were thrown into gaol, they were

detained for up to two years - over two years, they were assaulted, they were
tortured, and this was a virtual reign of terror by the Security Branch which
seemed to centre here in Newcastle in the mid eighties, and the lives of
thousands of people were affected, many of whom are still experiencing the
effects of that even today, as we saw on stage. Many of the people we heard from
this morning are still traumatised by what happened to them. And, as we heard
from the second-last witness, Mr Veenendal, this sort if grossly unlawful
activity was persisting even up until 1993, and the fact that he represents a
white right-wing organisation indicates a subculture of unlawful behaviour by
the police, particularly the Security Branch, irrespective of the political
orientation of the victims.
We also heard allegations of widespread bias, political bias, by the KwaZulu
Police in their support for certain members of Inkatha and, as I said a few
minutes ago to Mr Veenendal, whether the issue is torture by the Security
Branch, or whether it is bias and violence by the KwaZulu Police, neither of
these things can be described as proper policing. They destroy the credibility
of the police and they destroy any proper notion that we, as citizens, should
have of law and order, and it is very,
/very
very important that we strive to have a police force that we can trust and that
we can work with, and we hope very much that we are moving towards that stage.
We also heard terrible stories of murder and arson arising out of political
intolerance between the IFP and the ANC, and we saw people from both parties
here today, sitting together, listening to each other's suffering. And we hope
that those people, having listened to how each other's families suffered, we
hope that it helps to bring realisation to people of the uselessness of
violence.
Finally, we heard evidence yesterday from two people from Hlobane, from the
Iscor mine in Hlobane, where there was a terrible massacre last year. We heard
from Mr Ephraim Ngcobo and Mr Clifford Siyolo, both of whom are city councillors
here in Newcastle. And the mine management and the police tried to describe that
violence on the mine as Zulus fighting Xhosas, and the members of the trade
union, of the National Union of Mineworkers, persistently denied that it was a
case of Zulus against Xhosas. Mr Ngcobo himself is a Zulu-speaking person,
Mr Siyolo is a Xhosa-speaking person, and they came up onto the stage here and
they very eloquently said that there was never conflict between Zulu and Xhosa
mineworkers. They said that they were friends, they had always been friends, and
they would always be friends. And, as I said to them yesterday, they represented
the best hope that we have in a new South Africa, because they are living proof
that people of different languages and different cultures can live and work
together.
We may - depending on the number of people from Newcastle who wish us to come
back to Newcastle we may
/come back
come back next year, or later
have only heard a fraction of
Osizweni and other places, and
come back to Newcastle we will

this year if you request us to. We know that we
the human rights abuses in this town, Madadeni,
if there is a demand for the Truth Commission to
certainly do so.

So, finally, I want to thank all the witnesses who gave evidence here today.
Thank you for having the courage to have come forward to tell us your stories.
We want to also thank the people provided support, voluntary support to the
witnesses. We know that they need that support very much after they have gone
through the quite traumatic event of reliving the stories that they have told.
We want to thank the TRC staff, who also made this a very successful hearing,
and others such as the police, who provided security for us, the interpreters,

and the press.
And we also thank you very much for the very respectful and controlled way that
the audience has - controlled behaviour by the audience over the last few days.
It's the first time of any of the hearings we've been to where the audience has
spontaneously stood up as the witnesses come onto the stage and depart from the
stage, and that is a real indication to us of the respect that people have in
this area for others who have suffered.
We also thank those members of the City Council of Newcastle who have found the
time to come and be with us today and over the last couple of days.
Before you go can I please just ask you not to remove these items from the hall.
They're expensive and
/they don't
they don't work outside the hall, so please leave them on your seats or at the
back of the hall.
And, if there are people who wish to make statements, there have been statementtakers here for the last three days, who will be leaving this afternoon, but if
there people who want to make statements statement-takers can easily come up
from Durban and spend a couple of days here in Newcastle taking more statements.
So I hope I haven't left anybody out. The volunteers, I think I have thanked the
volunteer counsellors. If I haven't, again thank you very much to them for
making themselves available to us and to the witnesses.
Finally we're going to ask Father Shange to close with a few words of a prayer.
---------------------
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CHAIRMAN: Well, I want to thank the Reverend Peter Roberts for his wonderful
prayer and support for the witnesses because they need the strength. All, I
greet you all in the name of our Lord and at this moment I want to welcome the
following groupings to this hearing. Is there any government officials who are
here? We want to extend our welcome. We're just sorry that the Premier could not
be here but he has sent his apology that he is here in spirit but physically
he's overseas. We also want to extend our welcome to the NGOs who are going to
be here this morning, faith groupings, that is, churches and other religious
faiths who are here, the media and the press, the witnesses and their families
and all those people who come from the community to support them. We also want
to welcome our translators who are seated there behind that corner and having
said so I want to say that there are these things which are here which should be
used by those people who don't understand, here the interpretation, there you
have got some channels. If you set that thing. If it says channel 1, it means it
is Afrikaans. If it is channel 2, it means that it is English and in channel 3
we get Lesotho, Zulu and Xhosa with these things. They're going to help you so
that if we speak English the translator will be doing it and you can hear in
your own language and you'll be helped by people if you don't know how to
operate it. And these are the second hearings in the Free State. You remember
that some time back ago we had the hearings in Bloemfontein and now we're having
the second hearings in the Free State.

/This
This is the process we shall be following. Whenever we finish a session, when we
have to move out it means that it will be the witnesses first will move out and
when they move out we all stand and we remain silent and quiet to give them the
dignity and to give this affair the dignity and again when they come in, if we
are seated, we stand also to support them in whatever they want to do. Please
observe that process. Here we came with the statement-takers, that is to say if
there are any people who have not submitted their names as witnesses or victims
to be, we came here with statement-takers. You can see the statement-takers and
so you tell them your story. They are here with us. Now, I want to introduce the
panel which is with me here. On the ... (inaudible) ... right is Professor
Simangele Magwaza and immediately to my right is Mr Mdu Dlamini and on my left
is Mrs Regina Gcabashe. This one is quite liked because she is Sotho speaking.
In fact she'll be our chaplain if we don't understand some of the things because
the three of us are Zulu speaking and she's bilingual. She speaks Sotho and
Zulu. She'll be helping us as we go with the business. Now I shall ask the
briefers to help us by bringing forward the first witness. I forgot to introduce
myself. I'm Dr Mgojo from Durban. Also among us here from our Truth and
Reconciliation staff, we've got the co-ordinators, we've got the Free State coordinator who has just been co-ordinating all the things, Moses Pitso(?), which
means that if you've got some problems, you need to be getting in touch with
him. And here in Free State too we've got Reverend Bosman, the one who is the
briefer and we have
/got our
got our own briefers from Natal and other staff member, logistics, etcetera. So
you are well cared for if you've got some problems.
EXCHANGE OF GREETINGS BETWEEN CHAIRMAN AND WITNESS
CHAIRMAN: Your name is Matumo Josephina Chaka?
MRS CHAKA: Yes.
CHAIRMAN: Can you tell us where you live Josephina?
MRS CHAKA: In stay in Tabong. 2957 is my house number.
CHAIRMAN: You live in 2957 Massa Street?
MRS CHAKA: That's correct.
CHAIRMAN: In Tabong.
MR CHAKA: Yes.
CHAIRMAN: By the way, Tabong is here in Welkom?
MRS CHAKA: That's correct.
CHAIRMAN: I'm just checking the days of your birth if they correct. Is it true
that you were born on the 5th June 1938?
MRS CHAKA: That's correct.
CHAIRMAN: Thank you. Before we come to the real thing you are about here or your
story, can you just give us just a short picture about your family. That is to
say, do you have children? How many are they, etcetera.
MRS CHAKA: I have only three daughters and they are married.

CHAIRMAN: Can somebody please help me in translating back into English or Zulu.
Just give me the short background of your family.
MRS CHAKA: I have three childreN.
CHAIRMAN: Okay, start again, thank you. Sorry.
MRS CHAKA: I have three daughters and we are not happy /in the
in the family because I'm on my own. I don't have a husband.
CHAIRMAN: Just take your time please. Relax take your time. Do you have the
children.
MRS CHAKA: Yes, three of them.
CHAIRMAN: How old are they?
MRS CHAKA: The other one was born in 1961 and the other one is 1966 and the
other one was born in 1954. I'm referring to the ones that are still alive.
CHAIRMAN: Maybe before we go to the story now, because this is what you are
going to tell, we need to take an oath so that what you do must be under oath.
Can you stand to take an oath.
--------------------MATUMO JOSEPHINA CHAKA (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
CHAIRMAN: Now, Mama Josephina, we come to the story now. Can you tell us what
happened on the 24th February 1985? --- (Transcriber's note: Channel used for
translation not functioning properly. Interpreter barely audible) On the 24th of
February in 1985 my son left home. Some old men ... (inaudible) ... and he
wanted to see what was happening and he went to Themba and he was shot by a
certain gentleman called ... (inaudible). After he was shot, I went to the place
to see what happened and I discovered that he was already dead. I spent my whole
time at the scene ... (inaudible) ... after him, till 11 o'clock at night.
Nobody was helping me at all. And I went back home. On the day of the funeral I don't know ... (inaudible) ... carry on, Sir. On the day of the funeral, it
was a
/Saturday
Saturday ... (inaudible) ... came. He was a police ... (inaudible) ... and he
didn't want us to bury our son on Saturday. He said we should bury him on Monday
because he was involved in politics. And he said I should write the number of
people that will attend the funeral. He said only 18(?) people should attend the
funeral. I said there is not such ... (inaudible) ... we are not going to allow
18 people to attend the funeral. He said we are going to shoot if there is a
large crowd of people. I said to him, "You'd better shoot me because the people
will be attending the funeral." (Inaudible) ... and I said to him you ...
(inaudible) ... belongs to one person. We are all human beings and then you can
also attend the funeral if you want to. And then he didn't want to listen to me.
He left. (Inaudible) ... didn't allow us to get the on Saturday. He said to me
he will only release the corpse on Monday. And he said to me, "You are not going
to get the body at our home." He will only conduct the ceremony at the cemetery.
He said, "I'm not going to give you permission at all." And I required him to
give me an explanation. He said, "Listen here, there are political activists
around the township and I don't want this funeral to be politically motivated."
He said, "They will be chanting slogans and ... (inaudible) ... I do not want
the funeral to be in that way." Then I said to him, "I don't know what are you
saying. I just want my son. I want to bury him." And then he ... (inaudible) ...
we never went home. I didn't know what to do. That is why I am appearing before

the Commission. I see what ... (inaudible) ... did to me was very unjust. He was
not alone. He was
/together
together with his group and they ... (inaudible) ... the youth of this country.
We couldn't walk free ... (inaudible) ...
CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much. Thanks a lot. That is helping us to understand
what really happened. Now, your son's name was Patrick Boro Magubane. Is that
true? --- That is correct.
Did your son belong to any political organisation? --- No, Sir, he wasn't ...
(inaudible) ... he was very young to be involved in a political organisation. He
just followed the old men that we going to investigate the house that had been
burnt.
Do you know who burnt this house which they were investigating? --- I do not
know who burnt the house.
Was your son alone when he went there to investigate the burning of the house? -- I do not know who went with him. He wasn't alone. There were many.
Who is this Pakathi? --- I only knew him as Pakathi. He used to reside in Tabong
but he ... (inaudible) ... away.
Did he belong to any political grouping himself, do you know? --- I do not know.
Mama, here in your statement you have stated that Pakathi belonged to a
vigilante group which was very notorious. What group was that? --- (Inaudible)
... councillors.
Was he notorious with his other fellow councillors or they were just people who
worked with him? --- He was notorious. He used to harass the community.
/Were
Were there any other people who were working with him? --- Yes, he had his
group.
Can you still remember some of the people who worked with him? --- Yes, I know
some of them. I know ... (inaudible)
Where are they now, Mama? --- I don't know where are they ... (inaudible)
Before did they live here in Welkom. --- I don't see them any more.
Thank you. Mama, you said here, after Pakathi had killed your son there was a
letter of apology he sent you. Is that true? --- It wasn't a letter. We went to
the court of law. He never sent me a letter. The case was presented and the
magistrate's answer was that there would be a conversation because it was a
mistake for Pakathi to shoot my son dead. And I said, if it was a mistake why
didn't Pakathi come to me to express his feelings.
Was Pakathi ever convicted by our courts for killing your son? --- No, he was
never convicted. I only saw him on the day of the court and we left together on
the same day. I never saw him go to gaol.
Do you know the name of the magistrate who was dealing with that case? The one
that said Mr Pakathi should apologise for you. --- I do not know the
magistrate's name. I'm sorry, I do not know.
What court was it ... (intervention) --- I didn't have any documents with me. My

husband had all the documents. I don't know what to do now because my husband
has passed away.
You've just said Pakathi's now dead. What killed
/him. Was
him. Was it natural death or ... (incomplete) --- I do not know. I only heard
rumours that he was assaulted at the Themba location. Apart from that, I don't
really know exactly what happened.
You have spoken also about Captain Hobo. Where is Captain Hobo? --- I do not
know. I recently went to the police station to ask where he was. They said they
did not know his whereabouts.
Does the station commander of the police station at Welkom not know where he is?
--- No, I was just asking, enquiring. I didn't specifically go to the station
commander. I was asking people who work at the police station to tell me where
he was and they said they did not know.
Thank you. Anyway we've got to go there and ask if we want him. Were you given a
death certificate for your son's death? --- Not even an indiction, Sir.
There was not a certificate? --- Nothing, Sir. I never saw the death certificate
with my eyes. Yesterday I went to the Commissioner's office to try and get one
but I couldn't get hold of one.
Are you working? --- I am unemployed.
You just said that you had three children. Are they in school? --- No, the are
married. They have their families now. I'm staying alone.
How do you support yourself, Mama? --- I don't know. I'm really battling.
Sometimes I go to bed without any food. (Witness weeps)
(Inaudible) ... Mama, I know the pain you're suffering. You said your husband
died. Was your husband sick when he died? --- (Transcriber's note: /Channel
Channel used by interpreter now functioning.) Yes, he was sick.
Was he working anywhere? --- Yes, he was working.
When he died did you get anything from his employers? --- Yes, I got something,
Sir.
Which was not much? --- No, Sir, it wasn't that much.
Thank you. I was very sorry to hear your story, Mama. It is just unfortunate
that the station commander did not co-operate and help you and also that the
magistrate, who knew the killer of your husband, was not persuaded to arrest him
and try him before the courts of the law. Now, I'm going to ask some of my
colleagues if they have got any questions they want to pose.
MRS GCABASHE: I greet you Mrs Chaka. I only have just one question. How old was
Patrick at the time of his death? I was just asking how old was Patrick at the
time of his death. --- He was 15 years old.
Was he schooling? --- Yes.
The ones that you have said they are married, were they married at the time of
this incident or they were not married? Were they staying with you? --- Yes,
they were staying with me at home.

How were they affected? --- Patrick's death really affected them.
What did you see that you would say they were affected? --- Patrick was the only
boy among - they were so lonely because Patrick was the only boy. They only had
one brother.
Was he not as school at that time? --- They
/were
were still at school.
How do you feel now? --- I'm not well. I'm sick.
If you say you are not well, what do you mean? --- I am sick.
What illnesses do you have? --- I'm always dizzy and I'm always fatigued.
Have you been to the doctor? --- Yes, and the doctor said I had high blood
pressure.
What else? --- I do not sleep at night. I'm so scared.
Haven't you consulted the traditional doctors or the ... (incomplete) --- No,
I've never been to such doctors.
You said you're not working. Do you get pension? --- No.
Do you have any request from the Commission? --- I don't really know what to ask
from the Commission. Only the Commission knows what I need. I don't know really
what should I ask from you.
Thank you very much. We have listened to your story. Are you still attending the
doctor? --- I don't have money to go to the doctor.
Are there no clinics around this area where you can go free? (Side A ends. Side
B commences mid-sentence with no overlap)
CHAIRMAN: ... Mr Dlamini?
MR DLAMINI: Thank you, Mama, just one question. Can you still remember the name
of the investigating officer, the detective who investigated the death of your
son? --- I can't remember the name, Sir.
/CHAIRMAN:
CHAIRMAN: Any other question from the Commissioners. Well, thank you,
Josephina. The Commissioner has listened to your story. We shall see what
about it. We'll try to Captain Dluku(?) to make investigations about him,
he is. Maybe he's the one how will tell the story because Pakathi now is
Thank you very much for coming forward.
---------------------

Mama
we do
where
dead.

/CHAIRMAN:
CHAIRMAN: Now the next person to come forward is Pint Nqoi.
EXCHANGE OF GREETINGS BETWEEN CHAIRMAN AND WITNESS
CHAIRMAN: Pint, before I ask Mdu Dlamini to lead you, can you stand for to take
the oath.
--------------------PINT NQOI (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
CHAIRMAN: Now, I'm going to ask Mdu Dlamini to help us in leading this witness.
QUESTIONED BY MR DLAMINI:
Good morning, Mr Nqoi. --- Good morning, Sir. You have come to share with us the
incident which took place on the 1st of April 1990 involving your son Moses
Makhetha Nqoi who was born on the 19th of September 1971 which means that at the
time of the incident, which is death, he was 19 years of age. Is that correct? -- That's true, Sir.
Perhaps before we get into the story of what happened to your son, would you
please tell us about other members of the family. You wife, if she's there and
other children. Are you married? --- My wife is still alive. I have four

children together with Moses.
Is your wife present here? --- At this moment she's at home in Kokstad.
I see. So she couldn't come to be with you. --- Unfortunately that's true. She
was not able to come.
On behalf of the Commissioner we would like just to extend our support to you
and her as well and the rest of the family. If you would just convey our regards
to her. --- I thank you, Sir.
The other four children that you mentioned. How
/old are
old are they? Are they at school? --- At this moment I have only one child who
is at school. That's a boy. But the other two they are working. This Moses I'm
talking about, he's not working or schooling.
Can you tell us what happened on the 1st of April 1990? --- It was in the
morning. I was still lying on my bed at home. Then people were shouting outside
and they were saying that I should come quickly because my son has fell down. He
was shot by Pakathi's group. It was when they were coming from the Roman
Catholic church going to attend a meeting of the ANC at the church. At the time
when he left I was not sure at what time but what I've learnt is that it was
true that I should go and look where my son was shot. Then I got the fact how
many people were there. Then people said there were many Kombis and they were
chasing these people from the Roman Catholic church when they were singing in
the morning and then they chased them. Those people who were chasing them were
Sinqani and company. They were chasing our children with the Kombi. I only saw
the place where he fell but I was not sure how he was assaulted. They chopped
him on the head. Then I picked him up there. Then I took him to the hospital. At
the hospital they sent him back to me. They stitched him only. When this boy
arrived at home whilst he was sleeping I could see him jumping from the bed in
his room. Then I asked my wife, "Do you find that there is something going on in
the house?" When I went to look for my son, he was shivering. Then I took him to
Dr Zazi(?). This doctor told me only one thing. He has the chance of living
which is 50 to live 50 per cent to
/die. Then
die. Then I was forced to take this child. This doctor gave me a letter to take
him to Beranomi(?) right away. I took him to hospital called Beranomi. Then I
went out to look for transport because I was at home. I was unemployed until
even today. I took this child to Bloemfontein. I was helped in Bloemfontein.
Even now he's still epileptic and I've no hope that he will do anything in his
life. He's just a man who's going to be just in the house. That's the problem I
have with my child. He is a person who's just confined to be in the house and he
always has fits. He gets free tablets from the hospital.
Thank you, Baba Nqoi. You mentioned that he was killed by a Pakathi group. We
heard earlier on from the first witness that there was a Mr Pakathi. Can you
tell us more about this group? How did it come to be named after a certain
individual? --- Shortly the truth is the work of the councillors at that time, I
didn't have the full picture how they started, particularly that how come
Pakathi was so notorious. Our councillors, yes, this Pakathi was working. He was
going anywhere where he liked. Even within the police or whoever couldn't
control him but he was doing everything. He was giving instructions for people
to be confined in their houses and there was nobody who was walking in the
street.
Amongst the people who assaulted your son you mentioned Fincani. Did you know
any other people? --- This one among the people who were in the Kombi. It was
revealed that he was one of the people who were in the Kombi at that time.

They couldn't identify others, did they? --/Even
Even if they were known, but I don't see them any more.
And Mr Fincani is he still around? Do you know anything about him, his
whereabouts? --- I hope that he's still in Tabong but there might be another way
but I'm not sure where he is right now. But I believe he's still around Tabong.
Your son, is he still under treatment for epilepsy? --- Unfortunately he gets
this treatment. I took him to the specialist and then they told me that they
would not give him a disability grant because he's not amputated. His skull was
broken and there's a specialist who told me from Bloemfontein. They give him
only tablets.
Sorry, I missed one point which is very crucial. You mentioned something about
the disability grant. Did you say that his application was refused? --- Yes,
that's true. Even his papers were written "afgekeur".
Is he capable of doing any work? --- He's working at a particular time but many
of the time he is not able to work.
Obviously this incident affected you as a family and if my observation is
correct, how did it affect you? --- We're affected in I lost the person whom I
thought would be the head of the family, whom I thought would be the breadwinner. So this thing has made me hopeless because he was the one I had faith in
him.
And normally these things affect mothers more than fathers. How is his mother? -- His mother is - she was living under difficulties. She had high blood and I'm
not able to talk to the mother all the time. Every time when I took the child to
Bloemfontein she lost hope /that
that this child would not live any more. Then I always encouraged her not to
lose hope.
We have noted your request that you made when you presented your statement that
you request help with medical treatment and as well as financial help to keep
him going. That has been noted. We don't have any powers to do anything. We can
only recommend to people who are in a position to do that, like the State
President as well as other government structures. Especially for the financial
side of it, the disability grant - the possibility of a disability grant. Thank
you, Mr Chairman.
CHAIRMAN: Thank you, any other questions? --- That's what I was requesting to
the government that in my child's condition how can I be helped for to be given
the disability grant.
Okay, that will also be followed up because you have said that you applied for
the disability grant and it was refused. We shall also follow that and see how
far can we go. Professor Magwaza?
PROF MAGWAZA: Mr Nqoi, I have just a few questions to as. Firstly, relating to
the event, who else was assaulted and died at that day? Was it just your son?
Just only your son? --- Unfortunately I would say to you if you're a parent
after you've heard what had happened, it's very difficult to look around. You
only concentrate to what affects you in particular. You only look - you only
concentrate to your child and I would not tell about other people who were
assaulted or killed on that day. I can only testify about my child.
What I'm trying to say is what was happening in

/that
that particular day? What was happening because some times if there's a
happening, there are many people at one time and many people can be assaulted at
one particular day in that particular event. --- What I can explain is that
during at that time it's true that there are many incidences, there are many
things which are happening in the township but when you get a message that your
own child is affected in a negative way, it is difficult to try to look around
and who is affected again.
Okay, thank you. The second question is I think while interested to give as much
help as we can to your sone, can you just give us a more detailed information
about his condition. I will ask the question. How many attacks does he have per
week. Say, per week, are the daily, are they weekly, are they monthly? --- I
think he is attacked three times per month by this epilepsy but I would not be
sure how many times per week. But three times per month he's affected by this
epilepsy.
Then you said he gets treatment from hospital. When he gets these tablets from
hospital do they help to prevent the attacks? --- The way I discussed this thing
with this specialist in Bloemfontein he changed his prescription after I told
him that the tablets are not helping him. Then the thing is he must eat first
and then thereafter he must take the tablets. Then if I'm not working what would
my son eat. We only wait for my children that at month end they should send
something because any time when he's supposed to take tablets he must have food
first.
/So you
So you are saying that sometimes he doesn't take tablets because there is no
food? --- What I'm saying is that the thrust of these tablets is that they
should be supported by the food. In our discussions is that they should give him
this disability grant so that he should food all the time before he takes his
prescription. But I like that he should get nutritious food so that this would
help the tablets to prevent these fits.
You also mentioned that sometimes he does some work. What type of work does he
do, or what type of work can he do? --- The kind of work he's able to do is he
would only push the wheelbarrow from one place to the other and try to clean the
garden and then all the time I'm always supervising him because I feel that all
the time he might be affected. He may fall any time and then I should always be
there to help him.
If your son had enough food and he was on treatment and he was getting a
disability grant, do you think he could work in a way where is protected, the
work - some work that was not dangerous? --- The problem is - the way I want to
supervise is that no way he would try to do a risky work. He won't be able to do
a normal work like any other person. He won't be able to board the truck. Let me
put is in this way. In the Coke company or in the beer company he won't be able
to carry heavy things because he might be affected, you know, by the epilepsy in
that risky work. So I don't trust that he would be able to work any more in his
life.
The other thing I wanted to ask is you also said he's mentally disturbed. What
do you mean when you say
/- when
- when you said he was mentally disturbed did you mean epilepsy or do you mean
something else? In your statement you said he was mentally disturbed. --- When I
say he's mentally disturbed is when you ask him a question you would find him
that he's lost his memory. He would find himself nowhere then you could see that
this person has a problem. He takes more time before he can answer your
question.

Thank you very much, Mr Nqoi. This is a very difficult situation for you. We as
the Commission, we appreciate your strength. You are a very strong person having
come forward and to relate to us such a painful story. At the same time we also
appreciate that your son is very young. I'm asking these questions because I'm
trying to find out if there's any other way we can help your son for the
forthcoming years, so many of them, to be able to do something that will be
meaningful to him, even if he was getting a grant. How else can we help him to
lead a life that is better than what he's living now? Whatever you've said to us
we're going to have noted it and we're also going to try and see how we can help
with regard to treatment and payment of the treatment. Brother, at this point I
would like to ask you one question. How much money are you spending on treatment
for your son? Are you paying every time you go to the doctor? --- What I would
say my problem is, my child - they have talked that we should not pay a cent
because they say there's no way he can pay under those conditions where he finds
himself. He goes freely to collect the tablets all the time. Then he drinks them
according to the directions. Then after eating he
/will
will take those tablets. But I don't know how to put this. It's so difficult to
explain the conditions of my child that how long is he going to keep on taking
these tablets? But this ... (inaudible) ... at this age. He takes more tablets
and this creates a problem to me. That is why I'm here to find out as whether is
there any way he can be helped to stop taking these pills.
Okay, thank you very much, Mr Nqoi.
CHAIRMAN: Thank you, Regina Gcabashe?
MRS GCABASHE: Mr Nqoi, I have just one question. I don't know if I did
understand you well when you say it's a doctor who said he won't be able to get
this grant because he was not injured. Do you know the name of the doctor? --What I would say is I don't know the hospital's conditions by it's the
specialist who comes right from Bloemfontein. It's a woman doctor is the one who
said that I should make some investigations as to whether how can he get this
disability. But this paper which has come from Pretoria shows that this thing is
disapproved. So if it comes back, then I said who is going to process this
application.
Did you try to take this case to the Welfare Department? --- No, I didn't go to
the Welfare Department.
Maybe that would help if you may go and negotiate with the Welfare people. I
thank you, Sir.
CHAIRMAN: Mdu Dlamini?
MR DLAMINI: Mr Nqoi, just for record purposes according to your statement you
did not report the matter to the police nor lay a charge. Is that right? --Yes, that's true. I didn't take it to the police.
/Would
Would you perhaps explain as to why you did not report it to the police so that
proper investigation could be done? --- The reason was that when I discovered
about my son's death, it was then that I took him to the hospital. When you go
the distance between our area and the hospital, it's too far and then the report
which is there, it doesn't go to the police because I had to tell them, the
police, but they didn't want them to follow the case because the person who did
this is a person who's always in cahoots with the police. It was useless to take
this case to the police because this man who did this thing, he's a friend to
the policemen and this Pakathi has assaulted my child and he's always with the
police all the time.

Although the incident took place some time back would you rather want the Truth
Commission to make possible follow-up? --- That's how I'd like it to be.
CHAIRMAN: Just one question. This Truth Commission is about the witnesses and
also an attempt to get the perpetrators so that they can themselves come forward
an speak the truth. There's something very peculiar here when this Mr Pakathi's
been described. It would appear that he was a law unto himself. What do you
think - who gave Mr Pakathi this power just to do anything he wanted to do. The
police could not touch him. Where does this power come from? We want to get the
source of this power as the Truth Commission. Can you help us? --- I'm not able
to commit myself but the whole township knows what he's done and even the
committee knows where he got those powers. And those councillors should know
/where
where he got those powers but I'm not sure as to whether I will be able to
answer that question. We were not able to find out where he got these powers
knowing that the police are there and the government was there and we thought
maybe that's the source.
You thought that the source was the government and the system. Thank you very
much, Mr Nqoi, for telling us your story which is very painful indeed about your
son. You know, when you've got children we always put our hopes to our children
that when we get old they are the people who are going to be the pillars to
carry on the trends of the family. (Inaudible) ... we just appreciate that you
were very courageous to come forward and again I want to reiterate again what
was said by Mdu that you give our love to your dear wife. We know she must be
very much traumatised where she is. We are taking all these points into
consideration and maybe you - for the Welfare one of the committee members said
that maybe you need to approach the Welfare people. I now that it might be very
difficult but we have here the Truth Commissioner co-ordinators. The one I
introduced Moses Biso. Maybe if you've got some problems you'll need to liaise
with him to help you. Even with this medical, what do you call, assistance you
have asked for, you need to liaise with Moses and the ... (inaudible) ...
sitting here ... (inaudible) ... sitting here so that we can see what we can do.
Thank you very much.
---------------------

/CHAIRMAN:
CHAIRMAN: We have already arranged an order here. We know there're some people
who are not here but we've rearranged. They'll get their chance. And I think the
person who had to come forward now is Joyce Deserire Somogo Modikeng.
EXCHANGE OF GREETINGS BETWEEN CHAIRMAN AND WITNESS
--------------------JOYCE DESERIRE SOMOGO MODIKENG (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
CHAIRMAN: Thank you for coming, Joyce to tell your stories. Now, the person who
will be leading you to tell your stories is Mrs Regina Gcabashe.
MRS GCABASHE: Good morning, Joyce. We welcome you. We also thank the effort that
you've come before this Commission to come and relate your story as to what
happened to you in the past and we want to know as to how you feel about what
happened. We want to reveal the truth. We also thank you for having come here
not on your behalf but as well as on other people's behalf, that is the other

victims and we would like to know the relationship between you and the victims.
First of all, what I would like to say to you is I do realise that you have come
on behalf of quite a number of victims. So before we even go further we would
like you to explain as to how it came about that you are the one who came to
represent these victims. --- I can explain this in this manner. I was chosen to
come and represent all the victims. We have what we call some society - the
community - we come together as a community and take resolutions as to who
should represent the victims.
What is the name of this committee? --/Bereaved
Bereaved committee. We call it bereaved committee.
Is it a committee that reached a resolution that you should come and represent
the victims. Just give us a brief background as to who you are, where you come
from, how many are you at your place. --- My name is Joyce Modikeng. I'm Mrs
Modikeng's daughter.
Do you have a father? --- No, my father has since been deceased. I'm only left
with my mother.
Do you have sisters and brothers? --- Yes, I do.
How many are they? --- They are four.
Can you please give us a brief background as to your family? --- There's two of
us where I come from then there's two more who grew up at my place.
Can you please tell us about your own sisters? --- My sister if Jacqueline.
How old is she? --- She's 23 years old.
Is she working? --- No, she's not working. She's still at school. She passed her
Standard 10 examinations and she's presently doing a computer literacy course.
As well as yourself. --- The other ones are at school. They are triplets.
Triplets? --- That is correct.
Did your mother adopt triplanes? --- No, she did not adopt them but they are my
uncles children.
What are their names? --- It's Maria, Magdalene as well as Joseph.
How old are they? --- They'll be 12 years this coming month and they're still at
school.
Who's educating them? --- They are being helped /by the
by the State.
All right. I will not delve much into your family. Do these victims that you've
come to represent have parents? --- Yes, they do have parents but not all of
them. David Mzobe does not have parents. His parents have since been deceased.
And who else? --- The other ones' parents are still alive.
Are the parents still working? --- They are not working because most of them are
quite ill. Some of them are quite old and they're pensioners.
According to your knowledge how did their children's death affect them? --- I

think that they were adversely affected and they ended up having quite a number
of diseases. They suffered from quite a number of diseases.
What sort or diseases are they? --- No, I cannot detail what sort of diseases
they have.
Now, let's come back to your statement. You've already told us that they went to
join Umkhonto weSizwe. Can you briefly tell us as to when they went away and
what was happening at the time they went to join Umkhonto weSizwe? --- At the
time there was a disruption in the schools. There were school boycotts and they
decided the skip the country and go to join Umkhonto weSizwe.
When you say there was a school boycott, what was happening? What was actually
causing the school boycott? --- There were disruptions in the school and the
schools were being on and off and there were riots also at that time.
/Now, the
Now, the victims that you are representing, were they members of any political
organisation before the skipped the country? --- They were members of COSAS
which was a students organisation. All of them together with me.
Now, when they decided to skip the country, how did they come to this decision?
--- They discussed it all by themselves and I wasn't there at the time that they
discussed this. We discovered this a month later when we couldn't trace there
whereabouts.
When they went away did you ever hear as to where they were and what they were
doing after they had skipped the country? --- We got some messages from some of
those who were coming back who could not go beyond the borders of the country
and they came back. Then they told us that these people had skipped the country.
Can you please tell us as to where exactly did they go to and which year was it?
--- It was in 1986 but I'm not sure about the date.
And where did they first land? --- They went to Lesotho and from Lesotho they
proceeded to Tanzania.
At that time did you hear anything from them? Did they ever write you any
letters or contact you? --- No, they never did write any letters and they never
made any contact with their parents.
The last time you heard was that they were in Tanzania and what happened
thereafter? --- I think we stayed for almost two years and it was only
thereafter that we got the message that all of them had died.
/How did
How did you come to hear that they had died? --- The ANC office which is based
here in Welkom wrote us letters letting us know that they were dead and they had
died in Tanzania. We were told they died in Angola.
You say the office in Welkom notified you. Who were they?
authorities? Who were in charge there? --- It was Mr Nyembesi.

Who

were

the

What is his name? --- No, I only know that he was Nyembesi. I don't know his
first name.
Was he a resident here in Welkom? --- Yes, and he's still alive.
Is he the one who came to tell you that these people had died? --- Yes, he's the
one. He was together with his colleagues, his ANC colleagues, but I don't know
what their names are. I've forgotten them.

You've talked Oupa Munere in our statement as well as Ace Magashule. --- Oupa
Munere was our contact person from Shell House and Act Magashule was a very
conversant with our case and he was always advising us as to what steps to take.
When you heard that they had died did you ever get to know as to what killed
them or how they died? --- Yes, we were told as to how they died.
How did they die? --- They were shot in Angola. We were told that they had been
shot by the commanders of their groups. They were divided into certain groups
and each group had a leader. I don't know how to explain this but he was a
leader and there were certain commanders who were leading each group. Maybe a
group would be comprised of ten members. There were different groups. We don't
know their leaders.
/Did you
Did you ever get to know who their leaders were? --- I knew about Moses Radebe.
Moses Radebe was a leader of the group that skipped the country, that is the
group of the victims.
Do you mean the leader of the victims who left? --- Yes, he was the leader of
the victims.
His name was Moses Radebe? --- Yes, that is correct. The leader was Moses
Radebe.
How did you know as to what happened because you say you had no contact with
these people? --- There are certain people or a group of people who came back
into the country and they told us what had happened to the victims.
Do you know their names, that is the names of the people who came back? --- I
know them facially but I've forgotten their names and they're still around in
Welkom.
If the Commission could like to establish contact with them, can you point them
out? --- Yes, I can because they're members of the MK.
What makes you forget their names because you do see them and you seem to know
them? --- We don't have really close contact. I see them facially but I don't
know their names.
There are certain other names that have been mentioned. I don't know whether
you're familiar with these names. They seem to be connected to your case. Do you
perhaps know George Tutu? --- I say I know him because he's in the list. I also
know Vuyo Chas. I know Ndoyisile Caule as well. I also know Zoga Baloyi. I also
know about Joyce Midube.
/Do you
Do you know Kani Chauk? --- No, I don't think I know Kani Chauk. I also know
David Mzobe.
You don't know Chauk? --- Yes, I do not know Chauk.
Do you know as to who these people died? --- Yes, I know about some of them but
not all of them. Because Vuyo was shot by the police, the Brandfort police.
Was there ever any case held or an inquest with regard to his death? --- Yes,
his mother was the one who was running up and down with regard to the case but I
do no know who was handling the case. I think his mother has all the
information.
What is his mother's name? --- Her name is Mary Chas.

Is she still staying in Brandfort? --- No, they are staying in Tabong in Welkom.
How did it come about that these people from Welkom died in Brandfort and
Ndoyisile died in Bloemfontein, Zoga died in Cape Town and James died in Tabong.
Chauk died in Kroonstad and the other one in Lusaka. Why were they so scattered?
How come did they die at such different places? --- They were not residing in
Tabong at the present moment.
Do you know how they left the country? --- According to the information that I
got was that they left due to political reasons. They skipped the country.
Did they run away or they went to join a political organisation? --- I'm not
very certain as to how some of them went away but all of them had gone out of
/Welkom.
Welkom.
Do you know anything about Zoga Baloyi and as to how he died? --- Yes, I do.
Zoga at the time was in exile and he died in Cape Town after he had come back
from exile. He came back from exile and went to Cape Town and that's where he
died. He died in Cape Town.
Did you ever get to know as to who killed him? --- I think his mother will be in
a position to answer that question.
Do you know anything about him being an askari? Have you ever heard about an
askari? Have you ever heard the word askari? --- These were the names that were
used where they were.
I did not get that quite well. What was an askari? --- It was a name or a word
that as used by these people, the exiles. The people who had skipped the
country.
Are you referring to people who were in exile? --- Yes.
What about Kani? What happened to him? --- I think so.
Kani Chauk. According to the record it's stated that he got ill and David died
in Lusaka. Is this information correct? --- Yes, it is correct.
Is that how you know it? --- Yes, that's how I know it.
Is there anything else that is left that you would like to say? Maybe something
that we left out. --- According to the information that I got I think that is
about all that I can say but I would request this honourable Commission to
investigate this matter further
/because
because we are not very clear as
We would also like to know - as
would like to know what happened.
here should be brought back into
burial by their families.

to the circumstances surrounding their deaths.
the parents and relatives of the victims, we
How they died and those who were not buried in
this country so that they can get some decent

What about the parents? What are the parents of the victims saying? Do they know
that you have come here before this Commission to testify? --- Yes, they do know
and some of them are present today.
We have listened to your story and we do appreciate your request that this
matter should be investigated further and that the victims should be brought

back to South Africa to get a decent burial. What are you in this committee?
What position are you holding? --- I'm the chairperson of this committee.
Thank you very much, Joyce, that you have come to relate this story before this
Commission especially because we know it's a very painful situation for youths
to die, to be nipped in the bud whilst they're still growing and whilst they
were planning to grace this country. You have not yet told us as to what you are
doing. Are you working or are you attending school? --- At the present moment
I'm not working. I'm still as home.
Why is it that you're not working? --- I was working and I left my job because
I'd intended to go back to school next year.
What standard did you pass? --- I got my matric.
/And what
And what would you like to do next year when you go back to school? --- I wanted
to do some business management courses.
We thank you very much to see that the youth never got discouraged because of
the things that were happening before and because of the deaths of certain
youths. You behave like soldiers who are still fighting on and you are still
very keen to further their education despite the fact that there were certain
things that were discouraging you in the past from doing so. We appreciate the
fact that you have come before this Commission to reveal the truth and that
you're still entrusted that more truth should be revealed. --- The police used
to come even after the victims had died. They used to come and harass the
families of the victims and they would say that they knew that they had come
back and they would not explain as to where they got that information from but
they kept on harassing us.
I thank you very much, Joyce.
CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much. Are there any member of the Commission who wish
to say something? Professor.
PROF MAGWAZA: Again, Joyce, we want to thank you very much for having coordinated this effort. And it's quite clear that you have been very, very
supportive to the families. I wish more people could be encouraged by what
you've done. In the same light I'd also like to give recognition to the families
who lost their sons. I understand some of them are here in this room. We'd like
to see them. It's their own story. It's their own experience and the Commission
does have a lot of interest in these families. Somebody's standing. We
/would
would like to see you all. Thank you very much. I think the other thing is that
Joyce has done a very good job but also as the Commission we'd like to get more
information about your own experiences losing your sons, about your own needs,
about your own situation now. Each family, what's happening to you now. So
perhaps what could help the Commission also is if you could come and make your
statements as families who have lost individually. We don't want to forget you
at the end of the day because at the end of the Truth Commission we'll have this
big document with all the details of the families who have lost and we don't
want to miss out on your details. You have suffered. You have lost your sons. We
want you to be part of this big, big, big vision and mission of the Commission.
Some of the information can only be provided by you. So it's just to call upon
you that after all the work, Joyce, that has done, that you still invited to
come forward and even give your own statements. Thank you very much.
CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much, Joyce. I want to congratulate you for being the
people's choice. That is excellent that the families could have confidence in
you and say that you must represent then. That is right according to our Act.

The people - groups - can choose one person to represent them and they've chosen
you to come and represent them. Now, I'm just going to pose some few questions,
Joyce, because I want us to get down to the roots of this thing. You have said
that these people when they were in Angola they were in different groups. Is
that true? --- Yes, that is correct.
And each group had a leader. Is that true? --- /That
That is also correct.
Were these groups all the ANC groups in Angola? --- The ones who had left - the
victims - were members of ANC as well as MK members.
So all these groups were the groups of the MK members in Angola? --- Yes, that
is true.
Is it true, did I understand you very well when you said that these people you
represent, when they were there they belonged to different groups and one of the
leaders was Moses Radebe? Is that true? --- Yes, it is so, but when I said there
were different groups, what I meant was that when they got to Tanzania they were
all members of the MK but they were divided into certain groups which were
falling under different names, Mzombe as well as Stimela but they were all
members of the MK.
Do you think that the other members of the MK would know how these people died?
--- I believe so because those how came back also know about this.
What do they know? --- They know about the victims as to how they died.
How did they die? --- We were told that they were shot and some got ill.
They were shot by whom? --- I cannot really commit myself on that score but I
was told - I would like to believe that they were killed by certain soldiers
with whom they were in Tanzania.
By fellow MK members? --- Not MK members.
What types of soldiers? --- It was UNITA soldiers because they were fighting
with the UNITA soldiers.
Thank you. I wanted that to come out clear. I was /pushing
pushing you. So you think that they were killed by the UNITA because they were
fighting with UNITA. I wanted that to come out clear for our records. The last
question now. This is a pastoral question to you. These were your comrades. You
were part of them and they left you and remained behind and you never saw them.
They died. How did this affect you emotionally as a fellow traveller? --- I got
very ill to such an extent that I was mentally disturbed and at that time I was
still at school. Then after quite some time I was taken to a doctor and I feel
better than I did then.
Are you still taking any treatment? --- Not at the moment because I couldn't
afford that type of treatment.
Yes, it would appear that you are also a victim indirectly. Maybe you need also
to see that you get treatment somehow. Anyway thank you very much for this, for
coming up, for the trust which the people have laid on you and as Professor
Magwaza has just said, those parents are still free to come forward as
individual families to put their stories. The aim of the Truth Commission is
that people must speak out the pain, should not internalise the pain which they
have inside. I think she's trying to say that they must also come up and speak
out and take out this pain which is so much ... (inaudible) ... a cancer in
themselves and that will release them emotionally. Thank you very much. You can

also encourage them to come forward. Thanks a lot. --- Thank you very much.
--------------------/CHAIRMAN:
CHAIRMAN: Before tea, let's take just one. That is witness Jackson Xhamfu and
Janu Morabi and they will be led by Professor Simangele Magwaza.
EXCHANGE OF GREETINGS BETWEEN CHAIRMAN AND WITNESS
CHAIRMAN: Lapa, I see that you are two who have come forward. Who is Jackson
Xhamfu?
MR XHAMFU: I am Jackson Xhamfu.
CHAIRMAN: And Jani Morabi is the other one?
MR XHAMFU: Morabi's not present.
CHAIRMAN: (Not interpreted)
MR XHAMFU: This is my wife.
CHAIRMAN: What's her name?
MR XHAMFU: Her name is Aletta Xhamfu.
CHAIRMAN: Before
translation)

you

even

start

to

relate

your

story

...

(incomplete

MR XHAMFU: I would like to speak Xhosa.
CHAIRMAN: (Not interpreted)
MR XHAMFU: I do, but not very clearly. I would like to speak Xhosa.
MRS XHAMFU: I speak Xhosa and Sotho. I don't know any Zulu.
CHAIRMAN: I'm going to speak English then so that we don't have problems if you
know ... (inaudible) ... can you both stand up and take an oath. Are you both
going to speak? Both of you are going to speak?
MR XHAMFU: Yes, we are going to speak together. My wife is going to start then
I'm going to speak last.
---------------------

/ALETTA XHAMFU
ALETTA XHAMFU (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much for coming, especially to come as a family because
when we have these incidents we need to have a family fused together supporting
each other. This is very encouraging and I wish it could be the model to many

families. Now, you are going to be led by Professor Simangele Magwaza when you
tell your stories and you said that it is the wife that is going to begin first.
Professor Magwaza?
PROF MAGWAZA: We thank you very much for having come here today to tell us about
the story of your son. This is an experience that has been shared by many
families but what you are going to tell us today is also your own experience
about the loss of your son. According to the statement here we have Mr Jackson
Xhamfu who lives at No 3805 Tabong and he was born on the 4th of April 1937. You
wrote the statement and the statement you wrote is about the violent death of
your son Ndoyisile Albert Xhamfu who had gone into exile to join the ANC. What
we don't have about your son in this statement which I think we don't have the
correct date of birth. In the statement is says he was born in 1986 but I know
he wasn't born in 1986. When was your son born? What was the date of birth of
your son? --- He was born in 1966, on the 3rd of November 1966.
Mama, you said you were the first person
about your son? You have told us the age.
How did he go, why did he go, and what was
a complete picture about your son. --- In
school at

to speak. Could you tell us briefly
Was he at school when he went away?
happening at that time? Just give us
1986 my son Ndoyisile was attending

/Lebogang
Lebogang and he was doing Standard 10 during that year. Then in July, that was
on the 14th, that was the last time that I saw him and I heard later on that
they had skipped the country and they had gone to Lesotho. We got the message
later on after they had skipped the country. At the time he was being harassed
by the police and we were having absolutely no peace at home and at the time in
1986 some were arrested during the state of emergency and I think Ndoyisile
decided to skip the country then. We stayed up to 1991, that was the first time
that I heard when we were told in 1991, we got a message from the offices of the
ANC, that was in January but I don't remember the date quite well but it was in
1991. Mr Xhamfu was not present on that day and I had to rush off to the ANC
offices and as I was still preparing myself to go to the Welkom branch, certain
members of the ANC came and they picked me up. They wanted Mr Xhamfu as well to
come but there was no transport. So I decided that I should be the one who goes
there. I told him to be left behind because there was no transport. I went to
the offices and was told to speak to a certain man called Jani Mohapi and Jani
Mohapi is the present mayor in Bloemfontein. It was myself together with other
ANC members. And when we got to Jani Mohabi, Jani Mohabi was surprised that we
did not know that my son had died. And he told me that at the time that he got
arrested by the Bloemfontein police, when he got into the police station, the
very same police who arrested him told him that Jani as well as David had been
arrested and that was the last time that I spoke to Jani and he related this
story to me.
/And when
And when I came back I told my husband together with other members of the ANC.
I would like to ask a few questions before you carry on. When you son skipped
the country and went away who told you that he had skipped the country? --- We
received telephone calls. He called me and he said "Mama, I am in Lesotho," and
I said to him, "What are you doing in Lesotho?" He said, "I have no choice. The
South African police said they were going to shoot me dead." And it is true.
Every time they wouldn't get hold of him at home and the message they would
leave was, "We are going to kill him," and he decided to skip the country until
in 1991 when I heard about this.
You say that he was harassed by the police. What did they actually do to him
before he left? --- As a parent I knew that he was a member of COSAS at the
school where he was studying. He took a part in politics.

So you say the police used to come to your home. What would they do to him? --They would come looking for him. At the time I had two boys. It was Ndoyisile
and Victor. If they couldn't get Ndoyisile, they used to pick up Victor and they
would take him to the cells and I would be left alone at home until the next day
when they bring him back. And they would interrogate him. They would tell him to
take out his brother.
Did they ever harass you or your husband? --- No, they were not harassing us but
as parents they were harassing us spiritually because they would take this last
born Victor and they would take him away. I
/remember
remember one day they took him to the police station and they assaulted him and
his ears were severely injured and as a parent I would be emotionally harassed.
According to your statement Ndoyisile came back in 1987. Did you know that he
was already back before he died? --- I didn't know that he was back. I only
heard from Jani Mohabi that Ndoyisile was killed in 1987 and he was in
Bloemfontein.
Okay, and according to the records you only heard about that in 1991. So
Ndoyisile was killed in 1987. You knew nothing about it and you only heard in
1991 that he had been killed and you heard that from Mohabi. Is that correct? -- That's correct.
I would like to follow your relationship with Mohabi. Did you know Mohabi
before? Has you seen him in the township before he told you this story? --- I
didn't know him. I didn't know him really.
Can you tell us more - give us more details about what Mohabi said to you?
According to the statement Ndoyisile was with him when he was shot and killed
and Mohabi, because of harbouring a terrorist who was supposed to be Ndoyisile,
and Mohabi was sent to Robben Island. Does it mean that Mohabi was sent to
Robben Island, they probably didn't have time to tell you what had happened to
Ndoyisile? What did he say to you about the circumstances around Ndoyisile's
death? --- Jani Mohabi didn't tell us the circumstances around Ndoyisile's
death. That is the reason I'm here. I want the Truth Commission to investigate
this matter thoroughly. What happened that Jani was arrested and Ndoyisile was
killed. I would like that kind of
/information
information to come out. I'd really like to know what happened.
Have you spoken to Mohabi since you met him the first time? Have you only met
him once and that was it? --- I didn't see him last on that day. He was supposed
to come to the funeral when we were burying the bones but he never came. I only
see him at the ANC offices when there are councils, when there are meetings. He
is part of the ANC. I always meet him there because I'm always present in such
meetings. But he doesn't say anything to me. Even if I greet him and every time
I introduce myself and he would look surprised. This happened three times after
Ndoyisile's death.
Do you have an idea where this death actually happened? Do you know where the
house - can you tell us where the house was? Where did Ndoyisile die? --- I
really do not know. I want to know. I would like to know because I'm a parent.
On that same day Jani Mohabi didn't give us full details. He only said he will
come back to us. I was so disturbed I didn't know what to do. But what I'm
telling you today is true. It's exactly Jani Mohabi's words. The ANC men that
were with him asked him, "Do you want to take this woman to this house?" and I
said to them, "Come on, guys, I am scared. I don't want to go now."
Thank you very much for that information. Now, can you tell us what happened

thereafter because according to the statement your son was shot? He was buried
as unknown and you didn't know about it and the ANC had to help you to re-bury
your son. Tell us more about what
/happened
happened about his burial. --- I will request Mr Xhamfu to give an explanation
because I was so weak I couldn't bear it any more. Mr Xhamfu took initiatives
thereafter to get his body exhumed to be re-buried. He will explain further.
--------------------JACKSON XHAMFU (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
PROF MAGWAZA: Baba Jackson, can you explain to us what happened? --- I'll just
give you an explanation as to how this happened and what happened. During the
year 1991 I was working at a firm called Reebeck and I was a driver there. As I
was still working as a driver in that particular firm that was the time when the
President, Nelson Mandela, was going to be released from Robben Island and that
was the time that the exiles were supposed to be coming back into the country.
And as we were seeing most of the exiles coming back into the country we also
had expectations that our son would also be amongst the ones who were coming
into the country. Unbeknown to us it wasn't going to be like that. Our son had
died a long time ago and nobody notified us as to his death. And the first time
we heard about this we were traumatised emotionally together with my family to
such an extent that as I was employed as a driver I was involved in an accident
where I hit a pole at work because I was not concentrating and that's how I lost
my job. Up till today I'm not working. After I had lost my job, just a few days
thereafter, after we had heard about my son's death, we took further steps to
try and establish cause of death. Up till we got to Bloemfontein, I went
together with other members of the
/ANC and
ANC and I believe that was in March 1991 when we went to Bloemfontein with the
ANC members. When we got to Bloemfontein it was myself as well as the other
members of the ANC but my wife was not there because she was working at that
time. They told us that there's a certain man by the name of Jani Mohabi who had
just returned from exile. He was actually from Robben Island. And he is the one
who had come with this message that Ndoyisile had died and he had died in 1987.
During all this time we were not notified. We did not know anything about my
son's death. We got to know about my son's death from Jani Mohabi in 1991. And I
wanted him to explain to me as to how my son was buried. He told us that we
should go to the funeral undertakers that is Goodwill Funeral Undertakers. We
got to Goodwill Funeral Undertakers and the gentlemen we got there told us that
it was true that my son had died and was buried in 1991. His corpse was given to
him by the State so that he would be buried as an unknown body. He continued to
bury my son. He also gave me the grave number as well as his name, Ndoyisile
Xhamfu. I further asked this gentleman as to why they had given the body to him
because it was an unknown body but he also told me his name, that his name was
Ndoyisile Xhamfu. How did it come about that he knew his name whereas he was
initially labelled as an unknown body. He explained to me that he only got to
know my son's name later on and that he was from Welkom. He asked me as to
whether I was his father. I said yes, I was Ndoyisile's father. He asked me as
to what I wanted him to do. I said I wanted my son's remains and I want to take
them with to
/Welkom
Welkom so that I can give him a decent burial. He said we should go to the
police station because it had some to the surface that this was not an unknown
body. His name was known. His parents had come and they wanted the remains. So
he was not refusing. He said we should go to the police station to have the
remains exhumed. We proceeded to the police station which was situated there

within that residential area and we spoke to a certain Sergeant Ntamo. Sergeant
Ntamo took me to certain places where I was filling certain forms and I was told
I should submit my name and I should sign certain forms. We went to a police
station which was situated in town. I think it's the very last Bloemfontein
police station which is at the south of Bloemfontein. He retrieved a certain
file. It was a big brown envelope which had my son's photos in it. And I was
listening to him when he was calling this file number. He said this number is
77/87 and they looked for the file. They retrieved it and they have it to him.
He opened up the envelope and he took out my son's photos and he allowed me to
have a look at them and I saw that this was my son. I identified him from the
photos. He was naked. I could see his face and I could see his forehead which
had a bullet-hole in it. And I looked at his whole body. It had so many bulletholes and it was apparent that he had been shot more than 200 times in the body.
I asked as to how it happened that he was shot so many times because it was
sufficient for him to be shot only once in the head and this sergeant said to
me, "These were not the bullets but it was a hand-grenade that he was having
with him." I told them
/that
that I did not know how a hand-grenade works but I believed that I could not
recognise him if he was blown up by a hand-grenade and I did not want to believe
that he had been blown up by a hand-grenade. And I asked as to who had shot my
son and how many people had shot my son but he could not give me an explanation
and he said, "You have seen your son's photos. Now you should go." And we moved
out of the police station. I asked them to give me one of these photos so that
when I buy my son I should be able to make an obituary which has a photo of him
and they told me that the law did not permit them to give me any of his photos
and I left without anything in my hands and we came back to Welkom. We decided
that this Goodwill Moshai was going to tell us after the remains had been
exhumed and we would take the bones to Welkom for the burial. I was notified
later on and I went to fetch my son's remains from the mortuary. I looked at the
bones. The first one that I took was the skull. I took the skull and I had a
thorough look at it and I saw that these were my son's remains because this
skull had this bullet-hole in it. And I knew his dental formula and I looked at
his mouth and I saw that these were his teeth and that's how I could identify my
sons remains. And I took these bones and brought them with to Welkom with the
help of the ANC. That is about all I can say. That is all I know about my son's
death. Now I would request this honourable Commission to try and find out - I
want to know as to who was there in the house - that is the house in which he
was attacked or shot dead. Who were the killers or who was the killer. I would
like this Commission to try and find out this
/information
information because I am desperate. I want to know more about my son's death.
Thank you very much, Baba Xhamfu. This is a very painful story and I think for
you to be able to relate such finer details, it indicates that you are one of
those people that were very strong. Quite as strong as your son. Your son died
as being a hero. And also I think because of your strength you and your wife
being so supportive to each other you managed and you put every effort to rebury your son. At least today you know your son had a dignified burial. Many of
the parents still don't know where there children are but nevertheless it should
not ease your pain because there's still lots of unanswered questions. We hope
we are going to try as much as we can to help people to provide answers for
those questions. I will just ask a few last questions. Your family, you told us
that there were two sons. Do you only have one son now? --- That is correct.
Or you had five sons. What happened to them? --- The eldest is 28 years old.
It's a boy. The second one is 26 years old. She's a girl and she's married. And
the third one is 22 years old. And the fourth one is 20 years old and the last
one is 18 years. There were six including the deceased.

Are they all working? --- No, the eldest is not working. The three are still at
school.
Only one is working? --- Yes, this other one is married.
Aletta, are you working? --- Yes, I am working.
So you are the breadwinner? You're the only
/breadwinner
breadwinner in the family? --- That's correct. I work three days at the ANC
offices.
Can you tell us briefly about your health? How has this affected your health and
that of your family? --- I cannot explain because I'm always in this condition.
Especially when I remember my son. Especially when I look at his age group. I
keep on telling myself he would be working for me today and I keep on telling
myself I would be living like a queen.
Your husband, Mr Jackson Xhamfu, you lost a job because you were so disturbed by
your son's death. How are you feeling now? --- I'm very traumatised and I'm very
disturbed about my son's death. I think that as other children are now working
for their parents, probably he would also be working for us and he would be our
breadwinner. He would be building his own and he would be maintaining us as I've
already lost my job and I cannot get a job because they keep on telling me that
I'm rather too old now to get a job. Now I'm destitute. I'm being supported by
my wife and she's also having a piece job only for three days. I'm destitute.
I've got no ways to make ends meet.
To what extent has it affected your other children? Are they coping? --- They
were also very traumatised emotionally. They were disturbed. The whole family
actually was disturbed. All of us because we lost a son, they lost a brother and
the manner in which he died traumatised them even more. But because death is
something that will always be there, at times it feels like we have forgotten
about his death but there are days, very dark days, when we talk about him, when
we
/miss
miss him, and this traumatises and disturbs the whole family because there are
times when we just feel like talking about him as if he was there.
Okay, thank you very much, Baba. We thank you very much for such a detailed
information about your son's death and circumstances of his death. We will
honour your request and we will do as much as we can and also when we make our
final recommendation we'll keep your family in mind. But also again I would like
to say you are a strong, close couple and I think it's one of the things that
has helped you through this process. Thank you very much. Some of the families
actually break. We've had some of the families where they've lost a child and
the family simply falls apart. But in you it looks like you've just gone
stronger and stronger. Thank you very much. --- My last request to this
Commission - I would like this Commission to investigate further as to why
Bloemfontein - Bloemfontein is quite near Welkom - why wasn't I told earlier on
that my son had died so that I could take my son's body and bury him? Why did
they bury him as an unknown male? Where did they get this right because I was
just nearby? I want the Commission to try and find out as to why his death was
hidden.
CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much, Mr Xhamfu, we have noted that. It would appear
that in your family you have another victim - Victor. In your statement you said
that Victor had many detentions which resulted in him being affected in hearing.
His ears were affected. --- That is true.

How is Victor now? --- He's surviving but this
/has affected
has affected him so drastically because puss always comes out of his ears and
he's suffering from hearing because ... (incomplete translation)
Does he get any medical treatment? --- No, he's not getting any medical
treatment. Whenever he is not feeling well we always take him to the doctor just
for him to get treatment for that particular moment. Then thereafter he would
cease to take the treatment. Then after some time whenever he gets these attacks
we will take him to the doctor. That's how we survive.
Is he working? --- No, he's not working.
So he's also another victim in your family because he suffered under the police
under the old regime. Maybe his case too needs to be attended to and his case
needs to be referred to, as I said before, to our co-ordinators who are here so
that they can see what can happen with him. Baba, your story is very painful.
It's a common story of many parents in our country who had children especially
sons. Very painful indeed to have our son killed somewhere and buried and you
hear after a long time that your son is buried. There is nothing which is
precious to a parent like a child. It reminds me of the old story in the Bible
when King David cried bitterly and he had to fast even for the son who wanted to
kill him. His own son wanted to kill him but when he heard that his son was
killed he cried bitterly - that was Absolom - showing how much emotionally the
parents can be about their own children when they are killed. We thank you for
coming. We feel the pain with you. We're experiencing it now ourselves and, as
the Commission members have just said, we'll to see that
/your
your requests are taken to the President for consideration. We don't guarantee
that what you have asked for will be given but we'll try out best because yours
is a very painful incident. Thank you very much? --- We also thank you.
--------------------CHAIRMAN: We are supposed to break. Let us not move, please. I thought I had
said the process except the councillors ... (inaudible) ... that one, I thought
when we began I said the process is going to be that we must discipline
ourselves. It's only witnesses who will go first when we stand remaining quiet
until they leave, etcetera. We are just sorry, the Commissioners, that tea - as
we go for tea - is only provided for the witnesses. We are very sorry about
that. We were unable to provide tea for everybody. It is only provided for the
witnesses and we're going to come back at 12 o'clock sharp. Please, let us come
back and be seated quietly at 12 o'clock sharp. Now, as we stand, I'm going to
ask the briefers to lead out the witnesses. May we stand, please.
SHORT ADJOURNMENT
---------------------

/ON RESUMPTION:
ON RESUMPTION:
CHAIRMAN: May I know among you who is Theresia?
MRS MOSIMANE: I am Theresia.
CHAIRMAN: And the other one is who?
MRS MOSIMANE: This is my daughter, Sir.
CHAIRMAN: Thank you. Is your daughter accompanying you?
MRS MOSIMANE: Yes, this is my daughter, Sir.
CHAIRMAN: Will she also speak or she's just accompanying you?
MRS MOSIMANE: No, she's just accompanying me.
CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much. Mama Theresia, can you stand you and take the
oath that what you're going to say here is true, God being your helper.
--------------------THERESIA MOSIMANE (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
CHAIRMAN: Mama Mosimane, thank you very much for coming and also we appreciate
the fact that you're accompanied by your daughter. It shows that this family is
together and they're supporting each other. We appreciate that very much because
when you suffer so much you need to be together and support each other. Mama
Theresia, you have come here to tell the story about the death of your son. Is
it true? --- That's correct.
And your son's name is Sabata Francis, that's true? --- That's correct.
Can you just give us the picture of your family? Who are you and your family?
Where do you live? How many children? Is there the father or not, etcetera,
etcetera, so that we have the idea about your family. /--- Sir,
--- Sir, do you want me to tell you how many are we at home or in my family?
I mean your immediate family. That is your husband, if he's there, and your
children, not further, not the extended family. --- I have four children. Two of
them are my sisters, my daughters. The fifth one was this son whom we're going
to talk about among these four daughters. I have no husband.
How old are your daughters? Are they still in school or what? --- Three of them
are married. The last one and my daughters they are still at school. And another
one is my daughter's who is at school.
So another one is your grandchild? --- Yes, two of them.
Thank you. Do you still live at 6 Erasmus Street, Rheerderspark? --- Yes, Sir.
And that is where you were born? --- No, Sir.

Where were you born? --- I was born in Lesotho.
Oh, born in Lesotho. Can you tell us about what happened on the 29th of May
1990? Just give us a story about what happened. I'm going to help you through. -- On that day it was around 7 o'clock in the evening when a commotion started.
It was the last day. We heard many shots. We thought maybe the syndication or in
the bedrooms. It was that time when my son was outside but inside the yard. We
were unable to go and look where he is. These gunshots, we heard them many times
and the time when we looked through the window the police were lighting us with
the big torch and they were asking what were we looking for and the police were
just near the house. We closed that window and the whole
/night
night we were standing an nobody was able to sleep. Tomorrow morning we started
to look for our son. We went to the hospitals, we went to the police stations.
We phoned Bloemfontein. In Bloemfontein they told us that there is a person here
whom we should look at 4 o'clock. We went there at 4 o'clock. When we arrived
there we found him there. He was helpless. When we looked at the bullets in the
kitchen door that was a time when I thought of going out, at that time I heard
some sound then I closed the door again. That's the way we lost him.
Was your son a member of any political organisation? --- He was a member of the
ANC, Sir. They buried him well.
What about your other members of your family, including yourself, did you belong
to any political organisation? --- Yes, Sir.
What political organisation was that? --- The ANC, Sir.
In your statement you say that - where was your son coming from when he was shot
dead? --- He was from the house.
In your statement you said that your son attended the ANC meeting. We it after
the meeting that this happened? --- Yes, Sir. It was after the meeting around 7
o'clock at night.
With whom was he travelling when he came back from the meeting? --- He was with
his friends.
Do you remember their names? --- I don't remember them well because he had so
many friends and now they are old. I cannot remember them well.
/You say
You say they're now dead, is that true? --- No, they are still alive.
Okay. But you know some. Can you identify two? --- There are those I know, Sir.
Who are those, do you remember? --- I don't remember their names but I know
their faces, Sir.
Do you know where they live? --- I only know one among them where he stays.
Then we could get the information if we wanted it. And you say that your son was
shot inside what you call your yard. Is that true? --- That's true, Sir.
Was it common that there were these shootings which were happening in your
vicinity or in your area? Was it a common thing that there were these shootings?
--- It was not usual. The police were shooting at that time but it was not
usual. It was the police who were shooting on that day. They were shooting at
random and these children were running in different directions and the police
kept on shooting.

Were these the South African police or were they other police? What kind of
police were these? --- They were South African police and they were white.
They were South African police and they were white. You don't know from which
station they came from? --- I was imagining that they were from Tabong police
station.
Tabong police station. Thank you. Is it true and that when you found the body
you found that it was stripped? --- Yes, that's true, Sir.
Who did that? --- I presume those people responsible were the police. They took
him with a big
/car.
car.
After they had stripped him what did they do with his body, do you know? --- I
don't know but what I know is that we just got it back.
Where did you find his body? --- We found the body at the hospital, Sir.
Which one? Can you remember the name? --- That's the provincial hospital, Sir.
Did you lay a charge against the police who had killed him? --- Yes, I did open
a case, Sir.
Do you know any police or sergeant of commander who was in charge of the case? -- I don't remember because at that time the person who was responsible to lay a
charge was my husband.
Your husband was still alive? --- He divorced me, Sir.
Oh, he's still alive. Do you know if the divorce maybe was caused by the
frustration which you had as a family after the death of your son? --- It was
long after the child has died. It's not far but I think it's because of the
problems at home and that he's not working.
Which police station did you open the case? --- I don't hear well, Sir.
I say, in which police station did you open the case of your son's death. You
said that you reported - you laid a charge against the police. What station was
that? --- I said unfortunately the person who was responsible for laying a
charge was my former husband.
Oh, so you do not know. Thank you. --- Yes, I don't know but he told me that the
case if with
/Mr Mhlambi.
Mr Mhlambi.
Mr Mhlambi. Do you know Mr Mhlambi yourself? --- Yes, Sir.
Where does he live now? --- I don't know where he's staying now.
Is he still in the police force? --- He's not a policeman. He's a lawyer, Sir.
Did he give you any reason why the case did not proceed - Mr Mhlambi? --- Since
my former husband was going to his offices I didn't hear well what happened to
the case.
Where does Mr Mhlambi practice? Is he in Welkom? --- Yes, he's in Welkom, Sir.

Did you get a death certificate for the death of your son? --- Yes, I got the
death certificate, Sir.
Do you know what was written on it? What did they say was the cause of the death
on the death certificate? --- It seems they discuss at the back are those who
caused the death.
Can you repeat it? What was the cause on the certificate? --- I don't understand
Afrikaans well but Mr Mosimane said the wounds at the back are the cause of his
death.
Do you know who many wounds were they? --- I don't know, Sir.
How has the death of your son affected your family - you and your family to lose
a son? --- They were badly affected, Sir, because we have only now daughters.
They have no more their son. We thought he would be a breadwinner in the family.
So you have no son now? --- That's true, Sir.
/Are you
Are you working yourself? --- I'm not working.
Who is supporting you? --- My children are supporting me, Sir.
How is your health? --- Since I started to have high blood at that time but I
didn't know that it's high blood then. I learnt when I went to the doctor that
it's high blood.
Do you get any treatment for it? --- Yes, I got it. I have treatment, Sir.
Where? --- I take my prescription from the hospital monthly.
And I believe
anything, Sir.

it

is

free.

Is that true? --- Now,

lately,

I'm

not

paying

Thank you very much. Mama Theresia, this is very sad. You lose a son and then
you lose the life partner when you have also lost your son. You should be
together here now with your husband supporting each other sharing the pain of
losing a son and he has also left you. We feel for you and your family and we
want to express our thanks and appreciation to you for having had courage as a
woman to take up this case of your son even though the father has abandoned the
family. Now I'm going to ask some of my colleagues if they have got any
questions they want to put to you. Mr Mdu Dlamini?
MR DLAMINI: Thank you, Mr Chairman. Mrs Mosimane, I've got two questions which
are going to help us to make proper follow up. You mentioned that although a
charge was laid nothing transpired. To be specific, can I ask whether there was
any inquest, court inquest? --- I don't know as to whether the inquest was done.
Is it because all the records were kept by your ex/husband?
husband? --- He's the one who knows in depth where the beginning and end of what
happened.
My next question could perhaps fall in the same category where your husband is
the key person but according to your statement or the documents which were
submitted to us, it would appear that there was a claim against the then
Minister of Law and Order. May I find out about the outcome of that claim? --In ended nowhere, Sir. Then nothing happened since then.

Do you know you ex-husband's whereabouts? The address or any means that we could
use to contact him? --- Yes, I know his address, Sir.
Can you provide us with his address after the hearing. --- Yes, I'll do so.
Thank you, we would appreciate it.
CHAIRMAN: Mama Theresia, thank you very much for responding to the questions so
well. We have noted all what you've said. We have noted your requests which we
shall pass as a recommendation to the government. We shall do all we can to get
the information from Mr Mhlambi who was the lawyer to find out what happened
with the case he had taken. The only question which I forgot to ask is had Mr
Mhlambi been paid by you for taking this case? Do you know? --- I believe if we
can get Mr Mosimane. He's the one who would come up with the information.
Thank you, we shall also try as Brother Mdu has said that we need to get the
address where we can find your husband so that we can dig and get all the
information even about where Mr Mhlambi is. What happened? Why is it that the
case just stopped or why
/it was
it was never processed through. Thank you very much. God bless you. --- I thank
you, Sir.
---------------------

/EXCHANGE
EXCHANGE OF GREETINGS BETWEEN CHAIRMAN AND WITNESS
CHAIRMAN: I just want to know who is Oupa Mathebula. And there's my other sister
who is - Oupa Mathebula, can we know who she is?
MR MATHEBULA: This is Jafta Ntombela's mother.
CHAIRMAN: Is she also going to speak or she's accompanying you?
MR MATHEBULA: She's accompany me as the parent to the deponent.
CHAIRMAN: So she has asked you to tell the story?
MR MATHEBULA: Yes, but the main reason is that I was present when this thing
happened.
CHAIRMAN: Then you were the eye-witness. Well, thank you also for the confidence
which the mother of the deceased has on you. We are very pleased that you have
taken courage. You see, may people, especially in our country, we are losing
good stories because some people who were eye-witnesses don't want to come
forward. They just don't want to come forward. But we thank you for having had
courage of coming to tell us what you saw about your friend Masoleni. And then
Mdu Dlamini's going to lead you when you tell your story. Thank you.
--------------------OUPA MATHEBULA (Through Interpreter)
MR DLAMINI: Good day. --- Good day, Sir.
Oupa, can you please for our own records start by telling us your relationship
with the late Jabulani Ntombela? According to your statement he's referred to as
your bother but I can see two surnames. Can you please explain to us? --- I
would say this. I grew up with Jafta. When I said he was my brother I said
/that
that because there was no one to come and testify here for him and you can see
that his mother is already old.

Can you give us the name of the mother? --- She is Martha Ntombela.
Are they any members of the family, that is within the Ntombela family, that you
know of? --- No, the two of us came here today. There're only two of us. There
are present members but they are left back at home.
Are these brothers and sisters to the last Jabulani Ntombela? --- Yes.
How many are they? --- They are two in number. The two that are remaining at
home.
What are they doing? Roughly how old are they? --- The two of them are working.
Steven was born in '57 and his sister was born in 1960.
Thank you very much. As Dr Mgojo, the Chairman of this Commission said earlier,
that we really appreciate your help to the Ntombela family showing the
relationship that existed between you and the deceased. According to the
statement Jafta was born on the 1st of October 1967. Is that correct? --- That's
correct.
And according to the statement you were all coming from school on the 17th of
May 1986 round about 2.00pm. --- That's correct, Sir.
Would you tell us what exactly happened that afternoon and what were you doing
on your way back from school and who came and what happened. Can you tell us in
as relaxed manner as possible? --- At that time it was during the unrest ...
(intervention)
Just a moment, Oupa. You'll have to raise your
/voice.
voice. Unfortunately for you, you're competing with the rain now. You'll have to
raid your voice. --- We were coming back from school and it was during the time
when there were riots when we arrived at a certain corner where we turned. We
were standing there talking with my friends.
Just a moment again. A similar request to my interpreter. I seem to be missing
him. And again, Mr Interpreter, you're competing as well. Thank you, Oupa. --At the corner we were waiting, chatting to each other and I was preparing myself
to go home and I saw this police van approaching. I don't know where was he
heading to but I could see who he was. He stopped and he called Jafta. When
Jafta went to him he said, "I've been looking all over for you." He took him
into his van and I didn't got home. I went straight to Jafta's mother to explain
to her what happened and we quickly went to the police station to enquire as to
his arrest. Nobody gave us an answer. They just ignored us. They said we don't
have the van you are describing and the person you are talking about, for your
information is not at work today. That was an explanation we got from the
policemen we found at the police station.
Oupa ... (inaudible) ... you mentioned that you could identify the
officer concerned. Can you tell us his name? --- I know him as Masoleni.

police

Was Masoleni his surname or first name or the nickname? --- I think it is his
surname.
When did you last see Masoleni? Is he still around? --- I haven't seen him in a
long time but
/according
according to the information I got from people is that he hanged himself and he
died.

I see. Okay, would you please continue if there was something else that you
wanted to tell us. --- I would say we went to the police station and they told
us they did not know his whereabouts and we came back and we told his mother
that he is nowhere to be found and further steps should be taken. And his mother
said she will contact the eldest members of the family to see what would happen.
And as I was still at school I couldn't disrupt my school term and I just
dropped the matter. But we were unsure as to whether he skipped the country also
and we decided to leave everything, waiting for the exiles to come back with the
hope that we would see him among them.
Thank you, Oupa. Subsequent to that day and all the efforts that you initiated,
which I'm sure the Chairman will commend you a great deal for the prompt
response you took - but what I would like to find out, are there any clues
subsequent to all those things? Did you hear anything whether perhaps rumours
that, look, he might have skipped or he might have been killed and thrown into
the forest? Any clues that you could help us with? --- Until now I didn't have
any information that is why I am appearing in this Truth Commission asking for
help.
In your own opinion of whether perhaps it was explicit, why did the police
officer concerned take away your friend? --- I don't have the full information,
Sir, but I thought just because we were students and we were members of the
COSAS maybe that is the reason
/because
because all of us were members of COSAS.
Were there any specific problems between COSAS and the local police at the time?
--- Yes, there was a problem at the time because they were harassing us. When we
were making some demands they were always against us.
Was there any perhaps specific event that had taken place like bombing of a
certain structure, burning of a certain house perhaps belonging to a police or
any of the government servants that had taken place in the area? Is there
anything that you think might have prompted that kind of action? --- As I said,
the police were against us when we made some demands at school. It happened that
some of the police properties were burnt but my friend was never there because
all the time we were together.
And when you reported the matter to the police charge office, did they issue a
CR number or the case number or any record? --- They gave us nothing. They just
said to us they would look for the person who was responsible for the abduction.
And can you remember the name of the officer or officers that you found in the
police station when you went to report? --- They didn't have their name tags so
there was no one I know.
You did not even know by perhaps their nicknames or whatever they were called in
the township? Were they complete strangers to you? --- I don't know the names,
Sir, but those are the people I used to see when they were moving around with
the vans but I don't know their names, Sir.
/Are they
Are they still at the Tabong
--- I believe some are still
no one who was interested in
say, "Go home, then we'll try

police station, the officers whom you reported to?
there. Others maybe got their pensions but there's
the case. When we arrived there always they would
to help you."

If one took you to the police station and if those individuals are there, you
would be able to identify them ? --- Yes, I can.

Look, we have noted your concern. I'm sure you
family as well that you would like the TRC
disappearance. It's not going to be an easy task
Jafta's mother is our full commitment to try and
to Jafta and whether anything belonging to him
like to hand you over to the Chairman now.

are speaking on behalf of the
to help in resolving Jafta's
but what we can assure you and
establish what really happened
can still be rescued. I would

CHAIRMAN: Thank you, Brother Mdu. Are there any other members of the Committee
who want to say something? Professor Magwaza?
PROF MAGWAZA: Just a few questions I would like to ask you. You said at the time
Jafta was abducted there were riots. What were those riots? --- During that time
it was a little bit cool but it was during the time when there was unrest.
People were struggling for their rights in education. We were students at the
time but those who were senior to us, they were giving us the light about the
political problems at that time. As people who were ready to struggle, we were
trying to fight that bantu education should be removed and for us to get a
better education.
/Okay,
Okay, thanks. The other question is you said you were all members of COSAS. Why
do you think they singled Jafta. They left you, they only picked up Jafta. What
was different about Jafta's involvement in COSAS? --- I wouldn't understand how
active in the COSAS activities were but he was a member of COSAS.
You were also a member? --- That's true.
And you knew Jafta very well? --- I grew up with him from an early age.
Did he occupy a position in COSAS? --- The COSAS formation at that time, we had
no leaders but all of us were taking an active role. There were leaders in front
by he was just among us, the ordinary members.
Before that fateful day had police harassed Jafta before? --- Just like any
other child he was harassed all the time and even when we had our meetings the
would come to harass and look for information.
This policeman, Masoleni, did you meet him after abducting Jafta before he died.
Did you ever see him again or meet him again or speak - anybody spoken to him? -- I didn't have the courage to confront him but he was always some of those
policemen who were moving with vans around the township.
Lastly, I would like to know if Jafta's mother wouldn't want to say a word or
two. We'd also like to know your own experiences. You lost son. It must have
meant something to you.
CHAIRMAN: You can't say anything before you have taken an oath, Mama. If you
want to say something, you have to take an oath. Do you want to say something.
MRS NTOMBELA: Yes.
/CHAIRMAN:
CHAIRMAN: Then can you stand up to take an oath.
--------------------MRS NTOMBELA

(Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)

--- This Masoleni, one day when the children were as school he came in my house
then he said Jafta has died and he's brought us the report. When we ask him were
did he die, he said he collided with a car near the dam. Then I phoned my son-

in-law in Kokstad who is a surgeon. Then he came. We went to the police station
to look for Masoleni. Then he said it's not him, he doesn't know anything. Then
when he's supposed to expose these white women he didn't. But he was not
prepared to tell us the truth. Then we went there many times and we couldn't get
him. Then my son-in-law took me to Odendaal, at the police station at Odendaal
and the mortuary's there. We couldn't get Jafta. Then when we looked for his
clothes, they told us that he's already buried. The we said, "Why was he buries
whilst we're looking for him?" Then when we looked for these clothes he said he
was buried with his cloths. And then when we looked for his tomb, they gave us a
wrong number and then when we ran to the police station to ask for the number
they said, "This number doesn't exist." Since we tried, up to now we didn't get
the full story.
Who told you that Jafta has been buried and who gave you the wrong number? --- I
would not know who gave us the number of the tombstone but Sergeant Malebo was
responsible for this investigation and then Masoleni told us he's buried with
his clothes.
Do you know where Sergeant Malebo is now? --- He's at Kroonstad.
/In the
In the police station there? --- He's on pension now so I don't know where he's
working. Somewhere in one shop there.
Who is this person who told you that he was buried with his clothes? --- It's
Masoleni who told us.
You mentioned two people. Who is the other one? Is it just Malebo? --- It was
Masoleni. When I was accompanied by Sergeant Malebo to the police station,
Masoleni told us that report.
Masoleni is also a policeman? At which police station? --- He's a policeman. He
was a policeman at Tabong.
When Masoleni came home to tell you that your son, he told you - who else was
present when he told you that? --- We were two in the house. It was me and my
neighbour. The neighbour left. Now she's in the new houses.
Do you know where she is and what's her name? --- Her name is Elsie.
Elsie. Surname? --- It's Elsie Soekmelk.
And you know where he stays now? --- Yes, I know.
It could help if you could give us more information after your testimony here.
Secondly - okay, the other thing I want ... (intervention) --- I don't know her
number because I'm not able to read.
But you know the house? --- Yes, I know the house.
Can you tell us, Mama, how has this affected you? It must have been a terrible
thing that happened. How is your health now? --- I'm sick. The doctor says
/I'm suffering
I'm suffering from nervous disorder.
Tell us more. What's this nervous disorder? --- I don't know but they are
pulling me from the back, from the neck.
What's pulling you from the neck? --- These nerves are stiff at the back, so I
could feel that pain from the back.

You're getting treatment from the doctor. Do you have to pay for it? --- Yes, I
pay. It has been as long time that I've been to the doctor.
Mama, are you working? --- I'm not working.
Your children, are they working? --- It's Steven and Miriam who are working. But
Steven has his own family so Miriam came back from the in-laws, so he's with us.
Thank you very much, Mama, you have given us very useful information and it's a
very difficult situation, you know, to know what happened to your son. But for
you to come over today and to tell us your story to be able even to be what you
are, it means that there is something very strong in you. Probably some of us
can learn from you as to how we have coped with this difficult situation. As
Commissioners we have noted all your experiences, your needs and, as had already
been said, we will communicate whatever information we have to the President and
you are one of those people whom we're going to make recommendations about.
Thank you very much.
CHAIRMAN: Mama Gcabashe?
--------------------/OUPA MATHEBULA
OUPA MATHEBULA
MRS GCABASHE: Thank you, Mr Chairman. Opah, when you were talking you said the
intention was you wanted to be equal with the whites. That tells me that you
have an intention about your life. I want to know as to whether are you at
school and what's happening to you? --- I left school now. I'm working.
Where are you working? --- I'm working at auto electrician.
Which standard did you complete? --- I completed Standard 9.
Do you have intention to go forth? --- No. Yes, because I'm doing correspondence
courses now. I'm corresponding for my matric.
That's good to see that what we are fighting for you are fighting that
ultimately you've got to ... (inaudible) ... so please continue and finish your
matric. (Side A of tape end. Side B commences mid-sentence without overlap) --... mother.
CHAIRMAN: Well, thank you very much Jafta's mother an Oupa. As a minister of
religion this gives me a picture of that story in the New Testament where it is
said that when Jesus was about to die he knew that he was going to leave his
mother alone and he found a son for the mother. That was John. He said, "Woman,
behold your son," and then he looked at the son, the new son given to Maria and
he said that, "Son, behold your mother." So that is what I see today that
although Oupa was the friend of Jafta, when Jafta left Oupa took the place and
became your son to stand with you when you testified and this is great. It is
also fulfilling that ...
/(inaudible)
(inaudible) ... saying. We say that a friend in need is a friend indeed. Many
people with many friends, they run away when the other friends need the help. So
this is very highly appreciated what Oupa's has done to come with the mother to
support her so that the mother could also have the courage to say something
about the death of her son.

MRS NTOMBELA
CHAIRMAN: The only thing which we missed here, which I didn't hear about the
name of the son-in-law. What is the name of the son-in-law? Maybe I missed? --He's Malebo.
Where does he live so that if we want to get more information too from him? --He's in Kroonstad.
Where in Kroonstad? Do you know the ... (intervention) --- I do not know the
number but he stays right in town. But he has to move to a new house.
Okay, anyway you can - if you don't know the number, if we need him we can take
you so that you can show us where he is. Well, thank you very much for coming.
Strength to you Oupa and good luck in your studies when you correspond. Thank
you. As the committee members have already said, we have noted all your requests
and we shall channel them through the right sources.
---------------------

/CHAIRMAN:
CHAIRMAN: I understand that Mashiya, Rose Denio Mashiya who was not available
this morning is now here. EXCHANGE OF GREETINGS BETWEEN CHAIRMAN AND WITNESS
CHAIRMAN: Before you tell us about your story I would like you to take an oath
that what you are going to say here is true, God helping you.
--------------------ROSE DENIO MASHIYA (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
CHAIRMAN: Thank you for coming, Rose, to tell your story about one of your
blood. Now, the person who's going to lead you is none other than Mrs Regina
Gcabashe, one of the committee members.
MRS GCABASHE: As it was said that you have come here to tell us about the loss
of your son we welcome and thank you that you are able to be here and that you
were supposed to be here and be one of those witnesses who are coming to tell us
publicly what has happened about your son and many other people who died then.
Please be comfortable and tell us exactly what happened. Before we start to tell
us about your story, may you tell us about your family. Tell us about your
children, your husband, etcetera. --- I have no husband. I have six children.
Oupa is my firstborn who was born in 1968.
May you tell us all their ages? --- Oupa was born in 1968 and he's the
firstborn. Then the other was born in 1971 and then Ouma was born in 1975, then
Mamusa was born in 1977, then Lebogang was born in 1988 - that's '83.
What his name, Lebogang? --- Ja, Lebogang. Then Kempoleng who was born in 1988.
Then from there is /Oupa's
Oupa's child.

How old is Oupa's child? --- He's five years now.
Are there some of them who are working? --- No, all of them are at school but
others are still looking for work. The one who is coming after Oupa who was born
in 1971 is looking for work. She left school because I've no money to help her.
Are you working? --- No, I'm not working.
How do you live? --- I'm just staying at home and then at times I get a few jobs
and then at times I don't get work.
Are you staying with all the children? --- Yes.
And then at school, who's paying for them? --- There are people - I have rooms
at the back. There are people who are renting rooms at the back and then these
people pay monthly.
Would you tell us what happened to Oupa? Would you tell us exactly what happened
before the - in Tabong - what was happening in Tabong during that time? --Before 1986 he was a leader of the UDF. Around 1984 he was the leader of UDF.
Then he was arrested and the police assaulted him. Then Oupa disappeared. Then I
leant that he was in Lesotho.
When did he disappear? --- In 1986. Then I went to Lesotho, then I got him
there. Then I told him that he should come and stay at home. Then he said he
will not come home, he is going forth. Then he left.
Take your time. Take your time, Mama. We know that you are telling us about the
painful story. It's painful to many people. --- Then he told me that he
/won't
won't come back home. Then I came back home to Welkom. Then around 1986 in June
I learnt that they went to Lusaka. Then in '86, '87, in 1988 I got a phone from
Zambia - from Tanzania telling me that he's now in Tanzania. Then he told me
again that he's changed to Zambia and that I should come to Zambia and bring the
passport. This phone came back from Oupa. I talked to him directly. Then he was
calling himself Blondie. Then I went to Tanzania - to Zambia. When I arrived at
Zambia, I found him there. Then I found that the leader there is Chris Hani that I should give Oupa a passport.
When you went to Zambia, when was it? --- I went there in 1988, August. Then I
went to Zambia. I brought him the passport and some clothes. I found him there.
This passport, did he leave it at home? --- They said I should make a passport
in Lesotho.
What was the intention for him to get a passport from Lesotho? --- Chris Hani
said I should give hi the passport from Lesotho so that he would be able to move
in and out of Lesotho. I stayed for a month and two months in Zambia then I
returned home. When I arrived the CIDs came to arrest me, to question me about
my trip to Zambia.
Who was asking you those questions? --- That's Venter who was asking me those
questions and Hugo. This Venter was a policeman.
Where was he working? --- I was told that they were special branch. The other
one was Mogoregi and the other one Rampai. The other one is Mogoregi and the
/other
other one is Rampai. There were two policemen. The other one is Rampai.

Were they special branch members? --- Yes.
When they were asking you about this son did you tell them where he is? --- They
asked me, "Are you from Oupa?" Then I said yes. They asked me what was I doing
in Zambia then I said I brought him clothes. Then they told me that, "You're not
telling he truth," therefore I'm supposed to tell the truth. So I was released,
then I went back home. After I had returned, Oupa arrived.
Where was it? --- He arrived at the beginning of 1990. After he arrived I got a
phone. It was around 12 o'clock. The person who phoned was telling me as to
whether do I know that Oupa has died. It was in 1991. Then he asked me as well,
do I know as to whether Oupa has died. Then I said, "Who's Oupa?" Then he said
Oupa George Mashiya. He said, "If you don't believe, come to the police station
to verify that he has died." Then I asked him, "Who are you?" Then he said, "I'm
Tladi Mofokeng." Then I told him that, "You are the one responsible for his
death."
What made you think that Tladi was the responsible person? Why do you say that?
--- He mentioned on many occasion that Tladi wanted to kill him and he said,
"Mum, I do know what have I done to this man." And when a phone call came in to
tell me that Oupa was dead and when I enquired which Oupa, he said, "Oupa George
Mashiya and if you don't believe let me take you to the police station."
Now, who was telling you that he died? --- The
/same
same Tladi Mofokeng who gave me a call.
But you are talking of Ben here. --- Ben only appeared when we went to court.
After he told me whether I knew Oupa was dead, a family member came and they
said to me, "You will have to stay back at home. We will go and verify as to
whether it was Oupa." And when they came back they said, "Yes, it was Oupa at
the mortuary." We stayed in that condition not knowing who the killer of my son
was and we received a letter after quite a long time and we were told that the
perpetrators had been arrested, then the case will be heard at Virginia.
Can you please stop because now you are mentioning a lot of names and they're
confusing me now. Do you know these people? --- Yes, I do, but I saw him for the
first time at the court.
What did they say? --- The proceedings of the court went on for two days and Ben
was not found guilty. He was released.
Do you know these people? Are they residing in Welkom? --- The one that is
alleged to have shot him was from Venda.
Do you know his name? --- No, I do not know his name.
Was he sent by Ben? --- Ben gave him money to kill Oupa.
Do you know Ben's real name? --- No, I don't. You only knew him as Ben? --- Yes,
we only knew him as Ben. He wasn't a policeman.
But in your statement it's written that he was a policeman. --- No, I do not
know really because the
/person
person that shot - no, I'm referring to Oupa.
In your statement it's written that he is an SAP. --- No, I didn't mention that.
I said Mofokeng was a policeman. Tladi Mofokeng was a policeman.

What was Ben? --- Even the person who shot at Oupa was a policeman.
Now, who's Ben? --- Ben is just a resident here at Tabong. He's just a resident.
Now, what is his involvement in this whole story? --- I do not know.
But in your statement it's written. Let me remind you. You said in 1992 your son
was shot dead by Ben who is a policeman. Do you remember saying that in your
statement? --- No, the police was accompanying Ben.
Now, were you referring to Tladi Mofokeng when you said he was a policeman? --Now, the Venda guy that I referred to was ordered by Ben to kill and we didn't
know that he was the killer but Dudubala went to the police station to give the
statement.
Where's Dudubala now? --- He was together with Ben. Dudubala is the person who
gave the police information that Ben arranged the death of my son and they were
taken to the hostel and there was a white Cressida car. This person came out of
the car.
Which hostel are you referring to? --- I'm referring to Ladies Hostel. On their
arrival to the hostel they found a white Cressida parked. This man got out of
the car and he called Oupa and when Oupa approached him, he took his gun and
shot him on the cheek and he drove off to Riebeekstad. He was taken to
Riebeekstad.
/What
What is this Riebeekstad? --- It is a suburb. And on his arrival at
Riebeekspark(?) they got a red Laurel Nissan - I think it's a Datsun. This man
got into this car and he was driven away. That is the statement we got from
Dudubala when he was relating the matter to the police.
Now, what happened to others that were arrested with Ben? --- They were all
discharged. They were not found guilty at all.
All of them were discharged? --- Yes, they were all discharged.
Who went to the mortuary? Who identified him at the mortuary? --- Masinuku and
Kali went to identify him but Kali passed away.
I don't hear you well? --- No, I'm saying Kali went to the mortuary together
with Masinuku.
According to your knowledge was Oupa not present. Didn't he come back from
exile? --- He came back from exile in 1991, at the beginning of 1991.
Where was he before 1991. --- I'm sorry, it wasn't in 1991. I'm making a
mistake. It was the end of 1989. It was the beginning of 1990.
Can you tell us where in exile was he? --- He arrived here but it was not yet
the time to come back to South Africa. He had to come and complete a certain
mission and he was arrested by the police.
Where was he arrested? --- Rampai and Mogoregi arrested him.
Was it in 1989? --- Yes, it was and he said I'm now giving up. I want to work
with you.
Did he say he will co-operate with the police?
/--- Yes.

--- Yes.
And what did they say then? --- They said, fine, he should work
they transferred him to Pretoria and when he was in Pretoria they
not trust him and they took him further to East London. He was not
in East London and he was then taken to Bloemfontein. They said
trust him at all.

with them and
said they did
trusted again
they did not

What happened from there? --- He was transferred to Bloemfontein and that's
where he met his death.
Now, what was the cause? Why didn't they trust him, because he was co-operative
enough and he was going anywhere they wanted him to go to? --- No, they only
said they did not trust him.
You never came to know what were they actually saying when they said they did
not trust him? We have many statements here that we got from the police who said
they got him on August 1991. Do you know these policemen? The police who
discovered his body in 1991, where did they get him? There are statements here.
We have a statement written in Afrikaans here and all the policemen confirm that
they found him in 1991 next to Tabong hospital. They explained the condition of
this body. Do you know that? --- I only heard from Tladi Mofokeng that my son
had been shot dead.
There is a certain Hansie. Do you know Hansie? --- No, I don't.
Is he a policeman? --- Yes, he is a policeman.
And Tladi Mofokeng gave the similar statement. Do you have knowledge of that? -- No.
/Let's
Let's go back then to the policemen who wanted your son's co-operation. What
actually did they want from him? --- They said he should go and find where the
bombs were and he should disconnect them. I think there was a bomb in East
London and he had to go and disconnect it, or detach it.
Now, was there a port mortem done? --- No.
And the case ended up nowhere? --- Yes.
Is there anything you want to tell us, anything that you have left behind? --No, there's nothing left.
Who were Oupa's friends when he came back from exile, that is at the time before
his death? Do you perhaps know the names of his friends? --- Are you saying here
at home? I didn't know his friends. I only know the ones he grew up with.
Was he never at any stage in Cape Town because you said they sent him to
Pretoria, East London, Bloemfontein? --- I think he was also sent to Cape Town.
As he was moving around the country was he in contact with your as the family? -- Yes, he used to come home.
Didn't he say anything to you - the details of his work? --- No, he was a quiet
person.
But he was telling you that the special branches were using him? --- Yes.
Now, how do you feel now since the loss of your son? --- I'm not well.
If you say you're not well, can you give us an explanation? --- I'm a sickly

person. After the
/death
death of Oupa I have got diabetic and high blood pressure. I have this other
child who was born in 1983 but after the death of the brother, this child is
epileptic.
Are you referring to Oupa's child? --- No, I'm referring to my child who was
born in 1983.
Is the child epileptic? --- Yes.
You say this started after Oupa's death? --- Yes, that's correct.
Do you often consult a doctor? --- Yes, I go to the hospital for treatment.
Which hospital are you going to? --- It's Bongani Hospital.
Where is this hospital? --- Right in Tabong.
How is Lebang's condition? --- Lebang is also getting treatment at the hospital.
Haven't you been to a specialist maybe to examine how affected are you? --- I
would like to consult a specialist but I don't have money. Sometimes I just go
on credit.
We've heard that hospitals are now free of charge. Don't you have such a
hospital around Tabong? --- They put everything down. They write it down and
they would say you will pay at the end. I pay R15,00 every time I have to see
the doctor.
We've listened to your story and we sympathize with you and your son ended up
dying in this cruel manner and yet he was trying to bring peace and he was
trying to bring change. I can see you are quite disturbed. Are you a church
member? --- I'm at the St John's Church.
/Don't
Don't you sometimes go to them to seek advice? --- I normally go to church for
advices.
We have listened to your request. ... (Side B of tape ends mid-sentence. No
overlap to next tape which commences mid-sentence) ... try as we put our
recommendations forward and you have already mentioned that Oupa left behind a
son. We will try as we write a report to the President as to what kind of help
can you be given. Thank you very much. --- I also thank you.
CHAIRMAN: Well, thank you, Rose. I know that we have taken a long time but we
can't help it because really the aim of the Truth Commission is that the people
must empty themselves. There must be a ... (inaudible) ... experience which
takes place. We've listened to you. You have also been a sufferer with all those
detentions, etcetera, etcetera. You are really a victim yourself. As the
committee member has just said that we have noted all what you have said and we
shall forward your concerns and requests to the government for consideration. We
thank you all for being so patient. I know that you are hungry but you have been
very patient which means that you understand this mission - that this mission is
for telling stories. We can't stop the people when they are telling stories.
That is where the catharsis takes place. Now, we shall adjourn for lunch and
then my colleagues here advise me that we should come back at quarter past two
sharp. We are left with three case which will take up to quarter past three and
we're going to finish in time. Just bear with us. LONG ADJOURNMENT

--------------------- /ON RESUMPTION:
ON RESUMPTION:
MAKHATHATSO NCALA
PROF MAGWAZA: We greet you Mrs Ncala and we thank you for being here with us
today. In this statement it is stated here that you stay at No 1634 Thokosa
Street, Tabong, Welkom and you were born on the 23rd October 1941. You are here
to make a statement or to tell us the story about your daughter Anna Ncele who
was shot dead by the police. --- That's correct.
Before you tell us the story, we would like to know more about your daughter.
She is special. She is very special because she's one of the few young females
who died in the struggle so she was in the struggle for women as well. Could you
tell me how old was Anna at the time when she was shot by the police? What was
she doing? Was she at school or was she working? Did she belong ...
(intervention) --- She was still at Lebohang. She born in 1972.
She was born in 1972. She was still going to school. What class? --- She was
doing Standard 8.
Okay, fine. Can you tell us more about your family as well, your husband and
your children? --- I have five children. Two of them are married. Two of them
are students and the other one is no more at school.
Is there any one of them working? --- All of them are not working though two are
married. The other one is at the Technikon in Cape Town.
I notice in the statement also that you are married. Is your husband working? -- He's not working. It's for a long time that he has been unemployed. He's
unemployed.
/He's not
He's not with you today. Where is he? --- He's not able to walk so he's at home.
What's wrong with him? --- His legs are swollen so he's not able to walk.
I would like you to tell us the story about your daughter's death. Just start
from the beginning and just give us the full picture of what happened on that
particular day. --- She was at school on Monday morning and there was an unrest
at school and then she was returned from school by the teachers because she was
told that police are coming to beat boys in the school. Then she returned. On
the way in one of the streets that were full of students and police then they
turned and took another street. That is where other police came. When they
arrived she was with her sister. Then one policeman arrived there, then he shot
her. Then he shot her on the head. When she fell down, when she tried to wake up
she was shot again and then her sister came to tell us. Then other students took
her to the Kombi, then we took her to Oppenheimer Hospital. Then the father went
with her to Oppenheimer Hospital. When she was still there, she stayed there
three days. We paid the hospital bills. On Wednesday the doctor called me and
informed me that she has been shot by a person who has been trained to shoot
twice on the head and these bullets are right inside the head. On Thursday we
were informed that we should come again. When we arrived there they told us that
she had died. We went back home and then we informed other relatives. Then her
father went there to look for her at the hospital and she was nowhere to be
found. And then the other
/week
week they were able to find her in the hospital. They were helped by the
undertaker trying to look for her in the hospital. They looked for her on

Thursday the whole night. Then they phoned one policeman to go and find out
where her corpse is. She was found among other people who died so we were able
to arrange for the funeral on Friday.
Okay, Mama, there are just a few things I would like to clarify. If you could go
back a little bit. What was happening at that time? Why were there so many
protests and riots at school? What was happening, if you could remember? --- I
don't know exactly what was happening at that time. Children were chased by the
police and these police were shooting all over. They were even shooting as us.
Even when we were trying to go to the hospital, they were still shooting. We
didn't know what was happening exactly.
You say that your daughter came back from school because the police were
expected to be going to beat the boys but your daughter was not a boy. Why did
she leave school because it was just for boys? --- The teachers instructed the
girls to go home because they understood that the police are coming.
Was Anna actively involved in politics? Did she have a position in some other
organisation? --- Yes, she was involved in politics. Even the same police who
shot her told her that he wanted to marry her and that she should leave politics
alone because this policeman told her that his wife died.
Did the policeman really love her? --- He told me that. Then she denied it
because she says he's an
/old person.
old person.
Was Anna more involved in politics than others? Why did they single her and
shoot here because she was with other people? --- He knew her because he wanted
her to leave politics because he wanted to marry her.
So you believe that the policeman, among other things, shot Anna because Anna
had refused to marry him? --- Yes, she told the boys whom they were working with
and doing politics together, then she told her that she's always giving him
problems so that's why she was shot among other students.
Are you talking about Elias Jaboli? That's the policeman you're talking about? -- Anna is my child. Then I believe that that's the same person I'm talking
about.
You also mentioned Hugo here, that he was also involved in the murder of Anna. -- Hugo used to come to our house looking for Anna.
Over and above Hugo you also mention Pakathi. How was Pakathi involved? --After they shot and killed Anna, the police left on that day.
And Pakathi? Tell us more about Pakathi. --- I know that he was the person who
was beating people at night in the streets and he was even involved in the
shootings in many instances. That's what I know about Pakathi.
I see. Do you know where Hugo or Elias is now? --- This same policeman is still
working. The same day when my daughter was shot, one boy who identified him as
Elias, so he's still working.
Where is he working? --- At Tabong police
/station.
station.
And Hugo is still also in the same police station? Where is Hugo? --- I don't

know. I was told that he's staying at Riebeeck.
According to your statement they also burnt Elias' house. Who did that after
your daughter's murder? --- I don't know. There were many students who were
involved in that incident, those who were burning the house.
Your daughter was murdered. Did you report it to the police station? --- I
didn't go to the police station because she was shot by the same police people.
I took her only to the hospital.
You also mention here that - take your time, Mama. I can see that up to now
you're still feeling very hurt. This is a very hurtful experience. How has it
affected your health? What has changed in you since your daughter's death? --- I
had a cardiac problem and diabetes.
Are you getting treatment, Mama? --- Yes. Yes, I get treatment.
And where are you getting it? --- At the doctor in town.
So you have to pay for the treatment? --- Yes, I pay R60,00.
The other thing which you mention, Mama, you said in the statement that you are
depressed. Can you tell us what happens to you? How does it feel like? --- I'm
not feeling well since the death of may daughter.
Your husband, you said he's also not feeling well as he as swollen feet. How was
he affected by your
/daughter's
daughter's death? --- It has affected him badly because we have somebody even
helping us.
Who's helping you with what? --- We're helped by our sons-in-law and then we're
selling liquor to make some profit.
Are you getting some grant, some money other than what you get from your son? -- I don't get pension yet.
Have you applied for one or your husband, has he applied for one - both of you?
--- We haven't made yet the applications.
Your situation, Mama Ncala, is quite a very difficult one having lost your
daughter and you husband getting very sick and I'm still not very sure what's
wrong with your husband other than that he had swollen feet. What's really wrong
with him? What do the doctor's say? --- The doctor say the legs have got cold.
The doctor talked much about the cardiac problem.
Well, thank you very much, Mama. I know it's very difficult sometimes to talk
about very sad things that happened in your life. I don't want to push you very
hard but we are very happy that you have been able to share what you can share
with us and we are hoping that by sharing with we will also understand your pain
and that it's a reassurance that there are people who care and there are people
who are very supportive to you. In your own mind how can we help you? --- I
don't know but I'm looking forward to the Commissioner how they can help me.
All I can say is that we are hear to listen to your problems, to your situation.
We'll note that down.
/We'll
We'll make recommendations and you are one of the people whose case will be
known and you will be kept in records. Thank you very much. --- I also thank

you.
CHAIRMAN: Any other person? Mama Ncala, thank you a lot. There is an interesting
... (inaudible) ... paragraph in your statement and I want to read it. You say
here "I would like Elias Tsabole to explain why among all the Comrades
present at the time he shot my daughter. I am prepared to forgive him
but I'll never forget."
Those are very heavy words which come from a very painful heart and yet a heart
which is prepared to forgive. We will try by all means. One of the things in the
Act is that perpetrators should come forward and tell the stories why they did
things which are so horrible and if they don't do it, the Commission has all the
powers to subpoena them, to force them to come forward and tell the story. It
would appear to me that even people like Captain Hugo, who is mentioned in many
stories here, should come forward and tell the stories why he committed so many
crimes killing people because if he doesn't come forward he will have to be
forced to come forward and say that. So it is in that spirit that we'll also try
as the Commission to see that Elias Tsabole fulfils your wish to come forward so
that, as you've already said, you are prepared to forgive him. And I want to
thank you for that. Okay, Mdu Dlamini just wants to say something.
MR DLAMINI: Thank you, Mr Chairman. Mama Ncala, just one question. It would
appear that your daughter was
/shot
shot whilst in the company of fellow students. May I know if, amongst the eyewitnesses, are there any people who are prepared to come forward and testify and
assist out investigating officers? --- There were students who were there at
that time and some of them are married.
Would it be possible for you to contact them afterwards and find out if they
would be ... (intervention) --- I'll try, Sir.
Thank you very much.
CHAIRMAN: Thank you, Mama. Thank's a lot. God bless you. --- Thank you, Sir.
---------------------

/CHAIRMAN:
CHAIRMAN: The next witness is Koliwe Magdalene Baloi.
EXCHANGE OF GREETINGS BETWEEN CHAIRMAN AND WITNESS
CHAIRMAN: Thank you for coming to tell your story about the death of your son
Samuel Mzuga Baloi but before you tell your story I would ask you to stand up
and take an oath that what you say here is true, God being your helper.
--------------------KOLIWE MAGDALENE BALOI (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
CHAIRMAN: Koliwe, is it true that you live in 741 Molai Street in Tabong? --Yes, that's true I'm staying at 714 Tabong.
How long have you been staying there? --- As from 1980, Sir.
Where did you live before? --- We were staying at Oppenheimer Golf Club.
Thank you. Can you give us a picture about your family - husband, if you've got
a husband and children if you have got children apart from the one who was
murdered and their age and what they doing, etcetera? --- I had four children
with my husband. I'm left with only one child. Two of them died.
You say that you had four children, is that true? --- Yes, Sir.
And you are left with one now? --- Three of them has died and I'm left with only
one.
We understand here that Samuel Mzuga was murdered. What was the cause of death
of these other two children? --- The other one died when he was still young, the
one who was born in 1963. He did when he was still
/young.
young. The other one who was born in 1964, he was killed by people. My husband
is still alive.
This one who was killed by people, who were those people? Do you know them? --Yes, I know them.
What was the reason for killing him? --- They were from ... (inaudible) ... I
don't know what they were fighting for.
So it was just murder - crime with nothing to do with politics? --- No, it has
nothing to do with politics.

Thank you. This one who's left now, is it a boy or a girl? --- He is my
firstborn. He's a son.
How old is he? --- He was born in 1960. He has his own house.
He's married? --- Yes, he's married. He has his own family.
Thank you. So at home you are now left with your husband? --- Yes, I'm staying
with my husband only.
What is your husband doing, Mama? --- He's a chef at Oppenheimer Golf Club,
And what are you doing yourself, Mama? --- I'm a domestic worker, Sir.
Thank you very much. Do you belong to any political organisation - you and your
husband or your family? --- We are members of COSATU.
Members of COSATU. Before Samuel was murdered did he belong to any political
organisation? --- Yes, he was a member of a political party, Sir.
What political party was that? --- He was a member of ANC.
How old was he when he was killed? --- He was
/born
born in 1966. I'm not quite sure how old was he at that time.
But he was born in 1966. --- Yes, Sir.
Was he in school? --- He was at school at Lebohang.
What standard? --- He was doing Standard 8.
Standard 8. Before your son was killed he went to exile. Do you know where he
went to? --- I don't know in exile where he went.
What made him go to exile, do you know? --- I don't know the reason.
Thank you. According to your statement he left in 1985 and do you know which
country he went to when he left this country? --- I don't know in which country
he went.
Let me remind you according to your statement you say that he went to Tanzania.
Is that true? --- They said he went to Tanzania.
Thank you. And then is that true and he returned in 1990? --- That's true. He
came back in 1990.
Then can you tell us what happened then from there when he returned? When he
came back from Tanzania what happened with him? --- When we heard about his
death when he was in Cape Town, we were told that Samuel Baloi has died in Cape
Town. We heard by Monica's son who was staying in Tabong. They were together in
Cape Town. That's the one who told us about Samuel's death.
Who is that who told you about his death? --- The one who told us about his
death is Monica.
Monica - is that a lady or a man? --- She stays at Tabong and she was at Cape
Town College.
/Did she

Did she tell you how your son died? --- She was told by Samuel's friend and that
friend told Monica that Samuel Baloi has been killed by police. Monica is the
one who gave us the information at Tabong that Mzuga has died.
With whom did your son go to Cape Town? --- I don't now who went with him.
What was happening in Cape Town, do you know? --- I don't know. Maybe he came
back from Tanzania to Cape Town but I don't know what was happening at that
time.
Well, can I remind you according to your statement that according to your
statement you said that your son was shot in Guguletu in Cape Town during the
celebrations of Nelson Mandela's release. Is that true? --- Yes, that's true.
Thank you. Did your son have other relatives? --- He was having a friend called
Nabo in Guguletu.
Nabo was a friend in Guguletu. --- That was his friend in Guguletu.
When he was murdered was Nabo there in Guguletu? --- I don't know as to whether
Nabo was there.
You have never tried to find out? --- No, Sir.
In the Baloi family, do you know of a person called Geoff Baloi? --- I don't
know him, Sir. Maybe he's known by my husband.
Okay.
body.
fetch
fetch
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your statement here you say that you sent your lawyer to fetch the
was that lawyer? --- ANC Comrades instructed Advocate Rampai to go and
corpse in Cape Town. They were accompanied by my eldest son to go and
corpse in Cape Town.

Do you know where this lawyer is, could be found? /--- I know
--- I know his office is in Tabong. I don't know where he is right in town.
Did you people get the death certificate for your son? --- Yes, we got the death
certificate.
What was written on the death certificate? What was the cause of the death? --I don't know but it has been caused by ... (incomplete)
You don't know what is written on it, what caused his death? --- I'm illiterate.
I don't know how to read.
Thank you. Was there an inquest made about the death of your son? --- Advocate
Rampai went there to go and fetch the corpse. He did discuss with those people
there in Cape Town. They went to where he was shot. When they returned they
returned with the corpse. Then the corpse was brought by an aeroplane. After
that when we were supposed to make some investigations to look for his clothes,
they said the government has burned his properties; they were full of blood.
Who said the government has burned his property; it was full of blood? Who said
that? --- That's the government there in Cape Town.
Is it the people of the government in Cape Town who said that they burned his
clothes? --- Yes, that's true.
Was there ever any court case about the death of your son? --- There was no
court proceedings.
What was the reason for that? --- We lacked funds to travel to Cape Town and
therefore the case didn't go on.

Did you get any advice from you lawyer Rampai?
/--- Since
--- Since I left him during the funeral I've never met him again.
Where is your son buried? --- He was buried at Tabong.
How has the death of your son affected you and the whole family? --- We were
badly affected where me and my husband went to hospital.
How were you affected? --- I had asthma immediately. Then I was not even able to
talk. My husband is diabetic and has high blood pressure.
Are you getting any treatment? --- We get treatment at Oppenheimer Hospital.
Is it free of charge? --- They deduct from his salary.
Thank you, Mama Baloi. We have noted here your request as here on the paper
specially that one of investigation of the circumstances of your son's death and
we'll do all what we can to see if we cannot fulfil your wish by doing this
investigation. Thank you very much. We know the pain you're having to lose your
son in this way when he was back from exile to come and die at home during the
dawn of a new era when we were celebrating our liberation and he could not enjoy
the fruits of what he has been fighting for. That is really painful indeed.
Again I want to repeat to say that the seeds of the death people was our
liberation although some of them did not have to see this new era or
dispensation. Thank you very much for coming but I'm going to leave it for the
other committee members if they've got any questions they want to put to you
before I release you.
/PROF MAGWAZA:
PROF MAGWAZA:
your son came
him before he
was killed in
Cape Town.

Mama
back
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Baloi, I have just two more questions. The first one, when
from Tanzania, did you know that he was back? Did you meet
or was it the first time you heard that he was back when he
Town? --- I was surprised when I heard about his death in

Did you think he was still in Tanzania? --- Yes. (Witness emotionally upset)
CHAIRMAN: Take time, Mama. Just take time. We know that you are feeling the
pain. Just take your time. What you are doing is not something that is abnormal.
It's a normal thing for people to shed tears when they feel the pain, especially
under these circumstances.
PROF MAGWAZA: When you feel better, Mama, you can answer the question. I know
you have been trying to control yourself for a long time. --- I will give an
answer.
Okay. The other thing, Mama, which I would like to ask is that we would like to
follow your request of getting the identity of the killers. Do you have some
information about how your son was killed? Did somebody shoot at him or did the
police use a grenade to attack him or was it anybody else other than the police?
What rumours did you get? --- The lawyer told us that he was shot in Guguletu.
Then he ran to a certain house. Then he was shot and fell down. When they sent
photos, I was able to see he didn't have a moustache when he left. Then they
brought other photos. These photos were able to show that it's him. They were
brought by a certain police called Mogoregi and Hugo.
/Nothing
Nothing was mentioned to you about the fact that a police grenade was used and

also the attack of the councillor's house? --- I didn't hear. Rampai didn't tell
us anything about that.
No, it was just a question to help the investigation. And what I would like to
say in conclusion is that you are in pain but we don't want you to leave with a
picture of a person who is not strong. Each and every person who comes in here
to tell us the story about the loss of their own children, they are very strong
people indeed. They's stronger than us because they lost their children. They're
still prepared to come and tell us their story. They're still even living. So I
must say you're a very strong person. I would like you to leave with that
message from us. Even if you cry, doesn't mean you are weak. We respect you for
your strength. Thank you very much.
CHAIRMAN: Regina?
MRS GCABASHE: Thank you, Mr Chairman. Mrs Baloi, in your statement there is a
letter which was said is from Mangou Town Council when there was a request for
exhumation of the corpse. --- I don't know of that letter.
Didn't you have a suspicion to exhume the body? --- No, because my child has
been buried in my house. You say the photos were brought by Mogoregi. Who is
this Mogoregi? --- He was a policeman. Then they said he's no more a policeman,
he's now a minister of religion.
Where was he working? --- He was working about here in Tabong.
/Where
Where is he a minister for? --- I don't know where he's working.
Do you know his church? --- No, I don't know his church.
Is he still staying at Tabong? --- No, I don't know.
I hear. I just wanted to get that explanation about your statement.
CHAIRMAN: As I've already said, Mama, thank you very much for coming forward.
We'll do all what we can do which is within our powers to assist you in the
investigation about the death of your child. Thank you very much from coming. -- I also thank you.
---------------------

/CHAIRMAN:
CHAIRMAN: Now, the last witness for the day is Alina Malef Mofokeng. That's the
last one for the day.
EXCHANGE OF GREETINGS BETWEEN CHAIRMAN AND WITNESS
CHAIRMAN: Before we get into this matter can you stand please so that you can
take an oath that what you are going to say here is true, helped by God.
--------------------ALINA MALEF MOFOKENG (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much. The person how is going to lead you in this
process now is Mr Mdu Dlamini. --- Thank you, Sir.
MR DLAMINI: Good afternoon, Mama Mofokeng. --- Good afternoon, Sir.
Can I start by confirming the information that we have on our records? You live
at 2134 Seutlwadi Street in Tabong township? --- That's correct. That's
2134 Seutlwadi Street.
And you were born on the 25th of August 1950? --- That's correct.
You are 46 years of age? --- It's true.
But you are coming to tell us about your son who left? --- It's true.
How is Pule? When was he born? --- He was born in 1967.
Besides Pule do you have other children? --- Yes, I had five children. The
daughter passed away when she was still very small. I'm left with four boys.
The father of the children - are you married? --- I'm a divorcee.
Where is the ex-husband? --- He is around
/Tabong.
Tabong. He's staying somewhere.
Does he know about the plight of Pule? --- We have lost contact with him but,
you know, children as they grow up, they normally trace where their parents are.
He knows.
And according to your statement Pule is now married with two children. --- It's
true. He's a married man. He's got two children.

How old are his children? --- The first one is 13 years old and the other one is
1 year, 3 months.
Is the wife with you today, Pule's wife? --- Pule's wife is working. She is the
only one working in the family. Pule is not working.
I see. And Pule couldn't come either. --- Pule's not feeling well especially
this time. He's in bed.
Please convey our regard to Pule and our support and our best wishes as well as
his family. --- I also want to say I thank God who protected Pule in a very
unbelievable way. People cannot believe their eyes and God is just protecting
his family and he's protecting me.
Thank you very much, and also we would like to convey our solidarity to your
family as well, which is Pule's family. Mrs Mofokeng, would you please tell us
all the incidents starting from the 7th of June 1986 where at about 3.00am you
were visited by ten police officers or men. --- It was on the 7th of June 1987.
It was about 3.00am when police knocked at my door and when they came they were
making a lot of noise and they were harassing us.
/Just
Just for the records, sorry, Mrs Mofokeng, was it 1986 or 1987? --- I think it
was 1987 when this happened. It was in 1987.
All right, thank you. Continue. --- When these policemen came in we were
surprised because when they got into the house they called our names. They knew
all of us. It was myself, Malifu, Mayaoule and they knew me by my name as well
as my nephew, Patrick Tlokwa. They knew everybody in the house and they knew my
children's names. When they came in they were actually harassing us and I didn't
know that a firearm is a "vuurwapen" in Afrikaans. I was asking them as to what
they meant. What is a "vuurwapen"? And when they realised that I did not know
what a "vuurwapen" is, they said that this white person was saying that I must
take out guns which were possessed by my son because my son was a terrorist and
I told them that I knew nothing about guns. And they said I should get dressed
up because they were going to take me to my son's girlfriend where my son was
and that I was going to tell them where the guns were. If I did not show them
the guns, they were going to arrest me and they told me that I was going to
remain in prison until such time that they got hold of my sons. And at that time
there was a certain woman from Lesotho who was visiting us at that time. They
bundled us into this police vans and we went to where Pule was and they said I
should knock at the door and tell Pule to open the door. When I knocked at the
door and said Pule should open the door, Pule said to me, "I know that you are
with the police. You must go away and you must come back the following day at
9.00 so that you can talk to
/me. We are
me. We are not going to open the door because the people in the house are
sleeping." It was cold on that particular day and I asked the police that I
wanted to get into the car because it was cold outside. And at that time they
put the cars into the yard and the lady of the owner of the house had burglar
proofs and they did not want to get in through the windows. Pule refused that
the door should be opened up till such time that they threw teargas canisters
inside the house and they realised that the door was not being opened despite
the fact that they had thrown teargas canisters inside. They broke the door and
they were told that there was a child inside the house who was being suffocated
by the teargas. And all the policemen were standing at the door having guns with
them until such time that all the people had to vacate the house. And Pule
himself came out of the house and he tried to run away and they held him. They
asked him whether he was Pule. He denied that and said he was Thabi so he was
not Pule and he went inside and he put on his trousers and everybody went out as
well as the owner of the house. At that time Pule had already run away and they

asked him as to whether he was Pule. The owner of the house denied and said,
"I'm not Pule. Pule has run away. He's the one that you arrested initially." And
he asked them as to why they thought he was Pule because they knew that he was
not Pule. One of the policemen said they should have looked at me and they
should have looked at another person who looked like me. That would be Pule. And
he further said that if they had to get Pule any time from that time, they would
kill him. They would shoot him
/dead.
dead. And they said to me they were going to take us to Jan Hofmeyer where we
would be arrested. I asked them what I had done because I had not committed any
crime. They told me that my son was a terrorist and that I was going to get
arrested because I was harbouring terrorists and I was having guns as well as
explosives. Certain investigators came with Pule, my son. They told me that they
were going to kill him. He was not going to given them any hard time any more.
They said they were going to kill Pule. And I told this other policeman - we had
an altercation and they said they wanted to assault me. I said they could
assault me if they wanted to because I was telling the truth. We were told to go
away. We were taken back to our respective homes because the had Pule with them
now. And on that particular day he said to me he was not feeling well and I told
him that I have been asking him all along to stop being involved in politics.
And the police have been running after him, so he must go and open up case
against the police. And he showed me some injuries on his head as well as the
chest. He had been assaulted as well as electrocuted. And he showed me all the
injuries that he had in his body. And I told him that if he didn't open up a
case against the police the police were going to ultimately kill him. And when
he came back he looked like he had lost his mind. He did not look normal at all.
And they said my child was scared because he was coming from prison. They took
him to the provincial hospital. They said he broke a doctor's car's window as
well as a window at the hospital. He also assaulted another security and they
said he must be /given
given an injection so that he could calm down. When I got home I got this
message that Pule was behaving very strangely and when I got there, he was very
wild. He did not want to see a soul. He did not want to see anyone. He looked
really mad. And I asked a certain gentleman to look after him and I went to the
police station and I wanted to see the policemen who were ... (incomplete) Can I
mention the policeman's name?
Yes, by all means. --- Para was among them together with John Delinga. They
brought him back home and I went to the police station to enquire as to what
happened to my son because he was now insane and I said to them, "I do not know
what have you done to him. Why do you bring him back home. Why don't you take
him to the hospital where he would be taken care of?" They said, "He is very
scared." They said, "Please, don't trouble us. He's just a mad boy." And I went
back home. I didn't know what to do. We used ropes to fasten him. I called an
ambulance to take him to the hospital. I met a doctor who was examining him. I
said, "Doctor, I don't see any reason to keep this child at home. He doesn't
want to see anybody. He's just fighting. He's very aggressive. But, you know, we
can overpower him. We cannot spend out days with this person at home. Can you
please transfer him to Bloemfontein immediately. Don't give us any further
date." The doctor agreed and they fastened him and he was sent to the hospital.
We told the doctors that we don't want him to leave alone. We want to accompany
him. I think ten doctors examined him until the next morning they retransferred
him from Orange Hospital to
/Pilinomi
Pilinomi Hospital where they wanted to check as to whether he wasn't attacked by
a stroke. His body was numb and we were then told to be transported by an
ambulance. On our arrival here in Welkom I called the hospital to confirm what
the doctors say. They said, no, he didn't have any stroke but he was severely
beaten but he should be then taken to Oranje Hospital. And then he spent the

whole year at Oranje Hospital. I was called now and then by the policemen
telling me that I have to go and sign for his treatments. There was nothing they
were giving me, not even the transport. I used to spend my own money to go and
see my son and sign all those documents. And every time I would give the
hospital a call to enquire about his health. We were worried we thought that he
would die but I'm glad that he survived. He couldn't eat. He was just helpless.
The doctors said to us, "Please take him." The treatment cost was up to R6
000,00. They said I should take him back to Welkom and should take care of him.
We brought back home and I took him to the provincial hospital where he was
getting treatment until such time that the doctors agreed to examine him front
Bloemfontein. They come every month. And the second time he was struck by this
sickness, in the forms that I've filled in they asked me when was it the second
time that he was attacked by this sickness and I did indicate. We keep a very
good eye on him. We don't want him out of our sight. Every time he is attacked
by this we have to take him to Bloemfontein. After I requested my child to fill
the statement to the police because they brought him back and the following day
they /arrested.
arrested. He went to the police station to give his statement. As he was sick, I
requested Schoeman to help me because my child was not sick and he was in
hospital in Bloemfontein. After giving Emma Schoeman the statement she said,
"It's not right what the policemen did to your son. We aren't just going to
leave this matter." And I said to her, "I want to go to Jan Hofmeyer Hospital to
get the docket number." And they gave us the docket number that I've indicated.
Mrs Schoeman said, "No, we will further this case." After a few months I went to
Emma Schoeman. I said, "When am I going to get information?" and she said to me,
"I'm waiting for your son to get healed." And I said to her, "That's fine." And
when my boy was now well, I went to her and she said to me, "Yes, woman, you are
very rich." And I said to her, "Listen, I don't have money. I went to
Johannesburg. I went to see the people at ... (inaudible) ... House to assist me
with money and I signed. They are going to help me with the money. I will have
to repay and you're telling me today that I will not afford an advocate." And
she said to me, "Right", and that was the last word. I went to Johannesburg to
get myself an advocate. I started first at ... (inaudible) ... House. They gave
me a letter. I have it with me here. This letter was permitting me -they were
confirming that Priscilla Janna, if she was prepared to take the case ...
(inaudible) ... House will pay the account because this child was injured by the
State. That's where - when I went back to Priscilla Janna after quite a long
time, she said to me the case would never be listened to because six months
elapsed
/and the
and the file was closed. And I said to her, "Can you please make copies and give
me copies of those papers. I could like to go somewhere." And nobody could help
me because this child is now at home doing nothing. He's getting a disability
grant. And every time I have to get this disability grant I struggle. They
stopped it last year in October and I was told that he will never ever get
anything. I'm in and out of the offices to get it organised because he will
never get a work any more. He is mentally disturbed. You know, if you are
mentally disturbed you can't do any kind of work because you need to use your
brain.
Thank you, Alina. Dr Magwaza referred earlier on to the courage that the
witnesses are demonstrating and I think you are reinforcing that observation. I
just want to ask a few questions of clarification. In your statement you
mentioned Nosi's house. Who is Nosi? --- What's Nosi, Sir. Is it the name of a
person or - it's Notsi, Sir. That's where the policemen picked Pule.
Okay, that's the house where Pule's friend was staying. --- Yes, it's at 3073,
that's the house number. The house belongs to Mr Notsi. That's where they picked
my boy.
Okay. And you also mentioned that the costs - the medical costs for Bloemfontein

amounted to R6 000,00. And who paid that? --- That's correct. The doctor said to
me, "We have examined your son and we've spent the money amounting to R6
000,00," and I can believe that because we visited him every week and every time
we'd be told that he is at Pilinomi for his treatment. /We would
We would have to wait for him. And every time he would come to Oranje and I was
then given an explanation that the money is running up to R6 000,00 and he
cannot even speak and there is nothing further they can do. They said it would
be much better if we take the child to Welkom.
Who paid that amount of money? --- I didn't pay that out of my pocket but I used
to pay for transportation because I'm the mother and I wanted to see the welfare
of my child and I went to Bloem every time. The government told me not to pay
any money because it was a government hospital. They said I should just look to
my transport fees. We were going every week because he was very sick.
Yes, we have noted your request to be assisted with these medical bills. We'll
only refer it to the State President who had the powers to decide whether
anything can be done and I'm sure, as we all know him as a sympathetic man,
something will happen but it's going to take long before we hear from him
because all that report will only go to him when we have finalised the work of
the Commission. And also we have noted your request about the education of
Pule's children and again it's the kind of request that can only be addressed by
the State President and probably in consultation with his cabinet. We'll refer
it to him and again, as I said, that you'll only hear the outcome of that
request after 18 months to two years. And other clarifying questions. You said
that the civil case could not proceed because the six months' period had lapsed?
--- That's correct. That's what I was told.
/We are
We are sorry to hear about that and especially when you had lawyers, thinking
that they were looking after the matter. Can I check on the criminal case, that
is the court case now to find people guilty who had - was there any court case?
--- There was no court case because I was so scared and I was disturbed. I had
this burden in my heart. Every time I looked at my child I would see a bag lying
there and that's where I took an initiative to go to investigate as to the date
of the court case and they said, "No, we will wait for the recovery of the boy."
I went to Jan Hofmeyer and some white people showed me a docket and they said
when your child is healed the case will be listened to. It's true, sometimes
there were times when he was feeling very well and we said we are prepared to
appear before the court of law because we know the people who did this to him.
We were eye-witnesses. But still nothing came out of this.
The docket, is that the one which is MR534/6/87? Does it make sense? --- Wait a
minute, I'll have to check it. That's correct. It's MR534/6/8/87. That's the
correct number.
Thank you, I just wanted to confirm that. That information is already with our
investigating unit to make a follow-up but I think they will only make a followup on the basis of the criminal case. Amongst the perpetrators you mentioned
Hugo. Is that Captain Hugo who has been mentioned more than three times this
morning? --- That is the same Hugo that has been mentioned many a times. And
this black man known as Para. Para was present when my child was taken. John
/Delinga
Delinga brought him back. I don't know his involvement anyway, and this other
one called Molayi. Some of then I know. I see them around the town here. I meet
them in town but they would never look me into the eyes.
That was going to be my next question. I believe John Delinga has since died, is
that right? --- Yes, he dies.

Captain Hugo - do you know his whereabouts? --- After the elections I only heard
because I have this other child who's an MK member. As they were preparing to go
to the army rumour had it that Hugo moved away because now the MK were coming
back. I don't know where did he go to but it's not a problem. The government
should know where Hugo is because the present government is still having people
who served in the previous government.
Yes, I agree with you that it shouldn't be a problem to trace somebody who was
or is employed by the State. And Para - have you seen him recently? Where is he
now? --- He is working at the police station - in a new police station. That's
where he's working.
What is the name of the new police station? --- We don't know the name. We just
call it a new police station. It's very close to the churches. It doesn't have a
name. We have two police stations, the old one and the new one.
Is it at Tabong? --- Yes, it's in Tabong.
And the other person Molayi? --- There was a bank called Standard but it's now it's been turned into police offices. He is working at those offices. Every time
when I go to court I see him getting out of
/that
that building. I think it's a police building now. It was previously used as
Standard Bank.
My last question before I hand you over to the Chairman. How is Pule now? Is he
improving? You mentioned that he's mentally disturbed. How is he? Is he okay? Is
he getting stable? --- There is one thing that really encourages me. As you see
me now I'm a divorcee. I pity Pule's wife because she's very young and she's
beautiful and she's got status. I keep on asking myself, is God listening to us
when we pray because this woman is at home and she's taking care of Pule. She
sees to it that Pule gets shoes and he gets food. You know, if men are not
working, women don't like them but I must tell you Pule's under good care of his
wife.
I think they are also blessed to have a supportive mother like yourself. Thank
you very much for all the information that you have given us. I'm comfortable
that from this information our investigating unit will be able to try and trace
the perpetrators. I will now hand over to the Chairman. --- I thank you.
CHAIRMAN: Any other thing? Yes, Professor Magwaza?
PROF MAGWAZA: Mrs Mofokeng, I think I would like to follow up just quickly on
what Mr Dlamini was saying that I think it's important for us to get the
complete picture about the condition of Pule. From what you said I got the
feeling that there are times when he's better and there are times when he gets
worse because you talked about the attacks. You said when he has these attacks.
So are you saying that there're times when he's better and there're times when
he's bad? --- I
/am talking
am talking the truth. That is even written in
mentally disturbed we don't want to stay with him.
sight to go to the doctor. But there is time when
speaking to him. I'll go to his house every time
sleeping. He's always in bed.

document. Every time he is
We want him to be out of our
he's just find and you enjoy
to visit him. He is fond of

When he gets worse what does he do? What does he actually do when he has these
attacks? --- He doesn't want to see women. He doesn't want to see them at all
and he will break everything. When he is disturbed he is troublesome and I was

asking myself, "I'm getting old. If I don't get it right, will God really give
me strength to grab him, fasten him, take him to the doctor?" because I'm the
only one who does it. He doesn't want to see anybody. We know him. We see the
signs as he is going to get his attacks.
Is he taking tablets all the time? --- The doctors come to Medicine Forum every
month and we pay the injection fee, that is R10,00 and the doctors requested me
to take care of him. They said if we don't take care of him, he's going to be
insane like other people outside. You know, lucky enough we are taking care of
his. He's all right.
I did notice that you wanted some assistance regarding payment
treatment and I would like to say to you that we have already been
the Department of Health in this province. We will try to link you
Department of Health to see how they can help. Lastly, I think our
also referred to that because what has impressed me very well /about

for medical
speaking to
up with the
Chairperson

about you is the faith you have in God. I think every person who comes here has
some strength. So I was very impressed by the faith in God and being thankful
that your son is alive so he can still see the bleakly positive aspects of your
life and I think it's very important for all of us. Thank you very much. --- I
also thank you, Ma'am. I believe in God because the people who saw my son at
provincial hospital, they don't believe it today if I tell him that he is alive.
They think he passed away. They want to see him.
CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much, Alina. You are a wonderful person. What has
impressed me is about your memory. When you were telling your story I could see
that you were remembering most of the things which you have given in your
statement and that was wonderful indeed. You are very dynamic. And you have just
said now that you believe in God. The God you worship is a God of miracles. If
you believe that your son will be cured, I'm definitely sure as the sun rises
from the east and sets in the west, if you believe, that the almighty God is
going to help you through your faith. We have heard this story and again it is
very depressing to find that most of the things which have happened here, they
have happened through the hands of the police. I mean, police are the people who
should be protecting people, protecting people's lives. When we grew up, when
you saw a police, you saw a friend. When you saw a police, you saw security. But
during the time of the apartheid regime, police became enemies of the people and
they became murderers of the people. I want to say what I have said again that
people like Hugo have /been
been mentioned many a times here and I would hold that his conscience would
touch him so that before he's subpoenaed by the Commissioner he comes forward
and says why he was involved in the murder of so many people with his
colleagues. We want to thank you very much for your courage and we want to thank
your daughter-in-law for the support which she is giving to your son. It is true
indeed that when the husband is not working and has become an invalid, there's a
temptation for the wives to neglect their husband. They forget the vows which
they made that till death sets them apart. So we want to congratulate you and we
want to say that we will give you all the moral support we can do and also try
to see if the things we've noted here cannot be treated positively by those
we'll refer them to. Thank you again. --- I think you, Sir.
--------------------CHAIRMAN: Now we have come to the end of this day. I've never seen wonderful
people like you are. You know, in some of the places we have to be telling the
people that they must not make noise. You have been quiet, attentive, listening,
sharing the pains with the witnesses and we do appreciate this spirit and I want
to thank you all here, those who came too just to be present. You know, when you
are here it gives strength to those people who are telling their stories and
also it is healing you who are listening because we've been traumatised, all of
us, nobody's not been traumatised. I want to register my thanks to you and also
I want to register my thanks to the media, our brothers who are here with us

helping us in what we are doing. We
/appreciate
appreciate that very much. And these hearings will go for three days. We are
coming back again tomorrow beginning at 9.00am and we are also still inviting
those how can make it to come back again and hear other stories and also do
invite some of your friends to come and listen, to come and be involved in the
process of the healing of the nation. And again there are statement-takers - in
fact we have ordered two more statement-takers. When my colleague Mdu Dlamini
was walking around he was told that the work is becoming too much for those we
brought here because people are responding very much positively and then we had
to order two. There're some who are coming from Durban to help others here in
taking more statements because this thing goes up to the end of the year. It's
not the last time that we come here. Even those who do not appear, we may still
come back here if there are statements. And there's something I forget to say.
These things please, don't take them away with you. They'll be useless if you
take them away with you. When you leave, you need to leave them there at the
door with the gentleman there and then tomorrow you will pick them up again and
use them. Don't take them home. They are useless if you take them home. Now we
are going to close this session and I'll just ask somebody just to lead us in a
short - I'll do it the African way. That lady, if she can just start and after
that I'm going to pronounce a benediction.
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CHAIRMAN: So it means that we're going to ask the briefers to lead forward
Magdeline Nelane who is going to be our first witness today.
EXCHANGE OF GREETINGS BETWEEN CHAIRMAN AND WITNESS
CHAIRMAN: Margaret, we are please that you have come forward to tell your story
about what happened to Moses ... (inaudible) ... Moshane but before you do that
we would ask you to stand and take an oath that what you're going to say here is
true, God being your helper.
---------------------

MAGDELINE NELANE (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
CHAIRMAN: And the person who is going to be helping you when you tell your story
is Professor Simangele Magwaza ... (inaudible).
PROF MAGWAZA: Good morning, Mama Nelane. --- Good morning.
Thank you very much for coming over here today. We really appreciate the effort
and we hope that sharing the experience with us will also be help you in a way
because some of the experience are the burdens that become easier if you share
them with other people. Mama Nelane, I would like firstly to tell me more about
your son. Just about your son. How old he was, what standard of education, his
interest in politics and any other information you want to give us. --- My child
had 11 years. He was born in 1978 on the 6th of June. He was attending school at
Ndumeleng primary school. He was interested in politics.
You say he was interested in politics. What did he do? --- Usually when a big
crowd was passing he used /to join
to join them to sing these Comrades' songs with them.
He was very young. Did he belong to any organisation? --- He was not yet a
member of a political party but all the time he was looking for an ANC shirt.
In your family, was there anybody else who also belonged to a party or who was
interested in politics? --- My eldest son was interested in politics.
What about you? --- And myself also, I'm a card-carrying member of the ANC.
Okay, thank you. Can you tell us more about the family, your family? How many
children do you have? Do you have a husband? --- I have three children. Moses
Pagwe is the second one. The two remaining are still alive. My husband left me
when these kids were still young.
And how old are your kids, the two children you have? --- The smallest one was
born in 1981 and the elder one was born in 1974.
Are they going to school? --- The young one is doing Standard 6 and the elder
one was doing Standard 7 and because of the problems I have he began to look for
work but he couldn't find one.
Are you working? --- I only do temporary work.
Okay, thank you. Mama Nelane, I would like you to tell us as much as you can
remember about that fateful day. You probably could start by telling us what was
happening at that time. --- In 1990 on the 12th of March I was at work. The
person who was working in the garden told me that he was going to the shop. When
he came back from the restaurant he told me that children
/were
were shot in the location. By so saying I was conscious and I was shivering.
Then I went inside my employer's house and I phoned her and I told her that in
the location people are shot. Then I went to look as to whether my children were
not involved. Then other people were telling me that my children are very small
but I told them that I'm shivering because I told them that I want to look
around what is happening. Then the told me to ... (incomplete) She arrived to
pick me up. I began to look at home then I found my younger sister, When I
looked into the eyes to ask her, "Where are the children?" then she began to
cry. Then I ran to where I was renting at 219. When I arrived there the small
boy told me that Pagwe is shot. Then I went to my neighbour. Then I made a
telephone to my employer. Then she told me that, "Cars are not moving out. How
are you going to do?" Then I told her that I would walk to the police station to

find out as to whether my child is shot. Then I moved to the road then my
employer said she would come and pick me up to take me to the police station. My
neighbour followed me. Then we went to the police station. When we arrived at
the police station I was not able to enter in and my neighbours went in and they
found that it was true that my son is shot.
Can you remember as to what was happening? Why was your son shot? What was
happening on that day? --- Even earlier on the 12th of March I was at work there
was fighting in the township.
Who was fighting? --- Children were fighting. The whole place was full of
children on the streets.
According to your statement people were celebrating /the release
the release of Nelson Mandela. Is it true? --- I don't remember well because at
the moment people had ben in the bottle store and they were throwing stones.
Were the police - the police were shooting at people who were burning the
buildings or were shooting the people who were celebrating the release of
Mandela? --- At that moment it was on the 12th but I'm not sure as whether
people were shooting because for the celebration of Mandela or what but because
I was at work.
Ja, it's a sad story. Your son was very, very young. It's quite a very unusual
situation for such a young person to be shot and killed for political reasons. I
would like to clarify a few questions. According to your statement you were
told, you said, by a garden boy working with you that your son and two others
has been killed. Were you told by him or did you find out yourself? --- He
didn't know that it's my child who was shot. The gardener just said children
were shot in the location. I found out exactly that my son was shot in the
location.
According to the information here is that it was your son Pagwe and two others
who were killed. Do you know the identity of the two other boys who were killed?
--- Yes, I do. The other one is a son to Mr Modibe. I don't remember the other
one.
Do you know the name of Mr Modibe's son? What was his name? --- The name is
Tabelo.
The other one you don't know? --- I don't remember the other one.
Your previous employer took you to the mortuary.
/Is your
Is your employer still around? Are you still working for him? --- No, she went
to Secunda.
You also say that the Comrades took your son's body to another mortuary. When
was he removed to another mortuary? Why was the body removed from the
Holdveld(?) mortuary to this other funeral service? --- They said they don't
want a white-owned mortuary.
These Comrades were quite helpful but you do indicate that they promised to
investigate your son's death but you have never had anything from them. Do you
know who these Comrades are? Do you still see them or are they still around? --The one who was calling us to the church was Fax Maigiso. He's the one who told
us papers were sent.
What papers? --- I don't know which papers - documents, but he said he'll be
responsible because he's waiting for documents.

Have you ever seen him since that day? --- No, Ma'am. It seems he's around ...
(inaudible) ... village but I'm not sure.
You have not received your son's death certificate, is it true? --- I went in
all corners trying to get this death certificate. The person who was responsible
to release him from the mortuary promised me that he will be responsible to
bring the death certificate because my surname and my son's surname are not the
same but when I went lastly he told me that he doesn't know anything and that
person is Michael Moshate who stays at Alanridge.
Is he still working at the mortuary, Michael Moshate? --- He is self-employed.
He is not working /at the
at the mortuary. He stays at Alanridge.
At the time when he promised you the death certificate he was working at the
mortuary? --- He didn't work at the mortuary. He owns taxis and owned a bottle
store again.
You also say that no inquest was held. Is it true? --- There were not inquests
at all.
Did you report the case to the police station? --- I didn't go to the police
because at that time it was difficult for me because I used to go to work all
the time and then I didn't want to take the law into my own hands because I
still waited for the documents.
Have you never heard even rumours as to which of the police shot your son? --- I
know the person responsible. He's a son to Mr Nzugu. His Sotho name is Diboda.
He's a son to Mr Nzugu. --- Yes, his surname is Nzugu.
Is he still a policeman? --- He died.
Thank you very much, Mama Nelane. It's quite a very heart-rending story. This
must have been a very hurting experience. How did it change your life? --- It
has affected me badly because I even suffer from nervous breakdown. My nerves
are strained since that time.
Your - what's strained? I didn't hear the last part. --- My nerves were strained
as from that time.
Did you see the doctor? --- Yes, this month I went to the doctor. I have the
paper with me.
What did he say? What was wrong with you? --- He gave me tablets to take then he
said it will subside. /Has it
Has it subsided? --- Since I took tablets it seems it has subsided. But when the
pills are not there it starts again.
Are you paying for the treatment? --- Yes, I pay.
About how much are you paying? --- This month I paid R40,00.
And you said you were just doing piecemeal jobs and only one son was working. I
just want to remind myself. Is that what you said? --- Yes.
Mama Nelane, we have listened to your story. We're taking note of all what you
have said and we'll also try to see how we can help regarding your health. We'll
try to connect you with the Department of Health to see how they can help with
getting some free service. We also note that you lost a son that could have been
a breadwinner for you. We are taking note of all that and we will make

recommendations about your case to the State President who'll also make a
decision on all cases that are similar to yours. Lastly, I would like to say
that you are a very strong person. Very few people can survive the tragic death
of such a young, young child. That you are here today to talk about your story,
that you are still working and supporting yourself and your other son it shows
the strength you have. We all want to learn from your experience and from your
strength. Thank you very much.
CHAIRMAN: Is there any other question from the committee members. Regina?
MRS GCABASHE: We heard you, Mrs Nelane, when you told us about your story which
has happened to you. I heard when you said you would not remember well on that
day. /But don't
But don't you remember well that except children who were shot on that day, were
there no old people who were injured or dead on that day? --- The people were
shot again later after our children were shot.
When you remember, where were they? --- They were staying at Mandela Park. They
were staying a little bit far from our village.
I was asking this because I wanted to know as to whether ... (incomplete) --- In
the area only these three people were shot. They were the first people to be
shot on that day.
I thank you, Ma'am, that we sympathize with you. --- Thank you.
CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much, Mama Nelane. We also share your pain. It is very
unfortunate that in many things, not only in the Free State only but in most of
the regions, there were some deaths which happened during the celebrations of a
new day, a new dawn celebrating the release of Nelson Mandela who has made such
a great contribution to our country in terms of peace and reconciliation, that
these people could not see a part of a new rainbow nation. As Professor
Magwaza's already stated we shall try to get the death certificate which you
never received and also to take some of your concerns, especially this one which
has to do with your health to those who are responsible for the health services
so that you don't have to be paying all the time when you yourself does not have
a stable job. Thank you very much for coming to tell your story. We hope that
this is going to help you to begin the healing process when you have told your
pain. Thanks a lot.
--------------------- /CHAIRMAN:
EXCHANGE OF GREETINGS BETWEEN CHAIRMAN AND WITNESS
CHAIRMAN: Well, we're pleased that you've come. You were supposed to come
tomorrow but by God's providence He has arranged himself the Almighty God that
you get a space here because there are some who are late who will be coming very
late. So we have taken this opportunity so that we listen to your story so that
when you are here you don't have to come back again to tell your story. And now
before you tell your story we would ask you stand so that you can take the oath,
God being your helper.
--------------------LEEKO MOLEKE (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much, Mr Moleke, and the person who's going to lead you
in the process is none other than Mr Mdu Dlamini. He's going to help you to tell
your story. Thank you.
MR DLAMINI: Good morning, Ndade Moleke. --- Good morning, Sir.

Baba Moleke, according to our records you were born in 1927. --- That's true.
That was the 20th of November.
And you are close to 70 years of age now. --- That's true, Sir.
But the incident that you are coming to tell us happened in 1972 when you were
about 45 years of age. --- That's true, Sir.
Before we get into that I just want to check on the family. Are you married? --Yes, I have a wife and three children.
And where is Mama Moleke? --- She's at home in
/Kroonstad.
Kroonstad.
You did not bring her along to support you as she did when you were in
detention? --- I didn't bring her because of ill health and because of lack of
funds.
I see. Could you please convey our regards to her please. --- I'll greet her.
And the
working
then it
funds I

three children that you have, what are they doing? --- The other one is
at the railway and the other one was working at Johnson and Johnson and
was closed and the other one was still a student and because of lack of
was unable to let her further her studies.

What was she doing? --- She was doing matric.
What would you have liked her to do had you had funds? --- If she could have
passed matric, that's the one who would be able to make a choice of what she
would do thereafter.
How old is she? --- She was born in 1966.
And what is she presently doing? --- She's staying at home and looking for work
but she cannot find one.
Ndade Moleke, you were a member of the African National Congress which was
banned at that time. --- That's true. I was a member of that organisation at
that time. It was small group of the ANC called SOYA. It's called Society of
Young Africans.
Can you tell young people like myself what did the Society of Young Africans
stand for and what they were hoping to achieve? --- The objective of this
organisation was that people should be educated so that they'd be able to work
for the community in the future
/because
because we were living under stressful conditions.
Amongst your activities can you tell us of the activities, your programme to
achieve your goals as the Society of Young Africans? --- There was nothing bad
which we were doing. We were told that, say, for example, on a particular day
there is a meeting to go and listen, but there was nothing bad which was done at
that time.
You would hold meetings and what else did you do besides holding meetings? --There was nothing else which we were doing except meetings.
I see. At those meetings what would be the agenda, a typical agenda? --- We were

explained how this Society of Young South Africans should be formulated and our
behaviour, general morals, and all things in general.
Top me it sounds as if it was a good organisation trying to organise young
people to think constructively and also to think about the things to empower and
liberate themselves. It's very unfortunate that for that you had to suffer. Can
you tell this audience the suffering that you went through starting from the day
when you were picked up by the security police but if there had been subsequent
incidents before that, feel free to mention them. --- I remember well, that was
in 1971, I was working at the furniture shop called Excelsior Furnishers. I was
a salesman there. In the month of October two young men who were working for the
special branch, their names were Robert Mowale and Walter Tabanelo, they entered
there and told me that, "We need you at the OK upstairs where we have offices
/there."
there." Then I asked them, "What is the problem because you see that I'm on work
and I'm only working for the commission. If you take me upstairs I'm going to
lose my clients." Then they said to me, "We want you. We're no more asking you."
Then I told the manager that I'm going up with these people. Then I went there
with them. Upstairs I met Roland, the person who was in charge of the special
branch, the other one is Prins and then Mowale and Tabanelo. Then Roland said to
me, "I'm calling you because I learnt that you are a communist and a member of
the ANC, that is why I need you here to come and tell me." Then I said to him,
"Sir, it is true that I'm a member of the African National Congress but I'm also
a member of the small group called Society for Young Africans and some of the
people you're working with, we were with them in the membership of that
organisation." Then he asked me, "What do you remember what happened during that
time?" Then I said to him there was nothing wrong which I did. We would only go
to have our meetings and there was nothing wrong which we're intending to do.
Then Roland told me and pointed at me with a finger then he said to me, "You and
me, we're going to meet at a crossroad." Then I said, "That is better to meet at
a crossroad because I know that there is noting wrong I'm doing." Then in 1972,
that is between September and November, I was at my friend's place and many
friends of mine were teachers. We were sitting there peacefully enjoying
ourselves and then one of my friends came there who has already died. Then he
said to me, "Lawrence, you're sitting here peacefully and entertaining yourself.
The special branch are
/searching
searching for you." Then I asked him, "What did I do? I don't understand why
they're searching for me. Are they looking for me because of my past
activities?" Then Lawrence went away. Then at sunset I said to my friends,
"Let's everyone go to his place." When I arrived at home my wife said to me,
"Are you coming at this time? The special branch were looking for you. Then they
told me that on Monday you must come to the charge office in the police
station." Then on Monday I had my breakfast and prepared myself then at half
past twelve I went to Seiso, then I entered the church office. Then I told them
that I've come because of the call the SBs have made. Then they made me to sit
down. It was at about ten past two the SBs arrived. Then they said, "Where is
he?" Then this one who is called Mowale came to me. He handcuffed me. Then I
said, "I'm feeling the pain." Then he said to me, "Keep quiet. Don't tell me
that I've handcuffed you okay." And Roland said to me, "Let's go to the car."
Then we entered into the car. It took us to town. It took us to Adame House.
When we entered there that is where my sister and my son were there. Then we
passed them. We went to a certain room. (Inaudible) ... Roland said to Robert
and Walter, "You must be busy with him. You must hit him. You must beat him."
Then this Mowale said, "Do you remember, that is the person you said one day we
will meet at the crossroads. This is the person." And Roland said, "Is this the
person?" Then Roland closed the door and locked. I was handcuffed and it was
stiff right on my hands. Then the other one pulled me on the left hand and the
other one on the left hand. I was

/beaten.
beaten. I was assaulted and I ended up giving up. They were all assaulting me
and every time I fell they would kick me and they lifted me up and they would
start afresh with their assault. At one stage I couldn't bear the pain any more
and I pulled myself out of their hands and I picked up the typewriter. I wanted
to throw it through the window to break the cars downstairs but they managed to
grab it and Roland opened the door. He said, "What's happening?" They said to
him, "He wants to throw the typewriter outside. Luckily we got hold of it." And
he said to them, "Continue beating him up." I was severely beaten up and
thereafter they put a mask on my head and they took me to a car. Roland and
Prins were at the front seat. I was at the back seat with Tabanelo and Mowale
putting me in the middle. We drove off until in the township, through the
township and we went to a very farest corner where you would shout and nobody
would hear you and it was the road leading to the old cemetery in Kroonstad. As
I was just concentrating, I could feel the car was now on a steep and I said,
"This is the road leading to the cemetery." As they were driving they drove
around until they stopped. My hands were still handcuffed and I was told to get
off the car and they said to me, "Sit down." I sat down. They said, "On your
knees." Then they took my hands as they were handcuffs and I was made to sit on
my haunches and as I was sitting they fastened me with ropes and I was
electrocuted. I could only feel this shock getting into my body. I couldn't
understand what was happening. They said to me, "We aren't going to leave you
before you tell us the truth. Where is your firearm?" I said, /"Guys,
"Guys, which firearm are you referring to?" They said, "We want a firearm.
Before you give us that firearm we aren't just going to leave you." They were
torturing me in that way and I was crying like a baby. I was crying like a baby.
This electrocution was very bad. After some few minutes they took me to Bren
Park. I was dizzy. I couldn't understand what was happening. I couldn't even
think properly. They went to Mofube's house. They searched. I was assaulted. My
youngest daughter was staying at Mofube's house and she was surprised as to what
was happening. She was asking herself, "What are they doing to my father? Why
are they beating him so much?" It was late at about 5 o'clock and I was taken to
Seisoville police station and I was kept in the cell. I spent the night at the
police station but I could feel my head was getting heavy and I felt it with my
hands. It was swollen. My eyes were closed because my face was swollen. Blood
was coming from the ears and from the nose and every time I couldn't breathe
properly. I took out my handkerchief at night. I wanted to sneeze. I think I
sneezed a lot but my eye protruded. I stopped it and I pushed it backwards and I
didn't know the reason why was my eye protruding. The next day my wife and my
daughter-in-law came to see me. When the policeman opened the door for them I
couldn't see them but I could hear from their voices that this was my wife. And
the policeman opened the door and my wife said to the policeman, "No, this is
not the man we're looking for. We aren't looking for this man." And I said,
"Grace, I'm your husband. There is no one else. They kept me in the cell for a
long
/time
time and when my brother(?) was supposed to appear before the court of law, I
was there among this group. When we came before the magistrate he said, "Accused
No 4, the case is closed. You can go home. You're discharged." And I went out of
the box. There was this other chap, a white chap who was a special branch member
and I said to him, "I know the case has been dropped but the injuries that I
sustained and the torture that you gave me, should I just stop here?" And I said
to him, "I think I should take further steps even though I don't have money." I
remember Mr Lefafa, he was telling me, he said, "Leepo, I want you to take
further steps." But this special branch member said to me, "Listen here, you
know what, if I were you I would never take any steps against the police because
if you do that they are going to trace you and I must tell you if you can just
lay charges against them you must know that you are going to end up nowhere and
your children will never know where their father it." And this was very
uncomfortable. I was told by a special branch member that my children will lose

me forever. I decided, no, I should leave this matter. Since then my life was a
misery. Until today I'm not - I was working but I lost my job and until today I
am a sickly person. I can hardly work. I can't do anything. I can't even lift up
my grandchild. I can't cuddle her in my hands. I just pick her up for a minute
and I'm tired thereafter. Even if when I walk, I'm battling. Since then my life
changed. The torture, my private parts were also damaged and this really
affected my relationship with my wife. And until today I'm not working. I cannot
work. /I cannot
I cannot build my family a beautiful house and that's the reason why my daughter
had to leave school because I could not manage to further her studies.
Thank you, Ndade Moleke. I'm going to ask a few questions just to make sure that
we've understood you. The crossroad that Roland was referring to, was he
referring to a particular place or he was just saying that one day he will get
square with you? --- He was telling me that one day - because we met before and
he thought I was lying to him and he said, "The other day we will meet."
How long did the torture and assault go on for? --- It took about an hour
because it was done on many occasions.
The detention itself, how long did it go for? --- Three weeks to a month before
I appeared before the court because my head was swollen, my eyes were closed.
They kept me in the cell so that I could get better.
Were you taken to a medical doctor? --- No, Sir, I was never taken to a doctor.
After your release did you go to any doctor? --- I never went to a doctor
because of the words uttered by the special branch because I knew by going to
the doctor, the doctor was going to give me a letter to take to the attorney to
take steps but because of the threat from the SB men I was scared to go to the
doctor.
You also mentioned that a certain Mr Lefafa encouraged you to take the matter
up, to take some legal action. --- That's correct.
Who was Mr Lefafa? --- He was a teacher in Kroonstad in the past years and after
that he was
/promoted
promoted to be an inspector and he went on pension and a few years thereafter he
passed away.
So he was one of your friends? --- He was one of my friends.
And you also mentioned that one of the security branch officers discouraged you
from taking legal action. --- That's correct. That's what I said. One member of
the special branch, that is when I was discharged from the court. He said to me,
"Just give it a try. Just take steps. You will know us, because these people are
going to trace you. They're going to follow you and something terrible is going
to happen to you, and your children will never ever know where you were."
And the name of the particular SB officer who discouraged you, can you still
remember him? --- No, I do not know his name. It was my first time to see him on
that day.
The people who tortured you, Roland, Prins, Mowale and Tabanelo, are they still
alive? Have you seen them of late? --- Mowale and Tabanelo are still alive. I
met Prins two years back. I don't know whether is he still alive. I think he is
still alive.
Mowale and Tabanelo, where are they now? What are they doing? --- They are in

Kroonstad. They're on pension.
Are they staying in the same area as you are and if that is the case, have you
ever spoken to them, perhaps tried to reconcile at a personal level? --- There
is no problem. I meet them often and we sit down together and enjoy our drinks
but I don't touch this issue with
/then
them at all.
I do understand that it's difficult for you to touch it but from their part have
they said anything to you or extend an apology to you? --- If you are talking to
a person, you'll see by his actions that he wants to say something but each time
they time to impress me I ignore them.
You mentioned that you would like to get an opportunity to meet with them where
you could confront this unfortunate development and get an explanation from them
as to why they did this. Do you still want to do that? --- That is my request. I
want to ask them why were they torturing me. They should give the reasons.
Yes, definitely we'll be in contact with them getting their side of the story or
we might also subpoena them depending on their co-operation and in the process
we'll mention to them your desire. --- Thank you. Thank you, Sir.
Baba Moleke, before I hand you back to the Chairperson I just want to thank you
for the manner in which you have shared with us your experiences which were very
painful and traumatic and also with permanent effects on you as a person. We
have noted that you would appreciate some help from the Commission. We have
noted the things that you wanted to do which you couldn't do because of what
happened to you. As we have been saying to other people that all those requests
and wishes will be conveyed to the State President who will decide on a possible
way of saying to you, "I do understand." There are too many of you and I don't
/think
think he will have enough resources but I'm sure he would like to say to you, "I
do understand." And, Mr Chairman, just before I hand over to you, what Baba
Moleke has shared with us reminds me now and again I come across friends,
especially white colleagues and friends. The comment they make to me is that,
"Don't you think that these people are exaggerating?" And so what Baba Moleke
was saying today to us, I think for people who have never been exposed to this,
it will sound as an exaggeration, but for us who are always hearing people with
such an experience, we know that he's telling the truth. I just wanted to make
that comment.
CHAIRMAN: Have you any questions?
PROF MAGWAZA: Baba Moleke, in your statement you have actually indicated the
things you suffer from physically. You said you have "a paralysis in my right
leg, 70 per cent hearing deficiency, impaired sight and other physical
malfunctioning". That's quite serious. --- That's true, yes.
Are you getting treatment now for any of these conditions because you said ...
(intervention) --- I'm not getting any treatment because I'm not working.
Have you ever received treatment for your physical conditions because you said
you didn't go to the doctor at that time? Have you ever received treatment? --When my son was working he used to give me money to buy medication, but after
losing his job he couldn't give me money any more.
Secondly, when people are tortured in detention the torture is not only meant to
be physical, it's meant to

/destroy
destroy the person mentally. How are you feeling mentally?
disturbed. I don't have a good life. I'm really struggling.

---

I'm

really

Are you getting a disability grant? --- Yes.
Can you tell us a bit about your wife. You said she was not feeling well. --- My
wife was a sickly person but she was going for treatment at Voortrekker Hospital
and she was much better and she could work. She could iron and cook but after
this incident her life changed and she was a totally different person. As the
father of the house I cannot even sleep with my woman.
Ja, thank you very much, Baba. I think what you have said, you have shared with
us, you've opened your heart and shared with us very deep information about
yourself and your family and you have touched our hearts very deeply. I think
all I want to say is that I wish I could have the same strength. I think most of
the people could be feeling the same in this room that you are a very strong man
and that you are a model to many of the people. We have noted your requests. You
are one of the people whom we'll make recommendations about your needs and we
hope that in the future your life could be made easier. Thank you very much.
CHAIRMAN: Regina?
MRS GCABASHE: Thank you, Chairman. Mr Moleke, we have listened to the troubles
you've been through. You said earlier on you said earlier on you were
transferred to Seisoville. Who was in charge of that police station? --- I can't
remember. It's a long time ago. It's difficult to remember how was in charge.
The other thing that makes me forget is that I never even gave my
/evidence
evidence at all. It was just a game. Nothing was written on paper.
The other question that I want to ask is this one. You talked about a person who
says at Bren Park. --- His name is Gabriel Eland.
Has he passed away? --- Yes.
You said you were accused No 4. Who were the other accused? --- My son and his
friends. I don't know how was I involved, how did I come to be accused with
them.
Do you remember their names? --- Yes, my son is Peter and this other one's
surname is More and I do know the other one.
Why were they accused No 1, No 2 and No 3? --- They were involved in a criminal
activity. They were arrested for criminal acts.
And now? --- They used a firearm. There was a State firearm that was stolen from
Tabanelo who was even suspended because of losing a firearm. That is why at an
ultimate end the police thought the revolver was with me. But at the end they
could get hold of the firearm and I do not know where they got hold of it. I
think they got it in the train.
Thank you, Sir. It's clear that you were accused for other people's acts. I
remember this Society of Young Africans. It was a really good organisation. It
wasn't just teaching people. --- I want to thank you.
CHAIRMAN: Ndade Moleke I want again to reiterate what has been said by my
colleagues here. In fact the great victims are those who tortured you because
they lost all /their

their humanity, humanness, ubuntu. It is only the beasts or wild animals, which
don't have the image of God, could treat a person like that. That is why Mr Mdu
Dlamini said that we would like to get in touch with Mowale and Tabanelo
because, if the Act has to do the healing of the nation, they need to be healed
too. They need to come forward and say why they treated you in this bestial
manner so that they can also be helped as the victims as perpetrators. And of
course, if they don't come, as Brother Dlamini said, we will have to subpoena
them to come forward. They are going to know about this because the media is
here. They will be hearing their names. Maybe it would be better for them to
come even forward before the are subpoenaed. We thank you for your courage and
it is just God's miracle that you still have the memory of saying what you say
after having been tortured in such a manner. Please convey our greetings to your
wife. We are sorry that this thing has also affected your marriage life as you
have just said. You were so tortured that your marriage life has also been
affected by this kind of a torture. Thank you for coming, showing the courage.
May God bless you. Thank you.
---------------------

/CHAIRMAN:
CHAIRMAN: I don't know whether No 3 has arrived? (Pause) No 4? Has No 4 arrived?
No. So then we call forward Josias Moago Monokoane to come forward.
EXCHANGE OF GREETINGS BETWEEN CHAIRMAN AND WITNESS
CHAIRMAN: Monokoane, you have come here to tell the stories about the Comrades
who became the victims, who suffered and before you can tell your story about
these Comrades you are expected to take an oath and say that, God being your
helper, what you have got to say is true.
--------------------JOSIAS MOAGO MONOKOANE (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
CHAIRMAN: Josias, the person who's going to lead you in this process and help
you when you tell your story is Mrs Regina Gcabashe. Thank you.
MRS GCABASHE: Let me start by saying I thank you for being here today to appear
before the Commission to tell us about what you know about our black history
which we want to close this chapter and before we close this chapter we should
know all the truth about what happened. As you know that in your statement you
know what you have written, I would say before we start to tell us you've come
to tell us of your account and the other Comrades' accounts. I want you to start
with your own family. --- I am born in the Monokoane family. I'm from the
Monokoane family in Virginia but I'm staying now at Masilo next to Theunissen
where my mother was born. I studied Standard sub B up to Standard 10 up to 1994
then I failed with my studies then I left. I was not able to go further.

Did you write matric? --- Yes, I did.
/Did you
Did you pass? --- No.
So you failed? --- Yes. I'm just staying at home. I'm looking for work. I'm not
able to get work because of what has happened to me. My health is not healthy so
I took a position that if next year I'm not able to get work, I'll go back to
school. When I get work then I'll postpone my studies.
When you say you'll go back to school do you have somebody who's going to help
you to pay your educational expenses? --- That is going to be a problem because
I have my younger brother. May parents have separated.
Let me say, do you have your mother and your father? --- Yes.
What's your father doing? --- My father is staying at Virginia and he's not
working.
And your mother? --- My mother is working.
At what is she working? --- She is working at Harmony in Virginia.
What kind of work is she doing? --- I'm not sure what kind of work she's going
because I don't usually go there.
Do you have your brothers and sisters? --- Yes, I have my brother and my younger
sister.
How old is your brother? --- He's 25 years old.
And the younger child? --- She's going to be 12 years this year.
According to your statement you said you were born on the 14th of February 1973.
--- Yes, that's true.
May you tell us what happened before the 20th?
What was happening at Theunissen. What was the state at Theunissen at that time?
--- I still remember well. /At Theunissen
At Theunissen there was a lady called Spanas, a certain sister called Ma Dibuka,
Spanas Dibuka. Her husband owned a shoe shop. Then this woman went to school.
The husband, this man, went to school. On that time at the school they were
celebrating Sharpeville Day.
My you explain, when you talk about Sharpeville? --- The people were celebrating
the shooting of Sharpeville. It was a celebration. Then he invited teachers.
Then on that day the people were celebrating. Then after the celebration ...
(intervention)
Was the school celebrating? --- Well, this lady was one who organised that
Sharpeville celebration day. this person is not a teacher. She's nothing. After
she has organised, then she called a meeting at Masilo. Then there were two
groups and then she had a group of a club, of a football club. She owned a
football club.
This woman? --- Yes, this woman. Then in that meeting it was discussed that the
parents of who was staying at Theunissen. So the parents are mad. All the
instruments which were used on that day, it was belonging to this woman, which
means the audio-visuals, all the equipments which were used on that day were
owned by this woman. Then from there she decided to leave the place. Then we

told her to take all these instruments. Then she took her instruments.
When you say it was two groups, you're saying it was this woman's group and the
Comrades' group? --- Yes, that's true. May you say again?
You said there were two groups which split into two groups. Then you said the
other group belonged to this woman which is a football club and what about the
other
/group?
group? --- It was all Comrades.
Go on. --- And from there the situation became tense, then people started to
fight. I remember that some of us - before I talk about that day, one of us was
shot. I still remember, it's the late Mr Defumatimi(?). He was shot by a
municipal police. Then from there he died. The other one is, we call him Double
Engine, then he was shot. Then he was taken to the surgery in the location and
at the surgery they held this woman, then chopped him with a spade. Then the
following week, then from there is what has happened to me when we were shot. I
was among those people. When we were shot on the 20th of May, it was a Friday,
in 1990 we were between the town and location when we were on that road which
leads to town. We were standing on the road after we heard rumours that the
Russians are coming. Then you should remember that this group which belonged to
this woman was supported by the police. We were still there. We had our arms. We
were not fighting with the police. We were trying to protect our area. We were
searching each and every car which entered the village. Whether we know the car
or we don't know the car, we would search peacefully and ask their names,
identify them peacefully and leave them to enter. Then the police came. Those
policemen were all white. They came nearer to us and then they were driving us they were forcing us to lead to the way to town. Then the station commander came
first, Mr van Rooyen - I know him well, I can identify him, Mr van Rooyen. Then
they opened their vans. He made ready his gun. I didn't understand as to whether
when they were pulling their guns what they were going
/to do,
to do, so he started to shoot. Then all of them started shooting. The people who
were shot on that day were 20. Only one person died. Others were arrested,
others were assaulted. I was shot and then I ran. I was shot on the left hand
and again on the thigh. Then they tried to catch me but they were not able to do
so. Then from there I took the road to town and from there I was able to hide
myself. There is a place called Sterling. Then I was able to go to the location
and from there I fell down. (Witness emotionally upset)
Take your time, my child. You are remember a very difficult incident. Take your
time. --- And when I fell down I broke my left-hand joint. Those who were able
to escape were able to carry me to take me to the doctor on that night. I went
to Dr Zwane. This doctor gave me medical treatment. Then those who were shot
with us, I was the first patient on that day. He treated me, then from there he
helped the other person who was shot again. And from there he told me to
exercise this hand so as to be able to use it. From there I was taken to
Pilinomi Hospital. They gave me treatment there. The I was taken X-rays and they
showed me where the bullet was. They told me that they were not able to take out
the bullet. Even now this hand is always painful. Then I was going for treatment
all the time using my money until the time I was not able to go because of lack
of funds.
I thank you, Moagi. May we go back a little bit. You were talking about the
Russians. What can you tell us about the Russians? What kind of people were
they? When you were talking about Russians, what kind of
/people

people are they? --- These Russians are the people who are staying in the mines
who were paid to come and assault other people. They would wear the blankets and
carry their sticks.
How did you hear that these Russians are coming to you Comrades? What's your
relationship with them? --- These people are the people who are always bought.
What do you think? Who was buying these people? --- They were bought by this
shop owner.
This Spanas? --- Yes.
Did they arrive? --- No, they didn't arrive. It's only the police who arrived.
They didn't arrive.
This Van Rooyen whom you are talking about is he still there? --- It seems he's
been transferred to Sasol. He's been transferred to Sasolburg.
Those who were with him on that day ... (incomplete) --- Some of them I can be
able to remember them is I see their faces.
This Dr Zwane, is he still there at your location at Theunissen? --- No, he's
now at Welkom.
Do you know where he is if we can look for him around Welkom? --- I don't know
where his surgery is.
You said you were the first patient who arrived at the doctor's surgery. What
time was it? Well, when those Van Rooyen and company were coming, what time was
it? --- It was 12 midnight.
Who are the people who came to the surgery? --- The one whom I used as my
witness was Tabo or Chauke. We just call him Chauke Tswaidi. His surname is
Tswaidi.
/What
What happened to him? --- He was shot on the shoulder. He was shot with a pellet
on the shoulder.
Did he go to Pilinomi Hospital? --- No, he didn't go to Pilinomi Hospital.
What about others? Do you remember them? This Tswaidi, where can we find him? -- We can get him at Theunissen. He's still there.
What about others? --- One of them is right inside the hall. Others are in the
hall.
May we ask them to stand. Are you too?
MEMBER OF AUDIENCE: Yes.
MRS GCABASHE: We thank you. These people were with you so they're going to give
us their testimony? --- Yes.
When you went to this hospital, do you have these records? You did go to
Pilinomi Hospital. Where are your records? --- Yes, they are there.
Are they at home? Are they in the hospital? --- They're in the hospital.
You said you have no more money to go to the hospital, who much were you paying?
--- I was paying R20,00.

Is that for transport and hospital expenses combined? --- Yes.
At the hospital, how much were you paying? --- I was not paying at the hospital.
So this R20,00 was for transport? --- Yes.
Do you have something to say? --- No.
Are you through? --- Yes, I'm through.
We thank you, Josias. As I said that that time it was a time when any people
suffered especially the
/youth
youth. In particular I'm impressed that you want to go on with your education
because in this new order we need educated people to improve this nation. I
would ask you to spell me this name Spanas Dibuka. Can you ... (incomplete) --L-I-L-E-B-O-K. This Spanas is written as you call it. Spanas.
Do you want to further your studies? This request you have made, we'll take this
request as a report to the President. He is the one who ... (incomplete) How
does this incident affect your parents? Are they well? --- What I know is that
it has badly affected my mother emotionally. Anything which happens to me is not
able to be in control of the situation because what has happened to me. I try to
make myself forget so that weekend and weekend I just drink so as to forget
everything.
Are you the one who's drinking on the weekend? --- Yes, it's myself.
Do you have a drinking problem during the weekend? --- That is the thing which
makes me stop to worry about what happened to me.
Don't you think you need doctor's help, maybe a psychologist to help you? --- I
think that would help.
I think you need to get that psychological help because this thing of forgetting
through drinking is going to affect you and your future would not be bright.
That is the one thing which we would look as whether how can we help. Did you go
to the doctor about this drinking problem? --- No.
Is that which troubles your mother? --- Yes.
/We must
We must try to help you to see a psychologist to try to help. The drinking thing
would not help you to forget. Do you got to church? --- No, I don't go to
church.
Maybe we will help how we would find someone who would help you with your
drinking problem. I thank you very much. Thank you, Chair, I now return.
CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much, Josias. We have heard, we have listened to what
you are saying and again I want to express on behalf of the members our sincere
appreciation for your courage to come and tell a story about yourself and about
some of your Comrades. It is such a pity that young people of your age had to
suffer in such a way that they would find it very hard to continue their plans
in life. And what is more happening is to find that most of the perpetrators are
having jokes, enjoying themselves, supporting their families and others are
holding positions in the government. This is really a concern that people who
caused so much havoc in the old dispensation, tortured people, people became
handicapped, they themselves are having a high profile in our government. As the
fellow colleague has said, we have noted your requests and they will be

forwarded to the President and the government. I'm very much interested about
your willing to go back to school because we need to empower ourselves now with
skills, even if you go to work, you get a job, you have no skills and I think
people who don't have skills are going to have it hard in this new South Africa
because what is going to be used is the skills. So I just pray that your dream
about going back to school will come
/into
into fulfilment. Give our love to your family and to your mother. We shall also
remember them. Thank you very much.
---------------------

/CHAIRMAN:
CHAIRMAN: I think we're going to take just one before we go for tea. We're
already behind schedule. We're going to take Eric Sipho Khonzana.
EXCHANGE OF GREETINGS BETWEEN CHAIRMAN AND WITNESSES
CHAIRMAN: I see that you are two there whereas here on my schedule I've got
Eric. Who is Eric.
MR KHONZANA: I'm Eric.
CHAIRMAN: What is the name of the second one.
MR MOGATLE: I'm Joseph Mogatle.
CHAIRMAN: Are you accompanying Eric or not?
MR MOGATLE: We were together when we were shot at.
CHAIRMAN: So you want also to speak in this hearing.
MR MOGATLE: Yes, I would prefer to speak.
CHAIRMAN: It means then that both of you will have to take an oath that what
you're going to say here is true. Now, may we begin with Eric. Eric can you
stand up. Take an oath.
MR KHONZANA: Help me God to tell the truth.
CHAIRMAN: What is your name by the way.
MR MOGATLE: Richard Mogatle.
CHAIRMAN: Richard can you take an oath?
MR MOGATLE: I'm ready to take an oath.
CHAIRMAN: Take it.
MR MOGATLE: Help me got to tell the truth.
CHAIRMAN: I'm going to ask one of my colleagues, Professor Simangele Magwaza, to
lead you in what you want to day. Thank you very much.
---------------------

/ERIC SIPHO KHONZANA
ERIC SIPHO KHONZANA (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)

PROF MAGWAZA: I greet you both and welcome you for having come forward today to
tell us about your story. I'm aware that you are quite young and it helps us we usually appreciate it if we also have young people, who have fought for the
struggle, to tell us about their own experiences. I'll start by you Eric. The
statement I have here is that you live at 1578 Msakas in Masilo and that you
were born in March 1964. You are here today to make a statement relating to the
killing and injuring of Comrades by police. That's right? --- That's correct
To start, Eric, could you just tell us more about yourself and then about your
family. --- My name is Eric Khonzana. Sipho is my name that I use at home but
I'm known as Sipika. I'm all by myself at home. My mother stays at her mother's
place. She stays with my grandmother but my grandmother has since been deceased.
She died when I was still in prison. I grew up in Theunissen and I schooled in
Theunissen. I left school what I was in Standard 5 because of certain problem in
the household. It's then that I decided that I should help my mother by working
and I stayed with my mother and I could help my mother. I was holding piece jobs
from time to time so as to be able to make ends meet because we had financial
problems and I could not go back to school. I decided that I should go and train
myself for skills. Then I took up courses as an electrician. I worked at the
mines. Then after that I met and worked with a certain contract because I
/couldn't
couldn't get a job as an electrician. Thereafter, after about nine months I
decided to go to Johannesburg but I was unable because my mother was all by
herself at home and I was the one taking care of her and I decided that I should
get a job closer to my place. Then I got a job as an electrician at a certain
mine and I was earning R175,00 per week. I worked up to such time that I got
injured. I was involved in this type of accident. We heard that there was some
riot within the Masilo place. We were told that a certain Banaso and other
people were going to come and attack. There's a certain gentleman by the name of
Dinana who was a student and Quinana was involved in attacking the Comrades
together with the police. He belonged to many organisations. That is he also had
a football club as well as people who were playing guitars. I don't know what
resolution they reached but Quinana had to be forgiven and our community decided
that Quinana could not be forgiven because many of the Comrades were now in
prison because of Quinana's actions. And he is the one who had brought the
police to come and arrest members of the community. And we knew Quinana very
well because he was a resident and he did not want to listen to us. We reached a
decision as to what we should do with Quinana and a meeting was convened so that
we could discuss what had to be done with Quinana. That is where we heard at the
meeting that Banase had come with seven people from Brandford who had come to
attack us.
(Interpreter: The speakers mike is not on)
I see now you have lots of other information which is not in the statement. Are
you - that information, is /it going
it going to lead to your attack by the Russians, the police and the farmers? --That is correct.
Okay, fine. If you could just lead that information to what we have in the
statement. --- Thereafter it so happened that on a particular night at about
past ten we heard some noise outside the building and it sounded like there was
an attack and we were told that the anti-Comrade gang was present and it was
already attacking the Comrades and we had to go and protect our community. We
decided to form ourselves into groups and we surrounded the neighbourhood. We
went to the outskirts of the place and we were stopping cars and searching the
cars before they got into the residential area. We were telling ourselves that
we were protecting our own community from the imminent attack of the antiComrades. We felt that we had to protect the older residents as the youth. Then
we reached a resolution that we should got to the outskirts of town and keep a
vigil there because we had heard that we were going to be attacked. After about

a few minutes, whilst we were there, we saw a police Casspir. It parked there.
We were about 200. They just stopped there and looked at us. Thereafter it
happened that this Casspir went away and it came back with a convoy of about
seven cars, very big cars. There were about three four-by-fours, two private
cars and the police cars. They came quite slowly. They were driving slowly
towards us. We didn't pay much attention to them because we were not fighting
with them. We were not able to run because they came and they shone their
headlights on us whilst we were sitting down. They got
/out of
out of their cars. We saw farmers as well and the farmers were also armed. They
surrounded us. They formed a circle around us and they told us to stand up. Then
we decided that we should stand up and some of us were scared because we did not
know what they were going to do to us. Then we formed a circle. Some of them
were now getting scared and they were trying to run and everybody else now
started to run and there was no way that I could run. I was not able to run away
from the commotion. Then I decided that I should surrender. Some had already
been shot and there were headlights shining upon those people. It was as if it
was broad daylight and I lifted my hands up as a sign of surrender and I stood
for about 15 minutes with my hands up and a white man in army uniform shot me.
And he was actually cocking his gun, then I decided to run. I ran only a few
paces with bullets whizzing past my head. Then I felt a shot on my left hand.
That is on my arm and I could feel that my arm was painful. I tried to stretch
my arm. Then I realised that my arm had been broken. And as I was trying to
stand up I was unable and my arm was giving me a problem. I just couldn't
stretch it and I remained in that position for quite some time and bullets were
whizzing past at that time and some people were running away from the scene.
Others were lying flat on the ground. And ultimately another white person came
to me. He said to me I must stand up. I told him that I wasn't able to stand up
because of my arm that was painful and broken and he realised that there was
something that had happened to my arm. My arm was injured. Then he lifted me up
and he took me back to
/the other
the other white people and he left me and I was pushed with the back of the gun
into the Casspir. I got in without any protest because I realised that I needed
help. I got into the police Casspir. When we got inside some were shot in the
mouth, some were shot on the legs, they were shot at different parts of the body
and people were screaming inside. I tried to get a place to relax to try and be
in a sleeping position because I could not stand on my feet and there was a
black policeman who said I should balance on the table. That's when I balanced
on the table. I just had something hitting me from the back and when I looked it
was the butt of a gun. And thereafter I lost consciousness because I fell down
and I was left to lie on the floor. At about 1 o'clock in the morning we were
taken to the provincial hospital. I was put into plaster of Paris and we were
under police guard at the time when we were in the hospital. We were under
police guard. Six policemen were actually guarding us and people from our places
and homes could not come to see us because we were under police guard. I was not
able to go home and when I went back home I went to the Comrades to ask for some
help and I asked them to give me some money to go to Lesotho because they were
going to arrest me in this place so I had to go to Dr Zwane, who's a private
doctor. He took out the plaster of Paris and attend to my arm. I explained to
him that I was from the provincial hospital. Then I was taken to Pilinomi and
they asked me as to what I wanted to do. I had to undergo an operation on my
arm. After the operation some iron rods were put inside my arm.
/Policemen
Policemen came at that particular hospital and they were looking for me and the
nurses did not want to show them where I was but they told me that the police
were actually looking for me. Then they wanted to see my arm but I refused
because my arm was in bandages and I had undergone an operation and they said I

wasn't the one that they were looking for. The following morning I decided to
run away from the hospital and I went to Lesotho and I disappeared at that time.
Thank you very much, Eric. You have given us a very detailed picture of what
happened to you and the Comrades. You have a very clear mind. I would like to
ask a few clarifying questions. Just short clarifying questions. Firstly, you
mentioned that you were in prison. When did you go to prison and why? --- I went
to prison after I had been injured. There are three kids at my place. I have
three children. I had a wife then and I was trying to make a living. I was
selling dagga at that time so that I could make some money to maintain my
family. So I was not able to work because the police kept on arresting me and I
would go to prison and come back once more. Then I decided that I had to make a
living out of selling dagga. So I decided that that's the only way I could make
a living. I've just come back from prison. I came back in June from prison and
my mother who was helping me - my grandmother was helping me whilst I was in
prison has now since been deceased. So I'm not able to make ends meet at the
present moment. Even the letters and the documents that I've sent haven't served
any purpose.
You also say that you went to Lesotho. For how
/long
long were you in Lesotho? --- I stayed for about two months in Lesotho.
What were you doing there? --- I was staying at my wife's place. I wasn't
working.
Regarding your statement, you talk about the Russians. The people who came to
assault you according to the statements were the Russians and as I understand it
the Russians were the hostel dwellers and the miners - people from the mines.
Did they also form part of the group that attacked you - the Russians? --- They
never came at that time when we expected that they would come to attack us. Only
the police came at that time.
You also talk about farmers but these farmers were in army uniform. Did they
wear army uniform when they came to attack you? --- There were those who were
wearing army uniforms as well as those who were wearing police uniforms. I
realised that they were from the farms because they were wearing khaki shorts.
Who is Quinana? Where is Quinana now? Quinana. You mentioned this name who was
responsible for the detention of many Comrades at the beginning. --- Quinana is
the same person as Banase.
Oh, Banase. I don't have Banase here. So where is Banase now? --- I don't know
his whereabouts but he was in Bloemfontein when I last year about him.
What was he doing? --- He was actually running away because he had been attacked
by the community
You say there were many people who were injured on that day. You tell us about
only one who died which is Matthews Lenong, but you said there were many, many
others who were injured. Do you know what happened to
/those
those people? Where are they? --- I still do meet some of them.
Where is the family of Matthews? Matthews is the only person who's identified as
having died. Where is his family. You said - of the person who died. --Presently I don't know because I'm just from prison so I don't know much. I
don't know whether they're still around or not.

You also mentioned that there was an attorney that helped you. Do you know where
- is that attorney still around? Motsepe. Is he still around? Do you know - have
details about his office? Where is he? --- I had his phone numbers. I still have
them even now.
Okay, probably you could help by leaving the phone numbers. Was there a court
case? --- No, there was never any case. I went to try and find out and I was
told that he could not get money to go on with the case and I could not go on
with the case also because I do not have any money.
(Inaudible) ... regarding you were shot in the hand twice. How is your hand now?
--- Presently my arm is always painful. I'm not able to use it. I can't lift
anything that's heavy. Even the fingers that got injured, they always get cramps
and at times they can't be straight. Even the tablets that I was given, they
don't help me. It shows that my hand still needs to be attended to medically.
Where are you getting treatment from and who is paying for the treatment? Are
you paying for the treatment? --- Yes, I was getting treatment from Pilinomi.
Then after that I didn't have any money. I
/stopped
stopped taking the treatment.
You are an electrician. I think that's one thing that really impressed me that
you made an effort to acquire some skills. You ended up being an electrician.
Within your condition can you still practise as an electrician? --- I have tried
to look for jobs but I've been unsuccessful and each time they look at my hand
they realise that I cannot work for long periods of time with my hand. I always
have to get some rest because my fingers don't function properly and they said
they would not be able to hire me because of this handicap.
What do you think you could do? What type of work could be better for you? --Presently I think what I can do is connecting the electric cables. That's the
next best thing that I can do but I can't think of anything else like fitting in
tubing and dealing with pipes, tubing the pipes.
Your family - we didn't get full information about you family. Is your wife
working? --- We have now separate because she left when I had gone to prison.
How many kids do you have? --- I have three kids.
And where are the kids? --- They are at home.
At home with whom? Your wife? --- They are with my mother.
With your mother. Who's supporting you now, now that you're out of prison? --After I got released I usually go to my mother's place and she's having people
who are leasing the property and she usually helps me with the funds.
/Okay,
Okay, thank you very much, Sipho. I see a lot of hope in your life. I think you
are still young. You have a skill. There are things you cannot do but I think
there are also lots of things that you can do to start your life again. And
we'll take note of what you have said and some of the things we can try to see
what we can do about them as soon as possible especially related to medical
field, to your physical condition but I think the important thing is that even
though your hand was injured, it would help is you could be assisted to find
some job, some light job that you can do because you are still very young. I
will not like to get some information from Joseph.
---------------------

JOSEPH MOGATLE (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
PROF MAGWAZA: Joseph, you were involved in the same situation with Sipho. Yes,
we have had the full story from Sipho on what happened that day. Probably you
could just help us briefly to tell us about your injuries because you were also
injured. Just tell us about your injuries. I have your statement here as well. -- I was shot with four bullets. There are certain bullets which were left
lodged in my body, that is two. I was sent to Pilinomi Hospital and they
extracted one bullet from my leg and there's on in my thigh in my waist. They
told me that I had to go to Baragwanath because that's where they'll be able to
extract the bullet. But I wasn't able to go to Baragwanath Hospital because I'm
working. I'm employed and I would not be able to leave my job and go to
Baragwanath especially because I wasn't injured at
/work.
work. And presently I'm at home and I do go to work on certain days but my
health has deteriorated because of the bullet that's lodged in my waist.
According to your statement you were in hospital for six months. --- That is
true.
You say your state of health has deteriorated. What do you mean? What has
happened? --- This bullet that's lodged in my waist gives me problems because
I'm always going to the X-rays and I have a problem walking. I always have to go
for check-up and where the bullet is lodged there's always rust settling in and
it's becoming bigger and bigger. That is the problem that I have.
In your statement you refer to Dr Storm who refused to treat you. Where is Dr
Storm now? --- He's still present in Theunissen.
You have a full address of where he is? --- I don't know his address but I know
where he's practising.
Then you also mentioned your neighbour who was sort of a witness, Motlalento.
Where is you neighbour now? --- He's also still present and I'm working with
him. He's the one who actually helped me when I was in this problem because
there was nobody who was helping me. When I ran out of the location he's the one
who helped me to get medical attention because I had this plaster of Paris and I
had crutches. When I was screaming for people to help me, he's the one who came
to help me when I was screaming in pain. He came running and he discovered that
I have been injured. Then he took me to get some medical attention. He was
scared and said and he said he couldn't go to the hospital at night but he
/went
went to my boss, my employer, and reported that I had been injured. And he went
to fetch the police. He came back with the police then and they took me to the
police station and at the police station I think I was unconscious or confused,
I didn't know what was happening at that stage. And they took me to this doctor
who said that I should be put at the storeroom because I was going to make his
surgery dirty and I was placed in the storeroom and I regained my consciousness
at Pilinomi.
Could you tell us something about your family? Your family, Joseph. --- I have a
wife and two kids. I don't have parents but I do have a grandmother - my
father's mother. She's the one I'm staying with at home.
Your wife, is she working? --- She's not working.
Your two kids, how old are they? --- My firstborn was born in 1988 on the 17th
of January. My second-born was born in 1994 on the 18th of February.

Okay. Thank you very much, Joseph. Your story's very similar to Sipho's. I think
for both of you we have noted your request, you have had different yet similar
experiences and as I've said to others, we will forward your request for
consideration. Thank you very much.
CHAIRMAN: (Inaudible) ... Mr Dlamini.
MR DLAMINI: Thank you Mr Chairman. I just want to ask one or two questions from
either of the two witnesses. The presence of the farmers, did you recognise any
of them or it was only because they were wearing khaki
/shorts?
shorts? --- (Mr Khonzana) I recognised them with the clothes that they were
wearing and they have long beards.
But none of them you could perhaps recognise as so-and-so? --- I couldn't
identify any.
And my next question is in your own opinion why were the farmers interested in
the things that were happening in the township? --- According to my own
understanding when there were riots they would call the farmers to come and help
the police in Theunissen.
CHAIRMAN: Well, Bara, thank you for very much for coming forward. We are just
sorry that you became the victims of the circumstances until one of you had to
be involved in dagga and be arrested. I don't think that was your own fault. I
think it was because of the circumstances which prevailed in the country. You
wanted to get the ways of supporting your family. We think that you were trying
to be very responsible but of course used methods which are not acceptable. We
can see very well here that if there were some people who were colluding with
the system, some of them were doctors. I don't think that the oath which is
taken by doctors called the Hippocratic Oath which they take when they become
doctors that they would serve anybody does really allow a person like Dr Storm
to refuse a person and say that a person must be put in a storeroom. I think in
that he broke the very oath that he took when be became a doctor and those
actions need to be revisited. Maybe he himself has to come forward and tell us
why he broke his oath as a doctor and not treat a human being when he was in
need. What also impresses
/me in
me in this statement which is before me which is that one of Eric is that in
spite of all what he has suffered he still thinks about the community. I just
want to cite some of the things he says here. He says that as a reparation they
would ask for the proper roads leading to the community township and also maybe
monuments for those who died. That's in itself reveals that you are very
community orientated and of course you suffered because you wanted to defend
your community. Well, thank you very much, we have noted what you have asked for
and we shall pass this to the government who has to make a decision. Thank you
very much.
--------------------CHAIRMAN: Again I want to remind you about the process that when the witnesses
are being led out we all stand and be quiet and unfortunately I want to repeat
what I said yesterday that unfortunately the tea is only provided for the staff
and the witness. By staff I mean those who are serving us here, TRC, in
different ways. Those are the people who receive tea and the witnesses. And when
the witnesses are moving out, we stand and remain quite. We are going to come
back at quarter two. We're already behind schedule. If we have to finish we have
to try and move forward. At quarter to twelve will you please come. We just
drink tea quickly. May we stand when the witnesses are being led out.

SHORT ADJOURNMENT
--------------------ON RESUMPTION:
CHAIRMAN: We understand that you have come here to tell the story about the
detention and the death of you brother, Bitising Thaele and before you do that
we would like you to stand up and take an oath that what you're going to say
here is true, God being your helper.
--------------------LITABE THAELE (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much. I'm going to call upon Mrs Regina Gcabashe to
lead the process to help you when you tell your stories. Thank you.
MRS GCABASHE: You have come here to tell us about the detention of you brother
as well as his death. Is that so? --- That is correct.
Before we even get further with the matter, I just want you to give us a brief
background about your family. What are you doing now? --- I'm working as a
security guard.
Whereabouts are you working? --- I'm working in Welkom. I'm working at Electro
Guard.
What standard did you pass? --- I passed Standard 10.
Just tell us briefly about our family, whether you have sisters, brothers, as
well as parents? --- We are nine at home. Two have since been deceased so we are
left with only seven members of the family but they are not present at the
moment. They are at home.
Are they attending school? --- Yes, there are some who are attending school.
Five are attending school.
How many are working? --- I'm the only one
/who's
who's working at the present moment.
Do you have parents? --- I still do have both parents.
What are they doing? --- They are also not working.
Is it because they're on pension or are they sick? --- No, they are very sickly
because of their ages.
Can you give us a brief background as to the circumstances surrounding your
brother's arrest and detention and the consequent death? What was happening at
that place, that is where you were staying in Welkom or Tabong? --- We had gone
to see my brother on the ... (intervention)
Let me interrupt you. That is before the 25th. I want you to give us a picture
as to what led to your brother's arrest and detention. Give us the circumstances
before that. --- Now, he was working. There was nothing happening on the 24th.
There was absolutely nothing. It was just quiet at the residential area.
There were no fights or riots? --- None whatsoever.

Let's come to the 25th of September 1991 when this occurrence took place. --- On
the 25th I was in town with my brother and we separated. We went our different
ways. We went our different paths. He said he was going to pay his accounts. He
said he was going to pay his account and we decided that we were going to meet
later at the bank. We went to the bank. We waited for him but he didn't turn up
and we decided to walk around town looking for him until we met one guy who was
/accompanying
accompanying him at that time and he told us that he had just been arrested by
the police and we asked as to where he was taken to. He said they said they were
going to interrogate him and bring him bach. And we met certain security guards
and they told us that my brother said he had lost some money.
Who had lost some money? --- That is my deceased brother. They said he alleged
that he had los some money on that day and when he saw the police he asked them
to search a person who was following him at that time. And the police said he
was drunk and they did not want to listen to him. And they had an argument. They
were alleging that he was drunk and he was denying it. And one of the policemen
hit him with the fist on his chest. Then he returned to fist to the police.
That's when the fight started. The fight between the police and my deceased
brother started then. And that's when he was arrested. He was taken to the
police station. The explanation that we got from the security was that my
brother had assaulted a policeman, that's why he was arrested and he had to be
taken to the police station. We proceeded to the police station looking for him.
They denied his presence. They said they had not yet arrested anyone of that
description. We decided that time was moving on and at about 3 o'clock a certain
black surgeon, Mr Nbongo, arrived at the police station and he told us that he
had seen a person of that description. He had been arrested at that particular
police station and he said that we should come later on when the station
commander was present. When we came back on that particular day the
/station
station commander told us that he did not have time for us because we were very
stubborn. We were just like my brother who had been arrested at that time. And
he told me that my brother was present but we could not see him. At that time we
didn't know whether he was still alive or he was already dead. It was late and
we had to go home and sleep and come back. We went back the following day on the
26th. Then we were told that he had committed suicide. He had hanged - killed
himself. We wanted to know the details surrounding his death but nobody could
come forth with any information. We were not told as to how he died. They said
they were arrested and were put in a certain cell together with eight other
prisoners. And one female said he was alone in the cell. He was not with other
detainees or prisoners. When we enquired as to why he was arrested, they said he
had sworn at the officers. He said the were going on with "shit apartheid" and
that's the insult that they said he uttered at the charge office.
Are you through? --- Yes, I am.
Let's got back to your statement. Is Constable du Toit still working? --- I
don't know whether he's still working there because I've never gone to see him.
What about Sergeant Mbongwa? --- I think Sergeant Mbongwa has since died.
When they said your brother had killed himself did they ever tell you as to how
he did this? --- There were even conflicting statements. Another surgeon said he
had actually ... (incomplete) Sergeant Britz. And there's another one who was
not wearing uniform. He said my brother had undone the seam of what he was
/wearing
wearing and he hanged himself. I don't remember his name but we spoke to a black
policeman who told us that his name was Van Tonder.

What about Sergeant Britz, do you still remember as to where he was? --- I
understand Sergeant Britz is still working in Welkom.
The same police station? --- He's working in Welkom now but he was working at
Odendaalsrus before.
At the time was he still at Odendaalsrus? --- Yes, he was.
Did you ever open a case with regard to your bother's death? --- Yes, we did.
How did it go? --- We were told that the matter has been referred to the
Attorney-General.
There are certain documents from the Attorney-General and you had your own
pathologist as well as your own attorney. --- We had an attorney.
What was the name of the attorney? --- It's Mr Matsipe. Mr T V Matsipe.
He was your attorney? --- Yes, he was our attorney.
Do you know where he's working? --- No, I don't know where he is presently.
What happened? What did he advise you to do? --- He said he could not get a
clear explanation on the side of the State because they were given conflicting
statements as well as different statements.
And who was the other pathologist? --- We were not told. We were told that he
had gone out of he country. He went overseas but the second doctor was
Dr Olivier.
/Where's
Where's Dr Olivier now? --- Olivier was in Bloemfontein, the last time I heard
of him.
Did you ever get any letters or documents from the Attorney-General? --- The
last time the Attorney-General said he was not prepared to help us. He was not
prepared to prosecute on the case.
You also wrote to the government of the present day. You wrote to the Department
of Justice. --- Yes, they gave us a report from the magistrate as well as the
Attorney-General.
Do you still have the reports? --- Yes, I do,. I've already submitted them.
Let's now go back to your parents. Even since this happened, how are the coping?
--- My mother's got a heart problem which she got since my brother died.
And what about your father? --- I think my father is mentally disturbed from the
time that y brother died.
Is that why he's not working? --- Yes, that's the reason why he's not working.
Are they getting any medical attention or medical help? --- No, they're not
getting any because we have no funds but my mother does get some treatment but
she only attends the doctors when we have money.
Have you ever heard about free medical clinic. Hasn't this been introduced in
Welkom? --- No, we've never heard of such because whenever she goes to the
clinic she's referred to the hospital.
How does your father get treatment? Is he getting any? --- Yes, he is going to a

certain doctor, a senior doctor.
/Who is
Who is treating him? --- It's Dr van der Walt.
Have you ever taken your parents for counselling? --- He was admitted at the
mental hospital at some stage. He was taken to Bloemfontein but I'm not sure
about the name of the hospital but it was in Bloemfontein.
We've heard your story, Jacob. It's a very pathetic story that your brother was
arrested only for one day and the following day he was dead. In your statement
you've said that they did not allow you to take the corpse from the State
mortuary. --- They said that the matter was in the hands of the State and we
could not take the corpse. We were speaking to a Mr du Toit, a Constable du
Toit. Constable du Toit said my brother's matter is in the hands of the State
and there was nothing he could do.
What efforts did you make in order to get your brother's body? --- We went to
the ANC branch in Welkom and they helped us to get the corpse.
And on the day of the funeral is there anything that happened that was
extraordinary? --- No, the corpse only came on the morning of the day that he
was supposed to be buried and we could not conduct a night vigil.
You have told us your very painful story. You said you wish that there would be
an investigation conducted in regard to your bother's death as to how he died
and who killed him because you do not believe that he could have killed himself.
--- It is true that I do not believe that he could kill himself. I'm totally not
satisfied with that explanation.
/We do
We do understand your concern and we sympathise with your parents' condition
especially your father when he's lost his mind ever since this happened. We do
understand that this has affected you quite drastically. How are your brothers
and sisters? How are they coping with the tragedy? --- They are all trying to
support each there and the deceased had two children at the time of his death.
The one is 15 years old and the other one is 9 years old.
Are they attending school? --- Yes, they are.
What standard are they in? --- The one who's 15 years old is doing Standard 6
and the 9-year-old is doing Standard 3.
Who's helping them with their education? --- Yes, I'm the only one who's working
so I'm educating them.
Where's there mother? --- Their mother has since been married.
You say that they have been affected by this? --- Yes, they have been affected
and I cannot actually to everything that they required as growing children. I
cannot maintain them. I'm not able to.
As you've already told us please do pass our condolences to your parents. We
shall try by all means to see as to how we should help you but we do not have
the power to say that we can help you. All that we do, we pass the
recommendations to the government or the State President who then makes a final
decision or a recommendation as to what should be done in such circumstances. We
do believe that you would like to see some psychologist who can help you without
having to
/pay.

pay. We thank you very much for you presence. We also thank you for your
courage. We wish that the Lord could help you to continue with your job and
continue to maintain a family despite the difficulties that you're facing.
Thanks very much. I shall hand over to the Chairperson.
CHAIRMAN: Any other comments?
PROF MAGWAZA: I just have two short questions. Your brother when he was arrested
by the police, did he belong to any political organisation. Was he politically
active or do you think the arrest was just for the assault? --- I know that he
was a member of the ANC.
Was he active as a member of the ANC? --- I could say he was. He was a
sympathizer but I don't believe he was a card-carrying member.
Do you think his arrest was associated with him being of the ANC, or a political
organisation? --- I have no clarity on that issue. I cannot comment on it.
The last one is, you say you had conflicting evidence about how your brother
died. What's the conflicting evidence? --- The police could not give us one
statement as to how my brother committed suicide. Even the post mortem there was
no final report as to how he died. There is absolutely nothing tangible that we
know about my brother's death. It was just that he committed suicide but here
was absolutely no proof that there was anything of that sort.
But what did the police actually say to you? How did he commit suicide? --- The
other policeman said
/he had
he had used a blanket to kill himself, the other one said the had hanged himself
with a part of the blanket that he tore from the blanket.
Thank you very much. --- I thank you.
CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much, Litabe. Professor Magwaza just asked the
questions which I wanted to ask so that we know whether the case is within the
Act, to see if it was politically motivated or it was just a crime caused by the
police that is why she's asking you these questions. Was there any criminal case
about your brother's death? --- No, there was no case. They said we should come
with the evidence and submit it to them.
Okay, thank you very much or coming. We shall examine the case of your brother
and as Mrs Gcabashe's said, we shall make an attempt to see that your requests
are channelled through the right channels to the government because we make
recommendations. We can say that here you are a young man who is carrying a
heavy load to look after the parents who themselves are traumatised and sick and
also to look after your brother's two children. And I want to comment you for
the ubuntu to know that you are also responsible for the children of your
brother if your brother is dead. We commend you for that. With this model can be
copied, specially by the young generation which has become so individualistic.
Thank you very much as it has been said that we have noted all what you've said.
Thanks a lot.
--------------------/CHAIRMAN:
CHAIRMAN: Now, I understand that Magdaline Nelane has also arrived. No, I mean,
we've done that one. Sangweni.

EXCHANGE OF GREETINGS BETWEEN CHAIRMAN AND WITNESS
CHAIRMAN: You have come here to tell the story about the death of your son
Mandla Simon Sangweni. Is that true? --- That's correct.
Then were want to afford you this opportunity of taking an oath before you tell
your sad story. May you stand up and take an oath that what you are going to say
here is true, God being your helper.
--------------------MALETSATSI SANGWENI (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much ... (inaudible) --- I also thank you, Sir.
Maletsatsi, you live in ... (inaudible) ... in Odendaalsrus, is that true? --That's correct.
How long have you been living in this place? --- I arrived in 1993 on the 21st
of October. I was from Zimbabwe.
So are you a Zimbabwian? --- I'm not a Zimbabwian. I was born here and I went to
live in Zimbabwe.
For how long were you in Zimbabwe? --- I left here in 1980.
When you were in Zimbabwe were you in exile? --- No, Sir.
Did you live with your family in Zimbabwe or just yourself? --- It was myself
and the family.
Can you tell us about the composition of your
/family?
family? --- I have Maria, Lucky, Prisco, they are all my children.
How many are they? --- The ones that I'm staying with are three in number but
all of them in number, they are five.
Five in number. So before your son died you had six children? --- Yes, there
were six.
These five children, are they working already? --- No, they are not working.
Just one of them is working, the daughter.
How old are they? Can you give me their years? --- The firstborn was born in
1963 on the 23rd of December. The second-born was born in 1970 on the 6th of
January and she is married. The third one was born in 1977 on the 31st of
December. The fourth one was born in 1980 on the 4th of September and the fifth
one was born in 1982 on the 1st of November.
When was Mandla born, the one who is deceased? --- He was born in 1967, if I'm
not mistaken. It was in 1967.
Can you please tell me, the one who was born in 1963, is it a boy or a girl? --It's a girl.
And the one in 1970? --- It's a girl.
1977? --- It's a girl.
1980? --- It's a boy, Sir.

1982? --- Another boy.
Thank you very much. You are a wonderful parent, you know. Parents always forget
the dates of their children. They remember the years and maybe the month and
they forget about the day. You just weren't like this with your children. That
is very wonderful. Now,
/are there
are there any of your children who are still in school? --- Yes, Sir.
Of course No 2 now, the one born in 1970 is married. And the 1963 what is she
doing? --- She' just doing temporary jobs.
Temporary jobs. And the one in 1977? --- Still at school, Sir.
What standard, Mama? --- She's doing matric.
The one in 1980? --- Doing Standard 6, Sir
1982? --- The one born in 1982 was supposed to be doing Standard 7 but I took
time before I could send him to school but this one that was born in 1982 is
doing Standard 6.
Thank you very much. Do they have any father? Is the father still living? --Their father passed away.
Thank you, I'll be coming back to other questions. And so you were with these
children in Zimbabwe and you came back in - when did you come back? 1993? --- I
came back in 1993.
Thank you very much. Can you just give us the story about the death of your son?
Tell us the story starting from the 13th of March 1990 when you say you received
a telegram from ... (inaudible). When you received the telegram, where was your
son? Was he here in South Africa? --- He was right here in South Africa.
So he didn't go with you to Zimbabwe? --- He went to Zimbabwe with me. He
completed his matric in 1987. If I'm not mistaken it's in 1987 or 1988 and
because I was struggling I couldn't make ends meet he
/decided
decided to come back home to his uncles to get an identity document so that he
can get himself a job to do. And I sat down with him. I told him I don't have
money to apply passport for him. I was sewing and I knitting and selling and
every time I would come back with a little income and I exchanged this money
into South African money and I organised him transport to come to South Africa
and I received a letter that he was already in South Africa. And I rushed home
because I wanted him to have an identity document. Luckily his sister already
helped him to get an identity document and he said he was already in the process
of applying for a job and thereafter I got this telegram.
Thank you very much, Mama. Was your son a member of any political organisation,
do you know? --- Yes, I heard they say, yes, he was a member of a political
party but I was not around.
Do you know what that party is? --- I don't know, Sir.
So you got a telegram when you were there saying your son had been shot. Do you
know who shot your son? --- I don't know the person responsible but I heard the
Comrades talking about that person responsible.

Do they say who was that person who was responsible, the Comrades? --- They said
it is the policeman called Monei.
Monei? --- Yes, Sir.
Do you know where Monei lives? --- I don't know, Sir.
Even the Comrades don't know where he is? --- I didn't ask them, Sir.
/According
According to your daughter who was here in South Africa did she tell you why
your son was shot by the police? --- She told me that they were in a mass action
toyi-toyiing during the unrest at Odendaal.
What was happening during that time in Odendaal? What was this toyi-toyiing?
What was happening? Did she tell you? --- I don't want to tell lies because I
was not there. I arrived there during those unrests so I didn't know what was
exactly happening. I was not even able to ask because when I confront this
incident, I get upset.
Ja, I don't blame you by being upset. This must be very painful indeed. Your
daughter's name is Martha, is that true? --- Yes, that's true.
Is Martha not here? --- No, she didn't come.
She didn't find it necessary to come and support you as she's a person who knew
everything. If we want to get information from Martha, where would we get her? -- She's working at Lesotho Wholesale.
Working at Lesotho Wholesale. Where is Lesotho Wholesale? --- It's at Odendaal
just around Tom Tuck(?)
Thank you. I'm just asking because we might need her assistance. We might have
to call her some time so that she can give us more information as she is the one
who was around because she has made a statement here. In your statement you said
that your daughter Martha Sangweni told you that Mandla had been shot because he
was a political activist and an ANC member. Is that true that your son was
buried on the 27th March 1990? --- He was buried on the 22nd of March. He died
on
/the 12th
the 12th of March, then he was buried on the 22nd of March. Yes, it's on the
22nd of March.
Do you have any death certificate? --- Yes, Sir.
Do you know what is written on the death certificate about his death - the cause
of this death? --- I don't understand English so I'm not sure what is written
there.
Well, we'll have to see what is written there. It doesn't matter. So long it is
there. Thank you very much for it. Was there an inquest made into his death? --I don't understand what you mean by an inquest, Sir.
I mean investigating his death. --- Yes, there were some investigations. There
was a court case then my daughter said there were many forms who were put on the
table. Then in court they were saying they were burning houses in Bester and ...
(inaudible) ... property. So I think that is why he was shot.
It was said that they were burning houses. Which houses or whose houses? --- It
was said in the court of law that they burnt tractors and then they destroyed

his property. I don't remember was it Bester or somebody else.
Who was this Bester? --- I do not know. I think he was one of the white people
who were building houses in the township. I did not know who this Bester was
because I wasn't residing here.
Thank you. That is why I say we might need the assistance from your daughter who
was here. So, Mama, you have got children in school and you don't have a
/husband.
husband. Who is educating these children? --- That's myself, Sir.
Are you working? --- I'm not working, Sir,
How do you do it, Mama? --- At times I'm sewing trousers. At times the friends
to my child. Usually they give me money then I buy sheep heads and sell and that
is how I'm able to afford to pay their school fees and able to buy them uniforms
but under some conditions which I am, I was unable even continue with my work. I
used to get some profits to buy them money but now because of my health even one
of them I couldn't pay her school fees even up to now.
Is she still remaining in school? --- Yes, she's still at school. When kids were
sent back to collect school fees I went to the school and I talked with the
principal that I don't have money but I'll try to get money then pay R45,00. I
was able to get R20,00, then I paid that R20,00. Since I've only paid that
R20,00 I haven't yet contributed the other remaining money.
What is the name of the school, Mama? --- The Ispihelo(?) Secondary School.
What is the name of the principal? --- I don't know if the surname is Motseke. I
heard students say Mr Motseke so I thought that that's the surname.
Does the principal live in Odendaal? --- Yes, he stays at Odendaal.
Mama Sangweni, you are a very courageous mother. You are like the hen which does
not fail to provide for its chickens. For a mother like you having no stable job
to be able to see that the children go to school is
/something
something to be commended. We have noted here everything about your story and
about the education of your children and we want to pay tribute to Mr Motseke
who when you didn't have R45,00 to pay for the school fees for your children
accepted R20,00, saw your condition. He indeed needs to be commended. I wish all
the principals of schools would look in the context surrounding their pupils.
This is a very good model of a principal and if you see him say that we really
commended him for the action which he took. How is your health - yours? --- I'm
not as healthy as before. Just immediately after the death of my son I was
affected by high blood, I had a cardiac problem, I had ulcers and my eyes began
to be weak. I was a person who was sewing but thereafter I'm not able to see
clearly and I'm not able to read. That's why I'm struggling with my work because
I'm even affected for work because I'm not able to do that work correctly. So
I'm saying like that. I used to go to Dr Podjee(?) after the death of my son in
1990 up to the end of that year. Then I went back to Zimbabwe. Even under those
problems in Zimbabwe. As long as I'm still a live and the little cents I get is
to take care of my children to as to further their studies so that I will be
able to give them a better life. Then I've got always to keep on trying to take
care of my children and I thank God for caring for me under those problems. What
gives me a problem is that when they look for the school fees.
Take your time, Mama. I can feel the load you're carrying. It's only a mother, a
good mother, who can carry it. --- My children all the time when they go

/to school
to school you will see the among other students, that they are not children who
are well kept for because that gives me a problem because they're not able even
to study under good conditions. Their clothes are always sewed and their shoes
are old and all the time they are wearing old clothes. I feel this pain because
if this person is really responsible for killing the brother to my children, I
don't know as to whether he did say how this came about. The person I had hoped
that he would be the breadwinner and be responsible for his younger brothers and
sisters.
Thank you, Mama. By the way did you say the police, Mr Monei, who killed your
son, you don't know where he is? --- I last heard of him from the Comrades. I'm
not able to ask but I learnt he's in Odendaalsrus. I'm not sure as to whether
he's in town or in the location.
Mama, thank you very much for coming forward to tell your sad story and I know
that this must also have affected the other children by losing their brother
which means that maybe they themselves would need a kind of treatment from the
trauma they received. We're noting some of the things from your story which we
may use as a recommendation when we pass your story to the government and we
shall also try and see if we cannot trace where Mr Monei is who killed your son
so that he can also come forward and tell the story why he caused such terrible
pain the family in which you find yourselves now. That will be very important
for us and we may also want to get the proper true story from Mr Bester whether
that is true that these children were
/burning
burning the houses and tractors so that everything is put into the right
perspective. Anyway thank you very much for coming. Are there any people who
want to say something.
MR DLAMINI: Thank you, Mr Chairman, just one question. Mrs Sangweni, have you
approached local social workers and applied for a possible maintenance grant or
whatever assistance they can give you? --- I did go to the clinic to make an
application and I was given maize meal - I was given 2,5kg of porridge and a
small bottle of fish oil and one pack of beans. Since I was given that pack on
that day I haven't got it again.
At the clinic did you speak to the nursing staff or social workers? --- I did
talk to the nurses of the clinic.
May I suggest that you also ask them to refer you to local social workers and
see whether you cannot get additional help from the Welfare office as well. --Thank you, Sir.
CHAIRMAN: Any other questions? (No further questions) Thank you very much. We
have people here Mrs Sangweni who could help you to get to these places. We've
got the co-ordinator here in this region in the name of Mr Pitso and we have
also the support system people who can help you, like the NGOs, so that you have
contact. I know sometimes it is difficult, as person of your age to get to these
people but we have set up a system here which can help you to get to these
people. Thank you very much for coming. --- I also thank you, Sir.
--------------------CHAIRMAN:
CHAIRMAN: Now, may we have Pulane Aaron Mutsi to come forward.

EXCHANGE OF GREETINGS BETWEEN CHAIRMAN AND WITNESSES
CHAIRMAN: Thank you for coming to tell us about your stories but I see that you
are three. May I know who is Pulane among you?
MRS PULANE: I am Pulane.
CHAIRMAN: And what are the names of these other two?
MRS PULANE: It's Silo Ditebe and Patrick Machede. They are the witnesses to the
incident that befell my son Sipho Philip Mutsi.
CHAIRMAN: Patrick who?
MRS PULANE: Patrick Machede on the far left and this one is Ditebe.
CHAIRMAN: Will they also be helping you by saying something?
MRS PULANE: That's correct, Sir.
CHAIRMAN: Okay, that means then they have also to take an oath. (The three
witnesses take the oath)
--------------------PULANE MUTSI (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
CHAIRMAN: Well, thank you very much. Again I want to commend the witnesses. You
know, when thing have happened ... (inaudible) ... they don't want to tell what
they saw. So I want commend you for your courage, that you could some and tell
us as eyewitnesses what you saw. Now, the person who is going to lead this
process as you tell your stories is Mr Mdu Dlamini.
MR DLAMINI: Thank you, Mr Chairman. I greet you. --- Good afternoon, Sir.
Mr Chairman, for your information according to my
/records
records Mr Ditebe is now the mayor of Odendaalsrus. And I'm sure the Chairman
will acknowledge your presence afterwards. He as been asking for local
leadership to be introduced to him when they are around, that's why I'm
mentioning that. If you didn't like ... (intervention)
CHAIRMAN: Well, I'd better do it now. Mr Ditebe, you're really qualified to be
mayor. You're really qualified. You've got the credentials of being a mayor.
You're going to be a very good model as a mayor. I want to recognise you. We
recognises your presence here even apart from being a witness but as a mayor
among us. Thank you for coming.
MR DLAMINI: Thank you, Mr Chairman. Mr Ditebe is going to help by telling us as
to what happened, when Irene's son was in detention, May I establish Patrick
which part of the story you will be helping in so that I'm able to draw you in
at an appropriate time?
MR MACHEDE: That was the time deceased was in the cell and assaulted.
CHAIRMAN: Thank you. Would you please hand over the mike to the mother please.
Mama Mutsi, before we start we always like to hear about your family. Do you
have a husband? --- No, I don't have a husband.
Were you married before or you were never married? --- I was never married but I
had a friend and we have a few children but we were not legally married.

That is fine. And do you have any other children
(incomplete) --- Yes, Sir, I have three daughters.

except

the

late

...

And how old are they? Are they still at school? /--- The
--- The last-born is at school and she is Albertina Mutsi, 11 years old. She is
the only one attending school and the others are now grown-ups and the other one
has got her own family.
Thank you. I believe that Sipho was the only son. --- That's correct, Sir.
What is Sipho's date of birth? When was he born? --- He was born on the 22nd of
December 1967.
22nd December 1967. --- That's correct.
Mama, I will ask you to tell us about Sipho's involvement and also the
harassment by members of the police. Can I establish first, were they the South
African Police or the members of the security branch, do you know? --- He was
harassed ... (intervention)
Maybe before you start, can you just clarify for us here whether they were South
African Police or from the special branch? --- It was the special branch.
Thank you. Could you please start by telling us Sipho's involvement and the
subsequent harassment by members of the special branch? Probably you are going
to stop at the time when they arrested him because I think Silo and Patrick will
take it from there and then I'll come back to you again. Thank you. --- When I
began to realise that Sipho was a political activist it was then that many
policemen and the Mogoregi who was named "Fly" in Tabong who was a special
branch member together with a white man called Venter, together with Piet, they
were coming to visit him many times look for him then I kepT on asking, "Why do
you look for him?" They say, "We're going to discuss with him and then we'll
bring him home." They would take him and when he
/came
came back he would lose appetite, he would not be able to drink water or even
milk. He would say he cannot even swallow. Then he would be silent until I kept
on asking that, "Exactly what's happening?", then he said, "There's nothing. I
don't know why these people are coming to be many times." Then they said,
"There's nothing wrong which he did. We're just asking him questions." That is
the life he was living week in, week out until the time I made him to flee
because I realised that I'm going to lose him. Then he went away and then came
back. Then he joined by Silo Ditebe where they were able to hide themselves.
Then the other group called Matsibi Sokolode and Hothuli whom they came to look
for him. Then I told him that he went to Wesselsbron. Because he's a person
who's an artist he's at Wesselsbron. He has been asked by shop owners to come
and decorate at their shops. You'd find him on the windows in one of the shops
in town. I was creating an opportunity so that I'll be able to go and notify
them to hide themselves. I told those people that he went to Wesselsbron. They
kept on coming looking for him. At times they would find him. When Matsibi
Sokolode and Hothuli said to me I should reprimand him. If I don't reprimand
him, I'll wake up when he's far away where I cannot find him again. So I tried
to reprimand him. Then one day he came to sleep at home. As I was staying with a
friend. Then I whispered to tell him about the whole situation. That person is
Jacob Thabosi Tsake. Then I said to him the Hothuli company said they're going
to come back. Then if they're going to get him, I should know that it's going to
be win or lose
/situation.
situation. Then I said I'm going to use your wardrobe to hide him. Then this man

kept quiet. He didn't say yes or no. I said, because I've no chance. I don't
know where I should take him to. They would look for him wherever he was. Then I
said at the time when they arrived, I'll go to the small bedroom then I would
wake him up first before I opened the door. I was not successful in that
attempt. I ... (inaudible) ... him alone. His sister's children were there and
my two daughters were there. I was still pregnant with Albertina. They didn't
know my attempt, it was only Jacob who knew. I was surprised when I was trying
to walk slowly to the bedroom to find that this door which I thought I would
keep on opening it so that it cannot make any noise to give them a sign that I'm
trying to make an attempt to make him flee, I found that it was closed. I tried
to open it but it made a noise. When I opened the bedroom, I found that the
window - it was the window which didn't have curtains, but the curtains were
removed and hanged on top. The window acted as if it is a window without
curtains. When I tried to wake him up, one policeman said, "We are already here.
Don't try to hide him. We knew that he's here. We saw him even before you tried
to make him escape." I didn't have any alternative I had to wake him up so that
they should not see him first because they would wake him roughly then they
would start kicking and clapping. I used to wake him up first before I opened
the door. Then I said, "Wake up. Those people are here. There's no change they
have seen you." Then I asked them that who has pulled over the curtains. Then I
didn't get an
/answer.
answer. Even today I didn't get an answer. Even if when the doors were closed
but at that day the curtains were rolled up and his bed was just next to the
window. Then I could see that the person who was rolling up the curtains was
making it possible for the police to see him clearly. It went on. The took him
and brought him back. I gave him R4,00 to leave and go to a place where he can
hide because now I can see that there is an enemy in the house whom we are
living with. This enemy whom I don't know. So please if you can go to a certain
place. Then he went. It was on a Thursday when I saw him for the last time. It
was then that on Saturday that I learnt that he was arrested. Then the person
called Sichaba came to inform me, who is staying at Odendaalsrus, to bring be an
information that Sipho has been arrested. But he looked upset. Then I said as
they used to take him and bring him back, maybe he will come back. On Saturday I
didn't see him. On Sunday I went to the charge office to try to find out what is
he charged for. Then they old me that the police called Pele welcomed me. Then
he said there is no help, as he was hit by the car by a minister of the Lutheran
Church. Even this case of being hit by a car, we have cancelled it. We're not
going to continue that because now he is interfering with the government
therefore we have no time for the case. I asked why he was arrested. They told
me that he's sticking his fingers right into the business of the government.
Then I asked, "Can I give him these new clothes?" They I said, "I want to see
him." Then I asked them as to whether is he well. Then they said, "How are you
talking?" Then I said, "I want
/to know
to know as to whether he's still healthy." He doesn't have scratches because I
told you that you always come at home then I'm asking that, "Yes, you always
take him. You must bring him healthy without any scratches, without any scar."
They told me that he has no scars, he has no wounds. That is then that David
Tsijake who is the son to Jacob Tsijake, they told him that Hothuli took him. He
was taken to the charge office. Then he found Sipho lying down on the floor and
the blood was on the floor mixed with water showing that he was poured with
water. His hands were tied at the back. Then wen Hothuli entered, he said when
he asked Sithole as to whether, "Has this dog made himself dead." That's when
Sithole answered Hothuli. He said, "I said he should come with a stretcher and
out this dog to the mortuary. When he has last seen his grandfather he will wake
up." This Sithole who has already died now, he was an adjutant at that time.
MR DLAMINI: Maybe I'll give you a rest at this stage. First, before I do that.
The last incident was on the 5th of May 1985 when Sipho was detained again, is

that right? --- That's correct it was on the 4th of May and he was assaulted on
the same day but the lied to me. They said he died on the 5th of May.
So as far as you're concerned it was on the 4th of May? --- It was on the 4th of
May, Sir. They picked him up at 12 o'clock. He was preparing to go to the
funeral of a Comrade who passed away in Allenridge and he was to be the speaker
on that day and he never reached his destination. They caught him. (Inaudible)
... who was a student police caught him and he went to
/borrow
borrow the handcuffs. He went to the deceased Mr Sithole who was the adjutant.
He gave him the handcuffs. He said, "Bring Sipho here." He handcuffed Sipho at
the back and he went with him to the police station where they beat him and they
called Squash who was off on that day. The specially called him in. That was
Squash Magoe. They said, "We've got hold of our prey." He decided to go back to
work on his day off to go and kill my son. It was at 1 o'clock when he received
a call.
Your son was a member of COSAS. Did he ... (intervention) --- Yes, he was a
member of COSAS.
Did he hold any leadership position within COSAS? --- Yes, Sir.
What was his office? --- People can't keep their mouths shut. They even talk
today about his involvement. They say he shed a light about the struggle. They
were given light by him.
Besides COSAS was he a member of any other organisation? --- I do not know but
he used to wear three T-shirts. The COSAS T-shirt, the Release Mandela T-Shirt
that was green in colour and this UDF T-shirt. And he had the materials for all
the organisations I've mentioned.
Was he still at school during the time? --- Yes, he was still at school.
What class was he doing? --- He was doing Standard 4. He was in the middle of
Standard 4.
You also mentioned that Sokolode and Hothuli of the security branch asked you to
reprimand your son. Did they tell you what was wrong with your son? Why should
/you reprimand
you reprimand him? --- No, they didn't give me an explanation. The people who
were lucky to get hold of him were Fly and the others. "Fly" is Mogoregi and
Venter and Piet and Hugo. Those were the people who came to pick him up at home.
And they were always lucky to get hold of him.
According to your statement you were told by Silo and Patrick as to what really
happened in the cells. Maybe perhaps, Mr Chairman, I would like to switch over
the Silo and Patrick.
--------------------SILO DITEBE and PATRICK MACHEDE ((Sworn state) (Through Interpreter)
MR DLAMINI: Silo and Patrick, can you throw some light - inform this audience as
to what really happened to Sipho in detention and also perhaps tell us how did
you come to know about that because I presume that you were not members of the
security branch. --- (SILO DITEBE) I met Sipho on the 4th of May when he was
arrested on the 2nd of May when I went to sign at the police station as that was
one of the conditions of the bail because I was on trail at that time. On that
4th of May I was called to the detectives offices by Sithole where I found

Sipho. His hands were handcuffed. And then he was lying down. Next to him was
... (inaudible) ... that thing is used to put on the head so that he should
always tell the truth and there was a bottle of water and a sjambok. And when
the police were taking me from the cell they said I should come and see what is
happening to Sipho. He had a cut beneath the chin. At the time when I was in
there Sithole took the sjambok
/and hit
and hit him. Sipho seems to be the person who was already beaten before I
arrived. One of the policemen who was a white one instructed Sipho to stand up.
Then he kicked very hard to Sipho. (Witness emotionally upset)
Okay, Silo, take it easy. --- At that time I asked them not to continue beating
him.
Ja, what you witnessed, Silo, useful as it is today, it was traumatic for you to
see your friend being abused the way he was. We do understand the situation you
are in to try and recollect that but, as I said, it's very useful. It was God's
plan that they decided to call you in because we would not have known what
happened to Sipho. So take your time. --- In there when I was asking them that
they should stop with the assault, they started to assault me. I could feel pain
in my body because they were beating me with other students. I was still
standing there. Sipho was still lying on the floor ... (intervention)
Sorry, Sipho can you raise your voice. I think the people at the back are having
a problem to hear you. --- I explained that when I was still in that cell, this
white police started to kick Sipho. This person was here. I cannot remember his
surname. Maybe he would be remembered by Squash and others. And they kicked
Sipho then. Then Sithole began to his him with the sjambok because Sithole said
Sipho was trying to burn his house. When I was still there then we didn't agree
that allegation what Sithole made that we were trying to burn his house. Then
thereafter I was ordered to go out of the cell. I was taken to cell No 3 in that
/police
police station and I believe it's after two days that a certain lawyer called
Richard Spoor(?) - he was in the firm of Priscilla Janna, then he as me as to
whether do I know that Sipho has died. Then there I was affected then I said
that I don't believe that Sipho has died. And whilst I was in detention, Sipho
was buried. I couldn't go to his funeral. We were released after two months
there - after that incident. It was long Sipho has been buried. Then after
Richard Spoor has made ... (Tape ends. Subsequent tape commences mid-sentence
with no overlap) ... instructed - I don't remember that man's name - that he
would be the one who would take up this case. Then in 1986, it was during the
state of emergency, I was again detained on the 11th of June. Since I was in
detention I gave evidence about the inquest whilst I was in detention. Until
that inquest completed. It was heard that the magistrate said that they would
not take my evidence and that the cause of death is brain haemorrhage. What
happened again it was realised that his ex-teachers who's Chiliki Mogothu and
Tshobokoane were approached by the police to fabricate a story that Sipho was
epileptic so that they would try to prove that his brain haemorrhage was cause
by the epilepsy. I denied that verdict because I didn't know Sipho as an
epileptic. But it was said that no one was proven guilty and the police were
released. That's how Sipho's inquest was completed. Before the inquest was
completed I was not free. At one stage Joachim Mashabe missed me with his gun.
He shot twice. I was able to run to my brother's in-laws. Then I went to
Alexandria. At that time I was not free. I was the chief witness in /the
inquest.
the inquest. That is how the inquest went.
Thank you, Silo. Patrick do you want to add anything? Silo, if you remember
anything later on, please do indicate. Can I move to Patrick? Patrick, do you
want to add anything from your side? --- (PATRICK MACHEDE) Comrade Silo has

mentioned a few points. Now, the problem is that we were put in different cells.
Comrade Silo was in cell No 3. I was in cell No 7. We were in different cells,
as I've mentioned. Now, on this day the 4th of May, it was just after breakfast,
I saw Comrade Sipho passing by the door. It was this steel door. The door was
still open but the burglar door was closed. Comrade Sipho passed and he greeted
me. We used to call each other by names. He used to say I'm Malapropism and I
used to call him Mr No Problem. As I was standing at the door because we'd been
in the cells for quite some time, he passed and he greet me by the name I've
just mentioned and I greeted him back. And I could see he was handcuffed at the
back and he was wearing a jean. And they passed with him, they headed for the
charge office, and they came back going to the CIDs offices. These were opposite
my cell. They got him into the office and I heard him screaming and I wanted to
peep through the door and I saw there was a Mr Sithole, who as since died, and I
Mr Moia and Joachim Mashade and Mr Squash Magoe and the other one who was called
Ramongalo. They were busy. It seemed as if they were assaulting him. After some
few minutes as I was trying to investigate this matter Adjutant Sithole passed
and he realised that the door was open and he pushed the door heavily and he
/was asking
was asking why did they open this door. I wanted to push the door so that he
doesn't close it and that's where there was a conflict of words between Noha and
Sithole. Noha was responsible for the cells. He was the person closing the doors
and opening the doors every time we had to go and have our meals. The ordered
him to close the door and he did just that. After a few minutes I could hear the
door was opened and a certain Ramongalo came to fetch me. As I was following him
he said to me, "You are a bandit and a bandit would never at any stage follow
the officer. The officer has to follow the bandit." He said, "Come and have a
look at one of your friends. He has urinated on himself. He has shit on himself
and this is the situation that you are going to confront." And as I was entering
this door Silo was on the other side and I was on the other side. Has face was
swollen and I tried to greet him but I could realise that he was a bit confused.
I tried to speak to him but he just ignored me. And they put us into the cell
and Comrade Sipho was lying with his hands handcuffed at the back. The floor was
full of blood and water. And they pointed at him and they said, "This is your
friend. Wake him up." Now, this Moia kicked him and he dropped him on the waist
and he said, "Wake up. Have a look at your Comrades." Comrade Sipho lifted his
head. He wanted to say something but he couldn't. He fell. And Comrade Silo
couldn't hold himself and I comforted him and we went back to our cell. It was
clear that Silo was not aware of what was happening at that time. I left with
him to take him to his cell and we stopped at his cell door and he was taken
back to
/Comrade
Comrade Silo's cell and I was taken to my cell. But I went to cell 6 where I met
other Comrades until the 5th where the attorney Richard Spoor came to see us to
tell us that Comrade Sipho has passed away.
Thank you, Patrick. Mr Chairman, if you could just bear with me. I know that you
still have about five other witnesses to testify today. I'm going just to ask
clarifying questions. Obviously more information is available especially from
the two witnesses but I think our investigating unit will make contact with
them. The alleged perpetrators, are they still around. Has anybody seen them? -- Some of them have died. I believe some of them are still alive and some are
working. Joachim Mashabe is no longer a policeman. Magoe is an adjutant. Moia is
still employed within the South African Police Services. Sithole passed away. He
committed suicide and the rest are still alive.
We'll be relying on you to help us to reach those who are still alive and where
they are. The death certificate was it issued? --- (MRS MUTSI) He was searched
and there was a report and in this report there was a stamp written "dead" but I
never got a death certificate at all and I went to Professor Olivier at
Bloemfontein to conduct a post mortem as to the cause of his death and what

caused his death really. He managed to take his photographs as he was conducting
this port mortem and he was keeping all the photos from day one until the last
day when they were making a post mortem. He is the person who will give light as
to what happened.
Yes. Is he still around? Do you still have
/contact
contact with Professor Olivier? --- I do not have his contact number and I don't
know as to whether is he still alive. Maybe some investigations can be made as
to his whereabouts. It was at the Pilinomi mortuary.
Thank you. Can I also find out if the family was represented at the post mortem?
Any lawyer or anybody who represented the family during the post mortem? --- I
requested them to invite me. I requested them to let me in the room where they
would conduct the post mortem so that I can see the cause of his death but the
lawyer organised it in a different way. He said they should leave me behind and
he said to them I was very confused and his statement - or that didn't allow me
to go to the theatre. And I told them that I'm a brave woman. I'm brave enough
to go and have a look. But I requested God to help me, to strengthen me to be in
that room as they were conducting the post mortem because I wanted to see the
cause of his death. He was the only child.
The lawyer who refused you the access into the post mortem room what is his or
her name? --- I won't tell you the name but these were the members of the
organisation.
The lawyer concerned, was he appointed by the organisation or he was coming from
the State side? --- It was the organisations lawyer because I investigated that
and I was given an explanation. But they work only around Bloemfontein.
I'm sure the ANC offices will be able to help us with that. The magistrate who
presided, can I confirm -is it Mr J P Simene who appeared in one of the
newspapers? --- Yes, that's the correct name.
/Is he
Is he still there at Odendaalsrus? --- I do not know.
Would perhaps Silo throw some light? Do you know his whereabouts? --- (SILO
DITEBE) I really don't have knowledge as to his whereabouts.
Mr Chairman, as I said that I think more probing will have to be followed up by
the investigative unit. I would like to hand over to you. Perhaps before I do
that, can I ask the names of the teachers who testified at the inquest? --- It's
Mr Mogothu. His nickname is Chiliki. And the other one was a Mr Tshobokoane.
Are they still around? --- Yes, they are still around.
Thank you, Mr Chairman.
CHAIRMAN: Thank you. Well, thank you very much. This is going to be an
interesting case because it has the eyewitnesses. It is more easier than the
other cases. I think the investigating unit is going to have an interesting case
here. Where we have got the eyewitnesses who themselves, by the way, are the
victims, I think it will be interesting to see those people when they come
forward to tell the story why they killed Sipho that they'll be confronted by
you as also the victims and they'll have to tell the story too why they tortured
you. One of the interesting things about this case is that many people sold out
during these happenings. We have the teachers here who allowed themselves to
tell lies and say that this young man was epileptic because they were asked to
do so. To me that is very serious. And again you were confused by the lawyer

from the organisation who refused the mother the
/access
access to the inquest room and that is also going to be very interesting. And Mr
Mdu Dlamini has already said that it's the organisation which is going to help
us with this why was she denied the access to the inquest room. And again it's
interesting that many names keep on coming which came yesterday, the Hugos and
others. Anyway, just as I've said already that we thank you two young men for
the courage. You have shown that you were really friends of Sipho because people
tend out of sight, out of mind, but you people, in spite of all that has
happened, were prepared to come forward and support Sipho's mother when she
tells the story about the death of her son and also about your torture and you
must be full of courage indeed. That is why I say that you deserve to be a mayor
of Odendaalsrus. You have passed the passage - you have gone the passage of
suffering and by God's miracles you're on top now. You see, from the bottom to
the top and when these people are facing you now, they'll be facing not just
ordinary Silo, they'll be facing a mayor of the town. And, Mama, Sipho's mother,
you are indeed a very bold, courageous woman. When you said that you have got
courage, you wanted to come in and see, you're not just telling stories. You are
indeed very bold and very courageous and very strong. And may the Lord help you.
We have noted all that has happened here and where there are requests made by
you we shall channel them to the right places through the government. Thank you
very much for coming.
---------------------

/EXCHANGE
EXCHANGE OF GREETINGS BETWEEN CHAIRMAN AND WITNESS
CHAIRMAN: Can you please stand up and take an oath that what you are going to
say here is true and then God being your helper.
--------------------EPHRAIM THAHETSI (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
CHAIRMAN: You live in 735 in Masilo, Theunissen. Is that true? --- That's
correct.
How long have you been living there? --- It's a long time. I was born in that
region.
Oh, you were born there? --- That's correct.
And you have come to testify or tell your story about the death of your son
Walter Thahetsi? --- That's correct.
Wanesu Thahetsi, can you please in a sort of a nutshell give us the picture of
your family - wife, if you have the wife, and other children - how many are
they, how old are they, etcetera - so that we can have the picture of your
family? --- I have a family. I have a wife as well as four children. They were
actually five and the one died. My firstborn is 26 years old, it's a daughter.
My second-born is the deceased son and the third one is 18 years old. My fourthborn is 5 years old and my last-born is 2 years 3 months.
Thank you very much. You said that your firstborn is 26 and is a daughter and
then the one who's 18, is it a son or daughter? --- It's a daughter(?). He's 18

years old and he's alive. That is the third-born.
I'm trying to find out if this is a daughter or son, the one who's 18 years. --It's a son.
/And the
And the one who's 5 years. Is it a son or daughter? --- It's a daughter.
And the one who's 2 years? --- It's a son.
Thank you. Is your daughter still living with you and your wife? --- She's no
longer staying with us. She's working in Bloemfontein. She's a nurse there.
Nurse in Bloemfontein. --- That's correct.
And the one who's 18, what is he doing? --- He's at school.
What standard? --- He's in Standard 7.
The one who's five - still at home? --- He's going to attend school the coming
year.
Thank you very much. When Walter died, he was in school or he had left school? -- Yes, he was attending school.
What class was he? --- He was in Standard 7.
Thank you very much for giving us the picture of your family. Is your wife
working? --- No, she isn't.
And what about you, are you working? --- Yes, I do work.
What do you do? --- I'm a driver at Joelman(?).
Thank you very much.
Do you as a family have any political affiliation? --- Yes, we are members of
ANC - my whole family.
Thank you. Wanesu, can you please give us now the whole picture beginning on the
19th May 1990? Tell us the story what happened from 19th May 1990 beginning when
you went to look for your son after your sister-in-law had warned you about his
safety in the township. Can you tell us that story please? --- When this
/started
started it was on the 18th, that was on a Saturday, when the other Comrades were
being assaulted and harassed by the police. It was Groenewald together with
other boers as well as a shop owner. His name was Patrick Mwilwa(?). After they
had assaulted the Comrades on that Saturday night I went from the ...
(intervention)
Excuse me, who was the shop owner? --- Patrick Mwilwa. When I was coming from
the launch I left my son together with other Comrades and as I proceeded towards
the shop, that is Mr Mwilwa's shop, I saw two Kombis, Mwilwa's Kombis, and they
were full of people inside but I never paid much attention as to what sort of
people they were. And there is another person by the name of Banadidi Bukha who
said he was looking for Habanyani. And I didn't know as to what he was looking
for Habanyani for. At about 10.00 in the evening I went home and I switched on
lights. I heard some gunshots outside and I went back to the launch to
investigate as to what was happening. And I was these cars moving from Mwilwa's
shop and they were proceeding out upwards the street and the doors of the cars

were not closed. And I waited to see as to what was going on but I couldn't make
head nor tail of what was taking place. And the Comrades dissuaded me from going
out to investigate as to what was happening because people were being assaulted
outside. And I went away. I went to sleep. Then the following morning my wife's
sister came to ask me as to where my son was. I told her that didn't know where
he was and she asked me as to whether I had observed or heard anything about the
gunshots that were fired the previous day and she said we should go and
/look
look for my son. We went away to look for my son because we had sent him away.
We went away looking for him and we came across other Comrades and we asked them
as to where Walter was and we were told that he was together with other
Comrades. We went back to my place. I few moments after I got to my place I
heard some noise outside. I think it was about past eight in the morning and I
went outside to investigate what was happening. I came across the anti-Comrade
gang who were having shovels as well as pangas and I was running towards
Mwilwa's shop. And when I got to Mwilwa's shop I saw this group of Comrades in
front of the shop and they were stoning Mwilwa's shop. And Mwilwa went away.
Then there's a certain person Banasi's husband, John Dibuka, he was having a
firearm as well as a panga in his hand and the other ones were having shovels
and they were coming towards us. We saw some pick-ups and they went past these
people who were armed and at that time the Comrades had already left the scene.
When we got to the Methodist Church we saw the police and they were chasing the
Comrades. We saw a Cressida from Bloemfontein and we asked ourselves as to why
they were stopping because they could see that there was commotion. At the time,
the Comrades got some petrol out of this Cressida. They went to burn Banasi's
shop and thereafter they dispersed. I stood at the corner of the church and I
could hear some gunshots. As was still listening to that, I decided that I
should go because I was in danger. As we were still there, I saw two policemen.
They were a little bit further down, maybe half a kilometre from where we were
standing and we heard some
/gunshots.
gunshots. Thereafter I went home and when I got home I got a message that my son
had been shot. I went out and tried to investigate as to where he was. I was
told that he had gone to a doctor's surgery and when I got to the doctor's
surgery I was told that he had been chopped with these shovels as well as pangas
and the doctor could not help him. He was taken into an ambulance. I got into
the ambulance and the ambulance proceeded to the charge office and it waited
there for plus/minus 30 minutes and I asked them as to why they were wasting so
much time because my child was injured and he needed medical attention but they
never answered me. They were busy talking to the policemen. And this ambulance
took rounds in the town. It never went straight to the hospital. And it was
being driven at quite a very low speed. They were not really concerned about my
son's injuries. We got to the provincial hospital and he was taken into the
hospital. They remained there for quite a few minutes then they came back and
they said they could not admit him and we had to take him to Pilinomi Hospital
in Bloemfontein. We proceeded to Pilinomi with him and when we got to Pilinomi
we were told that they could not help him so he had to be taken back to
provincial hospital in Welkom and we came back with him once more. We stayed for
quite some time at provincial hospital until he died without him being attended
to. Thereafter, after about some time when he was already buried I received a
letter from the magistrate who was telling me that he wanted me to come to his
offices and see him. When I got to the magistrate he took out certain statements
and read them out to me and he asked
/me as
me as to whether I understood. I said,
police said they could not get whoever
as to why he had called me because this
court and we were discussing it in the

yes, I did understand, and he said the
shot my son. And I asked the magistrate
matter was supposed to be dealt with in
office and I did not understand if that

was really procedural. Because the police had shot my son, that's why they said
there could not be any case. That was the end of the whole matter.
Thank you, Ephraim, for this very sad, moving story. I'm just going to come
closer to your statement. What was really happening in the township. You speak
about movements in the township. Comrades, police, the Dibuka anti-Comrades
moving around the ... (inaudible) ... all of these people heavily armed. What
was happening in the township? Can you tell us? What was the occasion? --- When
this started it had some connections with Patrick Mwilwa's business, when the
Comrades closed down his business. Some other Comrades were arrested because of
Mwilwa. That's where the whole fracas started because on that very same weekend
the Comrades reached a resolution that they were going to speak to Patrick so
that his business could be reopened but they never actually got to speak to him.
You say that Patrick was responsible for the arrest of the Comrades. What did
Patrick really do? --- What I heard is that Patrick was driving together with
the police so that they could arrest the Comrades but what had happened before
that, I don't know. But Patrick was with Banasi, Dibuka, they are the people who
actually started the whole fracas.
/Was Patrick
Was Patrick and Dibuka the members of the community? --- Yes, they were
residents at the Masilo location and they were business owners. The other one
was having a shoe repair business, the other one was having a supermarket.
How were the relationships between these business people and the Comrades? --According to my own observation it was quite fine and smooth. I think the person
who caused all this was Patrick Mwilwa who got the Comrades arrested.
Would you say that he was a sort of spy for the police? --- I could say that
together with Banasi - they were informers. Because when these things happened
they kept on informing the police and the police were helping them.
When you say that they kept on informing the police, informing the police about
what? --- I do not know where the whole thing started but I think it's the car
that was driven by the police and where there was Mwilwa which took the Comrades
to the police station.
I want, Ephraim, just to repeat my question again. You say that Patrick Mwilwa
and Dibuka, the reason why they had to be enemies of the Comrades is because
they are the ones who were reporting the Comrades to the police. Now, my
question is, they were reporting them about what? What is this report they were
taking to the police about the Comrades? --- That they had shut down his
business.
Do you know the reason why the Comrades shut down the business of Mr Patrick? -- I do know the
/intracacies
intricacies of the whole matter but what I know is that the Comrades were taken
in his car and they were taken to the police station, but where the problem
started, I'm not clear.
Thank you very much. Is it true that when you returned home, according to your
statement, you received word from a child about the death of your son - that
your son was shot? --- That is correct.
How old was this child? --- She's actually grown up but she's younger than me.
She could be 30.
So it's a young person not a child? --- That is correct.

Okay. And again in your statement you say that you didn't understand the
dynamics of what was happening around in the town but you knew that Walter, your
son, was deeply involved. He was deeply involved in what, did you know? --- I
could not elaborate on that because he was a member of the ANC. But I wouldn't
know what part he played within the ANC.
Thank you very much. Why
know any reason? --- I do
They were speaking to the
got to Bloemfontein they
once more.

did Welkom Hospital refuse to admit your son? Do you
not know the reason why they refused to attend to him.
ambulance men and they never spoke to me. And when we
never attended him and we had to come back to Welkom

And in your statement you say that your son was chopped with a space at Dr
Zwane's surgery by the anti-Comrades and you say you got that story from
Dr Zwane. --- That is correct.
Do you think that if we went to Dr Zwane he could
/identify
identify these people who chopped your son? --- I believe that if he does know
them he could point them out but I do not know what he saw.
Again in your statement somewhere you say that on two occasions the presiding
magistrate of Theunissen called you to his office and said that he was sent by
the South African Police to inform you that they could not find your son's
murderers. Do you know who this magistrate is? Do you know his name? --- I don't
remember the magistrate's name.
You don't know where he is now? Had he moved or not? --- I have no idea as to
his whereabouts.
Where is Dibuka and Patrick? --- Dibuka ran away during that time. He went to
Bloemfontein. I think they said she's staying in Heilbron(?). Patrick Mwilwa
also went to Qwa-Qwa during that time.
He left his business? --- They took them with.
So if we want to get in touch with Dibuka we could try and get him around
Bloemfontein. --- I think you can get her in Virginia because she's conducting a
business in Virginia in the centre of town. It's also a shoe repair business.
And this one Patrick is at Qwa-Qwa? --- Yes, I understand he's in Qwa-Qwa but he
was shot in Qwa-Qwa when he arrived. Only his wife has survived him.
Is he dead now? --- That is correct.
Do you know who shot him? --- I have no idea but I heard that he had been shot
in Qwa-Qwa.
Do you know the other names of the Comrades who were with your son when these
things were happening? --- Yes, I do. I still remember one of them. They
/have
have just spoken. They have just rendered their testimony. As well as a Mr
Nkatha, he's also present. He's one of the witnesses.
Are these Comrades here? --- Yes, some of them are present and they know about
this incident.
Can they stand so that I see them, if they are here. Okay, then it's easy
because we can - what is your name, by the way, you have already appeared here?

Yes, what was your name? (Reply inaudible) I'll get the spelling from this lady.
INTERPRETER: Josias Moago Monokoane.
CHAIRMAN: And the other Comrade? (Reply inaudible) Thank you. We'll have to come
back to you so as to get other messages from you. By the way, Dr Zwane - is he
still around here? --- Yes, he's still staying in Theunissen but his surgery is
in Tabong but I don't know whereabouts in Tabong.
Thank you very much, Ephraim, before I made a comment let me leave to the other
committee members if they've got a question.
PROF MAGWAZA: I have one or two questions. Who is Leno and Matima? I see that in
your statement you mention these two. --- Matima is a young boy. I don't know
whether he was attending school but he was shot on that very same day.
And Leno? --- Leno was also a victim. He was shot round about the 20th.
And do you know where the families are, that is Leno's and Matima's family? --Yes, I do know.
Ja, because we would like them also to come forward to the Truth Commission to
give statements. And
/secondly,
secondly, what happened to the case? Did you report the case to the police
station? Was there any police docket? --- No docket was opened. The last time I
heard about the case was when I had gone to see the magistrate who told me that
nobody had been brought forward for the murder of my son. And when I went back
to try and retrieve the statements as well as the docket a certain Constable
Ramahlaha said to me I shouldn't come and look for those things because it
reminds him of his house that was burnt down. And I asked him as to what my son
had to do with the burning down of his house.
It was Constable who? --- Ramahlaha.
Is he still around that police station? --- Yes, he's still at Theunissen Police
Station.
Thank you very much.
CHAIRMAN: Ephraim, thank you for coming. Your case too will be investigated and
we need to investigate to know who this magistrate is who deviated from the
process who prevented the court sitting by just telling you that the police say
that they don't find the murderer of your son. That process was wrong as you
rightly said so - that that thing had to go into the courts of law and that
thing never happened and of course we have eyewitnesses who are here who may be
called one day to give us some of the things we want to be clear about in this
case and Dibuka who is in Virginia. Also if we need him, we'll get hold of him.
Of course Patrick unfortunately ... (Tape ends. Subsequent tape commences
without overlap) ... I know that you didn't ask the permission to do anything
but I
/think
think why you came here you want us to investigate about the death of your son,
that is common knowledge. And also maybe I need to ask a question from you about
the health of your wife and maybe then about your health. After you had lost
your son, how was your health? Did is change, your health and your wife's
health? --- My wife's health changed drastically. She's got nerves and she's
suffering from heart disease and I was also severely affected because I never
rest, I always think about my son's death.

Do you get any medical treatment? --- I'm not getting any treatment.
Why don't you get it - I mean you and your wife? --- My wife is the one who was
getting treated but I haven't been attended to.
Is your wife still getting any treatment? --- Yes, she's the one who had been
attending the treatments but she takes time before she goes to see the doctor.
It's only when these nerves trouble her that she goes to see a doctor.
Where does she go and see the doctor? Does she pay? --- Yes, she does pay.
Thank you. You have also not had that. But maybe you need the medical treatment
both of you. We have noted that, that you may be needing medical treatment both
of you because of the trauma you have received after your son's death. We thank
you very much for coming to tell the painful story about the death of your son,
still very young to have been killed in this way. Give or love, our support and
prayer to your wife and your whole family. We shall be thinking about them.
/Thank
Thank you. --- I also thank you.
---------------------

/CHAIRMAN:
CHAIRMAN: Seipati Susan Moroane.
EXCHANGE OF GREETINGS BETWEEN CHAIRMAN AND WITNESS
CHAIRMAN: Thank you for coming to tell us about - which is a pain in your heart,
about the death in detention of one of your beloved ones. Now, before you tell
the story, you are supposed to take an oath that what you are going to say here
is the truth and nothing else and God being your helper, you are going to do it.
Can you stand please and take the oath.
--------------------SEIPATI SUSAN MOROANE (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
CHAIRMAN: The person who's going to be leading you through the process is my
colleague Mr Mdu Dlamini. Now, I want to call upon him.
MR DLAMINI: I greet you, Mrs Moroane. --- I greet you, Sir.
First, before you tell us your story, can I ask you tell us about your family?
Are you married? --- Yes, I'm married. I'm staying in Theunissen, No 302. I'm a
resident there. I got married there and I was also born there.
Is your husband still alive? --- No, my husband has since died.
How many children do you have? --- I have eight children.
Can you give us their ages or at least the years on which they were born? --- My
firstborn was born in 1953, my second-born was born in 1956. In 1958 is the
third-born. 1952 is my fourth-born. I believe my fifth-born was born in 1962.
/Okay,
Okay, can I remind you, Mama? You said the firstborn was born in 1953. The
second one 1956. The third one 1958. The fourth one, you said 1952, I suspect
you intended 1962. Am I right? --- Your right 1962.
Okay the next one? --- The other one was born in 1958.
Okay, can I assume that you mean 1968? --- That is correct, 1968.

Thank you. Then the next one? --- 1970.
Can you remember the next one? --- The other one was born in 1972.
Do you remember the last one? --- He was born in 1972.
Are there any school-going amongst them? --- They are all married.
They're all married now. No wonder you cannot remember their ages. --- Four died
and I'm left with four.
It's sad to hear that, Mama. And your son Ramareiki, when was he born? --Ramareiki was born in 1962.
Thank you. You are coming to tell us about the death in detention of your son
Ramareiki. Perhaps before you relate the story, can I ask one question? Was he a
member of any political organisation? --- Yes, he was but at the time that he
got arrested he was taken after the political activity had actually subsided.
When you say that the political activity had subsided, had there been any
problems before that? --- /Yes,
Yes, there were, but I've forgotten as to what was actually happening just
before he got arrested.
I see. Would you please tell us what happened in 1986 and also mentioning the
police officers who arrested him or who came home to fetch him? --- The came to
my place. It was a certain policeman by the name of Moatludi.
Thank you. Continue, Ma. --- It was only a day after he had been arrested and
then on the second day, on the morning of the second day, I was told that my son
had died. He had hanged himself with his shoelaces and we wanted to go and
enquire as to how he could and himself with his shoelaces. And the person told
us that he was no longer at the police station at that moment because we wanted
to go and see him. And this policeman who had come to inform us also informed us
that we would not get my son at the police station in Theunissen because he had
been taken to Bloemfontein. And we were quite surprised at that type of
behaviour as to why he was taken to Bloemfontein because he knew the family
quite well. Why couldn't he come and tell us that my son had died? Why was he
taken to Bloemfontein? And he said we will know after he had been returned from
Bloemfontein as to how he died. We ran up and down to Bloemfontein trying to get
my son's corpse. Then he went away with a certain policeman to go and fetch the
corpse in Bloemfontein and we were told to bury him but we never got his death
certificate up till today.
When he was transferred to Bloemfontein was it after his death as far as you
know? --- Yes, it was after his death. I think he was arrested today and the
/following
following day he died and he was taken out of Theunissen after he had died. But
there was so much confusion we did not actually know what happened. Which
happened before, which was it? Was he taken to Bloemfontein after or before
death?
Was there any inquest, that is the court inquiry, to find out what actually
killed him? --- We made some effort to go to the charge office to try and
enquire but nobody could help us. Each time we got to the charge office, they
would all go out of the charge office and we would be left all by ourselves in
the charge office.
Were you ever called in the Magistrate's Court at any stage? --- I was never
called by the magistrate at any stage. Nobody came to us to inform us as to what

had happened. We buried my son in the dark.
According to your statement the police alleged that he was arrested, firstly,
for having fought with somebody and then later they changed their story and
claimed that he had been arrested for theft. Were there any complainants? Did
they tell you the names of the people who had complained on these two occasions?
--- There were no complainants because we believed that if the complainants came
forward we would get the true story behind his death. But the following day when
we prepared ourselves to go and ask as to why he was arrested we were never
told. They just told us that he had died.
Do you know whether a post mortem examination was conducted and which doctor
conducted it? --- I don't know anything of that nature taking place.
/In your
In your statement you mentioned a police officer Moloi as the one who came to
tell you that your son had died. Police Officer Moloi, is he still around? Is he
still at Theunissen? --- He's here in Welkom.
He's now in Welkom? --- That is correct.
Do you know the police station concerned here in Welkom? --- I'm not quite clear
on this aspect but I know he's in Welkom.
Ja, I'm sure it will be easy to find him. And the officer who fetched him from
his house, that is your son, Moatludi, do you know his whereabouts? --- He's in
Theunissen.
Have you seen him after the death of your son and has he said anything to you? -- He has never said anything to me but I've seen him several times.
Thank you, Mama. We have noted your concern that you would like to get to the
truth surrounding the death of your son. We'll try our best and ask you for the
co-operation and the help of the two known people, namely Moatludi and Moloi, to
help us. And also we have noted your request on behalf of the community for more
schools to be built and we'll convey that request to the State President who
will decide after we have finalised the whole work of the Truth Commission in
two years time. I will not hand over back to the Chairman.
CHAIRMAN: Thank you. Mrs Gcabashe?
MRS GCABASHE: I want to take you a little bit further back. I do understand that
this is a very painful story for you to keep on repeating it, but we just want
to get some clarity on certain aspects. According to your statement the police
were giving you different versions
/as to
as to how your son died. They first alleged that he had robbed a house and he
had fought with someone. As he was involved in politics, do you know as to which
political organisation he was affiliated to? --- He was affiliated to the ANC.
How long was he in the ANC? --- It was quite some time but I can't say
accurately as to the number of years.
CHAIRMAN: Professor Magwaza
PROF MAGWAZA: The question I would like to address you, Mama Moroane, is about
you and your family. How has this experience affected you and your children? --It has affected us quite adversely because we are traumatised by the situation.
I'm always depressed and even his brother died when he was at work and the other
one is not even working.

I can see that, you know, you're very hurt. Are you getting any treatment for
your health? --- Yes, I do go to the clinic to get some treatment.
And it's treatment for what? --- They say I've got high blood.
Did you have it before your son died or is it something that developed
afterwards? --- I suffered from high blood after my son's death and when the
second one died the situation became worse.
Can I ask one question? What happened to your second son? How did he die? Your
other son, how did he die? --- Are you referring to the one who died while he
was at work?
Yes? --- He was stabbed at work but we do not know as to how he died because he
was brought home
/already
already dead.
I think, Mama Moroane, you have a very tragic story about your family which was
so big and now what has tragically befell your family. And I understand why your
health has been affected. One of the things which we try to do is to help. We
look at how we can help as soon as possible in come other instances and, for
people like you, like to make arrangements with the Health Department to see how
they can investigate your condition and help you as much as they can. But for
other things as has already been stated, we have noted everything and we will
pass it to the President. Thank you very much.
CHAIRMAN: Thank you, Mama Seipati. There's something which is very impressive
about your request, this one about - thinking about the community. Our schools
are really bad in the townships. That you could link this with the request of
your son's death is something very marvellous. That you still think about the
community in spite of the fact that you have lost so much. Even the husband who
shared with you this pain of your son's death is no more with you to be with you
and support you. Mr Mdu Dlamini has already said - and this had been reiterated
by Professor Simangele - that we have noted all this and we shall channel it to
the government. And also these people who are mentioned here, Policeman Moloi
and Policeman Moatludi, the investigation unit of the TRC will try by all means
to see if they cannot come forward and tell us about the story about how your
son died whilst he was in the cell. Thank you very much, Mama. God bless you.
--------------------- /CHAIRMAN:
CHAIRMAN: Now, the next witness is going to be Patrick Morake.
EXCHANGE OF GREETINGS BETWEEN CHAIRMAN AND WITNESS
CHAIRMAN: Thank you for coming to give
your heart eating you and through the
that people can tell their stories. But
to stand up and take an oath that what
being your helper.

us the story which has been a cancer in
grace of God the TRC was introduced so
before you do that I'm going to ask you
you are going to say here is true, God

--------------------PATRICK MORAKE (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
CHAIRMAN: Now, I'm going to ask one of my colleagues, Mrs ReginA Gcabashe, to
lead you in the process as you tell your story.
MRS GCABASHE: Good afternoon, Mr Morake. How are you feeling today? --- I'm
fine.

As the Chairman has already said that I'm going to help you to lead your
testimony so that we should get the facts as to what happened. Just before we
start I would like to ask you as to how old you were at the time that this took
place. --- I was 20 years old at the time.
Are you still staying at the very same place where you were staying when this
took place, that is at Jewel Park? --- That is correct. I'm still staying there.
According to your statement you said this happened - you were shot at by the Wit
Wolwe. Can you please explain - or even before you explain just tell us briefly
about your family as to whether you still have parents, have you got any
siblings? --- There are
/two boys
two boys at home. I still have parents but at the moment my father has since
passed away as well as my elder brother so I'm left with one brother as well as
my mother.
Is your mother working? --- No, my mother is not employed.
Are you employed? --- Yes, I am employed.
Where are you working? --- I'm working at the Beatrix mine.
You can now relate your story. --- It was in 1993 but I don't quite remember the
month or the date but it was on a Saturday, Saturday evening. It was at about
7.00 in the evening. I was preparing myself to go to Bloemfontein and I took my
car. I was driving my car together with my friend. Just before we got to
Brandfort, about ten kilometres outside Brandfort, we heard some gunshots and
the car that was driving behind us was a microbus and they were shooting at us
from the back. They shot at the back windscreen and they kept on shooting at us
up to that time that I lost control of the car and the car went out of the road
and it capsized just nearby the road. I don't know what happened to my friend
because each and every one of us was concerned about our own lives. When I
looked at the people who were in the Kombi, they were wearing khaki garments.
They were white people. And they kept on shooing at us. They were actually
attempting to kill us. And I heard my friend screaming but I don't know whether
he was shot at that time and I started running. I didn't even know where I was
running to but I just wanted to save my live at that time because I realised
that we were going to
/get killed
get killed so we left the car there at that moment. I kept on running as far as
my feet could carry me and I hid myself in a certain pipe that I got. After
about quite some time, when I realised that I was out of danger, I came out of
the pipe and asked a certain person to help me. I was taken by the police to the
Brandfort Police Station. They attempted to phone certain police for back-up as
well as the station commander but no police came to give me any assistance as
well as the station commander was nowhere to be found. And it was black
policemen who were at work on duty at that day and they were also scared to go
to the scene of the crime. They said it was a usual occurrence that black people
would be shot at and they said I should remain at the charge office and we would
go to that scene the following morning. We went there the following morning to
check as to what had happened. Whatever was in the car had been smashed. The
lights were smashed, the windscreen was smashed and the car looked as if they
had climbed on top of the roof and hopped or jumped on top of it and they
discovered two bullet cartridges and the holes that were in the car were
innumerable. We went back to the police station, that is the Brandfort Police
Station, and when we got there I made a statement and I was also told that these
bullet cartridges would be taken for forensic examination or for ballistic
tests. They phoned my parents. When my parents came to fetch me they also took

me to a certain doctor and at the time I didn't know where my friend was. I had
absolutely no idea as to what had happened to him and at the time the police
/were
were still investigating as to his whereabouts. He was discovered in the mealie
fields later on and he was badly injured. I was taken to a doctor's surgery.
They took me to Dr Storm and they sutured me. I was also put in a plaster of
Paris and I was awaiting that I was going to be called for the case or to be
told as to what happened to the bullet cartridges and what were the results. I
never got the results thereof but what I got were insults which I got from a
certain person that I suspect was also a boer. The station commander told me
that, "You kaffir, what do you want? Do you want to die?" I replied him and I
told him that if it was my time to die I was prepared to die but that was the
same thing that was going to happen to him. That's how we had an altercation
because I felt very heartsore. And the case was never dealt with. Nothing was
done. No investigations were made and I was never notified of anything. I just
saw this in the newspaper. That is all that happened in that case.
We've heard about what happened to you and at the time it was a very common
occurrence that black people would just be shot at by certain white people.
That's why people were always warned not to be in the streets late at night.
Now, we just want to find out this aspect. In your statement you speak about the
Wit Wolwe. Can you please explain to us as to who is the Wit WolWe, according to
your knowledge? --- According to my knowledge and even when you watched TV
during those times, you would see them. The had their khaki uniform. They were
always khaki clad and they were only white people and they speak Afrikaans.
That's /how I
how I realised that these were the Wit Wolwe. Even the black police that I came
across at the police station said it was the Wit Wolwe.
Is there any other sign? --- They were driving a microbus. What I now is that
the registration was OBB but I don't remember the number.
Which town is OBB? --- It's Brandfort.
Where did you first meet these people? --- We first saw them when I was pouring
fuel into my car at Theunissen and I had gone into the shop to buy some
cigarettes.
Who is Sinawa? Is it your friend? --- Yes, it's my friend.
Is Sinawa his real name? --- Yes, it's his name but it's his nickname. His
surname is Mogomo.
You've also stated in your statement that you went to report this matter to the
police and when they got Mogomo, how was he? --- He had been badly injured. He
was injured on the leg and he had scratches. I think they were consequent to him
being scratched by the fences when he tried to escape.
(Question not interpreted) --- It was De Beer.
You said the policemen were scared to go to the scene of the crime. Do you know
as to why they were scared to go there? --- (Response not interpreted)
You said the police didn't want to go to the scene of the crime on that very
same day. They were scared? --- Yes, I did say so.
What was the reason? --- They told me that this was a very common occurrence and
the very same people who told me, they said the Wit Wolwe shoot. They also
/shoot

shoot at the police. They also fight with the police. I was just close to
Brandfort when this happened.
So you travelled by foot? --- Yes, I did.
What happened to the case? --- There was never any case.
Did you make any attempt to report the matter and hear as to what the outcome
was? --- I tried to go to the police. That's where I was insulted and told that
I was a kaffir and I never went back to the police station and I never got the
results of the ballistic tests.
What about your friend? How is he since this happened? Did he ever get any
treatment? --- He never got any treatment.
He never received any treatment? --- No, he never received any treatment.
Did he just heal all by himself? --- Yes, he did and he was quite athletic. He
was a sportsman but thereafter he was never the same. He's walking with a limp
and he's no longer athletic.
How is he? --- He's walking with a limp.
(Question not interpreted) --- He never went to the doctor. I don't actually
recall him going to the doctor.
Is he employed? --- No, he's not employed.
Why isn't he employed? Is it because of the injuries that he sustained on that
day? --- I think that could be the reason or maybe simply that he just can't get
a job.
How do you feel ever since this has happened? --- This occurrence changed my
life so drastically. I feel
/I have
I have this deep hatred for a white person. When I see a white person,
especially at night I have these negative thoughts and even at work when I white
person speaks to me I just look at him. I totally distrust them because during
the day they are people and in the evening they are killers. Even when I'm
driving a car and passing through Brandfort these thoughts come back to me so
vividly as if it only happened yesterday. I just don't know how to explain this.
Each time I think of this occurrence and I think of this attack ... (incomplete)
What happened to your car? --- It was my family's car. This car was towed away
from the scene because they had actually broken everything in the car and it was
a write-off. It couldn't be driven any more.
Now, when you say, ever since this incident took place and you have this
problematic relationship with white people, did you ever try to get any
treatment or some counselling with regard to that? --- No, I've never thought of
getting any treatment because I feel that where they are, they are the ones who
should be getting the treatment. I think where they are they are the ones who
are supposed to receive the treatment because I think they were the ones who are
sick.
And is Dr Storm still in Theunissen? --- Yes, he is.
Did he ever give you any letters with regard to the treatment that you received?
--- No, he just treated me but he never gave me any letters or documents.
Do you know his address? If we want to contact him is it possible for you to

show us or tell us where to
/get him?
get him? --- Yes, we can get him easily.
Thanks very much Patrick. As I said before that this occurrence was not an
unusual thing. This is what shows that we are coming from an era of doom but we
do appreciate the fact that you were saved. You survived the whole incident and
we hope that even your friend will be able to undergo some treatment because he
should be very disturbed. We've got people in here who are designated to do that
duty of helping you with regard to getting treatment. --- My mother is always
telling me that I'm problematic and she always tells me about the car that I was
driving on that day and this makes me not to be able to forget that particular
incident. At time I even feel that if I had money, I could just buy this car and
give it to her.
The advice that I can give you is that yourself and your mother have been very
traumatised by this incident so I want you to have the courage because it's not
of her own doing that she's behaving in the manner that she's doing. You both
need help because you've been through so much trauma and you've been through so
much hardship. We do understand her situation as well as yours. You should try
to get some counselling or some psychiatric examination. We can see that you are
really traumatised and troubled by this tragedy. We hope that you find it in
your heart to get some help for yourself as well as your mother so that you live
positively. We thank you very much. I will hand over to the Chairperson.
CHAIRMAN: Anybody want to say something.
PROF MAGWAZA: I have just one.
/CHAIRMAN:
CHAIRMAN: Professor Magwaza.
PROF MAGWAZA: I have just one question. We're interested in knowing how you were
injured and to what extent were you injured during the car accident. --- My arm
was injured. I received quite a number of stitches but the police that I
reported to never even took me to the hospital where I could get immediate
attention. I don't know how I sustained my injuries, I just had a big cut on my
arm. And I was put in a plaster of Paris on my right arm and I was stitched on
the left arm - several stitches.
You injuries, have they affected the use of your arm? --- My arm does function
but I'm having problems with the right arm because I think something happened
because when I write my hands gets tired very quickly and I have to put the pen
down, relax for quite a few minutes then start writing once more. I think I got
injured in the joint. The bone was dislocated. That's the problem that I have.
Okay, thank you very much, Patrick. One thing I want to say is that I think you
taught us one thing her today that you should not always think the witnesses are
the sick people, that the perpetrators there, they're sick. They also need to
get some help. I think that was a very important point which you made to us.
Thank you very much.
CHAIRMAN: Patrick, thank your for coming here to tell your story. I want to
assure you that you need a treatment just as our perpetrators. I want to repeat
that, you need the treatment just as your perpetrators. I think the whole thing
of the Truth Commission is that
/the victim
the victim must be helped and then the perpetrator must be helped. That's what I

just want to say. You need to tell yourself you also need a treatment just as
you have rightly said that the perpetrators need the treatment because they need
to be healed and retain that ubuntu which God had given them. And also I hope by
your telling this story it may start a healing process in you because the whole
aim of the Truth Commission is that of healing. I know that you are severely
wounded physically and emotionally and otherwise. That's why you are speaking
about that and I hope that your telling the story has started a process of
healing in you because these things were locked in your chest and you never had
an opportunity of telling this story about them. I hope since you started
telling the story even this hate for the white people may be changed. I think
you hated the white people because of the context of which you found yourselves,
how they treated you. If you go to other areas you find that they hate the
blacks who treated them badly. I think they are related to own context. It must
be clear that even if these people were blacks you would still stay I hate these
black people because of the treatment they gave me. But I want to say that by
telling this story we shall try by all means to recommend what we have said here
to the government and also you need to get counselling because we were created
as human beings not to hate by to love. Once you start hating, it means that
there's something wrong with you and we hope that the counselling which you may
get, as my colleague Mrs Gcabashe has been saying that you need to get the
counselling to help you
/so that
so that this kind of hurt and hate may be changed in something which is very
positive so that the Truth Commission may fulfil its aim for what it was made to
do. Then we thank you very much for coming here to tell your very sad story and
I would encourage you to encourage your Senama home to come forward and see the
statement takers so that he can also have an opportunity to tell his story
because that is the whole aim. You've just mentioned him but he has not had a
chance of himself coming forward to tell his own story, to pour out his own
pain. So would you please encourage him to come forward and also write his
statement so that he can tell his own story. Thank you very much.
---------------------

/CHAIRMAN:
CHAIRMAN: Now, the next witness but one is Isiah Pule Nkate. (Tape ends.
Subsequent tape commences mid-sentence without overlap) ... about the abduction
and the torture of Comrades and also your assault and the stabbing and the
burning of your car by those who did it. But before you can stand up and tell
this sad story, I want to ask you to stand and take an oath that all what you're
going to say here is the truth and that you're going to tell it God being your
helper.
--------------------ISIAH PULE NKATE (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
CHAIRMAN: Professor Simangele Magwaza will be leading you through as you tell
your story. I give him to you now.
PROF MAGWAZA: We welcome you, Baba Nkate, and also we thank you very much for
having been so patient and waited for so long to tell us about our story. It is
a special story. Each and every story here is special to us. Before you start I
would like to refer to your statement which says that you live in No 73 at
Masilo, Theunissen. You were born in 1943 and that here you are going to make a
statement about Dibuka anti-Comrades who abducted and tortured Comrades,
assaulted and stabbed you as well as burned your car. Before we get into this
event, can you please tell us just more about your family? --- I have four
children. The elder one has 30 years, the other one has 27 years, the other one
has 25 years, the last-born has 22 years.
Do you have a wife? --- Yes, I have a wife. My wife is 50 years old. She's not
working.
Are you working? --- I'm not working. I left
/work
work in 1988.
What has made it difficult for you to find a job? --- I left work in 1988. The
reason the name I was called with which is "Kaffir". Then I saw it's better to
leave before I fight with the person. As from 1988 I made the decision that I
would work with my hands and God has given me a mind. I continued that, to work
with my hands to be a mechanic until this day.
Your political affiliation. You, according to your statement, you belong to a
party which is called SANCOR. Can you tell us more? It's not a party - a
organisation called SANCOR. Can you tell us more about that organisation? --This organisation called SANCOR it ... (inaudible) ... the community that every
complaint is taking to them and they are the people who talk with the
authorities, white authorities so that everything should be smooth.
Next can you tell me about what was happening at that time when your Comrades
were abducted, tortured and when you were also stabbed? What was the situation?
--- The first thing, I was elected by the community on the 6th of January 1990
to be their representative. I went like that in January, February and March and
on the 10th of March at about quarter past eight then Mangnani Masodi(?) came to
me. Then he said Tabang Sigwedi has been abducted. Then I asked him who abducted
him. Then he said to me it's Banasi anti-Comrades. Then I said, "Where are they

from?" Then he said, "Uncle, it doesn't help to talk. It's better to come and
see. You are the leader in the community, yes?" Then he said, "Come and see."
Then I said it's okay. Then I put on my clothes. /Then
Then I went into my car. We were both of us in the car. Then I said to him, "Let
us start at Ramalali's place." We entered Ramalali's house and Ramalali's wife
said, "Ramalali has left. He has fled the area because Moda's Comrades were here
with a gun in his hand. So Ramalali had fled." Then I went to Seuntjie. Then he
said Seuntjie's also not there. Then I said, "Why do you flee, because you are
all men?" When I was facing the car Ramalali came. Then I said, "I came to you".
Then he wanted to tell me what was said ... (inaudible) ... then I said, "it
doesn't help to tell me. The best thing is to get into the car and leave." Then
I said, "Where is Seuntjie?" Then he told me that he doesn't know where
Seuntjie. When were at the corner in Maputle's direction, whom we were with in
the SANCOR committee, Seuntjie came and he was whistling. Then he arrived at us
and then he got into the car. Then he asked, "Where are we going?" Then I said,
"We go to Maputle." We call him Ramalata. Then we went to Oupa Maputle's house.
We explained to Oupa Maputle what was happening. My name on the ID is Pule then
my nickname is Habanyani. Then he said to me, "Habi, wait a little bit. We have
to talk with this person tomorrow morning." Then I said, "Our negotiation with
this person will not help because what I've seen now, the situation is tense."
(Inaudible) .. for a moment. We have lots of names here. If you could explain
who those people are? Just to clarify before you get on. Mangcani, Tabani,
Ramalela, Seuntjie, Maputle, were they all Comrades, the people you have
mentioned? --- All of these people
/who are
who are the same organisation with me, we're all ANC members.
And who are the people you wanted to speak to? You said you had to speak to
these people. Who are these people? --- What we arrived at Maputle, Maputle said
to us that they have a negotiation. He has arranged for a meeting with the
business people to meet with Mr Mwilwa so that they will be able to hear what is
the problem so that ... (intervention)
Who is this chap Mwilwa? --- Patrick
supermarket and he owned taxis again.
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Okay, you can carry on. Was he an anti-Comrade - Mwilwa, was ... (intervention)
--- Yes, he was against the Comrades.
Fine, okay. --- Then I said to Maputle, "It doesn't help because the situation
is tense. Isn't it better that we should fight. You hear that people's children
have been abducted. We don't know what's happening to them. Maybe they're going
to be killed and we are sitting - you want to sit down and negotiate with these
people. It was better for us to go and fight with these people." Then he said to
me, "Malaka, leave that." Then I said to these people, "Let's go." Then we went
out. When I was in the car I said to these people who are in the car, "I'm
smelling blood." Then I said I was smelling blood on my nose. Then I said,
"First thing, we go to where Tabang was abducted to find out what is happening."
Then they said, "Yes, let's go." Then we went with my car. When we went to the
tavern the Kombi appeared. Mwilwa's Kombi came and it
/was fast.
was fast. It was flickering the lights. Then I said, "They're mad. I'm not going
to stop." When I turned in the direction of the tavern it was near us. Then from
there they started insulting. Then I said to the people I was with, "You see
these people, they are now fighting." Then I said to them, "What is your
intention?" Then they said, "We will see." We were not nearer the tavern. It was
about where I'm sitting up to the corner there at the back. They wanted to move
in front of me. Then I stand before the tavern. Then I could feel the doors were

opening and the people I was with were no more there and I was the only one left
in the car. It was at that time when these people were confronting me and I
could see two Kombis now and with a van and all these people were confronting
me. In front, I remember, it was Mogeti Dibuka. On the left-hand side was
Koster. Others were in the middle. Mogeti Dibuka was having his gun in the right
hand and with an iron bar in his left hand. When he came nearer me I was looking
at him. He took his gun to his left hand and then he took the iron bar to his
left hand. Then he started breaking the car. Then he said, "Are you looking at
you?" Then he became to assault me. It was then that I discovered that these
people are fighting. Then I came nearer to the other one, then I started beating
him, then I took his axe. Then I defended myself with an axe. While I was still
fighting, I don't know where these people came from. There were two people who
knew me. These people were just from work. Those people were the ones who
mediated. It was injured by that time. They took me
/inside
inside the tavern. Then they wanted me to wash but I said, "If I'm going to wash
now, I'm going to set much of the blood." After they put me with asyn(?) then
the owner of the tavern said to me, "What is the problem?" Then I said, "I don't
know." I explained everything what has happened. Then he said, "Let's got to the
police station." I said, "Okay, let's go." We went to his car. It was my myself,
it was him, this is another boy called Justice who's now a man. We were three of
us. At the corner the police van arrived. Then it stopped. Then we went to that
police van. When we arrived at that van we found that it's Constable Zwayi. It's
another sergeant called Spilar. Then the ... (intervention)
(Inaudible) ... I think we're trying to as much to capture information. There's
too many names that are coming out and creating a problem because we don't know
who those people are and they're not in the statement. So if you mentioned
people, could you explain to us who they are, or just tell us about those that
are in the statement. --- Constable Zwayi arrived there as a policeman. That is
the person I explained to him, as a policeman. Then he said to me, "It is better
for you to go to the police station and make a statement there." Then I said to
him, "Please guard this car." Then he said to me, "Do you see now that the
situation is tense?" Then I said to him, "Whether the situation is tense or not,
it is your responsibility to guard my car." Then he said to this white policeman
- then the other policeman said, "No, I'm not going to do that. I'm leaving."
Then I said, "That's okay." I said to
Miss Moloyi
Miss Moloyi, "Let's leave." Then we left with the car. When we arrived at the
police station we found Constable Kabayi who was in charge at that time. He
asked us what is our problem, then we explained to him what happened and how I
was assaulted. Then at that time Zwayi arrived. Then Zwayi told the policeman in
charge to take our statements. After he said that Constable Kabayi said to him,
"There is nowhere I can take the statements because after I've done that, when
Van Rooyen is going to come, he's going to destroy them. It is better for them
to leave. They will see how the would come back." Then I said, "That's okay."
When I left there, I went to the doctor. Then I asked Sisross(?) to drop me at
the doctor so that I should be stitched. Then he said to me, "That's okay." When
we arrived at the doctor that's where we entered. Then he said, "The doctor is
there. Now I'm leaving." We found another Comrade who was lying there being
shot. After a moment Van Rooyen arrived, then he asked the doctor, whilst the
doctor was still examining me, then he said to the doctor, "Who is this one?"
Then the doctor explained that, "This is a person that I'm going to examine.
He's been injured at the tavern." Then he said, "About this one?" Then he said,
"This one is the one who's shot." The he said, after I've been stitched, "I'm
going to arrest him and lock him at the cells." Then I kept quiet. After he said
that, the doctor said to him, "You are not disturbing me because I'm doing my
work, so possibly you've got to leave so that I should do my work. You'll come
when I'm finished." Then Van Rooyen said, "How long are you going to take?" The
doctor

/said,
said, "I don't know." Then the doctor said, "I'm going to examine you quickly.
You are now old. You will see how you ... (incomplete). Dr Zwane stitched me.
When he was supposed to have the last stitch, the van stopped outside.
Can I disturb you for a moment, because I think I would like to clarify some
things here before we get on or else we'll lose some of the information. If you
could just - I would like just to go back to clarify a few things. I would like
to clarify - if you could give me the specific names of the Comrades that were
abducted, who were those Comrades? The Comrades who were abducted. --- The other
one is Kabansi Diyani. That's the one - I don't know about others. I don't
remember their names well.
So you know about Thamani? --- Yes.
And could you tell us more about these other people you have mentioned,
Mangcani, Thabani, Ramalela, I think you said they were all Comrades. --- This
Mangcani -Mangcani Masodi is my niece. Seuntjie Mabitle - we are staying in the
same street. Together with Ramalale we stay in the same street. And Tabang
Sibiyani is staying down but all of them are members of the ANC.
Okay, that's what I would like to hear. And the two men who assisted you, who
were those two men? --- I don't know their names but the other one is
Libothe(?). Other's went to Lesotho, have went to Lesotho.
The name Rose Maloyi. She's still around? --- She still there.
Then who's the station - you said the station
/commander
commander came and threatened to arrest you. What's the name of the station
commander? --- The name is Van Rooyen.
Oh, it was Van Rooyen. Okay. You talk about Constable Zwayi and Miss Baloyi. Who
are those people? --- Constable Zwayi is a policeman. He's still there in
Masilo. Then this Kabayi, Constable Kabayi, is no more there. He's at Ladybrand
now. He has been transferred to Ladybrand Police Station.
Okay. Then you said you were assaulted. You suffered some injuries. What type of
injuries did you suffer? --- After I was being assaulted, I was stabbed with a
panga. At that time when I was fighting with them, they tried to hit me with a
van so I fell on top of the van and then fell down and my back has been injured.
Then you continue to say your car was banged by Dibuka. Your car was banged by
Dibuka. --- That's true.
Who gave you that information - who told you? If you were told by Makatha and
Moredi that your car was banged by Dibuka. Who is Makatha and Moredi? --- Those
are ANC members. Steven Makatha is an ANC member. Moroso Moredi is an ANC
member.
You know where they stay? --- They're still staying at Masilo.
Did you report - did you have a court case on this? Was there a court case? --Not at all. When I went - the CIDs whom I contacted then, they told me there's
nothing they can do.
Okay. Well, I think you have given us quite a very /detailed
detailed story or information about what happened to you and I notice here as
well that you talk about compensation for your physical injuries. To what extent

did the assault affect your hand because you're talking about - you give the
impression that probably you are no longer the same person after this assault. -- That's true because I have nervous problem and my left hand is not able to
function well.
Are you getting any treatment? --- Yes, I went to doctors and I'm even tired
now.
It's not helping? --- It doesn't help at all. I trust only in God.
Okay. Thank you very much Mr Nkate and we have noted whatever you have said and
if you are angry, sometimes it's understood when people are angry that sometimes
we have to reach a point where we let go our anger but your anger is well
understood. And as we have already stated that whatever information you have
given us, we have noted everything and that our role here is to collect all this
information, convey it to the State President who will look at all the similar
cases and then he will have to make recommendations. Again I would like to
conclude by saying that I think you are a very powerful person and you still
come across as a very powerful person so I appreciate that you have had the
strength irrespective of all what has happened to you. Okay, thank you very
much. --- I also thank you.
CHAIRMAN: Thank you, Isiah, for telling your story of your suffering and there's
no word which has edified me as the last word when you say that although the
doctors have not helped you, you really trust in God. That
/means
means that you still have that humanity in you in spite of all these tortures
and what not because once we cannot even trust our Maker Almighty then it would
mean that there is something severely wrong with us. I'm pleased that at least
there's that element in you which has not been destroyed, that one of trusting
in your God. As the fellow colleague has just said, we shall follow your story.
There are people here who failed to do their duties like Constable Kabayi who
refused to take the statement. He showed some prejudice and I don't believe that
a policeman, who has to save the community, must act that way. And of course
there is Theunissen station commander Van Rooyen who was threatening to arrest
you. Those things will be followed up to see why those things did happen. And as
the fellow colleague has just said that we have noted your concerns and
requests, we shall pass them - we have no power to give anything but we'll pass
the recommendation to the government. Although you say that the doctors have not
helped you but I think you are very disturbed emotionally. You'd need a kind of
counselling by a psychologist. It would really advise you - one can detect in
you some kind of anger which is still there. You need to be helped to go through
this process of anger and to get ... (inaudible) ... because if it remains with
you, it is also going to destroy you as a person. So we have got the facilities
here which we've said, the people to conduct ... (inaudible) ... so that you
could approach them so that you can take you to that channel. One is just
sitting next to you there. They are working in this region as the Truth
Commission.
/Anyway,
Anyway, thank you for coming here. We appreciate it very much. Thank you. --- I
also thank you.
---------------------

/CHAIRMAN:
CHAIRMAN: Now we take the last one. That is Thashima Gloria Dippa. This is the
last one. I greet you. Who is Thashima here among you.
MRS DIPPA: I am Thashima, Sir.
CHAIRMAN: And the one who is accompanying you, who is she?
MRS DIPPA: This is my eldest daughter.
CHAIRMAN: She's just accompanying you or she's also going to say something?

MRS DIPPA: She's accompanying me. She would like to say a word.
CHAIRMAN: Okay, then it means - what is her name for our records.
MRS DIPPA: She is Puleng.
CHAIRMAN: Okay, then it means that both of you have to take an oath. Thashima
can you stand up and take an oath that what you're going to say here is the
truth. (Mrs Dippa takes the oath) Puleng, can you also take an oath. (Miss Dippa
takes the oath) Thank you. I'm going to guide you to be closer to your
statement. I'm going to channel you through. I'll be using some questions in
some instances because the day is old, the day is really old, so that we can
finish in time.
--------------------THASHIMA GLORIA DIPPA (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
CHAIRMAN: Me Thashima, can you just give us just a picture of your family? Do
you have the husband? Where is he? How many children do you have, etcetera? --I'm a divorcee. I have six children. Three of them passed away including one I'm
going to tell you about.
/Were
Were the other two sick apart from this one who passed away? --- Two of them
were sick and they passed away.
And the remaining three can you tell us their ages? --- The one sitting next to
me is 30 years old.
That is Puleng? --- Yes, she is Puleng. The second one comes after Puleng,
that's the one that is bringing me here today and the third-born was born in
1969.
Yes. --- It's Puleng and the one that passed away and I have three children that
are still alive and my grandchild. Puleng is 30 years, Tarantuleng is 22 and
Mozo is 20 years old and Costa is 10 years old.
Do you have any children who are still in school? --- Yes, Sir.
How many are they? --- It's Mozo. Mozo is at Welkom College and the grandchild
that I've just told you about is at Tluluhelong in Tabong and the other one who
is 22 years old is working. He got employment last month.
Did your husband divorce you after the death of your son or before? --- It was
before the death of my son.
Thank you. Can we now come next to the story? I'm going to lead you by questions
so that we don't take much time. Is it true that Kenneth fled the country in
June 1986? --- That's correct.
Is it true that by that time he was a Form 3 student at Lebonang High School? -- That's correct, Sir.
Did he belong to any political organisation? --- /He was
He was a member of the ANC.
What about the other members of your family? Did they belong to any political
organisation, including yourself? --- I was in the ANC and the rest of my
family.

Thank you. When your son fled the country, what was happening there around in
Tabong in Welkom? What activity, what events were happening? --- The youth was
fighting and the police were looking all over for them. He decided to skip the
country because they used to come home to look for him. He would just come in
and talk to us while on his feet and immediately leave. Each time he was in the
house and a car passes by he would jump the fence and go away. The police came
to my house in the morning, in the noonday and in the evening and Hugo came to
my house almost every day wearing a short pants with a gun in his arm and they
would always search the house, tore every paper they come across and they would
turn up the beds. And I kept on tell them every time they came into my house
that he doesn't spend his nights here any more.
Who was that Hugo? --- He was a policeman.
Was he stationed in Tabong Police Station? --- He was at the police station in
town.
Do you remember if he's still there? --- I really do not know.
It is true that before your son let he was always detained and he once spent two
week in detention? --- Yes, he was always in the cells and he spent two weeks in
detention.
Is it true that when he was there in detention in
/Tabong
Tabong Police Station he was tortured and then his right arm was damaged? --It's true, because he came home the other day and his arm was injured and he was
telling us that his ears are really damaged. The police assaulted him in such a
way that he nearly died. One of the policemen said, "Please, don't hit him like
this", but, through the grace of God, he didn't die.
Did he give you the names of the police who tortured him? --- He didn't give me
the names of those policemen who assaulted him.
And did he give you the name of the police who was so merciful to beg mercy for
him? --- He didn't tell me anything really because I was so confused. He just
said to me, "Mother, they nearly killed me and my arm is not good any more and I
don't know what's going to happen with my ears because they assaulted me." He
didn't tell us the names really.
Did he see the doctor? --- He never went to see a doctor.
Why? Was there any reason? --- Yes, there was a reason not to go and see the
doctor. We didn't have money because his father was already out of the house and
there wasn't any other way to get money to send him to the doctor. There was no
peace at all. There was no peace between myself and his father.
Thank you, Mama, it's very sad. When your son left and he went to exile, did he
tell you where he was going to? --- Yes, he told me that he was leaving but he
never mentioned the place. He came to me - I remember it was at about 7 o'clock.
What year was that? --- It was in 1986. I was
/in their
in their bedroom. That is on the day he left. It was about 7 o'clock in the
evening. I was lying on their bed and he took his school bag and he put is on
his back and he stood next to me - but is has been a long time - telling me
that, "Mum, I am going to leave this house because there is no peace in this
house. The father is not just at peace with anybody." He came to stand next to
me and we said, "Mum, I'm leaving today." He said, "Mum, I am going today." And

he sang me and he said, "We will go to other worlds and leave our parents
behind." And he left me and it didn't come to my mind that he was skipping the
country. He left and the next day I couldn't see him and I was asking myself
which direction has my son taken. There is another gentleman in our street who
was working at Robert's. This man went to Lesotho and he met my son in Maseru
and he gave this gentleman a letter and this gentleman was kind enough to bring
us this letter and it was written in his letter, "Mum, I'm skipping the country
today." That as the content of the letter and I believed that he left the
country. He wanted me to give his clothes to other people who were going to
Lesotho. A few friends came to fetch his clothes. I gave them his clothes and a
little amount of money. I do not know whether he got hold of the clothes as well
as the money.
When your son said that he was leaving because there was no peace in the house,
was your husband still there? --- Yes, the father was still in the house but
there was no peace. He was assaulting us in the house, including my son. And
when he left he had a scar on his forehead. The father was assaulting us with
iron /bars.
bars. We wouldn't sleep in the house. He was assaulting us every day from Monday
to the last day of the week, Sunday, he would assault us. I was the only one
harassed by the policemen. He wasn't prepared at all times to accompany me. I
was taken by the policemen with no shoes at all and every time he wouldn't be of
assistance. The police would tell me, "Listen, if your boy comes home, give us a
call. We have to pick him up." But I didn't give them a call.
Was your husband a member of the ANC? --- No, he wasn't a member of the ANC.
Was your husband a friend of the police? --- He wasn't either a friend to the
policemen. He was just an ordinary person. He was a drunkard really and every
day he was fighting us. He was a real drunkard.
When you say that a friend who works at Robert's went to Maseru and brought a
letter, do you mean Abel? --- I'm referring to the gentleman who brought us a
letter from Maseru when I say the neighbour.
Was his name Abel? --- Yes, that's Abel but he's since died.
Was it a natural death? --- No, he was murdered. His friend took him out to
Virginia open veld and they killed him there. His wife was looking all over for
him. She couldn't get hold of him and she went to different police stations.
Ultimately she found him at the Virginia Police Station where she was told he
was nearly buried by the bandits because he was unknown.
You say that his friends took him. Who were those friends who took Abel? --- He
was working with his friend and his friend took him with the van and it
/seemed
seemed as if they were going somewhere and yet that's where he took him to the
veld and killed him. And the wife was puzzled as to the whereabouts of the
husband. And she found him at the Virginia Police Station after a long time of
search.
Do you know the name of the friend? --- I do not know the name of the friend,
Sir.
Okay, anyway, let's come back to your story. Maybe now we must involve Puleng. I
think that's where she comes in.
Is it true that you never heard about your son until you heard from Puleng who
had received a phone call from Andeli Lobese? --- I was never informed not at
all until the day Puleng arrived from my home town Port Elizabeth that she

received a call telling her that my son has died.
Okay, can we hear from Puleng.
--------------------PULENG DIPPA (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
CHAIRMAN: Puleng, is it true that during this time you were in Port Elizabeth at
Thembalihle School at New Brighton? --- I was at Brighton in Dora Street. I was
schooling in that area.
Can you tell us how you received the message about the death of your brother? -- There was this other woman who stayed in the street in 1987 and she went to
the outside countries to look for her son and receiving the information that she
was out of the country to search I got interested and I went to her and I
enquired as to the trip. And she said to me, "I do not know, " and there after I
left her. My grandmother and other
/women
women came home and as they were chatting they said, "That woman that your
daughter visited was so scared to come to you to tell you that your grandson has
died." And I was crying then after receiving the news and the preparations were
made for me to come to Welkom to report this matter. But Andeli Lobese's family
received a telephone call and one of the children came home and said Andile
wants to speak to you and I gave them my telephone numbers and Andile gave me a
call and he said to me, "Know that your brother has died." I said to him, "What
is the cause of the death?" And he said, "No, I won't tell you but I will tell
you some other day when I'm available." And I had to come to Welkom to report
the matter. I didn't tell my mother straight that my brother was killed. I went
to a relative of ours called Denja and Denja said we should go to Matsipe who
was a lawyer at Odendaalsrus and I went to this attorney. I explained to him
everything. I said, "I am scared of telling my mum this bad news. I don't want
to break this news to her. Will you please go and tell her?" Really the next day
Mr Matsipe came home and he broke the news and he said to her, "Your daughter
came to me to seek my assistance. I'm here to tell you that your son has died."
And we then told my father. He was working in the industrial area. And we went
back to Matsipe to enquire as to the cause of his death but Mr Matsipe said he
didn't get enough information. It would be much better if we go to those
countries and get a full picture of what happened. And I said, "Mr Matsipe, how
would I go to those countries because we don't have funds and we've heard that
it's so
/expensive
expensive and how would we get there?" He said, "I do not know really." I said
to him, "Don't you think it would be a wise thing to contact the people of the
ANC?" and he said, "No, we can't do it now." And I went back home. I was
together - oh, we had our brother Peter Mohati who was staying in Gauteng and I
gave him a call and he said to me, "Please come down." My mother tried to get
money. She was doing temporary jobs at OK and I went to Johannesburg. It was on
a Saturday. On Monday we went to the ANC offices. When we arrived at the offices
we were sitting there. Nobody attended to us. And we went back home. The next
day on Tuesday we went back and we were told that Chris Hani was not available.
He was outside the country and I requested them to give us anybody who would
assist us and they gave us someone to assist us but unfortunately I can't
remember his name and I enquired from this man about Kenneth and his whereabouts
and where he died. This man opened some files and he checked from 1976 until
1990 and he discovered that his name didn't appear in all the books and he said
to me, "Please come the next day because I will check in the next file that is
coming in from Angola. There are people who died in Angola." And on Friday I
went back and he told me that our brother died - I can't remember was it in
Tanzania or in Angola. Yes, it was in Tanzania. When I wanted him to tell me the

reason for his death he said, no, he didn't have any reason. I was doing my
part-time jobs at OK and I received a telephone call as I was working. It was on
a Saturday. And I was told to rush to Johannesburg. I went to Johannesburg and I
met Peter. He took me to a
/certain
certain gentleman who was a Comrade. You know, I don't know Gauteng as a whole
but he was somewhere in Gauteng. But this brother said, "Yes, we learnt that
your brother had died but there will be people coming to your family to bring
condolences." I went back home, from home I went back to Port Elizabeth.
Did they tell you how your brother died? --- No, Sir, we don't have the core of
this story. There were so many stories coming up. Up to this day we haven't had
the right story. We are here. We want to know. We need an explanation because
some people say he committed suicide. They say he went outside and he wanted to
guard and they only heard a gunshot and he shot himself. They say he pointed his
gun on his throat and he released a bullet and he died instantly. And some of
them some with a new story. They say there was a fight. They were fighting for a
girl and some tell us that he was told to come to South Africa for a certain
mission. Now we don't know what is the truth. I went to Port Elizabeth last year
in February. I think is was last year in February. I'm not mistaken it was - I'm
sorry, it was this year in February I went to Port Elizabeth to visit my uncle
and I tried to go to Andile Lobese's family and I requested to see him and they
told me that he was working at King Williams Town but he was going to visit them
that weekend. And it's true, he came during the weekend and he came to see me
and I said to him, "I've been communicating with you only through the telephone
but tell me the real story." He said, "No, I'm sorry, I don't have any
information. Moyani, you brother was staying at Makeni and I was a distance
/from
from Makeni. I only heard later that he was shot dead and when I discovered he
was a known person to me."
When did Andile come back from exile? --- He came back from exile when I
returned from Port Elizabeth. I was now residing in Welkom.
You say that when you went to the ANC offices at Shell House to find out about
your son through your daughter - I believe that the daughter is the one Puleng
Gwende - the ANC people said that they had no records relating to him but later
you say that the Tabong ANC branch gave you R1 000,00 towards the upkeep of your
home. Is that true? --- This amount was given to all the women who belonged to
the organisation and they were given R700,00 all of them as they were an
organised women. When I went to Gauteng this money was not yet issued out. We
were still investigating as to what happened because I spent the whole week in
Gauteng and that is when I was told that he appeared in their papers. His
pseudonym was Ray and the surname was Sudomi and up this day we do not know the
cause of the death. That is why we request - we need an explanation from the ANC
as to how he died because we were told another story that he was driving these
cars - I do not know what kind of cars are those - but we were told he was a
driver.
Thank you very much. Where was your brother buried? --- He was buried in that
country because the call that they gave us was done after his burial. When I
asked him why they didn't phone us before, he said, no, they could only phone us
after the release of Mr Mandela.
/Do you
Do you know who buried him? --- No, we do not know who buried him. That is why
we are here. We want to know who buried him, why was he buried by them and what
is the cause of the death. Because the ANC didn't take any initiative to come
and tell us what happened because my mother said they came afterwards but I had

already left for Port Elizabeth, but they came home to tell my mother the story.
Now, how the family been affected by this, all what happened? How are you
affected as a family from the mother to children? How has it affected you? --This affected me a lot, especially when I was in Port Elizabeth when I got the
news that my brother had died. I wasn't even interested to look at any movie
because every time we look on the TV we would see soldiers fighting and this was
a real nightmare for me and I went to the doctor. I attended a treatment because
I was epileptic. And my other sibling was deeply affected and every time when
people look at her they would tell her that she looks like her brother and it
affects her so much. My mother is always at the doctor. She is every now and
then not at work. At work she was told that she would come back as soon as she
has recovered and we went with her to her place of employment and the manager
transported her back home because she couldn't walk. Her colleagues lifted her
up to the car because she was so disturbed And the manager said my mother should
come as soon as she has recovered. She's working now at the OK Bazaars
permanently. But since she separated with my father - I think they separated
while I was at Port Elizabeth and we were staying in the Soweto section - my
/mother
mother struggled with raising the two boys. The boy was doing Standard 4 and the
girl was doing Standard 2. My mother has been so supportive to them because the
father was just a useless person. He wouldn't do anything. These children have
been my mother's burden. She was retrenched from her work but she could still
manage. And the boy managed to pass his matric. He failed his Standard 9 and my
mother decided he should go to Dosa College and he passed his N4 and he wanted
to go back to school because of unemployment but my mother didn't have money and
he went to Theba until he was employed. Now, the girl was at Lepula School last
year and she didn't succeed with her matric. Now she is attending the college to
improve her two subject mathematics and physical science. She is still the
burden of my mother. The father is not working. This really affected the family
but most of all it affected my mother because if she had money, she goes to the
specialist and if she doesn't, she goes to the hospital and she pays R13,00
every time she consults the hospital. And she told me that the amount has
increased with R2,00. It's now R15,00. We've encouraged her to go to a private
doctor because the tablets that they give her are not helping. At all times she
has got this high blood pressure. It's always high. And at one stage the doctor
indicated that she's got a TB touch. And she went to the clinic for further
medication. She took that medication and after a few months she stopped taking
those tablets. I'm staying at my house. One day I saw her coming to my place and
she told me that blood was coming out of the mouth and she was taken to the
hospital said they
/couldn't
couldn't see anything wrong with her.
Okay. Are you working yourself? --- I am not working. The man I'm staying with
is working. He doesn't want me to work.
Are you married? --- Yes, I'm a married woman. I left school when I was doing N3
at the Technical with my commercial subjects. Now, this man who married me said
I should stay at home because he's working for me. But at time I keep on telling
him, "You know that I left a child back at home and my mother is struggling. She
cannot make ends meet." I was a photographer at school trying to get some little
income. I am really trying to help my mother in whatever way.
Who is supporting your child? Is your mother? --- The child is my mother's
burden.
Where is the child's father? --- The father is in Port Elizabeth. When I was in
Port Elizabeth the last time, I discovered that he moved away from Port
Elizabeth. I do not know where he is now. He so dearly wanted to see the child
by couldn't because he left the area. The child is now 10 years old. Because I

took him to the maintenance court. He only maintained the child for
and he left the maintenance and I was sent as letter and when I
magistrate told me that he disappeared. He was asking me about his
I said, "It's better to leave him because I'm trying my best to
income." And when I got married the child was left with my mother.

three months
appeared the
whereabouts.
get a little

Thank you very much. This is one of the saddest stories I've ever listened to.
Before I make some few comments, I don't know whether there are any questions
/from
from Mr Mdu Dlamini.
MR DLAMINI: Thank you, Mr Chairman. I just want to confirm the pseudonym for the
late Monyane. What was his pseudonym on exile? --- Ray Silume.
And secondly, Mr Chairman, although I don't have the full facts or details, I
know that the ANC is presently working on possible pension for people who lost
their sons on exile. Maybe the family would like to see the local office and get
more information on that. I might not be correct but there was something along
those lines.
PROF MAGWAZA: It's just a few questions to clarify. The dates - I think in all
this account the dates are missing. How old was Mohapi when he died? When was he
born? --- He was born on the 25th of October 1967.
And the first time you heard that he had died, when was it? --- That was after
the release of Mr Mandela. I think it was in 1991.
So when you spoke to Andile Lobese, did he indicate when did he actually died?
Did he die in the same year? --- I think he died in February but I'm not sure of
the year and I'm not sure of the date of his burial because everything was
conveyed to us through the telephone and he said he wouldn't be in a position to
give us a full disclosure.
You mentioned one thing that it was said that people would come to see you with
condolences. Did they come to your house, those people, and who were those
people who were supposed to come to your place with condolences? --- I thought
that my brother died in exile and we were supposed to get a telegram or a letter
/or be
or be called to the offices to be given the message that our brother had died,
not only to hear that as a rumour because when my mother said to me the ANC
people came afterwards it was after all the initiatives I took as to what
happened to my brother.
The last question. When the ANC people came to see you, Mama, what did they say
to you? --- (MRS DIPPA) They arrived from Johannesburg and they just said to me,
"Your son passed away." There is noting else they said to me. They didn't tell
me the procedure, you know, what to do thereafter, they just broke the news that
my son passed away. There were policemen also just after I arrived from Port
Elizabeth and I was alone at home. It was a white policeman as well as a black
policeman. When they arrived they greeted us. There was photo of my cousin
brother on the room divider with his fist lifted up and the police said - this
black policeman said to me, "Is this Monyani?" I said, "Why do you ask me if
this is Monyani? Don't you know Monyani yourself?" And he said to me, "Where is
he?" I said, "Why are you asking me his whereabouts?" They asked me, "Are you
from Port Elizabeth? Did you bring the message from Port Elizabeth?" I said to
them, "How did you know that there is a person from Port Elizabeth to bring the
message?" I said to them, "I'm just here for holiday. I know nothing about this
matter." They said to me, "Tell the truth." I said to them, "Come on, if there
is something you know, tell us." I said to them, "If there isn't anything new
that you are telling me, you'd better leave." Then they left. I don't know how
they got the

/information
information that I was from Port Elizabeth to bring the news about Mohapi.
Okay, thank you very much.
CHAIRMAN: We need to correct the date then because according to your statement
here you say that you received a message - Puleng received a phone call about
the death of Mohapi in 1989. So I hear now that you say that it's 1991. So which
is which? Was it 1991 or 1989? --- '89 is the correct date.
Thank you. I just wanted to check about that. Mama, you are one of the women who
have really suffered. In the first place you grew up in hell. The home is where
people should be happy so that when you are at work somewhere, if you find some
problem you say that, "Oh, I wish the time for going home was around so that I
can go back and be happy at home with my family." But it would appear that your
house a ... (inaudible) ... of fear and torture where you as your whole family
were tortured and I guess that affected even your children psychologically.
Children who grew up in homes where there are fights, they are affected
psychologically when they grew up. And so you underwent that type of a torture
bringing up your children when the father was there and later you had to be
confronted with this type of experience of losing your son and you don't even
know where he is buried. That also is a torture for the parent not to know where
his or her child is buried. We are bearing this pain with you, Mama. In fact we
think you are very strong that you could even come here and testify and tell
your story because you have gone through hell. We have noted your request that
you want
/your
your son's bones to be returned from Tanzania so that he could be buried in
Tabong at home. We have noted your request that you would like that the truth
should be told about how your son died. We shall try and liaise with the ANC
offices and find out if they cannot help us about all the facts surrounding your
son's death. Where, how he died, which is true in these three versions which are
given? That he committed suicide. If he committed suicide, why he committed
suicide? What are the reasons for his committing of the suicide? Or this one
fighting for a girl. If he was fighting for a girl, with whom was he fighting
and then who's that person who killed him? And then this other one which says
that he was sent to come to South Africa for a mission. If he was sent, then
what happened? Did he refuse? And if he refused, what happened then? What cause
his death? I think it's the ANC which will be able to help up with these
questions. The investigative unit will make these investigations and we'll try
and channel your requests especially about this one of reburial. There are many
parents who have children buried somewhere who would like them to be fetched their bones. We just hope that where he was buried the place can still be
identified so that his bones can be brought back home. Thank you very much. And
I thank your daughter for being so close to you even though she's married but
she can still give you the support. This is wonderful, young lady. We commend
you for that, starting from the time when you were in PE channelling the
messages to our mum and going to Johannesburg to find out about your brother.
That is great. It means
/that
that you are very much ... (inaudible) ... indeed. Keep it up. Thank you very
much. But we must also commend your husband that he can allow you to come to
support your mother. We need to commend him for that - that little act. It needs
to be mentioned. Thank you very much. --- I also thank you, Sir. Can I say
something. Mr Mdu Dlamini said something - he asked a question and you had to
intervene. I can't remember what it was.
CHAIRMAN: What question was that?

MR DLAMINI: Probably, Mr Chairman, she's referring to my suggestion that they
need to visit the local office of the ANC and find out more about special
pensions that I think the ANC is trying to put together for people who lost
their sons and husbands on exile. A kind of compensation or pension but I'm sure
more details could be obtained from the local ANC office.
CHAIRMAN: Okay, can you try and follow that up through your local ANC offices? -- Yes, Sir, we will try to follow this matter up.
Thank you very much.
--------------------CHAIRMAN: We have come to the end of our day and I also want to register my
sincere thanks and appreciation to those people who came here and were prepared
to remain up to this point. We have taken a longer time today because we had to
make some additions and also it's very difficult to stop the people when they're
pouring out their pain because the whole aim of the Truth and Reconciliation is
that we must say everything. We must not leave out anything. And again I want to
/register
register my thanks to my dear brothers, the TV people who are here with us, and
maybe the press people somewhere who are with us up to this moment and the
member of the community who are with us up to this time and the witnesses.
Tomorrow is the last day and we shall begin again at 9.00am and it is going to
be our last day at Welkom and we still ask also for the people to please invite
people to come and see out statement takers -those who have not told their
stories. Somebody cannot tell a story for you, you have to tell it yourself so
that this pain comes out. There are many people who have not told their stories.
Can they please be encouraged to come forward to see our statement takers
tomorrow to come and tell their stories. May we now stand for the benediction.
May our God bless our gathering today so that the wishes of His people become
true that their story telling and their feeling of their secrets and the opening
of their hearts would help them in their lives. May now the grace of our Lord
Jesus Christ, the fellowship of the Holy Spirit, be with us till for ever. Amen.
We remain standing until the witnesses are channelled through. Where are our
briefers. Can you take then through. Okay, thank you. You can then dismiss.
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---oOo--COMMISSIONER: Good morning, Sabina, how are you?
MRS NIKELO: Yes, I am all right.
COMMISSIONER: Thank you for coming here to tell the sad story about the
disappearance of your son, Christopher Thelo Nikelo. We know it must be very
painful, and we are not surprised that you are so moved emotionally. It has to
happen when you don't know where your son is. So you just take your time, we are
not going to rush you. If you want to drink water take a sip. (Pause) Sabina, is
it true that you live in 7291 in Constant(?) here in Kroonstad?
MRS NIKELO: True. Yes, that's true.
COMMISSIONER: Can you please give us a picturesque of your family, a diagram of
your family - whether you have a husband, and how many children do you have, how
old are they, where are they, etcetera, so that we can have a picture of your
family? Before we do that you need to take an oath. I am sorry.
--------------------KHANTSE NIKELO (Sworn, States)
(Inaudible) ... picture of your family,
of family you have - father, children,
have children. All of them are still
disappeared. The first one is 22 years,
one is 11 years.

that we can just know roughly what type
etcetera. --- Yes, I have a husband, I
at home except the elder one, who has
the other one is 17 years and the other

We had a problem with the translation. Can you just begin - I hear now. --- I
have a husband, I have children. They were five. The eldest one was 30 years.
The other one is the one who has disappeared. Then come another one who 22
years, then the other one is 17 years
/old, then
old, then the last-born, who is 11 years old.
The one who disappeared, how old was he when he disappeared? --- When he
disappeared he was 18 years old, if he was not 17 years old. I don't remember
well.
Is your husband still living with you? --- Yes.
Is he working? --- He is not working, Sir.
And are you yourself working? --- I am not working, Sir.
You say that you have got children, the eldest is 38 years. Is it a boy or
daughter? --- That's a daughter, Sir.
And the one who is 22 years? --- That's a daughter, Sir.
The one who is 17? --- That's a daughter, Sir.
The last-born, who is 11? --- That's a son, Sir.
So you had two sons and three daughters, and now you have got three daughters
and one son. --- That's true.
Where is the one who is 30 years old, your daughter, where is she? --- She is

here in front.
(Inaudible) --- Yes, Sir.
Thank you for coming with your mummy. Where is the one who is 22 years? --- She
is at school, Sir, in standard nine.
The one who is 17 years? --- At school, Sir, in standard seven.
The one who is 11? --- At school, Sir.
What standard? --- Standard three, Sir.
Thank you very much. What is your eldest daughter doing? --- She is at home,
Sir, at home.
(Inaudible) ... working? --- She is unemployed.
How do you support your family? The father is not
/working
working and you are not working, and there are children in school. --- I am the
person who tries to sell appliances(?), dishes and cups, and I am selling soup.
So it's almost self-employment. --- That's true.
You must be a brave and powerful woman to do this. --- That's true, Sir.
Now, in your statement, Sabina, you have stated that your son, Christopher
Thelo, disappeared after being arrested by the police. Where was he arrested? -- He was arrested at Orkney.
What year was it? --- It was in 1986.
Can you describe what happened when he was arrested? Before you do that, was
your son belonging to any political organisation? --- Yes, that's true.
Which organisation was it? --- That's ANC.
The other members of the family, are they members of any political organisation?
--- All of them are ANC members.
When your son was arrested in 1986 was it the first time that he was arrested? -- It was for the first time, Sir.
Is there any member of the family who had been arrested before him? --- I don't
remember, Sir.
When your son was arrested what was happening in your area? Why was he arrested?
What was happening in the area? --- When he was arrested he was not at home at
Kroonstad, he was at Orkney to attend a funeral service. When he was at that
funeral then they were arrested there. Why they were arrested I didn't know. He
was arrested with his friends. They took them to the Orkney Police Station, then
they proceeded to Klerksdorp
/Police
Police Station. After some days thereafter the friends returned home. We got a
message that he was arrested. Then we went to that police station to verify as
to whether it's true that he's arrested. When we arrived there we found him not
there. They told us he was transferred to Stilfontein Police Station. When we
arrived at Stilfontein to look for him there was nobody like him there. Then

they told us that he is not here.
Sabina, you say in your statement that your son had gone to attend a funeral in
Orkney. Whose funeral was it? --- It was the funeral for one Comrade in Orkney.
Do you know the name of that Comrade? --- I don't know his name, Sir.
And again you say that when he went to that funeral he went with other Comrades?
Can you remember the names of those Comrades with whom he went? --- I remember
only one, who is Lekhowa. I forgot his surname. His other name is Shadrack.
Shadrack Lekhowa. Do you know where Shadrack is now? --- I know where he lives,
Sir.
Where does he live? --- He stays at Sasolville(?).
Was he also arrested with your son when your son was arrested? --- I don't know
as to whether he was arrested, but I believe he was arrested also.
You say that when your son did not return from Orkney about four days after he
had left somebody claiming to be a Comrade phoned you. Did you ever get the name
of that person who phoned you? --- I didn't get the name of the person who
phoned. I think he did say who he was, but I forgot, but he's a person who stays
at Orkney.
/But you
But you have never met him? --- I didn't meet him, but the person I met is
Lekhowa.
Do you know the name of the police who told you that your son had been
transferred to Klerksdorp? --- I don't know the policeman's name. It was a white
person. They were harassing us when we were looking for him.
Did they ever tell you why he was arrested? --- They didn't tell us why he was
arrested.
And then when you went to Klerksdorp the police also told you that he had been
transferred to Stilfontein. --- That's true.
Do you know the name of that police? --- I don't know his name. It was a white
person again.
Did he also harass you? --- Yes, he was harassing us.
When you went to Stilfontein who did you meet who told you that your son had not
been there? --- I found white policemen at the station.
Take your time, Mama. We understand. (Pause) Who was accompanying you when you
were going through this said process, from police station to police station? --I was accompanied by my daughter.
The one who is here? --- Yes, that's true.
So after you
what did you
whether have
newspapers to

had been told that your son was not in all these police stations
do? --- My husband telephoned the Police File to ask them as to
they seen somebody like him, and then he even went to the
find out as to whether have they heard about somebody like him.

And then what happened? --- After that we were going places to places, and even
at Orkney we did go, and
/then

then even at Huma(?) we didn't get any trace of him.
All this happened in 1986. --- That's true.
So there was no other investigation which was done about your son apart from
going to the - going searching from place to place. --- My mother did go to the
place and try to search, but he was not found anywhere.
Was he the only one who disappeared among the Comrades? --- I only know that
he's the only one who has disappeared. There are those who returned, those who
were arrested with him, but I am not quite sure as to whether there was another
person who disappeared.
Those who were arrested with him, did you ever make an attempt to find from them
what happened to your son? --- I asked only Lekhowa, but he didn't give me an
answer. He just said he doesn't know, but he's his best friend.
Lekhowa was his best friend and he does not know what happened to him? --- He
was his friend, and wherever he go - wherever they would go they were always
together.
And you say that Lekhowa lives in Sasolville. --- Yes, he stays at Sasolville.
Mama, how has this affected you and your family, the loss of your son? I mean
physically, mentally, emotionally how has this affected you? --- I am not able
to forget him. Maybe he is still alive.
Take your time, Mama, take your time. We understand your pain. How is your
health? --- I am not feeling well.
Can you say more than that? --- I don't sleep at night. I keep on remembering
him every day and every
/night.
night.
Is that all? --- Yes, that's all, Sir.
How is the health of your husband? --- He is a person who is ill all the time,
Sir.
Did he become ill after the loss of your son? --- He is a person who seems he
has lost his mind, and we used to take him to doctors.
What did the doctors say? --- They were saying he was having nervous problems.
Is he getting any treatment? --- Yes, he has taken treatment, and it seems he is
now having a cardiac problem and he has been treated for that.
Who is paying for his medical expenses? --- That's me, Sir.
Is he treated in the hospital or by a private doctor? --- At the time when he
was working he used to go to the surgeries, but now he goes to the hospital.
Does he pay in the hospital? --- Yes, we pay at the hospital.
What hospital is that? --- That's Klerksdorp Hospital. Then he went to the local
hospital.
What is the name of the local hospital? --- Buwidumela Hospital and Voortrekker
Hospital.

What about the other members of the family, your children, are they well? --Yes, the eldest one is not feeling well. Then the second one who is 17 years old
is suffering from eyesight. The last one is suffering from chest problem. The
eldest one is suffering from nervous problems, Sir.
(Inaudible) ... the death of their brother? --- I think so, because all the time
they are speaking of him.
/Sabina,
Sabina, we really feel for you and your family very much indeed. This is tragic
to have a child taken by the police, and the reason is not clear why he was
picked up with the other Comrades, and when the other Comrades came back your
son did not come back. The tragedy too lies in the fact that it was alleged that
he was taken to certain police stations, which seem to deny his every being
there. So this becomes a mystery of the mysteries. Your request, you have asked
that the Truth Commission should try to help you to find you child, and it is a
legitimate request. And I know that you have not lost the hope that your son you have just said yourself that you still believe that your son may be alive
somewhere. It is always good to have hope. We shall endeavour by all means, as
the Truth Commission, to touch these three police stations in Orkney, Klerksdorp
and Stilfontein, and investigate what happened to your son. And again I think
the person who may be able to help us is Lekhowa, his best friend, who was with
him all the time, and was with him ... (inaudible) ... now I want the other
members of the Committee if they have got any questions to pose.
--------------------MR DLAMINI: Ma'am Sabina, would you remember the day and the month in 1986 when
your son disappeared, so that we are able to come with the specific information
that will help to try and trace your son's whereabouts? --- I don't remember the
day, but at that time when they were arrested I think it was during Easter when
they were arrested, but I don't remember the exact date.
--------------------MS GCABASHE: (Inaudible - end of Side A, Tape 1) ... not
/to know
to know what has happened. On the statement you did say that your mother did try
to investigate. Is your mother still alive? --- Yes, she's still alive.
What is her name? --- It's Selina, Selina Makume.
Where does she stay? --- 2388 Pumulong Township.
I thank you. I hope that maybe we will be able to help you.
--------------------As I have just said, Sabina, thank you very much for coming to tell your sad
story. We shall try all we can do to assist you to find out where your son is,
and we give our love and best wishes to your family, to your husband, to your
other children who are not here. We are with you, we are supporting you during
these difficult times. Thank you very much, Mama.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: (Inaudible) ... Dumelani, are you well? INTERPRETER: Yes, we are
well, and how are you?
COMMISSIONER: Who is Elisa Makaya Mntuze among you? MRS MNTUZE: That's me.

COMMISSIONER: And who is the other gentleman?
MRS MNTUZE: That's my husband. That's my husband, Sir.
COMMISSIONER: What is his name?
MRS MNTUZE: Abraham Mntuze.
COMMISSIONER: Will he also be telling the story, helping you?
MRS MNTUZE: Where I forget he will fill me up.
COMMISSIONER: Before you tell your stories can you, Elisa, stand up to take an
oath that what you are going to say is the truth and only the truth.
--------------------ELISA MAKAYA MNTUZE and ABRAHAM MNTUZE (Sworn, State) COMMISSIONER: Thank you
for coming here to tell the story pertaining to Pinda Vincent Mntuze, one of
your beloved ones. --- We thank you, Sir.
Mrs Virginia Gcabashe is going to help you in the process of telling your story.
I now hand over to her.
MRS GCABASHE: We greet you, Mntuze family. Are you fine this morning? --- Yes,
we are fine and quite well.
Mrs Mntuze and Mr Mntuze, you have already given us a brief background as to
where you stay, being No 292 Sikela Street, Pumulong, is that correct? --- Yes,
that is correct.
You came here because you lost your son, Pinda Vincent Mntuze. --- That is
correct.
You must take your time, Mrs Mntuze. We know that the pain that you went through
and the anguish is just
/unbearable.
unbearable. You can take your time. This is the chance that you've got to speak
out and tell us about what happened to your son. Even before we begin to talk
about your son we would like you to give us a brief background about your
family. Do you have any children? --- I have four children. I am left with three
now.
Your are left with three after Vincent died? Tell us about your children that
you are left with. --- My first born is David. He stays in Parys, and that's
where he works.
How old is he? --- I think he is 31 if I am not mistaken.
Is he working in Parys? --- Yes, he is working in Parys, and that's where he
stays.
And your second-born? --- It's Clifford. He is staying with me.
How old is Clifford? --- Clifford is 28 years old.
Is he working? --- No, he is not employed, but he has just completed his matric.
Your third-born? --- It's Kazer.

How old is Kazer? --- Kazer is 22 years old.
Is he employed? --- No, he has also completed his matric, but he is not employed
as yet.
Is that all? Are you employed? --- Yes, I am.
What type of work are you doing? --- I'm a domestic. I do washing and ironing.
Mr Abraham, are you working? --- No, I am not working.
As you have already related to us that you've come to talk about Pinda, can you
please give us a brief
/explanation
explanation as to what was happening in your location just before he died, or
before he was shot? --- Pinda was born in 1976 on the 6th of July. It was
approximately half past four on a Monday and I was in my living-room watching
TV. I heard somebody calling me and asked me as to where he was at that time.
And that person told me that Pinda had just been shot.
You can take your time. We know the pain that you are going through. We know
that it's very tough to lose a loved one, especially a child. --- I went out,
running out of the house. When I got to the street I proceeded towards the
street corner, and I discovered that he had already been taken and put into a
kombi, and it was the headmaster's kombi, being driven by his son. It was
Headmaster Sidilwane's son who was driving the kombi, and they were rushing my
son to Buwidumela Hospital. And when they got to Buwidumela Hospital ...
(incomplete)
Take your time, Mrs Mntuze. (Pause) You can take your time, Mrs Mntuze. We do
understand. (Pause) Can you go on? Are you able to continue? --- When they got
to Buwidumela Hospital he was certified dead on arrival.
Let's just stop there. I want to ask a question. You spoke about Makwadi. Who is
Makwadi? --- It is Makwatla, not Makwadi.
Who is Makwatla? --- Makwatla is a distant member of the family.
Can you please tell us about the Lekhopo family? Where do they stay? --- He
stays in Constantia in Kroonstad.
Do you know his address? --- No, I do not know
/his address,
his address, but he stays in Constantia.
Now, you are staying in Pumulong. What did he have to do with the whole
incident? --- He was a visitor at that time. He was staying in Pumulong at that
time.
You also mentioned Caswell Kwekwe, a certain mayor. Could you tell us whether
he's still alive? --- What resulted in my son's death - Caswell Kwekwe was
involved in the shooting and killing of my son.
Do you know where he stays? --- He was then mayor of Kroonstad. That is way back
in 1986. He was taken to the State mortuary at the police station, which was in
the city centre. They discovered that he had been shot three times, two times
just above the heart and one just below the heart.
Take your time, Mrs Mntuze, we do understand your pain. (Pause) Was Vincent 10

years old when he died? --- That is correct, he was 10 years old.
Can you please explain as to how a 10-year-old could be shot by a mayor, who is
supposed to be a responsible citizen? --- The children were playing in the
street when this happened. That is when Caswell Kwekwe shot him. They were
together with Pakwe in a minibus, and we were told that he shot him through the
window of the minibus. And later on I heard rumour that there was a riot or
unrest at a certain school, that is the Vudibeng School, and that happened
during the morning, but my child was shot in the afternoon at half past four.
Now, I don't know what is the connection between the riot that took place in the
morning and the shooting that happened in the afternoon, because he was not at a
high school, he was just at a secondary school.
/Were
Were there any adults or teenagers who were playing during that time in the
street? --- I was not present, but what I know is that he was playing with his
peers there.
Is Kwekwe still alive? --- Yes, he is alive.
And where does he stay? --- Kwekwe was staying in Pumulong, but I don't know
whether he's still in Pumulong or he has since moved. But he is around
Kroonstad.
You have also mentioned Mr Sidilwane, who was the headmaster. He
headmaster at Vuwithiko. Is he still alive? --- Yes, he is still alive.

was

the

What is his name? Do you still remember his name? Is it Bhaki? --- No, it's not
Bhaki.
It's Mrs Sidilwane. It's Principal Sidilwane. She's the one who was the
principal at Vuwithiko, but she is now on pension. --- Yes, she's still alive
and she is staying in Kroonstad. We are close by. We are just nearby each other.
What about her son, is her son still alive, and what's his name? --- I don't
know his name, but he is no longer staying at his place. He got married, but he
is still staying in Kroonstad.
What about Pakwe, who was with Kwekwe at that time, is he still alive? --- No,
Pakwe passed away.
Did you ever open up a case with regard to your son's death? --- Yes, my husband
did open up a case.
Who is ... (inaudible) --- It's my husband, Abraham. His friends took him to
Johannesburg, where they engaged the services of an attorney. They got two
attorneys, but I have since forgotten the names of the
/attorneys.
attorneys. The attorneys were Zimmerman as well as Steve Casswell.
How did the case go on? --- We attended the case, and when we got there we were
directed to go to Court B in Kroonstad, the city centre.
Take your time, Mrs Mntuze. Mr Abraham, had you come back for the case? --- Yes,
I was called from Welkom and I was told that this had happened. Then I rushed to
Kroonstad. And even when the case was being investigated I was given leave by my
employers.
Can you please elaborate and tell us what happened in court? You went to court
and you went to Court B. What happened when you went to Court B? Did you have

any legal representatives? --- Yes, we had legal representatives. Caswell was
there also, as well as Pakwe. When the case started - the case was finalised on
the very same day, and they said nobody was responsible for my son's death that is Kwekwe's attorney - and the Magistrate stood up and went out. When he
came back he said that the case should be dismissed.
Did they ever give you a reason for dismissing the case? --- As I've already
said they said there's no one who could be held responsible for my son's death.
Do you know Kwekwe's attorneys? If you can't remember it's fine, we will conduct
our own investigation. --- (No reply)
And what did Zimmerman say to you as your legal representatives? --- They said
they were going to re-open the case, but they never did.
Did you ever
certificate.

get

the

death

certificate?

---
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/And what
And what was written in there? What was the cause of death? If you do have it
you'll submit it later on. --- It said he had died of gunshot wounds.
Was he ever taken to ... (incomplete) --- When we got there he was already at
the mortuary and he was being examined.
Did they ever tell you as to what the pathologist got, what was the
pathologist's report? --- They said I should be satisfied that I had seen my son
and that was just the end of it. No explanations were rendered.
Is there anything that you still want to add? --- Yes, that is quite correct,
because I do not understand how the case was conducted. I do not understand that
Kwekwe should kill my son and still get away scot-free without accounting,
especially the fact that he had shot my son three times. I do not understand how
a 10-year-old could pose a threat to an armed man. That is very surprising
really.
Now, how has this affected you and your husband? --- This has caused so much
anguish in my family.
Let's start with you. --- After my son's death as well as the unsatisfactory
results of the case I ended up having heart problems.
Is that all? Are you getting any treatment? --- No, I am not getting any
treatment for my cardiac problem.
Why are you not able to go for treatment? --- I have financial problems because
I am the breadwinner in the house. I have to support my family, and everything
is supposed to be done by me. I am maintaining the family and supporting my
children. Whenever I get money I always go to Buwidumela Hospital to get some
treatment.
/Let's hear
Let's hear from Mr Mntuze. How do you feel? --- After my son's death my husband
suffered from dizzy spells and he also had cardiac problems, and he was having
fainting spells.
Does he also get treatment? --- Yes, we do get some medical attention whenever
we can afford it.
Mr Abraham, can you give us your own account of your health? --- There are times
when this causes me to have cardiac attacks. I do get employed, but because of

my illness I always lose my job.
How many times - or how often do you get these attacks? --- I haven't been
employed for the past nine months, because I fainted at some stage at work and
they decided that they couldn't take me any more because the job that I was
doing was dangerous. So I could not continue to work.
What about the fainting spells? --- It's nine months now since I haven't worked.
What about your children? How are they taking this? --- The children are quite
fine. They are just like any other child.
We have heard your story and we do understand your pain, especially because your
child was so young. At such a tender age how could he be killed by irresponsible
armed adults? We do understand that you are in financial problems because you
are the breadwinner, and you would appreciate it if you could be assisted with
the erecting of tombstones for all the children who died during the riots. And
you want people to be educated about political tolerance, and you also want the
schools to be upgraded to have libraries, so that the community can have better
/facilities.
facilities. With regard to your health we would like you to meet our people who
are designated to deal with problems such as yours so that they could advise you
accordingly. Have you ever gone to the welfare offices to put your side of the
story? --- No, we've never been there.
We would advise you to go and see some welfare officers so that your husband
could possibly get a grant. We thank your daughter, who was very supportive in
all that happened. We thank you very much.
--------------------MR DLAMINI: Abraham, do you have any records of the case, such as the case
number, or any document relating to the case? --- They are there, but I have got
to search for them.
Do you have them with you here, or they are there at home? --- They are not with
me, they are at home, Sir.
And do you have the address of the attorneys who represented you during the
case? --- Yes, I have those addresses.
Could you give them to us now? --- I know the addresses. It's Legal Resources,
President Street, Johannesburg.
Do you have any papers or a card from them so that we can get full details
including the telephone? --- They are not with me now.
All right, thank you, we'll make a follow-up with you afterwards. --- Thank you,
Sir.
--------------------I just have two short questions, Mama Mntuze. Firstly, we as a Commission, when
somebody is killed in
/this way,
this way, we would like to know if he was ever involved in politics. Your son
was very young, he was only ... (incomplete - end of Side B, Tape 1) ... did he
have about politics, or what involvement did he have in politics? --- There I
have no evidence. I only know that he's just a mere child, and he's a person who

was interested in schooling. Maybe on the side that is whether - if whether this
has happened because he was involved in the unrest situation I have no evidence.
On the day that your son was killed was there anybody else who was injured or
killed? --- No.
--------------------Abraham and Elisa Mntuze, your case is a very serious one. For two men to shoot
a child of 10 years is unacceptable. Even if there was the riot somewhere in the
morning that will not qualify two elderly men to kill a boy of 10 years, who
knew nothing about politics. The question I want to ask you, these lawyers you
took, did you - how much did you pay them? Or they were Legal Resources lawyers,
you didn't pay anything to them? --- We didn't pay anything, Sir.
Thank you. You have just said that somebody told Elisa that Phineas had been
shot. Who is that somebody? --- We were in the house when this person was
shouting to us. Her name is Bulani. She stays at our neighbour's house.
That's Bulani? --- Yes, it's Bulani. Her surname is Gudwani.
She is your neighbour? Is she still around? --- (No reply interpreted)
Well, as the other colleagues have just said, there
/are certain
are certain people who will help us in this case. It is your lawyers who will
help us why this case was dropped, And again the Magistrate, they are going to
help us with the Magistrate, who that Magistrate is who dropped the case, and
why he dropped it. And we shall make every attempt through our investigation
unit to see if we can't have a contact with Caswell Kwekwe. If he does not come
himself forward - he may not come because he won the case, but we have got the
powers to subpoena him so that he can come and tell as to why he shot a boy of
10 years. And we may get some of the evidence from that principal, Mrs Sidilwane
of Kroonstad. That's a well known family in Kroonstad. I know it very well in
Kroonstad. We may also get in touch with Mrs Sidilwane so that she can give us
her own story. You look simple, but you are very broad-minded people. I must say
so, for the things you have asked here for other people who didn't have an
opportunity of coming forward, who lost their children. You have asked that the
tombstones must be erected for those children too. To me that is very exciting.
You are speaking about that communities should be given a political education of
tolerance. The people who are broad-minded will say those things, and we want to
commend you for that. Another commendation I want to give to the support you are
giving to each other. We have had cases here where, when these things have
happened, they divided the family, there were divorces and separations, but you,
you are still together, sharing the pain together. To me that needs to be
commended, and we thank you very much. We shall do all what we can do to assist
you. Colleague Gcabashe has already identified one of the other areas
/where you
where you can be helped immediately, the Health Services, and we have got people
here, who are working here for the Truth Commission, who must have contact with
you so that they can channel you through that you do get these Health Services.
Thank you very much. God bless you. --- We thank you, Sir.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: (Incomplete) ... pain which has been with you all the time, which
has been a cancer eating, biting on you about the death of your son, Mzi Isaac
Tau. But before you tell your story we are going to ask you to take an oath.

--------------------LAURA TAU (Sworn, States)
Mama, it would appear that you are still coming with the same stories. Blacks
mothers have a common experience of losing their sons. All of them it is about
the sons, sons, sons, sons of mothers, and this is a really painful thing, as
you know that in our communities when you have got a son that is your
investment. We invest in our children. Now, when you tell this story, Mama,
somebody is going to help you. And take your time. If you feel like crying, do
cry. If you feel like crying, do cry. We'll pause and wait for you. If you want
to drink water, do drink water. We'll pause and wait for you, because you are
telling a very painful story. And Professor Magwaza is going to lead you.
PROF MAGWAZA: Good morning, Mama Tau. --- Good morning, Ma'am.
Thank you very much for having come over here today, and we would like to
express our sincere thanks for having been prepared to share the experience with
us. We know it's a painful experience, but we are here to support you, just to
let you know that we are with you. I will start by referring to your statement.
According to your statement you live at House No 2954, Pumulong, Kroonstad, and
you were born in 1946. That is correct? --- That is correct, Ma'am.
/You are
You are here in connection with the death of your son, Isaac Tau, who was shot
dead by a white policeman. --- That's true, Ma'am.
When you are ready, Mama Tau, can you please just tell us about your son. We'd
like to know more about him, and we want to keep good memories of him, all of
us. Just tell us briefly about how old he was at the time, what was he doing?
Was he a member of the political organisation, or not? --- Mzi was 17 years old
and he was shot on the 15th of May by a certain policeman who had hidden under a
plastic in a certain van, which had an emblem of Protea Furnishers written on
it. I was not present, I did not see all this because I was at work at that
time, but a short while after I had come back from work I called Mzi and I
wanted to send him to the shop. After about two or five minutes a certain boy
called Oba Mugimane came and told me that Mzi had been shot by a passing
vehicle. I tried to find out from Oba as to why he thought it was Mzi who had
been shot. He said it was Mzi because he had seen him, and I had just sent him
to the shop at the time he got shot. And he spoke to Mohawu, Mzi's brother, so
that they could go and verify it, but Mohawu refused, and I also didn't go
there.
Just to ask a few questions, Mama, regarding the events. What was happening at
that time? --- On that particular day there was absolutely nothing happening,
because there was transport. I was working at Sasolville House Creche, and I
travel on foot, and there was absolutely nothing along the way. There were no
riots or unrest whatsoever. And when I sent my son to the shop I knew that there
was nothing going on, there was no unrest
/within
within the area.
Had there been any ... (incomplete) (Pause) We know, Mama, this is a very
painful day for you today. We will give you time to - just to come down, and
when you are ready you can answer some of the questions. I will ask one
question, and then you will answer me if you are ready. What I wanted to know
was at the time when your son was shot, in your area, Pumulong, had there been
unrest other than on this specific day? --- There was absolutely nothing.
Was your son politically involved in some of the organisations? --- Not that I
was aware of. I have never seen him attending any political meetings.

In your mind, Mama Tau, why could have your son been shot on that day? In your
own thinking and your own understanding. --- Do you want to know the reason why
he was shot?
Yes. --- I have absolutely no idea.
I will come back to your statement then. You are saying that after your son was
shot there was an inquest, and in that inquest you became aware for the first
time who shot your son. Can you tell us more about that? --- A certain
detective, Detective Lihlu Nyana, together with Detective Nhlobe, they came at
my workplace and they said that the Attorney-General was calling me at court. We
went to fetch Mr Tau from his workplace to take him to the court. The prosecutor
gave us a certain paper where there were certain dates written that we should
attend court for five days. We attended court for that five days, up til on the
fifth day, when the Magistrate addressed the court, and he said that he has not
come to give sentence to the
/person
person who has killed the other. He said that he was reserving his judgment, and
that was the final. There was a certain man who was looking for - or a State
pathologist. It was a white State pathologist. The State pathologist explained
in court that the person who shot my son had shot my son with a bullet that was
used to kill wild animals. That is all I have to say.
This man, this white man who shot your son, was he there during that day? --Yes, he was present on that day. That's how I got to know that it's the police
who shot my child. They were detectives from Kroonstad and they were testifying
that they were not the ones who killed my son, and the fourth accused admitted
to shooting to son, and that's when I first got to look at him.
Do you know what his name was? --- I don't know their names, all of them, but
they were policemen.
The name of the Magistrate who was presiding on that particular day, what was
the name of that Magistrate? --- I don't even know the Magistrate's name.
Do you have any information on the court case, like the court case number or
records? What information - useful information do you have about that court
case? --- We were not give any case numbers as well as details, we were just
called to attend court.
The court case was in Kroonstad Magistrate's Court? --- That is correct.
Did you have any lawyers representing you? --- Yes, we did have an advocate, but
I did not personally engage the service. I don't know who helped us get an
attorney.
Would you know the name of that advocate? --- I
/don't know
don't know his name.
Mama Tau, what actually helps us with investigations, and we are very much
interested in this investigation because it was an unnecessary killing of a
young person, and we would like to forward this case to the investigators, but
what would help us is when we have information that would help the
investigators. If we don't have the information then it becomes very, very
difficult for us to meet your request of finding out the people who killed your
son. Is there any other information you can help us with? --- There are
witnesses who saw when this incident took place. I think if these witnesses are

needed they could be contacted because they are still alive.
Can you please give us the name of those witnesses -the names of those
witnesses? --- I can give his surname. It's Mr Pohlela and Miss Blank. They are
the ones who were testifying in court.
They are the ones who actually witnessed the killing? --- Yes, they are the ones
who saw.
Where are they staying, or where are they working? --- They stay in Pumulong.
Would you be in a position to get more information from them, like their
addresses, full addresses, and forward it to the Commission? --- I don't have
them presently.
You can do that at a later stage. --- Yes, I could attempt to do that.
You also mentioned somebody by Sikoni Malebo, who picked up the body of your son
and took it to the mortuary. Where is Sikoni Malebo. --- Sikoni Malebo
/is still
is still around. He is the one who used to pick up the corpses during those
times.
Where is he now? Where is he working, or where does he stay? --- He stays in
town.
Okay. Also we would like to get more information about him ... (inaudible) ... a
very difficult thing to you, like the previous witness you also lost your son
very tragically. How has it changed your life, your life and that of your
family? Can you tell us briefly? --- I will say I am quite fine, I can cope, but
my son's father was very much affected. He's not even working at this moment.
He stopped working after the death of your son? --- Yes, he had swollen feet, so
he had to stop working.
Is he getting any medical treatment? --- Yes, he is attending some treatment
from Dr Louis Claassen.
Who is paying for that treatment? --- I am paying for him.
We would like to know more about Mzi Isaac's family. You are the mother. Are you
working? --- Yes, I am employed.
Where are you working? --- I work at Docker's House Creche.
How many kids do you have? --- I had two boys and one girl.
Now you have one boy, one girl. --- That is correct.
And how old are they? --- Mohawu is 27 years old, Pretty is 20.
Are they working? --- Mohawu started working in 1995.
/The other
The other one? --- Pretty is in standard nine at Emotswela High School.
Your husband is not working? --- (No reply interpreted)
Okay, thank you very much, Mama. We have noted your request and we have noted
your pain. I also heard you say you are quite fine, you are coping. That's very

important to us, because after this tragic death it's very difficult for most of
the parents to cope, and probably there's some things we can learn from you as
to how to cope when faced with such a difficult situation. Again I think that
indicates to us that you are very, very strong. Thank you very much.
--------------------MS GCABASHE: We just want to clarify certain issues. You spoke about Sikoni
Malebo and you said he was collecting the corpses. Is he an undertaker? --- He
was a corpse collector. He was collecting corpses in the street.
Who sent him to do that? Was he doing it voluntarily? --- No, it's his job to do
it, and he would take the corpses to the State mortuary. He would take the
corpses to the court mortuary.
Who was paying him? --- He was being paid by the Government, but he did not have
his own undertaker.
What's his address? --- I don't have it presently, but you can get it later on.
He stays in town.
--------------------May I know, Mama, whether the death certificate is available? --- Yes, we do
have a death certificate.
Do you have it with you today? --- Yes, I do
/have it
have it with me.
Please give it to Ms Msomi next to you so that we can get a photocopy thereof
when you leave from the desk. And also, sorry, I couldn't - I missed the names
of the detectives who came to your house to tell you about the days of the case.
Can you please repeat them? --- It's Mr Lihlu Nyana.
Thank you. --- Mr Nhlobe. They are on pension, but they are still alive.
Do you know where they stay? --- Yes, I do.
Thank you. We might ask you to give us their addresses later on.
--------------------Thank you, Mama. As I've already said that the way most of these cases were
treated were done in a mysterious way. For the Magistrate to say that he cannot
make any decision about the case when one of the perpetrators had already agreed
that he shot a boy in a pink shirt, when the evidence was there, it would appear
that the law at that time was for the perpetrators and not for the victims. And
I believe that is what is exciting about the Truth Commission, that all those
cases which favour the perpetrators, there is an attempt that the victims should
get a fair trial on what happened before. We thank you. As some of the members my colleagues have already said, that we shall try by all means to follow up
these cases so that we can see that justice is done. You are indeed a very
strong person. You have already said that you are quite well. We appreciate
that, but myself I will suggest that you also try and get a help from some of
the psychologists, because you are traumatised. The only
/thing is
thing is that you are very strong. Some people are very strong, but you are
traumatised. Even now a person can see that you are traumatised by the death of

your child, and we don't blame you for that. So I would advise you too to see
some of the people who are put here to take you to the right people who can help
you in this trauma. Thank you very much.
--------------------ALLIE BERTHA PETRUS
COMMISSIONER: Take your time, Mama. You say the first child is a son. --- Yes,
the second one is a daughter. The son is seven years of age, the daughter is
five.
Are these children in school? --- The son is now in Sub B, my daughter is at
home.
Allie Bertha Petrus, is it true that you live at 98 Magerman(?) Street in Brand
Park, Kroonstad? --- Baramastraat(?), Kroonstad.
Magerman Street in Brand Park, Kroonstad, thank you. And is it true that you
were born on the 14th of February 1968. --- Yes, it is correct.
What is your relation to Constance Bush? --- She is my sister-in-law.
What is your relationship to Philip Petrus? --- He is my brother-in-law.
Do they also live in Kroonstad? --- Constance lives in Kroonstad and Philip in
Johannesburg.
Thank you very much. When was - do you have the date of the birth of Andrew
Isaac, your late husband? --- It's 2 September 1964 when he was born.
Thank you. Did your husband belong to any political organisation? --- Yes.
Can you name it? --- ANC.
And do you yourself belong to any political organisation? --- Yes.
What is that organisation? --- ANC.
Thank you. Before your husband died what was happening in your community?
(Pause) Take your time, Mama, take your time. I know it's painful. You are still
very young to have lost your husband, very young indeed.
/Women
Women have suffered a lot in South Africa. Some have lost their sons, some have
lost their husbands. (Pause) Take your time. It's very painful indeed. So you
can see, you people who are here, why we say that when we are here we must
behave very well, because people are traumatised. If we don't respect them when
they have come to tell their stories it traumatises them more. They need our
support in whatever is happening. Do you think that you can help - Constance
Bush, you can help, because you also live in the same area. What was happening
there during this time before this young man was killed? --- Before my brother
died he was with my brother's son, Roland Petrus. He had killed the gang leader
of the Three Million Gang of Kroonstad. He was with him on that specific day.
Just be slow, because we have to note down all what you've said. You say before
your brother-in-law died he was with who? --- He was with Roland Petrus, my
brother's son. He had shot Dewitty, the gang leader of the Three Million Gang of
Kroonstad. They killed him.
Okay. --- Yes, that's correct, it was Andrew.

He had killed a member of the gang Million - a member of the Three Million Gang
in Kroonstad. --- It was Roland Petrus who had shot the gang leader of the Three
Million Gang.
When Roland killed this member of the Three Million Gang was Andrew also with
him? --- Yes, he was with him.
What was the reason for the killing? --- The reason for the murder of Dewitty?
Is that the murder, or is it the reason for Andrew Petrus' murder that you are
asking?
/For killing
For killing the Three Million Gang person. Why did Roland kill this member of
the Three Million Gang? --- He had received a command from the community,
because Dewitty had killed many of the children of the parents of Mokeng. He,
together with his friends, did this.
Why did they specially ask Roland to do this job? --- I honestly don't know why.
Was Roland arrested after the killing of Dewitty? --- He was arrested within a
week's time.
And Andrew who was with him when he was killing him? --- Yes, Andrew was with
him, and Andrew was also locked up, and he was out on R1 000,00 bail.
Both of them? --- Yes, both of them were out. There were three of them, Andrew,
Roland, and my sister's son, and they were out ... (Interpreter: I couldn't get
the name?) ... and Senator Bloem as well.
(Inaudible) ... sister's son? --- Mhlahoti, Cassius Mhlahoti.
You say three - was he also present when this murder took place, when Roland
killed Dewitty? --- Yes, he shot him from a distance, and Roland went to Dewitty
and shot him.
Did Andrew Petrus participate in the shooting? --- No, he was just going with
them.
And how much was the bail? --- R3 000,00 each.
R3 000,00 each. Okay, whilst they were out - did this murder of Petrus happen
when he was still out on bail? --- Yes, it took place while they were out on
bail.
Let's come now back to the story so that I can get the facts clear. In the
statement here there's a mention
/of Dennis
of Dennis Bloem, mentioned by Allie Bertha Petrus. Who was this Dennis Bloem? -- It was Senator Bloem. He's an ANC member.
(Inaudible) ... of Andrew? --- They were two cousins. They were two cousins.
Was he present when Roland murdered Dewitty? --- No, he wasn't present.
I want just to rectify this statement. Allie says that, "My husband, Andrew
Petrus, was closely associated with Dennis Bloem, a prominent activist who is
now the senator." He is the senator where? --- Yes, he is a senator.
(Inaudible) --- Yes.

I want Allie now to reply to this. Why do you think that your husband was
killed? --- Because he was involved in the death of George Ramasimung.
I want to get the statement again. When I asked if Andrew participated in the
shooting of Dewitty we were told that Roland and Cassius were the ones who
participated. Cassius shot at a long distance, and the other one came near and
shot the one called Dewitty, and we were told that Andrew was just present. Now,
this is why I am asking this question. Do you think that he was murdered because
he was present when Dewitty was shot? --- Yes.
Okay. Now, can you now tell us the story now? We come to the story now. I was
just getting the background of this whole thing. Starting from the 28th May 1992
when your husband's body was found. Can you tell that story? --- On 28 May 1992,
between half past six and 7 o'clock, my brother came home and told me that my
husband had been
/killed
killed in a shooting, and I walked to the scene of the shooting where my husband
was lying.
(Inaudible) ... broke this news to you? What is your ... (inaudible) --- Kenneth
Vister.
(Inaudible) --- Yes.
Thank you. Can you proceed? --- When we came to the scene my brother had been in
an argument with Captain Solomons. My brother had said to him, "You know of
everything that had happened here. You know why this man had been killed." And
then I started becoming hysterical. My sister-in-law, Minna Mattreus, took me to
my mother-in-law's house.
Take time. You say that your sister-in-law - what is the name of your sister-inlaw? --- Minna Mattreus. She took me to my mother-in-law's house, and there I
spent the night.
(Inaudible) ... mother-in-law? --- Annie Petrus.
(Inaudible) ... the night there. --- Yes, that is correct. The next morning
Philip Petrus and Dennis Bloem went and made the case with the police regarding
this matter at Kroonstad Police Station.
Let me lead you a little bit now. Is it true that your husband's body was found
at the corner of Ronald and Cannon Street? --- Yes, it is correct.
When you found your husband's body was there any blood around him? --- There was
no blood around him.
(Inaudible) ... was the reason for that? --- They had shot him somewhere and
they had just gone and thrown his body down there.
When he was put there at Dennis Bloem - what do you call - in this Ronald and
Cannon Street he was already
/dead?
dead? --- Yes.
Thank you. And in your statement you say that you immediately laid a charge, and
Officers Baas and Brumape were put in charge of the investigation. Are these
officers still alive? --- One of them has retired. Baas has retired.
And Brumape? --- I think he is still alive.

Is he still a police officer? --- Yes.
In Kroonstad? --- Yes.
And how far did these two gentlemen go with the investigation, do you know? --They never took the case any further. We haven't heard a single thing about it.
Thank you. And again in your statement, Allie, you say that you gave the police
names of suspects from the Three Million Gang. I am just going to check because
you may not remember them and I need to help you. Is it true that the suspects
you gave the police were Martin Woods ... (intervention) --- Marlin Woods.
It's Marlin, not Martin - Marlin. Fabian Hardy. --- Yes, that's correct.
Reginald Buffel. --- Yes.
Lieben Botha? --- Yes.
Edith Botha? --- Yes.
And Baba Bester. --- (No reply)
Is that true? --- Yes.
So what happened to these people now after you had given the names to the
police? Do you know? --- They were called in for investigation on that
particular day, and then they were set free again.
Do you know where they are now? --- They are in
/Brand
Brand Park. They are in Brand Park.
Do you know if they are still the members of the Three Million Gang? --- Yes,
they are still members.
When this case - you saw that there was no progress, what did you do ...
(inaudible) ... these people and they were taken for questioning, and that same
day they were out. What other step did you take? --- I did nothing further about
the matter.
Let me remind you. I am not puzzled that you forget some of these things because
you are under severe pain and trauma. According to your statement you say that
no progress was made with investigation despite the fact that you wrote to the
Commissioner of Police, Mr Kallis. Do you remember that? --- No, I can't
remember that. Sorry, yes, I did say so.
Mr Kallis, is he also in Kroonstad? --- No, he is not in Kroonstad.
Can others help if they know where Kallis is? --- He is in Welkom at present.
(Inaudible) ... of the police in Welkom? --- Yes, Sir.
Did Mr Kallis ever responded to the letter which was written to him? --- Yes, he
sent somebody last month to come and investigate the case.
He sent him last month. --- Yes. After
Commissioner. But - may I continue?
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written
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Do you know the name of this person who was sent to investigate the case, who
was sent by him? --- Let me just think. Let me just get it out. (Pause) I cannot

remember at present.
/So how
So how far is this person with his investigation? --- He has not been able to
progress anything at all. He said that he would return to us after the sitting
of the Commission.
When he said that he would come back to you after the sitting of the Commission
did he mean this Commission, the Truth Commission? --- Yes, the Truth
Commission.
Thank you. Again according to this statement you say that in April this year,
which is 1996, Sarah Prince confessed to Allie that she had been involved in
plotting the death of Allie's husband. Is that true? --- Yes, it's Sarah Prince.
It is correct, it is the truth. May I just correct?
Yes. --- May I just correct it? She didn't admit that she was responsible for
the death. On the night of the murder, on the 28th of May, she was walking down
Ronald Street with Andrew Petrus, and she was the last person who had been seen
with Andrew Petrus.
Sarah Prince was the one who was seen ... (incomplete - end of Side A, Tape 3) -- I honestly don't know, because on the corner of Ronald Street there was a
party at a house, it was Flippy's house, and she had turned off there, and when
she walked in there four men surrounded Andrew.
So she saw it? --- I won't say that, because she doesn't want to speak the
entire truth.
(Inaudible) ... try and get the truth from her during the right time. You say
that again after a certain confession from Olivia Ross - who is this Olivia
Ross? The statement says here that, "After a certain confession from Olivia
Ross," - what did Olivia Ross confess? --/She admitted
She admitted that she had seen what had happened that evening.
So Olivia Ross also was an eye witness? --- Yes, that's correct, she was also an
eye witness.
Is it true that Allie also wrote to the MEC for Safety and Security about this
matter? --- Yes, she had.
(Inaudible) --- I honestly don't know.
(Inaudible) --- No, I never received any reply.
(Inaudible) ... MEC for Safety and Security. --- May I reply?
Yes, if you know the name. --- Pappie Genary(?).
Pappie? --- Pappie Genary, if I am correct.
Pappie Genary? --- Yes.
Where are Dewitty's parents, do you know? --- In Kroonstad, Mokeng.
Did you ever meet with them? --- Never.
Where is Roland and Cassius? --- Roland is at present in gaol. He is serving a
sentence of 14 years.

(Inaudible) --- Yes, it's for the same case as Dewitty.
And where is Cassius? --- Cassius is presently in Johannesburg, where he is
working.
So he was never convicted? --- No, he was never convicted. It was only Roland
who was convicted, and Dennis Bloem.
Roland and Dennis Bloem were convicted? --- Yes, that's correct.
Is Dennis Bloem too serving 14 years - a sentence of 14 years? --- No. Dennis
got a fine of R7 000,00 for being an accessory.
/Did he
Did he pay it? --- Yes, he paid it.
(Inaudible) --- Yes, he's out.
May I know, Allie, if you are working? --- No, she is not working.
Did you work before? --- No, I never worked.
How do you support your children? --- My children receive money from welfare.
They receive a grant from welfare.
They receive a grant of how much? Do you know? --- It is R465,00.
R460 ... (incomplete) --- 4-6-5, R465,00.
(Inaudible) --- Yes, it's per month.
Your request here in your statement, you say that you want to know who killed
your husband and why, and you also say that you want why the police are not
prepared to do anything about that, and you also say that you want financial
assistance towards maintaining and educating your children as the father is
dead. Before I complete this, is there any other thing you, Constance Bush and
Philip Petrus, would like to add to all what you have said - not repeating what
we have heard already? Just if there are things which need to be added which
would help us in dealing with this case. --- I cannot understand. When Roland
Petrus shot Dewitty he was caught within a week and sentence. My brother was
shot between 7 o'clock and 10 past seven that night, and the police told us that
they couldn't catch anybody. I feel that is impossible. It was still light, they
could have done something. And among those four men who had surrounded him
somebody had to have pulled the trigger. The three names which we have added,
Reginald Buffel, who is a school headmaster, Lieben
/Botha,
Botha, is an officer in the Defence Force. Edith Botha is his wife. Their cars
were on the scene.
Thank you very much. Let's get this correctly now. What is Martin Woods doing?
Let us get them - Marlin Woods. Thank you very much for telling us. --- Marlin
Woods is not working at present, he has never worked.
Fabian Hardy? --- Fabian Hardy also is not working. He doesn't work, he is
unemployed.
Reginald Buffel. --- He was a teacher at the high school. He is now principal at
the primary school.

What is the name of this primary school? Do you know it? --- Brandvale Primary.
Brandvale Primary School.
Is it in Kroonstad? Where is it? Is it in Kroonstad? --- It's in Brand Park,
Kroonstad.
And Lieben Botha, what is he doing? --- He's an officer in the Defence Force in
Kroonstad.
Edith Botha, what is she doing? --- She is working at the CNA.
(Inaudible) --- Yes, in Kroonstad.
And Baba Bester? --- He was a police officer. He is now a security officer.
Where? --- In Kroonstad.
Thank you. Is there anything you want to tell us? --- May I continue with what I
was telling you just now?
(Inaudible)
My feelings
four people
Dewitty had

--- Okay. I can't understand that the police didn't take any steps.
are that I think those people are in cahoots with the police, those
who surrounded my brother, because they are friends of Dewitty, and
been in cahoots with the police.

/Are you
Are you suggesting that you think that there was a sort of relationship between
the Three Million Gang and the police? --- Yes.
Okay. Any other new thing? --- Let me just think. (Pause) In 1995 on a Sunday
afternoon the same guys, the same men who was present when Andrew was murdered,
except for Reginald Buffel, who was not there, my sister's son, Cassius and
Mhlahoti were stabbed and chopped by them in front of my door, and he actually
fell down in my yard. My eldest son of 16 saw this happen. I was lying in the
room and he came and called me, and he told me, "Mother, come and have a look.
Uncle Marlin is busy killing Cassie." And when I was there he was actually
smothering in his blood, and that's when they were running away. And they said,
"We've killed another one of the kaffirs of the Petruses." I don't know what
they had against the Petruses. Was it because Roland Petrus had shot Dewitty,
their friend, or what was happening, but I deduce from this that that was
probably the reason why. There were two police vans that Sunday afternoon, but
nothing further came of that matter either. My other two sisters - my other
sister's two sons had also been stabbed. Also by Dewitty's brother, who had been
killed. And also Bana Woods, Marlin Woods' brother, and nothing came of those
cases, either. I myself took them to the hospital, the two brothers. And I feel
that I don't understand why the police acted like this against the Petrus police
(sic), not having been able to do anything to catch Andrew's murderer up to this
point. Last year - no, 19th of March this year Ivodia came and told us that she
had seen what had happened, and I myself, /my sister,
my sister, Mina Mattreus, Philip Petrus and Dennis Bloem had approached Captain
Schilling and took her statement, and until this present moment in time nothing
has been done about the matter yet. And I feel very unhappy about this fact. It
is also affecting my marriage, because at presently there is friction in my
marriage between my husband and myself because I don't want to go and make peace
with the people who had been involved in my brother's death, and I've told him
that I won't make peace until justice has been done. Because they were able to
give Roland 14 years for the death of a man who had killed many people in
Mokeng, many lives, and he hasn't even been locked up for 24 years. And
therefore I feel that the Commission must please act against these people,
because we are totally disheartened about approaching the police because they do
virtually nothing when we approach them.

(Inaudible) --- Yes, I would like to. Yes, I would just like to add - my sister
has already stated many things, but I don't think this case of Andrew should
have been referred to the Commissioner. I am Roland's father, Roland who had
killed Dewitty. The week when they were looking for Roland they spent a whole
week doing so, and the SA Police spent a lot of money, when I was present, where
they were looking for Roland. And they found Roland. I can't see how they cannot
trace Andrew's murderer after they had been given information.
(Inaudible) --- Yes, I am Roland's father.
Do you know that your son, Roland, has applied for amnesty? Did you know that? -- Yes, I am aware of that fact that he has applied for amnesty.
Thank you ... (inaudible) --- On the day that
/Andrew
Andrew was shot I approached a Captain P Harter, and he was investigating the
matter. The morning when I was standing there on the scene, when they took the
body away, I saw that the police was not interested in that case. I actually had
an argument with Senator Bloem, and he said that this van should continue, and I
said, "I don't believe this man is interested in the case."
(Inaudible) ... you approached Captain who? --- Captain P Harter. He was in
command of the investigating team. Captain P Harter has now retired. He got
promotion, he and Captain Schilling. On Roland's case they got promotion to
majors, they're both majors, but he has now retired.
And P Harter has retired? --- Yes, P Harter has retired.
Where is Schilling? --- Schilling is still in the police force. He's a major in
the police. He's in the detectives branch.
Was Schilling also involved in the case? --- Schilling was also involved in the
case, yes.
Anything more which is new which would help us? --- No, I think that's all that
I have to add.
Thank you very much. Your case is a really complicated one, and before I say
anything maybe the members of the Committee would like to say something.
--------------------MS GCABASHE: I would just like to ask one question. Is Dennis Bloem the same
Bloem who is now a senator? --- Yes, that is correct. That's the senator, Dennis
Bloem.
--------------------I just want to ask one question from Allie. Allie,
/what
what happened to you was very devastating. You were still very young, and I
think your kids, one was one year or the other three years, if I am correct. How
has this affected your life and that of your kids? We'd like to know more about
your health? --- I was very weak, and I still suffer from stress now. At nights
I can't sleep. An I have a five-year-old daughter who asks me every day, "When
is my dad going to come home again?"
(Inaudible) ... treatment for your stress? --- I have been to the doctor.

Do you pay for it? --- Yes, I do pay.
How is your daughter doing at school? --- It's my son who is at school.
How is your son doing at
complain a lot about him.

school?

--- He

cannot

concentrate.
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teachers

That is very important to us because we know that trauma can disrupt people's
life, and I can see the way you are feeling now that your life will never be the
same again. Although you are a very strong person there is no doubt. The very
fact that you are crying it doesn't mean that you are no strong, and the very
fact that you have stress it doesn't mean that you are not strong. But what we
are saying to you, irrespective of your strength probably it might help if you
seek help from some of our psychologists here. Not because there is anything
wrong with you, but because everybody who has been through trauma will have
these sorts of problems. Thank you very much.
--------------------(Inaudible) ... for the story you have told. It would appear that you have gone
through many things, this
/family.
family. We heard other stories which are not part of this. Maybe we need to
encourage you, because you have also mentioned other deaths. The lady, Constance
Bush, mentioned other things. Maybe it will be better if you go to the
statement-takers and put these other cases, because you are all traumatised in
fact, all of you you are traumatised. But at the present moment we are dealing
with Allie. That is why Professor Magwaza is asking about Allie's immediate
family, Allie and the children, so that if there is a need for counselling they
could be counselled by the psychologists. There are support groups which have
been arranged in this region. But what I am saying is that maybe it will be
better if the other members of the family who have been affected - otherwise
there are some deaths which have been mentioned too - if they could also go as
individuals to tell their stories and give the - and see the statement-takers so
that you can also be attended to, because you are traumatised. Constance is
traumatised. Philip Petrus is traumatised. Again we don't blame you for that.
It's because of the kind of experience you have gone through. So I am
encouraging you that you need to go to the statement-takers and also put your
own stories so that you can also be attended to. Anyway, thank you very much,
Allie. We have noted all your requests. We'll make some recommendations, and we
will also investigate, pass this thing to the investigation unit so that this
case must be investigated. And we have also noted some of the people who can be
contacted here so that the truth comes out. And we also commend you for the
support you are giving each other. This is very commendable. You saw that how
/Allie
Allie had to breakdown all the time, and the members of the family had to give
her the support. That is very good, we appreciate it. Thank you very much.
--------------------MATSHELISO PAULINE RANTIE and MKHULULEKILE PETROS MZOSANE (Sworn, State)
COMMISSIONER: Thank you very much. The person who is going to lead you in this
very long story is Mr Mdu Dlamini. He is going to aid you in the process when
you tell your story. Thank you.
MR DLAMINI: Thank you, Mr Chairman. Good day, Ma Matsheliso. --- Good day, Sir.
And Dada Mzosane. --- Good day, Sir.

I will start with Mrs Rantie, and Mr Chairman, I would request that after her we
don't ask any questions, because some of the questions that we would like to ask
could be answered when Mr Mzosane gives his evidence. It's for that reason that
the two cases were brought together. Mrs Rantie, can I start by confirming basic
details like your residential? According to your statement you live at 394
Mageta Street in Sasolville. --- That is correct, Sir.
And you were born on the 8th of August 1939. --- That is correct, Sir.
(Inaudible) --- Yes, I am married.
And where is the husband? --- He said he would be here. I don't know whether he
has arrived.
Are you not staying together? --- We stay together. We spent the night here in
Welkom, and he said he would come this morning.
Oh yes, I do understand. He was going to come from Kroonstad this morning. --That is correct.
If Mr Rantie is around, if he wants to be with the family, with the Chairman's
permission, he is free to do so. He can come forward and they will organise a
chair
/for him
for him next to the family. --- I think he is not yet
here, because he mentioned that he would request to come and sit here.
Thank you. Is he employed? --- He is not working.
I see. How many children do you have? --- I have four children. Two are married,
and I am left with two at home.
The two who are staying with you, how old are they? --- The first-born was born
in 1963, and the other one I can't remember the date. I think it was - I think
the second one was born in 1969. These are the two that are staying with me at
home.
What are they doing? Are they employed, are they still at school? --- The one
that was born in 1969 is a teacher, and the one that was born in 1963 is also a
teacher, but doesn't have a post at all.
Well, we congratulate you for having been able to bring up your children and
give them security for the future. You have come to tell us a story, a sad story
indeed, about your son, Solomon, as well as your nephew, Tsiyetsi. How old was
Solomon when he was killed? --- He was 17 years old.
Was he still at school? --- Yes.
What class was he doing? --- He was doing standard seven.
And Tsiyetsi, how old was he? --- Tsiyetsi was born in 1958. At the time of his
death I do not know how old he was.
The year is sufficient. And where
Tsiyetsi's family? --- We reside

are
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/in the
in the same street. All of us are at Sasolville.
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And on behalf of the Commission we would ask you to convey our support and
regards to Tsiyetsi's family as well. Mama, could you please tell us the
incident that took place on the 11th of October 1990? --- It was in the morning.
It was at about 9 o'clock. Solomon was at school and he came back. I am not sure
- it was about eight or 7 o'clock. I was hanging the napkins on the line because
one of my daughters was just from the hospital, and he said to me, "Mum, I am
very scared, and I am here to tell my brother." His brother was still at home
sleeping. And he said, "I am here to tell the brother that the Three Millions
are on their way, driven by the policemen." And I said to him, "Did you see any
policemen?" He said, "Yes, I identified Mr Serobe." And he gave me his books and
he gave me his examination number, and I said to him, "Get into the house. Wake
your brother." He went into the house, he woke up his brother, and they asked me
where to go - oh my Lord.
As the Chairman of the Commission has been saying that people should take it
easy. It's a very painful thing, and some of you thought they had forgotten, but
the Government, particularly the State President, decided to give you people an
opportunity to relate and share with the people of South Africa. So take it
easy, Mama. We do understand. --- I didn't know where to direct them for hiding.
I was pointing all the places. I said to him, "Please hide yourselves." They
were standing still, not knowing what to do. They said, "Mum, what should we
do?" I didn't know where to hide them, and I said to them, "Get out into the
field, and you will be able to see which
/"direction
"direction they come from and you will run away." After a few minutes they came
back running. I said to them, "What's happening?" They said, "They are just on
our heels." And I went to this group and I said to them, "Kill me first, because
what you are going to do I will never stand. If you kill my children I would
have nothing left to live for. Kill me first." And they all stood still. They
said, "Why are they running?" And I said to them, "They are just school kids.
Who would not run away seeing you carrying such dangerous weapons, and we know
that when you are present people die." And I said to the first group, "Please
kill me. Here I am." And they said, "Well, we will leave your children." I last
saw them when they got into the house, closing the door, when I went to the
Three Million members to tell them that they should kill me. While I was still
negotiating with this first group the other one passed, and I saw my daughter
coming from the house, saying, "Mum, please rush, they got hold of Solomon." And
I came running, and this group was just elderly people. I said, "Please, this is
just a baby. What are you doing to him?" I saw my son falling down, and he was
shouting, crying, saying, "Mum, help me." Oh my Lord, I wouldn't help my son. My
son was crying. It's hard to forget his cry. I prayed to them to stop. I said,
"Please, kill me first." They were chopping him. I even ran away, I couldn't
stand. I ran away. My son was crying, and I went straight into the house. After
falling I went outside. The police were already on the scene and they were
shooting at me with their rubber bullets. My son was lying on the floor. I still
have the rubber bullets with me as evidence. People picked them
/up. The
up. The police were busy throwing their tear gases on me. I had a one-month-old
baby. This was my daughter's baby. I forgot the child because we ran away. They
were shooting at us. The community was trying to help, and some of them were
praying to the police to go into the house to take the child, because the child
was still alive, but - they requested permission from the policemen to take the
child to the hospital, but the police refused. But one member of the Three
Million, who ran towards a certain house when the community wanted to attack
him, the police went to rescue him. The police were protecting him. I went to
them, I said, "I want to kill this one because they have already killed my son."
The police were shooting me with their rubber bullets. I didn't even see that
the other one was next to me, and his teachers were pleading with the policemen.
They said, "We are not going anywhere if you do not take Mr Rantie's son to
protect him." One gentleman came to me and he said, "Should I take your child to

the hospital?" I said, "Please," and I told them to call his father at work to
contact the specialists just to save my son's life. His father came. We tried to
go to Captain Floyd. He was the captain of the police at that time, and we asked
him, "Floyd, what's happening, what's taking place? Why is my child so brutally
assaulted?" His fingers were being picked at the street. He was chopped by
heavily-built men. My son was innocent. He died as an innocent boy, and they are
still free even to this day.
Your other son, Papi, whom Solomon came back from school to alert that the Three
Million Gang was approaching, did he escape, and how is he now? --- He
/escaped.
escaped. The teachers at Sasolville were pleading with the policemen to save
him, and they pushed him to the hospital, and they said they had this feeling to
take him and throw him somewhere. He is still alive, he's a teacher at Koppies.
So he is one of the teachers. --- Yes, he's a teacher.
And he was saved by the teachers who were around? --- He was not yet a teacher
at that time. The teachers were pleading with the policemen because the schools
even stopped. Three Million members were still busy chopping the other one, and
he was next to me and I didn't know what to do with him, and the police were
there standing. If they could have taken my son to the hospital in time he would
have been saved, because the doctors tried their best but they said he took a
long time. He was lying in the street and nobody was prepared to help him. A
stranger came and took him to the hospital.
We are grateful to the people who offered help under those difficult conditions,
where they were prevented by the police to help. I am sure the Chairman, when he
summarises, he will make reference to the teachers who helped, and that strange
person who took your son to the hospital. And I believe from your statement that
the harassment did not stop. Even when you were preparing for Solomon's funeral
you were still harassed. Would you like to take us through that? --- It was on a
Wednesday and the Council started by stopping the water. The water was stopped
from running and we had to go to Brand Park for water. And this harassment
continued, and on Wednesday, as the women were preparing the food, the police
arrived
/and they
and they shot in the house. And they sprayed their tear gas and they shot this
other child and - I don't know what happened to this child. They turned over the
pots and people took different directions running away. That is the harassment
that we got.
I believe that coming back from the cemetery you learnt that Tsiyetsi had been
abducted. Would you tell us about Tsiyetsi? --- No. We buried Solomon on
Saturday, and on the same Saturday evening the Three Million gang arrived at
home, at my home. And I heard one person saying, "Get out of that house." I was
standing at the window. They used a small entrance gate and they used the bigger
one to get out, and shortly after they have left a person came. This person was
a security man at a tavern, and he said, "They have abducted Tsiyetsi." I tried
to call the police station and one captain answered the phone. I cannot tell who
he was because of the ranks. He was a white man, and he said to me, "This is the
new South Africa that you wanted." And I said to him, "Who is the new South
Africa? I am just asking for help. They have abducted one of my children," and
he said, "There is nothing I can do. You said you don't want us in the new South
Africa. This is your new South Africa you have been longing for." And I called
another woman, a white woman, Mrs Serfontein. She was a reporter, and I gave her
a call. She was working for Star, and I said, "Madam, I do not know. I called
the policemen, they do not want to help me. My nephew has been abducted." Mrs
Serfontein called the police station in town and she gave them my house number
to come and see me, and they arrived. I said to them Tsiyetsi had been abducted,

and the policemen
/tried
tried to get the direction they took when they left, and they went out to look
for him but they couldn't get hold of the group. The next day he was killed, he
was murdered. He didn't have his eyes. His eyes were gouged out and he was
chopped.
Take it easy, Mama. This is very hard to believe. Take it easy. (Pause) Okay,
okay, okay, okay, that does not help them. When you make the noise you are not
helping. Your noise is not helping them. (Pause) Mr Chairman, perhaps to give
Mrs Rantie a chance to rest I would like to bring in Mr Mzosane at this stage.
Ma Rantie, I will come to you. There are a few things in your statement that
will be interesting for the audience to know, and also for the Commission to
know, but I just want to give you rest. It has been too much for you, and can I
go to you, Mr Mzosane?
Petros, according to your statement you live at No 5204 in Constantia township
in Kroonstad. --- That is correct.
And you were born on the 3rd of April 1957. --- That is correct.
Your story is about your dismissal from the police force where you were working.
--- That is correct.
Normally the Commission is not mandated to listen to labour relations issues,
including unfair dismissals, wages, and any other disputes, but what makes the
Commission be interested in your story is that your dismissal appears to have a
link with the role that was played by the Three Million Gang, and also your
commitment to investigate the offences committed by the Three Million Gang. The
Commission felt that if you are being
/victimised
victimised because you were doing the right thing, protecting the community,
that cannot be left unchecked. We don't say that the disciplinary inquiry was
wrong. All that we are saying is that we would like the Commission to
investigate it further to establish whether your dismissal was not as a result
of your role as a policeman, particularly trying to protect the community of
Kroonstad. Perhaps before I ask you to tell us your story can you tell us
briefly about your family? Are you married? --- I have a wife. I have three
kids.
How old are your kids? --- The eldest is 15 years old, the one coming after the
first one is five years old, and the third-born is one year eight months.
Congratulations. It's very rare where you find a father knowing the dates of
births of their children. Congratulations, Mr Mzosane. And are they - the first
two, are they at school already? --- The eldest is at school doing standard six.
The second one is still at creche, and the last-born is at home with the
grandmother.
(Inaudible) --- Yes, my wife is a teacher. She teaches on the farms around
Kroonstad.
I am sure she is carrying all the burden now that you are unemployed. Did she
manage to be here? --- That is correct, she is carrying the whole burden.
Is she here? --- She's not here, she is at work.
I see. Well, similarly on behalf of the Commission please convey our regards to
her, and our respect to her for shouldering the family responsibilities. ---

Thank you, Sir.
Mr Mzosane, would you
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/the riots
the riots and the unrest in 1990, as well as 1992, it so happened that the
station commander, Captain Ramosita, came to me and he wanted to find out
whether I was prepared to be a policeman or I wanted to be a houseman(?), which
meant you were a community worker and not a policeman. I asked him as to why he
said that. He said he could not understand whether I was a policeman or a
community worker, because at the time that the community was dissatisfied with
the services of the police, and when they were attacking the policemen's houses,
I was able to walk freely amongst the members of the community. Why weren't they
attacking me? He felt that I was colluding with the community against the
police, and he told me that I had to choose between being a policeman and a
community worker. My reply to him was that I could not understand what he was
saying. Why people were not attacking me was totally unknown to me. I did not
know the reasons why they did not attack me, but according to me was that as a
policeman I was not harassing them, terrorising them, or traumatising them in
any way, I was just doing my job as a policeman. And at that time the Three
Million Gang was conducting a reign of terror in the residential areas. At times
when I was at work they used to tell me that I was lucky, because at times I
would come across the people who were conducting the unrest, and some of them
were carrying an assortment of weapons, and at times I would be able to arrest
members of the ... (incomplete - end of Side A, Tape 4) ... and arrest the
perpetrators or the carriers of the weapons. There was a certain prosecutor, Mr
Pienaar. He - she was the one who was conducting the Three Million Gang cases,
and most of the time they would be released or
/acquitted.
acquitted. And whenever they had to attend court there would be specific
instructions from the station commander that when they were supposed to go to
court they had to be transported in police vans to attend court. And whenever
they were coming from court they had to be taken in police vans back to wherever
they came from. And they would help them to be released from prison. They were
actually safeguarded by the police. And I did not collude with what they were
doing. I was always questioning the police behaviour towards the Three Million
Gang. In most cases when they go to attend court it would be due to harassment
of the members of the ANC or school kids, but the ANC members were not being
escorted by the police whenever they had to attend court. The station commander
had an altercation with me and we always had problems. I think that is why he
was asking me as to whether I wanted to be a policeman or a community worker.
Then he said to me that he will see to it that I am expelled from the police
force.
Thank you, Mr Mzosane. I just want to check something that I missed here. In
your statement you said they used to tell you that you were lucky. Did I hear
you well? --- It's not clear, Sir. The station commander said it's quite
surprising as to why I wasn't being attacked by the members of the community.
Even when they were aggressive they would burn other policemen's houses, but not
mine.
Thank you. And also in your statement it's mentioned here that you were involved
in the investigation of Solomon's death from the Rantie family. Is that right? -- I wasn't amongst the investigating team, but when
/this
this incident took place I didn't even know that such a thing had happened, that
the Three Million Gang had killed Solomon. But there was an instance where I met
the Three Million Gang with an assortment of weapons. I arrested them

effectively and I confiscated the weapons. I heard later on that they had killed
Solomon.
Were you in any way linked to the death of Solomon or the Three Million Gang? I
know that it's - my question is not clear. Perhaps let me rephrase it. Did you
perhaps question afterwards the killing of Rantie's child, Solomon, and the
investigation at work? Did you perhaps question anybody about it? --- I never
asked anyone about that, but when I heard that the Three Million Gang had killed
him I was not surprised, because they were terrorising the community. So I never
asked as to why the killed him. I knew they were killers.
In your own opinion, as somebody who was working with the community, why was the
Three Million Gang favoured by - apparently favoured by the authorities, namely
the police force, as well as the prosecution? --- I think that they were in
favour of the Three Million Gang because of the past regime, which was in
conflict with the community. Three Million was colluding with the police and
helping the regime to terrorise the community. They were questioning as to why
the regime was being questioned.
Does the Three Million Gang still exist today? --- They still do exist, but
after Dewitty died it sort of went underground.
Have there been any incidents involving the Three Million Gang of late operating
from underground? Would
/you say
you say that they are no longer dangerous? What would be your assessment? --It's the members, Three Million Gang members, but they are no longer conducting
a reign of terror like they did before.
Sorry, coming back to your dismissal, was the inquiry held? --- There was no
inquiry conducted with regard to my dismissal. After I had been dismissed there
was absolutely nothing that was done.
The charge that was put against you, what was the actual charge? --- They
charged me. They said at some stage I absconded, I took absence without leave.
Were you given a chance to respond to those allegations? --- They did give me a
chance to respond, but they were actually stressing it out and I couldn't defend
myself. I had no defence to their charges, and they found me guilty and called
the then station commander, who was not present when I was charged, he was on
leave, but on that particular day he was called by the prosecutor who was
handling the case and he was specifically called. They spoke together with the
prosecutor who was handling the case, and after that they had found me guilty,
and the station commander went away. When I went back to trial I was told that I
was being dismissed from the police force, I was no longer a member of the
police force. And there was no board of inquiry that sat as it is the usual
practice. Nothing of that sort happened. The prosecutor spoke together with the
station commander and they reached a decision.
What steps had you taken to appeal to the sentence? --- Immediately after my
dismissal I appealed against the decision. I was represented by Mr van Wyk.
After
/quite
quite some time he told me that my appeal had failed. They said all that was
done was procedural. And I wrote a letter to the police commissioner, telling
him about my dissatisfaction with regard to the handling of the case. I was
called in 1994 and there was a commission that was sitting in Kroonstad, and
they told me that they will come to me. Up until today they haven't yet
contacted me. Thereafter I wrote a letter to Mr Pappy Genary. Even Pappy Genary
hasn't done anything.

Has the MEC, Pappy Genary, replied to your letter to acknowledge that he has
received it and what is going to happen, even though you haven't seen anything
tangible? --- He hasn't yet acknowledge receipt of my letter.
Why did they think you had absconded, or you took leave - why did they charge
you for absence without leave? Why did they come up with that charge? --- On
that particular day I was supposed to work at 2.00 pm in the afternoon. Then on
that morning I took my wife to her workplace and she had a small baby that she
was taking with to work. So I took my wife to her workplace at the farms, and
when I got there she was supposed to report at her workplace, and we had to take
the child to the doctor. And from there we had to go back home. Whilst I was in
town I phoned the charge office commander, Adjutant Hadebe, and I explained to
him that I was going to be late for work due to the reasons that I've already
stated. It's either I was going to be late or I wasn't going to go to work at
all. I never got to work that day, but I reported before time that I will not be
able to be present at work. Then a few days after than incident Adjutant Mu
Hanede told me about that charge. He told me that I did
/not work
not work on that particular day, and that I did not go to work whilst I was not
on leave.
Thank you for that. That explains it. Thank you very much, Mr Mzosane. As I said
that we will try to get more information about your dismissal, whether although officially it's absence without leave, whether unofficially it's linked
to your role arresting members of the Three Million Gang. That's the part that
we are unhappy about. Thank you.
Mama Rantie, was the inquest held on the death of your son and that of your
nephew? --- According to my knowledge there was none, because the police came
and they would tell me to come to the charge office, and whenever I get to the
charge office they will tell me that the initial statements had been lost and I
should submit a new statement. And when I looked into their trend of questioning
I realised that they were not asking me questions, they were mocking, because
they were asking as to what Dewitty was wearing when he came to kill my son. And
I told them that I had not made an allegation as to clothing, or as to what
Dewitty was wearing, and they told me that if I didn't know what Dewitty was
wearing then there was nothing they could do about it. Thereafter I heard rumour
that there was going to be a Truth Commission. I am sorry, that was not the
Truth Commission, but a commission. We went on a march as the Mokeng residents,
and when this commission came to sit it was being led by Deroux. We submitted
statements as well as evidence and testimony. He arrested the Three Million Gang
members and he told me that I should take care of myself, and I told him that I
did not understand what he
/was saying
was saying to me. He asked me as to what time I go to bed, and I told him that I
watch TV until late. He asked me whether I did not hear the barking of dogs
during the night, and he said that I could be killed at any moment and I should
be extra careful because I had so much evidence, and he also got a lot of
testimony, and he was not sure as to whether he was safe, he was going to reach
Sasolburg. He told me that he did not want this matter to be conducted or be
heard in Kroonstad because the Magistrates or the judicial system as a whole was
working in tandem with the Three Million Gang. And I heard later on that Deroux
was arrested. Thereafter a certain person came to tell me that the case was
heard at Sasolberg, and Dewitty and his gang had been acquitted. I did not know
what to do at that juncture because I was not notified about the case. Then
there were certain white people from Britain. They also took statements from me
and asked me as to what had happened. They went to the charge office to inquire
as to what became of my case, and when they were still there they were told that
they were still conducting inquiries with regard to the case. Then thereafter, I

think it was in 1992 - I a not really sure of it, I have forgotten - a certain
white man came to my place and he told me that I should go to court because the
matter was going to be heard on that day. And I asked him as to why I hadn't
been told about the matter being heard in Sasolburg. I said it was not going to
help, because I wanted to attend court and I wanted to hear Dewitty testifying
and telling me why he killed my son. And what made me even more disturbed was
that Dewitty was still alive and my son had died, but Dewitty did not account
for /his actions.
his actions. They told me that if I didn't want to go to court I was going to be
arrested. I said that is fine. If they wanted to arrest me they could go ahead
and do it, because I had been attending court for several times and Dewitty was
being addressed directly by the Magistrate, and the Magistrate was giving
Dewitty and his gang knives, and I could not watch that any more. I did not want
to go to court any more to watch Dewitty showing us his prowess, how he had the
Magistrate eating out of his hand. I just could not stand it. Even the
prosecutor, Mrs Pienaar, would speak to Dewitty, and she would ask Dewitty as to
how many people they had killed, and Dewitty would point at me, and I would tell
him not to point at me, but he should tell the prosecutor as to how many people
he had killed. He even said that at some stage he would go to Mrs Pienaar's
house to sleep there.
Ma Rantie, did you have any lawyer representing the family? --- I did engage the
services of an attorney, but I was not satisfied with his services. I went to
Rector Mpohadi, the rector of Mpohadi College, because my child at that time was
still at school. I was not sure as to whether my child was safe, and I wanted
him to write me a letter so that I could look for another school for my child,
because I wasn't sure about her safety.
(Inaudible) ... you, do you have his name? --- It's Groenberg. I was referred to
Groenberg by the rector of Mpohadi College, and I went to Groenberg. There are
two Groenbergs. There's the one - the senior and the junior. Groenberg told me
that there was absolutely nothing he could do to help me, but I went back to the
rector and he arranged an appointment for me with
/Groenberg.
Groenberg. And Groenberg is the one who asked me as to
what I wanted him to do for me. I told him that my child was facing her final
year exams, but I was very much concerned about her safety because she had no
protection whatsoever. And he made a court order and I said that I wanted to see
the Magistrate. And he arranged an appointment for me to see the Magistrate.
I know that one of the perpetrators is now dead, Dewitty. Are there any of the
Three Million Gang who are allegedly - who were allegedly involved in the
killing of your son who are still alive? --- There are so many of them who are
still living. Some ran away. When I was called to go to court in 1992, when they
said they were going to arrest me if I didn't go to court, when I got to court
the Magistrate - the policeman or the court orderly who was there addressed the
Magistrate and said there were more than 60 people who had come to kill my
child, and most of them had died. And the Magistrate said there was nothing that
he could do because so many had died. There was no need to look for the rest.
And your son, was he a member of any organisation before his death? --- He was
an ANC Youth League member.
The investigating officers, I know that you were not happy with the way they
handled you, but who were responsible to investigate the death of your son? --It's Mr Mofokeng.
Is Mr Mofokeng still at Kroonstad? Is he still in the employ of the South
African Police? --- He's on pension at the present moment.

And we do have a copy of the provisional death certificate for Solomon, which
still reflects the cause of
/death
death as, "Under investigation." Did you get a death certificate for Tsiyetsi? -- All the people who have been killed by the Three Million Gang they always say
that the matter is still being investigated. Even Tsiyetsi's death certificate
is written like that.
Mama Rantie, thank you very much for the courage that you have shown. I would
like to hand over to the Chairman now. Thank you.
--------------------Mama Rantie, I have this compulsion to say something to you and your family,
that it's quite clear that the trauma you experienced affected your entire
family, and it's quite clear that your life changed, it can never be the same
again. But I would like to hear from you very briefly how did this change your
life and that of your family, and what's your state of health now? --- I am not
feeling well. I am very unhappy. I am suffering from loss of memory. Before I
wasn't using any glasses, but I had an eyesight problem. I ultimately had to
wear glasses. I do not sleep properly at night because I keep on thinking about
my son's death. I just have no way of coping with it. I would like to forget
about my son's death, but it just can't happen because there's so many things he
used to do, and each time I get disturbed whenever I think of the things that he
used to do for me. At times he would book me a doctor when ever I was ill, and
now those things that he used to do, there's nobody else who does them any more,
and I do feel the gap. Now I feel there's just nothing worth living for. And
even after my son had died I was always harassed, I was terrorised. They sent
Vet Volvo(?) to my place. They
/harassed
harassed me with my family. They traumatised my mother, who was blind, and the
whole family was severely terrorised and harassed by the whole incident. The
past regime has traumatised me in an unbelievable manner. There ware certain
things which I feel I will never ever be able to forget, nor will I be able to
cope with the situation. My remaining son used to sleep together with Solomon,
and each time he has to go to sleep he would go round and round the house
avoiding to go to bed, and now he is avoiding that bed ever since that happened.
Thank you very much, Mama. It's quite clear that there is so much - there is so
much pain that it can just - there is nothing - there is no words that can
express it. You are depressed. Your family is in pain, and I would say that
please do use some assistance which we would try to give you. And that regarding
your house where your son was murdered - because living in a house where your
son was murdered is not going to help you as well. Probably also that's another
thing where you can seek some assistance. Anyway, thank you very much. --Another painful aspect is that every morning when I wake up I always have to
pass close to that spot where he fell when he was attacked by the Three Million
Gang. I have to live with that every day of my life.
--------------------I want to identify myself with the sentiments which have been expressed here by
my colleagues, directed first to Pauline Rantie, the mother of Solomon. You have
been double-tortured or double-traumatised - or let me put it this way, you have
been treble-traumatised. You yourself was in a way very much tortured by the
South African
/Police
Police of the old regime. Being a woman, the kinds of acts we have heard which

were directed to you by men is a disgrace. Trauma came through the death of your
son, who was nipped from the bud when you had all the hopes and your future
invested in him ... (incomplete - end of Side B, Tape 4) ... could do that to
people, especially women. That is terrible. Carrying guns, destroying
everything, in collusion with the criminals, Three Million Gang. Those were
criminals. You should have been protected from them by the police, but they
colluded with the criminals and killed people in the community. You are indeed a
strong mother. The very fact that you were prepared even to die before they
killed your son, that shows strength. A woman in the midst of criminals, because
all those people who were surrounding you, including the police, at that
particular point they were criminals, but you were prepared to die for your son.
That shows courage and strength. There may be the history written about you in
future, an example of a mother. We have noted all these things here, and we
shall try by all means to follow up these cases, try to get in touch with some
of the people mentioned here - the Magistrates, the prosecutors, who themselves
were colluding with the criminals, Magistrates and prosecutors. And the
investigation unit will do this, and some of the things you have requested for
here, like counselling for the family - that one can be done immediately through
the support group we have set here in this region. The perpetrators will see
that the investigating unit does try to get them, and we'll also make the
recommendation, take your request about the change of the house. We'll make a
request to the
/Government
Government. We don't promise that it will be changed, but we will make request.
But we will support this request. We want to thank you very much.
Now, coming to Mzosane. Mzosane, we want to commend you for being a good
policeman, because the policemen are for the community. In fact when they were
saying that, "Are you a policeman or working for the community?" I think they
did not know what they were saying, because the policemen should work for the
community, they should protect the community, and that is what you were doing,
and I want to commend you for that. We shall also pass your request to the
Government. You are requesting here to be reinstated as soon as possible as a
policeman, who was the right policemen vis à vis some of the policemen who call
themselves policemen, who are still holding offices in the police force, which
is very unfortunate that those people are the people - some of them have been
promoted, and are holding position in the police force. So we shall also take it
with you. You come as a hero of a policeman, who lost his job because he was
doing his work very well. We have noted all your requests. May God bless you
all. Thank you.
Yes, Mama? --- There is something which I have omitted. I would like to request
this honourable Commission to conduct some further investigations with regards
to JCI, which manufactured the weapons, as to why JCI made these weapons and
gave them to these people? Because I remember on the very same day that my son
was killed Dewitty was telling the police at the charge office that they said he
was mistaken by killing my son. If he was going to be arrested he ought to be
arrested with the
/members
members of the JCI, the Magistrates, as well as the Attorney-General. I want to
find out if the Commission could possibly find out about this chain reaction,
what connections did they have, the Magistrate, the Attorney-General, JCI, as
well as Dewitty? Why did he have to make such an utterance? What is the link
between all these people? Was JCI manufacturing these weapons to give them to
the Three Million Gang?
(Inaudible) ... has been noted. I want to repeat again ... (incomplete)
MACHINE SWITCHED OFF

ON RESUMPTION:
(Incomplete) ... is the direct result of my being unemployed. It was difficult
for me to get a testimonial because of the way I was dismissed. My family is
being split because we are experiencing so many problems due to the fact that I
am not employed.
(Inaudible) --- What I mean is it's difficult for my wife because she is the
breadwinner. She is paying accounts as well as my own accounts, and she is
paying for the house. I am not working and life is just unbearable for the two
of us.
(Inaudible) ... all that, all your problems. We have noted them. They are here
in the what-do-you-call. That is why I say that we have noted that you have
asked that you want to be reinstated to your job because of the problems you are
encountering. That has been noted. --- I thank you.
--------------------MS SIKALEDI: I am her sister. I am Joyce's sister.
COMMISSIONER: Just accompanying her to sit next to her? MS SIKALEDI: I am the
witness. This matter started first at my house.
COMMISSIONER: Okay, what is your name?
MS SIKALEDI: Letitia Sikaledi.
COMMISSIONER: Okay, for the sake of the record let us also write your name here.
Thank you very much. Since you both of you are going to be telling the story I
am going to ask you to take an oath that you are going to speak the truth and
only the truth.
--------------------JOYCE KAU and LETITIA SIKALEDI (Sworn, State)
COMMISSIONER: Anyway, thank you for coming to tell your story. You are coming
from Kroonstad. Kroonstad has done very well. --- Yes, we are from Kroonstad.
Kroonstad, I must say so, that it has done very well, and there are many people
from Kroonstad here who came and support us. Now, there's going to be somebody
who is going to lead you through when you tell the story, and the person who
will be leading you is Mrs Virginia Gcabashe.
MS GCABASHE: Good afternoon. Are you well? Yes, we want to thank you for being
here to give your evidence today about the tragic incident which has happened,
that you, Joyce, your husband died, and you, Letitia, felt that you must come
and support you. Are you staying at 4321 Constantia? It's where you are staying
right now? You were born in October 1965? --- Yes, that's true.
You have come here about what we have heard that your husband was killed by the
Three Million Gang. --/Yes.
Yes.
We heard much about the Three Million Gang. I am going to have three questions
to ask you whilst we continue with your evidence. The first thing is your
husband was a Comrade? --- Yes.
Will you tell us when was he born? --- He was born in 1954. He was born on the

26th of August 1954.
Was your husband a member of any political party? --- Yes, he was a member of
the ANC.
Was he in the leadership position or was he just an ordinary member? --- Yes, he
was just an ordinary member.
You said he was killed. He was working at the Premier Milling? --- Yes.
May you tell us how he came into contact with the Three Million Gang the day
when he was murdered. --- We were staying at Trebol(?), then we fled to my
sister's house.
Who is this uncle? --- I don't know all that, because the sister I am sitting
next to is the person we were staying in his house.
Let's come to your account, then we'll go to the other person. You said you went
to Gelegsweg(?). In your statement you said - you said it was a stronghold of
the Three Million Gang. Did these people of the Three Million Gang have houses
in that area? How did it come that that became their stronghold? --- It is
because they were chasing people out of those houses and they would occupy those
houses.
You are saying they were chasing people outside those houses? --- Yes.
/Were they
Were they paying rent? --- No, they paid no rent.
When they were occupying these people's houses what would these people do? --We were able to flee to other places.
Are you one of the persons who was chased out of your house? --- Yes.
You didn't say that, that you were chased out by this Three Million Gang. So you
fled to your sister. Can you explain well that immediately after you fled to
your sister what happened on the 23rd of November? --- When I fled to my
sister's house his uncle said to him, "You are called at Trebol."
The time when you were fleeing to your sister's house what year was that? --- It
was the same year in 1991.
Who said to your husband, "You are called by Trebol"? --- It was Twala.
Is that Twala? --- Yes.
May you continue. Then after they said you are called at Trebol what did he do?
--- We didn't want to go there because our sister said we should not go there.
Continue. Then he was talking to your sister there. That's when my sister would
continue with the evidence.
We'll go to your sister. You said Twala was working together with your employer.
--- He was not working with my husband.
Who was working with your husband? --- No, nobody was working with my husband.
Was he not working at Premier Milling? --- No. My
Premier. Twala was working at
/municipal

husband

was

working

at

municipal offices.
Continue. --- We were able to go to Gelegsweg. Then when we arrived there he
went to Trebol. Then I said they should take him to Trebol because I last seen
him when he went to the shop carrying a baby.
May you tell us what happened to the child? What happened to the child? --- When
he was still carrying the baby I - I didn't see well. I only saw when he was
assaulted.
You said somewhere that Twala asked your husband that he must come and stay at
your house - at his house, because he is going somewhere. --- Yes, I remember
that.
So he came and stayed at Twala's house? --- Yes. Then Twala went to Parys? --Yes.
Then your husband left to go to the shop to go and buy a drink. Then what
happened? --- Then a certain man who was working with Mr Twala came to inform me
- to ask me where is Mr Twala. Then he was not able to explain to me that they
have abducted my husband to Trebol to be assaulted. What kind of a place is
Trebol? Is it a location? --- Yes, that Trebol is the same as Gelegsweg. It's a
certain section of Gelegsweg.
Continue. --- I am not sure how he was killed. We are not yet at that part of
his killing. We are still there where you said he was abducted, then you went to
tell your husband's family. Do you remember that evidence? --- Yes, I do.
Do you remember when you went to tell Selena Kau? --- Yes, I do.
Continue. --- Then I went tell the late Selena
/Kau about
Kau about what happened, and then he went to the place where they've abducted
him. And that house was a two-roomed house.
Whose house was that? --- It was owned by a certain lady called Dikeledi.
Then thereafter? --- When he arrived there
assault. Then Selena rushed to her aunt.

Mr
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What is the name of her aunt? What is the name of his aunt? --- It's Anna Nako.
When Nabo(?) was trying to intervene they didn't want to listen to him, they
were continuing assaulting my husband.
In your statement you said there was a policeman called John Masoleng. Do you
remember saying that? --- Yes, I do.
What was the part which was played by John Masoleng? --- Then I ran into the
house so I didn't see what exactly happened.
Then what about Butelo Masibo? Who is he? --- It was the brother to Dewitty.
Is he still alive? --- (No reply interpreted)
Where does this person stay, the person you have referred to? --- The person is
still staying at Gelegsweg.
You said they took him to a two-room belonging to Dikeledi. Do you know any
reason as to why they took him to that two-room? --- I do not know the reason
why they took him to that two-room.

Did Dikeledi meet them first? --- Dikeledi was a member of this Three Million
Gang.
She was a member? --- Yes, she was.
/In your
In your statement it is written that when the deceased went to the shop he was
accompanied by a four-month-old baby. What happened then? --- The child was
taken by my aunt.
What is your aunt's name? --- Her name is Ndamane.
Her surname? --- Ndamane is the surname, and Mary is the name.
Where does Mary stay? --- She used to stay at Trebol, but she has moved to the
township now. She is at Marian township.
If we want to get information from her will we get hold of her? Do you have her
address? --- Yes, I have.
Before we carry on let us listen to your sister. Letitia, tell us briefly what
you know. Do not repeat what she has already mentioned. --- It so happened that
Three Million was fighting the Premier Milling workers. It was actually
targeting the Premier Milling workers, as well as the political organisations
like ANC. Now, because of this situation people used to camp. Trebol was
actually built for elderly people, but how Three Million came to stay in that
area nobody knows. It so happened that people took different directions, they
left this area, and my younger sister and her husband came to stay with me.
Were you staying at Trebol? --- No, I am staying in Constantia. I got married
there.
When they came to stay in your house were they already driven out by the Three
Million Gang? --- Yes, they stayed with me, and Twala came to my house for the
/first
first time. And I didn't give them permission to leave. We were not safe at all,
but we have given up hope.
Just tell us who is this Twala? --- Twala was a member of this Three Million,
because his son was also a member of the Three Million Gang.
Do you know Twala's child? --- No, I do not know his name because the Three
Million members wanted his son, and he decided that he should leave the area.
And I didn't want to give permission to my little sister, but we knew that we
would be attacked at any time. The deceased never went to bed. He used to spend
his night on a chair, and the members of the ANC and the workers of the Premier
Milling would come together and camp for the night. As I was sleeping her
husband was at work, and a message was brought home that she has to go and see
the husband. And I wanted to go to Dodo.
Is Dodo your brother-in-law? --- Yes. And I wanted to go to his workplace to
tell him, to inform him that he shouldn't come to Trebol. We didn't give
permission for them to leave on many occasions until Twala came personally to
take them.
When you say they took him, do you mean they said, "Come we want to see you," or
they took him by force? --- No, they came in and they exchanged words, and
seemingly he was threatened and he decided to leave. They were now going to a
shack that was at the other side of Trebol. I was dissatisfied. On Sunday - I
must say it was Saturday when they picked him up. On Sunday morning, as we were

still at home, at about past one, a boy from Trebol called Oba came running. I
was sitting outside the shack, and he said to me, "You are being called." And I
/asked
asked him, "Who is calling me?" and, you know, I thought I was being called
because of my mother. And I wanted to refuse the call, and ... (intervention)
Did he tell you who was
remember on that day I
feeling very well, and I
can go. And the granny to

calling you? --- No, he didn't tell me anything. I
had taken my child to the doctor. The child wasn't
had to rush to my in-laws to leave the baby so that I
my husband also accompanied me.

Do you know her name? --- Her name is Stompie Sikaledi.
What happened then? --- We ran, the two of us, and we got a taxi. When we headed
for Trebol it was just chaos in Trebol, because we drove past a police Hippo,
but we didn't know who the occupants of the Hippo were. It was just chaos. My
mother was lying on the floor, and our mothers were being insulted in an
unforgivable way. They were really chopping my brother-in-law. The police were
present. They were not taking any action against the murderers, and the
perpetrator, Dewitty, drank the deceased's blood. And he took some of the parts.
It was just a situation nobody could understand. I don't know what happened, how
was the child saved. At the time they were chopping him we got to know that it's
Ramasimung who started with the chopping. We do not know how the child escaped
really. I can't tell. They chopped him. You couldn't even identify him. And they
covered him.
Are you referring to the Three Million members? --- Yes. We were not supposed to
take a look at him. When we wanted to open up to have a look they insulted us,
they said we should move away from the corpse. The corpse
/was here
was here at this table and they were sitting at a distance of that chair close
to the door. They were guarding. They didn't want anybody to come very close to
the corpse. And the policeman from Welkom arrived. I was still there with my
mother and my in-law. And they were all crying. There was no assistance of any
kind given to us. This other policeman from Welkom called the Three Million Gang
members. They used to call this other person Machangani, his name was
Machangani, and he was called by this other policeman. And he asked him as to
whether he knew the person, and Machangani said to him, "No." As they were still
chopping him they were together with this other policeman. I do not know - I
forgot his name.
Was it not Masoleng, was it not John Masoleng? --- It was John Masoleng. Others
were in their van, parking at a distance. And this policeman asked him whether
he knew the man and he said no. Their clothes were full of blood and their
weapons also were full of blood, but the police didn't take any action.
What happened thereafter? --- That was the end of the story. We were told that
people who saw this incident would be called to the court of law. Until this day
nothing has taken place.
Did you report this matter to the police? --- She was called to the charge
office, and my mother and the mother to the deceased. They promised that they
would come and fetch them, but until to this day they were never fetched.
Did you get the death certificate? --- Yes.
What was written on the death certificate? --- It was written, "Still under
investigation," but there was

/no court
no court case at all.
Was there a post-mortem done at the mortuary? --- She went to court, but nothing
came out of that.
Didn't you go to representatives? Didn't you go to attorneys? --- You wouldn't
be assisted at all when it comes to the Three Million Gang.
What was this Premier Milling? I heard you talking about this Premier Milling. -- This was a company. Now there were workers at this company and they were
members of the ANC.
You said Three Million was evicting people from their houses. Didn't the police
take an action? --- No, they didn't take any action. Many houses were burnt in
that area. They were looting the furniture and burning the houses. When they
came at night they wouldn't be ashamed of mishandling you in front of your
husband.
Do you know a person who was manhandled in front of her husband? --- Yes, there
was this woman who was manhandled by these members. I think she is now staying
in town.
Don't you remember her name? --- No, I don't.
Let us then come to your family, Joyce. We know that your husband has since
died. Do you have children? How many do you have? --- I have one child.
Is it the child that was with the father? --- Yes.
What is the child doing? --- The child is at school.
How old is the child? --- The child is six years old.
What standard? --- It's sub standard A.
/Are you
Are you working? --- I am not working.
How do you survive then? --- My sister helps me. If there is anything I need she
gives me assistance. She also assists me with my child.
Do you have parents? --- No.
Are they all dead? --- Yes, they passed away.
Your sister has been referring to mother, mother. Was she referring to her
mother-in-law? --- Yes, she was referring to her mother-in-law.
How were you affected by this incident? --- I developed epilepsy, and I would
suffocate and I would feel pain at the chest. No, I do not suffocate.
Did you go to the doctor? --- Yes, I have been to the doctor.
And what did the doctor say? --- The doctor said this trouble me a lot. I was
meditating about this thing.
Do you pay every time you see the doctor? Do they let you pay? --- Yes, I have
to pay.
How much do you pay? --- I pay R30,00.

Does the treatment help you? --- Yes, it helps me a lot.
How many times a week do you fall, because you have just said you fall? --- I
fall once a week. Especially when I am troubled by something I would have this
asthma attack and I would fall.
Does this happen any time you get angry? --- Yes.
Is there anything you want to say, Letitia? What do you do when your sister is
attacked by this epilepsy? --- I remember at one stage she went to stay with my
aunt for about two months. She is the kind of person that
/should
should be kept busy at all times, because when she is on her own she would think
of all the things in this world and she would be troubled.
What does she do when she is lying on the floor after falling? --- She would be
quiet.
(Incomplete - end of Side B, Tape 5) ... to deal with her problem? --- No, we
haven't thought of taking her to such people.
It would be a very nice thing to meet the social workers to give you an advice
as to what to do, what channel to follow, because this kind of health will end
up damaging your sister, and she has got a child to look after. Is there
anything else that you want to add, Joyce? --- No, I don't have anything.
We have listened to your story and we have noted everything. We really feel for
you, we sympathise. We want to thank your sister, together with her husband, for
the assistance that they have been giving you until now. We want to thank you.
--------------------Thank you very much, Joyce and Letitia, for coming to tell this sad story, this
similar story again about the police and the Three Million Gang. It is the same
pattern which is obtaining. We feel the pain with you. You are still very young
to lose a husband, and your child is still very young to have no father. Maybe
too your child would need to get a kind of attention, because he must be - is it
a she or he by the way? --- It's a girl.
She must be very much affected by this. It may show later, even if it does not
show now, so she would also need to get nearer to the psychologists and other
people
/who can
who can help her. We have noted all your requests. We shall put here that maybe
the families of breadwinners who died must be helped. We don't promise, but we
shall take that request to the Government. And we have also noted your request
that monuments as memories should be built for those who died in the
communities. We have also noted that.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: (Incomplete) ... to tell your story here which led to the
destruction of your shop and property, and the disappearance of your brother
after going into exile. And before you tell that story may you take an oath that
what you are going to say here is the truth, and the only truth, God be your
helper.
---------------------

MOHLAHLUOA MOTETE (Sworn, States)
COMMISSIONER:
Magwaza.

The

person

who

is

going

to

lead

you

is

Professor

Simangile

PROF MAGWAZA: Good afternoon, Mr Motete. Thank you very much for being patient.
You are almost the last person today, but it doesn't mean that you are not going
to be - we are going to pay less attention to your story. It is still going to
be quite interesting to us. According to your statement you live at - you didn't
give us information as to where do you live. Where do you live? --- I am staying
at Senegal, though before I was staying at Kroonstad.
When were you born? --- I was born in 1951, June, on the 23rd.
Could you tell us something about your family very briefly, whether you are
married or whether you have kids? --- I am married, but I am not blessed with
children.
Is your wife here? --- No, she is not here.
Is she working? --- She is still looking for work.
Are you working? --- No, I am not working.
You also talked about the fact that you are here today to tell us the story
about the destruction of your shop and your property, as well as the
disappearance of
/your
your brother after going into exile? That's right? --- That's true.
What was the name of your brother? --- It was Spontjie Mokolwani Motete.
Could you tell us briefly what was happening at this time? Just tell us about
what was happening around the event, around the attack on your property and on
your shop. What was happening at that time? --- It started in 1988 when people
were harassed, were evicted from their houses because of rent. Then we met to
help people so that we should look for lawyers to interdict the council. We were
calling ourselves MCC. The trouble started in 1990 when people were killed in
Kroonstad. I had a shop at that time.
You said what was the name of the organisation to protect the residents? What
was the name of that organisation? --- That was Mokeng Crisis Committee.
Did you belong to any political organisation? --- At that time I was not a
member of any political party, but I was a member of this MCC, where we were
volunteering to stop the harassment from the council.
Are you a member of a political party now? --- At this moment I am not even
involved in politics.
According to your statement on the 28th of April you met Comrade George Daniels,
who warned you of a possible attack by a group of ANC members know as AF. Why
were the ANC members attacking you? --- There was confusion. It seems in the
early 80s ANC was split into two groups. There was this group which was calling
itself AF. At that time this AF split didn't agree with the MCC. All the
objectives and all the decisions of the MCC were not taken
/lightly
lightly by the AF group.

You report that your house was subsequently petrol-bombed and your
alight, but then it was the three guys from AF who came and helped you,
were the people who were supposed to have destroyed your property. You
were actually helped by this AF group. --- These AF people seemed to
look as to whether it is true that my property is destroyed.

car set
yet they
said you
come to

Who destroyed your property? --- That evening the people who were responsible
for the destruction of my property was Vusi Mapeluwe and Lidlinyane, Semi
Lidlinyane.
Were they members of the AF? --- These were not members of AF, they were members
of the South African Police
Here you talk about the third force that were responsible for destroying your
house. Are you referring to these three? --- Yes, I am talking about these three
people.
(Inaudible) ... as members of the third force? --- I thought so because they
appear in many cases of destruction which were done during that time.
Okay. You go on to say after this you went to Zimbabwe, and whilst you were away
your shop was looted and burnt, and that together with your police you
discovered some stolen goods with the perpetrators. Initially you mentioned that
police - when your property was destroyed the first time the police did not help
you, but the second time you actually went with the police to look for your
goods. Are you saying the police were much more co-operative during the second
time when your shop
/was looted?
was looted? --- It was not the police which I was talking about. The police who
helped me to look for the property were police who were passing on the street
when I told them that I found where my property is.
Okay. And who were the perpetrators, who had stolen your property? --- The
people who had stolen my property were my neighbours.
Would you be prepared to give us their names if you feel comfortable? --- Yes,
their names are - there is a document which I've submitted about the case number
to the Commission.
So there was a case, there was a court case regarding this, your neighbours who
stole your property. --- Yes, there was a court case about this issue, but on
the day of the court proceedings I was not allowed to get inside the court. My
wife was allowed to go in, because they said I was not allowed to do so because
the person who has made the statement is my wife, though we got the property
with the police. They went only for a short moment, then they said there is no
enough evidence. Then I made some attempts to go to the station commander, but
all these were in vain because I didn't get enough co-operation.
Your neighbours, did they belong to any political organisation? --- They were
just, you know, tsotsis, scoundrels.
(Inaudible) ... Letsabo? --- He is a policeman.
He told you that the Comrades don't work with police, that you should go to the
Comrades for help. So was it a policeman who was more sympathetic towards the
Comrades? --- This policeman was - when I was trying
/to force
to force that this case should go forth because I was not satisfied about the
procedure in court. Then I met this Letsabo. Then he said that - he was saying

to me these words that there's nothing they can do for me because I came to a
place where I will not get help, because I am a Comrade and therefore I should
get help from the Comrades, because here I am not going to get any help.
Where you a Comrade? I thought you said you were not. --- At that time I was a
Comrade.
You say shortly afterwards there was another attack on your shop. When you went
to investigate shots were fired at you. Do you have an idea who fired the shots
at you? --- I don't have enough information who were shooting at me. I went
there because I have an assistance with an intercom which I use between home and
house, which tells me if there is any problem in the shop, but when I arrived
there I found the two people waiting for me, and this person was shooting three
times - I shot three times, though I missed. I was really make a challenge. then
he was shooing, then he ran away. I hope that is because of the help of God that
all these five bullets didn't come to me.
You have no suspicions of who these people were? --- I believe this has been
done by the police, because from there I went home, then I phoned the police.
then when arrived they collected all the cartridges and then they left. They
left me alone.
After that you talk about another incident where you and George Daniels went to
help with a case. What case was it, and who was this George Daniels? --- George
Daniels is a Comrade whom we were working together with.
/And what
And what case was it? You said you helped him with a case. What were you doing
together? --- There was a time when the community had problems, and then we
would go to those people to hear their problems, and then we would go to the
police. But in this instance Daniels came to me and said there is something
happening down there, I must go and help him there. When we arrived there we
stopped our car. Then we met Vusi. Vusi is one of the policemen.
Can you just carry on. --- When he found Vusi there he made some threats, where
I got these two names, that's Mapaoli and Lihloanyane, were the people who were
involved in the burning of my property. When we alighted the car he asked us
what do we want, because what is happening here has nothing to do with us. Then
we said, "We have not come to you," because I was not aware at that time that
the person we have come to is the very same policeman I was talking about. He
had two guns. The other one was his own property, the other one was the
Government. Then he made threats. Then we said to him, "If you want to shoot
you'd better shoot now." He was helped by Mataoli by saying, "By that time when
we were burning your house I went outside and then I made some shots." Then we
waited to hear what was happening. When we entered into that house they gave us
the evidence of that day, that as from in the morning this man was outside.
Their daughter, who is Vusi's wife, wants to kill him, and these people locked
themselves in the house the whole day. All the windows were broken. Then we
talked to them that, "When we leave here we'll go to the charge office to report
this matter, because it's now
/"above
above our control."
(Inaudible) ... a few things. You said there were two people who were involved
in destroying your house. Who were those? Can you give me the names again? The
two people. You went to this police and you learned for the first time that some
people had been involved in destroying your house. Who are the two, Mataoli and
who? You gave two names. --- The name is Mapaoli and Lihloanyane.
And was Vusi also involved, the police? --- According to his statement he has a
part to play in that incident.

You also talked about the fact that the same day a policeman killed Maplanka and
Tsotsi's son. Who is this policeman? --- Well, to connect what I was saying
about Vusi, when we left there we went to the charge office, then we reported
what we saw. The answer we got is that we are interfering with the work of the
police and this is not our work, and the person who was in charge on that day,
we explained to him that he will take all the responsibility of what would
happen in that house. We were chased away, and therefore we were not able to go
back. Then when Vusi left it happened that he went to one of the taverns around
the township. That is where he killed these two people. If people were able to
listen to us and took steps to go to Vusi to collect the two guns, or maybe
locked him up, these people could have been alive even today.
Then you go on to talk about the Three Million Gang, that you were visited by
them. Why did they visit you and why did you have this long argument with them?
--/When
When these people of the Three Million came in my house it was in the evening,
and we were sleeping when we heard some noise outside. They were knocking. They
said they want to see me. The first person who opened the window was a woman.
Then he met her eyes with Dewitty. Then my wife said to Dewitty, "Have you come
to kill my husband as you kill other people? Have you forget that at the
hospital we were the people who were helping you when you were ill. When you
were stabbed with knives we were helping you, and your life was in our hands. If
you are coming to kill my husband so kill me also and see as to whether how it
continue and who is going to help you in hospital." Then I opened the door after
I made a short prayer. Then I said to myself, "If I am supposed to be killed in
the dark better I should rather open the door and be killed facing my enemy."
When I opened the door then the small boys were in front, and therefore they
were not able to kill me because they didn't get an instruction from Dewitty to
kill me. Then thereafter they went away. We didn't sleep that day. In the
morning when I woke up to go to the bakery to fetch some bread my car's tyres
were all blasted. During the day there was a meeting for taxi owners, because
these people were obstructing people to go to work, demanding money from the
taxi owners. We went to one of the Comrades to ask him that as they have blasted
my tyres what was the reason? What he said is that that day he was not on - he
didn't ... (inaudible) ... the car, but he took another direction, so he didn't
know what happened, therefore he is not sure what happened.
(Inaudible) ... leave Senegal, or you had to leave
/the area
the area where you were. You moved to Johannesburg, then Senegal, because there
was also tension among the Comrades. What tension was it? --- That tension that
was there at that time, it was the power struggle, because some of the people
thought that they would get other positions which are senior from other people,
without being aware that what matters is the community.
Ja, quite a very heart-rending story about the destruction of your property. I
am sure it's the property you valued and you had worked very hard for it. But
that was not all for you. You also lost a brother who had gone to Tanzania and
Moscow and New York, and then he died in October 1995. How did your brother die?
--- Up to this time I am not sure what killed my brother, but the information we
had with our contact in New York is that he was sick, and then he was made an
operation, and we didn't know what kind of an operation was that.
(Inaudible) ... political organisation? --- Yes, he was a member of a political
party who left with the exiles in the early 1960s. We didn't know at that time
which political organisation it was, but what he used to say was say his contact
is a man with a pipe.

He wasn't an ANC member or PAC member? --- We don't have enough evidence as to
whether he was a member of ANC or PAC.
(Inaudible) ... brother had died. --- We received a phone from New York, coming
from Tsepo.
Who is Tsepo? --- Tsepo it seems he was a co-worker with him in New York, or a
friend.
I notice here that - okay I just want to clarify this. So there was never a
court case about the
/destruction
destruction of your property? Was there any court case, formal court case? --There was no court case about my property which was destroyed. It was only one
case when the destruction of my shop was there, and it was dismissed. And then
about the house there was nothing.
The case when it was dismissed, where was the case? In which Magistrate's Court
where your case was dismissed? --- It was in Kroonstad Magistrate's Court.
Do you know the name of the Magistrate at that time? --- I don't know, because I
was not able even to enter in court as I was not allowed.
Do you have a court case number or some docket? --- Yes, I have got case
numbers. I have submitted them, I think.
You also have said you request that you want the Truth Commission to investigate
what happened to your brother. Thank you very much, Motete, you have given us a
very detailed account of how you were harassed and how you lost your property.
We have noted all your requests, and we have taken them in serious note. Like in
all the other cases we will make recommendations, and from there the State
president will have to decide as to what to do with this case and similar cases.
Thank you very much.
Any other comment? --- I was asking the Commission to raise this concern. My
brother was a writer, and one of the books he has written is Class Struggle and
Racial Conflict in South Africa, even if I don't have a copy of it now. My
brother had contact with the President, the South African President. In one of
his letters which he has directed to my sister-in-law they were still
corresponding, and I hope that the President of
/this
this country knows him. In his life he was a person who was prepared that South
Africa should be liberated, and that it should not be liberated under any
conditions. When South Africa is liberated all people should be liberated in all
spheres. There is a lot of correspondence, even if much of it is not important,
but it shows what character he had. It shows that he was a person who is
courageous, even though he was assaulted by whites, when he left this country.
What they did, they didn't assault his spirit and his mind. His mind will live.
It will live in his books which he has written. Another thing which I am
requesting is that the Commission should make investigations, that after his
death that apartment where he was staying all his belongings disappeared. Even
up to now we don't have anything. What we have is only his corpse, with so much
expense. We requested funding from the ANC and no organisation was able to help
us to bury this soldier who has fought for the liberation. So I am asking that
the Commission should make investigations that - the little information we have
is that when he left Dar-es-Salaam they went to Moscow, where they opened an
office. Then from Moscow they went to New York. Then they opened an office
there. I hope that there are sensitive documents which may be helpful to this
country, which may have disappeared and can be found, if these people who are in
their possession may be found ... (incomplete - end of Side A, Tape 5) ... them

at all. Therefore we ask the Truth Commission to make some investigations about
his life. The information we have is that he was a person who was very quiet, a
person who didn't want to speak about the organisation. He was
/always
always talking about the meeting when he was in a meeting, therefore among
friends he was not talking about the organisation. We hope therefore that he was
a soldier, that the Commission should investigate about his life. I thank you.
--------------------Thank you very
his friend was
this moment we
to make faxes,

much. I just want to ask one question. You have mentioned that
Tsepo. Where is Tsepo now? --- Tsepo is still in New York, but at
have lost contact with him. When we try to phone, even if we try
we don't get answers.

Was Tsepo the real name or the nickname? --- We don't know, because on the phone
he is Tsepo, and on the faxes Tsepo.
Thank you very much. You have lost so many things. How has this affected you and
your wife? --- It has medically affected me because the kind of life I used to
live has changed. It has even affected my marriage, where now as I talk now we
are not closely linked with my wife, because the life we used to live we - I
will not be able to reach that standard. I am now a loafer. I am called names,
and people call me names. The new life I am starting to live now is I am hiding
myself. I am not able to go places because the standard I used to live is now
lower. I would not be able to reach the standard I used to live with, but I am
very proud with one thing, that the God I am praying is a living God. Then if he
was not alive I could not have been here. Then I got all those counselling, it
was from God whom I prayed. Then I want to sympathise with people from
Kroonstad. Pray God.
/Protect
Protect yourself through God, because it is through Him only that all things
will be accomplished.
(Inaudible) ... both of your are not working? --- We live by chance. If you call
me to build you a verandah, or to build a ceiling or burglar proofing, that's
how I live. And I know that people now don't have much money, and at times - in
many times I have no time even to - the other reason that made me to leave
Kroonstad, the house which I used to live in, the walls tell stories. If I am
inside that house I am not able to forget. That is the thing which has made me
to leave to Senegal.
(Inaudible) ... give us the full address of Senegal. What street, what number? -- 1221 Senegal, Mahlabeng. I don't know the name of the street.
You don't know the street. Thank you. Okay, thank you very much. You have really
suffered a lot. You have lost almost everything. A person who had a shop and a
house and four cars. All gone. And you were a self-supporting person, you had to
work hard to have achieved that at your age. And all that was just destroyed,
and you have no job now. And on top of that you lost a brother overseas. You
don't even know where his tomb is. We want to express our sympathies and
condolences with you for the loss of your brother, and we appreciate the kind of
faith which you have in God. You can still start afresh and make it if you have
in God. There is that very good ... (inaudible) ... in our Bible which say that
all things work good for those who trust Him. Do continue to trust Him. He will
help you. And we have noted all what you have asked here for, and we are going
to pass this
/again

again to the President and the Government. We can see the whole picture around
these areas. This name Dewitty keeps on coming, but unfortunately though he took
the lives of people he had no power to retain his own life. He is gone himself.
He died. So thank you very much. We have noted all what you have asked for. We
will try our best to follow through it and also try to make investigations about
your brother through the works he has published, "Class Struggle and Racial
Struggle in South Africa." Indeed he must have been a very good scholar. Thank
you a lot. --- I am asking to make the suggestion that my elder brother, after
he died, after five weeks of his death we were able to bury him in Senegal. What
we are asking is that - we are asking that the Commission should make
investigations about Enoch(?), even if it was difficult, that the standard, the
money, the budget for his funeral was R25 000,00, and because all the relatives
contributed we were able to pay that R25 000,00. We had to make even loans from
the bank. We were able to bury him like a soldier at Senegal.
Thank you very much. We appreciate that. Thank you.
---------------------

/COMMISSIONER:
COMMISSIONER: Fellow citizens, we have come to the end of the hearings which
took place during these three days, and we have seen that in these hearings
mothers and their children, especially the sons, were very much involved. This
story reminds me of the story which happened almost 2 000 years ago, the story
of a man of Nazareth whose name was called Jesus. The people during that time
found themselves in a very similar situation, when some of the people from the
community had colluded with the oppressors of the time and were killing their
own people. As a result one of the victims was this man Jesus himself. I am
reminded of his words, that when the women were crying for him as a young man,
thirty three years old - they were crying for him. They were seeing this young
man, as these young men we have heard about here, they cried for him because he
was the hope of his parents and the hope of the nation. And this man Jesus said
that, "Women of Jerusalem, don't cry for me, but cry for your children." So I am
not surprised when I see the mothers crying for their children who have died,
nipped from the bud when they are young. Their blood has become the seed of our
liberation. Maybe this must be saying something to our Government, because the
youth died for this liberation, and it is very depressing when you see young
people all over in the townships without any jobs, and some of them are saying
that, "What did we fight for? We fought so hard. Some of us died, and we have no
jobs." I would hope that in future certain opportunities will be opened to
facilitate the young people with expertise so that they can enjoy the liberation
they fought for. We want to thank them for the sacrifice they made. We want to
thank
/their

their parents for having given birth to these great soldiers, who were very
courageous to stand firm and die for their liberation.
Now, having said so, I need now to thank all the people who have participated in
these hearings in different ways. We had some of the Government officials who
came here, though they were very busy. We had some of the non-Governmental
organisations, NGOs, who came here and supported these hearings. The churches
and other faith groups who have been here. The media, that is to say TV and the
press. I always calls those are the missionaries who spread the good news, so
that what the President wants to achieve, maybe achieve. The media is a strong
agent for this, so that even those people who cannot afford to be here, when
they read the papers, they see the TV, they can become involved in these
hearings. We thank them very much for this. We want to thank the police for the
security. Our police, these are our police, because they are the police of a new
Government. We want to thank them for all what they have done here to help us in
whatever we wanted to do - security, etcetera.
We want to thank the witnesses who have become bold, and were courageous to come
forward, supported by their families and their relatives, and the support from
the communities who came here to be with them. We want to register our thanks to
those people. We want to thank the translators, who have used their skills of
knowing even those languages some of us don't know, that they could translate
for us, so that if they speak Sotho we can understand, if they speak English we
can understand, if they speak Afrikaans we can understand. We want to thank
/you good
you good people there. I know that you have been suffocated there, because it is
so hot where you are, but you could stand for it for three days.
We want to thank the caterers who have been providing us with the eats, and they
have been very good indeed, and they have been very friendly. There is nothing
good when you see a person giving you food with a smiling face. We want to
register our thanks to them indeed.
We want to thank the support groups, the psychologists who have been here, and
social workers and other counsellors, who have been helping our people after
they have given their testimony. We thank them very much.
And finally we want to thank the TRC staff in their different categories, who
have made it possible - starting from those in this region, preparing for these
hearings, and those who joined them later to see that these hearings were a
success. We want to thank you very much.
And we hope that when you leave again you will leave those things, because they
will mean nothing for you even if you take them, but we need them because we are
still going to have many hearings. I hope you are going to encourage the people
where you come from to please come forward, those who were tortured and had
relatives killed, to come forward and tell their stories. We will still come
back to the Free State. The TRC finishes at the end of next year. We are
encouraging people to come forward and tell their stories.
In closing this I think it will be very relevant for us to sing that great
prayer, the prayer of our fathers and our grandfathers and our forebears, Nkosi
Sikelel' iAfrika, and then after that we shall disperse in peace. -------------------- /TRANSCRIBER'S
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STATEMENT ON ATTEMPTED POISONING OF MS CONNIE BRAAM IN
HARARE IN SEPTEMBER 1987. STATEMENT WAS MADE BY MS BRAAM TO
DR JOHN DANIEL AND MR KLAAS DE JONGHE IN AMSTERDAM ON
NOVEMBER 12, 1996.
--------------------MS BRAAM: Well, I think the most important event were that - ja, what happened
to me - I must just get started now. This thing happened in September - I'll get
you the date, Sir - September 1987, the Children Conference, around the Children
Conference in Harare. That is what it was all - in that period, I must explain,
I was the chairperson of the Dutch anti-apartheid movement for many years. Of
course, by then I must have been quite known to the South African whatever
department of police was involved in this, because I had been active since 1970.
I have always been part of the group who were strong supporters of the ANC, so
we were not like, say, the British and the others, you know, sort of - we were
very strong ANC supporters - what makes us a little bit different than the other
groups. Also, what must have brought special attention, especially from people
like Craig Williamson, to the Netherlands is the fact that Buren Scheitema (?)
and Breyten Breytenbach, of course, operated from here. That the whole ...
(inaudible) ..., I think, was very much done from here. So they must have had a
lot of information about the Netherlands and the who was who, who was who list
and another question what - another thing that might have made them a bit more
aggressive towards us is the fact that, well, it was said in the press and in a
way it was true, a lot of people were also members in the Communist Party and I
think that
/always upset
always upset them more than anything else. So for years we were - we were,
especially when it came to economic boycott and that sort of issue, you know, we

always went for the tougher issues, not so much for the kind of issue where it
was something ... (inaudible) ... with all respect. And I was involved - just to
give you the picture of the time, 1987, I was the chairperson, I was the most
visible person. I had contacts with Craig Williamson, not - I can tell you later
on, I can tell you a bit more about that, not so - not very friendly or not very
open or something like that, but he knew who I was and he had an extra sort of
aggression towards me, because he couldn't get a grip on me, but he tried a few
times is that he would arrive, say, very early in the morning at Schipol
Airport, phone me from there at my home, saying, "Listen, hey, I'm at the
airport and I've got no money. Please come help me out, you know, with some
money and I'll return it to you", and, of course, he could do that because was
working in Geneva for the IUF so - but that was, of course, you know, to
establish - yes, to establish a relationship, you know, and then - because he
couldn't do it by another way, he did it like that. Well, I always sent the
secretary of the movement, Fons Felix (?) ... (inaudible).
DR DANIEL (?): So he couldn't get close to you in any way?
MS BRAAM: No, no, no, and I think that's why he developed a sort of a - the
first time he tried to finish this thing off is in Cuba, in Havana. That was in
1974 or 1975 - a conference organized by the United Nations against apartheid
and he was there and that was - I mean,
/for him
for him it must have been a terribly interesting conference, because Thabo was
there and Mzo, Jele, you know. I mean, the guys who were at that moment - also
people like Vilakabo was sort of like a rising star at that time. He could see,
you know, the way they were operating and I was close to them. So who was
getting some importance and who wasn't. Anyway, Williamson was there and he
tried all the time to invite me for lunch and for breakfast and I don't know
what, but I was hold back by - especially by M P Naicker, who was an older ANC
man, who said to me, "Don't do it, you know" ... (inaudible). I thought at that
time that it was a sort of - almost a sort of jealousy that they didn't want me
to go out with another guy. Not that I did with them but, you know, I was part
of the ANC group and - but he later on told me. He said, "No, no, no ..." ...
(intervention)
DR DANIEL: Williamson had come out by then? He was IUF at the time you came to
Cuba?
MS BRAAM: Yes, yes, yes. Sure, sure, but he was not trusted by everybody. There
was a great suspicion. People like M P Naicker. But he talked, you know, very
sort of behind his hands.
DR DANIEL: No, I only mentioned that because it must have been slightly later,
because he only came out in 1976 or so.
MS BRAAM: Is that so? So then I'm - then that conference must - are you sure?
DR DANIEL: I know, because he was working with me in Swaziland in 1976 and he
was still inside.
MS BRAAM: Oh, I see.
DR DANIEL: The money was coming through me.
/MS BRAAM:
MS BRAAM: But I can't have. Oh, I see, so he was during the ... (inaudible) ...
time, because that was also in that period, you see, that was 1974, 1975, and he
gave money to Scheitema, but that must have been afterwards. So it is not the
Cuba conference. You see, well, this I haven't checked, you know, to see which

one, because I've got these lists of things. Anyway, just to tell you that he
had an interest in Holland and he was aware of who was who and ...
(intervention)
DR DANIEL: Of course, at that time in the - at this particular time in the
'eighties, the South African Government was very antagonistic towards Holland
because of you.
MS BRAAM: Ja, ja. I'm sure.
DR DANIEL: And the whole sort of involvement of people here about Helene and
others, that was Dutch people, etcetera. Relations were bad in South Africa.
MS BRAAM: Yes, ja, ja, ja, but of course at different levels. I mean, that was
then, let's say Government and whatever, but with the anti-apartheid movement,
but it was a time that - as I said, it was on different levels. There was, let's
say, the anti-apartheid movement level, there was the open solidarity movement
with people like Klaas and Helene, who were, let's say, operating in Africa. So
that was a bit different. We would take up their cause, of course, but they were
not so much - but then there was something that made us particularly scared also
when these things happened is that my involvement in Operation Vula, because
that was something that was not supposed to be known by anybody and I think they
didn't come back, but ... (intervention)
/DR DANIEL:
DR DANIEL: (Inaudible).
MS BRAAM: Not then, no, no, no, later. So, okay, now we come to the time of this
Children Conference. Well, we wanted to be - because, let's say, my involvement
in Operation Vula was actually my main task, my main work. That is what was most
important of everything, so we wanted to use this - "We" is in this case Joe
Slovo, Mac Maharaj and Oliver Tambo. They wanted me to come to Africa for
consultations and use that sort of conferences, you see, to - so I went. I first
went to Lusaka. I stayed in the Ridgeway Hotel in Lusaka, let's say a week
before the conference started, or a few days, and in that hotel I had some
contacts with people - the Dutch people who were based in - actually,
especially, no, one, one, Lucia Bratsoles (?), who was based in Lusaka, and in
charge of communications. The communication was set up and - she was involved
with the operating inside the country, I think that was it. No, no, that was not
yet but she was in Lusaka for the set-up of the whole thing and I was in there
and I had seen a few people. I saw, for example, Siphiwe, who came for his
second disguise round to be, you know, and I had to take all sort of
measurements, etcetera, so on, and he came to my hotel room to do that, you
know. He was brought, I think, very late and even very early in the morning.
Other people I had contact with was Joe Slovo came to the hotel. Well, for
talks, of course, we went out. It was also quite normal. They could do that. I'm
making excuses that we were sort of - but I was also the chairperson of the
anti-apartheid movement and we were all friends, you see, so they would come to
the hotel, we would have a drink and a
/meal and
meal and be quite noisy, you know, to make sure that they saw that we were still
very good friends. Occasionally we went to see them and - but the talks you
would do in a car. You know, they would take them in a car - talks in the car.
Other people come with you ... (inaudible).
MR (?): Rashid.
MS BRAAM: Ja, Rashid came. That was - and that was actually connected with, you
know, bringing in arms into the country. We needed somebody desperately for
that. So, I mean, that was - you know, it was not talking about anti-apartheid
work or something like that. It was talks about that and it was not the first

time that there were already people in operation for that, and that was also
done in a car. So it was a heavy traffic situation in the Ridgeway Hotel.
DR DANIEL: You were there about a week?
MS BRAAM: Ja, ja, I think, ja, four, five days, something like that. Now, one
morning something strange, really strange, happened. That was - in that night well, I'm not sure. You see, that is the sort thing - I mean, we were busy
there. Chris Hani, I think, he came to the hotel because I had to take a print
of his teeth, you know, for a new set of teeth for a disguise, and I think that
he'd been to the hotel room and left late, because he was brought in the dark,
of course, by two guys who stood outside because they didn't want him to be seen
- to be seen humiliated by me taking prints of his teeth. I'll never forget that
scene. He left and then so I slept and then the next morning we had - then I had
a meeting with Rashid. He picked me up in his car. He sent one of his assistants
... (inaudible) ... name now, and so I went
/outside and
outside and I went with Rashid for a little drive and we talked and came back in
the hotel room and the door was locked. I kept my key with me. I didn't give it
to the reception and then I opened the door and the bed wasn't made, nothing was
- it was really too early, you know, because the girls who were cleaning the
room were sort of a floor below, they were busy or just started or something,
but there was one chair. It's next to my bed. There was a bottle. It was a brown
glass bottle. You know, typical sort of vitamins, you know - this vitamin C sort
of thing, you know, where you take a lot, not a small, but a big bottle, with a
label and the label said, "All vitamin pills".
MR (?): Well, I haven't seen them. I have your ... (intervention)
MS BRAAM: Translated. Anyway, "All vitamin pills", it said.
DR DANIEL: About this size bottle?
MS BRAAM: It was, say, like this, and where it starts to go like this, you know,
and then like that.
DR DANIEL: A large bottle.
MS BRAAM: Quite a large bottle. That is what I was surprised about. Brown glass
and it had a top that you could, you know, screw.
DR DANIEL: Screw top.
MS BRAAM: Yes, screw top, what was light-coloured and it had a price label on
top. You know, such a sticker, and I don't know what the price was. I didn't
look at that. But the label - you know, so there was a bit over ...
(intervention)
MR DE JONGHE (?): The gastric - oh, no, that was - did
/you have
you have pills besides - that was now something else?
MS BRAAM: Yes.
MR DE JONGHE: "All vitamin pills". The label described the contents as, "All
vitamin pills" and on the label was a Zambian price.
MS BRAAM: Ja, ja. Ja, ja, not rand or something, you know, as stupid as you'd
find in a funny film - special branch had been operating stupidly. So, but over

the label there was a little that you could look in it, you see. Now, one thing,
I mean I was alert but I was not - you know, I was actually - looking back, I
can't understand, you know. I see what a sort of a half nervous wreck I am now,
how cool and calm I was in those days, you know. Actually nothing could really
upset me, but, seeing the bottle, I knew immediately that it was something here was something wrong or, you know, strange, because, I mean, you know if you
bring in a thing like that yourself or not. The door is locked. You've got the
key with yourself. So I didn't touch it and I looked for that lady who cleaned
the room and I asked her - I said, "Have you been in my room?" ... (inaudible)
... "No, no, no", and I could see that she was honest, you know, because she was
sort of making an excuse, as if I was complaining. So then I went back and I
looked at the bottle and there was liquid in it. There were no pills in it.
There was liquid in it, because - and I thought, well, anyway, somebody put it
there, so I can just, you know - it won't go off, you know, when you touch it
and I wanted to know. But it was a thick, thick liquid - what can you - sort of
oily - oily, thick liquid it looked like, so - and I just shook it like this and
anyway, so it - and I put it back.
/Then, then,
Then, then, some sort of - then I had another ... (inaudible) ... my plane was
going to leave that same day, I mean, as I say, a few hours later I was going to
Harare. That's why I know it was the day of my going from Lusaka to Harare, and
Siphiwe came - Ngabuza - came by just for a last thing - what I don't know, but
anyway he came by and he came into my room and I said, "Look at that" and he
said, "Jesus, don't touch it, get it out of here", you know. And I said, "Can't
we get, you know, your people to come in?" He said, "We don't have that sort of
people", you know, because this was Vula, you see, and Vula was a very small
group then. They didn't have - they couldn't. It was a difficulty because, as
Vula, they couldn't go to their own, you know, people with experts to say,
because then they had to reveal why, you know. So we were now stuck, and he said
... (intervention)
DR DANIEL: Was he angry or was it like a panic?
MS BRAAM: A panic, panic. Jeez, because he - you know, and I was also - I wanted
to play it down, because I said, "Oh, my God, I've got a stigma now", you now,
being somebody they're throwing bones at and ignored that fear so - and I think
that influenced my behaviour from then and he - so he said, "You do something",
you know, and he said, "Get it out. The best thing is to get it out. It has been
brought in. Get it out", and he was in a hurry and he got in - anyway, he was
very nervous about it. Then I was expecting somebody else to come - Ivan, Ivan,
Ivan Pillay, but he didn't show up. I think he actually drove me to the plane,
so I had to do something before - now, what I did is terrible. I took that
thing, put it in the waste bin in the bathroom and also the dirty, you
/know, tissues
know, tissues and whatever I could produce myself for making it really stink and
ugly, you know, so that - because my fear was that when the woman who would come
to clean, you know, would just see it, you know, All Vitamins. Jeez, everybody
in Lusaka can do with All Vitamins. So I wanted to - but I didn't want to open
it. I knew the trick was, you know, that when you open it, it might have gone
off or something like that. So I packed it in this ... (inaudible) ... you know.
So then I left and I felt real bad and lousy because I couldn't wait till she
arrived and I didn't want to throw it myself. I thought she must just see that
it stinks, you know. I actually put shit and everything on it, you know. I
thought she'll put it in disgust and then it's - and it can't get, because the
top was screwed, you know, and I felt very, very, very guilty about that and, to
finish this, and I'd been asking people who came from Lusaka, "Has there been,
you know, any explosion?", and then they told me that is - I'm sure it's
possible to check, because I even read it in the paper. Somebody came with the
Zambian news or whatever the paper was, and there had been an explosion close to
the railway station. So not in the railway station, close to the railway station

and what I didn't - I asked that person, "Has there been a sort of - you know,
where you collect the rubbish - the rubbish dump?" I asked that person, but the
person didn't know and I didn't want to ask too much, you see, so ...
(intervention)
DR DANIEL: How soon after?
MS BRAAM: This is all during the Children Conference so this is all in, say,
two, three days after.
/DR DANIEL:
DR DANIEL: The rubbish bin then could have been taken there ... (inaudible) ...
later.
MS BRAAM: It could have been, but I'm not sure if there is a rubbish bin, but
there was an explosion close to the central station in Lusaka, and that is for
sure, absolutely. So, now that was then ... (intervention)
DR DANIEL: (Inaudible).
MS BRAAM: Yes.
DR DANIEL: It was likely it wasn't poison, it was some kind of nitro-glycerine
type explosive.
MS BRAAM: Ja.
DR DANIEL: And when you expose it to the air it goes off.
MS BRAAM: That is what I expected it to be and that it was not kosher I'm
absolutely sure because it said, "All Vitamin pills" with no pills in it and it
was not mine and it was brought in, you know, not by - I mean, it was not a
mistake. If there would have been pills in I would have still, you know, because
these were the days that I didn't want to think - I wanted to think that I was
the strongest. My plan worked, you know. There was not the slightest paranoia.
That came on, you know, much later. Then I, you know - so when there would have
been pills sent I would have definitely thought, you know, somebody opened the
door maybe with his keys in his hand, I don't know what, you know, and put the
pills there and left them and thought, "Oh, God, I'm in the wrong room" or
something like that and then left. But the fact that there were no pills in told
me that this was ... (inaudible). Shall I get some coffee and then I'll ...
(intervention)
MR DE JONGHE: (Inaudible).
/MS BRAAM:
MS BRAAM: Oh, ja ... (inaudible). So then I travelled from Lusaka to Harare on a
flight. There were also the people - because the Children Conference was really
used, you know, for people to meet each other and to put inside and outside so
there was high activity. They must have been so active on the other side, you
know, because they knew, here was this delegation coming, you know, not only
children, but they were accompanied by - I don't need to tell you how these sort
of things were used.
DR DANIEL: It was a fantastic conference.
MS BRAAM: It was. I still have the tape. I mean, it's not that far back and look
at it, but I'm sure that in five, six years, you know, we have - ja, I've got
good, great memories of it.
DR DANIEL: Some of those very powerful statements of kids who are now dead.

MS BRAAM: Ja, no, it's true, and for me it was good because sometimes, you know,
you were so much in this work that, you now - and so little exposed, you know,
to this sort of direct - that was very helpful for that. But, anyway, there was
a hell of a lot of work, scheming, going on, you know, in all - in the hotel
rooms and everything. It was all set well and it had all several purposes.
Everybody was doing three, four things at the same time and Slovo was very
important at that moment that he was exposed to the young people, that they saw
that he wasn't, you know, ... (inaudible) ... all sorts of things like that and
so forth. And there were also - I think was right before Mac and Ngabuza went
in. That is how it is. (Inaudible) ... September, Klaas?
MR DE JONGHE: Ja.
/MS BRAAM:
MS BRAAM: September. So I think it was October - the dates are all in the book Siphiwe and Mac went in and that was, of course - and they were having sort of
last preparation talks also there. Now, I'm just telling you this all, the side
of the - there must have been an enormous lot of interest and this was confirmed
now recently. So the conference took place. I saw a lot of, you know, people on
different level. I had a - there was a Dutch delegation also - very innocent
Dutch people, that thing, you know, ... (inaudible) ... real thing like having a
commissioner of police, you know, so the Dutch delegation was really - we had a
top star. So, you know, to make it into a sort of spectacular thing - actually
to take away the attention from me very much, so that I could operate, because
that was hard work, and so conference is over. The work is done.
DR DANIEL: Where was the conference?
MS BRAAM: In Harare, in this big golden hotel outside, you know. It looks like a
cigarette box. I've got all the ... (intervention)
DR DANIEL: Sheraton?
MS BRAAM: It is the Sheraton, the Sheraton.
DR DANIEL: You stayed there?
MS BRAAM: I stayed in the Sheraton.
DR DANIEL: So the conference in the hotel ... (inaudible).
MS BRAAM: Ja, everything was arranged. My delegation stayed in the Bronte Hotel.
Now, the Bronte Hotel is very important, because that is a place ...
(intervention)
DR DANIEL: But you didn't stay there?
MS BRAAM: Not them, but I'll go there. I stayed there
/before several
before several times at the Bronte Hotel and that was - that was sort of thing.
You can there was still sort of stupidity as well. I mean, it was always
difficult with me, you now, how far should I operate, you know, as a chairperson
of the Dutch anti-apartheid movement and what were the consequences of bringing
me, you know, into safe houses and things like that, you now - what would bring
other attention to me. So I always chose to play the innocent chairperson and go
into hotels like the Bronte Hotel as people like I would do, you see, to be very
open, but ... (inaudible). Anyway, so this Dutch delegation was at the Bronte. I
was in the Sheraton. The conference is over. People are leaving. I went - I
checked into the Bronte Hotel. Now, I made the reservations for all these people
and for myself from Holland by phone, sort of two weeks before, you see, and, of

course, there was this - I came later so that. Now, let's say it's on a Sunday
evening and the conference ended Sunday afternoon last thing, the conference.
Sunday evening I changed hotels. So I packed my things in the Sheraton. I took a
taxi and I went to the Bronte Hotel. There I arrived ... (inaudible) ... I don't
know, 8, 9 o'clock. There was somebody behind the desk I didn't know, but it
would change, you know. It happened a few times that there was somebody - a guy
I knew, that would say, "Ja, hallo, Mrs Braam", you know. I mean, they knew me
by then, but this one I didn't know, and then they gave me a room and it was,
well, I don't know the room number. It will be possible to find it now. It was
not that sort of important. I came into the room and I wanted to pack my things
and to put my things away and then I opened the
/closet, you
closet, you know ... (inaudible) ... this, not open, but -and there were two
jackets hanging in the closet. Now, I've got - I'm sure that they - I was sort
of trained by then, you know. I wouldn't make contact, of course, with
strangers, people who would come and talk to me. I was very careful. It was
absolutely impossible actually to come to me, you know, to come close to me and
for that I was very ... (intervention)
DR DANIEL: And
incident?

presumably

you
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MS BRAAM: Yes, but then the conference had been in between, you see, and that
... (intervention)
DR DANIEL: So you, sort of - you weren't thinking about that too much?
MS BRAAM: Not at all and I was very - extremely tired, because that was a few
days of hard, hard, hard work and also, you know, I mean, there was some
drinking, you know, also. You know, you could be socialising with people from
inside, you know, and then there was a ... (inaudible) ... or something like
that and tired I was, very tired. And what worried me later on is that they must
have figured out, you know, that they couldn't send somebody to befriend me,
even a woman. I know they've tried that before and they've tried a woman, you
know, with a sort of double face who presented herself as a nice friend, and so
on. That was in, say, half a year before in this - what is this hotel - in the
Lusaka hotel - Ridgeway Hotel.
DR DANIEL: Ridgeway.
MS BRAAM: Yes, half a year ago ... (inaudible) ... and I was sitting with Joe
Slovo. She came to the table and said, "Oh, I can't believe it", you know, that
sort of
/thing. "You
thing. "You must be Joe Slovo, you're Connie Braam. Oh, I am so honoured to meet
you", you know, and Joe just leaned back and he said, "Come and sit with us,
have a glass", you know, very clever. So it was nice and laughing and talking
and so on and ... (inaudible) ... she was stinking, you know, of something
wrong. So he left. He just looked at me, so like, "I'm going to leave you with
her. You can deal with her", and he left and she stayed with me and she was very
nice, sort of thing, and then explained how she came to know us and so on and
then - but I was slowly making a move out. I knew by then what hotel room she
was and so on and I thought, "God, you know, ... (inaudible) ... I'm not going
to sleep this night, I'm just going to be careful". Out next morning, but then
she must have thought - because then we walked together, you know, she walked
with me in the corridor and then she said - she also put her arm around and
said, "Do you want to spend the night with me?" I told Slovo next morning. That
was the thing that really - I was so taken away by that. I was prepared for
anything, but not for this woman, who wanted to sleep with me. (Inaudible) ...
because she didn't let me go, you see. She travelled with me as well.

DR DANIEL: So even when you said no, she didn't let you off?
MS BRAAM: No, she - you know with whom I found refuge, with Norman Lazey. You
know Norman?
DR DANIEL: Oh, yes.
MS BRAAM: I asked him, you know, because I went to his hotel room and he was
just like, "Hey, God", and I told him this story. I stayed with him, you know.
We talked,
/because I
because I didn't want to go back. Next morning, when I left for Harare that
woman was also on the plane and, I mean, it's not of interest. This is more
story telling, you know.
DR DANIEL: So
unapproachable?
MS BRAAM: I
(inaudible).
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DR DANIEL: And then you were always on the alert then?
MS BRAAM: Very much. Then - but they must have noticed or they must have worked
out what ... (inaudible). One thing that I've done over the years is changed
myself, my appearance from, sort of, the activist, you know, from jeans and, you
know, into a lady. As a lady, because I thought that's very safe and as long as
they think I've got a relationship with Slovo it's better than that they think I
work with him, you see. So I was always having this nice sort of suits and high
heels and in public I would be sort of girlish, having a girlish behaviour, you
see, so - but, and nice clothes and I think that that is what - so these jackets
were there - very, very beautiful and very much out of my - I mean money-wise
and I've got a good feel and a good - for nice material. One was a real woollen
jacket - black woollen jacket, beautiful, and the other one was cotton, but with
a print and a design - oh, God, I mean it must have been a fortune they must
have cost, and what was most amazing, absolutely my size. I put them on and it
fitted like, you know, they were made on my body. So beautiful and it was - they
had no labels. That's, of course, what I saw a bit later when I had them already
- I had them on. No labels, no sign what they
/could - and
could - and ... (intervention)
DR DANIEL: Were they in a plastic folder when they were hanging?
MS BRAAM: No, no, no, they were open on a jacket - as if somebody had left them.
DR DANIEL: Had left them behind.
MS BRAAM: Ja, left them behind, yes. And there was a certain smell, but I
thought it was sort of old perfume, you know how, and it was a sort of ...
(inaudible) ... perfume - quite strong. That sort of thing, that had been, you
know, that's not pleasant when there's been perfume on clothing and it has been
hanging for a few days, something like that. I mean that is how the expectation.
It's actually the reason why I put them off, because then, you know, it made you
realise it had been from somebody else and - so, but I had the black - now,
anyway, I came there. It was evening and I was quite cold. It was very hot
during the day and I had this sort of, you know, one of my dresses, so to say,
my conference dresses. It was not, you know - just a little thing, so -with lots

of skin and I was cold - I was really cold and terribly tired, but I had to make
my report, my final report for the movement, because the Dutch delegation was
still there and they were going to leave, something, the next morning and they
had to take this report. Next to me in the next room was a Dutch television
crew. That means the reporter, Van der Graaff and the cameraman. They shared a
room next to me. I didn't know that then, because I - although I knew these
people there, but I came in late. So I was tired on the jacket, that dark - the
black jacket and I sat on that little table and I wrote my
/report. I
report. I don't know how long I worked on it. Maybe an hour.
DR DANIEL: You had it on for an hour?
MS BRAAM: For an hour - something like - I doubt if it has been more.
DR DANIEL: You didn't think about it?
MS BRAAM: Not at all. I was - I'm telling you, it was like, you know. I was so
poor in those days - I'm still very poor, but it was then - and nothing was ever
rewarded. That's another psychological thing, you see, and I worked so hard, and
it's fantastic to work for a good cause, you know, but it's not every minute of
the day that you can remember that, you know. So just to get a little present
is, you know, it works and it reminded me, you know ... (intervention)
DR DANIEL: So your reaction was, "What a stroke of luck, it's cold, I'll wear it
and it's beautiful, it makes me feel good"?
MS BRAAM: Yes, and it was beautiful and there was a mirror and I'd been looking
at myself and I thought, "Gee", you know, and because it was not a little cheap
dress, something, but a jacket that I ... (intervention)
DR DANIEL: Did you try them both?
MS BRAAM: Oh, yes, both.
DR DANIEL: Both on and you kept one on?
MS BRAAM: I kept one on because that was the woollen one, it was warm wool.
DR DANIEL: So you wore it for an hour. You finished your report.
MS BRAAM: I finished my report and I went to bed.
DR DANIEL: So you took it off then?
/MS BRAAM:
MS BRAAM: I took it off. I didn't take a shower or anything. I just - in bed.
DR DANIEL: Straight to bed.
MS BRAAM: Straight to bed.
DR DANIEL: And that was about eleven?
MS BRAAM: Ja, something like that and I think I woke up maybe three or four and
then I - that I never checked, what time it was. Anyway, I woke up because of my
own screaming and knocks on the door. So I must have been sleeping very deeply,
but the pain must have started already, so I first had screamed in my sleep and
the knocks on the door was from the television people - the Dutch television
people next door, who heard me scream and I was sort - or maybe, it was as if I

had been - as if I had fainted. Now, what happened in my body was - I had a
child already by then so I knew what was giving birth so I can compare the pain
and it wasn't an easy birth. So it was like, you know, contractions. Gee,
incredible pain. The whole inside. It would come and it would build up, you
know, to a high point where it was ... (intervention)
DR DANIEL: Unbearable.
MS BRAAM: And this is where I sort of - you know, fainted and I would grab in
the air for - that's why I rolled off the bed a few times, you know, and then
they'd hold me there because I would try to get - that's what I remember from
how heavy the pain was.
DR DANIEL: So you fainted from the pain?
MS BRAAM: From the pain, yes. I think so, yes, because I lose - and I didn't
know - I only felt a terrible fear. What was good is that I saw these faces of
Jan de Graaff and the cameraman, whom I knew. I knew what ...
/(intervention)
(intervention)
DR DANIEL: They broke into the room?
MS BRAAM: No, I crawled on the floor and opened the door and - no, no, they
couldn't - and they helped me on the bed. Now, they thought that I'd been eating
something wrong, you know, that my stomach was upset. (Inaudible) So what they
said, "You must get rid of what's in you, in your stomach". So now, they hang me
over the toilet, put fingers in my, you know, and make me vomit. So that was
out. Then, anyway, nothing happened, but they were desperate because they
thought - anyway, Jan had gone to the reception to alarm that somebody was very,
very, very ill. Now - wait a bit ... (inaudible). I know exactly, it's just that
I - so ... (intervention)
DR DANIEL: I mean, were you able to think that it also might be food poisoning?
MS BRAAM: I thought nothing, I just ... (intervention)
DR DANIEL: You were completely out of it?
MS BRAAM: Completely
(intervention)
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DR DANIEL: Then a doctor arrived then there.
MS BRAAM: Ja, no, but that's a bit later, because what they did also, they gave
me something, you know, for diarrhoea, you know, to stimulate ... (intervention)
DR DANIEL: Who?
MS BRAAM: Jan and the cameraman, because Jan was really panicking, you know,
because this was - it looked so terrible and he has been travelling a lot all
over the world so he knows malaria, things like that and he thought that this
was something else and I ... (intervention)
DR DANIEL: Jan de Graaff?
/MS BRAAM:
MS BRAAM: Jan de Graaff, ja. And so, anyway, then a doctor came. I mean, this is
now very vague for me, because here it's - I go and I'm there and all of a
sudden there's a man hanging over me. I was most upset about it that he was a

stranger and it was a man with a heavy South African accent and I found that so
- afterwards I thought, "It can't be. They can't have been so stupid to send
somebody with a heavy South African accent", but I don't know and the guy had a
heavy South African accent and he had my - because I slept in this long T-shirt,
you see. This T-shirt was up, so I was laying naked there and he was pressing me
- my - here, with his fingers and he said, "She's got an ulcer".
DR DANIEL: This is the doctor they had called?
MS BRAAM: The doctor, yes. And he'd pulled up my T-shirt and they - anyway, Jan
and the cameraman were a bit, you know, look - but I felt a strong fear, strong
fear, and I just didn't do anything because, I mean, I couldn't do anything and
I just thought, "This man must go. This man must go".
DR DANIEL: Were you still having the contractions?
MS BRAAM: Yes, yes, yes, and he said - he pressed a few times and he said,
"Ulcers", and he immediately produced a pot - a bottle, a brown bottle next to
the bed. These were the pills that had to be given to me and it would go, no
problem.
DR DANIEL: They were pills?
MS BRAAM: Ja, ja, ja. You know what happened is that - what's - sometimes I just
- because it's here.
DR DANIEL: Could I ask one question?
MS BRAAM: Yes.
/DR DANIEL:
DR DANIEL: Who selected the doctor? The receptionist phoned ... (intervention)
MS BRAAM: Oh, yes, ja.
DR DANIEL: The doctor that they knew was the hotel doctor?
MS BRAAM: Yes, ja, well, I mean, that was the guy who came to finish the job. I
mean, that must have been - he's been waiting, because they are quickly.
DR DANIEL: Was he?
MS BRAAM: Yes, I mean, nothing - we didn't ask any more, but the receptionist.
I'll tell you later what I found out now, a month ago, that this guy, you know,
this receptionist, worked for them. You know, he was a double. He worked for the
CIO (?) and for the South Africans.
DR DANIEL: The doctor was there within like a few minutes?
MS BRAAM: Yes, it must have been very quickly.
DR DANIEL: At that time of the night it is unlikely.
MS BRAAM: Yes, and then to leave a bottle, and then I became very - then the
doctor left and the fact that he, you know, pressed and, "Ulcers". Then he said
- he explained to the guys that, "Well, she's got the age for it, isn't it?" And
I remember this also, because I felt so insulted. I was so ... (inaudible) ...
always a woman. I thought later on, you know, "God, you know, going for
clothes", you know, and then being, you know, amazing, the guy who lifted my
shirt and that he made, you know, this remark about my age. I'd say, "Idiot,
idiot, idiot" ... (inaudible). And so - so anyway, so then he left. Now, the
camera guy ... (intervention)

DR DANIEL: And he never suggested you go to hospital?
/MS BRAAM:
MS BRAAM: No.
DR DANIEL: He said the pills would take care of it?
MS BRAAM: Yes, and he played it down like an ulcer. It's normal at her age. This
is what he said to the guys, like he was sort of, you know. Now, he had the
wrong guys, because the cameraman had an ulcer himself. He looked at the pills these were pills, you know. He looked at the pills and he said, "This is
rubbish. I've never seen this sort of shit for an ulcer", and he threw them away
through the toilet and then - now I remember - and then they made me vomit. This
is now how the thing is and then they gave me the pills to ... (inaudible) ...
it. They thought, you know, it is in my system, it must go out and they were
right, because it must have been in my blood.
DR DANIEL: (Inaudible) ... pills?
MS BRAAM: No, no, no, he threw all the pills away through the toilet, because he
got very angry this sort of - you know, this camera guy. He was Dutch, you know.
Don't say, you know, one line a week - no talker - and he must have been
irritated by the behaviour of the doctor, you see, in not treating me with
respect, and he looked at the pills and he had an ulcer - I think he had an
operation even for it, so he looked at it and he said, "I've never seen this
sort of rubbish for an ulcer", and also, you know, I mean, ulcers don't come
like that. So, you know, he's not - so they didn't believe it. So the pills were
gone and Jan stayed with me. They took by turns and they didn't leave me and I
just - and I slept.
DR DANIEL: So the pain was subsiding?
MS BRAAM: Yes, yes. Let's say it would come back - over
/a day it
a day it would get less and less and less, and - I think, personally think that
I didn't have that jacket on for a long time, so it - now, so that then after, I
think, three or four days I found myself recovered enough and I wanted to go as
soon as possible.
DR DANIEL: You didn't think of going to a hospital or to see another doctor?
MS BRAAM: No, no, no, by then I was just - I want to go back to Holland and I'm
going to my own doctor and ask him if I've got an ulcer. When he can't find
anything is an ulcer then I'll - what I should have done - I didn't know what
sort of a poison it was, I didn't know that it was poison. Of course, I should
have checked my blood then I would have - I mean - French Shikane (?) - but only
when we got to the port of French Shikane from the United States I knew this is
the symptoms, you know, what is same.
DR DANIEL: What year - what time was the Shikane incident - same time - same
period of time?
MS BRAAM: No, that is a year later.
MR DE JONGHE: A bit later. It was in 1988, I think, or 1989 even.
DR DANIEL: So the pills were supposed to kill her off?
MS BRAAM: Yes, I think I was. I think I actually ... (intervention)

DR DANIEL: The Dutch cameramen, how long did they stay?
MS BRAAM: They left, I think a bit - or the day before me or the day after me.
DR DANIEL: So they remained close to you through this period?
MS BRAAM: Ja, ja, ja. Ja, ja, nobody could - I made
/sure nobody
sure nobody could come to me any more and I didn't leave the room and there was
no - and I knew, of course, the reception, no - I knew that for years already
never ever to trust anybody at the reception of a hotel where you come
frequently.
[Break in recording]
DR DANIEL: So you did not leave the room.
MR DE JONGHE: He knows about chemical warfare, Dieter Gerhardt?
MS BRAAM: He knows about - he knows Neethling very well. He knows what he was
doing in his - so ... (intervention)
MR DE JONGHE: So it would have gone back to Dieter?
MS BRAAM: Dieter.
DR DANIEL: But also wasn't there in - you know, I need to check the cuttings,
but wasn't there this - I think he was a coloured guy who worked with Neethling,
who was in Zimbabwe.
MS BRAAM: Les Lesier (?), ja.
[Break in recording]
MS BRAAM: I'll get a ... (intervention)
MR DE JONGHE: Yes, I think I have to see Gerhardt. See him or go - better than
phone.
DR DANIEL: Oh, yes.
MR DE JONGHE: But then I need ... (inaudible).
MS BRAAM: Dieter you should see absolutely.
MR DE JONGHE: Dieter must ... [end of recording].
---------------------
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APPEARANCES AS BEFORE
CHAIRMAN: ... Fowzia Turner Ciliano, Kim and Jan Turner. Could you tell me, are all four of you going to speak today?
ALL: Yes, we are.
CHAIRMAN: Then, could you all please stand.
OATH ADMINISTERED AT THIS STAGE
CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much, please be seated. Could you give me some indication of who would like to start?
--------------------MRS FOWZIA TURNER: I will be starting, Dr Boraine.
CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much, Fowzia, then I welcome you and I will be leading the evidence for the four of you. And would ask
you to please start, tell the story in your own words, and know that you are among friends, with nothing to worry about. Thank you. --- I
was married to Richard Turner at the time of the assassination. We were married according to Islamic rights, at the home of Fatima
and Ismail Meer in Durban, in 1971, a year after we met. It was a very different time, I want to take you back to that time, so you can
have some feeling about the climate in which we were living. We were aware in our personal lives how events in the present - can I
just start again?
In the 1980s South Africa was in the throes of a radical and irreversible upheaval, one which redefined all political activity that had
gone before. We were aware in our personal lives, we are aware how events in the present shape, colour, re-interpret events in the
past. So is it with history. Not only do past events provide the
/lengths
lengths through which we see and interpret the present, but the present special momentous events rolls over the past almost like
waves breaking onto the shore, creating new patterns. Many people today don't understand quite what it was we were working
through in the late 60s/early 70s.
I want you to let me take you back to the time to that pattern, to those patterns, those institutions, the laws that created the climate in
which we lived, and against which we were reacting. This is the time after Rivonia, after the imprisonment, the banning, the house
arrest of the 60s. The presence of the apartheid state was pervasive. It did everything it could to ensure its own survival within the
framework of its self-defining laws, self-protecting laws. Those who stepped out of line were dealt with swiftly and unequivocally.
Leaders were quickly and effectively removed from their areas of influence.
This was the time before mass action. This was the time too of the then infamous and now incomprehensibly silly Excelsior trials, in
which various members of the Afrikaner elite were having to defend their furtive transgressions across the colour line.
When Richard and I decided to share our lives, this decision, joyous as it was, was not taken easily. We were all too aware of the
consequences of breaking three different laws: the Morality Act, the Group Areas Act, and the Mixed Marriages Act. But we were clear
that we would live a life compatible with our beliefs, moral, social and political. We were equally clear that we would not hide, not be
part of the furtive immoral
/shadows.
shadows. We would not separate the political from the personal.
Friends of ours, when they learnt that we were going to share our lives, were very worried. They were worried for two reasons (1) that
our political activity would be rendered ineffectual because we would be - the police would be looking to imprison us under the
Immorality Act; or that because of that we might be tempted to leave the country.
Richard said to this friend that as far as pressure from the police and so on was concerned, it seems to me that we must just do our
best to handle situations as they arise. People were worried about the politics of the situation. He said, "It seems to me that one's life

should conform to one's beliefs, but not to love one another through fear" would contradict the basic principles that we talked about.
He became a lecturer at the University of Natal in 1970. I met him at the University of Natal, at the Medical School, where he came to
talk on black power. He was one of the best minds, one of the most articulate debaters that South Africa has produced. Natal
University was privileged to have had him. It was hard to forget conversations held with him, they opened up your world.
As a lecturer he was popular, he was effective, his arguments persuasive. He was also empowering. Walking away from an encounter
with him, whether in tutorials, or in a lecture hall, or at student protest meetings, and there were many during those times, you will
recall those of you who are as old as I am and older that there was the
/22 - the
22 - the campaign about the 22 detainees and it was the charge or release campaign, and Natal was very much alive during those
days, protesting against that.
With him you found the source of your own part make meaningful changes in the world. His teachings helped bring the students down
from the hill into the town and into the factories.
He was one of the forces helping the rebirth of the democratic trade union movement. His analysis of the Durban strikes in 1973
brought a new understanding to the press, to the public, and to the business community in particular.
Then came the bannings. We were IN Bolton Hall which was then the centre of Denysson(?) trade union activities in Durban. We were
in Bolton Hall with Harriet Bolton and various other people from the university and the trade unions at the time there, when we heard
BJ Vorster read out his recommendations from the Schlebusch Commission Report.
The security police were pervasive, they followed us openly to ensure that the banning orders were adhered to. Their groupies
harassed us, we were fire-bombed, our cars and the people who lived with us in the house at Dalton Avenue, they were tampered
with.
Chief Buthelezi will remember the time when there was a seminar at the Natal University at which Richard was and Lorrie Schlemmer
were, they were organizing it. A bunch of flowers arrived for Buthelezi, supposedly from Dr Turner, and luckily somebody had the
sense to look through the flowers and there was a bomb in it.
There were many other acts of intimidation that were
/visited
visited on us. We discovered - we would wake up in the mornings and find fires lit under the petrol tanks of the cars. Our car had the
wheels, the bolts of the wheels undone. It became an expensive life, not because we were living expensively, but we were always
having to replace things that were being tampered with, that were being broken, that were being burnt.
For eight years we lived under the State's watchful eyes, and knew our telephone conversations tapped. We suspected that our house
was bugged. Ironically, this was confirmed by Colonel Dan Mathee, of the Durban CID, a few days after the murder, when he led me
out of the house into the garden and explained that he didn't want to talk inside because the house was bugged by the security police.
We were not, during that time, to lead private lives. There were people we had never met, never spoken to, who could quote back to
us conversations we had had with in earnest discussion within the privacy of our bedroom.
In 1977, Richard was granted the Humbolt Scholarship, a prestigious scholarship in Germany, to do research in Germany. Having
been effectively cut off from the academic life-stream, it was important for him to re-enter in some way the stream from which he - the
milieu that was exceedingly important to him.
It may seem to some people that being banned, being denied to - the opportunity to practise your livelihood, is small compared to the
scale of things that have happened, but everybody carries pain differently, every pain is unique. If something is your bloodline and it's
/flowing
flowing in you and it is stopped, you feel your vitality draining away. He wrote to me when I was away in Europe in 1976, "It is one of
these days", the day in which he was writing, "in which the world seems to be too much for me and I can only be an impotent observer
of it".
Richard was alive in argument, in debate, in groups of people, and those of you who were there would remember what it felt like to
feel that electricity, that liveliness. Over the years people would come to the house, the banning order was very effective, it had cut
him off, people would come to the house to talk to him, to ask his opinion, to discuss things. But it wasn't the same as standing at the

university, at meetings, talking, being part of the discussion, growing with how things were developing in South Africa.
When the opportunity came for him to go to Germany, to be offered this scholarship, he was very enthusiastic about it. It was a
chance. He felt his mind was being stymied. He just didn't know, he didn't feel part of the academic stream.
However, the Minister of the Interior refused him permission to leave South Africa. The terms of his banning order prohibited him from
leaving the magisterial district of Durban. He was also denied a South African passport.
His five year banning order was due to expire in March 1978. He was not certain whether his banning order would be renewed. The
fact that his application to go to Germany being refused made the likelihood seem very very possible that the banning order would not
be lifted, and, in fact, be renewed.
/In January
In January 1978 friends of ours from Germany, who were mounting a campaign at the diplomatic level to get the State to rescind its
decision so that Richard could travel to Germany, they arrived. They were not granted visas to enter South Africa.
I travelled out to Botswana to meet them, on the morning of the 6th of January, is that right? Yes. We were stopped at the border. I
was clearly the focus of their attention. My luggage, such as it was, was searched. I was stripped searched and interrogated about my
motives for travelling hence. I remember a lull in the conversation, the interrogation. It stopped. They left the room. There was a loud
phone call made to Durban. Obviously there was much laughter, there was much talkings about and comments on whatever was
coming back from the Durban end of the conversation. The phone was then put down, we were told we could continue our journey.
We arrived in Gabarone late, very late at night. The first thing I did was to phone Richard and tell him what had happened at the
border. That we were safely in Gabarone was a relief to him. We talked openly about who I would being seeing the next day and what
he and the children would be doing. We would talk to each other the next time, the day before I was due to leave. I was only meant to
be in Gabarone for three days.
On the night of January the 7th, I went to bed. After having had dinner with Jenny Curtis, who was later to be blown up together with
her daughter by a bomb sent by Craig Williamson, Jenny Curtis and her husband, Marius Gwynn(?), Jenny dropped me just before
midnight at the house of Jan and Ken Zunckel. I got ready for bed, and
/then as
then as I lay down to sleep about 40 minutes after, I felt and heard Richard at my side. I was too sleepy to hear what he was saying,
but I was much comforted by his voice.
Half an hour later there was an urgent knock at the door. An urgent telephone call had come for me from Durban. There was no
telephone in the house in which I was staying, so we had to go where I could find a phone. I tried to phone home, the lines between
Durban and Gabarone were down. I then remembered that the exchange from Gabarone to Johannesburg was automatic, so I
phoned Elona Kleinschmidt, a friend of ours, in Johannesburg, and asked her please to phone home to find out what was happening.
Half an hour later I heard what had happened, those moments before I heard and felt Richard next to me. I heard Elona's words, I
didn't understand them. The world I was ... (inaudible) ... and was unrecognisable. We were all of us, family, friends, no longer
ourselves.
The journey back to Durban, there was no - there was then no sign of the security police, it was unreal. Arriving back in Durban was
nightmarish.
It was also a time - it was a time of ... (inaudible) ... pain and many ironies: one of which was being addressed as Mrs Turner by the
police; being asked to go and identify Richard's body.
That night the feelings, being ... (inaudible) ... as the children will tell you later, never goes away. It stays. There is something we do
not understand, we need to know who it was who pulled that trigger. We know that the events of that night at known to the people who
watched us. I have said to the commission in my written
/statement
statement that we were watched all the time. We know from neighbours that the security police had access through their hedges to
what was going on in our house. We know through the police that our house was bugged. Our telephone line was bugged. Everything
we did, as I have said, was recorded.
There is information. We need to know who it was? We know the people who were heading the various departments at the time, who
would have given permission or if not, if they deny giving permission, was certainly would have been aware what was happening. I

would ask the commission to subpoena Colonel van Steenkamp, who was then head of the Durban Security Police; Colonel Stadler,
who visited often our house in the middle of the night to shine torches in our faces, to wake us up to make us aware of the fact that he
knew what we were doing was not to be tolerated by the State. There were various other security police who we kept bumping into
during the daily course of our activities. It became so - during the time, so much so that you would see a face that was familiar and you
would smile and then a minute later you think, "Oh, My God, that was a security police person I smiled at". They were just so
pervasive, so ever, where you could not distinguish them from people that you knew just as your eyes travelled across a room.
In addition to Colonel Steenkamp and Stadler, there is Andy Taylor. There is MacPherson. And numerous other members of the
security police, who visited us, who watched over us, who tapped our conversations, I would ask you to ask - to subpoena them, so
that we can know more about what happened that night, so that they can actually
/reveal
reveal the information they know.
Our lives have been completing invaded by the shadow but pervasive presence and the structured activities of the security police. It is
now time for the shadows to be dispelled and the wounds to be dressed. We look to the truth and reconciliation committee as the only
means presently available for this to be done.
I would also ask, by way of restitution, for the truth and reconciliation committee to raise a chair of political science in the name of the
Richard Turner at Natal University. I would like there to be a chair, Dr Richard Turner chair in political science.
Thank you.
CHAIRMAN: Thank you, Fowzia, very much. It is very difficult talking about things that are so close to you, even though they
happened a very long time ago. And we appreciate your courage, thank you.
---------------------

/CHAIRMAN:
CHAIRMAN: Perhaps you could indicate who is going to follow on. Okay. Kim.
--------------------KIM TURNER
MS K J TURNER: Do you want me just to start?

CHAIRMAN: Please go right ahead, I am sorry. --- Okay. I was nine and a half years old when my father was killed. Although a lot of
time has passed since then, I still find these memories very painful.
You see, we didn't see very much of our father during the last years of his life. Jan and I lived in Cape Town and he was confined to
Durban by the banning order, so we only saw him when we went to Durban twice a year during the school holidays.
The last visit began in December 1977. We arrived in Durban on Boxing Day and we were looking forward to a whole two weeks with
our father. There was nothing unusual about this trip, except that Durban had one of the wettest summers on record, and halfway
through our stay my father's wife, Fowzia, had to make a trip to Botswana. My sister, Jan, and I were quite keen to go with her. Our
cousin, Patrick, lived in Gabarone, and we would have loved to have seen him. And on top of that, I had never travelled outside of
South Africa before.
But we didn't go. Our recently applied for passports were not ready and Jan and I stayed in Durban with our father.
On the night of January the 7th, we went to bed as usual. Our father always read to us before we went to sleep, but I don't remember
what he was reading to us that

/night.
night. Our bedroom is at the front of the house, looking out onto a large stoep, and I woke just after midnight on the morning of
January, the 8th. The room was quiet and Jan's bed empty. The door to the hallway was open and from the bed I saw what I thought
was a large pool of water.
I lay in bed for some time and all kinds of childish scenarios were going through my head. I imagined that my sister had woken up and
asked Daddy for some water to drink and then dropped it in the hallway, and that was the pool of water that I saw.
When I finally got and went through to the livingroom, a very different scene confronted me there. My father was lying on the floor, just
near the entrance to the kitchen, and there was blood everywhere, too much to see what had happened, or where he was wounded.
My father was already unconscious and Jan was desperately trying to revive him. She had roused Cathy Thompson, an American
journalist who was living in the cottage at the end of our garden, and Cathy had come to help us.
We were all very frightened that night, unable to comprehend what had happened. I later learnt that Jan had been awake when just
after midnight she heard our father go to answer the front door. He had asked, "Who's there?" several times, and when he received no
reply, he had walked into our bedroom and drawn back the curtains to look out onto the stoep. It was then that the shot was fired. Jan
saw the flash, watched our father fall in the doorway of our room. He then picked himself up and ran into the livingroom, where he fell
again. This time he
/didn't
didn't get up and it was there that I found him a few minutes later.
It was very lonely in that house that night. We all had a sense of being a long way away from everyone. I sat on the chair in front of
where my father lay dying. I think I must have been in shock as I sat there, rigid, unable to move, even when my sister begged me to
hold my father while she got up to go to the loo. It is hard for me to recall the exact sequence of events that night, but time passed.
The phone was dead and we waited for someone to come.
The police arrived over an hour after we had made the one call to them before the phone had stopped working. And it was only when I
talked to the ambulance men that I let myself realise what I knew that was true and that my father wasn't going to be all right, and in
fact he died some time before.
Over the few days following his death, I managed to rationalize the events of that night. I had always known about his political
activities and knew what it meant to live under a banning order.
However, I had never sensed any real danger. The rather farcical efforts made by the police to intimidate us did not seem dangerous. I
had not expected to lose my father. But in my nine year old mind I knew that South Africa was governed by people who murdered
school-children for refusing to learn a language that was alien to them, and I remember my sister and mother attending Steve Biko's
memorial service, and accepting that it was the police who had killed him whilst he was in their custody.
/Putting
Putting all these things together, I could see the political motives behind my father's killing. He had died for daring to disagree with the
government, and for me the man who had pulled the trigger became irrelevant, and I felt that I knew who his killers were.

I would now like to put a face to that killer, in the hope that we can finally close the section of our past. I am afraid I cannot let that killer
have forgiveness. I feel that murder is unforgivable. And, although we can perhaps reconcile ourselves to what happened, I think it is
very important to remember my father and his life. He was a happy, peaceful man, with a life that he wanted to live. He did not
deserve to die as he died. He did not deserve to have that life ended so brutally in front of his two young children.
The night of my father's death has never really left me, and I imagine it will never really will. We all carry these psychological scars and
on top of that I have had to live without a father for 18 years. I hate to think of all those things that he has missed in those years. From
the release of Nelson Mandela in 1990, to South Africa's first democratic elections, as well as the birth of his first grandchild in 1993,
and the fact that he never got to see Monty Python's "Life of Brian", a film I know he would have loved. And that is all I have to say.
CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much. --- My mother, Barbara, will speak next.
---------------------

/BARBARA FOLLETT
BARBARA FOLLETT
CHAIRMAN: Barbara, just start when you want to. --- My name is Barbara Follett, I am a British politician, and an academic. And I left
South Africa in April 1978, shortly after my first husband was killed.
I married Richard Turner in 1963, and we were divorced in 1971. I am the mother of his two daughters, Jan and Kim.
Before I left South Africa I worked with an organisation known as the Nutrition Corporation of South Africa, Kupegani. I was head of
the Women's Movement for Peace, and I was very active in the Black Sash.
Richard and I were subject to the general kind of harassment that people had in those days: telephone tapping, mail opened, being
followed. But we came to accept it as part of our lives.
However, this is a human violation, a human rights violations hearing, and I would like to go through briefly how I think our human
rights were violated in that time from a person point of view. First and foremost, our rights to privacy. I think his death was probably
caused by the violation of this right to privacy.
Fowzia and Kim have told you that the children came up to visit Fowzia and Richard on Boxing Day, 1977. Fowzia was going to go
and see my brother in Botswana and I had recently applied for British passports for Jan and Kim.
The British Consul was taking a long time to deliver them, and when the children arrived in Durban Richard called me on December,
the 27th, and said they would like to go to Botswana with Fowzia, could I get the
/passports.
passports. I called the Consul, and we had a succession of calls over the next few days as the Consul tried to speed the passports up.
Finally, on the 30th of December 1977, the Consul told me it wouldn't be possible to get them and I called Richard again. Remember,
all of this time while we are talking, people are listening in on the phone, and making connections which aren't necessarily accurate.
On January, the 2nd, Donald Woods escaped. This was very much the chagrin of the then Minister of Justice Kruger, who had had a
personal campaign against Richard Turner, and on a far lesser scale against myself. I think that whoever was listening to the phone
calls, and we certainly exchanged a couple of phone calls about Donald, began to wonder whether Richard was going to go too. And
our attempts to get the passports and Fowzia's leaving on the Friday night, were perhaps the pre-cursor to Richard himself going.
You have heard what happened on the night of - or in the early hours of January, the 8th, but I would like to tell you once again how
our privacy was violated. The telephone was cut off, they said it was the rain, but I was woken at about 12.20 by the telephone ringing
in my kitchen. I ran to it and I didn't get to it. About 10 minutes later Elona Kleinschmidt phoned me and said there is something terribly
wrong in Durban. And I started to pack, I thought Richard had been detained and I would have to come up and get the children,
because I knew Fowzia was in Botswana.
At 3.00 am Jan was finally allowed to telephone me.

/During

During this time she and Kim have been locked into their father's bedroom, while the police ran around the house. Those children had
watched their father die and had been left alone with a young, inexperienced policeman, who you can't blame because he had no idea
what he was doing, but he was brutally rude to them, and frightened them to death. This is not how you treat nine and thirteen year
olds.
I submit that their human rights to respect was violated during that hour and a half. Their human right to comfort was violated.
At 3.00 am Jan was allowed to speak to me. When I asked her where her father was, she said, "I am standing over his body". I feel
that even under that state, people could have had some respect for what was happening to children at that moment. None was shown.
You can see that this makes me angry. The anger at that kind of human rights violation has fuelled me ever since and continues to
fuel me. And it fuels me sitting here.
They deprived Richard Turner of his right to life. They simultaneously deprived South Africa of one of its brightest and best minds.
They deprived my children of their father. They deprived Fowzia of a husband. They deprived Jane Turner of a son, and they deprived
me of a friend.
I flew up to Durban and Jan and Kim were still in the clothes they had managed to scramble on. Their hair was full of blood and I will
never forget the smell of dried blood in my children's hair in the hot Durban sun.
The next day we went to the house and this is where
/the next
the next human rights violation occurred, the right to justice. I went into the children's bedroom, where Richard had been shot, and I
could see what had happened. He had been standing at the window and he had obviously clutched himself and fallen on the bed and
his handprint, he must have done that, and put his hand onto Kim's bed. You could see his handprint in blood on the bed.
I walked over to Jan's bed, because I could see the bullet hole above Kim's bed and I pulled back the covers, and so cursory had the
police's investigation of this death been in the hour or two hours that they had been in the house with the children locked in the
bedroom, they had not even bothered to pick up the bullet which was still in Jan's bed.
I ... (inaudible)
(END OF SIDE A)
2B/0 (START OF SIDE B)
(Inaudible) ... our right to justice was removed from then on.
His mother, Jane Turner, who is too old now and too frail now to come to this hearing, spent many years trying to find justice, and
when I read the notes of her almost daily conversations with the South African CID, with the security police, and with BOSS. I cannot
believe that they could treat anyone like that. She trusted, she trusted in a system of justice that wasn't there. A system of justice that
we have recently seen deliver freedom to someone who possibly doesn't deserve it, but to those who deserve it, they didn't get it. And
on behalf of Jane Turner, I submit that her right to justice and her right to respect was violated by the South African State
/in those
in those days.
You have heard about my children's loss. You have heard about his wife's loss. And you all know about the country's loss. I think
Richard probably would have counted the loss enough to see the state of South Africa as it is today. You have made enormous
strides.
This truth commission is one of the boldest and bravest things that I have ever been or I have ever witnessed, but what I want from it
is to ask you to dare further, to dare to find the truth, because it is the truth that will set us free. It is the truth that Richard Turner fought
for. And until South Africa finds the truth about its past, it will never truly be free.
South Africa is free now in one way, but until it has the truth about its past, it cannot guarantee that freedom into the future. So, what I
want from you is for you to subpoena the people that Fowzia has asked for and that Jan will ask for. And for you to dare to dig and to
dare to tell the truth. Thank you.
CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much indeed. Jan?

---------------------

/JAN TURNER
JAN TURNER
CHAIRMAN: Again, when you are ready, take your time. We will listen. Thank you. --- My name Jan Turner. Thank you very much for
hearing us today.
I am going to talk a little bit about the night my father was killed, and then about my own attempts to find his killer in the years since
then.
My sister, Kim, and I were the only people, other than my father, in the house on the night he was killed. She and I were asleep in our
bedroom, which was at the front of 32 Dalton Avenue. At around half past midnight, I was woken up by the sound of my father in the
hallway adjacent to our room. The house was dark. I heard him asking, "Who's there?". I didn't hear what had prompted him to ask
this. I don't know whether it was someone calling to him, or someone making noise on the stoep, or in the driveway outside. He
repeated the question, "Who is there?" and received no reply.
Then he walked in the room, where Kim and I were sleeping and went over to the bay window, that faced onto the stoep. From the
window he could see who was at the front door, and it was a long-standing habit of his to do this, to check who was outside.
From my bed I saw him pull the curtain aside and look out. Surprise registered clearly on his face, but only momentarily, because a
shot was fired and he was hit. At the time I didn't realise it was a shot, I thought a bomb had exploded on the stoep because the bang
was deafening and was accompanied by a brilliant flash of light.

/I jumped
I jumped out of my bed and went to help dad. Neither Kim nor I saw or heard anyone or any vehicles outside in the driveway. Whoever
fired the shot was standing on the enclosed stoep directly outside the window. The bullet nicked or ricocheted off the burglar bars on
the window, and hit my father at very close range. The bullet apparently came from a 9mm pistol. He was standing holding the curtain
and the bullet would have come through here, through the top of his arm, through both lungs, and out underneath this arm. It pierced
both his lungs, passed straight through his body, and retained enough velocity to hit the wall several metres behind him, and then to
ricocheted across the room before landing on my bed.
My father fell on the floor, screaming and writhing in pain, but he managed to get up and to run through the house towards the back
door. He may have lost consciousness while he was running, because he hit the wall and then collapsed face down on the floor in the
archway between the livingroom and the kitchen.
I ran past him to the back door and shouted for help to Cathy Thompson, who was an American journalist. Cathy died a few years ago
of cancer, but then she rented the cottage in our garden with fellow-journalist Dick Usher. Dick was away in Johannesburg that night.
I screamed, "Cathy, come quickly, there has been a bomb". Cathy came up to the house only minutes later, but in the meantime I tried
to summon help by dialling the police. For at least five minutes, though it seemed very very much more, neither I nor Cathy could get a
dialling tone, the phone line was apparently dead.

/After a
After a while, and I don't really know how long a while it was, because it seemed like hours, but it was probably only 10 or 15 minutes,
Cathy did manage to dial out. For some reason, the telephone started working again. She called the police and the ambulance, who
arrived at least half an hour after my father was shot, but I am not sure of the time.
When they arrived he was already dead. He died probably 20 minutes after he was hit. I had tried during those 20 minutes to talk to
him, to ask him who he had seen at the window, what had happened, but he never regained consciousness. I know now when he
died, although at the time, because his eyes fluttered and his mouth quivered, I thought he was trying to talk to me, I thought he had
regained consciousness, but I know now that that was when he died, and that was about 20 minutes after he was hit.
Ten or fifteen minutes later, some time later, the police and ambulance arrived, and the manner in which they arrived was strange.
They didn't use sirens, we didn't hear any sirens.
The first we knew of their presence outside was a loud banging on the door. When we asked who was there, we got no reply. We
were terrified at this point, fearing that the killer had returned to hurt us. We shouted again and I remember getting up and Cathy and I
running - I myself running towards the door and Cathy screaming at me to get away from the doors and the windows. Shouted again,
"Who is it?", and they didn't identify themselves, but after three or four calls to them who was it, they said, "It's the police, open up".
/Why did
Why did they do that? Why didn't they immediately identify themselves? Why were they so brusque when they did come into the
house?
I remember, I think it was a - I think his name was Dan Mathee, or although I may be wrong, he was a big man in plain clothes, who
was particularly rude, he grabbed the telephone from my hands as I was trying to call my mother to tell her what had happened, and
Kim and I, with Cathy, were then escorted into my father's room, where we were kept and watched by a young and very shaken
policeman, who kept on saying he thought it was going to be all right, it was going to be all right, my father would be all right.
Eventually after about an hour of sitting in that room I was allowed to phone my mother. And we managed to contact other people,
including Fowzia.
My father's body was taken away in the ambulance, and we too left the house with Lorrie Schlemmer, who summoned by a phone call
from Cathy, had come to collect us. When we left 32 Dalton Avenue, the drive and the garden were crammed with cars and police.
The house was literally crawling with them, plain-clothes and otherwise. The only person I remember distinctly from that night was Dan
Mathee, who wore plain clothes.
In the week after my father's murder, we received several threatening and abusive phone calls at the house. One I remember from a
man calling himself "Scorpio". He said things like, "One down, two thousand to go", and, "We should have killed the lot of you".
An informal inquest found that my father was killed

/by person
by person or persons unknown, which I guess we could have told them without them having to go to the trouble, but anyway no formal
inquest was ever held.
It seems to me more than strange that the Durban Murder and Robbery Unit, a unit with an excellent record of solving crimes, has
never come up with even a strong lead, let alone a murderer. It was rare for the killer of a white person in a white neighbourhood in
1978 not to be apprehended. Even more unusual, when the victim was under surveillance, as we know my father had been almost
constantly for at least five years.
An ex-BOSS agent, Martin Dolinchek recently pointed out to me that surveillance could be withdrawn and was often withdrawn if
necessary.
Was our house under surveillance the night my father was killed, if not, who called it off?
Whoever killed my father did so with extreme efficiency and had the best assistance in covering up their tracks. It seems to me that
the only people capable of acting in such a way, were the members or handle-operatives of the then BOSS or security police.
It is important to note that Dad's assassination wasn't isolated. We have heard that just weeks before he was killed, shots were fired at
Fatima Meer's house. Fatima had a lucky escape.

Some months after my father's death, Harold Strachan, who was also banned at that time, was confronted by a gunman at his front
door. That man fired several shots at Harold. Fortunately Harold is here today to tell the story.
There is obviously a pattern of harassment and
/targeting
targeting of banned people nationwide, not just in Durban and in the 70s, but throughout the apartheid era.
Those banned people had been so effectively silenced, only their families and close friends and the people watching them, their
guardians in BOSS and the security police, would have known they whereabouts and their habits. Banned people were demonized by
politicians and within the police.
As ex-policeman, Dirk Coetzee, and Martin Dolinchek, have explained to me, people like my father were not even accorded the dignity
of being human, they were communist, terrorist scum. They were literally sitting ducks.
My father seems to have been regarded by the security apparatus as particularly dangerous and irritatingly clever. Jerry Marais and
David Davis are two people who have lived to tell the story of detention. Jeanette Curtis is one who didn't live. But all three of them
were questioned separately and extensively about my father and his political activities during their detentions in the mid to late 70s.
After their release, both Jerry and Jeanette Curtis came and told my dad of their interrogator's particular interest in him. They seemed
to have the impression that he was at the centre of organising opposition to apartheid in Durban at that time, and that he was doing
so, so craftily, that they couldn't catch him.
During the week after my father was killed, Leon Mellet, a crime reporter then on one of the Durban newspapers, and now a brigadier,
penned several stories suggesting that my father was killed by the ANC, against

/whom he
whom he had supposedly turned. Details of this alleged betrayal in Mellet's articles were vague. Leon Mellet went from crime reporting
to have quite a successful career in the police, apparently he was working for them all along.
Was he working for them in 1978? Who was the source of this story? Did Leon Mellet plant it as part of a deliberate attempt to smear
my father and the ANC and to throw yet another spanner in the spokes of the police investigation?
I would like the truth commission to question Leon Mellet about these articles and ask him to explain why he wrote them and whether
or not anybody suggested that he write them.
In 1979 David Beeldus(?) and Arnold van der Westhuizen were caught and brought to trial for shooting at the Cape Town home of
Colin Eglin.
It transpired that they were "Scorpio", a right-wing terrorist organisation, and the people who had made the telephone calls to us
saying, "One down, two thousand to go". During the Cape Town Supreme Court trial, letters written by Beeldus to Van der Westhuizen
were shown as evidence. One of the letters made mention of my father's murder and the new elimination squads, which would be
active in the future, according to Beeldus.
During their incarceration, Beeldus and Van der Westhuizen fell out. Van der Westhuizen subsequently latched on to Breight
Breightenbacht, who was a fellow prisoner in Pretoria. On his release from prison, Breightenbacht reported that Van der Westhuizen
once told him that Beeldus had confessed to having murdered Richard
/Turner.
Turner. Van der Westhuizen subsequently confirmed this in a statement to the police, which is now in the murder docket.
I would like Arnold van der Westhuizen questioned and if necessary if he doesn't want to answer those questions, subpoenaed to
explain this statement.
I met and interviewed David Beeldus in 1993, when he had already served his sentence for right-wing terrorism, and was living in
Vasco in the Cape Flats, outside Cape Town. I located him through the phone book. He agreed to meet me.
He was evasive when I asked him why he had talked about elimination squads in a letter to Van der Westhuizen. He did tell me that in
the 70s he was handled by the security police, who paid him, and used him to carry out acts of intimidation and harassment against

communists, leftists and anti-apartheid activists. In other words, people like my father.
When I asked him what he knew about my father, he told me that he had never heard of my father until January 1978, until his murder.
Later on, however, while illustrating a point about acts of right-wing terror that he had been blamed for, Beeldus produced two
scrapbooks. In one of the scrapbooks he kept meticulously organised original press cuttings, dating from the early 70s. There were
stories in that book about my father from before February 1973 when he was banned, all the way through to the reports of harassing
phone calls received by us after dad was killed in 1978.
The second time we met I asked David Beeldus why he kept this scrapbook on my father. He smiled and said,
/"Don't think
"Don't think I'm some kind of psychopath who keeps scrapbooks of all his victims, my dear".
I would like you to ask David Beeldus why he kept those scrapbooks and where he was and what he was doing around the time my
father was killed.
My grandmother, Jane Turner, spent a long time trying to trace dad's killer, and she had a lot of trouble talking to a man called Martin
Dolinchek. Martin Dolinchek is now in the National Intelligence Agency.
In 1977 he was a BOSS agent in Durban. He interviewed dad in late 1977 and this interview was part of the BOSS security police
response to my father's request to have his banning order lifted to enable him to take up a scholarship overseas.
After my father's death, Dolinchek was questioned about it and his firearm taken for ballistics tests. This, as far as I can gather, was
part of an internal BOSS investigation into the murder. According to Dolinchek he had been responsible for my father's file amongst
others in the last few years of my father's life. I have twice met Dolinchek, both times by arrangement or with the consent of the ANC,
to whom he turned after BOSS abandoned him in the wake of the abortive Seychelles coup.
I first met Dolinchek in Zambia in 1993, and there he told me about his meeting with my father in late 1977, which he had secretly
tape-recorded. Dolinchek also described to me the little old ladies who were employed to type up the transcripts of the tapes recorded
during the years of surveillance of our house, and the bugging of our telephone. He told me how his colleagues, presumably in

/BOSS,
BOSS, would slash my father's car tyres and then laughed when they watched his anger at the discovery of this vandalism.
Dolinchek was familiar with the intimate details of our lives. He said he didn't kill my father. I asked him who did and he said that he
believed the security police had done it. He told me the same story when we met in June 1995.
I do believe that he did not kill my father, but I don't remember that he doesn't - but I don't believe that Dolinchek doesn't remember
the names of colleagues in BOSS at the time. And that he knows nothing and has heard nothing about who killed my father.
According to Dolinchek, my dad was under surveillance by both BOSS and the security police, but it was only after my father's death
they discovered this surveillance had been conducted by both of them without each other's knowledge and consent. According to
Dolinchek, there was some dispute over whose client my father had been and that BOSS and security police argued over who should
have been keeping him under surveillance and which one of them he belonged to.
I would like you to ask Martin Dolinchek about the surveillance that my father was under, and why he thinks that the security police
had a hand in my father's murder.
I want the employees and operatives of the then BOSS and security police from the regional and national bureaux in 1977 and 1978,
to answer questions put to them by you, regarding my father's death. Amongst those operatives that I and Fowzia and other friends
recall my father having repeated dealings with, and who should be
/questioned
questioned or subpoenaed if they refuse to be questioned, are the following:
* Vic MacPherson, who is now a police colonel working from -in fact, he is an inspector in the
police, working from John Vorster Square in Johannesburg;
* Andy Taylor, who is now a police colonel, and I believe on sick leave, in this area;

* Ignatius or Ig Coetzee, then in the security police and now retired;
* Louis Botha, was then a junior officer in the security police in Durban;
* Herman Stadler, who was then a security - who was then a senior officer in the security police and
who is now on pension in or near Pretoria. In fact, I can give you his phone number, if you like;
* Frans Steenkamp, then a senior officer in the security apparatus, who is now retired; and
* Basie Smit, who was then a junior officer in Durban.
Those people watched my dad for five years. There is no way that they didn't sit in a bar or at a braaivleis after his murder and talk
about who killed him, and if it was one of them, one of them knows.
I would like you to talk to the police, to the murder and robbery investigators who looked into my father's murder, in particular Chris
Earl, who was the
/warrant-officer
warrant-officer from Durban Murder and Robbery in charge of the murder file in 1978. Interestingly enough he went onto Brixton
Murder and Robbery, which is a place that seems to have spawned some interesting activity in the 80s. He is now a brigadier in
Krugersdorp Murder and Robbery. I met him in '95 and he was adamant that my father's murder was not politically motivated and he
told me that he had investigated the killing according to that assumption.
I would like you to question the other Durban Murder and Robbery officers who took statements relating to the murder and who might
be able to tell us more about the docket, which is a bundle of red herrings.
There is an incident I would like to describe that was described to me by a man called Ashley Wills, who was an attache at the United
States Durban Consulate. He now works at US AID and was based in Brussels when I spoke to him in 1993.
Ashley Wills told me that after my father's death he was at a meeting where Herman Stadler and Frans Steenkamp were present. He
enquired about my father's case and the possibility of BOSS or security police involvement. Apparently Stadler and Steenkamp
reported to him that the assassination had been an error on the part of an over-zealous civilian who worked with BOSS. They told him
that an internal investigation had produced a report showing that there was no evidence of direct BOSS or security police involvement
in the murder.
I would like to see copies of those reports, the reports that were made after internal investigations in BOSS and the security police
were conducted after my
/father's
father's murder.
I would like Herman Stadler and Frans Steenkamp to answer questions and if they refuse to answer questions to be subpoenaed to do
so, about that conversation with Ashley Wills and about the internal investigations made into my father's murder.
In 1993, I telephoned Andy Taylor. I asked to meet him, but he said he didn't have time. I reminded him that we had met in the early
70s when he was a junior police officer, who used to come to our house almost weekly. I asked him if he had ever heard anything
about who killed my father. He said he and his colleagues had discussed the murder and still wondered who was responsible, but they
had never heard a thing. He said it was a great mystery and one he told me he would love to know the outcome of, because it had
long puzzled him. I said it seemed unlikely that he had never heard even the slightest rumour about who the killer might be. Taylor
then insisted that his brief was black terrorists. He only dealt with blacks he said, which was patently untrue since he had dealt with my
father.
I pressed him further and he said finally that, "It might have been one of our guys", I quote, but they kept their noses out of each
other's business and so he had no idea who it was. He said he was very sorry but he couldn't help me.
Ex-security policeman Paul Erasmus, who served on Stratcom with Andy Taylor and others, told Fatima Meer last year that he knew
who had killed my father. I telephoned Erasmus and he said that he had heard that a security policeman called Andy Taylor killed Ric
Turner.
/He had
He had heard that Taylor had not done it on specific orders, but knowing that he would be eliminating an irritating problem, he had

carried out the hit unilaterally in order to make his mark in the security police.
I asked Erasmus where he had heard this and he couldn't remember specifically, but he was adamant that his hearsay had been
discussed more than once at police braais and in bars with colleagues. According to Paul Erasmus and to others like Dirk Coetzee,
this was often how information was transmitted within the culture of the security police.
I would like Paul Erasmus to answer questions put to him by you about this reported hearsay.
I spoke recently with Dirk Coetzee, who told me that he is convinced the security police in Durban killed my father. I probably don't
need to remind you that Dirk Coetzee and Any Taylor are both charged with the murder of Griffins Mxenge, who was killed just years
after dad.
Dirk Coetzee emphasized with no prompting or questioning from me that if one Andy Taylor was in the security police in Durban at the
time, then he would certainly have been involved in the operation. It isn't surprising that my father's murder would have been
discussed at social events, amongst the community of people who had spent so many years watching his every move, but why is it
that the name Andy Taylor has been repeated by several people in several different conversations completely unrelated.
I would like Andy Taylor to explain and answer questions about his activities in Durban during my
/father's
father's banning and around the time of his murder.
I would also like to know why Uri Prinsloo, a warrant-officer on Durban Murder and Robbery in charge of my father's murder file in
1993, followed a strange lead all the way to Portugal, and on the basis of no evidence wrote to tell me that he felt satisfied that my
father was killed by one Roland Sluggit(?) of Durban, now deceased. Sluggit apparently confessed to a Mrs Nicholson that he had
killed my father in revenge for damage done to a lathe in his garage, while my father was renting Sluggit's property in the early 70s. So
far none of us know that my father knew or even unwittingly visited Sluggit's house, or even Sluggit not in house.
Why did Uri Prinsloo decide to believe this story? Is it a coincidence that Durban Murder and Robbery repeatedly come up with
explanations based on no evidence which point away from a political motive for my father's murder?
I would like Uri Prinsloo and others from Durban Murder and Robbery to answer questions about their investigation.
Up to now all investigations have led us to the wall of silence surrounding BOSS and the security police. The truth and reconciliation
commission offers the first hope and probably the last that my father's assassination will be given a full official investigation. I want to
know who killed my father and why. I don't expect you to come up with the killer, but I do expect you to try and investigate his murder.
Thank you very much for hearing me.

/CHAIRMAN:
CHAIRMAN: Thank you, Jan. Before I make my own comments, I am going to ask colleagues if they have any questions for
clarification. So, without any further ado let me test that. Dr Mgojo?
DR MGOJO: I had some questions, but I think Jan just covered most of the things I wanted to know, you know. She had done such a
lot of homework, which is going to make things easier for the commission, identifying certain people and telling us where they are,
what position they are holding, because those were the questions I was going to ask.
I am interested to your mother, your grandmother. Is it your grandmother, Jane, because there is also what is called here the
reparation committee, which is interested in doing things like what you call trauma counselling, all such things. Maybe before I ask that
question, how is the family traumatized, because we do ask those questions, and if it is traumatized has it had any psychological
assistance, etcetera? --- I think we should we all answer that question, because I think we have each - we have each experienced this
very particular ways, and I can't say that we've had the same experience of living with my father's murder. I would like to say on behalf
of my grandmother, Jane, who we visited this week before coming to the hearings and told her what we would be doing here. She lost
her son, her only child, and a son that she adored. She has never recovered from his death. She spent years trying to find out who
killed her son, and she was frustrated and felt very alone and very abandoned in that search in the end. She got cancer, from which
she has recovered, which is a
/sign of
sign of her extraordinary strength, but I think she feels very bitter and very angry and very alone in her loss. And in the lack of any

attempt to help her get satisfaction by finding a killer. And I think she is still very depressed and I think it would be wonderful if the truth
commission could do something for her. Knowing my grandmother as I do, she may not take kindly to it at first, but I think she will
really appreciate it.
Thank you very much. And any of you?
KIM TURNER: What can we say about not having a father, it has been terribly difficult, I think we have all borne our scars in our own
ways. What quite hurts me is three years ago I had my first child and she has now reached the stage which children ask questions and
she said to me once, she said, "Mummies don't have daddies, do they?", because she couldn't understand why I didn't have a daddy.
So I had to explain to her why I didn't have a daddy and where he was. And that's terribly difficult to live with, how do you explain ...
(inaudible) ...
(END OF CASSETTE)
3A/0 (START OF CASSETTE NO 3)
KIM TURNER: (Inaudible) ... no father, because some man walked up to his house and killed him. I haven't explained that totally to
her yet, I don't think I will for a long time, but I am not looking forward to actually having to do that to her, to have to tell her who her
grandfather was and why he died, and when that time comes I would like very much to be able to tell her who killed him.
It has been 18 years, and I have had the opportunity to do something about the terrible thing that happened to
/my dad
my dad and to my sister and I and to all of us, and I think it was a process of being active, of telling my story, of coming here and
making a film about it, of meeting my father's friends, of talking to people about him and hearing from them, about the loss not only I
experienced but that South Africa experienced, that process for me was enormously helpful and I think it was only then 15 years after
his murder that I really began to - that my present was no long overwhelmed and sabotaged by a painful past.
And I think that this commission and your willingness to sit and listen to our stories, and the fact that we are here speaking out our
pain as you often admonish us to do, really helps enormously. And I think for me that has been, being able to speak out the pain has
enabled me to reconcile with a terrible past. And to be able to be present and without that trauma overshadowing it.
And so I think that the process that you are engaged in and that we are all engaged in is a very important one in the reconciliation
aspect of it is crucial. It is therapy in a sense for us to be able to sit here.
So, I think for me the worse pain has gone away because I have been able to talk it out. I hope that this is the last time really that I will
have to go into it in detail.
FOWZIA TURNER: I think from what both Jan and Kim have said, you have some idea of what the impact of this night was on all our
lives, and from what we have said in our testimonies.
I want to read to you just very briefly something
/which
which he wrote to me, and these are his own words:
"Part of the pain of loss is no longer quite knowing what you have lost."
In losing him, I have lost a past, and I have lost a future. But I have learnt to live with it through the help of my friends, my family and
my current husband and my children.
MRS FOLLETT: As Kim and Jan's mother I would like to say something. You don't bring children into the world with the expectation
that one day you will have to try to explain to them why their father was murdered. And try to deal with the aftermath of that murder.
Kim has been very marked by it. To this day she can't sleep in a room on the ground floor. I think that he is a huge hole in their lives at
every family event: when Jan was married to David; when Kim was married to Richard; when Alexandra was born. Richard is
dreadfully missed. You can never replace what was taken away. So, you take away the present as well. Fowzia was right, you take
away the past and the future, but you take the present for them. He is always there.
I think that for Jan and here I want to pay tribute to Jan, because without Jan we wouldn't have half the facts of this case. Without Jan
a lot of what we do now know, a lot of our need to know would not have been satisfied. Jan's way of dealing with the pain, as she said
herself, was to go and find out. And on behalf of my generation, it was my generation and the generation before mine, who were

involved in this struggle, our children have had to bear the pain. You can see the pain

/of my
of my children today. Let us make sure that their children are spared it.
CHAIRMAN: On behalf of the commission I would like to thank you for being here, for sharing with us and with this audience and with
the wider audience, what you have been through and the burden that you have carried. The fact that you have gone to so much
trouble and that so many of you are part of this, I think is an enormous tribute to Ric, and reminds us that he is not dead.
I think, secondly, your attribute to him today and your desire to find out the truth reminds us all that one vicious act touches some
many people, not just one, but families, children, and children to come. But you have also reminded us that ideas are powerful.
Why they didn't like Richard Turner was not that he was not an activist, because really deeply down he wasn't one. He was much
more dangerous. He had ideas and you can't kill an idea. Yes, it is true that bearers of ideas become victims, but their ideas are
passed on, and I think one of the greatest encouragements for you and for all of us is that the ideas that he espoused and propagated
shared, argued about, debated, have come true.
Yes, we are a very young, weak, struggling democracy. Yes, freedom is limited. But, the pain we have now is not the pain of death, or
the dance of death, it birth pain, and Richard Turner and many others were the midwives.
You have asked for us to do certain things. Let me say to Fowzia that obviously personally and in many other ways many of us would
like to see that chair. We would
/think it
think it is well deserved. This is not entirely within the scope of the commission. We would have to be discussion with the university,
but that discussion will take place.
As far as the subpoenas are concerned, and the attempt to find out even so much such a long time after the event, we have already
issued subpoenas for:
Colonel Andy Taylor;
Brigadier Chris Earl;
Uri Prinsloo;
David Beeldus;
Arnold van der Westhuizen.
We are already in discussion with Paul Erasmus and Martin Dolinchek. And tomorrow Basie Smit, who has already been subpoenaed,
will be answering questions at a meeting that I will be at and some of my colleagues in Cape Town.
Now, you will appreciate that it is extraordinary difficult to get to the truth. You have experienced how difficult it is. More than most. We
cannot promise that we will find the truth. That we will pursue it, that we can promise.
I personally am very deeply encouraged by the events of this week. Who would have thought that a Commission of Police, a former
commissioner of the Police, the head of police in this country, would point a finger publicly at a former minister and a former State
President. Now, some of that truth has come about by subpoena. Some of it because people cannot live with themselves any longer
and need to tell the truth. There are many ways. I am not at all despairing that we will find the truth, I
/simply
simply say we cannot promise that. I actually think that there is an extremely good chance that the truth will be known.
What you do with that truth is up to you. We, in the commission, are working towards reconciliation. We think the truth is absolutely
essential if there is to be reconciliation in South Africa. We think your search and your quest and your suffering is a major contribution
in that regard, but you would be the first to acknowledge that there are thousands upon thousands of South Africans across the length
and breadth of this land whose truth must be known. Our resources are very slim. Our time is limited. We will do what we can.
The commission will stand adjourned for about 20 minutes and we will return at twenty two twelve. We have two more witnesses that

we want to hear before 1 o'clock. Thank you.
SHORT ADJOURNMENT
---------------------

/ON RESUMPTION:
3B/0 ON RESUMPTION:
CHAIRMAN: Daphne Mnguni, and I will ask her please to come to the witness stand. (Pause) I must apologise for a slight delay. We
seem to be missing the interpreters and we simply cannot continue without them. Somebody has gone to fetch them, don't worry. We
will probably fire them after that. (Pause)
MACHINE SWITCHED OFF
ON RESUMPTION:
CHAIRMAN: Right, we seem to be ready and the interpreters.
--------------------DAPHNE MNGUNI
CHAIRMAN: The first word to you is one of a very warm welcome. You have had quite a long wait, but you tell me that you are ready.
--- Yes, I am.
I am very very pleased to see you personally. Tell me who is sitting with you today? --- These are my two daughters.
And their names are? --- My eldest daughter, Hazel, and Cecilia.
Hazel and Cecilia, we would like to welcome you, and thank you very much for being with your mother. This is not an easy thing to do,
and - but I want you to very feel very relaxed. You can take a deep breath and know that we really are wanting to hear from you. We
are very pleased to see you. Now, Mrs Mnguni, I must ask you to please stand for the oath.
OATH ADMINISTERED AT THIS STAGE
CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much. Will you please be

/seated.

seated. Mrs Mnguni, you are the sister of Mzizi Dube? --- Yes, I am.
Many of us will know that your brother was a household name. --- Yes.
For many many years. He has a very proud record. And you, I know, shared in that together with the whole family, and you are here to
tell that story, but you are not going to tell it to me, or to the commission, you are going to tell it to the country, through the media,
because it is so important for everybody to know what has happened. And I am going to ask my colleague, Reverend Dr Mgojo, to
lead you as you tell your story, but it is your story. Thank you.
DR MGOJO: Good day, Daphne.
CHAIRMAN: You will notice that there are earphones which should be on the seats close to you. Those of you who speak Zulu, you
won't need them. Those of you who don't, you will need them. So, I would be very grateful if you would make use of that, so that you
can all share in this. If you haven't got earphones and you need them, if you could start signalling around and we will make sure that
one of the staff tries to find one for you. Thank you very much. If you could see - if you can see someone who does need them, and
share. Thank you.
QUESTIONED BY DR MGOJO:
I was greeting you, Mrs Mnguni, together with your daughters. I also - will you all be talking? --- No, I am the only one who is going to
be speaking.
This scares me that I am the one who has got to lead you in evidence, because your brother was my peer, we grew up together. At
the time you were staying in
/Lamontville,
Lamontville, and at that time I was still very young. We were of the same age with your brother, and I am very happy that I am the one
who is leading you in evidence. So, I am going to help you with certain questions, up to such time that you are comfortable and you
can relate your story. Mzizi Dube is your brother, is that correct? --- Yes, it is correct.
Does he have any children? --- Yes, he has a boy and a girl, Seyathemba and Vuzimusi.
Where are they staying? --- They are staying with their mother in Clermont Extension.
Is their mother separated from their father? --- Yes, they got separated a long time ago.
Was Mzizi a member of the ANC Youth League in 1940? --- Yes, he was still very young at that time, and he was a member of the
ANC's league.
Is it correct that when he still at school, he was at Adam's College? --- That is correct, he was at Adam's College.
Do you remember what was happening in 1952? --- I don't remember quite well, besides that he was at Adams. It was the year of the
defence campaign and there was quite a little bit of unrest. I was already married at that time, so that's how I don't know what was
happening at that time.
When he finished at Adam's College, he went to be a clerk at the Home Affairs offices? --- Yes, that's where he started working. That
is where he became politically active, when people were being tortured and stripped of their dignity, he could fight the system.

/Is it
Is it correct that that is when he started being harassed, and he started being looked after by the police, keeping surveillance on him? -- That is correct.
Is it correct that in 1950 he was involved in quite many campaigns, especially liberation movement? Do you still remember about that
movement? --- About the potatoes? There was a certain time where potatoes weren't being eaten, because there were certain
irregularities and disagreements as far as potatoes were concerned, as well as ... (inaudible) ...
Do you remember that Mzizi was one of the people who took people's signatures where they were organizing a freedom charter
campaign in Izalbelweni(?)? --- Yes, that is correct, I do remember, but I was not actively involved. He used to tell me and relate the
stories to me whenever he had come to visit me, as well as my children.

You also remember that at the time there was a boycott of the bottle stores? --- Yes, I do remember that.
When the women were assaulting and beating up people at the beerhalls, so that they wouldn't buy any liquor or drink any liquor? --Yes, I still do remember that incident.
After the ANC had been banned, the ANC Youth League, do you still remember that Mzizi, your brother, as well as Fred Dube, and
Mafozele(?) Mponya(?) went underground in Lamontville? --- I remember that.
Where are they now? --- Fred is in the United

/States
States of America.
And what about Mponya? --- I do not know where Mponya is, he came back, but I don't know his whereabouts at the moment.
Do you still recall that in August 1963 Mzizi was arrested together with his other comrades? --- Yes, I was present at that time when
they got arrested by the past regime. I was expectant at that time.
You still remember some of the people who came to arrest him? --- I do not remember their names in particular, but there was one
white man who was speaking Zulu just like me, but he did not tell me what his name was, he spoke very fluent Zulu.
How long did they stay? --- I don't remember quite well, because this is a long time since this incident took place, but he is the one
who got a lighter sentence. He was given one year imprisonment and others were taken to Robben Island, but he was taken to
Kroonstad Prison.
At that time after his release from gaol, what came off from the arrest? --- His telephone was bugged, and you could hear that there
was somebody listening to the conversation whenever we were carrying conversation.
Was he harassed by the security branch? --- No, he was harassed but he was not disturbed because he could actually have contact
with other comrades, but they were actually keeping surveillance on him.
Is it correct that Mzizi helped many people, as well as Mr Mxenge, the attorney? --- So that they would recruit the youth to go to
Umkhonto we Sizwe.
/Now, that
Now, that caused him to be harassed, that is where we are going to start, that is from 1979, tell us what happened and tell us what
were the consequences as from 1979. You can relate the story to us. --- In 1979, the community of Lamontville asked Mzizi that he
should join the election, because they were electing councillors, and he did actually enter the elections but his name was not chosen,
so consequently he was not elected. And I remember at that time I was at home, he came and showed me a voter's roll. And he
further proceeded to tell me that in this voter's roll there is something that doesn't gel, that is not procedural and he needed to consult
some legal people. And he stayed for the whole night looking at this voter's roll, and he saw certain things that were unprocedural, that
were not in accordance with the voting rules, and there were other family members, and in the voter's roll there were nine people
which whom we didn't know and we didn't know where they came from. And at that time he told me that he was going to contact some
legal people, who would be able to advise them as to what should be done with this voter's roll. He called some other members of the
Lamontville community, and drew their attention to the faults that were in the voter's roll. And this came was taken to court. When he
got to court he won the case. Then the election had to be redone, that's when he got votes, and he was elected as a councillor. That is
where all this started, the harassment and the altercations that followed thereafter, but because he so dearly loved the community,
especially the youth in Lamontville. Whenever he had to help them, or he was

/called
called upon to help, he would help. And there were a certain people, when the bus fares went up, and he was one of the people who
was fighting this, and they wanted the fares to be lowered. Because the people in Lamontville did not have money and could not afford
the fares going up. He felt that whoever could afford taking a bus could do so, but the majority of the community in Lamontville was not
able.
How did he help the women, as well as the mothers? --- The women, whose husbands had died, were also being assisted, because
the then laws required that if a man dies in the house, the woman can no longer keep the house, and the house had to be given away,

and he fought against those rules to help the mothers keep their homes.
Is it correct that at the time in Durban it was very difficult to get a job, and people were being disallowed from staying in the urban
areas and they were taken back to the rural areas. --- Yes, he also helped to do with away with this particular law.
Now, when Mzizi in Lamontville was doing whatever he was doing, was he being supported by the community as well as the leaders?
--- That is where the whole thing started, because the community was now divided into half, some was very supportive of his actions,
but some were not very supportive. It was Mr Gasa.
Just tell us briefly about the relationship between Mr Gasa and your brother? --- At first Mr Gasa is the one who used to come home
and ask him that they should work together and cooperate and when Mr Mzizi agreed with him, there were certain aspects on which
they disagreed,
/but I
but I am not sure what the aspects were, but I could see that there was some problem erupting between the two. And they could not
work together properly. And the situation got quite worse, at that time. And I remember that whenever I phoned him, I couldn't get him
at home, but on this particular weekend, that is before he died, he died on a Monday, the weekend before the Monday on which he
died, I was talking to him and telling him that he must stop these actions. He must stop being a councillor, because he was having
problems with Gasa and there were rumours that he was going to be killed.
Even before we go or delve deeper into the situation, just tell us about what happened in 1982? --- I don't remember what happened in
1982, but there was a joint rent action committee.
Do you still remember the bus boycott in 1980? --- Yes, I do, because the fares had gone up. Yes, I do remember that.
Do you remember that your brother as well as the Kranskloof residents started a campaign. What was the name of the campaign? --It was the Joint Rent Action Committee. Now, it was a similarly campaign, which means we don't have money.
You remember that 18 months elapsed the people had boycotted the buses and they were not boarding the buses? --- I do remember
that.
Do you still remember that that made your brother to be in conflict with the taxi drivers? --- (No audible reply)
Is it correct that after some time Mzizi was chosen
/or elected
or elected as a chairman in the Lamontville committee? What was the main objective of the committee? --- It was to try and bring
down the rent hikes on behalf of the community.
Is that what led to another committee in 1983, the one you talked about just now, the Joint Committee? --- (No audible reply)
Now, tell us about the death of Mzizi in April 1983? --- I spoke to him on a Friday. And I was telling him that he should not involve
himself with community matters, because I had already heard that he was going to be killed, and what he said to me was that I should
pray, because he knew that he was going to be killed. But if they were going to kill him for the truth, I will not have any load on my
shoulders. I asked him as to who were we going to be left with, because he was the only one, he was the only son that my mother
had. He told me that I should not be bothered because he was doing this for his brothers as well as his sisters.
I can see you lost a very good brother there, I know him very well. (Pause) --- After he said those words to me, I said, "That is fine, you
can go on in what you believe in and I am going to pray". We parted on that note and that was the last time we spoke. Then on the
following Monday morning, on the 25th of April, my younger daughter was staying with my mother at that time, as well as her children,
because they were still very young. She came to fetch me from Lamontville, and she told me that my brother had been killed. I went
along to investigate the matter and see how far true that was. I found that a lot
/of members
of members of the community were in our yard, and the fact that I hadn't lost alone, but the whole community of Lamontville lost, they
were affected, especially the youth which was going to get a lot of education from him, because he so loved the youth. He was
actually their leader. As it is today, I feel for the younger generation for those who are still growing, had they given him a chance to
live, he could have done a lot for the community at Lamontville.
When he was killed, where was he? --- He got home and he was from a certain meeting. He had earlier announced that there was
going to be a meeting, a JRAC meeting. When he got home, according to my mother, he said - he got into the house and told my

mother that he had already come, because it was his usual practice that he reports himself that he has come in and everybody should
relax and sleep peacefully because he was in the house. Even on that particular day, it happened like that. Then there was a certain
boy from the Makhanya family, who had come with him, and he told this Makhanya boy to go back to his home, and this man from the
Makhanya family refused to go to his place and said he was scared for my brother's life, but he ultimately went away. And when he got
into house he heard some gun fire from my mother's place, and apparently the killers were waiting for him in the yard, and they killed
him in the yard. By the time I got to the scene, he had already been taken to the mortuary, but the blood was still there very much
visible and they were still wiping the blood.
What was the name of this Makhanya? --- It is
/Vivian
Vivian Makhanya.
Where does he stay? --- He still stays at the same place, Mbele Street.
What's the number of the house? --- I don't know the number of the house, I am not really sure.
Is it correct that according to your statement when your brother was shot, he had already told them at the meeting that he wanted to
resign from the council. Now, what could possibly be the reason for his death, because he had already announced his resignation? --I think there was some arguments that were going on and some disagreements, but I cannot pinpoint as to what that was in particular.
Now, after your brother had died, just give us a picture of the Lamontville, tell us what happened in Lamontville/Chesterville
consequent to your brother's death? --- After my brother's death, the atmosphere changed drastically and there was some unrest,
certain children died, and they were killed in some gruesome manner. And there was another one who was very active at that
particular point in time, and he wanted people who were aligned to the ANC Youth League to be killed as well as my family. But he
was killed before he could actually carry out his plan.
What was his name? --- It was Mhlaba. He owned a taxi in Lamontville.
Was he a councillor? --- No, he was not, but he operated a taxi business.
You said he was also killed? --- Yes, he was killed.

/Who killed
Who killed him? --- I don't know the person's name, but he was killed by a certain person, I am not really sure, I don't want to commit
myself and say so and so killed him. I heard when I was at work that he had also been killed.
Now, I am going to help you through the statement, so that we can finish quite quickly. I will just point certain facts to you and you
deny or you admit them. The community of Lamontville was very angry and filled with hatred after your brother's death and three more
people died, is that correct? --- Yes, that is correct.
These three people were rumoured to be police informers? --- Yes, that's the rumour that I heard.
What were their names? --- I can't tell you their names, I don't know their names.
Now, this unrest stretched up to Chesterville. Why did it stretch to Chesterville, because it was in the Lamontville part? --- I will
describe it in this manner, what made it stretch to the area of Chesterville was that at some stage he was an assistant teacher helping
teacher Khanyile at that particular school in Chesterville. So, I think that's what actually made it to stretch.
Where is Khanyile now? --- Khanyile is since deceased. He died just before the day he was going to be elected.
Who killed him? --- I don't know who killed him, we were at a certain hall and we heard later on that he had also been killed.
Was Khanyile one of the police informers? --/Yes, he
Yes. He was one of the people rumoured to be an informer.
(END OF CASSETTE NO 3)

4A/0 (START OF CASSETTE NO 4)
... and he took me to my mother's place, because he regarded me as his eldest sister. They were talking with Mzizi, and he said, "My
brother I want you to use the boers, eat the money, but at the end of the day all your actions will catch up with you". And I didn't know
what that meant. So, I also suspected that he was a police informer.
After that there was a lot of unrest and boycotts in Lamontville after your brother died. Up to a certain stage where the suspects were
ultimately arrested, do you still remember their names? --- One of them was Mr Moonlight Gasa, and all in all there were five,
Moonlight Gasa was a mayor, and there was also Ebenezer Maphumulo, Mngadi, and Bangohlaba(?) Mbahule(?), he was the taxi
owner and the two others who were the killers. Julius Juja(?) and Vaguthethwa(?) Hlalo(?).
Where in Moonlight Gasa now? --- I heard that Moonlight Gasa has since died. He died, he was - I suspect that he was sick, he had a
heart attack whilst he was in prison. The people were arrested. They were found guilty.
What about Ebenezer Maphumulo? --- I don't know whether he is still around, or still alive.
What about Bangohlaba Mbahule? --- (No reply)
Let me help you, I don't blame you, it is quite a long time since this happened, and it is your brother who has died. According to your
statement, you said that
/Moonlight Gasa
Moonlight Gasa as well as Bangohlaba and Mngadi were staying in Lamontville, and they hired the two killers, Vaguthethwa and
Julius Juja. They hired them to go and kill your brother, but when the matter was being heard all were arrested as suspects. Gasa was
given 12 years, Mbahule - 8, and the other ones were given live sentence. Hlahlo was given death sentence, and Mhlaba, who had
orchestrated the whole thing and conspired to kill, he was killed during the trial.
Did you ever hear who killed him? --- No, I've got absolutely no idea.
Where is Mhlaba's family? --- I don't know where they are, I don't know whether they are still staying in Lamontville or not.
After your brother had been killed, is it correct that Lamontville was integrated into Zululand? --- No, that was not successful, because
the Lamontville community flatly refused to be part of the KwaZulu region.
You remember what happened in 1984, during the unveiling of Mzizi's tombstone? --- Yes, there were certain people from KwaZulu
who came and they said they were looking for - they said they were looking for their King's handkerchief. I don't know whether it was a
handskerchief(?), or a headkerchief(?), or a flag.
Who were these people? Just give us a clear indication? --- They were Inkatha members.
How did you see that it was Inkatha? --- They had knobkerries and all sorts of traditional weapons, that's how I identified them. They
also had shields.
Now, how did you see that they were Inkatha members? /--- Because
--- Because Zulus do carry knobkerries. We were talking to them personally at the unveiling of the tombstone and they said they were
looking for this flag, headkerchief or handkerchief, I am not sure what they were looking for.
How many children were left by Mzizi when he died? --- It is two children, Seyathemba and Vuzimuzi, a boy and a girl.
Who is Patricia Ngcobo? --- Patricia Ngcobo was his fiancee.
Where is she? --- She was also killed very brutally in Hibberdene.
What about the grandchildren? --- Pat was killed, as well as the grandchildren and the caretaker, it is not known even today as to who
killed these people.
Was there any inquest that was held with regard to the death of these three people? --- No, there was not any.
How did the death of your brother affect you as a family? --- We went through a lot of trauma and at that time my mother was very old,
and my brother was a breadwinner.
Is your mother still alive? --- No, she is no longer alive.

What about Mzizi's children, are they working? --- Yes, they are old now and they are working.
How did this affect him psychologically and mentally? --- The girl was very close to her father, and I believe she is the one who is even
more traumatized than the rest. The boy was so very young, but now that

/he is
he is grown up, whenever he comes to my place he always tells me that it is so very painful not to have a father, because there is a lot
of questions that he would like to ask a father as a boy, and he was not able to do that because he did not have a father.
Now, you have come to the truth commission. What are your expectations from the truth commission, because according to your
records the people who killed Mzizi were all arrested and they were found guilty and convicted? What are your expectations from us? -- My request is that if I could get some answers from the words of the killer on the day that he was convicted, he stood up after being
convicted and he said he wanted to know as to how he was going to get his money because now he had been convicted, because the
government knew about whatever was happening. I will be happy if you could give me an answer, because I would be laid to rest.
If I can hear you, you are saying the people who sent the killer to kill your brother, why did they send him to come and kill your
brother? --- Yes, that's what I would like to know.
CHAIRMAN: Do you have any other questions? Mr Lyster?
MR LYSTER: It is not really a question, just an observation that I would like to make, I think it is important to make it.
Earlier on today Dr Boraine was talking about things like banning orders, one of the earlier witnesses, Dr Fatima Meer talked about
banning orders, and Dr Boraine said that we forget that people in this country, political activists and other people were subjected to
things like
/banning
banning orders, where they were refused the ability to communicate openly and ordinarily with their peers and their colleagues and
their families. And we tend to forget these sorts of things.
And one of the things that you mentioned in your evidence that your brother - in Lamontville at the time was this process of
unemployed people being sent away from the urban areas, and in our new young democracy we tend to forget the sorts of terrible
pieces of social engineering that the old government put in place to deal with people. That process was known as section 29 of the
Urban Areas Act. And people, black people, who lived in townships like Lamontville and Chesterville had a limited right to live in an
urban area, and if they became unemployed for a certain period of time, if they in the government's terms if they lost their usefulness
in an urban area, they could be sent away to a rural area that they may never have been to, that they may have never had contact
with. They were endorsed out of the urban areas if they became unemployed. And many thousands, thousands and thousands of
black South Africans were dealt with in this way.
They lost their jobs in the city and they were endorsed out by the authorities, and many thousands of these people ended up as forced
labour on farms in the Eastern Cape and in the Orange Free State.
And many thousands of people suffered in that way. And it is one of the most degrading and hurtful pieces of social engineering that
the old government ever implemented. And it is one of the pieces of legislation that your brother fought very bravely against, and
/although
although he is dead, it - we hope it is of some comfort to you that many thousands of people in Lamontville and elsewhere regarded
him as a hero. Thank you, Mr Chairman.
CHAIRMAN: Thank you, Mr Lyster. Mama, thank you very much for coming here. Before you go, let me say quite briefly that Mzizi
Dube was a community leader and he believed so passionately in what he was doing, he risked his very life, as you know. His
commitment was total and he paid the ultimate price. And if I listen to you carefully, and read the words that you gave to us earlier,
what you told us that he was fighting for the right of his people, his community. --- Yes.
For their dignity, for their self-respect, for them to be treated as human beings, and to have equal opportunity. --- Yes.
In other words, he fought for a democracy and especially at local government level and one of the miracles that has taken place in this
country, is in a very short space of time we have had elections at a central, national, provincial and local government level. The very
very things that your brother fought for. And as Richard Lyster has said already, you must have great comfort, you and your family,

that the things that he fought for have actually come about, and I really appreciated your words about his love for young people. --Yes.
And the fact that his presence was missed and that you feel sorry for some of those young people. So, it is a wider family that was
affected, yet again. --- Yes,

/I wasn't
I wasn't alone in losing my brother.
Yes. --- The whole community of Lamontville lost, they shared the same grief that I did share.
And that's why we want to thank you very especially in coming today. Your grief is not a private one, it is a very public one, and we are
glad to share in the memory and the victories that have been achieved. Thank you very much for coming and Go with God. --- Thank
you. Keep up the good work. May God bless you all.
Thank you.
---------------------

/CHAIRMAN:
CHAIRMAN: The final witness in today's hearings is Mr Harold Strachan, and I will ask him to come forward now, please.

--------------------HAROLD STRACHAN
CHAIRMAN: Mr Strachan, welcome. Just before you take the oath, would you let me just say that we really appreciate the fact that
you have been sitting here since 9 o'clock. I know that you have participated already in the stories that you have been listening to,
because you were part of them, and the experiences you had were not dissimilar. Somebody said it, I think it was Jan Turner, that,
"Thank goodness, they missed, that you are at least here alive to tell that story" and I suppose that is true of many many people in
South Africa. We are very glad you are here, and we are going to listen to your story with interest, but as you know I have to ask you
to take the oath.
OATH ADMINISTERED AT THIS STAGE
CHAIRMAN: Mr Strachan, Mr Dlamini is going to lead you as you tell your story of harassment and attempted assassination, and we
wait with keen interest to hear what you have to tell the commission. Thank you.
QUESTIONED BY MR DLAMINI:
CHAIRMAN: Mr Dlamini?
MR DLAMINI: Thank you. --- To be giving evidence I find it very strange to be giving evidence without that nasty feeling that I might
just say one wrong word which will get me 10 years in Pretoria Central Prison. It is a good friendly atmosphere.
CHAIRMAN: I am very pleased you feel that way, because
/you really
you really are amongst friends, and we want you to open your heart to us. --- Ja.
Without reservation. --- Good.
And/or any consequence.
MR DLAMINI: Thank you, Mr Chairman. Good morning, Mr Strachan. --- Good morning.
Can I check first before we start if there is any from your family and they are present here? --- My daughter was here, but she felt too
badly stressed and she went home.
I see. --- It's Fatima Meer's story that she wrote on a little note, "I am taking flak", and she just left. I wanted her here with me.
Mm, okay. Thank you for the time that you have accorded this commission. Your story relates to two attempts on your life. --- Yes.
And I am sure this commission and the audience would like to share your experience. Would you take us through? --- Yes, should I
start with the circumstances of the actual attacks? All right.
Yes. --- I should perhaps explain first here our situation at home at the time. We lived in a corrugated wood and iron house, next door
was a similar house. We were close to Chapel Street and the premises were long and narrow and they went right through to the next
street, East Street. Each house had a double entrance gate at the bottom, though the one next door had been removed, all this is
going to be relative - relevant later on. Between the two houses was a small gate which I made in the wall, because we were very
friendly with the family next door.

/This is
This is the situation. Now, the daughter - the family next door comprised a divorcee with three children. The eldest child, a daughter of
17 or 18, was employed at the police radio centre up on Ridge Road, where the masts are, I think you all know it. And her job there
was transcription typist. And amongst other things she used to transcribe stuff for the security police.
It seemed a bit clumsy I thought at the time that they hadn't checked on her address, and that she was living next door to me, but they
seemed to find out soon enough, because she there met an exceedingly handsome young constable and they established a
relationship and he moved in with her next door. And he had clearly been put there by the security police to watch me. I mean there
was never a less arduous police assignment, this was some daughter I tell you. But I knew he was watching me and he knew that I
knew this and everybody was happy and the police thought they were getting information about me, I suppose.

But the mother, as I say, was friendly with us and she used to come across often in the evening and have a drink with us. And from
time to time, you know, she would drop little snippets and sort of nuggets of gossip and scandal that came over the police radio
network, you see. And one of the one evening the mother, Eunice, told us was that there was a hit list out, and that my name was on
it. Now, this was shortly after the murder of Ric Turner. And I thought about this, you know, and I thought well maybe, you know, there
is actually a security branch hit list that existed. On the other hand, maybe they have picked up information that there is a group
somewhere which they
/have got
have got this hit list, and it might just have been sort of excitement of the moment after Ric's murder, you see. But in any case, I
decided to take no chances, and to arm myself. But I wasn't allowed to own a weapon, because I have a criminal record, but my wife
was able to own a weapon, and I went out and bought this very ugly pump gun, a pump action 12 bore shotgun, with 8 shells in the
magazine, and I taught myself to use this. You ... (inaudible) ... the use of weapons from a military background.
It was a bit of an embarrassment when people came around, you know, to see this nasty weapon standing about and they used to
think, well this guy is a little bit obsessive or something like that. But I made sure that it was always available, you know, and - so the
kids would play with this. I remember taking them out into the sugarcane and showing them how violent it actually was, and letting my
son actually shoot it, and that's how dire life was at the time. This was stark reality and survival, you know. You know, by the time of
Ric's murder, there had been so many murdered and such a lot of death, I mean reports of somebody who had slipped on a cake of
soap whilst under interrogation and died of concussion, that sort of stuff. Somebody tripped over a chair and fell out of the 10th floor
window of Marshall Plein in Jo'burg, that sort of rubbish, and also I had spent so many months in solitary confinement in Pretoria
Central, listening to people getting hanged and that, I wasn't shocked by Ric's death, or anybody's death. I wasn't even shocked by my
number coming up on the hit list, you know. And I am still, to this day, ice cold
/about
about death. I was unable to mourn the death of my mother or father, and people find it a bit strange with me, but that's the way it way.
If I say I wasn't shocked by Ric's death, I was exceedingly angry that some upstart, you know, sub-standard racist thought he had the
right to murder somebody of Ric's substance and stature. So, plenty of anger, but no shock, you see.
If I were to interrupt a little bit, you mentioned that you were on the hit list. --- Yes.
And why would you be a target? --- I don't know. You know, I thought about it, I mean another person - Ric was on the hit list, and
there were a couple of names I didn't know. Fatima Meer was on it, and a guy called Morgan Naidoo, and myself. But I knew Morgan
Naidoo was, he was a swimmer, and he was active in the movement for non-racial swimming competition, you see, and this is the sort
of thing which would seriously irritate, you know, the sort of anti-Indian racist in this country, you know, and the fact that he wanted to
get into the swimming pool almost naked with all our white ladies, you know, all that sort of Indian stuff would float off, it's the colour of
turmeric and stick on all these women, you see, their breasts, and things. And so that was the level of the racial hatred. I mean - you
know, and I was the only MK person who wasn't still in prison, or overseas, and was walking around at large. My banning order had
lapsed, the - my house arrest had lapsed after 10 years. The police had their vengeance about that. And if they had needed more
vengeance, the security police, you know, they wouldn't have unbanned me. So, I think it was some alone

/operator,
operator, perhaps the guy that Jan Turner mentioned, you know, who was sort of freelancer working with the security police at that low
level, who rather exceeded his own mandate and struck a blow on his own behalf, sort of it. But I don't think I was a sufficient target for
assassination, you see, there was nothing to assassinate me for. I was burnt out case. You know, after coming out prison, I mean,
surveillance was such, you know, that one's life is totally supervised by the security police.
Would you perhaps agree with me that it was merely because of the fact that you were a member of MK as well as a member of the
SACP? --- Oh, it was MK, I think, in particular that would irritate them, you know, a terrorist, you know.
Can you take us to the event in March 1979, where you were in the company of your wife and your son, Joe, what happened on that
evening? --- Yes, we were at supper early in the evening. There was a knock at the door. I was sitting with my back to the wall in this
diningroom and my wife was sitting at the other end of the table with her back to the door. And in between was my son. There was a
knock at the door. She, Maggie, my wife, got up and opened the door and there was this young man stark naked except for his
underpants and smeared all over with what oil with a pistol in his hands, which he fired at me, and missed from five paces. Well, I
ducked a little and the bullet went straight through the wall, because it was a wood and iron house, and as I say, the walls inside were
made of asbestos sheeting. And he turned around - it was an amazing sight, because I have
/seen

seen many things exploding in my time, but I have never been in front of something going off like that, and there was quite a beautiful
circle of lace like smoke, you know, and he was gone, and I thought, well I said I would be such and such, made a dive for the
shotgun, which Maggie had tidied up and put it in the bedroom. By the time I got it he was away, but in rushed the young policeman
from next door, called Mike, with he also nude, but for a bath towel around his waist, you see. Now, I will backtrack a little bit and tell
you what had happened. This young fellow, Mike, the policeman, a very fastidious man and he had bought himself a very nice little
used car, a Ford Escort, or something like that. And that very day he had got himself a set of wheel trims for this car, and he and
Wendy, the daughter, had spent the afternoon polishing this car, and he was taking a shower when the mother, Eunice, who was
washing dishes in the kitchen and she looked out of the window and called to Mike, "Mike, somebody is stealing your wheel trims". So,
he rushed out from his shower with this towel around his waist into the back yard and there saw a car with all the lights off sort of
slowly creeping down towards the back gate. As I say, there was no gate on that entrance, creeping away, and there is one thing you
should never do when there is any sort of policeman around and tiptoe about in a car with all the lights off. So, he ran down after this
thing on his bare feet and as he got to the gate the driver put on the brakes and there was the number illuminated, and he saw that
this was a woman driving the car. And at that point he heard the shot next door. He

/came
came straight back, ran through this little gate between the two properties, and into our house, and there he was looking - and I was
standing there with a shotgun in my hand and the guy had gone.
There and then he phoned the Durban Traffic Police and within literally two or three minutes he had the name of the owner of the car,
the address, everything, tuti. And he then phoned somebody else, which I knew was a security police because he stood to attention as
he said, "Ja, majoor", he was talking to some major, he was standing there all nude, and clearly this "majoor" had asked him where he
was phoning from, because he blushed from the top of his head right down to his navel. And said, "Well, I am phoning from just down
the road", you know, he didn't want them to know he was phoning from my house, you see. And so he reported first to the security
police, which is interesting.
Then he phoned the local charge office police office, Mayville, and then the blue lights came and the sirens and the police were in the
house and there were reporters and measuring things and taking statements and all that, and cups of coffee.
(END OF SIDE A)
4B/0 (START OF SIDE B)
(Inaudible) ... we were so confused, neither my wife nor my son nor I recognised him at an ID parade we had that very day at
lunchtime at the police station, you know, such is the confusion at the time. You know, maybe one's mind doesn't want to recognise
the person, I don't know. But it was him all right, and he was tried and acquitted. It was a good judgment, because there was an
element of
/doubt
doubt and it should go to the accused, but he was guilty all right. And he was thereafter extremely vengeful about it all, and my friend,
Phil Greenberg, who was a reporter at that time on the Tribune, got a - made a tape of a conversation with this fellow which was quite
bizarre. I mean, he was going to follow me to the end of my days, and take vengeance for the fact that his wife and 13 year old
daughter didn't speak to him any more and I hadn't apologised to him for the inconvenience I had caused him, you know, and that ...
(inaudible) ... really quite loony, but ... (incomplete)
Would you take us to the other incident, the second attempt? --- Yes. Well now the night before judgment was to be given in this trial
of Jeffrey Wright, at a quarter to three in the morning my wife and I were asleep in a big double bed at the front of the house, when
somebody fired over the gate with an assault rifle, firing fully automatic, and it is a dreadful sound, you know, rat a tat tat. And there
was the smell of explosives and the sound of splinters and bits of masonry flying all over and I pushed her out of bed with my foot, you
know, she fell on the floor, and I said, "Duck behind the wall", we had one masonry wall in this house, and we hid behind that while the
bullets tore through this house. Some of them went right through front to back, you know, and at that time my daughter was sleeping in
the front room and my son was sleeping on the little verandah at the back. Some of the rounds passed within half a metre, you know,
or 50 centimetres of his head, and one of them could easily have taken him out, you see, but once again the
/police
police were around. I must say, in both of these cases, most of the policemen that came around thought it was something of a joke,
you know, they sort of giggled to each other, when one explained one's distress. I was very distressed, especially for my kids. But we
were all out in the street. They collected a hand full of doppies and cartridge cases, I think, eight or nine from here and there, there

were others lying in the plants, for ballistic tests and we were looking for more out in the road where there I noticed an old club footed
milkman, who for years and years been coming around at that time of the morning to deliver milk. And he was standing looking at all
this and he said to me, "Are you looking for the people who shot over your wall?", and I said, "Yes", and he said, "They went that way
in a green kombi" and nobody thought of asking him when he was just the guy who delivered the milk, you know. But everybody then
questioned him and there had apparently been a pale green kombi which they leapt into and driven off in, you see, and it turned out all this is as I remember being told, so I suppose it is hearsay, but I was told later that down at Morgan Naidoo's place a woman shortly before the time of the shooting at our house, a woman had been cycling her restless baby on a balcony down in a block of flats
in which Morgan Naidoo lived in, and there she saw men arrive also in a pale green kombi, and fire into his flat with a shotgun from
such close range that one of the wads from the shell ended up inside his flat and the curtains, I think, were burnt or something like
that.
Were you able to get the registration or any
/identifying
identifying particulars of this kombi? --- No, no, no, but I was asked thereafter to go to Cape Town to give evidence against the trio
who had fired at Colin Eglin's flat, and apparently they were the same Scorpio crowd as this lot in the green kombi. I didn't eventually
give evidence, it was found to be unnecessary. I think a guy by the name of Van der Westhuizen got 7 years there, but I think it was
the same crowd. And I think their attack was a gesture of solidarity for Jeffrey Wright, you see. And he may have been associated with
them in some way.
In all these incidents, I believe the family was heavily affected. Do you want to share a little bit of the effect it had on the family? --- It
had a very bad effect on my family. I mean in part it was the cause of the collapse of my marriage, you know, you can't really sustain a
marriage for too many years under those conditions, you know. And it has had the most devastating effect on my children. My
daughter, who was going to come and sit with me here today, when she heard Fatima starting to talk, she sent me a little note saying,
"I am taking flak, I have got to go, I will see you later", you know. She is getting shock therapy still to today, you know, and I am sure
there are many causes for that, but at least some of them are - go back to this year. My son is finished. He is a total disaster, you
know. You know, when the bullets had finished flying past his face, whilst he was eating his supper, and when the whole sort of epoch
of living with this ugly shotgun and the talk of violence all the time, and the precautionary measures we took, you know, I fortified that
/house
house like a Rhodesian farmhouse in the bush war, you know. I built up the front verandah. I got a piece of ship's plate from the
Bayhead and I welded up a sliding rack, so that, at night, we could slide this piece of steel across the front entrance to the verandah,
with great ... (inaudible) ... padlocks at the bottom. I put grenade screens on the windows. I built the garden wall up to two metres and
put a great heavy gate there. And at the back verandah door where the shooting had taken place, I had built a screen wall so that
nobody could shoot straight into the door and to come in, you would have to walk around this wall and all of that, you know, and we
never stood in front of open windows, and it is not good for a kid. And when that ended for him, some six/seven years later, he was
due to go to the army now and get some more of it. And he just disappeared. He disappeared into Africa. I don't know how he got
across the borders. I mean MK could have learnt a couple of things from him, I dare say, but he would be - he was all over Botswana;
Zimbabwe; Malawi, where he really got into smoking "nsangu", dagga, in a serious way. And his life really fell apart, you know. He
spent years dogging the army, he just wouldn't respond to their calls, you know, he just vanished. And he would appear every now and
then really dishevelled and, you know, his life had become totally meaningless and it is still is. He is unable to work. And, you know, I
am sure there are other reasons for this, some of them may be genetic or circumstantial in other ways, but certainly this is very
important amongst the things that have damaged him.
/Yes, I
Yes, I don't have to say that it is a sad experience and - but one admires your courage and listening to you when you relate one would
think that you are talking about somebody else, not you. I just want to pay tribute to that gift you have. --- Thank you.
And perhaps trying to draw to the close, I just want to clarify one thing you mentioned here about Sergeant Ray Skinner, who is not a
lieutenant. And you suggested that we should approach him. Is there any specific area where you think perhaps you perhaps might
throw some light? --- I am not quite with you?
You mentioned here Sergeant Ray Skinner, of the SAP, who was ... (intervention) --- Oh, yes, yes. Ja, interesting, you see, after that
this attack by Jeffrey Wright, I appealed to the police, you know, to give me some sort of protection and they said, no, you know, we
don't do that sort of thing, you will have to employ a private security firm to do it, which is ridiculous, you know. But now down the road
about a block away was a Sergeant Skinner, SAP. And who was a sort of a policeman's policeman, you know. He wasn't a political
man at all. But he used to - I had known him, you know, as a neighbour, but he used to drift around quite often in the evening, you
know, with this great Volto(?) revolver strapped to his waist, and he used to come and say, "Well, you know, I have come to see if I
can borrow some Asterisk books for my kids" and he would sit and read the Asterisk himself and hang around and drink tea, and he

came from the kindness of his heart, I mean, to see if everything was okay, you know. And I used to talk to him about this

/and he
and he knew Jeffrey Wright. Jeffrey Wright apparently had done some - because he was a photographer, Ray Skinner, too you see,
and he knew Jeffrey Wright through photography and apparently Wright used to do a certain amount of work for the police as a
photographer, you see. And he certainly knew Ray Skinner. And it occurred to me that he might be able to give some direction there.
Also, it emerged, this is once again hearsay and I got it from journalists, that the real mover in this assassination thing was Jeffery
Wright's girlfriend. She was the originator of the plan. Now, she gave evidence in his trial and it was she who gave him the alibi, which
got him off, but she might be around, you know. Also, his wife and daughter might be around. It is ironic, you know, I was saying just
yesterday to my daughter that Jeffrey Wright's daughter was the same age as Ric Turner's daughter when all this shooting was going
on and you could actually write a novel about it, it is so bizarre, and these children involved, and these dreadful events, you know. But
the daughter may be available to talk about the circle of friends in which her father moved. Or the wife, or Ray Skinner, or somebody
out there, or maybe the Scorpio people, if they are available, could give some direction there.
Yes, thank you. And do you have any specific request or suggestions that you would like to put to the question, by the way of
conclusion? --- I would like something to be done for my kids, especially my son, you know. I don't know if there is any sort of grant
one can get for him, I mean he is - I know there are many people
/more
more deserving of grants, I mean, who don't even eat food, I mean, you know and who are in worse distress maybe, but he is not
going to make it on his own without some sort of support, and I'm, unless the ANC gives me a pension, I won't have one, I won't be
able to support him much longer, I am 71 now, you know. And he is quite likely to end up as a hobo in the street, and one day die in
the park. You know, what else can one do for him. He is finished.
Thank you, Mr Chairman. I will hand over to you now.
CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much. Dr Mgojo?
DR MGOJO: Just I am sorry to see you like this, Mr Strachan, you used to be one of our heros when we were growing up. One of
those few whites here, around here, we adored. Now, if we want to get in touch with Joe, how do we get in touch with Joe? --- I don't
think it would be any point in getting in touch with him personally, but I can give you his address, he is staying at a place called
Sandhurst, in Curry Road. He has a room there.
You say that your daughter, Susan, is getting shock therapy. --- Yes.
Does she need more than that in terms of psychologists, etcetera? --- Yes, she has had psycho-therapy treatment, and she is
relatively okay, I mean she is married, she had got a good husband. She has got a baby and quite a comfortable house. She can
manage. But it is my son that I worry about.
What about you? You don't need any type of treatment for trauma? --- No. I don't think so.
/And Maggie,
And Maggie, where is Maggie? --- She is teaching at Carmel College, at the moment. She is in Durban.
Is she okay, herself? --- I think so, yes, she is okay. Ja, we are a tough couple.
Thank you.
MR LYSTER: Mr Strachan, you have to be tough to endure what you have endured. --- You learn toughness in prison.
Ja. --- In the my first three years in prison, I spent 13 months in solitary in a cell 7 feet square, two metre square, and listening to
people getting hanged, as I say, you know. And it puts a bit of steel in one's sole.
Ja, I think that you, of course, joined that struggle very early, a very young man, much sooner than many many others. And you must
be still astonished when you think back of those days in prison, and the harassment and the assassination attempts, that with all our
growing pains and our problems, we are a very different country from when you first made that statement? --- Oh, yes, look I mean,
look, if 20 years ago you'd have told me that we would be sitting here trying to make some sense out of this, the furtive inhumane
processes of the apartheid era, I would have said you are hallucinating, really, I mean, it is not possible. I really thought we were going
to slide into increasing confrontation, you know, and retribution, and until we ended up with an ongoing civil war that would make the

Rhodesian war look like a minor faction fight out there in the hills there and something, and at the end of it, you know, from ...
(inaudible) ...

/of the
of the economy and the society some strong man would arrive, maybe white, maybe black, and he would say, "If you want peace,
follow me" and we would have followed him. And we would have got peace. At what cost? That was the scenario, one could only
envisage in 1978. You know there were - you know the triumphant propaganda that came from the ANC mission in exile was that, you
know, the arms struggle was slowly inexorably winning, you know, the struggle, but I didn't see much winning going on, you know. The
South African Army raided as far as it pleased. They were all over Southern Africa, at its own choice. You know, the populous - the
security police had their will of the populous, that was the story, you know, there didn't seem to be any way out.
Any way, it is very helpful to reflect on the journey that we have made, and the journey that lies ahead. I want to thank you very
sincerely for coming today and for waiting and sharing with us. You have made a couple of requests, we will certainly try to honour
those. And I did mention earlier that at least two of the Scorpio group have been subpoenaed and clearly we will be asking them
questions about your own incidences and that of others. Thank you very much indeed. --- Pleasure. Right.
--------------------CHAIRMAN: We are about to conclude. I don't want to add very much to so much that has already been said by the witnesses
themselves. I do want to underline the devastation that was caused not only on the individuals who were fighting against the system
themselves, but on

/their
their families. We have listened with real horror to what can happen when children are deprived and abused in this way. It goes on and
on. And I think one of our major problems in South Africa today in terms of crime, in terms of instability, has its roots in the wretched
experience of hundreds and thousands of children. I think that's probably one of the toughest things that one has to face. The courage
of those who were attacked and even killed is one thing. To visit that upon the children, is another.
The only final concluding comment I want to make and I am hoping I am not going to be misunderstood, but I take that risk, the
overwhelming majority of people who have suffered in this country and who have borne the brunt of the resistance are black South
Africans. Some times it is not a bad thing to remember that here and there were white people, Indian people, coloured people, who
dared to pay the price as well in putting this together. And I think the fact that we had an African woman, a white woman, Indian
woman, white man, tell a very similar story, means that in the struggle we were together. Let's hope, as we build the future, we will be
together as well. Thank you very much.
This session is now adjourned and will resume at 9 o'clock tomorrow, where, I understand, that tomorrow it is going to be women only
and that doesn't mean that men can't come, but they will be the people who were bringing their witnesses will be a group of women,
who were directly involved in the struggle. I hope that as many of you as possible will join the commission tomorrow away and thank
you again for your attendance. It is very
/encouraging.
encouraging. Thank you.
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APPEARANCES AS BEFORE
... it was led by Layton Zulu. We, as new arrivals, who were coming from harassment in Clairwood, we were being harassed by the
Black Jacks. We were allocated some cottages in Umlazi, where we could stay. We were harassed in Umlazi by the police or the
Municipality Police. They did not want us to live with our relatives as well as our children in those particular cottages. They also
chased away my brother's wife as well as my child. At that time she was sick. My child had come because it was during school
holidays. Prince Layton came to intervene against the eviction of my relatives, because at the time we believed that the place had
been allocated to us and we found ourselves being harassed by the Municipality Police. That did not end there. The harassment
continued. They formed a certain organisation. When the government of KwaZulu came into power, we were harassed by the
councillors in those particular cottages. We were women and we were being harassed and we were not the only ones who were
harassed. Even the Umlazi residents were continually harassed, they were affected by all this that was going on. The Umlazi residents
would have their houses locked and widow's houses were being locked and they had to vacate the houses. Then we formed a
community gathering, which was led by David Gasa. This is where we started fighting for our rights as the residents and people
staying in cottages, because the women were being chased out of their houses because their husbands had died and they lost their
rights to remain in the houses. Some were evicted
/because
because they could not afford the rentals. Gasa's organisation led us to be able to stay without being harassed and disable the police
from harassing us. Gasa's organisation was liaising with the ANC, because if ideologies and beliefs were emanating from the ANC.
Advocate Mxenge was the advisor of that particular organisation. Then Mrs Mxenge's wife also formed a women's organisation, which
was called NAWO(?). This is where we were able to join this organisation because it was particularly for women, and Mxenge's wife
was killed. But we continued with the organisation, our spirits were not let down by the death of Mrs Mxenge. Then we elected
Comrade Nozizwe Madlala. Then she became our leader. Up to the first time that we were able to voice our grievances. But it did not
actually end there. After I had moved from the cottages I got my own house. The people still were harassed. This happened after the
organisation had been unbanned. It was not only the women who were being harassed or traumatized at that stage, it was also our
children, our boys or our sons. I also took part in fighting against the harassment, because of them had run away from their places
because of the faction fights and at times they would come and spend a night at my place and leave the following morning. I even had
a plan that whoever wanted to join the ANC could leave the country and join the ANC in other countries, and I was working with
Attorney Mlaba at that time. That is when my harassment started, because when the comrades were in my - at my place, they
depended upon me, up to such an extent that I went around looking for some help from the Durban network, as well as the Women's
League, which was
/in
in Daicornia(?). Then they would give us some support, because some other children were coming from areas outside Umlazi and the
people in Daicornia, they used to get in touch with me and tell me that there were certain people that they were going to bring to me
and I would accept them into my home, because they were being harassed and traumatised. Then the ANC got unbanned, but people
are still be harassed. But you must take note of the fact that the women in Umlazi were being harassed, but they didn't know who to
turn to, because most of the people are illiterate, they didn't know their rights. And they also didn't know how to evoke these rights, so
they were like people in chains. Even now they are not present, they are still harassed because they are still being threatened that if
they appear before this commission and talk about whatever is happening, they will be killed. I don't know whether this commission
would be able to bring these people forth, so that they can be advised as to how they can come before this commission and give
testimony, because they are the ones who had been directly affected. The women who have rights, we do have our leaders whom we
believe in, for instance Mrs Gxabashe Nozizwe and so forth.
That is where I will end.
---------------------

/NOZIZWE MADLALA
NOZIZWE MADLALA
I wish to start by thanking the TRC, the truth and reconciliation commission, for giving me this opportunity to contribute to this special
hearing on the struggles of the women of this Province of KwaZulu-Natal. I want to thank also the women who taught me what I know
and made me what I am. For it was among them that my own understanding was shaped. I experienced their pain and shared their
suffering and learnt from them. My entry into active political life started in the 70s as a student, but it was in the 80s through the
women's movement that my political understanding was developed. For that I thank the women. It is impossible to tell the story of the
struggles of women in Natal in 10 minutes. My task this morning is to give an overview, the context that will lay the foundation for the
stories that will be told here today. May I, at this stage, state that as much as I feel honoured to perform this task, I will not be able to
do justice to the story in the time that I have. And may I also say that in telling the one half of the story, because history is written by
men, history reflects the roles that men have played, women are often forgotten. when history is written. I will not be able to tell the full
half, the complete half of that story, because my experience was with women mainly in the United Democratic Front, a supporter of the
African National Congress. So, while I know that many women on the other side were victimized and brutalized, unfortunately I am not
going to be able to tell their story. I am hoping that they are present here today and they can share their story with us. To begin I will
tell a bit of my own story. I was born
/here in
here in Natal, on the lower South Coast. I was organizer and chairperson of the Natal Organisation of Women, a political women's
organization, that was affiliated to the United Democratic Front. The UDF. Like many women who joined the struggle against apartheid
I was harassed by the police and detained a number of times. The longest period of detention is in 1987, when I was held for a year
under section 29 and later 28 of the Internal Security Act. Throughout that time I was held in solitary confinement. Some times people
ask me if I was tortured during that time. I usually answer in the negative, for my own experience of torture was much milder than that
of many others. Although I was often threatened, I was not physically abused. Verbal and mental abuse, yes, lots of it. But I think of
myself as one of the lucky ones, because I am alive and can tell the story of those who cannot do so, because they were made to pay
the ultimate price, women like: Lindi Zama, Makosi Noga(?), Lindiwe Mthembu, Jabu Ndlovu, Majoy Maxoi(?), Victoria Mxenge, and
many others, who were killed for their active opposition to the apartheid regime. I count myself lucky because I did not personally
experience the loss of a close relative, even though their loss was my loss, and even today I still mourn Lilani Gxocolo(?), Mgcawe(?)
Ezezwe(?). My first child is now 14, grew up before his time. At two years of age he saw his father detained, tried and then sentenced
to a prison term of 10 years. Although he has grown up to a gentle young man, at that tender age he had learnt to hate. When I took
him to visit his father at Johannesburg maximum security prison, he shocked me one day when he said, "Mama, gawazonda(?)
/amaphoyisa".
amaphoyisa". "I hate the police". He said, "I hate them because they locked up my father". He was five years old when I was detained
myself and taken away from him. My mother tells me that during that time he used to complain of pain, physical pain, for which there
was no physical explanation. I do hope that that pain has now gone. That was the context? Why was all this happening? Women in
Natal, like many in other parts of the country, were part of the struggle that had begun many years earlier, against the brutal system of
apartheid oppression. As far back as the 50s and 60s women in Natal were actively involved in the struggle. The period that we were
looking at from March 1960 to December 1993, ... (inaudible) ... struggles against the pass laws, the curfew, forced removals, low
wages, a high cost of living, and poor living conditions. In the burgeoning shantytowns, in the townships, and even on the countryside,
women were resisting the oppressive system of apartheid. The period of the 60s was started with a feeling of great bitterness on the
part of the oppressed generally and women in particular. They had seen men and women being mowed down for resisting pass laws.
In this region they had witnessed two sets of protest, the beer boycott and the struggle against betterment. The betterment schemes
and dipping tanks. The 1959 beer boycotts concentrated in the so-called Cato Manor riots in which women were protesting against the
monopoly of beer brewing, something they saw as a very important part of their own livelihood in town. Women were beaten, gassed
and shot. Many were seriously injured by the police. Also, rural women across the region protested against the government's
/policy
policy of betterment. They, as the primary food producers, were particularly affected by this government's initiatives and reacted by
such actions as overturning the dipping tanks, protests which lasted into the 1960s. During this time of severe repression a state of
emergency was declared and organisations like the ANC, the South African Communist Party, and the PAC were banned. Many
women, active in these organisations, and the Natal Indian Congress were detained, burnt, banished and exiled. Some names that

come to my mind are: Fatima Meer; Phyllis Naidoo; Pumeni Moodley; Ella Ghandi; Gladys Manzi; Dorothy Nembe; Tryfena Jogweni;
Florence Mkhize; and many others. Groups Areas removers in this region had particularly harsh effects on Indian, Coloured and
African families. And often women bore the brunt of isolation when families had to move from inner city suburbs, where there was a
well established community support structure to new flung, far flung areas. When I was working for the New Readers Project at the
University of Natal, I had the University of Natal, I had the opportunity to hear stories of women that were removed from Clairwood as
Mama has just said and Encumbane. These women told the story, the painful loss, the story of the painful loss of warm friendships
that they had established across the colour line. Natal was the birthplace of the modern labour movement in South Africa. There were
some very important women in the trade union movement who suffered great harassment, not only from the State and their bosses,
but also from their menfolk for their involvement. Through most of the 1970s Natal was relatively quiet politically. Communities here
did not get caught up to any great
/extent
extent as in the Soweto uprisings and the main issues for the majority of women were pass law offences and removals. Because of
the historical nature of land ownership in Natal, much land remaining or changing into the hands of Africans and Indians, the State's
determination to eradicate black spots had devastating effect on very large numbers of communities in the region. Attempts to rebuild
the women's movement in the mid-70s under the banner of the Black Women's Federation were quickly squashed by the regime when
it banned all black consciousness organisations. It was in the late 1970s that a number of campaigns began around rents, inferior
education, food prices, high transport costs, which involved large numbers of women, since it was they as managers of household
budgets who had to deal with the steep decline in standards of living. This could be summed up in one of the most popular slogans of
the time, "Asinamali". Political turmoil visited the region in 1980 and 1981, the time of the school boycotts, when students at the
University of Durban-Westville, as well as scholars in the African, Indian and Coloured townships came out in protest against
apartheid education. This campaign ... (inaudible) ... would shape politics in the region until the end of apartheid and beyond. A
division between Buthelezi and the KwaZulu Bantu Stan on the one side and the students popular anti-apartheid activists in the mass
democratic movement on the other. In 1980 I was kidnapped from the home of Mrs Kubeka, in KwaMashu, where I was staying at the
time. Together with her daughter, Sibongile, and about 9 school children. I was physically and verbally abused by our captors. One of
the school
/children
children known as Jehovah was brutally assaulted. After detention for the whole night in the community hall in C Section in KwaMashu
we were taken to Ulundi and paraded before the KwaZulu Legislature Assembly and branded troublemakers. Luckily at that time the
violence that later raced in the region was only just beginning and our lives were spared. The early and mid-80s saw bitter struggles in
the townships around Durban, where the communities in Hambanati, Lamontville and Chesterville, were resisting incorporation into
the KwaZulu Bantu Stan. Women joined and led the struggles and I recall one of the slogans of that time, which was, "A... (inaudible)
... KwaZulu so... (inaudible) ... lam... (inaudible) ...". Women were at the forefront of these struggles. They were harassed by the police
and the army and many were raided in the night and raped. Many were brutalized and forced to flee from their homes. Some women
from Hambanati and KwaNdengezi have since not returned to their homes. Those who returned have had to rebuild their homes from
scratched, which were razed down. Mrs Kubeka's home was burnt down twice. In 1985, early one morning, in broad daylight, her
home was surrounded and torched by armed impis. The police and the army were there, watching all her hard-earned life's
investments being destroyed. They did not try to stop the attack on a widow. I was in detention when it happened. The news was
broken to me by the security police, who boasted about this evil attack on a woman whose only crime was that she had given birth to
children who did not want to stand by and watch while their people were brutalized. Mrs Kubeka was, at that time, not an activist. She
was a dedicated member of the
/Roman
Roman Catholic Church in KwaMashu. She had no particular interest in politics. Her hands were already full anyway with the burden
of scratching a living for herself and her children. It was the brutal experience that turned her into one of the strongest and resilient
fighters of our movement. She was one of the branch executive members of the Natal Organisation of Women in KwaMashu. Like
many women before her, for Mrs Kubeka politics was rammed down her throat by the system. Like Rwada(?) Soni and many others,
she had to cope with the brutal experience of seeing her loved ones removed from her. After much police harassment and torture,
Mrs Kubeka's children left home, all of them left home, and went into exile. State actions and violence directed at the trade unions
intensified in the early 1980s. I have mentioned Jabu Ndlovu, who was murdered in Mbali township, in Pietermaritzburg. Cindy Ngadi,
who was then 19 years old, organiser for Garment Workers' Union, was luckier than Jabu. She survived her experience when she was
abducted at gunpoint from her home in Lamontville in the middle of the night, in June 1982, by four men claiming to be from the
special branch. After driving her to an isolated spot, threatening her with a gun, and questioning her about her trade union activities,
they dropped her in the middle of the township, leaving her with the warning that they would visit her again. The divisions between the
KwaZulu Bantu Stan and the popular masses was intensified with the formation of the United Democratic Front in 1983 and worsened
into an open confront from 1985. The spark then was the assassination of Victoria Mxenge on 2 August 1985, the widow of a
prominent ANC

/leader,
leader, Griffiths Mxenge, who had been murdered four years earlier. Victoria was on the executive of the UDF and enjoyed popular
support as a leader in the region. With this assassination a lot of anger was unleashed and a spiral of violence flared in the townships
around Durban. ANC and Inkatha supporters were caught up in the most intense violence this country has ever seen. Women were
not left out of this as men on both sides became militarized, women became more and more brutalized. They were raped and
mutilated. Linda Nzama's badly decomposed body was found near a stream in KwaMashu. Forensic and other tests showed that she
had been sexually assaulted and her body mutilated. Her killers were never found and have never been brought to book. There is
much evidence that as conflicts intensified youth and especially young girls were targeted. The Inkatha/UDF split affected every
community and every form of organization, women, trade unions, youth and so on. How did this affect women? It is well-known that in
times of civil strife, the vast majority of displaced people/internal refugees are women and their dependent children. In this region the
failure to bring the perpetrators of violence to book resulted in many women being displaced not once, but several times. But, as
already illustrated earlier, it would be incorrect to simply see women as victims of violence. The levels of conflict have meant that
women have had to face the might of the police and the army and also try and act as mediators and peacemakers while protecting
their children and their communities from a war they had not started. The night vigils of the women of Chesterville are well
/documented,
documented, where women faced the army and the police and challenged the soldiers to arrest or even kill them instead of their
children. Women in Mpumulanga, Pietermaritzburg and KwaNdengezi played a key role in the peace process, even though their
efforts were not recognised. Majoy Maxoi was in the Mpumulanga peace committee when she was brutally murdered. She was part of
the peace initiative of women which brought together women from the two sides of the war in Natal. This initiative led by organisations
like "Women for Peaceful Change Now" was nipped at the bud by men who feared that women were coming up and were taking the
initiative of ending the war that was devastating the region. White women had joined hands with black women and were supporting
their sons who did not want to fight, who did not want to go to the war. These women were brutalized and harassed. They were called
traitors, deserters. Women like Anita Kromberg, Marie Odendaal Magwaza, who is here today, who opposed the system and the war,
were locked up in prison and verbally and physically abused. Women active in the Black Sash and the End Conscription Campaign
and in the students' movement were targeted and harassed. They were thrown into police vans, detained and burnt. This was the
extent of the war. It did not leave anyone untouched. Women played a key role in ending the war. We want history to be told and these
women honoured for the role they played. Their stories and the story of this country's painful history are intertwined. If history is to be
fulfilled, women's contribution to the struggle acknowledged, the democracy we are building must not leave them aside on the
margins. Thank you.
/CHAIRMAN:
CHAIRMAN: Thank you, Nozizwe. I think you remind us and we often forget that today, whilst we sit enjoying the fruits of the
democracy that a lot of women didn't survive and didn't make it and didn't live to enjoy what we now have. And we need to thank God
for every day that we are still alive, but we also need to remember that the struggle of women is not yet over. That legislation is in
place which makes it possible for women to do better, but that men often fight against women becoming more powerful, and that we
must remember that that struggle still goes on. And we also need to make a special effort to remember the contributions of those
women who made it possible for us to see days like today come to fruition. We thank you for setting that in place so that other women
may tell their stories today. Thank you for sharing that with us. --- Thank you for giving me the opportunity.
---------------------

/CHAIRMAN:
CHAIRMAN: We have been asked to ensure that the witnesses who come from the Free State ... (inaudible) ...
(END OF SIDE A)
1B/0 (START OF SIDE B)
SOPHIA MATSELISO LIPHOKO
... --- Thank you, Lady Chair. I will try and speak to you in Sotho. If I can't, then we will talk in Zulu.
CHAIRMAN: I would like you to introduce yourself before you start. --- I am from the Free State. I am here today because I need to tell
my story, what happened to me. In 1986 I was going to shop, it was 7 o'clock in the evening. When I arrived at the shop I met a
policeman, he was driving a Hippo. I was taken to hospital because I don't know, I can't recall what actually happened to me. One guy
came to my house and told me that David has been shot. David is my son. And I was confused, I didn't know what actually happened.
This guy who was driving this car asked me for David's ID. And they told me I must take David and cook him and eat him. And then
they told me that they actually wanted to know from me when was I going to bury him, so I told them I don't know. From there, the
police who shot my son was Mathuga(?). The magistrate told me Mathuga is not guilty. I will - thank you very much, Ma'am.
I will like you to clarify some few facts to me. When you were relating the story, it is like - this thing happened in 1986. Was your son
involved in politics? --- I was shot on the 2nd of May 1986, he was shot on the 9th, same year.
You said you were - he was a politician. Did you have a membership of any organisation, or did he have a
/membership
membership card of any organisation, political organisation? --- No. I don't know. On the 9th in the morning he left home, he said he
was going to work. At about 12 o'clock one guy came and told me that my son has been shot.
When you were told that your son has been shot, and when you were preparing for his funeral, people were coming to your house and
they were relating lot of things and police were coming to your house. What was it? --- Reverend Mogaphani(?) was the one who was
talking at the funeral.
The way the police talked to you, were there things which they said which were - which they were supposed to say to you? --- All I can
tell you is that it was so sad when they told me I should cook my son and eat him.
Thank you very much. I would like Yasmine Sooka to give others a chance to ask you questions.
UNIDENTIFIED COMMISSIONER: Thank you, Madam Chair. I would like us to go back to where you were shot in your house. What
happened to you, where did you go for help? --- I needed transport and I couldn't find the transport to go to hospital, but eventually I
went to hospital.
What's the name of the hospital? --- Wedumele(?) Hospital.
Do you still remember the doctors who saw you? --- No, but I still have a card.
Another thing I would like you to clarify is, you said they shot your house using a rubber bullet. Do you know who did that, whether
police or people? --- I don't know their names, but they were police, white police.
/Were they
Were they SAP? --- Yes, SAP, white SAP.
You also mentioned Mr Mogaphani. Who is Mr Mogaphani? --- He is my neighbour. His son was shot as well. He is now late.

And his son, what about his son who was shot? --- He is also dead.
Did you go and report this to the police? --- You mean about my son's death?
No, I mean about you? --- With mine it was just a rubber bullet, so I didn't report it, but David's case was heard and Mr Mathuga, the
policeman was the one who shot my son. He shot my son.
Was he arrested? --- No, he wasn't, but he was fired at work, he was no longer a policeman.
Do you think he was dismissed from SAP because of killing David? --- I don't know but that's what I think.
(Inaudible) ... story, I couldn't help but feel that you are a very strong strong lady. The very fact that you are here today, to share the
story with us, it does show that you are a survivor. In the history of women, when the perpetrators wanted to torture and harass them,
they did it through their own children. I would like to know from you, how did the death of your son, how did it change your life and that
of your family? --- Thank you very much.
Can you tell us how it changed your life and the family? --- I felt very sad.
(Inaudible) ... your family with your kids still the same? --- It has changed, I can't work for myself and my husband as well can't work.
/Losing
Losing the sight in one of your eyes affected you badly. Can you tell us briefly how it changed your life as well? --- I can't see very
clearly and I am always having headaches.
(Question not interpreted) --- Yes, the doctor is giving me.
(Inaudible) ... who have done in Orange Free State, Mama Liphoko, is that we have organised with the health department to give help
to people like you. --- They aren't able to help us.
(Inaudible) ... that when you go back, you get in touch with our staff in Bloemfontein, so that they can help attend to your health
problems. --- I don't have money, I will need money for transport to go to these doctors.
(Inaudible) ... that you will approach the TRC offices in Bloemfontein, and get some help. Thank you.
CHAIRMAN: Mama, can I just ask you a few questions, please? When you were shot by the rubber bullet, was this shot - did the
rubber bullet hit your eye? --- It was on top of my eye.
Did you have any vision in the eye afterwards, can you see a little bit, or is it almost completely blind? --- I am slightly blind.
(Inaudible) ... at the time that he was killed. --- He was born in 1963.
Did you ever consult with any lawyer so that you could bring a case against the police for the shooting of your son, or for the damage
to your eye? --- No, I haven't.
/Mama,
Mama, thank you for telling us your story. You have suffered immensely firstly by the loss of your eye, then the loss of your son, and
now having to live without him. We hope that our office in Bloemfontein will at least be able to put you in touch with the health
department, so that they can begin looking after your health. We thank you for coming today and for telling your story to us. Thank
you. Mama, is there anything that you would like to tell us? --- No.
Thank you, Mama.
---------------------

/BELLA JOYCE MOLOSIA
BELLA JOYCE MOLOSIA (Sworn States) (Through Interpreter)
CHAIRMAN: Good. Mama, we have asked Miss Virginia Gabashe to assist you with the telling of your story. She will now lead you.
MS V GABASHE: Thank you, Chair. We appreciate the fact that you have come from so very far to come and give your testimony, so
that you can be counted amongst the women who have appeared before the commission to share their stories with us. Before we start
talking, I shall ask you to just give us a brief description or a brief picture of your family, whether you still have a husband, children, are
you working, are they working or are they still at school. --- I do have children. I do have a husband, but he is not employed. He is in
pension. The children are present and they are staying at their places. There are two of them, it is a girl and a boy. They are both
married.
Are they staying at their own places? --- Yes, I am staying with my husband only, at the present moment.
You have come to relate your story about being harassed by a certain gang called the "Three Million", which was in Kroonstad. Can
you please start by telling us as to what happened to you, according to your statement? --- In 1990, on the 1st of December 1990, I
was harassed by the Three Million gang, because they killed my sister's child, who was staying with me, and he was my responsibility,
because he did not have parents.
What is the name of that? --- It is Clement Moguni(?).
Clement Moguni. You said here in December 1991,
/according
according to your statement, is it 1991 or 1990? --- It is 1990. On the 1st of December.
He doesn't have parents any more? --- Yes, he doesn't have parents. His parents died a long time ago.
You can go on and tell us what happened. --- Clement was killed by the Three Million gang, and when they killed him it was on a
Saturday, I was not present at my place, I had gone to a stokvel society.
Amongst the Three Million, is there any one of them that you can identify who was present at the time of the killing? --- (No audible
reply)

Amongst the members of the Three Million gang could you identify any? --- I was not present when they killed him.
They were a certain gang and they used whistles. --- I was fetched by a policeman, who told me that as the whistles were being
blown, they had already killed your sister's son, so you should run away, that's what the policeman told me. That policeman was
Constable Magele(?).
Is he still alive? --- No, he has since been deceased. He was able to get me some refuge and I went to the old location, I left my house
as it was, and I went to where I was born.
When you ran away, where did you go to, what is the name of that place? --- It is Marabastad. I went to Marabastad.
At whose place? --- I went to my place where I was born.
Where were you born? What is your surname? --/My surname
My surname Rabanye(?).
Who is still alive at that place Rabanye? --- That place is still under me but I have leased it out so I ran to the people who had hired the
place.
Who are these people? --- The old woman died.
You can go on. --- Then on the afternoon of that particular day, when Magele came to fetch me. He asked me whether I wanted to see
Clement's body. We went together with my sister to see the corpse.
Who is your sister? --- It is Gertrude Naledi(?).
Naledi is the surname, is she still alive? --- Yes, she is still alive.
And where is she staying? --- She is staying in Kroonstad.
Whereabout in Kroonstad? --- She stays at Marabastad, 9th Avenue, next to the Methodist Church.
You can go on. --- We went together with my sister. When we got to where the corpse was, we found that the corpse was being
looked after by a certain policeman called John Masoleng.
You can go on. --- And John Masoleng was harassing us, and my sister was quite scared to come near the corpse, and he told us not
to open and inspect the corpse, and I defied him and decided that I was going to open the corpse so that I could identify him. And he
said, "Here's our dog, it's dead, and it is lying there". He actually didn't want us to get anywhere near the corpse or see the corpse, but
I insisted and I defied him. I told him that I had the right to see the corpse of my relative. Then after seeing it, we went back with my
/sister.
sister.
In your statement you also mentioned that you went to M... (inaudible) ... so that you can get the death certificate? --- Yes, I went to ...
(inaudible) ... on Monday. It was on Saturday, on the 1st of December, when they killed him, and on the 3rd it was a Monday, and I
went to ... (inaudible) ... to fetch the death certificate. That's when I met the Three Million gang at the court.
And was M... (inaudible) ... at the court? --- Yes, it was at court, where I got M... (inaudible) ...
What happened thereafter? Oupa Mashene, Babu and Mashangane, are they members of the Three Million gang, are they still alive?
--- Babu is still alive, but Oupa Mashene and Mashangane are dead. Babu is still staying in Kroonstad, but we usually do see him.
You can go on. --- Oupa Mashene said he wanted my house keys at Throbo(?), he wanted to go and stay there. Because I was so
scared I didn't know what to do, I was confused, I handed the keys over to him.
After you had given them the keys, what did they do? --- He threatened me, he told me that if I didn't give him the key they were going
to break into my house and they were going to stay in my house whether I wanted them to or I didn't want them to. After I had given
him the keys, Dewete's(?) brother came.
You can take your time. --- When he got to me, he asked me as to who had taken the keys and I told him. Then he said I mustn't be
worried, because he was going to try by all means that my furniture shouldn't be destroyed.

/Was it
Was it Dewete's brother who was saying that? What was Dewete's brother's name? --- It was Woudi(?).
Take your time, we understand your pain. --- My furniture was not destroyed, even when I went there my furniture was still intact, but
they took my house away from me, even today I am not staying in my house.
After they had taken the keys, did they go to stay in your house? --- That is correct, they went to stay in my house, and I ran to
Kroonstad. They wanted to kill me, they threatened me and they were saying I'm the comrade's mother.
When they said you are the comrade's mother, who are the comrades, where were they, what connection did you have with them? --My sister's son who was killed was a comrade.
Now, when you were at M... (inaudible) ..., did you get your certificate? --- Yes, I did get the death certificate.
What did it state as the cause of death? --- I still do have it, but it is in the car.
What killed him? --- I went to the police station to report him, but the policemen in Kroonstad did not want to take a case that involved
the Three Million gang, and they said it was an unknown murder.
In your statement you state that you have your Title Deed, the house was given to you? --- Yes, my boss or employer gave the house
to me.
Now, after you got this house, on the 16th in 1987, was there any other certificate or Title Deed that was issued to somebody else
therefore depriving you of the ownership of the house? --- The certificate was signed
/1987.
1987. After a few years the house has been given to another person now.
Who got the certificate or the Title Deed? --- Is a member of the Three Million gang, who is still staying in my house.
What was his name? --- I know them by these short names, I don't know whether they are nicknames. It - his name is Brou(?)
Lahulu(?), Brou Samson Lahulu. He is a member of the Three Million gang.
Do you know or have any idea as to how he got the Title Deed or the permit to stay in the house? --- I know absolutely nothing, when
you get a house you get the keys from the Municipality office. And when we went to ask as to - the people working at the municipality
office were the one who gave the Three Million gang the keys, they said when I escaped I escaped, I just ran, I never reported the
matter to them. Now, how was I going to report, because I was actually escaping.
Can you please tell us who gave them the permit or the Title Deed? --- I don't know ... (inaudible) ...
(END OF CASSETTE NO 1)
2A/0 (START OF CASSETTE NO 2)
... it is still like that even now. When you go to them they say we don't know, that happened a long time ago, go and ask Mr Kwekwe,
or go to the Three Million gang. They don't give you anything tangible to hold on to, they always tell us that they don't know.
Now, let's go back to your life. Where are you staying now? --- We are staying at a certain hostel.

/What
What hostel is that? --- It is Sasoville(?) Hostel, that's where I stay with my husband.
Are you paying any rent? --- Yes, we are, we are paying R80,00.
How many rooms is it? --- It is a two-roomed ... (inaudible) ...
Now, I do realise that you were harassed and traumatized during that time. How do you feel now, how did this affect you? --- I was
very affected, because I don't have a place to stay. I am not stable in any place. My children don't have any future, because I myself
am not stable, I am staying at a hostel, and at some stage I will have to go out of the hostel because my children will be told that this is

not your mother's place.
How do you feel physically or mentally or psychologically? --- I was quite disturbed and I got so many diseases thereafter, I ended up
suffering from nerves. I also had high blood pressure. And I took some treatment at the hospital, as well as a private doctor, who also
diagnosed me as being - as suffering from nerves.
Do you pay when you go to the hospital? --- Yes, I do pay. It was R13,00 before, but now it is R15,00 and I am still paying R15,00.
Now, have you got any documentation or your cards as to the treatment that you are taking? --- Yes, I do have some cards with regard
to the treatment that I am taking from Wedumele Hospital, I have the private doctors papers as well as Wedumele Hospital
documentation.
Are you getting any pension or grant? --- I am
/not getting
not getting any pension, nor am I getting a grant. At times I don't go for my treatment because I don't have money.
Who told you that you will get your grant when you take your treatment? --- It was the clerks who told me, the hospital clerks.
Maybe you should try to approach the welfare department, so that they can assist you. Where is your husband? --- My husband was
retrenched, and that's when he left work, so he is not able to go back. He was actually trying to apply for his pension money. He was
working at the municipality offices, so they are trying to give him his pension. He hasn't yet got the pension. It is only now that he is
trying to apply and prepare the documentation for the pension.
Is there anything that you want to say to the commission, or the help that you need? --- I was just asking for help or assistance with
regard to my pension.
We thank you very much, because you have come from so far, to come and relate your story to us. And tell us your problems. We will
hand over to the chairperson. --- I ask that my house should be returned back to me.
CHAIRMAN: I shall just ask you to explain to us as to what is the Three Million gang? When they talk about the Three Million gang,
what sort of people are they? And how did they have a relationship with the police, are they still alive? Just give us a brief
explanation? --- The Three Million gang were quite huge people and the ones who were leading the gang are now dead, but the
policemen were working hand in hand with the Three Million, because whenever the Three Million was chasing you, even if you
/wanted
wanted to help the community to kill the Three Million gang, the police would come with teargas canisters and throw them at the
community, which means they were actually helping the Three Million. And whenever you were fighting with the Three Million gang,
the police would kill you. That is how it happened, because the Three Million gang now that is left are the youths, who are now scared
to go back to their homes, because they are scared of being victimized by the community, because they were used by the leaders,
and the people of the ANC now are there, and the ANC has made peace, but these youths cannot go back to their own houses
because they knew how they handled the people and how they conducted a reign of terror within the community. Mr Kwekwe is the
one who was taken out of the council, because he was working with the Three Million. He used to pay them every Monday, and he
used to give them food and the SAP was not co-operative, they were protective of the Three Million gang instead of being protective of
the community. That's the life we lived in Kroonstad.
We have already had Nozizwe Madlala, who spoke about the harassment of women, as well as the decision to lead the community
and fight for the rights of the community. As a person who has lost your son what do you think the commission could possibly do for
you, or to help the Three Million gang so that they go back and re-integrate into the community so that they can live peacefully? --- I
think it can help in combating the crime in Kroonstad that's still be conducted by the Three Million gang. I believe there is still
something that the community can do. Some other criminal groups or vigilantes are
/beginning
beginning to form now, besides the Three Million gang.
Thank you very much. I want to add on to what Mama Mkhize has already said. This Three Million gang, do they have parents there at
the location? --- Yes, they do have parents.
What are their parents doing? Are they working? Are they aware that their children were conducting a reign of terror? How do the
people live with the children of those parents? --- At Throbo there is a - it is a new location that has just been allocated. The place is
quite scary, because these children have given themselves or allocated themselves people's houses. I am not the only one whose

house was taken away from me, some other people decided to go to the rural areas, the children are staying in those people's houses.
If the children could come to you and say they are asking for forgiveness, and they want to come back to the location, they want to reintegrate into the community, we can forgive them because they are children. I believe they did not know what they were doing. It was
agreed amongst the community that they should go back to their parents, so that everybody could get his or her house back, but they
flatly refused.
CHAIRMAN: (Inaudible) ... us your story. I think one of the difficult problems that the commission has to deal with is the question of
those people who have been displaced from their homes. And that has happened right around the country through vigilantes. The
commission is looking into it. You know that in Kroonstad recently the amnesty committee of the commission has heard about the
story of the Three Million gang. We will be
/investigating
investigating this matter. And the commission will have to come up with some kind of policy to make sure that people like yourselves
are about to return to their homes. We thank you and the previous witness, who have come all the way from Kroonstad, to share this
day with us, and to tell the story of your own suffering and your own plight. We have heard it, and we will see what we can do about it.
Thank you, Mama.
--------------------CHAIRMAN: We will now break for tea until a quarter past eleven.
SHORT ADJOURNMENT
---------------------

/ON RESUMPTION:
ON RESUMPTION:

SYLVIA NOMHLE DLAMINI (Sworn States) (Through Interpreter)
CHAIRMAN: We normally assign a commissioner to assist witnesses with the telling of their stories. In this instance, I will be helping
you. And I will ask you to tell us a little bit about yourself, how old you are, your own family, whether you are now the sole breadwinner
in your family, and then you can tell us what you have come to share with us. --- My name is Nomhle Sylvia Dlamini. I am residing in
Sobantu. I am the only one left at home. We were six. I am the only one left. And the other kids who aren't members of the family. I am
staying at home and I am not working. I couldn't work all along, because I wasn't allowed to. Even I tried to take myself to school, but I
couldn't and this other kids who are my siblings, I was the one who was supposed to maintain them. In this past years, I was staying
with my mother. She was a Christian and she didn't know that we were comrades. One window at the back we removed the burglar
guard, after my mother had gone to sleep, we used to remove that burglar guard and went out and she'll think we are still asleep. One
day policemen came at home. When they arrived there they found that we were not there and my mother realised that we were not at
home, and police asked my mother where we were and she didn't know truly and they took my mother with them. When we came
home the next day, we asked our neighbour and the neighbour told us that we mustn't go to our house because police were all over
the place the whole night. During the day my mother came. I waited there until 5 o'clock
/and I
and I went inside the house. I asked my mum, "Mum, what's going on?" and my mother didn't want to talk to me. She asked for
painkillers. I left to look for the tablets and later on when I came back she told me police came and they took her and they wanted her
and she tried to find out from me what was going on. I couldn't explain this thing to my mother that I am a UDF member. And her age,
she was too old at that time, it wasn't easy for me to explain everything to my mother. Later on, I saw one man and I knew this man,
he was a SB. I took a child and then I escaped through that window. Later, police got hold of me, they arrested me. They took me to
Hilton and they locked me there. They didn't take me to court. I wasn't asked whether I know why I was arrested or not. They were
harassing me. They used to use a wet towel to hit me. They used to take me and put me through the window and make me scared
and tell me that they were going to drop me down. Some things I used to know them, letters, meetings, but I didn't say I knew them to
the police. Later on, because I was locked alone, I couldn't speak to anyone, I was confused. I was interrogated. They released me. I
found things were not okay at home. They were looking for my brother, who escaped, up until today we don't know where he went to.
Some of my sibling went to Hammarsdale, and this other one they followed him to Hammarsdale and they shot him, and he survived.
After he was shot, I looked for a place for him to stay. We went to the rural areas and I put him there, just to hide him there. I used to
send things for him. Later my mother was taken by police, harassed all the time, and later then she got a heart attack, heart disease,
high
/blood
blood pressure. And she couldn't get pension. And later on she died. In hospital they took time to give her medical attention. When she
died clots were coming from her nose and from her mouth. I went back home. Police came. It was on Wednesday. They told me I
couldn't wait to - for the funeral, we must bury and it mustn't be a big funeral. It was not easy for me to arrange that. People came.
Some were from exile, and they came. I don't know how they came there. At the night vigil it wasn't good, police were all over. On
Saturday - the body came on Friday and it was a night vigil and the funeral was going to be on Saturday. The programme was
changed and the reverend told me he is only going to do the service at 10 o'clock and we didn't do anything in church. We were sent
to the cemetery. And while we were there, people came, a lot of people. I didn't know where they were coming from, but some of them
were Inkatha members, and then now people were fighting. My aim was to make sure that the coffin was going down and people were
talking and then I removed the blanket on me, I threw it away. And I was talking to Thembinkosi and people were shooting each other,
fighting. After we finished - by the time we finished people were injured, and my relatives were not there. It was just me who was
supposed to see what to do. We went back home and that's where I realised that my mother died because of me, and this was the last
time I saw my family. I stayed alone from 1986 up until today.
I want to ask you some questions to make sure that I have all the facts clearly before us. How old were you at the time when the - you
were a member of the UDF? --- /I was
I was 15 years at that time.
What were you and the group that you belonged to, what were you involved in, in the township? --- In Sobantu we were lucky, we
didn't have so much problems because we didn't have Inkatha/ANC fights. We were lecturing or educating youth about politics.
You mention in your statement that you were also earning R45,00 a week, were you working during this time as well? --- Yes, I was
working. When I was 16 years I had to leave school because I was taking care of other kids whom I was staying with at home. From
this R45,00 I used to take care of a lot of things. We used to pay rent, buy food for everyone in that house. I was the only one who was
working.
You were not able to tell your mother that you were involved in the UDF. Can you share a little with us why that was not possible? --My mother was old and she was very strict. She didn't like things like politics, it wasn't easy for me to tell my mother of anything that I

used to do privately. More especially, when it comes to politics, because she was a Christian.
When she discovered that you, in fact, were a member of the UDF, what was her reaction? --- She asked me why I decided to join in
politics. I explained to her why. Firstly, I used to admire things that we couldn't get. When you grow up, you realise things that things
that are happening to other people and not happening to yourself and then you try to do something about it. And some times we used
to visit other places and they couldn't allow us to enter those places because we were black. So, I wanted to know more why we were
not allowed to have
/other
other things. Even in shops, if you get there, if you hold the toys, then they tell you not to touch anything, but a white child can touch
everything. I used to ask my mother what's going on and my mother used to tell me, no, it is nothing. And one day I came across one
lady, she was an ANC member, she is late now. I asked her why are these things happening. So she explained to me, that's where I
got an interest in joining UDF.
You also say that because of this your mother was constantly harassed and interrogated by the police. She was tortured. Do you want
to tell us a little bit about what you know about what happened to her when she was tortured? --- What she used to come back and tell
me is that she was given an electrical shock and she couldn't remember what they used to use hitting her head. Other day they put a
plastic over her head and she couldn't breath, and one day she told me one white man came and he tied her and then he hit her, and
even after she died, she had bruises all over her ribs.
You also told us that they constantly asked her about where you were getting arms and ammunition from. Was this correct, were you
actually storing arms at the time? --- We used to receive arms and ammunitions but they were just passing, I only know where they
were going. And they used to describe those people who were supposed to receive the ammunitions and then you just go to the place
because you didn't even know the person you are going to meet. And they used to arrive the same way. And after my mother died
soldiers came to my house and they were searching the yard, every where. I couldn't get rest. And after that they used to come
continuously.
/Even the
Even the child that I had, I couldn't have time for my child. Some times I used to use my child to hide weapons and transport those
ammunition.
Nomhle, you yourself was detained in the police station for six months without being charged. I know that it is painful for you to tell us
about what they did to you, but it is important for us to know what the details of what happened. Are you able to share that with us? --At the time when I was detained, there were certain times that they would blindfold me just before they assaulted me. There was a rag
that they used to blindfold me. At some stage I was put on a chair and they would handcuff my hands behind my back and start
assault me. And they would tell me that they were going to kill me if I wasn't giving them the information that they wanted. And at times
it would have - it would happen for quite long periods of time, and they would give me water that looked like starch. And at times they
would put a tube on my head for quite a long time. At times they were take the child and put it in a separate room, whenever the child
wanted to suck I couldn't make the baby suck because she was in another room and I was in the next room. When they couldn't get
what they wanted, they opened up the window and they would grab me by the throat and tell me that they were going to throw me out
of the window if I don't tell them what they wanted to know.
(Inaudible) ... --- Yes, there was a time when they arrested me together with the baby.
Describe for us what it means when they put a tube over your face? --- They would first tell me to do the frog jump and whenever I
was sweating, it was then that
/they would
they would put the tube over me and the tube would stick on my face because I was sweating at that time and my face was wet. And
when they were doing this, they would assault me at the same time. There was a certain small room, almost the size of the toilet, and
whenever they were assaulting me I couldn't block their assaults, I couldn't protect my body or my face and they would take a very big
wet towel and one would grab the towel from the other end. I used to stick my hands up inside the towel and one would pull the towel
from the other end, and the other one would pull it from the other end. Then one policemen said they must just kill me and throw me in
the forest because I did not want to speak. They took me in another night and they put me in a van. They took me to a certain place, it
was next to a dam, but I am not sure what this place was.
Did you ever recognise any of these policemen who did it to you? Are you able to tell us who they are? --- They would be white
policemen who I don't know, I could not recognise them. There wasn't a single black man, except the one who were coming at my
place.

(Inaudible) ... prison ... (inaudible) ...
(NO FURTHER RECORDING ON SIDE A)
2B/0 (START OF SIDE B)
(Recording commenced quarter of the way along)
... get any food and there was a time where I couldn't wash for three days. They never allowed me to drink any water.
(Inaudible) ... was the baby able to feed properly, how did you manage with the baby in prison? --- I ended up stopping breastfeeding
him and he also didn't
/want to
want to suck because he was not used to it by then. He got very sickly, but he managed to grow up to be a man.
(Inaudible) ... --- He is 15 years old now.
(Inaudible) ... --- I sat down with him one time and explained to him, because he had a lot of questions that he always asked me. But
what I noticed, his behaviour changed and he doesn't like talking about whatever happened in the past, he is very short-tempered.
And whenever he asked the first question was, "How come the boers were always coming to our place?" and one time we had to gone
to a certain party, where there were children of different races. He always said he didn't want to play with the white children, he always
played with black kids as well as coloured kids. Now, he is in Standard Six. But throughout I would go to the children to find out how
his performance was and when it is recess he never wanted to play during play-time, he just wanted to stay in doors. Even at home, I
forced him to have friends and try to coerce him into associating with his peers, but he just doesn't want to do it.
(Inaudible) ... out of prison, did you ever have any kind of proper medical check-up afterwards, do you receive counselling yourself? --I never got any treatment, neither did I get counselling. I have never been to a doctor ever since.
(Inaudible) ... presume hasn't received any counselling either? --- He also hasn't received any treatment.
(Inaudible) ... earlier in your evidence that you also had to take care of your one brother. Was he also politically active? --- I was the
eldest and I could
/influence
influence them. And they ended up following me.
(Inaudible) ... --- One is with me and the other one I don't know where he is. He has disappeared a long time ago. I don't know whether
he is still alive, because I tried to look for him but I just couldn't get any clues as to his whereabouts.
(Inaudible) ... that whilst your mother was being buried they weren't able to do anything in the church, was this because the police
were harassing you, or did the priest in charge refuse to do anything in the church? --- No, he did not refuse, but there were certain
members of the SB and they told the priest or the reverend that there mustn't be any of the stuff that is being done in funerals, it must
just be a simple plain funeral.
You mentioned that your family blame you for your mother's death. Do you also blame yourself, because that - you seem terribly
emotional about that, and one gets the sense that you fell a certain amount of guilt about that. Is that correct? --- At first it felt very
unsettling, very painful, as well as disturbing, because I was separated from my family, I was actually ostracised, and when I came
across problems I couldn't contact anyone and I didn't have anyone to talk to because all of my relatives were blaming me for my
mother's death. Secondly, they just neglected me and they did not accept me. And I also couldn't accept the situation but I ended up
having to accept it, because that is just how it was happening. But my sole source of conciliation was that I was with my other siblings,
and they were my solace. I found solace in them. But when my mother was sick, I asked her as to how she was feeling about the
whole issue
/of my
of my joining politics, she said to me what I was doing was right, because I was fighting for rights. I think she said that on a Monday
and she died on a Wednesday.
(Inaudible) ... glad about that, hey? How do you support yourself now and your son? --- There is a certain elderly woman who is a
neighbour, ever since my mother died she is the one who helps us keep head above water. She always comes to my place to help us
with whatever we needed, and whenever I get temporary jobs I would also give back to her, because I know later on she would help

me out of my problems. Because I couldn't get a permanent job, but two weeks back I received a letter and I found that I had been
listed as a new recruit, so on the 5th of November I will be leaving to join the army.
Thank you for your story. I am going to ask the other commissioner if they want to ask you any questions?
UNIDENTIFIED COMMISSIONER: Thank you, chairperson. I will also ask you a few questions. It is apparent that you are very
troubled emotionally. In your statement you have stated that you were also harassed and they also wanted to know about the
weapons. Are you any of the young comrades who were trained in handling arms? --- I never went outside the country to get trained to
handle the arms, but there was a certain way we used to transport the arms, but we never used the arms personally. They would
arrive and we would take the consignment out.
My second question is, were there many women in this organisation who were helping in accepting the arms and transferring them? -- We were only two women. And there were six males.
As you can see that today the truth commission
/hasn't
hasn't adopted the usual normal procedure. Can you tell us how you felt as a woman, when you look back now as a woman, how did
this all affect you? --- It affected me quite drastically because I am not sure whether I was a proper mother to my child, because I
never had time to raise him up. So, I don't know whether I acted in the proper manner, I doubt myself as a mother. Secondly, there are
certain things when I look at other women, I find that they have progressed so much and I feel that I haven't done anything as a
woman, because I've never lived with women for quite a long time.
Nomhle, I have accepted that as the commission we should also assist our president as to what should happen to people or victims of
the atrocities of the past. What do you think we, as a commission, should do so that women must not pass this way again? --- I think
that when a woman is arrested, they must take certain things into consideration, because my living conditions in the prison were quite
terrible. We want it to be explained to us many women are very scared to join politics and they are scared to go in prison, because
they always take us that we cannot possibly handle ourselves as women, we cannot be involved in politics, but I feel is we as women
can act and do things that men do and we can do much more than they can. And we want to be respected, we want to be
independent, because even in jobs they would say, no, this is a woman, you can't do this job. We want to get our rights as women.
Lastly, before I hand over to the chairperson, if you could see the police who were torturing you, what are the things that you would
possibly tell them as the police
/who actually
who actually tortured you and detained you without trial? --- I would tell them about the manner in which they assaulted me. I don't
wish to see any person or any woman going through the same torture and through the same torture, same trauma that I went through.
I couldn't change, I couldn't wash for days on end. And the food that I was eating was not proper. I was assaulted to such an extent
that at times my eyes were swollen shut. I don't believe a woman should be subjected to that type of treatment. Because I believe if
you ask a person you talk to that person, probably that person may end up wanting to give you the information, because the manner in
which they assaulted me made me even more stubborn, and it made me fearless, to such an extent that I never told them anything.
Probably if they talked to me, I would have given them some answers to their questions.
UNIDENTIFIED COMMISSIONER: I have got two questions, Nomhle, that I am going to ask from you. This is a very painful story, but
we take you as a hero. It is apparent that when you grew you, you lost your childhood, you never had a chance to be a child. You were
thrown into the world of being an adult. And you lost your opportunity to be educated. You also lost your right to humanity. Now, today,
when you are sitting and thinking what are your wishes, what are your aspirations that you had as a child but couldn't reach? --- I
wished to study medicine, because at school I was doing science, maths, as well as biology.
How did you fare at school? --- I used to pass my courses, but at times I wasn't going to school so I lost touch with my studies.
/What are
What are your dreams now? --- I would like to continue with my education, because I used to do private courses, at times when they
were offering free courses, because I did not have money and I would travel by foot from Sobantu to town.
You do have aims in life. My second question is, we know that the family is very important, especially when a person is traumatized as
well as tortured or emotionally disturbed. Now, I can see that you have got some wounds that haven't yet healed, with regard to your
relationship with your family. Do you wish us to be in an intermediatory position where we can try to bring your family back together
again? --- Yes, I do have that wish.

Is there a way in which you can advise us as to how we can approach or broach this subject? --- I really do not know, but they totally
don't accept me, but I do wish to talk to them as they are part of my family.
You also mentioned that you don't have a good relationship with your child. What did you mean by that? --- When I gave birth to my
child I was very young. And now as he is grown up, some of the things that he does I don't know how to deal with them.
It is apparent that you are quite a clever woman and you explain things quite easily, they are very clear to us. We are going to hand
over to the chairperson.
UNIDENTIFIED COMMISSION: Nomhle, you have already told us a lot about yourself, your life and your family life. You talked about
your brother. What is this other brother doing, what is his name? --- Yes, we are staying with him, but he is not employed.
/What is
What is his name? --- His name is Vusi.
CHAIRMAN: (Inaudible) ... army as a recruit. What will happen to your son then, who will look at him while you are at base? --- I asked
Vusi to stay with him whilst I am away.
Thank you for coming today. You are indeed a survivor of the struggle, and in a sense one can only appreciate why we have got
where we are today because it is made up of people like yourself, women with the hearts of warriors, and who with all of that have
managed to sustain some kind of belief system in their selves and have still managed to go forward. You dream of being a doctor, you
dream of being - of furthering your studies. And I think that if you join the army, at least that opportunity will be given to you. We have
heard what you say. I think the recommendations you make that the conditions in the prisons, particularly for women, need to be
looked at very carefully. I also think that there needs to be some kind of counselling for both you and your son, because the mental
scars are still there. But we salute your courage and we hope that we will be able to assist you in some of the things that you have
talked about. Thank you for coming today and being part of this special day.
---------------------

/UNKNOWN BY REQUEST
UNKNOWN BY REQUEST
(DORIS NGUBANE (Sworn States) (Through Interpreter))
CHAIRMAN: Mama, Dr Ramashala will assist you with the leading of your evidence. I will now hand over to her. --- My name is Doris
Ngubane from KwaMashu.
DR RAMASHALA: If you don't want to reveal your name, Mama, it is okay. You are relating to us a very sad story here. I can see on
your statement. --- We have 7 sons and one daughter, who is married. We are from Nkumbane, me and my husband. We went and
settle in KwaMashu. My husband works at Blanket(?). Violence started after a while. It was worse in 1992. I began to realise that it
was real bad when it actually affected me personally. Police came and Inkatha members came. We ran out of our houses, some when
to schools. I wasn't the only one, neighbours, people from KwaMashu ran out with - together with the children. My house wasn't that
far. As I was deciding to go back to my house to fetch a blanket, I was hesitant because there were soldiers all over the street and
they used to take people and just go and dump them anywhere. I waited until late, because I wanted to go and fetch a gas to make
food for my children. My husband on that day was at home. He told me that the man doesn't run away from his house. So, I went back
to home so that I could fetch the blankets, because it was cold in that school. And I wanted to take the gas as well to make the food.
When I was nearer the place where I was staying, I realised something from K Section as I was looking there. And I was scared. I saw
three boys, they were running, they were coming from the soldiers. And as I was looking, I am not quite sure whether they took a short
/cut, but

cut, but when I arrived at my house they were right there with me. I took the keys from my pocket. I unlocked. As I was trying to unlock
the door, the key couldn't unlock my door and then I looked around, I saw one of the guys was - Justice was his name - and I said,
"Justice, how are you?" and he kept quiet, and he realised that I was scared. I was shaking. He took the key from my hand and
opened the door. And all of a sudden I was wet at my back. I don't know what hit me or assaulted me. I got inside the house and my
husband came and they hit my husband.
Can you please explain to us is Justice the boy that you knew before or it was your first time seeing him? --- He was the councillor. He
was the guy who used to stay in a councillor's house. They came inside the house. They pull me next to my bed. And these two went
to my husband and this other one struck me with a knife and I fell down. And this guy said to me, "Can't you hear what I am saying to
you?". He kept on assaulting me. I have wounds all over my body, scars. I have 36 scars all over my body. They hit me with
something, I think it looks like the knobkerrie which policemen are using. And I have scars all over my body now.
At this time when he was assaulting you, was he alone? --- No, they were there standing. I fell down. He came on top of me and then
he started raping me and as I was crying he stabbed me. And he was stabbing me under my feet. And my husband was right there
watching, as he was trying to look away they told my husband he should look.
As he was raping you, these other two, were they
/standing
standing watching you? --- Yes, they were watching and they were hitting my husband, not allowing him to look away, they said to him
that he must look while this other one was raping me. He went and fetched a jug with water and he poured the water and he put the
water in my private parts. And they kept on telling my husband that he should watch. The second one came. He also raped me and
the other one hit me with the very same jug that they used to pour water over me.
Yes. --- And then the fourth one also came and he also raped me. After raping me he would fetch a jug of water and pour it on my
private parts. And I have a hole in my head. And I have got lacerations and stab wounds all over my body. And I don't know how these
were inflicted in me. When they went, they told me that if they didn't get me where I was, they were going to kill us, because my son
was carrying a UDF flag.
Who started doing this, was it Justice? --- That is correct, it was Justice, but at that time he was not living in that area, he had gone to
join the army and he was together with the other soldiers who were coming into the location.
Do you possibly know the names of the other people who also raped you? --- No, I only knew Justice. From there I don't know what
happened to my husband, but a certain man from the very same area came to find out what had happened, then my husband asked
him to assist him to carry me and they took some possessions from the house. And he didn't know how to take me to the hospital,
because I had been very injured at that time, up till such time that an elderly man came and said they should take a
/blanket
blanket and carry me to Malandella's place, so that he can phone the ambulance to come and pick me up because they were not
going to be able to take me out. And there wasn't anybody to assist my husband, because they had gone to a certain group called
"Amasinyora". The youths used to move from place to place, and they went around attacking the places. Even the ones who were
staying further up were guarding the place to see as to who was getting in and out of the location.
(Inaudible) ... --- I don't know because they were Inkatha members who were going to Ulundi. They are also affiliated to Inkatha.
Because when we ran away, we saw Shabalala and Shabalala was fighting with us.
(END OF SIDE B)
3A/0 (START OF SIDE A)
... I was offered the services of an ambulance to take me to E Section. When I got there I was seen by Mdluli. And Mdluli grabbed this
letter away from me.
Who is Mdluli, was it a policeman or what was he? --- He was the commissioner of police, but he was staying at Gawula(?), but I don't
know where he originates from and he asked me where I was taking the letter to. He asked me whether I was tired of being what I
was, but I never answered him back. Then he hit me with a bunch of keys, the very big keys, prison keys. He tore up the letter that I
had got from the doctor as evidence, and they were - I was supposed to be given pension on the basis of what was written on that
letter. My teeth were wired and I couldn't get my feet into my shoes and my set of teeth had to be extracted.
Did you go back to the hospital? --- I lost

/everything
everything because he took the letter as well as a certain ticket that I was having with me and I had to start afresh and they couldn't
detect as to when I started having treatment, where did I end, I just had to start everything from scratch. I asked the doctor once more
to make me another medical certificate and make me a few copies so that whenever one gets lost I would remain with the other
copies. He prepared the letters as well as copies and I did not go back to my place. I have got five daughters-in-law as well as
grandchildren, and we hired some space from a certain yard and that is where we are staying. And I feel unaccepted, I am scared to
face the people. I never go to any gathering, whether it is a community gathering or whatever gathering there is within the community.
Standwa(?) was also encouraging me to come.
(Inaudible) ... in raping you, did anybody else know? --- They never knew it. This is what troubles me because I need to integrate back
into the community. I need to reestablish my social life. I have never told this to anyone. Only my husband and my rapists know this.
Whenever we have gone out I can't remain in a place where there is a lot of people, I just can't face the public. But since I have
spoken about this, they told me - she told me that I shouldn't be troubled by this whole situation, because the real people who should
be embarrassed are the ones who raped me, because this deed was just dastardly according to her.
Where are these boys who raped you? --- I don't know where the rest of them are, but I know where Justice is, because he grew up in
front of me and he was Alfie's bodyguard. Alfie was the mayor.
/What does
What does Justice say when he sees you? --- I don't know because when I greeted him I knew that probably they had come to kill me
because they were killing other members of the community, but he never asked me or answered me, he just pushed me inside the
house and that is when I started being stabbed and raped at the same time. When I got into the house, I was already bleeding, and
ever since that time my husband has got dizzy spells and epilepsy.
(Inaudible) ... at all? --- Yes, we would go to the poly-clinics, because whenever you go to King Edward, they would tell you that you
must go to a clinic that's nearest to your place, and at times they would give us prescriptions and the prescription tablets are quite
expensive. And at that time my husband was not working, when he left work he got an amount, a lump sum of R3 000,00. And we put
this money aside, we invested it, and each month we get R9,00 interest and ever since then I haven't been able to work, so we have
absolutely no income.
If we can try and assist you, as well as your husband, counselling? --- I would appreciate that effort.
We want to try and assist you so that you will be able to talk about this incident. The more you talk the better it will be. --- I feel better
because I do go to church, because at first I used to hide myself away from the public eye. And ever since I've seen Numsa, I would
always go to church. I thank that the opportunity that I have been offered by this commission to come and voice my feelings out to talk
about something that I
/haven't
haven't spoken about for years. Now, I feel I am a little bit relieved that I have been offered this opportunity to come before this
commission. I got injured, I sustained bodily injuries and I had to have my womb removed. And my husband is suffering from epileptic
fits.
Is he also not getting any treatment? --- No, he doesn't get it. At times he goes to Johannesburg to get some better treatment. We are
not getting any pension and my documents were torn up by the doctor and when I went back to the doctor they said that doctor was
not working there any more. Thereafter, I lived the life of a social recluse. I was not happy and other people who were my age, I could
not associate with them, I was even scared to talk to my daughters-in-law. Because I didn't know how they would look at me.
I shall hand over to the chairperson, if she has any questions then I will come back to you once more.
CHAIRMAN: (Inaudible) ... and then may I come back again. Thank you.
UNIDENTIFIED COMMISSIONER: Mrs Ngubane, this is a very touching story. What touches me most is the family fabric that has now
been broken, because your husband saw all this and he accepted you back. --- Yes, he is the one who looked for the alternative
residence, and we built up a shack where we could stay temporarily. And whenever I think of going to my place, that memory always
comes back to me as if they are going to attack me once more.
You told us that this matter was a closely guarded secret, but now you said just now that you are scared to face your daughters-in-law.
Do they know? --- Now,
/the way

the way I felt, I think my conscience made this to be like it is, because they never knew anything and this thing is staying inside me, I
can't relate it to them. And this makes me quite tense and it makes the relationship between me and my daughters-in-law quite tense,
because I can no longer speak to them in the manner that I used to. Now, I feel a bit relieved because I am facing other women and I
feel that by talking about what happened to me, it sort of brings some sort of relief to me, and I find some solace in talking to you. And
I always feel I am to blame because I went to that place to just check how my family was, so some times I feel I invited the trouble
myself.
Lastly, if something happens to a person, you feel degraded, you feel dirty. How - what did you do in order to be able to cope with the
situation? --- I felt very degraded. I felt dirty. Because this has never ever happened to me, I used to hear stories of women being
raped, but I never knew it would ultimately happen to me and especially that I am a Christian, it still places me in a state of confusion.
We thank you. I shall hand over to the chairperson.
UNIDENTIFIED COMMISSIONER: We were still asking you and it is very obvious that you were traumatized. I don't know whether I
heard you properly when you said you get R9,00 interest. --- Yes, we were not getting a lot of money when my husband was working.
And he got a lump sum of R3 00,00 when he stopped working. He had to stop because he was a danger to himself and we got a sum
of R3 000,00, which he invested, but we get R9,00 every
/month.
month.
How do you survive on this meagre amount of money? --- My daughter-in-law always brings me food at times. She would buy in bulk
and give us some part of her groceries, but you cannot depend on that.
Have you ever approached the welfare society to ask for assistance? --- I didn't have confidence in going to people because I still had
that feeling whenever you go to these places, people will not be willing to volunteer information or how they could help you.
CHAIRMAN: I just want to clarify this issue. You witnessed the attack on the house next to you and that attack was the Amasinyora, is
that correct? --- Yes, it is correct, I witnessed that and the owners of the house ran away. Somebody was burnt. That's when we
decided to run away from the area and seek some place of refuge.
(Inaudible) ... say that your own son was targeted by the Amasinyora and that was because he was a member of the UDF at the time.
Can you tell us a little bit about what Amasinyora was doing in the township at the time? --- Some were Inkatha members, and the
Inkatha members were separated into half, some were Amasinyora and the rest remained to be Inkatha, and Justice was now joining
the soldiers and they were patrolling the location in their cars and he would go around pointing out certain houses that were to be
targeted. At times they would go to the different areas. And they would take whatever information they had about a certain area and
deliver that information to another area, so they knew all about us, even though they did not stay in our area. And we would
/ask the
ask the children as to where they were coming from.
UNIDENTIFIED COMMISSIONER: (Inaudible) ... about the violation of women and its aftermath, is the families don't talk about it. Did
you and your husband ever talk about this between the two of you? --- Do you mean the rape? It was myself as well as my husband
who knew about it and the doctor who treated me thereafter.
Did the two of you talk about it amongst yourselves? --- At times we would talk about it, but we wouldn't delve into the nitty-gritty of
what happened, because it actually made the situation soar and the atmosphere quite tense. My husband would say I am alive and I
appreciate the fact that you are also alive, so we must just forget about the matter and put it to rest. So, we sort of avoided talking
about the situation. And whenever we talk about this, his attacks would start, because he is sickly. He doesn't really look as if he is
perfectly normal. I don't know what happened to him, he is a totally changed man. He doesn't talk, he just keeps quiet most of the
time. Then when a third person comes in, we start talking and at times we even become surprised at ourselves, because when we are
together it is as if there is nobody in the house, we always keep quiet, and when the third person comes in it is only then that we talk.
(Inaudible) ... that you still feel that you don't want anybody else to know about that even now? --- I do not want them to know because
they never knew it from scratch. According to my knowledge they do not know it, because I have never been asked about it. It is only
at my place, my immediate relatives who know that this
/happened.
happened.
(Inaudible) ... know that you are here today talking to the commissioner about this? --- My husband as well as one my daughters-in-

law. But they do not know what happened thereafter. They do not know the whole story as to what happened, especially with regard to
the operation, my husband only knows what they did to me. My daughter-in-law said she wished to accompany me to this hearing, and
she was going to hear as to how this happened, but unfortunately she isn't present.
UNIDENTIFIED COMMISSIONER:
(Inaudible) ... Mama asked that her hearing be done incognito. It's really not quite incognito. And therefore I would like to request the
media to really respect her wishes as she leaves the room. But I would also like to acknowledge that the fact that we have her
shielded is that women can never talk openly about what happens to them when they are raped and violated, because our society
cannot deal with this, our society cannot acknowledge it. And therefore we carry this burden not being able to share it with our loved
ones. And not being able to also get rid of it ourselves. We don't have men in this hearing today, but I hope the men will pick it up on
the media that it is not their bodies to take. And that until there is a culture of respect, not just for everyone, but for women especially,
that perhaps our country will not change regardless the very freedoms that we enjoy. Madam Chair, I would like to say to Mama I am
humbled, I am pained, I have the deepest respect for her, because through her talking about her story, I hope that many other women
who have shared the same experience
/can come
can come forward and talk about it. Only this way can we get the true story, the complete story, about how the conflict violated women
and used women in a variety of ways, other ways by taking their children away, in order to break women down. On behalf of the
commission, I salute Mama. And hats off to you for your bravery. And thank you very much. And thank you, Madam Chair.
CHAIRMAN: Mama, you have taken the first step on the way to dealing with it, which is to come forward and tell the story publicly.
Simply relating that and sharing that with other people helps, I think, to shift the burden from you to where it belongs properly, at the
hands of your perpetrators. I think you need to acknowledge that the guilt is not yours, the guilt belongs to those who did this to you.
We will respect your request that whilst your testimony may be utilized, your name must not be used and by the powers that are
invested in me through this act, I rule that your name will not be released until such time as you give us permission to do so. Your
story though will be used. Thank you for coming today. Mama, is there anything that you would like to tell the commission? --- That is
all I can say. It is just that I am sickly together with my husband. At times they would give us six tablets and we would be told that we
should come the following month, and I can't survive with my illnesses with six tablets, that supply is just not enough for the whole
month. I have to take painkillers, I have to take a rheumatism tablets, I also have asthma and whenever I go to fetch my asthma
medication I am always told that I used to much of it, I should save it more than use it.
/I think
I think that the members of the reparation committee who sit here will have taken note of some of the problems that you are raising.
And will probably refer you to the health system, so that some intervention can be made on your behalf. Thank you for coming today.
--------------------(END OF RECORDING ON SIDE A)

/(START OF
3B/0 (START OF SIDE B)
WITNESS UNKNOWN BY REQUEST
BAJABULILE NZAMA (Sworn States) (Through Interpreter)
CHAIRMAN: I will now ask Ms Gabashe to assist you with your evidence.
MS GABASHE: I greet you, Bajabulile. I would like to start by thanking you, the bravery that you have that you came today before this
commission, and relate your story. And it is a very sad story. And when I check on your statement, and realise the years you were still
very young. You can take time. Before we can start talking about your story, I would like you to first relate to us or tell us more about
your family. Do you have parents, brothers and sisters? --- I have a father and a mother and I have five brothers.
Is your mother working? --- Yes, she is working. She is a carpenter.
Where is she staying? Where are you from? --- I'm from Inanda. My mother is not working.
Are you the only daughter at home? --- No, we are two.
And how many boys? --- Three boys. I am the first - I am the first daughter, even though I am the second born at home, the first born
is a boy. My brother is working, my elder brother, and my younger brothers are still at school.
Now, I would like you to relate to us what really happened or what was happening at Inanda before the night of this ordeal that you
experienced? --- Inanda had two organisation basically, IFP and ANC. And I was never affiliated to any political organisation. I am
from
/B Section.
B Section. And where I am staying, it is actually a bridge between where ANC and IFP were staying. In those days when they used to
fight, people used to use the road next to my house and they used to tell themselves that in my house that's where Inkatha people
were staying. I think they used to tell themselves this because it was between the areas, the two different areas.
You also said something about Nomdumisa Xulu? Can you please tell us about Nomdumisa? --- Nomdumisa is staying at an IFP area.
But she also had a house at the ANC area.
Where is Nomdumisa now? --- She is now staying in rural areas.
Where are these farms? --- I am not quite sure, but I heard it is in Ixopo. One day I prepared myself, because I had to go to King

Edward Hospital. I told Nomdumisa that I had a wound on my leg and I told Nomdumisa that I was going to hospital. And I suspected
that Nomdumisa went to tell the ANC people that I am going to hospital. I didn't know that she was going to do that, because she was
my friend. I left. When I was at the market I saw a bus which was leaving for King Edward and I said, oh I am so late because the
doctor said I must arrive at the hospital early in the morning, so that they can give me the treatment. And then one guy came, who was
wearing smart, and said to me, "I will help you, I am the administrator of King Edward, come, I will give you a ride". I went inside his
car. And while I was in there, my eyes were closed, blindfold. I didn't know what was going on. And then I asked them, "Please, just let
me make a call calling home".
/When you
When you asked to make a call, was this at Umlazi? --- No, Umlazi it's my other home. I don't know where it was where I made a call,
because they had my eyes blindfolded. I told my aunt that, "Aunty, they've abducted me". And my aunt asked, "Who?", and then they
took the phone and hang up. When I opened my eyes, I was inside a house B from Makhendeni(?). That's where they raped me. What
is worse is that I was only 16 years, and I was still a virgin, and I had told myself that I wanted to be like my mother. I used to admire
my mother because she only went out with one man, that is my father, and I tried to save my virginity and this is what happened to
me. They raped me, the three guys. That was the end of my story. I got pregnant there. And when I came back home, I was pregnant
and now I have a child whom I don't know his father. There was a certain girl whom I found in that house and she was also abducted,
she said she was from Richmond Farm. They used to come and rape us, both of us, and they will take us to a forest and in that area
there were a lot of bodies, dead bodies. And they used to tell us that this is what we will become. They used to assault us. They never
used to give us food. They took my clothes, my money. They used to give us a bad porridge, which was black.
We know it is sad, but please take your time. We understand. Can you please tell us your aunt's name, the one from Umlazi and her
address? --- I can give you her telephone number.
What's her name? --- Her name is Zuma.
When you said you were given black porridge, who was cooking that porridge? --- I wouldn't know that,
/because
because they used to lock us. And we were locked there, the house has burglarproof. And when I went back home, I was - I had lost
weight. Even today I don't like to stay with a lot of people. They used to lock us in that house and it used to be very dark. They used to
come during the day and do whatever they wanted to do to please themselves, and then they will leave us there and lock the house.
You said they used to take you to a certain area where there were corpses. Can you take us there? --- Yes, I took police from
Nsibene(?) to the same area.
Do you know where they are? --- Yes, the guy from Nyawo I still see him today, because he likes to swear at me and he tells me this
child that I have it's his child. And sometimes he wants to take my child. But they do tell me at home that he comes and say these
things. I don't stay at home a long time, because I am studying.
Did you report this to the police about this Nyawo boy who usually comes? --- No, I never went to the police and reported this, but I
told one police, Mr Dweba(?).
From which police station? --- From Inanda Police Station, Nsibene. The judge told me that I was just a concubine in that area, I am
lying, they didn't rape me. I can't remember the date on which this case was heard, it was in 1992.
Now, when this boy says this child is his, what is your mother saying to him? --- My mother tells him that, "This child is not yours, how
do you know it is yours because you were sleeping with her all of you, you
/were
were raping her?" My child is a boy, his name is Gamalesha.
Is he now in school? --- No, not yet.
Can I just ask one thing related to your child? Do you have a wish to know whose child it is? Don't you think it could be a good idea to
have Nwayo boy to have him blood test that? --- I don't think it can help me any way because it hurts me.
Is your mother staying with your child? Are you still at school? --- Yes, I am. I am in Standard Eight.
Let me just ask one thing, since this thing happened to you, how do you feel? Like you said you had this wish in you that you wanted
to keep your virginity until you get married. How do you feel now that this thing happened to you? --- It is so sad, but I always tell
myself that the Lord has made me to be like this and planned my life to be like this.

Did you see any counselling or counsellor? Or doctors? --- No I haven't. I went to the doctor. My mother took me to the doctor.
Who was this doctor? --- He was at Kasimbe's building, but now I heard he is at Goble(?) Park, his name is Dr Park. He is a Goble
Road, near Umgeni.
What did the doctor say after he examined you? --- He told me I had taken poison and he gave me medication, because even now I
am still suffering from stomach ache.
Besides your stomach, what else did the doctor say? Or any other problems that you are experiencing? --- No.
How are you doing at school? --- I am still
/coping
coping but it is not the same way as I used to cope before this ordeal.
Do you relate well with friends in school? --- I don't have friends. I am always alone.
They never asked you how come you don't have friends, I mean your teachers? --- No, my neighbours used to ask me that and they
ask me my son's surname and I don't know how to answer them back. That's why I don't want to keep friends because I don't know
how to tell them.
What do you say to the child? Didn't he ever ask you his father, his surname? --- He does sometimes, he asked me and I tell him,
"Your father is my father".
It is a very very sad story that you've just told us and one thing that it is very sad is that it looks like males usually they think the only
way to show women that they are powerful is by them doing these things to us. But now they will realise that what they are doing, it is
not really human, it is bad. And also I would like to ask you what are your aims or your objections in life? --- I want to continue with my
studies and I will look for a job, so that I take care of my son in a proper way, because even today he is needy, but I don't know where
to turn to because my father, he is the one who is taking care of us, who is supporting us. So, he can't manage to support my child in
full, because there are also other kids who are my uncle's kids who is late and they are being supported by my father.
How is your mother? --- My mother, after I came back and told her about the story, she had a heart disease, up until today she is
suffering from heart
/attacks.
attacks.
And your father, what did he say after he heard this? --- My father is a very religious man. All he does is that he prays. My brothers
they know about this because this abduction lasted for a month.
This Nyawo boy never came while your brothers were there? --- No. Another thing, my brothers are still young.
Your story, it is a very sad story. But I would like to thank the courage that you have and that after you gave birth to this child, whom
you don't even know his father, you went back to school. And I would like to return to the chairperson.
UNIDENTIFIED COMMISSIONER: I would like to thank you and I would like to ask you a few questions, so that I get some
clarification there and there. You said your friend is the one who told the people who abducted you to do so. Why do you suspect that
she did that? Were you affiliated with any organisation? --- No, I wasn't affiliated with any organisation, but they thought I was because
Inkatha members used to stand there next to my house.
When it came to this day when they abducted you, you also said they were three, do you still remember the one who came to you who
approached you and offered a ride? --- No, I don't know that guy who offered a ride. If I knew this guy was with this other three I wasn't
going to take that ride.
In your statement it also says that two of them appeared in court and you also said the magistrate found them not guilty, and only two
were arrested and these other two got away. They escaped. --- They were four
/all in
all in all.
In your statement you - it shows that you believed that they did this to you because they believed that you were affiliated with Inkatha

organisation. Is there any other things which they were saying while they abducted you besides raping you? --- Yes, they were
assaulting me, beating me, and they were asking me to go and point buses which were going to Mawoti, Mateo, or B, so they needed
me to point to them the buses to B, so that they will kill people who are going there, because it was believed to be Inkatha area. So,
they also asked me to go to Umshasave's(?) house so that they have me knocking in one guy's house so that they can kill him.
Fortunately I couldn't do this because one of them came to the house and left the door unlocked, that's when we escaped.
As you said, you said they needed you to point the buses? --- Yes, they used - and they shot at that bus, even though no one died.
UNIDENTIFIED COMMISSIONER: Now, I would like to start by greeting you. I only have one question. What did you do to manage to
escape from that area which you were locked? --- One guy came, who used to come with them. I don't know whether he did it
deliberately, or not, but he left the door unlocked. All the time after they were gone, we used to test the door if it is locked, but on that
day when we checked it wasn't locked, so we escaped.
This person who came, is he one of those who used to rape you? --- No, he never raped me, he used to hit us. I don't know his name,
and all the names which I gave you his name is not there, I don't know his name.
/How far
How far from that area which you were locked to your house? --- It is not that far, but I wasn't taking the normal route, because I was
afraid they might catch me. I went via A Section, I passed Mr ... (inaudible) ... office place, and I managed to get home. When I arrived
at home, they cried because they thought I was dead.
This other girl whom you were abducted together, did you see her after that? --- No, I didn't.
Thank you. Another thing that we do here as the commission is that we want to make sure where you are going after this, after you
have appeared here we want to know where you are going? We are happy that you've showed us that you are really interested in your
life, now you went back to school and you are studying. And it shows that you were actually an honest person. What I would like to
know is that besides getting your education, there are other things which I expected from you as a woman. One day you will want to you are supposed to have a family, you have a husband. Tell us now do you see men in general after what even the judge did to you?
How do you see men today? --- I am scared of them. I don't know how to explain this thing so that people can understand it. I don't
wish that any other person can feel this pain that I felt. I would like to say this to men that they should respect women.
I believe that women should always be told what is going to be done to her, or it should be done according to agreement. Do you have
a boyfriend presently? --- Yes, I tried to have a relationship ... (inaudible) ...
(END OF CASSETTE NO 3)
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... that the relationship between you and your son is not quite good, because you don't know his father. --- I do love my child, because
he is part of me. But to me he is a reminder of whatever happened to me in the past, but I always told myself that I am his only mother,
so I should take care of him.
We thank you very much for having shared your story with us. Even though you are very young, we have learnt a lot from you. You
said they said you must point out Simelane, what sort of a person was Simelane? --- Simelane was a member of the IFP.
Why did they want him amongst all other members of the IFP? --- He was the most infamous one, he was actually notorious. He is still
alive.
Thank you.
CHAIRMAN: We know that it is a very painful story that you had to tell us. And at this time in your life you are still only 22 years old
and you have had this experience which has probably left its mark on you for the rest of your life. I think we are encouraged by the fact
that you still want to see justice being done. And you want to know why and how it has to be you. We will take cognisance of the
names that you have given us. And we will pass it on to our investigation unit, so that something further can be done about the matter.
We think that you show enormous courage by coming forward and the first step to come forward publicly is always a difficult one. In
the case before yours, I think we were reminded of the fact that often the victim carries the guilt around with them as if it is their fault.
And yet it is not
/theirs,

theirs, it is that of the people who did this to them, and we hope that you have managed to shift that burden from your own shoulders. I
do think that from what you have you said we are going to have to ask that some kind of counselling be given you, because the sight
of your son is a reminder of the ugly deed that was done to you. You do, however, say that you love him dearly, and that is why you
will not impose upon yourself having to go through the test of finding out who indeed is the father. It is painful, but it is a reminder to all
of us that we can only stop it happening if we begin to hear more women coming forward, because the more society the educated
about the brutality of such deeds, the more we can begin to do things to stop it from happening. Thank you for breaking the silence
and coming forward to share your story today. We salute your courage.
--------------------CHAIRMAN: We will now break for lunch and would like to resume proceedings by 2 o'clock. I would ask that we remain ... (inaudible)
...
LONG ADJOURNMENT
---------------------

/ON RESUMPTION:
ON RESUMPTION:
MARIE ODENDAAL MAGWAZA (Sworn States)
CHAIRMAN: ... and we will ask Dr Ramashala to begin.
DR RAMASHALA: Good afternoon, Mrs Magwaza. Is your testimony going to pretty well follow what you have in writing? --- Yes, I can
do that, if that won't be too long.
Oh, no, do it the way it is natural for you. Could we begin you giving a little brief background about yourself and then go ahead and tell
your story. --- Okay, my name is Marie Odendaal Magwaza, I am a South African citizen, born on the 4th of April 1951. And I married
a fellow South African, Humphrey Pagado Pax Magwaza in March 1990. We have three children: Delane, who is 15, he is my
husband's first child; Maboya is 10; and Nsikilelo is 6. My parents were Johan Frederick Odendaal, born in 1913 and Dorothy Lorraine
Odendaal, and they are cousins, born in 1920. My parents married in 1945, across a social divide between Afrikaans and English
speaking white South Africans. And my father was a policeman in the South African Police Force and my mother a teacher. My father
also served several terms as an elder of the Dutch Reformed Church in Richmond, so we grew up in a home where we spoke mostly
Afrikaans, although us children went to school in the English medium of the Richmond Primary School. I am the third of four children. I
have two older brothers: Willem, who was murdered in 1989; and Pieter; and a younger sister, Francis. I would like to give a little bit of
background to try and make sense of my submission and to explain the basis on which I am making the submission, because I
/realise
realise fully that it is black people in South Africa and especially African people who have borne the brunt of gross human rights abuse
under the system of apartheid and racial capitalism. And I realise, and that is reinforced by the stories I have heard this morning that
there are millions of people who have suffered much worse treatment than I have at the hands of security forces, the police, and the
agents of the system. And that made me to really hesitate whether my story was appropriate in terms of the commission's terms of
reference about gross violation of human rights. I also felt afraid to tell the story because it will be digging into old wounds. My own

and my family's especially. But my friends have encouraged me and also I believe that the TRC's records would - they would not be
complete somehow if they did not also reflect the ways in which the whole apartheid system created havoc in the lives of ordinary
white people as well though people who were supposed to be benefitting from this system of power and privilege. And it is because I
had struggled to make sense of my own experiences that I thought that maybe it is important to try and say these things publicly. And I
would like to say that I am not telling this story to lay blame on anyone or to accuse anyone, because I think all the people that I will
speak about, we were all victims of the system in some way. I think whites in particular, myself included, we were really
overwhelmingly encouraged by the social system to see other people, and especially black people as being inferior to ourselves, less
than human and to the extent that we were sucked into the system, perhaps in part through not being exposed to different values. We
/became
became alienated within ourselves and alienated from our fellow human beings. And that's a very painful condition for human beings,
especial if those other people that you are alienated from are your own family. I am not trying to say that I think white people had no
choices, and that they were just totally determined by the apartheid system, but I am trying to understand how a system can take a
family who loved it each and that they can be torn apart as a result of that system. And when I was young, I was the apple of my
father's eye. But we were so torn apart that we could not reconcile before he died. And recently I have reflected on the fact that when
the Nationalist Government came to power and became to legislate apartheid, just after the Second World War, my father had recently
returned from Italy, where he had been a prison of war. When I see the trauma that my husband went through as a result of his
experiences of being in the MK and being in the war in KwaZulu-Natal, then I think my father also went through that kind of trauma in
wartime, and he didn't want to talk about the war. I think for him and for many others, this must have created a climate in this country
where there was very deep personal and social instability and that made really fertile ground for apartheid ideology to take root in
people's minds. So, I grew in a social system in which apartheid was just ingrained in the fabric of our every day lives, at home, in the
relations with the servants, in the use of language at home, in the village. My mother didn't like to rub shoulders with African farm
workers in the streets. And I was like a fish in water, I couldn't recognise that water that I was swimming in. I was living in a small
/country
country village, I attended Dutch Reformed Church and Sunday School services. My father worked in the police force. He had control
over African labourers on his farm. I didn't really know what apartheid was all about, I just lived it, experienced it. I didn't like the harsh
treatment of servants. I would hear the siren at night, it was sa curfew for African people, but I didn't understand what that meant. And
I also remember things like if we were travelling from Pietermaritzburg back to Richmond, sometimes little black children would be
standing by the side of the road with little bowls of blackberries, bramble berries that they have picked, that they wanted to sell people,
and my father would stop the car and they would come running because they thought that we wanted to buy those blackberries, and
my brothers and my father encouraging them, they would jump out of the car and chase those little children, and those little children
would just run and the blackberries would go flying. And it was when I asked my father, "Why are you doing that?", he said, "No, they
are breaking the law and they are danger to the traffic". But it was like a sport, and I hated that thing. So, that is just a little illustration
of the kind of experiences that I grew up with. And my school education gave me no critic of apartheid. I still remember when Dr
Verwoerd was assassinated, I was in about Standard Seven or Eight, and I have a diary recording in which I wrote how sad I was,
what a loss it was to our nation that this gentleman, because I can see his photograph, colour photograph in the newspaper with his
blue eyes smiling, he was like the father of South Africa, and that what a loss it was that he had been killed. I
/think my
think my English teacher tried to signal some how that this was not really the real picture, but she was not allowed to discuss politics
and so still I did not have a clear picture. It was only later student politics and when I was studying at university that I began to be
exposed to information about apartheid that enabled me to begin to see the system for what it was. And I think I am very grateful to
those students who did have the courage to stand up and oppose apartheid at that time. I also went on overseas travel on an
American Field Service Scholarship, and that helped me to begin to develop a different perspective from the other members of my
family, who did not have these same opportunities. I remember before I went there was a dominee from the Dutch Reformed Church
who came to visit me and he took me out to tea and I think maybe he was a member of the Broederbond, but he tried to persuade me
not to go to America because it was not going to be in the interest of the country. But, you know, to my credit I think - to their credit, my
parents encouraged me to go, although I knew they had misgivings about it, and later my mother said, yes, she should not have
allowed me to go because I had changed so much when I came back. When I was elected on to the university SRC, in 1972, I was
visited very soon after that at home in Richmond by an agent who tried to recruit me as an informer for BOSS, the bureau for State
Security that was operating at that time. I think again it was to his credit, my mother would not leave me alone with that man, he sat in
the lounge with us, and then he said to the man, "But, tell me now, you say you are working for BOSS and you show me your card,
and you want my daughter to work
/for you
for you to be an informer, but can you be sure that she is not already working for the security branch?", because at that time BOSS
and the security branch were not having good cooperation and he said, well no, he can't be sure about that. So, my father said, "Then

I don't think you can try to recruit my daughter to work for you", and at the time I didn't appreciate his strategy because I didn't want in
any sense to have it implied that I would be working for security branch or BOSS or anybody else. But I can see now it was quite a
clever strategy and it was to my father's credit because he did not want me to be sucked into that system.
Mrs Magwaza, you have every right to appear before the commission, so don't race yourself, you know. Give yourself a break and just
have a drink of water. And then just proceed normally. All right. --- Thank you. So, after that even though I was not very politically
active in a direct way, my contributions were more through education through offering teaching in night schools in Edendale and
through working in voluntary organisations to build a clinic at Msinge(?) and so on. But my political views began to be a source of
division between myself and my parents and my brothers and sister. If I offered a different viewpoint or I challenged people's racist
attitudes at home, then I was the one who was in the wrong, I was rocking the boat. Why didn't I just keep quiet instead of causing
conflict at home? After that I started teaching in Greytown and I recall some minor harassment, probably it was the security branch.
Friends and I were seen as lefties on that staff and there were Broederbond members on the staff, I
/realised
realised later. So, at night, unknown people would come and throw stones on the roof of the farmhouse where we lived. And one day
they tampered with the engine of my car, so that I couldn't start my car. I remember, I got a speeding fine after that. Well, in 1978 they
then legislated a national register of teachers, which white teachers were supposed to sign on to and I decided not to sign up, because
I believed that we should have just one single education system in the country, we should not be divided in that way. And I saw the
register as being a way of exercising political control over teachers. So, at the end of 1978, I resigned. I taught for a year without
signing, then I resigned, and I went overseas. And I was overseas for about four and a half years and that was really the first time that
I saw film footage of what happened to young people in the Soweto Uprisings of 1976, and it was really terrible. It was very shocking
and very disturbing. So, after I had come back to South Africa in 1983, that was when I met my husband. I did not want to go back into
the education system, so I started doing freelance acting in Durban, and ironically we were both cast in the play Romeo and Juliet. It
was a matric set book at that time. The play was touring township schools and I was Juliet and he was Romeo, but we used the South
African situation as a parallel for the story, and we used our own names as well. And everywhere we went, the school students just
used to wait for that moment when a black Romeo kisses a white Juliet, because this was still forbidden fruit. Pax and I used to talk a
lot and he told me about what was happening in his township, and then he took me into Lamontville and that
/was when
was when I discovered what it was like for township people to be living in a state of siege and war, with army and police vehicles on
every corner, roadblocks and vehicle searches. On more than one occasion my car was searched and I was often subjected to the
soldier's attentions, they would either assume that I was not safe in the company of a black man, or else I was there for suspicious
reasons. Lamontville was in chaos and we heard something about that this morning. The beerhall and the houses of the councillors
who were hated for being corrupt were just burnt out, they were black shells. I was really horrified by the stories Pax was telling me
about suspected informers being attacked and killed by township people, and again township people just being shot at randomly on
the streets at night by the police and the army. It was like a nightmare in that time. It was real, but it wasn't real somehow. And I didn't
know at that time that Pax, besides trying to challenge the system through drama, through the play, "Asinamali" that he was doing, he
was also a member of the MK, but I was not aware of that. And he was busy with underground activities all the time. My own beliefs
were in non-violence. But around me was just violence everywhere. And if I had known at that time I sometimes wonder whether our
relationship would have persisted or not. I didn't tell my family about my relationship with Pax. When we became intimate, we had to
be quite secretive about it, because the Immorality Act was still in force, although the State had much bigger things to worry about, so
they weren't really spending a lot of time chasing people like us. The security branch came one night and searched the communal
/house
house that we were sharing with friends. They refused to identify themselves properly and I was very angry when they took a friend
away, so I followed them in my car and they went into KwaMashu and dodged and dived in the streets and lost me. So, I thought I am
not just going to let it rest there, and I went to the police station and reported that my friend had been abducted. And they even sent a
police van out with me, but of course we didn't find anyone. And later, fortunately, that friend was released. Then in 1984, Pax was
arrested. At that time there was political upheaval in Lamontville, after Mzizi Dube had been assassinated. Mzizi Dube had been
leading popular resistance to corrupt councillors and rent increases in Lamontville. These rent increases were seen as an attempt to
force the residence, who had section 10 rights, to get out of Lamontville and move into Umlazi, which was controlled by KwaZulu and
Inkatha. Pax was a follower of Mzizi Dube and he was a key actor in Mbongeni Ngema's play, "Asinamali". And he was largely
responsible for the scripting of that play. The play itself, he used the rent boycott slogan as its title, and it was really exposing the
police brutality and the other political realities of the set up in Lamontville. After Mzizi Dube's assassination, many people who were
seen as spies in Lamontville, were attacked and some were killed. And Pax was arrested while he was engaged in a performance of
"Asinamali" in a church hall at the time, and it was in connection with one such an attack. When he did not appear at the Upstairs
Theatre for one of our school shows, I had to start hunting to find him, and I had to hunt a lot, because each police station they sent
me to

/another
another police station. Then he was released on bail. And when his case came to trial, I was pregnant. In February 1985, when I was
three months pregnant, Pax was found guilty as an associate to murder. And he was sentenced to an 8 year term of imprisonment.
He, and others, would have been defended by Mrs Victoria Mxenge, but at the last minute this support was withdrawn, there was
some kind of internal thing around funding or whatever, and instead he was defended by an inexperienced pro Deo advocate. And at
that time the case was not really argued as a political case as such. When he was convicted and sentenced, I was stunned because I
had thought his chances of acquittal were reasonably good. And it also meant that I was left on my own to face a situation without Pax'
support. And for him, the though of him to be in prison for eight years, it was like a huge void. So, of course, my family did not know
about my situation at that time. When I was pregnant I then started travelling long distances to visit Pax in prison. At first they put him
in Standerton Gaol, which is far away. I left home at 4 o'clock one morning with some friends and some of his family, my sister-in-law,
and we drove six hours to Standerton, and when we got there they refused to let me see him. They would only allow the others to see
him. I had a big fight with the prison commander and I told him that I was going to report him to Pretoria. Straight after that they
transferred Pax to ... (inaudible) ... and the commander there was a black officer. And the irony of it was that there it was apartheid
working in our favour, because I was an "mlungu", I was allowed to have contact visits with him.
/So, instead
So, instead of us just talking through the bars, we used to be able to have contact visits. But our letters to each other were censored,
anything political in the letters was taken out. This was a very lonely time of life for me, because my relationship with Pax was still in
quite a formative stage, and I wanted to share my pregnancy with him. I wanted us to be able to face the world together, but we could
not do that. My parents and brothers and sister didn't know anything about this aspect of my life. They didn't know that Pax was in
gaol. I had by then told my sister that I was pregnant. It was only many years later that I told my sister about Pax being in gaol, and all
those things. Where my pregnancy was concerned, my brothers and sister did not stand by me at all. They didn't want my parents
ever to know about my pregnancy, they were just - they believed that my father would have a heart attack, because he had one when I
was in the States before, and he was a very excitable man. So, they pressured me to have an abortion, or to leave the country, or to
go very far away without explaining anything to my parents, and I refused to do those things. Then after Maboya was born, I hoped
maybe some how my brother and sister would try to mediate things in a way with my parents, to try and soften the blow for them, but
they didn't do that. Maybe it was asking for too much. And anyway maybe mediation would not have helped, I think the situation was a
traumatic one for them as well. Pax was still in prison when Maboya was born in 1985. It was Pax who gave him the name and the
name is expressive of our wish that Pax would be able to return and we could be together again. I was very lucky to have the support
of
/a close
a close friend when he was born. I told the doctor at Addington Hospital that Pax' parents would visit me, because they had welcomed
me into their family and they were very supportive of me. And I didn't want them to experience any unpleasantness if they came to visit
me in hospital. So, I was put in a room on my own, near the ward entrance, and the nurses some how, I think they tended to forget
about me. One of the nurses later told me that there had been a big debate amongst all the nurses, some of them saying I had no right
to bring this baby into the world because he was an outcast, and others saying that the fault was with the system and I was not to
blame. And this made me to wonder whether the mix up with blood samples that happened after Maboya was born was just an
accident and carelessness, or whether it was actually something deliberate. I have an A minus blood group, and Maboya is positive,
which means that I should have an anti-D injection within 72 hours, so that my next baby would not be born a rhesus baby. But what
happened was that when Maboya was three days old the doctor examined him and said he was healthy, he could be discharged, he
could go home. I still had to stay in hospital a bit. Then I noticed that he had a running eye and a rash and I asked the nurse to check
it. And she took him to a different doctor and that doctor came back to me and he said, "Your baby has got very very serious anaemia,
we can't discharge him, we must give him a blood transfusion and antibiotics". This was just within a few hours of him having been
said he was fit to go home. And it was only when they checked my blood and checked his blood to give him the blood transfusion that
they
/discovered
discovered that he didn't have a negative blood group which is what the file said he had, he had a positive blood group. So, I then had
the anti-D injection, but it came later than I was told it should have been. So, those are the kinds of things that just made me ask
whether it was just carelessness, because I had heard a lot of horror stories about hospitals, or whether it was something worse than
that. Pax' parents visited me in hospital, they were very supportive, and many of my friends were very supportive, but I had no contact
with my own family, except for my sister, who came to visit me after I had left hospital. And I think she was - she came to be able to go
and report to my mother, does this baby look a bit white or does he not look a bit white, because my mother had hidden the whole
thing from my father. She didn't want to tell him anything. Then after Maboya was born, I took him to visit Pax and he saw his son for
the first time in gaol. My father took the news about his grandchild really very badly. I went home without telling them that I was
coming and I took the baby with me. And after that I realised I would not go home again without being invited. After that my parents
moved from Richmond, where they were living, to their farm near Hella Hella. It was my impression that they were trying to move away

from people who might hear about the situation to avoid the social stigma which they felt. My parents never accepted my choice of
Pax as a partner, they never once met him, or spoke to him, except for the odd accidental telephone call my mother would phone and
he would happen to pick up the phone, and then she would say, "Can I speak to Marie Odendaal" and if she didn't know who
/he was
he was and I think she was trying to deny the existence our relationship. They just could not overcome their apartheid beliefs which
were also so strongly promoted by the Dutch Reformed Church. I think they thought that what I had done was wrong, it was
disgusting, it was shameful, it was disgraceful, and it was also still illegal at that time, because the Immorality Act had not yet been
repealed. And they felt that I had brought shame and disgrace on them and that was made visible in the person of my child. My father
particularly rejected me.
Take your time. --- Thank you. I think rejecting me caused him very very deep conflict and grief, because I know that he really loved
me. And he did not treat me harshly. He was still generous, he would give me vegetables from his garden and so on, but there was
this big barrier between us. He was never again able to respond to me warmly and freely. My mother also loved me, and she was kind
to Maboya and she really tried to treat him as a welcome grandson. She also could not come to terms with my choice. Her first
commitment, understandably, was to my father, because he was her partner, and because my visits really upset him, I could only
make an occasional prearranged visit. So ... (inaudible) ...
(END OF SIDE A)
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... my mother came rushing down when she realised it was me and so we just had to go into the kitchen and have a cup of tea, and
then drive away again, and Maboya still asking when are we going to see the cows, because I
/promised
promised him he would see the cows on the farm. I think my mother suffered terribly emotionally in that whole situation. When Maboya
was about 10 months old, Pax came out of gaol on bail pending an appeal. At that time from when he was three months old I was
living with friends, Anita Kromberg and Richard Steele, and they were involved in the end conscription campaign and conscientious
objector support group. They were on the run from security branch at that time. So, I was working, I was running a winter school for
the career information centre at the time and the security branch and the police came at night just before the winter school was due to
start. Richard and Anita were not there. And I was not cooperative with them, but they went away again. After two weeks Pax had just
come out of gaol, it was our first evening of being together again, because his first two evenings he spent at home in Lamontville with
his parents, and then he came to the house in Bellair. And we were sitting in the lounge and he heard the sound of an engine and he
said, "That's the cops", because his ear was tuned, he could recognise it. So, I quickly phoned a friend and then they arrived and it
was the military intelligence and the security police. And they came on the pretext of searching the house for drugs, because they said
the next door neighbours had complained about drugs. And it was very ironic because the next door neighbour used to smoke dagga
with the police in the garden and here were they coming to our house. So, I remember at that time we had Nusa education charter
campaign pamphlets and we had ECC pamphlets and we hid them quickly under the mattress, the baby's mattress. So, when the
police came in, I was very
/uncooperative
uncooperative to them and they decided to detain me and I know that they did it merely out of spite because they spoke to each other
in Afrikaans, maybe thinking that I could not understand them, but I understood them and they were just taking me in to cool me off.
So, I was held in solitary confinement at Westville Prison for 10 days under state of emergency. There was only one other woman in
the whole block of cells at the other end of the corridor. When the warders realised that we were communicating with each other, they
moved her away, and I was left alone in that cell block. I was not physically ill-treated and I was only subjected to one mild
interrogation by the person who detained me, his name was Erasmus. I was reminded of that by Jeremy Radledge(?) because he was
detained and questioned by the same man. I am not sure of his rank, whether he was captain or what. But he said to Jeremy he
complained about me after the first visit to the house, that I had been cheeky and if it had not been for the baby he would have
detained me, and then on the second visit he did detain me. So, the only thing I was worried about, I didn't know how long they would
keep me and Maboya was supposed to be receiving medication and he had to visit the hospital for a check up on his foot. So, I didn't
know really how long I would be kept there. And then Pax succeeded in obtaining a visit and he brought Maboya and just 10 minutes
after I saw them I was then called from my cell and told to get my things together and then I was driver of the vicinity of my home and
released. So, after about a year of Pax being out on bail and reporting regularly to the police station, he then lost his appeal. I was
devastated by that, and I will never forget having
/to drive
to drive him back to gaol in ... (inaudible) ... driving him myself. I was really alone again without him, but knowing that I didn't really

know the real truth about the terrible experiences that he was being subjected to in gaol. Then I was very shocked one evening when
the lawyer phoned me and told me that he had been granted a second appeal because the first one was in the Bloemfontein Supreme
Court and the second one was going to be in Pietermaritzburg, or vice versa, I am a bit confused about it now. The one was national
and the other was Natal. So, then he was released on bail again after about a year and in that time we moved up to Pietermaritzburg
and he had to commute to Durban three times a week to report to the police station, which was very costly. The prosecutor would not
condone an application for him to report in Pietermaritzburg. He could not get work under those conditions and we struggled to survive
financially. In September 1989 I received a phone call from my mother, she sounded terrible. I thought my father had died, but she told
me that my oldest brother had been killed. She never recovered from this grief, she was very very bitter about it afterwards. He had
been murdered by two African men. The defence claimed in court that he had accosted the men for climbing through a farm fence and
threatened them with a rifle and that they had acted in self-defence when they attacked him with an axe. When I recall his attitudes to
black people, I think I can have some idea of how this confrontation might have come about. And maybe those men hated white men
for the treatment they had received at their hands. I had only seen this brother once, Willem,
/in the
in the four years since Maboya was born, and that was by accident, because he didn't want to have anything to do with me at all. My
father had been very ill in hospital with diarrhoea and a psychologist told me that it was depression causing the diarrhoea. And I had
bumped into my brother at the hospital there. And at his funeral it was also the first time that I saw his children, who were my nieces,
of whom I had been very very fond, and it was the first time they knew that I had a child. It was the first time that they got an idea of
why I had become the invisible member of the family. Even recently, a month or so ago, their mother told me that my oldest niece
doesn't want to come to a family reunion if we try to have one, because I am married to a black man and it was black people who killed
her father and then later her grandparents. So, of course Pax could not go with me to my brother's funeral, because this would have
been like a red rag to a bull. After my brother's death, we decided to have another child and to get married. Up until then I had not
wanted to get married, because - or I didn't want to have another child, because I didn't want to risk being all on my own again if he
lost his appeal, but it seemed as if we were just at the mercy of the State, we were just waiting for the State to decide our lives, and we
didn't want to live that way. So, we got married in March 1990, in Lamontville, and I was five months pregnant at the time with my
second baby. Nobody from my family came to our wedding. Four months later, on July 7th, 1990, my parents were murdered on their
farm at Hella Hella. I was visiting Pax' family in Lamontville when I received a phone call from my landlady. I can remember
/very clearly
very clearly that that was a lovely sunny winter's day, and in the morning I had thought it was a beautiful day, I wish I could visit my
parents on the farm, but I knew that I couldn't do that, especially not being pregnant. And I remember we talked about my parents in
the car going down to Durban. So, the next day a friend drove me to the farm and I saw the bloodstains in the road and on the farm
house floor where my parents had been battered to death. I also saw my sister and my second brother, Piet, for the first time since
Willem's funeral. Although I had visited my parents once or twice with Maboya, after I was pregnant with Nsigeya I had not been free
to visit them. It was as if this pregnancy and our marriage were rubbing salt in their wounds. It signalled that our relationship was
permanent, it wasn't just some kind of a bad mistake. So, my parents and I were not reconciled before they died. In their will they
disinherited me from any share in the bulk of their estate, although they left me, and I believe it is my mother who left it to me, some
money and a share of furniture and the piano I had when I was a child. It is still a source of pain to me that we were not reconciled. I
also see that the apartheid system contributed in many ways to the situation which made them a target for attack and vulnerable
victims. Their attackers stole weapons from the house. At the time there was conflict between the ANC and the IFP in the Pateni area,
and I think maybe that is what the weapons were taken for. My parents were amongst the first of the farming community in the
midlands area to be killed. The farming community, especially elderly people, have become a target for those people who want to
continue with
/violence.
violence. The day after my parents were murdered, our second child was born by caesarian section. We named our baby Nsikelelo,
which means blessing or comfort. As with my brother's funeral, I could not go to my parents' funeral with my husband and children at
my side. The situation in Richmond was very tense, the local farmers were meeting, so we heard, and Pax might not have been safe
to set foot there. So, I left Nsigi in hospital and I went to my parents' funeral with friends. In December 1990 Pax heard that he had lost
his final appeal, and he decided to go into exile in the Transkei rather than going back to prison. I was alone again looking after two
children and a baby and I found it difficult to be a good parent. The children were negatively affected by the whole situation, especially
Maboya. I had to tel him not to talk about daddy to other people, because I was afraid that Pax could be caught. Although the police
did not come and question me about his whereabouts, I was aware that they might be watching me. This feeling was reinforced by an
odd burglary of our home one day, when a burglar guard was forced and a gift of liquor and glasses removed from the lounge coffee
table. The hi-fi speakers thrown on the floor, but nothing else taken. It did not seem like a real burglary. While Pax was in exile two
men were brought to trial for my parents' murder and I attended the case. The police investigation, which was handled by the
Pietermaritzburg Murder and Robbery Squad was very poorly conducted. For instance, although the suspects were arrested very
early, there were long delays before ID parades were held. Also, the freshly cut log with which my parents were beaten to death was
not

/weighed
weighed and measured at the time. This was told to me just the other day by Captain du Plessis, who was the station commander at
Richmond at the time. When the case came to court many months later, that log was just a dried up stick that was not heavy enough
or not considered heavy enough to inflict a fatal injury on a human skull. The induna on my father's farm, who was the chief witness,
Mr Willie Shezi, had told Pax and me that he had been beaten up by the police who suspected him of being involved in the murder. Mr
Shezi also died before the case came to court, so the chief witness was gone. The two accused men were found not guilty. It seems to
me that that was merely on technical grounds. But I accept that the verdict was fair if there was not sufficient evidence to prove that
they were guilty, and to this day I don't know who murdered my parents, and whether they did so because they hated my parents
specifically or they hated white people in general, or just because they wanted those weapons. I know that my parents were old and
defenceless and did not deserve to die in that brutal way. In the meantime, I continued to try to fight for Pax to be granted indemnity
while he remained in the Transkei, in exile. In this we were assisted by Advocate P... (inaudible) ... Maduna of the ANC. Advocate
Maduna informed us that he was able to obtain a gentleman's agreement with the State that if Pax would hand himself over he would
have to serve 30 days in gaol, after which he would be released and his case closed. We did not know whether to accept this deal,
because we did not feel we could trust the State and it was like asking Pax to walk into the lion's den, to go back into gaol. But it
/seemed
seemed untenable for him just to remain on the run indefinitely, so he surrendered himself after nine months in exile, and he was put
in Westville Gaol, and released at the end of 30 days. As far as we are aware he was never formally granted amnesty and he still has
a criminal record to his name. It would make a difference to all of us if we could know that he has formally been granted indemnity.
Since 1992 we have tried to establish a normal family life. This has not been easy. Pax suffered from post traumatic stress disorder.
He began drinking a lot and he could not get a sense of direction, and I also had to work through a lot of trauma. But we have been
very fortunate to have access to a psychologist. Maboya also, at one stage, had to have treatment for depression. In October last
year, Pax succeeded with the help of Sanca in stopping drinking and he is now doing a training course in arts administration, which
may lead to job prospects for him. Although I am reconciled with my sister, Fransie and her family, I have not seen my brother Piet or
any of his family since my parents' funeral. I do not feel bitter towards any of them, least of all my parents, whom I believe were the
best parents it was in their power to be to me when I was growing up, they were loving parents. I don't know, I don't have an inside
picture of what kind of a policeman my father was, I don't know how he treated black people, I don't know about the many things he
had to do to uphold the system of apartheid. But I have a sense that I have made my peace with him, especially after I viewed this
series about De Kok on TV this past week and I thought about my father and I saw that my father was really, I mean, I could not
/even begin
even begin to make a comparison between these two men when I see how policemen in this country have been subjected to the
propaganda of the Nationalist Government and structures like the Dutch Reformed Church, not only policemen, but Afrikaans people
in general, everyone. I think we all have been victims, everyone in my family, the people who murdered my brother, the people who
murdered my parents. Despite Pax and my hardships, we have been very fortunate in many ways, we have received support from
many people and I think this would be a very one sided testimony if I did not really emphasize that that is the hope for our country that
so many people reach other to each other and reject the system and have shown love and have rejected racism. And that would be
my appeal to my fellow South Africans, black and white, and especially to my fellow Afrikaners, is to reject racism, to reject any
ideology which tells you that other people are less human than you are, but to see yourself in that other person when you look at that
other person, and to see that other person within you. So, we are hopeful now as a family that our lives will begin to take a turn for the
better and that we will be able to make a contribution to the building of a more peaceful, tolerant and just society. Thank you.
Thank you very much, Mrs Magwaza. A number of issues emerged from your testimony. One of them is very deep hurt, deep hurt
about what happened to you, what happened to your husband, but especially what happened between you and your family. I think that
you are very lucky and that it is wonderful that you had your sister's support and continue to have your sister's support. But
/I am
I am wondering that in unearthing and opening the wounds, if in fact you want to consider some kind of way to help you reunite with
your family, if that is possible, because one of the things that we do is to encourage reconciliation. And I am just wondering about your
thoughts about that? --- My sister did tell me recently that my brother had said to her that he wanted to see me again, but it seems that
some how he is afraid of that. And even I felt nervous. I phoned my sister to tell her that I was going to testify today, and I felt very
nervous about inviting her to come, but I did ask her and then she said she would think about it, and she phoned me back again and
said that she didn't want to dig into the wounds again. She said that she had heard from my uncle, who had overheard it from some
policeman, that the men who murdered my parents were dead, that they were killed in a shootout with the police. I don't know if this is
true or not, but she said what she is trying to do now is to strive forward to the future. I don't know how my brother would react to the
idea of someone else mediating as it were a reconciliation between us, but I am hopeful that we might be able to be reconciled as a
family.

May I ask you a rather personal question and hopefully not insensitive question, how do you feel now that you have been able to talk
about this? --- I - it took a lot of courage to come and speak in public today, because of the feeling that you mustn't drag your family's
dirty laundry into the public, and especially for instance if your parents are already dead, it might seem to my brother and sister that I
am being disrespectful and that
/I am
I am doing a wrong thing in creating a bad image of my parents and of my family in other people's eyes, but I want to stress that that is
not my intention and that was not my motivation in speaking. I really wanted to just show how a system like this can destroy people's
lives and if in testifying publicly I am succeeded in doing that, then I feel that it is - it has been worth doing. So, I am feeling positive
about that.
It takes a great deal of courage, as you say, to talk particularly about family problems, in public. I would be remiss if I didn't ask you
how your children were coping with all of this? --- I think they are - they are doing better since my husband stopped drinking alcohol
and we have been stabilized more as a family. They are coming on a lot better than they were before, although some times I still feel
like Maboya in particular, because he was exposed to a lot of things at a very early age, that maybe he can quite easily become
depressed, but we are encouraging him and I think they are doing okay. Thank you.
Other than in directly asking the commission to look into greater reconciliation, is there anything else that you might wish from the
commission? --- I don't know if it is possible for the commission to investigate whether my husband could be granted an indemnity.
Noted. Thank you very much and I will hand over to the chairperson. Thank you.
CHAIRMAN: Questions? Marie, thank you for coming forward today to share your story with us. What does emerge from it is the fact
that there is a huge divide still in this country which does need to be bridged and
/that it
that it is only education about each other, about the differences that there are, racial, cultural, and with some kind of education for
tolerance and respect that we will be able to become one nation. Your story makes us acutely aware of that, and we feel your pain.
We are able to investigate whether your husband can be granted an indemnity and we will certainly put that on the list for a task that
will need to be followed. Thank you for coming today. --- Thank you very much.
---------------------

/VIRGINIA
VIRGINIA MBATHA (Sworn States) (Through Interpreter)
CHAIRMAN: We have asked Ms Tiny Mayer, a member of this committee, to assist you with your evidence. Tiny?
MS T MAYER: Thank you, Madam Chair. I greet you, Mrs Mbatha. --- I don't know whether you will understand me, because I will be
speaking Xhosa, but if you don't understand.
I can hear you. There are some many stories that have been related to us today. And as it is now we have got lumps in our throat and
we do understand that also your story is one of the most painful stories. Now, will you just give us a brief background. You are going to
tell us about your harassment and detention up to such time that you felt like a hunted animal. --- I also greet the commissioners, as
well as the audience. My name is Virginia Ntozethu(?) Mkwanazi. I was born at Dlangezwe. My mother is from the Dube family. My
mother was married to Reverend Shembe. She left Reverend Shembe and went to get married to the Mkwanazi's. That's when she
gave birth to us. We grew up as children who had problems, to such an extent that my brother, elder brother, Riot Mkwanazi, was
involved in politics and he ended up being incarcerated in Robben Island. And we grew under those circumstances. And I, myself,
realised that all the chances and the opportunities that I was supposed to have got I didn't really get. Then I ask myself as to why my
brother had joined politics, but when I realised that I couldn't go on with my education, I realised that my brother was fighting a battle.
Then at that stage I decided to give myself in. Then in 1963, that's when I had just had my first born, and I looked at the situation
/critically
critically and I wanted to follow my brother's footsteps. After quite some time I realised that I was deep into politics, but there was no
one who knew about my involvement. And I did not want to be disturbed, nor seen, so I wanted to engage myself in some other
business so that I would conduct my political activities underground. I started selling liquor, so that I could not be recognised as a
politician. And then in 1982, I suspected that we were suspects, because a certain man from my home was arrested. And they did not
ask me anything about this very same man who was arrested, and I told him that I knew nothing because I was just selling liquor. But
they followed the matter up. And then in 1982 I saw many cars arriving at my place. These were police cars as well as police dogs.
And they said I should point out the weapons. They got into the house. I had quite a very big house at the F Section, Mazakele. At that
time it wasn't a usual practice that a person would have such a big house and they used to call my house "Hyperama" because of its
size. I was expectant with Nkananipo, when the boers came to my house. When they got to my house they ransacked the house,
checking and searching the weapons, and I was highly expectant and that time, I didn't know what to do. But I was very sure that there
were no weapons. They searched the whole house, they couldn't find any. And they used to frequent my place, they would even come
at night, we could not sleep, because they used to come several times. My husband was not working at that time and we felt that we
were not safe at that particular place. And even the comrades who used to come to my place were no longer safe, because the boers
/used to
used to frequent my place looking for weapons. Then in 1984 we decided that we should sell the house and move to another place
called Lindelani, where we could live peacefully, because it was a place that was quite closer to town and we were able to send the
children to school and also work. We moved to Lindelani. Within a few days, I think it was about a week, Shabalala came to Lindelani
and he had also bought a stand. He built his house. And some others who needed help, who came to build at that place also
requested help from us. But along the way Shabalala wanted to be the boss of that place, he wanted to take everything under his
control. We stayed for quite some time and some things were happening in Lindelani. And we could not do anything about whatever
was happening, but we used to conduct certain meetings with the UDF ... (inaudible) ...
(END OF SIDE B)
5A/0 (START OF SIDE A)
... announcing that there was going to be a youth meeting and the youth would come. And we would talk about the main objectives of
this league as well as the UDF organisation, about the oppression that we were going through. And later on Shabalala realised that

my family was involved in politics, because whenever he used to call the youth, nobody would go to his meetings, and we also
wouldn't go to his meetings because we felt we were not obliged. We were citizens and we had a right to stay in that place. But
Shabalala later on, when we were attacked, he said he knew nothing about the attack, because on that particular day he left having
given out instructions that we should be attacked, especially the
/business
business people, because I also had a shop and Shabalala had given an instruction that I be attacked. I think at that time he went to
Newcastle. It was on a Sunday, February 1985, at two in the afternoon I was at the shop. I had a very big tuckshop. Because the
community of Lindelani didn't have any shops nearby. I had somebody announcing over the loudspeaker saying, "Mrs Mbatha, get out
of that place". And the children were scared, they were saying we were going to die. And we already heard that people had died and
their shops had been looted and they had taken some of the possessions as well as stocks from the shop. I decided to go outside to
hear as to what they wanted from me. When I got out I saw a cloud of dust and I saw two groups carrying weapons. They were
carrying tin stuff, foodstuff and all sorts of things that you can get from the shop. And I stood in front of Khanyile. Khanyile was the one
who was leading this group and he was giving the orders as to who should be attacked. And he was the one who was responsible for
all these announcements. I stood in front of them and Khanyile said it in the loudspeaker and said, "Today we have come to the
Mbatha family, Lambatha(?) has said blood must spill, but now we are carrying quite a lot of things and we would have to go and offload all the stocks that we have, and we would come back to fetch some" and they were starting to quarrel, they wanted to take my
possessions. One was saying I am going to take the generator, the other one was saying I am going to take a fridge. And by then
somebody came and I was amongst this group called "Amabutho" and this person from the car got off his car and approached us.
Then Khanyile said the
/instruction
instruction was that they should come and deal with me. David asked as to whether that was the law or the rule that a person should
be attacked, we want to be told as to what we have done, what was the motive for the attack, and Khanyile looked down upon my
husband. Then he told him that they were coming back. When the first group moved away from my house and the second one
followed with the stocks that they had taken from the other shops, I said this car should come home and when my husband drove the
car into my yard, I took quite a few things. I took my TV, I took my fridges and I left the three others. I took my children with. And I told
them that as we are going we don't know where we are heading for, but we are going to stay in the forest because we had no other
place to run to. I told my husband that we are going to stay in the forest. We want the world to see what is happening to us because
we have been writing to Buthelezi about the things that were happening in Lindelani. We haven't yet got an answer. Now, this attack is
taking place on us personally. Now, we should publicize this and make it known so that the world may know. We drove to Ntuzuma
Training Centre at the forest near the road. We off-loaded the children. We were not armed, we had absolutely nothing with us. We
stayed next to the road. Unfortunately my generator had gone in for service. Then certain dominees came. They brought a tent and
they said we should just cover ourselves. They asked us what the problem was. They said they wanted to accommodate us. And we
said they should just help us pray.
I did not want to disturb you, may I lead you with questions? You moved away from your place and you stayed
/next to
next to the road, you were helped and given a tent. How long was that? --- It was two weeks. We were staying for two weeks next to
the road.
What helped you move from that place? --- The Council of Churches, Daikonia offered us some refuge. They took us to Brighton
Beach.
How long did you stay there? --- We stayed there, but the boers were always phoning us and asking what are the baboons doing
there. And we did not feel safe.
What sort of place is that Brighton Beach? --- It was a double storey house. I don't know whose house it was, but I think it belonged to
the church.
You also speak about a member of parliament, Mr Mhlongo, from Mapumulo. --- When we were staying at Ntuzuma Training, that is
the forest, Shabalala came at night on a Monday. He was driving a car and he was being escorted, they stood by the road and the
house was illuminated outside but inside it was dark. They went away and came back in the morning, and Shabalala told us that he
had come during the night and that he foresaw that we were going to shoot him because he did not know why we had left Lindelani
and he knew nothing about our leaving Lindelani. I told him that he was supposed to know because Amabutho did not just act all by
themselves, they were given specific instructions to do certain things. Whenever people have been pointed out to them, they would go
to attack those particular persons. Then Mhlongo who was an MP from Mapumulo, Mhlongo came to me in the forest where I was
staying. he said he had been sent by Buthelezi to come and ask us as to why we were staying in

/the forest,
the forest, then I explained it to him. Then it was said that the minister had said that we should move away from that place, we should
take the children and he wanted us to move to Section G in KwaMashu. I declined the offer because we are not the first ones who
were being harassed by members of Amabutho and some lost their lives and we do not know how. And I said to him I totally decline
the offer because I did not trust them. Then we moved to Brighton Beach and we could not stay there because of the telephone calls
that we kept on receiving. And Reverend Shembe said I should go back home. Then we went to Shembe's place, that's where we
stayed.
Let's come to the date of October 1986. That's where we went to Samora's funeral. When we came back from Samora's funeral, we
discovered that we were not quite accepted because we were from Samora's funeral. Then on the 11th of December, as a person who
was recruiting the youth to join MK, then on the morning of the 11th Mrs Mbatha came to my place in the morning and she had come
to ask whether there was any person who was going to Swaziland. I said to her I was not sure but I knew that there was a group of ten
which was going to Swaziland. So, she wanted to take them with because she wanted to give them some messages and some certain
things, so that they could take them to Swaziland because she did not have money. We made arrangements to meet at a certain place
just before the boys had to go. Now, when I was standing there, waiting for the youth to come and get some money from me, they took
the money. They made a loose change and we took them to Durban Station and I gave them certain things that they had to take to
/Swaziland.
Swaziland. And I told one of the youths that they were going to go with Mrs Mbatha, as well as Ngcaba. I warned him to tell the other
youths and I did not want them to go the same time. Now, I wanted - because I avoided raising suspicion. They got into the kombi one
by one and I had already given Mrs Mbatha to pay the driver.
Who is Mbatha? --- Mrs Mbatha always used to help me whenever we were getting youths who had to skip through the border. The
youths went on that very same night. It was going to be the morning of the 12th the following day. Then they came and they took my
husband with. Thereafter they came to fetch me. When I got there, they said I should write my biography, as to who I am, how
involved am I with the ANC. Basson stressed that if I didn't talk, I was going to sit on the cement up till such time that I write whatever
they wanted. I was made to sleep on the cement and I ended up having arthritis the whole of my body, because it was said that my
bones had got cold.
How long did you stay in gaol? --- I stayed for six months.
At that time did they ill-treat you? --- They interrogated me and I was being tied to chairs. They asked me about Samora Machel's
death, as to how his ... (inaudible) ... were and they said I should explain in detail as to what had happened and they asked me
whether I knew how he got the accident. But what traumatized me was that at the time I was in solitary confinement Mr Albert came to
tell me that I was very lucky, because they had fetched a certain man to come and testify and they had killed him.
/Did you
Did you know Shadrack Mapumulo? --- Yes, I knew Shadrack Mapumulo because I was working with him. From there my health
deteriorated. I do not know why they were saying this, and I found that it was true, they had actually killed Shadrack Mapumulo,
because we could speak with certain criminals and they told me that Shadrack Mapumulo had died.
In your statement you also mention and specified certain things that they used to do. --- They would take me to Bayhead and I would
have my hands handcuffed to my back. I was not allowed to have fresh clothing for change. Even when I was standing and when I
was menstruating, they would not allow me to have sanitary pads, and they told me that I should go to the toilet. I stayed in solitary
confinement and my child at that time was sucking, I was breastfeeding, and I could not have any contact with my family.
You said they were abusing you physically? --- They would tie my hands to my back and my dress was pleated and they would fondle
me in whatever part of the body that they wanted to and I couldn't do anything because my hands were tied to the back.
How long did this take place? --- Whenever they took me for interrogation, they used to do that. And I ended up telling them that I did
not know anything about the boys who escaped. I ended up taking my clothes and putting them immersing them in the water and they
would come and get my clothes wet, that was when they stopped interrogating me.
Did you recognise any of your torturers? --- I know all of them. On the day of my release Mr Taylor
/came and
came and he said I must pack my belongings, and I asked him as to why I should pack my belongings. He did not explain it to me, he
just said I must collect my belongings. And I didn't have any belongings. He said to me he was going to send with people who were
going to deal with me accordingly and he sent Botha together with two males and he said they must pull me outside and one of the

criminals who came into my cell I slapped him across the face and he went away. He said they were going to call some who were
going to deal with me. He came with seven policemen, Indians, whites as well as a black person. When they came I realised that I was
not going to fight or be able to fight with them. I wanted an attorney and when I was in a cell I felt safe that they would not do anything
to me, but if they take me to another place I felt I wouldn't be safe. I realised that it was better for me to fight with these policemen up
till such time that they had to drag me on the ground, taking me to the charge office, where they wanted me to sign a certain statement
and then I would be released. They wanted to take my fingerprints and I refused to give my fingerprints. They ended up taking prints of
my fists. Then I went away. I was not fully dressed. It was on a Saturday during the day and I went to Kwenz(?) Mlaba's office. And
they were sort of also surprised as to where I was coming from, because they were giving me nine tablets per day and they used to
make me drink those tablets. I think those tablets condemned me for life.
After drinking those tablets how did you feel? --- I would feel very tired and my eyes would be hazy and when I came out of the prison I
was partially blind, up till
/such time
such time that I was taken to the hospital, my whole body was swollen.
How long did you stay at the hospital? --- I was treated and Mary said she wanted me to come to Lamontville at her place, then
whenever I went for treatment she would take me with her to the hospital, but now I am receiving psychiatric treatment because I had
a post traumatic stress syndrome.
How long did you stay in the wheelchair? --- It wasn't very long, because I moved with Mary to her place and I continued with the
treatment, I felt better then, and the doctor said I should get more exercise.
When you got back home, what was the situation? --- The situation was quite bad. We could not stay at home because the police
used to come and pick up all the children, even the youngest of them all. They took Mrs Dorothy as well as all the other children. Even
the doctors who were staying in Westville were taken. Then I realised it was time for me to take my children to go and join MK,
because I realised this was a battle, and it was survival of the fittest. I was forced to take my children. My children also went out of the
country, they were travelling in groups. And Shembe said I must just be free and relaxed and I would put them at Shembe's place and
we would take them in groups so that they would escape the country.
Where is your husband and how is he? --- Yes, the times he was at home and at times he would phone for a car to come and fetch the
children. And I would wake up in the morning and go to Maputo and in the afternoon I would be at home because we were always
looking after the
/children
children who had been victimized.
Now, as you had given up your home, did you ever manage to get another home where you could stay peacefully? --- After our arrest
we were not able to conduct a proper family life, we ended up separating with my husband. My husband is in 'Maritzburg and some
children are with him, the others are with me.
So, are you a family now? --- Yes, we are a family but there is absolutely no contact, real contact of cooperation as a family.
When you started you said you gave yourself up or gave yourself in, what were you doing? --- I gave myself to the organisation, I
sacrificed my time and my main task was to help people who wanted to skip the country.
Which organisation was that? --- It was the ANC.
There were certain names that you have been mentioning in the past. You spoke about Thomas Shabalala, Khanyile, and Albert. Who
are these people? --- Shabalala is one of the prominent members in Lindelani. Shabalala was the leader of Amabutho and they were
conducting a reign of terror within the community. Albert Smit was a flying squad, member of the flying squad, and all of them were
involved in harassing me as well as Basson.
Is Shabalala and Khanyile involved in any particular organisation or movement? --- They are members of the IFP, because they said
we were against the IFP and we were members of the UDF, we were going around promoting ideologies of the UDF. And they felt that
we were working against them.
/Mrs Mbatha,
Mrs Mbatha, you said when you got out of prison you were mentally disturbed. You suffered from PTS. Is there any treatment that you
are receiving with regard to that illness? --- Every month I go to see my doctor and whenever I skip my treatment my doctor gets very
troubled because I am supposed to take my treatment, because your mind doesn't function properly when you are from solitary

confinement, especially when you are being harassed by men when your husband is also in the cell and they would shout at me or call
my name as if I was some sort of rag or something that has just hopped out of a dustbin.
The people who were harassing you, when you think about them now, how do you feel? --- I actually feel pity for them, because when
I came back with my children, they were the ones who met me at the airport and they said, "Virginia, you are back with your children". I
asked them, "And so what, what has that got to do with you?", because I did not know what they wanted from me when I was coming
from outside the country. My children were now not able to go on being educated in South Africa, even after I had got a site I was told
that I had absolutely no right to get a site in South Africa. Then the NUM women tried to get me a site. When I was arrested they took
my car, a Ford Cortina, and they went around arresting the comrades in my car.
What are your wishes? --- I wish that they could repent from their sins of the past. I want them to turn over new leaves and change
their lifestyles as well as their ideologies. I feel terrible about the fact that my children have been affected by this aftermath, because
/they still
they still suffer even now. And I feel very bad when I think about Albert Smit, who came to ask me about Samora Machel as to
whether I had seen pieces of his body, was he buried all intact or was he in pieces, and they said I must toyi-toyi. They were actually
mocking me.
Lastly, Mrs Mbatha, is there any message or any wish that you would like to put before this commission? --- My request is that all
those people especially Khanyile from Lindelani, I wish that they could come before the truth commission to come and confess their
sins, so that we may start afresh and build a new South Africa. Because the manner in which things were done, I think there are
certain people who are still having misgivings about Khanyile and Shabalala. So, when they come forward, I think that they can
confess their sins and we can go forth with our lives. We can face the future with brighter prospects. I even never went to my father's
funeral. I told myself that thick and thin I will always try to help in whatever manner that I can in helping my community. I urge them to
come forward to the truth commission, so that they may come and relate their stories and give reasons as to why they acted in the
manner that they did. And I also pray to the Lord to give them softer hearts, so that they may have a different approach to life as well
as a different approach towards other people who are not within the same group as they are, they must exercise some tolerance.
We thank you very much, we shall hand over to the chairperson.
UNIDENTIFIED COMMISSIONER: We thank you very much, Mrs Mbatha. You have told us about what you came across. /You have
You have worked with the youth. Maybe there is something else that you did not say which you think it was real bad? --- (No audible
reply)
(Inaudible) ... today in this new South Africa and you can tell it is not okay. You have also stated a lot of things which happened to you.
Is there any other thing you would like to add? --- What really troubles me is this ordeal about comrade Mapumulo. He had little kids. I
still don't know what those kids are thinking today because what they faced it was real painful. They really destroyed me. Even today I
am still in pain.
(END OF SIDE A)
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... and how many youth I have helped to go to exile. I feel bad when I learn that people are killing youths. I would like to apologise to a
lot of mothers out there that I helped their children to go out, to leave this country and they never came back some of them. I would
like you to really forgive me. What I did, I did this because I loved this country and I love those kids. I wanted them to take me back
like their mother. I know other children died. I was supposed to go to these women and apologise about what I did, but I didn't because
some of the women I don't know them, I never met them. I only knew their kids.
CHAIRMAN: ... say for the love of this country. And I think many of us don't appreciate the fact that we are here because of people like
yourself and because of the sacrifices made by young people. But it is because of that sacrifice that we are able to sit here and that
we are able to have and enjoy the kind of democracy that we
/have.
have. If it was not for that sacrifice we might still be at war. And we, I think, commend you, you have really suffered int his process,
that you have been a true patriot to this country. Thank you for sharing your story with us.
---------------------

/NTOMBENKULU
NTOMBENKULU NGUBANE (Sworn States) (Through Interpreter)
CHAIRMAN: Be seated. We have asked Dr Magwaza to assist you with the leading of your evidence.
DR MAGWAZA: I greet you, Mrs Ngubane. I would like to thank you for the patience that you had. If I look at your statement, Mrs
Ngubane, you were born in 1940, you are staying at Umlazi. You are here today to tell us about your story and how they harassed you
and how you were detained and you lost your child while you were in prison. I would like you to tell us more about yourself before you
can actually start relating your story. Tell us more about your family members. --- I am Ignatian Ntombikulu Ntalani. We were six from
the family where I was born. They are all dead. My parents died when I was 7 years old. Today I have my sister here with me. I have a
brother, Michael, and a sister, Mamsie(?). We grew up very poor and we were taken by relatives because our parents died when we
were very young. I got married to the Ngubane family. My husband left me because of something very bad that happened to my life. I
would like to relate my story from the age of 18 years. When I was 18 years old I joined a nursing training in 1960, in King George. Me
and the other nurses we joined together, we talked about the unhappiness and the misery that we met at work. We joined ANC. There
were many of us. We engaged on boycotts. Even though we were working but we were like engaged in collective bargaining. During
lunchtimes we used to go to the management and we used to negotiate with the management and tell them the things that we were

not happy about. At that time I was a member of ANC together with the other nurses. One day we
/were called,
were called, 17 of us. They told us to resign. We were forced to resign because we were the leaders of the ANC. We had no choice
but to resign and we lost our jobs. After a while I heard that people were hired in King Edward, so I went to King Edward, many of us
were there who also heard that King Edward had been employing people. When I arrived there, one man called me and told me that,
"You see, there is your name, your name has been blacklisted, you can't be admitted in this hospital because your previous matron
said you are bad". I realised that things were bad for me and I went back home. I used to visit offices, ANC offices, because I had a
problem. After that, in 1962 ANC was banned and ANC leaders were arrested, some people went to exile. The offices were left
behind, empty, with no one in them, and then I realised that it was up to me to go in those offices because they were now empty. The
special branch used to come and harass me. I remember one day as I was walking down the street, I had one guy, his name is Israel
Ndimande, who was also working in those offices, I hired him to come and work with me in those ANC offices. Some times they used
to just arrest me in the street and Israel Ndimande will realise by not seeing me coming back that I have been arrested. In 1963 they
gave me a banning order, they told me not to move around, I was in Pinetown at that time, I wasn't at Umlazi, F Section. I stayed at
Pinetown but the police used to come and question me, interrogate me. They used to interrogate me until I was confused because all
of them they used to ask me different questions and I was confused really. One day they arrested me. My brother was getting married.
When my
/brother
brother came and ask me to go to a shop with him so that I choose clothes to buy for his marriage, we went to Sales House. I used to
disguise the way I used to dress myself, it was like in disguise, like an old lady. One day, Nyathi caught me, I was with my sister. He
said to me what are you doing here in Durban, you are supposed to be in Pinetown, because you are being banned to walk around up
to Durban. I apologised to him and then he said to me I can only do that if you sign here, I signed and then he left - he let go of me. My
sister went to Sales House and I decided to take a taxi or a bus back to Pinetown. When I was talking to my sister then white
policemen came and they were there. I tried to hide. I ran. Within 30 minutes I was back in Pinetown. I went to the police station to
report and then I walked back home. After two days, I am not certain if it was two or three, they told me that I was needed in Pinetown
Court. I went to the Pinetown Magistrate's Court, he told me to go to Durban Magistrate Court. They told me that I am facing a charge
that I left Pinetown for Durban when I wasn't supposed to do so. Because the law didn't allow us to talk to a lot of people if we were
banned. I went to see my lawyer, Bagwandeen. I was pregnant at that time. Bagwandeen asked me how can it be if they can just give
me a suspended sentence, so that I see doctors and I go to clinic, they told my lawyer that there is - there are doctors in hospital, and I
will see them. They send me to Durban Prison for a month. After a month they called me. They told me that I am alone in my cell, I am
not with other people, therefore I am consuming a lot of space for other prisoners. So, they were going to change
/me and
me and send me to Jo'burg Prison. They send me to Ford(?) Prison in Johannesburg. I stayed there in a very small cell, the toilet is
closer, it wasn't even a toilet, it was just a tin where you used to go and relieve yourself. I stayed there and I was sleeping on the floor,
on the floor on the cement, it was cold. There was no doctor. I think I stayed there for something like two to three months, and then
they called me there, they asked me if I am a nurse, I said, yes, I am. So, they told me you must come, we are going to put you in a
prison hospital, so that you will be able to help other prisoners because you are having a nursing experience. That's where I started
sleeping in a bed, this was in prison hospital. But it was late already. I stayed a few months and then I delivered my child. And the
person who delivered my child was a nurse who was a prisoner as well, who got there because of shoplifting. There were no doctors.
The next day I found my child yellow and because I had this nursing experience I knew it was jaundice. I suspected jaundice, so I told
the doctors that my child wasn't well, and I think he is suffering from jaundice. So, they took my child, they told me they are taking him
to another cell in hospital. When I asked them how can they take my child when he is sick and leave me behind, I am supposed to
breastfeed my child, they told me, "You are a prisoner" and then the next day they came back and they told me that, "Your child is
dead". I asked them how can I contact my family so that they give a decent funeral to my child, because I am behind bars, they told
me that, "You can't contact your family, this child will be buried by the government". I don't know up
/until
until today if my child is still alive or really my child died. This is what they told me that the child had died. I stayed there until just
before I could be released. Two days before they called me to the office. When I arrive in that office I saw three white policemen and
one black policeman. When I arrived there they introduced themselves, they said they were from Pretoria. They said they were not
going to release me until they take photographs of me. They took me outside the yard, they took the photographs. 30 minutes went by,
they wanted every angle of myself, so they took photographs. And when we went back, I realised that I didn't have clothes, because
my clothes have been taken by other prisoners. Then they released me, they gave me a blanket. They took me by their car and they
left at Park Station in Johannesburg. I took a train and I arrived in Durban. I went to Durban Prison, I reported that I was released. I
went back to Pinetown, because five years wasn't yet over. I was banned for five years, I stayed there until it was over, then I returned
back to Umlazi and home. When all these things were happening I had a brother who was a CID, who was working in Smith Street.

SB police were harassing him, because they were accusing him of having a sister who was a ANC. They were harassing him until he
told him that he was going to docket - a case for them, because he wasn't ANC, his sister was. Even if when I was in Clermont, they
were harassing them, even though they knew that it was me who was an ANC member, not my family, but they were interrogating
them. They were harassing them.
I will lead you now with questions so that we get more information of what we really need. Now, your
/banning
banning order is over, and you are going back to Umlazi. As you explained that when you were at Umlazi they still continued
harassing you after you got married, police came to your family, and harassed you. --- I went back to Umlazi, I met Mr Ngubane and
we got married. We went to ... (inaudible) ..., that's where we got married. Policemen used to come there, I don't know who showed
them where I was, but they used to come and harass me there. and my mother-in-law was still there, she was still alive and she as
scared that what kind of a daughter-in-law whom police are always after her. Is she a criminal or what? And I could sense that the love
they had for me went down because they didn't trust me that well. I was staying in their house, it wasn't my husband's house but it was
at her home, his mother's house. We left that place, we went and built our own place. Policemen also followed us. After a while I think
I got confused. I think I was confused and at that time even my husband was now having a negative attitude towards me now, things
were not well between us, because he was - I think he was now tired of being harassed by police and busy running away from police,
because of me. One day my husband wasn't there and when he came back ... (intervention)
What exactly do you mean when you say you were confused? --- I don't know how to explain this, but I was really confused, I don't
know what happened to me. I was talking like I was a prophet, some of the things were not making sense, some of the things were
making real sense. When my husband realised this, he went to a traditional healer. My husband was a reverend. And people from that
area knew that he was a reverend. All
/these
these things are happening, I am a Christian, and people from that area know me as being a Christian. There was a man from
Gabashe's family, who was also a member in our church. Mr Gabashe came and my husband told him that my wife is crazy, I think my
wife is sick. And I ask my husband why is this man coming to stay with us, you think I am crazy, I am not. My husband and Mr
Gabashe went to see a traditional healer and they brought back some medication. I told them I can't take this herbal medicine which
they brought, so my husband tied me and he used to beat me and my daughter used to beat me and assault me in front of my ...
(inaudible) ... My husband used to assault me in front of my daughter. I used to stay for two weeks without taking any food. Not
because I didn't have food, but I wasn't feeling well. One day another Mr Gabashe came, not the same Gabashe who came and went
with my husband to a traditional healer, another man now. This Mr Gabashe is our cousin and he said to me why was I was swollen,
why was my hand swollen, and I told him it was my husband who tied me and he tried to speak to my husband and my cousin said to
my husband he mustn't do that. And then he left. He came back with R10,00. He gave my husband to take me to hospital. There was
also a certain reverend and my cousin asked this reverend to take me to hospital. It was the reverend and together with two other
women. And we arrived in hospital the doctor's diagnosed me as being crazy. They gave me injections and I gained consciousness
after I was in - I was admitted in hospital. They explained to me how I came there. My sister doesn't know this story, what I am telling
you, she doesn't know, except for my daughter. I
/never
never told my sister. She will be surprised. I didn't want my sister or my husband to hate each other. I was admitted in hospital. I still
have the medication with me. I was given a ... (inaudible) ... people who have a medical experience they know this medication, it is
only given to people who are mentally ill. There is no peace between me and my husband now. One day Mr Nxobisa came to our
house. When he came he brought chickens with him. He said we must keep those chickens for him. We had ... (inaudible) ... because
we were doing our plantation. We kept those chickens for him. I used to give these chickens for food and then he came back another
day to fetch his chickens, he said he was taking them to Bel ... (inaudible) ... to Bizane. My husband was going to go with me Mr
Ngubane on the same day. We grabbed the chickens, we put the chickens in Mr Ngubane's car. It was during the weekend. They left
on Saturday, they were supposed to come back on Sunday, because on Monday they were supposed to go to work.
Let's just hold there. I can understand your story but I just want you to stick on what really happened to your husband, because on
your statement it says that you got divorced and you were left with the children. --- That's why I am relating this story about the
chickens, because it started there. Mr Ngubane didn't come back. I went to Mr Nxobisa to ask where my husband was. I asked Mr
Nxobisa where was Ngubane, my husband. And Nxobisa was surprised, he said to me he was supposed to be back home, and he
said to me I must go and check him at his sister's place. His sister didn't like me. He went to his sister's place. I went back home. I told
my
/children

children that your father is to your aunty's place. I took a bus to Mawood(?) to check if he had a problem. When I arrived there he
explained to me. I found him very well and I asked him, "Ngubane, my husband, why are you here?", and then he told me the reason
he is not coming back home it's because at home he is doing nothing but there he is fixing furniture. And then ... (inaudible) ... said to
me, "Ja, it is true, he is now working", and then I explained to them it is not a good way of someone to do, because he would have - he
should have explained to us at home that he is not coming back, because he is fixing furniture. After two to three days a person came
to my house. I could tell that this person who is coming to my yard is driving his car fast and then this person started knocking and I
ask, "Who is it, who is it?" And it was ... (inaudible) ...
(END OF SIDE B)
6A/0 (START OF SIDE A)
... I was scared. I hold my children. I held my ... (inaudible) ... I left my kids alone. I went back to Mawood to see my husband and to
explain to him what happened. And my husband was angry. He told his sister that listen to her, she wants me to go back there, but
she knows that the chief doesn't want me from that place.
Let's go back. I can understand that people were harassing your children. How many children do you have? --- Four.
Are they all still alive? --- Yes.
As you have explained that you are in psychiatric treatment, are you still taking that treatment? --- Yes, I am. I explained what
happened to my husband the
/previous
previous night. My husband suggested that we should sell that house. I didn't know that he was doing this because he wanted to
marry someone else. We sold the house. We went to his sister's place. When we were staying there, he brought his girlfriend to his
sister's house and I was supposed to go and share a bed with his sister. And as I was relating this problem to his sister, his sister told
me that he doesn't want any noise in his house - in her house. And she said I must keep quiet. So, I did like that. One day my husband
told me that he is not working and I am not working, I should go to look for a job. I agreed because I wanted to take care of my
children. At that time my last born was three years old. IO went to a coloured family to work there and she told me that she was going
to buy me a bed the next day in that coloured house, because I was sleeping there, but she made me sleep on the floor. Over the
weekends I would go and visit my children. One day as I was going to visit my children, when I arrive at his sister's place, my children
were not there. I asked his sister and his sister said to me, "Your husband took your sister. He said he was going to Inanda with them".
And then something rang a bell in my head. I said I am going to look for a certain church at Inanda. When I arrived there, my children
were staying there without food. And only the last one was given food, because my - his eldest sister would go to a reverend's house
and ask for food for him. At that time my husband is staying with this women, they aren't married, they are just staying together. And
he will go there for four days and if he is not there the children will not have food.
/We can
We can understand that but we just want to know exactly what happened, what was the end? What was the end of the story? --- What
he did, he took this women and left for Johannesburg, and married the woman there. They left for Johannesburg. This happened in
1983, up until today. Sometimes he will take my sons and leave with them for Jo'burg.
At this moment you are staying with your children. Okay, let's go back a little bit so that we clarify one of two things. When you were
arrested, you told us about Mr Nyati. Where is Mr Nyati? --- I don't know where he is, but he was a well-known SB. Every ANC
member knows Nyati. He first joined ANC as a member, and then his aim was to sell other ANC members, sell them out.
You never met Mr Nyati again? --- No, I never.
There were policemen who harassed you while you were in prison. Can you still recall the names? --- No, I don't.
Again you also talked about matron who listed you on a blacklist. Do you remember this matron? --- No, I don't, the only one that I
remember is Dorothy Cornel, my previous matron, and she is now late.
You also said they took your son in prison and up until today you don't know whether your son is still alive or he is dead. Do you still
remember who took your child in prison? Like the name of the police. --- He was Sistalabi(?), Sistalabi is the one who took my son. It
was in Fourth Prison in Johannesburg.
And these other ladies, Mrs Ngcobo, Mrs Ndimande, where are they? --- Rosine is now late, Rosine Mathabula, the only one who is
still alive is Israel
/Ndimande,

Ndimande, and Ngcobo.
I would like to state you that we understand your story, we understand all the harassment that you have experienced. At home,
outside home, it is so said but we do understand and to us you appear like a hero, like our hero who are healthy. We respect you and
the whole community and the society respects you. We are very happy that you came today and sit here and tell your story. Thank
you very much. --- My last born is a little bit disturbed mentally. And she is also at ... (inaudible) ... Mental School. Mrs Majali knows
my child. She is the one who took her to this school. Thank you.
CHAIRMAN: ... to tell us your story. Yours is one which goes back right to 1958, when you trained as a nurse. You have had a very
hard time and I am sure the pain of never knowing the reality about what really happened to your daughter is something which lingers
with you all the time. We have heard what you have said. I just had one question, do you not receive any maintenance from your
husband for any of the children? --- No, I am not receiving. I tried to claim maintenance from him, because he also stole my two sons
and it was late when I tried to claim this maintenance because he was now sick. He never maintained them since we separated.
We have heard what you said and we have heard what you said about your last daughter needing some kind of counselling as well.
We thank you for coming here today, it is an incredibly hard story, your life seems to have been one of terrible upheaval and you
yourself have made enormous sacrifices to the struggle. You, in a sense,
/what we
what we are all benefiting from is the product of the work of people like yourself and if it was not for people like yourself we would not
be able to sit here. But the sacrifice indeed has been very great from yourself. Thank you for coming, we will see what we are able to
do. And we will contact you to tell you where we are in terms of both investigation and in terms of some of the requests you have
made. Thank you for coming today, Mama. --- I have one other thing that I would like to bring to the commission's attention. I am in a
slum area, in a squatter camp. And I am staying there with my children. I would like the commission, if they can, give some help just to
help my children to take them to school to pay for their education. Or even if it means to take them for a dressmaking school or a
driving school.
(Inaudible) ... to all the requests that victims are making, and from what they hear they will make a recommendation to the President
about what kind of assistance can be rendered to the children, and to people like yourself. Thank you, Mama. --- Thank you.
---------------------

/DORA KHOSI MKHIZE
DORA KHOSI MKHIZE
CHAIRMAN: (Inaudible) ... Tiny Mayer to assist you with the leading of your evidence.
MS T MAYER: Thank you, Madam Chair. I greet you, Khosi. How are you feeling? I am just going to help you along because we are
running out of time. Do you not be troubled because I am not going to rush you, I will give you enough time for you to relate your story,
but whenever we feel we are running out of time I will just lead you with the questions. We have got your statement here in front of us,
where you are going to tell us about three people: yourself; as well as your mother, Phihliwe Mkhize; as well as your sister. I want to
thank you for the courage that you have shown because you said you wanted to be seen by the people, you don't want to testify in

camera. And you want the world to see you and you want the world to know your story. We shall request you to tell us briefly about
your family as well as the place in which you were staying in Mpumulanga. Tell us what was happening in 1987 that led to your
harassment and torture? --- There were fights in Mpumulanga, but when this happened we were lucky, because where we were
staying it was the ANC stronghold, though I didn't know anything about politics at that time. But Mr - my elder brother ... (intervention)
You said you were staying in an ANC stronghold, but there was also IFP members, where were you staying? Were you staying at
different areas? --- Yes, we were staying a distance but not that much of a distance, because whenever they wanted to attack us, they
would come to attack us.
/On the
On the 21st of July in 1987 what happened at your place between you and Teleweni? --- It was at night, but I had just slept, because I
was a dressmaker. On that particular day I felt down, and I slept quite late and I couldn't fall after sleep. When they came to knock, I
was the one who heard them, and I told my mother that there was a knock at the door. My mother woke up from her sleep and we
went to the diningroom to try and open. Even before we opened they knocked for the second time and they told us that we had to
open the door because if we didn't they were going to burn the house down. And my mother opened up. They told us - and they
pushed us into my mother's bedroom, that's where we went in and they were asking themselves as to what they should do with us,
should they burn the house down or what should they do. They took me into the kitchen and they took my sister into another bedroom.
In that bedroom, the main bedroom, there was my sister as well as my mother. At that time that they had taken me into the kitchen, I
did not hear what they were saying to my mother, and they started raping me.
How many were they? --- It was quite a group of people, but I can't say how many they were, but there were more than ten, the ones
who raped me were more than three.
When they got in your house, what did they say they wanted? --- They never explained to me, because even one member of the UDF
whom we though they were going to ask for, they never even asked for him, and they told another lady who was staying next door to
us they asked her as to where Lucky was.
During that time they were doing all this, they didn't say anything to you? --- No, they were not
/saying
saying anything at that time they raped me, they were standing, some were watching and others were telling others to be quick
because they wanted to take their turns with me.
You said there were children in the house, whose kids were these? --- I was with my son, I have got three children and I was with my
youngest child, and when they got into the bedroom they were looking and they looted certain things from the house possessions, as
well as some clothing. And my youngest child took the purse, thinking that there was money in there, only to find that they had already
stolen the money. And the other children were with my mother in her bedroom. The children did not see anything because there is
nobody who knows that I was raped. Because I never told anybody, I did not even tell my sister. I think my sister was also raped,
because I remember that at that time we went to the police station. We got into the van together with her when we were taken to the
doctor, and I don't know how many raped her.
Did you ever speak about this with your sister or your mother? --- At that time when I was in the kitchen and my other sister was in the
bedroom, and as soon as they finished raping me, they went out the door, all of the gang that came to rape us. And I went into my
mother's bedroom. I discovered that my mother had been stabbed. She had two stab wounds and Busi was sitting on the bed and she
thought she had actually hidden herself, but it was very apparent that she was there. I went into my mother's bedroom, and I saw my
mother sleeping on the bed. I did not realise that at that time she was dead. And they had already burn the outer building. And I saw
/my mother.
my mother. I told myself because she had high blood pressure, I thought maybe she has just lost consciousness. Then I went into the
bedroom. Before I opened the water, I could see the petrol where they had spilt it, before setting the house alight. I did not care, I went
around trying to extinguish the fire, because I thought the worse had happened so I had nothing more to fear. When I went to the
outside room, I found that my child had hidden. He got in the dustbin and when they set the house alight they realised that there was
nobody inside and all the time he had hidden himself in the dustbin. When I opened I realised that I could not open the door. When
they kicked the door, probably the key fell down and the child was inside the house. And I ran, trying to extinguish the fire, I kept on
fetching the water. And I tried to wake my sisters up so that they could come and help me but there was a lot of confusion, nobody
wanted to go out, everybody was just scared by the whole incident. And they ran away. As well as my brother ran away, because he
was quite scared. We tried to get a car, taking her to the hospital, not realising that she was dead already. We took her to the hospital,
but they said they could not help her, and they said they were going to transfer her to King Edward. Then I said I was going to
accompany my mother. I was still very confused because I was also bleeding and I was wearing a nightdress. At that time, it didn't
really strike my mind I was not dressed, because I was very confused at that stage. And the following day we thought that maybe she

had had a heart attack and we took some clothes thinking that when we get to the hospital she would have regained consciousness.
At the
/hospital
hospital they were scared to tell us that my mother had died. We tried looking for her in all the hospitals and we were told that we
should go to the hospital mortuary and see if we could identify my mother's body. We discovered her body in the mortuary and we
identified her. And we went back home.
How old were you when this happened? --- I was born in 1952, Busi was born in 1957.
And what about your children as well as your younger siblings? --- My first born was born in 1969, the second one in 1972 and the last
one in 1977.
How did this incident affect them psychologically, is there any change that you notice? --- Busi's child was terribly disturbed. She can't
stay in the house. If you are in the sitting room and say you ask him to get you some water, she's always get to stay all by himself in
the house, whenever there is anybody in the house he chooses to stay with that person that he can't be alone in the house, he can't
even go to the toilet all by himself. We were all traumatized and we were disturbed. Ever since then I lost my appetite, I never eat
normally any more. I eat little pieces of food in small amounts.
Besides not being able to eat, in what way were you disturbed? --- I was a dressmaker and when my mother died we were staying at
other people's houses and whenever they wanted to sleep we had to go out. At time we would cook, even before we finish cooking we
would be told that these people were coming and they were coming to attack us. Then we would get scared and we would pack our
things and tried to get some alternative refuge.
Amongst those people who raped you, did you
/recognise
recognise or identify any? --- I did not know them, but there is one who had another one saying he was present at the time when this
took place, but during that time even if you could know the person, there was absolutely nothing that you were going to do, so were
not listening to any stories.
Did you hear the name? --- No, I did not keep any names because I knew there was absolutely nothing I was going to do.
Were you able to go back to your home and live like a normal family? --- When my mother died we did not move out of our place, but
we used to stay at my next door neighbour's place and we kept on coming and going, whenever there was an imminent attack we
would escape and stay at another place. At some stage we stayed for the whole year at my sister's place, then we were told that the
situation had actually come down. We went back home and we are still staying at home. Because where we were staying there were
ANC members, it was an ANC stronghold. At times the Inkatha members would come and attack us in that area.
How is it now in Mpumalanga? --- It is quiet now at this stage.
Is there anything that you would like to add to your testimony? --- What I want to say is that when my mother was still alive I was
working and I had just stopped working in 1985 planning to be a full time dressmaker. And I built a two roomed outbuilding, so that I
could make my dressmaking there, I could work in the other room and in the other room I could sleep. So, I took all my resources and
invested them in buying
/machines
machines as well as material. And later on the place was burnt down and my customers did not know how to trace me because I was
not staying at the same place and I had to move from one place to the other.
Now, how do you manage to survive? --- My two children are soldiers, but children always are wayward, because when they came
back I asked them to try and support me, so that I can start afresh and work for myself. I needed some capital from them. But because
children are always children and they always behave in the manner they like, so they were not really interested to help me.
Is there any wish or expectation that you would like this commission to know, like what maybe you need some help at home? --- I can
be happy if I can get some help. I would appreciate it, because I would like to start afresh and do my dressmaking because Busi my
sister is holding a part-time job, and we don't have a breadwinner who is earning a living.
Where is your younger son, because you said you wanted your son to have some skills training? --- It is my son who is 18 years old,
he is still at school, he is in Standard Seven.

Thank you very much, Khosi, I will hand you over to the chairperson, maybe there are certain questions that she would like to ask you.
This is a touching story like the many other stories that we have heard today of trauma and torture that the women have gone through.
And what is even more touching is that you couldn't open up and talk to anybody about what happened to you, and that this is the very
first that you are talking about this, because
/you want
you want to vent out your anger and you want the world to know what sort of life you lived and what trauma and harassment you went
through, so that it may be known by the whole world as to who committed these deeds. After this had happened, now what - can you
tell us about your mental as well as your physical health, did you get any help? --- Besides being taken by the police to the doctor,
there is absolutely nothing. I don't know what happened to my private parts, because at times I would ... (inaudible) ...
(END OF SIDE A)
6B/0 ... that or not. My husband died in 1985 and thereafter I never ever wanted to get involved, then I told myself that I wanted to
bring my children up.
Has this got anything to do with what happened to you, that is the rape that you got scared of men or you look at them with
resentment? --- I totally do not trust a man. I think I will never ever get close to a man. I regard him as an enemy, because at this
moment I not even thinking of getting involved with any man.
We thank you very much, that is a very bold step towards healing, talking about whatever happened to you will make you heal. We
thank you very much for your courage.
CHAIRMAN: You have been incredibly brave to come here and to talk about it publicly. Other witnesses have asked in fact that their
faces be shielded and often even their names, so this kind of experience does remain with one for a long long time. But the fact that
you have been able to come here proves that you are dealing with it entirely on your own. The commission has heard a number
/of the
of the requests that you have made and is aware in fact of the terrible tragedy that your mother also died in this incident. We hear that
your sons at least have managed to make something of themselves and are in fact employed as soldiers. We have heard your request
that you want to go back to dressmaking and that you would like to be assisted in that regard. Now, the commission takes note of that
request, but also wants to remind people that in terms of a delivery system, the commission makes recommendations to government,
who will then enact some kind of reparation policy. But the - we would like to thank you in particular for sharing that with us, because
we know that it could not have been easy. Thank you for coming here today.
---------------------

/STEPHANIE KEMP
STEPHANIE KEMP (Sworn States)
CHAIRMAN: We have asked Ms Hlengiwe Mkhize to assist you with the telling of your story. --- Thank you very much, it really has
been no problem to wait all day.
MS H MKHIZE: Thank you very much, once more welcome. I can see from your story that you are one of the people who have long
begun to struggle with the reconciliation related issues. I would like you just to tell the commission a little bit about your upbringing as
a child, especially those experiences which you think had an impact to your later on choices. --- Yes, I must say I have been listening
for the last two days to the truth and reconciliation commission and it is very difficult, almost impossible, not to have arrived here this
evening feeling an enormous amount of anger. I would also like to thank you for the dignity which this panel has conducted the
proceedings of today and I would like to thank Makhosi for being here next to me. My anger is partly also one of outrage that I believe
that everything that we have heard today and yesterday and whatever has happened for the last 50 years in this country has been
done in the name of my culture. I was born in Stainsburg in the Karoo in 1941 and I grew in Malmesbury, where my father was
principal of the Swartland Laerskool. So, I had an Afrikaans upbringing with the Dutch Reformed Church dominating the town, with
cousins in the Broederbond who for the 30 years after I became political severed all ties with my family. As an adolescent in the early
1950s I moved to Port Elizabeth and I think it was the contrast with Malmesbury that crystallized for me my hatred of poverty and
injustice that I saw around me. It was also in the
/Eastern
Eastern Cape/Port Elizabeth that I heard Nkosi Sikelele sung in my school around in the background. It was also the time when
SACTO(?) was producing newspapers selling them in the streets of Port Elizabeth. By the early 1960s when I was at the University of
Cape Town, studying physiotherapy I had come to the painful realization that the poverty, that Sharpeville and detention without trial
were ways in which my own people were trying to claw their way into white privilege in our country. I never spoke Afrikaans again until
my return from exile in 1990. At UCT I sought and found radical students, and more importantly I became involved in a committee of
the defence and aid fund, at a time when the 90 day law providing for detention without trial was introduced. This work brought me in
touch with an older generation of women stalwarts, like Ray Edwards, who was to become my mother-in-law later on, Dora Alexandra,
Sara Khanisan and her husband Fred. I was recruited into the South African Communist Party and almost simultaneously before I
understood the rapidly unfolding political process around me, I was also recruited into a sabotage unit of the ARM. On June, the 18th,
1964, sentences were handed down in the Rivonia trial. Death sentences seemed possible leading up to that date and probably were
averted by the massive international campaign for the release of South African political prisoners. We, in the sabotage unit that I was
involved in, carried out various acts of sabotage to coincide with these sentences. For me those four and a half years in Cape Town
were one of increasing cultural isolation, they were frightening and they were bewildering years. On the 4th of July 1964, there were
country wide
/security
security clamp down, with many arrests in terms of the relatively new detention without trial laws. I was arrested a week later. I was
help first in Maitland Police Cells and interrogated two or three times a day. I must point out that my arrival and my attempt to make a
home in Durban is new. I am not really a Durban or a KwaZulu-Natal person, but I have chosen to come here and I felt very good to
be part of this community of women here today. After about three weeks after my detention I was transferred to Caledon Square
Police Station in central Cape Town. Interrogations continued, verbally, rough, but I could hold my own. In all this time I never saw a
woman. There were teams of special branch men. I was in solitary confinement, guarded by uniformed men and seeing only males on
the rare occasions that I saw other prisoners. Then a bomb exploded on the Johannesburg Station. In detention in Cape Town, all I
knew was that there was a sudden outpouring of aggression from the interrogators. A woman of 77 died soon after the bomb and her
four year old grandchild was badly injured. I have recently heard mention of this child who is now a woman in her 30s. I heard that she
has continued to suffer from this experience and I feel a very deep grief for her, although I was not directly involved in what befell her.
On the day in question, the 1st of August 1964, I was taken upstairs from the cells in Caledon Square to a small room, a storeroom it
seemed, with packing cases and a table. I was told to remain standing and throughout the day special branch rotated through to
interrogate me. I remember Captain Rossouw, who was in charge; Lieutenant van Dyk; Sergeant Spuiker van Wyk,
/who was
who was already notorious and implicated in the death of Luke Sowandle Legudle, who was a commander in Ukhonto we Siswe in
Cape Town. There was also his side-kick, Van Wyk's side-kick, Sergeant Theo Sandberg. Standing and sleep depravation were new

methods and I was not aware that later comrades like Fred Khanisan would be kept awake for a week on end. I stood from the
morning through the day and into the night. The Cape Town special branch was soon joined by Lieutenants Fichter and Van der
Merwe from Johannesburg, fresh and rampantly triumphant, boasting that they had arrested John Harris for the Johannesburg Station
bomb and smashed his jaw, getting him to sing like a canary, a favourite phrase of the special branch at that time. John Harris was
subsequently charged and he was hanged in Pretoria on the 1st of April 1965. He was a 27 year old teacher, with a wife, Anne, and a
four year old son. I didn't know John Harris, but when he was hanged in Pretoria I happened to be held in the death cell reserved for
white women in Pretoria Central Prison. All night I heard the prisoners signing, "God be with you till we meet again". In the morning a
19 year old wardress with uncommon sensitivity took some risk in coming to the spy hole of my cell to tell me John Harris had been
hanged. Since then on the 1st of April every year, I have almost unwillingly recalled John Harris and relived the pain of that hanging.
But before that, on the 1st of August, my interrogation went on. Fichter grew increasingly impatient with my recalcitrance, I was small
fry, he resented that I was holding out. Then in the early hours of the following morning, the 2nd of August 1964, Captain Rossouw
came in again and said that his men
/were treating
were treating me too well, that this was a war. Rossouw said he was very sorry that we had used women, but if I wanted to behave
like a man, he would treat me like a man. Spuiker van Wyk came in and pleaded with Rossouw to allow him to be alone with me. In
retrospect it was clear that he was seeking permission to use violence to break me. Rossouw hesitated while Van Wyk wined on like a
school boy wanting a chance to prove himself. Eventually Rossouw got up and left. Van Wyk from then on was crowing with glee and
anticipation. He stood close in front of me, the door shut. He kept saying, "I know you hate me and you are going to hate me even
more". I was exhausted and said,"Yes, I hate you". Then he started hitting me across my head. He grabbed my hair, which was long,
and pulled me down to the floor and started battering my head on the floor. I lost consciousness. I came around, there were other
people in the room. Someone shouted, "Get up" and I pulled myself over a chair on to my knees. I was retching, I was shaking
violently. I heard somebody saying, "That won't help you". Van Wyk was gone and Fichter was back alone with me in the room.
Clumps of my hair were strewn all over the floor. He kicked some hair under the table. He demanded that I make a statement. I was
completely incoherent. But in that atmosphere Fichter chose to reprimand me for calling him Fichter and said I must call him
Lieutenant Fichter. I quote from a statement that I recently found which I had made soon afterwards to my attorney, Hymie
Bernhout(?), in which I said that:
"He ..."
that is Fichter /"... took
"... took my hand and he asked me whether I trusted him and I said I did. He told me to regard the
security police as my friends and he touched the corner of my eye which was battered and bruised.
I was incoherent and unable to make a statement. He took me back to my cell. At 5 o'clock in the
morning Van Wyk and Sandberg appeared in the cell, still triumphant. They said they would be
back at 6.00 but they never came. Later I learnt that the pair of them then went on to a comrade
and then eventually a co-accused in another cell, Allan Brookes. They also beat him and Sandberg
sat on Allan and twisted his ankle until it broke. I had just turned 23 and I learnt them the difference
between fear and terror. There were friends and comrades outside in Cape Town. They managed
to establish clandestine contact with me. They had heard of my interrogation and urged me to make
a statement."
Spuiker van Wyk made a responding statement in which he admitted that he had hit me, but justified this by saying that I begged him
to do so. I started civil proceedings against BJ Vorster, then Minister of Justice, and Van Wyk. Eventually IL was charged. After
sentence I was taken Kroonstad Women's Prison. I was taken to many prisons, but that was one where I was. Most of the time I was
/still in
still in solitary confinement because at that time I was the only white woman political prisoner and as all else in the country the prisons
too were segregated. At Kroonstad the special branch came back, took me into the matron's office and started shouting at me. I was
only aware of a row of highly polished black shoes and my own terror. I started screaming. The matron of Kroonstad Prison then was
a young woman called Erica van Zyl. She rushed in and sent the special branch away. She sat down with me and said that as long as
I was in her prison, she would not allow the special branch near me. Now, 32 years later, the same Erica van Zyl is, I believe, head of
the prison services in our country. I think she is a brigadier now. I would like to take this opportunity to thank her for her kindness then
back in 1964, it was a very rare situation. Eventually at the end of 1965, when I was 24, Vorster, who was still Minister of Justice,
invited our parents to come to him to ask for our release. My father made an appointment and saw him. I was taken from Barberton
Prison, where I was there by then, to be interrogated by the head of special branch, General H J van den Berg. And curiously he could
also not resist the temptation to ask me to hold his hands, to look into his eyes, and to swear at that time that I was not a communist. I

did so. I was then released. Both Vorster and Van den Berg in these interviews made it clear that they knew I had been beaten up and
expressed no surprise nor protest about this. The civil case against Vorster and Van Wyk was set down for hearing in Cape Town
Supreme Court in mid 1966. The week before the State made an out of court settlement. What happened to me was just
/the beginning
the beginning of a 30 years of horror which was subdued but stretched relentlessly as comrades and friends were killed in detention,
hanged, bombed, murdered. On my return from exile in September 1990, it seemed that we would sit in a meeting one day, I was then
in Gauteng, in Johannesburg, and the next day comrades from the meeting would be dead. There has been no time to recover. I say it
was subdued horror, because we lived by our own motto, "Don't mourn, mobilize". I went into exile in September 1966 and became a
stateless person. Like thousands of other exiles I lived without my extended family. My two sons were born in London and grew up
without their grandparents, their cousins, their aunts. They still have very little ability to form relationships within the family beyond their
parents. They learnt at a tender age not to handle our mail and not to touch parcels. Their father was bombed in 1988 when they were
17 and 18 years old. He does not like it when we say he was lucky, but he did survive with incredible spirit and optimism. We were
lucky. I am honoured to have been part of the struggle and I am warmed by the remembrance of the love, support and comradeship
we shared with people from all over the world, from Tanzania to Denmark, from Vietnam to the Soviet Union, and East Germany.
What happened in that police cell, in 1964, was never resolved for me as the deaths and torture, the brutality mounted against those
struggling to end the scourge of apartheid, and pursued them with increasing voracity into exile, engulfing activists, those thought
perhaps to have been sympathetic, their wives, their husbands, their lovers, their parents, and their children. The growth of this
/murderous
murderous monster machine is perhaps typified by Lieutenant Fichter, who had interrogated me in 1964, by his growth into a colonel.
From the breaking of John Harris' jaw before Harris was hanged, Fichter went on to head the Ciskei Police, and finally to be charged
for his complicity in the KwaMakhuta massacre. Responsibility for all these acts must be laid at the feet of those individuals
concerned, those perpetrators, and with the SADF and the SAP. But I was born an Afrikaner, and from childhood we were fed, force
fed if I might say on the glory of our people in the Anglo Boer War. When eventually Pik Botha got his moment of glory at the united
Nations, following the collapse of the apartheid state, he chose there to read a poem in Afrikaans to the world, by Louis Leipoldt,
glorifying the suffering of the Afrikaner people. For me the horror of the apartheid years is compounded by the loss to me through its
prostitution of my language and my culture. The direction that Afrikaner nationalism took into obliterating all in its wake now, no matter
how murderously, I lay at the feet of the Broederbond, the Dutch Reformed Church and the National Party. These bodies
systematically fanned the flames and nurtured an increasingly Godless and brutalized culture. Through the truth and reconciliation
commission, and as an Afrikaner, I call on the Broederbond, the Dutch Reformed Church, EW de Klerk, and the National Party to do
more than say sorry, it was a mistake, I call on them to confess and repent their seminal role in nurturing murder and mayhem in our
country, based on an ideology of race superiority. I must just end by saying that although I may seem very calm, although Makhosi
knows that I am not,
/it has
it has been a period in trying to write this statement that has helped me to put into perspective the pain that I felt. Thank you.
Thank you very much for sharing with this commission some of the experiences that you have personally gone through. You
mentioned here in your statement that you were recruited into the South African Communist Party. Can you just tell us a little bit about
your involvement with the South African Communist Party, especially those practices which you think might have led to your
detention? --- My detention was directly related to the sabotage, in fact it wasn't until after my release 18 months later that more
members of the communist party in Cape Town were arrested and my name was found. I mentioned Fred Khanisan, who was then I
believe on the central committee and had been responsible for recruiting me, he was kept awake, not allowed to sleep for a week, and
was I think eventually put into an oxygen tent to save his life. A list was found with my name on it. I was then flown back, I was in East
London at the time where my parents were living, I was flown back to Com... (inaudible) ... Building in Pretoria, and seen again by H J
van den Berg, the head of security, and asked about my membership. I denied it. I remained a member, an active member in exile as
well throughout those years until I think my most recent count was in 1991. And I must salute the party for having taught me about
courage and about how to be a human being in this society.
As you are aware that our special focus today is on gender specific forms of humiliation, having gone through the prison, the
detentions in this country, do you think
/you were
you were treated any better than other women of colour who were with you, charged with similar practices? --- Certainly. There is no
question about that, that it was unusual the reason why my case perhaps was even resolved by getting a payout from the State, was
that it was unusual, that it made front page headlines, it made international headlines, because I was hit. As we all know this was
common place for black women in this country.

You have kept on referring to the Dutch Reformed Church, then the Nationalist Party, the Broederbond, and I am sure you are away
as the truth commission that we are charged with the most difficult task to assist the people of South Africa to move towards
reconciliation and healing. On the other hand we have the victims, on the other hand we have the alleged and in some instances now
the identified perpetrators. And as you can see, the whole predominantly black, what is your suggestion in terms of moving towards
national reconciliation. --- Without question reconciliation is necessary for the survival of our country. And I think if it wasn't for our
president, it would have perhaps been harder for me and many people like me, to even contemplate the possibility of reconciliation. I
think I feel particularly bitter because once I came back into the country I found that it did matter to me that I wanted my culture back. I
did feel - I do feel very bitter and angry that these people took my language, they took my being, and they turned it into this machine,
and I have no doubt that the cultural aspect of what happened in this country was what - it was the springboard for the murderous
behaviour of people like Eugene de Kok. I
/have
have no doubt about this. And I also know that there is an Afrikaner that to "belei", the Afrikaans term "beleindenis" is a term that is
well understood. And what De Klerk did after the acquittal of the generals around the KwaMakhuta massacre, to almost blame the
victims for their own suffering, is unforgivable. It reminded me of one of my lawyers who warned me that when I was beaten up that
the police would say it is your fault, you attacked us, your eye jumped up and hit our poor policemen's fist. It is turning the whole thing
upside down. There is no question to me that systemically the Broederbond, the Dutch Reformed Church, and the National Party,
prepared the way, nurtured the culture that led to the suffering that we have heard from the truth commission - within the truth
commission.
Thank you very much for your resilience. I will ask our chair, Jasmine Sooka, to take over.
CHAIRMAN: Question? Stephanie, I think that day by day through the last nine months we have heard stories of horror, and
particularly in the last week, the video that we have seen on Prime Evil, the testimony that is coming through the amnesty applications,
fills one with a sense of horror, but in all of that when we hear testimony from people like yourself, you are saddened by the fact that
so few people were able to make the choice of going a different way, people like John Harris, yourself, Braam Fisher, Llewellen, all
made a different choice, and they all lived in the same country, and I think part of the struggle in this country is to find the solution to
what gives people the ability to make those choices. Because that is going to make the difference to salvaging this
/nation,
nation, because some times reconciliation seems to be very cheap, and the price is often the cost of the victims, and I think that what
we are really struggling with is what you have said in your last few remarks. That we need for people to say more than it was a
mistake. We need for them to really come forward and repent, because only in that repentance will the rest of us be able to find some
kind of solace that the reconciliation on which we are building this country will not be a cheap one. Thank you for coming forward and
for sharing your testimony. I think for many of us who have heard your story before, you have always been a shining example. We do
salute your courage in coming forward. Thank you. --- Thank you.
---------------------

/PHYLLIS NAIDOO
PHYLLIS NAIDOO
--- Who is going to lead me?
CHAIRMAN: Nobody will lead you specifically, but we will just ask you to do it in the same way that the lady this morning and Nosiswe
did as well. --- Okay. I wanted to taper my account to fit in with the Truth and Reconciliation Act, to start from 1960, my political life
goes long before that. So, I have started as early as 1960 and told you that we were ordered, if detained, not to make statements. I
mean everybody said, if you are picked up, don't say a word, right. And we had merely to give our names and addresses, but nothing
else. That soon changed with people like Stephanie Kemp, but it changed a little earlier, when we were faced with the torture, Indress
Naidoo had been strung up in a bag, and beaten out of his mind and he had been shot in his arm. And then we knew they were very
serious. So, people hadn't started to die by then in detention, but we knew that they were going to break us. So, we altered it. Say
what needs to be said, no more. Right. Supposing they wanted to know were you at that meeting, confirm it, you know, don't keep
saying, no, because then your body gets it. Now, the evidence of Stephanie Kemp and her successful prosecution of her tortures left
us in little doubt that force, violence, was going to be used. Violet Wynberg, she is late now, spoke of her detention, and was one of
the horrors of our life at that time, to see Violet, this elderly person, with her shoes covered with her swollen feet ... (inaudible) ...
(END OF SIDE B)
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... would rape them. They were punished with no pads when they menstruated. Lulu Gwala, Harry's daughter, had to wrap a blanket
around herself when she menstruated, they wouldn't give her a pad. I, myself, was arrested - no, sentenced, and they wouldn't give
me pads, and I had to use newspapers. Can you think of a worse thing that can happen to a woman? You washed - we washed
clothes, so you pick up the blood from your and put it into the washing. It was horrible, and terribly demeaning. And the other aspect of
detainees was that they would let you not wash, you would stand for hours. I think, Steph, you probably stood for three days without a
wash. And the smell of your body, you know, you are not washing, and then you go to the toilet, you are not allowed to wash, there is
no toilet paper, and all these horrendous things happen to woman, and your self confidence went. If mothers were detained, leaving
their children behind, it was horrendous. I went crazy 10 days detention leaving my three children behind, and Sathee(?) was two days
old when that happened. So, Nester Basel(?), I think you ladies haven't met some of the old women in the communist party trial, with
Braam Fisher. Six women were detained, and Nester was one of them. Served long sentences. She served three years and had
absolute hell being away from her three young daughters. Her children have never forgiven her. I think just one is coming around now.
And then you read Ruth First's book on her 117 days. And her detention. I mean if you read that, I think they made a film of it too, isn't
it. She was suicidal with detention. So, detention was no picnic as I say. It
/was feared.
was feared. In fact, we in the underground, were told if somebody is detained, don't assume that they would not break, assume they
would break and move out. June the 16th, 1976, brought the detention of our children following the massive uprising. They were
several pregnancies due to rape by the detaining officers. And I knew about this because I was working in the Harry Gwala trial and
had to go and see witnesses like Helen Joseph and Lilian Ngoye. And Lilian brought some of the mothers to me and said talk to them,
Phyllis, let them do something about these children. It was too late to abort. So, they wouldn't. They were - you see, they feared the
special branch. No, Phyllis, go away, go away, we are not going to do anything about it. So, we lived in that very difficult period,
detention, isolation. Then subsequently of course you had all the deaths in detention. And you know, that was a strong list, I think the
TRC has a list of about 73 people, who were killed in political detention. There are many more. At first when I thought about how could
we deal with women in detention and fear of rape and fear of violence and all that, and I thought it be best to employee women
officers, but then I was held in Durban Central here, in an all women prison, and my God, what horrors they were. They kicked your
food, they spat at you. I can't tell you, I don't know how, I was the only "Indian" and 400 African women, mindless treatment we all had.

And African women did it, except one, Marge Dlamini. And when I said to her, "What are you doing in this place?", she said, "Phyllis, if
I don't stay here, people forget that there was something better outside". Anyway, so we will have to think about
/who looks
who looks after women detainees. The wardresses now, these were women wardresses in Kroonstad gave Dorothy Nembe boiled
hard mielies with her teeth all removed, sadists. I mean, how do you eat those big mielies without teeth? She was starving and hungry
and a letter to me asking for R250,00 to get false teeth so that she could eat are very painful memories. I suffered a banning order,
five years at a time, two banning orders. The second banning order was accompanied with a house arrest order from March 1966 to
March 1976. I was pregnant at the time, I was first banned and restricted to the magisterial area of Durban. There is a man in the
house here. There is a man in the house. (Pause) Okay. Overnight my job as a teacher was ended because you couldn't enter school
premises, you couldn't enter educational premises, you couldn't go to libraries, you had six pages of restriction, I am sure all of you
know about those things. And later, with a husband on Robben Island, I was expected to care for three children, it was a horrendous
punitive measure, worse, the Minister of Justice, that is a misnomer, would not give reasons for this invasion of my limited rights.
Instead the special branch asked me to make application for a child welfare grant, and what an insult, I refused. I asked in a letter to
him how could an unarmed pregnant mother of two young boys, five years and four years, threaten the military might of the regime?
They boasted they were the greatest army from Cape to Cairo, until of course they met the Cubans in 1988 at Quito Codovales, and
thank God for that. When the minister replied, he said it was not in the interests of security of the state to divulge the
/reasons
reasons for my restriction orders. So, for 10 years, not knowing why, I had to report my presence to the police every Monday. One
morning I failed to report, when Shah, my son, had an asthmatic attack during my law exams. I was sentenced to 10 days, those were
10 days that shook my world. I want to know why I was banned, what do my police files say and I must tell you when I visited the once
they had so much in my files, I want the police to return all my stuff they removed from my home, especially my short stories. Exile for
me for was from the 23rd of July 1977 to the 26th of June 1990. I must tell you as an attorney I take statements from everybody and I
had interviewed somebody who said, "We were given the death penalty", I said, "When?", he couldn't remember. I said, "When were
you released from prison?", you would think that somebody getting the death penalty will remember that, he couldn't remember. Can
you remember the days when your children were born? No. What can you remember? Says nothing. When did you go into exile? The
date, time, place. So, exile sticks in your mind like nothing else does. It is a hard life. Two women helped me go into exile, one was
Solvey Piper, she was here yesterday with the Turners, she kept me in her home for a night, and the other was a black woman and I
am so sorry I have forgotten her name. You know, I say here that one of the things we have to do was to forget, we dealt with Mrs
Magwaza, we had to forget her, or we would be given another name, you know, and we had to forget her. Well, she took me across,
first of all she had me in her room in Clermont, a tin shack, with a huge hole at the bottom. And she said to me if you walk across they
will
/be able
be able to see you, so sit here. And she left her pot for me to do a job, there were no toilets so I couldn't go out to that, and a tin of
Milo. And Milo was so expensive in those days, still is, you know. And she made sure that I - the quality of comradeship that I have
enjoyed, you know, I could write books about it. And this lady, I wish she hears me and I wish she would come and see me, because I
need to thank her. What worries me with the murder and mayhem in Natal, she might be dead. A young girl, she could have been
about 25 maybe. My driver was too tired, and she wanted to sleep. I had to drive during the petrol restrictions, and you know if you
were caught carrying petrol, oh my, and I couldn't be caught, and we carried petrol, that was illegal. I filled up at Escort late at night,
terrified out of my wits. Those who planned my trip said we should cross at Ficksburg, because that is where the river is so narrow
looking at a map. And one of those people who plotted my trip was Ric Turner. And I mean they forgot that the sides of the river are so
steep and I had to go down those sides losing my gloves, losing my shoes and losing my socks. And I hit the river, ice cold morning at
five - half past five, a freezing morning. And of course, without shoes, my feet had to trample frost, it was the first time I heard -I knew
what was frost. Some advocates' reading of my self imposed exile laughed about it. Well, I hope that exile is never their lot. It is never
but never self imposed. That statement is stupid. Ask my friend here. We were underground operatives and we could not operate if
our cell was intact. And we could operate, sorry. If a member of our cell was arrested, the others had to go
/into
into hiding. I was ordered to leave the country and I left my three children without telling them I was leaving and the counsel who
laughed at me should try that. I thought exile was the ultimate punishment, until I lost my son. You exist in exile like your body is here
in Harare, Lesotho, and all, but your heart is at home. Everything that happens, ask Nosiswe, she will tell you about how she met us in
exile. What was home for us? We didn't have - you know, we didn't own any property, or anything. There was no home. We were
tenants. We would have to come back if ever and find a house to rent. For some of my comrades, it was under the bridges that they
were, you know, had lived. It was in buses, you know. For some they had come from gail to exile. And the worse thing that can
happen to you in exile, I think is to lose somebody. Oliver Tambo lost his mother in exile. And he was, you know, oh so hurt by it. I lost
my mother and my brother in exile. It is very very painful. It will take a book to describe exile and more. Mandla Langa, my comrade,

tells of his pained exile in his new book, "The Naked Song", I recommend it to you. Many writers have written of the pain of exile. I was
50 in exile. 50 years old. I am nearly 70 now. Can you imagine the pain of our 10 year old children in exile? Somebody asked why
were there so many suicides in the list of our dead the ANC submission to the TRC, I would say being in exile was a big part of that,
you know, one ought to explain it. At 50 I have stood at the banks of the Caledon River with its sandy belly open to the elements, with
only a trickle of water for river, and wanted to return home. Again and again. It was Braam Fisher who
/had said,
had said, "Better a South African prison than exile". You stand there and shall I, shall I not, shall I? And you ask the Caledon River and
of course it doesn't answer. A exile was compounded by a parcel bomb that was sent to Cannon John Osmos, it was opened in my
home, and I can't show you my backside, but it is full of potted holes. I can't wear a bathing costume. Right. I have lost my ear, my
eardrum has gone. And I lost 7 teeth. Four of my comrades were very badly hurt. The church paid for John's medical care, while the
ANC took care of the five of us. You don't wish me to describe the pain of that, do you? Thank you. I was phoned daily in exile at
10 pm, somebody employed by the dirty tricks department, who would say, "Is that Mrs Naidoo, we are coming to get you". "Ons sal
jou kry". Can you believe that someone's father, brother or son, would do a mindless stupid job like that? And can you believe that he
was paid by the state, your money, taxpayers money paid for him to be stupid. I was sent to Hungary for medical care by the ANC and
Hungary was in the Eastern Block. And I want to tell you that their solidarity was a very precious experience. My son, Sargan, was
studying agricultural engineering there, it was Hungary's solidarity for the ANC. There were 26 ANC students there, Sargan spend
eight years, and for the eight years they took care of his food, his learning, his accommodation, you have no idea what solidarity we
experienced. But those countries were not as bad as the African countries. And the solidarity we experienced in the poverty of Africa,
was something else. You have my book with you, and you will see what I say there. My 11 year old daughter was phoned to say
/that they
that they were coming to Maseru to finish the job they hadn't finished. She thought it was my comrades playing the fool. When she
enquired further, she found that it was the boers, and the boers I mean this bloody apartheid sods, it was the SB threatening to bomb
our home. I was in the UK. She fled the home unlocked, taking our dog with her. We had to move her but fast from Lesotho. While
was I the UK I received a registered post, a letter purporting to come from the Lesotho Government, declaring me a prohibited
immigrant. And asking me not to return to Lesotho. I was surprised because I had just got a new contract. Through the ... (inaudible) ...
we found out that it was a hoax, it was the South African Government or the regime doing this. The Lesotho Government wanted me
back immediately. I was given 24 hours to leave Maseru In September of 1983. The justice department was told, "If Mrs Naidoo is not
in the plane to Maputo at 7 am on Saturday, you will find a dead body". The government asked me to leave saying they could not
protect me. I just had a new contract with government and was reluctant to leave, but when my clients told me of the border problems,
all the borders were closed, South Africa closed the borders, I was forced to change my mind. South Africa refused oxygen for
patients in the Queen II Hospital, patients were waiting in the theatre for oxygen and they wouldn't let the oxygen come in. I had to
leave. Then the Maseru massacre I have described in the book that you have got, I would like you to look at some of these hair-raising
pictures, especially these commissioners here. I hope you will all have my book on the massacre. I want to share with you the women
who died there, despite the order
/not to
not to kill women and children. They, the SADF, explained it as cross-fire killings. This commission should confront Constant Viljoen of
Freedom Front fame who led the SADF into the cross-border raid in Lesotho. He needs to talk with the families that he decimated on
that night. And there were all - they were all about, most of them in the Transkei area. And of course the little children that he killed.
And you will see in this book what happened to our money. He stole our money, they stole money of ours, we had over R68 000,00
somebody said, but certainly over R60 000,00 was in a mielie bag in Gase's home ... (inaudible) ... That money wasn't there after they
went. In Sydney Magandela's house, SACTU money, couple of thousands were there. They have to tell us what happened. You see, if
police use 10 bullets, they have to go to their commander to account for the bullets. What was the report that came from the SADF
raid, how many bullets were used? We need to know all these things. Then lastly, the murder of my son, Sargan(?). My son born in
1961, I think you can read this for yourself. Do you want me to read it? (Pause) My son Sargan was born on the 4th of April 1961.
Together with his colleague, Moss, were employed on the ANC farm at Chongela(?), near Lusaka in Zambia. Sargan was the
manager and Moss a senior mechanic. Both were assassinated by Tex, on the night of the 15th of April 1989, 11 days after Sargan's
28th birthday. Tex from Brits was found at Livingstone by the Zambian Police. He being the first South African to arrive at Livingstone
the Zambian Police were suspicious. Most refugees came via Swaziland and Botswana at that time. They duly informed
/the ANC,
the ANC, who interviewed Tex, he confessed that he was brought by Paulos from Com... (inaudible) ... building in Pretoria via
Rhodesia. His orders would come later after his military training. I have read Tex' statement given to his interrogators. No one in the
ANC found it strange that he was the only survivor after a Unita ambush. He was badly wounded and he needed to be hospitalized.
Later he was sent to Hungary and then the GDR, East Germany, for treatment. When he returned he was sent to the ANC farm,
where he would have plenty of green vegetables and fresh milk. How well we took care of this agent. Two days after the

assassination, he was arrested and charged with murder. He died from AIDS before the trial commenced. No post-mortem was held to
test the voracity of AIDS. Sargan was interviewed on BBC about the farm in 1988. We all heard it. My sister in Senegal heard it.
Following this interview, Pik Botha in parliament attacked my son, saying he was not the manager of the farm, but the commander of
our military stores. Subsequently European parliamentarians looked the farm over and Sargan invited them to look for the military
hardware. They did not find anything. Who ordered the killing of my son and Moss? Two senior comrades responsible for feeding the
ANC in Zambia and Angola, and at times Zimbabwe. Where did Pik Botha get his information? Did he order the killing of my son? If he
confesses to this, I would like to speak to him to tell him about the terrorists he killed, the so-called terrorists he killed. When I asked
Sargan in Hungary in 1979, 18 years, why he had chosen when he was 18 years, why he had chosen agriculture, we could not grow a
potted
/plant
plant in our flat I reminded him, "What does South Africa need most, Mum?" he asked, "Food, Mum, food", he said. "We must feed our
people, we cannot build a new South Africa on a empty stomach". What can I tell mothers who lose their children. To compound my
pain I have recently lost my second son, Shah, through a medical accident. It is cruel and internal pain. Both my sons have contributed
their youth and their lives to the struggle for freedom. Yes, I am very proud. It is a painful, very painful pride. Now, I would just like to
read this last portion, it is not in your "For all my comrades we left behind in Angola, Zambia, Zimbabwe, Tanzania, Mozambique ..."
you know their dead bodies are buried there "... Botswana, Swaziland, France, Moscow, Lesotho, Cuba, and in other places, I bring you the
message through Faheema(?) who said, 'When you go home tell them of us and say, for your
tomorrow we gave our today'."
Thank you. Do you want me to read that last portion again?
"When you go home tell them of us and say, 'For your tomorrow we gave our today'."
Thank you.
CHAIRMAN: Thank you.
---------------------

/CHAIRMAN:
CHAIRMAN: I think today has been a very special day for us. We have heard the stories of women ranging from 1960 right up until
very very recently. And the sadness is that in this particular province, the violence still continues. And women still bear the effect of
that violence. The women who have come here today have come here very - with so much humility and with so much strength, that
they put some of us to shame and all we can say is that the experience has been a very very moving one. And it is on this kind of story
that we have built South Africa. It was yesterday's todays which have made the future we have today and we remember those who did
not come back, those who have died, and those whose stories have not, in fact, been told. Many people thought the Spuiker van
Wyk's, the General van den Berg's, they never thought that this day would come when they might have to be accountable for what
they have done. The day has arrived, and the time is now for them to come forward. And if they don't do it, someone else will come
forward to tell the story of what they have done. We would like to thank all of you who have shared this day with us. We know it has
been a long one, but we are very grateful for it and very humbled. We thank you for having participated in it with us, and for all those
who have contributed to making it happen. We now end this session of the special hearing on women, and we would like to call upon
those women who have not yet come forward to do so, and we remember those who have died and we would ask you to observe a
special moment of silence before we end the day's proceedings.
--------------------/TRANSCRIBER'S
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STATEMENT, QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
DR FATIMA MEER

CHAIRPERSON:
Dr Meer, I’d like to welcome you very warmly to the commission. We will listen to your evidence and the story that you are going to tell
with great interest and concern. Before you do so, I am asked to, and obliged for you to take the oath which I assume will be by
affirmation.

FATIMA MEER Affirms for the truth

CHAIRPERSON:
Thank you very much.
DR MEER:
But then there are interpretations.
CHAIRPERSON:
Yes.

DR MEER:
And, one cannot claim the interpretations to be part of the truth, although these interpretations are made with every conceivable
integrity.
CHAIRPERSON:
Thank you very much indeed, Dr Meer. Dr Meer, the story you will tell is the story of attempted assassination, of continued
harassment over a long period of time for you and your family and friends, but you are going to tell that story in your own words, and
Mr Lister, we always ask one of the panel to assist in the facilitation, and he is going to take over from me now, and I hand over to him
and of course, especially to you. Thank you.
MR LISTER:
Thank you, Mr Chairman. Dr Meer, just for the benefit of those people in the audience who don’t know you - and there can’t be very
many people here today who don’t know you. For the benefit of the television audience and also just for the record, before you start
your story, which is a story as Dr Bruin has said of harassment between 1952 and 1985.
Can you just tell us something about who you are. The work that you have done, and why you feel that you became a target for the
harassment attacks that you were subjected to. And then lead us on to what happened to you for that - the period that has been
mentioned.
DR MEER:
My name is Fatima Meer. I am a retired sociologist. I run the Institute for Black Research, which is involved in research and writing. I
came under the focus of the Nationalist Government as far back as the 1950’s. I was banned, and detained without trial. An attempt

was made at assassinating me. I have survived these events. My family was also involved - my husband and my son.
MR LISTER:
Sorry, thank you.
DR MEER:
Ja.
MR LISTER:
I’m going to really leave it to you to tell us the story that you want to tell us - in your own words ... [intervention]
DR MEER:
Ja.
MR LISTER:
About, as I say, starting chronologically in the, in the 50’s ... [intervention]
DR MEER:
Yes.
MR LISTER:
And filling us in from time to time as to why you felt you became the subject of these attacks.
DR MEER:
I was first banned in 1954. The events surrounding that banning should really go back to 1946/48 when the Indian people launched
the passive - launched a passive resistance campaign against new laws that were passed against them. As a result of this campaign,
the whole issue of racism was, for the first time, tabled before the world at UN.
And this evoked, from the Government of the time particular animosity and hostility against the Indian people. And it is my reading that
one of the main reasons for the violence that erupted in 1949 was linked to this, and as a matter of fact, the commission that was
instituted to explore the reasons for the 1949 disturbances made note of this among other things. We women of the African National
Congress and the Natal Indian Congress felt that we should get together, unite, and for the first time group - a group of Indians and
Africans came together as women and we began working in the Cato Manor area, which was at the time the most blighted area in and
around Durban.
We started a crèche and we started a milk distributing service. My own feeling is that these activities, and we formed an organisation
that we called The Durban and District Women’s League. My own feeling is that this must first have attracted the government’s
attention to me.
Though in those times it was possible to get a reason from the Government as to why you had been banned, and such a reason was
asked and such a reason was obtained, and I read out the prime reason for my banning order, which was communicated to me. It was
said, that I had said at a meeting that the aims of the Congress of the People will not be achieved immediately, that it will entail a hard
struggle, but that we will gain our freedom eventually.
I think this is worth noting, because it represents - it indicates the very low level of tolerance that the Nationalist Government had for
any opposition to it. That a statement of this nature should have been given to me as the reason for my banning order. In 1954 my
husband was also banned and we were given special permission to communicate with each other.
My husband was, in addition as a member of the Communist Party, listed and there were certain activities that he could not engage in
for the life of the Nationalist Party Government. In 1956 my husband was charged with treason with one hundred and fifty-six other
people and, as a result of that he was away from home for a whole year, and I had to tend to his office. And we are grateful that there
were friends in the legal fraternity who came to our assistance.
In 1960 my husband was detained, imprisoned without trial following the Sharpville assassinations and the Declaration of Emergency
in the country. During 1960, post 1960’s we went through a decade where the terror of the Nationalist Government was so intense and
so severe as to have cast the entire country excluding, of course those who were party to the apartheid system of government, in a
state of numbness, in a state of fear, and we found that there was, in fact, no response and no reaction to the atrocities of the

Nationalist Government that were accelerating.
In the 1970’s this silence was broken and youth and women were at the forefront of the new challenge that emerged against the
Nationalist Government. In that state, in 1976, when there was the uprising of pupils in Soweto, and I shall not go into reasons for that,
we find that in Durban and throughout the country there were again mass arrests, detentions and banning orders.
I was banned again in 1976.
My first banning order was for two years.
The second banning order was for five years.
My young son, Rashid, who was a first year student, and still in his teens, was arrested and put in solitary confinement and later on I,
too was arrested. We women had formed The Durban - the, The Black Women’s Federation in reaction to the government.
The main work of The Black Women’s Federation was to try and [indistinct] our women to try and get them to develop self-help
projects, and the focus was mainly on developing water projects and educational projects, both in the urban and rural areas. I was
elected the first president of The Black Women’s Federation, and I would think that that was one reason why, during that year in 1976,
even before the eruptions in Soweto, as far as I can recall, I was banned and then subsequently I was detained at the Fort in
Johannesburg, with practically the entire executive of The Black Women’s Federation.
The Black Women’s Federation was subsequently banned as an organisation. On our release at that - I must add that not only my
son, Rashid was put into prison, but also my son-in-law, Bobby Mare, both of whom were students at the University of Durban
Westville were imprisoned. At the end of their release, both Bobby and Rashid were also banned, which meant that we now had three
members of the family banned and the Government gave us permission to communicate with each other, because in terms of banning
orders, banned persons were not allowed to communicate with each other.
For Rashid, the banning was particularly pernicious, because we were banned, the banning mounted to a house arrest, because we
were banned and confined, in terms of the banning order, to our handkerchief-sized group area of Sydenham. Moreover, Rashid was
precluded from joining any university or any institution learning whatsoever, which meant that the prospects of spending the next five
years without any education appeared far too grim for him, and he escaped and went into exile.
He remained in exile for fourteen years, and during that time we had very little contact with him, I mean physical, because we also had
great problems in getting passports. Rashid, of course, could never return to his country until this Government had ceased to exist.
Now, proceeding from 1976. In 1977, the very next year, an assassination attempt was made on me. We were at home, my husband
and I, telling stories to my nieces who had been staying with me at the time, when my daughter Shanaaz sounded the alarm that our
garage was on fire. This immediately got me rushing to the door. Fortunately for me, staying with us at the time was a friend, Zwelenia
Ngoba, and he preceded me by seconds, or minutes, to the door. He is a tall man, I am a short woman, as is obvious, and he was
shot twice on the shoulder, and when I got to the door, he was already lying there bleeding and he said to me, "Please go away, they
are calling your name, and they are swearing at you". Had I been the first to open the door, I would have been shot in the head, and I
would not have been here today to tell the story.
A few days later, I think it was about eleven days later, but the year had changed since the event at our house had happened in - at
the end of December 1976. On January 9th, my friend and colleague, who was also banned at the time, he was shot dead in his
home, and from the description of the car that had left our house, and that one observer had seen at the house of Dr Rick Turner, it
appeared - it appeared to have been the same car. But this is as much as we can say on that score. Subsequent to this assassination
attempt, there were two arson attempts on our home.

Here I want to point out that these two arson attempts were fobbed off at the time as having been made by my own friends by
organisations in whom I had faith. The first organisation was The Black Conscious - The BCP, I don’t know whether BCP was formed
at the time, but it was The Black Consciousness Movement, the movement which had very profound effect on all of us. A movement
with which I identified completely. It was suggested that it was members of The Black Consciousness Movement who had actually
carried out this arson attempt on our house. Subsequently, two young men’s names were cited in court. One of them committed
suicide, and I ask, and I am still trying to understand the meaning of that suicide.
Was it, that this young man recoiled in disgust against himself for having been used by the system to carry out this arson attempt on
somebody whom he knew well and with whom he worked. Later on, in 1985, we suffered a second arson attempt, and I want us to go
back and look at the events in 1985. Because to my mind, these are the events which began the blood-bath in Natal which remained
part of our life right up to the 1990’s and almost up to the eve of the emergence of our new Government of National Unity.
In 1985, I myself identified that as the period when the Nationalist Government began its death dance. In despair it tried to do
whatever it could to change the situation in its favour. The Government excesses which took the form of rent hikes, a rise in the cost of

transport. These were amenities that were monopolized by local governments.
As a result of that, and as a result of the rising failure of the councils it had erected in the townships and councils in which ex-Robben
Islanders like Harrison Dube were prepared to work in - these councils demonstrated their failure. We find that right up to the end of
the 1970’s Inkatha and Chief Buthelezi were highly respected in our region in Natal.
I think we should remind ourselves that Chief Buthelezi himself had gone into the Kwa-Zulu system on the advice of the African
National Congress. And we were all supporters of both Inkatha and of Chief Buthelezi. But a situation was being developed in the
1985’s in Natal where Inkatha was being alienated from the liberatory front. There was frustration. There was irresponsible namecalling. There was hurt. And in this situation it is my humble interpretation that Inkatha itself, found itself vulnerable to a new ally. And
that new ally was the Nationalist Government, its very pernicious system.
I think that Inkatha sincerely believed at the time that it would still work the system to its own end, but it is, again, my opinion that it did
not transpire in this way. In 1985 it is significant to note that the - an intelligent source reported by the Sunday Times on 14.7.85 said
there is a revolutionary assault going on out there. We have no instant counter-revolutionary force.
The Government was therefore planning to develop an instant counter-revolutionary force and it found this counter-revolutionary force
in Inkatha. It is not an interpretation that I ask people to accept, but it is an interpretation that I do offer. In that situation we must also
note that the press played a very important part. Suddenly the police withdrew.
Within days of this statement made on the 14th Seventh ’85, on the 1st of August the first stone was cast by the Government to cause
ripples in a situation which up until that time was fairly calm, and that was the shooting of Ms Victoria Mxenge. The assassination of
Ms Mxenge understandably provoked a response on the part of the students and pupils, but the response was not very severe. There
were some demonstrations. There were some stone-throwing. There was damage to one or two houses, but generally speaking it was
low-key. On the 8th of August we held a meeting a Umlazi to protest the assassination of Ms Mxenge.

And it was - I was part of the platform group, and it was at that meeting that the very first, what I consider to be mobilized attack by the
system, by the government, using people against each other, using black people against each other, occurred. I did not realize the full
scope of the violence which had been inflicted at that meeting. I went back to my car and I found a man lying there next to my car. I
thought he was probably still alive. I asked some people to help me put him into my car. I rushed with him to the hospital. I might say
that when I had come to Umlazi to that meeting, the whole place was calm, but when I was leaving a few hours later, the whole
township had become inflamed.
There were people all over and people were stopping cars and there was pandemonium. Any case, I reached the hospital. The
hospital would not allow me to offload what I thought was my patient. A nurse came and said to me that the man was dead and I now
had to find the mortuary and take him to the mortuary. So I remember that night, when on an empty street I tried to find a mortuary to
deliver the dead man who was now lying in my car. That was the beginning of the killings that swept our province and remained with
us for almost a decade or more.
MR LISTER:
Dr Meer, sorry, I am reluctant to interrupt. Could I, could I just gently remind you that we are really here to focus on ... [intervention]
DR MEER:
Mine.
MR LISTER:
Things which affected your life.
DR MEER:
Yes, well it all leads up ... [intervention]
MR LISTER:
I don’t want to ... [intervention]
DR MEER:
You see, the point is that it is in that situation I suffered, or our family suffered the second arson attack.
MR LISTER:

Before you go on. Do you recall how many people were killed in that Umlazi Cinema Massacre as it’s came to be called?
DR MEER:
I recall somebody having said that eight people had died during that particular massacre.
MR LISTER:
Because we had evidence here a couple of months ago from one of the people who was with you on that day, Mr Gaza - and he
explained in some detail the mayhem which took place in the cinema which was attacked by, by scores of people with
DR MEER:
Yes.
MR LISTER:
Traditional weapons etcetera. Sorry, ...[intervention]
DR MEER:
Yes, well ... [intervention]
MR LISTER:
Could you go on.
DR MEER:
To my mind I must say that my interpretation is that those people who actually attacked and did the killing were instigated were
machinated, were orchestrated by the pernicious system of apartheid to do so, and therefore I do not dwell on that too much. But the
point, the reason why I have taken the trouble to paint the scene, is because it is in the midst of this that we suffered a second arson
attack.
During this time I found myself very fully involved in trying to assist people who were under threat, and I want to highlight the fact that
the police literally withdrew. I would go to the police and they would point blank say to me that these people who complained that they
were going to be attacked, that they deserved the attacks that were being made on them, and the police came to no rescue.
I want to recount that at Phoenix, the Ghandi settlement, the police came, and there was a rising situation of racial tension between
Indians and Africans and I asked the Casspirs loaded with the military to intervene and they remained pyramid-like stationed in their
Casper and never bothered to get off to assist at all. I want to state, that later in the day, I returned to the settlement with some food
for people who were marooned on that settlement and seeing the place - the situation having worsened, I went to the police and said,
please accompany me and they refused to accompany me.
I want to state that at the end of the day I returned again to Phoenix and saw the main house being set on fire and I phoned the fire
brigade and I was told by the fire brigade that they had specific instructions not to go out there an help in any way. I feel, I may be
taking more time than I should and not getting on to what happened to me personally, but I - after all said and done - what happened
personally to individuals was totally wrapped up with what was going on in the country at large, and therefore we need to focus on this.
I want to quote here from a statement I had read at the time in the papers, where a representative of the public relations, police public
relations in Pretoria, Colonel Jaap Venter had said that the police had instructions to keep a low profile to avoid accusations of
instigation.
Instigation was so real, and they were so conscious of the fact that they had instigated this whole situation that they now actually said
they wouldn’t go there in order not to be accused of instigation. In that situation, our house was arsoned, obviously because I had also
become - once again - a target. I had become, I was seen as being a little bit too active in trying to assist or, or overcome the
machinations of the police and the military, of the system which always remains faceless, nameless.
That, I would say was the last of the attacks that we ourselves suffered during those times. I would merely like to add that both racism
and tribalism were used to divide people and neighbours from each other. I we cannot - if we do not understand the full scope of the
perniciousness, the sort of diabolic planning that went into the massacres that continued in the Natal region from 1985 onwards, we
will never really - we will never really see the full scope and the full cruelty of the system of apartheid.
To my mind, it is a system which succeeded Nazism and which had within it all the elements of Nazism. If you are to ask me what do I

expect from this Truth Commission, my own feeling is that the true perpetrators, the true organisers, the true architects of apartheid
will probably remain beyond the reach of this Truth Commission, ensconced as many of these personalities are in the structures of our
new Government in all its structures. In the judiciary, in the - in Parliament itself, in the bureaucracy, and so on and so forth, and that
we will be left dealing with those who ... end of Tape 1 Side A ...
[Indistinct] I think that this Commission has to look into the role of the press and the role of the judiciary during those times. I have
been asked to contain myself to events relating to me, and therefore I will not go into that here. Thank you.
MR LISTER:
Before you finish off, do you like to tell us something very briefly about how these events affected you and your - your, not you, but
your family. You had children during these times, how, how what sort of effect did this have upon you as a family and on your
children?
DR MEER:
Well my children were infants. Rashid was only three months old when my husband was arrested for treason. His absence from home
affected the children fairly profoundly. It had an effect on our family life, but I must say that people in my position who are articulate,
who had the comfort and support of friends, who knew exactly why we were opposing the government.
We were far better placed to cope with the - with these sorts of persecutions. We knew that they would come. And therefore in a
sense, both psychologically and materially, we were prepared for these onslaughts. I mean just add that we also had - I, I was brought
to trial twice for having breached by banning order. Each time I had pro deo, or free legal assistance and of the best of kinds from
friends.

MR LISTER:
Dr Meer, thank you ... [intervention]
DR MEER:
I, I just want to point out that the whole tragedy of this period and the whole persecution of this period was heaviest on people who did
not have the kind of support we had. Who lost lives, who lost homes, and who lost educational opportunities, even of a very
elementary type and who, up to now, as a result remain maimed and incapable of entering into the mainstream of our society.
MR LISTER:
Dr Meer, thank you very much, you’ve painted a very vivid picture of your life and the life of political activists like yourself during the
50’s right up to the 80’s. And this sort of contextual material is very valuable for the purposes of our report. I am going to hand now
back to the Chairman to see whether there - any questions that he or others on the panel would like to ask before we finish off. Thank
you.
CHAIRPERSON:
Thank you, Mr Lister. Thank you, Dr Meer. Dr Mbojo do you have any further questions?
DR MBOJO:
Just, just a question about the, for our records. When Ms Meer was saying she said that she was first banned in - when she said it
now - she said that she was first banned in 1954 whereas in the statement she says 1952.

DR MEER:
That is incorrect. I was first banned in 1954.
DR MBOJO:
So 1952 is incorrect?
DR MEER:

Ja, I would like that to be corrected.
DR MBOJO:
Thank you - thank you, sir.
UNKNOWN COMMISSIONER:
Dr Meer, can I on behalf of the Commission thank you for coming. I think its of enormous assistance to the Commission to have
people come and to paint a picture of what those days were really like. And you and so many others have taken us back and reminded
us that the price of freedom was very high.
That you know one almost forgets about banning orders. Some young people today, black and white, cannot believe that these things
actually happened, and it’s good to be reminded so that we don’t make the same mistakes again, and I am grateful to you for
sketching that as well as sharing with us some of the trauma that you yourself experienced.
The Commission’s task is overwhelming. It is witnesses like you who make it just a little easier, and we are very grateful. Thank you
very much.
DR MEER:
Thank you.
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PROCEEDINGS OPENED WITH PRAYERS, SINGING OF HYMNS AND READINGS FROM BIBLE AND SERMON
DR MGOJO: The person who just opened this hearing for us is Bishop Herious from Roman Catholic. He
is from Eshowe. He has been a priest for a long time at Umlazi, near Durban. I know him very well.
We were together from Ixopo. We are the same age. We are from one area. I would like to thank the
Bishop for his presence and to give us the dignity and to open these hearings for us. I've asked
Richard Lyster that we should greet or welcome those who are here to give testimony and evidence. I
would also like to welcome those of you who are here. We thank them very much for their presence.
We would like that those who are present today, they should encourage other people to come and
listen, even if it's not for them to come and give testimony. They must come and listen. They
mustn't just listen over the television, they must encourage each other to come and listen here, so
that they comfort people who were affected, because our job is not -we aren't politicians. Our job
is to make sure that we listen to the testimonies that people are giving forward and then we take
them to the Parliament to ... (inaudible). It doesn't matter who is giving the testimony. We take
testimony from people from different organizations, whether Inkatha, ANC ... (inaudible). We're
relying on you. We are here at Empangeni, because in other areas where we have been the holes are
full. Now, here at Empangeni it's different, it's empty, but we hope that maybe by Wednesday people
will start coming. Before I hand over to Mr Lyster, for him to lead us - he
/will be
will be the chairman of this hearing - I would like to first introduce my colleagues here with me.
The one at my left-hand side is Mr Lyster. He is a lawyer, a professional lawyer. He will be the
Chairman of these hearings. He is also a Commissioner in Maritzburg. At his left-hand side we have
Professor Simangela Magwaza. She is from the University of Durban/Westville. She is a lecturer
there. We have asked her to come and help us. She is in a committee - she is in a Rehabilitation
and Reparation Committee. That committee is responsible for taking grievances or people can ask
help from them. At her left-hand side the there is Dr Gcabashe. She is from the Human Rights
Violation Committee. And then it's me, I'm one of the Commissioners. We were chosen from
Parliament, me and Richard Lyster. We are responsible for KwaZulu/Natal and Orange Free State. Now,
before I hand over to Richard, I would all of us to go and shake hands with the witnesses. The
briefers will help us by identifying those witnesses. Thank you.
SHORT ADJOURNMENT
---------------------

/ON RESUMPTION:
ON RESUMPTION:
CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much. We are running a little late now, so we will start immediately with
the first witness this morning, if she can please come up on to the stage. It's Mrs Mariette
Mnyaka.

2A/0 Good morning, Mrs Mnyaka. Can you hear me? Can you understand me? We welcome you here this
morning and we know you must feel a little bit nervous, being the first one on stage this morning,
but please try and feel as relaxed as possible. You have come from KwaSokhulu and you are the
mother of Cele Mthembu and you have come to tell us about his death. Before you tell that story,
please can I ask you to stand to take the oath.
MARIETTE MNYAKA (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much. You can take the earphones off now, because Dr Mgojo will help you
and he'll speak to you in Zulu.
DR MGOJO: Mrs Mnyaka, the lady you are with, is she going to give evidence or not? --- I will talk.
She'll just remind me of the things that I've forgotten, because she was there when this thing
happened.
In other words, this person has to take the oath too.
LINDIWE MTHEMBU (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
DR MGOJO: By the way, Lindiwe, how is she related to you? --- She is my daughter-in-law.
Would you please give us a picture of your family. You are Mrs Mnyaka. We would like to know if you
still have your husband or your husband is late and how many children you have. Just give us the
whole picture of your family. --- Do you want me to mention their names or
/just to tell
just to tell you how many there are?
No, even if you don't mention their names, just give us the full picture, whether you have children
and whether you have a husband? --- I have eight children, three of them are late now. I'm only
left with five.
You mean you are only left with five kids? --- Yes. The father died a long time before the three
kids died.
These five children, are they daughters or sons? --- Two daughters and one daughter is not married.
Actually, it's three daughters - one is not married - and two sons. I would like my daughter-in-law
to remind me because I am now old and I can't recall everything. I have two sons and three
daughters.
Among these daughters are they married? --- Yes, two of them are married. Only one of them is not
married.
What about the sons? --- One is married and one is not.
In other words, you are staying with children at your house? --- Yes, I'm staying with the one who
not married - my son who is not married and my daughter who is not married and other three
grandchildren.
Your daughter, is she working? --- No, she's not working. I have also two grandchildren from my
late son. My son is not working as well.
These grandchildren, are they still with you? --- Yes, they are with me.
Are they at school? --- Yes, two of them are still at school and the youngest is at home.
Do you know what standards they are in? --- One is in standard 3 and the other one is a first year.
/Who is
Who is paying for their education? --- The mother. If the mother has money she brings the money
home. If she doesn't I also try.
How are you able to pay? --- I am a hawker. I am selling vegetables and fruit.
Now we have the picture, so we would like you to relate the story, more especially the story that
happened on the 2nd February 1992, when your son was killed. Your daughter-in-law can be able to
help you, so just relax and relate the story to us. --- There are two children who are my late
son's children. They are at school.
You said your son who is late left two children. --- Yes, he left two children with a girlfriend,
not his wife.
How old are they? --- One is 18 years and the other one is 17 years.
What standard are they? --- One is standard 8 and the other is standard 9.

Are these two the only children he left? Is this his wife? --- Yes. She also has three children.
How many children do you have, Lindiwe? --- (Lindiwe Mthembu replies) I have three.
How old are they? --- The first-born was born in 1986, the second 1988, and the last one was born
in 1991.
Are they at school? --- Two of them are. The one who was born in 1986 ... (inaudible). They are all
girls. And the other one is in first year and the other one is still at home.
Now, I would like you to relate the story of what actually happened on the 2nd February 1992. Where
was this and what happened? --- (Mariette Mnyaka replies)
/My son left
My son left for his brother-in-law's place, then stayed there and late at evening someone came and
told him that there was an ox which was on sale, and when he was coming back home - because what
I'm relating to you is something that someone related to me. I wasn't there. He said Inkatha's came
and then they surrounded him. They shot him. They put a knife at his neck. I only heard the next
day. Someone from my daughter-in-law's house came to tell us. His brother took my daughter-in-law
with him and then they went there to check that body. It was lying in the road.
Let me just ask one thing so that I can clarify this. Someone told you that your daughter-in-law's
brother was killed? --- Yes, they were killed, both of them. They were killed in front there. We
heard that they shot my daughter-in-law's brother and they shot my son. After my daughter-in-law
left for her home she came back and then I asked her, "What's wrong?", then she told me that ...
(inaudible) ... as well is late. Tuwenkosi.
How old was Tuwenkosi? --- (Lindiwe Mthembu replies) He was born in 1967. His surname is Msane.
Was he married? --- No, but he had children - two girls.
How old are his children? --- The eldest is 8 years and then the youngest I don't know. The one who
is 8 years is still staying with my mother.
Is she at school? --- Yes, she is in class 3 too. Her name is Lindile.
Was she left with your mother? --- Yes, she is staying with my mother. She only took the last-born
with her.
/Where is
Where is your mother staying? --- My mother is staying at Sokhulu.
Is she working? --- No, she's not working and she's not a pensioner. My father is dead.
How come your mother didn't come to write her statement or to give her statement? --- She did. It's
just that they didn't call her.
Now I have the full picture of your family. Now I would like you to relate after he was shot and
his body was lying there. Did they tell you how they killed him? --- (Mariette Mnyaka replies) Yes,
they shot him and then they tried to slaughter him. He was dead.
Do you know if there's anything that scared them? --- No, I won't know.
Your son and his brother-in-law, were they members of any organization? --- No, my son wasn't. The
only thing that I heard is that all the people who were working for RBM were going to be killed.
Inkatha said that they were going to kill everyone who was working for RBM, because - that was said
that even the whites who were working for RBM were ANC members, but my son wasn't.
Are you sure that your son wasn't an ANC member? --- The area where we are staying is ANC area. We
are ANC, but we are scared to tell people that we are ANC, because they'll kill us.
Lindiwe, what about your brother? --- (Lindiwe Mthembu replies) He was ANC. Even the area where we
live is an ANC area.
This ox he was going to look for because it was on sale, where was that area? --- (Mariette Mnyaka
replies) It was at Mthembu's house.
/Who told
Who told him that there as an ox on sale? --- I don't know, because what I'm relating here is
something that I heard from people. There wasn't any ox on sale at Mthembu's house.
Was he used to these people who came and fetched him from your house? --- I don't know whether he
was friends with these people, but I just think it was just a plot. There was never a cow selling
at Mthembu's house.

These Inkatha people who surrounded your son, do you know any names? --- No, we don't, because what
I'm relating today, as I said, it's something that I heard and I never heard of a single name,
except that they were Inkatha people. We reported this matter to Mbonambi Police Station.
KwaMbonambi? --- KwaMbonambi Police Station. The police came at the spot where he died. They never
investigated the matter.
When you asked the police why isn't there any investigation done, what did they say to you, after
you reported this matter to them? --- They promised that they will investigate. So up until today
we've been waiting for the police.
Do you know any policemen whom you talked to? --- It was a white policeman, so we don't know him.
Is he still there? --- Yes, he's still there.
You don't know his name? --- No.
Other policemen who were there at KwaMbonambi Police Station when you reported the matter, don't
you know them? --- No, we don't. We were confused on that day.
Did you receive a death certificate? --- Yes, we did.
/Do you still
Do you still have it? --- Yes, we do.
What's written on that death certificate, the cause of the death? --- I don't know. I never looked
at it, but I still have it here.
We just want to see what the doctor wrote there, the cause of the death. Do you know the name of
the doctor who wrote that death certificate? Was he a Government doctor? --- No, we don't know.
If you don't have that copy we will need one. You must try and find one, because we must see what
was written there. We want to know the cause of the death. Now, if I may ask. Your family seemed to
be a very big family. Who is taking care of you? Who is maintaining you? --- I'm receiving pension,
even though it's not enough.
So everyone from your family is relying on a pension? --- Yes, plus I am also a hawker. I am
selling vegetables and fruit. We are selling fruit and vegetables.
And this money, is it enough to take care of the whole family? --- No, it's not.
Is your daughter-in-law working? --- (Lindiwe Mthembu replies) No, I'm not working. When my husband
died we were staying together in our house, our own house, and my children. After he died RBM is
giving me a monthly grant. Yes, I am receiving something from RBM.
If I may ask one thing now. How this thing affected you as a family? --- (Mariette Mnyaka replies)
It has affected me grossly, because I'm facing hard time. I can't maintain my children
sufficiently, because my son is the one who was maintaining us.
/You also
You also said your house was burnt. --- I can't tell that because it was after he came I ran out. I
left the place. My daughter-in-law is the one who saw, but she said she only arrived at the place
after there was no one there. I went and reported the case to KwaMbonambi Police Station and
afterwards there was nothing. They never investigated the matter.
Where are you staying now? --- After my house has been burnt one bedroom was left. It wasn't
destroyed fully, so I am now staying in that bedroom. I tried to fix it a little bit and now I
failed there.
I think I've something written down here that you were staying somewhere and the house burnt. --After I came back I didn't want to go back where I was hiding. After my house had been burnt I
stayed at my daughter-in-law's house and then something told me that I must go back to my house
even if it was destroyed. Now I'm staying there. I fixed one bedroom from that house.
Now, you are asking this Commission to do what for you? Do you want the Commission to investigate
or to do what? --- No, I can't tell the Commission to investigate - to investigate what? Because
there is nothing I can get, knowing who killed my son. All I need is the Commission to help me
rebuild my house.
Are there any members who were affected psychologically or healthy, physical health? --- No, we are
well, except for the fact that we lost my son.
We heard everything you said. We will take your request and your wish will be taken to the
President and the President will look at it and the Government will be the one who decides what to
do for you, but we've taken
/everything down,

everything down, everything that you told this Commission. We have taken a note of everything and
we will take everything to the Government and the Government will see what to do. We thank you for
coming and relating your story to us. I'll pass it over to the Chairman. Thank you.
CHAIRMAN: Thank you. Mrs Mnyaka, did you ever attend any court case of any sort, where the death of
your son was talked about? --- No, there was never any court case.
You said in your statement that ... (intervention) --- I was never told, but maybe my daughter-inlaw appeared in court.
Did you go to court at any stage about your husband's death? --- (Lindiwe Mthembu replies) There
was never any investigation or inquest. There was never a court case. I was never in court at all.
Finally, you said that your son was attacked and killed because he was employed at RBM - that's
Richards Bay Minerals? --- (Mariette Mnyaka replies) RBM.
Was that common in those days that people who were working at RBM would be attacked? --- Yes, it
was common that everyone who was working at RBM was going to be killed, because they were believed
to be ANC members.
And who was attacking or who was encouraging them to be attacked? --- We don't know. IFP members,
because we were ANC. We were just divided by where we stay.
2B/0 Thank you very much.
DR MGOJO: Just one question. How do you know that IFP killed them? How do you know them if you
didn't see them? --- Because they were killed at IFP area. That area
/where they
where they were killed, it was IFP area.
Thank you.
PROFESSOR MAGWAZA: You also mentioned that there was someone who came and fetched your son to go to
Mthembu's house. Do you know this person or the name of that person? --- No, we don't know. We only
heard after he died. What we're relating here is something that we were told.
I would like to ask you, Lindiwe, because you didn't relate that much. You said you are receiving a
monthly grant from RBM company for the kids. Is this grant going to take care of the children until
they are old, do you know the cut-off line? --- (Lindiwe Mthembu replies) Yes, they said they'll
give one child R100,00 for his or her education and for maintenance until they go up to matric.
R100,00 each until they are 18 years and then after that there will be nothing. I won't be
receiving anything from them. This money is too little. I can't afford. R100,00 is too little.
Another thing that I would like you to explain to us is we heard Mnyaka saying that you are well.
We want to hear from you how this thing affected you. --- Yes, it did affect me badly and my
children are still asking for their father. I'm still staying in that house alone with the kids.
I'm missing him.
It's natural for you to feel this way. I would like to ask you one last question. We feel very bad,
we, as the Commission, if we meet people who are young like you and facing hardships like this.
Don't you think it can be good for you to find a job and work, so that you help your family and
yourself? --- I don't know. It's really
/difficult for
difficult for me to find a job, because I'm not educated. Even if you can try and make things, but
if you aren't educated it's really difficult. I'm staying at home and I'm doing nothing and I'm
relying on this grant and it's really difficult for me to find a job. Some people who are educated
don't even find a job, so for me it's even worse. I'm still ... (inaudible).
What standard? --- I left school at standard 5.
You heard about RDP, that the Government is trying to help people like you to help themselves.
Don't you think it can be a good idea for you to join this organization or those projects? --- Yes,
I can.
Thank you very much.
DR MGOJO: Do you try to sell things like your mother-in-law? --- No, I'm not, I'm sitting at home
doing nothing. The person who is selling things is my sister-in-law, not me. I don't even have the
money to buy the stuff so that I can sell that stuff. The money that I'm receiving is only enough
to buy food for the children. Most of the time when I have to buy the things to go and sell it,
it's when I don't have the money. I only have money to take care of my children. When I receive the
money, it gets finished same time. I don't have the money to buy the stuff to sell.
Professor Magwaza has mentioned something - you've mentioned something to her. Are you seeing a

psychologist or psychiatrist or social workers? --- No, I'm not. No, we never even tried to go to
them. We don't even know where they are, so we never went for assistance.
If you can know where they are, can you go for assistance? --- Yes, we can.
/Thank you.
Thank you.
CHAIRMAN: Thank you, Mrs Mnyaka, Lindiwe. Thank you very much for coming in to talk to us today.
You have both lost someone who is very dear to you, your son, your husband, and we were very glad
that you were able to come here and sit together and to give each other comfort on stage. We know
that the people of this area have suffered very badly - people from Sokhulu and other areas around
Empangeni, Esikhaweni, Sundumbili. We know that there's a high degree of political intolerance in
this area and we hope that the work of the Commission can start to change the attitudes of people
and your stories are very important, because they tell us of that intolerance. So we want to thank
you very much for coming in today. You were both brave. You were the first people on stage today,
which I know must be difficult for you. Thank you very much. --- Thank you.
---------------------

/CHAIRMAN:
1B/0 CHAIRMAN: Good morning, Mrs Msane. We welcome you here, can you hear me and understand me? Can
you hear me? Can you hear what I'm saying? Are the phones working at the moment? Can she understand
me? Perhaps she can try the other one. Is that any better, Mrs Msane? Can you hear me now? Thank
you very much. Sorry about that. You are the mother of Siphiwe Khumalo and you have come to tell us
about his death in 1992. Before you tell us that story, could you stand up to take the oath?
ZIBUYUSILE MSANE (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much. Dr Magwaza will now assist you in Zulu.
PROFESSOR MAGWAZA: We greet you, Mrs Msane. Are you well? --- Yes, I am.
We appreciate the fact that you are here with us today to relate the story of your son. In a
statement it's written that two people were killed. It was Siphiwe and Lotha Khumalo. Are these
your children? --- Lotha is my husband.
I would ask a few questions about your family. --- We are residing at Sokhulu.
Your husband, when he was killed, how old was he? --- No, I don't know. I can't tell his age.
How many children do you have? --- I have six children.
How old are they? --- One was born in 1969, the other one 1974, the other one 1976 and 1980. The
other one was born in 1982. The last-born was born in 1988.
Out of these six children how many are there still at school? --- Five of them. Only one is not at
school.
/What is

What is he doing? --- He is not doing anything. He can't find a job. He left school at standard 5.
And the one who was born in 1974? --- He is in standard 6.
The one who was born in 1976? --- He is also in standard 6. They are in one class. The one who was
born in 1980 is in standard 4 and the one who was born in 1982 is also in standard 4, and the one
who was born in 1988 is in standard 2.
Are you working? --- No, I'm not, because I'm sick.
What is the problem with your health? --- I have asthma and operation. I was operated because I was
sick.
When was this? --- In 1985.
In your statement you mentioned that your husband died in 1993 and your son died in 1992. I would
like you to relate to us what happened. Just give us the picture of what happened. --- Siphiwe was
a girl, not a boy. She left home to a wedding - to her cousin's wedding - and then they came there
and burnt the house. I can't tell you what happened, because she wasn't with me. I only heard that
they were burnt at Nseleni and my husband went there and he found out they were taken a mortuary.
When he asked people around there, they said they didn't know. They only heard a loud noise and
they heard people screaming and, when neighbours went and checked, they saw the house was on fire.
They didn't know what happened.
Let's stick on that one, when your daughter was killed. --- This was the only house which was burnt
at Nseleni that time.
Was it political or was it something - clash between
/your family?
your family? --- I can't tell that, because I wasn't there.
At Nseleni were there political conflicts according to your knowledge? --- I can't tell that.
Nseleni is the location. I don't know whether they have IFP people or ANC people, because I was
staying there at that time.
What else did you receive, like information? --- I can't tell you, but what I heard is that other
people were saying it was politically-motivated and other people said it was a clash between the
person who was getting married and someone else.
After your daughter had been killed, was there any case? --- They did report the matter to the
police, but there was no case. We were never called.
At which police station did you report this matter? --- At Nseleni Police Station.
You reported the case and nothing happened afterwards? --- Yes, the police from Nseleni didn't come
back to us and call us.
And did your husband go back to them? --- Yes, he did, but there was no investigation.
Are there people whom you know who saw this thing happening when the house was burnt? --- No, we
didn't get any witnesses, because even when my husband went there to ask people what happened, they
said no, they didn't know.
Your daughter's cousin, was she politically active or what? --- No, she was just working.
I'm asking about this cousin of your daughter, who was getting married. Was she politically active?
--- I only heard that she was ANC - she was an ANC member and
/my daughter
my daughter as well was an ANC member.
When other people were telling you that it might happen that they were killed because of politics,
did they mention something as to why and how? --- No, they didn't. I never used to ask them. My
husband was the one who was asking the people. I never used to ask the people who were talking
about this.
Let's can back. Can you please relate to us about your husband's death. --- My husband was at home.
At about 3 o'clock people came and they were wearing balaclavas. They told me to hide and I asked
them why should I hide. I went to the kitchen and I saw them stabbing my husband. When I came out,
they told me that, "Hide. Why are you watching?", and they stabbed my husband until he died. I ran
out. I went to a shop called Ebugele. I told a white man who is working there -I told him to call
the police. The police came late at night and they fetched his body. When we arrived there with the
police we looked for his body and we found his body at the nearby bush and they took his body. I
went with the police to Mbonambi Police Station. I gave the statement to the police as to how they
killed my husband. They came back to destroy my house. They took my furniture, money. They took my

refrigerator. They took everything - the clothes.
When all these things were happening, was your husband a member of any organization? --- Yes, he
was a member of ANC.
Was he working? --- No, he wasn't working. He was self-employed. He was selling vegetables.
Let's go back to these people who stabbed your
/husband in
husband in front of you. You said they were wearing balaclavas. --- Yes, they were.
Please take your time. We'll only continue when you feel much better. --- Yes.
Did you happen to know afterwards who killed your husband? --- No, I never heard. Even if people
knew about it, people were scared to tell. People were scared to reveal names, because they were
afraid that they would be killed. Because if you happen to open your mouth you are going to be
killed. I can't tell you who did this, really.
You don't even suspect who killed your husband or what organization they were affiliated with? --No, I can't because after that boys came to my house and they grabbed me and they said to me, "You
did well by not telling the police who we were or who we are", and then I asked them, "What do you
mean?" They said, "We meant exactly that". I knew those boys. I knew all of them, but they are now
dead.
What killed them? --- I don't know. I think it's their job - what they were going around doing.
According to your statement, your husband was killed at about 3pm, but you said the police came
late at night? --- Yes, the police came very late at night.
Was there any case? --- No, there wasn't any case.
What happened? --- Nothing happened, because when the police investigated this matter they didn't
find the boys.
The police who were responsible for this case, do you know them? --- It was Umthembu, but the one
that
/I gave
I gave statement to was Mchunu from Mbonambi Police Station and that was the end of the story. They
didn't even give me the number of the case.
When they were stabbing your husband, were you the only one? --- Yes, I was the only one. There was
no kids around. I was the only witness, because my sons were not at home. They went to see the
match - soccer match.
How did this affect your life? --- I got ill. That's how I lost weight and my heart is still sad.
When I look at my kids hungry I cry. When they come from school they cry for food and I can't give
them food, and when my husband was still alive he could support my children.
Do you attend any hospital for medication? --- No, I don't, because I don't have money.
Except asthma and operation, what else do you have? --- I'll tell you, my whole body is sick.
Are you receiving any pension? --- No, I'm not.
How do you support yourself? --- Nothing.
How do you support yourself as to food? Who is buying food? --- Sometimes I do go to bed without
food. Sometimes my children go to neighbours and give help to them and then they pay them. Then we
can have food in that way.
What else can you ask from us? --- I would like the Government to take care of my children, just to
support them.
In other areas we have social workers, where people go for help. Did you ever try and go to see
social workers? --- Yes, I did, but nothing happened so I eventually stopped going to them.
/We understand
We understand your problem, Mrs Msane, and we understand the request you are making before us. Our
job is to take whatever you ask from the Commission, to take it to the Government. Some of them we
can be able to help you soon. You don't need to go to the Government, like to take you to social
workers or to hospitals, so that they help you. And your story is really touching. Thank you.
DR MGOJO: I would like you to start relating to me what actually happened when you said your

husband was killed at 3 o'clock, but when the police came the body wasn't there. --- Yes, it wasn't
there, because I think they pulled the body and they hid it in the nearby bush.
One last thing. You said you have five children who are still at school. Who is paying for their
education? Because you just said to us sometimes you go to bed all of you without food. --- Like I
told you, my children ask people, neighbours, to help them, so that they pay them and then they
come back. They pay for food and that's how they pay for their education. They are at Sibululwane
School.
Do you know the principal of the school? --- I don't know his name, but I know a teacher by the
name of Hadebe.
Okay, thank you. --- Thank you.
CHAIRMAN: Mrs Msane, that area that you live in, where your husband was killed, what is that area
called? Is it Sokhulu? --- Sokhulu.
And that part of Sokhulu, is it an ANC area? I know Sokhulu is divided into IFP. --- Yes.
So you are staying in an ANC area? --- ANC area.
Do you believe that that is why your husband was
/attacked, because
attacked, because he was living in that ANC area? --- Yes, I do believe so.
Thank you. Mrs Msane, thank you very much for coming in, telling us your very sad story. We can see
that you are still suffering from your husband's death, even though it took place three years ago.
We know how difficult it is for a parent not to be able to look after and care for their children,
and this has been brought about by the loss of your husband and the breadwinner of the family. We
will try and investigate what took place here. Who were the people responsible. It can't bring your
husband back, but it may assist you to know who did these things and you may be contacted by one of
our investigators and we would like you to do everything you can to help them, so we can get to the
bottom of who did this terrible thing to you. And, as Dr Mgojo has said, we will attempt - we will
certainly make recommendations to the Government about how you might receive assistance in the
education of your children. So, again, thank you very much for coming in today and telling us your
story.
---------------------

/CHAIRMAN:
3A/0 CHAIRMAN: The following witness is Nozipho Mthethwa. Good morning, Mrs Mthethwa, can you hear
me? Thank you very much for coming in. You are from Mtubatuba and you've come to tell us about the
death of your ... (intervention)
MRS MTHETHWA: Sokhulu.
CHAIRMAN: So you are also from Sokhulu.
MRS MTHETHWA: That is correct.
CHAIRMAN: So the statement is wrong. And you've come to tell us about the death of your husband,
Aaron. Is that right?
MRS MTHETHWA: Aaron.

CHAIRMAN: Who died in 1992. Can you stand, please, to take the oath, before you tell us that story.
NOZIPHO MTHETHWA (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much. It's Mrs Gcabashe who will assist you with your evidence.
MRS GCABASHE: Good day, Nozipho. If you can't hear me, please tell me that you can't hear me. Let
me first start by thanking you for the courage that you've shown to come and appear before this
Commission. As you will know, the aims and objectives of the Commission is to give out the truth
and find out more about the human rights violations that took place in the past years, especially
during the past regime. I welcome you on behalf of the Commission. Even before we start relating
your story, in your statement you said you were staying at Mtubatuba. Is there a mistake? --- No, I
said I stay in Sokhulu, because I never stayed in Mtubatuba. I stay at Sokhulu.
Before we get into the core of the matter, we would like you to give us a brief background about
your family.
/Your immediate
Your immediate family, your children, your parents. --- My in-laws have passed away. My own parents
are still alive.
Are they working? --- No, they're not employed.
Tell us more about yourself and your family. --- Aaron Mthethwa was my husband, but we did not have
any children.
You don't have any children that you're staying with at the moment? --- Yes, I am staying with two
children. That is Aaron's brother's children.
Just tell us what their names are. Where is his brother? --- He's still around.
Is he staying with you? --- No, he's staying at his place. He's got his own place. I mean the
brother, Aaron's brother has got his own place, and the names of the children are Malusi and
Nombusilelo. Nombusilelo is one year old and Malusi two years old.
Can you tell us, these children sound so very young, why aren't they staying with their mother? You
said they were your husband's brother's children? --- They are my children that I got from my
present husband or my present companion.
Aren't they going to school? --- No, they are not attending school as yet and I'm not employed.
How do you make your living? --- I'm busy knitting jerseys and I sell them, but they don't really
buy those jerseys, so I'm just keeping myself busy.
What do you mean that they are not really selling. --- At times I make ten jerseys and I am not
able to sell them.
Where do you get the money to buy the wool, because
/you are not
you are not working and the jerseys are not being bought? --- I was also selling bananas. I am
selling fruit.
Is that how you make a living? --- That is correct.
Let's come to the core of the matter. Tell us about your husband's death. According to your
statement, you said it was in 1992. Just give us a brief explanation as to what was taking place at
that time at Mtubatuba. --- It was on a Saturday morning at about nine. I don't know what was there
in that place. He was sitting with his mother as well as his brother and there came a certain
person wearing a copper hat - balaclava. We could not identify him on the face because he was
wearing a balaclava. He asked my husband that he wanted to speak to him and his brother indicated
that he wanted to speak to Aaron. This man came and said that he wanted to speak to my husband and
my husband asked as to why he wanted to speak to him, but he nevertheless went to him. When he went
to him, instead of this person talking, he went away and left my husband standing there and my
husband ended up following him and they went towards the forest. My husband kept on following this
man and they went away. His mother realised that they were now getting into the forest and she
decided that somebody should follow and she spoke to his other brother and said he should follow
them and see what was happening and what were they talking in the forest and why weren't they
talking anywhere else except in the forest. And the elder brother followed him. Then we just heard
gunshot immediately thereafter and we heard the second gunshot. Then we saw this man - the elder
brother - coming back, and telling us that they had
/killed Aaron.
killed Aaron. That was the end.
Let me just find out. What's the name of that brother? --- It was Moses Mthethwa. Moses Mthethwa is

staying at KwaSokhulu, but is presently working in Johannesburg now.
According to your own opinion, why do you think your husband went into the forest with this man?
Why did he follow him into the forest? Was it a person known to him or what was happening? Why did
he follow him? --- He did not know him because he had disguised himself. He had hidden his face
under this balaclava, but when he called my husband, according to his mother, he said he wanted to
speak to Aaron. He wanted to say something and he was going to come there. Then when he stood up
and went to this man, this man did not stop there, but he kept on walking away and my husband kept
on following him. We don't know whether this man said, "Come and follow me", because we never heard
anything.
At that time at KwaSokhulu, were there any riots or was there any tension between the residents? -- Yes, there was a lot of tension.
What sort of tension was there? Were there riots, school boycotts, political organizations fighting
against each other? What was actually happening? --- I think it was some riots, but I think there
were some criminal elements in it. It started off with political organizations fighting each other
off. That's how it started, but at the end of the day it culminated to a violent and criminal
situation.
Now, according to your opinion, was your husband killed because of political involvement or
criminality or
/anything?
anything? --- I think it was more of a criminal situation than political organizations, but I'm
really not positive.
You said this man he disguised himself. You could not see him properly. Thereafter did you hear
anything as to where this man was coming from? Did he belong to any political organization or what
was the significance of his presence at that place? --- His other brother went to see him.
Immediately when he got to him this man said, "You must go away" and he hit him with the back of
his gun and he said he must go away and not come to look.
Have you ever heard anything thereafter as to where that man came from and why did he kill your
husband? --- At Sokhulu, whenever anything happened or if a person was killed that was the end of
it. No people would be arrested, so we don't suspect any political organizations or any elements,
but we just don't have the slightest clue as to what was happening.
Did he belong to any political organization? --- No, he did not belong to any political
organization. He was a Christian. He believed in going to church. He was a Zionist member.
What about your brothers? Do they belong to any political organizations? --- I wouldn't know,
because we did not stay at the same place. For instance, his brother, the one who went to look when
he was killed, he doesn't stay at home, he works in Johannesburg. Even now he's not around.
Nobody witnessed the incident besides the elder brother? --- No, nobody saw. His name is Moses, the
elder brother is Moses.
/Now, what
Now, what did you do thereafter? Did you enlist any help? --- We asked another man who had a car to
phone the police at KwaMbonambi Police Station - Mr Nklego. We asked him to assist us.
Did Nklego take you to the police? --- Yes. We saw the police come. Mr Nklego went to the police to
report the matter, so the police came to our place. The police came into our house.
Was there any inquest that was held? --- When I got there my husband had already died and they took
the corpse, as well as his elder brother, Moses, and say what he saw and he submitted the
statement. They took the corpse and that was the end of the story.
Were you ever given the court case? --- We were never given anything, nothing whatsoever.
When a person has died, he is taken to a State pathologist for a post-mortem. Did you know anything
about the post-mortem or was there any inquest held thereafter? --- No, we were given a death
certificate, but I don't remember any inquest.
What was the cause of death, according to the death certificate? --- I do have it with me, but I
never read it, so I don't know what was said in it.
Was it the end of the case? It never even proceeded to court? --- No.
You say his mother was present when this happened. How did she feel about this? How did it affect
her? --- When my husband had died my mother-in-law also died after a year. She got very ill. She
died from a heart attack.
Now, let's come to you as the wife, you personally. In this trauma that you've gone through - your
husband was

/killed. He
killed. He was not ill. It was not an accident. How do you feel? How did it affect you? --- Ever
since my husband died I was traumatised because he left me with a very big house that was not yet
finished, because he was still building the house and when he died he left everything and I was
left all by myself and after Mthethwa died I suffered from heart disease. I had heart problems.
Yes, I do have heart problems.
Have you ever gone to see any doctors? --- I do take some herbs. I take some, "Muthi".
Have you ever been to the doctors? --- No, I've never been to the doctors, because I do not have
the money to go and see the doctors.
Have you ever gone to the clinic to seek help? --- Yes, I know that it does happen, but I have
never been to the clinic to seek medical help.
You said you've got these two children now. You got them after Mthethwa had died. Is their father
present? --- Yes, he is.
Is he helping you in any way? --- No, he's not helping me. He's not employed and he's staying at
his place - his mother's place.
Is he employed? --- No, he's not employed.
He's not helping you in any way? --- No, he's not helping me in any way. I'm struggling all alone
to raise up the children.
In your statement you said there was going to be a rally that was going to be held, where
Mr Buthelezi was going to speak. Just tell us briefly about this rally. --- He was asking me as to
why he had been killed - why my husband had been killed. He must have belonged to a
/certain political
certain political organization. They suspected that he was a member of the IFP.
Tell us briefly about the rally. Was it on the very same day that your husband got killed? --- I
don't know anything about the rally. I never spoke about the rally. I knew nothing about the rally.
In your statement there is something that is said about the rally. Now, the Commission does not
have the powers to promise people or to promise to deliver to people whatever they want, but we
take your request. --- I would request the Commission to help my children to further their
education.
What are the names of the police who came and took the statement? Do you perhaps know them? --- No,
they were white policemen.
DR MGOJO: Please do not make noise. Contain yourselves. Give some respect to the victim, because
you are disturbing the victim. You are talking and making noise whilst she is rendering her
testimony. So we urge you to keep quiet and be supportive and respectful to the witness. We urge
you, please, to refrain from such actions. We have been going around the whole of South Africa and
we haven't met with such behaviour. Our duty is to listen, so that when we go back we will give a
full and comprehensive report so that may encourage others to come forward and tell their stories,
but you are not making any good example.
MRS GCABASHE: As you had already pointed out, there was nothing that came out of the case. Do you
perhaps know who took the statement? --- No, they never spoke to me but they spoke to my husband's
elder brother.
/Did the
Did the case ever proceed to court? Where was the policeman coming from? --- From KwaMbonambi
Police Station.
Thank you very much, Nozipho. We do understand that you've gone through so much pain. The manner in
which your husband died leaves a lot to be desired in our society. As I have already told you, we
do not have the powers to promise anything, but we do take these suggestions and make
recommendations to the State President and the State President reaches a decision as to how people
like you should be helped. Have you ever been to the welfare people? Did you go and tell them that
you are not employed and you are trained to knit jerseys, but you are not succeeding? --- I have
been told about the welfare offices, but I do not know how to go about getting such help. I don't
know where the welfare offices are and I don't have full information that I can utilise, in order
to get the help that is available.
I'll give you advice. You will see the welfare people so that they can assist you with your
efforts, especially with trying to sell the jerseys. I'll hand over to the Chairperson.
CHAIRMAN: Dr Magwaza.
PROFESSOR MAGWAZA: I'm just going to ask you one question. Probably what I might have asked or

should have asked from other witnesses. As you give your testimony, you look very tense and not
free. It's as if you are evading the topic of political organizations. Is the situation still tense
even now, that when you come to the Truth Commission to give testimony you fear that your life
might be in danger? --- I'm not afraid of anyone, but
/we do not
we do not trust each other within the community, because if you go to the Truth Commission and
speak about a certain organization you pose a problem for yourself.
I can understand that because it does happen that certain things which are written on the
statements are not said when the witness gives testimony, but if you want to avoid these lines that
you made in the statement, that is quite acceptable.
CHAIRMAN: Just one last question, Mrs Mthethwa. We've heard from other witnesses that Sokhulu is
divided into areas which are ANC and areas which are IFP. Were you and your husband living in the
ANC area of Sokhulu or the IFP area, or isn't that area divided like that? --- We were staying at
KwaSokhulu.
And is it divided into IFP and ANC areas? --- We were staying in an ANC stronghold.
Mrs Mthethwa, thank you very much for coming in. Mrs Gcabashe has summed up quite adequately, so I
won't take the matter any further, save to say again thank you for coming in - being brave enough
to come and sit on the stage, tell us your story. We will, through our investigative unit, try to
find out more about your husband's death, if that'll assist you, but, of course, we cannot promise
that we will be successful. We have so many hundreds and hundreds of incidents like this - murders
- to investigate from all over KwaZulu/Natal and the Free State. But we will try and make
investigations from the KwaMbonambi police into your husband's case. Thank you very much for coming
today.
--------------------CHAIRMAN: We are going to have a short break now, where
/the witnesses
the witnesses and the staff will have tea, and we will come back after twenty minutes.
Unfortunately, tea cannot be provided for members of the public, so just take a break outside,
stretch your legs and please come in within twenty minutes.
SHORT ADJOURNMENT
--------------------4A/0 ON RESUMPTION:
CHAIRMAN: Good morning, Mrs Taliwe. Can you hear me? Can you understand me?
MRS TALIWE: Yes, I hear you.
CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much. We welcome you here today. You've come to tell us about the death in
1992 of your husband. Before you tell us that story, please can you stand to take the oath?
ZANELE TALIWE (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much. Mrs Gcabashe will help you now.
MRS GCABASHE: Good day, Cecilia. I can see that you were still very young when this happened. I
thank you for your courage and your bravery to come up here before this Commission and give
evidence, so that we know what happened and how our people were tortured and tormented and their
human rights were violated. I'll just ask you a few questions in regard to your family. Can you
tell us whether you have any parents, whether you have any children and are you employed or not. -- I have five children. It's four boys and one girl. I have four boys and one girl. How old are
they? --- My first-born was born in 1979, my second-born 1980 and my third-born 1983, my fourthborn 1989, and my last-born was born in 1991.
/How many
How many are still at school? --- All are still at school, but my last-born is still at nursery
school.
How old is the last-born? --- He was born in 1991. The one who was born in 1979 is in standard 9.
They are both in standard 9, as well as the on who was born in 1980, and the one who was born in
1983 is doing standard 6. The one who was born in 1989 is grade 1, and the last one is at nursery
school.
Are you employed? --- Yes, I am.
Where are you working? --- I'm a teacher at Mnchangole.

Do you still have parents? --- Yes, I do have a mother. My father passed away.
I shall ask you to give us a brief background as to what was happening in that particular place,
which culminated in the death of your husband. --- There were rumours that he was going to be
killed. People kept on telling him. Then we received anonymous telephone calls, threatening him
with death. Some would come to our home looking for him but, fortunately, he would be at work. On
this particular day before he died he said he wanted to go and see his father. After watching the
7 o'clock news he wanted to go and see his father, who was still at Dlangezwa. He took Vusi along
and Vusi was supposed to be accompanying him.
Who is Vusi? --- It was a friend of his who was ... (inaudible).
You can go on. --- They went away and we slept. Just as we were sleeping we heard a knock at the
door and Vusi was very hysterical at the door and he was screaming that we should open up the door.
When I opened up the
/door, I saw
door, I saw Vusi's trouser full of blood and I asked him as to what had happened. He said he had
been shot, together with my husband and I asked him as to where they got shot and he said next to
the bridge - next to Maholoholo Bridge. And Vusi was with the police at that time and I wanted to
go with them, but the police were calling him and they were telling him that they were in a hurry,
they wanted to take him along. They went away together with Vusi and they said they were coming
back. They were coming to fetch me so that I could go and identify my husband and see how he was
shot. They went away and they came back all by themselves with Vusi and they told me that - they
first asked me as to who my husband's name is. I told them. They told me that he had been shot next
to the bridge and I asked them as to where my husband was. They said they did not know. I requested
them to take me along so that I could go and see where he got shot. They said was I was not
supposed to go because my husband had already died. He died on the spot, and I asked them to take
me to Dlangezwa, so that I could tell his father that his son had died. They took me, together with
the kids to Dlangezwa. They left us at his father's place and there was another young man who
staying there - that is my brother. His name was Fando and I told Fando that they had shot my
husband and he had been killed. We went into the house to wake my husband's father and I related
the story to him.
Who is Fando? What is he? Is he a relative? --- He is my brother. He is my mother's sister's son.
His surname is Khoza.
Was he staying together with you? --- Yes, he
/stayed with
stayed with me a Dlangezwa and he went on to tell my husband's father and my husband's father said
we should call a certain neighbour, who had a kombi, from the Mkhwanazi family, so that we should
proceed to Esikhaweni, and they took us to Esikhaweni and he left us there, together with the
mother of my husband.
Where was he taking you to? What was happening in Esikhaweni? --- It's my house. He was taking us
to my house.
What happened thereafter? --- The following morning we went to Avbob and at Avbob they told us that
we could not see him and they told us that he had been brought by the police, but they told - the
police told them that we should permission from the police station before we could see him, so we
had to go and fetch some form of permission from the police station before I could see my husband
and they said I should go to KwaDebe and speak to Khumalo, next to the shop, Daya Supermarket. We
went to Mr Khumalo. We told Khumalo that we were the Taliwe family and they said we should come and
ask for permission, written permission, to go and see my husband and Khumalo said - we related to
Khumalo that we wanted my husband to be buried on that particular week-end. Then he said he was not
able - if they wanted to they could keep him for the whole month and we would only bury him when
they wanted to and they refused us permission to go and see my husband and he said he was going to
phone us and tell us as to whether we were permitted to see my husband and the following day he
phoned us and said there was a certain policeman who was going to come and see us. We stayed there
for the whole day up till the afternoon,
/waiting for
waiting for this particular policeman, but the policeman never turned up and we went to a certain
policeman to seek some help and he listened to our story. We related it as Khumalo had said it to
us, and this policeman said he is going to allow us to see the corpse, but we should not tell
anyone because he was going to be expelled from work. He was going to be dismissed, because the
police said we should not be allowed to see my husband without their permission, and that was the
end. We did not see him for that particular day and Khumalo phoned us the following day and told us
that there was a mistake. We should go the following day, because that was the day that the postmortem was going to be conducted and there was a certain policeman who said we were not allowed, as
family members, to get into the post-mortem operation, because we were going to distract the doctor
and we asked as to why Khumalo had sent us there if we were not supposed to be there. He totally
refused to let us in. After the post-mortem had been finished, this policeman came with papers and
said we should sign, and I refused to sign because I was not there when the doctor conducted the

post-mortem, so I don't know anything. The policeman said I was not going to get the corpse so that
we could bury my husband, because we didn't want to sign and we would be only be able to bury my
husband if I signed the papers. My mother told me that I should sign, but I flatly refused and
Fando ended up signing those papers and the policeman took them to another section of the police
station and I went to Dove's so that they could take my husband. I was going to use Dove's Funeral
Parlours and they should take my husband, so that I could be able to see him, because when
/we saw him we saw him - we saw him without permission when that policeman said we should come and Dove's is
the one who buried my husband.
Now, those papers which were signed by Fando, what was written on those papers? What were the
findings of the pathologist? --- The pathologist had written that he was concussed. He had a head
injury.
Is that all that was written there? --- Yes.
According to your own observation, when you saw him at that funeral parlour, what injuries did you
notice? --- We knew that he had been shot and at the time that we got to Dove's Funeral Parlours we
only saw his head just at the temple. He had been shot at the temple. But after the other
investigators had told us the story, they said he had been shot through the nose.
What was the name of ... (incomplete) --- It was Bongani Nxumalo - the investigator was Bongani
Nxumalo and Edwin Dlamini.
Where were they coming from? --- They were from ITU.
Are they still alive? --- They were not staying here. They were from Maritzburg. So we don't know
what became of them. The last time we saw them was when they came.
According to the investigation, was there any report that you received? --- We got that report that
the bullet wound went through the nose and not through the temple, as we thought.
The person who showed you the corpse, is he still alive? Is he still working at Avbob? --- Yes, he
is. I do not know his name, but he's still working at Avbob.
/Is he still
Is he still there even now? --- Yes, he's still working at Avbob, even now.
Were you ever called for an inquest or a case? --- No, there was no case. There was no inquest.
That was just the end of everything. I never even went to court.
Did you open a case with regard to your husband's death? Did you go there, open a case and get a
case number? --- They never called me. The policemen only came at the time they said I should tell
them my husband's name as well as surname.
In your statement you talk about a certain Gcina Mkhize. Can you please tell us what Gcina Mkhize
is to the equation? --- On the day that he died he said to me if he died we should know that Gcina
Mkhize was the one who had killed him.
Did he explain to you as to why he suspected Gcina Mkhize? --- He usually said Gcina Mkhize had a
gang and they wanted to kill him.
What was Gcina? Was he a member of a certain political group? --- At that time my husband said - he
did not explain to me, but I only knew it later on, when I was told by the police and when I was
told by the ITU people.
Now, tell us as to what he was. --- They said he was a ZPO - KwaZulu Police.
Was your husband involved in a political organization? --- Yes, he was a member of the ANC.
Now, according to your own opinion, do you think this has any connection to his death? Did it have
anything to do with politics? --- Yes, I did suspect it at some stage because he used to say even
if they could
/kill him,
kill him, they would not finish off the ANC.
You say he was killed next to the bridge, KwaMaholoholo. Was it ever heard as to who shot him? Was
it the policemen or just ordinary people? --- According to Vusi's explanation, he says when they
got to the cross from J1 section they saw a certain car following them. They were from Esikhaweni,
heading to KwaDlangezwa, and there was a certain car that was following them. It overtook them.
Just when it was parallel with the car in which they were driving, they started shooting.
Did it look like a police car or did it look like just an ordinary car? --- He told me the make of
the car as well as the car plates.

If you would like to speak to Vusi, where can you possibly get him? --- They said he had joined the
army.
Whereabouts? --- I do not know, but whenever he is at Esikhaweni he usually comes to my place to
see me. Yes, he does come to see me, as well as my children.
Since your husband's death, how are you feeling, because this happened at a stage when you were
quite very young? Was your health affected physically or emotionally? --- Yes, I was affected in a
very adverse manner. What disturbs me even more is the lack of finance on my part. I'm not able to
bring my children up and take them to school and I do not fulfil their needs.
Health-wise, how are you feeling? That is yourself and your children? We do realise that there is a
big difference between the time that your husband was alive and after his death. --- I got very
emotionally disturbed. Even now I'm not free. I can't forget. I'm
/very much
very much emotionally disturbed. I can't forget his death.
Take your time, Cecilia, this is a very painful story you are relating to us. As well as the fact
that you remember all this so vividly and you have to relive the ordeal and speak about it once
more, we understand that it's a very painful situation. How are your children? --- My children
disturb me even more because most of the time they speak about their father and this one - my lastborn was four months old when my husband died and he always asks as to where his father is.
How are the children coping at school? --- The two were supposed to be in standard 10 now, but when
their father died their studies suffered and they had to repeat standard 9.
You also speak about your father-in-law. You say he is not well. You wish that you could get some
help. What is he suffering from? --- He died as from - he got ill as from that day that my husband
was killed. He suffered from diarrhoea and he had a heart problem. He was admitted. He never even
went to my husband's funeral.
When did he die? --- When I came to the Truth Commission my father-in-law was no longer alive. He
had died already at that time.
You also request that you should be helped with regard to housing. Where were you staying? --- No,
it was a company house.
Is there anything else that you would like to say to this Commission that we can pass on or include
in our report to the State President? --- I would like to say that the President should help me
raise my children and
/offer them
offer them some bursaries so that they can further their education and I would like to know as to
who killed my husband. I want them to come forward and admit, because I hear rumours that they do
admit, but they have never faced me and told me in the eye that they are the ones who killed my
husband.
Thank you very much, Cecilia. We pass our condolences to you. It is very obvious that you are still
feeling very bad and tormented about your husband's death. Have you ever gone to see any doctors,
especially psychiatrist, because you are emotionally disturbed? --- Yes, I do go to see doctors. At
times I would go for a headache, because most of the time I suffer from the headache - constant
headaches and I've got a problem with memory loss.
Did they ever advise you to go for counselling? --- No, they never did.
But would you like to get any counselling? --- Yes, I would appreciate the effort.
We thank you very much, Mrs Taliwe. I shall hand over to the Chairperson.
CHAIRMAN: Thank you. Mrs Taliwe, you mentioned in your statement that your husband received
anonymous telephone calls. What did the person on the other end of the line say to your husband? -- Those who phoned were people who asked for him and asked as to where he was. Even those who used
to come to our home used to ask for him and I would tell them that he was not at home.
You mentioned in your statement that they said that he must go back to the Kei River, because that
was Mandela's place. Did they say things like that? --/Yes, there
Yes, there was a certain meeting which was held, which my father-in-law had gone to attend at
KwaDlangezwa and, when he came back, he related to us that they said a member of the ANC must go to
the Kei River. Even the Detective Khumalo, when we had gone to ask him for permission to go and see
my husband, he said, "Mandela's people have forgotten that Mandela does not have anything in this
place. They must go to Kei River.", because this was a place for Zulus.

Where was that? --- It was at Esikhaweni. The CID at Esikhaweni.
You mentioned that your husband said to you if he dies that you should know that it was Gcina
Mkhize who killed him. Is that right? --- Yes, that is correct. These are the last words that he
uttered to me, and he died on the very same day.
And you said that the police later told you that Gcina Mkhize was a member of the KwaZulu Police? -- That is correct. I was told by the Goldstone Commission, as well as the ITU that Gcina Mkhize
was a member of the Police Force in KwaZulu/Natal.
That's correct. In fact, he was a member of a hit squad, which included two other people by the
name of Romeo Mbambo and Israel Hlongwane. These three people were part of a hit squad, which was
formed at about that time, in 1991, and they killed many, many people in the Esikhaweni area and
they were arrested the year before last, in 1994, and they were tried for murder and all three of
them were convicted of murder and they are presently in prison and, during the course of the trial,
they said to the Court that the hit squad of which they
/were members
were members had been set up by senior member of the KwaZulu Government and the KwaZulu Police. I
think that's important, for the record. It's probably something that you do know, but I thought I
should just place that on record, that Gcina Mkhize is presently in gaol and we have heard that he
intend to apply for amnesty. Now, your husband's murder is not something that he has admitted to.
Is that correct? You don't know for sure that Gcina Mkhize killed your husband? --- As I've already
said, the investigators would come and say Gcina Mkhize was involved. I want to hear it from the
horse's mouth. I want him to admit or I want somebody who has got tangible information to tell me,
because this does not hold any water. I'm not sure at this juncture as to who killed my husband, so
I would appreciate it that whoever did it must come forward and tell me, so that I may know the
truth, because what disturbs me even more is that I don't even have a clue as to how he died, why
and who killed him.
We will certainly pass this information on that your husband told you that it was probably Gcina
Mkhize who would harm him and the police told you that Gcina Mkhize was involved. We will pass this
information along to the Amnesty Committee, because in due course they will be receiving an
application for amnesty from Gcina Mkhize and they will question him as to whether or not he was
involved in the death of your husband, and that may be a way in which you can finally come to know
who was responsible for the death of your husband. It certainly seems likely that he was involved.
That is the area in which ... (end of tape 4A)
3B/0 ... senior IFP people in the area - that is the evidence
/which came
which came out at the trial and it does seem likely that Gcina Mkhize may have been certainly
involved in the death of your husband, if not directly responsible. We will certainly investigate
that. Thank you.
DR MGOJO: Zanele, I just want to clarify an issue here. In this meeting that was held, which your
father-in-law attended, where you later got a report from your father-in-law, where it was
discussed that your husband should go back to the Transkei, who was chairing the meeting? --- I do
not know, because I never went there.
Who called the meeting? --- We were told that a meeting had been called by a certain chief and that
his name is Mkhwanazi. His surname is Mkhwanazi. His name is John. John Mkhwanazi.
Is he still alive? --- Yes, he is.
Is he still a chief? --- That is correct.
What is his ruling place? --- It's KwaDlangezwa.
Thank you. Officer Khumalo, is he still alive? --- I'm not positive. I don't know whether he's
still alive or not.
Was he at Esikhaweni Police Station? --- That is correct, he was working at Esikhaweni.
Thank you. At the time were you asked about the children, as well as yourself, it is very clear
that you have been disturbed emotionally as a family. I have gathered information that you have
never consulted any psychologists or psychiatrists. --- No. I would go only when I am physically
ill to see or consult with a doctor.
Would you like to try and see some psychologists or psychiatrists to try and get some counselling,
because
/your state
your state of mind can affect your whole well-being or your whole body? --- I never thought of
going to a psychiatrist.

But would you like us to see some people who can help you, together with your children to see
psychiatrists and well as social workers to help you in your predicament?
MRS GCABASHE: Let's go back to Officer Khumalo. You said he was at Daya's Supermarket. Did he have
an office there? Because you have just said now that he was at Esikhaweni. Did they have an office
at the supermarket complex? --- That is correct.
PROFESSOR MAGWAZA: I have just one question that I would like to ask you, Mrs Taliwe. Your requests
are very clear and it is very apparent that you are worried about your children's future. As we
have already pointed out, we do pass these recommendations to the State President. You said you are
a teacher. Is it a lower primary or higher primary school? --- It is a lower primary school.
What's the name of the school? --- It's Mnchangule.
A certain thing you've told us the children's years, but I don't remember you telling us as to what
standards they're in. So you've already given us their classes or which standards they are.
Thirdly, your husband worked at Mondi Paper in Richards Bay. Did you get any pension money or any
grant from them? --- He had already taken a package by the time he died.
That is correct. I just wanted to know only about that.
CHAIRMAN: Mrs Taliwe, thank you very, very much for
/coming in
coming in to talk to us today. We can see how upset you still are about this incident and,
understandably so, to have your young husband taken away from you and your young children. You have
told us a lot about the circumstances surrounding his death, the context in which it happened and
it seems as though his last words to you were correct and although it may be a difficult thing for
you to accept, that the people who probably caused his death are now about to apply for amnesty and
it is possible that they may be given amnesty, this does give an opportunity for them to be closely
questioned about all the deaths that they were involved in causing and not only those for which
they have already been convicted. So, as I have said, we will be ensuring that this man, Gcina
Mkhize, and any other members of the Esikhaweni hit squad, which caused so much misery in this
area, Mr Romeo Mbambo and Israel Hlongwane, they too will be closely questioned as to your
husband's death and we hope that will be able to solve that mystery for you and we hope that once
you do know who did it and why they did it and who told them to do it, it may make more sense to
you and you may feel more happy in yourself. So, thank you very much for coming and talking to us
today.
---------------------

/CHAIRMAN:
4B/0 CHAIRMAN: The next witness is Elizabeth Mbatha. Good morning, Mrs Mbatha, we welcome you here
today. Thank you for coming in. You have come to tell us about the death of your father, is that
right, Sibekho Mbatha?
MRS MBATHA: Yes.
CHAIRMAN: And he died in Esikhaweni in 1992. Before you tell us that story, can you stand up,
please, and take the oath.
ELIZABETH MBATHA (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
CHAIRMAN: Now, is it correct that you live in Esikhaweni Township? --- Yes.
And just tell us briefly something about yourself. Are you married? Do you have children? Are you
working? --- I'm not married. I'm staying at home. I'm staying with my boyfriend. I have four
children and my siblings. We were five from my family, from my father - three girls and two boys,
and we were all staying at home with my father and our children.
And your mother, is she living? --- My mother died in 1986.

So you were staying at home with your father and your brothers and sisters? --- Yes, we were
staying at home with my father and my sisters, except for one brother of mine who left home for
over two years. He never came back.
And are you working, Elizabeth? --- No, I'm not working.
Right, now, can you tell us of the events which led to the death of your father. You said in your
statement that it started in about 1990, when your brother was attacked at school. Is that right?
You said your brother
/was Tedius
was Tedius Mbatha and that he was attacked at school. Could you just tell us what happened there
and how that led to the death of your father? --- Tedius was at school, at Mlamfe School. He was
belonging to an organization which other people didn't approve of and they told him he wasn't
allowed to be at Mlamfe because he was belonging to this organization. Sometimes he would stay home
and not go to school and some days they would come at home to fetch him. My father one day went to
school to find out as to what was going. The headmaster told my father that this is the life that
they are living at school and he was fearing for his life. In 1990 my brother left school. He
stayed at home from 1990 to 1991 and people used to come to attack at home. Even though I don't
remember that date, but one day they came to my house during the day to attack us and it wasn't
just our home which was attacked, other homes as well. We ran away and then we came back. We stayed
like that for a long time. We didn't predict what was going to happen. On the 5th January 1992 the
attackers came and threw petrol bombs. I was staying with my boyfriend at the time. We had built a
back room. I heard the noise coming from the main house and I opened the door and I realised that
my father's house was on fire. I went to the tap and that's when I got shot and I kept on trying to
put down the fire and the people who were inside the house - my father and my siblings - they
didn't know that I was outside. They came out and they asked me if I wasn't hurt. I told them that
I was but it wasn't so bad. My neighbours made a call to the police and police arrived. They took
me to the clinic. There was an old man who was from Durban, who
/came to
came to visit. And my father's furniture got damaged. Everything in his bedroom was damaged. They
tried to remove the furniture from the house and we tried to extinguish the fire. Before end of
January we heard that people were going to come and attack J2 section and one old lady came and
asked for my father and she told me that my father should wake up, because it's really dangerous
outside, and I woke my father up. I told him that this lady is telling me that we are in danger and
I told my father that I was running away. My father said it's okay, he wasn't going to run away,
and then I ran away. It was at about 7pm. At that time, because we were hearing guns all over the
place, we were scared and I heard that people came and asked where was my father's house and they
also asked where was Fundi's home. Fundi is my kid brother. And when these things happened I had
taken Fundi away. I told my father that he must leave that area and go to Esikhaweni and we took
him to Ulundi. After two weeks he was at Ulundi. That's when my father got killed. What I didn't
see is that how they shot him, because it was at about seven and there were a lot of people and I
couldn't see a single person or identify anyone, because I also ran away and my father also tried
to run to a neighbour's house. That's where we found his body the next morning.
And how did he die? Was he shot or was he stabbed? --- He was shot. I found out that he was shot
when I went to Avbob Mortuary. That's when I found out that he was shot.
And what do you know about the identity of the people who shot him? Who were they? Which
organization did they belong to? Why did they shoot him? Do you have
/any idea?
any idea? --- We were Inkatha members. Those who shot my father were ANC members. My father was old
and he wasn't working. What he was doing, he was making spears for Inkatha members. So ANC people
got mad that he was making these spears, but he wasn't doing this for just Inkatha, he was doing it
for anyone who wanted to buy a spear, and some of the ANC members were still owing him his money
and they claimed that they were destroying his spear firm and we only heard that - we only found
out that they were destroying the company after they had killed him and this was true, because
after he died that company finished. I was scared of leaving my father's house, because I was
scared of ANC people, so I ended up staying at home and not working and I just couldn't go back and
ask the firm that they can take me now, now that the violence is over. What I'm doing now, I'm
making clothes or I'm sewing ... (inaudible) ... and I'm selling them. We don't have money to take
our kids to school.
Did you say your husband was making these spears at his house or was he working for a firm that was
making these spears - your father, sorry? --- My father was making the spears, not my husband.
Yes, sorry, not your husband. I apologise. Your father. Was it at home that he was doing that or
was he doing it at a ... (intervention) --- Yes, at home.
And was he selling these to anybody who wished to buy them, not only to one side? --- Yes, he was
selling these to anyone who wanted to buy a spear.
And what happened after that? Was anybody arrested? Do you remember there being any case in a court
of any sort? --- No one was arrested and there was no case.

/No one was
No one was arrested. The police only came to my husband or my boyfriend and my husband kept on
telling the police that he couldn't identify the people because it was at night and he was scared
and when he asked them who they were they didn't give their identity. He couldn't see who they
were.
And at that stage was your father supporting your younger brothers and sisters? Were they still
schooling? Were they working? --- Yes.
They were schooling? Was your father supporting them - your brothers and sisters? --- Two of them
were still at school. The one after me was at home.
Now, you mentioned in your statement that someone told you that your father should leave the house,
because he was going to be attacked. That person was Mangazi. You mentioned that in your statement
- a security guard. Who was that person? --- It was on Saturday. Mr Mangazi came and he said to my
father, "I am told that I should tell you by Monday you shouldn't be at Esikhaweni", and my father
asked him, "Who said so?", and he said, "Mr Khumalo sent me to tell you that", and my father said,
"I'm not an enemy of anyone and no one will come and kill me", and truly these people who came to
kill my father came from Khumalo's house.
And who was Khumalo? --- He's been called by Mumzabalazo Khumalo. That's how they call him,
Mumzabalazo Khumalo.
And then you said the following day Elizabeth Mkhwanazi came to your house and said that you should
all run away because you were going to be attacked by hostel dwellers? --- It was on Sunday and Mrs
Mkhwanazi came
/to my house
to my house to check if we were there and she asked for my father. I told her that my father is
asleep and Mrs Mkhwanazi said I must tell my father to wake up because it's bad outside, attackers
are coming. After Mrs Mkhwanazi left we heard gunshots and that's when I ran out and I discovered
my father's body the next morning.
And did you give the information to the police about Khumalo and Mangazi? --- Yes, I did.
Which police was that? Which station? --- Esikhaweni Police Station. It was Mr Khumalo and
Mr Gumede.
I will just see if there are any questions from the other panel members.
DR MGOJO: In your statement you mentioned about your father running from his house to the
neighbour's house. We want to know this neighbour's name and that's where he was attacked. --- I
don't know his name, but the surname is Mahlase.
Mahlase? --- Mahlase Sibisi.
Is he still alive? --- Yes, he is.
Where is he staying? --- His children are at Esikhaweni and he is staying at Mbonambi. Where it's
stated that there was someone who showed these people the area, I think it's wrongly written,
because I didn't say that. What I said that they asked the name of the house and no one answered
them back and then they went to another neighbour and they took the father from that house and they
asked him where is, "Shandu's house?".
Who is this neighbour whom they had taken from his house? --- Thandanani Mabaso. He is the one who
told us that these people has been asking, "Where is Shandu's
/"house?"
"house?", but this is what he told us, that they took him from his house and they took him out and
they asked him where was Shandu's house.
Is Elizabeth Mkhwanazi still alive? --- Yes.
Where is she staying? --- I don't know the number of her house but it's at Esikhaweni Location.
Is Mangazi still alive? --- No, Mangazi died after my father. He was beaten next to the hostel.
Who beat him? --- I don't know. What I heard is that attackers came from the hostel and they beat
him to death.
Is Mumzabalazo Khumalo still alive? --- I never heard a thing about him. I think he's still alive,
because another thing, I can't identify Mumzabalazo. I only know his name.
Where is he? --- He's staying at hostel. At Singobili Hostel. That's where he stays. I think it's
been spelt wrong. It's not Sibongele, it's Singobili.

Yes, thank you. We would like to ask you a question which we ask every witness, that how did this
thing affect you. --- It affected me very bad and I always have had a - and what I always think
about is that I don't know if the kids are having food or being well taken care of, because after
my father's death his brothers took the children with them to Ulundi and me and my sister we are
now working, trying to help, to send to Ulundi. Because if we were together with the kids it was
going to be much better. We were going to see if they didn't have something to eat or if they had,
but now we are here, they are there. Because another reason I sent my brother there is because I
was scared they wanted to kill him - Tedius.
/He is still
He is still at school. He is at Mazubumbani High School. He is doing standard 10.
Who is paying for his education? --- It's me.
Mazubumbani High School, where is this school? --- C Section, Ulundi.
How do you feel? --- I am well, except for the headache and I know it's because I'm thinking a lot.
I usually go to clinic and they give me tablets and I don't pay for that.
Thank you, Mr Chairperson.
CHAIRMAN: Dr Magwaza.
PROFESSOR MAGWAZA: Mrs Mbatha, I just want to follow what Dr Mgojo has just asked you. You said
there are three children, who are also facing problems in their education or in their studies. --One of them is Tedius and then the other two is Emmerentia and Nontotuko. Emmerentia and Nontotuko,
are they your siblings? --- Emmerentia and Tedius are my siblings and Nontotuko is my kid.
Another thing that I'd also like to follow is that you said the house was burnt. Did you go back to
that house and try and rebuild the house? --- No, only the furniture got burnt, because I tried to
extinguish the fire. I'm staying in that house at this moment.
Thank you.
CHAIRMAN: Elizabeth, I want to thank you very much coming here today. We're very glad that somebody
who - you said that your family were IFP supporters at that time and we, unfortunately, especially
in this area of KwaZulu/Natal, we have heard a lot of evidence from people who are members of the
IFP. They have not been keen in
/coming forward
coming forward to the Truth Commission, which is a pity, because our job is to make a report to the
Government of all human rights violations that took place from 1960 to 1993. It doesn't matter who
caused or brought about those human rights violations, and it's very important to us to hear
stories like yours. You were living with your father. He was making a living, supporting his family
and he was killed and it's very important that more people like you come forward and tell us those
stories. You are also sitting here today with people who are members of the ANC, who have said that
they were killed by members of the IFP, because of their political views and we hope that you can
both see and understand that the violence that both sides have been involved in does not bring
about anything, except misery, poverty and sadness, and we hope that this coming together and being
together under one roof, in one hall, can play a small part in bringing people together in this
region. So, again, thank you very much for being brave enough to come and sit and talk to us today.
Thank you very much.
---------------------

/CHAIRMAN:

5A/0 CHAIRMAN: ... KwaSokhulu, is that right?
MRS MTHETHWA: Yes.
CHAIRMAN: You have come to tell us about the death of your husband, Michael Mthethwa.
MRS MTHETHWA: Yes.
CHAIRMAN: Who died in 1992. Can you please stand up to take the oath before you tell us that story
about your husband's death?
NTOMBIKANINA MTHETHWA (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
CHAIRMAN: Dr Mgojo will help you now with your evidence and it will be in Zulu.
DR MGOJO: I greet you, Ntombikanina. Relax, don't be nervous. Just relax. Is it true that you
reside in KwaSokhulu and your name is Ntombikanina? --- Yes.
I would like you to paint a picture of your family -your father, your mother or your husband, if
you have brothers and sisters, and your own kids. We just want the whole picture of your family. -- My mother is still alive. My father passed away. I have brothers and sisters.
Where does she stay? --- She stays at Ngwelezana.
Who is she staying with? --- She is staying with my younger sister.
Is your younger sister married? --- No, she isn't.
How many brothers do you have? --- Two.
Do they have their own families? --- Yes, they do.
As well as children? --- That is correct.
/Are they
Are they older than you or younger? --- They are older than me.
(Question not translated) --- The other one is has five and the other one has two kids. The elder
one has two kids.
Are they still at school? --- The eldest one has got one kid who is still at school. He is doing
second year.
The last wife, does she have any children? --- Two of them have already finished school. The three
are still very young. They have matriculated.
Did he get married before the third wife? --- The eldest one did not want to get married.
Was he a bachelor? --- No, he was not a bachelor but he could not get a girlfriend.
Okay, okay. Were you married? --- Yes, I was married to the Mthethwa family and I have four kids.
How old are they? --- The other one is already matriculated, he is 21 years old.
Finished standard 10? --- That is correct, he is matriculated.
The second one? --- The second one is in standard 8. He is 18 years old.
Yes. --- The third one is 13 years old and doing standard 6. The last one is in standard 7.
How old is that
second one is 18
- The last one,
old. The 17-year

child? You said the other one is 21 years old and he's already matriculated, the
years old and he is in standard 8, and the 13-year old one is doing standard 6. -he is 17 years old. I think I'm mistaken. He comes after the one who is 18 years
old is also doing

/standard 6.
standard 6.
Can you give me the name of the school? --- Hlemhlem School.
Okay, thank you. Just give us a brief picture about what happened. Before I ask you about that, let
me just ask you something about your husband. Were you involved in politics? --- Yes, we were. My
husband was a member of the ANC.
And yourself? --- At the time I knew nothing about organizations and politics.

Now, as your husband was a staunch member of the ANC - oh, before I go there, were you staying at
KwaSokhulu also? --- Yes.
Now, relate to us what happened. --- My husband died on August 14th. I do not know the time,
because on the 13th - that is the night of the 13th there came a certain man from the Msweli family
at about 10 o'clock in the evening and he used to come to our place in the evening because my
husband was working at that time.
What was this person's name, the one who came on the night of the 13th? --- His name is Simon
Msweli.
Thank you. He came on the night of the 13th. What happened? --- He knocked at the door. My husband
woke up to see who was there.
How many were there? --- There were two of them, Msweli and another man.
What was the name of the other man? --- It was Vusi Mkhwanyana.
Were they members of a political group? --- Yes, they were members of the ANC.
What happened when they got into your house? --/My husband
My husband went to open the door for them. I was left in the bedroom and I was sleeping. He spoke
with them and I could hear him opening my child's bedroom and took out blankets and gave them to
those two gentlemen and I asked him as to what was happening and who were the people he was talking
to. He said it was Si and Vusi, and we slept. In the morning there was a clock that always rings
because there was a plank factory and this siren would sound at 4.30 in the morning and I woke up
to prepare my husband's lunch to take it with to work. Then I decided otherwise and I told myself
that as soon as he goes to have his bath I will prepare his meal. Just as I was going back into the
bed I could hear some sounds from outside, as if a person was running in the yard and I peeped
through the window, but I did not open the curtain. I just peeped through without disturbing the
curtain and I saw a white man facing the front. I called my husband over and I told him that there
was somebody who was standing outside. He took out his gun and he wanted to shoot at the man and I
admonished him and told him not to do that. Then we got down on the ground. At that stage we heard
some gunfire and somebody was screaming outside and saying we should open up, they were the police.
As we were still listening to that, we heard gunfire in the second room. This went on for quite
some time and at that time we were hiding ourselves inside the house. We cuddled in a certain
corner. After the gunfire got quiet - I think it was about 30 minutes after the gunfire had
continued, as we were staying - were sitting there, I heard Simon Msweli screaming that he should
be given a blanket because he was getting cold. My husband asked as to where the police
/were.
were. He said he had killed three of the policemen and at that time I felt very scared, because I
didn't know what to do. My husband opened up a small window and took out a pink blanket and threw
it outside. I also wanted to go out and see what was happening and they said I should not go out
because the police were surrounding the house and I opened the kids' bedrooms and I wanted to check
on my children. My son used to lock himself inside whenever he went to sleep in his bedroom and
when I looked for the key and I tried to open up my son was no longer there and the window was
broken. I did not know whether he was injured or he ran away or what happened to him, but he was
not there and I ran into the kitchen. My husband and I at the time were still alive and we decided
that we should run away and he said we should not run away. I felt a knot in my tummy and I decided
that I was going and he said I should not go, but I nevertheless went to our neighbour's place. I
had a brother - a decent brother - who was staying there, and I realised that I should try and get
in whilst it was still early because the police were going to get me there whilst still knocking,
and I decided to go to Msweli's place, which is quite a distance from my place. As I was in the
street I was very confused. I tried to turn back and I came across police cars. They asked me to
where the Mthethwa house was. I decided to go into the Buthelezi family's house, but I was so
confused I didn't know what to do. I decided that I should go to my elder brother's place to look
for my son, but he was not there. I went to Ngubane's place and my elder brother took me half way.
When we reached my place I saw the Casspir in my yard and it was demolishing my house. We went away
to
/look for
look for my son and we were told that my son was at a certain house and we got into my other
neighbour's house and we decided at that point to go and tell the police not to demolish my house,
because that was all I had at that time. I asked a policeman to accompany me and he asked me as to
what I was there and I said I said I was Mthethwa's wife. He asked me as to where I was at the time
they were fighting. I told them that I was at another place and he said to me I was still going to
tell him the truth as to what my relationship was with Mthethwa and where was I at the time of the
fighting, and there was another white elderly policeman who also asked me as to what I was there,
was I a relative or what. I told him that I am a daughter-in-law there. He asked me where I was at
the time of the fight. I told him that I was at a neighbour's place and he asked me as to why I had
escaped. I told them that I had a problem with transport. I could not reach home because the taxis
were finished at that time and my husband at times wouldn't come home and I would have to sleep at
nearby places. Then he asked me as to how I realised as to whether my husband would not be coming
home the particular day. I explained to him that I usually prepared food for him and whenever I

came back and came across the food uneaten I would know that my husband had not
standing there, two policemen came and they said they wanted to see me. I went
this elderly white policeman said to me I should speak the truth because
arrested. They asked me as to where I had slept the previous day. I said I had
place and he sent to policemen to go and investigate as to whether

come home. As I was
along with them and
I was going to be
slept at Mthiyane's

/I was
I was telling the truth that I had slept at Mthiyane's place. The other one asked me, "What do you
do with the dishes after having your supper?" I told him that we put the dishes in a plastic dish
and we wash them the following morning. We went home. He said I should take out the plastic dish we
use to wash our dishes and he said I should take out three plates. He counted the three plates.
When I got in there I found that there was blood in the house and I thought probably my husband had
been injured and he had been taken to the hospital and after they had left I would go see my
husband at the hospital. And this elderly white policeman directed me to stand far from the scene
and when the person from the Mthethwa family came they asked him whether I was telling the truth
that at times I would sleep at his place. He said yes, that was correct, and they left him when
they realised that I was speaking the truth. I still wanted to get into my house and see what
happened in the house and they refused me permission to get into my own house.
During the time that all this was happening, where was your husband? --- I could not see my husband
and they did not tell me as to where he was at that time.
What did you do thereafter? --- I was told that I should go back to where I had slept the previous
night and I went back.
Let's just cut the story short. I'll help you with the questions so that we get to the point. Was
your husband a member of the ANC, as well COSATU? --- Yes, he was a shop steward at work.
When all these things happened did the police used to frequent your place? --- Yes, they came once
and
/the second
the second time, that's when they shot the house and they were looking for Simon Msweli.
Was he ever arrested, your husband? --- No, he was never ever arrested.
There are certain things that I wanted to put straight. I just want to straighten this record. I
want you to clarify on certain aspects. He never got arrested and he was never tortured. Now, the
first time, what did they say they wanted? --- The first time they said they wanted Simon Msweli.
They had been told that this was Simon Msweli's refuge, but they never said as to why they wanted
him, and the second time was when they caused a commotion. They never spoke to anyone, they just
opened gunfire.
At the time this took place, what was happening? Was there any disturbances or were there any
faction fights between the IFP and the ANC? --- Yes, they were having their differences and they
were fighting.
Were you members of the ANC? --- Yes, that is correct.
Now, where do the police feature? Because you spoke about white policemen. --- No, it was not
members of the IFP, but it was the police, looking for Simon Msweli. The police were looking for a
person whom they said was a member of the ANC, but they never told us as to what he had done.
Was it a usual occurrence for policemen to traumatise the ANC members or violate them? --- Yes,
they used to violate ANC members and at times they would go around looking for Simon. Most of the
time when the police came into that area, they would be looking for
/Simon. They
Simon. They would even ask small children as to whether they knew Simon Msweli.
Thereafter were you told as to how your husband died? --- When I was told - I was told that he was
taken to the hospital and along the way they came across a certain policeman called Steyn, and this
policeman said they must be put into the van and he finished them off, but I do not know as to how
he killed them. It was himself and Simon.
And your husband and Simon were already injured at the time that they were taken to the hospital
and they came across Steyn. What was Steyn? --- Steyn was a policeman.
Was he a commander, captain or sergeant? --- I'm not sure on that point.
Where was he stationed? --- I do not know, but all we knew was that the policemen were coming from
KwaMbonambi, but I do not know as to whether Steyn was also from KwaMbonambi. He is still alive.
Do you have any idea as to who was the station commander at that time at KwaMbonambi? --- I do not
know the station commander, but the policeman who came to my place was Vetbang (?).

Is he still alive? --- Yes, he is still alive.
Is he at KwaMbonambi? --- That is correct.
Is it Welbang or Vetbang? So if we want him we can get him at KwaMbonambi? --- That is correct.
Steyn is the one who finished them off. So where did you come across your husband's corpse? --- I
saw my husband's corpse just before the funeral, because on a Monday I went to the police station,
because they had
/confiscated certain
confiscated certain items from the house and they gave me his banking card, as well as his bank
book. They told me that they had been given these documents, so I should come back on Tuesday
morning and when I got there I came across a certain police called Mthembu, who said we should go
to Durban because my husband was at a mortuary in Durban.
Do you know Mthembu's name? --- It was Moses Mthembu.
Is he the one who told you that your husband's corpse was in Durban? --- That is correct, he is the
one.
So did you go with Mthembu? --- I first refused to go with him, until such time he asked another
lady I was together with and he said the three of us should go to Durban and when we got to Durban
there he made us sit in another room and we sat there for quite a long time, until we asked from
Mthembu as to when we were going to see the corpses. Mthembu told me that my husband's corpse was
at Avbob in Empangeni. We came there to Empangeni to have a look at my husband's corpse. We
proceeded to Avbob. When we got to Avbob, Mthembu told us that we were not allowed to get in whilst
the pathologist was busy.
Do you know as to who was the doctor? --- No, he never told us as to who the doctor was.
Did you ever get to see your husband's corpse? --- I saw it just before the funeral.
Which mortuary was he kept at? --- He was kept at Avbob.
He was kept at Avbob. Did you receive the death certificate? --- Yes, I did. When I went to the
police station to try and get the death certificate,
/Vetbang said
Vetbang said they were not handling my husband's case, but it was being handled by the ANC people.
Who did he say was handling the case in ANC? --- He never explained to me, but he said the matter
was being handled by the ANC.
What was written on the death certificate as the cause of death? --- It was written that they had
been shot.
Was it ever said as to who shot them? --- As time went on, we were told that he had been shot by
Steyn.
I shall give other people a chance - other members of the panel to ask you any questions that they
may have. Mr Chairperson.
CHAIRMAN: Mrs Mthethwa, do you recall any case, any trial, any inquest, which took place after your
husband's death, that you attended or that you knew about? Do you recall going to any trial or
court case or inquest after your husband's death? --- I never went to court and there was no
investigation that ensued after my husband's death. Nothing was ever done, because even when the
case was being heard I was never called as a witness. Then I heard later on that he had been
convicted. He had been sentenced to 18 years.
Is that Steyn? --- That is correct, it's Steyn.
In fact, I recall that case. I think he is one of the policemen who recently applied for amnesty
from the Truth Commission. As I understand it, his application was turned down. Dr Magwaza.
PROFESSOR MAGWAZA: Ntombikanina, I'll ask you just one question. Are you working? --- No, I'm not
employed.
How do you survive? --- They gave me my
/husband's pension
husband's pension proceeds when he died. He was working at Cold Terminal and I was given a lump sum
of money.
Are you getting it at the month? --- Yes, I am getting the money per month, together with my child.

Besides that is there no other way that you earn a living? --- No.
It is clear that you are trying to bring up your children. Some are still in school. What is your
wish? What is your request that you want this Commission to pay attention to? --- My first wish is
that my first-born, who is matriculated - just matriculated last year - he wanted to go to
university, but because of the lack of funds I could not send him to university and I would like to
be helped with regard to the other children.
I will come back to you, because it does help us, as the Commission, to get full information with
regard to the family. You personally, what standard did you pass? --- I passed standard 6 and I
once worked. I was working at Ngwelezana Hospital. I was a cleaner.
If you had a wish, what would you wish to do with your life? Would you like to continue with your
studies or further a skill or trade, because we would like also to see you earning your own living?
--- I am not clear. I really do not know what help I could need personally.
Do you wish to work? --- Yes, I have a desire to work.
As we have already seen from the other witnesses who gave testimony they ... [break in recording]
5B/0 ... how do they cope with their father's death? --- Since 1992 the police used to frequent my
place and they would threaten us with guns, up to such time that I had a
/very vivid
very vivid memory of that day on which my husband died and I decided to buy a house in Ngwelezana.
We escaped to Ngwelezana, but because the damage that was done to the house was never repaired so
when I look at it, it always reminds me of the day on which my husband was killed and I cannot
sleep, especially at the time that my husband died. Each time about half past four I woke up
screaming and feeling very scared, as if I was reliving the day on which my husband died and I
suffer from insomnia and I get panic attacks and get very scared.
Is there any help that you are getting with regard to your health? Are you getting any help? --No, I'm not.
What about the children? Are they getting any psychiatric help? --- The eldest one is the one who
is problematic, because he always talks about his father. Whenever there is a problem in the house,
he would say, "If my father was here, this wouldn't be happening" or, "If my father was here, I
would be getting this or that".
We can hear your requests and we do understand, but at the moment we can see that you are still
very traumatised. We shall try to get you to see people from the Health Department, so that they
can see as to how they can help a person in your position. We thank you very much.
CHAIRMAN: Mrs Mthethwa, thank you very much for coming in today, for reliving that story. It's a
very sad story and we know from evidence which was given at the trial of this person that killed
your husband that it was exactly as you said it, that on the way to - I'm not sure whether they
were going to the hospital - in fact, I think they
/were going
were going to the police station - the vehicle stopped and your husband was taken out of the
vehicle and he was shot and it was that crime for which this person, Steyn, was convicted and sent
to prison. The fact that he was sent to prison must be of some comfort to you, but it can never
bring your husband back and we hope that coming here and talking about it in public and expressing
your emotions does help you a little bit. As Dr Magwaza has said, we will make recommendations to
the Government as to how you and your family may be assisted, and we hope that you have found this
to be a beneficial experience, coming here, tell us about your husband's death. --- I have a
question. I just want to speak to the person who killed my husband. I have no grudge against him.
Yes, we understand that. It may be possible for that to be arranged. We have a programme which is
run by the Reparation and Rehabilitation Committee by Dr Mgojo and Dr Magwaza, which is a victimperpetrator mediation programme and the purpose of that is to bring together the people who carried
out these terrible violations, together with the victims of the violations and if that is something
that you want to do we will try and arrange that for you. Thank you again very, very much,
Mrs Mthethwa, for coming in.
---------------------

/CHAIRMAN:
6A/0 CHAIRMAN: Good afternoon, Mrs Nyawo. Can you hear me and understand me?
MRS NYAWO: Yes.
CHAIRMAN: Thank you. We welcome you here this afternoon. You've come to us from Richards Bay and
you've come to tell us about the death of your sons, Dumisweni and Bhekinkosi Shangase. Can you
please stand to take the oath before you tell us that story.
NOMTHANDIZO NYAWO (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much. Dr Mgojo will now assist you.
DR MGOJO: Good afternoon. Who are you sitting there with? --- It's my son.
Is he also going to give testimony? --- Yes.
We shall request him to stand up, so that he can take the oath.
MOSES DUMISANI NYAWYO (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
DR MGOJO: Thank you very much, Mrs Nyawo. I'm going to ask you to just give us a brief structural
history of your family. That is from your son-in-law. We are aware that he also died. Then we come
to your offspring. How many were there and how many are there now? How old are they, if you do
remember, but if you don't remember your son will help you. You have both taken the oath so he can
help wherever you cannot recall. --- My husband is still alive. I do have children. I have four
boys and two girls. That is the children that I'm left with at the moment.
You have four boys and two girls? --- That is correct.
/Which means
Which means before you had eight children. --- No, I had seven all in all.
Who is Dumisweni? --- He is the one is deceased. Bhekinkosi is my brother.
Your brother's child? --- Yes, he is my brother's child.
Which means you had seven children, that is before your son died? --- Yes.
And is your husband employed or not? --- He is no longer employed. He stays at home.
Was he working before? --- Yes, he was. He was working at Richards Bay.
Is he on pension now. --- He was at Richards Bay.
Did he get pension or did he just stop? --- Yes, he receives pension. He was supposed to be getting
his pension, but he's not getting it and we don't know the reason why.
Amongst the four children that you have, there's four boys and one girl is married. Just give us
their names according to their ages. --- It's Mdumiseni.
How old is he? --- He was born in 1961. It's Moses. He was born in 1963.
Who comes after Moses? --- Model.
How old is Model? --- He was born in 1969.
1969, yes, and then? --- And Thandiwe. Thandiwe was born in 1968, that is before Model.
You said Model was born in 1969 and Thandiwe in 1968. --- (Inaudible) ... was born in 1970.
We have only two left now. Who comes after Thandiwe? --- Nelisiwe.
/How old is
How old is Nelisiwe? --- Nelisiwe was born in 1972.
And the last one? --- The last one is Bongamusa. Bongamusa was born in 1976.
What is Mdumiseni doing? --- He was employed but now he is no longer employed. He was retrenched.
What standard did he pass? --- He passed standard 7.
And you, Moses? --- I was working at Vryheid. I completed standard 10.

Are you presently working? --- Not at the moment.
Why aren't you working? --- I am trying to open up my own business or be self-employed.
And what about Model? --- Model is not working and he's no longer attending school.
What standard did he pass? --- He passed standard 7.
And what about Thandiwe? --- She is married and she's not working. She passed standard 4 or
standard 5. I'm not really sure, but she's married.
And Nelisiwe? --- Nelisiwe is working.
What standard did he complete? --- Standard 7.
Bongamusa? --- Bongamusa is still at school. He is doing standard 9.
Do you have any grandchildren? --- Yes, I do. They are the deceased's children. That is Dumisweni.
Dumisweni was not married.
How many children did Dumisweni leave? --- Two children.
What are the children's names? --- It's
/Mkululeko. The
Mkululeko. The eldest one is Mkululeko. He was born in 1984.
Is he at school now? --- Yes, he's attending school. He's in standard 4.
After Mkululeko? --- It's Bongani. He was born in 1986. He is at school. He is in standard 2.
And where is their mother? --- She got married to another man.
We have a clear picture of your family. And where is Bhekinkosi Shangase? Is he married? --- No,
he's not married. His parents died. His mother got married to another man. She grew up at my home
and she's got only one child.
How is the child? --- I don't remember quite well. I think he was 7 years old. I think he's 7 years
old.
Is he attending school already? --- Yes.
(Question not interpreted). --- No, he's staying with his mother.
He's at his mother's place. Is the mother working? --- Yes, the mother is working.
Do you have any idea as to where she's working? --- No, I don't.
Now, you have given us a clear picture of your family. Now, we would like you to give us a brief
explanation and tell us about what happened on the 30th December 1992. Just relate to us freely,
leaving no important details. --- In 1992, that was in the morning, I went to KwaMbonambi and I
left two children, that is Dumisweni and Bhekinkosi, at home. Bhekinkosi had a lorry and he was
delivering firewood for people. My son
/was working
was working at a certain hotel, but at that time he was at home. I left that morning - it was on
the 30th in 1992. I went to KwaMbonambi and I got back home. When I got back home I received a
message that where he had gone to deliver firewood or posts he was shot. I rushed off to the scene
because I was alone on the particular day. My son had not yet come back from Vryheid and my husband
was at work at that time. I rushed off to the scene. I was very confused. I didn't know what to do,
and when I got there I saw a number of police and my children, both of them were in the lorry and
the lorry was on and the children were dead by then. I did not know what happened.
What about this lorry? Whose lorry was this? --- It was Bhekinkosi's lorry, the one he used to
deliver poles and firewood. When I got there they had been shot and I did not get the details of
the story as to what happened before and I spoke to another policeman and I told him to take the
gun and kill me and he said he could not do it. After some time I asked the police to take out my
sons - take them out of the lorry, because they were carelessly put in the lorry, the two of them,
Bhekinkosi and Dumisweni. Dumisweni was driving the lorry and he was the first one to get killed
and they came back and shot Bhekinkosi.
Were they sitting in the front of the lorry? --- Yes, they were sitting in the front of the lorry
and there were some other people at the back. Two other men. They also shot these two men. Others
ran away with bullets in their bodies. All in all, it was four people who died - my two sons, as
well as the other two men. Khumalo's son died. His name was Sibusiso Khumalo.

/And Dumisani
And Dumisani Khumalo. The other one died. The one who was on top of the lorry. That is Sibusiso
Khumalo.
Who is the other one? --- He was from the family of Mdamba. Nkosinathi Mdamba.
They died at the back of the lorry? --- That is correct.
Is it correct that when they were discovered shot, there were some others who were at the back of
the lorry who survived the attack. I want to know their names. Is it Sipho Khumalo and Vusi
Mtshali, as well as Elliott Dludla, as well as Dumisani Khumalo, Enoch Masondo? Are they still
alive? --- That is correct, they are still alive and they are staying at KwaSokhulu.
Now, if you want them to come and give testimony as eye-witnesses can you possibly get them at
KwaSokhulu? --- That is correct.
Sibusiso Khumalo and Nkosinathi Mdamba, were they from the same family? --- Yes, and their parents
are still alive, but they did not submit any statements.
Is it correct that your son, as well as your nephew, were attacked by Carter Nsane, Gobo Mthiyane
and Jameson Mfekane? Is that correct? --- Yes, that is correct. I saw them. The police tried to go
and effect an arrest. They came back with them, the three of them, and I saw them with my own eyes.
When they were asked as to why they had shot my sons, because they were not armed, Carter said they
were the ones who initiated the attack and the policemen asked as to where the guns were, but he
could not answer the police's question.
Was there any case or inquest? --- No, according to my recollection there was absolutely nothing
that came
/out of
out of my sons' death. Carter said we should be taken in his car because we were coming back. Up
till today I've never been told anything. No inquest, no case up till today. We submitted a
statement to Mr Mthembu in KwaMbonambi.
Was the statement taken by Mthembu? --- That is correct. Mthembu was a detective or investigator at
KwaMbonambi. He was shot.
Did you get a death certificate? --- Yes, we did.
What was the cause of death? --- They were shot. According to the death certificate, it said that
they were shot.
These guys, Sipho Khumalo and Vusi Mtshali, are they working? --- No, I don't think they are
working.
But they are still alive? --- Yes, they are.
Do you see them sometimes? When you meet them, what do they say? Do you meet them? --- Yes, I do. I
would like to verify something in connection with the case. I went to other police and they told me
that the case was at Eshowe.
Who was doing this case? --- I don't know, but we were not notified and I was also told that the
case was at Mtubatuba in 1996 - on the 3rd June 1996, and we also didn't know about it, but I tried
because I went to policemen and asked and I went in that case. It started on Monday and the case
finished on Thursday. It took four days.
Who was there representing the deceased? --- According to what I've seen there wasn't one who was
representing the victims, the deceased, and these three
/men who gunned
men who gunned them down were there.
You said where they were staying? --- They were staying at KwaSokhulu and they are still there.
What was the
were in that
were in that
Court and the

decision of the Court? --- The evidence came out because I gathered those boys who
lorry to go there and testify and tell what they've seen - those who survived, who
lorry. I think seven of them, they went there and they gave their evidence to the
doctors were also there to give their testimony on what they found on the bodies.

Do you know the doctors' names? --- No, I don't.
You're talking about pathologists or general doctors? --- Yes, I'm talking about the pathologists.
I don't have their names, but they were there to give their evidence.
Can you please try and find out their names? They were there and they gave their evidence that they
found these bullets in these bodies? --- Yes, that's what they told the Court.

How were these men found not guilty? --- The prosecutor said on that day he heard all the evidence
on Thursday, but he found the men not guilty.
Do you still remember the name of the prosecutor? --- No, I don't. I think it was Judges. It was at
Mtubatuba. He said he heard all the evidence, but he finds the men not guilty of the charges laid
on them.
I left one question which I would like you to clarify. In your family is there anyone who is a
member of any organization - political organization. --- I will put forward to this Commission that
where we are staying we are like ANC members, because of the area. The
/person who
person who is a chief in that area is an ANC member.
So these people who shot your brothers, to what organization do they belong? --- I cannot stand for
it, but they are staying in this area which is IFP area.
When this shooting took place, was there any violence or conflict between these two areas? --- It
was after - according to my knowledge, at that time people were not killing each other.
I also want to check something for the record. In your statement - I just want to make sure so that
we can erase if you've written something inaccurate. The statement says that your son had IFP
membership. --- My elder son was IFP member, because the white man for whom he was working was an
IFP member.
Do you know the name of this white man? --- I don't know.
In other words, you don't know the reason why your son was killed? --- I don't know. It troubles me
up until today. I really don't know what led to this incident.
Do you think it's because they were staying in the ANC area? --- I don't know, maybe.
Now, you came here before the Truth Commission. What do you want this Commission to do for you? --Dumisweni died and left two kids behind. I am old now and my husband is old. I would like the
Commission to please take care of my children - my grandchildren - as to educate them, because now
I'm unable - the money that I'm receiving as a pension is too little, insufficient, for me to take
care of my grandchildren. I would like this Commission to please take care of these children.
/Please take
Please take your time. Don't rush yourself. We will finish just now. Another thing that you're
asking from this Commission - do you have any other requests which you want to make? --- No, if
they can only educate my grandchildren and if they can build the house which my son was going to
build.
Do you still have your house? --- Yes, I still do. I stayed there even though I realised that I was
supposed to run away, but I said, "I'm not running away. I'm going to stay here".
Now, I want to ask something. I checked your statement. There is another thing that you've also
mentioned that you requested this Commission to do for you. You asked for a shelter and you also
asked for protection from this Commission because there are people who are threatening you. These
people who killed your son are still threatening you, so you're asking from the Commission that if
they can please protect you. --- Yes.
Is it so? --- Yes, it's so. It's true.
Why are they threatening you, because they were not arrested. --- This started after they won the
case. They called us dogs and they even mentioned that this wasn't the first incident. It wasn't
the first thing they've done and we thought we were clever to take them court. So they are still
angry at us that this was the first time for them to appear in court, and if I meet them they still
say to me, "You think you're clever".
We have taken note of that. You also asked something that you want this Commission to make sure
that they investigate why these people who killed your sons
/killed them
killed them and you want to know why. --- My problem is I never heard them involved in any
conflicts with these guys, so my heart is troubled. I can't get peace and these people who killed
my children are still out there.
I would like to know if you want us to investigate as to why they didn't call you when these men
were appearing in court? --- Yes, I would also like you to investigate that for me.
How were you affected with this incident? I mean emotionally and physically. --- I'm very ill ever
since this incident. I don't rest emotionally. Even my eyes, I can't see now. I can't see far.

And what about your husband? --- And my husband as well. He's also affected badly. We cry sometimes
and we are too old and my son was the one who was taking care of us.
You and your husband are receiving pension? --- Yes, we are, but we have a big family.
Do you go to doctors? Do you see doctors? --- No, we don't, because I have to think for food to buy
for those children and clothes to buy for the children. I can't afford to go to the doctor.
In other words, if one can arrange for you to see doctors you can? --- Yes, we can. I can't even
take the children to doctors if they're sick.
We heard Mrs Ntshangase. The request that you just told us, we will take them as they are and we
will pass them over to the President. We can give you an assurance that we will 100% come back to
you and say, "This is what we will do". The Government will sit down and they will look at your
case and they will see what to do. We
/sympathise with
sympathise with you, more especially with the case, because you know who the perpetrators are and
we will try and look for you what really happened. We will investigate this matter. Thank you.
CHAIRMAN: Can I just ask, Dumisani, can you remember what date that court case was in Eshowe or
Mtubatuba? --- 3/6/1996.
June 1996. --- Ja, 3/6/96.
Sorry. Thank you very much. Are there any other questions. Mrs Nyawo and Dumisani, we want to thank
you both very much for coming in here today. We can see that you are still very sad, upset about
the death of your son and your nephew and this is something that we've found in so many of the
towns that we've been to that so often it is the elderly people, especially the women, who are most
affected by this violence. They play very little part in the violence, they don't participate in
it, they don't encourage the violence, the women, and yet they are affected by it. We ask you to
pass on our sympathy to your husband. We will look at the court records in the court in Eshowe and
Mtubatuba to try and find out what happened, how it was that these people could have been acquitted
and we will report back to you on that. We hope that we are now living in a different sort of
country. Your son and your nephew were killed probably because they lived in what was thought to be
an ANC area and it's a terrible thing where people can get killed for no other crime than that they
live in an area which is dominated by one or other political party. We really need to move to
another era. We hope that we have left that era behind. I know that in many parts of KwaZulu/Natal
we have not
/left that
left that era behind. People are still dying
eventually this will become a thing of the past.
request to the State President and the Government
So, unless you have got anything else you would
coming in and talking to us today.
---------------------

for those sorts of reasons, but we hope that
Also, as Dr Mgojo has said, we will pass on your
with regard to assistance for your grandchildren.
like to say to us, I want to thank you both for

/CHAIRMAN:
7A/0 CHAIRMAN: The next witness today is Lulu Xolo. Mrs Xolo, thank you for being here today. You
have come from Stanger, is that correct?
MRS XOLO: Yes, correct.
CHAIRMAN: Thank you for coming such a long way to tell us your story. You've come to tell us about
the death of your son, Clive Mazibuko and your mother, Elizabeth Mazibuko in 1993. Can you please
stand and take the oath before you tell that story.
LULU XOLO (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
CHAIRMAN: You have said that you come from the Stanger area. Can you just tell us something briefly
about who you are. Are you married? Do you have other children? Is your partner or your husband
still alive? How many children do you have? --- There were three. There are two now, and one there were three. I'm only left with two and my grandchild. I have three now.
Three grandchildren? --- I have two children and one grandchild.
And your two children, are they schooling or are they working or what are they doing? Your two
surviving children? --- They are still young. They are still at school.
And your son, Clive Mazibuko, what age was he when he died? --- 22 years old. He was going to turn
23 on September 24th.
Now, this incident in which your mother and your son died and, according to your statement, there
was also an employee of your mother, someone who used to assist with the herding of the cattle,
whose name you can't remember, he also died. Is that right? --- That is correct.
/Now, this
Now, this happened near Eshowe. Is that right? Near Gezinsila? --- That is correct.
Were you living there at the time? --- That is correct.
Now, can you just tell us what happened? You said in your statement that your problems began in
about March 1993. How did your problems begin? What was happening in Gezinsila or that area at the
time? --- At Gezinsila it was it was an area where we didn't experience any political violence. As
time goes on things changed. There was a certain boy who belonged to Inkatha organization and even
old people experienced hard time, because these boys were shooting guns all night long. My mother
was helping the community. That's how my family has been, and my mother didn't like this thing and
because it was so quiet and my family now were being looked at as a family whom people like to talk
and they looked at us as people who like to talk about other people's business. In March 1993 my
mother went to Eshowe Police Station and reported that she's receiving threats from other people
and people were telling her that it was none of her business. After she reported this matter
nothing happened until in May 1993. It was on a Saturday, and people have been experiencing these
things in that area. Even my son was an IFP member, my mother as well, because she also had a
membership cards of IFP, but we were not active, all of us. On Saturday, on the 8th May, I came
early from work. The next day it was going to be a Mother's Day. We prepared that we were going to
celebrate the Mother's Day in church. When I came at home, one guy whom I didn't know, came from
the Myeni house. He came from up the
/road. He went
road. He went to Myeni's house and then after that he came to my house and then when he arrived
there he said - my son said to him, "Can we help you?" He said, "No, I'm lost. I'm looking for
Mthembu's house", and my son showed him Mthembu's house. My son said, "I'm going to direct you".
And then I said to this guy, "But you said you're from South Coast and you got off from the taxi at
the shop. Why are you here now, because you should have been at the location first before you came
here?" Then I told this boy that, "How come I don't trust you? It looks like you are here for
something else", and this boy said, "No, there's nothing", and then he put his hand in his pocket,

and my son as well, I think he suspected him. My mother came out and she wanted to know what was
going on and we explained to my mother. Then we directed the guy to Mthembu's house. Inkatha
members were down there and they were going up and down. What made me really suspicious is that
this boy didn't go to Mthembu's house. He went to the shop where there were IFP member and then he
raised his hand and then I told my sister that something was wrong. My son said to me, "Ja, I think
we should run away". I went to look for cousin, who had a car. We wanted him to take us, all of us,
to his place. I asked my son to go and sleep over at his girlfriend. When I went to look for this
car I passed next to the shop where there were IFP members and then I heard them saying they are
tired of ANC people. I went there to my cousin's house. I waited for him, because he wasn't at
home. His wife told me I must wait for him, he'll come back. I told his wife that I wasn't feeling
good. My mother was one person who was very, very religious and my son came and I
/told my
told my son - I asked my son how come he was there. My son told me that he's not scared. Even if he
can die he'll die with my mother. My cousin took us by his car, together with his children. At home
there was a girl who used to help my mother when I was at work and she was pregnant and there were
other three children who lost their mother and we took care of these children, because their father
was also sick and a certain doctor told me we need to go and register these kids, so that I can
become the foster parent of these kids. Out of eleven of us members, we eight of us left. Only my
mother and my son left behind. We went to my cousin's place and my son was with his wife and his
wife is the one who came and told us that people came to the house and they were shooting and she
also said to me they started shooting at my bedroom and my daughter-in-law also got hurt. She got
shot, and she's the one who told us, and she told us that she also went to her home and she
reported and she asked her family to make calls to Eshowe Police Station, but the police didn't
come until me and my cousin, Themba, we went to the police station at Eshowe. We found the police
relaxed. We asked them how come they are relaxed, because they have reported a matter that at home
there were people who were shooting people. They said it was dark when they arrived there. I said
to them, "It's surprising, because we have electricity at home", and I told them that they were
supposed to go there with their torches. This thing happened at about something to ten. My mother
was shot there and my son until they died and police didn't come in time. I think the police had an
idea and they were told not to come. Mr Wasserman, he's the one who took the
/statement from
statement from me. He never came back to me and told me as to when to appear in court and the gun
which they used was 9mm. I was never called to come for the case. I only received a letter that the
inquest was done and nothing was found.
Mrs Xolo, you mentioned in your statement that when the trouble started in March 1993 it started
when these youths would go round shooting at night and that they came from - they were camping at a
house owned by Myeni. Is that right? --- That is correct.
And you said that Myeni was a member of the IFP and he was also a member of the KwaZulu Police. So
he was a KZP - KwaZulu Policeman? --- Yes. He became a police later, but he was just an IFP member.
He was taken to Mlaba Camp to train. And the car which was seen the next day after this incident,
this car belonged to a prominent member of KwaZulu. It was after this incident happened at my
house. This car belonged to a very prominent member of KwaZulu/Natal.
Do you know who that person is? Or do you not want to say? --- Yes, I do.
Who is that person? --- I am scared for my life, but I can tell.
You don't have to say it if you don't want to. If you want to say it you are welcome to say it, but
you do not have to. --- It's very important for me to mention his name, because his car was going
to Myeni's house.
Then if it's important to you then you can mention that name. --- Nyawusa was the driver and he's
driving the car for Gideon Zulu.
And you say that that car was seen going to Myeni's
/house?
house? --- Yes, correct.
Now, in many other places where we have been to listen to stories like yours, like in Port
Shepstone, Newcastle, we've come across this term, "Camping", where people say that people were
camping and in those areas it seems to mean it's youth who will stay at somebody's house at night
or they'll stay in the bush at night and then at night they walk around with guns and they make
sure that it's only people from one political party who are living or walking around in that area.
Is that what you mean when you say that these boys were camping at Myeni's place? --- That is
correct, that's what I mean. Up until today I'm still receiving threats. I receive calls, which are
asking me as to where at Stanger am I staying. I don't know why they are doing this, because they
have finished with me. They killed my mother. We were Christian in that family. We took care of the
community. My mother used to help other women from that area. We used to take care of children.
And why is it that you are living now in Stanger or near Stanger? --- After the funeral we were
supposed to leave or to run away. My mother came from Groutville and my uncle came and took us.

After the funeral - immediately after the funeral we took the furniture and we left other goods
there. My uncle died after a week from heart attack.
Now, did you say that there was a case or an inquest? Do you have documents relating to that? --Yes, I went to Pretoria to Mr Mufamadi, because I could see that there was nothing that was being
done with regard to the death of my mother. Then I was referred to Natal.
/I received
I received a letter from the superintendent and he said that he was following my case. Last year I
received the letter that the inquest had been conducted, but I had never been called to testify or
to listen. I was never contacted. I know nothing about the inquest.
Now, Mrs Xolo, you said that this car driven by this man, Nyawusa, was seen at Myeni's house. Was
this immediately before your house was attacked or was it generally seen going to Myeni's house? -- I cannot vote and say it used to go there, but the following day at about five it was seen
driving to Myeni's place. The following day after my mother was killed. I don't know whether before
the car would go there when we were asleep.
And then you said that at a later stage you heard that Myeni had left Eshowe and gone to the Mlaba
Camp to undergo training with other - because I know that the Mlaba Camp and the Mkuze Camp were
camps where IFP youth were trained to use weapons. Is that right? --- During that time that's
exactly what happened, but by then I was staying at the nurse's home, because the matron said I
should stay at the nurse's home, because it was not safe for me to stay outside and my children
were staying all by themselves. What I know is that Myeni went to Nyawusa's place and stayed there
and he also took them in for protection and thereafter they were recruited to go to Mlaba Camp. I
don't know, but he was wearing ZP uniform. That is Myeni that I'm talking about now.
And the children who lived with you - the children who you were going to be registered as the
foster parent of, what happened to them? Did you take them with you to Stanger or are they still in
Eshowe? --- I could not
/even take
even take the children. Even now I would like to know what happened to those poor kids, because
their father was working at a firm, so he took them. I don't even know their whereabouts at the
present moment. They were still very young at that stage. The other one was 2 years old. The other
one was 4 and 5.
Just, finally, I may have missed this when you were talking earlier on. Did you get death
certificates with regard to your mother and your son? --- Yes, I did.
And what does that record as the cause of death? --- My mother's death certificate is written ...
(inaudible) ... widow, gunshot wounds of left lung, right kidney and small bowel. That's my
mother's death certificate. I don't know what happened to my son's death certificate. He had one
wound on the chest. The other one had a gunshot on the skull.
So your mother they shot with a shotgun in the chest, the left lung? --- My mother was shot in the
kidney - the right kidney, as well as the left lung and the small bowel.
And the person who you said was working for you, was that a man or a woman? You said there was a
young person who was working for your mother who was pregnant? --- It was a young girl who was
pregnant. She was 18 years old.
Is she the one who died as well? --- No, no, the one who died was a small boy.
And how did he die - the boy - the cattle herder? --- He was also shot on the very same day when my
mother was killed. The three of them died on the same day.
Thank you. Are there any other questions?
/PROFESSOR MAGWAZA:
PROFESSOR MAGWAZA: Can you please help us to clarify this issue? Firstly, you said they got to your
place and they violated you but your mother didn't die on the very same day, but you waited for the
police to come. Were there any means that you employed like calling an ambulance to come and fetch
them? --- No, what happened was at the time that we were attacked my parents were all by
themselves. That is my mother as well as my son. We had run away by that time and when my daughterin-law had gone to her place to phone the police, she went there before she came to us. She went to
her place to report to the police. When I got to the police station and told them what had happened
they said the van had gone there and they turned away because the house was dark. It's not true,
because we had electricity at my place and the road is quite clear.
You also spoke about your son's girlfriend. You said she was also shot. --- Yes, she was shot in
the elbow. She was actually grazed by the bullet. She also submitted a statement.
Who is this girlfriend? --- It's Eleanora Ngema. She is staying with me. They are staying with me
at Stanger and she's still attending school.

I'd like to ask you one more question with regard to your family. You said your sister was mentally
disturbed thereafter. Just tell us briefly about your sister. Where was she when this happened? --She was working at Westville and she would come during holidays or at Christmas time, and when we
first - we did not tell her that my mother had died. We said it was my son only who had been shot
and she came in a car, knowing that my son
/was in hospital.
was in hospital. We did not tell her that my son had died. And when we got home we had to tell her
that. Even since then she has been mentally disturbed. She is not stable. She is not violent, but
at times she would talk to herself and she wouldn't make any sense when she talked, and she is no
longer working. I had to go and fetch her where she was working. That is at Westville.
Does she have a child? --- Yes, she has a 16-year old child, who is also staying with me and I'm
also helping to put her through school.
One other thing that we would like to find out is with regard to your grandchild. How old is your
grandchild? --- The grandchild is 5 years old and she's doing class 1 at an Indian school and they
are all at an Indian school and one is at a white school, because they are still scared. They fear
for their lives.
My last question. How many children are under your care? --- It's my sister - the one I say is
mentally disturbed. It's my grandchild - that is my son's child. My sister's child and my two kids.
Even the girlfriend, that is my son's girlfriend, she is also my responsibility, but my true
responsibility is five children.
And all this responsibility that you have now incurred was because your son died as well as your
mother? --- Yes, that's actually contributed. My son had already been called in as a new recruit
and he was going to start on the 28th September, training as a soldier, and I was hoping for some
relief that he was going to maintain his own children and he was going to marry his girlfriend and
he wanted the girlfriend to finish school, and when
/this happened
this happened it actually threw my plans, as well as his. They were scattered and I had to take her
through school.
Besides your sister who is mentally disturbed, is there anybody else, who suffered the consequences
of this attack? --- No, it was only my sister and I who were left in the family.
We thank you very much. It is very clear that even if a person can be disturbed or violated they
cannot violate the spirit and the ideas that you have. We thank you very much.
DR MGOJO: I just want to finish off from what Professor Magwaza has already said. I'll be very
brief. Firstly, what is your sister's name? --- It's Melta Mazibuko.
Is she getting any treatment for being mentally affected? --- Yes, she used to attend the
psychiatric clinic because Albertina was the one who was helping us - Mrs Singacane. I will be
taking her to Mrs Singacane, to see whether she can help her in any way.
Have you ever taken her there? --- No. From here I am taking her to Mrs Singacane.
Is Mrs Singacane going to charge you? --- Yes, she will charge me. She will charge me, but I think
I can speak with her because I've got medical aid. I have to pay because my sister is not on my
medical aid. She's a private patient.
Does she also deal with people who are mentally disturbed? --- Yes, she said I must bring her with
so that she can assist her and see if she could refer her to psychiatrists in Stanger.
You must tell Nomatula to contact me, because we've got this programme where we send people to
psychologists,
/as well as
as well as psychiatrists. We have already spoken to the Minister of Health to assist the people.
You can tell her to get in touch with me, so that we can assist you, that you cannot pay for the
psychiatric treatment. I've got one more question. What about Mthembu? What is Mthembu in the
equation? Because you told us that they would conduct meetings at Mthembu's place. --- Mthembu is a
neighbour and he is also a prominent member of the Inkatha Freedom Party. They used to conduct
meetings at his place. All the meetings used to be conducted at his place. I cannot be very sure
about that. We never used to go to other people's houses. We were more concerned about the
community at large. That's how we grew up.
Are you not ill? --- No, I'm fine, but I had BP and I started taking the treatment, but I never got
ill. My doctor attended me after I had - after the attack, and these tablets helped me so that I
could rest and not be preoccupied with my own thoughts. Maybe other people, when they look at me,
they feel I'm ill, but I don't really feel ill. You cannot see yourself when you are ill.
Thank you.

CHAIRMAN: Mrs Xolo, thank you very much. It's clear that you and your family - your mother - played
a very important and constructive civic role in that area, doing good works, taking in children,
looking after people whose parents had died or were not able to look after them, and it's a
terrible tragedy that people such as yourselves should have been affected in such a callous, brutal
way. It's terrible when anybody dies, but somehow it's just much, much worse when you hear about an
elderly lady being
/shot with
shot with a shotgun. It's just - words cannot describe the cruelty and the horror which ones feels
when you hear a story like that. So we do extend our very deep sympathy to you and we hope that you
are able to carry on with your very positive life in the area where you are living now. As Dr
Magwaza has said, it's the spirit which they can't destroy and that seems to be exemplified in
someone like yourself. We will do what we can to have a look at the inquest records, to see how it
was that no one was held responsible and to see whether we can take this any further, although we
can't promise that. But we thank you very much for coming in, telling us that story. It does paint
a very vivid picture of what life was like only a few years ago - three years ago - in an area very
close to here and the story is very important for our records. Thank you very much indeed. --- I
also thank you.
---------------------

/CHAIRMAN:
6B/0 CHAIRMAN: The next witness is Vusumuzi Khumalo. If you can please come up on to the stage.
Thank you for coming in today, Mr Khumalo. Can you hear me? Can you understand me?
MR KHUMALO: Yes, I can hear you, but I've got a problem. I can't hear properly.
CHAIRMAN: (Inaudible) ... is that right?
MR KHUMALO: That is correct.
CHAIRMAN: To tell us about the death of your son, Sithle Khumalo. Is that right?
MR KHUMALO: That is correct.
CHAIRMAN: Can you stand and take the oath, before you tell us your story?
VUSUMUZI KHUMALO (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
CHAIRMAN: Now, Mr Khumalo, you are living in Ngwelezana. Your son Sithle Khumalo, he was born in
1973 and he died when he was 20 years old in 1993. --- Yes.
Do you have any other children? --- Yes, I do.
How many have you got? --- I have 13 children.
Are they schooling, working or are they a mixture of both? I suppose they are both? --- Some are at

school. No one is working. Some are at school.
Are you working yourself? --- Yes, I'm working. I'm from work even now.
And your son, Sithle, when he was killed, what was he doing? Was he schooling or was he working? -- He was not at school. He ran away from school because he was chased away with threats that he was
going to be killed.
And who made those threats to him? --- Members of Inkatha.
Where was he at school? --- He was at ...
/(inaudible) ...
(inaudible) ... next to Ngwelezana.
Now, you said in your statement that he was involved in certain organizations in Empangeni, that he
was the chairperson of COSAS, is that right - Congress of South African Students - and he was also
an ANC member. Is that right? --- That is correct.
Now, can you tell us something about what happened? The circumstances under which he died, from
what you remember, or from what you were told by other people. Just tell us in your own words what
happened or what you think happened. --- Sithle was at Mchane and they had an altercation with
friends and he was stabbed and admitted to Ngwelezana Hospital. Thereafter he was admitted on the
18th December. Then his friends hunted him, because they didn't know where I was staying and they
burnt my house down and I ran away to stay in town. Thereafter they looked for me and they got me
on the 19th and they told me that my son was admitted, but I could not go to Ngwelezana, because I
knew that whoever injured him is going to do the very same thing to me. They were waiting for me,
so I was scared to go to Ngwelezana. I looked for a doctor who could treat Sithle in town. Then I
was given the telephone. I phoned Ngwelezana Hospital. They refused to hand him over to me, because
they were still treating him. Thereafter I went back to my doctor on the 21st and I told him that
they had refused Sithle to go out. Then he phoned himself. He phoned Ngwelezana Hospital. They
still refused to hand him over to the doctor and he came back and reported to me that they were
refusing. Then the doctor said to me I should wait until such time that they were going to hand him
over to me or
/discharge him.
discharge him. After quite a few days, on the 26th, there were three men - soldiers - who went to
the hospital. They were sent by members of the Inkatha. They shot him at the hospital, but he did
not die immediately. He was - oxygen was administered, and on the 27th it was discovered that he
had a big hole on his tummy, but he never told his mother as to what had happened. The nurses
filled in a certain form, but his mother did not want to sign the form, because she did not know
what the form was for and they said what they wanted to do was to take him to the theatre and
operate on him and his mother asked as to why he was not taken to the theatre before, why were they
taking him on the 27th, but she nevertheless signed the form and she came to tell me what had
happened. She told me that Sithle was going to be taken into the theatre and she could not go back
to see Sithle. Then she went there and the doctors told her that Sithle died immediately after she
left. She came back and told me that my son had died. Then on the 28th I received a telephone call
that Sithle had been stolen from the mortuary - the body had been taken - but they could not
elaborate as to who had taken Sithle's corpse. From there the police told me that I should come
back on the 30th, so that we could go and investigate as to what had happened. Then I decided that
I would go on the following morning. The police took me. They showed me around, so that I could
identify my son's body, but we could not find him. They told me that he was at shelf No 11. The
policemen were telling me that, but we never got him. From there we went to the superintendent and
I asked as to where Sithle was. They could not shed any light as to where Sithle
/was and I
was and I could not understand it, because they refused me permission to take him out of the
hospital as a parent and they even refused the doctor permission to take him out of the hospital or
to have him discharged. It was Dr Alexander who refused us permission to take Sithle. Then I told
them that I needed my son, because if it was a white person who had died they would be looking for
the body or the corpse, but because the child was black it was just more or less like a dog who had
died, and I said I wanted my son, because I wanted to bury him, but they could not answer me and
they told me that Sithle died at three, but my wife was there at half past ten. I could not
reconcile the two.
Mr Khumalo, just to go back a little bit. You said he was admitted to hospital after being stabbed.
Do you know what that incident was about? Because it seems as though that was the incident which
led eventually to his death. What happened there? Do you know - were you able to find out what
happened and why he was stabbed? --- They were fighting all by themselves when he got stabbed,
because they were drunk, according to the information that I gathered.
You mentioned in your statement that - you said there was political fighting between the ANC and
the IFP. Now, I don't know whether that's correct or not. Do you think that your son's death had
anything to do with conflict between those two parties? --- I will put it in this manner. At the
hospital there were certain security police who were IFP members and when my son was admitted these
very security police went to tell the other members of the IFP that son had been admitted at the

/hospital so
hospital so they could come and finish him off. They came all of them - they went to the hospital
and they were keeping guard and I could not take him out, because they were there, waiting for
anybody who wanted to take Sithle out, but they were never reported that they were sitting outside,
keeping guard.
And perhaps I misunderstood you earlier on, but did anything happen to him in hospital before he
died? After he was admitted and before he died, was there any other attempt on his life? --- They
got to the hospital. They were a large group. Some went into the ward, in which he was admitted,
and they surrounded him and when he opened his eyes he looked and he found quite a large number of
Inkatha members and asked them as to what they were doing and they ran away at that time. Then on
the 26th the soldiers came in and they were the ones who killed him. These soldiers were from the
rural areas and they would be taken to Ulundi and be trained, and these are the very same people
who came to kill my son.
Which hospital was that? Sorry, was that Ngwelezana Hospital? --- It was Ngwelezana Hospital.
Are you saying that they attacked him in the hospital, the soldiers? --- That is correct, inside
the hospital.
Do you have a death certificate for your son, Mr Khumalo? --- The people from Cape Town took the
certificate.
Do you remember what the certificate had on it, how did he die? --- The pathologist found him
decomposed, because he had been dumped at a forest and the body was badly decomposed and by the
time they got him he could not
/detect the
detect the cause of death and the doctor could not operate on him or check as to what killed him,
because he was badly decomposed.
So, as far as you know, was he killed and then removed from the hospital or was he removed from the
hospital and killed in that place where his body was left? Do you know that? --- He was shot first
at the hospital and he died and a group of people came with guns and they took him, but they
escaped through a certain exit. They never went through the usual exit. When they got into the
ward, the security who was looking after him said he wanted a letter and they said they were not
going to produce any letter, they were going to take him forcefully. They went to the mortuary and
they took him out. They said, "This is the one that we are looking for and we are taking him with",
and they were told that it was not lawful for them to take a corpse, and they shot that very
security. He died on the spot.
So someone else died. Do you remember whether there were any cases in relation to that shooting or
your son's death that we can look at the records of, because this sounds like a very complicated
case? Was there a case that you recall in Empangeni that you attended, relating to the death of
your son? --- No, there were no other people who died, but the security at the mortuary was killed
because they wanted to get Sithle. I don't know on other days, but on that particular day that's
what happened.
So you don't recall attending any court case at all about your son's death or the death of the
security guard at the mortuary? --- The policemen phoned me and they
/said I
said I should come to them. They said there was going to be a case. We were going to Ngwelezana
because they had heard that my son's body had been stolen.
And did you go there? Was there a case of any sort? --- Yes, I did open a case. Up till today
nobody has been arrested, because after quite a few days thereafter I met some other youths who
said to me I was a child, and when I got to them I asked them as to why they greeted me in such a
manner. They told me that they wanted to kill me, because they had already killed my son and I was
the only one who was left, and I hit them with my knob kierie. Some ran away.
Mr Khumalo, do you know why the soldiers would have wanted to kill your son? Why they should have
come to the hospital and done that? What did they have to want to do that? --- The reason was that
they were also helping the Inkatha to kill people, so they were fighting with ANC members. They
were saying he was a comrade.
Any other questions? Mrs Gcabashe?
MRS GCABASHE: I just want to clarify this issue, Mr Khumalo. As you are relating this story, you
are still feeling the pain of losing your son. Tell us more about this doctor whom you consulted so
that you could take your son out of the hospital. Who is this doctor? --- I did not take the
doctor's name, because I went to his house and I spoke to him. I told him as to what had happened
to my son and he was an ANC member and that I needed him to be taken out of that hospital.
Was it a black or white or Indian doctor? --- It was a white doctor.

As I've already said that you are still very
/traumatised. I
traumatised - I can hear it from your voice - how were you affected, you and your family? --- Ever
since my house was burnt down I've never quite been the same. I work because I'm a man. Maybe if I
was somebody else I wouldn't even be working, I would be staying in the forest, because I'm staying
in the forest right now, because my house was burnt down. My house was burnt down, the first one. I
had four houses and the first one was burnt, as well as the other ones, together with my
possessions.
What else do you feel emotionally or physically and financially? --- I feel that I could kill
people and do anything, whoever comes my way. I'm very aggressive now.
And how is your wife? --- My wife ran away to Durban and she's still staying in Durban even now.
Whereabouts in Durban? --- She stays in Clermont.
Are you not staying together any more? --- She does come, but she's very scared because she also
received death threats. She's also employed.
How is she? --- She hasn't yet told me anything besides that the children are still very scared
because of the trauma that they went through. The children are not very well. They are not normal
like other children.
Are they getting any treatment for their illnesses? --- I do go to the clinic where I work and I
will take them to Ngwelezana Hospital. I get my medication from work. There is a resident doctor at
the hospital. I also send my children to the Ngwelezana Hospital whenever there is anything wrong
with them.
/Have you
Have you ever tried to see psychiatrists or psychologists? --- No, we've never attempted that.
But would you like to be assisted to see these doctors? --- Yes, I think I would like to be
assisted with regard to that matter.
Thank you.
DR MGOJO: This is a painful story that you've related, Mr Khumalo. You have already told us that
the doctor at Ngwelezana refused to hand your son over to you. You said it was Dr Alexander. --No, Dr Alexander was working at the ICU at that time and I'm not clear as to whether he's still
working there.
Where is Enoch Ngomezulu, the policeman? --- Enoch Ngomezulu is the one who issued out the death
certificate that I sent to Cape Town. He's still at Empangeni. He is still working at the police
station.
I just want to verify the things that you've asked the Commission to do for you. You have a
request. You want this Commission to help you with the investigation as to the death of your son? -- That is correct.
Is that your only request? --- Yes, that's my only request, even if I'm not going to do anything,
but I would like to know as to why he was killed.
So that's your only request? --- That is correct, that is all I need to know.
PROFESSOR MAGWAZA: There are just a few questions that I would like to ask you. You have pointed
out that there is a security guard who died. What was his name? --- I wouldn't know, but he used to
stay at Mpenpene. I think it was from the Dubazana family.
This incident, the shooting of your son when he was
/shot at
shot at the hospital, were there any eye-witnesses at the hospital? --- I wouldn't say that they
were there, but what I know is that the sister in charge who saw everything and who should have
seen everything that was happening in that ward at that time should also be answerable.
Do you perhaps know as to who was in charge at that time? --- At the time the incident took place,
it was Jabu Mthembu.
You've also pointed out that you suspect that he was killed by members of the IFP, because they had
come to you. Why did they come to you? --- They wanted my son even then. They said if there was a
problem then we should phone the police and call the police. We should tell them that there was a
problem there. That was the problem because they did not want our children to be comrades and join
the ANC.
The very last question. You said you have 13 children. Now, are you staying with them without your

wife? --- Yes, I'm renting out a place with those 13 children.
Are they from one wife? --- No, they have different mothers.
Is there any mother, one of their mothers who is staying there? --- Yes, she's staying with me.
Thank you very much.
CHAIRMAN: Finally, sorry, Mr Khumalo, do you know the mortuary where they removed your son's body
from? Where was that mortuary? The hospital mortuary or the mortuary at - hospital mortuary? --It's the hospital mortuary.
/At Ngwelezana?
At Ngwelezana? --- That is correct, at Ngwelezana.
Thank you. Thank you very much for coming in today. It's a shocking story that you tell us. It's
unbelievable that in this day and age that those sorts of things can happen. It sounds like a story
out of the Wild West that people can break into a hospital, shoot somebody in their hospital bed,
take the body from the mortuary at gunpoint and dump the body in the veld. It really is a shocking,
shocking story and we will certainly, through our investigative units, try and understand what
happened and why it happened and try and see whether those people who are responsible cannot be
brought to justice in some way. So thank you for coming in, telling us that. We know that it's
difficult to go through that. We can see that you are upset about it and we hope that coming here
and telling your story in front of all these people, in front of the television, has helped you to
get some of that pain off your chest. Thank you very much, Mr Khumalo.
--------------------CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much. That was the last witness for today. We will be resuming again
tomorrow morning at 9am sharp. Please be here at 9am and please encourage your friends, your
family, your relatives, to come along and listen to the victims who will be telling their stories
tomorrow. Please make sure that these things are not removed from the hall. They can't be used
outside the hall, so please hand them in at the door. Thank you very much.
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DR MGOJO RECITES PRAYER PRIOR TO COMMENCEMENT OF PROCEEDINGS
DR MGOJO: We wish to welcome you this morning. Those who have come to give testimony with regard to
human rights violations that they went through in the past as well as things that happened to their
relatives and families and the community at large. We admire the courage with which you have
handled this matter so that you may appear before this Commission in order to try and straighten up
the wrongs that were done in the past. We thank you very much for the effort. We wish that the Lord
may help you and give you strength and courage to give testimony without fear and without hindrance
and without any doubt. We also thank those who have come before this Commission even those who have
accompanied the witnesses and their community to come and witness the changing of history as a new
era dawns. We urge you to encourage the others who were also violated in the past to come and
appear before this Commission so that they can also have a chance to relate their stories. But I
want especially to welcome these young South Africans who have come to be here this morning with
us. They will say in future when they tell their children and their friends in the future
generation when you'll be reading history - when this thing becomes history to say that, "You know
when there were the hearings at Empangeni, we were there. We listened. We heard." We feel that you
are already involving yourselves in the process of reconciliation and cleansing of our nation
because when you are here you are part of it. We thank
/the one
the one who is with you, who has accompanied to come with you. May the Lord bless you always so
that you can hear this, so that we don't - because after all this country's yours in future, you
young people, so that during the times when you're old, these things which have happened will never
happen again. We are one nation, the rainbow nation. Thank you very much.
MR LYSTER: Thank you, then without further ado I'd like to ask the first witness to come on to the
stage today. It's Mrs Sigokihle Mkwanyana. Good morning, Mrs Mkwanyana, can you hear me? Can you
understand me through the earphones.
MRS MKWANYANA: Yes, I can hear you.
MR LYSTER: Thank you. You're welcome here today. You're the first person who'll be giving evidence
this morning. I know that it must be a little scary for you but we ask you to relax. You've come
from KwaMbonambi and you've come to tell us about the death of your son, Vusi. Can you please stand
before you tell us your story to take the oath?
--------------------SIGOKIHLE MKWANYANA (Sworn states)
MR LYSTER: Dr Magwaza will now help you with your evidence.
PROFESSOR MAGWAZA: We greet you, Mrs Mkwanyana. --- I also greet you.
We do thank you for having shown the courage to come before us and we hope that today you're going
to relate your story to us and tell us the events that took place that led you to being here today.
I shall ask you just a few questions and you will be given a chance to
/relate
relate your story. Firstly, I wish to know more about your family as well as yourself. Just give us
a brief background about your family. I'll ask you certain questions so that we may be able to know
about your family. You stay at KwaMbonambi? --- No, I stay at KwaSokhumi.
Is it the same place a KwaMbonambi? --- No, it's two different places.
In your statement it's stated that you stay at KwaMbonambi. --- I think there
misunderstanding because Mbonambi is just next to us but they're two different areas.

was

a

I shall ask you about your family now. Can you tell us briefly about yourself, your husband as well
as your surviving children and your deceased children? --- I have four children. I think there are
five. I've got three boys and two girls. They are five in all.
How old are they? --- The other one is doing Standard 9.
Just tell us their ages. --- He's quite grown up but I'm not really sure about their ages.

Now, tell us about the ones who are still alive. --- There are five surviving. The other one is at
school. He's doing Standard 9. The other one is Standard 4. The other boy has stopped going to
school. He's, as I'm showing, he's about 11.
What about the girls? --- I've got two girls. The other one is no longer attending school. She's
got kids. The other one is in Standard 5.
Tell us briefly about your deceased children. How
/many
many are they? --- I lost two children but there're three in all but the other one it had nothing
to do with human rights violations. I'm going to talk about Vusi and Khulekane. I do have a husband
but since this happened we have separated to such an extent that I don't even know his whereabouts
but I'm staying with my children at home. We don't have any contact with him. You husband, when
this happened were you staying with him? --- Yes, we were staying with him and he used to come back
on holidays and give us money to buy groceries. We had a wonderful relationship. At times we would
write letters to him asking him to give us money to buy some groceries. But we haven't had any
contact from him. We are suffering as a family.
We've heard your story. Do you know where your husband is? --- We know where he is because he was
working in Johannesburg but my youngest son used to go to him. He also took him to a place of
refuge in Johannesburg. So my husband is in Johannesburg at the present moment.
Now, let's go on to another matter. We want to talk now about your sons who were killed. Let's
start first with Zakhele. --- No, it's not Zakhele.
Tell us about Vusi. What happened? Maybe you can just start by telling us about Vusi himself, his
life and what was he doing at the time that he disappeared. How old was he? What was he doing? Was
he at school or working? --- I'm not really sure about their ages because the eldest one died at
the age of 22. Vusi died at the age of 23 and the third one died at the age of 21. He disappeared
whilst he was 22 years old. The one /coming
coming after him died when he was 23 years old.
So Vusi, how old was Vusi? --- Vusi should have been 21 at the time that this happened.
What was he doing at the time? --- He was at home.
Was he at school or employed? --- He was no longer at school but he was not employed because he did
not have a reference book but he used to go to contract workers and work with them.
Did Vusi belong to any political organisation? --- Vusi started by being an Inkatha member but
because Inkatha was now having internal fights, he decided to move away from home and he used to
come back in the morning just to have his breakfast.
This is a very painful story. I would like to ask you about Vusi. You said Vusi started by being a
member of Inkatha then he changed. What did he become thereafter? --- He realised that they were
having internal fights. They said they were Inkatha during the day but in the evening they were
Comrades and they turned against them until such time that he had to run away and he joined the
ANC.
How did he join the Inkatha? Was he forced or did he do it all by himself? --- When Vusi joined
Inkatha he was coming back from prison and all the members or the members of the community were
members of Inkatha Freedom Party and there was a certain house where, if you went in, they would
tell you that you were a member. If you spoke to an ANC member, you would be told that you're a
member of the ANC. Therefore they were not supposed to speak to any other members of other
/political
political groups. And they were friends with a certain family and this family was an ANC family.
Then they would stay together at times and they were told that they were not supposed to go there.
He was told by his brothers that he no longer had to go there because they were members of the ANC.
When Vusi was a member of Inkatha did he do that by choice or was he forced? --- No, he didn't do
it all on his own. He came back from prison and when he came back to the area everybody who resided
in that area was a member of Inkatha and they were told not to visit a certain house. They were
forced to be members of Inkatha. They were assaulted.
Just explain to us briefly. You said Vusi was now no longer sleeping at home. Just give us a short
explanation as to what was happening that made him sleep in the forest. Just give us a clear
picture up to the stage when he disappeared. --- As I've already said, when they got out of the
houses they were running away from home because there would be imminent attacks. He decided to
sleep in the forest and come back in the morning to have his breakfast and he wouldn't even sit
down when he was eating. Then he would go to his temporary jobs that he was holding with the
contractors. Then he changed from Inkatha and became a member of the ANC. Now, when you become a
member of the ANC you wouldn't sleep at home because you would be threatened day in and day out and
you'd be literally attacked and you would eventually be killed inside your house. So once you
joined the ANC you would have to go to a different area where there are other members of the ANC

/or of the
or of the same group whereby you could protect each other and they used to walk in large groups.
Let's just refer to your statement. From 1993 where you said you were attacked by the police, that
is the stability unit, just give us a brief explanation as to what took place that day. --- When
the police came I was not violated by the ordinary man in the street but I was violated by the
police force, the stability unit. The police used to come to my home and my children had run away
at that time and they would come looking for him. When they come in my yard, whether I'm in my yard
just standing there, they would kick the doors and they would point guns at me and at times I used
to cry and scream and do all sorts of things but I could not find help. Even when I was standing
outside I would be pulled outside and be taken into the house to open up the house and they would
be looking for some things that I didn't know about. Then after quite some time whilst that was
happening they were looking for Vusi day in and day out until such time that I got injured in my
eye and I went to Empangeni Hospital. I was transferred to King Edward in Durban. When I came back
from King Edward, I discovered that my other child Zakhele was being hunted by the police and they
chased my daughters and said they must go and hide behind the houses and Zakhele was with his
sister's child. They took him and they chopped his little finger. When he was screaming the other
daughter came and tried to have a look and she discovered that they were cutting his little finger
with a knife. The police were doing that.
/Why were
Why were they doing that? --- They were looking for Vusi and they wanted my son Zakhele to tell
them where Vusi was.
You said you got injured in your eye. How did that happen? --- I was pierced by a thorn. It was
just an accident and I could not stay at home. I used to go to the fields to stay in the fields
until evening and at times I used to come in the evening and just eat without even sitting down and
each time the police used to come as well as the soldiers and at the time Vusi was no longer at
home. I was with Zakhele as well as my other daughter and they used to violate me so terribly when
they were looking for Vusi. My other son Sangenisiwe used to run away when the police came because
it was a daily occurrence.
I'll ask a few questions if you're ready to answer them. We do understand that this is a very
painful story. We do understand that you're emotionally troubled. Now, tell us what happened in
April 1993, that is the day on which Vusi disappeared. --- Vusi disappeared on Good Friday and we
heard on the Sunday that Vusi had disappeared. His friend was injured and they used to tell each
other whenever there was anything that had happened, like a disappearance or being killed and they
would go to the scene. But he never came back. They went together with his friends. We heard on a
Sunday in the afternoon whereas this had happened on a Friday that Vusi had disappeared on a Friday
evening and another boy called Du. Then we went to look for him. We later heard rumours that there
were corpses somewhere down in the area and I sent my other boy Khulekane as
/well
well as my younger brother to go and investigate because they said they had sent an undertaker to
collect the corpses and they were chased away by the funeral undertakers because they were told
that they could not come and have a look at the corpses without any identity documents. They
ultimately went to look. They found that they did not know the bodies that were lying in the
mortuary. They promised me that they would come and investigate the matter. Up till today I do not
know anything about my son. I don't know whether my son died or he was hidden somewhere. I went to
report the matter to the police because they were also looking for him. They said they would be
coming to my place. Up till now they're still coming.
Let's go back to Vusi's matter because it's very important for us to try and trace his last
whereabouts. At the time when they went to look at the friend who was injured, what was this
friend's name? --- The surname was Thulani Msweli who was a friend to Vusi.
What about Vusi's friends that he was with just before he disappeared? Do you perhaps know their
names? --- I wouldn't know who they were because they went away as friends. We did not see them.
But the females used to see them because I used to stay at home. I never used to go with them in
groups. They knew each other and they knew how to trace each other when they disappeared.
Who came to give you the message that Vusi had disappeared? --- Two females who were crying. I met
two females. The other one was standing with Vusi's brother. Khulekane was no longer staying at
home. He
/had run
had run away. So he had just come that Sunday morning but we heard about this matter in the evening
just before we went to sleep. I had also run away from home. I used to go home during the day,
prepare food, eat outside because I could not stay inside the house.
Do you know the names of the two females who told you about your son's disappearance? --- I don't
remember their names but if I can try and find out, maybe I can come up with some tangible
information.
Have you heard any rumours as to Vusi's whereabouts? Maybe somebody said Vusi was accompanied by

certain friends. --- Even if they were there because I'm a parent I stay at home. I wouldn't know
who he went out with. We also used to be told that they were at a certain place and the youth in
the community would look for them or they would look for one another but we as parents were just
sitting at home.
You said you were troubled by the stability unit. Did you also count the IFP. Do you
names perhaps? --- Yes, I know some. For instance the one who cut my son's little
children were there and at the time I was not at home because it's the time I went
operation. The other one, they said, was Duffle(?) but I don't know whether he's
Empangeni. The other one was Derek.

know their
finger. My
for an eye
working at

Are these the policemen's names? --- The children would tell me that these were the names of the
white policemen who used to frequent my home.
Did you ever get to know as to which police station they were coming from? --- Some were from
Empangeni, some were from KwaMbonambi, but I'm really not positive.
/You have
You have children. Do any of the children perhaps know about the police? --- The children who knew
about the police are the ones who died.
You have told us about your son Vusi who disappeared. According to your statement here, was that
you gave an explanation that you lost another son. --- That son was killed. That is Khulekane
Mkwanyana.
But you did not give an explanation in this statement as to how he died. Who killed him or ...
(incomplete) --- He was killed by the police.
How did this happen because your statement is not clear on this aspect. You didn't give us full
information. --- I'm just like you. I do not know. Khulekane was all by himself at home and I had
gone to work. I was told by the children that certain people had come and took his ID and I asked
them as to what sort of people were they. They saw that these were policemen because they were
having guns. The reference book or the ID book disappeared and we told him that his ID book had
disappeared. Then he ran away because he knew that the police were actually looking for him and at
the time Vusi disappeared, he has been arrested for five months and he could no longer attend
school. They had gone to Mpembeni school and they took him and arrested him for five months until
the sixth month when his father went to look for him and on the day of the trial the arrester did
not appear to give evidence against him.
Why was he arrested? --- Nobody knows what he was arrested for. He himself didn't even know it.
When they came to me, said they were looking for Vusi, I told
/them
them that Vusi did not stay at home. He was staying in the forest. And I told them that Khulekane
was at school. He had gone to Mpembeni where he wanted to attend school and he decided that he was
not going to come during the holidays and he wanted me to come to school and fetch his testimonial.
Who came according to Khulekane, who came to arrest Khulekane? You said there were people who
arrested Khulekane. --- No, when Khulekane was arrested for five months we did not know that he was
arrested. He was taken by the police from Mpembeni and they arrested him and he was supposed to
come back on Sunday. That's when Michael and Si died but he could not come to the funeral.
Who's Michael and Si and what killed them? --- They had been killed by the police.
Now, according to your own opinion, do you think it had anything to do with politics? --- I do not
know why he was arrested because he was at school at that time and they went to take him from
school and he was arrested and detained for five months. On the sixth month they said bail must be
paid in and his father went. He paid the bail. (Inaudible) ... who had arrested my son never went
to the case.
What was the reason for his arrest? --- They said there were about 12 vans that arrived at where
Khulekane was staying. They said he was Vusi because they thought he was Vusi. He explained it to
them that he was not Vusi and he took out a certain letter that indicated that - it was a report.
He showed it to the police that his name was Khulekane and he was not Vusi. /They
They said he was lying and they took him and put him into the van and when they went around
stopping they said, "Vusi, we've got you. You thought that you were brilliant." And he flatly
refused. He kept on telling them that they should take him to KwaMbonambi Police Station because
the police in KwaMbonambi knew him. They knew that he was not Vusi, he was Khulekane. And the
police said he must - they stopped and they said he must run and he refused to run because he knew
that they would shoot him.
And what happened thereafter? --- When they got to the charge office he was detained until the
police of the morning shift came and they identified him that he was not Vusi, he was Khulekane,
and they released him. When Velbang(?) came, Velbang said he should not be released.
Who's Velbang? --- Velbang is a boer who was a policeman at KwaMbonambi. And he was rearrested. He

was rearrested and stayed for five months and they took him away from KwaMbonambi and they told us
that we could not see him because they did not want us to see our children. And we were told that
he had been taken to Empangeni. When I got to Empangeni I was told that they did not know him. His
younger brother Senzo came back and I sent him to go and look for Khulekane. The bail was paid but
- or he was released on free bail by the prosecutor.
Now, let's go back to Khukelane's death. How did he die? --- They took his identity document and he
ran away. I was holding part-time jobs at that time. Whenever he came back home I also didn't stay
because I
/had to
had to get home, cook, eat and leave the house and in the morning I would wash up, prepare myself
for work and leave at 5.00 in the morning and by then Khulekane had gone. Then on a particular
Thursday they were searched for by the police. (Witness emotionally upset)
This is a painful story you're relating to us. You can take your time. --- Then on the Thursday,
that is the Thursday on which they died, they came in four cars. The children were behind and it
was a small van. It was himself, another male and in front was a driver as well as another one. He
signed to me that I should come and get into the van and they told me that Khulekane said I should
get into the car. And I said to them I was waiting for someone, they should go in the meantime and
I would catch them along the way. And that van went away. It never waited for us. And after that I
went and came across two males who were coming back from school and they were also going to go
along Goma Street and I asked this male as to where Khulekane was. He told me that Khulekane had
gone in a certain car and I told him that I had seen Khulekane in that car. And when I got home I
told my daughter to give me a little mat so that I could sit down. That's when I heard gunfire and
I asked my daughter as to what was happening. My daughter told me that it was gunfire and I
couldn't sit down at that time. It was at about 3.00 and it was on a Thursday. After this gunfire
my little brother came and told us that the people who were in the white van had been killed. Then
in the afternoon the police came running and they went around assaulting male children and they
asked as to where Khulekane was and
/the white
the white men laughed and said, "We have killed Khulekane." We only heard in the afternoon that
Khulekane had been killed and we ran around trying to get Khulekane's body. We went along with
Senzo as well as my other relatives and we were told that the bodies had been taken by the police.
Up till to today they never came to me to tell me as to why they killed my son. They left me
suffering. Ever since he died I have never been the same. (Witness weeps) I'm left with a child
that is Khulekane's child who was born after Khulekane was killed. As it is right now, I don't know
what happened to their father. I go around begging in people's houses. I'm even begging for food
and Khulekane was my breadwinner. At times I sleep for days on end or for nights on end without
having anything to eat.
We do understand your problem. We are very touched by your story. We also wish that the people who
did this could come forward. --- My daughter was also violated and she bore a retarded child
because they used to violate us during the time that she was expectant. And they used to violate us
so much and she used to hide herself in the wardrobe. And at times we used to hide ourselves and
they would kick the doors and get into the house and they would switch on the electricity. They
even assaulted my father, an elderly man, and when he was screaming they came to us to assault us.
They also assaulted my mother. Today she's got a retarded child because she was so traumatised at
that time because she was expectant when all this took place.
We understand that the whole family went through
/this
this trauma, violation and torture. Do you perhaps remember as to who the policemen were? --- The
policemen were from KwaMbonambi so they would be known at KwaMbonambi Police Station. All the
people who used to come to our area were from KwaMbonambi Police Station.
It may be possible that we don't get enough information with regard to these police. Can you please
tell us about other families who were also violated or who went through the same ordeal. --- I
wouldn't say because at times they would come in the evening and the house was dark and they used
to paint their faces black. I thought at some stage that they were black people and I heard them
saying, "Kom, kom, kom," which means "Come, come, come," which indicated to me that they were white
policemen and they were boers and they used to have torches, so they could see us and we could not
see them. They would take us and put us in a certain corner and say we must sit one side and when
they were in the dining-room they were asking other black people as to what they should say when
they were talking to us. They wanted to speak to us in Zulu and we heard them asking as to what the
expressions were in Zulu. She also got a panic attack, that is my daughter who was expectant ...
(Tape ends. Subsequent tape commences mid-sentence without overlap)
... your children or your neighbours who can give us some more information with regard to what
happened or other families who were affected by this because we need to have information? --- My
other brother who was also assaulted and they took him outside, they wanted to /shoot
shoot him. They said he must run into the house but he refused. And KwaMbonambi Police Station
knows everything about this incident. You can find all the information from them.

I think we will experience some difficulty as far as that matter is concerned. You said Vusi was
also arrested. Why was he arrested? --- Vusi had gone to the seaside and when they came back they
said they had stolen white people's things.
Now, how are you feeling today? How did all this affect you? --- As I've already told you, I've got
this operation. My whole left side is very painful and at the hospital where they operated me they
said I should come back but I could not go back there because I was scared that, the moment I
turned my back against my house, my children would be killed. They gave me some treatment so that I
could steam, so that the wounds inside could be healed. I could not do all this. I could not
undertake all this treatment. It was cumbersome because my life was not stable at that time.
Are you getting any treatment at the present moment. No, I'm not getting any treatment and I don't
go to any doctor because I don't have the means to visit the doctors. I have to borrow money.
Are you getting any pension? --- I'm not getting any pension. I have come as I am. I go around
begging for food so that I can give the food to my children.
Do you have any kid who's working in the house? --- My children, my breadwinners are the ones who
were killed. I have to beg for food to cook.
/Are the
Are the children attending school? --- The one who is attending Standard 5 is still wearing the
uniform that he was wearing at the time he was in Standard 2.
This is a very touching and pathetic story. I've got all the information that I thought I need.
I'll hand over to the Chairperson.
DR MGOJO: Mama, this is a very painful and tough story. Myself as a Christian who reads the Bible
and who believes in Christianity, it reminds me of the words that I read which were uttered by a
33-year-old man, his name was Jesus, at the time that he was being tortured just before he got
killed. Jesus prophesied. He looked at the woman and he looked at the children and when he saw a
certain woman he said the woman should not cry for him but they should cry for themselves as well
as their children. When we look at the history of torture and violence or violation of human
rights, we always come across women who have suffered and children who have also suffered. This is
a very painful situation. The most disturbing part of this is that the very same policemen who were
involved in killing people as well as human rights violations ia that presently they are occupying
very high positions. They're getting very high salaries and your children who were fighting for
freedom, some of them died, some of them haven't even tasted this freedom that we have acquired.
Some are even not working but it is said that we are free. We wish that the government could look
into this. I would like to ask you just a few questions because we want to straighten up certain
issues. When you started testifying you said there was a certain fight or
/altercation
altercation that was taking place between the ANC and the IFP. Where did these police come from.
Who were they fighting with or who were they fighting against and who were they helping because we
were told that another part was an ANC stronghold and the other part was an IFP stronghold. That is
very clear. Now, where do the police come from and where do they feature in the equation? What are
they all about? --- We do not know because they used to come in the morning as well as in the
evening and they would assault us asking us as to where the guns were and we would tell them we do
not know anything about guns. And the other policeman asked me as to how am I going to protect
myself if I do not have a gun. They could not find any guns in our houses. Because we were now
divided at that time and we were told that this side was ANC and the other side was the ANC(?) and
the Inkatha members were parading with their guns and they were having them in public. Zakhele is
at school. He's doing Standard 4 and they are writing their final year exams.
You said his little finger was severed by the police. --- Yes, they did cut the tip of the finger.
How did they do it? --- They cut him and at that time he tore his hand loose so the finger was not
completely severed but he bled and at that time my daughter was screaming and I think they were
disturbed by the fact that she had started screaming and she saw what was happening. I was at the
hospital at that time undergoing the operation.
We thank you for having appeared here. We shall try by all means because you say you do not know
the
/policemen.
policemen. --- I don't even know a single one because I was told it was Derek and Velbang. Velbang
was in KwaMbonambi at that time.
We thank you very much. We shall make all that's in our power to try and trace these people.
PROFESSOR MAGWAZA: I made a mistake because I did not mention your requests. I just wanted to
repeat them to you so that you know that we are taking them into consideration. You said you want
to know about Vusi and Khulekane as to what happened to them. We shall try to follow it up even
though we don't have the necessary information. With regard to Khulekane's child we shall take that
request and pass it on to our State President. With regard to your health we will try to have you

get in touch with the Health Department who can actually try to help you without you paying. We
thank you very much. Maybe what we can also do is send you to the social workers so that they can
see as to what type of help they can offer you. When you go out, you will talk to social workers.
MR LYSTER: Thank you, just a couple of last questions before you go, Mrs Mkwanyana. One of the
other policemen who you mentioned, I think, was someone by the name of Duffle. Is that right? --It was Duffle.
Okay. And was he with the - and Derek, yes. Was he with the internal stability unit? --- When these
things happened they used to come in large groups and you wouldn't know that this is a stability
group, these are soldiers. They knew themselves.
And one other thing. You said that at the time when this happened, when Vusi was an ANC member, you
/said
said that he was also - by force he had to be an IFP member and that we were forced to sign up in
order to protect ourselves. --- Vusi ran away from Inkatha to join the ANC because they were being
assaulted by Inkatha. They were saying they were Comrades during the night and they were Inkatha
members during the day. They said they were actually two-toned. They were not real Inkatha members.
That's why they decided to escape from the Inkatha Freedom Party. They violated them and saying
they were Comrades during the night and during the day they were Inkatha members and they were
card-holding members of Inkatha and I threw the cards away.
Finally, was there any court case or inquest that was held into Zakhele's death, that you remember?
Did you go to any case? Did you attend the court? --- You mean Khulekane.
Sorry, Khulekane. --- I never went to open up the case because they had to come to me and tell me
that as he had died what caused his death. So I sat there waiting for them as they had promised
that they would come back to me. And now that they've said we should come up front and relate our
stories, that's why I have come before this Commission because at some stage I didn't know where to
go for help and the very same perpetrators were police.
And do you have a death certificate for Khulekane? --- I'm not sure but there were certain
documents that were given to us. I never went to fetch the death certificate but there are some
documents that I have which are at home. I might as well check amongst those documents.
/Did you
Did you see his body after he had died before he was buried? --- We did not
the people who went to fetch the bodies, we were told that the bodies were
were not supposed to open up the corpses. His private parts were injured
don't know whether they twisted his neck because he had stitches all right
his naval.

really open him because
badly decomposed and we
as well as his hand. I
around his neck down to

Yes, that would have been from the post mortem. Thank you, Mrs Mkwanyana.
DR MGOJO: I just want to clarify something. "They were Inkatha members during the day and they were
Comrades during the night", what does that mean? What was happening during the night? --- That is
the way they tried to divide them. They were told that they were the ANC - the whole area, that is
where we were staying, in which a small area and they said this was an ANC stronghold and the other
one was an Inkatha stronghold.
Your children were being accused of being Inkatha members during the day and ANC members or
Comrades during the night? What was happening during the night that made them - or that led them to
being accused of being ANC members? --- There's nothing that was happening but the people who were
chasing my sons away were members of Inkatha. So they were actually pushing us aside and pushing us
into the ANC stronghold and they were keeping their area for Inkatha and they say they were staying
in a certain area where the ANC members were staying. Therefore they should remain in that area and
be ANC members and not stay in an ANC stronghold and /come
come during the day to be Inkatha members. Not that there was anything that they would do. That was
a way of demarcating the area between Inkatha and the ANC so that if you stay in a certain area you
stay in that area and you belong to a certain political group.
DR MGOJO: Mrs Gcabashe?
MRS GCABASHE: One question just to get some clarification with regard to the police. Were the
police in uniform on the day they came to your place so that you could differentiate them as to
where they came from, whether they were KwaZulu Police or SAP Police? --- I wouldn't be able to
identify them because at times they had this funny uniform which had funny colours - different
colours. I think it was soldiers uniforms.
Some would be having blue uniforms? --- I am not sure as to this colour but as I'm indicating they
were wearing this colour. Their trousers were not the same. Some were wearing these soldiers'
uniforms. Some would be wearing short shirts, blue shirts.
As they were wearing these different uniforms, the white people that you saw, what type of uniform
were they wearing, that is the police? --- They were wearing the same uniform as the black

policemen and the other ones who were wearing the soldiers' uniforms were blacks and the whites
would be wearing the same uniform too.
MR LYSTER: Mrs Mkwanyana, we want to thank you very much for coming here and telling us this very
sad story. It's taken you a long time to tell that story and we can see that you are still very
affected by it but we thank
/you for
you for being brave enough to come and relive all those experiences and those emotions in front of
this hall and in front of the television camera. I've said this to many people before, but it's
tragic that people who were meant to be there to assist and protect us, the police, in fact so
often did completely the opposite there. They assaulted and they harassed people and it's not
surprising that you have the attitude towards the police that you have today. We hope that we are
moving to an era where that sort of thing is past us although we know that in many parts of
KwaZulu/Natal that is not the case. Many of those people, as Dr Mgojo has said, are still in senior
positions in the police. You have given us a couple of names of these policemen and we know those
police stations. We know the KwaMbonambi Police Station, the Sundumbili Police Station, the riot
unit at Mtubatuba. We know many, many bad policemen came from those police stations and many of
them are still there and stories like this are important because they allow us to investigate the
allegations that have been made and to build up evidence against those policemen. So thank you
again very much for coming in today and we wish you well.
---------------------

/MR LYSTER:
MR LYSTER: The next witness is Thembikile Ngubane (Tape changed. Recording commences mid-sentence
on subsequent tape with no overlap) ... Gilbert Ngubane who died in 1993. Can you please stand to
take the oath?
--------------------THEMBILIKE NGUBANE (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
MR LYSTER: Mr Gcabashe will help you now.
MRS GCABASHE: I greet you. I would like to thank you for coming forward before the Commission and
being one of those people who are willing that their story will be heard all over the world and
people who were affected, people who really helped this country to move to where we are today.
Before we start to your story, we would like you to introduce yourself. Tell us more about your
family. If you still have your husband, you have children, all of it. --- My husband is late. I
have five children. I have four daughters and one son.
Can you please give us their ages? --- The eldest was born in 1958. My daughter, she's now married.
Her names is Fikisiwe. She's married. The second-born is Thandezile. She was born in 1960, 28th of
October. She's a teacher. She's also married. My third-born is a boy. His name is Mbusiso and he
was born on the 11th of December 1964. He's working for the government. He's a policeman. My
fourth-born is Gladness. Gladness was born in 1970 on the 5th of December. My last-born is Welile.
And what is Gladness doing? --- She's a fashion designer. My last-born is Welile and he was born in
1973 on the 31st of March. He's still at school. He
/stopped
stopped going to school but he said he was going to go back to school next year. He's selling
clothes. He's buying and selling clothes.
What about you? Are you working? --- No, I'm not working.
You came here to tell us the story about the death of your husband. Can you please relate to us
what happened before 1993, before your husband was killed? You said you are staying at Ulundi, is
it true? --- Yes, I am staying at Ulundi but before this I was staying a Mevamhlope.
Now, please tell us what was happening at that area. --- Where we were staying we were experiencing

political clash between the ANC and IFP.
Okay, before we go forward, at home at your family were you belonging to any political
organisation? --- My children were not affiliated with any political organisation but where we were
staying in that area, initially it was just IFP then everyone was an IFP member. Then later ANC
came. When kids started to be politically active, the youth started to be active politically. My
children were not at home and Sibusiso was at college at that time so my daughters were at Ulundi.
Gladness was in Durban. Welile was at school at Matshitsholo and my elder daughter was already
married and she was at her home. And there was no one at home so my children didn't actually know
what was going on in that area. Youth were continuously involved in political conflicts in that
area. I never knew that one day I will be sitting in front of people and talk about this thing, so
I never kept dates of the things
/like
like months and days.
But here it's written on the 3rd of October, it's written on your statement, when people came. --No, I think it's the 30th of October. That's when my husband died, not the 3rd. I'll just relate
things that I've seen and I never even took notice of them that much that it will lead to the death
of my husband. Police came to my house. They were wearing soldier's uniform and they were white
police, only one black police. And they came to my house and they told me that someone sent them
there because they were told that we had guns. And I asked them, "Who told you this?" and they
didn't explain to me. All they wanted to do was to open my house and start searching. I told them
they mustn't kick my door, they must just open and search because I knew there was no guns in my
house. And this black policeman said to me, "You must come as well while we are searching your
house."
When they said you must come, did they mean to you or your husband? --- They meant my husband and
myself. And they started searching. They had their guns pointing at us even though they didn't try
to shoot at anyone. And we opened the door. They searched the house until they were satisfied but
they never found anything. And in my house we had a small building where we put the generator to
light our house. They also wanted me to open that place. I opened for them. They searched and they
didn't find anything. They went back inside the house and they realised that they just can't find
anything. Then they left. Later on they came back. This time they were not wearing the soldier's
/uniform.
uniform. They were wearing brown uniforms and they were black policemen. And they were not talking
Zulu. And I heard they were soldiers. And they were with a certain boy and this boy was from
Mthembu's family. When they arrived at my house with this boy, this boy said, "I came to show the
policemen where the IFP boys were staying." And I asked this boy, "Who told you so?" This boy said,
"I saw them. They're staying in this house and they always had guns." What I said to them, I said,
"How many times are you going to come to my house and look for guns and you know even if you search
for these guns you won't find them because we don't have guns? What must we do now?" Then I decided
I should open the door for them, for them to check and then they started searching my house and
they couldn't find anything. Again they made me open that small building where I put my generator
and they searched again and they didn't find it. They asked for water to drink. I gave them water
and then they drank and left. This thing kept on going on, this conflict between the ANC and the
IFP in the area. On the 30th of October 1993, it was at about half past four, we saw them going
with guns and they were firing their guns. And there were four people who were standing somewhere
there. At about 6.00pm many people came from the hill. We were sitting outside, my and my husband,
so we went inside the house and we closed the doors. And these people came running and as soon as
the arrived down the hill, that's when they started firing guns. It was too noisy and we were
scared. We locked ourselves inside the house. I heard my neighbour screaming and saying, "Please
open the door
/for me
for me," and I rushed to the door. I opened the door for my neighbour and I locked the door again.
When she was relating to me, she said they were behind her and they wanted her to come first inside
my house. That's when they started shooting at my house. They were shooting all the windows of my
house. Inside the house, we were six. It was me, my husband, my maid or the lady who was helping me
and my neighbour and a three-year-old child and one girl who was 15 years at the time. They came
with this neighbour of mine and they just went and rushed in one of my bedrooms. And these people
kept on shooting my house. I locked my door and it was tough for them to break. And they kept on
firing the door. And if you can take the guns - ran from the top until down.
You mean they were firing the door with the guns? --- Yes.
When they went inside the house they just rushed in, in this bedroom where my neighbour had hidden
herself. I don't know what happened when they arrived in that bedroom because I was in my son's
bedroom and we didn't lock the door. We just went in there and we sat. Later on we didn't know what
was really happening in that bedroom where my neighbour had hidden herself and that lady who was
helping me in my house was hiding under the bed. Later on I saw them taking this 15-year-old girl
who came with my neighbour. They were telling her to point where there was money and then they said
she must turn on the lights. They looked for money. They looked for a gun. My husband said, "I
don't have a gun. I don't own a gun. What I have is a Bible. I'm /a Christian."
a Christian." And they said, "We want money." And they also said to me, "We want money." And I was

scared. One of them stabbed me by knife and I was bleeding. I got tired. I was getting weaker. I
took money from my bag. I had money inside a tin. It was about R200,00. I gave them this R200,00.
After I gave him this R200,00 he took my bag and he started throwing everything out and all the
coins came out and he took them. I held my hand because I was bleeding and I was getting tired. My
husband told him that he doesn't own a gun and my husband said, "Okay, let's go to the bedroom.
I'll give you the money." I don't know what happened but what I heard is that one of them said,
"Shoot," and that's when they started shooting. I think they shot for about five times. After that
they came inside the house. They wanted to shoot me. I went to this guy who was holding a big
machine gun and I said to him, "Really, what have we done?" And one of them answered back and said,
"Let me just hit this one with this hammer." And one of them went to my bedroom and he started
searching. He found the girl who was hiding under the bed and I was crying. I was begging them not
to kill that girl because I told them that this girl just came from rural areas. She just came here
to help me. She's not from this area. And they said to me, "We don't want evidence or witnesses
here," and that's when they started shooting at her. And her intestines were outside. Maybe this is
something that I saw because I was scared and I was terrified but I think I saw intestines. They
took everything that belongs to me and my husband inside the house - television, my clothes, my
husband's cloths.
/They
They went to the kitchen, they ate my food and they were throwing everything down. They took cool
drinks and they drank because I was selling cool drinks. They also took other stuff. And I heard
after they left and when I heard that there was no noise any longer, I went to the bedroom. I
called my husband and there was no answer. I went closer. I shook him and I realised that he was
dead. I went to another bedroom. I called this other woman, Mrs Mnconco. I heard her answering very
softly and I said to her, "Oh, are you still there?" She said, "Yes, I am." When I arrived where
she was, I discovered that she can't do anything. I told her that they've killed my husband and I
told her that he's gone. And she was crying I told her, "Don't cry because they might come back
because other stuff which they took from my house, it's still outside. They might come back to
fetch it." So Mrs Mnconco said to me they shot her and one bullet came from the back and out to
this 15-year-old girl to her cheek. They had already set that bedroom alight and Mrs Mnconco tried
to extinguish the fire. We had a bottle of water in that bedroom and this 15-year-old girl took
this bottle and tried to extinguish the fire. Other stuff had burnt. I said to this 15-year-old
girl she must go out and tell people that we are injured and my husband is now dead. It was at
about 8 o'clock. This thing started at about 6.00pm. I didn't realise that this girl was confused
because she seemed not to understand whatever I was saying to her and then I decided to go to my
neighbour's. I went to one of my neighbours. I told them that my husband has been killed and they
said to me, "There's nothing we can /do because
do because where we're supposed to go for help, that's where the people who did this are." And then
I left them. They tried to wash my wounds and they gave me some painkillers - Panados. I went back
home and I tried to make my husband lie nicely and we covered him by a blanket. After that I said
to Mrs Mnconco, "If you can go outside and hide yoursel, even if it means to hide under the tree,
go out and hide because they will come back and they'll kill us but if they kill me and you survive
... (incomplete)" (Sounds of sobbing) This is my daughter who came and found me lying there.
We apologise. We didn't know that you were with your daughters. We should have let them come
forward because they also are in pain. Let me just ask one thing. You said in your statement there
was a driver. What was his name? It's written here there was a neighbour Mrs Mnconco and there was
a driver and there was also a helper. --- I think whoever wrote that statement made a mistake.
There was only a helper. This girl who was helping me. Her hame is Thabisile Thabethe.
Is she still alive? --- Yes, she is still alive. God helped her very much. She's in Danny Dalton at
Babanango.
Do you still have contact with Thabisile? --- The last time I saw her is when she got a job to go
to Nkandla. I took her back home after she was discharged from Ngwelezana Hospital and I took her
to her home because I didn't know her home.
This girl that you said her intestines were outside, it's ... (intervention) --- Yes, it's
/Thabisile.
Thabisile. She's the one.
Did you report this matter to the police? --- I stayed there inside my house the whole night
because I had asked Mrs Mnconco to go and hide herself and this other girl also. I stayed with
Thabisile because Thabisile couldn't run away because she was badly injured and I kept on giving
her water the whole night to drink because I couldn't also help her because both my hands were not
working. I stayed there with this three-year-old kid. I didn't realise that whole night that this
three-year-old child has been assaulted or stabbed. She was also stabbed - two wounds. At about
5 o'clock in the morning my neighbours came and they called for the ambulance. They called the
police. They called my children because I also gave them my children's telephone numbers who were
staying at Ulundi to report the matter to my children. At about half past eight, if I'm not
mistaken, police came. We'd been there bleeding since 6.00pm the previous day.
These policemen, where were they from? --- From Empangeni Police Station. They took us because the
ambulance didn't come and when we arrived in hospital these policemen asked the hospital how come
the ambulance didn't come and the administrator from the hospital said they were not allowed to go
to my house. They tried to go there and they were stopped.

And they didn't tell you who stopped them? --- They said the people who stopped them were ANC
youth. When we arrived at the hospital they tried to help us and my children came. My daughter and
her husband and my son who was in college and my other daughter who's a
/teacher.
teacher. All of them came except for Welile and Jabu. When they arrived in hospital they went and
checked for Thabisile because Thabisile was terribly injured and also Mama Mnconco because she had
eights wounds, she was stabbed eight times and they also tried to cut her neck and she was bleeding
very bad from the breast wound. And they told them I was going to be admitted at Ngwelezana
Hospital. So my children asked that they are scared that I should be admitted there because those
people who did this might come and finish me in that hospital and they asked them to release me and
write letters for transferring me to Eshowe Hospital and the hospital agreed and they made that
transfer letter and we buried my husband at Mahlabatini because when we asked soldiers that they
should be there when we bury my husband because we're still scared, the soldiers didn't answer
back. And my son-in-law said, "Okay, I will take my father-in-law and we can make the funeral
service at Mahlabatini." And we buried my husband and it was difficult for me to go back to
Mevamhlope after I'd removed the plaster of Paris because I was still scared. Even today in my
heart I can still say I'd like to be in Mevamhlope but I'm scared. I don't want to go back there.
Tell us, was there any post mortem? --- Yes, there was. They checked my husband's body.
Are there any people who were arrested in connection with this case? --- No, there wasn't.
So according to you was there any inquest? --- One detective by the name of Mzuza came to my house.
I don't know whether he's still alive or still in that
/police
police station but he did come to Ulundi to see me.
Was he from Empangeni Police Station? --- Yes, he was. I think he was from Empangeni but the other
side - in the other building, not the police station.
Thank you. We heard - this is a very terrible story. I would also like to ask you how this thing
affected you. Before you can tell us more about your children, just tell us about yourself. How
were you affected? --- I'm not well really and my right hand is not working at all and my left
shoulder is also sore all the time, day and night. And I only get rest when I fall asleep. But when
I wake up it's sore. It's burning. If I was standing - talking like this standing, I couldn't
because I don't have strength. I don't have power.
Do you get any medication? --- I do go to clinic at Ulundi.
What about your children when they relate to you? --- My children are really in pain. They have
this question that they'd like to ask which no one can answer. They say, why? Why was their father
killed? Because he gave them the money and you, mother, you also gave them the money. As you heard
her crying, it's always like that. They cry. I'm at Ulundi because of my children and there is this
terribly sad question that, what have we done?
Did you try and see a psychologist? --- No, we haven't. We only went to social workers at Ulundi
and we related to the whole story to them and they didn't do anything. They just told us they are
just writing this story down and nothing happened afterwards except that
/they
they once gave Mrs Mnconco a bag of maize meal and a bag of beans.
And what about Thabisile, the one who was injured? --- She is still alive.
And how do you support yourself? --- I am a pensioner.
Is there anything that you would like to request as a family? In your statement it says that you
would like people to investigate more about this case. Is there anything else that you would like
to ask this Commission to do? --- What I said is that I am here not to open a case for anyone
because initially when I tried, nothing happened. Now it's late. If I ask people to investigate
now, where are they going to start? What I came here for is that to elaborate or to illustrate to
people how I was tortured and I didn't know the reason why.
You said you want to sell your house. --- I do talk to people that maybe they can buy the house,
and other people, they do promise me that they will. I did go back to my house and I repaired the
windows and I haven't yet met someone who wants to buy that house. I am trying to talk to people to
buy the house. Even if it means someone renting the house and then maybe after the person has
rented the house he might decide to buy the house because if there's no one inside the house, it
gets bad or the condition becomes bad.
Who is this neighbour whom you went to ask for assistance and he didn't want to offer assistance
because he said it was at night? --- I would like not to mention his name before this Commission
because

/this
this person is still at Mevamhlope and he might be in danger.
Do you know if he's still there? --- Yes, I know because we do contact each other.
If you don't want to reveal his name, we understand that and it's your wish. We will honour that.
Thanks, Mama, for relating your story to us and it's a very sad story. And we can tell that your
children are still in pain even today. Maybe it will be better if you go and see our social
workers, the ones that we have here and maybe they might refer you to counsellors, to a
psychologist, so that you'll be helped. We know it's difficult or you won't forget what actually
happened to you but you will have the courage to talk about it over and over and you can handle it.
Now I'll hand over to my chairperson.
DR MGOJO: Mrs Ngubane, this is a very sad story that you just related to us. You worked hard as a
black person in our country to have what you have. And then other people - in fact other people who
know what it means to suffer and who know how difficult to live in this country is and they come
and destroy everything that you build for years and they even kill yourself. It's very sad that
people will do that. I would like to ask one question. You said before you had been attacked,
police came who were wearing soldier's uniform and they were with Mr Mthembu and they were looking
for guns. Do you know this Mr Mthembu? --- I saw him. I didn't know him but even today I can't
identify him because he was a young boy.
Do you know this Mthembu's house? --- No, I
/don't.
don't. I didn't know a lot of people, more especially who were far away from me. I only
neighbours. That area is rural. It's not a township. How come you don't know each other
people from rural areas are the ones who know each other? They can actually show you - once
a name they'll show you where the house is. How come you didn't? --- No, I didn't. I only
neighbours.

knew my
because
you say
know my

From these people who attacked you, you didn't identify a single person? --- No, I didn't. I only
saw them and they were not even wearing balaclavas so if you knew them you would identify them.
Was it a usual thing that people will come to Ngwelezana Hospital and kill someone after the person
has been admitted because you said you were taken by your kids to Eshowe Hospital because they were
scared that those people will come and finish you there. Was it a usual thing? --- No, I can't say
it was a usual thing but my children were scared because they didn't know why we were being
attacked.
You don't know why your children suggested that you should be transferred? --- No, I don't but it
came to them that they were terrified. They were scared. They said I wasn't safe at Ngwelezana
Hospital.
PROFESSOR MAGWAZA: Mrs Ngubane, we heard everything. I only have two short questions with regard to
this group of people who came from the mountains and rushed down to your house. You also mentioned
that the people who stopped the ambulance from coming to the house were ANC youths. You also said
that you have suspicion that the people who attacked you belonged to a certain
/political
political organisation. --- My suspicion is that it can be ANC youths because they are the ones ...
(Side A ends mid-sentence. Side B commences mid-sentence without overlap.)
... you lost your husband. We usually like to know more about him, even if we didn't know him
before while he was alive. Where was your husband working? --- My husband, when he died he was
already on pension. He was working for NPA.
Thanks, Mrs Ngubane.
MR LYSTER: Thank you very much for coming and telling us this story today. There was a time not
long ago in the 1970s the 1980s when the people in your area around Ulundi, Mahlabatini, lived very
happily side by side. Some people leant towards the IFP, some people favoured the other parties,
what was then the UDF, but most people, in fact most people did not have very strong political
views and certainly they didn't hold views for which they were prepared to kill and die for. And
over the past months, while we've been listening to evidence all round this province, there's
overwhelming evidence that members of the previous government, senior policemen, politicians,
manipulated the politics in this province in order to set people against each other so as to
prevent the people of KwaZulu/Natal from forming a common united front against that previous
government and its policies. The violence in this province has only been going on for about 10 or
11 years since the mid-eighties and it is time that the people of this province cast their minds
back to those days when they lived happily together, when they lived peacefully together,
/when
when there was peace between the IFP and the ANC and to remember their common humanity in order
that they can move forward together. So thank you again. You've told us a very sad story. We hope

that it has helped you and your family a little bit to be able to come here and tell it in front of
all of us and in front of the television and we hope that you are able to stay together as a family
and support each other. Thank you very much indeed.
---------------------

/MR LYSTER:
MR LYSTER: Good morning, Mrs Mngomezulu. Can you hear me? Thank you very much for coming in. You're
from Esikhawini Township and you have come to tell us ... (intervention)
MRS MNGOMEZULU: I'm from Swaziland.
MR LYSTER: Sorry. You have come to tell us about your father-in-law, is that correct, Jimson
Ngoloyi Mngomezulu, who was abducted in 1985?
MRS MNGOMEZULU: That is correct.
MR LYSTER: Can you please stand and take the oath before you tell that story?
--------------------DOMINIKA MNGOMEZULU (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
MR LYSTER: Just before you tell us your story, Mrs Mngomezulu, please tell us where you are
residing at the moment. Where do you live at the moment? --- I'm staying in Swaziland at Mbulili. I
was married at Mngomezulu. My father-in-law is the last born at Mngomezulu family. We left and we
went Mbulili and that's the place for Mngomezulu. I was working at Bethesda. I'm a nurse. When I
left my husband, I transferred to Eshowe. When I was at Eshowe, my children were staying with my
father-in-law. In 1985 between June and July two boers came and they were driving a Cressida, a
bottle-green Cressida, and they took my father-in-law at about half past eight in the evening.
Sorry to interrupt, where did they take him from? Where was he staying at that time? --- At Mbulili
in Swaziland. When they took him they sent a friend of
/theirs

theirs - his name is Gerald Mngomezulu - they sent him to check if my father-in-law was there and
he found that my father-in-law was there. When he realised that he was there he went back to these
boers and he told them that he's there and when they arrived there they took my father-in-law. He
was a commando. He left Saudi Arabia and he went to Tanzania and then he came back home. His wife
was Sephiwe and they were staying with her but she wasn't there when they took him. He had gone to
Ingwavuma to check for their stocks which were left there. When they arrived there, they took him.
They left with him at the border gate and they put a balaclava on him and they also took others as
well and those people who they took, they came back. It was Lokutu Mngomezulu, Mkhetwa Mngomezulu
and they just beat them and they took them to Ndumo. There they went with Mr Schoon(?) - I'm not
quite sure whether he was a commander of the police, but that's what I heard. When they arrived at
Ndumo they took them again to Vryheid and from Vryheid they took them to 'Maritzburg. That's where
they were assaulted badly and they also tortured them with something which is called a "cat" and he
was hurt. Even today he can't walk. Mkhetwa was assaulted and his buttocks were injured. And my
father-in-law was taken by them. We never heard anything about him. What we are asking, we as
Swazis who want them to tell us where they've taken him and we want his bones back home, that's if
they killed him.
Mrs Mngomezulu, your father-in-law - was this now the father of your husband? --- Yes, he is my
husband's father.
/Now, you
Now, you said that he underwent training abroad. What was he? Was he a member of MK? --- Yes, he
was a member of MK.
And he went to Tanzania and elsewhere? --- Saudi Arabia and Tanzania and then he came back home at
Ingwavuma.
And then he stayed at Ingwavuma for some time and then he left Ingwavuma and went to Swaziland. --It's one area for Mngomezulu family - Ingwavuma up to Swaziland.
And you said he was attacked by people from Ingwavuma who were in collusion with whites. Was that
when there was a split in the Mngomezulu clan? --- Police attacked him. I don't know whether the
policemen were from South Africa but among these policemen there was one policeman whose name is Mr
Schoon. And he was staying at Jozini.
And these people who were abducted with him, Lokutu and Mkhetwa Mngomezulu, were those relations of
his? --- Yes, it's family.
And you said that he was abducted by two white police officers and one African, Gerald Mngomezulu.
--- Yes, they are the same policemen who abducted my father-in-law. The same policemen who took my
father-in-law are the policemen who took these other guys.
And Gerald Mngomezulu, was he a policeman or was he - you said here in your statement he was a
member of the IFP. What do you know about Gerald Mngomezulu? --- He was a member of IFP.
Now, you said that they were all severely beaten. Is this the story that you got from Lokutu and
Mkhetwa? /Is that
Is that how you know what happened to them? Are they now back in Swaziland? --- We knew that
because they'd taken Mkhetwa and my sister-in-law Lokutu and they were also beaten and assaulted
and the second time that's when they took Mr Jimson.
And Lokutu and Mkhetwa, are they now back with you in Swaziland? --- Yes, they are in Swaziland.
They are even scared to come back here. They think they might experience what they experienced.
And just to recap. They said that they were taken from Swaziland to Ndumo. Is that to the police
station? Where were they taken at Ndumo? --- Ndumo Police Station.
And they were also taken to Pietermaritzburg, is that right? --- Initially they took them to Ndumo
Police Station and then after Ndumo Police Station they went to Vryheid and then after Vryheid
that's when they were taken to 'Maritzburg.
And when did Lokutu and Mkhetwa - when did they last see your father-in-law? Was it in Ndumo or in
Vryheid or in Pietermaritzburg, do you know? --- No, they were taken immediately after they left
the border gate they went to 'Maritzburg to order clothes and they took them at the border gate.
And did they tell you - did Lokutu and Mkhetwa - did they tell you what did the police ask them?
What did they want to know from them? Why did they abduct them? Why did they beat them? What
information were they looking for? --- What they asked from them is that why are they refusing with
Ingwavuma, why the chief denied that the boers should possess that area and they
/told
told them that they wanted that area to belong to Africans not boers or Zulus. And then again they
said to them they must agree that they were ANC members and they said, "No, we aren't." That's when
they started assaulting and beating them and they beat them until they were confused. One of them
collapsed and lost consciousness. My sister-in-law, Lokutu, lost consciousness until they called me

at Bethesda to come and fetch her.
At that time you were working as a nursing sister at Bethesda Hospital, is that right? --- No, I
was a nurse.
And who told you to come and fetch her? The Police? --- They called at home and they asked me I
should check if she's not there and when I asked other people, they told me that they were at
Ndumo. I met them at the border gate. That's when they told me they're from 'Maritzburg and then I
went with them to home.
Is your husband still alive, Mrs Mngomezulu? --- Yes, he is still alive and he's staying with his
wife.
Where's he staying, in Swaziland? --- No, at Bonjeni(?).
And does he know that you are here making enquiries about the disappearance of his father? --- He
doesn't know anything. We don't contact each other.
And Gerald Mngomezulu, is he a distant relative of the Mngomezulu family? Do you know him? Do you
know where he is today? --- I don't know where he is. Yes, he is a relative, a blood relative at
Mngomezulu. But at this moment I don't know where he is. I don't
/know.
know. After they abducted my father-in-law, I don't know where he's gone to.
What other means have you used to try and find your father-in-law or to try and trace what happened
to him? Did you lodge a complaint with the police here at any stage? Is this the first time you've
talked about it in public? What steps have you taken to try and find him? --- We met as a family,
all of us. Each and every one of us made suggestions and we wanted clues as to where he went to and
we discovered that no one had any ideas and they told me that because I'm here in South Africa -I'm
working here - they asked me to go and ask at the ANC offices that can't they try to find out what
happened to him.
So did you go to the ANC offices here in Empangeni? --- Yes, I went there.
And did they make some enquiries on your behalf? --- They tried to make contact for me that on the
17th, 18th, 19th at the church at Empangeni I should go there, there will be ANC representatives. I
went there.
And your father-in-law, how many other children did he have? Have they made enquiries or are you
the only one, as his daughter-in-law, who is making enquiries about his disappearance? --- I don't
know what happened to my sister-in-law. I only have one sister-in-law in Swaziland who is the one
who has been asking me to try and find out and she's the last-born.
So did you come from Swaziland especially to be here at the Truth Commissioner today? How did you
hear about it? --- Yes, I only came to appear before the Commission.
/How did
How did you come to know about the Commission? --- I have a relative at Esikhawini. I took their
phone number and addresses and I gave the ANC people so that they should contact me through this
family. That's how I got a telegram from Esikhawini family and I knew that I should appear before
the Commission.
Thank you, Mrs Mngomezulu. I'll ask my colleagues if they have any questions they would like to
ask.
Mrs Mngomezulu, is Mr Schoon the only name that you know of the policemen who were involved in the
abduction of your father-in-law? --- He's the only one that I know because my sister-in-law,
Lokutu, is the one who told me. This other guy, I don't know his name, and my sister-in-law is the
one who can tell you more.
Is that Lokutu your sister-in-law? --- Yes, she is my sister-in-law and Mr Mkhetwa is my brotherin-law.
Now, if we
willing to
be willing
here. They

wanted to speak to them to get more details about what happened to them, would they be
speak to us? Did they support you coming down here to talk to the Commission? Would they
to talk to us? --- Yes, you can talk to them but the thing is they are scared to come
are the ones who sent me here.

DR MGOJO: Another person that can help us here is Gerald Mngomezulu because your family seems to be
very big. Do you know where we can find Gerald if we want to? --- I don't know. Since he's done
this terrible thing, he disappeared.
What about his family? --- Yes, he's got a family but not his own family. He was still young.
Where are his parents? --- His parents - some

/of them
of them are at Ingwavuma.
You mean we can go to Ingwavuma? They might know where he is? --- I don't know whether they do
know.
What about Schoon? Is Mr Schoon still around? --- I don't know but I trust he's still there.
Is your father-in-law having other children except for these two? --- He's got three sons and the
one who said I must stand up for this is Elliott his last-born and my mother-in-law Sephiwe.
Where is she? Is she in Swaziland? --- Yes, Themba is in Swaziland.
You mean all of them are in Swaziland? --- Yes, all of them, they are in Swaziland.
MR LYSTER: Mrs Mngomezulu, we thank you for coming in today. Thank you for coming all the way from
Swaziland. It's very brave of you to come all this way to talk about the disappearance of your
father-in-law and to tell us what happened to two other members of your family. We know that the
South African Police were involved in many, many abductions, particularly from Swaziland, and they
carried out these abductions in complete violation of international law. They went to Swaziland,
they killed people in Swaziland. They abducted people from Swaziland and brought them back here and
often tortured them and killed them in this country. We will obviously do everything that we can to
find out what happened to your father-in-law. We can't guarantee that we will be successful but we
will certainly try and we hope that just the fact that you have come here today and have talked
about it in public is helping you help your family in Swaziland to come to
/terms
terms with his disappearance and there is the possibility, of course, that we will find out what
happened to him. We will speak to the policeman concerned, Mr Schoon, to see whether he can tell us
where your father-in-law is and we will communicate that information to you and hopefully we will
be able to get to the bottom of this. So again thank you very much for coming and telling us this
important story. It really does help us to paint a complete picture of what the South African
Police did in this part of the world and in other countries. Thank you very much.
---------------------

/MR LYSTER:

MR LYSTER: The next person will be speaking in English so if there are people who don't follow
English very well, there are these simultaneous translation machines which you can get from that
little door in the side wall there. Thank you very much for coming here, Mrs de Haas. You are not
giving evidence today as a victim. You are coming to give us the benefit of your experience as
someone who has been monitoring political violence in this area for many, many years but we will
nevertheless ask you to stand up and take the oath before you tell us what you have to tell us.
--------------------MARY DE HAAS (Sworn states)
MR LYSTER: Before you start, could you just place on record who you are and what you do and what
qualifies you to tell us what you're going to tell us? --- Yes.
Thank you very much. --- I'm a researcher and a lecturer at the University of Natal and I have been
doing research in the province for the past 17 years and I have been quite actively involved in
research since the 1980s in the North Coast region. I started off doing research on a variety of
topics including customs and activities involving the sale of liquor in the Empangeni, Gingindlovu,
Eshowe area. And then I also became involved in monitoring violence in the mid-eighties and as part
of my violence monitoring activities, I was working together with the Progressive Federal Party
unrest monitoring group which subsequently became the Democratic Party group and that was coordinated by the then provincial regional director of /the PFP,
the PFP, then DP, Roy Ainsley and we were also working together with Eve Jenkin. And this
monitoring group received a lot of calls for assistance from people in the whole province really South Coast, North Coast, Durban - and not just personal calls but also telephonic calls which
involved us all in a lot of interventionist work, trying to get police patrols, trying to get army
patrols, and later on trying to get cases followed up by the police. So my research experience that
I bring to this Commission today has involved me in academic research activities as well as
specific violence monitoring activities. When I started doing research in this area in the
eighties, the North Coast region was very different to what it is today. With a few exceptions,
namely Mandini and to some extent Esikhawini where there was trade union activity, there was very
little political polarisation. There was peace. People who were perhaps inclined to the ANC or the
IFP were co-existing quite happily together. And in my research activities I had a wide range of
contacts from people who were in all political organisations and many people who were not
particularly political. But as the DP unrest group continued its work, we increasingly got calls
especially up the North Coast from people who were linked to trade unions and to the ANC/COSATU/UDF
because of the attacks which they were subject to. They were calling for help. But I want to stress
that so were a lot of other people. People who were not linked to political organisations of any
sort and we helped them regardless of who they were. That's the background. That's why I'm here
today to talk about what's been
/happening
happening in terms of the security force involvement in this violence up the North Coast. Now, the
contention of this submission - my contention is that the security forces must bear the prime
responsibility for the destabilisation of the North Coast, that the police in particular are
largely responsible for the type of polarisation that we see today and the suffering of both IFP
and ANC members as well as people with no political affiliations at all. And the army as well is
guilty to a certain extent although their involvement is less obvious. The involvement of the
police was very conspicuous. Either the police did not act when you asked them to or the police
were part of the - the part of the actual attacking mechanism. Sometimes quite overtly, openly, and
sometimes in a more sinister, shadowy force - what has become known as the third force. What was
apparent from the very beginning as the violence escalated towards the late eighties but particular
from 1990 when there was a change of political dispensation set in motion, was the extent to which
the violence was orchestrated. Up the North Coast there was a lot of local level conflict between
IFP and ANC supporters but the major thrust of the violence was far more deeply rooted and more
sinister than that. What we noticed was a similar pattern in area after area. People would be
threatened with attack. People would be attacked. Sometimes you would warn the police but the
police were not around and the attackers moved in. And very often the attackers were not local
people. They were people brought into the area from outside of the area and one of the people who
was very conspicuous
/in the
in the patterns of violence which developed in the late eighties and nineties was Thomas Tshabalala
and people closely associated with him from Lindelani in Durban. Now, the point I'm trying to make
is that a lot of the violence was not started, was not actively fermented by local people, local
IFP, ANC supporters. It was deliberately stirred up in a variety of ways from outside and I have
mentioned Tshabalala because his name crops up in virtually all the areas up the North Coast which
were conflict-ridden and he is known to have a very close relationship with the police. He is
suspected of having links with Military Intelligence and he is known to have sat on the Joint
Management Council structures set up by the P W Botha regime. Now, what I'm going to do - that's
the general pattern that one observed, particularly from the 1990s. I want to go through it area by
area just to give an idea of the types of conflict which developed in specific areas within that
particular broad pattern that I've outlined. That is, a certain amount of local level conflict but
a great deal of conflict which appeared clearly orchestrated in collusion, overt or covert
collusion, with the security forces. So let me just go through these areas very briefly. This is
not a detailed breakdown of incidents of violence in the areas. That would take us all day, all
week, all month probably. A lot of information is available in the records of violence monitors'

reports that have been put out, Goldstone Commission Report, Transitional Executive Committee
Reports, etcetera, etcetera. The detail is there. Our records are available to the researchers
/from
from the Truth Commission, obviously provided a degree of confidentiality is maintained about
sources. I want to highlight some of the major patterns starting with the Mandini area. And the
Mandini area was one of the earliest affected areas, if not the earliest affected area, on the
North Coast. The violence started in the mid/latter eighties in that area because of the activities
which were generated by the industries in the area, namely trade unionists. And what we noticed
both up the North Coast and in the whole province is that trade unionists from the very inception
of powerful grassroots-supported trade unions became the target of attacks by vigilantes, by hit
squads and by police. In this Mandini was no exception. The earliest instances of violence occurred
there. The violence escalated in the latter eighties when the KwaZulu Police took over policing in
the township. And from then on most of the reports of violence were linked very closely to the
activities of the KwaZulu Police and particularly the management of the KwaZulu Police in the form
of Major Owen Zama who was, in many of the attacks which took place in 1990 and onwards, seen to be
present when people were shot, sjamboked, houses burnt. He was actually witnessed to be physically
present. So the violence in Sundumbili, Isithebe, areas around there was very much linked to the
activities of the KwaZulu Police in the area. Now, one person of particular note in these
activities in the early nineties was a notorious hit squad person called Jerry Mdanda. Jerry Mdanda
was a widely feared hit squad person. He was very highly trained. He was a Mozambican believed to
have had links /with
with Renamo. He was linked to violence in a number of areas - Umlazi, what is now Gauteng, what is
now Mpumalanga and also up the North Coast. Whilst in Mandini he was working together with the
KwaZulu Police and a local chief who is allegedly deeply implicated in the violence. Mdanda was
linked to a number of killings in Mandini and was never ever brought to book. I've mentioned one
example in my submission where Mdanda was arrested together with another feared man called Bongani
Mthimkhulu. They were arrested by a member of the police in Sundumbili following two murders in
1990 and after Mthimkhulu threatened to become Nofamela No 2, which of course relates to the famous
hit squad revelations, and demanded to phone Brigadier Mathe, there was intervention by senior
members of the KwaZulu Police, including Captain Manzini and Hlengwa, and Mdanda and Mthimkhulu
were released from the custody of the police and taken to the home of a prominent IFP leader in
Esikhawini. That's not the only time that Mdanda was arrested and released after intervention by
senior policemen. And not only KwaZulu policemen; the same thing happened in Durban and he was
released after intervention by some of the most senior members of the South African Police in
Umlazi in 1985. So those were some of the major patterns which emerged in the Mandini area and in
fact I also give an example in my submission of what was quite typical. Ainsley, in his role as
Democratic Party president of the unrest monitoring group wrote to Minister Vlok warning about
attacks in an area called Nembe and Vlok responded and said the matter would receive attention by
the police, senior policemen. /The police
The police never ever bothered to get in touch with Ainsley and the situation worsened. More people
died. There was no intervention. Now, that was fairly typical. We have a lot of correspondence. We
have a lot of records of appeals to the police which were totally ignored. So they can't say they
didn't know. That was the Mandini area. Eshowe - I'm just moving up gradually northwards - Eshowe
was relatively quiet until 1990. What I find very noticeable, these areas where I worked fairly
closely with people in the eighties which were so peaceful, suddenly from 1990 became transformed
into violent war-torn zones. It is not possible for this to have happened without a degree of
orchestration and organisation. One of the early instances in January 1990 in Eshowe was allegedly
perpetrated by, amongst other people, a person attached to the KwaZulu Police. The violence
escalated tremendously from 1993 onwards. Now, Eshowe was policed by members of the South African
Police and what the police - the government did was to bring into the area KwaZulu policemen which
was directly contradictory to their stated policy of reserving certain areas for the KwaZulu Police
and certain for the SAP. It was also completely contrary to the recommendations of the Goldstone
Commission which had said that no more policing areas should be handed to KwaZulu. Following the
introduction of the KwaZulu Police into the area the violence intensified dramatically and there
were many killings in 1993 and 1994. It continued after the elections. There were four people
constantly named by people in Eshowe as perpetrators of violence, key perpetrators. Two of
/these
these people had very clear police connections. One of them was a person who was at that time a
policeman and has since become the chief of the area, B I Zulu. The other person was supposedly a
nephew of B I Zulu who moved to the area around the early 1990s. His name is Thulani Ngcobo and he
at one stage was believed to have been a KwaZulu policeman but it seems that he was one of these
special constables. Thulani Ngcobo was notorious in the killings in Pietermaritzburg and was linked
to dozens if not hundreds of instances of violence and political killings including, allegedly, the
killing of prominent trade unionist Jabu Ndlovu and her family in Pietermaritzburg. Thulani Ngcobo
settled in Eshowe and maintained his links with the police and also maintained a reputation for
being deeply involved in instances, cases of violence. Now, what all this suggests is that this was
allowed to happen by both the government and by the police management. Again we had - and I say we,
monitors and also Amnesty International - had sent a number of appeals to the police regarding
policing powers, asking for protection for people and our calls went unheeded in Eshowe as
elsewhere. In Mtunzini area, I don't go into detail there but the pattern was the same, that there
was a series of attacks, particularly in the period 1991/92/93 in various areas in the magisterial
district of Mtunzini and around the town itself and the pattern was the same all the time. The
police would be warned about attacks, would take no precautionary steps and would not investigate
afterwards. This is all documented in the records that we kept during that time. I want to give

more attention /to the
to the Richards Bay/Empangeni area. Now, there were a number of areas affected by violence around
these two towns Empangeni and Richards Bay including Ngwelezana, including rural areas as we've
heard this morning, and including Ntambanana, and in all of these areas again the role of the
police is very conspicuous. But the most prominent part played by the police was in the Esikhawini
area. The Esikhawini area and, as I mentioned earlier, the Mandini area and Eshowe, but
particularly in Esikhawini - before I touch on Esikhawini I must also mention that Nseleni itself
was also a target of attacks by groups of outsiders in the presence of the police who did nothing
to stop them. In an affidavit mentioning an attack in 1990 by ANC officer bearer Bongani Msomi, he
gives details of watching the attacks on the houses taking place and he mentions how a particular
policeman called Duffles - that we heard of this morning - address the group of armed attackers,
did nothing to disarm them ,just told them to disperse after they'd attacked because the police
were there to look after them. The only action the police took against the people under attack was
to disarm them before the attackers moved in. And Msomi is recorded as saying to Duffles, "I'm
worried about what's left in my house, that it will be looted." And sure enough, after he left the
area, his house was looted. No action whatsoever was taken. When we get to Esikhawini, however, we
see, of course, the virtual epicentre of hit squad activities. We see in Esikhawini high levels of
collusion between the KwaZulu Police in the area who were operating hit squads. This has come out
in court
/in the
in the trial of Mbambo Mkhize and Hlongwane. We see collusion between them and management of the SA
Police and including especially the security police in Empangeni. And the situation in Esikhawini
has been detailed on many occasions. There's a vast body of information about it. I myself gave
evidence to the Goldstone Commission sitting here in Empangeni at the beginning of 1993. There are
a number of reports, submissions, court records on the activities and I just want to touch on some
that have perhaps not been highlighted as much as they should have been. I'm just going to mention
some of the particularly important incidents in Esikhawini which show us the nature of the forces
at work and first of all one of the earliest incidents - I say one of the earliest incidents
because there were killings before that - there were two attacks on trade unionist Geoffrey Belani.
There were other murders - but in one of the earliest attacks on the youth, two youths disappeared
at the beginning of July 1990. Their mothers searched for them frantically. Their bodies were found
two weeks later in the township itself. While the mothers were searching for their children, the
one mother went to the local police and they taunted her. She was worried out of her mind about her
child but all they could do was laugh at her. She went to the security police in Empangeni and they
said, "No, don't come to us. That's a KwaZulu Police matter. We're not going to have anything to do
with it." The bodies were found two to two and a half weeks later. The one mother, who I shall name
because she is now deceased - both she and her husband have died since then /- she was
- she was called Mrs Nxumalo, and Mrs Nxumalo's son - she described to me the state of the body. It
had had acid poured over the head so there was no skin left on the head. It was just a skull. The
body was not decomposed. The mothers thought that the boys had been kept somewhere and then,
because the bodies were not as decomposed as one would have thought after two, two and a half
weeks, but they had deliberately poured acid over the bodies to mutilate them and prevent possibly to prevent identification. The suffering of these women did not end there. The one family
was Inkatha supporting and the other family was ANC supporting and the police deliberately stirred
up animosity between these two women at the time of the funerals. They went out of their way to
spoil the funerals and one policeman said to Mr Nxumalo, "We know that your son's funeral is just a
pretext for an ANC meeting." You just wonder how people can bring themselves to do this sort of
thing to some people who have lost their children like that. The policeman that spoke to Mrs
Nxumalo, whose name she gave me, appears to be the same person who is now working with the team of
the investigative task unit in Durban and one wonders how he got into that unit. Now, the killing
of these two boys was widely believed to be one of the reasons that Dr Henry Luthuli, a prominent
medical practitioner in the township, was shot dead in early August 1990. Mrs Luthuli is going to
give evidence to the Commission tomorrow and I'm sure she will tell you the terrible pain and
suffering she went through, especially even after the death of her husband when people put out
rumours that she had killed her
/husband
husband which is another dirty trick tactic that one sees used time after time. It happened, I
remember, in Durban when Mrs Mxenge was killed. People tried to say, "Well, you know, it was just a
jealous husband, or wife, or whatever." Now, Mrs Luthuli suffered terribly and one of the reasons
that people in the township thought that her husband might have been killed was that he had
possibly done port mortems on these two boys and discovered that they had been shot by the KwaZulu
Police hit squads. As it happens, it has transpired that Dr Luthuli did indeed do a second post
mortem on the Nxumalo boy and the case is currently before an inquest court. But what has emerged
so far - the matter's been postponed now until December - what has emerged so far in the killing of
Dr Luthuli is that it is very possibly linked to a Vlakplaas operative working in collusion with
the Empangeni security police and the KwaZulu Police but the matter is, of course, still under the proceedings are carrying on but that is the evidence that has been led so far linking it
possibly to Vlakplaas. So we see right from 1990 very clear hit squad activities surfacing in
Esikhawini Township. Now, these activities escalated dramatically in '91/92, '92 in particular, and
killings were the order of the day. And at the height of this in August 1992, which was a black
month - at least 31 people were killed in instances of violence in that month alone, most of them
just shot dead by people often wearing balaclavas - and at the height of this Ainsley and I were
contacting the police and begging them to put SAP patrols in the Esikhawini area because it was a
KwaZulu Police

/jurisdiction
jurisdiction area and everybody knew that the KwaZulu Police were implicated in this violence and
yet the police refused to act. At one stage a general in Pretoria had agreed to send in the SAP and
we were told that the general had been reprimanded by Minister Heunis Kriel who said that he had no
right to interfere. The question of the KwaZulu Police was a very delicate matter. Now, I hold the
whole government culpable because people were dying, they were being told about it. Ainsley and I
launched public appeals to government officials, to the Goldstone Commission, to diplomats, and
Amnesty International launched appeals. I wrote to President de Klerk himself in connection with
the Luthuli case in 1993. I asked De Klerk to intervene. I did this through a colleague of his. De
Klerk, in spite of my having put in my letter the connection with the KwaZulu Police hit squads,
passed the matter on to the Minister Kriel who passed it on to the KwaZulu Police to deal with. So
they were given the chance to intervene and they did not take it. To me that implies culpability in
the deaths of innocent people. Also in that August attack, three of the attackers were injured and
admitted to hospital under false names and addresses and Ainsley and I observed in that period a
massive degree of cover-up and collusion between members of the South African Police, including
Colonel Nel from Eshowe. There were a number of other matters needing attention in Esikhawini.
Reports were received in 1992, for example, that a notorious KwaZulu Police killer, Simpiwe Mvuyani
was operating in the area. Mvuyani was known to be linked to a mandrax cartel and I think it's time
that /the link
the link between the mandrax cartel and the KwaZulu Police is investigated. There were also reports
that a notorious killer known as the Beast in Policeman's Clothing, Kethane Shange, who'd been
released from prison after serving a few months of a long sentence, was operating in the area. One
wonders what happened to his parole. He was supposed to have been paroled. We need to find out why
these things were allowed to happen. Then, in another incident in February 1992, there was an
attack on the hostels at Esikhawini in which at least 12 people died and the police did not
intervene until it was apparent that the hostel dwellers were defending themselves against the
attackers, most of whom had been bused into the area from outside. The police then intervened and
arrested the hostel dwellers. At the same time a vehicle was intercepted near Durban that day full
of weapons for Esikhawini. It was a car driven by a man called Mlangeni who had spent the night at
the house of Thomas Tshabalala. Mlangeni is believed to have links with training activities as
Sasolburg. The vehicle was stopped at a road block and I then followed up the case. These weapons
were destined for Esikhawini. The case was allowed to lapse implying a cover-up between Durban
murder and robbery unit and Thomas Tshabalala. The people were never brought to book. Tape
recordings that were made in the area at the time, which will be given to the Truth Commission
which have already featured in a newspaper report and which have been authenticated by Mbambo
Mkhize and Co, point to a massive degree of collusion between senior KwaZulu Police particularly
Brigadier Mzimela and IFP officials
/in the
in the area including cover-ups of illegal weapons. Also implicated in these tapes are members of
the security police at Empangeni. So you can see that Esikhawini particularly was the very centre
of these activities. Policemen who tried to do their jobs properly were victimised. I can mention a
sergeant, a long-serving sergeant, Sergeant Moses Mthembu, who, because he was not going along with
these activities, there was an attempt to transfer him to an area where he would have been killed.
He knew that and he took medical early retirement. He has not to this day been paid his money. This
is three years later. He was medically boarded. He has not received his pension monies yet and he
attributes this to deliberate blockage by the KwaZulu Police and names in particular Brigadier
Mzimela and Colonel Reid, former head of the legal services who's now the head of police legal
services in Durban. And this is a point that we will come back to in a minute when I finish off.
Just moving on from Esikhawini to KwaMbonambi, I won't go into details there but again I think
we've heard one story this morning. A great deal of evidence about collusion between the police and
the people perpetrating the violence and direct involvement of the police themselves in the
violence. We're all aware of the death of Simon Msweli, Michael Mthetwa and I think we know that
they had been hiding in the forest away from the police for months before they were killed.
However, on three occasions an incendiary device was thrown at the Msweli house before Msweli was
killed. On one of those occasions an eyewitness reported seeing the very same Duffles in the
/vicinity.
vicinity. Finally Mtubatuba, most of the violence orchestrated by the police in Mtubatuba has
happened after the end of 1993 and in that violence the commander of the internal stability is
deeply implicated - Major, now Colonel, Pelser. However, even before the end of 1993, the stability
unit were engaged in killing people. In September 1993 in the KwaMsani area they killed Alexander
Velani and said to Mrs Velani afterwards, "We're terribly sorry, Constance. We didn't know it was
your husband." Now, that's a brief overview of why I'm saying that the police were deeply
implicated. I've given examples to try to show you that I'm not generalising without a vast body of
information. Now, arising out of this presentation are various issues. The first is - and these, I
think, are issues to be addressed by the Truth Commission - the first is the whole question of
jurisdiction. I want Minister Kriel to answer for the fact that he did not allow patrols into
Esikhawini to save people's lives in spite of having been given evidence and having direct appeals
as to why it was necessary to send in the army and the SAP. The SAP also are problematic but at
least they weren't the people in Esikhawini who were directly killing people and covering up
because the KwaZulu Police were covering up afterwards as well. Kriel must answer for this. So must
the Commissioner of Police, the management of the police. Why were they putting KwaZulu Police in
an SAP area at Eshowe to sew destabilisation, to polarise a formerly peaceful community and yet
they were not prepared to allow SAP patrols at Esikhawini? Secondly, is political interference in
the work of the

/police.
police. There are two examples here. One of them relates to an incident in Esikhawini at the height
of the trouble in early '93. A new Police Commissioner has been appointed, General During. During
tried, at the request of the community, to transfer two of the key trouble makers, Brigadier
Mzimela and Captain Manzini, out of the area. He was overruled by the then Minister of Police,
Minister Buthelezi. Why? Why? The second instance relates to the presence - to the whole question
of the army. Last year, during some trouble at Sundumbili, I had quite an interesting conversation
with the senior army officer at Eshowe. I was asking the army to go into Sundumbili and he said,
"Well, the former Minister of Police in KwaZulu expressly forbad us from going into Sundumbili or
Esikhawini." Now, why? I think we need answers to those questions. Why, when those were the two
centres where most people were dying, was the presence of the army forbidden to protect people? The
failure of President de Klerk to do anything. President de Klerk cannot say he didn't know. We have
copies of correspondence. We have a letter from him. We have the Goldstone Commission which itself
knew about what was happening yet had to act within the confines of the limits set by President
de Klerk. I think President de Klerk must be called to explain why. Why did he not allow the
Goldstone Commission to investigate the Luthuli matter? The failure to secure further prosecutions
against hit squads. We want answers from people why, in spite of well over a hundred in a short
space of time in Esikhawini, has there only been one conviction? Why have we not prosecuted other
/people?
people? Why have we not prosecuted the people behind it? Why at the trial of Qi Mkhize and Co were
the politicians and the senior police people, including General Mathe and Brigadier Mzimela not
called to give evidence? Why? We also need to move - when I say to move, we need to do something
about these individual policeman that we've been hearing about. And I have a whole list of them
here which is by no means exhaustive. And when I say do something about it, we need to find out why
they haven't applied for amnesty. We need to find out where they are now, what they're doing. We
need to find ways of neutralising them so that they cannot carry on doing it. And I can tell you,
because the violence continues, that this man Duffle, that we have heard about this morning, is
still deeply involved in the violence and has been interfering in the work of a unit up the North
Coast at the moment, a competent investigative unit headed by Captain Vilekazi, and has tried to
interfere with the evidence - the very same Duffle. We want these factors removed. We want the
management structures of the police held accountable. We want the management structures of Eshowe
under Colonel Yunius and Colonel Nel, we want individual policemen at Eshowe, B I Zulu, Captain
Rielly - all these people have been implicated. We want the management structures in other areas,
Empangeni, Umfolozi stability unit and the individual members I've mentioned - Duffle, Masa - Masa
who was transferred out of Empangeni because of his activities. We want the activities of the
Empangeni security police exposed including Messrs de Jager, Greef, Bevan - Bevan is one
/of the
of the prime movers at the moment in interfering with police investigative work right now. Well, he
was until he was neutralised through huge effort, but he's been temporarily removed. But we want
these activities exposed. We want to know why many of these police I've mentioned, why there names
appear on a list of people wanting blanket amnesty from President de Klerk. Have they applied to
the Truth Commission? If not, why not? We need answers. And, of course, most of all we want the
political strategy behind it. What all this points to is a degree of organisation which linked up
with State resources. You cannot engage in this scale of destabilisation without massive back-up
and everything points to the sinister joint management structures, from the presence in areas such
as Eshowe of Thomas Tshabalala and Themba Khoza to the co-ordinated activities which led to the
violence. It all points to joint management structures. We want government accountability. Finally,
why is it necessary? Why is it necessary to expose these people? Why is it necessary? Well, I think
for the reasons that are intrinsic to the work of the Truth Commission plus the situation that
we're in at the moment. First of all, this region is not yet at peace. There is a tremendous amount
of violence out there still. Much of it goes unreported. Much of it is passed off as faction or
criminal or taxi, but it's much more than that. There's reason to think the people are still
training, people are still arming themselves and these very same police that I've been mentioning
are still sitting in the police structures. We want them exposed. We want them
/removed.
removed. We want them neutralised so that we can create a climate of peace. So that we can heal the
divisions between the IFP and the ANC and the other political parties. As I said to you, these
divisions were not present in the 1980s. They were fuelled deliberately to polarise, to
destabilise, to prevent development. We want reconciliation. We want people to make friends with
each other. We want them to put aside this violence and they can only do that if there is a climate
of peace, if they feel safe to do that. That's why we must have these people exposed. So we want
the Commission to look into all these aspects. We want them to ensure that the people who were
involved in this destabilisation work in the past are removed from positions in which they can
continue their activities in the future. We want to encourage these people and perhaps we need to
encourage them by the big stick and saying, "We are going to prosecute." We want to encourage these
people to come forward while they still have time. People like Duffle. People like Bevan. People
like De Jager. People like Mzimela and Mathe. We would prefer them to come forward and seek amnesty
and tell us what was happening but, if not, we want to make sure that justice takes its course.
Mrs de Haas, thank you very, very much for that submission. The work of non-affiliated monitors is
and always has been vital to a proper understanding of the political violence in this province and
we know that what you have said and the allegations that you have made this morning are not

generalised allegations and that they are backed up by a substantial amount of
/empirical
empirical evidence. Your efforts are obviously an important source for the Truth Commission in our
attempt to come to an understanding of what has taken place in this province over the past ten
years and we thank you very much for your well-prepared submission. Thank you very much indeed. --Thank you.
---------------------

/MR LYSTER:
MR LYSTER: It's Mrs Josephina Msweli. Good afternoon, Mrs Msweli. Thank you very much for coming
in. You've come to tell us about the death of your son, Simon Msweli, and also Michael Mthetwa.
Before you tell us that story please can you stand up and take the oath.
--------------------JOSEPHINE MSWELI (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
MR LYSTER: Thank you. Dr Mgojo will assist you now with your evidence.
DR MGOJO: Mrs Msweli, before I start asking you questions, you are with someone. Can you please
introduce her? --- She's my daughter.
Is she going to help you while you give your testimony or is she just here to comfort? --- No,
she'll help me. Where I forget, she'll just remind me of some events.
MR LYSTER: What is your full name please?

MS MSWELI: Irene Msweli.
OATH ADMINISTERED TO MS MSWELI
DR MGOJO: Good day, Mrs Msweli and Irene. Mrs Msweli, I would like you to paint a picture for us in
connection with your family. How many members of the family? --- I lost my husband in 1980.
Was he sick? --- Yes, he was.
And how many kids do you have? --- I have seven.
How old are your children? Your firstborn? --- The firstborn was born in 1952. Her name is Nellie
Msweli. She's married now. Second-born is Irene Msweli. Irene is the one that I'm with here. She
was born in 1954. I'm not married. I'm working.
/Do you
Do you have children? --- My other sister is Ileta Msweli. She's not married she's at home.
Is she working? --- Yes, she's working at home. The fourth-born is Henry. He was born in 1959. Yes,
he's married but I think he's separated with his wife.
Is he working? --- Yes, he's working at Richards Bay. The fifth-born was born in 1961. She's
married. Liliet was born in 1966. She's at home and she's not married. She's also not working.
She's at the forest or that's where she's working.
You mean she's working? --- She's working at the forest. The last-born is Primrose and she was born
in 1973.
What is she doing? --- She's just completed her matric and she's not working.
These are all your kids? --- Yes, these are my kids and I also have grandchildren.
How many grandchildren do you have? --- There are many. It's better if we don't count them.
Now, I have a full picture of your family, Mrs Msweli. In your family do you belong to any
political organisation? --- Yes, we are ANC members.
Where do you stay? --- We're staying at KwaSokhulu.
Mrs Msweli, you are here to tell us more about what happened about your son but you also mentioned
someone Michael Mthetwa. Who is Michael Mthetwa? --- Michael Mthetwa is Ntombikanina's husband.
Who's Ntombikanina? --- Ntombikanina Mthetwa. Simon Msweli went to see Michael Mthetwa or to visit
him.
/Are you
Are you related to Ntombikanina? --- No, I'm not.
Where is Ntombikanina? --- She's here. Ntombikanina came here yesterday and she related her story
to you about Michael. I'm here for my son.
In other words, we're going to talk about Simon Msweli, your son. --- Yes.
You said in your statement Simon Msweli was killed and police also tortured you. --- Yes, police
tortured me very badly.
I just want to establish if police really tortured you. --- Yes, they did. They used to pull me by
my hair.
In 1989 you said something about the chief. Tell us more about the chief. --- In 1989 the chief
took over the Msweli place and when I told the chief that this place belongs to Msweli ...
(incomplete)
Who's the chief's name? --- It's Sipho Mthiyani.
And you mean the chief took your son-in-law's place? --- Yes, and he gave it to other people. And
after I failed fighting that, he came to see me at home and he said he was taking over the place
and he asked me where I got such a big place and that he was going to hand it over to somebody to
plant gum-trees. He said I must take out the fence that I had put around the fields because he was
putting somebody new in that place and I told him that I had spent a lot of money trying to make
the land fertile for planting or ploughing it. I refused that he should take that particular place.
Then he called me to the chief's place. That is where there
/was a

was a trial held.
I just want to get to the background of the matter. This chief, was he a member of a political
organisation? --- Yes, he was a member of Inkatha but he never grew up in that particular place. He
was from Swaziland and he came back and joined Inkatha.
So you refused to hand over the land. Why didn't you report the matter to the police? --- When I
came back from the chief's place, the chief said he did not want to take Msweli's place. That was
Chief Mthiyani. He said he didn't want to take Msweli's land. I must go back and speak to the
induna. The induna said to me he doesn't want to speak to me. I should just take out the fence that
I had put round the field because he had sold that particular piece of land to a certain person and
he didn't want to speak to me. He was selling the land over to the Shabani family and they were
going to plant gum-trees there.
How was he going to hand over the place because that was a land allocated to you? --- That was
Msweli's place. That's where he grew up. He stayed there for quite a long time and that was his
place. He was known by the chief. He said he was going to sell it to Shabani.
What was
area and
not want
land and

Shabani? --- Shabani was a reverend. He came to my place whilst he was preaching in our
my husband gave him a piece of land so that he could plant his own. So Shabani said he did
my land. He only wanted the portion that was given to him. He did not want the rest of the
Shabani reiterated his statement that the part of land that was given to

/him by
him by Msweli was quite enough. He didn't want to take any more of Msweli's land. Then I went to
Ngwelezana to report the matter. I went to the Home Affairs Department together with him, the
reverend, and I reported the matter. The reverend told them at Home Affairs that he did not want to
take my husband's land and they chased me and said I shouldn't come back with this matter. They
sent summonses several times and the third time I took the summonses to Ngwelezana. We were called
to Ngwelezana so that we would reach a settlement as to our argument. There was the chief as well
as the induna and the magistrate said I should address the court. The magistrate asked as to where
the chief was coming from and where he got the authority to allocate people's land. It was a white
magistrate who was presiding over the case. Then the induna said I had a very big place. I said to
him I was not speaking to him, I was speaking to the chief and I wanted to asked the chief as to
how do they plan to take my land whilst I was ploughing on my land and I had planted my land. I was
farming on it. And I told the chief to go and look at my place and decide whether I was not using
the land. Then, if I was not using the land, it should be given to other people. The magistrate
reiterated that and said he will send someone to go and check whether I was using the land
fruitfully and the matter was thought to be resolved and when we went out of the court, I had
planted mealies in the field and I had planted all sorts of vegetables. I was really working on
that field. Then after this was supposedly resolved we were at home one day and we saw a group of
people coming. They took
/out a
out a document which they were reading. I said to them they must give me that document so that I
could read it by myself. They said they were sent by the chief. They said they were the chief's
police and they came. They were heavily armed and they said they were sent by the induna. They said
they had come to undo the fence that was around my field. I went to KwaMbonambi and I called
another boy from the Shandu family to accompany me. We went to KwaMbonambi and the police asked me
as to whether we had fought. I told them that the people were heavily armed. I couldn't have fought
with them. I had just come to report the matter. And they also had guns at that time. And I went to
KwaMbonambi. When I got to KwaMbonambi and related the story, they said to me if we had fought or
we had had a problem or somebody was injured they could have come but now that there was nothing
going on, they did not attack me, they did not kill anyone, so they couldn't come. They sent me to
Ngwelezana. When I came back, I found that they had undone the fence and they had taken out the
poles that support the fence and they went to throw the fence at my place and my plants were
exposed to animals such as cattle.
Then you went to Ngwelezana? --- Yes, I went back to Ngwelezana to report the matter. I don't know
what's the name of this policeman that I got there. He said to me my matter was no longer dealt
with in Ngwelezana. There's a certain person who was interpreting in my case and he had interfered
with the evidence.
What about the interpreter? Do you know the
/interpreter's
interpreter's name? --- I do not remember the name of the interpreter because the first time I went
to report the case I got him and he could not speak to me thereafter. He said to me I must go to
see an attorney. Then I went to my attorney Van Hellen(?) and I engaged the services of Van Hellen.
I understand that Van Hellen has died. But Van Hellen never actually got around to helping me. I
paid him R250,00 and he promised that he was going to go to Ngwelezana to open up a case and the
magistrate said he was not prepared to preside over my case thereafter because he had dealt with it
sufficiently. Then he said I should sue for damages that I had incurred with regard to what the
people or the police from the induna's place had done. So my attorney reported thereafter and said
the magistrate said there was nothing he could do. So it was Makhathini, myself as well as Musa's
wife and my children, we went to the fields and I brought a certain document and gave it to Van
Hellen. And I think they bribed Van Hellen because thereafter he couldn't even look me in the eye.

He couldn't face me. And now the damages were not paid. Simon said he was going to re-erect the
fence that was taken out as well as the poles and the youth from Nseleni used to attack my son and
I told him that he should stop being at Khombindlela and he left Khombindlela and went to start at
another school. I think it was in 1990. So he had to go to another place.
We have heard the background now because that is what we needed. Now we need to get to the core of
the matter, that is the killing of Solomon(?). I just want
/to rectify
to rectify certain things in your statement and be sure that whatever you said in your statement is
what you are going to say now in your testimony. Is it correct that your son Simon was a very quiet
person? He was not violent? --- Yes, he tried to put back the fence and that is when the whole
violence started. Then they said he was a criminal.
You say Simon was a member of the ANC? --- That is correct. At the time I wasn't a member of the
ANC. I was a member of Inkatha. I only started being a member of the ANC in 1992. I was a member of
Inkatha for eight years and I was the treasurer there. I was the treasurer and at some time they
threatened me. The induna pointed a gun on my forehead.
Then you joined the ANC thereafter? --- Yes, I got ANC attorneys who represented me and they were
asking the question as to why I was being repeatedly attacked and Ma Khumalo had taken me to those
attorneys. They are the ones who helped me.
Do you know the name of the attorney? --- I do not know the attorney's name but the attorney sent
summonses. The attorney was Mr Mlaba. I do not know his name but he was Mlaba.
Now, let's deal with this matter. In your statement you said Simon had gone to visit Mthetwa from
Sobuhle. It was on the 14th of August in 1992 and the member of the stability unit as well as the
KwaZulu Police were coming from KwaMbonambi - got to Michael's place, is that correct? --- Yes, a
number of youths came to my place during the night. By then Simon had been shot.
/Where
Where was he shot? --- He was shot at Michael's place.
They took Michael, is that correct? They took them to a certain forest called Sappi Gum-tree? --Yes, they took them to Sappi to a certain corner. That's where they assaulted them.
Is that where they were shot? --- They were never shot. I think they were assaulted until they died
because we couldn't even identify him. His eyes had been gouged out. He was never shot. He was
tortured. He was violated. He was also mutilated. We could not identify him. I only identified him
through his thumb. There was a certain mark on his thumb.
Who came to report the matter to you that your son had been assaulted? Who came to report the
matter to you? --- There was a certain helicopter that fetched them to take them to the hospital
but they were certified dead on arrival and we were told that they were assaulted at a certain
forest.
Did you open up a case? --- Where would be open the case? We never did open a case. I only heard
over the radio when a certain policeman admitted that he killed Simon and the policeman was crying.
What's the name of the policeman? --- I heard over the radio because this policeman was asking for
amnesty and I asked myself as to when was he arrested.
Now, according to what you are saying, the people who abducted your son and his friend were the
stability unit as well as the KwaZulu/Natal Police. --- It was police as well as the stability unit
and I was told to remain at home. So my daughters were going around
/reporting
reporting the matter.
Now, how did they feature into the whole thing because you had an altercation with the induna. Now,
were did the police come from? --- We were branded as ANC criminals, that's how they called the
police to come and attack us. And when I sat down and spoke to the police telling them that there
was nothing of the sort, they said I was a criminal myself - the white police. When I go to
KwaMbonambi they would make me a laughing stock. They said my child was a criminal. And I asked
them as to why they had killed him if he was a criminal. He should have been arrested and not
killed.
And was your
particular day
During the day
mess it up and
they could do.
doing it.

son buried? What happened at the funeral? --- We never slept at home on that
because the police were frequenting our place and we used to sleep at the forest.
or at night they would come and urinate on my child's grave and at times they would
I would go and report the matter to the police but the police said there was nothing
The very same police destroyed my home and I did not know the reason why they were

Did you get the death certificate? --- I do not remember getting it because even if I did get some

documents the police used to come and search the place and they would ransack it and take all the
important documents. They took my ID as well.
What do you know about Van Niekerk? --- Yes, I understand the policeman who said he killed my son
was Van Niekerk. Maybe it's because I'm old and I'm a bit deaf but I think they said it was Van
Niekerk. Now, I
/say I
say I want Van Niekerk to come and speak the truth and I want him to tell the whole world as to who
sent him because I went to Velbang(?) and Duffle - Duffle - I could speak to Duffle at some stage
and there was a certain policeman called Mpotosi. That is the one who came after they had killed
Musa. They killed Musa. That's when the policeman from Mpotosi ran away. Velbang was from
KwaMbonambi and he's the one who was sending them to come and attack people. Here it is Duffle.
Then it's Van Niekerk? --- I'm not really sure as to whether it is Van Niekerk who's arrested and
who's asking for amnesty. Then there was a certain policeman from Mpotosi but he has moved away
now.
What is Mpotosi? --- It's a shop. It was called Mpotosi and this person bought the shop and he
owned the shop but at the same time they say he was a policeman.
Now, we want to come to the conclusion of this matter. Now, would you please tell us what your
expectations are from this Commission. You've gone to the police to report the matter and you also
went to the chief. Now you've come to us. What are your expectations from this Commission? --- I
want the people who killed my sons to come forward because this is a time for reconciliation. I
want to forgive them and I also have a bit of my mind to tell them. I would be happy if they could
come before me because I don't have sons today. Their father died at an early age and I put them
through school. Now, they've never been criminals. They've never had any problems, even with
/the neighbours
the neighbours. They were Christians.
So you say you want to see your son's killers? --- That is correct and I also want to speak to them
because I want to speak to them before I forgive them. I want them to tell me who sent them to come
and kill my sons. Maybe they are my enemies, maybe they are not. So I want to establish as to who
they are and why they did what they did.
Is there anything else that you'd like to say to this Commission? --- I wish that there could be a
thorough investigation as to who sent these policemen. I know that I might probably not sleep at
home today. Maybe they're looking at me even now because I've survived so many attacks. I'm staying
at KwaSokhulu. When my second son died - Si, my son, left the place. After he died - he died just
after he had prepared the fields and re-fenced them. I'm still staying there and the induna is
still alive. I went to him during August and I wanted him to sign a certain document so that Mondi
could come and plough my fields and he could not sign the document. He refused. The chief is also
alive and they're very close with the induna and they do not want to have any dealings with me. The
name of the chief is Mhloleni Mthiyani. Now I'm scared to face him because I suspect that he could
even kill me.
You have related your story to us. We will try and investigate the matter further. If there's a
need for us to see the chief as well as the induna and the police that you have mentioned in your
testimony - because now that there's this government we do not want people to be still violated. We
thank you for your courage as well
/as your
as your son's courage that he refused to hand over his father's land. He died as a hero fighting
for what he believed in, fighting for his rights. You should also be proud that your son died as a
hero and he re-fenced the place. They killed him because he had done that but he died as a hero. We
shall try all that is in our power to find some answers to your questions as to who sent the people
who killed your son, whether they were sent by the chief or the induna and where do the police
feature in as far as this is concerned because they were supposed to be the law keepers. They are
supposed to be the ones who protect the community that is at threat but now the very same police
have turned to be criminals and they attack the community. We thank you for your courage and as you
say that you're still getting threats, you have shown so much courage. Thank you.
MRS GCABASHE: Mrs Msweli, there's just a few questions that I want to ask you. I want to take you
back to the altercation that you had with the induna. Why did the induna choose you in particular?
Did you ever have a problem with him before? --- We had a good relationship with the induna's
father whilst he was still alive and the induna himself who was kind towards me and I don't know
when did this change because he ended up saying I had a very big place which needed to be divided
and sold and there were certain white people who came who were building the gum-trees. They said we
should move to another place but Msweli at that time refused to move from that place because he was
self-employed. That was his sole source of living. He said that he was going to fix the land for
himself because he /wanted
wanted to use it later and he went to the chief's father. And the chief asked him as to what he was
going to do with gum-tree. He asked what were the white man doing with gum-tree. He was going to do

the very same thing that the white men were doing with the gum-tree and he went to
white people and they gave him permission that he should plant the gum-trees. Then
brothers. They planted the gum-trees but his brothers refused to help him and they
places, the surrounding areas, to build their houses there. Then we started planting
and certain other types of trees. We were given seeds and we planted those trees.

the very same
he called his
went to other
the gum-trees

Okay, let's just try to concentrate on one aspect. You said this started when your husband was
still alive, as well as the chief's father. The second thing we would like to clarify is your
statement combines what happened to Ntombikanina's husband. You remember relating to us that
Ntombikanina Mthetwa - Simon had visited the Mthetwa family. Then you said - when Ntombikanina
spoke yesterday she said there was a policeman called Steyn. --- I do not know Steyn. I think she
knows a lot because she's educated but I am not educated or politically aware.
(Question by Dr Mgojo not interpreted) --- Maybe that is correct. If Steyn is Van Niekerk then it
is possible that it's one and the same person that I'm talking about.
(Further question by Dr Mgojo not interpreted) --- I want to see Steyn and I want to see if I'll
forgive him.
/MRS GCABASHE:
MRS GCABASHE: One other thing that I would like to find out. Ntombikanina yesterday said when the
police got to Mthetwa's place, there was some shooting that took place. --- I was not present. I
think she's the one who can elaborate on that. I was not there.
Was there ever a case that was opened with regard to your son's death? --- No, I never heard
anything.
But did you ever go to the court? --- Do you mean opening up a case? No, I went to the court to try
and get his documents that they had confiscated earlier on and they could not hand them over to me.
They denied that they had them in their possession.
Did Simon have any children? --- He did. He was not married but he had children with his
girlfriend. I've not seen the other one. I've only seen the one that I'm maintaining. At times I
would take him to stay with me.
Lastly, you said there's a certain young man or youth who was killed. It's Musa Msweli. --- Musa
Msweli is my son.
In other words you lost two sons? --- That is correct. He was shot by the police. They shot him all
over the body. We couldn't look at him. The driver who was with him told us the story.
Maybe you can tell us briefly as to what led to his death. Why was he killed? --- When I heard
people talking, as well as the police, they said they were directed to kill everything, even
chickens. They killed my chickens. They killed everything and at times they would come and look at
my place and they would go away. They were shooting at literally everything which was in
/the house.
the house. But what surprises me most is that it was the police who were doing this. When Simon was
still alive he used to fight with the Inkatha people and he used to kill them. (Uproar in audience
which is apparently admonished by Dr Mgojo who says, "Okay, okay, okay" followed by words which not
interpreted)
Mrs Msweli, when did Musa get killed? Was it on the same day they were attacking you or the same
day that Simon died? --- He died after Simon. I think it was last year, '95. He died in 1995. He
died during the Easter weekend. It was between April and May but I don't remember quite well.
They came to your place? --- Nobody came to my place. Musa sent his girlfriend to come and ask for
money because he wanted to go to his sister, that is the one who is sitting next to me. I gave him
R20,00 and told him that I was going to give him more on the coming Friday because he was no longer
staying at home and the police used to frequent my place. They would take children and they would
abandon them very far away from home and they would have to foot it back home and when they get me
at home they would point their guns at me.
Is he the one you said he could not even talk? --- Musa was very sick. He was suffering from asthma
and one other thing that contributed was that he used to sleep in the forest. Themba's girlfriend I saw a car ... (Tape end mid-sentence. Subsequent tape commences mid-sentence without overlap) ...
hiding in the forest and it was a long time since I had seen him. And Musa was with another male. I
think it was Khulekane. They were together with Khulekane. I saw them running
/towards
towards the forest and the car also went in. This car went into Shabani's place. I thought it was
the police and I saw them coming out of the forest getting into the car because they had realised
that it was their friend's car. I saw him getting into the car and the car left. That was the last
time I saw him until some people came to my home and told me that Musa had been killed and I asked
as to where he was. They said just outside the forest. And I asked as to how they knew that he was
in that car.

Did Musa die with the Mkwanyana boy? --- That is correct. They died - three of them, as well as a
boy from the Nguni family.
We thank you very much. I shall hand over to the Chairperson.
MR LYSTER: Just a last question, Mrs Msweli. Did the police who used to come to your house, the
police from the stability unit, did they have - what sort of relationship did they have with the
induna Mthiyani? --- The induna used to say to them we were ANC members and the ANC are enemies of
the police or the police are enemies of the ANC. And he would say that he did not want members of
the ANC in his area. He used to go to the police - the induna used to go to the police and report
to them as to what was happening in that place. And I knew that the induna was my enemy. Even now,
I still have to duck and dive when I see him. They used to come every day at my place and I never
got any rest. We use to sleep in the forest with my children. Then after Musa had died I told them
to come and kill me as well and they came and they said they were very sorry
/that
that they had killed Musa and I should not report them to the police. I asked as to why they had
killed him because he was the only one who was left now. "Why did you kill him?" I sat there ever
since then because when I think of all these things, at times I fall out of the bed when I'm
sleeping because I think a lot because I'm maintaining these children and they are being killed by
people of the law. It would be Inkatha as well as the police. They are troubling us so. They have
violated my rights. They have tormented me. They've stripped off whatever rights I thought I had.
What is wrong with being an ANC member? I tell them that I am a staunch ANC member because it does
not discriminate. It wants to make people equal. I love ANC.
MRS GCABASHE: One other thing that we wanted to find out from you - that people who have been
through what you went through - we did not ask you about your health, physically, emotionally and
otherwise. How did it affect you? --- I'm very sickly. My health has changed as from the day that
those things happened. I do not have a house because my home was destroyed. Some of my stock was
killed and I lost seven cows.
How do you feel physically? --- I'm sick. I always visit doctors. I do not know what is wrong with
me. At times I have dizzy spells and I love ploughing the fields. At time I collapse at the fields.
I only find myself being brought home by people who discovered me. At times I do even go to
Esikhawini. I would go to Dr Qwabe at times and at times I would got to Mtubatuba. I am getting
some pension.
We want to follow up as to your health because
/everyone
everyone who has gone through the things that you've gone through needs some psychological or
psychiatric help. We thank you very much. I shall hand over to the Chairperson.
DR MGOJO: Do you pay when you visit this doctor? --- Yes, I do. I pay R50,00 when I visit the
doctor.
We want to devise some means that people like you should get some assistance - medical or
psychiatric assistance or attention. Maybe we should connect you with the Department of Health
where you can get some help without having to pay. As soon as you're through speaking you will be
consulted by members of our staff who shall help you and tell you as to how to go about getting
this help because it is available so that you may be able to get the medical attention that you
need.
MR LYSTER: Mrs Msweli, thank you very much for coming in and we know it has been very difficult for
you to relive all those terrible experiences that you have gone through but you have volunteered to
come here and it's very important for us that you have come here, to have told us what it was like
for you and your family to have lived through those times, to have given us a detailed description
of how the police harassed you perpetually, continuously harassed you, and killed two of your sons.
It's a story we have heard so often from people in this province - from women, women who, as I said
yesterday, didn't participate in the violence, were not active in it at all and yet they suffered
most from it because they lost their loved ones, their sons and their husbands, and we do extend
our very deep sympathy to you. Your colleague or your friend Ntombikanina Mthetwa /told
told us yesterday about her son's death and now you have come today and told us about Simon's death
and we know that they died together and we were glad that you were able to come to the Commission
together, you and Michael Mthetwa's mother and tell your stories to us. As you've told us and as
other witnesses have told us and as Mrs Mary de Haas has told us today, there was a very strong
relationship, there were very strong links between the police in this area, the stability unit and
the police from KwaMbonambi and certain local indunas and other people and clearly it was as a
result of this close co-operation and the close links between that induna and the police that your
family was attacked or singled out for attack and that your sons died. And even though you know the
name of the policeman who killed your son, Steyn - even though that person was locked up, it's
still not good enough. It doesn't satisfy you. It doesn't satisfy us, the fact that he is in gaol,
because the system that created him is still in place and that is something that we have to fight
against until we have a police force that we can all feel safe with and be proud of. So thank you
for giving us your story. It's a very important story. Thank you very much.

---------------------

/MR LYSTER:
MR LYSTER: The next witness is Mrs Ndawonde. Good afternoon, Mrs Ndawonde. We welcome you here
today from Mtubatuba and you have come to tell us about the death of your brother, Mbuyasi
Thamsanqwa. Can you please stand up and take the oath before you tell us the story?
--------------------NURSE NDAWONDE (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
MR LYSTER: Mrs Gcabashe will assist you.
MRS GCABASHE: I greet you, Mrs Ndawonde. We appreciate that you stayed until this time to give your
testimony. First of all we would like you to relate to us more about your family. Your own family
or your father's family. Tell us if you're married or not. --- I'm not married.
No, you can start first whether you have mother, father, brothers and sisters. --- I'm staying with
my children. My mother and my father are staying in their own house. They are still alive.
According to
Mtubatuba.

your

statement

you're

staying

at

Mtubatuba.

--- I'm

staying

at

KwaSokhulu

not

What about this Mtubatuba? --- No, I never stayed at Mtubatuba.
You're still introducing your family. --- I'm staying with my children, five children. I'm not
married. I have five children.
Please tell me more about your children. --- My firstborn was born in 1976 and ... (intervention)
His name? --- His name is Zibuyisile. He's in Standard 8. My second-born is Zandile and she was
born in 1978 and she is in Standard 8. Another one is
/Bekinzenzo
Bekinzenzo and he is in Standard 3. He was born in 1980 and my fourth-born is Fikile. She was born
in 1986 and she is in Standard 1. The last-born is Simlindile and Simlindile is not at school
because she was born this year February.
Are you working? --- No, I'm not.
This name "Nurse", is it your name or the name of the job you do? --- No, it's my name.
You aren't working and you're staying with your kids. How do you maintain them? --- I'm planting
vegetables.
Now, please tell us more about Thamsanqwa. Who is Thamsanqwa? --- Thamsanqwa is my grandmother's
child. To me Thamsanqwa is my uncle. Yes, he is my uncle.
In other words, you mean he's your father's brother? --- No, he's my grandfather's son.
What's your grandfather's name? --- My grandfather's name is Thembinkosi Mbuyasi but he's now late.
No, he's not my brother, he's my uncle.
Now, tell us what happened. --- Thamsanqwa was as student in a certain school at Sokhulu and it was
- people were fighting at Sokhulu and they decided that they should take Thamsanqwa to another area
and then in 1994 we heard that he was no longer there where we put him. He was no longer staying
there. It was in 1990. When you say you experience violence at that area, what do you mean? --- I
mean that children at school were being attacked. In 1994 we heard that Thamsanqwa was no longer in
that house where we put him.
When you said "we heard", what do you mean? --- /He was
He was staying at Mtamba's house and the parents from Mtamba's family came and told us that
Thamsanqwa has been killed. And then they explained to us that Thamsanqwa was studying and they

heard a loud noise as if a door was breaking and they didn't realise that it was gunfire and when
these other kids went to his bedroom that's when they realised that he was shot.
These Mtamba people, they didn't hear anything? --- No, they said they only heard a loud noise so
they thought it was a door breaking or something but they didn't think it was a gunfire. They
didn't hear anything except for that.
And then what did you do? Did you go to the police and report the matter? --- No, the only thing
that happened, we went and fetched him.
Who buried Thamsanqwa? --- It's us at home at Mbuyasi's family.
Were you there? --- Yes, I was.
And you didn't hear anything about what happened on that night? --- No, nothing.
From your knowledge or what you've heard from other people or your suspicion, what happened? --- We
never suspected anyone because he was staying in another area where we put him there. Then we
didn't hear any stories after that and no one was arrested for that.
Was Thamsanqwa affiliated with any political organisation? --- Yes, he was with the ANC.
This area where he was staying at Mthetwa's area ... (incomplete) --- Ja, that area it's just an
area which I didn't know about it because I never even went there.
/What
What about the post mortem? Was it done? --- He went to hospital. I don't know. If the post mortem
was done, I don't have the results. I don't know anything. He went to Ngwelezana Hospital.
In other words, you're telling us that this thing happened and then he was taken to hospital and
they didn't tell you? --- No, they told us.
Did you hear that he was in hospital? --- Yes, we heard.
Do you have the records from Ngwelezana Hospital? --- No, I don't know. Maybe my grandfather or my
grandmother has those documents. What I have is the death certificate.
What's written on the death certificate? --- What's written there is he's dead and that's all.
Did you report this matter to the police? --- No, I don't know.
But the police didn't come to your house? --- No, they never came to my house. I don't know. Maybe
they went to the place where he died not at our house.
Was there any case or were you called to come to the court? --- No, nothing happened.
Up until today there are no suspicions or nothing happened? --- No, I don't know. We never heard
anything up until today. What happened, he died and we buried him and that was the end of the
story.
You said Thamsanqwa was your grandfather's child. No one did
grandfather died as well, so no one did anything. It's just me.

anything?

--- No,

because

my

Now that you're here and you're telling us the story, do you know how it affected them? --- It
/really
really affected them, especially my grandfather. Even my grandmother, I think - I suspect she's not
well mentally.
What about grandfather? --- Grandfather got sick and then he died. I don't know what he was
suffering from because he was complaining about everything.
What about grandmother, is she getting any medical assistance or medication? --- She does go to
clinic at Dlemdlenu(?) Clinic. Dlemdlenu is the name of the clinic. It's there at Sokhulu area near
the school.
You also mention that you suspect that your grandmother is not mentally okay or well. Does she see
doctors? --- Ja, she has tablets. She's getting medication.
And is your grandmother receiving any pension? --- Yes, she does.
Thamsanqwa had any children before he died? --- No, he didn't.
In other words, no one was seen doing this and no one is being accused or alleged to have done
this? --- Yes, that's true.

Now that you came to the Truth Commission do you have any request or wish that you would like to
ask the Commission to do for you, because in your statement it's written that you want us as the
Commission to decide what to do but you are the one who was staying with the grandmother. --- I
think you should see what you can do.
What about you? You don't have any suggestion or any wish? --- My grandmother is really old.
/You don't
You don't even wish to know who killed Thamsanqwa? --- We really want to know who killed
Thamsanqwa. We would like the Commission to investigate that. We would like the Commission to go to
Mthembu's area and try and investigate.
Thanks very much, Viera(?), for putting yourself into this trouble to try and find out, to do this
for grandmother. I'll hand over to the Chairperson.
MR LYSTER: I also thank you very much for coming in today, Viera, telling us your story and to
commend you on being so brave to come here and represent your family in this attempt, this quest,
that you making to find out who killed your uncle. We hope that we will be able to do something
constructive in that regard. We hope that we will be able to find some clues and we will certainly
pass those on to you. So thank you very much again for telling us your story. You have come from
KwaSokhulu and you have sat here and you've heard many, many other stories from Sokhulu today. We
know it was a very bad area, a very dangerous area, and we hope not only to solve the case of your
uncle but many of the other cases which we have heard today in order to help some of the people
come to terms with the loss that they have suffered. Thank you very much.
---------------------

/MR LYSTER:
MR LYSTER: Quiet please. We'll start with the next witness now. Thank you. Good afternoon, Mr
Makhoba. Thank you for coming in. You've come from Ulundi to speak to us today and this relates to
the burning of your house and the assault on members of your family. Before you tell your story can
you please stand to take the oath.
--------------------BONGINKOSI GABRIEL MAKHOBA (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
MR LYSTER: Thank you very much. Dr Mgojo will assist you now.
DR MGOJO: Good day, Mr Makhoba. After we heard the speaker who just left the stage now, we will try
and talk to you. It's really difficult now. It would have been much nicer if we'd heard Mary
afterwards - after all the witnesses but anyway we'll still try and do it now. I would like you to
give me a picture of your family. You tell us you are Bonginkosi Gabriel Makhoba. Do you have a
mother or father? How many brothers and sisters you have, all about that? --- I do have a mother.
My father is late. He died in 1993.
Was he sick? --- I think what affected my father was the burning of our house and he was diabetic
and then he died.
What about your brothers and sisters? --- They're still alive.
How many brothers and sisters do you have? --- From my mother we are six.
Do you have two mothers? --- My father was married to two women, my mother and another one. From
/my mother
my mother we are six.
How old are you? How many boys? --- Three boys.
How many girls? --- Three girls.
Is there anyone who's still at school? --- No, we aren't. We are now finished.

Are there any ones who are married? --- Yes.
How many? --- All boys aren't married and two of my sisters are married.
Where is the one who's not married? --- She's at home.
Is she working? --- No, she's not working. Oh, no, I made a mistake. The one who's not married
who's at home, she's working.
Does she have a child? --- No, she doesn't.
Now, I want you to paint a picture of your family, if your family belonged to a political
organisation, a certain political organisation or not. --- We didn't belong to any political
organisation.
All of you, all members of your family? --- Yes, all of us except for my brother who's in
Johannesburg.
What's your brother's name? --- Mandla Makhoba.
What political organisation is he affiliated with? --- ANC.
Where were you staying at? --- We were at a rural area.
Do you have political parties there? --- No, we didn't have. We didn't have Inkatha or ANC. Even if
they were there but it wasn't active. There was never any activity that will show that there were
political
/organisations
organisations or members in that area.
How big was your house? How was your house built? --- It wasn't like the houses that you see in
townships. It was different. The house that was burnt was my father's house and it was fully
furnished. What led to this event was that the chief of the area got involved in a conflict with my
brother. Zakhele - Zakhele Khanyile. The name of the chief is Zakhele Khanyile. He got involved in
a conflict with my brother Samson.
What was the reason? --- They were in a certain house which belonged to my neighbour and my brother
was called to come over to that house because they had a party. What my brother told me is that
they quarrelled when they were drinking.
And what led to the house - I mean the conflict between the chief and your brother? What made it go
as far as to your house? --- When they were in quarrel the chief and his brother ... (intervention)
Who was the chief's brother? --- The chief's name is Zakhele and the chief's brother's name is
Ntosana. They grabbed sticks and they started beating my brother nearly to death.
Were they fighting or were they just beating him? --- No, they were beating him. They beat him and
then he fell and people ran and then they beat his sister-in-law as well because she's the one who
was trying to cool down the fight. After they beat him, I was at home at that time, and his sisterin-law came together with two men who were carrying my brother and then my father asked me to go to
the chief and ask what happened. I
/went
went to see the chief. I didn't find him at his house and then I went to a shop which belongs to
Sikhumbuzo Mdlalose, that's where I found the chief. I greeted them. I told the chief what my
father had asked me to. The answer that he gave me was he started beating me now. (Audience become
vociferous.)
Quiet please. You mean they started beating you after you asked them what your father sent you to
do? --- Yes.
And then what happened afterwards? --- I lost control. I've forgotten that he was the chief and he
was old. I beat him back. He fell down. His brother stood up and then when they were coming for me
I grabbed a bottle. I faced them and then they started going back. And my other brother, the one
who is working in Johannesburg, came at that time and he asked me what's going on. I told him to
run away because these people are fighting with me and then my brother grabbed me and said to me we
must to back home. As we were going back home my brother's brothers-in-law came. They said, "Now we
are really fighting," because they were also standing up for their sister. (Further clamour from
audience)
Now, please, quiet. Can we please listen to what we came here to listen to. We are recording here
and you are disturbing us. Thank you. --- And then they started beating the chief using the sticks.
They beat him nearly to death and I was the one who stopped them because I realised that he was
going to die. We left for home. What I was expecting was that police will come for us because we've
beaten the chief. What we heard afterwards is that the chief said he's not going

/to report
to report the matter to the police, he will come back for us. It was on the 16th of December when
we beat the chief and we heard that he was coming for us. On the 22nd of December we didn't see any
police. Nothing happened. The owner of the shop Sikhumbuzo Mdlalose organised people that they must
burn the Cele family's house. On the 26th of December, my house was burnt. After they burnt my
house, we were stranded. We didn't have a place to stay. We went and stayed with my sister. What
surprised me was that Sikhumbuzo had shops there and he wasn't there when we started quarrelling or
fighting with the chief - is that he was the leader now of the people who were coming to burn our
house. There were no people who came from far who burnt my house, my father's house, but they were
people who were staying with them.
Help us here, I just want to check one thing from your statement so that we're correct. I will try
and lead you from what is written on your statement. In your statement there are allegations which
are related -which I don't understand whether they are related to the burning of your house. On the
22nd of December Mdlalose came, the one who killed Malusi Khambule. Who's this Mdlalose? --Mdlalose is a neighbour. He also has a shop.
Why did he chase you? --- It's because he was a friend of the chief.
And how is Malusi Khambule affected here? --- Malusi Khambule was my brother-in-law. I was involved
with his sister.
And then they killed Malusi? --- Yes, they did.
/How did
How did they kill Malusi? --- When they were chasing us, we ran. Unfortunately Malusi was drunk and
he couldn't run fast and they started shooting five bullets and Malusi got hit. Some of them had
guns. After we checked and when we checked Malusi's body we found out that his private parts were
removed.
In your statement it also says your mother and your father were attacked. How were they attacked? -- After they chased us, they came back at night and when they came I was outside and I saw them. I
hid behind a toilet and I heard Mdlalose saying, "We're looking for Bongi," and my father said, "I
don't know where he is," and they said, "We want all your sons," and they said, "You've beaten the
chief. You are Mandela's sons. You stayed a long time in Johannesburg. It means you are clever."
And at that time they started beating my father and then Mdlalose again said, "No, leave him. He's
too old. He doesn't know anything." And they found my brother who came from hospital who was beaten
by the chief. They started beating him and my father told them, "I'm not moving from here until the
chief tells me to do so."
When these things were happening what did the chief say? --- He told us that we should be beaten
but they were looking for me more than anyone. The person who was talking for the chief, he said he
was there. He called the mbiso to talk for the chief.
Who's the chief's name? --- Unfortunately he died. His name is Basuwayi Shani.
And then you denied to move and leave your house then? --- Yes, we did. On the 26th of December, it
/was during
was during the day, we saw many people. They came like soldiers. They had weapons, all types of
arms. I ran inside the house. I told my mother and my father to take the kids and run away because
these people were here and we ran, me and my other brothers, the three of us. Their aim was to
surround us but fortunately we saw them first, so we ran and then that's when they started firing
guns. And all we saw, our houses were on fire. My mother ran to the neighbour with the kids. She
ran to Shaba family and they went there as well and they started beating Mr Shaba and told him that
he has hidden us. And his wife was expectant and she had an abortion after that because ...
(incomplete). He went and reported this matter to the police. We also went and reported the matter
to the police.
What did the police say? --- They said this matter, it's really difficult and three detectives were
investigating this matter and this matter had been suspended for three years.
Do you know the detective's name? --- Yes, the first one was B I Zulu from Eshowe Police Station.
Another one, he has been transferred now, his name is Bonginkosi Shange. The third one,
unfortunately he's now dead. His name is Mr Dlamini. I can't remember his first name. He was shot
at his house at KwaMashu and these two are still alive.
In other words, we can get hold of them. There was no court case? --- There was a court case but
what surprised us is that the people who were involved were not arrested. Other people were
arrested, not the people who were actually involved. That's what I can
/say. Other
say. Other people who were not involved in this matter were - Mr Mdlalose was arrested for two
days. B I Zulu came and shouted at the policeman and asked them why is Mr Mdlalose arrested.

He wasn't sentenced in other words? --- No, he wasn't. He was supposed to appear before the court
the next day.
You said this happened only for two days. --- Yes, he was detained for two days.
And these other people? --- We only gave testimony and we gave the police their names, but we
didn't see them coming to court.
Do you know the name of the magistrate? --- Mr Vilekazi. He's now dead.
Now, you came here to the Truth Commission. We are happy that you came but we want you to tell us
why are you here. If maybe you have a request. You heard what Mary has asked us to do. We want you
as well to tell us what you're asking us to do. --- I would like the Truth Commission to
investigate this matter, start this matter all over again because the people who burnt my father's
house are still now out and he used this money from his pension and that the policemen didn't do
their job. Even today one of these detectives who were handling this case, they're still at Eshowe
Police Station and again still Mr Mdlalose is still continuing torturing people and again Malusi
Khambule's case was never touched. There was never a case. My house was burnt and I was arrested
and I went before the magistrate and the magistrate told them I wasn't guilty. The people who burnt
my house were not arrested. This
/is clear
is clear to me that the government of that day
all these things were happening during the day.
today. They know who burnt my father's house.
house, they were arrested afterwards because of

didn't care about the safety of the people because
Even a young child could see, even my children know
Some of these people who did this to my father's
other incidents which they've done.

You have names for these people. Now it looks like you're coming all right. Can we have names? --Qitsha Magwaza. Another one is Mfanakanina Mugade and the third one is Ngumu Khumalo, the fourth
one is Mfanase Dludla, the fifth one is Makhansela Khanyile. Mbuso Shangi. I've forgotten the other
names.
It's okay, these are enough. Where are they staying? --- They're still staying at my area, at
Mkanini. We are staying at Mkanini and they are also there at Mathibelani's area.
Are they working now? --- Yes, some of them are.
You also said these policemen are still policemen. --- Yes, except for B I Zulu who is now a chief
at Mondi.
Where is this place? --- At Eshowe.
You also said Mdlalose is still there. --- Yes.
And where is your mother? --- My mother is at home.
Is she well, or this thing has affected her? --- Yes, it did affect my mother and she's now okay
because we are now working. My younger brother - even if I cannot say it 100 per cent to you but I
think he was
/affected
affected mentally. His name is Samson.
Is he getting any help? --- Yes, me and my brother, the one who's in Johannesburg, we are helping
the family.
I mean, does your brother see a psychologist or ... (intervention) --- Yes, we did take him one
time in Durban and they told us he will be fine.
Were you paying? --- Yes, we were.
I'm asking you because we might try and help him to see our psychologist because we have tried and
talked to the Department of Health and people like you can see psychologists without paying. What
you'll need to do is now after this you can try and see our social workers and they can try and
help you. What you've just told us, Bonginkosi, it's very sad that something that will start as a
minor thing would go as to destroying houses, other people being killed. It wasn't for the first
time that people went there, sitting there and having a nice time, drinking in parties will get
involved in fights but it doesn't mean that it should go as far as to burning other people's houses
or killing other people. It was supposed to end there, to an extent that there is a belief that
people who are drinking are people who are usually peaceful because they fight and then they drink
again and they are friends again. This one, it's really difficult for me to understand and I think
I'm satisfied with the information that I have now. Maybe my colleagues will have other questions
to ask.
MR LYSTER: Mr Makhoba, thank you for coming in and telling us your story. You have expressed some
of the frustration that other people have expressed over the

/last
last day and a half, particularly about the ability of the police to investigate these cases
properly and it seems as though the policeman that prevented the proper investigation of this case
was a policeman who has already been mentioned this morning, B I Zulu, that just as after arrests
were made and people were about to be charged - that this particular policeman who has a very long
reputation and a bad reputation came in and prevented the investigation from taking place and it's
very frustrating for you and for many other people to see that these policemen are still holding
positions of power and influence and we hope that some day soon in this province that sort of thing
will be something that we can put behind us and that the police are people that we can look up to
when we are in times of need and people that we can trust. We will do what we can to investigate
this matter and report that to you if we are able to make any headway on it. But we thank you for
coming in and giving us this information. Thank you very much.
--------------------MR LYSTER: We're going to have short break now for lunch. Please will you stand while these
witnesses in front here leave the room just as a sign of respect to them and we'll come back please be seated by quarter to two. 35 minutes. Thank you very much.
LONG ADJOURNMENT
---------------------

/ON RESUMPTION:
ON RESUMPTION:
MR LYSTER: Good afternoon, Mrs Simelane. We welcome you here today. You have somebody else with you
today on the stage. Is that your daughter?
MRS SIMELANE: Yes, that's my daughter.
MR LYSTER: We also welcome your daughter here today. You live at Matshana, is that right?
MRS SIMELANE: Yes.
MR LYSTER: And you have come here to tell us about the death of your husband. Can you please stand
to take the oath before you tell us that story?
--------------------EUNICE SIMELANE (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
MR LYSTER: Dr Magwaza will assist you now.
PROFESSOR MAGWAZA: I greet you both, Mrs Simelane and your daughter. Before I start, I would like
to know if your daughter is going to say anything or if she's here just to comfort you? --- She'll
be here to help me because she was there when this thing happened.
If that's the case, then we will ask her as well to take the oath.
MR LYSTER: What is your full name please?
MS SIMELANE: (Inaudible)
OATH ADMINISTERED TO MS SIMELANE
PROFESSOR
this time
important
Simelane,

MAGWAZA: Thank you, Mrs Simelane, for coming here today and that you persevered until
to come and give your testimony. In other words, whatever you have to tell us, it's very
to you and you must know that even to us it's also important. Before we start, Mrs
I would like you to tell us more about your family. Tell us about your husband who was

/killed
killed and how many children you have. Maybe you can start by telling us more about your husband.
Tell us how old he was when he died. --- He was born in 1942. He died in 1992.
I think that's enough about your husband. How many children do you have? --- I have ten children.
Are they still alive all of them? --- Yes.

Can you remember their ages? --- My firstborn was born in 1957, my second-born was born in 1959,
third-born 1961, 1962, 1964, 1967, and the seventh-born was born in 1969. In 1971 I had twins and
the last-born was born in 1974.
I think your memory is fairly good because you can still remember their ages. Can you please tell
me if they're working and if they aren't working, are they in school or staying at home? --- Some
of them are married. Sipho is not working. He was born in 1969 but he's no longer at school. I'm
still maintaining him because he's not working, he's not at school. He left school in Standard 6.
But the reason that Sipho left school, it was because of the violence. The twins who were born in
1971 left school at Standard 5 also because of the violence. Both of them, the twins, yes. The one
who was born in 1974, as well is not at school. He also left school at Standard 3.
I would now ask you more about the health of your family or your family in particular. Is there any
political organisation which your husband was affiliated with? --- Yes, my husband was an IFP
member. I was the treasurer of Inkatha and my husband was the secretary. (Laughter in audience)
/Please,
Please, I would like to give Mrs Simelane the same respect as anybody else. I think our Chairperson
has mentioned again here that we want to respect every witness who comes here because all the
people who come here have suffered in the same way. So if you could just give that respect. Please
feel free, Mrs Simelane and explain or relate your story. --- We are Inkatha members in my family.
Most of the time we used to go to Ulundi. We were the people who were at the frontline of Inkatha.
We used to travel a lot to Ulundi and back to Matshana. This time it was before Inkatha and any
other organisation got into conflict. Later youth started getting involved in politics. That's when
the youth started fighting each other. Me and my husband, we were Inkatha members but we were
staying at the area where there were ANC people. We heard after a time that people were killing
each other now. We heard that Inkatha and ANC people were now killing each other. As time goes on,
one day there was someone who lost three children at a time and there was a funeral on that house
and we saw people shooting each other. Then we decided not to go to that funeral. We didn't attend
that funeral. Then we heard that this war or violence was getting worse. ANC and Inkatha people
were killing each other. One day me and my husband, we were working. We came back home from work.
We found my daughter, the one that I'm with here, it was on Wednesday, and she told us that there
were people who were pointing at my house and we were confused. We didn't know what was going on
and all we knew is that we didn't have any enemies. It was on Wednesday. On Thursday, again on
Friday, my husband
/and I
and I woke up and we left for work and later my husband came home and I told him, "Why are you
coming home late because you know we are scared now?" and I asked my husband if he brought
something for me and he said no. And I sent my child to go to a shop to buy something to eat
because my husband didn't bring anything. When my child came back from the shop, he said,
"Grandfather, grandfather, there are people outside there and there are many and they are wearing
balaclavas." And when I greeted them, they didn't greet me back. Then I took the meat from the
child. I put it inside the pot. Soon after that, they came. I was with my daughter, the one that
I'm with here now, and my daughter said to me she's now scared. Her tummy is now running. She said
she was going to the toilet and I was left there and I said to myself, "Oh Lord, let your will be
done. Today it's me." Just seconds after they left, they were at the door, banging the door. I was
sitting there facing the door and I asked them, "Who are you?" They said, "It's us." I said, "Who?"
They said, "Us. Open the door, you will see us." And then the third time they just broke the door.
My husband came to the door because he realised that they were going to shoot me because I was
facing the door and when my husband arrived at the door, that's when they shot my husband. I didn't
even hear the noise. All I saw, it was a bullet going through my husband's head and he fell down.
(Witness becomes emotionally upset.)
This is a very sad story that you're trying to relate to us. You can take your time. When you're
ready you can try to go on. --- After he fell,
/that's
that's when all of them came inside the house and they were pointing their guns at me. They held my
husband. They lifted him up. I put my hand on my husband and I realised that he wasn't breathing
and I asked them, "What have we done?" They didn't say anything at that time and then I asked them
for the second time, "Why are you shooting at us?" One of them said, "Because you have guns," and I
said to him, "My child, where are the guns?" They said, "Yes, you do have guns. They came from
Ulundi." And then I said to them, "Now that you've killed him, you can go ahead, search the house
and find the guns." They went inside. They took my husband and then they shot him for the second
time and the third time. Then they dropped him down. I don't know what happened because they got
inside the house. They went to my living-room. They went to the television. They opened the wall
unit. They took everything which was inside there and one of the shelves was locked and they said
to me, "Bring the key." I said, "Even if I knew where the key was but now I can't remember where
the key is because I'm now confused and terrified." And one guy kicked the door twice and it broke.
We had bought cattles to pay lobola for my son at that time. When I saw them kicking my wall unit,
some of them were in my bedroom sitting on my bed. We had money put in platics in that shelf. Some
of them slashed my husband's pockets and they found money. Some of them went to my bedroom and they
took my bag and searched my bag and they took my money. It was on a payday that day, so they took
all my money from my bag. And I also had money from my stokvel and I asked them, "What have we
/done?"

done?" One of them said, "If you think, what have you done?" So I told them I didn't know. There
was also a child, I think he was 13 years old, he said, "Just shoot this person so that she stops
talking." I was bleeding. I got hurt from my leg. I don't know what hurt me because I was confused.
I think I also got hurt when they were shooting my husband. After they finished that, taking
everything from my house, they left. I tried to stand up and then I realised that I was hurt. I
thought they were going to go to another bedroom to search for my sons and I realised that they
were not going there. That's when I started screaming and they went up and they met in a certain
corner. They went up the hill. After that my daughter came out and she ran. She was trying to get
help from other people because we didn't realise that my husband was dead. We thought maybe my
husband has lost consciousness and he'll get well as soon as he arrives in hospital. My daughter
tried to get help and they didn't do anything to her except that they were irritating her, trying
to stop her and she came back without getting any help from anyone and she said, "I couldn't get
any help. I couldn't get any car to take my father to hospital." And then she left again. She went
up the hill. In that area, that's where they were making their arms and my daughter found them
there. At about 3.00 we were still sitting at home. We were terrified and we couldn't sleep.
Policemen came to our house. And one child went to another house and they asked for a telephone to
make a call to the police, that's when the police van came and that's when I realised that my
husband is dead because
/the police
the police put him inside a plastic bag.
It is a very painful story, Mrs Simelane. I would ask you - when you're feeling better, I will ask
you some few questions. If I can ask you one thing, Mrs Simelane, from these people who came to
your house who attacked you, is there anyone that you noticed or someone that you know his name or
what? --- The way they had disguised you couldn't tell because they had balaclavas, handgloves, so
you couldn't see a thing. I couldn't see a single person from those boys. At 3.00am they came and
then that's when they came to burn my house. This happened after they'd burnt someone else's house.
They threw this bomb in the house which we tried to put our furniture to. Then we ran away. We ran
to my daughter's place. When we came back again, we saw others coming again, then we ran again.
Up until today you didn't know who attacked you, you never heard anything? --- Yes, up until today
I never heard anything.
You also said that before your husband was killed, there was a funeral. Whose funeral was it? --I've forgotten the name of the person.
Were you being attacked before or was it the first time? --- Yes, it was the first time.
You also said in your statement that your daughter got affected by this thing. --- You mean my
daughter, the one that I'm with? My daughter got affected deeply because after this incident we
couldn't bury my husband at Matshana, we had to pay to bury him here in town and when my daughter
got ill the doctor said she has high blood pressure.
/What
What about your health? --- Mine as well is also very high and I'm not well. I can't go anywhere
alone. I need someone to help me to be there when I'm walking. Even if I tried to do to work I
would think I've already arrived at work when I wasn't. I used to get lost.
Are you seeing doctors? --- Yes, I'm seeing Dr Masugu.
Do you pay there? --- Yes.
After your husband died did you go to the police and report the matter? --- No, the police came to
my house the same day and they took a statement from me and afterwards nothing happened. I was
scared to leave my house. I was scared to go to the police again because I ran away.
One last thing, you also said your husband was working. Where was he working? --- He was working at
Zululand Surfacing.
After he died did you receive anything from his employer? --- No, we didn't receive any grant. The
only thing that we received was money for blue card, unemployment fund.
Are you still working? --- Yes, I am. I'm working at Chip's Scrap Metal.
What are you doing there? --- I'm operating a certain machine which is used to make papers.
We are very glad, Mrs Simelane that you came here to tell us your story. We want to know if you
have any wishes or requests which you want to put forward before this Commission. --- What I would
like this Commission to do - I don't know whether they can find
/these
these people to did this but I would like the Commission to investigate and find out what happened,
what did we do. What I would like from this Commission is that I don't have a house. Where I'm
staying, it's been destroyed.

Again I would also like to know about the children who are still young and they aren't in school.
Is there anything that we can do? --- No, there's nothing that I can do to take these children to
school because I couldn't afford it after my husband died. My money is enough to buy food, not to
take the children to school.
We've heard your requests, Mrs Simelane, we can help you concerning your health because we've made
contacts with the Department of Health so that they help people like you. Another thing, in
connection with the children, we take your request - we're going to pass this report to the
President and he's the one who's going to decide what help he'll give to you. Thank you very much.
I'll pass it to the Chairperson.
DR MGOJO: Mrs Simelane, I would like to go back to talk about the children. You said the one who
was born in 1969 left school in Standard 6 and the twins who were born in 1971 left school in
Standard 5 and the one who was born in 1974 left school in Standard 3. As a parent, you know them,
can you tell us if they're still willing to go back to school? --- I think they will if they can
get assistance because sometimes when I talk to them I can see that they really do like to go to
school but the thing is I can't afford because today life demands one to know English.
Where were they going to school? --- One was at /Nkanyekho
Nkanyekho High School and the others were still in primary school.
I also heard that you said these people who were wearing balaclavas and handgloves, according to
your knowledge or your suspicion, who were these people? --- I can't be suspicious of anyone. There
people were many. I can't tell who can be there and who can't be there but what I can tell you is
that I only saw people whom I saw for the first time because even on Wednesday when they came for
the first time they were far from my house.
And what about the policemen? Were there not policemen there? It was just people who were talking
in Zulu alone or others? --- Those who came inside my house, they were talking Zulu. There was no
one who was talking any other language or a white man.
I just want to check your statement. I don't want to have a statement and may not check it to make
sure if anything is accurate. In your statement you said your husband was killed and he was being
attacked at your house by ANC people. Did you say that? --- Yes, I said so because it was a usual
thing that Inkatha and ANC people were killing each other and I know that we were IFP members.
That's why I'm asking you, Mama, because I wanted you to confirm this thing. (Tape ends. Subsequent
tape commences mid-sentence without overlap.) ... also said that everything that happened was never
reported to the police. --- No, it was never.
Were you scared? --- Yes, we were scared. Like I'm saying, we ran away from that area.
/Even
Even today you aren't staying there? --- No, we aren't. We aren't staying in the same house which
we were staying in. I bought another one.
But is it the same area? This new house of yours, is it in the same area where your old house was?
--- No, we didn't go back to that area. It is Matshana but it's far. We are now staying near the
school, near Mangwe School.
Are they troubling you now? --- No, they aren't. Nothing happened after.
I heard you talking about your house. Do you still have the wish to go back to your old house? --No, I'm scared to go back to that house. Like I'm saying, before my husband was buried, when we
went back to that house we saw other people coming and they had sticks and spears and we were
scared. We ran to the induna. We reported this matter and the induna took us and put us next to his
house. That's how we got this new site where I built my new house.
You said your husband was buried where? --- He was buried here in town.
Is there a tombstone there? --- No, there's no tombstone because I don't have money to buy it.
How come you didn't say that you wish the Commission to help you on this matter? You didn't say
anything about that. --- Yes, I didn't say anything in connection with this because there are
things which you can ask from people and there aren't but I can say, if I'm allowed to ask for
that, I can say I am asking for that.
We're just telling you or explaining to you these
/things.
things. It's not things that we promise you that it will happen. Whatever you ask it doesn't mean
that it will happen. We aren't here to give you whatever you ask for. We are here to take whatever
you ask or wish and forward it to the President. As you heard Dr Magwaza saying, if we are here,
everyone before us is equal. It doesn't matter what political organisation one belongs in. We grew
up as youth. We used to fight ourselves but we never experienced anything like this. It's obvious

that a third force came between Africans and it took away ubuntu and the Truth Commission is trying
by all means to give it back to the people, to bring ubuntu back to the people that you know you
can go anywhere and meet anyone and not be scared. Even if you're ANC or IFP, it doesn't matter,
everyone is equal. We want people to stay the same and live the same. I'm here and I'm supporting
Richard Lyster on this one that, like he said yesterday, that we don't like to come here and hear
evidence from one side of the organisation. We want Inkatha people as well to be here to come and
give their testimony because our job is to put together people and to go back as we used to live.
Thanks. --- Another thing that I will ask is that I need help more especially in connection with my
leg. I have a problem with my leg. I can't even work.
As Professor Simangele has said that we will try and get help for you more especially with your
health, we will try and see that you receive treatment, free treatment, even in connection with
your leg. We will pass it over. --- Thank you.
MR LYSTER: Thank you. Mrs Simelane and your daughter, /we thank
we thank you very much for coming in here today and telling your very sad story in front of this
big crowd, in front of the televisions. It is a very, very sad story. You were a treasurer of the
IFP in your area and, for reasons that you don't understand, your husband was taken from you. He
was killed. You sat here like we did and you listened to the previous witness, who was Mrs Msweli,
and you must have heard the pain and the suffering that she went through. She was also treasurer of
the IFP in her area. However, she resigned and she joined the ANC. But she, like you, was an
ordinary person, a law abiding person, an upright, upstanding person, a strong woman and she
suffered a terrible loss, the death of her son at the hands of the IFP and I think what's important
about the fact that you are both sitting here under the same roof giving evidence together is that
you can both come to understand the fact that violence - the violence that you have suffered, the
violence that Mrs Msweli has suffered - brings us nothing except misery, brings us sadness and we
hope that that mutual realisation from you from the IFP, from Mrs Msweli from the ANC can start
bringing us together and bringing you as IFP and ANC together to a state where you were only ten
years ago. As I said earlier in my evidence, 10, 12 years ago people in this area were never
killing each other. They were living peacefully side by side and it's only in the last 10 or 12
years that this terrible violence has overtaken us and it's time that we started sitting down and
talking to each other and not listening to those that are directing us from elsewhere. Sitting
down, talking to
/each
each other and trying getting our lives back on track so that we can move forward together. So
again we thank you very much for coming in and telling us your story. Thank you very much.
--------------------MR LYSTER: That is the last witness for today. We will be adjourning now and starting again at 9
o'clock tomorrow morning. Please, you are all welcome to come again. Please tell your friends,
members of your family that they are also welcome. If any of you have any of these instruments,
please don't take them out of the hall with you. They cannot be used outside. Please also bear in
mind that if there's anybody here who wants to make a statement to the Truth Commission, our
statement takers will be here tomorrow and you can make a statement to them in the hall next door
to this hall. Thank you very much indeed.
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DR MGOJO: ... About their torture. We praise their courage. There are so many who have been
threatened and who are still scared to come before the Commission and testify, but you have come to
tell all your stories. We wish the Lord could help you, give you strength and power and also bless
you. We also welcome the relatives of those who have come to testify, as well as members of the
community, who have come to support those who have come to testify, to come and hear the making of
the history of the new South Africa. You will also relate to your children and generations to come
and tell them that you were part of the making of that history. It means you have also taken part
in the making of the history and we thank you for your undying support. Some are working, some are
attending school or are students, but you have dedicated your time to these proceedings, to come
and give yourselves as to what happened in the past, the reasons why such things happened in the
past. We thank you very much. I shall hand over to my colleague, Richard Lyster, to also say a few
words. Yesterday I forgot to introduce my colleagues. On my extreme left is one of the Committee
members in Durban. She is a member of the Human Rights Violations Committee. On my left is also my
colleague. We are both Commissioners in KwaZulu/Natal, as well as the Free State. He is an attorney
and his name is Richard Lyster. He was an attorney for Human Rights in Durban before he joined this
Commission. I am Reverend Dr Mgojo. I was lecturing some priests from the Methodist Church. Now,
I'm in Durban and just working before I retire.
/There was
There was a Professor Magwaza yesterday, but she has gone to Cape Town to attend a meeting, subcommittee of the communications. We are very sorry that the number has gone down, but we shall try
to do our best. Now I call upon Brother Mr Lyster.
CHAIRMAN: Thank you, Dr Mgojo. I'd also just like to add my words of welcome to members of the
public and particularly to the witnesses in front of us today, who will be testifying.
Unfortunately, because of the bad weather and because of the fact that some witnesses still feel in
this area that it's perhaps not safe to come forward, we only have at this time four witness who
will be giving evidence this morning. It's possible that others will come in during the course of
the day, but it looks like we may have an early finish today. The following witnesses will be
giving evidence, Khanyisile Mabaso, Nomusa Shandu, Mrs Luthuli and Bheki Ntuli. So we will start
then with the first witness, Khanyisile Mabaso, if she could please come up on to the stage. Thank
you. Good morning, Mrs Mabaso, can you hear me, can you understand me through your earphones?
MRS MABASO: Yes, I can hear you.
CHAIRMAN: Thank you. You have come to tell us the story this morning about the shooting of your
son, Njabula Mabaso and the stabbing of your daughter, Hlengiwe Mabaso. Is that correct?
MRS MABASO: That is correct.
CHAIRMAN: And you are from Esikhaweni Township?
MRS MABASO: That is correct.
CHAIRMAN: Before you tell that story, please can you stand up and take the oath?
/KHANYISILE MABASO:
KHANYISILE MABASO (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
CHAIRMAN: Now, before we start with your story, Mrs Mabaso, perhaps you can just tell us something
about yourself, your family. How many children do you have? --- I have five children.
You have five, and two of those children are Njabula and Hlengiwe? --- As well as Bongamusa and
Thulani and Sibongiseni.
Okay, so those are your five children. And Njabula, is he the eldest child? Is he the first-born? -- No, there's an elder one, Bongamusa.
And are your children schooling, are they working, what? --- They are still at school.
And is your husband still alive? --- No, he's no longer alive.
And are you working? Are you supporting your family? --- I'm not working.
And how are you supporting your family? --- We received some money where my husband was working.

Did your husband - was he ill - did he die - how did he die? --- Yes, he was sick. He died of a
heart attack.
Now, the incident which took place when your children were attacked and yourself, took place in
March 1993. Is that right? --- 1992.
March 1992. And where was that? Was that in Machane? --- That is correct.
Where is that? Is that near Esikhaweni? --- It's in Machane, next to Empangeni.
Next to Empangeni. And were you living there at the time? Were you living in a house in Machane? -- That
/is correct,
is correct, I was staying there.
And can you just tell us briefly something about what was happening in that area at that time? Was
there violence, political violence, taking place at the time? Just give us a brief picture of what
was taking place at the time. --- There were some fights between political groups at that time.
And was your son, Njabula, was he a member of a political party or was your family aligned to one
political party or another one? --- My children were members of the ANC.
Right, and Njabula, was he schooling at that time? --- Yes, he was at school.
Okay, well, then will you tell us in your own words what happened on that day in March 1992? Just
tell us slowly in your own words. --- I shall request not to mention the names of certain people,
because some of them are here and I'm scared to mention their names. They are the people who are
written down in the statements, but I don't want to mention their names now.
Are you saying that they are here in the hall? --- I do not know whether they are here, but some of
them might be here and I am scared to mention their names. I fear for my safety, but they are the
same people who are in the statements.
I see, okay, you don't have to mention their names. You can continue and tell us what happened on
that day. --- It was at night and we were already asleep. Then I heard as if there was somebody
knocking on the window and they hit the window. I could smell some petrol, as if they were pouring
the petrol all over the house. I woke
/the children
the children up and I told them that I could smell some petrol and I suspected that they were going
to set the house alight. As we were woken up they started burning the house. They set it alight and
we saw the fire coming in through the window. Then we tried to extinguish the fire. They went to
the front to pour some more petrol and my son tried to extinguish that fire as well. When I was in
my bedroom I saw that my bedroom was also being set alight and petrol was being poured and later on
I discovered that I had been shot on my right arm and when I went into my child's bedroom ...
(pause).
Mrs Mabaso, we know that it's difficult for you to tell the story and to relive that experience,
but if you want to take a few deep breaths and just relax for a minute, please do so. --- When I
went into my children's bedroom there was a big carton, where there was a stove and I saw my
children getting into that carton and I told them to get out of that carton because the house was
on fire and I told them to try to get out of the house and run away and I could not walk because I
was injured at that time. Later on I heard a gunshot and I felt a bullet going through my back and
I fell down and at the time the house was on fire. My other son also got injured and I could hear
my daughter screaming in the other bedroom, but I could not go and see. Only to find that they had
pulled my child outside. That's where they hurt her. And at the time I was inside the house and I
couldn't see anything and the house was dark at the time. I couldn't see anybody. It was very quiet
inside the house and the house was burning. I heard my children screaming and when I also tried to
ask them as to what I had done one of the
/attackers said
attackers said we were going to die that particular day, all of us. They were going to kill the
whole family. I had seen some of them. I had opened up the curtain and I saw them facially and I
can identify them, but I didn't know some of them. At that time I felt somebody pulling me outside
and I couldn't see who was pulling me outside and I realised later that my children were pulling me
and they put me somewhere outside and my son came when we were there. We couldn't see the attackers
and we hid there in that little bush. After quite some time I could hear a car pulling off and
another one came. They searched for us, together with my kids, and the police took - said I should
stand up and I could not stand up. My children picked me up and they put me inside the van and
asked to whether these were the lot of us. They took us to the hospital and we left the house and
it was burnt down to ashes.
Mrs Mabaso, can you tell us how you were injured and how your children were injured. You said that
you were shot twice, as I recall, once in the arm and once in the back. Is that correct? --- Yes.

And who else - how was your son, Njabula injured?
my sister's daughter who was staying with me was
I couldn't see because I was also unconscious. I
been injured but I could not see what had injured

--- Hlengiwe was injured, as well as Njabula, and
also injured just below the arm, but at that time
heard her saying at some stage that she had also
her.

How was Hlengiwe hurt? Was she stabbed or was she shot? --- Hlengiwe's head was chopped, apparently
with a panga. That was the nature of the injuries, but I
/didn't see
didn't see what they used to hurt her.
How old was Hlengiwe at the time? This was in 1992. How old was she? --- She was four years old.
And Njabula, how was he injured? --- Njabula was shot in the eyes.
And what is the nature of his injury today? How is he today? --- He can't see, because he got
partially blind. He had to leave school.
And yourself - you said you were injured in the arm and the back. Was that both bullet wounds or
were you stabbed? --- That is correct, I was shot.
Both wounds were from bullets? --- That is correct. They shot underneath the armpit, as well as on
my arm.
So you were taken by the police. Was that the SAP or the KwaZulu Police? --- It was SAP.
And you were taken to the hospital. Which hospital was that? --- We were taken to Ngwelezana.
And did you all stay in hospital? How long did you remain in hospital? --- We stayed a whole month
at the hospital.
Now, you said in your statement that you recognised some of the people who were attacking you, but
you said earlier on that you did not want to mention their names, because you were afraid. --- Yes.
Now, you don't have to mention their names, but were they local people from Machane Reserve? --Yes, they were residents of Machane.
And from what political party did they come? --- They were Inkatha members.
And do you have any idea why they attacked you and
/your family
your family and burnt your house down? --- They were saying my children were comrades and the whole
family was ANC.
Was a formal report made to the police? I know that the police came to pick you up, but did you
make statements to the police and did they open a docket in this case? --- Yes, my husband went to
report the matter to the police, but they never came to me to take a statement. They left the
matter as it was.
So even though you had the names of the people who attacked your house, the police didn't take a
statement from you? --- They never did anything.
Was there any sort of investigation or case that resulted from this attack, that you know of? --Nothing, absolutely nothing happened. Nothing came out of the case.
Now, what did you do after you came out of hospital, Mrs Mabaso? Could you go back to that area?
Did you go back and see your house? --- The house was burnt down to ashes, so it was only the plot
that was left. So when I came out of hospital I went to Esikhaweni.
And did you get a house in Esikhaweni? --- No, we stayed with my father-in-law.
Is that where you are still staying? --- I am no longer staying there. I'm staying at another place
now.
And your children - you said Njabula is not able to see as a result of the attack. What does he do?
Does he have a disability grant? Is he able to do anything? Is he working? --- He's not working.
And your daughter, Hlengiwe, how old is she now? --- She is nine years old.
/And how did
And how did she recover from the panga wound to her head? --- Yes, she survived, but I think she's
mentally disturbed.
What are the symptoms? How does she behave? How does she react? --- She is having panic attacks. At

times she just cries for no apparent reason. At times, even when you talk to her she keeps quiet
and stares at you.
Is she going to school? Is she able to cope at school? --- Yes, she does attend school, although
she is not doing well at school. They always call me and tell me that she's not coping.
And yourself, Mrs Mabaso, how have you managed? Have you recovered from this incident? Does it
still affect you? --- Ever since that happened my life has changed drastically. My right hand isn't
functioning properly and I always sit and think about this and I always get scared that I will be
attacked at any time.
We understand how difficult it must be for you to cope with that terrible trauma of having your
house burnt down and attacked whilst you are inside a burning house. We extend our deep sympathy to
you. We understand how you are suffering. I will just ask my colleagues if they have any questions
they would like to ask you.
DR MGOJO: Yes. Mrs Mabaso, let's come to your children now. You said Bongamusa is at school? --- He
has matriculated.
Is he working? --- No, he's not working as yet.
What about Thulani? --- Thulani is still at school.
What standard is he in? --- He's in standard 7.
/Is he at
Is he at Esikhaweni? --- Yes.
And what about Sibongiseni? --- Sibongiseni is in standard 1 at Esikhaweni.
The other two are not at school? --- That is correct.
So who is paying their school fees, Thulani and Sibongiseni? --- I'm paying for them.
You pay their school fees and maintain the family? --- That is correct.
Now, have you ever seen your attackers thereafter? --- Yes, I understand they are still there.
If we want to see them, can we get them at KwaMachane? --- Yes.
Have you ever seen them after this terrible attack? --- Yes, I do see them, for instance, in town.
What do they say? --- The other boy asked me as to whether I still hated him for their attack. I
told them that I did not hate him and he said to my husband he must give him money.
Who says he must be given money? --- One of the attackers was asking for money from my husband.
What did your husband say? --- I think he gave it to him. I don't remember quite well.
Let me find out, Mrs Mabaso. Why did you say that you do not hate him because he killed your
children and he burnt your house? --- He was saying it purposely, because he was with another group
of men and probably he still wanted to hurt me and I was not telling the truth, but I was trying to
protect myself.
Do you think that your husband gave them money because he was scared? --- Yes, I believe so,
because
/we were
we were also with my other son, who is now ill.
The police station at which you reported this matter, do you know their names? --- No, I do not
know their names, but there is a certain letter that they sent to us. That is the policemen to whom
we spoke. We did receive a certain letter or a certain document.
You say you are not feeling well. Were there bullets extracted from your body? --- Yes, that is
correct. I do not know whether all of them were taken out because at times I feel a lot of pain on
my right side.
Now, it means it's yourself, as well as your blinded son and Hlengiwe, your daughter, the one who
has stopped going to school - the three of you, are you getting any medical attention? --- Yes, we
went to the doctor. My son was taken to Richards Bay and they said they could not do anything for
him and we took him to another doctor in Richards Bay, an optician, and he treated him, but he said
there was nothing further he could do for him, so he was blinded for life.
What about your daughter? --- I also took my daughter to a certain doctor at Ngwelezana.

And what about yourself? --- I also went to see a doctor.
Were you paying for the services of the doctors? --- Yes, I was paying.
Emotionally ... (end of tape 1A)
1B/0 --- ... would like to see a psychologist.
As soon as you are through giving your evidence, you should see members of our staff, who are going
to help you with information as to how to go about seeking this medical help and see some
psychologists, without having to
/pay, because
pay, because there is great damage that has been made to you as well as your family, so you should
see our social workers, who can help you through. Have you ever been to social workers? --- No, we
have never been to see any social workers.
That should be rectified, because our staff members will help you to contact all these people that
you need to see. Let's talk about your blind son. How old is he? --- He is 21 years old.
Do you know that there are schools for the blind people? --- Yes, I've heard that there were
schools, but I don't have information with regard to those schools.
Would you like your son to attend such a school, because he's very young? He's only 21 years old.
Maybe if an effort or an attempt could be made to take him to such a school, he could make his life
better, but we have to pass these recommendations to the State President, as well as the
Government, to see whether your boy cannot be helped, so that he can help himself, get himself a
profession and be able to. --- Yes, I would be happy if he could be taken to such a school. I think
he would also appreciate the effort.
Amongst your requests - or you don't have a request - where did you say you were staying? --- I'm
staying at Esikhaweni. I'm staying in people's houses, as well as neighbours, because I do not have
my own place to stay. My husband died before we could get a home.
I am not promising you that these things will happen, but if you have a wish, what would you like
us to say to the State President with regard to whatever has happened to you? --- I would ask him
to help me with
/a home,
a home, because I do not have a home to stay with my children, as well as to receive some
psychiatric, as well as physical help, as well as my blinded child to get a school or go to a
school for the blind.
We shall try by all means to pass these requests to the State President, who shall then make a
decision as to how people like you should be helped, because this is a very general research. There
are so many people who have been affected and we do not know whether the State President will take
all the requests.
MRS GCABASHE: Mrs Mabaso, Dr Mgojo has already asked most of the questions that I wanted to ask. In
your statement it is stated that you were born in 1919. --- No, I was born in 1949.
You also spoke about Hlengiwe, that you have been called to her school that she cannot cope. I just
wanted to ask as to whether the teachers had ever advised you that there were certain schools for
handicapped children or slow learners. --- The principal once told me that she will try to find
such a school, but she has not yet done that.
At which school are they? --- They are at Esikhaweni, Msingwenya.
Who is the principal? --- It's Mrs Ntombela.
Because the advantage for her to go at a young or early age will help her later. Maybe these are
some of the things that you can try and sort out by contacting the headmistress of that particular
school, as well as for you to see some social workers to get a school for slow learners. We thank
you very much.
CHAIRMAN: Mrs Mabaso, you've told us a terrible - in
/fact, a
fact, a shocking story, but it is a story that we have heard so many times before in this province.
A woman alone in her house with her young children attacked, the house set on fire and the family
shot and stabbed in their house. It is difficult for us to understand the terrible brutality and
cruelty of this. One can only imagine how depraved you have to be, as a person, to strike a 4-year
old child in the head with a panga, and we wonder if the party to which these people belong have
ever condemned this terrible act and whether they still permit people to be members of their party
and whether that party, the IFP, will give their co-operation to the police in ensuring that these
people are brought to justice. We have seen many people like yourself who - or we have taken many

statements from people like yourself who have not been able to give evidence to us. They have been
too traumatised and too upset by this incident and we know that you have been traumatised, but we
still feel that it was very courageous of you to come here today and to tell us your story, as you
have done. It's very important for us to hear that story, because it allows us to accurately draw
the report which we have to give to the Government and to the State President, and your story will
go into that report. We thank you very, very much for coming today.
---------------------

/CHAIRMAN:
2A/0 CHAIRMAN: Good morning, Mrs Shandu, we welcome you here today. Can you hear me? Can you
understand me?
MRS SHANDU: Yes, I can.
CHAIRMAN: Mrs Shandu, you are from Mtubatuba. Is that correct?
MRS SHANDU: I'm from Fekane.
CHAIRMAN: Is that near Mtubatuba?
MRS SHANDU: Yes.
CHAIRMAN: Okay, but the incident about which you have come to tell us, in fact, was not from this
area, it relates to the shooting of your son, Kumbulani, which took place at Isipingo. Is that
right?
MRS SHANDU: It took place at Isipingo.
CHAIRMAN: Right, now, before you tell your story, Mrs Shandu, can you stand up to take the oath,
please.
NOMUSA SHANDU (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
CHAIRMAN: Dr Mgojo will help you now.
DR MGOJO: Good morning, Mrs Shandu. You were staying at Isipingo before? --- I was staying at
Makuthu Location.
How long did you stay at Makuthu? --- I started staying in Makuthu in 1960. I stayed there from
1960 to 1990.
Now, we would like you to draw us a picture of your family. Tell us if you have a husband and, if
you have children, how many children, if your husband is still alive. --- My husband died in 1973.
What about children? --- I had eight children.
And how many do you have? --- I only have three now. I had eight. Now I'm left with three.
How many died or were injured? --- Seven. Now,
/I'm including
I'm including my grandchildren. Only five of my children died, plus two of my grandchildren. Five
of my children were killed and two of my grandchildren were also killed.
Now, these five - I'm sorry, I meant three - how old are they? --- My son was born in 1969, January
1st. His name is Sipho Shandu. And then my daughter, who is my first-born, she was born in 1956,
June 14th. Her name is Gertrude. And I also have another son. His name is Jubulani. He was born in
1973, July.
Where is Sipho now? --- He is in Johannesburg.
Is he working there? --- No, he left home to look for a job in Johannesburg. He hasn't yet found
one. He matriculated.
What about Gertrude? --- Gertrude is sickly. She's got a heart disease and she is from an

operation, heart operation, from Ndwedwe Hospital.
What caused her heart disease? --- No, she had this heart disease long before this incident. It
just got worse after the incident. She is now staying in Durban to be nearer the hospital.
What about Jabulani? --- Jabulani is at home.
What is he doing? --- He is not doing anything because he was disturbed after the incident that
happened in my house. He went to school up until standard 6 and he got disturbed because they used
to stop him on his way to school and beat him a lot. So everyone in my family got disturbed
mentally.
What was happening at Makhutu area when this incident happened to your house? Let me just ask this
first. Were you belonging to any organization or political organization? --- No, my sons were very
/scared. They
scared. They told me they were scared of joining any political organization. I am the one who
joined Inkatha long time ago when these Inkatha started happening. My kids were still very young at
that time. So when they grew up Inkatha was there, but they refused to join Inkatha. They refused
to join any political organization.
So they decided not to join any organization? So, in other words they were not affiliated with any
organization? --- Yes, they were not.
Now, tell us more about Kumbulani Shandu's death, who was killed on the 14th March 1990 and
Bethwell and Mfiki, Linda, Zipporah, Primrose and Thulile died on the 20th July 1990. Now start
relating to us as to what happened when Kumbulani was killed. --- Kumbulani was a taxi driver at
Isipingo. He was driving from Khanyisele to Umbumbulu or Umbumbulu to Khanyisele. One day he took
people from Khanyisele to Umbumbulu and he stopped at the taxi rank and people came. They stopped
the taxi. He stopped the taxi and these people came inside the taxi. As he was driving, other
people came and they started shooting at the taxi and those people who were inside opened the
windows and they kept on shooting. He asked them what was going on and they told him that, "We were
fighting where we were coming from", and now he decided to drive the taxi.
In other words, those people who stopped the taxi were fighting? --- Yes, and those people who they
were fighting with followed them and they kept on shooting. Now they've decided to kill him because
they said he ran away with the people who were killing them. After he went and drove those people
wherever they were going and he
/came back, he
came back, he discovered that they have told other drivers that they were going to kill him because
he got away with the people who were killing them and the taxi drivers told him that he must give
them the car and he must run away, because those people were definitely going to kill him, and he
did that and afterwards I received a message from his girlfriend. It was after two days, because I
thought maybe he slept over at the taxi owner's house, but then his girlfriend came to my house and
she told me that she received a message that he had run away because people were going to kill him,
and his girlfriend said they mustn't tell me, because I was going to be worried, because he used to
tell his girlfriend that he doesn't like me to hear sad things because afterwards I get sick, and
his brother said, "We can't. We have to tell our mother", and they told me. They decided to tell
me. I stayed at home and I was waiting that I will hear any time that they've killed him.
Please take your time, Mrs Shandu. --- In the evening when I came back from work I found out my
kids were not all there and I asked where was Ntombi and her sister said, "She's gone to town at
Isipingo". I asked, "Why, this late? What is she going to buy at this time?", and her sister said,
"I didn't ask her". I decided to keep quiet. Not very long she came back. I was drinking my tea at
that time, sitting in my bedroom. She opened the door and then she went away. I wanted to shout at
her why was she doing that, why was she peeping and then leaving just like that, and I decided to
keep quiet. I finished drinking my tea. She came back. She took the cups and she went to the
kitchen.
/Was it Ntombi?
Was it Ntombi? --- Yes, it was Ntombi, the one who went to town at Isipingo. And then she came
back. She said to her sister, "Would you please ask Mom to come to the dining room", and then she
came, she asked me. I went there, because I thought maybe someone was there, looking for me. When I
arrived there I found her kneeling down and then she said to her sister, "Please give Mom a
blanket", and then I said to her, "Why? Why must she do that? Did they kill my child?", and then
she kept quiet and then I collapsed. I don't know what happened afterwards. Then people came to my
house to give me support and comfort and they told me that my child has been killed at Isipingo.
Did they tell you who killed your child? --- They said he was killed by a group of people, because
he left home and he said he was going to buy a certain part for his car. I never knew who killed my
son. Up until today I don't know who killed him.
Do think these people who killed your child belonged to any political organization? --- No, we
don't think so. We think these people who killed him were the same people who promised to kill him.

What collection or group of people were those? --- They were ANC people.
And they were fighting with who? --- With Inkatha supporters.
And these Inkatha people came running to your son's taxi? --- Yes.
And then they started shooting at each other? --- Yes, and my son drove away the car, so they said
they were going to kill him, because he got away with the IFP
/supporters.
supporters.
So you have any names of these people? --- No, we don't, because there was never a case.
You didn't go and open a case for this? --- No, only a detective came to my house one evening. He
was with his girlfriend - my son's girlfriend.
What is the name of this girlfriend of your son, Tilly? --- Mkhize.
Where is she staying? --- I can't tell, because of this political violence. A lot of people ran
away from wherever they were staying.
Who was the detective? --- No, I don't know. It was late at night when they came.
And that was the end of the story? --- The detective told me I must come the next morning at
8 o'clock to give the statement. Did you give the statement to the police? --- Yes.
What happened? --- I told the police that I heard that my son had been killed at the taxi rank at
Isipingo.
Where did you give this statement? --- I gave it to the Isipingo Police Station.
Do you know the name of the policeman? --- No, I don't. The last thing they told me is that they
will call me. They were still going to investigate, but they never came back to me.
Then you buried Kumbulani? --- Yes.
And then after that what happened as well? --- It was at Dimoshwa. People came to my house and they
told me that we were going to be attacked and we stayed there, panicking, until the funeral,
because even people from my
/church were
church were scared to come and comfort me, because they were scared because there was this rule
that if you're staying in this area you aren't supposed to go to this other area. People from my
church didn't even come to the funeral. The funeral was just family members, because people were
scared for their lives, because they were told that if you come for another area or from ANC area
and you go to the Inkatha area then you are going to be killed.
Where were you staying? --- We heard that the area where we were it was IFP stronghold area, so we
don't know who came out with the idea. We buried Kumbulani and one family member came. His name is
Shandu as well. He said to me I should change my mind. I should think of moving away from that
area, because we were not safe. So he asked me that we should leave that area and we should go to a
rural area where he would give us a place to build a new house, because he said from where he was
there was no organization, no political organization at all. I considered that and I called my
brother. I decided that I should follow this idea, because he was going to give us a piece of land
for us to build our house, and then we decided that after Kumbulani's funeral we should leave,
because we were always scared. After the funeral my children had arranged trucks and lorries to
take us. We took - it was on Thursday - it took us two days, Thursday and Friday, and we left for
Umgababa. That's where I lost all these other kids.
You went to Umgababa? --- Yes, we went to Umgababa at Umgobosini.
What happened there, because apparently this lady promised you it was quiet? --- I don't know what
/happened in
happened in her life, because when we arrived there at night it was on Saturday, after the funeral,
when we arrived there we went to bed. The next day on Sunday evening we heard people singing song
or slogans and I said to this lady, "But you told me there are no political organizations in this
area. What's going on now? Who are singing the slogans?", and she said, "This is the first time
that I'm hearing this. I think the kids are playing".
Now, wouldn't this lady from Umgababa just deliberately call you for - do you think she called you
deliberately or she had plotted this thing for you, for your children to be killed? --- I think so.
And then what happened on the 20th? --- When we arrived there I stayed. We slept with her. The next

day she told me she was leaving and I asked her as to where was she going. She said I must stay
there, and she said she wasn't staying in her house, and I asked her where was she staying. She
told me she was staying at her father's house and she said the reason she is staying at her
father's house is because her mother was sick and she's helping her. So I asked her why is she
leaving her children and go and nurse her mother. Why can't she take her mother and bring her down
here. Then I realised that it was going to be difficult for me to stay there alone without her in
her house.
What happened on the 20th? --- On the 20th July 1990 my son woke up.
Which one? --- Bethwell. Bethwell woke up in the morning. I heard him talking to his sister that
she must bring his red shoes and maroon shirt and jeans and
/then he dressed
then he dressed up and he left for work. In the evening I realised that he was supposed to be back
home and I was troubled as to what was going on, how come he wasn't at home until this time, and
then at that time I had my new house built. I went to this lady's house, the one that I came and
stayed when I first came and when I was there I saw the lady's daughter and I greeted her and I
heard gunfire and when we looked we saw people - a lot of people - going up and down and this girl
said to me, "Do you have any idea as to what is going on?" I said, "No, I don't know". I went back
home. I told my other children. I said, "I heard gunfire and my child is not home yet", and I could
realise that my other kids were also worried. I couldn't sit down. I kept on looking up and down
and a girl from Shandu's family came and she called my daughter, Ntombifuthi and she said, "Come
here". Then I went to them and they were talking. When I was there she left, she ran away, and I
asked my daughter, "What was she saying?" and then she said, "She was asking where was my brother",
and then I decided to follow her to the Shandu family, and then when I arrived there her sister was
crying. Then I asked her why was she crying and she said she saw someone being shot at the bus
stop. I said to her, "How come, because we both heard the gunfire but you didn't cry? Why are you
crying now?", and then she said to me, "No, your child is not dead". I said to her, "It means he is
dead", and then I decided to go back to my children, and I told them that Mboteni, the girl from
Shandu, is now crying and the boy who usually goes with my son is back home and what about my son,
he is not back home, and the children said, "No, let's go to the bus stop
/"and check
"and check if he's not there". And then I said, "My children said they are going to check from
their brother", and the girl from Shandu said, "No, I'll go with them", and one boy who was 10
years old at that time and this boy said, "They won't come back if they are going to the bus stop",
and then she said, "Why are you saying they won't come back? They will come back. Let's go and
check for him", and my children came back crying and they said, "We can't find our brother there
and when we check at the bus stop we can't see anything and we saw a fire and when we go there
people are coming, so we were scared, we ran, and these people aren't saying anything to us, but
they just look at us badly, so we ran away up until here at home", and then it was clear to me that
child has died. My neighbour came and she said to me ... (end of tape No 2A)
2B/0 ... in and she said, "There is a guy who has been killed at the bus stop. That guy is wearing
red shoes, a maroon shirt and jeans", and I said, "That's my child. I heard him saying - he made
his sister to give him those clothes", and I realised that my child is now dead. And somewhere I
could hear these killers singing and my mother (?) said to me, "Mrs Shandu, I can see that now you
can't do anything and you are finished", and she went to the wardrobe. She opened the drawer. She
took the purses. I was wearing a gown at that time and it was cold. It was in winter time and she
opened my breast and she put the purses. At that time I was confused and something was telling me I
must just pray and praise and I kept on hearing my voice in her ears saying I must pray, I must
sing, I must praise the Lord. I kept on doing that and thing woman realised that I was confused.
She left and
/she came back
she came back and she said to me, "Mrs Shandu, you must leave. Go and sleep in the forest, because
if you hear these songs it means something terrible is going to happen to someone", and then I said
to her, "I can understand. I have to go to Mrs Shandu's house and sleep there, because that's where
I first came when I first came to this area". We took our blankets. We left for Mrs Shandu's house
and when we arrived there we sat down and when we were chatting I couldn't say anything, because I
knew that the guy that I have seen lying down in the street at the bus stop was my son and he was
dead, and I realised he was ... (inaudible) ... and I sent my children and Mrs Shandu's children to
go and tell Mrs Shandu that my child has been killed.
Mrs Shandu is the one who came and fetched you? --- Yes. I stayed there. Her name is Nomajaju
Shandu. We stayed in Mrs Shandu's house and her daughter, the one who said she was going to
accompany my children to go and check at the bus stop, left and then she came back after a while. I
was sitting next to the door and she said there were people coming. At that time I got scared. I
was panicking. I lost strength. I couldn't even close the door and I said, "Please close the door".
At that time I was stiff, because I was terrified. No one stood up and closed the door. Something
came to my mind and at that time I could feel as if someone was lifting me up and at that time I
was thinking to turn off the light, because there was a candle light and I could feel like someone
was lifting me up and I went to the candle and I turned it off - blew it off. At that time in my
heart I thought of hiding myself and I heard these people screaming and they
/said - they

said - they were asking that the Shandu family from this house must sit down and the Shandu family
who just came here for rescue must stand up, and then at that time my children thought of coming to
this side where I was sitting and the daughter from Shandu family said, "I don't want anyone here",
and I heard my daughter-in-law - my sister's daughter-in-law, was crying, and I took her. I put her
under my arm, because I could hear crying. I put her under my arm and I told her, "Quiet, don't
cry". And then they said, "All the Shandu family members from up, they must stand up", and then my
daughter, Ntombifuthi said to them, "We are also Shandu" and one boy who said to grab them, grabbed
my children by the neck and he was pushing each of them to the door and he said, "You aren't Shandu
from this house". And then my grandchild laugh and they threw her away and they said, "We don't
kill stupids", and then Zipporah said, "Mbatheni, my sister, please help me take care of my child",
and this boy who was busy grabbing them said, "Take your child. We came here to finish you. No one
will remain behind", and then she took her daughter with her. And then they ... (inaudible) ... her
up and she also took her child with her and they also took Bethwell's child and I could hear the
child crying outside. Zipporah said, "Would you please give us a chance, people?" and I said, "We
just need to know one thing. Why are you going to kill us, because we just came to this area and we
don't even know anyone? Even if you had your meetings you used to tell us and we used to go to your
meetings", and this other guy who was pushing them said, "No, this one is lying to us. All of you,
you must go to your house", and then they took
/them to my
them to my house. When they arrived there they said they must move back and hold the wardrobes and
they were behind them. The boy who didn't die there was the one who opened the wardrobe and went
inside the wardrobe or hid himself in the wardrobe and they chopped him by a panga. I could hear
their voices. They were not firing twice, they were firing only once and I could count them, 1, 2,
3, until they were finished. After they finished only one was safe. That's when they started
pouring petrol on those bodies and then they lit all the corpses and when the fire caught the
wardrobe my other grandchild, the one who was inside the wardrobe, got away. Linda, Thulile were on
fire. They couldn't get away. They were crying. They were not shot, but they were burnt. On the
20th, in other words, Bethwell, Mfiki, Linda, Zipporah, Primrose and Thulile, those are the only
people who died on the 20th, and Masiki as well. Mfiki was the last one to die, because after
they've burnt the corpses and I was - from where I was hiding myself I could hear Mfiki. I heard
one of the attackers saying, "I want him dead. Don't let him loose", and I heard him crying and
then they shot him and they burnt him outside the house. They put a big plank and they burnt him.
What about you and these other two sons? --- They were not at home, because we just came to that
place. They couldn't see me because the Lord has put a heavy blanket for any human being to see me.
They asked as to where I was, but they said I wasn't there, while I was there.
Now, tell us more about Nomajaju, the one who took you from your area to Umgababa. --- She is no
longer
/there, because
there, because after my children died there was violence.
Do you know the names of these people, because we do have names here? We will just make a copy,
because these names are a lot. We are just going to make a copy. We have never heard of something
terrible like this, killing small kids and all family members like that. What's really sad is that
we've discovered that the media doesn't tell us more about these things and we understand the pain
that you are going through and one saddest thing is that it still is like this, they don't come out
of the media. Now, we want people to know and realise how bad it was, the pain they've put people
through and media is not going to take this out. People aren't going to see about this or read
about this or hear about it. Your story is one of the most saddest stories that someone would lose
members of the family - all your family - at a time. --- Now, Mrs Shandu's children are the ones
who told these people who attacked us to come and kill us because we were Inkatha members. I am
very, very sad. I am dead.
What's troubling you? --- What's troubling me is the voices of my children. I can still hear them
crying. I hear their voices in my ears all the time, and the pain of suffering, because my children
were the ones who were looking after me.
Are you working? --- No, I'm not working because I'm very sickly and there's no one who can hire me
like this.
What about Jabulani? Who is treating Jabulani? --- He's not receiving any treatment. Gertrude is
receiving treatment from Wentworth Hospital.
Is she paying? --- Yes, she is paying.
/Even yourself,
Even yourself, you need to get treatment. I'll tell you that you are a real strong woman. God has
given you an amazing strength, and this Truth Commission it's one wonderful thing, because we see
things like this coming forward. I'll pass it over to my colleagues.
MRS GCABASHE: Mrs Shandu, we heard about the trouble which you've been through. I still have one
question about the child. The one that you said she is not well mentally. Are you receiving any

money to help? --- No. The child tried for pension, but it was not successful.
When was this? Do you still remember the year? --- It was in 1964, December.
In other words, this child has been born disabled? --- Ja.
You also mentioned something about your neighbour who came and helped you. What's her name and
where is she? --- I don't know where she is because we all got scattered because we ran away and in
that area no one is staying there now. All I know is that she was Mrs Mkhize, and she's the one who
showed the police her child, the one who was there when my children were killed.
Are you receiving any pension? --- No.
When was this? --- I applied for it on the 12th December 1965. No, on the 12th December 1995.
We understand that, Mrs Shandu, and we will try and see as to why aren't you receiving all these
things. --- I don't have a place to stay as well, I don't. I am staying in other people's places. I
just go from one place to the other - relatives and friends. I don't have my own place.
/CHAIRMAN:
CHAIRMAN: Mrs Shandu, the document that you gave us just now was a subpoena to attend a Supreme
Court criminal trial. Now, those people who killed your children, did they stand trial for murder?
--- Yes, they did.
And were they convicted? --- I'm not quite sure because when I left that area the case was still
on, because I was glad and if they killed me all the evidence would have been gone.
Did you give evidence in the murder trial? --- Yes, I was a witness. I was there.
And did you tell the Court what you heard and what you saw on that night? --- Yes, I did.
And you have never been told whether those people are in gaol or are not in gaol? --- No, I just
met someone who was handling the case and we met at Umbumbulu Court and he told me some of them
were in gaol for 40 years or 35 years, but I can't tell if he was just comforting me or what.
We will be able very easily to find out whether they are in gaol or not and we will tell you that
information. --- I will be very much grateful.
Mrs Shandu, it's very, very difficult to know what to say to a mother who has lost her children in
this way. The people who did this have no humanity at all. They have descended to a lower level.
This terrible story is a story of political intolerance and, like in so many other places in this
province, it is the ordinary hard-working women like yourself who have to bear the brunt of this
political intolerance. We wish that the leaders of the IFP and the ANC could have been here today
to listen to your story and to the story of the witness before you,
/Mrs Mabaso,
Mrs Mabaso, because we believe that those stories - we wish that the leaders of the IFP and the ANC
could have listened to your story and to the story of the witness before you, Mrs Mabaso, because
we think that those stories that you have told would have touched their hearts and would have made
them understand the suffering of ordinary people and would have made them all the more determined
to bring peace to this province. We understand that you have been terribly affected by this but we
still, nevertheless, salute your bravery and your courage, coming here today and telling us this
terrible story and we hope that it makes it a little bit easier for you to live with the pain that
you are living with. So we thank you very, very much for coming here today, and we wish you well as
you go.
DR MGOJO: What my colleague, Lyster, was trying to say is that he wishes that political leaders,
like IFP leaders, ANC leaders, would have been here today and see what really happened to ordinary
people like you. One finds it very difficult to understand why people will do such things. You
expect someone from your family to protect you, not to kill you. This lady came and fetched you and
she promised you she was going to protect you, and only to find that she was selling you and
therefore it's really painful and difficult for one to understand, but still I must say I really
respect you, you are too brave. --- I would like this Commission to hear my requests. I would like
this Commission to help me to support these children, the ones that I have, and another thing, I'll
ask the Commission to put a tombstone on my children's grave.
/We heard
We heard you, Mrs Shandu, and we will take this requests and we will pass them to the President,
and the Government will decide what to do, but we have taken note of whatever you said and we are
going to take them to the Government, and you asked for support. If I may mention what you asked
for, and also you asked to investigate if those people who attacked and killed your children are
still alive and where they are, whether in goal or still outside, and again you also asked for your
pension, and you also asked for medical assistance for your disabled child and the other ones who
were affected by this ordeal. That one is easy. I think we, as the Commission, we can arrange that.
You can see a psychologist. We will pass these other requests to the Government and they will be
the ones who are going to decide whether to give you or not. Thank you.

---------------------

/CHAIRMAN:
3A/0 CHAIRMAN: Can you hear me through the earphones?
MRS LUTHULI: Yes, I can hear you.
CHAIRMAN: We thank you for coming in. You are residing in Esikhaweni Township. Is that correct?
MRS LUTHULI: That is correct.
CHAIRMAN: You have come to tell us about the death of your husband, Dr Henry Viga Luthuli, who died
in August 1990?
MRS LUTHULI: That is correct.
CHAIRMAN: Can you please stand up to take the oath?
DORCAS LUTHULI (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much, Mrs Luthuli. Mrs Gcabashe will assist you.
MRS GCABASHE: Good day, Mrs Luthuli. We thank you very much for having come before this Commission.
The day that you have chosen is quite a bad day, because it's a rainy day, but we do thank you for
having come before us. We appreciate it because the main objective of the Commission is to get the
truth about all the things that took place in the past so that we may get a clear picture as to
what happened, so that even if we want a cure for this we know what the symptoms and the root cause
are. The main reason that you have come before us is because of the loss of your husband, but we
would like you to talk about your family and tell us what's the composition of your family. Do you
have children? Do you have parents? Firstly, it is said that you were born in 1945. Is that
correct? --- Yes, it is.
And you stay at Esikhaweni? --- That is also correct.
You can give us your family history. --- I have
/four children,
four children, two boys and two girls.
Could you please tell us your children's names, as well as their ages. --- Augustine Maluxolo was
born in 1972.
Is he at school? --- He is at Ongoye University. He is doing course 2 at Ongoye. The second one is
Emanuel Sifiso. He was born in 1974.
What is he doing? --- He is at Pentak (?) in Cape Town. He's doing engineering. He is also doing
course 3. The third one is Nolundi Feluleko. She was born in 1978. She is doing standard 10 at

Cambridge College in Durban. The last one it's Yena Nomhle. She's 11 years old. She's doing
standard 4 at St Patrick College, Empangeni. She was born in 1975 - 1985. I made a mistake.
What standard is she? --- She's in standard 4 at St Patrick at Empangeni.
Do you still have parents? --- My mother died. After this happened she suffered heart disease and
died of a heart attack. My husband (father ?) was deceased a long time ago. My father-in-law died
immediately after this incident.
Are you working or not? --- Yes, I am working at the University of KwaZulu.
Now, you may start relating your story and tell us what the situation was at Esikhaweni before all
this happened. --- There was some violence and people were being killed and shot. There were people
who were already being killed, but it was not so rife and the cars would be burnt, as well as
neighbours' houses, but this terrified us and it scared us because we were a quiet community.
/That was
That was in 1990.
When you say there were shootings as well as burning of the houses, could you perhaps tell us as to
who were killing other people and who were burning other people's cars? Do you have any knowledge
as to who the perpetrators were? --- For instance, my neighbour's place was Professor Ndlovu's
house. They were quite close to us and that was the first experience we had of this type of
violence. Professor Ndlovu was my neighbour and the following day I went to Professor Ndlovu's
place. My husband was overseas.
Now, according to rumours or your suspicions, what led to this violence or what led to the attack
on the part of the Professor? --- I wouldn't know what happened, because even the reports that
appeared in newspapers were different and we could not actually pinpoint as to what the actual
problem was and I wouldn't vouch and say I know what they were fighting for, but I knew him to be a
member of the ANC and he was a staunch member. He was also a prominent member of the UDF.
Was there any violence at that time? --- Yes, there was, but it was not very rife - as rife as it
grew to be later on. As well as Mr Mlambo's story, who was killed in a very brutal - Mr Mdletshe,
who was killed very brutally. Mr Mdletshe was attacked by a certain group of people. He was staying
at the rural areas, and these were the most prominent people that we heard were killed at the time.
Now, tell us about your own story as to what happened. When was it, because, according to your
statement the date is not mentioned? --- It was on the
/2nd August
2nd August 1990. It was at about eight, when my husband was shot. He arrived home at about half
past seven, when he was coming from his main surgery and he told me that there were certain
patients who were waiting for him at the consulting room at home and he told these patients that he
was still hungry. He asked them to wait for him. He would see them at 8 o'clock. At about a quarter
to eight, it was at the time there was news of the Gulf War and we wanted to listen to the news. I
went into the shower to take a shower. Whilst I was inside the shower I heard him passing at the
passage and he said to me he was coming and he ran to the door. After he had opened the door, when
I think I heard a very loud and unusual noise. This noise came three times and when I was in the
shower there was quite a lot of noise from the water and I thought probably it was the geyser
because we had just repaired our old geyser, but I was very scared and I came out of the shower
running and I left the shower open. I thought the shower would - the water would burn me. And I
went towards him to ask him what was happening.
Just take your time, Mrs Luthuli. We know this is a very painful moment of having to relive the
ordeal that took place on that day. Take your time and relax. We shall wait for you. --- When I got
there he was curved (?) and the computer was on. Because I was wet and I was naked I thought
probably he had been electrocuted by the computer whilst he was trying to connect the wires and I
was scared to touch him because my whole body was wet and I tried to dry myself quickly. And
Nolundi came and saw the cartridges and she said, "My Dad had been shot", and when I tried to do
mouth to mouth resuscitation, when I
/pressed his
pressed his chest, trying to make him breathe, the blood spurted out of the wounds and he gasped in
my hands and he died right in my arms. That was how it happened.
Let me just ask you a question. You said you thought he was electrocuted by the computer. Was he
inside the house and was he at the surgery or inside the house - the main house? Where was it? --His consulting room is in the main house. We converted the house into - another wing of the house
was converted into the consulting room. He didn't go outside the house, but he had gone into the
consulting room, which was within the main house itself.
Did you see anyone running away from the scene or anyone looking suspicious? --- When we went out,
trying to look, there was absolutely no one. I could not even see a car nor a person who was
running away from the scene.

What did you do then? --- Then I phoned the police and the phone was never answered. When I
realised that the phone wasn't answered I phoned my neighbour's place - that is Mr Mkhize - and
Mr Mkhize went to fetch the police personally from the police station and brought them with.
And what happened thereafter? --- When the police arrived, they took my husband and I told them
that he had no pulse and he had died. He was taken to the mortuary, that is to the Government
mortuary.
Did they ever take a statement from you? --- No, they never took a statement from me. They took it
from Nolundi. They never took my statement.
Where were the police coming from? --/Esikhaweni Police
Esikhaweni Police Station.
Was it SAP or ZP? --- It was ZP Police.
Was there any inquest held with regard to your husband's death? --- It only started this year and
it's still continuing. The hearings are going to be held in December. It has just started now in
1996.
What about the cartridges? What did you do with them? --- They were taken by the police.
According to your own opinion, why is it that a case or a murder that took place in 1990 is being
investigated now in 1996? --- I thought there wasn't a proper investigation. The police were
dragging their feet. At times they would come and tell me it's very difficult. They have problems.
They can't go on, but they wouldn't really tell me as to why what sort of problems they had and I
wrote a letter to the State President. It was State President De Klerk, the former State President.
I wrote a letter to him, asking as to where my husband was. He said he was going to send a
Commissioner of Police to come and investigate the matter personally. I think it was Mr Kriel who
was in charge.
Was there a commission that was held? --- Yes, a Commissioner of Police was sent. They replied and
they told me that they had referred the matter to Ulundi, because the matter took place in KwaZulu
and when it came from Ulundi I went to the post office. I received a very big envelope. All the
letters that I had written to the State President were returned and there was no reply, nor was
there any explanation as to why they had sent them back and I realised that nothing was going to be
done with my case. I phoned the police station and explained to the
/detectives that
detectives that the Commissioner ... (intervention)
Did you phone the ZP at Esikhaweni? --- Yes, I phoned the ZP at Esikhaweni and I told them that all
the documents I had submitted for the investigation had been returned to me and I asked them to ask
Buchner, who was the Commissioner of Police at that time, and find out as to what he was going to
do with the matter because there was no explanation whatsoever.
Did Buchner reply? --- After I had spoken I never got a reply, but other people helped me and they
told me that I was in hit list No 1. I was going to be killed.
Now, what did you do after hearing that you were on the hit list? --- I phoned the police station
and I explained that I did not need to die, because all I wanted was the truth about my husband's
death and I will knock at every door to try and find out the truth about my husband's death. If it
caused for me to die then I was prepared to die for the truth.
Take your time, Mrs Luthuli. We do understand this is a very painful experience. When last did you
hear from the KwaZulu Police? When last did the KwaZulu Police contact you or give you a reply as
to the fact that you were on hit list No 1? --- No, they never replied. They just told me that they
had a problem. They never explained what this problem was, but the detective who was investigating
this case was shot and killed and, if I remember well, it was Detective Dlamini. I heard that he
had also been killed. That is one of the detectives who had come to my place.
Are there any suspicions as to who could have
/possibly killed
possibly killed your husband? --- At that time we never heard anything except now that the inquest
has started I heard that there were certain queries that it could possibly be members of the
Vlakplaas. They say it is possible that it's them, but there is no surety. I saw it in the
newspaper last month.
Besides that was there ever a person who was arrested? --- No, nothing was done. Nobody was
arrested.
Let's come back to the inquest that is taking place now. Have you got the results now? --- No, the
inquest is still on-going. Nobody has been arrested as yet and nobody has been held responsible.

Let's come to your health now, as well as your offspring. You told us that your father-in-law got
ill and he died because of this incident. Was he not sick before that? --- No, he was not sick. He
was quite healthy.
Tell us how you and your family were affected by this whole incident and the death of your husband.
--- Nolundi was severely traumatised. She has been mentally and emotionally affected, because she
is the one who actually saw what happened, and the other one was 10 years and 4 years,
respectively. They did not know that their father was dead. They were touching him and calling out
his name and at the time the police were not coming to investigate the matter. She was later
diagnosed as suffering from diabetic shock ever since, after her father's death. That's when it
started. Now she's receiving treatment. She never cried at the time, because she was still very
shocked, but later on it was discovered
/that she
that she was severely shocked and she got ill. Ever since then she's been ill. Last year she was in
a coma twice.
Take your time, Mrs Luthuli. We understand your problem. We know you've gone through a lot. How is
Nolundi psychologically? Is she coping? --- She never wrote the exams two consecutive years. That
was in 1994 and 1995, as well as last year. Last year she was very ill and she was supposed to be
the main witness in the inquest and when we went to Mtunzini I was speaking to another woman,
explaining to her that the witnesses in this matter or in this case were killed and I think
thereafter she got scared. She collapsed after hearing that the witnesses had been killed and that
there was going to be an inquest. Now she's very scared of police. She literally shivers when she
sees the police. I had to take her to Durban. That's where she is attending school, and I spoke to
the principal to take extra care of her, because now she's not even responding to the treatment
that she is taking. She is highly traumatised. I took her to Durban because in Durban there are
specialists.
Which school is it in Durban? --- It's Cambridge College. That's where she is. She was from St
Catherine's in Empangeni.
What is the name of the principal? --- It's Mrs Johnson at St Catherine's and it's Mr Coley at
Cambridge.
Now, is she still taking the treatment? --- Yes, she's receiving three injections a day.
Who is treating her? --- It is a specialist - it's an Indian doctor. I can't remember his name. As
well as another doctor, who stays quite close to the
/school. She's
school. She's got two doctors who are treating her and they usually admit her at the nearby
hospital whenever she is ill. The other doctor is a physician. I don't remember what his name is. I
think I'm a bit tired, but I can fax you the information. The first doctor who treated her was Dr
Masuku and Dr Masuku referred her to a certain physician in Durban.
Dr Masuku referred her to - you will send us the information. We do understand. Let's come to the
other children now. Tell us about them. We've already discussed Nolundi. Let's talk about Augustine
now. --- I think Augustine was fine, but now he's having a problem. He's abusing liquor. I think
he's suppressing something, some inner feelings, but he's not talking about those feelings. He is a
very intelligent person, but ever since then he's not proceeding with his studies. He's having
problems.
Have you ever tried to get some medical help for him or to go for counselling - some psychological
treatment or anything? --- I think he will need counselling because the past Sunday he was involved
a hi-jacking and he was kidnapped. He is in hospital at the present moment.
Let's come to the second one. --- The second one got very ill. She developed asthma and she had
bronchospasms and they even operated on him. He underwent a tonsillectomy. That was when he was
still at school and he was not even responding to the treatment, but thereafter the bronchospasm
got worse and at some stage he was admitted for a few weeks at the hospital.
Does he have any mental stress? --- Boys are like girls. They like to suppress their feelings, but
I
/do see some
do see some signs that they are not feeling quite well, but they are trying to suppress their
feelings and they are trying to hide it away from me.
And what about Nonhle? How is she? --- I can see she is also disturbed. They don't want to sleep in
their bedrooms. They want to sleep in my bedroom or they want to be huddled together in one
bedroom. Yena doesn't want her own bedroom. Even when she is sleeping she usually grabs me the
whole night. Nolundi does the very same thing and we will sleep in the one bed, all of us, the
whole family. They said they are scared to use their own bedrooms.

Mrs Luthuli, we do ... (end of tape 3A)
3B/0 --- It helps me to pray and we've got groups. We all pray when the times get very difficult,
but what affected me even most were the threats that I was being hunted and I was on the hit list.
You said what affected you? --- The fact that I was going to be killed. I was scared that I was
going to be killed and I was going to leave my children behind. I was very stressed. This is what
took its toll on me. There were certain people who came in 1993 and at the time I was very brave. I
felt that they could do anything that they wanted to do. They knocked at the window and I went out
the door. I saw somebody with a gun. I said, "In Jesus' name you must go away", because they had
already broken the burglar guard, and I think that was the day I was supposed to have died. I could
not see as to who this person was. He should have been 18 years or 20 years old and he was quite
tall.
Do you think you need counselling or what is your
/opinion of
opinion of receiving counselling? --- It's difficult for me to say whether I do need counselling or
I don't. Maybe it's because I'm growing old or because I'm working, it looks like I'm coping. Maybe
other people will see that I'm not coping and as a mother I'm more concerned about my children than
myself.
Now, according to my own observation, after hearing what you are telling, I think the whole family
- yourself, as well as your children - do need some form of counselling. You need some support. You
need people to talk to and talk about your problems. I know you have this faith and this gives you
strength but we believe you also do need counselling. Are you still staying at the same house? --Yes, I'm staying at the same house and the practice was closed.
Now, if you had a request or a wish before this Commission, what would that be? --- My main worry
is my children, that if I die what would happen to them, especially the one who is taking a lot of
treatment - cocktail of tablets - and they are attending very expensive schools because my husband
could afford that when he was still there and they never learnt Zulu, so they could not start from
scratch, learning Zulu, so I had to carry this load of educating them in these multi-racial schools
and Nolundi's treatment is very expensive, because it exhausts my medical aid, and they usually
tell me that they can't pay for any of the tablets that she receives.
We understand, Mrs Luthuli. We are asking - we are not actually promising to deliver, but we are
asking so that we can make recommendations to the State President, but he is the one who makes the
final decision at the end
/of the day
of the day as to how he should help people who have been so severely and drastically affected by
the practices of the past. I shall hand over to the Chairperson.
DR MGOJO: Mrs Luthuli, I'll ask you just a few questions. I can see that you are suffering from
exhaustion. I just want to go back to the people who came to your house, who said they wanted to be
seen by your husband. Did you ever see those people? --- No, we never saw those people.
Could
small
So it
could

you recognise any voices? --- It was very difficult, because the consulting room is quite
and he used to go in there alone and take care of his parents and I wouldn't even go there.
means that he went in there and tried to consult with his patients. There was no way that I
have seen them.

Was your husband an active political member? --organization. He never told me about any involvement.

No,

he

never

belonged

to

any

political

What was happening at that place, that is at Esikhaweni, during that time? Could you just give us a
brief explanation and draw a picture? --- Violence had just started and each time the children were
coming back from school, especially the children from Ndlovasu High School, they would come to the
surgery and complain that the situation was not calm, and at times I would ask them as to why they
did not go to other surgeries and they never used to want to go to any other surgery. At times they
would stay there till after lunch, but I never paid much attention as to why they used to frequent
my husband's surgery.
The police who were investigating, who was in charge
/of these
of these policemen? --- If I'm not mistaken, it was a certain Mr Mdluli. I do not know whether he
was heading the investigation or he was in charge.
Is he the only one that you remember? --- There was also a Mr Ndwandwe, but I think Mr Ndwandwe is
now late, but I do remember Mr Mdluli very well.
Do you know whether Mr Mdluli is still alive? --- Mr Mdluli is still alive and I saw him at the
inquest. I understand Mr Ndwandwe has since passed away, because they wanted him at the inquest.

Where does Mr Mdluli stay? --- I think he stays in Esikhaweni.
Is he one of the people who told you that it was difficult for them to go on with the
investigation? --- No, it was a certain Mr Ntuli. It's Mr Ntuli who said it was difficult for them
to investigate the matter and they were doing all that was in their power to go on with the
investigation and they started to fear for their lives. It was Derek Ntuli and Sergeant Xulu. They
said they had problems with this case. They never detailed what the problems were, but they said
their lives were at stake. And I asked them as to how could their lives be at stake when they were
so young and I do not understand what they were telling me. They said they had tried all that was
in their power, but there was an irresistible force that was preventing them from going on with the
investigation. They told me that they had been taken out of the case and they had been told to stop
investigating the matter. They did say they had problems.
That doesn't really give us problems, because we can investigate the matter on our own. We
sympathise with
/you. Please
you. Please pass our condolences to your children. Firstly, we know that in this continent of ours
we do not have doctors. We've even fetched doctors from Cuba, especially black doctors. They are as
important as gold and they should be protected because our community needs them. Now, if people
could just go to a doctor and kill that doctor, that is a shame. I also wish that these people
could be brought to book, as you've just said that you want the Commission to try and get the
people who killed your husband and when it gets them you also want to see them. I do believe that
there are a lot of people who would want to see the murderers of Dr Henry Luthuli, so that they may
explain to us as to why they killed your husband. You've detailed your requests and we shall pass
them on to the State President. We wish that your requests or wishes could be granted. I am
impressed by the fact that you believe in God. To me that's a source of great strength, because a
non-believer is just like an animal, because even in the Zulu culture people used to gather
together to pray and sing praises to the Lord. Now, your believing is your source of strength and
God is your shoulder to lean on. I wish the Lord may help you. We thank you very much.
CHAIRMAN: Mrs Luthuli, yesterday and on Monday two women here gave evidence that their sons were
killed in, I think it was Sokhulu, by the police and, from information that we have, it appears
that your husband may have done a post-mortem - a second post-mortem on those bodies. Do you know
anything about that? --- I don't know anything about it. That much. My husband was not a district
surgeon, but the children who used to come were
/patients from
patients from the surgery and that doctor was a family doctor and the parents of those children
were shot and they were treated by my husband and my husband also gave them some counselling, but I
don't know anything with regard to the counselling, because he never told me. I have no knowledge
about the post-mortem, but the parents of those children were treated with shock. I was there when
they were treated, because these were my husband's patients. He was their family doctor and he used
to counsel them. All that he did, as well as the treatment he gave to the parents, as well as the
family members. But the post-mortem that was conducted on the children I have no clarity, because
when he came back he was from overseas and the children were going to be buried over the week-end
and now it's placed doubt in my mind as to when did he conduct this post-mortem.
I know that that is one of the angles that is being looked at in the inquest, because it's alleged
that these children were killed by the police and that your husband did a post-mortem on the bodies
and it is possible that the killers of those children also killed your husband because they
believed that he might find clues as to what sort of ammunition had been used to shoot these
children. But I won't comment too much on that, because the inquest is busy taking place at the
moment and I know that you are being assisted by one of my ex-colleagues. Mrs Luthuli, we realise
how difficult this must be for you and we thank you for having the courage to come and talk to us
today. Your husband was taken from you in the prime of his life. He was a young medical doctor. He
was also a graduate in community medicine from the University of Natal. I think
/he was the
he was the first black person to graduate with a degree in community medicine. He was a progressive
person and he was working for the benefit of his people. The investigation by the KwaZulu Police
into this matter indicates a massive cover-up from high up in the KwaZulu Police, but for those of
you who know the KwaZulu Police I suppose that we could not have expected anything else from such a
corrupt and useless Police Force, headed by a former security policeman, Major-General Jacques
Buchner, and the people who killed your husband chose him because of those values, the fact that he
was an educated, clever person. He was committed to exposing the truth and if you look at many of
the other people who have been targeted for assassination - we think of people like Dr Fabian
Ribeiro. We think of Mr Griffiths Mxenge, his wife Victoria Mxenge, Reggie Hadebe, Professor
Sibankulu. All of them educated, progressive people, who worked to make a difference in this
country, and we begin to realise and understand why those people were targeted for assassination.
The inquest in this matter is taking place. We hope very, very much that that inquest will do a
proper investigative job, which could have been done by the KwaZulu Police years ago when your
husband was killed, and we hope very much, for your sake, that it will come forward with the names
of the people who killed your husband. Not only the people who pulled the triggers but, much more
importantly, who told the people to pull the triggers and although this will not bring your husband
back to you and your children it might make it easier for you to accept, but I think you should
also take courage from the fact that your husband was regarded as a hero by

/many, many people,
many, many people, and we hope that you find some comfort in that. Thank you very much for coming
in today.
---------------------

/CHAIRMAN:
CHAIRMAN: The next witness is Mr Bheki Ntuli.
4A/0 Good afternoon, Mr Ntuli. We welcome you here today. You have come from Esikhaweni Township.
MR NTULI: Yes.
CHAIRMAN: And you have come to tell us about the attacks and harassment on you and your family,
which took place in 1992, I think it was.
MR NTULI: Yes.
CHAIRMAN: Before you tell that story, can you stand to take the oath please.

BHEKI NTULI (Sworn states) (In English)
CHAIRMAN: Before you tell us your story, can you just give us a brief explanation as to who you are
and what are your family circumstances, just so that we can place on record who Bheki Ntuli is. --Thank you, Mr Chairman, my name is Bheki Ntuli, as you have said. I was born in Brighton,
Mtubatuba. I schooled in Mtubatuba, Mangosi Madedeni College of Education. Then I started teaching
in Manqami High School. Because of the harassment then I decided to leave and joined Alusaf in
1982. I lived in Esikhaweni at the time. I was involved in the trade union movement, NUMSA. In 1987
I was elected a shop steward. I was active in the UDF and the structures of the community as well.
In 1991 I was elected the chairperson of COSATU, but the harassment started in 1990 after the
release of the President of the country. Because of my involvement in the trade union movement and
my being the leader of COSATU at that time I was then seeing harassment on both members of COSATU,
UDF and myself. It was in 1990 when I was time and again arrested by the KwaZulu Police, claiming
that I should not stay in this area because the
/ANC is not
ANC is not for this area, but the IFP is. It went on in July, 4th July, at eleven. I was in Durban
at a meeting. The KwaZulu Police raided my house, H125. They were led by Moses Gumede, who is still
a member of the KwaZulu - the police at this stage and Captain Mkhize, who has been working,
heading the investigation officers in Mtubatuba, but, as I understand, he has now been transferred
to Empangeni. In the house, when they raided the house in 1990, 4th July, they found Nombulelo, my
wife, Bongiwe, Mbali and Mkululeko.
Are those your children? --- Yes.
How many children do you have? --- I have four. There were four policemen that raided my house.
They were driving in a blue private car and they were all armed with rifle and 9mm firearms, as I
understand. They were with one guy that was - they had at the time, and they instructed him to give
them firearms for my house, and they told Numbulelo to give them firearms and this guy, and the guy
said he didn't say there were firearms in my house, and they raided the house and they couldn't
find any, and they asked Numbulelo whether these three kids are hers or mine and she said, "Yes",
and they told her that they are going to eat mud, because I'm going to be killed. That was Moses
Gumede. He is now heading investigating officers still in Esikhaweni. My child, Mbali, she was able
to go out of there to this place across the street, running, and the youngest, Mkululeko, at the
time, was asking them whether they would give him the firearms that they had, because he was very
young at that time, and they asked him where my firearm is and Mkululeko said I don't, he was the
only person that had a firearm. At that time
/he had a toy.
he had a toy.
How old was Mkululeko then? --- Mkululeko at that time was very young, he was four. Then on
February 16, 1992, when the IFP invaded Esikhaweni, aiming at cleaning Esikhaweni, Gcina Mkhize
harassed me. He was one of the members of the KwaZulu Police and he arrested me. He assaulted me
and he took me to the police station. At that time we were monitoring the move by the IFP, the
KwaZulu Police, because they were all arresting everybody on the road and in the hostels. On the
10th June 1992 Sergeant Gumede - Khumalo - chased me from Mkhabusa area. He was driving in a white
Sentra, and the other squad were in an Nyala. Because they were getting close to me I had to
overtake, because I realised that it was the police and I knew that they were aiming at killing me,
because they were always saying they will get hold of me and I will be killed.
Sorry, who was the policeman who was chasing you? --- It was Khumalo that I knew amongst the
police. Then I went to Fred Mthembu. I was with Sithle in my car and I hooted before I got to
Mthembu, of course using the sign that Mthembu could understand that it was me hooting. He
immediately opened the door and then they couldn't do anything because he had already seen them. So
they told me that they are looking for my car because my car is carrying firearms. They searched
the car, but couldn't find any. Then they left me there. I was then afraid to go back to my house,
H125, at that time and I requested to sleep in Fred's house, because I knew there was only one way
to come out of that area. After about 15 minutes Khumalo came back and said he wanted to talk to
me. I
/went out and
went out and he asked me if I had seen some copperhead around.
A copperhead is a colloquial word for a balaclava? --- Balaclava, yes. I asked him - he said his
boys seem to have left the copperhead in the area where they were chasing me. Then I asked him,
"Why would the police wear a copperhead? Because copperheads are not for people that are doing
legal things", and it was not cold on that day. Then he didn't answer. He said, "I do know that
some of the members of the police can be tsotsis at some stage". But when he left, after having not
found the copperhead he wanted to find, then he told me that I will not survive. They will get hold
of me. On the date that I can't remember they also were in the same - it was in August now, close
to the attack to my house - I had realised that they were going to get me at that time, because
they were everywhere I went and every car of the police I met was stopping me, searching my car,
always, and my style of getting out of Esikhaweni - when I wanted to go out from Esikhaweni, I
could first check whether or not there were cars following me and if I suspect I would come back to
Esikhaweni. Then they arrested me in the mid-August and they raided my house and they arrested

everybody, despite the fact that they couldn't get anything from my house. We were all arrested. We
were all gaoled. And my car was used over the night and I could realise that, because before I went
to the cell I checked the kilometres and I knew how much petrol I had in my car, but the next
morning some other guys that we were arrested with, they were called to Mtunzini, but I wasn't.
Then we had to phone the lawyers. We were using Saloshni Pillay at the time,
/and the Legal
and the Legal Resources Centre also was phoned at the time. Legal Resources Centre, in which you
were also working and Howard Varney was the person that was found there. I was then released on
bail, but because the case was being formulated and they couldn't charge me ... (intervention)
Sorry to interrupt. We've just had a request that if you could either speak in Zulu and in English
or in Zulu only so that some more members of the audience can understand you. --- Okay. (Witness
continues in Zulu, through Interpreter) When they tried to attack me. When they tried to attack me,
they came to me and arrested me. It was at about 8 o'clock. They found us in my car. It was a lot
of them. They wanted to stop the car at the crossroad. Then I realised. I tried to rush or speed up
and they stopped us at the corner near my house. They started beating us, hit us and they arrested
all of us and took us to the police station and my car was being used the whole night, because the
next morning, when I was released, I found other people who have been beaten by the police because
they said they were taking my car and I told them that I was arrested at that time. At 125, where I
was staying, on the 26th my house was attacked. I think it was for the fourth time. But most of the
time they used to come to my neighbour and attack my neighbour. It was Mthethwa's house. It was at
124. They used to throw a hand grenade there and then the next day we will discover that they were
trying to attack and they were angry at each other why they attacked the house 124 instead of 125.
Now, because I'm a Zulu guy and again I'm also a Zionist, I used to go to, "iSangomas" to try and
/protect myself,
protect myself, because I knew there were people who were trying to kill me. Maybe that's why it's because of "Muthi" that their hand grenade will go to a neighbour, not my house, but what I
didn't like is that also my neighbour was like me and this, "Muthi" wasn't good because on the 26th
they came back at about 9 o'clock. Let me just clarify one thing before I talk about what's written
on this statement. What's written on page 3, No 20, it reads like this, "I heard a loud bang that
something exploded outside the kitchen". I saw afterwards that the attackers had attempted to throw
a hand grenade into the kitchen, but it had rolled back outside. It exploded about 1 metre from the
kitchen door. I would like to put this on record that this stanza which is on No 20, it's not true.
I wrote it like this. I gave them this information like this because they were Zulu Police or KZP,
so I was protecting myself, because they were trying to arrest me at that time and they asked me
how I protected myself, so I had to lie to them and tell them that they were the ones who threw a
hand grenade to my house. One policeman who came from Pretoria, who arrived at the SB from
Empangeni, he said he was here to see me, just me. He wanted to talk with me. He wanted me to take
a drive with him, so I realised that something was wrong and the Zulu Police will come out from my
statement that they came, because they were the ones who were behind this. On the 26th at about 9
o'clock I came back from my house. I was from a meeting and as soon as I arrived in my house
something in my blood told me something wasn't right. I went to Fred's house to park my car there
and I told him that I was scared and I told him that these
/people are
people are coming to attack me and they'll burn my car. I told him I'm going to park my car at his
place and he must come the next morning and fetch me so that we go to work. I was tired when I got
back home. In my house it was me, Rich, my brother's son, Lucky, my brother's son as well, and
there was Msizi Mchunu, who was my friend and also my security, because the COSATU had made a
decision that I must have a security because my life was in danger. Msizi was a member and also a
commander of MK. He had gone to exile and came back and he was someone who was staying here. I
don't know where Msizi got a hand grenade, but he is the one who came with a hand grenade to my
house. Another person who was also there was Enoch Nzuza. I can't remember very well whether at
that time he was a shop steward or he was a manager. Enoch Nzuza had survived an attack which was
directed to him and we decided that he must come over to my place, because at that time he was
scared. He stayed in my house and then he drank liquor. We allowed him to sleep in my house because
he wanted to go and sleep at his friend's place, because he was scared also to sleep in my house,
because my house was also a target for the police. He went to bed earlier or before me. Msizi,
Lucky and myself were watching television. At about 10 o'clock, after I left, Lucky and Msizi were
watching television. I heard gunfire and I woke up and after that I heard that eight people were
killed at Esikhaweni. Msizi escaped. He went to another house - he and Richard - and Lucky came and
told me that we are being attacked. I rushed to my 9mm and this 9mm I have a licence for it. I just
fire without knowing who I was firing at, because all over
/there were
there were gunshots. After that I could smell something and I realised that it was teargas and they
threw it through my kitchen window and my dining room window and then that's when we decided that
we should run outside. I crawled from my bedroom, me and Lucky. We grabbed Enoch, because we knew
that he was drunk. We opened the shower and then I told Lucky that we must go to the kitchen so
that we can tell where the gunshots were coming from. They kicked the door open. The door was half
opened. We waited for them to shoot again, so that we can tell where the shots were coming from,
and we realised after a while that they were all over, surrounding the house and we realised as
well that some of them were at the door. I started shooting. I was shooting through the open
window, because I knew at that time if there was someone outside that door then that person will be

scared and give us way, and then I told Lucky that, "If I shoot you go out". I shot twice and Lucky
ran out and he ran to our neighbour. I was left inside the house with Enoch. At that time Enoch
couldn't breathe. I realised myself that I was also having problems breathing. I went back to the
shower. When I arrived there I think my mind wasn't serving me very well and I dropped the gun in
the tap and then I went back to the kitchen. When I went to the kitchen and I didn't have a gun at
that time then I realised that it was now quiet. I checked outside the door, because it was
slightly open and I saw my neighbour's house, which was about 5 metres away from my house and he
was working at Indian Ocean. I saw four people lying down in front of that house. I couldn't
understand whether the three people were the three people
/who left my
who left my house, but then I was asking, "Who is this fourth person? Because only three people
left my house. Now four people are lying there", and then I screamed. I called Rich and Msizi. I
wanted to see if they were going to respond, and when I was calling Rich then gunfire came there
right from those people who were lying down there and then I ran back to the bathroom and then they
shot the window, the bathroom window, and then I realised it wasn't the people who ran away from
this house and then I shouted again. They realised that the voice was coming from the kitchen this
time, so they shot through the kitchen door. The way I was standing, I made sure that they would
miss me if they will try to shoot me. I was lying down. I realised that those people were not the
people that I was looking for. A white van, a ZP van, and this van came and parked between my
neighbour's house and my house, and that house belonged to Mazwe, because Mazwe wasn't a danger at
all to me and after that all these people who were attacking me went to that van and I realised
that these were the people that I'm not used to seeing and I don't know them and I thought they
also didn't know me and they went up until to that van. On the statement it's not that clear. I
think it's because it was written by the Zulu Police. These guys went and talked to the people who
were in that van and then they went to Mrs Ndlovu's house and she was also a target. She was also
their victim and I saw them through my kitchen window and I was trying to peep. I was staying there
because the door was slightly open and I was avoiding to suffocate myself from the teargas. When
they arrived at the window they said, "Please give us the gun that you are
/shooting at
shooting at us with". I wanted to ask them who they were and then I thought that if they were
clever they would know where the voice is coming from and that's where they will shoot, so I
decided to keep quiet. I remembered that Msizi once showed me something. Then I crawled towards the
place where he showed me he had put that thing and that was a hand grenade. At that time I didn't
have a gun and I decided that I should do something, even if it means for me to die or to live, and
I prayed that the Lord should just help me and find that thing there. I crawled and I found that
hand grenade. I crawled again and they said to me I must please give them the gun and I told them
that I can't give them the gun, because can't walk, I'm hurt, and they said - they realised that I
was still alive and they said, "Give us the gun", and they told me that they were going to throw
another teargas. I think they did, because I could smell something very strong that time and then I
asked them why would they kill me. They must just come and take the gun and they said to me if they
can find that gun they will leave. But I also knew that whatever they were promising it wasn't
true, and after they heard that I couldn't walk all of them came to the door. I saw they were
rushing for my head. At that time I was ready to give them the hand grenade and when they rushed to
the door that's when I threw the hand grenade to them and it blew them. They ran. They left their
guns. When I looked outside I realised that it looked like it was okay, and then I ran away, even
though I was worried about Enoch, whom I left inside the house. I called the Esikhaweni Police
Station and when I made that call the police who took the call only said, "Is that Bheki Ntuli
/"from 125?",
"from 125?", and I explained to him what had happened and they said they can't come to me because a
lot of people have died at Esikhaweni - they've been killed - and when I asked the police who was I
talking to he said there was no need ... (end of tape No 4A)
4B/0 ... and first he said there was a van which was sent to Esikhaweni, and also they said they
can't send any car, they need a car with bullet-proof windows, and they also said they will call
Richards Bay Police. I could hear cars outside but I thought they were SAP, only to find out they
were ZP, and one of those cars it was the car that stopped for those boys who were attacking me.
That's when I saw one person getting inside that car. I don't know whether that person was the
police or one of the people who attacked my house. I stayed there. At about 5 o'clock I went back
to my house to check Enoch, and I discovered that Msizi and the others came back and took him to
another house for help. Policemen didn't come until after 9 o'clock, when one policeman who was
working for the special branch, who was with a white man, came into my house and he was with
Khumalo, who was working with Esikhaweni Police Station. I refused to give them statement because I
knew they were going to do nothing about it. They kept on calling me at work and kept on telling me
that that case wasn't going to work because I'm relying on ANC and COSATU. Those are the people who
can help you. I gave them a statement. This is the statement which I gave them. That's why I'm
telling you there are other things which are not true, even though I've written this statement
under oath, but some of the thing which are here are not true, because they were going to use
whatever
/I've said
I've said against me. After that we received information that those people who were there, they
were in hospital at Eshowe, because at that time we also had people who were giving us information,
or informers. We also discovered that there was a policeman from KZP who died, whom they left in

someone else's house and that woman from that house refused. We followed them and our lawyers were
helping us. We found them at Eshowe. We identified them because of that grenade that I threw on
them and it blew on them, and the statements which they gave was not - they were different different statements. If I can tell you more where I'm coming with my family and I've also heard
that people are asking from amnesty, I will tell you one thing that they killed my mother on the
18th January, my brother's son, my mother's house was burnt, my brother was killed last year,
December. That's where I'm coming from. At the moment I am a secretary for ANC North Coast Region.
Mr Ntuli, the incidents which you mentioned in which your family house at - it's near Mtubatuba,
isn't it? Whereabout it is? --- It's at Thandanani under Chief Minneus Mkhwanazi.
Your family house was burnt down. Your mother was shot. In fact, I think she was shot in that
house. Is that right? --- Yes, that's right.
She was shot in the chest with a shotgun. --- Yes.
And your brother was killed? --- My brother was killed, yes.
And these incidents took place after the Truth Commission cut-off date. Isn't that correct? --Yes, because that happened in 1995, January.
/And your
And your mother was killed in? --- 1995, in January.
And the house? --- And the house was burnt on the 1st May. My brother was killed on the 15th
December 1995 and all these events were done by the Zulu Police and the stability unit and they
told me that they were going to help Inkatha that they should kill me and after that there would be
no ANC and I will tell you now that at Mtubatuba there are no ANC members, because they are scared.
And was it because of the attack on your house that you moved from Esikhaweni? In fact, you rented
a house in Empangeni, is that right? --- That's right, because my house was attacked and I knew
that it was difficult for me to be safe and they knew that I will be a witness in most of the cases
and people will be arrested and the attorneys advised me that I should leave that area, so that I
will be safe and I'll be a witness, and I'm scared to tell you where I'm staying. I heard you say
Empangeni, but I'm scared and these fireworks which are busy going on nowadays they are scaring me,
because I don't know whether they are attacking me or people are just doing fireworks. Last year my
neighbour told me that he can't accommodate me in his house or stay with me because I'm an ANC
member, because he's scared that he might be killed as well and they reported this and I realised
that I should move away from my neighbours, because they aren't happy. And again I'm slaughtering
goats there and it's my culture that when someone passed away we should slaughter a goat. I did
that because my brother died and again they sent town councillors that I don't give my dogs water
to drink and
/again I don't
again I don't cut my grass, and when they come and take photographs they see my dogs being fed and
the white man who says I don't give my dog food and water.
Now, is it correct that you've left Alusaf now, or are you still working? --- It's not true. I left
Alusaf because I went to the university. I went back to Alusaf again. I joined them again.
I'll just see if there are any questions which my colleagues would like to ask you.
DR MGOJO: We heard your story, Mr Ntuli, and we can tell that you are really brave. When I got
married to my wife, my wife is Ntuli, and people told me that I'm getting married to cannibals. I
think why you look fresh. She is taking care of you. Now I can tell that they were telling me the
truth, because the way you related your story, it shows that you are really brave. What really
makes us sad is what we are hearing now about your family - your mother, your brothers, your
nephew, and I heard your request about the date. I think maybe the date will be postponed, because
really a man who kills a woman, an old woman, I can't describe what kind of a person that person is
and I can assure you you have our comfort and sympathy. Even though you are brave I have to ask you
how all these things you've been through have affected you. I'll ask you that. I have to ask you
that. --- I think I was very, very affected. What really affects me is that I wasn't just the only
one who was affected. This affected people whom I loved very much - members of the ANC, SACP,
COSATU and my mother, because of me, and my family - I'm from a very big family and my brothers
left their houses because of me, because the name had the legacy because of
/me. The
me. The last person who died was Ntuli person. They killed him even though he was Inkatha member,
but they killed him because of the name Ntuli. What really affects me most is that when my mother
was killed my first-born was there and my brother, even though they survived, and my cousin was
also there, who was killed as well. And when Moses and the other police came to my house at
Esikhaweni my child saw guns for the first time, because I didn't own a gun at that time. Now that
alone made my child a retarded child and I can tell you even today he's unable to talk to the
police. Even if he sees other policemen whom he knew before, because they were ANC members and they
were integrated with the South African Police, now he's scared of them, even though I'm trying hard
to teach my child that now the police are under good hands and again I was forced to leave to the

house which I could afford to pay at Esikhaweni. Now I'm staying in a house where it's hard for me
to afford and they could chase me out any time because I don't afford. I have to go to Esikhaweni,
but it's difficult for me to go there, because no one wants to see me. I took a chance on Saturday.
I went there to see my house and I realised that even the walls were still bad. This affects my
soul bad. All these things make me lose my senses. I can't use my mother's picture. I can't use my
brother's picture. Mostly, my mother was a member of these people, the people who killed my mother,
they belonged to one organization. My took membership cards from IFP, because she didn't want to
get involved in political conflict, and she was trying to protect us.
Now that you are here before this Truth Commission,
/what do you
what do you want us to do? Leave out your mother's issue for now. Talk about the earlier events
which happened to your life. What do you want us to take to the President? --- What I will ask you
to do is something which is not for me personally. It's something for everyone who was affected
because of the political violence, more especially in this region, North Coast. My wish is that all
the cases of the people who tortured or harassed, some of the cases you have listened to, some of
them you will listen to, some of them you won't even listen to them because people are still scared
out there. Now we are asking the Government to please remove all these people who are still there
and who were there, who did all these things to us. These are the people who tortured and other
people have run away from their places and they are now criminals and people should go back to
their places. The Government should make sure that people should go back to their places. That's
why I'm saying to you whatever I'm going to ask, it's not just for me, it's for the region. Some
people from IFP were tortured, because even ANC members also protected themselves by attacking IFP
members. So everyone was affected.
Thank you. What I would like most from your request is that I can tell that you aren't selfish. You
ask something for everyone, not just for yourself, because even the Act allows people to ask for
themselves or for their families or for their community at large. We shall pass those
recommendations to the State President. You also showed some maturity in that you are not selfcentred or self-conscious and you are not making these requests on behalf of ANC alone, but as well
as on behalf of the IFP,
/because you
because you believe that people from both groups suffered tremendously in the past. We hope that
the State President will take that into consideration, because this is a very important aspect that
you have mentioned that we should come together. It's part of the reconciliatory process and your
request is one of the most genuine. We thank you very much. We wish you could be an example to the
rest of the people.
MRS GCABASHE: You have already detailed about your family, but you have not yet told us about your
wife. What happened to your wife? How is she feeling after this happened? --- She follows me
wherever I go. Now, she has grown fatter because of the misery, but I think she was the most
traumatised amongst the family, because she is from a relatively quiet area, where there were no
politics and faction fights, but she's now learning more about politics, in that in every struggle
there should be a casualty.
CHAIRMAN: Mr Ntuli, we thank you very much for coming here today. You've given us a very clear,
very vivid description of what life was like only a very few years ago, as an activist in this
area, one of the most violent areas in the country. Your story is a story which can be told in many
other parts of this province. People like yourself, either civic leaders or trade union leaders,
who were continuously arrested, stopped, had their cars and their houses searched, charged, and you
had your house attacked. Your brother was killed and in the most cowardly of all these incidents
your elderly mother was shot dead, and these have all had an effect on you. You said your whole
family was affected and I think you must
/accept, unfortunately,
accept, unfortunately, that the scars will be with you and members of your family in some way or
another for the rest of your life, and after you short spell away from Empangeni it's courageous to
hear that you have come back to this area and you continue to be of service to your community. So
thank you again very much for telling us that story. It's important to hear these first-hand,
detailed accounts of the activities of the police from that time and that information will find its
way into our report. Thank you very much for being here today. --- Maybe before I step down, I do
not know how appropriate it is, but according to the reports that we received from this Commission
is that the ANC cannot make submissions on behalf of the ANC if other political groups are not
present. We can oppose this because even if it was our initiative, we were not requested by the
Commission to do this, because we realised it was important. But we have already submitted and sent
in documents, which has an outline of incidents which took place, which we think the Commission
will have a look at and tell us as to when will other political parties be present, so that they
can have their input also and tell the world as to what happened during those times, because we do
believe that even if the ANC were traumatised, we believe that the IFP members were also affected
by the violence. We also wish to know what things happened that must be brought to the surface,
because the political state is changing at the moment and the political climate is becoming quite
different and we require the Commission to advise us as to the date as to when the other parties
will be present, because we have a lot of cases which we believe will help all members of all
/parties to

parties to come and place their stories before this Commission. Thank you very much.
Thank you. As I explained to the Regional Chairman of the ANC here yesterday, these hearings are
for victims like yourself and like the many other people that you have heard, to give their own
personal accounts of how they suffered and we have made a decision, the Commission as a whole, not
to allow political parties to come to these victims hearings, but certainly if the ANC and other
parties which will be invited if they wish to make submissions on a regional basis, we can, after
discussion with the rest of our colleagues, set aside a day on which you can make those
submissions. So you are welcome to do that. --- Thank you.
DR MGOJO: ANC, as well as the other parties have already made submissions nationally and all were
made in Cape Town, but we have not yet reached a situation where they have been made regionally.
All the political parties met in Cape Town. We wish this could be done on a regional basis. We also
have a 7-day meeting. This is not for individuals but it's for different political groups, Inkatha,
ANC, so that they may come forward as the organization. We also hope that this will also reach the
stage where we can do it on a regional basis, because that helps, because it makes people be under
a certain region, so that you can sit together as people of that particular region. Some other
people grew up together but they parted ways because of their different beliefs or because of being
coerced to join certain political organizations in favour of ... [break in recording].
--------------------/Please don't
Please don't spoil your record. You've been the most well-behaved audience. We shall go to lunch.
It's five past two now. If we could come back at twenty-five to three. We should take a 30-minute
lunch break. Please do not forget - let me just remind you we shall all stand up so that the
victims may go out first and after the last witness we may, as well, go out. We thank you.
LONG ADJOURNMENT
--------------------5A/0 ON RESUMPTION:
CHAIRMAN: Good afternoon. Thank you for coming to tell us your story, which relates to the terrible
massacre at Gobandhlovu. Before you tell that story, can you please stand up to take the oath?
BABEKHILE SHANDU (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much. Dr Mgojo will help you now.
DR MGOJO: Good afternoon, Babekhile. Firstly, there are many people that you have come here on
behalf of. Are they your relatives? --- Yes, they are my relatives.
Do you have a family left behind? --- Yes, I do have children. I have three.
What are their names? --- Sibusiso Shandu.
How old is he? --- He's 15 years old.
Is he attending school? --- No, he isn't.
When did he leave school? --- He was in standard 3 when he left school.
The second-born? --- She is Nokothula. Nokothula is 13 years old.
Is she attending school? --- Yes, she's in standard 1. The third one is Sifiso. Sifiso is 2 years
/old.
old.
Where is their father? --- Their father is not present.
You have parted? --- Yes, that is correct.
Are you working? --- I am not working.
How do you maintain your children? --- I hold piece jobs. I left school when I was doing standard
6.
If you could be offered a chance to go back to school, would you appreciate that? --- No, I would
like to work, because I have children.
Is your mother still alive? --- No, as well as my father and I don't have any brothers.

You have come to speak on behalf of Joyce Gumede. Does she have children? She is the one who died.
--- Yes. She had children.
How many children did she have? --- She had seven children.
Are they all at school? --- Only one of them is attending school.
Are they working or not? --- Four of them died and three were left.
Were they ill? --- No, they died with Joyce.
How old are these remaining three? --- The eldest one was taken by its father and the other two are
staying with me. One is attending school and the other one is still very young. The other one is
doing sub-standard B.
You said three were left? --- That is correct. The other one is not at school. She is 4 years old.
There is one who is in sub-standard B and the other one 4 years old and not at school. Then there's
the eldest one
/who was taken
who was taken by his father.
How related are you with the Gumede family? --- Joyce was my sister.
Before the attack where were you resident? --- At Gobandhlovu.
Where is Gobandhlovu? --- It's in Empangeni.
You are also staying in Gobandhlovu? --- That is correct.
Did you belong to any political party? --- Those who died were IFP members, but I was not active in
politics.
Where is Joyce's husband? --- He died.
Did he die during the violence? --- Yes, that is correct.
And who is Nomusa Mncube? --- It's my sister's child.
Now, you've come to testify on behalf of Joyce Gumede, your sister, as well as your brother-in-law,
Jameson Gumede and Nomusa Mncube, Joyce's child, Gugu, Sindisiwe and Thokosani, as well as Thabile,
your sister's children. What was happening in your area that led to the attack that resulted in
your sister's death? --- Inkatha was patrolling over the week-end. Inkatha used to patrol in the
afternoon, Friday, Saturday, as well as Sunday. They used to patrol the area and there was this
boy, Tholithemba. He used to stay at home whenever there was a patrol going on and they started
burning my sister's house and asked to why Tholithemba didn't participate in the patrol.
Tholithemba is the eldest one.
Was it the Inkatha members who said that he was not patrolling? --- That is correct.
/What does
What does, "Patrolling" mean? What was being done? --- They used to go around the area, singing
Inkatha songs, as well as Inkatha war cries. Then on a Sunday they would convene some meetings at
the local school.
Was everybody forced to be there? --- Yes, everybody was forced to attend those meetings.
Do you know who was the leader of this Inkatha? --- It was Mathabela and Bheki. Mathabela was the
surname, but I do not know his name. The other one was Bheki and the surname was Ndlovu.
Are they still resident in the same area? --- No, they have since moved from Gobandhlovu. They went
to stay at Nseleni.
Why did they leave Gobandhlovu? --- They burnt my brother-in-law's house, Jameson Gumede, because
they said his son did not want to accompany them during the patrol.
Now, what did he say when they burnt his house? --- He sent a message for them to be called over.
Who did he send? --- He sent Tholithemba.
Did they come? --- Yes, they came along. Just when he was trying to ask what was happening,
Mathabela was having a gun.
What did Mathabela say? --- My brother-in-law asked him as to why he was carrying the gun and when
they tried to grab Mathabela, he ran away. He was together with Bheki Ndlovu.

What happened next? --- They went away. They went to stay at Nseleni, all the Inkatha members who
were from Gobandhlovu.
Why did they move? --- They moved because
/Mathabela had
Mathabela had burnt my brother-in-law's house, and they decided to escape.
Did all his friends go with him? --- That is correct. The gang with which he was patrolling left,
together with him, to Nseleni.
What did the chief say after your brother-in-law's house was burnt? --- They were arrested and they
were ... (intervention)
For how long were they arrested? --- It was hardly a month.
It was hardly a month. And what did the chief say? --- The chief called a meeting at the local
school, so that the matter could be thrashed out. Then Chief Mathaba came and they asked as to
whether these people should be brought back to the place, that is Gingindhlovu.
Go on, talk. --- They never came back and they only came back to attack for the second time.
You did not tell us as to when they attacked. --- It was on the 11th September 1992.
What did they do then? Just give us a picture as to what happened. Here they come at your place on
the 11th September 1992. --- During the day I was at my home and during the night I could hear some
gunshots. When I woke up it was at about twenty-five past one in the morning. As I was just
listening then there came Jocko Gumede. He knocked at my mother's door and he said we should go to
my sister's house. Jocko Gumede, he told me that my sister and their children had been killed.
He said you must go to your sister's place? --- Yes.
Is Jocko Gumede still alive? --- He is alive.
/He is staying
He is staying at Gobandhlovu.
He said they had been killed? --- That is correct, and he said we must go and extinguish the fire,
because the house was on fire, it was burning.
Which means they set the house alight? --- They first shot them and they set them alight and they
also set the house alight. I think it was a petrol bomb.
Is there any survivor? --- Yes, Thabani was inside the house. Thabani Mncube, the youngest one who
was there. All the other ones died. There was a six-month old, Thabile, who survived the attack,
but she was admitted. She was also petrol-bombed on the left, as well as the hand, and her face was
also burnt away.
So now she's disabled? --- Yes, she is.
What about Thabani Mncube? --- Thabani Mncube was hiding, so he did not burn.
Who got Thabile after everybody else had been burnt? --- We were the ones who got her in the yard,
so she's staying with me now. She was six months old at the time.
What happened? Did she crawl or what happened? --- Jocko rescued some of them and my brother-in-law
had not yet died. He crawled outside and the house fell on the other remaining members of the
family, when it was being burnt down.
That's a horrible scene, like something from a horror movie. They were killed by members of the
IFP? --- That is correct.
You said they were arrested for about a month. --- They got arrested for the second time and we
were not notified when they were released.
Did you ever go to the case? --- No, there's
/nothing that
nothing that came out of the whole incident. There was no case. Probably they were not yet
arrested. We went to submit a statement at the police station.
Who was submitting the statement? --- Tholithemba.
Where did he submit the statement to? --- At Esikhaweni Police Station, and the detective was
Gumede.

Is Gumede still alive? --- He is alive and he is still staying at Esikhaweni. I don't know his
first name. I only know his surname.
Have you ever seen him after the incident? --- Yes.
Have you ever talked about the incident? --- He took Tholithemba and they went to Nseleni. They
arrested those who had come to Gobandhlovu and attacked us.
Now, which means the case has not yet been to court? --- No, it hasn't.
Did you get death certificates? --- Yes, I did.
All of them? --- Yes.
Did they ever tell you as to what the cause of death was? --- Jameson was shot.
And what about the others? --- Gugu also was shot. Tholani and Thokosani were also shot. Nomusa was
burnt. Joyce was burnt, as well as Sindisiwe. Others were shot only and others were shot and burnt
later on.
This is a horrible picture you're painting to us, the whole family being burnt down to ashes in a
matter of hours. So you left with the surviving children? --- That is correct.
How do you make ends meet and how are they? --- Thabile is crippled on her left hand, as well as
her left
/wrist never
breast never developed, as well as - the whole left side was actually burnt away. She does not have
a breast. It never developed because she was burnt on the left side. She also does not have an ear.
She does not have fingers and her hand can't stretch.
Can she speak? --- Yes, she can.
The other one? --- There is no other one.
What about yourself? --- No, I'm fine.
Mentally, how are you feeling? --- I don't have a problem. I'm fine.
Who helps you to maintain the surviving children? --- I am not being assisted by anyone.
Now, you are maintaining them and doing everything on the meagre salary that you get on your parttime job? --- That is correct.
Is Mathabela still alive and Bheki Ndlovu? --- Yes, they are.
If we can go to Nseleni can we possibly find them? --- Yes, you can find them.
As you've come before this Commission, what are your expectations or your wishes? --- I wish that
Thabile could receive treatment, because I was always taking her to Ngwelezana Hospital and because
I do not have medical aid I could not continue making her take treatment. If she could undergo some
plastic surgery I would appreciate it.
You want her to undergo plastic surgery on the face? --- That is correct.
What else? --- As well as support for the remaining children.
And what else? --- And to have a shelter for
/them, because
them, because their houses were burnt down. We don't have a place to stay. That's all I request
this Commission.
Wouldn't you like to see the people who attacked your family? --- Yes, it is my wish to see them
and it is my wish for them to be brought to book.
I'm going to repeat these requests of yours and Thabile will also need psychiatric treatment, that
is besides the face, because she went through an ordeal quite at an early age, so she might have
been mentally disturbed. I'll repeat your requests. I do not promise that we can deliver, but we
will pass these recommendations to the State President to give a final decision as to how you could
be helped. You said you wish that Thabile could undergo plastic surgery and you said you wanted to
be helped with regard to support and education. You wish to get a place to stay, together with the
children. You want the perpetrators to be brought to book, so that they can pay for their sins. We
also said Thabile should be seen by the psychologists, in order to be assessed. --- That is
correct.

Thank you.
MRS GCABASHE: Babekhile, I want to ask you about Thabile. According to your own observation, you
have talked about the left leg. Is it the leg or the arm? How are her legs? --- No, her legs are
quite fine, both of them.
Now, according to your own observation, will she be able to work for herself, maintain herself or
go back to school? --- She will not be able to use the left hand, because the fingers are missing
and she can't use the left hand.
/What about
What about the right hand? --- The right hand she can use it to write and use it to do other
chores.
Thank you.
CHAIRMAN: Mrs Shandu, the stories that we have heard today in Empangeni, they simply just get worse
and worse each time, and we are really lost for words as to know what to say to you. As I said
earlier today, the people who did things like this - the people who did things like this to your
family, they have lost their humanity and they only deserve to spend the rest of their lives behind
bars. They have no right, I believe, to walk free in our society. The case isn't complete yet and
we hope that the law will take its course and that these people will be locked up. That won't bring
your family back to you, but it may make it a little easier for you to accept and to live with the
knowledge that they are in prison and they are suffering as well. So we thank you very much for
having the courage to come in here and speak here on behalf of those members of your family that
are still alive and, of course, those members of your family who died. Your story is very
important. Many people remember this massacre at Gobandhlovu and because you have come forward and
told us about it, it will go into the report that we have to write up and give to the State
President and to the Government. So thank you very much for coming in and telling us your story.
---------------------

/CHAIRMAN:
6A/0 CHAIRMAN: Good after Mr Mchunu. We welcome you today. Thank you for being so patient and
waiting all afternoon to give your story. You have come to tell us about the brutal attack on you
by members of the IFP when you were living in Sokhulu. Can you stand, please, to take the oath
before you tell us your story.
DUMISANI MCHUNU (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
CHAIRMAN: Mr Mchunu, you are sitting here with someone else. Is that your wife? --- That's my wife.
And is that your baby? --- Yes, that's my baby.
We welcome them here today too. Is she going to speak or is she here just to support you? --- She
might say something where it's necessary. I think there is a portion where she will say something.
Okay, then she doesn't have to stand up, because she has a baby. If she can just confirm - what
your full name, please.
VIRGINIA MCHUNU (Sworn states) (Through Interpreter)
CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much. Do you have any other children, Mr Mchunu? How many other children
have you got? --- I do.
How many? --- I have four in my marriage and I have one outside my marriage.
I see, right. And where are you living now? --- Sokhulu.
You are still staying in Sokhulu. Are you working? --- No, I'm not.
Now, at the time of this attack on you, when was that? What year was it? In your statement you
haven't given a date. --- 1991.
And at that time were you working at RBM, at
/Richards Bay

Richards Bay Minerals? --- Yes, I was.
Okay, can you then tell us in your own words, tell us what happened to you on that date in 1991,
and if you want to refer to those documents, just tell us what they are. --- On the 12th March I
had a lot of chickens in my house or my yard. I used to go and buy food for my chickens. I went to
the same area where I usually go to buy this food for my chickens. I waited there and I couldn't
find the food, so I went back home, and then when I got home I realised that I made a mistake, I
should go back, because my chickens were hungry. I went there. I waited for this car that usually
comes to sell this food. I saw people being delivered by a certain car and it was a private car. It
was dropping people by two or three and after the car stopped there and dropped the people, the
people would go inside the forest and hide there. I kept on waiting there, asking myself what was
going on and then I started getting scared and I knew people were dying in that area. I said to
myself, "Maybe I shouldn't wait here. I should go back home while it's still early", because I was
scared that if something happened to me here and no one will find me. As I was walking towards a
taxi rank or bus stop, a lot of people came out from the forest. Some of them had spears. Some of
them had hammers, and from this group of people only two people knew me and one person who started
talking to me, who knew me very well, was Ngubo Buthelezi. I just can't remember what this person
said to me. I think he said to me, "If you think what organization do you belong to?", and I said
to him - before I could even answer him that's when he started hitting me, and all of them came for
me. They
/surrounded me.
surrounded me. That's when they started stabbing me with these spears and I fell down. They saw
that I wasn't dead. They started walking away and there was a woman who was screaming and when this
woman was screaming some of them wanted to run away, but when they realised that some of them were
not scared they came back, and the doctor who examined me said there were 18 wounds. It was in
March when I was admitted in hospital. Then I was discharged after seven months. After I was
discharged, when I arrived home, I discovered that my family - I mustn't leave this thing out that
my wife used to come to hospital every time - after a date she'll come and visit me, but there were
days when she didn't come and see me, and after I was discharged I realised that while I was in
hospital she had a miscarriage and when I received this news I was very sad, and IFP members heard
that I was discharged from hospital and one of them said, "It's okay, even if he's been discharged,
he won't live long". I stayed a few days at home and I was visiting the doctor all the time and one
day I vomited blood. I didn't know that I had blood inside my stomach. I went back to my doctor in
hospital. That's when they drained the blood from my stomach, and they operated me. I stayed at
home and I was very sick. I went back to work and at the clinic they said I must only do light
duty, and the white people who were working there were changed and a new person - a new white
person came and he took over and he said to me, "Sick people don't stay here. They go to hospital".
I was hurt from these words, because I've been with RBM for over twelve years. I carried on with my
duties and I was sickly most of the time. When I realised
/that it was
that it was difficult for me to work there, because people used to hunt me down, used to check as
to what time I'm going to knock off, and later on the white people at work said they were going to
change us and they said they were going to deduct the staff and at that time I knew that they were
trying to get rid of me and then they said to me I must choose if I want a voluntary retrenchment
or I want to change and work to another area. I realised then that I couldn't do any job from any
other department and then I told them that I was going to take a voluntary retrenchment and then I
went home. They kept on attacking me at home. I remember one day there were a lot of buses from my
area to Esikhaweni and on that - I just don't remember the date - police from KwaMbonambi Police
Station and a stability unit went and surrounded my house and they knocked at my house and I asked
them who was that and they said, "Open the door, because we are police", and I told them that I
don't believe that they are policemen and then they kicked my door, and those who were standing
next to the windows started breaking the windows. They all went inside. They woke my children up
and they searched everyone and that's when they discovered that it was just me and my children.
These are the things that really tortured me. Things were not well since I got injured because then
I had to work for myself. I was forced to leave the job and the standard of living went a little
bit lower. I'm struggling up until now. If I may go back a little bit and give you a picture of
what happened, because when I gave you the statement I just gave you what really affects me, I
didn't give you about things that affect other members of my family or the community.
/Sokhulu is
Sokhulu is an area where people had died. People who killed other people mostly were stability
police and the KZP. I remember one day they came and they shot school children and they killed
them, and I was sitting here all these days and no one came up here and related this story to you
about the incident. I want everyone to know this, because when we came or when we became to this
new South Africa, ANC chose me to be a secretary of Sokhulu area. If I may go back and relate this
story to you. Now I am exactly like a crippled man and I used to work for my family.
Mr Mchunu, you mentioned that the doctor informed you that you had 18 stab wounds from spears on
your body. Is that right? --- I said if I count them there are 18, because they are visible. I can
count them. When I was admitted at Ngwelezana Hospital, before I was operated, there was a nurse
who was responsible to check if the wound was big or small. If the wound was small she was ...
(rest of sentence not translated)
Now, you also mentioned you recognised two of the people who attacked you or was it only one? You
mentioned the name of Buthelezi and Ngubo. Is that one person? Is that Ngubo Buthelezi or is it two

different people? --- Ngubo Buthelezi is one person. The second one is Bongani Mathenjwa.
And are these local people from Sokhulu area? --- Yes, they are from Sokhulu.
And do you know where they are now? --- Ngubo Buthelezi is at Pongola and he is a, "Sangoma", the
one that goes and sells the, "Muthi" in the streets.
And Mathenjwa? --- Mathenjwa went back to
/Nseleni, because
Nseleni, because he is still young.
Did you report these people to the police? --- I went and I opened a docket at Mbonambi Police
Station and when I told this policeman, the one that was taking the statement, I asked for a docket
number, and the police said to me, "You seem to know the job very well. Why can't you come inside
and write the statement yourself?" and then I left and the police told me to go and wait at home.
After that I went to KwaMbonambi, because it's nearer. I saw Ngubo Buthelezi. I went inside the
police station. I said, "This is the person who injured me", and the police said, "This is not the
way we are operating", and I left Ngubo like that. Ngubo went to Pongola.
Do you know the name of that policeman from KwaMbonambi? --- No, I don't know his name, because at
Mbonambi Police Station the police knew me and when people were dying a lot from Sokhulu I once led
a march to the police station to tell them that we are tired of dying and so I wasn't in good books
for the police. It wasn't easy to be friendly with the policeman there. I was just giving him the
statement because I had doctor's documents with me.
Is the Mbonambi Police Station SAP or was it at that stage KwaZulu Police? --- SAP.
And your health now, Mr Mchunu. How are you affected in your daily life from your injuries? --This affected me badly, because I can't even work. Physically I'm not well.
And how are you supporting your wife and your family? --- I do have other means, because I have a
tractor and I'm planting. I also have a bakkie. That's
/how we
how we are surviving at this moment.
And how are things at Sokhulu at the moment? Have they quietened down? --- People aren't fighting
any more, but the way I see things, people aren't happy. It's just that we aren't experiencing the
violence any more.
I'll ask my colleagues if they want to ask some questions.
DR MGOJO: Mr Mchunu, I just want you to verify one thing. You just said the people aren't happy
from Sokhulu, but there is no political violence any more. --- Yes, I'm saying this statement
because I'm comparing the situation which we used to live in before the political violence and
after the political violence. It's different. There's no political violence any more, but still
people aren't friendly with each other. They aren't happy.
Is this a rural area or a location? --- This is a rural area and it's under the chieftainship of
Mr Mhloleni Mthiyane. Even though I don't have an exact answer, but I think he's just like that.
What do you mean when you say he's like that? --- I'm trying to tell you that the situation hasn't
yet gone back to what it used to be before the political violence.
What does the chief say about the whole situation? Usually the chief calls meetings. --- Yes, our
chief does call for meetings sometimes.
Was there any incident where the chief did something like bringing all of you together for peace
sake? --- He tried and then after that people got involved in political violence and again they
said we should go to Ulundi for a peace operation and I didn't go there,
/because I
because I didn't trust that call.
Now that you are here, what do you want to tell us? --- I am here because I need you to investigate
for me and find out more about why I was hurt. Ngubo must come and tell me why he did what he did.
Is that all? What about the maintenance of your family? --- I asked the Commission that I should
receive a pension, but when they explained to me about the pension they told me that if you take a
pension this year and if during the year you have your vegetables then end of the year you don't
have a right to have money.
Okay, is that true? No, not true. --- I asked about this thing. Someone explained to me that if you
take a pension you belong to the Government. Therefore they don't expect you to have money in the
bank, more money.

CHAIRMAN: Ja, that's right. You know, if you apply for an old-age pension or a disability pension,
but he's talking about a TRC pension. We're not giving out pensions.
DR MGOJO: Now, I think there is some truth in what you said, even though I don't have a full
knowledge of that and another thing, we don't give pensions. We, as Commission, we don't give
pension. What we are going to do, we are going ask pension for you. The Government is the one who
gives pension. Did you apply for disability grant? --- No.
Don't you think it's much better if you apply for disability grant, because that's different from
pension? That's my advice. If you can try and apply for a disability grant. If you can get hold of
our social
/workers, they
workers, they might be able to help you. Are you well? How are you and your family psychologically?
--- I am not quite sure because I think someone can tell if you are mentally disturbed, not
yourself. You can't diagnose yourself as mentally disturbed.
6b/0 CHAIRMAN: Is there anything which your wife wants to add? Mrs Mchunu, is there anything which
she wants to say about what happened? --- I think she got worse after her miscarriage. I used to
take her to the doctor and now that I'm not working and I don't have money now I'm taking her to
clinic, so I'm no longer taking her to doctors regularly like before and other doctors are
expensive, more especially specialists.
Is there anything that she wants to say personally? She doesn't have to. --- (Mrs Mchunu replies:)
I would like to say something. I would like a medical aid, so that I can be able to take my
children to the doctors, because we aren't well. We are sickly.
DR MGOJO: We thought like that because you have small kids. We thought you will need assistance
because the children are still young. We will take your request.
CHAIRMAN: Mr Mchunu, thank you very much to you and your wife and your small baby for coming in
here today. You've told us not just about what happened to you, the attack on you by these two
people, but also you wanted to tell us about other people who suffered in Sokhulu, and we are
grateful to you for telling us that. We know from other witnesses about how people suffered in
Sokhulu. We know about how the KwaZulu Police operated there with the stability unit and we've
heard lots of other bad stories about the KwaMbonambi Police. And the remark that you
/made about
made about how people aren't happy in Sokhulu, it's not good enough that just the fighting stopped,
the people should know why there was violence there and they should know who caused the violence
and they should also know the names of the police who participated in that violence, because those
policemen should be exposed, and the fact that you have come here today has also helped to expose
what happened there and the activities of the police and so your story is important here today. You
brought your small baby here. He's not even old enough to know that he's sitting here in front of
the television, but we hope that when he grows up he will grow up into a happier world than the one
that we grew up in and we hope that you look after him and that he grows up happy and safe from
violence. Thank you very much for coming here today. --- Thank you very much.
---------------------

/CHAIRMAN:
CHAIRMAN: That was the last witness we have today. There were three or four more witnesses who were
going to come today, but for one reason or another they didn't arrive. Some of them, we think, were
afraid to come. Some of them maybe found difficulties with transport because of the damp weather.
Many people in the audience today asked whether we were going to hear evidence about the Alusaf bus
massacre, and we were going to hear evidence. We have the statement of one person here today who
was going to talk about the death of her husband in the Alusaf bus massacre. It was a very, very
important event in the history of this area, but that person didn't arrive. We don't know why she
didn't arrive. Perhaps she was afraid, because the people who took part in that massacre are still
walking the streets, but, just for the benefit of the record, I will read - I won't read her name,
because she may have not come here because she was afraid of giving her name, but I will read her
statement. It's a very short statement and she says she's come here to tell the story of her
common-law husband - I won't give his name - who was 38 years old at the time of his death.
"My husband was employed by Alusaf. On 22nd July 1993 he was on his way
to work and as the bus was passing Nseleni it was stopped by unknown men
wearing a balaclavas. They entered the bus and they chose ten people from
amongst the passengers. They took them off the bus. They made them lie
face down in the road and they were shot in the back of the head."
/Then she
Then she says that Nseleni where this thing happened was an IFP stronghold and KwaMthethwa, from
where the bus was coming, was an ANC area. It was further said that the employees of Alusaf and
Richards Bay Minerals were ANC members.
"In fact, my husband was an IFP member, but he died nevertheless. I want
to get the benefits that were due to my husband as an employee of Alusaf,
but I could not because I was not married to him at the time of his
death. I would appreciate assistance from the Truth Commission."
So we are sorry we didn't hear that evidence today from that woman. There were ten other people who
died on that day and their families also didn't come forward and tell their story and maybe they
too are afraid, but we hope that this incident is kept alive in the memory of people and we are
investigating that incident. So the fact that she didn't come here and give her statement does not
mean that we are not investigating it.
We've heard many other terrible stories in the last three days. We think of the first witness we
had today, Mrs Mabaso, who was attacked in her house, and she saw her children being shot and her
four-year old daughter being hacked with a panga. We also heard the tragic story told by Mrs Shandu
from Umgababa, who heard her five children being systematically murdered and she still - she said
that she still hears the screams of those children in her head. We also heard from another Mrs
Shandu, the second but last witness, who told us the terrible story of the
/Gobandhlovu massacre.
Gobandhlovu massacre and these stories - I think my colleagues will agree with me - are among the
worst stories that we've heard from all our time in the Truth Commission and we who have not
suffered in this way can only imagine the horror and the terror that these people experienced and
the pain that they are still experiencing.
As I said yesterday, it is only about 10 or 12 years ago that the people of this area lived in
almost complete peace and it was largely as a result of the cynical manipulation of politicians,
senior policemen from the SAP and particularly the KwaZulu Police that people in this area were set
against each other, in an effort to destabilise this region. Those of you who come from Esikhaweni
Township and around there will have heard evidence today or I think it was yesterday about the
famous Esikhaweni hit squad and those of you from Esikhaweni will know about that hit squad. The
people who carried out those terrible killings, Romeo Mbambo, Gcina Mkhize, Israel Hlongwane, those
people are now locked up. They were sentenced to, in fact, hundreds of years in prison for the
crimes that they committed and they killed over a hundred people between them. That hit squad did
not just arise out of nowhere. That hit squad was set up by senior politicians, who supplied the
money and the guns and who supplied the names of the people to be assassinated. We must fight
against this sort of thing and we must never let it happen in our province again and we hope that
the Truth Commission can play some small part in ensuring that this does not happen. We hope the
fact that we have all sat here under one roof together, listened to these horrible stories will
make everyone here
/all the more
all the more determined that these sorts of things should never ever happen here again and will
bring us to a realisation that violence only brings misery to us all. I will now ask Dr Mgojo also
to say a few words in Zulu.
DR MGOJO: Even if we can approach the Truth Commission and do everything in our power, there's a
lot more we still have to do. There is the cleansing of the nation. Those of you who are quite of
age they know that once you kill one person there is always that desire to kill more. Well, you

have to be cured, because if you don't get cured you can finish the nation. I think after the Truth
Commission has run its course they must set some committees whereby there will be the cleansing of
the nation. These people need to be cleansed so that that animosity, as well as that hatred that
exists in people's minds as well as people's hearts will make them continue killing more and more
people. People are behaving in a mad fashion. They have not yet been cleansed, because they have
not yet come forward to relate their stories as perpetrators and as to why the committed these evil
crimes.
Secondly, I want you to know that our enemy is the third force. It is usually denied, but I shall
continue saying that our enemy is the third force. The third force is using our people. They are
the oppressed people. They are unemployed and most of them can be bought off or bribed with money
so that they can commit these evil deeds. So I wish that those who are present have taken
cognisance of the fact that the violence has not solved anything. Instead it has caused so much
anguish amongst a lot of families because many family members have died
/and there is
and there is absolutely no explanation or reason for such behaviour. We are all suffering but we
are killing each other. Other nations are at peace with themselves and with each other and now we
ask ourselves questions as to why are we killing each other. The most pathetic part of this violent
situation is that the youth or most of the youth were involved in the struggle and now Steve Biko's
philosophy of black consciousness was lost in the midst of this violence. We need to revisit, as
well as recapture that because, as a suffering and repressed nation, we should be hardly closer
together, instead of letting ourselves be divided by the third force.
I am very appreciative of the fact that all of you are here. You have heard, you have seen and I
think you have taken notice of the things that were said. All political groups have killed and all
claim that they were protecting themselves. Unity is strength. That's when the truth will come out
as to what was happening. To quote someone else who spoke was that we should have a new attitude
towards the police, because we are now having a government of national unity, in such a way that
you can tell a policeman that this is not procedural. People like us, for instance myself, I am
with policemen. I've never before associated myself with police. I used to hate police, because
there was always a stigma attached to their behaviour and their characters and they had a terrible
past, but now that there's a new Government in power we should try by all means to work hand in
hand with the police and the police should make serious attempts to clear their names, because of
the deeds of the past. Lastly, many of the police that killed people are
/occupying high
occupying high positions today in the Police Force. They are warrant-officers and behind the scenes
they are just plain murderers, so we, as the Truth Commission, should try by all means and approach
the Government, tell the Government that people are complaining, people are suffering. They have
lost their family members. Some do not even have maintenance, as well as places to stay, but the
police and the perpetrators of the evil deeds of the past are comfortably well off. They are with
their families. They are getting large sums of money as their salaries. And I want to tell you, as
you are looking at me now, that you should make a commitment that you will never kill. You have
seen the atrocities of the past. You have heard the consequences of such atrocities. You have seen
the evil that has happened. I urge you to recapture your humanity and stop behaving like animals. I
expect you to spread this word and encourage other people to also come forward and relate their
stories. We are prepared to listen to them, because everybody wants to hear the truth about what
happened in the past. There are some who have not appeared to give evidence, because they are
scared for their lives. Some who have appeared, it's very apparent that they are scared also. Now,
we shall close. We are going to sing the National Anthem, because we should have failed the nation
if we do not sing the National Anthem.
NATIONAL ANTHEM SUNG
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---oOo--CHAIRMAN: (Incomplete) ... apologise for a few bottlenecks that have caught up
with us this morning. There has been a breakdown with the logistics team that
has been bringing some of the things that we are going to be using. For
instance, the candle that is usually ceremonially lit, and is burning throughout
the proceedings, is still to come. That will be dealt with as and when it comes.
And secondly headphones will be distributed to you shortly, and I would like to
make some remarks relevant thereto. The headphones have got, for lack of a
better word, stations one, two and three. Now, I am made to understand that at
two you will get an English version, and at three you will a Zulu version. No
request apparently was made to the translators for an Afrikaans version, and we
are sorry about that, and there will be no Afrikaans version on the earphones.
May I also request that at the end of each hearing, or at the end of the
proceedings, when we go out either for tea or for lunch, the headphones should
be left at the places where you are sitting. They won't be of much use to anyone
... (inaudible) ... with the decorum that it obviously deserves. And this is for
very many reasons. One of them is that we need to give the witnesses the respect
and dignity which they deserve, and which the Act has emphasised they should be
given. And that would be to give them an unhindered opportunity to testify
without feeling harassed or intimidated. And this usually happens if people are
either whispering or are talking audibly. So, what we would do in a court of law
from the point of view of conduct of ourselves inside here, we should do here as
well. Secondly, whenever the witnesses walk
/either in
either in or out we are to accord them the respect that they are entitled to by
standing up, and lastly I would appeal to all of us, including Commissioners and
committee members, to switch off all our cell phones during the course of the
proceedings. They sometimes are fairly disruptive.
(Transcriber's
Note:
Speaker
continues
in
Zulu,
interpretation. Interpreter then continues as follows.)
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(Incomplete) ... and in channel three you get Zulu. There has been no special
request for Afrikaans, so there will be no translation into Afrikaans. May you
please forgive us, if you speak Afrikaans you will have to listen to English as

well as Zulu.
One other thing. When you leave, either for tea or for lunch, please leave the
devices on the seats. Don't take them with, because they won't be any use
anywhere else except here. They are specifically designed to be used here for
interpreting purposes and for nothing else. Sometimes people forget these
devices, they take them with. We request you to pay particular attention to
that.
Lastly, we will request you that if you have a cellular phone please do switch
it off during the proceedings, because they tend to be very disrupting when the
witness is giving his or her testimony.
As I have said before we request you to be very patient because some of the
things that we use for the proceedings haven't yet arrived. The car that was
supposed to have brought them has broken down, and we were making attempts that
these should be brought. They will be brought in in a while, for instance the
candle that is
/supposed
supposed
shortly.
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We shall request Dr Khosa Mgojo to open up the proceedings with a prayer. I hand
over to Dr Mgojo. Firstly shall we call upon the witnesses to come to the stage.
DR MGOJO: Let us pray. Oh Lord, you are the Lord of Lords. You have brought us
here, oh Lord. We have come from different places. When we were in Egypt, where
we were having problems, now we have arrived at a time where we must move on
with our lives. We have come to a time where we have our wounds to be healed.
Will You stay amongst us, Lord, here are your people in front of us. They have
come to relate their stories, to tell us what they went through with their
families. We wish that You may give them courage, give them strength, so that
they might be able to say whatever they need to say without being afraid. We
wish, oh Lord, that You keep the Commissioners as well as the committee members
strong, as well as the briefers, so that we may be able to go forth with the
work that You have assigned to us. We thank the people of 'Maritzburg, Lord, for
having come to us. May You bless this hearing. We thank the presence of Comrade
Dumisani Sebeza. May You please strengthen him because he is in the place of
Bishop Desmond Tutu and Alex Borain. May you give him the intellect, the wisdom
that you gave Solomon during the olden times, to continue with this hearing. We
beseech You, oh Lord. Amen.
CHAIRMAN: Thank you, you may be seated. Thank you, Dr Mgojo. Perhaps before we
begin let me take the opportunity to welcome all of you here who have taken
/trouble
trouble to come and grace these proceedings. I particularly want to welcome the
leaders of our community and all of you who have come with the leaders of your
communities. I have, in a fleeting glance in the room, recognised certain
politicians, both in the national office as well as in the provincial office. I
have noticed Dr Blade Nzimande, Mr Pierre Cronje, a former mayor of Pmburg, Mr
Rob Passwell, Mr John Jeffries, and there may be others that I have not
particularly noticed. We welcome all of you. We also notice stalwarts of this
community, Professor Byuso Nyembezi, Mr Xaba, Mr Kirschoff, and we are very
pleased that you are all here to give this occasion the dignity that it
deserves.
And I also must take this opportunity to say that I, as Acting Chairperson of
the Commission at this particular point, have taken notice of remarks on TV this
morning which have been attributed to the Inkatha Freedom Party, namely that
they welcome the sittings of the Truth Commission at this area, and that they

are however cautioning that the evidence that must be led here must be led in
such a way that it does not provoke the other people about whom evidence is led.
May I just make an assurance - give an assurance that as far as the
Commissioners here present are concerned, and as far as the evidence that is
going to be led is concerned, we will accord an opportunity to witnesses to
state what they have to state freely, without fear or favour, but we will also
be responsible to make sure that the evidence that is given here is given with
the necessary dignity, decorum and circumspection. And we are always
endeavouring to be as even-handed as possible in our presentation of evidence
/and our
and our dealings with proceedings in the Commission.
Let me introduce to you the persons who are sitting here as members of the
Commission today in these proceedings. On my extreme left we have got Dr
Simangele Magwaza. She is a committee member and she functions in the
Rehabilitation and Reparations Committee. Next to her we have Mr Mdu Dlamini,
also a committee member, and a member of the Human Rights Violations Committee.
Next to me on my left we have Mr Richard Lyster, a Commissioner, a co-ordinator
in this region, and also a member of the Human Rights Violations Committee. And
on my right, and it has nothing to do with his politics, we have got Dr Khosa
Mgojo, a Commissioner and a member of the Reparations and Rehabilitations
Committee. Next to Dr Mgojo we have Mr Ian Lax, who is a committee member and a
member of the Human Rights Violations Committee. And last, but not least, at the
extreme right we have got Mrs Virginia Gcabashe, a committee member and a member
of the Human Rights Violations Committee. All of these persons are obviously
known to you, or most of them are known to you, and I am happy then to be
presenting them to you.
I will now hand over to Richard Lyster, who shall perform the necessary
ceremonies when we are about to call our first witness to the podium, and he
will tell you who it will be and what the person will be doing or saying.
MR LYSTER: Thank you, Mr Chair. May I just make one further announcement? If
there are any people in the audience who want to make statements about human
rights violations we have members of our staff in committee room No 3 on the
second floor of this building. So if there
/are people
are people who want to make statements about things that have happened to them,
whether they want to give that evidence later at a public hearing, or whether
they just want their statement to go into the Truth Commission's report, please
get hold of one of our members of staff at the back of the hall there and ask
them to show you to committee room No 3 on the second floor, where you will be
able to make a statement today.
INTERPRETER: Their statements must be with us, so that when we investigate about
the happenings we may have some statements with us. They must proceed to the
committee room. There is an office at the second floor, but if you have problems
there are members of the staff of the Commission whom you can ask to help you.
They will show you where the committee room is. They will also show you who is
going to take the statement. We can still continue taking the statements because
the Commission is going to continue hearing the evidence.
MR LYSTER: Thank you. I am going to ask the first witness to come onto the
stage, Mr John - sorry, Professor John Aitchison, from the University of
Pietermaritzburg - University of Natal, Pietermaritzburg. Professor Aitchison is
not going to give evidence here today as a victim, although he was during the
1960s banned for two successive periods of five years for his view which he
expressed. But he will not be giving evidence as a victim, he will be giving an
overview of the social and political history of this period - sorry, of this
region over the last approximately 25 years. We've found that it's useful to

give this sort of overview at the beginning of a hearing so that the stories
that people will hear
/later
later during the course of the next four days will make more sense, and they can
place those stories in context.
INTERPRETER: The first witness that we are going to listen to will be Professor
John Aitchison from the University. He is going to give us a general overview of
human rights violations in 'Maritzburg. He will also give us a general overview
from the 1960s, what happened in 'Maritzburg at that time, so that when the
witnesses come to give testimony at least we have a background or a bird's eye
view of the whole situation.
MR LYSTER: Professor Aitchison, thank you for being with us today, and thank you
for preparing the document which we have in front of us. It's a very useful
document, and I have no doubt that it will find its way into the Commission's
report. We're going to give you approximately 20 to 30 minutes to talk to your
document, but before you do so I'd like to ask you please to stand and take the
oath.
--------------------JOHN AITCHISON (Sworn, States)
MR LYSTER: We have a shortage of these earphones for simultaneous translation,
and the proceedings today, except for Professor Aitchison's evidence, will be
given almost exclusively in Zulu. And I see that there are - the vast majority
of people here today are Zulu-speakers, so it will probably be best if those
people who are not able to speak Zulu have access to the simultaneous
translation machines. Except for Professor Aitchison's evidence, which will be
given in English, and will be summarised every minute or so by Mr Mdu Dlamini
into Zulu. So if you could just bear that in mind please, Professor
/Aitchison.
Aitchison. Well, the Chair is suggesting that Mr Dlamini gives a summary at the
end, or at larger intervals than every minute or so, so if you could, Mr
Dlamini, just try and summarise every few minutes to give the gist of what
Professor Aitchison is saying in Zulu. Thank you very much. Professor Aitchison,
over to you. Sorry, could I just ask you please to switch all cellular
telephones off. Thank you. --- In this testimony ... (inaudible) ... period of
gross human rights violations from 1960 to 1993 in the broader context of very
complex patterns of politically driven intolerance, injustice, oppression, and
corruption of the rule of law that has infected this region, and have,
particularly in their last and most horrific form, led to the deaths of
literally thousands of people, men, women and children, in this region.
According to my count 3 837 people have been killed in the last 10 years.
But we need to go further back, and I'd like to start with the 60s or I'd like
to bring to remembrance the human rights abuses of the 1960s, for what happened
then set the foundation for what was to happen later in these more violent
times. The foundation of these abuses was the policy of apartheid, and the
legislation and practices that were created by it. In this region in the 60s we
saw a rapid and systematic application of apartheid and segregation. We saw the
ethnic cleansing of nearly three-quarters of a million people, who lost their
land and were forced into inhospitable resettlement areas. In Pietermaritzburg
we saw the Group Areas Act, which separated out people and created new black
township developments, which were the scenes for violent conflict
/in later
in later years, and we also saw the same process at Mphopomeni near Howick, at

Wembezi, near Estcourt, and Mpumalanga near Hammarsdale.
Lastly, a mind-set developed within the Government and the Security Forces, and
particularly in the Security Police, that saw non-violent and legal opposition
to apartheid as treasonable and deserving of destruction by any means, however
immoral, including intimidation, calumny, arson, assault, torture, and the abuse
of already abusive legislation. During this period there were bannings and
detentions, arrests and trials of members of banned organisations, the African
National Congress, the Pan Africanist Congress and the Communist Party, as well
as of nominally not yet banned ones such as the Liberal Party, the Non-European
Unity Movement and the Natal Indian Congress, and SACTU, the South African
Congress of Trade Unions.
It was known that torture was used by the Special Branch to extract confessions,
and one of the most shameful aspects of this period was the unwillingness of
prosecutors, Magistrates and Judges to resolutely refuse to co-operate in legal
processes corrupted by torture of suspects. But the key to this slippery slope
down which South Africa went was, of course, the Parliamentary legislation of
security legislation that in practice led from intimidation to torture, to extra
judicial killings and terrorism. Suppression that was originally turned against
banned organisations was turned against legal organisations, and I know from
personal experience how the Liberal Party of South Africa was effectively
squeezed out of existence by Security Police intimidation and bannings,
/before
before it was rendered illegal in 1967.
For the record I would like the role of the then head of the Pietermaritzburg
Security Police, Dreyer, in encouraging the abuse of police power in this region
to be noted. Dreyer went on to greater notoriety in Port Elizabeth and Namibia
as the head of Kufoot(?). I believe that in particular the allegation of his
role in the torture and the killing of ABDUSA, Non-European Unity Movement
detainees, needs to be investigated.
INTERPRETER: From 1985 to 1993 people who died here in Pietermaritzburg, but I
would like to go back from 1960. All this it was because of apartheid. I will
just estimate people her in 'Maritzburg were removed from where they were
staying to other places because of Group Areas Act. Laws like Group Areas Act,
that a black person should be here, and a white person should stay here, led
that people lost things which were precious to them. Wembezi and Mpumalanga,
those locations were implemented just because they wanted people to stay where
the Government wanted them to stay. And another thing that I would like to say
is that from the Security Police we experienced harassment and violence. It led
to the banning of ANC, PAC, Communist Party, which led to the closure of Liberal
Party in 1957. Another thing that I would like to clarify is that Mr Dreyer from
'Maritzburg was the leader of the Flying Squad. He didn't just harass people
here in Natal, but also in Namibia.
PROFESSOR AITCHISON: (Incomplete) ... saw the cancer of human rights abuse
spread. Government intolerance increased. The Christian Institute was banned.
Trade union organisers were banned. Black Consciousness
/Movement
Movement leadership was banned and gaoled. Spies
infested the university and other organisations.

and

agents

provocateurs

In a broader field South Africa's engagement in Rhodesia, Namibia, Angola and
Mozambique encouraged an ethos that cared little for the loss of lives in the
pursuit of political objectives. There was massive development of the techniques
of destabilisation and the use of surrogate forces, particularly in Angola and
Mozambique.

However, the rise of two movements led to, in one sense, a more stable position
within the anti-apartheid struggle within this province, the Independent Trade
Union Movement and the Inkatha National Cultural Liberation Movement, formed in
1975. The Independent Trade Union Movement, which comes out of the 1971 Durban
strikes, laid the basis for modern South African trade unionism. Its early
supporters included Richard Turner, who was assassinated in 1978. On the basis
of steady shop floor work, and an unwillingness to get involved in political
adventures, COSATU's predecessor, FOSATU, built up a strong base among the black
working class in this region, including large members of Inkatha supporters.
The Inkatha National Cultural Liberation Movement was led by Chief M G
Buthelezi, who had in a very principled way resisted the imposition of the
preliminaries for bantustan independence in the 60s. Inkatha was set up in 1975
after much discussion with President Kaunda in Lusaka and the ANC in exile, and
certainly received the consent, if not the outright blessing, of the ANC.
/It was
It was thought by many that in this province some kind of non-racial experiment
could be tried, something that took a political form in the attempts to propose
a KwaNatal Indaba in the mid-1980s. But a decisive breach took place between
Inkatha and the liberation movements at a meeting in late 1979. Also Inkatha's
espousement of a more free enterprise model, its rejection of sanctions, led to
conflict with the more radical liberation movements and with the trade union
movement.
INTERPRETER: Now I proceed to the 1970s. Let me just say that the Government
continued to oppress the people who were opposing the ideologies of the
Government. They continued to ban freedom movements or liberation movements, as
well as Christian Institute, even workers unions. They also banned the Black
Consciousness Movement, which advocated the colour of the skin of the black
person, or the colour of his skin. They deployed people who were specifically
there to end the peace that prevailed. Even the neighbouring countries like
Rhodesia, Zimbabwe, Namibia, Angola, as well as Mozambique. They also caused a
lot of destruction. They were sewing seeds of hatred. There was a time when we
saw an emergence of independent unions, as well as an Inkatha Liberation
Movement in 1975. That's how was known way back then. They tried to form a
conglomerate and fight the Government's oppression peacefully. Let me just
further that these independent organisations got help from the educators in
universities. Richard Turner was killed in 1978, who was supporting the movement
for the liberation of black people. Buthelezi also contributed towards
supporting the unions which were emerging at that time.
/In that
In that way he was supported by the majority of the black people, as well as the
unions. All went well. Let me point out that when the Inkatha organisation was
initiated or started respected people like President Kaunda, as well as the ANC,
they played a particular part in helping the Inkatha. But as time went on the
organisation showed some cracks. That was caused by the difference in
ideologies. The unions believed in the liberation of workers, and the other
organisations believed in free trade enterprise.
PROFESSOR AITCHISON: Under threat of sanctions, a declining economy and military
reversals in Angola, South Africa moved to modernise racial discrimination
through the tricamerel parliamentary system for whites, coloureds and Indians,
and some form of limited representations for blacks not in the so-called
independent states. This move was resolutely opposed by Inkatha and the United
Democratic Front, which was formed in opposition to the tricamerel proposals.
When this parliamentary system was approved it needs to be recognised that it
had an underbelly, which was an octopus like state security management system,
that had taken over huge sections of government at all levels, and was designed
to deal with protest and rebellion without giving the tricamerel system a bad
name. The new strategy was essentially one of repression through management and

destabilisation techniques that operated secretly and extra-legally. The socalled joint management centres operated even in the smallest of towns.
Unfortunately by now relationships between Inkatha and the left were cold, and
any hope of some kind of concordat between Inkatha and UDF were doomed. The UDF
/was already
was already mobilising very successfully among, particularly, the youth in the
urban townships of the Natal Midlands, and this struggle was to become the seed
for the violent conflict of the mid-80s and the early 90s. However, it needs to
be noted that what was essentially a political conflict, and which was allowed
to develop for various reasons, fed on various fractures and breaks and faults
within the Natal Midlands, and these fractures included such things as housing
shortages, transports costs, the cutting out of Imbali and Ashdown townships
from Pietermaritzburg Municipality, the role of Inkatha supporting town
councillors in the Government-imposed black local authorities, and the conflict
between Inkatha and the UDF, the trade union movements, Inkatha's reaction to
school unrest and boycotts, the rise of vigilante groups associated with Inkatha
and backed by the police, the intolerance of opposition by the KwaZulu Inkatha
authorities, and of course, finally, the conflict between the United Democratic
Front and the Black Consciousness Movement.
In the early 80s the schools became a site of struggle, and there was enormous
conflict between more conservative, older people, and young people intent on
radical change. Gradually relationships worsened between the two movements. Many
of the events related to this worsening situation are linked to the May 1985
boycotts of firms in Pietermaritzburg in sympathy with the strikers at the
Sarmcol Rubber Factory in Howick. This strike arose out of an attempt to gain
recognition for the union. All the African workers in this factory were fired,
and it led to enormous conflict in this region.
/In addition
In addition the states of emergency were used almost exclusively as a means of
attacking the UDF by the police. Inkatha was able to flout the emergency
regulations at will. And as an example of that I give the example of what
happened on the 24th of August 1985, when 100 armed vigilantes came from a
meeting addressed by KwaZulu Legislative Assembly member, VV Ndlovu, and urged
the community to get rid of the Federal Theological Seminary, which they claimed
had fomented unrest and harboured criminals, that is people associated with
Imbali Civic. They were led by the mayor of Imbali, an Inkatha leader, the
chairman of the Inkatha branch, and the VV Ndlovu himself. They told Dr Mgojo,
the Commissioner present here, and the President of the Assembly at that time,
that if the seminary was not empty by the following Friday it would be burnt to
the ground. Now, what this indicates is that a meeting, a gathering with
intimidatory intent was allowed to take place without any police action, and
evidence began to accumulate that the State security services were increasingly
partisan in their approach to the political conflict. They let Inkatha vigilante
groups act with impunity.
During this period, during the period of emergency rule, there were frequent
allegations of assault and torture of detainees. The police supported and
protected vigilantes who had committed crimes against what the police perceived
as the enemies of the State, namely the UDF and COSATU. A good example of this
support was the apparent enthusiasm with which certain members of the Security
Police, notably Warrant-Officer Rolf Barber, procured guns for Inkatha
vigilantes in the Imbali area.
/Some of
Some of these guns were subsequently used in political murders.
The tension developed further. Again a clear example of police partisanship

relates to the events in the Mphopomeni township near Howick in December 1985
soon after the formation of COSATU in November 1985, which undoubtedly was seen
as a threat both by the Security Forces and by business interests. After the
strike I've already mentioned the consumer boycott raised tension in the town.
It was often enforced by young comrades. The finale to this conflict and this
strike was the bussing in of a 200-strong Inkatha group into the township of
Mphopomeni, which was the home of many Sarmcol workers, on the evening 5 ...
(incomplete - end of Side A) ... was then escorted out of the township by the
police. Within a day or two three of the perpetrators were arrested after a
professional investigation by the Howick Police, but they were then ordered to
release the three accused by high ranking police officials. The inquest findings
delivered in March 1988 found nine named Inkatha members were responsible for
the murders, against whom as yet there have been no prosecutions. One of them
was Vela Mchunu, who together with about 200 other Inkatha KwaZulu men had
recently had South African Defence Force Special Forces military training in the
Caprivi, and clearly the training of 200 men for offensive operations against
the ANC, UDF and related organisations is itself the subject of the ongoing
Magnus Malan and others' trial. Whatever the outcome of this trial the evidence
led suggests that a hidden hand or third force played a malignant conspirational
role in the Midlands conflict.
/INTERPRETER:
INTERPRETER: This conflict between IFP and the community began when the
Government implemented the tricamerel government, and this meant that we had
laws for Indians, coloureds and blacks. These laws were suppressing people. UDF
and Inkatha didn't want to accept this. As time went on Inkatha and UDF started
having conflicts between each other. This was because they couldn't see through
one eye, but they all agreed that they needed houses, transportation. Inkatha
was against strikes, school boycotts, consumer boycott, and workers' strikes.
Inkatha fought against these. The Government wished - there was a state of
emergency implemented. At that time what was noticed was that the state of
emergency only applied to blacks. We remember the meeting that the Inkatha
Freedom Party had in 1985 where it was discussed that a college should be
closed, a ministerial college, because they were also fighting against the state
of emergency. Dr Khosa Mgojo was at that college at that time.
One other thing that was used to segregate black people was the way that the
police worked. They were siding with the Inkatha Freedom Party so that they
suppress other political organisations. That caused cracks in liberation
movements. Many people died. They were killed by people trained by the Inkatha
Freedom Party in Caprivi. The testimony was quite clear that these people had
been cleared by Inkatha members, but there was absolutely nothing done about
that.
PROFESSOR AITCHISON: I want to describe as briefly as possible the terrible
period of conflict which has come to be known as the Midlands War, which in
effect raged from 1987 until relatively recently. 1987 is usually
/considered
considered as the year of the start of this war. I will simply highlight what I
see as key points in the development of this war and conflict.
At the beginning of 1987 there was increasing tension, recruiting drives,
meetings, gatherings, conflict. There was, as a sideshow in terms of the
fatalities as a whole, clashes between the UDF and AZAPO, which led to cruel
murders on both sides. It was a time of aggressive political intolerance. In
October - September/October there was an Inkatha recruiting drive in Vulindlela,
the final date, the 4th of October, was proclaimed as the time by which
everybody had to join. This drive was met with resistance and led to the start
of the war.
Initially the battle was fought in Edendale and Ashdown. It led to 59 dead in

September. By January the toll had risen in that month to 161. Horrible murders,
often of non-combatants and the innocent, were committed on both sides. Peace
talks foundered because, particularly, of the restriction and detention of key
UDF negotiators and the heavy escalation of the fighting.
By the end of December the UDF controlled Edendale. There was still heavy
fighting in Vulindlela. There were huge numbers of detentions of UDF youth.
There were many allegations that certain Inkatha leaders were allowed to engage
in acts of violence with impunity, among them particularly David Ntombela at
KwaNgane, the late Chief Shayabantu Zondi of Mnada, and Sixiso Zuma of Harewood.
Attempts to force police action against them by interdicts were hampered by the
assassination of key applicants and witnesses. Most of these alleged killers
/have still
have still not been brought to trial.
In 1988 the violence continued in Vulindlela. There were massive inputs of
police reinforcements, particularly of the so-called "kits konstabels," rapidly
trained instant constables armed with pump action shotguns and dressed in blue
overalls. This created new controversy because many of them appeared to be
aligned in some way to Inkatha, and to have records of engagement in previous
acts of violence.
In February the Minister of Law and Order, Adriaan Vlok, officially blessed the
assault against the UDF. He said police would face the future with moderates and
fight against radical groups. "Radicals who are trying to destroy South Africa
will not be tolerated. We will fight them. We have put a foothold in that
direction, and we will eventually win the Pietermaritzburg area." Political
murders then continued, perhaps at a lower rate, an average of 44 a month to the
end of the year.
I need to say some something briefly about detention and the role of General
Buchner in police action during this period. During 1987 it became clear that
although the majority of the dead were UDF members killed by Inkatha vigilantes
it was only UDF supporters who were being detained. This seemed illogical if the
State forces were really intent on stopping the violence and taking action
against all sides. A consistent pattern in death tolls from 1987 to 1989 was for
UDF casualties to far exceed the Inkatha ones. The ratio which I have come to
after rigorous examination of innumerable statements and accounts of the murders
was about seven to three, seven UDF dead for every three Inkatha dead, and this
was so in
/every year
every year up until 1990. Inkatha's own claims as to their casualties do not
greatly differ from these figures, yet in 1987 734 anti-Inkatha people, mainly
UDF, were detained, but not a single Inkatha member or supporter was detained.
In 1988 460 anti-Inkatha people were detained, whereas only 21 Inkatha people
were so detained, and most of them very briefly.
Analysing these figures, and looking at what happened in the rest of South
Africa, it becomes clear that police detention through the emergency, brutal as
it may have been, and however many assaults it led to in detention, did have the
effect of reducing the death toll in the streets. In the rest of South Africa
there was a rapid decline of the death toll occasioned by the upsurge of
resistance to apartheid in 1985 and 1986. It was only in this region that the
death toll continued to sour in spit of harsh emergency regulations, and the
only conclusion one can come to is that it was police - partially police
inaction and partisanship that led to this escalation of the death toll.
Regrettably all peace initiatives failed for various reasons, often due to
police harassment of the UDF negotiators. By mid-1988 one had come to some kind
of stalemate, but the death toll continued with out 50-60 people being killed a

month. Apparent police breakthrough in September 1988 was foiled because
participants refused to testify before the Complaints Adjudication Board.
Finally, at the end of 1988, one had the infamous Trust Feeds massacre, which is
a useful case study of the complex interaction between Security Forces, the
Joint Management Centres which had been set up to control
/dissent
dissent and manage society. Trust Feeds is a small community, a rural community
near 'Maritzburg. In late 1988 there was an attempt by the local Inkatha and
police to control UDF mobilisation in that township. 11 people were massacred by
the police in early December. This occurred a few days after Inkatha and police
collusion in attempts to drive the UDF out of the area. The local Inkatha
chairman, Jerome Gabela, the New Hanover Police Station commander, Brian
Mitchell had earlier solicited the help of the Riot Police captain in
Pietermaritzburg, D M Terblanche to eliminate the UDF in Trust Feeds. Terblanche
deployed a number of "kits konstabels" in the Trust Feed area, and on the 3rd of
December four "kits konstabels," together with Mitchell, attacked a house - in
all probability not the one they had intended, they made a mistake - and
murdered a group of mourners at a funeral vigil. Some South African and KwaZulu
Police officials appear to have been party to the cover-up of this murder.
Subsequently in 1991 and '92 the conspiracy between a number of policemen and
regional and local Inkatha leaders to kill UDF supporters in the area was proven
in court, and Mitchell and the "kits konstabels" convicted of murder.
INTERPRETER: In 1987 and 1988 the continuing violence between UDF and Inkatha
continued. People were even forced to join a particular political organisation,
and in September 1987 Inkatha went to Vulindlela, where they put a law that
everybody should join Inkatha. That's what culminated to what we call the
Midlands War, that is the war that took place in the Midlands. People died from
both sides. Unfortunately attempts to bring peace were
/futile
futile because many people were siding with the UDF, were supporting UDF, and
they were detained by the police, and whenever peace was being initiated there
was nobody who stood for peace. The Government continued with trying to
segregate black people. In 1988 many police were deployed in black areas where
they called them "kits konstabels." They did their job in the manner that they
were trained. Minister Adriaan Vlok, who was the Minister of Police at that
time, he actually praised the police for the commendable job that they had done.
He even said, "We shall conquer Pietermaritzburg." This went on throughout 1988
and '89, which culminated to the Trust Feeds massacre, where 11 people were
killed. The investigations were suppressed by the police at that time, and in
1992 it's only then that there were testimony that brought to the fore as to
what had happened, who actually committed these acts, what did they want, who
had sent them.
PROFESSOR AITCHISON: (Incomplete) ... period of localised struggles. In
Mpumalanga, where "kits konstabels" played a significant role in the violence.
In Fredville, where out-of-control youthful comrades generally intimidated and
wreaked havoc in the area. In Imbali we saw a reign of terror by an 18-year-old
gunman called Mweli, who was subsequently charged and convicted. There was
significant violence in the Imbali township. The Progressive Federal Party
alleged in Parliament that Sixiso Zuma had killed at least 25 people, and yet
received no response from Adriaan Vlok. Zuma has still not, to the best of my
knowledge, been convicted of any such offence.
In Edendale there were many refugees from Vulindlela
/whose
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Pietermaritzburg. Community leaders complained about the lack of action, and
about the need for the refugees to return. Again there were failed peace
negotiations. In July there was another huge outbreak of violence in Mpumalanga.
Heavy machine guns were used, vast quantities of ammunition expended. Again the
complicated role of police who do not take sufficient action against
perpetrators of violence. There was violence in rural areas.
On the 19th of November there was an Imbizo at which UDF, COSATU and ANC were
denounced by the king and Chief Buthelezi. Immediately after that there was a
massive upsurge of violence in Mpumalanga. People were killed, houses destroyed,
and what is particularly significant about what took place on the 27th and 28th
of November is that much of the action was witnessed by highly reputable
witnesses, alleging police collusion. An indication of the devastating scale of
the conflict can be seen in the fact that the housing manager for Mpumalanga
said that 1 000 houses had been destroyed or damaged since the beginning of the
year.
INTERPRETER: In 1989 violence continued because police were removed from the
township because the community didn't like them. Violence went on to Mpumalanga,
Hammarsdale, Nchanga, Vulindlela, Imbali. Violence continued. People were dying.
Guns, heavy machine guns, were used to kill people, and in all this time no one
was being arrested. Houses were burned in one year. Sometimes after rallies,
like imbizo rally, people were killed. In one event Dr Mangosuthu Buthelezi and
the king
/called
called imbizo and people were killed, and afterwards people continued killing
each other.
PROFESSOR AITCHISON: (Incomplete) ... free election wars. On 2nd of February
1990 President F W de Klerk announced the unbanning of a whole range of
political organisations, the imminent release of Nelson Mandela, and clearly an
indication of a negotiated settlement towards a full democracy. Mandela, when he
was released, spoke in Durban on the 25th of February and urged an end to
violence. On the 25th of March, a month later, Chief Buthelezi addressed a crowd
in the same place at a meeting that was financed by the Security Police. Two
days latter massive attacks started in the Pietermaritzburg region on nonInkatha areas in Vulindlela, Edendale, Ashdown, Imbali, Mphopomeni and Table
Mountain. This so-called seven days war was a further graphic illustration of
the Security Forces allowing participants in political violence to act with
impunity. Huge groups of Inkatha supporters were allowed virtually unhindered to
rampage through vast areas of Vulindlela, in particular KwaShange, KwaMnyandu,
Gezabuzo and Vulisaka, Galuza in Edendale and Ashdown. The Inkatha forces
appeared to have logistical support, and large lorries transported platoons of
them from place to place. Many of these attackers were armed, and amongst them
were people in blue "kits konstabel" overalls. The control centre of these
attacks seemed to be Inkatha MP David Ntombela's headquarters in Vulindlela. The
late Chief Shayabantu Zondi also played a significant leadership role in these
attacks. At Ntombela's base large crowds were seen massing, and soon after the
attacks looters drove herds of cattle there. Ntombela, an induna
/of one
of one of the chiefs in Vulindlela, had often been accused of participation in
the murder of UDF supporters. He was closely linked with the Security Forces,
and when the December 1988 Trust Feed massacre perpetrators came to trial
evidence was led that Ntombela had been at planning meetings with the police
involved in these killings.
The police reaction to the invasion of the areas was at best incompetent, and at
worst partisan. People were being massacred while police helicopters circled
overhead. A few kilometres away on the Edendale road an armoured patrol, SADF,
eight vehicles, made no attempt, or were not allowed to make any attempt, to

move on to where the battles were taking place. Over the next month regular
attempts to contact and persuade the SADF to take action invariably failed,
apparently because they could only take action at police request and under
police direction.
By the end of this horrific week there were 20 000 refugees in Edendale from
Vulindlela and the Table Mountain area. The battle continued in Imbali for over
a month, and gradually burnt itself out, but it led later on in the year to
continued conflict. Notable among the abuses here were the assassination of
Anglican priest, Victor Afrikaner by Inkatha gunman, Toti Zulu, who was later
arrested and convicted, but released on appeal. Possibly in retaliation for
Afrikaner's death Umkhonto we Sizwe later assassinated the Inkatha member Jerome
Mncwabe, who many believed had given the order for Afrikaner to be killed.
The violence spread through Natal. Every month 50 to 60 people were killed in
political violence. In the
90s, the first four years of the 90s, we in fact see the
/gradual
gradual embedding of violence throughout communities, and certain patterns
become clear. Inkatha lost control of urban areas in Pietermaritzburg, and in
places like Richmond, Mooi River and Greytown. Other townships, like Wembezi,
became battle grounds. The period was accompanied by intense periods of violence
in which both sides participated, in which there were accusations of police
partisanship, particularly in Mooi River.
Thirdly, in many areas, particularly on the south coast and Richmond, there were
notable excesses and atrocities on both sides. Massacres of whole families, of
women and children, became more commonplace.
Fourthly, Inkatha came increasingly to rely on the support of the more
conservative rural chiefs. This led, particularly in the south coast, to
incredible violence. Fifthly, high profile assassinations continued, notably of
Chief Maphumulo of Contraleso(?), Hadebe and Ngwenya of the ANC in
Pietermaritzburg. Investigations in all these cases appear to have been less
than enthusiastic.
Sixthly, the Peace Accord that was finally signed by all parties totally
ineffective, probably because the formal structures had representatives who had
caused the violence in the first place.
Seventhly, there was a gradual change for the better in the South African Police
in their handling of political violence after 1992, although this was hampered
by a seeming inability to take action against people carrying weapons of war,
aided and abetted by the State President, who, after a near century of
prohibition of people
carrying spears and such like in public, effectively
/legalised
legalised it by proclamation, although this was later rescinded.
The role, I believe, of Jacques Buchner, previously head of the Security Police
in Pietermaritzburg, in allowing political murders and violent attacks to take
place with seeming impunity in the Midlands, needs to be investigated.
The violence then continued until the elections in 1994. On the ground reality
is that intolerance, fear of group pressure and no-go areas remained a reality
and an ongoing inheritance for people in the new democracy. Bad men, and
ordinary men made bad in the conflict, continued to control the lives of people

in many areas of KwaZulu-Natal. The culture of violence has become embedded in a
number of communities and groups, and resort to murder as a means of getting
what one wants is all too common, leading both to killing of political opponents
as well as of colleagues within ones own movement, as in the assassination of
Solomon Mzolo of the ANC in Greytown, and of a number of young ANC leaders in
the Richmond area.
In conclusion what has happened in the Midlands is a tragic story and a
microcosm of what damage apartheid did to South Africa as a whole. It's not a
story that cannot be understood or made sense of. We can also consider what
could have been done to avert and contain these horrors. Whilst the Natal
Midlands was just one part, and not immune to the major trends of society, it is
also true that if sufficient numbers of people with access to power - Judges,
policemen, newspaper editors, businessmen, church leaders - had been more
willing to do what is right many human rights abuses could have been
/stopped
stopped in this region, and many lives could have been saved. It is important to
remember their cowardliness and their complacency and their complicity.
Apartheid did that to us too.
It is also important to remember that the majority of white people accepted the
apartheid system, voted its parliamentary representatives in, who legislated for
the security legislation that created the Security Force monster that nearly
destroyed us.
The current state of psychological block, in which it is impossible to find
anybody who ever supported apartheid, needs some kind of purgative ethical drain
cleaner. But, because the right things were not done, we have to mourn over all
the dead, over what happened over the last 33 years. We do need to mourn the
dead and the lost lives and the human possibilities that were lost in this
terrible conflict. We need to mourn the dead on both sides of the conflict, on
all sides of the conflict. We need to express our dismay at the decimation of
the future leaders of this city, of the cutting down of our youth. Hadebe and
Ngwenya were not amongst the candidates for the recent local government
elections. But we also need to praise and honour. Honour those who put freedom
and justice first, and were prepared to suffer for it. Honour those who resisted
the evil that was apartheid, even if doing so was a passport to ostracism, or
the Island, or the battery electrodes, or the bullet out of the dark. Honour to
all the known and unknown soldiers for simple democracy and fairness and true
peace. We honour their courage, we honour their fight to rid South Africa of the
scourge of racism, and in truth it was a privilege to have /lived in
lived in a time in which such men and women endured and died. Thank you.
INTERPRETER: I would like to say we were lucky to continue living until this
time to see the democratic time. Now we have rights we mustn't forget people who
died, men who died and children who died for this time. We need to respect them,
we need to have sympathy for those people who lost people along the way. We need
to respect those who fight for democracy and those who fought for peace and the
truth. We need to thank that we are over apartheid here in South Africa. Thank
you.
MR LYSTER: (Incomplete) ... the main or the icon events which took place in this
region over the past 30 years, and I have no doubt that your document will
become a valuable resource for the Commission. We will have a short break now,
15 minutes maximum. I am going to ask the Truth Commission staff just to briefly
show the witnesses through that door there, and if everyone can stand up while
they leave the room. We'll just give them a quick cup of tea. Immediately after
tea we will start with the first witness of the day, being Mrs Christina Gabela
and Sipho Gabela.

INTERPRETER: Please wait a moment. May you please wait for the witnesses to go
out. Please be patient. There's an announcement.
MR LYSTER: (Incomplete) ... into the foyer with them, and into the toilet, but
not out the front door.
--------------------COMMISSIONER: Let me again ask you to make use of the earphones which have now
been supplied. We will not have a translation of the sort that we had where
committee member, Mr Mdu Dlamini ... (incomplete)
--------------------CHRISTINA GABELA
INTERPRETER: (Incomplete) ... as well tell us about your son, Sipho Gabela, as
well as his father who was killed in a shoot-out. Can you just please give us a
background as to your whole family. --- We were eight in my family, myself and
the father, so there were 10 of us all in all. Amongst the eight children Sipho
is the fourth one.
What about the others before him? What are they doing? How old are they if you
still can remember? --- The first one died, but he was ill. The second one is
working. He is working in Germiston in the Health Department. The third one is
working at the Health Department also. And then it's Sipho, the one who is
sitting right next to me. There's a daughter who is working for the Census
Department. The sixth one is a student at UNISA. The seventh one is at
Pietermaritzburg Technikon. The eighth one is a girl and she is doing standard
seven. My husband died, I am the only one who's left.
We thank you for having been able to educate your children. We know that Sipho
got disturbed due to the harassment that he went through. What is he doing now?
--- He is a councillor.
Thank you very much, Mrs Gabela. You are quite lucky that your children are
serious with their studies. Just relate to us as to what happened on the 7th of
April
/1986 where
1986 where people came to knock at your house at night. --- We were sleeping
then because it was very late at night. Then we heard a loud knock. It was quite
a violent knock. My husband was still alive at that time. He asked as to who was
knocking. Somebody said, "Are you still asking as to who is knocking?" Then they
started kicking the doors, pushing them, and breaking the windows. At that time
we all woke up. When you wake up in such confusion, when there's so much noise,
there's so much violence, and the way they were knocking, the way they were
kicking doors, breaking windows, the noise that was there was just unbearable.
My second son, whom I regard now as the first-born, wanted to go and open the
door. I refrained him from doing so. We found that they had already tampered
with the electricity. When my children got to the door they held the door so
that it doesn't get open. I took the dressing table mirror, I put it on the
window, the broken window. Then my son went to the door to help my husband keep
the door closed. Then my son kept on going there and coming back again to me on
the broken window. Then he would realise that I am alive. When I tried to lift
my head up something hit me on the head. This thing looks like a brick. I don't
know how to explain this. It seems as if it was a brick mixed with something
taken from the river, some sort of dung. Then this little brick hit me and hit
the machine, the sewing machine. I then fell. The power of the Lord kept me
awake. I felt as if something was just holding me so that I don't fall. I
believe it was the Lord who did this. I woke up. I was a little bit dizzy. In
the kitchen - the only window that wasn't broken was in the children's

/bedroom.
bedroom. In the dining-room there was a studio couch, and one of my children was
sleeping there. He was sleeping on the couch together with a girl. When we got
to him he was just white, full of glass particles. When this door now had
shrunk. Later on I got a brainwave, because the Lord does talk to you. They said
I must tell Gabela to open the door. I went and told my husband to open the
door. My husband asked what on earth was I saying. I told him to open the door.
I told him, "It's better one murder or one corpse rather than us all die,"
because now they were saying that they were going to burn the house, and I could
smell something burning because the windows were broken. I could see somebody
was having matches because the curtain now was torn. I went to my husband and
told him to open up. "It's better that one person dies rather than all of us die
inside the house." I felt that I was sacrificing him, because they said they
wanted Sipho. Now, when my husband opened the door these people were armed to
the teeth. They also opened the dining-room door. I saw Jerome Mncwabe coming
in. I saw him personally with my own eyes.
Who is Jerome Mncwabe? --- He was a member of Inkatha.
Was he the member of Inkatha who died now - who has now died? --- The children
had now put the couch on the door just to block the entrance. He ran on top of
the couch, he came straight to me. He went into the children's bedrooms and I
followed him. Then he came back to me. Firstly he said to me I must switch on
the light. I told him that, "You have tampered with the electricity." Then he
asked me where Sipho was. I told him I didn't
/know.
know. Then he came back to my bedroom. I am the one who saw him, as well as what
he was having with him. I saw something that looked like a sword. I saw a panga
that has got a hook at the front, a little hook. He was having that in his hand.
He said I must get into the bedroom. I went in with him. He searched and
searched, but he just couldn't get whatever he wanted. There was absolutely no
one in the bedroom except me and him. He went - he came towards me, and by then
the others apparently were leaving. They asked me where Sipho was. Now, it's the
other one who was asking, it was no longer the one who came to me. He pointed
this little sword at me. It looked like a knife. Then my other son said, "I am
not Sipho." When I turned around to look at the couch which was in the diningroom I could see something sticking out of the blanket, and when I looked at
this I saw Sipho's shirt. He had got right into the studio couch, right inside
the mattress itself, inside the cover. I got very scared and very confused. I
got a brainwave that I must turn back and stand at the door. Now I had given
Sipho my back, and Sipho was right inside the sofa cover. As I was standing
there one of them said, "Why did you not tell us that this is Gabela's place? We
have destroyed this home. Why haven't you been telling us that you are Gabela?"
Gabela said to them, "Why did I have to tell you? How did you come here if you
didn't know this was my place?" Then Jerome went out of the door at that time.
He is the person who was always with me. Wherever I was going he would follow
me. Then he went out the door. As he was at the door he turned around and said,
"Gabela, if you like you can go and report this to the police. Even if you can
/go there's
go there's absolutely nothing that they will do for you." That's when he went
out.
In your testimony you said when the neighbours saw what was happening they
phoned the police. Did they come? --- No, they never came. And when my husband
woke up that morning he said, "If Jerome could have the liver to tell me to go
to the police it won't help me." Then that is quite shocking and surprising that
Inkatha was a law on its own, it was a law unto itself.
You may continue. --- One more thing is that we were so harassed by the police

force which they call "Ngilokothe." That's the Stability Unit. They came to my
place, and they used to come and arrest my children. After that Inkatha attack
Sipho went to hide. He was in hiding at Galuza, a location. When this Stability
Unit came they wanted to know where Sipho was. We never used to tell anyone
where Sipho was, we used to say we don't know his whereabouts, because he was
old enough to take care of himself. He could go wherever he pleased. Then they
would arrest all these other children. At times they would ... (inaudible) ...
even the daughter, the girl, they would hit her, assault her, hit her or bang
her against the wall. They would do all sorts of things trying to find out where
Sipho was.
--------------------(Transcriber's Note: Side B, Tape 1 ends here. Side A of Tape 2 is blank.
Recording resumes on Side B, Tape 2, during evidence of Sipho Gabela)
--------------------(Incomplete) ... wake up so that my mother could realise that I am not dead, and
she could stop crying. And I was trying to indicate to her that I am not dead.
At that time the police realised that I wasn't dead.
Sipho, we have 11 other witnesses that we would like to hear. If you can please
summarise your testimony. We would like to hear just about your testimony, thank
you. --- And then the ambulance people realised that I wasn't dead. They took me
to the ambulance and to hospital. In hospital Inkatha members people used to
come and see if I was alive or dead. Maybe they came because they wanted to
finish me, I don't know. My torture started in 1989 when the police have already
tried many things. After a week I was released from hospital. Police came to my
house and then they kicked the door. I was with my elder brother and we were
sleeping. When I tried to wake up I was pointed by a torch, and then they asked,
"Who is Sipho here?" and I realised that it is policemen and I told them, "I am
Sipho." They took me. When they took me my elder brother was being kicked
because he asked them, "Why are you taking Sipho?" and then they started kicking
him, hitting him, and they also started kicking me and hitting me. And I also
found my father outside, and they were also harassing my father as well. I was
out from the court. They gave me bail. I don't know where they took me at first,
because I was hit by the gun and then I lost conscious. I was unconscious, but
it wasn't 100% unconscious because I could remember them bringing me closer to
the van, and I could remember the light from the van. Inside there I was really
unconscious. When the van was driving I could hear the corners where the van was
/bending.
bending. I could hear the first corner, the second one, but the third one I
couldn't hear. That's where I lost my conscious 100%.
Then when you arrived at the police station ... (intervention) --- No, we didn't
go to the police station. I was 100% unconscious, so I don't know where we were.
At 11 o'clock when they took me they drove with me, and when I wake up from when I receive my consciousness I was in hospital. I heard noise, loud noise,
and I could smell the hospital smell. And even those little noises I could tell
I was now in hospital. I stayed there for six days. I was unconscious and I
couldn't even recall anything. I was a little bit confused. I don't know whether
I just lost memory or it was something that they did to me, because I could feel
my whole body - I couldn't just feel my whole body nicely. It was like they used
something in my system. There were two spots, one in one hand and one at the
other.
Sipho, we apologise. We see that even if you can relate the whole thing that
happened to you we will need the whole day for you to do this, because you have
details, and we would like you to just summarise for us a little bit. We
understand that you've experienced so much in your life that you can take the
whole day trying to relate to us, but now it's been a long time, so we also have

other people to listen to. Sorry. --- I was removed from the hospital. I was
taken to Midlands. I stayed 17 days. I could eat, but I couldn't go to the
toilet. That's the kind of torture that I can remember. I can't recall
everything.
You've told us in your statement that even today if
/you think
you think about the torture that you've received it disturbs you in your mind,
and the Committee for the Reparation and Rehabilitation have noted these things
down, and they will talk to you and they will see your witnesses after this. We
thank you very much. We would like the Chairman to take over.
--------------------CHAIRMAN: Mrs Gabela, we are happy, and Sipho, we are also happy. You've started
giving us your testimony, and you were the first witnesses to give us testimony,
and you've tried to relate to us things that we've heard about from the
newspaper and from the media, that you people have been tortured and been
harassed, and you came forward to tell us and show us how much you've been
tortured. I would like other Commissioners here to ask questions if they have
questions to ask to you so that we clarify everything.
--------------------MR LAX: (Incomplete) ... it is correct as far as I am aware that your attorneys
made a case against the policemen involved, for which you suffered, and that you
won that case and received certain monies for that. Is that correct? --- Ja,
that is correct, even though the conditions at that particular time were ...
(incomplete)
We understand that aspect, but just to confirm that you did actually get some
compensation. And, Sipho, is it correct that after you were shot and assaulted
by the police on this last occasion which you have told us about you were - you
have said in your statement that you were so badly injured that in fact you were
unable to walk for two or three years, and you had to relearn the process of
/walking.
walking. Is that correct? --- Ja, that is correct,
many things - some I can't reveal them, but I can
number one. Number two, I have got some sort of a
can't reveal the rest, but quite a lot has happened

because right now there are
mention a few. I can't run,
night blindness now. Like I
out of that.

Thank you.
--------------------I wasn't prepared to ask questions because I thought that we don't have enough
time, but I am forced to ask one or two questions. I would like to ask Mrs
Gabela that in most people that you know what made you know specific Jerome
Mncwabe? --- He was the member of the IFP.
How come you knew him? Was he your neighbour? Why Jerome, because there were so
many members of Inkatha? --- Firstly, he knew my husband. In other words they
were not close friends but they used to know each other very well, and before
this incident they used to be friends, close friends with my husband.
Was your husband a member of Inkatha? --- No, my husband wasn't, but after he
was tortured and harassed by Inkatha people he decided that, "I am going to join
UDF, and you as well if you like you can come and join UDF. Because I am the
Zulu I would like to be Inkatha, but because Inkatha have tortured me so much I

would rather join UDF." After Mandela spoke my husband went and joined the ANC.
His card came after he was dead, but with me I never joined any organisation up
until this day.
--------------------I would like to thank you, Mrs Gabela and Sipho. Sipho, I feel for you because
you are still young, and
/it's so
it's so sad to know what you have things that you just wouldn't like to talk
about them. But we are also glad that you've at least came forward and you said
whatever you can tell us. We thank you very much.
--------------------MR LYSTER: (Incomplete) ... before you give that evidence you are required to
take the oath. Can I ask you to stand please and to take the oath.
--------------------SYLVASIA NGCOBO (Sworn, States)
MR LYSTER: I am going to ask my colleague, Mrs Gcabashe, to assist you with your
evidence. Thank you, Mrs Gcabashe.
MRS GCABASHE: Good day, Mrs Ngcobo. I do realise in your statement that you are
affectionately called Gingile. Is that your name? --- Yes, it's my name.
We know that you have come here to relate to us what happened to your and your
family. Can we just start by saying that we do sympathise with you, that we have
gone through a time that had unbelievable tortures. We hope that your coming
here will make you see that whatever happened in the past is something that
nobody liked. Now we sympathise with you. I want to get a few things from you so
that we may be able to get as to who you are, where you come from. In your
statement you said you have got two children. Are they the only ones who are
alive, or there are other children? If you can't hear me please tell me that you
can't hear. --- Ja, please speak up a little bit.
I said in your statement you pointed out that you have got two sons. Now I am
asking as to whether you have any other children? --- Yes, I do have other
children. All in all they are five. I have got three boys and two girls.
Three boys and two girls. Just give me the names of all those who are not here.
--- It's Bheki. I do have
/Bhekisisa
Bhekisisa with me in my list. The other one is Mzo.
And who else? --- As well as Thandokuhle.
And who else? --- Dudu. Philile.
Amongst your children ... (intervention) --- Could you please speak up.
Amongst your children are there any who are still attending school? --- The last
one has just finished matric, but she isn't working.
What about the others? --- The eldest one is Dudu. He is working for the
Department of Justice. He's the only one who is working. I don't have any other
children attending school.

Now, you've come to tell us about the harassment that you went through that
culminated to your husband's death. Can you please tell us how old he was at the
time of his death? --- He was born in 1931. I am sorry, born in 1938, 15
January.
Let me just remind you a little bit. In your statement you started by saying
that you've come to talk about your two sons, Bhekizazi and well as Mzo Ngcobo.
I would like you to just tell us briefly as to how they were harassed. --Bhekizazi Benjamin is my husband and not my son. Bheki is the one who caused the
death of his father, and Mzo comes after Bheki.
Just give us a brief history. --- There was a knock at the door at quarter to 10
in the evening. It was on a Monday. When they knocked at the door my husband was
already in the bed and I was asleep. When my husband had just put on his
pyjamas, getting into bed, those people knocked. They said, "Please do open us.
We've brought a message with regard to your eldest son, Bheki." Then he
/went out
went out and said probably they had killed him because they had been looking for
him for the past few times. Then he went to open the door. Then he said, "I am
not going to switch on the light inside." Then he went to the door to open it.
As he opened the door we heard a gunshot. The bullet went in on the right-hand
side. I could hear that loud bang and I went to investigate. I fell on the
dressing table, and there was a second gunshot and I ended up crawling. When I
was crawling towards him, when I approached him he had already fallen, and one
bullet whizzed past my head and it went through the door, went through to the
wardrobe, and got into a pocket, a jacket pocket which was inside the wardrobe.
I crawled towards my husband. He was lying there on the floor bleeding
profusely. I screamed very loudly. He kept on telling me not to cry. He said I
should bring his rosary. I took his rosary and gave it to him, and I shouted for
the neighbours to come and help me. The neighbours were very scared to come and
help me, because at that time people didn't want to get involved. Once you go
out you get killed. So one of my neighbours came out. That was Mr Sithole. He is
the one who took my husband with his work truck and took him to the hospital in
Edendale. That's where he got admitted. He was operated on. He was very injured.
Thereafter he stayed throughout August, and then on the 24th of September, it
was on a Thursday, he died. At the time when he died it started raining. That
was on the 25th on a Friday. That's when the Aitken Bridge was overflowing with
water and cars couldn't pass.
Let me just ask, when did he go to the hospital and when did he die? Did you get
a death certificate? --/Yes, I
Yes, I did. He went to the hospital in August. He remained there. Then in midSeptember he was discharged. Then he stayed for only two weeks at home.
Thereafter he got sick. We took him back to the hospital. They took him to King
Edward Hospital. We went to see him on a Monday. Then we came back with him
because he was discharged. When we got home on Monday he couldn't sleep because
his whole body was aching. I took him again to Edendale Hospital. That was on a
Monday. He remained there until Thursday. That's when he died on Thursday.
Let's go back to the death certificate. Did they give any cause for his death,
or did they say what caused his death? --- In the death certificate they said
from Vulindlela - they made a mistake because they said he had died of cancer
and pneumonia, and yet it wasn't like that. Part of his liver was left at home.
Now, how can he die of cancer when part of his liver was left at home, because I
picked it up there.
What is it that you picked up? --- When we went to Vulindlela the death
certificate was written that he had died as a result of cancer and pneumonia.

That wasn't so. Maybe it was cancer, because part of his liver was picked up
from the floor at home at the time. That is a piece of liver. Now when I got the
death certificate they said he had died of cancer and pneumonia. I do have the
death certificate with me, because it wasn't like that. At the time when he went
to the hospital I phoned the police at Plessis. When the police came they asked
who had shot him. I told them that I couldn't see the people because they just
knocked and it was dark. He couldn't even see them, because when he opened the
door that's when
/they shot
they shot him, so we could not identify them. But what I know is that before my
husband got injured they came to attack us. They were members of the Inkatha.
They told us that they had come to look for children who had joined the UDF
organisation. There's only one I could identify amongst those people. That was
Jerome Mncwabe. I knew him because I heard his voice, because I knew him, he was
our councillor and we had no problem with him. So he said the children ought to
be assaulted. They took a sjambok and told my husband to assault my son so as
for them to see that he didn't agree with what they were doing. Then they said
we shouldn't go out of the house. We accepted it and my husband did assault my
son.
At that time when your children were no longer staying at home where were they?
--- I don't know where they went because they just chose to go away, because
they felt that staying at home was quite uncomfortable because the police kept
on harassing them. At that time the children belonged to a youth organisation at
Siqongweni. They were attending school with Sipho Gabela. That's why they chose
to go away, but still even then they came back to shoot the father of my
children. He was a Christian, he didn't belong to any organisation.
As you say you were not satisfied about what was written on the death
certificate as the cause of death, is there anything that you did to try and
show that you were not satisfied? Did you ever investigate as to what the cause
of death was? --- I believe that he died as a result of the gunshot, because he
was shot in the liver. I believe that he died from the gunshot. That even
disturbed me. After having taken the statement they sent
/another
another Indian guy. Then when this Indian guy came they said he has come to take
photos and will come back with the results, but he never showed up thereafter.
The bullet that I said was in the jacket pocket they came back and took it. They
said they wanted it, they wanted to conduct a search. I gave it to the police
and they went away with it. The results as to what had happened nobody told me.
That was the end. And I even gave up because my husband had died and I felt it
wasn't going to help any more. Now I decided that I should come forth and talk
this matter over. I don't want anybody to get arrested because this won't help,
but I want to be helped. I want God to help us, those who are living, to come to
terms with all this to live peacefully.
Those two sons, where are they now, those who were harassed? --- Bheki, whom
they said was a comrade, died last year on the 4th of June. He was shot in
Johannesburg. We don't know who shot him.
Was there any investigation that was conducted as to why he was shot? --- I just
left everything as it was because I felt I was at my wit's end. I just couldn't
do anything any more. The other one just went to Johannesburg. He never came
back. He is still alive.
How are you? How do you survive? What are your means of living? Are you working?
--- No, I am not working, I am just at home.
Do you qualify for pension? --- No, I don't think so because I was born in 1942.
I tried, but they told me that I don't qualify.

We do sympathise with you. Have you ever tried looking for a job? --- I used to
sell vases, I was a
/hawker,
hawker, but I got involved in a car accident. That was a kombi. We were from a
funeral. Thereafter I couldn't carry anything on my head, I would get dizzy
spells, so I stopped worked.
Thank you very much, Mrs Ngcobo, for having related your story and what happened
to your family. We really do sympathise with you. We thank you very much for
having come here before this Commission. I shall hand back to the Chairman of
our Commission.
--------------------I also thank you, Mrs Ngcobo. When I got here you were already relating your
story, but the least that I got gives me a picture of the harassment, the trauma
that you went through. Archbishop Tutu usually tell us that we, as the people of
South Africa, haven't yet understood or got to terms with the way that women
have been harassed in the past when we were fighting for freedom. In the true
sense of the word the Commission would have neglected to do its job because it
does not actually reveal the way in which the women went through hardship in
fighting for freedom. We must not forget that. We must just not overlook it. You
are one of the people who keep us on our toes, always thinking of the hardships
that women went through. I don't know whether you have any questions. Maybe
there is something that you would like to ask. Are there any questions from the
Commissioners?
--------------------We thank you, Mrs Ngcobo. There are very few people who have been harassed in
the manner that you have been. Your whole life gives a picture of a family that
has been traumatised. It wasn't easy for a parent to sacrifice his
/children
children or her children to be harassed. But what I want to get from you, Mrs
Ngcobo, can you just give us a brief explanation as to how this altered or
changed your life. Is there anything that changed in your life when this
happened to your family, whether to your children or to yourself personally? We
just wish to know. --- It's true I was traumatised. I just told myself that when
I was staying alone now, my children had gone away, I would take my child that
was the youngest, I would sleep on top of the bed and put a sponge under the
bed, so that the youngest would sleep under the bed so that he or she would
relate to others what had happened to me if I happened to die.
I can see now that you are very emotional. We do sympathise with you. Is there
anything that still troubles you in your life during the time of harassment that
you would like to talk about at this present moment? --- In truth I think I have
come to terms with this. I keep on telling myself that maybe this is my destiny.
Maybe God meant it for me to be like this. Then I shall live my life as I have.
Because whenever I am alone sitting, whenever I think of these things that
happened to me I opened my Bible in Proverbs 1, verse 71, where they tell me
that if you want to understand the ways of the Lord then you ought somehow to go
through hardships.
We thank you for your courage. You have lost your husband, you have lost your
children. I wish that the Lord could help you through this period.
--------------------THOKO NORA DLUNGWANE and ZODWA NTOMBELA (Sworn, States) CHAIRMAN: (Incomplete)

... to assist you in the giving of your evidence.
MR LAX: Thank you, Chairperson. Good afternoon, Mrs Dlungwane. Can you hear me
properly? Thank you. Welcome to the Commission's hearing in 'Maritzburg. You've
come to tell us about the death of your husband, Ndleleni Anthony Dlungwane, is
that correct? --- Yes.
Could you please just tell us a little
consists of? --- I have got five kids and
are all at school, except for one boy who
money to carry on. The eldest was born in
the last one 1985.

bit about your family and what it
their father, who is now late. They
now left school because there is no
1973 and '75, '78, the fourth 1981,

Is it correct ... (inaudible) ... was born on the 8th of September 1951? --Yes, that's true.
(Inaudible) ... 23rd of May 1990. --- Yes, that's true.
Tell us what happened on the day that he died, and how he died. --- I would like
to relate to you about before the 23. On the 17th people came to my house and
they told us that we should wake up and run away, because Jerome died because
other people have sent people to kill Jerome. "And there's a rumour that you
were involved in sending these people to go and kill Jerome." We sat there, and
my husband said, "We aren't running away, we are going to stay here." On
Wednesday, on the 23 of May, it was past five I came home. Usually my husband
came at home 6 o'clock. At 6 o'clock I heard a gunshot and I saw someone around
the kitchen, and my daughter stood up quickly and closed the door. And I told my
daughter not
/to close
to close the door, because I said, "It might be your father." And then when she
was there at the door they said - he came inside the house and then he said,
"Two people are outside and they shot me," and then he was shot at the waist and
his feet, but he was still talking, he could relate to us. We phoned the
hospital because we were looking for the ambulance, and they told us there are
no ambulances. And then soldiers came to our house while we were still waiting
for the ambulance, and then the soldiers checked him and they said, "Oh, this
one is supposed to die because you are COSATU, you are a member of COSATU. Don't
you know that COSATU is killing people? Inkatha now is killing you because you
have been killing people." And my neighbour came to offer transportation and the
soldiers said, "No, he must wait for the ambulance. He must wait here until the
ambulance arrives." And then they said, "He must wait here. Even if he dies it's
okay because he is COSATU." We waited for a long time. At about 10 to seven
ambulance arrived, and he couldn't speak at that time. We went to hospital, and
when we arrived at the hospital he died. We came back at night. One woman who
was Xhosa said to us that, "These people who killed your husband were two. I
don't know whether I'll be able to stand for this to tell people that I saw this
guy, but I saw him." And then the police came and asked me who killed him, and I
said to them, "No, I don't know who did, but one woman who saw the people who
killed my husband said she won't stand for it, she is scared." In the morning
the police came back to my house and they said to me, "We ask that this person
who said she saw these people must come forward to give her testimony." /And
this
And this woman decided to left Imbali location because she was scared that
people will kill her. And then police came back and said, "Now that you don't
have a witness there's nothing we can do. There's no one we can arrest. We will
release the suspects because there are no witnesses." They were released then
and police never came back to me. Nothing happened afterwards. I remained at
home alone at Imbali. I was tortured, I was attacked, and one time I can
remember one guy from my neighbour was shot at my house. I just couldn't get any
rest. Up until now I don't have a house, I don't have a home, I am staying in
other people's houses.

You've told us that your husband was shot at about 6 o'clock, so it took
approximately an hour for an ambulance to arrive, is that correct? --- Yes.
And during that time these soldiers refused to let your neighbour take your
husband to the hospital. --- Yes, it's true.
Did the soldiers do any first aid of any kind? --- No, they didn't do. They just
looked at him, but there was no first aid given to him. They just looked at him.
(Inaudible) ... unit these soldiers were from? --- No. No, they were just too
dark, and they used to go with the boers.
You've told us that a suspect was arrested. Who was this person? --- Awetha guy.
I don't know by seeing him. I just know his name, and people did - he is Seun
Awetha. Awetha is his father, but I just know his name as Seun Awetha.
If we can move on then. Sorry, one other question. This witness who left Imbali,
do you know who she is? Do
/you know
you know her name? Maybe we could get her now. --- I just don't remember her
name, but I can identify her by merely looking at her.
Would any of your neighbours be able to give us that person's name maybe, if you
could make inquiries? --- I don't know, because I am no longer staying there
because I don't have a house any more. I am now moving up and down.
Thank you very much. It is correct that you do have a death certificate, is it
not? --- Yes.
Or can I say a copy of that death certificate. --- Yes.
If we could then please move on to Mrs Zodwa Ntombela.
---------------------

/ZODWA
ZODWA NTOMBELA (Previously sworn, states)
Before I proceed with your evidence, Mrs Ntombela ... (Incomplete - end of Side
B, Tape 2) ... if we could then move to your statement. If you could tell us
about the Ntombela family a little bit, how many children there were, etcetera.
--- There's 12 of us at home. 11 actually, one boy and 10 girls. Six of them
have died. One boy died during the unrest, so six are now living. We were 13
including our parents. Those two are married. That is my eldest sister, Mrs
Dlungwane. The other one is Mrs Nxumalo, and I am the third one. And there's
Nonhlanhla Ntombela after me. There's Fisani Ntombela, who is attending school
at Zixongweni, and Nick Ntongweni who is studying at ... (inaudible) ... those
are the living ones.
Is your brother Muzi Ntombela who was shot on the
12th of September 1984? Is that correct? --- Yes, that is true.
(Inaudible) ... happened. --- As my brother, Sipho Gabela, had already
explained, there was a youth group which was not in agreement with the decisions
that were being taken, and they started boycotting. Then at 10 o'clock one
evening we were told that my brother had died. He had been killed by Ngubane,
who belongs to Special Branch. Then we came back and we were told that he was
shot in the street. We don't know who actually killed him, but we only got to
know them when we were being told by Sikhumbuso. When he died we made funeral
arrangements. Then there came a Mr Vabani, who asked us as to what we knew about
my brother's death, and he told us that the funeral should be restricted, we
should only
/have 200
have 200 people attending. But we told him that we just couldn't restrict people
from coming to the funeral. Then they arrested - they wanted to arrest my father
and I, but we ran away and we were able to bury my brother.
You said a person came, a Mr - I didn't catch the name very clearly. --- There
came his friend to tell us that he had already died.
Somebody came to tell about restrictions for the funeral. Was that a policeman?
--- It was Vaba.
Move on to the next incident, which was the death of your father, Alfred
Ntombela. Is it correct his full name was Denge Alfred Ntombela? --- No, he's
Ginga - Ginga Alfred Ntombela.
Because I took that name off the inquest record. There's obviously been a
mistake there. Can we please just swap the earphones for her. Can you hear me
better now? --- Yes, I can.
I was explaining to you that the name I quoted you was the name I was able to
get from the inquest documents which I was able to recover, so I will make sure
the records are changed properly. --- That's fine.
(Inaudible) ... know about your father's death on the 12th - or rather the 5th
of February 1990. --- It was on a Saturday, Saturday afternoon. We never used to
sleep at home over the weekends now. On that particular Saturday when we were

from burying four brothers - we used to go and bury our brothers at other
people's places, and I was tired on that particular Saturday. And there was no
boy at home. My father said he would rather sleep in the car because there was a
car that was in the garage, the other one was in the gate. So he said he wanted
to see
/whoever
whoever was coming. He slept in the car. I was so very tired I just slept early,
round about seven. I woke up at night being awoken by gunshots. I remembered
that my father was outside. I opened the door to try and see if my father was
still alive. I discovered that they started by shooting him, and they had
surrounded the house now. When we opened my father told us that he had been
shot. Then he fell into my parents' bedroom. At that point I phoned my sister to
let her know what had happened. I phoned another white person. They used to help
us when we were in trouble. I phoned them and told them what had happened. At
that time we had opened the doors, and we saw a kombi. This kombi stopped at the
gate, and my mother and my sister, who were standing at the door, they were
telling us that they just heard gunshots. At that point the gunshots started
again, and my mother was shot on the head. They got into the house. I didn't
have anything with me, I wasn't armed, but somehow I felt I had the strength or
the courage. Then I let my mother in, and I heard guns going out. I told my
brother not to come because they were going to shoot him, so he can just keep on
contacting us by phone, but he mustn't come personally. This white person came
from ... (inaudible) ... just a few minutes thereafter policemen came in, quite
a number of them, a lot of policemen came in. They asked what we were and what
relation we were to the people living in the house. I told them I was the
daughter of the house and I was the daughter of the man that was shot, but I
further told them that that was none of their business because that's not what
they came there for. Thereafter this white person came and he wanted to take my
father to the
/hospital.
hospital. The police refused and said he is not supposed to take my father, we
thought that place was ours, we had control over the place. They said my father
should wait for the ambulance. The ambulance came at that time. They took my
mother and my father to the hospital. At the hospital they were not quick to
attend to my parents. We decided to leave my father and go away. On a Tuesday we
heard that my father had died. Because I knew who had killed my father, it was
our neighbour, I went to my neighbour and said he must also finish me off just
as he killed my father. I called on him. When I got there there were Inkatha
members and the house was full. When they tried to shoot me there's another
person who came over and he tried to negotiate that they mustn't shoot me. There
is another gentleman who was a member of Inkatha, I don't know what his position
was in Inkatha. They said I went to harass an Inkatha member and I needed to be
dealt with. At the time when my father was injured we went to report to the
police station. That was myself and Monica. We had the empty gun cartridges. The
gentleman who wanted to arrest me had a gun, and at that time there was
testimony that he was there at the time that my father was shot. It was this man
and his friend. So he was arrested, I wasn't arrested, so I came back. After
some time we were called to the Supreme Court. We were told that we were going
there with regard to my father's death. We never got inside. One policeman came
out and told us that the case is over, we should go home.
(Inaudible) --- No, we never did.
(Inaudible) ... can tell you is that I have managed to trace the inquest that
was held in respect of your
/father.
father. Did you ever get notice that there was going to be an inquest, an
inquiry into your father's death, which is different to a case? --- No, we were

never told anything. We were never even told there was an inquest.
(Inaudible) ... say that the Magistrate who heard the inquest found that Zakhele
Bhengu and Bigboy Madlala and other people were responsible for your father's
death. Were you aware that that was a finding that was made? --- I do know that
because I had seen them, but there was no case that went on.
Where is Mr Bhengu now? --- They say he is living in Westgate.
Madlala? --- He is staying at a hostel.
Which hostel? --- In Imbali.
Do you know whether they have ever been charged before? --- I know absolutely
nothing.
I have no further questions, Mr Chairperson.
--------------------DR MAGWAZA: The Dlungwane family, what we want to say on behalf of the Truth
Commission is that we take into consideration what happened or what happens to
the family after the trauma. Now, I'll start by addressing Mrs Dlungwane, who
lost her husband at quite a tender age in 1990. You've got small children. If
you can just tell us briefly as to how this whole incident and harassment
affected or altered your life, how your children were affected. We would just
like to know. Tell us whether you are working, how do you make ends meet? --- I
am not working, I am staying at home. My second son is working because he
realises that we couldn't keep head above water. What about your children? --They are
/attending
attending school.
Are there any who were affected by the harassment? --- The one who was affected
was the son. He got injured after his father had died.
Can you just briefly explain as to how he got injured. --- He was with other
boys, his peers, and they just heard gunshots, and he got shot on the shoulder
and he was admitted for a month.
Was there any psychological trauma that he went through? --- I didn't notice
anything, but at times he just didn't eat or he just wouldn't eat. And one other
thing that disturbs him is us having to move up and down, not having a place to
stay. At times we stay - all of us who are sitting in front of this Commission
will stay together, and we once stayed at a four-roomed house. I had to go out
and get a place to stay.
How do you earn your living? --- My son is working. He is the only one who is
working.
Now, Zodwa Ntombela, when I come back to you. You mentioned that your mother was
shot on the head but she survived. According to your opinion is there anything
that happened that affected her? --- I could say by a stroke of luck she just
got injured on the head, but at times she is very, very disturbed, she is very
emotional. But she is working. --- Yes, she's a little bit confused at times.
When you look at her you do realise that somehow emotionally she has been
affected adversely. Maybe it's because she got injured on the head. At times she
just talks anyhow and say anything.
Is there any help that she's getting? --- No, she has never got any medical
attention.

/Thank you
Thank you very much, because this helps us as this Commission so as to see how
we can assist the family, even though we don't have the authority or the power
to offer any help, but we do take into consideration and we take the
recommendations to the President so that he may decide to do with each
particular case. Thank you.
--------------------MR LAX: One aspect that I wanted to clarify for the record's sake. When I was
reading through these inquest documents relating to the deaths of Mr Dlungwane
and Mr Ntombela I noticed that there were statements from a group called the
Imbali Support Group. Will you tell us a little bit about the Imbali Support
Group, just so that it can go down in the record of the Commission? --- At the
height of violence in Imbali, when the police didn't help us, we decided to form
a support group who were going to stay in our homes and protect us at the time
of violence. So at home there was a Monica Rautenberg, but I have forgotten the
others. The other one who can help was our attorney, John Jeffries, who actually
helped us out from this predicament. Because at that time we had actually
discussed this with him that we should form a support group, because people were
not getting arrested, they were just away with murder, killing people, but
nothing happening.
These were people from the rest of 'Maritzburg, some white people and other
people, who were prepared to come and spend time with you in your homes and
witness what was happening to you, is that correct? --- Yes, that is so.
--------------------/We thank
We thank you very much. All those things that I have said about other women I
still say them to you and about you, that this nation - it's becoming clearer by
the day that our freedom was solely or fully dependent upon the women of this
country, and we wouldn't have been here had you not gone through the hardships
that you have. You have endured so much, and we would like to tell you that you
have got courage and strength. We sympathise with you, and it's very painful to
listen to these stories that you relate, but all these things strengthen us.
They give us the courage, because we do realise that if women could be this
strong how could we fail them, how could we be weak? You have gone through so
much. Probably we wouldn't be here if you hadn't done what you did. Now I have a
firm belief that this Commission ought to have a special hearing specifically
designed to hear about the trauma that the women went through during the period
of fighting for freedom. You could go Soweto. You could hear the hardships that
the women went through. You can go to Queenstown. You will realise that women
are at the forefront of the struggle. We thank you very much.
--------------------We welcome you. We would like ... (inaudible) ... when you give your testimony
that Dr Magwaza should lead you. Before that ... (inaudible) ... it's okay for
you even if you are sitting down. Your name is Hansford Thabo Shangase, and you
are here because you want to give testimony and to talk about what happened to
you. You don't have to stand up, you will just raise your hand.
--------------------HANSFORD THABO SHANGASE (Sworn, States)
I would like you to speak a little bit up so that other people can hear you as
well. Dr Magwaza, you can lead him now.

DR MAGWAZA: We welcome you. Even though you are still young but we can all
respect you and we would like to thank your courage that you are here to tell us
and the whole world how you were tortured. Before we could start we would like
you to tell us more about yourself and about your family, because we like to
hear everything about your family before we can go forward in asking questions.
--- I am staying with my mother at home.
Would you please speak a little bit louder. --- I am staying with my mother.
It's just the two of us.
Just the two of you? --- Yes.
And there are no brothers and sisters or father? --- No, my father died.
When did your father die? --- Last year.
And what about brothers and sisters? --- No, I am just the only one.
You were just the only one? --- Yes.
We thank you, Thabo. We would like you to just raise your voice a little bit,
because today we really
/want to
want to hear about what really happened to you, what kind of torture you
received, what harassment was done to you from 1986. We want you to lead us from
there until 1987. --- I will say we were at the sports ground in 1986.
I would like to interrupt you there. How old were you at that time? --- 16
years.
Okay. --- Guys approached. Guys that I didn't know came to the sports ground,
and they came back and said they were asking for me. So I went to the outside
the stadium ... (inaudible) ... when we were there one of them took out a knife,
and then I ran away. I ran away to the direction that ... (inaudible) ... I was
tired, I couldn't run away. They caught me in one house straight opposite my
house. Then they took me from that house and they went with me to the bushes.
One guy hit me with something very hard. I don't know what was that. I was
unconscious and they took me to hospital. In hospital ... (intervention)
Let's just stop there. You said these guys came and took you at the sports
ground. --- Yes. The schools were competing, and they came and asked for me. I
went to them and then they said they wanted to speak to me, but they said we
must go out. We went outside the stadium. When we were outside one of them had a
gun and the other one had a knife. Then they asked me that, "Where are your
friends?" and I said, "I don't know my friends and I don't know who you're
talking about." And then one of them said, "Don't make us fools. You know who
we're talking about." And then I ran. That's when they started running after me.
I ran to one house and they took me from that house.
/What I'll
What I'll ask you is that at that time, Thabo, were you belonging in one of the
organisations? --- Yes, I was a member of the UDF.
These guys who tortured you, do you have any idea what organisation they
belonged to, or did they belong to any organisation? --- Yes, they were IFP
members.
After they tortured you until you were in hospital how long did you stay in
hospital? --- One year. I was admitted in July 16 and I was discharged in 1987
July.

At this time when they tortured you is there any case that was there concerning
your torture? --- Yes, when I was in hospital two police sergeants came to take
a statement, though I don't remember their names because they came immediately
after I was admitted to hospital. After that they came and told me that I am
supposed to be in the court for the case. I went there at Vulindlela. They told
me that they have postponed the case to the 13th of November. That was the end
of the case.
So there was no case. Are there any people that you can recall, like people who
were responsible for this case or the police station? --- Yes, I do.
Do you remember at least one who was responsible for this case? --- Yes,
sergeant - Police Sergeant Zondi.
Do you have the case number? --- No, I didn't. Even if I did receive it I just
don't remember now.
Let's went on now after you were admitted to hospital, and you slept there from
1986. After that what happened? --- I was discharged in hospital in 1987. When I
was outside the main road next to my house was always crowded with these people.
They used to scream at me and tell me that, "Are you still here? Are you still
/here?
here? We will come after you." And I just didn't take them into consideration, I
kept on staying at home. And then one day they came by a kombi. Two guys got
off. And in that kombi there were also policemen, and they came to me and they
said they are here to fetch me because they need me from the police station. So
when I asked them, "Whose kombi is this?" one guy took a gun out and shot at me
next to my mouth, my cheek, and at my back. After that I was admitted in
hospital. That was the end of the story because there was no case afterwards. I
was discharged from hospital. I went back home.
When you were discharged from hospital how - can you please explain to us how
was your health at that time? --- The first time I was admitted I was discharged
and I was at the wheelchair. When they shot me in 1987 I was already at the
wheelchair. I was at the wheelchair the first time they assaulted me.
I can understand you, Thabo. You look like you were brave, because at this stage
you were still young. I would like you to tell us if you know these people? --Yes, I do know them. Some of them died, some of them are in Jo'burg.
Those that you know, do you know where they are? Do you know their names? --Yes. Some of them are working and they are policemen, KwaZulu Policemen.
In other words you do have an idea who they are and where they are working, and
if we want to follow them we can get hold of them. --- I will say I don't know
where they are working, but I do know them and they still pass next to my house.
When they shot you in both cases were there any
/witnesses
witnesses that we can get hold of them now? --- Yes, there is one, but one
person is now in Jo'burg.
Do you know where he is? --- No, I don't. I don't know, I just know in Jo'burg.
Is he the only one who can be a witness? --- Yes, because it was just the two of
us. Luckily he wasn't shot because his mother was IFP member, then maybe that's
why they didn't shoot him.
When they shot you on both occasions was there any family member? --- No, my

family had moved away at that time.
Let's just come back to your health, Thabo. It's obvious that your life has
changed. Everyone can see that. What I can ask is just I want to know that
besides seeing that you are someone who's on the wheelchair what else can you
say? Like can you tell us about your - maybe medication expenses, or ...
(incomplete) --- I don't understand your question really. Would you please
repeat your question.
Your health was disturbed and you were still too young, and it's obvious today,
but what I can say is that besides us seeing that you are on the wheelchair we
want to know what else - what difficulties you encounter because of your health.
--- No, I will say besides me sitting here there is nothing.
Because you are now on the wheelchair how do you survive? --- My mother is
working. She is the one who is supporting me in every manner.
What about yourself, you yourself, are you receiving any pension? --- Yes, I do
receive a pension.
Thabo, we are glad that you came, and your
/testimony
testimony is touching. I personally this testimony has touched me, has moved me,
your situation, and I am glad that you came here to give this testimony. And we
have opened our ears to everything that we've heard, and we are going to take it
forward, forward, until we are heard. I thank you. I would like the chairperson
to take over now.
--------------------I would like to clarify a few things. In Unit One who was staying there, Thabo?
Who were staying at Unit One, Thabo? In Unit One who were staying there? What
kind of people were staying there? --- Mixed.
Here are the IFP people. They were rushing after you outside your house in your
neighbour's house, and they were shouting, and neighbours didn't open the door
for you. Why? Why did they do this? Were they belonging to any organisation? --No, the only house that I went to, next to that house, behind that house those
people were IFP people. Maybe that was the reason.
Do you know the names of the neighbours? Do you know those neighbours, and when
they were shouting? --- Yes, it was Gaza, Buthelezi, and the other one I just
don't remember the family's name.
Thank you. You also said that they took you to hospital, but you didn't mention
the names of the people who took you to hospital. Do you still remember their
names? Those people who took you to hospital, do you still remember their names?
--- Yes, I still do. Zenzele Zondi and Nosipho Ngozi and Mapola Msomi.
You also said one of the people who tortured you were the police, and you also
mentioned some names. Are those people - are these names among the police, Dodi
/Zulu,
Zulu, Wasela Awetha, Themba, and Bheki Zulu? --- Yes.
Who is the police amongst these people? --- Dodi Zulu and Bheki Zulu. They are
policemen.
Where are these people staying now? --- It's difficult for me to know, but they
do come next to my house, passing going to the hostel. I don't know whether they

are now having their own houses.
Are they in police uniforms? --- Yes.
I thank you, Mr Chairman.
--------------------Thabo, you have requested that you would like to be helped going forward with
your education. When was the last time ... (intervention) --- In standard nine.
If you like to go to school what do you want to do? --- I would like to go on
fine art or drawing.
There's just one thing that I want to know. You said something about Zuma,
Sergeant Zuma. Do you know where they are at this moment? --- No. The last time
I saw them it was when they used to come and take statements. I never saw them
again.
But do you remember from which police station they came from? --- Yes.
--------------------MR LAX: Just one very quick last question. Which hospitals were you treated at?
You went to hospital twice. Which hospitals were you treated at? --- It's
Edendale.
Edendale. Thank you.
--------------------CHAIRMAN: Thabo, in this country it's very obvious that most people who received
torture from 1976 mostly up until
/this time
this time when we received democracy - most of these people were the youth, the
youth of this country, and the women. As we are here in KwaZulu Natal there in
Soweto the Commission is sitting there and listening how youth was tortured. If
this makes you feel better, a little bit better, you must know one thing, that
you are one of the heroes, and there are also other heroes who are like you who
are now sitting at a wheelchair like you. If this will make you a little bit
better you must also know that there are many people who couldn't survive until
today. Few people got shot at the head and still survived. You are still lucky,
but this don't make you not to have hatred. But we trust that as time goes on
you will forget and forgive ... (inaudible) ... thank you.
--------------------(Incomplete) ... as one of the people who had been harassed just like in Egypt.
You are known as ... (inaudible) ... Robben Island, where you come from, and you
came at a very late stage in your life. You have come to this commission to
relate and tell us about what happened with regard to your harassment. We shall
request you to lift up your right hand and take an oath that all that you are
going to say before this Commission shall be the truth.
--------------------ANTHONY LODA XABA (Sworn, States)
MR LYSTER: Good afternoon and welcome to you, Mr Xaba. The primary thing that
you have come to tell us about today is your arrest and detention and torture at
the hands of the Special Branch of the South African Police in November 1975.

But just to place your arrest and detention in context, I see from your
statement that you were one of the very early groups of people, or you went with
one of the first groups of people to Tanzania to undergo military training. And
in fact you and other people who were members of Umkhonto we Sizwe left this
country, or attempted to leave this country, in January 1963. Is that correct? -- That is so.
And during the course
South African Police,
were interrogated by
interrogated, is that

of your journey to Tanzania that you were arrested by the
and that you were brought back to Pretoria, and that you
members of the Special Branch. You were tortured and
correct? --- Yes, that is correct.

And that thereafter you were sentenced to a period of eight years' imprisonment
on Robben Island. --- 10
/years.
years.
10 years, I beg your pardon. You were sentenced to a period of 10 years'
imprisonment on Robben Island. Now, just to pick up that story, you were
released from Robben Island in July 1973, is that right? --- That's right.
And could you tell us what happened to you after that? You said in your
statement that you were released in 1973, and the Special Branch again detained
you in 1975 under section 6 of the Terrorism Act, is that correct? --- That's
correct.
Thank you. Can I ask you now to related what happened at that stage? --- I was a
member of Umkhonto we Sizwe as from 1961, and we were recruits, we had to go to
places outside South Africa. Amongst the reasons that caused me to go was that
there was a lot of harassment in 'Maritzburg, especially where I was staying,
that is at home. I discovered that my family was going to be adversely affected
by this harassment so I had to leave and go, be a soldier, so that I might be
able to come back and fight for my country. We went. It was in January 1963 when
I went away. Then in April - that is at the end of February 1963 we were
arrested in Northern Rhodesia, the then Northern Rhodesia. We were taken by the
police of that place. They transported us to Southern Rhodesia. At that time
Gaffel Tort(?) was in government, where Sir Roy Welensky was a prime minister of
a federation at that time. They took us from there. We were in buses and trucks
because there was a lot of us who were arrested. They took us to Beit Bridge. In
Beit Bridge that's where we underwent tremendous torture. They called us names.
We were interrogated by people who knew us. There's a lot
/of torture
of torture that we went through at the border. I remember they put me in a
truck, they locked the truck. There was a dog inside, as well as a policeman.
They said I should tell them who fed me from South Africa up to that place. We
got assaulted up to such time that they took us to Pretoria, where we were
sentenced to two years because they said we went out of the country without
permission or authorisation. We were taken to 'Maritzburg. We were sentenced
again here at the Supreme Court. We were given eight more years besides the two
years, so all in all it was 10 years, and we were taken to Robben Island. Before
I go on further to explain, at that time you should remember that there were no
laws regarding detention, like the 90 days' detention, 180 detention. All these
laws were made immediately after we had been arrested. After we had been
sentenced they promulgated this law. At that time they were scared to torture us
because our attorneys used to come and see us when we were in detention. When we
got out after 10 years, when I got here in 1973, things had already changed in
South Africa. I arrived at a time where there were strikes, boycotts, especially
here in KwaZulu-Natal. Even though I do use this name, KwaZulu-Natal, it's a
very ugly name, it's annoying. When we got here I went to my place. They put me
under house arrest, that I shouldn't go outside Pietermaritzburg for five years.

I used to go and report to the police station every Monday, and during
there came Dreyer. Dreyer called me to the police station. They told
must work together with the new government of the black people. I told
I did not know anything about the new government, and I asked them who

that time
me that I
them that
that was.

/They told
They told me it was Gatsha.
I had requested you to conduct yourselves in an orderly manner. Let's not make
this Commission imbizo or a rally, because even in imbizo there is some order. I
have requested you just before we started that even though this is not a court
of law, but let's accord it the respect that it deserves please. Please let's
not do things that we wouldn't do in a court of law. Let's pay an amount of
respect. Thank you. --- When they told me this I told them that I am not in that
class to work for a bantustan. Then they said to me I was stubborn, and they
told me that I will die burning because my head was stiff just as Harry Gwala's
head, so they'll deal with me accordingly as I've come back from prison. As time
went on I was banned, up to such an extent where there was some change. People
had to be taken as recruits to be trained as soldiers so that they might come
back and fight for freedom. Many youngsters in the youth from Pietermaritzburg
went. We took them out. Then on a particular day in the morning, it was on a
Sunday round about half past two, when I woke up my house was full of policemen.
They woke me up. They said I should get dressed up because they already knew my
workings. They took me. They even took my wife as well as my sister. There were
six of us that were taken on that particular night. They put me alone in a car.
They said I shouldn't talk to anybody. The only people I will talk to were them.
We went to the charge office in Loop Street. When we got there they took me to
an upstairs building. When I got in there in that office Dreyer said to me - he
first started by talking to the other policemen who were full in
/the house.
the house. He said to me I must give him my glasses or my spectacles. He took my
glasses and he went out with them. As soon as he had taken my glasses they just
pounced on me, the policemen. They started assaulting me. They never asked me
anything. They started assaulting me, kicking me, banging my head against the
wall. I lost consciousness without ever having uttered a word. When I regained
my consciousness it was probably three or four hours. The place was full of
blood. The blood had already dried out. When I regained the consciousness I
noticed one policeman who was standing guard. He pressed a button and told the
others that I had regained consciousness. Dreyer came to me and said that I
didn't want to talk. I asked him what was I supposed to say. He said whatever
they wanted me to say I was going to say. I told them I wasn't going to say
anything. They took me, they grabbed me by my feet and put me upside-down
throughout the window. (Pause)
Try to relax if you can. (Pause) --- They banged my head against the wall.
(Inaudible) ... that after you had recovered consciousness that you were
tortured again, and that they requested you to speak, but you refused to speak,
and that they then continued to torture you by holding you upside-down, twisting
your arms, swinging you along a wall - I presume that's through the open window
- and that in the process of doing this they broke your right arm. Is that
correct? Did you break your arm? (Pause) We do understand that it is very
difficult for you to remember these things and to have to recount them again,
and we extend our deep sympathy to you and salute your courage in
/doing what
doing what you are doing. If you feel composed enough now to carry on please ...
(intervention) --- I can carry on.
Thank you. --- They hit my head against the wall. I broke my arm, my right-hand

arm. They kept on hitting me against the wall. They told me that they wouldn't
leave me alone until such time that I had said all that they wanted me to say.
At that time I could hear my wife screaming from the adjoining rooms.
(Inaudible) ... difficult for you to remember. Just to confirm, Mr Xaba, you
mentioned a Dreyer. Is this Colonel Dreyer or Colonel Driemeyer? --- Dreyer was
the one who was in control. He was a lieutenant. He was a colonel. He was the
big culprit. Thereafter, after I had been injured, bleeding all over - the most
painful experience was that I came round about half past two in the morning.
They interrogated me right through the day until dawn. They were interchanging.
At night there was another group in the - during the day there was another
group. I didn't sleep throughout that time.
You mentioned a minute ago that your wife was being held in the room next to
you, is that correct? --- On the second day without having had sleep they told
me that I should go with them and point some guns out. I told them I didn't have
any guns. They told me I couldn't be able to take people to outside countries to
be trained if I did not have guns, and they asked me where I got the money from
to take the youngsters out to be trained. They tried all means of extracting
information from me, and when I listened to them talking I heard them talking
about John Nene and Harry Gwala, whom they were also
/interrogating
interrogating together with me, but in different rooms. At times they would
leave you, go out, come back with certain articles, and say to you, "So-and-so
has said you know these articles, so you should also speak your part." They
wouldn't get the truth from us because we were so strong, we were fighting for
freedom. When I was injured they decided that they would come with witnesses who
would testify against me. I asked them to leave my wife alone because she knew
nothing about politics or about any organisations, so there was absolutely no
use for me to tell the police if I didn't tell my wife. After having been
tortured tremendously, putting my stones in shoes and say I must do a frog jump
with stones inside my shoes. They handcuffed me. They handcuffed my hands to my
back and they hooked my hands and they kept me suspended in the air just like
meat in the butchery. They told me that when I go out of that place I would
already be a corpse. They told me that they had killed Joseph Mdluli at that
time. I told them that I would not say anything, because where we came from we
made oaths that the struggle that we are fighting for, we are going through, we
will die with whatever knowledge we have without giving away any information to
anyone. They threatened me and told me that I have been in gaol for quite a long
time, and that's where I will go back because I was one of the stubborn people
according to them. We went to the Supreme Court. The Judge who was presiding
over the case is the president today in our region. That is now Justice Howard.
He is also a culprit because all the testimony that we gave before the Court he
never accepted the testimony. All the testimony that was given by the police was
accepted as is,
/even the
even the evidence that they gave of lies and pointings out. He even promised us
that he will give us a life sentence, death sentence. He gave me a life
sentence, five of us. We went to Robben Island. When we got to Robben Island I
got headaches and I had a broken arm. They took me to Robben Island hospital.
They didn't want me to go for the x-ray. They kept on giving me tablets, kept on
telling me there was something wrong with my arm, I should take tablets, but I
shouldn't go for x-rays. Late in 1990 - that was in 1989, just before we got
released, I was taken for x-rays. The x-rays showed that there was a broken
bone. I came back from Groote Schuur Hospital, where I went for the x-rays. When
I got to Robben Island I had to see a local doctor on the following day. When he
asked where the x-rays were they said the x-rays were lost, because they did not
want me to go and get admitted because they had a belief that I wanted to run
away. I stayed with my very painful arm, as well as this painful headache. Then
in March 1990 I got a stroke. I was taken to the hospital. I stayed there for

four months. I underwent a major operation on my head. I know that all the
perpetrators are today innocent. I meet them along the way. I see them almost
every time. Then when I came out I went to a Pietermaritzburg doctor, who told
me that my arm had been broken. Then I had to be operated on. I refused, I told
them I was very old for an operation now. It was going to be difficult for me to
heal as old as I am. And I even pointed out that I had to fork out a lot of
money trying to get medical attention with regard to my broken arm. All those
things pose a predicament for me. Now I realise that even if we have to
/forgive I
forgive I am not a very hard-hearted person. I am not a person who likes
forgetting easily about the past. I don't want to be cheated by the statement
that they make asking for amnesty. When they got to Robben Island to interrogate
us the then Government was a government of tsotsis, was a government of
ruffians, as well as Dr Verwoerd. It was a network of ruffians because there was
a lot of things that they did. People had been shot and they had bullets in
their stomachs which couldn't be taken out. At that time I had a problem,
because when you talk about these things you are taken as a person who is
mentally disturbed. If today they say we should forgive them, I absolutely
cannot forgive ragamuffins because they did these things knowingly. I can hear
that they say we must forgive them, but it's not very easy for us to forgive. If
people want to be forgiven they must show it in the true sense of the word that
they deserve forgiveness, but they must also be taken to Nuremburg they still
conduct themselves in the manner that they did. There are so many people that we
were with in Robben Island who were very sick, and nobody paid attention to
those things, because the police in Robben Island were the same as the Security
Police, because the Security Branch used to come and observe as to what
treatment we were getting at Robben Island.
Have you been working, or what are you doing? --- I was working at the ANC
office as an organiser, but due to circumstances that I cannot control I had to
leave the job and take early retirement.
And how are you supporting yourself at the moment? Sorry, how do you support
yourself at the present time?
/--- Present
--- Present now?
Ja, how do you support yourself? Are you getting some income, or do you have a
pension, or is your wife working? --- That's a very difficult question because I
am supporting myself in a very subtle way I cannot mention myself. I don't know
how.
Mr Xaba, thank you very, very much for coming here today and relating your
story. I am going to hand you back to the Chairman now.
--------------------DR MGOJO: Just one question. You told us that you've gone through a lot of
expense because you had to get medical attention and you had to take tablets
every day. Which doctor saw you or attended to you, so that if you need any help
we should know where you were being treated? --- It's quite a few doctors. I do
go to the clinic. I also do go to another doctor's surgery there at Retief
Surgeries. I see Dr Motana every now and then.
Thank you. We'll try to contact the Minister of Health and see if there's
anything with which we can help you. I don't promise, but we will make an
attempt.
---------------------

MR LAX: Just one question please, Mr Xaba. During both your trials that you were
- the one in Pretoria and the one in Pietermaritzburg subsequently, did you and
your co-accused tell the Court about the torture that you'd suffered during
those trials, or did your lawyers raise that as an issue during the trials? --Yes, we did raise some complaints, because when we were detained in Pretoria we
were on the fifth floor right at the top. At that time President Mandela was in
another floor that was
/below ours.
below ours. We managed to transport messages because there were many places that
we went to, there were many things that we did in order to try and draw the
authorities' attention to our tortures.
(Inaudible) ... authorities, did they basically just ignore that, pretend it
didn't happen? --- They were not arrested.
And ... (intervention) --- Maybe I don't understand your question well.
(Inaudible) ... interested in what was the attitude of the Judges that heard
your cases to these tortures? Did they ... (intervention) --- The Judges?
Yes. --- Justice Harcourt, the one who sentenced me in 1963, didn't want to hear
anything about our torture. That is Justice Harcourt. In 1975 or '76 Judge
Howard - I think he is one of the fascists. He didn't want to listen to what we
were saying, because whatever we said in court that particular day he was
adamant that nothing happened to us, therefore he was not going to listen to us
when we were telling him about our torture and all that sort of thing. He
decided that we were lying. That's one of the tricks of ANC Umkhonto we Sizwe
people, that we were trained to trick the Court, not to tell the Court the
truth, therefore we were not tortured. Therefore there was no need of trying to
make any specific complaint to Justice Howard, because we saw him that he was a
dangerous Judge himself. Because before he could sentence us he keep on
promising us that he was going to sentence us to death, therefore it made us so
stubborn that even if we are sentenced to death nothing that we are going to beg
him for being arrested or being charged of
/this high
this high treason case. So that we decided not to complain to him.
Thank you.
--------------------MRS GCABASHE: Mr Xaba, we've heard your story. I would request you to tell us
about your journey to Groote Schuur Hospital when they operated you on your arm.
Did they tell you what they were operating you for? --- They said I had suffered
a stroke, and they operated me at the back of my head. They told me that the
veins supply my brain with blood had bursted and I needed an operation.
Thereafter how did you feel, and how do you feel now after
the operation did you feel better or did you feel worse up
saying it's very difficult for me to say how I really feel,
arthritis. I am suffering from arthritis, which affects my
my whole body is aching.

the operation? After
to now? --- As I am
because now I've got
right-hand side. Now

Thank you.
--------------------CHAIRMAN: Thank you for having come. Thank you for having had the courage to
come, not only to share with us your pain and suffering in that fateful year of

1976 in particular, forgetting for the moment about what had happened earlier on
in Southern Rhodesia, just that fateful year of '76. You know the way we have
been socialised, whether it is in terms of western culture or traditional
society, is that you seldom see a man weep. We have all been brought up by our
society to take the attitude that cowboys don't cry, and when a man of your
calibre, that's an elderly man, a man who has spent time
/in the
in the cause of liberation, a man who has suffered for it, weeps, it says
something. And for me I can quite relate to what has happened to you, especially
the period, especially the people, the personalities you have mentioned. When we
were arrested in 1976 in Umtata, with ... (inaudible) ... and my brother and
others it was the same Colonel Dreyer, or Captain Dreyer, who came to
interrogate us, so I know him very well. It was the same colonel, the very first
question he asked from me was, "Where are the weapons? Where have you kept the
weapons?" and one of the things that he did mention was that we would go the
same way as ... (inaudible) ... so I can quite understand your case and
suffering. One of the most disturbing things, of course, is that some of these
people are not only walking out there, and having never paid their debt to
society. Some of them are still occupying positions of authority in the civil
service in public positions.
Speaking as a lawyer I sometimes feel very concerned about the role which the
legal system has treated people who believed in its capacity to stand for them.
You have mentioned the question of Judges, you have mentioned a specific Judge
in uncomplimentary terms. Some have mentioned the role of judges. Today you
heard the testimony of Professor Aitchison, who spoke in very simple terms when
he said it was known that torture was used by the Special Branch to extract
confessions, and one of the most shameful aspects of this period was the
unwillingness of prosecutors, Magistrates and Judges to resolutely refuse to cooperate in legal processes corrupted by torture of suspects. That's what he said
earlier on in
/the day.
the day. Earlier on when we had hearings in this very province Krish Govender of
the National Association of Democratic Lawyers made the same point about our
justice system. It is a system that needs to be overhauled. It is a system that
needs to get your trust, and I hope that these testimonies in the Truth
Commission will help towards a realisation in those who man our justice system
that there is a need for that system to be totally transformed in order for the
legal system to serve the new democratic order. It is testimonies like yours
that will assist in that process of transforming the criminal justice system in
this country.
Thank you again for having had the courage to come. Thank you.
--------------------NOMUSA MAKOWANI (Sworn, States)
MRS GCABASHE: We greet you, Nomusa. I know that you are here because you want to
give your testimony, and this is not nice stories. Let me start by saying we are
here for you and we sympathise with you. Before we can start I would like you to
tell us more about your family. --- I would like to ask if you mean my family
from home or my maritary family? Which one?
Now that you are married I would like you to explain to us more about your own
family, the one that you are married to? --- I am Nomusa Makowani. I am from
Willowfontein and I am married, and I am not in good terms with the people, but
they came and sympathised with me when my husband died. And I also have one
child, and his name is Luwazi and he is seven years old.

You said seven years? --- Yes.
Is he in school? --- Yes.
What standard is he in? --- One, standard one.
Is that all, it's you and your son? Where do you stay? --- I am staying at
Willowfontein.
Do you have your own house? --- Yes, I do have my own house. I am staying at my
own house.
I would like you now to tell us more about what happened on the 27th May in
1990. --- It was on a Sunday, May 27th. I was just catching a nap because of my
health. My husband was not there because he went to fix his car with his friend,
Moses Makhanye. They continued fixing the car up until 1 o'clock. They came
back. I heard them chatting to each other, and he asked me how I was. I told him
I am still okay, and he told me that they need petrol to put in the car so that
they can test if it
/can start.
can start. After a while one girl came and knocked at the house, and she said he
must come and they are going to have lunch in our neighbours. They left, and
when they came back if I am not mistaken it was 3 o'clock, and they said they
were going to look for the petrol so that they can test the car. They went by a
van. This van belonged to Mr Mkonjo. They were three. It was Mondli Mapanga and
my husband and Mkonjo Jama. They left, and they didn't explain where they were
going to buy this petrol. Until it was late they didn't come back. I went to bed
and I fell asleep. I woke up at half past nine and I realised I didn't turn off
the lights, and then I turned them off and I went back to sleep again. I dreamt
that night, and my dream told me that something happened. At 3.00 am I woke up
and I started packing things. As a cultural thing when someone has died you pack
things, but at that time I started packing things before I could hear that
something happened. I don't know why I was doing that. And one person came to my
house and asked where was my husband, and I said he didn't come back home, and
this girl said, "How come, because also even my brother didn't come back, and
they all left all at the time." So this girl went on looking for them, and she
didn't find them. During the day my mother-ion-law came, and she said to me I
must get ready so that we go on to look for them. And I said to them that, "If
you find Mondli you will find my husband, because they left both." At half past
three, when I looked at the road and I saw them coming. They walked slowly,
slowly, and then when they started departing from each other ... (incomplete end of Side B, Tape 3) ... in-law came and ... (inaudible) ... been
/burned.
burned. We stayed there as usual and we prepared for the funeral on Wednesday,
and the following day it was going to be a holiday, Thursday. They went to fetch
the corpse, my husband's corpse, and people who saw his body said no, this
wasn't my husband. I didn't see it, and then they took it back to the mortuary.
And then the next day they brought my husband's body. It was really my husband's
body that time. After three days we buried my husband. I was called at his job.
After four days actually, not three. I went there and I told them whatever they
needed to know from me, because they were asking me questions. And then the next
day police came. These were police sergeants. They told me that I need to come
to my husband's work, and they also asked Mrs Mkonjo to come with me. We went,
myself and Mrs Mkonjo, and we found one policeman who greeted us, and this
policeman asked us how old we were. I told the policeman, and Mrs Jama as well
did the same. And this police asked us, "How come you don't look your age? Mrs
Jama looks older than you and you look younger than her, but your ages are
different." And then he explained to us that, "We called you to come here
because of your late husbands. He said, he went to the garage where your
husbands have died, and they said - their story is difficult for us to

understand. When we were quiet these policemen produced photographs showing us
how they were burned, and he asked us to identify them, so we pointed to him.
And he asked us whose car it was, and we explained it was Jama's car. He didn't
explain more to us, and he just said to us, "I have been to the garage where the
incident happened, and I got nothing and there's nothing I can do." And I was
surprised to hear someone
/from the
from the police force saying something like this, telling me that he's just
working for his children. We went back home, and he said he was going to call us
on the date of the case. I stayed there and weeks passed. One day I went to my
aunty, my mother's cousin. I heard someone saying, "There are people who are
looking for you," and when I went outside I realised it was the same police
sergeant. He didn't come out from his car, he just asked me, "What did you do,
because the date for the case has now passed?" And then I asked him, "Why are
you asking me, because you were supposed to be the one to tell me the date, and
if you didn't give me the date how was I supposed to know?" And then he said, "I
sent Mrs Jama to come and tell you that this date was the court case." That was
the end of the story. Nothing happened after that. After that I was forced to go
and look for the job. I am very much happy, Mrs Jama, about what you've just
said, you explained to us. You can take your time. In your statement you said
there was a kombi, and this kombi had corpses inside and it was trying to park
next to your house. Did you notice the colour or the numberplate of this kombi?
--- They explained to us that there was a kombi that had been robbed, and this
kombi had people who were dead there. And then no one knew who were they, and
then we just heard that they were shot and burned.
Were they burned in their own car or in this kombi? --- In their own car. They
were tied up by ropes, and then they shot them, and then they brought them to
the garage and they burned them there. The neighbour was there and he saw this
car, and he said, "I just saw the car after it had been lit." Luckily one guy
had a hose
/pipe from
pipe from the garage and he tried to stop the fire.
Those people - that person who saw them, can you remember his name? --- No, I
can't, but he said it was just a kombi that he saw.
Let's go back to your statement. You said something about Detective Gumede. You
said something about Detective Gumede who came to you. I am now asking was he
from police station called Plessis? --- Yes, he was working there, but I don't
know whether he's still there.
Lastly, did you find out - did you find your husband's death certificate, what
was written? --- It was written burnt.
You said your health or your life changed after your husband's death. Can you
please explain to us how it changed? --- I was a housewife, but after that I was
forced to go and look for a job.
Another thing that I would like to know is that you were called at your
husband's work. Did they give you something? --- Yes. I received R600,00 cash
How long was he working there? --- I think it was two months if I am not
mistaken, because it was Metro Motors Garage.
I also heard you saying one woman from Wesley Methodist Church is the one who's
trying to comfort you, and you said you also have pain. Where do you have this
pain? --- In me I - sometimes I have this emotional pain. I was talking about
emotional pains, and I am emotionally tortured, and I find myself not acceptable
to people since after my husband's death.

You said your son, Luwazi, has asthma. Is he
receiving treatment? --- Yes, he is going to hospital.
/Who is
Who is paying for this medication? Who is paying for his medication? --- In
hospital it's free for kids under six, so he's not paid.
We heard everything you just told us, and we will try that you receive some
letters that you didn't receive, like letters that say how your husband actually
died. We will try and look and find if we can find those statements. And if
there was any case we will try and investigate with the police people and find
out how the case ended. Another thing about your life, the Commission would like
to express itself to people who got hurt, and they will try and heal wounds like
the wounds that you have lost your husband, and the Commission will try and look
after that. I thank you very much, and I hope that this woman that you mentioned
that she is trying to comfort you, and we hope that she'll continue doing that.
We like people who are like her. We thank you very much.
Now I would like to give way to the Chairman.
--------------------Mrs Makowani, I will apologise, I am missing some points. You said the car that
was being fixed was Mr Mapanga's car. At this time when they went to look for
the petrol to put in Mr Mapanga's car where was Mapanga at that time? --- They
were together the three of them. Mapanga, was he - what about Mapanga? Would you
tell us about Mapanga? Did he die, or ... (incomplete) --- They all died, the
three of them.
Thank you very much, you've just clarified my point.
--------------------I would like to thank you, Nomusa, for coming
forward here and giving us your testimony. Usually when
/you tell
you tell people about your tale it's like you're taking part of the pain and
you're giving it to other people. We are going to take part of your pain and
leave with it, so that you don't have this heavy pain alone. What the Commission
can do we will do. Thank you.
--------------------MS SHEZI
Ms Shezi, we thank you for having come forward. It's a very painful thing for us
as mothers to lose our children just like you have lost your son, Muzi. We are
with you today, and we hope that we are going to hear all about his torture. We
would like you to give us a general overview, a background as to who your son
was, what did he do for the community, how old was he when he died? Was he
attending school, or did he belong to any political organisation. Just give us
something that will assist us to have a picture of Muzi as a person. --- Muzi
was my son. He was the only son. He was a member of the UDF. He was 18 years old
at that time. That was in 1987. He died in 1987, August. We are three at home.
That is my brother and my sister, the one who is sitting next to me, as well as
our children.

When you say Muzi was the only son, does he have any sisters? --- He does have a
sister.
What standard was he at that time? --- He had already left school at that time,
because I did not have enough money to send him to school because I was a
domestic worker. So he was holding a temporary job with his uncle. Then one
Saturday Muzi came home. It was round about six, half past six Saturday
afternoon. He said to me he is coming back. He didn't say where he was going to.
He said he was coming back. We slept without him having returned. I went to look
into his bedroom but he wasn't there. Then on Sunday round about one still he
wasn't back home. I wondered where he was. Then there came another elderly lady
who was coming from the church. She came and said to me did I hear about two
youngsters
/who were
who were burnt by the main road. I just kept quiet, I didn't tell anybody about
this, but I just decided to go, telling myself that I was just going to look and
see if I could get him. I kept on asking other kids as to where he was. I went
back home, I just stayed there. I never said anything, I just kept quiet, I
never told anybody where I went to. We slept on that Sunday evening. Then on
Monday morning still he wasn't back. I woke up and went back to work. I came
back from work, still he wasn't home. In the afternoon on that Monday my brother
came from work. He said he didn't see my son at work so he asked for permission
to come and look for him. That was on a Monday. We slept on that particular
Monday, then Tuesday morning my brother went out to search for my son, but they
couldn't get him. Then on that very same evening I had also asked permission
from work to come back early. Then my brother decided that he should go to the
main road because it was raining, so we went - they went there besides a dam.
They dug somewhere there alongside the dam. They came back with a little fabric
that was part of my son's trouser, as well as my son's shoes. They were already
shrunk because of the mud. He brought these to me and said, "These look like
Muzi's clothes." That's when I started realising that really my son had gone. We
woke up on Wednesday morning. I remained at home and my brother went over to the
police station because he had already discovered these little fragments of
fabric. They went to the mortuary. When they got there they found him at the
mortuary. His face was burnt. They came back to tell me that they had got him
and he was burnt.
We do hear, Mrs Shezi. --- We prepared for the
/funeral.
funeral. Police kept on coming to ask as to when was he going to be buried. We
indicated to them that we didn't know. Until the day of the funeral, that was on
a Saturday, when the police came in the morning. They asked us as to what time
was the funeral proceedings to the cemetery. My sister said we don't know,
because she was now fed up. Another guy called Duff came just before we
proceeded to the cemetery. I went to see my child. I saw his face was burnt. The
funeral procession was from Lay Centre. Dr Mgojo was conducting the funeral
service for my son, as well as others. We went to the cemetery. As we approached
the cemetery everybody was just waiting at the door to see this funeral
procession coming. Everybody was just scared. When we got to the cemetery we
buried my son, and the place was a little bit below. Just next to my son's grave
there was an Inkatha funeral. Then the reverend came to shake my hand. We buried
my son. I saw something that I had never ever seen before when children keep on
looking at those who were singing. As they were filling the grave they kept on
glancing at the Inkatha people. They said a person had just died, a person had
just died. Then they sang Nkosi Sikelele. They kept on glancing upwards until
they finished filling the grave. Then we went away. As I was on the way I saw
the Inkatha people. They shot, and when the one shot it hit one of the Inkatha
members. He hit his co-member. He asked whether, "You saw that you had shot me."
The other one said he was sorry, he didn't realise that he was shooting a comember. I went to call the police. When I looked at the police I found them

pointing guns at us instead of at the Inkatha people. We pointed out that it was
the
/Inkatha
Inkatha people who were actually shooting at us, but they nevertheless continued
pointing their guns at us. When we went out we saw a car burning. When we got
home - it was on a Monday, then we had already buried my son - we were harassed
continuously. We couldn't sleep. Just in the vicinity where I was staying I
think it was UDF, then on the other side it was UDF. They kept on harassing us,
and everybody in the neighbourhood was just scared because we were being
continuously harassed.
I would like to ask you just a little question. Did they kill and burn Muzi?
Before then was there some friction, or did he fight with the Inkatha people, or
did they try to attack him, or is it something that just happened before they
even fought? --- No, before then when they had gone to a funeral in Imbali they
came back running, being chased by the police, and the police were shooting.
Thereafter nobody came to my place to attack. Because what I am saying is
according to the way he died probably he might have said to you that at some
stage he had an altercation with Inkatha members or something. Were there any
people who harassed him before then? --- I remember one day when he was at work,
just before he knocked off he used to stand at the gate. Whenever there was
somebody who was standing at the gate then he would come back into the house, he
wouldn't proceed to the street. Then one day when he went out he saw a car with
dimmed lights at the gate. Then he went back into his workplace. Probably he
sensed that there were people who were hunting him down.
This boy with which he was injured, do you know him? Two of them got injured. Do
you know the other one? --- /Yes, I
Yes, I do. It was a Nxwali guy. They are still there.
One other thing that I am going to ask you is, is there any evidence or
testimony that was given regarding your son's death? --- No, there was
absolutely none. We don't know anything.
Did the police take him from where he was? --- He was found sleeping. They say a
guy by the name of Sithoni - Sithoni is a policeman, an elderly policeman - he
saw people burning, and he is the one who went to report to the police that
there were people burning.
Then after that had happened was there any case or any inquest or docket that
was opened? --- What I remember is that after the funeral we went to the police
station. The police wrote that he was killed, but nobody knew who killed him.
Then the sergeant who was in charge of the case just didn't continue with the
case. Nothing came out of that. After about six years - after six years I was
working a cleansing - I was doing a cleansing ceremony. It's cultural for us to
do that. As I had finished policemen came and they said they are looking for
Shezi place. I said, "This is Shezi's place." Then they said they regretted the
fact that they had come to remind me about my son's death, but they had come to
tell me that the cases are being re-opened, and they wanted me to tell them as
to who had killed my son. I told them I didn't know anything about my son's
death.
I realise that you haven't made any particular request. --- No, I have got no
knowledge of that.
But do you wish to know who killed your son? --- Yes, I do wish to know who
killed my son.
One other thing I saw when I read your statement,
/something

something that touched me, is the request that you make that you wish that there
could be a memorial stone for your child, or a community hall built so that it
would always be a reminder to the community that there were heroes who died
during a period of hardship. You said you do wish your son to be remembered as a
hero. Lastly what I am going to ask from you is, is there anything that changed
in your life after your son's death? After your only son's death what happened
in your life that actually affected you adversely? --- He was my only son. He
was my only hope. I believed that my survival depended solely upon him. He was
the breadwinner. And I felt like I was having high blood pressure. I had heart
problems. I could get night sweats.
Are you getting any medical attention? --- No, I am not getting any.
Are you working at the present moment? --- Yes, I am working as a domestic.
Thank you very much, Mrs Shezi. We do understand your story. We sympathise with
you, and we do wish that we could meet you halfway with your request, but we do
not have the powers to grant you any promises. We pass our recommendations to
the President, then he decides what it is that they should do with each
particular case. I'll hand over to the Chairman.
--------------------Mrs Shezi, is there anything that your sister would like to say very briefly to
add to what you have said, bearing in mind that she has not made a statement? Is
there something brief? --- Yes, there is.
(Inaudible) --- Yes, I can hear you.
/Give me
Give me your full names please. --- Yes, I can hear you. I am Gladys Shezi.
--------------------GLADYS SHEZI (Sworn, States)
If there is something that you would just like briefly to add to what your
sister has said about the death of her son please will you do so as briefly as
possible? --- I just wanted to add that the way the police handled this matter,
the way they treated us, even before the funeral they harassed us so much. They
would just come and harass us, and we just couldn't understand it because we
were the bereaved, and the manner in which they treated us was undesirable. They
kept on asking about the funeral, who were the prominent speakers, who were the
prominent people who were going to be at the funeral. They were absolutely not
concerned about my son's death. All they wanted to know was the funeral
proceedings and who would be there. Then on the Saturday when we were supposed
to bury they came in the morning and they kept on asking us all these funny,
irrelevant questions. And that made me feel very sad, because I do not think
that a bereaved family should be treated in that manner that they treated us.
There came a stage where I just totally disregarded them. Even at the time that
the reverend was giving a sermon the policemen were full in the hall as if they
were standing guard over us. Now we didn't know as to what was actually taking
place. That's all I wanted to say.
--------------------Thank you very much for the opinion that you've expressed. That shows us that
the people that we thought
/were our

were our protectors were the ones who actually were used by the Government to
crush the very existence of the rights of the people. We thank you very much for
having come to tell us about the trauma that you went through. Thank you very
much.
--------------------MR LAX: I am not sure which of you might be able to answer this. Maybe both of
you could. Do you know any of these police that came to your home and that were
asking all these questions round about the time of the funeral? Do you know any
of their names or where they were from perhaps? --- No, we don't know. I don't
know who they are, but they were from Plessis.
Plessislaer? --- Plessislaer.
Thank you.
--------------------MR LYSTER: Thank you for coming here today and sharing your very tragic story
with us. It is clear to us that you have both been very affected by the death of
Muzi Wavuka Hubert Shezi, and although this is a very sad incident and event in
your lives I hope it is of some comfort to you both that you can share this
platform together to give each other support. As my colleague, Dr Magwaza, has
said, it is tragic that people who were meant to protect us, and meant to
protect you in those hard, harsh times of the 80s, in fact were very often your
persecutors as well, and we hope the fact that now we have achieved democrary
and liberation that these sorts of things will never happen again. Thank you for
coming and sharing your story with us today.
--------------------Mrs Faith Mbatha, you are here before the Commission to give your testimony
about the way in which you were being harassed. I would like you to stand up and
swear, and say that whatever you are going to say here will be the truth,
nothing else but the truth, so God help you.
--------------------FAITH MBATHA (Sworn, States)
These people who are with you are just accompanying you? --- The one on my lefthand side it's my daughter. They are just here because they are accompanying me.
They aren't going to say anything.
And your daughter looks more like her father. I would like you, Faith, to relate
to us about something before the 7th of February 1992. Just tell us, give us an
overview of what happened before that day, before the 7th of February of 1992. -- I would like to relate from back to 1985. This was before I was married to
Sikhumbuso. I was staying next door Abdul Awetha. He was staying at No 1630 and
my home was at No 1631. I think he was a member of the UDF, and all these things
happening at Imbali at home they knew that I was involved with Sikhumbuso. At
home we were not belonging to any organisation, even though Sikhumbuso belonged
to UDF.
When you say "at home" you refer Shange family? --- Yes, I mean Shange. At that
time at Awetha's family a petrol bomb was thrown, and after that the Awetha
family came to my house and shot, and they shot at my bedroom. I just can't
remember if it was in 1984 or '85. And then as times goes on they told us to
move, because even at home they were getting hard time because they said I was
involved with Sikhumbuso. At that time Sikhumbuso was
/being

being detained, released, detained, and there was a time when Sikhumbuso was
arrested from station one, and they hit him and they took him to a kombi. They
went with him to Awetha's house.
Who was beating Sikhumbuso? --- Jerome Mncwabe. Jerome Mncwabe was one of the
people who were beating Sikhumbuso. I heard that they beat him, and they were
beating him, hanging him upside-down. It went on and on. Sikhumbuso was being
arrested.
You said Sikhumbuso - we want to know exactly if Sikhumbuso went to the police
and reported the matter that Jerome is one of the people who hit him? Did he
report? Did Sikhumbuso report this matter to the police about Jerome Mncwabe and
Awetha? --- Yes, because at this time, at Awetha's time, one policeman came and
told Awetha that they were going to be arrested if they continue doing this. The
police took Sikhumbuso to Edendale Hospital, and there was no one paying much
attention to him. The doctors were not paying attention to him. No one was
paying attention until my mother came the next morning and asked why was the
nurses and doctors not paying attention to Sikhumbuso. This case - here is
Sikhumbuso, and Sikhumbuso has been beaten up, and why was Sikhumbuso arrested
instead of Jerome Mncwabe, because he was the one who was being beaten. They
said he was hitting the buses, throwing stones at the buses.
Did he do this? --- No, he didn't.
Continue with this. --- After that Sikhumbuso was detained. At this time that
was the time he was paying lobola at my home, and then he was only out for a
while and we never stayed together for a long time. In
/1988, when
1988, when he was detained, and they went on hunger strike, he was released in
1989, and that's when we got married. After that I was pregnant and I - my home
was attacked and Sikhumbuso wasn't there, he was in Swaziland. He said there was
things to take care of. And we wake up because we heard guns. And I had a baby
and Mabhuye was still very young.
This was in 1990? --- Yes, it was in 1990.
Who was attacking you? --- We didn't see, but we just thought it was Inkatha. We
went out and then we ran, because we had already fixed our house, our fence, so
that we can be able to run away if we are being attacked. And then we tried to
call police. Police came soon, but they didn't do anything. They left.
Where were they coming from, these policemen? Were they SAP or Zulu Police? --They were SAP.
In 1989 we stayed peacefully, even though we had violent ups and downs at
Imbali, but the situation wasn't as bad as before up until where Sikhumbuso was
shot.
Would you please explain to us about what happened from the 7th of February in
1992? --- On that night - in fact on that week my husband wasn't there, he went.
His work sent him somewhere. He went to Picks(?) at Johannesburg, and someone
was going to fetch him at the airport. He came home. There was a storm, but it
was better than before when he came. And then Sikhumbuso walked inside the house
and said hello, and then he said to me, "What's going on at Imbali?" And then I
said why, so he said, "I just saw Weseni driving his car."
Is this Weseni Awetha's guy? --- Yes, it's Abdul's son. And then I said to him,
"Ja, it might
/happen,

happen, because the previous week when the children were at school they fought,
and maybe they think we are also responsible." So he said to me, "We mustn't
tell my mother because she's got high blood pressure, and also she's got a heart
disease, so she might be worse." And then he said to me the next day there will
be an ... (incomplete - end of Side A, Tape 4) ... it wasn't usual, that's why
it amazes us. Then he told me that there will be supper on the 8th. In fact he
was telling me because he wanted me to go with him, but then because it was late
I said to him, "No, I don't feel like going. I'll wait here. I'll wait at home
for you." And then he left. And then after he was gone I prepared my laundry, I
ironed, I cleaned my house, but mostly I was doing ironing. Late at 9 o'clock I
heard ... (incomplete)
Please take your time. (Pause) Please take your time. Don't rush yourself. We
can understand the pain you are going through. (Pause) --- At about 9 o'clock I
had a feeling, a bad feeling, and my daughter was young at that time and she
kept on crying.
I said take time, don't rush yourself. (Pause) --- I stayed ... (intervention)
At this time you were sitting there, you had this bad feeling, was Sikhumbuso
back at home? --- No, they were at the hotel. I am just not sure whether the
name of the hotel is Windsor. And my daughter kept on crying. And then I just
had a feeling. I said to myself, "I need to pray," then I kneeled down and
prayed. I prayed for the first time, and I stayed for a few minutes and
something said to me again, "Pray again," and then I kneeled down again, I
prayed. After I finished praying I
/sat there
sat there and I heard a knock at the door. Before I could hear this knock the
car parking outside, and I said to myself, "Oh, the Lord has protected him, he
came back home." And then when I sat a little bit I heard a knock, and I knew it
wasn't him because usually he was opening the door for himself, he never used to
knock. And then it was Peter Kirschoff. I opened the door and he said to me,
"Open the gate." I opened the gate. When I opened the gate they hold me. (Pause)
We understand the pain you are going through with your family. Who held you. Was
it Peter Kirschoff and Monica Rautenberg? --- Yes, it was.
And then what happened? --- They didn't say anything, and in my mind I just told
myself maybe Sikhumbuso had an accident, maybe a car accident. They didn't say
anything, but I started crying, and then they said to me, "Sorry, sorry." They
kept on saying sorry, and I just thought he wasn't alive, he was gone. And my
mother was now up and she couldn't understand as well. And neighbours saw Peter
coming to my house, and they came and confirmed and say my husband has died.
Who were these neighbours? --- Mkhize, Mamduli, Mdladla. Mamduli was the first
one who came, and then they said he was gone, and they said we will go tomorrow
to identify him.
When were the police told about this? --- In my understanding, because I
personally didn't tell the police, I think Peter and them were the ones who told
the police.
In your statement we found that policemen from Loop Street came to your house.
What did they say? --/Yes, they
Yes, they came and they wanted to get statement from me. And I just told them
what I have just told this Commission now.
Did they tell you after the investigation who killed your husband? Did they tell

you after the investigation who killed your husband? --- They just told me that
there was a lady who was an eye witness, but at that night this lady - I am just
not quite sure whether this lady went and reported to Awetha or to the police,
but what I know is that Awetha and Hussain went to the lady's house looking for
this lady, and this lady ran away. Hussain, Awetha and Zero. I am just not sure
whether it's Zero Mnyandu, but those were the two suspects.
Your husband, where he was shot? Where? --- It was at Windsor in Victoria
Street.
Please go on until the funeral, take us to the funeral service. --- After that
we prepared for the funeral until the following week on Saturday. The funeral
took place on Saturday, and it went on very well even though we were left with a
big wound.
Do you remember on the newspaper that was written by Kaunda in 1992 June where
it said they were called in front, Awetha, Pikalela Ndlovu, Owai, who was the
mayor of Imbali, and one boy, in connection with Sikhumbuso's death in 1992? Do
you still remember that? --- Yes, I do.
Do you still remember what the newspaper said about his death? --- They said he
was killed because they were paying revenge because Awetha was shot. When
Sikhumbuso was in Jo'burg Awetha was shot near the office, and at that incident
a child died. They said he was the one who sent those people to shoot Awetha.
But the case,
/the whole
the whole case - the guns which were found were Awetha's guns, and they were
bought by Imbali councillors for them to defend themselves.
Mrs Mbatha, I trust that this thing has disturbed your family. I know your
husband very well. I also know his death, and at that time at Imbali we had a
group named - a group which was responsible for rehabilitation, and I can
understand that this thing has disturbed you. Is his daughter in school? --Yes. They are all four - my children, they are all at school.
Who is taking them to school? --- This one, Hlengiwe. Hlengiwe, it's my
husband's daughter from another woman, and I also have another one, Zandile,
from another woman, and my own one are only two. Hlengiwe is in standard eight,
Zandile in standard eight as well, Mabhuye in standard two, Siphamandla in
standard one.
Do you work? --- Yes, I am at Avis.
The time when your husband died, and you didn't know now to continue schooling?
--- No, I didn't, because we planned that the following year I was going to go
to Duwiso College of Education, and I just couldn't. I was supposed to take care
of the children now, so I stopped schooling after Sikhumbuso died.
How is Mandla's health - Amandla? --- Amandla is the youngest, and I think he is
the one who was really harassed. I even had an idea of taking our lives after
our husband died. I wanted to kill all my children and myself. I couldn't take
it. And he kept on asking me about his father, and when I used to tell him he
won't come back, and my life was just miserable. And he was his father's
favourite, and he used to love his father very
/much.
much. Even now it still hurts me to see him playing with the other kids and
other kids asking him, "Where's your father?" And sometimes I just don't have
answers.

Do you have any assistance or help from psychologists and therapists? --- No, we
don't.
Mrs Mbatha, we've heard and we are very sorry that you were tortured in this
way, and we will try to do by all means whatever we can. We will try to help,
and we will try to pass this to the State President. If there is any help that
you need, or your kids need to go to therapy, and if you need to get in touch
with the Minister of the KwaZulu-Natal Health Department, we can help by so
doing. Thank you.
--------------------MR LAX: Mrs Mbatha, I wonder if you are able to remember the name of this eye
witness? Did you know who she was? Do you have any idea where she might be at
the moment? Sorry, I will repeat the question so that you can hear it. Do you
know the name of the eye witness, and perhaps where she might be? --- Yes, I do
know him, and I can easily identify him.
Later on you can give us that information and we can try and follow it up for
you. Thanks.
--------------------MR LYSTER: Thank you, Mrs Mbatha, and other members of your family for coming
here today and having the courage to tell us this terrible and tragic story. I
think we have all been moved by what we have heard and by the suffering that we
observe you are going through, and have been going through since your husband's
death four years ago. He was a well known person, and this province and
/this city
this city is a much poorer place without him. What is also tragic is that the
people who did this are still walking the streets today, and if there is one
thing that we will attempt to do it is to ensure - is to try to ensure that this
matter is investigated further to see whether the people responsible for this
cannot be prosecuted.
So thank you again very much for waiting so long to give your evidence, and for
coming up here and being brave enough to do so. Thank you very much.
--------------------MS GWALA (Sworn, States)
MR LYSTER: I am going to ask my colleague and fellow Commissioner, Dr Mgojo, to
assist you with your evidence. Thank you very much.
DR MGOJO: By the way, where do you stay? Just tell us briefly about your family.
Where do you stay? How many children do you have? --- I stay at the GG Section.
My children have already died. They were four, four who died. Now I am left with
three children, one girl, who has got a daughter also.
What happened to the four? Did they get ill? --- Yes, they did.
Where do you stay? --- I stay at GG. Nkosinathi was killed during the violence.
Elvis is my daughter's son.
Is she around? --- No, she isn't.
Is your daughter still alive? --- Yes, she's alive.
Are you staying with her? --- Yes, I am staying with my daughter.

How old was Elvis when he died? --- I am sorry, I don't know anything, I am not
literate.
Can you brief us as to what happened that preceded Elvis' death? Did he belong
to any political organisation at the time of his death? --- He was a comrade.
You also knew that he was a comrade? --- No, they told me that he was a comrade.
How did Elvis die? Just give us a brief explanation. --- It was on a Friday when
he went out. He said he was going to see his friend. I told him that I didn't
want him to go to that particular area because
/members
members of Inkatha had control over that area. He said, "No, I am coming back. I
am very sure that I am going to come back." He stayed at home with his friend.
They were busy conversing, talking.
What was his friend's name? --- I've forgotten. I don't have a clear
recollection, but I know he's from the Hlongwa family. I have forgotten his
name. They went. They said they were going to visit another friend of theirs,
and it was now dark and he wasn't coming back. I decided to go to sleep.
Was he not used to being away from home until late? --- No, it was the very
first time that he had gone until late. The hours went by, nine and 10. He was
nowhere to be seen. I started wondering as to what was happening, and at 8
o'clock I heard some gunfire further down the street. Then I just waited. I
thought maybe even other people would come and say somebody has been injured, or
they could shed light as to what was happening outside. It was morning the
following day, eight the following day in the morning. A little girl came to my
place. She asked me whether I had heard that Elvis had died.
What was this girl's name? --- The girl's name was Duduzile Ngcobo. And I asked,
"Has he died?" I just couldn't believe it, and I asked what had happened. They
told me he had been killed by police. My neighbours were so scared to come out
of their houses because the policemen were now surrounding my house and they
were having guns with them, and they said he had been killed by white policemen.
Then we got him at Mandla Place. Now I asked myself as to how he got to Mandla
Place, because he
/did not
did not go to Sickland, he just went to Mandla Place, and everything is supposed
to pass by Sickland before it goes to Mandla Place. They said they had seen a
car taking the corpse from where it was. I was very confused. I thought I was
losing my mind. I was confused, I had a high blood attack, I had a dizzy spell,
I couldn't see. I was thinking of my child, my grandson, who was working for me,
and he was my sole breadwinner, and now he had been killed by policemen from
Pretoria. There was a case that was opened. I told them that I did not even want
to be part of it. It was discovered that he had been killed by Pretoria police.
They said they arrested him with certain weapons, but I asked them as to how
could he possess weapons when he could hardly handle a knife. They brought some
weapons with them which they said they found from him.
What had happened in that area of Sinathi before they were killed? --- Nothing
was happening. There was a tent that was erected, and the police went into the
tent. There was another house that had a shebeen, and they looked - the police
looked at the people in the shebeen there. And the children related the story
that the police came to look again and they were told to leave the place, and
the children asked as to what had they done that made them deserve to be chased
away. Then the children went away. Just as they were going out they saw big
luminous torches. As we were going the police kept on following us with their
torches. We tried to walk at a faster pace but they kept on following us. Just
as we were getting to another place the policemen arrested one. They started

shooting. They shot one who was wearing a
/black
black coat, and that was Elvis.
Was there any problem between the comrades and the police before Elvis' death? -- I know absolutely nothing. I don't know what had taken place before that.
Do you know if Elvis was known to be a comrade by the police? --- I don't know.
Maybe they had told the police that Elvis was a comrade, but I have absolutely
no knowledge.
What about the other ones, what happened to them? --- They hid, they jumped
fences, they went into people's houses, some of them ran away. I believe it was
by the power of the Almighty that they were saved.
Was there any case? --- Yes.
What happened? --- I don't know what happened, but there was a case. I don't
even know which court that was because I just didn't want to have anything to do
with the police and cases.
Now, as an elderly person we understand that Elvis was your breadwinner, was
your only hope. Now how does this affect you in life? --- I am sick. I have got
high blood pressure. I can't see properly, I am partially blind, and I have been
harassed emotionally
Who is working? --- It's my other son.
Are you treating this high blood pressure? --- Yes, I am, at Edendale Hospital.
Are you paying? --- No, I do pay.
Let me ask you a little question. What would you wish the Commission to do for
you? What sort of help would you like the Commission to do for you? --- I cannot
say because I don't know. It's really all in the power of the Almighty. I can't
choose what sort of help
/I need.
I need. I will take whatever help that I get.
Is there any expectation that you have from the Commission? --- I think whatever
is being done I will just accept it, whatever help I can get. I cannot choose.
We've heard about your trauma, and whatever expectations you have we will send
recommendations to the President, who will then make a final decision as to how
to help you. Thank you.
--------------------(Inaudible) ... pressure which you are taking treatment for at Edendale
Hospital, when last did you go to the Edendale Hospital? --- I went there on
Wednesday, last Wednesday.
Do you still pay when you go to the hospital, because there's a new law that
certain people will be attended to free of charge? --- I pay R7,00. I pay R7,00
to get attended to. I am still paying.
Thank you.
---------------------

Thank you very much, Mr Chairman. Mrs Gwala, I have one question. Here there's
Bhekani Gwala as one of the people who can help us with giving testimony as to
the investigation. Where can we get this person? --- Bhekani Gwala is at J
Section.
Can you just explain to us what is he? What relation is he to you? --- No, he's
just a policeman. He is one of the people who knows as to what happened on that
particular day? --- Yes.
Thank you.
--------------------MR LAX: Mrs Gwala, somebody has obviously told you the
/story of
story of what happened that night, is that correct? Do you follow the ...
(intervention) --- I was told by the people who were with my son - my grandson
just before he died. I was told by the people who were with him just before he
died.
Would you be able to tell us who they are after you've given your evidence,
these young people? --- I forget their names, but one of them was from the
Hlongwa family and the other one was from the Nzame family.
(Inaudible) ... where those families were from, which area? --- They are staying
at the same area with me.
(Inaudible) ... to find them? --- Yes, we can get them, but they are working,
but they stay in the same area.
--------------------MR LYSTER: Mrs Gwala, thank you very much for coming in and for being so
patient, waiting so long to tell us your story today. We have been all around
this province and in the Free State and we've heard many, many stories like
yours, many sad stories from people who have lost their children or their loved
ones, their husbands, their grandchildren, and that is a very sad thing. It's
also very sad to hear from so many people like yourself that their loved ones
were shot by the police, people who should have been trained and paid to protect
and preserve the citizens and the laws of this country. And we hope, as I have
said before, that we have now reached ... (intervention) --- Even to bury my
child I was helped by Mr Msimango to bury him because I could not afford to bury
him. I did not have any money because he was my
/breadwinner.
breadwinner.
Well, it must be also comforting for you to know that there are people who are
prepared to help you in your time of need. So as my colleague, Dr Mgojo, has
said, we will make recommendations to the State President and to Parliament as
to how we think people like you should be assisted, and we have every confidence
that the President will set in motion schemes and projects to help people like
yourself.
Again thank you very much for coming in and telling us your story today. Thank
you very much.
--------------------MR LYSTER: Before you tell us your story can you please stand and take the oath.

--------------------NTHOMBIKANI NGWENYA (Sworn, States)
MR LYSTER: Mrs Ngwenya, you live at the KwaMphumuza location, which is near
Phayepini, and you have - as I have said you have come to tell us about the
death of your husband, Moses Ngwenya on the 31st of December 1988. You've said
in your statement that your husband was a policeman, that he was a member of the
KwaZulu Police. --- Yes.
And that he was shot. --- Yes, he was shot.
Tell us what you know about your husband's death please. --- Just where it
started, it started in 1985. In 1985 my son died. I found my son and I also
found the place where he died. When I left - and then when I came back I found
my house had been broken down. Before end of the year my son died as well. He
was stabbed. Before I could bury my son police from Edendale came and they said
this boy, my son, is the one who is responsible in burning someone else's house,
and my mother-in-law said, "It's not true because we are the ones who are losing
our kids. This kid is the second one to die." His father went to the hospital to
look for him, and we realised that his father is not coming back home. And then
one guy came and told us that, "Your husband is now not here and I don't think
he is going to come because people have took him." And then they found him next
to the river and he was stabbed. They took him to the hospital and he was
talking at that time. When his father came from the hospital he said, "Oh, he'll
be okay, because when I left the hospital
/"he could
"he could speak," but when I went to hospital he was now dead. And my house was
broken in, and my other son was stabbed when he was coming from work. And that
was the time before I moved from Phumushe. I persevered all this, and then at
the end one day in my house I heard a loud noise. It was like a stone breaking
through the window. And my children were asleep, and my husband said I must go
hide under the bed. And I said to him, "No, I won't, because if I have to die
today I will die." We ran out, and we didn't go to neighbours to seek for help,
we went to the mountains and we slept there. I went to a remote area. That's
where I am staying now at this moment. That's where we hidden ourselves. And my
mother-in-law said to me I must come back, I mustn't run away with my husband
and the children. It's better that only my husband dies, and then we must be
saved. Then we went to my mother-in-law's place. In 1987, after I lost two of my
sons - in 1987 when I arrived at that place at my mother-in-law's place usually
policemen used to come ever there, asking for my husband, and I used to tell
them I don't know where my husband was because he had run away from the police.
One day soldiers came by car, and the house that I was staying at before was
burned, because policemen used to come there and search the house and kick
everything and break things, and then I was now staying with my mother-in-law.
Then soldiers came one day and they said they were looking for guns. They said
we must give them the guns and we told them we don't know anything about guns.
And they said guns are buried with my son. And then cars, police cars came to my
house and they went to where we buried my son. And they brought a dog as well,
and the
/dog couldn't
dog couldn't find anything, and one white man said we must go back because
there's just nothing. In December 1988 we were from town. I just came there over
the weekend. My husband just came there to spend a weekend because he was now on
the run. He then said he is going to visit a friend. He saw people, a mob of
people coming, and the policemen, and one policeman shot him. And they said he
raised his hand and the police continued shooting him. And the police kept on
shooting him until he was dead. They said he continued shooting him even after
he was dead. And then one person came and said, "Did you hear that your husband

has been shot?" And I said, "No," and I went there and I found him dead. This is
how it ended. After that, before the funeral - at the funeral the police were
many. They came by different cars. And then after the funeral it was quiet,
nothing happened.
Do you recall which police shot your husband? Where were they from, and exactly
where was this? --- I think it was the Flying Squad.
In what area? --- Mphumuza area. They said one guy pointed at him. I don't know
because I wasn't there.
Was there any sort of case or inquest, or any case of any sort that took place
in a court relating to the death of your husband? --- No, there was no case. I
was never called.
Do you have your husband's death certificate? --- Yes, I do have it.
On which he died of bullet wounds? --- No, it doesn't say anything.
Do you have any documents of any sort that will give us any clue as to why and
how and at whose hand his death
/took place?
took place? Do you have anything at all that you can give us, at home or
anywhere else? Did you make a statement to anybody? --- I never made any
statements to anyone. I don't have anything. The only document I have is the
death certificate, which doesn't explain.
Mrs Ngwenya, you have told us many things today which you didn't put down in
your statement, and we would perhaps like to speak to you again at another stage
to get details about - particularly about the death of your sons. Do you know
how they - you told us how they died. Do you know who killed them, or why they
died? Was it in - you said ... (incomplete) --- I don't know who killed them ...
(incomplete - end of Side B, Tape 4) ... because even police themselves knew
about this. They used to come, they used to ask guns from us, and they used to
take my husband as well.
Mrs Ngwenya, we will certainly try and get to the bottom of what happened, why
and who killed your husband, why he died, and it may be necessary to talk to you
again to get further details about that. At the moment how are you supporting
yourself? Are you working? Do you have children that are working? --- I am not
very well, I am very ill, and my kids are still at school. And the elder son is
also sick because he was shot, and my kids are still young.
(Inaudible) ... ask my fellow Commissioners and committee members if they have
any questions they wish to ask.
--------------------DR MGOJO: Your husband died in December 1988, and you just said to us after a
while the lawyer, Sisibe, said to
/you there's
you there's nothing that we could do because it was already late. When was this?
--- I went to him when I started working. I just can't remember the year. It was
- I think it was 1995.
Before this time you never attempted to seek help to lawyers? --- No. That's
because I wasn't working, I was staying at home, so I didn't have money to pay
for lawyers.

Did you know anything about Lawyers for Human Rights, because those lawyers are
free? --- No, I didn't know anything about them.
One last thing that I would like to ask you is that your husband was a police,
and he was killed by police. Why? What was going on between these policemen,
because I just can't understand here because he was a police and being killed by
other police? --- I don't know. I really don't know, because what I am sure of
is that he was killed by police. At Plessislaer it was the KwaZulu Police head
office.
Did you go there and make a statement? --- Yes, I went there, but I couldn't
make one. I went to the lawyer, and the lawyer told me that the case has now
expired because it's been a long time.
What were you doing at Plessislaer? --- No, I just went there to fetch the
number, the case number. I don't know how I got hold of it because I was with
someone who was accompanying me, so he helped me.
Your husband had friends, good friends at KZP, the KwaZulu Police? --- Yes, he
had friends.
I mean real good friends? --- No, I can't say that because he used to have many
friends, so I don't know
/whether
whether these were true friends or just colleagues.
Was there anyone who came like offering help? --- No, there wasn't. They said
they don't know.
--------------------MR LAX: (Inaudible) ... the police and they die there's usually a pension that
is payable to their beneficiaries, the people that are dependent upon them. Have
you had any pension from the police? --- No, I never received anything.
You've said that you got a case number from Plessislaer. Do you have details of
that case number at all? --- I think I lost it, because I looked for it a
previous day and I couldn't find it. I think I lost it.
(Inaudible) ... for you. One last question. Was your husband involved in any
political organisations at all? --- Yes, he was.
(Inaudible) ... was that? --- IFP.
--------------------MR LYSTER: Mrs Ngwenya, thank you again for being so patient, waiting the whole
day - it's now half past five, you're the last person to give evidence today and telling us your story, again the loss of a loved one, and again shot by the
police. We will do our best to trace the docket relating to your husband's death
to try and find out why this happened if that is of some assistance or comfort
to you to try and understand why this happened. We will also, as my colleagues
have said during the course of today, we will be making recommendations to the
President and to the Government as to how people like yourself, who have lost
breadwinners, how they should be assisted by the Government. We can't tell you
that now
/because
because we don't know that ourselves. It's up to the Government to decide what
assistance, rehabilitation or compensation in whatever form it is proper or

appropriate to pay to people like yourself.
So again thank you very much for coming in and sharing your story with us. Thank
you.
---------------------
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---oOo--MR LYSTER: (Inaudible) ... as yesterday will be given very largely in Zulu, and
the earphones which you will find at the bottom end of the hall - and there
aren't enough to go round, but those people who are Zulu-speaking will - by and
large will not need the earphones because, as I have said, most of the evidence
will be given in Zulu. Please do not take the earphones out of the hall. At tea
time and lunch time please leave them on your seat, or you may take them with
you if you go to the toilet, but you may not take them out of the hall. Please
note that they are no use outside the hall, and so please remember to leave them
here at the end of the day. They are expensive items of equipment.
We will begin in a couple of minutes with the first witness. We will first
attend to lighting of the candle and briefly to greeting of the witnesses. Thank
you. I will ask my colleague and fellow Commissioner, Dr Mgojo, to start with a
short prayer. Thank you.
MR MGOJO: Let's close our eyes. Father, You are alpha, the beginning. We wish,
Lord, that whatever we do here we start by inviting You into our hearts. We do
realise that You are also omega, that is the end. When we end this occasion we
wish invite You to close it with us. May You please give the witnesses the
courage to tell their stories without fear. Give them the strength and the
wisdom so that in rendering their testimony they may not be afraid. Lord, we
hope that this occasion will not be a complete occasion without inviting You
into it. In the name of Jesus Christ our Lord, Amen.

--------------------/MR LYSTER:
MR LYSTER: (Inaudible) ... Nombulelo and Hawugile Mzolo. They were going to give
evidence yesterday, but because we were running late we asked them if they would
mind coming this morning to give their evidence, and they are first. If they
could please come up to the stage, thank you.
(Inaudible) ... the whole of yesterday, and to come back again today, and again
we apologise for not being able to hear your evidence yesterday. You have come
to tell us - you have come together to tell us about the burning of your house
in 1987, and the abduction of a child. Before you give your evidence I have to
ask you to stand, to both stand to take the oath.
--------------------HAWUGILE NOMBULELO and NOMBULELO MZOLO (Sworn, State) MR LYSTER: I am now going
to ask my colleague, Mr Mdu Dlamini, to assist you in the leading of your
evidence. Thank you very much.
MR DLAMINI: So that it will be easy for me to talk to you may I know is Hawugile
and who is Nombulelo. You made a joint statement. I would like to speak to you,
Hawugile. If there is anything, Nombulelo, that is left out you will just fill
in the details, but the main person is Nombulelo (sic). You will be speaking on
behalf of the family. Let me just get the background of your family. Do you
still have parents? --- Yes, I do have parents. Yes, both of them are still
alive, my mother and my father. My mother is at work and my father is at home.
They are quite well.
What about the other children at your place who have been listed on the
statement, that is Nhlanhla and Zwelakhe? Where are they? --- They have since
died.
/We sympathise
We sympathise with you. Can you please relate to us and tell us how they died? -- Nhlanhla was burnt by his girlfriend. Zwelakhe was injured by another boy.
Could you please speak up so that we may hear you? --- Nhlanhla was burnt by his
girlfriend. Zwelakhe was stabbed by another youth.
We also sympathise with you as we've just said. What about Nomonde? --- She also
got injured in this incident.
Where is she now? --- She is at work. She is working.
How is she after having been injured? --- She is better, but before she was
quite ill.
Is she still continuing with the treatment or what is happening to her? --- No,
she is no longer seeing any doctors.
We know that this is a very painful experience, and at times you may be reminded
of the experience. We just wish to commend you on the way that the church in
your vicinity has played a very major role in trying to support the families
that have been harassed, that have been traumatised. We thank the church for
having prayed for you, because that has rendered so much support. I will ask
you, Hawugile, to now relate the story as to how the events took place that
culminated to all that has happened. --- We started being harassed in August

when Thembeka attending school
were members of
stay at Gcaluza.

Ningi, I
and they
the UDF.
Ningi and

meant to say Ningi, as well as Thenjizwa, they were
were being harassed. They were being told that they
They eventually ran away from home and they went to
Thenjizwa are my sisters.

/They went
They went to stay at another house in Gcaluza at Nhlanhla's in-laws. One day
when we were ploughing the field Zwelakhe and Nhlanhla were also with us. Then
we saw a crowd of people approaching us and they were chasing some youths, and
those youths were believed to be members of the UDF. They came towards us, and
at that time the people who were chasing them were having assegais and pangas.
And our brothers were also included, were chased together with the group. Then
as they went further afield we just heard gunshots. Then we ran towards that
direction. When we got there we realised that a youth from the family, Zondi
family, had been shot dead. And we came back. We were quite panicky because we
kept on getting threats that we were going to be burnt because our brothers were
members of the UDF.
Who were threatening you? --- It was Phuphu Ngubane.
What is he? --- He was a member of the Inkatha.
Was he a leader or just a member? --- He was just a member.
You may continue. --- Nhlanhla and Zwelakhe had to run away from home, and they
went to stay at Mthlizane. When they got there there was nobody there and they
were staying all by themselves. Ultimately they had to come back home. As soon
as we came back it all started again. We just couldn't sleep. Inkatha members
used to come and we used to hide them underneath the beds, and we used to sit on
top of them and hide them beneath so that they may not be seen by the enemies.
Each time that happened we used to hide them, and they used to come
continuously. We used to put them under the mattress space. Each time they
/were looking
were looking for them we used to do that. And at some stage they had to run away
and stay at Gcaluza, where Ningi and Thenjizwa had also been staying. They
stayed there for quite some time. We were not very comfortable at home because
the Inkatha members used to visit us. Then in September Inkatha people were
recruiting people to join them. They were speaking through a loudspeaker, and
they kept on telling us that, "Even you, Mzolo family, you must come and join
us, because if you don't join us we are going to burn your houses. You are busy
supporting Mandela." We were very confused, we didn't know what to do, and we
asked ourselves as to what should be done in this situation. We decided that we
must join, but we were torn apart. Others said, "We can't join Inkatha," and we
were in a state of confusion. At home we were 42, so we were divided in between.
And now we didn't know what to do, because there were so many of us we couldn't
get another place to stay, so we were forced to join Inkatha. But they always
used to come and see because they didn't believe in us as members of Inkatha. On
a particular day, that was on the 17th of November, it was on a Tuesday, it was
round about 3 o'clock to half past three, Phuphu came to our place. His surname
is Ngubane. He came running. They had gone to attack the UDF members just below
our place. He came running to our place. He told us that on that particular day
they were coming to burn us because the youth of our place they didn't want to
join the Inkatha. Nobody answered him. He went away. We stayed and we were
devising some means, we were thinking of some plans to combat this. We decided
to go and report this to the police. We eventually reported this. We phoned the
/police.
police. The police told us that they would be coming. We went back home. Round
about 6 o'clock to half past six people starting filling in the yard. They came
to attack us. They burnt down three houses, including our house. They started

from one direction, and the others started on the opposite direction. My sister,
Nomonde, was inside the house. Whoever got a chance to run away would run away,
but Nomonde was left inside. When she was making an attempt to escape she was
actually accosted. She had to go back into the house. Each time she tried to get
out her attempts were thwarted. At the end of the day they said she must come
out, because if she didn't come out they were going to burn her inside the
house. When she ultimately came out she was stabbed, but luckily she survived.
On the following day we were quite scattered. Each and every one of us was
running into different directions. We went to meet at Latha's place. When we
realised that there were some missing, my son Andile was missing, we ran into
the road with my sister, Nomphumelelo, as well as my other sister. We stood
there at the street just looking around, trying to find out whether we could see
my son. We saw policemen and we asked them to give us a lift so that we can go
around checking for my son. They did give us a lift. As soon as we got home we
looked for my son. We looked in the burnt house, but we just couldn't see
Andile. We went around the whole place. We went to the neighbours' places to try
and find out whether they had seen him, but we just couldn't get Andile so we
went back without getting him. We went to the police to report the matter. The
police went, as well as the mother of the child, they went to
/Mhlongo's
Mhlongo's place, where it was believed Andile was taken
to. When we got there the police didn't go into the house to search for Andile,
they just stood at the gate. They spoke to the people in there, but they never
went inside to search for him. We went back home and we went to report the
matter to the police. But there's nothing that happened despite the fact that we
had reported the matter. They took them to another place, but the matter was
being heard at a totally different venue. Then all of a sudden we were told that
the matter had been over and dealt with.
Weren't you ever called to come and give testimony? --- No, we weren't.
Who's Coetzee? --- He is a CID.
Which police station? Is it Plessislaer? Are there any documents that you have
regarding the case? --- No, we don't have any.
We will try to find out at which police station is he. Whose son is Andile? --He is Nomonde's son. He is Nombheko's son.
Did you ever get anything, any green light as to where the child was? --- I met
a certain gentleman and asked him as to why he had taken my son. He said he is
not the one, but Mhlabonzima Shange said the child was taken by Bonga Mhlongo.
Was Bonga Mhlongo the man who was staying at Mhlongo's place where the police
took you? --- Yes.
Are they still staying wherever they stayed, the Mhlongo family? --- No, they
are staying at Mphumuzi.
Thanks very much. We quite sympathise with you that a four-year-old could be
abducted in such a manner and there's absolutely no clue as to where he had been
taken
/to. We'll
to. We'll try and make some efforts, but we can't promise
you anything. We'll do whatever is in our power to try and find out as to what
happened to your son, whether there's any information, any evidence that we can
get that leads us to the recovery of your son. This is a very painful

experience, especially where you tried to protect yourselves and join
Inkatha, but even then it just didn't help. I'll hand over to the Chairman.

the

--------------------DR MGOJO: Hawugile and Nombulelo, I just want to ask a little question to
clarify a certain matter. Let's just go back to Nhlanhla, who was burnt by his
girlfriend. Was this girlfriend a member of a political organisation or not?
This girlfriend who burned your brother, was she a member of a political
organisation? --- She was a member of the UDF.
And what about Zwelakhe? Who stabbed him? Was he a member of any political
organisation? --- Yes, he was a member of the UDF.
Now, according to your opinion, after having sacrificed and joined the Inkatha,
trying to protect yourselves as well as your family, why now do those people
turn around and attack you after having joined their organisation? Let me just
repeat the question. You joined the Inkatha out of fear, because you were
fearing for your lives as well as your children's lives. Now, what puzzles me is
why would they go out to attack you after having joined their party? What was
the reason? What reason? --- It was because our brothers were believed to be UDF
members. All of us had joined the UDF, even our brothers.
/Did they
Did they join, but run away at a later stage? --Yes, that is true.
In your statement you talked about a child that was abducted by Themba Mhlongo,
but in your present testimony you just quoted another name. --- Themba is the
father of the boy that abducted the child, but the one who took the child was
Bonga.
Thank you, I just wanted you to clarify that little aspect. The mother of this
child, who is she? --- No, it's Nombheko, the one sitting next to me.
The loss of your child and the disappearance, didn't this affect you? (Pause)
Take your time. (Pause) Sorry, my dear, please take your time. Do you have bad
dreams, emotional trauma, physical as well as emotional trauma? Have you ever
undergone any treatment to combat this? Have you ever seen any psychologists? -- No, I have never seen any psychologist.
I was asking that because I was concerned. You should be very traumatised and I
just wanted to know what type of treatment you are getting. Maybe the Commission
could meet you halfway, try to help you get some psychiatric or some
psychological help. --- Thank you.
She ought to be sick because the Inkatha members used to come in and threaten
us, and they used to say, "Here's your child's arm." Then at times they would
come with a bucket and they would say they were spilling water and there was the
child's arm inside the bucket. Even Sikisa used to come with the police, and
they would take our brothers, they would assault them and make them sing and
dance. There's another one who was called Mzo who was also taken, assaulted.
When he came back he didn't see,
/he was
he was partially blind.
Let me just ask you, is Sikisa also involved? --- He was there because he used
to come with the soldiers, and he used to take the boys or the youths and drown
them in the water. Sikisa's surname is Zuma.

--------------------Hawugile, there's just a few matters that I would like to clarify. This thing
has touched us. It's very unusual. I want to tell you that the Commission looks
at the whole family background, as to how the whole family was affected. You
were quite a big family and there were quite a lot of children, and it is
apparent that all of you were psychologically as well as physically traumatised.
Now, would you please tell us who was traumatised and who needs help. --- All of
us.
Just tell us the signs. What is it that you see that makes you say they were
traumatised? --- One of us once was admitted for about a month.
Is there anyone who's got signs of trauma? --- Mzo is also having a problem
because he was admitted at a TB hospital.
Is there anyone who suffered psychological trauma or got mentally disturbed, who
has changed behaviour? --- No.
So besides the physical injuries there is nothing else? --- No.
Another very important factor is you said there were some people who came to
tell you that Andile was taken by the Mhlongo family. Can you please help us,
tell us who told you? Where do they stay, where are they? Are they still
available? --- One of them is a member of
/Inkatha.
Inkatha. He is Sithembiso Khanisa. He had come back to
stay in Gcaluza, but now he has since gone again. Sithembiso is Khanisa, the
surname is Khanisa.
You said even another one came to tell you that the other one is Mhlabonzima
Shange. --- He is staying at KwaMphumuze. I know where he stays.
Thank you very much, Hawugile. Nombheko, we can see that you are in so much
pain, your heart is bleeding. We would like to help you. --- Thank you very
much.
--------------------MR LAX: I wonder if it's possible, Nombulelo, if you could please just explain
something for me. When you first spoke you said to us that they took them to a
different place for the case, and then to another place. I've got just some
questions about that. Who were "they"? Who was taken to court at one place? --The police put them on the chairs, they made them sit in the chairs outside,
whereas the matter was going on inside. The case was going on inside the court
whilst they were sitting outside. Then when they got out they were told that
they were only witnesses and the case had been dealt with. They were given R4,00
each.
Who was sitting
Nomphumelelo.

outside?

---

It

was

Nombheko

and

Nomonde,

as

well

as

(Inaudible) ... was this that they were sitting outside the court? --- I think
it was corner Piet Mann and Chapel.
(Inaudible) ... court, that is corner of Pietermaritz and Commercial Road, the
old court. --- It was here in Pietermaritzburg.

/Can you
Can you remember when that case was, what the date was, or which month it was,
or what year? --- I don't
remember the month. It was in January 1989.
I am finished, Chairperson.
--------------------Hawugile, I just have a question with regard to your family. You said there was
Ningi as well as Thenjizwa who were still attending school at that time. What
happened to them? --- Ningi is just at home. She never went back to school.
Thenjizwa is married. She is married.
Who is working at home in your family of 42? --- There's only one person who's
working, and he is working only two days. It's a temporary position.
Nomphumelelo is working, and the other one is on pension. Philemon is on
pension.
What is Philemon to you? --- He is our father.
Thank you.
--------------------MR LYSTER: Thank you very much for having waited patiently yesterday, and for
giving your evidence today. We extend our deep sympathy to you. It's clear to us
all that you have both, and other members of your family, have been traumatised
by this terrible incident. We can only imagine the sadness which you as a mother
must experience not knowing where your son is, whether he is alive or not, and
we hope that it is of some comfort to you that you can sit there together on the
stage as sisters telling us your story. We will do everything possible to try
and find out what happened to your son, and we will follow up the leads and
evidence that you have given us. Thank you again very much for coming, and we
wish you strength.
--------------------MR LYSTER: The evidence of the next two witnesses relates to one of the most
terrible events in the mid-1980s, and it is an event which gave rise to a
prolonged period of violence and intimidation in the Mpophomeni area to the
north of Pietermaritzburg. If Mr Ndlela could please come up onto the stage. For
the benefit of those people who were not here yesterday, in his evidence
yesterday Professor John Aitchison talked about this period of violence and
unrest in Mpophomeni, and I will briefly just recap his evidence.
The local spark for conflict was the strike at the British tyre and rubber
factory, Sarmcol in Howick, that started on the 30th April 1985. The strike took
place because of the company's refusal to recognise the trade union. The entire
African workforce was dismissed and a successful stay-away in Pietermaritzburg
took place on 18th July 1985, and the stay-away was followed by a consumer
boycott of white-owned shops in Pietermaritzburg. The boycott was denounced by
Inkatha, and this led to the bussing in, the sending in by buses of a 200-strong
Inkatha group into Mpophomeni township, which is the home of the Sarmcol
strikers. This took place on the evening of 5th December 1986. They abducted
four COSATU officials and members in Mpophomeni township, assaulted them, and
executed three of them, whilst one of them managed to escape. The Inkatha group
was then escorted out of the township by the police. Within a day or two at
least three of the perpetrators were arrested after a professional investigation
by the Howick detective branch, but very soon after this their release was
ordered by a high-ranking police officer, Security Police officer, in

/Pietermaritzburg.
Pietermaritzburg. An inquest into the deaths took place in March 1988, and nine
Inkatha members were named as having been the perpetrators, yet they have still
not been prosecuted.
Today we welcome one of the people who was residing in Mpophomeni township at
that time, Mr Moses Ndlela, and he will give us some brief background as to that
dispute. Mr Ndlela, can you stand while you take the oath please.
--------------------MOSES NDLELA (Sworn, States)
MR LYSTER: My colleague and fellow Commissioner, Dr Mgojo, will assist you in
giving your evidence. Thank you.
DR MGOJO: Good morning, Moses. We welcome you to this Commission. You are here
to give your testimony about what happened to you. Your name here is Moses, and
what about this Umkhleku? --- Since I was a child they used to give me this
nickname as Umkhleku. That's how it happened.
You were born in 1948 at Mpophomeni? --- I was born in a rural area called
McKenzie, and I grew up at Khaweni.
You were working at Sarmcol? --- Yes, I was working at Sarmcol. I was an
operator. There was a new machine which was used to make belts, mine belts.
Those belts were called steel cords. So I was the operator of that machine.
When these strikes started where were you? --- When this started I didn't belong
to any organisation except that I belonged to MAWU, because MAWU was a union for
workers.
/Would you
Would you please tell us more about your family? --- Yes. My mother is a
daughter of Mr Zuma from Impendhle, and my father was born at Howick. From my
mother's family we are six boys and two girls, and two girls died while they
were still young. As times go on three of - I lost three of my brothers, and the
only remaining now it's three guys and five girls.
What about your own family? --- I got married to an Ndlovu lady, and after the
strike she wasn't well. She wasn't okay in her mentally and she just didn't
cope. I think maybe it was because of the situation, the strikes and the
boycotts, everything. Lots of things disturbed her. Maybe some of the things
were because I was being tortured. And then I was forced to marry another woman.
I have two wives now.
You remember in 1985 at Sarmcol it was quiet, and then in 1986 problems started.
There were strikes. Would you please explain more to us about the strikes. --Before 1985 it was okay there, it was quiet. We used to work nicely. In 1985 our
union, MAWU, negotiated with our employers. Our employers accepted that MAWU
will take stop orders from our salaries, and then later in 1985 we had
grievances that we needed to send to our employers. And then our employers
didn't want to accept that we have those grievances, and they didn't want to pay
attention to our needs, so we started showing them that we needed them to pay
attention to our grievances. We called unions, we tried to negotiate, and the
employers didn't want to pay attention. And then we decided that we're going to
sit-in, we're going to embark on the sit-in, and then the employers decided to
close the gates. It was in 1985.
/Do you

Do you remember the month? --- No, I can't remember the month. I am not sure
whether it was May or April. I am not quite sure. I was very surprised the
following morning when I went to work and they had actually made out a lock-out
and people were locked outside. I looked around because our firm is a little bit
further down in the south, and then when I looked up I saw soldiers who were
called. They had guns and we were being watched over. Then thereafter we were
told that all those who had been working and getting their salaries over the
week are now being chased away, they are being expelled. They can go and get
their money at Ndabazabantu. And one of the leaders of the union came to address
us. He told us that we're not supposed to take any money, we were going to
arrange means by which we were going to get our salaries because we were still
at the negotiation stage. From there we went back home. So we made a resolution.
We said that we didn't want - it wasn't a fact of not wanting to work at the
firm, but we had grievances that we needed to be addressed, so we wanted the
firm to change its ways. At ... (incomplete - end of Side A, Tape 1)
What made you agree with that arrangement? --- What made us agree was the fact
that even if we didn't agree it was going to be a 1976 riot situation, because
we saw soldiers there, they were milling around, and they were going to do
something to us. We were not going to survive.
So you were afraid of the soldiers? --- Yes.
What type of soldiers were they? There are so many types of soldiers that we
get. What sort was there? --- It was white soldiers. They were wearing the
soldiers'
/attire,
attire, combat. We assembled at a certain hall, but there was also a problem
there because we were ordered to go out. We were ordered to vacate the hall and
we were told never ever to assemble at that hall again.
Where was that hall? --- It was at the location where we stay, that is at
Mpophomeni. From there we went to a Catholic church, where we assembled once
more. Then on a particular day - there were certain occurrences that took place.
People were being harassed. On a particular year we were sprayed with tear gas,
and quite a number of things happened that indicated to us that something was
going to happen to us. There was quite a number of occurrences. I don't remember
some. When we were still in a meeting - that meeting was going to be an Inkatha
meeting, so as workers we didn't have anything to do with Inkatha. Our meeting
was specifically designed to sort out our problems, our work problems. We had
absolutely nothing to do with the Inkatha group.
There's something that I want to clarify. You were chased away from Sarmcol.
There was a lock-out. You went to the location. You were also chased there. --We were chased from the hall inside there.
The Catholic church helped you, they offered their church for you to conduct
meetings there. Do you know the reverend of that particular church? --- I have
forgotten what his name is. It was heard that there was going to be a meeting.
We didn't pay particular attention to that Inkatha meeting because we told
ourselves it was our right to conduct a meeting if we wanted to, but what
actually disturbed us was - it was in 1986 when we heard
rumour and we saw people marching. They were getting into /the location.
the location. They were busy assaulting people, stabbing them, harassing them,
and one gentleman died. I have forgotten what his name is. Then thereafter there
was rumour that the very same people had killed my brother. There was also my
sister's daughter, as well as my brother, Mike Ngubane, who had been killed. We
were told that they were burnt, and they came back to assault people in the
location. Now we were asking ourselves as to what was happening.

Was that now in December 6th, 1986? --- Yes, I am referring to that incident.
Who had killed them? --- I cannot exactly say who it was, but it was rumoured
that it was Inkatha, because they were the ones who were marching on the
particular day that these people died. They were even identified by the flag
that they were having, an Inkatha flag, where they were told that they had to
move away from that particular location because that place was not for Indians.
Are these Phineas Sibiya, Simon Ngubane, Ray Mahathi, Alpheus Nkabinde? --Nkabinde is the gentleman who was killed the following day during the march at
the location. The other ones were taken in the evening and they went to burn
them in the evening. Marcus was also there, but he survived because he ran away.
Did you report this matter to the police? --- Let me just say this because I was
there. Let me just tell you because I was also present. There was a certain
person who went around shooting people. He was driving a car. The people in the
location now decided to assemble
and protect themselves. These people went back into the
/hall. When
hall. When they came back to the hall they discovered that there were police,
and they told the police that these people had already killed people outside,
but the police didn't take any cognisance of that, they did absolutely nothing.
Instead they chased these members who came to report and they pointed them with
guns. They protected the people who had actually killed the others.
Now, what you want to say is the attackers were working hand in hand with the
police. --- That's my suspicion, because that's exactly what happened. The
police were in collusion with the attackers. I expect that if you commit a crime
you must be arrested, not protected.
Now, where did these people come from? Were they from Mpophomeni? --- I wasn't
really sure as to where they came from, but after this occurrence some of the
people moved away from the location. That is when I realised that these people
were members of Inkatha, because some of them went out of the location.
In your statement you said some people who were attacking were coming from the
chiefs' places. --- That's another occurrence that took place on a totally
different day. That disturbed me quite terribly. Our location is quite further
down in the south, and further up there are chiefs' places. At the location
there was so much violence, and there would be a police Casspir or police van
that was standing right there at the top looking down and guarding the people at
the south. And now at some stage we just saw a crowd of people coming down
towards us, coming to attack us. They were from the
chiefs' places.
/Which chief
Which chief was that? --- It was Chief Mkhize's place. They were coming from the
direction of Chief Mkhize. They were also coming from Haza's place.
Now, this violence affected you. Just tell us what happened to you in 1990. --We just saw people coming towards us at the location, and at some stage they had
come to kill another neighbour. Now, we decided to go out and look as to what
was happening. We met them along the - just next to the Catholic church, and
they were busy shooting. They were shooting the people living in the
surroundings of the church. There ensued a fight, and the police from the top in
a Hippo came down to this particular area where there was a fight. Now, the
people decided they didn't want to run because they believed that the police
would help us. I was one of the people who stood there who was very stubborn,

and I told myself that I wasn't going to run away. When the police came in a
Hippo a miracle happened. They didn't even talk to us. They left the people who
were coming to attack alone. They shot the ordinary civilians. And I was one of
the people shot. I could not run past them because they had already started
shooting and some people were dying. We hid just behind the Roman Catholic
church. As we were hiding there they kept on shooting the people. Apparently
they had seen us when we were hiding.
Did you see the policeman who shot you? --- I saw him, but I cannot point him
out. It was a white person. Both of them were white. They shot all the other
people and then proceeded to come to us. When they came back they came from
different directions. Both of them
were having guns. Unfortunately the person I was hiding
/with tried
with tried to run. Then the policeman shot him and he fell and died. I spoke to
this other policeman, I told him, "Please don't kill me." He asked me what is it
that I was looking for. I told him that we had come to protect the community.
Then he said to me I must run very fast. I ran very fast. I don't know whether I
was lucky. He left me to run for a distance then he started shooting me. Maybe
when I talked to him he sympathised with me.
Who was this other guy who was shot dead? --- I have forgotten his name, but he
died.
After having been shot did you go to the hospital? --- I went to Dr Hampshire.
He is the one who treated me.
Were there any bullets in your body? --- I had bullets all over my body, and
some are left inside because they are in such delicate areas which cannot be
tampered with. I was given injections but the bullets were not taken out.
Are you working now? --- I am not working.
How do you support your family? --- We plough the fields. We came together as
people who had no jobs and we decided to come together and plough the fields.
Then we sell the produce.
Now, as you have lost your job I think your family was affected, your children,
your wife. Where's your first wife now? --- She is present.
How is she? --- She is mentally unstable.
Does she see any doctors? --- No, she isn't seeing any doctors.
Who is helping her in this situation? --- Nobody
is helping her.
/Why? --Why? --- I don't have money to take my wife up and down to doctors.
Maybe Dr Magwaza would like to speak to you about that.
--------------------DR MAGWAZA: I just want to make a follow up. What is it that's wrong with your
wife exactly? --- I think she is mentally unstable. She is behaving in a very
funny manner. She is not behaving as other people behave. She is having a
problem, a real problem.

Now, even when we don't look at what she is doing let's just look at the
circumstances that led to her being like this so we may get work. --- I think my
losing the job affected her quite drastically because I could no longer support
them. All the harassment that took place was from the strike that we had at
Sarmcol, but it ended up affecting our lives, so much so that it became part of
our lives. And one other thing was that the perpetrators were busy harassing
people.
What I would like to know is was there any change in your family that took
place, apparent change? Now, if you have any expectations - maybe had this not
happened you feel you would have been somewhere else. Where do you imagine
yourself to be, or what are your expectations from the Commission? --- My wish
is that - I wish the Commission to help the people of Mpophomeni who were
harassed during the Sarmcol strike. There are so many people who were affected.
When we were - at that time we were 1 000, but now due to the deaths that are
taking place I think there's about 300 people who are left now. We didn't say we
didn't want to work, but we just wanted
/our grievances
our grievances to be addressed. I want the Commission to
conduct a thorough search and find out as to why these people were being chased
away, and we want to be paid back our monies that we lost at that time we were
working there. We were very much willing to work and we want to be able to
support our families.
Your request or your expectation is quite genuine. What we want to tell you as
the Commission is that we take all the requests, we pass the recommendations to
the President and the Parliament. They are the ones who actually draw
conclusions out of the recommendations that we have submitted. --- There are so
many people who have been harassed, who have been criminalised, who have been
traumatised. Many of them are not working, and even if you do wish to work
there's that stigma attached to the strike that took place. I think it's the
firm, Sarmcol, that has done this to us.
--------------------MR LYSTER: (Inaudible) ... much for giving us, first, that background to the
killing of Phineas Sibiya and others in Mpophomeni township, and also for
telling us about what happened to you in 1990. You said that the strike at
Sarmcol had really taken over and affected your whole life, and we know that
that is true for those who have followed this - what can only be described as an
epic over the last 10 or 11 years; that people battled in the courts again and
again and again to get their jobs back, and while they were fighting that battle
in the courts they were also fighting a battle back in their homes, trying to
protect their homes from people who were attacking them and intimidating them
and killing them.
/As my
As my colleague, Dr Magwaza, has said, our job is to make recommendations to the
Government. We as a Commission are not able to promise or give you anything at
this stage, but we will make recommendations to the Government as to how we
think people like yourself should be assisted.
So thank you again very much for coming in today. --- I also thank you.
--------------------MR LYSTER: We have asked Mrs Ngobani also to come up and sit on the stage. She
originally gave a statement to the Truth Commission some weeks ago, and there
was a little confusion as to whether or not she would be giving evidence. She

was initially unsure as to whether she wanted to give evidence, but she had
indicated today that she does want to give evidence, and we thought it would be
appropriate that she sits on the stage with Mr Sibiya. Mr Sibiya was the
survivor of the infamous massacre in 1986 at Mpophomeni, and Mrs Ngobani lost
her husband, Simon Ngobani, in that massacre. Mr Sibiya, before you give your
evidence can I ask you to stand up to take the oath please.
--------------------M SIBIYA (Sworn, States)
MR LYSTER: I am going to ask my colleague Mr Lax to assist you today with your
evidence. When we get to Mrs Ngobani she will be sworn in as well and Mr Lax
will assist her.
MR LAX: Thank you, chairperson. Greetings to you, Mr Sibiya and Mrs Ngobani. Mr
Sibiya, can I just confirm - and just for the record, your correct surname is
Sibiya, is that correct? --- Yes, that's correct.
I am asking this question because there was a small error on the summary of your
statement and the name is shown as Mngathi, but that's clearly wrong. --- What's
written on my statement?
On the summary of your statement your name was incorrectly shown Mngathi, and it
is in fact Sibiya, and I am just confirming that for the record. --- I am not
Mngathi, I am Sibiya.
/Yes. Mr
Yes. Mr Sibiya, is it correct that you are 37 years old? --- Yes, when this
happened I was 37 years old.
So you're in fact some nine years older than that at the moment. --- Yes.
As Mr Lyster has said this story relates to your abduction, and in your instance
attempted killing, and the killing of your three comrades on 5 December 1986. -- Yes.
Before we start with that story tell us a little bit about yourself and your
family. --- Yes. I am a resident of Mpophomeni. My father had three wives. My
mother is the youngest wife. My mother had eight kids and others are now dead.
And I got married and now I have eight kids as well and I am left with six kids.
I am a resident at Mpophomeni.
(Inaudible) ---- Yes, she is still alive, even though she is not well. Yes, she
is still alive even though she is not so well.
Let us move to the difficult story that you have to tell us about what happened
on that night, and if you could perhaps start - as I understand the story you
were at home and Simon Ngobani, Phineas Sibiya, who was your brother, and
Florence Mngathi arrived at your house. Will you tell us what happened from
there please. --- I wasn't at home, and I heard that Inkatha was going to come.
And on Friday, on a particular Friday, Inkatha has arrived. And a friend of mine
told me, and we confirmed that Inkatha has arrived. I went to the hall,
community hall, and then I went back home. When I arrived home I was driving a
car and I saw them in the car. And I went to them and I told them that, "you
heard that Inkatha has
/"arrived?"
arrived?" So they said, "Yes, we heard." And after a while we saw eight guys
coming and they were armed. And when they came they came direct to the car and
told us to come out from the car. And we said, "Why?" and they said to us what

are we doing. So they said to us, "Let's go with them to the hall." And then
they took me by force because I didn't want to go with them. So they said, "Why
don't you want to come?" I said, "No, I don't want to come," because - I wasn't
inside the car, so one of them stabbed me at my shoulder. And we went to the
hall. They put us in a small room.
There was a rally going on at that hall, is that correct? An Inkatha rally was
taking place at the Mpophomeni Hall? --- I won't be that much sure whether it
was an Inkatha rally or not, but Inkatha people were full in that hall.
Would you carry on please. So you were placed in a small room. --- (Inaudible)
... she wasn't locked with us.
(Inaudible) ... interpretation unfortunately, so if you could just say - you
were placed in this room, and carry on from there. --- The lady wasn't locked
with us, she was locked in another room. I don't know, because we were locked in
a small room except for the lady. The lady was locked in another room. After
that they hit us, they kicked us, they asked us which organisation we belong to.
And then they said to us, "You see, you said Inkatha people won't come here. Now
we are here," and they continued kicking us, and they asked us why can't we join
Inkatha. And we said, "We don't know anything about Inkatha. We don't want to
belong to Inkatha, but our
/"councillors,
councillors, our township councillors belong to Inkatha." And then the ZP came
and pointed guns at us, and one policeman came and said, "No, you mustn't do
this," and then afterwards they listened to this guy. And then they continued
asking us, "Why are you on strike at Sarmcol?" And we said, "No, it wasn't just
us who made people to boycott. We all agreed on a strike." And then this man
left and then the Zulu Police continued to kick us, hitting us, and then they
took us to the doctor. They said they were taking us to the doctor. And the car
was parked outside the hall, and Mr Ngobani went out. He started running and
they shot. I am not quite sure whether he was shot or not, but they brought him
back. And they said we must get inside the car, and we got inside the car on the
back seat and the lady got inside the front seat. And one police - one ZP police
was on my left-hand side, and on my right-hand side was another Zulu Police. And
in front of us there was another car, and they had a 25 litre of petrol, half of
25 litres. It wasn't full. And they said they were taking us to the doctors, but
the car didn't go to the doctor's place. I tried to push the police on my righthand side so that I could get away, and the police started hitting me and he
said to me I must talk over the over and tell the others that I am not coming
(sic).
(Inaudible) ... there full of other people. Whose car was that? --- It was Mr
Thusi's car.
(Inaudible) ... car. --- Yes, he was driving and other people, Inkatha people,
were also in his car.
The car that you were in was the car that belonged to Mr Philip Dladla, is that
correct? --- Yes, it was
/Mr Philip
Mr Philip Dladla's car, but it was used by my younger brother.
Who drove that car? --- Another policeman, ZP police, was driving that one when
they said they were taking us to the doctors.
All right. Where was Mr Ngobani at this stage? --- Mr Ngobani was inside the
boot, the car's boot. (Inaudible) --- Yes, they ... (incomplete)

Please continue. --- We drove, and I wished we could meet other cars so that I
would make a scene, I would try and open the door, but we didn't meet other
cars. So they continued driving with us, and I tried to push this policeman and
I tried to open the door. And this policeman realised that I was trying to open
the door and I was trying to run away, and the police said, "You are going to
talk over the over," and then I started being quiet and then drove. They take a
U-turn and they said to us we are going to remain inside the car and they are
going to leave us. And all the policemen, the three of them, left. And when this
police who was next to me - as he was leaving the car I tried to follow him, and
then he hit me. He hit me by his gun, and his gun shot me at my finger and I
fell down. I tried to roll over. I tried to roll until I reach a place where
there was water, and I remained there for a while. And I just thought they were
just looking for me and they just didn't find me. After a while I heard
gunshots. I heard one after the other. After a while one, and I realised that
they were shooting those people. And I stayed inside the water until morning.
Early in the morning I tried to walk. I walked to the farm a white man's farm,
and I asked for the help,
/and he
and he didn't want to help me. And I went to another farm man and the next one
helped me, because I asked him to make a call and he called. And I asked him to
take me by his car, and he asked me why can't he call police. And I said, "I am
scared to call police," and Mr Ben said, "Okay, I am going to take you the
police." And I went there, I went to the shop, and I asked them to call
'Maritzburg. And they told them that I am hurt, I am at a certain place, and the
police came. In other words this white man called the police, so the police came
and they looked for me, and they found me there and they took me. They took me
to MAWU, and when we arrived there they took a statement.
(Inaudible) ... took place where they stopped the cars and they did the U-turns
and so on. Where was that? --- On the way to Rounds Lane(?). From Mpophomeni to
Rounds Lane.
(Inaudible) --- Lions River.
At the time you were shot what actually happened? Were you trying to push that
man away and escape? What happened? Did you try and get out of the car? --- I
wanted to get away.
What happened to these people and the car that they were in? --- They were left
inside the car. I left them there.
(Inaudible) ... there was a case afterwards, or an inquest? --- Yes, there was a
case, because I remember one time they said I must come to court. And when I
went there I also found members of Inkatha there. And they asked me some
questions, and I didn't hear whether they were asked some questions those people
from Inkatha, or
/they were
they were not asked.
(Inaudible) ... what actually happened was that there was an inquest, and the
Inquest Magistrate in Howick found that the following people were responsible
for the deaths of your comrades. Maurice Thusi, Joseph Mabaso, Nhlanhla
Shabalala, Thulani Mchunu, Bhekisizwe Majozi, Bhekugwense Mtshali, Msikayifane
Cele, Vele Mchunu and Dumisani Mkhize. These are the people that the Court
found, after hearing evidence, were responsible. But this was an inquiry into
the deaths of your friends and your brother, it wasn't a court case as such, and
as far as we are aware those people have never been prosecuted by a Court. Now
... (intervention) --- Yes, that might be true, because I never heard anything.
There was no case afterwards. They were not sentenced.

That is correct. They have never been sentenced for - or even tried in a court
for this incident. Now, at the inquest the Court heard evidence of the doctor's
examination of the bodies of the deceased, and just for the record the inquest
finding in respect of Mr Ngobani was that he had suffered a brain haemorrhage
and a haemorrhage of his body cavity, in other words his chest. They couldn't
say whether he had been shot or not because unfortunately all the bodies were
burnt. And then in respect of your brother, he had a - what is described as a
penetrating wound of the heart, probably caused by a bullet. And then in respect
of Filomina Mngathi there was a penetrating wound of the lung. What the inquest
found happened is that after they were shot or stabbed, or both, the vehicle was
set alight and the bodies burnt inside. I am just telling you this because I am
not sure
/that anyone
that anyone has formally told you this properly. --- Yes, that's true. No one
ever came to me and told me this.
Tell us a little bit about your brother, Phineas. Did he have any children, or
was he married? --- Yes, he was married and he had kids, two kids, and he had
his own family and house.
(Inaudible) ... his death. --- They experienced lots of problems, and it was so
sad because even the wife has now passed away because she couldn't take it. The
kids are left alone.
Who is looking after the children? --- It's my mother.
We will hear from Mrs Ngobani about her family. As far as Filomina Mngathi is
concerned, did she have a family, was she married? Did you know her at all? --She was single. I don't have an idea, but all I know is that she was single.
I have no further questions to the witness.
--------------------I would like to ask a few questions because everything seems to be clear now.
You said there was one guy who gave you help. Do you still remember the name of
the guy? The farmer who helped you, do you still remember the name of the
farmer? --- I don't know his name.
But do you know where he stays? Do you know where the farm is and where we can
get hold of him? --- Yes, I do.
And this doctor, do you remember the name of the doctor that you were taken to?
--- No, I don't. He
/was a
was a doctor from 'Maritzburg.
But do you remember the place? --- No, it was in an office. He treated me in
MAWU's office.
I discovered that in that hall you just said they were full of people. Who
opened this hall? Who was responsible for the keys of this community hall? --Mr Maurice was responsible for the hall.
Where was he from? Was he the one who was opening the hall for the community? -- Yes.
Thank you.

---------------------

/MR LYSTER:
MR LYSTER: Mrs Ngobani, if there is something which you would like to say I have
to ask you to stand to please take the oath. Can you stand up please.
--------------------BENEDICTA BUSISIWE NGOBANI (Sworn, States)
MR LAX: Once again greetings, Mrs Ngobani, and welcome here, and we're really
sorry about what has happened to you and to your husband, and we understand how
difficult it is for you to talk about these things. Is there anything you would
like to add - or in fact before we start perhaps - is it correct that you were
born on the 25th of December 1958? --- 25 December.
And you have five children. --- Yes. The first one is 21, the second-born is 17
years old, the third-born is 16 years, the fourth one it's 11 years old, the
fifth one is 10 years old.
(Inaudible) --- Yes, they are all in school.

And you are presently working, is that correct? --- Yes.
(Inaudible) --- Yes, I am staying there.
(Inaudible) ... you want to add to what we've already heard from Mr Sibiya about
the events of that time? --- What Mr Sibiya has said it's true.
Can you tell us how this whole incident has affected your family? --- My family
is really disturbed. Like for instance my kids are still at school, and I am
having a problem and they are having a problem. Sometimes my kids come home and
say to me, "Mother, if father was still alive we could meet things like
uniform," because sometimes they run out of uniform, and all those things remind
them of their father. And before this when I lost
/my husband
my husband I used to run out of food. I never knew what to do because I didn't
know what to give my kids. And fortunately enough I have a sister who really
helps me, who is working with me. And sometimes I'll tell them, "I've run out of
maize meal," and they'll give me. And they really do help me. Because I am
working at creche school, and we cook for these kids, sometimes I take the maize
meal from the creche. It's so sad, it's very sad. I don't know what to do.
(Inaudible) ... and you are lucky to have a sister that is very caring and able
to be generous with you and share. I have no further questions, Chairperson.
--------------------We heard about your misery. What I would really like to know is that did you
ever try to go to Welfare Department, see social workers to help you? --- Yes, I
did try, like I went to Vulindlela social workers and I gave them my request.
And people received money and I also received one, but now I don't. I don't know
what stopped this money from coming now.
When was the last time you received? --- Three months ago. It stopped for three
years and then it came back, and then now it's been three months since it
stopped.
Do you still remember these three years when you stopped receiving the money? -- No, even though I can't remember very well.
How many kids who are over 18 years? --- Yes, my boy, my first-born, and the
rest they are below 18.
Thank you.
--------------------/MR LYSTER:
MR LYSTER: You have both suffered terrible tragedies and sadness arising out of
that incident on 5th December 1986. Mr Sibiya, you escaped from certain death,
and these memories I am sure will live with you for the rest of your life. You
are a very lucky person, and you were lucky enough to have been protected after
this incident by people who gave you a safe place to live and a place to work.
Mrs Ngobani, you suffered the brutal murder of your husband and the father of
your children, and we express our deepest sympathies to you. I hope it is of
some comfort to you both that the people that you lost, the comrades that you
lost, Mr Sibiya, and the husband that you lost, Mrs Ngobani, are regarded by
thousands and thousands of people as heroes of the struggle for liberation which
allows us to sit today in this hall and to hear your story today.

The Commission, as you will have heard me say earlier today, doesn't have power
to assist you or award you compensation of any sort, but we have the power to
make recommendations to the Government, and we will make recommendations to the
Government in that regard. With regard to the people who committed these
terrible acts, and who have not yet been brought to justice, that is something
which clearly we will follow up on your behalf, and on behalf of all the other
people who have fought like you have for freedom in this country.
Thank you very much both for coming here today, and we all wish you strength and
courage. Thank you. --- Thank you.
--------------------MR LYSTER: Mr Dube, are you able to hear me and to understand me through the ...
(intervention)
MR DUBE: Yes, I can hear you.
MR LYSTER: You have come today from Mpophomeni township, and you have come to
tell us a story which relates to the murder of your friend, Bongani Cele, who
was shot by the police in Mpophomeni. Before you tell us that story please could
you stand and take the oath.
--------------------DUMISANI DUBE (Sworn, States)
MR LYSTER: Mr Dube, you have somebody with you on the stage. Can you just tell
us who that is? --- He is my friend. We are staying together at Mpophomeni. His
name is Sizwe Nkomo.
(Inaudible) ... you today? It'll be you ... (intervention) --- He is just
accompanying me.
Thank you. I am going to therefore hand over to my colleague, Mrs Virginia
Gcabashe, who will assist you with your evidence today. Thank you.
MRS GCABASHE: Good day, Mr Dube. I can see that you are from Mpophomeni. We've
heard so much about the violence that took place in Mpophomeni. We shall now
start by sympathising with you during the hard times that you've gone through.
Now, before we start even hearing your testimony I would like you to give us a
general overview of your family background, and just tell us a bit about Bongani
also, because he is not here. Is it true that you were born in 1963? --- Yes, it
is.
So you are 33 years old now. --- Yes, I am. We are nine at home. Two of them
have died. Three boys left, and there are four girls. My father has also passed
/away. I
away. I am left with my mother. I think that's where I'll end as far as my
immediate family is concerned. I will soon be getting married.
That's quite a wonderful idea to increase your family. Are there any who are
attending school in your family? --- They are all grown up. They have all
matriculated, and some are going on with their education. On the 31st March
1990, if I am not mistaken, it was about quarter to 10 to quarter past 10 - it
was on a Saturday - we woke up with Bongani, the deceased. Let me just tell you
what my relationship is with Bongani. He is not my relative, he is quite a close
friend. In December we had run away from Haza because of being harassed by a
certain political group. We ran to a place that was next to Haza, probably five
kilometres from Haza. That's where we ran to. It was an ANC region. When we got
there we were accepted. They took us into a hall. We had to find means of

surviving. I was running away with Bongani, because he was also being harassed
and told that he was a member of the ANC. At Mpophomeni we didn't know what to
do because we were not working and we just had no means of earning a living. Now
I decided that I should get something to do. I opened up a tuck shop. I was
selling fruits and vegetables. Now one of our friends said he wanted to help me
with transport so that we could order the goods that I was selling, and I would
give him a nominal fee.
When you said you ran away, where were your parents? Did you leave them behind?
--- No, our parents also packed their belongings. We left our homes and we moved
to a totally different area. On the 31st March we just woke up as usual and we
were heading for our stalls. I
/had a
had a car at that time. My uncle had borrowed me a car. I was using that car to
... (intervention)
Tell us who your uncle is. --- It's Henry Vusumuzi Gunene. We went to open the
tuck shop. As we were still working we realised that there were people
approaching, a group of people running towards us. They were having assegais,
pangas, and we heard even gunshots. They were in a warpath. It seems as if they
were heading more towards the station, which is two kilometres from the place at
which we were selling our vegetables. I told Bongani that the business was bad
that day because people were fighting. We decided to close the shop because we
didn't feel safe. We packed our belongings. It was round about half past nine.
We packed them into the car. Now there was starting to be some unrest. At that
time there were police - there were little mini police stations that were just
being put or erected at particular places, and we realised that these mini
police stations had been put further up. Along the way we met another man who
was limping because he was injured. He stopped us. We know who the man is. He
stopped us. He wanted us to help him, take him for medical attention, and we
told him that we had a problem because we were trying to rush home also, so it
was better for us to go home, unpack, leave all the goods at home, then we will
take him to the clinic because he was limping. We went home. Along the way we
went around meeting people who needed medical attention, who needed to be taken
to the hospital. Then we came back, we took him. As we were driving there was
another one who was badly injured who also requested us to help him also. We
took them to the Mpophomeni Clinic and we left them
/there.
there. When we left the clinic Bongani said to me we should avoid the other
road, we should use the main road, because the place now was full of police and
we were scared that they would do something to us. We decided to use a different
route. I said to him we should definitely use a different route. On that route
that we used we saw other men who were also running away because now the police
were shooting at random. We drove for a little distance from the station. We saw
a police van. When we saw this police van Bongani said we should take a turn.
What sort of a van was it? --- It was a police van. We made a U-turn and we
proceeded downwards. As we were proceedings downwards there came a Hippo which
was driving slowly towards us. We realised that we absolutely had no way, we
just had to stop so that the Hippo might pass. Just nearby, a very short
distance from us, there were two white policemen who were showing right at the
top of the Hippo. There's a little hole at the top of the Hippo and these police
were having guns. I decided to take a right turn. They continued shooting at us,
and you know when the boers start shooting they never stop. They just continued
shooting. Bongani said to me, "We are going to die now." They shot the wheel or
the tyre of the car and we got a puncture. We lost control of the car. It went
out of the way. At the time when this was happening there were certain men at
the back of the car, and when they were busy shooting I think these men at the
back of the car got easily injured. As we were at the front we had a better
chance of surviving than the people at the back.

Who were these men at the back of your van? --/I knew
I knew them. One of them was my visitor. He had come to my place to visit us.
His name is Musawenkosi Ndlovu.
Is he the only one that you know? --- Yes. Those other ones are my peers, we
just grew together, but we are not very close. As the car had come to a halt
Bongani asked me whether I had been shot. I said no. He said to me, "No, you had
been shot," because he could see blood seeping from below my eye, and I had also
been shot on the chest. I had been shot just below the eye, left eye. Bongani
said to me, "Can you hear the Hippo coming just behind us?" He said we must try
and pretend as if we were dead, because if we didn't pretend like that we were
going to be killed. We kept still and the Hippo stood just next to us. There
were three policemen. There were two white and one black one. They asked in
Afrikaans, asking themselves whether we were dead. This other one said, "Yes,
they definitely are dead." But later on he said, "No, they are not dead, they
don't look dead." They opened the door, they said come out in Afrikaans. I am
illiterate, I have never been to school, I don't know Afrikaans, but I did
understand that he was ordering me out. When I went out the other one was taking
Bongani out of the car. Now they made us stand one next to the other. That's
when the whole thing started. I asked what had we done. They said, "Can't you
see what you've done? This car has been running up and down in the location.
This car has been causing trouble in the location. You have been ferrying people
to the hospital." I told them I had been taking people to the clinic. I said to
Bongani he must open the mouth, but he refused. Because this other boer wanted
to put his gun in Bongani's mouth, but Bongani
/refused
refused and there was an altercation. The other one was busy pointing a gun at
me and I kept on holding the gun. When I looked at Bongani I saw him fall. This
other one came to me. He had a badge that was written Mchunu. He had a police
uniform. He was wearing the ordinary police uniform. It's greyish.
Is it the SAP Police? --- Yes. This other one came, the other one who had shot
Bongani came. Then they were busy having an altercation. Each one of them wanted
to shoot me. The other one said, "Let me shoot him," and the other one said,
"No, let me shoot him." We were facing east. Now there was another car that
came. Probably this car disturbed them because they kept on saying, "No, no, no,
no, no, watch, don't do anything. There's a car coming now. Just wait." This car
kept on coming. I saw it was being driven by a white man. Now they took me and
put me at the back of the Hippo. The car came and halted just a bit, but he
never got out of the car. Then they said they were going to arrest me. They put
me at the back of the Hippo. Then there were certain women who came and put a
blanket over my friend, who had now died. It's our culture to cover a person who
has died, or to cover the body of a dead person. They put him straight and they
sat around him.
Do you know who these women are? --- The other one was Mrs Nxele. She even got
shot, because they said she must move away from that place and she was adamant
that she wasn't moving. Then they ended up shooting her also. Then police came,
quite a number of them came, and they kept on asking, "What is it that's
happening at this house?" That is the house where the women came out of and
/they stayed
they stayed beside the corpse. Now when they got into this house they started
harassing the people who were there. They opened up a window, they threw tear
gas inside, and they started shooting for quite some time. And now the people
who were inside the house were spilling out of the house, running away from the
fumes of the tear gas. Now, when this woman came out she was shot, she was

staggering, and the other policeman said, "Oh shame, it's a woman." Then I was
taken in a Hippo. They told me that they were going to take me to a group of
Inkatha for the Inkatha to see what to do with me.
What is it that made you think you were being taken to Inkatha? --- They told me
that they were going to take me to Inkatha. Inkatha was going to kill me. I said
I didn't have a problem with Inkatha. I said I was an Inkatha member. I was just
telling lies, I just wanted to save my life, because I was not an Inkatha member
at that time. They asked me, "Are you an Inkatha member? How can you kill people
who belong to an Inkatha member if you were a member?" I told them I didn't kill
anyone, I was just going to town to buy certain goods, and I told them that I
was being hijacked. I was telling lies, I wasn't hijacked, I was doing it
willingly, but it was just to save my life. I told them I was an Inkatha. Then
he said, "You must just stop saying you are an Inkatha member, because I know
you are not." I said, "I am a staunch member of Inkatha. I definitely am."
Somehow I think they believed me, because they ended up not taking me to the
Inkatha members. They put me in an other kombi, I think it was a police kombi. I
was taken to Howick Police Station. They charged me. When we got to the
/police
police station I asked them why they were arresting me. They said they had
arrested me in possession of a gun. They charged me with the possession of an
unlicensed firearm. That's where I will end.
We have heard your story. In your statement you said Bongani was a student.
Where was he attending school and what standard was he? --- It was during the
times of the riots. At times he wouldn't go to school because there was unrest.
Nearly all the Mpophomeni students had problems going to school.
You said there was a youth who was run down by the Hippo. What was his name? --I don't know what his name was, but what they did, there just came this youth
running, and they stopped the Hippo. They took the youth and they put him
underneath the Hippo and they wanted to run him down. I don't know what
ultimately happened to him because I was also arrested. I was taken and put into
the back of the Hippo.
How long did you stay in gaol? --- I think it was a week.
In your statement you spoke about a doctor who attended you after you got
injured. What was his name? --- It was Dr Esack.
Where is he operating? --- He's in 'Maritzburg.
Was he at Howick then? --- Yes, he was between Howick and 'Maritzburg.
You don't know his address? --- No, I can get it for you if you want.
Then you went to see an attorney. What was his name? --- At that time it was JJ
and Mr John Feesman.
Do you know his address? --- I do have his phone
/number
number at home.
Now, what I've noticed in your statement is that so many people are involved,
and their statements had been made jointly with yours. Now do you know why his
statement, Molefe's statement, is together with yours? --- I don't know, because
I am just relating what happened to me. There are so many people who died, and
probably the statements were mixed in that way, but I am just relating the
incident that took place during my presence. Some just came to see Bongani

because he was shot. Some died, some got injured, so there was quite a lot of
confusion.
Now, was there any inquest with regard to Bongani's death? --- We are from a
very difficult time. It was very difficult to report a matter to the police. For
instance the car we were driving was beyond repairs. It's staying at the police
station, it's been parked there. It was beyond repairs. It stayed at the police
station until 1994. Now I am the one who had to go take the car, but they kept
on saying I couldn't get the car because the case was still on, and it took
quite a number of years for me to get the car.
What is your uncle's name? --- Henry Vusumuzi Gunene.
Do you know whether there was anything that the family got about Bongani's death
as to the cause of death? What did the death certificate say? What was the cause
of death? --- No, there's absolutely nothing I know.
The results of the post-mortem said he was shot in the head. Didn't you see
anything of that sort? --- No, I never saw the death certificate, but because I
was
/with him
with him I could see. I knew he was shot in the head and I saw a big hole in his
head.
I hope you've told us all that you wanted to tell us. Now I'll hand over to the
Chairman.
--------------------DR MAGWAZA: There's just a few questions that I would like to ask you in order
to clarify certain issues. You said there were two people who were in the car at
the back of the car who were in danger of being shot. What happened to these two
people? --- They got shot. They got severely injured, because the other one who
is my cousin each time he has to go to the hospital they say they are giving him
injections to extract the poison from his body. So his health is deteriorating
by day. His whole body was full of bullets, especially on the left side, and he
lost quite a number of fingers. I think it's three fingers. The other also said
he is undergoing treatment. He is being given injections also, so both of them
have problems.
Do they know that you've come to the Truth Commission? Did they wish to come? -- I told my cousin over the weekend. He is staying at a very far - it's quite a
distance, and it's not a safe area to go to. Then I left a message that I was
going to the Truth Commission. I don't know what the outcome was, whether he was
told or not. So I came here without having had any contact with him.
The second point is that you've come here to give testimony about your friend
Bongani Cele. Bongani Cele has got his family. Can you please tell us about his
family just briefly? --- I cannot really be accurate
/in telling
in telling you about his family, but he was in a problem. His family was split
into two. Him and his brothers as well as his sisters ran away and the parents
were left there. Even when he had died his father didn't go to his funeral
because of the circumstances, because it was said once you go bury somebody at
the mountain you would not come back to that region or that area. Even today
there is still that stigma attached to going to a certain area. But all his
sisters are staying at Mpophomeni.
Does Bongani's family know that you've come here to testify about the incident?

--- Yes, I did leave them some message. Bongani's father is present. I spoke to
him just now.
Bongani's father felt it was worth his while for you to go on giving testimony.
Is there no problem that you are giving this testimony? Are they satisfied with
the arrangement? --- I wouldn't really know, but I felt it was important that I
should tell his father.
That's a very courageous act for you to have come here to tell us about your
friend. We wished that we could have met Bongani's family so that we may have
direct contact with his family, because you were both affected, the family and
you as a friend. Now we don't see Bongani's family. Maybe there are certain
questions that we would have liked to ask from Bongani's family, whether they
had any wishes or expectations, or they had any questions that we could answer.
We would only be willing to liaise with them. --- Let me speak for part of
Bongani's family. When he died on the 31st of March, in April this year he got a
child. He hadn't told me that he had a girlfriend with whom he was planning his
future.
/This child
This child was born, and they said Bongani's child wanted to see me. I asked
them how old was he. They said he can talk, and he said he wanted to see the
person who was with his father when his father died. On Sunday the past week
they came to my shop, that is the child. Then this child said to me, "Oh, you
are the man who was with my father when he died. Why did you allow the police to
shoot my father?" This child is only six years old, but he asked me this
question. I could not answer him. Even before I answered him he said to me why
didn't I kill the policeman who had killed his father. I was at a loss for
words. I did not know what to do. He said, "I hate the people who killed my
father." You can imagine a child of that age saying such strong words. How is he
going to grow up? How is he going to cope? He is of schoolgoing age now, but he
hasn't yet been to school because the mother is not working. Now they also want
me to help, to lend a hand, to assist them with the child's education. I think
even Bongani's family was quite affected by the whole incident.
We thank you very much for having been so courageous to come here and tell us
about your friend. I'll hand over to the Chairman.
--------------------MR LAX: Mr Dube, we've read through the inquest that was held in respect of
Bongani Cele, and we note that there is reference made to another person who
died on the same day whose death was part of the same inquest, and that is a
Mr Nkathelwa Ngathi. Do you know that person, or do you know of him? From the
inquest it looks like he died at the same time in the same incident. --- Maybe I
am not very sure, I don't want to make an error, because we were
/only three
only three months living at Mpophomeni when this incident took place, so we
didn't know most of the people there. You wouldn't know people who were on your
side, people who were running away from Inkatha, so I just didn't know anything
at that time.
The incident that you were involved in, where Mr Cele was killed, he was the
only person that was close to you in that specific incident that was killed, is
that correct? --- It is true. The person who died next to me was Bongani. The
other ones were just being killed along the road. Some just fell, and I wouldn't
really say they were dead then. They were just falling, so I don't have any
tangible facts as far as that is concerned.
There's one thing I have to just tell you, and you can just admit it or deny it
as you wish, but the police said in the inquest - the police evidence in the

inquest was that in the vehicle in which you were travelling there was a person
with a firearm who was shooting at them. What do you say to that allegation made
by the police? --- That's absolutely not true.
--------------------MR LYSTER: Mr Dube, thank you very much for coming to us and telling us your
story today. Not only did you suffer the loss of your friend, but you also had
to suffer the shock of actually seeing him being killed in front of you, and we
sympathise with you. Your story paints a vivid picture of what was happening in
Mpophomeni township at that time, and it enables us to fill in the missing
pieces of the jigsaw puzzle that this province is when we write our final
report.
We will also, through the details that you have
/given us,
given us, try to contact the family of Bongani Cele to see
whether there is anything that the Commission can do for them, and it is through
you coming forward that we will be able to contact them, so we thank you for
that. You have said in your statement that Bongani's parents have said that
because you were with him when he died that they feel somehow that you must be
held accountable for his death, and you've said in your statement that that has
depressed you, and if you feel that there is anything that the Commission can do
for you in that regard please don't hesitate to contact us.
Again we thank you for coming forward and telling us your story. Thank you.
--------------------MR LYSTER: The witness is Philisile Hlela, if she could be brought up onto the
stage please. Can you hear me through the earphones? Can you hear and understand
me?
MS HLELA: Yes, I can hear you.
MR LYSTER: You have come also from Mpophomeni township today to tell us about
the loss of your son, Bhunu Hlela, in 1993. Before you tell us that sad story
please can you stand and take the oath?
--------------------PHILISILE HLELA (Sworn, States)
MR LYSTER: I am going to ask my colleague, Dr Magwaza, to assist you in the
leading of your evidence.
DR MAGWAZA: We greet you, Mrs Hlela, and we are glad that you are here with us
today. I would like you to start by telling us that who is Bhunu. We need to
know him. Usually we like to know our heroes, so we want to know if Bhunu was in
school or he was belonging to any organisation? We want you to just paint a
picture to us, Bhunu's picture. --- Bhunu Hlela, and another name is Wellington
Musakhayise. He was born in 1972, KwaZenzele township. He started schooling when
we were at Mpophomeni. He was attending Sibombo LP School and then he proceeded
to Nhlanhleni Higher Primary School. He went to Asibemunye, then he went to
Mpophomeni High School. That's where he completed his standard 10. What he used
to like very much it was the gospel music, and he was playing a keyboard organ
in a choir. The name of the choir was called Amanqusa. He was the keyboard
player. He was a child who used to go to church, who was a Christian, because

that's how he grew up.
We thank you, Mrs Hlela. We would like to know if
/he was
he was belonging to any organisation? --- At Mpophomeni most people are ANC
people, so he was an ANC member.
Can you say he was really active in ANC, or just passive? --- No, he wasn't,
because what he was really active at it was his gospel music. Most of his time
he was doing his gospel music.
Now we would like you to tell us more about your family. --- In my family Bhunu
was my second child. I have five kids. I am only left with four now. The first
one it's Nhlanhla. He was born in 1970, and Bhunu was born in 1972. Sibongo was
born in 1976, Zakile 1980, Mbali, the last-born, 1985.
Is the father still alive? --- Yes, he is.
Thank you. Now I would like you to relate to us the whole story what happened to
Bhunu. --- I would like to start here. We were from Good Friday to celebrate
Good Friday, and when we arrived home he said to us he is going to see Bheki
Maseko, who was his friend. So he left, and then he came back soon. And then on
Wednesday he waked up early in the morning. He said him and Bheki were going to
prepare where the society for burial was going to have a function. And he was
getting ready to go to a training college, teachers training college, the
following year. Then they went on, him and Bheki, to prepare that place. And
then he came and said they will go there because that's where they are going to
practice. He came and he went to Bheki Maseko's house again, and in the evening
the same day I heard gunshots, and I was scared because gun sound it's something
that I really don't like, and I got scared. I was inside my house and I said to
one person
/who was
who was with me, who was my son, I said to him, "Hey, you know, when I am
hearing gunshots I get scared because Bhunu is not in here." I prepared meal and
I dished out for my kids, but I couldn't eat myself because I wasn't okay. So I
asked my kids to come and pray with me. We prayed and we went to bed. Late at
night - I can't remember very clearly what time it was, but I think it was round
about 9 o'clock - we heard a knock at the window and I woked my husband. I said,
"There's a knock. Someone is knocking," and then when he wanted to go and open
the door I said to him, "No, don't open because I heard gunshots, so what if
those people who were firing the gunshots are the ones who are knocking." So the
person who was knocking identified himself quickly, and my husband went and
opened the door and talked to this person. This person's name was Mr Gama. So my
husband came back and told me that Mr Gama had news for us. "He said he needed
to take me somewhere to show me something because something has happened." So
they've driven by ND's car, and I just couldn't sleep afterwards. I was uneasy.
I went to my other kid's bedroom, I told my kid, whose name is Sibongo. I said,
"Your father went somewhere and they said there were bad news." So I stayed
afterwards at the dining-room because I was feeling uneasy, and after a while
they came back. And my husband opened the door and he came inside, and those
other two guys who were with him were left outside. And then when I asked my
husband, "How did you go?" my husband said, "Bheki and Bhunu are injured." So I
said, "Where are they if they are injured?" So my husband kept quiet. And after
a while my husband said to me, "Because you are dressed up let's go,"
/and my
and my husband said to me, "Let's go, because Bheki had been injured and he's
dead." So I said to my husband, "You know, please tell me. If something had
happened to Bhunu just tell me." I could feel in my blood that something had

been wrong. (Pause)
When you feel that you're okay you can continue, but please take your time.
Thanks. --- And then my husband said, "Bhunu as well is injured." And I said to
my husband, "Just tell me if he's dead, because I can tell," and my husband
didn't want to tell me. He went to the bedroom and then he came back again. And
I said to him, "Please tell me," and then he said to me, "Yes, Bhunu's dead."
(Pause)
It's really a hard time to you, Mrs Hlela. We understand. We are here because we
want to be with you in hard times like this. (Pause) And then my husband asked
me if I want to come with him to see where Bhunu has died, and I told my
husband, "No, I won't be able to stand that." And when my husband opened the
door as he was leaving I fell down, I was unconscious, and when I recovered my
consciousness my sister was there. And then he went out to call our neighbours
to come, and my husband came back afterwards and he had a plastic bag which I
thought it was with his clothes. (Pause)
It's okay, Mrs Hlela, you can take your time. We can't push you because we
understand this is very hard for you. (Pause) Once you feel you're okay, you can
be able to talk, then you can talk. --- We stayed at home with my relatives and
my neighbours until the next morning, and my husband started relating the whole
story to us the next day. He said to he when he arrived there Bhunu and Bheki
/were dead,
were dead, but Mngathi was shot but he didn't die, and he is the one who can
tell the whole story because he saw everything. And the next day my husband went
to prepare for the funeral, and we had no societal for - burial societal, and my
husband wasn't working because of the Sarmcol strike, and I was the only one who
was working, and I had a little baby at that time. And he had a temporary job at
that moment. He went to this white guy who was his employer for help.
We understand, Mrs Hlela, and it's really hard and miserable, and sometimes we
find ourselves in difficult positions that we need to ask questions even though
some of the questions would lead to you being hurt more, but that's what we need
to find out. I would like you to tell me more about Bheki Maseko, the one whom
his house was attacked. Was he a member of any organisation, and why was his
house being attacked? Do you know? --- What I heard is that Bheki Maseko had a
car. On that day Bheki Maseko didn't come out because he heard that people were
being shot, and then he went to the police station. He wanted to ask the police
why were they quiet when people are busy shooting at each other. And when he
came back, and those people who were busy shooting people realised that he is
from the police station, and then now they came after him. So they killed them.
In that house how many were they? --- They were three.
Two died, only one remained? --- Yes.
At the time when they attacked these people inside the house were there other
people who saw this thing? --- I won't be sure, but what I am sure of is that
Ford
/Mngathi
Mngathi was there.
Where is he staying? --- He is staying at Mpophomeni.
You also said that there's ND Zondi who was your neighbour, and Gama, and these
were the people who told you about the death of Bhunu. Are they still alive? --Gama is now dead. ND is still alive. I do know where he stays.

What I would also like to know again is that you gave us names like Sidney
Bhengu, Nthokozizi Buthelezi, Thusi Khumalo. Can you please elaborate to us how
these people are - people's names are here? --- I heard about them when there
was a case, but I didn't go to this court case. My son, my elder son, Hlanhla,
went there. I just told myself that I don't have the strength to sit and look at
those murderers, so I didn't go to the court case.
But do you have an idea what happened, what was the result of the case? --- Yes,
there was a court case and the Court found that Ford, who was the witness,
didn't give his testimony 100%, so the Court wasn't satisfied about his
testimony. They said his evidence wasn't good enough.
If there is more information will you give us? And again I also found something
on your statement that your health it's no longer fine, and I heard as well that
since after your son's death you have high blood pressure, you're scared of
police even if you see them on the street, and again when they start - when
people start talking about Bhunu's death you don't come around, you cry. Do you
have any help? --- No, I don't. I don't
/have any
have any help, and I
I am always scared.
thought it was a gun
it's still not okay.
it's still bad.

am always scared. Anything that fells down I become scared.
One day I just got scared because I heard a sound and I
sound, and then I fell down and my knee is still swollen,
I went to Edendale Hospital, but it's no longer the same,

You would like to have assistance? We understand everything, your misery, your
sufferings and everything what we've heard. It's not just going to end here. We
are going to take it forward. We are going to take it to the people who will
come out with decisions. Is your husband still working? --- No, they are on
strike.
We thank you very much. I would like to give to the Chairperson.
--------------------MR LAX: You mentioned that of the three members of the Maseko family two had
died. I am not just clear whether you mean that it was Bheki and your son, or
whether it was Bheki and another person from that family that was killed as well
on that day. Perhaps you could clarify that for us please. --- I mean Bheki and
Bhunu. Those were the two who died.
--------------------MR LYSTER: Mrs Hlela, thank you very much for coming in to talk to us today.
You've told us a very sad story about the death of your son, and we have heard
stories from many, many mothers, parents like yourself all over this country who
have lost their children - particularly their children, and we extend our deep,
deep sympathy to you. We also note from your evidence that your husband was one
of the Sarmcol workers, and you had the added
/suffering
suffering that was occasioned by the Sarmcol strike and all the violence and
unrest that that led to.
We are not able, as you have heard me say this morning, to fulfil the requests
that you have made in your statement. You've said that you wish your children to
be given scholarships, you want a pension, but we certainly can make
recommendations to the Government that people like yourself should be assisted
in some way, and we all have no doubt that the Government will assist people
like yourself who are victims of human rights abuses.

So thank you very much for coming in to give your evidence today, and we wish
you strength and courage. Thank you very much.
--------------------MR LYSTER: The
understand me?

following

witness

is

Mr

Nelson

Maseko.

Can

you

hear

and

MR MASEKO: I can hear you.
MR LYSTER: (Inaudible) ... two separate stories today. One relates to the murder
of your brother, Jabulani, and the murder of Bhunu Hlela, who is the son of the
lady who has just given evidence. Your brother and Bhunu Hlela died in the same
incident, which took place in Mpophomeni in April 1993.
MR MASEKO: Yes.
MR LYSTER: And you have also come to tell us about the killing of your son,
Mlungisi Jerome Maseko.
MR MASEKO: Yes.
MR LYSTER: Who died in 1991 in Mpophomeni township.
MR MASEKO: That's true.
MR LYSTER: (Inaudible)
administer the oath.

...

stories

could

you

please

stand

so

that

we

can

--------------------NELSON MASEKO (Sworn, States)
MR LYSTER: I am going to ask my colleague, Mr Dlamini, to assist you in the
giving of your evidence, and it may be appropriate if you tell us first about
the death of your brother and of Bhunu Hlela, because we've just heard that
evidence from Bhunu Hlela's mother, and thereafter go on to the death of your
son. Thank you very much.
MR DLAMINI: Good day, Mr Maseko. Let me just start by explaining or clarifying
this. Is Bheki the same as Ernest? --- Yes, that is true.
When Bheki died he was 35 years old? --- Yes.
Was he with Bhunu Hlela? --- Yes.
As well as Jabulani Mngathi, who survived? --/Yes.
Yes.
How many are you at home? --- We are seven. We were seven then.
Are your parents still alive? --- My mother is still alive, my father died a
long time ago.
How is your mother? --- Ever since Bheki died her health deteriorated.
Is there any help that she is getting from psychiatrists or psychologists? --She does to go clinics. She is very old. She wasn't able to come here.
Pass her greetings to her. Tell her we sympathise with her. Then we come to

Bheki Maseko's family. Was Bheki married at the time of his death? --- He got
married and got divorced. He does have kids. They are with their grandmother.
There's two of them.
How old are they? --- I think the other one is about eight years old, and the
one after him is six years old. They are both attending school. I am paying for
their schooling because I am the eldest.
What about your brother's wife from whom he got divorced? --- She's working.
Is she contributing towards supporting the children? --- No, the children are
not hers.
On this particular day according to the statement 11 people died in the very
same manner and the same incident, and one of them is Bheki Maseko. We got some
testimony from Bhunu's mother, but we think you may be able to shed some light.
According to the information that you got what actually happened? --- I was at
home round about six to seven. Another brother of mine who is younger than me
came to see me. He said to me it looked as if
/something
something had happened at a neighbouring location. My brother's name is David.
He said he had heard rumour that something had happened, and whilst I was at
home I kept on hearing gunshots. Luckily as I was just going out, heading for
the direction where the gunshots were being heard, I came across a police van. I
ran to the police van to tell them that there's been gunshots and apparently
something had happened. And at that time the police were rushing to a scene
where a person had died. The police went there, they attended that person. They
took the person and loaded him into the van. From there we went to my brother's
place. When we got there I found my brother lying on the ground. He had been
shot dead. As I was passing, going into the house, I saw Bhunu lying on the
ground. He had also been shot. Then police started taking details, taking
photos, and they were taken, the corpses were taken away from the place. I think
that's where I will end.
Up to the day of the trial when they said they had found the perpetrators, and
on the day of the trial, according to your knowledge, what were the reasons for
their killing? --- This is just a rumour that I heard, that at the time when
there was rife gunshots they saw a person in the street. He looked like he had
been shot and he was lying on the ground. Then he went to the police station to
report that there had been a person who had been shot. He wasn't sure whether
the person was dead or not, but he was sure that the person was injured. Now, he
came back with the police to this person who was on the ground. He left the
police and proceeded to go home. That's when he got shot.
/We know
We know in our community most of the problems start due to affiliating to
certain or different political organisations. Did your brother belong to any
political organisation? --- Yes, he was a member. He was a member of the ANC.
According to you the people who were killed were they members of any political
organisations? --- No, I don't have any clarity on that, because at that time
there were these violent outbreaks. You wouldn't know whether it was ANC or any
particular group. You wouldn't know, but there was always friction between the
political groups.
Can we say there was a problem between ANC members and another group? --- No,
that region is controlled by ANC.
Can we say there was a problem between members of the ANC and another political
group? --- Yes, I think so.

In your statement you are complaining about the manner in which the case was
conducted. You are talking about a certain Mr Kaneck who wrote a letter to the
Attorney-General complaining about the handling of the matter. Was Mngathi
called in to give testimony? --- Yes, he did. He was the main witness.
According to your knowledge why did the Court - did the Court give any reason
for releasing the perpetrators? --- We were told that the testimony was
unsatisfactory. The evidence was just not sufficient for a conviction. Even the
manner in which the investigators handled the case, even the parade, the manner
in which the identification parade was conducted was very
/unsatisfactory.
unsatisfactory. There were certain aspects of the case that were not written
down or listed. There were spaces which were not filled in which made the
evidence to be very much insufficient and scanty.
We will try
satisfy you.
ever get the
No, we never

and follow that up, see if there's anything that we can do to
We've got a death certificate here. It's a temporary one. Did you
original one that details as to what the cause of death was? --got any death certificate.

In your statement you say your expectations and your wishes are that a monument
could be built for all the 11 victims who died so violently on that particular
day. The Committee of Reparations and Rehabilitation, Dr Mgojo, as well as Dr
Magwaza, who are members, they are taking that into consideration and they will
further their recommendations to the people who have all the authority. We are
going to do a follow up, see if there isn't more evidence and testimony that we
can get with regard to the case. We will get back to you in due course. --- One
other thing that I want to point out is I think there are certain aspects of our
law that should be revised, because on that particular day when Bheki died 10
other people died. On the following day one died. That was the 11th. But amongst
all the people who died there isn't even a single person who got convicted with
regard to the deaths of those people. There isn't even a single person who got
arrested in all the 11 cases. Now this poses a problem because that means we've
got absolutely no law in our country.
We do agree with you Mr Maseko. At times you find that there are people who
belong to a certain political
/group who
group who are really not members of these groups, but they are just being put in
there as spies to spy on whatever the organisation is doing. Were there no such
people within that ANC stronghold? Is there anything you know of such people? -- Well, I will say at that time there were certain groups which were called
Mgovu and Mgongo.
Can you please explain to us what that Mgovu and Mgongo means. --- I won't be
able to actually explain, but it was little groups that called themselves Mgovu,
and the other ones called themselves Mgongo, but you wouldn't know whether
Mgongo was under ANC or IFP, or Mgovu was under either of them.
I'll hand over to the Chairman. As soon as he has asked the questions we'll move
on further to the matter with regard to your child.
--------------------We don't have any more time. We'll just ask a few questions. Amongst all those
suspects, Mr Maseko, you counted Sidney Sizwe Bhengu, Nthokozizi Buthelezi and
Sergeant Thusi Khumalo. Where are they now? --- One of them is still around, the
other one is in gaol. I don't know about the third one.

What about the one who's in gaol? --- He got arrested.
What for? --- I think he had killed a person.
What about Sergeant Thusi Khumalo, is he still working? One of the three people,
according to your statement, Sergeant Thusi Khumalo. --- No, he's not Sergeant
Khumalo, but he's the sergeant's son.
Do you know the wall at Mpophomeni which has got a list of people that were
harassed, tortured? Now, are
/those
those names listed on that wall? Have they been written? --- Yes, they have.
Especially Bheki's name it is there. I am sure about that one. I am not very
positive about all the other names. But the names of the people who were killed
then are listed there.
Do you remember the ceremony that was conducted for the erection of that
monument? Now you want a real monument that is different from the one that has
already been made? --- My request was that those who died on that particular
day, on one day, maybe if we could make a monument for them specifically for the
14th of April 1993.
So we'll look into that. --- Because the main reason why we should have the
monument was that everybody who got injured, who got killed at Mpophomeni should
have his name listed in there, the day, the month, as well as the year and the
name of the person.
Now we'll look into that. Thank you.
--------------------Thank you, Mr Chairman. I thank you, Mr Maseko, for persevering. We are now
going to go on to hear the story about your son who died, Mlungisi Jerome
Maseko, at Mpophomeni. When this happened he had visited his uncle, is that
true? --- Yes, it is true, it's his uncle.
At the time when he died he was 15 years old. Was he still at school? --- Yes,
he was at school. He was in standard seven.
Now, tell us about your family. Do you still have a wife? --- Yes.
Is she here? --- No, she isn't, she's at work.
Where is she working? --- At Mondi.
You pass our regards to her, as well as our
/heartfelt
heartfelt sympathy. What about your other children besides Mlungisi? --- I've
got six other children.
How old are they? --- They are working, two of them are working. Four are
attending school.
Can you please explain what happened on that particular day when your child got
injured? --- I was at home in the afternoon. It was at about six or seven. Three
boys came into the house. They said to me I should rush to a certain spot where
Mlungisi had been injured that was next to the supermarket. I took my car, I
drove towards that direction. When I got there he was on the ground sprawled. I
thought probably he had just been injured ... (incomplete - end of Side B, Tape

2) ... went to the police station. When I got to the police station they said I
should wait, they'll send the doctor to come and check him. When the doctor came
somehow I had a feeling that he had died, because when I looked closely I could
see that these were bullets that were sticking out of his skin. When the doctor
came he examined him and declared him dead.
Who is the doctor who examined him? --- It's Dr Hyslop.
Is he a surgeon, a State surgeon? --- Yes.
Are there are police who came to take a statement from you, or were there any
cartridges that you found in the area? --- There's one CID who came to take a
statement from me. His name was Aron Kunene. He is the one who came to me. We
did not get any empty cartridges, because even when I asked what type of a gun
with which he was shot he flatly refused to tell me.
What happened? What were the circumstances
/preceding
preceding your son's death? Who was there? Were there any political
organisations that were there? Was there any friction? --- At that time there
were soldiers in the location. They were called 32 Battalion. That was the time
where they went around assaulting and shooting people, especially at night.
So you suspect
suspicion.

that

he

was

shot
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32

Battalion?

--- Yes,

that's

my

Is there anything that was said by the 32 Battalion at the time that your child
was already injured? Maybe they asked for forgiveness or they did something or
say something. --- No, they said absolutely nothing.
Is there any evidence or testimony that would contribute towards getting the
perpetrators? --- No, I don't know, because they were travelling on foot, they
were not even in cars.
Now, if you want to know would it be easy to get the witnesses who saw the
incident? --- Yes.
Do you have the case number? Did Kunene give you a case number? --- No, there
was no case.
Did you get the death certificate? --- It's the same as that other one that you
have with you.
Is Kunene still around? --- Yes, he is.
So if we want the records we can get them? --- Yes, you can.
--------------------MR LYSTER: Mr Maseko, thank you for telling us your stories. You are another one
of the victims of Mpophomeni township. You lost your brother and your son in the
space of one and a half years. This area, Mpophomeni, has seen more than its
share of suffering over the last 10 years,
/and from
and from the evidence that we heard yesterday and today it seems clear that the
labour conflict in 1985, and the intolerance shown by the employer at that time
of the Sarmcol strike, has had a great deal to do with the tragedies which
occurred in the years to come. You have helped us to put together a picture, a
vivid Picture of what was happening, the sort of lawlessness which was taking

placing in the township at the time, and the stories that you have told us will
find their way into the report that we have to write for the Government at the
end of our period of office.
With regard to assistance from the Commission, you've heard me say that
recommendations will be made to the Government as to how people like yourself
should be assisted. So thank you again very much for coming in to talk to us
today, and we wish you well. Thank you very much.
--------------------MR LYSTER: The following witness is Lawrence Dladla, Lawrence Fanizini Dladla.
Can he come up to the stage? We will be breaking at 1.30 for lunch. We are
running late today. People have had a lot to say, a lot of tragic stories to
tell, and we are running a little later than we expected to, so we will be
running until half past one, we will have a maximum 30 minute lunch break until
2 o'clock, and we will resume again at 2 o'clock. Mr Dladla, can you hear me
through the earphones?
MR DLADLA: Yes, I can.
MR LYSTER: (Inaudible) ... moved from Mpophomeni to Mpumalanga township, where
you come from, and you have come to tell us about the killing, the murder of
your sons, Molo Dladla, Fox Dladla, and Zakhele Dladla. You have suffered the
terrible tragedy of losing three children in political violence.
MR DLADLA: Four of them, not three.
MR LYSTER: (Inaudible) ... Dladla as well. Four sons in political violence, and
we all extend our deep, deep sympathies to you. Before you give your evidence
can you please stand and take the oath.
--------------------LAWRENCE FANIZINI DLADLA (Sworn, States)
MR LYSTER: (Inaudible) ... to assist you with your evidence.
MR LAX: Thank you, Chairperson. Greetings, Mr and Mrs Dladla, and welcome.
Before we continue with the different stories which you're going to tell us, and
they are four different stories over four different periods of time, can you
tell us a little bit about your family, how many children there are, and so on?
--- I had 11 kids. /I had
I had seven sons and four daughters.
These difficult circumstances that took place must be quite hard for you to tell
us about, but if you can please persevere, and if we can start with the story
that relates to your son, Molo Dladla. He was 18 years old at the time that he
was killed, is that correct? --- Yes, he was 18.
(Inaudible) ... 12th of November 1988. --- Yes.
(Inaudible) ... yesterday that there was a lot of trouble and upheaval in
Mpumalanga at that time between various political organisations. --- That's
true.
(Inaudible) ... us the story of Molo. --- Yes.
Order please. --- I sent Molo, my son, to a dry cleaner, Webber's Dry Cleaner.
It was early in the morning.
(Inaudible) ... in the morning. Do you remember the time? --- I am not sure, but

I will say 8 o'clock. He left for a while up until 3 o'clock. I heard gunfire.
One guy came to tell us that someone had shot my son at the bus stop or taxi
rank. And I was at home. I felt like I am losing my mind, and I wanted to leave
my house and run and go and see what was going on at the taxi rank. I saw
policemen whom we used to call them "shayabhuka," and they were in green
uniforms and they came. And my wife and I we went there because we wanted to
know more, because someone has also told us that other three people have been
shot as well. And when we arrived there my son was no longer there. They have
taken him. They have taken him to a mortuary, and we were not there. And they
said when they arrived there my son wasn't there, but they just saw the blood,
his blood. The next morning one boer
/came to
came to my house. His name was van Vuuren. He said to me, "We found your son.
We've been looking for him for a long time, and you've been telling us he's not
around, and you've been telling us he's working in town." Because they have been
looking for him, but I knew my son didn't commit any crime, but he was a leader
of the Comrades. And then I said to this white guy, "Are you sure you found
him?" and this white guy said, "Yes, we did. Let's come and we will show you."
And they said to me, "You must come tomorrow morning to us. We will show you." I
said, "Okay," and the next morning I went to the police station. When I arrived
there van Vuuren, this boer, said, "You, we've been coming to your house looking
for your son, and now we've found him. Now I can cancel his case." And I asked
him, "What did he do?" And then he said, "No, your son, we've been hearing a lot
about him. We've been hearing that he's the hottest guy amongst the Comrades."
And when he was talking he was happy, and he said to me, "They thought they were
gun proof. We found them now." And they told me to come with them to their car.
They took me, they left with me. I was quiet all along. And then they came back
with him. And it was very cold, it was like it's snowing. I went there with them
because I wanted to see my son's body, and my heart was torn apart when I saw
bodies, corpses, being packed on top of each other, and I said, "How come I
can't see my son?" when I looked over. Mr Mchunu, who was working with
Dr Thomson -Dr Thomson who was the pathologist doing the post-mortem -I saw him
on top of the table. There was no space where you can put your feet because
there were corpses all over the place. And I looked around and my heart was torn
/apart,
apart, and I saw my son. I looked at him. I saw one big hole on his chest and I
said to myself, "Oh my God, my son is lying there forever." My son told me that
we should move from that place, and I said, "No, I won't go back there because I
might die." And I said to myself, "Oh, sleep well, my son." Mchunu asked me,
"Where are you going to take your son? Which mortuary are you going to take him
to?" And I said to him, "I don't know," because Mpumalanga Mortuary didn't want
to take our bodies, and again I won't bury my son at Mpumalanga township. Archie
Gumede was the one who helped me to find a cemetery where I could bury my son,
and this was at Clermont location. Then we started preparing for the funeral
now. We prepared for the night vigil. My wife was crying, because while we were
waiting for the funeral service the white men used to come and search my wife,
and she used to cry all the time.
(Inaudible) --- I said boers police.
Do you know where they were from? --- I think they were from 'Maritzburg,
because those policemen were policemen which we didn't known.
(Inaudible) ... in your statement that there was a problem about the funeral
because the police refused to allow you to have the funeral in Mpumalanga or
Hammarsdale, and that's why you had to have it in KwaDabeka, is that correct? -- Yes, that's correct.
After this happened you then buried your son, is that right? --- I did, because
I asked Archie to help me and he found a place in Clermont township, not

Mpumalanga. That's where I buried my son, and it was painful because at the
funeral whites came and they were
/jumping
jumping my son's coffin, and I was quiet with a cross. At the night vigil when
people were there to console me, and the police came and they chased them away.
(Inaudible) ... now to the second incident, which took place on the 10th of
April 1989, which involves the death of your son Nthokhozi Fox Dladla. You told
us in your statement that he and his friend, Bongani Khomo, had gone to visit a
girlfriend in Mpumalanga. Is that right? --- Yes, that's true.
On that way at about 6 o'clock at night they met a group of IFP people. --- Yes,
that's true.
Can you tell us what happened as far as you know? --- Yes. I was at home at that
time. Bongani came and he said, "Oh Daddy, they've arrested Fox." And I asked
Bheki where did they take him. He said they took him down the street. And when
we went to the police station, ZP Police Station at Mpumalanga, when we arrived
there we told the police and they came. And then we asked Bongani, "Bongani, can
you identify those people who took him?" and Bongani said, "Yes, I can." And
then the police took us. They asked Bongani if he knows Nginga, and Bongani
said, "Yes I know Nginga." When they came they said we must stand aside and then
they let them pass through, and then one policeman asked Bongani if these are
the people that you saw, and Bongani said, "Yes, these are the people that I
saw." And they refused, they refused all of them. And at about three the police
started hitting them, kicking them, and then one said, "No, talk. You must talk,
Nginga. We are tired now of being beaten." And one of them was my relative. He
went to Nginga and he kicked Nginga, hit him, and then Nginga said, "Okay, now I
can go
/"and show
"and show you where I have hidden him." And then they left and they came back
with him, they brought him back. And this policeman was now swearing and he said
to me, "I am sorry, your son has passed away." I felt dizzy, and I looked at
Nginga. I wanted to hit him and he ran under the van. I wanted to take a gun
because I felt like shooting him. And when I saw my son my son was been cut like
a goat, and that hurt me very much. I even felt that it was better if they shot
him rather than cutting him. There was no case.
(Inaudible) ... after about four weeks somebody ordered their release. --- They
were arrested the same day, these four people.
(Inaudible) ... four weeks later? --- Yes, they were released.
(Inaudible) ... and no inquest that you know of. --- No, absolutely nothing like
that. I asked, but nothing happened. I asked the detective who was responsible
for this case.
Now, besides Mr Nginga, whose name you have mentioned here, do you know any of
the other names of the four, the other three accused, or suspects we should say?
--- Yes, I do. Nginga, Mputha, Masikhane and the last one I just don't know his
name and surname.
Now, let us move to the third of these incidents please, which is on the 3rd of
September 1989. Your son, Zakhele, was shot dead by a KwaZulu Policeman whose
name is Mfanafuthi Ngubane, is that correct? --- Yes, that's true.
You've told us that your son, Zakhele, was sitting at home, and there was
someone next to him, and this

/policeman
policeman arrived at your house. Tell us what happened as far as you know. --What I will clarify here it's what I've heard from the lady who was staying with
my son, because my son was not staying with me, my son was staying in another
ward. I was in my neighbour's house and I received a message from someone who
said to me, "Would you please come aside. Do you know that your son is no longer
alive? Would you please go home, hurry home." I went home and I saw candlelight,
so I knew at that moment that Zakhele is gone. And when I asked what really
happened they told me he had been shot. And I said to myself, "Zakhele is
someone who plays guitar. Who will kill someone who is playing music?" And
someone told me Mfanafuthi Ngubane, who is the ZP, the Zulu Police, has shot
him. I asked why and I asked how, and they just told me he is shot, and the
bullet came from the back and came through his eye and hit the wife. And I
realised that they were being shot, both of them, my son and his wife. And there
was no case even there. When I tried to search about that one detective told me
that, "Because you know no one will be arrested, this Mfana, the person who shot
him, won't be arrested. Just do it like a man." And I said to myself, "This is a
policeman's advice." So it was just like that up until today. And I would like
to thank you because ... (incomplete)
(Inaudible) ... you said that was Zakhele's wife, the other person. --- No, it
wasn't his wife, but it was somebody else's wife.
(Inaudible) --- No, I don't know her name. And I suggested that maybe we should
bury them same place, and her husband said no.
/Would you
Would you be able to give us details of her husband, so that we can perhaps find
him and speak to him and confirm what their situation is? --- I don't even know
this woman's husband because this was the first time we had seen each other
because of that situation.
If we can then move on to the last of these terrible incidents, which happened
on the 3rd of November 1991, and this was also again in Mpumalanga township when
your son Figo was killed by what are referred to as "com tsotsis." Those are
criminals who masquerade as political people. --- This one was outside fixing a
car with his friend, Themba, and he was inside the car. This is what I've heard.
This is what someone told me. And I heard that he was stabbed and they rushed
him to hospital, and I tried to call him and he said, "Yes." And then one of his
friends said, "Let's just leave him behind because we can't wait for him, we
need to rush this person to hospital." So they rushed him to hospital. They
rushed him to police station instead of hospital. And then when I went to the
police station I heard that he is in now Pinetown Mortuary. And when we followed
later on we found out that these people were disguising to be Inkatha or
tsotsis. They were all together. This is where I would like to end because this
is as far as I know.
Now, just to go back to the ... (intervention) --- I would like to say
something. There's something that I would like to tell you about because you
didn't ask me about myself, because I was also harassed and tortured by boers. I
would like to also - I would like to express about myself and explain to you how
I was tortured and harassed by boers, because you didn't ask me about myself.
/(Inaudible)
(Inaudible) ... that story about the guns and how they came to look for guns. It
didn't find its way into your main statement, but I was able to pick it up
elsewhere. You've told us in another part of your statement that the police used
to come and look for guns, and that during one of those occasions they assaulted
you quite badly. When was that exactly? Can you remember the year or the month?
--- I can't remember the year because I am not educated, I am illiterate.

(Inaudible) --- They were still alive all of them.
(Inaudible) ... 1988. --- Yes, this is before.
(Inaudible) ... the police came there looking for guns. One of them assaulted
you with his gun and you fell to the ground. --- Yes.
Another one of them started jumping on you. --- Yes.
(Inaudible) ... his feet, is that right? --- Yes.
(Inaudible) ... bleeding after that. --- Yes. Yes, I started bleeding through my
nose and my mouth.
(Inaudible) ... and you went to the doctor and were treated for that. In fact
you went to the hospital you said. --- Yes, they took me to hospital, but before
they took me to hospital they took me to Mr Thomson, who was my doctor.
Mr Thomson, where does he practice as a doctor? --- In Camperdown. He said, "Why
are you bringing him here because he is really injured. You must take him to
hospital."
(Inaudible) ... did you get taken to? --/'Maritzburg
'Maritzburg Hospital.
(Inaudible) ... three or four hospitals in Pietermaritzburg. Was it Edendale
Hospital, or Greys Hospital? --- Near Imbali.
Near Imbali. Okay. Is Dr Thomson still practising in Camperdown? --- Yes, he is
still there.
(Inaudible) ... be able to help us to track down the date of this incident. --Yes, even the police, the one who took me to Dr Thomson, can be of help.
(Inaudible) --- I don't know his name, but I can show you. I can recognise him
if I see him.
(Inaudible) --- Webber Police Station.
(Inaudible) --- Yes, Webber Police Station.
Thank you.
--------------------DR MGOJO: (Inaudible) ... because we don't have enough time. Mr Dladla, who is
Mfanafuthi? Is he still a policeman? --- Yes, he is. I usually see him, but he
is still a policeman. He is now working in Durban, and I just - I think he's at
Umlazi.
This Commission will try and investigate. Your testimony it's more like Job's
story in the Bible, and we sympathise with you, and we would like to know if you
are going to doctors, both of you, you and your wife. Are you seeing
psychologist, psychiatrist? --- Yes, I do go to doctors, but because I am a
pensioner I can't be a regular doctor's customer. My wife as well she does go to
see doctors, but because of money we don't go all the time. And we also have
daughters. Our daughters are also our responsibility, and this one woman took
her son, which is my son's son, my late son's son, and brought it to me, and
/now I am

now I am having this responsibility. I am taking care of my grandchildren with
my pension. And my other kids are still at school, and I think they were
mentally disturbed and I wish that my kids should go to multiracial schools. One
is in standard eight, one in nine, one in standard seven.
--------------------MR LYSTER: Mr and Mrs Dladla, it's difficult to know what to say to you today.
You have raised four children and you have buried them. Two of them were killed
by members of the Inkatha Freedom Party, a third was killed by a member of the
KwaZulu Police, and a fourth was killed by criminals, who thrived on the
political divisions in Mpumalanga township. This is a terrible burden for you to
carry, and we extend our deep sympathy to you, and to the many others who have
lost children in the cause of freedom in this country.
We are glad that you and your wife could come here together to support each
other. You are both victims of human rights violations as a result of the
suffering that you have undergone, and we will be making recommendations to the
Government as to how people like you should be assisted. We will also be
following up why people like Mfanafuthi Ngubane are still serving in the police
force.
Thank you very much for coming today, and thank you for telling us your story.
Thank you. --- Thank you.
--------------------MR LYSTER: (Inaudible) ... properly through the microphone.
MR XABA: I can hear you.
MR LYSTER: (Inaudible) ... to give your story today. You are also from
Mpumalanga, which is where Mr Dladla came from, an area which suffered terrible
human rights abuses, particular 1988, 89 and 90, and this story that you will
tell relates to the tragic killing of your wife, Mrs Xaba. Before you give that
evidence please will you stand and take the oath.
--------------------JOSEPH MANDLA XABA (Sworn, States)
MR LYSTER: You have brought someone with you onto the stage. Is that one of your
children? --- It's my son.
He is just accompanying you and giving you support, is that correct? --- We
don't stay together so he has his part. He wants to say his piece. I would like
him to speak because we don't stay together at the same place.
(Inaudible) ... people who have not given a statement beforehand, but if he just
wants to add something very brief then we will permit him to do so. But please
bear in mind that we have another six witnesses to hear after you. Mr Xaba - are
you also Mr Xaba? Will you also stand please and take the oath.
BUSISO XABA (Sworn)
MR LYSTER: Mr Xaba, I am going ask Dr Mgojo, my fellow Commissioner, to assist
you with your evidence. Thank you.
DR MGOJO: How many children do you have? --- I can't hear you properly.
(Inaudible) ... who has accompanied you. Have you
/got any

got any other children? --- No, all of them died.
Were they sick? --- No, all of them lived a very short time and died.
Before this incident took place, that is the death of your wife, is there any
political group that you belonged to? --- Yes.
Would you tell us a bit more about it. --- It was the ANC.
What was your wife's name? --- She was Phillipina Duduzile Xaba.
Just tell us what happened on the 25th of August 1988. --- This started even
before that. In 1988 she died, but there are certain occurrences that preceded
her death. That was from 1985 up to 1988.
Will you just tell us briefly. --- In 1985 we were harassed because I belonged
to the ANC and the Hammarsdale area was an Inkatha stronghold. There was another
man. He has already died. His name is Zakhele Nkehle. He was the leader of
Inkatha in that particular area. He was the one whose music they danced to. He
was staying at unit 4, Lithiye. That's the area which had a lot of problems,
where my son Zakhele was chased out of the school. He couldn't get a school in
1985. Thereafter Zakhele Nkehle made an oath and swore that we thought we were
better people because we were ANC members. Then he said I should bribe him in
order to be able to stay peacefully at Hammarsdale. I told him I wasn't able to
do that. In 1986 there was a split between our union, NTW, so we formed our own
union called TAWU. Unfortunately I was elected as the president. That is when
Zakhele Nkehle and Mr Sishi came to me and told me
/that if
that if I didn't want to bribe him I was going to have a very difficult life in
Hammarsdale. Police kept on coming to my place to raid, and by then my son
wasn't there any more. And they used to come and confiscate things in my house.
Now I couldn't live peacefully.
What's your son's name? --- It's Busiso Xaba. Now my life was becoming even more
unbearable. My wife was working in Durban during those years. She was working at
Dalbridge, and she used to travel to and fro in the morning and come back in the
evening. There's a place called Three Line, and that place is an Inkatha
stronghold, and when we wake up in the morning we never used to switch on the
light so that people wouldn't realise that we were already awake. So we lived
that life where we were being raided day in and day out. We reported the matter
to the police station, but absolutely nothing was done. The police just didn't
care, and Smit showed some signs of siding with the Inkatha in Hammarsdale. When
we formed this union I told him that I wasn't going to bribe him, I wasn't going
to offer him any money. Then he told me in court - I told him in court that I
wasn't going to bribe him. Then in 1988, on the 25th of August, that is when my
wife died. She was shot along her way to the work. We were very confused. We
didn't know who had killed her. Up until now we didn't know. It's only recently
that we heard the matter. She was working at a certain firm in Dalbridge. It was
a very small firm. Now when the case was being heard in Makhutha that's when we
discovered that my wife was killed - even today our family is split into two
because there was always that question mark as to who killed my wife. Now
/in 1989
in 1989 we discovered that she was killed by the Inkatha gang, that is Musa
Xulu. That's only then that we discovered. We were told by a certain man. She
was killed by Alexis Khumalo and Musa Xulu. Musa Xulu is a KwaZulu-Natal Police.
He is in Umlazi, but he stays in Hammarsdale. Khumalo is very well known. He's
the main witness in the KwaMakhutha case. They were the ones who told us, and we
even saw in the newspapers that she was shot because she was giving UDF arms.
Yes, they said my wife was giving arms to the UDF. In reality they wanted to

kill me and my son, but they just could not, so that's how they decided to kill
my wife. That's how she died. She wasn't politically active. She was the easy
target for them to get. In the end they decided to kill her. That was to get at
me. They had to use her as a soft target. I could not get a licence, because I
also wanted to get a firearm to protect myself. We applied to Adriaan Vlok, but
we were refused licences. They said we must apply to Kleynhans, but they could
not give us any reasons why they didn't want to give me a firearm licence at
that time. Up until now I have never got a licence.
Who are the attorneys you were working with to get the licence? --- I am not
sure who they were. They were Indian guys. The even instituted an appeal. We
appealed to Vlok, but still he refused, and I realised that it was the station
commander who was actually refusing, because he was also an Inkatha member. His
name was Smit. We used to hate each other so very much.
How was your wife's funeral? --- I was born in Harrismith, so it was not easy
for us to get a place to bury her in Hammarsdale. We discussed it with the
family
/that we
that we should get another place at which to bury my wife, so we went to
Ladysmith. We hired two buses. We hired a hearse from Harrismith to come and
fetch her. Then we followed in a kombi and two buses came thereafter, because we
couldn't bury her at Hammarsdale because it was an Inkatha stronghold.
Did you get the death certificate? --- No, it's a temporary one. We didn't get
the original copy. It's a provisional one.
Was there any inquest held with regard to her death? --- No. A detective came.
He took a statement. He also took the empty cartridges. Up to now there's
absolutely nothing he did with the case. I wasn't even called.
What was the name of the detective? --- It was Solomon Mkhize.
Where does he stay? --- He's my neighbour. He's living in third house from my
own place. I have just bought his brother's house. But now he is on pension.
Have you ever talked and asked him as to why the case didn't go any further? --No, we've never spoken about that.
Are you in good terms? --- Yes, we are.
To which political organisation does he belong? --- We are in the same political
organisation.
In your family now there's only the two of you, that is you and your son. --Yes, besides the children that my wife got before we got married.
Do you have diseases, either physical or emotional, as a result of your wife's
death? Have you ever seen any doctors? --- I am not working. I was working
before,
/but my
but my firm closed. They said I must join Inkatha, and they ultimately chased me
out of the firm because I didn't want to join Inkatha. My son is at school. He
is doing a teacher's course.
Who is educating him because you are not working? --- I think he can explain it
himself. I don't want to lie. I don't know anything about it.
---------------------

Who is educating you? --- I am trying my own means. I think it's due to good
relationships that I have with people. I am Umbumbulu College.
What year are you doing? --- I am doing my last year, my final year.
Are you going to start teaching next year? --- I think so.
We wish you all the luck.
--------------------We've heard, Mr Xaba. We shall look into your matter, especially because you
were harassed, traumatised, and your wife eventually died. We suggest that you
see some psychiatrist or psychologist. --- Now this thing doesn't come to an
end. Now I got work in 1993 and they still approached me that I must join
Inkatha, and when I refused still I was chased away from my work. Now I don't
know what to do any more, because it seems this thing is continuing. The name of
the firm is Mediterranean Textile Mills. That firm is being controlled by
Inkatha. When they chased me I was approached by my foreman, and my foreman said
I must join Inkatha and bring a receipt that I have paid my joining fee. The
name of the foreman is Zachariah Ndlovu, and the other one is Vincent Mkhize.
/Both of
Both of them are Inkatha members. They said - the two of them approached me,
they said I must join Inkatha. One is a the foreman, the other one was working
at the canteen, but he is an Inkatha member, he's a staunch member.
Where are they staying? --- One is staying at One North(?). I am not sure about
his address, but I know where he stays. One of them is at Mpumalanga, the other
one is at Zwathini. Vincent Mkhize is at Mpumalanga.
Is there anything that you want to say? --- Now this disturbed me, and I
instituted appeal proceedings and I was called back at work. Now they said
because I had not joined Inkatha I ended up seeing a certain letter written. The
last time they said I was the one who had written the letter, but I could see
that I was being planted simply because I didn't want to join Inkatha. Now
that's the problem I have, because I want the law to take its course. I want the
law to intervene in this matter, the manner in which my wife was killed as well
as the manner in which I am being handled when I look for work. I request this
Commission to do something which is going to lead to the review of our present
law. We want our law to take its course. We want culprits to be prosecuted, to
be brought to trial, and eventually punished for whatever they do.
--------------------MR LYSTER: Mr Xaba, is there anything that you wish to add to what your father
has said? Sorry, there's no translation. --- I want the TRC to make sure that
they update my father. I want the TRC to update my father as to whatever is
happening in the case so that the people may be prosecuted. It's difficult for
me to say I will
/forgive
forgive them. I want justice to take its course, then peace will follow later
on. I would request the TRC to take its initiative and make it a point that my
father is informed of whatever steps that are being take at law, whether the
people are being prosecuted, they are being brought to book, and they are being
punished. Because we are trying to run away from a situation whereby other
victims, especially human rights abuse victims, take the law into their own
hands. This is a situation that we do not desire. We want our Courts to do their
job to prosecute the criminals or former members of Inkatha.

--------------------MR LYSTER: We thank you both very much for coming here today to tell us about
the very sad death of your wife and your mother, and we are glad that you were
able to stand here - or sit here together on the stage and talk about that
incident. We will certainly do everything we can to see that the person who you
believe was responsible for this, and who has in fact admitted responsibility,
is brought to justice. And we will, as you have requested, keep you updated on
whatever we do.
We will be making, as you have heard me say, recommendations to the Government
as to how people like you should be assisted, and we feel sure that the
President in his wisdom will put the appropriate steps into action to see that
those people like yourself who were victims of human rights violations are
assisted.
So again thank you very much for coming in, having the patience to wait all day
to give your evidence, and we wish you strength as you go. Thank you very much.
--------------------MR LYSTER: The next witness please to come up onto the stage is Mr Alfred
Bangizwe Mnikathi. Mr Mnikathi, can you hear me and understand me? Can you hear
me now?
MR MNIKATHI: Yes, thank you.
MR LYSTER: (Inaudible) ... to tell your story today, and you, like others this
morning, are from Mpophomeni, and this statement that you will give, this
evidence that you will give, relates to the torture that you suffered at the
hands of the South African Police in 1989. Before you give that evidence please
will stand up and take the oath.
--------------------ALFRED BANGIZWE MNIKATHI (Sworn, States)
MR LYSTER: I now ask my colleague, Mrs Virginia Gcabashe, to assist you with
your evidence.
MRS GCABASHE: Good day, Mr Mnigathi. We are glad that you
details about your suffering at Mpophomeni location. We
here, and most of the people from Mpophomeni have also
Before we go on I would like you to tell us more about
family. --- We are 17, four girls, three boys (sic). Both

are here to tell us in
are glad that you are
came here to testify.
your family, your own
parents have died.

Do you have your own family? --- Mine is only - I was married and I had one
child, and now my child is married. It's a daughter.
And what about now? Who are you staying with? --- My wife.
Now we would like you to tell us more what happened up until where you were
tortured. --- The day I got myself injured I heard a rumour that Inkatha people
were coming to attack, and then we were all alert. We tried to delay, not to go
to sleep in time, but because it was late
/at night
at night and we were busy patrolling like, so we went in one house, Mbambo
house, we went there. Because it was cold we opened the heater so that we got
ourselves warm. Before we could even be warm we heard a knock at the door. We
went at the door, and these people at the door said they were policemen. Mr
Mbambo let them in and they asked us, "Who is the owner of this house?" And he

said, "I am the one," and then they said me and this other guy we must go
outside, and outside they said, "You must stand here." We stood there. They came
out and they searched us, and they said to us we must go to the police van. It
was parked outside at the street. When we arrived there we found two black
policemen, because these two who took us from the house were white. And then
they said to the owner of the house he must stand behind the van, and the two of
us we must be in front of the van. And they turned the lights and then they said
this other one must leave.
Let me just ask something. Do you know these policemen? --- No, I don't.
You don't even know whether they were ZP policemen or SAP policemen? --- No, I
didn't know, because they were wearing their own clothes except for these two
who were inside the van.
You can go on now. --- They said to this other guy who was standing with me he
must leave, and they said to me, "Where are the guns?" I said, "I don't have
guns." They said, "You will give us the guns." They said to me we must - they
took me inside the van at the back of the police van. We went, and I didn't know
where they were taking us, but as I was looking through the window, looking in
front, at the front seat they were three. We
/went to
went to the stadium in a township.
What was going on at the stadium? Why did they take you to the stadium? --There was nothing going on there.
Were there other people there? --- No, there was no one. And when we arrived at
the stadium at the gate there were two poles, concrete poles. They said I must
get out from the car and I must put my hands around the poles. And when I tried
to do that they started hitting me using a sjambok, and then they said these two
black policemen must hold my hands so that they can beat me. They went on and on
beating me. They were not beating me in front, they were just beating me at my
back. And then they sprayed me by tear gas and they handcuffed me. I didn't know
how to shake off the tear gas because my hands were handcuffed. They took a tube
and they tied my face, and they continued asking me if I know the guns. I
confessed, I said to them, "I do know the guns," even though I didn't know the
guns. I said - because I was in pain. I just said so because I wanted the to
stop beating me. They kicked me. They said to me I must leave. I started
walking, but I didn't have enough strength so I walked - I didn't walk that far
and then I sat down. And then they opened the van and then they said to this
other guy he must run. And he didn't want to run, he didn't want to turn back.
He kept on walking looking at them. And then after a while I heard a gunfire,
and then I was too tired. I started walking back home. I didn't sleep, I just
took a bath and I was getting ready to go to the doctor.
Can you please explain to us this tube that you
/talked
talked about that they put at your face? --- You just tie it, tie my face, and
you tie this tube at the back.
If you can please tell us how many hours were they - how long were you at the
stadium? --- I am not quite sure. Maybe two hours.
You saw Dr Beard. --- Yes.
Do you still have his address? --- I don't know him now, but I heard someone
saying she is working at his house, because I heard he moved to 'Maritzburg.

You also said that you went and saw an attorney, John Jeffries. Do you have his
address? --- No, I don't have his address, but I know how to look for him and I
can find him.
Which hospital did you go to? --- Edendale Hospital.
So in other words even there we can get hold of the records. --- Yes, I think
you should.
Now I heard how you were tortured. Are you working? --- No, I am not.
And your age is not allowing you to get a pension? --- No.
Tell me, because you said your hearing it's now disturbed, how is it now? --No, it wasn't that painful, it just used to secrete liquid, or excrete liquid.
Now that you aren't working and you aren't receiving any pension how do you
survive? --- I am just trying, like I am ploughing things, and whatever we
plough we sell and I get money from that.
Because you were affected because of this torture maybe we can try and see that
you can get pension even
/though
though you aren't that old. Thank you.
--------------------MR LAX: Mr Mnigathi, you spoke about another person that was in the van with you
that night. --- Yes, two persons were with me that night.
(Inaudible) ... was then released and told to walk backwards - or told to run
away. --- Yes.
(Inaudible) --- Yes.
And then you said you heard a gunshot. --- Yes.
(Inaudible) ... or were they just shooting to try and make him run? --- No, they
didn't.
(Inaudible) ... was he okay? --- Yes, he was fine.
(Inaudible) ... man was? --- Yes.
(Inaudible) --- Stanley Mbambo.
--------------------MR LYSTER: Thank you, Mr Mnikathi. We have heard your story of how you were
tortured in 1989. We have heard so many stories like yours over the past months
in different parts of the country, but it still shocks us to hear a story like
yours, particularly when we hear that it was the police who did this to you,
people who should have been here to protect and assist us, but instead very
often did exactly the opposite. They intimidated, harassed and shot people who
opposed the previous Government, and we hope that with the advent of democracy
and liberation that we have achieved that this is a thing of the past, although
we still know that in many - in some parts of our country the police still have
to undergo transformation and change in their attitudes towards people. The
sorts of things that you suffered in Mpophomeni are by and large
/a thing

a thing of the past.
We will make recommendations to the Government as to how you, and other people
like you, should be assisted, and you will be advised of that at a later stage.
But your evidence has helped to paint a picture of what circumstances and
conditions were like in those days, and we thank you for coming to the
Commission and sharing your experiences with us, and we again thank you and wish
you well as you go. Thank you very much.
--------------------MR LYSTER: The next witness is Mr Themba Mchunu, if he could please come onto
the stage. Mr Mchunu, can you confirm that you can hear me and understand me?
MR MCHUNU: Yes.
MR LYSTER: (Inaudible) ... to tell your story, and you are from Sobantu here in
Pietermaritzburg, and you have come to tell us about the torture at the hands of
the Security Branch of the South African Police in 1976. Before ... (inaudible)
... you to stand and take the oath.
--------------------THEMBA MCHUNU (Sworn, States)
MR LYSTER: (Inaudible) ... my colleague, Dr Magwaza, to assist you in giving
your evidence.
DR MAGWAZA: Good day, Mr Mchunu. We appreciate your presence. Can you just start
by telling us about yourself. It's the first time we see you. We would like to
know more about you. Just tell us briefly, is there any political organisation
that you are affiliated to, and how old were you when this happened? --- I was
born in Sobantu in 1953. We are seven in my family. Then it's my mother, my
father died. He passed away in 1982. I have got four sisters and two brothers. I
am the last one.
Just explain to us whether you've got a family, children and a wife? --- No, I
don't have my own family.
In your statement you have alleged that you were harassed because you tried you were trying to leave this country and go to the outside countries, but they
arrested you even before you went out. Just give us a background as to what
happened before you tried to skip the country. --- I'll start from September the
11th in 1976. We
/moved
moved because of the past regime, which was not compassionate. It hated blacks,
there was apartheid, they didn't want to see a black person in South Africa. We
were being treated like slaves and animals. We realised that the only way was
for us to skip the country, leave South Africa, leave the land of oppression, go
outside, learn about arms and ammunitions, as well as war, so that we may come
back and fight for our oppressed people.
When you talk you say "we," as if you were not the only one. Who were the other
ones? --- We were seven who planned to skip the country in September on the 11th
in 1976.
Who are the other ones? --- I still remember Mandla Mvubu, Veli Mthembu, Sithe
Zemu. I have lost recollection of the other ones.
When you got arrested you were the only one who got arrested. What had happened
to the other ones? --- We were arrested on the train. We were still at the

Durban Station, the seven of us.
You may continue. --- When we got arrested at Durban Station we were taken, put
into cars. We were separated. There were quite a lot of cars. We were driven.
You could have thought that we had killed so many people in South Africa the way
the boers were surrounding the Durban Station. They had every type of dog and
every type of gun you could ever see. And we were only seven that were getting
arrested. We were taken and put into cars, brought back to 'Maritzburg. When we
got into Loop Street Police Station they started blowing their horns, and
policemen started showing their faces right at the tops of the building. They
were making all these sorts of
/noises.
noises. They were whistling, calling us bridesmaids and brides. Our hands were
tied as well as our feet. We were being taken up right at the top of the
building. That's where we were separated, we were put into different rooms. Each
and every one of us had his own room. That's where it started. They asked me as
to what had I gone to do in Durban. I told them I had gone to visit my friend in
Durban. They said no, I was lying, I had plans of my own. I flatly denied that.
That's when they started assaulting me. They told me that I was going to tell
them all the truth. I was being kicked, assaulted. At about 10 o'clock I told
them - I admitted to them that I was actually a passer-by in Durban, I didn't
plan to stay in Durban. That's what I wanted to tell them, because there was
absolutely nothing else that I could say. I told them that I was just a passerby. Then they said, "Oh, you were a passer-by." They asked me about the ones who
left during 1975 as to their whereabouts, the ones who were at Sobantu. I denied
any knowledge of those people, and I denied ever knowing where they got to. They
told me I was lying and they continued assaulting me. They undressed me. They
took gravel stones, they put them in my shoes. They said to me I must wear these
shoes, put my feet inside. They tied the shoes so tightly. They said I must skip
or jump 100 times, and the stones were pricking my feet underneath. I kept on
hopping. I was being assaulted with fists, especially in the stomach. I was
being told that I was going to tell the truth. They took a towel, made it wet
and tied it into a knot, and assaulted me with it on the face. They said I was
going to tell them the truth as it is. I should tell them about
/the 1975
the 1975 people. I flatly denied knowledge of it. They said to me, "Oh, you
don't want to talk." They brought a rope, they tied it in my penis. They took
two very big books, they tied them in my penis. They said if I fall they would
hit me with the fist, and each time I was falling, losing balance, they kept on
hitting me. I just couldn't keep on standing with all those heavy things on me.
I ended up falling down. They undressed me. They took the towel, they
blindfolded me with it. They ... (incomplete - end of Side B, Tape 3) ... they
were changing each other, giving each other a chance to assault me. At about
five in the morning they put me down. that's when I lost consciousness. When I
regained consciousness I was in Mooi River. I don't know how I got to Mooi
River. It was on a Monday when I regained my consciousness, and I remember
losing consciousness on a Sunday morning. I asked the policeman as to where I
was. He told me I was in Mooi River. I asked him how I came to Mooi River. He
said to me when I arrived I was a corpse, I was dead. When I was asking that I
was flat on the floor, lying on the ground. My whole body was aching because
they were jumping on top of my body with boots, and my hands were tied so that I
couldn't defend myself or fend off the attackers. I stayed there in Mooi River.
I was eating porridge twice a day. On Saturday I would get the porridge thrice.
Until I spoke the truth I would eat the porridge for three months, and I
wouldn't wash. I was going to drink water from a plate like a dog, and I would
kneel down like a dog and crawl when I drink this water. I had lice because I
didn't wash. I had one blanket to sleep. I was put in a shack in Mooi River. I
was told
/that I

that I was going to speak the truth. If I wanted water they told me that I
wasn't going to get any water. They gave me water in a plate, and when I
finished drinking that water they would tell me that I would get my ration on
another day. At times I would drink rainwater, because there was a hole in this
little cell and when water was dripping I would drink that water that dripped
from the roof. That was all I could get.
Were you taken to Hilton Prison? Just tell us what happened at Hilton Prison. -- I was taken from Mooi River. It was in December. I was taken from Mooi River
to Hilton. When I got to Hilton I was also kept in custody. I stayed in Hilton.
The station commander asked me as to what was actually happening to me, when was
I arrested. I told him it was quite some time. He told me that he could see it
because I was emaciated. I looked like I had been buried and exhumed. I told him
that I had a very difficult time where I was. I wasn't given water to wash.
What happened in Hilton? Were you also harassed and tortured? --- Also at Hilton
I encountered some problems because I got sick. I had a sore throat, I had
ulcers in my throat. Those who had arrested us were phoned and they said I
mustn't be taken to the doctor because I wanted to run away. They brought me
some medicine to gargle. I used that medicine to gargle. I couldn't even eat. A
week ended with me that taking that treatment and I felt slightly better. In
Hilton I was taken out. I never appeared in court. I was never even told as to
when I was supposed to appear in court. I was just released. I was told I must
just go out.
/We hear
We hear the difficulties that you've been through, but I just want to ask you a
few questions with regard to your story. Let me just take you back a little bit.
You said at the time that they tortured you they kept on asking you as to
whether you knew the people who went out in 1975. Did you know those people? --Yes, I did. They were too many. There were many people that I knew who went away
in 1975, and I didn't know all of them. Yes, I did know them, but I couldn't
tell each and every one of them, and I didn't know where they had gone to.
The police who tortured you, you say it was Potgieter, Meyer, Mbatha. Where are
they now? Have you ever seen them? --- There are police who were fetched
specifically from Newcastle. There was also a policeman whose name was Mbatha in
Newcastle. Driemeyer and Potgieter are police who worked in Loop Street. I don't
know whether they are still working in Loop Street. Driemeyer, as the captain of
those police who were working there in 1970, he knows them exactly because they
are his subordinates.
What about the Mooi River police, do you know any of them? --- Yes, I do know
them. I was taken by the police here in Loop Street to Mooi River, then they
were told that they must ill-treat me. I asked them why were they ill-treating
me, then they told that they had got a special directive to ill-treat me.
Do you know the police in Mooi River? --- I know one of them. It was Mdlalose.
What about the Hilton Police, do you know any? --- I know Nzimande. He was in
Hilton.
It is clear that you were severely tortured and you
/didn't
didn't get any help. How is your health now? How are you feeling? Is there
anything that changed within you after you were tortured, something that still
affects you even today? --- In my torture when I got out of that place I had
thought that I had lost my mind, because I was put there in solitary confinement
for one year two months. I sat there inside, I couldn't go out. I didn't know
whether it was raining, shining, whether it was winter or summer. They were

killing me emotionally. They were just finishing me off, because when I went out
of that place I had to be taken to traditional healers so that my mind could
function properly, because at that time I kept on losing my mind. I didn't want
to stay with people because I was so used to being alone.
Would you regard yourself as having healed? --- I think so. I think I have
healed mentally.
What about physically? --- Well, physically my ribs, two of my ribs were
affected. When I go to doctors about one ailment, like maybe taking x-ray, they
usually ask me what happened to my ribs and how are my ribs. Then I remember
that by the way I got injured.
Are you working? --- No, I am not working.
You say you can't get a job because there are certain things that disturb you. -- Yes, there are certain things that are hindering my progress. When I get a
job I just work for two weeks, then thereafter I get chased. It is those very
boers who arrested me. They are still continuing to do it even now.
You say you work for only two weeks. Wherever you go you work for two weeks. So
you say the boers are still able to follow you and go mess things up where you
work.
/--- They
--- They had
apartheid.
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What is happening now? --- Now I have just decided that I should stay, because
whatever effort I make to get a job it still yields the same results.
Maybe we want to give you some hope that probably since things have changed you
may be lucky. Lastly, Mr Mchunu, you may answer this question if you wish, and
you may not if you don't wish. As old as you are in your life, when we try to
collect the scattered pieces of our lives we would like to sit down and plan a
family. Is there something that's troubling you that makes you not to start a
family? Do you have a wife, or what is happening? --- No, I don't have a wife.
Are you prepared to have a wife? --- Yes, I am prepared to have a wife.
MR LYSTER: Order please.
MR
to
of
We

MAGWAZA: Thank you very much. I'll say this once more to you. We would like
encourage you, support you to start building your life, picking up the pieces
your life, trying to build yourself a future. You still have a bright future.
thank you.

--------------------MR LYSTER: (Inaudible) ... the witness before you, Mr Mnikathi, you were
tortured by members of the South African Police, and you suffered terribly at
their hands, and for those of us who have not experienced this sort of violation
we can only imagine what it must be like to live month after month in a small
cell, eating porridge, drinking rainwater, and being abused and assaulted. It is
even more shocking that these things were done to you by
/the police,
the police, who were permitted by the Government at that time to abuse, harass,
torture, and even kill citizens of this country. As I have said before, we hope
that those days have passed. We know that at least one of the police who did
these things to you is still acting as a policeman in a senior capacity, and

that is one of the things that we will follow up.
We will also make recommendations to the Government as to how victims like
or people like you who have suffered so badly, should be assisted by
Government. We thank you for coming to tell us your story today, and hope
just by telling it it has made it easier for you to come to terms with
happened to you. Thank you again for coming in and talking to us.

you,
the
that
what

--------------------MR LYSTER: The next witnesses will be coming onto the stage together. They are
Mrs Thobekile Maphumulo and Mrs Nombulelo Maphumulo. If they could please come
onto the stage. Which one is Mrs Thobekile Maphumulo? Can you hear me and
understand me, Mrs Maphumulo?
MRS T MAPHUMULO: Yes, I do understand.
MR LYSTER: And Mrs Nombulelo ... (intervention)
MRS N MAPHUMULO: Yes, I do understand you.
MR LYSTER: You have both come here today to tell us about the tragic death of
your husband. You are the first and the second wives of the late Chief
Mhlabunzima Maphumulo. You are from 'Maritzburg, Mrs Thobekile and ...
(incomplete)
MRS T MAPHUMULO: Yes, I can hear.
MR LYSTER: (Inaudible)
MRS N MAPHUMULO: Yes, I can hear.
MR LYSTER: Before you give your evidence I would like you both to stand and to
take the oath.
--------------------THOBEKILE MAPHUMULO and NOMBULELO MAPHUMULO (Sworn, State) MR LYSTER:
(Inaudible) ... to my colleague, Mr Mdu Dlamini, who will assist you with your
evidence.
MR DLAMINI: I won't start by greeting you because I have already greeted you. Mr
Chairman, I would like to first start with the statement from both Mrs
Maphumulo. They will give us their testimony. They will give each other a
chance. They will us their testimony in details. I would like to start by
calling Mrs Thobekile Maphumulo. After her I'll speak to Mrs Nombulelo. Mrs
Thobekile, you stayed much longer with your husband before he died so you have
more to tell us about him, but because of time, we
/are very
are very much sorry, we would like you to just summarise and just give us more
details about what happened on those specific dates rather than the whole thing.
We apologise and we will like to pass our praises to people who lost their
fathers and sons. Mrs Maphumulo, as far as you've known your husband your
husband was a very good person. Is it like that? --- Yes, it's like that.
And again as far as you've known your husband people used to like your husband
because he was a person - or someone who was working for people with people. He
was the chief of the people by the people. --- Yes, that's what I know.
Would you please give us more details about children. We would like to know how
many children your husband had. --- My husband had eight kids. Mine are only

three. The first one it's Nhlaganipho. He is at M L Sultan. Buwiso he is in
college, and the last-born he is at ... (inaudible) ... North.
Are you working? --- Yes, I am.
Where are you working? --- Outreach Education.
Where do you stay? Is it your house, or you've just rented the place? --- Yes, I
have just rented the place.
This Maqonqo place, was it a peaceful place, because according to your statement
this was a peaceful place until you experienced problems, chieftainship
problems, and these chieftainship problems took forms of politics. It was more
like political motives. Was there any harassment or torture that you've
experienced, because your husband died while you were not at home, you went to a
conference? --- No, I just came back from the
/conference
conference and I just left for work, and at work I received a call. I think it
was quarter past to half past eight. The person didn't identify himself or
herself, the person just said, "Mrs Maphumulo, your house has been burnt down."
And again at work I received another call and they told me, "Mrs Maphumulo, your
house has been burnt down." After that I've fell down, I was unconscious, and
after being discharged from hospital they took me to my mother's house. At that
time my husband wasn't at home, he was in Cape Town with Nombulelo. After two
weeks I went with my sister-in-law to see the damage. When we came at my house
where there was a bed you could see because of the stands. Everything has been
burnt down, and you could see that they were using gas cylinders. What I really
know is that some of the things, like some of things have been taken out before
they could burn my house.
Thanks, Mrs Maphumulo. We are very sorry that so much happened to you, but
because of time we won't be able to hear the whole story. We will just like to
hear more about your husband's death. --- I don't know where to start, but it
was on the 25th February 1991. I left work and I went home. As I have said that
after my house had been burnt I went to Dambuza to stay with my mother, and my
two children were with Nombulelo at Umtata, because the other one was at the
pre-school, and Nhlaganipho was at college. In the morning on the 25th usually
when he was from Mrs Shembe he used to come and fetch me and then leave me at
work. Sometimes he used to tell me, "I won't come and fetch you, you can take
public transportation to work." On the 25th I asked myself, "How come he is not
/"coming to
"coming to fetch me, because it's my pay day and I want to go and do some
grocery, and also deposit money for Nombulelo for the kids?" And then something
told me to make a call, but then I decided to leave, and I told Bhumi that, "If
he comes you must tell him that I've already gone." He was the kind of person
who didn't like to spoil us. Sometimes he would want us to take public
transportation. When I went home I stayed until it was late at night, and I went
to bed. I heard a noise which scared me. When you are going to my house the
route to my house it's not nice, and I heard two people screaming my name, my
sister and my sister-in-law, and they called me by my son's name. And I opened
the door for them, and when I opened the door I just thought that, "Oh, maybe
something had happened." I thought there was something happened to my mother-inlaw. And my sister said, "I don't want someone who doesn't have trust. As you
know that your husband - they want to kill your husband, and now they have done
that."
As we know that this is a very, very sad story, Mrs Maphumulo, you can take your
time. Take it easy. Just give yourself time. We will wait for you. Thanks.
(Pause) --- I don't know what happened after that.

Don't rush yourself. Please take time. (Pause) --- What really happened is that
they took me to my sister-in-law's house. Louwfontein Road, that's where she was
staying. My mother-in-law was not told because we were scared that something
might happen to her, and my sister-in-law advised me not to tell her. The
following day - what was very sad is that Mrs Shembe, who was with him, never
tried to contact his family.
/By the
By the way, who is Mrs Shembe? --- Mrs Shembe is one of his wives, my husband's
wife.
Please don't rush yourself, Mrs Maphumulo. Take your time. (Pause) --- We stayed
there and people from our church from different areas came, and Mrs Shembe
didn't come and stay with us as she was supposed to do. And what was very sad
again is that I only identified my husband through his passport because I
couldn't find things that I needed in order to identify him. Up until today Mrs
Shembe didn't come and explain to us. What I heard is that she said she didn't
see what happened, and she didn't take him to hospital, neighbours did.
It's very sad that your close relative experience hard time, and someone that
you think is in your shoes doesn't show the same thing. --- Up until today I
never met her, I never heard anything from her, and one would expect her to
explain more because my husband died while he was in her house.
In one of your statements you mentioned that you wish that the Commission can
investigate more about your husband's death. Maybe there is evidence that you
would like to bring forward, evidence that you think no one ever paid attention.
PAGE J when he passed his judgment said, "Your husband has been killed by
unknown people," but Sipho Madlala, the one that they suspected him ...
(incomplete)
Those who are working in our investigation team they will bring all the evidence
that Sipho Madlala has brought forward. We will see if we can do something. And
another thing that you've requested it's help about counselling, you need
psychological help, counselling or therapy. Are
/you still
you still looking for that help? --- Yes, I still do, more especially to my
kids, because my kids are showing anger and hatred. Even when they speak you can
tell that one day these kids will do something very bad.
Besides that how is their health? --- They are well, except for one who is at
the college, because the matron from the college said - I took her to Dr Makhoba
and I took her back to boarding school, and the matron said she is okay.
--------------------I would like to proceed to Mrs Nombulelo Maphumulo so that she says her part, so
that when all the Commissioners are asking questions they'll have a full
picture, the whole picture of what really happened. Mrs Nombulelo Maphumulo, I
would like to express my condolences from the Commission, young as you are to
experience such a terrible sad thing because of someone. As I have said that Mr
Maphumulo, or Chief Maphumulo was someone that we used to respect because of his
doings. We won't talk into details about what he did, we will just talk about
what actually happened on the night of the 25th. I would like to ask you about
children, how many kids you have, and are they in school or what? --- He left me
with one kid who died after three weeks, and this happened before the father
could see the child. The father died three weeks after I gave birth to this kid,
and when the father died this happened before he could see his child.
As you see your child how is your child? --- This child has got asthma. He is
okay except that he's got asthma, and when I called home this morning he told me

/to say
to say hi to Mom Thobekile and his father. And when I told him that, "No, your
father is no longer alive," so he says, "Okay." This child has never seen his
father.
How does this affect you? --- This is really affecting me very bad, but the
thing is I knew that my husband wasn't going to live for a long time. I remember
one time when he was leaving for Lusaka he said to me, "I am going to leave you
a photograph, because when I am dead you won't hear from me or from anyone, you
will heard it from the news, because I don't have long time to live now." And
the way we hurried to get married I knew from that time that I was going to - he
was going to get married. I am a Christian, I believe in God, and that's what
gives me strength.
Can you please explain to us, in your statement it seems as if there's some
knowledge or light that you can shed. Because we are going to conduct an
investigation, we want to know how this matter started. --- There's a person
that you say used to go by your place, and you suspected the person, his
behaviour and the questions that he used to ask. Just shed some light on that
person please. --- There's a person who was my husband's friend. I know his
name, but I don't want to mention his name because I want the investigators to
do their job. This person, who was my father's friend, went to stay in Umtata,
where I was staying with my husband's children. This man used to come every day
at my place and ask me as to what Thobekile is saying about my husband's death.
I used to say to him there's nothing to say. At times he would even wait when I
had gone out. And when I phoned my mother he would ask what was being said, and
I would say
/nothing
nothing was said. As he used to come almost every day at my place one particular
day he told me that my patio door that had a couch in front o it, that won't
ever be seen by any body that it was open. He asked me whether I knew that my
patio door was open. I asked him how he saw it, because I knew that nobody would
be able to come in because there is a certain manner in which we close the door,
and a person who doesn't know my place wouldn't be able to open that door, or
know that it's not closed. That made me doubt, because probably there's
something that he tried to do but he wasn't able. And the third time this man
came into the house it was at night. It was round about nine. I didn't see him
with my own eyes because I was asleep. My children were watching TV at the
lounge. They say it was 9 o'clock. This man went through the patio door and came
to my bedroom window. That really didn't matter. Then later on, when I got a
call - I didn't doubt or ask myself as to why he had done that, then thereafter
I got a call which told me that there is a person in Umtata who has been put
there to kill all the Maphumulo children. I didn't really believe that, but on
that very same day I received a call in Umtata. I got the message from a certain
house. I will mention the person who brought me the message. He said I must be
told that there is a certain person who was pretending to be Maphumulo's friend,
but he wasn't really Maphumulo's friend. He had been sent to come and kill the
Maphumulo family. Now, when I got this call I was told that a person was being
planted in Umtata. I reported this matter to the police. The police came, they
stood guard at my house. This man came as usual. On this very day he
/didn't
didn't stay for long. I asked him why on that day he was going around in circles
in my house, because usually he gets into the house and sits. The answer that
still puzzles me even today is that he said to me, "I had come to tender the
grass." This answer still puzzles me even today, because I want this person to
tell me how he could want to tender grass at 9 o'clock in the evening? What sort
of grass was that? What did he mean by that?

Is there anything that you want to say, Mrs Maphumulo? --- One other thing is
that another friend of Maphumulo was behaving in a very mysterious manner. I
remember three occasions where I had taken him to the taxi. Each time I was from
buying him Kentucky or provision I wouldn't get him at the taxis, and he used to
come and visit me in the house. He was from Natal. On the second occasion I took
him to the bus, to the Translux bus. I went to buy that particular person
something. When I came back to bring it he wasn't there ... (incomplete - end of
Side A, tape 4) ... I went out. I came back and he wasn't there in the taxi.
Then on the way to Kokstad, when I was driving to Kokstad, I saw the person
hiking along Dabankulu. This is the person that I had made to board to a taxi to
wherever he was going.
These two people, have you ever seen them? --- After the police came to my place
they never ever came back til today.
We thank you very much, Mrs Maphumulo, because this kind of testimony is helpful
for us to try and retrace the steps. We've heard your request that you want this
matter to be re-investigated and the case re-opened. We shall take that into
consideration, as well as your request to
/be helped
be helped with supporting the children. Such requests are taken as
recommendations and sent to the State President. He is the one who takes a
resolution as to what should be done. When he weighs the evidence that has been
given then he decides what should be done in each particular circumstances. I
would like to hand over to the Chairman. --------------------DR MGOJO: Just a question with regard to Nkosi Maphumulo, Chief Maphumulo. We
were very close. He was one of the chiefs with whom I have worked closely in
'Maritzburg. I want to know whether you know Sipho Madlala's whereabouts? --No, we don't know him. We don't know where he is. We last saw him on the day of
the inquest. We never saw him again.
Where was he staying then? --- They were saying he is staying in Umlazi and
saying he is staying in Imbali. We just didn't understand where he stayed.
What about Bhengilise Shembe? Was he there at the funeral? --- I never saw him.
I don't know whether other people saw him.
Where does he stay? --- He stays in Inanda.
We just want to clarify this little matter to set the record straight. When
Chief Maphumulo died his followers were harassed, especially the ones who were
with him at the time of his death. At that time when he died I kept some of them
at the seminary. What I knew is that he had already got himself bodyguards
because his life was threatened. On the day of his death where were his
bodyguards? --- According to the testimony that we got in court it's as if he
was all by himself at the time he was killed. We don't know where the bodyguards
went.
/Maybe Ma
Maybe Ma Shembe would be of assistance to you with regard to that question.
--------------------MR LYSTER: Mrs Maphumulo, the both of you, we have with us a number of newspaper
cuttings relating to your husband. Some of them concern statements which he made
while he was still alive, and other cuttings relate to his death and his
funeral. One of the cuttings relates to an assassination attempt on your husband
in 1990 in the Table Mountain area. Do you recall that event? --- Yes, I do
remember that. Firstly he had gone to a meeting where he took a taxi, and then

Deda Hlope, as well as two other men from the Kunene family - I don't remember
the other one - they hired a car. Then he took a taxi. It means they were
following him because they knew that he was getting to the meeting. At the time
that they shot at him they were sure that they were shooting him, only to find
they were shooting Deda, who was driving the car at that particular time. Then
the two Mr Kunenes died.
(Inaudible) ... time your husband was driving in front of the vehicle in which
Mr Alson Kunene and Mr Nelson Kunene were travelling, and they passed a large
group of armed men, and it seems clear that what happened is that the group of
men believed that your husband was travelling in the vehicle with Mr Alson and
Mr Nelson Kunene, and these two men, who were friends of your husband, were
killed when hundred of bullets, literally hundreds of bullets, were fired into
the vehicle in which they were travelling. I'll also quote from another
newspaper report here in March 1991, which says that,
"There are reports of discontent in
/"KwaZulu
"KwaZulu Cabinet circles and among militant Inkatha
supporting chiefs in the Pietermaritzburg area about Chief
Maphumulo's policy of non-alignment, which has resulted in
the peaceful co-existence of UDF and Inkatha members in his
area, Maqonqo, near Table Mountain. Chief Maphumulo
recently made newspaper headlines when he threw a party in
his area to celebrate 15 years of peaceful reign over
Maqonqo. The party was attended by COSATU and Inkatha
officials, and it saw young Comrades rubbing shoulders with
hundreds of traditional stick-carrying warriors. Although
he was praised from many quarters for his strong neutral
stance in the midst of political violence Chief Maphumulo
said that there was strong opposition to his policy of nonalignment from Inkatha chiefs ruling over the wartorn
Vulindlela district."
It's clear to us from what we know about your husband, both of you, and you know
that better than we do, that your husband was a peacemaker. He was famous man,
and he had the widespread support of people from the UDF and Inkatha people in
the Table Mountain area. It seems clear that the fact that he successfully
brought these two groups together, that this was seen as a threat in some
political circles, and it is a terrible, terrible tragedy that someone of his
calibre should have died for such a
/noble
noble cause.
Although you have suffered a terrible
you to know that your husband was and
of people, and we also hope that you
and comfort by coming here today and
of your husband's death.

loss we hope that it is of some comfort to
still is a heroic figure to many thousands
have been able to give each other support
sitting together and telling us the story

As my colleague, Mr Dlamini, has said, we will make every effort to ensure that
this investigation goes forward, and that the person/people responsible for the
death of your husband are brought to justice.
We thank you for coming to talk to us today, particularly to Mrs Nombulelo
Maphumulo, who came all the way from Umtata, and we wish to every strength as
you go. Thank you again very much for coming to talk to us.
---------------------

MR LYSTER: The next witness is Mrs Alvina Ngcobo. Can she please come up to the
stage ... (inaudible) ... earphones.
MRS NGCOBO: Yes, I do.
MR LYSTER: You have come to tell your story today. You have been very patient,
you have waited most of the day. You have come to us from Mpophomeni township
near Howick, and you have come to tell us about the death of your husband.
MRS NGCOBO: Yes.
MR LYSTER: Before you tell that story please will you stand so that you can take
the oath.
--------------------ALVINA NGCOBO (Sworn, States)
MR LYSTER: Mrs Ngcobo, your statement relates to the death of your husband, so
you are now a widow. Do you still have children who are residing with you, or
near you, or supporting you? --- I don't have kids who are working. I only - my
husband's brothers took two of my kids to take them to school for me.
(Inaudible) ... working yourself? --- No, I am not working.
How do you manage to survive? --- I got hurt when they were killing my husband.
I can't use my left arm because I still have a bullet in my body.
Mrs Ngcobo, you wanted to tell us about two incidents. The
upon yourself in 1991. I think it was then that your house
in April 1991, 24th of April. Can you tell us what happened
was at about 8 o'clock pm. I had two kids. One was two years

first was an attack
was burnt. That was
on that day? --- It
old and the other

/one was
one was born in 1973. At about 8 o'clock I heard something hitting me from the
back. My husband was in his bedroom. He was off on that night because his work
was the security guard of the school. I heard something hitting me from the back
and I knew that it was a gunshot. I fell down. And they hit again and bullets
came from the wall. And my husband came from the bedroom. He came rushing and
asked, "What's going on?" And people were surrounding the windows. I don't know
whether they held my husband, because he went out to check and I tried to run. I
ran to the maize field and I left the kids, the two kids, behind. And the girl
told me he left through the window and one kid was left inside. And then they
set the house - they set the house on fire. I slept on that maize field. I
didn't see what was going on inside the house. All I heard is that my husband as
well was burnt.
(Inaudible) ... took place not in Mpophomeni but in Sweetwaters, is that
correct? --- I was still at Sweetwater, and my sisters took me from that place
to Mpophomeni.
So, just to go over some of that evidence again, Mrs Ngcobo, after you were
shot, and after your husband came through to see what was wrong with you, you
saw people actually setting the house on fire. This is how you have put it in
your statement. Is that right? --- Yes, that's what I saw, and I tried to ran
into the maize field. So I've hidden there. I didn't see them when they were
burning my husband. We only found ashes.
Do you know the person who set the house on fire? --- The person that we saw is
now dead. He is the one who can explain more, who can actually identify the
/others,

others, but now he is now dead.
(Inaudible) ... you said that his name was Phindi Mngadi, is that right? --Yes, that's what I said.
(Inaudible) ... or what political organisation he belonged to? Do you know why
he should have wanted to burn your house down? --- Yes. They said, "Why don't we
agree to go with the king or the chief?" because these two boys from my family
didn't want to belong to that.
(Inaudible) ... didn't want to come under the chief? You said there were two
boys from your family. --- They were my brother's kids. I didn't have a son.
They were my brother's kids, or rather my brother-in-law's kids.
(Inaudible) ... then you said that you ran from the house into a nearby mealie
field, a maize field, and you hid in that field, and you stayed there until
dawn. --- Yes, that's true.
(Inaudible) ... said in your statement that you were then taken to Edendale
Hospital. You were taken to Greys Hospital and then to Edendale Hospital. --Yes, and after I left there I went to the induna, and the induna took me, and
those were the people who called the ambulance to take me to hospital.
And when
had been
Yes. One
see what
told me.

you were in hospital your brother came to tell you that your husband
found in the house, that he had died in the house, is that right? --boy - and that's my brother's son - came and told me, because I didn't
really happened. And the policemen from ... (inaudible) ... came and

(Inaudible) ... down. You've said here in your statement that,
/"I was
"I was later informed that we were attacked."
--- No one told me why my house was burnt.
Mrs Ngcobo, you said that you still are suffering from the bullet wound that you
received, is that correct? You said you still had the bullet in your body, is
that right? --- I have seven bullets in my body, and one of my eyes can't see.
Was there a death certificate in respect of your husband's death? --- Yes.
(Inaudible) ... reflect as the cause of death? --- No, I don't know, I won't
know, but I do have it.
(Inaudible) ... that you recall relating to your husband's death? --- The Indian
who came and took the statement never came back to me to tell me when to go to
court, so even if there was a case I never attended one.
So at this stage you have no idea who burnt your house, who killed your husband,
and why they did it? --- No, I just know that Phindi was the one who was going
to tell me, because I ran away.
And the two boys that you said lived in your house, your brother-in-law's
children, were they active in one or other political party? You said that they
did not wish to be under the chief. --- They are ANC guys and they are staying
at Imbali now.
You said in your statement, Mrs Ngcobo, that you had operations on your back to
try and remove some of the pellets that are in your body, but they have not been
completely successful because the left side of your body is not functioning
properly. --- Yes, I had an operation, one at the front and one at the back, and

/another
another one at my ribs.
(Inaudible) ... Committee Members whether they wish to ask any questions. Mr
Lax?
--------------------MR LAX: Thank you, Chairperson. Mrs Ngcobo, I just need you to clarify
something. It's about the correct name and gender of Phindi Mngadi. People have
been referring to Phindi as a male person. Is that correct, or is it in fact a
female? --- It's a guy.
--------------------Mrs Ngcobo, I have a question that I would like to clarify. I just want to hear
whether - how many kids you have. You told us about your brother's kids. --- One
girl, and one boy whom I am staying with. My girl is staying at Imbali, and this
girl is in standard eight. I only have two kids.
When I look at your situation, you can't work and you are now old. You're
approaching 60 now. Did you try to look for a pension? --- No, I don't have
someone who can really assist me, like someone who can take me, show me where to
go.
Don't you have someone who'll carry you, take you? --- Yes, I don't have someone
like that, someone who can take me, show me where to go and how to go about
looking for a pension.
Okay, the third thing that I would like to clarify is that you are now crippled.
Are you attending any doctors? --- I once went to one doctor in Howick.
Thanks very much, Mrs Ngcobo. We understand how you are suffering and how you
have suffered so far. Like I said, some of the things we can be able to help you
now,
/and some
and some we just pass them to the State President to try and help. Thank you.
--------------------I would like to go back to Phindi Mngadi, the one that you said he's the one who
burnt your house. How did he die? --- They were killing each other.
When you're saying they were killing each other, who are "they"? Was he
belonging to any organisation? --- Yes, they were Inkatha members all of them.
Then are you saying other members, other Inkatha members have shot him? --- Yes,
they were. Sometimes they were shooting at each other.
--------------------MR LYSTER: (Inaudible) ... or your husband members of any party, or active in
any political party? --- No. At the time these things - these political
activists were not there. It was nothing except for chief and Amakhozi thing.
Mrs Ngcobo, thank you for coming in today and telling us your very, very sad
story. We can only imagine the terror that you must have experienced having been
shot in your own house, running to hide in a field outside, and lying there
bleeding from your wounds and watching as your house burned down with your
husband inside it. On top of these terrible memories you have lost your partner

and your breadwinner, and we express our deep sympathy to you.
You have heard my colleague, Dr Magwaza, say that we will be making
recommendations to the Government as to how you, and other people like you, can
be assisted. We hope that you feel a little better having told your story here
in public, having drawn it to our attention, with the hope
/that you
that you can receive assistance in the future.
Again we thank you for coming in and telling us your very sad story, and we wish
you well. Thank you very much.
--------------------MR LYSTER: The next and the final witness for today is Mr Sibekapi Bangizwe
Shelembe ... (inaudible) ... come from Mpophomeni township and you have come to
tell us about the time that you were shot by the police with your friend, who
was killed in the same incident. This took place in 1990. Before you tell us
that story please will you stand and take the oath.
--------------------SIBEKAPI BANGIZWE SHELEMBE (Sworn, States)
MR LYSTER: Mr Shelembe, I ask my fellow Commissioner, Dr Mgojo, to assist you
with your evidence. Can you hear me through those earphones now? --- Yes, I can
hear you.
DR MGOJO: We appreciate your presence, Mr Shelembe. I think your story is going
to be the easiest because it's very common. We have been dealing with Mpophomeni
shootings for the past two days. But just tell me, before you went to Mpophomeni
where were you staying? --- I am from Impendle originally.
Then you went to Mpophomeni to build a house there. Do you have a wife and
children? --- Yes, I do. I have got seven children.
Are they all alive? --- And my wife is still alive and the children are alive.
In your statement you are going to talk about yourself as well as your friend,
Mr Mnigathi. Could you please tell us what happened as from 1990. --- It was in
the morning. We saw people from the chief's place heading towards Mpophomeni
from Chief Mkhize's place. Some were coming from Haza's place. They were coming
towards Mpophomeni to attack. When they got there we were
/there in
there in the street, and we also saw police standing right there at the top at
the chief's place. And there were also Hippos there, Casspirs, and they were
shooting towards our direction. The police were also there, and the police came
towards us and they started shooting.
With whom were you? --- There were quite a number of us.
In your statement you said you had visited your friend. --- Yes. We
ascending. As we were ascending in that direction we met with the police.

were

What was your friend's name? --- His name was Mkethelwa.
The one you visited with Mkethelwa, what was his name? --- We were there, and
then this fracas started when people were attacking us.

Who is this friend who was staying at Amakwavabeni? --- It was at Mkethelwa's
place. When the Casspir approached us when they got to us they never said
anything, they just started shooting us. I heard Mkethelwa screaming, and he was
running to the opposite direction. I discovered that I was shot twice in my leg.
I started crawling and I hid myself. I just continued crawling, I couldn't walk.
As I was hiding under that long grass I tried to crawl towards a certain house,
and I discovered that there were quite a number of people that had been injured.
We were helped by Lucky, because he took us to the hospital in Greys. The people
who shot us were police. Inkatha had not yet come to us at that time. I think
it's the police who came first to shoot us. We were taken to the hospital. When
we got there we were helped by Lucky. He's the one who took us to the
/hospital.
hospital. My feet are aching, especially where I was shot. I can't walk
properly. Lucky was the owner of a bottle store and he had a lorry, so he helped
us by ferrying us to the hospital in his lorry because there were so many of us.
Did you threaten him at that time? Was he threatened when he took you to the
hospital? --- No, he was lucky enough to escape the police, but these police
were attacking just about everyone.
Did they ever tell you why they attacked you? --- I don't know. I just told
myself it's the Government, but I didn't know what the Government was attacking
us for because we were in our own homes, but I can say what we were being
assaulted for.
At the time that you were injured were you attended to medically? --- Yes, I
was. I went to Greys Hospital.
Were you admitted? --- Yes, I was.
For how long? --- I think it was three weeks, because I was operated on. My leg
was operated on. I underwent several operations.
At the time they operated what was happening? --- They told me that I had
bullets inside my leg, and they were trying to take the bullets out. And they
told me that they had taken the bullets out, but my leg is feeling very cold
now. It's as if the bullets are still inside.
Are you working? --- Yes, I am working. It's just a temporary position that I am
having. There's another firm called Danelton in Melville.
Before you got injured where were you working? --- I was working at Melville.
/What were
What were you doing? --- I was just an ordinary labourer.
Now, what about these cold legs of yours? How do you treat them? Do you get any
particular treatment? --- No. The last treatment I got was when I came back from
the hospital.
Why aren't you able to get medical attention? --- I don't know what to do,
because ever since I got injured I never get better. I have been the same ever
since. Even my toes don't move.
Have you ever been attended to by physiotherapists at the hospital? --- I once
went there, but it's a long time ago. But it's still the same, nothing ever
improved. Yes, I stopped going there.
Now, as you've come to the Commission here we would like to advise you that you
should go to see the physiotherapist. Would you be able to go back if the

Commission helps you to go back? --- Yes, I would appreciate that. I can still
go there. Maybe I can get some help now.
Now, how are you able to support your family as you having a temporary position?
--- It's quite difficult to make ends meet. It's not like before when I was
still working full-time. It's difficult to keep head above water because my wife
also is very sick. She's a sickly person, and I usually ask her what the matter
is. She seems to have been affected ever since I got injured. She was happy when
I was still working, but now since I am sick ... (incomplete)
It means your getting injured affected her. --- Yes, it did affect her. She is
also seeing doctors.
/What about
What about the children? --- Some of them have even stopped going to school now.
They are no longer attending school. They realise that it's high time they go
and look for jobs, because the money that I was bringing at home was not
sufficient for the whole family.
How many are still at school? --- Three are still at school.
In what classes are they? --- The girl is in form one, standard six. The other
one is at the technikon. The other one is doing standard seven.
The one who's doing standard seven, isn't it the same as the one who's doing
standard six? --- No, they are different.
What are your expectations from this Commission? I don't mean it's going to
happen, but I just want to know what your expectations are so that whatever you
say may be passed on to the State President. --- I would ask the Government,
because the Government is the one that got me to be in this state. I want the
Government to give me pension. Yes, I would like the Government to grant me
pension.
You also want help to educate your children. You also want medical attention or
psychiatric attention. --- Yes, I would appreciate that.
--------------------MR LAX: Mr Shelembe, your friend, Mkethelwa Mnigathi, who was shot on that day
when he was walking with you, was there ever ... (intervention) --- Yes, he was
shot dead.
Was there ever any inquest or case about his death that you might have known
about? --- There was
/nothing.
nothing. It just disappeared into thin air.
(Inaudible) ... I want to know whether you might be able to help us get a bit
closer to a date when this thing happened. You've told us it was in 1990, and
you said it was a Thursday, but that's all you've told us so far. Are you able
to maybe help us a bit closer, with a month and maybe a date? --- I am not
literate, but I can try to recall. That was the most difficult day in
Mpophomeni.
(Inaudible) ... hospital we might be able to track down the date you were
admitted. --- That's where you can be helped when you go to Greys Hospital.
---------------------

MR LYSTER: Mr Shelembe, thank you for your patience - sorry, there is one more
question. Mrs Gcabashe.
--------------------MRS GCABASHE: Thank you. I want to hear from you about the family of Mnigathi
who died there. What happened to his family? --- The Mnigathi family was then
harassed. They were very close to me. Mr Mnigathi died, even his mother died
immediately after their son's death, because their son had just finished school
and he was working, and on this particular day he was visiting, and he died on
that particular day. His mother died as a result of that.
Wasn't he married? --- No, he was not married, but he was working. He had just
got a job.
What was his mother's name? --- It was Mazondi.
--------------------MR LYSTER: Thank you, Mr Shelembe. You have waited the whole day to tell us your
story, and this story helps us to understand the circumstances which prevailed
in your area at the time of your shooting, and this in turn helps
/us to
us to draft the report which we have to submit to the
Government.
You, like many others who have told us their stories here in Pietermaritzburg,
and in many other places, were shot by the police, people who were meant to
protect and assist us, but in fact did not do that. And on top of that, on top
of the fact that you were shot, you had to suffer the shock of seeing your
friend die. --- I didn't charge the police since they ... (incomplete - end of
Side B, Tape 4)
We have heard what you have said and we will be making recommendations to the
Government as to how people like you, you and other people like you, should be
assisted, and we thank you once again for coming here and telling us your story,
and we wish you well as you go. --- I would appreciate some help. I never got
any help whatsoever.
Thank you, Mr Shelembe.
--------------------MR LYSTER: That is the last witness for today. We will be resuming tomorrow
morning again at 9.00 am. Please will everybody stand while the witnesses leave
the room, just as a mark of respect for the witnesses. And please don't forget
to leave your earphones in the hall. Please, that's very important.
---------------------
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---oOo--MFANUFIKILE MBONGWE
MR LAX: (Inaudible) ... background issues about the community and about the
context that gave rise to the violence that happened in Trust Feeds. Trust Feeds
was a freehold area, and still is a freehold area, which was under the threat of
removal, is that correct? --- That is correct.
It was one of the many so-called black spots that the previous Government wished
to take off the face of the map and consolidate so that there would be wholly
white owned areas and wholly black owned areas. --- It's true.
Now, you were a member of a community organisation, and one of the founders of
that community organisation in Trust Feeds, one of whose duties, as I understand
it, was to show the sustainability of your community by developing it in the
face of the failure of the powers that be to provide essential services. --It's true.
Who was the - or which body was responsible for providing services to Trust
Feeds? --- Before the Trust Feeds Crisis Committee was formed there was no body
that was legally responsible for development, and then the Trust Feeds Crisis
Committee was formed to take that duty.
Trust Feeds was actually administered though by the Development and Services
Board, which is a Government body of the Provincial Administration which acts as
a local authority in small areas like Trust Feeds. --- It is true.
Now, one of the strategies which the previous Government used to try and force
people in a community like yours to move was to withdraw all the essential
services - health services, road services and so on, and
/is that
is that what gave rise to the formation of your Crisis Committee? --- That is
true.
Now, when did your community, and how did your community, come to, in essence,
win the struggle against removal? --- I say it was in - it started in 1986,but
for us to succeed in not being evicted from these areas it was in 1987, whereby
the Government in Pretoria promulgated a law that we were not going to be
evicted, we were going to be permanent residents in that particular area and we
were going to be developed.
Is it correct that in 1987 your Crisis Committee, together with some other NGOs
that were assisting you, went and had a meeting with the then Minister of Plural
Relations, Piet Koornhof, in Pretoria, where you were able to persuade him that
your community should be allowed to remain where it was? --- That is correct.
Mr Mbongwe, in order for the vast majority of the audience present to hear you
could you please speak Zulu. Those that don't understand Zulu have the benefit
of the interpretation service. Thank you. Now, just by way of context, once your
community had won the - or re-established the right to remain where they were,
that's when your troubles really started. Is that right? --- That is correct.
Please tell us briefly about what happened after 1987. --- As from 1987, when we
had got an assurance that we were not going to be evicted from those areas, our
Committee, that is the Crisis Committee, was working hand in hand with those who
were known as "poinant"(?) in Loop Street, 'Maritzburg. There are many things
that our Committee did. Maybe amongst other things I would point
/out that

out that its main function was to fight for the rights to obtain land, then when
we got these rights we tried to develop the place. Our Committee was comprised
of the owners of the land, as well as tenants or people who leased the land.
Everybody in the community was involved. Everybody was accepted, was welcomed,
but there were some hitches that took place in other places whereby other people
did not like that our Committee should be involved in developing Trust Feeds.
Then they tried to form an opposing group which was led by Mr Jerome Gabela, who
was a chairman of the Inkatha in Trust Feeds. This is the new committee that was
formed which caused the harassment as well as the cracks in the community. They
were calling themselves as the Committee of the Owners of the Land. May I just
point out that it was on two occasions now that Gabela had tried to form a
group, so that he would form this group which would oppose our group, but our
community rejected all his efforts. But on the third occasion he was able to
form, and he didn't form it within Trust Feeds, he went outside and went to
Emshuwathi Court. That is where he started forming this group.
This is an area known as New Hanover, is that correct? --- That is correct.
Emshuwathi Court, that is near to Trust Feeds. --- That is correct.
Just for the record, Trust Feeds is a freehold area where black people have
owned their land for many, many years. --- That is correct.
You weren't fighting for the right to obtain your land, but to retain your land.
--- That is true.
Briefly tell us a little bit about your family and
/the piece
the piece of land that you own in Trust Feeds. --- At home we were five, then it
was my mother and my father. Both my parents have passed away. My father was
working at the Magistrate's Court. He was an interpreter. My mother owned a
shop. I am the last-born at home. My sisters got married. The other one is
staying at KwaNdengezi and one is staying at Inchanga. I am presently staying at
Eden. I also have my family, kids as well as my wife - two.
Now this opposing group, predominantly Inkatha and led by these two Inkatha
people, was formed in May 1988, and you say that there started being problems
thereafter. Please will you tell us a little bit about those problems. --- All
this started, as I have pointed out, it started when Gabela, who was a chairman
of Inkatha - he was not working all by himself, he was working hand in hand with
the Flying Squad in Greytown. Their wishes were that whatever development we
tried to create must come to an end, and it mustn't be given to the Crisis
Committee, because it was believed that the Crisis Committee is a committee of
communists, therefore whatever development there is mustn't be given to them.
Now, as Gabela was working with the police, but the main problem that he had was
that the community just could not accept or follow him. They did not believe in
his ideologies. There were so many questions coming from the people that ever
since the Inkatha has been there in Trust Feeds what has he done for the
community? There were problems, floods in 1987, and many houses were destroyed,
but he did absolutely nothing. It was our Committee that worked with Poinant in
'Maritzburg, as well as Red Cross, as well as another
/organisation,
organisation, Islamic organisation, as well as the superintendent in Hanover. At
that time he was still Warrant-Officer Nicholas. They helped people to try and
rebuild their houses, get food as well as whatever they needed. He wished that
this could have been done by his committee, which was not accepted by the
community.
You've told us in your statement that there started being threats and small
incidents of violence and so on. Will you tell us a little bit about that

please. --- Even before I go to the start of the threats, as well as occurrences
of violence, Gabela didn't only work with the police, but he also worked with
certain people who were members of Inkatha. Some of them were members of the
Government of KwaZulu who used to come, as well as with chiefs. But they were
not staying at Trust Feeds, they were coming from outside places. Some were
coming from Dalton, people we didn't know. Maybe I can point a few who were
members of the Government. It was Ben Jele, who was from Imbali, Psychology
Ndlovu from Zwaiman(?), as well as VV Mvelase. These were the people who came
into our meeting and they said the Crisis Committee were just people who
deserved to be killed. Those words came from Ben Jele's mouth. As from that time
there started to be altercations, as well as threats, as well as attacks.
Underlying all of this tension was one important issue, and that was that these
people who were involved in the KwaZulu Government, and who were part of
Inkatha, wanted Trust Feeds to be consolidated into KwaZulu, and not to remain
part of South Africa outside of KwaZulu. --- That is correct. As you have
already pointed, when the Government had already given up on taking us out of
/the area
the area they found that the Trust Feeds should be
because we had ownership titles we didn't want
refused, so that is what actually cause the rift.
as the Inkatha induna, so that they could be able
Government, which we did not want from the start.

put under KwaZulu-Natal, but
that to happen, we flatly
That is why they used Gabela
to put us under the KwaZulu

Let us now move ahead. Having established some of the underlying factors that
led to this violence let us now move ahead to the actual violence itself. And
please, in the interests of time, if you could try and restrict yourself to the
specific issues. You've told us that during September threats began, and there
were a number of altercations. Trust Feeds began to become divided between a top
and a bottom section, is that correct? --- That is true.
In October the shop on your family's property, which you had leased to somebody
- who was that person? --- It was Philip Shange.
That shop was attacked. --- That is correct.
(Inaudible) ... briefly. --- (Inaudible) ... it was apparent that we were not
going to get ... (incomplete)
We still can't hear you, sorry. --- There was a meeting at a school hall, and
the purpose of the hall was that we should get a solution to our problems. Then
there came a group of Inkatha youths. They disrupted the meeting. I can point
out that in that meeting there were police, but they were not inside the hall,
they were just outside the hall. When this meeting got disrupted people
dispersed, they went to different directions, and this
/Inkatha
Inkatha Youth group was following some other people who were going towards my
shop. When they got there they were already in a warpath. They started shooting
people, as well as attacking the shop. We tried to protect ourselves.
(Inaudible) ... Philip Shange was shot. --- It was the second time. This was the
first incident. On the following day when they came at 7 o'clock in the shop
they pretended as if they were customers. They took out a gun, they shot him on
the chest. We went to report to the police. We went to the station commander,
Brian Mitchell. When he got there he asked us whether we knew the people who
shot him. We didn't know these people because there were quite a number of
people who came in there. There was no case. Instead of that the station
commander said to us why did Philip Shange not join Inkatha.
(Inaudible)

...

after

your

discussions

with

Brian

Mitchell,

who

in

your

statement you've indicated was very aggressive towards you, he was not happy, he
considered you basically, as you've quoted in your statement, "a terrorist," and
you say that he used those words, he called you a terrorist. Is that correct? -- Yes, that is true.
We'll get to certain facts later, but it's common knowledge and it's well
publicised that Brian Mitchell is presently in gaol serving a sentence for
murder. --- That's correct.
It's common knowledge that he was involved generally in a conspiracy to break
your organisation and ensure that Inkatha was able to dominate Trust Feeds. --That's correct.
/Who was
Who was Brian Mitchell working with as far as you're aware? --- According to my
knowledge Brian Mitchell was working with Inkatha within Trust Feeds, but I know
that even further than that there were certain other organisations - Joint
Management Services. There were many people from diverse communities where they
were taking resolutions and decisions. I was not part of those organisations,
but I know that people who used to comprise these organisations were working
hand in hand with him. He was also working with this organisation, especially
the people I just counted who were from the KwaZulu Government. They used to
meet him also. People of Inkatha that he was working with were Jerome Gabela,
Johan Nxumalo, Bongani Pungula.
(Inaudible) ... a lot about Jerome Mncwabe, and his name has come up many, many
times, especially around Imbali area. Is it correct that during the period of
November 1988 numerous attacks took place within Trust Feeds? Your shop was
attacked many times, and the divisions within that community became increasingly
more severe. So much so that, as I said, there was an upper and a lower section,
the one dominated by Inkatha, the other one dominated by the UDF. --- That's
correct.
(Inaudible) ... in the two areas. --- That's correct.
Now, tell us what happened on the 23rd of November 1988. --- On the 23rd of
November 1988, it was on a Wednesday, there was another attack. I think
throughout November there were attacks on the 5th, 6th, 7th, 13th, 14th. Up til
the 23rd there were continuous attacks almost every day. But now we realised
that we had had
/enough,
enough, because we could not fight during the day because the police used to be
there to accompany the attackers, so that when we fought they would be able to
take our ammunition so that they might attack us even more. On the 23rd I was
from work. I am working at Sobantu at the school, I am a teacher. I was accosted
by police. The police arrested me. I was with some other gentlemen. We were
seven in all. I was arrested and put in custody. I was kept for three months.
When ... (intervention)
Your initial arrest was a detention under the emergency at that time. --- That
is correct.
Subsequent to that you were charged. That was in January '89. You were charged
with illegal possession of firearms, bullets and explosives. --- That is
correct.
(Inaudible) ... of the case against you? --- All the charges I was found not
guilty.
Now, that case finally finished in May 1989. --- That's correct.

(Inaudible) ... that while you were involved in this case the Department of
Education and Training brought misconduct charges against you. --- That is
correct.
And in spite of being acquitted you were issued with a strong warning from the
Department. --- That is correct.
Let us move on to the events that led up to the massacre in Trust Feeds, the
well publicised massacre for which Brian Mitchell and others are presently in
gaol. What happened at that time? --- As I have already said the Inkatha used to
attack almost every day, but they were not successful. Then at times they were
the ones who were being attacked. At the end of the day there were four
/corpses
corpses from the Inkatha side. It became apparent that Jerome didn't have a
following. He also didn't have the power to defeat us. Then he formed certain
organisations. One of the organisations was in Morawa House, Eden. That is where
Jerome Gabela, as well as Jerome Nxumalo from Trust Feeds, with Brian Mitchell,
together with Major Deon Terblanche from Oribi, as well as David Ntombela - that
is where they planned that as to how we were going to be attacked. According to
my knowledge in that meeting they came to a resolution. There were police,
special police who were brought in, and they were put at Trust Feeds to do that
job. They were placed at certain houses. That was Gabela's place as well as
Ndlovu's place, but they were not placed at Johan Nxumalo's place because his
house is next to my house. Nxumalo was afraid that we would see those people,
then we would be suspicious.
(Inaudible) ... result of this that is very well publicised, that 11 people were
killed in an attack on a house where there just happened to be a funeral vigil
happening. --- That is correct.
(Inaudible) ... on a property adjacent to your property. --- If I can just make
an estimation, maybe from here up to Woolworths. That's how close I was with the
Nxumalo place.
That night many houses were burnt, and we understand that your shop was burnt
down as well. --- That is correct.
(Inaudible) ... the trial of Brian Mitchell and others that they were seen
setting fire to these houses. --- That is correct.
Now, you yourself have had several difficulties over
/the years.
the years. You believe you've been harassed substantially by the police. Tell us
one or two of those incidents very, very briefly, because time is running out. -- May I please go back just a little bit. On the night that the people died all
the people that died were supposed to be my family, but because they had already
run away due to having heard rumours that they were going to be attacked, then
those houses were burnt, as well as the school, as well as my house, as well as
the Malinga place. Then the other people died. Maybe when I come to myself, what
I went through personally, I went through a lot during different times on
different occasions. I can say that the police harassed me. On particular day in
Durban they shot me, but they couldn't. I was arrested. I came out. I was
furthermore harassed here in town, Pietermaritzburg. I was from the airport and
it was at night. I had taken Chief Maphumulo to a meeting in Contralesa,
Johannesburg. They assaulted me. I opened up a case. I went to the doctor. There
was absolutely nothing that came out of the case. I was also harassed several
times at Trust Feeds. I was harassed by Jerome, as well as Johan. There was a
meeting whereby the people reached a truce, but I was the only one who was not
supposed to be there. I went there because I believed there was peace, but I had
to run away because I was chased away by the station commander in his car. That

is the new station commander, Reynders.
(Inaudible) ... any of the families in Trust Feeds have brought civil actions,
civic cases against the Minister of Law and Order, and that some of those cases
have already been settled. Yours is presently pending, but these are claims for
damages - for all the damages
/that were
that were suffered arising from these attacks. --- That is correct. Many
families that were harassed, and those who died, and those who were bereaved,
and the survivors and the victims. There are some who can't walk, who are
crippled, as well as children. They had civil actions. Then in January this year
the Government paid out some money to those who got injured, and the survivors,
as well as the children and orphans. But up til now my case has not been sorted
out.
(Inaudible) ... back to your land at Trust Feeds. At this moment in time if you
were to go back there, say later today, would it be safe for you to do that? --I once went there, but I only went there because I felt I was going there at my
own risk. But I do not feel safe, I have got no surety that I am safe.
Would you like, you and your family, to go back and live on your piece of land
in Trust Feeds? --- I would appreciate that, because I think there's so much
land in Trust Feeds. My land is five acres, and I would like to develop it and
go back to it and stay there.
Just very finally, you have indicated that certainly the harassment that you've
received and all these various attacks have left some psychological scars that
have been quite difficult for you to deal with. --- That is correct.
How has it affected your family? --- My family has been harassed, tortured,
traumatised, because my family split. We don't stay together, we can't see each
other. We stay at different places. We only come together when there are certain
meetings in the family, funerals, weddings, and whatever cultural practices are
/there.
there. But besides that I have been severely tortured. Even at work I was
disturbed. I can't do my work properly. I can't render my services in the manner
that I would like to. Maybe in my family it has traumatised me, because there's
a lot of expenses that I got into which I cannot meet. Just shortly I will say
even the office of revenue is also demanding tax money for the shop, as well as
whatever was inside the shop, as well as in the house. Even the rates for the
place. I have to pay all these because they say if I don't pay the rates for
that
place
it
should
be
expropriated.
These
things
traumatise
me
psychologically, and financially I have got problems, but most of all is that up
til today, as I am sitting here in front of you, I never got any apology or
anything financially. But the Government was able to pop out thousands in Brian
Mitchell's case, who had also harassed me and tortured me, but even today I
haven't got a cent from the very same Government who paid the torturer. Myself
as a torturer I am holding the shorter end of the stick. I have got certain
needs that I must meet, but I cannot.
(Inaudible) ... back to the Chairperson.
--------------------MR LYSTER: Mr Mbongwe, you have given us a detailed background to the terrible
massacre that took place in the Trust Feeds area in December 1988. It is clear
from what is now common knowledge about the Trust Feeds Massacre that the
primary reasons for this tragic incident were, (1) to attempt to enforce the
policies of the previous government of homeland consolidation, and, (2) to
ensure the dominance in that area by leading figures in the

/Inkatha
Inkatha Freedom Party. It is interesting that this pattern took place in many
other areas of this province. Evidence was given at the Durban hearings of the
Truth Commission of the attempts made by the former Deputy Minister of the
Interior of the KwaZulu Government, Mr Jamile Mlotshwa, to have Clermont
township incorporated into the KwaZulu homeland. This lead to the death of many
prominent citizens of Clermont, and the subsequent imprisonment for life of the
Deputy Minister, Mr Jamile, who was subsequently released by the previous
government after serving less than two years in prison. On the other hand
Captain Brian Mitchell is still in prison.
It is also significant to note that in both these cases the investigating
officers of the South African Police were Mr Frank Dutton and his assistant, Mr
Wilson Magadla.
The Trust Feeds Massacre shocked the community and shocked the country as well,
because it was one of the first occasions when it was shown that senior members
of the South African Police were actively involved in destabilisation of
communities and murder.
You have played an important part today in exposing and publicising this
tragedy, and we thank you for coming and telling us what you have told us. Your
a lucky person, because it is clear that it was you and your family who were
targeted for assassination on that night of 3rd December. Instead of you and
your family 11 people, many of them women and children, were shot down in cold
blood whilst praying at a funeral vigil.
It is clear from what you have told us that you have suffered financially, and
we shall be making
/recommendations
recommendations to the Government as to how you, and other
people like you, should be assisted. So we thank you once again for coming in
and telling us your story, and we wish you well. Thank you very much. Sorry, one
question from Dr Mgojo.
--------------------DR MGOJO: I think your name is Mfanufikile. I just want to ask you about the
torture. You have a brother, Vanga, who has passed away. --- He was also
tortured severely. He was also part of the leaders of the community.
Where did he die? --- I pointed out that my family split. That's one of the ways
in which we were harassed, because when we grew up we grew up with our own home,
with our own place. We were not used to being tenants. When my brother came out
of prison, because he was also arrested, he went to rent a place in Eden. He
went to Hammarsdale, and then from Hammarsdale he ended staying at Ehlanzeni.
That is a very terrible situation, because my brother died it Ehlanzeni, though
he didn't die violently, he died from lung cancer. He was also harassed and
tortured because he ended up not having a job, not being able to work. He ended
up dying far from us in Ehlanzeni, No 9.
He had a family also? --- Yes, he had a wife, as well as one child from his
wife. But he also does have other children outside his marriage. These are the
children that I think have been even more traumatised, because even when he was
working he had a way of earning his living, but now we are faced with a problem
because he had already parted with their mothers.
/Do you

Do you count these children? --- Yes, they are
part of the family, because they need to be educated, and the mother of the
other kids is not working and the mother of the other is working. But he is
grown up now because he has passed standard 10. He matriculated in 1992. We
buried him in Trust Feeds.
Were you allowed? --- No, we were not allowed to bury him in Trust Feeds, but I
felt there was no need for me to go and request permission from Nxumalo and
Gabela to bury my brother. I went there to bury my brother.
Didn't they harass you? --- They had no way of harassing me because I realised
that I couldn't bury my brother where we had no roots, we had no family.
Everybody else was buried in Trust Feeds.
Thank you very much. I didn't want your brother's children to be left out. --There is another request that I would like to put to the Commission. I don't
know whether I can go on. It's a short request. I request this Commission to try
and see as to what happened to my civil claims. Secondly, I want to know that
where Trust Feed - what can the Commission do as far as the 11 people who died
in Trust Feeds are concerned? Maybe we can have a national monument that can be
built for the people who died there, especially because that case of Trust Feeds
was the very first case where it was proven that police are directly involved in
harassing people, as well as harassing the community in KwaZulu-Natal.
Thank you.
--------------------MR LYSTER: (Inaudible) ... have said, and we thank you again very much for
coming in to talk to us today.
--------------------MR LYSTER: (Inaudible) ... come to us from Imbali township, but you, like the
previous witness, were originally from the Trust Feeds area. Before you tell us
your story please would you stand up and take the oath.
--------------------DUMISANI NYOKA (Sworn, States)
MR LYSTER: I am going to ask my colleague, Mr Dlamini, to assist you with your
evidence.
MR DLAMINI: Good morning, Dumisani. We would like to thank you to come before us
and explain before the community, not only the Pietermaritzburg community, but
the whole South Africa, to the TV and the radios, about the events that took
place in the Trust Feeds. At the present moment you are residing at Imbali. The
home in which you are staying in Imbali, to whom does it belong? --- It is my
brother's house.
After you were dispersed at Imbali and then he got a house there? --- Yes, it's
true.
While we are still there, your other family, do you still have the parents? --No, they are no longer there.
Did they die because of sickness or because of other things? --- They died
because of sickness.
What about your brothers and sisters, how many are they? --- I have got three
brothers and one sister.

During the course of the harassment were they safe? --- Yes, they were not
staying at Trust Feeds.
Were you the only one who was staying at Trust Feeds? Are you married? --- I was
married before.
And then what happened to your wife? --- We divorced.
/Were there
Were there children? --- Yes, there were children.
How many were they? --- Just one.
Where is your child? --- He is at Westgate with my younger brothers.
Are you staying with your younger brothers? --- Yes.
How old is he? --- He is 22.
22? --- Yes, 22.
Were you born in March 1942? You have got 54 years? --- Yes.
What is your child doing? He is studying or working? --- No, he is not working.
He was just trying to find some work.
Can you speak up loud a bit? --- He is not working. He is trying to find some
ways to get some scholarship.
Up to what standard did he study? --- He passed matric.
If he got a scholarship or bursary what would he like to study? --- It will
depend as to whether he will go to a technikon or university. Either technikon
or university.
We'll write that down as one of the things that you wish the Commission to do
for you. As we have been saying throughout the week that when we take your
wishes, your harassments, we are not saying that there is anything that we're
going to do for you, we are just doing it to make sure that when we take back
the report the President and his Cabinet will be able to get all your wishes. Do
you understand that? --- Yes, I do understand.
/On your
On your statement you are a member of the African National Congress. Despite
that you are a member to the ANC do you belong to any other organisation? --Before I was a member of the Crisis Committee.
The one that Mbongwe has just talked about and he was a member of? --- Yes, we
were together with him.
Can you tell us briefly about your harassment, starting from December 1998 on
the 2nd of December. Tell us exactly what happened. --- Is it 1988?
Yes, 1988. --- On the 2nd December 1988 I wake up in the morning at Emobeni,
where I was sleeping. I went back to feed my dogs and chickens. Went I went
through to see one of my chickens have laid some eggs. I took it out. When I get
out of the place I went to my mum, and then she said I must wait so that she can
prepare breakfast for me. After she gave me breakfast, and while I was still
eating, she told me that I must come out, there was a police car coming on a
hill, coming down the hill. While we were still watching that, not knowing what
was happening, when I started eating too, one white policeman came. When they

arrived they greeted us, they asked me how old I were. I told them, "I am 35,"
and then the other white man said, "No, let's leave him behind."
The other one said, "No, let's take him." My mother asked where are they taking
me to. They told her that, "Don't worry, he's coming back," and then we went
off. And then they put us into these big cars and they took us into the field.
They didn't tell us why they took us in the field. When we tell them, "We want
to pee," they told us, "You can pee wherever you're standing." They put some
machines. One of them was a camera and the other one was
/just a
just a writer. When you talk you tell them who you were. The machine was
writing, and also they were shooting us some photos. There was a kombi, and we
couldn't see who was inside. They were just telling you whether he got the right
side positive or negative, and then we were divided, positive and negative. Then
during the day they told us the Inkatha people must stand on one side and the
ANC members must stand on the other side. When they put us the other side we,
the ANC members, Brian Mitchell came and hold me on my back and throw me to the
other side, and he went to pick Mfana Mbongo and put him on the other side too.
There were some young boys, about 10 of them. As we separated they told the
Inkatha people that they should go, and they leave the ANC members there. And
then they started hitting us with sjamboks. They hit all the young boys and they
started running away. And they said to us -they took us and loaded us into the
big trucks. They told us to sleep on our stomachs, and we don't have to turn our
heads, and they were trampling on their feets.
How many were you, the people who were taken to the trucks? --- This was a very
big truck. We were about 11.
Do you still remember some of the people who were with you? --- Yes, I still
remember them.
Can you give us their names? --- One I can mention is my brother Mfana Mbongo,
who died. He was there. Newbridge Khanyile. I can remember well this young man.
Mbo Malinga. I can't remember well the names. The other one it's from the
Mthembe family. I can't remember them well. Newbridge Khanyile.
We know it's a long time and you might not remember
/them well.
them well. And then you started then. From there you were lying on the truck.
Where did they take you to? --- They took us to a police station in New Hanover.
They locked inside and made us to sit down. They told us not to look at them in
their faces. They took statements, and they started to search us and took out
our watches. From there they had to lock us. They took us into a separate cell.
Before we could get into the cells there were two plates of porridge, and it
looked as if they had been put there since from the morning. Then there were
some lot of things and dirty, and they told us to eat the food. And then we
refused to eat the foot, and then they hit me on top of my head with a donkey
phiri, and they said, "He is going to eat." When I tried to taste it it was
bitter and it looked like it was rotten. And then they hold me and throw me into
the cell. And then they just lock us and they leave the food outside the cell.
When we were still inside the cells they used to come to count us, and also ask
us why are we there. And we told them we don't know that. "We don't know
anything. It's up to you." And then we just continued like that and we were not
happy. When it comes to sleeping arrangements the clothes that we used to sleep
on they were full of lice. We tried to tell the station commander. We told him
we couldn't sleep because the lice are biting us, and they said no, we came with
the lice. And one day they tried just to give us some milk, and we took all the
lice and put them into a carton, and give it to one man and tell him to put it
in his office. And he took it and put it in the office.

Whose office is that? Is that the station
/commander's
commander's office, Brian Mitchell? --- Yes. When he came Brian Mitchell into
his office and see these lice in his office this might have angered him, and
from that day he have changed and then he treated us well.
What was the surname of this white policeman who took the lice to Brian's
office? --- His name was Trutotts(?). He was working at the station.
Can you continue. --- We stayed there. We wished to go out and sort of like go
out for sunshine. We were always complaining that we're sick in order so that we
can go out even to get a cigarette. When you get out of doors it's like as if
you were flying, like you couldn't remember even the sunshine. It continued like
that. The situation continued as it were, and then we have to tell them that
we're hungry in the cells, they have to give two slices cheese - with cheese and
tomato, and there was nothing to sort of drink. We decided if we don't try and
make a plan we'll die, let's cook some phuthu in order to eat. They tried to
sort of like - tried to bring some food, bread and some milk, and we became
better. The problem started because I was arrested while wearing an overall. It
was teared like it was becoming old at the bottom, and also on my knees. Because
if you ever have to wash it you have to take it off, wash it, and wait for it to
dry, so I couldn't wear anything, I was just staying naked. Since there was no
one who was allowed to come to visit me at home they were very afraid. Even
while others were able to come. These Indians from Patricia they took me. It was
on the 6th. They said I must go and point the homes of those other guys we were
arrested with so that we can get one person from those
/families
families who can sign to be able to visit.
These Indians you are talking about, were they policemen? --- Those were the
Flying Squad, yes.
You can go on. --- These Indian police took me. We arrived firstly at home.
There was nobody at home because all the people had deserted the place. I found
all the dogs they were dead. It looked as if they had been beaten up and killed.
There was nothing. My livestock had been looted and everything. There was
nothing and we had to move on. We went on. We went to Mbongwe's store. When we
arrived at Mbongwe's store the whole shop had been burned, and we could even see
the smoke coming out from the building, and we passed the shop. When we passed
we saw about five gas cylinders. It looked as if these were the cylinders that
were used to burn the building, but we couldn't - we were not clear as to
whether the shop was just burned with everything inside, but it looked as if
they looted the shop before they burnt it. In the house there was a trunk which
was burning. I couldn't see better because they were pushing me around, and they
took me and went all over the place. When we arrived there was a group of people
holding some spears. They were coming towards us. Johan and Jerome also were
coming from the shops, and the Indians they sort of run out, all of them were
armed. They get out of the car. They asked Johan and Jerome, "What's happening?
Are these people coming to fight, or what?" They said, "No, don't worry, they're
just coming to see," because since they were working together the police told
them that they shouldn't allow anybody to come in who is not known here. And
then they started to move back, and me and the Indians
/came back.
came back. They took me back to the cells and time went on. We didn't know for
what we were arrested.
Just wait a minute, Dumisani. You were not ever charged for anything, and you
were not told about what's happening? --- Yes, they didn't tell us anything. On

the 10th February in the morning we were not charged or told anything. We were
called. The SB from Greytown - these might be the police. We thought maybe
they're going to release us, only to find that no, that's not the case. The
doctor told us that they have to take us back to the police station. Some other
young guys were released so that they can go home. And then they leave me and
Mfana, Newbridge Khanyile. They told us that they are charging us, and we were
so surprised because we sort of like spent such a long time, "Why didn't you
charge us?" What we know is that when someone is arrested within 48 hours the
person much be charged and appear before a Court of law, but we stayed for so
long and we've never been charged. What is - and then we asked them what was the
case for. They told us that they find us with unlicensed firearms and home-made
guns, and hand grenades and some petrol bombs. And then we just listened to what
they were telling us. They took us to the court on Monday and we appeared before
the Magistrate. They asked us and asked for bail for R250,00 per person. I
didn't have the R250,00. The other person tried to get the money and they were
released on bail. And then they have to take me back to prison. I stayed there
not - I didn't finish a week and my elder brother came. By luck I managed to
sort of give them a message to tell them that they must bring me a trouser, and
sort of like my brother brought me the
/trouser
trouser so that I can be able to change. We appeared in court on the 13th, and
from the 13th they postponed the case up to the last week of the month. We used
to appear before the Court just continuously, and we were not working.
Can you tell us about exactly on the court date what did the Court say? --- On
the court date they withdraw the charges. I mean when it comes to me. And then
the other two and then they postpone it. On the same day when we arrived the
whole court was surrounded by police, and the Inkatha supporters were all over
the ground. We were not surprised, because sometimes it happens that it happens
at the same time. When they tell me that my case is withdrawn, when I get out of
the witness stand they told me that I mustn't move around, and then they tell me
- they took me to the other side and they opened a file. And then they told me
that do I remember what happened 30th of June? I told them I don't remember
anything. They told us that we killed Tom Khonya.
Who is Tom Khonya? What position did he occupy in the community? --- He was an
old man. I don't know to which organisation he belonged.
According to your knowledge to which organisation does he belong? --- I don't
know exactly.
I am trying to find out why they sort of like suspected that you might have
killed him. --- It happened like that that the cases happened to be on the same
day. He also happened to come on the same day when one man by the name of
Madondo was killed to appear.
When you were charged for murdering Mr Tom Khonya what happened about this case?
Did they take you to
/court,
court, and what was the sentence? --- Yes, we ended up in court and we were
tried. On the first day the prosecutor we mustn't be given bail because we are
dangerous to society, and Advocate Moola tried to ask for bail for us. They said
they wanted R1 200,00 per person. One of the lawyers firm tried to pay for our
bail. The case continued until it was transferred to the Supreme Court. In the
Supreme Court they said they will take nine days. It didn't take nine days, it
took one and a half days. The sentence which came out said found us not guilty.
Even if there is something that we did he said the police failed to investigate
the case properly, and that's how the case ended.
At the Trust Feed did you have a place or your home to stay, or were you staying

- having a place to stay with other people? --- I would say that I had a family,
but in a place which was not mine.
Do you still like the place, you would like to go back if things come to order?
--- I would like to, but that is not so easy because the place is now deserted
and you can't see - and there are some new people who just came in to build
their houses over the places.
We would like to thank you very much, Dumisani, and we also heard your concern.
We will also try, like as you asked the Commission, to ask for compensation from
the Government, and also to try to help you, assist you in finding you a job,
although we know that it's difficult to find a job. But we will try, as we told
you in the beginning that we will take all these requests to the Government. I
wish to take you back to the Chairperson.
--------------------/DR MGOJO:
DR MGOJO: I would just like to understand some few things. When you came out of
court you were told that you killed Mr Khonya, and also there's the case of
killing Mr Madondo. Is there anything that can link you to Mr Madondo? --- No.
This Mr Madondo, was he from the Trust Feed? --- Yes, he was from the Trust
Feed. He was working far away and he just used to come during the weekends.
Did he have a family there, or he just used to come? --- No, he had a family.
There were two organisations. There's the other organisation which you belonged
to which they didn't like, and there was the other one too. To which
organisation did he belong? --- I didn't know much about him, but his family was
on our side, they belonged to our organisation. He himself was not staying with
us. He used just to come once in a month.
You're saying that his family belonged to your organisation. This Jerome Gabela
was involved in the harassment in that place. Where is he at the moment? Do you
know where he stays? --- The last time I know him staying there.
If ever the Truth Commission would like maybe to contact him can they find him
in the Trust Feed? --- Yes.
--------------------MR LYSTER: (Inaudible) ... put what happened to you in its proper context. You
were detained on the morning of the 2nd of December. --- That's correct.
All the men over 35 that were not Inkatha were detained that morning. --- That's
correct.
/The massacre
The massacre which is public knowledge happened than very night. --- That's
correct.
--------------------Thank you, Mr Chairman. Dumisani, can you please assist me here, because you
talk about finding a job. What are your qualifications? --- I have got matric.
Do you have any skills, or have you studied for any job or career after matric?
--- I did a commercial matric.
Did you ever work at any place? What are those places? --- There were so many.

I mean we want to find exactly what kind of work that you can do. --- I can do
clerical work.
Thank you
--------------------MR LYSTER: (Inaudible) ... very much for coming to tell us your story today. You
have, like the previous witness, Mr Mbongwe, again focused on the tragic events
which took place on the 2nd and 3rd of December in Trust Feeds. What is very
significant about your evidence is that it is clear that you and the other ablebodied men of the Trust Feeds area were arrested by the South African Police
about 12 hours before the massacre of 11 women and children by those same
police.
As a result of this you were forced to leave your house and, as you put it in
your statement, your family disintegrated completely and you were forced to live
in rented lodgings in various townships around Pietermaritzburg.
As I said to the previous witness, what happened to you was not a random event,
it was a deliberately planned
/strategy
strategy orchestrated by the police and other people to enforce the policies of
the Government of the day, to enforce homeland consolidation and to ensure the
political dominance of the Inkatha Freedom Party in the Trust Feeds area.
We have taken note of everything that you have said, and, as my colleague Mr
Dlamini has said, we shall be making recommendations to the Government as to how
people like you, and others who have suffered in the same way, should be
assisted. So again we thank you very much for coming in and telling us your
story, and we wish you well. Thank you very much.
--------------------THABONIWE NGCOBO
Good morning, Mrs Thaboniwe Ngcobo. We would like to thank you for having been
able to appear before this Commission to talk about the way in which you were
harassed, so that even those who didn't know that there was a time of
harassment, when they hear they will be able to know that there has been a
difficult time where people were harassed. We pity you. You were very still
young at the time you were harassed. From your statement it seems as if you were
born in 1972, which means during that time when you were harassed you were about
13 years old. I would like to ask, before we get into your evidence, to tell us
more about your family. Do you have parents? --- Yes, I do have parents.
Are they staying at this address you have given to us? --- Yes.
How many are you at home? --- We are 11.
Are they daughters, female children? --- We have got five daughters and five
boys.
Are there still some children who are still going to school? --- Yes, we do
have.
Do you have a child yourself? --- Yes, I do have a child.
One? --- Yes, one.
How old is he? --- He is seven years old.

Can you tell us what happened to you. Maybe you should start from the 11th of
September 1985, where you were staying at Mpophomeni. Can you tell us about the
situation in Mpophomeni at that time? --- At that time - I would like to start
from the April. On the April 30th there was a strike at Sarmcol at Howick. At
the time
/where I
where I was staying the community was united. It was COSATU working with UDF.
UDF was mostly organising the youth activities. At that time anything which was
happening in the community, whether it was harassment by police, the community
used to stand together. The person or the family which has been harassed the
community will come to sort of assist. There was no opposition party. We were
united as one community.
Thank you very much. Can you tell us more about what happened on the 11th of
September? Can you tell us more about that date? --- On the 11th of September on
Wednesday it was at night. Before that night we heard some rumours. There was a
place on the other side where the chief used to reside, and this was the Inkatha
area.
What was the name of the chief? --- It was just called - this is the chief's
place. That's the name of the place. There were people there who were also
involved in the strike at Sarmcol. These people didn't agree in views with the
community of Mpophomeni, and they decided that - we heard that they were going
to attack the Mpophomeni place. And it happened that when we looked at them we
could see that they are coming to attack at that time. As I said we were united,
like if there's something wrong we used to come together to try to sort it out.
At that night we started to toyi-toyi so that the people on the other side from
the chief's place, "We're not asleep yet," they can't do anything. It happened
that at night at home I just finished washing. When I get out I heard a song. It
was something like as if it was so interesting or so jubilant. It was the
community doing something together. I wanted to listen and I listened. I saw the
/people
people toyi-toying. and then I ran into the house and tell the others who were
inside.
Who are the people who were in the house? --- Those were my brothers and
sisters.
Can you tell us their names? --- The one that I remember well - there was this
one, Phi, and another woman called Lindiwe.
What's the other name of Phi? --- His name is just Phi. While they were sort of
arguing with me and saying, "There's no such a thing," and then these people
were so near. And people were saying, "Okay, wake up, the chief is attacking
us." When we get out to see what's happening outside that is the time when the
police arrived. Some of the police were on foot, some were driving in vans. We
sort of like joined the toyi-toyi, and others shot while like - the fired tear
gas, and all the people started to disperse.
Were you also involved in the toyi-toyi? --- Yes, I were. While I tried to run
back home the police started shooting, and they shot me. In my mind when I was
hit the bullet entered from this side to the other side and penetrated through
my hand. When they shot me all the people had already dispersed. I was so
confused and I didn't know exactly whether I were at home, or whether I have to
continue further or I must go back. And I had to go out and run out of my place.
I have to sort of pass three families and then I entered the family of Mnigathi.
I knocked at the door at Mnigathi family. The police were still shooting and
they were hitting people. I could hear people screaming and everything was
happening. At the Mnigathi family they couldn't open for me, because the way

/the police
the police were harassing the people if you opened for a person to come into the
house they would come into your house and even beat you, the owner of the house,
and they sort of like - it happened that one whisper that they opened for me,
and they also agreed to take me back home. When he opened I just hold him and
push on my back, and I jump over him and get into the house. When I get into the
house and then I fall inside there, and then I was weak by that time. And then I
realised where I were. I could speak, but I didn't have the energy to.
Can I ask you just a bit here? This police you said they shot you. Which police?
Were they the SAP or the KwaZulu Police? --- These were the SAP. After I have
fallen on the ground the father of the house tried to close the door. He
couldn't close the door because he was also afraid the way he saw me in blood.
He started to call me and ask me exactly what happened, and I couldn't answer
him. He got out of the house, he saw the police. When they see the door opening
they were coming to hit me. When they arrived he told them what happened. When
they arrived at me I was asleep, and one of them like took off his jacket and
teared my cloth, and he pushed his finger through the hole bullet. I tried to
jump and tried to move, to show that I feel the pain. On my other hand, my left
hand, the bullet couldn't get out, it was still inside my hand, and I was
sleeping on my hand. The other one pulled me out of the house and he leave me.
And they asked this man, "Do you know this girl?" and they said, "Where does she
stay?" And then they took this man, they sort of like took him to my place and
then explained everything. There was one of my sisters who was also
/shot. I
shot. I didn't where she was shot at that time. They took her also and they took
my mum - my dad was at work - to show me. I was already in the car by that time,
and they took my mum to show her how that I was injured.
Did they also took Lindiwe into the van? --- Yes, they did. They said my mum
she'll talk to me. When my mum saw me as the blood was coming out she started
crying. And then they were trying to find who was going to go with us, and my
mum was sick and was old so she couldn't come with us. They have to ask one
neighbour, a lady, another lady of the Zako family, and the police started
changing and said, "No, we are not going to take them, they must stay behind."
Can you tell us what was the name of this lady you talk about? --- And they said
they must remain behind. They didn't want to, and then they said, "Okay, get
into the car. Let's go." As I was lying there, staying there, there was this
Indian man, and then we saw another young boy coming, Nhlanhla Zondi. He was
also injured on his leg. And we sit in the van. The police were talking to each
other outside. While we were sitting there the one Doris Khumalo came. She was
arrested and - she was arrested by the police and she was mishandled.
Were all these people shot? --- Yes, they were shot. They took us. They didn't
tell us whether they were taking us to hospital or somewhere else. When they
arrived at the place called Orient Park they sort of like kicked us out of the
van.
Can you tell us more about the Orient Park? What kind of place was it? --- This
was just a place. It's a road and there is a dam on the other side, and then
/there's sort
there's sort of - out of the car on the left side. This was sort of like a bush
place or a desert place. We couldn't get help because they just left us there
and we were injured. Another car which was behind us there was a young girl who
was injured. They took her out, and then they took some knives and they started
sort of like operate on her, and she was shot on her head and on the body.

How did they operate on her? --- They were trying to sort of operate on her to
take out the blood. She was so injured and full of soil, and she was not
married(?). It means they have been trying to sort of like extract the bullet,
but they couldn't do it. We see that it was so cold. And then an ambulance came,
they put us into an ambulance, and we left. They didn't want to put the girl
with us. They refused.
Is this the ambulance people? --- No, the police. The other woman, they didn't
want to put the woman with us. We didn't know - the ambulance took us to the
hospital. When we arrived and then we got some medical help. The next morning
... (intervention)
How long did you stay in hospital? --- I don't remember how long. It's like just
a month and some weeks, a few weeks. I was still young. I can't remember well.
While we were there in the morning the police arrived with some other women.
They told us, "As you are here you have committed a crime, and when you come out
of here you will be arrested," and I asked them, "What have I done myself?"
because we were not staying in the same ward. I asked them, "What have I done?"
They said, "We will tell you as soon as you arrive in court."
/Before on
Before on that point in your statement they said you committed a crime because
you were toyi-toying while the state of emergency was imposed. --- No, they were
talking about toyi-toying, not about the state of emergency.
Yes, they were talking about toyi-toying. --- When I was at the hospital they
were sort of regarding me. There were these women ... (intervention)
Are these women sent so that they can sort of like guard you? Did they tell you
their names? Were they police? --- No, no, they were not in uniform, but they
were brought by police wearing uniform.
Can you go on. --- When they called each other they didn't call each other by
names. They didn't want us to hear or know them.
How did they call them? --- They just used to sort of like use body language,
and they used to sort of like change shifts at 6 o'clock, someone coming at two,
the other one would come at 6 o'clock in the evening. And they were all brought
by police. I stayed in hospital until I was better. When I was better they told
me I will be discharged and I had to go home. While I was waiting for my
medication, medicine and tablets ... (intervention)
When you were in hospital were you operated? --- Yes, they operated on me.
Continue. --- When the time around for me to be discharged to go home this woman
who was guarding me left me just a bit to go and call the police.
You were still in hospital? --- Yes, I was in hospital. After I got my tablets
she called me and said, "Come this way."
/Who was
Who was calling you? --- This woman who was guarding me. And they took me and
put me into a van and they took - this police from Hlani, and they took me to
Hlani, and they told me, "As you are here we're going to take you and lock at
your police station at Howick." I asked them, "Since you are arresting me what
have I done?" They said, "We don't know anything. As police we work together.
You'll hear as soon as you arrive from the police in your place." I stayed
there. We arrived at about half past three and they took me to Howick. The one
that I remember well was Nene. There was another white policeman. It was very
cold. In the car in which there was the rain could even come inside, and I have
to sit there burning and I couldn't walk, and the rain could get into the

rain(?), and the way they were driving they were driving so carelessly, like I
was banging around the car. When I arrived at Howick ... (inaudible) ... tablets
and some medication ... (incomplete - end of Side B, Tape 1) ... and everything
that I had. I told them that the doctor said I must come back on Wednesdays, and
I must also use the tablets. They said they are not concerned with that. Why did
the doctors tell them how they were going to go back(?). I was so afraid, and
there were so many police there. The way they were looking at me, and then I
just became so tense and afraid. Then they took me on Friday and locked me. I
stayed there, and then the following Friday I was released. For three days I
couldn't eat. They told me that there is no food. The day on which they brought
me some food they put me some food which has epsom salt, and I didn't eat. When
they come and they ask, "Why aren't you eating?" and I was so
/afraid to
afraod to answer them. I was staying alone in solitary confinement. This
porridge that I ate like disorganised my stomach, I have to run now and then to
the toilet. And then they came the next day and say like I am causing trouble
because I always run to the toilet, the others can't sleep. I live that life
until some other people were arrested together. They came to stay with me. They
just stayed for about two days. I stayed for a week myself, because I was
released on the other Friday. I stayed there on Thursday. On Friday they took me
to court to the Magistrate. When I arrived there they didn't charge me with
anything. They told me that my case is postponed and they gave me a date, and
they said they need bail money. By that time we have got lawyers from the UDF
and they paid the bail.
Do you remember how much was the bail? --- I am not sure about the amount.
Continue. --- And then the case continued until the others were got out, and
they would keep on postponing the case - about four times. By that time the
police were not harassing us, the time we were just attending the court. I
didn't have any problems. After the case was over and we were found not guilty
they told us if we want to lay a charge against the police who shot us we can do
so, because we were found not guilty. There, that's where the harassment
started, especially me, because I was by that time studying at high school. They
could find me any time they want to. In the first place they came in the
morning, just after the morning service, and they told me that they need me on
the other side, and when I arrived there I found that there was no one waiting
for me, the
/people
people looking for me. I saw a kombi and they said - some people saw me and they
said, "Come here. Are you so-and-so?" And then these were men, and I haven't
seen them before. They asked me, "Are you feeling well? Are you studying well?"
I said, "Yes," and they asked me, "How are you healing?" I said them, "No, it's
coming on, but I still have some problems because I have been stitched, and some
of them were inside. Sometimes it's not so easy for the wound to heal."
Were these men dressed in uniform? --- No, they were not in uniform.
The car in which they were travelling, have you ever seen it before? --- No, it
was my first time. It doesn't even have a numberplate.
They looked at me after asking me about that and I left. They said, "Go," and I
left. When I arrived in my class I will find my teacher, Mr Mlangeni, ask me,
"Where are you coming from?" and I told him. And even him, the way he perceived
me it seemed as if he thought I know the people, and he sort of like tried to
pass some strong words and I started to cry. I stayed and I didn't finish a week
before the police came back, and they were dressed in uniform and they called me
again. And they took me and put me into the van. I asked them, "Do my teachers
know as you are taking me away?" And they said, "Yes, we had already talked to
them," and then we went off. They took me to another farm. When I arrived at the

farm ... (intervention)
What is the name of it? --- It's called KwaGobora, the name of the farm.
Do you know the owner of the farm? --- No, I
/don't know
don't know. When I arrived at the place they took me off. It's so far, because
it's far away from the farm itself and also from the location. And they asked
me, "Who were those people you were toyi-toying together with at that night?"
and I said to them, "I don't know them." They said, "No, you know. Do you know
Boy Ndlela?" I said, "Yes, I know him, but I didn't see him at that day." They
asked me about so many people, and I said, "I didn't see them." They said, "You
didn't see them, but do you know them?" I said, "Yes, I know them." And one of
them pulled me by my ear and he sort of like pulled me and hit me on the van. I
hit the van with my head and he said, "I want you to tell us the name of the
people with whom you were toyi-toying." I said, "Maybe during the day. It was
during the night. I couldn't see them. I don't know them." And the other one
asked me, "Are you old or still young?" Another one said, "We're going to beat
you until you tell us the truth, to tell exactly who were those people you were
toyi-toying together at night?" I said, "No, I don't know the people I was toyitoying with at night." And they took me back to school. They didn't leave me
exactly at school, they just left me - there is a road which branches to school,
and they just leave me outside there. I went to report to the principal.
Can I ask you a question? This harassment, how long did it continue? --- It
continued for a long time up to the extent where I have to leave school.
After leaving school did anything happen? --- Yes. After that they continued to
harass me after leaving school. It was - they were able to sort of come and pick
me up from my parents like just as they used to do at
/school.
school.
I would like to go back. You were about 13 years old at that time and now you
are 24 years old. Are you working or have you been able to continue with your
studies? --- No, I couldn't continue with my studies because my parents were
then old, and even the place where they stitched they used to sort of like - I
have to be stitched now and then because - and I couldn't go to school well and
my life started going worse.
The name of your child's name is? --- Lindakuhle.
Does she go to school? --- Yes, she is going to school.
Who is paying for her school fees? --- My parents.
You have told us that you would like to go back to school. --- Yes, I would like
to go back to school.
Up to what standard did you study? --- I dropped out from school from standard
seven.
You said you are not working because you are sick. Have you tried to get some
disability pension? --- Yes, I went to a doctor and the doctor told me that I am
still young.
Bhawinile, we have heard all these terrific incidences that you went through.
These were very difficult times, and this harassment is something that even an
older person couldn't stand, and we will try to sort of like take your evidence

and put it before the whole Commission, and the Commission will decide exactly
as to what could be done to help people like you. We don't have the power, but
we will try. Thank you very
/much.
much.
--------------------MR LAX: Ms Ngcobo, you told us about ... (inaudible) ... name at all? --- Yes, I
do.
(Inaudible) ... please. --- It is Nonhlanhla Sikhosana.
(Inaudible) ... what happened to her after that? --- She died after she had been
injured by the police.
(Inaudible) --- Yes, I do.
(Inaudible) ... would very much like to contact her family and find out what
happened. --- Her family is present today.
(Inaudible) ... thank you.
--------------------Bhawinile, what I am going to say to you is not a question, but I am just
commenting that the case that you have brought before us is very unusual. As Mrs
Gcabashe has already said that you were a very young person at the time this
took place, especially that you were a female. We have spoken to quite a few
females who told us about their torture and harassment. One more important thing
that we are going to take as the Rehabilitation Committee and pass forward is
that you lost your youth. If you say you were 13 years at that time that this
took place, you were tortured, shot, harassed, taken to a prison for old people,
even appeared in court for old people. All this took away your youth. Maybe
certain other things that we should point out is to see as to how people who
have been harassed like you can be compensated. There's so much that has changed
in your life. What can be done in the community in order for us to curb this, to
have
/rehabilitation
rehabilitation services in order to try and bring you back to the state in which
you were before?
--------------------MR LYSTER: (Inaudible) ... coming in to see us and to tell us ... (inaudible)
--------------------MRS HADEBE
Mrs Hadebe, we will start with you. Briefly just a little background. You are
the widow of the late Reginald Bhekumuzi Hadebe. Can you just tell us briefly
what your present situation is, domestic situation. Do you have children, and
where are you residing? --- I have six children, and there's one, Reg's son,
outside marriage. At the moment I am staying at Besley(?) in one of the suburbs
in Pietermaritzburg.
(Inaudible) --- Yes, I am working as a nurse in Edendale Hospital.

(Inaudible) ... schooling. --- Yes, they are at school. One is in standard
seven, Nonkululeko. Nonthombeko is in standard three at Pelham Primary School.
Then there's Khawe, who's at Grange. Then there's Busiso and Njabulo. They are
in Pietermaritzburg. They are at pre-school. There's also Nduduzo, the last one.
He is not at school.
(Inaudible) ... died. --- I was seven months pregnant when my husband died.
(Inaudible) ... never knew his father. --- No, he doesn't.
(Inaudible) ... husband's death what position did he hold? --- He was a media
officer for the ANC.
(Inaudible) ... he hold in the ANC? --- He was a deputy chairman, Mr Gwala's
deputy chairman.
(Inaudible) ... Mrs Hadebe to that sad day on 27 October 1992, and if you can
just relate to the Commission what happened insofar as it affected you. --Reggie came in at night. It was on a Monday. He was from fetching the children
at my place, Hlokozi, because we
/were not
were not staying with some of the children. I was busy
with my exams. So I felt that he should go and fetch the children from my place
because I was just about to finish my exams. He fetched the children and brought
them back at 12. Then he said to me I was happy because he had brought my kids.
I said yes, I was happy. Then in the morning he asked me about my exams. We were
just joking. I said it was tough, maybe I might not be able to make it, but he
encouraged me. He told me that he was going to Ixopo, he had a meeting with
certain policemen and Inkatha. He also told me that on the previous day Magubane
had been attacked. Magubane is one of the ANC members in Ixopo. Then I asked him
why was he going there, wasn't he scared. He said no, he was not scared. He left
me at the hospital. We were going to see each other in the afternoon. He went
away to Ixopo. Midday I felt very tired. I was supposed to go to town, then I
just slept. They asked me what was wrong with me. I said I was just feeling down
and tired. And I was supposed to knock off at four on that particular day, and I
left work. After about 30 minutes after I had arrived at my place I was just
sitting on my bed, and I had my baby who was 10 months old at that time. Mr
Nsimbe came to my place with Peter, the security, as well as Sho, one of the
drivers. Even before they got into my house I stood up. When they came to me I
could see something was wrong. Then I asked them where Reggie was. I couldn't
hear them talking. I couldn't hear what they were saying. Then they said he went
to Ixopo, and I asked them, "And what then?" They told me that he had been
attacked after crossing Umkomaas. I asked them where he was at that moment. They
said he
/was left
was left there. I was very shocked at that moment. It
was like my world was turning upside-down. I just didn't believe what they were
telling me. They told me to get into the car because we were heading for
Alexander to identify him. We got into the car. We went past another shop. I
don't remember who accompanied me. We went to Medicity Hospital, but I didn't
get out of the car. They went to look for the other one who was injured with
him. We went to Alexander Police Station. I got there and I identified him, and
I saw that he was really dead. When I looked at him I felt he was still hot. I
even closed his mouth. I realised that he was dead, but I just couldn't believe
it. When I heard thereafter they told me that they were supposed to meet police,
as well as Inkatha members, but that did not happen because the Inkatha were
with the Security Police. Then when Reggie realised that there were Security
Police then the Inkatha group as well as the Security disappeared. The meeting

went on, as well as the police. Thereafter, according to rumour, there was a
lunch just before they left from Ixopo for Pietermaritzburg. That's when they
were ambushed in Umkomaas. I don't know whether I should go on.
(Inaudible) ... tell us how the death of your husband affected you, how it
affected your children. If you can please tell us something about that. You
obviously were not present at the time your husband died, and you know that he
was attending a peace meeting and that he was ambushed after the meeting. So if
there are other details you would like to tell us about how your husband's death
affected your family please tell us. --- When Reggie was killed in this manner
it affected us all
/as a family.
as a family. We are still traumatised. My children are
very angry. They are very traumatised psychologically as well as physically. We
don't know what the reason was for his killing because he was a very peaceful
man. Even that meeting was a meeting for peace, but now the gruesome manner in
which he was killed is quite surprising. Nobody was arrested for his death. In
October 27 it will be four years after his death, but nobody has ever come to us
to tell us what was happening. We are very angry.
(Inaudible) ... spoken with the investigating officers in this matter, with the
police, and what has been their response? --- There's nobody who ever came to me
besides me reading stories from the newspapers and the radios as to what
happened to Reggie. Because if I remember very well I read in a newspaper on the
19th of February 1995 where Daluxolo said he was one of the people who were
involved in the planning of this assassination. Then on the 27th October, on the
day that he died, I saw a newspaper article that Sibusiso Mbele was also present
when this plan was being made, as well as how he was going to be killed. Up til
now nobody has been arrested.
(Inaudible) ... Daluxolo do you mean Daluxolo Luthuli? --- Yes, it is Daluxolo
Luthuli, yes.
(Inaudible) ... a
referring to him.

witness

for

(Inaudible) ... the police are
assassins of your husband were.
come to me to update me and tell
except for yesterday, because
investigate as to what was
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--- Yes,

I

am

no closer to finding or discovering who the
--- To tell the honest truth nobody has ever
me as to how far their investigation has gone
yesterday before I came here I wanted to

/happening.
happening. Then the information I got was that
Mr Scotsman, who is the detective - one thing I want to had is that Khawula
Ngwenya, as well as Langalethu - before Khawula Ngwenya - before the meeting
started Reggie shook my husband's hand (sic), and I think he was indicating that
this is the one who should be killed.
(Inaudible) ... consolation you said that. --- Khawula Ngwenya Mkhize is the one
who held Reggie's hand.
Mrs Hadebe, I think what I'd like to do now is to ask Mr John Jefrey, who's on
the stage with you, to relate his account of what occurred, and thereafter I
will - once you have both given your evidence I will let my fellow Commissioners
and Committee Members ask questions from both you and Mr Jefrey.
---------------------

JOHN JEFREY
Mr Jefrey, you were - you attended the meeting with Reggie Hadebe on that day in
October 1992, and you were in the car with him when the vehicle was ambushed, is
that correct? --- That's correct.
Could you please, by way of background, tell us what meeting was taking place
and what your intention was in going to that meeting with Mr Hadebe, just to
give some background, and thereafter take up the story from the meeting and the
incident that happened on the way back. --- The meeting was a peace meeting
which was convened by the Regional Peace Committee. It had been set up, as far
as I understand, some weeks before. I was attending as a representative of the
ANC on the Regional Peace Committee, and Reggie was attending as a senior ANC
person and also somebody who was from the Ixopo area and had an
/interest
interest in the resolution of the conflict in that area. The meeting was meant
to be attended by local ANC people, people from the IFP and the police.
Sorry, could I just interrupt you there. If there are people in the audience who
are not able to follow English please can you swap earphones with an Englishspeaking person next to you so that you can understand the evidence that is
being given by Mr Jefrey. Sorry, could you just wait a minute while that takes
place, and then I'll indicate that you can go on with your evidence. (Pause) So,
sorry, you were saying it was a meeting organised by the Regional Peace
Committee, and was meant to have been attended by ANC representatives,
representatives from Inkatha, and the police, is that correct? --- That's
correct. Reggie and I had made arrangements to travel together. On the morning
of the 27th of October I picked Reggie up at the ANC regional offices in town.
Shaiks Cele, who was also a member of the Regional Executive Committee
accompanied us to the meeting. From what I recall he hadn't been that keen on
attending, but Reggie had basically pushed him to attend.
Sorry to interrupt you, Mr Jefrey, I neglected at the beginning to ask you just
to tell us what your position was then and what your present position is. --- My
position then was I was the deputy secretary of the Natal Midlands region. My
position now is I'm a member of the Provincial Legislature in KwaZulu-Natal.
Thank you. I apologise for the interruption. --- We travelled then, the three of
us, to Ixopo in my car, which was a blue Golf. I was driving, Reggie was sitting
next to me in the passenger seat, and Shaiks was sitting
/in the
in the back. We arrived at Ixopo and then went to the Anglican Church, where the
meeting was meant to be taking place. We met local members of the ANC at the
meeting, in particular Mr Magubane, who was chair of the ANC in Ixopo. There
were also members of the IFP, in particular a Chief Dlamini who, as far as I
recall, was a member of the KwaZulu Cabinet. I think he was Deputy Minister of
Agriculture, and Chief Khawula Ngwenya Mkhize. There were also members of the
police. Eventually the meeting started at about 11 o'clock. There was some delay
because Dennis Nkosi from the Regional Peace Committee was late in arriving.
When the meeting started there were some problems in that Chief Dlamini arrived
in the meeting with three men, young men in their 20s. They introduced
themselves as Luthingo, Luthuli or Ntuli, I can't remember which, and Mabaso,
and they said they were his security. The altercation was over whether they
should be in the meeting or not, and eventually Chief Dlamini agreed that they
should go out. The altercation was really over that it wasn't usual for people
to bring security guards or bodyguards into peace meetings. The first item on
the agenda was freedom of political association in the areas around Ixopo under
local chiefs. Chief Dlamini opposed discussion on the issue on the basis that
not all local chiefs were present, and after discussion on the point it became
apparent that the meeting could not proceed, and the meeting was then adjourned

to a date in the future. That was at approximately 12 o'clock. The ANC had
indicated that it wished to have a meeting with the police to discuss a
memorandum that had been given in to the police some time before, and that
meeting then, after a
/short break,
short break, commenced. The issues that I remember discussing were, in
particular, the question of the G3 firearms that were present in the Ixopo area,
that a number of the associates of the chiefs had been given G3 weapons, and
these were being used in the commission of crimes. As far as I recall the police
response was that they couldn't really do much about it. And the police we were
meeting with - from what I remember it at least one of the people was the
district commissioner of Kokstad at that stage. Ixopo fell under the Kokstad
police district. The meeting then adjourned, that meeting, second meeting, then
adjourned shortly before lunch, and Reggie, Shaiks, myself, Mehmout Peer, who
was from the ANC locally, and Mr Magubane, and there may have been a few other
people, then went to lunch at the local hotel. Over lunch Reggie told me that
Chief Mkhize had spoken to him during the break and had told him that he didn't
like peace meetings, that he was still filled with hatred, and that he now knew
Reggie, or words to that effect. Reggie interpreted those words as a threat.
Just after two we then proceeded from Ixopo back to 'Maritzburg along the main
road. We were seated as we had arrived at the meeting. That was myself driving,
Reggie in the front passenger seat, and Shaiks sitting in the back. In the car
we were talking and joking and sort of having quite a lively conversation. We
crossed over the Umkomaas River. There's a big valley with the Umkomaas River at
the bottom on the way between Ixopo and Richmond. There's a steep drive down to
the river and a steep drive up on the other side. So we went through this
valley, we crossed over the river, and were proceeding up the hill on the other
side. At one point
/there's
there's a hairpin bend and a low concrete wall on the left-hand side of the
road. As we were driving past this area there was a very loud bang. It sounded
as though it was very close. My first reaction was not knowing what was going
on, but immediately after that there were a number of shots, or the sound of a
number of shots that were being fired, and were obviously being fired at the
car, and I then realised that we were being fired at. While the shots were being
fired, or throughout the whole period, I continued driving. Because it was a
steep part and a bending part in the road it was difficult to accelerate or move
much faster. Whilst the shots were being fired I noticed that Reggie was lying
with his head on my leg. At that point I assumed he was ducking for cover.
Shaiks also remarked that he had been hit, and that I must try and drive faster.
Eventually we got out from the shooting - it seemed to carry on for a long time
- and at that point I noticed that Reggie had been shot in the top of his neck
and appeared to be badly injured. I was not aware at that stage that he was
dead. I then drove as fast as possible to Richmond, where I thought there was a
hospital. At some point on the road to Richmond the back windscreen of the car
fell out because it had been hit by bullets. When I got to Richmond I went to
the Richmond Chest Hospital - I thought that was an ordinary hospital, but it
was only a TB hospital - and tried to get assistance. There were some
difficulties in that there were only nurses there. They didn't seem to be that
willing to give assistance. Eventually we got them to examine Reggie, but that
took some time - they wanted to put on gloves and things - and they then said
that he
/was dead.
was dead. They didn't want to move Shaiks. Shaiks had received a wound in the
back. They didn't want to move him as they were worried about whether moving him
might cause further problems. I asked them to call a doctor and to call an
ambulance. No doctor arrived, but eventually an ambulance arrived, and the
ambulance drivers just took Shaiks out of the car and put him in the ambulance.

There was then a further argument in that the ambulance was wanting to take
Shaiks to Edendale Hospital, and Shaiks and I didn't feel that that was safe, we
wanted him to go to Greys Hospital. The ambulance drivers, however, refused to
take Shaiks to Greys, and said if they took him there Greys would just refer him
to Edendale. So I got Shaiks to come back into my car. Reggie was still in the
car at that stage. There was a local Comrade who I knew who was at the hospital,
and he came with us and I then drove to 'Maritzburg, intending to go to Greys.
Driving into 'Maritzburg there were too many traffic lights on Alexander Road
that I was going through, so I went to Medicity, which is the nearest hospital.
And at that point Shaiks got treatment, and I contacted the police and the local
ANC office. I believe that Reggie was killed with the first shot, the loud bang
that had been fired, and I believe that he was killed instantly in that he
didn't make any noise or any movement.
Sorry to interrupt, where was he when you drove into 'Maritzburg and into
Medicity? Where was his body? --- He was still in my car in the front where he'd
been killed - in the front passenger seat.
Please continue. --- Ja, that's sort of basically it. The car was hit a number
of times. Shaiks
/was hit
was hit with pellets, apparently from a shotgun, that had gone through the back
of the car. There was a baby seat which was in the boot of the car which
absorbed some of those pellets, and that may have resulted in him having fewer
injuries. The pellets then went through the back of the - the back passenger
seat.
And was his body taken out of the car at Medicity? --- That's right.
What was the response of the police in this matter? --- When I arrived at the
hospital I phoned - at that stage he was Colonel Schoeman, he's now Brigadier
Schoeman, who's the - he's the deputy regional commissioner of the Port
Shepstone area - and informed him. Senior ranking police - a Colonel du Preez,
who's now General du Preez, and is the area commissioner for 'Maritzburg arrived at the hospital, together with a Colonel van Aswegen from the Riot
Investigation Unit. So high level police came to the hospital. I did accompany
the police later that evening back to the scene to go and point out the scene
and - ja.
And since that day, the nature of the investigation? --- The Goldstone
Commission did investigate the investigation at one of its Natal hearings. From
what I recall there were problems with the way the investigation had been
conducted in terms of delays in getting evidence, problems about getting
firearms from the area in to take ballistics tests. From that point I'm - I mean
that was some time ago, and from that point I haven't had any direct report from
the police as to the state of the investigation.
Are you aware whether all the people who attended
/that meeting
that meeting have been questioned in connection with the murder? --- I believe
that they have, but I am going basically on a report I think given by the police
at the time. We had been specifically interested in Chief Dlamini's security
guards, because we felt their presence at the meeting was fairly suspicious. The
other pointers to make on the whole thing is that I do think it was a very
carefully planned ambush, that they chose a spot in the road where vehicles have
to proceed more slowly. The spot was also one in which they were able to see all
oncoming traffic and all - from both directions. I think they must have had us
under surveillance in Ixopo, because we didn't leave the meeting immediately, we
had the meeting with the police and then we had lunch, and I am sure they
wouldn't have wanted to have hung around on the road for a long time. And then

also that the shot that killed Reggie I think must have come from an
marksman to have been able to hit him like that. The other point I
mention was I was not able to see anybody, so when we neared the spot I
see any vehicles or any people before the ambush took place. Afterwards I
able to see anybody.

expert
didn't
didn't
wasn't

Now, you said Mr Shaiks Cele was also hit. Do you believe that all three of you
were targets for assassination? --- Look, I believe they definitely wanted to
kill Reggie, and that he was the prime target, and that hence they shot him with
the first bullet. As far as the rest of us, I am not sure what they wanted. We
could have I think been killed, or we definitely could have been killed. How
much they wanted to do that I don't know.
/Do you
Do you have any idea of how many bullets were fired into the car? --- No. I mean
just as far as - I mean a record of damage to the car, the left rear window was
broken, appeared to have been shattered on impact, or appeared to have been
shattered on impact by a bullet. The rear window was broken. Bullets went
through that. A bullet hole in the front dash board above the steering wheel,
and then a number of bullet holes in the car, so it was a large number. As far
as I know it was - shotguns were used. There were pellets. As far as I
understand Reggie was killed with an R4, I think, a bullet, and there were then
other bullets on the car.
What impact did his death have on the region and on the working of the Peace
Committee? --- Well, it obviously made that work quite difficult, in that there
was a peace meeting designed to talk about peace and try and resolve conflicts
in the local area, and you had people being shot and killed on the way to that
meeting, so it obviously made that a lot more difficult.
Are there any other comments of a specific or a general nature which you would
like to make in connection with the incident or, as I say, of a more general
nature? --- Ja, I mean there's one comment I wanted to make of a more general
nature, just having been in 'Maritzburg during the late 80s/90s, or involved
during the violence in terms of monitoring and trying to find legal strategies
of dealing with the violence, that in evidence before the Commission at this
hearing names of policemen involved in violence have been named. One of the
problems is that many of those people are still in the police. Barber, who was
mentioned quite a lot with regard to Imbali, is still
/in the
in the Security Police. I think it's the Prime Intelligence Service now. He
currently holds the rank of inspector. And that I don't think people's relations
with the police can ever improve unless the people being named are properly
investigated. I don't see how people can be expected to have faith in the police
when - or in the Security Police for example, of the new police, South African
Police Service, when people like Barber are still there and there don't appear
to have been any proper investigations into what he allegedly did. But I think
it goes beyond the foot soldiers, as it were. The more senior police, the head
of security, the heads of security at that time need also to come and say what
they did, what they knew of what was going on, were they aware of abuses, what
steps did they take. Similarly the heads of CID, because one of the problems
with number of the violence cases was that they were not properly investigated.
Those heads need to come and tell people their understanding of what happened
and why these case were not properly investigated, why there were so few people
arrested and charged, and so few people found guilty of the crimes. And I think
that unless that's done I don't think anyone can really expect relations between
the police and the community in Pietermaritzburg and surrounding areas to
normalise, and for the community to have faith in the police.
Thank you for those comments. Are
Commissioners and Committee Members?

there
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questions

from

my

fellow

--------------------MR LAX: Mr Jefreys, this is for you. It's more a
/comment
comment really, in the sense of an observation of what you've told us. At least
a G3 and a shotgun were used in
the attack on you, which would clearly indicate that at least two people must
have been involved in that attack. --- Yes.
You obviously would confirm that. --- No, I agree with that. I am sure it was
more than two.
--------------------MR LYSTER: And is it correct that G3 rifles were those rifles which were issued
by the then KwaZulu Government to chiefs without going through the proper - the
normal process of weapon licensing? --- That's correct, and then the chiefs
basically gave those guns out - in theory to people who were meant to protect
them, but they seem to have been given out quite widely, and in the province as
a whole those guns were used in the commission of a number of crimes. So really
there was no control over those guns at all. The other point is that at the
meeting with the police before the ambush the police had even told us that they
were unable to - they didn't know how many guns were in the area, they were
unable to tell us, because it was a concern before the ambush. I think Mr
Magubane's car had been ambushed with a G3, or a G3 had been used, and
subsequent in the investigation, as far as I understand, they were not able to
properly get records of all the firearms in the area.
Are there any further questions for Mrs Hadebe?
--------------------I just want to ask one question which is directed to JJ. As the meeting was
adjourned at 12 noon because of certain problems can you give me the picture of
the
/movements
movements of the people? Were you the first people to
leave? --- The second meeting also took place at the same venue, so the IFP
members left and the ANC members and the police stayed behind. And then at the
... (inaudible) ... had finished I think we all more or less left at the same
time.
--------------------MR LYSTER: And then you went to lunch and then left for 'Maritzburg. --- And
then left for 'Maritzburg after lunch.
--------------------DR MAGWAZA: Again this is not a question, but it's just a comment which I would
like to address to Mrs Hadebe. I address it as a comment in that, Mrs Hadebe,
you represent a large number of women who have lost their husbands, who were the
heroes to us, and you have an overwhelming responsibility of taking care of a
big family of six single-handedly. In big families like yours some of the
children are deeply affected, and it will be a big mistake if the Commission we
forget the children of Reggie Hadebe. I will therefore like you to - just to

make a brief comment about the state of Reggie's children. I heard you mention
that you felt the children were not loving and caring as they should. Could you
tell us how have their lives changed. --- One of them is not performing well at
school. We've even sent her to schools for special education. The other ones
they are not affectionate, they are not even caring. They are so violent, they
are showing some violent tendencies. They are just not caring. Their lives are
not as well as before.
(Inaudible) ... that you are a very strong lady, but /sometimes
sometimes do accept that you are a human being who can be
weak. Take care of yourself, as well as your children, and seek help. Thank you
very much.
--------------------MR LYSTER: Mrs Hadebe and Mr Jefrey, we as a Commission express our deep
sympathy to you, to you both. Mrs Hadebe, you have lost your partner of many,
many years, your breadwinner and the father of your children, and, Mr Jefrey,
you have lost a friend and a colleague, and on top of that had to suffer the
shock of watching him being killed in front of you, and driving with his body
many kilometres from Ixopo to 'Maritzburg.
Mrs Hadebe, your husband was a famous person and a dynamic person, and this city
and this province is a poorer place as a result of his death. He was a natural
leader, he was a well educated man. We understand that at the time of his death
he was studying for his masters degree in education, and there is no doubt that
had he still been alive he would have taken his place amongst the leaders of
this province. If one looks back at the last 30 years and considers the number
of dynamic young people who were cut down in their youth, before they had a
proper opportunity to fulfil their potential for their communities and their
country, it only adds to the tragedy of this country.
Your husband's name will, I have no doubt, go down in the history of this
country, and we hope that it is of some comfort to you that he is regarded by
many thousands of people as a hero.
The tragedy of your husband's death is made worse by the fact that the people
who committed this crime are
/still walking
still walking free, and the Commission will certainly do
whatever it can to try to ensure that those who committed this act are brought
to justice.
We sympathise with you and your family, and we thank you both very much for
coming here today to relive those memories, and to once again bring the death of
Reggie Hadebe into the public light. Thank you very much for coming in, and we
wish you well as you go.
--------------------NKHANYISI DLOMO
Can we have the translation please? --- Yes, that is true.
Where were you born? --- I was born at New Hanover at Mshwati.
Where are you staying? --- At the present
Pietermaritzburg in the place called Grange.

moment

I

am

staying

at

Did you run away from New Hanover during the harassments? --- Yes, that is true.
In those organisations which were existing at that time to which organisation
did you belong? --- I was a member of the ANC.
In your statement I find that it's not clearly stated as to when you were born.
--- I was born on the 23rd of May of 1970.
About your family, can you tell us how many you were at home? --- At home I am
the third out of four children.
Where are the others? --- They are still with me. They are staying with me here
at 'Maritzburg. My elder brother is staying at Hammarsdale.
Is he married? --- No, he's not married.
Nkhanyisi, can you explain what happened during September 1992 at night? What
happened during that night? --- During that night people came to attack my
family. At the end it was discovered that they were police, the Internal
Stability Unit. They were coming from Group 9 from Durban. That was not the
first time for the police to come to my place or our place. It was the third
time. They came the first time to harass one of the members of
/ the ANC,
the ANC, Mr Maseko, and they then arrived the second time
at home during the day. By that time I was at school in the University of
Zululand. It was 1991. I was doing my second year in a B Comm degree. When they
arrived at home i wasn't there. There was a note which I left at the door so
that whoever was looking for me could find out where I were. They get inside and
ransack the house. They said they were looking for arms which were stored at my
home. And then they took the note, they never contacted me and then they went
away, and they left some message that ... (intervention)
When they arrive at home was your mother at home? --- My mother wasn't at home.
She was working as a nurse in one of the hospitals nearby.
Was she a nurse? --- Yes, she was a nurse.
You may continue. --- At that time the school closed. They came back to Mr
Maseko and again - oh, I have to explain there. After I discovered that one of
my sisters - they do came looking for her. I talked to Mary de Haas at the
University of Natal, who was going to have a meeting with the district
commissioner of that place to ask from the district commissioner why were the
police looking for me. Mrs de Haas tried to do that, got the explanation from
the lieutenant was that they were just conducting a normal raid in that area.
They were searching all the homes at that place.
Are there any other families that were searched besides your home? --- No, they
only searched my place, my home.
Thank you. You can go on. --- They went away. During that time in 1991 during
December 16 my dad died
/because
because he was sick. I was writing my exams. I couldn't write my exams because I
have to come home to see my father. I found that he was very sick. I was so
afraid that if I go back to school I might have to come back again if he dies. I
took him to hospital in Applesford. They took him to Edendale Hospital, where he
died on the 16th of December. On the date he died I wasn't there. We were at a
meeting of the regional conference in the ANC Midlands. On that same day we have

to stay at ... (inaudible) ... to a rally of the MK.
Before you continue, the other children, your brothers and sisters, were you in
the same organisation? --- Yes, they were together in the organisation, but I
was the one who was very involved. There was a young little girl who was about
five. My mum was at work.
Was she not a member of the ANC? --- She didn't have a card, but she did follow
the principles of the organisation.
You can continue. --- I came back home in 1992. I couldn't go back to school, I
had to stay with my mother at home for about a year. I stayed until September.
In the community there was sort of a conflict between the ANC and the IFP. The
other place is called - there was an ANC place and the Inkatha people were
trying to infiltrate our place. During September at night some people came to
attack my home. I get out and ran away. I didn't think these were police because
I just heard of guns and I started to run away. When I passed my neighbours they
couldn't open for me. I just ran. I heard some gunshots. I ran to my uncle, who
is about eight kilometres.
When these people arrived at your place, you were
/asleep,
asleep, what did they do? --- We were asleep. It was about half past one in the
morning. It was very dark. I just heard the noises of guns. I thought maybe
these were attackers from the Inkatha people.
Was the door closed? --- Yes, the door was closed. I just opened the door and
ran away. I just saw something, some dark shades, and then I started to run
away. I couldn't see the people because it was dark.
While you were running you said they shot at you. --- Yes, they shoot me from
the back. I ran to my uncle. I fall into a hole, where like I broke my arm, but
I was able to crawl and sort of get into my uncle. Fortunately there was a car,
and then they took me to a place called Newspaper, where they found a kombi
which took me to Durban. When we arrived in Durban ... (intervention)
When you arrived in Durban then you were shot in the back and your hand was
broken. --- Yes. When I arrived in Durban it was about dawn. I started to search
for people whom I know. I went to a place called Dikonia. I looked for Jenny
Irish. I knew her. She took me to a doctor at St George's Street. The doctor
called Zothini.
Do you know the doctor? --- No, I don't remember his name. The doctor came to
me. He told me that my mum is late.
During the time while you were running what did you have in your possession?
What were you wearing? --- I had nothing in my possession. I wasn't even
dressed.
Were you wearing some pyjamas? --- I was just wearing a short pair.
You can continue. --- The doctor told me that my
/mother
mother has died. They took me to hospital at Addington Hospital
Since you left your mum at home what did he tell you what killed your mum? --They told me that the attackers had killed my mum, and then he wrote me a letter
that I can be transferred to Addington Hospital.

Well, do you think was your mother ever in conflict with the Inkatha people? --Never.
In your statement you say between 28 and 29 February there was a meeting of the
IFP people where your mum was called in to attend. Can you tell us more about
that? --- About the meeting, my mother was called by the leader to attend the
meeting so that she can tell me to stop to organise the ANC in that area.
Is it true that she was told that there's some people which you bring into the
community? Which people are these? --- They said I am bringing the white people
with guns into my home. There used to be Mary de Haas coming to my place, and
Lady Jenny Irish.
Just to find out exactly what was happening there, when they arrived to visit
you were they coming with arms? --- No.
You may continue. You heard that your mum was killed, and then what happened? -- While I was at Addington they took me to an x-ray just to find out if my bone
wasn't broken. After that the late Nduli had to contact the branch at
Mbumbudlovu, and he contacted Mr Harry Gwala. He tried also to contact the
people to tell them that they must go and pick me up and took me to
Pietermaritzburg.
At your place was your family the first place to be
/harassed.
harassed, or there were some other families were harassed? --- My family was the
second one to be harassed. In 1991 the Kothos family they killed the parents. We
didn't know who killed them. Yes, we didn't know.
Did they ever investigate, or was there ever an inquest about the death of these
people or of your mum? --- Yes, that was done in 1994.
At Mshwati? --- At New Hanover.
What did they say who were the perpetrators? Did they find out who they were? -- Yes. They found out these were the members of the Internal Stability Unit from
Durban.
Did they find out their names? Who were they? --- They did find their names,
because they appeared before the inquest.
It means they are staying around here in Durban. --- Yes, they are staying
around here in Durban, because what makes it possible for there to be an inquest
is because they are representative.
Were they prosecuted? --- What I can say is that I was not impressed by the way
the matter was handled during the inquest. I used to come, and the police used
to come too. They used to sit with the Magistrate and the police who was
investigating the case. One case they had they started with a braai, and then
the case have to start at about 3 o'clock, and then they have to postpone it
because it was late. I appeared many times and they were always postponing the
inquest. And later we had to resume and we started. What I can say about that is
I don't believe that the course of law was followed.
What did the Attorney-General say about the inquest
/during
during that time? --- The Attorney-General refused that the other people must be
there.

Was there a reason why he said so? --- What I noticed is that he refused that
the accused should be there. I didn't understand why he said they mustn't come.
Do you know the name of the Attorney-General? --- Yes, I know him.
What's his name? --- His name is Tim McNally.
Tim McNally? --- Yes, Tim McNally.
All the people who did this, do you know their names? --- Yes, I know their
names. I have just forgotten them.
Your children, your father is not there and your mother is not there, are they
still - those who are still young who were there who need some help? --- My
younger sister before me she is staying with me, she is not working, and the
other one it's at school, and there are other three children who were not at
home the day we were attacked, they were also staying with my mum, I am also
taking care of them at the moment.
About your parents, did they have any insurance policy? --- Yes, they had an
insurance policy.
Have you been paid out of the benefits? --- The company - the insurance company
refused to pay because they said my mum was the one who was attacking the
police.
They refused to pay because they said your mum was attacking the police? --Yes.
Did you find a lawyer to try and help you in this case? --- In the inquest we
were represented by Advocate Palmer.
Wasn't he able to help you? --- He just
/represented
represented us at the inquest only.
Didn't you find a lawyer to investigate about your mother's insurance policy,
and it was said that they couldn't give you the benefits because she attacked
the police? --- Yes.
Which simply means the other thing which you would like the Commission to
investigate for you it's about the insurance policy. --- Yes, that's true.
You said that like you were
wish to finish your degree?
because I have to take care
can get a chance to go back

studying B Comm and you had to drop out? When do you
--- At the present moment it's very difficult for me
of myself and the whole family, but if any moment I
to school I would like to finish it.

The last - I want to find the whole picture about your family. After you were so
harassed did you ever get some counselling services? --- No, we never got such
services, but myself while I was working for the ANC the work that I was doing
at that time used to keep me busy, and I stopped working for the organisation in
1994, and I worked for the national Government. At the present moment I have
time to sit and think about things of the past, and in my mind this has affected
me very much because I had at once to go to be admitted in hospital. I can't
explain it. I was under a post ... (incomplete)
You mean that if ever we want the records we can get them? --- I went to this
hospital, and then I ended up at Greys.
Thank

you

very

much

for

your

explanation.

Our

duty

is

to

listen

to

the

harassment of people, their wishes and requests. What we do is we take over your
requests and
/wishes to
wishes to the national Government. These are the people who will decide what
they can do. We just make some recommendations. And I should make that clear. I
wish God can help you so that you can get some counselling. That's easy because
we are in the process at the present moment where we'll be able to sort of like
make you have some contact with some counselling services, and we will have to
sort of like hand you over to Dr Mkhize and get some psychiatrists and
psychologists so that they can meet you and help you. Thank you very much.
--------------------MR LAX: Mr Dlomo, just for the record it's important to put to you what the
police said at the inquest just to see whether you agree with that or disagree
with that. But the police version of what happened that night was that they came
to your house, they knocked on the door, you fired shots at them and your mother
tried to attack them with a panga. What do you say about that? --- That is not
true. At the time when they came it shows that they did not come peacefully
because they came at dawn whilst we were sleeping. Nobody saw them. Even the
cars, according to eye witnesses, people who were working at the College of
Education, the cars did not have their lights on and they didn't park in front
of my yard. It was not the first time that they were doing that as they had
already said that they were afraid, they did not know the place. They had got
prior information from one of their trusted informers that we had kept arms for
the ANC. I totally deny what was said by the police in the inquest. When my
mother died she was 57 years old. The policemen who shot her was Constable
Booysens, who was 21 years old. /According
According to him he shot the first time in the air. That was a warning shot, but
he says my mother had a bush knife with her. Even when my mother heard the R1
rifle she continued to attack Constable Booysens, and Constable Booysens
realised that he had to shoot my mother. I don't believe a 57-year-old woman
hearing gunshots with a knife could go on and shoot a person who had possession
of a firearm. I flatly don't believe that, because thereafter they continued to
search. They raided my place, they never found anything.
(Inaudible) --- That is totally not true. At that time I was not armed, I had
absolutely nothing. There's not even a piece of ammunition that was in my place.
That is just their way of trying to absolve themselves. I never shot them. We
were the ones who were shot. I woke up to gunshots and I ran away.
--------------------MR LYSTER: (Inaudible) ... was shot in her own house in her nightdress, totally
unarmed, shot dead by an armed policeman. It is difficult to imagine a more
callous act committed by someone whose job it was to protect the community, but
so often did the opposite, and persecuted, intimidated and harassed communities.
In fact your mother's case is quite a famous case, and there have been many
attempts to persuade the authorities in this province to prosecute the person
responsible for your mother's death, without success.
In so many cases that we have heard over the past few days, and indeed over the
past few months, it is the women of this country, innocent women, who have often
suffered most in the sad history of our country, and your
/mother was
mother was one of those women. It is a sad burden for you to have to carry, the
death of your mother, and we hope that by telling your story today in public has
assisted you in some way in coming to terms with the death of your mother.

We thank you very much again for coming to share your story with us, and we wish
you strength and courage as you go. Thank you.
--------------------MR LYSTER: Can you hear me and understand me through the headphones?
MS NYAWOSE: Yes, I can hear you.
MR LYSTER: The other people on the stage with you, I recognise one as - it must
be your sister.
MS NYAWOSE: They are all my sisters.
MR LYSTER: (Inaudible) ... who is going to relate the story, is that correct?
MS NYAWOSE: Yes, I am going to say whatever I know, then I'll hand over to one
of them to elaborate on whatever I have said.
MR LYSTER: We don't have a statement from anyone else other than yourself, so if
one of your brothers - if your brother or one of your sisters does say something
please could they just make it brief and to confirm what you have already said.
Thank you. (Inaudible) ... up and take the oath.
--------------------NOMZAMO NYAWOSE (Sworn, States)
MR LYSTER: My colleague, Dr Magwaza, will assist you with your evidence.
DR MAGWAZA: Good day. May you please introduce yourselves as a family. We know
Nomzamo, but we wish to know you all. --- My name is Nobahle Nyawose. --- I am
Lindiwe Nyawose.
We thank you very much for having been able to come here to come and tell us
about what happened to your parents whilst you were still very young. We know
that this is going to be a very painful moment for you, but you must know that
we are here to support you. Nomzamo, I can see that you are being emotionally
carried away. Are you
/prepared
prepared to speak? Just tell us about your family. Tell us how many you are at
home. --- We are four at home. The first one is Ntombenhle. She is the firstborn. She is followed by Lindiwe, then it's me, then the last born is Philani.
Yours is quite a different story, because you lost your parents when you were
outside the country, you were not even in South Africa. I will ask you to just
give us a brief explanation as to how your family landed up in Swaziland. Just
tell us what happened, how come you left this country. --- What I will say
according to rumours, because I was still very young, I was born in September
18, 1976 here in South Africa, in Durban. That's where my mother was working. I
don't know when I got to Swaziland, but I was staying in Swaziland from the age
of one up to five years. According to my sisters my mother went to Swaziland
after having given birth to me. My sisters were left when my mother went away.
My father was already in Swaziland. I don't know when he left. I landed up in
Swaziland. All I knew was that all of us were in Swaziland because I was still
very young at that time. Philani was born in Swaziland. He was born in 1979. We
stayed in Manzini. Let me say we were residents in Swaziland, but that's not
where this incident took place. It took place in Matsapa. We were moving from
Manzini - between Manzini and Matsapa. Matsapa is comprised - it has apartments
and flats, so we stayed in KwaManzini, but at night they used to wake us up, put
us in the car, and we would proceed to Matsapa. We never used to know what was

wrong or what was right that made us to be ferried during the night to and fro,
but we were
/told that
told that the boers were very dangerous.
Your father was working for an organisation. --- He was a representative of a
certain organisation, the ANC. This went on for quite some time as I was growing
up, and I used to see this being woken up by my father, saying, "We should go
now." When we get to Matsapa we would be told, "Let's go back to Manzini." At
times we would sleep at relatives' places. There was another lady who was
staying in Mbabane in Swaziland. We used to go to her place. I think it was on
the 3rd, but I am not sure, but I think it was the 3rd, I was taken to No 8, a
flat, where there was a granny who was staying there. Her name was Alzina Zondi.
I was very close to Alzina Zondi. I almost thought she was my mother. I had
visited there. There was her granddaughter. Her name was Nokuthula. We were
attending school at Malcolmville. I was going to sleep there, and wake up the
following morning and go to school together with her. In the morning my mother
was supposed to come and fetch me together with Nokuthula so that they put us in
a school bus which would leave us at school. I waited on that particular day,
myself and Nokuthula, waiting for my mother. That was on the 4th. I was in grade
one. I waited and waited with Nokuthula. And Alzina said to us, "It looks like
your parents are not coming to fetch you." I told Alzina that they should be
here because they knew I had problems with my school bus. We waited endlessly
until such time that they sent us to the shop. When we were sent to the shop we
were still in uniform. When we came back from the shop I saw my sisters as well
as other children with whom we board the school bus. I asked what had happened,
whether the bus had
/broken down.
broken down. Nobody answered me. I asked who had died, "Because all of you just
look downhearted." I asked, "Who did the boers kill?" because this boer things
was now a joke, because they used to say, "Boers are dogs, when ever they get
you they kill you." I sensed that there was something bad that had happened.
Ntombenhle and Lindiwe was there, but Philani was at the creche. I think my
sisters will go further from then, because they never told me what was
happening, they just kept quiet. They were supposed to have come with my mother
and we were supposed to be taken to the school bus all of us.
They haven't been sworn in, so may you please go on. --- Thereafter I was called
by Granny Alzina. It was myself and Nokuthula. She said to me, "Nomzamo, your
mother has passed away. The boers had killed her." That's where I saw that what
my mother and father was saying about the boers had now materialised. I felt so
bad. We were taken to where the incident had taken place. When I got there my
mother's car had burnt down. I could not see what had happened. My mother was
not there. We were very confused. I asked myself as to why my mother wasn't left
at home. I heard that as the car was standing when my father tried to start the
car, because my mother sent Ntombenhle to change Philani, the baby, her napkin,
so my mother said she must start the car. Then when my father started the car
the car just exploded. The flat at which we were staying was even having a big
hole at the ceiling. Lindiwe, my sister, ran out and she called Ntombenhle's
name, and they realised that the parents had died. When she came close my
father's lower part was no longer there. He was bleeding profusely. My mother
had
/her foot
her foot inside and the other one was outside. She was trying to get into the
car. Now she was burnt and her skull had started to crack. When I thought of
this incident I felt very confused, I didn't know what to do. Thereafter all our
relatives from 'Maritzburg started pouring in, because my family is here in
'Maritzburg. My uncle came, and he is the one who went to the mortuary to

identify my parents. Now when we talk to him and tell him as to the scene that at the funeral when we were sitting we were sitting just like the audience, and
our parents' coffins were further down there. We never saw them. We were told
then that they were put in big plastic refuse bags.
Were there people with your parents in your car? --- Yes, there were two people.
One was my uncle, Makhebula Mlungise, and another one by the name of Moffet.
According to my thoughts I think they were their bodyguards, because Makhebula
went to Mozambique to be trained as a member of Umkhonto we Sizwe. He used to
come to my place, and whenever he was there we used to trust and believe that
our parents were safe, but when he tells us now he says many people did not
know. Because he got this chance to be a bodyguard and he was very happy because
he had guarded his sister, but many people did not know that.
Just tell us about this whole incident. Then after your parents had died what
happened to you, because you were still very young? --- After their death my
mother had parents who were staying at Imbali. They were elderly at that time.
They came during the funeral. I don't know what happened thereafter, because
what I remember we were
/left with
left with Alzina. We stayed quite a few weeks. Maybe it was one or two weeks. My
sister was taken to one white lady, Mrs Forest, whose kids we were schooling
with. We used to visit her very often. Then we stayed at Alzina's place until my
grandfather, as well as my grandmother, came to take us. Those who were there at
that time were saying that we should be left with Alzina. We were taken,
Nonzamo, Lindiwe, as well as Philani, by grandmother and grandfather. Ntombenhle
was left with this white family. When we got to 'Maritzburg we stayed with my
grandfather. I am not sure about the time which we stayed, but Ntombenhle came
back thereafter. We are staying with my mother up til today - my grandmother, as
well as grandfather and my grandfather's daughter. That is my mother's sister.
Nobody was working there. My uncle, I think he was getting pension at that time.
Which year was that? --- My parents died in 1982. I think it was 1983/84
thereafter when we were staying there. They tried to get us schools. That was a
problem because we did not know Zulu, we were speaking Swazi and English.
Did you ever get help when you got here? --- My grandfather was getting pension
money, so we had problems, financial problems. My grandmother always tried to
get help. From 1982 we kept on relating this story to people. Even today we have
never ever had any help from anyone. Then my grandmother died in 1989, we were
left with my grandfather. My grandmother was very strong, she had a strong
character, stronger than my grandfather, because my grandfather is old.
Have you ever tried to go to ANC people? Because
/your father
your father was working for the organisation have you ever tried to get some
help? --- Yes, we tried. We tried. My father was a member of Umkhonto. There are
certain things that they say that members of Umkhonto we Sizwe are getting
demobilised and they are not getting any money. There's absolutely nothing we
didn't try, but up til today nobody has ever come to our assistance. We are not
working. We go to school right in the middle. We have to stop because of
financial problems. Nobody earned a living at home. At times we would sleep
without food. We even got used to that. We are used to suffering. There's no
type of suffering we haven't gone through.
Let me just ask a few questions. When your parents died how old were they? --Let me just find out from my sister because I am not sure. My mother was 34
years old and my sister was 36 years old (sic).
There are two surnames here, there's Nzima and Nyawose. --- My father used this

surname outside in order to try and camouflage, but he is Nyawose. That was just
to distract attention from him.
And what about your uncle, Mlungise? Where is he? --- He survived the attack
because he was sitting in the car. Whatever happened never actually affected
him. I think there is - it was a situation where by he was somehow perturbed. He
didn't move, nothing happened, but he saw all that happened but he survived the
attack. Both of them survived the attack.
Do you contact each other? Where's your uncle? --- My uncle went away in 1976 to
join Umkhonto we Sizwe. Then he came back in 1992. There's nothing we can expect
from him, or what he can do, because he has just
/come back
come back now and he's trying to pick up the pieces of his life. There's
absolutely nothing we can expect from him.
I want to ask you, your parents - have you ever gone back to where your parents
were buried? --- No, we've never been there. We never went there after the
funeral. We do wish to go and see our parents' graves, but at times we say maybe
other people had been buried on top of them now. But at times we feel if we
could go there to the graves, cry in front of the graves, so that we can be
satisfied, because at the time we were still very young when this happened.
In your statement you pointed out that other people say this trap - Mamasela is
involved as well as Nofamela. Are there any people who were arrested? --- At
that time in Swaziland I think it was on the 4th. Probably or approximately on
the 6th the newspaper reported the matter, and when we got here we were
destitute, we were desperate. When we went around telling people we felt as if
we were just talking, making up stories, because people just looked at us as if
we were mad. We went to the library to check the newspaper, and we kept on
making photocopies of the paper, an each time we got to ask for help we would
produce this little paper as a piece of evidence as to what actually happened to
us. But after quite some time, when we went there trying to get the very same
piece of paper, we were told that all the papers had been destroyed.
So which means you don't have any more knowledge as to whether Mamasela or
Nofamela were involved? --- Thereafter my sister went to the library to
investigate about this article. We got a man in the library who said,
/"If you
"If you can't get this piece of article I can help you. There is a book in the
library which is called "In the Heart of the War," which is written by Jacques
Po. Then I will investigate about the whole matter and update you."
He opened the book up and he saw Petros and Jabunzima, written that they had
killed in Swaziland in a car bomb. Then it went on further to say that people
who were watching my parents' movements were Joe Mamasela, Chica Lana and
Nofamela. When we saw this it was on a Monday. The previous day was the Truth
Commission. I watched this man who was making details as to what he was doing to
people. That's when we started crying, because there was somebody who was
admitting. I don't know whether I was excited or I was just angry. I had mixed
feelings.
Was there any inquest held, or any court case with regard to that? --- I don't
think so, because we were staying with grandparents and there was nothing major
that we heard.
Now, coming to you as the siblings who were tortured at quite an early age, you
look very much tortured. You look angry, like you need help because you were
traumatised. We shall contact you in due course, see how we can help you get
rehabilitated. It is very apparent that you are in difficulty, you are in

financial troubles, you are in a problem as to furthering your education. We
shall take your requests and we shall try to rehabilitate you. We thank you very
much for having this courage to come and appear before us. We hope and we trust
that all of us as we are sitting here we have been touched so deeply by your
story. We are here to support you when you need it. --- Thank you.
/I'll hand
I'll hand over to the chairman.
--------------------I have got a question for you, Nomzamo. As you are relating your suffering, the
suffering that you have experienced after your parents' death, are you at school
at the present moment? --- We are not at school.
All of you? --- No, Philani is the only one who is at school. He is doing
standard eight at Sobantu.
Are you working? --- No, we are not working.
How old are you respectively? --- The two of us were at Technikon, but we didn't
finish. We were about to do our third year. We just stopped before June because
we had a problem. We wanted to continue with our education but at the Technikon
when they need the prescribe books. When you have to buy the book you find that
you don't have money to buy the book. You don't have money to even pay for your
tuition. Technikon is not like high school, where you could say to your
neighbour, "Let's share the book." Each and everyone has got a book, so you
can't share, and the books were very expensive. And we failed the first term
because we had no books. We could wait until the end of the year and have
whatever money, see where we get the money, but we don't even have a single
book.
Which Technikon were you? --- It was Technikon Natal in 'Maritzburg.
What were you doing? --- I was doing travelling and tourism. My sister was doing
business education.
--------------------(Inaudible) ... and Ntombenhle, we express our deep sympathy to you. It is very
hard for us on this stage,
/and I am
and I am sure for members of the audience, to see four young people suffering so
much, and we can only imagine how much harder it is for you to tell this story
and to relive those memories of your parents' death.
Your parents were killed by agents of the previous Government in a foreign
country, and there were many others like them who were murdered in this way in
Mozambique, Botswana, Lesotho, and also in Europe, if you think of people like
Dulcie September and Joe Meyer and Jackie Quinn.
We will do what we can to find out who was responsible for giving the order for
the assassination of your parents, and we hope that if we do that it will enable
you to come to terms, or to better come to terms with your parents' death. As my
colleague, Dr Magwaza, has said we will also make recommendation to the
Government as to how you should be assisted as a result of the loss of those
people who should have been with you to care for you and to raise you, your
parents.
Finally we thank you very much for coming here today, and for having the courage

to relive those memories with us, and we wish you every strength and courage as
you go. We hope that it has been of some benefit to you all to sit here, the
four of you together, and to share this story with us. Thank you very much. Is
there anything that any one of your sisters or your brother would like to say to
add to that, or do you feel that you have said everything that you want to say?
--- We don't want to say anything.
--------------------MGENZENI MBANJWA
(Inaudible) --- (Inaudible)
These grandchildren of yours, how old are they? --- The one, the son of Thulani,
is six years old. He has started schooling. The other one by Themba is four
years old. The other one of Thamsanqa is two years. The second one it's one year
old ... (inaudible)
Mr Mbanjwa, where are you staying? --- We are staying with ... (inaudible) ...
at the moment. We are coming from Taylors.
When did you leave Taylors? --- That was 1990. We were attacked and we went to
Khaluzi.
Who were attacking you? --- This was the members of the IFP.
Do you belong to any organisation? --- Yes, we belong to ANC.
You have come before this Commission to tell us about the abduction, the
harassment of your son, Thulani Mbanjwa, who was born in the 1st January 1968. -- Yes, that is so.
Can you tell us in details exactly what happened in 1989 on the 28th May? --Thulani left on the 28th of May 1990 ... (inaudible) ... we were attacked at
Taylors. We were at home. The attacks started during 1988 and continued until
1989, and then ... (inaudible) ... during 1990 we were attacked during the day
at 12 o'clock.
Were they attacking your family or they were attacking just all the families
next to you? --- They were all attacking our families, because they arrived at
12 o'clock during the day ... (inaudible) ... they surrounded the family.
/Which year?
Which year? --- It was 1989.
In your statement you say it was on the 28th of May - on the 28th of May, the
day on which Thulani died. They did attack you before? --- Yes, they did attack
us before two times in 1988 and 1989. Therefore we left the place during 1989,
and we were escorted by the police up to Khaluzi.
Thulani was educated? --- He repeated standard 10 two times. He wanted to study
medicine.
You wished that - you wanted him to go overseas to study medicine ...
(inaudible) .... when he ran away during 1990 to Khaluzi ... (inaudible) ... it
was on the 28th of May of 1990. Thulani went away to a place called Taylors.
We wanted to check these matters. Let me remind you. Was it 1989 or 1990? In
your statement you said he left on May 1989. Is that true? --- He left on the
28th of May 1990.
Which means we have to correct your statement. --- When he arrived at Taylors we

didn't know that he was at Taylors because I told him he mustn't try to go and
look for ... (inaudible) ... because ... (inaudible) ... he got the kid, and the
kid was about five months old. We had a problem with the kid.
Was he married
(inaudible)

at

that

time?

--- No,

he

wasn't

married

at

that

time

...

So it means he just got a baby from just a girlfriend? --- Yes. He had a problem
because he wanted to check his ... (inaudible) ... he thought maybe he might
have got a ... (inaudible) ... somewhere else. He was also trying to find some
job so that he can help to
/raise up
raise up his kid, who was five months old. While we were still hiding there ...
(intervention)
Where were you hiding? --- We were renting a stand of Mr Dlamini, and we are
still staying there. On May the 28th, early in the morning at 6 o'clock, I waked
up early in the morning at Khaluzi. When I waked up Thulani was not there. I
thought he had gone to his temporary job where he was working somewhere in town
in the suburb. Unfortunately he had gone to Taylors. It was on Monday the 28th
of 1990. We waited at home until eight, after nine. At about 10 o'clock a young
boy came. He is from the Mdlungu family. He said he is coming to tell us that
one of the young men came to him in town to tell him that Thulani has been
arrested at Taylors.
You said - this young man who came to tell you, what was his surname? --- His
surname was Mdlungu.
(Inaudible) ... what can you tell about ... (inaudible) --- (Inaudible) ... came
after the first one that I am talking about.
The first one who came to see you is this young boy from the Zulus? --- Yes. The
second one came at about 11. They were not able to come to my place very easily
because they were sort of prohibited from coming to talk to us. They came to
tell us that Thulani has been caught by Ndlovu and he has been killed by this
man. We went to the police.
What did they tell you who killed Thulani? --- It's Mr Ndlovu, Thelu Ndlovu.
This is the man who killed Thulani.
Did you know this Thelu Ndlovu? --- Yes, we knew him. We used to stay with him.
/To which
To which organisation does he belong? --- He was an Inkatha member.
Did he ever - was he used to attacking other people who do not belong to his
party? --- It used to happen, but we didn't know that it was him.
You were just surprised when you heard this news. --- Yes.
The first report was given to you by Mthunzi Ndlungu. What was his name? What
was his name? --- His name was Moses Ndlungu.
And the other one was Mthuzi Mhlongo? --- Yes.
What happened after they have reported this? --- We went to ANC offices to ask
for help.
Before you reach there, you said he was killed at Taylors. When did he go to
KwaNgube? --- It was on the 28th. He went there to look for his letter. They

were coming from KwaNgube. When he arrived - before he went to KwaNgube to
collect his letters - I want to correct the statement.
KwaNgube is a name of family, it's not the name of a place? --- Yes. He didn't
start from the KwaNgube family. He went home. We left a dog behind when we left
the place. He went there to look for the dog, and then they saw him. The Nzo
family saw him from there. Before they see him there was a neighbour who sent a
young boy to go and tell Lu that Thulani is here.
What was the name of this neighbour? --- That was Lulu Mthembu. That was the
neighbour I am talking about.
Where is this Lulu Mthembu? --- We are told he is at KwaNdabuza. We haven't seen
him.
/Where is
Where is Thelu Ndlovu? --- He is at Taylors at his home, at a place called
Ehashini. They said yes, Thulani is around.
Did they tell Ndlovu? --- That is true.
After they told Ndlovu what did Ndlovu say? --- When we hear, since we were not
there, Mthunzi told us that Thelu came out with cars. Some of them were on legs.
They were coming to the home where Thulani was. One, this young boy, he told
Mthunzi that they must tell Thulani that he must run away because the Ndlovu
family is coming.
What was the name of this young boy who came to tell you this? Is he called Sbo
Sibisi? --- Yes.
Thulani started running. --- Yes, Mthunzi told him. Thulani ran away. He ran a
long distance. I can't estimate how long it was.
Were they following him? --- Yes, they were following, they were after him. The
distance it's like from here, and you can pass the Checkers Stores from here.
They were following him.
Were they running after him on foot? --- Yes, but Ndlovu was coming on the other
side driving a car. When he was far away he started - they started shouting,
asking for the other people to stop him. And then they blocked his way and he
had to run away back to Taylors. On the other side they surrounded him. That's
where they get out from their cars, they went to him. They were holding guns.
They hold him with his hands. They put him into a car.
Whose car is that? Is it Ndlovu's car? --- Yes.
Is it true that Ndlovu's car was a blue Toyota? --- Yes, that is true. Yes, the
car left. They took
/him to
him to Ndlovu's place. When they arrived at Ndlovu's place he was locked in a
room where there was only one door.
This Ndlovu, is he - does he have any position in the community? --- He is an
induna, yes.
Of which chief? --- Of Chief Ngcobo.
You can continue. --- After he was locked we were told by him after came the
police. He told us that they didn't lock Thulani, Thulani broke out and ran
away. The police asked him how did he get out through the window when the door

was open. He said, "I didn't know." When Thulani was locked in - he was locked
in Ndlovu's place, and they started to harass him inside. They followed him.
When he get out did they follow him? --- No, they shot at him. While he was
trying to escape through the window they shot him. He ran for a long distance.
He was running approaching a mountain, and there were some families. They were
running behind him and they were holding some weapons. When he arrived at the
place he fall because he was shot by that time. They shot at him before they
arrived at him and attacked him with weapons. There were too many. We don't know
how many there were, but we know that they were all ... (inaudible) ... Ndlovu
was at home by that time, but there were these people which he uses to do all
these things.
Do you know their names? --- One of the leaders of the people who were attacking
it's Sbu. The surname is Duma.
Is this the only person you know? --- This other boy ... (inaudible) ... Duhle
Mahlasela. No, no, it's Shezi, the surname.
/These are
These are the people who were running after him? --- Yes, and ... (inaudible)
... Ngcobo and some other older men, elderly men.
Can you tell the Commission that
are naming? --- They are still
can't tell you where they are at
for them they were running and
catch him and killed him.

this Sbu Shezi - where are all these people you
staying - they are staying at Taylors, but I
the moment, because at the time we were looking
hiding. On the 29th they ran after him, they

How did they kill him? With what did they kill him? --- I don't know. We heard
that they first shot him and then they stabbed him, and they also hit him with
an axe. They also stabbed him with spears and some knobkerries. And he died at
that time. We knew that he died at that time, but when we heard some rumours this Lulu who called Ndlovu told us he didn't die on the 29th. They couldn't
catch him because he was running.
Did you ever get a death certificate which shows the cause of his death? --- No,
we don't have it because we didn't even open a case on this matter. After three
months - and after some time I was walking around, and then there were some
people who came to me and said I must come and look to identify his - to look
for his body. We went around looking for his body but we couldn't find anything.
After three months some people called and they said we mustn't reveal their
names. They said I must come to the mortuary to look for his body. I phoned the
DP people. They give me some police and soldiers so that we can go around
looking for Thulani's body. This Reggie Mkhize was the man who was giving us
help. And then we
/left the
left the police
anything.
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This happened on the 29th of May? To which police station did you first go? --On the first - the ANC people told us to go to Plessislaer Police Station, and
at that place they told us that we must ... (inaudible) ... go to Khaluzi. The
police at Khaluzi said we must go to police who are at Taylors.
And which means they refused to help you at Khaluzi. Do you remember who was the
station commander there? --- No, it was our first time to be there. We didn't
know anything about that.
And from there you went to ask for help at the office of the Democratic Party in

town. --- Yes, we went there, and we were taken there by Mr Msimbi, and he is
from the Methodist Church. He took us to the Democratic Party, and then this Reg
Mkhize helped us. He opened a case.
He didn't find your child? --- Yes, we didn't find the child. The first
investigator who took the statement is Mr Vilakazi. I don't remember his name.
While we were looking for the body Bala Naidoo from Durban came. Bala Naidoo
used to go to Taylors and sleep there at night searching for the body, but he
couldn't find anything. And then after a year and about five months I went to
Durban because we were just sitting and hired the place, and the owner of the
place told us we have to leave because someone had bought the place. After about
one year and five months I went to the ... (inaudible) ... police to find out
exactly what was happening with the case. When I arrived at Pentrich I found
that Bala
/Naidoo
Naidoo had been moved and there now we have got Mr Vilakazi, the one who took
the statement from us. After two years, on the third year, it was about August,
I went to Pentrich again to ask about the results of the investigation, and
there I found Bala Naidoo. He told me that Thulani's case is over.
Which means Bala Naidoo was gone and then he came back again? --- Yes. And I
asked how did it happen that the case was over if it didn't come to court? Bala
Naidoo told us he doesn't know. The prosecutor said he didn't find Mr Ndlovu
guilty of any crime.
What is the name of the prosecutor? --- I don't know the name of the prosecutor
because I didn't appear in court.
Did Bala Naidoo know the name? --- He might know, because he was the one who was
investigating. They told me that the case was on, started, and I don't know what
happened from there after. I asked how did they try the case without me as the
mother of Thulani.
Was Ndlovu arrested? --- Yes, he was arrested, because we went to a lawyer,
Kajee. He said Ndlovu must be arrested and he must not be given bail. He was
locked for three months. After four months I was told that he has been released
by his lawyers on bail for R500,00.
Who was his lawyer? --- No, they didn't tell us about the lawyer. I went to the
Democratic Party to Reg Mkhize. He was also surprised because he's the one who
opened the case. He didn't understand why it could be over since he didn't even
go to court. And then they told me that I have a right to go and see the
prosecutor and ask him, or even open a new case.
/Mrs Ndlovu,
Mrs Ndlovu, how is she involved in this matter? --- She's the stepmother. They
were helping us in some other way, because it was not easy to get in and find
the body of my dead son, so they used to contact us and tell us we can come and
look somewhere else.
Do you know this stepmother? --- No, I don't know the name.
Do you know the person? --- No, I don't even know the person.
It means you haven't found your son up to now, and you don't know where he is at
the moment. --- Yes, that's true. I looked for his corpse about three years. I
couldn't find him. On the fourth one I just stopped. Last year on April I went
to the human rights lawyers to open the case, because his child is asking, and
he also knows that his father was Thulani, and he is asking where is his father.
I used to lie to the son and say he is going to Durban ... (incomplete - end of

Side A, Tape 3) ... which can assist me.
Who is this person, this lawyer who told you of this? Do you know his name? Are
they in 'Maritzburg? --- Yes, they are here in Pietermaritzburg, but their card
is at home.
Which means that your wish or request is that to find out whether Thulani is
still alive or dead? --- My request is for - I would like to ask you to go and
ask Mr Ndlovu as to what happened to my son, because he should have killed my
son and I was going to go and collect the corpse and bury it.
We'll try and investigate that. --- And secondly, something that hurt me the
most, it's because
/he's refusing
he's refusing that he did kill him. Even myself I don't want to see Ndlovu
alive. I would like to ask the Commission to try that he must be taken and to be
put in a place where I will never see him in my life, because my heart is
painful and I don't want to take the law into my hands. He must be put in gaol,
and he will come out at the day Thulani will come and see him.
Is there any other thing that you would like to say? --- We have been harassed
and I am not feeling well at all. I have got a heart attack, I have got eye
problems. I also have the BP, high blood pressure, because of all this
harassment, because of Mr Ndlovu's deeds.
Did you ever went to see a doctor? --- I used to go to a doctor who is somewhere
near the station. I used to go to him because when I go to hospital they
couldn't help me. Dr Fault used to help me, because he could ask me what's my
problem and I will explain to him. We have all been harassed at home.
Among your children are there some - are they all well? --- His brothers are
also not well at the moment. They are also troubled by the disappearance of
their brother, as I am saying even at school they are not doing well. They are
trying to go and continue studying, but it's not so easy. They couldn't even
pass their matric. I think they are troubled in their spirits because of this. I
don't know whatever it is, whatever that they need that we can buy. If there
something that we need to buy and we don't have the money we start to think and
remember Thulani, because he's the one who was maybe going to help us.
We will try to sort of like take your requests and
/wishes to
wishes to the people we are responsible to, and they will see what they can do
for you. We know it's very hard and tough for you to stay not knowing what was
happened to your child, and not knowing where he has been buried, not even
knowing where the bones are. --- Thank you very much.
--------------------There is only one question. Since you are not well did you ever try to ask a
doctor to write you letter so that you can get some pension? --- No.
But did it ever come to your mind that might bring some help to you? --- Yes.
Maybe when you come out of this place you'd better try and sort of try to go to
a social worker who might advise you as to how you can be helped to get some
pension fund. --- Thank you.
---------------------

MR LYSTER: Mrs Mbanjwa, it is a terrible thing for a parent to have suffered the
loss of their child, and it's even more terrible when that parent does not know
absolutely for sure whether their child is in fact alive or not. It must make it
even harder for you to bear. As I have said before, it has so often been the
women of this country who have suffered most during the past 30 years of our
history, and you are one of those women.
You have also told us something about what was happening in the Taylors Halt
area and the Khaluzi area at the time, and that is important for us in drafting
our report which we have to give to the Government. You have gone to great
lengths to try and find your son. You have looked for him for three years, and
we cannot promise you
/that we
that we will be successful in finding your son. We will certainly investigate
whether it was Mr Ndlovu who killed your son, so that if this is the case that
he can be prosecuted.
And, as my colleague Dr Magwaza has said, that if you feel that you need other
assistance, psychological assistance, so that you can come to terms with your
son's disappearance, you must not hesitate to contact the Commission.
We thank you very much for coming to us and telling us your sad story. We extend
our sympathy to you, and we wish you courage as you leave us today. Thank you
very much indeed, and to your son who is with you. We also wish him courage and
strength. Thank you very much.
--------------------MR LYSTER: (Inaudible) ... to us today from Imbali, here in 'Maritzburg, and you
have come to tell us the story about the death of your husband, Fabeni Philemon
Ngcobo, and the assault upon your son and the shooting of your grandson. Before
you tell us that sad story please can you stand so that you can take the oath.
--------------------SBONGILE NGCOBO (Sworn, States)
MR LYSTER: I see that you have somebody with you on the stage. It looks like a
relative of yours. --- It's Mrs Gabela. She's my neighbour.
(Inaudible) ... here to accompany you today. You will be talking to us. --- No,
she has accompanied me.
I am going to ask my colleague, Mr Lax, to assist you with your evidence.
MR LAX: Thank you, Chairperson. Good afternoon, Mrs Ngcobo. Welcome. --- Good
afternoon.
I am pleased to see that you have such good friends that can accompany you on
such a hard mission. --- I also thank you.
Before we start if you wouldn't mind telling us a little bit about your family.
--- I have seven children. I am the eighth one. My husband - when my husband was
still alive. Then I have five grandchildren.
(Inaudible) ... still live with you? --- All my grandchildren are staying with
me because their mothers got married. Then two girls are still staying with me.
Thank you. Of your children how many were girls and how many were boys? Just so
we can get a picture. --- I have five girls, two boys. Then amongst the
grandchildren I have four grandsons and one granddaughter.

/Now, there
Now, there are three different incidents that you are going to tell us about.
The first is the sad death of your husband, which happened on the 17th of May
1990. Now, is it correct that your husband was born on the 23rd of August 1931?
--- That is correct.
(Inaudible) ... to tell us about the - as much as you know about what happened.
--- Not 1941. He was born in 1932, in August on the 18th.
(Inaudible) ... from the death certificate as well it is shown that he was born
on the 23rd of August 1931. Is that incorrect? --- That is correct. Maybe I am
little bit confused, but that's more probable. I am not very sure, but that's
more probable.
If you could please proceed and just tell us about the events that happened on
that day, the 17th of May 1990, as far as you know them. --- It was in the
morning on the 17th of May in 1990. I was working at Town Hill. My husband used
to take me to and from work whenever I was on duty, and he would fetch me from
work and take me back home. On this particular day he left me at work. He said
he would come and fetch me in the afternoon. At about half past nine, still in
the morning, the sister in charge in the ward called me in. I went to her. She
told me that I was needed at the office. I asked them what the matter was. She
said I should go and hear what was going to be said at the office. I proceeded
there. As I was approaching the door I saw the matrons also coming towards me.
Then Matron Newman held my hand. She took me inside the office. As I got into
the office I looked around. I saw Virginia. Virginia is my husband's sister's
child. She was with Doris Shabalala.
/I panicked.
I panicked. I asked Virginia as to what she was doing there. She didn't look at
me in the eye. I asked as to whether my husband had been killed because he had
been getting death threats over the phone. Virginia kept quiet, she didn't
answer me. The matron tried to calm me down. I told them to tell me if my
husband had been killed. Virginia said, "Yes, they have killed your husband." I
asked where he died. She told me that he died in his kombi at Umlahlankosi. I
got very confused. The matron tried to calm me down. They took me and put me
into a kombi. We went to Imbali. As I was just approaching Imbali there's a
downslope as you approach. I saw the roof of my kombi, and there were many
people there gathered. Then I tried to look and see, because the kombi hadn't
yet stopped. As soon as the kombi stopped I got out. When I got out I slipped
and fell. They lifted me up. I ran towards the kombi. He was inside the kombi.
When I was still on my way there the police came and tried to restrain me. They
started hitting me with the backs of their guns, trying to shove me backwards. I
went backwards. They said I mustn't get any nearer. I asked them, "How could I
not come closer to my husband, because I want to see that he's really dead?" The
other one - there was a short one, a boer, who shoved me with the back of the
gun. I fell down and sat down. As I was sitting there I looked around and I saw
this kombi. I saw that where it was standing the kombi had tilted a bit. I said
they must try and get some rods to balance the kombi so that it can be straight.
They refused. At that time the people were very angry and they said, "We are
going to get some rods." They went to look for these poles to support
/the kombi,
the kombi, because it was standing on its side. When I looked at the windows all
the windows were shattered, as well as the windscreen. The only window that was
left was the rear window. I just sat there dumbfounded. Then later on we saw the
hearse coming. It had come to fetch my husband. I think by now it was at about 1
o'clock. I stood up because I wanted to go and see my husband. They said I
mustn't get any nearer. I was told by the police. They said I mustn't get any
nearer. One person came to whisper in my ear and told me that my husband was

killed by Nathi. At that time I was very confused. They ran into Jerome's place
and they changed their gear, whatever they were wearing. Jerome was also driving
a car. I don't remember whether it was a Toyota or what. Then he collected these
men who had killed my husband. Then the police were alerted and told that the
people who had just killed my husband were now running away. The police never
chased them, they just stood guard on the corpse. They took my husband and put
him into the hearse. When I tried to come and have a look they chased me away.
They said I must go back. If I want to see my husband I will go and see him at
Modderbly(?). I started crying, and I was worried and concerned as to what
transport we were going to use to go and see my husband. The police refused us
permission to take the kombi. They said the kombi was supposed to be taken to
the police station. I refused. I wanted the kombi to be taken home. We
ultimately took the kombi home. There was a support group at that time comprised
of Monica, as well as other women. We stayed there until it was late, until the
following day. There was no policeman who came to my house to ask me about my
/husband
husband or to tell me anything about my husband. I started talking to my
daughter, who was at the university. I said they must go and tell my daughter
that her father had died. I hired a car. They had fetched the one who was at
Ndumiso and they had fetched even the other ones who were married. I stayed
there. Just as it was getting dark they had brought this one from the
university. When she got in she said, "What has happened? What did my father
die? What did he do to deserve such death?" We sat in there, as well as the
support group. Thereafter we prepared for the funeral. I heard rumour that
Inkatha said I mustn't bury my husband at Mountain Rise, I must go and bury my
husband at Emnambithi, because that's where he was born. I told them that my
husband will not be buried in Emnambithi, he was going to be buried at Mountain
Rise. Everything else that will happen thereafter I am well prepared for it,
because I don't care any more. We continued to prepare for the funeral. We went
to bury him at Mountain Rise. The people in Mountain Rise - Jerome died on the
16th. That is the Inkatha member. My husband died on the 17th. They told me that
we, the Ngcobo family, should go and bury in the morning at about 12. We were
not supposed to bury at the same time, because Inkatha and UDF were at
loggerheads. It happened like that. We went to Methodist Church, because that is
where we attend church at Imbali. That's where the funeral procession was.
People were so many. The inspectors led us to Mountain Rise. I don't know what
happened when we came back because we were driving in front. After we had buried
my husband there came policemen. It was towards dawn. After we had buried on
Saturday it was on a
/Tuesday.
Tuesday. They knocked at round about 1 o'clock. They knocked, kicked the doors,
and I asked who it was. They told me we should open, they were the police. I
asked them what they were looking for. They said they were looking for guns. I
asked them whether somebody had told them whether there were guns. They started
getting very violent and kicking the doors. I told them I won't open the door
for them because it was at night. If they wanted guns they must come in the
morning or during the day when everybody else could see them. They started
kicking the door, hitting it. It ultimately opened. They got inside, they
started searching. They turned the house upside-down. They were asking who the
owner of the house was, and the children pointed at me. They were asking where
my husband was. I knew they knew that my husband had died, because one of the
policemen who was there when my husband was killed was also there on that
particular day. I asked him, "How come you come and ask me where my husband is,
because you were present on that particular day when he died?" They went out and
came back the following day. When they came in they said they wanted to see my
sons. I told them that my sons were asleep, and I pointed to where my sons were
sleeping. When they got to my sons they started assaulting them. As they were
hitting Mandla they took him and put him into a van. They told him to go and
point out some guns because we were harbouring criminals in the house. I told
them that nobody was staying in the house, I was staying with my sons. They took

Mandla along. It was towards dawn. I think it was about half past one. They took
Mandla with. We stayed the whole day not knowing where Mandla was. At night
/Mandla
Mandla came. I asked him where he was coming from. He said the policemen took
him to Sekland(?), and I asked him what had happened. He was swollen all over
the face, and he said he had been tortured with a tube and he had been told that
he must point out certain guns. Ultimately they took the tube out and they told
him to go home. The most painful experience that I had was that they take a
child, but when he was supposed to come back they just threw him in the street.
He had to come back all by himself. I don't remember whether it was on a
Saturday or Sunday. Thamsanqa, as well as his peers, were playing at the
neighbour's place. We heard a gunshot. I asked as to which direction was this
gunshot coming from. Then there came a little boy who came to tell me that Thami
had been shot. Then they said Thami didn't die. They had shot him in the stomach
and the bullet came through the arm. I just couldn't go out at that time, I felt
very numb. Thami was taken by a certain car. The car couldn't start and people
were trying to push it. Just at that moment another gunshot went off. Thami was
taken to the hospital. He was attended to. He stayed four or five days. I am not
sure any more. Thami came back.
(Inaudible) ... picture. In your statement you said that this happened about 10
months after your husband had been shot. --- Which one is that?
(Inaudible) --- It was towards December when Thamsanqa was shot. I don't
remember how many months that is, but my husband had died in May and Thamsanqa
was injured towards December. It wasn't yet 10 months, it was from May to
December, because it was before Christmas, but we were preparing for Christmas.
/Now, Thami
Now, Thami was taken to hospital and he spent some time there. Is he okay now? -- Thamsanqa is fine, but he was shot by the Springbok at school, Springbok
Patrols. His right hand is not working any more, he is paralysed on the right
hand.
(Inaudible) ... happen? --- That happened in September. In September. It
happened in September 1994 when he was shot by the Springbok Patrol at school.
Now, in 1991 you go certain information ... (intervention) --- I am not sure.
It's that other year. It's that other year, not '95. It should be 1994.
(Inaudible) ... now. I am moving on with the story just so we can be clear. You
said that in 1991 a Sergeant Nxumalo came to you to say he was investigating
your husband's case. --- Yes, Nxumalo came to me. He is a detective. He said to
me he has taken this matter which was being handled by another boer guy. He has
taken this matter into his own hands now. As he was just about to start
searching and investigating the matter there came an Inkatha man or Inkatha
member from Gaza. This man said he had come to tell the police about how Ngcobo
died. When the police listened to him according to Nxumalo this man said Mr
Ngcobo got to the hostel next to Mr Jerome's place. He took the children. I have
grandchildren who are staying there, so my husband went to fetch these children.
That was on the 17th. This boy said to us Nhlanhla, as well as other boys, they
said they should take him and kill him at Umlahlankosi. This is this Inkatha man
now who was telling the police about the account. When they got there they
waited for my husband. When my husband approached at Umlahlankosi they sent two
/girls.
girls. They said to these girls they should stop the kombi as if they were
hitching a hike. They were also wearing school uniform. These girls did exactly
as they were told. This was related by an Inkatha man. At that time that's when
they got a chance to kill my husband. I asked them, now that they have got this

information what was I supposed to do. Then Nxumalo told me that they had
already arrested Nhlanhla because he had told us where we would get Nhlanhla,
and he also had the gun with which they killed my husband. Nhlanhlazi was
arrested. Nxumalo went away. A long time lapsed. Nxumalo came back again. He
told me, "Mrs Ngcobo, I have come to tell you that your husband's case has been
finalised." I think it was after about eight months. As well as Nhlanhla had
been acquitted because the Inkatha men had killed the witness. They had already
heard that he had made a statement to the police. They killed the Gaza man or
the Gaza boy, and that the matter had been dealt with because there were no
witnesses. That was the end.
(Inaudible) ... can just go back and clarify a few things. Let's start with your
husband. Was he a member of any political party? Was he politically active at
all? --- According to my knowledge I knew that my husband had nothing to do with
politics. I knew that he was just a businessman operating taxis for the
community. That's all I knew. But as time went on all of us now we decided to
join the ANC, because we had now split into two, there was Inkatha and there was
ANC. Now we decided we should be part of the boiling pot, belong to some
political organisation of some sort. I don't know about my husband's joining
because some people keep to themselves
/about
about politics.
The two people that were charged before Gaza was killed, you've told us the
one's name was Nhlanhla. In your statement you've told us his surname was
Luthuli. --- I said I knew of Nhlanhlazi. The detective told me about Nhlanhlazi
Luthuli.
(Inaudible) ... also mentioned Nkosinathi Mncwabe. --- I heard about Nkosinathi
Mncwabe when my husband had died. They told me that Nkosinathi was also here. He
was the one who was involved in the killing of my husband.
(Inaudible) ... Mncwabe? --- yes, they are related. They said Nhlanhla he was
Jerome Mncwabe's son.
(Inaudible) ... you told us that when you went to the scene where your husband's
vehicle was, and where he was in his kombi after having been shot, that some
policemen who were present started assaulting you, preventing you from getting
anywhere near the kombi. Do you know any of these people? --- I don't know the
policemen because they were white policemen.
(Inaudible) ... said that one of these policemen later came
was present when they were asking you where is your husband.
funeral, and you said you recognised him. --- I recognised
what his surname is, but I saw him when he came to my place
him.

to your house and
This was after the
him. I don't know
so I can identify

(Inaudible) ... policemen were from which police station, or which unit perhaps?
--- When I looked at them and when I heard about people talking it's as if they
were at Pentrich Corner. They were wearing uniform that looked like a print.
(Inaudible) ... we didn't catch that very carefully. /Was it
Was it a camouflage uniform? --- There are certain police who wear clothes that
have got a lot of colours. They are also here in town, I do see them.
(Inaudible) ... called the Riot Control Unit, or the Internal Stability Unit as
it later came to be known. They wore those uniforms. --- Yes, these are the ones
I'm referring to.
(Inaudible) ... that at the time the police came to search your house you knew

one of the policemen there. --- I cannot point him now. It's a long time since
this happened, but then I saw him, because I even talked to him and I asked him,
"How could you ask where my husband is, because you were there when they killed
him?"
(Inaudible) ... you mentioned the name of another policeman who was also present
there when they were searching. --- I think it was van Tonder, who used to wear
private clothes. He came with those who came at the very last time when they
took Mandla, when they had come to search for guns. They said the name of that
policeman was van Tonder.
Now, when Mandla came back did you make any case about his injuries and about
the fact that he'd been assaulted? --- No, we never opened any case. There was
no way we could because at that time the police just didn't want anything. Even
if you came to open a case they absolutely didn't want to listen to anyone.
Because he was not very injured, he was just swollen, I just decided that I am
not going to do anything about it.
Now, you said that at the time they were looking for Mkolisi Ngcobo. Who is
Mkolisi Ngcobo? --- That's my grandson. Mkolisi Ngcobo was at home, and he was
from
/somewhere.
somewhere. When they were attacking my place they just grabbed Mkolisi as he was
just getting in. They said, "Yes, this is the one. We saw him. He must take out
those guns." And Mkolisi asked them where they saw him. They just grabbed him,
pulled him. There were also black policemen on that particular day. They tried
to take him outside. I also pulled him inside. Then they said, "We are going to
hit you." I asked them what they wanted from my son because he had just come in.
What guns were they looking for, because he had just come in not having any
guns?
(Inaudible) ... Ngcobo, just to finish off here, when you were telling us about
Thami and how he got shot you mentioned in your statement that another boy from
the family Sibiya was killed in that incident. --- Yes, where they were standing
with Thami at the neighbour's place just below. This car passed by and started
shooting. Thami got shot as well as this Sibiya boy. The Sibiya boy died.
(Inaudible) ... ever a case about that death? --- I know absolutely nothing.
(Inaudible) ... family so that we could maybe speak to them and see whether we
could follow up on that? --- They are my neighbours. Yes, if you want to contact
them I can tell them.
(Inaudible) ... no further questions, Chairperson.
--------------------MR LYSTER: Are there any other questions from any other members?
DR MGOJO: Just one question. Mrs Ngcobo, I just want to clarify something here.
There are two people after your
/husband
husband had been killed, Nhlanhlazi as well as Nkosinathi Mncwabe, but now when
they got arrested we hear that Nhlanhlazi only was arrested. What became of
Nkosinathi? --- I don't know what happened to Nkosinathi. I cannot say, because
the detective, Mr Nxumalo, told me that they had got Nhlanhlazi. He only told me
about Nhlanhlazi. Then after some time Nkosinathi died. Nkosinathi died after
that, but it's a long time now.

I want you to try and recollect, try and think a little bit far back. You said
when they killed your husband Nhlanhlazi and Nkosinathi were taken by a car,
Jerome Mncwabe's car. What's Mrs Jerome Mncwabe's car? --- I don't know what the
name is.
Are they still staying where they were staying? --- The last time I knew she was
still staying there.
--------------------MR LYSTER: (Inaudible) ... suffered a great deal over the past six years since
the death of your husband. Like many others instead of being assisted by the
police at the time of your husband's death they abused you and even knocked you
to the ground. You have also had other members of your family assaulted and
shot, and your house rudely searched. It is also tragic to hear that the only
person who would have been able to give evidence in connection with your
husband's death was himself killed.
You have lost your partner and the breadwinner of your family, and we have heard
how you are still suffering as a result of that. As a Commission we are not able
to give you assistance at this stage, but our job is to make recommendations to
the Government as to how people like you should be assisted, and we will
certainly make those
/recommendations.
recommendations.
In the meantime we thank you very much for coming here to tell us your story,
and we wish you strength and courage to face the future. Thank you very much.
--------------------MR LYSTER: (Inaudible) ... Bishop Brian Fennell,
Churchleaders Group. You are most welcome here today.

Chairman

of

the

Natal

(Inaudible) ... Mazibuko, we greet you and we welcome you here today. You have
come from Plessislaer near Edendale and you have come to tell us about ...
(intervention)
MRS MAZIBUKO: I am from Unit 18, but originally I am from Maqonqo.
MR LYSTER: You have come to tell us about the disappearance of your son, Petros
Mazibuko. Before you tell us that story please will you stand up so that you can
take the oath.
--------------------THEMBELIHLE MAZIBUKO (Sworn, States)
MR LYSTER: I now hand you over to my colleague, Dr Magwaza, who will assist you
with your evidence.
DR MAGWAZA: Good afternoon, Mrs Mazibuko. We would like to thank you for being
here with us this evening. I would like you to explain us more about your
family. --- My family we were staying at Maqonqo at Chief Maphumulo's place. I
had eight children, and there was my husband and their four and myself, and we
had two grandsons, Petros Nxobile Mazibuko was one of them.
As you have already explained about your family can you tell us about Petros?
How old was he at that time? Did he belong to any organisation? Tell us more
about his involvements? --- It was during 1990. That is the time in which he
disappeared. At that time he got a job. It was peaceful place, like it was open

for anyone to join whatever political party he wanted to join, and you didn't
/have to
have to be sort of like show out, you just have to - you were free to join any
party. There were no sort of like harassment. As from our background we liked
the ANC. After some time during that year my elder son - it happened that at
some time all the male children we had to call them Comrades, and therefore that
created the differences and the conflict in our society. All the men in that
place had a meeting, and then it was established that two of our sons were the
enemy of that place because we called ourselves Comrades.
How old was he at that time, Petros? --- He was born in 1966. I think he was 26
years old.
Can you please explain exactly what was happening at that time as you've
explained that there has been some sort of violence, until in 1988 you have to
run away and leave behind your home. Can you explain us further from there. --On February 1990 a war started, and it appeared that we cannot stay, and the men
have combined with some other men and they said that we, as Comrades we don't
have a place in that place, we have to go. If I remember well it was Friday. The
warlords and the people sort of like gathered. When you look at that sight it
was like it was hiding like, because it was like a white cloud, and we can only
hear some gunshots. We get out and ran, and then they were coming down and there
was the sounds of gun, and we went to the mountains and stand there. We heard
the sounds of guns and we ran to hide. And we decided to run because it was
dangerous at that time. We ran to Sobantu on February. We heard my mum, who was
a grandmother to ... (inaudible) ... it was a big family so we have to separate.
Some ran to the farms.
/Myself
Myself and my family we ran to Sobantu. Nxobile, since he was working, he was
working to some other place to his friend. After some time like things passed we
decided to come back. When we arrived at home at about the end of March on the
following week we have to bury him, and we decided to bury him as quick as
possible because the warlords were about to meet again. And we buried him - her
during on Saturday. On the burial day we were all there, but one of our family
couldn't come because like there was a problem. He couldn't come in, he was
afraid of the people by his side. Our children went to buy things to prepare for
the funeral. They saw some young people who were shot just in front of them.
That was the day of my mum's funeral. Even at the burial service there were some
people who were harassing us, because they were saying we are Comrades. We slept
at that day, and they told us that, "We are just leaving you because you are
burying." They said, "Your problem is that you are Comrades, you don't want to
join the Inkatha." Since I was the eldest it's the custom that I am the one who
has to first wake up and go and wash. I wake up and took a bath to wash, and
outside there were some gunshots and they were saying like the Comrades should
leave the place. There were so many people coming. And we all got out and
started running to go and hide in the bushes. And they were shooting. While we
were still hiding in the bushes we heard dogs. The dogs were barking so they
could find out where we were, but the young boys we didn't know where they were.
And Nxobile wasn't there at that time. We thought he had gone to hide. I thought
then they better kill us because they could find out, the dogs were
/barking.
barking. We get out of the bushes. When we arrived at home there were a lot of
bodies, dead bodies of Comrades. We realised that we don't have a place to stay,
we have to leave it like that and go away. On Monday we tried to collect
whatever was there. On Tuesday we tried to organise for transport to run away.
My children went to another house and they were asked, "Are you still here?
Haven't you run away?" They said they will stab your father and kill everybody.
"All of you will be killed because you are Comrades." From that date we didn't

even sleep at home on that day. We went to sleep somewhere called Amaromani(?).
We slept at there. I think it's a Roman Catholic Church. We couldn't collect all
our belongings. We just got whatever we were wearing because we were so very
afraid at that time. We travelled a long distance. We went towards Cato Ridge,
and then we took some transport and went to some relatives and we slept at our
relatives. The next morning we went to Sobantu. We slept one day and we
continued. This was the place where they said all the people from Maqonqo must
go there so that it can be said what we can do. We sort of like missed our other
relatives and the children because they took different paths when we were
running, and they ended up in Gingingdlovu.
Does it mean that when you arrived at Bhunye where did they tell you you were
going to stay? --- They told us we were going to go and stay at the seminary. On
Wednesday they went to show us the place. I came back to collect the children
and took them with me. Petros wasn't there, because like we didn't know where he
were. We took all the children to seminary. I told the father that we
/have find
have find a place.
If you can look back on the 30th of April, where you got the message about the
disappearance of Petros, can you tell us from there what happened? --- While we
were at Fetser(?) we spent some few days there. I heard rumours that they burned
our houses where we were coming from and they've taken everything. On the 30th a
young lady came who was in love with Petros. She came to tell us that they had
arranged to meet him on the 28th in town at the NBS Bank. When they meet she
said that she saw him talking to other people on the other side of the road. She
was standing next to NBS where they were going to meet so that they can withdraw
some money. She said she saw him talking to these people. After that he left,
and then they took him and put him into a car. We asked her, "Why didn't you go
closer to see the people?" She said she thought maybe they were his friends. And
then he disappeared from there. Up to today we don't know where he is.
It looks as though the people he talked to like there was no conflict, there was
no sort of a confrontation. It seemed as if they knew him . --- It looks like
that.
Yes, we do understand. We would like you to take us further and tell us what
happened in 1994, exactly what they have told you about this case. --- I phoned
Mr Sithole. From work - I mean we couldn't any benefit from work. I went to many
places, to the DP, I went to ... (inaudible) ... offices. These are the people
who referred me to the DP, collecting some letters. I also went to police
station. Maybe this is the way God was
/helping
helping us. We are waiting in the dark. Until '92 their father died because of
heart attack, because he was very much worried about this case. His father died
in 1992 because he had a heart attack. Probably it was from the worries about
the disappearance of his son. We couldn't bury our son. He came at that time and
he met my daughter and asked, and then she explained exactly what happened in
that place.
I understand it's now becoming difficult for you. Can you tell us exactly what
Kumbu told you about what happened thereafter? --- I wouldn't like to say
anything about this child, because I am afraid like I might put him in a
situation where he might be targeted for anything. I don't want to mention his
name because that will sort of concentrate to him. He might be harassed if ever
I mention his name.
Yes, we do understand. You have already mentioned his name. Maybe without
mentioning any name you can continue to explain exactly as to what happened.
Just explain exactly, but you don't have to tell us the name of the particular

organisation or the name of anybody. --- After we parted with the son we sort of
like lost him, we didn't know where he were. It seems as if he went to stay with
his girlfriend, and then they thought maybe he belonged to the organisation
which harassed them. They took him early in the morning - he was from work - and
took him to a place and sort of like tried to call all the people at the camp.
And then they asked each other who was he, and they were saying that he was an
Inkatha. And they said they would take him to the chief to explain exactly to
which organisation does he belong. And then
/they took
they took him to the chief. They didn't come back with him. When they come back
they were drunk. They brought his card because he had two banking arrangements.
He had a bank book and a card from a bank. His card was done and they have also
withdrawn his money. This is what I got when I went to the bank. All that was
left was only the bank book. The clothes he was wearing they brought them back
and were just holding them, and then they were boasting that they have killed a
dog. Up til now we haven't yet got Nxobile. Even her father when he died he was
a very troubled man. The end is that even today we don't know where Nxobile is.
Those who were trying to help us, I remember that we even went to the DP. I
don't remember this white person's name who tried to help us. He tried to alert
the police. We had even gone to witch doctors. When we got to the witch doctor
it couldn't show who did this evil. We were told the manner in which he had been
tortured, but nobody appeared. And we were told that there is a certain forest
at a place called KwaDick where he died, where there was some evidence of his
death, but we don't know which forest they ultimately dumped him in.
I understand that you even got to a certain place where strange happenings were
taking place. What are those things? --- We were with police, two Indian police,
as well as my other brother. We went to fetch my sister, who was working at the
offices at Time Housing. We came back to this same forest where it had been
pointed out by the witch doctor, together with the police. As we were just there
we talked to people who were working there, who had his workmen there. We asked
him to open
/the gate
the gate because the police wanted to get into the forest. When the man tried to
open the key got broken. Then one of the workmen came. He said, "Don't force
your way in because you can see that there is danger." As we were still standing
there we saw a green private car approaching. There was one person inside. This
person came straight to us and he looked at us. He even took out his glasses. He
had big eyes like saucers. He looked at us and he started laughing, and he went
back into the van. As it was still like that we saw a boy. This boy went past
us. He got in through a little hole there, because you could walk. This boy kept
on looking at us until he disappeared. And this workman told us that we should
no longer go into the forest because there might be danger. Then the policemen
took a turn. We went to Duseni and we went towards SAB where they sell liquor.
When we got there we saw a head boy. He was asked as to whether he never saw a
corpse. He said he never saw a corpse there. From there we went away with the
police and they took us back to the seminary, and they said they were going to
ask Thoko. Before that at the mortuary we went there about five times, and they
were showing us decomposed bodies which were put in plastics, but we couldn't
get Nxobile. Each time we go they would tell us Nxobile is there, but when we
get there he wasn't there.
Was it the last time you tried to trace his steps? --- We kept on listening to
people telling us that he's this side, that side. Ultimately we just decided to
leave it alone, when Reverend Mgojo was also helping us. After some time one of
the people with whom we were at the seminary, who had also experienced some
harassment, they
/told us

told us to stop looking for Nxobile because there was danger in what we were
doing. That's when now I decided to give up. Even at work they advised me to see
some attorneys.
As you have just said there is a witness who saw that Petros was attacked,
because he saw him bleeding and he was with a group of people. You said you
didn't want to mention that witness, and that people's name were listed, people
who were present when this took place. --- Yes, there are certain names which
were mentioned, but some of them have already died.
Where's Thoko right now? --- I once saw her. It was in 1995. She had gone to an
attorney to make a statement. When now I was looking for her to come make an
oath, or make an affidavit, so that we may be able to get monies, I couldn't
find Thoko any more. Now as a young person I think she's just around. I tried to
look for her even at Maqonqo. They told me she's in KwaZulu and they will try to
give her a message, but she never came thereafter.
What about this other witness who told you about this? --- He is still alive.
Will he be able to come and talk to us? --- Yes. I don't even want to mention
where he stays.
What about the attorney you went to, what was his name? --- The attorney was
Bell Buchanan. He is in Pietermaritz.
The police that you reported to? --- It was in Loop Street Police Station.
Do you have the names of the detectives that you spoke to? --- I don't really
remember, because when we
/got there
got there we submitted a statement and they said we must give them their photo his photo, so that they may have that listed in the crime report. But I don't
know what their names are. I think the other one was a detective, but I am not
sure as to what position he occupied. He made photocopies of the photo. I think
it was Zindela.
What about the Indian policemen, do you know their names? --- I don't know their
names, but they were from Pentrich Court.
At DP you spoke to John. Do you know his surname? --- I tend to forget his
surname, because most of the time my mind wasn't functioning quite well. I was a
little bit confused.
What about John Mathunjwa? --- I think I know Mdu. I think his surname was
Mtungwa, but I am not very sure about that one.
I have heard your request. You wish that a monument could be built because he
was never buried. All those things are taken into consideration, and they will
be passed on as recommendations to the State President. We know that there are
many children who lost their fathers who need to be assisted. --- I have got one
request, that the Truth Commission could help me in getting a certificate,
because I can see there's some difficulty because he was the eldest and he was
the breadwinner. All the other children are at school. I am in debts at the
present moment, because I borrow monies and I don't know how to return those
monies.
--------------------MR LYSTER: (Inaudible) ... Mrs Mbanjwa, and another witness yesterday, you
suffered the abduction and

/disappearance
disappearance of your child. From what we have heard it would perhaps even be
easier to know that your son was not alive, rather than to never know whether he
will return or not. You have also given us a graphic description of what life
was like for you in 1990. You said after the attack upon your area you returned
to your house to find the area littered with dead bodies, and you had to abandon
your house and its contents.
Like Mrs Mbanjwa you have conducted an exhaustive search for your son, and we
cannot promise that we will be able to find him for you, or to find out what
happened to him, although we will try to do that. In your statement you said
that you wanted your son's name to be included in monument to the victims of
violence, and this is a wish that many other witnesses around the country have
expressed, and we feel sure that this is something that the Government will
undertake.
So we thank you very much for coming in and having the courage to relive those
memories of those terrible days, and we wish you strength and courage in the
future. Thank you very much for coming in.
--------------------MR LYSTER: We greet you and we welcome you here today, along with other members
of your family. Can you hear me properly through the earphones?
MS MAZIBUKO: Yes, I can hear you.
MR LYSTER: (Inaudible) ... with you on the stage?
MS MAZIBUKO: It's my aunt. She is Ntombikhayise Mdluli, as well as my cousin. My
name is Thembalihle.
MR LYSTER: (Inaudible) ... Mrs Ntombikhayise Mdluli who will be talking to us
today, is that correct, about the disappearance of her son?
MS MAZIBUKO: Yes, she is the one. She was not around when her son disappeared.
It's my elder brother. He disappeared at school, so Ntombikhayise was not
around, she was at work when the son disappeared.
MR LYSTER: Sorry, it's clear that this is very upsetting to you. If Mrs
Ntombikhayise Mdluli can stand up and take the oath, and she can just tell us
who her son, Eric Khumalo, was, and then if you want to fill in something that
will tell us about how and when he disappeared you may do so.
--------------------NTOMBIKHAYISE MDLULI (Sworn, States)
MR LYSTER: My colleague, Mrs Gcabashe, will assist you with your evidence.
MRS GCABASHE: Good afternoon Mrs Mdluli and your family. --- Good afternoon.
We are so glad that you have been able to come before us to tell us this hurting
story so that we can all know what happened before. Before we start with your
evidence I would like you to tell us more about your family. --- I have eight
children. The other one is
/in standard
in standard nine, the other one standard 10 - my daughter. I had only one
daughter.

Is it Thembalihle? --- Thembalihle is my sister's daughter.
You have seven sons? --- Yes, I've got seven sons and one daughter.
And the gentleman, the young man next to you, who is he? --- He is a neighbour.
Can you tell us more about your family. Is the father still alive? --- I
separated from their father.
Is he still alive? --- Yes, he is still alive.
You are staying at Sally Drive(?). --- We are staying at Shongweni. I am just
working at Sally Drive. Yes, at home - my home place is at Shongweni. I would
like my daughter to tell you about the story.
We would like you to start. We know that it's painful. Because you are the one
who gave a statement, and you are the one who have taken oath, we would like
first to hear you whatever you can say, and if there's anything that you have
forgotten we will ask her to take oath, and thereafter she will be able to give
evidence. --- We were writing the statement together. My son was schooling at
Wozamoya High School at Shongweni. It was on February 1987. They had to go and
collect their results. There were rumours that there is something wrong, and as
parents we couldn't understand what was it that was wrong.
Can you explain really what was it that was wrong, something was wrong? --- They
said that children mustn't go to school to fetch their reports in 1987.
How did you came to hear about that? --- We just heard from rumours.
/Were these
Were these the young boys who were talking about this? --- Yes. My young boy
said to me, "Mama, I will go to fetch my report since the others too are going
there to fetch their reports." They left to go and fetch their reports, and we
get news that Eric Khumalo have been kidnapped.
Do you remember the young boy who gave you the news? --- I don't know him. He
died.
You don't even remember the name? --- Yes, I don't even remember the name.
Can you explain, did they tell you who kidnapped him? --- He was kidnapped by
the Inkatha people. They met him on his way to school. He didn't know that they
were going to sort of kidnap him, that's why he insisted that he should go to
school.
You can continue. --- They came to tell us that they have kidnapped Eric and
other children which we didn't know. We went around looking for him. We went to
one of the Inkatha leaders to ask if ever he know anything about him.
Who was this man? What was his name? --- His name was Mandla Ndlovu.
When you asked him what did he say? --- He said he didn't know Eric. He said we
must go to the police, and we went to the police to inquire about this. The
police came to assist us to search for him, but we couldn't find him, and we
were assisted by the police from 'Maritzburg.
Can you tell us about your search? How did you go about searching for him? --We started at Mpumalanga at Hammarsdale. At Mpumalanga Police Station they
/couldn't
couldn't help us much. And then the police from 'Maritzburg came to help us.

Do you still remember these policemen from 'Maritzburg Police Station? --- I
can't remember them. I didn't know them.
You can continue. --- They helped us to search and they were using a helicopter.
And also the newspaper people from Ilanga they also came to find out as to
whether we have found him or not. On the following day we went to the mortuary
to look for him and we couldn't find him. They said we must go to Mpumalanga and
wait, and they're going to sort of investigate if they can't find him.
We know that it is painful, and please take your time. (Pause) Were you staying
in the Inkatha region or place? Why do you have to report to an Inkatha leader?
--- We were not at the Inkatha place, we were at the UDF section.
Why did you have to go to report at the Inkatha stronghold? --- (No reply
interpreted)
You told us that they asked for a photo, the people from Mpumalanga Police
Station. --- They told us that they're going to search for him.
Did you hear anything after that? --- No, we didn't hear anything about it.
Did they open a case to say that they are now searching for the person? --- No,
they didn't.
Have you ever been called to court to find out about the result of the
investigation? --- No. They didn't help us, because if you go there during that
time they didn't even both themselves to help us.
/You were
You were told that you mustn't go there. What was happening at that time at the
place? --- It transpired that this man was harassing people. He wanted people to
fight.
There was no violence before? --- Yes, there was no violence at that time ...
(incomplete - end of Side A, Tape 4) ... we haven't find anything up to now. We
don't know what happened.
It happened just like that? --- Yes.
This looks very painful, this disappearance of young children at that time. I
don't know, as you have said this daughter of yours was there at the time when
you gave in your statement maybe she might be able to help us. Does she think
there's anything that you have left out? --- I don't know. Maybe she can tell
you something.
Is there anything that you think it's left out - you left out? Oh, let me first
ask the Chairperson. We would like you to take an oath. Please stand up.
--------------------THEMBALIHLE MAZIBUKO (Sworn, States)
MRS GCABASHE: Thembalihle, I would like you not to repeat what your mother have
said. Just tell us what you think has been left out. --- Yes, I will do that. I
would like to say that what happened is that we were preparing to go to school.
It was February 1987. My brother, Eric, was the one who used to arrange our
school things. He was our leader, and that's the one we trusted. We saw each
other in the morning at home. He went to school on that day. We greeted him and
wished him well before he left. At home we left our grandmother.
Where were you schooling? --- I was schooling at

/Charts
Charts High School(?). He told us he was going to fetch his results. His were
matric results. We were staying at Imbiza place, which was dominated by UDF
people. While he was walking to school there was a place which separate - a
boundary of which separated us, the UDF, and the IFP people.
What boundary is that? --- This was just a small way where it sort of like there
was water running down. It was separating the two places, the Inkatha and the
UDF places. When he were on the IFP stronghold then he happened to meet his
friend on his way, and that's where they caught him.
Do you remember the name of his friend? --- No, I don't remember well, but his
surname was Makhatini, something like that. When he met him he was running, and
when he met him he didn't tell him the truth. And he asked him exactly, "Why are
you running fast?" and he said, "No, I have forgotten something." While he was
walking he happened to meet a group of people, and this young man saw him when
they kidnapped him. They took him away. And he ran away to my place to tell my
grandmother about this. My grandmother went to fetch us at school. They also
informed my mother about this at work. We were nine children as she have just
explained. This young boy came to tell us that Eric has been kidnapped.
Can you please tell us exactly the things that your mum might have left out. --As this young boy has already tell us how they kidnapped him we tried to search.
We went to fetch my mum, who is a sister to my real mother. We went to Mr Ndlovu
to report this and ask him about this. He didn't even seem to be co-operating or
/doing
doing something about this. The people who were concerned were the UDF people
who were staying in our place. They tried to report the case to the police.
These were the ZP police, so they didn't like anyone to come and report any case
having something to do with the IFP. So because of that they didn't do anything.
We went to report it at court and they told us that, "Just wait and be cool then
come back."
When you go to court was a court case opened or were you just going to report
the matter? --- No, we were just going to report the case. After reporting this
painful matter they said we must bring photos. We gave them the photos and they
said they will search for him. At that time at Shongweni there were police.
There was violence, so they were always there to keep order.
Which policemen? --- These were the police from Pietermaritzburg, SAP Police.
They started to help us to search for him. We went to the mortuary and also the
places where they used to dump bodies. We couldn't find him. The ZP didn't help
us in any way. We went to the mortuary to look for him - at hospitals. We
couldn't find him up to now. After some time they didn't even bring back his
photos. We even decided to run away from the place because like it was so
violent, so we had to run away to another place called Washburn. I would also
like to say that we couldn't find anything having anything to do with him. We'll
be so happy to find even just a bone. We only want to find - we only want his
bones.
When did you go to Washburn? --- We went there at 1991.
It's very painful to lose your beloved one. As you
/have requested
have requested the Commission to help you to find if ever we could find him, and
also to try to find out the people who kidnapped him. --- I wish the Commission
could help us to find him, especially Mandla Ndlovu should be asked as to his
whereabouts, exactly where he is, so that if ever he is killed we can take him
and bury him.

I would like to ask you my last question, as I can see that you are hurt is
there any after-effects after his disappearance? How did it impact on you? --We had serious problems about this disappearance. My younger brother, after he
heard this his brother has disappeared he started to feel ill, and he had a
problem with his head - headache. He started just wandering around like doing
nothing. We still have a problem because he was a breadwinner. Maybe today he
was the one supposed to be taking care of us. Maybe if he was around his
brothers were going to have good life. My mum is crying.
How was your mum affected? --- It's so difficult because this it always comes
back to her, and she is not feeling well at all.
What about the younger brother that you told us about with psychological
disorder, is he getting any treatment? --- Yes, he does go to Pinetown to
collect some medicine. This is the tablets which keeps him alive, but he
normally goes away because he doesn't know what's going on with him. I believe
that the Commission might help to organise any help, try to contact the Health
Department or anyone who can help us.
They might be able to help you, brother. --- We would like to thank you.
--------------------/I only
I only have one question to ask. Let me take you back to Makhatini. This
Makhatini came to tell you that the Inkatha people have kidnapped others. What
was his name, this Makhatini? --- I don't remember his name because we were not
used to him.
You said he died. What killed him? --- I don't know. We just heard that he died.
They were staying at another place far away from us.
She didn't tell you exactly, the woman who told you that he died, what killed
him? --- Yes, they didn't.
--------------------MR LAX: (Inaudible) ... others were abducted on the same day. Do you know
anything about those others, those families, who those people might have been?
Did you touch any of the other families in the area to see if their children had
been abducted as well? --- Those who were kidnapped on that day I don't know
their names. I don't know them.
(Inaudible) ... Mrs Mdluli, do you know anything about that perhaps? --- No, I
know nothing.
--------------------MR LYSTER: Mrs Mdluli, like the witness before you, and the witness before her,
you have told us about the disappearance of your son - or the child that you yes, your son, and we have seen through the suffering of all three of you how
difficult this pain must be to bear. This happened nearly 10 years ago, and
still the wounds have not healed. Your son had his life in front of him, he was
on his way to fetch his matric results when he was abducted.
Thembalihle, you have lost your cousin, and it is
/clear from
clear from what you have told us that he was a young man with a good future in
front of him. You described him as a leader.

You are both victims of the terrible political intolerance which was so
prevalent in this province at that time, and indeed we are still experiencing
that political intolerance, which was fostered and nurtured by the policies of
apartheid.
We will try to investigate what happened to Eric, although it happened, as I
have said, nearly 10 years ago, and we cannot promise that we will have any
success. We do hope that you do feel a little better having told your story, and
that it is now a little easier for you to come to terms with the disappearance
of Eric.
We thank you very much for coming in, having the patience to wait all day to
tell your story, and we wish you strength and courage for the future. Thank you
very much.
--------------------MR LYSTER: (Inaudible) ... greet you. You have come from Edendale in
Pietermaritzburg, and you have come to tell us about the attack upon your house
in December 1987. Before you tell us that story can you please stand up and take
the oath.
--------------------ELPHEUS MTHEMBU (Sworn, States)
MR LYSTER: Who is there with you on the stage? --- He's my son.
Mr Mthembu, Mr Lax, my colleague, will assist you with your evidence. Thank you.
MR LAX: Good afternoon, Mr Mthembu. Welcome, and thank you for coming. If you
could just tell us, before we start with your evidence per se, a little bit
about your family. How many children have you had, where were you living at the
time, where do you live at the moment? We see that you live at Esikhodini now. -- I am staying at Imbali. I got all my children while staying at
Pietermaritzburg. One was born in 1952, the other one was born in 1954, the
third one was born in 1958. And these two, it's a daughter and a son, they all
disappeared. It was 1987 if I remember well. We were called to a meeting at
Imbali. We went to the meeting. When we arrived at the meeting they told us that
we have to unite and be Inkatha so that we can get electricity in our place. I
refused to be Inkatha member. I told them I've got my own power, I can instal
electricity in my home.
(Inaudible) ... at which place? --- We were at a church, a Methodist church.
There was Awetha and another man from Hammarsdale, Ndleli. When I told him that
I will not be able to join Inkatha he said, "You
/"deserve to
"deserve to be killed if you don't want to join Inkatha. You are dogs. You are
very stubborn." I asked him why did he swear at us. That is where Inkatha
started causing trouble in our community. I said I don't want any electricity
and I don't want to be an Inkatha member. After that until now a young boy came.
He was running. My boys were taking one of their friends out. He wanted to stab
them, and they came running back into the house and I asked, "What's happening?"
and they said, "Someone's trying to kill us outside." And they came out and they
started fighting him and they injured him. I asked, "Are you still going to go
out?" They said, "Yes, we are still going out." And then the other one said,
"No, no, I am not going out now. It seems as if we are going to be killed now."
And they were coming with this man who was the leader, and I asked, "What's
happening?" "You think you are so clever, you, Mr Mthembu. We have to destroy
this family." When I looked around I saw my friend with my friend. I said,
"Xaba," I called him, and he said, "No, don't talk to me." They tried to shoot,

and then it just grazed my son's hand, the bullet.
(Inaudible) ... Mr Mthembu? --- It's the one has died, Simon Mthembu. This one
with whom I am here, Elpheus, comes after Simon. The eldest one is not even
here. He doesn't even know that this is happening. There were a group of people.
There were even all the elderly people and the young ones. And he threw an
object through my window and it was broken. My younger child asked, "What's
going on?" and I tell him, "Look, they are killing us now. We have to rush out
of here." I was only holding a panga and there was nothing else. When I was
/rushing
rushing after them they started running away. This Mncwabe man I wanted to cut
his throat, but he was running so fast so that I couldn't catch him. We came
back and told my children, "Oh, let's go back home." And we just sat at home. We
thought this matter was over. When I was running after him, and it looked as
though one guy - one man was standing nearby who also wanted to stab me with a
spear, and I just ducked and it happened that it had to sort of like went deep
down into the ground. And they come to ask me, "How did you defeat them alone?
Where did you get the "nthelezizi," the muthi that's used?" I said to them, "Go
and fetch all your arms and come back to me. I am so tired of you I want to show
you. Don't you see where the thing started? It started from where they said we
must join Inkatha." And all continued like that. And my children, the other one
have come back, and they said, "We're coming to fetch you." We went out, we were
going to see the police, and then one man came. There was this other one called
Sikizo who used to shoot people around. He was trying to shoot at us, but the
bullets just go astray. And they asked, "How are these people just - I mean we
can't hurt them." I told my boys that, "Okay, let's not go this way, let's walk
on foot," and then we passed an Inkatha group. They couldn't fight us because we
were not armed, we were just walking. We tried to report the case. They were
just laughing at us.
(Inaudible) --- I want to Seckland(?) and Plessislaer.
(Inaudible) ... Plessislaer Police Station? --- That is correct. It continued
just like that and we just waited. One day we got a call from a woman. They told
me
/that,
that, "Your children are dying on the road." It was Thulani, Jerome. We don't
know the person who gave us the message. We ran out. The other one who died, my
younger son, Simon, came. He was driving a green car, Thulani ... (inaudible)
... and Jerome. Nothuli. His surname is Ngcobo. They didn't get out of the car.
They just peeped out through the window of the car and they said to me, "Your
home it's finished today." And I asked them why. They said, "You are still
talking," and then they pointed a gun at me, trying to shoot at me, but nothing
came out, and they left. After leaving, and then they went to Awetha side. They
said, "There's nothing that we can do." I was just pointing a panga, standing at
the door.
(Inaudible) ... you've spoken about a Thulani. Who is that person? --- Thulani
is Ngcobo's son, Mr Ngcobo's son.
(Inaudible) ... sorry, which Ngcobo's son? --- Thulani Ngcobo.
(Inaudible) ... mentioned a Jerome. Which Jerome is this? --- Jerome Mncwabe. He
went to Madadeni. He died.
(Inaudible) ... and then you spoke about Thu - Thu Ngcobo? --- It's Thu Ngcobo.
(Inaudible) ... Khize. --- It's Khiza Zuma.

Who are these people? What were they? --- They were all members of the Inkatha.
They called them steady(?). When they have killed many people they graduate and
call them steady.
So you say these people were killers for Inkatha? --- They were killers.
(Inaudible) ... you say these people came, they
/tried to
tried to shoot you, and then they went to Awetha's place. --- They proceeded to
Awetha's place. They came back and stood at my door. I think I was confused. I
was standing there at the door with my son. The other one said to the other one
he must shoot. He said, "No, my gun just doesn't operate." Sikizo took the gun
and he tried to shoot me, but he just couldn't. Thu was just sleeping on the
ground. He did absolutely nothing. He just slept on the ground. From there I
pretended as if I was picking something, then they started to run. I was
supposed to have died a long time ago. After that Elpheus came to me. He was
injured. He said Thulani had shot him on the thigh. He was full of blood and he
was limping. He asked me who phoned me. I said I didn't know, it was just a
female who had said my family's getting finished. I don't remember when we took
him to hospital. I think it was the following day. It continued just like that
(Inaudible) ... was he taken to? --- I don't remember quite well. I think he can
remind me, my son can remind me. I was very confused. I didn't know what I was
doing at that time. It went on like that. After quite a while one day I heard
rumours that there was Sikizo with a policeman by the name of Khumalo. When he
got to me he wanted to read a letter. There's something that I skipped. I went
to an attorney to give a statement because I was being harassed by Inkatha. My
attorney drafted the affidavit. He gave them an interdict. Sikizo came to my
place with the very same interdict that he had received. He told my relatives
that he was coming that very same evening and he was going to kill us. He didn't
care about any interdict. I got into the house. I was
/tired
tired because I was coming back from work. I heard my daughter-in-law screaming,
saying my children were dying. I saw Sikizo with Khumalo, a policeman, as well
as another one. His surname is Zulu. They shot my youngest son on the shoulder.
He still has a bullet in his body.
(Inaudible) ... at your house, or was that at another place? --- That happened
in my place.
(Inaudible) --- Smolenji. Then Simon, who went out to go and help Smolenji, when
he got there they shot him on the thigh. When I got there he was on the ground
lying. I was coming from the house, trying to look as to what was happening,
because I hear gunshots outside. When I got there it was Smolenji and this other
one. Sikizo, as well as his accomplices were there. I went out with my panga and
I chased them. They ran away. They said they were going to fetch Awetha. I asked
them why they had injured my sons. Luckily my friend came. We took Simon to the
hospital.
(Inaudible) ... if you can just help us to get a complete picture. --- It was
Nxane. He's a policeman. He also saw when they shot my sons. We took them to
Northdale. The police came back now. They wanted guns from me. They said I must
take out the guns, white policemen.
(Inaudible) ... they were from? --- They were either from Seckland or from the
compound. They were police who were sent to come and kill us all.
(Inaudible) ... are you referring to Pentrich? --- Yes, I am referring to
Pentrich. Time went on. There's so much that I've skipped. There was a time when
policemen came to take us all. We were assaulted. They

/even threw
even threw tear gas inside the house. I had skipped that because it's quite a
long time since this happened.
(Inaudible) ... you a little bit here. I've got a copy of the court papers, and
from what I can see your lawyers brought a case against Sikizo Zuma. --- That is
correct.
(Inaudible) ... against Jerome Mncwabe, Sikizo Zuma and Thulani Ngcobo. --- That
is correct.
It's not clear when the case was first heard, but I think it was
January 1988. That is the first case you brought against Sikizo. --were brought together. We just didn't understand where the case was
They just told me that my children deserved to die because they were
Government.

the 28th of
These cases
heading to.
against the

(Inaudible) --- It was Inkatha's attorney. Ntombela was there. They said the ANC
deserved to be killed. The Judge said, "You are talking politics now. We must
close this case. Go and talk to Inkatha as well as the ANC." I said, "Then this
means this is not a court, this is just shit."
(Inaudible) ... only just received, which we will look at later. The Court
ordered an interim interdict against Jerome Mncwabe, Sikizo Zuma and Thulani
Ngcobo. They were ordered by the Court to refrain from intimidating, assaulting
you, attacking and destroying your property, making any sorts of threats against
you. That was not a final order, but it was what is called in law an interim
order. --- When that interdict came out that was the time that it seems they
were given permission to come and kill me, the four of them.
(Inaudible) ... after that you say Sikizo came
/to you
to you with some papers and he threatened you further. --- That is correct. That
was immediately after that.
(Inaudible) ... after Simon was shot, and Smallridge. --- That is correct.
Simon was taken to hospital in Northdale Hospital. --- That is correct.
(Inaudible) --- That is correct.
(Inaudible) ... Sikizo arrived at the hospital. --- That is correct.
(Inaudible) ... court, and Sikizo was warned by the Judge that he should not
come anywhere near the hospital. --- I don't know what happened there because
they just wouldn't listen to whatever they were being told. If they could listen
to the Court probably they could not have shot my son.
(Inaudible) ... a little bit. What happened to Simon after he was in hospital? -- We heard that Sikizo made attempts to go and finish him off. Then that's
where he died, because the bullet couldn't be extracted out of his body.
(Inaudible) ... from his injuries while he was in hospital? --- I could say that
is correct, but it took quite a few days for him. He didn't die immediately. He
stayed there for almost a month if I am not mistaken.
(Inaudible) ... understand that. And your son, Smallridge? --- He was shot on
the shoulder. It went through the arm and his arm is partially paralysed.

(Inaudible) ... at the moment? --- He is at home.
(Inaudible) ... your other son, Thokozani, who was attacked by Sikizo. What
happened to him? --- Aren't
/you referring
you referring to the one I am sitting with, Thulani, not
Thokozani?
(Inaudible) ... refers to a Thokozani. If it's wrong then we must correct that.
--- Thokozani and Simon are one and the same person. I think there's a mistake
there. Sikizo shot Simon and Smolenji. This one survived. He was there, but he
survived the attack, as well as his elder brother.
(Inaudible) ... Elpheus Mthembu. What is his Zulu name, just for the record
please? --- It's Thokozani.
Did Thokozani suffer any permanent effects of his injuries? --- He was very much
traumatised. He had to leave his job because they were also hunting him down,
they wanted to kill him too.
(Inaudible) ... was a fourth person - sorry, a fifth person who was cited as an
applicant, and that was a person referred to as Ernest Mthembu. Who is Ernest? -- He is my eldest son, the one who died.
If you can just help us clear this up. When did he die, and where? --- I don't
remember quite well because it was at night when they came. They came to his
bedroom at the window. Somebody knocked. When he tried to see as to who was
knocking he was shot on the stomach. Then he was taken by Mr Msimanga. He had
come to visit me and he discovered that my son had been shot. He was taken to
hospital and he was dead on arrival.
(Inaudible) ... was this, just so that ... (incomplete) --- He has since died.
He was killed by the ZP.
(Inaudible) ... day has any criminal case happened into the deaths of any of
your children? --- No, they
/are not
are not charged. It's just accepted that they must die.
(Inaudible) ... court inquests, that is court inquiries into the death of any of
your children as far as you've been ... (incomplete) --- I was called to
D Court. They told me to look for an attorney. I told them that I did not need
an attorney. I said I was going to speak for myself because I was there. Then
the Magistrate told me that the case cannot go on without me having an attorney.
There was nothing more to say.
(Inaudible) ... that inquest thereafter? --- The Magistrate told us lies. He
said they just could not talk, they were denying that they killed my sons. He
said I was the one who had killed my sons ... (incomplete - end of Side B, Tape
4) ... the Magistrate said I will be told by the Attorney-General as to when the
case was going to be heard. Up til today I haven't heard a thing.
(Inaudible) ... look up the details. You've given us a copy of the subpoena for
you to come to that inquest. That was into Simon Mthembu's death, is that
correct, that inquest? --- Yes, I did get a subpoena.
(Inaudible) ... either of the other sons? --- There was absolutely nothing. I am
forgetting something. One day Martin came to me. He's an attorney. He told me

that the Court said they wanted to see me. They said I should come in front of
the Court. He said I should phone Matthew, who would come and talk to them. When
my attorney that he got sick. Sorry, that was the mother. Up til today the
mother is very sickly. She has sugar diabetes.
(Inaudible) --- That is correct. She even collapsed.
/(Inaudible)
(Inaudible) ... requested you? --- I went to D Court.
(Inaudible) --- Yes, I went only once.
Sorry, you've told us that after you left Imbali there were other people who
were now staying in your house at Imbali. --- Yes, the Inkatha group. I once
went there. The ceiling was no longer there. They had torn the house apart. I
went to report to the police that I was going. Even the car that was in my yard
is no longer there now.
(Inaudible) ... at Imbali. --- It was my house and I had renovated it.
(Inaudible) ... title deed for it? --- I had bought the plot. I have a title.
(Inaudible) ... recover your property there? --- I made several attempts, but
now I am scared. It's better for me to sell the house, but now people are afraid
to occupy the house. And it's already damaged now.
--------------------DR MGOJO: I would just like to find out more about the perpetrators. I heard
that Jerome is late. What about Thulani Ngcobo? --- Yes, it's KwaZulu. Thu
Ngcobo.
He died? --- Yes, he died.
Mkhize he is still alive? --- Yes, still alive.
Thank you.
--------------------MR LYSTER: Mr Mthembu, thank you very much for coming in today and patiently
waiting all day to share your story with us. Those people who are here today who
lived in Imbali during the 1980s can understand the story that you tell, and
they know the terror that was forced upon the
/People of
people of Imbali at that time.
Many of the people who have appeared here at this Commission over the past three
days have mentioned the names of Jerome Mncwabe, Abdul Awetha, Sikizo Zuma and
Thulani Ngcobo, and you have helped us to get a clearer picture of who these
people where and what they did during those days.
During this period you turned to the law to assist you, and your persecutors
ignored the orders of the Court and continued to harass you, threaten you,
attack you. They even tried to kill your son in hospital. Tragically two of your
sons died of being shot by these people, and another one of your sons was shot,
but was lucky enough to survive. The people who did these things were allowed to
act with impunity in those days, and we hope that this sort of thing has now
passed, although that can be of little comfort to you now. You have also lost
your house and your possessions.

As you have probably heard me and my fellow Commissioners and Committee Members
say today, one of our jobs is to make recommendations to the Government as to
how people like you should be assisted, and we will be making recommendations to
the Government in due course.
In the meantime we thank you very much again for coming here and telling us your
story, so that we have been able to get a far clearer picture of what it was
like to live in Imbali in those day. Thank you again, and we wish you strength
in the future. Thank you.
--------------------MR LYSTER: Mr Zondi, are you able to hear me and understand me through the
microphone?
MR ZONDI: I can hear you.
MR LYSTER: (Inaudible) ... so long. You have waited the whole day to give your
evidence. You have come here from Imbali township, and you, like Mr Mthembu
before you, have come to tell us about the killing of your son, Zenzele, Bongani
and Mlungise. In your case it was three sons who died. We extend our deep
sympathy to you, and we thank you very much for coming and having the courage to
come and share these experiences and these memories with us. Before you tell us
your story please will you stand up and take the oath.
--------------------WELLINGTON ZONDI (Sworn, States)
MR LYSTER: Mr Zondi, I'll ask my colleague, Mr Dlamini,to assist you with your
evidence.
MR DLAMINI: Good morning, Mr Mangeza. We get the report that you were at work
and come late. We would like to thank you for having been able to come. As it
has already been said that this is a painful case which involved three of your
sons. Maybe before we get deep into the matter we would like to hear more about
your family. Is your wife still alive? --- Yes, she is. I had eight children. I
had four daughters and four sons.
Can you speak up loud please. --- One of my sons died of sickness, and also my
daughter, and I was left with six children. Some of the six - the three boys I
am going to talk about are some of the six I am talking about.
Which simply means you don't have - you are not left /Which simply
with any son at home? --- Yes, that is the truth.
Is your wife here? --- No, she was working today, she couldn't come here.
It is clear that this matter has affected you in your life. How is your wife at
the present moment? --- She is not well actually. Since from the beginning of
all this she has BP. She has been to hospital for several times. Even she is
losing her sense of hearing, because there was once some shooting at home, and
there was a loud noise. It might be because of the effects of the noise.
Does she visit some doctors to help her with the sickness of BP? --- Yes, she
normally goes to Greys Hospital.
Did she ever go to psychologists or psychiatrists for treatment? --- No.
What about yourself? I know men are strong, but this was a painful situation.
How do you feel? --- I feel the Lord have helped me because I have been able to
stand up. Even if I was affected by the gun sounds at the time they shot at my

place but I don't have big problems, I am still okay.
Are you still staying at Imbali? --- Yes, that is true.
Are you now staying there in peace? --- Yes, we are staying in peace there.
Before we get into your sons' case you might help the Commission if you can help
about what happened at 21 January where some police came to your place, or
special constables. Can you please start from there and tell us about what
happened. --- We used to call them the "bloem." I went ... (intervention)
/May you
May you please speak up. --- I left at home with a car to pick my wife. When I
get out - I was coming back now with my wife - I saw a big car. We used to call
it four-room. When I arrived there there was Mr Silwane. He was talking to these
"bloem." These are the police. There was another man by the name of Mbuyisa. He
took part during that incident, because they were now already inside our yard
and they wanted to shoot the meter box. And he told them that, "You left the
person we are looking for because he went away, and now when he is out you come
to shoot this place. Why didn't you do it in his presence?" And they didn't give
an answer. And then other people in a very big yellow car arrived. They came to
ask us, these "bloem" people, the other police, with whom were they, because
they were saying if they are more than two there must be another senior
policeman to look - to make sure that they are doing things in terms of the law.
They were not allowed to go around alone.
They came to attack you. Can you tell us exactly where does the conflicts come
from? --- They didn't like my sons because they were members of the UDF, because
my last-born, Mlungise, they once took him and I had to bail for him with R2
000,00. That's where I discovered there's something wrong here. And my other
sons were also getting involved, and I realised that this thing is not going to
end there.
This continued until the 13th November 1989, where you lost your son who was 18
years old at the time, and he was shot dead. Was he still at school or finished?
--- I could say that he was still at school. He was arrested, but not for
violence. He had some altercation with other
/boys, they
boys, they fight, and there they open a case for him. However, he was released,
and when they shot him he was out from prison. After he was shot some man named
Silwane called us.
Who is this Silwane? --- He is the chairperson of the ANC branch. He told me
that we have to do something because something bad is happening down there by
Ndu's place. While I was waiting I heard a car stopping near my gate. I realised
that was Silwane. He was with some white men. We get into the car, we drove off.
As we were still driving down, and we have to take a right turn. When I looked
on my right hand I saw a bandaged leg(?). I realised, "Oh, now he's finished." I
get out, I wanted to go and see, get closer so that I can see what was
happening. And they stopped me, they said, "Just leave it. Don't go near." They
said, "No, you'll go and see him at the mortuary." The next morning I went to
the mortuary. When I arrived there I was surprised because I couldn't even
recognise him. If you didn't know him you couldn't even tell it was him. It was
as if they took a very big rock and throw it on top of his head.
Mr Zondi, when this happened he had two persons in company. One of them is
Sosibo, he died there, and one of them is Mkhize. Where is this Mkhize? --Mkhize got his hand cut off. Sosibo died at the scene. Mkhize is alive, but his
hand is chopped off.
How does Mkhize explain the situation? Did he tell you exactly who attacked

them? --- He did something that is not usual. He didn't come back to us to tell
us exactly what happened, and he moved from his place to stay somewhere called
Place No 3. I thought maybe he will come
/back to
back to us to tell us about this, but I realised that when I meet him he respect
me so much, and I am afraid to talk to him about this because it may be - I
think it may be painful for me to start to know about what happened to him.
Where is he staying, this Mkhize? --- He is staying at No 3. It's called Unit 3
at Imbali.
Do you know exactly his physical address? In case we would like to go and talk
to him can you be able to direct us? --- Yes, I don't have a problem, I can do
that.
On the 26th of August 1991 you lost your son, Zenzele. He was 29 years old. I
think he was grown-up, and you also have all your hopes on him. Can you explain,
tell us about him? What happened to him? --- He was my son. I think even in this
case the police were still involved because this were an underground secret,
because he was once shot by the police. And I only discovered that when I came
from work in the evening and he was lying down. He was shot in the toilet and
then he was just lying on the ground, and he was wearing a UDF T-shirt ...
(inaudible) ... is the one who helped to sort of like undress him his UDF Tshirt, and then one of them said, "No, don't worry about taking off the shirt
because he's ours now."
Is it the Thulani Ngcobo who is an IFP leader? --- Yes.
In your statement you find him in your house. Was it your house or somebody
else's house? --- No, it was someone's house.
Do you have the number of the house or the names of
/the owners
the owners of the house? --- I can only give you the names of the owners of the
house, but I don't remember the number. The place is next to my house so I can
be able to direct you there.
Can I take you back. You tell me about Mbuyisa who stopped these "bloem" people
who were coming to attack your family. Is he still alive? --- He died.
Please take us to the third instance where Mlungise was injured on the 5th of
September 1992. He was 17 by that time. Was he still at school? --- No, he was
not schooling any more, because they used to stop them on the way to school so
he couldn't go to school.
Can you tell us what happened on that day? --- This is a straightforward story.
At one day a young boy and a young lady came to my place. They were drunk. They
called me and I just picked up my car key and then I went towards my car. When I
opened my gate they say, "Let's go and show you where he is." I realised if I
have to stop, waiting for them to get into my car I am wasting time. I have to
rush. I got into my car and I rushed with my car until I arrived at the school
called Mizane. When I arrived there I found him lying down there. When I tried
to touch him he was still breathing. I rushed him into the car. I rushed him to
Medicity. This is a hospital. They started treating him. They sent him to St
Anne's. I don't know what they were going to do with him there. From there they
took him to Greys Hospital. When I arrived at Greys they said his head was
injured. I don't know whether the blood - there was some blood drops in his
brains. And after that he died.

It's clear that from that head injury, with the
/blood having
blood having fallen on his brain he wasn't able to talk, so he couldn't you
exactly what happened to him. --- Yes. That was the thing that I wish he could
do, just to say one word. But he couldn't say anything, he just died. Are there
some witnesses who might have seen what happened, who might be able to help us?
--- No, nobody came with any information. People were afraid that if ever they
come with any information they might be killed too.
On your statement it seems as if there is something that you also mention. It
seems as if even yourself you have once been attacked. One day a Husky kombi
which was red came to attack you. Can you tell us exactly what happened on that
day? --- From that time I started to suspect that my children were UDF members.
The people who shot at us were coming from behind my home. When they were
shooting at us it sounded as if there were so many people shooting at us. I
raised up my head to see and I realised this time things were bad. When I tried
to wake up I realised they were shooting at me, and then I just ducked down,
only to find that my wife has already realised that, and we all just lie down on
the ground. I tried to crawl on my stomach to the other room, and I tried to
touch my children and call them. I realised that they were also afraid. I just
pulled the sheet and all the clothes so that they can fall down without making
any sound. And I took them and put them under the bed. And then they continued
to fire. They were firing at us. At about - it was dawning in the morning and
they stopped firing at our place. In the morning I washed myself and I prepared
myself to go to work. While I was at my gate
/I saw
I saw Reverend Africaner. He called me and said, "Mr Zondi, please, your God is
with you. You did a good thing by not coming out while they were shooting,
because if you did come out there was a red Husky outside there. I think these
people were waiting that if you get out of the house they can shoot you." By
luck I didn't get out of the house. There was a way to get out, I could have got
out, because I realised I cannot allow other men to kill me in my house. I
wanted to get out to make sure that - to fight before I die, so that if ever
sometimes I could injure someone if ever it was possible for me to do that. But
because there was nothing in my house - although they used to come and say they
were looking for arms in my house there was nothing, so I couldn't get out. In
all these instances have you ever reported any of them to the police? --- We
didn't do anything, because I was now convinced that even if I go there they
took sides. I was just only going there if ever one of my child was arrested. I
was just waiting if ever it happens that they were arrested I will go to my
lawyers. One of them was Kajee. One who helped me to get Zenzele released was
called like I Lax.
You mean the Commissioner? --- Yes.
We have heard about your requests, which we respect, in which you request that
we must erect a memorial picture for the people of Imbali, and we'll take this
to our President and he will decide with his Cabinet as to what can be done. And
I would like to take everything back to the Chair.
--------------------MR LAX: You've told us about this red Husky, this kombi
/that was
that was waiting out side your house, as was reported to you by Reverend
Africaner. Do you know of any other incidents that involved a red Husky? --- It
had dim lights and you could not see people inside, but it used to go around in
the location or in that place pointing out places where people should be taken.

(Inaudible) ... the police used that Husky, and they would take informers in
that Husky and go and collect people to be arrested, and they would not be able
to see who was inside there. --- That is correct. It had tinted windows so that
you could not see people inside, but they went around pointing people, their
victims.
(Inaudible) ... correct that that Husky was reportedly or allegedly involved in
numerous cases of shooting and killings and assaults on people. --- That is
correct. It used to drive around the streets.
--------------------MR LYSTER: Mr Zondi, like the witness before you you have given us a graphic
picture of what life was like in Imbali in the 1980s and 1990s. You have told us
about the tragic death of three of your children, Zenzele, Bongani and Mlungise.
They were all members of the UDF at the time of their deaths, and it seems clear
from what you have told us that they were killed by people who were opposed to
the UDF at that time. We can only imagine what a burden it must be for you and
your wife to have lost three children, and we express our deepest sympathy to
you both.
The attack on your house in 1992 was also a terrifying experience for you, and
you and those remaining members of your family can consider yourselves very
lucky
/that you
that you are alive.
Part of our job is to make recommendations to the Government about how people
like yourself should be assisted. You have told us that your house was very
badly damaged - in fact you used the word destroyed in your statement - when it
was attacked by the police in 1992, and we will be making recommendations to the
Government as to people like you should be assisted.
We want to thank you very, very much for coming in, waiting all day to give this
evidence, and again we extend our sincere sympathies to yourself and to your
wife, and we wish you strength as you go home today. Thank you very much. --May I please rectify just a small point? My home was shot at, it was not burnt
down.
(Inaudible) ... very much. Thank you, Mr Zondi.
---------------------
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---oOo--MS ZIQUBU (Sworn, States)
MR LYSTER: I will ask my colleague, Mr Mdu Dlamini, to assist you with your
evidence.
MR DLAMINI: Good morning, Mrs Ziqubu. --- I can't hear you.
We are so grateful to have you with us here this morning. How are you doing at
home? --- We are doing fine.
How many children do you have? --- I have three children.

How old are they? --- My first-born was born in 1956.
What is he doing? --- He is a private teacher.
And the second one? --- That one was born in 1968. He is also a teacher.
And the third one? --- Was born in 1968.
What is he doing? --- He is also teaching.
Thank you, and we also like to thank God for the power that he has given to you
for having been able to bring up your children so that they can stand on their
own. Before we get into the matter I would like you to explain the situation so
that the Commission, as it will be listening to you, and also the people around
you, can get the clear picture. Can you tell us how old was your husband when he
died? --- He was 62 years old.
Did this all happen while you were at Mpumalanga township at Hammarsdale? --Yes, that is true.
After that you ran away from the place to stay at Umgababa, and how are you
doing at Umgababa? --- No, we are fine. Everything it's okay.
In your statement we discovered that your husband
/was an
was an IFP member and he was working within the community to help the people.
Can you briefly explain exactly how he worked for the community, and also his
role under the IFP. Before we can get into what happened please briefly tell us
about his involvement. --- My husband was a churchgoer. The community used to
call him Umfundisi, that is reverend, although he was not a reverend. We were
Presbyterians, and we were under Reverend S A Khumalo from Umlazi, from V
Section.
Is this Mr Sam Khumalo? --- Yes, it's Reverend Sam Khumalo. He built a temple at
Unit 1, Mpumalanga South. He finished the temple and it was opened. We had our
church services at that place. That was at Unit 1 South Mpumalanga.
Just a bit
Presbyterian
like to give
At that time
is true.

can you explain to us, as you said he was a preacher at the
Church, we heard that you used to have people especially to sort of
services at funerals, and that's where he got this name Umfundisi.
he was working for a textile industry at Hammarsdale. --- Yes, that

Can you tell us his involvement with the IFP? --- While he was under the IFP my
husband had a tuck shop in a place called Sankonji(?). He was working together
with Mr Gogo. He was his assistant.
This Mr Gogo is dead? --- Yes, that's true. This Mr Gogo was his assistant, and
they were all working together in the IFP, elected by the people. At that time
everything was in order and there was nothing wrong. At the beginning of the
violence people were dying, people were attacked, and we were all confused, we
didn't know what was happening. I remember one day there was a
/meeting
meeting at the school called Esikongeni. My husband used to speak. Especially
when speaking he was frank and firm in whatever he wants to say. During the
meeting, when people were talking about the violence, there was Mr Ngihle, who
was also working with my husband. This man I am talking about was also there.
All this Mr Ngihle grew up with my husband. They were used to him and they were
friends. When they were busy discussing about the violence issue my husband

stood up and said, "If it is Inkatha who is doing all this it means we have to
resign from the organisation." There was no answer for that, and it was just one
of the speeches that were given at that time, and things continued. Things
started to happen. I had children, male children. We were now all afraid because
of the violence in the place. You could see the children walking around were not
safe. They started pointing out families which were supposed to be burned. We
were all afraid because of all this. Meetings continued to be held in the place
where we were. There was Mr Mlaba at that time. He was the leader during the
meetings.
This Mlaba, is he one of the leaders, well known leaders at Mpumalanga, who
happened to bring about the peaceful resolution of Mpumalanga? --- Yes.
He's the one who is the mayor at the present moment? --- No, I don't remember
well, because I don't stay there any more. We had meetings. As I said before
people were all afraid, they didn't know what was happening, but it happened
that they elected my husband to be the leader at the area in which we were
staying. Men used to go out patrolling the place, especially at night. My
husband
/used to
used to join them in the patrolling process. He decided to stop patrolling
because he was afraid that he could be killed at night.
In order to put our records straight, because your husband was working for IFP
at that time, it means that the people whom they used to meeting holding
firearms or arms, who were not in good terms with them, were they IFP members? -- Yes, they were IFP members. People used to talk about exactly what was
happening, asking, "Why do we have to leave other people?" And it happened that
they stopped patrolling the place.
After that are you trying to tell us that your husband disassociated himself
with the watch operations? Did he also disassociate himself from the IFP
activities? --- I don't remember well, but what I know is that he was no longer
following the IFP views and policies, but you couldn't say that he was no longer
working for them. But he could see that everything was bad, and he could see
exactly what was the cause of that.
Especially with him as a Christian it means life was a bit difficult for him in
that situation? --- Yes, that is true.
Can you tell us, while you were at home with your husband in October 1989, what
happened? --- My husband came back from work. It was in the evening. During
those days it was very bad. People who wake up in the morning and go to work,
you were not able to tell whether the person would come back alive. Some were
taken out from taxis to work and killed. My husband came back from work on that
day. He arrived at home. I prepared supper for him. My children were all around,
and my grandchildren.
/There was
There was also my eldest daughter and my grandchildren. They were all staying
with me, and these were two grandchildren. They were sitting watching TV in the
dining-room. Myself I was sitting with my husband in the kitchen. Before any before there was anything happening at that time I saw outside - we used to go
outside to feed our chickens. I saw a red car, and there was a young man. I
remember well he was running, coming between the houses, and he was running
towards the car. We were standing just outside the door, and he just passed
nearby as my family house is at the corner. I saw him drive away. He passes us,
he looked at us. To me that didn't mean anything because cars used to pass by.
I would like to disturb you before I forget. This young man who was running
towards the car, did you know the young man? --- No, I didn't know the young

man.
The driver who looked at you, was he a person who was familiar to you? --- No, I
didn't know him. I used to see this car passing around, but I didn't know this
young man.
Does this car belong to any person whom you know? --- Yes, it was Mlaba's car,
Sipho Mlaba.
You may continue. --- We went back into the house. While we were in the house
there was a sound as if something had been thrown to our houses. We can hear the
sounds on top of our zincs, our corrugated iron. And this was happening next
door. It was like the falling of rocks thrown from a distance. People were
afraid and they started running into their houses. My husband, "Who is at the
Ngcobo place?" because it seemed as if these sounds of stones thrown onto the
roof it's happening at Ngcobo's
/place.
place. I said, "Yes, they are there," and it seemed as if he wanted to get up
and go out to help. I told him, "Don't worry, they are there," because I didn't
want him to go out. We were confused and we didn't know what was happening at
that time. We sat in the house. I put the food on top of the table. We started
eating, and my husband was sitting by the window at the extreme end of the
table, and I was sitting facing - on the other side facing the table. He was
just sitting next to the window and the window was open, but there was a curtain
on the window. We just opened it a bit. While we just started eating I heard an
explosion. I stood up. I started shouting, I said, "It had happened," and then I
started to draw back. I went to the passage, I stood next to a fridge which was
on the passage. I tried to peep to find out what exactly was happening, thinking
that I could see anything, or people running outside. I couldn't see anything,
and the children from the dining-room ran to us - towards us. I heard my elder
daughter saying, "Mum, they have shot my father." I looked at her. I looked at
my husband where he was sitting. He was still sitting there, but I could see
there was some blood oozing from his head. I went straight to him, I hold him.
He stood up, he came to me, and then I was staggering because he was now falling
on top of me. I was trying to find a place where I could lay him down on the
floor. I heard my children crying.
Won't you need some water? Can they please give you some water. (Pause) Take
your time. We know it's difficult to remember such painful events. Please take
your time. (Pause) You can continue when you feel well.
/--- I
--- I put him down on the floor. I tried to resuscitate him. I sort of like
untie his belt. I could see that he was dying. My clothes were full of blood.
One of my younger child came near. He was seven years old at that time. He hold
his father. He held him and he took off the watch on his hand - from his hand.
You can take your time. (Pause) --- I took off his shoes. I could see that he
was dying, but I didn't know what to do because I was alone. I knew even if I
could try to find some help people were afraid, they couldn't come to help me. I
told myself I have to be strong. I did everything. He looked at me as if - it
looked as if he was laughing, smiling. I thought maybe he will say something. He
didn't say anything, and from that moment I realised that he is gone. And then I
closed up his eyes. After that my children came near. They started crying. I
tried to comfort them and tell them to keep quiet, because if they continued to
cry that will affect me very much. There was nothing to do, so they have to be
strong too so that we can all try to work something out. I had to think to find
out what I can do, to find out where I am going to sleep and how I am going to
survive from there. After that I told my daughter to run to make a call in one
of the families.

We would like you to sort of speak up. --- I asked my daughter to go and make a
call in one of the families nearby, and a daughter from our neighbour started
coming towards - was coming running towards our house. I gave them the number
where they had to call. They had to call one of my brothers. They ran to go and
make the call. I decided to contact my relatives who were staying
/next to
next to us to tell them what had happened. I closed the door and I left my
husband inside the house lying on the ground. I took my two children with me. We
went straight to Maduna family, where Ma Ziqubu resides. We were standing by the
gate and we told them. One of their in-laws came and we told her that, "They
have killed your uncle." And she started crying. I told her not to cry. She went
back to the house and I passed. I knew that she would go and tell the others and
they would see what to do.
I would like to take a short cut here. During your husband's funeral, since he
was a member of the IFP, although he was no longer very much involved, did the
IFP play any role during the funeral, or did they ever come to the funeral, or
did they ever come to comfort you? --- No, nothing happened, because even after
I just came back from Ma Ziqubu one of my daughters went to Mr Mlaba, the leader
of the IFP, to tell him exactly what happened. They didn't find him. They came
back. They came back with his brother called Bheki. He arrived at my place. He
just sat in the dining-room and he didn't even want to see my husband's body. We
asked him to come and see my husband's body, but he refused, and he just left us
like that. Mlaba himself didn't come. The next morning I wake up with my
relatives who had come to comfort me. The Maduna family tried to help me by
calling the police, and one of the sons they called him from work and he arrived
at home on his car, and when the police arrived he was already at our place. And
they took him from my place. No one from the IFP came to help us.
From the police, did they take any statement? Is
/there any
there any investigation that they made? --- Yes, they did take a statement.
After taking a statement after some time did they ever call you to appear before
a Court of Law regarding the death, or did they have any inquest, or ever arrest
anybody in connection with the death of your husband? --- No, we never appeared
in court. They just took a statement and told me that the next morning I have to
come and see them at the police station. Mr Maduna took me to the police station
on that particular day. We only wrote down the statement, and they were telling
me that my statement is not good, and were busy correcting some of the things in
my statement.
Who was this policeman who was helping you to make your statement? You don't
remember him? --- Yes, I don't remember him.
After he took your statement did he ever gave you the number of your docket or
file? --- There is something to do with a docket that I still have in
possession.
So if you have anything like that we would like you to bring it to us so that we
can try to investigate. --- Yes, I remember the man who was taking the
statement. It's Mr Mhlongo.
Is he still at Hammarsdale? --- I don't know because I left the place already.
Did they ever call you to a court of law? Have you ever been called to ...
(incomplete) --- No, we have never been called to a court of law.
Do you have your husband's death certificate? --- Yes, I do, but unfortunately

Mr Mhlongo said I mustn't do
/anything
anything before I contact him, but it so happened that one day I decided to
leave the place. I took all my belongings which I could at that time and I hired
a car. I took my children and went away because I was afraid. But Mr Mhlongo
told me I mustn't go without contacting him before doing anything, so I didn't
contact him, I just left the place. It happened after I left that I had to come
back to Mpumalanga to visit the offices, administration offices. I did went to
see Mr Mhlongo. He said to me, "Look, I told you you mustn't go before you
contact me." I just told him that I left, and I told him exactly where I was
staying at the moment, and I directed him to my place. I thought maybe he will
be investigating, there will be something that he will like to give me, and from
there nothing happened.
Thank you. We'll try to investigate and find out as to what happened, and also
to find out who were the perpetrators and then we'll come back to you to tell
you exactly what happened. And we will also try to contact Mr Mhlongo. I also
like to find out, before your husband died Mrs Mncwabe died, who was an IFP
member, and the Committee asked your husband to come and bury him, but your
husband refused, saying that he doesn't want to be involved with any people in
politics. --- But he didn't say that to the person who come to ask him. He told
them that he had some other business to do so he couldn't come to bury this Mrs
Mncwabe.
Again in your neighbour, the Khanyile family, someone died and they were UDF. -- Yes. Yes, their sons were UDF members.
The picture that we get from your explanation was
/that your
that your husband was a person who stood for truth and he was a true Christian,
and he didn't betray anyone. This means that the Committee have lost a great
man. This is a person you should all be proud of. Maybe you can explain to us
that after all this psychological harassment did you ever go for treatment to
see a psychologist or a psychiatrist, people who can help you to survive? --People who did help me were the Christians in our church. One of them was Mr
Khumalo. He donated the amount of R1 000,00 from the church. People from
Mpumalanga were crying with us but they couldn't attend the funeral for some
other reasons. At the funeral there were only a few people. Most of them were
our family churchgoers. About the community, I just heard that many people were
crying and they wished to come, but they couldn't, and they were worried because
they couldn't attend his funeral for the person whom they used to be friends. So
I had to leave, and they didn't see me from there.
What about your health? Are you healthy? We know you are strong, but we have to
find out the after effects of what has happened. --- When you look at me I look
healthy. I do all things, I work for myself, but psychologically I am very, very
sick. When I am alone maybe I go to the toilet, I will sit there and cry alone
and think, and this is painful for me. I am so worried because there was not
even a court case about this matter. It just ended up there and I don't know
what's happening. And this haunts me a lot.
You said you had grandchildren when this incident happened. --- Yes, they were
there. At that time I didn't have any child who was working, they were all at
/school, and
school, and things became difficult, very, very difficult. I didn't have a home,
I didn't have a father, I didn't have a husband, I didn't have a place to stay,
and I have to go to some relatives at Umgababa to stay.

At the present moment how do you survive?
workplace? --- No, we only get some few cents.

Did

you

get

anything

from

his

And how do you make ends meet? --- I had to stand up, try to find some part-time
jobs, and even my children they have to go out and look for jobs in order for us
to survive. So they started teaching, as I have already explained. I used to pay
for their school fees. They had to go to colleges and I have to pay. This
worried me a lot because I was always telling myself if my husband was around he
was going to help me somehow or some way. But it was so difficult because now I
was alone, I have to stand by myself and do all the things for my children. And
I also have to try to find a home for them.
At Umgababa where you are staying did you find a place where you could build
your own house? --- Yes, we find a place and we built a house.
Mrs Ziqubu, we like to thank you, and we would like to say that we appreciate
the fact that you have been strong even giving us the evidence, and we would
like to tell you that this matter will be investigated and they will have to
find out exactly what happened in court. And we also listened to all your
requests and wishes. What we can say at the moment is that we will take all this
to our leader, the President Mandela himself. We cannot make much promises, but
we'll see later what's going to happen.
--------------------/Mrs Ziqubu,
Mrs Ziqubu, your matter is painful, but I would like to find out - from your
statement there's something that I didn't understand about the burning of the
house. Was your house burnt at the day in which they killed your husband? --No, they burned the house in 1987, October the 15th 1987.
You are trying to say that the house was burnt before his death? --- Yes, it was
burnt in 1987, and we were in the house at that time, and we were lucky because
he worked so hard as the house was burning. The house was burning all the rooms,
the dining-room and the bedrooms were burning. My husband stood up, he worked so
hard trying to extinguish the fire, and also trying to sort of like help those
who were trapped in the fire, because also the Khanyile house was burning, we
have to go and help them. And also one of our sisters-in-law we had to help her
out of the burning house. Because on that same day they also burned the Khanyile
house with petrol bombs, and we also helped them to extinguish the fire. We
managed to contain the fire and they didn't burn the whole house. At the very
same night the Khanyile family were sitting at my place with their children. We
stayed with them, and Mr Khanyile was working night shift sometimes, but at that
time he was working a day shift and he was with us. And he slept on the sofa,
and my husband slept at the bedroom, and all the other Khanyile family kids and
my children slept with me. However, I took some of the children because I was
afraid and took them to their relatives, because I was afraid they might even
come and burn our house. We also thought of running away, but we decided we
should stay. The Khanyile family came to us
/for shelter
for shelter because we are their neighbours, and if they had problems they
usually came to us for help. So they had to sleep at our home.
Those people who burnt the house in 1987, did you ever find out who they were? -- No, we didn't. This happened at night at about 11 o'clock, and they ran away
after that.
Did you ever reported the matter to the police? --- Yes, we reported the matter
the next morning, and we also made a statement. However, the police came that
night to take a statement. At that time while we were busy trying to extinguish
the fires we saw the red car passing, so my husband did go to Mlaba's house, and

they saw this car which passed by our place in Mlaba's place, So they didn't
even try to help us, those people who were in the car, they just passed.
I am trying to correct my record here. During the time while the house was on
fire you saw the red van, and also at the time of the death of your husband you
saw the red car? --- Yes, that is true.
--------------------MR LYSTER: You have given us in your evidence a very clear description of what
conditions were like in Mpumalanga township in those terrible days in the late
80s ... (incomplete - end of Side A, Tape 1)
--------------------MR MKHIZE
Good morning, Mr Mkhize. How are you today? We thank you for having had the
courage to come and share your story with us, the courage to come and tell this
Commission, as well as the community. Maybe many people will be helped by your
revelations. Even before we go any further I would just like you to give me your
background, your family background, whether you still have parents, sisters or
brothers? Can you hear me? --- I have a mother. My father passed away in 1985. I
do have sisters and brothers. My brother died in 1988. I have a sister only. We
were only three. My brother died in 1988.
Is your mother working? --- Yes, she is working. She is a domestic worker.
Are you married or are you still staying at your place? --- I am having a
temporary job at Tastic. I am staying at Imbali in a shack. I am not staying at
home.
Are you married? --- No, I am not married. I don't have any children.
We appreciate knowing your background. Just tell us briefly about what happened,
or the events that preceded your harassment in Trust Feed. Just tell us what
were the circumstances, what was happening, even before we get into the gist of
your story. --- I would like to ask a question. As to what was happening at
Trust Feed?
Yes, at Trust Feed. --- I was not at Trust Feed most of the time. At the
beginning of 1988 I was not there. I only went back after the 22nd.
Where were you staying before that? --- I was staying at Sweetwater.
/Now, can
Now, can you tell us what happened on the 22nd of July when your brother was
stabbed? Just tell us what happened. Or were you not there, you just heard
people telling you as to what happened? --- On the 23rd I received a message
early in the morning, and at that time I went home to try and investigate. I was
told that my brother had been injured. After a while I went home. When I got
there I couldn't see anything. Then I went back home. Police - I don't know what
the police said because I was a little bit disturbed. Then I stayed.
Let's go back. Before the police came what had happened? What message did you
get? --- I heard people who told me that they were fighting for a candle.
What had happened to the candle? --- I don't know. I don't know what had
happened to the candle. I just couldn't get the story right.
Where were your other brothers as well as your mother at that time? --- My
mother had moved from that place. It was quite a while. I think it was 1977 when

she moved. She was staying at Sweetwater.
Were you staying with your mother at Sweetwater? --- No, I was staying with my
aunt.
What about your brothers? Who was staying at Sweetwater? Who was staying at
Trust Feed? --- My aunt was staying at Trust Feed.
You told us that - just to clarify this one. In your statement you said the
person who stabbed your brother was Fundakwezakhe Ngubane. --- Yes, that is
correct.
Was he arrested? --- Yes, he was arrested.
Tell us about the police who came to you. --/Must I
Must I explain when they came to my place or when I went to look for my brother,
the police that I met? I met the police just next to this boy's place.
Do you still remember the police? --- Yes, I do.
What were their names? --- It was Isaac Mhlongo, Sidney Mthethwa.
And then what happened? --- They talked to me, but I really didn't pay much
attention because I was very disturbed.
What did they say to you? --- I didn't hear what they said to me because I was
disturbed.
On the 20th of August what happened? You said the police came to you. --- Police
came to me where I was. It was round about 10 o'clock in the morning. I was
sleeping. They were fencing my place. The policemen came with Mfanafikile
Mbongwe. He is my brother-in-law. They said they wanted to see Mduduzi Xamani.
They said they wanted to see the elderly people who were at home.
Do you still remember them? --- It was Christofina Mkhize and Maria Mkhize. I am
forgetting all the other ones because it's a long time since this happened. I
also asked to accompany them, because whatever they were going to talk about I
believed involved me. Because there was nobody from my home so I wanted to
represent my family.
Where is Umhlawathi? --- It's New Hanover.
The police took you to New Hanover? --- Yes, they took us with.
When you got there what happened? --- They said there was going to be a meeting
between my family and the police, that is the station commander, as well as a
white
/man whom
man whom they said had bought our plot. When we got there the station commander
said he couldn't get hold of this white man who had bought our place. We spoke
to him.
Who is the station commander? --- I think it was Brian Mitchell.
Do you know the person who wanted to buy your plot? --- I don't know his name,
but they used to call him Manugela.
When you got to Brian Mitchell? --- When we got to him we talked. They asked

what our problem was.
Let me take you back a little bit. Was the killer part of the family? --- No, he
wasn't.
Was there any problem between you as a family, or you went with regard to the
death of your brother? --- I think there was a problem within the family,
because when I grew up they used to have altercations.
Did you report the death of your brother? --- I believe somebody did, because
whoever stabbed him was arrested thereafter. Maybe he handed himself in.
Was there any case? --- I could not go, and nobody could at home, because I was
busy with my own case.
So you don't know what happened, what was the outcome? --- No, I never got any
information with regard to that.
Now, when you got to the police station to Brian Mitchell what happened? --- We
talked to Brian Mitchell. He was asking us as to what the problem was between
us. The previous day the family was having a verbal altercation, and I was also
there. I asked them as to why they were swearing at each other and saying they
had squandered some monies.
/When you
When you say you were dying in your family, were you speaking with regard to
your brother? --- I think that's what they were referring to, and even maybe
other matters before this one.
You said when you were at the police station they said they were charging you
with arson. Just tell us more about that. --- As I was still saying, I asked
them as to what they were referring to when they said I had squandered the
money. I thought Mr Mbongwe was part of our family, but I never got an answer to
that. The station commander said I should be taken by one policeman and he must
put me into another office. I was taken by this policeman and put into a certain
room.
Just explain to us how does Mr Mbongwe feature into the whole thing? --- I think
he was staying at that place, at my place, which was where the altercation was
emanating from. I think he was part of what was happening.
You were taken into another room and what happened? --- I stayed up to the
conclusion of the meeting, and I wanted to know whether I was not going to be
released. They said I should ask another policeman who was in Germiston at that
time. I stayed there waiting for that policeman.
When you say you stayed there, how many days or how long did you stay because
this policeman was in Germiston? --- I stayed for - I think it was two days. If
I remember well he came on a Sunday evening. That was the first time I saw him.
Do you still remember his name? --- I don't remember his name. He wasn't even
wearing uniform.
/Could you
Could you just tell us why he came to investigate you? What was wrong with you?
--- What he said to me, he said I had burnt down the house of the boy who killed
my brother.
You appeared in front of a Magistrate in 1988. Did you appear before the
Magistrate? --- Yes, I did.

Was it arson? --- Yes, it was.
Now what happened? --- The case was heard from September up til October, when it
was finalised. Now, some of my brother's friends were also charged with arson.
What was the outcome? --- There wasn't sufficient evidence that I had burnt
anybody's house down. I was acquitted.
Have you got the case number? --- I could not get any details of the case
because I was so traumatised and confused.
You said when you were arrested you were tortured. How were you tortured? Just
give us a brief description. --- When this policeman wanted me to make a
statement he first started by assaulting me, kicking me, and he was hitting me
on the head. He was wearing big boots. I think it was his own boots because they
were unique. He started kicking me with those boots and he jumped on me.
In your statement you said you would like the Commission to investigate as to
why you were tortured during your arrest and custody. You said you were a member
of the UDF. --- No, that was actually what was being said by the boer who was
assaulting me.
Did you belong to any political organisation? --- At that time I didn't know
anything about organisations and politics. I didn't belong to any political
/organisation.
organisation.
Is there anything else that you would like to say? --- You mean with regard to
this matter?
Yes. --- I believe that's about all I can say, except I want to know that - I
would like to know as to why my brother was killed, and whether the person who
killed him was ultimately sentenced.
We will try to
brother's case,
traumatised. I
testimony. I'll

investigate this matter to see what was the outcome of your
but we do sympathise with you because you were also tortured and
thank you very much for having been able to render your
hand over to the Chairman.

--------------------In this job that we are doing we discover that many people are killing each
other for political reasons, some are being killed by policemen, some are being
killed by members of certain political groups because they differ in ideologies.
What I want to know now, was your brother involved in politics, as you know that
at Trust Feed there were a lot of different political groups? There were UDF,
there was Inkatha, there was COSATU and quite a number. --- He was not a member
of any political organisation. Maybe he was a follower, but not a fully-fledged
member.
What I mean is who did he align himself with? You said Mfanafikile was staying
at your place, and Mfanafikile is married to your sister, and Mfanafikile was a
friend to your brother. --- I think they were not really in good terms.
Who is Fundakwezakhe? --- I don't know who Fundakwezakhe is.
Now, when you look at this it could happen that this
/was a
was a well planned thing.

--------------------MR LAX: (Inaudible) ... for a period of four hours, is that right? --- That is
correct.
(Inaudible) ... you during that four hour period? --- There's nothing that
happened thereafter when I had gone out of prison.
--------------------MR LYSTER: (Inaudible) ... for coming to tell us your story today. It would seem
that you were being investigated in a criminal matter, and that the police,
instead of using normal investigative methods, which are acceptable to any
community, resorted to completely irregular, violent methods of investigation,
in other words torture. This not only happened to you, but to many, many
hundreds - thousands of people around this country, and it is a legacy that our
police force still has to overcome.
As you probably have heard me say this morning, we are not able to give you any
direct assistance, but once your case has been further investigated, and if you
are found to have been a victim in this matter, we will make recommendations to
the Government as to how people like you should be assisted.
But again thank you very much for coming in today and sharing your story with
us, and we wish you well as you go. Thank you very much.
--------------------ANNE NXUMALO
How many children do you have? --- I have three children. They are all girls. I
do have a husband.
(Inaudible) ... how old was he? --- He was 21 years old.
(Inaudible) ... with you in Hammarsdale? --- Yes, he was staying with me.
(Inaudible) ... or was he working? --- He had matriculated. He was working.
(Inaudible) --- He was working at a certain factory called Spinroll(?).
And was he active in any political group in Hammarsdale at the time? --- Yes, he
was active.
Which group was he with? --- He was in the UDF.
Now, in November 1988 we've heard a lot of evidence about what was happening in
Hammarsdale in Mpumalanga at that time. There was a lot of conflict, is that
correct? --- That is correct.
(Inaudible) ... that many people were killed, houses were burnt down, and that
there were attacks by armed men from a neighbouring rural area outside
Mpumalanga, is that right? --- That is correct.
So it was during this period then that your son was killed. --- That is correct.
(Inaudible) ... us whatever you know about your son's death, Mrs Nxumalo. --- It
was Friday morning, and I was preparing myself to leave to go to town, and I met
him that morning, he was coming back from work. He gave me some money and he
said that I can buy anything that I want. I took the money and went away. I left
him behind and he had some rest. When I came back it was
/about

about 3 o'clock. I saw a crowd somewhere near the house. I get into the house
and I asked the crowd what was happening, and they told me that my son is
injured. I told them that I want to go and see him but they refused. I went to
see him, and when I arrived in the car I tried to sort of peruse and see. There
was nothing wrong with his head, but there were bullets spread all over his body
up to his navel. From then I just said the last words and said, "Rest with
peace, my son, because they did what they wanted to do." I went back into my
house and sit down, and they started telling me exactly what happened. There was
Stuthu, Nomusa. Those are the people who witnessed what happened, and also my
grandmother was there.
(Inaudible) ... she witnessed what happened? --- That is correct.
She has not given a statement to the Commission, but would she like to speak and
to tell us what she ... (intervention) --- They would like to say something.
What is your son's name please? --- It was Xebo Zama Ndwandwe. Good enough.
(Inaudible) --- That is correct.
(Inaudible) ... of his death, November 1988. --- Yes, I do. It was on the 11th
on a Friday in 1988.
Mrs Nxumalo, I will give your daughter an opportunity in a few minutes to say
something, but just tell us what happened after you saw your son. --- The police
came to take his body, but before they left they called my husband so that he
can accompany them. They went to a place called Webber, and from Webber they
turned and come back. They went to a place where the special constables resides.
When they arrived at the place they
/find Inkatha
find Inkatha people there and they tried to ask them who killed his boy. And
they started spiting them, saying, "We can smell the blood of a Comrade." And
while my husband was inside the van they pointed some firearm muzzles towards
them. They harassed them and they left. They took him to a mortuary in Pinetown.
While we were still preparing for his funeral we discovered that Emalangeni
Cemetery at Hammarsdale they couldn't allow us to bury him there. They told us
they don't bury Comrades in that place, and therefore we had to go to Clermont.
That's where we buried him. While we were still there they used to come around
and harass us, especially the police, black and white policemen. That's how it
happened.
Mrs Nxumalo, was there an inquest or a court case of any sort after you son
died? --- We went to the police station to report the matter, but nothing came
of it. There was no case, we were told nothing. Thereafter while I was waiting I
received a letter where I was told that I should pay R400,00, which was
supposedly going to be paid to an attorney. They said there was insufficient
evidence. I took the letter to R D Sishi, who was a mayor at that time at
Mpumalanga. When I got to his place he wasn't there. I left the letter with a
certain Majoyi, because at that time Mpumalanga was so violent I could not go
back to Mr Sishi.
(Inaudible) ... of that letter, or do you have the original letter? --- As I am
saying I don't have it. I left it with that lady at that place, because we even
moved from that place and we went to Unit Six. We are not even at Six now, we
are at Elangeni village.
/And as
And as far as you know there was no court case, you never attended a court case.
--- There's absolutely nothing that came out of it. I was never called, there
was no case. I just received that letter that said I must page R400,00 for an

attorney. That was the end of everything.
(Inaudible) ... a witness. She was never called to go to any court, is that
right? --- She was not called. We went to make a statement. When she came out
she came out crying. She said she was being harassed by the police. There was a
certain sergeant apparently who was harassing her. She knows the name of the
sergeant.
(Inaudible) ... Police or the KwaZulu Police? --- It was South African Police.
I think it would be appropriate now if your daughter could just tell us what she
witnessed, and then after she has given evidence my fellow Commissioners and
Committee Members can ask both of you some questions.
--------------------NOMUSA NXUMALO (Sworn, States)
Nomusa, your mother has told us that on the 11th of November 1988 you were at
home or near your house and you witnessed the death of your brother, is that
correct? Can you tell us what happened, and while you are telling us can you
briefly tell us what was the situation in Mpumalanga at that time. --- We were
sitting at home. He was preparing to leave for work. His work starts at seven
and it was about half past four in the morning. He used to wake up at half past
four in the morning so that he can get to work early. And he left at half past
four. After some time, a few minutes after he
/left the
left the house, we heard some car stopping outside. When we came out we could
see that he was shot, and the people who were in his company were calling his
name, saying, "Xebo, Xebo." The car left and we also went up to see what was
happening. When we arrived he was lying down on his face. From the back I could
see a bullet hole. I hold him up. People started arriving and my elder sister
came. We tried to resuscitate him, but he was so weak he couldn't even speak.
Then we carried him, and a van which was a Ford came and we asked them to take
him to a clinic. They took him to a clinic. He couldn't run because the first
bullet hit him on his leg. The people who shot him were special constables. We
used to call them "bloem." They used to travel on a Toyota Corolla which was
red. It had ND numberplates. I don't remember the number. I don't remember the
number, but what I remember is that - if I remember well the car was white, not
red. There were four special constables. One of them was Stanley Nkehle. He was
driving the car. They were driving around the place and they were pointing their
guns throughout the window.
(Inaudible) ... see them after they shot your brother? Did you see them as they
drove away, and you were able to recognise one of the people as Nkehle, is that
right? --- Yes, I did see him. I don't know the others, but I am sure about
Stanley Nkehle, the driver.
During that period had the special constables been in Mpumalanga for some time
before your brother's death? --- Yes.
(Inaudible) ... reported this matter to the police. Was that at the Mpumalanga
Police Station or the
/Hammarsdale
Hammarsdale Police Station? Which police station did you report it
Hammarsdale or Mpumalanga? --- SAP at Webber. Hammarsdale Police Station.

at,

What sort of reception did you get there? How did they deal with you? --- The
boers who were there, one of them was van Vuuren, and there were other two boers

and one black guy who was wearing private uniform. They were harsh on me. They
just had no time for me. They didn't question me properly. They were just harsh,
that's all I can say. They were not sympathetic.
(Inaudible) ... you had recognised Stanley Nkehle as one of the people who
attacked your brother? --- Yes, I told them. Then thereafter there were
attorneys from the Legal Resources in Durban who came to take a statement from
me. Also The Natal Witness was there.
(Inaudible) ... mother has said you were never called to any ... (intervention)
--- No, we were never called to anything. Nothing happened. We just received
that letter that said we must pay that money. We were trying to bring civil
action against the State as to why, as policemen, they killed a civilian.
(Inaudible) ... at the time of his death? --- No, he was not married, but he has
two children.
(Inaudible) ... children now? --- The other one is at Scottsville and the other
one is at George Cato Primary School.
(Inaudible) --- It's my mother. It's my mother.
(Inaudible) ... your family? --- That is correct. He was working.
(Inaudible) ... ask any of the other members if they wish to ask any questions
from you or your mother.
/MRS GCABASHE:
MRS GCABASHE: Let me ask you some few questions. You talked about a R400,00
which was demanded. Did you pay the money? --- No, we didn't.
Did you ever try to consult a lawyer to take some civil actions? --- No, we
didn't.
So it means you didn't know anything about this lawyer? You didn't try to find a
lawyer? --- They were just saying that the Legal Resources people were taking
actions on behalf of the family.
Did they demanded the legal costs of R400,00? --- They just sent the statements
and telling us they will put a claim against the State on our behalf. Those were
the lawyers from the Legal Resources Centre.
I discovered that you and your daughter concur that at the time your son was
killed he was with his four friends. After these four friends saw that he was
injured they shouted at him, but we haven't got the names of his friends. Do you
still remember the friends? --- Yes, my daughter knows them.
Can you please give us the names. --- One of them is Nicholas Ntuli and the
other is Mposho, who passed away ... (incomplete - end of Side B, Tape 1)
Is he still staying at Hammarsdale? --- Yes.
If ever we would like to contact him we can find him? Do you know where he
stays? --- Yes, we know.
Where does he stay? --- He stays at Unit Four. He used to work with my brother
at the place called Saints(?).
Which means we can be able to contact him from that place? --- Yes. The other
one who passed away is the one who accompanied us to the police station to give
a

/statement.
statement.
That's Mposho Ngcobo? --- Yes, that is true.
How did he die? --- He was shot and killed.
You also mentioned one of the constables who were holding pump guns. You
mentioned the name of Stanley. Where does he stay? --- He used to stay at Unit
Four. They moved out, but I don't know where they are at the moment. Their house
had been burnt and they had to move out. The special constables were mentioned
at the police station when we were giving a statement by Mposho.
Does it mean that we can get the record from the police station? --- Yes, Mposho
used to know their names, and I could remember one of Gcina Mkhize.
Thank you.
--------------------I would like to ask you a short question. I just want to ask you about your
health as a family as you have gone through such harassment. Have you ever been
- have you ever tried to contact some health institution to find out if ever
there's anything that can help you? --- Yes, we were badly affected. I have got
so many problems with my health. I have bone sickness, high blood pressure, and
I normally go to clinics. My biggest problem is that my son's eldest son is
mentally disturbed. Even at school they are complaining that he sometimes acts
funny.
How old was he when his father died? --- He was about six years old.
At school when they told you that he was acting funny what did they mean by
that? --- She is the one who is residing with the child.
/MS NDWANDWE:
MS NDWANDWE: Do I have to be sworn in?
--------------------ZAMA NDWANDWE (Sworn, States)
Thank you. --- I will try to relate about the incidents at school. He stays with
me, and I am staying at 'Maritzburg and he is schooling at Scottsville. And most
of these reports they normally send them to me about these problems. They used
to call me to school, and the last time they called me was this year. The
principal had to call my place of work to tell me that I have to come to school.
His class teacher called me and he asked me to explain about Andile's life,
because they are thinking that there's something wrong in his mind. I told them
this is my brother's son who died - his father died long ago. He came to my
place at the age he was six months old, and he grew up at my place. And we think
maybe he has been affected by the death of his father. The things that they tell
you at school you can't believe that he can do them.
Maybe you can help us. Which are those things? --- They are taught by white
people at school. At one day we were told that he told that he was going to beat
his teacher. When he doesn't want to learn, while the others are still
concentrating he will stand up and collect all the rulers in the class and throw
them away, so that all the people can pay attention to him. Sometimes while the
teacher is reading if he doesn't want to read he just don't read. They wanted to
know what is the problem. I just told them he came to my place while he was
still young, and he suggested I must take him to his mother, but I tell him he

came to me while he was
/still young,
still young, I don't see why we have to take him to his mother.
It seems clear that the child has been mentally harassed, and we wish to work in
consultation with you, together with psychologists and social workers from the
Truth Commission, to find out if there's any help that we can give this child.
Thank you.
--------------------MR LYSTER: (Inaudible) ... story today. The period that you have told us about,
1998 in Mpumalanga township, November 1988, was a very turbulent period in that
township's history, and it has been quite well documented by people who were
there at the time, journalists and other people, and from the information
available it seems that there were large scale attacks on the township from
rural areas near Mpumalanga known as Woody Glen and Inkandla, across the valley
from the formal township, and that there were attacks by armed groups of men who
were members of Inkatha on Mpumalanga township, and that during those attacks
those people were assisted, and sometimes even transported, by members of the
South African Police. That evidence has been given before in court cases, and
the role of the special constables during that period is also very notorious,
and your son and your brother was a victim of those special constables.
You have lost a loved one, like many, many other people who have given evidence
before this Commission, and you have also lost a breadwinner, because you told
us that as well as supporting his own two children he was also assisting to
support you, and we extend our deep sympathy to you.
/You have
You have probably heard me say this morning that we don't have power to assist
you directly, but we will be making recommendations to the President and to the
Government as to how people like you should be assisted in the future with
regard to assistance with counselling, and with the young children. As my
colleague, Dr Magwaza, has said, that is probably something that we can assist
with in the immediate future, but with regard to compensation or anything like
that with regard to the loss of your son and your brother, that is something
that we will be making recommendations to the Government about.
So we thank you very, very much for coming in today and having the courage to
tell us your story, and we wish you strength as you leave us. Thank you very
much.
--------------------MZWAKHE NGCOBO
Good day, Mzwakhe. Can you hear me? We appreciate your presence. Can you please
give us your family background just to acquaint us with yourself. --- My father
passed in 1987. I am staying with my uncle and my grandmother.
Where is your mother? --- My mother is around but she doesn't stay with us. I
stay with my uncle and my grandmother. My elder brother is in Jo'burg, and my
elder sister is married.
Do you have a child? --- I have two children, and now the third one my wife is
about to deliver. She might deliver today.
So you have three children? --- I might say so, yes.

Are they staying with you? --- One of them is staying with her mother, and the
other one stays with me because her mother passed away.
Can you please tell us more about yourself. Are you working? --- No, I am not
working.
Are you studying? --- I do some panel beating and spraypainting.
So it means you are self-employed. Thank you. Before we get deeper into your
matter can you tell us what happened, the events that led to your case. --There was a stay-away at Sarmcol, so there were differences between the workers
and the violence started from there. People were killed. Most of us in the
township were UDF members and ANC members. IFP used to come and attack us. We
used to defend ourselves. WE used to fight with stones to defend our homes. When
the IFP were attacking us the
/police used
police used to join them and camouflage within them.
On the 26th of February 1986, it was about 6.00 pm, you were walking around at a
place called Emakwakabeni. Can you tell us what happened from there? This
Emakwakabeni section, which place is this? --- This is at Mpophomeni
You can continue. --- I used to work at a bottle store. I was just out from
work. When I get out of the gate this friend of mine came with me. He was from
work too. We went to visit Dumisani. We met Dumisani and we went to another
location.
What is the name of the other place? --- No, it's still Emakwakabeni. It's just
one place. Dumisani said, "Let's go to see our lady friends." After that we went
to Sifiso's house so that he can entertain us. It was Friday if I remember well.
Before we arrived at Sifiso's place there was a house nearby. It was Khumalo's
place. Someone had died there and there was a service at that time. Before we
reached that place we saw a van pass us for some few metres, and police alighted
and they started shooting. We just stand there. We were surprised because we
didn't know what we did. They were also hitting us with sjamboks. I ran into the
family where they were having a night vigil. I have to run, and I went to
another street and they caught Sifiso.
Who was caught? --- Sifiso Makhaye was caught.
You can continue. --- I jumped to another street. Unfortunately there were the
other policemen. There were so many, and I found myself like in front of them.
They catch up with me and they started beating me. I fall on the ground and
someone step on top of my head
/with his
with his boots. And they were insulting me and calling me "Fucking Qabane," and
they were kicking me. They were tired of hitting me. And I went around looking
for Sifiso and the others. I went to Sifiso's place. He was alone, and I asked
him, "Where are the others?" He told me, "They haven't yet arrived." He was also
injured and there was blood coming out from his head, and he was looking at me.
He said, "We have to go to your place so that they can take you to hospital," so
we went to my place.
At that place can you tell how far were you injured? --- On my body I had
bruises of sjamboks which they are still visible even today, and my teeth were
kicked until they were shaky. I went home at that time, and at home they said
they can't send me to hospital because it was late at night, and they just give
me some pain killers and I had to go to hospital the next day.

In your statement you mentioned Dumisani Cele, Malindi Zondi, Zuzu Zondi. Were
you all together at that time? --- Yes, we were all together.
Are they still alive these people? --- Sifiso Makhaye was also with us when they
came before the Commission and they said they might call him to come and give a
statement.
You mean here at the Truth Commission? --- Yes. Yes, he's not around at the
moment, he's at work.
Did he say he will also come to give a statement? --- Yes.
Did they ever give us statements? --- Sifiso has gave a statement to the Truth
Commission, but Sifiso didn't (sic).
In your statement you didn't mention Sifiso. Sifiso
/Makhaye
Makhaye is not mentioned. --- We were together when we came to give a statement.
After you
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What did they do at the hospital? --- They put some drips on me and they tried
to sort of tie up my teeth with some wires. I can't remember well the other
things that they did to me.
Do you have records from Edendale Hospital? --- I don't have any letter from
them, but I am sure that from my particulars at hospital you can find them.
Did you ever report the matter to the police? --- Sifiso Makhaye was not badly
injured. He is the one who reported the matter.
Why didn't you report the matter yourself? --- I was just confused and I didn't
know how I could go about reporting the matter, because I didn't even know the
police who beat me up.
You people you mention in your statement, can we reach them if ever we need
them? --- Yes, you can find Sifiso and Dumisani Cele. The ladies who were with
us, I don't know where they have run to, because they have moved out of the
place and I don't know where they are.
After you were injured you have to be
today? --- From that time up to today
can't sleep at night. Sometimes I just
on, what is happening. I had to visit a

taken to hospital, and how do you feel
I was not actually normal. Sometimes I
become afraid, not knowing what is going
hospital about two times.

Did they ever admit you? --- I slept at the hospital for four days.
/Did they
Did they tell you exactly what was your problem? --- On the second time they
said I had pneumonia.
Yes. Is this all that you can tell us about your health? --- Yes. One other
thing that hurts me the most is that I can't sleep because my father is also
sick and I have to think - and he was also harassed by the police.
Did the police shoot him? --- Yes, they did shoot my father.
With whom was he at that time? --- He was with Sipho, the man sitting down at
the audience.

How did this happen? --- We were next to a Roman Catholic Church. We were there
trying patrolling to stop the Inkatha people from infiltrating our place, but
they came in the company of police. And they came to us and they started
shooting.
And that's when they shot your father? --- Yes. As we were driving people to the
clinic, those who were shot, I happened to discover that my father was lying
down shot. All over his body was shot.
Your father, did he give a statement? --- Yes, Elias Ngcobo. He is there, Mr
Elias Ngcobo. He did give a statement.
What is the name of the gentleman who was with your father at the time? You said
there was someone at the time he was shot. --- His name is Sipho.
Can you tell us about the health of your family? How were they affected by this?
--- At home, as I already mentioned, only my father was shot, and he had
headache problems.
And the others, are they well? --- My grandma is
/not well.
not well. If ever
all well, and she
and she is sugar
that she suffered

she hears a sound of a gunfire she normally asks us if we are
goes around. She has to go hospital and she had been operated,
diabetic. I think this was caused by the psychological ordeal
after the death of her children.

We will try to help where possible, but at the present moment, as you have told
us that your family is not that healthy at the moment, we might try to help you
there. There can be some places to which we can refer you in order to get some
help. I don't know, maybe you might have something to say on top of that. --- I
will like to briefly say that my father has this headache problem, and he has to
go to a doctor so often, and if this continues I think we will have a problem
because he might not even be able to continue to work, and we won't have means
to survive. He is 70 years old at the moment and he has been operated.
Who is this
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And your father, how old is he? --- I think he's 42.
Which means he doesn't qualify for pension. --- Yes.
And you say he needs to be treated? --- Yes, he needs to be treated.
We'd like to thank you Mzwakhe. We have heard your evidence, and we have heard
from other people that the people of Mpophomeni have been harassed. We believe
that things will come to order and you will be able to live in peace at your
place. I would like to thank you and I will
/take you
take you back to our Chairperson.
--------------------Mzwakhe, in your statement you said you wish the Commission could help you to
continue with your studies. I didn't hear about your school background. How far
did it go? --- Because of the difficulties that I had I dropped out while I was
doing standard six.
Did you pass standard six? --- No, I dropped out during the middle. It was in

the middle of the year.
Would you like to be able to continue with your education? --- No, because I
don't think at the moment I am ready to go back to school, but I will be so glad
if the Commission can help me to continue with my work, the panel beating work,
if ever there is any way of helping me in regard to that.
--------------------MR LYSTER: Mr Ngcobo, like many other ... (inaudible) ... you have told us about
what happened in Mpophomeni township during the 1980s. When the history of this
country is rewritten it seems as though a whole chapter will have to be devoted
to the happenings in Mpophomeni township from 1988 - sorry, 1985 to 1990.
Terrible things happened in that area, and we saw a total breakdown of law and
order and an open alliance between the police and those elements in the area who
were opposed to the ongoing solidarity amongst the Sarmcol strikers.
Both you and your father were victims of the lawlessness during that period, and
it is clear from what you have said that you are both still suffering from what
happened in those days.
As my colleagues have said, we don't have the power
/to assist
to assist you directly, but we will be making recommendations to the President
and to the Government as to how people like you should be assisted.
So we thank you for coming in to talk to us today, to share your experiences
with us, and what you have said helps us to gain a clearer picture of what
happened in those days. So we thank you again and wish you well as you leave us.
Thank you very much.
--------------------JEFFREY MNIKATHI AND DOROTHY MNIKATHI
(Inaudible) ... about what happened to you, or particularly to Jeffrey. Just
give me a picture of the background of your family. And before you do that - I
don't know who's going to start. Anyone can start. Your family, how many
children do you have? --- I do have children. They are at school. I have five
children.
Just explain to us what classes are they and in which schools are they. --- The
other one is in standard nine, the other one in standard eight, and standard
five. The other one is in standard six and standard four respectively.
Didn't you say you've got five children. --- Yes, they are five.
Could you please start afresh, because now according to what you've just told us
it seems there are six. --- Standard nine, standard eight, standard three - I
think my wife should speak. I am really confused. (Pause) We men tend to forget
all those things about children. One is in standard nine, in standard eight,
standard seven, standard five, as well as standard four.
Your children are really getting educated. You stay in Imbali. --- Yes, we do,
at Mzana Road.
How long have you been staying there? --- It's quite a long time. We started
living there in 1982. We were from Howick.
Where? Is it Mpophomeni? --- No, that is not Mpophomeni.

Just relate the circumstances surrounding to your attack. Did you belong to any
political organisation? --- There was ANC, but I hadn't yet joined the ANC, but
/I had
I had a desire to be a member of the ANC.
What about your wife? --- I did not belong to any political organisation.
What about the children? --- At that time my children were at Bulwer so they
could not have belonged to any political organisation.
Now, you have come here to relate about the accounts that took place on the 5th
of July. Now, who is going to give us the account? --- I am. On this particular
day I was working night shift.
What was the date, the month, the year? --- It was in 1984.
What was the date or the month? --- It was the 25th of July 1984. It was at
about half past one in the afternoon. At that time I started coughing.
At that time what were you doing? --- I was still telling you as to what was
happening.
What were you doing? Were you eating? --- No, I was having a bath. I woke up at
about quarter past one as if there was something choking me. I woke up and
opened up the windows. I slept once more.
Before you even go any further let's get some clarity here. Were you sick when
you say you felt something choking you? --- No, I was from work and I was going
to - I was working night shift and I was supposed to go back to work at 3.00 pm.
Now, were you preparing yourself to go to work? --- Yes, that is correct. At
that time I wanted to see what was choking me. I heard my wife asking me whether
I was still asleep. She said people were fighting, children were being assaulted
by the police.
/Who were
Who were fighting? Was it the children and the police? --- That is correct, at
Myezane - at Myezane High School. It was when Mr Koornhof had come to visit the
school.
Who was Koornhof? --- They had come to inaugurate a mayor.
Was it the day that Koornhof was from the Government to come and see the mayor?
--- Yes, that is correct. I went there to see what was happening, but I came
back and made my bed and I started washing up. I had opened the windows as well
as the doors because I thought I was being choked by tear gas. As I was still
washing ... (intervention)
Just a little moment. Were you sleeping with the doors open? --- No, I only
opened the doors when I heard something choking me, because I realised that
might probably have been tear gas so I opened the windows as well as the doors.
Was the whole of the place, Imbali, was it affected? --- In other houses there
were fights. As I was still taking my bath there came children running. They
said they were being chased by police. I tried to chase them out but I couldn't.
I think there were about eight. There were quite a group running towards my
house. They got into both the doors. The children got inside and closed the
doors. I was full of soap on my face.
What caused you to push the children outside because they were running into your

house? --- I was pushing them outside because many of them were getting into the
house and flocking into the house, and at that time I didn't know what was
happening. Then at that time police
/came.
came.
Did you ask these kids as to where they were coming from and why they were
running? --- They said they were being chased by the police. They were from a
certain hall, a community hall in Imbali. Police came and they threw tear gas in
my bedroom. They put one in the kitchen.
What sort of police were these? --I tried to open the door - because
house. We opened the door. Then they
shut the door. Now the children were

They were white police. They were boers. As
now the tear gas was suffocating us in the
threw another tear gas in the kitchen and I
trying to open the door and get outside.

In the house it was yourself as well as the children who were running away from
the police. Who else was there? --- I was the owner of the house together with
the children. All the others were not at home. They threw the third canister of
tear gas into the house. At that time we started choking, coughing and
suffocating, and crying. When I got out I met policemen. They started kicking me
and assaulting me. They jumped on my body.
What were they assaulting you for? --- I don't know, because I just started
running out of the house and these police came and assaulted me. And I didn't
know why they were assaulting me because I was at my place.
What were they assaulting you with? --- They were hitting me with the backs of
their guns. I ran to my neighbour's place to hide there. At that time I realised
that my arm was broken.
Which arm is that? --- It's my right-hand arm. Then there is another boy from
Khumalo's place who saw me.
/Who was
Who was that? --- It's Maqanda Khumalo. I was behind the house and Maqanda
assisted me. He got me up and tried to get a car to take me to the hospital. He
showed me another white guy, and they were busy assaulting the children and
taking them out of the house.
What was Sithondo? --- Sithondo was a policeman. He was stationed at
Pietermaritzburg then. Then he took me in his car to the hospital. I left my
place as was. I went to Edenvale Hospital. I stayed. The following day I was
taken to the theatre. They put some iron rods inside my arm.
Let's not be in a hurry. What happened? You were taken to the hospital with a
broken arm. Did you ever get an attorney? --- Yes, I did, after I had been
discharged from the hospital. I was told by a certain gentleman that I should go
to this attorney. This attorney was at certain offices, but these offices now
are occupied by the IFP.
Who advised you to go to this attorney? --- It's a gentleman from the Mapanga
family.
What was his name? --- Petros Mapanga.
Is he the one who told you that there is an attorney who can assist you? Can we
get the attorney's name. --- I don't know whether he can help, because I don't
know whether I can get Mapanga in the first place. He was staying at Esikopo.

Where did you see Mr Sithondo amongst the police? What was happening at the time
you saw Mr Sithondo? --- He was one of the policemen present. He was one of the
people. He never assaulted me, but he was amongst the boers who assaulted me.
/In your
In your statement you said there was an identification parade thereafter. --- I
am still talking. I am coming to that point. When I came back from the hospital
I went to see the attorney. The attorney asked me whether I could identify one
of the police. I said yes. I asked him how much it was going to cost me. He said
I should give him R800,00. I even gave him the tear gas canisters that I got at
my place. I directed my wife to look for the assault and collect the evidence so
that I could give it to the attorney ... (inaudible - end of Side A, Tape 2) ...
and police kept on coming in and going out in Mountain Rise. They said to me I
should identify any of the police who were present during my assault. I looked
at them. Some used to wear clothes with quite a number of colours. Then I made a
pointing out, identified Sithondo. I was taken back to work.
At the time you identified Sithondo what did he do? --- He just kept quiet. I
had to point him out because I was told to.
Was he not scared? --- I don't know whether he was scared because I was also
scared. Even my attorney was not there, so I was all by myself, so I was scared.
I went back to work. On the day of the case I was subpoenaed. When I got there I
couldn't see my attorney. I asked from the Magistrate as to what was happening.
They told me that that was a criminal case that I had opened against the police,
it was not a case against me. Then I asked them what had actually happened.
Where was the case held? --- It was at Umgeni Court. I was not being asked by
the Magistrate as to what
/was happening.
was happening. Police kept on questioning me. They asked me what colour was the
tear gas. I told them, "What colour is tear gas? I don't know what colour tear
gas is." They asked me in what container was it. I described it to them. They
said I must pay the court costs because I was just talking rubbish. Then I had
to run away because they wanted to arrest me and put me in custody.
Did you go to your attorney to tell him the outcome? --- No, I never went back
to him because I felt he was a traitor because he never showed up on the day of
the hearing. I think he also colluded with the police because he never showed
up.
Had you paid the R800,00? Did you keep the receipt of payment? --- At that time
violence erupted and I didn't know that there was going to be a Commission like
this where I would have been required to keep the receipt. When we ran away from
the place they got lost.
Is Sithondo still alive? --- I don't know. I last saw him on the day of the
pointing out.
Are you working? --- No, I am not working. I was working at that time but we got
retrenched.
Was it after you had broken your arm? --- No. The factory moved. The owners of
the factory moved and left the factory.
Is your wife working? --- She is working at Greys Hospital.
Now all the five children, including you, are being supported by your wife? --Yes. I do try some other means of earning a living.

How is your arm? --- It has not yet completely healed. I still have this iron
rod that they inserted in
/my arm.
my arm. Now what troubles me is that each time the police keep on coming. Even
then my wife had to run away from home, and she kept on sleeping at neighbours'
places.
Now what is your expectation from this Commission? I don't say that I grant you
your wish, but we usually ask people as to what their expectations are from the
Commission so that we may pass these recommendations to the State President. But
he is the one who ultimately makes a decision as to what assistance should be
granted to the victims. Now I would like to know what your expectations area. -- I would like this Commission to investigate, to conduct a thorough search as
to what was actually happening that culminated to my getting injured in this
manner. Maybe if I could know, even get the perpetrator to explain to me as to
why I was assaulted, what happened to my case.
And what about you, Mrs Mnikathi? Is there anything that your would like to add?
Is there anything that you would like the Commission to do for you, because when
this happened you were in your own place? You need an investigation to be done,
as well as a search conducted with regard to the attorney who purportedly
handled the case. --- I also want to see this attorney. I want him to explain to
me what was happening. Was this some sort of a plan to get me into trouble? What
happened to the attorney, because the attorney never turned up on the day of the
case?
Is there anything that you would like to add? --- My wishes are the same as my
husband's. I want to know why was he being attacked without having done
anything. I also want the attorney concerned to be investigated.
/Maybe he
Maybe he can come forward with some information that we don't have at hand.
We sympathise with you. It sounds really unreasonable for you to be just
attacked, tortured and harassed for no apparent reason whatsoever. This is a
matter that should be investigated. We shall try by all means to meet you
halfway, to assist you in trying to investigate this matter. We have heard your
wishes. Thank you.
--------------------MR LYSTER: Mr Mnikathi, and Mrs Dorothy Mnikathi, like many other witnesses you
have told us about conditions in Imbali township at that time in the 1980s. We
have heard a lot of evidence about Imbali yesterday and on Tuesday this week,
and we have heard the names of many of the perpetrators who were responsible for
the conflict and the lawlessness which affected Imbali in those days. In your
particular case the incident was sparked off by the presence in Imbali of a
Cabinet Minister of the apartheid government ... (incomplete)
--------------------SIPHO ZWANE
MR ZWANE: I am Sipho Zwane. We are four at home. I am the eldest, then there's
my sister, Nomusa, as well as Sindisile Zwane. The last one is Ntombifuthi.
(Inaudible) --- No, I am not working.
(Inaudible) ... 1990 you were also living in Mpophomeni township, is that right?
--- Yes.

(Inaudible) ... at that time? --- I was 23 years old.
(Inaudible) ... working at that time? --- I was working.
(Inaudible) ... Mpophomeni at the time of this incident. Was there conflict in
that area? --- It was on a Saturday morning. We were being attacked by Inkatha.
(Inaudible) ... by Inkatha. Were they from outside of Mpophomeni? --- Yes, that
was in Mpophomeni.
(Inaudible) ... you said you were attacked by Inkatha. --- They were from Chief
Mkhize's kraal.
(Inaudible) ... rural area outside Mpophomeni. --- No, it's a location where I
am staying, but the Inkatha was coming from outside.
(Inaudible) ... Chief Mkhize's kraal. Is that a rural area next to Mpophomeni? -- Yes, that is correct.
(Inaudible) ... were attacking the people in Mpophomeni. --- That is correct.
They had come to attack as well as burn houses. It was a usual occurrence for
them to do that.
Do you know why they were doing that? --- I don't know. I don't know what their
problem was. Maybe because we were not really - we were not seeing eye to eye
/with Inkatha.
with Inkatha.
(Inaudible) ... what happened to you. You said in your statement that you were
preparing to go to work on that day, the 31st of March 1990. --- It was early
Saturday morning. I wake up and wash myself. After dressing myself I was about
to take my jacket to take a taxi. I heard from other children that the Inkatha
people are coming. I went out of the door and I looked at the top of the hill,
and I could see a group of people coming down carrying spears and dangerous
weapons. I decided to move towards the rank. I had options, either to go to the
rank or to go to the other rank on the left side. I was travelling down the road
and I just covered a distance about from here until the Commercial Road. I was
walking along BBI Street when they started shooting. Before I arrived where the
Inkatha people were standing they started attacking the families which were
nearby. As I was approaching them, the people who were staying in the location,
they were holding stones, trying to defend themselves against the Inkatha
people. After that I saw a Hippo, and it was followed by a bus, and as I was
walking, talking to one of the boys who was standing on the road, I heard the
sound of a gun. When I looked up I saw a white policeman standing on top of the
Hippo, and at that moment I could feel some warmth on the other side of my
stomach. When I put my hand inside I could feel the blood inside. At that time
the Hippo was just passing. After I had turned to feel the other side I was
facing the other side and I heard the gunshot. I tried to run and the bullets
were coming from behind, and one of the bullets hit me on my leg. When I tried
to pull my leg it
/was difficult,
was difficult, and I fall on the ground. I became weak as if I was shocked. I
tried to turn. When I tried to hold my back it was cold, and there was blood all
over my body, and the blood was dripping. I was sweating and it was painful. I
tried to take off my jacket but I couldn't. When I looked up it was dark. When I
tried to breathe I could see some smoke coming out. I tried to move, but I
couldn't stand up. The gunshots continued and I could heard the sounds. I tried
to sort of like go for hiding, but I couldn't move from there. And from there I
wake up in hospital.

(Inaudible) --- I went to Eden.
(Inaudible) --- Three months.
(Inaudible) ... there was operations did you have? --- Yes, I woke up the
following day after I had undergone an operation in my stomach.
(Inaudible) ... you appear to be partially disabled, is that correct? --- That
is correct.
(Inaudible) ... these injuries that you sustained? --- Yes, that is correct.
After that day I couldn't walk properly.
(Inaudible) ... with me a copy of your - a certificate from the Department of
Health and Welfare which certifies that you have partial paralysis of the left
leg and a laparotomy, is that correct? --- That is correct.
(Inaudible) ... with a rifle shooting bullets, or was it a shotgun shooting
pellets? --- These were real bullets, because after the operation I heard that I
had been shot with an R1 rifle.
(Inaudible) ... lose your job, or did you ...
/(intervention)
(intervention) --- I could not work because I was - this is the foot I was using
at work.
(Inaudible) ... were you doing? --- I was a driver.
(Inaudible) ... worked since that time? --- No, I could not work because I used
crutches. I couldn't walk properly without any aid.
(Inaudible) ... back to the time that you were shot. You said that you heard
from other people, young children in the township, that there was going to be an
attack, or that an attack from Chief Mkhize's area was taking place, is that
right? --- That is correct.
(Inaudible) ... say you saw these people coming down the hill carrying dangerous
weapons and spears. --- I saw them.
(Inaudible) ... shortly after that that you saw the police vehicle, the Hippo. -- I saw the people first, then I saw the police after I had left home.
(Inaudible) ... the police making any effort to prevent those people coming into
the township, those people carrying dangerous weapons? Did they make any
attempts that you saw to disarm them? --- The police were doing absolutely
nothing. They were trying to help the people who had come to attack us.
(Inaudible) ... whether there were any other people injured on that day, injured
or shot on that day? --- Yes, I know.
(Inaudible) ... or do you know how many there were? --- I met another one at the
hospital. His name is Duma Umlunyeni.
(Inaudible) ... that after you had been shot they
/left you
left you on the ground thinking that you were dead. Is that correct? --- That is
correct.
(Inaudible) ... was that took you to the hospital? --- I heard when I was at the

hospital already that I was helped by the Dlamini family. They took me and put
inside the house, and I was taken to the clinic.
(Inaudible) ... how many times you were shot? Do you know how many bullets they
extracted from your body? --- Two bullets pierced my body, and eight at the
back.
(Inaudible) ... recovered, and when you were back at home, you said that two
policemen came to see you, is that correct? --- Yes, they came, one black
policeman as well as one white policeman. They asked whether there was a boy.
Then my sister told them that I was asleep.
(Inaudible) ... to you. --- Yes, they said my sister should call me, and at that
time I couldn't walk, so I took my crutches, I went out. They asked me what had
happened to me. I told them I had been shot by the police. They asked me whether
I knew the policemen who had shot me. I told them that I did not know them, I
last saw them when they shot me. Then they asked me whether I had made a
statement, and they said there was an ANC attorney who helps people in my
situation. Then they said I must sign a statement. They asked me whether I
wanted to make a case. I said no because I hadn't spoken to my parents.
(Inaudible) --- I never did, because I knew that police would come back and kill
me, because they were the ones who shot me initially.
(Inaudible) ... to make a statement and pursue a case against the police. --Because the police came
/to ask
to ask me. They told me that if I was trying to make a case against the police I
would not be successful.
At a later stage did you apply for a disability grant? --- Yes, I did.
(Inaudible) ... disability grant? --- Yes, I am getting the money, but it's the amount is too little.
(Inaudible) ... your income in any other way? --- No, I am not able, because the
money I was earning when I was working was - the amount was far larger than the
one I am earning now. Because before then I could fend for myself, but now since
I am not working the money that they are giving me is not really satisfactory.
(Inaudible) ... my fellow Commissioners whether there's anything they want to
ask.
--------------------MR DLAMINI: Sipho, at work did they give you any monies, like pension, after you
left your work? --- They gave me my leave payment and my salary.
It means they did give you your leave pay and the money that - they gave you
your leave pay and your salary? --- Yes.
And then nothing else? --- Yes.
(Inaudible) --- I studied up to standard six, and I left school while I was
doing standard six.
--------------------With reference to the questions that have been asked by Commissioner Dlamini, I
know that as a young man you are not feeling well. Maybe you wish that we can
help you to get some work where you will be able to work at home. What do you

think - how do you think we can help you? --- I can do any job, whether it's
tailoring - any job
/like welding.
like welding. I might like to do that. But the problem is that I have a problem
with my eyes, but I don't think I will be able to do welding.
Don't you have any job that you might like to do? --- I might like to do
anything to do with my hands, but not anything to do with welding.
Thank you.
--------------------MR LYSTER: (Inaudible) ... coming in and telling us your story. It seems that
there was no case whatsoever. This is probably the first time you've ever had a
chance to relate this story formally. You lived in Mpophomeni township during a
very turbulent period, and, as I said to one of the earlier witnesses, when the
Truth Commission writes a report to the Government we will have to devote a
large amount of space and time to the happenings in Mpophomeni township because
there was such a lot of suffering in that township. You've said that on the day
in question you were going to work, and a large group of armed men, armed with
traditional weapons, from the neighbouring Inkatha area, came down into the
township, and that as far as you could see they were being assisted by armed
policemen. And on your way to work you were shot six or eight times, and as a
result of that you are partially paralysed.
We extend our deep sympathy to you. As you have heard me say earlier on, we are
not able to assist you directly, but we will be making recommendations to the
State President and to the Government as to how you, and other people like you
who have suffered so badly, should be assisted, and we are very grateful that
you have come
/here to
here to tell us that story.
So thank you again for coming in, and we wish you well as you leave us now.
Thank you very much.
--------------------SIPHO KUBHEKA
Good day, Mr Kubheka. We are grateful to have you in front of us today. We would
like to hear about your harassment, but before you can tell us more about the
way in which you were harassed we would like you to tell us more about yourself
and your family. --- I have got the wife. I have got five children, four
daughters and one son.
We have heard about your family. What are your children doing? --- One of them
was studying at university. She is finished, and the other one is still
studying. One is still at Technikon, and the younger one is schooling at our
place.
Can you tell us more about yourself. Are you working? --- I am not working at
the moment, but I do do some jobs with - I am not working, but I do have a
bakkie which I use in the community.
Can you please tell us as to whether you belong to any political organisation?
Tell us how old you were at the time you were harassed, and the other events as
to what was happening at that time. --- I was 35 years old. That was the time I

was arrested. I was a member of the ANC, the underground movement, because the
ANC was banned at that time. I was the organiser and I had to teach people about
politics.
We heard about your involvement within the ANC. Can you take us further and
explain how you were harassed from 1975, November? --- I would like to say that
I was working at Edendale Hospital as a clerk. At night, it was about 7.00 pm,
boers came and they dressed privately.
Can you please speak up. --- They asked me, "Are
/"you Sipho?"
"you Sipho?" I said, "Yes, I am Sipho." They said, "Take your keys, give them to
someone here in the hospital. We want you, we are taking you with us." I did as
they said. They took me and put me into a car and off we went. When we arrived
at Loop Street they put me into an office. The one who was - this was the
Special Branch, and they started questioning me and they said to me, "Today we
have found you." They cross-questioned me and I didn't know what they were
asking me about. And this man Dreyer, who was the commander, he asked me, "Are
you the one who is preaching politics to the people?" I didn't answer him, I
just kept quiet. Then he asked me, "What are you people doing? There are some
people escaping the country. How do you help them?" I told him I don't know
anything about that. He told me some people will work me out. It was at night.
Some other white police arrived, and they took me to Loop Street in a certain
room. They asked me the same question that Dreyer asked me about my political
preachings.
Can I just disturb you just for a moment? I would like to ask you two questions.
What exactly were you teaching the people? --- We were teaching them about
politics. We want people to go underground so that they can fight for freedom.
The second one, were you also involved in helping people to escape, to get out
of the country? --- I did get involved in helping those people to escape. While
we were at Loop Street Police Station they asked me questions and I denied
knowledge of any of those things. They locked me up until the next morning. In
the morning van der Merwe - this is the one who ill-treated me the
/most - came.
most - came. He came with Mr Nyoka, a black sergeant. He was working for the
Special Branch too. They took me home, saying that they were going to search my
place. It was during the day. They searched my home. They couldn't find
anything. What I remember is that they took one letter from my home. It was a
letter about trade unions. We went back. They took me to Thornville Police
Station. The station commander at Thornville was Le Roux. They also put me into
another room. They interrogated me. They said, "You are denying, but we know
that you know the truth." Van der Merwe tell me I must undress. He sent Nyoka
somewhere. I don't know, maybe he sent him to go and hide somewhere. And he
started hitting me, punching me on my stomach. He said I must get on top of the
table and squat. I said, "I can't do that." He said, "I will show you." He
continued to beat me. I was now tired and I was now squatting, and he said, "No,
stand up." He was beating me while cross-questioning me. He said I must take out
my belt. He said, "I have to take care of this belt because you might hang
yourself with your belt." They continued to interrogate me until the next
morning. I remember one gentleman who was know as Sergeant Gold. He didn't
harass me that much. He was there. On the third day - I couldn't sleep for those
three days. They told me, "You are not going to sleep." I was still in the very
same room. Van der Merwe came in and he also interrogated me. He said I must
write down some statement, and he said, "You will speak the truth." After some
time one security policeman came. He was a white man. It was my first time to
see him. He said, "Oh, you don't want to talk. I am going to beat you." He
/said, "I

said, "I will take you and throw you at the railway lines. Next to the police
station there is a railway line, and we will tell the people that you were hit
by the train while you were trying to escape." And he hit me, he banged my head
from both sides, and I lost my mind, and he said to me, "I want you to go
crazy." They were hitting me from all sides. Van der Merwe was also involved in
the beatings. They continued to interrogate me. As I have already explained I
didn't sleep. The next morning - I don't remember after how many days, but they
took me with a car to the Central Prison in Pietermaritzburg. They put me in a
place called "emgodini." This is a small cell, a very small cell. It has
cockroaches and it was very dirty. That's where I heard the first time of noises
and voices. These people were talking like throughout the day, that I didn't
understand what was happening. When you were locked there in solitary
confinement, as I were, you don't know what's going on outside, and even your
thinking capacity decreases. I stayed for such a long time - I think it was
about two months or three months - in solitary confinement. One day one of the
warders took me out of the small prison and told me to just walk around the
corridor. My clothes were so dirty because they didn't even allow me to change
them.
Can I ask you some few questions to make sure that I do follow you ...
(inaudible) ... prison are you talking by Howick? --- No, I am not talking about
Howick.
You said you heard voices. Do you think by that time you have already lost your
mind, or there were people talking? --- I should think maybe I was mentally
disturbed, because I didn't know, I could just hear some
/voices.
voices. Maybe it was a creation of some sort, and I don't know exactly whether
there were people talking in the cells.
Can you go on and tell us about what happened at Howick? --- They took me to
Howick Police Station. That's where I was seriously tortured. And there was
these voices. I could still even hear the voices, and I tried to sort of pinch
myself to feel if I am still alive, but I couldn't feel the pain. I was just
going up and down in the cell, close my ears, but still there were noises.
Can you tell us more about the noises? --- These were voices which - people
talking something that you could not understand. These were just noises which
were confusing. Let me try to explain these noises. After I was released I heard
about white noises which was used by British Intelligence for interrogation. I
read an article, and I tried to compare with what happened to me. It looks like
it was similar. I am not saying this is the noises, but the noises were so
similar. Because I remember one day I forget myself, I didn't know who I were. I
lost my mind. I didn't know where I were. I was asking myself, "Where am I?" And
this noise was just coming on - on and on.
How long did you stay in the Howick cells? --- I stayed there for a long time. I
was about - I spent about six months or seven months at Howick.
After leaving Howick what happened? --- They took me to Bishopston. It's a
police station somewhere next to the farms. I didn't stay for a long time at
that police station. I came back, and one day, it was at night - this
- this happened at Howick before I went to Bishopston. Van der Merwe took me and
he was with another policeman. They took me to Thornville Police Station. It was
at night. They were playing a movie. There were so many people watching the
movie, but I couldn't see who were the audience because it was dark. Van der
Merwe said to me, "Have some beers." And I sat also drinking the beer. I didn't
know what kind of beer it was, but I did. I didn't know the name of the movie,
but we watched the movie. I didn't enjoy the movie because my head was swollen.

What was the film all about? --- If I remember well it was something to sort of
like talk about your mind, something that shows inferiority, like you could see
some baboons kissing. It doesn't even had any message. There was something - you
couldn't make anything out of it. From Howick they took me to Thornville. I was
at Thornville by this time. They were still interrogating me. Dreyer also came
to Thornville Police Station and he said, "You still don't want to talk. That's
okay," and they continued to keep me in solitary confinement and also ask me
questions. One day van der Merwe came. He opened the door and looked at me and
said, "I know that you don't want to change." He just say that and leave. And he
did that so many times. He said I am teaching people wrong things. I didn't
answer him, I just kept quiet. As they were interrogating me now and then they
brought me a statement and said, "Now you have to sign this statement by force.
You don't have anyone with you here. I am your lawyer today. You have to sign
it." This was painful, because if you were detained for political activities you
didn't even have the power to get a lawyer by your side. /Security
Security Police has powers to prevent you from seeing a lawyer. It was so
terrific that I was so afraid, and I ended up signing the statement.
What was the statement about? --- The statement was about my involvement. They
were saying I should sign to say that I did aid the people to escape the
country, and that I was also working for a banned organisation.
And what happened from that time? --- After some time I would like to conclude
that we had to attend a court case, and they said to me, "We'll be next to you.
Just go there any say everything that you have seen in our statement. Because of
my situation after all the things I went through, the solitary confinement, my
beatings and the noises, which I think it's a white noise, I was not well at
all.
And what happened during the court case? --- There was a Judge. They said I must
read the statement that they made me to sign. They were asking me questions and
I had to read the statement. I forgot something. Something happened. As I said
police have got more powers. They took us as a group and they took us to a
prostitute. I am sorry, it's a prosecutor, and the prosecutor have to ask us to
confirm as to whether we know the things which were written in the statements.
Was Harry Gwala involved in all this? --- Yes, he was also involved. I remember
well when I arrived at prison Dreyer make a joke about me, about Harry Gwala and
me. He asked me, "Where is your father?" referring to Harry Gwala.
We can see that you were harassed, but I would like to ask you some few
questions in order to find a clear
/picture
picture as to what had happened to you. If you can explain briefly as to how
long did you stayed at Loop
Street Police Station? --- I didn't spend much time at Loop Street Police
Station. I can say I just stayed there for about two days.
What about Thornville? How long did you stay there? --- I can say it's about a
month.
And then you were sent to Central. How long did you stay there? --- I stayed
there for a long time. I can say it's about five or four months.
And then you were taken to Howick. How long did you stay at Howick? --- I stayed
for a longer period, longer than the one I spent at Central Prison. Like 18
months I think.
Do you remember the time during which you were released? --- I can't remember

the date very well.
You mention a lot of names of people who harassed you. You told us about van der
Merwe, Le Roux, Gold, Nyoka, and the Special Branch police who fetched you from
your home. Do you know the whereabouts of all the people you mention? --- I
don't know.
Not even a single one? --- I have never seen them again. I would like to add,
after I was released I applied for a passport. Mr Meyer came to my house to tell
me that, "So does it mean now that you have applied for a passport you want to
do the thing that we were asking you about?" I just kept quiet, I didn't say
anything. And he said, "The next day you must come and see me at Loop Street."
When I arrived the next morning at Loop Street he said to me, "You must stop
this way of yours," and he said to me, "We can buy a person for R5,00 to kill
you,"
/said to
and he said, "We are the ones who are in charge here."
You talked about Comrade Xaba. Where is he at the
moment? --- He is still around. He is staying at Sobantu. When they came to my
place to pick me up he was there. He was with the police. Comrade Xaba, was he
not arrested? --- Yes, we were arrested together with him.
Have you ever been tried in court? --- No, I wasn't.
Lastly I would like to come to talk about your health, because in most cases
people like you who have been put into solitary confinement, this was aimed to
sort of like disorganising you mentally, as you have already explained that you
were also losing your mind. Have you ever received any psychological treatment?
--- I will say that after I was released I tried to get some help, but I was
afraid that maybe if I go to the doctors they will take the matter to the
police. It was a bad time.
At the present moment how do you feel? --- I am feeling well, but I don't know
how the effects are. I will be happy to be in contact with a psychologist to
find out what exactly is happening.
As you are now a businessman, can you tell us more about your work? --- No, I
just started my work.
Thank you very much. I will take you back to the Chairperson.
--------------------Mr Sipho Kubheka, you were harassed up to a stage where you were about to lose
your mind. You were beaten, you couldn't sleep, you drank some beer which you
never knew what kind of beer it was, you were made to sign a statement which you
did not know where it came from. Is
/it true
it true that the statement that you signed in that condition is a statement that
put you in a situation where
you found yourself as a State witness in the case of the State against Harry
Gwala? Did they tell you that if you become a State witness against Gwala you
will be released? --- Yes, that is true. That is true.
I am putting myself in your position. After Harry Gwala was released did you
ever met him? --- Yes, I did, several times. When he was released I had to

deliver The Sunday Tribune to him at home. I was working for an ANC branch at
Sobantu,in the offices. We used to meet in the offices several times and talk.
I am so glad to hear that. And he also understood the situation that you were
under pressure to be a State witness. --- Yes, that's true.
--------------------MR LYSTER: You've given us a very graphic account of what it was like to have
been tortured by the Security Branch. So much of the evidence that we have heard
over the past few days has been about what happened to people in the 1980s and
the 1990s, and we tend to forget about the terrible conditions which prevailed
in this country in the 60s and the 70s, which was when you were arrested in the
70s. One of your friends, Mr Anthony Xaba, also gave evidence here at these
hearings a couple of days ago, and he also told us about his torture at the
hands of the Security Branch, and he too mentioned the name of Mr Dreyer as
somebody who had led his interrogation and torture. And, as Mr Xaba said in his
evidence, it is a terrible indictment on our Courts that they routinely accepted
the evidence of people whose confessions were
/extracted
extracted after long periods of torture, solitary confinement, and isolation
from their families and from
lawyers. It also is, I believe, shocking that some of these policemen still hold
high positions in our police force today.
You have suffered terribly from what happened, and we thank you for coming here
today and having the courage to relate those stories again. As you have heard me
say, we don't have the power to assist you directly, but we can make
recommendations to the Government as to how you should be assisted in the
future.
So we thank you very much for coming in and telling us your story today, and we
wish you well. Thank you.
--------------------MR LYSTER: Ms Kunene, we welcome you, we greet you. Can you ... (inaudible)
MS KUNENE: Yes, I can hear you.
MR LYSTER: You also have come from Mpophomeni township, and you will tell us
about the death of your husband, Umfana Julius Kunene, who died in January 1990.
Before you tell us that story please can you stand up and take the oath.
--------------------MRS N KUNENE (Sworn, States)
MR LYSTER: Commissioner Dr Mgojo will help you with your evidence today.
DR MGOJO: Good afternoon, Mrs Kunene. How are you doing? --- I am doing fine.
I would like you to give us a picture of your family. --- I have seven children.
My first-born is working in Durban, the second one is married, the third one is
at home, he has just finished his matric. The fourth one also finished matric.
He's at home. The fifth one is doing standard nine. The other two twins, one is
doing standard six, the other one is doing standard five.
So you are trying to tell me that you have got seven children. You say the other
one is married. Is he working? --- No, he is not working.

Up to what level did he study? --- No, he just finished standard 10.
So it means that three of them have passed standard 10. --- Yes, but I couldn't
send them to university or college.
The one who is working in Durban, up to how far did he study? --- He dropped out
while he was doing
/standard
standard eight after the death of his father. His uncle helped him to find a job
so that he can support the family.
You are staying at Mpophomeni. --- That is true.
How long have you been staying there? --- This is our sixth year.
Where were you staying before? --- We used to stay at the farms.
Under which chief? --- Under Chief Nkonjwane Zuma.
(Inaudible) ... leave the farms and come to where you are staying at the moment?
--- We just moved to Mpophomeni because my husband was killed.
Can you tell me what happened on February 19? --- Sorry, it was on the 5th. I
was not at home because we were harassed by the Inkatha people. We were
followers of UDF.
You said you were members of UDF. It was on the 5th of which month? --- It was
January 1990 ... (inaudible) ... to see my children since they were no longer
staying at home. They were running away because of the violence. They were
staying at a place called Nxane. They were staying with their aunt. I went to
visit them. I was going to give them some food. When I arrived there I slept
there. One day, I remember it was Friday in the evening, I left my husband at
home to guard the family. One of his friends came to help him to get the
livestock into the kraal. It was about seven.
What was the name of his friend? --- It was one gentleman by the surname of
Shelembe, but I can't remember his name.
/Where is
Where is he staying? --- He is staying just somewhere next to our place.
You may continue. --- He helped him to get the livestock into the kraal, and Mr
Shelembe's children came to tell them that the Inkatha have organised a meeting
for that evening, and that they should come to the meeting. My husband
accompanied Mr Shelembe to the meeting. My husband went there only to hear what
was going on.
Your husband and Mr Shelembe, were they Inkatha members? --- Yes. Yes, that's
correct.
When they arrived at the meeting they were given some orders
time of war they must distinguish between the Comrades and
husband's brother had a shop, and they were complaining
brother was a Comrade, and they were saying to him, "If you
will have to go and kill your brother."

that when it's the
the IFP people. My
that my husband's
are an Inkatha you

They were saying to your husband that he has to go and kill his brother because
he was a Comrade? --- Yes, that's true. Yes, he was a Comrade.
What was his name? --- His name was Henry Kunene. My husband refused to go and

kill his brother, and he had to leave the meeting at that time. At that time
they decided that they should kill him. Some of the elderly people said, "No, we
mustn't kill him," and then they left him alone. He slept that night.
Before you can continue, in the IFP meeting were there some people wearing some
red bands? Who was the chairperson of the meeting? Do you still remember? --- I
wasn't there, so I don't know anything about it.
Are there some people who were present at the
/meeting
meeting whom you do know? --- Do you mean our neighbours? The only person that I
know was Shelembe.
Which it means that the people who said your husband mustn't be killed were
people like Mr Shelembe. --- Yes, these were the elder ones, but the young ones
they devised a plan to find him by the next day. It was the next day at night.
Can you tell us what happened at January 1990. --- It was at night and we were
asleep, and they came and knocked at the door. My husband was asleep at that
time as he was from work, he was tired. I didn't even wake him up when I heard
the knocks. They knocked for a long period. They didn't identify themselves and
they stopped knocking. And my husband coughed. They started to knock again when
they hear his cough, and they were telling him that we have to go to the camp.
He didn't say anything, he just woke up.
Was this the second camp? Where was this camp? --- Yes, this is the same camp
that they did visit the previous day. He woke up, he dressed and took his
shields, and he took the band which he was wearing the previous day and he went
away. When he get out the door he realised that it was cold and he came back and
asked for a hat.
When they go to the camp did they used to take some shields? --- Yes.
You can continue. --- I told him where the hat was. He took it and went off.
They were gone for the whole night. Early in the morning I woke up and looked
around, and I decided to go to visit my neighbours about this camp. This was Mrs
Mamphule Majosi, my neighbour,
/and I
and I asked her, "Where is your husband?" She said, "He is around."
What was her husband's name? --- I don't remember, but I think her surname is
Majosi. She said, "My husband didn't go to the camp." When I told her that my
husband went to the camp she was surprised. I heard one woman shouting. These
were ... (intervention)
Do you remember the name of the lady you are talking about, the lady who
shouted? --- She is Mathabethe Ndlovu.
Is she Mathombi? --- No, Mathombi is the lady who told me about the death of a
person. We were preparing to leave and we meet the lady by the name of Mathombi.
She said to me, "Auntie, there is someone who died on the way. Can you come to
see the body?" And I went with Mathabethe and then we went to the direction of
the body. And we found the body at the back yard of the house, and I discovered
that that was my husband. They chopped him.
They chopped him. Which parts of the body were chopped? --- He was chopped all
over the body.
Please take your time. I know it's painful. (Pause) So you want to tell us that

when you discovered the body you were with Mathabethe Ndlovu, and what happened
from that moment? --- I just collapsed and I started crying.
Have you ever reported the matter to the police? --- Yes. Mathabethe went to
tell her brothers.
Which brother? The one with a shop? --- Yes. These are the people who informed
the police about the matter. The police came.
/Which
Which police? --- These were police from Howick.
When the police arrived what did they say? Did they take a statement? --- Yes,
they took a statement.
Do you remember the names of the police? --- I can't remember them.
Not even a single one? --- Yes, I can't remember them. I couldn't see anything
because I was confused at that time.
This Mathabethe Ndlovu who helped you, as you told us that she was busy packing
to run away from the place, why was she planning to run away? --- She was
running because they said her son was a Comrade.
To which political organisation did she belong, this Mathabethe? --- She were
together with us. We were all IFP members.
Since your husband was a member of the IFP, after his death did it happen that
some of the members of the IFP come to your place to comfort you? --- No, they
didn't. I had some problems because I couldn't even find a place to bury him. We
took him to his brother's place, where we could bury him, but the IFP people
came and they said he couldn't be buried there because he was a Comrade, and
they said if ever we try to bury him there so many people are going to die.
(Inaudible) --- Yes, he was buried there.
(Inaudible) --- (Inaudible) ... is the son of her bigger sister.
Did they conduct an inquest? --- No, there was no inquest.
In your statement who is Mbongiseni Mhlongwane? --- This is the gentleman who
knocked at our door.
/Was this
Was this the time when they were coming to pick your husband? --- Yes, that is
true.
Did the police investigate anything about Mbongiseni's involvement? --- No, they
didn't.
Did you ever contact lawyers to help you in this matter? --- No, we didn't
consult any lawyer.
Why didn't you seek for help from attorneys? --- It never came to our mind that
we should go and ask for help.
Where is Mbongiseni Mhlongwane? --- He is at home.
Where does he stay? --- He is staying at Haza.
What is his occupation? --- I don't know.

Is he still alive? --- Yes, he's still alive.
Do you suspect that he might be the one who organised the whole crime? --- Yes,
we suspect that he was involved in the killing of my husband.
What's your occupation? --- I am not employed, I am just staying at home.
And who is supporting your children? --- They are supported by my elder brother.
You mean the one who's working at Durban? --- Yes.
Is he married? --- No, he is not yet married.
Are you a pensioner? --- No.
Are you still young? We pity you because your husband passed away while your
children were still young. He died because he stand for the truth, because
there's no one who can kill his brother. He refused to kill his brother and this
cost him his life. Does his brother know that he was killed because he was
trying to protect him? /--- Yes,
--- Yes, they know.
Out of all this harassment we know that you have suffered a lot, and can you
tell us how you feel at the moment? --- I am not feeling well, and my children
are not getting good education because I don't have money to send them to do
some further studies. They just passed standard 10 and stay at home. I can only
afford to send the young ones to high school and primary schools.
What was your husband's occupation? --- He was self-employed.
What do you mean? --- He had a tuck shop at home.
Just like his brother who had a shop? --- Yes.
Can you tell us about your health? How do you feel? Are you feeling well at the
moment? --- I am fine.
What would you like the Commission to do for you? What is your request before
the Commission? --- I would like them to help me with my children, give them
some help to further their studies, because even when we leave our former home
we didn't take all our belongings, we just left everything there.
We would like to thank you, and we also pity you for all the things that you
have gone through. We will take your suggestions ... (incomplete - Tape 3
faulty)
--------------------Mrs Kunene, in your statement it is that your husband's body was found at the
back yard of another family. Do you still remember the name of the family? --- I
can't remember their surname.
This Mathombi, is she still staying at that place? --- Yes. I remember, it is a
Zuma surname.
/Can I
Can I ask you more about your children? You said

the other one is doing standard six, the other is doing standard nine, the other
one standard five. What is the names of the schools? --- Asibemunye School at
Mpophomeni.
The one who is doing standard six, which school? --- They are both at Mandeni.
What is the name of the school? --- I can't remember the names of the schools.
Don't worry, we'll contact you to find these names. Thank you.
--------------------MR LYSTER: (Inaudible) ... evidence here today. You have told us a tragic story
about the death of your husband. Like Mrs Ziqubu, who was the first person to
give evidence here today, your husband was a member of the Inkatha Freedom
Party. Mr Ziqubu's husband criticised what the IFP were doing in Mpumalanga in
those days in 1988, and as a result he was shot in his own house. Your husband,
who was a member of the IFP, did not wish to take part in the nightly meetings,
or camps as they were called, that Inkatha used to hold outside Mpophomeni
township, and he also refused to take part in the killing of his own brother,
who was a member of the UDF at the time, and for this he died. He was hacked to
death in a most brutal fashion. This is a terrible story of political
intolerance which you have told us, and we are still not free from that
political intolerance in many parts of KwaZulu-Natal even today.
You have lost your husband, your breadwinner and the /father of
father of your children, and we express our deep sympathy to you, because it is
obvious that you are still suffering
as a result of that.
As my colleague, Dr Mgojo, has said, we shall be making recommendations to the
Government on behalf of you, and other people like you, who have suffered. We
cannot assist you at the moment directly, but we will make recommendations to
the Government as to how you should be assisted.
So we thank you again very much for coming in today and telling us your story,
and we hope that even just by telling that story - because it seems as though
this has been the first time that you have been able to tell it in public - we
hope that it makes your burden a little easier to carry. So thank you very much,
and we wish you strength as you leave us.
--------------------MR LYSTER: Thank you, Mr Mvubu, we greet you and welcome you here today. You
have come from Sobantu township, and you have come to tell us about the period
during which you were tortured by the police in 1976. Before you tell us that
story can you stand and take the oath.
--------------------MANDLA MVUBU (Sworn, States)
MR LYSTER: Mr Mvubu, you are presently living in Sobantu village, in Main Road,
Sobantu. --- That is correct.
(Inaudible) ... married? What is your background? --- I am not married.
(Inaudible) ... at the moment? --- I am not working.
At the time of your arrest in 1976 how old were you? --- I was 21 years old.

And were you schooling then, or working, or neither? --- I had already stopped
schooling. I was working.
Can you then tell us what happened at that time, what you were planning to do
and what happened to you? This was in September '76. --- That is correct. It was
on the 11th of September in 1976. I was just going out of the country. It was
because of the boers who were oppressing us, as well as their tortures, that
made me decide that I wanted to leave the country. I was heading for one of the
countries where I could be trained to be a soldier for the Umkhonto we Size. As
we were in the train we got to Durban Station. We could not even stop. The
police had already come into the train together with black policemen. They were
having all sorts of weapons. Then when they got into our compartment they said
we must all stand up and they wanted to search us. They could not get
/anything
anything because we did not have any weapons with us. They collected us and they
arrested us. They manhandled us. These were not boers. I do see the others, but
these were not police. There were also dogs. It was as if Durban was owned by
the boers. It was in the afternoon round about half past five. Each and every
one of us was taken into the cars. Each and every one of us was put into a
separate car. We were taken back to Pietermaritzburg. When we got to
Pietermaritzburg I think it was at about quarter to six or 6 o'clock when we got
to 'Maritzburg. As we were getting out of the cars we wanted to wee because we
were scared that the whites had got us. We were taken to a floor, a certain
floor. We were separated when we got there. Each one of us was put into a
separate room. As we were going along the way they kept on asking us where we
were heading for. I tried to hide as to where I was destined for. I told them
that I was going to Lamontville to visit my other relatives. They said to me I
was talking rubbish. They told me that I was going to tell the truth. I thought
they were just joking. I got into my own room. That is where I got a certain man
by the name of Driemeyer, as well as Mr Potgieter and other men. There was quite
a number of men besides the ones we came out with. There were quite a lot of
them. They looked as if they were just fresh from training. The manner in which
they treated us we were being asked where we were heading for. I kept on saying
that I was heading for Durban. Then that's when the trouble started, the way
they assaulted me. I was even assaulted by my very own people. There is one
black person who had a T-square, the very big one and the very
/hard one.
hard one. When I was being hit and kicked he was busy hitting me with the Tsquare on the head. I tried to persevere, but I felt they were not satisfied
with my denials because they apparently had some information about me. They kept
on asking me. I felt so much pain at that time because I was severely assaulted.
They said to me they knew everything, but they wanted to get it from the horse's
mouth. And they told me that all the others had told them stories about me, now
they wanted me to say it with my own mouth. I still felt I should tell them
lies. I told them lies, knowing fully well that I was wasting my time. They
asked me as to why I wanted to skip the country. I explained to them that it was
the way in which we were suppressed, as well as the 1976 riots when they were
killing black children. That made me lose my mind, and as a result I decided
that I should leave the country because I thought that the boers were still
going to continue killing our people. I told them that I wanted to leave the
country because I wanted to go and learn how to hold and operate a gun, so that
I could come back and protect my own community. It was as if I was pouring water
over the duck's back. They assaulted me. I felt that I knew being assaulted, but
this was definitely something else. They told me to take of my clothes. They
took little stones, gravel, they put them inside my shoes. They told me to put
my feet inside, then they tied the shoes so very tightly. They told me that I
should do a frog jump 100 times. It was very difficult for me to reach that 100
jumps. It was very painful because I had already been kicked and assaulted. When
I get tired, maybe after jumping six times, there was this man who was

/having this
having this T-square, and he kept on hitting me on the head with the T-square.
That wasn't the last they did to me. They told me that I should be naked because
I could not jump 100 times. They said to me I should take my clothes off, and
they told me that they were still going to deal with me accordingly until I tell
them the truth. They took certain needles. They said I must display my fingers,
then they put these little needles in my fingers. After that they said to me I
must press on the table 50 times. That was very difficult. Each time I hit the
table I felt some pain because I am human. I couldn't even hit the table 10
times. By the time I got to 10 each time I didn't do it there was this T-square
that was busy on my head. I ultimately got to 10. Just as I got to 10 they told
me to continue. I told them I wasn't able to do so. That was enough, because I
was bleeding by that time. The one with the T-square was busy with the T-square.
Each time he did it. Each time I didn't do it he would just hit me with the Tsquare on my head. I also have scars to show. Even though I may not be able to
identify him, but I knew. They were black policemen who were fetch from
Newcastle. I was assaulted until the following morning, then at 5 o'clock I was
made to undress once more. They took a towel, they made it wet, and they tied it
into a knot. They used that towel to assault me. They even kicked me. Each and
every one of them just wanted to do something to me. They wanted to assault me.
I could see that they were from training. At about six in the morning - I don't
remember quite well what time it was - they said we should go into a car. I was
taken into a certain car. I couldn't walk properly, I was limping. I
/was put
was put into that car. I didn't know where we were heading to. I was taken to
Mooi River. At Mooi River Police Station I stayed in a tin cell. That was very
cold at that time. In Mooi River it's very cold. Staying there at Mooi River was
part of the torture that I had gone through, because in the tin cell there were
holes. Whenever I was asleep there were rats that were coming in through the
holes, because I had to take this enamel plate and hit it down so that the mice
might run away. I had to sleep quite for a few hours and wake up. I was being
awoken by all the rats. They gave us porridge three times a day. There's no
sugar. They give it to you in the morning - morning, noon and night. They used
to put it at the door at round about four in the afternoon. There's a little
hole through which I used to peep and see the porridge. That porridge I think at
times used to come at six or half past six, ever since they have been putting it
at one. I would even see the birds that were hopping on top of the porridge and
eating the porridge. Then by the time the porridge comes to me the birds had
already soiled it, and I had to eat that part because there was absolutely
nothing for me that I could do. There were certain times where the Magistrate of
that place used to come, every after 14 days, to come and ask me as to whether I
had any complaints. I used to tell him what my complaints were, but that was as
good as not telling him because there was absolutely nothing that he used to do
with the complaints that we were giving to him. I told him that he must come for
the very last, because each time he asks me questions but he never does anything
about them, there's absolutely no change that takes place. He
/is just
is just asking me these questions for the fun of it. That was the last time the
Magistrate came to see me, because I really spilled hot beans on him. I did not
wash at that time. I think three months lapsed before I could get a bath. My
hair looked like I was mad. My beard was long. At that time my beard had turned
red because I didn't see the sun. After about three months it was in the
morning, I think it was round about eight, one of the boers of that police
station came into my tin shack. He asked me whether I wanted to wash. It was
very cold during that day. Then I said to him really I wanted to wash because I
was full of lice. I said I did need to wash. I went out. I was guarded. The
people who were looking after me had guns. When I went to wash they followed me
with guns. They opened up very cold water. Just as the water was being opened,
as my body was still scared by the very cold water, even before I was started

washing they would say "You had finished now, you had finished washing," even
before I started. I was told that I should dress because I had finished. All in
all I didn't wash. I was just brought there to be got into the cold. I stayed
there until it was summer. We didn't get water to drink. At times two days would
lapse without you getting any water to drink. At times when it was raining I
used to put my little place so that the rain drops could come in. That glass you
see in front of you is too much. When I had taken only sip the water would get
finished, then I had to put the place once more for the rain to drip in.
Whenever I reported to the station commander he said there's nothing that he
could talk to me, I had to talk to the SB which had brought me there, because
they knew nothing
/about me,
about me, they could not help me. I got a toothache later on. I reported that I
had a toothache and I wanted the tooth to be extracted. I was told that there
was absolutely nothing that they could do, there's nothing that they could help
me with. When the SB Unit was told that I had a toothache they said that I
couldn't go and see a doctor because I would run away. I asked them how could I
run away when I was in so much pain. They told me that I thought I was clever, I
wanted to run away. I had this toothache for quite some time without getting any
medical attention. After I had chased the Magistrate away the food changed. I
think the food changed because of my conduct. I had not seen bread for three
months, because I had been eating the pap three times a day every day of the
week. Then there came a loaf of bread as well as the smallest tin of fish,
without food at 9 o'clock in the morning until the following morning at nine.
This bread was supposed to last me the whole day. I would get another ration the
following morning. So it meant every day I had to eat this tin of fish as well
as this loaf of bread. In this tin there's about two pieces of fish, which I had
to finish with this loaf. And I had to get some water, which I couldn't lay my
hands on. Now I didn't know what to do. They know that fish makes you thirsty.
After having eaten fish you feel like you can drink a lot of water, but I never
got the chance to drink the water because water was not available. From there
they took me to Mshwathi, New Hanover. At New Hanover it was a prison. There my
hopes were raised a little bit because the room in which they put me was still
new. Apparently they had nobody who had occupied the room. The
/blankets
blankets which were brought in were so dirty and was full of lice. We were
forced to fight with the chief of the prison that we could not use those
blankets, because we were not arrested for stock theft, we were from our own
homes where we were comfortable. We were arrested for struggling, for being
involved in the struggle for fighting for our rights. When we demanded the
blankets, because the place was clean and we felt that these blankets were not
befitting the place that we were given, they had to change the blankets and gave
us better blankets. There were even washing facilities, hot and cold water.
There was a toilet inside. It was a direct opposite of Mooi River, because at
Mooi River I was eating and the toilet was right in front of me. That was
slightly better. But the food there was terrible, because I used to eat the
prisoners' food. At times they would give me food and tell me that, "This is
soup," only to find it was just boiled water. The food was not healthy. I stayed
at Hanover I think it was plus/minus three months. There was a slight change in
that we could sit with other people who were fetched from their homes. We were
able to even converse, talk. We used to talk, and I used to lose my
concentration most of the time. I did not want to explain to them as to why I
kept on drifting in and out of concentration. I am wondering as to whether our
children are going to grow up in the suffering and go through the very same
suffering that we went through. We stayed at New Hanover I think it was three
months. At times there was a district surgeon, Dr Strait, who used to come. He
was a district surgeon. Whenever you explain or tell him that you were sick he
would say, "Katha, katha."
/I don't

I don't know what he meant by "Katha, katha." Maybe he meant that you should
katha in Zulu if you wanted to be attended to medically. I don't know whether he
was a doctor really, or he was just sent by the Government, or he was a
veterinary surgeon. Whenever he wants to extract a tooth he wants to inject you
right at the back of the throat, and now I didn't know whether he wanted to deal
with my tooth or he wanted to inject my throat. Because according to my
knowledge your gums had to be injected in order for the tooth to be extracted. I
asked him as to whether he was a real doctor or a veterinary surgeon. This
doctor leave just - they took me later on to Boston. When I got to Boston the
station commander was Greer. I stayed in my cell all by myself. I was from
sharing my cell with other people, but now in Boston I was in solitary
confinement. But it wasn't very difficult in solitary confinement because that
boer who was there didn't have the same heart as his fellow boers. He was more
sympathetic. The very first time he saw me I explained to him that I had not
seen the sun for a year now. I said to him he should help me, because I was not
planning to run away so there was absolutely no need for them to be tough on me.
As I have already said this boer was more sympathetic. He phoned the SBs. The
following day I was told that I should be able to exercise, to go out of my cell
and do little course. I asked them that I wanted to exercise, either do some
gardening or do some cleaning. He told me that I should come and sit outside.
Whoever didn't know that I was a prisoner would have thought I was one of the
policemen, because at that time life was a little bit more relaxed at Boston. I
could not
/listen to
listen to the radio or get a newspaper because I was not supposed to know what
was happening around me. I don't know what that meant. I stayed at Boston. It
was a little bit more relaxed. It was not like Mooi River. Moor River was the
worst where I got tortured. Even being tortured I was tortured more in Mooi
River. I think this T-square caused me a lot of confusion, and what made me even
more annoyed is that it's a black person who was hitting me. Now I did not
understand why this black person was torturing me so much, because he was part
of my struggle, I was fighting for him too as a black person. In August, whilst
I was still at Boston, I saw the boers coming to fetch me. I wasn't even told
where I was being taken to. They said I must just pack my belongings and come
with. I got into a car. We drove off. We went to Bulwer to fetch another one. We
proceeded to Howick and fetched another one. We came back to 'Maritzburg. When
we got there we were told that we had to go home, and we had to come back the
following day to report. We did not know why we were being released. Why were we
being arrested in the first place, because there was no case? We were given no
date to come back for the case. We went back home. The following day we came
back to report at the police Station. They were happy at home when I came back.
They even gave me money to go and buy a chicken to celebrate my arrival. I went
there. Did I ever come back with a chicken? Because when I went to the police
station they told us that we should stay. We were arrested once more. We asked
as to why we were arrested. They told us that they needed to do some
investigations. We were taken back to Boston. It looked like we would stay for
quite a
/few weeks,
few weeks, but that wasn't like it. We came back in November 3 in 1977. Then we
were arrested up to 1977. We were released without being told. They used to come
and check us. On a particular day just next to SPCA there was a certain
sergeant, a police sergeant from the SB Unit. He was shot. He was staying at
Sobantu. It was Sergeant Zondi. When this happened the boers came to my place. I
didn't even know that they had shot a certain sergeant. They just got in. My
elder brother had a car. They asked as to when last was the car driven to town.
My brother never used the car so much, he only used it on Friday. I explained to
them that it was my brother's car. They got into the house, they asked about the
car. They asked me as to what I was doing. I explained to them that I am not
doing anything because I couldn't get any job. Whenever I got a job, once I
started working a few days thereafter I would get arrested. When I get to the

offices I would be told that I am being retrenched. At times I would even tell
my wife that I've got a job, and I would go to the job for only a few days.
Thereafter I would be told that I am being retrenched. Each time I got a job the
boers used to follow me and go to my workplace. They used to threaten my
employers that if they did not retrench me they would do something to them. It
was for quite some time that I was looking for a job. Each time I get a job it
went back to one and the same thing. I got tired now of looking for a job, then
I decided to just sit around and not work. I had children who needed to be
supported. I tried to think as to what I could do to make ends meet, and I have
a friend who likes gambling. Then at times he would come and show me how much he
has earned from
/gambling.
gambling. Then I realised this is the only way that I could earn a living, I
should be involved in gambling. Then I tried to get some money and I got
involved in gambling. My children realised that I was into gambling, because my
children's friends used to see me gambling and they used to tell my children,
and my children were very traumatised by this situation. And there was
absolutely nothing that I could do because I had no job, so I had to gamble. I
was just a father in name, but not in deed, because whenever my children wanted
anything, whether they wanted shoes or uniform, I used to tell them that I will
try some means, but three months would lapse without me getting any money to buy
my children shoes. I could not give them money for transport, I could not give
them money for school. My wife ended up baking cakes so that she could sell
them. I wasn't winning at gambling. At times I would get money, at times I would
not get money. I was getting R200,00 and R150,00 each time, which was not enough
to support my family at that time. That is the type of life that I lived. My
children were so traumatised because that put me in financial trouble.
(Inaudible) ... do you have? --- I have four children. The eldest one is a girl.
She is 20. The second one is a boy. He is 16. The third one is a girl. She is
14. The fourth one is a girl. She is 11 years old.
You're not working. How are you managing to live? --- I am not working.
(Inaudible) ... support yourself? --- As I have already said I try by all means.
I am still involved in gambling even now, and there's no security in gambling.
/You don't
You don't know whether you are going to come back with money or you're going to
come back without. My wife is also baking, she's selling cakes. That's how we
try to make ends meet, but the money is not sufficient for the whole family.
(Inaudible) ... Mvubu, I am just going to ask my fellow Commissioners and
Committee Members whether they have any questions.
--------------------MRS GCABASHE: We have heard your painful story. I would just like to find out,
during your detention were you ever given a chance to meet a lawyer? --- No, we
were not given a chance to see a lawyer.
Did you have permission for relatives to visit you? --- Our parents didn't even
know where we were. They just know that we have been arrested. They didn't even
know the place. They were not allowed to know. Even a person like coming from a
place we were not allowed to talk to such a person, because if we talk to these
people they will arrest them too.
When they released you what were the reasons for your release? --- They didn't
tell us any reason. They just told us to go home. And they used to come and look
for us.

Thank you.
--------------------I just want to clarify my records. If I remember well the first question that
they asked you, they asked you whether you were married or not. You said you are
not married, but I just heard you mentioning a wife with four children. Can you
explain to us exactly what's the
/situation?
situation? --- We are not legally married, we
are just staying together. The one who is staying with me is just a friend. She
doesn't have four children, she had only two children. Like my first girlfriend
had two kids by me. She is my girlfriend. We are not legally married. Yes. --- I
think this was caused because of the oppression.
--------------------Mandla, you have explained your painful situation. As you have expressed you are
even shameful to be with your children. Can you tell us about your educational
background? Up to what level did you study? --- I finished at standard eight.
Did you pass standard eight? --- No.
Did you ever work somewhere? Do you have any work experience? --- I used to work
as an issue clerk in one company.
Do you have any skills, or do you wish to acquire any skills on a particular
job? --- No, I don't have any hope. I don't think I can do anything now because
I also had a stomach operation.
Mandla, a 41-year-old person is not that old to study further and acquire some
skills, and I would like to advise you to try to find out whatever career that
you might like to follow. You can attend evening classes for a six month diploma
or anything like this that you can have something to survive. --- I might be
very happy to take such a chance, especially if I can get a chance to do the
studies at night.
--------------------Mandla, I only have one question for you. Normally
/when people
when people are harassed or tortured or kept in solitary confinement the main
aim was just to torture you psychologically. Most people who have suffered the
same way they normally come out with psychological disorders. I would like to
ask you do you still feel the same? Are you healthy? --- I would say there's a
difference. It's just that from the time they took me from Mooi River I had some
headaches, but it's not that bad. But I was confused at the time, and I used to
help myself by counting the fence wires, so I was just counting the squares so
that I can keep on - my brain can keep on functioning. So I used to know all the
squares in the windows of the cell. I only did this to exercise my mind, because
they didn't allow me to read any books.
Does it mean that at the present moment you are feeling well? --- Yes, although
I have some few headaches, but I am still fine.
You said that you have been operated. Why were you operated? --- I will like to
say that this is a separate incident from my torture. This happened while I was
at home.

Thank you.
--------------------(Inaudible) ... coming in, having waited patiently to give your evidence all
day. Like Mr Kubheka, who gave evidence earlier on today, and Mr Xaba, who gave
evidence on Wednesday, you have given us very detailed evidence of torture which
took place at the hands of the Security Branch, the Security Police, at Loop
Street Police Station. You were held from September 1976 until November 1977,
where you were detained without trial and tortured.
/The methods
The methods which the police used to torture you, the methods
described to us, have been used all over the country by other
Security Branch. In Cape Town and Johannesburg many people gave
this Commission about torture which they received at the hands
and in many cases exactly the same sorts of torture were used.

which you have
members of the
evidence before
of the police,

Also, like Mr Xaba and Mr Kubheka, the person who you say was responsible for
leading your torture and interrogation was the same person, was a Mr Dreyer.
Although this happened 20 years ago it's clear that it has had a lasting effect
on your life, and we see that you are still suffering as a result of it. As you
have heard me say today, we don't have the power to assist you directly, that's
not within our power as a Commission, but we are able to make recommendations to
the Government as to how they may assist people like yourself, and we will be
making recommendations to the Government in that regard.
So we would like again to thank you very much for coming in and tell us your
story today, and we hope that you manage to stay away from gambling. Thank you
very much, Mr Mvubu.
---------------------

/MR LYSTER:
MR LYSTER: Now, according to information that we have been given by our staff
there were three more people who were going to be giving evidence today. It's Mr
Sipho Khumalo, Gina Mfeka and Janet Ngcobo, but we have been told that those
people have not arrived to give their evidence ... (inaudible - end of Side A,
Tape 4) ... particularly the witnesses, very, very much for coming here and
exposing themselves and sharing their stories with us.
We have heard over the past four days - we've heard stories of murder, torture,
intimidation, arson, assault and abduction. These are terrible stories, and
we've heard stories of high level police involvement in these activities in
places like Trust Feeds, Mpophomeni and in Imbali as well. We've also heard
stories of alliances between these policemen and senior members of the Inkatha

Freedom Party. On that score we have sadly not had any evidence at all from
members of the Inkatha Freedom Party. The only person - the only two people that
we heard, Mrs Ziqubu and Mrs Kunene, their husbands died in brutal
circumstances. Their husbands were both members of the Inkatha Freedom party,
but from the evidence that we heard they stood up and criticised or refused to
take part in certain activities of that party, and were killed as a result of
it. We wish that we had had the co-operation from members of Inkatha. We know
that there are many, many members of Inkatha who suffered and died over the past
years, and we wish that we could have heard their stories so that when we report
to the Government at the end of this Commission's life span we can present a
full and objective picture, and we want to reiterate that we
/would
would like to hear from those witnesses. We can guarantee that they will be
treated as sympathetically and objectively as anyone else who has come to this
Commission.
I'd like my fellow Commissioner, Dr Mgojo, also to say a few words in summing
up, and I therefore now hand over to him.
--------------------DR MGOJO: As Mr Lyster has already said, I also want to add something to what he
has already said. Firstly we want to thank you, as the community of 'Maritzburg,
for your support in this Commission. We thank your presence. We appreciate the
fact that you have come here to hear with your own ears when we try to cleanse
our country which was spoiled by the torture and harassment, which created
cracks in our community.
As from Tuesday up til yesterday we, as the Commissioners - there was only
standing room according to our own observation. Even today, on the very last day
of this Commission, it's on a Friday, people are still full. This encourages us
so that we may come back to 'Maritzburg. This Commission will end next year.
There are so many people from 'Maritzburg who've submitted statements. We still
have to come back to 'Maritzburg. As we are here we are more than 100. There are
more than 100 who have already submitted statements. We must come back next week
to take in more statements. This encourages us to come back to 'Maritzburg.
We wish that you may also encourage others who haven't come to submit statements
so that they might as well do so. It does not mean that when you submit a
/statement
statement you are forced to come here. You may submit a statement and you may
have your case heard in camera.
I wish to stress once more that as we are a Commission we are not directing or
conducting a witch hunt. We have been warned many times, because we are not
allowed to take sides we have to listen to whatever we are told without showing
a stance. It does not matter which political affiliation you are, but we regard
you as an element of human nature. We wish that all of you from all angles of
life, as well as from all political groups, to come and present your cases,
because our main objective is to promote peace and not to conduct a witch hunt
of any particular political group. We wish you all to come and submit your
statements.
I have stayed in 'Maritzburg for 17 years, I regard this as my home. Secondly we
want to thank the counsellors, voluntary counsellors who have dedicated
themselves to this Commission. Some have momentarily forgotten about their jobs
because they wanted to be part of this Commission. We want to cleanse our
country of the deeds of the past. As you see that people get so touched they get
emotionally charged and they end up crying, and we have people specifically
designated to deal with such. Now we will need these people in future. May you

continue rendering your voluntary services. We hope that this will bring you
pride in that you have lended a hand. We regard this as a privilege. We regard
this as a gift from God when you are able to help other people without expecting
anything in return.
We also thank the policemen. We are not talking about the past police who used
to torture people, those
/who are
who are working hand in hand with us. We believe we trust these police. These
are our police. We are very proud of them. We want to treat them well, we want
to respect them, because they are also getting into this new era, this era of
change that is dawning. We thank the police very much for having stayed up til
this very last day.
We also thank the interpreters in the little cubicle. They did a wonderful job,
because they made it able for everybody to hear every language. If you could not
hear English you could listen to Zulu. If you couldn't hear Zulu you could
listen to English. We thank them very much. May they not tire, because they are
doing such a wonderful job. There was no time where they did not do a good job.
They are doing perfectly well with so much perseverance and courage. Thank you.
I want to thank the press, the media, as well as the radio. I have just heard
that these things are being reported in newspapers, but we never get to see
these newspapers because our schedule is to hectic. But we are glad that all
these matters are being reported, they appear on TV. They are being reported in
Zulu as well as English so that everybody might be able to get a glimpse as to
what was happening. We do hear that this is being reported over the radios. We
thank the TV crew. But I have a slight complaint with the TV people. Here they
are, we are thanking them, but they are controlled right down in Johannesburg.
Now it seems as if South Africa is only in Johannesburg, and other places are
just stepchildren. You shall remember that as the place is so full the people or
the Commission that was covered by the media was Soweto, Queenstown, where their
reception was
/not quite
not quite well, as well as the turn-up, but here 'Maritzburg was not fairly
covered. We feel that we had been hard done by because the media did not
concentrate on us very much. As a result your presence here was not publicised.
We feel very bad about this. They were here, but we never saw it in TV. Those
who are here, we thank them very much.
We also want to thank the Mayor of this town. We thank them for having given us
the City Hall for us to conduct the Commission. Before the City Hall was like
heaven. You used to only see it from outside, and you used to wonder what sort
of people get into the City Hall, because then our Government - now we are a
rainbow nation. Whether you are black, whether you are yellow, we are one
nation. All that we have we possess collectively, we must share. There are not
those who should be dispossessed. We thank the Mayor for having given us four
days to conduct this Commission here.
Before we close we want to thank the Lord, because we would have neglected to do
something very important if we don't. There is what we call affirmation. Here I
have got Christians, but I shall ask one of the females or the women, because
they have also been tortured severely. Then we shall ask Mrs Gcabashe to close
this Commission with a prayer. May we please pray.
---------------------
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(incomplete) ... client is Mr David Ntombela, and he has ... (incomplete) (Pause) Please let us
continue! Please let us continue!
MACHINE SWITCHED OFF
ON RESUMPTION:
The attorney came up front here to talk to us, but you did not express as to whether you don't want
the attorney, or the letter must be read from David Ntombela. I can't hear you. Don't scream, don't
shout, don't make any noise. Please hush. Keep quiet, because we do not know what you want because
you simply burst and make noise. What is it that you want? (Pause) If you had given us a chance
because you wanted Ntombela to be present. Now you are not even giving us a chance as to hear
whether Ntombela will be coming. That is what democracy is all about. You should forward your
request so that we know what you want, then we move from that point onwards, but you are not giving
us a chance. Could you please keep quiet so that we may hear one person as to what you require or
what you want, because we will not be able to have a report back. So we urge you to tell us what
you want. We want to hear from the attorney as to where David Ntombela is, whether he is coming or
not, but at this juncture you are not giving the attorney a chance.
MACHINE SWITCHED OFF
ON RESUMPTION:
We are still trying to arrange for Mr Ntombela to come, together with his attorney, and the
attorney and Ntombela will read a letter or a report that they have compiled, but you must promise
that you will be quiet for the rest of the proceedings, because we will not be able
/to hear
to hear what they are here to say if you do not keep quiet. Please do keep quiet. Give them that
chance to read that document that they are bringing with. Please do promise us that you will act
accordingly, you will behave yourselves, because it does not help to be rowdy. You are just wasting
time, so we urge you to be quiet and afford him a chance to say whatever he has to say.
MACHINE SWITCHED OFF
ON RESUMPTION:
Please be quiet, we don't need any noise, because if you do make noise they may just leave
everything and go back, and what will we benefit as a Commission? Please be quiet. I can't hear
you, you are making noise. People we will leave you alone. If you are this ungovernable we will
leave you alone. We'll tell them to leave the hall. If you continue making noise we will ask them
to kindly leave the hall.
Please take your seats, we are now going to start! We have - as I said earlier on, we have here
today Mr David Ntombela, with his lawyer, Mr Petrus Coetzee, and he has advised us that he wishes
his attorney to read out a letter or a statement which briefly gives his version of that period to
the Commission and to the public. So I am going to place Mr Coetzee under oath and then ask him to
give that version.

MACHINE SWITCHED OFF
ON RESUMPTION:
Please let's be quiet. Let's be quiet.
Mr Coetzee, can you hear me now? Thank you. Can I have your full names please.
--------------------/PETRUS
PETRUS COETZEE (Sworn, States)
Do you have copies for the Commission of the document? --- I have made.
Will you distribute those before you read the document? (Pause) Thank you. Please proceed in your
own time, and perhaps just explain the background as to why you are reading the statement and not
Mr Ntombela. --- Those are my instructions. May I also just state if I am going to be interrupted I
am not going to proceed, I am going to leave.
I am pleading with you, please be quiet. Let's maintain order. I have told you before that if you
carry on making noise they will leave, because they do have that right to leave us. --"(Inaudible) ... Mr David Ntombela and Phillip Zondi. We record that we
attempted to contact your Mr Lyster on 19 November 1996 at approximately
14:00. We were unable to speak to him. We further refer to the telephonic
conversation between the writer and Mr Lyster this morning, and confirm
having been advised by him of the following:
1. that our clients were not subpoenaed to appear before the
Commission;
2. that the Commission only as an afterthought and late in the
day decided to invite Phillip Zondi to appear before the
Commission;
3. that Mr Zondi was notified to appear before the Commission
by letter, the said letter having been sent to Mr Ntombela;
/4. that
"4. that the Commission only came into possession of Father
Smith's statement and the statements of the two special
constables who testified during yesterday's hearing "late last
week";
5. and that the other victims who testified during the hearings
did not incriminate Mr Ntombela in their written statements
supplied to the Commission, but incriminated Mr Ntombela during
their oral testimony before the Commission.
We have been instructed to record the following on behalf of our clients.
Mr Zondi only heard of the fact that he was scheduled to give evidence at
this inquiry yesterday morning, when he was so advised by Mr Ntombela,
who denies having received the letter apparently addressed to Mr Zondi.
Mr Ntombela first became aware of Mr Zondi's scheduled participation when
he had sight of the programme on Tuesday, 19 November 1996. Mr Zondi has
therefore had no opportunity to prepare himself to testify before the
Commission about events which occurred over six years ago, or to appraise
himself of any other persons it put before your Commission. Mr Zondi is
therefore regrettably therefore not in a position to appear before your
Commission this afternoon as planned by yourselves, but records his
willingness to assist the Commission if he is afforded
/"reasonable
"reasonable notice and furnished with copies of statements which tend to
incriminate him. Mr Ntombela, on the other hand, was only invited to
testify before your Commission on Tuesday, 12 November 1996, when he
received your letter dated 12 November 1996. In same he was inter alia,
invited, "To give his account of what occurred during that period, and to
rebut, deny or agree with the allegations that may be made at the
hearing." In order for Mr Ntombela to be in a position to rebut, deny or
agree with any allegations levelled against him he needs to be appraised
of all the allegations made against him, and obviously needs time to
study the allegations and to investigate same.

In your aforesaid letter of 12 November 1996 you advised our client,
"Your name has been mentioned by a number of people who have knowledge of
this event as being someone who has intimate knowledge of the incidents
which took place at that time from the Inkatha perspective." Our client
is therefore of the view that at the time of inviting him to appear
before your Commission your Mr Lyster, and/or the Commission's
investigators, were in possession of statements incriminating and/or
referring to our client. Despite our client having requested your Mr
Lyster in his letter of 13 November 1996 to indicate to him who had
mentioned his name as an individual who had
/"intimate
"intimate knowledge of this incident he has to date not received a reply
thereto. Your Mr Lyster in his letter of 14 November 1996 only advised
our client that, "A variety of other witnesses, including, inter alia,
police, defence force, violence monitors, clergy, crisis workers and the
like will testify at the hearing." It is thus clear, with respect, that
despite your Mr Lyster having been aware of the fact that our client's
name has been mentioned by a number of persons, potential witnesses at
the hearing, he did not furnish our clients with any statements which
were either in his possession and/or the Commission's investigators'
possession.
We have only this morning managed to obtain a copy of Professor
Aitchison's submissions to the Truth and Reconciliation Commission, which
he delivered on 18 November 1996. From a perusal of Professor Aitchison's
aforesaid report it is respectfully submitted that the reader thereof
would appreciate the fact that both our clients have been mentioned and
incriminated. We are therefore instructed further to record that our
clients find it totally unacceptable that they were invited to testify
before the Commission at such a late stage, and without having been
furnished with copies of statements which are instructed must have been
in your possession or the
/"Commission's
"Commission's investigators'.
Mr Ntombela has also requested to record the following objections he has
against the constitution of this particular Commission and its
Commissioners, namely: that one of the Commissioners, namely Mr Lax, was
a member of the ANC during the period under consideration, that is during
1990 and 1991, and in addition was actively involved in assisting ANC
members who became embroiled in the so-called Seven Day War, which is the
subject matter of this hearing, and that he, Mr Ntombela, regards Mr Lax
not as an independent person presiding over this hearing, but as a
political opponent of himself and the IFP. And your media spokesman, Mr
Mdu Lembede, was reported to have said in the Natal Witness on 14 October
1996, a copy of which is annexed hereto for your ease of reference, that
...
and I am now quoting the report in the Natal Witness,
"The incident was triggered by the stoning of buses carrying IFP
supporters from a rally in Durban on March 25 1990. It later emerged that
the day after the stoning a large group of heavily armed IFP supporters
met at the home of a well known warlord, where a revenge attack was
planned."
I end the quotation from the Natal Witness.
"Regardless of whether reference is being made to my client as a well
known warlord this statement clearly indicates that an official
/"of your
"of your Commission had already made up his mind about the facts, and
made this public in the name of the Commission. In the light of numerous
newspaper reports initiated by your Commission our client instructs us
that he is justified in believing that he, Mr Ntombela, is being referred
to in this press statement as the well known warlord. Should this be the
case our client instructs us that he fails to comprehend how such a
statement could have been issued on behalf of your Commission, creating
the impression that this was a fact, prior to any evidence being heard by
the Commission, which only commenced on 18 November 1996. Our client
further instructs us that the contents of this aforesaid media statement
attributed to Mr Lembede further tends to show that your Commission
and/or your investigators were in possession of evidence implicating Mr
Ntombela as far back as 14 October 1996. If this is indeed the case our

client fails to see why he was only invited to testify before your
Commission at such a late stage, and not having been furnished with
copies of statement incriminating him, either expressly or by way of
innuendo.
In conclusion our clients instruct us that, although they are prepared to
assist in giving their version of the events, they do not see their way
clear to do so before this Commission as constituted at present. Our
/"clients
"clients therefore in conclusion instruct us that they are of the view
that they will not receive an objective and fair hearing. Our clients
have instructed us that they will be writing to the Commission requesting
that the present Commissioners of this inquiry be relieved of their
positions if this inquiry is to continue and they are to testify before
it."
Thank you.
Thank you, Mr Coetzee. --- May I be excused?
Yes. --- Thank you for the opportunity.
----------------------

/PIERRE CRONJE
PIERRE CRONJE (Sworn, States)
Mr Cronje, you are a member of Parliament, that's a member of the National Parliament, and you are
a member of the ANC, is that correct. --- That is correct.
Can you just briefly tell us what you were doing at the time of the Seven Day War, and then go on
to tell us about your experiences during that period? --- Ja. I think perhaps I will follow the
brief and try and be short if you allow me, Mr Chairman.
Yes, thank you. We would ask you to try and cover as much ground as you can as briefly as possible,
because we are running extremely late. --- All right. I just want to say that I was elected as a
member of the old Progressive Federal Party to the constituency of Greytown in 1981, and ever since
then I have been a Member of Parliament. My particular interest in politics stemmed from - my
particular interest in politics stemmed for my desire for change in South Africa, and I had a
particular interest in the modalities of change. As such then I became increasingly involved in
studying the increasing violent conflict between the State and the black resistance movement in the
early 80s. I travelled extensively in all the provinces to see the patterns of this emerging
violence. After the formation of the UDF in 1983 the tension between the IFP and progressive

community organisations in Natal led to ever more increasing violent oppression by the State, and
also by the IFP to try and drive out ANC activists and UDF-aligned organisations from communities.
As such then I became involved in some of the earliest acts of violence in Ambonathi, Mpumalanga
and Imbali, and increasingly became involved in monitoring the
/violence,
violence, and also in mediation efforts at local level. By the mid-80s I had a very extensive
network of contacts and informers in most townships in Natal, and also in the rural areas in the
Midlands, where violence had manifested itself. From these sources I would get lots of information
about imminent attacks, and it often placed me in a position to be at those events even before they
started unfolding. Now, with particular reference to the Seven Day War, I would concur with some
observers that the hugely successful rally addressed by Mandela in Durban, and the subsequent low
turnout of IFP supporters to the Buthelezi rally at the same venue, had created an unbearable
tension in the region, and especially so for the embattled IFP in the greater Pietermaritzburg
region, where they have seen their sphere of influence continually shrinking, until it was finally
reduced to a few strongholds in the upper Vulindlela and Sweetwaters.
Now, could I ask you to leave a few gaps between your sentences for the translation. You're talking
rather fast. --- Ja, Mr Chair, it is now a dice between brevity and time, which I don't know which
one to follow. I would then have to start on the Sunday, which is the 25th of March, which is the
day of the IFP rally in Durban. Now, realising the potential for trouble with the buses going
through Edendale valley, I decided to monitor the situation, and I left Hilton where I live at
about 7 o'clock in the morning. I travelled to Taylor's Halt via the Sweetwaters/KwaShange road,
and saw at the bus depot a large number of buses and people beginning to assemble to board those
buses. I then travelled down the main road to Edendale to see if there was any mobilisation
/of people
of people along the road, which may cause problems if the convoy of buses came through the Edendale
Road. I saw no such mobilisation at that time of the morning and O then decided to go back towards
Taylor's Halt to monitor the progress of the convoy. When I came to Georgetown I saw the main
convoy coming down the hill. They were travelling at quite a speed and there was quite a - or at
least a very strong security force escort leading the convoy. I followed the convoy then back to
Edendale Hospital, and as I still saw no mobilisation along the roads I decided to go back up the
main road to see if there were any buses other than those led by the convoy. I went all the way
back up the hill to Gezabuso, and then back again to Hilton via the Sweetwaters road, and nowhere
along the line did I see any people assembled that might have indicated that any incidents took
place as the buses were leaving through town. Now, during the course of the day I went back into
Imbali and Edendale townships, and at various places youths had assembled and they were engaging in
various skirmishes with the police, but that was quite normal for the time. Nevertheless I was
still concerned about the potential for violence if the buses were to return that evening, and
Radley Keys and myself appealed to the police to reroute the buses either via Howick or via the
Sweetwaters road, but we could get no firm commitment from them to do so. After sunset that evening
I travelled again down Xaluza road towards Edendale Hospital. About one kilometre from the hospital
I saw many people running from the direction of the hospital. I stopped and tried to find out from
them what the situation was, but since some of the youths in the back of
/the crowd
the crowd did not realise who I was they started getting aggressive and some stones were hurled at
my car, at which time I then drove back via the Xaluza road, down Old Mayor's Walk and back up to
Edendale Hospital. When I arrived there it must have been around 9 o'clock in the evening, by which
time everything was clear. On Monday the 26th I again left Hilton via Xaluza road at about
7 o'clock, again travelled up the Edendale Road to Xaluza, to Gezabuso, and back down to town, and
again nowhere along the line did I see any incidents of stone-throwing or buses being prevented
from coming to town. On Monday night I got a call from Sibongile Mkhize, who lived in Xaluza, and
she said that some people in Sweetwaters had reported that there were rumours that in Sweetwaters
people were told not to go to work the next day a something was planned. On Tuesday morning at
about 6.30 I was preparing to leave for the airport to go to Cape Town when again Mrs Mkhize phoned
me to say that there were no buses or kombis coming down Xaluza Road, but that some people from
Sweetwaters had said that there is a massive mobilisation up in Sweetwaters. I immediately phoned
Radley Keys and I asked him to alert the press and to meet me at Xaluza as soon as he could make
it. I left almost immediately, and as I reached Sweetwaters it was apparent that there was a
massive mobilisation going on. The main road was full of people, children in school uniforms,
women, men, old and young, all of them running towards Sweetwaters, from Sweetwaters to Xaluza, and
they were carrying sticks, axes and bush knives. I then travelled towards Nxamalala, and all the
way I could see people assembling and kombis bringing people in from
/Nxamalala
Nxamalala towards Maphumuze. These vehicles would drop people off, mostly young men, who would then
assemble, and at that time - it must by now have been 7.30 - there would have been several thousand
men, and they were making their way across the hill towards Xaluza. I then travelled down to Xaluza
via Sweetwaters road, and near the house of Chief Nsikayezwa Zondi I came across a police van that
was parked next to the road. I stopped to ask the policeman what was going on, and then suddenly
they started looking around the bush ... (incomplete - end of Side A, Tape 3) ... Xaluza at around
8.30 in the morning there were two police vans and two armoured vehicles parked on the road. A
house was burning. I approached the police and they informed that there had been a shooting and
somebody had been killed. At just about that time the main impi of several thousand people came

over the hill from Mapumuza towards Xaluza. They started shooting from a long distance away, but
hit nobody at the time. So for the sake of brevity I will not repeat the evidence of Radley Keys
from that point, but I want to add the following points. Firstly, when we eventually persuaded the
police to try and send a vehicle up to ward off the impi they showed now fear, and in fact they
tried to fall in line behind the Casspir, a scene that I had seen on many occasions in the past. In
other words they saw the Casspir not as an impediment, but as an escort. Secondly I asked the
officer in command, and I think it would have been Brigadier or Captain Viljoen - when we asked him
what steps was he going to take to arrest people he said that the police were completely
outnumbered. I then said to him that he should - immediately get the video unit there
/so that
so that they could take videos so that they could later on identify the perpetrators. Thirdly, I
told him that he should ask immediate assistance from the SADF given the massive scale of the
attack. And fourthly, I told him that he should blockade, search and cut off the kombis and the
other vehicles that were acting behind the scenes, and that were obviously supplying logistical
support to the impi. For instance, when the impi arrived from the top they were shooting at us, but
when they filed past they in fact had no guns. They walked up Xaluza road, they went over the hill
to Ashdown, and after meeting the kombis they suddenly had guns again. Now, I left the area at
about 10.30, and on the way through town I stopped at the DP office, from where I phoned the SADF
and asked them whether they had any troops ready. I was assured that enough troops were available
to lend immediate support if they were asked to do so by the SAP. I then left for Cape Town, and on
arrival late in the afternoon I immediately got in touch with Minister Vlok. I informed him of the
situation and I tried to impress upon him the enormous scale of the mobilisation. I told him that
the SADF was ready to lend support, that he should again get additional video teams in from other
centres. I also told him that this was no mere incident between unknown - or known, identified
adversaries, but a carefully planned and orchestrated attack on a whole community, without regard
of person or age. Now, he replied in his usual inane way that I should call off my impi because
then the situation will return to normal. I also managed to get a meeting with the State President
for the next day. We impressed again upon him, firstly, the scale of the attacks; the
/fact
fact that the SAP had done nothing to prevent open acts of aggression by the IFP over a large area
and in broad daylight; that they had not called - that the police had not called for assistance
from the SADF, and also that there was a major refugee problem developing that would require
assistance beyond the resources of the NGOs or the Pietermaritzburg Municipality or the local
hospitals. I also said to de Klerk that his political integrity would be at stake if he allowed the
obvious collusion between the security forces and the IFP to continue, and that if Minister Vlok
told him anything to the contrary that he was being lied to, and that he should get other sources
of information. De Klerk said then that he would discuss it at Cabinet, and suggested that we met
with Minister Hernus Kriel, who would look after what relief measures can be implemented. Minister
Kriel then in discussion said that we should discuss those measures with the Provincial
Administration. Now, I returned from Cape Town on the Friday, and again saw the devastation that
had now taken part over a very large area, and also heard that the fighting had spread to
Mpophomeni and Table Mountain. Now, for the next month the Midlands Crisis Relief Committee dealt
with the aftermath of the war, and although that Crisis Committee met with Mr Kock, who was in
charge of the civil defence in the town, very little real help was forthcoming. After we had time
to assess the damage in more detail I had a meeting with Deputy Minister - I'll get to his name
now, but - Minister Delport, sorry, and we said that in terms of a similar relief operation to
Demoina that relief operation would cost in the order of R6 million. Now, a few days after
/the
the discussions the Minister announced that R6 million would be made available, but on condition
that both organisations could guarantee that the reconstructed properties will not be destroyed
again, and that the relief money must be equally distributed between the parties, and that they
both must jointly supervise the reconstruction. I asked him in disbelief if he still was under the
impression that both sides suffered, because to my mind it was not a war, it was in fact simply an
assault by one side on another community. Now, needless to say that to this very day not one cent
of the R6 million had been spent. Mr Chairperson, in the light of the earlier submission I would
like to indulge your time to spend a little bit more on the political question, because it was very
clear to me from the evidence of Mr Harrington that they, as policemen on the ground, feel betrayed
by their political masters, who had allowed this war to go on. So, while I agree with Aitchison's
submission that those 20-odd questions about the particular events need to be answered, from my
perspective as a politician I would pose the question that, if de Klerk, Vlok, Malan did not
believe what we as honest PFP MPs told them, then who is it that lied to them about this particular
incident, and also about the Natal scene in general? And that is the whole situation of the
collusion between the security forces and the IFP. Now, I met with de Klerk on two occasions
formally, once after this war and also once after the Richmond War, almost a year later, in which
40 000 ANC supporters were driven out of their homes. Now, on all of those occasions I suggested to
de Klerk that he and the National Party are either aware of the
/situation,
situation, and therefore they are hypocritical in their calls for peace, or, secondly, that they
are misinformed. I also said that if they did not believe in my assessment that I challenged de
Klerk and the National Party to find other sources of information than the security forces to
establish what was going on in Natal. I also offered that I would take any MPs round so that they
can speak personally to communities and see the situation for themselves. At some point after the

Richmond War - it must have been in about April of '91 - the new Deputy Minister Scheepers took up
the offer. I arranged for a series of meetings in the Midlands where he could meet with both ANC
and IFP communities, and, as you might recall, Deputy Minister Scheepers resigned very soon after
that in utter disgust - he told me so - because he could not get the message through to his seniors
in the National Party. Now, Mr Chair, I am trying to be brief, so I want to skip a few paragraphs,
but while - one thing I have to highlight again, in the light of Mr Harrington's - is that as a
politician we often had briefings, so-called security briefings, by the military and by the police.
We saw those videos that they show these young policemen as so-called orientation before they were
stationed in Natal. After those so-called briefings I had discussions with General Malan and with
the State President, where I said it is impossible for a young policeman to be neutral in this
situation if they are shown those propaganda videos, and that they should in fact withdraw those
and start afresh. That also applies to the situation after 1990, where, as Mr Harrington said, they
have never had a debriefing to say that there should now be a different
/attitude
attitude towards the ANC. Lastly I want to just differ in one respect from the submission of Mr
Radley Keys, where he suggested that to the ANC, or the UDF at the time, that all IFP leaders were
targets to be killed. Now, that is not my experience, because not all IFP leaders were simply open
targets to be gunned down, and we can recall people in this hall especially who will know, for
instance, that in Imbali IFP Councillor Ben Jela lived his whole life in the middle of a UDF area,
and he was never touched. But, for instance, the notorious Jerome Mncwabe was assassinated
eventually, after he was let out on bail again by then on the 10th or so charge of murder. So my
assessment was that IFP leaders had to make targets of themselves by their own aggressive actions
towards the communities. Now, also the level of violence. In my own assessment, going through
various communities in the province, that the level of violence in a particular area is not
determined by the progressive organisations, but that it was in fact in direct proportion to the
degree in which the security forces with turned a blind eye, or worked in direct collusion with
local warlords. Now, again I would point out that, for instance, the Camperdown police district had
exactly the same conditions as, for instance, the Bishopstowe police district. On the one side
Chief Ntuli was the IFP chief in the middle. On the Bishopstowe side you have Chief Maphumulo, on
the other side we had Chief Mlaba. But because the station commander in Camperdown refused to take
sides Camperdown area went through this period of violence being a haven of peace, and there had
not been a single act of political violence for many years. Now, we came then to the period
/after
after 1990, when the ANC was finally unbanned. In my assessment the NP was then faced with a severe
dilemma, because on the one side it had said that politics is now normal, but the National Party
also realised that if it came to a political fight with the ANC that they would need black
organisations as partners. Now, of course in that sense the IFP in KwaZulu Natal was crucial, and I
say that it is unfortunate for South Africa, and for this province, that neither the National Party
nor the IFP could show the greatness that if they truly engaged in democratic politics that perhaps
even those two parties would have done better in the political fight, but unfortunately both of
them followed the dual strategy of talking and fighting underground, and I am afraid, you know,
using young men like Harrington here to do the dirty work for them. Mr Chairperson, as a politician
I can only say that these dark days seem to be over, and that wherever I go in small communities,
where violence had been, that it would appear that the communities out there are tired of violence,
that they are ready for reconciliation, that I have seen old adversaries now braai-ing together,
but not in the other way, that they have slaughtered a beast together, and they are looking forward
to peace, and I sincerely hope that these hearings will contribute to put this past behind us, and
that we can proceed in Natal and make this the lovely province that it deserves to be. I thank you.
Thank you, Mr Cronje. We'll just ask a couple of questions.
--------------------Thank you, Mr Cronje. There's one question I have
/to ask
to ask you arising out of Brigadier Swanepoel's evidence yesterday. He told us that there was a
plan that had been arranged by the joint planning command in relation to these events. He said that
the designated role of the SADF was to keep the Edendale road open at all costs. He said they had
no other planned function in this process. Now, he was commanding officer of Group Nine at that
time, and what you've told us seems to contradict that, in the sense that you have told us that
they were ready, willing and able to enter the area and deal with the situation, but that the
police prevented them from doing so, in that they were under the police's control, as you well
know. Just your comments on those two versions. --- Well, I would concur with him that they had
perhaps relegated them to that role. In fact when I returned on the Friday I was quite surprised to
see that the army was in fact still pinned down in Edendale road, where none or very small
incidents of violence had occurred. But the role of the army, when you look at the area between let us say from Taylor's Halt towards KwaShange, where an impi had to traverse kilometres of open
ground in broad daylight, that that is where the army could have been and should have been
deployed, and not even in large numbers, to really stop the events from unfolding as they did. So,
while I concur with him, and we all know that that is the procedure, and that they had confirmed to
me that they will only come in when the police call them, and, as I say, that again leads to the
conclusion that whatever plans there may have been it would not have been a plan to prevent the
war, but in fact a plan to make the war succeed, as it did.

/The other
The other contradiction arising out of his evidence is that he gave us the distinct impression
yesterday that they were totally under-resourced. They did not have enough troops to deal with the
situation, and the statement you've made in your submission is that you were assured they did have
enough troops. --- The word "enough" obviously depends on the task at hand. On Monday when I spoke
to him - or, sorry, on Tuesday, they said yes, they had indeed called up - I think they had said
that the Carbineers had just been called up, that there were other units deployed now, and he said
that he is ready and able to go and assist. Now obviously, and if we talk about a war zone now that
stretch over perhaps 25 kilometres, maybe they would have not been prepared for that. But I would
still say that the army - or the SADF has got many units. They are placed all over Natal. Any unit
from Durban or from Ladysmith could have arrived here by Wednesday or Thursday if they had really
meant business, because the war stretched over a long period, and whatever - you know, so what I am
saying is in relation to the task.
Thank you.
--------------------Comrade Cronje, just one short thing here I need to understand. On your presentation here when you
met with Minister Vlok, appealing to him to intervene, you say here that, "He replied in his usual
inane way that I should call off my combatants, that that will get some repose of the situation."
Can you say any more about that? --- I would perhaps reply that I excluded some other part of the
sentence - of my submission because of brevity and the /problem
problem of time, but the relationship that we had with
Minister Vlok was one of really playing games about the security situation. Now, part of it may
have been a sense of humour, but part of it I think was also that he had a political agenda, and he
had an agenda which we could not crack. I refer in particular, for instance, to the time that we
tried to intervene - that was Peter Gastrer and myself - with regard to the UDF activists that had
been detained shortly after an agreement had been reached in this peace initiative in
Pietermaritzburg. Now, at that time we went up to see Minister Vlok to plead for the release of
these UDF negotiators, and he said to us, "Do you really believe that I could stand it politically
to allow the UDF to be seen to be negotiators and peace-makers?" and for that reason he is afraid
he cannot allow them to be released. So that on the one level - and the other point that I
mentioned here is because I had many sources of information people would often tell you about
attacks before they were going to occur. People who live in Sweetwaters and other IFP strongholds
would tell you that they have been mobilised, ordered to take part in attacks. Sometimes when these
were to be large attacks I would, for instance, phone the Minister simply to tell him that I know
that something was going on. What I suspect would have happened that he would then call the police
and tell them to call off that particular attack, and then as I say, in his jocular way he would
say to me, "See, your information was wrong. It did not happen." Now, to me it was fine because I
know some lives were saved if he called off attacks that were planned simply to play games with
myself.
/The last
The last one again is your contact with de Klerk
when he referred you to Hernus Kriel, who also said that you should work with the provincial
administration to see what immediate relief measures would be required. What was meant by that? --No, I think that was more a question of how the organisational - or how government works, in other
words that the provincial government was the channel for any funding for relief type work, and also
being in charge of civil defence, and Minister Hernus Kriel was the Minister of Provincial Affairs
at the time.
--------------------Just one question, Mr Cronje. I am interested in your observation about IFP leaders who were
targeted, and where you were saying that not all IFP leaders were targets, only those who were
notorious. I would like your comments, when one looks at the list put together by IFP, that is the
list of their leaders who have been killed within the ANC/IFP conflict context, some of those
leaders to me could not have been notorious, and others would have been perhaps people who were
openly preaching peace. And unless you ask me to, but I would prefer not to mention names, but I
just want your comment on that vis à vis your observation, which I find it very interesting. --Ja. I would - you know, I think that is why I qualified it by saying "all," and by that I will not
say that there were not a small number of those people who were targets in the sense that they were
not notorious. But, further with regard to that list, I wish to say that I have challenged the
press and I have challenged the Government on many occasions to work through that list and to see
what the collective number of cases pending against those so-called /leaders
leaders were, and you will find that in many cases there

were, you know, cases outstanding against those. In other cases they were certainly not leaders. I
can recall that at times when I served on the peace committees that we asked the IFP to identify
leaders in a particular community, and they said, "We don't know who the leaders are. There is no
structure." And then suddenly when somebody is killed their names appears on the list as ...
(incomplete) ... terminated internally, IFP people who were killed by other IFP people because of
internal fights within the organisation. More often than not people who preached peace.
--------------------Mr Cronje, thank you very, very much for coming to talk to us today. I think a notable feature of
this period was the number of influential people like yourself, Professor Aitchison, Radley Keys,
Khaba Mkhize and many others, who desperately attempted to intervene to try to force the
authorities, the police, the army to intervene in the situation and to prevent the death and
destruction which happened. And notwithstanding those attempts by yourselves, the situation in fact
got worse and worse. And in these circumstances it's very difficult not to come to the conclusion
that the authorities and the police saw this so-called Seven Day War as a sort of final solution to
the Edendale valley in order to place it under IFP control. It is very important that people like
yourself and the others that I have mentioned, whose integrity is beyond question, have all
independently concluded from observing the conflict that there was open co-operation between
elements of the IFP and the police during that
/period,
period, and it certainly assists us in drafting a report
which accurately reflects those tragic times. So we thank you very much for coming to talk to us. -- Thank you. ---------------------

/WILLIAM BASIL HARRINGTON
WILLIAM BASIL HARRINGTON (Sworn, States)
Mr Harrington, will you be speaking in English or Afrikaans? You may speak in either language. --Afrikaans.
Your evidence will be translated directly into Zulu. Can you hear me through the earphones? Are you
hearing me in English?
INTERPRETER: The speaker's mike is not on.
Are you hearing me now, Mr Harrington? And now are you hearing me? --- Ek kan, ja.
Mr Harrington, just by way of background, is it correct that you are presently serving a prison
sentence in Grootvlei Prison in the Free State? --- That's correct.
And you are serving a sentence with your co-accused, Mr Frans Erasmus. --- That's correct.
And Mr Philemon Madlala. --- That's right.
And all three of you were sentenced in 1991 following your conviction on a charge of murder, is
that correct? --- That's correct.
Now, at the time of your sentencing you were a policeman. --- Yes, that's right.
And is it correct that you were serving with Riot Unit Eight in Pietermaritzburg? --- That's
correct.
And you were in the police service
March/April 1990? --- That's correct.
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Now, can you tell us, during that period did you work together with special constables? --- Yes, we
worked with them in the Riot Squad.
Can you give us some background on the special
/constables,
constables, who these people were, where they came from, and how they were deployed in the SAP? --There were four shifts at the Riot Unit, A shift, B, C and D shifts, and on each shift there were
about 20 - between 20 and 50 special constables. They came from Inkatha areas, acknowledged Inkatha
areas. They were mostly used as guards on trucks and vehicles, as well as at certain control
points, and also at Inkatha chiefs' homes.
The other accused in your matter, Mr Madlala, was he in fact a special constable? --- That's
correct.
Now, you said earlier on that you worked with special constables. Were they deployed on the Riot
Unit vehicles with Riot Unit staff? --- That's correct.
Can you tell us something about the method by which you and the special constables operated, the
modus operandi during that period? --- If I could just ask the Committee, yesterday I made a new
statement. I would like to start afresh and explain to you, and then perhaps you will understand
the full picture.
Please - all right, please then proceed in your own time and according to the statement that you
have made. --- I am 27 years old. I matriculated in 1987 in a Transvaal school. Directly after
school I went to the Police College, and after six months' training I was stationed at the Riot
Unit here in Pietermaritzburg. I am currently - I have been in prison for about 15 years, serving a
sentence of 18 years for the murder of an ANC supporter. I was employed at the Riot Unit between
1988 and 1991. Until my arrest I was then between 18 and 21 years old.
Sorry, can I just interrupt? How long have you been
/in prison
in prison for? Five years - nearly five years. Please continue. I would just like to tell the
Committee and the Chairperson that the murder case started in 1991 and did not arise from the Seven
Day War. The murder charge did not arise from the Seven Day War period. I also request not to
testify regarding the murder case since I have been told that my amnesty application will be heard
early next year, and also because myself and my attorney still have to consult on this matter. I

also want to add that -before I start my evidence, that I gave my statement voluntarily to the
Truth and Reconciliation Commission's investigating officers without the benefit of any legal
assistance. I am therefore appearing before the Commission naked and humble today, and I am also
appearing like that before the public. My preparedness to testify must be seen as an indication of
the willingness to be truthful, and also as a basis for my amnesty application. I also want to
apologise to the Commission because I would like to supplement the statement before you. Perhaps I
should explain what I mean. After and during Mr Madlala's statement I realised that I should stop
defending apartheid and the apartheid era. During my interviews with Debbie Quinn and Fred Coppett
I opened up to a certain extent, but I also still withheld certain names and incidents. The onefor-all and all-for-one code reigning in the old police force, and that you don't reveal the inner
secrets of the police force, was still in sway in my life, and now it might appear as if I am going
to betray my people, the police. Yesterday it felt as if I was betraying myself, but after I
realised that I simply have to tell the truth I simply had to do it. I have long
/since
since made my peace with God about all the atrocities which I committed in my position of power,
and now it's time to make peace with the people of Natal, and it is now also time that I make peace
with myself. After my sentence I buried away the deeds of my past, buried it deep down, because I
wanted to forget, but I can't. Through the years in prison you, the audience, the people here,
haunted me. Maybe some of you here today are people assaulted by myself and my ex-colleagues.
Perhaps some of you here are people whom, after such an assault, I just dropped next to the side of
the road without looking back to see whether you would rise up again. I hope you are here today so
that I can say to you I am sorry. Now I would like to start by saying that when I started working
in the Riot Unit at the age of 18 I started on the A shift. Just a moment please.
Could I ask you to speak a little more slowly, because we're having a double translation from
Afrikaans to English and English to Zulu. --- I understand that.
So if you could just ... (incomplete) --- The section head of the A shift.
Let this witness continue. --- The section head of the shift was Deputy Warrant-Officer O'Connell,
or Warrant-Officer O'Connell, and with me on the shift were, inter alia, Bruce Parow, Len Hawkin,
Delport - his nickname was Dikdalies(?) - Ray Gosling, Andre Waring, and I can't remember the other
names - except for one, Tobie Alberts. He was a well known tracker. I hadn't been in the unit for a
week when I was sent out with these aforementioned members to Hammarsdale area. I was with Richard
O'Connell as part of the crew of the vehicle, as
/part
part of his crew. If I remember correctly we arrived at the army base in Hammarsdale at about 10
o'clock that night. There were Defence Force personnel present during Richard's situation analysis.
It was made clear what was expected of everybody. If I recall correctly - I am sorry, it's eight
and a half years ago - there were two Defence Force bakkies accompanying us to the homes. After
Richard's lecture I fell asleep. We were meant to depart in the early hours of the morning, I think
round about 3 o'clock. When I was woken up for us to leave Richard told me that I should just stick
close to him, that I should just stay behind him and walk behind him, and that I should not shoot
before he starts shooting. I was afraid. I will not deny that. I was fresh out of Police College
and now I was confronted with the possibility of having to shoot somebody. Richard told me that we
were entering a big UDF/ANC area, and he pointed out the place where Dikdalies had been fired at by
the ANC a week before, and had nearly sustained an injury from a shrapnel from a grenade. We were
in fact on our way to the attacker's home. My first impressions of the unit and its members were
that the ANC/UDF wanted us dead, they wanted to kill us. I was now part of this unit and I would
have shot if it was necessary. If I didn't fire and we were killed what would have happened then?
We then stopped at some spot in the road. Richard told some of the special constables that they
were vehicle guards. He told them this at the lecture at the defence base, and we therefore just
got out and walked down into the valley. I suspect that the people whom we were looking for also
had guards placed in strategic positions, because I can recall that
/I heard
I heard whistling after a while. The whistling started from about 200 metres away from us and then
echoed up into the valley. Richard O'Connell shouted that we knew they were there, and we then
started running. It was strange for me to be running like that, because I had to clutch my 9mm by
my side at the same time to prevent it from falling out. I had to hold onto my rifle, my shotgun
belt around my waist, as well as the shotgun in my left hand. On top of all this I had to prevent
my ... (Interpreter: The interpreter could not hear that word) I to some degree succeeded, but what
was difficult was to follow in Richard's footsteps. Suddenly we heard automatic gunfire coming from
in front of us. Richard shouted that we should open fire, and we did. We then continued running and
then shot again. One of the members then shouted that he had caught somebody. Our unit didn't carry
cuffs, handcuffs. It was not part of our equipment. Richard had a shoelace which he used to
handcuff the person. He tied his hands behind his back, grabbed hold of his hands behind his back
and tied his two thumbs together. It was the first time that I had seen somebody being tubed with
the inner tube of a car, the square piece of inner tube. The late Tobie Alberts then tubed this man
in order to extract information from him. We wanted him to tell us where the others had run to and
where they were obtaining their firearms from. After about 20 minutes of tubing and an exchange of
words in Zulu they told him to get up. We then moved in a certain direction, and after about half
an hour of walking we arrived at a rondavel. After searching we found the rondavel empty. Richard
said that we should return to the vehicles. We had arrived with about four

/vehicles
vehicles and 15 men. We then started walking back. After a while we saw a group of about 20 people
ahead of us, 20 heads in the darkness ahead of us. It was starting to get light, but it was still
quite dark. The group of black men ahead of us were just a couple of metres away from us. We saw
that they were on their knees, they were in a kneeling position. The late Tobie Alberts told us to
also go down on our knees. After we knelt down Tobie started making certain noises with his tongue.
If I may demonstrate it sounded like this. (Interpreter: The speaker is making a clicking sound
with his tongue.) And then he would keep quiet and then repeat those clicking noises or sounds. The
same kind of sound came from the group of people in front of us. Tobie then got up and once again
made these tongue-clicking sounds. One man in this group got up, made tongue-clicking noises, and
the rest of the group also got up. Tobie motioned with his hand that we should also get up. He once
again made these clicking sounds and indicated that we should move forwards. The other group also
approached. We were probably five metres away from then when somebody from their group shouted,"Oh,
amaphoyisa," and then they started running in all directions. Richard shouted, "Shoot them, shoot
them." Somebody fired a flare and shouted that I should also fire my two flares, which I did. I
then picked up my shotgun and, as the others were doing, fired at the people running away. It was
as if I was seeing a movie unfolding before my eyes. A couple of light flares which were still
hanging suspended in the air whilst we were shooting. That is the scene imprinted in my memory. I
saw some of the people falling, and they
/were
were dragged along by their comrades, or picked up by the others. We followed them, we ran after
them, but Richard called us back and said that the flares were becoming extinguished and it would
be dangerous to continue moving in all directions. When somebody inquired about the one ANC man in
detention it was noticed that he had just disappeared. I think it was some or other special
constable who had been guarding him. I can't remember his name or his face. I mentioned that there
were about between 12 and 15 of us. I can't remember exactly who were there except for myself,
Tobie Alberts and Richard O'Connell. There were special constables with us, as well as Dikdalies.
The two Defence Force bakkies had instructions to circle a certain area of Hammarsdale. I don't
know how many people there were in these bakkies or who they were. In any event at some stage we
met them and they helped us to search for this group who had shot at us. We couldn't find anybody,
and as soon as day broke we went back to the army base. Richard departed to Pietermaritzburg before
the rest of us. He spoke to the Defence Force people to one side. I don't know what they spoke
about, and I didn't think anything of it. I wasn't particularly interested or concerned. I also
didn't inquire what it was about. The things which had happened in these approximately two hours
were still in my mind, and that is perhaps why I can still remember these things, because this was
my first operation with members of the unit.
Sorry to interrupt you. We've just been informed that there's a very, very large crowd outside who
want to hear the evidence today, and the police have asked us to
/the police
the police outside have asked us to adjourn your evidence so that we can try and rig up some
speakers outside. If you can just stay there on the stage we'll just ... (incomplete)
MACHINE SWITCHED OFF
ON RESUMPTION:
(Incomplete) ... a piece of pole lying close by, and some of the special constables picked it up
and threw it at this man, and it hit him on his head and he disappeared beneath the surface of the
water. After a while he fortunately surfaced again and made haste to try and get away. We left him
there. I took part in my first assaults in the unit. After a couple of months I went to C shift
under command of Warrant-Officer O'Connell. Sergeant Potgieter, Gary Karbens, Gerhard Kotze, Dave
Higgins, P W Smith, Stuart Jones, Sebron van Dyk and a group of special constables whose names I
can't remember, they were all on this shift. I can, however, remember Nxumalo's name, one of the
special constables. Jajozi and Nene I can remember as well. Their initials are unknown to me. I
simply can't remember any more. At this stage I was about 19-20 years of age. Lieutentant Tokkie
van der Heever was directly in command of the special constables, Major Deon Terblanche was head of
the unit, and Lieutenant Danie Meyer was second in command. On this shift I worked with Stuart
Jones and Gerhard Kotze and their crew and took part in assaults. Jones and my crew were together
when we performed raids on ANC homes, looking for firearms ... (incomplete - end of Side A, Tape 1)
... not - I don't want to incriminate O'Connell or anybody else, or any other officer, but I was
never
/reprimanded
reprimanded and told that what I was doing was wrong. My officers had to know exactly what I was
doing because on two occasions I was called in, firstly by Major Deon. He told me that if I ever
need him I should go directly to him first. I not only got the impression that he would help me,
but I knew that he would help me. He was like a father to me, and always inquired about my
wellbeing. At a later stage I was called in by Lieutenant Meyer, and he made a statement to me that
I thought I was a little god, and to be quite honest I did think that. I did exactly as I pleased.
I then asked to work in the office for a while, and I then worked in the office with Constable
Haywood for a while. We performed duties relating to the duties of the special constables, as well
as the payments made to them. I noticed that their applications to work as special constables had
been signed by an Inkatha chief and another Inkatha person. Chief Ntombela's name or signature

featured prominently. At the beginning of 1991 I was transferred to B shift. Lieutenant Meyer was
overall in charge here. Members of my shift were, inter alia, Franz Erasmus, Mark Barnard, Jimmy
Smith, Viljoen, the two van Rooyen brothers and a Potgieter, whose nickname Dompotie. There were
about between 20 and 50 special constables, amongst others Madlala, the accomplice in the murder
case, my murder case, Keshwa Mlambo, Dlamini, Bhengu and Zuma, and others whose names I can't
recall now. On this shift I took part in various assaults with Erasmus, Barnard and Smith on
various occasions. With Erasmus and Barnard we searched for arms, separately and together. I would
like to emphasise that Erasmus is serving imprisonment along with me, and he was a
/co-accused
co-accused in my murder case. He was also approached by the Truth and Reconciliation Commission's
investigating officers, but it was decided that he would not testify before the Commission since he
was not on duty during the Seven Day War. I would also like to place it on record that he took
fundamental - played a fundamental role in draafting this statement. At some stage I, along with
Jimmy Smith and Vigilus Constantinopoulos, with the nickname of Billy, along with Lieutenant Enoch
and warrant-officer - we worked in Mpophomeni in civilian clothes. I can't remember exactly the
reason why we were deployed there. We slept in a tent in Midmar. We were searching for some
suspects. I can't remember the case name or the case numbers. What I can recall is that our group
took part in a couple of assaults in the Mpophomeni area. I also know that we tubed a couple of men
there. We also drank quite a lot. That could also be the reason why I can't recall the events so
clearly. If Superintendent Meyer and O'Connell, if they cast their minds back they will confirm
that I was drinking heavily. Danie Meyer at one stage reprimanded me about my drinking habits, and
Herman O'Connell will recall that I went to him regarding this problem, and that I was asking for a
transfer away from the unit. I realised that I had a drinking problem and I experienced the stress
of the job very severely. All the assaults and human rights violations were starting to catch up
with me and having an effect on me. The unit had to help me after I had been booked off by my
doctor on the grounds of stress. That could have prevented me committing murder, and that is the
worst form of human rights violation. Mark Barnard and
/myself
myself were also involved with some special constables in assaults and searching for firearms.
Nhlanhla Madlala yesterday testified about his involvement as regards firearm sales. I would like
to add that Mark Barnard and myself were involved in nine assault cases on which we were found not
guilty, and I also would not like to elaborate on this matter because it is contained in my
submission to the Amnesty Committee. This happened in February 1991 and does not relate to the
Seven Day War. Early on in my days in the unit I was told by senior members that I should at all
times carry a home-made firearm in my vehicle to use if I accidentally shot somebody dead. I would
then have to plant this home-made firearm on this person so that it would look like it was a case
of self-defence. After the reports - after you've listened to the reports on the Seven Day War I
now realise what part I played, and to all the people who lost family members, mothers, brothers,
sisters, I can only say I am very, very sorry. I missed my own mother's funeral because I was in
prison. That really hurt. Just before the Seven Day War I was in Table Mountain, but we were only
deployed there after the attack on Chief Maphumulo's house. During such a patrol an Inkatha group
of between 10 and 15 men stood chatting to us. They asked whether we wanted to have a braai and
have a couple of drinks. We agreed and they brought meat and drinks. My vehicle was parked against
the hillside separating areas of the different chiefs, and at that stage houses had already been
burnt down and there had been plundering by Chief Maphumulo's people. Some of these people left the
area to seek shelter in Chief Maphumulo's other house. Some of
/them
them also went to other areas or to town. We were there to prevent Chief Maphumulo's people
launching an attack on the other area. Whilst we were having our braai and drinking beer an Inkatha
group came around the hillside unseen and launched a new attack on the ANC area. We were assured by
the group that were providing the meat and the beer that they were Inkatha people and we had
nothing to fear regarding the attack. According to them it also wouldn't last for very long. After
the valley had been burnt we then fired 1 000 feet flares for two reasons, namely, firstly, to see
whether any groups were moving in the direction of the koppie to attack people in the Inkatha area,
and, secondly, to prove to the ANC people that we were present in the area. Constable Liebenberg
and about six constables were in my vehicle. Our radio couldn't contact our base, and the Inkatha
group of between 10 and 15 people fell back across the koppie during the period that we shot up the
light flares, and after a while, when we thought it was safe to do so, we changed our position to
try and get a message through Zulu control that shots had been heard in the area, as well as the
fact that there were houses and shops burning. We also wanted to relay the message that we would
remain in the area, and that the area was not quiet. It was extremely dangerous to drive around in
the ANC area because earlier shots had been fired at my vehicle, so to perform normal foot patrol,
the normal patrols, was simply out of the question. Neither myself nor my crew wanted to die during
the early hours of the morning. When day broke we returned to Pietermaritzburg. We received a
message that we had to accompany a female journalist to Chief
/Maphumulo's
Maphumulo's home, which we did. There were about 400 refugees present. Chief Maphumulo only arrived
at the scene a short while afterwards, and I then withdrew my vehicle from the area. After a while
Chief Maphumulo left the area and his people and sought shelter somewhere. This information I
received from my specials. The area was basically unhabited and there were many empty houses. Many
refugees had moved into the city. I can't remember whether this was before or after the
disappearance of Chief Maphumulo, but his vehicle had been fired at, but his guards were inside the

car and he was unharmed. But before this incident I knew that an attack would be launched on him.
This I also learnt through the specials and the Inkatha impis. They believed that if Chief
Maphumulo was killed they would then gain full control over the Table Mountain area. Later all the
areas around Pietermaritzburg erupted in violence. The ANC's banning orders were lifted, Mr Mandela
was freed. The fighting between the ANC and the IFP became more severe. I was sent from one area to
the next to try and stop the fighting. We worked 24-hour shifts. That entailed 24 hours on duty, 24
hours off duty. The worst hit areas were Imbali, Edendale, Thambuza, Table Mountain, Dinadi,
KwaShange and Xaluza and Simero. Later it spread to Dlamalala and Taylor's Halt. At the age of 20 I
had to make my own choices, and I was working with special constables who were just as young as I
was, and they were policemen. Their homes and families were attacked, and this was wrong in my
view. The specials were all Inkatha members and supporters, and the ANC and UDF were shooting at
us. They hated us and the specials hated them, and I
/hated
hated them because I nearly died on several occasions as a result of their actions. For that reason
I saw myself as on the side of Inkatha. I was taught by the National Party and the chiefs in the
Riot Unit that the ANC/UDF alliance was our enemy, that they were terrorists, and as a policeman it
was my duty to combat terrorism. The war between us and the ANC was very severe, was intense. To
combat terrorism I allied myself with Inkatha. When the ANC was unbanned I never went to a lecture
or anything like that which would explain to me that they were no longer regarded as terrorists. I
continued my war, because the ANC war against myself and us showed no signes of abating. For that
reason I did not stop taking Inkatha members in small groups to areas at night, and for that reason
I assured the safety of the Inkatha members and supporters by accompanying them to certain areas,
and for that reason also I allowed the special constables to fire shots at ANC people from my
vehicle whilst we were busy performing patrols, and for that reason I wanted to chase away the ANC
when the ANC people and Inkatha wanted to attack each other. We used stun grenades, tear gas, and
even rifle fire. An incident took place in the Henley Dam area. Myself and about four vehicles were
surrounded by a group of several thousand people. They wanted to attack each other, the two groups,
using pangas and even guns - and assegais. The fighting then spread to the city itself. Groups of
people started gathering near the bus depots and started running through the streets. We attended
complaints where people had been assaulted and stabbed to death. We saw Inkatha supporters walking
around with pangas and kerries, knobkerries, and we were
/told
told traditional weapons were legal, it was legal for people to carry these, and that we were not
allowed to confiscate these from Inkatha people. Throughout there were groups in the
Imbali/Edendale area, Dambuza, Ashdown and Simero. These groups attacked people and vehicles,
committed arson, and killed people. We could only try and keep these groups apart. At certain times
we had to go through to Mpophomeni to bring the fighting there under control. If there was no
policeman well disposed towards the Inkatha they did it after Major Deon's death, 10 days before
the start of the Seven Day War, because Roy Ngcobo was an acknowledged UDF supporter. Major Deon
was a good man. He was a father figure to us at the unit. Regarding the Seven Day War I can't
recall very much, but I have certain flashes of memory. Just before the commencement of the Seven
Day War we buried Major Deon. It was a very emotional period in my life. I can remember that I
cried a lot, and I also was drinking very heavily at that stage. That was the only way which I knew
to try and help me to forget. What I do remember about the Seven Day War is that I started working
on a certain day and 36 hours later I went off duty. I remember that many houses and shops were
burnt down. There were many refugees. Many of the special constables didn't even report for duty at
the unit. I noticed some of them in the areas in which I worked. They would have gone to
acknowledged Inkatha chiefs' homes, or larger Inkatha groups, and it was these groups of between 50
and 100, sometimes larger, who were responsible for burning down homes. Who the actual role players
were during this period is very hard to say, but the impression I got was that these were organised
attacks
/from
from the side of the two Inkatha chiefs. Lieutenant Meyer at the time, and Captain McEverly, were
also present in these areas to gain first-hand impressions of what was going on. I was busy with my
own war against the ANC. Apart from saying that these two officers were in the area it would be
impossible for me to say exactly what they did. At this stage my vehicle crew started firing at
groups of ANC people without reason. I authorised it because I was told or commanded that we should
do that. It was a radio message which I received. Firing would of course not be permitted against
the Inkatha groups because there were special constables in these groups. I myself gave one or two
belts to the special constables who were part of these groups running around. I repeat, I gave one
or two belts to the special constables who were in groups running around. I can't remember what
other shifts I worked, who worked with me, or who the special constables were that I could
recognise amongst the Inkatha groups. Everything was such a jumble. It was chaotic. We were told at
some stage by the officers that we should not enter certain areas since certain the people in
certain ANC areas didn't want us there. 32 Batallion of the Defence Force, who worked with us, they
were the chosen force to be present in these areas. Our officers told us that we could not comply
with their demands and that we should simply adopt a lower profile in such areas. That suited us
because then we were guarding the Inkathas. Later the same areas requested us to patrol their
areas. They then wanted the Defence Force people out of their areas. That was after the 32
Batallion members apparently raped women and committed theft in the area.
/The war
The war which I was waging continued until my arrest. In my view I can't see that the term Seven

Day War could be connected with all the events in and around Pietermaritzburg at the time. Between
1988 and 1991 I was working for this unit. How many people died during this period alone, not to
mention the period before 1988? Even after 1991 until 1996 many more people died in these areas. It
was only when the Truth Commission started hearing evidence about the Seven Day War it could be
seen that Natal has been embroiled in a situation of war for many, many years, and the boil will
have to be lanced, and that will cleanse the wound. Hopefully Natal will be healed by the evidence
to be submitted. I will never in my life forget what I experienced in my police career. My part in
the events and my war against the ANC, for this I apologise. I apologise before all the people of
South Africa. I am sincerely sorry for what the National Party made me do. On the other hand I
forgive the ANC for their part in all the attempts on my life, as well as for murders and attacks
on my colleagues and Inkatha people. I greet the new, reformed South Africa with new hope for each
and every South African. My fear belongs to the past, but now, because I have made a confession
today here, I leave today as a marked man. For the rest of my life I'll be stigmatised, which will
declare to the world that I am a traitor, but myself, Erasmus, Madlala, did we ever think that we
would walk out of herescott-free? We can't dispute it. As from today we live in total fear, inside
and outside of prison. Many will say that I deserve all this, and that now I will really know how
the people in the black areas must have felt, but there's a
/difference.
difference. You can change to a different area and make a fresh start. I have to go back to where I
came from. I have no choice. I've been branded as a traitor, a traitor to my own people. But there
will be people who understand, they understand that the truth must triumph in the end, and
hopefully the truth will set me free one day. I would like to conclude by saying - the question
which the Commission puts to people, what can the Commission do to help the suffering of the
victims? As far as that's concerned, firstly I think all the people who are still without homes and
a livelihood after all these years, I think they must be taken care of ... (incomplete - end of
Side B, Tape 1) ... in their housing programmes. Although the former Government must take the blame
for that the current Government must ensure that these things are addressed. The former Government
can make a better contribution, because it still exists as a political party in our country. Not
only must the National Party become more involved, the other parties, all the other political
parties and organisations should also become more involved. Everybody should make some gesture to
prove that all parties and groupings are standing together as one to try and build up this country
of ours. The times when political parties and organisations were just seen as paying lip service to
certain ideas amongst members of the public are past. They must now make some effective
contribution and co-operate. Various denominations and church groups have led the way in this
regard, and they've proved that these attempts can succeed. Each party or political organisation is
connected to some church or religious nomination, and that can serve as a base to
/bring
bring together people from all walks of life and spheres of life to become actively involved.
Secondly, people who were damaged in some way, or who suffered damage in some way, this problem
must be addressed as well. People whose human rights were violated, they must be looked at. They
must be brought face to face with the people who actually violated their human rights, such as, for
instance, myself. I still have to be given the opportunity to appear before the Amnesty Committee
to reveal my full participation in events, as well as to beg forgiveness from the people, the
people whom I caused suffering to. But for me that is not sufficient. I would like to see that more
is done to promote reconciliation. For instance, a non-official gathering place could be created so
that the perpetrator can meet the person whose human rights he violated, and to talk about the
reasons for all the various attacks which led to human rights violations. If after the amnesty
hearing I am acquitted I would very much like to be part of such a movement, or even to start up
such a clinic. My final and third point is the following. I suggest that more effort - more
attempts are made to involve former policemen in hearings before the Truth and Reconciliation
Commission to make full disclosure about all their acts relating to the apartheid era, that which
they did under the banner of the National Party. Thank you.
Mr Harrington, thank you for that testimony. We understand the code of secrecy that exists between
policemen, and we know how difficult it is to break that code and to talk about your former
colleagues, and we thank you for having had the courage to do so. Before you
/step
step down we would like to ask you some questions. You have been here for the last few days, for
the last two days, and you have heard your accomplice, Mr Madlala, talk about his role and the role
of the other special constables in the Seven Day War, and the involvement of Mr Ntombela with the
special constables. You heard his testimony. Is that your understanding of the role of those people
at the time, Mr Ntombela, the special constables? Do you agree with the evidence that was given by
Mr Madlala yesterday? --- Yes, I fully agree.
Can you tell us something about the relationship between the Riot Unit Eight, the special
constables and Mr Ntombela? --- What I can say is that the special constables and our members were
very close to each other. We worked 24-hour shifts alongside each other. Sometimes for longer
periods. At such an early age, especially in my case, you are trapped in politics and you can
easily be influenced in a certain way. Through the influence of the special constables - they were
attacked simply because they were policemen. That was wrong as far as I was concerned. They were
also part of the unit, they were also family. And if you, for instance, go out in a group, and some
of your friends are members of this group, you wouldn't start shooting at this group. Obviously
not. I even went to the home of Chief Ntombela. I dropped off special constables at his home to act
as guards there, and I was invited by him to have dinner with him, to have a meal with him.

Now, the evidence which you gave, you said that you were with special constables in the Table
Mountain area, and you were invited by an Inkatha group to join them in
/a braai
a braai and to have drinks with them. Did I understand you correctly when you said that when you
were braai-ing and having drinks with them another Inkatha group launched an attack on a nearby UDF
or ANC area? --- That is correct, Chairperson.
And the Inkatha people that you were with told you not to worry, and that you did not take any
action to prevent or even investigate the attack, but that you continued to braai and drink? --That was the case, yes.
Now, would you say that was typical of the manner in which the Riot Unit and the special constables
behaved during that period? --- Yes, it would appear so.
Mr Harrington, you fell under various senior officers at the unit, Lieutenant Meyer and others,
Lieutenant van der Heever. Were they aware that the Riot Unit and the special constables were being
deployed in this fashion and that they were behaving in this fashion? --- That is difficult, it's
difficult to say yes or no, but it was so generally done and openly done that none of us were
reprimanded about this. It wasn't seen as wrong.
You said also that you saw on the application forms which people had to fill in to become special
constables that they contained the - or included the signature of IFP chiefs, is that correct? --That's correct.
Now, what is your understanding of that? Are you saying that before people were accepted as special
constables they had to be approved by the IFP? --- Definitely yes.
You also mentioned that you used your army vehicle to transport IFP people to certain areas. Could
you just
/elaborate
elaborate on that? What was the purpose of transporting them, and to what areas were they
transported, and what was their aim when they went to those areas? --- I often came upon groups of
Inkatha specials, about between 10 and 20 people, at night, where they were on their way to
specific areas to attack an ANC home. I then thought it a good idea to convey them in my own
vehicle and to take them to such a house or area. I never specifically took part in these raids
myself, because my objective was to stand back, to keep my distance, to prevent ANC supporters from
running away from this area. My other objective was to - after the shots that I had heard, to
escort the special constables back to where they had come from.
You also said that you were under orders not to disarm any IFP people whom you caught with illegal
or home-made weapons, is that correct? --- No, these were traditional weapons. We were told not to
confiscate traditional weapons.
And what about guns, firearms? --- If I came upon groups and they had firearms in their possession
- such an incident took place in the city. I noticed that there were firearms involved, that people
were carrying firearms. We didn't confiscate these firearms from the people.
Were these specific standing instructions which came to you from your unit? --- No, I wouldn't say
they were specific instructions, but the fact that an officer was in the vicinity or at the scene,
you know, for that reason it was authorised.
But if you saw UDF or ANC people with weapons of any
/sort
sort you would disarm them? --- That's correct, yes.
----------------------

/BENSON VULINDELA NSIMBI
BENSON VULINDLELA NSIMBI (Sworn, States)
Reverend Nsimbi, you are a minister in the Methodist Church, is that correct? --- Yes.
And at the time of this so-called Seven Day War is it correct that you were stationed or that you
were posted in this Pietermaritzburg region? --- That is correct.
And is it correct that during this period you had a lot to do with the aftermath of the conflict,
that is with the refugee crisis? --- That is correct.
From your experience then at the time can you tell us about your involvement with refugees, and
just try and give us some idea as to the sorts of problems you encountered, and specifically the
scale of the problem, the size of the problem? --- Mr Chairman and all the Members of the
Commission, and the audience at large, I do want to say this first of all, to highlight a few
things that I may forget. This word refugees we did try our best to remove it from people's mind,
and instil displacees. That we did because this word refugee could make people afraid and scared
ever of going back to their places - original. For the fact that they have been moved for a while
we thought they will be always longing to go back to their places, original places, because it was
clear to us that the way they've been removed from their original places was not an acceptable way
in any way. I do want to say this. First of all I will begin here, that even you have asked me to
say something about the people who fled from their places there are many things that make one feel
that talking about them some things are implicated right there. As I was a pastor at Georgetown,
not too far away from the main road which runs from Pietermaritzburg to
/Vulindlela,
Vulindlela, there was no any other way that we could avoid - to avoid being spectators and folding
our arms. And also we thus believed that the church stands to help those who are going through
atrocities, and it is also my belief as a person that my duty calls for me to enlist help to people
that need help. It has been evident the story about the children of Israel leaving Egypt to the
Canaan land, I'll read about in the Bible and other books. I've never seen it, or witnessed such

thing. But on the 28th of March in the morning of that day the picture that always read about from
the books came back, and it was so clear and visible in my mind. From around nine in the morning I
saw people coming from the hill top with possessions and some boxes, and some with their babies in
the back, women. Some trying to help those who were not feeling well, sick, and others because they
were old they could not walk properly and probably fast. Some others trying to guide their children
to make sure they are safe. They were headed towards the valley. After a while some of them arrived
in Edendale, where I was stationed at the time. I would like to say at this point in time, because
of my duty I was not only working in Edendale, but I was -the circuit of pastors was all over in
Vulindlela. These people came, arrived, and after two hours they were already at Thuthuka Community
Hall, had arrived there. Right at that time the people who were there that day were approximately 5
000 or even more. Most of those people were already accepted by the St Albert Mission of the Roman
Catholics in the valley. Some were taken into the school down the valley, higher primary school.
Those who had already arrived in Edendale it was imperative that
/within
within a twinkling of an eye we should provide them with accommodation. We were not hesitant at
all. The community was actually conducive to contain about 1 000 people, but it was inevitable of
us to even put more people to be accommodated in that place. We asked YMCA of Edendale to
accommodate others, and different churches in the area to accommodate those people. I will also
like at this point in time to make mention of this. I do salute them, the pastors and the leaders
of the churches who accommodated those people, except for the Seventh Day Adventist Church, because
of the reason that their church was beautiful. It also had a carpet, so those people could make it
dirty. During those days the youths of Edendale wanted to burn the church house. I do thank God by
giving us strength to prevent the youth from burning that church. I don't want to dwell in that
one. Subsequently to that we tried to figure out as to who those people were, and also know how
many they were. The great need was that of food, water, blankets and clothes. It was as clear to us
that as pastors of the area - I had already touched other pastors from the valley - we had no way
of meeting the great need. I do want to thank the PACSA, Peter Kirchoff who was the leader, who
came to us when we needed them most, so that there could also be communication not only of the
people in the church, but also to start a committee which was subsequently named Pietermaritzburg
Crisis Co-ordinating Committee, which was subdivided - people from the church, politicians and
other community members, and ... (incomplete - end of Side A, Tape 2) ... we could not attend that
meeting because there was still violence in the area. But that meeting did help
/to meet
to meet the need of the things that I've already mentioned. Some of the things that we needed were
toilets, because people were many. There was that fear that gathering of such a large number of
people in such a small area could probably have caused diseases after that. But one other thing was
that the people who were coming it was not only the reason that they were - they were not only
running away for their safety, but also they had left behind dead bodies. Some were their mothers,
some brothers, some sisters, and their children, that even when they were here their minds were
still back crying and mourning that at least those of them that were already killed should be
buried decently. Their pain was so deep and excruciating, and it was not so easy that they should
go back home because the way they had escaped, and the things they related to us that were
happening there, and how those who were killed were killed, young and old, made them not to even
wish to go back home any more. It was such a difficulty, especially that at the time the police
even - even when you report a matter to the police that could probably help them to go back home
the police would not even take notice of that, or they will probably take their own time to attend
to the matter reported. I do also like to express that one great help emanated out of the
organisation that we already formed, because this organisation monitored in the whole area as to
what had happened, and did point out clear to the newspapers how great and how deep the damage was,
so that those who had compassion could bring food and clothes. Let me also state that when we had
already received all those things the difficult part of it was to distribute these things to
/make
make sure that everyone is helped. It is amazing that people in such conditions, those who were not
affected at all, also wanted to come nearby so that they also could get some help. Especially when
you distributed food people who were not so much highly affected by this could come and even
destruct the whole thing, so that at the end no one could get food or benefit from that, because
they were not in need at all. It is surprising that those who have things, possessions, is the one
who is greedy more than the needy ones. I do believe that the one who is in need knows for sure
that - what it means, and the greedy ones always want to remain greedy ever. This was one of the
problems we encountered in trying that we meet the needs of the people. We did not have such a
problem in as far as blankets were concerned, but we did encounter a problem in as far as clothing
was concerned. Truly some of the people that we knew who were amongst those who were giving,
distributing clothes to the people, had - we saw them now wearing new clothes suddenly. It came out
to us that as they were going to distribute these clothes to these people they did steal some
clothes from the ones that we gave them. Although I must say that I don't say this was such a
disturbance to us. I will also like to say that of the things I've already mentioned here one other
challenge we had was in as far as preparing for the funerals. We had to make arrangements that the
corpses get to the mortuaries, or we had to take the people here that we were helping to the
mortuaries so that they could identify their people from the mortuary. One painful thing in that
act I remember particularly. I was with these particular people. When we got there they
/discovered
discovered that the corpse was so brutally injured that they could not continue, they could not be

at peace after seeing that. One of those people, before we left back to the churches we had to take
him to the doctor. I must say that at this point in time the Edendale Hospital had no good
reputation at all. I think one of the reasons which led to that was that one day the ambulance of
Edendale Hospital was discovered not undertaking its duties, instead colluding with the other
organisation in destructing and destroying the UDF. That led to the bad reputation of the Edendale
Hospital. The males who were injured even among the refugees would cry and say, "Please, no," in
case you want to take them to the Edendale Hospital. I do want to thank the private practitioners
who were prepared to enlist help to the people. Some of those people we could not take them to the
hospital or the surgeries in an ambulance, as I have already said, and our cars as pastors, and
others who were working along with, became ambulances. We rendered now ambulance services. I don't
want to dwell in that one, but I do want to say one other thing is that a woman before she could
deliver it does not matter where she is. Now, one day in my car, even before we got to the
hospital, because those who were expectant agreed to be taken to the hospital. Because I have a
station wagon car I heard at the back the cry of a baby, of an infant, but I had to drive to the
hospital. I said to the parents of the baby I would like to give the baby a name, and I will say
she is Nobubaleka, but they did not take that name, and I had never seen them after that. I have
since seen them that time. Now, these are some of the things that we
/encountered.
encountered. One other thing that transpired, we know that to be afforded an opportunity and to be
a family is that it is important to know that it's quite important to be a family. Now, because
they were in that condition in such a situation the family concept, the concept of being a family
was completely lost. The growing ups, especially the boys, did not accept to be accommodated in the
churches and halls. Instead of that they requested for a place at friends' places in the Edendale
area. We only had - we had males and females under one roof, not divided inside. That created a
situation of not having any privacy at all as families and so on. This - as a result of this some
encountered marital problems. I think because of this reason, because of the way the situation was,
no privacy at all, secondly they were intermingling with many other people under one roof, I am sad
to say people - I won't mention people's names here, because they came to me as a pastor to confide
in - it was called for that after that some should go through a divorce. I know of two couples who
encountered that problem. I also know that there could be some others, but it was not so easy for
them to approach me. I think those two approached me because they respected the church. That
brought in my mind that it was so clear that being exposed in such a situation brought difficulties
to families, and that led to the breaking of families. I also want to highlight in as far as
education is concerned. Those refugees - I remember Mr Zondi was a teacher at Nzameni High School.
I believe he already came forward here to the Truth Commission. I think even some others who were
teachers as well were made not to carry on with the teaching
/profession,
profession, because in the schools in which they were teaching people of Vulisaka and Mnyandu had
fled the area. They still did continue and carry on, but the teachers could not go and teach though
they wished they could because they had fled and escaped, and not wanting to go back to the area.
And also there was no one who was prepared to guarantee their safety. And there are many other
children who were forced to leave school. Some were already in higher standards. Their education
was highly disturbed. Even though what I am going to talk about now concerns me, but I would like
to say that I had a boy who was doing matric at that time at a vocational school. He was highly
involved in the Seven Day War, that after the Seven Day War he decided to leave the country and
escape. Even after trying to encourage him, to tell him that all has passed now, let's look into
the future, he refused completely. He left, he went to Zimbabwe. Even there he faced problems.
Right now he is trying to bring himself to a better standard of living. I do want to highlight on
something about the things that already have been mentioned before regarding the Seven Day War,
that this gentleman here, Meyer, who was right here, I am surprised he repudiated everything about
the fact that the police were also shooting, because in the Xaluza fight there's a person I know,
by the name of Rudolf, who was shot at by the police in a helicopter. He was shot and he was
carried back home. And one other thing that is puzzling me is that where he was shot the area was
predominantly of the ones that were attacking, but he was shot in that very area. Let me backtrack
and go back tot he story of the refugees. I say that Thuthuka Hall was used, and other
/churches
churches - especially the Thuthuka Hall. After all this was over because it had accommodated
refugees there were those who attacked it and burnt the hall. Even today that hall is useless,
cannot be used in any way. The insurance of the hall had altercation and arguments to the effect
of, "You were in charge, not us," and so forth, because there are two insurances, there's state of
emergency insurance and the usual normal insurance. After leaving Edendale it was estimated that to
refurbish the whole hall would cost R4 000,00. I do want to request from the Commission that if
there is any way - Mr Chairman and the Members of the Committee, is there anything that can be done
regarding this hall, because it did not help one person but helped many people at the time of need?
As a result of this help that it rendered to the people it was destroyed completely. Even if that
was not the reason, but the way the arguments went on between the two different insurances led to
us think that's the problem. One other thing that was important was that our duties as pastors that
we carried on on daily basis, we had to put them aside and have second-in-charge people, because we
had telephones ringing continuously for 24 hours, people wanting to inquire about the state of the
refugees. One other thing was that we could not also conduct as daily duties as usual because the
most important thing at the time was for us to help - enlist help to the refugees, especially
attending meetings of the organisations that I've already explained about before, and going up and
down about other things with regard to the situation. Our level of performance and Christianity
deteriorated, and we could not attend to some other things. Also that created

/some
some kind of enmity in the church between those who were
suspecting that why did we accept and accommodate these people in the churches. But by God's grace
we don't know how it happened that the church was not divided into two, having one group saying,
"We will go to church, to our church, because we are Inkatha," and the other group saying, "As UDF
we will go to our own church." I say this because in our church the church was predominantly
Inkatha than UDF. One other thing that people had in mind at the time was the Apostle Church was
working hand in hand with UDF. I don't even know what was wrong in that even if it was so. Truly
speaking I did encourage people to take one side instead of being neutral, because there are many
people who died who did not even know what was happening, because those who died knowing what was
happening at least they died satisfactory. But it is pathetic to know that many people who died are
people who died not knowing whether they were going or coming, no direction at all. I do like in
closing to highlight on this, that after the refugees in the attacks that took place on Tuesday
there are people who were killed in KwaMnyandu on Thursday. One was shot and died just towards our
church building. That boy did lie there since Thursday up to Sunday morning. One of you
Commissioners up front there went with him, were trying to locate the corpse, dead bodies of the
people around the area. We found out that Sunday morning there were bodies that were already
beginning to spoil and getting rotten lying there. We tried to ask the police to come fetch all the
corpses and dead bodies lying around the neighbourhood. I do believe that people who were resident
in the places they had left now, and those who
/witnessed
witnessed how people were killed brutally, that I believe
that even today they don't wish to go back to their places. One other thing that adds to this. One
of the chiefs who's now late, who said he will plough in KwaMnyandu sugar cane. Even today when you
pass by that place you see trees more than houses, because people were so scared, they were
traumatised about that, that they don't wish to go back to those places. I do believe that even
when this is all said and done now, and in the past, it will take a long time for sure that those
people's minds and their souls get back to a normal state of a normal person. There are people who
will say - who were hiding in those churches, when you say to them, "Hey, there is Ntombela," they
will run and almost want to get out through windows. When you say, "There is Nsikiza," they will
look for a door so they can run away as fast as their feet can carry them. Some others I do believe
that even at night they do have those dreams, scary dreams, nightmares that make them shout at
night, and cry. I think the healing of those people who were exposed to that will take time. Now we
are happy that you in front here are putting so much effort that all the things which took place
should come out into open, that the healing should start and proceed. I am one of those who will
take time to be fine, and this is why I said, "Please clean the chair before I sit," and do forgive
me for that. It is because of the things I had seen, and also my upbringing has a lot to do with
this. I think it will be my grandchildren who will see the Canaan land. I just think I will die
here, here in this wilderness.
Reverend Nsimbi, I want to thank you very, very much /for your
for your evidence. Had it not been for the hard,
dedicated work of people like yourself, and the many others from the churches, from the
Pietermaritzburg Crisis Co-ordinating Committee, doctors and others, the terrible suffering of
those people who were victims during that week would have been even more unbearable. It should not
have been the responsibility of churches and NGOs to care for these people, it should have been the
responsibility of the Government, but as we heard yesterday the Government said that it would only
provide monetary relief if it was equally distributed amongst both sides, and as a result of that
not one cent of the ... (incomplete - end of Side B, Tape 2) ... the churches, Crisis Committee and
others, and we want to thank you, and those others who are here today, for their hard work and
their dedication, and to thank you for your submission today. Thank you very much indeed.
---------------------

/DANIEL JOHANNES MEYER
DANIEL JOHANNES MEYER (Sworn, States)
Inspector Meyer, we understand that you have been instructed by the police to give the official SAP
version of this event which became known as the Seven Day War, is that correct? --- That's correct,
Mr Chairman. I am actually Director Meyer, not inspector.
Sorry, I apologise. Director Meyer, sorry. Can you then prepare to read
understand that you have prepared, and you have made copies available
is correct, Mr Chairman. I would like to ask - after the submission
Afrikaans. I am reading the submission in English because the whole
English.

from your statement which I
to the Commission. --- That
I would like to change to
documents were prepared in

Please settle down. Please proceed. --"Submissions by the South African Police Service regarding the incidence
of public violence in Edendale and surrounding areas during March 25 to
April 1990, also referred to as the Seven Day War.
"Introduction. This report endeavours to set forth this Department's ..."
(intervention)
INTERPRETER: The interpreter is struggling to hear the witness.
Could you speak a bit louder and sit a bit closer to the microphone please? --"This report endeavours to set forth this Department's version of the
events as accurately as possible in the absence of several official
records relating to the
/"period
"period in question. Unavailable records which were kept by the former
Riot Unit Eight, Pietermaritzburg, are SAP15s, section sergeants'
reports, which contains the details of all members as deployed in their
sections during the period, and SAP280 radio incident report forms, on
which all incidents reported to Riot Unit's operational room were
recorded. Departmental prescriptions for the destruction of the ephemeral
records relating to these forms is a period of one year, and the present
commander of Public Order Policing Unit No 8, Superintendent O'Connell,
states that these records were in fact destroyed in terms of the relevant
instructions. The other official records are the pocket books of
individual members, and eight occurrence books relating to that period,
and the crime registers, and these were removed by Mr Cockett of your
investigation unit on 96.10.25. Notwithstanding a request that the
documents in question be returned to enable us to scrutinise same they
have not been returned. This office report is thus based on the
recollection of individual members involved and the accuracy thereof can
thus not be guaranteed. The following members were consulted: Director
McDuling, Director Meyer, Senior Superintendent Upton, Superintendent van
den Heever, Superintendent O'Connell, Captain Brookes, Captain van
Huysteen.
/"Director
"Director Meyer was the officer from Unit Eight most directly involved in
dealing with the matter on an ongoing basis, and has therefore also been
assigned to present the official account of the matter to the Commission.
Background. Edendale township is bordered by rural areas occupied by
several tribes, who resorted under traditional authority with chiefs and
headmen. These tribes are Mpumuza, Inadi, Mafunze and Nxamalala. The bulk
of these tribes are comprised of members of the IFP. Edendale on the
other hand did not resort under the tribal authorities, and the bulk of
the township's inhabitants were UDF/ANC aligned. Since 1987 unrest began
to break out in several of the outlying areas such as Taylor's Halt,
Gezabuso,
KwaShange,
Mpumuza,
Xaluza,
Sweetwaters,
Nxamalala
and

Elandskop. As UDF/ANC stepped up recruiting campaigns in these rural
areas IFP members in Edendale were driven out of the area, and clashed
between rival groups frequently took place. Inhabitants of areas had to
state their alliance either to the one or to the other of the opposing
political parties, and large scale intimidation took place. No go areas
for members of opposing political parties became established, and
incidents of violence only persisted in those areas where no clear
domination by a particular grouping had been established. Because the
main route
/"to
"to Pietermaritzburg goes through Edendale rural IFP supporters who
worked in town were compelled to make use of the routes, and frequent
attacks began to take place on commuters in buses and taxis. Between 1987
and 1990 the conflict escalated and the UDF/ANC gained support and
control in certain of the rural areas. During the period industrial
labour actions and strikes were intensified. These were mainly
spearheaded by UDF/COSATU alliance. IFP supporters who did not want to
participate and wished to continue working were prevented from going to
work as they would be attacked en route. Bus drivers were also influenced
to participate in the strike action and stay-aways were initiated,
resulting in no transport being available. This again resulted in counter
actions or boycotts of the bus transport by IFP members. It also resulted
in heightening of the tensions. Bus drivers who ignored the call and
drove through Edendale were attacked, and several buses were damaged by
stones and petrol bombs, and they were shot at. Commuters were also
injured and killed. As a result of these attacks there were large scale
mobilisations of IFP members bent on launching attacks on the inhabitants
of Edendale. It was only through the proactive intervention of members of
Unit Eight that these large scale attacks were averted on three
occasions, when
/"IFP
"IFP members who had mobilised were persuaded not to carry on. During
certain of the periods when attacks were intensified members of Unit
Eight and the SADF patrolled and lined the route through Edendale to
prevent attacks on buses and taxis.
"The Seven Day War. On Sunday the 25th of March 1990 there was a big IFP
rally in Durban, where Chief Mangosuthu Buthelezi was to address IFP
supporters. On the way to the rally the buses which travelled through
Edendale were attacked. The police had anticipated that there would be
such an attack because these attacks on buses occurred regularly.
Director Meyer spoke to Mr David Ntombela and requested that the buses
use another route. Mr Ntombela, however, insisted that they would use the
route through Edendale in the morning because it would be early in the
morning and therefore there shouldn't be any trouble. They would then use
the Howick route when they come back in the afternoon. This was a detour
of about 20 kilometres. According to Director Meyer Mr Ntombela was quite
adamant about using Edendale road in the morning. There were
approximately 100 buses in the convoy. The police did escort the buses,
but because there were so many buses the policemen were widely dispersed
among them. SADF members were also deployed along the route together with
SAP members. Despite
/"these
"these measures numerous attacks took place along the route. There were
instances where buses stopped, passengers disembarked, and chased the
attackers. There were accusations by both sides, passengers and
bystanders, that the opposite side had initiated the attacks. The police
did everything in their power to keep the buses moving, and were
specifically instructed to do this. During the course of the day several
illegal blockades were erected on the roads in the Edendale area,
consisting of burning tyres, old car wrecks, etcetera, which the police
had to clear away. Whilst trying to clear the debris and attend to an
accident which had occurred as a result of the roadblocks they came under
attack from Edendale township dwellers. They had to use tear gas and
rubber bullets to disperse the crowds that attacked them. Contrary to
Mr Ntombela's undertaking that the buses would not return via Edendale
road Director Meyer observed a bus taking that route. Members of his unit
then reported that they had tried to direct buses, but several refused to
stop and continued. He then took members to Imbali robots to try and stop
buses, and went into Edendale itself to assess the situation. The members
contacted him by radio and said that the buses didn't want to stop. About
12 to 14 buses stopped opposite Edendale Hospital. All the passengers
disembarked and wanted to march

/"through
"through Edendale. He and about six to seven members tried to stop them
and turn them back. While the SAP were trying to turn them back shots
were being fired at them and the passengers from houses in the township.
At the same time people at a nearby shop were also firing shots. Two
members approached the shop to apprehend the shottists. One was arrested
with an unlicensed firearm. The groups of passengers insisted that they
wanted to walk through Edendale. Presumably they wanted to demonstrate a
show of strength. The police refused to let them through. Director Meyer
was compelled to hold their firearms at the ready, and this persuaded the
passengers to re-embark. The police blockaded the road and told the bus
drivers that they could not go through Edendale, they had to turn around.
None of the buses from the rally therefore went through Edendale.
However, other buses which came through Edendale not connected to the
rally, especially empty buses with just the driver, were attacked. These
buses were badly damaged. At this stage the police came under heavy
attack. Every vehicle through Edendale was a target. Policemen were put
at Imbali robots and at Gezabuso on the Edendale road to stop all
vehicles from going into Edendale. Police vehicles were continuously
attacked. Police worked until midnight and then withdrew so fresh people
could be
/"deployed
"deployed the next day, because virtually all their resources had been
utilised during the afternoon and evening. During the planning it was
planned that the SADF would be placed at various strategic points on the
main road. They generally performed patrol duties on the main road. Their
manpower was also somewhat limited as the assistance which they could
offer was limited. On this particular day Director Meyer cannot remember
if the SADF were at their positions where it had been planned that they
would be. On the same day at Marawa House, the KwaZulu Government offices
and IFP offices in Edendale, was attacked and building damaged.
On Monday 26th of March no buses were running, so no IFP people could go
to work. Blockades were still erected on the roads. A few taxis tried to
go into town. A petrol bomb was thrown at a taxi near Georgetown, forcing
it into the gutter and resulting in one passenger being badly burnt. On
Monday morning Nsikayezwa Zondi's vehicle was attacked at Thulani's
Garage in the Moscow area. He was chief of the Inadi tribe."
Mr Chairman, correction. It's not Inadi tribe, it's in fact Mpumuza tribe.
"The IFP supporters who were unable to go to work were already mobilising
at Elandskop as news of the attack on the chief's vehicle was received,
which incenses them even more. At
/"this
"this stage Mr Ntombela was not in the area. He went directly from the
rally to Ulundi, since he was a member of KwaZulu Parliament. He only
returned on the Monday evening after he had heard about the trouble.
On Tuesday 27th March IFP supporters from Sweetwaters mobilised and
marched towards Edendale. Police stopped them on the border of Xaluza and
Mpumuza boundary. Director Meyer spoke to Philip Zondi, IFP leader for
Sweetwaters, and the brother of Chief Zondi. He undertook to take his
people back. The IFP supporters had traditional weapons with them. No
firearms were observed. Whilst these discussions were taking place a
group broke away from the main group and went into Xaluza, where
Detective Sergeant Nene's house was attacked, and he was injured and
later died of his injuries. Stun grenades were used by the police to
prevent the break-away group from going further into Xaluza. Another
group also broke away and went into Xaluza over the hill. They were cut
off my police and SADF and forced to retreat to Mpumuza area. On the
other side of the hill, on the Mpumuza side, an attack was also launched
on Ashdown residents. During the attack several houses were burnt down.
During the day the police had their hands full trying to prevent IFP
groups from several areas forming and marching to Edendale. On Tuesday
night an IFP leader,
/"Poswa,
"Poswa, was shot dead and burnt in his car at KwaShange turn-off.
hostility from the people in the area as UDF supporters was such that
police could not go in and remove the body immediately. The following
the Riot Investigation Unit, under Senior Superintendent Upton, went
retrieved the body.

The
the
day
and

On Wednesday 28 March attacks started early in the morning while it was
still dark. News was received of several attacks at: Botswana, IFP area,
houses burnt; Ashdown, UDF area, houses burnt; Mpumuza, IFP area; Xaluza,
UDF area; Sweetwaters, IFP area; Simero, UDF area. All available manpower
was mobilised in these areas. Elandskop people mobilised because of
information received concerning Poswa's death. They then launched the
attack on KwaShange, Gezabuso, and the bottom section of Vulisaka. Police
had to try and deal with all these attacks. There was simply not enough
manpower to cope with the magnitude, and consequently reinforcements were
requested from Durban Riot Unit. The attacks on the two prominent IFP
leaders was an aggravating factor that exacerbated an already tense
situation, and which appeared to have sparked off the intensity of the
confrontation. Attacks on KwaMnyandu, a UDF stronghold, also took place
on Wednesday and several people were killed. The terrain in several of
these areas was such
/"that no
"that no vehicles could traverse, and it could only be reached on foot or
by helicopter. The helicopter was deployed on more than one occasion to
disperse groups of attackers, and also to assist members under siege
under the command of Superintendent O'Connell. In the Ziboveni/KwaShange
area a group of looters were cornered with the help of the helicopter and
Riot Investigation Unit members. They were caught into a tent. Several
people were arrested and charged for possession of suspected stolen
property because complainants could not be identified. IFP groups also
mobilised at Sweetwaters, Ezimbomvini and Umvundleweni. On nightfall
attacks had subsided and reinforcements had arrived.
On Thursday 29 March and Friday 30 March sporadic incidents still
occurred in several areas, resulting in some deaths and damage to
property, but the intensity of the attacks had subsided. The violence
also spilled over to the Imbali and Mpophomeni areas on these days. In
one incident in Simero area Superintendent van den Heever and three other
members responded to a request for assistance from a member of the Riot
Investigation Unit who was trapped in the area. They were ambushed and
involved in a shoot-out with heavily armed men before they could
extricate themselves. A foreign reporter and Natal Witness reporter also
got caught in the same situation and also
/"managed
"managed to escape unharmed.
On Saturday 31st March the violence had abated substantially.
Police investigations into the Seven Day War. Investigations of reported
cases arising from the conflict were done by the Riot Investigation Unit
under the command of Senior Superintendent Upton, consisting of 27
members. It is clear from the number of incidents that took place that
only a very small percentage were reported to police for investigation.
During the period 25th of March to 4 April 1990 87 cases were reported
for investigation by this unit, of which approximately 49 were murder
cases. From newspaper reports it would seem quite apparent that far more
people were killed whose deaths were not reported to the police. The
investigation team experienced tremendous hostility from both parties
involved, and there was very little, if any, co-operation whatsoever with
the investigations ... (incomplete - end of Side A, Tape 4) ... by the
Riot Investigation Unit to assist, but notwithstanding not much success
was achieved. During the investigations members of the Riot Investigation
Unit were ambushed, fired upon and petrol bombed. On Wednesday 28 March
members of the Riot Investigation Unit arrested several suspected looters
of property, during which shots were fired by the
/"Investigation
"Investigation Unit whilst the attacks on Ezibomvini/KwaShange areas were
in progress. Due to the non-appearance of complainants looted property
could not be identified, and several of the culprits were acquitted due
to lack of evidence, although a few convictions for possession of
suspected stolen property did ensue.
In conclusion it is apparent from the observations of members involved,
and is also borne out by newspaper reports quoting monitors as stating
that there were as many as 12 000 persons involved in the conflict at
times. These numbers of course varied from place to place and time to
time, but frequent incidents involving large groups of 2 000 to 4 000
persons occurred. Prior to the reinforcements from Durban arriving the
manpower position of Unit Eight, which was supplemented by approximately
50 members on detachment duty from elsewhere, comprising a maximum of

plus/minus 200 people. This included the administration staff. Even the
fact that members worked shifts it meant that normally plus/minus 100
members would be on duty at any given time. Many members of Unit Eight
resided in troubled areas, and were subsequently unable to come to work
due to the unrest. With this limited manpower at their disposal the
police were hard pressed to cope with the magnitude of the problems. The
SADF
/"also
"also did not have many available members, and at most were able to field
one company, comprising between 90 and 120 persons. Given these
limitations it is submitted that the police played a significant role in
minimising and quelling the violence. To illustrate this I wish to quote
the following extracts from newspaper reports. Natal Witness, 28 March
1990: "Police moved in again. The attackers were eventually herded out of
Xaluza. Residents mobilised to defend the area and a sporadic gun battle
ensued. Police again moved in and warded off the attackers." Daily News,
28th of March: "Yesterday at Xalusa, near Edendale, a group of about 2
000 were fighting in fierce battle until Riot Police got into the crowd
to disperse them. The fighting soon started in another area close by. The
police moved in again and the attackers were persuaded to leave Xaluza.
Later a crowd was seen to move to Mpumuza, but the police warded off the
attackers." A quotation by Democratic Party MP, Pierre Cronje, commended
the way in which the police had dispersed the crowds. The Echo, 29 March
1990: "The police move their Casspirs up the hill which divides Xaluza
from Simero. It is with relief that I see those minute figures in blue
more than 1 000 metres away dash down between the groups and head off the
attack. On the main road between Xaluza and
/"Sweetwaters
"Sweetwaters we see the police form a barricade and drive the impi back
towards Sweetwaters." The Natal Witness, 29 March: "Police arrived on the
hillside, cutting off the attacking group. Police eventually mounted a
preventative exercise, warding off the attacking group and herding them
back onto the road. The attack began, but bloodshed was averted when the
police arrived."
Finally I once again refer you to the introductory remarks, and wish to
emphasise that our task in presenting as full as possible a report has
been hampered to a large extent by the lack of available records, but I
trust that the report has served to place the Commission in a position to
understand the police perspective of the events of that period."
Mr Chairman, we've got a further submission on the questions that was asked by Professor Aitchison
which we prepared, which I would also like to read out.
Thank you. Do you have copies of those, Director? --- Mr Chairman, I am sorry, this is the only
copy. What I'll do, I'll hand it in straight after this.
Please go ahead. --"The Police response to submission of Professor J J W Aitchison, Truth
and Reconciliation Commission, on the 18.11.96.
2.1 The police take note of the allegations that they aided IFP in
counter attacks in Vulindlela in early 1988. The police are,
/"however,
"however, not aware of any aid to Inkatha in successful counter attacks.
However, the fact that the learned professor refers to counter attacks
presupposes that there were attacks on Inkatha members by the so-called
non-Inkatha refugees, to whom we will henceforth refer to as the
UDF/COSATU alliance. This is in keeping with the SA Police submissions
that unrest commenced in the rural areas bordering on Edendale township
during 1987, when the UDF/ANC started recruiting campaigns in the rural
areas and clashes began to occur. 1. The suggestion that the security
forces should guarantee the rights of people to live in safety is a
reference to utopia. It is impossible for the security forces in any
country, let alone KwaZulu Natal, with its history of violence, to
guarantee the rights of people to safety. We can only strive to do our
best in this regard, and it is our submission that the SA Police members
risked their lives on daily basis prior to, during, and after the events
of the Seven Day War. Anyone with any understanding of the nature of the
conflict existing in those days would realise that it would be an
impossibility for the SA Police and other security forces to have
maintained a daily presence at the houses of thousands of refugees, who
had fled the rural areas and moved into the Edendale and surrounding

townships to avoid the counter
/"attacks
"attacks referred to by Professor Aitchison.
2. To suggest that the SA Police was not serious in their efforts to
prevent vehicles from being stoned is ridiculous. Police were engaged on
an almost daily basis in patrolling the area, and the SADF were requested
to assist by placing vehicles on strategic places along the route through
Edendale township. This road spans a distance of plus/minus 12 kilometres
from Vulisaka to Imbali robots. From 1988 to the period in question
incidents of stone-throwing occurred sporadically. Incidents of stonethrowing increased substantially during stay-aways, mass protests and ...
(inaudible) ... sorry, I can't pronounce the word.
"... on these days, but it was virtually impossible to determine
beforehand where such incidents would occur. Apart from the main route
referred to incidents of stone-throwing also occurred on the route to
Gezabuso to Sweetwaters, especially in the KwaShange and Nxamalala area,
which stretches over 10 kilometres. At times when stone-throwing was
anticipated the police did their best to escort vehicles through these
areas given the limited manpower and logistical resources.
3. It was the practice of the SA Police under chairmanship of the
commander of the Riot Unit to meet on a daily basis with other role
players, namely the Security Branch and the
/"SADF
" SADF, for the purpose of sharing information and planning operations.
Obviously the planning depended on the nature of the information received
and the reliability thereof. Naturally the police did anticipate the
possibility of further mobilisation of people during this period as it
was clear from intelligence reports that tensions remained extremely high
in the areas concerned. Regular police patrols were mounted in identified
flash point areas, and it is naturally impossible to say what effect
these patrols had in preventing further mobilisation, but we are
convinced that these patrols played a vital part in containing many
outbreaks of violence. With particular reference to the situation
immediately prior to the outbreak of the Seven Day War, the police did
anticipate that buses could be stoned en route to the IFP rally in
Durban, and this is dealt with in paragraph three of our submission.
5. The members involved in the present submissions to the Commission have
no personal knowledge of the Security Police in this matter and cannot
respond to this question.
6. The Commission is referred to paragraph three of our submission. There
were allegations by both parties that the other party launched attacks on
them first.
7. This aspect is also dealt with in
/"paragraph
"paragraph three of our submission in detail. The police, however, find
it amazing that there should be a suggestion that they, with the awesome
firepower at their disposal, should contemplate shooting at attackers of
the buses when it is a well known fact that security forces pursue a
police of minimum force. At all times the police endeavour to avoid armed
confrontation with groups by negotiations and mediation.
Day three, 27th March 1990. In regard to the allegations of involvement
with people dressed in "kits konstabel" uniforms, we wish to draw the
following aspects to the attention of the Commission. The uniform worn by
special constables was blue overalls, which was commonly available in
many shops and also worn by many workers at various places of employment
in the city. In addition many of the special constables had been
discharged from the SA Police, inter alia for desertion, and many had not
returned their uniforms. The SAPS, however, do not discount the
possibility that several of these special constables may have become
embroiled in the violence since they also resided in the areas wrecked by
violence. If they did so, however, they were embarking on a mission of
their own and did not have the sanction of the SA Police. The Commission
is respectfully referred to paragraph 5 (1) and 5 (2) of our submission.
/"These

"These newspaper reports directly contradict the allegations that police
did not halt attacks, and this is in any event disputed most strongly by
this department. We maintain that we did everything in our power to stop
the attacks.
8. If some policemen on various occasions supplied Inkatha forces with
weapons and ammunition this was most certainly not done with the
knowledge and/or collusion of the officers in charge of the operations at
the time. Such actions would never have been tolerated, and, given the
strict control over the use of ammunition and firearms, could hardly have
gone undetected. We therefore express serious reservations as to the
accuracy of such allegations.
9. Fourth day. In paragraph 3 (4) of our submissions we have pointed out
that several attacks in at least six areas already occurred early in the
morning prior to daybreak, and all available personnel were despatched to
these various areas to attend. It was specifically because of the
magnitude of the violence that additional security forces were brought in
from Durban during the course of the day. The attacks were spread over an
extremely wide area, and it was impossible to mount police surveillance
teams everywhere to monitor the movements of groups of people. The four
SAP vehicles deployed in Taylor's
/"Halt
"Halt were the only available vehicles to despatch to that area. The SA
Police is unaware of the role or the reasons for the presence of the two
KwaZulu Police vehicles.
10. The SA Police are not aware of the transporting of warriors from Cato
Ridge in KwaZulu Government trucks. We are also unaware of any conspiracy
with regard to the planning of the attacks. There are conflicting
versions before the Commission as to the origin of these trucks. Some say
Eshowe, which is Taylor's Halt area, and others refer to KwaMnyavu in the
Camperdown area. The aerial survey referred to would very likely have
observed 25 police vehicles since the police were deployed all over the
larger Edendale area. The police emphatically deny the allegations that
they ignored the Inkatha attackers and only took actions when the youth
defended their homes. I once again respectfully refer the Commission to
the newspaper reports referred to in our submission, which contradicts
this allegation. It should not be lost sight of that the police
themselves were frequently the targets of attacks where firearms were
used and had to defend themselves, whilst at the same time trying to
contain the situation. It is no secret that the SA Police were the
subject of intense distrust and animosity from the UDF/ANC alignment, and
mostly came under
/"attack
"attack when operating in these areas. On the other hand the tribal
structures in Amakhozi were the legitimate structures of the day, and
tended to co-operate more willingly with the security forces. In most
circumstances it is little wonder that there was a common perception of
collusion between the security forces and the IFP.
11. We have already endeavoured to outline the magnitude of the violence
occurring on that day. Whilst the groups were advancing from Taylor's
Halt an extremely serious confrontation was taking place in Ashdown and
all the other areas mentioned in paragraph three of our submission, which
warranted the attention of the bulk of the security forces deployed on
that day. It was simply impossible to concentrate on all the areas at the
same time.
12. We have already responded to the special constables, but cannot
answer the KwaZulu Police, who fell under separate command structures at
the time.
13. The magnitude of the attacks only became apparent on Wednesday
morning, at which time reinforcements were urgently requested from
Durban. Due to the unavailability of police records regarding manpower
deployments we cannot give accurate figures of the numbers of
reinforcements. We have already referred to the fact that there were only
a limited number
/"of SADF
"of SADF members available, and these members were deployed along the
main Edendale road according to the joint planning for the day. It is
easy with hindsight to say ... (incomplete ... end of Side A, Tape 5) ...

need to be understood within the context of what was taking place
throughout the province at the time, where there were several areas of
conflict. At national level similar situations prevailed in various
provinces, and the National Riot Unit 19 had already provided 50 men some
time prior to the outbreak of the Seven Day War.
14. We have already referred to the limited SADF personnel available and
the operational planning provided for their deployment along the main
route through Edendale, which provided access to the Edendale Hospital
for the many injured persons, and to keep the route open due to several
road barricades erected by the residents. It is not correct to state that
the SADF was not requested by the SAP to assist, since joint planning
took place with them on a daily basis.
15. The police were engaged in several areas at that time, trying to
prevent attacks or to separate attacking groups. We have already pointed
out that there was no manpower available for surveillance of the groups
moving in various directions, and this was no doubt also the position
with regard to the
/"group
"group moving over the bridge to KwaShange. By the time the police became
aware of this group they were already launching attacks in the KwaShange
area, and several huts were already burning. The only policemen in the
area at the time were the Riot Investigation Unit, who had gone to
retrieve the body of Poswa, which is referred to in paragraph 3.3 of our
submission.
16. The police had no prior warning that an attack was to be launched on
KwaMnyandu, and were still concentrating their efforts on various of the
flash-point areas of the previous day, where violence had subsided, but
could have broken out at any time. The KwaMnyandu area does not have a
proper infrastructure and there are few access roads. It is situated on a
hillside and access by vehicles is difficult under normal circumstances,
let alone the muddy conditions which prevailed due to the heavy rains at
the time.
Day Five. While it is correct that action was taken to disperse the
protesting women it is emphatically denied that the police adopted a
soft-line approach to the impis, and this fact is supported by several
newspaper reports. Given the prevailing situation in the area the
potential for violence by any group remained a serious threat, and the
dispersal of the women was aimed at averting
/"a possible
"a possible attack on these protestors. It was also the women's refusal
to disperse at the request of the police which compelled the police to
warn them of the use of force if necessary. We also wish to point out
that the attack in KwaMnyandu took place during the early morning, whilst
the protest march occurred much later in the day. As regards to
allegations that repeated attempts to deploy members of the SADF were
frustrated by the police, this department wishes to place on record that
it is totally unaware of, and denies, that it frustrated the SADF in any
way from deploying in Imbali. We also question the accuracy of Professor
Aitchison's statement that a 10-platoon convoy of SADF members were
deployed outside Huletts Aluminium. One platoon consists of 30 men and
three vehicles, and it is the recollection of the department that the
entire
contingent
of
SADF
members
available
at
the
time
in
Pietermaritzburg area did not exceed four platoons and a total of
approximately six vehicles. The SAPS wish to record that we find these
allegations extremely strange since no complaints of this nature were
ever recorded at the meetings of ... (inaudible) ... on the Friday the
30th of March, at which the SADF was represented, and at which incidents
of this nature would be raised. Furthermore it needs to be pointed out
that
/"the SADF
"the SADF did not fall under the command of the SAP, but operated under
their own command structures in support of the SAP. This allegation is
also starkly contradicted by the testimony of Mr Radley Keys, according
to whom SADF reinforcements only arrived on the 10th of April.
Day Seven. Although official police records are not available the SAP
members have no recollection whatsoever of having shot three people at
Mpophomeni. Whilst opposing groups were attacking each other in the area
the police arrived and were immediately shot at themselves. The police
responded with tear gas grenades and shotguns and the groups were

dispersed. The bodies of two males were found at a private dwelling which
was not in the vicinity or the direction in which the police had fired.
It is assumed that these persons were killed during skirmishes between
the opposing groups. As far as the allegation relating to the wounding of
35 people at Table Mountain is concerned, the SAP emphatically denies
that they were ever involved in a skirmish in which they wounded 35
people in Table Mountain area. We have previously pointed out that the
SADF acted in support of the police, and it is inconceivable that the
police would be involved in fomenting the violence and handing out
firearms and ammunition in Imbali as alleged, and
/"thereafter
"thereafter call in the SADF in order to quell the violence which the
police themselves were allegedly involved in. If one has regard to the
previous allegations of Professor Aitchison, which are in any event
denied, then it would seem that the SADF would never move into an area
unless requested to do so by the SA Police. We are referring to the
allegations relating to the 10 platoons waiting fruitlessly outside
Huletts Aluminium. It cannot therefore be contended that the SADF
vehicles which allegedly later moved into the Imbali area did so of their
own accord.
18. It is true that informal inquests were held in respect of the victims
of the Seven Day War. It must, however, be pointed out that the authority
and the prerogative to decide whether a formal or informal inquest is to
be held vests in the Attorney-General, and the SA Police are not in a
position to dictate or to influence the Attorney-General in this regard.
It needs to also be pointed out that the SAP received very little, if any
co-operation at all from the affected communities in their investigations
in this regard. The Riot Investigation Unit, under command of Senior
Superintendent Upton, even approached attorney firms such as Cheadle
Thompson & Haysom and others to request their assistance in persuading
members of the community for whom they were acting to provide
/"the police
"the police with sworn statements identifying culprits. Requests were
also directed to leading political figures such as Mr Radley Keys to
assist in this regard, and despite this very little information was
provided to the police. The investigation team also published details of
property recovered from looters in the local media in an effort to
identify owners to ensure successful prosecution against offenders, and
even this report met with no success.
19. The SA Police dispute that the persons named were not questioned
about their knowledge or role in the attacks. However, the same problems
relating to witnesses who were willing to identify the persons referred
to, and describe their role in the attacks, was encountered by the
investigation unit. If witnesses had come forward and given this
information to the police it is quite possible that prosecutions could
have been instituted. It needs to be pointed out fear of reprisal and
fear of intimidation probably played a significant role in the reluctance
of witnesses to come forward. The SA Police can hardly be blamed for
this, however.
20. The SA Police are not in a position to comment on the alleged role of
Major General Buchner in regard to the Seven Day War. It is not known
which senior officers Professor Aitchison is referring to, nor exactly
what
/"actions
"actions or inactions he is referring to. If he is prepared to provide
details the SAPS undertakes to look into these allegations."
Mr Chairman and Commission, I would like to ask permission to continue in Afrikaans please.
Thank you, Director Meyer. I've already said that any questions that will be put to you, and which
you may answer, will certainly be in Afrikaans, but we have decided that, because it's already
5.30, everyone's had a long and stressful day, we're going to ask you to come back in the morning
to answer the questions which we will put to you then. So we will adjourn now and meet tomorrow
morning at 9.00 am. --- Thank you very much.
Thank you very much. Could you let us have copies of that document tomorrow morning?
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(Incomplete) ... last day of the public hearings of the Truth Commission. We left off yesterday
with Director Meyer of the South African Police Services, and we will resume with his testimony
this morning, if he can please come up onto the stage.
--------------------DANIEL JOHANNES MEYER (Through interpreter)
(Inaudible) ... questions, and you have the right to reply in Afrikaans. --- Thank you, Chair.
Director, I want to take you back to what you described as JOC yesterday. That is the planning body
that - what did JOC stand for, just for the record? --- JOC is Joint Operations Centre.
Who sat on that operation centre? --- Chairperson, the normal people on this panel, the chairperson
was the commanding officer of the unit.
Sorry, just for the record, who was that person? --- I am not sure who it was. What I do know is
that the commanding officer of Group Nine wasn't always the Chairperson. He mostly sent an
operational officer involved in planning. The Security Branch was also represented there, the
Detective Branch also represented, sometimes the NPA Traffic were there as well, and other members,
co-opted members for these meetings.
Who would - just give us examples of what sort of people would be co-opted, by which departments
and so on. --- These would have been people such as Civil Defence people, Ambulance Services. I
think in brief that's about it.
Now, at that time the head of Civil Defence was
/Mr Kock,
Mr Kock, is that right? --- I can't remember.
On the video footage we saw about two days ago he was the person interviewed as being in charge of
video - being in charge of the Civil Defence and the subsequent so-called relief programme. --Chairperson, all these things happened a long time ago. I think that the person in charge of Civil
Defence in Pietermaritzburg was Mr Shaw.
Which Mr Shaw would that have been? --- I can't remember his first name, but I know he was a former
policeman - he was a policeman.
Now, you've said that the chairperson was usually the unit commanding officer, or some other
delegated officer. --- The chairperson was usually the commanding officer of the unit, and ...
(intervention)
Which unit are we talking about? Sorry, just so we can be clear, which unit are we talking about? -- (Inaudible) ... riot unit.
And that was Riot Unit Eight at that time. --- That is correct, Mr Chairman.
And the vice-chair would have been the commanding officer or his designate of Group Nine. --- Of
Group Nine, the Defence Force.
Now, I want to just - you can see how crucial it's been in the whole process, this question of
planning. --- I can see that, Mr Chairman.
And so I'd like you to try and help us understand how the planning worked and what you guys
actually did in that regard. --- I understand that.
So let's try and take you back to round about the 23rd of March, say, which is two days before the
rally in
/Durban.

Durban. --- Yes.
And by then you knew the rally was going to happen, and you would have known there were
arrangements, and buses, and - it was a public rally, it was well announced. --- The normal route
which we would have followed in our planning is the following. During these JOC meetings there
would have been discussions regarding the availability of manpower for the occasion, information
regarding the rally, and also what kind of problems there might possibly be. After such a meeting
the operational officers involved in that kind of planning would have then sat down and worked out
all the finer detail of the plan, and they would also commit the planning to writing. The parties
involved would then be consulted.
Now, just for the record, where are the minutes of those planning meetings and where are the
written plans, the records and so on, at the moment? Do you have any idea where they are? --- No. I
believe most of these documents were destroyed, but I am not sure.
In the submission you say that quite a number of documents were destroyed in the normal course of
regulatory getting rid of records that are not required to be kept. --- I think I should just
correct something there. The Archives Act provides for the period of time that documentation must
be kept for, and during that period we didn't have computerised systems to keep our records.
Everything was done by hand and filed, and certain documentation was destroyed after about a year,
others after three years, and others after five years. I am not familiar with the provisions of the
Act regarding periods of time.
/That's
That's fine, I really understand that. What sort of intelligence reports would you have relied on
in your planning? --- I think the circumstances surrounding the rally. In the specific instance we
would have looked at previous meetings and rallies, the problems which we experienced during those
meetings, whether there was any information available regarding attacks on buses, the areas
involved, and also the number of buses to be used. Because during that time we experienced a lot of
problems with attacks on buses, and also attacks launched from the buses on the communities.
No, I am asking you specifically about intelligence reports that your own intelligence officers
would have gathered at that time. People like the present Captain Brookes, for example, was very
active in the Edendale valley, and he's told us that, and we want to know - he would have made
reports to you about the situation in the valley, about his discussions with Mr Ntombela and
others. --- That is correct. That is the type of information which we gathered.
Okay. Now, did you meet directly with members of the IFP, and Mr Ntombela in particular, as
preparation for your planning? --- I personally liaised with Mr Ntombela regarding the planning.
So you personally would have been aware of the exact number of buses involved, what their proposed
route was going to be, and all the logistical arrangements in relation to that rally. --- That is
correct.
Now, obviously it's easy to be wise after the event, and one understands that the benefit of
hindsight always helps, but looking back now how would you describe the
/situation
situation that subsequently unfolded, in the sense that certainly for someone like myself, looking
at this period six years later, your members seemed grossly inadequate for the purpose at hand? --Yes, I agree with you. I think, to give you a little bit of background, this was not the first time
that a rally of this kind was to be held. If am confusing the events on the 25th with previous
events it's possible, because I experienced several such rallies and events, so I might, for
instance, say the buses stopped at a particular place when it wasn't the case. For that particular
day, for instance, to take the buses through Edendale in the morning with an escort, and presence
during the day, I think we had sufficient manpower. But, on the subsequent days we definitely did
not have enough manpower.
I want to just deal with the events of the bus coming through Edendale in the morning. You, as the
officer on the ground in charge at that point in time, and I am assuming that from the nature from the comments made in the submission. Is that correct? --- That is correct.
Now, in the submission you are reported to have had discussions with Mr Ntombela in the upper
Edendale valley somewhere. It's not clear exactly where you were, but it's somewhere round about
the Taylor's Halt, probably at the bus depot before the buses left. --- No, that's not correct.
Perhaps I should just say before this occasion the IFP was specifically approached to avoid
Edendale road. On the morning of the occurrence itself I went to Mr Ntombela's home - and during
all these events and occasions the buses would always first meet at his
/home
home beforehand - and during this talk with Mr Ntombela I tried to persuade him once again not to
drive through Edendale.
Why didn't you just order him not to go that way? You were a police officer, you had the authority
to do that. Why didn't you just order him not to do it? --- That is a difficult question to answer
now. I think any policeman on the ground must sometimes make decisions, right or wrong. Ultimately

he has to account for what happens. If things turn out well then he made a good decision and nobody
would ever refer to it again, but mistakes are sometimes made. And I think at that stage the
political climate and events were so focused on political access routes and so forth that - well, I
don't know whether you are interested in a specific newspaper report in which Mr Mvelase - I think
it's V B Mvelase from the IFP - made specific statements regarding public roads, and he said these
roads were not IFP or ANC roads, so I think the whole matter was a very, very sensitive one at that
stage. And I think that my approach was that the buses would drive through early in the morning,
and normally in the mornings we didn't experience too many problems, and I thought we would more
than likely get the buses through without problems.
You see, what I don't understand is this. In the submission on page two, point three, it's clear
from what is written in that last paragraph on that page that Mr Ntombela was utterly adamant. Now,
as a police officer you recognised a very real threat of problems on that day. So much so that you
people had delegated the Defence Force to keep the road open. That was their delegated task for
/at least
at least that day specifically. That Swanepoel has already told us. So you foresaw the very real
possibility of trouble, and you deployed the Defence Force to keep the road open. --- That is so.
The question I then have, you see - and this is what we find very hard to understand, and I
recognise all the political factors you've mentioned, but at the end of the day as a police officer
your duty was to prevent damage and problems, potential loss of life, which you knew was a real
possibility. --- Mr Chairperson, if we look at the alternative, the statement was made to me that
the buses would be attacked. The statement was made to me that the same route could not be used in
the morning and in the afternoon. From the IFP's side it was perhaps a strategy to use different
routes, but the threat regarding attacks on buses was a fact. Edendale was not our only problem
area. If we look at the route round Mpophomeni, buses had been attacked there on previous
occasions, so the possibility and the threat of buses being attacked was significant. If I had
forced them to go past Mpophomeni and there had been an attack then there would have been as great
an onslaught from the IFP side.
I want to take you to the issue of the military, and your submission refers to two days of news
reports, wherein which you have shown articles which tend to indicate that the police effectively
prevented attacks. That's correct? --- Chairperson, the statement is correct to some extent. I
think, however, that it is more of an indication to say that everything wasn't bad. In the same
newspaper reports we were also strongly criticised. I only pointed out those certain reports to
/try to
try to show that we were making attempts to prevent the whole thing from happening. It was
certainly not all moonshine and roses.
Well, I am pleased that you at least have the frankness to admit that to us. However, the situation
goes much further than that. By your own admission in this submission there were at times more than
14 000 people mobilised. --- I think it was 12 000. These were also statements made in the
newspapers. If we look at the extent of the whole event, in the document Seven Day War written by
Professor Aitchison he makes it very clear what his sources were, and these were UDF sources. It
was not information obtained from the SAP, and it was not information obtained from the IFP side.
In his document he refers to about 500 incidents, and I think that if we add IFP incidents and we
add the SAP incidents, and we then look at the events surrounding - more less three days, not seven
days but three days, then I think we'll start to see what the true extent of the whole thing was.
Mr Pierre Cronje made a statement in Parliament, and he also mentioned a newspaper report, and he
said - let me just find his exact words, I don't want to misquote him. "(Inaudible) ...
outnumbered, and the reports he received from the area yesterday indicate that the police were once
again not able to control the situation." That was a newspaper report on the 29th of March. He did
criticise us as well, but this was simply to give you an indication of the magnitude of the whole
thing.
That's precisely the point I am trying to make, with all due respect, Director. Whether it was 14
or 10 is irrelevant. The fact of the matter is that your personnel
/were
were grossly and totally outnumbered, and the fact of the matter is that you were simply unable to
contain the situation. In a few places you were successful. You couldn't be everywhere at the same
time. We understand that. --- I agree.
The issues is, why didn't you call the military in immediately? --- Chairperson, on day one we were
more or less in control of things. On day two we were still reasonably three. On day four we were
no longer in control. Apart from that - I am talking now of Monday morning, the 26th, the 27th and
the 28th - on those mornings. In the mornings the Defence Force and police had joint meetings, so
there was definitely consultation between the two groups. The specific reason for not calling in
the Defence Force I would say is not correct, because we did use the Defence Force. But we must
also realise that if we are talking about a company of Defence Force members we're looking at about
four platoons. We're looking at 120 members ... (intervention)
We've heard 100 people maximum that was available. --- That is so.

But the point I am trying to make is this. Ladysmith is an hour up the road. You've got a battalion
at Ladysmith. You've got Civil Defence - you've got Commando units situated all around
Pietermaritzburg - Umkomaas, Umvoti, Camperdown area, further down towards Kloof, Pinetown, you
have civilian force units. Estcourt you have civilian force units. Not one of those units was
mobilised to come in and prevent what in reality was a major emergency. --- I hear you.
You can't give us a single explanation. Why? --/I can't
I can't speak on behalf of the Defence Force, but as far as the calling up of the forces is
concerned that is not for the police to decide. That would have been a Defence Force decision, not
a police matter. We did have contact with the Defence Force to call up more people, and that
request and report did go through. I don't know who the contact person was, so unfortunately I
can't comment any further.
You see, what Brigadier Swanepoel told us was that they weren't called upon to go into the area
other than patrol the road. He said the only role designated to them was to patrol the road, they
were not required elsewhere. He made that absolutely clear. The other thing he made absolutely
clear - if you'll just let me finish the question - is that the Defence Force was under your
control at that time, so the prerogative to call them in was your prerogative. And when I say call
them in I am not talking about patrolling the road, I am talking about calling them in to contain
the hundreds of acts of violence that were going on around you that you couldn't control. --- I
hear what you say. As far as liaison between the police and the Defence Force was concerned I
didn't have that much to do with it, but what I can say is that when I was operating in the field
and needed manpower I did make use of the Defence Force. Once again the Natal Witness, 29 March ...
(incomplete - end of Side A, Tape 1) ... mostly concentrated on Edendale road. I don't deny that
I want to move to another area, and that is just the last issue of the specials. Your submission
and your replies to questions indicate that the specials under no
/circumstances
circumstances formed part of the Amabutho. That's correct? --- No, I don't think that's correct.
(Inaudible) ... the point I am trying to make. No, no, the issue is that you conceded they may have
been there without your consent, but under no circumstances was it sanctioned. --- It wasn't police
policy, but I don't think it's a state secret that special constables was one of the single biggest
mistakes made by the police in KwaZulu Natal. I don't think that's a secret.
(Inaudible) ... happy to hear that admission as part of an official police submission. It doesn't
appear in your actual submission here. --- Chairperson, once again I just want to rectify
something. A lot of what I am saying now is my own personal opinion. You must understand this is a
submission from the police. I was there on the ground, I worked with these people, and I think my
views might be different to other peoples' views, and in my opinion it was a huge mistake.
I just want to take you back to Mr Shabangu's evidence, and - you heard that evidence? --- Once
again - I heard his evidence, but once again there was a specific lie which he told, and I will
point that out later.
(Inaudible) ... now please, rather than later. --- All right, let's discuss it. Mr Shabangu made an
allegation that Constable de Wet, on the day of the Seven Day War, was present when they loaded a
police vehicle full of stolen goods. And then we go further. Mr Harrington told the Commission that
they wanted to hear something regarding the Seven Day War. Mr Harrington wasn't even here during
the Seven Day War, and he told the
/Commission
Commission what the Commission wanted to hear. I am sitting here with documentary proof in front of
me in which Harrington and de Wet, as from 26th of March 1990 to the 5th of April of that year which proves that they were on a course in Newcastle at the time. I have the document here, and I
may hand it in. And it's a specific reference to their course results in the course which they
completed. I am not saying that everything that they have said is wrong. Maybe they're simply
mistaken as the facts, or they might have had other motives, but I don't believe that their entire
story was accurate and true.
That's precisely why I am putting it to you, so we can hear whether you have another version,
because we want to hear the truth. Chairperson, I'll leave it to other people to ask further
questions.
--------------------Director, you said that the deployment of special constables was one of the biggest mistakes the
police ever made. Now, you heard evidence yesterday, and evidence has been given to this Commission
by other policeman, about the role of special constables working together with the Riot Unit. And
we heard evidence yesterday from Constable Harrington, Madlala, Shabangu, saying that they were
deployed with the Riot Unit. They always moved around with Riot Unit members. You heard Constable
Harrington say that it was commonplace before, during and after the Seven Day War, for Riot Unit
vehicles to be used to transport Inkatha people into UDF areas to launch attacks; it was common for

the Riot unit and the special constables to confiscate weapons from UDF areas and to give them or
to sell them to IFP people; that it was common for shots
/to be
to be fired at passers-by in UDF areas by the special constables, not knowing whether those people
were left alive or dead, and so on. What is your response to that? --- If I could elaborate on that
I would like to do that. You see, it wasn't police policy at all to use these people for these kind
of acts, but I think that many of these people went off on their own missions. And there were many
reason for that. If I tell you that the first 300 special constables which we got, their conditions
of service stated that they were entitled to take their firearms home. On the first day we
discharged 16 when they returned, and we then drove around trying to collect their firearms as a
result of problems which they caused. So we threw out - tried to use other methods to control these
people. The main reason why they came to us was to take over guard duties, to guard IFP leaders'
homes, and also to man strongpoints. When they started working with members on shifts, and forming
part of the vehicle crew, I can see how Harrington perhaps went astray. You see, we placed young
policemen in positions of power, and in which they exercised control over about, say, 10 special
constables. And I believe that in some cases the special constables could also have constituted a
threat for the policemen. I might also mention that our command structure at the time was pathetic
in the unit.
So do you concede what I've said, that Riot Unit members operating with special constables engaged
in very, very serious criminal acts such as the ones I have described during that period? --- I
agree with you, but I must say that it wasn't police policy. We weren't all like that. I certainly
wasn't like that, and I wasn't
/aware
aware of these things. But as a result of certain cases for which people were prosecuted I did take
note of these things, so I can't deny it.
Of course you can't deny it, and we thank you for making that concession. Constables Harrington,
Erasmus, Madlala were convicted for that very thing. They were driving around in a Riot Unit
vehicle with special constables. They picked up a passer-by. They murdered him by strangling him
with Constable Harrington or Constable Erasmus' belt, and once he was dead they then ordered a
special constable to shoot the body with a shotgun, and then they tried to pretend that it had been
an incident of unrest. So it's impossible to deny that these things happened. --- I agree,
Chairperson.
Now, you have tried to portray the role of the South African Police as being impartial, unbiased
during the Seven Day War, and working as hard as possible to try and bring the unrest to an end.
That's the picture you've painted to us, or that's the picture that the submission that you read
out painted to us. --- That is so, Chairperson.
Why then does the second part of your submission, the answers to Professor Aitchison's questions,
why does it say that the South African Police were the subject of intense dislike and mistrust from
the residents of the Edendale valley, which the submission refers to as the ANC/COSATU alliance for
some reason? How do you reconcile those two? You were an impartial, hard-working force, and yet you
were the subject of intense dislike and mistrust from one side. --- I don't want to delve in
history now, but once again I am a policeman like all policeman,
/and from
and from our college days we were told about the threat which the ANC constituted, and our training
in riot control was focused on the onslaught against us from the ANC side. That was the biggest
threat at the time. During the period, I think perhaps because the IFP were authorised, the indunas
and the Amakhozi, they were legal organisations and institutions.
(Inaudible) ... so were the ANC. UDF, ANC, they were all legal organisations at the time of the
Seven Day War. --- That is so. I hear what you say. The same question which you asked, namely why
were the communities at Edendale so opposed to the police, that question I asked myself many times.
Maybe I was stupid, and maybe I was being naive, but, you know, through the years you pick up a lot
of what's happening, and even things which I heard at this very Commission are things - I've learnt
new things. It's made it far more clear why the communities hated us so much.
A couple more questions, Director. Several witnesses have said that this event, this Seven Day War,
so-called Seven Day War, was not a war at all, it was - one witness said it was a cleansing.
Another witness said it was an armed invasion from one side into another side. Do you agree with
that? --- Yes, I agree with that, because all the indictions regarding the attacks from Ashdown to
Henley, all these happened on the borders of the UDF areas, although in areas such as Mpumuze, just
above Ashdown, in that area Inkatha homes were also attacked.
So do you agree that the overwhelming - the vast, vast majority of people killed, houses burned,
property
/looted,
looted, were from - were non-Inkatha, ie, UDF areas? --- Yes, I agree with that.

Finally, Director, you said that the views that you were expressing here, now, were different from
the submission that you made because you were there at the time and you knew what was going on. --That is correct.
Who wrote the submission that you presented? --- It was prepared by a group of people, and people's
views differ, and that is why I would like to say that my opinions are my own personal opinions,
and I would not like to pass them off as police prescriptions or police policy.
Thank you.
--------------------Director, I think many questions have been asked which I wanted to ask by my colleagues. Just to
follow up on Richard's question, which you have also conceded that the many places which were
attacked and houses burned were the houses belonging to the UDF. What kind of methodology did you
use in dealing with this situation, because according to Mr Harrington's presentation it is said
that when there was that situation the people who were always dealt with first were those who were
defending themselves, that is UDF. Would you concede to that? Did you first deal with the
attackers, and if you dealt with the attackers what did you do? Did you disarm them when they
attacked these areas, or you concentrated on the defenders? --- Harrington wasn't even there. I
don't think it was police policy to attack the defenders. We should also bear in mind that it
wasn't only attacks from
/IFP on
IFP on UDF. The police were also a target. There were specific occasions at which I tried to deal
with a group, such as the group walking through Indobo. Whilst I was trying to defuse the situation
I was shot at from behind. So there are two sides to the story.
Let me ask you the question again. From these police sources you say that some of the people who
made presentations here they were giving the sources from the UDF side, and then from the South
African Police sources it is said that the people who were always disarmed were the UDF people. Did
you ever disarm the Inkatha people? If not, why? --- Yes, we did. Inkatha persons were arrested mostly arrested for this. On one such an occasion we arrested at least 100 people at once. I am not
talking about the Seven Day War, I am talking about a period before that.
I am concerned about the Seven Day War. Did you ever during the Seven Day War disarm the Inkatha
people? --- No, I didn't. I don't know whether other policemen did so.
Why did you not do it? --- There could be many reasons for that. On that specific day we were so
busy - I am now talking about the Tuesday. I just had to run from one scene to the other to attend
incidents of shooting.
You were so busy that you could not disarm the people who were going to kill other people and burn
their houses? You were busy doing what? You were running up doing what, if you could not disarm the
people who were going to take lives of the people? --- I hear you. Chairperson, once again from my
side I am quite sure that
/the
the circumstances, even on the Tuesday, would have been far worse. Unfortunately what you might
have prevented can't be measured. One can never measure anything which you prevented, and nobody
can afterwards criticise you or say that you did good work. But to say we did nothing is simply not
true.
Last question. So are you surprised that the UDF people hated you as you have just said? Are you
surprised that the UDF people hated you as you have just said yourself? --- No, I am not surprised.
I am not surprised, especially not after all the evidence that I have listened to.
Thank you.
--------------------Director Meyer, I am not going to be very specific in my questions. I will just ask questions
related to conduct. Firstly you have just said there two sides of the - to a story. What I would
like to say is that there is one truth, one and only truth. In your presentation you are almost
discordant or inconsistent with the presentations that have been made by many other people
yesterday, on Monday and Tuesday. You are almost at odds with them. I am beginning to wonder what
is your conception of truth. We are a Truth Commission here. So the big question in your conception
of truth. Number two, with regard to the specials, you clearly and loudly say most of them were on
their own missions. I completely disagree with you. The specials were recruited, were brainwashed,
were trained to kill, by somebody. Probably you know who that person was. Who was behind that? They
were not trained to be guards, they were trained to kill.
/Can we
Can we hear from you who was responsible for that training? --- As far as the first question is
concerned, during this hearing, where the truth has to emerge, we are trying to find out the entire
truth, but as it relates to a period of about six, seven or eight years of our lives. Now we want

to use bits and pieces and try and present that as the truth. Perhaps I should just ask, the second
part of question one, if it could perhaps be repeated.
Question one or question two? --- Question one.
I said I am beginning to be confused about the conception of truth and your own conception of
truth. --- Further as regards question one, for this specific hearing of the Truth Commission we
are searching for absolute truth, and it is expected of the police to answer to allegations which
were never put to the police. Two weeks ago we were told that a hearing was to take place, and that
we should start preparing something for the Commission to give answers as to what we did during
those times. I think that in any democratic system, where certain allegations are made against a
person, a person must surely be in possession of the allegations to be able to prepare a defence or
a submission. So to say to me - comment on answers given by previous witnesses, it's not very easy
at all. As far as training and indoctrination is concerned, and everything surrounding the special
constables, these issues were not my decisions, and I don't think that those decisions and training
- those decisions weren't made on our level, and I think that those answers must be sought with the
government of the day. Our policing today is such that we work for society,
/we work
we work for the communities, but in those days we worked for the Government.
The last question related to this is that if you look at lines of authority and accountability you
are accountable for the atrocities - for all the atrocities and gross violations that were
committed by the specials. You agree with me there? --- I agree, as long as it happens in a just
way, and if my personal involvement in it was such that I committed any offence then I agree with
you.
If you are accountable for those commissions I do think it's unfair for the specials to take the
flak, to be considered responsible for all the atrocities, because if we look at what has been
happening people sitting in high positions have got away with murder, while the people who were in
lower positions, who have taken directions from them, have been treated as scapegoats. This is my
analysis of the situation. That is why I think you are accountable in a way for these atrocities. -- Very probably I was, because I was part of the Government and the structures of the day.
And my last question. Having said all this do you feel comfortable occupying the position you are
occupying today, having been partly accountable for all the atrocities that killed hundreds of
blacks, thousand hundreds of blacks? And also sitting in a position where you are not trusted by
the majority of blacks in this country. Thank you. --- Firstly I am happy with the position in
which I am at the moment. I know what I did, and I can tell you that I did not commit murder. I
didn't. And I think there are many ANC people today who
/will
will testify on my behalf to say that I wasn't involved in murder. But once again there were
certain people who went off on their own missions, and those specific people must come and explain.
Thank you.
--------------------Director, I just want first to make a comment on the alleged impartiality. It's just a note, you
may not respond to it, but I just want to say that I would argue against your claim that ...
(incomplete - end of Side B, Tape 1) ... your submission makes it clear that the attackers were
only local people. People in the bus only disembarked to chase away the attackers. At no stage are
they referred to as aggressors, they were always defending themselves, and I am finding it
difficult to believe that, because some witnesses have referred to instances where the buses would
stop, and the passengers will do some unpleasant things like urinating at other people's fences,
which to me is provocative. That's observation number one in relation to impartiality. And also you
have admitted meetings between yourself and Mr Ntombela, which was good, but what I am trying to
say here is that I am not hearing you telling us of similar meetings between yourself and with
leaders of UDF or ANC to demonstrate impartiality. And also the manner in which Mr Ntombela seems
to have been handled by yourselves. I am not going to go into details because Mr Lax has thrashed
this point thoroughly with yourself, but the fact that he ignored your advice about the road, and
he was not confronted, he was not reprimanded. That reminds me of what some witnesses said about
how Inkatha leadership was treated softly by police
/force.
force. And the question now. Those were just notes. On page six you made reference to arrests, that
people who were looting were arrested. Were they convicted? --- As far as the first question is
concerned I would like to refer you to the same report further on, where we say that during these
occasions allegations were made from both sides - if you continue reading - and it's not always
easy to say who started it, because the parties accuse each other. As far as I'm concerned, and my
own impartiality is concerned, as far as the peace at Nxamalala is concerned, I played a big role
in that. I don't want to go into detail, but there are people who will be able to vouch for me on
that. I'd like to go further and mention Imbali before the Seven Day War. I had talks with UDF
leaders. I had the UDF leaders in the Unit Eight hall and we had talks with them. We were trying to
make peace, to stop the factions from fighting. At that stage the specific leaders would have

reported back to their communities on the Sunday. On that Sunday our State President, Mr Mandela,
was released and the meeting never took place. And the process was actually to some extent thwarted
at that stage. So, to say that I only consulted with one side is not correct.
Thank you. The convictions, were those people convicted? --- Some of them were convicted for
possession of presumably stolen property, but I think the detectives might be able to give more
information on that.
Yes, I think it will be interesting to get documents, because at some stage we were told that the
same stolen items were transported in a police vehicle, so one questions justice under those
circumstances. So I
/think
think it will be in the interests of everybody concerned to know what really happened, whether any
convictions emanated from that. --- That specific statement was made by Mr Shabangu. In the same
statement he said that Constable de Wet was there. I have documentary proof here which makes it
clear that he wasn't there. Once again witnesses say things which aren't always true, or perhaps
they're not quite sure of certain facts. If we, for instance, look at one particular witness, he
said how the police had attacked the house with R4 guns. Once again R4 guns were never used by the
police. R5s, the first instruction which started taking place in R5s only took place in 1991, and I
have here a certificate which proves when the first instructor in R5s was trained. And this
particular lady has to be very well trained, because anybody who can see the difference between an
R4 and an R5 rifle at a distance must be very well trained. I can't do that. So I think if all the
evidence is properly tested the truth will out.
Yes. Won't you say that in the same way that you were explaining some inconsistencies in your
submission, that it's because we are talking of something that happened about six years ago, that
instead of accusing these witnesses of saying things that are not true, that probably the same
problem that they are facing with it is to try and recollect the sequence of the events? Anyway,
finally, yesterday I got an impression, wrongly perhaps, that in your presentation you were a bit
defensive, and I was worried because part of the objective of the Truth Commission is to bring
about reconciliation. And one challenge that we have in South Africa is reconciliation
/between
between the police service as well as the community at large, especially the black sector of the
community. And with that kind of perception that I had I became very pessimistic compared to the
time when the likes of Mr Harrington, Mr Madlala and Mr Shabangu, where I sensed some sincerity.
There could have been flaws, but I definitely sensed some sincerity, and I had hoped that with that
kind of sincerity the gap between the police service and the community will be closed. With
hindsight, if you were to handle the same situation again, what are the things that you will do
differently, if at all, and how would you handle the situation? --- If I have to be honest, if I,
as a member of the SAPS, as I sit here today, hear the evidence about what the police did then,
you're embarrassed. You're embarrassed to have to align yourself with these criminal acts. But, if
I have to be honest with you, if I had to go through a period such as from '86 to '92, then I
wouldn't do it, I wouldn't have chosen the same career.
Thank you.
--------------------Director Meyer, I just have one question to ask. Yesterday Mr Harrington, when he made his
submission he clearly indicated that they had instructions that they should not arrest IFP people.
I would like you to make a comment on that. But following onto that my other question is, you have
tried to paint a picture of sincere impartiality of the police. I would like to ask whether you
remember that during this unrest during this period there was an attempt to set up a peace
committee by business, IFP and UDF/ANC members, and we have also heard
/that
that the ANC members, UDF members who were part - who formed part of that committee were arrested
just at that time. Could you explain why, when this was such an important thing to try and bring
peace in such a strife-torn area, that those who were involved in that had to be arrested at that
time? --- As far as Harrington's evidence is concerned, he and his men were on a mission of their
own. He yesterday mentioned that I had told him that he seemed to think that he was a little god.
What he neglected to mention to the Commission was that I told him that there were many stories
doing the rounds, and that Harrington would go to prison if the didn't watch out. As far as arrests
are concerned, I don't know anything about this specific arrest or arrests, but I think what must
be mentioned is something which perhaps contributed to the community's opposition to us, and that
is the emergency regulations in force at the time. You know, the emergency regulations were there
to suppress the communities, for the same reason as these arrests were performed. If we got back to
the records, if they are available, it was mostly UDF people detained under the emergency
regulations. I agree wholeheartedly. But these specific arrests referred to, I am not aware of
those.
--------------------Just to follow up on that. You will recall yesterday that Mr Pierre Cronje gave evidence, and he

raised this question of the arrest, detention for many months, of the UDF negotiating team. And Mr
Vlok, who was then Minister of Law and Order, said to him - said to Mr Cronje, he said, "Do you
really think that I can allow UDF members to be seen negotiating for peace?" So I am
/not
not asking you to comment on that, I am just saying that was the official Government line at the
time. And if UDF people were seen to be negotiating peacefully to bring about the end of political
violence in an area it seemed that it was State policy to arrest them and place them in detention,
because the Government could not be seen to allow UDF people to be involved in peace negotiations.
That came from the Minister's mouth.
--------------------Thank you, Chairperson. Just two last questions for you. You're aware that during the evenings on
all those days the vast majority of the combatants camped at the chief's residence. You're aware of
that? --- I can't remember that specifically, but let me put it this way. Now I have certainty
about it, but I can't remember whether it was so at the time, I really can't.
Well, from the evidence we've heard so far, and other witnesses, it's clear that that's what
happened. Now, the question I have to you is, why didn't you just arrest those people right there
and then at those places? Or if not arrest them, disarm them and send them home? It was nightfall,
you had people, you could have surrounded them. It would have been absolutely a simple matter to do
at that time. --- I don't have an answer for you. Unfortunately I don't know.
My last question, and it's probably an unfair question to ask you, but I am going to ask it. If the
violence on that scale had happened in a white area you wouldn't have tolerated that at all,
surely. --- During those times more than likely no, we wouldn't.
--------------------/Director
Director Meyer, thank you for making the submission on behalf of the South African Police, and
thank you today for departing from that official submission and giving us the benefit of your own
personal views which you formed from your experience at the time. Thank you. --- Thank you,
Chairperson. Thank you, Commission.
---------------------

/BONGINKOSI EMMANUEL NZIMANDE
BONGINKOSI EMMANUEL NZIMANDE (Sworn, States)
Thank you, Dr Nzimande. You are here today to give the official - can you hear me through the
earphones? Yes. You are here today to give me the official account of the ANC on this event which
has become known as the Seven Day War. You are presently a national MP, ANC MP, but at the time of
this incident six years ago I understand that you were in Pietermaritzburg. I understand you have
prepared a statement. Could you then take us through your statement. --- Mr Chairman, Honourable
Chairman, I come before this Commission having been sent by the ANC, and as a member of the
national ANC organisation. The most important thing is that I am here representing the ANC as a
person who has been a member of ANC after the unbanning of the ANC here in Natal. After that I've
continuously been a member of ANC in this very region, doing different things, undertaking various
things, and also a spokesman of the ANC in the Midlands. What we've come to tell the Commission
today won't impact the details of what happened in the Seven Day War. We do believe that all the
lost ones and the damages that were incurred should be left to the people who were affected, and
they shall see what they do. What I will say here has to do a lot with the state of the politics in
the region, and also give you a picture as to what led to this Seven Day War as far as we are
concerned. We also have questions that we would like to forward to the Commission that we will wish
to be answered as the Commission is carrying on with their duties. What I will say here,
Mr Chairman, please allow me to mix English and Zulu so
everybody here can also get it from the horse's mouth.
/"(Inaudible)
"(Inaudible) ... Seven Day War has been given to the events that took
place in Pietermaritzburg and surrounding areas from 25th of March to
31st of March 1990. The events took the form of attacks on communities on
a scale not previously experienced in this area, if not the province as a
whole. Whilst the Seven Day War was to some extent a repeat of previous
attacks on communities, but on a larger scale this time, it is our
submission here that it was to a greater extent a turning point in the
conflict in the Pietermaritzburg area. Why do we say this? It seems to us
that the strategy of detention of UDF and COSATU leaders, and small scale
attacks on communities in Pietermaritzburg, had failed to stem the rising
tide
of
the
people's
legitimate
struggle
against
apartheid
in
Pietermaritzburg townships."
It looks as though she's having difficulty interpreting what you're saying. I'm not sure whether
it's a problem with the machinery or whether she's not following you. Is it possible for you to
speak only in Zulu, or is that - I know that the statement is in English. --- A large part of it is
in English, but - I mean is in Zulu, except certain smaller sections. Maybe then I'll try to
interpret as I go along. It might not be easy. Let me just continue then in Zulu. Why do we say the
things we are saying now? It looks to us as if the detention of the UDF and the leaders of the
COSATU, and the way the attacks took place in the community, all this
/could
could not prevent the people of Pietermaritzburg to continue with the violence. This Seven Day War
to us started a new way of attacking the community in the manner in which they were attacking the
community, and soon after that the tendency of killing of the leaders of ANC started in this area.
So the nature of Seven Day War, the way one will look at it, and the manner in which the attack was
undertaken, it does show that those were ideas coming from the apartheid government. At ANC we did
believe that - we were made to believe that this Seven Day War has to do a lot with politics, but
one could tell and it was clear and obvious that that was perpetrated by the government of
apartheid, and it was intended to destroy ANC and UDF. It had no part at all in getting this
country independent. ANC believe that we should look deep into the following things. We believe
that we don't understand the Seven Day War if we don't give the picture of the role that the people
of Pietermaritzburg played, especially after 1976. For us to understand even the way the violence
outbroke in 1975 we will say that since the banning of ANC in 1960 towards 1980 there was no a
political organisation that could not say it represents all the people of Pietermaritzburg. And we
believe that Inkatha wanted to destroy ANC completely in this area. We do believe that this area,
this war was deliberately making the Inkatha stronger and a strong hold than other organisations.
Places like Sobantu and Imbali were not so much affected in this. Even the forming of UDF in 1983,
many people were not affected at the time when the UDF was being formed, but afterwards that
started. We will first talk about the pensioning in Huletts Aluminium(?). This
/boycott

boycott brought some light and shed light to the community of Pietermaritzburg regarding this
company, which is one of the biggest in Pietermaritzburg, and had so many employees, and employees
had nothing called specials then. We will say that the boycott, the importance of that boycott was
described as though the leaders, and those who were behind it, were ANC members and UDF, and were
fired from the company as a result of this boycott and the belief. That brought so much influence
in the community, and this stay-away took place in 1985, which was called to sympathise with those
who were expelled and fired from work. This stay-away followed shortly after boycotting the stores
and buying and shopping from the shops. And what is important to us, and which led to the Seven Day
War, is that even so the people in Pietermaritzburg were very supportive, and that showed that they
wanted to be with the UDF, as well as COSATU. But what I will stay started the whole fracas in
'Maritzburg, and it even led to an outbreak of violence were the deeds of the Inkatha to force
people to join Inkatha. These plans of Inkatha to force people in order to join Inkatha were people
like Sikiza Zuma from Harewood, Joseph Mabaso, KwaPatha, Makaliza and Dambuza, as well as Jerome
Mncwabe in Imbali, David Ntombela at Vulindlela, as well as another Mr Mncwabe from Sinathi, just
to make a few examples. This led to the violation of the black people. What was more apparent was
that the police were not taking any action against the Inkatha in trying to force people to join
them. This made it so clear to us as the community that this was all a ploy, and it was a wellorchestrated plan. Thus it did not come as a surprise that many of the
/places
places that were attacked during the Seven Days War were part of Vulindlela, which had many members
who were aligned to the UDF and the ANC. To count just a few, Taylor's Halt, Gezabuso, KwaShange,
KwaMnyandu, as well as Inadi. All these places made connections to be formed between Eden as well
as Imbali, as well as the upper part. That's why we believe that the attack that was orchestrated
in these places was to prevent the UDF and the ANC so that they could not spread up to Vulindlela.
During that time of the intensification of violence is that the police were taking sides, because
they were arresting UDF as well COSATU members, and they were not arresting Inkatha members. One of
the most important things that you must take note of in order to get a picture of the Seven Days
War was that there were certain talks in 1987 between UDF as well as COSATU. They were speaking
with Inkatha, but the police came there during the negotiations and they arrested members of the
UDF as well as COSATU and they left Inkatha members. Now, this is what should be said and be put on
record, that these talks of peace were initiated by UDF as well as COSATU. Furthermore we should
ask ourselves as to why these arrests were made and why did the police come to arrest UDF as well
as COSATU members so that these talks may be derailed. We believe that this was part of a plan that
was well orchestrated that there should be no negotiations between Inkatha as well as the UDF, so
that the apartheid government could use Inkatha as a tool, a tool to try and prevent the struggle
of the people. This is what made a background so that there could be Seven Days War later on. We
also believe that the Seven Day War was not an action
/initiated
initiated by the community, that they were throwing stones at the buses as it has been alleged, as
we are saying we believe that it was part of a State security strategy at that time. What makes us
say that, here are things that we wish to point out to this honourable Commission in order to
clarify these issues. We can just say the police were part at all times of the problems that we
were facing in 'Maritzburg. The National Party, it was important for it that at all times it should
make sure that there continue - the killings amongst blacks was a continuing thing, so that people
would think that this was a black on black violence. The second thing that you must take into
consideration, each time that the police - as it gives us hope that some of them have already made
statements with this regard and some were saying that their aim was to kill UDF as well as ANC
members. That is why even the police were the ones who were giving Inkatha money, or sponsoring the
rallies, especially the rally which was on the 25th of March 1990. It was paid for by the police as
it has already been said. What is more important that we see as the members of the ANC and that we
wish to put forward to this honourable Commission is that the apartheid government as well as
Inkatha, they had the same aim that UDF and ANC should not go forth. The thing that is most
important is that on the side of the apartheid government the apartheid government was helping and
it was being helped by Inkatha, because it used to make Inkatha to be on the forefront of the
violence. This is what we believe that was the job of the then government, and the white people
would say it's a black on black violence, which was actually orchestrated by them. And, as I've
/already
already counted, it is very apparent that people in 'Maritzburg had decided now that they should
join UDF/COSATU as well as the ANC, and Inkatha found this as a loophole to align themselves with
the police so that their people would not be attacked and would not be few in 'Maritzburg. One
other thing that we wish to put forward to this Commission is to give a reason as to why we say
that the Seven Days War was a war of apartheid. We think that at the time of unbanning of the ANC
caused some tension amongst other groups, because they did not know what would be the consequences
of unbanning of the ANC. Some feared that if the ANC was unbanned maybe it was going to align
itself with Inkatha, so they wanted to make sure that at all times all these other organisations
are in conflict with each other so that there might be no unity. One other thing that makes us say
this is that the Seven Day War, we have never seen a fight that broke out during the day but nobody
would be arrested and nobody would pay any attention to this. What the leaders of Inkatha as well
as the police were doing, it showed that there was a culture of impunity and they could do anything
without being arrested. What was the cause of the Seven Days War? As I have already pointed out,
now I want to say - or point out the core or the reason of the whole war. The Inkatha says the
reason - as well as other people and top police officials were saying that it was because the buses
were being stoned. That is the buses which were carrying the Inkatha members, that is on the 25th
of March 1990, whilst they were heading to a rally in Durban. They said the buses towards

Vulindlela were being stoned by the residents. We do not believe as the ANC
/that
that such action took place. We never got any evidence as to how far true these allegations were,
and we do not believe that it was only the stoning of these buses that caused such havoc. But some
of the residents of Eden came to report to us that they were actually attacked by members of
Inkatha who were travelling in that bus. We do agree that at times there would be stoning of the
buses. We will not deny that, but according to our knowledge this usually was done by the youths
who had run away from the upper part of the valley because they had been chased away by Inkatha
because they were followers of the UDF as well as the ANC, and at times because they did not want
to align themselves with the Inkatha. There are certain people who had been chased away because
they were not members of Inkatha and they did not want anything to do with Inkatha, which means
they were enemies of the Inkatha. Some of our people had been tortured, had been traumatised, and
the police did not help them in any way, and they were not even arresting the perpetrators. One
other thing that I wish to put before this Commission that had not yet surfaced was the stoning of
the buses. The history of the Inkatha, as well as the stoning of the buses, is a matter that should
be viewed in a different light because in 1992, when the Inkatha was coming back from Durban, they
went past KwaShange and they started shooting the residents. And they went to report to the
newspapers and the media that the bus was being attacked, but a later inquest revealed that in
actual fact it was the direct opposite. Now, when we look at this we must look at it critically
from both points of view. We should know that this is a blatant lie, and they are shielding
/themselves,
themselves, they do not want to speak the truth. They just wanted a reason as to why there was the
start of the Seven Day War. Let's agree that the buses were attacked on that particular day, but
now the question that arises is now could there be such an attack simply because the buses were
stoned? So many people were killed later on. Could the stoning of the buses be that reason? And
thereafter we should ask ourselves as to why the places that were attacked were not the places
where the stoning of the buses took place. One other thing that we should take into consideration
is that many people who got injured and who were killed were the women as well as the children and
elderly people. We do not want to believe that this category of people could have thrown stones at
the buses. Why was it necessary that people should be killed because of the throwing of stones?
These are just reasons that they used to kill people. The question is, if the people who were
attacking were saying they did this in retaliation because they were also attacked, then they are
saying that they did attack, whether it was in retaliation or not. And they are agreeing that they
were planning, and it was a well orchestrated plan which was launched later on. We want to put it
before this Commission that the Seven Day War was a means to try and foment the violence that we
have already talked about. We want this Commission to look critically at this matter and ask itself
as to why this fight or this war took place on the 25th March of 1990. We, as the ANC members,
believe that this was a well orchestrated plan, and it was planned by certain members of the
apartheid system so that they could prevent the ANC from mobilising the people and
/making
making people to align themselves to it, because this happened hardly two months after the ANC had
been unbanned. This was quite an attack that we saw taking place throughout the world immediately
after the ANC had been unbanned. Because of that we see it's wise that this Commission should look
at this matter critically, because the reason why the Seven Day War took place could have been
linked to the unbanning of the ANC. What did the other people or members of the Inkatha do? Many of
the people who were directly involved and directly affected, as well as eye witnesses, they have
mentioned names of certain members or leaders of Inkatha who were prominent. They mentioned the
names of David Ntombela, Shayabantu Zondi, Gavaza Khanyile, Lololombo, as well as Philip Zondi. We
believe that these people who took part in these should be investigated by this Commission. They
should come forward to come and give an explanation as to what happened during the Seven Days War.
We are mainly expecting that the leaders should come and answer these questions. The first question
that we would like them to answer was that they knew or didn't they know about the attack before it
took place? All these people who had been mentioned were leaders in certain areas. We find it very
difficult that there could be such an attack when the members or leaders of Inkatha didn't know.
With regard to David Ntombela there is testimony that there was a meeting that was held at his
place on a Monday, that's the 26th of March 1990, and that was a day before the attack. The second
question that I would like to ask this Commission that they should come forward answer to this
Commission, what steps did they take in order to try and prevent the
/attack?
attack? Are there any attempts that were made to prevent certain people from attacking? Why didn't
they take steps to get in touch with ANC/UDF as well as COSATU members in order to try and prevent
the attacks, or why didn't they get connected with other members of the ANC besides the ones in
'Maritzburg? Let me just remind you that there were certain talks between the UDF and Inkatha
members. This means that there were some connections through which there could be negotiations
between these two particular groups in order to prevent the Seven Day War. The other question that
should be answered by these leaders is that did they ever report to the police of the imminent
attack? Did they ever tell the police that they should come and quell the situation, especially in
preventing their followers from being attacked? The other question that we want them to come and
answer is that did they ever condemn the attack after it took place? Did these leaders help the
attackers to get arrested? Now we are going back to the security forces, in particular the SAP,
which was operating during that time. For the ANC the fundamental questions revolve around the role
played by the security forces in the conflict - the police conduct. Firstly, were the security

police aware of the planned attacks prior to them commencing? We wish to say that we do not accept
the fact that the police say they did not know that there was going to be an imminent attack. The
first point that we should bring forth is that the police were very quick to arrest ANC as well as
UDF members. The Flying Squad would arrest you at that very moment. Now, they cannot come forward
and tell us that they did not know that there was an imminent attack when there were so many
/people
people milling around, going around being armed and conducting meetings. We also do not believe
that the police did not know about the meeting that was held at Mr David Ntombela's house on the
Monday, 26 March 1990. The other question that we ask ourselves that the police should come and
answer, why did not they know that there was a conflict in 'Maritzburg, and why didn't implement
some plans to stop these attacks from taking place? Why were the police or security forces unable
to contain the attacks? We do not believe that it could happen for seven days without the police
not being able to contain the attacks. The attack was KwaShange, KwaGezabuso, KwaMnyandu, Xalusa,
Ashdown involved a large group of armed men, and they used to travel long distances during broad
daylight. The police had vehicles, as well as the soldiers. Why didn't they prevent this march from
taking place? After the massive attacks on Tuesday the 27th March 1990 the police should have been
able to foresee, even if we do agree or we don't agree, maybe they were taken by surprise, but
during the attacks on the 27th they should have foreseen the consequences of the attack. Why
weren't they able to contain it? What we find very difficult as the ANC is that there is not even a
single person who was arrested. As we have already said these attacks took place during broad
daylight. There was not even a single person who appeared in court and was acquitted. The police
had a culture of telling us the reason, but we do not accept the reason as the members of the ANC
and as people who have got hindsight. The police said they could not arrest the people because
there were very few people who went to report to them with regard to
/these
these attacks. We think that this is an unacceptable reason. When there's an attack during broad
daylight for seven consecutive days why do - why should the police wait for the people to come and
report to them? Why can't they go out and investigate the matters? General Buchner also went to a
meeting of the Inkatha and he was listening to certain speakers who were addressing the meeting.
But there is a matter that is of fundamental importance that the Commission should look at, as to
whether the police were able or not to quell that situation, because it is a known secret that the
police had alliances with Inkatha. Director Meyer, who had just given his testimony, it is very
important for us to say that he was condemned by the Supreme Court Judge because of the
relationship that existed between and Abdul Ahwed. Superintendent J P van den Heever ...
(incomplete - end of Side A, Tape 3) ... positions in the police force. The question that we ask
ourselves is if they had this relationship is it not what culminated to the Seven Day War? In this
new South Africa if these attacks were directed at Scottville, or Wembu or Priestbury I am not
doubtful at all that it was not going to take more than an hour. This shows us quite clearly, as
members of the ANC, that the lives of black people were taken very cheaply during the apartheid
era, and the Seven Day War is evidence to that. To conclude we shall request this honourable
Commission to investigate deeply about the role that was played by the police, as well as the
soldiers, with regard to the seven day attack, especially the Flying Squad and the SBs. In other
places it has been shown that the SBs were directly involved in these attacks, and what troubles us
most is that this branch of
/the police
the police force has never ever been investigated with regard to the attacks. We do not believe
that they conducted themselves in an orderly manner. We wish that the Riot Unit should be further
investigated, which was later on called the Stability Unit, and it was led by Major Terblanche, as
well as the KwaZulu Police and the special constables. What we want to say about these groups, as
members of the ANC, is that even if they can give lengthy explanations and say that some of the
police were acting on their own accord, we wish this Commission to investigate as to whether these
groups which were existent under P W Botha, and they were called security management structures,
and what was done by these groups was done in Pretoria, and it was known in Pretoria and well
orchestrated. We also wish this Commission to investigate as to what Jack Buchner's part was in all
this, because he was also a high-ranking official in Pietermaritzburg. We wish that he could also
be investigated. Before he came to 'Maritzburg there are some rumours that he was very connected
with the Vlak Plaas. During the Seven Day War Buchner was in charge of the ZP Police, and we know
that the KwaZulu Police have got a very bad reputation, especially with regard to their conduct.
Some of the police, like Captain Brooks, Warrant-Officer Verber, as well as all the other highranking officials should be investigated, especially with regard to the part that they took during
the Seven Day War, if they did. We will not be free if these investigations do not take place as to
what part did they play. Honourable Chairman, as members of the ANC we believe that the names of
the people who were directly
/involved
involved shall come forward on their own accord to come
and speak the truth as is, and tell the people as to why they committed these deeds, who were they
working with, who were they working for, and what were they working for. We also hope that, as the
members of the ANC, this is the only thing that will create peace in this place so that the people
could be at peace with themselves. We believe in peace as members of the ANC. We've shown that
several times. We were the ones who initiated peace talks in 'Maritzburg, but what we always say is
that we cannot build peace on top of lies. We should first reveal the truth so that was have a

basis or a foundation for peace, because we cannot shake hands whilst there are certain things we
are sweeping under the carpet. Lastly, in conclusion, we were requesting this Commission to try and
assist us that there should be some certain mechanism by which these people who left their homes
and became refugees should be brought back to their places, so that they could even go to the
graves of their ancestors as well as their loved ones. We should also take into consideration that
there should be democracy in 'Maritzburg. But what we want to say is that democracy, as far as
politics are concerned, is the revealing of the truth so that we know who the perpetrators were.
This is what I have brought before this Commission today as being sent by my group, the African
National Congress.
--------------------We thank you, Mr Nzimande. There is one question that I would like to ask which places us in a
problem as the Truth Commission. Those people who are listed here - as I am speaking to you I am
glad, because you are a
/member
member of the Parliament, you are not just an ordinary ANC
member. Those perpetrators, together with their assistants, are still occupying very high positions
in this region, especially in the police force. Do you believe that they have stopped their deeds
as we are striving for peace? What makes me say this is you remember that even though there's this
new government you know what happened in Shobashobane in Port Shepstone, and the very same people,
the very same government is still keeping them in those high positions. They are directly involved
in the killings. How are we going to broach the subject? How do we deal with those people who are
occupying high positions and being killers? How sure are you that they won't continue with their
deeds? --- I thank you very much for that question, Reverend. It troubles us as members of the ANC
that there are still people who were involved, or previously involved in criminal acts during the
apartheid area, but these people are still occupying high positions. What I wish to explain to this
honourable Commission is that as we are the ANC members we are the government. That is why we were
the ones who tried to initiate some means or mechanisms so that the truth may come out. That is why
the Parliament passed this law which created this Commission. Because what we were trying to avoid,
as our President always says, is that people should not point a finger at us and say we are using
our position to retaliate. It is better that a certain mechanism be implemented that will be
acceptable to each and every person, so that those who are not willing to come forward, as they
have been given a chance to come and say whatever
/they know
they know, then they will have to be arrested. The ANC
Government is very much prepared that those who want to come before the Commission should come and
testify, and those who think that they will run away from the whole matter we are very much
prepared for them. We are going to investigate them and take all the evidence that we can gather,
and that they could be formally charged. The second aspect, just adding to your question, is that
the ANC Government formed investigation task units, and a lot of them are within the province of
KwaZulu Natal. We also have one in the 'Maritzburg region so that they can investigate. We should
not wait for the answers from the Commission, but we should also implement other means from the
government sector that they should investigate these independently. Now, in conclusion, even though
I may not say or name that police station, you find that there might be 3 000 cases or more of
attacks and killings, and the files have remained there in those cupboards and many years have
lapsed without anything being done. Now, we have got a report from these investigators that they
have already started investigating some of the cases, and some of the people are already appearing
in court as a result of these investigations. Now, we want to do everything legitimately so that
people will not blame us at the end.
--------------------Dr Nzimande, we've heard evidence of some counter attacks during this period by ANC, or by people
from non-Inkatha areas, let's say, and you've partly answered the question, but I'd just like you
to give it a direct answer. It would obviously help us if - to the extent that some of those people
involved in those counter
/attacks
attacks may have been ANC or UDF members, would your party be willing to encourage those people to
come forward and testify to us, so we could get a picture of what their motivations were? --- Thank
you. In an attempt of answering the question, first of all is that it won't be right to say there
was a counter attack coming from ANC. I will be putting that wrong. I am prepared to say this with
no fear at all, and also prepared to say this over and over again. It has never happened before
seeing ANC gathering together, going to attack the Inkatha areas. I will stand for that. We've
never done it before. All the time it has been Inkatha gathering and coming to attack the ANC
areas. If the community was being attacked what happened also still even during this Seven Day War,
the community itself, because of the attacks, especially the youth, would gather and create
committees to prevent this. We also agreed when we were making an agreement of peace accord in the
Parliament that those committees are allowed, and should take place all the time people were being
attacked. Besides this there is nothing that ANC has done, because there's no one who will just
fold his arms when he is being attacked. Those committees were trying to prevent this, and also
trying to defend themselves when the Inkatha and the police were coming to attack. One other thing

I would like to make mention of is that if there are ANC members who would gather together and plan
to launch an attack at Inkatha areas, that definitely is not according to the constitution of ANC.
That will obviously mean they were up to killing, and we've never had people in the past who would
have those intentions. If there were people with those intentions
/instead
instead of preventing and defending the communities, but plan and launch an attack like this Seven
Day War attack,
definitely the law will have to take them into task. We are prepared also, and we are behind these
committees, because those committees were doing a good job, and we are not ashamed of them. And
maybe they should be called upon to explain as to how they used to operate the very committees of
preventing and defending the communities in case the Commission is interested of that, because we
take those people to be the community police, because the community police and the SAP was the
direct opposite. Thanks.
--------------------Dr Nzimande, your report is clear, such that one cannot - there is nothing ambiguous with your
report. I would like to get your view and your perspective. Maybe you were not there when Mr Radley
Keys gave his own perspective, but amongst the things that he has made mention of he does agree
with you that the Seven Day War was not a war as such, or probably a war from the two groups, but
this was planned by the apartheid government. But there is one other thing that he said, and I
think that is of fundamental importance with regard to UDF in 1983, that some of the things that
took place and transpired it's known that UDF took people who were serving under the government,
like the police, civil servants, and so forth as enemies, first. Secondly, fighting with the
apartheid government UDF used weapons like boycotts, or means like boycotts, stay-aways. To make
that even more successful they used to discourage people who were not complying with the
arrangements. It
/even got
even got to the time where the Inkatha got devastated and they started retaliating. Now, my
question to you,
Dr Nzimande, is maybe as an ANC member is there in retrospect not a time where you've looked and
decided that probably it has been our fault there? If we hadn't done this thing in this fashion
this would not have taken place. Can you comment on that? --- Thank you, Commissioner Dlamini.
I was not here present when Mr Keys was addressing. When he said the UDF was formed in 1983, and it
took police and some other government servants as enemies, I think he made a mistake there. I think
the police made UDF an enemy instead. That was clear, and it is clear even now. There is no point
of me dwelling in that one. If they took us for an enemy, doing those things that Mr Harrington has
already explained, that they were telling the special constables to shoot randomly in ANC places,
then it was called for for UDF to do something. Were they supposed to fold their arms when the
special constables were shooting their areas and their mothers? Mr Keys should have said police
said UDF are its enemies, not vice versa. I would not say the police and the government servants
were enemies, because we do have a majority of people who were serving the government in different
areas, and were UDF members, and they were always part of the community where UDF held a strong
position. It was - our enemy was not people as individuals, but an enemy of UDF was a group and the
organisation of apartheid. That I will not deny and repudiate. But some police were in the
community, belonged to the community, but who had done nothing
/because
because they did carry their duties right, so ... (inaudible) ... that were the enemy, but it was
the system
itself. Regarding the fact that the UDF was forcing people each time there were boycotts, what I
would like to say is, if that was really true I do not think today we will be having this freedom
and independence. If it's true the followers of UDF and ANC were forced to be their members today
they should have opened up and disclosed that information that they were made and forced to be
members of these organisations. As I am speaking today we have won two-thirds here in
Pietermaritzburg. At the same time I do not want to refute the fact that at times there will be
people, some belonging to UDF and ANC, who will want to force things to be done, but I will say
those things were happening there and there, and even in our statements that we used to give out we
made it clear, explicitly clear, that we were not forcing people, and we don't at the same time
repudiate the fact that there were instances like that, and we would condemn such actions and such
things. And that was one other way which was opening the gate for the enemy to come in. I will end
there, Mr Chairman.
--------------------Dr Nzimande, I have one question for you. Maybe ti's deviated. I ask this because I am ...
(inaudible) ... scheme of things, so you have looked at things very broadly. In your presentation
you do mention that one of the things that led to these attacks in Pietermaritzburg started in the
companies here in Pietermaritzburg. I do wish to know from you the stand of the companies. It is
difficult for me not to look at - it's confusing for me. /I can't

I can't place the companies as to where their stand was at the time, or if they had anything to do
with these attacks
and so forth, and also that as companies have authorities and powers they could have probably had
some way of getting people to come to work, or what? --- Thank you, Commissioner Magwaza. What you
have talked about now, it is important nationwide, especially here in Pietermaritzburg. If I go
back to the discussions of 1987, the businessmen did take part in those discussions. I will say
without doubt or hesitance that some of them did try to prevent these attacks, because they were
the ones who suffered the most because people could not go to work. In other words I would wish - I
don't know whether that I have missed some other thing since I did not attend before. We know about
Pietermaritzburg Chamber of Commerce then, and Chamber of Industries, that should come. We know
about those, and should come forward and present, and especially that they were there when the
police came to arrest the members of COSATU and UDF. They have witnessed everything and have seen
everything. Especially COSATU was the one which helped at all times to push and put pressure to the
companies to play some role in light of solving the problem. I will briefly say that I would wish
for the Commission to call the companies to come and open up and disclose what they know, because
they were also directly affected by this.
--------------------Dr Nzimande, thank you very much for coming and talking to us today. It is very important to have
the official account of the ANC to what was a major event in the history of the Midlands.
Unfortunately we have not
/had the
had the benefit of a similar submission from the IFP. A letter was sent some weeks ago to Premier
Mdlalose, and to
Mr Ziba Jiyani, inviting them to appoint someone to give the official IFP version of this event, in
the same way that the ANC appointed you to give the official ANC version. A letter was received
from their spokesman, Mr Koos van der Merwe, saying that they would not participate in any way in
this hearing this week. And that is a pity, because it would be very important to have had the IFP
account of those days. And the IFP must then live with the consequences of refusing to come to this
Commission. I am glad that the ANC has admitted that, for example, there was stoning of buses in
Edendale by young refugees from Vulindlela, and this certainly does explain the anger of those IFP
people from Elandskop and Vulindlela. What we have to ask ourselves is whether it was appropriate
then to launch what amounted to an invasion on the surrounding areas, along with the mass
destruction of life and property that went along with it. So thank you for a frank account on the
part of the ANC. Thank you very much. --- Thank you.
---------------------

/CLIFFORD MARION
CLIFFORD MARION
Thank you, Inspector Marion, for coming in today. You are currently an inspector in the South
African Police Services, and ... (intervention) --- No, that's not correct. I'm a superintendent in
the SAPS.
Sorry, I apologise. Superintendent. --- That's correct.
And you are presently employed by the Investigation Task Unit in Pinetown. --- That is correct, I'm
the unit commander of the Investigation Task Unit.
Sorry, just repeat that. --- I am the unit commander of the Investigation Task Unit.

Now, at the time that is under examination here, March/April 1990, where were you stationed and
what rank were you holding? --- During that period I was a lieutenant in the South African Police
and I was second in charge at the Riot Investigation Unit at Edendale.
Now, you've given us a short statement. Can you please just tell us of your experiences during this
period, using your statement as a basis from which to proceed. --- Yes, I'll do that, Mr Chairman.
Thank you. During the period of violence in the Edendale area, which was then commonly known as
Death Valley, I served as a lieutenant in the South African Police, and second in charge to the
commander of the Riot Investigation Unit at that time. During that period 87-91 I regard as the
worst outbreaks of violence in the Pietermaritzburg/Midlands area. The incident referred to as the
Seven Day War during March/April 1990 was in fact in my experience the most serious series of
violence during that period. Prior to the Seven Day War I was on investigation in the Natal
/Midlands.
Midlands. I looked at my diary, and the date was the 23rd of March 1990. Whilst in the New Hanover
area I saw approximately six bus loads of people coming from the direction of Greytown. The buses
were fully laden with people, and they were armed with weapons. At that stage I used to conduct
inspections and investigations throughout the Natal Midlands as far afield as Greytown and
Wartburg. Being curious I stopped the lead bus and inquired as to what was going on. I learned that
they were IFP supporters that were en route to a meeting in Edendale. I then contacted the Riot
Unit and informed them of the situation. I was asked at that stage to allow them through.
Do you recall who you spoke to at the Riot Unit? --- Mr Chairman, unfortunately, you know, I would
be taking a guess if I say that I remember. I cannot really remember who I spoke to.
And when you made the report to the Riot Unit did you advise them that this was six bus loads of
heavily-armed people? --- That is correct.
And you said that you were asked, or - were you instructed or were you asked by your unit to let
the vehicles through. --- No, I was informed to allow them through. You see, at that stage whenever
the police had seen anything with regard to crowds or people in groups or large gatherings we
reported it to the Riot Unit. And because of this peculiar incident of six buses coming towards
'Maritzburg it had raised my suspicion and therefore I had contacted them. During the investigation
at the Riot Investigation Unit we experienced a number of problems with regard to investigation.
There was no
/co-operation
co-operation from people, from both the UDF and the IFP sides. During the Seven Day War I myself
attended a number of scenes of murders. The areas in which the murders had occurred were deserted
at that stage, and we had received no information from the people when called upon to do so. During
that period, 1990, shortly after the Seven Day War, I investigated a number of killings, numbering
about between 20 and 24 murders and attempted murders, where a serial killer was convicted and
sentenced to seven life terms of imprisonment. During the same period, the same year in October, I
also investigated the killing of Ololo Lombo, who I knew at that stage was seen in the vicinity of
the Seven Day War killings, and arrested the - the suspects or the killers of Mr Lombo were
arrested on the same day and appeared in court. They subsequently escaped and went abroad. Mr
Chairman, ironically I have re-arrested them two weeks ago and they are now awaiting trial. Soon
after these incidents of investigation I was called up to at that stage regional headquarters in
Durban, and paraded before the then General Steyn, who was the head of the Security Branch in
KwaZulu Natal. When I introduced myself to him he called me a communist dog, and he informed me
that I was being followed, and that the Security Branch had been keeping surveillance on me for
about a year. He told me that I should refrain from arresting members of the IFP. If I did not
refrain I would commit suicide.
Just to interrupt there, Superintendent. Are you saying that he called you a communist dog because
you had been involved in the investigation and arrest of IFP people? --- That is correct, Mr
Chairman.
/Is that
Is that what he told you, or is that what he implied? --- Yes, Mr Chairman.
And he told you that you should stop arresting IFP people. --- That is correct, Mr Chairman.
And that if you didn't that you would commit suicide. --- That is correct, Mr Chairman.
What did you understand by that? --- Well, at that stage I was not a little child in the police,
and I know from experience that people mysteriously committed suicide in custody, and I was under
the impression that somebody would come along and murder me.
And then they would disguise it as a suicide. --- And then it would be made to look as a suicide.
What was your response to General Steyn. --- I informed that as far as I am concerned I would not
stop doing my work, and informed him that I'll work in accordance with the law. Mr Chairman, not so
long thereafter my home was petrol-bombed, and fortunately of us - or my family was injured. I did
a check on the vehicle that the occupants were in, and it proved to be an IFP leader from
KwaNdengezi, who had since sold his vehicle, and eventually along the line we could not trace who

had the vehicle at that stage.
Now, is there anything else that you want to add about the activities of the police during, before,
or after that period? I understand that you were not directly involved in the Seven Day War other
than the incident which you advised us about earlier on in your testimony. --- During that period,
Mr Chairman, I was busy with the investigation of that case which I referred to, which was in court
and the accused had got seven life
/terms of
terms of imprisonment. I had in fact visited certain scenes of crime on the Seven Day War, and did
initial investigations there, but as I explained the difficulties that the police experienced
during that time.
--------------------Just a few questions. By the way, Brigadier Bertus Steyn, is he retired or is he still an active
member of the force? --- Sorry, Mr Chairman?
Brigadier Bertus - you have mentioned here in your statement - Steyn, is he still an active member
of the force? The one you reported the incident. --- No, I am given to understand that he had since
retired.
He is a retired person? --- That's correct, Mr Chairman.
Let me just ask you a very pragmatic question. You say that you were one and there were six buses.
You were just alone, but you managed to stop one bus, the leading bus. What was the reaction of
these people because you were just by yourself? --- Your Worship, I put on my blue light - sorry,
Mr Chairman, I put on my blue light on the top of the vehicle and made it known that I was a
policeman, and when I stopped in front of the lead bus the buses stopped, and there was no reaction
from them in respect of confrontation or anything of that sort. They stopped and I questioned them.
So in your own opinion you think that the police - they could stop the people if they were moving
to a direction if they wanted to? --- Well, if I stopped it myself they could have stopped - a
whole squad of policemen could have stopped people and turned them back.
You say that when you reported the matter to the
/Riot Unit
Riot Unit you were told to let them through. What did you think about that? --- Well, at that
stage, you know, I didn't think anything about it. I was under the impression that they were going
to a meeting, and that's why, you know, they were allowed through.
So it didn't say anything to you at that time? --- It didn't mean anything to me at that time.
It's only now that you see what it means. --- Well, I don't know whether the same buses were
involved in any attacks in the KwaShange area, but obviously there seemed to be people streamed
into the Edendale area from other areas.
This man
reported
requested
happen he

who called you a communist dog, and he said you were going to commit suicide, and you
the matter to your attorney. Did your attorney do anything about this? --- Well, I
him not to do anything about it, but just to bear knowledge of it that if anything does
should know in what direction to go.

And then something happened. --- Well, yes, my house was petrol-bombed.
What did you do about it? --- Well, I registered a charge. It was investigated and - well, nothing
came of it.
Thank you.
--------------------Superintendent Marion, in your statement you say that you were selected to the Goldstone
Commission. Could you say why you declined that? --- Well, at that stage I basically wasn't too
well because of the trauma that I worked in, the unrest situation and the violence, and I
/elected
elected not to be involved in violence for a time.
The second question. You noticed that these people who were travelling by bus were heavily armed.
Do you remember what kind of arms did they have? --- Well, they had spears, assegais, pangas weapons, traditional weapons. I didn't notice any firearms.
Thank you.

--------------------Inspector Marion, thank you - sorry, Superintendent Marion, thank you very much for coming in. I
think that your evidence is instructive from two points of view. It indicates that a single
policeman driving a motor vehicle could, by the authority that he represented, could have stopped a
large convoy of armed men. Because the story that we have heard from the other policemen here is
that they were completely unable to do anything to halt the movement of armed people during that
period, and other people have said that there was a great unwillingness on the part of the police
to stop those armed groups. And you have indicated that it could be done. Secondly the remarks made
to you by the head of the Security Branch at the time also go a long way to showing the views held
at the time by senior policemen such as Brigadier Bertus Steyn. So, again than you very much for
coming in and sharing that information with us. --- Thank you very much.
---------------------

/CYRIL BONGANI NXUMALO
CYRIL BONGANI NXUMALO (Sworn, States)
Inspector, you are presently a Detective-Inspector attached to the Criminal Investigation Services
at Camperdown, is that correct? --- That is correct.
And during 1987 you were working with the Murder and Robbery Unit in Pietermaritzburg. --- That is
correct.
You were then transferred to the, at that time, Riot and Unrest Investigations Unit. --- That is
correct.
Your commanding officer was Captain Upton at that time. --- Yes, that's correct.
What was the job of that unit at the time? --- The unit was charged with the investigation of
political- related incidents in Pietermaritzburg area.
It also dealt with unrest-related matters as well. --- That is correct.
You can talk in Zulu if you want to, and we will have the translation. --- I am pleased.
Now, during 1987 and thereafter, particularly during March 1990, you ended up doing much of the
investigation arising out of what has come to be called the Seven Day War. What was your rank at
that time? --- Then I was a constable, the first rank in the police.
How many dockets were you required to investigate at that time approximately? --- I had then about
80, 8-0 dockets, as a result of many cases and things that were happening.
What was the average amount of dockets that a detective would carry at that time? --- It's not easy
for me to answer this question because it differs, depending on the area where you will be working,
how many cases you will find and how many people to be
/investigated.
investigated. So it differs, making me - putting me in a position of not answering your question.
But you yourself were carrying 80? --- It may be possible that it was even more than 80.
Now, were the majority of those cases related to the violence that had taken place - in the
Vulindlela valley that week we are talking about. --- There are not so many of those which have to
do with the Seven Day War.
Tell us about those that you were dealing with in relation to the Seven Day War.
remember is the case where Brian Sihle Zondi was killed, and one other lady from
incident took place on the day when the rally took place in Durban. The buses
from Durban passed by Mnyandu by Mabeza's store. That is exactly where the late
from Zondi family met their untimely death.

--- The one that I
Zondi family. That
which were coming
Sihle and the lady

Just by way of background, you were a constable, you were the most junior rank in the police at
that time. --- That is correct.
What sort of supervision did you get to try and help you cope with such a huge amount of work? --At that time things were in such a way that when the investigating officer gets a case we would go
and investigate on it, so that the following day you give it and hand it over to the superior, and

the superiors will inspect and peruse through it and give guidelines thereafter for him to carry on
investigating. That is the first guideline that was given to us. One other thing that used to
happen, at least once a month one of the investigating officers in chief will call all the dockets
so he can go through the dockets one by one. In that was the investigating officer /will be
will be granted some direction as to which way to go now to furthermore investigate on the issue.
On the Wednesday - that is a couple of days after the 25th - you were at KwaMnyandu. Tell us what
you found. --- What drove me to go to Mnyandu, we were stationed in Sweetwater in fact. I therefore
heard about the outbreak of violence. When we were in Sweetwater, looking on the other side, what I
will refer to as Mnyandu direction, we saw houses burning and we rushed there. When we got there we
found out that many houses were set alight and burning, and the residents already had vacated the
area.
(Inaudible) ... when you got there? --- When I got there the attackers and those who were being
attacked were no longer there.
Carry on please. --- I therefore went around in the area with the intention of seeking more
information as to what happened. That's where I discovered that there were many people who had
already been killed lying around. That day I discovered corpses, dead bodies of the old and the
young ones, about 10 corpses. I therefore requested for the mortuary vehicle to be called in, and
as well as all other necessary helpers we could get from the police force.
(Inaudible) ... those incidents, is that right? --- Can you repeat your question please?
Sorry, you ... (inaudible - tape faulty) ... these bodies that you found. --- Yes, that's true.
This may not be easy for you, but just so that people get a sense of what happened to the people
whose bodies you found, in your statement you've told us the
/sorts of
sorts of wounds that they had. Please just tell us for
the record, so we get a sense of how people were killed. --- The first body I came across was Moses
Zuma's. This Moses Zuma, according to my inspection then he had different wounds that were
approximately 31. The next one - and I also discovered that he is the father of Moses Zuma, by the
name of Israel Zuma - also he had 30 wounds (Inaudible - end of Side A, Tape 4) ... who was an
elderly lady, one wound. And Mvusane Ngubane, who had 16 wounds.
The people you found, you've told us about some -obviously elderly men, elderly ladies, and then
young people. Were there children amongst these people? --- There were no children amongst these,
but I do have an idea that - and knowledge that there was one female, one woman, from Ngubane
family. She had just delivered a baby, but among these there were no children at all.
In total you found 10 bodies at that particular scene, and then later you found another five. --These five, I was not the one who discovered these five bodies, but it's part of what I
investigated. What led to these five is the bodies that we used to discover lying around as well in
KwaMnyandu, but I did not see them when I discovered the previous 10. There was enough evidence
that they were also murdered at the same time when the 10 got murdered. That is exactly what led me
to combine the two and treat them as one case.
(Inaudible) ... a case involving 15 deceased people. --- That is correct.
And you, as a very junior officer, were expected to investigate that matter. --- Yes, I was put in
that position.
/What sort
What sort of success did you have with your investigations? --- This was not a usual case, or
rather an easy one. People here were harassed and tortured as well, so that this made me not feel
so comfortable.
What did you ... (inaudible) ... how would you - looking back now - and let me just for the record
say that after some years you went to the Goldstone Commission, is that correct, and then you
thereafter moved to the ITU, so you now have a much greater experience of investigation techniques
and other ways of doing things? --- That is correct.
In the light of that experience how would you have tackled the matter, knowing what you know now? -- It is clear that this was a serious matter. It would require that I have a senior person, a
superior person, an experienced one - experienced investigation officers who were so much versed
with knowledge and experience, put together with an intention of investigate further and deeper in
as far as this matter is concerned.
Now, all these incidents were investigated as a single incidence, is that correct? --- That's true.

There was no attempt made to look at the picture holistically. --- That's true.
And if one looks at the various inquests that were held there was no effort to take all the
killings on one day, in one area, and hold one inquest for them. --- That is correct.
They were just treated as separate murders, as if they were totally unrelated. --- It is a
procedure of the court of law. It was procedural at the time that when /in an
in an incident, for instance, more than one person was killed, when the documents were brought to
the prosecutor
to make a decision, with an intention of conducting the inquest, the prosecutors would request us
to separate those cases so that each and every corpse would have the documents that relate direct
to him and with him.
So even with the best intention in the world it was - you can't hear me? --- I can hear now.
Okay. I am saying, even with the best intention in the world - and we are not blaming you
personally, but it shouldn't surprise anyone that if that's the kind of investigation that
happened, and if that's the way in which, say, the Justice Department treated the matter, it
shouldn't surprise us that the real picture didn't come out at that time. --- Yes, I do agree with
you.
Thank you, Chairperson.
--------------------Just one or two questions. I discover that at the time when you were assigned this duty, this
position to be an investigating officer, you were still very young. --- That is correct.
Why do you think you were assigned and appointed to this position, only you, especially being a
senior position like this, and you being so much of a junior to be appointed to this position. What
did you have in mind? Did you have mixed feelings, or what? --- Maybe what I should emphasise here
is that the unit in which I was assigned and appointed to, even though I was young at the time, but
I already was a trained investigating officer, being already transferred from Murder and Robbery,
when I compared myself to my colleagues at that time, because
/they were
they were only coming from uniform branch. I am talking about my colleagues now. They had no vast
experience in
as far as investigating is concerned. This gives a picture and a position that I had one eye
amongst the blind. At least I had one eye, the rest were the blind men.
Are you done? --- Yes, I am done.
Let me ask one more question. I will take you back a little bit. We've seen here people with many
wounds here. Now, as an officer upon inspecting those bodies what did you think about those wounds?
You see, probably they were stabbed with assegais, or with bush knives, or were they shot? Tell us
about the nature of these wounds. --- Almost each and every weapon that we have that exists, from
the gun upward. You have the assegais, bush knife, and anything you can think of was used, because
even the wounds were not equal in size. Some were bigger than others, and there were lacerations,
and one you could tell that these were chopped.
When you were investigating, busy doing that, did you discover probably something which led to an
idea as to who killed those people as an investigating officer? The very perpetrators, did you have
any kind of idea who could those be? --- With help that I was rendered, and especially from the
refugee camps, those who witnessed, it ultimately was clear that some people were disclosing that
they were being attacked by Inkatha, and the leaders of Inkatha, some of them, the names were
implicated.
Was it only Inkatha? On your investigation did you only find out Inkatha being implicated in this
matter? --- Yes, that's true, that's correct.
--------------------/Bongani,
Bongani, I have about two questions. I would like for you to explain concisely, is it a usual
procedure that upon investigating some issues you will be assigned to do so much more, being the
only person? --- It is difficult for me really to answer this question satisfactorily, because it
depends upon the unit, and as to how many cases should be investigated. When there are more cases
the officer in charge then is in for it and it's a challenge.
Over how long a period did you investigate these cases? --- I have given you 80 as a figure of the
cases. You will find out that today I receive five cases in addition to what I already have. You
find out the following day I get 10, or probably six that have to be closed. That put me in such a

position and a situation that figures were - did vary to a great extent the whole time I have
served that Riot Unit.
How long is the time you are talking about? --- I remember I joined December 1987. I will not quite
remember, though I think it was late 90s when I was transferred. Or let me say 1991 when I was
transferred to Bulwer to work on the cases there.
Did you find this acceptable to you that you were so much busy investigating these various cases
which were so intense? Was there a reason? Did you see any reason why - as for why at that time
should you be transferred to Bulwer? Do you think that was acceptable and was fair, or did you
suspect some other things why this was done? --- At that time nothing really came into my mind
except I just said to myself, "It's fine, let me go and work." One other thing when it comes to
you, like in my case, in
/Bulwer
Bulwer I was going to be placed in a position of being in charge of the cases that were related to
the violence.
There is a situation at times like those that do prevail, and you see it clear that you are being
transferred because you are seen as an expert in what you are doing.
Bongani, according to my opinion I think if you were so much of an expert I think you were supposed
to be kept in this area and finish up the work that you already started, instead of being
transferred. --- I will not repudiate that, but I am just telling you things that happened there,
and getting instructions from the commanders telling me I should do this and that. I did not see
myself in a state or probably wanting to say something to them.
Did you not feel bad, or get to a point where you felt bad, and also thinking that you were being
disturbed from your work? --- Yes, of course I did feel bad, because already the relationship I had
already developed with the victims of the Seven Day War, that was not easy. I knew that one day
they also wish and hope that they will succeed in their cases, and also that it was my wish. But I
had no two ways about it. When they told me I have to be transferred I had to comply and adhere to
the arrangements.
--------------------Bongani, one question. I was touched here by your opinion that the incident of the Seven Day War
was a massacre. That's how you've put it. And also according to you and your opinion you felt there
should have been a special task team placed there to investigate the damage and the violence in the
area. Why - what was the reason
/that they
that they did not think of doing that? I mean we're talking about your superiors. --- As I have
explained
before I don't think I will give you a satisfactory answer here, because I only discover such
things now, especially with the experience that I have now, but at that time I was just being
instructed to do this and that and the other, and I will simply do that.
This
have
that
were

opinion that you have here is of fundamental importance to us, and it seems to me this should
been undertaken then, making us believe some of the things that have been mentioned before us,
in the police force, especially the superior officers they had some kind of strategy that they
using to destroy and confuse the black nations using IFP. Thank you.

--------------------Just one last question, Mr Nxumalo. One of the purposes of our work in this Commission is to try
and see what lessons we can learn for the future so that we can make recommendations. As a very
much more experienced investigator what should we recommend, say, for example, about the carrying
of the number of dockets that a detective should reasonably carry? --- It's very easy to answer
that one, because even if there - there are many things that are being implicated here. I have this
belief that at least an investigating officer can conduct his work successfully if he is put in a
position of handling at least not more than 20 cases, because you find out that one officer has
more than 80 cases, and even if he is told to go and work he will go with three other colleagues to
work with, and these other three other colleagues have their own cases, 80 respectively. When you
look into this /you find
you find out that the officers definitely won't satisfy the community because we will have to try
that if, for
instance, I am driving, everyone in the car should be satisfied that at least let's take one cases
each, or two cases each per day. That puts us in such a state that you get people attending more
than 200 to 300 documents in one car, and you find out the officer are in one car and they cannot
perform effectively.
Just one last question. Was there any difference between the number of cases black members would
carry as opposed to white members? --- That I may not say explicitly clear. It's difficult for me

to answer the question, but at the time I did not see anything that will make me say this was the
difference in the Riot Investigation at that time. And also it's inevitable of me to say it does
happen that you realise that amongst the black members there's more work allocated to them. And on
the other side, the white side, you find there's less work allocated to them. And the answer you
get related to that, you find they tell you that many cases - most cases are black cases.
Mr Nxumalo, thank you very much for your evidence. It seems to us from what you have said that to
deal with these incidents, these deaths which arose from the Seven Day War, there should have been
a large task team of senior, experienced detectives, who should have been appointed to investigate
these incidents. It should have been a co-ordinated investigation, with co-operation and
participation from senior policemen at every level, and it should never have been left to
constables like yourself, who were carrying a case load of eight dockets. You
/nevertheless
nevertheless attempted to investigate these cases to the best of your ability, and in retrospect it
seems a great
pity that there were not more policemen of your integrity and ability around at the time. So again
we thank you for coming and telling us that story.
---------------------

/HANNAH MONICA WITTENBERG
HANNAH MONICA WITTENBERG (Sworn, States)
Monica, I greet you. I think what we are going to need from you is just a narrative of your

experiences during the time of the Seven Day War. We know that you are one of the people with a
certain group who were very much involved, especially at Imbali. And there was a time when you were
shot there at Imbali, which was very unusual for the white people to be at Imbali during that time.
Can you give us your whole experience, your whole narrative about what you know about what was
happening during the Seven Day War, especially with reference to Imbali. --- Thank you. I could
give much more. I was asked to relay just one incident of the 29th, and I'll be very brief on that.
Yes. --- But I want to record that I was there from the beginning, or nearly from the beginning. I
was a bit late due to compiling that box, first aid box in which the famous tweezers were missing.
It was not an act of sabotage, it was an oversight.
This is why I didn't want to pin you to the 29th, because I know that from the very word go you
were very much involved in the affairs there. --- And I do want to record that I agree completely
with all the evidence given during these days. Now, to the incident on the 29th March. Due to
atrocities done by white policemen in Imbali at night we were asked to come and monitor the
situation. A group was formed, who stayed overnight in threatened houses, made reports, and tried
to prevent further incidents. On the evening of Thursday, the 29th March ... (Inaudible - end of
Side B, Tape 4) ... days earlier when Graham had stayed in the house of police
/torture
torture victim, Larry Silwane. Incidentally, may I include that that policeman confessed, that is
Mr Harrington. He confessed, and he is forgiven. When we reached the area of Imbali Breweries
Graham watched a black car, allegedly belonging to Councillor Awetha, to do a sudden U-turn and
then following us closely. Graham accelerated, and suddenly it turned up a street, when a shot hit
the rear end of the car. We drove fast to the house of our destination. The black car roared up the
next street. Everybody ran into the house. I had left my handbag and camera in the car, and swiftly
went to retrieve it. There was no time now for me to run into the house. I quickly had to duck
behind the thigh-high garden wall. I thank God for that garden wall. Mr Mlotshwa was standing
behind a pillar. Through the ornamental holes in the wall I could see everything clearly. Three
rather handsome young men came up through the bushes on the empty plot opposite the house carrying
an R1 rifle. The older of the youth handled this gun skilfully. He struck me as being well trained.
He went around the car and shot and shot and shot, first into the tyres, then into the front and
rear windows. He repeatedly shot into the petrol tank, but it did not explode. The cheek with which
they moved about showed me clearly that they were certain that nobody in the surrounding houses had
guns. They could have shot them 10 times over. I was so mad at them, and sitting so close that the
thought came up that I could easily photograph them. I grasped my camera, a flash went off, leaving
me terrified and them running off. Meanwhile the occupants of the house had huddled together on
mattresses in the pitch dark passages. Many people had
/been shot
been shot through the windows. As soon as the first shot ran out they phoned the police, the
families, and the newspaper. The police arrived three hours later with four squad cars. They wanted
us to enter the completely gutted car immediately and leave Imbali with their escort. When they
realised this was impossible they wanted to take us in the police vans. The hosts were very afraid
of a petrol bomb attack in case we left, so we had to sign a statement that we had refused to be
rescued from this dangerous township. About half an hour later we saw huge flames. Graham's car was
burning fiercely. This time the police did not take so long. They were four young men from
Transkei, who hardly could speak English and were pleased to be able to talk Afrikaans to me. After
a while, having asked many questions, one of them said an amazing thing to me. "What I see here and
what I am told on TV does not click. Why does the Government lie so much to the people on TV?"
Again I realised that one policeman is very different from the next.
--------------------Thank you very much, Sister Monica. I just want ask you just a few questions. You've said that here
you were asked to monitor the situation. Who asked you? --- The family of Mr Sipho Gabela, who was
my foster son for many, many months, had suffered very much at the hands of police. He has given
evidence previously before this Commission.
So when you went to Mlotshwa's house you were already involved in the Imbali situation? --- Yes. We
started after the last very severe attack on Mr Sipho Gabela.
/By the
By the way, Mama Monica, how many were there in the
group? --- In the beginning we were 42. 42 in the beginning.
All white? --- All white. It was because of the white policemen, not because of Inkatha.
In the group it was a mixture of women and men? --- There were lecturers, there were African
Enterprise members - ja, we were a very mixed group. Mostly middle-aged, not young adventurers.
What reaction did you get from your community, because this thing was so popularised, you know? --Ja.
Because people could not believe that whites could be there at Imbali during that time? --- I think

they didn't want to know. Not - I mean I come from the German-speaking Lutheran community. Nobody
asked me any questions. They didn't want to know.
They didn't want to know. --- And they didn't especially want to know what I saw there.
Who was Mlotshwa? --- We had a group in Imbali with whom we liaised. We had to have the people with
telephones. The Mlotshwa's was one of the houses with telephones, and that's why that evening we
went to the Mlotshwa's house to have a telephone at hand. They are both working in Fort Napier
Hospital. Mrs Mlotshwa is one of the matrons there.
To which group or party was Councillor Awetha? --- He is a known Inkatha councillor of Imbali.
Was it common for him to invade the houses of the UDF people? --- I guess that there are many
cases. I wouldn't like - I must give evidence that I know about,
/and this
and this case I must say I heard about it.
In your statement you say that when there were shots you grabbed your camera and a flash went off.
Did you manage to take the ... (intervention) --- I would have been killed. I didn't. I didn't
photograph them.
And you were so terrified too. --- Yes.
This newspaper which was invited, what newspaper was that? --- That was the Natal Witness.
The Natal Witness. --- We found them quite supportive.
Quite supportive. --- Ja, I must say.
Did you get any support from other papers? --- I can't remember. We didn't do the trouble to phone
them.
You didn't trouble to phone them. Who was leading the police force which arrived first? --- We had
our course about being good witnesses after that. At that time I didn't do the trouble to take car
numbers and names yet. Afterwards I knew better.
Monica, I must say that during this time I lived at Imbali, and I think your group saved many
lives. --- I hope so.
We must emphasise that. Many people would have been killed at Imbali if your group did not deter
them. --- I hope so.
And it showed how powerful people can be if the whites and blacks work together. It became proved
very well at Imbali, and I must really thank you for that. This is why I said yesterday if the
history of this area is written, and your name is not there with your group, then the history of
South Africa will not be enough, and I want to thank you very much. And it was during the time
/when you
when you had problems too in your family. You son too, Martin Wittenberg, was being arrested,
detained, but that did not deter you as the mother in following your mission, and we want to thank
you very much, Mother. --- Thank you.
--------------------I have one question and one comment. The first question, did the
black township give you some advantage in not being intimidated by
tried to severely intimidate us, but there is a way you can refuse
personally was - they tried to severely intimidate me, but somehow
them.

fact that you were white in a
the police? --- We were - they
to be intimidated by police. I
I refused to be intimidated by

Okay. The second one is a comment. I would like to make these comments. It might be an unfair
comment directed to you, but to me it's important. That we as the Truth Commission nationally we
are worried that we are not moving along in the same direction with most of the whites. We still
feel there are very few people like you. --- I'm afraid so.
We - yes we are supposed to reconcile. We are polarised even at a time of pain. You just have to
look at this hall and see who is here. It's hurting us blacks very badly. Probably the process for
you is not finished. You can help us in the process of reconciliation, I think, by trying to bring
in as many whites as possible. We want to reconcile. We can't reconcile without them. That's a
challenged to you and people like you. Thank you very much. --- They don't want to hear, that is
the problem.
--------------------/Just one

Just one question, Monica. You have already said that you were intimidated, and you have already
say that your group was a group comprising of whites only. Now, I would like to know whether
perhaps at any stage did you feel that you were threatened in the suburbs or the areas in which you
lived because of your involvement? --- Oh yes. We had tyres slashed in front of our house. We did
have our share of - I had a death threat, and I had my strong suspicion who did it. I had a death
threat and subsequently was nearly killed in an accident, which was a peculiar accident, in Imbali.
But of course that was the police who phoned me. That was police who phoned me to give me the death
threat. Otherwise from my own community it was just a sort of a turning your back and not
listening. But we had tyres slashed in front of the house.
--------------------Thank you very much, Mrs Wittenberg. Just before you go, are you aware that the constable who gave
evidence here yesterday, Constable Harrington, has admitted to us that he shot the vehicle on the
night in question? You're aware of that? --- Yes. I did tell him that I am sure Graham Swan has
forgiven him. Knowing Graham Swan I know he has forgiven him.
I don't think I've got anything further to add to what Dr Magwaza and Dr Mgojo have said, other
than to commend you for your bravery in those times, and to ask you to continue to be an example to
other white people in your community. Thank you very much indeed. --- Thank you.
--------------------/MR LYSTER
MR LYSTER: That was the final witness for today, and in fact for this entire hearing, and I am
going to briefly summarise the evidence.
We have heard a great deal of evidence this week ... (incomplete)
COMMISSIONER: We are not done yet. Please let's respect ourselves. Richard Lyster is yet to
summarise everything that happened and took place here. Let's give him and afford him an
opportunity to do that. Please respect and be respectful.
MR LYSTER: We, as a Commission, have not had time to analyse the evidence and to draw conclusions
or to make findings, and all I will do here is to briefly summarise the evidence and to look at
some of the trends and the patterns that the evidence points to.
We've been looking at the week from 26th March to 4th April 1990, and I think that it can safely be
said that this week was not a good week for the people of the Edendale valley. We have heard
evidence in vivid detail from both victims and perpetrators that the people of this valley were
subjected to an armed invasion by thousands of heavily armed men, resulting in 200 residents of
that valley being murdered, hundreds of houses being looted and destroyed, stock driven off, and 30
000 refugees being created, many of whom are still homeless today.
For the people of places like Ashdown, Xaluza, Mpumuza, Gezabuso, KwaShange, KwaMnyandu, it was
undoubtedly the most terrifying experience that they had ever and will ever undergo. Several
witnesses said that this was not a war, because a war implies a battle of equals. One witness said
it was a political cleansing,
/while
while another said it was an armed invasion.
Just as that week was a bad week for the people of
week for three organisations, the Defence Force,
Freedom Party. Many witnesses who have testified
victims and perpetrators, pointed fingers at these
each one of them.

the Edendale valley, so also was this week a bad
the SAP, South African Police, and the Inkatha
over the past four days, people who were both
three organisations, and I will look briefly at

With regard to the Defence Force, Brigadier Swanepoel said that the role that he was given by the
police to play in the Seven Day War was to ensure that the Edendale Road was kept open, so that
Edendale or Vulindlela residents could get to work without being stoned. He confirmed that at no
stage were his troops deployed in the upper valley, where the destruction was taking place. He
confirmed that if his troops had been stationed there they could have prevented loss of life and
destruction of property. Residents of these areas, journalists and violence monitors pleaded with
the Defence Force to deploy what forces they had in the areas where the attacks were taking place,
but the SADF did not respond. The reason that Brigadier Swanepoel gave was that the plan that had
been worked out by the Joint Management Centre did not provide for the deployment of troops in the
unrest area. This may appear to many of us to be unbelievable, but I believe that that is what in
fact happened. The Joint Operations Centre decided that the army should only be deployed to keep
open the Edendale road. There is no doubt that vehicles were being stoned on that road before the
Seven Day War, but there has been
/no evidence
no evidence that any political party was responsible for the stoning, and it seems that it was

probably young people who had been driven away from their homes at Elandskop and Vulindlela.
Brigadier Swanepoel and Director Meyer of the police contradicted themselves as to whether the
Defence Force was sufficiently resourced to enable it to enter the upper reaches of the valley
where the real trouble was taking place. Brigadier Swanepoel said that the Defence Force was
hopelessly understaffed, whereas Director Meyer said the SADF resources were quite adequate. One
thing is certain, is that if the six armoured vehicles and the 100 soldiers which the army did have
had been deployed in the valley there seems to be no doubt that a substantial proportion of the
death and destruction could have been averted, and Brigadier Swanepoel agreed to this. Another
thing is certain, if army reinforcements had been called in immediately the Seven Day War could
have been averted altogether.
This brings us to the role of the police. Director Meyer presented the official version of the
South African Police, and he portrayed the police as being completely impartial and unbiased, and
as having done everything possible to prevent loss of life and damage to property. On the other
hand the version from Special Constables Shabangu and Madlala, and a Riot Unit Constable
Harrington, was one of open complicity on the part of the police with the IFP forces.
Shabangu said that he drove a Riot Unit vehicle to pick up special constables; that he met up with
a large Inkatha crowd, including Mr David Ntombela; that he went
/with this
with this group to the outskirts of KwaShange, and there he watched with other members of his Riot
Unit as the special constables attacked, burned and looted houses at KwaShange, and returned with
stolen property, which they loaded onto a police vehicle, which was then driven to Mr Ntombela's
home, along with cattle which had been stolen from the residents of KwaShange.
Mr Radley Keys and Mr Pierre Cronje, then of the Democratic Party, testified that they had watched
a 3 000 strong IFP group prepare for an attack on Xalusa. They said that the police, under
Brigadier Viljoen, sat in their armoured vehicles and silently watched while that saga unfolded
before their eyes. They said that only after very strenuous argument on their part did the police
very reluctantly begin to intervene to ward off that impi. Other witnesses testified to watching in
disbelief as police provided buckets of ammunition to Inkatha combatants.
During the course of his evidence Director Meyer did make some significant concessions. He said
that it was probable that some special constables had participated in the violence, but that if
they did so it was contrary to the instructions of senior officers. He said that it was possible
that arms and ammunition had been given by the police to IFP combatants, but that if they did so it
was contrary to the instructions of senior officers. He said that he could not account for the
participation of the KwaZulu Police in the Seven Day War on the side of the IFP, and said that the
KwaZulu Police were part of a different command structure.
When he was asked why no legal action had been taken
/against
against IFP leaders like Mr Ntombela, and many others who were alleged to have been involved in
violence, he said that prosecutions may well have been instituted against them had there not been
intimidation of witnesses. He said that he could not deny the evidence of Constable Harrington, who
said that as a member of the Riot Unit he had participated in many serious crimes, including
murder, the sale of weapons to the IFP, torture, assaults, and the use of police vehicles to
transport IFP members to attack UDF areas. He also conceded that the creation and the deployment of
the special constables was one of the most fundamental mistakes which the South African Police had
made.
With regard to the role of the special constables generally, I do not believe that Director Meyer
was frank with the Commission. Evidence has been given before this Commission by several other
people, not only witnesses at this hearing, but other witnesses, that the special constables were
specifically recruited, trained and deployed to act against the UDF/ANC and to support Inkatha. I
have no reason to disbelieve Constable Madlala, Shabangu and Harrington when they say this, and I
also have no reason to disbelieve ex-police Captain Brian Mitchell, who has given evidence under
oath to this Commission, when he says that special constables were in fact the so-called third
force during that time in the entire Midlands area, and that the sole purpose of the special
constables was for them to be deployed offensively against members of the UDF, and to support and
assist the IFP.
Constable Harrington told the Commission that while
/he and
he and some special constables were braai-ing meat and drinking beer in the Table Mountain area
with an IFP group another IFP group launched an attack on a nearby ANC settlement. Instead of
intervening and stopping the attack, or investigating the attack, or even observing the attack,
Harrington and the Riot Unit and the special constables continued to eat and drink, after having
been assured by their IFP hosts that it was merely an attack by IFP on UDF people. He said that
that attitude and that behaviour was typical of the work of the Riot Unit and the special
constables during that time. He said that he routinely assaulted and tortured people, threw people
from the back of police vehicles, used his police vehicle to transport IFP people to UDF areas to

carry out attacks, confiscated weapons from UDF areas, and gave them or sold them to IFP members.
He said that this was commonplace behaviour in the Riot Unit, and that it was done by many of the
Riot Unit members.
I accept that after the death of Major Terblanche the official attitude towards the ... (inaudible
- end of Side A, Tape 5) ... Erasmus and Madlala to have taken place. However, I cannot believe
that the police hierarchy in the Midlands did not have a full appreciation of what the special
constables actually were, and what they were to be used for.
With regard to the investigations into the deaths caused by the Seven Day War, we have heard the
evidence of Inspector Bongani Nxumalo this afternoon, and it is clear that those investigations
were completely inadequate.
Finally we look at the role of the IFP. Almost
every witness who has appeared before this Commission,
/other
other than the SAP and the SADF, laid the blame for this terrible event at the feet of IFP members.
The IFP have not given us an official account of its involvement in the Seven Day War. As I said
earlier on a letter was sent to the Premier, Mr Mdlalose - sorry, Dr Mdlalose, and to Mr Jiyani Dr Jiyani, sorry, inviting them to send someone to give an official account of the IFP to this
Commission, and a reply was received from Mr van der Merwe saying that the IFP had made its
submission in Cape Town some months ago to the Commission, and that it did not intend making any
further submission. Now, I was present in Cape Town when the IFP made its submission, and in the
several hundred pages of submissions that it made to the Truth Commission it did not make mention
of the Seven Day War, or of any incident or event which took place during that period, and that is
the route that the IFP has chosen.
Mr Ntombela was invited to give evidence before this Commission. The Commission had originally
agreed to subpoena Mr Ntombela to come to this Commission in the same way that it subpoenaed many
other witnesses, but we decided that we should rather first invite Mr Ntombela out of respect for
his public office. He initially accepted the invitation, but on the day that he was due to appear
he refused to give evidence, and instead he called for the dismissal of the entire panel as it was
constituted for this hearing.
I should also place on record that a couple of weeks before the hearing a senior IFP member went
onto the Zulu language radio and said that if Mr Ntombela was subpoenaed
to appear at this hearing that the city of
/Pietermaritzburg
Pietermaritzburg would be plunged into darkness. Mr Ntombela has requested that we make available
to him copies of the witnesses' statements in order to allow him to formulate his response to the
allegations made against him, and he is entitled to those documents. And he has told us that he
will be responding to those documents, and until such time as he has done so I will not make
further comment on his role, except to say that he has been implicated by many witnesses in this
terrible tragedy.
In conclusion I want to look at a hypothetical scenario. Let us imagine for some bizarre reason
that the black residents of Imbali swept out in a huge group of 3 000 people and attacked the white
suburban residents of Pietermaritzburg, killing them, burning their houses, stealing their
property. We would not have seen a few police Casspirs driving around negotiating with the Imbali
residents, escorting them back to Imbali. We would not have seen the South African Defence Force
confined to its base, or deployed to keep a road open, and we would not have seen members of the
Riot Unit sunning themselves in the gardens of Imbali leaders. What we would have seen if this had
happened was the mass deployment of thousands and thousands of policemen and soldiers. We would
have seen hundred of armoured vehicles in the streets and helicopters in the sky. We would have
seen a mobilisation of resources as never before seen in this country, and we would have seen
hundreds of people arrested and tried and convicted for murder, theft, armed robbery, arson, and
other serious crimes.
And this is what should have happened in the
Edendale valley. This is what the residents of the
/Edendale
Edendale valley were entitled to expect from the police, but because they were poor, and because
they were black, and because they represented what Director Meyer called the UDF/COSATU alliance,
they did not get that help. And we hope that those days have passed.
Finally I just want to thank all the various people who have worked hard during this past week to
make this hearing proceed as it did. I want to thank the witnesses, because without them we would
not have had a hearing. We want to thank them for their courage and bravery in coming forward. We
want to thank the special Truth Commission task team which worked so hard to pull all these
witnesses together, and the other TRC staff members who also worked very hard. We want to thank the

police for protecting this building, the interpreters who interpreted for us, the press, and the
many other voluntary people who worked so hard to make this hearing a success. Also thanks to the
media in general for their coverage and their hard work.
Please, as you leave the hall please do so with respect and dignity that this occasion demands. We
thank you very much for your attendance.
--------------------Before we part please let's not forget that each time we gather we don't part before singing a
cultural song or traditional song. We came together in this fashion, talking about those who've
left us, who died, and simply depart easily like that. Let's stand up so we can sing a traditional
song or some kind of a song.
--------------------/TRANSCRIBER'S

MR LYSTER: Professor Aitchison, thank you for coming in today to give this initial overview of the
Seven Day War. You have made a document available to the Commission, and I think there are copies
which are available for members of the public if they want those copies. There aren't enough to go
round, but I understand you have made a couple of hundred copies. I am going to let you then talk
to the document. I think it's probably too long to read through, but if you can start by briefly
just telling us who you are and giving us your credentials, and explain to us why you believe you
have the credentials to give us this overview. Thank you.
PROFESSOR AITCHISON: Right, thank you. I am a professor of adult education at the University of
Natal, head of the Centre for Adult Education. In the course of my life in this city I have been a
political party member and a member of a number of human rights organisations since the mid-70s.
Apart from having, as an academic, studied and monitored human rights abuses and so-called unrest
in this region since about 1987, I believe I am in an almost unique position to present an overview
of the substantive facts on the so-called Seven Days War in that when the Midlands Crisis Relief
Committee was set up on the Thursday of that dreadful week, I was appointed by that Committee to
act as a collator of all information received from all members of that Committee, and all sources
of information, and to compile and release that information to the press and other interested
parties. So in a sense I became the privileged end point of a huge range of information about the
Seven Days War.
And I have in my submission presented three
/documents.
documents. Firstly, a compilation of all the messages, information, testimonies received by the 24hour monitoring service of the Crisis Committee which was set up on that Thursday. Secondly, I have
submitted a list of all the known dead in the so-called Seven Days War week, as well as in the
month of April 1990, which I have handed in. And, thirdly, a summary compiled by myself on the
basis of 194 unsworn statements received from refugees who had fled to Edendale, giving accounts of
what they had experienced during the Seven Days War period. These statements were made by people
who had been briefed by legally trained people, and were extremely reputable members of the
academic community, clergymen and so forth.
The contents of my submission - I would like briefly to outline the kind of political geography of
the region at the time of the Seven Days War, secondly to provide an account of the seven days of
the war, and finally to give a brief account of the aftermath of the war. In outlining the
geography of the area I will also describe some of the possible preludes to, or precipitating
factors which could have been seen as provoking or causing the war.
Firstly the political geography of the region early in 1990. To the west of Pietermaritzburg lies
the freehold area of Edendale, abutting onto Pietermaritzburg. There are two townships, one on the
north bank of the Umsunduzi River, which flows through this region, is Ashdown location, and on the
south bank Imbali township. Both these were originally part of the Pietermaritzburg Municipality,
but were excised. At the time Edendale and Ashdown were very much UDF supporting - ANC supporting
since its unbanning in February, just a month earlier.
/Imbali had
Imbali had - was becoming UDF, although there were still strong pockets of Inkatha supporters
there. The Vulindlela area was predominantly under the control of the Inkatha Cultural Liberation
Movement, as it was at that time, before it formed a political party in mid-1990, the Inkatha
Freedom Party.
In late 1987 there had been considerable fighting there, but in early 1988 there was the massive
series of raids, detentions by the police, a counter attack by Inkatha, and Inkatha came to
dominate most of this area, although certain of the areas adjoining Edendale were considered to be
non-Inkatha. There were a couple of other UDF supporting pockets, Xamalala, Vulindlela, and the
township of Mpophomeni on the north, where COSATU was very strongly represented. The main road from
Pietermaritzburg goes through Edendale through to Vulindlela and through to the Berg. The
alternative route, if the Edendale route is blocked, is through the northern suburbs of
Pietermaritzburg, and there is access to part of Vulindlela through the area that is known as
Sweetwaters.
I will now move on to the issue of possible preludes or precipitating factors for the war. Wars are
generally considered to have causes or precipitating factors even if they are discovered for use as
post-event excuses, and the Seven Days War is no different. Clearly a leading cause of the violence
was the fact that there had been a civil war in this region certainly since September 1987, and, of
course, there is growing evidence already revealed to the Truth and Reconciliation Commission, and
in a number of recent trials, of State collusion and partisanship in this
/conflict,
conflict, and undoubtedly that needs to be explored further.
But there are three events or causes which are often considered as precipitating factors. Firstly,
the behaviour of young refugees from Vulindlela who fled and took shelter in Edendale, when life
became intolerable for them in Vulindlela once Inkatha had gained control of that area in 1988.
Secondly, the meeting between Chief Buthelezi, King Zwelithini and the KwaZulu Amakhozi on Friday,
the 23rd and Saturday the 24th of March 1990. And, thirdly, the Inkatha rally at Kings Park,

Durban, on Sunday, the 25th of March. The 25th of March conventionally considered to be the start
of the Seven Days War.
Firstly, the stoning of buses by young refugees from Vulindlela. From the mid-80s there were
various surges of young people who fled into Edendale for refuge. They, unable to return back to
their families because they feared being killed, would frequently take it out on commuters coming
from Vulindlela to work in Pietermaritzburg by stoning buses, and a fair number of incidents were
reported in the police unrest report and in the pages of the Natal Witness and the Witness Echo.
Such was indeed the situation at the beginning of 1990, and it is a situation that provokes two of
20 questions I would like to pose as I present my submission. Firstly, why did the security forces
not guarantee the right of these young refugees in Edendale to return to their homes in Vulindlela
and live there in safety? Secondly, why did the security forces not take serious action to
eliminate stoning of buses and other vehicles
/taking
taking people from Vulindlela through Edendale to Pietermaritzburg?
There were a number of comments, occasions when these two issues were taken up, and I have
documented them in detail in my submission. In many cases the kind of leadership of the Edendale
community would complain that these refugees were a problem, but on the other hand they simply
could not send them back to death in Vulindlela, because that was the choice. And so they would for example, Mr Simelane, of the Edendale Landowners Association said, "We still cannot send them
back because they will get killed. This thing has become a big headache for Edendale." Inkatha
supporters from Vulindlela themselves complained to the police, and various threats were made. At a
meeting on the 7th of March 1989, "We will have to take the initiative to secure the safety of our
parents. We will have to go to town, just as the Amaqabane are in town. We ask the police to look
after this problem or else Pietermaritzburg will be a town of blood. If the police cannot solve
this problem we will be forced to go to town ourselves. There will be bloodshed." And again various
comments along those lines. Captain Terblanche of the Riot Unit said, in response to one of these
complaints - he said that anybody who had witnessed a stoning incident and could identify the
culprits should contact the police. "I promise you tomorrow that person will be behind bars."
Now, in early 1990, on the 20th of February, there were a couple of incidents on the road between
Edendale and Henley in which four buses were stoned, one petrol-bombed and shot at. A person died
and several were
/injured.
injured. That evening David Ntombela, a well known Inkatha supporter in KwaNqane in Vulindlela, who
had gained a reputation of being a formidable so-called Inkatha warlord, called a big meeting at
his house. A van carrying a loudspeaker was sent out telling everybody not to go to work the next
day, and calling all young men to come to the tribal court the next morning with their weapons. Mr
Ntombela allegedly then incited them to attack, but the next morning the police were aware of the
situation and intervened, and they appear to have talked the crowd of about 5 000 people out of
attacking. Mr Ntombela reportedly had quite a task, having worked everybody up to attack, to calm
them.
Now, that gathering on the 21st of February is very interesting because Lieutenants Meyer, Tukkie
van der Heever of the Riot Unit, and Brigadier Buchner, who had flown in from Ulundi, were present.
And I would like to quote what Lieutenant Tukkie van der Heever had to say. "This morning they were
on their way to Esikodini," which is in Edendale, "to attack, but Chief Ntombela and I were
stopping them and telling them to turn back. Yes, they were proceeding on foot, but these people
are disciplined. When he, Mr Ntombela, said turn back they listened to him. They would not attack
if he did not say so." At the close of the meeting Brigadier Buchner told the crowd that the stick
he wielded in his hand was one for peace. I won't comment on what the previous speaker's stick was
intended for. "They were planning to march into town to attack people. It would have been innocent
people that you attacked. That's what the enemy were planning you to do. Do not take the law into
your own hands."
/Anyway,
Anyway, that was defused, and an interesting comment - the Natal Witness reported the police as
having said if the attack had taken place the ensuing bloodletting could have reached a level
unparalleled in the history of Natal's violence. The distance from Elandskop to the outskirts of
Edendale Valley is about 20 kilometres, and hundreds more people were likely to have joined the
warring party en route. While areas in Mnyadi have been targeted for attack at the meeting
residents spoke of wiping out other areas as well.
Now, what is extremely significant about these statements is that it is quite clear the police at a
top level were aware of a very dangerous situation. This is a mere month before the Seven Days War.
So this raises my third question. After the attempt, starting at David Ntombela's place, to attack
communities lower down the valley as retaliation for an attack on buses, and which was almost
immediately defused by senior Riot Unit police officers and Brigadier Buchner, what monitoring and
planning was done by the police in anticipation of possible further attacks? And the associated
question that arises, if no such planning was done, who is responsible for such a gross abdication
of duty?

The second precipitating possibility. The possible incitement to violence at the meeting in Ulundi
on 23rd/24th of March. In his address, which was distributed widely to the press, King Zwelithini
said, "I know what my forebears would do in similar circumstances," and he had been describing the
Amakhozi as under threat. "Whenever there was a threat to the nation they acted swiftly and
decisively." And after denouncing militant youth and
/trade
trade unionists he stated, "I want to know as your king whether you approve of these patterns of
behaviour so foreign to our society. If not, what are you going to do about it? Must we allow this
fire to destroy the future of our children and their children's children? Do you mean to tell me
that you cannot mobilise your people in your area to stop this raging fire of anarchy?"
So that raises the fourth question. Were any preparations made or incitement given at the meeting
between Chief Buthelezi, King Zwelithini and the KwaZulu Amakhozi on Friday the 23rd and Saturday
the 24th of March 1990?
The third precipitating factor. The Inkatha rally at Kings Park on Sunday, the 25th of March. On
the 25th of March, exactly a month after a hugely successful ANC rally addressed by Nelson Mandela
at Kings Park, Durban, and at the same but now rain-swept venue, Buthelezi could only muster a
crowd of less than 10 000 people to an Inkatha rally, which was subsidised by the security police
by the amount of R152 169,04. Organisers said the crowd would have been larger if it had not been
for the weather and incidents of intimidation involving buses. Mr David Ntombela, an Inkatha
Central Committee member from Elandskop, and KwaZulu urban representative, Mr V V Mvelase, said a
number of buses were badly damaged and had to return home. Ntombela, who spoke at the rally, said,
"I warn these people it is for the last time. I warn them if they continue doing that I will defend
anyhow. If they stone the buses my people will protect themselves.
My fifth question arises naturally out of the murky
/role of
role of the Security Police in funding this rally. Was there any incitement, or were preparations
or logistical arrangements made at the State-funded Inkatha rally at Kings Park on Sunday, 25th
March, 1990?"
I will now try and briefly summarise the seven days of the war. Obviously this is compiled from an
enormous amount of - a multitude of individual incidents, far too many to even document. Okay,
Sunday the 25th, to and from the rally. Buses passed through Edendale from Vulindlela to the
meeting in Durban. Different accounts have been given of provocations, stonings, shootings and
attacks by either the bus riders or by people on the route which runs through Edendale. During the
day a number of requests were made to the police by the community in Edendale not to allow the
buses back through Edendale. That evening a large group of returning buses stopped near Edendale
Hospital and people got out, possibly in preparation for some kind of march through Edendale. And
certainly people at the nearby soccer stadium were chased. The Riot Unit there was under the
command of Lieutenant Daniel Meyer. Simultaneously there was a clash between local youths and
police on the main road. There was considerable confusion and shooting. It is difficult to
establish who attacked or provoked who. KwaZulu Transport claimed the next day that R25 000,00
damage was done to buses.
When contacted by the Reverend Nicholson, who had been phoned by a concerned Edendale resident,
Plessislaer Police Station said they were not going out because they didn't have any armoured
vehicles. Loop Street Police Station claimed that everything was under control. Most of the buses
then drove back to Vulindlela via the
/Sweetwaters
Sweetwaters route, and it was some of the buses that stopped at KwaShangiya, a rather non-Inkatha
area, and at that point there was a skirmish and a local man was stabbed to death. Near KwaMnyandu,
at Mobeza's Store, another returning bus load led by Induna Lololombo attacked people, and Grace
Zondi and Brian Sihla Zondi were shot dead, allegedly by Jerome Indaba and by Zazini Skiliki Zondi.
They were both later tried and acquitted at a trial in 1992.
Two questions arise out of what happened on Sunday. Question: did Inkatha supporters attack, harass
or provoke people in non-Inkatha areas on their way to and from the rally? Alternatively, were
Inkatha supporters harassed, attacked and provoked on their way to and from the rally? The other
question is, if there was indeed a serious threat to returning buses why didn't the security
forces, with the awesome fire power at their disposal, prepare for the return and escort the buses
to Edendale, where certainly there are no houses near the freeway and there would be a clear line
of fire for protective security forces?
Monday, the 26th March. Monday was relatively quiet. There were some stonings of some Inkatha
vehicles. There was a gathering at Ntombela's house at KwaNqane near Elandskop. Deputy Minister of
Justice, Mr Danie Schutte, said on the 29th of March that on Monday the commander of the Unrest
Unit, Colonel Fourie, had done his best to defuse the situation by urging Inkatha supporters not to
retaliate because of the attacks on buses carrying Inkatha supporters on the Sunday. Again clear
evidence that the police were well aware that this was a volatile situation.
/Claims

Claims were later made that Chief Nsikayezwa Zondi's vehicle was stone or petrol-bombed and a child
injured in Edendale on this Monday. Later reports indicate that this alleged attack, and even
rumours of the chief's death, were used the next day to mobilise support for the attack down the
Xalusa road from Umphumuza Sweetwaters.
Day three, Tuesday the 27th of March. From early in the morning there were attacks on Xalusa,
which, if people can see the map, is on the north side of Edendale. It abuts onto the Umphumuza
Sweetwaters area of Vulindlela. Combatants totalled about 2 500 to 3 000. Several of them were
transported in hijacked buses and a variety of smaller vehicles, including an ambulance. Many of
the attackers had firearms, and people in "kits konstabel" or special constable uniforms were among
the attackers. Reports were received that Philip Zondi was leading the combatants. The attacks
appeared to be co-ordinated. Groups of about 300-odd would peel off to move to left or right, and
some of those attacked the township of Ashdown.
In Xalusa a number of people were shot. 130 gunshot cases were treated in Edendale Hospital alone,
and an off-duty policeman, Sergeant Nene, was also critically wounded and later died. Houses were
burnt, looting took place. Police vehicles were present, but the police seemed unable to halt this
massive movement of forces several thousand strong. Again although the question of whether
strategically placed roadblocks and a sense of determination could not have done so?
At Xalusa armed warriors filed past police to move on to attack other areas. By contrast defensive
actions by residents were dispersed by the police. A number of
/claims
claims have
This raises
forces with
in camping
homestead.

been made that some police were seen handing ammunition over to the Inkatha forces.
the question, did some policemen on various occasions in this week supply Inkatha
ammunition, and possibly even weapons? Later in the day some of these forces withdrew
in the Umphumuza area on the north flank of Edendale in Chief Nsikayezwa Zondi's

That night Ashdown youth launched a revenge attack on Payaphini, which is right above Ashdown, and
a person was killed and 19 houses were damaged. Chief Zondi's son approached the Pietermaritzburg
Council of Churches for aid the next day and the affected families were provided with aid.
In Edendale there were a number of confrontations between police and youth, particularly in
Georgetown, where a person was shot dead by the police. Some vehicles going through Edendale were
attacked by armed anti-Inkatha people, and certainly in Gezabuso there were also some attacks, and
I believe two people died.
Wednesday, the 28th of March, day four. Now, I've tried to summarise what in some ways is an
extremely complicated series of events, and I am going to ask my colleague here to put some
transparencies on here as the -it would be helpful if that light up there could be dowsed briefly.
Early in the morning Inkatha members from a number of settlements along the main road in
Vulindlela, outlined - no, it's got to go higher up. At various places along the road through
Vulindlela - Sikeleni bus stop at Gezabuso, the Ndluli bus stop at KwaShange, and Induna Gavaza
Khanyile's homestead at Ezibomvini KwaShange - Inkatha groups began to muster. Some of these people
/marched
marched west towards the Eshowe meeting place, which is a KwaZulu Government near Taylor's Halt.
Others were picked up by trucks and other vehicles. David Ntombela appears to have been the chief
supervisor of this process. Question: given the enormous amount of activity involved in groups of
people going to muster along the main road, and other groups marching towards Taylor's Halt, why
did a police security forces contingency plan not immediately swing into action?
Reports were received that the impis had been called out at daybreak, but had delayed going into
action as there was a meeting with a Ulundi official, a Mr Mthethwa, at Eshowe at Taylor's Halt at
some time between 8.00 or 10.00 am. At Ntombela's homestead at Nqane several thousand people had
gathered. Police were present at the scene - four SAP, two Toyotas and two Casspirs, and two
KwaZulu Police vehicles, two Toyotas - and must have been aware of what was happening. While the
men were sprayed with war medicine, "inthelezi," all the women were ordered into a building, where
they had to take their clothes off and then put them on inside out. They then had to march up and
down the road outside the whole day singing incantations.
A number of blue unmarked lorries, together with a number of smaller vehicles, all with their
numberplates covered with cloth or mud, arrived with a large number of warriors from Mnyavu, which
is in the Umgeni Valley below Cato Ridge. They arrived at Ntombela's place. Question: who requested
the support of warriors from the Amnyavu in the Umgeni Valley below Cato Ridge, and who supplied
the KwaZulu Government trucks to transport them to Taylor's
/Halt?
Halt? This logistical support suggests prior planning of the attacks. If this is correct, who were
the parties to this conspiracy?
At about 9.30 about 20 trucks with covered up ZG numberplates drove through Taylor's Halt. They
went up towards groups of Inkatha who appeared to be waiting for them. People got on and the trucks
returned and drove to the Eshowe area, where they grouped together next to the KwaZulu Transport

KZT bus depot. Other people arrived there on foot. Later ... (intervention)
MR LYSTER: Please don't distribute the books while the witness is talking. Please can people take
their seats. Sorry, I apologise for the interruption. Please continue.
PROFESSOR AITCHISON: Later this convoy of lorries and trucks, followed by a large crowd on foot,
travelled down the road towards Gezabuso, KwaShange, Vulisaka, KwaMnyandu and Edendale, and dropped
armed men at various spots so that attacked communities could be encircled. These attackers were
joined by some Inkatha people from the local mustering point. In all the force is estimated to have
been about 12 000 strong.
Attacks then took place. With their superior fire power the Inkatha attackers routed the defenders,
killing numbers of them. Homesteads were destroyed and property looted and cattle driven off. The
attacks were observed by police, who had also watched the mustering of the morning. During an
aerial survey undertaken by the Democratic Party and the Natal Witness over the areas where the
attacks were taking place at least 25 police vehicles were seen and no SADF vehicles. Red Ford
Huskys, presumably also police vehicles, were also present. The
/police
police generally seemed to have ignored the Inkatha attackers when the youth in attacked
communities tried to defend their homes. There are statements that allege that police on some
occasions actually participated in the attacks. Certainly a number of people in "kits konstabel"
uniforms did. There are numerous reports of attacks and shootings taking place in the presence of
the police, some of whom have been named in statements. Sometimes at the end of the attacks police
on the ground, or from the police helicopter circling overhead, fired tear gas.
Three questions. Why did the police not stop huge armed groups coming down the main road from
Taylor's Halt? Why did special constables and KwaZulu Police participate in the attacks, and on
whose orders? Why did the police not send substantial forces into the area once it was apparent to
all that a major attack was in progress?
During this period of mayhem observed by the police a totally under-employed SADF convoy of
armoured vehicles was lethargically driving up and down the main road in Edendale. Question: why
were SADF forces not asked by the police to enter the battle area, which clearly the police were
not containing?
At Gezabuso, early in the morning the Inkatha group had gathered, as I have already mentioned.
David Ntombela arrived with vehicles and collected people, and returned with them towards Taylor's
Halt. Minor damage was caused by this group. Later, when the main attack started, the convoy of
trucks, cars and lorries arrived, followed by a large crowd on foot. Some of these moved on to
attack KwaShange, and the remainder attacked Gezabuso. Then the group, returning later in the day
from KwaShange, attacked
/Gezabuso
Gezabuso as well. Most of the attacks seemed to have been taking place between in the morning and
early afternoon.
A first group ... (inaudible - end of Side A, Cassette 1) ... it was
soon a shortage. At KwaShange by early morning the attack - the people
they had seen all the movement on the main road across the valley. A
Gavaza Khanyile's place, and there were minor skirmishes between the
group of Inkatha supporters.

wet, and for which there was
were expecting the attack as
group had mustered at Induna
KwaShange community and this

There appear to have been three main assaults on this particular community. The first group of
attackers came from Chief Shayabantu Zondi's place, and was led by Zazini Skiliki Zondi, the
chief's brother. It was small, about 200 strong, but well armed, and included a group of "kits
konstabels," including Philelani Stuart Zuma and Jerome Indaba. They came from Chief Shayabantu
Zondi's place above Umvundleweni.
The second group had assembled at Induna Gavaza Khanyile's homestead on the border with Ezibomvini.
Allegedly this group included Chief Shayabantu Zondi, Lololombo, Bhekamuzi Gcabashe, Ntonjani
Gcabashe and Mtwasi Zondi. The first and second groups combined and later went down towards Henley.
The third group came last from Taylor's Halt via Gezabuso, and comprised about 16 ZG trucks and
smaller vehicles, as well as many people on foot. This group was allegedly led by David Ntombela,
or somebody driving his car. The group may have been joined by other attackers who came over the
hills from Sweetwaters, Umbubu and Impande. Some of these trucks may also have continued to
/Ezibomvini
Ezibomvini, and after attacking there returned to KwaShange with other attackers on foot. This
group attacked KwaShange Number 2 and burnt houses at KwaShange.
Both the first and the third group approached KwaShange via the main road, and had to cross over
the only bridge over the flooded Umsunduzi River. There was apparently some resistance by the
KwaShange community, but according to a number of witnesses the police who accompanied the third
group then went in front and helped the attackers cross this point. Interestingly the SABC footage

you saw has an aerial shot of the group going over that bridge, and in fact the car, David
Ntombela's Sierra, is in fact in that footage. The one place which could have been effectively used
to block most of the attackers reaching KwaShange - an armoured vehicle on that bridge could have
done wonders. Why were no efforts made to stop attackers from leaving the main road and crossing
the bridge over the flooded Umsunduzi to KwaShange?
In KwaShange over 120 houses were burnt and property looted. Cattle was driven off. At least 11 men
and women were murdered. The people fled, tried to cross the flood Umsunduzi River. At least one
person drowned. At about 3.00 pm a local policeman came with two white policemen and they told
people that it was impossible to stop the attackers. There were only three of them and they didn't
have the manpower. They told people hiding in shops to run away to places of safety. Later there
was one incident in which police in a Ford Husky shot at some of the looters.
At Ezibomvini there were attacks. At Vulisaka again attacks, people killed. At KwaMnyandu there
were
/further
further attacks where a group of returning people from KwaShange went through Umvundleweni and
attacked KwaMnyandu from the south, while another group which had gone along the main road to cut
off the people fleeing across the Umsunduzi from KwaShange, encircled KwaMnyandu and the place was
attacked. A police helicopter circled above KwaMnyandu while it was attacked. Two attempts by
youths to defend the community failed, and the youth fled towards Edendale. Among the dead were
elderly women in the community.
Meanwhile back in Edendale, in Umphumuza/Xaluza sector again there were various forays by Inkatha
forces into Simero, Siyamo, Esikodini and Ashdown. Police were shot at by defenders on a number of
occasions, and they in turn opened fire on defenders and a number of people were killed. The
situation calmed somewhat when army vehicles arrived.
Thursday, the 29th of March. A second attack
Chief Shayabantu Zondi's place. Police and
involved. A number of people were killed and
driven off. More police finally arrived and
was there again no effective police presence

on KwaMnyandu in midmorning led by Inkatha forces from
"kits konstabels" and possibly KwaZulu Police again
wounded, and more houses burned and looted and people
the attackers withdrew. Question: why on the Thursday
to stop the attack on KwaMnyandu?

However, the police were active in Edendale, where they stopped a march by 500 unarmed women
protesting against police partisanship and inaction against the attackers, and told them to
disperse or force, including tear gas and birdshot, would be used. 11 women were
/arrested
arrested by Lieutenant O'Connell. This hard line on peaceful women demonstrators was in stark
contrast to their soft line on armed impis wreaking mayhem in the region.
That evening Inkatha forces were seen returning to Ntombela's place at Nqane. Ntombela had been
interviewed during the day by the Natal Witness reporters. He denied that anybody from his area had
been involved in any violence. He said he was in contact with other Inkatha leaders in the region,
and that he had no knowledge of punitive raids being launched in retaliation for the stoning on
buses on Sunday and Monday. He said he knew of only one Inkatha person killed during the week.
That night four people in KwaNqane were murdered. Again further skirmishes in Xaluza, Simero and
Ashdown. Police were active searching and disarming youths going to defend their borders. Several
clashes in Ashdown, and again the Inkatha attackers on Xaluza returned that night to Chief
Nsikayezwa's homestead and encamped. There were several buses at this base.
That day as well Mpophomeni was attacked by a 500 strong force of Inkatha from KwaShisho. There
finally withdrew. And that evening again there was an attack and the Catholic church was slightly
damaged by the attackers. In that evening there was almost continuous shooting in Imbali, and a
number of houses came under attack from Inkatha groups who roamed around the township on foot and
in vehicles. Calls to the Riot Unit to respond to pleas for help were not acted upon. The Imbali
support group, three members of whom were staying in a house, saw their vehicle shot up by a group,
including two white men, and
/it was
it was later in the night petrol bombed. Repeated
attempts to get the SADF to deploy were frustrated by the police. A 10 platoon convoy waited
fruitlessly outside Huletts Aluminium for the police to call them in at the height of the Imbali
shooting. When calls requesting SADF back up were made they were told by the police that the army
was just off duty and tired. Eventually, apparently at SADF insistence, as they were being deluged
by calls for help, they were told to meet the SAP at Huletts Aluminium at 10 to seven in the
evening. 10 platoons were there at the height of the shooting fruitlessly awaiting the police. The
police never came and they returned to their base and played volleyball. A number of African
callers to the emergency service 10111 claim that they were told to ring F W de Klerk and Mandela.
Police consistently refused to call in the SADF, who were under-used.
Saturday, 31st of March. Another attack on Mpophomeni. At Vulindlela a number of meetings at

Ntombela's place and Chief Ngcobo's place. A fair amount of hysteria as the community, it suddenly
dawned on them, were now cut off from food resources in Pietermaritzburg. An eminent person group
visited Edendale and Vulindlela during the day. The met a heavily armed David Ntombela near
Taylor's Halt. He now blamed the stoning of buses by youths for the current strife, and that
Inkatha people were only defending themselves.
In Imbali sporadic shooting continued. A number of people were killed and wounded and homes burnt.
Virtually every street in Imbali was barricaded with burning tyres, cars and rubble. There are many
eye witness accounts of
/Inkatha
Inkatha vehicles, including a six-ton truck manned by
about 15 people with rifles and shotguns, driving through the area firing at random at residents.
There are also reports of police providing weapons and ammunition to Inkatha people, notable at
Manyoni's house. Late in that evening some army vehicles entered the area and it became quieter.
And that is the end of my account of that week. Very briefly, to conclude, the aftermath. There
were 20 000 refugees in Edendale and Pietermaritzburg, most of whom had lost everything. The socalled civil defence of this municipality refused to help the refugees for fear of being partisan.
The Government did not offer much help. Deputy Minister Tertius Delport, in a statement of
breathtaking inhumanity, said that not a cent would be spent in the region until violence ended,
and so the refugees were punished further. The area was not declared a disaster area, and why was
it not? The army was called in eventually to stabilise the situation, which it did after a fashion,
and the death toll dropped to a regular 35 or so a month in the Midlands for the rest of the year.
Police investigations into the nearly 100 murders in the seven-day week can at best be described as
derisory. Unpublicised so-called informal inquests did not suggest that anybody in particular
should be prosecuted. Again, why were full inquests not held?
In the middle of the year violence erupted in the Witwatersrand. International journalists returned
to Johannesburg and the Natal Midlands was forgotten, although what had happened in this region
offered many clues to the origins of the violence in the Transvaal.
/Some
Some people did care. The Midlands Crisis Relief
Committee did great work. The South African Council of Churches, the international church
community, other religious groups, foreign governments, alongside organisations such as the
International Committee of the Red Cross, and a variety of human rights organisations who
documented what had happened.
Six years after the Seven Days War the murderers of men, women and children remain seemingly immune
from justice. Those who planned the attacks and those who allowed them to happen unhindered have
for the time being escaped earthly justice. The people of this region know who they are and will
not forget. Neither will they forget those who died and suffered in this first false dawn of the
new South Africa. And I leave two final questions. Why were key leaders such as Chief Zondi, Philip
Zondi, David Ntombela, Lololombo and Gavaza Khanyile not formally questioned about or prosecuted
for their obvious role in the attacks? And lastly, why was no apparent action taken to make senior
policemen, including General Buchner, account for their actions and inactions in relation to the
... (incomplete)
---------------------

(Incomplete) ... the Regional Director of the then Progressive Federal Party. We were engaged in
negotiation politics from 1984. One might remember the Dakar visit. In 1989, on the formation of
the Democratic Party, I became the Regional Director. In 1989 we formed what is called The Trust
for Peace in Natal. It is a trust that was established to try and negotiate and mediate in the
conflict to promote peace.
Yes, thank you, you may proceed with your summation. --- Thank you. Chairperson, I give evidence to
this Truth and Reconciliation Commission in the full knowledge that what I have to say is from
experience, and does not reflect everything that occurred in the period under review. It is
evidence that I present that cannot be related by the thousands of people who have been killed in
the conflict. I know there are many instances that I have forgotten, and I beg the indulgence of
the Commission. I have been involved in monitoring the conflict since 1986/1987, and since 1989
trying to mediate and facilitate mediation.
I'd like to start, Chairperson, with the context of the Seven Day War. It is something that just
didn't spring up in 1990, it had its roots a long, long time before that. Since 1986
Pietermaritzburg has successively been the area of violent conflict. In 1987 it seemed as if a
strategic plan had been set in motion where violence started racking Imbali. What has been exposed
by de Kock in his trial was being played out in the Natal Midlands by other players and his
cohorts. The National Party Government of the day engineered this confrontation, I submit,
Mr Chairperson. The schism that developed between
/the ANC
the ANC and the Inkatha Cultural Movement in 1979 was a useful and opportune mechanism for the then
Government of the day to widen that schism.
On the ground this conflict developed into a struggle between the Inkatha Cultural Movement, which
subsequently formed itself to become the IFP, and the United Democratic Front, which was a front
organisation for the African National Congress while it was banned. Much publicity was given to
what was then described by the Government, and portrayed by the State media, as black on black
violence. UDF was formed in 1983, and it was formed to oppose the tricameral system that was
imposed on this country. The UDF identified all participants in any Government structure as an
enemy, and tensions right from the beginning developed between the UDF and Inkatha.
Through 1986 boycotts were embarked upon, and measures were used to impose them on unwilling
participants. Municipal transport in Pietermaritzburg was targeted. Strikes and labour action were
used to increase pressure on the Government. Throughout 1984 and 1985 the spectre of the necklace
killing came into its own. People identified as being in the opposition camp, many were killed by
means of this necklace, where a car tyre was placed around the neck of a victim, petrol was dowsed
on him and set alight. The intention was ostensibly aimed to terrorise everybody who supported the
Government of the day to take up a position against it. These killings were predominantly carried
out in the three provinces outside of Natal.
The regional governments in Natal were the Natal Provincial Administration and the KwaZulu Homeland
/Government.
Government. The South African Government imposed order in the Provincial Administration section of
Natal and left the maintenance of order in the homeland of KwaZulu to the Government of KwaZulu
under Dr Buthelezi, who was then Chief Minister and Minister of Police.
The uprising that took place in 1985 and 1986 in the Cape, the Free State and the Transvaal could
be identified as a revolt against the National Party Government. When this revolt moved into Natal
in 1986 and 1987 it reared its head in the townships, where Inkatha, through the KwaZulu Homeland
Government, was the legitimate authority according to law. This revolt was interpreted as a revolt
against the authority of KwaZulu and the person of Dr Buthelezi, and not a revolt against the South
African Government.
In this context, Mr Chairperson and Members of the Commission, the South African Government, I
contend, engineered a state of low intensity warfare - low enough to keep the UDF and Inkatha at
each other's throats, but not intense enough to destroy the economy of the region. The National
Party Government, I contend, was the orchestrator of that war. The Government was engaged in a war
of survival. The array of onslaughts that they used to keep their white supporters in the lager the total onslaught, the Communist onslaught, was used to bolster their white support.
The division between the UDF and Inkatha provided this National Party Government with an extremely
useful and effective tool to divide its enemy, which they defined as South African citizens with
black skins. The State was legally obliged to lend support to Inkatha because it had
/created
created the homeland of KwaZulu and therefore it could not destroy its own creation. Also it was a
bulwark against the UDF, and the State, through the South African Police, would accompany and
protect Inkatha groups in their marches, protests, but would baton charge, shoot, tear gas, and
disrupt any and all UDF gatherings. In Mahlabisa we had to hold a meeting under the banner of the
Progressive Federal Party for the local structure to establish and elect is own committee. That one
the police could not baton charge.

There was clearly a divide-and-rule policy, pitting Inkatha against the UDF, and with the UDF
attention's directed at Inkatha the State could sit back and ensure that the low intensity conflict
debilitated its enemies, and the Government could proclaim to the world that, "Here we have a black
on black conflict."
Through 1987 to 1990 this low intensity warfare was maintained. The leadership of the UDF and
Inkatha was sucked into the divide-and-rule strategy. The followers on the whole were unaware that
they were being used as pawns in the political struggle for power. The allegations of a third force
abounded. The fact is there were three third forces. The Government had its police and military,
who operated clandestinely to undermine its opponents. The de Kock and Malan trials have vindicated
that and exposed that.
The second of the three forces was the ANC, with its training camps inside and outside the country,
and publicly they proclaimed to make the country ungovernable.
The third of the three forces was that of the Inkatha Freedom Party, where camps were established
inside
/the country
the country and on the border of this country, with the collusion of the South African Defence
Force, where their members were trained in insurgency and counter insurgency.
All three of these third forces were well armed and trained to destabilise, kill and destroy their
opponents. The South African Police, especially in Pietermaritzburg, particularly the Riot Unit
under the command of Major Terblanche, who was then captain, were used as a tool to implement the
National Party's policy of divide and rule. Their actions were predominantly aimed at undermining
the UDF, as it was a front for a banned organisation. Their powers under the state of emergency
legalised the atrocities and abuses that the law empowered them to do. Detention without trial was
used extensively against the UDF members, with only a few Inkatha members incarcerated to show how
impartial they were. Brigadier Marks and Colonel Fourie were the other top South African Police
players in promoting low intensity conflict, while Brigadier Buchner of the Security Police ensure
that detentions without trial were managed.
Members of the Commission, I have here from the Detainees Support Committee a list of people that
were detained without trial. There were up to 20 000 detainees under the state of emergency - under
the emergency regulations at a particular time.
I would like to briefly go through these areas that have - to put the context of the Seven Day War
I think it's important that the areas are just looked at in context.
The first salvoes of the 'Maritzburg war were in Imbali. Inkatha-aligned councillors in Imbali
Township
/Council
Council dominated the local government structures. The UDF had chosen as its modus operandi not to
involve itself with any form of government structure, not with the people who were in them. The
battle in Imbali was a fight for supremacy. Inkatha dominated the local government structures put
in place by the National Party Government, while the UDF attracted popular mass support. Stage one
and stage two were the sites of conflict. Patrols day and night were established to ensure control.
Soon areas came to be known as either Inkatha or UDF. It was during this time, Members of the
Commission, that the Imbali Support Group came to be established. Its aim was to ensure that police
did their impartial duty, a task that was most difficult to impose.
In Ashdown in November 1987 Inkatha took control of Ashdown, but again in 1988 the UDF regained
absolute control. And what happened in areas where the Inkatha was in control, people who had
allegiance to the UDF had to leave the area, people who lived in UDF areas and had Inkatha
allegiance had to either remain silent or leave the area or be killed.
In Edendale - from Imbali to Ashdown the conflict spread into Edendale. It was as if somebody had
put a match to a forest, and nobody could stop the fire. Mr Chairman there were night marches to
ensure that there were no attacks on the communities. I know many who have participated in the
night marches. It was what some would describe as the Neighbourhood Watch, but it was a chilling
time.
Vulindlela, an area under the control of the AmaKhozi, west and south of Pietermaritzburg, is
/predominantly
predominantly IFP, with pockets of UDF supporters. The general relocation of people ensured that
those supporting Inkatha moved into Inkatha areas, those supporting the UDF moved into UDF areas.
In Xamalala incidents of assault and murder had occurred between the UDF and Inkatha. Intoxotho and
Evaleni came to be known as UDF areas, while Bobonono and the rest of Xamalala remained strongly
Inkatha. Eventually Evaleni got burnt down and everybody was expelled. In Sweetwaters and Umphumuza
a strict regime existed. Any dissent was swiftly dealt with, and anyone who was sent in with UDF
sympathies was forcibly expelled.

Mr Chairman, the conflict in the Midlands raged through Vulindlela, Imbali, Ashdown, Edendale.
People relocated to Table Mountain, specifically Maqonqo, where Chief Maphumulo was the inkosi in
the area. His area came under threat in January and February of 1990. Inkatha members accused him
of bolstering the UDF component in Maqonqo and weakening the IFP presence. Chief Maphumulo made it
public that anyone who loved peace he was willing to accommodate them. The Douglas Commission of
Inquiry that took place in November and December of 1989 into the violence of the Midlands almost
precipitated Maqonqo being thrown into the same violent cauldron.
On the 2nd of February, while F W de Klerk was unbanning the ANC, the PAC, and all other
organisations, the war broke out in Maqonqo. Frontal assaults by large impis from KwaNyavu and
local impis loyal to Maphumulo. The police moved in to disperse them and contained the situation
temporarily. A haven of peace was destroyed, and the pattern of conflict described elsewhere was
/repeated
repeated. The SAP Riot Unit from Oribi village - I went to speak to the commanding officer of the
Riot Unit to implore them to establish a police strongpoint in Maqonqo, but Colonel Fourie and
Captain Terblanche said, "This is merely a faction fight that has been going on for hundreds of
years." They would not accept the fact that Maqonqo was a peaceful place prior to the 2nd of
February 1990.
Members of the Commission, there are no winners in this war. The initial form of attack, there were
large impis attacking each other. There was no clear victor and no clear vanquished. Clearly
something had to be done. The low intensity conflict was merely a re-arranging of the deck chairs,
of strengthening Inkatha areas and strengthening UDF areas, and the State evidently was not happy
that the opponent to their regime was not being conquered. The Minister of Police at the time,
Minister Vlok, publicly declared war on the UDF. When the Mayor of Pietermaritzburg intervened and
tried to get Minister Vlok to send the police, and to ensure that peace prevailed, he was asked
bluntly by the Minister, "Do you want the UDF to win?" Malan, as Minister of Defence, was clearly
exposed as to his role in his trial and that that has come out in the courts and this very
Commission.
I would like now, with your permission, to go on to the Seven Day War. On the 25th of March 1990
there was this IFP rally that was in Durban. Professor Aitchison has described the details of that.
The tradition of mass rallies organised by Inkatha were that throughout the area all people living
in a specific area, and under the jurisdiction of the Amakhozi, were encouraged, and indeed
instructed, to attend meetings, and were required to make
/donations.
donations. Buses were hired and they were transported to Kings Park. People from Vulindlela were
ferried down through Edendale and not along the Bulwer/Pietermaritzburg road, despite the fact that
there had been clashes along that Edendale Road consistently over the last couple of weeks.
Conflicting reports emanate from that, but the fact remains that there were skirmishes. We had a
report to our office of a number of people that were injured and one was killed. We had received
telephonic report of two children being injured in the attack. I was concerned when the buses
returned from Durban that there would be further repercussions. I requested the police to negotiate
with the IFP leaders to circumvent the area, that they escort the buses along the Bulwer road into
the access road of Vulindlela to avoid further clashes, but this was rejected. Violence was
foregone conclusion after the rally. It indeed happened, and we received more reports of injury and
attack.
On the 26th of March, Monday, proved to be no different from the low intensity conflict that we'd
been monitoring through the years. There were a number of reports that emanated from the Vulindlela
and Edendale areas, but there was no alarming rise in the conflict.
Members of the Commission, I will now read from the report that I did after the Seven Day War,
which is different to the one on the documents.
"Tuesday, 27th March. On Tuesday the 27th of March calls came through to the DP offices
thick and fast. There were panic stations being sounded and calls for us to get to
Xaluza road in Edendale valley, where there was a full scale frontal attack in
/"progress
"progress. I called the Natal Witness. They had heard about the situation developing and
had despatched one of their reporters. I called other interested parties and members of
the Democratic Party to inform them of the happenings. More calls came through of an
impending bloodletting. Our secretary, Pam Pathmore, assumed control of the calls coming
in and I was released to be at the scene. Before leaving I called our then Member of
Parliament, Pierre Cronje, who lives in Hilton and is situated north of Vulindlela, and
asked if he would enter Xaluza through the Hilton/Sweetwaters access road. I arrived at
the scene at about 9 o'clock that morning and saw many thousands of people and scores of
policemen and their array of armour-plated vehicles. I went to meet some of the newsmen
who had already appeared on the scene, and other monitors alerted to the attack who had
arrived before me. From them I asked the sequence of events and what the status was at
the moment. From what they said and what I saw the following had occurred. A large band
of impi from the Inkatha stronghold area of Sweetwaters and Umphumuza and beyond had
converged on Xaluza at approximately 7 o'clock in the morning and attacked residents in
the border area between Xaluza and Umphumuza. In the battle an off-duty policeman who

lives in Xaluza was injured, and died later, and his house partially destroyed and his
car shot and windows broken. Approximately a dozen other houses had been damaged, and
about six homes had been set alight and were either totally or
/"partially
"partially destroyed. The UDF residents on the border area that had fled their homes had
sought refuge with residents lower down in the valley. Those who were above the border
were still to be seen in possession of their properties. The girls would be there and
the boys and men would be with a large impi. I positioned myself with other monitors and
a number of pressmen on the hillock in what is now a no-man's land because of the attack
in progress. We had an uninterrupted view of the battle unfolding before us. Cronje by
this had arrived and had been filled in with what was known, and informed us that there
were a couple more hundred, possibly thousand, people coming down from the top of the
road to join the existing impi. Those who had fled their homes were now attempting to
stage a defence action. The police at this stage were not intervening in the battle. It
seemed as if they were content to let the battle continue, and favour the attackers who
were coming from the area of Sweetwaters and beyond. There were an estimated 4 000
comprising the attacking impi ... (incomplete - end of Side A, Tape 2) ... in the area,
and seemed set to stop the advance at that point. Cronje and I went round to behind the
point to assess the situation. There we were able to find out that their arsenal
comprised two or three guns and a dozen or so rounds of ammunition. There were urgent
appeals for us to do something, and suspicion was rife that the police were coordinating the attack. I walked back to the vantage point with another
/"monitor
"monitor and observed the police ..."
under the command of Brigadier Viljoen if I remember his name correctly,
"... going through the ritual of collecting evidence in the murder of the off-duty
policeman and removing the body. There seemed little urgency in their manner or their
actions to deal with the battle that was unfolding but half a kilometre up the hill. I
returned to my vantage point, and by this time occasional shots were being fired from
the advancing party to the party defending. There was police vehicle above the scene of
the firing, but it seemed to be parked off observing. I went down to where last we saw
the brigadier, and with Cronje demanded that they take action to halt the attack before
it became a full scale battle. We suggested to him that the police vehicles intervene
and drive the attackers back. We were curtly told that the situation was under control.
We continued to insist that some action be taken, but the brigadier turned and left us.
We continued to badger him to take action. I returned again to the hillock, where other
people were monitoring the situation, and as we were standing there, taking photographs
and assessing the situation, a shot rang out and the air just above my head was
disturbed by a bullet. We retreated down the hill a little to be less of a sitting-duck
target for whoever was taking pot shots at us. Within half an hour we saw the police
Casspirs taking up position at the head of the advancing column of impi, travel with
them for a
/"while,
"while, and then turn and divert their advance. They were then spoken around and
accompanied back the path they had advanced. One or two groups attempted to circumvent
the retreat and continue the attack, but they were checked and marched back to the tar
road and then accompanied further back up the hill. A large number of young boys were
part of the impi. I estimated there were some as young as 11 years old, accompanied by
adults and younger men. Young girls were on the periphery egging them on. The situation
became less tense and we left the area, and I returned to the office to the reasonable
satisfaction that things had been diverted. However, later that afternoon we continued
to monitor the situation, and received calls from Ashdown and the lower end of Umphumuza
on the Npipheni side that there were further clashes and attacks taking place. We
despatched a number of monitors.
On Wednesday, the 28th of March 1990 I started at about 7.45 in the morning, and no
sooner had I arrived at the office than the phones started ringing. Calls came in at all
three lines at the same time."
Members of the Commission, we had established a 24-hour monitoring service by this time. Prior to
that the Democratic Party had a monitoring service that operated on the office lines of the
Democratic Party and my home telephone number, and we co-ordinated things that way.
"Calls cam in on all three lines. We noted the calls and confirmed them with follow-up
calls to
/"contacts."
"contacts."
Because we didn't want to be caught being given false information we confirmed almost every call we

received if it was possible.
"The picture that emerged was that there was a full scale war in progress. It was time
that we moved in to an on-site inspection on the situation. It was approximately 9
o'clock when we could confirm that this was the most severe outbreak of fighting we had
seen since the start of the hostilities in 1987. Calls to other monitors proved
frustrating as they were committed either in other areas or were privately engaged. On
this day of all days we had arranged a tour of DP women to visit Imbali to get firsthand information on the situation there and to meet a number of people who were willing
to speak to them about their experience over the last few years. We had no idea that
there would be a full scale uprising. However, the battle that raged on in the upper
valley trickled down into Edendale and the lower reaches of Imbali during the day. The
ladies that we introduced to Imbali had their eyes opened that day. A few more calls
were made around to try and get as full a picture of the happenings in Vulindlela Valley
as possible before going into the area. The picture was horrendous. Full scale frontal
attack by large groups of men; houses burning and being pillaged; people butchered and
maimed in the path of the advancing mob. I called Khaba Mkhize and got his impressions,
and then called the police and informed them that I was going
/"in and
"in and wanted their assessment of the situation. I was strongly advised that I should
not venture into this area as it was very volatile and dangerous. I requested police
presence and the company of a senior policeman, but was abruptly refused and was told it
was not safe for the police to move into the area. Khaba Mkhize evidently received the
same blunt message. I demanded to know whether the safety of the residents was assured,
or what was being done about the situation to guarantee the safety of the people in the
area. The response was from the police that they were doing all that they possibly
could, and that the situation was under control. I told them that I was going in, and
the policemen on the other side of the line said that they would not guarantee my safety
or the safety of anyone travelling with me, and that I should not go in as they
themselves would get the situation under control. A call from Khaba confirmed my
suspicions that this was not the case, and we discussed the possibility of getting into
the area by air if we were unable to get in on the ground. He requested that I
investigate the possibility of getting airborne and seeing for ourselves the situation
in Vulindlela and Edendale. After a few calls I located a light aircraft that would take
us up for a little less than R400,00."
It seemed a lot of money in those days.
"I negotiated splitting the costs between ourselves and the Natal Witness, which they
agreed to. By 10 to 10 we were at the Oribi Airport and waiting to
/"take off.
"take off. The company that had agreed to fly us had provided a plane with wings below
the passengers. We requested a plane with wings above the cabin so we could get a clear
view of what was below us. Soon after 10 o'clock we were in the air - Khaba Mkhize,
Clint Zasman, both from the Natal Witness, myself, and the pilot. As we climbed the
temperature in the plane dropped radically as we had asked them to remove the doors of
the plane so we could get clear vision underneath the plane. What was a pleasantly warm
day on the ground became a bone-shivering temperature in the air - no door on the plane
and the wind chill factor. From the airport looking west one could see a smoky haze as
one created by a large forest fire. We climbed and headed west across Edendale. We saw
hundreds upon hundreds of people milling across in a frantic type of undirected
activity, with roadblocks of burning obstacles, stones, block and metal objects. There
were people moving in and out between the houses, and the police were very much in
evidence in Edendale. After a short while we directed the pilot to fly due north above
the Xaluza road. Here I saw the first bodies. There were blue uniformed special
constables in the direct vicinity of the bodies, which were lying just off the Xaluza
Road. There were scores of other people about, but it seemed the constables were
stationed there to stop people getting close to the bodies. The air was filled with
smoke, and the pilot remained at what was considered a safe height as he had heard that
we may
/"be a
"be a target for somebody who might want to shoot at us in the air. The road curved and
we headed west again, and we followed its path through an area known as Sweetwaters.
Here there were no houses burning, but as we approached the area of Inadi, bordering on
Xamalala, the air became heavier and we turned south-west, faced KwaShange. The full
impact of what was happening hit us. Hundreds, literally hundreds of homes were in
flames. Most of the homes in that area were thatched, and most of them were either
burning furiously or smouldering or were totally burnt down. A little further on was the
area of Vulisaka. Here the devastation was worse. Almost every house was burning. There
were large groups of people moving in the area. Some groups numbered 50 to 100, but
others we saw on the tarred roads above and adjacent to Vulisaka were literally
thousands. One of the groups we estimated to be two and a half thousand people moving in
the vicinity of KwaMnyandu and Vulisaka. We turned and headed towards Elandskop, the
area at the west-most point of Vulindlela, but were interrupted by a police helicopter.

It came at the plane and the police communicated with the pilot of our aircraft,
ordering us to clear out of the area, that we were illegally in the area, that it was a
restricted area. The pilot relayed this command to us, but Khaba said that he'd been in
liaison with the South African Police in Pietermaritzburg through the District
Commissioner's office, and that they were fully aware of the fact that he was up in the
air
/"above
"above Vulindlela and Edendale. I told the pilot that he did not have to obey the orders
of the police as they had no authority to make such an order, and that I was there on
express instructions to find out what was happening and to report to our Members of
Parliament at the National Parliament. From what I could see it seemed as if it was
Colonel Fourie in the helicopter. The pilot obeyed us and refused to leave the area, and
said as much to the South African Police. He did express concern that he might lose his
licence if he continued, and we assured him that he would not be left in the lurch, and
that we would do everything in our power to ensure that he would not. We then went to
Elandskop. Along the road were thousands upon thousands of people. They seemed to be
moving under command and with purpose. I noticed a number of Military Police vehicles,
but there were not as many as were evidence in the Edendale area. In the Elandskop area
there were no houses burning from what I could see, but there was a hum of activity. On
the road outside the home of Induna Ntombela were approximately 1 000 or so people, and
I saw a police vehicle or two. There was no fighting that I saw, but the crowd did not
give the impression from where we were that they were attending a church service. All
along the road down the Vulindlela Valley to Edendale there were these large groups and
masses of people, some moving back towards Taylor's Halt/KwaNqane area where they came
from, and others going in the opposite direction. The evidence
/"before
"before us was that there was a wholesale attack in progress; that there were selected
areas and selected houses left untouched in the wake of the assault, while most of the
houses in the designated areas were wiped out. We noticed no school ablaze, and none of
the clinics or other Government-like institutions. The areas worst affected as we saw
from the air were Vulisaka, KwaShange and KwaMnyandu. These three areas formed a broad
belt between Edendale and the major part of Vulindlela. Almost every home, or a house of
every homestead, was burning in that belt. We flew over this area for the better part of
45 minutes and surveyed the devastations with utter disbelief at what was happening
before our eyes, events that would have been reminiscent of the type of the attacks that
were commonplace on the latter half of the previous century, or the early years of our
century. The comments that passed between us in that small, cold cabin of the light
aircraft were of utter disbelief and incredulity of what unfolded below us, and the dire
consequences that this would have for any hope of finding a solution to the war that had
been raging since 1987. Our despair was tangible, especially at the evidence lack of
police action to prevent the disaster from growing. There were no more than two or three
miliary vehicles that I saw, and that in the vicinity of Gezabuso at the edge of the
area under attack. At that time the military had not moved into the Pietermaritzburg
area in any great number, and we had to wait 10 days before the
/"army
"army did actually arrive to stabilise it and bring some order into the area, much like
the rainbow after the storm as the fighting had died down within about seven days. The
end of the flight came quickly and we headed east towards Oribi Airport. We landed and
thanked the pilot, and after a few words with the newspaper people went back to
Pietermaritzburg.
On Thursday the 29th of March it was a lot quieter by comparison. On the front page of
the Natal Witness was a picture a third of the page exposing what we had seen the day
before. This publicity seemed to spur the police to engage in damage control to their
image. Isolated skirmishes were reported and these were dealt with in the way our
monitors were trained to do. The 24-hour monitoring service continued and was coordinated from our offices in Chapel Street. Volunteers from all walks of life offered
their assistance to man the telephones and complete the report forms that had been
designed. This 24-hour monitoring service continued to operate well after the so-called
Seven Day War ended. Monitors were called out regularly throughout the week,
occasionally on mercy missions to take injured and shot people to hospital when the
ambulances would not enter the area. I had to accompany other monitors in running the
gauntlet to pick up shot and injured people and take them to hospital. Neither the
police nor the ambulance services were willing to assist the injured in hot spots. The
police alleged that they had only
/"authority
"authority to pick up dead bodies, and in those cases with the mortuary van alone. The
ambulance would not enter areas where shooting occurred.
On Friday the 30th of March 1990, with all the reports and publicity that had been
given, a contingent of prominent business people had been invited by IDASA. It was
called an Eminent Persons Group, and they were asked to meet with, among others, David

Ntombela, local church leaders, community leaders, and to visit the refugee centres that
had sprung up to deal with the influx of refugees from Vulindlela. The planned meeting
with Ntombela was delayed and transferred as he was busy arranging a large tent for a
proposed public meeting, where Dr Buthelezi and Mr Mandela would meet the following
Monday to give a public commitment to peace at Taylor's Halt. This meeting fell through
before it even got started. At that meeting between the Eminent Persons Group and the
Induna Ntombela, that eventually got going 45 minutes late at the site of the tent in
Taylor's Halt, a group of churchmen, politicians, businessmen, a city councillor heard
him express his horror at the happenings of Wednesday and Thursday, and refuting any
responsibility that might be cast upon Inkatha. He assured the group of prominent
leaders that these events were the communities in the different areas responding in
frustration at the intimidation they experienced from the peoples in the areas now
deserted and burnt out, and to the intimidation at work and in town. He denied
/"vehemently
"vehemently that there was any planned, co-ordinated attack that had taken place. This
despite a question by one of the members in the group as to how come there was a report
of a truck carrying cans of petrol behind the attacking group on Wednesday, which were
allegedly used to set fire to the homes. The whole interaction took place while he sat
with a belt full of live ammunition strapped around his waist, with a revolver stuck
into it and two armed bodyguards within earshot. They were both armed with pump-action
shotguns not unlike those issued to the special constables of the SAP, or to the KwaZulu
Police. The whole discussion between the members of the group and Induna Ntombela was
carried out in Zulu. He assured the group that he was a God-fearing Christian, and that
he was committed to peace and would go to any lengths to find peace. The group left soon
afterwards and continued the inspection through Imbali, where the fighting had spread in
the form of individual houses being identified for attack and residents evidently marked
for elimination."
I have a report from one of the members of the Eminent Persons Group if you'd like me to read it.
If you could just read us the important parts of it. --- I have to find it. Okay, I'll come to it.
"Saturday the 31st of March 1990. We continued to receive reports of attacks that seemed
to be isolated, emanating from areas wider that Vulisaka, KwaShange and KwaMnyandu.
Access to the areas was not denied to us. We continued our monitoring, but
/"there
"there was still no large scale military presence. On Wednesday the 4th of April 1990
military personnel coming under the command of the police moved in mass into the area."
I think it's important that the question is raised - the Cabinet knew about the war on the 27th and
28th of March. I have letters confirming from Dr Zach de Beer that he had been in touch with the
Minister, and that nothing had been done, and on the 4th of April only did the military move into
the area to stabilise a war that had ended ostensibly. Members of the Commission, I'd like to make
just a few comments on the aftermath of the conflict. The war did not end on the 31st of March.
These documents on my right are the report forms from 1986 to 1992, reports from different areas of
incidents of unrest, of assault, of burning and of intimidation. The conflict continued, and
unfortunately high profile leaders became the targets, notably Mhlabumzimo Maphumulo, who was shot
in the driveway of his home. He was the Contralesa president and a close friend to the ANC. Also
Thomas Gcabashe, shot in a similar manner in the driveway of his home in the Grange. He was the
chairman of the IFP in Maqonqo. Members of the Commission, education suffered that year and the
years after. Schools were closed down and teachers were afraid to go back into the area to teach. A
large number of teachers came from Edendale to teach in Vulindlela, and they feared for their lives
that they would not be able to return, and for a year and a half they couldn't get back to school.
I was asked to give evidence in a court case against the Minister of Education and Culture of
KwaZulu Government for non-payment of
/teachers'
teachers' services. In this case it was 95 teachers who were not paid because they did not return
to their duties. Members, there was social dislocation. The social dislocation is still being felt
in this region. Local government structures have to still deal with it. Thousands of families had
to relocate to safe areas, abandoning their investments which they had built up all their life.
They had to obtain a piece of land somewhere so they can restart their lives from scratch. Many
families are still waiting for a place that they can call their own. Families were desiccated. The
murder and killing that took place have left our society with orphans, single-parent families, and
destroyed families. The social effect of the war will be revisited on our society for a long time
to come, and needs the concerted effort for all to heal and rebuild. In Edendale the population
exploded over a week. Refugees fled into the area to seek refuge. Large camps were set up. These
families have subsequently had to find areas to resettle in Edendale or go and re-establish
themselves in KwaShange or parts of Vulindlela. There was also a relocation of people from Taylor's
- into the Taylor's Halt area. Families who fled the areas of KwaMnyandu, KwaShange and Vulisaka
because of the violence, and were supporters of Inkatha, relocated to homes and sites near Taylor's
Halt. Families were allocated sites by the local tribal authority, and they too had to rebuild
their homes and their lives again. Professor Aitchison has mentioned that it was an economic
disaster. This war was an economic disaster for all the people involved, for the families involved,
for the communities, and for the City of

/Pietermaritzburg.
Pietermaritzburg. Investment was turned away, and development, and the society as a whole was a
victim to the violence because of the Government's not willing to put money into development until
the fighting had stopped, ironically the violence that I contend that they orchestrated. In
conclusion, Mr Chairperson, I would like to say that what we have learnt from the war and the
subsequent violence as a community is that there are no real winners. We are all losers. The
communities around Pietermaritzburg developed a loathing for violence, and we must never forget the
war. We must not forget. Yes, Mr Chairperson and Members of the Commission, we can forgive, but if
we forget we will go down that same path in the near future. Thank you.
Mr Keys, thank you very much indeed. You mentioned that the - certainly senior people in the police
and in the defence force knew about what was taking place early on this period, 27th and 28th of
March, and yet the first time that any significant - the first time there was any significant
military deployment in the area was on the 4th of April, is that right? --- That is correct. There
was ... (intervention)
I've got two questions just to put to you, and we'd like your opinion on that. Why do you believe
it took so long for the army to be deployed in that area, and (b), do you believe that the army
would have been able - had they been deployed earlier would they have been able to prevent the
sorts of loss of life and damage to property from taking place? --- In answer to your first
question, Mr Chairperson, the police and the local military had what was called a Joint Operations
Command Centre. This met
/weekly,
weekly, if not daily, to co-ordinate the activities that they had. At all times the police were in
control. They were the authority and the army were the ones that were to be controlled by the South
African Police. Why the army did not get called in earlier - I think I have made my submissions
that I believe they were ... (incomplete - end of Side B, Tape 2) ... military methods one could
stop.
--------------------Well, Mr Keys, I know that you have been speaking from a different document, but which is very much
near to the document you gave us here. I just want - is it intentional in your presentation that
you never mention the people by name? You speak of a police sergeant and you don't tell us who that
police sergeant is, and you speak of a brigadier, and we are never told who that person is. I am
asking this question because this helps the Commission when maybe they have to try and liaise with
these people and corner these people, and, if it needs be, to suborn some of these people to come
forward and give us the full story. But the names seem to be lacking. Is it intentional that it has
been done that way? I am not forcing you to mention their names if you don't want to mention the
names. --- I had mentioned certain policemen that I had remembered clearly, and that have been
documented. I have documents here that will be available to the Commission which I couldn't add in
the whole document. The naming of policemen I think was the top commanding officers that oversaw
the operations in the area, and they were the ones that I had put the names to in this document,
and I will submit this document to the Commission where the names are.
/Thank
Thank you very much.
--------------------Just a number of follow-up questions please, Mr Keys. You mentioned this Joint Operations Command
Centre. Who at that time was in charge of that centre or who was commanding that centre? You would
have dealt with those people on a regular basis. To the best of your ability are you able to recall
the actual people involved? --- I know that it was the officer commanding the Riot Unit, which was
then called the Riot Unit of the South African Police. I know the district commissioner was - I
think it was Brigadier Kotze at the time. He was in that Joint Operations Command Centre. I would
have to dig out from the report who the other commanding officers were, but it was the commanding
officers of the Riot Unit, the South African district office and the military commanding officer
that co-ordinated the resources that they have controlled.
You spoke about speaking to the police on the 28th of March. That was before you flew out, and then
after you got back - in your written presentation you speak about getting back and confronting them
with what you saw. You didn't actually talk about that in your presentation. Two things. Firstly,
who did you speak to when you got back from the aeroplane, and how did they respond to your
allegations that you put to them? --- We phoned the Riot Unit predominantly when it came to unrest
and violence related matters. It was not always that we got the commanding officer. Sometimes we
landed up speaking to the local constable or the sergeant. The commanding officer at the time was
Colonel Fourie, and under him was
/Captain
Captain Terblanche. That's as far as my memory can go. We did contact the police after we got down
to demand action, to bring to an end what was happening on the 28th, and they said they have got
everything under control.

Okay. And then one last question. You mentioned this court case where you made an affidavit in
support of some teachers. You can give us after this hearing, but do you have the details, and will
you be willing to make those affidavits available to us? --- Yes.
So we can follow up those actions. --- With pleasure.
Thank you.
--------------------Mr Keys, I would like us to end your presentation with a note of moving into the future. Your party
has been very involved in all the activities in the past. In your own evaluation would you think
the community at the present stage has moved to a level where there is some form of reconciliation?
Would you say that the activities of the third force have decreased? Would you say that the
divisions that were created by the third force in the communities are now being breached? --- I
think the process has started, but I don't believe that we've yet established the bridgehead that
is needed, and I think if we're looking forward, yes, the third force activities seemed to diminish
with the exposure that's been given to them. But old habits don't die hard, and I think that within
each organisation there needs to be a concerted effort to redirect the activities and energies of
the members of the police, of Inkatha, of the ANC, to rebuild this country, to seek reconciliation,
and to learn
/forgiveness
forgiveness of each other. Because we cannot bring back the dead. We can remember them, but let us
honour them and build a country that we can work with. That's what I'd like to see. The third force
- I think the State has to engage in some sort of activity, as was done to the military, the young
white soldiers that were brought back from Angola, they had to re-educate them in civilian life. So
too I believe that policemen who have been abused have to be re-educated, be brought back into
civilian values. A number of policemen that I know have taken that step, have gone and made a step
towards making a better South Africa, but there are others that have been brutalised and need it.
There are people who have been brutalised in the community that need healing. And the society needs
to work towards that, we need to put our energies and our resources towards that.
I just have one more. I know it's late, but it's just for the sake of completeness. I would like to
know how can your party help in this reconciliation process, bearing in mind the constituency of
your party being mostly the white constituency, because we all want to move together forwards? --By being there is one help, because, as the previous speaker, Khaba Mkhize, mentioned, that we must
respect that each person has a right to associate with whomever he or she wants to associate with.
We can engage our opponents. We can engage each other in a way that will build this mutual respect.
A basic human right that we've all got to acknowledge is the right of consent, consent to be
governed, consent to be part of something. That's a human right that we need to put across the
spectrum. We will engage wherever we can to
/encourage
encourage that right of consent, and to make South Africa as you and I want it to be.
Okay, thank you.
--------------------Just briefly, Mr Keys. The Captain Terblanche which you mentioned, is that the man who subsequently
became Major Terblanche, who was head of the Riot Unit? --- That is correct. The same man who was
shot outside Mpumalanga.
And this is the man who has been named by ex-Captain Brian Mitchell of the South African Police as
being the person who was in charge of orchestrating the Trust Feeds massacre. Captain Mitchell gave
evidence in this city hall a few weeks ago when he was making his amnesty application, and he
implicated Major Terblanche as the person primarily responsible for orchestrating that massacre at
Trust Feeds. So does it surprise you then that, this being the same person, Captain Terblanche,
that the Riot Unit behaved as it did during the Seven Day War? --- Yes, I was surprised - I might
not have been surprised, but I despaired at the level at which they had sunk to.
Mr Keys, thank you very, very much for your account. Like the two witnesses before you your account
of this period is vitally important. Unlike the victims of this war you had access to resources,
telephones, motor vehicles, other monitors and observers, even a light aeroplane, and you used
these resources in a most responsible way to gather information and to try to get to the bottom of
this incredible event. Your subsequent report is vitally important to the Commission, and to
/political
political and social observers, and in fact to anyone else who has an interest, or who believes
that it is important to find out the truth of what happened during that period. So we thank you
again very much for coming today and giving your evidence to the Commission. --- Thank you.
Thank you.
---------------------

(Incomplete) ... I would like to use both Zulu and English.
Okay, as you wish. Just before you start, Mr Singh, on your right, will just lead you into your
evidence.
MR SINGH: Thank you. Mr Sishi, how old are you? --- I am 34 years.
Where do you currently reside? --- I am residing at a place called Moscow.
And what is the other name for this area called Moscow? --- Madinyane.
For how long have you been resident in this place you refer to as Moscow? --- Since I was born in
1962.
You are still residing there presently? --- Yes.
You have been called upon by the Commission to give evidence regarding the incident that we have
termed the Seven Day War, which began on the 26th of March 1990. Do you recall that incident? --Yes.
At the time of the commencement of that incident where were you resident? --- I was resident in the
same place.
Yes, thank you. Can you proceed and tell the Commission what happened? --- To start off with I
would like to outline the immediate causes of the Seven Days War, rather than to just go on
explaining the war itself, because I feel that by leaving out those causes the Commission may not
get the full picture of what happened before and what happened after.
Yes, thank you. You may proceed then. --- Yes. Firstly what I would like to say, just to outline
the beginning of the Seven Day War. There are certain reasons that I would like to put forth. I
would just like to put
/them
them before this honourable Commission. Firstly there was a boycott, the Sarmcol boycott. So many
people were dismissed, more than 800 people were dismissed, and we came together as members of the
community, because some of the people who had been dismissed were residents of my area, and some we
were related to. The union that was existent at that time had also requested the workers to be part
of the union and come together in order to help the people who had been dismissed. In that way the
community came together and we decided to launch a boycott, and we did not want to go and buy at
the shops in Howick, as well as 'Maritzburg. And this boycott to help the Sarmcol staff went on.
But at that time we were trying to mobilise people and try to educate them as to why we were coming
up with this boycott. It was not just a simple boycott, but we wanted to come to the aid of the
people who had been dismissed, and some of them had worked for many years in that company. And when
we tried to educate people along the bus stops, informing them about the reason why the union and
the communities have decided to take up the boycott, the police came and they told us that we were
preventing the people from going to work, and the company itself was opposed to this and it did not
want to negotiate with the dismissed workers, and as a result there was a fight with the company as
well as outside. Now, we thought it was a human right that you should be able to boycott, and we
thought that that was the weapon which we could use in order to fight off apartheid. I would like
to add that even companies, certain companies, contributed to the violence, because they did not
want to understand the plight of their workers. They only wanted
/to see
to see them in shop floor doing the work, but what happened outside that did not concern them. And
it was not only the case of Sarmcol. Many such similar cases followed thereafter where, when there
was violence in a particular place, the employers will not listen to the reasons that the workers
gave. And thereafter one incident that took place, and that really caused the Inkatha as well as
the then KwaZulu Government to think that the UDF was a threat to them, they wanted to take all the
supporters, was the formation of COSATU. And that was part of the reasons that actually made or
created some animosity. They also came up with another union called WUSA. And at that time what
happened within the community was that people would go straight to the companies, and we heard
about people being killed within the same companies because they aligned themselves to certain
political parties. Then in 1987 there were certain leaders. Amongst them there were UDF leaders as
well as Inkatha leaders, and the Chamber of Commerce in 'Maritzburg, and that was thought to be a
mediator. And when the negotiations went on we were hopeful that we were going to bring an end to
the violence. And the very same leaders who were prominent in the negotiations were detained. They
were detained without trial and without reason, and there was a lot of dissatisfaction within the
community that the very people who were brought forth as mediators were now being detained.
Thereafter there was a sporadic outbreak of detention, especially of leaders within the community,
and many people were left out without leaders, and they were destitute, they did not know which
path to take. I would just like to remind the Commission that at
/that
that time there was the state of emergency, and most of the time the communities had no leaders at
that time, but you could see that there was a certain or a specific political group which was not
affected by the state of emergency. I do not remember the leaders of this particular organisation

being detained under the state of emergency. One other thing - the civil workers. I was one of the
civil workers. We were told that we should sign a certain agreement that we would not defy
Buthelezi, and we would not defy his government, and we would not complain or have any complaints
against his governors. I wanted this Commission to look very deeply into this because these are
some of the reasons that led to the violence that took place then, and it actually made people
hopeless with the governments of KwaZulu ... (inaudible) ... I mentioned that were made by IFP,
that buses were being stoned along Edendale Road. To people who don't know Edendale Road, Edendale
Road is like a corridor which links us with the Vulindlela area, the area that is mainly
administered by Amakhozi, and as people were being forced to leave their homes in the Vulindlela
area they came to seek refuge in our place at Edendale. And they knew the people who killed their
brothers, who killed their mothers, who burned their homes, and they could see them passing along
this corridor, and when there were some stonings the whole community was blamed by the same people
who knew who were the people who had done this. And on this issue of stonings I was trying to
respond. And again another point I might raise, still on the issue of stonings, is that when there
were some Inkatha rallies, and they had to go past our places along Edendale Road,
/the people
the people will stop because they wanted to relieve themselves. And the whole bus of 80 men who
were carrying spears, guns, at will, because most of the time the buses that were going to Inkatha
rallies were accompanied by convoys of police, and along the way there were police who were
stationed there. And so one could see, you know, that their action of stopping a bus and relieving
themselves along our homes was an act of provocation.
Just a minute, Mr Sishi. Can I interrupt you for a minute please? Are you now leading up to the
events that led to the break out of the Seven Day War? --- Yes.
Yes, thank you, you may proceed then. --- Thank you. And when there were those things people were
shot at. The IFP people provoked the residents. Then in 1990 something happened in South Africa
when the then ANC leader, Nelson Mandela, was released from prison. And in Natal we decided that
Nelson Mandela should come and visit our region, and there was a really which was organised, which
was a great success due to the number of people who were present at the rally. Thereafter members
of the IFP wanted to compete. They also wanted to show people how many followers they had in the
Natal region. They also organised their own rally. On that day in the morning - that was the 25th
of February 1990 - a large group of buses went past our place, and when these buses passed our
place shots were fired at people, at bystanders, at everyone. People - I remember that some people
were going to churches, children were playing along the street, and they were all shot at at
random. And the police were there accompanying the buses. Say in between four buses there would be
two police cars, Casspirs along the route.
/Despite
Despite that fact there's nothing that was done by the police in order to quell the violence. Even
when we showed them that a certain bus was attacking people they did absolutely nothing. In that
way the people were quite scared. The community lost trust in the police and they didn't know as to
what to do at that moment. Luckily the people never came back to the Edendale Road, but we were
told that they took a turn at a certain hospital. On the following day - that was on the 26th ...
(intervention)
You earlier said the 25th of February 1990. --- 25th.
Sorry, of March, or are you talking about February? --- Now I am - okay, it is the 25th of February
when they had the rally, and then a week after ... (intervention)
No, I think - sorry, if I may interrupt, it's the 25th of March that the rally was held on. If I
may just ... (intervention) --- Okay. I am sorry, I am confusing things.
Thank you. --- Okay. On the 26th, that was on a Monday, I was preparing myself to go to work. I was
not even able to finish taking my bath because I just heard some gunfire outside, and when I went
out to investigate what was going on I saw some buses from the KwaZulu Government. They were from
Xaluza Road, Umphumuza and Sweetwater. And there was a group of people approaching from the hill,
and there was an outbreak of shooting. They shot at people who were proceeding to work, as well as
schools. I remember that the schools as well as work were disturbed on that particular day. We
contacted newspaper reporters, as well as other people who used to
/help us
help us in such situations, for instance the MPs at that time, members of the Democratic Party. I
remember that two of those MPs came and we went along to where the impi was approaching, or the
group was approaching. But we could not get near the group, because just as we were approaching we
were welcomed with some more gunfires. After quite some time Edendale was surrounded by the very
same Inkatha group. They were fully armed. They had traditional weapons as well as guns. And the
police who were present at that time were doing absolutely nothing to help out the situation, but
they went around searching the homes of people who were not present there. They were arresting
people and looting places, and they always found a reason why one should be arrested. And they
actually prompted some other people to go out and see what was going on outside, and many people
were arrested. The police did not arrest the perpetrators, but they were arresting the victims.
They assaulted people and they put them in Casspirs, and they would go and dump the people off at
an Inkatha stronghold. I remember that some of those people never returned. And as the violence
went on we discovered that there were certain members of the Inkatha, as well as leaders, who were

travelling with police and they were doing some pointings out. And at times it would happen that
the Inkatha member would hit first, or assault you, and when you tried to protect yourself the
police would come flocking at you and they would also arrest you later on. And as a result the
community lost hope in the police, and it was apparent that people had to protect themselves. They
used stones against people who were fully armed and accompanied by
/police.
police. And at that time we knew that there was something going on between the Inkatha and the
police, because even today, what happened in 1990 there hasn't been a single person who got
arrested, but those who have given their testimony before was that more than 1 000 houses, as well
as more than 100 people were killed. But we do not know who the perpetrators are. But the police
were present, they were given enough information to act upon. It's very difficult for me to give a
complete picture of what took place and the aftermath of the violence, but just to give a brief
background. Even that I feel is not sufficient to give a clear picture. There are certain people
who've decided that the boers were better off, rather than our own people being used against us.
They knew how to approach us in large numbers because they knew the intricacies of the community. I
would just like to remind this honourable Commission that I am not here to paint a black picture
about a certain political organisation, but I want to put a true picture of what took place. And I
would like to request this honourable Commission, especially with regard to Moscow, that it should
help us investigate with regard to certain people who were tortured, killed and maimed. Some of
them are no longer staying at Moscow any more, but we know what happened to them and we can be of
help to the Commission. Even the businesses that were being conducted in those areas, as well as
halls, were now turned into targets. They were being repeatedly attacked. There were certain cars
that were foreign which were driven by the police, and they had no numberplates on. They went
around conducting some drive-by shootings. They were also abducting people. At
/times
times they would ... (incomplete - end of Side A, Tape 3) ... today. We see some in 'Maritzburg.
They are destitute. We also see a lot of shacks that are being erected and are mushrooming all
around 'Maritzburg, and people think that those people are making the place filthy, but these are
the people who are destitute, who ran away and are seeking refuge because they had no places to
stay. I think that's where my testimony ends. We are prepared to help this Commission to
investigate with regard to certain incidents that took place. I stayed for about two years. I was
chased by the KwaZulu Government because I was helping certain youths who were destitute. We were
looking for places as well as schools for them to attend, and I was chased out by the KwaZulu
Government. I thank you.
--------------------DR MGOJO: Because we are within the Truth and Reconciliation Commission we are going to ask you a
few questions. Let me start by asking you with regard to your statement. You said when there was a
boycott, a Sarmcol strike, the police as well as your employers said you were preventing people
from going to work. Was that correct, or is that correct? When you gave us the background of your
testimony you said when you formed a union as dismissed workers, or because there were certain
workers who were dismissed, some were related to you, then you decided to conduct a boycott, and
the police, as well as your employers, accused you of preventing people from going to work by
conducting a boycott or a strike, as well as the consumer boycott. Is that true? --- Yes, that is
true, because when the police arrested you with
/pamphlets
pamphlets that you were supposed to distribute to different places they would say you were one of
the troublemakers. For instance when you were coming from a meeting where we were trying to find
solutions to our problems, as well as the Sarmcol group, they would come to our places and they
would say we were the people who were actually causing havoc.
Let me ask another question. Did you use any violence in order to prevent people from going to
work? --- At no stage did we use violence, because most of the people who went to work at that time
were our relatives, our neighbours, people very close to us, as well as residents of that
particular place. We were trying to negotiate
Secondly is where you point out that three leaders who were trying to preach the gospel of peace
were detained. To set our records straight, because we are in the Truth Commission, we want some
clarity. Do you remember who these leaders were who were taken and detained when you were supposed
to have a meeting with the IFP, the UDF, as well as the Chamber of Commerce? Three leaders were
taken who were preaching the gospel of peace. They were detained and you could not go on with the
negotiations. Do you still remember their names? --- Yes, I do remember two. I am very sure about
the two, but not the third one. It was Reggie Hadebe and Sikhumbuzo Ngwenya, but they have since
been deceased.
My Committee Member has just told me that the third one was Martin Wittenberg. That is the
professor's son. I am just reminding you that it was Martin Wittenberg who was present. I just
wanted some clarity so that we can
/sort
sort this matter out, so that we know where we are heading to. Lastly, on the 25th of February 1990
there were certain buses which are alleged to have gone past that area, and when these buses came

back never took the same route that they took when they were going to, and they took a turn at
Edendale Hospital. Do you still remember why these buses took a turn at the Edendale Hospital? --Even though I was not in the same vicinity, but according to my opinion I think when the police
observed what these commuters did they realised that it would not be safe for them to go past the
same area, because everybody went outside and we were waiting for the attack to take place. Because
it was not the first time that this happened that they went by shooting at residents. It was not
the first time, and now people were prepared and they had actually armed themselves so that they
could protect themselves, and they wanted to see what was going to happen.
According to your own opinion do you think the police prevented them from taking the same route?
What do you think actually happened? --- I could agree with you, because everything that they did
you would see them talking to the police before they take a final decision. You would even see in
the newspapers that the police would report that they would be keeping a vigil alongside the roads,
and in the morning we would see the police as well as the soldiers forming some sort of a guard of
honour along the road, and we realised that they were being protected by the police.
--------------------Mr Sishi, you mentioned some vehicles which were
/involved
involved in drive-by shootings. I'll just repeat the question. You mentioned some vehicles that
were involved in drive-by shootings. --- Yes.
And you said they didn't have numberplates. --- Yes.
But many of those vehicles were quite well known in various areas. --- Yes.
Could you - are you able to say who those vehicles might have belonged to? --- What I could say is
that there was a change of, I would say, thinking among police after the 1990 - after the Seven
Days War in 1990, because we were flooded with mainly white policemen, and that was our main
concern, that how if we are policed by local police, people who we know. Instead policemen from all
over the place, especially white policemen, were the ones who were now policing the place, and they
didn't have time to listen to us, they only acted. And they always put traps on especially young
people. For example they will be given a bait, you know, of say an Inkatha person would be allowed
to drive on his own along Edendale Road, whereas they were following him. And once the youth start
stoning that truck, car, or what, then they will then appear from nowhere. So there were many such
instances where people were put into a trap.
--------------------I don't know whether you've answered the question that was just asked. I want to ask you as to
whether - these white police you said were taking people and dumping them off at Inkatha
strongholds, is there one policeman at the least that you can remember or can identify? --- In this
area there were so many security police who were
/very
very well known at that time, which you could point out, but after 1990 foreign police were coming
into the area, police that we did not know. It means the very well known ones were actually hiding
somewhere, and they were putting forward the ones they knew that we could not identify or we didn't
know. They wanted them to be at the forefront.
--------------------MR DLAMINI: Mr Sishi, I've got only one question. You pointed out that there were certain youths
who were taken and dumped at an IFP stronghold, and some of these children never returned. Do you
perhaps remember the names of these youths? --- Once incident that I remember quite vividly, but I
was just making an example that it did not happen only at our place, or within that region, but it
happened even in other rural areas and surrounding areas. And the problem is that we did not know
each other very well, but we would hear stories that police came at 12 o'clock at a certain place
and they picked up people, they went to dump them off at certain areas. That's how we got to know
about these abductions, and they became a usual occurrence.
--------------------I am quite pleased that Mr Dlamini did ask this question because I wanted to ask it myself. If
there are children who had been abducted and never returned we should conduct an investigation and
see as to where they are, if they are still alive. Do you perhaps remember any parents of the
children that were abducted and never returned? We would like the parents to come forward to relate
their stories, so we want to conduct further investigations with regard to those children. That's
why
/I am
I am asking this question. Do you perhaps know any of the parents whose child went away and never
came back? Is there any particular family that you remember which was affected by this? --- Since I
heard that the victims of the human rights abuses should be present I tried personally to contact

some of the people, but since I do not have transport it's difficult for me, especially because a
lot of people ran away to different places to seek some refuge and they never came back, so it's
very difficult for us to actually get in touch with members of that community.
--------------------Thank you very much for coming to talk to us today. We have heard evidence, and you have also heard
evidence today, from political observers and politicians, who, because of the positions that they
were in were able to give us an overview of the entire event, and their evidence is important, but
in fact their evidence is meaningless without evidence from people like yourself, who were directly
affected by the violence in that time in 1990. You made a very valid point, I think, about people
who are erecting shacks in areas around Pietermaritzburg more recently, and pointed out that many
of these people are still refugees from six years ago, people who still have no permanent place to
live, people who have not been able to return to the valleys around KwaShange and Gezabuso. And if
one goes to those areas today one will see that they are deserted, with burnt-out homes and shops.
And I am making this point because one can see that the events of those days in 1990 still have
very serious and severe social repercussions even today, six
/years
years later, where people who have been uprooted from their homes are still searching for permanent
places to live, and we hope we will be hearing evidence later in the week from people who were
directly involved with refugees. But thank you very much again for coming in. --- Thank you.
So help you God. --- So help me God.
---------------------

MR SINGH: Mr Mbanjwa, can you tell the Commission where you are currently residing at? --- I reside
at Xaluza. I reside at Xaluza. I am only 30 years old.
You are called upon to give evidence to the Commission regarding the attack in Xaluza, Edendale,
during the period termed the Seven Day War. Would you like to give an overview of the political
situation prior to this incident before you commence? --- Yes, I will do that, but before I talk
about the politics around that time, the politics were not so much important to people then. It
only became something that was noticeable after all this incident. At the beginning it was only the
attacking of innocent people, people who did not know anything. I will tell you first about what
happened. At the beginning of these fights the problem that we met - as the people of the community
we would hear about Inkatha and the thing that Inkatha was doing, but we never thought it would
take that much. What we have seen often we would ... (inaudible) ... then they would proceed to
Mhlazashe. Then after that as time went on there were certain rumours that were coming from the
leaders of Inkatha that they Xaluza place, as well as Siyamo and Edendale, they wanted to come and
plant some sugar cane. And after quite some time, when the Seven Days War started, we were attacked
by Inkatha members. They were coming from a rally on a Sunday, and if I am not mistaken there were
more than 26 buses which were coming from the rally. They went past our area and they were shooting
at the residents. As a result many people were injured, as well as children and elderly people. But
what we discovered later on was that they were accompanied by the police, and they would
/conduct
conduct drive-by shootings. And the police were accompanying them and doing nothing to restrain
them. Then on a Monday, when the fight started, we saw a group of people coming from the hill, that
is Harewood, and when these people were approaching from Harewood the leader of that particular was
Sikiza Zondi. Sikiza was the leader of the group that was coming from Harewood and was attacking
the Siyamo place. Some were coming from further up. There was a block of flats from which they were
coming. They were even coming from the mountains. And as we were still confused as to what was
happening it was apparent that we had to run for our lives because we heard some gunshots, and some
people were attacked with pangas and assegais, as well as traditional weapons. And the community
tried to get together in order to prevent the attacks, but it was very difficult because we were
not armed and we were fighting against people who were armed with traditional weapons as well as
ammunition, live ammunition. But the most deluding thing was that the police would come, and
instead of arresting the perpetrators or the attackers they would shoot at the residents and they
would throw tear gas canisters at the residents. This went on for quite some time. Then on Tuesday
morning there was a certain car or cars that were accompanying the group of people that came to
attack the residents. That's a certain kombi that looked like an ambulance, as well as a red Husky
kombi which was driven by Bruce, a certain policeman. And many of those people when they saw the
ambulance they would run towards it, but what surprised the residents was that the attackers came
out of this kombi that resembled an ambulance, and certain
/members
members of Inkatha would come out of this kombi and they would start shooting at the residents and
start attacking. The very same Husky was also driving by and shooting people. It was Inkatha
members as well as the police. Then thereafter there came a fight when many people were killed.
There was a particular attack. I remember one elderly man who was staying at a certain block of
flats. That was Mr Gunene. They got to Mr Gunene. He was sick and he was asleep, and when he saw
this group coming the daughters who were in there with him advised him that they should run. They
got there. He was ill, but they nevertheless killed him. Thereafter we never got to know as to
whether these people got arrested or not. There's a certain group that came from Ntombela's
stronghold, as well as from Sikizi, and we reported the matter to the police that the people were
attacking the residents from the hill. And the police would approach the attackers, they would talk
to them, and thereafter leave without arresting anyone. And whenever the police left they would
start their attack once more. And when we used to look at the mountain or the hillock we would see
KwaZulu Police approaching. They were working hand in hand with the police at that time, and the
Inkatha as well. The KwaZulu Police would come and assist Inkatha in attacking people, and when
people tried to protect themselves the Inkatha would shoot at them with live ammunition, and the
police would also help the members of Inkatha, and they ended up attacking the residents. It was
such a tragedy. It's difficult in my life even right now how I can ever forget what has happened in
the past. You see, to be attacked by people unexpectedly you don't know what to do,
/because
because at the time you are innocent, you don't know why this is taking place. And the way they
will attack they will just come in groups enormous in number, coming to attack. All that gave us
another perspective. We could see that that was not just an attack, but this was a planned attack.
People knew who to attack and how to do it at the same time. What was surprising us the most was
that we did not know why we were attacked, but it's clear today that we were attacked because we
refused to join Inkatha organisation. That was the thing that killed the community, that people
were forced to join Inkatha. It's difficult and it is painful, because people died, dying for
nothing, and not even know why they were killed - dying unexpectedly. And secondly, people who were
killing ... (intervention)
Please behave yourself. Let's afford the witness an opportunity to ventilate and say whatever is in
his mind, because this is the aim of the TRC, for people to ventilate an open up now, when you
intervene and disturb him ... (inaudible) ... innocent people, old and young. It's a very serious
thing this you are about to hear. Please let's not make this a joke, laugh about or make this a
laughing stock. Please understand of what we are doing here is a very serious thing, so we are

pleading with you people. We are pleading with you
community was that we should run towards the police,
did not get all of that. The only safety we got from
on top of that attackers killing us, innocent as
friends

people to behave. --- What we expected as the
where we could get security and safety, but we
the police was just being shot and killed, and
we were, and also police conversed and made

/with
with those people. I will end here.
--------------------Thank you, Chairperson. Mr Mbanjwa, you indicated that - and I want to just take you back to the
story of the red Husky and the ambulance. Are you with me on that? --- Yes.
You mentioned a name of someone who was driving that red Husky, a policeman, but I didn't hear you
very clearly. Are you able to say who that was? --- The person who was driving the red Husky was a
boer, although I don't know his name, but those who knew him said he was Bruce. The one who was
driving the ambulance I don't know him, but he also was a white man. And people were just getting
off from the ambulance, youths by the names of Makatha and some others that I can't recall their
names, who were also attacking.
You've said to us those people were Inkatha that got off the ambulance, but you don't actually know
their names. Do I understand you correctly? --- Yes. It was Makatha Zondi, the one that I very well
remember, and I saw him getting off the ambulance.
Now, just one last question from me. You've mentioned Sikizi - Sikizi Zondi you called him, but his
name is actually Sikizi Zuma, is that correct? --- That's correct.
He was the leader from Harewood at that time. --- That's correct.
Who was the leader from the other area you spoke of, Umphumuza? --- The leader who was coming from
Umphumuza - the only person I knew very well, who was also one of those associated with Inkatha, I
think he was
/Philip
Philip Zondi. He also was one of those who were committing atrocities in the community. You see, at
Umphumuza there's a place that differentiates the two places, Umphumuza and Xaluza, and Philip
Zondi was coming from that area.
--------------------One or two questions I have for you, Sir. This Sikizi Zuma, where is he? --- He is around. He is
around.
Do you ever get to meet or probably talk and so? --- Yes, we do meet with him, but we are not so
much close. At the same time we do talk, and he is also repentant from what he used to be, although
there are questions from people who were affected by these things. They have a problem with him.
One other question I have for you, Sir. There's one statement you made mention of that people even
laughed at. I would like for you to repeat it so that I know what it says. You've mentioned two
places here, and you said those places were said that they will plant sugar cane from those places.
What do you mean by that? --- What I understood from that was that ... (incomplete - end of Side B,
Tape 3) ... respected told the kids to run away, he will remain.
Where is his family now? --- His family is around still, although they are not at that place
because the house was burnt. I don't know where they are, but I know for sure I do meet them from
time to time.
Would you encourage them to come forward to the Truth Commission as well? --- Yes, that I can do.
We'll appreciate if those can come forward because
/they
they were highly affected by this gross human rights violation. We will appreciate for them to come
forward and tell us how the whole thing took place. Thanks.
--------------------You are talking about a very strange situation where people as young as yourself - I think you were
about 24 at that time - you were 24 years old? --- Yes.
That you found yourself protecting the communities, when the communities and the police should
been protecting people like yourself and others younger than yourself. Won't you elaborate
people like you, your age then, what happened to them and where are they now, and according to
probably from your opinion, how those people will be of assistance today? --- They are around.
difficult for me to say how they can be of help, because even that very day it's not like we

have
that
you,
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protecting the community. It was also difficult for us how we could even protect ourselves. I can't
say and claim here today that we protected the community. I believe that God protected us all. Yes,
it was a way of fighting them back, probably throwing them with stones, but that was not so much
effective.
But what would you say, according to you as a youth, where are others, the youth that can be
helpful today? --- From my side I think it will be difficult for those people to be helped, because
when you look into the details of the whole thing those people have lost so much. They have lost
even their future, and even mentally some of them were affected, and you can tell that those people
have no future at all after losing their homes, possessions and parents. Today they try this and
the
/other
other to make a living.
So you don't think there's a way that they also can be helped? --- It's difficult for me to suggest
even one way how they can be helped, although I think of one thing that may be satisfactory to them
is that maybe something should be done to make those people get back to their places, because there
are people who left their places who are destitute today and do want to go back to their places,
but there's a question standing that if they go back to those places is there any safety for them,
because even today most of them are destitute? Some of those people had so much possession, but
today they have nothing.
Thank you, Thulani.
--------------------MR DLAMINI: Thulani, according to your statement, the one that we have here, you've noted about Mr
Mhlongo and Mr Philip Zondi, that you would like for the a TRC to investigate about their
involvement and their role during the Seven Day War. Why would you pick up on these very two? --The reason why I pick on these two it's because their role - I don't even know how to explain their
role. Maybe I will say they were the major perpetrators, the major people who were after the
attacking of the flats.
Where are they? --- They are around, they are alive.
The reason why I am asking, Thulani, is that when Mr Mgojo asked if you do meet with the other
policemen you said yes, you do meet with him. Now, I want to know about Mhlongo and Zondi, that do
you envisage going back with
/them,
them, or probably getting back in good terms with them
like you said about the other policeman, that you do see him and talk to him? --- No, what I would
like to be investigated the most about them is that they are around in the community today, but the
things that they did, transpired and emanated out of those things, are things that led us or the
community to question their integrity.
Is it possible that we can get the addresses of those people? --- I don't have, but maybe I can ask
other people.
We will appreciate
Pietermaritzburg.
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--------------------Mr Mbanjwa, do you know Mr Mhlongo's full name? --- No, I don't know his full name, no.
Thank you very much. We know that the Xaluza/Sweetwaters area where you are from was one of the
worst hit areas early on in the Seven Day War, and, as you say, it is an area which is still
affected by the events of that time. We have taken statements from many, many people like yourself,
and we have selected a small number to give evidence at this hearing, but many of those witnesses
say that the only time they ever saw the SAP, members of the police, taking any action of any kind
was when they attacked and shot at residents who were coming together to defend their homes. And
there is also ample evidence in these statements that the police sat by, these same police sat by
and watched huge groups of armed men attack and burn houses after the residents had fled. And this
is a story which we have heard very often in this
/province,
province, right from Empangeni down to Port Shepstone, and it is important that these are not just
general
allegations which are made about the police, but it's very important that we have on record
specific evidence from people like yourself. So we want to thank you for having the courage to come

here and tell us those stories today. Thank you very much indeed for coming in.
---------------------

EDMUND ZONDI (Sworn, States)
MR SINGH: Mr Zondi, can we commence by you telling the Commission what your occupation is? --- I am
a teacher by profession.
How old are you? --- I am 51 years old.
Would you like to start by giving the Commission an overview of the events that led up to the Seven
Day War? --- Could you please repeat the question.
Would you like to start by giving the Commission an overview of what led to the Seven Day War? --Yes, but I will start on the 25th.
Yes, please proceed then, thank you. --- Okay. On the 25th of March 1990 - I love music. Let me
first start by telling you about myself, and after the Inkatha buses had passed by heading for the
Inkatha rally I was with my brother, Denis Zondi, Tim Zondi. We went to Elandskop(?), and Philip
Thabani was rendering a performance there. When we got to Elandskop there's a certain businessman
who was our neighbour, that is Themba Njilo, came by and he related to us that people had been
attacked in our area, and he told us that a certain person had been injured. After the performance
that we had gone to attend at Elandskop we went together with Themba Njilo to the area, and when I
got there I discovered that my son had been shot and killed. And I was later told that the buses
which were coming from Durban, one stopped at Mabeza, that is a shop, and when it stopped there at
that shop the people from the bus alighted and they were armed. They were Inkatha members. They got
off the bus and they provoked certain youths who were sitting at the shop. And at that time my son
was with his aunt, Grace Khabengani
/Zondi.
Zondi. He was from work. Grace was from work. She was a domestic worker and she was off for that
weekend. She was weekend off, then she decided to go home. She came across my son in the taxi and
they got off together at Mabeza, the two of them. And when they got off from the taxi there a
certain bus which was waiting there and it was shooting certain people. And they were not aware
that this bus was carrying Inkatha members, and they came across Inkatha members who accosted them
and they shot them, and they both died on the scene. Then the following day on a Monday the
investigators came to call me to go and identify my son's corpse, and I went with and identified my
son, as well as his aunt. And we came back on a Monday. And at that time I could see that the
atmosphere was tense at Xaluza, and I was not going to be able to stand by and see what was going
on because I was preparing for the funeral, which was going to be held on the following Saturday.
Then on Wednesday morning I went to make some preparations with Msima Funeral Undertakers in Eden.
When I came back home it was at about 10.00 midday, and when I got home, as I was staying at
Mnyandu area, and the Shange area was just across the river, across Umsunduzi River, and I saw
houses being burnt down. I also saw white lorries, and I could not see whether they were ZG lorries
or not, but when they were approaching us I could identify them as ZG lorries. And they were
ferrying Inkatha members from the scene, and there was the sound of gunfire. As I was standing
there in my yard, just watching all that was happening, and to me it didn't occur that from that
area they would proceed towards our area. And as I was just standing there I saw these two
/big trucks
big trucks which unloaded people, who went around attacking the residents. That's when I started to
realise that now we were going to be attacked. According to our culture when there's a person who
has died the relatives would come and stay for quite a few days to pay their condolences, up til
the day of the funeral, and at that time there were relatives - my aunts, my cousins from far and
wide. Quite a number of people had come to our home and the place was full. I left these people in
the house because I realised that there was a imminent attack, and they had started burning houses,
that is my neighbours' houses. They also burnt my neighbour, Mr Khoza's house, as well as Mr
Ndlela's house. All the surrounding houses. They also stabbed the goats and the stock and burnt
down houses. And I decided to go to other members of the community and neighbours to try and find
out as to what was happening. And I saw people proceeding towards the mountains. They were running
away from their homes. They were seeking refuge in the mountains because the houses had just begun
burning down. I will never forget what I saw that day. Immediately thereafter I came back from the
mountains. I ran up to the mountain to seek refuge, and I thought of the people that I had left at
my place, and when I thought of them I decided that I should go back home. And I risked my life and
went back home. The members of Inkatha were still busy attacking people and killing them. I went
back home, and I tried to crawl towards my area because I wanted to save the people that I had left
at my place. I used to use taxis to ferry me to and from work, and unluckily on that particular day
my taxi was not roadworthy, so I took my Escort. If I can
/tell you
tell you maybe you will not believe it, because it can only take five people, but the whole family
fitted into the car that particular day. I even put some of the children just underneath or next to
the pedals, the driving pedals. We ran away and we got to Eden, and I went to my other relative in
Imbali. That's where we stayed. From that time on I've stayed at Imbali, and I've never been able
to go back to where I was staying before. And I am quite scared to go back there. They tried to
burn my house down and they looted it, but the house was not totally burnt down. They just burnt my
kombi and vandalised the house, looted whatever they could lay their hands on, and they dismantled
the doors. Presently there is a person who is staying there, but I don't think it's in a habitable
condition. But I am also scared to go back because I don't know how safe I would be if I went back.
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all I can say with regard to this matter. But the most disturbing thing is
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--------------------Mr Zondi, you have lost your son who was only in standard six.
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/physically,
physically, but psychologically as well, and mentally. In your statement you also made mention of
the fact that your wife suffered from high blood pressure thereafter. Is there any help that your
wife is getting medically, or is she receiving any treatment? Or just give us a brief background as
to how the whole family was traumatised by this incident, that is from yourself down to your wife
as well as your children. How did this affect your whole family? --- What I can say is that I had a
very bright future for my children, and I decided to build a home for my children so that I could
be able to further their education. But the way that this happened I was not able to use that house
to keep my children and help them further their studies. The whole situation traumatised me
unbelievably. Even today my wife is suffering. She has got so many diseases that attacked here.
She's got sugar diabetes as well as high blood pressure, which she didn't have before. And whenever
we speak about the Seven Day War she always avoids the topic. I think it torments her mentally.
Maybe she was even more traumatised than I was. We are not free even where we stay.
Is there any help that you are getting medically or psychologically? Maybe have you seen
psychologists or psychiatrists who can possibly help you? --- We are not getting any psychological
or psychiatric help.
Do you need this type of help? --- I think we do.
You must get in touch with our support staff, who are going to take your further details, because
we've made specific arrangements with the Minister of Health that people like you should get some
psychological as well as
/psychiatric
psychiatric help in certain hospitals, where they do not have to pay. You must get in touch with
our support staff so that they can take your details. How many children do you have? Are they still
at school? --- Yes, I do have schoolgoing children. The last one is 10 years old and she is still
at school. She is doing standard four. And the boy is attending school at Eastwood. He is 12 years
old. And I have another daughter that is attending school at Xaluza. There is another daughter who
is attending school at Zibongodunga. My son is at Msinga. I had six children all in all, but I am
left with five now.
Can you tell us about your family, that is your children - how traumatised were they? --- As I am
talking not even a single member of the family was not traumatised. They don't have a home, we are
destitute, but we are scared to go back to the area because we don't know how safe going back would
be.
I think your children need to get some psychological as well as psychiatric help. You must give
your full details to the support staff.
--------------------Mr Zondi, I have got one question with regard to your statement. You have made mention of the fact
that many people who died were children, as well as women. So that we can get a full picture of the
war that took place, do you think that many people who died were children as well as women? --That is quite true.
Is it according to your opinion? Why was it that many children as well as women were killed,
because usually men die in a war situation? --- Firstly what
/I would
I would like to say is that elderly people especially men, were at work, and some ended up staying
in the centre of town because they realised that the situation was becoming tense at the rural
areas. So many people moved and stayed at the centre of town as well as at their workplaces, and
when this outbreak of violence took place there were children as well as women at home. That's the
reason why I am saying that a lot of people who died were children, as well as women. Even on the
following day when the attack took place women and children were at home. Even though I haven't
mentioned this in my statement they came on a Thursday, that is on the 29th. They got there and
they killed a woman who had just given birth. They also killed the newborn baby. Even the elderly
people who could not run away were killed. It was quite a terrible situation. It was something like
something from a horror movie.
---------------------

Mr Zondi, you mentioned three families. You mentioned the Khoza and the Ndlela families who were
your neighbours, and a third one which I didn't get the name of. --- Could you please repeat your
question.
In your evidence to us you mentioned the Khoza and Ndlela families, and then you mentioned a third
family whose name I didn't catch. Can you repeat the third name, and then can you just briefly tell
us what's happened to those three families? They were obviously your neighbours. --- At the time
when these attackers were coming from KwaShange and towards our area a certain group went further
down next to Msinga School, and there were certain houses. There was a Ndlela house there. They
/burnt
burnt Mr Ndlela's house, and I heard later on that they had killed Mr Madlala's wife. They went
further up towards the road. That is Mr Khoza's house. That is where I witnessed them burning the
house down. Then just opposite me they stabbed the stock that was there. The people had run away
and left the stock, and they went around stabbing the stock and they killed all the goats.
--------------------Mr Zondi,you've made mention of the fact that the fact that you are not staying at your place
traumatises you, as well as your family. Is there anything that's being done by the community in
order to bring back the situation to normal? --- I do not know. I haven't seen any efforts that
have been done, or any mechanism that has been put forth, because people are still staying in
shacks and they are still staying at neighbouring areas.
Maybe as a former resident, or a person who's got information as to what the area looked like,
would you have any opinion or suggestion as to what can be done in order to bring the community
back? --- I think what can be done is that people should preach peace. The Government should also
assist the community in trying to create some peace so that the people or the former residents
don't feel threatened. Even the help to rebuild their houses would be appreciated, because the
residents have lost quite a great deal and it's difficult ... (incomplete - end of Side A, Tape 4)
... a lot of children are being maintained by their grannies. Because the grannies are getting
meagre pensions they cannot maintain the households. I believe that the Government should
/devise
devise a mechanism whereby they can support the community in order for it to rebuild itself, to get
some security that they will be safe when they go back to their respective areas.
--------------------Just one question, Mr Zondi. You said that you saw large white ZG lorries carrying groups of armed
men. That was in KwaShange and KwaMnyandu, is that right? --- That is correct.
Now, do you recall what lorries those were? Had you seen those sorts of lorries before? Do you know
what department they were from? You said that they were white lorries. Did they have a ZG
numberplate? Can you tell us anything more about them? --- I was not in the street at the time that
the lorries went past so that I could see their numbers, but I could see that they were ZG
registrations. They were Toyota trucks, and everybody knew - it was common knowledge that they were
ZG trucks. They used to go past our streets every day.
Do you know which department they would have belonged to in the KwaZulu Government? Were they
Health Department, were they police, were they - what were they from, which department were they
from? --- I would not be certain of that because I was not quite close to them. I could have seen
if they were written Justice, Department of Justice, Department of Works or Department of Welfare,
but I could not closer to see as to from which department these lorries were coming from.
But you're satisfied that they were ZG lorries? --- I am fairly satisfied.
--------------------/Mr Zondi,
Mr Zondi, we have heard many tragic stories in the months - in the past few months that we have
been holding hearings like this, and like so many of these stories yours is a very, very sad one.
Your young son and his aunt had just been shot dead, an unarmed child and a woman shot dead by
armed men. And whilst you were in the process of mourning them, preparing to bury them, your house
was attacked and vandalised and looted, and you had to flee with the few possessions that you could
fit into your car. It's difficult to understand - it's difficult for us to understand why and how
people can sink to this level of brutality. You've told us that your wife and yourself are still
suffering the aftereffects of this event, but you've nevertheless come here today and you've had
the courage to come and repeat that story in front of not only the public, but the television
cameras, and we thank you very, very much for having had the courage to do that. Thank you very
much indeed.
---------------------

MR SINGH: Mr Zondi, where do you currently reside? --- I reside at KwaMnyandu.
Sorry, could you just repeat that please? --- I reside at KwaMnyandu.
No, where do you currently reside at? --- Well, it's a long time. I think I was born there, and my
father was born also there, and my grandfather was born there.
All right, so you're telling us how long you live in this place. --- Ja.
All right. You've been called upon to give evidence regarding the Seven Day War. Can you proceed
and tell us your story then regarding the attacks which commenced on the 25th of March or 26th of
March 1990. --- I won't commence from this other part, but I want to start differently, because
there were police who used to come frequenting my house even before the 25th, and they will come
harass me at my place. And shortly after they leave my house an Inkatha youth will come to harass
my kids when I am away at work. This took place four times. The first thing I want to say is that
the police came with one white policeman, and he said to me, "You see, all the boys have repented,
they are no longer UDF. You are the only one, and your boys, who haven't repented yet. Now, we do
trust and hope that when you repent, especially that you are educated, and your boys are educated
as well, all the boys in KwaMnyandu will repent from UDF." And I knew exactly what that meant. The
second time around they knocked at the window. Unfortunately the window was not properly closed so
they came through the window. They collected all the toys that belonged to the kids, they took them
with, also took us and the kids. And when we got there,
/if I am
if I am not mistaken it was on a Friday, we were there detained on Friday, Saturday and Sunday, and
we appeared in front of the Magistrate. When we got there the police who arrested us were not
present. The case was postponed and we were told to leave and go back home. When we got home the
day came for the court case and we went back, and the police still did not turn up and the
Magistrate therefore released us. Again the police came at night. Now, on that day there were
neighbours, females, who came to our house, because we had a big house. And I suddenly heard from
one of the ladies saying, "There are the police. I can see the torches." And I woke up and I also
tried to peep through the window. I could see that they were just approaching and they were nearby
now. So they were approaching the second gate, because I have two gates, and I asked, "Who are
you?" They said, "We are police." And I asked them, "Why now are you hiding?" I rushed to the kids.
Before even entering the bedroom, the children's bedroom, I heard a gunshot, and that's the gunshot
that left so much blood oozing. And one of them asked, "Why did you shoot?" and the other said,
"No, it's them who shot." And they took the boy who was shot.
Who was shot then? --- Ja.
Who? Who got shot? --- The police that shot I don't know.
No, who did they shoot? --- It was a boy from a neighbour, from Zondi's place. He was shot on the
arm that evening. After that the police took him with, early hours of the morning, and they took
him to the hospital. I will try to get his name. It went on. I did discover that, you see, it was
something that was planned. You
/see,
see, before they will come to harass us, the Inkatha, police will come first, peruse and search the
house, and after that, a day or two days after, the Inkatha will come, knowing very well that we
are not armed, we don't have any weapons with. I left that place. Now I want to proceed to this
Seven Day War, which I don't understand why it's referred to as the Seven Day War because according
to us, and as Zulus, what we know about war is that there are two groups fighting each other, not
that people will be just shot and stabbed, innocent people. But I want to accept that because the
Truth Commission has accepted that this is a Seven Day War, but I would not call this a Seven Day
War, I will only call this a day of attack and a reign of terror. The 25th came. I won't even
explain so much about the 25th because I was up at the mountains just nearby KwaMnyandu. I saw the
bus stopping by a certain store. I did not know why it was making a stop there. When I was coming
back with the cattle herded to my place I discovered my brother, the one who just left here, the
son was shot and died, and the daughter by the name of Gabingane of my brother's was also shot. And
they were there, they were at one place. I got home and I saw people running towards the scene to
see how they were killed. On the 25th the kids were coming from Kings Park. Well, let me not waste
your time with regard to the 25th and 26th and 27th. On the 8th war began and hell broke loose. I
opened up for the cattle. When I was trying to lead them to the other side the neighbour asked,
"Why don't you leave them alone?" As we were still conversing we saw - around Shange area we saw
many people, numerous in number, approaching. There were the Shanges
/on the
on the other side and us on the other side. It did not take long. Within a twinkling of an eye we
saw them coming from the other side of the mountain, you know, the place that was separating the
other area. The youths, the young men who were trying to stand the situation, they could see that
they were fighting a losing battle, they ran, they fled, they ran away. My brother, the father of
the deceased, was at home. According to our culture after your daughter has died you have to put on
certain attire, and he was in that attire respecting what had happened to him. All the UDF youths
ran away. I was only saved by the bush and one other friend of mine who is late now. It was Zimu.
We were the only two of us, although I did not know where he has hid, because when I tried to gain

entry to one neighbour's garden I found out my neighbour was already there lying down, and I lied
right next to him. They came attacking the houses, opening up the porch, and one will ask, "Do you
want a key?" We were quiet lying down there, very quiet in that garden. It was difficult for me to
leave Zuma, the one who was lying next to me, because he had lost the other foot, he only had one
leg. You know a man die trying and fighting, you just don't give up as a man. I also realised that
because those people were close by, and were in the garden, if I had something I would probably not
even have used that thing, because they would have realised and seen where the direction of this
thing that was hitting them came from and start attacking us, and this other one was at a
disadvantage because he could not walk, he had lost his leg. It was about one and a half
kilometres, the people who had run as far as one and a half kilometres away from
/where we
where we were. I tried to crawl when I heard the smell of smoke, and lo and behold they had already
attacked Lawrence Zimu's place, and they left this house, they attacked the next one, they attacked
the next one, they attacked the other one. The last one was my house. We left the kids, those who
were still around, to try and see if we could extinguish the fire. Although the house was set
alight it was not so much burnt. We could try some means to save the house. We discovered that
everything, the furniture inside, was burnt to ashes, like the primus stoves that were there burned
into ashes. When we got to the house they had already burnt houses. I got that one clear. We tried
to extinguish the fire, but so much was damaged that we could not manage. We left to search for the
other kids who had already run away. I told them, and especially the boys, that, "Little boys,
leave, go. Zimu and myself," I mean Lawrence Zimu, "will see what to do here," and truly the boys
did respond and said, "We will leave and we will go to Eden." And I told them that, "We won't make
it to Eden, but you go," and they left. We slept in that bush area, so to speak, of it. The
following morning they came to see how much damage they have caused. And I said, "Let's not go to
my place." I told Zimu, "Let's not go to my place." We went to a certain man called Mr Vilakazi. I
said, "I will go and have a look at my place," because they had taken about 22 cattle, about 15
goats. My possessions, everything in the house was burnt into ashes. My two cars were so much
damaged. I went to Mr Vilakazi. It was myself, Mr Vilakazi and Zimu. We made our way towards my
place. We could see that they were doing as they wished. It
/wasn't
wasn't long they came. That was on the 29th they came, using a completely different route this time
around. You see, our house is towards the mountain. Now, they came from the upper side of the
mountain and they were approaching from some rocks from up the mountains. They were so excited and
the mood was jubilant, saying, "They have left the place, we are in control." And as they were so
excited up there in the mountain, you know, they looked like they were dancing they were so much in
a jubilant mood. They were coming down from the other side of the mountain, from behind. Suddenly
we saw them right on the route that we were supposed to use trying to escape. that's when I heard
Vilakazi saying, "We are finished here, we are dead." Zimu said, "We are dead." The axe that he had
from his place, because he said, "This is the only thing that was left in my house," he took it
with. He did not know now where that axe was, and he had thrown it in some dustbin around there.
Now we heard gunshots coming from those people to us. I just saw Zimu suddenly hiding, and the few
things that I had with me, I don't know how, I just threw them down, but I had to find some place
of refuge suddenly. Vilakazi had an opportunity because he hid at a better place than we were. Now,
the three of us were each one in his own place hiding. We saw the mood changed and the place
suddenly was in smoke. Now what was happening then, they were finishing up the houses that they did
not get to burn the previous day. We were there hiding. We heard doors banging and we were in
smoke. I woke up where I was hiding, I tried to crawl. I was looking around for Lawrence Zimu as to
where he was hiding. Fortunately I located him. There was a police
/vehicle,
vehicle, the Hippo, the one we refer to as a Hippo. It was going that sound. They were taking the
cattles. You see mine were taken on the 28th, now on the 29th they were taking the rest that was
remaining, the cattle, and they took them with. If I am not mistaken I just heard one police
saying, "Why are you taking these cattles? Why are you taking them?" One voice responded and said,
"These cows belong to us, because they took our cattle so these ones definitely belong to us." And
I woke up. They had already left, the area was clear now. We went and made our way towards
Vilakazi's place. Now, there was a supermarket along the way. Before even getting there we met two
gentlemen, white gentlemen, driving a car. They said,"Come join us. We've people we've heard that
died around this area on Thursday." It was now myself, Zimu and Vilakazi accompanying these two
white gentlemen. When we got to the scene we found two grandmothers - the other was Sibisi, the
other one was Mtolo - lying so pathetic on the road and bleeding profusely. The grass was suddenly
in a river of blood. They were taken. I don't know where they were taken to. They took pictures of
those grandmothers and they asked, "How old do you think they are?" I guessed, I said, "Probably 70
years." Late in the afternoon the two gentlemen said, "We've already heard that at Ngubane's place
there's something that occurred. Let's get there," and when we got there we found them. No,
actually they decided now we should not go there because it was already dark to Ngubane's place.
And we asked them to take us in their car to Ntuthuko or in Edendale. When we got there our
children and our wives thought we had been killed because we were not there yet,
/but
but fortunately we escaped and we made it to the hall in Edendale. What made me so excited, and
even to this day when I look at that area, and when I look at the Truth Commission and those who
have witnessed KwaMnyandu, the attack, and things that were going on and transpired, and the
tragedy. They came taking statements from us. I don't know how many statements we gave them. Even

to this day we've never seen anything being done from those statements, or perhaps any action that
was taken. It seems the statements were taken and nothing was done thereafter. Maybe let me just
stop right here. You know my possessions I can't even tell you. There's so many things that were
damaged. I am talking also about my doors, because they kept coming to the house and I will
discover when I get there that my door was just on the floor. They kicked it probably and it broke
and fell. And neighbours started telling me, "Stop coming and frequenting your house. Please keep
away from your house because you will die."
--------------------Your story is the sad one, Mr Zondi. We can tell from the way you relate your story. You know,
you've gotten into the details of the story, and we can tell from the way you relate that you are
so highly affected. Now, tell us about the cattle. What happened to those cattles and so forth. Did
they sell them? --- I had cattle.
(Incomplete) ... took the cattle, did they sell those cattle, or what happened to those cattle? --Oh, now I understand. They took those cattle to slaughter them, because on Thursday one of them
said that - I can't even remember his name - said, "You see the soldiers doing
/"this
this and that. I did slaughter two Zondi's cattle." Some were taken to Elandskop Mafuza(?) where
they were distributed respectively to some people, and two of those cattle were returned. They came
back to my place. They came, two cattle. Now, one day as I was just taking a walk, and hiding at
the same time so that I may not be seen, I took those two cattle. I told the boys that I have seen
my cattle and I will take them with to Edendale. Unfortunately, most unfortunately, they came to
steal them from Edendale.
You've also said that when there was a visitor - one visitor was hurt, was injured on the arm and
was admitted to the hospital. What hospital was the visitor admitted to? --- He was injured on his
arm. He is though far away from our place.
Where is that? What are you talking about? --- He did not die. He is still alive.
No, Mr Zondi, I don't get you, I am lost now. You say the one who was injured on his arm is still
alive. You mean the boy who was injured? --- Yes, he is alive. I have seen him, although his arm
was highly affected.
You mean now his arm never functioned quite well after that? --- I don't think so because he was a
Malombo boy, where my sister was married to.
I think we should encourage that family as well, you know, so that we get the full details of the
story direct from them and see how we can help them. --- I will try my best to meet the uncle,
because the uncles are still there at Mnyandu. They are still a few of those who never left the
area. I can get back to the uncles.
/My last
My last question, Mr Zondi. At Mnyandu and the neighbouring places what's there now? Are there any
houses still, or how does the area look like now? Has it changed completely? --- You see, the
houses that were not attacked the owners went back to occupy those houses, but as for my area I
think it was only one or two families that went back. I also from time to time go and see how
things are going on. My kids are there, but I am not there. And there's no day when I've arrived at
that place and see nothing - and discover nothing. Every day damage was taking place.
--------------------Mr Zondi, you've said in your statement there was a white policeman, and the policeman came to you
and said you and your boys have to repent and join the Inkatha organisation so that the rest of
others can easily follow. Would you perhaps tell us his name? --- Yes, I know, but I won't mention
his name because I may be killed tomorrow. That is the very policeman that gained entry through the
window, and the other one. They came inside the house through the window.
Well, I do understand why you don't want to tell us his name. Maybe some other time you will tell
us. But you also said there were policemen that came to arrest you and you were detained for the
whole weekend. Do you know those police now who arrested you? --- I know this white policeman,
because he was also there, but when we went to the police station he drove past and he handed us
over to others, the black ... (intervention)
You mean the black policemen? --- No, they were mixed black and white policemen.
/Do you
Do you know their names? What I want is their names. --- You mean the police?
Yes. --- No, I won't disclose their names. In fact I only know one police because he was so much
known, notorious because of things he used to do. Otherwise the rest of the policemen I don't know
their names.

--------------------Mr Zondi, what court did you appear in that Monday and then where the case was withdrawn against
you? Which court was that? --- I beg your pardon?
Which court did you appear in, which Magistrate's Court? --- It was just Vulindlela Court.
Thank you. Which of the two courts there? There are two courts. We can go back and look at the
records, you see. --- At Vulindlela. There is only one court there, but it is divided into two
rooms.
That's right.
--------------------Mr Zondi, we've discovered here that the media people did come to you to converse with you from
overseas in Holland. I think those were the ones you met on your way. We will be showing that
picture on Thursday morning at 9.00 am. In case you are interested to take a look on that photo
please do come and look at it. We think you are the one who talked to those two men. --- Yes,
different white men came. Others were from Scotland. I have forgotten the others where they were
coming from, and they were with Peter.
They were coming from Holland, as I have said. On Thursday morning at 9.00 am we will be showing
that picture. Please, we invite you to come and take a look on
/the picture.
the picture.
--------------------Mr Zondi, thank you very, very much. The story that you have told us is a story of political
intolerance, not a story of war. I agree with you that war implies a clash of two armed groups or
two armed forces, and it doesn't mean the murder of innocent people. You said that you and your
father and your grandfather were all born in KwaMnyandu, and it seems that on that one day in March
that the work of three generations was destroyed. And now as a pensioner you have ...
(intervention)
Please, good people, do not embarrass us. Please don't embarrass us. The Commissioner is trying to
talk to Mr Zondi, but you are making noise. Please, we call that you maintain order and behave
yourselves. This is embarrassing, for your information.
... and that as a pensioner you are now left without a home and without those assets that you saved
up for your old age. And you might wonder why you have been asked to go through this again, to tell
us your story, and as difficult as it is for you it's important to do what you and your brother a
few minutes ago did, to tell your story about this event. This story has never been told officially
before. Statements have been taken, but this story has never ever been told officially, and you and
the other witnesses who have given evidence today have told that story, and this enables us to make
recommendations to the Government, to the State President, as to how you and the many other people
who suffered during that time in 1990 should be helped. So it is important that you come here
today, and we thank you for having had the courage to
/come and
come and relive those days. Thank you very much indeed. --- I also thank you very much, and I would
like to add that - well, in fact I have been also wondering all the time since this six years being
away from our places or from our homes, that there was just a dead silence about what events that
happened at KwaMnyandu, KwaShange and Gezabuso, and I also thank you very much that you have just
given us this chance to express ourselves. And I wish to add that my motto, my aim, is peace. If
then the Government would try to help us, or to boost us of what we lost, then we shall be pleased.
And we are willing to have peace with those people, because I seemingly do not see any reason why
they had just to attack us having not yet quarrelled with them. So I would like that, well, of
course there should be peace, especially at Mnadi region.
Thank you very much, Mr Zondi. We also hope that the work of this Commission can play some small
part in bringing about peace and reconciliation in those areas. --- Thank you.
---------------------

MLAMULI MNGADI (Sworn, States)
MR SINGH: Mr Mngadi, just before you begin with your evidence could you tell the Commission of your
background very briefly. How old are you, where do you live, etcetera? --- My name is Mlamuli
Mngadi, I am 27 years old. I am from Ashdown.
You are called upon to give an account of the effect on Ashdown today, specifically relating to the
... (intervention) --- That is correct.
Specifically relating to the incident which has been termed the Seven Day War. --- That is correct.
Please proceed. --- I am not going to start with the Seven Days War, I am going to start with the
events that took place just prior to the attack. The violence started in 1986 when Inkatha was
forcing the residents to join it. They were attacking people, burning down houses, looting
possession, and they used to rape the women. All this reign of terror that they conducted was not
politically motivated at that time, it was just plain criminal acts, but they were using or veiling
themselves under the Inkatha Freedom Party. And they would call meetings at a certain hall. They
would sing Inkatha songs as well as hail slogans, and they would sing that UDF members should be
killed where they were staying. Then thereafter one member was killed at the bridge just before you
get to Ashdown. She was expectant. Things kept on taking place, and my brother was not a member of
any political organisation but he was killed and they dumped him at the roadside. The people who
witnessed the attack said they saw two cars, and these were Inkatha members' cars. They dumped the
body at the roadside and people
/alerted
alerted others that there was a body by the roadside. These attacks and abductions took place, and
they continued up until one day there was going to be a final exam at a certain school, and the
students who were studying throughout then night at that particular school were attacked. And I was
one of the students who were there studying and they shot me in the knee. Others who were injured
were Bonginkosi Zondi. His hands are not functioning properly, he has since been disabled. That is
- all this started in 1987, and we came together as a community and we decided that we should
protect ourselves, and we decided that we were going to conduct night patrols and guard off, ward
off the attacks. And some of the residents went to areas called KwaMphumuza, as well as Payaphini.
Thereafter when we went to this area I think the residents were quite tired with the trauma that
they were subjected to and they decided not to call themselves Inkatha or UDF members, they were
not aligning themselves with any political organisations. A week wouldn't go by without an attack
taking place. Then in December 1989 - it was on the 31st of December 1989 when Inkatha members
attacked the area of Ashdown and a prominent member of Inkatha was killed. As the previous witness
had already said that they had said that they wanted to plant sugar cane. This was actually their
slogan. They would say that just before they attacked the residents. Then in March when the Seven
Days War was about to start it was on the 25th - Ashdown is opposite Edendale Hospital, and we
usually saw buses going past. They were more than 20 and they were heading towards Durban stadium,
where an Inkatha rally was going to be held. Then on the 27th, I think it
/was on
was on a Monday - just before that on the 26th in the afternoon, it was at about 2.00 pm, that's
when the Inkatha started attacking. On that first day of the attack it wasn't as bad as the days
that followed thereafter because the police were called and they quelled the situation. On the
27th, I think it was at about seven, we saw an Inkatha group, a very large group. They were singing
Inkatha slogans and they were also marching, marching towards Ashdown. And as residents of Ashdown
we came out of our houses and we were observing the situation. And we were waiting for the imminent
attack. We were confused, we didn't know whether they were coming towards us. And as we were still
watching we saw a number of people with rifles, shotguns and all sorts of ammunition, and they
started shooting towards us. They also had traditional weapons. And that's when we realised that we
should call a boycott or we should halt every activity, including going to work as well as school.
We had to go back into the area to try and protect our families. That's when they started shooting
in the area and people got injured. At about 11 midday the police came. They were driving in Land
Rovers. There's another road called ZC. They stood and waited at ZC Road. They observed the
situation and they turned back without doing anything. And the fight broke out. Inkatha came into
the area. We tried to ward off the attack to such an extent that they went into Mpumuzi, where they
burnt the houses down, and they also killed people. This war went on for quite some time, and at
some stage we realised that there was no help that was coming from any source or any direction, and
we were warding off the attack. And we saw
/a helicopter
a helicopter and it disappeared to the other side of the mountain. Just a few minutes thereafter we
saw a lot of people, a large group which we didn't know where it was coming from, and they were
coming from the upper part of the mountain, heading towards Ashdown, which is further down below.
That's when they started attacking. We had been fighting the whole morning, and they chased us with
gunfire up til such that Mr Mhlongo was shot in the neck. And one of the people who got injured was
Sipho Zuma, who was also a community leader. There's a lot of people who got injured at that time.
Some were coming from Dambuza, who had come to help us. There's a large number of people which I
cannot mention that died on that day, and some got injured. They started burning down the houses
which were on the outskirts. I think they burnt about 23 houses. They looted the houses and they
took the contents of the houses, and they would burn the houses down immediately thereafter. We
took the comrades who were injured to the hospital, and after the houses had been burnt down it's

only then that the police came to quell the violence. They went away with possessions and people
went back into their houses to check how much damage was done. From 1986 up to 1990 I think 50
people died. Many houses were burnt. Probably there were 30 houses or more. Some houses would be
burnt, and the owners would rebuild the houses and they would be reburnt. Others were coming from
KwaShange. They came to the Ashdown area to seek refuge and relief, and we got them places to stay.
The people who came to our rescue in order that we should get some relief with regard to places to
sleep, clothing, was the South African Council of Churches, as well as PACSA. They
/were the
were the ones who were donating foodstuffs, as well as businessmen who came together and donated
some foodstuff. Other refugees from Ashdown were getting help from the Advice Office which was in
Ashdown at that time. They would go out and fetch food for the refugees from PACSA, as well as the
Pietermaritzburg Council of Churches. We would like to express our gratitude to the
Pietermaritzburg Council of Churches, as well as PACSA, who came to our help during a time of need.
That's where I'll stop at the moment. Some died and some of the corpses could not be identified
because of the state in which they were, but the Council of Churches came to their assistance, as
well as the community of Ashdown donated whatever they could in order to try and help the refugees.
That is all I will say.
--------------------I have got one question that I would like you to clarify, Mr Mngadi. I have been listening to this
Seven Days War. The previous witness says it could not be called a Seven Days War because there was
no war, but people were being attacked, maimed and killed. But the way you put it you put it as if
there was a fight, different groups fighting. I wish to know from you that as the residents, or
former residents, of Ashdown, was it different from other areas? Did you have any arms and did you
fight or ward off the attacks? --- What I can say from my own perspective is that we were fighting
simply because we could not do otherwise. We had to protect ourselves. It's not that we were armed
beforehand and that we knew of the attack, but we found this as a mechanism in order to try and
ward off the attacks in
/order to
order to protect ourselves. But it was not a planned war situation like in other places.
--------------------There's Bonginkosi Zondi whom you referred to, that you said he was injured. Where is he presently?
--- He is working in Durban.
What type of job is he doing? --- He's working at Nedbank. His hands are not functioning, he's
disabled, but he can use a pen. He is able to write.
Now, according to your statement you said you have come to the Truth and Reconciliation Commission,
but you have not stated as to what your wishes are, or what suggestions are you coming up with. Do
you have any specific wish that you would like to be granted? We do not have the powers to grant
people's wishes or promise anything, but we do pass recommendations to the Government. Now, is
there anything that you have in mind? As a member of the community that was torn apart what do you
think you would like to be done with regard to that community? The manner in which the attacks took
place you were in a war situation. That makes you a very unique community, but now as you are
representing that particular community what are your wishes or suggestions that you can bring
forth? --- I would like this Commission to help the people who were affected, especially those who
are now destitute. We would like them to get some help from the Government with regard to
rebuilding their houses and putting back the fabric of society to be intact. And, for instance,
there is another person that I know who was disabled due to the attack. I would like him to get
some help, whether it's medical help or any sort of help that
/he can
he can possibly get. But my main wish was that if there's any help that this Commission could
render it would be appreciated.
We wish you to encourage all the members of the community who were involved in this skirmish to
come forward so that they can speak for themselves, and they can put their stories forward, tell us
their first-hand experiences. We would appreciate it if you could relay the message if possible. -- Yes, I can try that.
--------------------Mr Mngadi, you have added your voice to that of the other seven witnesses who have given evidence
here today, and like them you have given a very vivid account of the attack on Ashdown. But you
also told us about the years which preceded the Seven Day War, and it is this period which one of
the witnesses this morning, Mr Radley Keys, described as a low intensity civil war ... (incomplete
- end of Side A, Tape 5) ... gauntlet, and your community's response to that, and your account of
these preceding years is important, and also obviously your account of the Seven Day War itself,
because it enables us to form a view of what really happened in those days, which will then enable
us to make recommendations to the Government as to how your communities, and the other communities
that suffered, may be helped. So we want to thank you very much for coming in here today. Thank you

very much. --- Thank you.
---------------------

Brigadier Swanepoel, we welcome you here this morning. Thank you for coming down. Can we have your
full names please?
--------------------JOHANN MATHYS ADAM SWANEPOEL (Sworn, States)
Brigadier Swanepoel, you were due to give your evidence tomorrow, but we have agreed to accommodate
you because we understand that you have to go off abroad on official duties tomorrow, or to meet
with foreign visitors, and we've agreed to have you in today. We were going to have an Afrikaans
translator in from tomorrow, so we apologise that we don't have one for you today, and we thank you
for giving your evidence in English. --- Not a problem, Sir.
Also the subpoena which was served on you to come and talk today was unfortunately for some reason
only served on you yesterday. --- Yes.
It should have been served on you last week, and you were not able to give us a written summary of
your evidence. Nevertheless we understand that you are just going to - you have put something
together and you will be telling us about the perspective of the Defence Force from that time.
(Pause) Sorry, we're having a couple of problems with the translation service. Brigadier, can you
then start by telling us what position you held in March 1990, and how the Defence Force - I think
it was Group Nine - was structured. We're going to suggest that you put the earphones on so that
you can hear my questions in English without being disturbed by the Zulu translation. Can you hear
me through the earphones now? --- Thank you.
/Good.
Good. Thank you. Right, if you can then just start giving us an account of what position you held,
briefly how the Defence Force was structured here, and then go on to tell us your account. --Chairperson, ladies and gentlemen of the Council, first of all thank you for allowing me to appear
before the Council today. Is it okay? Not working?
Sorry, we're just going to get earphones for ourselves because we can't hear above the Zulu
translation. I apologise for the delay. (Pause) --- (Incomplete) ... me today. As you said I have
commitments and I really appreciate you fitting me in today's programme. I was - I am a serving
member of the South African National Defence Force, serving as the deputy- chief of the Service
Corps in Pretoria. I was appointed the officer commanding of Group Nine in January 1989. I served
for three and a half years in the Natal Midlands. I am saying three and a half years because from
July until December of 1990 I was away on an extended course in Pretoria. When I arrived in
Pietermaritzburg in January of '89 Group Nine was essentially a very small Defence Force
organisation. People from Richmond will remember that the group headquarters was situated in
Richmond, and the whole of 1989 was spent in re-organising and re-establishing Group Nine
Headquarters in Longmarket Street, where it is today. We opened the headquarters in November of
1989. Essentially in that period from January '89 leading up to March of 1990 the force strength of
the defence in this area - I am talking about the Natal Midlands - was first of all the group
headquarters, secondly we also had some part-time forces like Umkomaas
/Commando,
Commando, Umvoti Commando, East Griqualand Commando, etcetera, so we had a territorial
responsibility at that time. We also had one company deployed in the Pietermaritzburg area, and
they were accommodated in a facility, a temporary facility right next to us at the drill hall. So,
to enable us to understand the events leading up to 1990 one must for a moment look at the
situation in South Africa. I am going to say two things. First of all there was a security
situation developing in South Africa which resulted in Defence Force units deployed in places like
Sebokeng, the Rand area in general, and also in the greater Durban area. So at the beginning of
1990 the headquarters of Group Nine was in Longmarket Street, where it is today, we had one company
residing at the drill hall, and our task was to support and assist the police in their activities
in this area. With regard to the relationship of the Defence Force and the police, the police were
and are still essentially in control of security matters of this area. When Defence Force elements
get called up or get involved in a situation like this there are certain constraints and
restrictions which do not allow us to operate on our own. At that time in 1990 the Defence Elements
essentially assisted the police in specific task emanating from planning sessions on a low level. I
want to continue, Chairperson, to the events leading up to March of 1990. As a person from outside
I found it difficult to really understand what is happening in this part of our lovely country.
When March 1990 dawned we knew about some rallies taking place in Durban. We also took cognisance
of some large groups of people leaving the Natal Midlands
/to attend
to attend those rallies, and the focus military-wise and security-wise was essentially in the
Durban South Coast area. In the planning session which was held between the company commander of
that time and the police it was agreed that the Defence Force, having a very limited capacity, will
deploy in smaller groups along the Edendale Road, and the task that was allocated to the Defence
Force through that planning session was to keep that route open, because we foresaw the possibility
of that important route being closed, and workers from that area that they couldn't come in to work
the next day. So we deployed along that road essentially to assist the police to keep it open. To
explain to the Council the strength of that period. The forces involved essentially were more or
less, I would say, about six Buffels - that's the military open vehicle - and plus/minus 100

troops. Those were the only elements we had in Group Nine at the time. I will now continue to talk
about the events of that fateful week in March. I received reports from the ground about a
situation developing in the Edendale Valley. We got reports saying that people are fighting, they
are killing. There were reports about looting, and of course on national media we could see the
hundreds of houses burning in the Edendale Valley. When I received those reports I reported to my
headquarters in Durban, saying that we are faced with a serious situation in the Edendale Valley.
And in that week I also said that I think it is of national importance to get Defence Force
reinforcements in to assist the police. After that week - I would say it must have been around the
2nd of April - as far as I remember about four companies, with their vehicles and
/equipment,
equipment, were moved from the Rand area, as well as from Durban, and round about the middle of
April 1990 I remember we opened the gates of Mayor's Walk, which we got from Transnet - we got the
facility from Transnet - to accommodate the extra troops. So essentially from mid-April onwards we
had a force level of Defence Force troops in this area which I remember prompted the media to say
that at that time there were more troops in this area since World War Two. I also in that week,
which is now called the Seven Day War, visited some refugee camps in the area of Imbali, and higher
up in the valley at the mission station and at schools. We said to the authorities of this area
that the Defence Force was willing to bring in medical elements to assist Edendale Hospital, but at
the time the response we got was that Edendale Hospital could handle the situation ... (incomplete
- end of Side A, Tape 1) ... on the question posed by the previous speaker about the Defence Force
preventing that sad event, Chairperson, I will essentially agree with what he was saying, but we
must keep two things in mind. First of all the reality was that the Defence Force at that specific
time had very limited resources. And secondly, looking back and reflecting on what happened in that
valley, I at that time as a military commander said, "In my view many thousands of troops will be
necessary to deal with this situation." I want to close by saying that after the events in the
Edendale Valley in my view the situation rapidly spread to the rest of the Midlands, and by the end
of 1990 we found ourselves deployed throughout the Midlands of Natal, and the Defence Force mission
in all that time was to try and assist in
/getting
getting a peaceful situation. Chairperson, members of the Council, I received many requests from
the communities of this area to bring in Defence Force elements. We did that when we had the
resources to deploy. I remember the Imbali Womens Association coming to see the Mayor - it was
Mayor Pat Ranier at this stage - saying, "Please send the Defence Force to Imbali so that we can
sleep again at night." And that is exactly what we did when we received the resources. In
conclusion, Chairman, I must make a few comments about my own perception of the reaction to the
Defence Force. I can understand that people wanted the Defence Force at the time. We also found a
general very positive response when we started to move in. Of course we had some complaints about
white soldiers, black soldiers, coloured soldiers, and I remember we also had some response about
the Portuguese-speaking people that came in for a while. We were sort of tangled up in the
community very quickly, in the sense that as soon as I wanted to change troops the communities
always came to me and they said, "Please, are you taking the troops away?" and I had to reassure
them that we're not taking them away, we are merely changing them for new ones. Sir, in my own
personal view I think that the Defence Force has contributed, maybe sadly so, after March of 1990,
in creating a relatively peaceful situation in the Natal Midlands. Thank you, Sir.
Thank you, Brigadier Swanepoel. We will put some questions to you. Just to start with a question.
From what you've said is it correct that the first time that Defence Force vehicles were deployed
in the area was on the 2nd of April? --- No. No, Sir. One company of
/Defence
Defence Force troops were assisting the police in various areas since 1989 up to March of 1990. The
reinforcements, however, arrived only, as far as I remember, round about the 6th of April.
So prior to the 6th of April, during the period commonly known as the Seven Day War, which was from
27 March to about the 4th of April, where were Defence Force vehicles deployed, and in what numbers
were they deployed? You've said that they were deployed along the Edendale Road. --- Yes.
Now, you don't need to repeat that. Where else were they deployed? --- The troop levels at that
stage, as I said, consisted out of about a maximum of six military vehicles, and I would say about
roughly 100 soldiers. I can't remember the names of places, but I would say the first troops were
deployed along the route at the robot just before you get to the Edendale Hospital, and as far as I
remember we didn't go much past the hospital. Does that answer you, Chairman?
--------------------Brigadier, there is something which is very interesting which you have just said here, which was
always a puzzle to some of us when at certain times we felt that the Defence Force was not
effective. But you have just said here today that when the Defence Force was called upon there were
certain restrictions applied. Can you just try and tell us about those restrictions? What type of
restrictions were those, and who was giving the command that those restrictions must be observed? I
think that is going to help the picture about the Defence Force. --- Thank you, Reverend. First of
all, the restrictions
/I was

I was referring to refers to the type of training a soldier gets. A soldier, Sir, is not trained to
arrest people. They are even not trained to investigate and to deal with crime-related activities.
So the restrictions is firstly one of that you cannot use a soldier in the role of a policeman. But
what one can do, Sir, is you can assist the police by means of patrols, roadblocks, and other type
of actions, but the police, according to the law, must be - must remain the main role-player in any
criminal type of activity. And for that reason, although the Defence Force were always under their
own commanders, the police remained the persons by law to deal with things like arrests and related
things.
Could you move in in a situation to help with a conflicting situation without getting the approval
of the commander of the police? That is question number one. And question number two, since you
were working together with the police, helping them, was there any situation where you could meet
with the police and sort of discuss the situation and how you think you should be acting together?
--- Reverend, on your first question, on agreement by the Security Committee of that time, a police
member had to be with Defence Force elements at all times. Even if we had a group of 30 soldiers
working in a specific area our agreement was that at least one police member must be with the
soldiers in order to deal with crime-related actions. On your second question, the police and the
soldiers have been working together for a long time on, I would say, two levels, the first level
being the management level, and the second level being the grass roots level. And yes, Sir, in both
situations
/discussions
discussions can take place and did take place.
The last one now, that's this last. You know very well that there's a general perception that the
police worked with the other organisation. As you people were very close to the police would you
say that that is a false assumption or is there some truth in that, because even here you heard
yesterday the police working with the organisation, and you say that you have been working close
with the police? Can you say something about that? --- Reverend, it is extremely difficult for me
to make assumptions, or even comment on something like that. I, as an individual, having been
involved on planning level with the police, never got the impression that we are sitting here with
the support of security forces to one particular faction in society.
So finally, in other words, you say that there was nothing like a third force in the conflict
between the two groups? You say that there was no third force. We have heard a lot about the third
force, and are you saying that there was no third force? --- Sir, with respect, you know, I also
through the media heard a lot about those things which you have mentioned. In my time in this area
we tried to have an honest and direct approach to trying to create peace. I want to use one example
just to - and the people of that area can maybe come forward and - take, for instance, the role
that the police played in Mpumalanga. That role they played resulted in peace in that area. That of
course is my own perception, but after a while, through the involvement and assistance of those
people, we achieved what we were there for, and that is to create peace and stability in a very
difficult situation.
/Brigadier,
Brigadier, your - did your unit, as Group Nine, have its own intelligence gathering operation? --Group Nine had its own intelligence section.
And was that section involved in gathering intelligence about the potential build up that was
taking place, as we've heard, in the Edendale Valley? --- Sir, I would venture to say that the
intelligence community as a whole was sort of assessing the situation, not only in Natal, but also
in relation to the rest of the country at that time. As I said, the more serious situation
prevailed in the Rand prior to March 1990.
You see, we've heard evidence so far over the last two days that indicates that by the 27th, and
even before the 25th in fact, there were already clear signs that Inkatha was massing forces, that
- for example we heard yesterday about the meeting between the chiefs at Ulundi, and the King,
where people were encouraged to clean up their areas. Your people were aware of that, is that
correct? You're nodding your head at me, so I am assuming that that's correct. --- No, I will
answer. Of course we knew about the rallies taking place in Durban. We were aware of the fact that
in KwaZulu Natal as a whole, and in South Africa maybe as a whole, some political people were
saying things, and I must admit that at the time we said that this stirring of emotions, and this
talks that we hear on the rallies, can only result in a problem. So my answer to your question is
yes, holistically we of course knew and realised that things were starting to develop.
Now I want to take you on in this process, because some of the evidence we've heard is that
elements in the police and Brigadier Buchner, as he was at that time,
/together
together with one of his officers, Mr Meyer, actually stopped a group a day before the violence
really started, a huge group of people, several thousand strong. --- Yes.
Now, surely at that time it must have been evident to yourselves, and to them, because you had a
joint planning group. --- Yes.
It must have been evident to you that the potential for these people to mobilise quickly and

efficiently was very, very strong, and what I want to know is what logistical preparations did you
make to meet that strong potential? --- If you are referring to the National Defence Force, we were
not in a position to make logistical preparations. As I said, when this started to happen, and you
will realise or remember back that all the main political people were involved, like President
Mandela, Mr de Klerk, and it was really a situation of this community asking for Government to
assist. Once the Defence Force were given the resources we had to sort out the logistics, which
even today is not favourable, in the sense that we had to - that we had to accommodate our troops
in a place like Mayor's Walk.
You see, what I am trying to understand is this, and you must remember that I myself was in the
SADF as a national serviceman. I understand how it works, I understand the lines of command, I
understand all that stuff. And you must also remember that I've worked with policemen for years as
an attorney. I understand how their lines of communication work. --- Yes.
I have also represented clients on the receiving end of, for example, the security process, and
I've sat
/through
through trials listening how decisions get made. And what I can't understand is that when it suited
the State it could act with immense speed and power. When certain areas came under threat that the
State really wanted to protect they did so effectively and quickly, and you'll concede that. --Sir, let me say to you that I cannot talk on behalf of the State. I ... (intervention)
Well, in your experience - sorry, I'll allow you to continue. I beg your pardon. --- You must
remember that I was part of this organisation on a group headquarters level, and obviously as a
thinking person the authorities of that period had their factors to appreciate, and they had
reasons for doing things. So I cannot answer on behalf of the State, Sir.
Who sat with you on that joint planning committee? --- Initially at the early stages of '89 and
early parts of '90 it was essentially a low level planning thing between the company commander and
- the Stability Police, I believe they were called then.
Yes. Who were those individuals? We just want to know that. --- Well, you know, I can't recall all
those names.
Order please. Order please. (Pause) This is serious. We are not in the circus, we are about
business. Please, give us the time. Okay.
Thank you. Sorry, Brigadier, for that interruption. As commander of Group Nine you would have been
part of the joint management structure. --- Yes, I was.
And that joint management structure was primarily responsible for waging what was called the total
strategy. Correct? --- Well, I don't know what you mean by that. /Are you
Are you referring to our own here in Pietermaritzburg?
I am referring to a national policy, in terms of top secret documentation that's been made
available to this Commission, and that has been confirmed, both in terms of the de Kock trial, the
Malan trial, and a number of amnesty applications before this Commission. So you don't have to be
afraid to tell us about it. You're not breaching the Official Secrets Act or anything like that. -- Yes.
It's in the public terrain. --- Yes. Sir, you know, if one looks at the management structure you're
talking about then one must realise that the structure of that time in Pietermaritzburg was the
police - I think about three or four brigadiers in this area - and myself, and we had some
subcommittees looking at the social economic side of things, and the matters we dealt with was the
maintenance of law and order in this area. In the process, of course, plans were made and executed
throughout Natal. And that I know about as the commander of Group Nine.
You see, Brigadier, we're quite familiar with this whole structure. It's not a secret any longer. -- Yes.
And it was that structure and its substructures which, for example, authorised what later happened
in Trust Feeds. And what we want to know from you is what did that structure do about what was
clearly a dangerous situation developing in the Edendale Valley? And, you know, from what you're
saying, you're saying the SADF could do nothing, it was up to the police to organise it, you didn't
have the resources. Is that correct? Is that impression we're getting, is that correct? --- Well,
/Sir, you
Sir, you have to look at the Natal situation of the time, and essentially yes, in this area the
Defence Force, due to other factors outside our control, simply didn't have the resources ...
(incomplete - end of Side B, Tape 2) ... and in fact it happened, but it happened for different
reasons. And even today the part-time forces are being called up to deal with specific things in
the Natal Midlands.
---------------------

I have one question which is a follow-up to Mr Lax. When I listened to Mr Mkhize yesterday, when I
listened to Mr Keys, and when I listened to Father Smith today, their response was to a crisis
situation. I almost heard there was a sense of panic in the way they responded. I am not getting
the sense of panic from you when you received the first call, which told you that people were
killing, were looting, and they were fighting. Mr Mkhize specifically told us that he panicked, he
phoned the police, he phoned the Justice Department, the Minister of Law and Order, the Riot Unit,
almost all the resources that could be mobilised. I do understand that you were in a position of
power. Can you just help us briefly to tell us how was your response to this crisis which would
indicate to us that you panicked about events? --- Madam, I must first say that it was an extremely
sad period, and in my role as the military commander of this area I did what I could, namely the
authorities in the military line of command, who are really the people with the power, were
informed about this situation on a minute-to-minute basis. We of course had the same sense of
urgency in a professional way, in the sense that we started to
/organise,
organise, and we assisted a lot of people with limited resources at our disposal. To mobilise a
Defence Force, or even parts of the Defence Force, is not and was not within my power.
One more question. These three other people actually went - they went to the places where there was
this fighting. Did you go there? Where did you go? --- Madam, the police were in full command of
this operation. According to the plan the troops that we had were involved in that thing - in a
limited way, as was described. I myself went out to the area to see for myself what was happening.
And because of my observation there, and having visited these refugee camps, having visited the
people that were going to all these places, I again went back and I said to the authorities, "This
is a situation that needs intervention on a senior level." Secondly we also then extended an
invitation to the authorities of this area in saying that we can mobilise doctors, medical
personnel if they need us to do so. And at the time Edendale Hospital said, "Thank you, but we can
cope with the situation." So, Madam, that was my reaction.
Thank you.
--------------------Brigadier, just so that perhaps someone like me, and maybe us here, can understand, you said you
were a commander of the South African Defence Force. Somewhere in your presentation you mentioned
Portuguese-speaking soldiers. I wonder if you can explain to us the National Defence Force of South
Africa and its connection with the Portuguese-speaking soldiers. --- You are referring to that
time?
/Yes. --Yes. --- Thank you, Madam, I understand. At the time of - the battalion I am talking about was
called 32 Battalion. 32 Battalion was part and parcel of the South African Defence Force. They
consisted out of Portuguese-speaking soldiers, and when I said in my testimony that we had mixed
reaction about those troops, it's essentially because people had the perception that they're very
aggressive. But later on, after they've been deployed for a while, and they walked the streets of
Imbali, they went to visit houses and so on there, we actually got very positive response from the
community. So it was a Defence Force unit at the time.
I just want to understand whether they were South African nationals? --- Madam, they were part of
the South African Defence Force. I cannot respond to that answer because I simply don't know. I
just know that they're a Defence Force unit. And in fact that unit operated in South Africa in
various areas for a long, long time.
--------------------I think it's common knowledge that 32 Battalion were made up or comprised Unita members from
Angola, who left Angola to join the South African Defence Force, and they were black, Portuguesespeaking soldiers. --- Well, that's essentially true, yes.
--------------------Brigadier Swanepoel, I just want to clear my own demons in my head about the police and the
soldiers. You know I said that I had finished, but I am persuaded to ask this question. Brigadier,
were there any occasions when the South African Police refused to use the services of
/the SADF?
the SADF? --- Sir, definitely not to my knowledge. The actions that took place on grass roots level
are grass roots actions, so to my knowledge and in my term of service it didn't happen.
Okay, let me leave Ilan to pursue some of the questions.
--------------------Brigadier, you mentioned earlier on that your - the furthest that Defence Force vehicles and
personnel went was just beyond the traffic lights off the Edendale Road, is that right, between the
27th and the 4th or the 6th of April? Just beyond the hospital, the traffic lights. --- Well, that

specific day, the specific day of Sunday, that was the area they were. But I am not saying that
they sort of stayed there all the time.
Are you saying that they were deployed throughout the region, the KwaShange, KwaMnyandu, Gezabuso,
Ashdown, Xaluza, Umphumuza - are you saying that your troops were deployed throughout that region
from the 27th of March to the 2nd or the 4th of April? --- No, Sir, I am not saying that.
Can you tell us why they weren't deployed there? --- It was according to the plan.
Whose plan? --- The motivation for the joint planning committee to deploy the Defence Force
resources on the Edendale Road was specifically to keep that road open for the civilians and the
workers to come to work the next morning. And I believe that was the only reason why they were
deployed there.
So are you saying that throughout this region - and let us remember that most people who died
during this
/period
period died during that crucial week of 26th, 27th, 28th, specifically, 29th, 30th. That is when
most of the deaths, the 200 deaths, took place. And they didn't take place on the Edendale Road.
They didn't take place anywhere near the Edendale Road. They took place in the valleys higher up.
Now, are you saying that the plan was to deploy Defence Force vehicles to keep open the Edendale
Road? That was your primary purpose. --- Yes, that was the primary purpose at the outset.
And the purpose of keeping the Edendale Road open was so that people from Vulindlela could get to
work and -could get to work unhindered. --- Well, Sir, I didn't mention names, but what I am saying
is that at the time also roads were sort of blocked, and we thought as security forces that it
would be of importance to keep that road open. But I didn't suggest for one moment that that road
was kept open at the cost of whatever happened in that week.
Yes, Brigadier, you didn't make that suggestion, but it appears as though the fact that the Defence
Force was deployed in the Edendale Road to keep the Edendale Road open meant that they could not be
deployed in the areas where witness after witness at this hearing have suggested they should have
been deployed. They should have been deployed where people were being murdered and where people
were having their houses looted and burned. That is where they should have been deployed, not
keeping the Edendale Road open. --- Well, Sir ... (intervention)
And can you tell me who made - who made the decisions at those planning meetings, because there
must have been several planning meetings during that period?
/Who made
Who made those planning meetings as to where the Defence Force should have been deployed? --- I
believe that Director Meyer, he was on the ground there, and I also believe that most of the
decisions and so on were taken there on the ground. So that answers the part about the person
involved on the ground.
Is that Director Meyer from the South African Police? --- Yes, to my recollection he was the
commander on the ground, or involved in the ground.
And did you have - at that planning meeting did you have members of the Unit Eight Riot Police? --Well, I don't know, Sir. Director Meyer, I believe, was part of that unit at that time, but I don't
know.
Do you recall the names of any other people from the South African Police that attended those
meetings? --- At the time the new officer commanding of that unit arrived. He was called Colonel
Bok Fourie. That is - he was the commander of that unit at the time I believe.
Now, you're saying that you were aware of the size of the tragedy that was taking place. You
visited refugee camps. Could you have made a decision and taken what resources were available to
you, your six armoured vehicles, your hundred soldiers - could you have said, "No, look, it's
nonsense just keeping this road open. Soldiers are more urgently needed up in Ashdown, in
Umphumuza, or Xaluza, or KwaShange," where people were dying in their scores? Could you have made a
decision to say, "I am going to take my vehicles and my men and I am going to go and prevent these
armed incursions from taking place"? --- Sir, to take a unilateral decision of that nature I
believe would have been out of order.
/So are
So are you saying that you were not empowered to take such a decision? --- No, what I am saying is
that if there is a need to make a decision on any level, that I believe it must be a joint decision
discussed between the police and the Defence Force.
So in fact those decisions were considered - or those possibilities were considered and a decision
was taken not to send the Defence Force up into the valleys? --- I am not saying that, Sir.
Well, why weren't the vehicles there then? --- Well, they were - I must repeat that this plan
started from a specific point and it developed. You know, what happened on the third day and what

happened on the seventh day I am not in a position to tell you. I can recall that our people
assisted wounded people, took them to hospitals, and things like that. So it was a situation that
the security forces were in, and the decisions that were made on grass roots level - I mean they
were made because of prevailing circumstances at the time.
Do you agree that the resources which were available to you were not adequate? --- I will concede
to that. They were not adequate to deal with a situation of that scale.
But, having said that, do you agree that if you had six armoured vehicles with - what do they hold,
10, 20 men each? --- 10. 10 each.
10 men each. If you had 60 armed men on top of armoured vehicles patrolling those valleys you could
have prevented loss of life and damage to property, rather than on the Edendale Road. --- Well,
Sir, I mean that must be true. The presence of the troops on the Edendale Road
/also
also prevented specific things which were planned for.
--------------------It's just one last question. Do you consider yourself responsible for the planning that did not go
well? --- Madam, in retrospect, a plan was made to cater for a specific situation. I still believe
that, given the specific circumstances of that time, that was the correct decision to take. I hold
nobody responsible for making specific decisions, because this tragedy in the Edendale Valley
happened, and it escalated to the extent that the previous speakers described to us. And, quite
frankly, in retrospect I hold nobody responsible for making specific decisions.
--------------------So, just to recap, are you saying that had your people been deployed at the time when people were
making telephone calls to the police, to the newspapers, and to your headquarters - people were
making phone calls pleading for the Defence Force to come into these areas, had those soldiers and
those armoured vehicles been immediately deployed in the areas where people were being killed,
where houses were being burned and looted, do you not agree that lives could have been saved, many,
many lives could have been saved? --- That is a difficult thing for me to respond to. Of course if
60 troops arrives in an area, yes, of course they will be able to prevent things happening. But it
didn't happen that way. I believe that people, maybe some relatively junior people, had to contain
a specific situation, and, you know, to be fair to anybody involved in these things, and also
knowing that area, it is most difficult for any
/commander
commander on the ground to make decisions that will historically be proved to be correct or
incorrect.
Yes, Brigadier, I know that we now have the benefit of hindsight, but I maintain, and I think many
observers and monitors and witnesses who have given evidence here also maintain, that the presence
of the Defence Force was absolutely vital to maintain law and order in those regions. Everyone said
that. And the only thing that the residents of those valleys did not see were members of the
Defence Force, until way, way after the death and destruction had happened, many, many days after.
--- Sir, that is quite true for the simple reason that those people, the limited numbers of people,
were involved in a small area in that place. But I again want to say that, also having the benefit
of hindsight, that if we did have, you know, all the military equipment and forces that we got a
little bit later on, we would have been in a better situation to deal with that situation in the
Edendale Valley.
One of the speakers yesterday, Mr Radley Keys for the Democratic Party, said after much
intervention, pleading, begging, the Defence Force finally agreed to be deployed - I am not quite
sure which date it was, but they - it was on the 29th, which was the Thursday, and the Defence
Force apparently were deployed at Huletts Aluminium on the main road to Edendale, where they waited
for some hours, and there was an expectation that they would then enter the strife-torn area. It
was in fact Imbali township. And the Defence Force vehicles waited at Huletts Aluminium for some
time. They did not in fact enter Imbali and they returned to base. Do you recall
/that
that incident? --- I don't recall an incident like that, Sir.
Well, evidence was given to that effect by Mr Radley Keys yesterday, that he phoned the police and
Group Nine to persuade them to send troops into Imbali - sorry, it wasn't Radley Keys, it was
Professor John Aitchison - and that in fact after an initial agreement to deploy the troops in
Imbali a decision must have been taken not to deploy them in Imbali, and the vehicles returned to
base. You don't remember that at all? --- I don't remember that at all.
--------------------Brigadier, sorry, I just want to return back to this planning, if I may, because ... (intervention)
--- Yes, sure.

... clearly you believed at the time that the appropriate deployment of your forces was on the
Edendale Road. Let me just say that, unlike my colleagues, I fully understand your position. I just
want to clear this up before I go on to the question. In terms of the Defence Act the military may
not be deployed in an urban area and under normal circumstances except under command of the SAP,
and except where martial law has been declared. --- Yes.
I just want to put that on the table so everyone understands that. Is that correct? --- I must
qualify, Sir, the command part of what you are saying. It is essentially true that if the Defence
Force deploys in any situation now, without an emergency situation and so on, that the police are
in control. But the Defence Force members remains under the command of their own people.
/Fair
Fair enough. --- So essentially the police are still the main role-players, they are in control,
yes, it is quite correct.
So obviously if the police say, "Get out of an area," you don't argue, you just get out. --- As I
stated to the lady earlier, I believe that any decision like that must be, and as far as I know
normally will be, a joint decision. In other words the two commanders on the ground will assess the
situation and they will make a decision that will solve the developing situation on the ground
there. I believe it's a joint thing.
But clearly if they can't reach agreement what the police guy says is what will go at the end of
the day. --- Yes, that I think is essentially true, yes.
Okay. I just want to come back to the planning issues, as I said earlier. You've told us that in
terms of your plan your forces would be deployed along the Edendale Road to keep the road open. --Yes, Sir.
Where were the other forces to be deployed, and what was the plan in that regard? In other words
where were the police people going to be? You would have had to know where they were going to be as
you had a plan. --- I understand the question. It is difficult - it is impossible for me to answer
that because I didn't make that plan. I was aware of the planning, and we were aware of the bus
incidents that took place when the buses through Edendale Valley, and sitting thinking here I think
the buses and the incidents on the Edendale Road were concentrated on in that specific plan. So
what the police have planned for the rest of the area I cannot answer, Sir, I am afraid.
/Okay.
Okay. Are you aware that the rally that these people were going to was in fact paid for by the
Government in essence? --- Are you referring to the Durban rally, Sir?
Correct. --- No, I wasn't aware of that.
You see, we in this Commission are hearing evidence on a regular basis of the fact that the
security forces and your ... (incomplete - end of Side A, Tape 3) ... the security branch. And
that's why we know to the last cent how much was paid - some R152 000,00 odd. That rally was
arranged by the police for Inkatha. So it should not come as a surprise then that in your planning
your elements would have known that the rally was being paid for, because you guys paid for it. --Sir, I must react on what you have just said. I, as a group commander, at the time and even today,
didn't know that information. We didn't pay for that. So you may be right, Sir, I must - you may be
right, but what I want to place on record is that the knowledge of whoever organised that or paid
for it, that was definitely not visible on my level.
You see, what I am attempting to give you an insight into is that you may have been a military
commander doing your duty as you saw fit, but there were other role- players you were working with
that had another agenda completely, and those would have been people like Brigadier Buchner that
you would have worked with. So it doesn't surprise us, seeing the big picture, to see that you were
relegated to a duty of keeping the road open, while the rest of the main offensive was happening up
in the valley. Do you see what I am saying to you? --- Well, I hear what you're saying to me. Of
course, you
/know,
know, I cannot respond to that. I am, and was, a military commander of this area, doing things
according to our military rules and regulations, so I cannot comment on the rest of the
possibilities that could have existed at the time.
Let me put it to you this way. You're a senior Defence Force officer. I can see you're a highly
intelligent man. As an officer, if you were to assess the facts I've just put to you, what
conclusion could you possibly come to, being absolutely honest about the facts? --- I think it is
maybe, if I may say so, a little bit unfair question to pose to me, because I may be a senior
officer now, but we must please keep in mind that at the time of these things that we are
discussing today that this area was my world, and my frame of reference comes from whatever
happened in this area. So I cannot, based on anything, come to specific conclusions about things. I
think that would be irresponsible of me to do so, and I think maybe I should say that no, Sir, I
cannot comment on that specific part.
You see, what I am really asking you to do is to, with the benefit of hindsight, look back, and

today say if you knew what you knew today what conclusions would you come to? That's really what I
am asking you to do. But you don't have to answer the question, I can see you're unwilling to. --Yes. Yes.
But that's okay. --- I must put on record I am unwilling to do so, because we are judging a local
situation here, and I cannot for the life of me extend that thing into speculating and so on. I
think I will not be able to comment on that.
/That's
That's fine. Unfortunately it's my job to judge the situation. --- Thank you.
--------------------Before Dlamini goes on, because he has not had a chance, I want to put it just nicely to make it
easier for you, Brigadier. I am following what my brother has been saying. So much has been said
here, and you seem not to be knowing some of the things which have been happening. Are you
embarrassed by what you are hearing here? That is very easy. --- Reverend, it is easy and
straightforward. In listening to the previous speaker, and sitting here after six years, I am not
embarrassed, I am really very sad to hear all these things that happened in the area. But from a
military point of view the planning that was done, the way it was executed, it happened in that
way. If it proved to be not that effective so be it, but I am not embarrassed, Reverend, really I
am not.
You must be very hard. Thank you.
--------------------Thank you, Mr Chairman. In fact all the questions have been asked that were quibbling me. It's just
one thing to note. I am equally concerned about the amount of joint operations planning that took
place. I am trying to relate that to what other witnesses said, especially analysts like Professor
Aitchison, Mr Keys, and others, that this incident was not by accident, it was strategically
planned. But my question. Brigadier, you have understandably explained to us that the resources
were very limited at your disposal, that with adequate resources you would have done some of the
things which did
/not take
not take place on that day. But the question that I have is, don't you think that with proper and
adequate joint operation planning you would have had adequate resources to make sure that people
were safe and secure? --- I think that is a fair question. I want to refer back to what I said
about the national situation reigning in South Africa at that time. I cannot speak on behalf of the
Government or the State, but obviously in assessing the national situation resources at that time
were not made available, or were not available to this area, but the reasons for that I cannot
comment on. I, as a commander, was given a specific force level, which of course, as you know, was
drastically upgraded after this sad incident in Edendale. So essentially, yes, you are correct, but
we simply didn't have the resources then.
--------------------Sorry, Brigadier, just two last questions. The first aspect - or the two last aspects, should I
say. As a person involved in support services and so on, and logistics - we've had evidence of
literally 20, 40 trucks, KwaZulu Government vehicles, that were used to ferry these combatants from
the gathering places to the areas where the attacks took place. What I find unbelievable is that
your intelligence didn't know about this. You know, to have 20 or 40 trucks moving around an area
is a pretty obvious thing to see. These are big, white, Toyota Government trucks. I am sure you've
seen the like of them before. Just a comment on that. --- Do you want me to comment?
Ja. --- It may be like that, but a report to that nature was never placed on my table in Group
Nine.
/So it
So it may have happened, but I didn't know of those
things.
The second part of that aspect goes like this. The evidence we've heard is that these many
thousands of people that were involved in these attacks spent the nights camped in the vicinity of
the two chiefs' homesteads. So we're talking about large camps of people. Surely as a commander of
forces - I am asking your opinion if you were in charge - wouldn't the most simple thing to have
been is simply surrounded those groups and removed them from the area - disarmed them, removed them
from the area? --- Yes, of course. If you look back at any situation it may have been a good thing
to do, but the fact is it didn't happen that way, and I believe there must be a number of reasons
why it didn't happen that way. And on the matter of, you know, knowledge and intelligence, I think
that most of the things are experienced on the ground level and decisions are taken there within
the broader framework of, you know, the plan.
No, I understand that. My final question for you, and it really is my final question. What do you

know about Operation Doom that we've heard about? --- Operation Doom?
Correct. --- I don't know of Operation Doom.
Thank you.
--------------------Brigadier, thank you for giving us your account. What you've had to say has been very revealing. We
don't hold you personally responsible, but I think it's evident from what we have heard you say,
and from what we have heard other witnesses say, is that the people who died,
/and whose
and whose property was destroyed, were let down by the
Defence Force and by the South African Police. I think that really is all one can say at this
stage. Thank you. --- Thank you, Sir.
---------------------

TIMOTHY SMITH (Sworn, States)
Now, I understand that you're going to give your evidence in English. What we've decided to do is
to have the translators here translate your evidence from English into Zulu, and put that over the
main speakers, so that the main body of the audience here, who are Zulu-speakers, will be able to
hear your evidence in Zulu. So it would help the translators if you spoke fairly slowly so that
they are able to follow the English and then translate it into Zulu.
MACHINE SWITCHED OFF
ON RESUMPTION:
Okay, because we've only just decided to use this method, whereby we are putting the Zulu
translation out into the public speakers, the technician has just asked me to give him a few
minutes. He has to rig up another connector cable from here to the public speakers. So I'm afraid
we're going to have to ask you to be patient for a few minutes.
MACHINE SWITCHED OFF
ON RESUMPTION:
(Incomplete - through interpreter) ... March/April 1990, and then go on to that period itself.
Thank you. --- I don't know whether you can hear me. Yes, I can hear you. I can hear you. I am a
priest at the Roman Catholic Church. I was stationed at Elandskop. I was sent at Elandskop from
1983 up to March 1990, between that time.
MACHINE SWITCHED OFF
ON RESUMPTION:
(Incomplete) ... hopefully will come out in Zulu
/over the
over the public speakers, and English through the earphones. --- I am just going to start afresh. I
was stationed at Elandskop in 1983 at Vulindlela, where I worked as from 1983 up to March 1990.
During that time that I was there I witnessed the beginnings of conflict between Inkatha, which
started in 1987 up to 1990, and there I was transferred from Elandskop to Johannesburg. I would
like to divide this statement into two parts. The first part I am going to speak about the conflict
that took place before 1990. That is the rise of David Thandabantu Ntombela. And the second part of
my statement I am going to speak about the events that took place that led to the Seven Days War.
When I give the background that led to the conflict that is before 1990. When I first arrived at
Elandskop in 1983 the area was relatively peaceful. Politically almost everyone belonged to
Inkatha, and there was absolutely no opposition. However, during 1986 things began to change. That
was after the killing of the members of COSATU at a place called Mpophomeni. There was some
polarisation in the valley, especially amongst the youth. The youth was more sympathetic towards
the UDF and its ideologies, and they didn't want to align themselves with Inkatha. This change was
caused by several factors which others have outlined, that Inkatha was a very old political
organisation which was reigning in an omnipotent manner, and that many people, especially the
youths, were coming into the urban areas and they were getting westernised, and they felt that they
could not identify themselves with the Inkatha group. These changes were felt mainly in the
Edendale area, as well as Imbali, but during 1987 these moved
/swiftly
swiftly towards the valley at Elandskop. Then in September 1987, that was around the time of the
floods, the Inkatha Freedom Party tried to recruit a number of people in the area of Vulindlela. We
at the upper area heard of increasing disturbances further down the valley. We were told that the
youths were patrolling during the night, trying to collect and mobilise members of the community to
be Comrades, and we heard that the schools were being closed, and that amongst older people, or
older members of the community there was certain conflict with regard to the behaviour of the
youths. But up to the 9th of October 1987 we never heard anything about the violence or skirmishes
that took place further down in Mpophomeni. But on the 9th of October 1987 that is when Mrs
Angelica Mkhize and her daughter, Petronella Zandile, as well as a young man named Sithembiso
Khumalo, were killed in their home. Those who carried out the murders were allegedly the induna
from KwaNqane, that is David Ntombela, as well as five other men. At this point I would like to
just elaborate and speak about David Ntombela, because since he has been a central figure in the
violence in KwaZulu Natal maybe for almost 10 years. That is with regard to the Seven Days War he
was a central figure in the violence. Mr Ntombela originally came from Howick. He went to
Elandskop. That is between the 1970s. He was the secretary of Inkatha in the area of Emaswazini.
When his daughter got married to Chief Nsikayezwa Zondi, who was from Umphumuza, Ntombela was made
an induna at the KwaNquane area. Ntombela was one of a number of indunas, but with his forceful and
aggressive personality he was a feared person amongst the community in Elandskop. Then he
/started
started developing quite a number of subcultures that people should pay certain amounts if they
were not members of the Inkatha group. And at that time he was extorting money from the community,
and rendering quite a number of reasons for extorting this money, and there were rumours that he

was misusing or abusing the funds. In November 1984 he shot and killed his brother in full view of
members of the community as well as witnesses, but for reasons that are unclear to us he was never
formally charged, nor convicted, and the community members in Umphumuza collected money and tried
to report the matter, but to no avail. Then in 1987 it became increasingly clear that Mr Ntombela
was vehemently opposed to the UDF and its incursion into Elandskop. Then in March of 1987 there
were quite a lot of disturbances at KwaNqane School near his house. He went there with a revolver.
He fired shots in the air. Then in May 1987 he had become incensed with the drivers of the KwaZulu
Bus Service because he said they were transported the Comrades into the area at night so that they
could be scattered and they could divide the Inkatha into two groups. He organised certain youths
and he brought them to his home so that they could attack the buses of the KZT. What followed
thereafter was that a certain young person died in the incident. Ntombela's name went down and
plummeted, especially amongst the parents. The parents were very angry with regard to the incident
that took place. But the most significant occurrence was in October 1987, when David Ntombela and
his brother, as well as several other men, went to the home of Mandla and Mangethe Mkhize. That was
Zondi's Store next to Emaswazini. They asked Mrs Angelica
/Mkhize
Mkhize where two members of the COSATU were, that is Mandla and Mangethe. At that particular moment
they were not at home, but these men searched the house, and David Ntombela was alleged to have
taken out a gun and shot Mrs Mkhize, as well as her daughter, Petronella Zandile. This emerged
during the inquest which took place the following year. That was in 1988, February. And when they
went out they came across Sithembiso Khumalo. They also shot him. This horrified the community, and
it's very difficult now to remember that there was absolutely no violence before that time.
Ntombela, as well as another five men were arrested. They appeared in court for just a short while
and the inquest finding was that David Ntombela, as well as the five other men, were the ones who
were answerable and were responsible for the death of Mrs Ntombela. (Sic) But this case never
proceeded any further than that. After this incident Ntombela disappeared. It seemed as if the UDF
had taken over the whole area of Elandskop. In many cases most of the youth considered themselves
Comrades, and even the adults, quite a number of them renounced their Inkatha memberships and they
went on to join the UDF. And Inkatha at that time was not popular, especially in the Vulindlela
Valley. It retreated. There were rumours that the chiefs, as well as indunas, have fled for their
lives. This process would probably have continued but for a new actor in the drama. In November
1987 Brigadier Jack Buchner was appointed as the Divisional Commissioner of the Security Police.
Buchner was a top security policeman in the Transvaal. He had a vast experience in fighting the
ANC, and especially turning former ANC operators into
/askaris.
askaris. Since he arrived in 'Maritzburg things began to change. Brigadier Buchner rallied with
Inkatha leadership, especially David Ntombela, Chief Shayabantu Zondi, as well as Chief Nsikayezwa
Zondi and others. A plan was formed to roll back the tide of the UDF and restore Inkatha hegemony.
As Buchner himself had said, "At the beginning of 1987 Inkatha was in dire straits, but we came in
and restored a certain sense of law and order by February." This was known as Operation Doom, and
it was scheduled to begin in January 1988. Quite by chance I drove into the middle of the first
offensive, which took place on the 1st of January 1988. The previous day, that is on the 31st of
December 1987, a large crowd of UDF youths from Songonzima were arrested. They were attending a
funeral of one of their Comrades. They were detained, if I am not mistaken, for 120. They were
taken by the police and brought to Pietermaritzburg Prison. Then on the next day, that was the 1st
of January 1988, Inkatha started launching a full scale attack on Songonzima, which was a Comrade
stronghold. That's where they removed quite a number of Comrades from the area. I was involved
quite by chance because I was supposed to have come to town to see the Comrades who had been
arrested. I went out of my car and I stopped the attackers and asked them that we should call the
police. Eventually after about 30 minutes the police arrived. Mr Ntombela also arrived on the
scene. Mr Ntombela was very angry and he shouted at the police and told them that they were not
supposed to be there. Eventually some of the attackers were permitted to get into the Songonzima
area together with the police. That is where they started shooting and they injured a
/certain
certain youth by the name of Makithiza Ndlovu. The police took this young man and handed him to
Inkatha members and the police disappeared out of sight. The following morning the body of
Makithiza Ndlovu was found nearby the road. He had been stabbed on the chest repeatedly, and he was
only 14 years old. Thereafter there were continued outbreaks of violence almost on a daily basis.
People were called by the Inkatha group to attend certain prayer meetings even when it was the
state of emergency and they were not supposed to do that. The people were forced to attend those
meetings, and whenever you did not attend a meeting your house would be burnt down. The policemen
were reported to have been present quite a number of times at these meetings. I personally saw them
on the 12th of January 1988 at Mafunze. It was five young white policemen in a van, and they were
photographing the event. On the very same day, the 12th of January, David Ntombela was given
authority to move into other chief's areas, and he wanted to kill down some Comrades. And after
this meeting some of the young Comrades were hunted down and they were actually killed at Mafunze
area. Then on the 16th of January a group of men under the leadership of David Ntombela allegedly
attacked a KZT bus which was at Gibson's Gate. The driver of that bus was Phineas Ndluli. He turned
his bus and went back to the KwaNqane area, and he was chased by two cars. One of the cars overtook
the bus and the driver was shot through the window. Thereafter he lost control of the bus and the
bus crashed into a ditch. That's when he got killed. It is said that four or five old ladies who
were in the bus ran for their lives. Just a few days thereafter another bus driver,
/Mr Magwaza,

Mr Magwaza, was shot while repairing his roof at his place. Then on the 31st of January 1988 David
Ntombela, as well as a number of men, were addressing a certain meeting of Inkatha at Sweetwaters.
Those who were present at that meeting claimed that Ntombela said anyone who did not want to belong
to Inkatha should be killed. He said he was personally prepared to go anywhere and kill all those
who were not members of Inkatha. He asked for special permission from the chiefs so that there
would be a certain - the meeting would be stopped and he would take a group of people so that they
could chase the UDF and the COSATU from Sweetwaters. After the meeting, as we have already heard,
they went out of the meeting and they attacked the Ashdown residents, where many people were
killed. Ntombela's notoriety spread quite far and wide. They asked him at a number of areas where
they wanted Inkatha to reign supreme. His name was also mentioned at Brandville, Richmond,
Impendle, Bulwer, Greytown, Mpumalanga, as well as the Troutville area. In all the Natal Midlands
the name of David Ntombela was and is known and feared amongst old and young. And during the time
we witnessed a strong presence of police in that area. They were setting up a base camp on a farm
which was quite close to us, and often we saw them at Ntombela's house or at the kraal. They were
always consulting with him, and at times they were relaxing and basking in the sun at Ntombela's
place. One day one policeman told me that he was accompanied by Ntombela to go and raid UDF members
and kill them. And during all that time the police were denying that they were taking sides int he
conflict, but we saw them quite a number of times accompanying Induna
/Ntombela.
Ntombela. I could say that without the help of the police Ntombela would not have been able to be
where he is today. Without the help of the police he would not have been able to be in parliament
today, because his case was supposed to proceed to court and he was supposed to be convicted. Now,
the behaviour of the police came with two immediate consequences. Firstly the Inkatha members sent
a message that they were above the law. This was said by people at Elandskop, who said Inkatha was
a law unto itself. The second consequence was that the UDF or the Comrades felt that they had no
protection nor security. If they wanted to live and save their lives they had to protect
themselves, even when it amounted to using violence. This is why I said the partiality of the
police caused the violence to rise by day. Thirdly, it caused that the criminal justice system in
the province was almost non-existent. At the beginning of 1988 there was another sinister
development within the community. Mr Ntombela started recruiting the youths, especially to be
trained as special constables. Some of the youths came and they wanted to be trained as special
constables. They were sent on a six weeks training course, and thereafter they would be armed and
deployed in the community and they would be policemen. We were quite distressed at the recruitment
of these youths because we realised that they had been chosen on the basis that they had been
Inkatha members in that area, not because they were strong youths who had interests in keeping
order. We knew for a fact that some of them were involved in quite criminal activities, and we know
that one of them is going to come before this Commission and render some evidence, because
/he ended
he ended up being convicted for murder. Now, it is clear to us that this recruitment which went on
in that community ... (incomplete - end of Side A, Tape 1) ... Brigadier Buchner also admits that
it was his policy. He says when he arrived in November he found that they needed more men on the
ground, and he sent recruits on a six weeks course and thereafter he deployed them within the
community. The violence went down at that particular time almost to nil. In that area the incidence
of violence went up. That was at the beginning of May 1988. One of the young men who had been
released from detention, Bonginkosi Dlamini, was shot in the head near Mbubane, and I buried him.
This marked the beginning of the killings by special constables in the area. Some were killed in
1989. On the 7th of June 1989 Leonard Sonny Ngcobo was killed and I was present. On the 12th
December 1989 Moses Lehla and Linus Ngcobo were killed. On the 15th December Patrick Ngcobo and
Samson Dlamini were killed, and I was also present. All of these youths were killed during the
night when they were going back to their homes from work. They were killed because they were
walking at night and it was rumoured that Inkatha did not want any members of the community to be
roaming around at night. The perpetrators were called the special constables from Umphumuza. At
times they would even boast of killing the youths. The whole community was in panic because at
night they had to be indoors, and they had to close their doors as well as windows, not knowing
where the killers were going to come from. Then in 1990 there were further killings were three
people were killed at Mbubane. During all that time there was tension between the upper as well as
the lower parts.
/The upper
The upper part, from Taylor's Halt up to Elandskop, was declared an Inkatha area, and from Gezabuso
downwards it was a UDF stronghold. Most of the UDF element in the upper part of the valley fled
down to the lower part of the valley. This tension between the two parts of the valley increased
dramatically in February 1990 when the ANC unbanned and Nelson Mandela was released from prison. On
the 20th of February 1990 some buses on their way back were stoned at Eden. That was in the
afternoon. I believe that some passengers were killed. Mr Ntombela called a meeting the following
day at his house. This was a large meeting, there were a lot of people, and there was much talk of
attacking the lower areas. However, Brigadier Buchner, as well as Lieutenant Meyer, arrived and
apparently talked them out of the attack. A journalist who was there says he saw Buchner and
Ntombela looked as if they were very much in good terms. However, the issues of the buses never
went away. It continued and caused a lot of problems. The people from the upper area of the valley
knew that when they had gone to town they would be attacked at any time. And the tension grew
throughout the KwaZulu Natal province. Political organisations were calling rallies. On the 25th of
March 1990 a big rally was called by Inkatha members, and it was going to be held in Durban, and it
was said that they had to listen to the chief of the Zulus.

Now I am going to start speaking about the Seven Days War. On Sunday the 25th of March it was a
miserable day and it was raining. It was also foggy. But many people went to Durban to attend the
Inkatha meeting. We heard as well as saw buses which were proceeding towards
/Durban.
Durban. We do not know what actually happened at Edendale or along the way when they were going to
Durban or when they were coming back. Some said the Comrades were pelting the buses with stones,
some alleged that Inkatha members were alighting off the buses and attacking people and provoking
them. After the Sunday the tension in the valley rose dramatically. On the 26th, Monday, as well as
27th, Tuesday, I was attending a meeting in Durban, but I came back on that Tuesday and I heard
that the people at Sweetwaters were attacking Xaluza and Ashdown. There were also gatherings of
Inkatha members near Taylor's Halt and KwaShange. On the Tuesday of the 27th I passed David
Ntombela's house and I was heading to town. I saw quite a number of vehicles which were parked
outside his place, and it was pretty obvious to me that it was quite a big gathering. Early
Wednesday morning, that was on the 28th, a certain vehicle which had a loud hailer was calling upon
people, men as well as women, to the meeting which was taking place at Ntombela's place. They said
that they should listen to a speaker who was coming from Ulundi. A person who was present at that
particular meeting told me that when he arrived women were told that they should get into a certain
room and take of their clothes, and turn them inside-out and put them back on again. When they came
out of the house they saw a number of lorries, as well as vehicles from far and wide, with a number
of men in them. These were unknown men. The registration plates were covered with a sack cloth so
that there could be no identification. When the people asked Mr Ntombela as to where the lorries
were coming from he told them that they were Mnyavus from the area of table mountain. Thereafter
/the warriors
the warriors were sprinkled with "inthelezi," a medicine to protect them, and then they moved off
to attack. I think it was at about 10 or 11 in the morning we heard that people had been attacked
down the valley, for instance at Gezabuso, KwaShange and KwaMnyandu. We heard that people had run
away from the areas. Presently I know that 35 or 40 people were killed at that time, and about 150
houses had been set alight and people fled down into the valley. Many witnesses saw David Ntombela
amongst the attackers, together with Chief Shayabantu Zondi, that is the induna, Gavaza Khanyile,
Lololombo, as well as others. Many also alleged that they saw the police assisting the impis. They
were also transporting them in their car and giving them live ammunition. When we heard these
reports I phoned the archbishop. He arrived on that afternoon to come and see what was going on. In
the late afternoon of the 28th we had just begun to see the impis returning. Amongst those who were
on foot they had brought quite a number of cattle. Others were carrying furniture, TV sets, as well
as clothing. We heard that Mr Ntombela did not quite like it. He said they were supposed to have
killed not to have stolen. On the 29th of March people were gathering at Ntombela's place for a
meeting, but on that particular day they did not attack anyone. Some of the cattle which were
brought on Wednesday were slaughtered and eaten, and the men said, "We eat the Comrades' things."
The situation was quite tense. Almost everybody was having a traditional weapon or a gun. At times
there would be false alarms, as I remember on Thursday we heard that the Comrades were attacking
the Emaswazini area and all the man ran to that area, but it
/turned
turned out to be false. That very same evening, that is the 29th, at about 9.45 in the evening, we
were watching TV when a certain youth came to the mission. He looked very troubled. He said that
houses were being burnt and there were shootings at Kokwane, close to the mission. I then called
the Boston police and asked them to come and assist us. I went along with the young man to the
place where there was an alleged attack. When we got there we saw some houses burning down, but we
could not see the cars or the people. We decided to go to the police station to see as to why they
weren't arriving. When we got there we discovered that they could not find the keys of their
vehicles. I offered to take some of the police in my own car. We drove off to Kokwane. We saw four
houses which were burning. We went slowly into each one with the policemen. In the first three
houses we could not find anyone, alive or dead, but in the fourth house - know this house quite
very well because my employee was staying there, and we got people. In the main building we
discovered an old man, together with his grandchildren. They were hiding behind the cupboard. The
old man took quite a long time to come out from behind the cupboard. When he came out he said they
had finished his children up, and he led us to the other house, the back building. That's where we
saw his daughter, Emmarentia. She was full of blood. She obviously looked dead. Lying underneath
her was a child, a small child. I thought the child was also dead. Then I noticed that the child
was breathing. I reached down and pulled him from beneath the mother and I realised that he was
alive, and it was her four-year-old son. When his mother shot she apparently
/fell on
fell on top of the child and trapped the child under her. He must have been trapped for more than
an hour or so. We went to the last hut in the yard. The house was also burning and we could see
inside the house. We saw a body of a woman who had been shot and burnt, and she was underneath the
bed at that time. I decided that it was better for me to take all the survivors to the mission. I
took the old man together with his grandchildren, after searching for the place, and we went back
to the mission. When I got to the mission, that is at the crossroad, in that darkness I could see a
car, and three men were standing next to this car. I stopped my car and went out and I saw these
men coming closer to me. It was Ntombela, as well as two white policemen. Ntombela was having his
ammunition belt on, as well as two guns. He did not say anything to me. I explained to him as to
where we were coming from and what we saw. I went into the mission with them. It only occurred to
me afterwards that this had no explanation, it was strange, because when I got there Ntombela and

the police were supposed to have gone past the houses that were being burned. Now I knew that we
were the very first people to get to the area after the attackers. That is why we asked ourselves
as to why he did not go past that area to see what was happening. Thereafter I thought that my
future at Elandskop was at stake, and the people or the community members decided that I should
leave the place, and the following week I went to Gauteng.
After all this was said and done we tried to get some justice, but to no avail. We approached
policemen, as well as attorneys, and we wrote to newspapers. I met
/the Deputythe Deputy Attorney-General and spoke to him, but we failed. After all these
me that the ordinary people had been failed by the organs of the State, as
justice system. Because as from 1987, when Angelica Mkhize was killed, up
people who were killed during the Seven Days War, I personally have found
arrested was convicted because of these acts. (Sic)

attempts it seemed to
well as the criminal
til today, all these
out that one who was

Lastly I would like to extend an invitation to the Commission that it's not easy for us to explain
in detail what happened during that time. I would like to invite you to come to the upper part of
the valley to see what the place looks like. You should go past Eden and to the upper valley,
KwaMnyandu, KwaShange, Gezabuso. Even today you can see the aftermath of the violence that took
place in 1990. The houses, the shops were burnt down. The schools were also burnt down. You will
also see the place where a number of people were staying, and they are no longer there at this
present moment. Now I am saying these people might probably be here today. I want these people to
say what the Commission can do for them.
--------------------Father Smith, thank you very much for that very vivid and moving and articulate account of the
period known as the Seven Day War, as well as the build-up to that period. If what you say is true
then it is a terrible indictment on the South African Police, as well as on Mr David Ntombela and
other senior figures in the IFP. I am going to ask briefly if my colleagues would like to ask you
any questions, if you'd be happy to answer those.
/I greet
I greet you, Father. I just want to ask one question. Just at your conclusion you pointed out that
you were not able to obtain some justice. You tried the police to no avail. You also tried some
attorneys, but they could not help you. You also tried the press. This troubles me insofar as the
press as well as the attorneys are concerned. How did these attempts fail? I can see the police
matter. I did ... (inaudible) ... but what perturbs me is whether there are attorneys who were not
able to co-operate with you, as well as the press. Could you please give us a brief explanation as
to how you approached them and what was the outcome, and if you could please tell us the name of
the Deputy Attorney-General that you approached it will help us to get the name so that we can
investigate the matter further. --- I don't know whether I can get you. Are you asking as to how we
failed to get the press to co-operate with us, as well as the attorneys?
(Inaudible) ... who were colluding with the whole system, and we need to know if there were such
lawyers they got, or if there was a press which was also colluding with the system. It does help us
so that if indictments have to be made these people too have to be indicted. Thank you. --- Perhaps
to start with the press. We tried - I tried to write an account of everything that happened, and
some of that I sent to the press in order to have it published. The only newspaper that would
publish the complete story that I have given you now was the Zulu newspaper, UmAfrica. The Natal
Witness refused to publish it. Various other newspapers refused to publish that story, but UmAfrica
published that story in Zulu, and a
/large
large number of people replied to that article expressing
their opinion, some of them for, some against, but a large number of them who had been there in the
Seven Day War, and were able to connect with events that I described. As far as the question of
lawyers is concerned, we tried to hire lawyers in order to - oh, sorry.
INTERPRETER: You said The Natal Witness as well as other newspapers refused to publish the story
about what happened in those areas, and you said UmAfrica published the story. Now, you can
continue from there. --- With regard to the attorneys, we approached some attorneys to assist us
with regard to these cases, but I must point out that it was difficult for the attorneys,
especially those who were in the 'Maritzburg areas, because this was happening at Elandskop.
Secondly it was a time of the state of emergency, and many of the things - or what we can do today
we could not do during that time. The attorneys were not supposed to go into these areas and take
statements from the victims, and the police had so much authority to act illegally. I do not blame
the attorneys, I think they tried their level best, but under the circumstances it was difficult.
--------------------I have got two questions. I want you to clarify this issue. Firstly you said David Ntombela was

accompanied by a certain number of men. Do you perhaps know these men, these Inkatha members who
always accompanied him to these attacks? --- I think you are speaking with regard to the 1987
incident.
That is correct. --- When Mrs Mkhize was killed. The names of the people appear in the inquest
report.
/They are
They are common knowledge. The other one was Zondi,
Ntombela, and the rest appear in the list of the inquest.
My second question. Presently David Ntombela is occupying certain high positions in the Government,
is that correct? --- That is quite correct.
We know that there was a time where the perpetrators were not supposed to be holding high
positions. We heard about McBride, as well as Dirk Coetzee. According to your own opinion what are
you saying about David Ntombela, because he was a perpetrator, he was involved in the violence? How
do you feel about him occupying a high position? --- That's why I am saying that the big question
according to my own opinion is not a question of bringing together different political
organisations and bring out peace and reconciliation. The main question is for us to bring back the
rule of law, that he who kills and he who steals, he who rapes, he who commits certain criminal
acts should be arrested, be brought before the law and account for their deeds. If that does not
happen the people in Natal will not feel safe, they will not feel secure, because they know that
the killers are still roaming the streets and they are still holding high positions. According to
my opinion it's that the law should take its course. Presently we almost do not have the criminal
justice system. More than 14 000 people were killed in the Natal region, but those who had been
convicted are less than 300. It means we have absolutely no law in the Natal region. That is why I
am saying the law should take its course, the people should come forward and account for their past
deeds. If they want to be granted amnesty the Commission has the authority to do so, /but if
but if they do not want to appear before the Commission the law should take its course, they should
appear before the Courts and be convicted.
Lastly it's with regard to your request that you wish that the Commission could visit the scene to
see the aftermath of the violence. We do understand the ... (incomplete) ... further you have
mentioned that the Inkatha had a certain camp near a farm. Which farm was this, and who were the
leaders of that camp which was formed, and what was happening in that camp? --- It was a police
camp. The Riot Squad. The Inkatha camps, according to my opinion, were not at the Elandskop area,
but the police were staying at a certain farm which was quite close to us. I don't know where the
farm is, but I could find out more about the farm.
What were they doing at this camp? Were they being trained, or was it a base camp? --- I should
think it was a base camp because it happened one day that when I was driving through the area I saw
a white person who was standing next to the road. He was full of blood. I took him in my car, and
as he was talking I could gather than he was a policeman from Johannesburg, and I do not know what
happened, but apparently a certain sergeant took off his police clothes and released him to walk.
He himself and another youth were in the bus and the Comrades got them in the bus and they
assaulted them. That's how I got him in the street, and he asked me to take me to the base. That's
when I discovered that there was this base next to the farm.
Do you know the people who are controlling the base? --- No.
/Father,
Father, just a brief question. That night you met
Mr Ntombela at the crossroads near the mission, where he appeared to be waiting for you, you said
there were two white policemen with him. Who were those policemen? Do you know them at all? --- I
didn't recognise them. I had never seen them before.
Thank you.
--------------------My last question, Father Smith. This is quite a commendable job that you've done. Is there any
support or any assistance or aid that you got from other leaders of the churches within that area?
--- I don't know whether I can get you well. Do you - are you asking me if I need help?
I say at the time this was taking place, and you were trying to identify yourself with the victims,
you mentioned that you went to your archbishop for assistance. What I mean is other leaders of the
churches, were they able to assist you at that time or during that period? --- Yes, at the time we
were helped by the PACSA organisation as well as other reverends - Ben Simbi, Mr Kirchoff and quite
a number of other reverends. They offered a lot of support, but what I realised was that a number
of them were quite scared to get directly involved in helping violence victims.
---------------------

Father Smith, there is only questions that I would like to ask you. The first one, I want to get
some clarification on a certain issue if you could have some insight. The Inkatha impis, when they
went around announcing that the Comrades were attacking certain areas, /according
according to your own opinion why were they doing this?
Was it a certain strategy that was being implemented in order to achieve a certain goal? And the
second one is that you have left us with a challenge that the community of Elandskop can ask some
thing from the Commission. I was asking for your opinion as a person who was directly involved. Do
you have any suggestions that you would like to put forward to the Commission? --- I do not have
any first-hand information as to why there were false alarms, but what I can tell you is that on
the 28th and the 29th, when the impi was coming back, there was this state of panic, I think
because they were attacking further down the villages, and they thought that probably the Comrades
were going to launch a counter attack, especially because people were always armed with traditional
weapons, as well as guns. It was quite scary at that time. Secondly, because they were attacking
and all the roads in the town were closed people were not able to commute to work or to go and see
his or her relatives. With regard to the second question, I think this is a very difficult
situation. I do not know how the people at Elandskop can be helped. I think they have been severely
traumatised, because a number of them were not members of Inkatha on their free will, but they were
forced and coerced to join the Inkatha. Another man said to me, "Reverend, we are all members of
Inkatha because of Ntombela's insistence. If Ntombela could go away we would all reject Inkatha."
Now you as the Commission, if you can initiate a process whereby you can call upon all the leaders
who were forcing members of the community to join certain political groups, and force people to
launch
/attacks
attacks on each other, it's when that the people will realise that there is justice. Right now they
do not feel safe, they do not feel secured, they do not know who to run to for assistance.
--------------------Just one last question, Father. Yesterday we had what would appear to me to be an unbelievable
piece of wisdom from a witness who testified, Mr Enoch Zondi, and he said that to his mind of
thinking it's wrong to call this event a war. What are your views on that? --- I thought nobody
could put that better than he said that. That was beautifully put. It wasn't a war, this was an
evasion. It was an invasion from one side to the other. What we have heard from the side of
Gezabuso, KwaShange, KwaMnyandu, there was hardly any person able to resist, hardly any resistance
of any kind. That's not a war. A war is when two sides fight more or less equally. So I think that
was very well put. It's a misnomer to call it a war. It was a cleansing, a political cleansing.
Father Smith, two witnesses yesterday mentioned the role of the South African Defence Force, and
they said that had the Defence Force been properly deployed there during the Seven Day War they
would easily have been able to prevent most of the conflict which took place - if they had been
properly deployed, a sufficient number of vehicles and men. What are your views on that? You
haven't mentioned the Defence Force in your testimony this morning. --- I agree with that
completely. I am sure even a small force of the army could have prevented that whole attack. But
even a small police force properly deployed to suggest - well, to strongly suggest that this
/was not
was not a legal act, that it was not supported, would have done the trick. We never saw the army
until the following
Tuesday. I think about the 2nd or the 3rd of April was the first time we ever saw the army at
Elandskop. Far too late. All of the death and the carnage was over. Yes, I agree. I think a small
force of army, even a small force of police, could have stopped that if they'd wanted to.
Finally, several other witnesses testifying before this Commission in other towns and cities have
mentioned the role of Brigadier Buchner, and you indicated this morning that it was a key turning
point when he arrived in November 1987. And you spoke of Buchner rallying the Inkatha leadership,
particular Ntombela, Shayabantu Zondi and the other Chief Zondi. Are you just expressing an opinion
here, or a view? Is this something that you are personally aware of, things that you've been told
about? Can you express any opinion on that? --- I think there is quite a lot of evidence for that.
There's evidence, for example, in what actually happened, that there was a resurgence of Inkatha
during those months, and especially in January. There's evidence from people who seem to have
leaked the information. For example the Natal Witness published in 1990 an account of Operation
Doom, so they had information about it. Thirdly, there's information from Brigadier Buchner
himself. His own words which have been published in written form express clearly that in that
period, November/December/January, he turned the situation around. I think if you put all those
things together it's very obvious that there was a rallying of the leadership. What actual plans
were made, those we don't know, but we know a certain amount from different
sources.
sources.
Yes, I think we certainly know from that period, and

periods before and after that, that there certainly were meetings between senior policemen and
members of Inkatha. For example, Captain Brian Mitchell has given evidence that there was a meeting
which took place between himself, Major Terblanche and David Ntombela where the Trust Feeds
massacre was planned. And that evidence has been given before this Commission. So, in those
circumstances does it then come as a surprise that this sort of plan could have taken place? --- I
can imagine there were many meetings, many meetings during that period, and I think many things
were planned that we don't know about.
The Attorney-General that you mentioned at the time, was that Mr Roberts? --- Yes.
Father Smith, thank you again for speaking to us so frankly. --- Thank you.
And for coming down from Soweto. Thank you very much. --- Thank you.
---------------------

SIBONGILE CLARABEL MKHIZE (Sworn, States)
Mrs Mkhize, where do you live now? --- I reside here in town.
At the time of this incident in 1990 please tell us what you were doing, where you were living? --In 1990 I was a Xaluza resident since 1984. During the Seven Day War I was in Xaluza, and I was one
of those who were disturbed about the things that were transpiring in the area. May I go on? I am
disappointed to say we start with the Seven Day War today, and yet this Seven Day War was created
by many things that were going on, especially in the community since 1986, when we started to see
things changing. As a person who had a role to play to talk about the Seven Day War I am
disappointed to tell you that the things that I will say probably that I did not give on my
statement.
If you want to tell us about things which happened before the Seven Day War then - which you think
led up to it, then please give that information. It doesn't matter if it's not in your statement. -- Thank you. Things that transpired started around 1986. The youth of Xaluza already had started
gathering together, making a group - grouping together as UDF, and there was a youth organisation
called Edelo. Things started when the Makosi boy was killed by the street. He was hit by the bus.
That was the beginning of things changing. The situation now got volatile since then. As elderly
people we were not part of these things that the youth were doing, but that day we started seeing
that we should play a role in the community. But the incident that I want to start with is the one
that transpired in 1987. It was on the 17th December. This was a time when people who had visited
us,
/who had
who had already come to pay a visit, were attacked on that day in Xaluza. When we were attacked we
were attacked by police, and when the police attacked us that day, although they will remove their
name tags usually, but then they still used to have their name tags, and the vans also had their
registrations. On that day when we were attacked a few houses were chosen and targeted to be
attacked. Anybody was just killed. People were killed randomly. It was during the day around 1.002.00 pm. Many people were injured coming back from work. A few I will mention is the Khumalo family
that was attacked by the police, and they pushed the door and stormed in the house. People were
just relaxed in the house, and they also had a visitor from Mgoje, and one was stabbed more than 60
times. That was not the end. They also stabbed the father, and a nine-year-old was stabbed on the
head. And they met a drunk man on the street and he was shot. He died on the spot. And they also
met civilians coming back from work and they stabbed them, and they also stabbed them with assegais
as well. They will have traditional weapons and guns, rifles. And one other thing that was
happening, it was like the police wore disguise. To show that they were police we could tell
because some of those were white men. There were things that led to the Seven Day War, because the
community now was separated from Umphumuza and as well Harewood. What I want to emphasise about is
that people from Umphumuza, Xaluza, there are people who come from those places being relatives,
because as a result of this war those people now were separated as relatives as if they did not
know one another. No one would go to pay a visit to some relatives or whatever.
/This
This went on up until the Seven Day War. By this time already many people had died. We were being
attacked during the day when no one will think of anything evil. All the time - each time we were
attacked it was during the day, probably around two in the afternoon. Especially the men will be
away at work. We will be left at home as women. Youths used to be killed when they were coming back
from work unarmed, and they will be attacked like that. At times we would be forced to go and meet
our loved ones in town. Let me now get into the Seven Day War. The Seven Day War approached and
came unexpected. this happened in the morning when children were going to school. My house was
facing the sheds(?). I saw people, a crowd on the other side watching something. Then I was
wondering what were they watching and looking at. I asked my neighbour, "What are they doing there,
what are they looking at like that? Is it probably some kind of an attack that is coming, or what?"
When we were walking, going upper - my house is down the street, and as we were walking upper,
surprised as we were what were they looking at, we saw big lorries. These lorries had many people had people on board. As we were listening we could hear them singing songs as though they were
chanting Christian songs. One would definitely show that those were Christians, and that led us to
be confused as to what was happening, who were those people and what was happening. Now, when they
got - as these lorries were approaching it got us in a panic state. Suddenly we saw children
running, coming in our direction, and shouting, saying, "Inkatha, Inkatha." We diverted now. We
went to the other road, which was Kwa Dr Mkhize Road(?), running,
/running
running trying to meet the children from school. We actually met them on the way. They told us that
the principal released them because it was not safe, they should go back home. When we got there we
went back, because I suddenly thought that I should call the Natal Witness to come and combat the
situation, because we knew the people were attacking us. I asked the secretary of Natal Witness to
report the matter to the police. In my mind I had this thought that even though the police were
supporting this violence maybe some don't. And also the journalists as well came. I asked the kids
about this, and they also supported me that they had never seen something of this nature. I went
through the school nearby to Greenacre Road. This road crosses Xaluza to Sweetwater. When I got
there I found the youth of Xaluza being pushed by the police. The police was dismissing that crowd.
I met the journalist. I don't even remember whether I asked his name, because I was so afraid I
said to him, "It's me who called you. I am the one who called you." He was in such a state, he was

panicking and tense. There were police who were talking to him and telling him that as he was there
they cannot protect him, he should simple leave Xaluza because they can't extend any protection to
him. At that time some police were ... (inaudible) ... the situation was volatile then, and I will
transcend(?) to this point when I was talking to the police, and I asked the police, "Why would you
dismiss these youths? Why don't you talk to them, because they are the ones who were coming to us?"
And one police came towards me and said, "There is no one who prevents Inkatha by any means. Just
go back home." At that time I had
/lost
lost hope. I knew that the police would not help in any way. When I was talking to the police at
that time the police then were - there were two police vans parked there. When I was talking to
them I was just simply talking to them as a civilian, not being aware of other things that were
happening. Lately there were two buckets in front of the van. I thought probably those buckets had
been filled with water for them to drink, but afterwards I found out that in those buckets there
were bullets for Inkatha brought by the police so Inkatha can just sweep the whole community. There
was a hearsay rumour that they will sweep that Xaluza area, kill every civilian, and plough cane,
sugar cane, and that will belong to the chief. This led to the youths getting so angry about what
was going on, and also there were those who were disguising. There were those also who had painted
themselves. I was so much scared. I had my baby at the back. We went back. One did not know as to
what to do and what to put together. One elderly woman saw the police when he was trying to gather
his documents, by-passes. She saw the police setting the house alight. You know, some things that
were happening, it was not only Inkatha, but they were being helped by the police colluding with
them. Most elderly people missed and lost so many things, documents and - pension documents, stuff
like that. They had to start afresh applying for new documents. That was the beginning. That was on
Tuesday. That was the beginning of us discovering and seeing the beginning and the outbreak of the
Seven Day War. As I have said that the warriors were more than three ... (incomplete - end of Side
B, Tape 3) ... the area in the
/community,
community, that when they get here they should just - everybody will be killed. We were fighting
against people who were fully armed. At that time children, the youths, was being injured, more so
they were killed because Inkatha had rifles, R1, R5, but they had in their possession major
ammunition. Most of the youth was injured and was taken to Eden Hospital. What was said about this
was that when you get into the hospital you would be told, "You are coming from Xaluza. Obviously
you are a UDF," and you will not get any help from that point. And it was said Comrades don't have
any hospital. Maybe I should say that as the mothers of those children we did try to help our
children, because the hospital could not come into the rest of the situation. It was said around in
the country that people in Eden were faced with such a sad situation. I had never been trained as a
nurse, or probably I don't have any preliminary medical knowledge, but I had to try my best to
enlist help to the youths that was injured. The first aid kit were given by Monica. She forgot to
put in the kit something that was so important, because we did not have the tweezers. But one thing
that was so sad and painful is that when we were being attacked, and not getting any help from the
hospital, we would head towards Umsunduzi. We will get there. Many people we did not bury them in
Xaluza, but they were taken by the river. The big question was what kind of water were we drinking
at the time if the river was flooded and packed and loaded with corpses. This was tragedy, because
one will not be free walking on the road or on the street because it was not safe any more. We will
cross this river even when it was over-flooding, but it was not even
/safe
safe then to come near it. One other thing that bothered us was that when people were injured,
because they were being injured coming back from work, they will be fired from work and now stay at
home and be such a burden, and UDF had to face with this situation as their members. Now, the
problem was not that alone, but it will so happen that during the day when we were relaxed,
thinking that everything is over, or hoping that there won't be anything that will happen, you will
see an ambulance, Eden ambulance. Relaxed at home, in such a jubilant mood, so to speak, you will
see the ambulance approaching and you will think there's an attack somewhere, maybe it's rushing
there. And yet the ambulance was the very one which was killing us. You will hear gunshots from the
ambulance, and the youth - the majority of the youth was killed as well. We have people at Xaluza
who have been killed by these bullets from the ambulance, and also we were no longer safe seeing
ambulance nearby because we know there are killers in there, up until to the time when we decided
we will not use the ambulance services any more, we will rather suffer our way. I will never forget
Thursday morning. I am happy when I hear some others say they were relaxed or they are happy, but
as for me Thursday morning was the day when I heard a gunshot around seven, half past seven in the
morning. We started asking one another in the house, "What's happening now?" and the sound - the
way it sounded one would wonder what kind of a rifle was used. On top of the roof in my house there
were eight bullets. We did not even know who was shooting. We ran and we discovered that it was
Kihla Mbuni, a policeman. He was just shooting at random early in the morning, and that
/brought
brought questions to us what was happening, and we always have this questions in our minds, that
who will come to our rescue as Xaluza community, because the way we had been attacked I had never
seen it before. And we were not being only attacked by police. There once was a helicopter which
would fly around the bush. Maybe you will escape from the location and run towards the bush, and
the helicopter will find you there, and you will be assaulted and be told that you will be killed
so they can plough sugar cane. This went on in the community as it was. People came who were called
Comrades, coming from Umphumuza. We welcomed them in Xaluza. One question that makes us happy today

is for the Truth Commission to ask on our behalf as to where do we belong and who are we? The
identity will - we have lost identity, we tend to be like Ruandans as a result of things that
transpired at the time. We were so scared of the police. We were so scared and afraid of the
hospital. One day I do hope that we will search for an answer, that when a nurse is made to take an
oath and join the hospital as a worker is she joining the hospital as part of helping the community
or fighting the community? One question that is inevitable for me is that the Water Board - who was
in charge of the Water Board, and one thing that we are sorry about is the paying of the tax,
because it's the very tax that killed us.
Thank you very much, Mrs Mkhize. Mrs Mkhize, in your evidence you mentioned seeing a number of
lorries. In fact you've mentioned there were 29 lorries carrying armed people, is that right? --That's correct. I counted them.
/And did
And did you see that they had KwaZulu Government registration plates on them? You said that in your
statement, is that right? --- Although I didn't see that at the time, but I was told that those
lorries had KwaZulu registration, and also were painted white, cream-white, and that was the
Government colour. And most of those lorries one could obviously tell that they belonged to the
Government, because who could own 29 lorries?
So they were all the same types of lorries? They weren't big ones, small ones, bakkies, trucks,
they were all the same, is that right? --- The ones that I saw were 29, and eight-ton big.
And do you have any idea which Government department they came from, Department of Works,
Department of Health, which - do you have any idea? --- That I may not know as to what department.
I was also surprised to discover that some from hospital were there.
And the ambulance which people saw, did you see that ambulance as well, which contained people
which fired at residents? Did you see that ambulance? --- Yes, I did see the ambulance.
Are you able to say what sort of ambulance it was? Was it NPA, was it ZG, what was it? --- It was
ZG. It came from Eden Hospital.
--------------------Mrs Mkhize, according to your statement you've said the Eden Hospital was not giving any services
to the UDF members. Who was the superintendent of the hospital at that time? --- I am not sure if
it was Dr Evans then.
What year was it? --- It was 1990. I think it must have been Dr Evans.
/Tell me
Tell me about the matrons, who were the matrons? --- Although I don't know the staff at large, but
I know for sure Dr Evans was the superintendent.
I am talking about the matrons. You know matrons also assist the doctors in the hospitals. --- I
don't know the matrons. I am not so much used to the nurses.
You did not even hear who were the matrons at the time? --- We'll have to get the truth, open up.
There was a Matron Monaheng and Matron Ngcobo, and Shandu. There were many matrons, although I
don't know who was it.
Were some coming from Xaluza? --- Yes. Monaheng was coming from Xaluza.
Did she know about this? --- Yes, I do hope she knew, because she came from Xaluza.
Was she also aware about the fact that the Xaluza residents were not welcomed at the hospital? --Yes. As a person who was coming from your area did you ever ask her a question or probably - with
regard to this? --- No, we never asked her anything. Our minds were preoccupied about the war that
was taking place that we did not even think of approaching her and asking her such questions.
Now, when you approached the reporter and you also spoke to the police officer do you know the name
of the police officer, the one you spoke to, you talked to? --- Remind me which part is that?
You said you ran towards the Greenacre Road and you saw a reporter there, and you had a baby on the
back. You spoke - you talked to the police officer, and the police officer was with the reporter. -- That time the police officers used to remove their name tags so I could
/not tell
not tell his name.
What was the name of the principal who sent the children back home when there was this attack? --It was Miss Kesa, a principal of Siyamo School.
It means if we can get hold of her she'll tell us and shed more light in this. --- I do trust and
hope that she will do that, she will shed more light, and she's the one who released the children

to go back home.
I'll stop right there.
--------------------I greet you, Sibongile. I haven't greeted you before. I will just make a comment and point a few
things that your presence here this afternoon gives me hope, and I am proud about that as a woman
as well. Since yesterday and this day you are the first woman to come up front here and tell us
from your own point of view things that happened at that time. Maybe we shall say that we thank
you, and thank all other women who played an important role at the time. This women organisation
which played such an important role, was it an organisation that was dealing with what? Or tell us
a little bit about the organisation. --- That women organisation was formed as a result of these
attacks. We came together as women because we were all facing this problem of losing our children
ranging around the ages of 17. And also one other thing that reinforced this was an attempt of
trying to combat what was going on. Xaluza was an area where many people or the youth would run to
for safety. We would keep these children and hire some rooms at times to accommodate the children.
But the objective of the organisation itself was to face up the situation and try
/and do
and do something in light of bringing peace.
We know that you did not intend to fight back or revenge probably, throw stones, but you had this
aim of bringing and introducing peace, and also protecting those who were injured. --- Yes, that
was the aim too, although the situation in which we were was a tough one, because according to our
culture a woman will not go to war or to the battlefield, but in our case we had to do that because
no one else could do that. So we found ourselves in a position of having no choice but to just go
forward. We were not trained to do that, we were doing something that was strange, but we had to do
that, take food to those who were directly involved in the fighting.
One other question I would like you to dwell on. You've said that Makozi's boy was hit by the bus,
and why would you say that led to the attacks? What led to the bus hitting him? --- There was a
youth called Eden - Edendale Youth Organisation, that we were not aware of as adults. It was in the
afternoon, though the youth was running on Eden Road. I remember seeing - because we were outside
watching them. They were chanting and singing songs, and he was hit suddenly in that scene, and we
were lost, we did not know what was happening. That's where the Inkatha realised that UDF was
already there. That's why I said that was the beginning of violence. They will come in Xaluza with
their dogs and shoot, and that was no big deal at all.
You said in 1987 you were being attacked severely by the police, and then they did not used to
remove their name tags. So tell us their names. --- Although I would not - I may have forgotten
some of their names, but
/I remember
I remember we did give statements to the human rights lawyers. We gave them all the details
regarding the situation. We gave them things like registration numbers and police numbers, and we
also furnished them with some of the bullets that were used.
Was it the human rights here in Pietermaritzburg? --- Yes. At the time John Jeffreys was the
leader.
--------------------Mrs Mkhize, you mentioned this helicopter and its activities. Just to give us a clear picture, what
year was that when you saw this helicopter being involved? --- During the Seven Day War. There's a
mountain called Nontwele in Xaluza, and this mountain has some bush nearby, and that bush goes up
to Siniya(?). Now, when there's an attack it will come from Sweetwater and from all areas through
the bush, that I would probably refer to it as a bush that was separating Xaluza and Sweetwater,
the forest. Now, you will find that our people will be on the other side and they will be on the
other side of the forest, and now the helicopter would fly so close that you can be able to see
anyone down there. As we were on the other side we could see clearly when it was flying, because it
will fly so close and start shooting. They will shoot from the helicopter, shooting those who were
lying down or hiding in the forest, and after that you will hear things like someone has died. And
Rudolf, for instance, died in that kind of an attack.
The second area I wanted you to clarify for me if possible is, do I understand you correctly to say
that the Henley Dam was deliberately opened whenever there was violence so that people couldn't
cross the river? Is that
/what
what you're saying? --- Yes, that's what I am saying.
Thank you.
---------------------

Mrs Mkhize, somewhere here in your statement where you elaborate about the incident that took place
when the man with R5 gun started shooting. His name was Kihla Mbuni. Where is he? Where is this
particular man? --- I don't know presently, because after this violence I had never seen him.
Was he insane, or what was wrong with him? --- I don't know, because it was not the first time he
started shooting. And as for that day, for him to shoot, I don't know what led him to do that. One
time he shot one boy, Siphamandla - by the name of Siphamandla. He shot him six times and died
right on the spot.
Where was his place? --- He also was - he was coming from Umphumuza. His house was in Umphumuza.
Was he and Inkatha member? --- I don't take him to be an Inkatha member, but I do know that he was
their friend because he was a policeman.
--------------------Sibongile, I have two questions. You have been asked a question regarding Henley Dam. Maybe to make
a follow-up, did you ever get any explanation from Water Board that the dam will be opened when
there is violence taking place? Did you get any explanation? --- No, we never asked. We never asked
them as to why they opened the dam. It haunted us so much, and bothered us so much, but we never
went straight to them. And the Umgeni Water Board, no one will just go freely to them.
Did this occur just once or several times? --/It was
It was common knowledge that when there will be violence or attacks you will see the dam. It will be over-flooded. It will be completely filled, and right then
attacks will begin. They will come from Zaire and from Sweetwater, and also from
not one place. We will always find ourselves in a problem because we have to be
different places.

the sign will be
unexpectedly the
Harewood. It was
careful of three

Now, let me put myself in their shoes. Would you think they were using the Henley Dam as one way of
getting through to you? --- All the time before the attacks the dam will be opened, so that was a
sign enough for us. And unfortunately that day it was drizzling, but there was no point of opening
the dam.
The second question for you. Maybe I did not get you. You said there were those who sent you the
first aid kit, and it was not complete. Are you saying so because you suspect that that was done
deliberately, or perhaps it was truly a mistake, or you were just relating your story simply as
that, innocently? --- No, I was highlighting the fact that we were all confused, and Monica is a
nurse by profession and will not forget some other things. She forgot this important part of the
kit, but my point was to emphasise on the fact that we were so confused about the situation, not
anything more than that.
--------------------I just want to clear something about Monica Wittenberg. I am not surprised that she forgot this.
Let us not forget that Monica is involved in many things. There were times when she had to sleep at
Imbali during difficult times. When some of us could not walk at Imbali
/Monica
Monica with some few people was walking at Imbali, sleeping with the families at Imbali to protect
some of the families. Some of the families would have died at Imbali if there was no Monica. So if
the history is written about what happened in this area, and the name of Monica is not there, that
history will not be complete. I just want to say that.
--------------------(Incomplete - end of Side A, Tape 4) ... important evidence that we will hear at this hearing, and
because it is an account of what actually happened to you, and other people like you, and it is not
affected by opinions and perceptions. In many other areas in this province we've heard evidence
from women who have lost their husbands and their sons, their property, but in most of these areas
the women were usually not harmed. Sometimes they were, but by and large the women were left alone,
they weren't assaulted or killed. But what makes this period different, this so-called Seven Day
War, is that the people who invaded your area, and many of the other areas, showed no mercy towards
women. And Professor Aitchison yesterday handed in a list of the known dead, and there were, I
think, almost 200 of them, people who we know died in that week, and many of those people were
women and children. And all we can say is that that is brutal and cowardly behaviour for armed men
to attack and kill women and children, and the people who did these things should be deeply, deeply
ashamed of themselves. On the other hand what you did you can be proud of, helping to nurse people
as an untrained person, and taking them to hospital. So thank you again very, very much for coming
in and telling us your story. --- Thank you.

NHLANHLA PHILEMON MADLALA (Sworn, States)
(Inaudible) ... help you to tell your story, and what I'd like you to do to start with is just tell
us where you were born and where you are from? --- My name is Nhlanhla Philemon Madlala. I reside
at Elandskop under Chief David Ntombela, as well as Nsikayezwa Zondi.
How old are you? --- I am 32 years old.
(Inaudible) ... previously a member of the police force. --- That is correct.
In what capacity were you a member of the police force? --- I was a special constable.
(Inaudible) ... special constable? --- I will first start by telling you as far back as 1987. As I
have already explained that I was staying at Elandskop. We were staying there and we moved because
we wanted to build a house with Reverend Zuma, who is a member of the IFP in Inanda. We continued
to build that house, and there were sporadic outbreaks of attacks between UDF as well as the IFP
members. And one day Mr Zuma came to us, asked that we should go and stay with him so that we could
assist him together with Shayabantu Zondi whenever there was an attack from the UDF. We stayed at
his place. At times during the night the UDF would come to attack and we would also launch a
counter-attack, and there would be outbreaks of fights until the Unit 19 came from Pretoria. They
also came and sided with us.
Sorry, Mr Madlala, if you could try and speak into the mike then the people can hear what you're
saying. --- I've got a problem. I've got stitches at the back so I can't sit properly.
We can try and get the wire extended. Just one
/second.
second. (Pause)
MACHINE SWITCHED OFF
ON RESUMPTION:
Mr Madlala, are you a bit more comfortable now? --- Yes, I am comfortable.
(Inaudible) ... Mr Madlala, more carefully?
INTERPRETER: We can't hear you.
Just try and speak up a bit please. You were telling us that you then went to stay with Shayabantu
Zondi, near his place, and you used to help with defending that area from attacks, and were
involved in counter-attacks with the UDF, is that correct? --- We were protecting ourselves from
the UDF's attacks. We were trying to protect the chief, as well as the King's place. Whenever the
UDF came to attack we would also launch a counter-attack, and a shooting spree would start, until
the police from the Unit 19 in Pretoria would come to our assistance. They were camping at Imbali
Hostel. Whenever there was a fight that broke out the police would arrive and assist the IFP, and
there would be a shooting spree. The UDF people would be shot at. And at the end of the fight there
would be some casualties and some dead bodies. They would be carried and taken out of that
particular area. I don't know where these bodies were taken to. Whenever the police came in the
afternoon they would camp until late, and they would drink liquor. At times we would be taken with
other members or other youths who were staying at the chief's place, and we would be directed to
point out certain places where there were UDF members. And whenever we had pointed these houses out
these people would be tortured under the guise that they were looking
/for guns.
for guns. And whenever they could not get guns they used to assault the people. We used self-made
guns and we used to be given ammunition by the Unit 19. I still remember one particular policeman
who was involved in this was Waterson. It was very difficult to see as to whether there were any
people who died, because whenever a person fell the UDF people would pick that corpse up and run
away with that corpse or the body. At times we would also do that. Then on this particular day in
1987 - that was towards the end - Chief Shayabantu said we should attend a meeting at Morowa House
because we were wanted as new recruits. Then our names would be submitted, as well as the ranks,
and we were taken as members of the Inkatha Freedom Party. And at the beginning of 1988 we were
taken in buses and we were taken to Cape Town a Koeberg Training Camp. That's where we were
trained. Then in 1988, whilst we were still at the training centre at Koeberg we were divided into
12 groups, that's 12 platoons. Each platoon had 34 or 36 members, and I was in the 11th Platoon. My
instructor was Sergeant Bekker as well as Sergeant van der Toon, and the commander was Major Smith.
We were there at that camp as members or followers of the Inkatha Freedom Party. We were trained
and we were deployed in certain different rooms and different houses. We were actually taught or
trained about different types of cases.
What sort of cases were those? --- That's where they explained as to what we should actually do to
the victims, or what we should do when we had raped some of the victims. If you had killed a person
that would be regarded as murder. Maybe if you shot the person and killed that person they would
tell us that that was

/murder.
murder. They actually explained the different types of offences.
(Inaudible) ... criminal law ... (incomplete - end of Side B, Tape 5) --- We were taught about
certain ranks within the police force. Every morning we would go to the parade ground and conduct
some prayers, and thereafter we would go to our classes. That's where we realised that some of us
could not even write, because we did not even know English, we didn't have a command of the
language.
(Inaudible) ... sorry for the interruption ... (inaudible) ... some of you couldn't write, and
obviously some of you then translated for the others, is that right? --- Yes, that is correct.
Yes, continue. --- Then after 12 we would be taken out of the classrooms and we would be taught how
to march. And we would do this up til 2 o'clock, and we were told to go and rest in our respective
rooms up til the following day. Every day that was what was happening. Then on the second week of
our training a certain policeman who was working for the Security Branch, Mr Webber, this policeman
came in a helicopter. We were all summoned to convene at a certain place. That is at the dining
hall. As soon as we were at the dining hall Major Smith, as well as Mr Webber, came into the dining
hall. Major Smith introduced Mr Webber and told us that he was from the Natal region. Mr Webber
said, "As you are here you have come to be trained to kill all the members of the UDF, because it
has been sent by the ANC to render the country ungovernable, because it wanted to overthrow the
government."
/If I
If I could just interrupt you there, just to clarify. This policeman that came, where was he from?
--- He was from 'Maritzburg.
Where is he stationed? --- He was last stationed at Alexandra. I don't know at present as to where
he's stationed.
Is his name in fact Mr Varber. --- I think Webber was the name, the common name.
He was a Security Branch policeman from Pietermaritzburg? --- That is correct, he was from
'Maritzburg.
Continue and tell us what else he told you. --- Then he told us that as we were there we had come
to be trained to kill all the members of the UDF, because it had been sent by the ANC to render the
country ungovernable, and it wanted to overthrow the ruling government, whilst at the same time
killing Inkatha members. And he played some videos which showed people being killed and tortured.
And he showed us that these were our brothers, and we could even see the places at which these
attacks took place. We could identify the places. At that time all of us were crying by then, and
we were filled with so much hatred because we saw a lot of people being burnt down, being
necklaced, and we were told at the same time that these were our brothers. He further went on to
tell us that we were not going to spend a lot of time at the camp. We were supposed to go out and
kill whatever was aligned to the UDF.
Please take your time. If you need some water please help yourself there. (Pause) If you're ready
please continue. --- After Webber had left we were
/given
given pump action guns or shotguns. That's when we were trained to shoot, and they realised that we
were now champions and we did everything that we were told. But it was hardly a week we were always
shown these brutal videos. No week lapsed without us being shown the video cassettes where our
brothers were being killed by the UDF members. On the fifth week we were given IDs with our ID
photos, as well as force numbers - my force number was S914442W - and we were told that the
following week we would leave the camp. That was the sixth week and we were supposed to come back.
We were transported in buses from Cape Town, and we arrived at Imbali Hostel in 'Maritzburg, where
our accommodation had been arranged.
Who was your commanding officer? --- I'll explain as I go on further.
Please continue. --- We got to Imbali Hostel. That's where our accommodation had been arranged, and
we were placed under the commander, Lieutenant Lang, who was a station commander at Plessislaer.
The duties that were assigned to us were that we should guard the homes of Amakhozi as well as the
IFP officials. Within six months under Lang we were told that we were going to work under Riot Unit
Eight, which was under Captain Deon Terblanche.
Which places did you serve guard duty at? Whose houses? --- We guarded Nsikayezwa Zondi's house, as
well as Ngoya at KwaSayeka, as well as a Chief Gavaza in Bomvini, as well as Chief Shayabantu
Zondi, Chief Ngcobo and Mafunze, as well as David Ntombela's house.
Please continue. --- When Captain Deon Terblanche came he told us that he was in command, and that
we knew our duties that we should finish off the
/people

people who were attacking the IFP because they were planning to overthrow the government. We
continued to work under the captain, and he always told us that whenever there was a fight that
broke out we should always side with the Inkatha members. Even when we got guns that were possessed
by Inkatha members we should not take them. But if they were possessed by UDF members we should
take them. Even if we could shoot or kill the people we should not worry about prosecution. That's
exactly what we did when we worked with the Riot Unit Eight. We used to go to places where there
were fights and we would assist the IFP. Whenever there were people who died during these fights we
took those people in our vans and we would throw them at the mortuary, and no one would be
arrested. On this particular day we were working with Warrant-Officer Peens at Richmond. We came
across schoolchildren who were boycotting classes, and Warrant-Officer Peens gave a directive that
we should shoot the children with No 5 rounds. He also took part in the shooting. So many children
were injured. Although the case was reported, but it's never proceeded to court. It was alleged to
have been finalised in August. The situation became very tense in Hammarsdale. Major Deon
Terblanche collected us and he divided us into two platoons. He told us that we were going to work
at Richmond and some others were left in 'Maritzburg. We were told that we were going to work in
Mpumalanga township. We were also given our commanders. Our commander was Lieutenant van den
Heever, Sergeant Roos, as well as Constable Willem de Wet and Constable Bhengu. We were taken to
Mpumalanga. Before we were taken there we were taken to our commanders. That's where
/we got
we got Captain Brian Mitchell. We were taken to Mpumalanga location. That's where we were put in
twos in certain IFP officials' houses, as well as other prominent members of the IFP - Sipho Mlaba,
Zakhele Nkehle, as well as Mrs Ngoma. I was in one of the houses that was usually attacked at ...
(inaudible) ... that is Ndlovu's place on the border of Georgedale in the township. The situation
was tense. Houses were being burnt. There were funerals every day. It was very difficult to assess
the situation and say how many people had died, because whenever a person was shot he would be
picked up by members of his clan, so that the members of the opposite party wouldn't know how many
people had died. At times we would be ferried in a lorry and we would go around patrolling the
areas, and at times we would be travelling on foot. Whenever we came across a UDF member we would
torture you. We would even tell a person to join the IFP. Whenever there was anyone who was shot
the first person who used to come was Willem de Wet. Willem de Wet used to call Captain Terblanche.
And when Captain Terblanche came he said there was no problem, we can just continue with the
killing. Then at sunset we would be told to go back to the houses that we were guarding. Then in
December 1988, it was Christmas time. That's where many members or followers of the UDF came. Some
were coming from Georgedale, some were coming from Samkhonto(?) area. They came to the Mpumalanga
location. They came shooting already, and whilst we were still confused - that was myself and
Bongani, who was my partner at Ndlovu's place -luckily Willem de Wet approached at the very same
moment. He was in a red kombi. He told us that we should get out
/of Ndlovu's
of Ndlovu's place and we should launch a counter-attack. He gave us live ammunition called LG as
well as SSG.
What kind of a kombi was it that he came in? --- It was a Ford Husky.
Was it a red Husky? --- That is correct.
Thank you. Please continue. Willem gave us rounds of ammunition known as LG and SSG. We used them
to shoot the UDF, and he said we should finish them off within the spur of the moment. We shot them
with the shotguns. Willem de Wet himself was using an R1 assault rifle. Members and followers of
the IFP were using self-made guns. We shot the people until we felt that we had succeeded, as I had
already explained that it was quite difficult to assess and see how many people had been killed. We
could only detect by the funerals or the number of funerals that people were getting finished. Even
the following day the same thing happened. We also launched a counter-attack, and the situation
became calm for quite a few days. Then at the end of December 1988 we were told that one member of
the IFP, Mrs Ngoma, said they do not need us in Mpumalanga. Those words were relayed to us by
Lieutenant van den Heever and Sergeant Roos. At that time they said we should pack and go, and two
lorries came to fetch us. That was when we went out of the Mpumalanga township. When all this was
happening a certain group which was newly trained was coming from Cape Town, and we were quite a
large group. They were also members and followers of the IFP. There wasn't even a single member of
the UDF. We came back from Mpumalanga. We came to Mpumalanga on the 1st, that is in 1989, and we
were stationed at Oribi Police Station, and we were
/divided
divided into two groups. We worked with others who had remained at 'Maritzburg. Now we had four
groups, A Relief, B Relief, C Relief, as well as D Relief.
Which officers were in charge of each of those groups? --- There would be a member who would be a
charge within that particular group. In my group the person who was commanding was Sergeant
Hamilton.
And of the other groups? Do you know? --- They also had their own leaders and commanders, but
others were warrant-officers. I am not really sure as to what their names were. As we were still
working six months lapsed, and we heard that the situation was tense in Greytown. We were also
chosen to go and work at Greytown, and there were three of us together with three white policemen
in our group, so all in all we were six in our group. We were using two vans. In my van was
Halalisani Zulu, M E Zondi, Mark Barnard, as well as myself. We stayed at the camp. Whenever we

could hear gunshots we would go and investigate, and we would get bodies, dead bodies. We would
patrol and never get any perpetrators. At times we would come in the middle of the fight, and
whenever the van approached they would run away. And we would come and pick the guns up and load
them into the van, and leave the scene with the guns. Mark Barnard used to tell us that we should
take them to Mr Zondi, and he would sell the guns to Mr Zondi. And Mr Zondi would buy the guns, and
we each were given R200,00. There was absolutely nothing that we could do, because we knew that we
were supposed to kill UDF members which wanted to overthrow the government. Mr Zondi was one of the
members of the IFP.
Do you know what his first name is? --- I don't
/know
know whether the Zulu name would be appropriate. I don't know whether it's his nickname, but it's
Mkatheni Zondi.
Please continue. Where does this man now live? --- I heard that he is staying at Mathimatholo, no
longer at Greytown.
Continue please. --- We even knew that the guns that were being sold were going to kill people who
wanted to overthrow the government. We worked at that place up til 1990, and the last time I worked
at that place, that is Greytown, was when Warrant-Officer O'Connell arrived. He took one of the
members of the IFP, he gave him a small rifle, a P38, and he said he should take this and shoot
next to Mzolo's place, who was a member or leader of the ANC, so that we could see whether they
wouldn't launch a counter-attack so that we could get the AK47s. We got one AK47, which I don't
know the end of it because O'Connell was using this AK47. We went back to Greytown and we continued
with our work.
Which O'Connell is this? --- I do not know his first name, because they had name plates, and they
would have their surnames but not their names on the name plates. But I can identify him because he
is within this hall.
Please calm down. Please just let the witness continue with his evidence. Sorry, this WarrantOfficer O'Connell, was he with you in the Riot Unit? This Warrant-Officer O'Connell, was he with
you in the Riot Unit? --- That is correct. He was one of the members who was working with the Riot
Unit, and he was a highly respected official.
Please continue. --- We went back to Greytown.
/We continued
We continued
(incomplete)
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(Inaudible) ... us about 1990. Mr Madlala, the events we're talking about here today were the Seven
Day War. That was in March 1990. You've said that during 1990 you were in Greytown. You may well be
confused about the actual dates that you were in Greytown. Is that possible? I just see that you're
trying to piece together what you're saying from your statement. --- Yes, I can see that I made a
mistake.
In any event ... (intervention) --- We had not yet gone to Greytown.
Did you go to Greytown after the Seven Day War? --- That is correct, because immediately
thereafter, that is in 1990 when this happened, that is the Seven Day War, I was suspended from
work.
Please tell us about what. What happened in 1990? In your statement you said it was in 1991, but
clearly that's wrong. It must have been in 1990. --- Then in 1990 there was a meeting or a rally
which was held in Durban. After the rally, when the people who were coming back from the rally in a
lot of buses, it was rumoured that the buses were shot at, and at that time it was a usual
occurrence that there would be meetings. And the following day there would be questions as to how
many people were killed the previous day. On the 27th we heard a horn, that is the horn that was
calling us to go and fight, because they would always blow this horn whenever there was an imminent
attack, and this ... (intervention)
Sorry, just to put this in context. Where were you when you heard a horn? Were you at home? --- I
was at
/home on
home on that particular day.
You weren't on duty? --- No, I was not on duty.
Please continue. --- Then that very same year we were called that there was going to be an imminent
attack. We armed ourselves and we proceeded to the chief's place to try and find out what was
happening at the chief's place. And when we got to the chief's place we saw the chief's car, as
well as the induna. The induna told us that the people were being finished off at KwaMphumuze. They
were killed by the ANC, and we should go and assist them. There was quite a large group of us,

because quite a number of people were not going to work. There were boycotts because the buses had
been shot at the previous day.
This induna that addressed you, who was that? --- It was David Ntombela.
Please continue. --- We were quite a large group and we were next to the induna's house. We were
together with the impi. There were a lot of cars, lorries as well as private cars. We were loaded
into the lorries as well as cars, ZG lorries which were coming from Eshowe. We proceeded there and
we were being led by the chief and his induna. When we got to Mphumuze the chief as well as the
induna's car went into the King's place. Other cars proceeded to where the fight was breaking out.
When we got there we stopped next to Swartkop School. We got off. They gave a war cry that we were
already there, and the ANC members ran to Ashdown. And when they tried to cross over to Edendale
the police would shoot at them so that they could go back to where the shootings were taking place.
We shot the ANC members up to such an extent that
/we burnt
we burnt the houses which were close. Thabani Ndlovu told us that the police had given them 30
minutes and told them that whenever 30 minutes had lapsed we would see a helicopter. It is true the
helicopter came and dropped tear gas canisters. That's when we ran away from the scene. We went
back to my place. And amongst us were also special constables as well as a certain policeman by the
name of Masoga. It was the second day since the fight had broken out. We left the place as it was
and this fight continued for seven days.
Just to clarify where these vehicles came from. You said they came from Eshowe. That's not the
Eshowe up the north coast. If you could just explain to us ... (incomplete - end of Side A, Tape 6)
--- (Incomplete) ... as well as a camp where the ZG Roads construction vehicles were being kept.
That is where the lorries were kept. But on this particular day these lorries were ferrying the
Amabutho to the scenes of the fights to help the Inkatha.
So these lorries were KwaZulu Roads Department lorries, or were they other departments as well? --That is correct. These lorries were from the Road Department, or road construction department,
because that is the road construction camp.
We've heard evidence so far that there were more than 20, some people say up to 40, some people say
29. Are there that many lorries kept at that place? --- I think if they say 20 I could say - I
wouldn't deny that, but they were very many. They were not two actually.
Now, you yourself are presently in prison, is that correct? --- That is correct.
/You were
You were convicted in 1991. --- That is correct. I was convicted in 1992.
What were you convicted for? --- I was convicted for murder which took place ... (intervention)
Who else was convicted? --- I have other members, co-accused. That is two white people, and we were
three blacks, so all in all we were five amongst those who were convicted.
(Inaudible) ... Constables Harrington, Erasmus, and then Justice Dlamini, Nthokozo Bhengu. --- That
is correct.
And two others were acquitted. --- That is correct.
(Inaudible) ... and Constable Keswa. --- That is correct.
We won't go in into the details of the murder and that, I don't think it's relevant to this
particular issue here. Did you - you've told us that you took part in one of these attacks, and the
issue that we have seen so far from the evidence is that these attacks appeared to have been well
planned. Can you comment on that at all from your participation in them? --- Quite a number of
attacks, for instance at Gezabuso, Mnyandu, Xaluza I would not know, because at that time we were
just deployed there, and I wouldn't say whether Ntombela was not there. The last time I saw
Ntombela was when they went into a certain house and they pointed us at a certain direction. So I
would not know what actually happened, because when we came back the houses had been burnt. We left
a trail of destruction. I wouldn't say whether it was planned or not.
/What

NKOSI NELSON SHABANGU (Sworn, States)
MR SINGH: Thank you, Mr Shabangu, you may be seated. Just for the record do you wish to testify in
Zulu or in English or Afrikaans? I am aware that at this stage there is no Afrikaans interpreter
available, however. --- I want to render my testimony in Afrikaans. If it's easier I would give my
testimony in English.
Yes, so you are prepared to go ahead in English then? --- That's correct.
Thank you. Mr Shabangu, just as an introduction, can you tell this Commission where you have
served, or the various departments in which you have served in the South African Police? --- I
would first start by telling you when I started working for the police services.
Do you want to testify in Zulu?
MR LYSTER: Please settle down. The witness is going to testify in which language, Mr Singh?
MR SINGH: I'll clarify that, Mr Commissioner. Now, Mr Shabangu, do you want to testify in English
or in Zulu then? --- I am going to testify in Engels.
In English? --- That's correct.
He will attempt to proceed in English then, Mr Commissioner.
INTERPRETER: Please be quiet. This is a very important moment, an emotional moment in our history.
Could you please keep quiet and listen. Contain yourselves please. We cannot hear. The technicians
shall fix the problem.
MR SINGH: Yes, Mr Shabangu, the Commissioner asks that you just speak a little bit louder so that
the people can hear you at the back. --- Okay. Firstly I'm going to start to say I feel very happy
now on this moment. All
/the time
the time when I was working on the police services there was no chance to come forward. The certain
place when I was working, I was working at different places of branches. Firstly I was working at
Riot Unit No 8, and then secondly I worked at Internal Security Branch, and the third one I was
working at Murder & Robbery, and then fourthly I was working at the Uniform Branch.
MR LYSTER: Are they not hearing him?
INTERPRETER: Maybe if you can express yourself in Zulu. Can you speak Zulu, Mr Shabangu? --- I do
not understand it properly. I cannot express myself in Zulu. (Pause)
MR LYSTER: All right, Mr Shabangu, you said that you - you just gave us a brief account of the
different units in which you served - the Murder & Robbery. --- That's correct.
The Uniform Branch, the Riot Unit No 8 here in Pietermaritzburg. --- Ja, I counted about four
different branches where I was working.
Please carry on speaking. I just want to check whether the audience can now hear the interpreter. -- Well, I'm going to put on this people's mind first why I came forward. I'm going to put a short
briefly on a firstly. The man who was a policeman was serving under our unit, Unit 8. That man was
killed. Because of this man was killed - this man was killed because of he killed one of the
commander from Pietermaritzburg. (intervention)
MR SINGH: Mr Shabangu, could I just interrupt you and ask you to - you're quite welcome to name the
people you're referring to. --- Okay, the man I'm going to specify here is Constable Ray Ngcobo. He
was killed because he
/killed
killed Major Deon Terblanche. That's why I put in the people's mind on this specific moment I am
sitting here - I am freely on the moment, but on outside - outside I won't feel free. I am going to
start firstly on this - during 1990, March. That specific time I was working at Security Branch. On
one day at one stage a certain man came, that's David Ntombela, and he came to speak to one of our
superiors. On that moment I couldn't specify who was that. And he came to tell us that the ANC has
blocked the road of the Edendale Road. And our superior he told us we must out onto the area to
patrol that area. If I say our superior on that specific basis I refer to - he's a captain now at
the moment, Captain Brookes. We're doing the patrols during the time when he told us, and also the
part of the people from the unit. If I say the unit I specify the Riot Unit. On that specific
moment there was nothing happening there, and up to the stage on one day there was a bus coming
from town going to Elandskop. And there was a lady who was injured into that bus. There was a
youngster who was standing next to Mavulala bus stop, and he threw a stone into the bus. And then
on this stage we went to the scene and the specific man I was talking about, David Ntombela, told
the bus must go into the N3 side. That mean all the buses going to come to Pietermaritzburg they
must use the N3. The bus was using this road for quite a while.

Sorry, you're talking about the N3 now? --- That's correct. And up to this stage I was working at
basic again back at the unit. One morning I was sleeping at Ansonia Hotel and Special Constable
Duma approached me. That was round about early in the morning. And he told me
/I must
I must accompany with him to pick up the special constable. And because I know this man I put my
uniform on and I went with him. We already collect all the special constables from that ...
(incomplete)
Sorry, from which area was that, Mr Shabangu? --- I am talking about the Elandskop. By the time
when all the special constables was collected all them they have possession of shotguns.
Yes. Sorry to interrupt you yet again. What vehicle were you using, and about how many special
constables did you pick up? --- That was an Isuzu truck, and it was white in colour, and there was
approximately 25 constables. And we came down up to the stage where the area called Gezabuso. At
Gezabuso I saw a lot of crowd in front of the truck, and this group of people, a lot of them had
this assegai. And some of them they're wearing Zulu tradition things. And this man, David Ntombela,
he stopped the truck and he called this special constable by his name. Then he told him no one's
going to go down. All the special constables must get out from the truck. All the special
constables they went out of the truck with their shotguns. By that time they left into the ground
after the truck, and this Duma assist - he asked me to drive the truck now. I must follow them.
Well, I followed them on the gravel road, the road leading into KwaShange. And next to the school there's a school on the left-hand side if you come to the hill - there's where I parked the truck.
And they ran into the houses. By that time it was starting to be daylight. You can see the people
from far away this time. And there's a gunshot was carrying on. By the time the gunshot carried on
then
/I saw
I saw a lot of houses was burnt down. The house was burnt down by the special constables because
they were running watch to these houses. They were running watch to these houses. I stayed behind
to the truck because I couldn't leave there, up to the stage I pick up the radio, I call for the
assistance. But on this stage there was no vehicle around. And about a hour ago the red Husky came
there.
Sorry, Mr Shabangu, you mean an hour later? --- And he went past us, myself and to the truck. And
then the Toyota kombi came. That Toyota kombi I realised because I know that. That's a kombi was I was working with this member before.
Mr Shabangu, before you proceed, you mentioned a red Husky. Could you just explain to the
Commission the relevance of this red Husky? --- The red Husky was used before that Toyota kombi
came.
Used by whom? --- Well, there was a team was in form. That team was in form by the unit. I was one
of the team.
Yes, thank you, you may proceed then. --- And in this kombi, the Toyota kombi, there was Sergeant
Delport, Sergeant de Wet, Constable Mchunu, and a Special Constable Zuma. And they came close to my
Canter and then we talk. From there Duma came back to pick up this truck now and to put some goods
into the truck.
Sorry, can I just interrupt. What goods are you talking about? --- I'm referring to the television
and radios.
Yes. Where were these goods coming from, Mr Shabangu? --- These items was coming from the
/houses
houses what's burnt down. And also I realised some of the special constables and some of the
Amabutho they was chasing the cattles.
Yes, where were they chasing the cattle to? --- The cattle was carrying from the KwaShange area and
down to Gezabuso and up to KwaMafunze. And by the time when the Amabutho was fighting they was
taking the cattles, taking the items, and I realised there was another group the time when I
entered to the kombi. There was another people coming from Ezibomvini area. The man who was leading
those people his name was - I know him as Gavaza Khanyile. That's a man who's passed away already.
And he was belonging to the IFP that side. He was coming on the other side of Ezibomvini, and these
people with David Ntombela they were coming from this side, from Gezabuso. And I realised on this
moment all the people who are running down, they were running down into the valley, and they were
running down to Vulisaka, down to Edendale. And the unit vehicles came. Some of the vehicles were
parked at Vulisaka, far away from KwaShange. And on that moment there was no action was taking to
attend the scene. And from there we drive away from the kombis, we went to KwaMafunze area. That's
where the vehicle was parked, that Cantor, and all the items was inside there.
Sorry, the items you're referring to being the TVs and radios? --- That's correct. And on this
stage, while I was sitting in the Cantor, and these people carrying the stuff, and some people
chasing the cattle, I realised I saw one of the men what I know him. He was belonging to the IFP. I
know this man the time when I was working at Mqonqo area. That's Philip Powell. He was

/driving
driving - David Ntombela's son was driving the vehicle. That was a white Sapphire.
Sorry, just to draw your attention to your statement. You say Ford Sierra. It's paragraph 26. --Ja, Ford Sierra and Sapphire, I was thinking it as almost same.
Yes, all right. --- Well, the Ford Sierra is the old model, the Sapphire is the new model.
Yes, thank you, Mr Shabangu. And from there - and then Constable Delport and he recall everything
what is happening to the scene. He recall everything that's happening to the scene, and he inform
them back at the office.
Mr Shabangu, if I could just assist you. I know there was some disturbance at the beginning. Could
I just take you back to paragraph 25 of your statement, which you have omitted in your oral
evidence? That's the part where afterwards you contacted the unit, the Riot Unit, and asked them to
despatch vehicles to attend to the scene. --- Ja. On this moment in paragraph 25 there was a lot of
vehicles near the unit people.
Yes, what vehicles are you referring to? --- I refer the Unit 19 people. That is people coming from
Pretoria. And the Unit 8 people. But on this specific moment all the people was nominated they came
from the Unit 8. There was yellow vehicles.
Yes. Was there any discussion then between Mr Ntombela and the Riot Unit? --- On this moment I
won't say there was a discussion because I had moved on.
Yes, all right, proceed further then over the page. Can you carry on from there then? --- On
paragraph 28
/I nominated
I nominated where I saw this specific man. He came in from Ezibomvini. He was driving a Datsun.
Yes, and your paragraph above that? --- Which one are you talking - which paragraph?
I think you may have a different copy - paragraph 27.1. --- Paragraph 27.1. David Ntombela he spoke
with some of our members at the scene.
Please try not talk while the witness is talking. Yes, carry on, what did he say? --- David
Ntombela he spoke with some of our members from the Riot Unit. So you can see that paragraph 27.1.
Yes. Is there anything else you wish to add? --- (Incomplete - end of Side B, Tape 4) ... where
Duma took the Canter. From the school he drive it where these lot of goods was loaded in. In
paragraph 31.1, that's where the stuff was - TVs and all the items was loaded into the Canter and
was taken to KwaMafunze area.
All right, then does that conclude your evidence, Mr Shabangu? --- Sorry?
Are you finished now? --- That's correct.
--------------------Mr Shabangu, just to summarise, do you remember when this incident took place? You didn't give us a
specific date as to when this took place. --- I think I say from the beginning that was during
March 1990.
Yes, but do you remember approximately which day was it? Was it during this period that has become
known as the Seven Day War? --- On this moment I couldn't recall everything on a specific date,
because of I couldn't remember the date.
All right, but just to summarise your evidence. You
/said
said that you went with Special Constable Duma in an Isuzu Canter motor vehicle, you picked up 25
special constables from Elandskop. --- That's correct.
Where were they staying at Elandskop? --- They was staying in Elandskop.
Where? --- Some of them was staying in KwaMafunze.
Okay. --- Some of them was staying Emaswazini.
Okay, so you picked them up from their houses? --- They were collecting to the bus stops.
And then you went from there in that vehicle to KwaShange. --- Before we came to KwaShange that's
where we find Amabutho.

There's where you found Mr Ntombela and Amabutho. --- That's correct.
Mr Ntombela told them to get off the truck, is that right? --- That's correct.
And then how did - did you go from there to KwaShange? --- This is the same time when Duma assisted
- he told me I must drive the Canter and the groups of special constables accompany with the
Amabuthos and David Ntombela.
So did they travel in the vehicles - in the vehicle? --- No. They was travelling with foot.
On foot. To KwaShange? --- To KwaShange.
And then what happened at KwaShange? What did the special constables do? --- On KwaShange I drove
the Canter behind them, and approximately next to the school, there's a school next to the hill
there, about two kilometres from the main road, that's where some of the special constables and
Amabutho was running down to the
/houses,
houses, and some of them was running up to the houses.
And what did they do at the houses? --- Firstly when I realised - when I hear - I hear gunshots.
So you heard gunshots. --- I hear gunshot.
Coming from? --- They were coming from - the sound of the shotgun, because the special constables
were carrying the shotguns.
So did you conclude that the shots were being fired by the special constables? --- And they were
firing - the reason why I say that was them, because of some of the people were running out from
the houses.
Okay. And then what happened after that? --- From there there's where I realised to ask assistance,
because I didn't realise what was happening.
So you radioed for assistance? --- That's correct.
To your unit. --- To the unit.
And you waited for assistance to come. --- That's correct.
And you said that special constables came to your vehicle and put items which they had taken from
the houses onto the vehicle, is that right? --- Yes, that's correct.
Then you said that vehicles from the Riot Unit came and parked next to you. --- That's correct.
And you said that this was at Vulisaka. --- Yes. If I say Vulisaka, if I am putting this estimation
from Vulisaka to KwaShange, across to the hill. That's about four to five ks - kilometres away
where the incident was took place.
Did you have a clear view of the things that were taking place? --- Ja. I could see everything,
because
/that's
that's why I say there was starting to be daylight.
Then you said Mr Ntombela's vehicle came up with his son driving it, is that right? --- That's
correct.
And Mr Philip Powell was in the motor vehicle. --- That's correct.
Now, in your statement you say that Mr Ntombela he came on foot. --- That's correct.
And you said that he spoke to some members of your unit. --- That's correct.
And in your statement you said that Mr Ntombela said that the unit should not interfere with what
was going on in the valley. Is that right? --- That's correct.
Now, in the statement you say that the special constables continued to load items onto this
vehicle. --- That's correct.
And you said that you noticed that many of the houses below you were burning, is that right. --That's correct, ja.
Now, where did the truck go from there? --- The truck left the scene at KwaShange and then he left
to KwaMafunze. If I say KwaMafunze, that's where I realised David Ntombela was staying.

Who drove the truck? --- That was Constable Duma.
Now, you said in your statement that you saw the special constables driving cattle as well. --That's correct.
Where did they drive the cattle? --- The cattle was taken down to same place where the truck was
parked. If I say same place, it's by David Ntombela's house.
So the truck with all the stolen goods on and the
/cattle
cattle were taken to Mr Ntombela's house. --- That's correct. That's where I last I saw the thing
was parked, and the cattle was there.
Now, where did you go after that? --- Then into the - so I say I jumped into the kombi, because of
the kombi was the people who I worked with then.
Were these people from the Riot Unit? --- That's correct, ja.
And where did you go? --- We patrolled actually another different area.
Did you make a report of what you had seen to your unit? --- On this specific moment I think my
superior on the vehicle he was busy on the radio. Well, I don't know if he recall exactly what he's
find onto the scene.
Well, when you got back to your unit did you make any report of what had happened? --- Ja. We came
to the unit, and the man I believe now he's the director.
Who is he? --- That's Colonel Meyer. He was a Colonel Meyer before. And then he asked us what was
happening there.
And did you tell him? --- On that moment the man was doing talking with this one, my superior.
Who was that? --- It was Sergeant de Wet.
Did Sergeant de Wet tell Colonel Meyer what had happened? --- While I was with him only brief him
halfly according to the scene.
So, just to summarise the whole thing, are you saying that the special constables attacked those
houses in KwaShange, fired shots, and removed items from the houses, and drove cattle away from
those houses. --- That's correct, so far as I saw with my eyes.
/Now, had
Now, had you worked with special constables before? --- That's correct.
Where? In Pietermaritzburg or in Mpumalanga, or where did you work with them? --- I can't recall. A
lot of places where I was working with them.
And what sort of work were the special constables doing? Were they doing ordinary police work? --Basic when the special constables arrive at the unit they was told - because a lot of them they
came from Elandskop. They was told - I don't know how can I put these words in Engels. "Hulle was
verduidelik om saam met die IFP te werk"
Okay, I'll just translate for you. They were told that they had to work with the IFP. --- That's
correct.
Now, who told them that? --- On that specific thing I can put on this point first. On this kombi
what I'm talking about, the kombi was informed by the unit. The only thing on this kombi they was
informed to assist the IFP. And these special constables - so I recall one incidence back also
where was Constable Ray Ngcobo, he was took out from the special constables to work with them
because everything what was done before he didn't like it. And he was put inside to work in the
garden.
So are you saying that the special constables were formed - or they were created as a group or as a
unit in order to assist the IFP? Is that what you're saying? --- That's correct as far by my
knowledge.
Because this is what has been told to us by other policemen. Captain Brian Mitchell informed us
that special constables - in fact he used the word that in
/Pietermaritzburg
Pietermaritzburg and Mpumalanga the special constables were the third force. He said that they were
specifically created and used to ... (incomplete) --- That's correct.
To assist the IFP and to eliminate UDF/ANC people. That is what he told us. --- That's correct, ja.

Is that also your understanding of the special constables? --- That's correct.
Now, did the people in your unit - did your superiors also have that knowledge and understanding? -- So far as by my knowledge, yes. I realised they were knowledge about it.
--------------------Mr Shabangu, you've - I am not sure whether I got you correctly. You spoke about your unit, that is
the unit working within Unit Eight, consisting of Delport, de Wet, Mchunu, Zuma and yourself. --That's correct, ja.
You were also a separate unit, as I understood you, and your task was to assist the IFP. --- That's
correct, ja.
Which Delport is this we're talking about? What's his first name? --- I couldn't remember his name,
but I believe he's working at the Vehicle Theft Unit.
And the de Wet? --- I believe he's working in the Suspect Staff.
Do you remember his first name? --- It's Willem de Wet.
Mchunu? --- Mchunu, only I think I know his initial. He's M M.
And Zuma? --- Zuma, only the name what I know
/what
what the people call him, they says Pay Zuma.
Pay? --- Pay Zuma.
Which police officer was in charge of the specials? --- Firstly this branch was informed at the
unit before Deon Terblanche was passed away.
So was - are you saying Terblanche was in charge of the specials as part of being in charge of the
unit? --- He was the commander of the unit, but the man was in charge of our section now was
Sergeant de Wet.
What was Tukkie van den Heever responsible for? --- I didn't hear this message.
Van den Heever, what was he responsible for? --- The only thing what I could remember - well, I
already make some statements, you're going to receive it later, about this.
Okay, we'll leave that question for the time being. At the time that you were at KwaShange, and the
members of your unit were there - now, by that I mean your specific kombi unit and the members of
the Riot Unit who were present. That was the same time that these people were bringing all this
property to the truck, is that right? --- You can just come again with this message.
Let me put it another way round. Were all the policemen that you were involved with who were there
at the scene - were they present when people were bringing back stolen property? --- From my
knowledge the kombi was present there, the members was working with me were present.
Was Mr Powell present at that time? --- He came there with a vehicle, but the time when he jump off
from the vehicle that's the time we moved from the scene.
/Where
Where did Mr Powell go to when you left there? --- Well, I don't know at the moment where he went
to.
Did he follow you to Ntombela's place? --- There was a lot of people there. You can't specify, Sir,
that man you saw him there.
Now, this red Husky of yours, you had previously been part of a unit as part of that red Husky as
well, is that right? --- That's correct, ja.
What were those members doing in the area? --- So, I can't confirm this point. You're going to find
a statement later concern to this.
Okay. Now, you started off your evidence by saying that you were sleeping at the Ansonia at that
time. --- That's correct.
And Duma asked you to accompany him. --- That's correct.
Did you know where he was going and what he was going to do? --- He already explained to me he's
going to pick up special constables.
So Duma's doing that was part of a bigger plan? --- According to my knowledge, the time when I

arrived to the scene, the thing was planned.
So, do I get you correctly that it was
forced those specials off the van? --everybody jumped fastly, when we meet him
school, and I saw that other group coming

no accident that you met up with David Ntombela and he
According to my knowledge the time when the people there, and also the time when I drive the truck up to the
from another side, and I realised that thing was planned.

Thank you.
--------------------/Mr Shabangu,
Mr Shabangu, apart from being in the same unit with that man you call Terblanche what were your
other associations with him? --- I can't hear that.
I say that there was a man called Terblanche who was in the same unit I believe. --- He was
commander of the Riot Unit.
What I am trying to say here, did you have any other associations with him apart from the working
contact? Did you know him very well? --- On this moment I will know him very well because he was
relative of my father.
He was a relative of your father? --- They were working together with my father before my father
passed away.
And so you became very close to him. --- That's correct.
Is he the one who brought you into this job in this unit? --- That's correct.
Is he the one who taught you to speak Afrikaans? --- No.
Where did you learn it? --- At home.
When you say at home you mean at the Shabangu's place? --- Ventersdorp.
Thank you. You said here in your statement, paragraph 30, "At some stage Delport had arrived in the
grey and blue Riot Unit kombi. He said these people caused a lot of nonsense and we should leave
them." Who were those people? Who were these people who caused a lot of nonsense? --- Well, by the
time when I asked them he referred to me for the people from KwaShange.
Who were those people at KwaShange? --- That means in other words there was a party of - those
people
/from
from KwaShange is ANC.
What did you understand him to be saying when he said that they were causing a lot of nonsense? --Well, on that time when he said that I realised exactly back where I was told to side on one side.
These cattle which were taken from KwaShange, what happened with them? Were they divided among the
people, Amabuthos, or what, according to your knowledge? --- Well, after the Seven Day War there
was a party was held, and there was a lot of cattle was slaughtered there.
Where was that? --- There was in between KwaShange and Gezabuso.
Did you people attend the party? --- Because we was invited there I also went myself.
Who invited you to attend the party? --- Well, the letter came back to our branch. It was addressed
to the unit.
From who was the letter? --- The letter was coming from David Ntombela.
How many officers attended the party? --- Well, I can put it this way. My section was there. There
was some of the people from another branches.
Did you know that the party was made out of the cattle which were stolen from other people? --- On
the specific moment when the thing was happening I didn't know that.
When did you start knowing about that? --- After the party was finished.
Okay, and what happened with all those other things which were taken, the ... (incomplete - end of
Side A, Tape 5) --- The truck returned back to the station
/empty.
empty.

Did the policemen get any share in that? --- Well, I couldn't say if they took it, or if they
didn't took it, or if the people took it. I believe on my knowledge they was helping the people
putting the things into the Canter. You can't help the person if you won't get nothing.
So you feel that they got a share? That's logical. --- According to my knowledge, ja.
And in paragraph 34 you say here, "We later went back to the unit, leaving the Riot Unit patrol
vans behind. Some time later the Plessislaer police arrived." When the Plessislaer police arrived
what did they do? --- Well, the people from Plessislaer they came to ask first what's happening
from the scene.
Well, I think I am going to leave the other question to Professor Simangele, 37.1. 37.1 which is
marked 33.1 on page 9.
--------------------Before I get to 37.1 please explain about Ray Ngcobo? You said at first Ray Ngcobo was killed
because he had killed Terblanche. Did I get you to be saying that? --- Yes.
And you went on, you said Ray Ngcobo got to a point where he did not like the things that were
happening and now they turned him to be the garden boy. Now, tell us about Ray Ngcobo, why he was
killed, and also why he killed Terblanche and why he was killed, and who killed him. --- Constable
Ray Ngcobo - I was just summarising, because on this specific moment I came for the Seven Day War.
/Oh, I
Oh, I understand you. You say today you are going to elaborate about the Seven Day War, you won't
touch anything about Ngcobo? --- I was just summarising because I am sitting here. I put in these
people's mind on this old - where are coming from, this old Government. I shouldn't be sitting like
that. That's the cause of the death of Ray Ngcobo.
In other words you say Ray Ngcobo was killed as a result of some threats. You know, to summarise
this thing here, he was threatened. No, I won't get any further than that, but I will continue to
ask you regarding paragraph 37.1, with regard to that paragraph. Maybe you will also say you were
just saying concisely, I don't know, but you've said you have difficulties of even falling asleep
at night, sleeping sound and peaceful. What you wish could happen is for you to forget everything,
the harassment, the torturing, and the killings that took place. Two questions with regard to this
statement. Firstly, is there some incidents that you found yourself being part of? --- Some
incidents I was involved with it.
Okay, I won't elaborate. Secondly, you go on to say you have difficulties in sleeping so sound at
night. Tell us, how is your health faring in as far as that is concerned? --- Each and every
evening when I sleep on my dream I saw some of the pictures of the people. And that's why I say I
want to put this thing past. Some of the families sitting here today they doesn't know where their
parents is. Some of them doesn't know where their children are. That's why I came today.
I understand, Mr Shabangu. There are two more
/things
things I will want to make comment on. Out of all the things that happened one will have to thank
you for coming forward. Many are hiding, they don't want to come and give testimony, but we want to
thank you in a special way that you've been so brave enough to come forward and disclose so much.
Secondly, we might have to refer you to the psychologists for your health. After this you should
ask the TRC staff as to how you can get there and so on.
--------------------Thank you, Mr Chairman, I've got a few questions. Firstly just to establish the dates. I know that
you said it's very difficult to remember the exact dates, but to have a better picture can I ask
how long after the IFP rally on the 25th of March did the story that you have just related occur? -- You refer to the IFP march that was in Durban?
Yes, I am referring to the IFP rally which was in Durban. --- If I am not mistaken I think it was
four or five days.
Thank you. My next question, you mentioned that the special constables were recruited probably
exclusively to help the IFP. Where were they recruited from and who recruited them? --- They were
recruited at Cape Town, at Koeberg.
I mean the areas where they came from. --- They came from Emaswazini, Mafunze and Elandskop.
And who was responsible for recruiting them? --- Well, the man that I know when I was at the unit
that time, who actually came several time at the unit, it was David Ntombela.
Thank you. You also mentioned the presence of
/Mr Philip

Mr Philip Powell. Can I find out his role there? Why was he there? Did he say anything, did he do
anything? --- Well, the time when he came with the vehicle, and then at the time when he get out
from the vehicle, that's the time our vehicle moved from the scene.
As somebody you knew fairly well, probably you have had - worked with him in the past, what is your
opinion about his presence there on that particular day? --- Well, I also put it this way. There is
a statement I've been already make it. I was working with him a lot of time.
Thank you. And also you made reference to the Canter truck. Can I confirm, did the truck belong to
the police? --- That truck was a police truck. It was coming from the unit.
Would you recall the registration number of this truck? --- Well, there's only one long-base Usuzu
truck was there at the unit that time.
Another question relates to paragraph 32 of your statement. I just want to find out about Mrs Gasa.
You made reference to her. Can you tell us more about her and the family? What happened to them? -- Well, by the time when I saw Mrs Gasa - I know her because I saw her several times. And then I
spoke to her, and then also I informed to the unit because her husband's working at the unit.
I presume they were staying at KwaShange area. --- That's correct.
Were they also affected by the violence that had taken place? --- According to what she told me,
and also she show me the house. The house was already start
/to burn.
to burn.
According to your knowledge is Mr Gasa still in the police force? --- That's correct.
Where is he stationed now? --- He's still stationed at the unit.
Excuse me for my ignorance. You mentioned Units Eight and 19. Which one is Mr Gasa? --- Well, the
time when I left that unit he was working at the kitchen.
Lastly - maybe it's a follow-up Professor Magwaza's concern - you mentioned that you want to break
with the past. Have you been advised or have you considered applying for amnesty? --- On this
moment the people are busy doing that.
Thank you, Sir.
--------------------I have one last question. I think you are disturbed. You appear disturbed and not peaceful. Would
you wish some assistance that would help you to get in touch with other people who also were
affected by you and harassed, tortured by you, so you may reconcile with them? --- There is some
people, and I'd like to say those people, maybe they're going to hear on the following statement.
It's very hard for me to pronounce that front of these people. Maybe some of them they's not here.
What I am saying is I am not expecting you to disclose here of the things that you did, but I do
feel that probably some of the people you should get in touch with them. That will be a sign of
showing remorse and reconciling with them at the same time. --- There is some people. I'd like to
talk to them, to explain them.
I was saying that so that we will suggest to you
/that if
that if you feel there is a need to do that you should come to us. The Truth Commission will enlist
some help.
--------------------Mr Shabangu, thank you very much for coming in and talking to us today. We know how difficult it is
for you, as a serving policeman, to come forward and tell us things that you and your colleagues
have done. You have said that these things haunt you, and images of the people that have died still
prevent you from sleeping at night. And, as my colleagues have said, this Commission provides a
forum for people like yourself to come forward and to tell the truth about what happened, and we
are glad that you are making use of that opportunity. Thank you very much.
---------------------
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---oOo--CHAIRPERSON: We welcome all of you this morning, especially those who have come
to listen to what will be said. We do trust and hope that amongst them there are
families who are coming to present their stories in front of the Commission, and
we do welcome each and every one of you, and we do appreciate the effort that
you are giving to the witnesses in terms of support.
It's our wish and desire that everybody in this hall should listen to what we
will say, and we have the headphones. This is what I am lifting up to you now.
For things to be conducted orderly we would request the ones who have the
headphones to listen properly to the instructions. There are channels, and there
is channel two for English, there is channel three for Zulu. As you may realise
for Zulu you won't be using channel three, it will come to the floor. For Sotho,
for those who are Sotho-speaking, we have four for them, channel four. Channel
four is for Sotho. Those are the only languages we have for you today.
One other thing about these headphones, for those who are already having some,
please do not take these earphones with. They should remain in the hall. They
are useless outside this hall. Now, we do request the audience to leave these
behind.

Without much waste of time and without much ado - we are expecting quite a
number of witnesses today - we will get started. Some haven't arrived, but we
will however get started. We have briefers amongst us. We have Mums, Thandwa and
Nomusa. They are standing right now, so please do contact them for any other
thing.
Before we get started I would like to introduce the
/members
members of the panel with me up front. On my right-hand side we have Mr Ilan
Lax. Mr Ilan Lax is the committee member of the Human Rights Violation
Committee. He is a lawyer or an attorney by profession. This is Ilan Lax. On my
left-hand side I do have Mr Mdu Dlamini, who is a member of this committee by
the name of Human Rights Violation. He resides in Durban. He is fairly known in
Durban, and also in the Church of John Wesley. The one who is currently talking
to you is Mrs Gcabashe, and also from this Human Rights Violation Committee. I
am a member of that committee, and I do trust and hope that now we may get
started, and first call upon the witness stand Mr - no, it's not Mr, it's Ms
Bettina Mdlalose. They will escort you up to the witness stand.
---------------------

/CHAIRPERSON:
CHAIRPERSON:
Mdlalose?

It

looks

to

me

MS MDLALOSE: I am.
CHAIRPERSON: Who is with you?

as

though

you

are

two

there.

Who

is

Bettina

MS MDLALOSE: That's my youngest daughter.
CHAIRPERSON: Is the daughter going to say anything today, or what?
MS MDLALOSE: No, we will assist each other.
CHAIRPERSON: Now that you are going to be assisting each other I would kindly
request - well, first of all I shall thank you for the audacity of coming in
front here in spite of what you have gone through, the atrocities, and today you
are coming to disclose and ventilate in front of this Commission, and that will
enlighten us as a Commission to know as to what transpired and happened. I will
now ask Ms Bettina to kindly stand up so she may be sworn in.
--------------------BETTINA MDLALOSE and THANDI MDLALOSE (Sworn, State)
CHAIRPERSON: Amongst us here the one who will be leading your evidence will be
Mr Dlamini. Now I hand over to Mr Dlamini. Mr Dlamini, over to you.
MR DLAMINI: Thank you, Chairlady. Good morning, Mrs Mdlalose and Miss Mdlalose.
--- Yes, how are you?
As the Chairlady has already welcome you I do wish to welcome you as well. I do
know that you come to this Commission with such a sad story, but the Commission
would like to know. Please lay your story on the table now. We will assist you
by way of asking questions as to remind you what you have written in your
statement, and also try to clarify things that are not clear. Now, please be
/free.
free. This is not a court of law, it's just a place where you want to come and
ventilate your truth. Maybe I should ask first how is the situation at home, or
perhaps your family structure? Do you still have your husband? --- No, he is
since deceased.
Amongst your children, not Simon's children but your children, how many are
still alive? --- I have three girls who are still alive.
What are they doing? --- One girl is working.
And the others? --- The one right next to me is the last one and is not working.
One other is married, the eldest one. One other died on the Sunday of this new
year, of the New Year's Day. He was sick.
Thank you for giving us your family structure. Please lay to the Commission now
Simon's family structure, your son that was killed. Was Simon married at the
time of his untimely death? --- No, he had children - or he had a child, but he
wasn't married.
How old is the child? --- You mean the one who died?
I mean Simon's child. How old is Simon's child? --- He or she is seven years
old.
Where is the mother of this child you are talking about? --- There she is. I
think my Mum is confused here. He had three children. I mean Simon's children
were three. The first-born is with us here, is amongst the audience. He is 17
years old, or he will turn 17 this year, and the second one is a girl, and was
born in 1981, and the third one I assume is four years old.
Did the child die at four years? --- No, all the children are still alive.

/You mean
You mean the last one is the four-year-old? --- Yes.
About the boy, what is the 17-year-old doing? --- He is at school.
On what standard is he? --- He is in standard five.
About the girl who was born in 1991. --- The girl is in standard four, and the
last one is at the nursery or the creche.
Were these children born of one woman, or perhaps different mothers? --- They
have different mothers.
Are they with their respective mothers? --- Yes.
Are the mothers working? --- Yes, they are, but the last one is not working. The
others, the two other ones, are teachers.
Thank you for enlisting help to the old lady. Please do that quite often. At the
time when Simon died according to the records, our records, he was 29 years old.
According to our records he was born in 1961. Do you agree with that? --- Yes,
we do.
That means in 1990 he was 29 years old. Does this correspond with what you have
there? --- Yes.
The old lady, according to our records, she is in 1930. --- No, she is 1934.
Something was wrong with her ID, however she is a 1934, not a 1930, but
according to the ID it's 1930.
Now, something was written wrong then. Let's go according to the Home Affairs
records. Now, we will go according to what the ID tells us. Do you earn pension
fund? --- Yes.
Besides that pension fund who supports you? --/No one
No one does.
Thank you very much for enlightening to the Commission as for the family
structure. I will now request let's get to the issue on the 19th April 1990 when
the police came to your home. Tell the Commission exactly as to what happened on
that day. --- The police arrived at night at about 12 midnight. They knocked at
the door and I asked, "Who are you?" They said they were police. I opened the
door. One came in and was looking for a boy who was attending school. Now,
that's my daughter's son. My son already had changed rooms immediately. Now they
started looking, searching for him. They could not find him. They went outside
and they asked me to open one of the rooms outside, and I told - I asked them
why should I open. And the police left. Two other police came. Well, they went
outside to get one white police, and they were almost breaking the door open,
and they shot instantly right in the bedroom.
Go on. --- They left and I went in the room. I found out that they had already
shot him. I tried to see if there were any signs of vitality and to no avail.
They came back again and said, "This one is dead, and leave him just like that."
And the neighbours came, and the police told the neighbours to go back and leave
this family alone. They called the police to take pictures of the corpse I
suppose. They came and they shot, they took pictures, and asked, "What happened
to this boy, for he was working at Checkers?" and they were laughing. And the
police asked, "Why are you laughing?" And they called the funeral undertaker to
come and get the corpse. Even today the door is still in that condition.

/Take
Take your time. We know it's a sad story, and we know you have forgotten some of
the things. (Pause) As soon as you have regained composure you may go on ahead.
Now the daughter is taking over. --- I will ask to say what I witnessed.
No, let's leave the old lady to complete her version, and after that you will
take over. We understand what she is going through so we will take our time. --They took him, and the following day we went to town, and we were told that he
was taken to Durban so the bullets could be extracted. It was on Thursday when
this transpired. We were told that he was in Durban, and the following week he
was taken back here in Vryheid after the bullets were extracted.
May you go on ahead. --- We were all over waiting for him to get back from
Durban. He was buried on Sunday after his return from Durban.
Were any things done during the funeral? --- Yes. We were disturbed quite a lot
by the police, because they came and gave us instructions that there shouldn't
be many people attending the funeral, only a certain number. When we got back
from the graveyard on that day they threw tear gas all around, dismissing the
crowd. And also in the bus some were injured, sustained injuries.
Is there anything that happened on that day of the funeral, or perhaps even
after the funeral? --- After that the captain came.
Please lift up your voice. You are not audible enough. May you be audible. --The captain came and told me that the case will be carried in Pietermaritzburg,
but he never came back to date, and as a result I don't
/even
even know how far the case went. I had never heard a thing.
Ma'am, according to your statement there are attorneys in Durban who were
enlisting help to you, who were handling this matter. --- Yes, I also went to
Durban quite a number of times to those attorneys.
What did they say to you about the verdict, I mean about the whole thing? --No, they never said a thing. All the time we've been there we would not find any
of the attorneys.
Now, when was the last time you spoke to the very attorneys? --- It's quite some
time. When last did we speak to them? It's quite some time. I think around 1992
or '93. I am not too sure.
Around '92-'93 that was the last time you went to see the attorneys? Since then
you've never got in touch with them, and the same they also did not get in touch
with you. --- We will get messages saying there's a - the case will be conducted
in Pietermaritzburg, and we were not supported in any way, financially and
otherwise. We will just get the message that there will be a case, and no one
took time to even come to fetch us or something.
Maybe I should ask you to add, or perhaps lay your version of the whole story,
especially the things that we ought to know as a Commission. --- On the 19th my
brother was off that day. At night the police knocked.
I am sorry, Lady, please just add on, just add to what the old lady has already
said, don't repeat the same story again. --- The police who knocked were two,
and we told them that my brother is with the girlfriend in the
/bedroom,
bedroom, and they went straight to the bedroom and started insulting him, and

said, "Open the door. After all you are not married. You are such a common known
Comrade." I had a baby then, and I had the baby on my back. I went outside. As
he was refusing to open the door the very two black police went to call another
white police, and told the police that - the white police that he is refusing to
open the door, and the white police kicked the door open and the girl ran and
flee. Suddenly the other police said, "Shoot him," and he was shot instantly,
and died on the spot. Upon his death ... (incomplete - end of Side A, Tape 1)
... and the police were called, and they came and carried on their duties.
Go on. Is there anything, old lady, that has omitted? --- On that day of the
funeral we were given instructions by the police that we're not supposed to be
over a certain number, or perhaps certain families, certain amount of families
should attend the funeral, and there were tear gas that were thrown, and some
people who attended the funeral sustained injuries.
Those who came to support you, to grieve with you on that day, where were they
coming from? --- The majority was coming from Newcastle and Pietermaritzburg.
One thing that I forgot to ask when I was asking about your family structure,
about the late your brother. Was he - where was he working? Was he working? --On that day he was off.
But was he employed at all? Was he employed? Was he employed? --- Yes, he was.
He was employed and working for Checkers Bakery, Checkers Bakery right here in
Vryheid.
/Is there
Is there any money that was received from the employers after his death? --Yes, for the children there was money that was allocated for them.
Thank you. You said at the time when the police came home your brother had a
girl with. What was the name of the girl? --- The name of the girl was Patha.
What is the surname? --- Ntshangase.
Where is Patha now? --- Patha is in Vryheid.
At the time when the police were shooting your brother what was happening? Was
your brother resisting arrest or something? --- Before the door was burst opened
there was an altercation, an altercation between my brother and the police
before they kicked opened, because for the door to be kicked opened they went to
call the other white police. But even before the white police came there was an
altercation between my brother and the police when they were arguing.
Patha, what about Patha? Patha was in the room? --- Yes, Patha was in the room
at that time.
Is there anyone who was around, or perhaps in the room at that very hour, who
may be a witness as to what happened? --- We also discovered after some time
when he was shot, because the boy that they were looking for was there. He may
be the one who could shed more light.
What is his
Nkosinathi.

name,

the

boy

that

they

were

looking

for?
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name

is

Where is Nkosinathi now? --- I wouldn't know if he is here.
I mean where does he reside? --- He is my sister's son, so we come from one
family.
That means any time we want to get hold of him

/that's
that's possible. --- Let me backtrack. According to Nkosinathi, Nkosinathi was
the one they were hunting for regarding the police that died. This is a hearsay.
We had heard that there was something that was happening in Bhekizulu City Hall,
and this police was keeping guard outside the hall, and Nkosinathi was one they alleged that Nkosinathi was one of those who were throwing stones to the
police, attacking the police.
Now, tell me about these boys. The boys who were implicated in this case, where
were they from? What was happening? What drew them to that scene? --- They were
called Comrades at the time, those boys, around the time of 1990. It was a group
of youths with ages ranging around 16.
Was there a Comrades meeting? What was happening? Enlighten us. --- I wouldn't
know exactly, but there was something going on, and there was this police
keeping guard.
Was that police belonging to the SAP or perhaps a security guard? What kind of a
police was he? --- He was not coming from the SAP, but was referred to as third
force. Special constables, not SAP. That was the kind of a police he was.
Now, the police that came home were ZPs or SAP? --- They were SAP.
Lady, before I hand you back - thank you very much to the girl for helping us.
Let me come back to the old lady before I hand you back to the chairlady. Have
you noticed that your health has been affected since this incident? Have you
also noticed that there are times when you remember your son and you burst in
tears? Also have
/you noticed
you noticed you at times drink a lot in an effort to try - trying to forget this
thing? --- Yes.
We do feel for you, and we are very sorry about what happened to you. Maybe I
should ask if there's any help or medical attention that you get? Perhaps do you
have sessions with the psychologist, pschyiatrist or so? Do you get any help
from such? --- No, nothing.
One thing that touched me is the fact that you are not over what happened to you
yet, and I do understand, but please forgive me, I'll have to ask this question,
because one of the intention or aims of this Commission is to give opportunity
to the people to open up and tell the honest truth, especially that in the past
because of the Government of the day people were not given opportunities to lay
their stories. This is why today we have people who are taking statements so you
may tell the community at large of South Africa about what happened, and things
that emanated out of that. This is why we have this day today, so we may listen
to people like you. But one other thing that's an objective of this Commission
is that after we have ventilated about the atrocities that were committed to us
is that we should reconcile as the community of South Africa at large. The
perpetrators, those who committed those atrocities to you, killed your son,
according to our records haven't come forth for amnesty, or perhaps sending us
to you for forgiveness. But one question I would like to ask is that, if today
those perpetrators could come forth and say, "Commission, because you exist
today, we would like to go and meet Mrs Mdlalose to ask for forgiveness," would
you be prepared to meet with the perpetrators? I know they
/haven't
haven't come forward, they have not even admitted an application for amnesty,
but still we would like to ask from you, to get a view from you that if they
come to you and ask for forgiveness would you be prepared to sit down with them,
shake hands with them, and reconcile with them? Would you be prepared to talk to

them? --- I don't think I will allow such an opportunity.
Thanks. Thank you for responding, because you just told us what you feel from
inside. But do not feel bad, but when they get in touch with us it's our duty
that we should get in touch with you. Thank you, Lady, I will hand over to the
Chairlady.
CHAIRPERSON: Thank you, Mr Dlamini, and we would like to thank you as well.
Before we get done with you I would like to ask from you, and perhaps ask Mr Lax
if he has something to say, or a question to ask.
MR LAX: Mrs Mdlalose, there's one aspect that's puzzling me slightly. The Zulu's
on channel three. Can you hear me now? Thank you. --- Yes, I can hear you.
The one aspect that had me a little bit puzzled is you spoke about the children
of your late son, and you said that the one child is four years old. I'm a bit
puzzled how that's possible. Was he four years old at the time your son died, or
is he four years old now? --- The lady was expectant, three months pregnant, at
the time of his death.
(Inaudible) ... six or seven, not four, because he died in 1990. I just needed
to clear that up. --- I think it's just an assumption that I made because he is
this old.
Thank you. Just one other aspect please,
/Chairperson.
Chairperson. Which lawyers did you see in Durban? Do you remember who they were?
--- It's Attorney Mlaba.
You never heard anything from them? You didn't receive letters or anything? --He used to send people telling us about the case, and at the time we will not
even have money. At times we will receive telephone calls.
Did you ever get a letter from them saying the case was heard on a certain day,
this was the outcome, and so on? --- The person who was active at that time was
Johan Mnyeni. He was the one who was forever getting in touch with the attorney.
Where is Mr Mnyeni now? --- He has an office here in town. I don't know
whereabouts down-town.
(Inaudible) ... a lawyer, or is he ... (incomplete) --- No, he is just a worker,
or he is self-employed.
(Inaudible) ... go back to this tragic day, and you've said that the police
first came, they looked for Simon, they asked where he was, and they were
directed to the room where he was. --- No, the police were not looking for
Simon, were looking for Mfana. They were searching using torches, and only find
that Simon's bedroom or room was locked, and they asked why was that room
locked, and we told them that it's because he has his girlfriend with. And they
asked to open - they asked Simon to open the door, and he didn't want to open
the door, and they started having altercations right then.
Just for the interpreter's sake, the word altercation means a fight, a physical
fight. You keep using that word altercation. What they had was an argument. Just
so that you're now using the right
/language.
language.
INTERPRETER: Oh, they were having an argument, not an altercation as such. ---

They insisted that he should open the door because he wasn't married anyway.
MR LAX: Now, I just want to try and see what you can remember of the crucial
time when he was actually shot. Were you actually there present yourself? --- I
couldn't come close, but I was standing by in the kitchen watching the whole
thing. There were two police who went to call the other white policeman outside,
and they told him that he doesn't want to open the door, and the white policeman
came and kicked the door open. When he kicked the door one girl ran away, got
out from the room and ran. These other police suddenly said, "Shoot him," and
they did just that.
(Inaudible) ... time passed between the time that they kicked the door in and
the time they shot as far as you can remember? --- The door was locked, and they
kicked it and it got opened, and there was such a loud noise soon after that. We
heard the black policemen saying, "Shoot him," and suddenly he was shot right
then. This took place within a short period of time.
Who actually did the shooting? Which of the policemen? --- It was the white
policeman who shot.
Now, you spoke about them looking for Mfana. --- Yes.
Is that Nkosinathi? Is that the same person? --- Yes, that's the same person. It
was the uncle who was killed.
What is Nkosinathi's surname? --- Mdlalose is the surname.
/Did they
Did they arrest Nkosinathi at that time? --- Yes. After that he got out from
under the bed and was taken into the van, and in the van there were a lot of
other youths.
(Inaudible) ... Nkosinathi. --- He was locked in the van and they started
calling other police to come.
(Inaudible) ... after this in the next while was he - how long was he arrested
for, and so on? --- Yes, he was arrested. This happened on Thursday night. He
was arrested Thursday night, Friday, Saturday, Sunday. On Monday I went to
rescue him and he was released on Monday.
(Inaudible) ... released? At what place? --- Right here in Vryheid.
(Inaudible) ... court, was it at the police station? --- It was the police
station.
(Inaudible) ... pay bail for him? --- Yes, I paid bail for him.
And did he go to court after that? --- They were all discharged. They were
released. They were never arrested.
INTERPRETER: The speaker is not coherent at all.
MR LAX: (Inaudible) ... find out was there a case for which they were arrested,
and were they charged, and what happened? --- That group of those boys we paid
bail for this one, and the case went on until it just ended in the air. That
case of the policeman just ended like that. We don't know the verdict.
Do you know did Nkosinathi have to pay a fine, or did he go to gaol for that
case, or was he just acquitted? --- My mum paid bail for him, R100,00.
We will try and find out. It's clear you're not

/sure what
sure what happened. Just one last question, Chairperson. Just one last question
please. These so-called Comrades which you refer to, what was their political
affiliation? --- They were ANC members.
(Inaudible) ... the late Simon. --- He was within ANC organisation.
Sorry, there's just one more question that's occurred to me, Chairperson. Did
the police find any weapons in Simon's room? --- Anybody has weapons in their
place, but I wouldn't know as to what kind of weapons he had, or if he had at
all weapons, because he wasn't given an opportunity - or perhaps he didn't have
an opportunity to fight back.
(Inaudible) ... ask you is you were present when they were there, when they took
the body out. They must have searched the room. --- When they fetched the corpse
Mfana got out, and when Mfana was getting out they searched under the bed, only
to find that there was an axe that was forever there.
(Inaudible) --- That is correct.
MR DLAMINI: Chairperson, sorry, I had indicated that I was returning to you. I
have one question that I forgot to ask. According to your statement you have
noted that some of the police who were at home that day when Simon was shot, Mr
Pius Buthelezi, Mr Mbuyiseni Mthethwa. Are they still police? --- Yes, they are.
Do you ever see them? --- Yes, both of them.
Are they still police both of them? --- Yes.
Do they reside here in Vryheid? --- We reside in this new location and they
reside on the other old location.
/Which
Which one is the old location? --- No, right here there's a new location, and
the old one was there for quite some time, from long back.
No, we just wanted to establish if they are still police, and thank you.
CHAIRPERSON: Thank you. One question I would like to ask you. What is your
grandchild doing? Is he working? --- No, he isn't working. He gets part-time
jobs.
According to you since that time when his uncle was shot what would you say? Do
you think that affected him a great deal as a person? --- You know, after they
kicked the door open Nkosinathi was taken to the van, and they came back to
assault the uncle.
Now still Nkosinathi - I am still referring to Nkosinathi. Was he affected,
psychologically so, or does he suffer, or does he exhibit signs of being - of
not being stable? --- He is okay. He is fine. He went up to form five with his
high school studies.
And after that he could not go on? --- No, he could not further his studies
after that.
One last thing I would like to know. You have admittedly said that they were at
the hall. Now, tell us about the community. How was the situation? Was it stable
or unstable? --- I don't know.
I am just referring to those days. Those days how was the situation in the
community? --- It wasn't stable at Bhekizulu, the community of Bhekizulu. There

was no stability at all.
Before then was there anything that happened or something? --- No, there wasn't.
Thank you, Miss Bettina and Thandi for coming
/forward
forward and sharing the story with us. We know that at the time of this incident
there were things that happened, people were shot, some sustained injuries, and
even during the funeral people will get hurt. Also it is known that the police
were not taking these things to task, and you wouldn't know how far things go
inasfar as the police were concerned. Now, this is a part we really feel bad
about, however we do thank you for coming forth and sharing this story. And this
is one way that will help the community, and even the police, to realise that
things like this and atrocities like these should not go on at all.
We have briefers here with us who are helping, and the one seated right next to
you will take you and lead you to other people who will give you help, and you
will be helped. And thank you.
---------------------

/CHAIRPERSON:
CHAIRPERSON: We will call our next witness, and her name is Lindiwe Francisca
Zulu.
One other important thing that we would like to announce here, or to tell the
public, is that there are people within ourselves here who were - who suffered a
lot of things, and we would like to tell you that there's a green curtain there,
and there are people who are statement-takers. So anyone who would like to go to
see them and give their statements will go and see those people. They are behind

that green curtain, and your statements will be taken there. We will keep on
taking the people to go there. We thank you a lot, and we can realise now that
there are people who are willing to go there and give their statements. Thank
you.
I would like to greet you, Miss Lindiwe. Before you can start relating your
story to us I would like you to stand up and swear.
--------------------LINDIWE FRANCISCA ZULU (Sworn, States)
CHAIRPERSON: Miss Lindiwe, I would like to notify you that I will be the one who
will be leading you, helping you to give your evidence. But first of all I would
like you to tell us about your background, family background, if you have
parents? --- Yes, I do have a mother. My father died when I was still young. And
I also have a child who was born in 1981, the 12th of June. He's a boy. 1981,
June 12.
Do you have brothers and sisters? --- Yes, I do have a sister and two brothers.
What is your sister doing? --- They are all not working.
/How old
How old is your sister? --- I am not certain about their ages.
Is she still at school? --- No, they are finished.
You also said you have two brothers. How old is your brother? --- They are all
old. I am the last-born. They aren't working all of them. No, I don't know their
ages all of them.
You said you were the fourth-born, the last one. --- My brother, and then my
other brother, and then my sister, and I am the last one. They are all not
working.
In other words you are four? --- Yes, two boys and two girls. I am the lastborn. I am working at Dundee Provincial Hospital.
What is your duty? --- I am a nurse.
Is your mother getting pension? --- Yes, she is, she is a pensioner.
Besides the pension
receiving? --- No.
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In other words your mother is receiving pension and you're also working, you are
helping them? --- No, I am not married, but I do own my own house. My son is 16
years old.
Is he still at school? --- Yes, he is in standard seven.
Now, we would like you to relate your story to us, what happened to you in June
1986. --- In 1986 June I was working, and I was from college. I was working at
the police. I was a wardress. I was working with Mr Sipho Zulu, who is also
staying at Sibongile location, at 766 Sibongile location in Dundee.
/You were
You were working with him? --- Yes. As we were working with Sipho my duties were
just to guard the female prisoners, and he was supposed to cook for female
prisoners and male prisoners. Basically these were people who were still on

trial, not prisoners. I asked them that I needed to go for training, and they
kept on promising me that they will send me to college. And then I left that
job, I went home and I stayed home. I applied for a job in nursing, and I waited
for the nursing college to reply me. I didn't go to the police station to
receive my salary, and while I was staying at home Mr Mathonzi - they used to
call him Drops - he came together with many white policemen. They told me that I
should appear in court. At that time we were fighting, or we were boycotting
rents. As we were boycotting for not to pay rent we said we didn't want to pay
rent, and Mr Drops Mathonzi came, together with white policemen. And when I
asked them why I was supposed to appear in court they said to me I must come to
fetch my pay, or my salary rather. Initially they didn't find me at home, they
found my mother, and they told my mother that I should come to the police
station to fetch my salary. And the next day my mother told me, and she said I
am supposed to go and fetch my salary. So I was happy. I took my mother with, we
went to the police station, and when we arrived there everything changed and
they told me that I was a suspect that I burnt Mr Sipho Zulu's house. And I
asked them when, and the police took me to Mr Joubert, who was a police at
Dundee Police Station. Mr Joubert called Flying Squad CIDs from Newcastle, and
they arrived, they took me. My mother asked them, she wanted to come with me.
They refused.
/They took
They took me to Newcastle Police Station. When we arrived at the police station
police interrogated me, and they told me I was going to tell the truth. Mr Gama
was one of the policemen. And when I asked them what was it in connection with
they told me I burnt someone's house. I asked them I didn't have any idea about
these things. They took me to Newcastle Prison. I arrived there and I stayed
there for a long time. They took me again and they interrogated me, and they
discovered that I didn't know a thing about whatever they were asking me about,
burning someone's house. Later on we were taken from Newcastle to Utrecht,
Utrecht Prison. There we never rested because those white policemen kept on
interrogating us, and in winter they would take us outside and make us stand for
sunbathing for 30 minutes. We were taken again from Utrecht back to Newcastle.
After days we were taken back to Newcastle Police Station. I asked them that
they should call Mr Gama. I asked Mr Gama why I was in custody, and then he said
to me I am a suspect that I burnt someone's house, and then I asked him, "Am I a
suspect or someone witnessed me burning someone's house?" And I told them to
call Mr Zulu. And then they said, "Did you have a fight with Mr Zulu?" I told
them no, I never had a fight. The only thing that happened between me and Mr
Zulu is that I refused to cook because he was supposed to cook. They released me
from Newcastle Police Station. I went back home. I was released in March. I am
not certain about the date, but it was in 1989. I was arrested in June 1986. I
was arrested in June 1986. I am sorry, I made a mistake. I was released in 1987
March. In 1987 November, when I was home, I heard that people who
/burnt
burnt the house were arrested. People who burnt Mr Zulu's house were arrested,
and those people were Thokozani Mthembu, Comrade Tororo Kayenda. It was Comrade
Thokozani Mthembu, Tororo Kayenda, and Comrade Mbuyiseni Duze. It was in
November 1987. I am not certain about the date. Those were the people who were
accused of burning Mr Zulu's house after I was arrested and stayed in custody
for nothing. One other thing. I left my son for nothing, and he was still young.
Up until today there's no attachment between me and my son. Even though I try to
do things for him he doesn't accept me. And I would like to know if is this the
truth that someone can be arrested and put in custody for nothing?
How old is your son? --- He is 16 years.
In your statement you related that you were tortured. Can you please explain to
us what exactly they did to you besides making you stand outside in the sun? --In Newcastle it was in winter. They made us lie down on the floor in winter, and
they used a mat. Utrecht I slept for three months on the floor.

Besides that is there other things that you've seen as torture? --- Yes, a lot
of things.
What else? --- Police who were trained as police - you can't take anyone to be a
police, you have to train someone to be a police. These people interrogated me,
and they've realised that I was telling the truth, but after that they kept on
harassing me. Like Mr Joubert from Dundee Police Station, he sent me to
Newcastle Police Station knowing very well that I didn't know a thing.
This Mr Gama, was he also a police? --- Yes, he was a CID or Flying Squad from
Newcastle. Gama used to
/ask me
ask me nicely. His questions were okay. I don't want to lie about that.
You also said in your statement that your son and yourself you lack an
attachment because you were separated while he was still young. --- My young is
not calling me Mum, but he is calling my mother Mum. Whenever he needs something
he goes to my mother and asks my mother to come and ask from me. And even when I
tell my son that, "I am your mother, you're supposed to ask to me," he is
telling me that he depends on my mum rather than on me. I took a subsidy house
so that I tried to console my son, for him to feel at home. He was five years
when I was arrested.
And you're telling us up until today from that time there's no attachment? --No. We are like siblings, not like a mother and a son.
How is he behaving? --- Before he was naughty, and ... (intervention)
How naughty? --- He wouldn't listen to me. Even if I tell him that he must come
back home at about seven he wouldn't listen to me, he'll come at eight maybe.
How is he at school? --- He is okay. He is intelligent.
Did you try to go and see psychologist? As a nurse you will have this
background. You and your son. --- No. I don't want to lie, I never tried that.
What about reverends or pastors? --- No, no counselling at all.
What about you, how do you feel? Are you still the same Lindiwe as you were
before, or this experience affected you a lot? --- Yes, it affected me. I used
/to be
to be a kind woman, but now I am very cruel and unkind.
You never tried to go for counselling, see psychologist? --- No, I didn't.
What about your mother, what is she saying when she realised that your son is
doing this? --- No, my mother is trying her best to show my son that I am his
mother, and sometimes my mother will tell my son to come to me to ask for
things.
When you were arrested you were never taken to court, there was no trial, or
what? --- That's why I am here before the Commission, because I was just
arrested and put in custody, but I was never taken to court. I would like the
Commission to find out. Thokozani Mthembu, Tororo, those were the people who
went to court.
Were they charged? --- Yes, they were charged, but they were discharged. Yes,
they are still alive, and if you need to contact them you can.

Do you have their address or their addresses? --- No, I don't, but Thokozani is
coming forward shortly.
We heard that you've been harassed for something that you don't know. One other
thing I have forgotten to ask, did you receive your salary? --- Yes, I did
receive my salary when I was in police station in Newcastle.
That's okay. I would give my colleagues a chance if they have questions to ask
you.
MR LAX: Sorry, just one question please. You were never charged, so under what
law were you actually detained? Do you know? --- Under state of emergency.
Thank you.
CHAIRPERSON: Thank you very much. What happened to you
/was a
was a usual thing that will happen to most people in South Africa in those days.
People were arrested not knowing what they did, and that's why we as a
Commission we are happy when we get people like you coming forward to relate to
us things like this. As you have told us that you and your son are having
problems, the lady who is next to you will help you, giving you contact for
counsellors and psychologists. Thank you.
---------------------

/CHAIRPERSON:
CHAIRPERSON: We would like to find out if there are any witnesses who have just
arrived to render their testimony? We will adjourn, have a short adjournment for
tea. What we would like to say here is that if there are any who have already
given statements, and knowing that they want to come forward to give the
testimony to the Commission, they shouldn't fear anything. But as long as they
know that they were to come forward to give the testimony in front of the
Commission I would like Mrs Msomi to meet with them. All those who knew that
they are to come forward to render their testimonies today, we would like to
meet with Mrs Msomi. And as we'll adjourn for tea we'll take a short
adjournment. for 15 minutes, from five to 11 to 10 past 11.
One other thing that I would like to announce to you is that tea only has been
prepared for the witnesses and their families. We do, however, apologise that
some of you who are present here we could not provide tea or refreshments for
you as well. I would like Mrs Msomi to show the witnesses and their families
where they will have refreshments, and some others may just go and bask in the
sun outside. Maybe we shall stand up now in respect of the witnesses as they
leave the hall.
HEARING ADJOURNS
--------------------ON RESUMPTION:
CHAIRPERSON: Maybe we should announce this, that we do have the statement-takers
with us here, and all those who will wish to give their statements, and knowing
very well that they have been tortured, should go around the building next to
the green curtain. That's where they
/will sit
will sit and await for the statement-takers so they may render their statement.
All those who would like to render their statements, there is a statement-taker
with us today, so kindly go to the left.
And we would like to put it to you that if there is anyone who would like to
have these things, the headphones, there is English in channel two, there is
Sotho in channel four, and there is Zulu coming to the floor. Thank you.
And those who have just arrived, and who will have to give their testimonies
today in front of the Commission, please get in touch with Sithandwa Msomi so we
may insert you in the programme. And we do trust and hope that those who haven't
arrived, they will arrive in due time.
Somebody is talking from the audience, and it is not audible enough, so we will
not interpret that.
The names that I will call now, if they are by any chance present here please
get in touch with Sithandwa Msomi, the ones that I will announce their names
right now. Constance Mbutho, Samuel Mbatha, Vusimuzi Duze, Michael Sihlako,
Selby Nene and Mpilondle Khanyile. I'll repeat, Constance Mbutho, Samuel Mbatha,

Vusimuzi Duze, Michael Sihlako, Selby Nene, Mpilondle Khanyile. If they have
arrived please do contact Mrs Msomi right here in front. Thank you.
We are about to resume now. We will kindly ask Prince Blessing Muali to come
forward to the witness stand.
Before we go on we have an announcement here. Those who would like to listen to
Sotho please let us see you,
/because
because we will only have Sotho when there is a witness
relating his story in Sotho. If there is anyone speak Sotho, or who needs Sotho,
please get in touch with Mrs Msomi, then we will make arrangements for Sotho. If
there is anyone who will come to render his or her testimony in Sotho please do
mention that you would like to have Sotho, listen to Sotho and speak in Sotho.
Thanks.
---------------------

/CHAIRPERSON:
CHAIRPERSON: I would like to greet you, Prince. You are with someone there. Is
she going to relate the story?
MR MUALI: No, she is not. She is my wife.
CHAIRPERSON: What's her name?
MR MUALI: Her name is Thabusile.
CHAIRPERSON: So she is your wife?
MR MUALI: Yes, she is my wife.
CHAIRPERSON: We would like to thank Thabusile for her support. We would like you
to tell us more - or first of all to stand up and swear.
--------------------PRINCE BLESSING MUALI (Sworn, States)
CHAIRPERSON: The person is going to help you in leading your evidence will be Mr
Ilan Lax.
MR LAX: Good morning, Mr Muali. Thank you again for coming. Before we proceed to
your story we would just like to get a few of your family details and so on from
you. We are pleased to see you have your wife here to support you. Please tell
us a little bit about your family. --- The one next to me is my wife, and we
have two children. The first one is 13 years old, the second one is five years
old.
What are their names and genders please? --- The first one is a boy and his name
is Sibonelo.
The second one? --- The second one is - her name is Gugu.
Do you have your parents? --- I do have a mother, and my father is late.
(Inaudible) ... us of your own family. Did you have brothers and sisters? --Yes, I do.
Just briefly, how many brothers and how many
/sisters?
sisters? --- I have one brother and I have seven sisters.
Now, the story that you're going to tell us about took place during 1990. --That is correct.
It is quite a well known story, and it made the newspapers and so. It is quite a
tragic set of events that happened during that time at Hlobane Colliery, which
is near to Vryheid. --- That is correct.
Please tell us what you can remember in as far as it affected you. Perhaps you
could start with a brief background of how you understand what happened there,
and then move on to what actually happened to you personally. --- I worked in
Hlobane from 1986. That's when I first joined the mine. When I arrived there
there was a union called NUM. After some few months working there employees were
killed. After they were killed it was after a meeting which took place in

Durban, and the union was disrupted, and the whites or boers who were there were
racist. Then I went and I talked to the elderly people who were the Zulus and I
tried to talk to them as to enlighten me about their views. This started in 1987
after the union had been dismantled, and I realised that we should fix
something, or we should have another union. So in 1988 I started recruiting
employees. I did this without anyone's knowledge, and I didn't want management
to find out about this. I started going to the elderly people, recruiting them,
and I realised that this union had now many members, so I went to the offices
because I realised that I was succeeding.
(Inaudible) ... were you recruiting for? --- This was the NUM. I got forms, I
recruited a lot of
/employees.
employees. In 1989 whites or boers started realising that something wasn't going
right, because they realised that employees were now taking up their grievances.
Most of them used to come to me and complain about the boers, and I would take
their matter forward. And in June 1990 I called a meeting and I told employees
that we should talk about the idea or the rumour that there's going to be
employees who are going to be dismissed. And then there was a rumour again that
I was supposed to be killed because I was the one who was causing havoc in
Hlobane. I wasn't scared because I had the support from employees. In August I
realised that boers didn't like the idea that there was a union, and boers
suggested that Xhosa-speaking people were supposed to be killed, because Xhosaspeaking employees were the ones who were causing havoc or who were the members
of the NUM. I told the employees to be brave. Some employees resigned because of
this situation. I reported the matter to Cyril, who was still a general
secretary. He held a meeting with the Iscor people in Pretoria. He had some
talks with Mr Howard, and they were writing each other letters, which I still
have today. And they said they were supposed to search the mine because there
were weapons in the mine, because these weapons arrived there because boers gave
them these weapons. Even though it was a secret, but we came to know about those
weapons. Boers denied this. And then later we realised that the boers were the
ones who were making us against each other. They succeeded, because there was a
belief at the end that the quarrel or the fight was between the Xhosa-speaking
and the Zulu-speaking people. There was a game in June 15 or 16, if I am not
mistaken. When I came
/back from
back from Newcastle, from the meeting with the union, I came to know that people
were about to fight, but some employees told me that no, it was nothing, it was
just words. In October I was about to go to bed at about 10 o'clock. I heard one
guy calling my wife, asking her where I was, and my wife said, "He is around."
And then he said did I hear that people have smashed windows, and then I said to
him, "No, I haven't heard." And then I woke up and I dressed up, and I took my
wife to hospital, where she was working. I saw a group of people coming towards
me so I ran into the bush. I tried to hide myself against the trees. I saw a
group of people who were with someone who hated me, and I knew that this guy had
targeted me. I saw him among this group of people. After they left I continued
going ahead through the bush. Again I met another group of people, and this time
they saw me, and one of them said, "Who is this one?" And I answered him back, I
said, "It's Prince." And then they said to me, "Prince, go ahead, because there
are people who are coming to abduct you." I knew the situation, and I knew that
the boers had people whom they were using, that they wanted actually us to fight
the Zulus and the Xhosas or the Sothos. I went on. It was quite a distance. I
went straight ahead to the police station. When I arrived there I found out
there were Zulus and the Sothos and the Xhosas as well at the police station.
That's when I asked the people what was going on, and then they said to me, "We
don't know. We were being waked up with weapons or spears." I couldn't find
anyone to talk to. We slept at the police station, and then they told us to give
our names. If you were Xhosa you were supposed to give your

/name in
name in a Xhosa list, and if you were Zulu you were supposed to give your name
in a Zulu list. The next morning I called the union people or members, and I
explained to them that people have died and this is what had happened, and at
the end I discovered that plus or minus 17 people were killed, and people who
were injured were plus or minus seven. Then I realised that there was no other
way to follow this case carefully, because people who were supposed to give me
more information on these things were people who were actually involved in these
killings. As time goes on I realised that I couldn't get any assistance from
anyone. Later on, as I was trying to pursue this, because I knew as well that
there was no one who was going to stand for these people who were killed, and
there was no one who was going to stand for the orphans or the widows. I was the
one who knew the situation inside, and I was the one who was responsible for the
safety of the employees, but I couldn't get any assistance from anyone. And
later I wrote a letter to Madiba, and Madiba took my letter to Mr Mafumadi,
Minister of Safety and Security, and Mr Mafumadi took the letter to the National
Commissioner, and he also forwarded the letter to Natal. I tried not to get the
situation out of hand, and the commissioner from Natal, when I met him - if I am
not mistaken I think his name is Mr Gerber - he told me that he can't find other
letters from the Attorney-General's office. But what he told me is that the
Attorney-General declined to prosecute, therefore he can't get the files of this
case. Therefore the situation was just left like that. And I am certain that the
boers were supporting this situation, and they also lied that
/employees
employees resigned because there was no procedure or formal procedures which
were followed as to resignations. We just gave our names as Zulus and Xhosas,
and what happened after that is that they gave us money after that and they told
us that at least we resigned. If your name appeared on that list it meant you
resigned. Later when we were in town on the 16th one boer came to us. We were a
group of Xhosas and Zulus, and this boer came from labour control after he was
reported by someone who was working at labour department that we were at the
post office. And they came to us and they told us that we can resign or we can
take a leave without pay, but that leave was not more than 21 days. I took 21
unpaid leave days. And then later we argued, me and this boer, because I asked
him why were we fighting inside the mine. We argued, we didn't get along well.
No one resigned at that time. I tried to get hold with group of 10. These were
the people who were chosen. I went to Mr Ngcube, because I knew him that he was
a secretary or a chairperson,a nd I tried to talk with him. And even though he
was known as someone notorious, but I tried to talk to him. He made some
arrangements that I should go back to the time, and a certain meeting was called
and I kept on contacting him through telephone. He told me I should come to the
office in No 1 office. This was the salary office or salary department. We
talked together with someone from labour department, and I went and met the
employees, and they said, "We are surprised that you wanted us to kill this
young boy. We know this young boy very well. We are surprised because this young
boy used to help us." And then I tried to report to the mine
/management.
management. This was before the 21 days were finished which I took for unpaid
leave. This happened when I was going to their offices. The boers were laughing
at my face and I didn't know why. And Mr Ntshangase told me that some people
have resigned. When I tried to follow this I discovered that also my name was
among the people who resigned. When I tried to find out how this happened they
didn't explain to me. I went to see the PRO office person and I tried to talk to
him, and he told me that there's nothing that he can talk with me, I must go and
see my supervisor because he's the one who refused to approve my leave.
(Inaudible) ... you're going into a great deal of detail about your dismissal at
the mine, and I wonder if we could just deal with what actually happened in the
end. From what I understand at the end of the day you were in essence dismissed.

They said you had resigned from your job, is that right? --- That is correct.
And you took this matter to the Labour Court as far as I'm aware. --- That is
correct.
What happened there? What was the outcome? --- (Incomplete - start of Side B,
Tape 3) ... were not fair. The Judge told me that I wasn't supposed to run away
because I am not Xhosa. The Zulus were killing the Xhosas. That's what the Judge
told me. I wasn't supposed to run away. Now, I am telling myself that I'll be a
lawyer for myself. I am still waiting for a date because I have also applied for
appeal. I also wrote for a condonation file papers. This will be heard in
Pietermaritzburg.
(Inaudible) --- That is correct. I am still
/waiting
waiting for Mr Martin from 'Maritzburg, because he's the one who is going to
tell me the response. They are still waiting.
That's Mr Potgieter you're talking about. --- That is correct, Mr Potgieter.
I want to just take you back a little bit to the time when this incident
happened where the people were killed. What you have described to us is a very
confused picture. Not in the sense that you are confused, but in the sense that
there was confusion on that mine. You describe a situation where people are
running away, and not quite sure what's going on, and the gist - these stories
of other people attacking them. Who was attacking who on that mine? --- I can't
say who was attacking who because no one knew who were asleep. I was also from
the hostel in that night. No one knew who was attacking who, but what surprised
me is that when I arrived at the Industrial Court the boers who were there for
the Iscor they said Zulus were attacking Xhosas. Yes, this was partly true,
because some people were known. I knew one guy whom I went to - when I went back
to the mine he said I was supposed to be killed. The one who was a police, and
who was told by some other people that I was supposed to be killed, he stopped
the van, the police van, and he put me inside the police van, at the back of the
police van, and he told me that my mother wanted to see me. But I had this
picture with me that you can't trust a police, but what I heard is that I should
get inside this van, this police van, because there were other people at the
back of the van.
You yourself weren't actually injured that night, is
/that
that correct? --- No, I wasn't stabbed, I just got a fraction in my leg, and I
went to see Dr Nel and he gave me 10 days' leave after I told him I can't go
back to the mine.
(Inaudible) ... I didn't hear the translation very well. What happened to your
leg? --- As I was running I got inside the hall, so I got a fraction on my leg,
my leg was swollen.
(Inaudible) ... a break, and this wasn't a break? --- That is correct.
You said that you were told you could either resign or take 21 days' unpaid
leave. --- That is correct. Mr van Rooyen told us that the management gave us
three options, that one, if you want to resign you can resign, and if you want
to take an unpaid days you can take those unpaid days, but it mustn't be more
than 21, and if you want to take a 10 days you can.
Was that 10 days' paid leave? --- (Inaudible) And the 10 days? --- There were
three options - 10 days to resign, and 10 days unpaid days, and 21 days unpaid

days. I came back before my 21 days' leave was finished, because I also asked
him if I can do that. He said yes, I can.
(Inaudible) ... why would you - why did they want you to take this leave? What
was the purpose of that? --- The boers realised that the situation was too
tense, and then they found us at the post office, Mr van Rooyen, and he told us
these three options that we were given by the management. So I chose the 21
unpaid days' leave because I thought when I came back the situation will be
calm. People were dying, so we were scared. People from
/Nquthu
Nquthu were killed, and they were carrying spears in front of the police. People
from Mondlo, people from Dundee, the same happened. Nondweni people were killed,
were killed by the people from Hlobane. Sometimes early in the morning on
Saturdays you will see them carrying spears, walking around with them in town.
When I went to Mondlo I saw other people who were working at Hlobane, and the ZP
Police were accompanying them to go and kill. At that time I had no position or
no place for me to sleep because I was scared.
Sorry, Mr Muali, when you say "at that time," what year was that? --- This was
in 1990, but this started in 1986.
(Inaudible) ... understand is this incident you're talking about with police
accompanying workers, when did that happen in terms of your story? Before the
massacre, after the massacre? --- It was after the massacre, weeks after the
massacre in Hlobane, because this happened in Hlobane for weeks, not just for
one day. People were being killed inside and outside the mine.
I want to just go back and look at this. The people that were killed, you said
there were 17 people as far as you can remember. Was there ever an inquest into
their death? --- That's what I want to know, if there was an inquest, because if
there was an inquest who was the investigator, and how he conducted his
investigation? And then again going back to the mine management and ask what did
they do, knowing very well that there were people who had weapons inside the
mine? And then again police, what did they do, how they investigated this? And
again go back to the Attorney-General. If he received the
/statements
statements from the police or from anyone what did he do? I never came to know
if the investigations were conducted properly, because if it was I would have
known. We know today that, for example, at Hlobahlobane people were attacked and
there are investigations being conducted. I still want to know who killed the
employees and what happened.
Do you remember, of these 17 people that died, what were their affiliations?
Were they union members, were they a particular ethnic group? --- I can't say
that they were Xhosas or Zulus, because some Xhosas died and some Zulus also got
injured. The only people I found in the police station who were injured were the
Zulus. I can't remember very well that from those people who died whether they
were Xhosas all of them, because I never got to know their names. Because the
situation was so bad that I couldn't find this information. I still want to know
who were those people who died, how were they killed. Were they shot, were they
stabbed? I remember one guy, Mr Malayishe, and even today his house was burnt.
Securities and the police who were there they said he was stabbed by someone,
and then a group of people burnt his house, and then they said when he tried to
escape one guy stabbed him using a spear. And then his wife as well was stabbed
- or rather he was beaten by a spear, not stabbed. When I went to the mortuary,
I went to Avbob mortuary, it wasn't easy for me to see or to recognise them
because their bodies was bad and I couldn't look at their bodies very well.
Do you know whether the union tried to investigate this incident at all? --- The
saddest thing is that

/when all
when all these things happened people from Newcastle who were in charge for
this, and they had more information about this, they left their offices. They
left the NUM as members. That's why today I am here. I would like to ask the
Commission to investigate this issue. I am telling the whole country that there
is such an issue. I gave the ITU people statements. I think it was in 19 - I am
not certain about the year, but I think it was in 1993. They came to me and they
told me that they were being sent by their offices, and I gave them the
statement, but up until today I got no response from them. I tried to contact
everyone who can help. My telephone was suspended because I was making a lot of
calls. Three people came, and they were driving a Government car, so I gave them
the statements because I trusted that they were going to investigate, but up
until today they never came back to me.
Mr Muali, we will do our best to try and track down these records. We will speak
to the Attorney-General's staff, we will speak to the ITU staff, and too go
through the court records here. We will try and give you an answer to the best
of our ability. --- I will be very happy.
CHAIRPERSON: Thank you. There is no other question. Thank you very much,
Blessing Muali, and we would like to thank you a lot that you've shown as a
brave man, and you do care about other people. You've shown this in your
statement, and you also mention that you were worried about widows and orphans.
You put your life on the line for this. You also tried and investigate more so
that you can find the truth, or so that you can try and make it
/right.
right. You tried a lot of things, and even today it shows that you came here
because you also aren't satisfied about this whole issue. As Mr Lax has said
that we, as the Commission, we will try and investigate as to what actually
happened about this case. We will also like to investigate and found out what
happened. Again I would like to thank you for being the way you are, for caring
for other people, and I wish that you become like that for the rest of your
life. We need people like you. We need more people like you who will stand for
the truth, people who won't be scared to lose their life for a just country.
Thank you.
--------------------CHAIRPERSON: As we are still waiting to call upon the next witness to the
witness stand we've just found out now that amongst us there is the Mayor of
Vryheid. Now, we will ask the Mayor to stand up, Mr Mtshali. We know that Mayors
are quite committed, but he has given himself time to be with us today and
listen to what the people have to say, and the grief they want to put forward to
the Commission. If there are any people with the Mayor, or perhaps distinguished
guests that we would like to know, please kindly stand up so we may see you. If
there are leaders or distinguished guests please stand up. Thank you.
---------------------

/CHAIRPERSON:

CHAIRPERSON: We call upon the next witness, who will be Bernadine Nkosiyeswe
Mwelase.
MACHINE SWITCHED OFF
ON RESUMPTION:
(Incomplete - start of Side B, Tape 2) ... who was getting married.
Right now with whom are you staying? --- I have a kid, a son of 17 years old.
His name is Nthuthuko.
How old is Nthuthuko? --- He is 17 years old. He just visited me last month.
Is he at school? --- Yes, he is at school. He is in standard seven. And who
comes after Nthuthuko is Thandeka. She is 14 years old.
Is Thandeka at school? --- Yes.
INTERPRETER: The interpreter could not get that.
MR DLAMINI: May you please repeat your question. The interpreter could not get
what you just said, and I also wasn't ... (incomplete) --- Nthuthuko is residing
with his mother in Gabini.
Who comes after Nthuthuko is Thandeka, who is 14 years old, a girl.
We were talking about Thandeka. --- I won't make mention of these other ...
(incomplete)
INTERPRETER: The interpreter still could not get that. MR DLAMINI: Please let us
be quiet. We have to listen to the speaker, and the speaker won't be audible
enough if there's noise. --- I have kids in East London. They don't even know
their surnames. In Pretoria I have kids as well. I have kids almost every
province.
Thank you very much, Mr Mwelase. I thought - I just wanted you to give us a
picture of your family. --- My /mum has
mum has part-time jobs and is on pension fund.
With whom are you residing? --- I am staying with my mum at some apartment.
Mr Mwelase, thank you very much for the picture you
have just painted to us. Please relate to this Commission about your arrest.
Maybe take us back to 1983, when you were in Botswana. Why were you in Botswana?
What were you doing in Botswana up to the time when you were arrested? I will
keep interrupting each time you say something. --- I was a police at Leeukop
prison in Johannesburg.
Were you a police at
(incomplete) --- Yes.

Leeukop?

Were

you

a

prison

warder

or

were

you

...

Yes, I thought so. He was a prison warder. ---Maybe I should speak Zulu.
No, we wanted to
came to Vryheid,
home, I saw this
was a sergeant in

be cleared there. --- It so happened that I got leave and I
at home. When I got home at my brother-in-law, at my sister's
man who was coming to rape my niece. There is Ntshangase, who
Vryheid.

Because we have so many witnesses we would like to listen to other witnesses as

well. Please be direct, don't beat about the bush, and just mention facts. Why
were you in Botswana? --- I wasn't politically minded. I just went to Botswana
to see if I could have any green pastures. I tried to be a citizen and I was
refused to be a Botswana citizen. I left the country on the 22nd - on the 21st.
On the 22nd I was already in Botswana. I was alone, I did not have any person
with me. The second time I got there and I was arrested. I was interrogated
there in Botswana because I had my ID, police ID. I said I
/wanted
wanted asylum, political asylum, but I could not get that.
Were you arrested becauSe you were in Botswana without permission? --- No, I
rendered myself to the police. After that they said perhaps I should join ANC at
Lobatse. There were prisoners in Lobatse who were telling me that I should join
the ANC. You know, it's good to be an ANC member, I may even get abroad. And PAC
is starving. I cannot afford to be affiliated with such organisations. Who wants
to be affiliated with such organisations that are starving?
How long were you in Botswana? --- There was a petrol bomb, or there was a bomb
that blasted in Pretoria. I was in Botswana then. I went to Zambia then.
At the time were you already a member of ANC? --- I was already a member then.
That was the ANC mission.
You went to Zambia? --- No, I went to Zimbabwe first. I via-ed Zimbabwe, Harare,
and then to Zambia. Oh, I went right up to Zambia and Lusaka. That's where I was
now. I was with Skeem, a certain boy, who was a Xhosa - and he also knew Sotho
by the way, the very same guy. He was old now.
Now tell me, you are a full member? --- No, I also went to Tanzania as an MK by
the way.
Where did the police arrest you? --- The police got hold of me right here, and I
already had weapons, guns, rifles, as an MK member. Right here around
Stillwater, that's where they found me.
Now, does that mean or suggest that you left Botswana to Lusaka, from there you
went to Angola? --- From Angola I went to Germany, and I via-ed Congo. Oh, I
went to Nigeria as well. I am so well travelled. I went
/to Italy
to Italy as well - East Germany, in Berlin, right inside there.
Now, tell us about your training as an MK. Where did you receive your training?
--- I received my
training in Angola. That was the basic training. Maybe I should mention that.
That was in 1983, and we had Eastern Front that erupted. Chris Hani took me to
Germany, or arranged for me to go to Germany.
When you were coming back to South Africa what was your intention, or rather
your aim? --- My aim was to fight the Government of the day. I was on a mission
of onslaught. You know, when I got here in Natal people were just in slumber,
they didn't know things.
Now, you came back to South Africa and you were sent by the MK leaders to
terrorise - to mobilise and train the units. Did you get any opportunity to do
that, or you were arrested even before you tried? --- Oh, there was a spy, a
traitor, who came by and all my mission fell apart.

Let me be cleared here. You say even before your mission could be accomplished
you got arrested because there was this traitor who spied on you? --- I already
had followers, disciples even then.
At Skippers Neck where you were arrested what were you doing? --- I was there
with my uncle, as my uncle was principal at a certain school, and my uncle died.
And I was still at school then. My aunt was a teacher there. Now she is in
Mondlo. This boy came as I was trying to open my bottle, my beer. You know, in
those days we were still using tin openers. And they said, "No, just wind it.
You won't have to use tin opener, you can just wind
/this lid."
this lid." When the boy came there I suspected he's the one who was a traitor
because he - his name was Jabulani Ndlovu. He is at Natal University in
Pietermaritzburg.
Jabulani who? --- Jabulani Ndlovu.
Is he the one that you suspect was a traitor? --- No, that's what I suspected at
the time, because we were both arrested and he had to lose his job as well. He
was a teacher.
Let's leave Jabulani alone as you say it was a mistake, he wasn't the suspect.
Tell us now about your arrest. How were you arrested? Explain. --- He was a
teacher at Nondweni, at Nquthu. He was teaching at Nondweni. He lost his job
because of me, and that was attributed to me. I was a police then, and it was
alleged that I was - oh, I was buying him clothes and stuff, supporting him.
Now, let's be direct about your arrest, because you claim you were arrested and
you were harassed in various ways. Now, explain to the Commission. --- Now, he
followed me to Skippers, to this place. They were searching for me in the
location, left, right and centre. There was a brother, my brother, who came to
Lakeside, the coloured suburb.
Who were the police that arrested you? --- It was Ngobese. He is on pension now.
He had a shop at Mondlo. Those that tortured me I will tell you.
It was Mr Ngobese and who else? --- They will say, "Where is Jacob's farm?" and
they were asking where my uncle was teaching, as to where is the farm, and I
will say, "No, I am just coming from the party." They arrested me, and I was
arrested by the Flying Squad.
/You were
You were arrested by the Flying Squad from which police station? --- Right here,
right from next to Checkers here in Vryheid Police Station by Beares.
They took you to ... (incomplete) --- It was a
convoy. I tell you there were more than 20 vehicles. They took me to Vryheid, to
the house, where I was undressed and naked, tortured there.
Who was assaulting you? --- They had covered my eyes, I could not see. I knew of
a guy called Getshwayo and Mfilisa, Mfilisa Mazibuko. I don't know if he'll kill
me maybe by mentioning of his name.
Amongst the things, inter alia, that they did to you, what else was done to you?
--- They arrested my mum.
How long was your mum arrested. --- They took me to Driefontein, and when I was
taken to prison I saw my mum, and my mum was right there, and I could see - they
tried to close the door even before I could see her, but it was late. There was

my cousin as well who was arrested, and Jabu, who was my brother and a teacher,
and Maseru, who had given me the mine weapons, bombs, because I was intending to
cause havoc here.
After they had arrested you they took you to Driefontein Police Station. --- No,
I just spent days here in this house. They will take turns torturing me. I could
not sleep. They will sleep and take a break, but I was forever and continuously
tortured. It was a black and a white. Mdletshe and the other he has just
mentioned were even better. They gave me a better treatment. Mdletshe and the
colleague would even grant me some time to rest, because I could just fall any
minute. I was
/tired,
tired, I wasn't getting some sleep at all. And naked by the way.
You've made mention of Mdletshe, that he was kind to you. --- Mdletshe - and
Warren Gunn is a white man,
Warren Gunn. Mdletshe is a black man. They were treating me kindly. He didn't
interrogate me.
I may have to say that we did contact Mr Mdletshe. --- He did not torture me in
any way.
And Mazibuko as well. --- Mazibuko tortured me, and Mazibuko claims that he did
not torture, but Mazibuko is telling a lie. He tortured me and called my mum a
witch.
What other things did he commit to you, Mazibuko? --- He will slap me, and I now
have a dislocation on my left cheek. I think the gums. I am a goalkeeper, by the
way, and ... (intervention)
Mr Mwelase, I am getting lost now. You are talking about soccer now. I thought
we were talking about ... (intervention) --- Oh, I was trying to explain to you
my dislocation. He will hold me this way, and slap me so hard on my left-hand
cheek. Right now I can't speak properly because I have this dislocation. He
assaulted me more than everybody.
We have noted that. --- And one white man could not give me water when I asked
for water. He took a stone and - he gave me water with so much salt. How could
one drink such water?
After that what happened? --- I was in Driefontein after that.
What were you doing in Driefontein? --- I was in the cell.
/Were you
Were you charged? What charges against you? ---(Inaudible)
Who were those people who came? --- Nkala from Kandla, and Jeff, the one they
are mentioning with
de Kock, together with de Kock.
What did they say to you? --- They promised me nice things.
The things that they promised to you that were so nice, why were they promising
those? --- They promised me that if I will be an askari then I will have a
house, and also sell my organisation. I said yes to them because my mum and my
family were not treated well, were not in a good state. You will think that when we talk infiltration you will think that I am your brother, and yet I am

the direct opposite.
Where were you working, or where were you sent to? --- I was sent to Vlakplaas.
That was my base. De Kock was a major then, before he was a colonel. I was
arrested in 1988, January 8. I got back to South Africa round the 11th or 10th
December 1987.
When were you an askari? --- It was '88 around June. I don't remember quite
well, but I was there for three months. I was arrested on February 8. Around
June 1988 I was an askari.
Where did you work? Was it Vlakplaas only, or were you sent to some also places?
--- No, I was travelling all around South Africa. I was in East London. There is
a farm that I know. They talk about Vlakplaas only, but you have to know other
farms as well. There are two others here in Durban, right here in KwaZulu-Natal.
Which ones are the farms in KwaZulu-Natal? Which
/farms are
farms are those? --- I don't know quite well, but they call it Waterlog. I know
it where it is, I know its location, and there's this other one as well next to
Umlaas Road when you branch to this road. I was there in
a big house, occupying a big house. That's when Mbeki and Sisulu were - Sisulu,
Mandela, Mswalethi, Govan Mbeki, Kathrada and Goldberg, and the seventh one did I count Mandela?
Yes, you have counted those. I am lost now. I don't know why you are mentioning
those, because we are talking about farms here. Now, where do they fit, those
people? --- No, I want to tell you that they were released from prison. That's
when I got a chance to resign.
You said your job as an askari was to infiltrate. What is that, what is
infiltrate? --- No, we have operations. You know, when we operate, when we are
coming to arrest you as a terrorist when you shoot we shoot back.
How would you tell if a person is a terrorist? --- There is an album, we had an
album. I also have a picture in that very album. That album had all the pictures
of people who were terrorists. You know, people will go there. If they were
missing their sons they will go to the police station to have a look at the
album, and that's when they will know if their sons were terrorists or what. I
was there as well, and my name was there. All the pictures had names. Now I was
showed - they showed me that album, and people were - people in that album, some
were coming from Cape and wherever, everywhere in South Africa.
Beyond looking at the album what were you doing? /--- There
--- There were traitors that were known that will send you to go and fight, and
when you get there you will be shot and die. We were using that album and
looking at the picture as direction. The picture will give us better
direction, and maybe it will happen it's a person I know in the picture, and we
will therefore infiltrate and try to go around the taverns and shebeens around
your area and book at the hotels and find out that you are around the
neighbourhood.
Thank you very much, Mr Mwelase. According to your statement you say your aim
for coming here to the Commission and rendering this testimony, you want the
community to know how you were used as an askari, and be given a second chance.
Is that what you are saying? --- Yes.
And again that you do miss your work as a soldier and your work as a prison

warder. What else would you like the Commission to help you, in what way? --What I want from this Truth Commission is that I should be known by the
community here in Vryheid, and the neighbours as well, even outskirts of
Vryheid, that I was coerced, forced to work. I think this is the girl who was a
traitor. I left her in Swaziland.
Mr Mwelase, we've heard that, and we are clear that you want the community to
know that you were used. --- And I haven't disclosed many things here because
your questions also are disturbing me as well. There are many and lots of things
I would like to disclose in this Commission, but due to time - and there are
people right there who could be saying, "There he is." You know, here there is
security, but outside there are no police,
/there's
there's no security, maybe anything could happen, lo and behold. Your questions
are keeping me short in explaining.
I think we have heard, or perhaps we've seen this
picture you've laid to this Commission, but my last question. As I am listening
to your evidence you are a person who we may refer to as one that was tortured,
and whose human rights were violated as an askari as well, but what I would like
to ask is that are you prepared to admit an application to the Amnesty
Committee? --- No, I only have to ask for amnesty from the community or the
people of South Africa, because even now I can't be employed.
No, that's - here we are just looking at how your human rights were violated,
but when you go beyond us now, as you also were an askari, and violating other
people's rights, now that falls under the Amnesty Committee. It may be wise for
you to apply for amnesty, and be careful now because there is a D-day on the
10th of May this year. After the 10th of May they won't be accepting any
applications thereafter. Now, you want to be careful about that, especially if
you want to take that decision as a former askari, because after that time your
application won't be accepted if you want to apply for amnesty. --- How will I
apply for amnesty, because I don't know?
We will explain to you. If you are willing please contact us before we leave
Vryheid. Even during lunch hour or even after the hearing this afternoon you may
come to us and we'll explain to you how to go about applying for amnesty. --Let me turn this thing around. I
/would
would like to see this traitor, as to how much was he paid and how many did he
sell or spy on? I know that there was a traitor behind me, and how much was he
paid for that and how many did he lead into this? And the last thing I
would like to say this. You - I would like to say everything at the court of
law. I am certain that the Amnesty Committee - I was a leader in MK, and I
trained many other soldiers in MK, and they came back and they were successful
fighters ... (incomplete - end of Side B, Tape 2 - continues on Side A, Tape 4)
... by the traitors in prison. I want you to investigate also how they used me.
And there are many that I arrested. Of the two that I arrested I could call them
in some ways.
Mr Mwelase, we have written down everything here, and we've written your
request. I have just advised you what ways to go about and when you can get in
touch with us whilst we are still here in Vryheid. I hand you over to the
Chairlady.
CHAIRPERSON: Mr Lax, do you have any questions?

MR LAX: Thank you, Chairlady. I have a few questions. What was your MK name? --I am Ephraim Mabwiya.
(Inaudible) ... I didn't hear very carefully. --- The-Boers-Have-Shitted.
What other names did you use as an askari? --- When I was coming back from
Angola they were calling me Gringo. That's a Swahili name.
Okay, so those were your three ... (intervention) --- Ja, these are our MK names
outside. And then the one ... (intervention)
What MK names did you use inside? --- Ephraim Mabwiya, The-Boers-Have-shitted,
and Chattanooga ...
/(inaudible)
(inaudible) ... reference by that time, because we didn't that there was an ID
... (inaudible) ... so it was written this, Jerry Mbulelo Hadebe, working ...
(intervention)
Just hang on a second. Okay. --- In Ivory
Chemicals in Newcastle.
Yes. --- Yes.
Now, after you'd been arrested for a while you became an askari, correct? --No, I didn't immediately become an askari.
I said after ... (intervention) --- I was forced.
Yes, but as an askari you would have used other names as well, not just your own
name. --- People who knew me outside knew me as Gringo. They referred to me as
Gringo especially in Vlakplaas. Those with whom I was in exile they called me
all those names, Mwelase, Gringo.
Now, you've mentioned to us the two farms in KwaZulu-Natal that you worked on.
You said there was the one near Umlaas Road and there was one near Umdloti.
Waterloo Farm you mentioned. Is that right? --- Yes, I worked there. I was
working with Colonel Taylor. I am surprised why they are only mentioning de
Kock, but Colonel Taylor was there as well, and Captain Botha. This child was
killed by Captain Botha, the one in this newspaper article.
(Inaudible) --- Yes, the short one, Hendrik Botha.
You mentioned that you worked on some farms in East London and Port Elizabeth. -- Yes, I went to Port Elizabeth for three weeks.
(Inaudible) --- In Port Elizabeth there is a
/place
place where the stolen cars are kept, and there is a house that looks like a
school. I spent a night there with a police who was hated so much by the
community of New Brighton. I was with him there.
Mr Mwelase, we've specially not asked you a whole lot of questions here today
because we want to have an opportunity to do that with you properly, and this is
not the right place. You must just understand that. Now, once we've had a chance
to talk to you you will have another chance maybe to tell your other stories.
Thank you, Chairperson.
CHAIRPERSON: Mr Mwelase, you are still with us here. Whilst you are still with

us we have heard your evidence as led in front of this Commission. Before I will
say anything I would like to emphasise on this where Mr Dlamini has said that as
we listen to your story it is imperative that you go to the Amnesty Committee,
where you will ask for forgiveness. You have already made mention of the fact
that you don't know how to go about to contact the Amnesty Committee, but the
lady seated right next to you can enlist help as to how to go about applying for
amnesty before the D-date, which is the 10th of May 1997. Am I clear, am I
crystal clear? What I will say to you is that as we have heard your name and
seen your name we could tell that you have been tortured a lot, and also you
were coerced to be one of the perpetrators, and this is the time when we want to
know all the truth about you, as to what your mission was, who was behind you,
and what were you doing. And we are very sad because there were times when you
were trying to rescue your soul and had to be a member of askari subsequently
and be a traitor. We
/have
have heard all that. We are sad to have heard that. As the Commission we are
trying to listen and understand people who are coming from your direction, who
were trying to protect the community and ended up being on the other side. The
last thing I would like to say, it looks like you may need to meet some people
from this very Commission who will advise you also psychologically. The very
same woman seated next to you is one of the counsellors also who may lead you to
other counsellors, who will give themselves time to sit with you and analyse
your situation and the trauma you have suffered. Because as I am looking at you
I think you have been highly affected also psychologically. Thank you. --- I
haven't mentioned other names, by the way, of the people who were traitors here
in Vryheid. I am frustrated, I must say.
Thank you, Mr Mwelase. Please try your best to get in touch with the Amnesty
Committee. Meet the counsellors as well. Thank you.
--------------------CHAIRPERSON: At this point in time we will adjourn for lunch. I will request and
also put it to you that lunch has only been provided for the witnesses and their
families, and all others we are - we do apologise that we did not provide
anything for you. Even the counsellors that are here to work with us today are
welcome for lunch. We'll adjourn now and resume at 2 o'clock. Before you stand
up, today is the day of the witnesses who have come to render their testimonies.
We will wait for the witnesses to leave the hall, but before that let's stand up
to show respect.
--------------------/CHAIRPERSON:
CHAIRPERSON: We'll ask people to be seated so we may be able to start and call
upon our first witness for the afternoon. We ask Jeconiah Mbele Mahlobo to come
forward to the witness stand, and Christina Matlombe. Before we continue maybe
we should verify the surname. Is it Mahlobo or Mahlo?
MR MAHLOBO: Mahlombe. I am Matlombe, the surname is Matlombe. Oh, the ID has
Mahlombe - Mahlobo.
CHAIRPERSON: Well, we'll refer to you as Mahlobo because that will contradict
with the ID. Some time in the future please do attend to this matter. We greet
you, Mahlombe family. Who is going to render testimony. Are the four of you
going to talk? Is it Jeconiah?
MR MAHLOBO: Jeconiah will render the testimony, and Christina as well will be
talking.
CHAIRPERSON: Who is Christina?

MR MAHLOBO: The other two are accompanying us.
CHAIRPERSON: Is she going to say something, the third one.
MR MAHLOBO: Yes, as well as the other one seated on my extreme left.
CHAIRPERSON: Maybe this is what we should do. Who have submitted statements? All
of you? All right, they have all submitted statements. Christina submitted her
statement, as well as you, Jeconiah, you have submitted your statement. Except
for the other two, they haven't submitted their statements. So the two of you
will render the testimony. May you stand up to take an oath.
--------------------JECONIAH MAHLOBO and CHRISTINA MAHLOBO (Sworn, State) CHAIRPERSON: Mr Ilan Lax
will lead you in your evidence. /I will
I will hand over to Mr Ilan Lax.
MR LAX: (Inaudible) ... to all of you. Mr Mahlobo, would you start off by
helping us get a picture of your family, and by that I mean your whole family,
in the sense that, for example, there was a brother of yours that was supposed
to give evidence who has a different surname. He isn't here at the moment I
understand. We'd just like to see how you all fit in together. --- It is because
when he was in exile he was using my mother's name. Khanyile is my mother's last
name.
Can you just start off with who were your parents? --- My mother is Alda
Khanyile. My father Armando Mahlombe.
(Inaudible) --- We are a big family. I have my brothers. I am the first-born and
Nelson is the second-born, Christine is the third-born, Victoria is the fourthborn. The fifth one is Rocky. He is now late. Magdalene is the sixth one. The
seventh one is Molly. I have just counted the ones who are still alive. And my
elder brother is the one who is late, the one I am here for. His name is Cyril.
Okay. So in fact, although you're the oldest at the moment, you were not the
oldest originally. --- That is correct.
From looking at these statements it seems clear to me that your family has been
politically active from a long time ago. --- That is correct.
Tell us a little bit about that just by way of background. --- Most of the time
I was inside the country together with my sisters. Police harassed me, or they
started harassing me in 1990. I have just made a
/mistake,
mistake, it was in 1980. They were looking for Cyril Bafana, who is my elder
brother. He was still alive then. And I was explaining to them that I didn't
know where he was. All I heard is that he was in Maputo. Police used to beat me,
harass me, asking me where he was, or his whereabouts. I was working at Hlobane.
That's where my story, the one that I am going to relate, started. I was working
underground for the ANC organisation. As I was working there police discovered
that my brothers were the ANC members. Then they started searching me or
interrogating me. As they were doing this they did this to all of us, together
with my sisters. They were beating us.
(Inaudible) ... stop you for a second. Did they arrest you to bring you in for
questioning? --- Yes, they did arrest us.
When was this, if you can remember? --- I am not quite certain but I think it

was in 1981.
Who was arrested with you? --- Christine and Victoria, and others like
Christine's husband and my uncles as well. I was staying at my uncles' places in
different times.
What's Christine's husband's name? --- Norman Ngema.
(Inaudible) --- Alphus Khanyile, and my uncle's wife. I don't know her name.
(Inaudible) ... quite a few of you from your family that were arrested, and they
arrested you to try and get information about your brother Cyril. --- That is
correct. But what they said to us was that we were supposed to give them the
guns and the bombs belonging to
/Cyril.
Cyril.
How long did that go on for? --- It took a long time. It was from 1980s until
1990s.
Cyril was killed in 1983, isn't that right? --- Yes, he was killed in 1983
because they arrested him at Dube. That's where they killed him. Even though
they didn't come back to us and tell us that they killed him we heard this from
other people who knew him, or who knew us. If I am not mistaken it was on
Wednesday when they killed him.
The way I am hearing you tell this you say he was arrested and then he was
killed. --- Yes, that's correct. They took me and they beat me, and they brought
me to Vryheid Police Station for interrogation.
(Inaudible) ... talking about Cyril now. --- No, he was never arrested.
(Inaudible) ... a shooting, is that right? --- That is correct, he was killed in
a shoot-out.
The impression I got from what you were saying earlier was that they arrested
him and then they killed him ... (inaudible) ... it was you that they arrested
... (inaudible) ... him. --- Yes, they took me, they interrogated me, then they
beat me. At that time Cyril wasn't here. He used to come inside the country to
do whatever he was supposed to do.
Did you as a
get his body
continued to
had no idea.
were

family get his body back after they killed him? --- No, we didn't
back, and what puzzled me it's that after they killed Cyril they
interrogate us or to harass us. That's when they discovered that I
What they discovered is that Nelson and Cyril were the people who

/involved,
involved, and that's why I was harassed. I was being harassed because of being a
brother of Cyril and Nelson. This went on until my family or relatives didn't
want to accommodate me to their places because they were scared of being
harassed as well. And other people as well were scared of me, or to associate
themselves with me.
Now, does your family know where Cyril's buried? --- No one from my family knows
this. This is what I would like to discover or to find out, because they used to
come and arrest me and harass me, and I wasn't in good terms with anyone because
of them. They destroyed my name everywhere, and after the killed him they didn't
know that I was his brother now, because they were supposed to come to me and
tell me that, "Here's your brother, we've killed him now." They continued after

they killed him harassing me, and now they were harassing me because of being
Nelson's brother as well. And they found out that Nelson came from exile. Before
they came from exile my mother died in Maputo. One policeman came. His name is
Filizo. He's the one I still remember his name, and he told me that my mother is
now late, and if I know about it. And I told him I didn't have any idea, and
then he asked me as to where the funeral was going to be. At that time the
situation was very tense. There were conflict between the ANC and the IFP. I
didn't know whether to bury my mother in Vryheid. And I couldn't bury my mother
anywhere because I was no longer in good terms with my uncle. So when they told
me this as I took this as a joke from them. (Inaudible) ... when did he come to
you and tell you that your mother had died? --- It was in 1990 October.
Did you receive information from ANC people that
/your
your mother had died? --- Yes, ANC had reported this matter to me. They used to
report matters like this early in time, so when these people came they just came
to laugh at me, as if they wanted to do something for me. I was angry, so when
they left it wasn't easy and it wasn't nice.
(Inaudible) ... over a long period of time you'd suffered certain kinds of
torture at the hands of the police. --- That is correct.
What sort of things did they do to you? --- They used to beat me, especially
white policemen. They used to make - form a circle and then beat me. They used
to use the back of their guns to hit me. They would do this until they were
tired doing so. They never arrested me. They used to take me for a day and
release me the next day, and then I would go back to my work, because I was
working at Hlobane at that time. This had implications at my job, because the
management at the mine were not happy about me. I was known as an ANC member,
therefore I wasn't safe at all.
(Inaudible) ... keep an appropriate distance from it, otherwise it's going to
get too loud and then the speakers will have a problem. Thank you. You were
saying the management had a problem because you were ANC at Hlobane. What
happened? Did you lose your job eventually? --- Yes, I lost my job, because
after that there was a fight or a conflict, the one that Prince who was here,
the witness who was here before me, told you about. I was a member of the union,
and people who were supposed to be killed was myself and other shop stewards. I
ran away, I went to Nkambule, because I couldn't go to
/my relatives
my relatives because my relatives were scared as well. Also my management didn't
want me.
So the sorts of torture you had were essentially assaults? --- Yes.
No other ... (inaudible) ... as far as you can remember? --- What actually
tortured me was my emotions. I didn't have a place to sleep or to go to. My
relatives couldn't take me. Besides being beaten I had no friends, because
wherever I would go they will follow me, or follow that place. They forced me to
work with them, to become a spy or an informer, and I told them I couldn't do
that.
Now, your wife was also at some point assaulted by the police. --- Yes, she was
harassed by police, because they never stopped. Even today they are still
harassing me. They still come to my place even though they don't explain to me
why they are there, but they do come. And I am not working at the moment. As I
am not working I have six children whom I am supposed to support, and what I am
doing to support my children, I have a shebeen at my home. I am selling liquor.
But still they do come, and you can tell that they aren't coming there because I
have a shebeen, they come there because they want to harass me. They'll harass

my children, they'll point guns at my children, even at my wife, and that to me
it's still a torture.
Where are these police from? --- From Vryheid.
Have you complained about this to anybody? --- Yes, I did. I wrote a letter to
Mr Mafumadi, the Minister. I think it was in 1994 I wrote a letter. In 1994 I
wrote a letter to Mr Mafumadi, but up until today
/these
these things they still occur. As I am talking to you I just wrote a letter to
the station commander to explain this harassment from police.
In your statement you told us
Hlongethwa. --- That is correct.

about

another

relative

of

yours,

Innocent

Who is he? --- He is my mother's relative. I am not quite certain whether my
grandmother and his grandmother are sisters, but he is my mother's relative. He
is the one who used to give us information about the ANC, or to be an ANC
underground member. In 1984 he went to Maputo. When he came back he came to my
place at Hlobane. We stayed there for two days. He was a photographer. And then
he came to Vryheid. When he went to Vryheid we never saw him up until today. I
never saw him.
He just disappeared? --- Yes, he disappeared. The police took him.
How do you know the police took him? --- I heard this from other people that he
was arrested, people who knew him, or who knew all of us. That's why I would
like the police to explain more about this, because Ernest left my place for
Vryheid, and then I heard that the very same day he was arrested by police, but
he never came back and I never heard what happened to him.
(Inaudible) ... let us have details of the witnesses who saw him being arrested?
Not now, you can do it later. It's okay, we don't have to do it right away. Now,
arising - in 1994 you said that - you confirmed what I had said that your wife
had been beaten up. --- That is correct.
You laid a charge about it. --- Yes, I did, but
/it never
it never helped because the people who were involved, or the perpetrators, were
police, and I gave statement to other policemen who knew these police. Therefore
nothing was done. That's why I eventually decided to write a letter to Mr
Mafumadi. They never paid me back for anything they've damaged in my house. I
gave them a quotation but they never paid me.
There's something I want you to clear up for me please. In your statement it
says that you received some money from the Firearm Unit, R1 000,00. We just need
that explained. How did that come about, or did it in fact happen? --- That's
the money that I received after I gave them a quotation. Because I gave them a
quotation, but it was more than R1 000,00 for the damages they've caused in my
house. What they gave me, they gave me R1 000,00 in return. But those damages
were more than R1 000,00. And the person whom I gave my statement told me that
it will take time, it will take years for me to be compensated, so I must take
that R1 000,00. So I told them, "I can't take R1 000,00 because the damages were
more than R1 000,00." They forced me and then I took that R1 000,00. I didn't
want to take the R1 000,00 because I knew it was less what they've damaged.
If you give us the names of those people we can always check that up with them.
Now, before we continue I must tell you that we have had some affidavits from
some of the policemen. If you'll just allow me a moment I'll just clarify which

ones. --- I would like to hear that evidence.
One is from a Mr Mazibuko, Mfilisi Mazibuko, who says that he is unable to
comment on this case because we
/wouldn't
wouldn't give him your name, and he therefore denies the incidents that
happened. So he basically says that he couldn't identify this case because we
wouldn't give him your name. Now, you spoke about a ... (incomplete - end of
Side A, Tape 5) ... and he will get an opportunity to comment on what you've
said. I just want to put that on record at this stage. --- If you can excuse me
a minute I would like to explain more about Mfiliso. Mfiliso used to harass me a
lot. He is the one who used to come to my house continuously. Even though he
never beat me, but his deeds were awful and unkind, and he wasn't so sincere. I
would like to tell you that he never beat me. White policemen, those who
arrested me, I didn't know their names therefore it's difficult for me to say
here that who were those policemen, but he is the one that can give you their
names because he knows them. And I still want my brother's body. I still want to
know where they buried my brother, because I need his body because we need to
bury him.
Thank you. Mr Mahlobo, you've told us that you've suffered certain health
problems as a result of this situation. --- That is correct. All of us. And I am
under medication, or I am taking medication. I have high blood pressure.
(Inaudible) ... dizzy spells and you get confused at times. --- That is correct.
Before I proceed on to the next witness is there anything that ... (incomplete)
CHAIRPERSON: Numzana Mahlobo, I just have one question. My colleague has covered
most of the things. You did mention that you are taking medication. Besides
taking
/medication
medication do you see therapists or psychologists with regard to this? --- No,
there isn't except for the medication.
Numzana Mahlobo, I didn't hear very well about your children. I heard that you
said you have six children. --- I have six children. The first-born his name is
Lindo. He is 16 years old.
Is he still at school? --- Yes.
What standard is he in? --- He's in standard nine. The second-born is
Makabongwe. Makabongwe is nine years old and he is in standard four. The thirdborn is Siphepelo. Siphepelo is eight years old and in standard four. They are
both in standard four. The fourth-born is Ponzanane, and he is seven years old
and in sub B. And Thulakwande is five years old in first year. And the last-born
is Sibekezelo, one year old. And I also have one child from outside marriage,
who is 18 years. I am not staying with her, but she is my dependant. I am
supporting her.
You said both of you and your wife aren't working. Did you try and apply for
pension? --- No, we never tried because we didn't know what to do or how to go
about to apply for one.
MR LAX: Thank you, Chairperson, and thank you Mr Mahlobo. I am now going to
speak to your sister, Christine. Good afternoon, Christine. We've heard a great
deal about your family from your brother already, and I won't canvass those
personal details any further. You're going to talk to us about things that
happened to you, and other things that happened to your other two brothers. Now,

you've told us that at some stage you were
/pregnant,
pregnant, and that you were then assaulted by the police during that time. When
was this? --- It was in 1981. Police came late at night at about past 12. They
took my husband at work at Hlobane. They came with him to my place. They took me
to Driefontein Police station, and then they took us in the early hours of the
morning to Vryheid Police Station, where they locked us in custody. Early in the
morning the interrogated us and they assaulted us. They asked us as to where our
brothers were. We told them we didn't know where they were. They assaulted us
and they kept on telling us that we were trained and we were used to go outside
the country. We didn't even have an idea what training they were talking about.
This happened from 7.00 am, and they used to make us stand from 7.00 until 5.00
pm, and they will take us back to custody.
Now, you said you were assaulted. How were you assaulted? --- They will slap us,
kick us, and they kept on telling us they need our brothers' whereabouts,
because our brothers were terrorists.
How long were you held in custody for at that time? --- A week, and after a week
they took me back home and they took Victoria. They said they were going to
interrogate Victoria. It was the same whether I was at home or in a police
station, because they were coming at home all the time. I was harassed badly,
and I got conditioned that if ever I would hear a car outside and I would be so
scared and I will think it's them.
Now, you said in your statement earlier that as a result of these assaults, and
obviously the tension that you were experiencing, that a few weeks later after
you
/had been
had been detained you had a miscarriage, is that right? --- That's correct.
After they brought me home where they took me I was sick, and then I started
bleeding. I went to see Dr Thompson and Dr Thompson referred me to hospital, and
he said I mustn't take a public transport, I must take a car or an ambulance to
hospital. And then I got a miscarriage.
Now, let's look on further at other things that happened. Just for the record
you say that your two brothers, Cyril and Nelson, went into exile in 1977. --That is correct. When they were doing all these things to us these two brothers
of mine were outside the country.
Now, you spoke about a brother, Makhafula. --- Makhafula is Cyril.
(Inaudible) ... confirming that it was in fact the same person. Now ...
(inaudible) --- They never came back to us and told us that they found him, but
instead they continued coming to our house. And it was Mr Mazibuko, and they
showed us a certain album and they asked us to point people whom we knew on that
album. I only pointed at my brothers because they were the only two I knew in
that album. And then one white man said, "Oh, I know him very well," but he
didn't say that they've killed him already.
Okay, if you're ready to continue. (Pause) I am not going to be very much
longer. As a result of these interrogations that you had you've told us in your
statement that you now suffer from high blood pressure, is that right? --- That
is correct.
You get headaches and your sight has been affected. --- That is correct.
/You've

You've also said that you have had problems with your kidneys from being beaten
on the sides. --- That is correct.
(Inaudible) ... frightened and anxious person. --- That is correct.
Now, have you had any medical treatment for any of these conditions? --- Yes, I
do get high blood pressure medication, but I don't have money to travel up and
down going to fetch the medication. My husband is not working and I am also not
working. Sometimes I am supposed to go and fetch my medication, but because I
don't have money for transportation I don't go there.
(Inaudible) ... to find out from you was about your own children and your
family. How many children do you have? --- I have six children, and my husband
also has one child from another woman.
Are you responsible for looking after all of
correct. All seven of them are staying with us.

those

children?

--- That

is

Once again just for record purposes, one of the policemen who was named in your
statement, we wrote to him, and - that was a Mr Ngobese, and we asked him about
a situation where you were assaulted at Battlefield Farm. That's the first
incident that you told us about. He denies any knowledge of such incident. --- I
gave all the names of the black policemen who were there. Not all of them
assaulted us. I just gave their names. But the white policemen were the ones who
were torturing us a lot, and I gave you the names of the black policemen because
that's where you can get the white policemen's names. And Mazibuko was the one
who tortured us.
/(Inaudible)
(Inaudible) ... do you any harm? --- No, he didn't, Ngobese and Gunene, but
Filisi Mazibuko did assault us, and one policeman who died at KwaNongoma. And
they also tortured us after he died.
(Inaudible) ... in your original statement. --- Yes, I did mention him even
though he is now deceased.
(Inaudible) --- He did assault me.
Just before I hand over back to the Chair, your brother Nelson, did he ever tell
you about what happened to him? --- There are a lot of things happened to
Nelson. They used to come a lot looking for him. They will kick our doors, and
we also laid a charge once, but we never heard the case. I got injured at my
eye, and they told me that they will come back because I laid a charge for his,
but they never came back to tell me.
(Inaudible) ... 1994 Nelson was arrested and he ended up in hospital. Do you
remember that? --- Yes, I do.
Did he tell you what happened to him? --- I can't relate exactly what happened
to Nelson, but what I can tell you is that they came and they took Nelson. So
they tortured him somewhere, I don't know where. I heard that he was put in a
tube, and his eyes are not working now because he was kicked or injured.
Just one question now to Mr Mahlobo, and this relates to Nelson. Did Nelson talk
to you at all about his treatment? If you don't know it's fine to tell us you
don't know. That's okay. --- I will just relate what I can remember. He told me
that the police took him and they assaulted him. He told us they assaulted him
badly. When I went to the police station the next day I couldn't
/see him.
see him. His ribs were broken. I can't remember which side, but his ribs were

broken because they were jumping on top of him. A lot of things they've done to
Nelson. I've never seen them doing this, but that's what he told me. The next
day when I saw him he was terrible injured.
Did you see him when he was in hospital? --- I went to hospital and I realised
that his eyes were blood red, and he couldn't go to the loo because when you go
to the loo you're supposed to put pressure, but because his ribs were broken he
couldn't do that.
Thank you, Chairperson. That's all I want to ask at this stage.
CHAIRPERSON: Mr Dlamini.
MR DLAMINI: Thank you, Chairperson, I have one question to Christine, and I
would like to tell you, Christine, that we have noted some of the things which
you've put down on your statement. Like you would need assistance from
psychologists or social workers, and doctors as well, and assistance to educate
your children. I would like to tell you that whatever assistance you've asked
for yourself you must tell the social workers, or the people who will be helping
you. And I will also like to tell others as well who came here before the
Commission that we've noted everyone's requests, and except that we, we are just
committee members of the Commission. What we will do, we will make
recommendations to the Government or to the President, and we will put forward
our views as to how to help the people, people like you. To everyone who came
forward here, they must know that we have noted everything. We didn't ask them
here because we noted these things in their statements. What I would like to
/ask you
ask you is that you said police are still coming to your place and they are
still harassing you. What type of harassment? --- They come to my house at night
and they kick my door sometimes. As I have mentioned that I was once injured in
my eye, that's because one police kicked me. They come to my house and they will
say they're looking for guns. The last time they were at my house it was in
November 1996.
Did you go and report this matter to the police? --- The November incident we
never reported it because they told us to wait, and they've also told us they
will come and ask why these things were happening, but they never came.
Do you know their names, the names of the police who came to your house and they
kicked your door and they also kicked you? --- No, I don't know their names
because they were boers.
And you said they were from Firearm Unit? --- Yes. There's one policeman who's
white who came with Hlatshwayo and Mdletshe. After November they never came
back. Yesterday they came to my brother's house and they said they were looking
for liquor. I have one other question to ask. I have a child who was injured by
police, and his muscles was injured, and I would like to know what to do. One
policeman threw a bottle and it cut his muscle. He did go to hospital, but
because his muscle was cut he's no longer well. He gets - the leg gets swollen
sometimes.
We will investigate this matter,
investigate it properly. Thank you.
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MR LAX: Thank you, Chairperson. I just want to, in
/relation
relation to the story of your brother, Nelson, just place on record statements
made by some of the police who you named - who he named, I beg your pardon. One
is Mr Mdletshe, the other one is Mr Westermeyer, the third one is Mr Mazibuko,

and they all deny any involvement in any assaults on your brother. I just place
that on record at this stage. --- We have witnesses.
CHAIRPERSON: One question to you, Christine. You said when you had a miscarriage
you were in hospital. --- Yes, I was in hospital, but I didn't tell the hospital
staff that I was beaten because I was supposed to go to police station and sign,
and they just threw a pen to us and they told us that we were bitch terrorist.
And I was so scared to tell the hospital people.
This child who was injured, did they do this deliberately? --- No, the child was
with other adult people.
Did the child go to hospital? --- Yes, he went to Vryheid Hospital.
MR LAX: Just one last question please, Chairperson. I just want to recognise
Veronica, who is one of the other sisters - or is it Victoria, I am not sure who was also arrested at the same time, and who has also made a statement to the
Commission. But, as you will understand, there are so many people who've made
statements we can't select everybody to come forward. So we just wanted to
acknowledge you and say we haven't forgotten about your story as well.
(Inaudible - end of Side B, Tape 5) ... be with them in this time. --- I think I
am the one who sustained most suffering, more than my brother and my sister
here.
/CHAIRPERSON:
CHAIRPERSON: What I would like you to know is that even though we don't give you
a chance to tell us your story we'd like to assure you that your statement is
here with us, and we aren't going to throw it away. We are taking it. What we
will do is that, as Mr Dlamini has just said, is that we will recommend these
statements, all of them. We aren't going to be selective, we're going to
recommend all these statements. We are going to put it in our report and forward
it to the President. Our duty is to collect all the information and make
recommendations to the President, then he will be the one who'll decide at the
end of the day. Therefore you mustn't be worried that you are not given a chance
to talk as your brother and sister have just related the story to us. Your story
will be equally before the Commission. We will look at the statement. We aren't
going to throw away the statement. It will also go into the reports which are
going to be forwarded to the President. What I will say now is that I would like
to thank you, and to thank your courage, and we've recognised that you were
fighting against any injustice, and you didn't say now that you were being
tortured or harassed and run away from the truth. You stood by the truth. And
we've also heard that other relatives were scared or they stood far from you,
but we would like you to understand and like them, because you have to
understand that people aren't the same, some people are scared, some people are
brave. Another aim of the Commission is that we like reconciliation and
forgiveness. Reconciliation should occur in everyone, even relatives, even those
who were scared. We will try and help you, and we will refer your case to
Reparation
/Committee,
Committee, and we will try and see what help we can give to you and your
children, more especially your children's education. Thank you a lot. --- Thank
you a lot. There's just one thing I would like to put forward before the
Commission. I would like the Commission to try and help us. (Pause) I apologise.
No, you don't have to apologise, you have to cry out if you feel like. --- I
would like the Commission to help us as to found out the body of my brother and
my mother's relative, the one who disappeared in the hands of the police - and
Innocent Hlongethwa, who's my mother's relative, and Cyril's body. And I would
like to tell the Commission that the police are still harassing us, and the
boers they are still harassing us even though it's not just us. They are
harassing the whole community in that farm where we are staying. I know that

this it's not just to us, but it's happening to everyone in the community there.
I don't know how far the Commission can try and help with regard to this,
because people in the farms are still suffering from the boers' hands, and they
are still forming some means of killing people.
Which farms are you talking about? --- Battlefield in Khambula. We aren't safe,
or rather we don't feel safe because we are known as ANC people, so we know that
any day they can come and do whatever they want to.
Thanks a lot for telling us that, because we can also try and see if we can give
any assistance as to make sure that you are safe there. This is very important
for the country, because at this time everyone is trying to reach
reconciliation. We have to ensure that the things
/that
that happened in the past don't occur again today and in the future. Thank you.
--------------------CHAIRPERSON: We have come to the end of the programme today, and we would like
to know if the witnesses have arrived, those we were expecting today they have
arrived, by the name of Constance Mbutho, Samuel Mbatha and Vusimuzi Duze,
Michael Sihlako, Selby Nene, and Mpilondle Khanyile? Have they arrived? Is it
possible that they are here.
INTERPRETER: Somebody is talking from the audience. The interpreter cannot catch
that.
CHAIRPERSON: As I have indicated earlier on that we have come to the end of the
programme today. Tomorrow we will resume at half past eight in the morning, not
at nine. I can see that people are tired now, and impatient. Let's wrap all of
this together. In a special way we would like to thank all of those who have
rendered testimony today, together with their families, and thank each and every
one of you for your time in coming to listen to the witnesses, your behaviour
especially. Before we stand up in closing we will ask Mr Dlamini, who is right
here in front, to pray. We will close in prayers.
MR DLAMINI CLOSES THE HEARING WITH A PRAYER
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---oOo--PROCEEDINGS RESUMED ON 1997/04/17
CHAIRPERSON: Good morning to you today. We would like to apologise. As you have
noticed that we are just sitting and no one is talking to each other I am sure
you are surprised what's going on. We are waiting for the witnesses. Seemingly
they aren't here. The only witness which is around is Mr Buthelezi, and that's
why we're still waiting. We're waiting for at least two more witnesses to come,
therefore we ask you to be please patient. Thank you.
MACHINE SWITCHED OFF
ON RESUMPTION:
CHAIRPERSON: (Inaudible) ... here with us who are taking statements, and we will
request that those who are here and who want to give their statements in, they
can see our statement-takers at that side where I am pointing. That's where they
can be seated. If you are here and you want to give in your statement you can go
there so that you can give your statement, and then come back and sit down and
listen to the witnesses who've already gave their statements. Thank you. We came
to a conclusion that we will go for a tea, and then when we come back we don't
have to go for a tea until lunch time. We're trying to save time because we've
wasted time already. Then we will go for a tea now, and then we will go on after the tea we will go on until lunch time, until 1 o'clock. We all agree that
this is the best solution we can come up with. It's better that we go for a tea.
It's now 10 to 10. I hope that at about 10 past 10 we will come back, or five
past 10 we will be back, and then we will continue from there until 1 o'clock,
until lunch time.
/As we've
As we've apologised yesterday that the tea has been prepared for the witnesses
and their families. The tea has been prepared for the witnesses and their
families and the TRC staff members, and those who are here to help, like the
counsellors and the briefers. Those are the only people who can have tea. We
would like to apologise to those who cannot get the tea. Thanks a lot. 10 past
10 we will be back. Thank you.
SHORT ADJOURNMENT
--------------------ON RESUMPTION:
CHAIRPERSON: Please be seated. We are about to begin. We will ask Pastor Zama to
open this meeting by word of prayer.
MEETING OPENS WITH SINGING AND PRAYERS
CHAIRPERSON: We have already said good morning to you. Maybe we should apologise
for the delay. We know our places are far apart, and we don't have our private
transport, we rely largely on the public transport. I would like to apologise on
that note. We have already started late and therefore we won't adjourn for tea

break, we will only adjourn for lunch. I am sure this will suit all of us.
There is one aspect that we would like to pay attention to. We would ask for
each and every one of you in this hall to pay full attention, listen properly to
the names, to the areas which they refer to, so that when we leave this place we
do not at all distort any message. Yesterday it has so happened that one of the
witnesses who came up to render his or her testimony, and at the time one name
was implicated, Siphiwe Nxumalo, and it happened
/that
that that very name was similar to the name of one of our prominent figures here
in Mondlo, and he got a telephone call that his name was implicated at the
Commission by one of the witnesses who was rendering his or her testimony. He
was very offended. I am sure you understand that when you receive anonymous
calls one gets offended. Fortunately we managed to sort that one out. We managed
to locate the person who took the message to Siphiwe, and we had to rectify that
error and we were able to. The Siphiwe that was referred to is not the one of
Mondlo. Please pay full attention, and if there is anything that you do not
understand at all do not go around and say your own version and give a
fabricated one. Please pay attention to names and attention to details at the
same time that you may not distort any message and give a fabricated version.
Without much waste of time we will call upon our first witness to come up and
occupy the witness stand by the name of Harriet Jabulile Mcetywa.
---------------------

/CHAIRPERSON:
CHAIRPERSON: Thank you, Mrs Harriet Mcetywa, for coming. Maybe we should first
thank you for coming forward to this Commission and render your own testimony
with regard to Michael Zolani Mcetywa, and which affects you directly. Before we
get started we will kindly ask you to stand up so you may take the oath.
--------------------HARRIET MCETYWA (Sworn, States)
CHAIRPERSON: The one who is going to lead your evidence is Mr Ilan Lax, and now
I will hand over to Mr Ilan Lax.

MR LAX: Good morning Mrs Mcetywa. --- Good morning to you.
We thank you for coming. I know you've had to travel quite far to get here, and
we're grateful for that. Now, just by way of family details, you have given us
all the details of your children, and you have two daughters and a son, is that
correct? Now, the incidents that you are going to tell us about happened in the
Pongola area. INTERPRETER: The witness is not getting any interpretation at all.
I don't think she hears whatever we say. --- When we got to Pongola - I was born
in Soweto, and we left with my husband to Pongola, and that's where we built our
home. We were there and the situation was stable, and after violence had erupted
now chaos started. From there my husband was being hunted by the boers, white
policemen, and boers from Piet Retief, Mahamba and Pongola were after my
husband. We never had a pleasant stay at all. He was working at a cotton firm
where he was a manager, and he resigned and started our own business. Because of
the harassment due to the boers ... (intervention)
/Please
Please just stop for one second. Sorry, we ... (inaudible) ... because what
you're saying has to be translated ... (inaudible) ... now if I can just take
you back quickly. You said that this violence erupted. What violence was this
and why did it erupt? --- This violence was caused by him, because he is the one
who started the ANC in the area, and the area was predominantly IFP. And from
there we experienced harsh life, and boers will come and raid our home,
searching for weapons. And from there he was being followed by the boers, and
the boers were forever after him, and therefore the customers, our customers,
were affected. They could not come to our saloon, because we were owning a
business saloon. In November 1993 there were rumours that he was going to be
killed, and he was no longer free at all from that time. And one time when he
was in town one man approached him and took a picture of him. He got back home
very worried about that action, because the person who took the picture of him
ran away soon after that. After a few days being harassed, and police searching
our home now and again, and scared for our lives, on the 20th, 1993, November,
one person who was working hand in hand with him as a secretary came to our home
to tell us that some men came to the business and told her that they were
looking for my husband and he will be killed. And we were frightened in that
fashion often, and on the 5th - I am sorry, on the 19th November he went to
visit the children in Swaziland. He felt so much in miss of them, and he went to
Swaziland and back on Sunday. And the bus strike erupted and there was a bus
boycott, and it was alleged that he was the one behind that. And they alleged as
well
/that it
that it was ANC behind that. I told him that maybe we should go back home in
Johannesburg because we are not at all at peace here, and he refused to listen
to me. We continued living in this area. On the 20th November 1993 Krish
Ndwandwe arrived, and he was relating his own story as well that there were
people trying to attack him, and he went to town. No, they both went to town
with Krish's wife as well, and when they got to town they left him at Ellerine's
Furniture shop, only to find that the attacker was there, the perpetrator,
following him. After a short distance he stopped to talk to someone there, and
the killer came behind him. And he looked back and saw this man, and suddenly he
shot, and shot the second time, and my husband fell right then. He was shot 10
times. That wasn't the end of the story. After that I saw a crowd of people
running, coming to my house, and yet in the morning he had told me that he
wasn't feeling so well, he was feeling depressed. And when he left, going now by
the gate, he stopped and waved at me, and little did I know that that was the
last wave. I went to town, because I saw people running, coming to my house, and
I was surprised what was happening. I wasn't too sure what was happening, and I
didn't know that that was the time when he will die. I saw a crowd of people
coming to my house, and they got in. I asked what had happened. No one
responded, but they told me that something of this sort has happened. I left, I

went to town, and he was lying down dead, and the boers refused me to come
anywhere close to him. He was shot at 11 in the morning right in front of the
Protea Furniture shop's personnel. I couldn't come any closer to get close to
him. I went back home and
/there
there was a crowd of people in my premises. I didn't know what to do. At about
11 - no, at 11 he was shot, and was left like that up until 6.00 pm. In the
afternoon I tried to go to the police station, the mortuary, but still they
refused me. And after that I consulted the family to let them know of the
tragedy. From that point we - he died on Monday, and on Wednesday there were
Comrades all over singing, and there was a white policeman that drove by and
shot at the Comrades using rubber bullets. At that time some of my relatives had
already arrived, but not all of them, and they took two of those Comrades who
were shot by the police. It was on Wednesday the 23rd. The two Comrades were
taken to Juba Hospital and were given preliminary treatment. We made
preparations for the funeral, and there were rumours that he was going to be
burned, his corpse will be burned and won't be buried the proper way, the right
way. Before the funeral IFP people slaughtered cattle in town, and were so
excited about his death, but I did say that God is alive, and one day it will
hit back on them. We went on ahead with the funeral preparations, and people
were not so free to come to my house to help us as we were preparing for the
funeral. However, some did come. On Saturday at about nine I asked the ANC
people, Senzo Mchunu, to provide security because I did anticipate trouble on
that day. On Saturday security indeed arrived, and they only had one gun. And at
the same time the relatives and the neighbours were busy peeling the vegetables,
preparing lunch for that day, and there were a few men who came in wearing
jackets, and there were five of them. They shot people, and people - some of
them ran away. And there was a police vehicle
/parked
parked by, and what amazed us was that the vehicle took off before the shooting
spree, and got back after that. I still thanked my God because no one died on
that day. After that the station commander of Pongola Police Station, Meiring,
came and was complimenting us about the house, our beautiful house we have. And
I was worried and concerned about the safety of the people outside, but he
wasn't worried about the safety of the people, which was a cause for concern.
Nothing happened anyways. On Sunday morning - because I decided that as early as
eight we will have the funeral so people will be free to leave earlier -we saw
three people approaching to our house, coming from a forest, and they were
driving a Ford Sierra with registration NO. And that car was driving up and
down, threatening to shoot, and there were helicopters and soldiers patrolling
the area and fortunately they were arrested, those guys. We therefore went on
with our funeral arrangements and we buried my husband. Relatives left and went
back to their respective places and I remained with my children and with the
three of us.
(Inaudible) ... you can continue. (Pause) You've told us about the funeral and
what happened. Now, after that we understand there were some problems. --- When
my husband was still alive he refused to give land to - or premises to the boers
for ANC offices, and he met with the ANC people ... (incomplete)
INTERPRETER: The interpreter did not get that.
MR LAX: Sorry, there's some confusion in the way what you've said has been
interpreted. Now, what I understand you to be saying is that your husband had a
problem getting premises for the ANC, and so he decided to use
/your
your garage for that purpose. Is that correct? --- That is correct.

Please continue from there. --- They used the garage for the ANC and in
preparation of the elections. Soon after that there were still rumours about me,
that I should be burnt in the house because I had turned my house into an ANC
nest. I survived still with my three children and one lady who was my helper.
Those days were bitter to me, and I do trust and hope that if I still had
parents I would have moved back in with my parents. The office went on and
continued, and they were driving their cars, passing by, and ... (incomplete end of Side A, Tape 1) ... children, and I called Senzo Mchunu in Empangeni and
told him that I was not happy at all, I would appreciate if he could make
arrangements for the security. Fortunately Senzo sent two boys by the name of
Sbu Shandu and the other one was Stanley Gcwabe. The third one was Simelane, who
was the one heading the office. The office carried on in spite of those
difficulties, and when the case was to be ... (inaudible) ... in March 1994,
when I arrived I parked my car in the garage as usual. I offloaded the stock
which I have bought for the saloon and I put the stock inside the house. The
next day I went to the case. It was in Pongola Court. When I arrived ...
(intervention)
(Inaudible) --- That's correct.
The person who was charged was Emmanuel Nkosinathi Mavuso, is that right? --That is correct.
Just for the record at this stage, is it correct that he was sentenced to 25
years in gaol? --- That is correct.
For the murder of your husband. --- That is correct.
Is it also correct that at present - he escaped while on bail? --- That is
correct.
(Inaudible) --- I never heard anything after that. The last time I heard is that
police were looking for him because he had escaped bail. In June last year I met
him in Vryheid in OK, and he saw me, I was with my child, and then he followed
me. I went to the police station and I parked my car there, and then he passed.
After he passed me I drove home. I went to the ANC offices, I reported the
matter, and I told them I wasn't satisfied about this case because I am still
feeling bad, it's still sad to me. From there I never heard anything up until
today. I don't even know where the murderer is.
Just for the record, the police are still looking for this man, and - it's not
clear how hard they're actually looking for him at this stage because he has
been seen in the area. Now you were telling us about having gone to the case.
You then came back from the case. What happened after that? --- Which case are
you referring to? Mavuso's case? When we were in court - we arrived there, and I
had no one accompanying me because people were scared to accompany me, they
feared their lives, and they thought that they were going to be killed because I
was known as a woman of ANC. I was with my daughter, my first-born, who is 17
now. We arrived there and we found Inkatha people inside the court. Most people
in there were Inkatha people, and they refused that ANC people should go inside.
I was the only one allowed. Inside people were swearing at me. The case was
remanded. I left the court. There were Comrades outside the court,
/they
they were waiting there in cars, and there were also buses full of Inkatha
members. There were many. There were buses from Dumbe, and vans. Outside the
court one person known as Zanda Hlangamandla came to me, and then he spit at my
face and he pointed his finger at me. I went back to the court because I was
scared. Police were just watching and doing nothing. One white policeman came
and he helped me. He pushed these people and I went to my car. I drove back
home. It was on the 4th of March. It was about 10 o'clock. I decided to drive
down to Swaziland to bring my children's clothes. I didn't sleep in Swaziland, I
came back. At about 9 o'clock in border gate in Golela I phoned the security, I

asked them how was it in the township, and they told me the situation was bad, I
must be careful. God protected me until home. I parked my car in the garage. I
went inside my bathroom and then I took a bath. After I finished taking a bath I
served the guys I was staying with, I gave them food. One of them noticed me
that I was troubled, and we all knew that Themba Khoza has just passed next to
my house and pointed at my house. He was together with other IFP members. When I
was inside my house these guys said to me, "Sister Jabu, you mustn't go outside.
Outside the situation is real bad." Police cars were outside from Pongola Police
Station, and kombis, about eight of them, with soldiers, Shangani soldiers, and
boers, and Inkatha members as well. They were in uniform. I took a pillow, I
went to my sitting-room. That's where I slept on my couch. I fell asleep and I
heard a knock at the kitchen door. When I heard this knock these guys told me I
mustn't go outside because the situation was real bad, and
/all these
all these people who came by kombis were surrounding my house. I went back to
the lounge and they told me to turn off the lights. I turned off the lights and
it was dark. Sbu Shandu got up the tree, climbed the tree, and the other one
went and stood next to the bedroom, the other one next to the garage. When I was
still lying on my couch I heard a gunfire hitting the front door. I got scared.
I stood up. A big hole at that door. I went to the bedroom, I took a telephone
and I made a call to the police, and the police told me there are no cars.
That's because they were the ones who were surrounding my house. I heard
gunfire. It was the guys whom I was staying with and the policemen. The gunfire
went on until 4.00 am. Other shots were coming through the windows at my house.
I lay down on my stomach and then they started throwing hand grenades inside my
house. I saw a fire from the sitting-room and the dining-room, and then they
went inside my child's bedroom. The house was on fire and I was inside the
house, I couldn't run outside. I went to the main bedroom, I opened the
wardrobe, I got inside. I heard footsteps and I could tell that they were coming
towards the bedroom. There was a smoke, fire, I was dizzy. I couldn't do
anything. And outside gunfire were still on. These guys were shooting the police
and the police were shooting them. One policeman got injured, a black policeman.
His name was Ndlovu. He is at Pongola Police Station. I went to the kitchen. I
was trying to get out because I was scared that even if I am inside I am going
to be burnt by the fire. When I got outside they heard that the door was being
opened. They fired at the door. I went to the refrigerator, next to the
/refrigerator.
refrigerator. I could smell the gas from the refrigerator, and I suspected that
it was going to explode. I went outside. When I was outside I was shot and God
helped me, protected me, because I didn't get injured. I went to a neighbour's
house. Outside my neighbour's house I hide myself on the grass. They tried to
look for me, they couldn't find me. Before all these things happened I took my
car keys with me inside my gown pocket. People stopped me in the morning to go
inside my house, but I refused, I went on, I checked my house. They also burnt
my saloon, my business, and it was the only income I was depending on. And what
I had in the saloon, the stock was about amounting to R10 000,00. I found a tape
in the yard, and boers were inside my house. They were about 20 of them. They
refused me to go inside my house, so I told them, "I am going to get inside my
house. This is my house." No one answered me. Senzo Mchunu came together with
security from Empangeni. He talked with these boers, and my house was burnt and
everything inside my house was damaged. I was left with the gown I was wearing.
I asked them to accompany me to the bank so that I withdraw some money and buy
something to wear. I decided to go back to Johannesburg. I went back to
Johannesburg. After that these security guys stayed there in my house. When I
was in Johannesburg I heard that they wanted to exhume my husband's body, and I
tried to talk to these security guys to make sure that they don't do that. I
stayed at home in 1994 after I left, because I left in 1994 April. I went back
to Pongola again after they burnt my house because I couldn't stay nice in
Johannesburg. My heart was back in Pongola. I decided to go back to

/Pongola.
Pongola. I reported the matter to Senzo. I asked them to look for a place for me
to stay. Then I decided to renovate two rooms of my house. I renovated that two
rooms. One lawyer from Pongola, his name is Plant, he helped me. He bought paint
and doors for me. I stayed there with my kids. Elections came and I was chosen
as a councillor. After that what happened last year in December, the Truth
Commission people came to take a statement. SABC people came to interview me
about the violence in the area, because I was one of the members of the ANC
there. After that I got threats that I was going to be shot and follow my
husband, and even my children they still experience harassment from Inkatha
Youth, and they still tell them that, "Who killed your father? You will follow
your father." And this thing is really tormenting my children. Even today they
aren't in a good situation. In December I went to Jozini. A 4x4, a certain 4x4,
powder blue in colour, followed me, and then it overtaken me. I slowed down. It
followed me until Jozini. At Jozini I drove to those people I was supposed to
drop there. I was suspecting this 4x4. I went to the police station in Jozini. I
noticed this van, and luckily enough when I went to make a call these people
were coming to my direction, but the phones were not working so I couldn't make
a phone call. Then I left. This very same 4x4 followed me, so they knew I was
going to go back to Pongola. There's only one route from Jozini to Pongola. They
followed me again, they tried to shoot me. They couldn't shoot me, they just
shot my car. I accelerated. When I got into the T-junction I found a red car
standing parked there and I couldn't overtake it, but I tried my
/best,
best, so I accelerated. When I got into the town I checked my car. I made a call
to Durban to the ANC offices in Durban. I couldn't get any assistance. I was
staying there unsafe. I continued staying under those difficult conditions, and
then I decided to stay there and die there with my children. In December a
certain guy, IFP member, was killed, and I wasn't there. When I came back I
heard that there was a guy who was killed, an IFP member. So I stayed there, I
didn't want to run back to Johannesburg. I said I was tired of running away. I
was tired of sleeping in hotels, and I have been reporting all these matters to
my own organisation, to other people, and I can't get any assistance, so I
decided that I will rather die here. One night I was sleeping with my children.
A kombi got there and they started firing. We woke up, me and my children. I
took my children, I actually threw them out the window, and I saw the kombi
driving back. And I took clothes and I took them to the boot of my car and then
I drove back to Johannesburg. I reported this as well to my organisation, but
there was no assistance.
Thank you, Mrs Mcetywa. A lot of the stuff you have been telling us about
happened really after the time - well, some of the later stuff happened after
the time that we can look at. We have allowed you to continue to tell that story
because it is a continuation of the earlier story. I just want to take you back
a little bit to clear up one or two things. Firstly with regard to the attack on
your house, you've said that a policeman by the name of Ndlovu was injured in
that attack. I can also tell you that from our investigations a white policeman,
a white
/defence
defence force - or a soldier was also injured. Were the people who were
defending your house - have they ever been charged in a court? --- No, they were
not.
Do you know why the police launched this attack at your house? What were they
wanting to do there? --- No, I don't know why they came to my house. They never
answered me back when I asked them.
What they've told our investigators is that they were wanting to conduct a
search for unlawful firearms. It seems a bit of a funny way to conduct a search,

to attack your house. Now, I understand that you have made a case against the
police through lawyers in Durban. --- That is correct.
Is that case for the death of your husband and the damage to your house, or
what? --- It is for the damages of my house. For my husband I couldn't because
the suspect or the person who killed my husband was sentenced.
Thank you. One other area I thought I would just clear up with you. When I asked
you about the violence and how it had started what was interpreted was that the
violence was started by your husband because he started an ANC branch in the
area. --- That is correct. (Inaudible) --- According to my knowledge he never
conducted any violence. He was always negotiating with people, and he couldn't
suspect that he has got enemies.
(Inaudible) ... violence started in response to the ANC forming a branch in the
area? --- That is correct, it was in response, because he was the one who was
recruiting members for ANC.
/Apart
Apart from the case against the murderer of your husband have you laid any other
criminal charges against the police or any other people? --- No, because I used
to report all matters to the people in Durban, and the Truth and Reconciliation
people came and took a statement from me. I am still waiting to know what to do.
Okay. Our investigators are busy looking into the case, and we are making quite
good progress in getting to the bottom of it. Thank you, Mrs Mcetywa, thank you,
Chairperson. --- There is one thing I want to tell you about a policeman called
Mkwanazi. He is the one who started these allegations that there were guns in my
house, and I also suspected that he was the one that was driving that 4x4 which
followed me and shot at my car. Even today I am not safe here in Natal. I am not
going anywhere, I am scared to go out.
Mrs Mcetywa, we did give Mr Mkwanazi notice that you had accused him, and
through his lawyers he has replied. He denies being involved in any conspiracy
to kill your husband, and he denies being involved in any activities against you
personally. However, his lawyers have asked us for more details, some of which
we refused to give him because we wanted to protect your safety, and they have
said that because we wouldn't give them more detail they could not answer the
allegations, all of them. So I just place that on the record at this stage. --I have to say this about Mr Mkwanazi because he is the one who usually came to
my house with this white policeman, and when my husband died, even though he was
working far from Piet Retief he was here all of a sudden. When my house was
burnt he was there. That's why I am saying I am very
/much
much sure that he is the one who was behind all this violence. And also Mr
Mavuso said the gun that he used to kill my husband he got the gun from Mr
Mkwanazi.
(Inaudible) ... further allegations about Mr Mkwanazi please. We are
investigating this matter, and we will be discussing it further with his lawyers
and with himself, and we want to give him an opportunity to respond to the
allegations that you have made. So I will ask that you don't say anything
further about him at this stage. --- Thank you.
CHAIRPERSON: Mrs Batshabulile(?), we compliment you for the courage that you
have above everything what happened to you, and you still have the courage to
come here and talk about these things. It's so sad to realise that before people
who tried to stand for the truth, and people who fought for justice, were so
unfortunate, were the ones who suffered most. At the time even the people we had
our hopes on that will protect us they failed us, because the way they went on
with things was not satisfactory to us. Even your children we do trust and hope

that they will be fine, and we can tell that they are brave enough because they
have stood all what has happened to you in the past. And we do trust and hope
that as we are entering into this new era, or rather have entered into this era,
the Commission will do its best to disclose of all what has happened, and tie
the past with the present and the future, and see how we'll go on, how will we
carry on in the new era. I would like for you to respond in as far as ...
(incomplete - end of Side B, Tape 1) --- Since their dad passed away they
experience problems, especially that we are destitute, and
/in the
in the place where we reside we from time to time encounter problems. Even now
this very term they are not back at school. I don't have money to pay for their
fees. Only the last one is at school. And the other one who is suffering from
asthma, each time he talks or thinks about his father he gets affected.
What about the one who is at school? How old is the child? --- She or he is 10
and he's in standard three. He or she is right here at Eshowe, and the other two
are in Pretoria since this year. Those are the ones I am referring to when I say
I could not pay for their fees. They are still at home and could not go back to
school.
We have heard that you lost about R10 000,00 worth of stock and other harassment
that you've made mention of. Tell us about you. How are you faring as far as
your health is concerned? --- I have suffered a great deal in the past. I went
to Baragwanath Hospital in Johannesburg and I got treatment from the doctors
there. I am still hurt inside, and I have this wound right deep inside. However,
I am faring better.
Have you tried to get in touch with the psychologists, those who look into the
traumas that people suffered? --- I haven't gone to the psychologist because I
have heard that I will have to have a certain amount of money, and money I don't
have so that has discouraged me. As for now I can't afford to consult with the
psychologist. I go to any general practitioner for a day's treatment and that's
all.
We will kindly ask you to get in touch with the briefers. The lady seated right
on your left will help you and advise you as to how to go about to receive help.
/Even
Even your children need attention, and we are concerned that you get in touch
with the briefer so you get all that help. Thank you for your bravery, and also
thank you for standing for the truth, and for being so determined and coming up
to this Commission and render your testimony. Yes, these things did transpire.
We know about those things and we do trust and hope that in the future things
like that won't emanate again. Thank you.
---------------------

/CHAIRPERSON:
CHAIRPERSON: Our next witness is B J Buthelezi, and may he come to the witness
stand. Good morning, Mr Buthelezi.
MR BUTHELEZI: Good morning to you.
CHAIRPERSON: You are here to tell us your story.
MR BUTHELEZI: Yes, that is true.
CHAIRPERSON: Maybe we should get started first with the oath.
--------------------BONGANI BUTHELEZI (Sworn, States)
CHAIRPERSON: We will ask Mr Mdu Dlamini to lead your evidence.
MR DLAMINI: Good morning, Mr Buthelezi. Mr Buthelezi, maybe we should start
first about your family. Give us a picture of your family. We do have the names
of the children that you have furnished us with, however we don't know anything
about the mother, or perhaps the mothers, of the children. Maybe I should help
you. Are you married? --- No, I am not married.
What about the kids, do you live with the kids or they live with their mothers?
--- No, they are with their mothers.
Do you still have parents? --- Yes.
What about your mother and your father? --- I will say unfortunately they are
separated, they do not stay together.

Please lift up your volume so you may be audible enough, especially that the
people in this hall are listening to you, not to the translation. --- I would
like to explain that unfortunately my parents have separated. My mum is in
Coronation and my father is in Johannesburg.
/do you
Do you have brothers or sisters? --- Yes, I do. I will say I have eight sisters
and brothers, but one died last year in September. Now we are seven left.
The one who died what happened? Was he sick, or perhaps killed in some attack? -- No, he was sick.
We are sorry to hear that, Mr Buthelezi, but we do say it's better to die from
some kind of illness or sickness instead of being killed in attacks or in any
violence of some kind. Your matter is with regard to yourself and the torture
you received under the hands of the police, and arrested. Also you were given
petrol to drink. --- Yes, that's correct.
And also the telephone calls that were threats to you. We will ask you to lay
your story, starting from 1994 when you were residing here in Mondlo. I will
keep interrupting, and by doing so that will be an effort of trying to explain a
point or so. Go on ahead. I will keep interposing. --- I will apologise first. I
had asked the Commission that I have three statements that I would like to
represent. I would say I would like to explain about two statements before I go
back to 1994. I have a 1995 statement and a 1993 statement, though I did not
write those statements. I wrote one statement, not three different statements,
but I explained that on the 15th, on Monday.
Before I answer you, you say you have three statements. Do you mean you have
three different incidents that happened over and above your arrest, and the
petrol bombs issues, and the threats, telephone calls that were threats? Over
and above that do you still have any other incidents? --- Yes, I do.
/Before
Before us we only have the ones that appear - the incidents that appear in the
statement. I will advise you to get in touch with the statement takers, who will
connect and combine the two. As for today please talk about what we have here,
because that will be difficult for us if you will talk about things that we
don't have here in the statement, so stick to what we have here in the
statement. --- I will like to apologise, I also have another question. Is it
advisable that I should disclose of any names even when something is
embarrassing? Am I allowed to disclose?
If that name appears in your statement you are free to mention any names, but
the names that you shouldn't even touch are the names that don't appear in your
statement. However, whatever is in the statement you are free to make mention of
it at any time whilst rendering your testimony. --- Thank you. I will first
start in 1994, on the 13th March 1994. I was here in this very hall at night,
and there was a wedding. One of my uncles has a wedding band, and he plays that
band, and that band plays for different weddings, and we were in this very hall
in that night on Friday. That was Friday evening on the 13th March 1994. It was
about 2.00 to 3.00 am and we left, we went to Mondlo. I slept in the car. I
didn't get inside the house and I didn't even go home. We were at my uncle's
place or area. Around eight in the morning I had to leave after I have packed
the instruments of the band. I was an observer of the ANC.
INTERPRETER: The interpreter was left behind.
MR DLAMINI: Please repeat right there. You say you were an observer. --- Yes, I
was a member of the ANC Youth,

/and I
and I was an observer.
Go on ahead. --- It so happened that on that day, on the 13th in the morning
around eight, I left my uncle's place and went home after offloading the
instruments. When I got to this section at B I saw a crowd of people coming from
Mlaba, approaching to the new supermarket at B Section. There was a flag, an IFP
flag, hanging, and I did not pay any attention to that because I knew that
different organisations would have general meetings and rallies and marches. So
that didn't bother me at all. I went on ahead, I went to my house, and when I
got home the first thing I heard was that I should leave and - leave completely
Mondlo, the area. It wasn't as easy as that for me to leave the area because I
had no place to run to and to go to to seek refuge. Now, that group went to
section A, and there was an ANC office that had just been opened in March. That
was the office that we are going to support in campaigning. We could not
campaign with Vryheid branch, we had to campaign on our own as uMondlo group. As
I was home hardly 30 minutes I heard that the ANC office had been destroyed by
IFP members. We left with my brother, Moli, who was the treasurer of the youth
organisation, and tried to go and see as to what happened and find out the
details. We didn't have any weapons with us at that time, we were just going
there. The first thing we got from the group that was running from A to B,
section A to B, was that the IFP group intended to kill every boy, and they
alleged that they were born of bitches. The first boy who was killed was found
at a corner by a super. They shoved the spears through. I am sorry, I don't know
the name of the boy.
/He was
He was 14 years old. They carried on killing people at that time until we met,
the five of us. It was myself, Moli Mkwanazi, Vusi Khumalo, Victor Mdlalose and
Phumzile Dlamini. We gathered at some place next to the office that we had just
opened in uMondlo, started operating in. We saw a police vehicle approaching
with police inside. At that time the IFP group was marching along the street
heading to the church. When they got to us they said they will only give us five
minutes, and after five minutes had lapsed we should disperse, and after that
they will shoot. And they did shoot, and we ran to Mseleku's building at the
store. That's where we hid. The police vehicle drove on ahead.
In that shooting did anyone sustain injuries? --- No. Then the IFP group went
back, making a U-turn by Lutheran Church. There was a funeral from Bekkersdal,
and the IFP member was to be buried in uMondlo. We had heard that that was
coming, and two buses arrived and had supporters of IFP from Bekkersdal. What I
will say is that those who were taking the forefront in the whole thing were the
members in uMondlo. IFP went back to where the funeral was and took the casket
and they went to bury their member.
The one who was killed, how was he killed? --- Maybe I should go back and say we
had heard that a member of IFP who was shot in Bekkersdal, residing at a hotel,
will be buried. He was an IFP member, and I wouldn't know the details of the
shooting and so forth. And also we heard from the people who would come and
contact us that they were harassed at night, Friday night. There was a shooting
spree in uMondlo streets. The funeral went on
/ahead,
ahead, and after that, the IFP funeral, now they started calling us names. The
person who was in the forefront was Jerome Buthelezi. And one other that I would
like to disclose his name although I did not make mention of his name in the
statement is Nkomondo. I don't know his role in the IFP, however the leaders of
IFP then were Jerome Buthelezi and Nkomondo. We did try to monitor the
situation, and they went to bury and they carried their member to the graveside,
and they had with them spears. And we tried to hide and keep a distance from
them, about 900 metres away from them, and we were following them. There were

those who had black guns, and one had a sack full of guns, and there was a
police vehicle following them at the same time. Inside there was Mr Mdluli, the
assistant of Mondlo station commander. They were free and they went on ahead and
carried their member to the graveside. They stopped at Mondlo in a gas station.
That's where they started attacking us in public, and others were happy about
that action, IFP attacking us. The police were watching and doing nothing to
rescue us. After we had tried to run away we got to the riverside and we found
there was an ANC group still there awaiting. We ran back and got to the post
office, and we saw a police vehicle, green in colour, and they started shooting
at us for no apparent reason. They never said a thing, but they started
shooting. And we tried another route. We ran through Inanda and we got section
B. I am sorry, on our way to B we saw a house that was burning. At A section
when you pass Super Garage there was a house whose owner was with them, their
supporter. We found out that the house that was being occupied by ANC Comrades
who were
/destitute,
destitute, were the ANC members, and they did not have any place so they had to
go to Mondlo and occupy houses there as ANC members. And one other member who
was killed was Mike Mthethwa. We ran and we got to B section, and in the
afternoon we gathered as the youth of ANC and we headed to our office, which was
destroyed at the time, and we said, "Better still we should be killed jointly
like this," because we didn't know who was behind this, whether ZP or IFP. Now
we were chanting our songs and singing our freedom songs and five vans came. I
won't disclose one of the police names, but there was a supervisor with them who
said, "Let them be shot." They started shooting indeed, and there was a van that
was driving behind me as I was running away, and they tried to shoot, and I was
shot right on my right hand - no, on my left hand, by these people in the van.
This is when I was shot as I was trying to escape, trying to jump the fence, the
wall fence. As I managed to jump I fell down on the other side now.
I am sorry, Mr Buthelezi, is that the very night of the funeral, the very day? -- Yes. During the day we were harassed, and in the evening this took place and
we decided to gather at some place.
There are incidents here that follow. Please be brief so we may listen to the
other incidents as well. Try to be brief. --- Maybe I should try. From what IFP
was doing at Mondlo in that time there were sergeants that came to take
statements about what was happening in uMondlo, and the City Press members, who
took statements. And they took all of that to the Mondlo Police Station, but
after that there were rumours that I was an informer,
/police
police informer. And one of the persons who was saying that, those rumours, I
know him, he's a police, and I know his name. The following day on Monday I was
standing by the office in uMondlo and the police approached uMondlo, KwaZulu
Police, and they were pointing guns at me and said I should get into the car.
And I asked them as to where they were taking me to and they said I have with me
a weapon, an axe, so I should get into the car. Yes, I did get into the car and
we went to Mondlo Police Station. I asked the station commander, Mr Mxinga. Mr
Mxinga did come to me with Mr Ndlovu, and I asked them as to why I was arrested,
why were they arresting me. They said this was due to the axe that I had. I
asked Mr Mdluli that the previous day we were together monitoring the IFP
funeral, "And before you there were two boys who carried black guns, with axes
as well. Did you arrest those or did you bother yourself to ask them as to why
they had those things in their possession? But you did not. However, you do find
it easy to ask me. Is it because I am not an IFP?" He did not respond. Shortly
after that Mr Thompkin arrived, who was a member of a police committee, and
there was a meeting that convened as well with the IFP followers, and ANC
followers were present in the meeting. And Mr Thompkin wanted to know why and
what was the problem of what was happening, but it was said that I have kept
hostage of the IFP members in the ANC office. And I repudiated all of that.

Let me disturb you and interpose right there. That was on the 21st of March on
Monday? --- Yes.
Now, what happened subsequently after your arrest and Mr Thompkin came? What was
the end of the whole
/thing?
thing? --- They released me.
Now, take us to the next incident of the 24th of March where the Stability Unit
arrived. --- On the 24th of March we as ANC Youth had no place to stay. We kept
hearing news that somebody has died, the other has died, and I was now staying
at Dlamini's home in Mondlo. At about seven I was outside. I saw a big green
police vehicle, followed by a van, and they parked in front of the house and the
Stability Unit, the police, got out and they were wearing copper hats. We could
not see their faces, their faces were covered. We were many in the yard, but we
kept quiet and we watched as to what was going to be done by the Stability Unit.
They asked for Bongani Buthelezi and they also asked for the guns. And I told
them I am the one, and there were no questions thereafter. Suddenly I was
assaulted, and they were using guns assaulting me, and I fell down and four boys
were taken. There at home we're quite numerous, and they took four boys with me
into the van, police van. And at the back there were people in police uniforms,
but they had covered their faces. I could not tell who were they. And they had
knives, Okapis, right inside the police van. From the time it left my home it
went to Hulyard(?) and they were assaulting me, stabbing me. I was confused
because I told myself that I am with the police but all of this occurred still.
And let me back-track, let me also say something about when I was still at home.
They asked for weapons, guns, and also they asked for bombs. They searched the
whole house and the whole yard outside, but they could gain anything. And one
police came with a plastic full of petrol bombs and asked me as to who those
/petrol
petrol bombs were and belonged. I said I did not know, and we asked him where
did he get those bombs and he started assaulting us for asking merely why and
where were the bombs coming from. I was taken and they alleged that the petrol
bombs belonged to me. They took me into the van, and that's when they were
assaulting me, as they were assaulting me and crying, shouting that, "You are
hurting me," and they said - they gave me some beer and they said I should use
that as medication. And lo and behold that was not beer, it was petrol. And I
was still saying to them, "I am hurt," and please they should leave me alone.
And they kept - and they were adamant, saying, "This is medication," and that
was petrol that they were giving me. They were using spears in the van,
assaulting me. The police said nothing to that effect. This is where they
stabbed me.
Mr Buthelezi, you have suffered this ordeal, and what was the end? Did they take
you to the police station and did they lay any charges against you? --- Yes, I
was taken to the police station, and before any charges were laid against me I
was assaulted up until four in the morning. I wasn't given any food, and I
couldn't do anything, I was not functional. I was assaulted and they made me
drink petrol, and they insisted that I should drink. I couldn't swallow that
petrol, but they went on ahead assaulting me. They told me I should ...
(incomplete - end of Side B, Tape 2) ... the ANC things, and the ANC
recitations, or whatsoever. And the following day I appeared in front of the
Magistrate and I was taken to the gaol, to the prison, and the case was
postponed for the 18th of the next month.
/Mr Buthelezi,
Mr Buthelezi, I am left behind. When you went to appear in front of the
Magistrate what was the charge? --- They said I was found in possession of bombs

and - well, 11 explosions.
Is that the case that went on to the 18th of July 1995, and ended by the fact
that there was not enough evidence? --- Yes, that's the one.
According to your statement you also tell us about the threatening calls that
you will be killed. Now tell us precisely about that. --- Yes, after I had seen
the Magistrate I was sent to prison. The following day I got the telephone call,
and the person was anonymous and told me that if I don't change my mind and join
IFP I will be killed. Well, fine, I did not pay any attention then. I went to
the head of the prison and reported that to him. And I told him that I receive a
call at nine, and if I did not receive any call at nine I will receive the call
at night. And I will be told to join the IFP, if I don't I will be killed. On
Sunday of that week I got a telephone call from my auntie and I was told that my
house was set alight and burnt down. I don't know why that was done.
How long were you Ganders Bend(?)? --- I was there since March and April, and
was released on the 27th of May. After being - I was released on bail. I had no
place to stay, and I knew that I had a home in Mondlo. I went to Vryheid to the
Comrades that I won't disclose their names.
Even now you are still with your Comrades? --- No.
Are you back at home at Mondlo? --- No. On that evening I tried to go to Mondlo
because I wanted to see
/what
what was happening. I had no clothes. The only clothes I had were the ones I had
in prison. I tried my best to go home. When I got off the taxi, tried to go
around the school, I met two people who were approaching me from the opposite
direction. The third one I met was headed to the same direction, and I was
standing by smoking. And they go to different directions, and the other one
suddenly shot, and I tried to run and I went to - I tried to rescue myself by
crawling along the river, trying to go to section A. And there was a police by
the name of Fanta, who was known as Fanta. I didn't know the police in person,
but I had heard that there's a police by the name of Fanta.
Sorry, excuse us. Please give us the surname of Fanta because we had a problem,
we wanted to send Fanta the notice, but we couldn't. --- He is Constable
Malinga. When Constable Malinga, known as Fanta, shot, according to you did he
intend to kill you, or he was simply threatening you? --- He intended to kill
me. If I did not try to retreat I would have been killed.
Let me go back to those who assaulted you? --- Where is Constable Malinga,
Fanta? --- Since I left Mondlo that day I had never seen him. I do hear that he
is around, but I haven't seen him.
And the next person I would like to touch here is - or I wanted to know about
Constable Malinga, I wasn't clear about him. One other thing I would like to
ask, did you lay any charges against - with regards to this torture and
harassment by the police in the van? --- I did try, but I was told that they
could not do anything in as far as that was concerned. There was no place I
could
/open
open this case, because when I was arrested I was already under oppression of
ZP. And also I heard that ZP was against me and they intended killing me. Now,
when I was - when I left I went to Mondlo ... (inaudible) ... graveyard. That's
where I slept that evening. There were two of us who tried to go to Mondlo. The
following day in the morning I found out that Vusi Khumalo was shot, and the
bullet was extracted however at the hospital.

Where is Vusi Khumalo? --- He is here in Vryheid.
Do you know if he has submitted any statement to the Commission? --- Yes, I do
hope that he submitted a statement to the Commission.
Mr Buthelezi, let me thank you before I hand you over to the Chairlady. We've
heard your grievances, and also that you are destitute, and also that you want
that Constable Malinga should be investigated, and the treatment he gave you. We
will try our best to follow just that. With regard to your home or place to
stay, we don't really have the prerogative. The only prerogative we have is that
we will compile a recommendation and a report for the President, and the
President will look into the Commission's report, and how people were tortured
and harassed and their requests, and he will thereafter see what shall be done,
and your recommendation as well will be forwarded to the President. The
President will respond to all of these matters. And also about your view of
uMondlo Police Station, that it should be newly managed or organised in a better
way. That we will pay attention to. And one thing I would like to compliment
about you. According to your statement you do say that in spite of
/all this
all this you still don't hate anyone, and you don't hold any grudges against
anyone, and you are prepared to forgive everyone who comes to you. That we
appreciate a great deal because only a few people think that way. After all the
ordeal that you have gone through you are still prepared to shake hands and talk
to people and look at things positively. I will now hand you over to the
Chairlady.
CHAIRPERSON: Mr Buthelezi, you said that there were people that alleged you are
an informer. Do you know those people? --- Briefly I will say - although I am
not certain about this I will say one of them who said that in a group, and I
heard him - I know him, I won't disclose his name.
Now, that's what I wanted to hear. We've heard your story, and it's not
different from all other stories we've heard, especially what the youth went
through during those years. We just thank you for being such a hero, together
with those who were working with you, your colleagues so to speak, to stand up
for the truth even after all what you went through and the ordeal you've
suffered. One other thing that I appreciate in your statement is where you say
although you were harassed you don't have a place to stay right now, you are
destitute, and you once was a civilian or a citizen in uMondlo, but you are
prepared to reconcile and tie the past with the present, and you hope for the
best, that things will get better and so on. It's good to have hope because hope
keeps one going. We thank you in that regard.
About the other statements you wanted to refer to, we will gladly tell you that
there are statement-takers
/that you
that you could contact, and we will emphasise that you see the statement-takers
and lay your story as well. Thank you.
---------------------

/CHAIRPERSON:
CHAIRPERSON: The next witness who will come forward to the witness stand is
Jabulani Buthelezi. We will afford him an opportunity to render his testimony.
Good morning, Jabulani Buthelezi. You are with somebody there. Would you tell us
her name.
MR BUTHELEZI: This is my sister. I am with my sister.
CHAIRPERSON: Will she say something or she is simply accompanying you?
MR BUTHELEZI: Yes, she will like to say something, a word or two.
CHAIRPERSON: Did she submit any statement at all?
MR BUTHELEZI: Yes, she has submitted a statement.

CHAIRPERSON: What's your name?
MS BUTHELEZI: My name is Monica. Monica is my name.
CHAIRPERSON: According to our procedure and programme you are not anywhere in
our list. However, you will sit right next to Jabulani and give him moral
support. At this point we'll kindly ask Jabulani to stand up and raise his right
hand so he can take the oath
--------------------JABULANI BUTHELEZI (Sworn, States)
CHAIRPERSON: You are here about your story and what happened to you. You have
two children. Is Nthobeko at school or what? --- Yes, Nthobeko is at school and
she is in standard six.
What about Lindiwe? --- Yes, Lindiwe is at school as well and doing her first
year.
Do you still have a wife? --- Yes, I do.
What about the parents, do you have your parents still? --- Yes, I do.
How many are you in your family? We mean your
/mother's
mother's children. --- We are five. There is five of us.
Are you all working? --- No, I am not working.
Who is not working? --- I am not working.
Oh, you are the one who isn't working. --- And also my younger brother isn't
working. My younger brother isn't working.
You are here about an incident that took place in 1994. Would you kindly relate
to this Commission as to what happened and what was happening at that point in
time? --- In 1994 it was on the 20th April, it was in the morning around seven,
I saw my neighbours. I was at the neighbour's house. I saw a group of people
approaching, and my ... (intervention)
What is the bride's name? --- It's Thembi. Oh, my wife is Thembi Gloria. She is
also here.
What is Gloria's surname? --- Her surname is Ndlovu. She woke me and I woke up,
and I saw the school children running and I went to the door to see as to what
was happening. I realised that those were not school children, they were elderly
people, and the neighbours said, "We don't know what will happen to those that
we leave behind. We are heading forward and we are going to fight and we are
going to the battle." I was surprised, and especially I didn't know - I was in
the dark, I didn't know what was happening. I didn't know whether it was a
fight, a battle, or what. I went to ask as to what was happening and tried to
inquire. I thought probably they were running after some animal, or perhaps they
were running after a thief. I went to inquire as to what was happening, and some
said, "Come here. Come here, we will
/tell you."
tell you." Some said this, and the other said some other things, and they all
had weapons. I didn't have one. I asked as to why they were calling me to join
them because I wasn't armed. They were divided. Some went across the river and

others now they tried - they were now forming a circle of some kind. I tried to
move back and they started right away hitting me, assaulting me, using the
traditional weapons, the knobkerries as well. I tried to run as fast as my feet
could carry me. I saw the other group of people approaching suddenly. They were
attracted by what was happening there. The other group from the other side had
guns, and the other group of the other side said they were not fighting, but
there were only two people that were after this. I don't know if I should say
this or disclose this, especially the names. I don't think I am safe if I do
that.
Do you know their names? --- Yes, I know their names. And some could be present
here, and I am afraid, I don't think it's ideal for me to disclose of any names.
Well, if you are not free to disclose the names just tell the lady who is
sitting right next to you, but not now, the names. --- Right then I tried to go
to the house, and I managed to do that, and there was - now the place had turned
into a battlefield. People were running to and fro, and even in the house where
I was people had left. It was myself and my wife and the rest had gone. We did
not even know which direction to head to because the place had turned some kind
of turmoil. I saw the house was burning, my house was burning, and I wasn't too
sure whether my parents were in the house as the house was burning. It was set
alight, we don't know by who. And my
/father-in-law
father-in-law said to me, "Well, let's do trust and hope that everything is
fine. Though the house was burning perhaps your parents are safe." The following
day I met my cousin and my cousin tried to console me and told me that my aunt
and my father were safe, they were not affected at all by what happened. Then
that consoled me a great deal. And still the battle was going on even to date. I
never took part, especially that I did not know what was happening or what was
the gist of the matter. I will say this. I went to the ANC. Somebody said to me,
"He is the one who started the fight," and that disturbed me a lot because I now
was destitute, I had no place to stay, no clothes, and I had lost my beloved
ones. I am not the one who started the fight. Somebody else did that, and was
telling the community that, "He started the fight," and I know the person who
started the fight, and he was counted as one behind this whole thing. I can't
mention his name.
Can you mention it? --- I can't disclose any names. I don't think that will be
ideal thing to do. After that I don't know what happened for I didn't see what
happened. According to your statement you make mention of Nquthu Hospital, you
went to the hospital. --- Yes, I did go to Nquthu Hospital, and still I did not
see those who assaulted me. I was hurt here. I sustained injuries on my
forehead. I was bleeding profusely through my mouth, and even here on my
forehead I sustained fatal injuries. My jaws as well sustained injuries.
Who did you see in the hospital? Do you have any records from the hospital? --Yes.
/What
What about the Nquthu Hospital? Tell us is it Charles Dot Memorial Hospital, or
what? --- Oh, those are two different hospitals.
Explain which hospital you went to? --- It's Johanson(?).
Can you explain precisely about the issue between ANC and Inkatha? What was
happening at the time, because you say you did not know as to what was
happening? What was the essence of the whole thing? --- I wouldn't say there
wasn't anything happening, because I know that ANC was doing its own things and
playing around with its flag. And I couldn't understand as to whether the fight
was on or what was happening. I was lost.

Did you lay any charges? --- No, I did not lay any charges.
Explain to the Commission about your injuries. How do you feel now? How do you
fare? --- Since then I am not as healthy as I used to be. I can't lift heavy
things any more.
You mean you can't use both your hands to lift up heavy stuff, or one? --- I
can't lift, especially using my right hand. And when it's hot in the day my
sight is not good. And I do get dizzy spells at the same time.
You have made mention of Gloria Ndlovu. You told us that Gloria Ndlovu is a
wife. Whose wife is Gloria Ndlovu? --- She is my wife.
Do you think there were people who witnessed this incident? --- I may ask Gloria
Ndlovu because she witnessed all this, especially that she is here.
No, we cannot let that happen. Only you have taken
/the oath,
the oath, and only you can render any testimony and say anything even though
Gloria has seen that. But we will also ask you if there were any other people
who saw this? --- That much I wouldn't know because I had lost consciousness. I
did not see many things that happened, only afterwards, so I wouldn't know who
else witnessed that.
Would you put your request forward to the Commission? What would you like this
Commission to do for you? --- I would appreciate anything that the Commission
could do for you.
Give us the full names of the witness, the one who -Gloria, we referred to
Gloria - her full names. --- She is Thembilihle.
You mean that's your wife, isn't it? --- Yes. She is the one who witnessed this
incident. --- Yes.
Was she with you during that time? --- Yes, she was with me.
Is there anything that you will want to say? --- No, I think that is it.
MR LAX: Thank you, Chairperson. Just two short questions please. I am not clear
if I wasn't listening properly, but I heard you say that you had lost your loved
ones, you had lost your house. Which loved ones did you lose? --- What I said
was that many lost their houses and their loved ones, and that hurt me
afterwards when I discovered that there was someone who was behind that.
You haven't explained to us how this violence actually started, and in your
statement you've said that somebody had spread a rumour that the IFP were going
to
/attack,
attack, and that therefore in response to that rumour the
ANC counter-attacked first. --- Yes, there was something like that. These two
people will get to the IFP and leave the IFP, go to the IFP and say, "The ANC
had said this. They will come today," and leave the IFP and go back to the ANC
and say, "The IFP is going to attack, is coming to attack. Run away." So there
was that kind of thing going on.
Thank you.
CHAIRPERSON: Jabulani, we thank you for taking this opportunity of coming in

front of this Commission. As we have listened to your story it goes to show that
that was the time when there was confusion in the area, especially in the
community, as you have explicitly explained that there were people who were
trying to get the two groups to fight. And we will not even know whether those
people were members of ANC or IFP, but they were strongly behind this confusion.
And you have sustained injuries, and for no apparent reason because you did not
even know what was happening. But it goes to show that we are coming from a
terrible time, and you have mentioned that there are names that you won't
disclose, and we don't want to put you in that difficult situation. However, we
have our own way of investigating, and we will find out those names, and if need
be we will get in touch with them. As for your injuries and as for your health,
there is nothing much that we may promise you now, but there is little that we
could offer you, maybe like seeing if you could be taken to hospital in one way
or the other, especially that your hands have been strongly affected, you can't
lose them and lift any heavy things. You would need to see the
/physiotherapist
physiotherapist at the hospital. And also you get dizzy
things that we will attend to, and the lady sitting right next to you will help
you. And there are people that we will leave behind that we hope will look into
such issues and matters and see how they will enlist help to people like you.
And we do thank the fact that your parents survived this. Thank you.
---------------------

/CHAIRPERSON:
CHAIRPERSON: (Incomplete) ... Chief Elphas Molefe. We greet you, Chief Molefe.
Would you prefer that you speak Sotho or Sesotho?
--------------------ELPHAS MOLEFE (Sworn, States)
CHAIRPERSON: Mr Lax will be the one who is leading you into your evidence.
MR LAX: Thank you, Chairperson. Good afternoon, Chief Molefe. --- Thank you.
You have very kindly given us the details of your relatives and your family,
including your wife's details, and I won't - in the interests of not taking up
too much time I won't go over them again. One aspect we haven't covered are just
your brothers and sisters. How many are still alive? --- I have two sisters and
I have one brother.
Now, the story that you're going to tell us about involves the area that you
were chief of in the Nquthu district, and started in 1988. It is quite a long
and detailed story, and I will ask you to try and be as brief as possible but
without leaving essential details. Please continue.
INTERPRETER: We will request the channel to be tuned in, channel four, for the
witness.
MR LAX: Okay, just one second please. Can you just make sure that your
headphones are on channel four please. Can you hear properly now? --- Yes, I can
hear you.
Maybe I can help you just by dealing with some of the early details. When did
you become chief of the Molefe tribe? --- From 1967 I have been the chief of the
Molefe tribe.
/And that
And that was after your father passed away. --- Yes, that is correct.
And these troubles started in 1988. --- Yes, that is so.
Just tell us how they commenced. Sorry, there seems to be a problem with the
Zulu not coming through on the main system. (Pause) Sorry, can the audience hear
the Zulu, or is it quiet?
CHAIRPERSON: We will ask the witness to render his testimony in Zulu.
MR LAX: What we'll do is we'll just start again, and I will just confirm that
you became chief of Molefe tribe in 1967 after the death of your late father.
These problems started in 1988 with the killing of your son, Sechaba Thobang
Molefe --- That is correct.
Please will you continue and explain what happened and how it was that your son

came to be killed. --- There were problems here in KwaZulu-Natal a long time.
These problems started long before 1988. These problems started in 1967, but the
real problems started in 1988. That's where I am going to start. Early in the
morning I was woked up by a friend of my son from Nquthu at Mkonjani area. When
he woked me up he told me that my son was killed at Nquthu, and he was killed by
a policeman between the Nquthu Hospital and Mkhize Hotel, and these policemen
were two. One of them I didn't mention on my statement, but he is a policeman
from Vryheid and I am not willing to reveal his name at this moment. They shot
my son. We went to hospital in the morning. We started in hospital and then we
went on to the police station, and that's where we found his body. His corpse
was in the
/mortuary
mortuary so we couldn't speak to him. What was said to me was that I had already
depended on this boy of mine. I wanted to take him to university because he was
my eldest son and he was my heir.
Chief, you mentioned that one of the policemen came from Vryheid. Where was the
other policeman from? --- The other one was from Nquthu Police Station. His name
is on the statement, B B Gunene.
Please continue. --- The post-mortem was conducted, and the result was that - I
was still a chief at that time. The Government didn't come to me and talk to me
as a chief after the policeman has done this. Even the Minister of the Police in
KwaZulu-Natal didn't bother to come and talk to me concerning this issue. It was
just over like that. That's when I realised that they killed my son because they
suspected that he was an ANC or rather a UDF member.
Was there ever an inquest into your son's death? --- There was never any
inquest. We were called though to come to court and the case was heard over
three days, and then for the fourth time I didn't appear to court and I didn't
know what was the decision of the Court, and I still don't know who was found
guilty or who wasn't found guilty.
Which court was ... (inaudible) --- Nquthu Court.
Do you remember more or less the year that happened in? --- It was in 1988. It
went on until 1989.
Thank you. Please continue. The next aspect of your statement refers to your
suspension and removal as chief, which happened in September 1989. --- In
/September
September 1989 I received a letter from the Government, KwaZulu Government, and
I was told that I am supposed to leave my job. I was no longer a chief, I
mustn't touch anything. I stopped working. On the 29th of November the very same
year, in 1989, I went to see the lawyers, CLC lawyers or attorneys. We went to
the court in Durban. I was never called to go on the witness stand. They kept on
remanding the case, and my attorneys told me that the reason they are remanding
my case it's because there is no investigation with regard to suspension as a
chief. And then they referred the case back to Madadeni. In Madadeni they told
me that the Magistrate - or the Magistrate from Madadeni told me that the
decision will be taken at Ulundi. After that Ulundi never told me anything as to
what decision they came to. I also asked my attorneys what was the decision. I
was never told.
(Inaudible) ... understand you, you are unsure as to precisely why you've been
suspended and what the status of that suspension is. --- That is correct. In
1992 I received a letter saying that I am being dismissed as a Molefe chief.
Is that the letter you gave us dated 15th of June 1992? --- That is correct,
that's the very same letter.

Just for the record it's a letter signed by Dr Buthelezi as Chief Minister of
KwaZulu. --- That is correct.
(Inaudible) ... in terms of the relevant legislation giving him power to do
that. --- That is correct.
And since that time your appeal hasn't been followed through or anything of that
nature? --- After my
/appeal
appeal my family went to Ulundi and they tried to find out what was going on,
and they were told that they will be told. Again my tribe went to Ulundi. They
also gave them the same answer, that they will respond to them, they will write
a letter. Councillors and indunas also went to Ulundi. Myself I went to Ulundi.
I went to see Mr Nyanga Ngubane. I went there myself because I wanted to found
out how long I am going to stay like this on suspension, and he also told me
they will write a letter to me. And also Mr Ngubane never responded up until
today.
Has anyone been appointed yet as chief in your place? --- No one has been
appointed from 1989 to rule the Molefe tribe, and that's actually a problem
because there is no tribe which can stay for seven years without a chief. Their
grievances are not met. They can't go to anyone to ask for things like building
roads, building schools, or whenever people are quarrelling to resolve those
conflicts. People need a chief to do all these things, or to try to. The Molefe
tribe doesn't have someone like that. They are still having a problem.
(Inaudible) ... move on next to the events that happened in November 1993, where
your house was attacked, and if you can just give us a background to how that
attack happened, what was going on at that time, and so on. --- It was on the
7th, 1993, November. Six men came and they approached to my gate. As they were
entering the gate they surrounded my house. They didn't even greet anyone and
then they started shooting. As they were shooting 10 - 14 kids were killed. Some
of them died instantly and some of them died in hospital. These kids were
supposed to go to a rally at Nquthu, and it was an
/ANC rally.
ANC rally. It was on the 7th of November. ANC people sent a message to these
kids that they mustn't go to a rally because they've heard that they were going
to be attacked if they go to a rally. Therefore these kids listened and they
didn't go. So other youths from other places came to my place to collect my sons
as well. Sepho was one of my sons. And then they stayed in my house, and when I
came to my house I was from another house of mine. As I was trying to undress
myself - I was in my bedroom - I heard gunfire outside. I would like to explain
this to the Commission. As I am talking to you I am very grateful to come here
and talk to you, because today might be my last day alive, because I also don't
know how I escaped all these attacks. Kids surrounded my body. They grabbed me,
they pushed me under the bed, they slept all on the bed because they didn't want
me to get killed. And these people kept on firing guns. Because God was there
with us, even though I was shot. Even though the boys tried to protect me I was
shot on my left leg - or hand, and also on my right leg, under my feet. My shoes
got off my feet.
(Inaudible) ... you mentioned a figure of 14 people that died, or let's say it
was translated as 14. There appeared to be some hesitation in it. I just want to
be clear. Exactly how many people died in that attack? If you're not sure just
tell us you're not sure. --- 11.
11 people. And approximately six people were injured in that incident. --- That
is correct.

And amongst those that died was your son, Sepho. --- That is correct.
Now, the next main incident that happened was in April 1994. It was round about
the time of the elections. /--- During
--- During the elections I was in hospital. People from my house or back home
reported to me that people have died at Xaladu. People had been shot. Who
belonged to the IFP organisation were shot. Only five survived. And Chief Molefe
also was shot.
Was this Alfred Molefe? --- Yes, this was Alfred Molefe.
(Inaudible) --- Yes, he was one of the chiefs - induna.
(Inaudible) ... in your statement that there were police involved in that
shooting. --- That's very true. The ANC Comrades at Xaladu did say that the
police were there present and shooting, and ZP. Even though they did not
disclose the names, but that's the report I received.
The next incident you talk about was in July 1995, and then subsequent incidents
in March 1996. As a result of all these incidents your house was destroyed, and
the material stolen, and other things stolen, is that right? --- That is
correct.
The reason I am going quickly over these things is they happened outside the
time of our mandate. Our Commission's mandate stops in May 1994, but I am just
mentioning this because these are things that are part of a continuing sequence
of events. Now, in that attack in March Sibusiso Ndlovu was killed at your
house. --- He was killed outside in the house while he was trying to escape. He
was shot and burned and died on the spot.
This violence that has taken place at your area, would you characterise it as
violence as a result of conflict between the ANC and the IFP? --- This
/violence
violence that erupted it's due to the fact that IFP dislike the presence of the
ANC in the area. Even some of the IFP members do insist that if you are an ANC
you are not allowed to walk around in the area.
At present you are not staying in the area. --- Yes, that's correct, I am not at
my place. I reside here in Vryheid, and I am only renting a house. I move from
one place to another with my children. I don't have a stable place where I
reside.
Why don't you reside back in your area? --- I can't go back to my area to reside
there because there are many occasions where attempted attacks took place, and
if I insist to go there I may even lose my life. I will not for any reason go
back there. It's hard for me to do. Also for the sake of the children, you want
to consider that. And they have been psychologically affected as well, and I
attribute all of this to the attacks.
(Inaudible) ... return to the Chairperson.
CHAIRPERSON: We have heard, Chief Molefe, about the ordeal you have suffered. I
hear you putting emphasis on the children, about the fact that you are
destitute, you move from one place to another, you don't have a place to stay.
What I what I would like to know is that are your children schooling? --- Yes,
many of them are. The majority of my children are still at school. One is
enrolled for marketing and computer ... (incomplete - end of Side A, Tape 4) ...
in Vryheid. And I want to tell the Commission that I won't disclose the place
where they are here in Vryheid. They are at school though. And I don't have
sufficient funds. I just get there and there, money from there and there, to put

my children to school.
/Don't you
Don't you think your children are psychologically affected in one way or the
other? --- Chairlady, some of my children have been traumatised, because this
other one loses memory from one time to another.
Who is that one? --- It's Simo, Simo Mugalasa.
Is that the surname or the name? --- The name.
In what standard is she? --- He. He is in standard three. The other one is
Thabelo.
What about Thabelo? Is she fine? --- No, she has a problem. She is not doing
well at school. She keeps failing each standard, and also now he is above age.
We have heard your story, Mr Molefe. It's painful to realise that there is no
respect in the community, and again what befell you, anyone could be the victim
of the same fate that befell you in this community, as you have lost your two
sons on top of the rest that happened to you. And one other aspect that's
painful is the fact that we keep on hearing the fact that police were present
and could not provide any security or safety for you. And some other times we do
hear that police took part in these incidents. But we do trust and hope, and we
have this hope, that in the future the situation will get better, and an effort
is being put to reconcile and tie the past with the future. What we'll advise
you about is that we will compile a report here as the Commission and forward
it, as the other statements that will be forwarded to the President, and the
President will see that people like you receive attention. It looks like the
children have suffered this ordeal, and we would advise you to get in touch with
the counsellors present here and see if the children won't receive any
psychological help. Perhaps
/all this
all this - we could attribute all of this suffering to what you suffered. We do
trust and hope that you'll be safe, and we thank you.
--------------------CHAIRPERSON: Please, we are about to adjourn. May we be seated and let there be
order in the hall. This disturbs us. We have just found out that amongst the
children that were injured in this incident that Chief Molefe has just related
it's that the parents of those children are present here, and we will request
the parents of the children who were injured in this incident to stand up so we
may see them. The parents of the children that were injured in this incident the
chief has just related. You may be seated. We realise that you are hurt inside,
and we await the time when your wounds will be healed. And we know that as the
chief was relating you were taken back in time when all this happened, and also
we'd like to thank you now for coming here, knowing very well that your story is
part and parcel of what the chief has related, and you were still brave enough
to be here and listen to the chief, and also give the chief the moral support
which he needed the most as he rendered his testimony. We do believe that the
Lord will be by your side and the wounds will be healed in no time, and we trust
that even you will be able - or will plan to meet the counsellors, the Truth
Commission counsellors that we'll also leave here in Vryheid. We do believe that
you will be helped by getting in touch with them, and God will bless you.
Before we adjourn for lunch we have a few announcements here. On the 12th May,
next month - we refer to next month - in Mondlo location we will be having
/statement-

statement-takers who will be taking statements. We do request you that you send
the word around so that people may prepare to go to Mondlo at 10.00 am to submit
their statements. On the following day, on the 13th of May, the statements will
be taken in Vryheid at the same time, that is 10.00 am. On the 12th it will be
at Mondlo, and on the 13th May it will be here in Vryheid at 10.00 am. Now, the
venues, the locations rather where the statements will be taken, will be
announced in due time through the Radio Zulu. Now, please pay attention to every
detail from Radio Zulu so you may know when and where especially the statements
will be taken. We do request that you send the word around and people get to
know about this, even those who did attend, because we need to hear your views
and your versions of the story.
We will adjourn for lunch now. It is 1 o'clock. We'll just have a short
adjournment for lunch because our day - we are running behind time. We will be
back here at half past one and continue with the programme of the day. Thank
you.
LUNCH ADJOURNMENT
---------------------

ON RESUMPTION:
ON RESUMPTION:
CHAIRPERSON: (Incomplete) ... to each and every one of you. We'll carry on with
our programme. We will be listening to Albert Mhande Nsibande. He is already
seated on the witness stand. Good afternoon. You are here to relate about the
murder and the shooting of Mr Mcetywa and yourself. We will ask you to stand up
to take the oath.
--------------------ALBERT MHANDE NSIBANDE (Sworn, States)
CHAIRPERSON: The Commissioner who will lead you will be Mr Mdu Dlamini.
MR DLAMINI: Good afternoon, Albert. --- Good afternoon to you.
How are you feeling, how are you faring? Are you okay? --- I am not fine.
You have already given us the names of the children, Ndisi Mkwanazi. How old is
Ndisi? Just a rough estimation. How old is Ndisi? --- Four to six years, just a
rough estimation.

Don't you worry. I know men always have problems in knowing the ages of the
children. Thanks for that estimation. What about Lindiwe Ngcube, her estimation?
--- I think Lindiwe is six, around the same age.
What about Sepelele Ngcube? --- Sepelele is seven years old.
And Siyabonga? (Pause) I know men are like that. Don't you worry, I know that. -- Yes.
About the parents, do you still have your parents? --- I have one left and it's
my mother.
How is your mother, how is she faring? --- Well,
/she is
she is struggling. She is not fairly well because she was injured on her leg.
What about your father, is he late? --- Yes, he is deceased.
Was he sick or he died from an attack or violence? --- No, he was sick and died.
Are you married? --- No.
What about the children, do they live with you or with their mother? --- I gave
two to my sister, and the other two are with the mother.
Mr Nsibande, the story you are going to relate to the Commission is the incident
that took place when you were going to - while awaiting the funeral of Mcetywa,
who was the leader, and - the leader of ANC in Pongola. Mrs Mcetywa has already
given us a clear picture with regard to the structure of ANC and its beginning
in your area, and the duties and work of Mr Mcetywa up to the time when he was
killed. I will therefore ask you - I know you would have loved to give us the
whole story, but give us an abridged version, and start from November 1993 when
you were at a night vigil when you were injured. --- On that day when we had the
night vigil, a night before the funeral of Comrade Mcetywa, during the day of
that day I was sitting under the tree alone watching, waiting for the right time
to go to the night vigil. A car passed by, a three-litre Ford Sierra passed by,
and I saw the people who were inside the car, as to who they were.
The people you saw are the ones you have in your statement, Police Nyuni Nyango
and Police Maseka, and Gribond, who is a police? Gribond, is this a nickname or
the real name? --- No, we used to call him Gribond. I think that's his real
name. I don't know his surname,
/but that's
but that's the name.
Would you be able to find out the surname after some time? --- Yes, because the
girlfriend is somewhere nearby in the neighbourhood.
We will ask you to kindly find out the surname. We'll probably get back in touch
with you telephonically. The registration of this car, what was it? --- If I am
not mistaken it's ... (incomplete)
INTERPRETER: The interpreter could not catch that. The interpreter is asking for
the witness to be audible. --- NO 1336, that was the car registration used by
the ZP. 1336 car registration used by the ZP.
MR DLAMINI: Yes, I did interpose right there. Now, you saw that car and the
people in the car. Now carry on. --- After that I went back home and took a
shower and prepared myself to go. And I left, I met with other colleagues, and

we went to Comrade Mcetywa's place. I think it was about half past eight when I
said to one boy, "Hey, boy, let's get outside and just sit out there and chill
and smoke." Yes, we did smoke, and it was beginning to be dark, and we saw the
very same car. It came by still, coming to A section, and it take a U-turn under
the light and I said to the boy, to Mfana, "We are not safe outside here. Maybe
we have to get right inside the yard for protection." Indeed we crossed the
street and went inside the premises, the yard. As we were approaching the house
we heard that sound.
INTERPRETER: The interpreter could not get that.
MR DLAMINI: The interpreter could not get that. Please clarify what that is. --I don't know. Oh, those are the guns that they carry with. That's how we got
shot.
/And I
And I heard the sound of the gunshot and we lied down instantly so we could
retreat, and that's how now I got shot as I tried to crawl to the safe place.
They were able to see us because they were in the dark and we were right in the
light. I fell, and remembered and thought that the person could see me, maybe I
should just try crawl as fast as I could to hide away. And I managed to hide
away, and I tried to call the others and warn them of the situation that was
prevailing. And at the time they were trying to show how many of us were
injured.
Where were you injured? --- I sustained injuries on my right leg, up of the
thigh, and at the hospital I was operated on the left side, appendix I think.
And I could not go to the toilet and had no appetite at all. However, gradually
I managed to get back. My heart was torn apart, because each time I looked at
this operation I felt like crying.
Were you at Ngwelezana Hospital? --- Yes, I was there.
And according to our records you were there almost one full year. --- Yes.
Do you still have the hospital records with you? --- Yes, I have IP numbers of
the Ngwelezana file, the hospital file. I have them at home.
Do you have them with you right there or they are at home? --- No, they are at
home, I don't have them with me.
We'll make means to get those files so we can get in touch with the hospital
personnel to gather full information and be furnished with all the details.
Right now I have seen that you are not walking properly. Where
/else
else have
could not
that she
suffering
you know,
bitterly.

you been injured? --- This is the leg that was fatally injured, and I
even show my parent how brutal the wound is, because I know that after
won't cope with that, my parent won't cope with that. To date I am
from that wound of the gunshot. Even psychologically when I think there are times when I sit alone and think, and I will cry, I will cry

We'll wait for the witness to regain composure. Take your time, Mr Nsibande.
(Pause) You were still explaining how the wound is, and you are even sceptical
of showing it to your parent. And we are aware that even psychologically, even
mentally, you are highly affected, that there are things you cannot carry on
with now. And have you been in touch with the doctors or something? --- I think
I am not a male any more. I can't have children since the attack.
Maybe you should contact the - did you ever think of contacting the doctors in

this regard? --- I don't have money to pay the doctors.
Even the pension is not sufficient? --- I am not getting any pension fund even
now.
One other thing. Maybe have you tried to receive psychological help to face the
situation that you are faced with at the time? --- No, I did not receive any
such help.
Would you appreciate such help? --- Yes.
There are people who will talk to you after this, and open up to them and do
make mention of the fact that you need psychological help. And I think also you
need to get the doctor's view with the fact that you are now
/unable
unable to have children. The doctors will give you their views in
perspective. How many people were injured on that day? --- We were eight.

that

What about the other seven, how is their condition? Did they go to the hospital?
--- We were all taken to the hospital.
How are they faring now? --- Some are better, and there is this one other,
Xolani, the bullet penetrated through his knee and it was never extracted, and
to date his knee is not functional. And there was one who was shot from the
back, from behind, and I think he is much better now because he even drives his
car. And the girl that was with us - we were seven, and we had a girl with us,
and was shot right on her feet. Others were shot in such a way that they were
able to receive preliminary medical attention, and they responded to that quite
well. I was the worst because I was in the hospital for a long time.
Would you perhaps know if the others did submit the statements to the
Commission? --- Thetelele, who was one of us, did submit his statement, and we
submitted our statements at the same time.
Thank you. Did you lay any charges? --- It wasn't as easy, because when we were
taken to Ngwelezana it was as a result of the police. One of the sergeants, SAP
sergeants, said - and he wasn't aware that I was there - that he was saying, "We
are looking for them. We went to Nongoma, we went to the hospital because we
wanted to kill them right inside the hospital." That was the sergeant saying
that, the SAP, and he was not aware that I am around. We could not lay any
charges due to that,
/because
because the police station commander was collaborating with the Inkatha people
and the ZP.
The police in the car, the car that was shooting, where are they, the police
that shot from the car? --- One of them I just heard that he is a sergeant in
the Stability Unit.
Who is that? --- That is Nyuni Nyango.
Where is Nyango located, in which police station? --- I don't know.
But you just heard that he is with the Stability Unit? What about Maseka? --- I
wouldn't know where -well, he is located in KwaKeza.
What about Gribond? --- Gribond has been since deceased.
What killed him? --- That much I wouldn't know and wouldn't explain, because he

collapsed in front of the office where he was working from and that was it.
As you were injured were you able to work, and where were you working? --- I was
working at one building contract.
What is the name? --- It's WJ Construction.
Did they give you any compensation as a result of your injuries? --- No.
Did you get any green card? --- Nothing.
Where is this construction office based? Do you have the work records? What
about the pay slip? Do you have any? --- No, I don't.
What were you, were you a part-time worker, or were you a full-time? --- No, I
was a part-time worker. I was working temporarily.
How long did you work there? --- I worked there
/for five
for five months.
Mr Nsibande, we do empathise with you, with what you went through, especially
what you were facing, with a future to face on top of that. There are requests
that you've made mention of in your statement, some of which we've already
addressed. As we have said to others, likewise we will say it to you, that your
requests will be compiled in a report and be forwarded right to the Cabinet and
the President of the country. We will recommend on your behalf as to what will
be helpful to you, and we want to assure you as well that a report will be
compiled and be forwarded to the Cabinet and the State President, and it is
their prerogative to see what to do after that. And the other things that we've
already addressed, like your psychological problems, to contact the doctors, and
the like, we will pay attention to that with immediate effect. Thank you very
much. But don't leave yet, the Chairlady has a word or two too.
CHAIRPERSON: Mr Nsibande, I think I heard you saying you have children with your
sister and some with their mother. Did I hear you right? --- There are two with
my sister, and the other two are with their respective mothers.
Now, you don't have any child with you? --- No, I would not afford to support
any child at this stage.
We have heard in the morning when Mrs Mcetywa rendered her testimony with regard
to what happened in your area at this given time. We are sorry and sad that when
you did not even intend to do any harm, but only supporting what happened, and
subsequent to that you found yourself in this ordeal. It is sad that that
happened to
/you, and
you, and especially it shows that our very own people, I mean police, did take
part, and they are our hope. Now that they fight against us it's a wonder.
However, we thank you because you were heroes in one way or the other, and you
stood very firm on what you believed so that everyone could benefit in the
country. Mr Dlamini has already made mention of the fact that - as for your
recommendations will be compiled, and a report will be forwarded to the State
President, and he will see how you should be helped. What I would like to know
is that as you are still attending, going to see the doctor at the hospital,
what happens? --- No, I do wish to go to the hospital so they may extract the
iron inside that was inserted in me. And it's been time since I have seen the
doctor.

But it is imperative that you see the doctor, are you aware? --- Yes. I don't
have money. Money is the centre of my problem.
Don't you have hospitals around? --- Yes, there are hospitals, but I will prefer
to go to the hospital that I first went to. In that way they have the history of
my injuries and stuff.
Maybe it will be necessary for you to say everything to the counsellors, our
counsellors, so they may advise you better, because it is dangerous for you not
to see any doctor or receive any medical attention at this stage. You have to
receive medical attention in whatever way. On top of that I would like to thank
you for coming to the commission and disclose of your story. Thank you.
--------------------/CHAIRPERSON:
CHAIRPERSON: Our next witness who will be afforded opportunity to relate his
story will be Andreas Mphani Sithole. We greet you, Mr Sithole. You came here to
relate to us about your story of how your house was burnt. Before you start
relating your testimony to us we would like you to stand up and raise your right
hand.
--------------------ANDREAS MPHANI SITHOLE (Sworn, States)
CHAIRPERSON: We will ask Mr Dlamini to lead you in giving your testimony.
MR DLAMINI: I greet you, Mr Sithole. Mr Sithole, according to our records you
are staying in Haladu in Nquthu. --- Yes, that's where I was staying, but I am
no longer staying there.
Where are you staying now? --- I am now staying at eMadwaleni.
I would like to rectify that area. Do you have a house at Madaleni or you're
renting a place? --- No, I am still renting.
Where is eMadwaleni? Is it at Nquthu? --- No, it's at Nqeni, next to Mdlalose's
area.
Another thing, Mr Sithole, you didn't give us information about your family
background. Do you still have your wife? --- Yes, she is still alive. I have two
wives.
Are they around today? --- No, they aren't here, they are at home.
How many children? --- I have four children.
How old are they? Are they still young? --- Yes, all four of them are still
minors. In fact my kids -they are actually my grandchildren. Only one is mine. I
/have
have three children, but they are already on their own dependent.
Are they working? --- One is working, the other one is not working.
And the third one? --- The third one is just getting babies at home. She is not
working.

Mr Sithole, you are here because you want to relate to us as to how your house
was burnt. This incident occurred in 1994. --- Yes, that's correct.
Would you please tell us what happened before? --- I don't know what happened,
but there was a conflict between ANC and Inkatha, and then I ran away.
When you ran away is there anything that happened to cause this running away?
Were you attacked first before you ran away, or you heard of a meeting for
another organisation? Were there other people attacking other people? What
happened? --- I can't tell because I ran away. The situation was so bad that I
just ran away.
What happened, what caused this running away? --- We saw a group of people
coming and they were shooting at each other, and then we ran away.
Were these people ANC people? --- I think so, but I am not sure.
Were they coming to your area, and your area is predominantly IFP area? --- Yes,
that is correct.
The conflict between ANC and IFP in your area is caused by what? --- No, I can't
tell that. I don't k now what actually causes this conflict.
I am asking this because we've discovered that in 1994 at Haladu the situation
was terrible bad. People lost their stock, and some people lost their lives.
/That's
That's why I wanted you here today to tell us what happened, or how can we solve
these problems. --- I don't know. I don't know how we can solve this and I don't
know what causes this.
When you ran away with your children and your wife were there people who got
injured in your family? --- No, no one. Everyone was safe, because my family ran
away first and I followed afterwards, not knowing where they ran to.
Your stocks? --- No, I didn't lose any of my stock. I took it with me. Only my
houses were burnt, but my stock was safe.
Did you report this matter to the police? --- Yes, I did.
Which police station did you report this matter? --- I went to Espicon, next to
Mondlo, and then I went to Nquthu, because the police from Espicon Police
Station couldn't help me. Then the police from Nquthu were the ones who helped
me to gather whatever was remaining behind.
Did they give you your case number? --- No, they didn't.
I am asking this because our investigators went to Mondlo Police Station to
gather the records as to what actions they've taken after this incident, and
they found that in their records there was no evidence as to whether you did
come to them and report the matter. --- No, they didn't give me any case number.
Mr Sithole, I would like to know if you are here because you want the Commission
to ask something on your behalf with regard to what you've lost. --- Yes. I
/would
would like the Commission to help me with regard to the damages I've suffered.
You mean your houses which were burnt? --- Yes, I would like the Commission to
please rebuild those houses for me.

Did you manage to remove the goods inside your house? --- No, we didn't, because
we were running away. We just ran.
Mr Sithole, this is very sad. According to our records you are 68 years, and
someone who is as old as you to run away and not knowing what caused the
violence, and I would like to express our sympathy to you, and I trust that you
will be helped in somehow. As we have said to others that we are going to take
all these statements and we are going to make recommendations to the President,
and what I would like to tell you is that it will take time because everyone
will be given a chance to come forward and ask for whatever he or she wants to
ask. So it won't be something that will occur today or tomorrow, it will take
time, like maybe next year. Don't stand up because the Chairlady will have a
word with you.
CHAIRPERSON: Mr Sithole, I am not quite sure whether I didn't hear this one
correct. Are you receiving any pension? --- Yes, I do.
From these two wives of yours is there any of them who is getting pension? --Yes, they are receiving pension.
It is very sad that the situation we've been through in our country didn't
choose. It happened to many people. At your age it's nice and it feels good to
know that when you look back you know you've worked all your life and
/this is
this is what you've worked for. It's very sad that someone at your age will look
back and realise that he had lost everything he worked for when he was still
young, and worse when you realise that these things have been taken away from
you by people, just people who didn't really care about life or human life. You
didn't even expect or anticipated that these things will happen to you. Maybe we
can hope that our grandchildren won't experience what we've experienced. As
you've heard my colleague telling you that we will make recommendations to the
President, even though it will take time. Right now what we have, or what we can
offer, is we do have our counsellors and psychologists who can help you. Thank
you.
---------------------

/CHAIRPERSON:
CHAIRPERSON: Good afternoon, Mr ... (inaudible) ... you have come to this
Commission with regard to the shooting that took place and you were shot. Before
you relate your story to the Commission we would kindly ask you to stand up,
raise your right hand in preparation of taking the oath. And I also would like
to thank you for the opportunity that you came to the Commission to relate your
story.
--------------------SOLOMON TSHAKALA (Sworn, States)
CHAIRPERSON: Mr Lax will be the one who will be helping you in relating your
evidence.
MR LAX: (Inaudible) ... can you hear me now? --- Yes, I do.
Sorry, once again I just - good afternoon to you. We have had the details of
your family with which you've kindly provided us. One aspect that wasn't covered
was your parents. Are your parents still with us? --- No, they aren't.
Now, you are from the Highlands area in Pongola, is that correct? --- That is
correct.
And you're going to tell us about the incident where you were shot. --- Yes,
that's correct.
In 1989. I beg your pardon, 1991. --- That is correct.
Before we get to that incident, you mention in your statement that there was a
dispute between two different chiefs in your area. --- That is correct.
Who were those chiefs? --- Chief Hlangamanza and Chief Ntshangase.
What was the dispute about? --- It was about the /area.
area.
(Inaudible) ... the area? --- Hlangamanza
Ntshangase he was owning his area.

was

the

one

who

said

to

Chief

How did this dispute develop further? --- In 1988 - it started from 1988 to
1989. There was a dispute, and it led to court. And after the hearing of this
dispute in court in 1989 there was peace. It so happened that people were
relaxed, but they were not so relaxed because some people lost family members.
There was peace though, even though people couldn't see eye to eye. It so
happened that in 1991 in January my child came from Johannesburg. His name was
Busanangu. I left home at about 11 o'clock, accompanying him to the station bus stop. As we were heading towards the bus stop he boarded a taxi - or a bus.
I returned back home. After my son had boarded the bus, as I was heading home, a
certain car came belonging to Mr Ngwenya. There were five of them inside that
car, and then I told myself, "Oh, there's a car," and I realised that it was Mr

Ngwenya's car. He got off from his car and he opened the door for these four
other people who were also inside the car. And then Mr Ngwenya said to me,
"Ntshangase, here are these people," and I got confused and then I approached
them. As I was approaching them one guy pointed a gun at me. He was from behind
that car. And then I was still surprised and they started firing. One bullet
shot got into my hand and the other one into my jaw. And Mr Ngwenya was now
inside his car, at the back of his car. He knew all these people and he knew
their mission. A second man came from the front of the car. He shot at me. And
then I kept on
/approaching
approaching them, and I held an umbrella in my hand. And then they shot at Mr
Ngwenya's car. Four bullets got into Mr Ngwenya's car. And then this guy chased
them away, and they got into a kombi and then they drove off. And Mr Ngwenya
took us to hospital. I didn't know these people. I didn't know them at all. In
hospital they referred me to Ngwelezana Hospital because the doctors from the
first hospital said they couldn't help me. So also in Ngwelezana they referred
me to King Edward. I was admitted there for two months. They stitched my jaws. I
couldn't eat. I was drinking amahewu. I got better and I was discharged, I went
back home. I arrived home on Monday. When I got home - on Wednesday I was
supposed to go back to King Edward - I heard that Mr Ngwenya had been killed. He
had been shot dead. I went back to hospital. I was treated and they told me I
should come for check ups. I went back home. Police came to my house, and they
had names of the people who shot at me. They told me that "The people who shot
you were Jabulani Manana, Elliot Mkwanazi." And then I asked the police what was
the reason. The police told me, "We don't know." We went to court, to Piet
Retief Court, and the case was remanded. It was still in 1991. I think it was
somewhere in May. The case was remanded to the 5th of June. We went back. After
the 5th of May I got back home and there was no one who came back to me to
explain, and I saw a policeman who took the statement from me. I asked the
police, "What happened? How come I am not hearing anything about this case?" The
police told me, "I was in Soweto." I asked the police, "If you are in Soweto you
took all the papers or the statements with you?" The police said, "No, I left
/them with
them with other police." So I asked the police, "How come because there was no
one who came back to me and told me as to when the case was going to be heard?"
And later I learnt that the case had been heard and I wasn't supposed to be told
about it. And there were lawyers there, and then I wanted to found out as to
what was going to happen to me. I couldn't get any assistance and I was delayed
that I came before the Commission today. I think I've got a chance. Maybe you
can help me with this regard.
There are just some aspects I'd like to follow up. You - I am just concerned
that I am not calling you by the right name. You mentioned that they spoke to
you as Ntshangase. Is that your surname, or is that somebody else who was with
you? --- Ntshangase is my son, the one I was accompanying to the bus stop.
Now, there were other people that were accompanying you. --- Those are the
people who were in Mr Ngwenya's car. They were all going to the same area where
I was going.
You mentioned the name Simon Ntshangase, Amos Ntshangase, Mapuzweni Ntshangase.
--- Those are the people I was with.
(Inaudible) ... people who got out of the car and were talking to you when these
people approached? --- Yes, those are the people we were shot with.
(Inaudible) --- Yes, with me.
(Inaudible) ... Amos Ntshangase was also shot, and that he later died of his
injuries. --- Two of them died, Amos Ntshangase and Ngwenya. Those two died.

Now, was Ngwenya shot at that time or at a later time? --- Later time, after I
left hospital.
/Okay.
Okay. Now, do you know anything about the people that shot you, what their
motivation might have been? --- No, I don't have any idea. That's what I need to
understand. I need to know what I have done. I still need to resolve this thing
with these people.
Somewhere in your statement you mention that it was suspected that these people
thought you might be ANC supporters. --- No, that's not correct.
(Inaudible) ... misunderstanding? --- Yes, that was a misunderstanding.
(Inaudible) ... that you were IFP members at that time. --- That is correct, I
was an IFP member.
Was there political violence going on in your area at that time? That is in
1991. --- Yes, there was political violence, but one couldn't explain because
ANC had no grudges with any other organisation, even Inkatha as well. But there
was no violence as such as to killing people.
So you don't really know why these people shot you? --- No, I don't know.
I didn't hear very clearly the place where the court case was. --- Piet Retief.
And you've given us some dates which will help us trace the case. Now, which
police station did you go to? Oh, here it is here - Mahamba Police Station. --I went to Mahamba. I gave them my statement.
You said it was Sergeant Hlope that handled the case. --- That is correct.
CHAIRPERSON: Mr Tshakala, we've heard your story and we would like to take this
opportunity to thank you for coming here. It is very disturbing to know or to
realise
/that
that many people have suffered in those days, yet they didn't know why they were
suffering so much. This is reflecting to us how difficult it was for us in those
days. I trust that as you came here before the Commission you will find a little
bit of relief, and we're going to take this statement and we're going to make
recommendations to the President. He's the one who will know what to do. We do
have counsellors, and we would like you to get into contact with them, and you
must tell them everything, every need, every grievances that you have, something
that will help you in this situation. Thank you.
---------------------

/CHAIRPERSON:
CHAIRPERSON: We thank you for this opportunity that you have come forward to the
Commission to relate your story. Before we get started listening to your
evidence we will kindly ask you to stand up and take the oath.
--------------------GRETA MTHETHWA (Sworn, States)
CHAIRPERSON: Mr Lax will lead you.
MR LAX: Good afternoon, Mrs Mthethwa. Welcome again. --- I greet you also.
We've got the details of your family, and from this we can see that you have a
son and three grandchildren. --- Others are grown up now.
(Inaudible) ... just for the record can you tell us who the other children are
that you haven't mentioned here. You mentioned ... (inaudible) ... I assume, or
some other grandchildren. --- I am Sizagele.
Are you Sizagele? --- Yes.
Okay. You've mentioned Thelemuza. --- That is my son.
(Inaudible) --- Clarisse, Xolani, Windi, Sifiso.
(Inaudible) --- Yes, that's it.
(Inaudible) --- Yes.
Now, your troubles seem to have started in the Nquthu district when your late
husband joined Contralesa. --- Not my late husband. I have my husband. He's
alive.
(Inaudible) ... very confusing. Sorry. I apologise. --- What happened is this is
my second husband. He joined Contralesa. My first husband died.
Okay. Thanks for clearing up the confusion. Please continue with the story and

just tell us what happened
/from 1985.
from 1985. --- My husband joined Contralesa, and then after he had joined
Contralesa ... (incomplete)
Please continue. --- After he had joined Contralesa - Contralesa was pro-ANC pro-Democratic Party in the area, and it was not favoured in Nquthu. People were
very against Contralesa, and ... (inaudible)
Sorry, the - it's okay if you can speak in Zulu, that's also all right. You
don't have to speak in English. --- I can speak in ... (inaudible)
Please continue. --- All right. And then there was ... (inaudible)
It may be helpful if you ... (incomplete)
INTERPRETER: What is happening here? Yes, all right, go on ahead in Zulu. I'll
interpret. --- I would like to say that my husband joined Contralesa with Chief
Molefe, Elphas Molefe of Nquthu. When he joined Contralesa that's where things
began, when we got to be enemies in Nquthu. I tried my level best to show him
and advise him of my background since I was an IFP member, and once was a member
of Legislative Assembly, Inkatha Legislative. I withdrew my membership from IFP
and stopped politics altogether before I got married to Mthethwa. Mthethwa
himself joined Contralesa, and I pleaded with him not to join Contralesa because
I knew very well what Inkatha and its members are. I know them very well. I was
in the centre of IFP in the central committee. But he wouldn't listen to me.
Things went on and now boycotts started, and I got married, and we had
businesses that belonged to myself and my husband, and there were boycotts.
CHAIRPERSON: Tell us what kind of
restaurant, and a filling station as

business?

---

It

was

a

supermarket,

a

/well.
well. And the fried chicken outlet. And there was a book shop and the butchery.
MR LAX: Please take your time. Take your time. (Pause) --- My boys from my first
marriage were still very young then, and it was easy for people to say they were
ANC boys, and they weren't. I never was a member of ANC even at once. I am a
child of God, I am a brethren. At night I couldn't sleep peacefully because I
had heard threats from people that my husband was in danger. In 1987 - I am
sorry, in 1988 he left for Lusaka to meet ANC. That was before the ANC was
unbanned, and he met the members of ANC and he was with the people of
Contralesa. And when he got back that was known, and I was told that it was not
acceptable what my husband was doing and into. I got a number of threats at
work. It was in 1989. I was so scared. And in 1990 people boycotted, and I could
see danger facing my children. I told my husband, and I was adamant, saying, "I
know IFP very well. Please withdraw." He nevertheless went on, and I could see
that my stay and everything wasn't safe. I therefore decided to sell some of my
businesses and we flee. We left for Johannesburg, and my boys were attending
high school. When I got to Johannesburg we bought a house in a boer suburb, and
the boers came and stole money, close to R1 million, because at the time the
boers were very racist and could not accept any black person living around their
suburbs. We got back. I left my husband in Johannesburg and decided to go back
to Nquthu, and I deemed it fit for him to just remain and I will leave and go
back. Although I withdrew from Inkatha I have nothing against them, and they are
no things that I do behind Inkatha's back, so I will go back
/to Nquthu.
to Nquthu.

In 1991 you moved back to Nquthu. --- That is correct. There were some other
properties that I never sold, and I used the supermarket, the small supermarket.
It was no longer a big supermarket. And the fried chicken outlet and the filling
station, as well as the restaurant where people will sit and dine in Nquthu,
that's what was left. It went on. Please forgive me in case I make a mistake
here. There were papers that were distributed in Nquthu that Winnie Mandela and
Peter Mokaba will come and address in Nquthu, you know the prominent figures of
ANC. I said to myself, "Oh my goodness, if my husband sees these papers Inkatha
will kill me." He was the one arranging for the arrival of Winnie Mandela and
Peter Mokaba, and it was bad, the situation was bad then. Some did not believe
that I am not an ANC member. We were sort of harassed. People will come around
to my house, and at the same time I wasn't at peace. I was forever alert of any
situation that was happening, awaiting for my husband's return. There was this
incident when Kizwe shot at Molefe's and 11 of them were shot. On that very day
when Molefe's child was shot I was going to church in the morning. When we were
approaching the corner next to Nquthu Hospital I saw the fellow church members.
I do believe that God Almighty overcomes everything. I said to myself, "Well,
they should join us, these other fellow members, church members." We gave them a
ride to church, and in front there was a kombi awaiting to shoot at us, a yellow
kombi, and the boy who was going to shoot at us was standing right outside the
kombi. I left, pleading with my husband not to get off the car. Maybe I should
drive
/the vehicle
the vehicle because they wouldn't shoot me. We went to church that day, on that
day that Molefe's children were killed, the 11 boys were shot. My husband took
part in the preparation of the funeral. That's what reinforced the whole thing,
and I could see that I will never have a peaceful stay here. From then I took my
children with, because they will come for holidays, and went to Dundee. That's
where I bought a house. No, I rented a house from an Indian man. I occupied that
house, suffering of course, tremendously so. In 1994 - I went to Dundee in 1993
with my children, struggling, trying to hide every time, praying to God Almighty
to protect us and keep us on His might hand. One time in the morning we went to
church. We found out people are waiting for us along the roadside. And one time
I told my husband not to go to church, I will go to church, and he said he
wouldn't afford not to go to church. I pleaded with him that there are ANC
members at the stadium together with one man who was Harry Gwala as well. I told
him not to go to church but to go to the stadium. On that very day when I got to
church at 12, when my husband had to preach, I preached on his behalf. And I saw
the brethren looking back at the door, and the kombi came full of the boys with
guns, ready to shoot at us. And I pleaded with the church members that we should
pray, and I thanked God because they gave up, they never shot us. On that day I
found those boys who were intending to shoot us with Chief Ngobese. They were
standing with Chief Ngobese talking to him. Chief Ngobese - I had nothing
against Chief Ngobese, but he had a problem with my husband and as a result of
that that affected my relationship with him as well.
/Just
Just before you continue, there was something you mentioned in your statement
which you've left out here, and that was about an attack on your house in 1993
after a big meeting at Nquthu. --- Oh yes, I remember that. I omitted that. Yes,
there was a meeting and was addressed by Gideon Zulu. After that people ran to
the store, and we tried to close the store but they were forcing to gain entry
into the store, and that's when I realised how great God is, because they threw
eight bombs right inside the store and not even one blasted. They took money,
they filled their vehicles with petrol for free of charge, and I refused my
husband to come to Nquthu. But as a man he would insist and be adamant that he
will do what he wants to do. On that day the meeting was Nqabenyeni - the
meeting. Those who attended said there was a child who said there are people who
have just arrived. Gideon Zulu said that, and people ran and flee from the hall
to the store in an attempt to kill us, but thanks God because they never
managed.

(Inaudible) ... you living back in Nquthu now? --- Yes, but what I would like to
say now is that they took my possessions, they took petrol, and they also took
the goods as well, and I have nothing today. I am suffering. Even coming here I
had to get ride from people. I have lost entirely everything. I was black-listed
in the community, and I am black-listed as well. I can't do anything. Today
Nquthu is back on its feet, but I am still suffering the ordeal. But thank God
that not even one died in my family. I don't even know how that happened. That's
a miracle. We went to Dundee and opened a shop. They threw bombs in the other
store but nothing
/happened.
happened. When I got to Dundee I opened a shop. That's where they will come, the
police I mean, using ZP1271, looking for my husband, intending to shoot my
husband right in the store. I will stand and look at them timidly, and they will
surround my husband intending to shoot him. I reported it in every aspect of
this matter to the police. I tried even to get the workers, the employees, to
report their own version to the police station, but to no avail. One day when I
was in Dundee on the 29th of December 1993, it was about three in the afternoon,
I received a call from the ladies in the shop, the employees. The IFP people
attacked us and wanted us to get out of the store, but Khoza came in to our
rescue. He is the one who came to our rescue. He was with Buthelezi. I left, I
went to the store, and I saw that the store was closed already. I prayed, didn't
know what to do, and I pleaded with them to go back to work as well. They
refused, and all ended on that note. I would try my best to sell so I could be
able to support my family and pay my rent in Dundee, but to no avail.
(Inaudible) ... laid charges many many times with the police, and is it correct
that nothing's ever happened? --- Nothing ever happened, completely nothing. And
I owe many people because I had some loans from different people, and I borrowed
some goods from other people, but I could not pay them - and companies as well.
(Inaudible) ... hand back to the Chairperson.
CHAIRPERSON: Greta, we've heard your story. There's just one thing I would like
to ask according to your statement. I am not too sure if it's right that after
/you've
you've laid the charges in Nquthu the damage was worth R50 000,00 or R5 000,00.
What is the right amount? --- You mean the windows, the damage? No, I refer to
my door. My door was a glass door and it was worth R5 000,00. And over and above
that I had written down each and every damage, because they would try and break
the till to reach and get money, but they failed however. Fortunately they did
not kill anyone.
Where do your children go to school? --- They have stopped. Some were at
Westville, University of Westville. My boy was at St Martin's. They had to stop
schooling.
Now what are they doing? --- They did not complete their studies because I was
in debts myself. They had to leave school.
One other last thing I would like to put to you and ask. The one person you talk
about that you were together in Boksburg, what is his name? --- His name is Andy
Smith.
What happened to the CC with Andy Smith that you formed? --- Andy Smith tried to
commit suicide and he disappeared subsequently.
There are times when one wouldn't know what to say, especially to people who
have suffered such great ordeals. It is clear to everyone that you have worked
so hard, but all that took just a minute to get destructed. We do trust and hope

that we will get to the time in the future where things will work out better
than in the past. I see you are a woman of faith, and I have listened to you.
Often times than not you keep mentioning God. That tells me a lot about your
faith, and it goes without doubt that
/you are
you are a woman of faith. Do you suffer emotionally due to this? --- Yes, but
God helped me. I suffered from high blood pressure. I was admitted at Newcastle.
I also had sinusitis problem and I was drained in 1994 November, and again in
1995 November I was drained for sinusitis problem. I had tremendous stress due
to the fact that I had lost all my possessions - cars, you name it. I have
worked so hard as a nurse in 19 - I quite my job in 1969, and I was still young
then, single still. I acquired all of this not easy. I passed my BA and UEd
degrees and tried the businesses, and I was a successful entrepreneur up until
the time when all this transpired, and as a result of that I am suffering.
But have you gotten in touch with the psychologists? --- I did psychiatry myself
at school. You know, I think there are times when I just helped myself and
decided no, I think I am insane now, and I have to help myself since I did
psychiatry at school as well.
You know in Zulu we have this thing that - the saying that the doctor cannot
heal himself. Perhaps it will be wise and advisable for you to get in touch with
the psychologists. We even hope that the boys that are not at school right now
will one day reach their goals and go as far as you have gone academically. --I was hurt and I accused the boers so much that today I forgive them, because I
was also forgiven. I lost so much due to the treatment of the boers. I am
looking at the Government today. When we were at Dundee all the boys who were
running from ANC from different areas will come to my husband, and each time I
think of telling them to go back to their houses I will think of their mothers,
parents,
/what
what will they say? Now we would try our best to accommodate them. Some will be
hurt brutally by Inkatha. We would try to accommodate and give them warmth. I
went through ANC to enlist help, but I got nothing. I don't even know whether he
is better than de Klerk. I mean Mandela. But what I will say is that as a
Christian I do trust and hope that you know that some other things take time.
God takes His own time, and the fact that people don't think the same, and also
don't forget that the pressures you suffer are the pressures other people suffer
as well.
It's a good thing that you are such a forgiving lady, and in whatever that we do
we shall consider forgiving, even forgiving our very black people, fellow
blacks, not only the boers. We are trying to reconcile the country. Please be
patient, and perseverance pays as well, because one day you will knock at the
door and the door will be opened. --- Chairlady, I am forever in the run,
running from the sheriff. Can ... (incomplete - end of Side B, Tape 6)
---------------------

/CHAIRPERSON:
CHAIRPERSON: Who is Makemiso?
MRS MOLEFE: I am Makemiso.
CHAIRPERSON: Are you the one who is going to testify here today?
MRS MOLEFE: Yes.
CHAIRPERSON: Who is the lady accompanying you?
MRS MOLEFE: She is my daughter-in-law. I brought her here so that she can remind
me as well, because I am old and other things have happened a long time ago and
I can't remember everything. Like, for instance, I am having a problem
remembering dates, months.
CHAIRPERSON: It's okay if she is just going to remind you. I would like you to
stand up so that you take an oath. We would like to know the name of the lady
next to you, or rather your daughter-in-law.
MR DLAMINI: What is your name?
MRS MOLEFE: Lydia Molefe.
CHAIRPERSON: Are you the daughter-in-law to Mrs Molefe? Because now you are
going to assist Mrs Molefe we would request you to stand up and take an oath.
--------------------MAKEMISO MOLEFE and LYDIA MOLEFE (Sworn, State)
CHAIRPERSON: The person who will lead you whilst giving evidence will be Mr Mdu
Dlamini. --- We greet you, Mr Dlamini.
MR DLAMINI: (Inaudible) ... share with us today two tragic incidents. One
relates to your son who was killed in Johannesburg in 1993. --- That is correct.
As if that was not enough the other one relates to your husband, who was also
killed in 1994. --- That is correct.
/(Inaudible)
(Inaudible) ... by confirming the family details as I have them on my record.
You have told us that you have got three children - Richard, you son, who is 24
years of age. --- That is correct.
What does Richard do? --- He is at school.
(Inaudible) ... doing? --- He is in standard six.
The next one is Wilbur, who is 16 years of age. --- That is correct. He is still
at school. He is currently doing standard five.

(Inaudible) ... your daughter, Suzetta, who is 13 years of age. --- That is
correct. She is in standard six.
And the deceased, did he have his - I mean your son who died, did he have family
of his own? --- He didn't have a family of his own. He was not yet married then.
(Inaudible) --- That is correct.
(Inaudible) ... not have children outside marriage? --- He didn't have children.
He does not have children. He was a worker then. He worked at Germiston.
(Inaudible) ... because I would prefer that I lead you by questions, especially
in his case, because there is crucial information that we need. Before his death
was he a member of any organisation? --- He was in Germiston. He boarded a
train, then ... (intervention)
Mama, I know you would like to tell us that story, but it's important that I get
this information correct. Was he a member of any organisation? --- He was not a
member of any organisation, or political organisation.
(Inaudible) ... political organisation? --- He was an ANC member.
/Are you
Are you sure that he was an ANC member? --- Yes, because his father was also an
ANC member.
And he died - he was killed in Johannesburg. --- He was killed in Johannesburg
at Thokoza location. His corpse was found by Mr Nthanzi's chauffeur. Mr
Nthanzi's chauffeur reported that there's a child who died there in Thokoza.
I missed the name of the person who found the corpse. --- He is from Gauteng,
but his name is Nthanzi.
(Inaudible) ... your son was staying as a tenant. --- Yes, that's the person I
am referring to.
Do you have contact details of Mr Nthanzi? --- Are you referring to Mr Nthanzi?
He stays at Moutong section.
(Inaudible) ... or telephone? --- Are you referring to his address?
Or the telephone
section?

number.
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INTERPRETER: If you could raise your voice please so that the interpreters could
hear you. --- No 4587 Moutong Section. It is in Katlehong Location. 1832, I
think that is the code.
MR DLAMINI: (Inaudible) --- Yes, I do. 909-2290.
I am surprised. You said earlier on that you are a forgetful lady, but you can
remember everything. Did you get the death certificate in respect of Siphiwe,
your son? --- Yes, I did receive the death certificate of my son -my husband.
(Inaudible) ... records. If
afterwards. --- I do have the
/certificate
certificate with me.

it

is

available

you

can

just

give

it

to

us

We'll get it from you afterwards. --- I want to request through you that I
relate my husband's story.
(Inaudible) ... as I said that the reason for mentioning that it's very
important that I get it. I'll definitely give you a chance, I promise. You
earlier on mentioned that your son was employed. --- That is correct.
Did you get any benefits from his employers? --- I didn't receive anything from
his employers.
Do you have the name and the contact address of the employers? --- No, we didn't
receive anything from them.
Thank you. We tried to investigate the death of your son. The problem that we
encountered is that we did not know exactly where the death took place.
Subsequently ... (intervention) --- At Ekosini(?) where they shot him. Ekosini
section, I believe it's Ekosini section, in Katlehong. He was on board the train
to Ekosini from Germiston.
Were there any eye witnesses? --- They saw him only in the morning.
You don't have any other information that could help our investigators to find
out the people who killed your son? --- I don't have it, Sir.
(Inaudible) ... ask that if you get any information at any stage please let us
know, because we would like to investigate the death of your son. --- I will do
so.
Now I'll move over to your husband. According to our records your husband was a
member of the ANC. --- That is correct.
/At the
At the time of his death he was 72 years of age. --- That is correct.
(Inaudible) ... reported that one relative, close relative to yourself,
attempted to recruit your husband to join IFP. --- That is correct. However, he
joined the ANC.
Yes, we are aware of that, that he decided to join the ANC. Can I now allow you
to tell us how your husband was killed? --- He was going towards the mountain to
a function there. Then he also decided to go there to seek refuge, but however
Inkatha was heading towards the mountain on the other side. He didn't observe
that. They attacked him and stoned him, and then stabbed him with a spear. He
fell down. That was it. I could not see because I was at hospital by then. I
heard this from the children, who told me that my husband was stabbed by a spear
that killed him. At the hospital they came to my place. They took our livestock,
cows, and the furniture in the house. They broke the windows. They burned
everything and took almost everything that we had in the house. We didn't even
have anything to bury him in. Even the cows were taken. I was left desolate. I
even asked a blanket to wrap him with from Agrippa Molefe's family. Beforehand
his brother, Jomo, arrived at home. I thought he was going to assist, but I said
to him let us go carrying our identity documents together down there. However, I
didn't know what his intentions were. When he was killed by Inkatha it was
because he refused to go there because Job wanted to seek assistance for him. I
am referring to my husband. He didn't go there. Maybe he could be alive by now.
Inkatha was from the direction of
/Nkande,
Nkande, then he was proved to go there to get assistance. He refused and took
his own way.

(Inaudible) ... a little bit. What assistance was that? --- I am referring to
what led to my husband's death. This man intended to assist him trying to shield
him from this attack. "Come and bring your identity document and join Inkatha so
that you can survive." However, my husband refused. I was at hospital. I had
suffered from sugar diabetes at that time. We slept in the veld, or rather at
the mountain. We stay at Haladu.
(Inaudible) --- Yes, we did go back to our original home.
(Inaudible) ... our investigators in contact with the local police station. --They didn't contact us because there was not good relations between police and
the community. We could only see police Casspirs and soldiers. This was not
discussed with anyone.
(Inaudible) ... and I am sure I did not come across clearly. What I was trying
to say is that the investigators from the TRC, after having received your
statement, have been to the local police station to find out the progress on the
investigation, or the inquiry about the death of your husband. As a result of
... (intervention) --- There was no correspondence with regards to that.
Yes, I know.
from the TRC
copy of the
promise that
thank you.

That's what I am trying to tell her, that this is what we have done
from the time she gave us her statement. We have managed to get a
inquest finding and other documents technically known as J56. I
we will keep you informed of our investigations and findings. --- I

/We have
We have also noted the loss in the form of 10 heads of cattle, household
contents, and of course the irrecoverable loss or your husband and your son. --Yes, that is correct.
Mama, we have also noted your expectations, the things that you would like the
TRC to do for you, and we have noted that your late son, Siphiwe, was the main
breadwinner of the family. We really appreciate the predicament that you are in
as a result of the two deaths. As I said to other witnesses before you that all
these requests will be conveyed to the State President, and we hope that he will
be able - together with his Cabinet he will be able to do something to show
solidarity and support to you people. --- We are grateful for that.
As I said that we'll keep you informed, is there anything, additional
information regarding the death of your son or your husband, that we think we
must know which is going to help us with our investigations? --- I have no
knowledge with regards to those two matters.
Thank you very much for the information you have given us, and also thank you
for the time. As I promised that we will keep you informed of the developments.
Can I hand you over to the Chairperson now.
CHAIRPERSON: Mrs Makemiso, are you working? --- I am not working. I am a
labourer. I work on my small gardens. However, since I have lost my cattle I
have got nothing that I live from. At the moment there's nothing that I am
doing.
Are you presently receiving pension from the State? --- Yes, I do.
We have listened to your story. Chief Molefe was
/also
also present, he presented his story to us. It is very problematic that during
times that we live in we meet incidents like this. However, we believe that as
time goes on most of the things will be stable in this new South Africa. As I

have said previously, your story will also be included in the report that will
be forwarded to the State President, and assistance that might be recommended by
the President will come from him. However, you can consult the counsellors that
we have here. They will try to assist you where they can. We thank you. --- I am
grateful.
---------------------

/CHAIRPERSON:
CHAIRPERSON: I greet you, Ma'am Mbuthu. We have heard that you aren't Constance,
you are Dinah, and you will be giving testimony. Now we will ask you to stand up
and take the oath.
--------------------DINAH MBUTHU (Sworn, States)
CHAIRPERSON: Mr Lax will be the one who will be helping you in giving your
evidence.
MR LAX: (Inaudible) --- Good afternoon to you, Sir.
Just for the record, you have come to tell us the story of your son. --- That's
very true.

(Inaudible) ... in-law could not be here this afternoon. --- That's true.
And you have actually made a statement to the Commission already. --- That is
correct.
Now, could you just help us please with some details of your family? Is it
correct that your son had six children? --- That is correct, he had six
children.
Thandi, Sizwe, Thokozani, Siphiwe, Mlungisi and Zakele. --- That's Zanele.
(Inaudible) ... must have made a spelling mistake here. What are their
approximate ages? --- I wouldn't know their ages because the first-born had just
completed his standard 10. That is Sizwe, and the girl is still - could not
complete as she suffered the death of her father. These others, the four, are at
school, those who come after Sizwe and Thandi. Thokozani is at school. Siphiwe
and Mlungisi are at school. Zanele is not yet at school.
(Inaudible) ... for us. Now, you're here to tell us
/about
about the death of your son. --- Correct.
Which happened on the 14th of April 1994. --- That is correct.
Please go ahead. --- We were at Haladu. In that year I wasn't feeling well, I
was ill, and swollen the whole body, and the children were out in the fields
with the livestock. When they got back they talked about the battle and the
fight, that when it gets here we will be the first victim, the Mbuthu family.
Those were the neighbour's children. And I did not pay much attention to that.
Late in the afternoon, as I was lying down sick, I saw the neighbours running.
No, they came to my house to ask for refuge, and they were telling me there's a
fight, and a fight coming in and going on. I could not function very well as I
was sick, and in the morning still there was nothing, there was no fight, no
battle at all. They went back to their respective homes, and the next time
around they came again. You see as neighbours we know one another, and we are in
good terms. They are my children as well. The neighbour's children are mine as
well, and we are a praying home and we will pray together with these children.
Nothing was funny about this.
Just one second, if I can interrupt you there please. What is the name of your
neighbours? What is the family name of those people? --- It's Khanya family who
used to come and sleep at my house, running away from the fight.
Please continue. --- One day - I have my boy, who was born in 1970, and had
impregnated a girl in the neighbourhood, and I asked for the child, the
grandchild, and he had to pay damages for that. They brought the child who is a
grandchild and we saw fire and we saw smoke
/right
right down the road, and we were surprised what was happening. And that day we
had this function of accepting my daughter-in-law. We saw many neighbours and
children running to my house. I asked, "What's happening?" They said, "There is
a fight that's just erupted on the other side." People were sweating, running
for their lives, and they alleged that the people were coming from eMondlo, and
my son was forever in town, where he was selling, perhaps a vendor. He was a
vendor here in town. And I asked him, "What are you going to be selling?" He
said, "I will be selling meat," and I said to him, "No, only women sell meat,
not men." As this went on he wasn't there. He had two children with a certain
girl, and at times he could not come back to my house and would spend time with

the other lady who has two children with him. And the situation was not stable
at that time. We will see people running to and fro and claiming that there is a
fight erupting.
(Inaudible) ... interrupt you again. You speak a lot about fighting. What was
the fighting about? --- May you repeat your question.
You've told us about a number of instances where people were fighting with one
another, some people running away, some people attacking, and so on. What was
the fighting about? --- We didn't know. We just heard. It was something we
heard, not knowing what was starting all that. I would accommodate these
children and sleep in my house. And the mosquitoes in my house - or the area was
infested with mosquitoes, which were troublesome to these children, and my son
wasn't there, he was in town where he was selling. In the afternoon the
following day
/I heard
I heard that in Haladu the situation is not stable, and the message got to
Mhlongo's house claiming that the situation is not stable at all at Haladu, and
we therefore decided to go back to Haladu to see what was happening. And my son
wasn't there at the time, he was with the mother of the two children. When we
got there we did not find the people we wanted to see, and we found an old lady
who told us that yes, it was bad, the situation was getting volatile. And we
heard from this man, who was telling us that, "Mbuthu's boy was killed. We don't
know whether this Mbuthu boy is the one who was working in town." And I could
feel that I am losing strength as I suspected that that was my son. We did not
know exactly as to who was killed, because he used to travel in a 5 o'clock bus
coming back home, and it had become a custom that we expect him around five. And
when five lapsed my daughter-in-law went to find out if he was coming or getting
off the bus, but to no avail. And I got worried, continuously so, especially
that I had heard already that Mbuthu's son had died in Haladu. I therefore
decided to go to Mhlangeni, where I could receive my pension fund. I saw cars
coming from Nquthu, going by Kelumusa School, and I was watching then. And those
cars just passed right there, and they were so many, but still I hadn't heard
the truth as to who exactly died because both of my sons were not home. I left
there, I went to Mhlangeni. I saw Haladu residents there and I asked about this
Mbuthu son who's been killed, and no one could open up and forthcoming to me. I
asked Pastor Mchunu, and Pastor Mchunu said, "We've seen that Mbuthu boy lying
down, and when I suggested that we have a look at him they
/therefore
therefore decided that we shouldn't." As I was there, waiting in the queue for
my pension fund, I conversed with somebody and said, "Mbuthu's son has died in
Haladu," and they responded and said could he be my son. I was lost. I told them
I did not know exactly what happened. "They said he was taken by the police
vehicle to Mondlo. Quickly get done with this pension money and rush to the
police station to have a view on the corpse." And I went home. When I got home
there were tears, people were mourning.
(Inaudible) ... it's okay. (Pause) --- When I got home I found the children
crying, saying he had been brought by the police. The police came and he was
taken to Nquthu Mortuary. He had died.
(Inaudible) ... continue. (Pause) --- Only to find that the mother with whom the mother of the two children got the message as well and went home, and when
she got home - they were together at the time of the incident. And we decided we
should go Nkatheni and run away, leave the area. Now, the children were
attending at Nkatheni, living at Nkatheni and attending Kelumusa School. Now, my
daughter-in-law was the one relating the whole story as she had witnessed it. We
heard from her and she told us she was expecting him at three. He had left to go
to school to leave a message there, and he never got to school, and he was
killed right there before he could reach the school. And in the morning I saw

the cars there exactly where the incident took place, and my daughter-in-law had
arrived, explaining as to what had happened. It looked like as he left the house
the people were following him with a gun. Just when he left home one
/has a
has a whistle, and blowing it, following him. Now, Mrs Khumalo, the younger
wife, the second wife, was relating that. All what this will mean is that my son
died. And we made arrangements for the funeral. We never buried him in Haladu,
but we buried him where we were at the time. After that, when we tried to go
back to find out as to what would happen to his possessions and stuff, we found
out that everything was taken and the house was destroyed, the doors inside
completely destroyed. The house was not in a good condition. We took whatever we
could and left, and we therefore decided maybe we should go and get the bricks
so we could build a shack. When we went to fetch the bricks that were remaining
we first consulted with the police at Sipiko(?). They took us there and told us
that they were rushing somewhere. After we had loaded the bricks in the tractor
we saw the boys coming, approaching, using the other route, and other routes
were closed. Right next to the wall, standing there, we saw the group of youths
coming, approaching us, and we wondered as to what we should do at that point in
time. I got off the tractor. I tried to go back to the tractor. I couldn't. I
did not know what to do. People were surprised what I was up to. When I saw them
coming close, nearby, I ran along the houses, going to the other side of the
wall, and there was one girl I was with and my daughter-in-law. My daughter
tried to go with my daughter-in-law and I said, "No, don't do that. Just follow
me. Let's take the opposite direction." As you may be aware I was sick at that
time, so you can imagine what I was facing and what I was in. These others were
left in the tractor and tried to take off. Those who were
/coming
coming close by tried to approach them on the other side of the road. The
tractor took off and they followed the tractor, hoping that the tractor will
take a U-turn somewhere, but to no avail. The tractor went off. As I was trying
to crawl there in the scene of this incident I managed to get to a certain spot,
where I realised that there were bricks that were left there, and I was
surprised how come because the bricks were supposed to be in the tractor. When
these other two from the tractor got off and tried to run, and coming back, I
heard my daughter shouting and screaming, crying about the fact that she was
going to lose her children. Well, I enjoyed by stay in Haladu, in a nutshell. I
saw the tractor far away, and suddenly I saw the tractor right next to me, and
they said, "Are you the one?" I said, "Yes, I am the one," and we went on ahead.
What can we therefore do, because there was a horse? They arrived, and then the
bricks were taken one day. But this is such a pathetic story, the death of my
son. You know, we have parents in church. We have parents in church. Last year
in church we had some other parents and the other relatives as well. When they
got home and found out that they were all there they said to themselves, "Give
us money, let's just go back. We won't go to church with Khanyi. We can't
stomach and stand Khanyi."
Did you ever recover all the things from the house, the one where you went to
get bricks from? --- We never went back because they ran after us. The house was
set alight by the way, and many houses were set alight - my house, the
neighbours, and so forth.
(Inaudible) --- I am at Nxakeni.
/That's
That's the end of the questions. Sorry, just one aspect, auntie. Our
investigators did go to Mondlo Police Station and they did find some reference
to your son's case. The references confirm that there was political violence in
the area between ANC and IFP. Now, your family were predominantly IFP, is that
right? --- That is correct.

And as far as you know the people that killed your son were ANC people? --- Yes.
Now, your second daughter-in-law, Mrs Khumalo you've called her, what is her
first name please? --- I know Ngehlana. She is Ngehlana Khumalo.
(Inaudible) ... at the moment? --- (Inaudible) CHAIRPERSON: Mrs Dinah, as we
have been listening to your story we just lost - I lost strength, and as I look
right deep into the matter I realise that you are now a pensioner and you were
looking up to your children to provide you with food and support you, but the
direct opposite is true. You've suffered this ordeal. As we look into our
children's future we always think and hope that they will bury us one day, take
care of us as we are growing old. But I do trust that as I talk to you, and
addressing these people in the hall, everybody has listened to what has been
said before the Commission, and I believe that even if there are some here who
are still intending to do harm, after this they will repent, especially having
listened to people like you. The situation should really change, and people
should see that what happened in the past don't happen in the future. We will
carry on and go on with our investigations, and see how we could enlist help to
you and your daughter-in-law.
/Thank you
Thank you for taking your time to come here.
I would ask you to be patient. We've come to the end of our programme. The lady
here was the last one, and I believe that we are all touched after this
testimony that has been rendered by the old lady, old as she is, due to the fact
that we were fighting each other as a black community.
MACHINE SWITCHED OFF
---------------------

/ON RESUMPTION:
ON RESUMPTION:
CHAIRPERSON: (Incomplete) ... recognise a stranger and a friend amongst us, Mr
Edward Verster. Could you stand up so that we can recognise you. Thank you. Mr
Verster is an attorney from the United States of America. It is very encouraging
to us to see that the international community is taking an interest in what we
as South Africans are trying to achieve through the Truth and Reconciliation
Commission. You have already said that some of your own colleagues have been to
listen to what - the stories that are being related by the people who have
undergone different kinds of suffering during the dark ages of apartheid. So we
hope you will take our greetings back with you, and ... (incomplete - end of
Side A, Tape 8) ... I have your document with me. After we have closed then I'll
be able to hand it over to you.
We have come to the end of the programme of the two days in Vryheid. The only
thing that's left is to thank you and put forward as gratitude as the Truth
Commission. First of all we would like to thank those who made it possible for
the venue. It's not easy to get a venue here in Vryheid, but still we managed to
get this venue to accommodate all of us. And I would still like to thank the
community who took their time to come to the Commission and listen to each and
everything that was said by the victims and their families, and the witnesses.
And also thank you for your patience. We thank you, the community of Vryheid.
We will put it to you as a community that on the 12th we will be in Mondlo
taking statements at 10.00 am, and on the 13th we will be in Vryheid taking
statements at /the same
the same time, 10.00 am. We hope that you will pass the word on.
And also thank the counsellors who were present here and rendering their
services to the victims. We do trust and hope that even after we have left
Vryheid they will still be there and availing their services to these different
victims and families. And also thank the interpreters. If they were not here
this wouldn't be possible. However they manage to translate and interpret. And
also thank those who have provided the equipment. I have such - I am not so
audible when I speak, but I was able to be audible as a result of this
equipment. And also thank the police. We are in the time when we are not so sure
about our safety. The police have taken their time and made it a point that they
are here for our safety. We would like to thank them in a special way. And also
thank the catering services. We enjoyed the meals, no doubt about that. And I
would like to apologise because I know that not all of you ate, but you know
that's what goes on in the world. Some do get food, some don't, but you know the
situation however. And also thank the staff of the TRC, the statement-takers.
The statements are very important. And also thank every single person who's a
staff personnel at the TRC office, left Durban to make sure that this is a
success and that you are comfortable as you seem to be. Thank also my colleagues
right in front. You have seen how much effort they've put in, the three of us

here. Maybe the two of them they tried to push everything, and I do believe that
you will support me in saying that everything went on smooth.
When people come to ventilate here some are healed
/from
from that process - you know, coming out and ventilating the truth, because to
bottle things inside you kills, but for the fact that the witnesses, the victims
came forward to ventilate and take out what was eating them inside, that process
itself alone is healing. And also I want to highlight the fact that we will
never have a prosperous future if we are not united. Let us assure ourselves of
a better future by way of working hand in hand together.
My colleague here is just mentioning that I have forgotten the media people. No,
I did not forget them. I was about to address them. We would like to address
them. We would like to thank them, and also the media people. I talked to them
this morning that we did not see anything on the television, national television
yesterday. Even during the news nothing was shown, but today we hope that we
will have an opportunity and we will see the proceedings of the day.
I may be forgetting or omitting a few other things, but my colleagues will
remind me, and I think we are all satisfied that we've heard and I have thanked
everybody. There is a gentleman by the name of Mr Xulu that I will ask to come
forward and close this programme in prayer. Oh, he is Pastor Xulu, not Mr Xulu.
May you request Pastor Xulu. We will kindly ask the pastor to come forward.
HEARING CLOSES WITH A SONG AND A PRAYER
---------------------
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---oOo--PROCEEDINGS RESUMED ON 1997/05/28
OPENING SONG AND PRAYER
CHAIRMAN: We're going to start immediately with the first witness for today, and
it's Khubuzilo Mildred Madlala. Mrs Madlala, we welcome you here this morning.
You, like the witnesses yesterday, have come to us from Brandville, and you have
come to tell us about the death of your mother, your sister and your daughter,
who were killed in December 1991. Before you give that evidence can you please
stand to take the oath?
--------------------RIA NONHLANHLA MADLALA (Sworn, States)
CHAIRMAN: Mrs Madlala, before you tell us your story can you please just give us
some idea of what remains of your family, who do you live with, is your husband
still alive, do you have other children? Could you just tell us something about
your background? --- At first we stayed with my mother, as well as my sister's
child, who was 18 years old at that time. I had two children, a girl, who was
six years old at that time, and a boy who was one year six months old at that
time. But at the moment it's myself and my two children, and the third one, so
we are four.
Is your husband still alive? --- No, I do not have a husband.
And are you working at the moment? --- Yes, I am.
Where are you working? --- I am working at the Mooi Plaza tollgate as a cashier.
And, Mrs Madlala, you have somebody else on stage here with you. I forgot to ask
who that is. --- It's
/my sister,
my sister, but she wasn't staying at home at that time. I am the one who was
staying at home with my sister's daughter. She was staying at the new location.
She only arrived after the deaths.
Is she just here to give you some support today, she's not going to be talking?
--- She will testify because her daughter died. She was staying with us at the
time of her death. Because she did submit a statement, because I was ill at the
time she submitted the statement.
I am not sure that we have a copy of her statement. Sorry, what is her name
please? --- It's Khumbuzile Madlala.
(Inaudible) ... name is? --- I am Ria.
(Inaudible) --- Madlala.
(Inaudible) ... the name of Khumbuzile Mildred Madlala. Is that your sister? ---

Yes, it is my sister.
(Inaudible) ... the rulings that we have made. --- At the time that this
happened she was not present. It happened during my presence. She only submitted
a statement because I was ill at that time.
(Inaudible) ... necessary then for us just to place her evidence briefly on
record, and she can tell us that you were present at the time, and then when
she's given her short piece of evidence then you can tell us your story as an
eye witness. So we'll first hear from her. Can you please stand up, Khumbuzile,
to take the oath.
KHUMBUZILE MILDRED MADLALA (Sworn, States)
CHAIRMAN: Now, just from what we have briefly been told by your sister, it was
you that lost your mother and your sister and your daughter in 1991 during an
attack on your
/house,
house, is that right? --- Yes, that is true.
But you were not present at the time? --- That is correct, I was not present at
that time. I was staying at my place.
(Inaudible) ... your place? --- It's Shiyazi - Phumlase. It's a location.
(Inaudible) --- Yes, it's an area or a location in Brandville.
And the house in which your mother and your sister and your daughter were
staying, whose house is that? --- That's my home, my mother's place. It's my
mother's house.
And do you - are you married? --- No, I am not.
Do you have other children aside from these that you have mentioned her? --Yes, I do.
Where are they? Are they with you or are they ... (incomplete) --- I am staying
with one. The other one died in 1993. I think it was '95.
And is it correct that in that attack on your house it is your mother, Janet
Madlala, your sister, Thando Madlala, and your daughter ... (intervention) --Thando is my daughter.
The statement here reflects that there were two people called Thando. How many
family members did you in fact lose in that attack? --- Two people died.
Who were they? --- That is my mother as well as my daughter.
So the reference there to your sister is incorrect. I think what we'll do is
we'll hear from your sister now, and then we'll come back to you after that to
find out what happened after the attack, and how you came to know
/about
about it. But let's do it in sequence, let's about what happened on that night
in question, because you were present, is that correct? Before you continue can
you just give us your full name, and spell your first name for us? --- My name
is Ria Nonhlanhla Madlala.
Thank you. Can you then continue. Just tell us - give us briefly some background
as to what was happening in the township at the time, and then tell us what

happened on this night, which was the 3rd of December in 1991. --- On the 3rd of
December I was painting the house, particularly the sitting-room, and just as I
finished - my mother was present, as well as my sister's daughter. Just as we
were starting to put the furniture back into the sitting-room, as we were doing
that - I think we were fitting the curtains at that time - we heard some gunfire
outside, and my mother said we should leave whatever we were doing, we will
finish off the following day. And we abandoned those duties. At that time we
heard gunfire up to the time that we went to bed. I think later on, at about
half past three in the morning, I heard my mother waking us up. She was at the
sitting-room. She woke us up and she said, "Here is Inkatha group. They have
come to attack." At that time we heard the sound of shattering glass. They were
breaking the windows, and we were scared to go out of the bedroom. It was
myself, Thando, as well as my daughter, who was six years old at that time, and
my boy, who was one year six months at that time. We were scared to go out of
the bedroom. My mother was saying that she could see people breaking the
windows, as well as the wall cabinet, and she said that I should come out and
help her to remove those goods so that they
/would
would not be broken, but I was very scared to go out. And Thando said that I
should open up the wardrobe so that she could hide herself in there. As I was
just opening the wardrobe she said she was smelling smoke and she could see some
flames from the back house. We went out through the back window, the bedroom
window, which was obscured by a shack and they couldn't see us from that
direction. So she jumped out and we ran to the neighbour's place. I threw the
other baby, that is the one year six months old, and I threw the other one who
was six years old. We jumped the fence and went to Zokela's place. Just as we
were entering the passage we noticed that we were being followed, and some were
accosting us at that time, and when we tried to knock at this house they just
couldn't open the door. I think they were also scared. I took the smaller child
into the toilet. As they were still knocking at the door I got into the toilet,
and luckily the toilet was not locked. I pushed the door. I was having the baby
in the other hand, and I could hear them saying that they should come and push
the door and kill me because I was in the toilet. I think it was the Almighty's
power that they did not come for me. I stayed in the toilet for quite some time,
and when I went out to try and see what had happened to the rest of the group I
saw my sister's child, Thando, sprawled on the ground. She had been stabbed, and
at that time they had opened the doors at this house because there were
soldiers. The child who was six years old had been taken into the house, and I
ran to my place because when we left the house was burning, and I knew that my
mother did not survive. And when I went out the soldiers refused me permission
to go
/to my
to my place, and I insisted on going because I could see that the house was
burning. And as I was going there I came across them along the way, but I also
survived. I was rushing home to try and rescue my mother. When I got to the
house the house was filled with smoke and I couldn't see anything. I couldn't
even see where my mother was. I was not able to go into the bathroom to fetch
some water. I asked for water from the opposite house and they gave me water.
They also helped me to try and put out the fire until I was able to put out the
fire, and I went inside. I found my mother sprawled on the passage. The way that
she had been stabbed the whole place was just a pool of blood. She had 24 stab
wounds. I think everybody just took his turn to stab. I tried to pull her
outside because the house was still burning. I dragged her outside and I was
trying to extinguish the fire all at the same time. And I left her lying outside
and I ran back to the house where we had sought refuge, and I discovered that
she had been taken an put alongside the road, and some had speculated that she
was already dead at that time. And my six-year-old was hit with a big rock on
the chest, and they left him there for dead.
When did the police come? --- Thereafter we tried to get some transport to ferry

these people to the hospital, because I have a strong belief that had she been
taken to the hospital in time she would have survived, but the police and the
soldiers refused. They said that they were not able and they were not going to
take anyone to the hospital. When I went down the passage to go and check my
mother there is a person that I was able to identify who was leaving my place at
that time. He was an
/Inkatha
Inkatha member working for a certain firm. I came across him. He was from my
place.
You don't have to give his name now if you don't want to, but do you know who he
is, do you know of his identity? --- His name is Lagcabasi.
Did you say anything to him? Did he say anything to you? --- No, I never spoke
to him, because at that time I was rushing to my place to try and rescue my
mother, and he was leaving the place at that time.
What did you do after that? --- The police and the soldiers dispersed the
Inkatha group and they left us, so I was able to go back home and try and rescue
some of the goods. I was collecting shattered glass and trying to extinguish the
fire. Even the back house or the outside building was burnt down to ashes.
Who took the bodies to the mortuary, or to the police station? --- I am not
really sure, but it was white men who came to take the bodies, but I don't know
where they came from or who they are.
Did you make a statement to the police about what happened? --- They didn't even
tell us to submit a statement. They just took the bodies and put them in the
mortuary until such time that we went to fetch them for the burial. No statement
was submitted.
Was there any inquiry or inquest or court case that you recall, or that you were
ever called to or that you took part in? --- No, nothing of that sort happened.
I was never called anywhere to answer any questions.
Now, we heard evidence yesterday from many other people about what happened
during that period. Are you aware of how many other people were killed on that
same
/night?
night? --- I think there were 18, because there was a mass funeral that was
conducted for all the victims - children, women, as well as men.
How old was your mother at the time, Ria? --- She was 65 years old.
And Thando, your daughter? --- She was 18 years old. She's my sister's daughter.
She was 18 years old.
Were there any men in the house at the time? --- No, we were staying all by
ourselves. There was no male in the house.
Do you have any idea why they attacked your house and killed your mother and
your niece? --- I do not know, because we were not even involved in politics.
Ria, are you still staying in the same house now? --- Yes, I still am staying
there. My brother advised me to move away from the place, and I moved away and
went to stay with him in Durban, but I came back home.
And how have you managed to cope with this tragedy in your family? --- I was
very traumatised. I lost a great deal of weight. I wasn't able to eat for quite

a long time. I even went to Ladysmith, to my sister, and I became quite
reclusive. I couldn't mix with other people. They even had to take my child for
a period of two years, and they were also complaining that she was having panic
attacks. She was always scared, and at times they would wake up and pray in the
evening, pray for my daughter.
Do you feel that you are coping better now? --- I think I am better, but my
child was severely traumatised. She is quite forgetful. At times she complains
about the pain on her chest where she was hit by the big rock.
/Have you
Have you ever received any form of counselling or anything like that to help you
through this experience? --- No, I haven't.
--------------------DR MGOJO: Ria, I am just going to ask a few questions. You have talked about
Lagcabasi. What is Lagcabasi's surname. --- I do not know Lagcabasi's surname.
Where does he stay? --- They say his surname is Hlongwane, Lagcabasi Hlongwane.
Do you think he is one of the killers? --- Yes.
Did he see that you saw him, or did he also see you? --- Yes, he saw me coming.
We ... (inaudible - end of Side A, Tape 1) ... he had just done.
Who is Lagcabasi? Is he a member of the community, or where does stay? --- He
was staying at the hostel.
Have you ever asked yourselves as to why you were being attacked, because what
we have been told by the other witnesses who testified was that there was a
conflict between Inkatha as well as ANC members. Now, in your own opinion why do
you think that you were attacked or your house was targeted, and who do you
think attacked you? --- It was Inkatha members from the hostel.
Did you belong to any political organisation? --- I was
personally, but my mother was not involved in any politics.

an

ANC

member

Now, do you think that you were attacked because you were affiliated to the ANC?
--- I think that is the case because the area was an ANC stronghold - that is
Brandville - so when they came to attack they knew that we were members of the
ANC.
And what about your brother that you have just
/referred
referred to? --- He stays in Durban. He has got a house in Durban in Newlands
East.
This is a very difficult thing to understand as to why men just went
and attack a house where women and children stay, because the trend
they were attacking houses with men or males. Now, let me just
Khumbuzile, as she submitted a statement. When your mother died how
affect you? --- It has traumatised me. I am in so much pain.

to target
was that
ask from
did this

How were you traumatised? --- I was traumatised mentally as well as physically.
What is it that is troubling you? --- I am always thinking. My daughter and my
mother are always in my thoughts. At times I even cry when I think of my mother
and my daughter.

Is there any psychological help that you are getting to try and cope with your
pain? --- Yes, I once went to some doctors, but I couldn't be helped. The other
one told me that I should think too much.
Take your time. We do understand your pain. (Pause) I would suggest that your
sister, as well as yourself, submit your names so that they can be forwarded for
you to be able to get some psychological help or counselling. You can submit
your names to the briefers and they shall assist you in trying to arrange
appointments for you to get some form of counselling without having to pay. By
the way, where was Lagcabasi staying? --- He is staying at the Mooi River
Hostel.
Was it the last time you saw him on that day of the attack? --- No, I do see him
in town. He is quite a common site.
/What
What does he say to you when he sees you? --- He never says anything. One day he
greeted me and I kept quiet.
Why didn't you greet him back? Do you still feel bad about what he did? --- Yes,
that is true.
I would like to ask you one more question just to set the record straight. Your
sister, Thando, what was her real name? In your statement you have stated that
your sister is Thando. --- A mistake was made because ... (intervention)
What's your sister's name? --- There were only two of them.
--------------------CHAIRMAN: We want to thank you both very much for coming and telling us this
very, very tragic story. I remember reading about this incident at the time in
the newspapers, and I remember it was a short piece in the newspaper and it said
18 people had been killed in Brandville township, and then the article went on
to talk about the conflict between the IFP and the ANC. But it didn't tell us
about what happened that night. It didn't tell us about the horrors that you
experienced, and you have brought that to life here today in a very real way for
us, and enabled us to understand how terrible it must have been for you at that
time. This massacre in 1991 has been quite well documented since then, and the
IFP hostel residents concede that it was from that hostel, and it was supporters
of that party, that came out that night and attacked people and killed them, and
they say that they did it in order to prevent an attack which they believed was
going to take place later in the day, or later in the
/week.
week. But, whatever they believed, nothing on earth can justify what they did
that night. These people called themselves an impi, a group of armed men,
warriors. They weren't men, they weren't warriors, they were cowards and they
were murderers, because that is really all that one can say about people who
break into a house and stab to death an elderly woman and her granddaughter.
It's also shocking that nothing was done by the police, that statements weren't
even taken, that people weren't arrested and prosecuted, and locked up for this
terrible deed. And we hope that this sort of thing will never happen again, and
if it did happen again that there would be a very, very, very different response
from the authorities and the police.
We will try and do what we can do to find out who the person is that you
mentioned, whether that person was ever investigated, although it will be a very
difficult job. This took place a long time ago. Many of those people have
probably left Mooi River.

But we thank you again for coming here, being brave enough to come and talk to
us and tell us that story, and we hope that the fact that you were able to
appear on stage there together has given you both some strength to deal with
this incident. Thank you very much indeed.
---------------------

/CHAIRMAN:
CHAIRMAN: The next witness is Joseph Mthethwa. Good morning, Mr Mthethwa. Can
you hear me? Thank you for coming in today. You've come to tell us - you're from
Brandville, you've come to tell us about the death of your son, who died in
December 1991, the same day in fact as the previous witness. Before you tell us
that story can you stand up to take the oath please.
--------------------JOSEPH SABELA MTHETHWA (Sworn, States)
CHAIRMAN: Dr Mgojo will help you.
DR MGOJO: Good morning, Mr Mthethwa. We're glad that you came here before the
Commission to tell us your sad story about what happened to your family. Before
we start talking about what happened I would like you to paint a picture of your
family. Do you have a wife? --- Yes, I am married and she is still alive.
How many children do you have? --- I had seven children. I am only left with
three. Four of them died.
When you said four of them died you also counted the one that you came here ...
(incomplete) --- Yes, I have. These other three were ill and they died.
These other three who died, how old were they? Were they married? --- No, they
were not. They were old and they were in school.
And what about these remaining three, how old are they? --- They are old, they
aren't that young.
Are they married? --- No, they aren't married.
Are they still staying with you? --- Yes, they are.
Are they working? --- One is working, these other two they aren't working.
/Are they
Are they in school? --- No, they aren't in school. They just matriculated. My
daughter is still looking to go to training, and she just finished her matric.
They have matriculated, both of them.
Do you know ... (intervention) --- My son matriculated and my daughter also

matriculated.
Are they looking for a job? --- Yes, they are. My other boy is working, the
youngest. He is working in a filling station.
What about you, are you still working? --- No, I am no longer working. I
pensioned last year.
Where were you working before? --- I was working at an Engen service station
here in Mooi River.
Are you receiving an old age pension? --- No, not yet. I have applied for one.
What about your wife, is she receiving a pension? --- No, she is not. She is
working in a textile company.
How long have you been in Brandville, or staying in Brandville? --- A long time.
It was in 1962.
Are you belonging to any political organisation, or were you belonging to any
political organisation when this thing happened, whether Inkatha, ANC? Were you
affiliated with any organisation? --- Yes, I was ANC and I am still an ANC
member.
Now we've gained knowledge of your family background, now we want you to get
into the gist of the story. How old was he? --- 22. He was working at First
National Bank - First National Bank.
Was he married? --- Not yet.
Now you can relate to us to the incident of his
/death.
death. --- I was still working at that time. I was from work. I knocked off at 6
o'clock. At that time there was violence in the area. When I arrived home it was
at about half past six. I saw a group of people near the hostel. They were
standing there. I didn't know what was going on. I thought to myself maybe it
was the usual violence. And I got home. I found my wife and my sister and my
brother-in-law - my elder sister. They told me they were leaving. They said they
were leaving because my sister was scared of the gunfire and she had diabetes.
She was scared, and she said she can tell that violence was going to erupt soon
because there was a group of people near the hostel. And my wife as well said
she was leaving with my sister and my brother-in-law. Then they left for
'Maritzburg. I was left with my son. As I was sitting there I heard gunfire. For
a long time I heard that loud noise of gunfire, and people were running up and
down, and some of them were running away to Mshayazafe location. And I saw
people running up and down and I realised that it looked like people were
fighting each other, and gunfire was all over the place, the noise. And I went
inside the house. I told my son to come inside the house. I told them not to run
away, because I was scared that if they try to run away they'll meet other
people or a group of people and shoot them, so I decided that we should stay
inside the house. As we were inside the house I heard a voice saying there were
two boys being shot up the street. I didn't know who those boys were, and then I
started asking my other sons where's Nkosinathi, my other son. And then they
told me he is gone up the road to my brother's place. I started getting scared.
I was
/real
real scared. After a while it started raining, and then the gunshots stopped,
people stopped firing. And then as it was raining one guy came and knocked. He
knocked very hard and then I asked who was there, and then he said it was

Bhekani Sikosano. And then I asked Bhekani Sikosano why was he knocking here,
what was he looking for, who is after him, and then he said, "No, no one was
after me, but I need to tell you something." And then he told me that my son had
been killed, and he also told me that they have asked someone for a ride, or to
transport him to hospital, and when he arrived in hospital he was already dead.
After that I asked him what happened. He told me he was in hospital. Late at
night the rain stopped raining and the soldiers came, and they were looking for
guns. They were old men, old soldiers, and they were going in people's houses
looking for guns, and they said they were looking for guns. I don't know whether
they found guns in other people's houses. And it got quiet. Early in the morning
my children were crying. I told them to go in another bedroom to sleep in there,
and I didn't sleep in the same bedroom with them. Late at night I went outside
to look. I saw a group of people again, and they had spears all of them, and I
realised that it was impi. And they were throwing stones in people's houses,
windows were broken, and they were coming up to our area where we were staying.
And I told my sons not to talk, not to cry, they must keep quiet, I'll hide
them. And I tried to hid them.
Were they hitting your own house windows? --- Yes, they were. It was after my
son's death. The impi was coming for the second time now. It was early hours of
the morning at about four. And they were throwing stones,
/breaking
breaking windows. They damaged our houses. I was inside with my children. I told
my children not to scream, not to cry, not to talk. They broke windows. After a
while one guy screamed from outside, saying, "Come outside. We want to kill you.
You are ANC people. We want to stab you, to shoot you dogs." After a while one
of them, I don't know who it was, he said, "It's been a long time since you've
been trying to destroy that house. You must leave now."
Did they go? --- Yes, they left. And one of them also said, "No, let me go back
and burn the house. I want to burn them with their house." And then the other
one said, "We don't have any petrol any more. How are you going to burn their
houses?" And my neighbour's house was burning.
They left? --- Yes, they left.
Did you report this matter to the police? --- We didn't. We just let it go
because the police called us to identify the corpses as to whether it's your son
or your relative, but there was no relative. There was no statements taken by
the police.
Why didn't you report this? Why didn't you tell the police to take statements? -- No, we did, but they knew all about this. They knew about the situation and
they didn't do a thing. There was no case at all.
And what about investigation or inquiry? --- No, there wasn't.
Why not? --- I don't know. It was supposed to be a case or investigation of some
kind, but there wasn't any inquest.
Those people who attacked, you said soldiers came
/and they
and they were looking for guns, and then - did this happen the same night when
they came early hours of the morning? --- Yes. When the soldiers came looking
for guns in our houses it was at about 9 o'clock. It was at about 9.00 pm, and
then these people who attacked us came at 4.00 am. After the soldiers came
looking for guns this group of attackers came at about 4.00 am, and I saw them
coming. I told my children to hid themselves under the beds. What about the
police? --- No, I didn't see any police. I didn't see any police on that night.

Do you have your son's death certificate? --- I do have a death certificate from
the police station. They gave me.
What was written there? --- It's written murder, that's all. I am not quite
sure, but I do have it with me now.
It's okay. If you have it now we can see it - look at it later. Your wife, how
is she coping with this? --- She is really traumatised by this because my son
was the one who was helping my wife, and she wasn't working at that time. My son
was the one who was working.
What about her health and your health? --- We were terribly traumatised by this.
I couldn't sleep, and I am suffering from heart attack now. I have heart
disease. I am getting treatment. Even now I am taking tablets. I do go to
doctors to fetch my tablets. Yes, I am taking heart treatment. It's okay, I am
feeling fine now, but I am taking - I am under medication.
What about your wife? --- My wife is suffering from high blood pressure.
Is she receiving treatment? --- Yes, she is
/receiving
receiving treatment.
Where? --- From Dr McCall.
How much is she paying? --- She is no longer paying for that treatment.
We are very sorry to hear this terrible story. ---Another thing that I want to
tell the Commission is that my daughter who died after my son's death. She was
ill. When we were in a hall, preparing for her funeral, and there was a
congregation for the service, people came and they shot at people and everyone
ran away. It was just myself and my wife and her sister looking at the coffin,
and people ran away because people were shooting at them. They even shot one guy
who was from Sekola family and he died there. It was in a community hall in the
township where I am from.
What about the Sekola family? Did they write any statement to the Truth
Commission in connection with this? --- I don't know, I am not sure, but maybe
they did. We ran carrying the coffin. We went to look for refuge in a primary
school nearby the community hall.
Did you know these people? --- No, we didn't know them, but they were from the
hostel.
Thank you for coming to tell us your sad story, and at your age I can only
imagine how sad it is.
--------------------CHAIRMAN: Mr Mthethwa, I just wanted to ask one question. You said ...
(inaudible) ... came to your house to look for guns or weapons. --- Yes, they
came in my house and they said they were looking for guns. Some of them didn't
come to my house, went to other people's houses.
/Was that
Was that before your son died? --- Just after my son had died. It was after I
have received the news that my son died. My son died at about 3.00 pm. This
incident of soldiers coming to my house it was late at night.
(Inaudible) ... incident where the Inkatha people were trying to burn your house

down, and when they were throwing stones at the windows, was that before or
after the soldiers came to look for guns? --- It was after the soldiers had
left. The soldiers came at about nine and then the group of Inkatha people came
at about 4.00 am.
You see, the reason why I am asking that question is because we have heard
evidence in other areas that before an attack has taken place frequently,
particularly in an area like Mpumalanga township, what one has seen is that the
police or the army have come to that township, to that area, or to a particular
section of a township, and they have searched houses door to door, confiscated
anything which could be regarded as a weapon, anything which people could
possibly use to conduct an attack with, but, more importantly, anything that
they could use to defend themselves with. And then again we've heard evidence
that after these searches by the police attacks on that same section have taken
place, and it's become quite clear to us that the reason why the houses were
searched was in order to facilitate the attack later in the day, or to make the
attack easier, in the sense that people in those houses would not be able to
defend themselves. And it seems as though this is something which may have
happened here in Brandville, but this is evidence which we haven't heard before,
and we certainly will investigate that aspect.
/Now, you've
Now, you've heard what I've said to the previous witnesses who gave evidence
here, Ria and Mildred Madlala, and the same thing applies to the death of your
son. He was killed on the same day as that attack took place, and we know that
it's a terrible thing to lose a child. We know from many other witnesses who've
come to this Commission and told us about the death of their children. We know
something about the pain that you have gone through, and we extend our
sympathies, our deep sympathies to you, and we ask you to convey that to your
wife as well.
We thank you very much for coming in here today. You've helped fill in the
picture that we are trying to build of what happened in Brandville township, and
even though you had to come and tell a very sad story about the death of your
son it has helped the Commission, and we hope that it has helped you a little
bit just to come here and tell the story, that it does help you to come to terms
with the loss of your son. So again we thank you very much for coming in. Is
there something else you want to say, Mr Mthethwa? --- Nothing.
Thank you very much.
---------------------

/CHAIRMAN:
CHAIRMAN: The next witness is Mr Mazibuko. Mr Mazibuko, we welcome you here

today. Can you hear me properly through the earphones?
MR MAZIBUKO: Yes, I can.
CHAIRMAN: You have come to tell us about the death of your wife, who was killed
in November 1994. Sorry, she died in November 1994, but she was shot in June
1990, is that right?
MR MAZIBUKO: Yes.
CHAIRMAN: Before you tell us that story can you please stand up to take the
oath.
--------------------NHLANHLA PETROS MAZIBUKO (Sworn, States)
CHAIRMAN: Mr Lax, my colleague, will now help you with your evidence.
MR LAX: Thank you, Chairperson. Good morning again, Mr Mazibuko. --- I also
greet you.
(Inaudible) ... to share this story with us. Now, before we proceed to your
story proper can you give us a brief picture of your family situation. --- I
have a big family, because the wife that I am going to talk about is my second
wife. In my first marriage I have seven children, and I am going to talk about
my second wife. When we got involved she had one child.
Was that someone else or with you? --- No, when I got involved with her she
already had that child. We do not have children together.
You don't have children together with her. --- No.
This child you refer to - there's a child you refer to as Mvuseni. --- Yes, when
I got involved with the
/mother
mother Mvuseni was still sucking from her mother - from his mother or her
mother.
So are you looking after Mvuseni at the moment? --- As from that time he was in
my custody.
How old is he? --- He is 19 or 20 years old. I am not sure.
Okay. Let's move then to this incident on the 16th of June 1990. Your wife was Mrs Mchunu, your wife, was your common-law wife, is that right? --- Yes, that is
correct.
And you were at home at that time. --- Yes, that is true.
Tell us what happened. --- It was on the Saturday, June 16th. I think it was in
the late afternoon, just after lunch, because there was a funeral at Mthethwa's
house on this particular day. There were three of us in the house. That is
myself, my wife and Mdudi Mkhulu, who was a builder, and he had come with a
building contract. There was nothing out of the ordinary on that particular day.
I went into the house, because we were sitting outside the house in the yard,
the three of us. And when I got into the house I heard somebody screaming and
asking as to, "What is it that you are hitting me with? You've got a sharp
instrument that you are hitting me with." And I heard Mdudi Mkhulu screaming and
saying that he had been shot. He tried to stand up, but he couldn't. And later
on we discovered that the police were shooting at the residents, and Mdudi

Mkhulu went into the house with my wife and he was limping. And when I looked at
her dress on the right-hand side the dress was torn, as well as the petticoat.
There was a
/hold.
hole. I realised that she had been shot and I went out, trying to seek some
help, and I came across the police, who were just nearby. They were having guns
in their hands. I fortunately got Mr Mthembu's car and I requested him to help
me take my wife to the hospital. Mthembu was from the funeral, and he took his
car and took my wife to the hospital. And we went past the police. We stopped
the car right in front of them and Mthembu showed me the station commander, who
was coming from the van which was parked nearby Ngcongo's place. It was Sergeant
du Toit on the other side. He was also on top of the van. He also had a gun.
Mthembu explained to the station commander, George Niehaus, that my wife had
been shot and she was lying outside the house. He just said he was very sorry
about what had happened but he just couldn't help us. And we went past and tried
to get some medical help in town. Because it was on a Saturday the doctors'
surgeries were closed. And as we were still confused in town, not knowing where
to go, we saw quite a number of vans passing up the road. It was Sergeant du
Toit in his own van, together with his policemen, and there was also a police
Casspir. We followed them to the police station and we got to the police station
at the same time. We spoke to the station commander once more and told them that
we couldn't get a doctor to help my wife. That's when he started to even look at
my life and examine her injuries. He said that my wife had been shot with a
rubber bullet, and I asked him as to how he could say this is a rubber bullet.
How could it have torn her clothes if it was a rubber bullet? I went on to ask
him as to what was happening, why was my wife shot, because where we were
/sitting
sitting there was no large group of people who looked like they were rioting, it
was perfectly calm in that area at that time. He asked me whether I was
impressed with what was happening in Brandville. He asked me as to how much
Majola's house cost, and I realised that he was taking sides and I stopped
talking to him at that stage, but I further asked him as to what was I supposed
to do with my injured wife. He said we should take her to the nearest police
station and not to them, and we took her back to the house. When we got to the
house she couldn't stand up and get out of the car. We took her to the
Brandville Clinic, where they phoned the ambulance from Mjezi. The following day
on the 17th she was transferred to Mjezi Hospital, and the x-rays indicated that
the bullet was lodged inside her muscle. But what surprised me was that the
following Monday she was discharged from the Mjezi Hospital, and they said she
would come back whenever she encounters any problem. From then on she never was
quite the same. She was very sickly. This happened in 1990. 1991 went by, and
throughout 1990 she was ill. At times she wouldn't be even able to get out of
her bed. Then in 1992 there were members of the Goldstone Commission who came to
investigate, and they were the ones who followed the story up, and they wanted
to know as to how she was shot. They took my wife with. They took her to Greys
Hospital and they discovered that the bullet was still lodged in her body. A few
days went by and she went back. They wanted to extract the bullet. After that
she became violently ill. She was never better thereafter. She was going in and
out of the hospital. Then in 1992 we submitted a statement to the Goldstone
Commission, and we
/were
were called to the 'Maritzburg Supreme Court to testify with regard to this
matter, and about George Niehaus. There were quite a number of cases or matters
in which George Niehaus was involved, but I never got to testify, but we later
on heard that all the charges against him had been dropped, but it was never
explained to us as to how this happened because we never got to testify. And my
wife was ill all that time, then in 1994 she gave up the fight.

(Inaudible) ... at that time? --- That is correct.
He was actually convicted of murder and went to gaol. It might not have been
murder, it may have been something else, but he certainly was convicted on some
charges. We will find out for you precisely what those charges were, and
ascertain whether it involved your wife's case or not. What I can tell you is
that I have spoken to Mr du Toit, who confirms that from ballistics experts,
people who look at bullets and look at guns, a bullet from his gun was the one
that hit your wife. However, he says that it was a bullet that must have hit
something else and then touched your wife, because he wasn't firing directly at
where you were sitting and your wife was sitting. And from what you've told us
they weren't shooting directly at you. Is that correct? I am asking. --- This is
not like the way they did it, or the way - because I think they didn't want to
see a black person. There is nothing - or no doubt in my mind that indicates
that that was a mistake on their part. As I have already related the story there
was no gathering, and it was not a riotous situation, it was relatively calm.
/There
There were only the three of us, so they couldn't have mistaken us with any
group, so they were shooting at us I could say.
What Mr du Toit says happened is that he was driving in a vehicle, following Mr
Niehaus' car, that some people started stoning his and Mr Niehaus' vehicles. He
says he fired a warning shot, but that it either went over a wall, or hit the
wall and went over, and that is the bullet that hit your wife. --- I don't think
I understand what you're telling me.
(Inaudible) ... what he says happened. For the record, he was never prosecuted
or charged for shooting your wife. Do you confirm that? --- I want to know as to
why he wasn't formally charged, because my wife went through so much pain and
nothing was done. Then it means we have no law, there's absolutely no justice.
We will investigate that aspect further for you. We will try and find out why he
wasn't actually prosecuted. We will try and find out what the police did about
it. Now, did you ever go and see lawyers, or try and make a case for your wife's
injuries? --- As she was shot in 1990 thereafter there was violence and I lost
my job, and therefore I was not able to enlist their help. And I should know
that he admitted to having shot my wife, but thereafter I was not notified, I
had no information whatsoever with regard to that. This is the very first time
that I am hearing that du Toit is the one who shot my wife. I never knew that.
We will investigate further these other aspects and try and give you proper
information as to exactly why he wasn't charged or prosecuted in any way. This the son
/of your
of your wife, Mvuseni, is he schooling? --- From that time when his mother fell
ill, and up to the time of her death, he never continued with his schooling,
because we were helping each other, that is his mother and I, to try and put him
through school.
(Inaudible) --- He is working temporarily, but we do help each other, but since
the mother has died we are finding it hard to cope, and we are having problems
at times, myself and him, that is communication - we have some communication
breakdowns.
You said that you lost your job during that time. Are you working again? --Yes, I went back, even though I am not working in the same position that I was
due to being humiliated by George Niehaus.
---------------------

CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much for coming in today to tell us your story. You've
followed your wife through a long history of her ... (incomplete - end of Side
A, Tape 2) ... this is one of the patterns again that we've seen around the
country, is that at funerals, where people are mourning their dead, their loved
ones, whoever it is, it was often at those funerals that they were again
attacked and harassed, and this seems to have been the case with your wife, and
it must make it all the more difficult to accept.
We will certainly, as Mr Lax has said, investigate the matter, take a full
statement from Sergeant du Toit, Sergeant Niehaus as well, and see whether we
can throw more light on what happened on that day. But you coming here has
allowed us to investigate this issue, and any information that we come across we
will communicate to you. /So, again
So, again we thank you very much for coming in.
SHORT ADJOURNMENT
---------------------

/ON RESUMPTION:

ON RESUMPTION:
CHAIRMAN: Janet Ndlovu, we welcome you here today. There are two people on the
stage, which one is Janet Ndlovu? Okay. Mathombi Ndlovu, you've come to tell
about the death of your husband, Pumawakhe Ndlovu, and that story about how this
happened will be told by your daughter. But first we would just like to hear
some brief background to this matter from you, so if you could please stand up
to take the oath.
--------------------MATHOMBI JANET NDLOVU (Sworn, States)
CHAIRMAN: Now, Mathombi, are you still living in Brandville township? --- Yes.
You were married at that stage, your husband Pumawakhe Ndlovu. How many children
did you have, you and your husband? --- I have five children.
Sorry, I apologise, my colleague will help you with your evidence. In fact while
we - just having sworn you in, and your daughter is also going to give evidence,
perhaps she should also stand now to take the oath. What is your name please?
THANDEKA NDLOVU (Sworn, States)
CHAIRMAN: Okay, we will now go back to your mother, Mathombi Ndlovu, and Mrs
Gcabashe will help you.
MRS GCABASHE: Good day Mathombi, as well as your daughter, Thandeka. This is
quite a cold day, but we do appreciate the fact that you were able to come
before this Commission despite the weather, because what you have come to tell
us is a very traumatic incident of losing your husband, and a father to you,
Thandeka. Even before we start with the core of the matter we would like you to
just give us a brief explanation about your family. Tell
/us about
us about your husband, as well as your children and what they are doing. Please
tell us about your family. I would request you to speak up a bit. How many are
you in your family? Is your husband still alive? --- No, he died.
You are the only one who is left? --- Yes, I am.
How many children do you have? --- I have five children.

What are the children doing? --- Two are at school. The three are not at school
because I do not have the means to send them to school.
Tell us about the ones who are at school. Are they all girls or boys? Just give
us their names? --- Buwisile and Helman are at school.
And the other
(incomplete)

ones?

--- The

other

one

is

in

standard

six

and

Helman

...

What standard is Helman? --- Helman is in standard three.
What about the other three? --- They are not at school because I don't have the
means.
Are they working? --- They are not working because there are no jobs in Mooi
River.
But are they old enough to be employed? --- Yes, I think they are.
How old is Buwi? --- Buwisile is 16 years old.
And what about Helman? --- Helman is 11 years old.
Is Helman the last-born? --- Yes, he is.
Is that the rest of your family? Do you have any grandchildren that you're
staying with? --- There is one who is still very young. That is my grandchild.
/What's
What's his or her name? --- It's Nomandla.
How old is Nomandla? --- She is one year eight months old.
Does she go to pre-school? --- She is at home.
Now you may go on, Mrs Dladla. You can tell us as to what happened before this
incident, or what was the situation in Brandville? --- There was violence. There
was violence in Brandville.
Could you please explain as to what you mean when you say there was violence?
What type of violence? What was happening? --- What was happening in Brandville
was that the violence was at its very early stages at that time.
Was it 1991? Was the year 1991? You said your daughter is the one who was
present at home. --- I was not at home so I can't say much.
So we'll speak to you, Thandeka. You will tell us as to what was happening. --In 1991, June, it was a Sunday on the 7th of June.
Is that where the violence started? --- No, it was not at its early stages, it
was rife at that time.
What was happening before that, that is before your father's murder? --- I was
at Brandville.
You were still very young at that time. How old are you now? --- I am 19 years
old. It was on a Sunday. At the Brandville stadium there was a soccer match, and
there were people who were singing, a group of people at the hostel. There were
singing their Inkatha songs, and I saw a number of youths who were running from
the direction of the hostel. They were going towards the soccer match. Those who
were coming from the stadium

/realised
realised that the Inkatha was approaching to launch at attack, and I was with my
father at that time at home. I saw four who were my neighbours. They approached
running.
Do you remember the names of those neighbours? Just tell us their names please.
--- It was Mr Hadebe, his daughter, Muwele Thobile, as well as Philani Muwele.
Philani and Thobile, what's their surname? --- It is Muwele. They ran into my
yard and I opened the door for them to come into the house, and we hid ourselves
in the house. I got into the wardrobe, and my father was just lying on top of
the bed because he was intoxicated. And we hid ourselves, and the Inkatha
approached. They kicked the door open, they got my father, who was sleeping.
They stabbed him. What I heard my father saying was, "What have I done, my boy?
Why are you stabbing me? Why are you making me leave my children behind at such
a tender age?" And when I got out of the wardrobe the Inkatha was already
running out, and I saw my father rolling off from the bed until he fell onto the
floor. We stayed inside the house because they were chasing the people who were
at the sports ground. And when they were going back to the hostel, that is the
impi, we went out of the house. There was a police van, and I tried to stop the
police van. They just looked at me as if I was crazy and they drove past. I do
not know this man who was driving, but I can identify him if I could see him.
And they went past. We went out of the yard, trying to get some help, and I ran
to call my neighbours to tell them that my father had been stabbed. And one of
the neighbours said that my father was dead already.
Who were these neighbours? --- I don't know
/where
where Thabile stays. Her surname Hlatikhulu. She was a boarder at my neighbour's
place, as well as Mrs Dladla, who has since died. From there I went to the
neighbour's places, and the neighbours came with me back to my place, and we
went to Mrs Dladla's house. My mother was not at home, they had visited some
relatives in town, and she came back from that area.
At the time that you were going to Dladla's place where was your father? --- My
father was left in the house. He was dead already. And the police came to take
my father's body, and that's when they got my mother.
You may continue. What happened after the police had taken your father? --- They
took my father to the mortuary.
Do you still remember the policemen who came to fetch your father? --- My mother
knows more about these police.
What were the names of the police? --- It was du Toit and Ngubane, and quite a
number of other policemen whom I didn't know.
Is Ngubane still alive? --- The last time I knew about him he was still working.
They were from Mooi River Police Station and they were quite a group, but I
identified Ngubane and du Toit.
You may continue. --- They took my husband's body to the mortuary. Let me point
something out that is important. In my father's death certificate they wrote a
wrong date. I don't know as to why a wrong date was written. He died on the 7th,
but the death certificate was written as if he died on the 7th - on the 9th.
Did you open up a case? --- No, we never did.
/Did you

Did you report to the police? --- We did report at the time that the police were
taking his body, but they did not take the matter any further.
Was there any inquest? --- No, there wasn't.
Did they ever call you to come and answer some questions or find out more about
the circumstances surrounding your father's death? --- No, we were never called.
You said - how old were you? --- I was 13 years old at that time.
Can you please tell us as to how this affected you as a person? --- I could say
that I was traumatised because this happened at quite a tender age. When I was
15 years old I went to see a doctor and he diagnosed me as suffering from high
blood pressure. He said my high blood pressure was very high for my age, because
it was 190. And I was traumatised because I could not further my studies at
school. My father was very close to me, and I was the apple of his eye. Even
when I was ill or sick he used to take me to the doctor. I was very close to
him. We had a wonderful relationship.
Are you the only daughter at home? --- No, I am the first daughter. There is
another one who is younger than me.
And what happened to your schooling? Did you continue? --- Thereafter I started
failing my studies, and I did not know as to how I failed, because during the
course of the year I would fare quite well, but at the end of the year, when I
am writing my final exams, I would fail. Now I am no longer attending school
because I do not have the means. I stopped schooling at standard
/seven.
seven. I had passed my standard seven.
If you had the means to go back to school would you go back to school? --- Yes,
I would.
What about the other children? How were they affected by this? --- I could say
they are also traumatised.
How are they traumatised? What do you mean? Just explain to us what you mean by
that. --- The other children also had a problem at school, they couldn't
concentrate, and they are also not working because there are no jobs available
And what standards did they leave school? --- In standard six, both of them.
And what about the younger two? --- They are still at school and they are not
affected by this whole thing.
What about your mother? How has this affected her wellbeing? --- I am not well.
I force myself to go to work because I cannot do otherwise, but I am physically
not well. I am physically not well.
What is it that you feel? Is it a headache, is it pains? --- Well, I am always
tired. I am always very tired. I do feel that I cannot go on working.
Are you seeing any doctors? --- Yes, I do go to the clinic because I don't have
the money to see a private doctor, because if my husband was there I could be
going to see doctors.
Where are you working? --- There is a small firm in Mooi River called FM. That's
where I am holding temporary positions there. They fetched me from work to here.
/Thandeka,

Thandeka, have you ever seen a doctor, or do you take any treatment for your
high blood pressure? --- Yes, I do go to the Mooi River Clinic.
It is very apparent that you were traumatised, because at your age it is not
very usual to suffer from high blood pressure, and at 180 it is quite alarming.
You must continue taking your treatment, and, as your mother has already
explained that you do not have any money, you should talk to one of the
briefers, submit your names, so that you can be able to get some medical
attention without having to pay. Even your disturbance at school, there is a
high probability that you need to undergo some counselling so that you can be
helped to cope with your loss, and maybe you can even further your studies.
Lastly I will just say that it's very difficult for us to even imagine the pain
through which you have gone, but the most important thing is that you have come
before this Commission to talk about your stories, and we would also advise you
to undergo this treatment. You might probably go back to school and continue
with your education, so you should submit your names to the briefers so that you
can be helped in any manner possible.
--------------------DR MGOJO: I just want to clarify you on the issue of seeing the doctors. You do
not go to any of the doctors, especially private doctors, but we are referring
to the provincial hospitals. Which provincial hospital is close to you? --- It's
the Brandville Clinic.
Any doctor who can help you is a doctor who is in a provincial hospital. When
you say you do not have money to go back to school, what money are you referring
to?
/Are you
Are you referring to the school fees? --- I do not have the school uniform
because I can't buy school uniform. I cannot even pay for my school fees.
How much do you pay the school? --- The last time I went to school it was
R20,00.
With the new government there has been provision that from first year up to
standard 10 there are no payments made to the school, and that the children who
cannot pay for their schooling can go to school for free, and receive books for
free. With regard to the school fees as well as the books, you can get them when
you go back to school without having to pay. I hope you do understand that. Now,
we want you to tell us about the other two who are not attending school, who
left school at standard six. --- They are older than me.
Do you think they have a desire to go back to school? --- Yes, because they can
learn a trade in order to be able to maintain themselves.
It's not necessary that they go back to school behind the desk, they can learn
sculpturing, or art, or any other type of skill that they are interested in just
to be able to work for themselves. If they could come forward or submit their
names they could be helped in this regard. I just wanted to explain that to you.
--------------------CHAIRMAN: It's difficult for us to imagine, Thandeka, what it must have been
like for you as a child to see your father killed, murdered in front of you. You
sit here in front of us so confident and articulate one would never believe that
you had suffered such a dreadful experience. It's also difficult for us to
understand the extreme
/callousness

callousness and brutality of people, of men who would murder an unarmed man in
front of his children. It really is a very difficult thing to come to terms
with.
And we thank you both for being brave enough to come here and tell us that
story. We can see how this thing has affected both of you, and we are glad that
you are able to be here to tell the story together, and to support each other.
Thank you very, very much indeed.
---------------------

/CHAIRMAN:
CHAIRMAN: The next witness is Matrina Zaca. Good afternoon, Mrs Zaca, we welcome
you here today. Thank you for coming in in this cold weather. You've got someone
on the stage here with you. Who is that?
MRS ZACA: My granddaughter. My granddaughter.

CHAIRMAN: Okay. And is she just here to be with you? Is she going to talk at
all?
MRS ZACA: She was there when this incident occurred. I wasn't there. I only went
there to look for my sons. That's when I discovered that they were late.
CHAIRMAN: How old is your granddaughter.
MRS ZACA: 16 years old.
CHAIRMAN: Mrs Zaca, the problem is that the Commission has taken a - has made a
rule that no one under the age of 18 may give evidence in public, so we can
speak to your granddaughter afterwards in private, but we're not allowed to
allow a person who is under the age of 18 to give evidence in public. Were there
any other grandchildren or children who were present at the time who are here
with you today?
MRS ZACA: No, no one. They aren't here.
CHAIRMAN: (Inaudible) ... then we'll have to speak to your granddaughter
afterwards, and if you can just tell us the background to what was happening in
the township at the time. And it may be better if your granddaughter then goes
and waits for you in the chair there, that she doesn't stay on the stage,
because we don't allow people under 18 to be on here. Before you tell what you
do know please can you take the oath, and you don't need to stand up.
--------------------/ZWELEKILE
ZWELEKILE MATRINA ZACA (Sworn, States)
CHAIRMAN: This was in August 1991. --- That's what I heard.
At that time ... (intervention) --- It was on August 29.
... were you living together as a family? How many children did you have? Was
your husband still alive? Just tell us a bit about the background. --- I had
seven children, and I lost two, and I am still with the remaining five.
(Inaudible) ... or are they working? Are they helping to support you? What is
the position? --- Some of them are married and they are in their own places. One
just died in January, who was working. There's no one at home who's working at
the moment.
Are you on pension, are you receiving a State pension? --- Yes, I am on pension.
And do you support yourself? --- That's correct.
And your husband, is he ... (incomplete) --- He died a long time ago before I
lost my children.
And the two boys, Mlotha and Muhle, what age were they when they died? --- I am
not sure.
(Inaudible) ... were they
(incomplete) --- Teenagers.

teenagers,

were

they

young

boys,

were

they

...

(Inaudible) --- Mlotha was not in school because he was handicapped, and this
other one, Muhle, was working.
(Inaudible) ... handicapped? Was he physically disabled or mentally disabled? -- Mentally handicapped. He couldn't speak and he couldn't use his hands, and

this other one was normal.
/And he
And he was working at the time of his death? --- Yes, he was working.
What was happening in the township at that time, August 1991? Was there
fighting? Was there violence? --- Yes, there was violence. There was terrible
violence at that time. And they didn't die in my house, they died somewhere.
Because my other son was handicapped, so I had to remove them from my house to
ask for refuge somewhere. And Muhle had injured his legs, so that's why they
were not with me. These people looked for them until they found them there.
(Inaudible) --- Weston.
Weston? --- Weston College.
(Inaudible) ... next to Brandville, the farm school. --- That's correct.
And is that the place where some people took refuge or fled to to get away from
the violence? --- That's correct. They didn't go there to look for these two
boys, they went there because they were looking for the refugees. That's where
they found them and killed them and I was left alone.
(Inaudible) ... amongst refugees who fled to Weston. --- Yes.
And tell us what you know about how they died, Mrs Zaca. I know that you must
have been told about this by other people, including your young granddaughter.
Tell us what you know about it. --- I wasn't there, and I wasn't at home, I went
to my husband's brother's house because he had lost a child at that time. I only
got back home early in the morning. That's when I received a call that they have
died and they are in the mortuary here in
/Mooi
Mooi River. Three of them came back from hospital after they were injured, and
these two died instantly. Almost five of them died that day, but because of
God's will it didn't happen that way. Only two died. I only heard that when they
came there they kicked the door. The house was lit and they got inside. They
said they were looking for boys. Then they saw Muhle. They shot at him, and they
went for Mlotha. They shot at him as well. My elder daughter woke up and asked
them what was happening, so they shot her as well, and then they left. They left
them lying there. I received a call from here and then I went there. When I
arrived there they were no longer there, and police told the white people from
Brixton and they took their bodies. There was no case, and even the witnesses,
people who were there, couldn't say who killed them because they had Balaclavas
covering their faces.
The people who ran away and took refuge at Weston, who were those people? Which
political group were they from? --- ANC. Those people were the ANC members.
And you mentioned your daughter. What is her name? She was also - she was
injured. --- Margaret Mchunu.
How old was she at that time approximately? --- I am not sure, and she is old
and I am not really sure. She is married now.
How was she injured? Did a bullet - I think you indicated that a bullet went
through her arm. --- Yes, the bullet went through her arm.
Is she disabled as a result of that, or is she able to use her arm properly? --She can still use her arm, but she is complaining that she can't carry heavy
things and it gets tired easily.

/(Inaudible)
(Inaudible) --- At Brandville.
Did she make a statement to the Commission as far as you know? --- I am not sure
because she is staying in her house. I am not staying with her.
(Inaudible) ... place where your sons were taking refuge, what building was
that? --- A church, Ethiopian(?) Church.
So these people came into the church and they shot your sons in the church? --That's correct.
--------------------MR LAX: Thank you, Chairperson. There's mention here of Robert Mchunu. Who is
Robert Mchunu? --- My daughter's child. He was also shot on that night.
(Inaudible) --- That's correct. That's Margaret's child.
(Inaudible) --- In his finger, hand.
(Inaudible) ... his hand? Has he been permanently injured in any way or is he
okay now? --- He is able to use his hand, and the other child was also shot at
his stomach.
(Inaudible) --- That's correct, that's David Mazibuko.
What happened to David besides - I mean is he all right now? --- He is all
right, and usually I do ask him and he is not complaining.
--------------------DR MGOJO: Mrs Zaca, I just want to know from you how you feel? --- I am sick, I
am very sick, and my legs are terribly painful. I can't see clearly.
Is it because of this trauma? --- No, other illnesses. I had them long before
the incident. If I go
/to doctors,
to doctors, doctors are telling me more and more diseases, and they have also
diagnosed me as diabetes and high blood pressure, and my sight is not very well.
What about your mental? --- Mentally I am not well. I am now talking to you, but
by the time I go back to my seat I won't even remember what I have said to you.
I just want to remind the public, the people who are sitting there, we aren't
here to play. People who are insensitive we don't need them inside this hall.
There's nothing that one can laugh at here. We need people who have sympathy,
because people who have sympathy today won't be laughing like you are laughing
now, they'll be crying instead. We don't know where you are coming from. Maybe
some of you are here to listen and then go back and gossip about this so that
they go back and torture people. We don't need people like that. You mustn't
laugh. There's nothing that one can laugh at. This is a very old lady in front
of us. She needs our sympathy. I am begging you. If you don't have any sympathy
there's no need for you to be inside this hall. Some of you can even remember
that even Archbishop Desmond Tutu cries when he listens to these stories. --- I
forget a lot. I lose my memory quite often.
Do you see doctors sometimes, or from time to time? There are people who help
people who lose their memory often. If you know them you can go see them. In
fact the briefers here can try and make contact for you to see doctors or

psychologists who can help you. Thanks. --- I'll appreciate that. I'll
appreciate that very much. I can't even hear properly. Mentally I am really
disturbed since this happened to me. I can't forget what happened
/to me.
to me. I am suffering.
CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much for coming and telling us your story. It seems to
us that the longer we sit here in Brandville, or in Mooi River, and we hear
stories about Brandville, the worse those stories get. Again it's very difficult
for us to understand the brutality and the viciousness of these people - armed
men, armed with powerful weapons, guns, who can come into a church and shoot and
kill a disabled person and shoot a woman and her sons. It's a terrible thing,
and we understand some of what you are feeling today, and we want to thank you
for being brave enough to come here and to relive those memories with us. Thank
you very much.
---------------------

/CHAIRMAN:
CHAIRMAN: The next witness is Alpheus Shabalala. Good afternoon, Mr Shabalala,
we greet you, welcome you here today. You've come to tell us about the death of
your daughter, Jabulile, and the shooting of your grandson, Thokozani, in the
same attack. Before you give your evidence can you stand up to take the oath
please.
---------------------

MUSONGELWA ALPHEUS SHABALALA (Sworn, States)
CHAIRMAN: Dr Mgojo will help you now.
DR MGOJO: Good afternoon, Mr Mshengu. We appreciate your coming here before the
Commission to tell us the story of your son. Before you relate that story to us
I would like you to paint a picture of your family to us. Do you still have your
wife? --- Yes, I still have my wife.
Are you working? --- No, I am no longer working.
What about your wife? --- She is ill. She has got high blood pressure. She is
seeing doctors.
Where were you working before? --- I was working for Spoornet. I am in pension.
Are you receiving old age pension as well? --- Yes, I am.
How many children do you have, you and your wife? --- We have 12 children. I
have nine boys and three girls.
How many are they still alive? --- I have nine children who are still alive.
In other words three of them died. --- Yes.
Besides Jabulile, these other two, how they died? --- They were ill. In fact one
was ill. This other one was also shot. His name is Siyabonga.
/Was he
Was he shot before Jabulile was shot? --- Yes, he was shot before Jabulile.
Siyabonga is younger than Jabu.
When were - or rather when was Siyabonga shot? --- He was shot after Jabulile.
I will go back to this at a later stage. These other nine, are they working? --Yes, all of them are working. The one who was shot was still in school.
Siyabonga was shot on his way to school.
Are you still staying at Bhekizulu? --- Yes, I am still staying there in
Drycott, on your way to Loskop. Amahludeni, that's the place.
At this area what was going on when this incident happened? What was going on? -- It was during the Easter holidays, and there was a violence between - people
were killing each other, ANC and the IFP. My family was an ANC family.
Inkatha people were they also from Bhekizulu area? --- Yes, they were. All of us
- Bhekizulu it's just an area. It's an area there. It has sections, Dlomo,
Thomakale, all these are the sections in Bhekizulu area.
Now I would like you to tell us if you still remember the date when your
daughter was killed. Do you still remember the month and the date? --- No, I
can't.
No, it's okay. Don't worry if you don't remember. What happened? --- It was a
night vigil. It was a night vigil, a church night vigil. The reverend went to
the police station to ... (incomplete - end of Side A, Tape 3) ... that they
must come and guard that service or that function for the Zion Church. The
police didn't
/come.

come.
Why was the reverend so concerned to go and call the police to come and guard
the night vigil? --- It was because the Inkatha members came and told the
reverend that they were looking for a red paper - a red paper meaning R500,00.
They asked for this R500,00 from the reverend because they needed to buy
something so that they can chase away the ANC people in that area. They were not
asking for this money, they were demanding it. And then the reverend gave them
the money because they were demanding it. I am sorry, it's rather R50,00, not
R500,00. That's because I am not educated, so I am not accurate with figures. So
the reverend gave them. The chairperson of the Inkatha, who demanded the money
from the reverend, took the R50,00. Then Reverend Shabalala gave them the money.
He is not staying far away from my area. It's a distance approximately from here
to the taxi rank. When he gave him this R50,00 the reverend told him, the
chairperson of the IFP, that we were going to have a night vigil, and he also
told him that he also asked the police to come and safeguard the area. I don't
know what happened, or who told others that are members that the ANC was
gathering at the reverend's place to safeguard the reverend. Now, the Inkatha
members came to look for the ANC who were safeguarding the reverend. I think
someone went to the IFP and told IFP lies, and then they came because they knew
that we will be there, most ANC members will be there. They came to the church.
The church had windows side by side or opposite. And there was no ANC there, it
was just church members.
Did your church have different members of the
/organisation?
organisation? --- No.
But what about the church? Did you have a combination? --- No, they were just
church members or Christians.
In other words they didn't belong to any political organisation? --- No, they
didn't.
What I am asking here is that on your statement here it's written that you
believe that the church members were also members of the IFP, and those who
killed the church members it's that the Inkatha people suspected that within the
church there are people who were IFP and then now who had been recruited to be
ANC members. --- Yes, that's correct. Within the church people were forced to
become members of the political organisations. The old people they belonged to
Inkatha members. Now, if you were new in the church, or youth, they believed
that you were ANC, but we all had our different card members.
Now, when they came to the church what happened? --- They started firing, and it
was quite bright, and they just shot randomly at people, even women. They killed
five people, women and children.
And that's how you lost your two children? --- No, Thokozani didn't die there.
Jabu died.
What about Thokozani? --- He was just shot at his leg and his fingers were cut,
and he is still alive in standard six. He is in standard six. And his leg had
been healed, and his fingers got cut, two of them.
Was this matter reported to the police? --- Police came. My son, my elder son,
was shot by an AK47 and he was admitted in hospital. For nine months he stayed
there. His name is Petros.
/Was he
Was he there? --- Yes, he was in the church, and he got injured. He didn't die,

he is just limping now.
Is he still working? --- No, he is not working, he is just selling cabbages.
Was he working before the incident? --- Yes, he was.
Where? --- He was working at Ellerines at Estcourt. But he started working at
the police.
After you reported the matter to the police did they come? --- Yes, they came.
Was there anyone arrested? --- No, no one was arrested. They came, many of them
came.
In your statement it's written that those people who shot at the people in
church were arrested and they were released. --- They were arrested for a short
period, and there was a case, but - they did appear in court, but they were
never sentenced. They were released and some of them went to Johannesburg. Some
of them are still here.
You also made a request. You said you're asking the Commission to investigate in
connection with your daughter's death, and also you requested for bursary for
your daughter's children, and also money to maintain the children. These are
just requests which we will send to the President. We will just make
recommendations.
--------------------CHAIRMAN: Mr Shabalala, you heard the witness before you, who told us about her
two children who had taken refuge in a church, but even this did not protect
them from people who came to the church and shot those two young boys there. And
now you have told us about your daughter and her child, your grandson, who were
at this
/church
church attending a church service, and they were shot. Your daughter was killed,
your grandson was badly injured. They were shot at by a group of people who
fired on the people attending the service. It's really - we know that these
stories are true, but it's very difficult to believe them, that people can act
so brutally and so callously. In fact the stories that we have heard from
Brandville I have to say are some of the worst that we have ever heard in our
trips round the country, and we extend our deep sympathies to people like
yourself, and those other people from Brandville here today, who have suffered
so much. We will do what we can to try and get to the bottom of some of these
terrible murders, and inform the people of Brandville if we are able to get
information about them.
So, thank you again very much for coming in and sharing your story with us.
---------------------

/CHAIRMAN:
CHAIRMAN: Mr Majola is the next witness. Good afternoon, Mr Majola. Welcome
today. You have come to tell us about the death of your wife, your common-law
wife in 1991 on the 4th of December, which I recognise as the date of the second
Brandville massacre. Before you tell us your story can you please stand to take
the oath.
--------------------BONGENI ALSON MAJOLA (Sworn, States)
CHAIRMAN: Mr Lax will help you.
MR LAX: Welcome again, Mr Majola. Thanks for coming. Before we go to story of
your wife's death if you could just give us a picture of your family please. --Yes, I had children, two children. The first-born is a boy and the second one is
a girl.
What are their ages please? --- One is nine years old and the other one is 12
years old.
Are they schooling? --- Yes, they are both at school.
(Inaudible) ... working at the moment? --- Yes, I am.
What work are you doing? --- I am working for Mooi River Textiles.
Now, how old was your wife when she died? --- She was 27 years old.
Please tell us a little bit about - we've heard a great deal, in fact, about
what was going on in Mooi River at that time, and in Brandville in particular. -- There was violence which started in 1990. In 1990 the station commander Niehaus was the station commander at that time, and that's when my father died
in 1990, during the violence. And the violence started once more in 1991,
/and that's
and that's when I lost my wife. It was on the 3rd of December. There was some
noise outside and the soldiers were moving around the streets, patrolling, and
on that particular day we did not - that night we did not sleep. At about 4.00
am we heard some gunshots from outside and we woke up and looked at White City,
and we could see the Inkatha impi at White City, going around burning people's
houses. And at my in-laws' place we saw a certain house, Mr Zuma's house, being
burnt down, and my wife jumped and went out. She wanted to go and check my son,
who had gone to my in-laws to visit, and I was left with the daughter. By the

time she got to the place they had already finished burning the house and they
were coming towards our place, and they came across my wife. And there's a
certain person I was working with by the name China. His other name was Sidney
Zulu. And he tried to hold my wife. Amongst the other people who were hiding
themselves they saw him grabbing my wife, and my wife pushed this man and went
to knock at the door, and this group of people followed my wife. And the other
one took out an assegai and stabbed my wife from the front, and the assegai went
through to the back. And we got a report that she had been stabbed. We tried to
get some transport, but people had run away because they were scared that they
would be attacked. When I got to her I touched her. I saw a little hole just
above her breast, and when I turned her over I saw that she had been stabbed
from the back and the assegai went through to the front. That's when the police
came. They took her with.
Mr Majola, you mentioned your father, and your father being killed in 1990. --That's correct.
/Tell us
Tell us a little bit about that. We don't have any information on that in the
statement at this stage. I did not submit any statement with regard to my
father's death because my mother was here to testify with regard to my father's
death.
(Inaudible) ... at that stage. She's already made a statement. Now, have you
made any statement to the police about your wife's death, or has there been any
follow up on that? --- It was not easy for me to submit a statement because I
learnt my lesson at first when Mr du Toit told us that there were some cattle
that had been slaughtered, and when we went to the mortuary we realised that he
was referring to the people. That's why I took my father to Mjezi. They were
referring to our loved ones as dead cows which had been slaughtered earlier on,
so I did not want to report the matter to the police.
Did you have any dealings with the Goldstone Commission when they came? --- Yes,
I did submit a statement when the Goldstone Commission came.
As far as - you say in your statement there was never any court case or inquest
as far as you know. --- No, there was never any.
Thank you, chairperson.
--------------------DR MGOJO: I just want to hear from you about du Toit. What did he mean when he
said there had been cattle slaughtered? --- He said he did not want the cattle
which were full at the mortuary. We should try and get some means to remove our
cattle from the mortuary.
Now, when he said cows who was he referring to? --- He was referring to the
bodies. Maybe he saw them
/as cows.
as cows. Du Toit was the one who said that.
You spoke about China. You said his name is Sidney Zulu. Where does he stay? --He was staying at the hostel then.
Have you ever seen him since? --- Yes, I do come across him, but when I went
back to work he tried to deny that he was involved. He said that even to my
sister, and he said that he knew nothing about my wife's killing. He said a
person who knows better is Kheti Hadebe, and Kheti Hadebe has since resigned and
he is working at Hammarsdale.

Who is staying with the children? --- They are staying with me, and whenever I
am at work they go to school, and they usually go to my wife's place.
How were they affected by this whole incident? --- They always ask as to where
their mother is.
Does that disturb them from their school work? --- They were truly disturbed,
because my son failed twice, which had never happened before.
Are they getting any counselling? --- No, they are not getting any counselling,
because I am also working so I am not at home most of the time.
You should also submit your name to the briefers so that they can follow this
matter. Maybe your children could be helped with regard to counselling.
--------------------MRS GCABASHE: I would just like to ask you one question. We have heard quite a
number of times about du Toit. Can you identify du Toit? --- Yes, I can identify
du Toit because I have seen him quite several times, and I have spoken to him
before with regard to problems that I had
/before.
before. I have once spoken to him with regard to removing the body, the dead
body, to another place where it could be buried. And when he referred to the
people as cows he said it to me in my face.
--------------------CHAIRMAN: Do you know why they attacked your wife? --- They attacked her because
she was staying at the location in Brandville.
Are you saying that the location was non-IFP, or it was ANC, and ...
(incomplete) --- Yes, because the people from the hostel were IFP members, and
whenever they get into the location it would be to attack the residents who were
ANC members.
Was your wife known to them, or was it simply because she was a township
resident that she was killed? --- They knew her very well, because many people
knew us because we were working at the same tex firm in Mooi River.
Were you both working at Mooi River Textiles? --- Yes, both of us.
And were you both identified with the ANC? --- That is true.
Mr Majola, you've heard me say about other witnesses that the stories we've
heard here in Brandville are some of the worst that we have ever heard anywhere
in this country, and your case is no exception. It really is a very brutal and
callous person who can stand there in broad daylight and stab and kill a
defenceless woman. It's difficult to imagine what drives a person to do this.
But it's very important that you have come here to tell us that story. We know
that it's difficult for you, but it's
/important
important that you told that for us to hear and for the nation to hear, and we
want to thank you very much for coming and being prepared to relive those
memories with us. Thank you very much.
LUNCH ADJOURNMENT
---------------------

/ON RESUMPTION:
ON RESUMPTION:
CHAIRMAN: We're going to start with Mrs Ntombi Sithole, if she can please come
up on the stage. Good afternoon, Mrs Sithole. Welcome here this afternoon. You
are also from Brandville, and you have come to tell us about the death of your
son, Zenze John Sithole, and that was in July 1991. Please, you don't have to
stand up, but we'd like you to take the oath before you give your evidence. We
can see that you're an old lady.
---------------------

NTOMBILISA SITHOLE (Sworn, States)
CHAIRMAN: Mrs Gcabashe will assist you now.
MRS GCABASHE: It's cold, and we would like to thank you for coming even though
it's cold today, and given the fact that you are at this age. We are also sorry
that you're here because of the saddest thing that happened to your life,
something that you'll never forget for the rest of your life. And this is the
reflection of the life which we've led before, and we hope that we will never
live that way ever again. Before you start relating to us a story about your son
we would like you to give us a picture of your family background. We need to
know if you still have children. --- My husband died a long time ago.
How did he die? --- He was ill. I had four children including Zenze. Now I am
only left with three and they are still alive.
Can you please give us their names? --- Joseph. He is now married and he's got
his own house.
Is he working? --- No, he is not working since after the violence. And I also
have another son. His name is Samuel. He is not married and he is also not
/well.
well.
Is he working? --- No. And I also have a daughter. Her name is Jabu and she is
also alive. She is working temporarily.
Are you receiving any pension? --- Yes, I do.
Now you can start relating whatever you can recall about the situation in
Brandville at the time which led to the incident where you lost your son. --The situation was terribly bad. People were fighting. After the violence - or
during the violence we reported the situation here in town, that the situation
was bad in town. We were all scared to come to town. My son died here in town,
because children wouldn't listen that we were not supposed to go to down any
more because it was no longer safe. So my son did like everyone, every youth, so
he was also a member of the ANC.
Was he at home on that day? --- He was at home in the morning, and then during
the day he went to town. That's when he got injured or he was killed. He was
killed here in town.
What happened after he left home for town? --- I didn't know, except that I got
the message that they saw his body being removed by a van, a certain van. A
certain girl came to my house and told me. The girl was my neighbour. Her name
is Zanele.
What's the name of the girl? --- Her name is Zanele.
Her surname? --- Her surname is Nqondo. She is the one who came to tell us what
happened, but she said she didn't see the whole thing, except that she saw his
body being taken. She didn't relate the whole story as to
/what
what happened because she said she didn't see. All she saw was his body being
taken. Yes, we were suspecting Inkatha because he was stabbed by a spear, so
Inkatha members were the ones who were carrying spears in town during the day.
They were the ones who were carrying spears all the time.
And did you report this matter to the police? --- The police knew about this. We

didn't go to them to report this. We only went there to identify his body. I
didn't know a thing. I was confused at that time. I only gained my memory - I
think I was mentally disturbed, so I only gained my memory after the funeral.
Do you remember if you have a death certificate or not? --- No, I didn't receive
any death certificate, because it wasn't easy for us to go to town. It wasn't
easy for us because it was real terrible.
During the funeral or while you were preparing for the funeral what happened? -- It was bad. The situation was very bad, but the funeral went on because police
were there.
How old was Zenze when he was killed? --- He was a teenager, but I think he was
above 20.
This incident, how did it affect you or your family? --- We were all affected,
as I have already told you. When I heard this I got disturbed mentally and I
also suffered from sugar diabetes, and after that I was never well.
Did Zenze have children? --- No, he didn't have any children at all.
Are you seeing doctors now that you're ill? --- Yes, I am seeing doctors. I am
taking tablets from the
/clinic.
clinic. I am seeing the doctors, the Government doctors, so I am not paying for
this high blood pressure medication.
What about your other children? How are they? --- They had been affected, and
another thing which affects them more is them seeing me being so affected. Zenzo
was my youngest son. They are very much concerned about my health. If I don't
wake up early in the morning they get so concerned they come to my bedroom and
they look at my health situation.
Okay, you can take your time. (Pause) Can we continue? --- Yes, we can.
I was still asking you, this incident which happened in 1991, did you ever hear
what really happened? --- No, we couldn't hear anything because people were
scared to tell, and they were scared to tell the truth because they didn't want
to be witnesses because they were going to be in a bad position, or to
jeopardise their health and those of their families.
The police who contacted you, do you still remember? --- No, there was no police
who contacted us, except that when I was preparing for the funeral soldiers came
to my next-door neighbour and they started throwing tear gas canisters. And no
one was injured there.
How was your funeral service? --- It went fine because police were there.
I understand, Mrs Sithole, and I can also tell that you're still in terrible
pains for the loss of your child. And, as you have indicated to us that you are
still going to clinic, trying to get assistance, but maybe also if you can see
counsellors who can try and help you emotionally
/so that
so that you cope emotionally, and so that you can accept and move on. The lady
next to you, she'll be able to help you and she'll be able to give you the whole
information as to how to get assistance from counsellors. And also maybe if you
can invite your family so that they also get counselling assistance. And thank
you very much, and I also like to pass my sympathy for what happened to you.
I'll hand it over to the Chairperson.

--------------------CHAIRMAN: Mrs Sithole, thank you for ... (inaudible) ... it's very sad that at
your age, when you should be being cared for by your children, you have to be
here telling us about the circumstances of your son's death. And we've heard
many stories from mothers like yourself who have talked about their children,
many of them young children. Your son wasn't young when he died, but it is
nevertheless equally painful for a mother to have to come and tell that story.
But it is important that you have told us because it helps us when we are
writing our report that we have as complete a picture as possible of this area,
and we are able to report fully to the Government on what happened here. So your
story, like everyone else's, is very important, and we thank you for coming in
and for telling us that story. Thank you very much.
---------------------

/CHAIRMAN:
CHAIRMAN: The next witness is Emily Majola. Mrs Majola, good afternoon. We
welcome you here today. You have come to us to tell us the story about the death
of your son, Derek Majola, who was a very well known person in Brandville. Now,
you have somebody with you here on the stage. Can you tell us who that is?
MRS MAJOLA: Derek's son.
CHAIRMAN: Is he going to talk, or is he just here to support you?
MRS MAJOLA: He is here to remind me of some of the incidents because I forget
some of the things.
CHAIRMAN: Perhaps he can just remind you, but if it's necessary for him to say
one or two words maybe he should also stand up take the oath if it's necessary
for us to refer to him. So, first we'll start with you. You don't have to stand
up because we can see you have difficulty doing that.
--------------------NOMTHANDAZO EMILY MAJOLA and BONGINKOSI MAJOLA (Sworn, State)
CHAIRMAN: Mrs Majola, aside from Derek do you have other children? --- Yes, I
do. Some of them died. In fact all of them died except I am remaining with
Derek's children.
How many children ... (inaudible) ... Derek and how many others? --- Five
children are Derek's and three of them are my late daughter's children.
(Inaudible) ... as we know, and as you will tell us, died in the violence here
in Brandville. How did your other children die? You said your late daughter's
children. How did your daughter die? --- We had run
/to 'Maritzburg,

to 'Maritzburg, but she was killed in 'Maritzburg.
Was that in a criminal action, or was it related to politics, or was it a motor
accident, or how did she die? --- I am not clear, but she was killed by a
certain man from the Mchunu family.
Okay. So at the moment you are living with your grandchildren. --- Yes, I am
staying with grandchildren.
Do you get pension? --- Yes.
Can you tell us something about Derek then, and tell us what led to his death. -- Derek had been asked to be a member of the Council, the Council Civic or
Civic Association, and thereafter they killed him.
Did he serve as a member of that Civic Association? --- Yes, he did serve.
And in fact was he - did he hold office on that Civic. Wasn't he the
chairperson? --- He was dealing with the matters in Brandville. I don't know how
to describe his position. I am not able to tell you.
(Inaudible) ... and he can fill us in. What information do you have about how he
died? --- I was at home. My home is opposite where I was staying, and it was in
the evening at about eight or quarter to eight. We heard a very loud noise from
outside and we went out to investigate, and we saw people running away, and at
that time we heard some gunfire as they were running away. It was himself and
three other children, as well as his wife, that's my daughter-in-law. It seems
as if Derek went out with a child and said he was going to Zondi's place, but he
never reached Zondi's place. He was shot, and he came back into the house and
got into the bedroom of another
/child
child who was lying on the bed sick, having a toothache. And when he got there
according to the child the child saw him after he had been shot, and the others
got into the other rooms who were escaping. There were three children, and there
were two with my daughter-in-law and there was one in the other room where Derek
ran. They got in and they shot at random. By the time I went out to investigate
I saw four people leaving the house. There were about four of them who were
getting out of the house and they were crossing my garage, or they went across
my garage. And as I approached I could hear something falling with a thud, and
when I investigated it was him.
(Inaudible) ... happened to him? --- He had fallen down, and we tried to get
some transport to take him to the hospital. We couldn't get a car because the
roads were blocked. They had dug holes in order to instal some pipes, some
underground pipes, so the cars had no thoroughfare. And we came across another
car. We wanted to take my daughter-in-law to the hospital, or to accompany her,
and they told me that Niehaus had been there, and Niehaus had come to take the
body. I don't know as to who told Niehaus that there was a person who had been
shot, and he had left a stern message that we should not touch the body. And we
went to the hospital, but along the way to the hospital she died. And Dr Bhayat
came. He also confirmed that she was dead.
And what was it that Derek had died from? Was it gunshot wounds or what was it?
--- Yes, it was gunshot wounds.
And do you know who did that? --- No, I do not know, because when I - there were
rumours that we heard
/from a
from a certain person by the name of Mchunu that there is a certain person who

wanted to buy a vacant stand, but he could not purchase that stand. And
apparently a certain man from Estcourt said he was going to talk to the
residents of that area as to whether they gave permission for that person to
purchase that vacant stand, and they hadn't yet spoken to the residents. Then
one day when we were in the house, together with a certain female from Majola's
house, when he got out of the house they accosted him. They wanted to shoot him
but they missed him. And we went to report the matter to the police and they
asked us as to whether he was dead. We said no. Then they said they couldn't get
involved with any matters where people were not dead, they will only talk when
he is dead.
Do you remember which policeman said that? --- I do not know. I think my girl
would know better, because she's the one who was there when we went to report
the matter. I am still trying to recall her name. Niehaus is the one who was in
charge at that time, but I don't remember who I spoke to - or who we spoke to.
Because I was working there, but I think at that time I had already stopped
working there because of ill health. But I was told that he said he didn't want
to deal with that matter because nobody died. And when we - there's one person
whom we were able to identify. He was driving a bus, and when this happened he
drove off in this bus and we could not identify the rest. That bus was just
standing there. Nobody knows why. Then my neighbours came out from the Mchunu
family. They said we could not chase people whom we did not know whether were
armed or not, and they took the car, that is his car.
/(Inaudible)
(Inaudible) --- The police from Harrismith - Ladysmith.
(Inaudible) ... why did they take the car? --- They said they were looking for
the guns, and when they couldn't get the guns they came back to fetch the car.
They said the car was a stolen car. And when we produced the licence, as well as
the papers, they said it was a stolen car, but we don't know as to how it was
stolen.
You also said in your statement that he was constantly harassed by the police
before his death. What did they used to do to him, the police? --- They would
come almost every day. At times they would fetch him from his workplace.
And what would they want from him? --- They said they were looking for guns, and
he is the one who was in control of the guns because he was a prominent member
of the ANC.
Was he in fact ever charged with any ... (incomplete - end of Side A, Tape 4)
... and as a result, or following on his death, was anybody ever charged or
prosecuted? Was there ever any court case, or was there an inquest? --Thereafter we ran to 'Maritzburg. We went to the 'Maritzburg Court. I am still
trying to recall the full details.
(Inaudible) ... that Bonginkosi would like to add? Maybe he can refresh your
memory. --- Yes, we went to court. There were certain males who were arrested,
though I don't remember their names. They were arrested from the firm or the
company, but they were later released, and that's where the matter ended.
So no one was ever convicted of his death? --/No. They
No. They said Walter Mchunu made a request that he wanted to go and unveil his
brother's tombstone.
What did that have to do with Derek's death? --- We were in court on that
particular day, and he approached the Magistrate or the Judges. He said that he
wanted to be released so that he could go to his brother's unveiling of the
tombstone. And there was A C Mnikathi was wanted, and they said A C Mnikathi was

a missing witness. As a result the matter could not go on. He was not known. His
whereabouts were not known. That's where the matter ended, and I have never been
notified of any proceedings.
You say that Walter Mchunu was ... (inaudible) ... in the death of your son? --Yes, that is correct, because he is the one who made a request, and he's the one
who was in the witness box. I think he was the accused.
Is that the same Walter Mchunu who worked for the Brandville Council and who was
a member of the IFP? --- That is correct. But he made a request that the Court
release him so that he can go to his brother's unveiling of the tombstone, and
they said they wanted A C Mnikathi, who was suspected to be a hostel dweller.
And they looked for him but the couldn't get hold of him. Nobody knew as to his
whereabouts, and the matter ended just there.
(Inaudible) ... anything which your grandmother has said which you want add to
about your father's death? --- Yes, I would like to add something. I would like
to explain as to the circumstances before my father's death. He was a councillor
but he resigned later on, and they formed a Civic Association together with
other members, and he was chosen as the chairperson, or elected as the
chairperson of the Civic Association. And thereafter,
/after
after the ANC had been unbanned in South Africa, they organised themselves and
they wanted to launch a branch of the ANC in Brandville. But before that could
happen there was a conflict between the hostel dwellers and the people in the
location, who were led by Walter Mchunu. There is a certain house that was
burnt, the gas matter, and Walter Mchunu said my father was a suspect because he
was the leader. And he said my father should pay for the house that had been
burnt and the gases that were stolen. And my father approached members of the
community and they collected money, and on this particular day that he was
attacked, but survived, NUSI(?) were not in speaking terms with my father. But
they couldn't shoot him on that particular day, he survived the attack. And
there is a person who came and asked as to what was happening, because he is the
one who was picking the bullet that had missed my father. He didn't want to hand
over the bullet, and I think my grandmother was confused on that aspect. When
they phoned the police station Niehaus is the one who answered the phone, and
Niehaus asked as to whether my father had died, and we said no, and we reported
that people had run away. Then he said there's nothing he could do. He will only
come when my father is dead just to take his body. And after some time
thereafter, that was in 1991, just before he died, the police who came to our
place gave wrong names to my father. Because we ultimately got the names through
JJ, who is a member of the Parliament, to get the names of these policemen who
came to our place. They went to fetch him at his workplace, and they said they
were looking for guns, and when they couldn't get the guns they took the car.
After
/having
having taken the car - I think after three weeks they instructed my father to
come and pick the car up, and he said he was going to open up a case because he
doesn't know what they had done to the car. He didn't want to take it back, he
wanted it to be checked by AA because he suspected that they might have probably
planted something or a bomb in the car. Then after he died they continued with
their story and said the car was stolen. And at that time that they attacked a
small child, Nogu, that is the last-born at home, who was four years old at that
time, she was shot four times. And I do have a photo of her when she was in the
hospital, and the people who were arrested - or who were suspects at that time,
was a certain person by the name of Duke Mbongwe, China, who is working at the
firm - I don't remember the other ones. And there was an inquest held, and
there's a certain person who was a State witness by the name of Hadebe, who
testified that he had been bought. He was going to be paid for killing my
father. And they - he said he was going to be paid for killing my father, and

they took him to the firm and he saw my father and identified him positively.
And probably they had put him somewhere to hide. And at some stage he came
across my father. He greeted my father, and when my father greeted back he felt
bad about killing my father and he ended up not killing him at that stage. And
when he gave testimony at the 'Maritzburg Court he said the who came to him to
report that they had already killed my father, because he could not kill my
father because at that time he was sick. And Walter Mchunu, as well as Alec
Zokela came to report to him that they had already killed my father. At the
/inquest
inquest the suspects - Niehaus was one of the suspects, that he colluded with
the other suspects in the killing of my father. And at the inquest they said
they were looking for Ace, and I think his surname is Mchunu, and he was a
hostel dweller, A C Mnikathi. And the police came to identify him, and when they
got to the hostel they found his bed well made, that they did search the place.
Mchunu prevented them from continuing to search the place. He is the one who
denied and said he is no longer living there. And that's where it ended. And
when I met that policeman who was handling the case at a later stage - I met him
at Estcourt and asked him as to what was happening with regard to my father's
case. He said he was no longer involved in that matter, and if I wanted to know
more I should go to the police station and find out as to who took over my
father's case, because he was dealing with car thefts now. I told him that if he
had stopped he should have reported to us so that we would be able to get in
touch with the person who was dealing with the matter, and that was the end.
(Inaudible) ... the person who said that
had already killed your father? Who was
remember because he was a State witness
records of the inquest from the Regional
get his name.

Zokela and Mchunu had said that they
that person? --- The surname that I
is Hadebe. If you could check in the
Court in 'Maritzburg I think you can

But Walter Mchunu and Alec Zokela were ... (inaudible) ... or were they charged
and the ... (incomplete) --- I only last saw them at the inquest, because the
report that we got after the inquest was that the Magistrate said that the only
person who could be
/accused
accused with regard to that was Walter Mchunu, because there was evidence that
he was connected with the murder, or he had something to do with regard to my
father's murder.
You've referred all the time to your father's death, your father's case. Was
Mavis Majola - was that your mother? --- I am talking about both of them,
because according to me I cannot separate the two incidents that took place.
They are just like one incident.
Was that in fact your mother, or was that another - was that your father's
second wife? --- Ja.
Mavis Majola is your ... (intervention) --- Yes, that is true.
(Inaudible) ... so it's not your mother? --- Ja.
It's your stepmother? --- Yes.
Bonginkosi, how old are you at the moment? --- I was 23 years.
How old were you at the time? --- 17.
And is your mother still alive? --- Yes, she is still alive.

And are you working, or what is your position? --- I am still at school.
Now, your grandmother said that your father was harassed constantly by the
police, is that correct? What was the nature of that harassment? --- Yes, it is
true. At the time that he was the leader of the Civic Association they would
hold meetings, and at times they would meet with the Inkatha members, and due to
the fact that there was no relationship between the two they would go to Niehaus
and ask them to assist in ending the conflict, because a lot of people were
dying due to the
/violence.
violence. And my father's friend, who stays in 'Maritzburg now, Mr Malinga - was
that Niehaus responded to the effect that if he didn't stop being a leader of
the ANC they will find themselves swimming in a pool of blood. And it's - my
father responded that he would never stop being a leader. I think Niehaus
realised that he didn't want to stop, then he kept on making threats, as well as
harassing him. And when he reported to Niehaus, Niehaus would not investigate
the threats, they would just come to him and say they're looking for guns,
instead of responding to the matter that is being reported. And they refused to
give him a licence, and they would say my father was hiding certain guns, as my
grand mother has already said.
And is it correct, as your grandmother said, that your father was never ever
convicted of having weapons, or ... (incomplete) --- Ever since I was born I
have never seen my father going to court.
--------------------DR MGOJO: A question to ascertain myself. I heard you testifying to the effect
that at the time when Derek and Mavis were being shot there is a child who was
shot. Could you tell us as to how she was shot and where? --- One bullet went
through the right side, just above the breast, one below the breast, and went
through the back. Maybe if you want to see her she is present, and the wounds
are still apparent.
Did the bullets all go out? --- Yes, the bullets went out.
How old is the child? --- She is 10 years old.
Is she at school? --- Yes, she is.
/How is
How is she? --- She was traumatised by the incident. She is not like other
children. She is quite some type of a recluse.
Has she been to see any doctors so that they can help her? --- No, she was
admitted at the hospital. After being admitted she never went back to see the
doctor.
Does she get any pains, physical pains? --- Yes, she does point out and say her
body is painful. She would point at the wounds.
What standard is she in? --- She is in standard three.
How is her school work? --- No, her school work hasn't been affected
drastically, but socially I wouldn't say she is faring quite well. I think she
is different from other children. She needs some help. I think she does need
counselling. I think every person, especially at an early age, who had parents
and she later discovers that her parents had been killed, I think such a person
does need to undergo some counselling, because she hasn't grown like other
children who had their parents with them.

So you think that she would also need some counselling? --- Yes, she was four
years old, and I think she was disturbed mentally or emotionally. She should
also see some counsellors.
The last question that I have. You said that the investigating officer who was
investigating with regard to the car that was taken, what was the name of the
investigating officer? --- May I just put this straight? The one who
investigated with my father's death is the one who told me that he was no longer
dealing with
/my father's
my father's case, but it was a white policeman.
--------------------MR LAX: (Inaudible) ... follow up a little bit on your sister's shooting. That
didn't happen at the same time, it happened at a different time, is that right?
--- They happened at the same time.
Was anyone else injured in that shooting besides your sister? --- It was my
father, my aunt, as well as my sister. My brother was never injured and he said
he never heard anything.
--------------------CHAIRMAN: Mrs Majola and Bonginkosi, we are glad that you were both able to be
here together to tell the story about your son and your father, and we hope that
you were able feel supportive of each other in telling this very sad story. We
know from a lot that has been said by other people who gave us statements that
Derek Majola was a very well known person, and many people have said that he was
somebody who was committed to peace in the township, bringing together the
hostel residents and the township residents. And we know that that is one of the
things that he pursued, trying to get the police to assist in bringing peace
between the hostel residents and the township residents. And it's a terrible
tragedy that a person like him should have ended up being killed in that way.
I think it's also important for the people here to recognise another victim who
is not here on the stage today, and that's your sister, who is sitting there in
front, the daughter of Derek and Mavis Majola. And she can't give evidence today
because she's a child, she's
/under age,
under age, but we nevertheless want to recognise her today.
So, even though you have told us this very tragic story, we hope that you can
take some comfort from the knowledge that many people in Brandville regarded
your father and your son as a hero, and its important that his memory and the
good work that he did should live on.
We will try and find out from the inquest record why no one was charged with his
murder, and the murder of his wife, and we will communicate that information to
you, but in the meantime we thank you both very much for coming and talking to
us today. Thank you. --- I would like to make a request that since they are
still at school, because I cannot help them further their education, I am old
and very sickly, and there is no other person who helps me.
What standards are they in? How many are at school? --- They are three. There is
the other one who was in Derek's arms, who was staying with Derek after the
father had died.
Could you please just give us their names and their standards. --- I will count

the other ones because I am just finishing my schooling. One is Nomvelo.
How old is Nomvelo? --- Nomvelo is 15 years old.
What standard is he? --- He is in standard six.
The other? --- Nomthandazo.
How old is she? --- She is 18 years old.
What standard is she? (Pause) How old is Thabile? --- Thabile is 18 years old.
She is in standard seven. The third one is Nomgu.
How old is she? --- 10 years old. It's the one
/Who is
who is seated there at the front.
What standard is she? --- I think she is in standard three.
Now, as you say you want to be helped, how much are they paying for their
schooling? --- Nomvelo is paying R250,00 because she is in Durban. Thabile pays
R40,00 per annum, and Nomkhululeko I was paying ... (intervention)
May I just clarify here? Nomvelo is at school and they pay per term, and granny
is mistaken, it's R250,00 each term. She is a day scholar.
What's the name of the school? --- It's Rossburgh High. It's a private school.
And the other one, Thabile? --- Thabile is at Myezaneni. It's a black school.
What about Nomkhululeko? --- She is at Estcourt. I have forgotten the name of
her school. It's an Indian school. I think it's a public school.
Rossburgh is not a government school? --- I am not really sure, I have never
been there.
I just would like to explain this. It's easier for us to make provisions with
regard to government schools, that is from first year up to the standard 10,
because we have already made arrangements with the Minister of Education, and we
write letters so that these children do not pay for their schooling, their
school fees, and they also do not pay for their text books. But it's very
difficult for us to approach private schools with this proposition. Now you must
give further details with regard to that school so that we can try and find out
as to what type of schools these are, so that we will be able at a later date to
write letters to these particular
/schools
schools and make this request that I have already
mentioned.
---------------------

/CHAIRMAN:
CHAIRMAN: The next witness is Nomusa ... (inaudible - end of Side B, Tape 4)
(Pause) Good afternoon, Mrs Zuma. You have come to tell us about the death of
your husband, and I think you're the first witness today who is not from
Brandville township. You are coming from Howick today, and, as I said, you've
come to tell us about the death of your husband in 1994. Before you tell that
story can you please stand to take the oath.
--------------------NOMUSA CONSTANCE ZUMA (Sworn, States)
CHAIRMAN: Dr Mgojo will help you now.

DR MGOJO: I greet you, Mrs Zuma. I must say we appreciate that you are here to
tell us your story. Are you staying at Gaza Road in Howick? --- Yes, I am.
Before that I was staying at Nyembezi.
So you are here to tell us about what happened at Nyembezi. Take your time.
(Pause) Nomusa, I would like you to paint a picture to us of your family, your
whole family, your children and your husband, Jeremiah. How many children do you
have? --- I have three children.
How many boys? --- I have two sons and one daughter.
Can I have their names? --- The first-born, Mfumundo.
Is he in school? --- Yes, he is in technikon, Pietermaritzburg Technikon.
How old is he? --- 19 years old. The second-born his name is Luwazi.
How old is Luwazi? --- He is 17 years old. He is in Polela Institution.
And then your last-born? --- Nomphilo. She is
/nine
nine years old.
Is she in school? --- Yes, she's in standard two.
I have forgotten to ask about the one who is at technikon. What level of study
is he in? --- He is in second level. The one in Polela is in standard eight.
I won't take much time because I can understand that this story brings sad
memories to you. What was happened at Nyembezi at that time when this incident
occurred? --- There was a violence between Inkatha and the ANC.
Who was fighting with Inkatha? --- ANC and Inkatha were fighting each other, and
me and my family were ANC members. ANC at a stronghold at Nyembezi. After the
violence ANC broke into two. There were those who were known as SACP and those
who - others who were the ordinary ANC.
What about Jeremiah Zuma? --- Jeremiah Zuma remained with the old, ordinary ANC.
This happened after the violence between the ANC and the Inkatha.
And what happened then? --- We heard that people were hunting my husband. SACP
were the people who were hunting my husband. On the 15th of March 1994 we were
asleep late at night. It was about half past 10. Just before we fell asleep
after dinner my husband went to my children's bedroom, and in that bedroom there
were two beds. And myself and my other child we remained in the kitchen. After
dinner my husband went to the bedroom. In fact he went to the children's
bedroom.
Why did he go to the children's bedroom? --- It's because we've heard that
people were hunting him, so we decided to change bedrooms. Late at night my
younger
/child
child said to me we shouldn't go to their bedroom because her father was in bed.
(Pause)
If this is really difficult for you to relate to us you mustn't force yourself.
We can understand. We know that people aren't the same. It might happen that you
can't bear it, but if you like you can always tell us you can't. We're just

doing this just because we want to add more information. For instance your
statement has not mentioned anything about your children, and as to whether they
are schooling or not. We need such information. --- My daughter told me that we
should go to the dining-room and sleep there because her father was still
asleep. I think we rather not let her relate this because it's really difficult
for her. If there is anything more to add on yet she can give all this
information to our counsellors, and we can always get the information there.
Nomusa, we are very, very sad about what happened to you. This is the first time
where we shared stories like ANC people breaking into two and turning against
each other. It's very sad to have a friend turning against you, someone you rely
on, someone you have been working hard with, and smoothed ways together, and
have them to kill you at the same time. We wish God can help you and give you
strength and courage. We will try by all means to meet your needs. We have seen
in your statement you've mentioned bursaries for your children who are still in
school, and maybe you can also give our counsellors more information if you
have. Thank you very much.
---------------------

/CHAIRMAN:
CHAIRMAN: The last witness today is Thokozile Ndlovu.
Good afternoon, Mrs Ndlovu. Thank you for being so patient. You have waited all
day to tell your story, you're the last person today. You are from Brandville,
and, like so many other people today, you've come to tell us about the death of
a member of your family. This time it was your husband, who died in March 1991.
Can you please stand up to take the oath before you give your evidence.
--------------------THOKOZILE ELKE NDLOVU (Sworn, States)
CHAIRMAN: Thank you. Mr ... (incomplete)
MR LAX: Thank you, Chairperson, and welcome again Mrs Ndlovu. Now, before we
proceed with your statement we just want a small picture of your family, and we
... (intervention) --- I have five children.
You have given us in your statement all their details. I'll just quickly go
through it with you just to confirm it. You have ... (inaudible) --- Yes, that
is true.
(Inaudible) ... who is 21 years old. --- That is true.
(Inaudible) ... Siyende, who is 18 years old. --- Yes.
Siyabonga, who is 16. --- That is correct.
Nokuthula, who is 12. --- That is true.
Are any of them not - or let's put it another way round. Is Ronnie schooling? -- No, he is no longer at school. He is working.
And Maxwell? --- He is also not at school. I think he was traumatised, so
thereafter he had to leave
/school.

school.
What is he doing? --- He is working temporarily, getting temporary positions.
What standard did he finish at school? --- Standard six.
And then we have Siyende. What's Siyende doing? --- She's at school.
What standard? --- Standard 10.
And Siyabonga? --- He is also in standard six.
And then Nokuthula? --- In standard four.
(Inaudible) ... at all? --- I am not working.
(Inaudible) ... getting pension, or help in some way? --- I get some money from
the welfare. No, I get some food, not money.
You get some welfare assistance. --- Yes.
Now, you were born in 1950, is that right? --- That's correct.
And your husband was 43 years old at the time of his death. --- That is true.
Please tell us what happened. --- There was violence in 1991 at Brandville, and
the situation was tense. There were sporadic outbreaks of violence, and on this
particular day he went to the office where he was called. They said he must come
and fetch the house title. He went during the day to the office, and he got to
the office and fetched the title. As he was coming back from the office, just
next to the hostel, a group of people approached him from the back and they shot
him. He tried to drag himself and walk up to Mr Zokela's house, and he reported
that he had been shot. They went to look for a car to take him to the hospital.
They were children, but
/I wasn't
I wasn't present when this happened. He was taken to the Brandville Hospital,
but he was certified dead on arrival.
Somebody witnessed this incident. --- That is true, but that person is not
present today. It was a certain girl who was doing some washing outside her
yard.
We have her name. That's not important at this stage. Is it correct that she
wanted to get assistance, but these perpetrators prevented her from doing that?
--- Who are you referring to?
The witness which you spoke about. --- At first she said she has a problem, and
at the moment she is not here because she was traumatised by the incident when
she helped my husband.
What was your husband doing at the time of his death? Was he working? --- Yes,
he was working at Mooi River Textiles, and on that particular day he missed work
because he had to go to the office.
(Inaudible) ... say the matter was reported to the police at Mooi River. Did
anything ever happen? --- No, nothing happened, because at that time I didn't
know what to do, and the situation was tense at that time. And the children were
very young at that time. I didn't know where to go or who to go to for help.
Mrs Ndlovu, we will try and track down your husband's case and see why nothing
further was done about it. Now, you've said that some of your children had to

leave school soon after your husband's death because you ran out of funds, is
that right? --- That is correct.
Thank you, Chairperson.
--------------------CHAIRMAN: Thank you, Mrs Ndlovu, for telling us that
/story,
story, for coming in today. We note from what you've said that your husband was
going to the Council offices to collect the title deed for his house, and we
presume that that meant that he had paid off the house and he was entitled to
receive the title deed, a house for which he had worked hard all his working
life and finally paid off, and on that very day he was attacked and shot. As I
said to earlier witnesses, the stories that we've heard here in Mooi River,
Brandville, are terrible stories, some of the worst that we've heard, and your
story is really no exception.
As Mr Lax has said we will try to follow up this case, see whether we can get to
the bottom of what might have happened on that day, and we will communicate any
information that we get to you.
But we thank you for bringing this case to our notice, and we hope that by
coming here today and telling your story it has made it a little bit easier for
you, along with all the other victims whose stories we've already heard. It
makes it easier for you to understand and accept your husband's death, and we
hope that you and the other victims feel some unity in the sorrow that you have
experienced. Thank you very much indeed.
---------------------

/CHAIRMAN:
CHAIRMAN: The next witness, and the last witness today, is Mrs Margaret Zuma.
Good afternoon, Mrs Zuma. We are glad that you were able to come in today. We
understand that you only just came in a few minutes ago. You are also from
Brandville, from White City, and you've come to tell us about the death of your
husband, Elias Zuma. Sorry, your father - your father. Can you please stand
before you tell us your story. Sorry, your uncle.
--------------------NANI MARGARET ZUMA (Sworn, States)
MRS GCABASHE: Good afternoon, Margaret. We appreciate the fact that you have
been able to come and appear before this Commission with regard to what took
place. Could you please just tell us about your uncle. --- It's my uncle, my

mother's brother.
Just tell us about his family first. Was he married? --- No, he was not married.
He was staying at my mother's place. I do not know how old he was a that time,
but I do have his identity document.
You'll hand over the document to the briefer. --- He was not working. He was
receiving a disability grant -a disability grant, not pension. He was limping,
and his whole right-hand side was paralysed. He got injured ... (inaudible - end
of Side A, Tape 5) ... I do have children.
Where is the father of the children? --- He is not around.
How many children do you have? --- I do not have any. I had one, and he has
since passed away.
Who are you staying with at the moment? --- I am staying with my two brothers.
/How old
How old are they? --- The one - they are younger than me. The other one was born
in 1954 and the one was born in 1960, the last-born.
Are they working? --- No, they are not employed. They were employed before, but
they were retrenched, both of them. I am also staying with my other brother, who
is one year seven months old.
What's his name? --- The name of the girl is Letty.
Is it your brother's child? --- Yes.
How old is she? --- One year seven months.
Where's the mother? --- I do not know where the mother is. The mother left or
dumped the baby with the father, and the father is Tommy.
Is that all? --- Yes, that is those who are staying at my place.
Are you employed? --- No, I am not.
How do you earn your living? --- My brother buys food. He is the breadwinner, my
other brother.
You said he is not working. --- No, he is not staying at my place, he's staying
at 'Maritzburg.
Is he your brother also? --- Yes.
But you said you have two brothers. --- I was counting the ones I am staying
with.
Could you please just count them all. --- There's one who is in 'Maritzburg, as
well as my other sister who is staying here. My brother who has got kids is
working at BP garage in 'Maritzburg.
Do you also have a sister? --- Yes, she is staying at Iraq, an Indian location.
Is your sister working? --- She is self
/employed.
employed. She is a dressmaker.

Tell us the circumstances surrounding or leading to the death of your uncle. --It was a Sunday. I was at my brother's place, the one who is in 'Maritzburg at
the moment, and when I came back from my brother's place I saw Inkatha members.
They were roaming around White City where we stay, and I was on the other
location, the adjoining location. And as I was going down I realised that I
couldn't go to White City, and I hid myself at Mrs Dlamini's place, which was
next to the Dutch Reformed Church. And I got there. I realised that the fight
and the violence was going on, and during the night she asked the Dutch priest
to keep us for the night because we could go back to White City because the
fight was still going on. But the priest said we could not go to his place to
sleep. He said when we hear the footsteps of Inkatha members we should put the
lights on so that they would recognise or realise that we were Inkatha members.
He further went on to explain that all the houses that were lit were Inkatha
members' houses, so that was the only way we could survive. And then the houses
were burning at that time. The Inkatha was burning down the houses. Then the
following day there was fog, and I wanted to go to my brother's place first, the
one who was next to us, and I came across my sister's daughter, Vicky. She was
crying. Her name is Vicky. The surname is Verasamy. She is Indian. She called me
and told me that my uncle had been stabbed the previous night. I couldn't go on
further to my uncle's place. They said the police had taken him. The Inkatha
people stabbed him inside the house.
Now, when she reported to you did she tell you as to
/how this
how this happened? Where did the Inkatha get him? --- He was inside the house
according to the information that I gathered from my neighbour. She said they
were sitting together at her house, and my uncle said he was getting cold and he
wanted to go and fetch a jacket so that he could keep himself warm. He went
there into the house, and that's when the Inkatha attacked. The police were told
about this incident and they went to fetch the corpse. There was no inquest,
there was no investigation, but the very same priest said we haven't yet died,
we were still going to die, because he was an Inkatha member. He said during the
funeral, because our children didn't want to be IFP members, they were going to
continue killing us.
Is Xamani still in Mooi River? --- No, he has since moved, but I don't know
where to, but he is still alive.
You spoke about Mrs Mkhize. --- Yes, I ran into Mrs Mkhize's house and she is
still around. The last time I saw her she was also traumatised and she had run
to another place. I think she has come back now.
You said there was no inquest. --- No.
Did you get the death certificate? --- Yes, I do have it with me.
What was the cause of the death according to the death certificate? --- I do
have it, but I did not read it, and I don't know what is written on it. I do
have it.
You will give it to the briefers so that they can make a copy. We don't have
that information. After that - how could you describe your family after the
incident? --- My mother was in Richmond at that time and she was
/sick.
sick. She came back from the hospital, and we could not tell her at that time to
tell her that her brother had died. And when we wanted to phone the hospital to
tell her about her brother's death we discovered that she had already been told
and she got ill. She eventually died. On the day that my mother died we prepared
for the funeral on the Saturday. Then on the 3rd and the 4th the Inkatha came
back and they burnt all the goods that were left in the first attack.

Let's go back now. You said your uncle was killed on the 9th of June. Now you
are talking about the 3rd and the 4th. --- No, the 3rd and the 4th was another
month. That is after my uncle's death. That was in July then. My uncle died on
the 7th. I think it was on the 7th. It was a Sunday. It's the death certificate
that they gave me at the police station that states 9th as the day of the death,
but he died on the 7th.
Now, what do you think is the reason, because you don't seem to be the only one
who states that the date on the death certificate is not the date on which he
died? Why do you think that is so? --- I really do not know. I have no idea.
Now, let's go back to the burning of the house. When was this? --- After my
uncle had died and had been buried my mother came back from the hospital. She
was also ill. She died. On the Saturday of the funeral, it was on the 4th at
dawn, we had not yet brought my uncle's goods back into the house, because we
kept one room empty in preparation for the funeral. And they came and burnt the
house down. I knew it was Inkatha because I was present when this happened.
/Did you
Did you recognise or can you identify any of the people who came and burnt down
your house? --- Yes, I do know some of them. I know of one Duke.
What's Duke's surname? --- I do not know his surname, but I knew him.
Where is Duke now? --- I don't know whether he is still alive, but he was a
member of Inkatha.
You have also said that one of your wishes would be that the Commission
investigate further with regard to your uncle's death. Is there any request that
you would like to make that you probably didn't make during the time of
submitting your statement? --- I would like to know my uncle's death - my
uncle's killers, because he was paralysed, he could not fight for himself, and
he was an elderly person.
Now, tell us about yourself, as well as other members of your family. How are
you coping? --- I think we are coping. We have come to terms with it. I am
forgetful, but I don't think it's an issue. There are times when I miss my
uncle, when I think about him, and there are times when I feel depressed, and at
times I can't carry out a conversation without forgetting whatever I said
before. But I do not think that's something that can be taken into consideration
as such.
I think that is an indication that you were traumatised. It would be better for
you to see some counsellors or psychologists so that they can determine as to
whether you do need counselling, because you may find that you do, but you do
not realise it.
--------------------CHAIRMAN: Mrs Zuma, thank you very much for coming in
/today.
today. I don't think you were here for most of today, but if you were you would
have heard stories about people who were shot in churches, elderly women who
were shot in their houses, children who were shot in their houses, a young child
of four years old who had a large rock thrown on her chest - terrible things
done by groups of armed men, men armed with terrible weapons, guns and spears
and sticks, and the story that you have told us is similar to that. As you have
said yourself, your uncle was a disabled, elderly person, and it's a terrible,
callous and brutal thing to have attacked and killed that person, who could not
possibly have defended himself. And we understand some of the pain that you

still feel for that family member of yours.
But it's important that you have told us that story, because it gives us a much
clearer picture of what it was like for people in Brandville during those
terrible years, 1990 and 1991, and we hope that those sorts of experiences will
not take place again here in Brandville, and that there will be peace between
the hostel residents and the township residents. And if there isn't, that the
police force that we have now is a better one, and one that takes its public
duties seriously.
So again we thank you very much for coming in and telling us your story.
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---oOo--PROCEEDINGS RESUMED ON 1997/05/29
OPENING SONG AND PRAYER
CHAIRMAN: Good morning, and welcome to the third and last day of the public
hearings of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission in Mooi River. We apologise
for the late start this morning. We were expecting a number of witnesses from
the Bergville/Woodford area, but our driver, who went up there this morning,
reported that a number of people from that area who were going to give evidence
this morning have decided not to give evidence because of a generalised fear and
a feeling of intimidation, and they have chosen not to give evidence this
morning. In their place we're going to receive, later on this morning, a short
submission from a community worker from the Bergville area, just to give us a
background on the political conflict in that area in the late 1980s.
For those of you who are not able to follow the evidence, which will be given
largely in Zulu today, there are simultaneous translation earphones, and you
will hear the evidence, which will be given in Zulu, it will be translated into
English, which you can receive on channel six. Please, when you leave the hall

at lunch time or at the end of the day please remember to leave these earphones
behind. They don't work outside of the hall and they are very expensive. We do
have statement-takers from our - Truth Commission statement-takers here in the
canteen area. If there are people who wish to make statements, who haven't had
an opportunity to do so already, they can see one our statement-takers and make
a statement relating to what happened to them.
/We will
We will start then with the first witness, who is Mrs Tryphina Masondo, if she
can please come up. Good morning, Mrs Masondo. We welcome you here today. You,
like all the witnesses yesterday, are from Brandville township, and you have
come here today to talk about the death of your daughter, Alexia Sithole, in
December 1991. Before you give that evidence - Mrs Masondo, we know from
listening to many, many other stories like yours how difficult it is to relive
those experiences, and please take your time and recover yourself. We know how
difficult it is to speak about the loss of a child. (Pause) Before you tell your
story you will be required to take the oath, and I am not going to ask you to
stand up.
--------------------TRYPHINA MASONDO (Sworn, States)
CHAIRMAN: Now, just before you tell us that story just give us briefly a
background about your family. How many children did you have altogether? Aside
from your daughter, Alexia, how many children do you have? --- I have one child,
one girl. I have one daughter.
(Inaudible) ... how many children do you have? --- I have one daughter.
Is your daughter living with you in Brandville at the moment, or is she married,
has she left home? --- She is not married, she is still single, and I am staying
with her.
(Inaudible) ... husband, or are you living just yourself and your daughter
alone? --- We are staying together with her children. She has got two girls, and
I don't have a husband.
/Are you
Are you working, Mrs Masondo, or are you on pension? --- I am on pension.
Now, how old was your daughter, Alexia, when she died? --- She was born in 1970.
And she died in 1991, so she was 21 years old, is that right? --- She died in
1991.
Now, can you just tell us briefly some background to what was happening in the
township of Brandville at that time. Just give us an idea of what was taking
place there. We have heard from other witnesses that there was violence,
conflict at that time. What was happening in Brandville at the time of your
daughter's death? --- There was violence.
And do you know anything more about that? What was taking place? Who was the
violence - who was the conflict between? --- ANC and Inkatha were in conflict,
and it led to violence.
And can you just describe briefly in your own words the events on that day. --Early in the morning, it was still dawn, you couldn't see from far, my daughter
was sleeping somewhere, or my granddaughter, and then she came and knocked at
the door. When I opened the door she entered and she said Inkatha people were
attacking. When I looked through the window I saw a flame, and other houses were

in flames. And we woke up, me and my late daughter. We were sleeping in the
dining-room, and I was confused at that time. When I woke up I took everything
that was in the dining-room. I didn't even see my daughter getting out of the
house and running away. And my grandchildren wanted clothes to wear so that they
run away as well, but because I was confused I couldn't help
/them.
them. When Inkatha group was next door I realised that they were near, I was the
next one. I opened the wardrobe, I put my grandchildren in there, and when I
asked them where my daughter was they told me she ran into the garage. When I
went to the garage I realised that it was locked. And then I asked them. They
insisted that she was in the garage. At that time they came. They didn't use the
gate. They were from my neighbour. They didn't use the gate to enter my house,
and one of them screamed and said, "Here there's no one because the gate is
open." One of them stood there next to the fence and took a stone, threw the
stone through the window. And then I realised that maybe the person saw me. When
I went to the dining-room they threw another stone in the dining-room, and then
they left, they continued. Later soldiers came and they asked me if there's
anything wrong, and I told them no, nothing was damaged except for my windows.
And then they came back - now Inkatha members. When they were at the gate they
saw the soldiers. One of them said, "Here are the soldiers," and then they ran
and they disappeared.
You said that your grandchildren told you that your daughter had hidden in the
garage. What took ... (intervention) --- Yes.
Tell us what happened to your daughter. --- After they disappeared and I
realised that soldiers were around I went to the neighbours' houses, and then I
realised that there was no one. I came back to my house. When I was at the gate
Tryphina Mchunu came. She was carrying a baby, and she said to me, "Mrs
Makatini, here's the child." I said, "Whose child?" She said it was
/Mamo's
Mamo's child, and then I said, "Where is Mamo?" And then she said to me, "I
heard that she ran away and she left her child." And then I asked her, "Now, how
come you have the child?" She said, "Sibongile gave me, and Sibongile said she
was given the baby by the soldiers." I took the baby, I went inside the house. I
took a blanket, a small blanket, I wrapped the baby behind my back, and then I
told my grandchildren that I was going out to look for my daughter. And then my
grandchildren asked me where. I said, "I don't know, but I am going to look for
her." When I left my house at the gate I met Tryphina again, and then now she
was with other women. And then she said to me, "I was scared to tell you, but
Mamo has passed away." And then I asked Tryphina, "Why didn't you tell me?" She
said she was scared. And then I went there to look for her body. I found her
there. I found her lying dead, and her stomach was big and her mouth was wide
open, and her eyes were opened as well. I called her. She couldn't reply. I came
closer to her body. I closed her mouth, I closed her eyes, and I managed to do
so. At that time ANC youth came and asked me, "What happened?" and they asked me
if it was her, and I told them yes, it was her, and they sympathised with me.
These boys took grass and tried to bury the blood. And these were young boys,
ANC young boys, and they helped me. And they said to me, "We were just passing,
going to look for more damage," and I was left there with my daughter or my
granddaughter. And my granddaughter told me that she was going to fetch a
blanket, and she went there to bring a blanket. And police came, I was still
there, and they took her body. And when I asked the police if I had to
/leave
leave with them now they said, "No, we can't take you together with the body
because we are still going around taking more corpses, but we will take your
name." And I gave them my name, Tryphina Masondo, I gave them my address, 43,
and they told me they will come back if there's a need for them to come and

fetch me. That's how they left.
So did they explain to you how your daughter had died, what means had been used
to kill her? --- I think she was stabbed. I don't think she was shot. I think
she was stabbed by a spear. I am not sure if she was shot, but I think she was
stabbed by a spear.
And did the police ever come back to you and take any statement from you? --You mean the police who took her corpse?
Did anyone come and take a statement from you? Did you make a statement to the
police at all about your daughter's death? --- After I went back home a car came
to my house. That car came from Gwala. And I went to Pietermaritzburg, and I
went to ... (inaudible) ... I gave the police there my statement in relation to
the death of my daughter, and that's how I got her death certificate.
And did you attend any court case or inquest, or anything of that sort relating
to your daughter's death? --- No.
Were you ever told by the police or anybody else as to who was responsible for
killing your daughter? --- No. They said unknown.
--------------------DR MGOJO: The soldiers who gave Sibongile Tryphina's
/baby,
baby, did they explain to you where they found the baby? --- They said they
found the child next to her mother's body.
Your daughter, the one you're staying with, is she working? --- No. She was
working at that time. She was working at Woodlands.
Now is she working? --- No, she is no longer working. She came back because she
was ill.
These grandchildren of yours, how old are they? --- The first-born was 14 years
in 1991, and the other one was 11 years old. Now I think they are a little bit
grown up. One of them is still in school. The other one is no longer in school
because she was mentally disturbed. The younger one is still in school.
What is his name? --- His name is Zeblon. Zeblon was 11 years in 1991.
In other words he is now 20 or 21. --- He is in standard four.
The name of the other one? --- His name is Thokozani.
No longer in school? --- No, he is no longer in school.
What standard did he leave school? --- He was in standard eight last year.
Why did he leave school? --- He was mentally disturbed.
Is he getting any medication? --- I am trying.
Where are you taking him? --- I am taking him to doctors and to sangomas.
Do you take him to psychiatrists?
psychiatrists because I don't
/know

---

No,

I

never.

I

never

took

him

to

know them.
What about Zeblon? --- He is doing okay. It's not that well. He is not that
good. Naturally he is too slow. He is scraping very slow.
What about you? --- I was traumatised and I was a little bit disturbed mentally.
I am a little bit disturbed.
You will need to give these ladies your names. One of them is the one next to
you. You can give her your name so that we can try and see if we can find any
assistance for your grandchildren to receive medical attention. Thank you.
--------------------CHAIRMAN: Mrs Masondo, we thank you very much for coming in and telling us that
story today. Your daughter died on the 4th of December 1991, and we've heard
several other stories from people who were here yesterday and the day before
about that particular night. She died in what has become known as the Second
Brandville Massacre, and from the information that we have received from other
people, and from what we've been told by the police and others, 18 people died
on that night when residents of the hostel left ... (incomplete - end of Side A,
Tape 1) ... were women, and your daughter was one of those people. As I said
yesterday, it is difficult for us to understand the brutality of people, of
armed men, men with spears and guns, who would attack defenceless, unarmed
people. The image of a woman fleeing with a baby on her back is an image which
should evoke sympathy in most people, and it is very difficult to understand
what caused those people to kill a person like your daughter.
But you story is important, it helps us to gain an idea of exactly what happened
in those days, and your daughter's death is more than just a statistic, it's a
real story now, and it helps us when we have to prepare our report. It helps us
to gain that knowledge of what really took place on that day. So, while we
understand how painful it is for you, we want to assure you that it's important
that you have come here today and told us your story, and we thank you for being
brave enough to have done so. Thank you very much indeed.
---------------------

/CHAIRMAN:
CHAIRMAN: The next witness is Mrs Linah Ndlovu. Good morning, Mrs Ndlovu. Can
you hear me through your earphones?
MRS NDLOVU: Yes.
CHAIRMAN: Thank you for coming in. You are also from Brandville, and you will
tell about the death of your son, Sibusiso, who also died on the 4th of December
1991. Before you give your evidence we'd like you to take the oath please.
--------------------NTOMBIZONKE LINAH NDLOVU (Sworn, States)
CHAIRMAN: Dr Mgojo will now help you with your evidence.
DR MGOJO: Good morning. How are you feeling this morning? --- I am fine.
I will ask you a few questions. I know you would have forgotten some of the
things what happened because of your age. I reckon you are 87 years old. You are
quite lucky to be still alive at that age and be able to come and give evidence.
If there's anything that you do not understand you can always say that you do
not understand so that I can repeat myself. Could you just give us a background
of your family. I will just help you out so that we can save time. Do you still
have a husband? --- No, I don't. He died a long time ago.
Do you have any children? --- I have five
grandchildren, two grandchildren who are alive.

children

now,

as

well

as

Do you have any sons? --- I am left with only one son. The rest have died, and I
am remaining with daughters and one son only.
And what about this other son who is left, how old
/is he?
is he? --- He has just completed his matric.
What's his name? --- His name Jabu Ndlovu.
What standard is he? --- He has just completed his matric and he would like to
further his studies. The daughters have also matriculated and they are looking
forward to completing their studies, or proceeding to college, and my daughter
is Nyanisile Ndlovu. She has also completed matric.

What about the rest? --- They are three. The other three are married. They are
living in their own houses, but the eldest one has already lost her husband.
And the grandchildren you are living with now, whose children are they? --- They
are my daughter's children. She got married and she got divorced, and I am
staying with the children now.
Now, how do you earn a living? Are you getting any pension? --- Yes, I am.
Who supports your family? --- I support my family.
And those who have matriculated, are you the one who educated them? --- Yes, I
am the one who was supporting them, as well as putting them through school. And
my other daughters were also helping.
And what about Sibusiso, how old was he at the time of his death? --- He was 17
years old at the time of his death.
Was he at school? --- Yes, he was in standard 10.
Now, will you please tell us about the day on which Sibusiso was killed. Tell us
everything that you remember, even the circumstances surrounding his death. Were
you as a family affiliated to any political
/organisation
organisation in Brandville, because we understand that there was IFP as well as
ANC? --- What I could say from my own observation was that I did not belong to
any political organisation, I was just an ordinary citizen, and I later
discovered that I was supposed to belong to a certain political group. Due to
the violence that took place I realised that the people in the located were
supposedly belonging to the ANC, and the people at the hostels were members of
the IFP. That is why they kept on attacking us. They started attacking the
location as a whole without even knowing as to whether each and every house has
any political affiliation to any particular political organisation. It's only
then that I became aware that I was supposed to have belonged to a certain
political organisation, which was the ANC, because we were being attacked by a
certain political group which believed that we belonged to a certain political
group. And we heard that the people who were staying in the area or the location
were ANC members, and the ones who were attacking were Inkatha.
Now, as I was saying, could you please now relate as to what happened on the 4th
of December 1991, the day on which your son was killed. What time was it? What
was happening? Where was he when he met his fate? --- On the 3rd we saw a large
group of people approaching from the opposite end, and when they reached the
river they assaulted my neighbour's son. That was on the 3rd. And they called me
at the Mthethwa household to come and witness what had happened because they had
killed Mthethwa's son. And they also called me to my place because the place was
full of soldiers. There were white
/soldiers
soldiers at my place whilst I was at the neighbour's place, and when I got there
they were pointing guns. They were inside my bedroom. These were policemen. And
my sons told me that these were policemen, because I could not differentiate
between the soldiers and the police. To me they are one and the same thing. And
I screamed when I got into the house because I saw this large number of police
who were in my house, and I was asking myself as to what was happening. And they
said I should shut my mouth, and I said I was not talking to them, I was just
asking Jesus as to what was happening to me. There is another Madlala boy by the
name of Pilo who came to ask me as to what was happening. They asked the police
as to what the police were doing in my house. They said they were doing their
duties. And at that time they went out. They spoke to these people who had come
to assist me. They negotiated outside and they said that they were conducting a

search, and some of the people who were inside the house woke up after realising
that there was a large group of police. Then they left my place. I went out and
I went back to where I was before at the neighbour's place, and at 4.00 am the
following morning when I was proceeding home from my neighbour's place I saw a
large group of people approaching, and I realised that the impi was accosting us
and it was going to launch an attack. I ran into the house and alerted my
children that a group of Inkatha members was approaching, and that we should
find a place to flee. And they told us that there are some people who had
already been killed at that time, and I hid myself into the house. At that time
we heard gunfire from outside. It sounded like a thunderstorm, and we were
/scared
scared to even get out of the house. We were hiding ourselves under the beds.
Some got into the wardrobes. We tried to hide ourselves, and the gunfire went
on. Even next to my place they were shooting, but we were very lucky because
they never got into my house.
Who were these people? --- These were a group of people who were coming from the
other side. They were a large group of people. This went on for quite some time,
then thereafter there was some quiet and peace. We went out to investigate as to
what was happening. It was very quiet. We heard people screaming, shouting and
crying. Everyone was crying. There were screams, cries, all around the place.
After quite some time we heard that certain people had been killed, quite a
number of households had been attacked, and people had been hacked and shot to
death. And thereafter my elder son came back. They had gone to Makatini's house
to hear about the death of Makatini's son, as well as Mthethwa's son, but they
turned back along the way when they came across the impi and they ran into my
neighbour's place. And Sibusiso ran and went to the bridge next to Luzeke. That
is where they got him when he was running away from them, and he was stabbed.
They left him for dead. And at that time I didn't know where my son was, and a
certain boy from the Indaba family came and he told me that he had come before,
but the soldiers refused him permission to go through and come to my place. Now
he had come in the morning to come and find out whether we had survived the
previous night's attack. I told him that I couldn't get hold of Sibusiso, I do
not know as to where Sibusiso is, and he said to me that we should go and look
for him. And at that time I
/felt
felt very powerless because I suspected that something was wrong. I could feel
it. We went looking for a car, and we decided to follow the Luzetha route
because I suspected that he was running away from the Inkatha members, so that's
the only direction he could have taken, the Luzetha route. We saw a large group
of boys and we asked them as to whether they had seen Sibusiso. They said they
were running or fleeing with him the previous night, and that he proceeded to
the Luzetha route, and we could look for him along the route to Luzetha. We
proceeded, and when we got to the bridge we saw his body lying there on the
ground. He was cold. (Pause)
Did you send for transport that he be fetched from that spot? --- I got to him,
I touched him, and he was cold. I cried over his body. I was so stunned, and I
was in a state of shock and disbelief. I left him lying there on the ground.
Had he been stabbed or shot? --- He had been stabbed. His body had multiple
wounds. And we came back to Mooi River. We reported the matter to a certain man
from Majola's place who was a policeman. He went to tell the other police, and
they took a van and they went to fetch him from that spot. They took him to the
mortuary. We stayed there and the situation was tense after we had come back
from identifying my son. I fell ill immediately thereafter and I was taken by
one young man to my neighbour's place.
Did you report the matter to the police? --- No, we never reported. The
situation was volatile and we couldn't even move around the place. We couldn't

even go to the centre of town because of the state of violence.
/Now, what
Now, what you mean to tell us is that you never reported the matter to the
police and there was no inquest? --- No, there was absolutely nothing I could do
at that time. We were not even able to go to police stations, towns, as well as
courts.
Did you get the death certificate? --- Yes, I did get it. I got it just before
the burial.
How did the funeral go? --- Yes, we buried him quite well. We never had any
disturbances on the day of the funeral. It was on that day there were soldiers
who had come to keep guard over us.
Could you just tell us as to how this affected you? --- I ended up suffering
from high blood pressure, and I would get dizzy spells. I would get dizzy spells
and at times go to the extent of falling down.
According to your statement you have made a request that you would like to move
from the place at which you are staying at the moment. --- I moved from that
time, I went back to my house, but at the moment I am staying with my sister at
Mjezi, but I do stay at Mooi River. I came back after the violence.
Now, would you like to go back to your house? --- Yes, I have gone back already.
Now, your
you could
you would
because I

request that you've made in your statement, you said you wished that
find another place because this place has such bad memories for you,
like to move away from it. Did you say that? --- Yes, I did say it,
do not feel safe in this place. I am also sickly.

--------------------I can see it's apparent that you've been
/traumatised.
traumatised. I do not want to delay you with a lot of questions, but you
mentioned that you have some grandchildren with whom you stay. --- That is true.
Are they attending school? --- Yes, they are.
Where are they attending school? --- The other one is in 'Maritzburg. The one
who is in 'Maritzburg is in standard eight.
And what's his name? --- His name is Seni.
And the other one? --- His name is Siphiwe.
Is he attending school? --- Yes, he's attending school in Newcastle.
In what standard is he? --- He is doing standard 10.
Now, you say your only source of income is your pension money. Are you
supporting your grandchildren and paying for their schooling? --- Yes, I am, and
at times I ask for some assistance from my daughters who are already married.
I would suggest that you be helped by the briefers in order to get a letter that
can be forwarded to the respective schools at which your grandchildren are, so
that they can continue with their education without paying. When you were asked
about as to how many children you have you spoke about Sikelo, and what happened
to him? --- Sikelo has since died. He was alive at that time, but he has since

died.
--------------------CHAIRMAN: Mrs Ndlovu, we thank you for being here today and telling us your
story. You gave us a very vivid and graphic description of the events of that
night. As I've said to a witness yesterday, when this thing happened in
/1991
1991 there were some newspaper reports about it, and they just simply reported
that 18 people had died, and they went on to talk about the nature of the
conflict in Brandville. But you have told us in your evidence today in detail
about what happened, and in such detail that we could almost - if we closed our
eyes we could almost hear the sounds of the gunshots and we could almost see the
flames burning the buildings. And it's very important that you tell that story,
not only for the people who are here, who were there and who know about that,
but also for our records and for the press and the television. It's important
that you tell the story in the way that you did. And it's a very sad story for
someone like you to tell about the death of their child. Many other witnesses
who have come to this Commission have told about the death of their children,
and we have seen many people like you becoming sad and upset, and we're very
sorry about what happened and we extend our deep sympathy to you. So, while we
know it's hard for you it's still very important that you came here and told us
that story, and told us in detail how it happened, so we want to thank you very
much for that. Thank you.
---------------------

/CHAIRMAN:
CHAIRMAN: The next ... (inaudible - end of Side B, Tape 1) ... Bester Mnyandu.
Mrs Mnyandu, we welcome you here today. You are also from Brandville, and you
have come to talk about the death of your husband. Before you tell us the story
please can you take the oath.
--------------------KHANJANI BESTER MNYANDU (Sworn, States)
CHAIRMAN: Mrs Gcabashe will help you now.
MRS GCABASHE: Good morning, Mrs Mnyandu. Can you hear me? We thank you for
coming here before the Commission because this will help us in obtaining the
truth as to what happened in those days here in Brandville. We know that your
story is one of - a sad story, and that because of the violence that's how you
lost your husband. Before we can start I would like you to just give us a

picture of your family. In your statement you have mentioned that you have a son
by the name of Robert. How old is Robert? --- I don't know his age.
Is he the eldest son? --- Yes.
And you also have a daughter by the name of Regina. --- Regina is the one after
Robert, and there's another one, Simon. Jane is after Simon.
I don't think you have mentioned Simon in your statement. --- The one after
Robert is Regina, and after Regina is Simon, and then Jane. And then the last
one is Jane. And then there's Joanna. And there's Wilson. And I lost Julia and
Alson. I am only left with six and grandchildren. My grandchildren are Mphume.
How old is Mphume, do you know? --- No, I don't know. And there's Lindiwe. She
is also my granddaughter. And Sbu is my grandson. Sibusiso is my grandson. Yes,
/they
they are staying with me. Yes, they are still in school. Wilson is also still in
school. Wilson is in standard 10, and Joanna is still in standard 10. She is
supplementing some of the subjects which she didn't pass last year in her
matric. And Nomphumelelo. Only two are still in school who are my children.
Mphume is in standard seven, and Lindiwe is in standard three, and Sibusiso in
standard four.
Are you working or are you a pensioner? --- Yes, I am a pensioner, I am
receiving a pension, and I am not working.
Is there someone from your children who is helping you to maintain your family?
--- No, there's no one who is working. They are being maintained by me.
Are they working, your children who are not in school? --- Jane is working. She
is working in the corporation.
You can take your time. Where is Jane working? --- She is working at the
corporation - municipal.
And who else is working from your children? --- Simon and Robert. They are
married and they have their own houses.
Now
has
but
the

you can start relating to us as to what happened. In your statement nothing
been mentioned as to a date or a year. --- I don't know which year he died,
it was in the early stages of the violence. It was the first of its kind,
first time the violence started here in Brandville.

What happened on that day? --- Early in the morning - I wasn't in the township,
I was still staying in a slum area.
/The name
The name of the slum area - what was the name of that slum area? --- No, we
didn't have a name of that area. They used to refer to it as the slum area. In
the early hours of the morning we saw a group of people near the hostel, and
later on during the day those people were still there. They were going up and
down. We were in our areas. Later on during that day - I am not quite sure
whether it was 1 o'clock or 2 o'clock - we saw this group of people running
towards the township. We realised this and we left our respective places. We
went on the other side of the area. I was in front, and when I turned back to
look my husband was following me. And then all of a sudden he was lying down,
and then I went back. And my other children were already gone and I went there.
I tried to wake him up to make him sit. At that moment he wasn't even talking,
or he was unable to speak, and I went to look for a car to transport him to the
hospital. He was admitted there. The next day in the morning I went to hospital.

That's when I discovered that he had passed away.
We are very sad about this. It's very difficult to relive something like this.
You can take your time. (Pause) --- When we arrived there he was already dead.
We came back home to make preparations for the funeral. The funeral went on and
it was okay.
You said you were going up the street. --- He just died. He just fell there. It
was a steep slope and he just fell and he couldn't speak again.
Why were these people attacking - or rather why were you running away, because
these people were attacking the township? --- No, we were scared.
/Did you
Did you report this to the police? --- No, the police came and I gave them my
statement, and they never came back to me or contacted me.
Did you receive a death certificate? --- We did, but I don't have it any more
with me.
What was written on the death certificate?
(incomplete) --- They said he broke his neck.

What

was

the

cause

of

...

Did the funeral go well? --- Yes.
There was no inquest? --- No, there wasn't.
Now, what about you, how do you feel? What about your health since you were
running away, you and your husband and your children? --- I am very sick. I am on and off I am very ill. Sometimes I am okay. I have high blood pressure, and I
didn't have it before this incident. I have high blood pressure, and also my
legs are giving me problems.
What are the doctors saying about your legs? --- I was once attacked by a
stroke.
You were not crippled by it? --- No, I wasn't, but it's painful from time to
time.
Are you seeing any doctors or are you receiving any medication? --- Yes, I do
see doctors sometimes. I see doctors whenever I have money. If I don't have
money then I don't go.
In other words you are paying for your medication? --- Yes, I do pay. I do go to
a clinic sometimes because there I don't pay, but I also go to doctors and I do
pay there.
How do you feel mentally? Are you all right, or something is wrong with you? --I think I was
/mentally
mentally disturbed after I lost my husband, because now I am left with a burden,
everything is on my hands. I have to do everything for my children.
You also mentioned in your statement that you would need help,
assistance. Is there anything else besides this? --- No, nothing.

financial

I heard you saying that you only go to the doctors whenever you have money to go
there. Now, I would like to advise you that you need to see these people from
the Commission, these counsellors. They will be able to help you as to write you
a letter and give you so that you can see government doctors, so that you don't

have to pay for those doctors. And also we can also help you by giving you a
letter to take to schools so that your grandchildren and your other two children
who are still in school will be able to study free. Thank you, I will hand it
over to the Chairperson.
--------------------CHAIRMAN: Mrs Mnyandu ... (inaudible) ... us today. One of the things that we've
noticed since we've been here in Brandville, after we've heard stories from
people like you, is how many of the victims of the violence here were innocent
people. You heard this morning the evidence of Mrs Masondo, Mrs Tryphina
Masondo, who talked about her daughter, Alexia, who was stabbed with a child on
her back while she was running away, and one can hardly think of a more innocent
victim than that. And in the same way you and your husband and children, you
weren't taking part in any violence, you were running away from it. You were
afraid of it, and you were running away from it, and while you were running away
from it your husband died. And
/that's
that's something that we've heard all over the country, is the completely random
nature of the violence, and the fact that so many of the victims were innocent
people, and worse, so many of them were women and children.
So, we can see how the events of those days have affected you. You are left
without your partners to raise your children, and we are very sorry, we extend
our deep sympathies to you, but we hope that it's been of some small assistance
to you to be able to come here and to tell your story in an environment which
accepts what you say. So we thank you very much for coming in to talk to us.
---------------------

/CHAIRMAN:
CHAIRMAN: The next witness is Peter and Rachel Stewart.
Rachel and Peter Stewart, we welcome you here today. You have come all the way
from Johannesburg to talk to us about the death of your sister, Clare. Will you
both be talking, or - you will both, okay.
MR STEWART: We will both be talking.
CHAIRMAN: Right, okay. I'll then swear both of you in, if you could stand up to
take the oath please.
--------------------PETER DOMINIC STEPHEN STEWART and RACHEL STEWART (Sworn, State)
CHAIRMAN: Ilan Lax will help you now.
MR LAX: Thank you, Chairperson, and welcome once again to both of you. Can you
hear me properly through those headphones? --- Yes.
Okay. Don't worry about the translation, it happens simultaneously, so that's
okay. Just try and relax and we'll take you through the thing. Before we get
onto the story of your sister's tragic death I am going to try and - as you will
have seen with other witnesses - develop just a bit of a picture of your family
background. Peter, we don't have any demographic details of yourself. What is
your date of birth please? --- I was born on the 26th of December 1956.
And you're presently resident in Johannesburg? --- Yes.
Rachel, if you could just please give us that same sort of information. Your
date of birth please? --- The 16th of September of 1958.
Thank you. And you're also living in Johannesburg. --- That's right.
/Besides
Besides yourself there's another brother, Peter Stewart, who lives in Harare. -- Another brother, John Stewart.
Is it - sorry, John Stewart. I beg your pardon. We have his details. He actually
made the original statement as I understand it. --- Yes.
And are there any other siblings? --- We have a younger sister, Alice Hotesman,
living in Connecticut in the USA.
What is her age please? --- She was born on the 29th of July in 1963.
Thank you. Could you - we'll turn to Clare's children, if you could just give us
some idea of what children she had please. --- Clare had two children. The older
one, Thambo Stewart, was born on the 17th of January 1985, and the younger one,
Phuleng, was born on the 3rd of July 1992.
Where are both these children at the moment? --- Thambo lives with our brother
John, in Harare in Zimbabwe, and Phuleng lives with me in Johannesburg.
Is Thambo at school at the moment? --- He is, yes.

What standard would he be in please? --- Standard five.
Thanks. And Phuleng? --- She's in nursery school.
Thank you. What is the position with your parents please? --- Our parents were
killed in a car crash in 1984 in Lesotho.
Thank you. I am sorry about that. Okay, if you can please turn to the events as
you know them relating to
/Clare's
Clare's death, and just tell us a little bit about Clare before, perhaps as an
introduction - what she was doing and so on. --- Clare was an agricultural
worker living in - at the time of her death in Mangusi in northern KwaZuluNatal. She was co-ordinating the Masivela KwaThenda Nguni Co-operative Cattle
Stud, that was designed to redirect income from cattle sales to the local
farmers in a co-operative. At the time of her death she was involved in
travelling around Maputoland getting cattle for - or looking for cattle for the
cattle stud, which was now at the stage of getting cattle. She had spent some
years before that involved in the setting up of the co-operative, in negotiating
for land for the cattle stud, negotiating with local people and with the KwaZulu
Bureau of Natural Resources.
Please feel free to come in if you want to. It's fine. --- Ja. Shall we go into
the events of the day?
Please do so. --- Okay. On the 10th of November 1993 Clare, who as then 34 years
old, and the single parent, the single mother of the two children, was hijacked
near her home in Mangusi ... (inaudible - end of Side A, Tape 2) ... the 9th.
Several men unknown to locals approached people in Mangusi asking - and speaking
Zulu with a Thonga accent, and asked where the white woman agricultural worker
lived. The next morning, that's November the 10th, at about 6.00 am a neighbour,
a young girl, was approached by a stranger, speaking normal Zulu, who asked who
was the owner of the 4x4 vehicle parked nearby, and she said that it was
Clare's, and the man identified himself as Hazel Buthelezi. At 7.15 Clare left
for work. Shortly afterwards people still at her house
/heard
heard the vehicle stopping, and then there was one hoot from the vehicle, but
they didn't go down, they didn't - then between that 7.15 am and 8.00 various
local people saw the vehicle being driven rather erratically by somebody they
didn't know. It was a very noticeable vehicle because it had the co-operative
logo of a cattle -of a cow's head on the - painted on the vehicle. The driver
was driving fast and erratically, and several times took little side roads off
the main Mangusi/Jozini road. Between 8.15 and quarter to nine we presume that
she was killed, because at 9.00 am the vehicle arrived in Ingwavuma at a petrol
station and there was only a single man in the vehicle. In the middle of the
morning the vehicle, again quite an easily identifiable vehicle, was seen nearby
Mfakayi on the road just 30 kilometres north of Mtubatuba, and the person who
saw it, who was a member of the co-operative, said there were three or four
people in the cab at the time. And I forgot to say at - before the vehicle
arrived in Ingwavuma for petrol the bakkie stopped and picked up a hitch-hiker.
This was when the stranger was driving the vehicle and Clare was sitting in the
front. They stopped and picked up a 13-year-old girl, and later dropped her
somewhere towards Jozini, or somewhere further along the road. Then at 1.15 in
Empangeni the bakkie was involved in a minor traffic accident near the road
going to Ngwelezana, and when the traffic officer pulled the vehicle over the
driver ran off, and an AK47 was found behind the seat of the cab. We didn't know
what had happened to Clare, and for two weeks we had no information and we had
no knowledge. We had no idea what had happened to her. --- We searched in

/various
various places, in Mangusi, in Empangeni, and the area in between. --- And then
on the 24th of November a cowherd found her skeleton on the road going up to
Ingwavuma, the dirt road going up to Ingwavuma. It was just five metres or so
from the road, but the road's cut on a hillside, so it was above the road and
totally invisible from the road. And then we buried her on the 6th of December
in Mariannhill. At her body, at her skeleton, there were two spent cartridges,
and she had been shot through the head and her hands were tied. --- We strongly
- Clare's family strongly believe that this was a political killing. Amnesty
International has made a major campaign based on the same belief, and the whole
style of the killing somehow, from the evidence collected, seems to be that of a
hit. It was fast, organised, shot through the head, no other shots, and it
seemed all to have been over within an hour or an hour and a half of the hijack.
There was a police investigation, which went on for quite some time. The police
reports concluded that it cannot be assumed without facts that the deceased was
a victim of extra-judicial execution, but - well, we think the police could not
conclude that it was an extra-judicial killing, but we also believe that the
police were in no way competent to investigate the various security forces. And
one of the investigating officers was actually at the time facing a court case
from Sipho Cele, the father of Clare's second child, alleging assault. The same
investigating officer, Captain Erasmus, was previously censured in court for
covering up misdeeds of fellow officers. So we think he was not in a
particularly strong position to investigate the political or security
/aspects
aspects of the murder. The other investigating officer, Sergeant van der
Westhuizen, who was the principal investigating officer, was, by his junior
rank, also in a weak position to investigate.
Can I just ask something? You're alluding to some sort of political motive. What
was Clare's political involvement? --- Well, Clare ... (incomplete)
Sorry, that just hasn't come out at the moment. --- Clare - in Zimbabwe in '97
Clare was ... (intervention) --- In 1987. --- In 1987. Sorry, 1987. She was
recruited by the ANC's military intelligence, by Ronnie Caswells and Bill
Anderson, to do surveillance in rural South Africa, and she was armed with a
camera and given training, brief training. We believe she took this
responsibility seriously. She continued to have contact the ANC military
intelligence when she moved to Northern Natal. She may have been involved in
other underground activities that we don't know about, and so she may have been
seen by the intelligence - well, the State intelligence services as a
significant person in that respect. She also - after the unbanning of the ANC
she was an active ANC member in a politically sensitive area of Northern Natal.
She helped in setting up an ANC youth group in Mangusi, and she helped organise
an ANC lawyer from Durban when some of the youth group were accused in a witch
killing case. She did attend some ANC meetings in Mkuze, and she also visited
the ANC Empangeni offices.
So she was quite a high - a relatively profiled ANC person. --- Yes. She didn't
hold an office in the ANC structure. She wasn't a branch chairperson or
something
/like
like that, but she had an ANC profile. --- The cattle co-operative was not
associated with any political party, but maybe there was some association in
some people's minds because of Clare's political profile.
Just in terms of the area she was working in Mangusi, to some extent do you have
any idea of the sort of political tensions that may have existed there? --- I
think it was not a strong ANC area, but neither was it a strong Inkatha area.
There was a whole history of the Thonga independence movement and the kind of

Thonga ethnicity separate from the Zulus, and there was also a great - it was
the area where Dave Webster was finding out stuff about covert military
operations. Somewhere to the south of Maputoland there were - at the time of her
death there were big Inkatha training camps. --- That was between the 4th and
the 14th of November that there were those large training camps near Mtubatuba.
--- And there were, amongst the covert military operations, perhaps training
camps in those areas for Renamo. So there was - it was a very - there was a lot
going on in that area. And there is the possibility that as Clare travelled
round Maputoland that she saw something, that she stumbled on something.
It's widely believed that that area was rife with gun smuggling, with ivory
smuggling, with rhino horn, that sort of operation as well. --- That's right.
And do you think she may have stumbled across that? Did she ever talk about it
to any of you, or ... (incomplete) --- No. We have been asked whether she might
have just recently, just before she died, have found something, but she went to
a party the night before she
/died
died and she was completely relaxed. She mentioned nothing. She didn't seem to
have anything weighing on her mind. There was nothing very particular that she
had found out which troubled her. --- And I had just arrived back in South
Africa on the 7th of November from many years away, and I spoke to her on the
Monday prior to her death on the phone for about an hour or an hour and a half,
and she didn't indicate that anything was amiss.
One other aspect you've alluded to in the statement is the question of some
degree of conflict between elements in the community and the Bureau of Natural
Resources, and you indicate that to some extent there may have been some tension
between the project, the co-operative, and the Bureau. Would you like to
elaborate on that? --- I don't think we know about that in detail. There were
some conflicts. There were also formal agreements between the project and the
Bureau. The KwaZulu Bureau of Natural Resources wanted to make the whole of
Northern Natal into one big park at one stage, and that put them into conflict
with a number of communities, and also to some extent with the project. Clare
was involved in some negotiations with them which seemed to reach some
settlement as well. But the KwaZulu Bureau of Natural Resources also controlled
the area around Kosi Mouth. There were some security police who had chalets
there. There seemed to be some knowledge of -some interchange between - or some
social exchange between the security police and a number of other groupings in
the area.
Has any inquest been held at this stage? --- An inquest was held last year in
April, and the conclusion
/was death
was death by unknown persons. And with the paragraph that my brother read about
that it cannot be assumed that, with the evidence at hand, that it was an exjudicial killing.
--- It should be mentioned at the inquest six of the key witnesses did not
appear, so the investigation was not a satisfactory one and the inquest was not
a satisfactory inquest.
Thank you, Chairperson. I think I'll stop there at this stage. Thank you very
much. Is there anything else you want to add before I hand back to the
Chairperson? --- Yes, there are a number of particular things which we would
like the Truth Commission to follow up if it is at all possible. One thing is to
investigate whether there were some underground activities Clare was carrying
out which we don't know of. We wondered if the Truth Commission could contact
the ANC people who had recruited her, that's Mr Bill Anderson and Mr Caswells,
and ask in what way her underground activities continued. Secondly, to find out

whether security agencies might have known about her underground role. If
Clare's security file from the Security Police could be located that would help.
That might have a reference to her link with military intelligence. Thirdly, if
there were any records of JMC structures in Northern Natal, particularly in
Empangeni and Newcastle, it would be interesting to know if Clare's name came up
in any of such JMC meetings. And, fourthly, to see whether any of the personnel
involved in the running of the Inkatha training camps, running between the 4th
and 14th of November, had any links with security issues of Maputoland. And
then, lastly, the presumed murder weapon, the gun, which the police had, has got
lost
/and the
and the TRC is looking for it. We hope it keeps looking for the gun.
Thank you very much. I'll hand back to you, Chairperson.
--------------------DR MGOJO: Clare's children, Thambo and Phula, isn't it? --- Phuleng.
Is their father still alive? --- They had different fathers. Themba's father is
alive, he's a Zimbabwean, and - she was not married to either of them. Phuleng's
father, Sipho Cele, is alive in Empangeni.
This one who lives at Empangeni, do you know if he has any political
affiliations? --- Yes, he is an active Cosatu organiser in Empangeni, and he's
been involved with local defence units in Ngwelezana. He's clearly on the ANC
side. Clare had known him for about 12 years. He wasn't a recent friend. He is
Phuleng's father, but for the year before Clare was killed he had not been
involved with Clare at all. He - so he was not an active parent at the time.
The common question usually asked - how much has this affected Clare's children,
the death of their mother? --- I think particularly for Themba, the older one.
He was eight when Clare was killed. He - I think it was a great trauma for him.
He had been - before his little sister was born he had been an only child for a
long time, and he was very, very close to his mother. He's a very bright child,
and he did go to counselling sessions with a child therapist in Johannesburg,
and he's handled - he's dealt with it very well. He's a very intelligent, very
sorted-out child, but I think - well, it's been very hard
/for him.
for him. And Phuleng was only 16 months when Clare was killed, so she doesn't
have a conscious memory of Clare. But she - obviously in the weeks after Clare's
death she was highly traumatised because she had lost her mother and she didn't
know me, she didn't know the people that took her. --- Fortunately she had just
finished breast-feeding. Phuleng had just come off the breast.
So you feel Themba has had satisfactory counselling? --- I think for the time
being. We have tried to take the children into our broader family. Ever since
our parents dies in 1984 we brothers and sisters have been quite close, and so
once Clare died we were there to try to help Clare's children. And we're coping.
The children will have - will suffer from it as they grow up. Yes, we can't stop
that.
Thank you, Sir.
--------------------MRS GCABASHE: There's just one small question for my own clarification. In your
statement it's mentioned that Clare was working at KwaNgwanase. --- KwaNgwanase,
yes.

Is that KwaNgwanase. --- Well, Mangusi is in KwaNgwanase.
Oh, Mangusi is in KwaNgwanase. --- The town is Mangusi, the post office is
KwaNgwanase.
--------------------CHAIRMAN: If I could just clarify, the town is known by both names in fact. --Yes, that's right.
Thank you very much for having come all this way to speak to us. We know that
you and your family or families have kept alive the investigation into Clare's
death for
/many,
many, many years. We also know that international organisations have put continuously kept pressure on the Attorney-General in this province, and on the
police, to ensure that a proper investigation takes place. And we know that the
matter has been investigated by the police, that an inquest was held, and our
investigators also have all the documents, but at this stage we are, as you
know, not really any closer to finding out how or why Clare died. However, we
know that it is your view, and the view of many people who knew her, and knew
what work she did, that this was a political killing. We know about her
background. We know about her ANC membership after 1990. You have told us about
her activities in the ANC in that area, the nature of her work that she did for
the local community. All these things would make her a target for a political
killing in a politically divided and politically sensitive area. She was a
committed and a dedicated person, who worked incredibly hard for her community,
and also worked hard in the pursuit of a vision for a new South Africa, a new
South Africa which she was not able to experience.
We will continue to investigate the case, and we will do the things that you
have asked us to do, but obviously we can give no guarantee that we will resolve
this case satisfactorily. But we hope that you are able to take some strength
from the memory of Clare as a brave and committed person. So we thank you very
much for coming in and telling us Clare's story today. --- Thank you.
--------------------CHAIRMAN: We didn't have a tea break this morning
/because
because we started late. We're going to have a lunch break now for one hour, so
please can you be back here in the hall at 1.30. We will start again at 1.30.
Thank you very much.
LUNCH ADJOURNMENT
---------------------

/ON RESUMPTION:
ON RESUMPTION:
CHAIRMAN: We're going to start again now, and we would ask the next witness, who
is Mrs Sithole, Dingile Sithole, to come up now. Good afternoon, Mrs Sithole, we
welcome you here today. You have also come to speak to us from Brandville, and
you've come to tell us about the death of your husband in 1991. Before you tell
us that story can you please take the oath.
--------------------DINGILE MELITA SITHOLE (Sworn, States)
CHAIRMAN: Dr Mgojo will now help you.
DR MGOJO: Good day, Mrs Sithole. I understand your pain and I would like to pass
my sympathy. I understand it's really painful, but we have to talk about this,
about the death of your husband, Bhoyi Sithole. It's sad, and knowing the way he
died. Before we start going into this I would like you to give us a detailed
background of your family. We want to know how many children you have and if you
have grandchildren as well? Now, you can start whenever you're ready. (Pause) If
it's difficult for you to say anything you must tell us, because some people
can't - or they are unable to relate such stories. --- It's true he died. He was

from work.
I would like you to first give us a picture of your family before you can start
relating this story to us. --- I have nine children, and I have six
grandchildren whom I am staying with.
You just said you're staying with six. --- Like I said I have nine children and
six grandchildren.
Where are your kids? --- They are working, and some of them are in their homes.
They have their own
/houses.
houses. I am only left with three of them.
You say you have three in your home? --- Yes, I have three. They aren't in
school. Only my grandchildren who are in school.
Where are they attending school? --- They are attending school in Brandville.
Who is paying for their education? --- It's me.
Are you still working? --- No, I am no longer working, I am a pensioner. They
were never married.
You can take your time. (Pause) --- They were never married.
Are they working? --- No, they aren't.
In other words you are maintaining your grandchildren? --- Yes, I am.
Do you know what standards are your grandchildren in? --- Zenzele is in standard
five. Nokuthula is in standard two. Njabulo is also in school.
What standard is he in? --- In first year. And my other two grandchildren are
not in school, they are at home.
Do you know what standard did they leave school? --- They aren't working. I
didn't have money to take them to school, but their age is an accurate age for
being in school. The other one is seven years old, the other one was born in
1980. They never sent to school because I didn't have money. I didn't have
enough money because I was supposed to buy them uniform as well.
Now I would like you to start relating to us the incident which happened and led
to your husband's death. --- There was violence at that time, but what happened
is that my husband left for work. When he came from work
/he didn't
he didn't even reach home because he was shot right inside the car where he was
in.
Where was he working? --- He was working in a firm here in Mooi River.
Was he a member of any political organisation? --- I would say yes, he was a
member of ANC, because the area where we were staying was an ANC stronghold
area.
In other words there was a conflict between ANC and Inkatha members? --- Yes,
there was, because the hostel residents were Inkatha members.
Do you know the people who killed your husband? --- No, I don't.

You don't even know where they were staying? --- No, I don't.
When your husband was attacked was he still in the car, or this happened after
he got off from the car? --- Yes, it was after he got off. These people saw him
getting out of the car, and that's when they attacked him and they started
assaulting him.
What did they use to kill him? --- They shot him.
So they didn't stab him? --- No, they didn't.
Was there anyone who was arrested? --- No, I never heard of anyone being
arrested in connection with this case.
I want to check and verify some things which is written here in your statement.
In your statement it says there was an IFP member who was arrested in connection
with the murder of your husband and he was later released. Is this true? --- I
never went there.
I don't understand this. --- I never went to any
/case.
case.
I am trying to rectify something which is written on your statement. On your
statement it says there was an IFP member who was arrested in connection with
the death of your husband, and later he was released. Is this true? --- I heard
about that. It's true I heard about that.
Can you tell us or give us the name of this person who was arrested and later
released? --- No, I don't know this person.
Was there any case or inquest? --- I think
Pietermaritzburg, and my children went there.

there

was

an

inquest

in

What happened? Did they find out who killed your husband? --- No.
Now I would like you to tell us how did this affect you, your life? --- I was
really traumatised, and it affected my life badly. And today as I am talking to
you I have grandchildren and they don't even have food to eat.
What about your health? How do you feel after you lost your husband? --- I was
only diagnosed as someone who is suffering from high blood pressure and nothing
else. I am confused sometimes, and sometimes early in the morning I would think
as to what to eat the whole day.
Are you seeing any doctors? --- No. I used to go to doctors when I was sick.
Are you still going to doctors? --- If I have received money I do go.
Now, you will need to give our counsellors your name - one of them is the one
sitting next to you - and maybe we can try and write a letter so that you get
assistance perhaps. And again we can try to do something for Zenzele
/and Nokuthula,
and Nokuthula, your granddaughters, to write a recommendation letter so that
they don't pay in school. This lady next to you will be able to help you with
regard to that. --- Yes, I understand.
---------------------

MR LAX: Thank you, Chairperson. Mrs Sithole, you mentioned there was an inquest
in 'Maritzburg as far as you could remember. Would you - what did your children
tell you about that inquest? Where did it happen? (Pause) Can you understand? -- In court.
(Inaudible) ... speak to the children who went there, and if you could just ask
them to contact us just to tell us which court it was. That will help us track
down the records. Thank you.
--------------------CHAIRMAN: Mrs Sithole, thank you very much for coming in. Your story has been
similar to so many other stories that we've heard over the last two days. We
know that it's a very special story to you, it's a unique and individual story,
but it is very similar in the sorts of events that you describe to many other
stories that we've heard.
You told us about your husband, who, coming back from work in a taxi, an
ordinary person doing what was expected of him, working to support his family,
and tragically he was killed for no apparent reason whatsoever. And this has
been the story of many victims that we've heard of in the last two days.
And so, while we know it's been difficult for you to come and relive those
experiences, it's important for us to learn your story first-hand, and we thank
you very much
/for having
for having had the courage to come here and tell us that
story. Thank you very much indeed.
---------------------

/CHAIRMAN:
CHAIRMAN: Mrs Sithole was the last witness that we will hear. We were going to
hear evidence from a group of people from Bergville. As I said this morning they
were too afraid to come in. And we had hoped to hear a short submission from
some community representatives from Bergville, but they returned to Bergville
with one of their community members, who unfortunately had become so emotional
at the prospect of giving evidence about the death of her son that she had to
return home. So, unfortunately we will not hear evidence from any witnesses from
Bergville today.
We have been to many areas around this province and also in the Free State. We
have been to places where there has been terrible violence, like Port Shepstone
and Empangeni, but the stories that we've heard here in Brandville we believe
have been worse than any others that we've heard. We've heard about people who
were fleeing from violence, who were pursued into the sanctity of a church, and
in that church a disabled person, a woman and a child were shot, completely
defenceless people. We heard about an elderly woman of 65 who was brutally
stabbed with her 18-year-old granddaughter, and of a six-year-old child who had
a large rock thrown on her chest and was left for dead. And we heard this
morning about Alexia Masondo, who was again fleeing from violence with a baby on
her back, and who was stabbed and killed. We have yet to understand why these
sorts of atrocities took place, why it was necessary for people to kill disabled
people and elderly and young women. It's a very difficult thing for us to
understand.
We had hoped very, very much to hear the perspective /on the
on the violence in this area from the Inkatha Freedom Party, and we tried very,
very hard to persuade members of the IFP to come here to give us their
perspective. We contacted their representatives, we sent our statement-takers to
Brandville, and to the hostel. They were not able to get access to the hostel.
We wrote to Midlands IFP office, we requested them to come here to make a
submission. We said that even if they didn't want to make a submission they
could make a written submission, and they refused to participate with us because
they said that they believed that we would not be able to bring about

reconciliation.
They did give us their submissions which they made some years ago to the
Goldstone Commission, and reference was made to that document by Dr Minnaar, who
was a social scientist who we invited here to give evidence on the first day of
these hearings. And we invited him because we believed that he would be able to
give an overall, professional and independent perspective on the conflict in
Brandville. He is not affiliated to any group, and we felt that it would be
important for him to give his view, which would include the perspective of the
IFP from that period. And in my view he did give a very thorough overview, and
he talked about the manner in which the hostel residents were excluded from
civic and community life, and how on many occasions they were harassed and
attacked by certain people within the township. But he was not able to explain
to us how it came about that the attacks which the hostel dwellers perpetrated
on the residents of this township - how it was that they were so brutal in their
nature, and so indiscriminate in their
/targets
targets, and that is something that we still have to understand.
For
real
reconciliation
to
take
place
in
Brandville
there
must
be
acknowledgement by both sides as to their roles in what took place, and there
must also be a very genuine desire to reconcile with each other, because without
proper reconciliation the chances of that sort of violence happening again are
good, and I am sure the people of Brandville do not want to see - or do not want
to experience anything like what they went through in 1990 and 1991 again. And
the TRC, the Truth Commission, can play a part in bringing those two sides
together. We have played that role in other areas, such as Trust Feeds, and if
there is a willingness and a desire from the IFP, or from the hostel residents
and the people of Brandville, then the TRC can play a facilitating role to try
to bring those two groups closer together.
Brandville is really like - it's like a microcosm or a small version of the
country. On a national level if we don't have reconciliation it's very difficult
for this country to move forward positively. In the same way in Brandville, if
there's no true reconciliation between the hostel residents and the Brandville
residents, the township residents, it's very difficult for there to be positive
progress and unity in this area. So we ask the people of Brandville to consider
that.
We want to thank the witnesses very much for coming forward. It was very brave
of them to come forward and tell those terrible stories, and we want to thank
them and congratulate them. And we want to thank everybody else, the volunteer
staff who assisted them in the debriefing,
/the TRC
the TRC staff, the police who protected us here, the press
and the television. And finally for the people of Brandville, who came and gave
us their support every day, we hope that it was meaningful for you to hear the
experiences of your fellow residents being told. Sorry, I forgot to thank the
sound people and the interpreters. Thank you very much.
Dr Mgojo will now say a few words in Zulu, and end off with a prayer.
--------------------DR MGOJO: I appreciate the opportunity that I have been given. I think
particularly of people like Chief Luthuli when I hear the stories that are told
in this hall. Chief Luthuli would turn in his grave if he would listen to such
stories. I hope even where he is he would be shocked when he hears stories about
children being killed, and he would be shocked at the idea of black against

black violence. And when we talk about the residents of Brandville as well as
the hostel dwellers we refer to one family, the royal family. They were under
one chief, that is the Zulu chief. I do not say that even the previous chiefs
like Chief Hlatshwayo, who went into exile, as well as Demizulu, they were
fighting for the building of the nation. They were finishing off from where
Shaka left. We were a united nation ... (inaudible - end of Side A, Tape 3) ...
our new Government, democratically elected Government, not the apartheid regime,
has been blessed by the Lord above that it's very painful to try and effect
reconciliation. We know that we cannot raise up the dead, we do not have those
powers, but the aim of the Government is to bring about a reconciliation, but
that cannot be
/effected
effected if we are not united. We regard ourselves as all
elements of human nature, and we cannot keep on killing each other in the manner
that we are doing. We are trying to effect reconciliation and be one nation
which is living in peace. Our ancestors suffered under the apartheid regime, and
now we have acquired this freedom, but there was so much bloodshed. We do
sympathise with the families that have lost their loved ones.
As Richard Lyster had already mentioned that what disturbs us most is that some
other people who were supposed to have come to testify were not able to come
before this Commission because they had been threatened. Some felt not safe at
all to come and testify before this Commission, for instance the Bergville
group. Others have got their own reasons for not coming. Maybe they were also
scared or threatened, or members of their own groups or political groups were
not present, but we wished that everybody could have come so that we hear
different sides of the story. We are indiscriminate in this, we want to get both
sides of the story.
But we do appreciate the fact that there were those who had the courage to
appear before this Commission to render their testimony. You will remember that
yesterday there is a witness who could not give her testimony, she was in an
emotional state. And one had to be sent to the hospital today - she was from
Bergville - because she collapsed because of a reason that I am not going to
explain. She was unable to continue.
If there is any person who knows, or who is a perpetrator himself or herself,
for there to be reconciliation these persons must come forward. These
/people
people were created by God. We therefore do not have a
right to kill them. We think that Brian Mitchell was a good example. He asked to
be put together with the families of the victims so that he can personally
apologise to these people. He wanted to be brought together with the people of
Trust Feeds so that he could approach them and apologise for all his past
atrocities against the Trust Feeds community.
Now, if the killers are not prepared to come forward and ask for forgiveness we
cannot effect reconciliation. We hope that you, as the community of Brandville,
also would like to get an opportunity to see the perpetrators, and maybe ask
some questions, so that whatever questions you had in the past could possibly be
answered. We have lost quite a large number of youths who could be helping
towards the upgrading of the country.
At first even when there were wars or there were faction fights the basic rule
was that women and children would not be killed, and people who seek refuge in
churches would not be followed to the churches, where they would be killed, but
these are the things we are hearing in this Commission today, where people are
attacked after having sought refuge in church. This indicates that there is a

lot to be desired in our society.
I will request you, after we have finished here, to sing the national anthem to
bring ourselves together as one. That's why we've kept this song, Nkosi Sikelel'
iAfrika, because it brings us together. I want us to sing this with dignity. I
want us to feel that we are talking to God. We have suffered so much as the
black nation, and now that we have this budding democracy we should have
/some
some reconciliation, we should have some peace, otherwise
we will not feel or experience the newfound freedom. Because this freedom was
bought with the blood of innocent people. People died for this freedom to be
attained, so we must ask the Lord to help and give courage to those who lost
their loved ones, and for the Lord to lift the weight that is on the shoulders
of those who lost their loved ones.
PROCEEDINGS CLOSED WITH THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
---------------------
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OPENING PRAYERS BY FATHER KWABABA
WELCOME BY THE MAYOR OF LADYBRAND
CHAIRPERSON: I have already welcomed the people here in this town. These are all
our hearings, and we want to be as meticulous as we can be. And I welcome the
witnesses and their families and their relatives, and the people who come from
the communities to support them. These are our last hearings in the Free State,
we are pleased that people have come to support the witnesses. I think now,
Makozi, if you are ready - are you ready - we shall call upon the first witness.
That is Joseph Mongani Matela.
--------------------JOSEPH MONGANI MATELA (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
CHAIRPERSON: Now, I am going to ask my brother, Ilan Lax, to lead us with this
witness.
MR LAX: Mr Matela, before we look at your story would you help us by just giving
us a small picture of your family. How many children do you have, are you
married, and so on? --- I separated from my wife, and we have children, but they
are staying with their mother.
How many children do you have? --- We have two children.

What are their ages please? --- I do not remember their ages, Sir, but both of
them are above 20 years of age.
Thank you. I see that you have been working. Are you still working at the
moment? --- I am trying to work, Sir, but I cannot hold on because of the
illness I have. I run short of breath every time.
Thank you. The story you're going to be telling us
/covers
covers two different periods, first in 1985, where you talk about what happened
to you in Aliwal North, and then when you talk about what happened to you in
1992 in Bethulie. Let's deal with the first situation first, and then we'll come
to the later one. At that time were you living in Aliwal North - in 1985. --Yes, I was working there and I was staying there.
Please tell us what happened. --- It was Sunday afternoon. I was passing, going
home, and I saw a group of youths and I wanted to pass. And they said I should
join them, I should help them, support them while they were singing. Yes, I
joined them and I started singing along with them. A police Casspir approached
from the west. That was a Hippo. It was approaching from a direction just not
far from where we were, and a second Hippo approached and it came straight to us
because we were at Mokwena Street. We only heard gunshots, and we ran for cover
until I ran into a house. Because of the situation I could not go to the
hospital, but the next morning a man took us to the hospital. On arrival at the
hospital I was x-rayed, trying to remove all the bullets. And after that we were
all pushed into the van and we were taken to the CID offices. When we arrived at
their offices we were then taken to the cells. From the cells we were driven to
Jamestown, and a tear gas canister was released in the van until we arrived at
Jamestown Police Station. That is where we were put in the cells. At about
8 o'clock a white man without a police uniform came to us and he told us that we
were making noise. And he also had a tear gas canister in his possession. He
threw it at us. Sir, it was terrible in that cell because he
/closed
closed the door. We were just packed in the toilet because we wanted to get
water to get rid of the tear gas. We spent that night without any blankets, not
even one. And after a day or two we were taken to Calamazembe(?) Prison. That is
at Bekkersdorp. When we arrived at Bekkersdorp we were put in the cell and we
spent 21 days. We were taken back to Aliwal North thereafter. We were each given
a bail of R100,00. After a few days we went back to the Court of Law and we were
told that all the charges against us were dropped. That is basically the gist of
the first story.
Before you proceed with the second story there are just one or two questions I
want you to cover just to clarify some aspects in relation the first story, and
then we'll come to the second story. Okay? Now, you said that you were shot. You
were x-rayed to try and get the pellets out. Where were you actually shot and
how were you injured? --- I was shot at the back.
How many pellets did they take from you? --- They removed a pellet on the back
and the other one at the back of my head.
So it was two? --- Yes, M'Lord.
Now, you said that a number of people - you didn't say so now
evidence, but in your statement you mentioned that approximately
were killed on that day. Is that so? Do you remember that? --talking that night saying there are people dead, but I didn't see
eyes.

during your
seven people
People were
them with my

When you came out eventually and you went back home did you not find out whether
anyone had died in that incident? Had there been funerals? --- I heard while
/in prison
in prison that the funerals were conducted, because the people were bringing us
food and they will bring us information. Every time they will say to us,
"Listen, today so-and-so is going to be buried."
So that's how you arrived at the conclusion that about seven people were killed.
--- That is correct, Sir.
You said this was a Sunday afternoon. Do you remember which month or what date
it happened? --- If I am not mistaken it was in August, but I am missing the
date really.
So this was winter time? --- I would say it was just after winter. I can't
remember very well.
Now, you said you were held for 21 days. Was that under the emergency
regulations? --- They arrested us for - they said it was under Riot Act.
Before you were held for 21 days did you appear in court anywhere? --- No, Sir.
So you only appeared in court later when bail was fixed. --- Can you repeat your
question, Sir.
I am saying you only appeared in court after the 21 days when bail was fixed for
you. When you were moved back, in other words, to Aliwal North. --- Yes, you are
correct. That was after paying the R100,00 bail each.
Okay. Let's now move to the second incident, which is in 1992 in Bethulie. Do
you remember what month that was? --- M'Lord, I am very forgetful, I can't
remember the month, but I still remember exactly what happened on that day.
Well, we don't - we're not too worried whether you can remember the exact date.
It's not important to us.
/Please
Please tell us the story. What happened? --- It was Sunday. I was heading for my
house to rest and I took a turn to the squatter camp where I staying. A girl
called Nthombizolwa and a boy called Mbongi came out. The other one, that is the
man, had a knife, and the girl, Nthombizolwa, had a sjambok. They called me.
They said, "You come here, a member of Inkatha." Should I have known what was
going to happen I could have ran way, but I just stood there not knowing what
was happening, and the boy arrived and he stabbed me with the knife. I tried to
run away, and I went into a shack and I fell on the floor. A man called
Kethekile came with two children that were going to point at me. He kicked me
with his boots and he took me. He pulled me out of the shack. After pulling me
out of the shack a group of people arrived. One of them was Ola. Ola had a
garden fork. They applied every weapon on me. They really injured me. I could
not do anything. I lost consciousness, and a policeman took me. Instead of
taking me to the a police station or anywhere he took me home, and the next day
I went to the hospital. That is where I was operated. I have many operations
here now. That is all I can tell you, Sir.
These people who attacked you, you say they accused you of being IFP. What were
you? --- I do not want to lie, Sir. I would say they were the ANC members, and I
am also a member of the ANC, but they just decided to call me Inkatha member on
that day.
So they must have made a mistake accusing you. Did they know you? --- Sir, I

think these people were bribed to do this action. I would say they were bought
by someone to do this, because we were related in some way
/with them.
with them. There was another girl in the family who was accusing me of the ...
(inaudible)
Sorry, what were you being accused of? We didn't catch the translation very
well. If you'd just repeat that please. --- This girl was fighting me for the
family heir, because we are related, though we were not born by the same woman.
So are you saying that this was a dispute around family succession? --- Yes,
because after I was injured she came in, she looked at me, she didn't say a
word, and she left immediately.
Did you ever discuss this with her or with these people who attacked you? --Yes. I talked to her directly and I talked to my father, and I told her that,
"You bought these people to assault me." She did not give me an answer, nothing,
she just looked at me.
So you haven't resolved this issue yet with her? --- She is very shy these days
because she comes to my place, and today I am the one who is helping her in
turn. I support her children and I am trying to show her that I am not in the
past, I am living now for the future.
Now, how were you injured during this attack? You haven't told us yet what your
injuries were. Can you just briefly describe them for us please. --- I had an
operation and I was injured on the eye, and there are still scars on my body.
The operation is from the chest up to the abdomen.
Did your breathing problems start after that? --- Yes, the breathing problems
started after the assault and after the operation.
Now, just one last aspect. Did you lay a charge
/against
against these people? Did you go to the police and open a case? --- Yes, I
opened a case against them.
And what happened with it? --- I do not know what happened. I think they were
equipped with a lawyer. I did not even go to the Court of Law. I only heard that
they were charged, and one of them served a prison sentence and the others were
released.
Okay. Mr Matela, thank you. I'll hand back to the Chairperson to see if any of
the others have any questions for you. Thank you very much.
--------------------DR MAGWAZA: Good morning, Sir. There are a few more questions to ask. At the
time when you joined the group of youths who were toyi-toying, what was
happening at that time? Why were they toyi-toying? --- They were chanting
slogans about Mandela, and we were singing about the freedom.
Any particular reason you were doing that? --- There was no reason, because I
was just passing and they stopped me, they said, "Hey, join us. Support us. Sing
along with us."
The next question I would ask is you joined this group because they asked you to
join them, it was not your will, you didn't want to? --- This group stopped me
to join them, and they were saying - they were going around the township to take

out everybody so that everybody can join them and sing.
The other question I would like to ask, you have mentioned hospitals where you
received treatment the first time when you were shot at by the police, and the
second time when you were assaulted. To which hospitals did you
/go? --go? --- I went to Roma Hospital and they told me that they were not going to
help me, I should go and be helped at a government hospital. They just gave me
some tablets until the next day, when I went to the hospital. A shopkeeper took
us to the hospital.
The shopkeeper took you to a hospital, which one? --- It is a hospital at Aliwal
North. It is the only hospital right in town.
The last question I would like to ask from you is that you told us that you
suffered injuries in your body, including a major operation running from your
chest to the abdomen ... (inaudible - end of Side A, Tape 1) ... back? --- I was
working at the municipality, but I was never accepted back at my post when I
went back. I think it is because we were working as temporary workers, we were
not registered, they didn't take me back.
In other words your life remained the same after the assault. Although you were
severely assaulted and you had operations you still managed to work as before? -- I do try to work, but because of this short breath problem I cannot. And I
feel very nauseous at times, and dizzy, and then I cannot work under these
circumstances. But because of an empty stomach I try to stand up on my feet and
get temporary employment.
Are you getting any medical treatment now? --- Yes, I attend doctors around
here. I went to Aliwal North ANC branch to ask them what was happening about me.
Now the attorney that was acting on our behalf in that year told me that that
time has since passed and I should go and consult with the ANC branch at
Bethulie, but they could not help me. I am saying they could not help me
/because
because up to now they have never said anything to me.
The last question, have you tried to apply for a grant, because it looks like
you can no longer work as before? --- I tried, but the doctor doesn't care at
all. I told him about this problem at the back of my head and he saw that my
nerves were troubling me, but he doesn't care at all, he doesn't help me fill
the forms.
Okay, thank you very much, Mr Matela, but one thing that could help is to see
the local social workers. Probably they could be in a position to help you.
Thank you very much.
--------------------Mr Matela, just one question. You say that you were suspected of being an IFP
member. Did you have two organisation around this area? --- I do not want to
feed you with the information I do not know. I only heard that members of
Inkatha were around. You know, I was new in this township, I was arriving from
Bloemfontein. I never even saw these people with my eyes, but I heard as they
were talking that around the township there are members of Inkatha, but I have
never seen them really.
Thank you.
---------------------

CHAIRPERSON: We have heard your story, Mr Matela. Of the heart of darkness there
seems to be a common phenomenon around all where we go, these shootings of
people, innocent people, when they are walking, and it is very unfortunate that
even the people who should have protected people, like the police, all over
where we go we find that they are the people who have been shooting people. And
it shows really that we are coming from the
/heart of
heart of darkness. And you have asked here in your statement that you feel that
there must be a community built for the community for rehabilitation, a monument
built, and we are going to pass these things to the President. We don't give
these things you are asking here, we just make a recommendation to the President
and the Government. And we are very impressed that you are thinking of the
community which has been broken by violence, that it should be built again to be
the community which it used to be. I thank you very much for coming forward, for
telling your story, and we hope that your telling of the story is going to have
a process of healing in you. Thanks a lot. --- I also thank you, Sir.
---------------------

/CHAIRPERSON:
CHAIRPERSON: There are some people who are not here. We are trying to re-arrange
the order. We are trying to sort ourselves. This person should have come on the
day two, and because of certain circumstances he comes day one. Again I am going
to ask Ilan Lax to make you take an oath.
--------------------MPAFANE KHANG (Sworn, States) (Speaking English)

DR MAGWAZA: Good morning, Jacob. --- Good morning.
We welcome you here and we thank you very much for having come forward to share
your experience with us. --- Thank you.
As a starting point I would like you to tell us more about your family. We just
want to know more about you and your family. --- Well, I was raised up by a
single mother because my father died, a long time ago he passed away, and we in fact I had four sisters, one of whom in fact passed away in 1993, if I am not
mistaken, so I am left with three. And then I also have a brother. And in the
family of six children I am the second one in the family.
Are you married? --- Unfortunately not yet.
Why unfortunately? --- Well, I am saying unfortunately because of, you know, my
age at this point in time.
Can you tell us what were you doing at the time when this violation occurred?
How old were you? Were you still - were your working or were you still at
school? Just give us a sense of what were you doing at that time. --- When the
unrest took place in Bloemfontein, or in the Free State or in South Africa
generally, I think I was about - for sure between 18 and 19. No, no, it was late
/1979 I
1979 I think, and then my active involvement started in 1980. And then I was one
of the people who established COSAS in Bloemfontein, Mangani Youth Congress. We
first - before we had Mangani Youth Congress we had Mangani Cultural
Organisation. That's how we used to call it before. And I also, you know, had a
close contact with the other trade unions and people who were like trade
unionists in the - whatever, Free State generally.
According to the statement which I have here the violation relates to abduction
and torture at Ladybrand/Maseru border, as well as emotional and physical
torture while in exile at the ANC camp in Zimbabwe. Can you tell us exactly what
happened. --- Ja. In fact I would like to say - I am aware that you asked me to
first, you know, relate my activities before ... (inaudible) ... get the point.
My second point I would like to say that, you know, my story is basically twophased, I mean in that I was a participant against the apartheid system itself,
and I never regretted my involvement, you know, in politics against apartheid.
And I was - I think I was one of the dedicated people in South Africa, and no
one of course during my participation in South Africa - no one who knew me at
that point in town, you know, could even doubt my participation. And during that
time I had the blessing of having the contact of people like Mrs Winnie Mandela
when she was still in Brandfort. And I was also one of the people who used to
like welcome, you know, renowned politicians at that point in time in
Bloemfontein, people like Terror Lekoto, when they came to Bloemfontein. I was
one of the people who met them. Also Molefe. You name them, the list is endless.
And
/eventually
eventually of course, when - I mean eventually I joined the underground
structure of the ANC. I was an underground operative, even though most of my
friends inside the country didn't know that. They only learnt about that after I
had left the country, and they were shocked to hear that. Of course that was the
rules of the game at that point in time. And unfortunately at some stage - I
think 1984 - when I was at UNISA(?), a student at UNISA, and where of course I
was also assisted by Winnie Mandela to gain admission at that institution. I was
working for the ANC still at that time, and I happened to go to Maseru, or
Lesotho, on the organisation's nomination, and on my way back from Lesotho now,
I don't know for some strange reason, I was confronted by the South African
Police at the border. I don't know whether they knew that I was there or they

were just - you know, it was just a coincidence for them to come across me. I
don't know about that one. For sure they'll be able to explain that if, you
know, approached. But the people who confronted me - one of them I know very
well, it was a policeman by the name of Marapo. I knew him very well and I still
know him very well even today. And then one of them was a white policeman whom I
think it was Gert Prinsloo because I have had some dealing with him before. I
mean I was detained on various occasions. But he left Bloemfontein for quite a
while, so maybe when he came back I was not sure whether it was, you know, the
same policeman, because in fact the policeman that I knew very well at that time
was Andrew Prinsloo more than Gert. So I was, you know, detained, handcuffed,
and they wanted to know what I was doing in Maseru, or in Lesotho. And I
/just told
just told them that I had gone there to see a girlfriend of mine, and
unfortunately they did not buy that story. And they ended up detaining me, and
they had took certain things from me. One of them was my passport, because I had
gone to Lesotho legally anyway, and my diary, and a train ticket. At that time
there was a train from Bloemfontein to Lesotho, even though it went as far as wherever, the Maseru border. So I had a return ticket which was, you know, in my
possession, and I think some photos that I had with me. Those are definitely the
things that I can remember that I had at that time. Very shortly they said to me
that they knew that I was on information, which of course I denied at that time,
and they decided that, you know, they knew - they also said that they knew that
I was sent by Mrs Mandela, which I also denied, and of course I was not sent by
Mrs Mandela to Lesotho. And they said to me they were also aware that even
though I was at varsity at that time my mission was not necessarily to study,
but I was continuing furthering the ANC missions. And they had decided, as South
African representatives of the Government, that I am undesirable and I am not
needed in South Africa, and they said I will have to go back to my comrades in
Lesotho. But then I denied any knowledge of comrades in Lesotho. After some
while - after, you know, some time, you know, they tortured me and all that, and
they put me in a car. It was a white Fairlane, I still remember, and they drove,
you know, to the river bank. I think the river is called is called Caledon, if I
am right, but they took me to the river that separates South Africa and Lesotho.
And when we got there Marapo pulled me out of the car and they
/wanted
wanted me to jump into the water. Well, at that time I could not swim. I know
how to swim now, but at that time I did not know. So they said I should, you
know, get into the water, you know, and go across. Well, I refused because I was
not quite sure how deep the level of the water was at that time. The person whom
I will refer to as Prinsloo at this point, Gert Prinsloo, took out a gun. In
fact both of them had guns, Marapo and Prinsloo. Prinsloo pointed that gun to me
and he said he was going to count up to 10, and if I was not in the water by
that time then he was going to fire. Then he started counting. I still resisted.
So I think when he was about at count seven or so, and the tone was going up,
you know, because he was saying one, two, and then when he gets to six he was
saying eight, seven, you know, the tone went up. Marapo pushed me into the
water, and I also ended up getting into that water, and then I went across. As I
am saying I was not quite sure how deep the water was. Fortunately I managed to
get to the middle of the water, and at that time the water was more or less, you
know, at my chest level, and I managed to go across. I was not stubborn as such,
but I indicated to them that they were just wasting their time because I am
coming back. So I left the river, I went back to Lesotho. I contacted congress
in Lesotho, ANC Congress, and then I related the story. I made it a point - I
made it clear to them that I wanted to come back home. I wrote a letter, which I
believe, you know, was given to the comrades inside the country, and I said they
should organise that for me. And I was prepared also to take a public platform
exposing the system, you know, the police, you know, what they did to
/me.

me. And one of the letters, if I still remember very well, was supposed to have
reached Mrs Mandela. Then I was told, I don't know, that my mother went to see
Mrs Mandela for the first time because she was really worried, and I was more or
less known, you know, in the country, and, you know, my abduction spread like
wildfire, because even at UNISA itself I am told people were very worried and
they thought I was dead. Because even after reaching, you know, exile, I could
not communicate and tell people that okay, I was safe and all that - you get the
point. So they only knew that I had disappeared, they system had abducted me,
and they were not quite sure what happened to me. However, I made it a point
after some time that at least my mother was informed, and I am told, as I said,
she went to see Mrs Mandela, and they apparently tried to make efforts for my
return. And after a while - we discussed this with comrades in exile, and they
indicated to me that it was going to be dangerous for me to come back because it
was not - I mean in fact people were not sure what was going to happen to me if
I had to come back at that point in time. And it was felt that - I mean even
though I could expose the system, but eventually maybe they would - you know, I
would come back and maybe this time they would kill me. And on the basis of the
advice which was given to me then I decided to stay in exile, reluctantly of
course, because I really wanted to come back and expose, you know, the police.
So when I was in Lesotho - well, I did a lot of things for the movement, and
then eventually of course I went to various countries until I reached Angola. I
underwent military training. I did quite a number of whatever
/assignments
assignments in the organisation, and I have no doubt that I was trusted in the
organisation, because some of the assignments that I did were very sensitive
assignments. And then eventually during my stay in exile I - of course I went to
different countries, and then eventually I found myself in Zimbabwe. And when I
was in Zimbabwe I had another mission which I was given by the organisation, and
I think some time in 1978 - 1988 or so, there was some sort of - I don't know
what to call that, but basically many comrades were arrested in the organisation
for being suspected of working for the system, and some of them were basically
people that we knew to be renowned and respected commanders in the organisation.
And some of us in the lower levels started asking ourselves questions that, "I
mean if these people are really enemy agents how did they find their way to the
top, to that level?" And then we started, you know, thinking and debating this
thing amongst ourselves. It means there is something wrong there at the top. And
at that time unfortunately some of the people that I was supposed to report to,
whom I am not necessarily going to name now - you get the point - we sometimes
used to feel that there was something wrong with them. And unfortunately some of
them - according to the information that I had some of them I also, you know, I
felt very much uncomfortable. And then I decided - it was at that time that I
decided that no, I am not going to take this assignment any more. Instead I
opted to go to school. And one of the people that I approached - in fact the
only people that I approached about that was Comrade Chris Hani, because he was
more or less connected to the assignment that I was given by the movement. And
then I
/intimated
intimated to him when he was in Zimbabwe that I am not continuing with the
assignment, instead I wanted to go to school. Comrade Chris said, "Okay, I have
no problem with that if you say you want to go to school. However, the procedure
is that at least we have to write a letter to the MHQ," that is the military
headquarters in Lusaka, "just informing them as a formality. So I know already,
but at least we have to write a letter to the MHQ," which of course I did. I
wrote a letter, I gave it to the deputy-chief rep in Lusaka - in Zimbabwe. That
was Comrade Mhlope. And then, okay, he promised me that the letter would reach
Lusaka, and then I think after a week or so he told me that the letter was sent
to Lusaka. After some time I did not get a response from, you know, the
headquarters in Lusaka. I wrote another letter to Lusaka again via the same
chief rep's office. There was no response. And at that time I think I was, you
know, beginning to be a little bit fidgety because, you know, I wanted to enrol

during that year at the University of Zimbabwe or any other college. Then I
approached the chief rep's office, indicating to them that in the absence of a
response from Lusaka I wanted to start processing my whatever - my application
for schooling. And Comrade Madizela indicated to me that no, he was not going to
have anything to do with this. Then I waited, and then after a while - I don't
know if, you know, I am taking too long, you wanted me to stop.
No, okay. --- Okay, sure. I am trying to be as brief as possible.
Okay. --- In fact a lot of things, you know, took place. So what happened is
that, well, I spoke to
/Comrade
Comrade Madizela, who was the chief rep then, and I was surprised. I mean his,
you know, response was a very negative one - if you get the point - and he was
not co-operative at all. Eventually I - and I indicated - you know, I intimated
this to my comrades that I was staying, that - because there were some also who
wanted to go to school, who were a little bit - you know. I can't say everybody
was dissatisfied. We were not necessarily dissatisfied about what was going on
in the movement, but I was a little bit, you know, dissatisfied about how
certain people handled certain things, if you get the point. Not necessarily
about the organisation, because I really loved the organisation. I was very much
dedicated to it. So when Comrade Madizela reacted in the manner in which he did
then I indicated to the Congress that I was staying, and I can prove everything
that I am saying here. I said, "You know, if he does this to me I will sort this
thing my - you know, my own way," if you get the point. "I am going to follow
the channels, but if he doesn't want to then I will see how I do this thing, but
definitely I am going to go to school." Then he had his attitude, and then he
eventually said to one of the comrades who was helping, you know, people with
scholarships and bursaries, that he should not help me. And I was very much
disappointed because he said that after we had had a meeting with them in his
office, and then he said, "You must never help those comrades. You know, those
comrades will simply have to leave Zimbabwe," and all that, if you get the
point. I said to the comrades in point - I think it was Comrade Solly. We used
to call him Solly. I am sorry to mention people's names without consulting them,
/but anyway
but anyway the people that I have mentioned some of them really never did
anything whatever wrong, or, you know, negative against me. You know, the
comrades was genuinely trying to help me at that point in time. And Comrade
Madizela said whatever said, then I said to the comrade that, "Okay, I realise
that you tried to help me out, but anyway thanks for that." And then after that
I went to various organisations which used to help refugees at that time for
scholarship, and some of them of course were willing to help me, but the
indication was that, I mean, they don't help individuals. It's either you are an
individual refugee, in which case they can assist you as an individual, or if
you belong to an organisation then they help you through the organisation, you
see. And one of the organisations that I went to was the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees, and they also told me the same thing anyway, because
at that time I indicated to them that I only wanted help, but I didn't want to
leave the organisation, I only wanted a scholarship. So what happened is that
the UN said it could only help me if I could bring some sort of a letter from
the office indicating that I was a member of the ANC, if you get the point,
because I didn't have an identification card of my own. I was identified through
the organisation. So I went back again to the chief rep's office requiring for or requesting a, "To whom it may concern," just a letter, you know,
acknowledging that I was, you know, a South African refugee. And unfortunately I
could not get that help. Eventually then I said no. Then the UN said to me they
could register me as whatever. They could give me an ID, but before they could
do that I would have to go to,
/you know,

you know, to the government to get an identity whatever recognition. I went to
the Zimbabwe Government, and unfortunately the applications at that point in
time were, you know, processed by the Central Intelligence Organisation, that is
the Security Branch of the organisation - I mean the country. I went there and
the ANC was consulted. Comrade Mhlope came. He was called. He came to the
Security Branch of the Zimbabwean Government. He asked me what I was doing. I
explained to him, and the reasons why I was there. And then he said, "Okay,
Comrade, we can go back to the office, then we'll be able to discuss this maybe
in a more whatever amicable way." I said, "It's fine." Then I was prepared to
abandon, you know, the process that I had already started. So I went back to the
residence where I used to stay. Comrade Mhlope never showed up that evening. I
think two days or so passed. After that I went back to the Government, telling
them that I was proceeding with my application. After some time to my surprise
the ... (intervention)
Was it the Zimbabwean Government? --- The Zimbabwean Government Security, ja,
sure, because that's where you had to apply - I mean that's where you had to go
if you wanted like an application for residence status, you get the point. And I
also indicated to the Government of Zimbabwe together - you know, and also at
the UNHCR office, that I only wanted an identification, you know, an independent
identification as a refugee. I didn't want to leave the organisation, I wanted
to still remain a member of the ANC. Unfortunately when I was there the movement
sent a security guy, if you get the point, to come and
/fetch me.
fetch me. So I resisted. I am not going to mention them now by names, but if I
am called upon to do that then I can always mention them. Anyway. And then the
guys came. Instead I was surprised. They wanted to remove me by force from
there. Then I resisted, and unfortunately that caused a lot of, you know,
commotion outside the, you know, the offices outside the - you know, outside the
Zimbabwean or whatever security offices in Harare. As a result of that I mean
many people came. It attracted whatever - the commotion that took place
attracted a lot of people, and then the police - I mean the Security Police of
the Zimbabwe Government, you know, put me into the car and they drove me to the
police station. They decided to whatever - to whatever - to lock me up. I stayed
in the cells I think for about two days, after which then I indicated to them
that I am not going back to the ANC, now I am resigning. I told them straight
that, "Now I am resigning," I don't want to have anything with the organisation
at that point in time. Then I was taken to the refugee camp in Zimbabwe, where I
stayed, and then after some time I was called upon to - I mean to a hearing for
an application for refugee status. So in that hearing one of the things that I
indicated, because I was asked about my safety in Zimbabwe, they wanted to know
- in fact they indicated to me that how would they be able to make sure that I
was safe in Zimbabwe because they had no control over the security of the
movement. Then I indicated to them that I doubt that the Zimbabwean Government
can say that it had no control over the security of the movement because it was
a government. And I also indicated that I suspected that there were some
/people
people even in the Security Police of the Zimbabwean Government who were, you
know, conniving with our security guys because of the braveness that they had,
you know, when they went to fetch me from their offices. So I think some of the
things which I said there made certain people feel unhappy, and as a result of
that they decided to send me to Lusaka, without the knowledge of the UN
unfortunately. So when I got to Lusaka ... (intervention)
Excuse me, Mr Mpafane. --- Okay.
It's a long story. If you could highlight ... (inaudible) --- Okay, that's all
right. Sure. Okay, sure. So eventually then - okay, I am just going to cut it
then. So eventually then I was sent to Lusaka, then when I got to Lusaka then

unfortunately I found the ANC guys at the airport, and then from the airport
they wanted me to come and explain at least what happened to Lusaka - I mean to
Zimbabwe. Then I said okay, I was prepared to explain, but not under whatever
the ANC auspices. I wanted to go back to the UN. Unfortunately they insisted
until they finally, you know - they, you know, took me by force from the airport
up to the movement's residence, which was called RC. So when I got to RC - and
unfortunately to my surprise then I was locked up. And then I stayed in the
detention of the movement for about two to three months. I don't remember very
well. I can be maybe after four months. I can't remember very well, but I
remember that the day I eventually managed to escape from the movement's
detention was on the 9th of October, and then eventually I managed to be in the
hands of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees on the 10th. No, it
was on the 8th, and then on the 10th I managed to
/be in
be in the hands of the UN or whatever officials. That's basically the - you
know, the brief story that I can relate so far. I mean about my detention by the
Government and also detention by the movement.
It's quite a difficult experience you had, and I am aware that you could have
told us a lot. Obviously you must be feeling there are some gaps, you didn't
tell us as much as you should, but we would ask a few questions which can help
us also to bridge whatever information is lacking. Firstly, going back to the
time when you were abducted by two Security Police, Marapo and Prinsloo, you
said they asked you to jump into the river and go back to Lesotho. Wasn't that
strange that they should send you back to Lesotho instead of arresting you or
detaining you? That was the common practice. Why do you think they sent you back
to Lesotho? --- Well, it might have been strange, and unfortunately I also, you
know, I tried, you know, to think why they did that, if you get the point. My
mentioning of their names, you know, today, is basically to make it a point that
maybe they explain why they did that, if you get the point, because it was
strange to me, and unfortunately it was strange to everybody else, if you get
the point, why they didn't kill me at that point in time, why they did not
arrest me, why they did not detain me, if you get the point. Unfortunately I
will be unable to respond on their behalf, because I would like them to explain
that as well.
The other question, if you clarify, at one point in time you made a decision
that you were no longer going to carry the missions and you wanted to go back to
school. What made you change? What was it that made that shift
/from
from carrying out the missions to wanting to go back to school? --- The shift
was, as I indicated - I am going to put it this way. It was - you know, when I
made that shift I cannot say that I was important, I was just like any other
comrade. You know, my contribution was similar to the contribution that any
other comrade had made, you know, in the organisation, but when I made the shift
I am sure that many people who had confidence in me became, you know,
disappointed - disappointed and frustrated. And the shift that I made was simply
because, as I indicated, there was a feeling of insecurity at a certain point in
time, that something was wrong in the organisation. And the feeling was
basically made by the fact that many comrades - or let me say some of the
comrades were basically, you know, killed immediately on their arrival inside
the country, if you get the point. And sometimes, you know, I was one of the
people who used to wonder how ... (inaudible - end of Side A, Tape 2) ...
certain things when we were doing them they wouldn't reach the South African
Security Police, but when at that point in time some comrades who basically, you
know, were at a higher - some sort of higher structures of the organisation were
arrested, then that sort of, you know, increased the suspicions that I also had
that there was something wrong in the organisation, if you get the point. So ...
(intervention)

They were arrested by whom, if I could ... (incomplete) --- Well, unfortunately
certain comrades in the organisation were arrested because it was said that they
were selling out.
So they were arrested by the organisation itself?
/--- Ja,
--- Ja, some of them were, you know, arrested because the organisation felt that
they were selling out, if you get the point, you see. And when comrades like
those sometimes were arrested because they were selling out then we started
asking ourselves, I mean if they were selling out how many more people were
selling out in the organisation itself, if you get the point? And basically I
also started, you know, feeling insecure that it might have been possible that
some of the people - I am not saying that it was the case, I am saying I only
thought that it might have been possible that some of the people that I was
supposed to report to might have been themselves sell-outs. I am sorry to put it
that way, if you get the point, you see. And that's basically one of the reasons
that made me change. I started, you know, suspecting people around myself, you
know. I don't know if maybe they suspected me as time went on, but basically
that was the main reason why I decided that I was not going to take the missions
any more.
The other question is you say you were abducted. You say you were abducted by
Zimbabwean Security Police, they put you on a flight to Lusaka, and that on the
other side of Lusaka you were met by ANC Security Police. Were the Zimbabwe
Security Police working together with the ANC Security? How did that happen? --Well, you know, I don't want to start making insinuations, you know, like those,
if you get the point.
Ja. --- But I was also surprised, because when I was fetched from the refugee
camp in Zimbabwe, and then straight to the airport, to Lusaka, I was surprised
to find ANC guys waiting for me. And also one other thing
/that I
that I did not understand, when I was in the movement's detention or whatever,
at that time I am told that Ms Mpisi, who was the protection officer, a UN
protection officer in Zimbabwe - I am told, I don't know - approached the ANC in
Lusaka. She first approached the Zimbabwean Government, wanting to know about my
whereabouts, and the Government told her that I voluntarily left Zimbabwe for
Zambia. And again I am told that the UN approached the ANC office in Lusaka
about my whereabouts, and the chief rep at that point in time said that he
didn't know where I was, and said that I never reached, you know, the ANC
office, if you get the point. And it was not until I escaped that all these
things came out, that I did not leave Zimbabwe voluntarily, and that when I was
in Lusaka the entire period I was in actual fact in the hands of the
organisation. So I cannot really say, if you get the point, that the Zimbabwean
Government was working with the ANC, but it might have been possible that
certain officials were in connivance with the movement.
Ja. I know we have spent a lot of time, but one last question almost. You said
you were detained for four months under terrible conditions. Can you give us
just a sense of what those - how those conditions were? --- Do you know, the
conditions were terrible in the sense that before I left the country I was, you
know, detained on various occasions, and for sure I also spent some time - I
think about four months or so - in prison in South Africa, one of our whatever
main prisons in Bloemfontein. And the conditions were terrible enough, if you
get the point. And at that time I didn't mind because I knew that - I regarded
the Government basically as my enemy, and I
/didn't
didn't expect any sympathy from the Government, if you get the points, so I

accepted the conditions that I found myself in. But when I was locked up by my
own organisation, the organisation that I had sacrificed so much for it, and for
no apparent reason, without any explanation whatsoever, I was really - I mean I
really shed tears at that point in time because, as I am saying, no explanation
was given, I didn't know why I was arrested. And the conditions were - I am sure
that there are people in South Africa who were, you know, put in gaol conditions
which were very terrible, but unfortunately the conditions that I found myself
in when I was in the movement or whatever's detention were more terrible than
the conditions that I found myself in when I was detained in South Africa,
because during my imprisonment here in South Africa at least I had a toilet that
I could use, and when I was the organisation or whatever's detention I had no
toilet, I just had a tin, which was a small tin, which I had to use. And the
room was dark. In fact I cannot even call it a room. It looks like a room from
outside, but inside it's basically like a dug-out because it's very deep, you go
downstairs, and with - I can say with no ventilation, because there are no
windows, there's nothing. And I mean it's dark. I mean you can hardly see a
person inside unless you stay for some time. If you can stay let's say for two
or three hours, that's when you start, you know, getting used to the darkness
and then you can see a person, you know, inside. And I mean it was - I mean it
was really terrible, I mean, for me, you know, to find myself in conditions like
those. And I remember when I was in detention and in prison here in South Africa
/we sometimes
we sometimes used to - at some stage we had hunger strikes because we were like
complaining about the food that we were given at the prison, but when I was in
the movement's detention sometimes I would go without eating at all. At times I
would get like one meal a day, at times, like I am saying, I wouldn't get, you
know, food at all, if you get the point. And there were some sort of flimsy
excuses. And I mean basically they were terrible. There was - I mean if I was an
enemy agent maybe I would have accepted the conditions, but nothing was ever
said to me that, "You are an enemy agent," or, "We are detaining you because of
one, two, three." So that is why even today I still want that explanation. I
still want it, I mean, from the movement, and also maybe from the Government
side. And I really want each side to come up clearly and say - if the Government
makes insinuations that I was working for it I want them to say that, "This
person was working for us," and maybe come with - I don't want them to prove it,
a mere allegation is enough. Then I'll be able to disprove it myself. And if the
ANC can say, "This person was working for the system," I want them to come up
with mere allegation. I am not saying they should prove it, they must just say,
"This person was working for the system." Just allegation is enough, then I'll
be able to disprove it, if you get the point. I am not saying they should come
up with evidence or anything like that, if you get the point, but at least I'll
be content if I can get explanations. And I am sorry, I am not trying to make a
speech, and unfortunately what happened, and what is still happening - that's
why I decided to come here today - is that people don't come to me and say, "You
did one, two,
/three."
three." Instead they make allegations and insinuations to people who are
surrounding me. And the unfortunate part is that all these things happened, and
people knew that I was abducted by the Security Police. And, as I said, I was
very active here in South Africa and in - you know, in Bloemfontein, in Free
State in general, if you get the point. And the people were surprised. When I
came back, you know, I didn't want to have anything to do with politics, and I
didn't give an explanation. Even my own family members they will be hearing this
thing for the first time, if you get the point. They were never political, but
they are now today more political than I am, if you get the point. They are
wondering why - what went wrong, and the allegations that the movement is making
against me confirm - I mean in fact my attitude, my silence, confirms the
allegations that maybe there was something wrong with me, if you get the point,
because I decided just to keep quiet, not to say anything against the movement.
I have been quiet. I mean I went abroad. Unfortunately I went abroad, I went to

school, I did everything, and I was just quiet. And I struggled to go to school,
if you get the point, and I mean people maybe are asking themselves where I got
money from, and for sure people are making their own whatever assumptions and
allegations, and they don't know how much I struggled to get money to go to
school. And that is why I am saying I decided to take this platform, because I
want everything to come out, if you get the point. People should stop saying all
the kinds of things that they are saying. I want explanations from the
Government and also from the movement, then I will be content.
/Okay.
Okay. Thank you very much, Mr Jacob. You took a long time, but I think for you
it's going to be very helpful, especially if you say you are sharing this for
the first time. It looks like you are looking for some form of vindication, as
well as getting some communication with people who perceived you otherwise. I
know - I can see you are hurt and you are quite - there's a bit of pain, but
thank you very much again. I will hand over to the Chairperson.
--------------------MR LAX: Thank you, Chairperson. Just one question, Mr Khang, just so I can try
and situate this thing. You escaped, you said, on the 9th of October, but you
didn't give us the year. --- I think it was in 1988.
1988. Thank you. That's all, Chairperson.
--------------------CHAIRPERSON: Well, thank you, Mr Mbafane, I can see that you are really angry.
You are an angry young man who wants to get explanations about what happened to
you, and I think the Truth Commission is about that, that the stories must come
out, and people who are hurt must say that they are hurt, and they must get the
explanations of why they are hurt, especially this with you, that you say that
even your family, you have never said anything to them, and they are wondering
what is happening to you when they knew that you are an activist. We thank you
for coming here. Your requests will be followed as you have required, and we
hope you will get the explanations from the Government and from the ANC. Thank
you very much.
--------------------/CHAIRPERSON:
CHAIRPERSON: Now, may we call upon Mr Aaron Simon Thabo to come on the stage
please. Good morning, Sir, are you fine?
MR THABO: Yes, I am fine, Sir, thank you.
CHAIRPERSON: Before you tell your story - you have come here to tell a story
relating to a shooting at your home. Now, before you tell it I am going to ask
Ilan Lax to make you take an oath.
--------------------AARON SIMON THABO (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
CHAIRPERSON: Aaron, I am going to be asking you some questions, and please do
relax so that you can say what you want to say very comfortably. Is it true that
you reside at 860 Cape Sands? --- That is correct.
Were you born there? --- Yes, that's correct.

Can you give me the picture of your family? Just give us the picture of your
family. How many are in the family - mother, father, brothers, sisters,
etcetera? --- We are six at home. My father has just died two years ago. We are
left with your mother. I am the fifth-born in the family. We are six boys.
Six boys in the family. --- Yes.
Are there any in your family who are still in school? --- The one coming just
after me is still schooling. That is the last-born in the family.
What class is he? Is it a boy or a girl? --- It's a boy. He's doing standard
eight.
Did you say that your parents are no more living? I didn't understand from the
interpreter. --- I am left with my mother. The father just died two years ago.
What are the other members of the family doing apart
/from this
from this one who is in standard eight? --- My four brothers are married, they
have families of their own. I am left with my mother, that is myself and my
younger brother.
Thank you. We are dealing with the times when there were conflicts in certain
communities, and when the communities were divided into different groupings,
political groupings. Can you tell us about your family, did your family belong
to any political grouping? --- All of us at home were the members of the ANC.
Nobody else belonged to any other party, we were all members of the ANC.
You were all members of the ANC. Was there any other organisation around in your
community which was not ANC? --- The other organisation was the IFP. It just
came to be without any expectation. We didn't expect it to be formed, but
seemingly the councillors formed such an organisation.
What were the relationships between the IFP and ANC in your area? --- The
councillors who were members of the ANC were not wanted any more. They were
staying by force in the township. Now, this brought about conflict.
Thank you. I just wanted to get the background of your community so that we
understand what happened at your home in the context of what was prevailing in
the community. Now, you want to tell us the story relating to the story and the
tear gassing of your home. Can you just tell us what happened on the 17th of
April 1991. Just tell us the story what happened. --- It was in April 1991. It
was during Good Friday, on a Friday. I found work in the mine. I came home with
my friends. So I made
/a party
a party with my friends. Like liquor, we bought liquor and meat. We were at my
friend's place. Whilst we were still relaxing, we were playing music, we were
outside. On my hands I had a glass of beer. I went inside to change the record
which was playing, then thereafter went outside. I heard tear gas smoke. I
turned around, saying, "Comrades, comrades are killed outside." When we looked
on a certain direction we heard gunshots at the councillor's house. He was
fighting with another comrade, because all of us were members of the ANC Youth
League. At the time we wanted to defend by throwing stones. It's then that he
called the police and the police came, and they were many. Some of them were
speaking Afrikaans. They were using tear gas and guns. We went to a shack house,
which we were drinking next to. We ran inside the house, we closed the door. A
certain policeman arrived next to the window and he threw a tear gas canister
inside the house, and other police were in front of the house, and they shot
straight to the door. It went through the door and hit me on the neck. I started

bleeding. My clothes were bloodstained, then I fell on the bed and I was crying,
saying to the comrades, "They found me." The police threw the - kicked the door,
then they threw tear gas again, and they were kicking us. We were taken to the
police van. They threw tear gas canisters inside that van, and I was helpless
and powerless. Then from there they took us to the police station. When we
arrived at the police station I thought I would be helped because I was
bleeding. One of the police said, "Fucking comrades, you should have been
killed," and then I was crying. One of the police said I should be - one of them
should lock
/me in.
me in. They took me to the doctor after a while. The doctor placed the blood and
gave me pills and say he - after that I thought I was going to be locked again.
We were told that we should leave and then they'll find me at home. I arrived at
home still in pain. My mother was crying profusely. The bullet was stuck inside
behind my neck. On a Sunday I was supposed to go back to the mine. When I
arrived there I reported that I was not able to work. Then they took me to the
hospital, they gave me pain-killers. I was not able to turn my neck. After some
time I was taken to an x-ray as to whether you are still healthy. Then somebody
told me that the doctor wants to see me. When I arrived at the hospital I found
Dr Swart. He said to me, "Were you shot?" I said, "Yes, but that doctor said the
bullet didn't stick in the flesh, it just passed through." That doctor - Dr
Swart said to me, "That doctor was lying." The bullet was inside my flesh. He
showed me the x-ray picture how the bullet was stuck in my neck. I didn't
believe, but I saw it on the x-ray. Then he said to me, "After a week you'll be
taken to the hospital for the bullet to be removed." After then I went to the
hospital for an operation. They were able to remove that pellet. But that doctor
said that the bullet didn't stick in my neck. Since I waited for the case to be
presented to Court, but even up to now I was not informed what happened to that
case in court.
Thank you. I am just going to ask you some very few questions. Is it true that
you know the people who tear gassed your home? --- I don't know the people who
were shooting, who attacked.
Is it true that you know the people who arrested you
/and the
and the other occupants of the house? --- The people who arrested us when we
were taken to the police van were speaking Afrikaans, and even the black
policemen were speaking Afrikaans. I was able to identify Police Magele and
Mimi, who was a councillor. Those are the police whom I was able to identify
when we were taken to the van.
Do you remember anything about Tiki Motili, Secheba Mahloso, Senchu Phillips,
Foster Magele? --- I know them very well. They were policemen at that time.
Some of the police who arrested you? --- Yes, those were some of the police who
were there at that time, but at that time I was semi-unconscious, but I was able
to hear their voices outside and among us, because our local police were
speaking English - Afrikaans all the time.
In your statement you have mentioned an argument which ensued between two
females. Can you say anything about that? --- The argument was there where this
thing started, up to the point where one comrade said to us a certain comrade is
being killed somewhere, but I didn't understand what was the argument about
between the two women.
Is it true that one of these women was the wife of one of the constables,
Constable Senchu Phillips? --- Yes, that's true.
When the tear gas was thrown to your house how did the other occupants of the

house escape? Were they all arrested? Was your mother there in the house? --- My
mother was not inside the house, she was somewhere. I was at my friend's place.
The policeman came next to the window and pushed the window and threw a tear gas
canister. Some of us went underneath the bed, but we were
/trying
trying to hide ourselves inside that room.
And in your statement you say that you were arrested because of the public
violence. What public violence was that? --- We were arrested because we were
trying to help our comrade because someone was fighting him.
Somebody was fighting there. --- The people who were fighting with the comrade
are those people who were fighting in that house. As all of us were members of
the ANC Youth League we could not leave one of our comrades being fought by the
police and the councillors, because all of them were our enemies. That is why we
decided that we should come and fight against this policeman as he was fighting
against our fellow comrade.
Thank you. And you say that you were charged. Were you charged for violence when
you were arrested? --- Since I was arrested I don't know what happened to the
case. I didn't go to court. I was never called up to this day.
Okay, I am not going to push you on your statement. Who is Dr Nel? --- That is
the doctor who said to me the bullet didn't penetrate, but it just passed
through.
Did he examine you? --- He didn't examine me, he just touched on my neck, and
then thereafter he gave me pills and then he cleansed the blood on my neck, then
thereafter I was released and I was taken to the van and returned to the police
station. Then they said I should be released, "But at any time, even in the
mines, we can come and fetch you."
And then how did you meet Dr Swart? --- Dr Swart is working in the mines, who is
handling the x-rays, as I did explain that in the mines after a certain period
you
/are taken
are taken to x-ray examination as to whether you are still fit to work in the
mines. That's where Dr Swart was able to identify the bullet in my neck.
And so the bullet was taken out from your neck? --- Yes, it was removed in the
Oppenheimer Hospital.
So, what is your feeling against Dr Nel at the present moment? --- He looked
like a liar because he didn't do his work. He must explain why he didn't do his
work correctly, that he lied that the bullet didn't penetrate me, and then it
was only identified by another doctor. In other words he was trying to make me
suffer for the rest of my life with a bullet inside my body. He was not working
professionally like a doctor.
So are you saying that Dr Nel colluded with those who shot you? --- It seems
like that. That is why he lied that the bullet just passed through, it didn't
penetrate, and a second doctor was able to identify the bullet inside my neck.
Thank you very much, I think I have all what I wanted to hear from you. Any
members of the panel?
--------------------MR LAX: Just one quick question, Mr Aaron, just so there's no confusion about

this. Dr Nel was the doctor who treated you after the police had taken you
there, is that right? That would have been actually in Bethulie. --- Ja, I was
taken to Dr Nel by the police.
Was he the State doctor for that area? --- No, he was a local doctor. I don't
know as to whether he was a State doctor or a private doctor. That is the doctor
who said to me the bullet didn't penetrate.
--------------------/CHAIRPERSON:
CHAIRPERSON: Thank you, Aaron, for telling us your story, which again shows that
there was something wrong somewhere in the community. I mean for a doctor to
just say that there is no bullet without taking the x-rays, he is leaving some
questions in one's mind. And you have also stated that you would like to know
why Dr Nel treated you that way, and you have already called him a liar. And I
think we will try to investigate this doctor and see why he said that there was
no bullet when there was a bullet, when he was playing with a person's life.
Thank you very much for your story. --- I also thank you.
---------------------

/CHAIRPERSON:

CHAIRPERSON: Can I call upon the next witness, that's Liesbet Thabantso, to come
forward please. Good morning, how are you?
MS THABANTSO: I am fine, Sir, how are you?
CHAIRPERSON: I am also fine. Thank you for coming here to tell your story. It is
a painful story indeed, but before you tell it Advocate Ilan Lax is going to
make you take an oath.
--------------------LIESBET THABANTSO (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
CHAIRPERSON: When you tell your story just relax, because there is somebody who
is going to help you when you are telling your story. Professor Magwaza is going
to take you through your telling of your story.
DR MAGWAZA: Good morning, Liesbet. --- Good morning.
We welcome you here, and thank you very much for coming forward to share your
story with us today. Liesbet, can you start by telling us something about your
family - your parents, brothers and sisters? --- My mother passed away, but
first died my brother. That was in 1988. He was shot by a policeman called
Steerman. My mother also passed away in 1990. She was also shot by a policeman.
I am sorry, my brother was shot by Simano and my mother was shot dead by
Steerman. The two of them were policemen at Bethulie. I am left alone now at
home. My other two brothers are in prison, the other one is in Virginia. He is
working for himself. Nobody is helping me at home. I am left with the twins and
the other child.
Okay, I'll come back to your mother's death. Before we get into the details of
what happened in your family I
/would
would like you to tell us how as your brother killed, and why? According to the
statement here your brother, Lifa, was killed by a policeman and his funeral was
also disrupted by the police presence. Can I ask you one thing before you tell
me what happened to your brother? Was your brother politically active? --- Yes.
To what political organisation did he belong? --- He was a member of the ANC.
What sorts of things did he do within this organisation? --- He was working
together with the ANC.
At the time when he was killed was he working or was he a student? --- He was
working outside Bethulie. He was just visiting.
What sort of work did he do? --- He was working as a contractor.
According to the statement your brother was killed by the police, and you say
that he was killed because he had successfully defended himself. Before you
actually tell us about the killing could you tell us what had happened before?
He had defended himself against what before he was actually killed? You said
there was a charge, and he defended himself against the charge successfully and
therefore he was killed. Can you tell us about that first? --- He was arrested
by this policeman called Simano, and he was taken into court and every time he
would come out clean. And when he defeated Simano the last time Simano said he
will show him because he defeated him in court. And yes, he proved that he will
defeat him, he killed him dead.
Why did he have to go to court? What case was it?

/What was
What was it all about? --- They arrested him for possession of dagga and other
crimes that he was doing.
(Inaudible) ... crimes? --- He was breaking into houses.
Okay. Can you then tell us what happened, how he was killed? --- My mother was
cooking a delicious meal on that day. It was on a Wednesday, and she had just
received her pension, and she gave my brother a little money to go back to work.
It was at about - it was late, the train was just about to leave, and Bunkie
arrived at home to tell us that the deceased was lying somewhere and Simano
picked him up. He was going to throw him at the cells. He picked him up at the
station and he took him to the shooting range. That is where he shot him dead.
(Inaudible) ... understanding. Was Simano shot dead because of his involvement
in politics or because of these other charges which he had against him? --- I
think he was killed because of the case he came out clean with.
Okay. Can you tell us then what happened thereafter? --- Simano came home to
pick up Bunkie, and he said, "Bunkie, come with me. Come and see, your dog is
dead." He took Bunkie and he took him to the place where the deceased was, and
he said to Bunkie, "I can also kill you if I like."
Can you tell us up to the time you had a funeral and there was a police
presence? Just give us the complete story. Tell us as though we don't know
anything at all. --- In the morning they came back, they picked my mother and my
father, they took them to the police station, and the deceased at that time was
still lying in the veld, and Simano was ordered to go and get him. He was
ordered by
/other
other policemen. And he didn't want to, he was just chanting in the room. I do
not know what happened thereafter because we were outside, my parents were
inside the police station. And they then left to go and fetch the body. And we
left home. My parents were left behind at the police station. The person who can
be in a position to describe this is my husband.
How did your mother die? --- She was on her way from work, and there was a
quarrel in the house with my father and she decided to go and take a walk, and
she met my brother called Dankithelo, and there and then there was an argument,
an altercation - I do not know now the involvement of my mother - and she was
shot.
Ja. This is a case where you have lost two family members, and also this is a
case where I am not getting a very clear sense of whether this thing was
politically motivated from you. It doesn't sound like a case where there were
politics involved, unless you want to explain to me how is politics involved in
this case. I am having a bit of a problem. --- I do not understand you.
Well, what I am trying to say here is that the cases we deal with here are the
cases where people were violated or killed for political reasons, not just any
other reason. Now that you have submitted your case I would like you to make me
understand in what way do you think in this case there were politics involved in
the way your brother was killed. Interpretation please, I can't hear.
INTERPRETER: The witness is not giving an answer, she is asking how is it
connected to politics.
DR MAGWAZA: I would like to take this opportunity to give it to any of my
colleagues to pursue it.

/CHAIRPERSON:
CHAIRPERSON: Ilan, do you want to pursue this? (Pause) DR MAGWAZA: Okay,
Liesbet, I think the bit of a problem I have here is that you are bringing a
case here about the loss you have had with your brother, and that's a serious
loss for you, but it looks like some of the information you could have heard it
from your - you said your brother-in-law? Your husband. Now, I am trying as much
as possible to get information that will help us to deal with the case, but in
the absence of that I will ask whatever I need to ask from you, because after
all somebody was lost here. Can you tell us, your brother - tell us more about
the death of your brother, because somewhere in the statement there's an
indication that some parts of your brother were missing. What was the situation
of your brother's death? --- That's correct. Behind the head there was an open
hole, and we buried him without that portion.
(Inaudible) ... into the funeral itself. You said that the police used a tear
gas. Why did they use a tear gas? --- At the night vigil they were spraying the
tear gas. Even the funeral function they were spraying the tear gas, even
shooting. Until we buried him they carried on with their shooting, and people
were just fainting because it was also a rainy day.
And when - okay. --- Until we came back from the cemetery the police vans were
still driving behind us, and people did not eat the food on that day. They came
the next day to eat the food. This was all because of the police, because of the
tear gases spraying at us.
The other thing I noticed, that the police who shot your brother has the same
surname as the other police,
/Simano,
Simano, who was a Security Police, and that it could be that it is the same
police, that there could have been other political reasons which you are not
sure of. Is it possible? --- It's not possible.
After this happened did you report the case to the police station? Was there a
court case? --- No, the people of the ANC were helping us.
What did they do? Did you go to court? --- We did not even appear before the
Court of Law. This issue ended up nowhere.
The people of the ANC who were helping you, who were those people? Do you know
their names? --- I know Mopufu. He is among the people sitting here.
Anybody else? --- Yes. His name is Muzunjani.
The matter was reported
Bethulie Police Station.

to

the

police

station.

Which

police

station?

---

Do you know the name of the police who was in charge of this, in charge of your
case? --- I think Mopufu knows the name of the policeman who was in charge.
You wouldn't have any case number about this particular case, so you have
nothing that could help us in this case? --- I don't know. You know, at that
time I was still well enlightened, and I did not communicate with my elders.
Okay, I understand your problem. Other than Simano which
involved in the death of your brother --- It was only Simano.

other

police

was

Do you know where Simano is now? --- Simano has since died.
One last question. Your brother, at the time of his death was he married, did he
have any children? ---

/Yes, he
Yes, he has one child.
And where is that child? --- The child is living with the mother.
Do you know where the mother is? --- I was told that she is working somewhere in
Bloemfontein, and the child is at the home, he is staying with the grandmother.
How old is the child? --- I think the child is seven, if not eight years old.
Liesbet, I understand your problem that you came here on behalf of your brother,
but because at that time you saw you were not that enlightened you don't have
some of the information. With the information we have, and possibly other
information we might get, we will try to follow up this case. I would like now
to pass you over to our Chairperson.
--------------------MR LAX: Thank you, Chairperson. Just two questions. I understand from another
witness' evidence that will be coming later on in the day that there was
actually an inquest for your brother which was held in Bloemfontein. Did you
never hear about that? --- I heard just a little about this issues, Sir.
So we can follow that up with the other person. Now, with regard to your
mother's death was there an inquest? --- Yes.
(Inaudible) ... that happen? --- This took place at home.
(Inaudible) --- Yes.
Was it in the Magistrate's Court there? --- Yes.
Okay. Then we can follow that up as well. Thank you very much.
/CHAIRPERSON:
CHAIRPERSON: Thank you, Liesbet, for coming with this very painful story of
losing the mother and brother in such a way. Some of the questions which you
have not answered will be investigated, and we will try to get the answers which
have not come out clearly, as Lax has just said that in one of the cases we have
some clarification which will clarify some of the things about the story you
have told us. Thank you very much for coming. God bless you.
---------------------

/CHAIRPERSON:
CHAIRPERSON: (Inaudible) ... Dumela. Good morning, Sir.
MR JAS: Good morning.
CHAIRPERSON: How are you?
MR JAS: I am fine, Sir, and how are you?
CHAIRPERSON: I am also fine. Thank you for coming to tell your story, and before
you tell your story, your pain, I am going to ask again Mr Ilan Lax to make you
take an oath, and after that he is going to lead you when you are telling the
story.
--------------------DANIEL JAS (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
MR LAX: Mr Jas, you come from the Bethulie area, is that right? --- Yes, you are
right.
Before we go into your story can you just give us a small picture of your
family? Are you married? --- I am not married, Sir.
Do you have any children? --- Yes, I have two children.
Are you working at present? --- Yes, I am working.
What do you do, if you don't mind me asking? --- I am a security at Bethulie
Tavern.
Thank you. How old are your children? --- The other one is 13 years old and the
other one is seven years old.
Are they both at school? --- Yes, both of them are at school.

Thank you. And your parents, are they still alive? --- Yes, both my parents are
still alive.
Thank you. We are then going to turn to the story that you have come to tell us.
You say in your statement
/that it
that it happened in the beginning of 1991. Do you remember the date at all, or
the month? --- I think it was in May 1991, on the 8th of May.
Please tell us what happened. --- I was in the Bethulie district in Platkop when
I saw a police van. In the van was Sergeant John Simano, Constable Bagabu.
Sergeant John Simano came out of the van, then accused me of having an illegal
gun which I was given by Faso. I replied to him that I am not in the possession
of a gun. Then I said to him that he must come in the house and search as to
whether there is a gun inside. They tortured me firstly by pointing guns at me.
They locked me up in the van, then they went into the house, where I was staying
together with my brother. They just went there for a half minute, then
thereafter they came out. Whilst on the road when we were at the tarred road, at
Gerrit Dam they stopped. They said to me I should put off my clothes, but I was
left with an underwear. Then they put me again in the van and they were driving
fast. Then we arrived next to the dam. When we arrived at that dam we returned
again to town. On our way to town there is a road. We turned off at the road
next to the shooting range. When we arrived there I found Sergeant Steerman,
Sergeant Phillips. They were at the shooting range. They made me to take off my
clothes and made me to sit down. They then cuffed me on the table. On my
buttocks I was wet. They then handcuffed me on the table and they put a hessian
cloth on my head. There are things which they were tying on your fingers, left
and right hand. They were speaking Afrikaans. Then he said one of them should
put it on. Then I shouted. From there they would take
/off the
off the cloth on the head, thereafter I would tell them that I don't have a gun,
and I don't know what kind of a thing is a gun. From there they hit me with
batons. They would electrocute me up to afternoon. After that they put me again
in the van and I was taken to the police station, then from there they took me
home. At home we found my mother and my sister. My mother said to me what was
happening. I told them that they suspect me to have a gun. My mother said, "Here
is the house. Go in and search." Sergeant Steerman hit my mother with an open
hand, then they threw a tear gas inside the house. Inside the house they didn't
find a gun. They took my mother and myself and locked me in the cells from
Sunday up to Monday, then on Monday my mother was released. I was released
later. Then I went home. When I arrived home my cousin took me to the doctor, to
Dr Bates. Dr Bates examined me. He just looked at me, then from there he wrote a
letter, then from there he said I should go to the police station to open a
case. When I arrived to open a case - forgive me for a while. On a Monday I
asked the station commander to meet with him when they were coming to take
complaints from those detained. Then they sent a station commander. It was
Warrant-Officer Veldman. When I arrived in his office I found Sergeant Simano in
that office. When I explained everything - when I arrived in that office he said
to me, "Where is the gun?" Then the station commander said Simano must hit me
with an open hand. Then I said to him, "Do you still say to Simano to slap me?"
Then he said, "You must give us the gun. If you don't produce that gun I will
tell them to continue with the torture." Then I left that office. Then they
/locked
locked me again in the cell. On Tuesday when I went to the doctor he gave me a
letter - I still have a copy of that letter with me - so that I should open a
case with that letter. I went to the police station. When I arrived at the
charge office to open a case I don't remember the police who were there, but
they were white policemen. When I told them what was the cause of opening the

case they laughed at me. Adjutant Veldman talked with them outside. After some
time they were writing something, which I don't know what they writing, right,
and then they denied that I should look at that statement. Then they said they
will come to me, but up to this day they haven't come yet.
You say that you've still got the letter from Dr Bates with you? --- Yes, I
still have the letter.
Can you let us have a copy please, because we've contacted Dr Bates to try and
get copies of his records, but his records - it's quite a long time already, so
he doesn't actually have the old records from that long ago. So it will be very
helpful for us if you could let us have a copy of that letter. I just want to
take you back a little bit. You said in your statement that after Simano first
searched your house they came back with the SADF. Do you remember that? You
didn't tell us about it now. I am just helping remind you about that. --- The
police arrived when we were arriving in the house.
In your statement you said that first Simano met you and accused you of this,
and they searched your house but they found nothing. You said then a few days
later they came back with the SADF, with the soldiers. Do you remember that? --Yes, I do remember.
/Now, when
Now, when was that? What actually happened that day? --- It was at night when
the soldiers arrived after I had been released from the cells. This person used
to come all the time saying I have a gun.
You see,
accused
released
and then

what I am trying to understand
you when they just searched
from the cells? --- They took
again when I was released then

is were you arrested the first time they
your house, because you say you were
me from the farm and they detained me,
he came together with the soldiers.

I just clarifying this. In the statement we have from you these things are a bit
mixed up, so this must come at the very end. Now, you've said in your statement
that at that time you were running a vegetable stall, a little stall, is that
right? --- That's true.
And this Simano came and searched your stall and tried to stop you from selling,
is that right? --- That's true.
He accused you of not having a proper licence, you said. --- That's true.
Where is this Warrant-Officer Veldman now? Is he still there at the police
station? --- Yes, he is there at Bethulie, but I think he's on pension now.
Okay, we'll have to write to him and ask him about this. Now, what injuries did
the doctor look at? What did he say was wrong with you? How were you injured? -- He examined all over the body, at the back, in front, and I was sleeping on
the back. Then he said I am badly injured, this could not have been done to a
person.
So did you have bruises and marks from having been beaten? --- I had wounds on
the face, but on the body
/I had
I had swollen - swollen parts on the body. My parts were swollen.
Thank you. And one last question. Nothing ever happened to this case? In fact it
looks like they didn't even open a case when you went there. --- Yes, I did open
a case there during that time after I returned from the doctor, but up to this
day I didn't hear anything.

What I am saying is it looks like although you went there to open a case the
police didn't take it seriously, they didn't do anything about it at all. --- I
think that is true.
Thank you, Chairperson.
--------------------DR MAGWAZA: I would like to go back to the beginning where you said the police
wanted the gun from you, the gun from Klaso. Who is Klaso? Who gave you the gun?
--- He is here. He's sitting at the back. He is sitting at the back rows. That's
my cousin.
Were you and your cousin members of some political organisation, or you are
involved in some other activities? Why were they looking for this gun from you?
--- Yes, Klaso has a high profile identity within the politics, but I was just a
supporter in politics.
The second question is just a follow-up on health. After the assault and torture
you only went to the doctor once. After that you never had problems about
health, like you never went to any hospital or any other doctor for the injuries
you suffered? --- Yes, I went to other doctors, but I didn't go to the hospital.
I was a person who was fit in my life. Even my weight was 81 kilograms, but now
I am weighing 70-something kilos, so I
/don't
don't know what's happening to me.
Are you saying that up to now you still feel that your health is not the same as
it was before? Are you still suffering now from what happened in 1991? --- Yes,
it's still affecting me. Even after when my mother was tear gassed she has
visual impairment. Even life we do not live happily in the house. My mother is
now 56 years old. It is because she is visually impaired and that has affected
my wellbeing.
So it's your mother basically. You are just helping her. Although you have lost
some weight, but you feel healthy. --- Yes, I think I would say I am normal now.
There is nothing which I could say is bothering me, but I am not able to work
normally as before as I know myself.
Okay, thank you very much.
--------------------MR LYSTER: Sorry, can you just - has your mother made any statement about this
event at all, about her own injuries? I am just concerned that she seems to have
suffered as well and we may want to hear a story from her. --- She didn't make a
statement, because when the Commission was sitting at home she was in hospital
because of her problem with her eyes, and headaches and other problems. So she
was in the hospital then.
Okay, well it's still possible to make a statement, and maybe if you can speak
to her, and if she's willing contact our people and we can arrange for a
statement to be taken. --- I will talk to her, but where should she give her
statement to because we are staying at Bethulie?
We'll make arrangements for people to come and do that with you. --- I will be
happy if that is going to
/happen.
happen.

Thank you, Chairperson.
--------------------CHAIRPERSON: Thank you. Daniel, do you know where John Simano is because he
seems to be the source of all what happened to your family? --- John Simano has
since died. Even if he's the one who has started all the problems no person can
just do a thing, but he was given authority by someone else to do these things.
Do you know who is that someone else who gave him the authority? --know, because at that time when I was before the station commander he
him - the station commander said to him he must clap me, and he hit me
open face in front of him, and then from there he said I must be taken
to go and fetch the gun.

Yes, I
said to
with an
by them

Thank you. Thank you for your story. Again this is showing the common feature
which we get right throughout the country, where people were forced to confess
that they had guns or firearms when in actual fact they didn't have them, and
they had to suffer terrible treatment, treated less than animals. I mean even
the SPCA, if you had to treat an animal in this form I think you would really
have to answer. What more about a human being treated in this manner, shocked,
handcuffed, beaten? It shows where we come from. And thank you for coming to
tell us your story, because it is going to help us to understand what has been
happening int he past. We will do all what we can to responde to your requests.
You are asking there that the case must be re-opened, and Ilan Lax has already
said that they are going to try and see if they get this
/person
person who is mentioned by you through the investigations. Thank you.
--------------------CHAIRPERSON: In human nature we are governed by what is called time, and this is
... (inaudible) ... for this session and we are going to adjourn for tea. And we
shall come back at 20 to, and unfortunately we are unable to serve tea for
everybody here. What we are going to do is to serve tea to the witnesses and
their families. And the procedure is that when we adjourn we always stand until
all the witnesses have gone out, as a sign of respect. I believe that we have
come here to support them, to give them the moral support, and we must give them
all the respect they deserve, these people. They suffered. So we are going to
stand, and then our briefers are going to lead out the witnesses, and then when
the witnesses have been led out then we also adjourn.
TEA ADJOURNMENT
---------------------

/ON RESUMPTION:
ON RESUMPTION:
CHAIRPERSON: The people that want to give statements, we are offering that
opportunity for them, and Reverend Bosman will be seeing that that thing does
happen. For instance there are some people who are mentioned here who could help
us in some cases who would want to give statements. They can't help us unless
they have given some statements. So we are arranging that at the back there the
people who want to give statements, who have not given statements, will go at
the back there, and Reverend Bosman will see that they get the statements. Thank
you.
Now, the next witness is Mohise Jacob Motheoane.
(Pause) I greet you, Jacob.
MR MOTHEOANE: Good day, Sir.
CHAIRPERSON: Are you fine?
MR MOTHEOANE: Yes, we are fine, no problem.
CHAIRPERSON: Thank you for coming to this Commission to tell your painful story.
Now, before you tell it I am going to ask Advocate Lyster to make you take an
oath.
--------------------MOHISE JACOB MOTHEOANE (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
CHAIRPERSON: Thank you. You just collect yourself. I am going to help you in
telling your story. I will be leading you so that you tell your story clearly.
Before you tell your story, is it true that you reside at 119 Veregenug,
Bethulie? --- I went there because of employment. I am staying at 147
Portabello.
Thank you very much. Can you just give us the picture of your family, wife,
mother - if you have got mother, father, children, etcetera, so that we can see
the
/picture
picture of your family? --- I had a wife. She left me because of the problems
which happened to me. My mother is still alive. She was born in 1914 and she has
since died. My father has since died, but my mother is still alive.
Do you have any children? --- I have two children. They are under my care. The
other one was born in 1975, the other one was born in 1970.
Are they schooling? --- The other one has completed standard 10, the other one
is married in Lesotho.
The one who has finished standard 10 is the one who is born in 1970? --- He is

the one who was born in 1975.
And the one who is married is 1970? --- He is the one who was born in 1978.
This one who has passed standard 10, is it a girl or a boy? --- It's a boy.
What is he
Education.

doing

now?
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attending
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Strydom

College

of

Oh, school of education. Are you working? --- I am working at Asler. It's a
contractor.
So you are the one who is paying the fees for this child? --- That's true.
You have just said that your wife left you because of your problems. Do you want
to say more than that? What problems are those? You don't have to say it if you
don't want. I am just following - you say that your wife left you because of
your problems. You can tell us what problems were those. If you don't want you
are free not to say so. --- These are my problems. They have
/amputated
amputated my penis with a plier. That's the reason why my left me.
Maybe we should hear about what happened. Can you tell us what happened in 1983?
In fact do you remember the month when this thing happened in 1983? --- I don't
remember the month, but I remember what happened on that day. Even the bullet
inside my head causes problems and makes me to forget. It has caused me amnesia.
Okay, just tell us what you remember. --- In 1983 I was from REP Mine in
Boksburg. When I have withdrawn R1 800,00 the bus has already gone. I took a bus
to Verkeerdevlei. I alighted there at Stelspruit. After I have alighted there I
followed that bus. There is a slope. When the bus turned I was the descent
looking at that bus. A certain car came and switched off the lights, then a
certain car came again. They switched off the lights when they arrived at the
first car. When I arrived to these two cars I heard a gunshot. I thought these
people will ask me, because I didn't know them. I jumped the fence and ran away,
and my hat was left on the fence. These men followed me. They shot in front of
me and then the stone splinters hit me on the face. That's where I lied down,
knowing that these people are going to kill me. The other one arrested me and
say, "Are you a communist?" Then I said to him, "No, I don't even know what
communism means." He said to me, "Thambo has left to Lusaka, but Mandela is
going to die in prison." He said to me I should stand up, then he hit me with a
gun. Then he say as I am a terrorist I should tell them where I come from. Then
they picked me up. The other one squeezed my hand. My ... (inaudible) ... on the
ground scattered. They cut
/the fence
the fence and handcuffed my hands with wire. (Pause)
Take your time. Take your time. I know it's very painful. --- I was not able to
see because I was tied on my hands and thighs, and then three white people came.
After that they took me to a house and kicked me. Then I made myself as if I am
dead. After some time a police car arrived. This white policeman said - he was a
warrant-officer, I was able to identify him as a warrant-officer. Then he
said,"This kaffir is pretending to be dead." Then he said, "He'll wake up." They
brought cups with coffee or tea. Then the other one said, "We have tied him up
with a plier on the hands." Then he said, "Bring the plier with me. Then they
opened my - they spread me across with my legs. Then he squeezed my genitals
with the plier.
Okay, take time, take time. (Pause) --- I was taken to a farm called Dirk

Patroos. When I arrived at that farm it was dark and it was cloudy. I was hit
with the skulls. Then he said, "At this farm many communists are sleeping under
those trees." That is the farm where I was kept for a long time, like three or two to three weeks. A certain old doctor came. He gave me tablets, then he said
I should take two. These tablets made me to feel numb. Then they still pursued
that I am still a communist. I produced a paper to show them that I belong to I am working at the mine. The warrant-officer teared off that paper, then he
took my identity book. They took me again to that farm. When I arrived again at
that farm they said I raped. After they said I raped they said I should hold a
rock. The warrant-officer took photos. My story will be long. After he had taken
these stones, some
/pictures,
pictures, he took me and locked me up in the cells at Verkeerdevlei. I was
eating a raw porridge. Then from there he made me to make a statement so that I
should tell. He informed me how I should formulate my statement. He took me to
Brandfort for a case, where I looked for a doctor. The doctor said they should
telephone Vicky in Verkeerdevlei to come and take me to the doctor. Vicky
arrived. At dusk Vicky arrived and took me. He then informed me that I think I
am wise. He detained me at the cell. There was a certain lady who was having a
bottle so that I should urinate in that bottle. After the day of the trial I was
taken to Bloemfontein, but before that in the same van where I was put they
loaded a sheep, and this sheep was given to the prosecutor. All the black people
were taken out of the court, only the whites remained behind, and the Magistrate
of the day told me that the police didn't bring me there because I was
assaulted. They came with a case that I broke into a house. Vicky requested to
go back with me to Brandfort, and after some time I was sentenced to five years
at Grootvlei Prison. I requested Captain Visser to help me because my body was
swollen. Captain Visser took me to a doctor in Bloemfontein. That is at Pelonomi
Hospital. I could not eat, I was only vomiting blood, and I asked the doctor
what the problem was with me, but the doctor never gave me a reply until today.
I was afraid to reveal this because I was promised to be killed. They told me
that I must never set my foot at that farm at Verkeerdevlei. They said because
it was Verkeerdevlei I was also "verkeerd," I was wrong. I have a request to the
Commission. I want the money that belonged to my children to go back, and
/their
their clothes, and I want the end - or the head of my penis. That's all I want.
Are there any people from the panel who want to ... (incomplete)
--------------------MR LAX: Thank you, Chairperson. Mr Motheoane, this person you refer to as Vicky?
--- The person referred to himself as Vicky.
Is that the warrant-officer? --- Yes, he was the warrant-officer.
And he was based at that time at Verkeerdevlei Police Station? --- Yes, that's
correct.
Dirk Patroos, is that right? --- That is correct.
If we wanted you to take us to that farm would you be able to find your way
there again? --- I want to go to that farm. I want to take you personally to the
farm.
(Inaudible) ... arrange that at some point. Would you be able to, if it was
necessary, identify those people who arrested you and who took you there? --- If
it's possible, because I am so forgetful, I even forget something that is in my
hand, but I know their names. I know Vicky and I know Fourie. These are the
people who were in charge of this case.

(Inaudible) ... farmer? --- I do not know whether was he a farmer or not, but he
had the soldier's camouflage on that day, but I was accused of breaking into his
house.
Thank you very much, Chairperson.
--------------------DR MAGWAZA: I am very concerned about the torture and
/all the
all the assaults that were done in your body, and you have mentioned that you
went to hospital at that time only once. Have you ever had any treatment? What's
your state of health now? --- My state of health is at risk because I cannot
urinate properly, and sometimes my body gets numb. I am forgetful, I forget
everything.
Are you getting treatment from anywhere else? --- No treatment because of lack
of funds. I cannot get any work. I have to take care of my children, take care
of my mother and my other siblings.
Okay, thank you.
--------------------CHAIRPERSON: I am not going to ask you many questions because I can see how much
traumatised you are, but I am just interested at those human skulls which were
on the farm. Can you remember how many they were? --- The three - the policeman
had a skull in his hand, and he threw that at me. I think I saw three skulls.
Did they ever tell you where they got those skulls? --- They said those were the
skulls of the terrorists just like myself.
Thank you, that is noted. You have again said that they kept you for two to
three weeks in the farm, and whilst you were there a certain doctor came, who
gave you the pills which made you numb. Did this doctor ever tend to your
injured parts of your body? --- This doctor examined my body. He took out some
of the splinters that were on my face. He left the one behind my head.
And did this doctor ever treat your injured private parts? --- This is the
doctor who amputated me.
Were you bandaged? --- There was something like
/a torch,
a torch, and when they used it my skin would stretch, and they only put a pipe
on my penis and fastened it with something like a rubber, or an elastic rubber.
Do you know the name of this doctor? --- I do not know the name of the doctor,
Sir.
(Inaudible) ... say where he was practising? --- I do not know where his
practice was. He only came to the farm. I saw him at the farm. Because I was
locked in a shack, and my hands were tied with a wire.
(Inaudible) ... people like Mr Vicky, the warrant-officer would know him? --Yes. He is the one who came with the doctor.
Another question. You said that you were made to write a statement. Can you
remember what you were asked to write on that statement? --- I remember just a

little. I am so forgetful, because these tablets that they gave me had an effect
on me. I forget easily. But this is briefly what I - they said I should agree
that I broke into the house, and they took the fingerprints of my right hand,
and they said I should not stand against his word that I was harassing the white
lady at the farm, I wanted to rape her. That is when they shot me.
So that is what you were compelled to write in your statement? --- They were
actually emphasising the fact that I stole money to the value of R1 800,00 and I
raped.
And you were given five years' sentence? --- I was sentenced to five years'
imprisonment.
I have forgotten, just remind me. You said that it was said that you raped a
lady. --- They said I raped an old woman who was at that farm.
Was she a labourer? --- I do not know, because
/I spent
I spent a lot of time working in the mines.
Was this lady a white lady or an African lady? --- It was a white old lady.
And for raping a white lady you are given five years? --- It was a political they said a political case, and the raping of a woman were dropped, and the one
that cropped up was the housebreaking offence.
Thank you. What political case was that?
They told me that Oliver Thambo ran to
will die and rot there, and I told them
are the only two people that I know that

--- This is the issue of Oliver Thambo.
Lusaka and Mandela is in prison and he
that I do not know these people. These
were involved in politics.

Did you belong to any political organisation yourself? --- I was just working at
the mines. I was not involved in politics.
Well, Mr Motheoane, I am not going to press you, but to me I don't understand
this. You know any person who has lived in South Africa would know what would
happen to a black person when he is alleged to have raped a white woman. To me
really I don't understand that you can be gaoled five years just because Mandela
- Thambo was going to Lusaka, and Mandela is mentioned, and the case of raping a
white lady is dropped. To me that is a mystery in the context of our country.
Anyway ... (inaudible - end of Side B, Tape 4) ... less than animal, and we feel
sorry for you. But we are going to take your requests and try and see that
investigations are made even about the doctors who were colluding with the
police. That is going to be investigated. Thank you very much for coming here.
--------------------/CHAIRPERSON:
CHAIRPERSON: Now, the next witness is going to be Msunjani Shadrack Mbokhwe.
(Pause) I greet you. Are you fine?
MR MBOKHWE: I am also fine, thank you.
CHAIRPERSON: I am so glad that you are here today and you are going to open up.
Before you tell us about your story I am going to ask Advocate Lyster to make
you take an oath.
--------------------MSUNJANI SHADRACK MBOKHWE (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)

MR LAX: I will be taking you through the story. It is correct that you were born
in 1963. --- That is correct.
And you presently reside in Bethulie. --- That is correct, I am at Bethulie.
Now, can you tell us a little bit about your family please. Are your parents
still living? --- Yes, I have just one parent, that is my mother, and my father
died in 1970. At home we were 12 in number, and I was the 11th-born, but due to
God's will only four is left alive and I am the last-born now. We are three boys
and a girl.
Are you working at present? --- Yes, I am temporarily working, but when the
project is over then I am not going to be working.
How far did you go at school? --- I went up to matric.
Thank you. Now, the story you're going to tell us involves detention and
torture, and happened during the middle to late eighties. --- That is correct.
Will you tell us. Just tell us a little bit - I see
/from
from your statement that you were quite a prominent Youth Congress person. --That is correct. I started to be an activist in 1986. That was after - or I was
working, and then that is where I learned politics. The thing that involved me
in politics is that my brother who I come after was also a part of the 1976
Soweto uprisings, but I was left behind at home. And for that reason I joined
politics, because the Special Branch would come every time, because they were
assaulting me, telling me to tell them where he was. In 1986 I took a decision
to come and stay at home because I was not working any more, and furthermore I
was prepared to go back to school, because I never completed my schooling when I
left.
And you became president of the Bethulie Youth Congress in 1986. --- Yes, that
was towards the end of that year.
What happened after that? --- I was the president elected by the youth after the
incident of that time. There were some youths who were arrested for arson, and I
was helping them, I was the co-ordinator to get them the legal representative.
Now the youth elected me to be the leader. It was the UDF at that time. And the
police started harassing me, not only myself, but my mother too. That is at
home. I had an incident that took place in 1987, where the police started with
the assault which resulted in this mark that I have here. That was after I
mobilised for those who were sentenced in 1986. And in 1987 I went back to
school, and when I went back to school the youth was very active in politics.
And just after Good Friday - Good Friday we had an altercation with a police
called Moghele. Now, this altercation was just a
/township
township altercation between himself and myself, but because of the political
situation he turned this into politics. I am now going to tell you about the
1987 incident. It was after a meeting that was held at the school, and after
that meeting it was heard that we had a meeting, and this meeting was illegal.
And after this meeting I think it was to 12 when they arrived. They took me at
home and they told my mother that they want to know exactly the details of the
story of the organisation I was in. And they took me to a police station. The
police from Bloemfontein were called in. We used to know them as SBs. They were
driving a Skyline vehicle and a kombi. That is where I was interrogated. They
were asking me about my knowledge in politics. It was usual that when you are
arrested you will negate everything they ask you. After the police left, the
police from Bloemfontein, Moghele was given an order to take me back home. It

was about past three in the morning. That is where Moghele conducted his own
interrogation. He told me about the township issues and he told me about
political issues. Because I was not afraid of him, that is when he hit me, I hit
back and I was injured. That is where he called in some of the policemen who
were there. They handcuffed my hands behind my back and he was now in charge. He
said they should leave the room, the two of us should be left behind. He was
telling me about the issues of the township, and he told me that I was not going
to further my studies at all. I was doing standard eight in that year. And he you know, his wife was a teacher at that time, and he said, "If my wife is going
to encounter any problem about you you must know that your name is going to
/be Bury
be Bury Me." And then he hit me with the butt of the gun. This carried on in
that year. I was picked now and then by the police, but in that year I was
arrested twice, the longest 14 days for the state of emergency. And in 1988 this
state of emergency continued. I was now used to the state of emergency because
it was happening so often. In 1988 in April the schools were just about to close
for holiday when we had a bit meeting and some of the members were there. I
remember one of the members who was there, who was the co-ordinator for the
meeting, was the brother to the sister who just spoke here today, that is Lifa,
who was shot in that year. If I remember very well he was shot early, and then
it was in - early in March, and we buried him in April. I don't remember very
well his shooting. Yes, he was an active member in the Youth Congress. He was
the co-ordinator. He was one of those people who were helping me to co-ordinate.
Yes, he had his silliness like any other boy, but the way we understood the
matter on the Thursday when he was picked up he informed us that he was leaving,
but he was present at the meeting, and he thanked us for taking the struggle
forward. And the next morning when we heard that he was shot - we can't remember
very well the date, but it was after he explained to us. I went to school. I was
at school, but school was not normal to me, and to others who were active, who
were taking part. Now, when we were busy with preparations of the burial the
Congress from the SACC in Bloemfontein were helping us. They gave us donations
and some few things that we were in need of, because at his family - he was from
a very poor family. I am now going to talk about the night vigil. Before the
night
/vigil
vigil I was taken by the police for about three hours. They wanted to understand
what was going to happen, because they knew exactly what I was to the youth in
general at Lephoi. That is in Bethulie. After those hours they released me. It
was round about past six, and we used to call it "thibelo," night vigil in
Sesotho. We started just after 9 o'clock, and the police troubled us a lot, and
the house ordered me to go out and talk to the police, to tell them what we
expect of them. I was scared because my life was also at risk with the police,
but the mother to the deceased promised to accompany me, so that if anything
happens she would come and inform the comrades. We went to the police to talk to
them. That was just before we had our meal at the night vigil, and we explained
to the policemen and they told us that it was their right to stay there and
watch, because next-door neighbours to Lifa's family was a policeman. Now, they
thought that we were going to attack the policeman staying next door to Lifa's
home. We left it there and we went back to the house and I explained to
everybody gathered there, then they understood, and the vigil went on very well
until the morning. But things took a nasty turn when we were about to start with
the funeral. As co-ordinators we were already at the funeral at 9 o'clock. The
minister of religion arrived, but he was now a changed man. He told us that he
was not going to conduct the funeral of the deceased. It was Reverend Bechani
who was supposed to conduct the funeral. He gave the authority to the senior man
in his church to conduct it. I think the man was Mr Raliyuko. The funeral moved
to the cemetery, and this reverend asked the senior member of the church to
conduct
/the funeral.

the funeral. We were chanting slogans, we were singing our songs, and the
reverend decided to leave, and he left. We didn't know what to do, and the
people didn't want to take part to help with the burial. Because of the
leadership that I had the people ordered me to carry on with the ceremony. I
don't know whether I did the right thing, but we buried him. When we went back
there was a conflict between the police and ourselves. As we were proceeding to
the house we tried to avoid the policemen. They drove off. Then the second time
the group of people, the mourners, did not accept it. They said, "Is it a sin
just to walk," and the war broke between the police and the group. We were
hitting with stones and they were hitting back with tear gas. We managed as the
youth to keep it calm. We arrived at home, we wanted to wash our hands, and a
Hippo arrived. I think it was just one Hippo. This one was always at home. Two
Hippos arrived. I ran away because of the shooting that was happening. Then the
sister was telling the truth when she said earlier on we ate the food the next
day, because we had to run for our lives. I want to conclude now. In 1988 I was
arrested. I was suspected of possession of arms. That was after June. I was just
coming from the holidays at my brother's home in Soweto. I spent 90 days in the
cells. That was under the state of emergency. In those 90 days I was
interrogated heavily. I have policemen that I would like to mention. I think I
mentioned them in my statement. The first one is Warrant-Officer Strampe,
because he was in charge at that time. He was the ... (intervention)
In terms of the law we're required to give notice to
/people
people that you name. The people who were named in your statement that I had because I worked through your statement myself - we've given notice to them. The
name you're now mentioning is a new name, and I haven't heard it before. You
spoke about Mpakathi, you spoke about Simano and you spoke about Moghele in your
statement, and we have given them notice. Well, Simano we can't because he's
deceased. But these other names are new names for me, so I would prefer you not
to mention the names, but please write them down for us and tell us what they
are supposed to have done to you. You can do that afterwards, and we will write
to them and give them a chance to answer your allegations. So if you could
kindly not mention their names please. --- Thank you. The station commander of
the time used to visit me at the cell. He was visiting me, he wanted to convince
me to leave what I was doing, to join the force, the police force. I informed
him that I was not interested in politics, and he explained the history of my
father, which I doubt he knew at all. Now I remember one night in July - I don't
remember the date because it was during this 90 days of detention. That is where
they undressed me and they grabbed me by my penis and they put - the took the
mattress off the bed and they tied me on the bed with the handcuffs and they
chained my legs too. I remember at all times my legs were spread. I did not even
have an underwear because I was really naked. There was an equipment applied to
my private parts. I do not remember what I told them that day, because when I
woke up I was unchained, I was lying on the floor naked as I was, and they asked
me, "Do you still refuse that you went to that
/place
place for training and firearms?" and I negated that, because it is true I
didn't go for any training, I wanted to learn as any other school child. That
night I was taken - that was after they have electrocuted me I was taken to a
bridge called Henniston Bridge. This is a bridge between Orange Free State and
the Cape, and it has got the Orange River. I do not know, but I read that that
is the highest bridge in South Africa. There was a bag where they put letters by
the post office people. I was assaulted by those people. I was put inside this
bag and then it was tightened. I never thought that that bag can afford to carry
a person as tall as myself. You know, I was standing and this bag reached my
head. There was a van. I can't remember the name they used to give to that van,
but we used to call it a 4x4. It was a Mercedes Benz van, and at the front it
has got a chain. It is used to pull. That is where they held me, and I was put

down into the river, the Orange River. They put me the third time, and when they
put me down for the fourth time that is when I felt that they were now putting
me in the water. I prayed to my God. I said, "God, if I don't have any chance to
unchain myself please help me," because I was chained behind my back. I was
still naked, and they pulled me out. That was the fifth time, if not the sixth
time. They put me on top of the bridge and they were asking me, "Don't you want
to tell the truth still?" Policemen who were there they were white policemen who
I cannot remember, and where they came from, but I think they were members of
the Special Branch from Bloemfontein. Now, the black people were there. Sergeant
Mpakathi was there. He was a sergeant at that time. Sergeant Simano
/was there.
was there. He was already a sergeant at that time. And the other one was Pitso's
father. We called him Mthathaki Pitso. Then his surname is Moghele. They tried
to assault me, and they wanted to convince me that my life at home can change
because my mother was the only breadwinner. My brother and my sister were
already in their homes. They were married. During the torture I came to a
conclusion. If I have to struggle this way and let my mother struggle I'd better
die in their hands. Now, I took a decision to run for my life, and run into the
river, down the cliff, and die. This was not an easy decision. My body was
hurting. All my body was hurting. And I tried to do just that decision. I ran,
and at the end of the bridge, when I was just about to hold the bridge to jump,
Sergeant Mpakathi was on my heels and he pulled me off. I don't know what he
used, but he used his hands. Whether fists or not I do not know. He asked me
what was my intention. I told him that I wanted to kill myself because I do not
know what truth do they want from me because I gave them the only truth. Because
it was not yet the end of my detention they took me back to the cell. I stayed
in the cell for a few days. That was before I was taken to Dr Buys. I requested
help from Dr Buys because I was not eating any more in the cell, and I said I
wanted to see a doctor. I requested help. I wanted him to examine me thoroughly.
He gave me medication and tablets, which I was supposed to take immediately.
When I arrived in the cell I could not walk. Now, the prison warder was now
escorting me into the cell. After some time this medication was really working
in me. I sat in the cell. I woke up, and when I woke up the food was next
/to me.
to me. I could not hold myself because I was so hungry, because this was now the
fifth day without food. I ate that food, and after two days I was taken to the
other political prisoners. This went on for some time, but I liked one thing,
you know, I got a chance to study in the cell, and that was the only time I used
to study, and I passed in 1988. In 1989, when I was doing matric ... (inaudible
- end of Side A, Tape 5) ... was my mother. My mother could not bear the burden
any more, because I was a trouble and the police were the trouble. I know I
troubled her because I was her child, but now the trouble from the police was an
extra burden. As a parent she was not supposed to have been treated that way.
She was supposed to be a well-respected person. And in 1989 in February I was
taken under the state of emergency and I was taken to a farm and I was put in
the water. I do not remember whether did they have any kind of an animal with
them, but I remember when I got out of the water that is where a cat was put.
Every time when I was hit I had this problem of passing out. On that day I had
an underwear with me. Luckily, because I was not cuffed, they put a cat. Because
I was cold and I was folding my body they put the cat behind me, and it stayed
on my back. I tried to fight it, but luckily I killed it while inside this sack.
When I got out of the bag I had to go back into that water, the water in the
dam. It was a muddy area, but I could not - I could not run away from that mud.
I had to walk on the mud, but luckily I fainted and some of them pulled me out
quickly. I remember this water was deep to my - just below my breast, my chest.
I do not remember whether I fell on my back or I fell on my face.
/(Inaudible)
(Inaudible) ... farm that you spoke about? --- If I explain it I think it's on

the way to Smithfield. That is from Bethulie. Today I still suspect that one of
the two farms is the one where I was taken to, because the dams on those two
farms are alike, they are the same.
Mr Mbokhwe, you've told us about a whole range of incidents over a long period
of time. Some of them are new things that you didn't say in your statement
originally, things you might have forgotten about because so much has happened
to you. What may be helpful for us is for you to sit down in your own time and
just to rewrite your statement again, just take your time, remember all the
different things that happened to you, so we get a much more detailed picture.
Do you think you can do that for us? --- I think I am in a position to do that
because all these things happened to me, but I am going to have a problem in
remembering all the dates.
As long as you can try and - because what happens with so many things is they
get mixed up one with the other, and it gets a bit confusing after a while. --There are some the things that trouble me and they disturb me, especially the
one that was spoken by Methana. It is true she was very young, and the way she
put it here on the stage she did not put it thoroughly. At that time I was the
leader because they had their trust on me, and such things trouble me. At times
I feel like my body - my life is not important than other people's lives. Even
today their life is still very low. Some of their problems I take and make them
mine, and I do not consider my problems. Please try to - I am that kind of a
person. I talk this and I forget about the others. I have been in
/many
many leadership positions, and the ANC came into being and it was totally a new
thing again. It really frustrates me too, and I get confused at times. But some
of the things if you can indicate then I will tell you everything. I have got a
lot of things to tell.
I think we've heard much more than you told us in your original statement
already, and I think rather than cover new ground now let's rather get it on a
statement properly, and then maybe we can, with our investigators, speak to you
and clarify some issues. So I think it's time we should stop, and I'd like to
thank you so far for everything you've told us.
--------------------DR MAGWAZA: I will start by referring to what you have just said, that sometimes
you think more for other people than for yourself, and in that sense I would
like you to help Lifo's sister regarding the statement. I think the statement
can be rewritten regarding all the information leading to his death, and the
fact that he was actually an activist, he was just not a criminal. So one that
you could do is to help her with writing the statement since you have all the
information. Do you understand what I am trying to say? --- I understand.
And secondly, you said the police labelled you as an informer. What was
happening at that time? Why did they label you as an informer? --- They came to
me. First they said I should turn my back against the people I was leading, and
when they said that they wanted the people I was leading to perceive me as the
collaborator with the police. And I was also going to be arrested, but without
any reason, but the people I lead were the ones that were
/going
going to be arrested. They thought I was very faithful to the conclusions and
the resolutions of my organisation.
And then you mentioned this place where they said you went for training and
firearms. What's this place they were talking about? --- I went to Soweto to
visit. There was one person who was a policeman. I do not know should I call him
an undercover policeman, but he was with me from Bethulie. When we arrived in

Germiston we took different directions. Maybe at that time this person thought I
was going somewhere for training.
Lastly, I think you are just one of the few young people who have experienced a
difficult situation, and yet you have been able to express it so well that you
are beginning to understand the suffering and the pain you went through as a
young person. I would like you to tell us what you think can be done for the
young people, instead of expectations for the young people who, like you, who
fought so much for the struggle, and some of them lost opportunities, and
probably we need to integrate them and help them with regard to their future. If
you could say in a few words what you think should be done for people like you
and others as well. --- You are really asking me a difficult question, but I
will try in short to give you what I think. As a young person, I think as young
people we have aims that we want to fulfil, because we go to school to reach a
certain point in life, a point where parents could not take us to. If the
Commission can meet with the people who suffered, for instance the children at
Lifa's family, they became a community problem, not because they are dull in
school, no, but nobody takes care of them. If such people can be taken
/care of,
care of, especially when it comes to education, they should become what they
wanted to be. Because we also had desires in life. We want to become
professionals. I have got just one parent, and I realise that life is difficult
when you work as a contractor, when you work at the municipality, but as a young
man, as a young person, you become very conscious when you see a successful
person, and you want to follow in his footsteps, and if you get that chance you
will definitely use that opportunity. Can the Commission please take us back to
school. I think South Africa can change.
Thank you very much.
--------------------CHAIRPERSON: I want also to say that you are a wonderful young man. When one
reads the trauma you have undergone one wonders why you are still so articulate,
and it shows that indeed if you were not traumatised, tortured, you have the
signs of a person who would have been a great leader in our country. And what
impresses me is that you have not given up. I see in your statement here that
you still want to study further, which means that you are not a defeatist, you
have the goals about yourself in life. What I will just ask you, what do you
want to study? You say that you want to study further. What do you want to
study? --- There are two things that I would like to achieve in life. The first
one, I wanted to be a journalist, because most of the time the truth does not
come out in the newspapers and in the television. What we were fighting for we
have now, but just a little. I wanted to be a social worker, to work with the
people, my people who were left behind by their parents. These are
/the two
the two fields that I want to pursue.
I hope the media people have understood your gospel, what you are saying about
the media. Anyway, thank you very much. All these things will be investigated.
There is something very mysterious about the farms in this country. So much is
coming up now about what was happening in the farms, and I think we need to
uncover all what was happening in the farms through our investigations. Thank
you also that even though they wanted to blackmail you, calling you an informer,
that was the strategy of dealing with those who had gifts of leadership, and I
thank you that you have not given up, that has failed, you are still what you
are. Then again I want to repeat what Ilan Lax has said, that you must rewrite
your statement. There is so much in it, in your statement, that if you can put
all the things you have said your statement is going to help us in many things.
And just as I have said that there are the statement-takers even here. You could

leave this place having given another version of the statement. There are
statement-takers, as I say, that they are the people at the back who would be
taking the statement. Thank you very much.
---------------------

/CHAIRPERSON:
CHAIRPERSON: The next witness is Moses Mathumbule Matiohi. (Pause) I greet you,
Moses. How are you?
MR MATIOHI: I am fine, and how are you, Sir.
CHAIRPERSON: I am also fine. Thank you for presenting yourself to tell us the
stories about your suffering, but before you can tell us my colleague is going
to make you take an oath if you so wish.
--------------------MOSES MATHUMBULE MATIOHI (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
CHAIRPERSON: Moses, I am going to ask Professor Magwaza to help you as you tell
your story.
PROF MAGWAZA: Good afternoon, Moses. --- Good afternoon.
We know that you have been waiting for so long since the morning. We appreciate
your patience, and also having made yourself available to come and tell us your
story today. Before I start, Moses, I would like you to tell us something about
your family - your parents, your sisters, any other information that relates to
your family. --- Thank you, Ma'am. I am staying with my mother and my
grandfather, who is now 102 years old, whilst my mother is 67 years old. All of
us are nine, three boys and six girls.
Are you married? --- I did marry, but we are separated now.
Any kids? --- We have one child.
How old? --- Five years old.
At the time when this violation occurred what were you doing? You were a
student. What standard of education were you in? --- I was doing standard five.
/And how
And how old were you? --- I was 17 years old.

17? --- Yes.
The statement you have here relates to your shooting and further beating by a
policeman named Pitso Moghale during 1991. Can you tell us what happened on that
day, the 28th of March 1991. --- I will start by saying I was a student at that
time. There was an SRC body which was under COSAS. There were problems at
school. There were text book shortages at school. There was a certain reverend
called Bijani. He was a minister of the Dutch Reformed Church. He was a
treasurer at school. We were running short of text books, which were not
sufficient for all students at school. The library in Bloemfontein was not able
to give us enough books. We asked therefore our SRC body to make means how they
can use the school funds to buy extra books. They went to this minister that he
should sign a cheque, and be given a teacher and some members of SRC committee
to go and buy books. The priest was adamant until we, as students, went humbly
before him to ask him. This Pitso, who is Moghele, was asked by the priest to
come. They came and they were saying derogatory words, and we were not fighting
against the police.
(Inaudible) ... about is Reverend Bijani. --- Yes, that's Reverend Bijani. We
were not able to accomplish that the money should be used, and Pitso Moghele, we
were going to church together to Reverend Bijani's church. In church we didn't
have any complaints against the reverend. He used to come to my house and inform
my mother to tell me that I should not - I should sever my relationship with the
fellow comrades and my friend because they make me be involved in politics. My
/mother
mother did tell me on a Saturday. I said to my mother, "I am a student,
therefore if there are other needs at school I don't understand how can I not
participate in school issues whilst I am a student." On a Sunday after I came
back from church I changed my clothes, then I went to the sports ground. On my
way a certain police van came. It was driven by Moghele. They took me and put me
in that police van. There were other youth members inside that van. When we
arrived at the police station they were taken to the cells. I was taken alone in
a certain room, where I was assaulted. This policemen were 10 in number. I did
try to revenge with my fists. He saw that I was arrogant, then he said that I
should be tied up. Then he called special constables who were in that room, and
they were assaulting. They assaulted me whilst my hands were tied. I was left
alone there with a certain policeman. Then I asked that policeman, "Why are you
assaulting me?" Then he replied by saying, "Moghele said you have cast
aspersions against him." Then I said, "I don't understand." My mother heard
through other people to ask them - then my mother arrived at the police station
whilst I was still in that cell. Then she asked them about my whereabouts. They
told her that they have not seen me. I asked that policeman to release me, and
that to inform my uncle to inform the station commander that I am assaulted.
This policeman denied. Other policemen went with a van. My hands were swollen
because of the handcuffs. He tried to unlock the handcuffs with the key, but the
key was broken inside. Then he said, "There is no way I can help you. We need to
remain in this room the way you are. Then I told him that he must just release
me
/the way
the way I am, I will make means outside to unlock the handcuffs. Another
policeman took a key for the handcuffs and unlocked. Then he said to me, "You
must go back home." I said to him, "How can I go home in this way," because one
of my ribs was broken because they were kicking me with boots. I walked a
distance. Sergeant Simano called me. Then he gave me a charge sheet that I was
playing ... (inaudible) ... there's a sergeant which I know who is Foster, who
was residing next to the police station.
Just repeat what you have just said. They gave you a charge sheet - you said
they gave you a charge sheet. --- Yes, it's a charge sheet.

Okay, what was on that charge sheet? --- They say they have arrested me whilst I
was gambling in front of the shack houses. When I complained they said to me I
should come and pay the fine, and on the other date I should come and go to
court. Then I did try to go to Foster's house, and I didn't find him. Then I
took the summons to the house, then I showed my mother, and "Look how I am
swollen on the face," and that they have broken one of my ribs. After some days
I could feel that I was not feeling well. When I was touching my ribs I could
feel that something was sticking me inside. Then she gave me some medicines, but
they couldn't help me.
(Inaudible) --- My mother. I was using salve medicine to rub on my ribs. On a
holiday I went to my sister in Bloemfontein, then I phoned my other sister and
explained what happened to me. This policeman was threatening my mother that
wherever he will meet me he will shoot me. Then I told my sister that this
person is
/saying a
saying a different story to my mother, and he is staying a different story to
myself, and then because he doesn't want me to associate myself with the ANC
people. My sister took me to Pelonomi Hospital for examination. When I arrived
at the hospital they took an x-ray. They told me that, "Your ribs are broken. It
has been some time now. If you came early," because at that time those bones
were just broken, but they were not separated from. After some time, on the 28th
of March 1991, I went to school in the morning, they expelled some of the
teachers who hired inside their yards(?). We as students therefore decided then we decided as students that we were going to chase the police - the
policemen's children who are attending that same school which we were attending.
After some times they expelled those teachers from the renting houses, then we
decided to go and help those teachers to pack. It was around past 12 to one. We
were helping those teachers outside.
Can you just explain again? Why were the teachers expelled? --- The teachers
were expelled from the policemen's renting houses because the teachers expelled.
We expelled the policemen's children, the same policemen who were harassing us
or torturing us. So they revenged by expelling the teachers from their own
renting houses. We found alternative accommodation for a certain teacher. We
went to a second teacher and then we helped to pack. We were through then, we
were waiting for a car to come and take the furniture so that the car would put
the furniture somewhere else. Whilst we were still waiting there a Nissan van
arrived. It passed very quickly from the direction of the police station. After
10 minutes the
/van was
van was full of policemen, and they started shooting randomly. We started to
run. We didn't even find any chance to run away, then I was shot. They shot a
certain little boy from Motshlome family. They shot him on the kidney side. They
broke his spinal cord by a 9mm gun. The teacher who was coming from a certain
direction with his car, he tried to turn. At that time I was able to get hold of
the bakkie and then went inside, because I was not able to use my feet. When he
arrived in his yard he was able to collect the people to come and help me. After
some minutes a certain boy who was shot arrived again. The teacher took us
immediately to Dr Nel. Vusimuzi was left on the scene, lying on the ground. He's
one of my classmates. He's inside this hall. He was lying on the ground and we
were not able to help him because the police were denying that we should pick
him up. We passed and then we went to Dr Nel, who examined us. Then he said to
me, "The bullet has not penetrated your body." He gave me three batches of pills
and gave me certain medicines which tasted like urine. Before we left Vusimuzi
was brought by the police to the doctor. They were taken to the hospital. In the
house I showed my mother, then I told her that they said the bullet has not
penetrated, but I could feel that I was not able to press where I was shot
because those parts were swollen. In 1992 my brother took me to Welkom so that I
should come and stay with him, he said until they make progress about our case

which was made. Then I told him that we have not yet made a statement to the
police or opened up a case. I forgot the warrant-officer. We didn't make a case
about the shooting because our local ANC officials said they are waiting for
/other
other people. I left whilst it was still the same. Then I could feel that I was
beginning to be paralysed. It was getting swollen. I went back to the hospital
that is in Bloemfontein and I showed them that my leg was not recovering. I said
to them, "Please check once more." They said to me, "It's going to be impossible
just to check, we have to cut your leg open and check it thoroughly," and I
refused them to operate my leg. Even today I am still walking on this troubling
leg.
Which hospital in Bloemfontein? What's the name of the hospital? --- I went to
Heidelmed Hospital.
Okay, thanks very much, Moses, for your - for sharing your experience with us.
I'll ask you just a few questions to clarify some of the things you have said.
It looks like on that particular day, the 28th of March, a number of people were
injured. About how many of them? --- On that day I know three of the people who
were shot.
You also mentioned a little boy who was shot on the kidney side, and something
about the spinal cord being injured. How old was that boy? --- This is the boy
Moshlome. His surname is Nshlane. I think he can be 24, if not 25. Vusimuzi
Sibiso, who is present in the audience, is my peer, he is 29 years old.
When he was shot how old was that boy? --- I think he was my age, if I am not
mistaken. He might be just a little older than me.
You mentioned Reverend Bijani, and was he working together with Pitso Moghele? -- Reverend Bijani was the minister of religion at our church. He wasn't working
with him.
/Because
Because I heard you say that he called Pitso Moghele at one time. --- Yes, he
called him telephonically because Pitso was also a church member. I think he was
a church elder. Pitso was a church elder, and he was running the MBB
organisation.
You said that when they were assaulting you they said one of the reasons was
because you cast suspicion on Pitso. What did they mean? What do you mean by
that? --- Can you please repeat your question.
When they were assaulting you for the first time what did they give as the
reason for assaulting you? Why were they doing it? --- When Pitso assaulted me
he picked me up and he didn't give me a reason. Afterwards I was given an
explanation by this policeman. This is the policeman who was left with me in the
room.
What explanation? --- This policeman told me that I wanted to burn him in the
house. That is the first point, and the second point, I was too involved in
politics, and I was not a person involved in politics.
Would you know all the policemen who were involved in assaulting you? You
mentioned the special constable, you mentioned this other policeman, and then of
course there is Pitso Moghele. Can you identify them? Do you know their
whereabouts even if you can mention their names? --- Yes.
Are they still working for the police force? --- Some of them are still employed
within the South African Police Services and some of them left the profession a

long time ago.
One more question. Regarding the case, you laid a charge against the police who
shot you? --- The police
/who shot
who shot at me?
Did you lay a charge? --- I laid charges against the policemen who assaulted me.
What happened thereafter? --- Since then I have never heard anything from them.
I was not even told about the date to appear before the Court of Law.
Because there are no records of the charge in the police station. Coming back to
you now, are you getting treatment for your leg? --- No.
You said it was still troubling you. To what extent is it troubling you? --This leg is troubling me a lot. Sometimes the whole leg will be swollen to an
extent that I cannot put on my shoe.
Yet you are not getting treatment. --- I want to go to the doctor. I am afraid
they are going to amputate my leg. I am really afraid if I show them the extent
of the damage here they are going to cut it off. I am against this. Others are
married in the house, I am left with my mother. I have to work really for my
little brother.
Okay, what work are you doing by the way? --- I am a surveyor in Thobong,
Welkom.
Okay, thank you very much. I think I will refer this to our Chairperson.
--------------------CHAIRPERSON: Moses, thank you for telling us about your pain. Again it shows the
same pattern, police involvement in the whole game, and again all what you have
told us will be investigated. And if you want also to ... (inaudible - end of
Side A, Tape 6) ... method of rewriting your statement if you so wish, because
you have
/said many
said many things here which are not in your statement. And I thank you very
much.
--------------------CHAIRPERSON: Good people, thank you for coming here to support this hearing.
Charles Dickens in one of his books, The Tale of Two Cities, speaks about the
best of times and the worst of times, and also one of the biblical authors in
the book of Ecclesiastes does itemise or categorise different times in his
biblical ... (inaudible) ... based on the socio-religio conditions of his time,
and I see the similar situation of our time. But ours was the worst of times. We
have heard shocking stories, stories of dehumanisation of God's people by other
human beings, and I believe that at the day or the time they were doing these
things they were also dehumanised, because there are no decent people who could
do these things to other fellow human beings. We have heard about what has been
happening on the farms, and I believe that the farms need to be investigated.
And we have heard about some of the doctors who, according to their oath, should
be interested in saving lives, who were colluding with the forces which were
killing the people. And I believe some of the doctors need to be investigated.
And one of the bad things about what we are hearing is that some of these
policemen are still employed by this Government, and maybe this is an indictment

to our Government too of National Unity. Ours was the worst of times, and we are
still going to hear stories during these last two days, and I am sure we are
going to hear the stories of the same battle. We thank the Government of
National Unity for having instituted this process of the Truth Commission,
otherwise /we would
we would not know about these shocking stories.
Now we are going to close, and we are going to sing the national anthem, and
please come back tomorrow at 9 o'clock. Thank you for how you have conducted
yourselves.
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CHAIRPERSON MAKES ANNOUNCEMENTS RE INTERPRETATION
OPENING SONG
CHAIRPERSON: We would like now to call our first witness, Miriam Katazile Tele,
to come up the stage. (Pause) Good morning again.
MS TELE: Yes, good morning.
CHAIRPERSON: Before we start you will need to take an oath, and Mr Lax here, the
advocate, will help you to take that oath.
--------------------MIRIAM KATAZILE TELE and RAMAGOLOI JOHANNES TELE (Sworn, State)
MR LAX: I will be helping you through your evidence this morning. Now, Mrs Tele,
you were born in 1926, is that right? --- That's true.
Before we proceed to the tragic events that you're going to tell us about, if
you can just give us a small picture of your family so we can get a sense of the
whole family. --- We are presently six, three boys and three girls.

Are you all self-supporting now and no longer dependent on our parents? --- No
longer dependent on our parents.
Thank you. Your father, is he still alive? --- Late.
He is late. Thank you. And if we just reflect for a moment on your late brother,
Harry Bipapang Tele, did he have any children? --- He had two adopted, one girl
and one boy.
Sorry, if you could just speak up a little bit. I
/can't hear
can't hear you clearly. --- He had two adopted
children.
Two adopted children. And? --- One boy, one girl.
Who cares for those children now? --- Technically no one is supporting them, but
all of them are of age.
They are of age already? --- That's right.
Have they finished schooling? --- Not yet. Due to the death of my brother they
had to leave school.
And where do they live? --- We don't have now a good contact with them. I
understand they are in Welkom.
They are living in Welkom. --- That's right, but I don't know where.
Okay. Do you think it might be possible to try and contact them in some way, so
that if it was necessary to assist them the Commission could do that? --- We
might, but it's going to be a bit difficult, but I will try.
Thank you. Just for the record, what would their ages be approximately? --- I
think the older one should be round about 30-something. Both of them.
Both of them in their thirties? --- In their thirties.
Okay, thank you. Mrs Tele, I can see that you're a little bit distressed. --Yes.
Are you able to tell us the story? --- Since the death of my brother she is now
an epileptic, and she ... (inaudible) ... she has got to go every month to see a
doctor otherwise her death can come.
Okay. Sorry, I take it you're Mr Tele, one of her
/sons.
sons. Could I just have your full names for the record please? --- Ramagoloi
Johannes Tele.
Mr Tele,
correct.

your

mother

made

a

statement

to

the

Commission.

--- Yes,

that's

And I am sure you're familiar with the contents of that statement. --- That is
correct.
It might help us if you testified then on her behalf. --- Pardon?

I say would you be willing to testify on her behalf? --- Yes, I do have a full
record of events.
Okay. If you could then turn to these events from - that took place in September
1980. --- That is correct.
And just tell us what happened please. --- It was during about mid-September. I
can't remember the date very well exactly, but it should be round about 14 or
so, when there was a gathering, a political gathering of Dikwankwetla.
The Dikwankwetla Party. --- That's right. My brother and myself were present at
that gathering, and ... (intervention)
If you could just speak up a little bit. --- Okay, correct.
There's it. That's better. --- All right, thanks. It was round about September,
mid-September, and I was present in that political gathering.
And your brother was also present. --- Present, that's right.
Were you both supporters of the Dikwankwetla Party? --- Well, I actually was a
businessman by then, and I didn't want to take any position in that.
/So why
So why did you attend? --- Well, I just attended it for interest's sake, that's
all.
And your brother? --- My brother - I don't know why he attended there, but he
was there also.
Please tell us what happened. --- During the course of the proceedings, I mean
the meeting, mention was made of Pharoah, that - it was mentioned by the leader
of the party by then that the people of ... (inaudible) ... must take out or
remove Pharoah out of ... (inaudible)
What is Pharoah? --- Well, Pharoah - by the time when he mentioned Pharoah
people pointed at my brother.
Was your brother known by that name? --- No. It was the first time that I had
actually - he himself was wondering what's happened, because people pointed at
him. And actually when he said Pharoah he actually is Pharoah, because his
authority was not to support Dikwankwetla.
Does Pharoah mean anything, or does it ... (incomplete) --- Well, Pharoah I know
in the bible, but ... (incomplete)
Oh, Pharoah? --- That's right.
Okay, sorry, I just wasn't following the pronunciation. --- Okay. So, what
happened was the people pointed that my brother wasn't a supporter of the party
and therefore he was actually Pharoah. Then after the meeting the people went to
his shop and stoned it.
They stoned the shop? --- They stoned the shop, yes. Then - so from there I
heard so many stories that my brother is actually poisoning the bread, the
people should not buy from his shop. They said that he at one stage took poison
in the drums and poured that poison in the dam, a dam where - how can I say where ... (incomplete)
/The water
The water supplies came from? --- The water supply, that's right. That's right.

So, the intention was to kill the whole of the people in ... (inaudible) ...
which was not actually true, but ... (incomplete)
Were these just malicious stories? --- Malicious stories, that's right. So they
even said that there are some children that have died in the location who ate
the bread from Tele's Supermarket.
Now ... (intervention) --- So, two months after that my brother was shot, and
... (intervention)
Now, just before we turn to your brother's actual death, they stoned the shop. -- Yes.
Your mother says in her statement that they actually burnt it down after looting
it, removing all the goods. --- No, that was my shop actually.
Was that your shop? --- That's right. But it was not on the same day.
Okay. --- But it was in the same year.
So you were both shopkeepers, your brother and you. --- That's right. That's
correct.
What was the damage to his shop in monetary terms? Do you have any idea? --- My
brother's shop? Are you referring to my brother's shop?
Your brother's shop, then I'll come to your shop. --- Okay. Well, by then it was
heavily damaged. The windows, it's got very big windows, and those windows were
smashed by the stones, and - I can't actually tell you how much the cost was.
Was it in thousands, or tens of thousands? --- In tens of thousands.
And your shop? --- My shop was looted. I
/actually
actually had two of them, one in the B section and one in the D section.
Were they both damaged? --- Ja, but now I think you must now I am here - I am
not talking - I shall not be talking of the same residents or the same date.
Look, we understand that, but - we don't necessarily have a statement from you,
so it is quite interesting to add the background. --- Okay, Sir. My shop was actually it was still the course of in the morning, and ... (intervention)
What month was that? --- In July. And everything was removed by the community,
the people in the location. They took everything - everything. And in D section
they took everything and even burned down the shop.
What sort of financial loss did you suffer as a result of that? --- I can say
round about over R200 000,00.
Thank you. Now ... (intervention) --- I virtually had nothing after that.
Just as a matter of interest, are you still involved in business activities? --Oh well, yes.
Have you rebuilt yourself at all? --- From then on I have relied on ...
(inaudible) ... that's all, so I always have to beg in order to have something.
Let's turn to your brother's story now. That was in the 22nd of November 1980. -- 22nd November 1980. November, I think it's when he was shot.

Yes. --- Yes. And he died on the 27th.
That's right. Do you know what happened and how he was shot? --- It was in the
evening at about between
/eight and
eight and seven.
Right. --- I was in my shop when I got the message that my brother was shot.
Then I run to there. When I got there he was nowhere to be found in the shop,
and then they told me he ran around the shop. Then I tried to trace him. I found
him along the road. He had collapsed there. And then I made all the means to
phone the what-do-you-call - the ambulance, and when it arrived now we took him
to the ... (inaudible) ... hospital, where he was transferred to ... (inaudible)
... in Bloemfontein.
And he ... (intervention) --- He was by then ... ... (inaudible) ... coma. He
was ... (inaudible) ... because I used to ask - I asked him whether can he hear
me, and then he answered me in a very, very low voice.
Did you ever ascertain from him whether he - was he ever able to tell you who
shot him? --- I tried, but his voice failed.
What your mother told us, just for the record, is that two men arrived at the
shop. --- Could you please repeat that.
What your mother told us was that two men arrived at the shop. They said they
wanted to speak to your brother in private, so he took them to the back of the
shop, into a storeroom. --- Well, I've got no background about that.
Yes, I'm just telling you for the record so you know that that's more or less
what happened. --- No, actually what happened, what I actually learned from the
workers, employees, they said people arrived there - I don't know how many were
they - then they talked to him, but I can't remember what did they say. Then
they shot
/him.
him.
How has this shooting - I mean it's obvious how it's affected your mother,
you've told us that already, but has it affected any of the other family members
directly in any way? --- Tremendously, yes. From there - we loved him very much.
He was in fact our inspiration. We ... (inaudible) ... him very much, and after
that most of us changed. My brothers they are alcoholics right now. Their lives
have changed.
So they've taken it very badly. --- Yes.
Was your brother involved in political activity? Was he a member of any
political organisation? --- All I can say is yes, he did - when he was in Thaba
Nchu he was in politics. He actually had something to do with the same
Dikwankwetla.
The Dikwankwetla as well? --- That's right, but now when he came here in ...
(inaudible) ... he just told me he's no longer interested in politics, he wants
to work.
So he wasn't an active supporter of, for example, the UDF or the ANC or some
other party that was opposed to the Dikwankwetla Party? --- I have got no record
of that. I actually don't know.

But in essence he was a Dikwankwetla supporter that stopped supporting them. --In fact I shouldn't say he was actually supporting Dikwankwetla. All what I say
is in Thaba Nchu he was at loggerheads with the Bophutatswana Government because
of the Kromdraai children(?).
The Kromdraai children? --- Yes.
What is that? If you will just elaborate a bit.
/--- They
--- They were the people who were regarded as the squatters in Thaba Nchu.
Were they in a - were those - was that community at odds with the Bophutatswana
Government? --- Yes. They actually were not wanted by the Bophutatswana.
And your brother supported them in some way? --- Our brother supported them
because they were not allowed to be given the credit, they were not allowed to
be given water, so they used to come to his shop and draw some water, and they
used - he used to give them some credit and all those things. And that was not
acceptable by the then government of Bophutatswana.
Who pointed - you said the leader of that meeting called your brother Pharoah
and pointed towards him. --- Not actually he, but when he was saying he was a
Pharoah people who were sitting there they pointed at my brother and said, "He
is that person who is Pharoah."
All right. Who was that person leading the meeting? --- It was the leader of the
Dikwankwetla, Mr Tsike Bope.
Thank you very much. I just want to see if Dr Magwaza has any questions she'd
like to add. Just one last question. Was your brother married at all? --- Yes,
he was married.
And his wife, where is she? --- His wife - I can say she's a virtual beggar in
Thaba Nchu as she has no work to do and she just ... (incomplete)
Did she move back to Thaba Nchu? --- Because she said she is now afraid of
living in ... (inaudible)
Thank you.
--------------------/CHAIRPERSON:
CHAIRPERSON: I have no specific questions to ask, but I would just like to
conclude by making a few comments, that it really saddened most of us here to be
aware how the system managed to divide the communities, how it managed to sow
the seeds of mistrust and suspicion which led to the malicious killing of your
brother. I think more so - what's even more distressing is to see how the family
life was affected by the death of your brother. You do come across as having
been a successful family, and then your life changed, and the pain you carry
with you. It is very difficult to see and observe what happened to your mother
at such a late age in her life, the pain she is suffering, and the life that has
changed for her for the worse. I would like to say, directed to you, Mama Tele,
that we are aware of the pain you are going through, and you have been carrying
it for a very long, long time. I can only hope that the perpetrators, wherever
they are, one day they will come to realise how malicious their deed was. That's
all we can say, because we cannot even hope to find them wherever they are. But
is Mama Tele getting some treatment? That's what you said? --- She does, but the
problem - she's always having a problem of funds.

The problem of funds? --Government she's got now.

Yes,

but

though

she

gets

some

grants

from

the

So she is not going regularly for treatment? --- Well, we try to help her by
struggling.
Does she have to pay for the treatment? Is it a private doctor or a hospital? -- It's a private doctor.
Do you have problems in taking her to hospital? --- Well, sometimes she prefers
- actually the children
/prefers
prefers to take her to a private doctor.
I think all we are concerned about is the health of her, and if there was a way
we could help, but only in relation to hospital, to get specialised treatment.
With that we can help. --- (Inaudible)
Okay. Anyway, thank you very much for having shared with us your experience.
--------------------MR LAX: There was just one aspect, sorry, that I forgot to ask about, and that
was did you open any cases in relation to the damages to the various shops, and
to your brother's death? --- Only to my shop.
Was there ever an inquest into your brother's death? --- The perpetrators were
never caught, and the case - the people who were caught they were found not
guilty.
Not guilty. Where was that case? --- It was in the Regional Court in - no, no,
in Supreme Court in Bloemfontein.
Supreme Court in Bloemfontein? --- That is correct.
Roughly when, if you can give us some idea? --- It was during the course of
1981.
And with regard to your shop, did anything come of that case? --- Because there
were so many people, more than - I mean the whole community, some were caught
and were found guilty.
Where did that case take place? --- It took place in the Regional Court in
Bloemfontein.
Thank you very much. --- The same.
--------------------/CHAIRPERSON:
CHAIRPERSON: I greet you, Mr and Mrs Mahloko. Again we welcome you today here,
and we thank you for having had courage to come over here to share your
experiences with us today. Before we start you will need to take an oath, and Mr
Lax will help you to take that oath just now.
--------------------PAULUS MAHLOVO and MRS MAHLOVO (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)

CHAIRPERSON: I will lead you and assist you when you tell us your story.
Sometimes it's not always easy to tell us about the experiences which are sad,
and which happened a long time ago and in this type of situation, so I will be
there for you. Could you start by telling us something about your family - your
children, how old they are, and what they are doing now? --- The eldest one is
married. It's a daughter. She has three children. She has her own family. The
other one who followed after that one is a son, who has one child. He was a wife
and one child. The one who followed that one is the one who has died and is the
one who we are going to talk about. He left behind a wife and one child. Then
comes the last-born, who is still a student by now. Now my wife - myself and my
wife and that student, who is the last one, we are not working. I am a
pensioner. My wife doesn't qualify for pension, so she is not working because of
the disease she is suffering from. She has that problem, and when she starts
working that disease starts. (Inaudible) ... was removed, that's why she has
this problem.
Okay, thank you very much. Can you tell me more about your son. You said he had
a wife. Where is the wife now? --- His wife was taken by her family after
/my son
my son has died in the hands of the police. They have taken her together with
the son, the child.
How old is the child? --- I believe he's now 10 years old.
Have you had contact with him lately? --- Unfortunately they have severed the
contact with us because our son has since died. In our tradition where he was
not yet married in terms of our culture - he didn't pay lobola, so they were not
married.
But do you know where we can find the child? We are much more concerned about
the child. Do you know where we can find the child? --- Yes, I know where you
can find him. You can find him where the mother stays.
At the time when your son died was he working? --- He was a student.
And how old was he at the time? --- He was 21 years old.
Thank you very much. According to the statement which I have here you want to
tell us about the story that relates to the death of your son, Samuel, who died
in detention. Can you tell us what happened? --- As my son was a student then
those years in Botshabelo township he was a youth who was fighting for freedom
within the ANC. We, as his parents, we were in the leadership of the Apostolic
Faith Mission. My son was harassed by the police all the time. In some instances
he would disappear, and when we looked for him after some two days he would tell
us that he was from the police, because they detained him, and he would never
tell us the reason why. But when we go to the police to ask for reasons the
police would say, "Try to discipline your child." It was that
/kind of
kind of a lifestyle all the time. When the situation worsened in July 1989 we
had a night vigil for the tombstones of my mother and my father, which was on
the 29th, on Saturday. We have already unveiled those tombstones. A group of
police came, though they were in private clothes. Others were outside. Others
knocked heavily. As we didn't sleep on a Friday night, on Saturday we came from
then unveiling of the tombstones, and Saturday evening we were asleep. When they
knocked, and when I opened for them, two policemen - I don't know as to whether
they were police or not, but I would say they were police because they
introduced themselves as police - they squeezed my hand and said, "Where is your
son, Bufi?" The other one light me with a torch on the face so that I should not
be able to see him or identify him. And other police were already in the house

and were asking where my son was. They took his eldest brother and they said he
should point out where his younger brother is. I told them that that person is
ill, they must not take him because he's ill. Then they said to me they will now
start to kick me. Then they said I am claiming to be sick. They took the elder
brother with them and they found where his younger brother was. He disappeared
for that day, on a Saturday and Sunday. On Sunday evening they released him.
Those kind of things happened, that he was detained and released in many
instances, and then in 1990 in December, on the 9th, he told us that he's going
to court because he is arrested. We then asked him what is the reason for his
arrest. Then he said to us the police alleged that he has raped. He went to
court. In court he had a letter from the Botshabelo Hospital. The
/medical
medical certificate was showing that he is a person who is suffering from
stress. It was just a letter showing his sickness. After that then in court they
say those are the tricks from the comrades, they make tricks with medical
certificates or letters from the doctor. They will examine themselves in Oranje
Hospital to verify as to whether he has that kind of a disease. The rape case
they didn't even materialise as to whether he was arrested for rape or as to
whether he was arrested for other cases, because there were many cases which
were followed up by the police as he was a student, and then as a member of
COSAS. Other cases were left off because of there were so many. On the 10th I
went to Oranje Hospital to look for him and I didn't found him in that hospital.
They informed me that they have never seen such kind of a person in that
hospital. When I returned to ask the police about his whereabouts they told me
that he has been sent to Oranje Hospital. We waited until the 11th, the 12th and
the 13th, and on the 14th, a Saturday, we were not present in our township, we
went. We went because of our religious ministry, as we pray for people. They
found only the children at home. That's my sister's child and the sister to the
deceased, who is with us today. They informed them merely that, "Is this where
Samuel is staying?" Then they said yes. "We are coming to inform you that that
person has since died. He has hanged himself." Those children were just there
and we were not present. The children were crying. I didn't go to the police, I
went to the youth organisation, the African National Congress Youth League, to
inform them about the incident which has happened to my child. They informed me
/to settle
to settle because I am disturbed. They themselves would find out what actually
happened at Oranje Hospital. When they arrived at the Orange Hospital they found
blockades that no person enters there freely, only people who have exceptional
cases should go through. They must come inside if they are accompanied by a
family member. The following week we went there. When we arrived at Oranje
Hospital we found the police waiting for us there. They said if we don't have a
special permit to enter we will not be allowed entry, we should go and look for
that permit. We asked them as to where should we found that permit. They said we
should go and look for it at Verwoerd Building. When we arrived at Verwoerd
Building the security there sent us to Swart Building. When we were at Swart
Building we were sent back to Verwoerd Building, so we spent the whole day
moving from one place to the other, looking where we can get this permit. Around
half past three that is then that they were looking for our IDs. They said if we
have IDs we can be allowed to enter. It was myself and Mr Motsabi, who is a
member of the African National Congress, and Mr Sakalo, who is also a member of
the African National Congress, and others who have accompanied us they didn't
have IDs with them. We entered inside. We found a doctor who was responsible for
- or who is a superintendent for Oranje Hospital. His name is Gouws, Dr Gouws.
He asked us as to where do we come from. We said we come from Botshabelo. Then
he asked us why people look for permits to enter this hospital. Then he said,
"Where is the father?" Then I said, "I am the father. Then he told us it was for
the first time he heard that people are requested permits to
/enter

enter the hospital. He sent us to the other person. That person sent us back to
Dr Gouws again. Then he said he doesn't know anything about the incident, about
the special permit. Then Dr Gouws wrote us a letter that we should be allowed to
enter the following day. Tomorrow when we went to that hospital we found the
police at the gate where security stand. When we produced that letter then they
said only the father to the child is allowed to enter, but others are not
allowed to enter. Then the following day a certain taxi driver took us to
another gate where we would go in, and when we arrived where the corpse was kept
the police said to us we should not tell people anything, we should just go
there. When we arrived there and asked the nurses the nurses just said, "He has
just hanged himself in the toilet." Then we said, "Where?" but they didn't point
us where he hanged himself. Because the situation was tense we had to leave
then. We were sent to State Mortuary, where we found Sergeant Makiba. When we
asked Sergeant Makiba where he has found his corpse he said he has found the
body at the Oranje Hospital. Then we asked him where, what does he want here,
then he said this is where we should put him because he is in the hands of the
police. It may happen that he has hanged himself. We asked Makiba does he have
the knowledge of the incident. He said no. Because he told us at times these
comrades, if they see that the situation is bad, they hang themselves. Then I
requested to see him. They made us to stand outside. They were only able to show
us just on the neck, on the head, and then you could see that he had some scars.
They only showed him only on the face. Then I told them that I want to see the
/whole body
whole body because there is no woman among us. Then they told us that it is not
then procedure that we should see the whole body. Then I told them that I want
to verify because I have some questions. Then I told them that I am outside and
he is inside, how can I see him clearly. Then they said that is not the
procedure. They said I should go and look for a doctor and then I should come
back with a doctor. We went back to look for a doctor. We came the following
day. When we arrived with a doctor the doctor didn't go with us, he just
alighted the car and get a different direction. And when he came back when we
were in Sergeant Makiba's office then the doctor just informed us that he has
seen him, he has hanged himself. Then we questioned the doctor how, because he
accompanied us, and he is the one who should accompany us to the corpse so as we
should tell him, "This is the person we want you to see." He just said,"He
hanged himself," and then said, "There is nothing I can do," then he left. And
then we see this thing is disturbing us. Then they said, "If you are still
doubtful we will take you to the hall and then we will show you the legs, that
you should just come a little bit closer and look closely and see as to whether
that's your real son." He was still covered with that white cloth. Then I said
to them why don't they uncover the body and be left only with the trouser or the
underwear. Then they told me that that is not the procedure. Then Comrade
Motsabi and Comrade Sakalo said that because I only see the face and the legs we
should just leave everything, we will fight for it later, that I should only
sign that he is the one and then I should leave many issues, because we were
able to see that they
/are afraid
are afraid of something. Then I signed. Then on the 5th of January then we
buried him. Before we buried him we took him to the mortuary. When I went back
to see him I was able to see him. He was chopped in front and at the back. I
showed the comrades who went with him that this person, how is he cut, these
people were removing something? He was cut open, and then he is bleeding. Maybe
this person has been shot or something. That was the time when we were preparing
for his funeral. Then they said we have no time to go back as we have already
signed. That's the thing they were running away from. We buried him. We buried
him on the 5th of January 1991. After that they sent me a letter for an inquest
in Bloemfontein. I didn't go to Bloemfontein ... (inaudible) ... the notice of
the inquest to the offices of the ANC that they have sent me a notice of the
inquest. They took that inquest and sent it to the lawyer, Venter, who was
working at Cooper & Sons. They sent me a letter that they are going to make
investigations first, then they will tell me after the investigations. Since

that time they said they are going to make investigations up to now I don't know
the reasons behind my son's death.
Thank you very much. Yours is a very long, painful story. Mama Mahlovo, is there
anything you want to add which has not been said? --- In all these things which
my father has said he has said them well, but the death - even the incidents
which happened before, the harassment by the police, made us suffer at all
times, because in many instances we find the police already crowding the house
with guns that he was sought by the police. One day he was asleep, and all of us
were asleep, at night. When
/they came
they came they just uncovered everybody, they uncovered the blankets, and they
were looking for him. When we asked them why they are looking for him, we were
not supposed to ask. They would shout at us and then they would uncover us from
the blankets. And they find him where he was asleep. They pushed us and then
they took him outside and they will start asking him. Even the elder one, they
used to assault him the time when they called ... (inaudible - end of Side A,
Tape 2) ... together with his wife. At times we will see the people called ...
(inaudible) ... which is the special constables. They will just enter the house
and they will not even ask any questions. Even at school he was not free at all
because all the time he was sought by the police. He had scars and wounds and
bruises all over the body, because at times, you know, he would get swollen on
the face. At times he would be able to identify the people who assaulted him,
and there was nowhere he would take this case further legally or to court. We
had to leave our jobs because of the incidences which happened to our children.
He liked education, and the teachers liked him. He was on standard 10 then, but
his life was a problem to us, caused problems, because at times they would tell
us that if they don't find him we should go and fetch him, because he's a
comrade, he's working with Mandela. That's how this has affected us. What
happened to him is that when he was detained, when we go to look for him
tomorrow he's there at home, and then the police would come and look for him
again. This child was with us then. We tried to make the girlfriend continue
with her studies, but after the death they took the girlfriend and
/together
together with the child, with not good communications by
the girlfriend's parents. We don't know how our son was killed. Up to this day
my husband is badly affected, and thereafter I am not able to do anything.
Thank you very much. I would like to ask a few questions just to clarify some of
the things you have just mentioned here. At the time when your son was harassed
a number of police visited your house. You also say there were even special
constables. Do you know the names of any of these police? Would you identify
them? --- I will not be able to identify them because at night when they arrived
they will find us asleep. They would kick the doors, they would switch off the
lights, they would use the torches. At times they would hide their faces or they
would cover their faces. And these special constables, they will just arrive.
They would arrived during the day at times. They found me alone at times, and
then they would surround the house and others would come inside. I wouldn't be
able to identify them, that those you know them they will stand outside or at
the back. We had a lot of special constables in Botshabelo, and those I knew
would never come nearer to us. Even the police would not come to a point where
those we know, they would try to cover their faces, they would come at night in
many instances. The last time when they came to look for him they came with a
van full of the special constables and the police who didn't have their uniforms
on. He was still washing. I only saw the time when he was taken to the van, and
they took him with. That was the last time we saw him for the last time. He was
washing his clothes then, and then I only saw him when eh
/was taken

was taken to the van, and that was the last time we saw
him.
(Inaudible) ... would also not have an idea who these police were, or your late
son he never mentioned any of these police, in the sense that these people are
known? --- The person I can identify with whom we searched for him for two days
is the CID called Motogelwa, who has been stationed at Botshabelo, who has
detained the deceased, and who has his statement. In many instances when we
asked about him he just said he just arrested him and then he handed him over to
the police. When you wanted to know the name of the police he would not tell
you. He is the only CID called Mr Motogelwa who would give us an information
about what happened. I am requesting the Truth Commission that if it is possible
you would try to tell - try to investigate about the reasons behind my son's
death and inform the family. And then again if the Truth Commission can help us,
that maybe if God may help -if God may take me from this world my son's child
would be with me, because people are fighting against us and then we are losing
our children, though we don't want to lose them. This police who is called Mr
Motogelwa, who has arrested my son, is the one which I am requesting that if the
Truth Commission may help he may tell us all about what has happened to him. If
we hear things from other people he was taken to Bloemfontein already dead. When
- the child has been killed in Botshabelo and taken to Bloemfontein dead, but
this Mr Motogelwa would - because people said they have seen a corpse of a boy
in the van. There are those who saw him dead in Botshabelo, and they took him to
Bloemfontein whilst he is already dead.
/Mr Motogelwa
Mr Motogelwa would know the people who have killed my son.
I understand now that, you know, you do need to know how your son died. I will
just have one more question that would help us in the investigation of your
son's death. What was the name of the doctor? You remember you said you went to
see your son with a doctor, who changed the direction and didn't go with you.
What was the name of that doctor? --- It seems it is written - this name is
written on the statement. I don't remember.
You don't have the name? Would you have the name somewhere else? --- I think in
the files we have. This name is there.
Okay. The lawyer, there was a lawyer who was involved in the inquest, who didn't
come to inform you about the result of the inquest. Do you know where that
lawyer is now? Where is he from? --- His name is Johannes Venter. He was working
at Cooper & Sons.
Do you know the names of the nurses? Remember you went to hospital and the
nurses told you that your son had killed himself in the toilet. Do you know
those nurses? --- No, I don't know.
Okay. --- They don't just tell you their names, these people, when you arrived
to inquire about something. They would ask you, "Why are you looking for names?"
Okay, thanks very much for all you have said with us, and again it is a very sad
story of losing a young soldier, a hero. Probably because he was so brave and
courageous he could be one of our leaders today, but we lost him. I would like
also to say that I wish you have courage to carry through all this, and that you
are always there to support you. We'll try to attend to your
/requests
requests with the information we have. We'll give it to
the investigation unit and to try to get the whole picture of what happened. ---

There are files which came from the Minister of Justice which showed the picture
of the deceased. It has two pictures, and the statement from the deceased. The
other picture is an old - is from an old person whom we don't know whose picture
was that. There are pictures from people who were from the staff of the Oranje
Hospital who agree with the police about the statement. I believe those people
would be able to tell, because the testimony of all those people don't tally. I
have that file with me.
We would appreciate if you can give us copies of some of the information in that
file. --- The Commission has that file.
Okay, thank you very much.
---------------------

/CHAIRPERSON:
CHAIRPERSON: People who want to make statements today should sit at the back,
the last two rows at the back on the left-hand side, so that they can be
identified by our statement-takers. Okay, thank you. I will now call upon our
next witness, which is Philip Mbuthi Bakamela. (Pause) Thank you very much Mr
and Mrs Bakamela. Again we welcome you here today. Before we start you would
have to take an oath, and Mr Ilan Lax is going to help you do that.
MR LAX: Thank you, Chairperson. Mr Bakamela, is the person accompanying you your
wife?
MR BAKAMELA: Yes.
MR LAX: Will she be testifying at all?
MR BAKAMELA: She will help where I forget.
MR LAX: Thank you. What is your name, Mrs Bakamela, just for the record?

MRS BAKAMELA: Dora Bakamela.
--------------------PHILIP MBUTHI BAKAMELA and DORA BAKAMELA (Sworn, State) (Through Interpreter)
MR LAX: Before we go into the circumstances that you're here to testify about
you will have seen that it's customary for us to get a small picture of your
family. We can see that you are married. Are you working, Mr Bakamela? --- For
now I am not working. I am receiving a disability grant.
And yourself, Mrs Bakamela? --- I am unemployed.
Thank you. How many children do you have? --- We have no children now because of
problems.
Now, can we turn to the circumstances
Unfortunately your original

that

you're

here

to

testify

about.

/statement
statement we don't have it with us at the moment, so I am going to ask you some
questions that may be a bit obvious to you. When did this incident start? --These incidents of beating started in 1969. It started in 1969.
That's when you were a member of the police, is that correct? --- Initially I
was beaten as a member of the SAP, but later I resigned.
When did you join the SAP? --- I joined in 1961.
And by 1969 what rank were you holding? --- I didn't last for a long time
because of my personal beliefs and the harassment I received within the police.
You must listen carefully to the question. In 1969 what rank did you hold? Were
you a constable, were you a sergeant, what were you? --- In 1969 I've already
resigned, I was not a police.
Before you resigned what were you? --- I was just an ordinary policeman, which
means a uniformed policeman.
So you were a uniformed constable? --- That's true.
Where were you based at that time? --- I was stationed at Batho Police Station.
And that's in Bloemfontein, isn't it? --- That's true.
Please tell us then how it was that you came to resign from the police? --- I
had problems within the police until I resigned.
Can you explain the nature of those problems? --- I will try to shorten my
statement. From the beginning as I was - from the police I had problems. In many
instances we were taught about certain ideologies, and you were
/supposed
supposed to use our own discretion when you meet people, but when I was outside
I found out that was not possible. You were pressurised to arrest or detain
people even if it was not necessary. And then again if you don't do that they
will become suspicious. The other reason was that even though they claimed that
the police should be independent, and they should not be aligned to a political
party's ideologies, I felt pain in one instance when Mrs Maseko, whose son
disappeared, who was shot at the head by Mr Madlovo. I was - I didn't want to
give false evidence, but I had to give false evidence because I was afraid.

Those were some of the reasons which made me to leave the police. And then again
I was assaulted at my place because I was staying with a certain gentleman who
was called Diedrich Nyama. He was an ANC activist. That created suspicion among
the police. Then I became a target. Then I decided that I am no more safe, and
if you are a police you are ostracised by the general populace. Then I decided
to resign within a period of five years as a policeman. Those were a few of my
reasons.
Now, in your - just before we move on to what your statement says, you say you
were assaulted after Diedrich Nyama was discovered or arrested. Where did those
assaults take place? --- I was renting at 112 Cape Stands. Then we were
assaulted for reasons which we didn't understand. And then even if we tried to
open cases they would not be taken further.
And who were these people that assaulted you? Were they your fellow police
officers? --- Those were my colleagues.
Now, I am not asking them to name them now, because
/we haven't
we haven't given them notice yet, but are you aware of
their names? Do you remember their names? --- Yes, I do remember their names.
Maybe we could get them from you afterwards. --- I will give you a list of those
names, even though some of them have since died.
Fine. In your statement you say that you were pressurised to resign, you were
forced to resign, and that this forcing was done by some senior police officers.
Could you explain that to us please? --- My resignation came in this way. I was
not able to move freely, I was always alone within the police force, even if the
police station where I was working was a big one. My life was at risk. Then
again I was ashamed when I move around in the ranks, bus ranks or taxi ranks. It
seems as if the community looked badly at me, and when we were searching
people's houses, in other people's houses, you'd find people - people were
selling traditional beer. Then I used to pity the, because to tell the truth the
conditions in which those people lived were brought by that condition, and those
conditions were dehumanising them. Those are a few of the reasons that, rather
than to continue with my work in harassing people unfairly, I should leave or
resign from the police and share with them and live with them under those
conditions.
So ultimately you resigned. You say by 1969 you had resigned. I am sorry, please
take your time. (Pause) There's no rush, just take your time. When you're ready
we can carry on. --- We can carry on.
Thank you. Now, you said that by 1969 - in approximately 1969 you had resigned.
You then moved to
/Lesotho.
Lesotho. Is that correct? --- That's true.
Now, what happened there? You speak about being harassed by the police even at
that time while you were in Lesotho. --- I ask this Commission to forgive me
when I am crying. It's not my intention, or to show people who are looking at
me, but when I recall these incidents, these incidents which happened to me were
painful. But what I would say is that by then to be in Lesotho I had problems
there. There was a relationship between the South African Police and Lesotho
Police. And then again there were technicians like Mr van der Walt, who were
sent to Lesotho to help the Leabua Jonathan's administration or government.
Although I was a South African citizen I was forced to go back to Ladybrand to

renew my passport, because previously I was detained, and the circumstances not
known to me that I was arrested because I was alleged to incite people in
Lesotho to overthrow the Leabua Jonathan's government.
(Inaudible) ... separate situation which led to your repatriation to South
Africa. You spoke about being visited by Security Branch people - I am not sure
whether they were South African Security Branch or Lesotho Security Branch while you were still living in Lesotho. --- Since I was in Lesotho, mainly when
I was arrested in Lesotho, I was detained for a certain period. But before Sergeant Minogo were able to move freely there, and they knew my whereabouts.
(Inaudible) ... South African Police or Lesotho Police? --- He was a member of
the Security Branch in South Africa. I knew him because we were stationed
sometimes with him in Batho Police Station.
/And what
And what would he do? Would he come to your home and would he want to talk to
you, or what exactly happened? --- Even if he was not coming directly to you
you'd be able to say that he was surveying your movements, because there was a
communication with other people who were members of the Lesotho Security Branch,
because their actions were related when they were watching me.
(Inaudible) ... move then to the situation where you were detained. How long
were you detained for? --- I was arrested before Christmas. I think it's before
Christmas I was arrested. I don't remember whether it was in 1968. I don't
remember the question well.
In your statement you said you were detained for approximately two months in
Lesotho. This was for being involved in inciting a riot, you said. Tell us a
little bit about that. --- I am happy, Sir. When I was arrested for this
inciting the riot I was in Lesotho. I was not working, but selling vegetables. I
was staying with my first wife. We were renting at Mrs Sina's house at Moyameng.
It was during the day. We were at a place called Hamarundi. I was selling then.
I was - I think it's a party. I was drinking there at that party, and then in
the afternoon I went back home. When I left there I was a little bit drunk. It
was in the midnight when I woke up. I was arrested and my wife was not present.
That is then I was arrested and put in gaol, and then I spent two months in
detention. My wife was moved to the police station and I was not allowed to see
her, except once when she was at the charge office. We had a child who was four
years old.
/Now, how
Now, how did it then come about that you were then deported to South Africa? --What happened is that previously I didn't know the laws which governed the
movement between two countries, because pass laws were introduced in 1963. I was
paying my tax at my uncle in Waterval in Lesotho. I used to pay my tax there.
When I was in Lesotho I continued paying my tax there. That is then that when I
was arrested. They found that my passport has expired. I was only able to come
and renew my passport in Ladybrand. But van der Walt, I showed him in many
instances, but I didn't tell him of my problems, and I didn't even show him my
tax number. He just thought that it is important for me to be deported back to
South Africa, that I was not supposed to be there. I was forced to come back to
South Africa.
(Inaudible) ... of some kind? --- That is the Magistrate who was seconded or was
working in Lesotho. He was seconded to the Lesotho Government. That is
immediately after the independence of Lesotho.
So was he dealing with
wasn't correct? --- He
which there is. That's
whilst inebriated, and

your case as an illegal immigrant because your passport
is the one who handled my case. And there were two cases
one of the incitement for riots, because I was arrested
then the second case was the one which showed that my

passport has expired. And then he said to me I should return home. Even if I
tried to explain to him that I have children in Lesotho, but he said to me I
should come back to Lesotho. He didn't even advise me to extend the dates for
the passport pending my request which I was just to make, which is my second
point.
/So this
So this question of the riot, were you involved in any riots, or causing a riot,
or was this just arising out of the party? --- This particular incident happened
during the day. I was on my way home and Mr Mputlane was a member of the
Security Branch, because when I passed through his house whilst I was drunk he
formulated a case against me. He was aware that I was drunk and I would not be
able to defend myself. I was alone and I have never been part of a group.
Now, you then went to the Ladybrand Police Station when you got to South Africa
to renew your passport. Is that right? --- That's true.
And you said that at that stage you were interrogated by the police. --- Yes, I
went to Ladybrand. They said to me there is a pass office or a commissioner's
office here in Ladybrand. When I arrived at the commissioner's office he didn't
welcome me well. He said I should go and meet the detectives first. I went to
the detectives. When I arrived there they communicated with me well. They gave
me newspapers, they put me aside, then they monitored which pages I was reading
on the newspapers. I pretended as if I had interest in the sports pages. So I
sat there the whole day. At last at dusk I was told to leave. Then I asked them
how - I did explain my situation that my passport has expired, and then again I
have children in Lesotho just to leave, and I am here at Ladybrand. Where should
I go? I don't have a house in Ladybrand, my family is in Lesotho. There is a
certain coloured man. I want to thank that person who has provided me with
accommodation in his house. And then the following day I returned. My feelings
guided me to go
/back to
back to the Security Branch to show them my innocence, and that they should give
me permission. On the following day I had problems, because I went to that
office. On my departure I was surprised. I was kicked, I was clapped, where even
my left ear burst, then all the time I go to the doctor and my ear is full of a
pus. I was kicked, then I was assaulted. But what I remember is that the person
who was assaulting me - Nompanwe was there, who was one of the police and he is
staying at Bloemfontein. He was a member of the Security Branch. I ran to the
charge office. There is a section of the Security Branch and the uniformed
police station. The person who helped me at the charge office is a certain white
person who was dressing in a grey suit. He just said to them, "This person looks
innocent," because this CID was always following me. But this policeman said,
"This person looks innocent. It might be possible that he is telling the truth
that he is legally married and he has children." That is then that they said to
me that I should go to the commissioner's office. Then they prepared papers for
me, they took me to the bridge at the border gate. But my ear was not well ...
(inaudible - end of Side B, Tape 1, beginning of Side A, Tape 3) ... period of
1971.
When did you finally come back to South Africa? --- I returned to South Africa
in 1970. I think I returned on the fifth month, which is May. I ran from Lesotho
because I could see that I will die in Lesotho because I was beaten badly, and I
slept in hospital for some time. They treated me for septic abrasions. I was
beaten for days. We were beaten at the charge office. We were beaten in turns.
There was a high fence. We were
/guarded
guarded with guns. But on Friday when they were drunk I remember Mr Bali, who
was born in 1912. It was heartbreaking that even though we were detainees, when

we look at Mr Bali you instinctively will try to make him conscious. So those
are the things which happened. Many people survived, but others died there,
because others were squeezed with pliers on their manhood. That's the kind of
experience I went through.
Was that a detention centre? --- I was staying at Lesuku, Mogalieshoek(?). We
were detained at the charge office. When they declared the state of emergency
there they built a high fence around the police station, and people were
detained there and were tortured there. Whoever was suspected to have beliefs
which ... (intervention)
When did you finally leave that place, and how did that happen? --- My passport
is down there, but I think in 1970, I think it's May when I returned home.
Did they just release you, was there a case? --- Are you referring to Lesotho? I
was released in Lesotho. In Lesotho they released us because I was septic. They
were forced to release me to go to hospital. They said that it was not necessary
to be detained, because I think whatever they wanted they have achieved. I was
just released freely without any conditions.
Thank you. Thank you
at this stage. What
happened to you, and
all of them. It will
again and try

very much, Mr Bakamela. I don't have any further questions
I would like to ask is that clearly many, many things
when you made your original statement you didn't remember
be very helpful to us if you could at some stage sit down

/and make
and make notes of everything that happened to you so that we get the full
picture, and you can supplement your original statement with that. We would
appreciate that. I don't mean now. We can worry about that afterwards. I think
we're finished for now. Thank you. (Pause) Can we just have some quiet please!
Please respect the witness.
--------------------CHAIRPERSON: I don't think that - your testimony would not be finished without
this conclusion, that to a great extent here we have heard endless accounts of
police who have colluded with the system and violated their own people. Yours is
a different story. It's a very impressive testimony of a courageous police who
stood for fairness and justice against all the threats and intimidation. You are
indeed a courageous person. You lost your job, you lost your freedom, you lost
your health, all for justice of everybody in this country. With those words I
would like to say thank you very much. I wish you all the best. Thank you. --- I
also thank you.
---------------------

/CHAIRPERSON:
CHAIRPERSON: I'll now call upon our next witness, which is Ms Mohatla, Celta
Mohatla. (Pause) (Inaudible)
MS MOHATLA: Yes, good morning.
INTERPRETER: The speaker's mike is not on.
MS MOHATLA: I am fine, but I am a sickly person. It's high blood and my leg. I
am really sick.
CHAIRPERSON: We can see that, but thank you very much that you managed to come
here today. We really appreciate being with you.
MS MOHATLA: Thank you.
CHAIRPERSON: Before we start you will have to take an oath, and Mr Lax is going
to help you do that.
MR LAX: Thank you, Chairperson.
--------------------CELTA MOHATLA (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
CHAIRPERSON: Mama Mohatla, could you tell us about your family, your kids, your
children, and your husband, if you still have your husband. --- I don't have a
husband. My two children are dead. The others are still alive. They are four in
number. The other one has the family, and we have the twins in the family, six,
and I am the only person.
What do you mean when you say you are the only person? --- I am the one
supporting them. They are not working and the twins are still at school, and I
am here on behalf of their mother.
Do you have a family member here in the house with you? --- They accompanied me
to hear and they went back home, and he said he will come pick me up later.
Thank you, Mama. We are going to hear a story relating to the shooting of your
daughter, as well as the
/death of
death of eight other people. --- That is correct,
I will ask you to tell us the story, and I will be there to help you and guide
you while you are telling us your story. Can you tell us, Ma'am, what happened
to your daughter? --- She was coming from work, and when she passed through
Maseru West she was called that there was a party. I was told that when she was
on the chair she had a plate in her hand, and she was shot at the forehead and
here on the cheek. She was killed with a gun that had a silencer.
I will just guide you by referring to your statement here. You say that your
daughter was invited to a party. --- That is correct.
And your daughter went there with eight others. Did she know this coloured man?
--- No, I do not know him.

The eight other people who went with her, who were they? --- I do not know them,
but some of them were in exile in Lesotho. I do not know them.
You daughter belonged to a political organisation? --- Yes.
What organisation? --- BCP.
Bethlehem Congress Party. --- That is correct.
Did they belong to the same party? --- I really do not know.
(Inaudible) ... remember? --- Some were members of the ANC.
So when they went to this party they were shot, all of them? --- All of them. I
was told that the man and his wife were left behind, and they crossed the border
to the South Africa and the house was locked. That was after
/they
they accomplished their mission.
So, do you believe that this coloured man and his wife were colluding with the
South African Government? --- Yes, that's my belief.
Tell me, Mama, what happened after that? When they were shot by these men what
happened thereafter? How did you know they were shot? How did you find them? --A friend to my daughter who was staying together with her in Maseru came looking
for me.
And what did you do? --- I did not do anything. We went to fetch her from the
mortuary and we buried her.
Who removed your daughter and the eight others from the house? --- I was told
the police removed them.
Do you have an idea of who were those eight other people? --- No, I don't have
an idea. I do not know them.
Did you ever speak to any of the police about your daughter's death? --- I have
never spoken to them. There was no way to speak to them. We were so scared of
them, and they did not take any initiative.
When you found your daughter in the mortuary what injuries did she have? --- She
had a bullet wound on the forehead, on the cheek, and on the chest. Three bullet
wounds. That was on the head and on the chest.
You had a funeral. Was it just a funeral for her, or was the funeral for the
whole group? --- She was buried alone.
Did you ever meet the families of the others, the other eight? --- No.
You said you did not know who are the people who did this to your daughter. What
are your suspicions? --/People were
People were saying the occupant of the house was this coloured man and his wife.
And the people who actually killed your daughter, you still don't know who they
were who actually shot your daughter? --- I do not know them even to this day.
Was there any court case? Did you report this to the police station? --- No.

So there was no court case? --- You are correct.
(Inaudible) ... inquest? --- Nothing.
It's a mystery. You also say that you were also victimised. Take your time,
Mama. It's a very difficult situation. (Pause) You also say you were victimised
at work and you lost your job because of your daughter's death. --- That is
correct, M'Lady. I was harassed and I was expelled from work.
Why did they expel you? --- They were saying I am a member of the BCP.
This BCP, is that the same party that your daughter was? --- That is correct.
They also had this other party, the Bophutatswana National Party - Basutoland
National Party. You remember that party? --- Yes, I do remember.
(Inaudible) ... all about. --- This was a party belonging to the Chief Leabua
Jonathan.
Was it the party that supported the South African Government? --- At that time,
yes, you are right.
I would like to go back again to your daughter's death, because without any
information it will be most difficult for us to help and investigate this case.
Do you know anybody else who can help us with some information other than
yourself? --- Mr Moroi is not
/present,
present, but I think he will come later to pick me up. He is the person who can
provide you with information.
Mr Moroi, is he your relative? --- Yes.
What's your relationship? --- His father and my husband are from the same
family, even though the mothers are different.
Anybody else who can help with some information? --- I do not remember of any
person.
I will ask my colleagues to ask a few questions.
MR LAX: Sorry, I am just waiting to check something. (Pause) --- You must know
that the two children were left behind, the twins. They were very young at that
stage.
CHAIRPERSON: Where are the children now, the two children who were twins? --They are at home.
How old are they? --- They were born in 1976.
(Inaudible) ... 19. --- Yes.
No, 21, they are both 21. --- Yes.
(Inaudible) --- The other one is at school.
And what is he doing? --- The other one is doing standard 10, matric, and the
other one completed last year.
(Inaudible) --- The child is just staying, yes.
Can you give me their names? --- The other one is Relebohile and Reitunenzi.

(Inaudible) --- Yes.
Okay, I think I will ... (incomplete)
--------------------MR LAX: Thank you, Chairperson. Mrs Mohatla, do you remember whether amongst the
people that were killed - you've said that some of them were ANC people. --/Yes.
Yes.
Do you know whether some of them were killed at a different place from that
particular house, at another house nearby? --- I do not remember. They were all
killed in one house.
In 1985 there was, as far as we know, an attack by South African Police people
on some ANC cadres, but also some people who were just Lesotho citizens, and the
circumstances you have described to us is similar to the circumstances of that
attack. In other words these people were lured to a place to attend a party and
then they were shot by South Africans armed with firearms with silencers. You
haven't heard anything more in that line from any of the people who have given
you information about this situation? --- Yes, I heard such stories.
So it's probably the same incident? --- You are correct.
Just to tell you that that incident forms - evidence about that incident was
heard amongst others in the trial of Eugene de Kock, and other people who are
relatives of some of those deceased have also given evidence to us. And what we
will do is, once all the evidence is collected, maybe try and get you the full
picture so you can be clear about what really happened. --- Thank you, Sir.
--------------------CHAIRPERSON: Thank you, Mama. I think one of the important things that could
help you as well is to get full information about how your daughter died. I am
sure your heart yearns for that. I will ask one more question. How is your
health? You went through such a difficult
/time, how
time, how is your health now? --- I am a sick person. My nerves trouble me and
my heart gets tired, and this child was working for me, she was the breadwinner.
Every time I remember her I do not know what to do.
(Inaudible) ... somebody who was supporting you. --- A very important person.
Are you getting a grant? --- No.
(Inaudible) ... get it. --- Lesotho does not provide pensions.
(Inaudible) ... surviving, Mama? --- I am selling traditional beer so that I can
gather some few cents for the children to travel to school, and I cook porridge
for them.
Do you go to hospital for the treatment for your health? --- Yes.
Thank you very much, Mama Mohatla ... (inaudible) - end of Side A, Tape 3) ...
Mama, we are concerned about your situation, we are concerned about your health.
We are also concerned about the children. We'll take note of what you are saying
and we will forward your name as one of those people who needs urgent

assistance. We promise that we will get in touch with you. Okay, thank you very
much.
--------------------MR LAX: Just one last question please. Was she a Lesotho citizen or a South
African citizen at the time? --- She was a Lesotho citizen.
--------------------CHAIRPERSON: Thank you very much, Mama. We wish you all the best.
--------------------/CHAIRPERSON:
CHAIRPERSON: (Inaudible) ... witness is Mr Likotsi, Johannes Likotsi. (Pause)
Good morning, Dada Likotsi. How are you today?
MR LIKOTSI: Good morning. I am fine, except the fact that I was harassed by the
police at night, many of them that I do not even know today. They harassed the
whole family. I do not know even the time because I have never been to school.
Our township was dark in those years because we didn't have any light.
INTERPRETER: The speaker's mike is not on.
CHAIRPERSON: It looks like you have a very important story to tell us, but
before we do that we would like you to take an oath. Mr Lax will help you to do
that.
MR LAX: Thank you, Chairperson. Mr Likotsi, you needn't stand up. I saw that you
were having some difficulty walking.
--------------------JOHANNES LIKOTSI (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
MR LAX: Mr Likotsi, I will be helping you with your evidence. It's correct that
you are 70 years of age? --- Yes, you are correct.
Can you tell us a little bit about your family. Is your wife still with you? --My family was affected since that day. The woman that was just sitting here is a
picture of my wife. She cannot walk. She has to attend doctors every day. She is
undergoing treatment at Pelonomi, and I also undergo treatment at Botshabelo
Hospital. I took my last table this morning. Now my life was affected since that
day. It was at night.
Please just wait a second. I just want to know about your children first and
then you can tell us the
/story.
story. How many children do you have? --- I have 10 children. Only eight are
left behind. Two passed away. Now, on the day of this assault I was with three
children at home and the grandchildren. The grandchildren are five in number and
they go to school. Some of them are in Bloemfontein, others are in Thaba Nchu
and others in Wepener, and the others are around Botshabelo. Some of my
grandchildren belong to my son, who is mentally disturbed, and the last-born has
a pair of twins, and their father is also mentally disturbed.
Please try not to speak right into the microphone, just keep a little bit of
distance. These microphones are very sensitive, they'll pick up your voice
nicely. Sorry, you were telling us about your last-born son. --- Yes, he is

mentally disturbed. He was born in 1948. He was born in September.
Now, of these children who are still living with you and your wife? --- I am
staying with Thomas Likotsi. That is my son. He is now the father in the house
because he is working, he is the breadwinner, and he is also taking care of the
one I have just said that he is mentally disturbed. The other one is a
businessman so he couldn't get a chance to come here. My wife cannot walk. I am
not in a position to buy her a wheelchair, and we have to go to doctors all
around the country and we are lacking funds for the transport.
Now, can you tell us about the
is that right? --- Maybe you
shepherd, I cannot write, and
repeat what I just said earlier

incident that happened? It happened in May '93,
are right. You know, my problem is I was a
I forget all these days, but I still - can I
on about

/the harassment?
the harassment? Now, listen very carefully because I am telling you the story
now. On that day it was at night of the date you have referred to. A person
arrived and he knocked. When I answered the door burst open, and I said, "Who is
knocking so terribly?" He answered, he said, "Police," and I said, "What police
are knocking on my door in this way?" He forced his way through with many
policemen. The door was already down. Three policemen were black and the rest
were white, and they referred to us as kaffirs. Many of them were whites. They
were together with big dogs, two in number. They said every door of the house
should be opened. They pulled clothes from the wardrobes. I said, "When a jackal
gets into the sheep it does not do this. Please unpack neatly and pack them back
neatly." They did not provide an answer, they pushed us outside. I fell on my
shoulder. I asked them, I said, "What do you want?", but they never provided an
answer. They pushed us outside. It was terribly cold on that day. The children
were woken up. I said to them, "Will you provide me with the money to take these
children to the doctor?" They did not answer. I said to them, "Please, the
policemen are not supposed to behave in this way." I said, "When a policeman
goes to a farm he starts first at the farmer's house. If the farmer doesn't
allow them entry they leave. Now, where do you get the permission from to get
into my premise, break the doors?" Is this the way you conduct your affairs?"
When I looked thoroughly the door was not just kicked, it was even broken down
with the gun butts. Even to this day the doors are still broken, that my
children took pity on me and in this year March they bought a new door and the
new
/frame,
frame, and we had to get another person to come and fix the door. This was the
kind of harassment I went through. At sunrise life began to be easy. They wanted
to cut open the wardrobes that were locked, and I said to them, "How dare you
cut open these doors?" I said to my children, "Prepare tea. Prepare coffee for
these people. They are hungry." I asked them, "Can I offer you beer? Can I offer
you drink? Can I offer you boerewors? Are you hungry?" I said, "These people are
hungry. I have to provide them with food." I said to them, "You are not
policemen, you are just boers." One of them pushed me outside. That is where I
fell on my shoulder and injured myself. I was not supposed to speak that way, I
admit, but because I was hurt and disturbed on that day I spoke wrong words. I
said, "I know you policemen are thieves. You want to take us outside so that you
can implicate us. I know you are going to leave behind diamonds and dagga, and
you're going to drop them behind and implicate us." I said, "You bloody
policeman." That's what I said on that day because I was hurt.
(Inaudible) ... please. --- I ended up saying to them, "Look here, my whole
family is standing outside. It is cold. I want you to kill all of us now. I'll
be very glad if you'll kill us all." They were - I am sorry I - you know, it's a
pity I don't have a stepladder. I will take you to my home to investigate. And I
was asking the policemen, "What do you want?" They did not provide an answer. I
told them, "I don't have diamonds, I don't have dagga. What do you want?" No

answer was given. I said to them, "You want to leave after breaking my doors.
When are you going to come back and fix them?" They said,
/"APLA, we'll
"APLA, we'll fix them up." I asked them, "What is APLA?" No answer was given. I
do not even know what APLA is. I am expecting APLA even to day to come and fix
my door. Now, it was just about sunrise. My son, Thomas Mufihli said, "No, go
and search in my garage." They said, "Where is the garage?" He said, "Wait, I
have to get a key," and he said, "You must be very careful, don't just scratch
my car." They searched the garage and they let their dogs search. These were
fierce-looking dogs. After searching the garage he said to them, "You are not
yet finished. I have got another place where you can search. That is I have a
foreign(?) house. Go and search." He said, "I have a supermarket. Go and search
it too, because you don't seem to get what you want." And they left with him.
Now at sunrise they were still at home. He asked the, "What exactly do you
want?" They arrested him for the whole month. His business stood still, there
was no income for that month. We were not given any explanation as to what
happened. I was asking myself, "What are these policemen doing here?" I was
scared of their guns. The three kaffirs were - there were only three kaffirs,
just like myself, and the rest were white. They had many vans. The vans were
lining the whole street. I do not know how many were they in number. I could not
even see the registration numbers.
Mr Likotsi, you've made a reference to APLA. Was your son Thomas connected to
APLA or the PAC? --- Yes. Thomas was connected to the PAC.
(Inaudible) ... to PAC activities? --- Yes, he was connected to the PAC.
He was arrested for about a month you said. --- /That is
That is correct.
Was he charged with any offence? Did he appear in court? --- I do not know, but
after a month he was arrested again. He was taken back home. They were driving a
private car. I do not know whether they attended a court case. You know, an
uneducated person is just dull, you cannot follow anything, just like the whites
referred to us as dull donkeys. I do not know many things.
He would have told you if he'd been to court though. --- Can I give you an
answer on that?
You may. --- I taught these children, but because I provided them with education
- the whites used to say we have short hair, and our brains and minds are just
that short. Now, these children do not tell us anything. They just go on their
own and we just see things happening. They don't provide you with any
information.
Now, can you - can you tell us what - you said you fell on your shoulder and you
indicated you were injured on your shoulder. What other injuries did you
sustain? --- I was not injured anywhere. The other problems are the usual
problems, but on that day specifically I fell on my shoulder and I cannot even
carry a spade to do gardening. I am undergoing treatment at Botshabelo Clinic.
You see, in your statement you mention ... (intervention) --- And furthermore I
am not sick. That is the usual sickness.
In your statement you mentioned that you were injured in your ribs. I am just
helping you remember. /--- Are
--- Are your aware that a shoulder is related to the
ribs?

(Inaudible) ... remember, father. --- Thank you. Now, you said that some of your
furniture was damaged in that raid, and that your doors were broken.
Approximately how much did these things cost, or what did it cost to repair
them? Do you have any idea of that? --- I am taken care of by my children. I do
not know what amount did they spend to repair the house. I think Thomas can be
in a good position to estimate the cost, but because of his businesses he could
not come. My wife is not here today because she cannot work. The jackals went
into my house on that night trying to bit us. I know things are expensive. We
all know you cannot get a door that costs less than R50,00. Prices have gone up.
I don't want to lie. I don't want to commit myself.
We understand that. Chairperson, I think that's all I wanted to cover at this
stage. Oh, one last thing. Did you or your son ever make a case against the
police? --- We never took any initiative to go and report this matter to the
police, because how could we report policemen to policemen? They were going to
attack us. That's why I said to them, "Kill us all so that there is no trouble
thereafter." It would have been much better to die all of us. It was even going
to be easy for the government to bury us. They were going to bury us in just one
grave. It would have been much better. If these policemen are around here I'll
be happy if one of them comes to the stage of killing me immediately.
(Inaudible) ... thank you.
--------------------/CHAIRPERSON:
CHAIRPERSON: Thank you very much, Baba Likotsi. The story you have been telling
us it is sad, like most of the stories which we hear here. The fact that there
was lots of humour, some of us laughed, is an indication that despite all that
happened to you you didn't lose your spirit, they didn't get into your spirit.
It's almost like all the people who tried to get to you they are more like fools
today. You suffered losses. Materially you lost some of your possessions,
physically your health was affected, and emotionally you are still very upset.
We'll take all your concerns, your needs which you have articulated here, and
they'll form part of the recommendations which we'll submit to the State
President. Thank you very much again. Keep that spirit. --- I thank you. Can
please APLA come and fix my broken doors?
MR LAX: Can we just have some order please. Thank you. Okay, if we could just
have some quiet please. Thank you very much.
---------------------

/CHAIRPERSON:
CHAIRPERSON: (Inaudible) ... Meshack Mfazwe. Good day, Mr Mfazwe.
MR MFAZWE: Good day.
CHAIRPERSON: We welcome you here.
MR MFAZWE: Thank you.
CHAIRPERSON: Thank you for having come forward to share your story with us. Mr
Ilan Lax will help you take an oath just before we start with your story.
--------------------MESHACK MFAZWE (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
CHAIRPERSON: Before we get into your story we would like to know more about you
and your family. Are you working? --- I am not working. I am not working. All
these things happened whilst I was still with my first wife. I have two children
and all of them are sons.
Sir, you say you are not working. For how long have you not worked? --- As from
1994.
And now your family, you're saying something about your first wife. --- I was
saying all these things happened to me whilst I was still with my first wife.
What's your family like now? --wife, and she is here with me.
October. With my first marriage
completing 14th year on September

I married again in 1994. I married my second
We're still expecting a child this year in
I have two children, sons. The other one is
and the other one his 11th year in September.

At the time when this happened how old were you? --- In 1986 I was 30 years old.
You are here to tell us about your experience relating to your assault by police
at your workplace, as well as your torture in detention. --- That's true.
/May I
May I continue? I was tortured in many instances. The first one, before the 29th
of September 1986 I was working at Inter State Bus Line. During that time it was
known as Jacaranda Bus Service. I was a driver, and again I was the chairperson
of the stewards under South African Allied Workers Union. It happened that more
than 10 workers were retrenched on the 27th of September. Because I was the
leader of the workers we decided to stop working until those retrenched are reemployed. It happened that they were re-employed on the 28th. On the 29th in the
morning I took my wife. She was expectant, expecting our second child. I took
her to Pelonomi Hospital. I arrived late, around quarter to one. I was supposed
that at 1 o'clock I should start working. When I arrived I received message that
one of our workers has been detained by the police, and that person was Moses
Mhlapo. I called all the workers. Whilst we were still talking about this issue,
how can we engage management in this issue, we took a decision that the
following day we will meet our employer. What happened at 1 o'clock when I was
supposed to start working, when I arrived in the office when I was supposed to
sign, they said I am not supposed to sign. My employer said I should not go on
duty. I waited until half past three. At 3 o'clock I see three kombis which
belong to the South African Police, and they were in private uniform. We were
just relaxing as a group. Those police were well armed, and we see that they

were fighting. One of the managers appeared, who is Mr Viljoen. He pointed me
among all the group. These people didn't say anything to us, they just came to
us with guns. That person just pointed me. The workers
/wanted
wanted to fight that I should not be arrested. To see that these police would
shoot I restrained the workers that they should leave these police to arrest me.
I was arrested and they took me to the office right inside the depot of Mr van
Rensburg. When I entered the office a certain white policeman - his surname was
Jacobs. He was accompanied by Mr van Rensburg, who was a policeman. He hit me
with an open hand. He pushed me on the table. While I was still looking at the
depot manager to intervene he telephoned the head office of IBL. He spoke to Mr
Erasmus, who was the director of the company. What they were talking about I
don't know, but I was only to catch the last phrase, which said, "Let him be
brought here." The police took me. We followed each other. Whilst on the road
other cars were taking another direction, but the kombi took us to another
direction. This Jacobs asked me which language do I speak. Then I told him that
I am speaking Xhosa. Then he said, "You Xhosas, you are the ones who are looking
for this land." Then I didn't answer him. When we arrived there one of them
alighted and he went inside, and when he returned Jacobs said Mr Erasmus said he
doesn't want even to see me, which they should take me. That is where I was
taken care of.
(Inaudible) ... the manager? --- He was the managing director. They took me to
Park Road Police Station. They took my belt and the shoe laces, then I was put
in a cell. I didn't know what was happening. When I entered the cell I found
Mhlapo there, being alone. We started to discuss. Then he told me where he was
found. Then I told him that they found me at a certain
/place.
place. Whilst we were still there they - it was in the evening and we didn't
know what was happening, and in the morning the Security Branch picked me up to
their headquarters in Fountain Street. When I arrived there they put me there,
but they were not talking to us. Around 9 o'clock a certain man whose rank then
was the warrant-officer - I just forgot the surname. He holds Mhlapo with his
moustache. He said to him, "You, Mfazwe." The other ones reprimanded him and
say, "That's not the one." He looked at me and say, "I thought you are a
cannibal." Then he went outside. Then Jacobs entered. He picked me up from that
cell whilst I was still with Mhlapo, he took me to his office. Whether it was
his office or not I don't know. He took me a photo. He made me to stand against
the wall and took me a photo or photos, then from there he said to me I should
tell him the truth what I am doing at work. Whilst I was still listening to him
he said to me I should tell him the truth what the ANC is teaching us to do.
During that time I didn't know anything about the ANC, I knew about UDF. I said
to him, "You must ask me about UDF, not ANC, because I don't know anything about
ANC." That is when he started to beat me. He tied my thumb and tied it with my
leg and he installed the electric wires and shocked me, and then I began to be
numb on my right side and on my lower part of the left side, because maybe
according to him I was not responding the way he liked. He tied my two hands
between my legs. He put two chains(?), then put a stick and performed a
helicopter method so that I should linger around, and that made me hurt on my
shoulders and on my lower limbs. Maybe he felt that I am not feeling
/anything.
anything. He released me there. He brought a tyre tube which was cut. He was
together with a black man then. This black policeman he tied that tube on my
nose and my mouth and then tied it so that I should not be able to inhale and
exhale. During that time I became - the whole body became numb. From there I
don't know what happened. I regained conscious when he hit me with an elbow. I
only saw when he hit me with his elbow on my back, then I fell on the ground
again. The other one reprimanded him and say I should be left alone. I heard

that noise, then I was taken back to where Mhlapo was. A certain black policeman
arrived and took me and made me - they took my fingerprints. Then they asked me
as to whether do I know where I am going. I was informed that I was arrested
under emergency regulations. They took me to Grootvlei Prison, and that is where
I was detained. After spending a day at Grootvlei Prison the Jacaranda or IBL
management arrived. There were three of them. That's Mr Joubert, Mr Basson and
Mr Ferreira. Mr Joubert read me a letter which notified me that they have
terminated my employment because I didn't come to court, and again I didn't come
to work. What about - I didn't know anything about the case, and that letter
explains again that they give me three days to lodge an appeal, and then if I
don't lodge an appeal against that expulsion they know that I have forfeited
everything. Because of anger I was frustrated, and then they left. After four
days that is when I felt pains. My body was beginning to get swollen. I didn't
get any medical treatment at all. I tried to meet the doctor in prison. I think
on the 16th of that month, that is October, that is when my lawyer arrived. That
is
/Advocate
Advocate Dita Galegi(?). We explained to him what happened and the kind of
torture, and that I was not allowed to see the doctor, and then again I was not
allowed even to have medical treatment. On the 26th of that month, which is
October - on the 26th of November Jacobs and others arrived to take me to
Pelonomi Hospital. When I arrived there the doctors examined me and then they
said I should undergo operation the following day. On the 27th I went back to
Pelonomi Hospital. I requested one of the policemen so that I should telephone
home so that I should notify my wife. My second child was born on the 1st of
November. I didn't even know that I had a baby. I only saw when they arrived
with her on the 27th before I underwent an operation. I underwent the operation
and returned. I had a problem at the back. I asked the doctor before he made an
operation, then he said if they don't see anything then they will notify me
later. Then they said they have removed - they removed bad blood, or some lumps
in the body. Then they said I should stay in the hospital. They notified me that
the Security Branch said I should go back to prison. The doctor arranged for a
discharge from hospital to go to prison. For the second time when I arrived in
prison - and it's Jacobs who took me back to prison - they gave me extra
blankets so that I should sleep comfortably. When I separated with Jacobs on
that day he asked me what is my problem, but I said to him, "The problem I have,
you are the cause of it." Then I said to him again that that was the end when
you beat a black person. After he left me in prison when he entered the road the
truck - they collided with a truck. Then this Jacobs was injured. He's now
/confined
confined to a wheelchair. Even now he is confined to a wheelchair. That is the
first part of what happened to me. I was released the following year on the 1st
of April after I completed six months in detention. When I was released I
couldn't go back to work. The trade union decided that I should be an organiser
of that trade union. The case continued, and the person who was handling that
case is Galegi. I was defeated for the appeal to go back to work because the
period has expired. He tried to find all the documents at Pelonomi Hospital and
then he continued with the case until I was detained again for a second time in
1988, when I was taken back to Grootvlei Prison. I was just taken, there was no
question or information. They just say the Minister of Law and Order, who is
Adrian Vlok, instructed them that I should be taken back to prison shortly. The
unrest had just begun in Botshabelo about the incorporation of Botshabelo to
Qwa Qwa homeland, and we as the youth were against that incorporation. Many
things happened there in terms of conflicts. Then I was then informed that
Adrian Vlok had instructed that I should go back to prison. That's in 1988. I
was told Mr Galegi has died. This was very surprising because Galegi was the
only person in charge of the comrades. I request the TRC to investigate this
issue, because we once tried to talk to his wife but we were not successful. His
wife was a Dr Hlongwane. After his funeral there were problems. We didn't have
any lawyer to attend to us. On the 28th of December in 1988 we took a decision

while in detention. While in detention we took a decision to embark on a hunger
strike. We demanded our release. This hunger strike was referred ...
/(intervention)
(intervention)
You say "we." Who were the other people? --- Those who I was detained with. Our
decision was to start a hunger strike. We were 16 in all. We started on the
24th, and after seven days the comrades requested us to withdraw the hunger
strike. I was left on my own. I said no more turning back. In our cells we wrote
on the walls, "Release or death." Now, all the comrades having withdrawn
themselves - at that time there were already MK comrades who were sentenced.
According to the prison law we were not supposed to mix with such people. I was
now on the eighth day of my hunger strike, and one of the already-sentenced
members of the MK came to me. He came to convince me to withdraw from then
hunger strike. I was opposed to his idea. I said to him, "It's so funny that you
come here today to convince me." He said to me, "No, I asked permission to come
and see you." On the ninth day I was vomiting blood. They then took a decision
to take me to Pelonomi Hospital. When I arrived at the hospital the doctors put
a pipe in my stomach, checking what was going on, and they informed me to
withdraw that action because I had already developed ulcers. I refused, I
carried on with the hunger strike. I was alone, all my visits were cancelled,
nobody was allowed entry. I remember it was on the 9th, but I just happened to
forget the day. It was the 9th of January 1989. The head of the Security Branch,
Lieutenant Coetzee, and others arrived with the doctor, and the prison doctor
said he was not going to examine me at all, he was not going to attend to me at
all. They decided to take me again to Pelonomi. I do not know what were they
checking because I was weak.
/I felt
I felt a needle between my fingers, and after that I was strong, but I did not
show them that I was strong, I pretended to be in that position of weakness. And
the same evening they gave me a fax that they sent to Mr Vlok requesting my
release. On the 17th I was informed that I was going to be released because I
had already withdrew from the hunger strike and I started eating. What happened
was on the 20th in the morning I was told to pack my belongings and leave. When
I arrived in their offices I was given a form to sign. They said I will only be
released provided I sign the form, and that was a restriction form, I was
restricted. And I refused to sign that form. I totally refused. I said, "You had
better take me back to the cell," until the prison manager referred me to the
offices of the Security Branch to give me an explanation. I left the prison
without signing that document. When I arrived the two comrades who had been
released before me - the other one is Carlo Letsabi, he's a selector, and the
other one is Comrade Motsabi - they signed that restriction. Now, realising that
they had already signed the document I was forced to sign, and this restriction
did not allow me any movement. I was allowed to leave my house at 5 o'clock in
the morning, and 6 o'clock in the evening I should be back. And between those
hours I should have reported to the police station. And every night at 9 o'clock
the police came to my house to check on me. I have already mentioned the issue
of incorporation of Botshabelo to Qwa Qwa. That was a very terrible time.
Dikwankwetla Party had formed a vigilante group called the reserves. These
people were using axes and spears. They were attacking the comrades. Now, when
/every car
every car went into the yard as they were checking me I did not know whether it
was the policemen or their hit squads, because I was arrested in my house. Now,
in that same year as the year was progressing MDM, the Mass Democratic Movement,
took a decision that all the restricted people countrywide should defy those
restrictions. If I am not mistaken it was on the 27th of August in 1989.
Everybody who was restricted defied that restriction. Myself and other comrades,
like Trevor Manuel, Segayo, except the stalwarts. The stalwarts defied the

restrictions and the youth were involved in this action. The MDM, through the
SACC, helped them with cars. They provided the men with cars so that they could
not be found. On the 37th day of my running away I took a decision to hand
myself in. I was at Qwa Qwa, I remember. That was when I met Dikwankwetla, and
some of the members of Botshabelo were in Qwa Qwa. I was chased away like a dog
until I survived in Bethlehem. When I arrived in Botshabelo everywhere I stopped
to get food the police were there, and I had to be on the run again. I went to
Smithfield to spend some time there. Because I was already in the run for a long
time I decided to give myself in. As all these things were happening my family
was affected, because my wife left me, she went to her parents. I went to see
them and I gave them the few rands that I had in ... (inaudible - end of Side A,
Tape 4) ... at the office where I am working. One issue that contributed to
myself giving myself in was that we had permits that we applied for, and I had
to apply twice a week, and this permit was issued when they felt it was
necessary for them to keep me, and if it wasn't necessary
/they would
they would not provide me with a permit. Now, the members of my organisation
were aware now that the police are not - they said they are aware that I don't
want to work any more, I was not now on the run. That is when I decided to give
myself in. The police came in large numbers with the South African Defence
Force, and they picked me, they took me to Park Road Police Station. When I
arrived there the Park Road Police did not allow me in their premises. I was
then taken to Botshabelo. Now, the police in Botshabelo said they will accept
me. I appeared before the Court on Monday and I was charged with 41 counts. Now
the problem was to find a lawyer for myself. They borrowed me their telephone so
that I can inform my office. I did inform the office, and after that they came
to me, they said that head office found me a lawyer. When this lawyer arrived he
said he was given a mandate to negotiate on my behalf the bail, and the bail was
R500,00. The week after the bail day I was supposed to appear before Court. This
lawyer was June Oosthuizen. He was working for Webbers. And the lawyer informed
me to plead guilty. That was after submitting my statement of being on the run,
and the lawyer said I should plead guilty. I refused, but not to June. When I
appeared before the Court I was told to plead guilty or not, and the lawyer
stood up and said I am guilty. I jumped and I said, "No ways. I am not guilty.
You are no more my representative." I told him there and then. Now, the decision
taken by the Court was that my bail should be withdrawn because there was a
piece of paper saying I did not follow the proper channels of bail. At a certain
time the police went to my house to check me and I was not at
/home, and
home, and that's how the bail was withdrawn. I was taken back to prison, and
that was the start of the trial. I spent three months and I did not have any
lawyer to represent me so that I could be given bail, until I transport the
message with one of the prison warders, Mr Tsokolo. He was in a position to call
Ismael Ayob's firm to come and negotiate bail on my behalf. Advocate Hussain was
able to negotiate a bail on my behalf and I was given a R1 000,00 bail. Can I
carry on?
I would like you to carry on, but if you could start to tell us about the
incident in March 1990 when you were detained and accused of shooting children.
--- I was actually coming to that issue. I will jump then and go to the incident
that took place in 1990. Now, there were two factions in Botshabelo at that
time, because in 1989, that was the end of December, a strike began. That was a
strike at IBL, and the issue of the incorporation of Botshabelo into Qwa Qwa was
also continuing. Because I was still under the restriction conditions, though I
was released on bail, but the conditions were still applicable as they were. On
that day - if I am not mistaken it was on the 9th of March - I was the offices
of IBL on that day. I was going to take part in the expulsion of an employee. I
was driving a hired kombi from Avis. I stopped outside the IBL offices because I
had an appointment there. Just on my arrival a lady came running to me - I was
with my comrade, Zanile Janji - and she said, "Quickly get out of this room.

There are people coming to attack you." It is true, when we got into the passage
we peeped through the window and the kombi was on fire. And we managed to run to
the door, and just when we
/got outside
got outside this was a group of people attacking us. We ran to our offices and I
called Mr Erasmus. I was phoning him to tell him about what happened on his
premises, and he said, "Listen here, you're only crying for one kombi, what
about my buses who were burned in large numbers?" So I had to go from the office
and be back in Botshabelo. Now I used public transport for that reason. When I
arrived in Botshabelo time had already gone because the kombi was burning, and a
group of young people passed, and they passed at my home, and those said to me,
"Comrade, we are in action. Join us." Now, when we went along with the action I
stopped them and I said, "Listen here, I want small children to go back," but
they were adamant. Then we proceeded. This was called "ndodapandle", in other
words, "all men outside." This was happening because there were two enemies
within the township, the hit squad from Dikwankwetla, the hit squad from IBL,
and the policemen. Now, the ones who were attacking were the IBL hit squads,
because when we approached we wanted to go to them, they were already on their
way, driven by the policemen. They started shooting at that time, and we ran for
cover until we reached my home. It was at about half past six. I think it was
now getting dark. When I approached my house I saw a Hippo parking at my gate,
and children were assaulted. There were some of the comrades who were guarding
me every night because of the attacks that were done on me. When I looked at
this situation of these children being assaulted I went to the policemen and I
said, "What do you want? This is my property," and some of them were surprised.
And their commander, who is Sergeant Modisane, he said he is the one. That was
the
/beginning
beginning of the fight because I was fighting, I didn't want them to take me by
force into the Hippo. I fought with these special constables until they defeated
me, they threw me into the hippo. They assaulted me from my house. There were
some of the children in the Hippo. They were also assaulted. We drove until at
the police station. We were taken into a separate room. While waiting Modisane
came in. He said, "Where's Mfazwe?"
(Inaudible) ... lots of information. If you could just - sometimes I feel I am
losing track. If you could just highlight the important points. --- All right.
Okay, I will try to highlight. What happened then, after seeing me he went out,
and he came in with the special constables. One of the special constables said,
"Where is Mfazwe?" Because the children were so afraid of them they pointed at
me. Then the assault started. They assaulted me. My eyes were swollen until I
could not see. My face was full of blood. Now, I hit one of them with a fist. He
fell and he fainted. They took him out, and after a few minutes I saw a white
man - I heard a white man. He asked them, "Where is he?" One of the constables
pointed at me, and this white man gave me just one blow and I was shaken. I blew
back. He wanted to grab his firearm, but one member of the Special Branch came
in and he said, "What do you want from him?" They left. The following day - the
station commander of Botshabelo at that time was Mr Tsumela, who is today the
deputy commissioner of the police. On the day thereafter the children were
arrested because of the information received at the clinic. All those children
who were shot were fetched from their homes, and their parents were convinced to
lay charges
/against
against me because I mobilised the children to go and burn the buses. Some of
the parents refused, except the parents of just one child, and all the parents
said, "No, their children were not led into this action." And a day after that I
also requested to lay charges. The person who was supposed to carry on with my
statement was Sergeant Gayile. He advised me to drop off the charges because by

doing so I will not leave the police station. Now, for my life to be safe he was
asking me - he did not order me, he was just pleading with me, and I listened to
him. I left the police station and I was taken to Bloemfontein Prison. That was
after I was taken to court and the Court refused us bail. We were eight in
number. I was the accused No 1. We were refused bail. I was taken to
Bloemfontein Prison. There was no bail.
(Inaudible) ... you in prison. If you could just tell us how long they kept you
in prison in Bloemfontein. --- I spent three months without bail in
Bloemfontein. They refused me bail.
What happened after that, if you could tell us shortly? --- When we went to
court Molifide Theko from Thaba Nchu, who is a lawyer, asked what was happening,
and he negotiated bail on our behalf. We were given a free bail in that case,
and the charges were dropped for all the co-accused. I was left behind, and
towards the end of that year the case was settled in court. But I was now
involved in two case, that is the restriction case and this one. But after I was
given bail the rules were still applicable that I should report to the police
station. Now, this restriction issue, in 1990 on the 15th of February Mr de
Klerk said he was cancelling all the
/charges,
charges, but mine was not cancelled, it was only cancelled on the 2nd of April
in 1990, and I was left behind in this one of shooting the children. And it was
cancelled the next year in 1991, that was in January, because the child was now
telling the truth that the police forced him to make a statement against me.
That was the end of this case. Well, there were many things that happened along
the way in that year of 1990. I do not know do you want to listen to them,
because it seems to me the Chairlady wants me to stop.
It's not that I want you to stop, I am just having a problem because most of the
things are not in the statement here - unless you want to add to the statement
some time later on, add in some of the things which you have not reported on. -- The man who was taking the statement, that is the gentleman from Durban, said
that in the statement we should briefly give our points, especially about our
injuries, and the rest we'll listen to the Commissioners whether should we
include them or not. That is why I have a list of these incidents. But that is
briefly what happened. And in 1990 I was poisoned, and it's not in my statement,
it does not appear in my statement. I was poisoned at Botshabelo Police Station.
I was then taken to the doctor. The doctor referred me back. He gave me the
medicine, and the next day he informed me that I was poisoned. And I asked him
to verify, and he told me that he was not going to risk his profession.
What was the name of that doctor? --- I just forgot his name, but the policeman
who was with me on that day can be in a position to give the name of the doctor.
/He was
He was Constable Nketso. I think he can also be a witness to this effect, that
the doctor mentioned that he doesn't want to affect his profession. He just
examined me and gave me medication, and a file was not even opened in my name. I
still have a problem with my eyes, and I have developed ulcers. The ulcers
developed during the hunger strike, and it was discovered that I have ulcers. I
even stole one of the documents at the clinic to show that I am still undergoing
treatment. These are the two things that trouble me a lot. I have been assaulted
several times. The Mangope people also assaulted me. I never opened a case
against the Mangope people because it was a separate government, and I was just
happy that they released me. But they released me after heavily assaulting me,
and when I arrived at home I did not lay charges against them. Now, this whole
thing affected my parents, especially my mother. She passed away in 1993. She
was against me being involved in politics. Mr Likotsi has alluded to the fact
that we did not inform our parents. It is true, because our parents were members
of Dikwankwetla. Now, everything that we were doing they saw it as being done

against the government. She was affected, and my first-born was also affected.
My marriage was also destroyed because of these problems. Sometimes I am in
prison, and my wife turned into an alcoholic. She was now a jealous person, and
in 1990 she took a decision that we should separate. I was a single father now,
raising the children, and I decided to remarry, and I am happy that I am still a
married man and I have a family. That's what makes me happy, although I am not
working. I am expecting my child in October. Now, these are the problems that I
/have, and
have, and I think this has affected me. Because of my involvement I could bear
the pain. This is briefly my story. I request the Commission to investigate the
IBL issue. It was collaborating with the National Party Government. They were
provided with weapons. There was a well-known hit squad, a notorious hit squad,
and police could not arrest them. Special people were employed to service in
these hit squads. Dikwankwetla also had its own hit squad. The third issue that
I would like the Commission to investigate is that Mr Tsumela, the deputycommissioner, was the station commander at that time. He has a lot of
information. Many people died, and the members of their families were forced to
bury them without revealing anything. Such issues ended up nowhere. He is now
the commissioner of the Free State. He should come out clear. He should tell the
truth in all these things. I thank you.
It's a bit tricky because we cannot mention his name here. Okay, I think
basically you have mentioned the things that you would like the Commission to do
- the investigation of the IBL, and I also think your physical health suffered
as a result of all those assaults, and also you are not working. You are not
working because you can't find work or because you are not feeling well? --- I
am not working because I don't get employed.
Can you tell me what happened to Moses Mhlapo? --- Moses Mhlapo was reinstated
in the company, and he individually resigned. He is now owning taxis. But he was
also assaulted. That is on the day we were arrested together.
Okay, I will ask my colleague if he has some
/questions.
questions.
--------------------MR LAX: I don't really have a question, I just have a comment to make, and that
is that you were one of many thousands of people who were detained, and the
issue of that hunger strike was a very important issue in breaking emergency, as
it was then. I just want to say that if I remember correctly it started
Bloemfontein, that hunger strike, and spread to all the other prisons around the
country, so the example your people set took a big campaign around the country.
I just wanted to make that comment. --- I thank you also. I do not know what
happened to Mr Galegi, because his wife did not submit a statement. You know,
his death is a mystery. I do not believe that appendix can kill a person. I wish
that Mr Galegi's death be investigated.
--------------------CHAIRPERSON: You have contacted his wife? --- I had contact, but I think she has
moved back to Durban. I do not know her whereabouts in Durban. She went back to
Durban. His wife is Dr Hlongwane. She is a medical doctor.
Ja, it will be quite important for us to trace her, but if there is any
information you can help us that would be useful. This is quite a very heartrending type of experience. I don't know how you have survived. Your
presentation has been quite long, but it was worth it. I don't know think we
would have been able to get a full picture of all the experiences if you have

been any shorter in your presentation. And again it's just the courage of young
people. I mean you were detained again
/and again,
and again, tortured endlessly, but you never gave up, and you are here today to
give a type of testimony of your courage. I wish that this time could be the
time for you to reap the fruits of all the struggle you fought for. Perhaps you
shouldn't be sitting here unemployed, you should be beginning to build up your
life with your new wife, because all those years are very hard for you. We are
going to include all your requests and your needs to our recommendations. As we
have said again and again, there is a reparation policy which will be
implemented by the Government. It might take a longer time to be implemented,
but we are going to submit all your requests and needs as part of those broader
recommendations. Thank you very much again. We have lots of respect for you. --I also thank you.
LUNCH ADJOURNMENT
---------------------

/ON RESUMPTION:
ON RESUMPTION:
CHAIRPERSON: We welcome you back. Before we start with our afternoon session I
would like to introduce you to our Commissioner, and also our Regional Convenor
for the TRC Office in KwaZulu-Natal/Free State, Mr Richard Lyster, sitting on my
extreme left. He will be here not only for this session, but for tomorrow as
well.
I will now like to call our next witness, Fokwane Eunice Mokhothu. (Pause) We
greet you, Mrs Mokhothu.
MS MOKHOTHU: Yes, good day. I am fine, and how are you?

CHAIRPERSON: We know you have been waiting for a long time since the morning.
Thank you very much for being so patient. Before we start with your story Mr
Richard Lyster will help you take an oath.
--------------------FOKWANE EUNICE MOKHOTHU (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
MR LYSTER: We welcome you here today, Mrs Mokhothu. As Dr Magwaza said you have
waited a long time to give this evidence, and you have also come from a long,
long way away. You have come from Bothaville, which we know is a long way from
Ladybrand, and we are glad that you have come all this way to tell us a story
which is obviously very important to you. You are going to tell us about your
son, Elliot Mebotsang Mokhothu, who was arrested and detained in Bothaville in
1985. Now, just before you tell us about that incident can you just give us an
idea how many other children do you have, or do you have any other children? --Yes, M'Lord. I am very sorry that my voice is not well. I have five children.
They are all boys. Four of them - or three of them have their own
/families,
families, and this other one is just about to get married. Elliot was the lastborn. I thank you.
And are you being looked after by your family? Are you being supported? We can
see that you're an old lady now. Are you on pension? How do you support
yourself? --- I depend on the pension because my husband died, the father to my
children.
And your son, Elliot, does he live with you? --- Yes, I am staying with Elliot.
So do you look after him, do you support him? --- That is correct.
Can you just give us an idea of what his age is? Do you remember his date of
birth? (Inaudible) ... his date of birth, just give us his age. --- I brought
his identity document with me. Can you please check?
Now, this incident, Mrs Mokhothu, when he was arrested and detained, happened in
1985, is that correct? --- That is correct.
(Inaudible) ... idea of what Elliot was doing at that time. --- Elliot was a
student at that time. He was at Bothaville Secondary School.
What grade had he reached? What standard had he reached? --- He was doing
matric.
And was he progressing well with his work, with his studies? --- Very well. He
was progressive.
Now, can you give us some idea of what was happening at that time in Bothaville?
What was the situation there that was taking place? What was the political
situation, if you can remember that far back? --- The political situation was
not normal. In February of 1985 the students at Mopateng High School said the
white teachers
/should
should resign because they could not teach other lessons. The headmaster was Mr
Meyer, the deputy-headmaster was Norwood. The children in the school started
with the unrest. They cut the alarms and they cut the telephone wires, and they
stoned the school building because the white teachers refused to leave the
school. The vice-headmaster, Mr Norwood, shot a schoolgirl on the leg and the
other students took the injured one and sent her to the doctor. The violence was

now heavy. The police from Odendaalsrus and the police from Welkom were called
in to assist. The children ran for cover. They were all around the township.
Some had petrol bombs, burning the police houses. The police, on the other hand,
did not just watch, they were retaliating by shooting them with the rubber
bullets. Elliot is one of the people who ran to the riverside with others. In
February the violence was still high, and on the 25th of March it was in the
afternoon and it was alleged that they burnt a bus that was transporting people
from town into the township. It was in the afternoon. And I said to Elliot,
"Please do not go anywhere. It is alleged that a bus is burning." The sun went
down and we went into our houses. In the middle of the night I heard people
knocking and I asked, "Who are you?" And they said, "We are the police. Open
up," and I opened the door. They came in and they said, "Where is Marumo?" That
is Elliot. I said to them, "He is present, but he is asleep." They said,
"Where?" I showed them the room where he was sleeping in. I went together with
them. I asked them, "What has he done?" They said, "Come, you will hear." When
they got into that bedroom where he was sleeping they switched on the light.
/He was
He was sleeping just like this. They were many in number, many policemen. They
were in their uniforms. They had batons, they had sjamboks, black in colour, and
they had their firearms. They pulled off the blanket, they threw it away. I
asked them once more, "What has he done?" They said to me, "You'll only hear
tomorrow." They said, "Stand up. Get dressed." He just laughed. He stood up and
he dressed. I said to them, "Can he please put on his shoes?" and he did put on
his shoes. They did not allow him to take even his jacket. They went away with
him. They were driving in a Hippo. The next day I went to them, I went to the
police station. When I arrived at the police station they said to me, "He is
present here, he is in the cells." I said, "Can I please see him?" I never saw
him. I went back home. That was after I have given them his food. The next day I
went back to the police station. His brother called Michael went to see him at
the police station after he knocked off from work. They allowed him to see him.
On the third day they took all the detainees, they drove them in a van and they
took them to Transvaal, Bouwgroep Prison. And we were told about their court
case. We were fetched from our homes and they were taken to court. While they
were in the court the detainees said they suspected that Elliot was sick, and
his brother said the police must take him to the doctor. I went to see him the
next day and I asked whether did they take him to the doctor. They said they did
not take him to the doctor. When I called him I met him and he did not have
anything to say to me. He didn't even know the reason behind his arrest. The
parents of the other detained children went to look for the lawyers from
/Johannesburg,
Johannesburg, and those children spent three months in prison. That is at
Bouwgroep. When they came for the trial their legal representatives wanted to
see them, and they were allowed to see them. On the day of the trial the lawyers
came late. One of the detainees requested the Court to call Johannesburg, and
the information was that the lawyers are on their way, and it is true they
arrived. And Elliot was together with the rest of the detainees. When the case
went to court the last time the lawyers were speaking on their behalf. It was
said that they have been discharged. I had an opportunity to meet a prison
warder from Bouwgroep Prison, and he said to me, "Mrs Mokhothu, if it was
possible you would apply bail on behalf of these children because the conditions
in prison are not good at all." And I said to him, "No, we do not have money."
It is just a pity because this policeman was involved in an accident and he
died. When Elliot was released he was not the Elliot I knew. He was mentally
disturbed. He was insane. He was laughing all by himself. He would sit wherever
he likes. That is my problem with regard to Elliot. His time for schooling was
lost. I have taken him to many doctors. I even took him to Hillbrow Hospital in
Johannesburg. When he came back he came back with a letter that we should give
him these tablets, and he must carry this card all the time. He is just a human
being. I now want to know - this boy of mine could have finished his studies. I
do not have anything left. I tried to attend to his health. I even went to the

clinic to request money. Every month they
R430,00. It is not enough to let him survive.

give

him

a

disability

grant
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Mrs Mokhothu, when you started off your evidence you
/apologised
apologised for your voice. In fact you have given your evidence in a very, very
detailed, very articulate and a very objective manner, and I want to thank you
very much for doing that. You have given us a very clear account of what
happened on both sides in Bothaville during those days. There are just a couple
of questions I want to ask. What was your son, Elliot, charged with? What was
the charge against him? --- They charged him for being a member of the ANC.
That's what they said. And they further said that he was present when the riots
erupted at the school. He was also involved in the burning of a bus.
Is it correct, did you say that he was acquitted of those charges? --- When the
court case was on they said they were innocent, they were not guilty, and now if
they were not guilty I have a question. Why did they then arrest them?
Well, I presume that they suspected they were guilty, and then they had to put
them through a court case first. Let me just ask a couple of other questions.
What have the doctors diagnosed as Elliot's problem? What - do you know, or
perhaps we should look at those documents which you showed us a minute ago after
we have completed the session. Or do you know off-hand what do the doctors say
was the medical diagnosis? --- I do not know, but I suspect he is insane because
the Hillbrow authority wrote a letter statement.
Mrs Mokhothu, is he able to communicate with you? Is he able to talk to you in a
coherent way sometimes, or are you out of touch with him, are you not able to
communicate with him properly? --- At times he communicates with me. Sometimes
when I speak to him he
/just keeps
just keeps quiet.
Did he tell you what happened to him during those three months that he spent in
detention? Has he been able to tell you that, what happened to him? --- He does
not tell me, but those who were with him told me that they were assaulted. So
the people that he was accused with, his co-accused who were with him in
detention, have they spoken to you? Is that what you are saying? --- That is
correct. Even when he was inside they informed us that Elliot seems to be sick.
The police, white and black policemen, never came up to tell us that they took
him to the doctor, nothing. After having been discharged until this day I am
struggling on my own to take him to doctors.
So his friends that he was in detention with told you that Elliot and they had
been assaulted in prison, is that right? --- That is correct. We went to court,
and when they got out of the police van the police were all around their vans.
In their hands one would see their sjamboks, their batons and their guns,
beating them up.
Thank you. --- At that time Sterkman was the head of the office. It was
Sterkman, and the other one was Hothule, who was a sergeant at that time, and
Lenthoro. He was among the policemen who were present.
Mrs Mokhothu, other than - did you say Hillbrow Hospital, what other hospitals
did he go to? --- He was also admitted at the Bothaville Hospital. That was at
the beginning of this whole incident, and there was no change. I took him to
Klerksdorp and he was given just a little tablet. That is when I decided to send
him to Hillbrow Hospital. He spent a month at Hillbrow Hospital and he was
discharged. They said he was much better.

/Until
Until today he is still in that ... (inaudible - end of Side A, Tape 5) ... they
have written in the card that he should come back on the 10th. And they gave him
those tablets.
Mrs Mokhothu, we will look at the records from those hospitals which you have
mentioned, and we will study those records and see what the nature is of his
illness or disorder, and see if we can find out whether it was linked to what
happened to him in detention. I am going to now pass you back to Dr Magwaza, the
Chairman, to see whether there are any other questions which need to be asked.
--------------------CHAIRPERSON: My colleague does not have a question. I would like to just ask two
more questions, because you are here today because you are concerned about the
mental state of your son. Do you take him regularly to the clinic? Is he always
having treatment and tablets all the time? --- Please show the lady this card.
I just
clinic,
date of
him the

want to know if you don't have times where you can't take him to the
or when he doesn't have tablets? --- They normally write down the next
appointment. He goes to the clinic once in a month, and they will give
date for the next month.

What things can he do? Can he do some work at home, like cleaning, making up his
bead, or cleaning the yard? What things can he do? --- He does not do the
gardening. He cannot make his bed, but just once - I do not know when what is
happening - he will make his bed. But for the rest of the days he just leaves
it.
(Inaudible) ... himself? --- Sometimes.
MR LYSTER: Please show respect for the witness. -/When it
When it comes to eating you will put the food on the table, sometimes he will
eat, sometimes he just looks at the food and get out of the house and leave. I
could have brought him with, but I was afraid that during the sitting he will go
out, and where would I go to look for him. He goes away even at home, and
unexpectedly he will arrive and sleep. Or he will leave the house and sit all by
himself outside. Sometimes he will take the books, trying to read. Reading is
something that does not exist.
The condition of your son is serious enough perhaps to have affected your life.
Can you tell us how did it change your life? --- My life has changed because
this child does not eat properly. He is a useless person. I was even affected by
the stroke. That is why you hear my voice shaking like this.
Thank you very much, Mama Mokhothu. I think you are a very brave person, and, as
Mr Lyster has stated, irrespective of your difficulties you have been able to
give us such a good picture of your son's condition. It must be very painful for
any parent to sit helplessly and watch the condition of her child deteriorating.
We have with us here people who work in psychiatric hospitals. They are helping
here. I would like you to see them afterwards. They will look at the tablets you
have there and they will advise you whether there is some other or better type
of help that you might need to get for your son. We have also arranged with the
Department of Health here in Free State that for all the people who were
violated there should be free treatment. Thank you very much again, Mrs
Mokhothu.
---------------------

/CHAIRPERSON:
CHAIRPERSON: This brings us to the end of our hearings today. Some of our
witnesses whom we were expecting did not come. We thank you very much for your
support. This is a sign, an indication of how united the community is here.
Thank you very much again. We will adjourn now and meet tomorrow at 9 o'clock
for our last day of hearings. Thank you.
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OPENING SONG AND PRAYER BY REVEREND BOSMAN
CHAIRPERSON: Good morning, Mrs Sekhopa, we welcome you here today. Can you hear
me? Are you hearing me in Sotho through your earphones?
MRS SEKHOPA: I can hear you, Sir.
CHAIRPERSON: You have come today from Rouxville to tell your story, which
relates to the burning of your house. Before you tell us that story please can
you take the oath. There's no need to stand up. I see that you have difficult in
standing.
--------------------MATHABISO MARIA SEKHOPA (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
CHAIRPERSON: Mr Lax now will help you in giving your evidence today.
MR LAX: Thank
morning, Sir.

you,

Chairperson.

Good

morning

again,

Mrs

Sekhopa.

---

Good

Thanks once again for coming. Before we talk about the incident you've come here
to tell us about can we just get from you a small picture of your family please.

Are you married? --- Yes, I am married.
Is your husband still with you? --- Yes.
And how many children do you have? --- We have five children.
What are their ages please? --- The other one was born in 1960, the other one
was born in 1966 on the 8th of June.
That's two. --- The other one was born in 1968.
If you don't remember the others it's ... (intervention) --- In September, on
the 22nd.
/Right.
Right. --- The other one was born in 1971, on the 5th of February, and the other
one was born in 1981 on the 3rd of February, and the other one was born in 1990
on the 26th of January.
Are the two younger ones still at school? --- Three of them are still at school,
Sir.
And the older two? --- They are working for themselves, Sir.
(Inaudible) ... at all, or your husband? --- My husband is working on a farm and
I am also working.
Thank you. Let us then turn to the incident in September 1990 in Rouxville. What
was happening in the township at that time? --- In 1990 it was in September on
the 22nd. It was on Sunday. I was in the house. My husband was working outside.
I was staying with my two children. The other two were not inside the house. It
was at about half past three. The Mangese family, their shop is next to my house
- Alina Matsimela, Senela Mangese and Popo Mangese. When they come they were
having stones. They threw stones at my house. They broke all my windows. I was
in the kitchen then. I took my children and put them under the table, and then I
was looking. They broke, then from there they went to the shop. They came again
and threw stones at my house up to half past three. After that they went back. I
didn't see where they went. I took my children. I said to my daughter she must
go and fetch a blanket for me so that I'll be able to carry the small one. After
we went outside the house to my next-door neighbour. I sought accommodation at
my neighbour. then I said to my neighbour, "I don't know what is happening. I
don't know where I am going to sleep." She
/said,
said, "I will give you accommodation up to the following day in the morning.
Whilst I was still at her place up to the morning, before then, whilst I was
still there, my daughter went outside and then she drank water, then returned
and said, "Our house is burning." When I looked through the window I could see
that the house was burning. There were some boys whom we were with at my
neighbour. While we were outside I heard somebody say, "Here they come." We
returned to my neighbour's house. Then I said to those people I was with in the
house that they leave my house to burn, otherwise we will be at risk. We were
even afraid to go outside. The following day in the morning we went outside. We
looked at my house. We saw police surrounding the house. I took my children and
went to my parents' house. That is where I stayed.
Mrs Sekhopa, who was - you say that when you went there were a group of boys.
What were those boys wanting to do? Were they wanted to help you, or what
exactly were they wanting to do? --- They were trying to help me.
(Inaudible) ... out the fire? --- Yes, to put out the fire in the house.

Who threatened them so that they had to go away, or you had to go away? --- We
didn't see the person who threatened us. I just only heard a voice when he said,
"Here they come." Then we ran back to the house.
You didn't actually see who it was? --- We didn't see who was threatening us.
Now, what were the police doing surrounding your house? --- They were inspecting
the house. We left them in my yard and then I went to my parents' home.
Did you speak to the police and complain to them, or
/ask them
ask them to investigate this? --- We were taken to the police station and then
we made a statement, but there was no progress thereafter.
So the police didn't do anything about your case? --- They didn't do anything
about my case.
Do you have any idea why that was? --- I have the knowledge why they didn't do
anything, because my children were fighting with the ANC and those people were
calling themselves Inkatha.
So were your children ANC Youth members? --- Yes, my children were ANC Youth
members.
And these people were Inkatha, you say. Who's "these people"? --- The Mangese
family.
So, if I understand from what you're saying, there was a conflict between the
Inkatha people and the ANC people? --- Yes, that's true, there was a conflict
between the two organisations.
What was the root of that conflict? --- On the Saturday when they were burning
our houses, on Sunday we were burying ANC people, three ANC people. I think the
conflict started there.
How did those people die, the three ANC people? --- I was at a distance. I just
learnt that these people were shot by Mr Majola and company.
When you say, "Mr Majola and company," what do you mean? --- It's Mr Machona.
Machona. But what do you mean, him and his company? --- They were shot by Mr
Machona, and my children were there, and I didn't know anything because I was
staying in the house. I was fine in the house.
So is that when this conflict started, when the
/shooting
shooting happened? --- After that shooting the conflict started, but it started
on Sunday.
What was the shooting all about? Why was this person shooting at young people?
What were they doing that he had to shoot them? --- I don't know what was the
reason, but there was no unrest and the situation was just normal. I don't know
the reason behind his shooting.
Now, you've said that the police didn't do anything because these people were
IFP. What do you mean by that? --- It is because we see them doing nothing about
our case.
Do you think if you were IFP the police might have done something about the

case? --- I believe that if I was an IFP member maybe the police would have done
something. Because we were members of the ANC the police didn't do anything
about the case.
What was the approximate value that you lost in that fire? I don't expect you to
remember the exact details, but just rough figures. --- Are you referring to the
value of the lost property?
Of the lost property, the damage to the house. Rough figures. It's impossible to
remember everything. --- The house was totally burnt, and the property inside
the house was totally burnt, so - the whole building was totally burnt, and the
property inside was totally burnt.
(Inaudible) ... property now? --- I tried to renovate but I am now left with the
debt for renovating the house.
Sorry, I just couldn't hear the translation. --- I am now working for the credit
... (inaudible) ... the house. Let me just see if the Chairperson has any
/questions
questions he may want to ask.
--------------------CHAIRPERSON: Just to try and get a picture of what made some people IFP and what
made other people not IFP, or ANC. --- I don't know the reasons behind that
others should be members of the IFP, others members of the ANC.
What we're trying to understand, was there any connection that maybe they were
Zulu-speaking people as opposed to Sotho-speaking people, or was it mixed up?
We're just trying to understand. --- Our community was formed by Xhosas and
Sothos, but there were no Zulus. I don't know why some of them called themselves
Inkatha members.
Thank you. We're just trying to get a picture, and that's very helpful for you
to tell us that. There's just one aspect we haven't covered. Were your family
and your children - were your health affected by this experience in any way? --It affected my husband.
In what way? --- After that he was cardiac. He had a cardiac problem after this
incident.
And the children have been okay? --- My children are okay. Yes, I am still
normal.
So you're living back in that house now? --- Yes, we went back to that house. We
stayed for a year there, then from there we were able to dismantle the bricks,
and from there we built a tearoom and we returned to that house. How are things
now in the township in Rouxville? Are they quiet, is there peace? --- Yes,
there's peace now.
These people who - this family that was involved in destroying your house, do
you get on with them okay now?
/--- Yes,
--- Yes, we have reconciled because they are our neighbours.
Thank you. Mrs Sekhopa, thank you very much for coming to give us this story,
and some of the context which is very helpful for us to get a picture of what
happened, not just to you, but to others. Just one last question. Do you know
the names of the boys or the children that were shot, so we can follow that up

maybe? --- I don't remember them now.
Okay, if you could maybe try and get them for us and let us have them. Our staff
can give you a contact address to give them to us, or to phone it through. Will
that be possible? --- I'll try to do so.
(Inaudible) ... that particular incident. Once again thank you very much for
coming to tell us this painful story for yourself, and we hope that it has been
helpful for you to tell it. Thank you very much.
---------------------

/CHAIRPERSON:
CHAIRPERSON: The next witness today is Mrs Ratefane, Mrs Belina Ratefane.
(Pause) Good morning, Mrs Ratefane. Welcome here today. Thank you for coming in.
You are also from Rouxville, like the previous witness, and you've come to tell
us about the death of your son and your son-in-law, who were killed in 1990.
Before you tell us your story can you please take the oath.
--------------------BELINA RATEFANE (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
CHAIRPERSON: Now, Mrs Ratefane, you had a son, Jim, who was killed in 1990. What
other children do you have, or do you have any other children? Just give us an
idea of ... (incomplete)
INTERPRETER: The speaker's mike is not on.
CHAIRPERSON: Tell us something just about your family. Is your husband still
alive? Do you have children other than your deceased son? Give us a quick idea
of what makes up your family. --- I don't have a husband. My other children are
still alive.
(Inaudible) ... here with you? --- Yes, but two of them are working.

Now, you're an old lady now, you're 68 years old according to your statement.
Are you on pension, or do you do any work? How do you support yourself? --- I
depend on pension, Sir?
Now, tell us something about your son, Jim. How old was he when he died? --- He
could have been on his 20th or 30th birthday.
In fact we have details of his death certificate, and we are able to get the
exact dates from that. You haven't given us the name of your son-in-law, who
also
/died on
died on that day. Can you recall his full name? --- It's David Sechaba Ratefane
- Rafane. David Sechaba Rafane.
Rafane. And we he married to one of your daughters? --- He married my eldest
daughter.
Now, this incident which you are going to tell us about took place in September
in 1990 in Rouxville. Can you just give us some idea of what was happening in
the township, Old Location, at that time? What things were going on? What was
the political situation, if you can remember? --- Other people called themselves
Inkatha and others were ANC members.
(Inaudible) ... happening. Just give us some idea of what was happening at that
time. Was there conflict between those two groups? --- There was no conflict.
Well, can you tell us about how it came about that your son and your son-in-law
died? What led to them being shot? --- My son left home on Sunday morning on the
9th of September at 9 o'clock. I didn't know where he went. It was at that time
when I was preparing myself to go to church. I heard a noise in the township.
When I tried to look around I was not able to locate the noise, but I heard
gunshots, but I didn't know where the gunshots came from. My grandson came, then
said to me, "Mr Machona has shot my uncle." Whilst I was still asking where he
was shot, whilst I was still surprised, the child began to cry. I waited there.
Whilst I was still waiting I heard a cry from certain women. They were carrying
my son-in-law, and they brought him to the house. Then I went inside the house
with them. Then I said to them they should make him lie on the sofa. After some
time a car
/came to
came to take him to the hospital. He was in the car with my sister's daughter,
who was shot also, but she was still alive. When the owner of the car was on the
road, or on his way to Aliwal North, together with my son-in-law and that
daughter, the car which took my son and other people, they were stopped by the
police and they were led to the police station. Whilst I was still waiting to
hear the owner of the car to give me a report then he - a certain person came to
me and said, "Are you still here? The car which took the victims has been taken
to the hospital - to the police station." I went to the police station together
with the people I was with in the house. When we arrived at the police station
they agreed that we should go in. Inside we found that those children were still
at the police station. My son arrived whilst he was still alive at the police
station, but when we arrived there he was dead. The car which went to Aliwal
North to take my son-in-law to the hospital, immediately when they arrived at
the Aliwal North hospital my son-in-law died.
Mrs Ratefane, do you know how long the car was kept at the police station before
it was allowed to go on to the hospital? --- I don't know, because when we left
the police station we left it at the police station, still there, when we
returned home.
And how did your son-in-law get from the police station to the hospital? ---

They were not taken to the police station. From the township their car proceeded
straight to Aliwal North. The car which was not able to go to hospital was the
one which my son was in, and the other girl.
I see. And now according to your statement your son
/did not
did not die at the scene in the township where he was shot, but he died in the
car at the police station, is that right? --- That's true, Sir.
And how long after the car arrived at the police station did he die? Do you
remember that, or do you know that? --- I will not be able to be exact.
Who was with him in that car? --- The owner of the car has since ... (inaudible)
MACHINE SWITCHED OFF
ON RESUMPTION:
CHAIRPERSON: (Inaudible) ... recap on what you said. Your son and your son-inlaw were taken in two separate cars, is that right? --- Yes, that's correct.
The car in which your son-in-law was travelling, that car managed to go directly
to the hospital, is that right? --- You are right.
Whereas the car in which your son was, it was stopped by the police and sent to
the police station. --- You are correct.
And at the police station he died. --- You are correct.
Do you know what the cause of death was? Was it loss of blood from a bullet
wound? Do you remember? We don't have a death certificate on the file, or we
don't have a post-mortem report on the file. Do you remember what the cause of
death was? --- I do not know the cause of the death because we were not told
anything.
Where were you at this time? --- Which time are you referring to, Sir?
On that day when your son-in-law and son were shot and when they were taken to
the hospital where were you?
/At your
At your house, or where were you? --- I was at home.
Now, after the incident you said that you reported the matter to the Rouxville
Police Station. --- Yes. They came to fetch us to submit the statement, but no
progress was made.
Do you know who made statements? Were there any witnesses to this incident, the
shooting incident, and if there were witnesses did they make statements to the
police? --- I do not know, Sir. I was fetched alone at home with my daughter.
Was Mr Machona ever charged with any offence in connection with the incident? -- He was detained just one day. The second day he was a free man.
Did the police regard him as a suspect in the case, do you know? --- I would say
he was not a suspect because they did not send him to prison.
So, as far as you remember, Mrs Ratefane, there wasn't a case. You didn't - did
you go to court and sit in court and listen to evidence? A court case, or an
inquest, or anything of that nature? Do you remember going to court? --- There

was no court case, Sir, nothing.
Mrs Machona, do you remember what - I mean, sorry, Mrs Ratefane, sorry. Do you
remember what Mr Machona's position was in the township? Was he just an ordinary
resident of the township, was he a councillor, what was his status or his
position? --- He was an ordinary citizen and a councillor.
And this is a - when you say he was a councillor, was he a member of the Local
Authority, what was called the Black Local Authority, in that township? --- Yes,
/you are
you are correct.
And was there tension or conflict between the residents of the township and the
Black Local Authority? --- I do not know, Sir.
Do you know who the other councillors were? You've said in your statement that
Mr Machona was a member of the Inkatha Freedom Party, is that right? --- Yes.
Now, the other councillors on the Local Authority, were they also Inkatha
members as far as you know? --- Yes, Mangese was also a member of the IFP.
Now, do you know - did you ever learn from any of your son's friends or any
witnesses - did you ever learn why Mr Machona shot your son and your son-in-law?
--- I never heard from anybody.
What was your son's position, Jim? Was he active in a political sense, and which
party did he support? --- He was a member of the ANC.
And was he quite an active young person in politics? --- Yes.
And do you remember the name of the investigating officer in this case? The
policeman who was investigating the case, do you remember who he was? --- I do
not know the name of the policeman who was investigating this case because many
policemen were around rural townships. Some of them were not stationed at
Rouxville.
Did Mr Machona continue being a councillor after this incident? --- Yes, he was
still a councillor, but they were not functional any more.
Do you know does he still live in Old Location in Rouxville? --- He is now in
the Cape.
As far as you can remember, Mr Machona and
/Mr Mangese,
Mr Mangese, were they Sotho speakers, Xhosa speakers, Zulu speakers? --- Mr
Mangese is a Xhosa and Madi Machona is a Sotho.
Is there still tension or conflict between residents or members of different
parties in Rouxville in Old Location? Is there still an IFP presence in the
township? --- There are no conflicts and I don't hear any mentioning of the IFP.
Mrs Ratefane, was your son Jim working at the time of his death, was he
studying, what was he doing? --- He was supposed to go and work. He was going to
work on that next Monday.
Do you know where he had got a job? --- I didn't ask him where he was going to
work.
Your son-in-law, David, was he working? --- He was working at a white school.

What was his job? Was he a teacher or was he something else at the school? --He was a cleaner.
Did he have any children? He was married to your daughter. --- Yes.
Whom did he have? --- Four in number. He died when the last-born was a year old.
Where are those children now? --- They are present there.
Today in the hall? --- I left them at home.
(Inaudible) ... after them? --- Their mother is with them, Sir.
Is she working? --- Yes, she is working. She is also working at a creche.
(Inaudible) ... the children? --- The last-born is six years old, and I can't
remember how old are the
/others.
others.
Are the older ones all at school? --- Yes, Sir.
Did your son Jim have any children? --- No.
Mrs Ratefane, as far as you know, or as far
your son and your son-in-law who died in that
or even injured during that shooting? --- The
girl from Nzula's family, my son-in-law and my
also shot on that day, but she is alive.

as you can remember, was it only
incident? Was anybody else killed
people who died on that day is a
son, and my sister's daughter was

Was she badly injured? Where on her body was she shot? --- One bullet is still
located on her shoulder, and two were removed in Bloemfontein.
Now, has she given a statement to this Commission as far as you know? --- Yes.
So she would be able to give details about how your son and your son-in-law were
shot? Was she present? Was it the same shooting incident? Was she present with
them when they were shot? --- She was not with them. She came to see this
incident, and on her way back to her house Machona shot her.
What is her name? --- Nzwakhe Matsimela.
And you mentioned the name of another person from another family who died. Just
give me his name again, or her name. --- She is from the Nzula family. She died.
Is there anything else that you wish to tell us about that incident? --- Yes,
there is something, because when they were buried my daughter, who is working in
Welkom, came for the funeral, and on Sunday when she went to the taxis to return
back to Welkom Mangese shot her. My other son, who is still a student, was
picked up
/by Maridi
by Maridi and they assaulted him.
(Inaudible) ... shot by Mr Mangese? --- Her name is Caroline.
What day was that? Was that the Monday after the funeral? --- It was on a
Sunday.

Your son was shot on the 9th of September. Do you know what day of the week that
was? --- They were buried on the second week after they were shot. I can't
remember on which day were they shot.
Were they buried on a Saturday? --- Yes, it was a Saturday.
And the day following, the Sunday following, your daughter Caroline was shot. -- You are correct.
Was she badly injured? How was she injured? --- When she arrived at Aliwal
Hospital they managed to remove the bullet.
And did she then recover from that injury? --- Yes, she recovered, because she
went back to her work.
Has she made a statement to the Commission, do you know? --- She is in Welkom.
She didn't give a statement.
Do you know if Mr Mangese was ever charged for that shooting of your daughter? -- He was not convicted, Sir. (Inaudible - end of Side A, Tape 2) ... the police
were on their side.
Are you saying that there was a close relationship between those members of the
IFP and the police? --- Yes, the relationship was a strong one, because nobody
listened to us, but those members of the IFP were removed from the township,
they were sent to town to stay there.
Why was that? --- I do not know why, because
/some of
some of them even stayed at the police station.
Were some of their houses being attacked and burned so far as you can remember?
--- Houses belonging to which side, Sir?
Machona,
attacks.

Mr

Mangese,

and

their

fellow

IFP

members.

--- No,

there

were

no

Do you know why they were moved into the town? --- I do not know.
Mrs Ratefane, the hospitals that your son-in-law and your son were taken to, and
your daughter - you referred to the Aliwal Hospital. Is that - where is that
hospital? Is it in Aliwal north? --- Yes, that's the hospital at Aliwal North.
And do you have any documents from that hospital which will let us go back there
and look at the records of the treatment or the causes of death? --- I do not
have any document.
Mrs Ratefane, you mentioned that your son was assaulted after the funeral. Just
briefly when did that happen and who assaulted him? --- Maridi assaulted him
because the comrades were picked up and they were taken to the police station to
be assaulted. We do not know the reason why.
(Inaudible) ... Maridi? --- Maridi is a member of the CID from Zastron.
How badly was your son assaulted? Was he injured quite badly? Did he have to see
a doctor? --- He was detained during those days and I went to the cells to give
him the food. I told them I wanted to see him. They refused.
How long was he detained for? --- He was given
/a free

a free bail and he was discharged because he was still a student.
Sorry, how long was he in custody for before he got bail? --- He spent a week.
Do you know whether he appeared in court during that week or not? --- Yes, he
appeared before the Court and he was given a free bail.
After a week. --- Yes, that was after a week.
You see, people are supposed to appear in court within 48 hours normally, in
other words within two days, not a week. --- It was after a week, Sir.
And what was he charged with, do you know? What was the case against him? --They said he took part in the killing of Dithoti's wife.
Dithoti, is that the name of the person? --- Dithoti is the surname, I do not
know the first name.
Who is Dithoti, or was he? --- Dithoti was a councillor.
And when did his wife die? --- She was killed the Sunday after the funeral.
Do you know how she was killed? --- I do not know.
So was there quite a lot of violence after these funerals - killing and counter
killings, and attacks? Did things get quite bad? --- I do not know were they
counter attacks or what.
But did things get bad in the township for a while? --- Yes, the situation was
not normal. Instead it worsened.
How long did that go on for approximately? --- I do not remember, Sir, for how
long was the situation
/bad.
bad.
Were any other councillors killed, or their
remember? --- No, I can't remember of any.

families

killed,

that

you

can

And you can't remember whether any of their houses were attacked? --- They were
not attacked.
And were any other comrades killed or injured after that? --- Nobody got injured
thereafter.
Thank you very much. Mrs Ratefane, thank you very much for coming in to tell us
that story. We can see that it was a painful experience for you to talk again
about the death of your son. It's never been resolved. The people who shot him
and your son-in-law have never been charged, they've never been convicted, and
it seems as though this is the first time that you have ever had an opportunity
to come forward in public and tell the story about your son and your daughter's
husband, and your daughters, Mzwakhe and Caroline, who were also shot. The story
that you have told is similar to other stories we have heard in other parts of
the country, where councillors who sat in councils which were established and
set up by the Government were not accepted by the people, and we've heard in
other parts of the country that there were frequently conflicts between these
councillors and residents of the township. And from what you have told us the
council members in this township at Rouxville were members of the IFP, and that
they enjoyed a very close relationship with the police, and from what you have
told us it was two of these councillors who shot and killed and injured members
of your family. We don't know why these cases weren't properly investigated. We

will try to get
/hold of
hold of these documents from the police station to see what sort of
investigations were done. We know that it's very difficult for a mother to come
and talk about the death of her children, and we thank you very much for being
brave enough to come here and tell us that story, and we hope to be able to give
you some information about why your family members died in this way. So thank
you again very, very much for coming in an telling us your story.
---------------------

/CHAIRPERSON:
CHAIRPERSON: Good morning, Mrs Nche, can you hear me, can you understand me?
MRS NCHE: Good morning, Sir.
CHAIRPERSON: You also have come from Old Location in Rouxville, and you have

come to talk about the day in 1990 - sorry, in September 1990, it seems shortly
after the incident which the previous witness told us about, when your house was
burnt down. And before you tell us that story please can you take the oath.
There's no need to stand up. Do you swear that the evidence - sorry, your full
name is - is it Manthibi Rosie Nche?
MRS NCHE: You are correct.
CHAIRPERSON: And is your married name Selemela?
MRS NCHE: You are correct.
CHAIRPERSON: Which name are you known by, Selemela or Nche?
MRS NCHE: All the names, Sir.
--------------------MANTHIBI ROSIE SELEMELA NCHE (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
CHAIRPERSON: Mr Lax will help you now.
MR LAX: Thank you, Chairperson. Good morning to you again, Mrs Selemela. --Good morning, Sir.
Is your - before we go into your story just a brief picture of your family. --I have five children.
(Inaudible) ... in your statement that you gave us those details, although there
are only four names here. Let me just go through it with you. You have a son,
Joel. --- That is correct.
A daughter, Rosina. --- You are right.
And then another son, Sabatha. --- Correct.
/Thabo.
(Inaudible) ... Thabo. --- Yes.
(Inaudible) ... child. --- The fifth one is at work. He is already married. I do
not count him. He is in Bloemfontein.
(Inaudible) ... name, just for the record. --- He is Nathaniel Nche.
Thank you very much. The other four children are still dependent on you? --Yes, Sir.
(Inaudible) ... at school? --- Yes, they are at school.
Thank you. Is your husband still with you? --- He passed away in 1989.
Thank you. Now, the story you're going to tell us is connected to the two
stories we've already heard so far. --- Yes, that's correct.
And as far as we can see the burning of your home took place on the same day as
the first witness' home was burnt, which is the day after the funeral that
they've spoken about. --- That is correct.
It will be helpful for us if you can try and give us a picture of
conflict developed and what was the cause of that conflict, because the
witnesses haven't been able to help us much in that regard. --- On
around 8 o'clock a certain yellow van appeared. There were people

how that
previous
a Sunday
who were

inside my house.
(Inaudible) ... yellow van, was that a police van? --- Yes, that's true, it's a
police van.
(Inaudible) ... police station was that van? --- Rouxville Police Station.
Please carry on. --- There was a certain girl who was in the bedroom. In the
house you are able to see
/people.
people. Then this girl said, "Merozana, this house - your house is going to be
burnt." I said to her, "How do you see?" Then she said, "I hear, and then I see
the van outside, and inside there is Mr Mangese." Whilst I was still in the
lounge room I heard a petrol bomb inside the bedroom, and then again they threw
a petrol bomb inside the sitting-room. I was carrying a two-year child. On the
door the fire was now coming near me. We ran away to next - after some time,
whilst we were at my neighbour, this Rosina said to me, "We forgot the child
inside the house." A certain boy called Piet Magawu came with a container
containing petrol. At that time the comrades ran and were able to take the child
outside the house.
What child was this that was left in the house? --- That's Sabatha.
Please continue. --- The certain boy called Piet Magawu brought petrol and
poured it inside, and the comrades were able to run to take the child to the
other neighbour. Whilst we were still in the house, and the house was now in
flames, Mr Mangese was now at the front of the door with other two boys. When we
ran outside the house he said, "Come here." Then I asked Mr Mangese, I said,
"What did we do to you because you have never seen me in front of your shop or
in front of your house?" The comrades were fighting that they should resign from
being councillors. Then they agreed, and the comrades said to them they have got
to resign as councillors in our township. That was the beginning of the
conflict. After this conflict had started, and my house was at the corner, and
their wives were singing, passing through our streets. They are saying, "We are
Inkatha members and we kill."
/Yes, it
Yes, it is true they would enter into the township, they would go inside the
people's houses, and they will hit people with sjamboks and assault them.
You've said that Mr Mangese was there with two boys. Which other boys were
these? --- We don't know these boys. He fetched them from Virginia. He said - we
learnt that when he went to Virginia he bribed them that they should come with
him, and we knew that those two boys were comrades in Virginia.
Now, who else was present there? Who was driving the police van? --- The driver
of that police van was a certain white policeman called Tate. Then Mangese said
to him, "We should burn this house also."
What - do you know what Tate's rank was? Was he a sergeant, was he a constable,
was he a station commander? What was he? --- He was a constable.
Was he a young man, an old man? --- He was still a young man.
Is he still there at Rouxville? --- After this arrest he left.
You don't know where he went to? --- No, I don't know.
Thank you. You've said in your statement that you were threatened by Mangese
with a firearm outside the house. --- That's true.

What sort of firearm was that? --- I would not be able to know or identify or
describe because I was scared. I think those were guns owned by the councillors.
They were given guns.
(Inaudible) ... the guns? --- I don't know. Maybe they were given those guns at
the police station,
/but all
but all of them had guns.
So this conflict really started around the comrades wanting these councillors to
resign from the council. --- That's true, Sir.
Why did they want them to resign? --- They were accepting everything. When they
will say, "Rent increase," or whatever, they would agree. They were pressurised
all the time. They were not able to negotiate in a meeting.
So they weren't able to look after the township residents' interest as opposed
to the administration interest, is that what you're saying? --- That's true,
Sir.
The previous witness said they stopped functioning. What exactly happened? Did
they finally resign? --- During the unrest they took time - they continued to
work, but they didn't resign immediately. Whilst they were shooting people they
didn't resign then, they continued with their work and they had those guns.
Are you able to say how long this unrest continued for, who many months, or
years? --- It didn't take years, it took a few months.
Three months, six months, how much? Any idea? --- Maybe two months, but it was
not a long time. Maybe two months.
Now, the previous witnesses weren't really able to help us much except to say
that one person who was the wife of a councillor got killed. We find it strange
that they should have just left their homes without some pressure being put on
them. Can you tell us maybe about how that came about? --- I am staying next to
Delela,
/who was
who was a councillor, but he was not involved in the violence, but the person
who was involved in violence was his wife.
You're not really answering my question, and I am asking you to try and give me
a picture of what sort of pressure was put on these councillors? We've heard of
the violence the councillors made against the comrades. I am sure the comrades
didn't just sit back and take it. They must have fought back in some way. It
would be helpful to have some details of that. As you know it always takes two
hands to clap. --- I would not know that of what was happening. I would not
know.
We understand there's now peace in the township because there is no more IFP
there. --- Yes, there is peace because we are able to talk to one another, but I
will speak on my position. I have peace, but when it comes to the loss of my
property I have a bad effect because Mangese had destroyed my property.
Did you make a case against Mangese about this property? --- Yes, I did open a
case.
And what happened about that? --- They didn't accept my case. They would write
down my statement, and then you would wait to be called but you were never
called.

(Inaudible) ... about it. --- Nothing they did anything about the case.
Have you rebuilt the house? --- I just asked assistance from RDP. I haven't yet
entered that house again. I am staying at my parents' home.
The house is still empty now? --- RDP people are busy building the house, but I
have not yet entered it.
/Okay.
Okay. So are you getting some assistance to rebuild that house? --- Yes, that's
true.
We sent our investigators to the police station at Rouxville to try and look
through the records, but unfortunately all the records from 1990 have been
destroyed. I just want you to know we have actually tried to track down the
records of these cases. --- Why did they destroy them? I still have the card
from the police station.
It's not necessarily a sinister thing. All offices - all Government offices
destroy their documents after a certain time, otherwise they would drown in
paper. And I am not sure exactly what the time limits are in the police
departments, but I think it's about five years. So this is longer than five
years, so they probably wouldn't have kept the records for that long. But I
don't think it's necessarily a sinister thing. Just to tell you that we have
tried to contact - we've sent letters to Mr Mangese, we've sent letters to Tate,
and to all the people you've named, and we've had no response from them.
Particularly the policemen it's been confirmed that they did actually get the
notices. So that's why, as opposed to yesterday, we're letting people name names
because those people have had notice. You and your family are living okay now,
you're not too badly affected by this? --- We were badly affected, because at
times I am not able to clothe my children.
Do you have any idea of what the value of your losses were? --- I would not
know, but those were furnitures, clothes, and what you would normally found in a
house. I would never know how much it cost.
/Thousands
Thousands of rand though. --- I don't know exactly.
Thank you. Chairperson, I don't know if you have any questions you might want to
follow up on?
--------------------CHAIRPERSON: Mrs Selemela, thank you very much. You've given us a bit more of a
background and a picture of what happened in Rouxville. Just one last question.
Your family were ANC, is that right? --- Yes, that's true.
And I see you've been a long-time member of the ANC. --- Yes, Sir.
You say here you were a member since 1970, is that correct? --- Yes, Sir.
Obviously at that time it would have been unlawful to be a member. --- Yes, it
was unlawful, Sir. We did that underground.
No, I understand. Just in conclusion then, thank you very much for coming. Thank
you for giving us this picture. It's really a shocking picture. We've seen all
over the country, that the police did not play an impartial role, that they were
clearly opposed to anyone who was opposed to the government of that time, and
they would use anyone who was their potential ally to work with. And we really
hope that as we develop into a new democracy that the police will really come to

serve the community, regardless of who they are and what their political beliefs
are. So we thank you once again for coming and for sharing with us, and we hope
the telling of your story has helped you and been helpful for you. Thank you
very much.
--------------------/CHAIRPERSON:
CHAIRPERSON: Just to make one announcement. If anyone here wants to make a
statement to the Commission we have statement-takers present here in the rooms
in the back of this hall, so if you want to make a statement about anything
which has happened to you please sit at the back of the hall, and the statementtakers will come along and collect you and take you to a room where you can make
a statement. So it's just a little room off to the side of this hall there. The
statement-takers will be there for you if you want to make a statement. We're
going to take a short tea break now for about 20 minutes, and we will resume
after that. Before you stand up and leave please just stand up out of respect
for the witnesses in the front and wait until they leave the room. Thank you
very much.
TEA ADJOURNMENT
---------------------

/ON RESUMPTION:
ON RESUMPTION:
CHAIRPERSON: Good morning, Mr Semakale. Can you hear me, can you understand me?
MR SEMAKALE: You are clear, Sir.
CHAIRPERSON: You are from No 2 Location in Ficksburg, is that right?

MR SEMAKALE: That is correct.
CHAIRPERSON: Your full name is Johannes Fokisi Simakale.
MR SIMAKALE: That is correct.
CHAIRPERSON: Before you tell your story today can you please take the oath.
--------------------JOHANNES FOKISI SIMAKALE (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
CHAIRPERSON: Now, just briefly by way of background, are you still - this
incident that you're going to tell us about happened in Ficksburg Location. Are
you still living there, are you still staying in that place? --- Yes.
Are you - do you have family? --- Yes, I have my family.
And are you working there? --- I am a taxi owner, but it is broken at this
present moment.
And at that time, which was now 1993 when this incident happened, were you also
involved in the taxi business? --- Yes, I was still a taxi operator.
Now, at that time, August 1993, what was happening in Ficksburg in the location?
Were there political tensions of any sort, was there conflict? Just give us an
idea of what was happening in your area. --- In that year I had a contact with
the police at the border. On
/that day
that day I went to fetch them at the border at about 9 o'clock in the evening. I
was using the main road. I dropped one policeman at a certain place called
Masani. I was proceeding to go and take the other two policemen where they were
staying. When I was at a certain bottle store which was adjacent to ANC offices
when I entered the main road I stopped. I found a crowd of people, and the
police were on the other side, but they were not mingling with the crowd. When I
proceeded on that street I heard a voice saying, "Here is another one." Then
people stoned my car, and the windscreen at the back was broken and a certain
window on the left was broken. I proceeded a little bit. One policeman who was
in that car said to me I should run. Then I said to him I cannot run whilst my
car was broken. I opened the door and went outside, and those people scattered
around and they leaned against the wall of the ANC building. A certain policeman
went outside, then he produced a gun. A certain captain of the police who was
with a certain group of police he asked us what was happening. I said to him he
is asking me nonsense because he see what was happening. Then he said to me if I
want to open a case I should go to the police station. From there I accompanied
those police whom I were with. Then they asked that they should alight and go to
their places and I should go home. When I arrived home I explained to my wife
what happened. From there I proceeded to the police station. At the police
station a certain gentleman arrived to report what happened to his house. I may
mention his name if needed.
Did you make a full report of this incident to the police? --- Yes, I did
explain in detail of what has
/happened.
happened. The captain said to the other gentleman of - said to him, "Do you see
what you are doing?"
Just before you continue, you wanted to mention something about somebody else's
house that was damaged or burned, is that right? --- That's true.

Was that the same day? --- Yes, it was on the same day because we came on the
same day at the police station to report.
Okay. What happened with regard to that person? First, whose house was it, and
what happened? --- It was David Thamani's house.
Yes - well, put it this way. Perhaps just first tell us the circumstances under
which his house was attacked. Who attacked it, how was it attacked, anything you
know about it? --- When he found me at the police station to report about his
house which has been attacked he was explaining as if people attacked his house
being accompanied by the police. He explained that there was a Hippo which lit
his house, and his house was stoned. It was hit my petrol bombs, and some
property in his house, or furniture, was destroyed. I believe he is here to give
evidence.
(Inaudible) ... who the people were who attacked his house? Not their names, but
what political party were they supporting? --- He knows.
Unfortunately he hasn't made a statement to this Commission and we can't let him
give evidence, and we will take this matter up with him after you have given
your evidence. Did he tell you who had attacked the house, supporters of which
organisation or group? --- He said they were supporters of the African National
Congress.
/Now, you
Now, you said that you reported this to the police. Was that in Ficksburg
itself? --- Yes, that's Ficksburg Police Station.
What did they do? Did they investigate it, did they take action, did they arrest
anybody? --- No, there were no people who were arrested because in my case they
said they don't have enough evidence. Then they just stopped the case.
Do you know the names of any of the people who attacked you and damaged your
vehicle? --- Some of them I knew later when I heard people saying their names.
What was the nature of the conflict in Ficksburg at the time? Were there two or
more groups that were in conflict with each other? Certainly there was the ANC
there. The people who they were - as you have said they attacked your vehicle,
they attacked Mr Thamani's house. Are you supporters of a particular party? What
was it, do you believe, that made them attack you and Mr Thamani's house? --- At
that time I didn't belong to any political party, but I was a member of the
Civic Organisation within our township. Maybe the cause was within SANCO and the
ANC because there was an internal conflict within SANCO and ANC.
I see. So there was - SANCO is the South African National Civic Organisation, is
that right? --- You are right, Sir, it's the organisation for residents.
And you're saying that there was conflict between the ANC and SANCO. --- Yes,
there was a conflict.
And what did that have to do with, what was it about? Was it about leadership,
or was it about ideology, or what? --- There were two civic organisations, which
/is Mukaleng
is Mukaleng Civic Association and SANCO. Then there was a need to form one civic
organisation, which is SANCO, so that we should not have two civic
organisations. I think that was the cause of the conflict.
And did it go on for some time? Were many more houses or people - houses damaged
or people injured, as far as you can recall? --- There were people's houses
which were destroyed. The other house which was destroyed was Mr Sitini's house,

and Mr Esack Ntuzu's house, and then Mr Soforani Ntuzu's house, and again it is
Mr Malubesi's house, where SANCO used to hold their meetings. There was a car
which was attempted to be burned which was owned by Mr Dumeng.
(Inaudible) ... were associated
identified themselves with SANCO.

with

SANCO?

--- Yes,

they

were

people

who

And was that conflict resolved, or is there still conflict between the ANC and
the Civic in that place? --- After houses were burned and cars were stoned if I
am not wrong after some days there was a Peace Committee set up, which was inside that committee were two ministers of religion, which met in Ficksburg
Hotel. That is where they were trying to bring a resolution to this conflict.
That is where we were able to know the cause of the conflict, because a certain
ANC member did confess that he was revenging against the attack.
So does it - from what you understand about that conflict does it appear that
the conflict was caused or made worse by the fact that one ANC member had been
attacked by somebody in SANCO and was then intent on carrying out some revenge
attacks? Does it seem to have
/been a
been a personal thing? --- It was encompassing the whole township where we were
staying.
(Inaudible) ... able to resolve the conflict? --- I don't think they were able
to bring a resolution to the conflict because the conflict continued after that
meeting.
And when was it resolved? --- It has never been resolved. Even now we see some
splinters of conflict. Even if they are not the same as before, but we see some
splinters of conflict within our township. I knew the person who was the cause
of the conflict. I was not satisfied. Even when he was greeting me I would not
greet back. I didn't even forgive him because of what he has done to me, and
that the case should be handled by the police successfully.
Does SANCO still exist as a civic organisation in Ficksburg? --- Yes, it is
still there in our township.
Mr Semakale, is there anything more that you want to tell us about this incident
and about the ensuing conflict? --- The conflict continued. Even on my side as I
was apolitical I was a church member or a religious person. It brought hatred
against the minister who was there at that time. The minister didn't comfort me,
then I had to hate him.
Is there anything else you would like to tell us? --- There is nothing more I
can say, Sir.
(Inaudible) ... vehicle? --- I was able to repair the car, but with problems
because it was not a big car, it was a four plus one car. Under those
circumstances I was taking my children to school, I was unemployed, I was not
able to make funds. Even though my
/wife was
wife was working we had some credits which we had.
Okay. Mr Semakale, thank you very much for coming in. You have given us a new
perspective on the conflict which took place in Ficksburg. Most of the evidence
that we have heard over these many months that we have been sitting has been
between two parties who were diametrically opposed to each other, the IFP or the
ANC, the Security Branch and the UDF, things like that. Every now and then we
have come across cases where people or organisations who have very similar

principles to each other also fall out with each other, and that is also part of
our history. It's a very unfortunate part of our history, and it's very
unfortunate and very sad that people, ANC Youth members who were, and maintain
that they were, fighting for democracy in this country, should have resorted to
something so fundamentally undemocratic like stoning people's houses and cars,
simply because they disagreed on certain minor issues of principle or
organisational strategy. And we hope that those days are over. But your evidence
is important because it has drawn attention to that sort of conflict, which took
place in many parts of this country. We've heard evidence in places in KwaZuluNatal and in the Eastern Cape, where members of the same organisation fought and
killed each other. We've heard evidence from the IFP in KwaZulu-Natal, where
people who were IFP members, but refused to take part in night operations, night
camps as they were called, people who moved around the township at night because certain IFP members refused to take part in those operations they were
also attacked and killed by their own members. So we've heard a lot of evidence
similar to that
/you have
you have given. So we thank you again for coming and telling us that
information. It will form part of the record that we are creating of this
country's history. Thank you very much for coming in today.
---------------------

/CHAIRPERSON:
CHAIRPERSON: The next witness is Mr Masemola, Clement Masemola. (Pause) Good
morning, Mr Masemola. Can you hear me, can you understand me?
MR MASEMOLA: Yes.
CHAIRPERSON: You're also from Ficksburg, from No 2 Location.
MR MASEMOLA: You are correct.
CHAIRPERSON: And you have come to tell us about what happened to you in
September 1992 when you were arrested and assaulted by the police. Before you
tell us that story can you take the oath please.
--------------------CLEMENT MASEMOLA (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
CHAIRPERSON: Mr Lax will help you.
MR LAX: Thank you, Chairperson. Welcome again, Mr Masemola. Before you give your
evidence if we can just get a picture of your family. You were born in May '73.
--- That is correct.
That makes you 24 at the moment. --- That is correct.
Are your parents still alive? --- My father died. I am left with my mother and
my grandmother.
And do you have any siblings? --- Yes.
How many please? --- I have two sisters and I have two brothers.
Have you - are you still busy with or have you completed your schooling? --- I
did not complete my schooling.
What are you doing at the moment? --- I left school during the torture by the
police.
And are you working at the moment? --- I am
/unemployed.
unemployed. I am just staying at home.
Would you like to continue with your education? --- I wanted to carry on with my
studies, but during the torture by the police they fastened me to a tree with
the handcuffs and they chained my legs too. I used to write with my left hand.

Now, during the torture I got injured on this left hand and I cannot write any
more.
Okay. We'll come back to the actual incident in a moment. So who supports you,
your mother and your grandmother? --- That is correct.
Thank you. How far did you go with your schooling? --- I was doing standard
seven.
Thank you. Now, in September 1992 you've told us that a farmhouse at a place
called Rosendal, which is near Ficksburg, was attacked in a grenade attack. --That is correct.
And the farmer was shot in that attack. --- That is correct.
And that the house was destroyed. --- That is correct.
And that some time after that incident you were arrested by the police together
with other PAC members. --- That's right.
You were a member of the PAC at that time? --- That is correct, I was, and I
still am, a member of the PAC.
When exactly were you arrested?
can't it's - you can? --- I was
write my exams. I was not in a
released in December, just after

Are you able to give us a date at all? If you
arrested in 1992 towards December. I could not
position to sit for my exams because we were
the

/exams.
exams.
Okay. Please tell us what happened when you were arrested. --- I was at school,
and on Tuesdays the school used to release us at 12 o'clock. Now, when I was
from school I saw a taxi and I thought it was an ordinary taxi. The music was
playing loud in this taxi. The occupants of the car were sitting in a very
relaxing manner, and they saw me. One of them said, "There's Thabang." They were
pointing guns at me. I wanted to run away and the students said, "Don't run
away, they will shoot you." They got hold of me and they took me to their
offices.
(Inaudible) ... you for a moment. What was the name they called you? --- They
said, "Here is Thabang."
(Inaudible) ... one of your names? --- That is correct, that's my Sotho name.
Thank you. Please continue. --- They took me to their offices and I met an
African, Themba, and Linyatsa. These are the two people who were already
arrested before my arrest. They were already tortured. They were crying. I was
put in a group that was tortured, and ... (intervention)
Just before you continue, you mentioned two names. Themba, what is Themba's
surname? --- It's Themba. Themba it's his Sotho name, and Linyatso is the
surname.
And the other person? --- Difo Mohaotse.
Please continue. --- They electrocuted me. It is a wire that is round in shape.
They tightened it to my penis and they switched it on and it electrocuted me. I
refused to tell them the truth. They said, "You burnt down the houses." I said
to them, "I do not know
/anything."

anything." They switched it on again and it electrocuted me. I still refused.
They released the wire. They put me in a bag. They tightened it and I could not
breathe. Themba and them convinced me to confess that I was present when this
incident took place, and I committed myself. They had a list, and names were
written in that list. Now, the policeman told us that it was a list from
Mr Pius, and they said Mr Pius provided them with that list. He is standing
right there.
If we can just please have some quiet so we can get on with this evidence. Thank
you. In essence you confessed to having been part of this. --- Yes. I realised
that it was getting tough, they were torturing me, and I committed myself so
that they can release me. After the torture they took me to Sindala and they
went to fetch the others according to the list, until we were all picked up.
They took me to Dalesville. That is the Kimberley line. I was alone in the cell,
but it was a bigger cell. They said I was a member of APLA. They said they
couldn't mix me with other people because I was a little bit rough. When they
fed me the food was just thrown as if I was a dog. They came wearing T-shirts
written, "You will talk the truth." There is one of them who is called King. He
is a member of the branch here. He came ... (intervention)
Sorry? --- King. I do not know is it Koen or King.
A white person? --- Yes, and Swanepoel too. And others do not know, I only heard
that they were from Bloemfontein. They would come at night, open the cell, took
out their firearms, point them at me, and they said
/to me,
to me, "You are an APLA member, you killed white people. We are also going to
kill you." And I said to them, "Please do not kill me. Rather take me to
prison." They would pick me up in the morning and take me to their offices and
torture me, together with the others. But they were looking for me and Themba
Linyatso, claiming that we were the leaders of our organisation.
(Inaudible) ... treatment continue for? --- This sent on for about two months.
We were taken to court. 12 midnight we were taken to court here in Ficksburg.
When we arrived in court the police ordered us to tell them what we told them in
Bloemfontein, to confess to our acts. We told the Magistrate, Swanepoel, that we
did not commit that act. They were torturing us, that is why we confessed. We
were then taken back to Bloemfontein. The torture went on. They said, "All
right, you were lying to us." We went for the final case, and the advocate from
the PAC, Mr Mavundla, came and the case was just dropped. I spent a week outside
and I was fetched alone. It was at night. They were driving two private cars and
two kombis. Our house has two doors, the kitchen door and the dining-room door.
They first rounded the house. These were the policemen from Bloemfontein and the
local policemen. They broke down the front door. The others were keeping watch
at the windows. And the back door they kicked and it broke. My grandmother is
very old and she asked them what the problem was. Now, my room is at the front,
so you can see in the street. Now, in my bedroom there was a bath full of
clothes. I went into the bath and hid myself. They got into the house, they
searched, and this white man called Koen pulled this bath and he said, "No
/ways, the
ways, the clothes can't be this heavy. There must be something in this bath." He
pulled it and he saw me lying there. I was holding my body, and he grabbed me
and they put me in the van. They took me to their offices. They tortured me.
After that they showed me a briefcase full of money. They said they were only
going to give me that money if I told them the truth. They were doing all this.
The Chairperson of the PAC was in prison. Now, there was an ANC branch in
Ficksburg. Now, for Molefe to provide those names I think he had a little
support, and the PAC had a lot of support. I think he wanted to destroy the
support we had. He wanted to hand us over to the settlers.

Now, after you were questioned and tortured in this way what then happened to
you? You were questioned at their offices no doubt. --- These policemen were not
just asking questions. They just tortured me. They took me to that farm and they
alleged that I had a hand grenade, and they gave me a hand grenade. I do not
know whether it was a real one or not. They wanted me to demonstrate as if I was
throwing it so that they can take pictures of me, and I refused. I said no, I am
not going to do that. They called my grandmother, that is my father's mother. I
did not even know the farm that was destroyed. They took me to that farm, they
showed it to me, and they asked my grandmother to convince me to go with them to
the farm. Because she was an old lady, scared of people, she said, "My son, tell
them the truth." They even went to my house and they alleged that I had hand
grenades. We had wood at home packed outside. When I arrived at home they said
to me, "Take out your hand
/grenades."
grenades." They referred to me as APLA man. After I was released my grandmother
talked to me. She said, "Thabang, please take them out." Because she was so
scared the police said to her, "If he doesn't produce those hand grenades they
are going to injure you," and I said to her, "Granny, they took them away. I do
not know where they are." They left with me and they tortured me. I was still
handcuffed. They suffocated me with a tube and they left me. I was all by
myself. I went to the doctor because my left hand was now injured. I think these
people were so fond of trees. You know, they used to tie people to the trees.
Now, at the time when they took me to the tree I tried to break the car so that
I can escape because my hand was badly injured, and the windscreen injured me.
They were hitting me with their gun butts all over the body, and they left me. I
went home. I showed my mother the hand, and the next day I went to the State
doctor. I told him that, "This hand of mine is numb, I cannot do anything." He
gave me a medical certificate and I took it to the hospital, and the Ficksburg
Hospital referred me to Bethlehem Hospital, and they operated me. They operated
my hand at Bethlehem. I could not use my hand at all.
In your statement you spoke about escaping from the police. You haven't told us
about that just yet. Do you remember that? --- How do I elaborate?
You spoke about jumping out of the vehicle near the river, the Nelspruit River
you said. --- Yes, they lied to me. They said to me they were throwing me into
the river, and I ran from that river until I got home. It was late at night.
They were shooting in the air.
/Now, this
Now, this hand of yours that has been damaged, how is it now after the
operation? --- This left hand doesn't function properly as the right hand. I do
not know what they did. I don't know whether they put in some bolts. I cannot
bend my hand, but I can clutch some few things with this hand. But it's a very
weak hand.
Did you ever speak to lawyers or did you lay a case against the police for these
injuries? --- No. We had an advocate, Ditekho. We gave him this statement. I do
not know what happened. We don't know whether Ditekho was bribed by the police.
We do not know anything.
Sorry, I couldn't - please if you can give us a chance to hear this evidence. I
am sorry, because of the crowd noise I couldn't hear the translation properly.
If you just repeat the translation. --- We did not open a case, we left
everything in the hands of our advocate, Ditekho. Now we suspect that Ditekho
was bribed by the police to destroy the papers.
Where is this Advocate Ditekho from? --- He is an attorney, but he belongs to
the PAC. He has an office in Botshabelo, but he resides in Thaba Nchu.
And you've never heard from him about the case after that? --- Nothing, Sir,

until today.
But he was paid to get the job done? --- I believe he was paid because this
happened in 1992, and until today we haven't heard anything. Some of the members
of the PAC have given up and they are soldiers. I am left behind at home because
of the torture. I could have been a soldier. Now, because my hand is weak, I
cannot work. This really troubles me, because all the people I was tortured with
are soldiers.
/(Inaudible)
(Inaudible) --- These are the people I was struggling with.
Do you know whether at that time it was the PAC's policy to attack farmers and
farms? --- It was during the time where APLA was hitting. Now, the police
thought we were members of APLA. They never thought that we were members of the
PAC, they referred to us as APLA.
And were you members of APLA? --- I can explain it this way. The military wing
of PAC is APLA.
We understand that. We're quite familiar with those issues. I am asking you a
question. Were you a member of APLA? --- No, I was a member of the PAC.
I understand about PASO and the PAC. That's fine. Do you know whether those
attacks were actually APLA attacks, the one that you were arrested for? --- I do
not know. They just picked us.
And you had never been to that farm before? --- I did not even know where the
farm was. The police took me to the farm. They wanted me to point at the farm.
They had a camera in their possession. They wanted me to point at the farm so
that they can take pictures of me.
It looked like you were pointing to your own actions? --- Yes. They even put a
hand grenade in my hand to demonstrate. I do not know how to operate even this
hand grenade. They told me to pull a pin and demonstrate.
Your other colleagues who you've mentioned, Theko and Themba, were they also
quite badly injured during their torture and detention? --- I think all of us
were injured during the torture, but I am now talking on my behalf. I was
severely injured, because after all the
/others
others were released they came for me.
Why do you think they came for you a second time? --- They were now torturing me
alone the second time.
Why do you think they did that? --- I explained that these people alleged that
myself and Themba were the leaders of the PAC. So now these policemen were given
information by Comrade Pius because ... (intervention)
Can I just stop you there. Unfortunately you didn't talk about Comrade Pius in
your statement originally, and so we haven't had an opportunity to give him
notice that you were going to talk about him. And we're required to be fair to
all people who are named, so - you mentioned it, it came out. I didn't stop you
at that point because you just mentioned it once, but I can't allow you to
continue to talk about it without giving him an opportunity to reply. So we will
have to write a letter to him and explain what you've told us and get his side
of the story. So you must understand we have to be fair to everybody. --- I
understand.

(Inaudible) ... for the moment. You must understand I am not covering up for
him, I am just - I have a duty to protect him as I would have to protect you if
you were named. --- Thank you.
After you escaped from the police did they ever try and re-arrest you or charge
you with anything else? --- They could not arrest me because I ran to the
bushes.
Did you not go home after that? --- I never went home.
Were you on the run? --- I went to spend the night with my friends. I was afraid
they would come home.
So you were on the run just for that one night?
/--- I
--- I was on the run and I went to Botshabelo to the head office of the PAC, and
we explained to them what the situation was involving the members of the PAC ...
(inaudible - end of Side A, Tape 4) ... I was spending the nights at my relative
in Botshabelo and they could not find anybody at the head office.
Who is they, sorry, the police? --- Yes.
Did the head office have some communication with the police around these issues?
--- No.
As part of our investigations into your statement we wrote to the police at
Ficksburg to try and find out whether you were charged in any cases and whether
they had any records of you having been charged. They said the only records they
could find during September - and it may have been that you were charged much
later - were of a Clement Ramahawe. Is that not a name you may have used? --- I
am Clement Masemola. Maybe they wanted to write my name.
The other two names they gave us were a Clement Mubatha and a Clement Ludsula.
Those are not names you may have used? --- No.
They are completely unrelated cases as well, so we just think that it's not the
same thing. I just thought I'd check it with you. Mr Masemola, thank you very
much for coming to tell us this quite difficult story. The issue of the APLA
campaigns is quite well know, particularly in the eastern Free State, and we're
grateful to have some evidence of how the police went about investigating those
cases. And the story you've told us is very similar to what we've seen in other
places, where the police picked up all sorts of people totally
/unconnected,
unconnected, and tried to get information through various means of torture.
You've given us a very clear account of what happened to you, and we wish to
thank you for that, and we hope that in your having the opportunity to tell your
story it could bring some relief to you, to at least be acknowledged. And we
hope that your friends whose stories we haven't heard can at least in some way
share in your telling of the story. If any of your friends would like to tell
their stories as well, at least to give us statements, you can get the details
of our Bloemfontein office and we can arrange for statements to be taken from
them as well if they would like that. Because clearly there are other stories
that need to be told about what happened in your area. So we thank you for
coming and we wish you well. --- Thank you.
---------------------

/CHAIRPERSON:
CHAIRPERSON: Good afternoon, Mr Setene.
MR SETENE: Good afternoon, Sir.
CHAIRPERSON: You, like the previous witness but one, Mr Semakale, you also come
from Ficksburg, and you have come to tell us about a similar sort of incident as
Mr Semakale told us about.
MR SETENE: That is correct.
CHAIRPERSON: And this happened to you in August 1993.
MR SETENE: That is correct.
CHAIRPERSON: Before you give your evidence you have to take the oath.
--------------------SOLOMON MAJORO SETENE (Sworn, States) (Through Interpreter)
CHAIRPERSON: Now, just give us some idea of your background. Have you always
lived in that area of Ficksburg? --- That is correct.
(Inaudible) ... there now? --- Yes.
(Inaudible) ... a family? --- No, I don't have my family.
At that time you were living with your mother, is that right? --- Even now I am
still staying with my mother.
That's Rosalina Setene. --- That is correct.

You don't have a family of your own, you don't have children and a wife? --- I
have children, I don't just have a wife. I am divorced.
I see. Now, at that time in August 1993 were you working in Ficksburg or what
were you doing? --- I was just at home, I was unemployed.
Now Mr Semakale, who gave his evidence earlier this
/morning,
morning, gave us some idea of the conflict which existed in Ficksburg between
the South African National Civic Organisation and the ANC. Do you want to
confirm that, or tell us a little bit more about how that conflict happened, or
what it was about? --- It was in 1992 when SANCO was launched in Ficksburg and
there were problems between SANCO and the ANC, and this man called Pius Molefe
Mohlome is the man behind this whole problem. He did not want to accept that he
cannot be a leader for all the organisations within the township. Now he wanted
the ANC as its leader, and he also wanted to be the leadership in the SANCO. And
on top of that he designed a badge, and we could see that he was troublesome,
and this badge indicated that SANCO still existed in the township and it was
under his leadership. Now, it appeared many a time that this man was not in
favour of peace. It so happened that when SANCO was just launched, and when the
people were told that they will have to have a representative, Mr David Thamahe
was chosen as the chairperson of SANCO in Mukaleng(?). At that time I was
serving within the executive of SANCO, I was the media liaison officer. Now, at
the time of these conflicts of which organisation to lead and which not Pius
himself was so keen to sell us out to the administrator. Now, during those days
the administrator was in charge, and we were against this notion of selling us
out because previous he had been a policeman. That was before he became the
chairperson of the ANC. Now, it clearly showed that Pius was taken by the white
people, that is the administrator and them. They made him leave his job and be
involved in the ANC so that we people think that he is building the
/ANC. And
ANC. And on the other side we were going to be thinking that he was working for
the people, and yet he would be building his nationalist ideas. We came to
realise that he was a destroyer, and he wanted to be the only brilliant man. We
now wanted to keep a distance between himself and us, and this conflict erupted.
He became friends with police. Now, during this relationship between himself and
the police we found ourselves under attack at our homes. I did not even
understand what wrong did I commit, because in 1992 in August my home was
destroyed. The reason behind the destroying of the house nobody knows. He went
to my home and destroyed it. They destroyed our house while my mother was still
in the house. She was 83 then, and they stoned her and she went to the hospital
to be stitched on that night. Just a minute after they left, that is Pius and
them, because I heard them saying, "Let us go because we are finished," and
Siphumudi, one of them, said, "No, can't we go back because I saw him getting
underneath the bed." Just a minute after they left the police came in so
quickly. I asked myself and I thought to myself, "This is just a foul play. The
police are involved with these people." I did not want to concentrate on that
issue during that time because I was worried about my mother. I called Med-Risk
and they quickly arrived. The police were around, that is Sergeant Sawane and
them, and they connected me to this white man from Med-Risk. And this white man
from Med-Risk came with a message and he said, "Med-Risk is not going to help,
because this is the new South Africa and you wanted it just this way." You know,
I had to laugh because this white man was talking something I could not
understand.
/My mother
My mother was injured, she was bleeding, I had to attend to her because her
forehead was hit. Yes, they did remove her. I was satisfied that they attended
to her. They went to the hospital, where she was admitted. Sergeant Sawane told

me to write a statement. No, he asked me first, "Are you going to submit a
statement?" I said to him, "Sawane, you have seen what happened. Now, is it
necessary to write the statement because you are already my witness?" He said,
"No, my friend, I would like you to submit a statement," and indeed I wrote a
statement. I wrote in my statement that I did not see Molefe Mohlome with my own
eyes, but I heard his voice when he said, "Comrades, we have done the job, let's
leave." My mother was at the hospital at that time and she came back home. I am
still worried about my mother really. She is in deep trouble. She cannot speak,
she cannot walk, she is just a person, a helpless being. I do not know what to
do to make ends meet. You know, sometimes when I meet Pius along the street I
become very angry, and I decided to leave this issue because I wanted to revenge
and my mother said to me, "My son, do not revenge. God is on our side." Even at
this stage I am troubled by my mother. That's why I am here today. I thank you.
I heard Mr Semakale has already mentioned that how many people were affected by
the attacks on their houses. We found petrol bombs in the house before they
could explode, but the doors were broken down, the windows were shattered, and I
think the intention was to kill me because the roof is even damaged. They really
destroyed my mother.
Mr Setene, are you saying then that as far as you are concerned the cause of the
conflict between SANCO and
/the ANC
the ANC in Ficksburg was caused by Mr Mohlome, who wanted to be chairperson of
both organisations? --- Not only two organisations, all organisations. He wanted
to be the leader of all the organisations around Mukaleng because he was a
policeman. Now, this - he wanted to rule the township. That is briefly what I
can say. There was the Womens League, SACCAWU - every organisation he wanted to
be the leader.
Now, I am asking you questions about Mr Mohlome because we have given him notice
in terms of section 30 of the Act. We have advised him by letter that these
allegations have been made about him, so accordingly you are free to mention his
name as you have been doing. Now ... (intervention) --- I thank you.
Now, the police - the response by the police was that there was not sufficient
evidence to charge him, is that what you said? --- I had enough evidence. I do
not understand why the police said the evidence was not enough to proceed with
the case, because my mother was also injured. Blood came out. My head stood
still when they told me that the evidence was not enough. And the first letter
that I received from Commissioner Stenment(?), he explained in his letter that
it is true, and it is evident that the organisations are fighting against each
other, and they are busy investigating the case.
Now, our investigators have done some work on this, and we have a letter here
from the Attorney-General of the Free State saying that he declines to prosecute
Mr Mohlome in this case, but he hasn't given any reasons for that. Now, can you
tell us what position does Mr Mohlome hold at
/the moment?
the moment? --- I want to understand you. What do you mean when you say what
position is he holding? Are you referring to politics or otherwise?
What civic or political position does he hold? --- I do not know how to describe
him. He doesn't take any advice from anybody. He is self-righteous. When you
have to be tortured by the police they would torture you in ... (inaudible) ...
now this is in his blood. I do not refer him as a politician. His blood is
really boiling. That is what I can say. He is a parasite.
Ja, Mr Setene, I think you must just stick to the question I ask. What position
is he holding at present? --- I think he is in the leadership position. He is
the leader of that little group of the ANC, and I think he is hijacking the

township. That is why I have mentioned that I do not know what kind of politics
is he involved in. Can I - I just want to say something. I won't mention the
name of the MEC who promised to come to Mukaleng, and he promised to bring a
six-man delegation to attend to the conflict in Mukaleng. Until today the
promise has never been fulfilled. Now, that MEC left the then portfolio and went
to the other one, and this task was supposed to be attended by this new MEC.
Now, it seems to me that the ANC's stand is rotten in the province. I am not
politically inclined, but what I can say is this person himself wants to know
politics, but he is a vampire.
(Inaudible) ... you should make personal insults against people. We have given
notice to him about allegations that have been made against him, and it's not
the correct place now to trade insults with somebody. But we can see that there
are strong feelings about
/Mr Mohlome,
Mr Mohlome, and strong allegations made against him, and perhaps the best thing
for you to do, and those who feel like you, is to take this up with the
provincial leadership of the ANC to see whether some sort of peace committee
cannot be established in Ficksburg to bring the people together. --- How do I
put this forward really, because I have just explained we've been discussing the
ANC office of Mukaleng. I am not insulting, but I am giving you my feelings, and
he is up there. He knows deep down in his heart. I do not despise him, I do not
humiliate him, but I hate what he did to my mother. That is my mother. I have to
fight what this land did to me. Now, what we are talking her about the ANC, they
ANC failed. I can talk about the deceased, the late Mr Sibutelo. I had to rush
to Bloemfontein to meet the late Mr Sibutelo to tell him about the situation
here in Ficksburg. I realised that revenge was not the good thing. I am talking
here of something that happened to me. This man uses somebody else's power and
makes it his own, and this is wrong.
Mr Setene, is there some last thing you want to say, because we must wrap this
up now? --- I have just one last thing to say. I am requesting the TRC please do
investigate this case and let the ANC know, inform it that it should come to
Ficksburg. They should inform Pius and the other members that they are coming,
because the people of Mukaleng share no interest in his leadership at all. We
have told ourselves as the members of the local government that we are not going
to provide our support because he is a snake and he is involved ...
(intervention)
/(Inaudible)
(Inaudible) ... not to make insults in public like that. We're not allowed to
permit people to do that. We know that you feel very strongly about the
incident, and we thank you for your evidence. --- I also thank you. Pius
confessed in the presence of us all while we were at the hotel that he did all
this, and enough evidence came up, and I will leave you with this document so
that you have enough evidence. And other people were also present. I want to be
really ... (intervention)
Mr Setene, we will take those documents from you. It's - we can't make any
comment or any findings on this issue. Obviously we haven't heard Mr Setene's
side of the story. We've heard a lot of evidence from - sorry, Mr Mohlome's side
of the story, and it will be necessary to see if we can get that side of the
story, and we will certainly request that our investigators take up this issue.
In fact they have already started to take up this issue, and we will bring this
to the attention of the provincial leadership of the ANC. So, we thank you very,
very much for coming in. It's obviously something which is burning inside the
lives of many people in that part of Ficksburg where you come from, and it is in
the public interest that this sort of thing should be sorted out as soon as
possible. And it's completely wrong that something like this, which started up
in 1993, should still be continuing in 1997, four years later. We all believed
that in 1994 we had achieved an era of peace and democracy, and it's wrong that

these things should still be plaguing communities like yours, so thank you very
much for coming in and telling us that very difficult story.
--------------------/CHAIRPERSON:
CHAIRPERSON: We've come to the end of the public hearings in Ladybrand, and at
the end of this hearing we have also come to the end of a very unique experiment
in South Africa's history. We've also reached a very significant point in the
history of the Truth Commission. This is the last hearing for victims that will
ever be held in this country, and it brings to a close one of the most farreaching steps that this new Government has ever taken to acknowledge the loss,
the pain, the suffering of thousands of victims of this country's political
past. And that is the first and one of the most important jobs of this
Commission, is to provide victims, like the ones we see here today - to provide
them with a public forum at which they can tell their stories, and at which they
can be publicly acknowledged in order to help them restore their civil and human
dignity, to help them to come to accept the loss of their loved ones, and to
help them to move on with their lives.
But there's also another very important purpose of hearings such as this one
today, and that is to assist us, the Commission, with our very vital work, which
is to establish as complete a picture as possible of the causes and the nature
of the human rights violations, the gross human rights violations, which took
place in this country over the last 34 years.
But just for a minute let's forget what the purpose of the hearings have been
and let's focus on the sort of testimony and evidence that we have heard over
the last 14 or 15 months since we started holding hearings. Over these past
months we have been taken by victims like yourselves today - we have been taken
into what I can only
/describe
describe as the very heart of darkness, into the most cruel and lonely corners
of the human temperament. We remember the testimony of people like Port
Shepstone in KwaZulu-Natal, a man who worked as a cook on a ship, who came back
from many months out at sea, back on home leave, to find that his wife and two
children had been murdered, had been hacked to death and their bodies had been
thrown into a pit toilet. We think of witnesses that we heard in Brandville in
Mooi River, where three women from one family, a grandmother, a mother and a
young child of six years old, were brutally stabbed to death by men with spears
and bush knives.
We have heard terrible stories of assault, abduction, torture and death from
every corner of this country, but we've also heard stories about the strength
and the triumph of the human spirit over adversity ... (inaudible - end of Side
B, Tape 3, beginning of Side A, Tape 5) ... shocking experiences, and we've
heard them stand up confidently and powerfully relate those stories of their
past. And we've heard these people ask the Commission not just to recognise
them, and what happened to them, but also to recognise and to remember the
thousands of other people who also suffered who have not been able to gain
access to the Commission. And we've seen people who have suffered these terrible
violations of their rights, we have seen them caring and nurturing for other
people and helping them to gain access to this Commission. We have been very,
very moved by the actions of people like that, and we want to acknowledge them
and to say that without them this Commission could not have done its work
properly.
/Now, the
Now, the obvious thing about victims' hearings like this is that it tends to
focus on the evidence of the individuals, it focuses on their pain, their loss,

their suffering. It focuses on the events of that particular day, but often it
doesn't tell us much about the big picture, it doesn't give us an overall
understanding of what happened in this town, in this country, in this province.
It doesn't tell us who gave the orders for that incident, who supplied the guns,
who helped cover up the investigations, who secretly buried the bodies.
And the Truth Commission has other means, other forums, for finding out that
sort of evidence. We have an investigation unit, we have private investigative
inquiries, where we subpoena people and we cross-examine them and ask them
questions about what they did, why they did it, on whose behalf they did it. And
we also have the dramatic - often dramatic evidence of the amnesty applicants
themselves, perpetrators who come to this Commission and tell us what they did
and why the did it, and on whose orders or instructions they were acting at the
time. We have been taken by perpetrators themselves, amnesty applicants such as
Security Branch policemen - we've been taken by them to grave sites, and they
have pointed out to us where they have shot and killed people and buried them.
And this sort of evidence is vitally important for the Commission, because it
doesn't just tell us about the disappearing or the murder of one person, it
tells us what the motives of the State were at the time, and why these things
were done. And this Commission is in possession of applications from amnesty
from perpetrators which contain very far-reaching and even shocking details
/about
about this country's history, and those applications will be made public in due
course.
So, in this way, with evidence like we've heard today, and at other victims'
hearings, and evidence from amnesty applications, we are able to slowly piece
together like a jigsaw puzzle the history of this country.
I am going to give my colleague, Mr Lax, an opportunity to make a few
observations on the victims' hearing that we've both attended, and then I will
make some concluding remarks about Ladybrand.
MR LAX: Thank you, Chairperson. One of the things that we have heard across the
country - there's been a whole range of evidence, not just by and about acts
perpetrated by the State against other people, but of acts perpetrated by the
liberation movements, by vigilantes, by other political organisations, and by
people even within political parties. As we heard today, conflict between the
ANC and SANCO, conflicts within the IFP, conflicts between the SDUs and MK and
the ANC, and conflicts between the PAC and the ANC. It seems that the levels of
conflict knew no bounds in this country, and in every small little community
somebody was fighting for dominance in some way or other.
We've heard stories across the political spectrum - the bombings, the Magoo's
bomb, the Church Street bomb, the St James massacre, the massacre of IFP
children outside Port Shepstone, the one striking case we heard there where 11
children were gunned down while they were waiting to go to an IFP Youth Brigade
conference, and one of the survivors told us how they were sitting in a halfbuilt house singing songs, as any youth group would sing,
/and suddenly
and suddenly out of the semi-darkness - it was getting dark - people came
running in with guns and just shot randomly. Terrifying stories. We've also
heard stories of ANC massacres, where ANC people were simply massacred by police
and IFP. And, as Richard has very correctly said, the very lonely stories of
people who were tortured in detention, people who were all on their own facing
the very powerful men with the whole State behind them. And then the very moving
story we heard yesterday of a policeman who simply couldn't stand being a
policeman any longer, and I am sure there were countless others like him who
simply couldn't continue to do their jobs and see what was happening to their
people.

There's one lesson we need to learn from this Commission, is that never again
must the police in this country be allowed to become the operatives of the
ruling class, the hands of any political party. This Commission will make
recommendations in due course about how we think the structures of our society
can be changed so as to prevent human rights violations from happening again,
and we will certainly make our voices very loudly heard in that regard in
relation to the role of the police. And we strongly believe that we won't stop
the fight against crime, and the fight against violence in this country, until
such time as we're able to truly transform the police force.
Just when we thought we had heard every kind of story possible we come to
Ladybrand and we hear a whole new range of stories, each one subtly different
from the one before. And in some ways it's sad that we have come to the end of
our victim hearings because we believe we
/will
will probably continue to hear new stories, new experiences, and, in a more
horrifying way, new concepts in how man's inhumanity to man has no bounds.
One aspect that has really struck us has been the incredibly detailed way in
which people remember what happened to them, the way in which they tell their
stories as if they happened yesterday, not 10 years or 20 years ago, and the
incredible variety of their responses in telling their story. Some people, as
you've seen during these hearings, bring an incredible humour to bear on the way
they tell their story, and that might be their survival mechanism. Others are
clearly very traumatised by the process. And yet in all of them, in my personal
discussions with people who've given testimony, the vast majority are very
grateful to have had that opportunity to be acknowledged.
And so, as we have grappled our way through this process from that first hearing
in East London to this hearing in Ladybrand, we have slowly learnt more and more
about the cruel past we've had to deal with, but also, as Richard has said,
about the incredible bravery and fortitude of people.
I'll hand back to Richard at this point.
CHAIRPERSON: I think I finally just need to again thank the victims from
Ladybrand, Ficksburg, Rouxville, Bothaville, and other parts of the central and
southern Free State, who have come here over the last three days to tell us
their stories. They have opened yet another window for this Commission to
understand the violent past of this country, and we thank you today for having
been brave enough to come here and to tell us your stories and
/relive
relive those memories.
There are a couple of other people to thank, particularly the volunteer staff
who have sat with every witness after they have given their evidence and
assisted them to get over the experience, and debriefing them; the TRC staff,
particularly those here in the Free State, under the leadership of Mr Moses
Pitso. We thank the police for providing protection and making us feel secure
and safe here over these past few days, and the interpreters for their excellent
work.
I want to say a special word of thanks to the media, to the SABC radio,
television and the newspapers, not only for reporting on this hearing, but for
the many, many hearings that they have reported on throughout the country. We
have travelled a long and often very difficult road together over the past 14
months through the Free State and KwaZulu-Natal, and I am sure many of us will
miss the intense experiences that we have all gone through, and the camaraderie
that has developed between everyone.

Obviously this process is not finished. We're not having any more victim
hearings, but we are having many other hearings. We're having institutional
hearings, hearings into the role of the press, hearings into the roles of the
legal system. We've just finished a hearing into the role of the medical system.
We will be holding a very long and important event hearing in August into the
role of the State in training para-militaries. So the Truth Commission certainly
hasn't come to an end, we still have much work to do, particularly the work of
making findings. We have to make findings in respect of each
/victim
victim and each perpetrator, so our work will continue for many months to come.
But again thank you to all those people - I forgot to mention the people who
provided the sound system. Thank you very much. Please remember that as you go,
those people that have these earphones please leave them on the chairs. They are
no use to anybody outside. And I am going to ask one of our staff members from
Bloemfontein, the Reverend Bosman, again to lead us as we sing the national
anthem. Thank you very much.
---------------------

